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ASK LLP
151 West 46th Street, 4th Floor
New York, New York 10036
Tel.: 212-267-7342
Fax: 212-918-3427
Edward E. Neiger, Esq.
Marianna Udem, Esq.
Counsel to Q Holdings LLC
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re:

Chapter 11

QUIRKY, INC., et al.1

Case No. 15-12596 (MG)
Debtors.

(Jointly Administered)

NOTICE OF FILING OF SCHEDULE OF UNDEVELOPED INVENTIONS
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on December 10, 2015, the Court entered the
Order Authorizing (i) the Sale of Certain of the Debtors’ Assets Related to the Quirky Business
Free and Clear of All Claims, Liens, Liabilities, Rights, Interests and Encumbrances, (ii) the
Debtors to Enter Into and Perform Their Obligations Under the Asset Purchase Agreement, (iii)
the Debtors to Assume and Assign Certain Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases, and (iv)
Granting Related Relief (the “Sale Order”) [Docket No. 243]. Unless otherwise defined in this
notice, capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Sale Order.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that pursuant to Paragraph 25 of the Sale
Order, the Buyer hereby files and delivers the Schedule of Undeveloped Inventions annexed
hereto as Exhibit A.

1

The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases and the last four digits of each Debtor’s taxpayer identification number are
as follows: Quirky, Inc. (2873); Wink, Inc. (8826); and Undercurrent Acquisition, LLC (9692).
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Title of Undeveloped Invention
"Psst" - WINK Security Cam
"Roll-On" Power Socket
"Sneaky" Purse Cooler
"Toplo" the foot warmer
"Wake Me Up" Sleep Eye Mask
*MatchBlox*
1-Per-Day Water Bottle
2 Flavors in 1 Retail Beverage
2 in 1 Travel Buddy
2 Ltr Bottle w/built-in handle
2 partial Cup
360¬∞ Video Stick
3D Animated Light Fixture
3D Animation Connected Doll
3D Crossfire
3D Ice Monsters
3D Marble Roller
3D Measuring Box
3D Mind Game
3D Mouse
3DHolograms on phone+tablet+pc
4 CONDIMENT DISPENSER
4D Soundbar with Fans
4D Strobe Light
60 Second Pizza Oven
7 Day Pet Feeder
8-in-1 Grilling Spatula
A better hand dryer
A Healthy Soda: Lemonda
Above Ground Pool Protector
AC Adaptateur Flexible
AC with a View
Accessorized Shower Head
Ace The Lace
Adjustable Cookware Holders
Adjustable Picture Hooks
Adjustable Wrenches
A-E LED Color-Changing Mirror
Aerator Mole Robotics
Aero
Aim Racers
Air Conditioner Controller
Air Wave
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AirDry
Airee
Airlight
AirM inflate to bodys contours
Airwave
Aisle Easel
Alarm that actually wakes you!
AlarmClockCeilingProjector
ALL-IN-1 SELFIE CAMERA
Alorse
always@hand
Anchor
Angle Floor Scraper
Animal Bake Shapes
Animated Puzzle Set
Anodyne Migraine Wipes
Anti Loud Noise LED Light Bulb
Anti-barking Smart Light Bulb
Anti-drop straw
Apex
App Enabled Barbie Horse Jump
App Enabled Fire Extinguisher
App Enabled Spice Dispenser
App-enabled ceiling fan
App-Enabled Pocket Scale
App-enabled Task Manager
Apple multi-end charging cable
Apple Slice Strap
Apri
Aqueduct
Arc
ARD EL KHAIR¬Æ Aquaponics
Aria
Ario
Aroma
Aros V2
Artisana
Assist
Attach-me
Attic Heat Distributor
AudTik Headphone and iPod Dock
Auto-Adjust Long-Range Scope
Automatic Light Switch
Auto-Omlette
AutoStir
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Auto-Umbrella
Auxi
awesome sand castle
Axis
Axle
B√çPODE
Baby Bath Basket
Baby Bath Wedge
Baby Ben Highchair
Baby Bottle Cleaner
Baby Bubbles
Baby Formula Maker
Baby Rocker
BabyBreeze Change Station
Back Cover Keyboard
Backpack with rain/sun shield
Bagel and Bread keeper
Bagel Vise
Baggette
Bagless Trash Compactor
Bake Boosters
Baked Potato Helper
Ballie (pitch two)
Balloon Crimper
Banana Bonnets
Band Aide Roll
Bandnets
Bandora
Bangle
Barbecue turner
Barbie Belle River Steamboat
Barbie Bucks Watch Accessory
BARBIE- DRESS SHOP FRANCHISE
Barbie High Tech
Barbie Mountaineering
Barbie Paint-My-Nails
Barbie Pre-Filled Flower Pot
Barbie Select-A-View Aquarium
Barbie Select-A-View House
Barbie Select-A-View Theater
Barbie Select-A-View Weather
Barbie Winter Olympic Set 2.0
Barbie-Champion Racing Car
Barbie-Drone w/fun attachments
Barbie's Cupcake Shoppe
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BARBIE'S GLOW! HOUSE
Bariatric Rescue Board
Basin
Basque
Battery Power AC Power Source
Battery Reconditioner
Battle Snake
Beach Scooter
Beacon
Beam
Beamer
Bean Bag Splash
Beats Ball
Bed Making Device
Bed Rail Helper
Bed Wetting Monitor
Bench Buddy
Better Bike Tire Levers
Better Suction Cup
Bevel
Beverage Can Dispenser
Bicycle Brake Signal
Bicycle Sign Projector
Bicycle Turbine Light
Big Carabandits
Bikie Talkies
Biometric Lock
BLACK BOX VIDEO SYSTEM
Blast
Blendy
Blind Drawing Tablet
Blingits
Blinkers
Blockr
Blokly Smart MegaBloks
Bloom
Bloop
BlowShave
Bluetooth Bullet
Bluetooth Dice
Bluetooth Speaker Hub
bluetooth speaker hub
Bluetooth Spkr/Night Lt/Alarm
Bobble Bone
Bocclliards
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Body Health Drink
Body Toss (water game)
Boil Buoy
Bonfi
Boom Bucket
Boom.Co Bazooka
BOOMco BATTLE VEHICLES
Boomco FuryFist
BOOMco glow darts
Boomco Smart Stick targets
BoomCo. SmartStick Target Vest
Boost
Border
Bottle cleaning balls
Bottle opener 4 Geeks
Bowl-A-Peep
Box Bug
BoxGo
Brace
Braille Computer Screen
Brake Signal with Basket
Breaker
Bright Read Light
Brizzle
Brush-Floss-Whiten-5-seconds
Bubble Bazooka
Bucket Buddy
Buffer
Bug Zapper Lamp
Bullet Proof Desk
Bundler
Buoy Bags
burn shield
Butter Boss
Butter Pen 2.0
Cabinet Lifter
Cable Caps
Cable Collar
Cable winder
Cake Cutter
Caked
Calibrated Measuring Cups
Camera Cubby
CampusKitchen
Can Good Optimizer
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Candy Dispensing Pen
Capster
Car Control
Car Seat Rocker
Carabiner Dog Leash
Cargo Caddy
Car-Pac
Carpenter Tool Holster
carpet suction cups
Carry all paint tray & brushes
Carseat Hip Attachment
CarWall
Cascade
Case-Erase
Cask
Cat Litter Dispenser
Catch
Caulking Accessory
CAVEMAN Smart Mancave Recliner
C-Cam Rotating Light Bulb
Cell Phone Anti-Collision Sys.
CheapToiletSeatRaiser
Check luggage
Cheecoting accessories
CHEF MULTI KNIFE & VEG PEELER
Child size-Barbie Indy Car
Children's Cutlery Set
Child's Shampoo Chair
Chiller
Chirp
Chomper
Chrono
Chum Weight
Cipher
Circuit Beads
Circular Door Stop
Circular Wink LED Bulbs
CitriPour
CityScapes
Clampar
Clamp-on Utility Tray
Clap Clap light bulb
CLEAN HIDEAWAY
Cleaning Tape
Clear Span
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Click-a-Car
Cling
Cliplets
ClipOn Baby Monitor
Clippy
Clutch
Clutch Natural
CO2ler
Cobra Hose Attachment
Coffee Holder Stand
Coffee printer
Coffee-Go-With-Cream
Coffee-Soda Maker
Cold Water ,lighter bottles !
Collapsible Cookware
Collapsible Insulated Mug
Collapsible Oven Rack
Collapsible Soda Bottles
College Lock Box
Color Changing Bulbs & Switch
Color Changing Hair Dye
Color Temperature Light Bulb
ColorStack
Community Helping Quirky
Community Helping Quirky2
Commuter Outlet Pivot Power
Compressed Air Hand Pump
Compresso
Concussion Cap
Conduct
Conductive LEGO Bricks
Confetties
Connected Bird Feeder
Connected Display Clock
Connected Pill Dispenser
Connected Tea Brewing Appliance
Connected Wine Rack
Conquest
Consumer Super Computer
Control With Films
Controlink
Controllable floating lights
Convenient Spray Gun
Conveyor Blanket
Cookie Keeper
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Cool Umbrella
Cool-D
Cooler
CoolOven
CoolSoup
Coop
Cordies+
count cup
Counter Cooler Drink Maker
Courier
Covert
Cradle
Crafty Caps
CrashCopter
Crater Keyboard
Crazy Tape
Crisp
Crocodile Organizer
Crosslink
Crowdsource website
Cubby
Cubbycomb
Cube Tube
Cubie
Cupidon Love Boomshooter
Curl
Curvables
Cush
Cydro
Cylinder (sonar) sound bar
Cylindrical Hair Dryer
Dabber
Dart Shooting RC Car
Dart Shooting RC Drone
Defeater the Ant b-Eater
Defender
Desktop Buddy
Deskube
Detachable Cooler Wheels
Detachable Hole Punch
Detect, Alert, De-Energize
Digital Crochet hook, counter!
Ding
Directional sound auto speaker
Directional Speaker Bar
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Dish Washer Indicator
Distanco
Ditto
Dj multi charging station
Dog Ear Bookmark
Dog-E Door
Doggie Drinking Spout
Dolce
Door Peephole Camera
Dose Dispensing Pill Bottle
Dot Walker
Dots
Double Handle Utility Tool
Double Suction Cup
Doubler 2.0 Cooler
Doubles
Doze mask
Draft
Drain Fish
Draw-to-Drive & Program RC
drawttle
Dressmaker Pin Cap
Drill dust collector
DripLip
Drive-Thru FOOD SCALE
Driving School Hot Wheels
DRONE ..Insect Zapper & Fogger
Drone Paintball Gun Turret
Drone Security
Dropsy
Dry Erase Away
Dual Action Bicycle Sprocket
D-ualK-nife
Duel Hose Clamp
Duel tire power wheels
Duet
Duo
Dura-Winder
Earphones cover
Easy Access Baby Outlet Covers
EASY DISH WASH
Easy Lid Prop
Easy Lift Shovel
Easy Plug-off Pivot Power
Easy Pour bottle vent
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Easy Serve Cupcake Pan
Easy Ski Boot
Easy Sprinkler System
Easy to Clean Humidifier
Easy to use Needle
Easy-Measure
EasyTrash
Echo
echo 360 degrees speaker
Echo Sleeve
EchoMug.
Eclipse
eco conditioner
Eco Outlet
Eco Thermo Chromatic Paint
EcoTech Toilet Flapper
Edge
Edible Cup
E-ink Apple Watch Band
EL U-Tape.Self-retractableTape
EL Wire Fasteners
EL Wire Glowing Train Rails
EL Wire Light Bulb
Electric Port Tong Wine Opener
Electric Toothpaste Dispenser
Electronic Device Mouthpiece
Electronic Kick the Can
Electronic Page Turner
Ember
Embout de robinet anti-br√ªlure
Emergency Car Climate Control
Emergency Fog Lights
Emergency Sign
emlothe secure trousers
EmotiCoffre
Energy Harvesting Doorbell
EnergyBoost/SportE
Enfold
Engine Free Generator
Equalizers
Ergowalker
evolutiv bed
Expanse
Extension Cord Wall Outlet
eye/sun glass grips
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Eyebrown HD by Victoria Feliu
Ez Oil Drop
EZ Shutter Crank
Fabrack
Face changiable extension cord
FacesMe
Fader
Fallback
Fancy Eggs
Fasbar
FaucetPhoneCharger?
Feeding the Prehistoric Beast
Feedo
Fermenting Appliance
Filament LED Tube light
Filter Cup Filler
Find my remote
Finger Blade
Finger Mitts
Finger story Toy
Fingerlock
Firefli
Fireplace Log Safe
Fish Buzzer
Fish Projection Bath Toy
Fisher Price Popper Toy
Fishing: SwivelSnap+Weight
Fit Kit
Fitbit Flex Wearable Charger
Fitted Sheet Folding Aid
Five Scents
Fixi
Flair
Flash
Flashcase
FlashDash
Flashlets
FlashMat resub. from q 1.0.
FlatLock
Flavor Naturale' Drinks
Flavored Ice & Beverage
Flavored water dispenser
Flawed Clothing
Flexi Bands
Flexible BT Speaker
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Flexible clamp Projector
Flexible Peeler
Flexible Shower Screen
Flick
Flip
Flip and Twist Smart Speaker
Flip Flop Fins
Float
Floating Exercise Device
Floating Frisbee
Floor Cleaning Device
Floor Protection
Flow
Flower Power
Flying Frog Jump
Flying Insect Repellent Fan
Flyphone
Flyway
Focus Band
Fold and slice cutting board
Foldable LED Light
Foldable Stool
Foldaway Basketball Backboard
Folding Chair
Folding mug cup
Fold'n Grow
Food Coloring Mixer
food container that seperates
Food containers with Blue LEDs
FoodBook.com
Football video camera
Footnote
Forever Lamp Shade
Forge
Formables
Fort Factory
Frame
Free Weight Kettlebells
Freewheel
Free-Wheelin'
Freeze Flex
Frio
Frisbee Golf Float Attachment
Frosty Faces
Frosty Rings
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FrostyMat
Fruits grabber drone
Fun Flutters (Prototype)
FUN Shaped Eco-Friendly Bloks
Functional Temporary Tattoos
Furnace Filter Alert
Future of Juicing
G.E. inductable and lamp
Garden Budz
Garden Ergo Fork /Tiller
Garden Hand Spade
Garden Irrigation Monitor
Garden Module
Garment Stapler
Gas Oil Can
Gas Pump Wedge
GE Oven Interior Size Control
Gen-Bike
Gender Neutral Pal (new line)
Geos
Germ kill shopping cart handle
Germ Killing Touch Screen
Ghost
Giant Pin Ball Crazy golf Game
GiftSwift
Glass with Safety Caps
Glow n Go
Glowing Cyclist Kevlar Belt
Glute Bridge Exercise Machine
Go Caddy
GOLF BALL RETREIVER DRONE
Golf Club Theft Alarm
GOOD MORNING CALENDAR BANK
Google Glass Charging Unit
GoPop
Gorro - glowing blanket
GPS Life Jacket
GPS Shopping Helper
Grammar Touch
Graphene Super Battery
Grasp
Graze
Grease Bar
Grid
Grind
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Gripper
Grocer
Grouper
Growler
Guideline
Gutter Cleaner
Gyro Drive RC
H20
Hair Curling Comb
Hair Tight
Hair-Free Hairbrush
HairMyWords Alice Band
Halos
Hana
HandleBar Grip Speaker
Handler
Handmade soap making machinery
Hands-free Camera Strap
Hangar
Hangline
Happy Hands
Hard wristband
Harman Vest-electronic drum
Harman Wave
Harmon Ear Buds WristBands
Hasta Barista Baby
Hatch
Haul
HAWAIIAN PARADISE VEND MACHINE
Haze-Sonic's
HDMI Gaming Streamer
Health Challenge
Heel Coaster
Helix
Helmet Bike Lock
Herbert
Hidden Bicycle Lock
Hide Away Trim
High Chair Helper
High performance conditioner
Hitch
Hitch n' Hike
Hive
Hoist
Hollow Football
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Hologram
Home Holodeck
Hone
Hoop
Hose Slider
Hot & Cold Tea Maker
Hot Glue Gun
Hot Wheelie Rake by Mattel
Hot Wheels Interchangeable Kit
Hot Wheels Line Guided Car
HOT WHEELS MAG-LEV TRAIN TRACK
Hot Wheels Steam Powered Cars
Hotty
Hotwheels automatic car parker
Hotwheels Space Battle
Hover
Hulahoop Rainbow
Hullberry
Hutch
Hybrid LED/Fiber Optic Bulb
HydraDuo
Hydro Hands
Hydrofuel Solar Car RC
iBall Dog Toy
Ice Booties
Ice Cream Auger
Iceberg Cooling Glass
icleanwc
ICY
Ignite
Imprint
Imprinter
Index
Indicator
Induction Charged Tamp Stamp
Inductive wall outlet II
Infant Air Soother
Inflatable Baby Tray
Inflate-A-Cup
Inserts for sunglasses
Insider
Inspirational Smart Bracelet
Insta-Glam
Instagrill
Intelligent Bath station
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Intelligent Weed Killer
Interactive Crib Sound Maker
Interactive Rabbit Toy
Interactive Soda Dispenser
Internet Pin Pad
Invisible light switch.
Ions
iPhone 5 Bicycle Mount
iPhone 5 NFC Case
iPhone Battery Sharing
iPhone Case Wiper
IPhoneCase-window-breaker
iPi√±ata
Iron Maid, ironing made easy!
I-SEE Sensor Tracks TV Remote
Isolator
Isophones
Isotonic Antioxidant Drink
iSpy
j-charge
Jewelry Clasp
JKER
Joe the Hitchhiker
Join Creative Circle
Joule
Jug Tap
Jugo
Jumbo Light Switch
JUS
JYM BAR
K - Cup Grounds Despencer
Kaleido
Kangaroo Scooter
Kart
Katch
Keg Station
Keiro
Kepler
Kepler Space Kit
Keurig Coffee AUTO-REFILL
Kevlar Bicycle Lock
Key Card Chair Staff Alert
Key Me
Kickster
Kid Phone
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Kid Stick
Kids Sing and Recording Booth
Kids Telescope
Kitchen Hammer Knife
Kitchen-2-go(29tools)
KITCHENROLL /TOILETROLL HOLDER
KITE BALL
Kitsy
Kitten Mittons
Klorofyll
KNEKTUS
Kompak
Ladder Caddy
Ladder Harness
LadderLock
LAND LINE Phone mobile HUB
Laser Billiards(Pool)
Laser Field Game
Lasso Nut Driver
Launch Laser - Swing Trainer
Launchpad
Laundry Alert
Laundry Hair Ball
Lava Smart LED Light Bulb
Layer Cake Pan
Layer Up
Layered Cutting Board
Lazer Tag Drone
Le Gaufrier Fut√©
Le Pinceau Anti-coloures
Le S√®me-Graines
Leaf Plow
Leaf Raking Tarp
Leap Frog Mattel Kids Game
LeashBuddy Comfort Grip
LED Candle Salt Shaker Set
LED Display Headphones
LED Insect Trap
LED Jenga (or Uno Stacko)
LED Waterproof Glow Darts
Ledge
Leezard - Attachable light
Lego Island Toy
LEGO Vacuum Cleaner
Les phares du coureur √† pied
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Levee
Level
Level Tape Dispenser
Leveler
LevitatePS4controller
Life Shield
Lift
Light Loop
LIGHT WHEELS
Lightcast
Lighted Musical Bases
Light-Up Tap Bands
Linker
Links
Lit Retractable Leash/Collar
Locate baggage
Lockout Switch
Loft
Long Caulk Arm
Looie
LookOut
LostAndFound
Lotus
Lug
LugeCubes
Lumi
Lumi Blok
Lumiloft
Luminator Pro
Luna
Luster
Luz (Prototype)
Magnetic Laundry Bag
Magnetic Workout Bench
Magnetized Earbud Rings
Mailbox Alert Sensor
Mailbox Fun Lights
Mailbox Liner Secure Strip
Mailbox Scanner
Mail-safe Mailbox
Mantis v2
Manual Ice Maker
Mark Ups
Martian Quadcopter
Mascara Brush
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Master foot Qatar 2022
Matchbox Car Readers
Matey
Mattel Hover Ball
Mattel Hoverboard-Resubmit
Mattel LED Safe Fireworks
Mattel-Poppy 3D Toy Printer
Measuring Faucet
Meat Thermometer for Dummies
Medicine Dropper
Mega-Wheels
Melon Master
Melon Stik
MEMO BULB
Memo Pen
Memory Flash Mat Game
Mesa
Micro Car Bike Loop
Micro Mesh Spoon
Micro Rotary Tool
MicroLight
Microwaveable Scrunchie
Midi
MileStoneZ
Milk Cycling Appliance
Milk Mat
Mingle
Mini Sticker and Photo Printer
Mini walking doll
MiQ
Mira
Miracle Bib
Mirage
Mirror Glass Advertise
Mirror Wise
Mixipan
Mobile Holographic Projector
Mocubo v2
Modular Device (Modular Lamp)
Modular Ear Buds
Modular Light Switch (MLS)
Modular Phone Book-case
Mommy Mate
Mona
Monitor 2GO
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Moonbeam
Mop with Bucket Filler Hose
Morph Racer
Morphing Display Cubes
Mosaic
Motion/VoiceLight Switch
Motorcycle Steering Damper
Mountable Toolbox
Moving Board
Mozart Mittens
MP3 Headphone w Text2Share App
Multi Bin
Multi Clip
Multi Perfume Travel
Multi Purpose Grapnel
Multi-Bit Screwdriver
Multi-directional Tube Lights
Multi-Purpose Percolator
Multipurpose Weight Sensors
Multi-SwingChairSet
Music Playback Bicycle Grip
Musical Football
Musical Frisbee
Musical SoccerBall
My Indoor Garden
Nab
NaturaLight
Nautilus
Navigation Torch
Navigo
Necklace Detangler
Never ending bar soap/exfoliat
No Spill Cup Holder
No-Flat Soda Cap
Noisy Hat
Noko - the Multi-Use Lamp
NOSEY SMOKE ALARM
Nova
Nozz
Nukit
Nutter
Octopus Earbuds
OCTOPUS II portable 3d printer
O'flo
Olio
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Omni Directional Speaker (ODS)
OmniCord.
One blink
OneEighty
OneSound
Optimum
Ornament Hooks
Osmos
Ouch Pouch
Outdoor Geyser Game
Outline
Overcoat
Paint Brush Propper
Paint Can Handle
PaintBall Drone Napalm
Painter's Tape Eliminator
Palette
Palm Tree Pool Noodle Holder
Palz
PancakE
Panic Fob
Paperbag rim
Parcel Blocker
Parcel Drop Box
Partage d'Espace
Pasta Wheel
Pathlight
Patty Pack
PawDoor
Pawport
Pedal Powered Battery
Pedestal
Peel
peephole scanner
Peltier Drink Mug
PenDexter
Perfect Sandwich
Perfix
Perk
Personalized Pop Can(s)
Pet Chip Plus
Pet Perch
Pet Window Atrium
Phantom Power Saving Outlet
Phone Camcorder Strap
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Phone Expansion Tablet
phone phresh
Pi Case
PicFit
Pickup Truck Unloading System
Picky Coaster.
PiezoPal
Pill Purse
PILL SORTER DISPENSER
Pillar
Pilot
Pin¬†Point
Pinch
PingRemote
Pip
Piranha attack
Pivot Power Mini v2
Pivoting Bike Stand
Pixel
Pixies
Pixit
Plant Protector
Plate Pals
Play Brite Magna Pad
Pluck V2
Plug Sensing Outlet
Plush
Plush Brick Couch
Pluto Ball
Pocket Briefs
Poise
Police Notifying Pepper Spray
Pom Pom Spinner
Pooch Platform
Pool Float Retractible Tether
POOL SCOOTER BARBIE
Popcorn Flavor Machine
Popcorn2Go.
Popper
Poppy Canned Oxygen Refiller
Poppy Cup Dispenser
Poppy Hygiene
Poppy Luxure Cosmetic Case
Poppy Petflow
Poppy Pure
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Poppy Smart Range Hood
Poppy Smart Range Hood
Poppy TWIRL CAP bird feeder
POPPY Wall Mount
POPPY Water Bottle Dispenser
POPPY water Dispenser
PoppyBottle Washer/Sterilizer
POPPY-BREAD CONNECTED APPLIANC
POPPY'S WATER IMMERSION COOKER
Pop-Up Cake
Pop-up Garden
Portable baby changing station
Portable Generator Using Kinetic Energy
Portable Refridgerator
portable water cooler
Portable Yoga Mat Case
Portal
Portico
Portlet
Portotrash
Pose
Pottie Mouth
Power Bank Clip-ons
Power Pull
Power Sharing Phone Case
Power Strip Charger
Power Vent
Power-3-Band
Powerchute
PowerClamp
PowerLoop
P-P Smart Light Bulb
Precise
Precision Scoring
Prep Step
Prescription Pouch
Preserve
Press "n" Seal Gift Wrap Paper
Pressto!
Pressure Detector Toothbrush
Presto
Print n Charge
Pro Stick Portable
Pro-Basketball-Return/tracker
Probiotic Kefir Maker
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product 0193
product 0876
product 0908
product 0909
product 0910
product 1061
product 1062
product 1063
product 1064
product 1065
product 1066
product 1067
product 1080
product 1081
Prop any Power Cord
Prose
Prune
PS4/XBone On The Go
P-Towel Rolla
Pulp
Pure Air
Pure Interface.
Purse Pocket
Pursuit
Puzzallenge
Q Brix
Qubicles
Quest
Quick Release Light Socket
Quick Swap Electrical Boxes
Quick Thaw
Quirky Platform
Quirky's Next Product
Quirky's Next Product
Quirky's Next Product
Rack
Radius
Raft
RAGS
Rail
Rail Accessories
Rain gutter+Apron=?
Ratcheting Wrench
Ray
RC Flying Car
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Reading Board Game
Rear Windshield Ticker
Recall- Prevents phone LOSS.
Recap
Recoil
Redirect
Ref
Refresh
Reinvent the Bicycle
Remote balloon burster
Removable car parking assist
Renew
renovate your shoe bottom
Resettable Rubik's cube
Resizable Box ‚Äî 10x10cm pieces
Resonant Earphones
Respirator Voice Amplifier
Resurge
Reter
Retractable extension Cable
Retractable Jumper Cables
Reusable Cooking Bags
Rev
Reversible Cupcake Pan
Reverso Screw Remover
Revive
Revolve
Ribbon
Rider
Ridge
Ridinghood
Riff
Rig
Ring Toss Drone Attachment
Ring Tunes
Rip Cord
Ripple
Risers
Risolo
Roadshow
Rock Pot
Rollaway
Rollback
Roll-bot
Roller Coaster Building Set
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Roof Snow Melter
Rotating Snowboard Bindings
Rotator
Rustle
Safe Spot
Safe-Cake
SafeStore
Safety Wall Outlet
Salt And Pepper Joke Kit
Sand Brick
Sand Off
Sandables
Sanders
SandMaster
Sanitary Smoke
Sanitizing bathroom bulb
Santi-Mat
Satellite Car Audio Speakers
Save Your Wave
S-BULB
Scooter Shocks
Scratch-n-Scroll
Screw Organizer
Screwdriver Chain 10-in-1
Scribblers
Script
Scroll
Scrubbie
Scrubs
Scute
SDock
Sealtop
Seams Easy Caulk & Paint Guard
Seamster
Seatbelt adjuster
Secure Tarp
Secure-Bed!
Security Loop
SeeSaw Basketball
Selbrella - Selfie gadget
Self buckling seat
Self Cleaning Broom
Self Cleaning Lawn Mower Attachment
Self destructing block set
Self sanitizing trashcan
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Self-Charging Mouse
Self-Heating Mug
Selfie stick with Periscope
Self-scraping microplane
SELMO
Sensor Plates
Servio
Sewing Kit Dispenser
ShadyLava - Lava in the Shade.
Shakeups
Shark Tag
ShaveM8
Sheep - Cable Holder
Shift
Shimmy Shimmy Shoo Cat Collar
Shine
Shine
Shiny Umbrella
Shoe Insert
Shoe Lace Rachet
Shoe Lace Tool
Shoe Traction Adhesives
Shower Curtain Prop
Shower Liquid Dispenser
Shuck
Shutter
Sidelighters
SideStep
Sidewalk Chalk Printer
Sift
Sight Stick
Signal
Simon-Says Drum Trainer
Simple Bag Handle
Simple Cocktail Shaker
Single Serve Fries
Siphon
Ski Rumble Pack
Ski Snowboard Rack
Ski/ Snowboard Carrier
Skiers' GPS Wristband
Skill Frame
Skipper
Skrunch Bottle
SleepTight
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Slider Reminder
SlideRider
Sliding Door Air Conditioner
Slow Cooker Saver
Smart & Green Water Sprinkler
Smart Baseball
Smart Blend
Smart Bulb
Smart Clip on Watch Bands
Smart Curtain Bug
Smart Diaper Station
Smart Doppler
Smart Drawer Lock
Smart Drill
Smart Drink Notifier
Smart Fan Alternator Lamp
Smart Flat Wall Christmas Tree
Smart Frame
smart frame
Smart Globe Encyclopedia
Smart Golf Balls
Smart Gripz
Smart Grow Lights
Smart Halogen Bulb Replacement
Smart Headphones
Smart Home Notification Signal
Smart Kitchen Fan
Smart LED Bulb promotes Sleep
smart measuring cup
Smart Oatmeal Machine
Smart Outdoor Umbrella
Smart Outlet Plug
Smart Paint
Smart Phone 3D Photo Viewer
Smart Power Adapter
Smart Protein Shake Machine
Smart Rice Percolator
Smart Rifle Scope
Smart Scents
Smart Shopping Cart
Smart Sound Gloves
Smart Stamp
Smart Storage
Smart Treat Dispenser
Smart watch keyboard wristband
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Smart Weather Station
Smart Wick
Smart Wooden Spelling Blocks
Smart,Modular Storage System
SmartAutomatedPatioUmbrella
SmartHold
SmartMop
Smartphone - Slinky
smartphone thimble for blind
SmartW8 (Weight): WiFi Connect
SMH
Smoke and CO Detector
Smolter
Snack
Snacky
Snapscape
Snow Shredder
Snow Sport Bag
Snow/Ice Melting Machine
Snowball Fight With Olaf
soap dispenser wink dash
Soap dryer/sanitizer
Socialite
Socket-Powered String Lights
Sockets
Soda Spin
SodaBottle
Sofie's Art Studio
Solar cooler embedded bottle
Solar Eclipse
Solar Wifi modem for outdoors
Sound Guard
Sound Track
SoundOuts
Space saver dropdown drawer
Space Saving 3-Shelf egg rack
Spare Air
Spectra
Spello
Spice Bar
Spice Rack
Spike
Spiked Grill Press
Spin Mug
spining multi-tap
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Spiral Cake Froster
Splash Stacks
Split Stick
Splix
Sport X Radar
Spout
Spout Cap
Spray-on Temporary Bracelets
Sprig
Sprinklert
Sprout
Sprozzle
Squeeze music baby bottle
Squibby
Squirt
Squish
Stake
Stake Tight
Stance
Stand Up Power Strip
Starter
Startup
Stash
Stashboard
StashCan
Stealth Breast Pump
Steam Iron Brush
Steam Weed Killer
Steel Tipped Work Gloves
Steeper Keeper
Stem Garden
Stepper
STICK-EYE
Sticky Speaker
Stop Radiation Laptop Tray
StopTop Tupperware
Storigami
Story Telling QR Code Cards
Stow
StrataChute
Stratos
Streaming DVD/BLURAY player
Strike
Striker
String Measurement Tool
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Strobe Flairs...(Led flairs)
Stronghold
Style File
Stylus
Sub-Drone-Fisher
Suction Paint Brush
SudoKID
Sudsi
Sun Tracking Patio Umbrella
sunrise alarm clock
Super Hero Soakers
Supply
Support Horizontal pour Gateau
Sure Scoop
Sureclick
Surrogate: stand-in camera
Survival Pack Drone
Sushi Making Appliance
Suture Removal Device
Swap
Sweet Dispense
Swim Lights
Swimmer's Tape
sWindow
SwingCan
Swingling
Swipe Lock
Swiper
Switch Relocater
SwitchTop
SwitchVac
Swivel
Swoop
Table Fridge
Table of Gaming
Table Top Golf by Mini Golfers
Tablet shower cs/spkr/suction
Tackits
Tacky Wrapping Paper
Tagalong Television Modem
Talk Through Teddy
Tally
Tan mitt Extention
Tandem
Tangle Free Dog Tether
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Tap
Tape Stamp
Taper
Tea Timer
Tea-Hook
Teapot Pump
Tech Tape
Tek Band
Tempos
Terra
Tessellating Cookie Cutter
Tether Lasso
Tethered Teddy Bear
Tetra
The "10 in 1" Magic Marker
The "Good Morning" Kid's Clock
The Analogue Keyboard.
The Automatic Key Fob
The bath that doesn't get cold
The Bottle Straw
The Cleaner
The Crazy Cooker.
The Crumb-less Cup
The Fun Toothpaste Cap
The Fungus Toe Floss (FTF)
The Knuckler
The Laundry Mate
The Lighted Musical Lounger
The little farmhouse
the mediawave
The Milkmaid
The natural mosquito killer.
The Overbed truck bed tent
The Party Planner
THE PUPIL
The ScrewHole
The Seated Traveler
The Squeeze n‚Äô Feed
The suction cup holder
The Tocket
The Ultimate Axe
The Vortex Bottle
The Water Teeter Totter
The Water Vest
TheeSpa Straw
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Therapy Cushion
Thermoelectric BBQ Light
Thermoelectric Lunchbox
Thomas Bath Tracks
Thousand Color Pen
Thrifty Beats
Throw Light Disk
Thunder Cannon
Tideez
Tilly
Tilt
Tilted wheels
Tilting Light Bulb
Timed ball pit balls
TIMER 9999
Tiptones
Tire Puncture Repair Kit
Toddler Safe Coffee Table
Toilet Flush Retrofit
Toilet Minnow Holder Cage
Toob
Tool Hub
Toothbrush Holder
Toothbrush Tongue Scraper
Tortilla Toaster
Touch-Board
Touchscreen Puzzle
Tough Closing Case
Tower to keep pills
Tracer
Track
Track Light Fan
TrakMat
Trampoline Crib
Transfer Sound from TV to Headphones
TransformBall
Trash Can Vacuum
Trashcan Power Wash
Travel Port
Travel Shell
Treat
Tree Ornament Speaker
Trek Support iPad Case
Trek Support Messenger
Trek Support Tote
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TriCopter Steerable Kite
Trimline
Triplet (3D Mind Game)
TriSmart for the Bathroom
Trove
Truly Instant: Coffee
TSB -Temperature Sensing Bulb
Tub Faucet
Turbo Bulb
TURBO-PROPELLER
TV Audio Device
Tweak the Squeak Pet Toys
Twice
Twirly
Twist
Twisted Sifter
Twister Hose
TwistPlug
Two Fold
Ultrasonic Phone Charger
Ultra-Violet Toothbrush Bulb
Underwire Bra
Unicycle trainer
Universal Hand Blender Vise
Universal Strength Test
Universal Tape Dispenser
UP & At 'Em
Uppabowls
USB Bracelet
USB Powered Hand Warmer
UV Wunderlights
Vamp
Vape Phone 2.0 (Vaporizer)
Vape-Volver-Smoothie
Vault
Veggie Life Extender
Vehicle Shoe Cleaner
VENT CLIP
Ventu V2
Verso
VertaBin
VertaBin Kitchen
Vesta
VibTech (Vibration Technology)
VibTech.2
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Vini
VIROPHONES
Visualization Speakers
Vitamin Sticks
Vivo
Voice Plates
Volume Limited Wireless Buds
Voyager
V-Power Shovel
WafflE
Waffler
Walking Cane Insert
Wall Frame Jig
Wall Mounted iPhone Dock
Wall Mounted Styling Iron
Wall Repair Kit
Wall Sun-Clock
Wallbrights
Warm/cold partners duvet
Washable Highchair
Wasp Buster
Water Bomber
water bottle with lock
Water Breaker
Water Concentration Kids Game
Water/Light Smart Skippers
Watering Jacket
Watermelon Smoothie Kit
Water-Saving Shower Adapter
WATER-SPARKZ
Watt Time
Wearable "Pepper" Spray
Weigh To Go
Wet Dustpan and Brush
Wheelchair Attachment For Doorway Entry
White Sticking tags Printer
Whix
Wi-Charger
Wiffle Ball Chase Game
Wifi ,App enabled Thermostat
WiFi Rice Cooker
wifi snow melter controller
Window Washing Tool
Window/Door Draft Eliminator
windshield de-mister
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Wind-Up Light Bulb dynamo.
Wingspan
Wink Auto Drip Faucet
Wink Socket Adapter
Wire Brush Jumper Cables
Wired
Wireless Energy Transmission
WIRELESS INDUCTION HOT WHEELS
Wireless Lights
Wireless pendants
Wireless plug-in speaker
Wireless Speaker Projector
Wireless Touchscreen Headphone
Wireless Wearable Monitor
WK SIPPY SET
Wologram
Wooden Cooking Tongs
Woof Mat
Word It
Work Status Device
Wrap 'N Pull
Wrapi
Wrapster v2
Wrist Eye - Your own third eye
Wristorch
Xstunt
Yapper
Yard Pan Plus
Yogurt By You
You're getting warmer...
Zigbee PIR Sensor
Zip Tie Hair Wrap
ZipShell
我所指的是类似本网站模式
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"The Branch" is a stand that allows you to use your tablet or iphone while lying down on your back, on your side or sitting in bed.
Twin back/front baby carrier
Air Conditioned Car Seat. The inside of cars can get very hot. Kids, in the back seats in their car seats have to suffer. NO MORE!
The unique motorized stroller that will take the struggle out of pushing a stroller in the malls, in the grass at the ball parks, up ramps.
My Soda Drinking Helmet would allow you to drink by just breathing in. It would be simple and protective.
Microwave safe bowl with wood or cork all the way around the top about 1" - won't boil over in microwave ------- could be an add on for rim)
I-WON LOTTERY APP
Multitasking Just Got Better on Your IPAD or AnDriod Device! With a Double or Triple IPAD or Andriod Case
Gotta Have it!
Mattel - Quirky Jet Surfboard
The Solution to crooked pictures! Always Picture Perfect!The APP. Keeps the art level without harming the wall or frame. Always Level!
A new kind of alarm clock that wakes up only one person in a room, while the other can stay soundly asleep.
sliplights
A slim, beautiful water bottle/flask with built in filter to give people a reason to ditch water bottles.
Removable spacers keep your clothes separated as they hang in the closet. With different colors, you can organize items by season.
Protect the floor from any spills!! When someone drops a drink on the table and it spills to the floor its way more complicated to clean...
Remind kids if, when, and where they need a reminder. Leaving for school in the morning and forgot their Lunchbox; it shouts "Lunch Lunch!".
Christmas string lights are so long and bulky and can easily get tangled up. MY CHRISTMAS LIGHTS COME IN 3 F00T SECTIONS. 12' = 4 sections
The Ultimate Clothes Hanger!!!
Let the hedge trimmer do all the work, not YOU!!
A rechargable Sonic Utility Knife that works with the same concept as a sonic tooth brush but more powerful to cut thru anything with ease.
Attachment that clips onto any circular BBQ grill that allow the grill to rotate effortlessly so you can go direct to indirectly heat quick
A drying rack enclosed in a projector screen tube. Pull it out to use it and retract it back when done. Stand, wall, or ceiling mounted.
I HATE CLUTTER! Wet rags, annoying sink stoppers and ugly soap bottles make my sink look messy and cluttered.
Ultrasonic Grill Brush, Quickly clean hardened stuck on food from the grill. Less scrubbing!Scale up the Sonicare tooth brush for the grill!
A stroller that is safer while maintaining a harness and lap strap but hooks in the back preventing child from unhooking themselves.
Toilet plunger. Plunger has a vacuum release valve. Prevents waste being sucked back into toilet.
FlatuLa-Scent....The pleasant release of a fragrance,caused by air or temp.change in the buttox area.[no..not a joke]
tolet buddytolet
Fictional Letter Sender
Wearable Wireless multi-purposed Bluetooth stereo Speakers - Simple wireless connection -Retractable earphone cable management.
PUSH A BUTTON TO FIND THAT LOST REMOTE,SO YOU WONT MISS YOUR PROGRAM, or BIG GAME. IT SOUNDS AND LIGHTS UP FOR
THOSE LATE NIGHTS.
Pump to the last drop
Travel Toothbrush
Bra Panty Set Hanger
Quirky Key Chain Gum/Band Aid/Mints/anything Dispenser. Have a it handy when you need it.
Hands Free Garbage Receptacle
Avocado Tester: with this device you can tell when an avocado is ripe; now you can buy many of them for your favorite meals without worries.
Lazy Dual USB wall charger.
The A Frame ladder is good at keeping you from falling frontwards or backwards, but that doesn't keep you from tipping sideways until Now!
Brandwiches! - Handheld battery operated sandwich brander with interchangeable brands for kids sandwiches!
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Multifunctional tool. You can use it as adjustable wrench, two crowbars or for folding and breaking different things.
FLOATING "Scrubber Pad Holder" - adjusts to both RECTANGULAR scrub pads and ROUND nylon scouring pads. Never sinks - always easy to find.
Six-section revolving dispenser holds nuts, trail mix, M&Ms. Release contents of each 30-degree-angled section by lifting its sliding door.
A collapsible umbrella able to fit standard and large size coolers. Perfect for beach, tailgate, picnic or outdoor event.
My idea/invention is a earplugs container, that is attachable to a hardhat, all made of plastic.
It's a LED Lighted Toilet seat. when lifted up at night the LED light comes on the back of the seat & lights up so you dont turn the lights
Plugr = Portable Plug Power
A compact iPhone case with a pivoting portrait and landscape prop stand arm that also houses a flat stylus
Easy and powerful car finder!
Graded traction stickers in pre-cut shapes/sizes or in cuttable sheets to stick to objects (flip flop bottoms or underside of car handles).
ChipTips
A thick spongey mat for the bathtub, which would make your bathtub experience comfortable and pain-free. Arthritis? You will love this!
Stir the Pot
For young kids, its like an ice cream cone. fill it with yogurt, etc, and it squishes up through the top to eat without a mess.
In caring for my mother, I recognized the need for a personal medical records App which can be downloaded on any smart phone.
The rim on the top of an aluminium beverage can is a repository for dirt and disease. Make drinking direct from the can hygienic and safe.
Tired of having to tape your for sale sign to your car window? Me too!!! I want a CLINGY auto 'FOR SALE' SIGN! I haven't seen them anywhere!
Portable dolly, suitcase design. Foldable wheels inward. Small tools inside.Great to carry boxes/weights from one place to another.
Now, the visually impaired can write, sign, create artwork...
iPhone case that unrolls into charger cable when USB charging is required and still fits into your pocket
The Hassle Free Doorbell
Learn to play the piano not virtually,, But with your phone!
My idea/invention is a earplugs container, that is attachable to a hardhat, all made of plastic.
Medication Dispenser
Boston marathon bombings have changed us forever this American strong event bags is made of clear rubber whats in your bag for events only
All in One!! Great book in which you can find the principal thoughts of every single religion on earth
Text-Carrier: Carry Your Heavy Textbooks In The Grip Of Your Hand! Not Your Arm! Don't Buy A Backpack! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
No convenient place to hang a damp dish towel to dry? Create one with a thin steel bar across the sink, supported by silicone paddles.
A light water-misting patio umbrella.
A Go-ster is a one size fits all coaster that conforms to the bottom of any can or drinking glass. Have your coaster with you at all times!
A self-inking stamp that allows you to quickly and easily label the backs of all your children's photos with their current age or grade.
Flexy Leaf Slide
Multi-supplement Solution
Who's tgere
Hide those ugly tree air fresheners that hang from our mirror in our vehicle with a custom case/sleeve that the air freshener slide inside
My idea is for a razor extender. 6 to 12 inches in length and would snap on to any razor handle for a man/woman to shave legs and back.
CREATE A HOMING DEVICE WHICH CAN RETRIVE GLASSES, REMOTE CONTROLS, KEYS,
Inline skate with flexible ankle and braking system. Brakes stop skater and all wheels remain on the ground. Ankles are able to flex.
AMD Gizmo Explorer Case
*** Nano Swivel handle *** Show content on your iPad in landscape or protrait at any time and anywhere - even with only one hand.
Quick towel Clipz
It is a rubberize runner system that allows anyone to attach a ladder to their vehicle without damGing it.
Remote control for the blind that has sound and braille on it.They want to be able to listen to movies and t.v shows too!
Pizza ZIPBOX reduces box size
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Charge Anything
dd
Office chair accessory that keeps your coat from dragging on the floor whenever you hang your coat on the back of your chair.
3 sensors missing: Moisture Detector, Temperature and Motion (by sight, not vibration). Let's do it right! (RS into Wink)
A speciality shower trigger/head to enhance your shower experience.
Hate how your air fresheners can only plug into an outlet.
My idea/invention is a earplugs container, that is attachable to a hardhat, all made of plastic.
Chuy
Heavy book, who needs them. With your your student tablet you have a notebook and reading material all in one.
Iphone case surrounding sound
A breeze where you need it! A desk or pedestal fan that allows the user to adjust the range of oscillation
TeaLeaf
Quirky Golden Sound Headphones
Shoe Chains: Simple and effective traction on snow & Ice. Nothing like it on the market! ***SEE PICTURES***
anti-bacteria pad 4 pets
Don't lose business delivering cold meals anymore. Taking food on a long road trip? Need to warm it up. Your lunch is also a food warmer..
I know ppl who can make awsome beats with their hands on table and any thing around them, but they cant make the same beat on a computer
Mousepad made of thin multiple-layers like a notepad. Soon as pad begins to get dirty just remove old layer and start with a new clean pad.
Do you have a jar of loose screws/bolts/nuts? Imagine if you could spill them into an invention that automatically sorts them out for you?
PLUTO PLANTER - Pressurized Personal Planter! 25% PROVEN INCREASE IN PLANT GROWTH!
A small device you keep on a key chain or pocket that beeps when you get away from your phone.No more loss or stolen cellphones etc!
A PLIABLE RING WITH HANDLES,THAT HAS HOLES AND FIXED HOOK'S THAT ARE ADJUSTABLE WHEN HOOKED,ARE HANDLES FOR
HOT BOWLS IN THE MICROWAVE OVEN.
Clean Screen
Infinity road picture illusion
Get rid of every type of DvD case and have some open SPACE in your house. Inspired by the 1940's jukebox this console will hold 200+ DVDs.
Keychain bottle opener BUT now with added corkscrew for wine bottles...Maybe even add a LED light in case you're caught in the dark
The Shed Shark
Solar Powered Heated Mat
Clothes Shop Smart Mirror
A pill container that also dispenses and tracks when you last took your pills. No more weekly sorting.
TV hanging shelf
Better leather belt hole puncher
Card Case with Mirror
Remove the desk clutter! Truss system saddles your iMac, connectors lock your devices to rail system in any configuration.
Wireless Wall Clock Scheduler
Keep air out of open food bags without having to pour them into a new container. Save food right in their own bags. *VIDEO PROOF OF CONCEPT*
A true handheld wireless mouse! A small joystick controls the cursor from anywhere and any position. Soft gel surface for comfort.
The fountain which waters your garden - Fountain only when garden is watered; Fountain and sprinkler otherwise;
ACTUATED MECHANICAL BRAKE LINE SEALER CONTROLLED BY COMPUTER WHEN BRAKE LINE RUPTURES AND/OR LEAKS causing
pressure loss.
A nice looking Christmas tree stand that makes it easy to stand up and set by a single person.
A simple strap system for carrying a case of beer long distances; party, tailgate, or home from the store.
A backpack for hiking/backpacking/camping that has a built in water mister and camelback.
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Multi color lip Pen Pallette
Its a cool colorful sci-fy illustrated backpack.
Courtesy Lights
Cold weather football apparel is slippery, add some tackiness to the forearm/bicep part of the sleeves for a firm hold in wet and cold.
A portable meditation mat resembling a Japanese Zen Garden. Comes in various sizes with accessories' &amp; a variety of textured sand patterns.
Leverage advantage drive to replace gas powered pressure washer with low energy consumption electric, industrial duty 4gpm at 4000 psi.
Why waste time BUILDING a fort when you should already be PLAYING in it? Here is FORTS re-imagined!
entonnoir e-liquide
Eliminate incoming cellphone calls from automated marketing robots while receiving calls from real people
Nintendo DS game cartridge dispenser. Parents no more nagging! This will store, load and unload games without dropping or misplacing them!
an easy to install no damage poster sized lockable cabinet with adjustable shelves with the ability for the front to be customized.
BABY BOTTLE SPILL SAVER: Tired of baby bottles tipping over in your cooler and leaking? They don't have to tip over any more.
Compressed/Shrink Wrap reusable grocery bag and portable handheld compressor
The Any Cup-Cup Holder: A device that can be inserted into any existing car cup holder which will expand to fit any size cup or bottle.
extended lotion applicator
Due to health concerns, my family and so many others have a huge need for trying to eliminate germs from the soles of shoes in the home.
Tablet/Smartphone Holder for watching Movies in Bed
PURSE-PROTECTOR. This attractive accessory links to a purse strap and uses a retractable 200 lb test wire to easily attach to a chair.
A net type product that catches falling fruit before they are able to be hand picked and rolls the fruit into a netted bag.
Beverage jar filter
Grill Plates
Ever have trouble carrying a big pot of water from the sink to the stove top. Now you can reach your pots and pans! Retractable sink nozzle!
This is a waffle cutter that will have a bottom cutting edge the thickness of the waffle, a handle, and will cut pieces in shapes for kids.
Edible cooking skewer
My idea is to stick on little flat rubber shapes of any design on to glass cups. The idea was to make the cups less slippery.
Chop veggies + fruits in only 1-2 chops! No more multi-piece mandolin slicers or plugged-in food processors. Save time &amp; enjoy cooking!
Rewriteable Drinking Cup! Write names or messages with a dry-erase marker. Close plastic cover to prevent smudging. Dishwasher safe.
A charger which becomes a dock when you plug it into a wall!
Motorcycle Cup Holder
Gary Cooper is my Min Rat Terrier.His tiny legs go out from under him walking on wood, tile and in NE ice. My little dog needs to feel safe.
An Electronic metal container that automatically conceals used feminine products when placed inside (used in homes and public places).
Portion Control Food Plate system is a great product to add to Quirkyâ€™s Portion Control Products.
A round, thin, flexible, lightweight, waterproof mat to use at poolside to sit.
Check the odor of your mouth with this easy and funny-looking appliance. New level of self-confidence about your mouth hygiene.
living green wallpaper
rolder
many times when cleaning blinds they are really difficult to clean.
The idea is to make the wearing of backpacks less painful by spreading weight equally across shoulders, instead of digging into them
SleepEARZ are bandless, over-ear foam pads which provide a simple, secure, and comfortable way to block out unwanted noise during sleep.
Tired of your boring glasses? With Specdecals you can decorate your glasses frames with easy to apply decorations to suit your style needs.
Ladies need to carry cell phones and keys, but often our fave pants have no pockets! Need:attractive, easy to wear belt with a small pocket.
Collar finder
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Pogo Sneaks, Sneakers designed to hop like a Pogo Stick! Have your kids Hopping all day long instead of being a couch potato.
I have designed an all-in-one travel case that encompasses all our favorite features of a purse, backpack, carry-on and laptop bag into one!
Alarm clock &amp;/or phone app. uses your most loving voice ex. "Good morning (name). I love you. Hope you have a wonderful day." Great gift!
DIET Portion Control
Docking station that shows notifications for email, sms &amp; calendar events with an illuminated pulsating ring indicating the charging status
Quick and safe way to quickly secure your dog to a phone pole, parking meter, tree trunk, etc and have control of slack length.
An oyster opener. An oyster is very difficult to open. Its beneficial for your kitchen to kitchen in a 5 star resturant.
An inexpensive temporary storage area for the back of a pickup truck. Keeps Items in Arms Reach. Great for Mom's and Grand Parents!
Home Spa Facial Mask Maker
Tablet Tuck & Hide. Just slide and hide your favorite tablet. Keep your hands free when needed.
iPhone pepper spray functional case lead the attacker to believe you are giving up your phone
The Marshmallow Revolver is fun and novel way to have confectionery (marshmallows) delivered to you face for consumption!
An expandable vanity expands your small vanity bathroom space, making getting ready both safe, and sane once again!
The perforated Ice Cream container. Never get your hands sticky again! Never break a spoon again! The container reduces with the Ice Cream!
Sun Block Booth sprayer
sidewalk scrubber
This idea will make dusting faster and more thouough.
Oh, so tasty! Camp roasted food at home without flame and safe for youths. A simple way to make perfectly toasted marshmallows in the home.
Pinapple Holder?
Your dentist wants you to clean in between your teeth, but you hate to floss. Now you can remove debris with AIR!
un multiceintre
Use a lighter in a healthier/greener way, both for your body and the world.
I would like to introduce "Doodles". It is the shoe kids can write on and not fear repercussions from Mom and Dad.
The Evey-Lid
Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers with Added Natural Scents
Helmet Hat
power wheels upgraders
Lightning to usb keyring, always have a usb cable with you while on the move
Stop wasting money by letting your fruit go bad! Keep your fruit ventilated, fresh, and clean with this new way of storing your fruit.
Touch screen dishwasher
Portable Wireless Camera that connects to an app on your cell phone,comp,tv that can be used for many things like watching the baby or kids.
ELECTRIC CUT-OFF
A rubber band and a button that goes around or pins to bottles/sippy cups, stuffed animals, blankies. It will play a melody/beeping sound
Bed that is portable, lightweight, comfortable, and ideal for moving. It offers a good alternative to an air mattress and serves many uses.
Coupon organizer that clips onto your shopping cart handle.
Welcome to the Twin Pad Note Pad, the dual purpose note pad perfect for being a note pad while doubling up as your friendly to do list.
Fliptype. Iphone flexible and translucent keyboard case. Easy to type Hidden when not in use Simple to manufacture Color custoimizable
The idea is to create a microchip that would sound off and adapt onto any item and be located via mobile phone by internet (apps).
Unlock a physical locks with your smartphone!! (Standard lock type and a Bicycle version)
Lights for in ground pool using existing jets from the pool this product will save pool owners money while lighting their pools elegantly.
A sun visor for your car that can be positioned to block the sun at lower angles and further to the sides than the standard visor.
ElectrAlertÂ®â€“Know Your Power!
The "Time-out Lantern" Positive disciplinary tool that clearly defines the parameters and duration of a time-out for children.
Clearly visible spray opening
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PUMPHUT
Place a solar panel on the back of the phone case that charges your phone. It can have a design on it, and be completely functional.
It's an in-dash automotive keyboard system in a dashboard of a vehicle to facilitate entry of data into computerized automotive accessories.
Walkway ease
A color coded chopping board,red on the front for meat,green on the back for Veg!.Raised edge the surface doesn't touch the counter top
I want to design shoes that can go from flats to heels (and vice versa) in seconds, enabling women to adapt to whatever life situation.
APP FOR THE DEAF
I need a light weight swing speed trainer to improve speed and distance at the driving range that can also be used in baseball.
Modular divider/furniture system: One system to build many furniture, organization, and living solutions in limited dorm room space
Use wireless charging technology in your car. When you enter your car, your phone, laptop and iPod will start charging in your pocket.
Desk Dancer
Device with multiple timers to track foods' cooking time. Dry erase surface to label each timer.
USB bracelet power cord for cell phone/ any device
COLIC FREE BOTTLE .PATENT GRANTED . By AWESEMO
GPS tape for locating your stray golf balls.
Poo Scale - Log your Logs
Standing Push-Up Chest Press
Water waste (not waste water) preventing shower device. (JH)
Pump to the last drop
A round tube filled with fertilizer or ice melt that attaches to a lawn mower or snow blower. Cut grass and fertilize at same time.
Pouch like washable fabric tip-out tray that easily installs or retrofits in any sink cabinet &amp; holds more cleaning or personal items.
A shelving unit to organize bathroom appliances that run on electricity. There will be power outlets to plug in to with GFCI protection.
A universal night light that can be attached to any changing table, light enough to change a baby's diaper in the dark but not wake them up!
Ever forget about an open bag of chip and they turn stale. Never forgot about a bag of chips again with the electric light sensor bag clip!
disposed
â€œSAVES LIVES!!!â€ This Gun Lock is your first responder when your weapon is breached via texts and emails. (resub)
extreme new shoe idea. save money two shoes in one. can be a running/walking shoe or a hiking shoe. Slide on your new tread, you decide!!!
Make your own dodecahedron using Quirky's copper saturated polymer virtices (20) coupled with any lenght of 1/2 copper pipe that you want.
Credit Card Strip repair kit
A stool with a cooler installed under the seat which is big enough for a 6-pack of beers and some ice. No more sitting around the cooler.
A cover for a bathroom tub to keep it clean (no dust, no hair, no hairspray) between uses.
I would like to design edging for flower beds that is flexible and function similar to your pivot power product.
My Lap Top-ipad Arms..Here is my portable arms that can be taken in your bag to the gym to use on the treadmill.
I leave valuable (e.g. Phone) on table and walk away - at 10 feet - Beep Beep/Vibrate vibrate - Return and retrieve valuable -Phew!
ICE ART is a simple way to make ice sculptures to decorate your yard during the cold months. When lit they glow like a lightbulb.
Everyone knows white reflects all light and black absorbs all light so why not use this idea in the clothing we wear?
Resubmitted: Smart Digital Wall Clock with features like TV program reminders, birthday/anniversary reminders and security camera
Get rid of headaches drug free!!! No side effects!! This is an acupressure strip/device used to stimulate the hand acupressure point (Co4).
Set of lightweight pans with foldable handles.Smaller pan is also lid/cover for bigger pan.Pans are also lids for any other lidless pans.
APP ENABLED LIGHT FITTING . CONTROL YOUR LIGHT BULBS FROM YOUR PHONE
Every mother wants what is best for their baby. What could be better than what nature created. A pacifier moulded from the mothers nipple.
Mini Mantis for your remote control (for your tv cable remote control or those that are not backlit) or areas without built in light.
help kids be safer in college
Nutrition Analyzer
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Tired of grease spots on your lap from fast food droppings? Soft folding vinyl lap tray goes everywhere (car, picnics, boats, games, etc.).
A "Wine Sink". An attractive way to store and serve wine!
Hi Q! Here is my idea; "Glue Liner," Glue in a tube w/ a brush applicator to apply false lashes. No more aimless glue tubes that r messy! HA
A teachers dream is no interruptions and more time! This creative pencil sharpener will do both in seconds!
A silicone coated weight that fits around the top of pan lids to help weigh them down and stop steam escaping.
Car Trunk Organizer (that doesn't take up all the space)
FOLD FLAT ORIGAMI DISH RACK
Indoor tennis, Waste Can basket ball, and other games from the comfort of your living room. The photos give a general idea of the components
A laundry basket that can be raised and lowered to make it easier to transfer laundry from stacked washer to dryer.
Plush for iPad Mini
I invented a 3 piece, pre-measured device to administer a tracheotomy when the Heimlich maneuver will not work and death is imminent.
a rake that changes size to rake those hard to reach areas
Lash extensions can be pretty pricey but what if you could MOLD your lashes on? Easy,economical and high quality like professional lashes.
metal roof roller
a boot brush that is connected to a sortof quick release tripod.it would attach to your bumper to get mud off before entering the car.
NuCaFe: Individual, self-contained, microwave coffee. Add water &amp; nuke. Water level determines strength. Complete with creamer, sugar, etc.
Do you dread changing your shower curtain because it's just too much trouble? Now you can do it with ease - stay clean and stylish.
Stand-Alone Electric Plug! Powered by a battery that is re-chargeable via a PV panel or from a wall plug.
The iPlay table. A safe place for your iPad while your kid has it.{Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
a nifty, little replacement for the long, clumsy cable which connects laptop adapter to the electric socket.
Green thumbs rejoice! A retractable, mobile, easy to use planter system that makes protecting multiple plants from the cold weather a snap.
TV tray with sliding top and unique support for optimal lap position, easy seat access, and max leg room. No more wobbly, awkward TV trays!
Countdown Clock for all occasions. Can be reused simply by changing the theme. Customer buys the clock and printable inserts, app is free.TY
It's a shelf on wheels, that is collapsible and movable.
a pedicure box that has a foot pedal that extends upward for easy use and stores product
The Time-out Lantern Finally! A positive, effective disciplinary tool that defines both the parameters and duration of a time-out for kids
Divide it All
Lamp That Charges iWatch
Kid friendly way of pouring milk/juice from cartons-Designed by kids for kids. Remove the carton cap and screw on the spigot/stand instead.
Hand Crank generator with Solar Panel charger that is enough power to charge a wide range of devices.
The Picture This Storybook is a non-illustrated picture book that provides drawing space for a child's interpretation of beloved stories.
Smarter coming out of the restroom than I was going in.
WHOA-FLAG
tapeless digital measurement. use no more limited measurement tapes
Boost the signal of an iPhone with a case that is armed with a signal booster.
A shower track that has free floating hooks. Magnet polarity allows the hooks to glide. Your curtain will glide with ease.
Flavored ice or water from your refrigerator with the water filter system it already has. Strawberry, lemonaid, other flavor.
automatic ladder with remote
Where are my sunglasses? How many times have you asked that question? If your like me, a lot! Now with The Shade Shack you wont have to
Move over GPS and Phone APPs. This product simply keeps tabs on EVERYTHING you want To FIND, be REMINDED of or CATCH a Thief &amp;
more....
Quick release Oil drain
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"The Offline iPad device SYSTEM" Apple could create a device meant specifically for offline entertainment.
Headphone and Earbud Combo- Minimal, go-to earbuds that can double easily as hip, stylish headphones for your various needs.
Vibrating T.V Remote Control Finder A remote control that is reachable or find-able,by having a finder that when you press it you find it.
Fun expressive lens caps for pro and consumer photographers. they could be glow in the dark, smiley face, leopard, american flag, colored.
Shower Head Glove - Wash With Your Hands Free!
My idea is a cord harness that prevents power tools from being disconnected from extension cord. This will decreases aggravation.
Who says the only way to open a wine bottle is by pulling the cork out?
Clip-on air fresheners for you home heating and air vents--like the ones for vehicles only larger.
metal plated safety work glove
Pod Pockets
Calling all Ladies! Are you tired of the length of your skirt changing, you need my Skirt Extender! Extends any skirts and saves you money!
straw with filter
A bathroom stall door lock that also counts the # of uses. Use distribution would be more even if people knew which stall was used least.
My invention consists of a backpack with a retractable roof. It's basically a back pack umbrella/giant baseball cap.
The iPhone doesn't have NFC or RFID capabilities, so this case/attachment would fix that.
Turn standard finger nail clipper into nail clippings catcher while promoting the Quirky brand.
Keep an iPhone standing. increases air flow and cooling. cute table top decoration-wobble iPhone charging dock.
Sport related mobile apps leave something to desire for loyal fans who no longer live in the same area as their admired home town favorites.
A much needed retractable bicycle lock that offers convenience, security and value without the burden of carying around that clunky U lock.
Jar a Mouse Trap
A dashbord mounted camera to record car accidents or anything else you need to have verified
GPS enabled Phone cases
Unable to get a workout when biking with your kids or in town? The BikeStrong system enables you to get a full workout anytime anywhere!
Shoe cleaning device can be used at home and in public places.
soup cubes
LADIES! Tired of 'period' underwear? Just had surgery? Why not use disposable padded underwear? Instead of washing them, just throw it away.
During summer you're probably going to be outside doing whatever. It be nice to have something fashionable that keeps you cool.
Cabinet-Dishwasher
Today's toothbrush holders are unsanitary! With my idea the brush bristles are stored downward and any residue drips into the sink.
Chicken cube cutter
Bake cookies at home and they look store bought with the perfect size cookie sheet. Each cookie will come out the same size and shape.
App-enabled infant seat rocker, Automatically rocks an infant seat, controlled from your smartphone! Resub.
Shower Neti. The problem with Neti pots are that it is gravity fed. My update also adds water pressure.
An optic measure for oil! If you can measure whiskey/spirits straight from the bottle why can't we do it with oil?
At home, at the office, or on the go, the Q'ube is perfect for those who like to think outside-of-the-box and write on it ...
Baby Brella
Thirsty? Do you have hot? This system is for to have cool drinks in the car. The condenser is also useful if you want to heat drinks.
This product not only protects your iPad, it also allows the retailer to have a better hold. The thin strap on the back can secure the hand.
My idea is for a hand gardening spade with an offset blade similar to a snow shovel with a more ergonomic handle.
Milo
Avoid Fires during the holidays with Plug in Battery pack for holiday lights. Eliminate outlet overloads. Battery pack can look like a gift.
A personalized holographic device which can help you perform your daily tasks and also save important information.Your own personal PA.
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Extendable Sink Hose
The Attaching Butler
Trash, Crush, Recycle Make recycling convenient and compact saving time and space.
A great looking over-the-shoulder water bottle carrier essential to keeping cool on the go this summer.
Chaussure rando multi-glisse
SKIN CANCER IS ON THE RISE: PROTECT FRECKLES/MOLES/SCARS/NOSE/EARS/TOP OF HANDS/FEET(LADIES)/FACIAL AREAS. BLOCK
IT WITH A DAB-O-ZINC STICK!
Conveyor-Belt Chopping Board
Safe Crate
The "EGG CRACKER-SCRAPER COMBO" is a tool So you can crack your eggs without having it ooze down the side of your bowl.Then scrape it clean!
This device will allow the water to flow well above the typical strainer, reducing the need to stop peeling to scoop out the shavings.
The space saving Split Opener, opens bottles, cans and is great for cooking with.
GPS + MPG Scanner
â€œBalanced Wheelbarrowâ€

Why strain to lift the handles, put more payload weight on the axle

Auto heat vent
PIZZA PAD
Meet The AlphaBeings, stuffed letter aliens with big bright friendly eyes and smiles, fun way for a child to learn and decorate their rooms!
Brand Marketing Chair Sock's (different shapes and sizes) :resubmit
An automatic fertilizer sprayer for gardens and flower beds with adjustable timer, run on solar power.
A portable device that clips on any toilet bowl so little boys can be potty trained using the bathroom standing up.
The Door Hook
Power torque wrench
Store and reuse your cooking grease without the coffee can.
Sink Dishwasher
Lensey: Universal lens for iPhones, iPads, Macbooks or other devices with a pinhole camera, front or back cams, keychain size!
LOVE to SHOP than get this APP
A compact convenient hands-free carrier designed for walking with shopping bags, allowing improved mobility and flexibility to daily life
Baby Lifter
ICE TRAY track stand-sucction/adhesive wont work, adjustable height/width, maximize your freezer space with ice trays at TOP OF FREEZER
Personal home seeding kit, to grow your how organic vegetable or flower without the need of a greenhouse.
Dial It/ Ditch It Mascara
Multi-purpose Sink fitting: for soaking dishes, washing vegetables, keeping a clean cooking space and prevents clogging.
Keep trash smelling fresh. A kitchen trash can with a lid that gives a burst of air freshner every time the lid is closed.
Have complete privacy on your iPhone if you leave it laying around!
BIG EYE-dea for those who want it a little easier to read the small print on a computer screen or are to lazy to get up and get their specs.
Below Inventions by (Derek Pater Australia) and (David Tyers Canada) equal 50/50 Air Tennis and baseball Drawn by David Tyer's
Ultimate Curtain Rod
REMOTE CONTROLLED GARDEN HOSE I believe this product will sell simply because I would buy it
The Spatula Flip, cleans the edges of mixing bowls and lifts cookies and other foods from hot surfaces.
"Branch2" : 1 hook plus mini shelves allow you versatility in the bathroom AND the kitchen perfect in small living spaces.
case for an Iphone that will be able to be attached to your wrist for easy access
Spoon w/ Thermometer Readout
An accessory for iPad that enhance grip and reduce wraist fatigue (Patent in application (#13/151,990))
NFL POP UP GEL AIR FRESNER....a pop up football helmet gel air freshner.The air freshner leaves a fresh scent for 30 days.
A FUN way to Organize TOYS OR OTHER with these Modular, Movable &amp; Removable Storage Containers that hang on a Floor to Ceiling Pulley
System
A Children's Shoe Accessory for the sole of the shoe that leaves a paw print or other pattern as the footprint of the shoe.
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!A basket to rake leaves into, with a spring-loaded side panel you step on to compress leaves, and handles to carry basket and dump leaves.
Keeping baby's legs n feet warm when a blanket is not feasible in a swing or car seat. blanket style leggings that will not stop the swing.
Want the perfect slice of cake with every slice with no waste &amp; storage for rest, then you need The Perfect Cake Slicer and Keeper
iPhone case with e-ink screen on back. The screen would show coupons &amp; member cards and updates without having to turn on the iPhone screen.
Lcd touch screen computer keyboard.Easy to clean just wipe and your done!No more spray air cans needed.No more buttons to clean under!
Modular Privacy Screen - Every student is desperate for affordable, customizable privacy. Inspired by Jugo, Could Work with Crate.
The power outlet is always BEHIND the sofa. I want to easily be able to plug in my Phone or laptop while I am sitting.
Take three bottles to the gym or on holiday? Not any more!
Resubmit: The Smart Phone Safe Case The Smartphone case, with feature for your keys and credit card's License, monies
Take a look at this multisensoral product developed for the fragrance and wine industry soon to be known as 4pla and Nostalgia respectively.
ADDING AN AIR RELEASE VALVE ON ANY PLASTIC OR ZIPPLOCK BAG MAKING IT AIR TIGHT AND THINGS INSIDE WILL BE
FREASHER MORE COMPACT AND ORGANIZED
Safety cane for senior &amp; disabled, with light for sure stepping, drop-safe leash, keys, convenience hook, cc/license snap on case.
Cell Phone Bungie Cord
Remote control finding alarm
I am proposing a wrap-around, USB Port hub to fit portable laptop computers.
Salad plate with some kind of safe rubber on bottom! Could be anything with give.
Super. Scan &amp; Save
A FASHION USB HEATER! Don't have time to go out lunch? Want a fresh tea or hot chocolate? Need to save money and want homemade food?
Nose cone for motor homes
Imagine a ring that gives us the exact day it was placed on the leg of a bird. is possible with this ring!
Yogurt Spoon
The "Wrapster 2.0" Integrated iphone bumper and earphone holder
H and S;Hammer and screw eye hooks-eye hooks designed with a longer nail like bottom that transitions into a screw-easier way to hang art.
A quality unit for the desktop or credenza which allows the upright storage of 12-24 or more flash/thumb drives for easy access.
Indoor/outdoor planting tray. Compact and easy to store with storage compartments and easy a to clean tray.
Infrared sensor on standard light switch that learns bright/dim command from your existing TV remote.Sensor not too sensitive/no false read.
pedometer sticker
The Double Decker - a rolling footrest for under the desk with two levels to rest your feet on. Get comfortable while you work and study!
Collapsable space saving SALAD SPINNER that actually works! No need for bulky tools to wash your greens,this one saves space in the cupboard
THIS WE GOTTA HAVE:A THIN ATTACHABLE ALARM PIERCING SOUND MAKER ON YOUR CELL PHONE. WE ALWAYS CARRY OUR
CELLS WE WILL ALWAYS HAVE PROTECTION
Nice indirect lighting through skateboard on the wall
The Shock Watch
Remote Safe
Label Cutting Device CUT that always itching label in your pants, shirts, shorts. Cuts as short as possible without cutting up your cloths
Womb tunes! This comfortable blanket with built-in belly speakers allows you to enjoy music with your baby-to-be in comfort!
Bluetooth Bicycle Fork Lock With Built In LED Turn Signals:Retractable Cable Lock,App on iPhone 5.#Resub 5 months ago.
oil filter wrench
I am tired of replacing toilet seat hinges and having to realign them as they slide to the side. It is time to invent an alignment device.
My idea is about the laptop scanner. You know laptop cases are small and we never take our scanner with us. My idea is related with this.
a ceiling fan with a battery backup source for power outages and LED lights so you can have a light source while staying cool.
Make home owners a bit safer in their own homes and give them a little sense of security.
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Cereal Dispenser. A breakfast cereal bowl that stores the milk and cereal over the bowl, ready for you to use at your disposal.For all ages!
TopCompartmentallowuserstosnaptherefavoriteNailPolisherbybutton Secondcompartmentwillcutfingers/toesbycuttigBladebybuttonAllatthesametime
Drunk Dailing
Go! Blocks
Universal credit card PIN reminder - only ONE pin (or set of colors) discovers the rest
A milk carton cap or label that detects when the milk is spoiled and changes colors to indicate whether the milk is good or bad.
You are Cordially Invited to the Marriage of EarBuds and Stethoscope!
Redesigned tape measure and square that cuts without marks, marks, cuts and scribes with improved speed accuracy and efficiency and more...
PENCIL EVOLUTION --- I have an idea for the next generation "folding pencil" or "combat Pencil"..like a pocket knife.
Biker monocle! Bikers have $$, & can't read w/o readers. Make a Monocle in the shape of biker stuff- flames, skull, iron cross.
A portable mini fan with exchangeable and reusable freezing liquid pad, with option to power by USB and battery
UV-A ULTRAVIOLET TOOTHBRUSH
iPhone LightningCurl Designed Case - Features case cord wrap for new connector, Apple Ear Pods , stow 30-pin Adapter, Inspiration PowerCurl
Easy to install, rural mailbox support design. Could be made in many designs and finishes and utilizes locally available material to install
Wash dishes with 1 hand! Quick easy wash/scrub tub, and cleans stuck on food for dishwasher. For 1 hand food-prep for cooking and cleaning!
Coffee machine steam wand brush
Untippable Qzen Garden Cart
Disposable Plastic Containers for Batteries.
In-Dash Tablet/Phone Kit
A container for bath soap or shampoo that can be stuck to the shower wall by suction cups with the dispenser cap on the bottom for easy use
The Hand Cleaner
They have light switches with.motion and timers for the lights in a house room but no plug that does the same. Here
Sauce 'N Brush
Smart pacifier
Coffee in a spray can. Make coffee , tea, creamer and many other products easy to use at home and away . (Resubmit)
Pet Collar Thermometer/Tracker
Super dog Tooth Brush: Resubmit see below comments credit to Gary below to design improvement
Rotating scrub brush sink sprayer Attachment - A "snap-on" power scrubber for your sink sprayer
A Stereo system that seriously connects you!
Transformer backpack:Go from backpack to one man tent,App on smartphone.
"Shear-Length" is a garden tool with a hidden extension located inside the handle grip.
Using a fan instead of A/C is an efficient way of staying cool during the summer, but a fan gets dirty easily and is very hard to clean.
A solar powered fan for car windshields that keeps the inside of the car cool when the sun is beating down on the windshield.
Adjustable tablet holder to clip your Nook, iPad, or any similar device to when you want to be hands free. A music stand for electronics.
Ladder w/ Fold-In Drawer
SeÃ±ior-Softie
waterproof charger
A QVCish 2fer Home Spa Product
The Spring
Someone must hold the bottle for a baby, right? What IF there was a bottle feeder that does not need to be held! A newborn feeding itself !!
Our idea for our invention is to spray soapy water on the mop fibers. You push a lever and it releases soapy water into the mop fibers.
Speed Spectrum shoes LEDs will change color to match the runner's pace. Cool blue at walking speed they transition to red while sprinting.
"Tug Of Water" is a backyard fun water based toy for people of all ages.It's a unique twist on the old classic Tug Of War game.
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Simple Ice Cream Maker
Pet Feeder Exerciser
9V battery no-flame lighter. Wind is not an issue. The last lighter you'll ever need.
smart tv
Frosty Fridge
Necklaces bunch and tangle in women's hair that's not an issue anymore with my simple soft, flexible, smooth plastic gel clasp cover.
Stop uncovered food in the oven from splattering everywhere while cooking and leaving baked on foods hard to clean up without using cleaners
Brilliant Brush
A trimmer/edger/designer that has an unique and easy way of edging, designing, and trimming in one`s hair, beard, and mustache.
Tame that messy Pooch! The molded non-slip dog bone mat has a raised edge to prevent your dog's food & water ending up all over your floor.
Bedside lamp base with hidden cell phone charger
Bolt for juice or milk boxes helps neatly cut a second hole in a box and keep it closed then.
Don't get snowed in! Let the "Snow Lion" reduce the effort required to remove snow from pathways and by not letting snow accumulate.
6 inch water hose. For when you need a smaller hose.
The Smart Toilette Paper Roll Holder.
An ultra modern rectangular paper shredder with minimal lines and exterior options on the bin to match modern loft decor like wood grains.
Retractable Device/Screen Cover.
Reminder Bar
Portipower
Body Wash Bar: Use Body Wash or Soft Soap as a bar of soap. No more reloading your wash cloth or loofah over and over again with soap.
A pedal powered scooter! A collab with John Abrams!
Sink extender/drip guard extends your sink size for washing large pans, eliminates water spilling out of your sink.
zinc
xmas tree light holder
A Nozzle With Telescoping Armrest To Ease Your Tired Arms. Support's Your Arm While Watering Your Lawns Or Gardens.
Extreme skiers and heli-skiers tend to start avalanches. A CO2 scrubber would extend a buried skiers life for hours. Time for assistance.
Spatula Knife
This case gives the user 5 great uses, a colored protective case, a kickstand, a bottle opener, key storage, and an ID/ Credit card storage!
Cold feet? Uneven room temperatures? Have no fear the HOTDAWG is here! It pushes warm ceiling air all the way back to the floor! HOTDAWG!
MissFit traveling shoes
Creating clean drinking WATER from thin AIR with the use of solar power, battery or outlet plugs.
Color changes if the temperature of the phone changes.
Ink Pen + iPhone. Design Pen to convert to tri-pod, mount iPhone and take pictures, facing conference calls,etc. (timer camera app).
undercarriage washer
Tired of carrying a wall charger &amp; a car charger? How about a product with both features combined? Plus dual USB. No assembly required!
Beach Umbrella Stand
Electronic food Labels called "THE SHELF LIFE PRESERVER" meant to set the Expiration date,date cooked or bought,and date leftovers are good.
Every Patient Room in Every Hospital seeks the light for healing. Colour Boards with glass writing surfaces , in any color, will help.
thermo electric generator
Koala corner protectors
Salt and pepper cellar... MAKE_LOVE !
Crayon Bungees - No more crawling on all fours to find that lost crayon! Keep crayons within arm's reach of your toddler's artwork!
A multi-tool dog brush that has an undercoat rake on one side, a grooming brush on the other side, and a nail clipper in the handle.
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Manual Laundry Mat Dorm/Camp
Tired of caring big boxes to the post office without a simple, fast and easy way to carry them?
Complete privacy is rare and important so this is a privacy screen for the students bed. Like a window shade or small tent, clamps to bed.
Clean the air and Control Odor by adding a scented carbon filter to your air conditioner over the existing filter.
Battery powered blanket to keep u warm 4AAA batteries to power it. have a handle sewn into it Not sure how to keep it waterproof. nfl teams
Shaving cream that has temporary hair dye in it to expose every single hair on face,legs,etc.Dye rinses off with H2O.Ensures a perfect shave
Take the party anywhere, with these miniature speakers. Attach them to your belt or backpack. Link multiple speakers together!! Rock on!
This is a garbage can that clams open for easy bag removal. The top ring holds the bag and keeps the clam closed until garbage is removed.
Clinggy Notes
Quiet Commode fan - With filter mounted on tank top, activated by pressure or thermal switch. Do those molecules stick to the toothbrushes?
Stop Panic Attacks with the click of a button. Watch the video http://youtu.be/kTH9cGCUL50
Puppies
FRONT RIDING BIKESEAT/stroller! What better way to go for a family bikeride! Use the front connecting stroller/bikeseat to ensure safety!
Even-Heating Pad
Diaper Rash Cream Applicator
Electric Webster vacuum
Robotic pet (dog, cat, turtle) that you can remote control with an app
The Ultimate Shoot-A-Round
Nibble add on square pan for corn bread etc! http://www.quirky.com/products/370-Nibble-cake-testing-baking-pan
Unique Respiratory Filter
EcoSandals
inner charing solar unit
Peanut Butter in a can! Busy parents will love having a way to make quick, healthy snacks. Great way to avoid the mess!
Introducing GE New Smart Tires:App-enabled to extends &amp; retracts spikes.Instant tractions for snow,ice &amp; mud from phones.
The Keep-A-Dose is and velcro strap with an elastic loop that keeps the medicine spoon attached to the medicine bottle.
Cookie molds with removable inserts allow people to bake fun, 3-D textured cookies. Many sets of inserts allow for endless variations!
A Semi-hard shell ERGO-correct backpack add-on with a be ready for all-weather kit, vest, hoodie and umbrella, plus help your back.
A collapsible trivet consisting of six triangular arms connected in the shape of a hexagon small enough to keep in your utensil holder.
Fruit Picker with Chute helps fruit glide down making it a practical, quick, safe and fun way to collect fruit...WATCH VIDEO!
A daily pill container dispensing system, that allows distribution to a daily pill container. Then dispenses from container to mouth.
Fresh Breath Always Toothbrush
Ladies, your bad hair days are over. A simple solution to uneven haircuts has arrived. This equals the playing field at every "$" level.
Toothpaste that keeps food from sticking to your teeth.Makes certain food easier to eat.Works before and after you eat.
A cover which you can put on youre handlebar on youre bike sÃ¥ the Iphone can be your GPS
Iron that Displays Exact Temperature to Prevent Burning Clothes
Luggage Butler
Mirror app
Mommy Pocket is an ingenious solution to a simple problem. Imagine a small pocket sized purse that is attached and can fit in your bra.
Two liters are Too tall! Now, those awkward, heavy, too tall 2 liter soda pop bottles can stay cold in your fridge...you just push a button.
Paint roller keeper
This product will be used in all restaurants to help waiters/waitress know when to come to the table to remove dirty dishes.
I've had it with bug guts smeared all over my windshield....you try to clean them, and you streak them all over....I have the answer
8 gooseneck microphone stands.8feet long each All bundled together and attached to one Weighted base to hold up 8 mics. to mic drum kits
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ALRIGHT SWIMMING POOL FANATICS SUMMER IS COMING GET YOUR SWIM SUITS ON, SLATTHER ON THE SUN SCREEN, GRAB YOUR
INNER TUBE, LETS GO FOR A RIDE
A simple helper to quit smoking. The AS box simply holds your cigarettes and locks for a set time to limit daily use. Fits in your pocket.
Smart-IR-emote(smarter remote)
Leg and Feet Heating Pads
This product is designed to be placed over a drain in a bathtub of any design in order to catch pet hair when you are washing your animal.
Fingernail Clippers mounted on a firm base for ease of use by elderly and arthritic people.
Tame hair fly-aways on the go! Squeeze in your favorite hair product into the tube and use the brushed wand to smooth down fly-aways.
Air adjustable insert for your pillow, adding the support you need for your neck while sleeping. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlMdruZbK_8
My idea is to Make a compact calculator that has a panel that holds a pencil, ruler and magnifying glass.
A blender whose spinning blade can raise and lower both before/after blending, and during blending, and with air vents to keep motor cool.
Condiments. We need a spoon or knife for each one every time. A set of reusable standard sized tops with a knife or spoon attached...genius!
Ever get that knot in your stomach when your good ol' brain cues you that ya might have left the oven on! Well now just "FA-GETTA-BOD-IT"!
The Original Cooler Jacket
Ziplock bag dryer. Quickly dry and store your reuseable plastic bags instead of decorating your sink in plastic or worse,throwing them away!
Disposable umbrella
my idea is to make people more comfortable in the outdoors.
Wonder Fork
A functional tray/seat that easily installs on a walker. Provides extra stability, carries items, has built in cane holder and drink holder
Is the couch ever too small to sleep on and want to bring the cushions to the floor? Problem is...they separate! The solution. Attach them.
Introducing the Tractovator The world's first super retractable swing solution
A backpack with written instructions printed on all sides of the bag about the first things to do if your CHILD gets lost in the woods.
"Cool Cap" What I have in mind is a baseball cap or wide brimmed hat with an insulated cooling gel (blue ice) liner sewn into the hat.
Car Iphone/Ipad docking arm that attaches to cup holder - NOT crappy suction cups.
Fans of Fragrance
Electric Toothbrush That Charges Laying Down Instead of Standing Up
Turning a posthole digger into a hand trencher for low-cost sprinkler system installation with minimal effort. To lay pipe underground.
Safe monitor app
Solar powered celing fan that comes with a sticky pad that last a lifetime and comes off clean,equiped with a waterproof motor for outdoors.
Socks can be deadly to your legs/feet in the warm weather. But for those who must wear them (work reasons), these are breathing socks!!
Solesocks
It is a tan-through flip flop sock which will allow a design/logo to emblazoned on the top of your foot
A fully sealing toilet seat cover. It would cover the commode completely catching all of the "plume" from flushing a toilet.
Kiddy Kaddy
This invention is made to simplify the process of removing and replacing a roll of toilet paper onto any standard toilet paper wall fixture.
i brella

solar on top handle a battery pack with usb and multiple plug ins

THE QUIRKY BOOK. Simple, clever book introducing everyone to the joy of Quirky. Should be easily read and inexpensive. Great Christmas Gift!
CONQUER CANCER - a Stone's Throw Away.. Travelling Stones that define dreams of where they want to go when strength returns in illness.
Matt's Magical Wart Remover
A pet carrier with a pop-out baywindow for vehicle windows,allowing your dog (or pet) to safely stick their heads out of a moving vehicle.
Oil pan plug adapter.
A disposable sheet of aluminum foil that would lay on the stove top while cooking for fast easy clean up when cooking messy foods.
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This is a liquid solution that keeps small tires (bicycle, lawn mowers, ATV's, etc.) from going flat.
The lighted bicycle
Bug, Spider &amp; Mouse Trap. Trap is large, vented on top, has a long handle, a trigger that controls the bottom which opens &amp; closes the trap.
Lockable Tupperware
Hailee Cooker
[RESUBMIT] A re-visit to the classic analog clock, but this time it's ARMED WITH LIGHT. The lights go off &amp; the sensor turns on the LED-arms
Electric car cover
FOOT RESTS/HANDLES 4 WALKERS
Are you sick of replacing those expensive dangling trailer wiring harnesses? Our solution will stop you from ever replacing one AGAIN!
A lightweight decorative case that will keep your earbuds clean and tangle-free using a mechanism for retracting the cords.
Frozen pie/egg carrier. It has a cover w/ handle for carrying and a place below the pie holder for a re-freezable container to be inserted
Fidgeting burns calories. A strong &amp; wide glider rocker with handles in the right places is the ONLY excellent workout for obese people.
HUB (Hands-free Umbrella Backpack) is an umbrella/backpack combined. You will be able to do what could not be done holding an umbrella.
The two-piece peanut butter jar!
Cluttered desk? Use the unused space on top of your monitor. Clip on pencil holder, file holder, and Post-It notes.
Cut sub rolls without cutting your hand!(Paulette Jaques)
Everyone needs the "Brush Leash" A retractable cord that you can connect to your towel bar or drawer handle or any convenient place.
All in one, a back pack or sholder bag to carry every thing for your day away from home,lunch,comp,books,electr,pens,clip boards everything
Storage unit for under your deck's handle rallying.
Driverâ€™s Assistant
Odor absorbing floor mat.
Dock that projects time on celing and everything else in 1080 HD. DLP projector dock..
Radio replay
Enjoy bottled beer with a citrus wedge? My paper bottle topper is a classic design to hold a citrus wedge- no more juicy mess/hit and miss!
Health Tracking Slippers!
The Fat Pad
A compartment in a nap sack for a cushion that is completely removable for sitting comfort called CUSH PACK
Stroll And Jump
Extend beautiful counter space by placing cover made of stainless steel, granite, etc. over part of your sink and/or stove.
Pool monitor that sends a warning to your phone.
Green Play Mat. Kids' floor covering inspired by natural yoga mats. Cushy, sticky, never icky. PVC- & phthalate-free. Wipes off, rolls up!
My product is called EZ Garb, it automatically provides a replacement garbage bag in a trash can as soon as a used bag is disposed of
Long Distance Command Collar
Toothpaste factory! Make your own toothpaste! Fun colors and flavors! NOW THEY WILL LOVE TO BRUSH!resub 12/12
Add A Six Outlet Adapter Compatible With Your Two Outlet GFCI Bathroom Outlets.
Stiff neck, aching arms using your laptop on lap? Why? Cos whatever support you use its too close to your belly! Kneedesk is the answer!
Three pac razers for narrow areas to shave.For home,travel or the office. desposable,no power requierd.I have'nt seen this anywhere.
Rollout desktop pen organizer
I have developed a fire pit cover which allows you to enjoy sitting around the fire pit even while it is raining or rough weather conditions
A positive invention, ABS brakes, have one major flaw. They kill! Fortunately a new device is set to correct that.
Square peg, round hole? Finally, a stylish piece of luggage actually designed to fit where it goes - The Overhead.
Introducing the quirky beanie hat.Get this cool hat and help quirky advertise.Guys love wearing these hats.Get cool with quirky!
For upstairs Apartment dwellers. Tie attatched straps (6) to top of balcony rails, allow canvas skirt to fall to the floor for privacy.
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THE ULTIMATE POOL BRUSH
A Cooler, Cleaner, More Compact DRINK DISPENSER --- smaller, stouter proportions and retractable legs make it so much better
SmartHomeMotorisedWindow (Kit)
FLAZE - Multi-Flavor Water Dispenser! A Water Container w Multiple Flavor Dispenser! Always Cold, Always Right! Mix as it pours!
Magnetic Spice Wheel for refrigerator door.
Petfinder
Having you beverages getting warm quick once you get it out of your cooler. gel cooze your drink will stay cooler longer.
Shift Aleft - crash/theft app.
This case Hangs with You! It has an Ultra-thin Carabiner built-in that flips up to use.
Living Storage System (LeSS)
This invention is for all in door cat owners who have spent multiple endless hours searching for their kitty's. Introducing the Kitty Caller
A machine that would melt and recycle the small pieces of bar soap left over in your bathroom into one large bar that could be used again.
The idea is implementing a design for table saw blade brake using Electromagnet and steel rods. Activated by touching the blade by hand.
These modular shelves are on the level and off the hook! Unique design lets you customize, change and rearrange them. Hassle-free hanging!
DIY...DECORATIVE DRY ERASE BOARD MAKING CRAFT KIT!
Pump and Twirl gun for Garbage Disposal.Chamber for solution.Combine a long brush inserted inside a chamber with trigger for easy cleaning.
Bathtub WaterFall Wall.
Loving your hardwood is easy! Easy touch-ups of your hardwood floors with a 2 sided marker like pen. Resin &amp; gloss in a handy pen applicator
"Anti-Gravity" Drink Dispenser: Portable, Pump-able, Presentable.
Automatic iLotion Shower. The way lotion is applied, automatically. Lotion Dispensing Technology. Like the Jetsons! So Cool. Video
Frost Guard
A docking station for your cell phone that also includes a normal sized generic cordless phone. Use the "house" phone instead of the cell.
An Ice Chest With Large rubber tires so it can travel over sand, dirt, leaves, or gravel. An Ice Chest that can easily climb Stairs.
A Small, Battery powered (or rechargeable) Activated Carbon Filter Fan
ROLL UP FINGER BANDAID. It's flexible, it's waterproof, it's really easy to apply! (color blue so it's easier to see in the sketch)
Bike GPS
"Ladies Paw" a love Glove"
We need stemware holders that fit thick stemmed glasses. The originals dont. Also to hold martini glasses, which have wide brims.
THIRD EYE kidnapper finder
Windsaver
Hand fabric holder it's invisible until you need it. On back cover there is a fabric tube in which you put your finger.
The Brilliant Brush
Plant Stake with ties
LINK- THE MODULAR POWER OUTLETS AND CABLE ORGANIZER WALL MOUNTED SYSTEM. The missing link between the cable and the outlet
is found.
D.E.C.K.A. is an acronym that stands for powdered Vitamins D,E,C,K,and A that are Colorless and Tasteless. Fortify all Foods with D.E.C.K.A.
An adjustable UV sun protective canopy for playpens and play yards with a mesh screen. Spring is coming let's protect babies from sunburns.
A cutting board with a piece removed from the end to make it easy to sweep your chopped veggies into the pot.
My dog was hit by a car at night, if only the motorist could have seen him.
Universal Loom Holder
Vibrating "sonic" gadget to clean out the gunk that collects between the blades on men's and women's multi blade razor cartridges.
Resubmit A 3 in 1 power cord, cable management and decorative piece. Connect as many as you need 1-2-3-4-5
I have a design for a disposable razor that would cut more evenly using all blades rather than just the first blade of other types.
Amazing Kitchen Spoon
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When using adjustable leashes, when your dog does his business, there is nothing to aid you in knotting the bag or carrying the now full bag
A snow shovel that is shaped like a snow plow found on trucks. Push the snow like they do on roads, instead of lifting and throwing.
UNDER THE BUNK/LOFT STORAGE
App-enabled business mileage tracker. Business and personal miles.
Prototype made!!! Functional Pillow that holds iPad, iPhone, or any apple device. When done just slip it in pillow and fall asleep!
neck brace like device.with pivot points.with plastic or metal hooks so that you can put different resistance bans.bow flex for your neck
the social puck
Quirky Lost and Found Tags. So simple. So useful.
DashBoard
The Elsa Cooler
6-Pack Solar powered emergency indoor lighting kit. Every home should have them in their emergency readiness kit! (See concept images)
A clothing line that is designed with an extra pocket..we like to call a SMART pocket.
Nice, neat, form fitting plastic tablecloths for any and every occasion!
A small machine that "walks" in place to "break in" new shoes/boots. Using a "mold" of the persons feet.
Safety Gun Lock
Wall Organizer: Stick anything in it! Consider it "functional art" for the new millennium. Great for your home, office or kids room!
Trashcan with a dustpan chute built-in. Vacuum port to clean out dustpan compartment without bending over.
Half Shell
The lighted helmet
Lunchbox with built in "notepad". A lunchbox with a space (inside the lid maybe) where your note could be written, erased and written again.
A retractable set of jumper cables that is mounted under the hood and pre wired to the battery....Rescue a damsel in distress. SAVE THE DAY
Mycro wipes
The Smart Window
Retractable Bike Lock w/ App
iPhone4/S cable, stand &amp; removable rubber bumper. Locks onto phone, you won't even remember it, until you need it. UNIQUE unfolding 6mm USB.
Kid-friendly travel bag for that also DOUBLES as a pillow! Can be used on planes, trains, cars and buses to carry belongings and toys.
Paddle Pressure
Yuck! Coffee Cup Grunge is gone with a Sudsy Spin Brushy Thing. Attach to your sink or counter and get clean mugs every wash.
Don't throw away your old pillows! Recycle your old pillows in my Pillow Bank.
A fitness trainer in your ear for runners, interval training. Voice commands, feedback as you train. Keep time, pace etc. Controlled via app
Talk COMPLETELY hands-free, headset-free, bluetooth-free, wire-free on speaker calls with The Phone Hammock.
Reusable food pouches for feeding kids on the go. Fill with your own applesauce or home made puree (great way to sneak in the vegetables!).
A multi-design text book cover that doubles as a pillow for quick naps on the quad.
A car seat for a child with an alarm system that will sound an alert if the car is left unattended with the child still in the seat.
Resub. Need a clean break? Not even the Pluck can save this yolk. Save eggs,increase the success of the break, see second photo.
Drinq is an outdoor drink coaster that presses into the ground to eliminate spills while disassembling to fit into a purse or pocket.
Cap any size bottle.
Drinking straw "filter/screen". - (picture in work)
Road legal flying buggy.
Pet Tracker
a screen protector for any touch screen device which has a textured dot on the J and F keys along with transparent texture between keys.
Set the slippery drink and enjoy the movie. Idea: a long, bendable straw that eliminates the handling of large slippery drinks in the dark.
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Missing household items! The solution? Tiny chips attached to any item you commonly misplace, and then easily find them through your phone.
It's great to read a book in your tablet or e-reader,but it would be great also view illustrations while you read it!
It is a very simple self watering mechanism. Gravity, evaporation, and a valve is all you need.
double vision
Bath Tub Masoose
microwave refrigerator Leave food in go to work on the way home start it cooking with the app then it is ready when you walk in the door...
Escabeau tÃ©lescopique
Car Seat Potty
5Gportable powerpack with solar powered integrated recharger curcuit and AC precharger for use with DroidX iPhone4 iPod &amp; USB devices
Virtual smart Phone... Turn your car stereo into a familiar device.
Chop faster and easier with the new ergonomic knives,block and scooper combo.Safety,Variety and Functionality in a SNAP. "PLEASE COMMENT"
INGENIUS! Turns bed making from a NIGHTMARE into a DREAM! Bedding specifically designed for bunkbeds or beds in tight spaces.
The "Motivator" is an inspirational/motivational bracelet that has a personalized scrolling marque which encourages you to reach your goals!
Stop your sofa from scratching your walls and your walls from ruining your sofa with this adjustable sofa stoppers.
Vacuum Insulated Ice Chest
Introducing the Mat Basket! The EASIEST way to transport your yoga mat, to and from the yoga studio, on your bicycle.
A hammock & frame with a connection for a garden hose and 'sprayers' all along the side (or top and bottom) that lets out a very fine mist.
the free hammer
Flower Pot Drainer: Adjustable flower pot wall drainer that drains rusty water from potting soil away from the wall. ELIMINATING WALL STAINS
Functional back packs for kids with unique easy to use features. Keeps books, school work, supplies, snacks and lunch organized.
Vine Control Remote
U Chuz Shades
Mac mini Case&amp;Stand--Use at home, close it up to take with you! Sides come down to let you use keyboard and plug wires in back.
THE idea is a open toe feet sleeve inside it is cushion paden around the feet.in come in different color.
Like to eat corn on the cob, but cant eat it off the cob, or like to cook with fresh corn. Try the CORNBOWL
Answering Robot
Different folks like different pie.This product lets you bake two fillings in the same tin! Space saving, less waste, no week old leftovers.
Space saver, Hex bit screwdriver set that includes crescent wrench, scraper, 1/4 ratchet bits and hex bit sockets. Resub: 95% vote
The Glare Square
Tub Funnel
Pebble Watch Charging Dock
Clamp this vice-like unit anywhere for hands free bottle opening. Keep your back yard bottle cap-free.
PORTABLE LED STOCK TICKER / NEWS /TWITTER DISPLAY : This light weight LED strip that would sync with the mobile devices via bluetooth
Electronic Bumper Sticker : It can always be modified to reflect your latest thought or tweet.
App/Touch enabled Windshield Tinting: A smart windshield that can enhance or diminish tint strength to various areas on the windshield.
like to cook? Hate to clean? These fun inexpensive designer disposable spoonrests make for easy cleanup and make cooking,serving healthier
Kangaroo socks- Secret pouch inside or outside your socks, great when your traveling.
A cupboard for the shower to keep boxes of soap or anything else you need in the shower, but don't want to get wet.
hjh`hjdrfh
Ultimate Gym Bag !!!! We have used bag packs and duffel bags, but this replaces it all. Stands on its own, space saver and easy to carry.
Heated bladless waterproof shower fan human dryer
A COLDER CASE
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Heating socks which can be enabled from the iPhone
Send audio TO your phone
Secure your trash bag within its barrel with a two handled, heavy duty, dishwasher safe, rubber band.
NO MORE PUMPING AIR OR TILTING ANY BOTTLE TO GET THE LAST BIT OF YOUR CLEANER.MY IDEA IS TO HAVE 1 TUBE SPLIT IN
2,NO MORE FRUSTRATION
The Weed Wheel a simple tool which increases the capabilities of your weed eater! Reduce pain and improve results with the Weed Wheel!
UPDATED: An add-on to a car sun visor to extend the coverage area of the visor to decrease glare and protect face from harmful UV rays.
a ringfinger/ringjewelry it's jewerlry or a ring that has a button that calls your cell phone.why would you call yourself ?
Humane dog training collar. auto/talk mode. In auto, record your command, play back when dog barks. In talk mode, use radio to control.
Mommy in a toy
Transformer Case! A base case with a clip system that transforms your iPhone for photography, driving, work, going out, net-working, etc
The Quirky Kit, Helping us Help Them. Quirk up our work station with quirky station, tools, tips, and tricks. Do you love quirky?
Food and Meat Tenderizer Glove
Towel Back Scratcher
I master switch that you can turn off all electronics,appliances:and everything that uses electricity except for the refrigerator ...
" SUPER BACK BALLS " Can be "HEATED or COOLED" depending on what your back really needs. just lie on them and roll your way to comfort!!!!
Mail Sensor- To alert and save a trip for everyone (home owners,seniors,renters or any one who receives regular USPS mails) to the mail box
scrape n' blow
ELECTRIC PAELLA, Paella anytime, anywhere!
A wireless/infared(Motion-Detection) glove used to control tablets and touch screens. Used with exclusive games and software.
Sharpening Steel
Always sleep level when camping with this adjustable angled air mattress!
toothbrush rubber
US Citizenship Test Board Game
Prevent gloss over spray on rims when applied to tires.
Sun visor extension for driver or front passenger. Also, it can be useful when sun shines from front, to cover area behind rear view mirror.
Circular paint tray makes painting easier! Load up your roller from any angle. Smooth flat bottom to slide through work area with ease.
A laundry basket with wheels attached and an extendable handle .
LOVE YOUR HIGH HEELS? HATE RUN DOWN HEELS? RECYCLED AUTO TIRES PEEL AND STICK TO REPLACE. EASY AS 1-2-3- WON'T
WEAR OUT TAKES ONLY MINUTES
The AlarmBud: a wireless earplug alarm clock with two personalized alarms for separate pairs of wireless earplugs/earbud speakers.
The Fizz Keeper, a holder that stores any upside down soda/carbonated drink bottle perfectly upright/stable & allow keeps 100% of the fizz.
Stove top device that compares "steady state" and "in use" current flow. Device would audibly and visually let user know stove is on.
A robotic embodiment interface for Siri. Cook, clean, wash, etc.
Fish tape beeper to locate conduits in walls or shallow ground/concrete.
Car Wash Air Detailer
This device will allow people to customize the length of the card being able to go from only a few inches to the full length of the cord
Ipad sized solar panel that charges Mac Laptops while outdoors. Perfect for college students who want to work outside while the sun is out.
easyzip
A Beach Blanket that Extends to Family Sized &amp; Stays where placed! Kool Hypercolours, It conceals phones, keys, Out of Site Out of Mind!
Glow book
A lid to convert a standard Weber style grill into a smoker removing the need for a separate chimney and simplifying the smoking process.
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"Rubber chains" for people who have ok(but not great)tires,and can't afford snow tires. Would look somewhat like chains and be affordable.
"Pick Me Up"

Which of the 42 black bags coming around on the luggage carousel is yours? The one calling out to you of course!

What does every sink strainer have in common? HOLES! The video tells the story. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tlkgz9nqLNk
NEVER WATER YOUR GARDEN PLANTS. Condense humidity to roots, slow/no evaporation! (Done for drinking water in the Atacama desert-watch
video)
A Stereo system that seriously connects you!
TOTE UNZIPS TO BE A BLANKET It can also be zip together at edges with others to make a big blanket! Carry your stuff and blanket in one!
Dorm rooms are the size of a lunch box! There is zero table space,cabinets or dishwashers. Solution:Eliminate bulky dishes and wasted space.
I call It The "Lap Bed." It's simply a device that makes it easier to sleep while on a train, or plane etc.
LavaBack Reflective Spine
Stay cool outdoors in smoldering heat and even in direct sunlight! Get instant shade, a cool mist, and a soothing breeze wherever you go.
the lean back clean machine
My Idea is an umbrella thats in the roof of the car or between doors it comes out with the remote of your key when it's raining or snowing.
CORD WRAPS-a power strip with reels for cord management. Store all the extra cord &amp; put an end to clutter. 2 Models-pop up/stationary
A Click Fold/Unfold Shirt/Cloth hanger to easily hang cloths and remove it without damaging clothes
Garbage Can Lid - deodorizer. Insert a small 'baking soda filled' plastic part to the top lid of a garbage can, just like a diaper genie.
Bamera Band
A planter box that has built in sprinklers inside so you wouldn't have to set up a watering system. All you do is hook a hose to the box.
Watch videos in a more natural way on the Ipad or Iphone when using a dock.
Crib Shield
Laptop Alert Light
"MY GOOD SCENTS" are small sealed packages of perfume, after shaves, deodorants offered at $1.00 each for men/women to freshen up quickly.
A custom rubber band that goes around the power brick of any MAC Computer. This allows customization and distinguishes your computer cables.
The"Magic Arm"-The painters little helper for those out of reach tasks or jobs.
Invtered Air Conditioner
Create cool undergarment with absorbent padding under the arms and eliminate the unsightly and embarrassing wet spots on your shirt/blouse.
Portable protein/nutrition powder capsule for easy distribution into everyday water bottles.
Load n' Leave Deep Fryer
BBQ Season Oil. This is a high temperature oil like grapeseed oil that would be paired with the BBQ Oil Brush if that product is released.
Prevent losing golf clubhead covers, with a metal disk attached to the sleeve. It is "parked" on a magnet clipped/strapped to the bag/cart.
Collapsible Blender Container with Spigot at the bottom. Easy Storage, easy pour.
Length adjustable AC cords. Easy disconnect and reconnect sections, possibly one foot in length, more or less. Remove AC cord clutter.
Ever lived in a dorm with shared showers? Remember the button that you have to push every five seconds to get water? Grrrr....I hated that!
Its an influence Slider Scale for the Quirky Website.
An ID tag attached to your bag and able to keep track of your bag with the touch of an application from your phone or your watch.
warm food
ELECTRIC PLUNGER.CLOGGING UP THE CAN-CAN BE EMBARRASSING,NOT HAVING/TECHNIQUE OR POWER CAN BE WORSE."OOPS
WE HAVE A FLOATER" (VIEW ALL PICS)
Slim Bluetooth Credit Card Size Handset Smartphone Extension for Talking To Reduce Brain Strain and Leave Your Smartphone In Pocket.
Benefits of Massage Chairs
Quiet-Collar: Stop Your Dog's Barking Humanely! ( See Design &amp; Diagram For Details )
This waterproof screen keeps your pool skimmer free of leaves and floating debris when your away saving pump bearings repair costs.
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On crutches &amp; can't carry a drink or folders? Why not add carriers to your crutches &amp; free-up your hands? Looks great &amp; is functional.
This is a glass or mug that is Instantly chilled by compressed air. With no electricity, ice, or freezer a small trigger can chill your beer
Sammich sak
I have an idea for an easy way to keep track of which way you last changed your mattress.
Iphone strapped to a special vibrator belt uses iphone sensors to automatically keep seniors from losing balance and falling.
Mix N Match drink bottle
Self-Sustaining Greenhouse
Universal spatula ATTACHMENT will make it easy to serve foods without using fingers or another utensil to shove it off.(Paulette Jaques)
A mirror task list reminder. Lay a clear task/to-do list, prayer list, gift list on your mirror and write on it with dry erase markers
Have a formal affair to attend to and it's raining? This is the umbrella for you, it will keep you dry,front to back , Head to toe.
Interactive TEE-PEE
Arms tired from hanging shower curtains? Check out my Retractable Shower Curtain Hooks [Video!]
Remote control flyer sub
"Xmas Tree Stand with Humidifier" Extend the life of your tree, house smeels liek fresh cut pine, and keep needles moist avoid fires. Fresh.
A synthetic hair/body chamois, for use in place of a bath towel. Ideal for dorm life, and beyond. Good for your hair skin & the enviornment.
Power Strip Bags. Minimalist quirky power strips built right into laptop bags, sports bags, even purses. Power the bag = no lost chargers!
I have a product that enables easy transport of skis/snowboards fom truck to slopes and back.
Mobile phone case with built in exchangeable paper notebook and a pen included.
Tired of Messy Closets! I have a Solution - Hanger Clips - Keep clothes from falling on the floor!
174+ VOTES! FRIDGE UNDER-SHELF -perfect for slim stuff/food like salamis, cheese, pastry, bacon... More space anyplace! Variations possible!
LAWN/HOUSEHOLD SCOOP The Lawn Scoop is an injection molded tunnel open at both ends, with the larger opening at the front facing the user
Dicta Clip-Bluetooth enabled thin LED strip with a clip. Dictate to it, it communicates with your iphone,gets &amp; displays text;Clip anywhere
The graphite ink-cartridge, for when your printing needs erasing.
Clip and stand, an elegant aluminum clip for your smartphone, elastic rubbery band accommodates any size phone.
When covering a boat, trailer,etc.with a tarp and it rains, when removing tarp,you always dump some water back into what was covered.
The server Belt,a belt to put around your ancle with 4 pockets,to carrie your id,cash,cigarretes,carkey,etc use for outdoors,travel or work.
Meems Dreams
Communicator Alarm Clock
KAYAKERS! I have designed a paddle that adds to your pleasure, for longer running time with way less wear and tear on your body!!!!!!!
A smart, simple way to never lose your remotes again.
Dish Daddy 5000
Remote Bra Release
BBQ Season Sanitizer, this is a water/vinegar mixture which is supplied in a spray bottle to sanitize your grill when cleaning.
A stand with articulated arm that allows you to watch video on your phone/tablet while laying on your back hands free. Ultimate comfort!
Food safe silicone sleeves with die-cuts allow designs to toast onto bread with any household toaster.
iPad pillow Case. Hold your ipad comfortably in this soft and child safe case
Portable hair brush with Blow dryer built in. Great for Travel and everyday use. Resub
How to produce electricity without using any fossil fuels or generating any waste product. A self contained unit that fits in basement.
Hydra Hose
Diana Nakamura
Finally the real solution! No mess, optimize your space with the universal zigzag locker shelf, a â€œgreenâ€ solution that fits any locker
Beer plug and opener tool....open your beer now and keep it fresh for later
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A personalized, one size fits all applicator for carrying your favorite cosmetics. Never forget your chapstick or lipstick again!
double pitcher
Scented Clips for house fans. Floor or oscillating fans. Scents fill the room in seconds."Clip'n Scents"(Paulette Jaques)
Umbrella that doesn't flip inside out during winds. The Umbrella reinvented, w/ no fabric &amp; no center-held handle. Channels water away.
Imagine a leather Iphone, Blackberry or droid case with slits for money, credit cards and ID on back. Combine our phone and wallet!
A totally new, fast, fun, and green way to leave notes for yourself, and also bind things together along with your message!
One container that holds shampoo and hair conditioner. Fill with your favorite products, then just flip to get one or the other.
Attachable, universal heat protection for bowls. Want to handle hot bowls but don't want to use an oven mitt? (94756)
An inexpensive, reusable, and portable â€œtissue toteâ€ that doesn't look like a doily; and is as easy as pulling a tissue from a box.
take my smells away
every morning i get up i have certain chores that must be completed, like watering the plants, so a programable time water hose that cheap
Have you ever carried a bulky fan around? Have you ever not felt the breeze on your fan? Have you been injured by a pocket fan?
Salad spritzers
It is an iphone case that both protects the phone from scratches and, more importantly, lets you add ARTWORK to the back
Toilet bowls were designed for woman,and today they are still made for women.But men all around the world complain that the toilet bowls...
Get your dishwasher tablets organized and Save Money by breaking/splitting them in half. This stores, breaks and dispenses.
A thin layer of nylon that goes under anything your wearing and it has thin flexible batteries.
Baby Alert ! keep baby safe
Playpal learn to play rock band, guitar hero or another game console with your own guitar.
Simple! Clean-up time mat made of plastic that connects w/ magnets to form a scoop/funnel to pour crafts,blocks,cars right into container.
Collapsible Garden Cover Coil
Wire Hider
A car seat that saves children's lives even after the car is no longer on, forgetful minds and hot weather can harm our child but no longer.
A good tool for the person who doesn't use tools for a living and needs to have them for those little jobs around the house or farm.
All-in-one fry pan, pot, strainer, chopper/slicer, steamer, melting pot, deep fryer unit that stacks with threaded edges.
Proximity sensor lightbulb adapters turn on when you enter the room and can be controlled via the smartphone.
A shockproof case for Ipad and Android tablets that snaps into a sleeve with an adjustable strap for your hand in the back.
A plastic cylinder to keep around the house for killing spiders and bugs that helps you avoid touching the yucky squished bug.
iPhones Rock, battery life does not. When away from a plug or a car charger, what do you do?! Use Sun Case! A protective case with solar!
SPLASH FREE
E-Z Pour spout cap for your plastic water or milk containers. No more dropping or losing your cap, and a better pour.
The Salt N Pepper Shaker X2!
Pop Up Clipboard Light. (Simple &amp; Novel)
A laptop keyboard that easily converts to an ergonomic keyboard, thus reducing the likelihood of developing carpal tunnel syndrome.
The Quirky Sit-Up Assistant. No more looking for a partner to hold your feet down while doing crunches.
clips right on to your ipod/iphone earphones with self winding auto retraction. (view details and photos).
Quirky Qollar
Either in the bathroom, garage, or your craft/hobby room, you'll be able to store and use all of your plugin tools in one place at one time.
Blanket Stays
Portable track
Accessoring: One ring to hold them all--iPhone, iPod, and iPad. An attachable thumb ring to hold, carry, and steady.
Electrical Dish Warmer keeps your food warm on your plate till you finish eating. No more cold food on your plates.
Eco-Friendly, re-usable and totally charming, these critter-shaped, silicon food containers are perfect for kidâ€™s snacks and lunches.
Texting Tender
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Eating too much? Are your portions out of control? Are you tired of dieting failures? Take charge with the Portion Control Food Tube.
paint can hole maker
Tired of bagging and raking leaves each year? Resubmit.
Plop oh no what was that your tot dropped something into the toilet? The Golden Retriever is here to save the day!
Halloween reflector kit. Could also be used for running suit, and work out clothes,and bikes and back packs. Bright white reflectors.Velcro.
Baby bottles or storage containers in your fridge with built in barcodes! Handheld reader to scan and tell you how old it is. Leftovers, etc
The Worlds First Automatic Lottery ticket Scratcher check out my cool youtube video
The Better Toothpaste Cap. Squeeze and pull up to open; push down to close. Get your brush on.
The Heater Sleeve
Collapsable/Size changing bakeware. So that you are able to cook for 1 if you need to or for roommates and guest too. All in one pan.
Quick &amp; easy paint roller cleaner &amp; disposable paint roller holder. Few scraps and done. The roller stays moist in the disposable holder.
You could pay $15 and hem 1 pair of pants, or you can buy PantPinchers, & have an instant hem for all the pants you own, and will ever own.
Go-again!
Make the coolest bikes and help Autistic kids and other people with special needs find a more balance way of life while doing exercise!
Gardening season is here. This slug and snail party tent will protect your garden!
The FREEZER BOTTLE. It keeps your water cold throughout the day - even after refills.
The Fail Proof Solution to Prevent Anyone from Accidentally Spilling their Medications and Contaminating their Pills!
My idea is a super flexible and comfortable gardening chair. This chair should support the buttocks as well as 1 or 2 knees while kneeling.
BROWN OUT eliminates waste by covering previous writing on shipping boxes/storage boxes.
automatic fingernail painter
Snow blade reamer
Homesdepot and Lowes all sale buckets and a bucket it just that untill now! Makes a bucket more usable, saves your back and your recycling!
iPad vanity mirror film and app! Openings to emulate bright bulbs, no extra mirror needed. Fix your hair,do your make-up on the go!
FAMILY TOTEMS
Love those Spin Waffle makers, but HATE the BULK? Me too! Now make Waffles like the pros without taking up the SPACE!
Neck Trimming Hair Guide
Insulated mobile phone case: Will keep mobile phones warm outside in winter climates for those using devices outside, preserving battery.
STEAM is the new CLEAN! A compact 3/6 baby bottle washer machine that has spinning brushes to wash/spin/steam automatically within a minute.
motivation app
Quick install turn signals for bicycles riding at night.
SmartWayToys â„¢ Toy brand
PICTURE FRAME - SHOWER CURTAIN HOOKS - turn a drab shower curtain into a work of art.
Lets make a yard sale table on wheels that is also collapsable and for easy storage you can hang it up.
Bobbing Santa Water Level
Popcorn pops readily in a pyrex bowl so one designed for popping corn would be better than the expensive, unhealthy microweable bags.
A Compact Rolling Shoe Rack designed to fit most closets and that offers ease of finding your shoes with the touch of a finger.
An electric tooth brush that fits in your mouth like a mouth piece that has rotating bristles along the inner and outer row
"STRAW IT" A plastic straw with fun attachment at the bottom to help swirl, smash, just play with a drink....fun for kids and adults
no leak trashbags
a flosser that will make flossing easier and faster.
Touchpad watch, able to control more than one PC over smartphone's bluetooth and internet connection, and a presenter at a same time.
â€œQuepidâ€ A battery powered, intelligent plug and play, FDD-to-FDD cable that enables one touch disk to disk love making *GRIN*.
Baby shoes. Baby shoes that vibrate. There are baby chairs that vibrate. Strollers that vibrate. It's time for vibrating baby shoes.
A wheeled garbage can that is used for leaves and grass clippings with a holder for the rake, hoe, weed-eater, compartment for seeds, broom
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Universal Power Tool Light: Waterproof Battery powered LEDs evenly light work area, spring-style band that easily attaches to any power tool
WHITE BOARD MARKER INK FILL
RESUBMIT-Multi-meal storage/transport great for picnics, field trips and workers on-the-go. No more tupperware messes. Carry All Easy
Fully adaptable (size and angle) cooling pad for MacBookS (maybe iPad too) with cord management underneath
Post-dot It
COOLER W/ SOLAR RADIO/MP3
Automatic key-less entry deadbolt system allows you to open your front door without fumbling with your keys.
Eggzy CracknScramble
Hygienic toilet seat cover
A device to lift damp bath towels up and away from shower doors so that towels can fully air dry.
Stuffed teddy bear w/audio recorder that sooths baby to sleep.
Kids lose everything. You can organize until you're blue, but unless you pin it to their shirt, it's lost. I give you the utility belt.
Small extension bar underneath neck of kitchen faucet swings side to side to hang a wet dish cloth from.
xxxx - duplicate
iPhone Sink Speaker: Utilize the natural acoustics of your bathroom's sink to amplify your iPhone like a speaker.
"Hot-Burster" is a unique 6" little box that takes hot food &amp; gives it a burst of extremely cold air to cool it down so you can eat it.
The first great modern funky cool BBQ HOT WATER KETTLE. Make coffee or boil water to clean up after a BBQ.
Resubmit!Introducing the bobble cat toy.Catnip and treats will attract the cat.Cats with have fun playing with this and getting a treat!
UNIVERSAL HANDLE - do not lose your grip!! compatible, practical, perfect!
The Super Noodle
When you get a haircut are you annoyed by getting hit with cords? Do you see the barber fight with cords?
Triaina (Convenient fork - Fork for picking up any type of food, it easy to pick up spherical or even small food.)
The idea is to make decorative lawn ornaments that harvests water from fog and uses it to water plants.
Hidden Lap Desk
A screen protector that magnifys like reading glasses. For technology from phones and Ipods, Kindles and computers for those of us over 40!
A Solar-Powered Dash Camera - Totally Wireless with Motion Detection - True Set and Forget Car Safety
Simple yet elegant storage solution for fruit which quickly degrades & likes to roll off the limited tabletops space small rooms/dorms have.
home safety 911 smoke alarm
Reinvent the Kitchen Timer! This timer tracks three times with a simple interface. Colored magnets attach to objects for a reminder.
"FIND IT" is the easy way to use your Apple Iphone or Smart Phone to locate missing remotes, tools, keys, and even your lost wallet!
LED halogen retrograde
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
a padding made out of a special cushioned material that actually covers and protects the entire car door from nicks, dings and scratches.
House on hydraulic jack on edge of cliff, furniture bolted down; when house fills up, raise house, open wall, dump trash and slam the wall.
Always fresh travel tooth brush!
Automobile sunglasses- windows that work like eyeglasses for the sun!! They get darker if it is real sunny and lighter if darker outside!!!
Sanding your hardwood floors is a painful task. Seal up the room while you sand, and the dust still finds it's way everywhere. No longer.
I made a device holder for my hard hat you dont need ear buds. The hard hat is a perfect acoustic dome Its a simple X with 4 clips,
Transitional Contact Lenses
Wallet with built-in password protected credit card holder. Re-sub 91 votes
A solar powered fan you attach to your car dashboard that blows a flag.
Strong Paper Towels
Remote Pager
Puzzle Memories are five individual gold pendants in the shape of puzzle pieces. They interlock to form a design. They are collectable.
Meel is equipment made of wood in bottle form weighing 10-30 Kg. Athletics are using this product to fit their body ,and body building.
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AQUA-PUC: Make money while you shower. [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Its time for an Easy-to-Use, Universal Shopping Basket for Bicycles! Load and Go!
Shoulder bags (computer, sport, travel, etc.) can be heavy and cut into your shoulder. Add ShoulderSaver and relieve the pressure and pain.
Long car trip with 4 kids thinking of how to keep them busy independently. multi-functional display case for DVD players and tablets.
Norm Solar Thermometer
WallPlay - Airplay enabled pico projector. Wirelessly project TV/video &amp; games from iPhone to wall.
Double your protection from the sun - no not sun screen, but a clip on sun visor for your windshield or side window in you car
Bright Lights
"Micro Wave Dome". Cleanest microwave in town. New age Tupperware that keeps microwave clean from all those splats.From freezer to the table
Wifi Beer Minder
Easy access Micro SD card expansion slots for mobile devices. For the power users who want more space to store everything they need.
Can't reach that spot on your back all by yourself? How about a All-in-One Back Lotion Applicator, Scrubber and Scratcher? Resubmit.
'The Blanket & a Half' The Happy couple creator is here! This is the best way to keep warm every partner! Avoid getting 2 hot or 2 cold now!
3 Levels Collapsible BBQ Tray! Take it anywhere you are having a BBQ! Easy Fold and Store. PLEASE READ DESCRIPTION. PICTURES ARE JUST
I.E.
Carbon monoxide detector
Eco-friendly, bacteria-filled! Love reusable cups-hate the nasty, grossness left in the straws! How about a tiny brush cleaner for a straw!
A tool for training kids and the physically challenged. Helps build Confidence, coordination and agility. No one kid left behind.
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser-Helps loosen sugar to easy pour. No more banging on glass dispenser. RESUBMIT
Rua
Vin Servir
Fully Reconfigurable Furniture
Stop damaging the contents of a package with a knife blade. Use a Blade-Stop and be safe. Resub.
THE FISHING BUD!
Attach your iPad or iPad mini to shelf, table etc. and easily adjust the display angle and position.
X-Ray Vision Glasses without the use of X-Rays
Ages 3-12 DRESS &amp; LEARN DOLL: Getting dressed in the morning just got easier. Saves you precious time.
Monkeyitis
sun strips or sun shield for face to prevent skin cancer.i play tennis outside and still get sun while using suncreeen,hat,sunglasses.
TWO HANGERS THAT HANG ALL YOUR CLOTHES!!!
Bluetooth Tabletop Speakers
iPad case that has integrated holding panel/cord to support it while laying down and sitting. Similar to Prop Power with cord management.
HANGING PLUG SHELF (inspired by PLUG HUB) - move your power strips and cables away from the floor WITHOUT DRILLING! Simple and EZ.
Fix the freezer! Community Collab #1: Open to anyone who would like to find a better way to organize items in the freezer. Details below.
How many times have you tried to connect your USB, and then have to turn it around because its confusing. An adapter which solves this!
Does your I-phone have a pocket, or a zipper; for $, cc,or ID, ETC? Relax its just a tiny part of the I-phone protective case. appears same.
STRAW HOLDER
Ultimate Bathroom Travel Holder. Soft portable holder for toothbrushes, toothpaste, razors w/ zipper up cover. Resub
"Stop Short Fort" Flexible Mesh "Blanket" protects and barriers your belongings stored on car seats from flying forward when you stop short.
This invention prevents sand from the bottom of your feet, from getting onto your beach towel.
get it all
MECHANIC'S MIRROR
Women, are you ever confused which golf ball is yours once it lands on the green? Your problem has been solved!!
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This product is for the benefit of cleaning up after your dogs,cats and animals. This is how you obey the Law.

1999 teaching Kids indoor Climbing inspiration came to create a product that would make it easy to warm up stretch &amp; get Fit quick &amp; Easy
Gutter Toppers
App-Enabled Cooling Iphone 5 Case {Using GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jets (DCJ) which are as Thin &amp; Small as a Credit Card}
This isn't your Grandma's Muffin Pan... My idea for a easy to use, all-in-one muffin/cupcake pan for baking, icing, and storing your goods.
"Relax 2 Release" With A Toilet Seat Back Massager!
A full length body pillow PLUS an orthopedic knee pillow all in one. A great nights sleep and a pain free morning? yes you can!
My wife has an aversion to bar soap what if she could push a button &amp; have a measured amount of liquid soap injected in the stream of water
**Towel Art!** Handy "Eye Candy" on Your Bathroom Wall! Rolled Towels are Easy to Grab and the U-Shape Frame Looks Great! Saves Space Too!
my idea is a remote trash can
I want to develop an pipette for the cooking oil, so that the guys who want to do cooking can easily control the volume of the oil.
A smart new way to temper chocolate using a stand mixer
Bucket watering
toilet table
Want Professional, New Looking Stairs without painting? The "Stair Capper" comes in colors. Just trim for a perfect fit and staple it.
Amp connects your iPhone to traditional, high fidelity speaker(s) without the use of a receiver or Bluetooth.
The new 5 in 1 mop, The "Crank and Roll." Does Floors, Walls and Windows, without a rinsing station. Also dusts and waxes. See how.
Spring Time
Solar Vent. Is a fan that would attach to the top of your double hung bathroom window for ventilation. Like this solar car fan.
Easy Reach Helper
TOTS CAN BE MESSY! ALL YOU MOMS, DAD'S AND BABY SITTERS NEED HELP, SO PLEASE CHECK THIS OUT AND VOTE! ITs THE OBIB!
App enabled smart paper folder organizer; Quick search through apps
Secure Slice. A new way to secure and slice your food. While keeping your fingers out of harms way.Just watch the video.
kids potty on-the-go
HEATED RAZOR FOR SHAVING:Constant heat on blades will defeat pulling (the main cause of "BUMPS"). WATER + HEAT + LATHER = BEST
SHAVE EVER.
College kids MOVE a lot and that's a lot of shabby boxes we are talking about! Something easier to pack and store is in need for them!
Slim, flexible adhesive strips to attach to the part of eyeglasses that bends to keep your hair from getting caught in them.
Hand held motion activated LED night light balls and acrylic animals for home, camping, emergencies and much more.
Auto Pilot RX- Prescription bottles caps that sync with an app, they place an order for your prescription prior to running out.
Smart Walker
SEWER ALARM pre-warning device alerts you when sewer is backing up so you can take measures to prevent damage to your home. Installs easily.
Heat Sensitive Mannequin
Pivot-Brella (GE Edition): Position Your Umbrella At Any Angle By Using Your Phone or iTouch! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Table Cloth with pocket slots to hold your plates and things in place. Prevents wind blowing your things away while you bbq outdoors.
Dog owners know that bags of waste in the trash stink. But these bags are flushable. They dissolve in the toilet. Waste & smell are gone.
Cell phone holder for car that prevents car from starting until cell phone is locked inside & keeps phone locked away while car is in use.
A car jack that uses a step to push air into the jack to lift a car instead of laying on the ground and doing it by hand.
Not In My Car - An object you would place in the cab of your vehicle that would scramble cell phone communication when activated
Ratcheting C-Clamp
Chef Beads are round gelatine balls filled with oils and spices that you add to soups, sauces, chillies, and broths.
Save SPACE and be PRACTICAL! iPhone,iPod,Mac Cigarette Keeper Case + Lighter + BottleOpener
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Wish your perfume lasted longer? Spritz these simple jewelry pieces with your favorite cologne &amp; they will gently diffuse throughout the day
I think the door of a microwave is the perfect place for a tv screen or even a tablet style computer. A camera would allow a view inside.
SURE SHOT EXTINGUISHING PORT
The Bucket Buddy
This product would provide additional security for hotel room doors from being forced open. That little chain just doesn't do it.
iPhone case with built in magnetic ring for attaching photo lenses and built in threads to attach to stand
Does the bottom of your foot pedal kitchen garbage can keep sliding against the wall giving the can an annoying forward tilt? Not any more!
A reusable push pin package in a shape of a voodoo doll :) that helps organize the pins so you would never poke yourself again.
Manual Travel-sized Trash Compactor for the Office or Trips
I propose a metal bowl-shaped strainer with holes only at the bottom to drain grease from a pot of browned, ground beef into a used jar/can.
Portable Air Conditioner - a portable battery/solar powered air conditioner!
no-see-em clips go in under the towel and into the sand, so no tripping over them like other kinds of clips out there.
Level w/built in Stud finder, Sliding Screw holder. Now you only need 1 mark to hang those shelves, pictures etc.. Fold out square, resub
Smart Door
5n1 Interchangeable Extension Cord. Up to 16 configurations. It's like know other extension cord you ever owned before!
Teaching your kids how to eat is a messy process. An ATTRACTIVE, 3-piece solution to spill-proof dining for kids!
mini Doppler ultrasound, locates veins and arteries and visualizes the cannula entering the veins eliminating errors in venous cannulation
My daughter aged 1,5 years wakes up several times during night and can't find her pacifier/dummy. A pacifier with a dim LED light solves it?
Seamlessly go from paper to touchscreen and back with a simple press of a button with this innovative pen and stylus in one.
"Bowl on the Go" allows kids to eat cereal in the car and leave no mess. Twist-close lid, spoon fits inside and it all seals up.
Finally, a bib that works! Cover baby from neck to toe. Wipes up or washes off. No more need to strip baby for dinner!
Power Shower
The RAIDGEHOG
My product is a simple led light that illuminates just the water inside your toilet, so you do not have to turn a lite on to hit ur target.
Introducing the cell phone 'gauntlet-x' - a stylish, versitile, and customizable way to carry your smartphone and all of its accessories.
ExtracThorn pour VÃ©lo
Tether Ball in your Pool! Now you can play the Classic Game of Tether Ball in your Pool!
"Smart Diamond" is a accessory that lets you be your own jewelry designer. A diamond that transforms into a jewelry box full of jewelry.
Retrofit mailbox lock App
Kitchen rags with the days of the week on them to keep bacteria and illness away from your home and keep your kids healthy.
Peter Pointer (handheld urinal
Like flying but hate the germs.Buy these Sanitary Disposable "Airplane PullDown- Tray Covers" reduce exposure to infectious germs
Water Me Planter
the lean back clean machine
Have a dog that needs to go outside always.Hooking the leash to the collar of an excited dog happy to go outis time consuming &amp; frustrating
Iphone case+Card holder
Solar Polar Pads
This product is good if when you eat a hamburger. When I wore pretty clothes, dating, and with children We need this Item.
Kitchen Mom
Bra heater.
Hands-free Blue Tooth Baby Monitor! Mobility while monitoring. Clarity over background noise. Comfortable flexi-foam design. Wear in bed!
Curling a barbell develops biceps. Hand grips develop the grip and the forearm. Now-one device-with one exercise-can impact the entire arm
App and Wifi enabled Robot - Build a robot, car, bulldozer, tank, crane, etc. Then use the app to tell the robot how to move.
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Slotted recycled plastic strips assembled into a grid to cover the bottom of a walk out basement to prevent debris to clog the drain.
The knives safer, open close built in sistem a portable or table knives holder.
Migraine Masher
A small lightweight bluetooth keyboard that has a built in keyboard and doubles as a protective cover
Wood Flooring Wedge system, for Beginners and Professionals. easy tool to tighten any size tongue &amp; groove Wood Flooring !!!!!
Baby Carrier Cart
Wireless Recorder for Apple Devices. Keep your iPhone and iPad with you at all times.
The Quirky iphone and ipad Entertainment Center with BIG screen and Big sound! A collab w/John Abrams!
The "Bibby." You wear it around your neck, and it is attached to a tray that you would eat breakfast-in-bed off of. Catches crumbs/spills.
wipe cozy
Flexible underwire bra
Electronic Writing Pen. GPS. Type in Name and Return Info. Writing Tip you like. Expensive and Special. Great Gift Idea. Logo/Sports.
An inexpensive device to hang your backpack, bag, or almost anything else off your desk or workspace.
Travel Bibb or "t-bibbs" As a person constantly on the road there is a real need for this - protects clothing/ties - gr8 4 kids/seniors.
Forget-Me-Not Baby Car Alarm
Collapsbl baby strollr w/lrg attchbl eggcratelike shoppng cart.Store in cartrunk or walk for groceries.Stop usng drty store cart&amp;cart theft.
Love those pricy red-soled Louboutin shoes but live on a non-celebrity budget? Be on-trend, affordably. SoleShakers: Add pep to your step!
the sturdy barbecue pot: cook or warm-up non-solid food on the barbecue grill
360 degree camcorder
Dust pan vacuum built into the bottom of a trash can. No more bending over!
A cover for pocket size tissue packs that provides a sanitary way to contain used tissues until you can dispose of them.
Mind-Body Energy Level Advisor
LIVE COVERAGE WHO ARE VIEWING
Home Paging System. Have you ever not been able to find your kids when they are playing at friends homes. I have the solution.
Spotz turns any room or item into an interactive learning environment. Scanner/Stickers helps kids learn through intuitive exploration.
Dog waste bag kit: pops open (no more struggle to open), seals shut, converts to scoop (city dogs), is biodegradable, dog carries USED bag
The Blocker
Wall "Cordies" -Line Extension
App enabled charm that can be attached to purse or worn as jewelry. Incoming calls, messages and texts would cause charm to blink or light.
big box store app for smartpho
Background Buzz
Save the rain
Annoying small print on over the counter med. Bottles. In the car, can't find glasses, but sick child or elderly taking lots of meds. Help.
A Macbook case that has swivel-out speakers under it.
Smart Cooking Pot
A small countertop appliance that makes home-made cereals and crackers.
Ice Paci
Let your baby get more exercise and choose whether to sit, stand or lay down as you go strolling.
E-Z Oil Change! Oil changes can be messy, and difficult with out the right tools. Expensive to pay someone else! This is a simple DIY tool!!
An adult sized, glow-in-the-dark, sippy cup. Prevent spills, looks cool, easy to see in the dark. Large enough for adult beverages (32 oz).
Next level golf clubs, designed to fit each individuals swing. No more one club fits all. Play with accurate new clubs, for a better game.
Is simple it is based on a contemporary valance system to decorate modern home environment easy to build and don't required too many pieces.
Fish Stick. See below the sea.
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Why does Jamie OliverÂ´s flavour shaker suck? Because his "Crashing Ball" doesnÂ´t work, but the idea is good! It has to be improved!
bath towel body clip
Kids have fun while learning how to brush their teeth from a toy tooth character with LED illuminated teeth - they just follow the light.
A Device on your bike and charges your smartphone while also sending info like speed, distance traveled, and calculated calories to the App
Very low Voltage TV
A spray that mixes all the natural odor eating remedies Baking soda, apple cider vinegar lemons coffee grinds cedar vanilla essential oils.
Smart copter navigates house.
A Two in One Cozy Car Seat Cover for Winter and a Car Seat Sun Shield for the Summer ( That grows with your Kidos)
Ever tried to take a picture of a baby with your iPhone/smartphone? They never look at the camera. Now you can get them to look and smile!
JAVAWOOD
Chain oiler, put the oil can in and turn the pedal. To use after Chain cleaner(see idea)
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and saved America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
Toddler Walking Harness
Imagine a kitchen sink drain cover/ food stopper that served a small, inexpensive garbage disposal.
A stretchable rubber cover for the bottom of the chair leg, that holds a felt-covered tack that lets chairs slide easily and protects floors
Squeegee Spoon
Cute bottom
Hands Free Umbrella*Great Protection*CAR/BIKE+*Quick &amp; Easy*Light, Thin, Carry in Back Pocket*Great for STUDENTS/PARENTS* SEE
DRAWINGS!!!
TAILGATE FOR TWO!
Sunbeaks. Extra UV protection for your nose. Ideal for cyclists or sporty people, or when your just out and about in the sun all day.
REMOTE CONTROLLED WATER SHUTOFF allows watering of live stock, dogs, lawns, trees, shrubs, garden,filling pool, without leaving your house
Quirky R=Outlet Delayed Power-up outlets for use with cable modems and wired or wireless routers that require a delay before re-powering.
"RESUB" Hide/conceal/move outlet that is in the wrong place, and STICK it where you WANT it.
The Push Plow. No more straining your back. The last snow shovel you'll ever buy. See working prototype video.
The best way to transport motorcycles in pick-up trucks, keeping the bedÂ´s door free to open and close and maximizing the use of the space.
!School Tool with triple pencil and pen holders, ruler, and magnifying lens with slip on cover. Could be made in pink, blue, OR other colors
determination of optimal deodarant by home testing using agar plate and cotton swabs to see which deodarant keeps organisms from growing.
RearVew - Remote Car Camera
A portable stand for tablet PC(ipad), with a tripod base, a telescopic tube to adjust the height and a ball join to rotate the tablet
this product is a wireless charger for all apples portable products. ideal for camping,holiday or hiking.
A USB phone charger that contains a Lithium Ion battery that chargers your phone and itself for a Full Mobile Charge.
Fruit Tenderizer
What if we could eliminate the problem of children being abducted? A GPS Enabled Wristband with LCD messages and emergency button.
This memory stick is capable of receiving files from devices and then download them to your computer!
Directional Sound Disco Ball
''Frobrush''
The Commuter's Laptop Pad
i want a sexy, savvy, and simple standing desk. and i want you to have one too!
Give me some Elbow Room
A universal coffee mug lid that will fit onto any mug or cup made of silicon and a harder plastic. One or two different sizes fits all.
There are hundreds of thousands of teachers in the world who want to use an exciting interactive computer program to organize their students
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Baby Bottle De-Clumper
Stationary Braille Reader
When driving+listening to radio, I'd like to be able to hit a pause button and on my return to the car continue enjoying the same show.
Quick funnel
Detach/Re-attachable Portion Control Plate: Never Transport Your Measured Portions from Scale to Plate Using Multiple Plates/Utensils Again
Imagine a window...that you can move. A window that you can hang on any wall in your home or your office. A window with 50, 60, 1000 views!
Roofie detecting drink stirring straw - Quirky can solve the massive problem of date rape! Changes color in the presence of date rape drugs.
MEASURING CUP DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE A DISPOSABLE INSERT!
Illumni-Charger
MAKING BACON! UN'COVER' The Secret! (Re-Sub)
my idea is a solar powered rechargable power strip that can we be used anywhere
Grab the right spray bottle when you need and without the domino effect causing the other bottles to tip over.
A key holder that is attachable and transferable from one handbag to the next.
Table top wine holder with cooling sleeves
Fresh updates from UC. With full GEEK version Options! E-Ink iphone Mood Case, requires very little battery power. Color or Black&White.
A pencil box with a built in pencil sharpener that catches the shavings and has a little slide door that closes over the pencil sharpener.
Get a hold on the clutter in your shower and save with ShowerMate's reusable header and cubby hole storage shelf. Keeps shower items hidden.
"GRID" Mass App enabled product manager. The first step to make apped products communicate with eachother -This WILL be needed -Global range
Toilet lift, Saves your Back !
I have an idea for a subwoofer that will provide deep, tight and articulate bass for home stereos, cars, whatever. Endless possibilities!
Save the apple for the teacher-and keep other stuff from flying off the front passenger seat when you suddenly hit the brakes.
I have a patent on a glove. It remains on the wrist while the hand can be free for temporary use.
Colonge scented dryersheet
My husband, Miguel, has developed a tent stake "device" that is completely under ground and holds better than usual tent stakes.
Smartphone universal gamepad ! Play easily to your favorite games
RESUB pad to attach to the mouse pad to keep your fingers

from irritation or burning sensation from friction.

Wearing a camisole over your bra causes the unsightly "uniboob". The "Boobie Pin" is a comfy clip that discreetly solves this problem!
BubbleWrap Football Helmet
Keep your shoes organized within and outside your luggage.
Grass trimmer that you don't have to hold up, it rides on a ball. The handle can be lowered too in order to get under low hanging branches.
pet cooler
Bidon/bottle rotating, cleaning brush. Simple, fast and easy way to wash each bidon, bottle only with little squeeze of hand.
1/2 gal Carton Spigot Rack
Yummi Cone is a Disposable Baby/Toddler Feeding Tool that's Fun To Use, Mess Free, and a Healthy Solution for Moms! Think Outside The Spoon!
Annoying small print on over the counter med. Bottles. In the car, can't find glasses, but sick child or elderly taking lots of meds. Help.
Does your dog get in the garbage? Keep your pet out of places it shouldnâ€™t be with this gentle and effective RFID enabled training collar!
A small suitcase, just large enough to hold what you need for a one day trip, with zippers that allow you to add a day as needed,top or side
Pet food dispenser - blocks the odor from pet food and dispenses the right portion every time!
This brush will make untangling your hair a breeze. Just open the cap at the bottom of the handle and fill up with your favorite detangler.
We're Back! Take the â€œPain out of paintingâ€. No more cramping and stiffness in your hand. Check out our youtube video!
Decorative and officially licensed tiki torches.
WORKout MUGS
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"Licker" Mixing Spoon
4/2012 RESUBMIT-collapsible dish rack. When not in use, it collapses to size of book. Pop it open when you need it. Great for dishes/cups
Child Car Seat Base Cover
Flossel Wrist Watch
thimble emory board
Lid that makes a baggie into a bag with a cap for easier pouring of contents and fresher foods.(Paulette Jaques)
Why hybrid cars when we have one even better out side of our homes. Yes,your car can become hybrid just by pluggin in my filter. think green
Hide your cash and other valuables at home or business with the Ca$h Stash. Made of water and fire resistant materials.
All Angle Television
An LED dangle with chain or sticky back in a design that light inside purse when opened so you can find items.
Modular gardening tool system keeps &amp; carries essential hand gardening tools, think of it as a GOLF BAG FOR GARDENING TOOLS(see POC video)
pull-out cutting board (right below the cabinet top) Use it, wipe it clean , and push back into cabinet. Saves time and very handy !
DropAid: 5 Gallon Buckets that save lives for disaster relief in remote locations. Food, shelter, medicine, and sanitation.
A chore chart for children which shows what they are trying to achieve.
fluorescent/ lights it design to copy the seasons lighting all on one rack for in door marijuana growers
the baby bottle alerter
TeleText allows cable consumers to use their (modified) DVR box and remote to text directly and join in the conversation of any live program
Anti-Radiation film for cell phones which serves as a scratch guard as well !
A machine to collect leaves, without bending or raking. A bit like a lawn mower but for leaves.
Eliminate the lancets and lancing device from the blood glucose monitoring system. Include the ultra thin lancets on the test strip.
A device that helps you remember or tell you where important objects are and to take them.
Leg Jacket
My idea: a backpack where a brace with wheels slides out when its too heavy.
A comfortable, small and functional WAIST BAG for everyday use to carry your iPad2, iPhone and accessories without carry a big bag pack .
An iPhone case with a built in grip "tail" that can wrap around any object securely for hands free photos.
Nail Polish Spinner
New parents, get some sleep! Blue tooth speakers embedded in baby's sock cap play white noise, heartbeats, music. Later, educational stuff.
Gift Box/Ornament â€œPre-Folder
Anti door collision device and privacy guard device.
A magnetic adhesive bandage strip ("Band Aid") for dings or rust on cars, or any large metal object you are fond of.
I propose a clip that will help you on your grip on your iphone while you are taking picture or video recording.
Want that perfect pizza slice? If so, then The PiZZA TONG is the answer. The PiZZA TONG cuts the perfect pizza slice. Any size! Every time!
Remaining gas detectors
RECYCLAMPS, an easy to install easier to use system to keep your recycling bags up off the ground organized and easy to manage. Efficient !
MED PAL is a lo-tech but sophisticated device to easily organize and dispense multiple medications from a one week to a one month supply
Sneak beer into your dorm room with confidence. Be the cool freshman on campus.
Personal SUBWOOFER for cars. A lot of people would like some bass, but would not do normal subs and amplifier, they're bulky and expensive
Foldable Garbage Bag Holder
The purpose of my idea is to create a self contained mug that keeps your warm beverage warm for the entire time you are drinking it.
Air Freshening Unit for Sport Shoes.A compact electrical or battery operated unit.
Introducing the Locator, find those misplaced items with just the push of a button. Your eyeglasses, keys n TV remotes. At home or office
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A piping freeze protection system to protect your water pipes from freezing in cold weather.
Mobile Phone Case for landscape video shooting. Convert your Mobile Phone into a handy camcorder!
A sprinkler that looks like a flower.
Ipad reader - makes reading on the Ipad 2 a more pleasant experience
A water cooler that collects water from the air and eliminates the need for plastic jugs; saves your back and environment and no plumbing.
Attachable kickstand for cell phones
EZ Hookup
Do you play XBox Kinect? (Know someone who does?) Want to jump and run without thumping on the floor? Shhh...Strap on these "Shoe Silencers"
I use a wine bag as a way store, transport and to keep my open wine from oxidizing. This is a great way to take my wine with me.
Sudoku Puzzle
Spectacula
Thanks to Fashion Week, I thought I would propose a case that is functional and fashionable. So here I propose the iPhone Belt Buckle.
1,5Lt Water Bottle cover
This is a futureristic potty trainer for todler, very unique and simple to use with three dimension that saves you time,stain and mess free.
Wardrobe Planner
BarBrite BarLights
Celebration wrap
A voice recorder that attached to your cell phone, dash of car, frig could easliy help you keep track of all of our lists. Print, Xoff DONE
"Daddy's Day Out Kit" All inclusive kit that every dad needs when going out on the town with his young kid(s)without carrying a diaper bag.
Convertible Cooler - Slides easily on sand
A traveling case where you don't need to take the Mac out to use it.
My idea has to do with selling laboratory jackets that have a special pocket for holding Ipads or the equivalent.
Why throw away hundreds of plastic water and soda bottles every year when you can melt and re-mold them into LEGO type building bricks?
The mouth rinse cup and bottle
Annoying small print on over the counter med. Bottles. In the car, can't find glasses, but sick child or elderly taking lots of meds. Help.
Sexy &amp; Relaxing Sealed LED Bathtub/Shower mat. Bathe yourself in light with this amazing bath/shower product... (even better with a friend).
Butter melts on the 1st piece of toast, but by the time you get to the 2nd it is stone cold.What if your toaster delayed toasting 2nd piece?
Ending robo calls
BB Little garden is a radiant growing lamp, wanting to revisit the place of aromatic plants inside the kitchen.
Extension cord/Christmas light storage system. Store multiple extension cords/Christmas lights easily and neatly. Easily hangs on the wall.
Use the magnetic edge of the iPad 2 to lock into a folding hinge on a base with a bluetooth keyboard, thus making it a cheaper macbook air!
Hobby House Portable sized greenhouse for the gardner-at-heart w/little or no garden space. Perfect for condo dwellers or tiny yard owners.
Extend Mitts are oven mitts that extend above the elbow. No more burns to the upper arm.
Directional/Situation Car Horn
The "Belt Shim" is used to make your belt fit and feel better around your pants
Baby Safe Car Seat Alarm
When you wear fashion or regular belts the end just sticks out. A removable clip that slids on and one that clips on with flexable material.
Your Goalkeeper
A top sheet and bottom sheet attached, so the "SS" (Sheet Stealers), can't pull your warm sheets off you when your sleeping and wake you up.
Super Gripz
Introducing Dr Fiber Optic Earbuds:Light Up Tangled Free Stethoscope Shaped Earbuds,Bluetooth &amp; App-enabled.Also available with LEDs.
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I'd like to create an app that works with a peripheral that will allow me to tune into the show i want to watch, not the channel.
A portable station for all of your gift wrapping supplies. Just roll out your Wrappin Trolley for all your gift wrapping needs.
BOTTLE LID WITH CONTAINER, INGREDIENT DOSING DEVICE AND TRIGGER FOR FAST DRINK MAKING
bobbin alarm
Stinky Cat â€” Cat Litter Box + Integrated Refillable Atomizer = Instant Odor Relief
The lens swapper
Lytro camera type iphone attachment camera that lets you refocus images after taking them !
Have too many fruits and veggies and not enough counter space? Add a second or third level to your fruit bowl.
A small clear plastic strip that wraps or coils around the clasp and part of the chain on a necklace.
My invention is to turn a beverage can into a Chalice or Stein. It's a novelty that I think would be popular for parties, tailgating etc.
LUNCHBOT: A Smart, Healthy &amp; Kid-friendly Lunchbox Thoughtfully Designed by Mashing the Technology of the Foogoo Thermos &amp; OXO
Containers
Guitar stringer. The string flops all over the place and gets in the way. To make it easier to string a guitar while keeping in position.
Baby cry activated bed rocker
People taking med. would need water. Problem is they have to look for it. Here you have both Meds and water together.
A floating dock that defies gravity that expounds even more so the new, slimmer and lighter iPad2.
Automatic bike and locker lock
Adjustable Security Bar for windows and doors. (Also useful for many common dorm/household functions. (see graphic for alternate uses.)
Once a week/month garbage bags
The only medical unit the can be used by neonates to adults with maximum expeltion or suctioning of secreations cuased by pulmonRY diseases
Medicine table in bedroom or hospital.
Temp Control Auto-Drip Faucet
Foldable Christmas Three, Fully adjustable, no assembly necessary Just open it to the desired angle. Fully lit with fiber optic lights.
A small tube of concentrated glitter that could be dispersed in any lotion or suntan lotion.
A snap on cover that has a pour spout that attaches directly to your can of evaporated milk! quick, easy and mess free!! clean your can up!
bad workers website
Disposable ice pack for school lunches.
Dry white + colored clothes
H2OT
Tidy Table. Collapsible container for restaurant table for table trash(sugar packets,creamers etc) possible local ads on it. easy on staff
Successful young entrepreneurs share with your children their secrets to success. Please watch videos.
Crooked pictures, ruined school projects, frustrated dads, moms and kids....Straight Cuts are here, taking the guess work out of cutting.
Dispense toothpaste, mouthwash and cups with one hand. Conceals all these and toothbrushes from bacteria. All your oral tools in one unit.
Magnetic end Mini Sheath
Trashcan Dolly! Moving trashcans is now easier than ever!
Organize your smelly clothes before washing them. Pair your dirty/smelly laundry into outfits, or pairs,from hamper thru wash/dry & put away
IPAD 2 need a TRI-PAD super light weight clip on quick telescopic stand for unlimited uses
Hand Crank Crouton Maker
Butter and Cheese dish AND slicer in ONE (Thirtyacre)
Pot Divider
Great new healthy snack for everyone. Good from the store or from your favorite drive thru restaurant.
SPARK the Static Kling Pin - Easy and Green way to eliminate embarrassing static cling problems.
Would you like to send your kids to school with a HOT meal for lunch. This DIVIDED flat THERMAL dish allows you to give it to them.
A beverage holder that would attach to the legs of a Quick Shade/awning that people use while tailgating, at soccer games, the beach, etc.
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Do you find yourself working in your own shadows sometimes? Need less light for working on your computer but more for writing papers?
Create a nationwide crossword puzzle website.
A cup cover with a compartment for milk, sugar,tea and chocolate in top of the cover.
A simple reference tool that will help the amateur plumber with simple plumbing problems around their house.
Vinegar uses spray bottle
Wi-Health !A universal smartphone connector for off the the shelf medical device to record device reading.
The Knob
Imagine if you could add, replace or remove the top of a mattress whenever you wanted to without needing to buy a whole new mattress.
Picture frame with an adjustable height, the legs in the frame would move up/down depending on where you displayed the photo.
Reusable fast food fry box
A garabage can that is made to support and reuse BOTH paper and plastic grocery store bags.
Puppy/small dog car booster. Removable, machine washable bedding w/a variety of colors. Safety features &amp; storage tray. Easy to clean base.
A glove with Bluetooth capabilities that acts as a phone handset and a remote for iTunes with the use of hand gestures.
A small specialty sander that will save hours for professional wood workers, handicrafters and easy to use.
L.E.D. Purse light rope installed by user after market. Turns on/off automatically as purse is opened/closed. Available in multi colors.
Child Communicator
Programmable video workout
Car Seat Safety Inflater
This tool could be used in various positions indoors or outside. Infinite positions enable endless uses in daily projects. Priceless!!!
The iDo-- This brings us a whole New Platform for App develpment
Dog leash umbrella handle
Modern Music Stand
Tired of cluttered refrigerator doors? Now you can have picture perfect Refrigerator doors. Display your childrens beatiful art work.
a simple SOFT neck support added to the wash basin of hair salon would take away the pain and keep your back DRY
An I phone case that serves as a wallet, carries your headphones, serves as a stand, has a strap for you hold securely
The Multi-Angle Device Sleep Stand for Ipads, tablets, laptops etc: Conforms to any sleep/rest/sitting position while using your device.
2 sided laundry basket so you can see where your going on the stairs
Dog K.A.R
my beeping cane
Garden rowmaker attachmentfor rideingmower.Not a tiller/plow.A rowmaker for planting.
Save-A-Smoke!
Hey Ladies-an over the towel rack make-up caddy.Made of soft silicone-like product,no more dumping the make-up bag looking for the eye liner
Drips Away
outlet expansion device that plugs and screws into a wall outlet. Expands to except transformer type plugs without blocking.
Print positive and encouraging messages of love and hope on facial tissues , jokes and humor on toilet papers , work tips on paper towels.
3D technology 'mock-ups' communicating to a 3D pipe bender for designing unique exhaust systems and handlebars for custom-built motorcycles.
Meet the Light Recycling System! Lets go green and save money in the process. The light fixture that re-powers itself with solar panels.
KitchenKleaner
Squidaddy is an iconic and fun shower caddy, whose versatility offers a tremendous point of difference to the rest of its competition.
self extinguishing Safety candle holder
By holding the box of discs the rack displays the different types of beverages and easy access to the discs.
Hear+
Ever wish your shopping trolley isn't so big? With this foldable trolley, your wish comes true. Fold it and keep in your bag when not used.
Finally! A product that will keep that perfect little black dress for date night, perfect! A product every mom needs!
BBQ Smart Valve
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Many people wear hats backwards, so that there is no brim in front of their face. My idea is brimless, a hat with no brim.
Do you consider yourself an inventor, artist or creative in general? Here is a book protector that carries pencils, erasers and rulers!
Cable Corral / Converter~ Plug in all your TV components and they are converted and ouput cables then plug into your TV.No switching cables
Bike Caddie -Small footprint locking bicycle compartment. Small and light weight. Large enough to carry essentials. #QCYCLE [ReSub]
NoBurn Heat Detecting Stickers
Easy Clean Pet Hand Brush. Just remove top layer to remove the hair stuck on the brush.
Transform your prescription glasses into prescription sunglasses with this new dark film custom-cut to perfectly apply onto each lens.
Website that gets boarding pass for Southwest Airlines exactly 24 hours before flight. Crucial to getting good seat.
The Hot-or-Not Blanket
PENOTE/MEMOWRITE A seperate attachable paper dispensing unit for writing utensils.See patent #6283661 for similar.
EcoGlu Hot Melt Glue Sticks
Tired of not having the best cocktail recipes in hand at your party. No need to worry no more. The best ever cocktail glass is on your way.
Child alert
Smart Command Socket
A baby product that will keep a baby warm when a blanket just falls short and stops.
A 9" round "float" made of Ahlstrom Hydraspun, placed on water surface in commode just prior to pooping. Significantly reduces splash-up.
Heated Serving Plate
Better sound, better comfort earphones for eyeglass wearers. Clip on adjustable earphones for your glasses or sunglasses.
The Bill Curve would be designed just for baseball caps, and worn on your ball cap all the time.
Finally a boot tray that succeeds where others fail, at drying boots.
The Quirky Inventor's Kit: Prototype at Home! Making invention even MORE accessible by providing the tools necessary for a great submission!
A thrifty device (much like a knife or spatula) which moves like a car on tracks, able to grab the last bit of spreadables in jars,i.e.PB&amp;J
As a sunflower follows the sun, the GPS SolarShade umbrella moves to shade you all day, heats at night, charges iPods, wi-fi, nightlights.
** ZIPPER PULL NAME TAGS ** Never lose another jacket/lunchbox/backpack again!
I-found it!
A glamorous Iphone accessory for women with finger nails to type on their iphone! Clasp clips to a purse, necklace&amp; key chain.
the hot seat
An LED light illuminates the interior of a bookbag, sold installed, or as a clip on for many other uses.
Wonder fork 2
An expandable grease strainer that sits on the bottom of the deep fryer to catch the debris. Easy to remove debris and preserve oil.
My product is for cleansing purposes &amp; biodegradable. Patent 7,020.927.
Prevention from overheating
How about a hide away retractable under cabinet spice rack? Have your favorite spices handy when needed and hidden when not in use.
Soil-less garden (Aquaponics) for micro space.
A pen/stylus to show you e-mail/social networking messages without having to check your phone - great for meetings and productivity!
I still haven't found what I'm looking for.....so I'll post about it here.
Here is the new sandal sensation which will remove all before known. It only consists of a simple sole and a button.
A Hot Air Comb to easily glide through your hair.
Ahhh... Aroma, cool or warm, essential oil massaging spa brush. Who doesn't love having their scalp and body massaged? (VIDEO)
A unique knee brace design consisting of embedded magnets, interchangeable weights with neoprene warmth material and removable dual hinges.
Protect &amp; charge your Ipad using an Aluminium case
wireless charging
Problem: Swimming dogs often scratch owners, parents, and children during water activites. Solution: Pool Paws
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Do you constantly lose your socks? The Sock Genie, will keep them together. Just remove washable mesh and goes directly to washer and dryer.
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.#QTOYS.
zapatillas deportivas en dos piezas, la suela y las cubiertas, que permiten con la misma suela poder cambiar las cubiertas
1) Automatic emergency exit light 2) Always charged flashlight 3) The best way to find an outlet in the dark 4) 3 prong adaptor 5) Ideas
Revolutionize showering! My product will allow you to finally clean, and exfoliate your back without using that annoying scrub brush.
Balance Trainer
I see what your saying.
Clothing space is a challenge in a college dorm or any bedroom closet. The important thing is having it organized and accessible.
Ipad2 mini stand keeps your Ipad2 safe while saving you room on your computer desk. With this Ipad2 mini stand you can fit it anywhere.
Easy Pass Mug - Passing a hot cup of coffee can be awkward and can cause spills, splashes and minor hand burns.
Telescoping EZdryer connection
Spring-loaded Sleep Shade
Teflon padded magnetized Automobile Window Protector. Protects windows from snow/ice accumulation, prevents auto from hail damage.
lil baby knee crawlers
Foot Powered Deck Scrubber
HUNDREDS of Votes Resub! Make Any Bed LONGER w/this Extend-A-Bed! No More Ankles &amp; Feet Hanging Off the Foot of the Bed! Fits Any Bed!
â˜‘
My Idea is about adding a mechanical or electro-mechanical system to the fishing rod, in order to imitate the bait movementØ²
A cylinder shaped laptop/gaming system that allows you the screen to be rolled out of cylinder shaped harddrive with touchscreen capability.
A SMALL, HAND-HELD AIR BLOWER POWERED BY A RECHARGEABLE BATTERY FOR BLOWING DUST FROM FIGUERINES,ARTIFICIAL
PLANTS, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Cellphone external speakers
How do I ORGANIZE CORDS NOT IN USE? Evidence for a lot CONSUMER FRUSTRATION!!! Untapped market, fits with Quirky's product line.
Heat-Resistant Iron Cover. DON'T GET BURNED!
Trunk/SUV Organizer - California Closets meets Thule carriers! Transform your cluttered vehicle into an efficient, stylish storage space.
Usually kids have their own bathroom &amp; have a theme like Cars, or favorite team. Restaurants could have their logo on the toilet handles.
One way privacy
The future of good looking and smelling rooms is an assortment of fake flowers that spray out odor killing, good smelling, flowery scents.
Backpack/Desk/seat. an easy to unfold lightweight work station that is as fashionable as it is functional. need a seat no problem!
Swimming Little Dipper
RESUBMIT Formerly under UC A COOL sleeve/case for tablets or smart phones, magnetic detachable cover to transform easily into a stand.
Disposable self-adhesive TRASH BAGS - ideal for car, office, plane, travel, home, camping,...
The ultimate slim iPhone 5 wallet case that holds your keys, money, cards and more!
Over 50 flavors of soda at your fingertips: Countertop Multi-Soda Dispenser - Better than Soda Stream!
Sanitize your shoes before you come into your home
Touching Mirror2
I know nothing about cars, I do know they produce pollution-and have exhaust system, can Q make exhaust filter that latches on to tailpipe?
Go vertical w/ office supplies. Let's get clutter off our desks using unused space! Attach bins - cubbies - drawers to your desk lamp.
Flat Cup Holder. A cup holder you can flatten and place in your wallet or purse.
Clippy Framez
An under-the-steps,collapsible,trianglar-shaped storage rack.
Device power cord organizer: Features: Adjustable slotted spools with labels, label tags-stored in a horizontal color coded storage unit.
A shopping cart seat with a back and unlocks and is hinged for easier removal and putting in a child.
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NightCam
Bathroom towel cubby locker. Perfect for roomates who share a bathroom.
A simple laptop screen replacement that takes no screws or tech work.
Float to the top ice catcher
An APP that is a catalog of HOW-TO videos. How do you keep your kitchen from flooding? How do you perform an emergency tracheotomy?
Its called tamper tape. The ultimate product for the security of packages and all products to make them 100% Tamper evident.
The â€œSlide and Stay Trayâ€ is a fun and interactive way to keep your childâ€™s food and toys securely on their highchair.
A 1'x 1' wall tile system that allows for modular, compact, customizable, functional, and drop-dead gorgeous living spaces.
"Smart" carseat. Seat would have weight &amp; temp sensor, GPS, timer, and cell phone calling capabilities. Sensors/devices are solar powered.
Ever get tired of a low battery on your cell phone? Extend your battery life by trying a portable cell phone belt charger!
"Paper Towel Dispenser and Cutter" - lets you cut the towels at any length desired. One-Handed Operation! Save money and cut down on waste
wrap around apron with detachable towels held on by velcro that could be removed for washing. great gift idea for anyone who likes to cook
A bottle comprising hollow walls allowing for a straw like device to run from a valve to the bottom of said container
Food and Drink Saver
A dog toy that wakes up to play with your dog while you are at work!
Resubmit - Universal Modular Dishwasher Cage and extra shelf when you need it! New feature and pictures. (JH)
The RC Bike Break
Toddler Shoulder Carrier
App-Enabled Cooling Laptop Adapter Case {Using GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jets (DCJ) which are as Thin &amp; Small as a Credit Card}
Restroom doors can open into your hand and jam your fingers! Simple LED light w/proximity motion sensor warns of impending opening.
Float your boat
Tired of scratches and dents on your car? My protective car pad will prevent scratches and dents from people who slam their doors open.
Earbuds that come with clips r always cheap plastic that fall off, dangleing wire makes exercise and convos difficult. In need of fun clips
integrate in every vehicle rear signal lights and side mirrors the words please and thank you, when switching lanes
The Wall Guardian. A handy solution to prevent unsightly sofa and chair scuffs on walls.
No More Crying Over Spilt Milk
Baby bottle with air expelling apparatus and formula storage. Resubmit http://www.quirky.com/ideations/83609
Finally, a storage container that will prevent sliced apples and guacamole from oxidizing and turning that dreaded and unappetizing brown!
KEEPING A BREAST OF CANCER. Develope a lightweight mold for women of their breast before a mastectomy, including the nipple.
A flexable refrigerated cooling pad that fits between your pillow slip and your pillow which is connected to a small refrigerator.
Electronic Music Muscle Stimulator Appl is a new way of treating muscular injuries, muscle atrophy, and rehabilitation.
My invention is a compact multifunctional/disposable toothbrush that gives users access to a complete dental hygiene product anywhere.
iPaulie - Decor Irrigation
Pooligans, SeaCreations,
PERCH
Add elegance to any room. This battery operated, portable, easy to install, chandelier eliminates the need for electricians or outlets.
Magnetic mini USB Cell phone Charger
Splatter guard-colander in 1
Workout gloves that record your workout on your phone. Place sensors on each peice of equipment so your gloves recognize them.
This Faucet Installation Tool promotes the ease of installation and provides a single tool for the difficult process of installing faucets.
Rim protector - Prevent chips on ceramic and glass bowls with this universal fit product. (94756)
Leaf magnet makes leaf management a breeze. The leaf magnet is a customizable net that you lay down and leave, when full roll up and voila
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Magnetic Embedded Pens &amp; Magnetic Strip with Added Scratch Paper ~ Great for clothes without a pocket and also for work areas ~ See Pictures
Swivel Spoon
Ever loose you shirt collar plastic inserts when washing or drying your shirts at home? My new fish hook style design will eliminate that!
Adjustable Lugage/Suit case
Easy Clean French Press
The USB Carabandits Flash Drive
One person kayaker lift
Confetti Cards! Birthday-, anniversary cards etc.. That will BANG! Bursting Confetti all over the place as soon as the card is being opened!
magic lunchbox
A directional golf-T, holding a ball in place while you T off, regaurdless of the wheather, and no extra bending over to reset your ball.
Safe deposit kiosk for 24/7 access to valuables.
A portable, comfortable device that helps you easily take a nap on a desk surface while in class or while studying for that big final!
Universal Resume Dropbox
A chip and nut dispenser that help maintain shelf life and provide easy germ free distribution.
Cooper's Car Seat
THE SECRET POST-IT - Write, paste and scrape!
Dial 911 and your address light turns red and a strobe starts to flash. Simply attach to the exterior of your house push a button.
Introducing the Quirky Baseball Cap with solar power to CHARGE any of your devices that use a USB connection. Outside in the sun, CHARGE UP!
Experience a 2D movie or image like 3D at home! Experience how it is to be "in" the movie. It is time to bring this concept to the people!
A gym sack for athletic shoes or cleats with a separate zippered bottom compartment where you can store your wallet, cell phone, and keys.
This Idea is Just Write
Ready-made shelving that can easily be installed between 2X4 framing.
My patented invention is combination cooler- tackle box-seat-and fishing rod holder that can be carried with one hand
Tomato Stakes: Sturdy, bendable and re-usable
Case that holds calculator, one side will hold #2 pencil, other side a pen, top of case will have eraser Bottom an attached sharpener.
It is a hard case/stand for the iPhone. Use it to operate at your desk. store your buds, some batteries etc Then carry it on the go.
I would like Quirky to help me design slide out shelves..something that can easily be installed to existing shelves.
Fire Plan Kit
MusiCollar
FUN STUFF! The Quirkiest Alarm Clock ever! LED "lit fuseâ€ visual and sound effect" complete with â€œKABOOMâ€ sound alarm.
It is a rectangular plastic shell that has a removable insert that can store up to 12 pairs of shoes. The insert is convertible.
ELECTRICAL LEMON SQUEEZER - avoid tired hands for a long time use of the hand squeezer.
Urban Shopping Bag Strap
NOVELTY HANDSCANNER for ManCave or Childs room.
Ever tried viewing your Ipad in 360 while standing without the fear of dropping it? No need for an Ipad stand, desk or flat surface.
GlaciÃ¨re tout en un
Gyroscopic weights for exercising. Light when turned off, but they feel heavy and provide weight training resistance when turned on.
The first disposable pedicure flip-flop with built-in toe divider and sole tread!
The dishwasher safe Tabula Rasa Dust Pan and Brush is uniquely joined by a magnetic strip for the ultimate space saving.
need the mountain The climbing bags on the solar cell and a thermos bottle that can increase the heat water seems like Electric coffee pot
Clip snap or slide on kitchen sink nozzle scrub brush. Please comment
Sun Signs are stick on stencils in strong breathable material that let you get sophisticated sun tattoos.
A voice-activated light switch that combines the convenience of "The Clapper" with the more reliable and hands-free use of your voice.
Cooking Utensil Rest that accommodates up to 4 utensils simultaneously and prevents bacteria from entering your food.
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There's few tools for winter season, mostly practical for clearing away snow & ice. I suggest a unique novelty ice-sculpture-machine.
Cold Bag
Attach's to your ceiling fan releasing an amazing scent when in motion, also disbursing it fast and efficiently.
HOT Coffee Mug - Imbedded Heat
1. Retractable Headphone 2. with volume control. 3. allows you to answer your phone at the same time.
Coffee Click
The Tuna Press. Using a similar mechanism to that of a can opener to drain the liquid out of the can vs using thumbs.
Electronic Shotglass
can-mate
This is an all-inclusive Self Serv Massage Unit allowing one to release stress, massage, and allow blood flow to the exact place you desire.
Sheet the Bed!
The Kid Krib is a chair that hangs from the ceiling (think bean bag with a solid base) with guard rails around it, for ages 8-14.
Everyone wants to learn portion control! Let's make an appealing plateware that allows for portion control discretely!
A Tap like attchment to large soda bottles that prevents the soda from going flat after opening.turn bottles down no air go in.
the inconvenience going through security at airports. One annoyance is the removal of belts. make a belt that does not use metal hardware.
Expecting mothers should be able to sleep in comfort too. Mothers need a bed which allows them to sleep on their stomach if they want to.
GARDEN HOSE WRAP & STORAGE UNIT! All garden hoses get coiled around something, but does it have built-in storage for attachments? This does!
Imagine a Beach Chaise/Lounger that was clear and allowed the sun to tan both sides of you at one time!!
Pet Pack for your dogs outings,fresh water, a bowl, snacks, waste bags, ball, it's a simple great way to enjoy the outdoors with your dog..
Flat (3in wide), foam/cloth covered headphones that adjust to any head, with 6 ft extension TV jack for Senior Citizens.
A kitchen recycling/waste bin with integrated barcode scanner. Scan kitchen goods as they are consumed and build a grocery list.
Simple Scoop
Biggest roommate issue?

Who will clean the bathroom! Introducing ... Bath Bot

A kitchen tool with detachable ends such as a whisk, spatula, spoon, possibly grill tools, pancake flipper. Called a kitchen army tool.
Who wants to drink out of some weird guys cup when you are at a party, I dont!! This silicone product will change the way we find our cups.
Silicon UNI-Body Wristband for iPod Nano and Earbubs
An app that allows you to program your hot water heater for maximum efficiency &amp; comfort.
Imagine the stairwell equalizer. You could safely cut in paint or change a light bulb without a team of trained acrobats.
Leftover Saver
Small Utensil rest for all users of microwaves and toaster ovens. More sanitary and convenient!
A trash bag dispenser installed inside any size trash or recycle bin to make disposable trash bags immediately available &amp; easily manageable
This idea takes away the need to 'eyeball' the size and shape of the pieces of cake you cut for your guests.
Extendable Hanger
Let's take the pain out of Dry Cleaning!! No longer do the hangers need to dig into your skin and cut off circulation on the walk home
safety helment and pads
Hen-kle Weights
Club Minder
Fruit Fly Catcher
Quick connect type battery cable and battery adapters. For rapid removal of battery cables for battery removal or auto computer reset.
Every woman with curly hair knows the importance of traveling with a hot air diffuser. The collapsible â€œQTDâ€ can fit any tote or bag.
iSlidersStand slide to adjust and fit all of your iDevices. Stand and lap pad. UNIVERSAL
Multi-use Locker Table, secure your stuff.
iPad2 utility 1. Front CAMERA magnification 2. Gaming Joystick 3. Cooling pad (USB powered) 4. Keyboard through a casing setup
SHEL+ER: Parachute Tent For Disaster Relief. Why just drop food? Every parachute can become an inflatable shelter.
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Work out jacket for dogs. The easiest way to make your dog exercise harder while walking him at the same time.
Curvy Picks - The candy cane shaped plastic toothpick that gets to the front and back of your teeth!
Kitty Litter Box; Attractive & functional?!?
SECURITY ALARM I.D.CASE My idea was submitted 2 WEEKS BEFORE the contest, almost 200 votes, with 37 comments
www.quirky.com/ideations/285402
Cool Breeze! An idea for existing portable travel cooler/ A/C Water or ice is not needed to activate the A/C unit to reduce the weight.
Portable Static Wand
Clean Paws
16 prong Globe outlet with light
Toaster Pastry Cereal
KIDS WILL LOVE IT!!BIG DIGGER
Most innovative dustpan ever. Quickly discard your swept-up dusty mess into a convenient plastic bag with a flick of your wrist.
Silicone backpack. What do parents look for in a child's backpack? Durability, price, & making their children happy. Children want fun!
Electronic Page Turner
Lighting can make or break a mood. Lighting can also save the day in the event of a power outage. The Solar Lidz stylishly save the day.
Straining Lid
imagine you have an important exam and you need to memorize all the important information and you are terrible learning.
WINK up your baby
Did you ever make a mess on you hands, clothes, floor while trying to get the contents from a bowl? Do you struggle to hold a bowl to scrap
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
LADIES! what we need are salon nail tips that can be used as tools for touch screen/phones/gaming devices!
Juice Variety
A badge holder that does much more than holding badge! Flash driver, pointer and business card! Everything a business professional needs!
Eye shadow dispensers are plastic and break very easily if made of a different material it would not break and contaminate your shadows.
Affordable,portable mini greenhouse,designed to quickly cover outside plants prior to the first winter frost. Lightweight and decorative!
Parents ! The winter baby-buggy a device for easy walk and safe ski
Apple Slicer &amp; Corer, 3 Times thinner slices = 3 times more slices than others.... Umm Apple Pie anyone. Ohh, and it Cores the Apple too!
Wallet case for iphone 4
Med Paddy
T-Shirt for iPhone 5. You want to show off your new iPhone 5 to other people in the club or in the mall.
Easy beach access
BUTT BALM
I have created the quickest way to do a small load of laundry. Students don't have much and some are lazy.
Tailgate Modular Table
The Charcoal Barbecue Tagine! This is an added bonus to your outdoor cooking experience!!
Portable 3d scanner for Iphone
A tremendous product that allows for ice cold liquor to be served at freezing temperatures without being watered down!Easy and time saving!!
Healthy Corn dogs! YUM! Corn dog baking pan is used to make corndogs in a conventional oven.
MagSafe type outlet adapters for everyday, any product use. Plug half into standard outlet and the cord into the other half. Safer plugs.
A trashcan liner that grips to the side w thin absorbable clothe/ plastic, scented, easy to take out and wash or wipe down and put back.
Auto Pet Feeder and Viewer
TIn ink Mixer (Talens or other brands)
An app that allows you to operate and check the status of your garage door.
Amazing Ultimate baby food tray! Tired of the same plain baby high chair food tray then this is gonna make it fun, practical, and easy.
Hard shell case for flat screened televisions. Personalize the look of your television. Protect it when it's not in use.
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"A social light socket speaker." Turn lights on or off. Send voice messages across the rooms of your home. Play music. Share.
Why would we settle for just 1 stylus when we can have it all!
WATERPROOF COFFEE MACHINE.DonÂ´t waste time going to the kitchen every morning.Drink your coffee while shaving or showering in the bathroom.
Meet the Blue Tooth Bike Speaker... No more wires or ear buds. Just attach it and ride up that hill with your own tunes!!!!
Decorating lights with both Halloween & Christmas colored bulbs on SAME strand. 2 seasons, 1 strand, flip switch to change colors. BRILLIANT
Spidey - The Cobweb Remover
Have true EYE TO EYE Skype calls with a webcam that projects right on the computer screen. No more downcast eyes!
Lazy cover
The Read & Sip "Devil Mug"
Turkey Pan with Pour Spout (Neatly Discard Your Grease)
Heated towel box for infant towels.
Swing-O-Matic
A tabletop mini-dishwasher that always keeps clean one dish, cup, and utensil. Save water, money, time, and energy
A simple, safe, easy to use storage solution that prolongs the life of disposable razors for months.
Imagine taking that tablet device/e-reader that you already own and accessing it in any room, while standing,sitting or laying. you choose.
Dryer lint collector
anti oveflow toilet bowel
RESUBMIT: It's time to take back your kitchen sink. A kitchen sink organizer for your brushes and sponges that sits on your counter
SEAL SECURITY &amp; TRACEABILITY
Gone gas up &amp; found the tab for the fuel pump broken/missing? I've desinged a clamp that people could own and carry with them at all times.
The tap switch bottle opener
This idea will change the lives of all new parents, this Baba (bottle) Hammock will free your hands while your baby still gets fed.
My idea is simply 'till time'? Instead of your watch telling you (digital) it is 3:45, till time watch would display 15(till)4.
A wheeled backpack that converts into a backpack/sled.In winter it is impossible to pull wheels in snow. The wheels slide up & the sled out.
The Ultimate Customizable- Modular Medicine Cabinet- Organize and arrange it according to personal, his/hers, pills/grooming/medicine, etc.!
Dish Cleaning Sink
my idea is for a universal key card to eliminate the amount and hassle of having multiple shoppers key cards on my keychain.
Chopsticks ? HereÂ´s a good way to put a smiling face in that person who cant use them, and better 3 in 1 so lets do it! VOTE !!
Retractable assorted dry erase marker
A themed memory stick with movie box sets on e.g. all the superman films on a memory stick in the shape of the superman symbol.
What's the most annoying thing that NO college student wants to deal with? The god-damn dishes. We need a dishwasher for college apartments.
Smart Pet Bowl
Easy soup bowl
Dgtl Inventory/Bill Org (DIBO)
Low-tech product lines linked under the "Chocolate on my mind" trademark.
An touch keyboard and mouse pad on the back of iPhone. Let you use more figures to type and play a game, without blocking the screen.
Hot coffee in the morning! Gotta have it! No more reheating after adding cold creamer! How about a brewer that adds the creamer for u! HOT!
Commando underwear
ReCharge
Basically customizing wooden, rubber, plastic or metal picture frames for LCD's, just like a picture, but for your TFT, LED and Plasma TV.
A "His and Her" bed sheet set for couples where one is always too cool while the other is too warm at night.
a small strip of some sort to iron on or stick on to stop the underwire in your bra from sticking you in the chest or under the arm.
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Baby Glow
Rope locking device is quick and simple to use. Just twist knob to open or close, replaces tying knots in rope to make a loop
A knife block that is child proof.
Tool for 2 workers for lifting heavy loads of sheet stock (e.g., plywood). Device reduces stress &amp; grip fatigue.
Floor-to-ceiling pole keeps clutter organized with components for holding towel, iPod, phone, drink, munchies, small objects (rings, coins).
Are you tired of mail and paperwork cluttering up your kitchen counter or office space? Let Organize Island solve that problem!
Collar Pawckets
My idea is very simple: a WATER BIKE. Constructed with 2 pool noodles, 2 plastic rings to keep ite togheter and plastic pedals.
Smart board eraser. in 1. Eraser laser rcleaner included....PLEASE SEE 2ND SKETCH BELOW
A vertical garden unit with accessories, based on a weighted square with a frontal plow. To use in the garden throughout the entire season.
Just Beat It!
A garbage bag holder at the bottom of ur household garbage cans, kitchen,bathroom etc. Pull full bag out and your next bag is ready to fill.
My product idea is a Tervis Tumbler style bowl for ice cream. It would keep your ice cream cold while keeping your hand warm! Theres more..
yard scoop 36''by 28''bottom that can bend in front , 3 side walls 10''high ,one 30'' is the front and has rounded eadges made of vinyl.
Got stuff you dont want to lose? Live in a flood zone? Natural / enviormental ,disaster proof Personal Home Containers with GPS tracking.
A university based marketing analysis was completed in 2011. This is a unique product idea.
fragrance bomb
Mow right up next to these landscape stones that have area for lawn mower wheels to ride. A clean cut every time! Bye to weed wacking labor!
The Chupa Cabra
Socket Pocket
Language equalizer
To get people smiling, a camera that tells jokes and has screen reflecting distorted image of people being taken like fun-house mirror.
Canning Food Umbrella
Kids too young for cell phones? Need them to remember something? Bracelet that plays your message at set time. "Take bus home" "Time to eat"
Dash Tamer
Children's Sleeping Bag that Converts Into A Fun Sliding Car! Great for Sleep Overs! Play Red Light, Green Light &amp; Duck Duck VROOM! RESUBMIT
Don't we all wish that children's bath toys had built-in thermometers that monitor the temperature of the water to avoid chilling or burns?
System to transport items to the back of the car/truck! Kids in the way back want a snack? Can't reach them? No Problem... (94756)
Back seat catch-all
An app that allows you to operate and check the status of your garage door.
Lets Turn Soda Bottles on their side with a Cool Dispenser that holds Carbonation and Dispenses Soda. No more wobbly bottles in the fridge.
I have no time to wash the dishes. I use plastic plates. But they look ugly, they tumble etc.. I want nice plates which never get dirty.
Adjustable headrest for the most comfortable sleeping position on a aircraft. A product that you can rely on getting to sleep on a plane.
Fishing hook made of 'dissolving suture' material that dissolves in the fish's body after it is cut loose...
Protect your i phone Screen with rolling door cover
JIGGLY FINGERS Me: Massage & Back scratch please. How much? Masseuse: $200.00 Me: No thanks,I'll do it myself
A unisex hose connector. No more "Where's the female end, or Where's the male end?" One connector works for both. An advantage commercially.
FORT
No paint spills!
Re: Flash drives are a great convenience to use but can be easy to misplace, forget what's on each one, or too many jingling in your pocket.
Yard Leaf removal - The Concept is for a lid that attaches to a standard 55 gallon trash can. A hole to allow a 20-30 ft. hose connection.
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Travel insurance apps that are easy to download to iPhone/smartphone with key information, contact numbers, etc...
"My" Own Breakfast Workshop
A triangular shaped baggie similar to what you would use for piping frosting onto cake only much smaller. It has a small open and close tip.
Family Fun Golf
The Tape Toy! Build towns and cities on your carpet or a card board box! Fun Fun Fun!!!
Holeless Nails &amp; Hooks: Studs inside a plastic casing with adhesive on the back. Once removed, its alot easier to paint than fill holes!
An iPad case for kids that straps securely to the inside of a crib or the headrest of a car to keep little ones entertained and protect it.
Inexpensive, convenient, tactile typing experience for iPad/Xoom/etc.
Hospital bed caddy
A pooper scooper shaped like a small lightweight lawnmower, when pushed over dog dooty it picks it up and throws it into a disposable bag.
Harry Potter Video Pictures. No more still photos or digital images... but moving clips of people you want to see
A hanger that tells you the last time you wore,how many times you wore and when you last dry-cleaned that expensive article of clothing.
Have you ever iced the perfect cake, set it in your cake stand and only to find it melted the next day? Problem solved- no more worrying!
led christmas lights madeinUSA
replace or re-design the roof of a golf cart to be a large solar panel, so when in use (out in the sun) it re-charges.
ALL-IN-1 FRYPAN. Never burn your hand holding a frypan lid while stirring contents. Never look for a place to put a hot lid while stirring.
Magnetic Silicone or fabric Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door,
A peel-and-stick fabric collar that you place inside your dress shirt collar, to prevent permanent ring around the collar.
Simple solution to a big problem - Noisy neighbours and tired room mates. Headphones (over-ear) or ear-muffs with a flexible light on them.
Reinvented Trash Bag system for Trash Cans
A leaf net in the fall to put on your lawn area made of biodegradable material that can be disposed of with the recycling.
My idea would be washable insoles for shoes, especially high heels. These shoes are worn without socks, and could become very, very smelly.
Rainshower Bucket
My idea is a chalk-line that loads chalk onto tabs every 16, 20, or 24 inches, depending on the length you want to cut your firewood.
MOODY WINE GLASSES will be the life of the party. Stem changes color depending on your mood. GREAT GIFT!
Car horn attachment that makes 'happy' horn sound. When you want to say 'hi' instead of 'get out of my way!!'
A sand box with a built in terrain of mountains and roads.
EZ Trash-No more forgetting to put a "new trash bag" in the kitchen garbage can.
Sunglasses that clip to the back of a baseball cap &amp; flip up and down. See more at - http://www.wh2mediasolutions.com
My idea is a baby nipple that fits all the standard water bottles that you buy. Put one everywhere. Combo up with the flavor packs. Great!
ice scoop aid
A sunshade for your car that can be placed anywhere to provide a shield from the sun where visors don't reach.
razor blade lifelive let longe
A collapsable bracket attached to the back of the phone to raise it up for viewing on flat surface.
Slipper bootys with a massager built into sole.You can fall asleep while being massaged.Pressure options and timer built in to personalize
No more hot car seats. A sun shield just for your car seat. Keeps you and your child safe. Pull it on or off one handed in just seconds.
Deck Ez
A super realistic remote control and smart phone pack for babies to chew on that looks just like the real thing but is non-toxic.
Window anti-moisture cover. Basically a sheet of clear, sticker-like plastic to attach to car windows to keep them from fogging up.
Paint can accessory
FOUR SEASONINGS IN ONE BOTTLE. An easy way to add seasoning to food if you're a college student and or a beginner cook.
Hook A File
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A product that attaches to the legs of an elementary school desk.Provides for much needed additional storage and better organization habits
Sunscreen Body Wash. Lather up in the shower &amp; don't miss a spot. Wet Skin Sunscreen is already out, why not make it easier in the shower?
Boxing Twister. App enabled boxing pads workout.
A gardening tool which is basically a hand shovel but would also serve the purpose of planting seeds of different shapes and sizes.
Kids Snack Attach Funnel Fun ~ Lazy River meets Soup/Cereal bowl
The avalanche Shaker.
Find me Fast
A free standing hard plastic headboard. Headboards allows for vinyle or custom decor. (such cars movie themes etc.) Also snap together.
The Taco Grippy is here.It allows kids &amp; adults to eat a taco, burrito or wrap without the ingredients falling out with every bite attempt.
Kids powered riding toy runs out of battery from the house. A custom lift design to raise the drive wheels off the ground so it can be moved
Toilet Paper Tower: Put all or most of your rolls in at once. Never have to store bags of rolls in the closet again. Won't run out of T.P.
Playing the Ps3 and the controller goes dead? Having to wait until your phone charges to walk around with it? Charge while you play/talk
liquid soap inside of water pipe not only in bathroom
Front-facing one wheel rollerblade. Motorized version shown, but simple or bounce version would be a lot cheaper.
Solar RV vent's cover's
Sun Sponge helps apply suntan lotion to the entire body with no messy hands! Screw directly onto suntan lotion bottle or use optional bottle
Movie Popcorn Tub Shaker
Toasties
A Perpetual Charger!! Fact: My phone will die in the next 48 hours Fact: my automatic watch will never die Answer: An automatic charger!
Wellington style waterproof boots that pack or store into a shoe size bag.(Picture image is not correct but can't seem to delete it)
Towel Pincher
A.B.S. - Anti-Bullying-System - A portable video game console that mitigates in-school and street bullying of at-risk children-victims.
Sol-Out: it's removable tint. Sunglasses for any window. Fabricated out of translucent plastic, and secured with suction cups.
The concept is a utensil crate that folds out to become a large multi surface cutting board for dorms and communal kitchens.
Automatically closing snowboard bindings.
la combinaciÃ³n de dos elementos que permiten proteger superficies para transportes, en exterior como en interior, barato.
#QTOYS &amp; #QCYCLE. affordable wistling wing nut dust caps easy removeable with mini safety light sabre for kids etc. please see pictures.
Reusable lids to attach on canned goods to drain the liquids in the can to get out the canned product. Quicker than a colander or the lid.
Special garbage can only for emptying vacuum dirt canisters that open from the bottom & prevents odors from escaping into the air we breath.
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For The Beach,Swimming,Etc...
Mailbox Minder
A syringe type product with markings to fill cupcake and muffin liners with the exact amount of batter in each liner. Cupcakes are hot now!
Flying Susu
Iphone app to help about childcare
Door Handle
A sensory aid for the visually impaired. Designed to replace the white stick used by blind people by helping to improve spacial awareness.
All-In-One Pet Care Station
Individual Meat Thermometers with customizable APP for the grill. Perfect for grilling season!
Frustrated when trying to tighten the bolts and nuts on your toilet seat. My screwdriver will eliminate this problem.
Unclogging Kitchen Sink Filter
Hello I have a great idea, every one use hand sanatize for their hands, what about your feet, everybody is on there feet every day,
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First new ironing design board in years! (um - aside from the other one quirky just started working on... but this one improves upon that one too)(Co-Created
By Two Yeshiva Students: Tuvyah Schleifer and Moishe Greenbeberg)
prefilled squeegee
No more Life Alert for the elderly. Elderly parent monitor--sensors to monitor basic movements of elderly parents who live on their own
Tired of wasting cigarettes because you don't have enough time to finish. Cigsav is an ingenious way to safely put it out and save for later
Media Z! A BEDSIDE TABLE with a twist! It offers four USB charging ports, two respectably sounding speakers, and two power outlets.
A case that you slip on your head. Its hands free. Place in your Smart device. It magnifies the video and you watch in privacy.
Quit trying to untangle your earphones and worrying about losing them! This product simply does the job in a discreet and sleek way.
Pressure Point Pillow made of sturdy plastic,has different pressure points to lie your head on to releive headachs. Has different coverslips
A suitcase with a folding trolley like attachment which can be used to carry other smaller bags through airports with ease
Shoelaces that resist coming untied! Silicone dotted ends help the laces grip on to each other when tied. No more tripping over untied laces
When the kids go back to school my daughter will bring home a list asking for donations to the class to help with supplies.
Sarentony Divisible Bedsheets
Go fresh
Sofa Cooler
Turn your cell phone into a weapon that makes criminals run in fear. Record evidence that can automatically go to appropriate authorities.
The Ultimate Beach Wagon! Lug all of your stuff from your SUV or beach house to the beach, with a unique twist when you get to the sand!
Dual monitor mount
A must for golfers. This product enables golfers to place their golf tee in the dry, arid ground at the desired height with just a push.
Cubes
Universal Smart Phone Kickstand/Clamp
Rock Picker for garden or flower bed. Tired of hitting rocks with your rotor tiller or shovel. Rocks in the way when you are gardening?
eye glass supplemental frame
The Wrap
"Hey, was that your hotdog that just blew by?" No more summer meals flipping over from windy days - MAGNETIC PAPER PLATE HOLDERS!
A laundry bag equipped with swiveling hooks and shoulder straps so college students can store and transport clothes with ease and comfort.
Coil
Mobile Baby monitor that is equipped to be installed in any car. This will help every parent know what is going on at all times!!!
Vegetable garden water management system. Effectively water your vegetable garden deeply while saving water at the same time.
trailer light sensor
New Soup and Sandwich Combo Plate/Bowl Design!
Magnetic Capsule Led is small yet powerful enough to emit light from the palm of your hand.Can attach to anything that is made of metal etc.
The SQUID FLASHLIGHT. Flexible lights. Gorgeous looks. Inspired by squid.
JIGGLY FINGERS Me: Massage & Back scratch please. How much? Masseuse: $200.00 Me: No thanks,I'll do it myself
Touch screen floor mat that can have ripple effects and many more!
mechanical music stand
Trap and zap. Even one or two flies in the house can make you crazy. They are fast evasive and even if you can squash them they leave a mess
I designed and built a set of wheels that attach to my metal detector so I can just push it around instead of holding it up with my arm.
~~PRETTY KOOL~~ The first cool/warm temperature controlled dessert keeper! Cools and warms desserts -- countertop, lightweight, portable!
a two compartment baby bottle that allows two products to remain seperated until needed and then mixed with just a twist of the bottle.
An iPhone case with a sliding built-in Fresnel lens to focus the LED flash into a usable long-distance flashlight beam when desired.
Easy Unpack Suitcase
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The Time Machine
His Her or Face But Wash Rag Holder No more guessing which Wash Rag Holder is your or not.
Electronic Photo Album
Candy Dispenser, on a timer!
â˜€Plate Stackers-Serve Vertical
Family garage Parking Guide
Siri Activation Button
a rugged, clear, waterproof, shock proof case like the GoPro Hero camera case.
Batter Bowl! Mixing bowl dispenses muffin/cake batter right after making batter. Handle opens hole in bottom for easy flow of batter.
Revolutionary-- It looks like a normal interlocking brick.
Washer/dryer in one no elect.
Kid friendly pet leash. Two Handles! Donâ€™t let your child be overpowered. Let them be in control while youâ€™re in command.
Pestified -Pest Alert
2 in 1 Baby Bottle!
"Message Mat" is a recordable door mat that will play a message as soon as someone steps on it entering a home.
Push-ups gloves. Get better and fluent push-ups workout on your fists without pain.
Tire/Rim Luggage.. No more rolling/picking up your dirty tires. Lets make it a comfortable and clean way to carry our tires/rims!
Cleaning utensil for six cleaning devices. Devices are mop, broom, tub and wall scrubber, glass cleaner, lint cleaner and duster
NEW Sit N Spin Toy: ------------- The Baffeling GYROSCOPE: see video
You're 6 feet off the ground in your bunk bed. Your roommate is hooking up. Your iPad has 10% battery left & the outlet is so far away! WTF?
iPad 2 Steady Cam - making professional looking videos from your iPad 2 accessible.
A kitty litter deodorizer that removes strong odors immediately... before they have a chance to permeate the walls of the room.
Car Seat Pressure Sensing Pad
Mount for Mocubo/Mocubo mini trays that holds iPhone while cooking, to read recipes. Cover with sleeve and slide out of the way under board
mail box alert
The Guitar Player's Friend
A sprayer/application device to apply de-ice solution to car tires during winter driving conditions.
Add an elevated surface point(like a braille dot) to usb wires/phone charges(Image attched),to figure out which way faces up by touch.
An after market kit to be installed by SUV owner, giving them remote raising and lowering of your lift gate. Could be button on lift gate.
Vacuum toilet seat to instantly minimize odor escape from toilet bowl during number 2. Extracts odor at its source.
My wife and I travel long distances via motorcycle. She'd like to have her tablet or smart phone positioned at the center of my upper back.
"Counter Clips" or "Surface Clips", using suction cups to hold any item down on your counter, or to any smooth surface, large and small size
Babushka Brush. An all-in-one makeup brush that nests 5 pieces within itself like a russian doll.
iDry
A computer screen that takes your eye measurement and adjusts automatically to your eyesight. Possible use by all schools or home computers.
Double sided Lazy-Susan like shower caddy. V-shaped corner fitting frame but rounded rotating shelves inside! Fits all his and her products
Ear Buds. We sell products that sit on them and are twisted around them for people who use them, so we should sell them. Up sell for Japan.
Stay dry on a rainy day. The doorbrella attaches to your car door and creates a canopy between the car and the open door.
Quirky Lost and Found Tags. So simple. So useful.
Cell Pal (power and loss)
Toy clean-up made quick and easy with a play mat that doubles as a portable toy storage sack.
Extend a Hose
Alarm Pillow: Small pillow into which your alarm-enabled mobile phone can be inserted. Sleep with your mobile phone alarm in bed with you.
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Curved Scrapers to get that last 15% of product out of a round container.Comes in a pkg of 5 graduated sizes. Smallest blade longest handle
A simple way of sorting out weekly medicine! The answer is a pill shooter or pill gun. Load it with pills then shoot 1 pill at a time.
3D wine bottle carrier's
Touch Down!
NESTING UTENSIL HOLDER: A low profile untensil holder.
The Every-Lid
Caterpillar Building Block Toy Boxes, Storage and Play mats Sets
The Magic is a self Heating and cooling vacuum flask that is app enabled.
The Kanga Pouch Cases for iPhones and iPads - for those who want their iPhone and iPad devices made much more child and human resistant!
Intuitive Alarm for autos/home
Mirror de-fogging device to keep mirrors clear after showering. Inexpensive to make, high profit return. Used by everyone adults &amp; kids.
Safe Loop
Pedal Power Device Charger
The 2sided personal snack dispenser. The snack dispenser keeps snacks fresh and dispenses one snack at a time. It has a loadable receptacle.
An answering machine that will, by using caller ID, sort out calls you want to receive and ring your phones, otherwise answer the call.
A burlap or gunny sack shoulder side body strapped purse with practical outside and inside organization pockets with a MY COUTURE TAG on it
iPad SOLAR SLEEVE - since the iPad is designed to be an on the go product, let's help keep it powered up for as long as possible.
"B-Ring" will help know which bottle is yours. Kids can wear it as a ring, but put it on their bottle to know which one is theirs.
Wire egg holder prevents eggs being dropped while boiling or coloring eggs despite tilting of hold, unlike how all other holders often do.
Bendable, Extendable Power strip with plugged device tag.
Dirty grout be gone!
Just Makes Scents
Spiral CFL light bulbs are ugly, but you love the fact that you're saving energy and the earth? Then just cover them up with Lite Sleeves.
All in one snack pack for hiking, walking, biking, any outdoor adventure. it's a hot or cold thermos with cup, a snack container, first aid
GARDEN TOOL CADDY WITH WHEELS. Keep your garden tools organized and mobile.
A plug-in laundry hamper that dries and deodorizes sweaty gym clothes with air circulation.
Oxygen Recoil device. It allows an O2 patient to move freely w/o getting tangled in the tubing.
Regenerative Bike Brakes
Use my invention as napkin/pen/book/lamp/mail HOLDER, POD for camera/cell phone/iPod, COASTER, pot/tie HANGER + MANY USES!!! Video and
pics.
I Would like a simple i~phone "Clip On" nail file on the back of my i~phone case, could be integrated into cover/cast. i~File scratch Back
The Apple Desk Organizer reduces the clutter on office desks, frees up space, and serves as a docking station for the iPhone and iPad.
batteryless bluetooth earbuds
An air fresheners hanging on A/C grill, when air blowing from the A/C grill it will spread the odor on all over the room.
In a society filled with harmful inhalants, you have to be safe. With CleanLight, smoking doesn't have to involve the inhalation of butane.
P-trap brush
A rectangular glass salsa jar that opens on a long side of the jar instead of a screw off top.Opening the jar horizontally not vertically
Ditch the dishwasher! A dish rack with adjustable dividers/pegs that can be changed up to fit all different sized glasses/dishes/pots/pans.
Better Faucet Sprayer
All in one hard drive, usb ports and card reader. Eliminate the clutter with this thin and light weight enclosure.
This idea is to market a sales tool for Honda Motorcycles which will return huge profits to us at a very low start up cost.
Cool Comb
A Self closing toilet seat, Closes itself after every flush. No more closing the seat after someone forgetting to shut it.
A shield to protect you - without making you blind - from headlights and also THE SUN while driving.
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Sav-a-life
Built-in contents temperature display for stove-top cooking containers.
Write in the air. Yup, you heard right. Plane with detachable pen? Write in the water?So many options!
Patch Pockets
A stool that is also a TRANSFORMER! In one flip, it goes from mild-mannered stool to Super Step-Stool!
The Christmas Tree Gift Band is a plastic semi-circle that is placed underneath a Christmas tree providing a false front of beautiful gifts.
The Finger Utility Knife is the most convenient tool to use when you need to open a bunch of boxes without misplacing your knife.
Finally a functional utility board. It has a calendar, notepad, mailbin, coat rack, key tray, mirror, pencil try, stamp drawer. All in one.
My idea is a webcam cover for laptops. It would be self adhesive with a cover that can slide over the camera went not in use.
FLEX FUNNEL to prevent contamination from the faucet of the water cooler coming into contact w/ the various usersâ€™ water bottle openings
Baby garment with bib sewn directly into fabric so your child can freely and spontaneously eat, drink, drool and dribble without the mess!
FROZEN LEMON GRATER TOOL GRATE THE AMOUNT YOU NEED,WHEN YOU NEED IT~ STORE THE REST IN THE FREEZER
BED BUG BAG
Hate it when you sweat or exercise and your ear-pods or ear buds fall out? This simple idea is a "clip on" that wraps around for support.
The Bracelet App Tracker
My idea is a traveling bed for toddlers that is light, flat and can easily be packed in your suitcase!
ThrobStopper! Instant Migraine/Frontal Lobe Headache Relief. Developed for my RN wife to help relieve her Migraine headaches. Easy Adjust.
wrap around pet harness/leash
Smarty Cat Box. Prevents cats from tracking dirty litter out of the box, keeps dogs from eating cat poop, and serves as a cat scratching box
need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
Control
Autism gps inable monitor and unremovable braclet with alarm and voice communication
Love Handles. A belt-like product featuring handles for a motorcycle passenger to hold rather than holding around the other rider's body.
Kayaking Aid
Telescoping utility handle with interchangeable heads that's ideal for apartments and small homes with little storage space.
App-Enabled Colour Changing Contact Lenses!!
Home alone and need more protection? Your Iphone is your best friend protecting you and preventing any criminal intrusion.
We all use lint rollers but dont you just hate when you cant reach those areas were lint cant reach Ive invented the flexable lint roller
My invention is the conveyor surfer, its 20 1/2 in width, and 5ft in length. It is light, affordable, easy to carry and safe.
A potential product to reduce the soap residue produced by bars of soap on the sink.
A small device attached to garage door that will text me if my garage is closed or open. Text so everyone can use it!
The best engineers
Male Pee Pad for immobility
I have invented the ultimate tailgate umbrella that I think will be a must have for tailgaters across the U.S.
Smart Coffee Capsule Dispenser
Snap on Shoe
A Lamp that solar cell charges battery in day time and power a led lamp when the sun sets. Automatic! No cables! Environment friendly!
Life jacket with built in lights and survival kit.Lights can stay on or blink.Survival kit contains all you might need if you are stranded.
Sportsfans4sportsfansw/neckstring/w teamlogo,colors or players.from hi-school 2 collage 2 pro lite wt w/intermittent L.e.d.&amp;audio
A filtering mop bucket that pulls hair, dirt, and debris into a filter screen rather than floating in the water and going back on the floor!
App Controlled Knee Brace
Dual Chamber Cereal and Milk Container with Plunger Device to Mix a Bite at a Time. Cereal Stays Fresh, Healthy Breakfast on the Go.
This new idea is an oven that can be used on induction cooktops, very popular in China,you can see its webpage at www.theenergyoven.com
E-Coffee Table Photo Book
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Sheetfort.Designed to make it easy to build and expand your childs fort making ambition. We can print designs on the sheets
No More Fence Repairs. an idea to prevent costly fence repairs.
When playing computer quilt
Would you like to send your teenager to school with a warm lunch? All you have to do is purchase this LUNCH BAG WARMER...
ExtendRail *Now everybody can hang their laundry at any height*
A portable Swiss army grooming tool set for women. No more cluttering your purse with all your individual grooming tools. They're all here.
Foul Proof Baseball Cleat
Bathroom

Have you ever dropped something in the toilet? Needed a solution to unclog the toilet? Everyone has at one time or another!

WINK- Unmute your phone from another device ! use it when you lost your phone at home.
LITE SHOE - Treat foot fungus were it lives! Treat the shoe, not the foot to solve the stinky shoe, foot fungus problem
A walker/ jogger's "pest baton" would be a big benefit to anyone that has encountered pests while walking their baby or out jogging.
New nature-friendly tooth paste container
The knife and grater is the perfect accessory for your kitchen.
Flags of the world globe fun educational toy.
Promotional Live Strong style "Bracelet or Lanyard" for "Japan" Using their symbol for the meaning or word to show "Support"+ "Loss of life"
How about a scent distributor that works with steam.
A mini ipad holder with a telescoping handle. This is for taking videos and pictures when in a crowd of people ( like reporters at a scene)
Have you found yourself with a messy sock, or underwear drawer? Well...an organizer will neatly keep your socks, etc. decent and in order.
Crochef
*USB CHARGER + STAND IN 1* Many design possibilities! Charge anywhere whenever!
Eazyfilms are screen protectors that are actually EASY to put on. No more air bubbles or misalignments. Works the first time and everytime.
The WallBall is a massage ball primarily for your back. It is suspended on the wall and rolls within its casing so the ball never falls!
It seems that whenever I need a rag to check my car's oil I end up using whatever is near. This little item could solve the problem.
Does your back pack have a lunch pale? Get better organized. Lunch is part of your back pack. Keep them together, or take them appart.
I would like to develop a bracelet for adult and a child what works on contact with water to prevent children from drowning
Cascading Cooler
Dirty Vodka
Wheels that self regulate air pressure. Air pressure can be stored internally for addressing leaks &amp; performance.
Musical blanket for babies. Helps babies go to sleep. Moms need help getting their babies or toddlers to fall asleep.
The idea is to create a bottle service set with refill bottles inside that pop-in pop-out, with a system push to serve and space for ice.
A Medical USB jewelry quality bracelet.
Know exactly how HOT the kitchen plate is before touching it. Prevents burns!
iRemote
Cameras/camcorders are taken everywhere-with the "Cam Clamp" they can now go where tripods can't!
This idea is a extendable and directional camera accessory for you phone. It wirelessly transmits pictures and video taken to your phone.
Interactive GPS
App-Controlled Fireworks Launching Pad
Flotillas from noodles! Colorful, sturdy, floating devices can be constructed with no more than a bunch of pool noodles & plastic rings.
The Easy Egg Shell is a boilable, freezable, silicone cooking shell that can be used to make all egg-shaped foods, both sweet and savory
A combination of 3 cameras, taking pictures every 1sec in a car from the dashboard to prove that an accident was caused by an other car.
GPS change voice app
A Full duplex device that uses the license plate number to call other motor vehicle to make private calls.
Magnet-Backed Trim Molding
Hourglass case. Actually works!
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analog and digital wrist watch
I make things to attract deer or keep them out of my garden
Shrink Wrapped-Echo Friendly Blankets! Supports any disaster! Personal use for home, car, camping and travel!
The USB Power Extension Cord! An extension cord and USB power hub in one!
It's wet out, and you want to put your backpack down. A set of retractable legs will keep your homework high and dry :-)
Imagine waking up in the morning to a hot pot of tea, fully steeped and waiting. That is the product I want to create.
disposable toilet seat
Headset Holder for iPad2 Smart Cover
A cleaning brush with a rubber hose attachment that fits over faucet allowing water to run through for easy cleaning.
Camo Can Slapper
DISASTER CASE - A fully protected briefcase for worst situations.
Easy clean, no clog sink drain flange with mesh bag and stopper for lavatory sinks
crust-b-gone
Learning Laces are the only shoe tying aid for children and their parent's with two colors on each half of the shoelace . What fun!
Expansion on Quirky 'Glide'. Cleans off knife blade one way. Flip it and the other side has a small sharpener built in.
Which towel belongs to which family member in the hotel bathroom?! My clip-on individual logoed button will help and save the environment!
Decorative Water Supply Line Valve Cover With App That Alerts You Immediately If The Line Or Valve Fails!
Comfy Therapeutic Beach Bed. Beach bed is for everybody's bedroom not for beach:)Naming as beach bed is to let feel the power of sand beach
Organize your household manuals, receipts & warranties with their spare parts, bolts & special tools in a centralized durable file system.
Test
The Window Guard is a clear, durable mesh sleeve that covers over broken car windows providing an affordable, temporary window solution.
Toddler Tooth Wand
People enjoy eating out At the end of the experience the bill is brought out in a little book The issue is seeing and reading the bill
Foldable full-length mirror
My Product: A Device to make tubing retractable for an Oxygen Concentrator.
Fly paper cover with stand
How would you like to more conveniently carry your daily items - hands free - while at your most active? Your solution is the 'Cell Sash'!
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
a serving platter that doubles as a plate/cutting board that has a swing out arm over the main cutting board for cutting meats and veggies.
7 in 1 PAINT BRUSH
Iced Drink straw
idea for pots just for marijuana plants on the edge they'll will be hoops or open gaps for those that like to tie down there branch's
Media that displays Quirky's Industrial Designs and mentions its Quirky Community
Pressed sawdust molds start any fire, slowly burns in fire pit/fireplace but looks like money, bears, owl, demons (yikes),bones -add color!
An Android powered thermostat.
Mini LED Hooks! Light up anywhere with the ease of a hanging hook! The hooks become a lantern, tea lights, running light, closet lights etc!
Shower Head Glove - Wash With Your Hands Free! *(Updated with Community-Based Input)*
Touch up painting marker/pen that can be filled from back side with your choice of paint ,with a roller applicator or choice of tips
Burger Patty Omelet Maker: Either you are a ovo-vegitarian or just want extra protein layer with your standard burger, this is for you
An app enabled Glucose Monitor
A shower curtain that does not attack you while showering!
A Color Books for Grownup, with pictures of scenary, birds, places,people,nature, etcs. Binded the Book for grownup. appeal.
Motivational Football
Pump Toothbrush
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Backward headboard creates storage and food prep area, provides a study area and privacy for the user when sleeping.
A portable pooper scooper for metropolitan dog owners who don't like picking up poop with their hand.
Ladies! replace the ugly, uncomforatable backs behind your pierced ears with shorter posts and sexy, chic backs, do it yourself.
Live good and efficiently.
Brushed Aluminum iPhone case, totalProtect, phone slides out when needed, looks beautiful
Enerâ€“G: Your portable pedal driven power source. Charge your phone, mp3 player, etc when you ride...also have a continuous light source.
We are a nation that is getting fatter and along with our expanded waist lines comes the difficult task of being and smelling clean.
Is the phone call/msg important enough to respond to or is it just that stalker/friend your avoiding? Can you see the data on your phone?
Exact-it Smart Charging Plug
Want to keep your food hot at the table?? Then you need Gelee Bowl serving system!Temp sensitive gel keeps food hot from stove to serving!
SD Card Holder and Organizer. Protect those cards and be able to know what pictures and videos are on them at a glance.
Brush-Away
A smartphone/tablet dock that allows use of xbox or ps3 controllers to play games on the device.
Over-sized belt for women. This belt will hold your phone, keys, compact, money, etc. all hidden from view.
Collapsible Silicone Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure ingredients using only one tool. Stores Neatly and frees-up space.
KarKap, instant shade
A glove made of soft material(s) that he can wear during romantic times to cover his rough hands that scratch me!
ZipTop Bags With Age Indicator
This product changes everything in the trolling motor market. This converts a single prop trolling motor into a dual prop trolling motor.
! The Breezy Broom ! A broom that uses canned or compressed air to blow dirt out of hard to reach areas. GREAT compliment to the Broom Groomer and
unique to market!
SoapySponge: The answer to the huge pile of small unused pieces of soap that accumulate on the soap dispenser in the shower.
State of the Art Golf Training System. Built trust and self confidence with your swing. Have more fun with golf!
I am offering a silicone product that will the quick change out of sprinklers or watering devices. Long lasting and easy to use.
Retractable Bathroom Device Storage-allows plugging in four devices at one time-has auto winding cord feature-device storage
Papertablet - Notes on paper, changing pages as on an iPad. Easier, lighter and more agile substitute to notebooks, binders and memopad.
An automatic device that places traffic cones as the truck moves along.
A magnetized serving tray with tiny magnets that attach universally to glassware so that drinks do not spill when being carried.
ten inch tall plastic cube with suction cup (for tile) of velcro (for carpet)use the block to restrict the baby walker to certain areas.
An improvement on Buddy Cups that are app enabled so when you tap/cheers them together you follow each other on Facebook.
OH SHEET! folds sheets,also aids in putting them on the bed. Yes even the dreaded fitted sheets. Nice and neat on the bed or in the closet
this is a screwdriver within another. a short handled one and a regular one. they may be mixed or matched and are handy in tight places.
Toddler-Sphere
Never Lost Pacifier
I have made a 2 piece slide together chair that can easily be taken anywhere. They will be plastic injection molded. Everyone loves them.
CHILD SAFE SIGN attaches to bedroom window of child and activates by sound of smoke alarm, flashing CHILD's ROOM for the firemen to see.
A childs diaper with odor neutralizer in the liner, bio-degradable and has a color sensor on the outside that changes when soiled.
Water heater that make sure you get the hot water when you want it
I call this one the drawer table. It slides into a drawer and can be used when visiting someone who is bed ridden and has limited space.
STREETSAY
Non-Alcoholic Wine Making Kit:Make your own non-alcholic wine at home that tastes like real wine.Resub
Men, eliminate ever having the need for a wallet again! No further need for slim wallet versions, with my new, built-in pant/jacket wallet.
Pitcher with Ice Holder in the Middle that includes a spigot at the bottom to empty out the melted ice.
The biodegradable planting tray!!! A tray built from degradable and soil feeding materials to be prepared before it goes in the ground.
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Lets bring the anti smell magic of baking soda to stinky rooms in good looking spill free containers without taking up useful usable space.
Triangle Microwave. A microwave built in a triangle shape.Fits in corner of a kitchen counter 2 max usable space.Fills that ackward corner
Scramble Cups for Microwave Eggs
Patented multi-purpose baking, cooking, salad, and serving pan. The novel design makes creativity in food preparation easy.
Motorized Plant Cover
Thumb Stylus for texting
Wireless guitar jack for phone
Heated Placemats. Does your food get cold before you can finish it? Not anymore, with the heated placemats
Tissue Box Hanger
I'm pushing my kid in his stroller &amp; can't hear him over the traffic. Idea: A mic in his stroller for him, connected to an ear-bud for me.
A handheld device that solves communication problems during major events.
A longer toilet fill tube for more water capacity and a more forceful flush.
A chair that doubles as a laundry hamper and lounge chair. Collapses to make for easy transport of laundry to and from washing.
Sworkle
Wristband watch and battery back for the Iphone. It a wrist watch that also functions as a back up battery for the Iphone. 2 functions in 1.
Funnel Mix
Holes in your socks? You need Speedy-Toes, the iron on alternative to the needle and thread!
Want to rinse pasta but do not want the colander to sit in the sink? The Hang 'n' Rinse keeps food clean, out of the way and is HANDS FREE!
My idea is to design the first Air Fresh Hamper with built in air fresheners. The air fresheners will be replaceable at a low cost.
I would love an oven that can read the temperature of meat to let you know when chicken is perfectly ready!
Precious life saftey device
Gooey Grabber
Hands-Free Backpack-Hooks/clips attached to straps to carry your lunchbox, totes, projects-Free Poster ring and tote bag!!!
It is November and leaves are filling my pool skimmers. Water 45 degrees. I hate getting on my hands and knees to clean the pool skimmer.
An extension cord for the indoors and outdoors that can expand if you need it to be longer, or retract if it's too long.
Let's make a WINE maker: so easy even I could do it!! YUMMMMMMM and 100% ORGANIC
Two in one regular and right angle screwdriver. It's a Screwdriver that hinges to become a multi-angle screwdriver.
A deodoriser that gives a contemporary feel to your house.
A shrink wrapper designed to wrap gifts. Makes wrapping quick and easy. Wrap gifts in seconds with no tape or scissors or measuring.
Everyone on this planet needs to drink water in a way that is more safe, affordable, eco friendly and convenient, than is now available.
The idea is a body wash that contains SPF sunblock protection. Apply all manner of sun protection and treatments while in the shower.
Sick of losing your remote control? Pager that will beep your misplaced remote control until you locate it!
Candyland Card Dispenser
POCKET UMBRELLA THAT FITS IN YOUR PURSE, ATTACHES TO YOUR BACK PACK OR HANGS ON YOUR WRIST. NO MORE BULK AND
HASSLE FOR THOSE QUICK TRIPS.
Dr. PaezÂ´s DiaperMinder
The Windsor-Tie-Tie would be a piece of plastic designed to you wrap your tie around it a certain way so you would have the perfect Windsor
Ultra Slim Apple Watch Charger
Must need for laundry
iPhone case with built in added front protective cover that rolls up and over the phone on two tracks, storing flat in the back of the case!
A mini projector for the ipad2. Watch a movie on your Ipad2 and project it on your wall!
Stairway Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure all your kitchen ingredients without the strain.. Resub
Mirror Memos: Durable, rewritable memo squares made of vinyl that can have messages written on with erasable markers and placed on mirrors.
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Airplane engine grill protection to fit standard engine sizes allowing for air flow and no bird entry
It's a luggage suitcase for shoes,.
Beverage Buddy allows people to enjoy watching their favorite sports, movie and video game while having several ice cold beverages for hours
babysaver key fob
Split Cooks, Cooking utensils that split in 2, great for turning over your food and serving time. Stop your food from sliding off the pan!
Use the electricity in a Household phone line to charge your iPhone or other cell phone.
Bath Mat for Textured Tubs
Hands-free reloadable Swiffer sweeper. Remove and replace pads with push of a button. A quirky cleaning revolution.
Not a pen that can write in 'dots'to help kid's trace letters- instead Welcome to the Marker pen whiteboard version
Trash bags that have a pair of disposable gloves attached to it, made with the same material as the bag. Gloves can be removed by a seam.
The Forever top
Stop light buddy
Hi All, Check this out. Let your bead designs go radical! The product: a Sticky Board Component System, used with the new sticky beadboard.
The World's Smallest iPhone Charger. Smaller than two packs of gum, easily fits in your pocket.
Scented furnace filter
USB BIG BLOCK Power Charger: For use at home, office, and in the car!
Bicycle helmets need LED lights, front and rear. White in the front, red in the rear, exterior controls, replaceable batteries!
Recon Arrow
I ALREADT TOLD YOU .. its' below .. where you ask me to PITCH a BETTER idea for a product that you supply.
3D MARBLE ROLLER: The toy you loved has now been updated! [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Squeegee melt
My idea is called food vault,square animal bowl open and closes when near,progran coller
Put your small stuff in hanging pockets for easy accessâ€¦
Survival paracord bags and backpacks. In an emergency can be taken apart and used for all kinds of uses.
New &amp; Improved Trash Can Liner that sorts your recyclables. When full, the bag splits into 2 separate bags making recycling so easy.
American flag rolling paper
A slender stick that can be converted into a small stool. Can be used on long queues or on crowded areas where seats are all occupied.
The Battery Belt/Purse Strap is equiped with backup batteries that will hold power for your cell phones or tablets.
A funnel that can be firmly secured to any container top allowing both hands to be freed to fully control pouring and preventing spills.
The Bobble trash Bag. Bobbling the trash and forgets his stench.
PULSAR Bath fan Home Depot
Beach Chair Belt
Alarm Clock that plays recording. It could be a reminder: i.e. "soccer practice day",or an encouraging msg from mom for 1st day of school.
Have you ever been cooking on your gas grill and then,OH @#$%, my burgers are on fire? Well,I have an invention that will eliminate that.
The Stroller Umbrella for Mom! An umbrella with a extra long pole fitted with a grip that fits around a stroller handle.
Squeezable clip to mount a cell phone on the lid of a laptop, placing it's screen next to the laptop screen so you can read both at once.
The Ultimate iPad Stylus â€“ Pocket Clip, Cleaning Tip, Pen, and itâ€™s Magnetic!
X-Mas Tree Watering Ornament
Folio
Convenient Grocery Bag Carrie
Clean all your child's toys even the small ones. No more sharing germs just your toys.
A stand for the ipad for lying in bed that connects to the wall with a super flexible arm for any position imaginable.
Tired of TV commercials?
Finger flip case
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Multi-task makeup applicator tool. Like a swiss army knife, it holds all the brushes and tools a girl needs for makeup application on the go
Kitchen knife uses disposable (and super sharp) utility knife blades. No need to sharpen blade! Remove blade and throw handle in dishwasher!
Ice Cream Serving Station: keep your ice cream cold, your scoop warm and your hands clean and warm! Never fight over who's dishing again!
Application for cell phone that holds all of your credit card information for multiple credit cards and atm cards all at the same time.
The Sound Sleeper. A small plastic speaker that clips to the corner of your pillow. Plays soothing sounds and soft music
Trash Sash
Xtendz Power. An extension cord with pluggable power at both ends. Male end has cube tap built in too. Never socket block again!
Prevent towels and clothing from falling off their hooks. The Gripper Hook will hold and keep towels and clothing from slipping off.
Silla de oficina todo en uno
This concept is a way to hang clothes, and many other items, in a neat and orderly fashion. Used indoors or outdoors.
Bottle Cubes is a new way to make ice cubes without pouring or spilling water with a great design.
Frying Pan with a "MOAT". Trench like outer ring in pan to catch grease and easily pour out. HEALTHIER!
Resub - Monster planter for your desk, kitchen, kid's room, etc. Move over Chia pet.
Bring all your gardening equipment with you, shovel, rake, hand tools, even compost if you want. In the garden tool carrier.
Kids gps solar wristband..u can track ur kids anyware by gps...wristband use solar energy to keep gps chip running on always
Zip and go purse line! For the mom on the go, have pre-packed pouches for the beach, business, ect. to drop in any style or color and go!
Sound Share
Corn on the Cob. Good stuff,hot,juicy,buttery,slippery,drippy,and lots of napkins! Lets pick it up with our fingers!-Almost.
It's Pottie Time Training bracelet! With lights, sounds, songs, characters, simulated bubbles, your toddler can party all the way to potty.
LOCATiT
RESUB:Reusable Frozen Cocktail Stirrers (Stainless Steel/Plastic)- Keeps those sophisticated drinks cold w/o the ice (or reusable ice cubes)
Are you tired of sticking things inside of your cast and getting no relief? Try the Inside Cast Scratcher!
An air freshener holder that uses dryer sheets to fragrant any room by using the hot blowing air from heating vents and pellet stove fans.
Equipment House Shoes
Bottle Baggie
A cookie cutter that has multiple shaped cutouts all welded together so that you can cut them all at once after rolling the dough out once.
Spotter Uniq Outdoor sensors
Meet Moody
Square non stick cookware w detachable handles &amp; plastic covers - cook, serve, refrigerate food in same container &amp; stack for easy storage.
safe knife
FREE ELECTRICITY!!!!
the hipstrap is a new guitar strap that helps those who play heavy bass guitars and guitars for long periods of time be more comfortable
The Suitcage - suitcase with an internal area that adapts to separate clean and dirty clothes along with better wheels and more protection.
Hate cleaning your tub, love taking showers, kill two birds with 1 shoe. Shower scrubing sandals let you scrub the tub while you shower.
An outlet that has a plastic turning knob to seal off anything being inserted into the outlet. The knob can be located in between the outlet
Problem-cold hand working at the computer. Solution-a simple way of covering your hand to keep it warm and still be able to type with ease.
Disposable cat litter bags-you don't have to touch or smell old litter.Individual plastic bags securely placed under box. Zip up.Toss out.
The Replacement for the door knob!
Multiple Add on Cubes for spices. Push of a button exact measurements. No more guess work with recipes.
The Wallet You Need, When You Need It! - ENDING SOON!
wireless waterpick
Breeze - The gym bag that keeps odor at bay. No more embarrassing gym bag odor between the time you work out, to when you get home to wash.
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Put quirky crates at WALL-CEILING CORNERS with the 'CrativeSpace' set of accessories to store things you need once a year, Kill clutter!
there should be a app. That allows you to take a picture of a piece of clothing and then it would show you what would look good with it.
HoldiT
A better lanyard for holding your iPad or other tablet, like a camera strap attached to a sturdy case.
Solar powered remote control
UC UPDATED) Completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) Prevents mold. Resub 165 votes
EasyRefill Trash liner
This product is a keep me safe in bed prevent a baby from suffocating and the short memories person from getting out of bed at sleep time.
Tactile wristwatch Instead of a traditional watch face the whole band becomes the dial with a rotating ball that encircles your wrist.
Ever have the Toilet Cleaning Tablet get stuck in your tank?? Introducing the Tablet Anchor. Keeps your tablet in place in every flush.
ding-ding, yr. luggage is here
Natural Hair Lightener
iPod/iPhone Grabs onto anything
A personal hygiene product that adheres to the inside of your shirt sleeve and is designed to PULL toxins from the vital elimination area.
Tea Party Barbie
Bottom kitchen cabinet shelf comes to you. No longer get down on the floor to access bottom cupboards. Pots and pans etc.
Custome sunglasses printer
Inflatable Pet Dish
Disc golf: Revamped. Track your discs in real time on your mobile device, check basket distance, and much, much more.
An iPod touch case that has physical buttons on the back of it, making it easier, quicker to control.
Christmas Wreath String Lights! Resubmit.
!!! Industrial Pooper Scooper !!! FINALLY a robust poop-scoop to pick up multiple "piles". Allows complete yard cleanup in just one pass!
Heavy furniture's, chargeable home carrier, looks like flat pallets truck, app enabled. Enables you to move heavy furnitureâ€™s easily.
An inside Door Mat that, when stepped upon every 4th time, spritzes a clean neutral fragrance onto the outside of the shoe. Mask odors!
Digital Razor Hub
ICE FAN
A Beautiful And Innovative Knife For Japan.
fast and easy giftwrap
FINALLY!!! THE ULTIMATE egg boiling device! Makes prefectly soft or hard boled eggs.
ladies swiss army tool
WindShielder
Pool in summer Greenhouse in winter! Could be a cool project for kids to help and watch things grow! In collaboration with Andy Sam
Mattel Swimming Suit for Toys
Backup your Smartphone Photos, Videos and Contact List to Flash Drive Every Time You Charge! Flash Drive is attached to Power Cord.
Shoe Cleaner
Good Vibrations
Color the sky as you dive!
I want to create a line of moveable outdoor cooking products, propane run, but with the precision of indoor counterparts. Fit into racks
E-Ink iPhone ipad/mini Case. Displays Images all day long with no battery use! Also great for taking notes and displaying notifications.
FRESH AIR AND A WINDOW AC UNIT
It's the size of a coventional bank bag. Waterproof, made out of a cushioning material (neoprene ) floats, protects expensive electronics
CHURROS AT HOME !!! Typical breakfast in Madrid (Spain), now at home!!!
Self Sharpening Knife Block Keeps Knives Sharp As You Insert/Remove Them!
The #1 Selling Toy of 2013 Paper fortune teller FORTUNE FINDER COOTIE CATCHER
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Ever jumped in a tub of Hot water? Use led temperature detecting color changing Bathtub stickies
Electric Scooter
Staff-requested Resubmit: A much needed improvement in tennis racket functionality. Quickly restring and adjust tension!
RESUB with PROTOTYPE - The Sliding Pet Blocker! Helps prevent pets from running out when a visitor arrives.
App enabled grilling thermometer-Shows when done cooking, low heat/high heat warnings for grill temp-est cooking time.
Poppy
Iphone Buckle Clip &amp; App. Download the app, choose a screensaver or program a message, clip the phone to your buckle and voila, Quirky Swag.
No drill cabinet hardware, remove or change you cabinet hardware without damaging your cabinets.
Collapsible Funnel
Quirky LOVE Bicep Strap Pouch
I stick my hair to the shower wall when it gets stuck to my hands when washing my hair I need a clingy to touch my hand to remove hair
Schoolhouse Safebox
Overhead holder to Ipad! Such as overhead dvd players! The perfect place to ipad in your car! Roof mounted! Flip down!Close while not in use
â€œPALOWRECTâ€ Â¡ NO MORE BENDING OVER to pick up the mop or broom handle when it slips and falls to the ground!
Wink App enabled Garage Opener Never be locked out again
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time? Resubmit.
Screw in,screw out,tired of the same old routine with light bulbs?lets make a change.clip em in,clip em out.Its easy
My idea is creating a import section whereas you can stick your portable flash drive memory stick inside any blackberry, smart phones, ect.
iPad case with incorporated headphones and charger holder. A slick, modern looking case that carries what you don't want to lose
Vacuum Cleaner Carry Bag
The idea is to design a thermos that is lockable using standard travel locks.
A home work reminder. A small device that would remind you at the end of the day which books, handout, etc. you need to do your homework.
how to convert paperback books to e-books, and recycle the paper.high speed scanner/reader and shredder, fast like a money counter
Work-out Clothes Drying Rack
Make a Stein from any canned drink. Protects the top of your can in between sips.
TV Remote Control Finder
MY PERFECT BOUQUET- no matter the dimensions of the vase I can always arrange my flowers, individually to make a straight volume bouquet.
The Springnata is the 1st Personalized, Reusable, Launching Pinata. The Party Industry is a 2 Billion $$$ Industry. Toys R Us here we come!!
Disposable Seat Cover
The Leaftongs is a fast, efficient, back-saving way to move piles of leaves onto tarps or into bags.
A spiral cord with "wrist to wrist" adjustable velcro, for toddlers that want freedom from a stroller and parents but can't venture too far.
Slug Rug
Beer cap squirt
A metal water bottle with a thin plastic cutout along the length. This is so you can see how much liquid is remaining.
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
Color the sky as you dive!
College students need to move often. They need storage boxes that make it easier to move and are space saving when not in use.
'Hands Free - Video Calling' :- A sturdy, multi-directional, multi-attach 'snake+claw' to use when flat surfaces are not available.
The end for pairing socks after being washed/dried. Stylish and convenient without any discomfort.
Do you live in a community with Red Light and/or Speed Cameras? Let's cover our plates to the camera's eye! ~~But not the human eye~~
A simple hard IPAD case. Pull and twist to remove and stand. Please comment
TABLE CADDY
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App Enabled Family Coin Jar! Counting a pile of coins is no fun so let this family coin box keep count for you. Porkfolio Line Extension?
Slide-able Laptop Track-Pad
Compact &amp; Expanding Dish Rack w/ Pads Adjusts to your needs "L" Shape &amp; Long Shape Offers More Counter Space. Use as one or split up!
MOVIE
Labor/Birth pillow that is water and stain resistant.
Mobile Gun Rest: Rifles = heavy. Accuracy with support &gt; without support. Hunter + Mobile Gun Rest = more proficient hunter.
Simple, Light Weight, User friendly, Fashionable, STAIR CLIMBING DOLLY(HAND TRUCK) for household chores(laundry, vacuuming, etc....)
Too attatched to your buddy while running or walking? You can both enjoy freedom and security while staying close with the running buddy.
A plastic toilet seat cover which has a "pocket" for a urine container to fit in and another area in the back for fecal collection.
Protect your pet
Lets make a face mask...
I am tired of changing Decorative electrical lights all around the house and patio everytime a new Holiday comes around the corner.
'MOUNT YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET ANYWHERE' The adjustable mount, flex arm, and the quick clamp makes this mount very universal.
Smart Crib and Playpen
Paddle-craft pier storage racks. Boost recreational use of fast-growing paddle-craft sport,with quick launches; and safe,fast pier storage!
Planche Ã dÃ©couper modulable.
My idea is to create a small vacuum, similar to a dust buster in size, that is specifically designed to collect small toy parts.
Whenever I walk my dog I clip my keys at the end of his leach. I don't want to carry anything. My idea is A Soft Harness with pockets!
Pants Pocket Insert
A case for the iphone that has an alarm and bright blinking light so if you lose it and the battery is dead you can find it.
My invention is a planting pot that looks like it fell, or was knocked over and the plant is spilling or flowing out of it. Unique new look!
Racrobip
Hot Hoops
A reusable, refillable cup for the single serve coffee makers!
Itch Stick, is a stick that can be used to get rid of that annoying Itch in your hair/scalp in a Diva way without messing up your hair.
Cosmetic brush automatic wash &amp; dry machine! Brushes need cleaning every 2 weeks to avoid bacteria from collecting that cause blemishes!
Clean your hands after using the toilet
Anti-Tip Device for Chairs to save children from tipping back and falling on them.
I know some of you old folk remember wearing your dads' old dress shirt to paint in. Well, my idea is a paint smock w/sleeves and gloves.
An App to detect/identify skin cancer, rashes, severe burns etc.
Universal Locator. Adhesive buttons to put on anything you might misplace often with a receiver alerting items location. Online locator able
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Self-Pumping Sprinkler! Or use to redirect standing water.
Easy Slide power strip
Meal preparation that keeps food cooled and only starts when you are on your way home
Springstep" is a spring-loaded cane/crutch/walker. It absorbs shock and adds lift for users with lower extremity and back injuries.
stop bike systÃ¨m clign'
Solar Fish Skimmer
Since the Aurora shooting (R.I.P to the victims) I have been paranoid in theaters &amp; not been able to finish a movie feeling COMFORTABLE/SAFE
Cooking beef to make sloppy joes or tacos? Here's a 3 function blender style cooking station, that chop,cook,and drain the meat all at once!
A flexible, adjustable brace designed to prevent hyperextension of the elbow joint.
Get your Bicycle off the ground, off the wall and into the... CLOSET?!? A simple and easy way to store your bike, No installation needed!
A fabric covered piece of flexible plastic, keeping children's car seats from making indentions and making marks on leather and cloth seats!
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Built-in sunscreen mirror
A briefcase with built in desk section feature. For the professional who needs a office on the go!
Remote bracelet alert for kids
Hockey Cross Training Shoes
Programmed Cigarette-Holder
Plug-able batteries: batteries that fit in the battery slot of electronic devices and are powered by a plug in cable for never-ending power.
A scooter that carries your childs backpack and turns into a backpack trolley. Nomore carring the backpack to and from school! Saves injury!
The MOTION SENSOR ALARM CLOCK - it doesn't stop ringing until it knows you're in another room!
RESUB. Heavy items to move and no trolley? Heavy objects to move along carpet or upstairs? Why not use existing straps, add wheels/sliders!
a gadget can shoot a photo who can't notice.
Hot knife for butter. A thermoplastic knife and spreader, microwavable, to ease cutting cold butter, cream cheese and other foodstuffs.
SecretWallet is a simple wallet which attaches to any belt to conceal money and a couple credit cards.
Popup Outlet Removal
Make filing your babies nails hassle free with this adjustable curved emery board ring
Go GREEN, CREATIVE and SIMPLE with this IPHONE CASE! Have your iphone on the window and charge it with nature! (IDEA REVAMPED!)
Key-Me
ICU
Tilt Text
ULTRASONIC MANICURE APPLIANCE
Ipad 2 carrying case
The greatest safety device for bicycle riders of our time. An awareness light for all sides. Shock & water proof. Any color and logo design.
Soda Fountain Fridge
Needed by everyone. Easy to make very small. Better than insurance for loss ~ prevents loss in the first place.
Christmas Tree Wall-Hanging
WiFi Smart Breaker
Puffer panties for women and tighty tooties for men. Underwear with a pocket for scented pouches to block the smell of passing gas.
Label your cords for safety, convenience and neatness.
unpack and hold in hand...
iPhone case with a built in added front protective cover that flips up on two hinges and rotates back, storing flat on the back, locks in!
You have the BEST MUSIC and/or MOVIES! we only have time to properly charge one mp3 player... Hmmmm...How can we get BOTH tasks done?
HEY YOU STOP SCROLLING DOWN CLICK ON THIS Do you ever wonder how much sleep your getting? Or how many times you've woken up?
The one and only - EXTENDABLE RETRACTABLE BICYCLE LOCK Sleek slim line design, Lightweight, easy to use. The Retractable Bike Lock.
Chillax without the Chill
Women need readily available, comfortable,secure place for cell phone. The fashion belt phone holster. In different textures &amp; fabrics.
Bandage stamp that allows easy sterile one handed application of the average size bandaid. Looks like a letter head stamp.
Tethered together ice packs resembling a grape vine, Video Link:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8W8LPAJ-T9Q
Super Sipper One-Way Straw
Need more light in shower for shaving, or want a soothing/romantic lighting for that bubble bath? The small lighted shower caddy is perfect!
Itsa book - Unckly Dunglings.
baby and me easy acess table
A pet collar with a speaker that works off your phone. "Call" your pet in easily. Include a "locate" sound you can follow to find him.
App controlled vent covers
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space saving shelves that attach to your wall without leaving a mark
This fruit bowl looks like modern decor but discreetly eliminates fruit flies so you can enjoy your fruit without the fuss.
1st Headphone console speaker
An adhesive bandage that can be applied using only one hand.
CableGrip
A food container that indicates if your left over food is still good to eat or it's time to throw it out!
Automated hot tub cover that is controlled remotely; open and close hot tub from the inside of your home.
The Urban Automatic Herb and Vegetable Garden (Herb Machine)is a way to have fresh herb from your own automated hydroponic garden.
Stand accessories kit to fit existing TRIPODS AND MICROPHONE STANDS.
Tired of needing someone to hold your trash bag open while you fill it with leaves, garbage, litter, etc
Many patients develop bed sores right above their tailbone. A bed pan with a built-in glycerin gel pad to ease the pain of bed sores.
Crumb Gutter
Folding chair or tent that fits into the unused space of your bike. It may hold towels , a book, or water bottle shaped like a camelback.
Ever try to plug your phone charger in, in the dark? You can't see the plug-in so you fumble around until you finally go &amp; turn on the light
Lint/Pet Hair Roller with extending and a handle that change angles. Get to those hard to reach areas like your back without assistance.
Pawcet indoor
Extension Cord Lock tite. Simple, inexpensive product will lock two extension cords securely together.
No scraped knuckles when changing oil. No struggling with any tools again when changing oil. No more stripping the oil drain plug.
Considering all the people that suffer from skin cancer and hyper pigmentation it is time for a fashionable visor that will cover the ears.
Desktop Hybrid
The Traveling Spoon/Spatula Buddy. This simple, yet effective idea, provides you an easy way to gather your dish and go!
An assistive device for the geriatric population, anyone that's suffered a stroke or had major surgery and our wounded warriors.
An eyelash curler with velvet-y(/satin) cushions to gently curl.
The world needs a diposable filter for the keuric k-cup coffee. the ease of throwing away a coffee ground filter instead of washing one out
Create a trash can for the bathroom with 2 compartments - one for trash the other for recyclables.
ScrubMit
A hard mat to go in existing dog kennels,carriers, dog houses, ect, that heats or gets cold
A fold out shelf that can hang/hook onto your existing furniture/room features to provide storage/organization for clothing or other items.
Dr. Bottle
una bolsa de transporte para skies o tablas de surf con cÃ¡mara de aire para protegerla en los viajes
Pools side Jammerz
RE-SUBMIT (130 Votes) Patio Heaters are energy wasting objects. This solution reduces the waste of energy and is easy to use and install.
wireless Baby Pacifier Finder: Your vote can help this poor dad
Remote controlled and/or motion activated squirting holiday tree ornament to keep pets away from the tree
App enabled power strip that you can turn on and off from your phone. Never worry about your kitchen appliances being left on.
Touch Pad for Blind, giving blind people real-time vision abilities and communication by sensing representation system
Razor holder with bendable wire arms or a retention clip mounted on a suction cup for holding big razors and other shower accessories.
Imp + App Controlled Lighting System - Turn Off/On Every Light From Your Phone
E-Z Grip
Having problems with your shoelaces? lets fix it forever
A breath of fresh air: under-carpet pad that neutralizes pet urine odor instantly! Wipe up puddle - no smell left behind!
I would love to have a durable and reusable three ring binder with a three hole puncher built into the binder.
My idea is a adjustable stand,like a camera tripod,that is part of a backpack. 3 or 4 ft. high so you can use 2 hands to get stuff out.
stop bike systÃ¨m
Memory Foam Carpet
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BOOGER BABY'S : A series of 40-50 plastic BB's that are stored inside a 5-6 high inch plastic nose. .
iPad 2 Indirect Light for Video Calling - Video Calling is new on the iPad 2, this provides the best indirect light for video/desk lighting
Caps Case (organization method)
The Symmetrical Push Up
StayUp
Klamp It
Storing unruly heavy duty work extension cords. I reutilize my husbands old leather belts to wrap & hang cords from our garage wall.
Clanking keys, scratched phones, waking people up in the middle of the night. The solution to this may not be the keys but the way its held.
Cozy comfy sleeping bag with a mosquito net to snuggle in under the moon and stars. Great for next years camping trip.
A Solar powered Paper Shredder.Coin operated,Easy to use.Conveniently located at Walmart, Or any Recycle Center. Great small Business
A smarter fridge. Venting air in and out to benefit energy use, noise and product life.
Cushioned door stop. When you open your door, it hits a soft cushion, protecting your door &amp; wall.
clip on guitar capo cum fret light;
A Power strip which has an AC-DC converter built in to reduce space and improve AC2DC conversion waste.
Dishwasher for Senior/Disabled
How about a Kid Friendly music radio / media player? Resubmit.
A Mixer with non-stick Beaters that Opens up, no more scraping closed beaters. Food will fall right into bowl when these Beaters are Open.
Toaster/Toaster Oven Combo: This space saving convection oven flips up for toaster and drops down for an oven. Excellent for apartments.
A light-weight long-line leash/harness system that your dog doesn't have to drag between his legs. Freedom, comfort &amp; safety for your dog.
REAL MONOPOLY - A physical board game and app uses real data as collected from your region - your game is never the same.
Rock bottom Jar takes and old idea and gives it a much needed face lift, bringing old peanut butter jars to the 21st century
Convertibles: The invertible stuffed plush toy that converts into another stuffed toy. 2 Toys In ONE!!!
Quirky's 1st Ipad case? In the Recap Feb 1 -- Seniors love Ipad (Easy to use, big fonts). Ipad Case with slot for reading glasses.
Retractable pet car seat cover
Nosag
A planer machine that would instantly refurbish the wheels to grocery carts.
A small case specifically designed to hold just a spare camera battery and memory card.
Baby Stroller Suspension Addon
scratch my back
I have reinvented the bucket! Yes the bucket. The five gallon bucket to be precise. Neglected for years it is time to make it better.
The 15th Club
Tucked and snug bed sheets. Make up a bed in half the time. My fitted and top sheet are carefully sewn together and tucked.
Why throw away old computer cords? Recycle them into useful extension cords! A small adapter at the end and you are good to go!
A remote control that links up to your phone like a Bluetooth. So you can change the songs without being distracted from the road.
There are several approved types of opening protections. The most used and abundant type is Storm panels or Hurricane shutters
A device that allows a parent to feed/entertain their child at a dinner table safely by using my design.
litter box that makes it easier to clean up.bottom of box would open up by leavers or buttons on each side of handles.put garbage bag under,
"Mini Bungees"! A fun, unique, and cheap way to make your shoes more stylish and easy to slip on and off! Plus no need to tie!
Mobi Cutz
An All-In-One Freshener!
Modular Tower for all your Spice/Condiment needs. Spice- accuracy to dole out exact measurements (table or tea spoon) and Condiment module.
Keep your laptop cords from fraying. Comfy Cord protects laptop &amp; electronics cords from fraying from twisting, bending and excessive use.
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A small, padded, rolling planting/weeding platform using "Tank Tracks"
THE SMOKING MACHINE. With this device, smokers can smoke anywhere they want (if permitted, of course) without disturbing other people.
A compact 3D Pencil Printing Sharpener - Recycle the Pencil Shavings right at the source.
Selfie Stick-Case phone
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!! (RESUB)
Business model for city owned solar power production and independent power/storage grid.
InstraSkins
Exercise for the soccer parent
PRE-SORT SILVERWARE in Your DISHWASHER with this Color-Coded Insert
Singing in the shower just got easier. Listen to music or talk to friends with BluRain. A Bluetooth wireless device and fog free mirror.
t-pad
3D Decorative pie topper molds
When you are in college, there is always a paper mess in your room. Much of the papers cannot be tossed, because could be useful.
My idea is a storage device for (knee-length) boots. It helps to store the boots in a tidy way without damages by folding.
My idea is a hair brush that comes with 4 or 5 different bristle attachments, each for different hair styles.
"LOOPY" is a simple way to hold your tea bag string without needing a special cup!! This little guy can do all of this too! Check this out!
Zippitty Doo Dog Bags- The most funnest,easiest, safest and cleanest way to pick up DOOs and DON'Ts.
eye glass finde
Mesh Net for Garage Door
Dripless Protein Shaker
Sink like new!! No scrubbing!! Mineralized water leaves terrible white stains on stainless steel. Voila! A new sink!! Without effort!
Turn Unwanted Desk Lamp Into A USB Charger - Resubmit 155 Voted
A universal to lightning charging connecter so you don't have to waste 30$ to get a new charging cord for the car or other uses.
HI, Its called Snack'N'Tunes Kids love it and Moms do to :) because its a lovely two toned snack machine with radio in rear fun healthy
A simple, adaptable, customizable, and flexible cord management system that attaches to your workspace where you want and when you want.
An ipad case that turns into a stand, BUT also includes an extra feature. A privacy screen.
Biochemifriendly 4lyf deodorant::: body, home, car, office, universe, and beyond+
Self-serve Cat Waterer
Coffeemaker stores and dispenses ground coffee!! Develop an app to control this &amp; multiple Quirky appliances/devices. No more kcups!
Tubliner Changes the overall appearance of a bathtub with a variety of colors and designs while preventing accidental slips in the tub.
Slice a banana without peeling it! Watch video. Turn this magic trick into a product! Sell millions! Inject Chocolate inside then freeze!
Tired of getting home at night to unlock the door but you cant see the lock. Well you can now with a ring around your lock that lights up.
Pivot Plug Single
Duobrella: umbrella that works solo or with your honey. Unsnapping a fastener releases the double handles, opening a spring-action canopy.
Digital Poker Table
Think Apple; sleek, clean, modern design for a beach chair. Collapsable beach chair that is ultra light weight and rotates 360 degrees.
Homeowners Will â™¥ This HAND-HELD, Rechargeable BATTERY-OPERATED, Cordless, FERTILIZER and SEED SPREADER! No More Tired Arms
from Cranking!
Snack Balloon
Sunshade visor for car. Clips on to existing visor. Visor attached to swivel clip. To protect eyes from sun but traffic lights are visible.
Baseboard heater fan
I have a prototype cover, made from plastic material with an elastic ring that will expand and contract when used to cover paint pans.
Placing Mud Flaps on Semi-tractor trailers that use the Interstate Highways.There is limited places that cigarette companies can advertise..
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The bottle caddy is a utility type device which when used is a safe hands free way to feed a baby. Simple and easy for anyone to use.
Hand grip lasers are very expensive. My target laser is small, inexpensive, mountable on top of my pistol at the rear site of the barrel.
Relationship Teddy
Organized laundry bag
Do-it-yourself t-shirt quilt. No sewing required! It's like a t-shirt scrapbook.
"Quirky" CONNECTORS that allows recyclable items to be attached together to create robots more!(Paulette Jaques)
Communal areas can be quite insecure, bikes especially being open to theft.
An app-enabled alarm clock that syncs with calendar, tracks behaviour, and checks weather conditions to determine the optimal wake-up time.
A cycling cleat adapter for any type of pedal mechanism that can be used on any shoe of your choice.
Finally.....Cold water you can drink all morning, fill it up again and go for round two. Freezer gel walled drinking bottle.
Buddy, the Pet Cam
Scraper brush combo unit with hook to attach and hang from the ladder.
Re-potting and transplanting is a chore! This PIVOTING SPADE reaches underneath the plant to loosen soil BENEATH the root ball.
Canstand
My invention is a pressure (pinch/ squeeze) swithced LED light on the charger plug end of ALL home cell phone chargers. This idea is HUGE!
My idea is to produce an S clip which actually holds the power cord when stored.
Therapeutic Air Bed
Biodegradable Weed Trimmer Line - Stop millions of miles toxic shredded nylon from getting into the lawns - Green benefit that sells
Chainsaw Salad Spinner
A portable downloadable storage box that contains all of your old dvd movies that currently fill the cabinets and shelves of your home.
Peel &amp; Stick That Bleeding Razor Nick/Cut Fast
Duplicate!
What do we do with the soap bars when they get too small?
Hamburger press made out of a dishwasher safe plastic tube with presser part having a convex part to make the indentation. Freezer ready.
New Tw!st on the iPhone Case. Lets make a NEW Dynamic Fun iPhone Case, outside layer filled with Liquid and Glitter. Check out Video.
LED battery powered tent poles designed to illuminate an entire tent at the touch of a button Illumitent!
The Tripad - Bring out the movie maker, photographer and FaceTimer in you ;-)
Furrever Pets! Now you can cuddle with your beloved pet furrever! Have Fido or Fluffy's ashes sewn into a hugable look-alike stuffed pet!
App enabled allows you to turn specific interior lights on or off.
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Bernoulli Principle"BodyWash" will be plastic case that holds up to 6 bottles. a diverter sends water to the case to mix and then to shower.
Car Bottle Cooler
Neck Link
App Enabled Thermometer to Track Illness and provide medical information
My proposal is for a disposable, single wide, 3-layer deep lasagna pan.
Kid Car Mit
Hate food and gunk stuck in your scrubber? My idea is a dish scrubber that is similar to fingernails that you can pour your own soap into.
An Electric Power Drill with built in mini-vacuum to suck up and catch all dust into container and avoid all mess.
CHAMELEON CASE (paramagnetic paint) for iPhone and iPad
At beach alone? Lotion on your back? With the "U-WAND SUN BUDDY" You'll never need anybody
cell phone ipad protective case soft absorbs impacts from drops it, water proof, out of range indicator ,locator beeper, a carrying strap
Pizza perfectionist slicer
Lots of ice, no spills! Modular ice trays that snap into a sealed stack. Fill all at once from the top at the sink and toss in the freezer.
Always keep your laptop and mouse together, using magnetic, sticky, mechanical paster
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Iron Tamer. Flat iron or curling iron? Why not both? Use the same base and switch heads to have both with 1 unit and a retractable cord.
A rubber disposable grip for all toothbrushes (electric 2) that stops toothpaste from falling onto the hand while brushing your teeth!
Phone on a rope
Clamp On Magnetic Tool Holder, designed to attach to quick grip clamps. Tool Belt depth to accommodate belt accessories.
MOM Boards... Messages On Magnetic Boards... in any color... will "brighten" every day for all Moms who deserve it!
phone lake recovery
Pencil saver-donâ€™t throw out those pencil stubs! The stub saver works as a grip &amp; sharpener, while maintaining the full length of a pencil
Soft "EXTERIOR" Shelled Football Helmet (The soft exterior shell will lessen the "concussional" impact of helmet to helmet hits.)
The Glove Lite will get lite in the tightest spaces with bright and durable LED lights built into the fingers.
Wall mounted sleeve that holds cell phone and charger. Holds cell phone while charging with screen visible. Holds charger when not in use.
Accessoring: One ring to hold them all--iPhone, iPod, and iPad. An attachable thumb ring to hold, carry, and steady.
A device that massages your back and controlled by your touchscreen phone.
A portable, outdoor, lounge chair that automatically rotates and adjusts its position to obtain optimal tanning conditions.
Are grosses out by touching the toilet seat to pick it up then you got to pee? why not make a toilet seat the lifts up like a garbage can!
This is a simple alternative to the clip lamp. Instead of requiring a structure to secure onto, this requires nothing but a wall.
MY IDEA IS TO PRODUCE A REPAIRABLE RETRACTABLE DOG LEASH.
a wireless thermo apparatus which wires directly into any ceiling fan allowing for fan to control ceiling heat automatically
Programmable Bluetooth Button
Drill Holster, designed to attach to quick grip clamps and solid mount. Includes Pencil and bit slots and Parts Bins. 90% Vote!
INSTEAD OF TONGS FOR BBQING,I THINK FONGS WOULD BE BETTER.IT'S TONGS WITH ATTACHMENTS SOLDERED ONTO TO IT OR
WELDED ONTO IT.FONGS NOT TONGS.
Static-E Terminator APP
Innovation upscale All-In-One Dog Water Food Station. Includes features dog owners would otherwise have to purchase separately.
A guide against the fray! Why should you pay $80 every time your cord splits on you? Stop it from the start with a simple attachment.
Magnified Dashboard Lens
The Gentle Massager
Water bowls for dogs: It's like bottled water for humans, but is sold in sealed, disposable (and biodegradable) bowls for use by pets.
Extreme coupon hassle-free
Best Bucket
FELT TIP MARKER LID (10 LIDS ON A STRIP STUCK TOGETHER) TO SAVE MARKERS DRYING UP WHEN YOU LOSE THE ORIGINAL
LIDS.â€
TAPE PEN,TAPE AND CUT TO DESIRED LENTH WITH 1 HAND,WITH EASE,DIFFERENT USES,CLEAR ,BLUE
PAINTERS,DUCK,MEDICAL,SPORTS,ELECTRIC,
No carry carseat
Magnetic Badminton
Imagine a clipboard that lets smartphones take perfectly flat scans of documents. It is also a camera stand, viewing stand, and storage box.
An easy flat Apparatus to catch hedge/bush trimmings for easy drop off into a bag. There is nothing on the market to address this problem.
The Device uses Ultra Violet light to kill bacteria.
Training Kickboard.The idea is to combine your swimming kickboard with an integrated erase board or waterproof bag to hold your swim workout
instant investor
Iphone case with stretchable pocket for cards, banknotes ,keys and more! Wallets are history with this case !
Travel shoe brush
Wall mount Lantern to fix it anywhere.
A disposable drain used in tub or sink that you use once and toss.No more pulling hair or food out of a drain. Efficient and inexpensive.
Satellite dish de-ice
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Commuter Bib-stylish quick on bib with waterproof pocket to catch coffee and crumbs spilled down the front of your clothing when traveling
Solar power generator remote control car, plane, helicopter and boat with solar power controller. Enjoy all day in the sun no worry's.
Google Glass Case Charger
my idea uses the screw from the face plate of the socket. To hold the socket protector close to the socket when its not plugged in.
Siding Vent
A plug in oulet that goes into the wall so you don't have to find those hidden outlets behind that big and heavy furniture.
Spectacle wearer's favorite COFFEE MUG! Diagonally cut, it's perfect for drinking the last gulp without having the mug touch your lenses!
color changing hand soap
Reconfiguring automotive brake lights to go on when the accelerator is not depressed; allowing trailing motorists more time to react.
Fun Flavored Pacifiers
MagWrap - Protects adapter and cable as well helps secure MagSafe connector to device
the EGG shape Mini beater and mixer for every day use. practical and convenient. for a quick scramble egg.
Tablet (iPad) holster that goes on the small of the back, where the holster can be placed inside pants and secured to a belt with snap loops
This is the ultimate all in one highlighter, pen, stylus/or whiteout tip
Shark or Croc Tape
Letâ€™s Q the carpet sweeper, new item for the cleaning line
A flat extension cord with side sockets. Fits under low items. OR attach (hook or adhesive) to furniture so sockets face desired direction.
Lightning Connector Becomes Colorful, Personal &amp; Durable
How do you get your kids to eat more veggies? Simple! Sneak them into the foods they love. Add an undetectable veggie pouch to any meal.
For the dog walker. It is a small tote to hold and hide the plastic bags the owner's carry after the dog has gone to the bathroom.
Quirky Kids Toolbox. Safe and easy to use tool set for kids. Bigger grips, add handles etc. Suggestions and collaboration always welcome.
Oval is the classiest way to conserve bathroom space. A simple and stylish way to store your toilet essentials. It's all here!
house christmas light hing
Broom Groomer Semipro...
UNIQUE ART DECOR CLOCK
Easy to Fill Watering Can
Trash can tht has air vents on the inside from top to bottom allowing can to depressurize when removing bag.
This adjustable earplug will allow you to hear what you want when you want. No longer will you have to take your ear protection off and on.
Ballpoint-antenna,enhanceWi-Fi
Low Battery Warning.
Lock down your gadgets and valuables: whether in the dorm, lecture or library.
A compost-able potted plant pot which would have a chamber at the bottom where compost could be easily placed to help enrich the soil #green
A bag with velcro on the back that holds a camelbak bladder for easy use in the back seat of a car.Velcro strap that holds the drinking hose
iPod Shuffle necklace simply clips on and cord management for excess cable - Totally makes sense for how people use their shuffle
As a first time mother who was nursing, I was always afraid that my child was swallowing air, not milk, or wasn't eating enough milk.
A mirror that will show an image of yourself and will display yourself in the clothing you have in your closet which you can scroll through.
Tired of dumping your wet/dry vacuums mess from the canister? How about a industrial vacuum that attaches directly to a trash can?
SPARK POP - Inventing the Next Generation Popcorn Maker- not hot air, not microwave, but popping corn with a SPARK of ELECTRICITY.
Tired of losing count of how many laps you swim? Your solution is here! Resubmit
Shoe De-oderizer, Tree, and Horn Solution
The water bicycle
coffee coaster, great for keeping a cup of coffee hot at the office or at home while working on Quirky ideas
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Windshield sun visor projector
A hands free retractable cradle viewing system for your smartphone and/or tablet PC.
A jar opener for everyone, from the arthritic, to the paraplegic.
Remote Buddy
The most advanced Iphone and Ipod Game pad in the world. no more PS3 or Xbox the Istation Transformer is here.
Today's dusters are yesterday's tools. Introducing the future duster: Sticky Dusty. Remove the dust stress free, lint free &amp; reusable manyX!
An Effective and Elegant Pasta/Tong Multi-Tool!
Tether Tracker
This date dial tells you when refrigerator food is too old to eat!
Easyware
"dry-board". foam plastic benches, it is that 2 inch thick by 6 inch wide extrusion (board) is deep groves 80% thru ,1/8" wide 20/face.
An iPhone or android phone case that is solar powered or rechargeable and clips on your belt so it recharges your phone while not in use
BOWL DETACHABLE FIXTURES THAT MAKE FOR EASY POURING FROM BOWL TO BOWL, MIXER, POT, ETC. FIXTURE FITS TO ANY
BOWL SIZE FOR MULTIPLE USE
A silicone claw, clips dirty socks together and stays on,in the washer,dryer,then into your drawer.No folding or losing socks. Sock Saver!
trash can helper
Recycle used coffee K-Cups.
Text-Reader App
Adhesive Bandage on a Roll Dispenser. Cut the right amount you need for your First Aid needs. Changing the way we bandage our injuries.
Sophisticated Smart Phone able to operate a combination of different phone numbers with different voice-mails simultaneously on one device
My idea is to create a fitness machine with an alternator which is connected to a battery. Hence, you store lost energy in a battery.
Retractable laptop umbrella with heat resistant snap on cover
An app enabled door guard will send you a notifi' if some one uses your door(room,cabinet,etc) .
KupKÅn
Changing razor blades in a scraper? Do yourself a favor and use the snap mount Rapid-Razor. Never touch a sharp razor blade again. Resub.
Combining a power strip into Kitchen Counter top Molding will look good and solve your kitchen power needs.
"My Baby" is a device attached to your baby that wirelessly transmits health and safety information to remote parents iPhones.
Heated and Cooled Air Mattress
Distilled water is the way to go and not always available. Easy to make, clean water on the kitchen countertop, save with Water Distiller.
This is a backpack in pieces to fit more easily in lockers and make it easier to choose materials that need to go to specific classes
Moisturizing Painting.
Stroller extension handles
AN AUTOMATIC INGREDIENT DISPENSER. INSTEAD OF USING MEASURING CUPS, YOU INDICATE THE AMOUNT YOU WANT AND IT
DISPENSES IT INTO YOUR BOWL
Flexible laminate trim roll
SWIVEL PODS KEYBOARD
An app that tells me if all doors are locked.
BREATHALYZER BRACELET - An app-enabled bracelet that can detect blood alcohol content of a person and mainly warn him that shouldn't drive.
A Magical Post-PC Universal Tablet Bobble Stand that props back to its feet no matter what.
Knife squeeG
That's a backpack which carries not only college stuff, but bath stuff (soap, towel, shampoo, tooth brush, tooth paste, whatsoever) as well.
A Dog Bed with an attached blanket for thin furred dogs that looks like a normal dog bed otherwise
Dentist patient protective glasses with discomfort LED alert light.
No place for a Full Length Mirror where you need it most? Hang one from your Closet Bar.
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" I.V cabbie" a comfortable and safe way to roam around a hospital while hooked on a I.V
WINK: Donâ€™t put up with meter tampering! App+device gauges flow of fuel into tank at the gas station &amp; shows volume &amp; day's price on phone
A dog owners necessity, You will never have to come in contact with dog poop again period point blank. The doggy diaper that's not a diaper!
The Freezer Buddy is a must have accessory for anyone who uses a freezer. It's user friendly, reliable,& cheap to make.
A foot activated mechanical or electrical toilet seat which will raise or lower without ever physically touching the seat.
An iphone case that automatically clean bacteria and fingerprint when you use.
Baby Turns
A portable air purifier for travelers, commuters who are concerned about pollution, toxins, bacteria in public places - planes, busy streets
PORTABLE AUX/SD/USB KEYCHAIN!! Forgot your Iphone or Aux cord, no need to worry you've still got your AUX/SD/USB Keychain.
The whistler
A cell phone accessory to help users subtly address calls either by intercepting a ringtone and/or facilitating phone accessibility.
With the popularity of tablets and smartphones, smudges will be a thing of the past with this easy to use glass cleaner towel and holder
Arm Pillow
A portable misting fan that cools you off and serves as a water bottle to drink from too.
The detergent pump.Buy Laundry Detergent in Bulk â€“â€œSave Moneyâ€and Pump into your fill cup with easeâ€“no more mess or lifting jugs
Convenient and easy to use refillable squeeze bottle for measuring liquids for portion control and tracking calories. Perfect for diets.
GPS culturel
I have a patent pending idea on using apple extenders and USB extenders as lanyards.
A more stylish automatic hand soap dispenser The Quirky Dono every home should have atÂ least two.
Smell-A-Weigh weight loss system. A simple way to lose weight by desensitizing the sense of smell.
Alarm clock bracelet - Vibrating personal reminders at important times... ie: wake up in the morning, take a pill, make work phone call.
Sleeve
SPLIT QWERTY WRISTBAND
COMPUTER SPEAKERS - effortlessly switch back and forth between using the speakers and using a headset without having to unplug anything.
Attach any smart phone to this universal helmet and show your friends and family your point of view from this hands free device!
Ecolocation with smartphone. Turn your smartphone into a bat with ecolocation.
A lid with a built in straw to fit baby food containers and fruit purees so toddlers can eat good things, but mess free and on the go!
A french press with built-in warming plate to keep your coffee hot!
BALLOON BRACELET ! Velcro band with wind-up reel. No more loose balloons attacking you on the ride home! Keep them tangle free,fun for kids!
A piece of material possibly a sponge (or other material)manufactured to fit behind the faucet section of sink. Professional in appearance.
Desk Organizer. Monitor "wall" mount organization. Monitor Wings organize right at your fingertips. In one easy to use item. Customizable
Why bother ? Because we will sell adverts to cell phone users to attach to the shelters which could pay for the construction in a few months
butcherblock sharpener UPDATE
Kindle light. Integrated light guide will distribute the light smoothly over the entire reading surface. Smooth with no hot spots.
A self vacuum packing jar. The jar will have a vacuum motor built into the lid. The motor will be activated by a timer button.
His / Her glowing iPhone case
An easy to install & use child safety cabinetry lock that installs without any screws, drilling, or tools of any sort. Also very strong!
A desk chair that has a timer system set for one hour or less that will release the seat to slowly spring forward to make you stand up.
Litter Boxes Smell Horrible! Here's a way to mask that scent with a air freshener holder to go inside the box and mask the scent!
Who's helping Grandma/pa apply medicated cream to the sunspots on their back,the disabled with lotion,sun tanner with oil,tattoo w/ oitment?
Panic Protection Burst
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Smart Ceiling Fan
Telescoping pen-like wand with light adhesive tip end to pick up out of reach items; use sitting down or standing up.
A storage system for canned and bottled goods that's configurable in multiple ways. Adjustable to fit any cabinet or home storage space.
RESUB:CLEAN IDEA! Airplane armrests are germ farms that don't get cleaned between flights! And no pillows! Get the ARMREST PILLOW CONDOM!
Above Ground POOL SPRINKLER. Shoots fifteen feet in the air. It can be made to swivel so when your not using it. Just turn it in the water.
Multitasking Just Got Better on Your IPAD or AnDriod Device! With a Double or Triple IPAD or Andriod Case
A spring loaded knee support with attached knee-pad for reducing strain on knees while gardening.
Carlogne
ROTATION POWER FOR POWERSAVING
Quick trash pickup tool
A stand alone, telescoping desk filing system that allows you to keep your paperwork separated according to the size of each particular file
1999 'Therapuetic Foot Board' designed by me. While rubbimg ones feet on it gives reflex affect on body that could give better night sleep.
An app that can take a few pictures of something, render itself into a 3D object, and sends it to your 3D printer to print.
The idea: Bowling ball warmer or cooler. Help alleviate some of the troubleshooting involved to let you have a great game &amp; average always.
Does yor phone fal 2 the bottom of bag/backpack?Charm w/retractable cord hangs outside bag.Retrieve fone quickly.Collaboration w/MacEdits
Puzzle shaped kid's bath products! Shampoo, conditioner, bubble bath...
Cell Phone WiFi Booster
Musical instrument locator
Diaper-Pod
MEATBALL-SAUSAGE FORM PRESS MAKE YOUR OWN MEATBALL,HAMBERGER PATTYS AND SAUSAGE LINKS.CLEAR PLASTIC
FORMS ABLE TO ADD ENEY FLAVOR TO MEAT
Cane Customizer
Tidy Tie Snap
A Magsafe power adapter with retractable chord.
KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK............HELLO, HELLO, BANG ,BANG ...OH....#@$!!!&amp;*******:(
fresh bag
My idea is for a voice recognition lock. This would be great for kids entering middle school and who have to use a lock for the first time.
Hands/tangle free dog leash, rotates 360* around body on belt. Perfect for running/walking dogs. Leaves hands/mind free of concern to enjoy!
Teaching toy, the right alignment of its cylinders opens the bonbon store to the dispenser. It is refilled through lockable baseplate.
Meet the Pocket Pal.The pocket liner bag that instantly gathers pocket contents when removed and stores them for organised safe keeping.
Imagine charging your IPad, iPhone and iPod on the go anywhere with a slim flexible solar case.
A magnet w/ replaceable tape that you stick to the inside dryer door to get all that unbearable pet hair out of your laundry. Works great!
STICKY BONES ----- Protect Any Device - Silicone ExoSkeleton Kit - Stick On Bumper Strips for iPhone and Other Devices - Many Uses!
High efficiency Desk table led lamp with rechargeable battery and wifi control
Sensorphones
Two layers rubber/latex glove for therapeutic purposes
A Pour Over coffee maker with an varibale valve. This allows the user to regulate how much time the hot water is in contact with the grounds
The cat feeding bowl is not new. It has very few variations, I know, I've looked. It is time for a change
Currently DIY: Velcro around chain damper pad(s) to deliver untarnished product to customers:4 those delivering by truck,train,ship,aircraft
Shower Soap Dish Cover
Lunch and sandwich plastic bag, all in one decorative, holder to make putting food into bags easier and quicker during the morning rush.
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The function-aluminum cane is adjustable and offers versatility &amp; support for the disabled and balance and protection for all others.
Caterpillar Building Block Toy Boxes, Storage and Play mats Sets
A container that holds 4 rolls of plastic wrap, foil, wax &amp; parchment paper. Each roll is securely held in place &amp; has its own cutting edge.
Stroller skis
phone case with key ring, key ring to have glow in the dark capacity &amp; remote control that can detect the key ring in case the phone dies
Puzzle Piece Candle Holders! Puzzle together, or put individually on table, bathroom, kitchen bedroom when needed odor removal or light!
Table Shakers! New approach to the Land of the Kitchen !
INTAKE HOSE FOR CAR ENGINE
A Cat Food Bowl designed to help your cat feed slower and more naturally. It makes them work for their meal.
Help stop Mosquitoes from carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever, Eastern Equine. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes?
WiFi Smart Coffee Table:Looks like a smartphone and functions like a smartphone,App-enabled.
Cost effective doorway hanging system that hangs from upper trim of the backside of doorway and braces against either side of opposite face.
A mobile application that will tell you if your stove or your oven is still on and which will allow you to turn them off remotely.
Smokeless dreams thats the name.This is a cup you can spit crewing tabacoo in this is a self contain cup just for that.
MOMS, a diaper bag with a temperature control side. Great for baby food, drinks, and snacks. A all in one diaper bag!
Grippers
Wireless headphones with built in mp3 with expandable memory and possibly fm transmitter radio capabilities.
Need a leg rest for your Sofa or an Extra Bed for Guest to sleep on? Introducing the Foldable Leg Rest/Bed.
Clothes Drying Smart Luggage
A lamp that requires no batteries or physical applications by utilizing repelling magnets to generate the power for said lamp! Light always!
medidor de gasolina
EASY MIX CUP! NO BATTERIES, SPOONS, STIR STICKS OR MESS! SPIN CUP WITH FLICK OF FINGER TO STIR UP YOUR COFFEE! BUILT
IN SOLIDWORKS!
No more scooping dog poop, now you can catch it before it gets to the ground. Standing up, no more squatting to get poop cheap simple clean
USB UV Dental Appliance box &amp; strap. Store, hang, attach, fasten, &amp; secure your Invisalign aligners, retainers, nightguards &amp; mouthguards
Snow-Visory
The rain wiper
A totally flat fluid spray dispenser that's the size and shape of credit card. Never be without disinfectant, perfume, lotion, or bug spray!
Nothing I hate more than when you take a sip of your favorite drink, and the ice shifts. What's the answer? The Smart Cup!
A curved forked extention for glasses that wraps the wearers skull as theyre extended from the retracted position in the hollow temple piece
Your refrigerator consumes the most electricity in your home and I think with this idea we can greatly reduce this.
The aging need a device, to which one can download music and audiobooks, which looks familiar and is easily operated by the elderly.
Take One Snack Bottle
A iPhone/iPod case that has a built-in earphone. The ear buds can be pulled out like a tape measure or a badge reel.
Small Plastic Windowsill sliding plant holder.
...
Can we do this? Would we do this? There must be a way we can make this happen. We are all winners with this one..
Have you ever had to take a child to a public restroom and they don't fit without holding on. Welcome the Travel Potty Seat!
While drinking from a mug, you have to tilt your head back. This becomes a big problem when you are driving. The new mug design prevents it.
Disposable Beach Towels
Bath Tub Liner. It eliminates the need for chemical cleaning of soap and bath oil scum build up from the inside surfaces of the tub.
Ceiling fan pull, for the fan operation only, that is shaped like a ceiling fan blade.
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"GAUNTLET" magnetic sleeve gives you easy access to pencils, markers, makeup brushes, or any object that can fit the stretchable insert.
Motion Sensor Shower head valve connects to existing plumbing and head. Changable sensor windows for different detection areas.
Shoulder Harness Adaptation
Keychain lined with protected microfiber cloth for the portable ability to clean your glasses without scratching your lens.
It's not just a shower curtain rod it's a pull down clothes line/net like shade!
quick step
My husband and I love to eat ice cream but we hate the bowls we are using to eat it out of. The ice cream melts and we run out of toppings.
Virtual keyboard wrist stand
My idea is a baby wipe warmer that keeps baby wipes warm and sanitarized. A warmer you can travel with and used at home.
All Seasons Stroller
You wonâ€™t know you need it until after you use it! Adjust water level to the sprinkler without going back and forth to the faucet.
Problem:Bedside/Chair side/Desk Lamps. The lighting in these lamps is never at the right angle and the lampshades cast shadows.
[SEE VIDEO] The 'LIGHTSLEEVE' Helping you Clean Quickly &amp; Completely! ... SEE IT, CLEAN IT, FORGET IT...[VIEW NEW PICTURES and
SKETCHES]
NFC enabled sportsarmband - "smartband" ...it will automatically launch your fitnesstracker app and set up your phone for your activity.
Extract from a high place
SHOWER WAND WITH TELESCOPING HANDLE AND SCRUBBING BRISTLES ATTACHED TO THE WAND HEAD SO YOU CAN SCRUB
YOUR BACK WITH SPRAYADJUST AN SHUTOFF
I live in florida and have a need for a pool deck cleaning brush that is all in one has a place for cleaners and a place for spray jets
My invention would be some sort of Bluetooth headphone which would allow us both to listen to my iPod together and carry on a conversation.
Quirky Quotes: Book with quotes that members help write! Also details Quirky's process, the flow chart, etc. Would be "free" advertising.
K9 dogs with protection
The Food Shape Maker 400+ vote
A bookmark with a positionable arrow. Allows for pointing to the last place left off reading.
Voyager PRO - Transparent iPhone Windshield Mount
FILTERED NOZZLES/FILTERED HOSE
NOVEXIUMÂ® is a general technology platform for elimination of airborne volatile organic based malodors.
A travel book bag seat for a child. Acts like a backpack, stores a book, turns into a comfortable seat.
The Double Grab
Pants crease saver, this product is a plastic cover with elastic on both ends to hold in place around the calves of the individual.
Flat sensor pads placed on your shelf or floor tell you via your cell phone how much of an item remains by weight.
'MOUNT YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET ANYWHERE' The adjustable mount, flex arm, and the quick clamp makes this mount very universal.
LIFEGUARD - APP ENABLED POOL ALERT SYSTEM - THE MOST IMPORTANT DEVICE YOU CAN OWN!
A creative holder to display dinner/sushi/appetizer plates, using the blooming flower concept. No more boring dinner settings. RESUBMIT
Every time I get in my car I have to look for my iPhone 5's dangling ends of the power cable and the mp3 cable. "Affix" WILL STOP THIS.
2 in 1 Pencil/Pen Half Pencil Half Pen
An outlet in your vehicle that will allow you to watch movies or downloads from your mobile device
Liquid foundation mixer
HELP! BRAS, SECURE your STRAPS! It is a snap that "snaps" below the bra strap adjuster, Keeps bra strap where you want, so it doesn't slip!
Double Hitter Rake
Toilet bolt with smart line
I call it the "Pop-Up Potty" or P.U.P. Starts as a backpack and pops up into a fully covered, standing toilet! When u hafta GO on the GO!
Relax Away
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One Book Marker with multiple users. One Book with multiple readers at variable chapters! Resubmit.
pivot power power universal
This is a cable solution using an one side adhesive ribbon (coated to match the baseboard) to run a cable along the bottom of the wall.
Chameleon Shoes: The only pair of shoes you'll ever need. Adaptable, fashionable, and marketable.
4 in 1 Keyring serves the purpose of a keyring, Torch, Apple sim ejector pin and Bottle opener
hard to explain but here it goes, I'm thinking about a head band that automatically gives kids and grown men a fade... haircuts!
Bad breath and face-to-face meetings all day are a terrible mix. Use this sticky breath analyzer to monitor your breath all day.
a better fitting cotten jersey glove that solves the 3 problems
the zip-E is a new product that is going to help kids with school work from classes k1 and up with ease.
Control your GE washer, dryer, oven, and dishwasher with your smartphone.
Luminous*Outlet: A way to take back that extra outlet that one of those bulky night lights have been occupying.
CIGAR SIMILAR FRUIT SLICER CUTTER BANANA STRAWBERRY CARROTS UNIQUE PERFECT ONE HAND-HELD
SHELTERPAK: The Self Contained Weather Shelter System With Big Anime Eyes
Twisted multi-tap
Indoor Climbing Tree Modular Wall System
Floss that warns you when you're nearing the end of the spool, so you're never caught without the tools for good oral hygiene!
#QCYCLE.highly visible Protective INFLATABLE waterproof impact arm reflector/directional indicators. safety first for skate/scooter.
Wink Biometric Washer Dryer
Wacom Hard Case Transportation
Food container where you could tip one compartment into the other like a non-disposable muller-corner pot.eg:yogurt+topping,salad+dressing.
Electric knife the size of regular restaurant steak knife. About the size of a battery operated toothbrush with a larger handle.
The"I SOLAR CONNEX"mobile solar power pack w/upgrade options!Power up all your electronic devices easily,conveniently,anywhere and anytime!
Over 300 votes. Spray Bottle with slanted bottom. It forces the hose &amp; fluid to a bottom corner. Helps to create continual spray when tilted
ravus
iPhone/iPod Touch Case: Retracts Headphone Wires Back Into the Case using a Spring Loaded Spindle Mechanism
My Pet Tag
A digital coin counter/sorter/collector pre-programmed to identify and isolate rare coins that you may not know you have in your posession
Bingo daubers! Colors that have a ring around the number but is clear in the middle so the number is clearly visible.
A Copper chain mail pouch that creates a faraday cage effect which does not allow a cell phone to send or receive signals.
Miniature Window Boxes for Your Window Box. Maximize Space. Stylish!
Bicycle Break Light
A poster mounting clip that provides an easy, safe way to mount your posters without damaging them. Also gives a framed look/ presentation.
Handbag caddy. Swiching handbags... easy and efficient! Light handbag cady for the most common necessities.
Self contained hanging lights. Use for the holidays or on your gazebo. Avoid the hassle of back breaking work to take the lights down.
Ear pieces that hold any style/brand earbud or in-ear headphones in your ear to prevent them from falling out.
Grocery bag from a dispenser. Buy using a coin or a bill. The easy and friendly bag. Easy to carry, flexible and reusable.
Travel Mug Sleeve with phone holder
Protect, tote, and access your iPad with ease. This sleeve attaches to your favorite backpack, allows for quick and easy access. *VIDEO*
Cookie tin with combination lock that can be re-programmed. Only those who want access are given the code. Removes temptation for dieters.
All terrain baby walker. Allows baby outside with their parents doing yard work, gardening, or just playing while learing to walk.
Pivot Power dual USB adapter with integrated NIGHT LIGHT. Made to perfectly fit Pivot Power design. Improved after UC and 402 votes!
passenGer Box
NARROW RAZOR! Ever had trouble shaving difficult spots because your razor was awkwardly wide? The narrow razor is the solution.
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* great cause please vote* A warning light system for vehicles. The " carmunicator" will help to prevent wreckless driving accidents.
Digit finger cover with 'nail' lets you open/peel oranges &amp; garlic, scrape dishes or grout etc, or open boxes without mess or ruining nails.
Save Energy! Body temperature monitor that turns on and off a small fan to cool you as you sleep. Automatic-Wireless-Quiet
A portable coffee cup with two chambers of varying insulation letting you sip your coffee at the perfect temperature for hours.
Tight on space- need a solution to your sofa/day bed woes? Side table/computer table that attaches to your sofa or day bed.
dry pockets
PING! "radar" for cell phones
Canâ€™t find your luggage? The solution PRO SPOTTER a stretchy shock absorbing belt that fits on any type luggage.
Solar Powered A/C
Never drop or get tired of holding your iPad again with PagGrip
A mobile app that plays a song from your music library through the ringer based on your current location.
An effective way to connect the short end of a neck tie to the back of the tie when the short end isn't long enough to go through the loop.
COFFEE MATE!! The coffee cup that keeps your day going!
"Curtain Climber" Tab! Roman Shade! Button Clasp! Tie Back! Hanging Scarf Tab! window treatment. No Holes! No Hardware! No Damage! Easy to use!
STYLE!
Take Home Portable Shopping Cart! More than 10,000,000 carts! No more plastic bags.
AC-Plug Pal is attached to an electrical plug to prevent the cord from being pulled apart from the plug when disconnecting.
Toothbrush Cover that also props up your toothbrush to dry.
Transparent,multi-colored,radiant light outlining the no-zones of a tractor trailer. To save lives,reduce litigation, and consumer costs.
A cell phone case that is an eraser.
Spring wound, portable desktop pencil sharpener.
Smart Sprinkler System
This is a very versatile device for cleanly, easily and securely recovering the liquid remaining in containers using gravity.
Eat-Out Tableside Trash Holder
Ergonomic Smart Watch
A tool box that will display that out of the 100 tools you started with you have 95 left and what tool your actually missing.
A thin, partially flexible, small, water resistant GPS tracking device
beverage glass steam cleaner
media lighter
PARTY PUNCH BEVERAGE &amp; TREAT DISPENSER (DECORATIVE &amp; POSSIBLY in the shape of INITIALS for birthdays &amp; special
occasions)
When you have kids, you have to let them fall. Not an easy lesson. We'll make it easier and safer with coolâ€”paddedâ€”kids' clothes.
GE Powered Shed
The Lightweight Lap desk/carrying case, w/ handle, strap, cushion lined protection, opens like briefcase, stores laptop , and folding legs.
CANSQUEEZE.Can of food opened nothing comes out time for the squeeze.
No more food worries when the power goes out. Protect your health and pocket book! APPLIANCE BACK-UP.
Stak kit or Stack it
Boots are one of the hottest accessories. everyone wears boots, especially women and storing them in a readily accessible manner is a must.
Your refrigerator consumes the most electricity in your home and I think with this idea we can greatly reduce this.
Teacher Tape
Recipe LookBook
Interactive Globe/Charging Station For Phone. News Around World Is Highlighted On The Globe. Program News, It Lights Up Where Happening.
Bedside adjustable holder/charger for the IPhone, android or other smartphones. Lay in bed and watch the latest hands free on your back
Brazilian CHURRASCOÂ®Â Sausage. Made in USA. After 15 yrs serving Brazilian steakhouses,this delicious sausage is entering the supermarkets.
Wolverine Gloves. Finger tip shovels. Gloves Made to Dig
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Quicker easier access to all your bedroom items.Keeps remotes, eyeglasses,books/paperwork and other items close at hand,tidy and secure.
Automated escalator hand sanitizer. A horizontal spray of hand sanitizer that dispenses every hour (or other preferred time interval).
The MiMi.
Safer Bumper Pads for baby cribs, a dense foam that is inserted from the outside of the crib and fits between the rails like fingers.
I phone 5, Water resistant case, anti shock case which will easily doc onto docking stations.
FroznCook
Smart Lava Lamp
Body Wash Bar: Use body wash or hand soap as a bar of soap. No more reloading your wash cloth over and over again with soap.
Protect your SLR in style! This "camera wear" will not only keep your camera safe while around your neck, but now you can ditch your bag!
Redneck security alarm
Med-i-lert for iPhone
The Toilet Cistern Safe and water saving device combined: Resubmit
Multi-Brush Magic is a Kid's tool for One Stroke Painting..Imagination takes a colorful flight as they explore different brush orientations.
Child safety seats in vehicles
IF YOU LIKE RIDING A BIKE ON THE CITY OR MOUNTAINS AND USING YOUR PHONE FOR MUSIC, GPS, OR ANYTHING , OCTOPUS IS
YOUR BEST OPTION
Flushable fish coffins.
Introducing Click, a single button remote shutter release for iPhone. Click will be stylish, with a choice of colors, making it high-end.
6 Suited Card Game! We added 2 extra suits to the original deck of cards so MORE PEOPLE CAN PLAY. Red Squares,Black Spots + Poker rules
Everybody often walk with many bags in hands. Pretty painful, sometimes.What you need is to group all your bags with this distinctive strip.
Pool Wall Pre-Filter
All moms can use a extra hand at changing time. Having everything at hand would be great!
This cooler rolls on hard surfaces and slides on sand. Has built in can and cup holders. Also a locking compartment inside lid for valuables
Super Dustpan
Spectra Beat!! Sound activated clips light up with sound &amp; even to the beat of music. Cheap easy addition to my previous invention "Spectra"
Simple kitchen timer that beeps and alerts your phone. Great for those times you step away from the timer.
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
When shopping for a case to go with a particular motherboard. The internal connectors does not exactly match the front ports of a case.
Chrome Capo &amp; Guitar Tuner in one. As beautiful &amp; sleek as your favourite guitar. Simple one button operation. Pitch perfect every time.
Retractable sun deflector with small solar panels that charge electronics or runs a fan that attaches to your ac vent to suck out hot air.
a device to allow hands free feeding of a small child in a variety of locations w/o the child dropping the bottle just to make you get it
Frapp wrapp
Soup Bowls wall Mount dryer.
TipTemp, a soft silicone sleeve Thermometer that slips on your finger tip. Finally a non invasive way to take your sick child's temperature!
3 in 1 stackable plastic bins
Crib bottle holder
PoolVac BackPack
For I-phones or I-pods etc. A fanny pack that is water proof. This pack would be very small and be able to store cell phones,and I-pods etc.
DEEP FREEZER ORGANIZER BAGS: Easily find and grab the items from the chest freezer in these multihandled, labeled, color specific cloth bags
The beverage tree is a stylish and space saving way to display and serve beverages. Use it anywhere from tailgaiting to baby showers!
Do you want a round sweeper brush that will hold up to your cleaning jobs? Lets make one that will last and make cleaning easier.
A cover for a toilet seat that keeps the seat warm (or at least it feels warmer). It has pull tabs for easy removal and is machine washable.
Cat food in cartridges that load into a syringe like (larger of course) tool made of PVC. Push the plunger to dispense the food and cap it.
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A temporary wall color that can be applied to any wall in your space. It will change the mood and style of any room without commitment.
A common complaint among college students is lighting. They feel the lighting is poor in terms of brightness and availabilty.
I created "GOLF BAG BIG FOOT" the ONLY attachement in the market to provide a deployable base stance, for golf bags (without a stand system)
A dog "potty pad" which turns into a seal-able bag, Allowing the owner to dispose of dog waste without touching it &amp; eliminating the odor.
I got Tinnitus (constant ringing ears 24/7) after a loud concert. No cure! 20% of people have it!! Time for Ear Plug Vending machines!!!
Who Photo
ANIMAL PRINT "SKINS" to cover your old boring kitchen appliances: dishwasher, microwave, Dorm refrigerators WRITE ERASABLE easy to apply
Hang almost anything almost anywhere with a modular, multi-headed hanging device.
Simple easy way to fertilize, do weed or pest control simply by switching a cartridge that would be between spigot and hose W/auto shut off.
An Emergency RInGtOnE App. Always know if the phone call is important or not. Turns off silent mode of person you calling during emergency
A new solution to finding the scotch tape when it gets stuck on the roll. No need to use your nail to scratch the tape trying to find it.
Airtight Waterproof Phone case
Looking out for Man's best friend. Keeping him from dehydrating when riding in the bed of his master's pickup
Clean Cup
All-In-One Bucket
Birthday cake candle cover
Motion Detecting Power Plugs: Will turn the power off if no one is in the room for 30 minutes. Could also do light sensor instead.
Eye glass floaters /on bow
HATE TAKING GROSS FOOD PARTICLES OUT OF THE SINK DRAIN? No Touch Sink Strainer:SWINGS OPEN so you don't have to touch the inside
to empty!
AC/Heat register air freshener. Fragrant Smelling Home without batteries, crowded outlets or hanging cables.
An APP that allows you to record different musical instruments triggered by your voice.
RESUBMIT: Almost 300 Votes! Run safely when coming up on driveways, corners, etc. by projecting flashing lights in front of you!
my idea is an app that will let you control gas or electric kitchen stove panel on and off, temperature, timer from your mobile app.
Fitness4Pleasure (F4P)
A device that helps with headphone cord management and houses an external battery for iDevices in a compact form factor.
I invented a collapsible wood pyramid device that will help back disabled people do computer work who cannot sit but can lay on their back.
Introducing The All New Super Advanced Wireless Fiber Optic Lightning Cable:Cool way to charge the iPhone 5
The Burp Buddy! It will outshine your normal burp cloth Its a wearable easy to remove clean cloth to protect your clothes from infant spitup
EarPod attachments ; These tiny attachments use the ear-hanger to help you keep the Earpods in place even when they are being pulled.[resub]
Liquid Measuring Spoons
Dusty Keyboard and been using compressed air to shove the dirt further into it? You need a"Static Wand" and remove that dust.
Sun shade for your car with a built in heat wire to melt away ice or snow, would have a detachable wire that plugs into your car.
An ergonomic comfort-grip padded canvas/plastic handle for all of those plastic and canvas grocery bags and it easily fits in your pocket.
Bubble Printing Kit for kids &amp; crafters! Super easy, fun, &amp; unique! 2 Videos! T-Shirts and glowing prints too! Please comment.
Plastic Bag &amp; Bottle Dryer Our system makes reusing your plastics safe fun and easy. Designed to hold all your plastics after washing.
Fashionable grocery bagcarrier
iPad hand holder. Firmly hold it: easily, anywhere.
Magic Mouse Case (transportation)
New indicator (left/right) Flashing sequence for car,bus,truck and Motor cycles, for making a "U" Turn
Wirelessly bridge the gap between your MP3 player and home stereo and take control of your music from anywhere in the house!
Energy Collar for Lazy Cats
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Sponge iPhone 5/5c/5s case
All-in-one pizza utensil for the home pizza consumer that cuts clean slices with no hanging cheese strings #pizza
A toaster that prints designs into a piece of bread. Designs can be made on a computer or smart phone, then loaded into the toaster.
The CoffeeMaid: know at any time how much coffee has left in your insulated mug (and its temperature, too)
Our product idea is called a pillow stack-it. This would be a collapsible device to hold decorative bed pillows stored under the bed.
A laundry bag that will dissolve into detergent in the washing machine.
Shoe rack that accommodates the whole family. Organizing from the tiniest to adult size shoe sizes.
Extended Power Storage or iEPS
Traditional phone takes up too much space on desktop.Our small gadget improves ergonomics by using PC keyboard to dial,and a headset to talk
Ever empty a peanut butter jar, screw the lid to a 2x4 in your garage or shed to keep nuts, bolts or small parts in?
Save on your electric bills with these light bulbs while making them last longer!
It is a safety navigational steering wheel cover that will be able to connect to the iPhone.
Porch Pots
DIGITAL MEASURING CUP: Mix, Measure, and Pour!
Battery operated portable mini stove-top range. Dual or single. Adjustable temperature. Use for travelling, college, camping, cookouts...
This is a three in one bottle opener with clock. Now you can use this tool to open your bottle caps, punch your cans and twist you caps.
MULTIFUN. Action game and children chair in one.
Full Power Now
A bar stool with a try/ table. The tray can be remove, tern to L/R side, adjusted (vertically & distance).option to set as one table.
Design your own SuperGirl!
Frames of glasses with built in Micro-fiber cloth to wipe the lenses clean. Cloth hidden in frame! Check out my other ideas/Josh Cotton
A wide belt with slide through buckle to cinch around your school books, flip it over your shoulder and use the built in handle to carry it
Caution or disabled car warning flags. Flags hang &amp; wave outside window held by rolled up window. Reflective CAUTION banner on rear of car.
Smart Phone Frig Cooling Case
Interlocking Cupcake Display: Cupcakes dropped into fitted cups that interlock together to form a variety of shapes or designs for serving.
Solar and Wind Lights
Reading companions that attach easily to any reading glasses. These lights go look where you look. Not everywhere else. Feedback please
Cute Salt and Pepper Shakers that are also the Rechargable Candles on the table. "Pass the Candle Please" Cool for the holidays or any time!
With multiple brake lights that light up as you press ur brake pedal harder, u will kno whether to slam on ur brakes or simply slow down.
Halloween Butler is self dispensing candy machine thats used during Halloween for those who dislike constantly answering the door bell.
No more expensive phones stuffed into students' pockets. These stylish back-to-school supplies keep phones safe, accessible, and convenient.
a paper roll at back side of handicap high seat aid as a toilet seat throw away cover to complete existing aid of a raised toilet commode.
A Simple Digital Photo Frame
Iphone attachment that allows you to take pictures underwater.The Camera be lowered into the water at different depths for viewing.RESUB
My invention is a pole with interchangeable heads like a shovel, rake, trimming saw, hoe, garden weasel, etc. Saves space, and cost less.
USB back-up for Wireless keyboard and mouse.
A device to save loss of life and property damage caused by train wrecks.
Charmed! Cell phone cover
BIKE &amp; HIKE LED LIGHT ----- Square LED light with 1" slots along edges, attach them to Backpack Straps, Bikes, Key-chains, Etc.
The swivel and lock towel rack. Keeps your towel in place and helps hang clothes to dry.
Let's design a plastic expandable wallet that is large enough to hold your money and all your cards/receipts.
ECO-BEAR in this economy, its a good way to recycle old toys. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
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Small unit with a shaft and adjustable foamed angle head with replaceable fabric like Swiffer to clean aluminum wheels without getting dirty
Pop Cup
strap that clips on to your laundry basket or totes to help you carry heaver loads and also allow one hand to be free to open doors
My idea is one yard tool,two uses.One,to pick up yard waste.Two,helps pack it down into yard waste recycling bin.
A camera phone holder in the form of an inflatable transparent bouncy ball . beachball snowball.
The Stylist's Scissor Sock
Can Can (Combo Desk Accessory)
meccano type cases for iphones, Ipods and smartphones, Tablets
Having problem with dandruff and have tried all sorts of products such as headshoulders. Try the HAIR POLISHER SOLID ICE POMADE by Fantasia
The Cool It Now Chill Cup is an easy to use, simple device designed to instantly chill individual drinks not normally served with ice.
Pull-up bar - The new generation.
Indoor Racing Track for Kids
easy packet seal with date
iPhone/iPod portable speaker bobble cradle
A portable (in one bag), collapsible and affordable sailing craft for mass recreational use. Fix it yourself and set sail anytime/anywhere.
Anti-gravity machine for weeding
screw bottom
Automatic Rotating Skewer. Great for camping, BBQing! Adjust thethe speed of the rotation and Cook your food the way you want it.
Your refrigerator consumes the most electricity in your home and I think with this idea we can greatly reduce this.
Super small sticky speaker that you can set off with another small button to help you find your lost remote, keys, phone, or anything else.
Grow your tomato plants on this maintenance free, weed free reusable lattice platform. Love tomatoes? No better way to grow them! See video.
A small penlight sized blacklight that can illuminate and help find contact lenses when they are dropped on the floor. Sold as a keychain
Rocks made with time release minerals (NPK) that feed plants over long periods of time. Giving you more time before you need to transplant
3D Printed CD Packaging
Tired of boiling water? Come on and join the trending craze of oven baked eggs. Bake, Ice, Store and Serve. Was in EVAL
Re-Covers
Plug Trapper. Without pulling on cord, Prying wedge separates plug from wall or multi-outlet adapter. Pincers encircle hanging cord.
This is a designer door handle that makes it easier to open a sliding glass door/window/or shower door by being larger and easier to use.
Glow in the Dark Zodiac Phone Cases. Who doesn't LOVE their Zodiac Sign? Announce it with your Phone Case..Glowing
drop some kind of tablet in the toilet bowl and form a layer float on top of the water this prevent the water bounce upward and wet our but
An APP enabled Christmas tree and lights for a much enjoyable Christmas season with family and friends.
Power outlets, USBs and Universal docks COMBO! power_CUBE! an ever expanding set of module for different power outlets.
Break-Away Bottle Bottom. The pump never gets to the bottom of the bottle. This is the obvious way to get to the good stuff.
The Frozen Ice Cream Keeper is designed for each shaped ice cream carton, has an outer wall and inner wall with freezable medium in between.
Liquid toothpaste: A minty solution with tiny beads that act as a gentle abrasive to clean the whole mouth when swished like mouthwash.
"Tug Of Water" is a backyard fun water based toy for people of all ages.It's a unique twist on the old classic Tug Of War game.
Window Rain Shield
CafetiÃ¨re Ã piston Ã©lectrique
Broom that really gets around. A different angle on brooms.......
Computer distracting noise remover: No more distraction from coolers in computers while web surfing, watching movie and playing games
A unique carrying/deployment solution for touch-screen tablet devices. The product focuses on enhancing the user experience.
Pop-up cupcake/muffin tins--------no more dumping, burnt fingers or cooling racks
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A small "O" ring made of wax and scented oil, fits a standard aluminum cup candle.
A hooded snuggie that you put on like a robe but has the feet enclosed and seals up into a carry bag to take everywhere.
Be organized when you travel with the Charger Cord Travel Case. It's like a case for toiletries, except it's for your cords and chargers.
A tracking device that you insert into your child's favorite wooby, blankie, or dolly so it can be found anywhere, any time!
I want to turn my iPhone into a powerful motion detecting spy camera!
Inflatable Massage Chair-like travel pillow with a face hole to lean forward on! Sleep deeply on a plane, train, bus or power nap at work!
Seat4aCrate: classroom or anywhere storage seat, easily labeled &amp; reusable. Easy for kids and adults to use. Use on crates you already own.
A dish drying pad that folds up like an accordian after use.Dry it off, fold it up $ put it away. Keeps excess water from spilling over edge
Compressed air + rubbing alcohol in one convenient can. Great for cleaning out razor blades and consumer electronics (think dirty keyboards)
Sheets of aluminium foil (and/or parchment paper) perfectly sized to line bottom of cookie sheet - NO more tearing too much from roll!
The Plant Umbrella
Flexible, Expandable Lid Storage/Organizer
Baby Hears Your Song- Monitor
Solar Stake Light Post
Universal 12 feet long hose attachement for any brand,any size of shop vacuum with on and off switch at the end of the hose for convenience.
Stay put Grill Cover
Rolling computer case which converts so users can sit or stand to use the device.It also charges and holds power for phone, laptop, etc.
zucchini, carrot, cucumber, and any other long item chopper! similar to the onion chopper but can fit long items into it
'BAGGED CAT FOOD KITCHEN CART"
Having problem cleaning your greasy kitchen stove? Try using scrubbing bubbles Mega Shower foam or Any scrubbing bubbles foam products.
ACTIVE WOMENS BRA PURSE SMALL BAG HOLD CASH AND CREDIT CARDS STRAP FROM PURSE GOES AROUND BRA STRAP FOR
SECURITY. VELCRO CLOSERS.HANDS FREE
A 2-in-1 cake pan and non-stick cookie sheet with detachable walls of different sizes, so that the user can save cabinet space and money.
Your refrigerator consumes the most electricity in your home and I think with this idea we can greatly reduce this.
Abat-jour (lampshades) Charger, be sure to charge your iphone, hear the phone, hear the alarm, at night.
Microwave with Novel Accessories - Flipping and Rotating Food Manually Will Now Be a Thing of the Past!
My idea is an efficient tea kettle that allows the tea connoisseur to enjoy four flavors of tea separately in one tea kettle.
StiKc. A modular toy made for Q brand. Make stickpeople or castles in the sky. Finally kids get to play with StiKc!
Connect 2
This bottle is unique -Don't shake it to mix- Pump it up and down with a Bellows type attachment-more control- less mess- unscrews to clean
Rechargeable "Ionizer Ball" works for rooms, shoes, gym bags and more
This "DUAL BAR-GLASS RIMMER" will adorn your cocktail drinks with the perfect ring of salt or sugar every time! Margarita anyone?
Say hello to the Tiny Tacklebox! It clips to the fishing pole! Perfect for regular fishermen, fly fishermen, canoes, body boats, etc.
Couteau milti-lames
A Iphone/Ipad etc case that doubles as a screen for the back portion of your phone so people dont have to crowd around to see what you see.
UV Sun Wrist Band
A SPINNING CUTTING BOARD THAT SERVES MANY PURPOSES WITH REMOVABLE SERVING RESERVOIRS AND DISHWASHER SAFE
Bluetooth Bottle Lock
Revolutionize empty plastic container storage and recycling(milk,bleach,water,etc).Store 30 where there were 4. Recycle, save our planet!
Interactive Child Lamp
Porkfolio 2.0
Phone Pip
Give those few special favourite CD's an extra exclusive treath with a CD case in polished stainless steel and glass front
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The Extender (Resubmit): Plug with wind-up cord extension so you can take the power to the device. No more tugging, pulling or unplugging.
Candied Bacon Rose Bouquet Kit
The Pivot Power Train - An Expandable Power Strip
Cwick Clean Kitty Litter Box
its small and very compact to travel with and can be use during inclimate weather at home
The versatile easel simply hold up a sign or poster, becomes a projector mount for presentation or turns into tripod for your back up Camera
No more ugly glare spots on the ceiling from your lamp shades! Now you can gaze at artwork instead!
HUB CAP SKINS... Name idea: Hub-Bub's! My idea is to make skins for hub-caps. Decorative skins to show your personality, sports and so on.
Combination garden edger and creeping weed controller. Keeps your neighbor's creeping weeds from reimmerging in your yard.
Make bath time more fun and easier for parents! Cleaner and healthier product will also allow you to avoid all the clutter of bath time...
Flexible mitts with built-in "rolling pins" (recessed into the mitt & free rolling) with dough scrapers at the top to aid in kneading dough.
Workout Office Chair
Webcam + Laser Pointer : Monitor &amp; Play With Your Cat Remotely
GPS HOLDER for MOTORCYCLES, ATV and snowmobile. Existing GPS mounts do not work well on motorbikes or other toys. Until now!!
A locking iPhone case - extra protection against theft
Cup Grabber
Cellphone Sunshade
Cordless USB Hub--Brushed Aluminum finish to match Apple, but anyone on any computer could use it! More pics inside.
Pet's health tracker
Anti Spilling Cup Holder
DVD/Blu-Ray player that looks like a vintage film projector. Functions as a tradition DVD/Blu-Ray player or use as a home theatre projector.
Lawnmower caddy
Digital Wall Square Tiles that can be linked and change colors. (Think floor tiles that connect.)
Disposable bathroom trash can made out of recycled paper printed patterns that add to the decor of the bathroom. Throw it away when full.
4-in-1 Dog Toy
Prevent laptops from overheating when used on a bed by resting it on a heat conducting, thin, portable, foldable, and lightweight surface
Smart raised breathing Toiletry bag to allow speed air drying avoiding moisture and developement of bacteria
Humane dog leash. 1) a "warning sound" that leash is near end 2) extra gyro to slow leash speed 3 )tension spring gradually lets out leash.
A Cart That Will Make You "Love to Move It, Move It!" :)
IPHONE 5 stylish leather case with zipper pocket on back for money and credit card and quick connect belt clip,stylus pocket.back to basics
*Clear* Scented Ceiling Fan Rings(Slightly elastic to fit any size fan blades) Fill an entire room with scent...long lasting and hidden!
Iphone/Ipad Extended Wire Cam. Limitless video and camera capabilities.
Automated Washer and Dryer. I would like to receive text message/push notifications when cycles are complete.
A glove with a special brush attached so that you can clean your horse without having to clean yourself.
A timed dimming night light for toddlers. Users would be able to set the timed night light to gradually dim while toddler is going to sleep.
forward facing car mirror loop digital recorder that records the previous 1 to 12 hrs, you choose the setting, memory card. saves on impact.
Multifunctional trendy design shoulder-strap. Make it easier to bring things with you. Everywhere. - check out the visual USB Drive-A daily life object with the beauty of natural wood, the symbiosis of three concepts:Ecology/Ideology and Technology.
FOBBY
Room Design for Non-Techies
Retractable Charging Cords
Body Wash Making Machine
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Convertible Picture Frame
SWING-IT SERVER COVER. Fits most baking/alum. pans. Keep food covered, warm/cold longer, reduce mess. Easy open/close. Focus on the party!
TangrArt, convert the ancient Chinese puzzle game into a piece of dynamic art, 2 in 1. See pictures!!
Wire Shelf Snap-fit Lamp
Modified sock that includes a lining attached to the inside surface of the sock being seamless opening in back for insertion of shoe insert.
A small portable hand operated threshing machine for crops that are currently threshed by hand. For organic gardening and Agriculture.
A text-board for a desktop computer, netbook, or ipad (instead of a keyboard)!!
Personal public restroom door lock secures public restroom stall door when lock is not functioning or completely missing
The Holiday Waterment is the first decorative christmas tree watering ornament eliminating the task of bending over to water the tree.
An air freshener with infinite fragrances
Schweddy Balls or Meatball Maker - Serve or Freeze Your Balls - Your Balls Your Way - Meatballs, cookie dough, donut holes, and more [VIDEO]
HEPA Filtration system sits under odor sources. Adjustable air channels pull smelly air from the source and send fresh air out the bottom.
Ear warmers with built-in bluetooth headphones, so that college students can listen to their music or lectures on their way to class.
We should make a cool looking drink shaker that can make large quantities of mixed drinks (Margaritas, rum punch etc.) for parties.
Customize your own shoelaces. Printer allows you to create one of a kind shoelaces.
Wrapping paper serrated edge plastic cutting and storage box. Forget scissors - pull and rip! Change out and add your favorite paper!
Meet the WRIDERS! 3 unique products designed to protect the wrist, inviting it to glide across surfaces. Eliminates painful pressure points!
Remover for the base of a broken light bulb from its base.
Tired of falling and breaking hips? Because someone put the wet floor sign around the corner? Use "Adjustable Wet Floor Sign"!!!
Use Phone as Computer Mouse
Sweep from any angle to eliminate constant dust pan adjustments. Telescopic handle eliminates bending. Please see prototype video.
Tired of your gym bag falling off the locker room bench at the gym? Tired of your clothes/accessories ending up all over the gym floor?
DUCT CLEANING made easy. Ducts need to be clean for breathing cleaner air. Contracting a Duct Cleaner is expensive.This is a solution#SPOTSv
Key Klip
The Open Trash Can, Why do we need full trash cans? The use of plastic bags on closed containers is a pain when pulling the bag full.
WATER PROOF ELECTRIC HEATED JACKET LINER with Hand Crank Battery Charger to radiate heat through resistors for warm and small flash lights.
Using a hydration bladder in the winter is awful, it freezes within 30 minutes. Imagine being able to use it all winter without freezing.
Santa detection System
Stylo Cartomiseur
cat nip collar
CLIPLETS 2.0 - self-adhesive and/or magnetic paper clips. Attach ANYTHING, ANYWHERE
Have you ever seen a child smash their fingers in the hinge of a screen door? I have, and I have found a way to prevent it.
Sudden Infant Death Stopper. It's a wireless vital signs monitor. Alarms sound at parents monitor when vitals signs go out of normal range
exhaust fan with dryer sheet inserts
You got an iphone/ipod and it came with free earbuds. They work great until 10 mins later when you have a headache. This is the perfect fix.
Make my garage door be connected to my phone so I know it's closed.
The bacteria cap accomidates any toothbrush head or model.IT Prevents and protects against diseases,germs and bacterias.
To keep animals out of planters all summer and not hinder the plants grow. A plant cage above the rim of the container & prevents drooping.
Festiables sell beer in half gal jugs. Make a jug holder. A simple S made of recycled plastics. Beer companies will buy them to give away.
Sensor scans analog numbers, translates them to binary digits and sends them to an app/divice. energymeter/hourmeter
SOMETHING THAT CAN BE ATTACHED TO POTS &amp; PANS THAT LETS YOU KNOW WHEN SOMETHING IS ABOUT AT BURNING
POINT. WHEN ALL LIQUID IS ABOUT GONE.
This is a cloths hanger and jewelry box at the same time. It hides your personal belongings plus jewelry in closet.
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Reinvent the windscreen.One-way bright lights when driving! See oncoming bright lights as dimmed, and your bright lights,still normal/clear.
A watch size wireless device worn on the wrist of a bed ridden individual that transmits a signal to a receiver carried by the caregiver.
Toddlers Love to Wander.Are you afraid of your little one wandering the house while you sleep ? the Alert floor mat &amp; receiver.
Plant Protection Sleeve
Sports Bra Phone Holder
LED Bulb w/ Back-up Lighting for Power Outages: Individual LED Light Bulbs w/ Back-up Batteries &amp; Sense When Current Is Off @ Light Switch
3D Scan-Printer Copy machine
Party drink mixing Q Ice Bar Flag and Silicone Mold Base
It's a BLANKET/SAC Waterproof bottom...Get inside out of the weather for Stadium, Concert, Picnic, Beach, Camping, Kids Play, Pet Sling
A specialized cooler for keg wines for restaurants and bars. Keg wines are a hot trend; they need to maintain a temp different from fridges
Add saddle-bags to your bed! Integrated expandable file pockets handle all your loose papers and notebooks. Laptop and phone pocket too!
Voice Commander: voice-operated mini-recorder/player for your vehicle - safely capture ideas while you drive, hands on the wheel, eyes ahead
My idea/recommendation is to put an evenly spaced colored marker on the last one to two yards of the end of a spool of dental floss.
The first tooth-brushing Reminder, Recorder, and Holder! It helps kids remember to brush their teeth and tells parents whether they have!
I TRIPPED THE BREAKER, AGAIN!!! DON'T "FLIP" OVER THIS! (Re-Sub)
2 in one. Herb Chopper &amp; Mortar and Pestle. Flip unit to use the other option.
Treasure mAPP. A sensor (coin detector) that plugs into kid's iPod with app so they can search for hidden treasures.
Fish Identifier
CLEAN DIAPER. The ultimate air tight Diaper trash can! With SCENTED DEODORIZER and ALSO a CLEANSER CHAMBER that SPRAYS
DISINFECTANT inside!
a voice recorder with a voice recognition feature that later can be connected to a PC. The recording will automatically turn into text.
Waistband expander and zipper lock adds inches to your pants as you lose the extra pounds. The lock prevents the zipper from sliding open.
Wrist Band Device with integrated software, App,Skype, international,languages.Are you cooking,gardening or jogging?Free hands.At The Ready
Product is the " Pac Mate" a sleek, LIGHT WEIGHT shoulder HOLSTER with several varying size pockets for carrying many small items. Nice!
Bread Dispenser:Keep the breads fresh, don't mix them but organize them, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
Pivot Power for Rest of the EU
A tray that would keep dips from spoiling at parties-- gel pack with insulating material on the outside &amp; cold-transferring material on top.
in car phone mirroring system
Kinetic Energy Device Charger
A handheld vacuum about the size of a hairdryer a reverse air flow that creates a suction. At the end slip a band off the tube on hair.
Parental volume control
A silicone reusuable vented flat bottom steamer ziploc bag : No more overcost steamer zip loc bags, reduce your carbon footprint
Quirky Bendable Stickman Holder/Marketing Tool
A portable hook to hang your coat and bag that folds into the shape of an elegant pen for easy everyday carry.
Glucose monitoring device surgically implanted inside diabetics with Wifi, bluetooth to communicate with App.
solution to breaking up scar tissue that is a problem with a lot of breast augmentations the condition is called capsular contracture.......
Central Home Air Freshening Unit. Using your home furnace to freshen the air in the entire home. [ Video ]
When I have long appliance wires hanging all over my counter I bundle them with disposable toilet paper cores and paper towel inner tubes
Rainy Day? Hate putting your child in a "plastic stroller bubble?" Then you want a stroller umbrella! Attachable to any stroller!
Fun set of inflatable serving bowls.
Quit losing that pesky Lighter! Ever wonder how your lighter disappears 30 seconds after youy put it down? Not anymore!!!
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2-in-1 USB Charging Cable
Earbud headphones that don't need an external cord wrapper. The earbuds attach with magnets so the cords can be easily wrapped
Red blinking Light, beeping sound and App alert when Rodent is caught (iMouseTrap).
Where's my bike. Bike Finder
A loop for Hospital Beds that all lines, tubes and wires go into keeping them from snagging everything around the bed and causing pain.
An iDevice holder that lays flat to provide a "non-slip grip" to hold the device running a "wireless mouse" app, without the device slipping
A hot tool wall mounted organizer with extra outlets for hair dryers, curling irons etc. With drawers for hair pins clips etc.
Baby-Fit Socks
pollski
Under desk mount for the new cylindrical Mac Pro. A Pro Case Mod.
THE LOOFIE ( FOOT SHAMI) THE SHAMI MIMICS HOW YOU WOULD POLISH SHOES. IT MAKES ELIMINATION OF DRY SKIN ON THEIR
FEET AND HEELS FAST &amp; EASY
These are adjustable straps that you connect from your child's very comfy stroller to any shopping cart, other stroller or whatever you want
Comfy sleeper car seat
Door Butler
Laundry coin trap
Case made with strips of Velcro on the back. Use it as you see fit for your everyday needs.
HYBRID WALLET/BUMBER for cell all in one!! I hate having to feel both of my pockets full and bulky with a wallet and a phone!lets make this!
Umbre-Cooler
Insulated Cooling Soup Bowl, Now it doesn't take 16 hours in your refrigerator !! Pop it in our bowl for a quick cool down, freeze first!
Scissors to safely cut your childs hair who is too young to get the concept of "holding still"
Preventing the wearing down of clothing in the inner thigh area.
Why does the cost of clean energy clean you out?
AUTOMATIC BABY BOTTLE MAKER!!! A machine that makes (baby formula)bottles and runs on a preset timer through the night!! Right in your room!
Power outlet that holds a plug tightly when it is inserted and releases it quickly when a button is pushed in the same way as a toaster does
NEET SHEETS. A MAGNETIC DRYER SHEET DISPENSER. MAGNETIZES CONVENIENTLY TO ANY LAUNDRY APPLIANCE AND
DISPENSES NEATLY- ONE SHEET AT A TIME
A beach cooler that will glide from pavement to sand with ease. Wheels for the ground don't work so well in sand, unless it's a Hybrid.
Resub (92% v/v ratio) Finally, an ergonomic ipad keyboard case. A split design allows one to type without having their wrists too close!
Harman Over heads
Why does a colander have to drip after washing? surely a simple Quirky solution? A Non-drip Colander
Mudguard light reflector w/GPS
+ Step Shovel 2.0 - snow shovel that completely eliminates back and arm pain by using the force of your leg. Watch video with new prototype.
Retractable leash with dual (hinged) compartments. Use one side for cash, keys, phone - and the other for bagged pet waste.
Want to create clean electricity but can't afford a windmill or solar panel setup for your home? Get a water line power generator. Save $$!
Introducing The All New Stemless Wine Glass With Built In Cooling Gel On the Bottom Of The Glass.
My idea is a app. controlled village using your ipad, tablet or smartphone
I have an idea for an all in one grout cleaning product for the bathroom or kitchen in homes and especially hospitals.it really works!!!!!
Lappito - Laptop writing space
Quick Change Spatula &amp; Spoon Set: Do you have an over loaded utensil drawer? This space saving product with multiple attachments is for you
TAP IT
Quick cover release
TempTatt
THREE-SEASON HOME DRESS MADE OF FLEECE, PROVIDING COMFORT WHILE BEING EASY AND PLEASANT TO WEAR.
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Knowing time without opening eyes (the twilight zone between sleeping and awakening)
Baby High Chair Catch Net
My ideation is a Hemp inspired Apple Line Product Case for iPads, iPods &amp; iPhones. Incredible profit margin on recycled products.
Solar painted playground
Protect your newly planted hedges and shrubs against wind damage with a simple solution to an age old problem. Simple, low cost &amp; effective.
A simple home bar drinks. Suitable for children but also for adults.
A natural flame burning fire pit that has a outside ring fan system that keeps smoke from blowing into your eyes and on your clothes.
Find groceries or products in the store that you have trouble finding. An app that relays to areas or products in a store.
A bed pillow with a hard inner-core storage chamber. Use it to store your phone, your eyeglasses, or that favorite book you are reading!
4 way directional moving lawn mower. Hate turning aroung ur lawn mower by a fence or planter? Times have changed, no need for that any more
TIME MACHINE AND LIGHT
A creative pair of chopsticks that integrates a crab cracker and serrated edge for an easier and less messy chopstick eating experience.
Let's bring the toaster to the 21st century, keep your counter top crumbs free, easy to clean, no nooks/crannies for crumbs, fun to use.
Boat Park Assist
Zip-Flip Blanket
Forgotten Leftovers in the Fridge? This is an easy-to-use, Green=good, Yellow=OK and Red=Bad, time lapse sticker saving your food and MONEY!
Recloseable Hanger
Perfect Glass. A wine aerator, thermometer and chiller in one!
Was there ever a time when you wash your Dog and you need to dry him in a hurry! Well look no further "The Solution is fast blow dry".
RAMEN NOODLE DISPENCER. has 2-4 slots that holds 6+ each of different flavors.It mounts on the wall!
An app-enabled baby swing.
Lets revolutionize the beach towel industry! This simple, inexpensive modification keeps your beach towel securely on your deck chair.
It's a comb-like gadget for shampooing hair. Instead of using fingers to scrub the hair and scalp, this comb-like gadget will do the job.
Driveway safety net
HAWKEYE: digital glasses with handheld remote that work like a digital camera and allows zooming with limited movement.
Quirky keyboard
Magnetic levitating spinning Christmas tree with LED lights. Make on sale for next Christmas Holiday Season. Get it made now.
Sissis' sis-penders for females Non-elastic strips that hold up pants or skirt Sissis' are fun colorful and beautifully embellished
Silicone keyboard overlay for a tablet where the overlay has real buttons and works with a capacitive touch screen
Want to be rock star?. With my Quirky microphone you can re-live that standing ovation forever, with state-of-the-art sound, of course.
A portable device that can be positioned near your work area to periodically produce a cooling mist that makes yard work more tolerable.
I call my idea - "Singing Diaper". Whenever the baby wets or poops in her diaper, the diaper sings/talks/calls out for attention.
Retrieve keys from your purse INSTANTLY! Never search through your purse again for keys. Please Vote if you like.
Hockey Visor Peel Away Protector. When it gets scratched just peel away a layer of the Visor Protector and have your visor as good as new.
The Broom Vacuum. 2 in 1 Sweeper Vacuum cleaning tool. More affordable version of the current models. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
My ideal is to have snowman kits.There are so many differnt characters you could use.It would be kind of like Mr.Potato head except for snow
Kitty
A Fast &amp; Easy Cupcakes from the Microwave! Bake cupcakes in any microwave with this microwave-safe Cupcake Pan! Great for dorms &amp;home!
Disposable pizza slice storage bags, for ease and convenience to store your left over pizza slices.
An easy to install, megaphone/speaker system so my children can hear me speak from the drivers seat, to the back seat of my mini van.
Free your hands on a rainy day when youâ€™re pushing a stroller, using a walker, riding a bike or pushing a cart with the umbrella clap.
A time release cigarette pack. For those who don't want to smoke a pack a day but can't control the HABIT!!
Organize your stuff, decorate your dorm room, and make a bold personal statement, all with one practical, customizable, organization system.
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Babies often have a difficult time when beginning to grasp a bottle by themselves. My design is cool and unique; a tripod shaped bottle!
Extendable mugs
ULTIMATE BABY HANGER holds more than 1 outfit AND accessories, &amp; ROLLS everything up so you can HANG OR TOSS in diaper bag or
suitcase &amp; GO.
Handy Hammer
Power outlet that wrapped around object. Can be positioned vertical, horizontal, flat, any angle or height &amp; hold various sizes of adapters.
Money in a Balloon Kit
Color Changing Earrings (SPECTRA line extension?) (Resub to WINK)
The biggest bags of soil and bird seed are the least expensive, but they are SO HEAVY! Let this little cart do the heavy hauling for you!
Backpacking across Europe? Leaving for a business trip? Either way you need your clothes to be fresh, clean, and smelling great. Here's how!
DIY Nu Style LED Lighting
Straw-Keeper
Kid Safe Birthday Candles
Think of your Keurig coffee maker as your perfectly blended waffle mixture.
This square features an interchangeable brush for sweeping away shavings on finish work in wood, concrete, wallpaper and metal shavings.
Automatic Breakfast
Are you a bow hunter? Eliminate your problem of tracking down a deer or any other game you have just shot with this new invention.
Stop Your Cart
shoulderpad for purse
Food processor scraper attached inside the bowl under the blade pushing food back onto the blade to alleviate manual scraping and restarting
Need a little help in the kitchen? With the "Sous Chef" you get the help you need storing all of your favorite recipes in one place.
Pull over heating pad or cooling pad. Microwave or freeze. No Velcro or straps.
HoneyComb Tea Drizzler w/JenJ
Fresh AirPad
USE RECYCLED BOTTLES TO MAKE A GREENHOUSE WITH THIS KIT! Plastic trellis dome grid also produced from recycled plastic.
My invention is simple.A silicone/plastic rectangular gasket cover that fits snugly over the three major sizes of cereal boxes. 3diff. sizes
Keep your loved ones safe! Easily repurpose an old iPhone into a hidden camera/security system in a clock/book/frame with hidden eyepiece!
My slip on bed skirt would allow customers to change the look of any bedroom by changing the bed skirt which usually requires 2 people.
The "Extend-O-Visor" does just what it sounds like. It extends your car's sun visor block the sun in all positions.
RX a unique pill dispenser ~ See VIDEO ~ render by vector - Resubmit with 90% Vote Ratio
Table Top Game Great Fun for kids, families &amp; dorm rooms! Q needs more toys. Resubmit - over 100+ comments the first time/300 votes
A device to hold anything you need anywhere you need it to stay. It will have super-strong clamps and flexible arms to hold on to anything.
bottle wine cap for 2 purposes, #1.to suck the air from open wine bottle. #2.able multi drink user, by using different straw on mouthpiece
CarCare-A device who takes photo of your car dashboard when you start your car, sends the photo to your phone who interpret: graphs,alerts
Oil Lamps Gave Us Light And Warmth During Recent Hurricane. High Capacity Odorless Oil Lamps, For Long Power Outages, With Spill Proof Caps.
Dish washing Sponge And Scrubber Combination. Full Grip Round Handle. Good for people with Arthritis and Elderly. Single handed Rotation.
Absorb odor anywhere - natural, inexpensive, and Eco-friendly way. Utilize odor-absorbing power of baking soda, gel crystals, etc.
Let's Build a Better Backpack
What do you get when you cross a spatula and butter knife. Answer: Back to School Peanut Butter Jelly Sandwiches & cleaned out emptied jars.
An easy way to hang and store Christmas lights keeping them from sagging, blowing onto the roof and easy hanging and removing.
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A customized mouth piece that flosses all the gaps in between your teeth at the same time. Flossing made fast, simple, and easy on the go.
NO to ripped sandwich bread. Moms want QUICK and EASY ways to make peanut butter sandwich without ripped bread. EASY SQUEEZE PEANUT
BUTTER.
A small box that is impossible for small children to open, that is attractive enough to place anywhere to store things kids destroy.
Velcro strips down the fingers of a golf glove, together with velcro on the club, stops the slipping most golfers experience
Maximum Shoe Storage - Stack your shoes to the ceiling yet retrieve them from shoulder height! Customize the shelf height to each shoe size!
The Cook Book Hook, easily stored, portable, dishwasher safe, fun design in any color or clear to display the cook book in the kitchen...
Spinnig upside down LED lights
Wireless LED Dash Light
Personalised wine glass and juice glass charms - always easily identify your drink at a party. Great for adult and kids parties.
quantity the speaker of separate way listens without and the sound arresting of the currency at the time of outside is solved
Need a hand? The Hand Shelf
Multi-function umbrella - makes it easier to carry drinks and bags while staying dry.
A Floor Lamp electronic media center/ shelf! Includes lamp,outlets for charging phone,ipod,kindle,etc. Shelving,and small speakers
Temporary Retractable Fence
NESTs: STOW/RETRIEVE IN A BLINK! Push-fit pencils, toothbrushes, spoons, ladles, skewers, tools... anything really! (ReSub: 28Jan13-88%v/v)
An app enabled door bell this bell will send you a notification if some one is outside.
Car Screen now available 4 you
A shed on wheels... actually a garden cart with so many conveniences you may not need a shed.
Smart fire extinguisher... Because safety matters.
Bluetooth enabled, in-ear alarm. Let the rest of the family sleep!
In search of the ERGONOMIC TOILET SEAT. (Search: JARED JOYCE)
All-in one File folder backpack and lunch kit! Keep it organized, keep keep it clean and keep it safe!
A do it yourself kit to convert handle flush toilets to foot flush toilets by using a foot pedal mounted on the floor
Eco-Ball
For people who have had their share of exposure to X-Rays, and want to limit other body parts, there's now an X-Ray skull cap for your head.
A positive way to stand Disability Crutches in an upright, safe, sturdy, out of the way position.
Individual **CLIP ON LIGHTS** Putting lights on your tree doesn't have to be tedious. Pre-lit trees are convenient but where is the fun :)
Easy Medical Device
sunscreen applicator
Recycled plastics magnetic cutting board system. You choose the size you need by adding pieces.
Can't Lose your Retainer Case
This idea will speed up, and make easier, the changing of light fixtures and hard wired appliances. Saving time and money.
"Tonglide" [or "Tunglide"]
Wheel Chair with drop down arm to make it easier to transfer an invalid to the toilet. *********************************************** 9of9
Thin two layered, hinged screen/anti-glare protector for lap tops that one layer folds down over the keyboard giving the utility of a table!
For police officers a flashlight with a blue strobe on the end so that on coming cars can see them when on a motor vehicle stop.
KICK SOME GRASS!!!!! with a universal trimmer/edger attachment for your lawn mower. Now you can edge or trim while you mow.
Pluneart! Plungers that are definitely art! Proudly displayed in a bathroom.
DÃ©natteur
My idea is the "Lapclip," a clip-on gadget put on the back of a laptop to hold a cellphone or mp3. Plus u can wrap your earphones around it.
corrugated insert to hold silk flowers in a container
Flexible laundry ball for separating thongs, underwear, shoe strings, fabric belts, etc. Use in washer and dryer!
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Text message to English message Translation Application
I would like to create a line of screws, nuts, bolts, nails (anything requiring a tool to use) with the size imprinted on it
Disposable plastic cover, fitted with elastic, that would protect any car seat. One size for single seats and one for bench seats
A series of filters cleans the air inside of the trash can, preventing odors from leaking out.
Build a new type of bin for airline security lines that would allow you to use one bin instead of 3 that would hold shoes, laptop, coins.
pocket memoir
Cookers of food, have you ever wanted to walk away while cooking. Here is my idea. This is done with POWER. A pan with a special top.
Stop filling your weekly pill dispenser! Dispense one or several different pills at a time and at multiple times through the day.
Luci-Lax: A new lucid-dreaming device using safe LED technology to alert the user they are dreaming and allow them to take control.
pliers with screwdrivers
H-beat pillow
Silacone oven mat.
Rethink the leash of the XXIth century.
Bend your FlexAway pillow into a U or L shape to get the most comfortable sleep possible.It is the only way to sleep on your side or back
Wristlet iPhone Purse Charger (VAMP extension?) meets TREK SUPPORT for women
Personalize party plates at home. Now you can create any party theme you choose. Print, and insert into our customizable plate system.
The Controller Tracker
3d streaming n 3d split screen
SolaRide-first ever economical, solar charged skate/scooter that fits in your backpack. Which is better - the board or double peddle model?
Better liquid measure and precise portioner for pancake batter, milk, sauces and more.
After use, dust masks get dirty, crushed, and unusable in my truck or tool caddy. I need a secure case to store new and reusable dust masks.
A small retractable travel plunger! This plunger has a small, attractive zipping case and the handle collapses and fits into the case.
Watch your movies on flights. In comfort.
Key case with location based reminding service and ToDo/ shopping list that are not time critical.
super-bright perfect for jobsites, work benches, vehicle emergencies, power outages, closets, garages! Don't get caught in the dark
An I.V. delivery system for hard to kill plants. Simply attach the device, pierce the plant and the plant drinks the poison until it's dead.
THE PORTABLE COAT CHECK! No more throwing the coats in the guest bedroom!
Do you have greedy pets that eat each others food or have food stolen from them? Now there's a solution!
Kids sneakers with animal tracks on the soul.Like Bigfoot,bear, moose, dog tracks,T Rex, dinosuar tracks.
Bottled milk
Carry only one key, app tells key where the tumblers are. Blade or shank can be made flexible to fit any lock.
Mine &amp; Yours sheets: Have you and your partner ever disagreed over what sheets go on your bed? With these sheets you both get what YOU want.
Keep everything you need in the TIDY-UP-SHOWER!Eliminates shower bottle clutter and dispenses 4 shower liquids with push button convenience
In Vehicle snack dispenser.
Child Saftey Car Seat
A SERVING TRAY/CUTTING BOARD PUT INTO ONE THE SERVING TRAY CAN BE ANY SIZE FOR ANY OCCASION HANDLES RETRACT
DOWN YOU COULD USE WOOD OR PLAST
Nite Memos. Pillowcases that remind you of things to do. Brush Your Teeth. Take Out Your Contacts. Please watch the video and ***comment***
Reward Mouse
Real Life Laser Manipulator
Cordless security camera
Automatic bandade dispensers. Either in a roll or in dispenser. Green and good for environment because it eliminates all paper.
BookBox A plastic box, slightly larger than A4 in size, that protects and cares for your workbooks during your travels!
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Hanging shoe organizer for kids smaller sized shoes. Encourages independence. Plan next days outfit &amp; hang on robots finger hooks. Teamlab
A Slim, Elegantly Designed, Single Inline Floor Standing Wine Rack. A Small Foot Print, Easy On The Eyes, Fits Easily Into Small Spaces.
Mount your iPad below your monitor/iMac to use both simultaneously
Flexible Cocktail Skewer. An ingenious stringer-style skewer that hooks to the lip of you glass, holds more & makes skewers easier & neater
Portable apartment garden
A reusable pair of kevlar discs protecting the elderly from fall fractures, snugly placed in "pockets" designed into diapers or panties.
"Edison" is A teddy bear that allows you to teach your child phonics, math, etc from your App enabled phone or pad
SEE-SALT
Drip Clip
I have an idea for a battery powered fish tape used to pull wire through electrical conduit.
Junk
A modeling clay press to create jewelry beads with holes big enough to put on a bracelet. Different color clays can be combined.
Gas absorbent pads for motorcycle pad would slip over the gas hole where you fill you motorcycle up and absorb any spilled or splatter gas.
Strawberry Fresh Box. Looks like a strawberry. Allows in the right amount of oxogen while releasing more carbon dioxide. Proven technology.
Finally, save your favorite readers from the local landfill when upgrading to a new strength. Keep the frames you love with pop-out lenses!
COLOR Coordinated, RECYCLABLE, Grocery Bags, ENVIRONMENTALLY Safe, Designated w/removable plastic inserts for meat products for EZ
cleaning.
Reusable Takeout Container
PAGE YOUR LOST KEYS, CELLPHONE, REMOTE CONTROL, IPOD, AND MUCH MORE.
We can supply accurate refractive eye tests and manufacture a pair of prescription eye glasses inexpensively and in minutes.
The Dippity-Do! Keeps dips hot and mixed and ready to eat anywhere. Portable appliance heats and stirs any on-the-go snack or dessert.
6/28 242 Votes needs UC:::: Cover / Solar panel to use when your working in the S_U_N.
Rid shoe clutter under your desk at work and store them virtually out of sight with no tools required!
Have you spent 100's of dollars on your kids "Legos" only to have them get bored after a day? No More! "Legos" that you can draw on! PICS!
Deco-Pocket: Removable, No Harm to lovely surface, Any Model/Color, As many/tight as s+he wants
Scented Laptop Cooling Fan
Weed it out
I have invented the ultimate umbrella mount. Never lose your umbrella to a gust of wind again. You can leave your umbrella up all season.
DIY water well kit
A drip ring that is heat resistant & flexible in size, and placed around any pourable container. Includes coffee pots, pitchers, & pots.
Double fold Blanket will fold in the middle and Velcro for those blanket wars,cold feet, and kids sleep overs.
The universal "iMote." Basically remote meets iPod technology.
The Unbrella. It closes in to keep the water inside and keep you dry.
Safely Explore The Wonder Of Electricity. Plush Toy With Fabric That Makes Static Electricity. Built In Magnifying Glasses To See Up Close
Smart toilet paper holder.
"Annual Receipt Organizer" - keeps all your purchase receipts for an entire year in one, easy to retrieve, miniature storage space.
Ice Cream Stick and Lick - Helps serve ice cream or eat out of. Wash less dishes. Portion Control. Stands and has lid for on the go! resub
Ionic Air Fresh Light Tower
Pet cleaning gloves
Dry Erase Magnetic Post-Its!!

Great for work and at home!!

A disposable board with legs which is placed or pierced on top of cakes to prevent germs being spread when candles thereon are blown.
This new accessory will finally avoid your clothespins to fall down, and will allow you to have your hands free to hang your clothes!
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A baby pacifier that mimics a football mouth guard for sports fanâ€™s babies, attaches to babies clothes and can be used for teething.
I love tacos and that's where i got my idea for a kitchen tool, named the Taco Bender, that will make frying taco shells alot easier.
Child Car Seat Hip Accessory
Sponge Holder. A simple small stand to sit your sponge in so that it dries standing up.
Convey "Thank You"/"Sorry" message to the car behind us by pressing a button on the dashboard which flashes message on rear glass window
A candle that goes out if it falls over, or if it get too hot. It prevents fires.
Grow Light Plant Stand
i-fficient. A mobile app that puts your "to do" list into the world around and shows you how to get it done better.
Stopper It !
iPhone case or bumper has a ring to hang on the wall of the office desk prominently. When you do not need it, put in the case of bumper.
Wine racks feel empty when you only have 1 or 2 bottles left, and it takes up wasted space. This retractable rack solves that problem!
Letâ€™s reinvent the tie. The new product is a tie which looks like a regular tie but without the necessity to master tie knots to wear it.
The 3-in-1 lamp installation/removal tool provides a safe, inexpensive method of lamp replacement.
Compact Desktop Keyboard Heater - USB powered. No more frozen fingers during winter!
Pop Up Clipboard Light. (Very Simple & Novel)
Pocket CMM. The device will be 2 parts:point data gathering pen and a data collecting wireless hub.Pen measures coordinates relative to hub.
Cool Sunglasses with rubberized lens covers, built-in & formed to roll up tight along the frames, then stretch down over the lenses.
Reinventing the PEG BOARD -Making it more stylish with a covering. Switch colors, write on, washable. Peg insert on loopits &amp; bandits. RESUB
mouth wash for the toilet. Pour a capful of freshener directly into toilet to freshen room.
IPHONE PROTECTIVE(WATER PROOF ECT) CASE THAT IS COMPATIBLE WITH PORTABLE AUDIO SYSTEMS, THAT DON'T NEED
DISASSEMBLING TO FIT USB CONNECTION!
Stand Up Baking sheet. Simple solver for a Big problem!
Forgot to start the dishwasher before leaving the house no problem use this App enabled dishwasher.
heat pan
A REMOTE SENSOR for your Wood Furnace. How nice it would be to check the water temperature from INSIDE YOUR HOME.
Dishwasher safe, reusable baggies that are sold in packages of 25 or more. Much like they are sold in stores now.
cutting board w/slit 4 trash. trash goes into slit. under is touplewear like. easily dispose trash. undersize same as board 4 strenght
Rugged Winter Wear
Wireless PET COMMUNICATOR~Pets communicate via prerecorded English messages through paw activated buttons mounted within their reach.
Windshield Wiper Covers saves time cleaning the car in the Snow and protects your expensive wiper blades.
countertop office dishwasher
Solar powered battery / phone charger incorporated into bike helmet.
World's first Nose Cleaner/emptier . Never ever again blow your nose loudly, breath more comfortable while it completely cleans your nose
Base Ball Cap that you just stick a patch on, this will b a big hit with all the major teams, kids, they can swap them with other kids.
Protect Your Drinking Glasses with my Combined Vertical Cup Stacking Dividers that Double as a Coaster!
Be-all, end-all locker organizer.
Life through their eyes
Plug-Test-Meter for testing and metering devices and the power coming in.
The Garden Shade-Don't let the sun's rays scorch all your hard work instead use this planter with a timed shade to cover your plants
WATER SNAKE - For greenhouses, Less strain to water plants, distribute weight over shoulders, wrap around arm. Easy fill &amp; compact storing!
GLOW in the dark ODOR KILLING ball that can be inserted into a gym bag,shoes, sneakers, and inside any room for a FREE CLEAN SMELL everytime
Shave faster, easier, cheaper and use your blades longer with angled edged shaving razor technology.
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With the addition of PP Rugged,PPower family keeps growing,but though clever,it has yet to incorporate a member with a brain.How about now?
DRY ERASE DIGITAL COUNTDOWN REMINDER
Champagne Boinger. "Boings" your cork like a bungee rather than popping someone in the eye.
Bad tasting medicine
Many parents co-sleep with their children. Why are there no fitted bed sheets available to "side-car" the child's mattress and the parents?
a backpack made to protect your laptop tablet,ipod ,netbook etc
ZIP USB
TP Roll Advertising
Design an electric lawn trimmer that will rewind the line onto the spool automatically like rewinding a sewing machine bobbin.
Ultimate Grater &amp; Julienne !!
A Ladle with Masher bottom.. Stir in your magic in soups and stews while mashing the chunky ingredients and ladle some comfort into a bowl.
Compl-EAT. Encourage kids to finish food on their plates and engage in table discussion with family and/or friends while promoting reading.
ERGO NET
Trendy iPhone case with a pair of folding sunglasses on the back.
Free up more desk space by using the PC unit to help support the monitor
The new iClamp that has extendable arm to hold iPhone while on laptop. User can view/use iPhone without constantly picking up/putting down!!
DUSTPAN WITH BROOM
Quick Pick
Avoid the back-to-school "dulldorms" without getting thrown out for defacing school property.
Smart Digger
"Anytime Rehab" An ice bag in a arm brace, so you can ice down after sports or just to rehab an injury. This stays put
A Horizontal Shower Shelf! A plastic shelf that snaps onto any tension rod. Store ALL your shower products No tools, Modern &amp; Functional.
Pop-Up/Fold-Down Paper Organizer. Keep it at your desk and easily take it home when needed! 50% to John Durmell for the inspiration.
KID PROOF BATH/SHOWER KNOBS. CHILDREN WILL GET INTO EVERYTHING AND FAST. STOP A CHILD FROM GETTING BURNED OR
DROWNING WITH THIS SIMPLE IDEA
Its a medium sized household appliance that would semi-automate the task of preparing baby bottles from powdered formula.
A LED lighted, Bottle Opener with Dual Jiggers that are attached to a handle, that has a suction cup bottom that gives you a quick stand :))
Smart Phone Car Stereo
klassy k9
Do you enjoy making homemade PIZZA? Sliding pizza into the oven can be difficult. New Pizza Peel design will make anyone a pro!
Wifi Watch
Spice Station
garden tool. With a collapsible click handle, rubber finger groves for gripping with changeable trowel, Shovel, Rake, hoe, etc, and storage.
Clean Dog
The 100% silicone Easy Ice cube tray makes ice cubes where ever you can fit the tray in the freezer. On a slant? Sideways? No problem!
Just add 'simple syrup pack to-go' eliminating the long process of dissolving sugar in hot water or stirring sugar which leaves residue..
Variable space power supply so
Pour multiple beverages at once! look cool while you do it,entertain your guests
Fruit Ice Cube Inside! Expand the Frosty Rings with Fruit Ice CubeTray Many Uses.
Planting pots without bottoms- plants can grow diresctly into the ground. Make great DIY retaining walls
Ever wanted to change the height of your pillow? What about the softness or firmness? Now you can.
A QUICK way to secure an audio ear wire to glasses or sunglasses so the buds don't fall out while running, working out, working etc.
The Shape Maker lets make this old idea in a product to shape Beautiful food of all kinds.
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The grabbag is a shopping bag carrying device,which mounts to any shopping cart and allows for easy loading&amp;carrying of many shopping bags
Showerhead cleaning solution that can be done by anyone/anytime, effortlessly, without scrubbing or tools nor risk of damage to showerhead.
Living Room projector people which make it look like people are walking around in patterns when your not home.
Why do I need to smell what comes out of my trash bin. "blackSheeps" absorbs odors ,collects liquids ,neutralizes them.. and much more..
A fashionable choice for a lunchbox that encourages healthy eating habits by the use of pre-portioned reusable plastic containers.
Ruff Proof
Universal ball jointed Power outlet...
Trellis Building Blocks - Grow your trellis with your plants
Simplified Wink E-Bulb
Wink parental control. Control from your phone when your kids get to use the internet, cellphones, etc.
Dashboard Cordies! Keep your cords off the audio/climate control system/center console in car! Great for smartphones and GPS while charging!
Instant Cold Cereal
An electronic score keeper for those who like to play spades, but don't like taking score. Keeps track of who's deal, makes deductions.
Would you like to clean your fingers after you eat some potato chips(Cheetos)?
BoxGo Rugged
Beach Cooler with Sun Umbrella integrated
"Single Serving" Air Freshener
Use reusable colorful fence cups instead of wasteful styrofoam cups to make signage on school chainlink fences.
TreeHugger Concept hugs your plant and climbs up plant stake as your plant grows!No more damage to your plants from plant ties!SEE PICTURES!
The tuna can squeezer allows people to open a can of tunafish and squeeze the juice from the can without getting the juice all over.
Ho Dog Groover
Electrical socket with child protection to prevent accidents thanks to his practical design without external accessories.
The iPhone speakers suck! The plug-in iSpekrz will considerably enhance the listening experience.
Grilled Sandwich Box
Solar Shade Car Charger
This hands free navigation cane has the potential to make travel safer, easier and promote independence for the visually impaired. pls vote!
We've all had that time when we wanted to disconnect a plug from a power strip, but then the guessing game begins. Which one is it?
Tree wrapper lights offer an easy solution to decorating trees. A netting of lights fits in an expandable mesh that clips around the tree.
Are you too drunk? Ask your beer coozie. The Blood Alchol Content (BAC) Coozie has a LCD display that updates your BAC after each beer.
Wrist Band Device with integrated software App,Skype connectivity electronics,home security,appliances.
Go Green! Eco Friendly Lemon Fresh All Natural Odor Eliminating!
Foldable cutlery set: Compact like a pocket knife
(Smartwatch) 2 uses for everyone and 1 possible lifesaver !
iMusic Box - Simular to the Red Box idea, but instead of movies you can purchase your iTunes music downloads within seconds to any device.
Where are the Remotes?
Toddlers love to climb! Help them crawl up in bed, while developing strength and dexterity. Useful for their own bed, or parents big bed.
BRUSH SPRAY
A case for the Mac mini! These are small computers starting at $599. I predict some people will buy these and use their own screens.
Customized Spherical Desktop Organizers - keep it all together while displaying your unique interests and passions.
The Zipadum
For the DIY painter, The Paint HUB offers storage, solves ergonomic problems and makes clean-up easier for the DIY week-end warrior.
My idea would allow you to be able to use all the storage and shelf space in your kitchen and home, without the hassle of a stepping stool.
Total Timer. A versatile timer for the kitchen. Held in place by a heavy duty magnet. It holds your recipes close at hand while cooking.
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Vertical titles on shelved library book spines are hard to read. This device turns titles horizontal making them easy to read.
A better way to clean containers of all shapes and sizes.
Crave Lock
electronic smartphone lighter
my car exhaust filter sequesters up to 90% of all gasoline car emissions.it prevents green house gases from getting into our atmosphere
ReSub Portable Battery Powered Charger for iDevices. Never let iPod/Pad/Phone die out on you again.
Water Tracks! For Pool Covers and Tarps! Track system holds your recyclable plastic 1 gallon bottles, Example: milk, water, juice bottles.
Freezable band aides with built in ice packs.Help reduce swelling,pain,and cover cuts all at the same time!
A laser based device that will be able to measure anything.
Three in one ShowerHead Messager, and BodyScrubber
3D Ice Decorations
In our hectic home something is always going missing. Especially tv remotes. They go missing for days and the frustrating adventure begins
sturdy,flexible foodgrade plastic/silicon petfood storage bag with pour spout, a zipper, a wide flat bottom and sturdy handles Purrfect Pour
Hold that chef knife the right way every time with this silicon attachment and greatly improve your cutting skills
Bite Me! An adhesive based anti-itch patch with aloe and antiseptic that keeps bug, mosquito bites and poison ivy from itching.
I would like to invent an electronic tray that counts money for the part of the community who canâ€™t see.
hair dryer w/ speakers
Action Hero Kit,this is a toy that you can build it looks real and is multi poseable,can be adapted to any hero. a 3 molded model .
Universal kiddie wheels
Mobile Highchair
Tired of bending down to get to the bottom rack of that dishwasher. Here comes the Easy X lower rack to help you unload that dishwasher.
Skinny Buns
Introducing the Micro Speed Square, designed for use with 2x4 timber. Easy to store in your tool belt or pocket. Half the size!!
If you find the sink is always full of dirty dishes and is in a mess then try a kitchen tray - no messing!
Air Tied Shoes
Silicone coated glass rack with bendable rods will secure any shape wine glass, stemware or decanter in place in the dishwasher.
Shipping Box Almost No Tape Easy to closed yourself
Multi functional pan/pot set with some twists!
WIFI capable light switches and outlet adaptors that can be controlled from your smartphone. Turn ON or Off anything from anywhere!
Iphone strapped to a special vibrator belt uses iphone sensors to automatically keep seniors from losing balance and falling.
My Design
A way to connect 5 iPads to form a cube. They will synchronize and show three dimensional images.
A4 PAPER-COUNTER
Scooter Seat Sun Shield. Shades your scooter/motorcycle seat and dashboard.
Wink drive. Share files. Sync phone from anywhere. Connect to smart TV's for wireless image viewing
#spotsv *Light Up* Serving Platter for Holidays or Dinner Party. Colorful and Festive or Simple and Classic!
Toddler walking mat: to encourage toddlers who are not trying to walk on their own
A method to avoid whiskers in electronics, which cause dramatic damage in satellites power plants, rockers.
A portable mirror for traveling.Slim round mirror,about 6"in diameter can be kept in a purse or in luggage.Afix to an mirror or lit space
Keyboards for "Microsoft Word" and "AutoCAD".
Bucket List
Innovative, versatile top with multiple uses designed for the mature, active woman who is embarrassed of her flabby, saggy or fat arms.
Take One Snack Bottle
Flattop Toothpick
A watch or back pack with built in skype. Two buttons one for contacting mom or dad and one to speak. Colorful Waterproof and customizable.
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Barbecue Clips pour balcon
it is a automatic paper organizer/sorter that auto sorts papers like taxes,bills,contracts,ect. I think this could save the world.
Blood glucose monitor for use with smart phone.
Play catch when ever you want to!
Cool 4 school lap study-read-homework station bag. Keeps books, pens, laptop, drink and snack together when studying on the floor or couch.
joog
Now, tools for Spiral-cut-hot-dogs is Time consuming and great Pain. But from now, Put hot dog on NEW TOOL and Grab just once. That's it.
Two paint rollers attached to a single paint rod. ---&gt; Paint twice as FAST with this small attachment!!!
Paper Towel Holder x3. How many times have you needed a paper towel & found an empty roll instead? This creation holds 3 rolls at one time!
Show Me App, Shows you where the store product your looking for is.
Magnetic Banister
A humane, simple, compact, inexpensive, infinitely reusable mouse trap that allows user to catch mice alive (for later release) or dead.
Hosting a dinner party and want to keep food warm without worry. Serving bowls that keep your food hot or cold and look stylish.
An app that would prevent the driver's phone from send/receive texts when the motor is running.
Razor Saver - Get more use out of your Shaving Razor! Prevent razor blade oxidationrusting! Save money!
Gear-SaverÂ® &amp; Pole-SaverÂ® are new products designed to prevent valuable gear from being dropped from tools, hunitng gear &amp; fishing
Sanitary Wipes one side DRY
My idea is to have available a wetsuit or something like it that will have the ability to vibrate when underwater.
Heatable spatula for wax
System with cameras and led light to control the functioning of important parts of an airplane.
Decorative items such as fruit, silk flowers or sea shells that double as air fresheners.
Bobby Clips
Chain collision prevention,simple and effective.
Animated Predators Scare Birds
Cool Cap
CUBEEZ is a hip, versatile storage/furniture system providing maximum possibilities with interchangeable pieces. Assembly is fast.
slide fire escape
As a new mom waking up with wet clothing and sheets is frustrating. I want an overnight bra that can store leaking milk and is comfortable.
Heat Protection Ear Cap
Wouldn't it be wonderful, your babies just don't spill milk or juice? Here is leak proof and package grabbing solution.
Whimsical mini-headphone covers which prevent tangling of headphones regardless of user activity. Catering to every person's unique style.
Every professional and do it yourself auto technician should have one in their tool box.
Inspired by Quirky's LayerUp Cake tins...

A Cupcake tin that has recessed edges so that it allows for evenly baked cupcakes every time.

Easily HANG your framed picture AND display your knick knacks by ATTACHING the shelf/ledge and SLIDING the picture in flush! (!Watch Video!)
A gardenerâ€™s chair that supports your back and knees while you are planting and gardening.
Functioning prototype made for CABLE STAPLES: A no-damage, re-usable, colorful alternative to tidying cables. Stays on any surface or corner
Does it annoy you to waste 50-75% of your zipp ties by cutting of that long unused Tab and throwing them in the trash ? Try the Re-Zipp
Power band! The extensible power strip. Some electical outlets, two hooks, an extensible rubber band and all your imagination!
Expandable dog crate-Expandable in length, width and height as your dog grows!!! Save money and invest in only one crate.
Water your plant from an app. A planter with a reservoir of water that includes a spout to water your plant on demand.
App Enabled Food Scale
A portable bar code scanner connected to your phone to save time when shopping.

:Q
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The Coldposter
Cordies Classic Lightning Cable
A "manly" fly swatter created from mini novelty rods and reels and guns
why have those big cork memo board, that take space plus have to screw them on the wall!. when you can have THE MEMO BAR,keep it simple.
Leafvac
Never eat a dry, blan steak again. My ideal uses steam to enhance the flavor and the juiciness of any meat cooked on the grill.
Garden Hose Accessory Tree
Gotta pass that exam? Want to cut the time, effort, stress to study? Brain remembers unusual, irregular, annoying, ugly more and better ...
POTTY TRAINING SOLVED-You've tried pens/crate/pads, but still come home to a shredded pad &amp; a mess to cleanup? Then you need the
DoggieCondo
Mocubo w Attached Knife/Blade
UMBRELLA SPA. Install it in your garden!.
Mount your GPS without blocking field of vision. Compact and light design.
SILICONE MOLD FOR GLASSES OF ICE AND CUPS OF COOKIE. You choose, hot or iced glass (cookie or ice)
Toilet seat handle.
The new modern day container.
Picking weeds can be tough on your hands. What if we had a glove with a small gardening knife/spade type tool attached to your thumb?
Two adjustable clips that prop/support a textbook in an upright position. Making it easier to read and study.
Vent Humidifier
RESUBMIT- Formerly in UC.Adjustable Vase.Accepted Changes.(Paulette Jaques)
Colorful garden tool rest for all types of tools, including hand tools. Perfect for small to medium sized gardens. No bending over.
this unique kitchen wrist timer will keep you in the know and you will never miss any alerts when your meal is ready.
Single
Wall Organizer: Functional Art. Great for Keys, Wallet, Phone or any room! ReSub DOES NOT EXIST AT ALL!!!
Bathroom mirror
INSTANT BEVERAGE COOLER â€“ You can ECONOMICALLY save on electricity and ice by chilling only what you need as needed INSTANTLY !!!
A backpack with a lunch box attached under the bag saving space and your sandwiches from being squished.
"Anti-Procrastination Clock": a clock that illustrates the potential time lost to procrastinating in order to prevent you from doing it.
Puppy Collar with attached "necklace" to hold specially designed chew toy. Puppy always has a chew toy; no more chewing shoes/furniture!
(Sanding Gloves)It is very time consuming and tedious to sand furniture with sand paper by hand.With sanding gloves.you move fast,efficient.
Chemical-free "Flu Gloves" protect people from seasonal illness
An exact change dispenser perfect for drive thru, tolls, &amp; parking lot. It would have # dial on top and the size of a cup holder fit in car.
no more streamers
Pin-Plug (By Idea)
A retractable wall charger for Mac laptops.
No more lumps when you mix protein powder or other supplements into your drink! Better than BlenderBottle!
Ever had trouble drawing that perfect action pose for your comic book? Ever wish you could customize your own personal action figure?
Window/Windshield wiper that scrubs too.Bugs don't come off with just a rubber blade but,it would scrub on the upstroke,squeegee downstroke
Bugaboo bat : when washing, laundry and put together will see amazing results when you work
Safe Powerstrip for a Child's Room. Cover and lock. Cords covered too.(Paulette Jaques)
The Clip On Knife,Fork, Spoon. The knife, fork and spoon clip on to the plate of food.
ToothPill
A system to avoid sack jacking from a car as well as the theft of attachÃ© case laptops, jewels handbags, with protection against bullets.
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The Living Fountain is shaped like a cake with multiple tiers that rotate. A nutrient solution comes out the top and flows down to plants.
I am one of those people who try to use every ounce out of the bottle, I hate to waste my money on only 95% of the product.
Ultimate Amphibious Cooler
fridge reader board
a lunchbox that has an integrated area on the outside of the box with a refillable pop up dispenser for antibacterial hand wipes.
Stacked
Clean your household kitchen items with ease with a thin enough, long enough, and bendable enough bristle brush for those difficult areas.
Tired of dishes tipping over in the dishwasher? Leaving cups and bowls full of water. GROSS.. You have to re-wash dishes time consuming.
Hot Shovel
iPad/tablet holder(road-trip ready) designed like a car flip down screen, can be pro installed or designed to be removable.
APPenabled Rockem Sockem robot
Computer Data Security Sensor
Solar Vent. Is a fan that would attach to the top of your double hung bathroom window for ventilation. Like this solar car fan.
Affordable and flexable plant and garden edger. Able to look like brick, wood, "anything" Light, easy install.UV protected.
Swivel Shake, long awaited by bar enthusiasts. An efficiently designed product driven by functionality and flare.
Air conditioning is expensive. Lets create a smarter cooling device or solution specifically for beds and not the whole room.
a pot with multiple pockets so you can have multiple plants in one and a irrigation system with a timer so it can water them weekly
Round dining table with built in electric carousel ring "leaf" that delivers the food around the table with a push of a button
Its the WINE STONE! A totally new and inventive way to keep your wine chilled! Its sleek! Its Quirky! Its the WINE STONE!
An extension cable which can be controlled wirelessly. 'Pivot power sync'.
Recently UC 2 times!! The Carousel Bean Grinder. Over 1.6 Billion K-Cups sold each year! Fresh ground coffee for any Coffee maker!
Active Lifestyle? Love Music? Hate Hassle of Earbuds Falling Out &amp; Wires In The Way? Choice of Headphones or Speakers in iPod Sports Band!!!
PassFort
This device stops objects from falling into your disposal, allows water drainage to continue, or stops drainage with one convenient motion.
Pesticide Food Monitor Device
3 piece seasoning bags:smallest holds spices, larger for ham hocks, tall narrow bag hold herbs stems for soups. Food safe bag required
Automatic salt/sand shooter for driveways and sidewalks; works like leaf blower or shop vac could be attachment/adapter for blower/shop vac
My idea is to make home window screens and swimming pool screen enclosures from clear transparent plastic screening. A clear screen.
Kids and Adults everywhere dropping there ipad, leappad, phones etc... I think a GUMBY style wrap acts as a bumper guard, stand, or tote.
Rolling hanger caddy with a size adjuster. Collection place for hangers when folks dress then it will roll to the laundry room on wash day.
USB Induction Cup Warmer (Keeps your coffee/tea hot so you can enjoy your drink without having a hot stove on your desk) ($10-$20)
PublicTransportationcardreader
1:A useless luggage bag occupying space in the room can be converted to a portable table for better use.
A push-button adjustable fulcrum hammer
Blower for Mower
Peanut butter and jelly knife! Don't you just hate it when someone gets peanut butter all over the jelly! :(
Automatically alarm you if your sump pump is over flowing. No more wet basements.
folded trash stand
"Smart" carseat.Seat would have weight &amp; temp sensor, GPS, timer, and cell phone calling capabilities. Sensor/devices are solar powered.
App-enabled, external meter to detect the levels of your propane tank, know how much propane is left/used and when to get tank refilled!
From Ordinary to Extraordinary: This American Football Board Game is a fun, hands-on, family friendly Football experience. Fans will rave!
All In One Utility Knife
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Finally a cleaning towel that is ready and reusable without the package or container mess! A cloth with a solvent filled bubbled layer!
A SIMPLISTIC LIFE SAVER AT SEA. PEACE OF MIND FOR USERS AND RELATIVES.
Reusable Cable Ties - Pinch &amp; Release Jumbo Cable Ties. Cable management, recreation, camping, sports, many more uses #spotsv
Cook Away
Cereal Container with a twist, Crumb & Dust Trap Link to Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lM92_NbKFQo&feature=youtu.be
A keychain device that would prevent parents from locking their kids in car on hot day.
Universal strap wraps around any drill,wrist, belt.Holds drill bits &amp; the fatter bit holders.Collaboration w/my hubby.Rendering by MacEdits
#spotsv: Lo-tengo, A lightweight Breathable sport Team Logo Mask. Guard against lip reading From your opponents. Similar to a surgeon's mask
EasyMop
TWIST POWER Cord
Car Vac Clean Covers
SAME FRAME, ONLY DIFFERENT. Expanding and contracting sides, top, bottom. Accordion 'bellows' with latches.
A cereal bowl w/milk storage device - the handle/child doesn't have to pour his/her own milk/no spills. Spoon pulls out/triggers milk flow.
"Mealtime Messages" consists of twelve wrapped napkin packages containing 30 napkins per package. Napkins have inspirational messages.
Cheese - it's an app that lets you capture pictures and video by activating your smart phone by voice commands.
Clean up spills easily by placing a ROUND papertowel on your microwave turntable. In case of a spill, clean up is easy.
::Clutter Free Counter:: A way to eliminate clutter on the kitchen counter, by moving some items off the counter yet at reach.. magnetically
Pill Counter
Smart Wall plates!, replace your wall plates with this modular solution, attachments include, key holder, phone holder, cable wrap. and...
The Smokers Bib
ELECTROMAGNETIC (or magnetic) BASE FOR iMAC - FLOATING KEYBOARD AND MAGIC MOUSE of apple
Plane Spoon
Interchangeable garden accessories fitted to one sturdy retractable arm. Go from shovel to spade in seconds. Soft handle for added comfort.
RedBox but for gift cards? Gift cards are a huge business! Why don't we have a vending machine that distributes them?
Kitchen rags with the days of the week on them to keep bacteria and illness away from your home and keep your kids healthy.
A Home Grocery Scanner device attaches to refrigerator that records from a grocery product bar code the item's name and price amount.
game station docking station
SwapTops. Remember walking in your flip flops and getting a blowout.Why not have one bottom and multiple tops? Universal, versatile, stylish
Gyroscopic Computer Mouse. This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Folds up! App-enabled
Get some sleep in the car on those long trips. No more waking up from every bump and turn, no more sore necks!!!
A novelty baseball style hat that has a lightbulb on the top that you turn on when you've got you're next great idea.
Tunesmith is a musical game you play with your friends. Send your friend a lyric from a song, and your friend responds with the next lyric.
nutritional jello
solarcharging station for cell phones or ipod lays on the dash of your car boat or rv.connect useing usb cord provided with most phones
The Reserve Straw
The Original Hotrod Lincoln
MagnaRag-Never be ragless. If there's metal,there's a place for a MagnaRag Never find yourself with dirty hands
Bendable
Using several U-formed barrages on brooklets, create hydraulic energy will become electric energy and avoid inundation from big streams.
2-Liter Soda Server.Keeps the fiz in your soda and allows for one handed drink service while other hand is holding a plate of food.
App enabled picture frame-see exactly what will display on your frame-no emailing!
*Pocket Table Leveler* I hate sitting down to a wobbly table when I'm eating out. This folding card fits in your wallet! Working prototype!
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A minor modification on the Solar Cell array to improve performance by 25 to 50%, by constructing a polished mirror adjacent the solar cell.
NEVER BUY dog litter bags again! PLUS do something good for the environment.
ACHRAF Solar Water Heater
A silicon rubber sleeve for the hot Mug handles. No morning burns in rush, don't forget tee&coffee in the Microwave because is to hot.
Amazing design for a card and cash carrying device. Uses a figure-8 pattern. It's much more comfortable, easy to use, and secure.
Plunge Plus fixes the hygiene problem of bathroom tools, beautifying plungers and brushes while making them 100% sterile with UV light.
Tired of your buddies picking up putts you know they could miss? The first official Gimme Gauge! Advertise on the back side. Novelty or Gift
Clean up naughty dog and cat messes in the house with a handy and compact spot scrubber-vacuum-deoderizer combo.
Add a numerical or color system to doggie disposable waste bags. This will help to determine how many bags are left in a given roll.
Zippered (on/off) bottomless lawn/leaf bagging system that is portable, storable, adjustable and stuffable.
What does the student do with their bluetooth headset while in class? Do they throw it in their backpack, leave it at home. Not good ideas.
The Book Crown
Back Shaver Wand
App-Enabled Bed Warmer
Easy puzzle; all pieces fit anywhere- show names of family members &amp; emotions to arrange to show relationships. For therapy and family use.
Reusable Restaurant/Take-Out Box - Reusable Shopping bags Caught on, Lets Move to Next High Contributor to Waste
Professional face paint kit - put on easy off outline &amp; then detail tattoo -paint! Could also be face tattoos that come in sections for face
Fishing hook with a spring on it. What it does is add another point of resistance, with more elasticity to better enable LANDING a fish.
23 hours left. Vote for my FaLite. Its a great idea. Tell me if you agree. Thanks.
Save the Hot Dogs! Grooved Serving Plate for Hot Dogs or Corn on the Cob. This plate will safety transport your roly poly food to the table.
Safety car bag
As school arrives why not pack a friend with your child's lunch? Drinks start to warm up during class, but not with chill Buddies!
The Peeping Thomas
Highly mobile exercising equipment designed like a foldable carseat.Burning calories while travelling in a car , flight or on any seat.
DESIGN A DEVICE THAT HAS A TOP TO FIT ALL 1 AND 5 GALLON PAINT CANS ATTACHED TO A MIXING PADDLE AND A DRILL BIT AT
THE TOP TO PLACE A DRILL
Currently there isn't an adequate ornament hanger offered. Keepsake ornaments end up broken. Solution is a permanent hanger w/gripping clasp
Cool Dryer
Key Organizer
BUCKET BUDDY 2-Holds any 5 gallon bucket for easy water transport/pouring. Works great for elderly and those who water plants and flowers!
Portable alcohol breath tester which calls you a taxi when over the limit.
Positive Affirmation Tape
130,000,000....75....1.....what do these numbers mean? The All-in-One Diaper will revolutionize the industry by reinventing the diaper!
TAP ADD-ON MADE FUN!! The QUIRKY kids gadget!
The Group Band. Wristband that lets you know if someone of your group is about to get lost.
Display my Digi Pics Wall Clock! Clock Face with hr. min. + sec. hands + your own digital pics in the background. Fun+family+friends+pets!!!
The Selfie Stand
Push+Plus Cap
Kool-aid maker! Watch the colorful kool-aid spin through the window as it chills. Battery operated/plug-in and portable.
ALL COMPUTER MONITOR can be your display. It is complete solution for 'Mirroring'. Just PLUG it any computer.
'Divide and Rule' is a flower shaped sortable recycling bin. Stylish and easy to use, you will love it even in your living room.
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This CAN-dolier is made of a nylon belt(s)and the can holders are made of insulated material to keep your beverages of choice nice and cold!
APP accepting SMART DOORBELL. Just as cell phone can download ringtones, a doorbell can engineered to download any sound imaginable
Throw your back brush in the garbage!You never could reach every area anyway. Replace the rotating heads with various attachements!Oh,CLEAN!
Push/magnetic pins, day/month/date/time stamp on front for quick/easy visual reminder of appointment underneath pin, "M/Jun/5/1:/30/PM"!!!!!
How about a workout glove with note pad to help you keep track of your workout routines?
Serving Bowl Strainer
SUCTIONING CHEESE GRATER-Most cheese grating requires 2 hands. This only requires one hand. Great for handicap, elderly or just for ease!
Wear a simple patch in the sun, tanning booth,or spray tan-and you get a tattoo. The patch covered part stays skin tone-the rest tans.
Key Holder Phone Case
A product similar to a florescent safety vest-but more convenient,that fits securely around your backpack or messenger bag for added safety.
The Pie Cutter That Picks Up
Quick Re-Seal (AirTight) your Open FOOD Packets, keep them FRESH for NEXT USE by using this simple Re-Usable and Adjustable product - ZIPPER
SMART SPORTS APP-Know exactly who has the ball and where they are on the field/court LIVE! This app will change sports forever.
An app called "WhatsAppDoc" which allows you to see if your appointment is on schedule or if the doctor is running late.
2 gal. pump mister
wall mount flexable power strip that srews into 110 outlet.
Eyeglass Holder for Hat
Skimmer basket retrieval. You don't have to put your hand into the water with bugs,snake? etc... Push the flush mounted button and pull up
Digital length measuring party
A retractable hook piece that you can attach to any PC AC power adapter that will make packing and unpacking cords faster and neater.
Talking Placemats! Push, listen and learn while you eat. (Collaboration with Debra Courtenay)
One item's washing / drying machine, is a small machine that has the features of a large machine, app enabled, for quick one item wash .
Finger Pressed, Vacuum Sealed Bowls
AUTOCLOSE/FLUSH TOILETSEAT will open upon sitting then close and flush upon standing. Eliminating overspray of potentially harmful bacteria
APP ENABLED MEAT PROBE! Let the App do the Math! Know for sure when the meat is done! (Possibly Adding A Marinating Feature)
EZ Card Finder
Baby monitor app to work with the vibrating wrist band and crib motion monitor, to detect excessive motion or a lack of normal sleep motion.
Where is the dust pan? Who cares! Sweep that dirt right into the kitchen trash. Trashcan + vacuum = a whole new way to clean house!
two point nail
you can interchange your fashion sunglasses without having to order a new pair every time.
Rotating Car Seat Adapter
A re-useable universal Loofa/sponge holder and extender. Turn any ordinary loofa/sponge into a back scrubber. Round edged clip/long handle.
The Blockhead is an ornamental foam hat resembling an engine block complete with accented radiator fan and exhaust ports. Be a BlockHead!
mini wind charger for i-phone
Grilling Foil, this idea for is for slotted grilling foil allowing the the smoke and flavor through so the intent of grilling is preserved.
iPad Mini , Kid Friendly Case. - kidPad! , Soft oversized eco friendly iPadMini case, protect the kids and the tech!
db Levitator (db = dog bowl)
Make you handbag smell nice with smell balls. These balls trap odors and emit a nice smell.
A razor blade and cartridge wider than 1.5 inches to better accommodate the surface area of thighs, calves, backs and chests.
Meet the Multi Click USB 2.0 Mouse!!! All the functions of the current mouse with Save, Quit, Copy, Paste added to the Mouse!!!
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Life Size Lincoln Logs for kids. Let kids build their own house or fort with fun and easy to configure Lincoln logs.
The holidays are coming let the Potato pricker help. Potato pricker a device that speeds up making Baked potatoes.
I am introducing you a product that has long been needed: The Gardener's Tuffet
Gift wrap measurer
emergency charger for earthquake
A product to allow students to type or view on their tablets in the classroom. The product should be universal and fully adjustable.
This pipe wrench works past obstructions, eliminating the need to reset the tool, and avoids busted knuckles!
Iphone5 SlidenSnap case A Case that clips to the headrest in a car that transforms the new Iphone5 into a TV for your Kids in the back seat
Smart Shower Control
Shower/bathtub helper
Monitor your baby, nanny, or house while you are away with all the apple perks and no extra services. Combine all your monitoring needs.
Smart baby temperature monitor
Swimming trunks that DO NOT INFLATE with water while in a swimming pool!!!
Cake Platform
Water bucking Summer is almost here.
A bunk bed shelf that has a power strip built in that the bunk bed users can use and charge their laptops and phones closer.
My idea is an iPhone case with built-in speakers for better quality sound
Soap Bar saver: A great idea to save you money and save the environment. Recycle your soap slivers the easy way and voila' a new soap bar.
Universal Bluetooth Unlock. A BT device controlled by a phone app that will allow you to open different locks through respective adapters.
Phone Potty Pocket
An instant motivating picture to show loss of weight in increments of 20, 30 or more pounds to put in their wallets or on their cabinets.
Reheat pizza in an upright toaster with a pizza toaster cradle! Much better than microwaved pizza while extremely convenient and safe.
my product idea is called iDrops. Its scented drops that you add to the water in your iron and presto you have fresh scented clothes.
A better mousetrap is not at all a trap. It is a one-way exit that leads animals safely back into the wild
Multiple TV system. Watch multiple shows at once when Picture in Picture is not a good choice.
THE MAGIC MIRROR FOR THE BATHROOM (paired with the phone)
If you mix Rain-X and Windex together it can clean your bathroom mirror and keep it from fogging up.
An IPad hidden storage compartment that can be fastened to the bottom of a coffee table top to hide the IPad when it is not being used.
Simple Security system that can be used in a home, apartment, or even a hotel room.
Web Cam Privacy with Style !
scarfs should have a small string in the center and gloves too.
Always Fresh Juice Pitcher
Battery backup for refrigerator/freezer.Designed to kick on when the temperature hits a degree and shuts off so it doesn't get to cold
Cordies for hand towels. A longer wider version of cordies for dish or hand towels. Easy to grab and easy to hang.
A spoon specially designed to remove the coffee grounds from your French press
Book holder with handle and led light eliminates shadows. Reduces hand cramping. And makes you look smarter than you really are.
A suction device for bugs w/long handle to suck up bugs from hard to reach places &amp; with release button for toilet dumping of bug waste.
Austin's Famous Rings
What if you could watch your baby easily while still getting things done around the house that need to be done(cooking, cleaning, laundry)
BACKPACK PowerCELL for recharging devices without an outlet, in your backpack at school.
Laptop bag with a built-in cooling fan. the all weather/water proof bag that will allow you to use your Laptop in the safety of the bag.
Stop garbage odor by stopping bacteria growth. Let's add a REFRIGERATED GARBAGE CAN to the Quirky trash can line-up.
(resubmit)Lets take this idea and run with it! Lets make it talk to multiple units throughout the house and make it a true iHome phone!!
"Bumble Dog" is a toy your dog needs. It moves, shakes, then stops when there's pressure from your dogs mouth. Its endless fun for your dog.
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sensor for trains
Elecrtic car curtain
Freedom-loving Headphones
Flashlight Cam. To remotely see what the flashlight is pointed to. Excellent for giving remote instructions. Q+GE+IMP.
my idea consists of a flat screen tv stabilizer for a tv that is not wall mounted.
My idea is to revolutionize the chip bag. I'm proposing a bag with 3 tear away and reseal spots. One at the top, and one 1/3 and 2/3 down.
A quieter ceiling fan that lasts longer, but never goes out of style.
Digital Frames Family Tree
Orthopedic Shoe Fresheners
Tissue Topper fits atop all tissue boxes to ensure you only pull out one tissue at a time, and it keeps them from falling back in the box!
PRINTER FOR CUSTOMIZABLE CASES OR STICKERS-ADHESIVES WITH HOLOGRAMS for the Phone
What is the most annoying thing about working out with an mp3? For me it is the cord running through my clothes to the device. NO MORE!
Tired of uncomfortable seats in class, at the bus stop, the park, or other public places? Here is the solution! Let your book bag help!
heres a product that helps you monitor patients pulses more easily.its a pillow that monitors the pulse.
#spotsv :Liquid 3D chalk bombs!Throw them-watch the colors pop/explode on sidewalk or blacktop.Glow in dark/Paint by#/sling shot target
Do you lose your keys inside your oversized handbag? It's annoying!!! Well the Key Keeper for handbags will secure your keys inside handbags
A charging station for todays household portable electronic devices. Laptops, tablets, ereaders, handheld game counsels and even cell phones
THE RUBTILE
A better microwave Bacon dish. Easier to clean and a compartment at the bottom to collect bacon grease for use in other cooking.
Intelligent Shower Head
DISH RACK EXTENSION Pots, pans and glasses are taking up your dish rack space? Regain space and dry your Pots, pans and glasses with style.
"One Minute Mover" saves your back, floors and carpets when moving or rearranging heavy office or household furniture, stores conveniently.
Fireproof Safe for Scrapbooks
An NFC activated motor to attach to you house/apartment deadbolt that will lock/unlock your door when your phone is in close proximity.
Laundry Ice
A mobile app that would notify you when your CAR is being STOLEN and being able to TURN IT OFF and Give you its LOCATION for Retrieval.
MakeUp-At-A-Glance. Instant organization. Reduce clutter!
Electronic waterproof toothpaste dispenser with motion-sensors for hands-free use that dispenses the perfect amount of toothpaste.
Ok!think life guard now think selfguard.SELFGUARD is a wetsuit that inflate on shoulder or upper back,but tight fit and stlyish as a surfer
Freshener Cushions - cushions with baking soda in their core. Put a couple on your sofa and in your car to keep them always fresh!
Grooves
How many times do you see students lugging around bags for their laptop, books, and food? Why not design a bag that can truly do it all?!
My idea is a seed delivery system in which rolling balls on the end of a handle make holes in the soil and inject them with seed.
The "themed" Christmas gate is to protect a Christmas tree and surrounding environment from small children, animals or anything else.
"Dog's Best Friend". The collar that makes walking your dog hassle and tangle free. Zero discomfort collar, simple but effective design.
My "SMART LITTLE 6 OUTLET WALL ADAPTOR" always has 3 hot circuits and a switch to shut off the other 3 TO KILL "VAMPIRE POWER LOSS"
yogurt carrier
Quirky Roomba Garage - a trash can that houses an iRobot Roomba charging base.
Talking bracelet/watch/timer gets your kids moving in the morning and guides them to get ready on their own with your recorded voice
I hold it for you!
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~CAN YOUR DESKT TURN INTO A BOX?! a better, easier, and faster way for students to pack and unpack from home to dorms and back home
Quickly attachable rubber soles for cycling shoes - allowing fast improved walkability while out of the saddle during long rides.
We dont need an entire sheet of a notepad to write a small note. ECO-NOTES gives you the versatility to use just how much paper you need.
My idea is for an electric mattress pad/bed warmer with the connection cords at the top of the bed instead of at the foot of the bed.
A Fresh Bake Container
Wink household temperature balancing system- Smart temperature sensors and dampers for household heating and cooling control.
The Gym
Escape the tangled, twisted, frayed, split problem with cords. No more damaged charger cords, split wires, or frayed cables. Swivel cords!!!
Camouflaged Yard Waste Bags - yard waste bags that blend in to your the environment. See prototype in pictures.
cool kids lunch pail. keep em cool.
Reusable Straw Quick Cleaner
The Game Of Inventions board game! Buy, sell, royalties, infringements and Quirky style interaction. Family fun reinvented! (Jason Hunter)
An environmentally, budget, nose, and child friendly way to deodourise life with a bit of your own personalised flair!
A hollow, chilled rolling-pin that doesn't stick, and makes baking a breeze!
Light without Lamps
Sick of doing push workouts and fly workouts? Then the PushFly is perfect for you! It combines a push-up and a fly all in one motion!
A compact stool that folds to the size of a water bottle and can be deployed in seconds
Family Eyeglass Holder
Versa Broom with detachable flip head mini broom and duster handle. Sweep into tight areas and dust those hard to reach areas!
Backpack with pull-out desk for paper/laptop/iPad that floats in front of you while walking around + solar powered charger. (See picture)
Soda Can Plastic Snap Top Plus Spout Detachent
No more bottles in the shower! A single container with storage for shampoo, cream rinse, liquid soap, toothpaste/brush holder all in one.
ANYLADDER DRILL HOLDER/HOLSTER
Humorous Toilet Paper Dispenser. From George Bush's mouth? Toilet train your child faster, by encouraging them with hero or villain faces.
Multi Drink Fountain
Finally, a way to start your backyard grill that's easy, safe and good for the enviorment. use the same method BarBQue establishments use.
Alarm Glock: An alarm clock that looks like a Glock 9mm handgun. Clock functions accessed/controlled using handgun features.
Its the thigh phone holder. The thigh phone holder is a iPhone holder that you place on your thigh for hands free convenience.
Create some mist to cool you down. At the table or the pool, in the garden or at the beach. Family size, pump operated mist thingamajig.
car heating/defrosting fan: No need to pre-heat car in winter. Don't sit in cold or wait for windows to defrost when leaving for work.
Redsign car brake pedals to be more efficient, safer, easier to use. Add new left foot brake pedal for better control in city driving.
Customizable Modular Shelving: A storage system that grows! Have the ability to build the storage in your room according to your needs!
Small blender sized device (battery/manually operated) that cleans/sanitizes/dries ping pong balls for drinking related games.
Brushed Steel Toilet Roll Dispenser
CarTok
The Swivel Bath Chair - Safe assist into the tub. Gives you confidence!
Do u get tired of yur ice melting and your hands getting cold everytime you want a drink out of yur cooler? Not w/the "EZ-Access Ice Chest".
App Enabled BED WARMER. Very recent UC idea with Market Value (was previously Eval'ed - see Quirky Feedback below!)
1. a litter box with a sifter on a tray insert to do a one step clean. 2. solar powered dog food despencer on timer.
Pancake Butler.The future is now! Introducing a fully automatic pancake machine.In collaboration with Simplyinclined. See animation.
Smartphone - Forget Me Not
Meal Organizing Tray. Helps to keep items needed for a meal all in one location. Includes built-in cutting board.
Hot Face Cloths (resubmitted)
Toothbrush and toothpaste in one. The toothbrush head will screw onto toothpaste base creating a single, refillable unit.
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An alarm clock only you can hear! Hate hearing your partner's radio station in the morning? Problem solved with wireless alarm earbuds!
Low Temperature Alert to avoid unoccupied home freeze ups in cold weather this device can alert neighbours of a heating system problem.
HARD BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS

FAST COOKING EASY EXTRACTION

Window Door for cats
Hardshell TSA Container
A three piece keyboard that when snapped apart left and right side become a game controllers.
Stickers with the day and month, just take it from your magnet board (stuck to the fridge) and apply it to your container.
Super absorbent polymer cleaning pads with a protective backing for your dogs accidents.
Pet Minder
A generator that will use the wind coming from an electric fan to produce electricity that can charge small devices (cell phones, etc)
Shared Lens for Hi-Speed Video
Video game controller thumb saddle
Toot Fairy tooth paste tube cover. Screw child's t-paste into this cover that when the child squeezes out the paste it creates a toot
Wifi USB drive that syncs with a folder on your computer when in range of your wireless network
A simple and whimsical organizational wall fixture.Itâ€™s cheap to manufacture but doesnâ€™t sacrifice style & quality for college students.
"Thread Lock Syringe". Injecting glue to your female threads for a must faster application.
Door Mag-Holder! Have a couple of doors that won't stay open, and your door stopper doesn't work or gets kicked out?
Kid Lok
Buzzers for Cell phone game apps. This is a buzzer that connects to your phone and works with certain apps as a game show buzzer.
Problem: Plastic tubs in the dishwasher turn over and fill with soapy water. A wire rack, loosely hooked to the top rack, covers them.
Take it Camping, Fishing, Tailgating, or maybe even to work. It's the new Grillbarrow. The first grill/smoker thats easy to move and use.
AttackPax
One pot for two flavors! The lid has divider to close the two sections before add salt,â€¦etc!One cooking for healthy and sick people!
Color Changing Stove
The Drop Pod: a compact "tripod" that uses tension from a cord to stabilize your camera.
Roll on lotion Applicator for hard to reach areas on the back
Rechargeable Lunchbox with Warming and/or Cooling Features
Showeron
#spotsv H2O bottle caps w/ 100% natural fruit flavor in them. Push top of the cap down to release flavor into bottle.No preservatives/artifi
Dialcase
A suction-cup bar to keep shower liners from sticking to the tub wall. Reduce mold and need for replacing liners by letting liner dry faster
LINE of FLAT COOKING UTENSILS! By controlling internal tension - the utensil is angled for cooking but flat for storage.
Braille Money ID Stamper
NEXT-N-LINE
Save the lives of children with the Child Alarm System for washers and dryers!
Music Type
Ergonomic Hand Grip Egg Beater:Tone your forearm and beat your eggs at the same time,without hurting your hand &amp; without using electricity.
A tire valve stem that tells you your tires are full. No more guess work, no air pressure gauge and increase your fuel efficiency!
Lost the remote, keys, etc. Push a button, follow the beep. No more searching everywhere for those misplaced items.
Back to college students need to save space and minimize the number of items they pack, and that includes the cookware they use.
hi tec interactive photo kiosk
This outdoor Feeding Dish for your pet or live stock. This effective solution keeps expensive animal food insect free. "The Moat Bowl"
Magnet Caps Utensil Holder
Automatic adjustable extension tube/spout attached on fridge ice maker outlet that directs ice in glass to avoid spills &amp; mess
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Filter dirt from weeds or rocks from soil when gardening. No more messy shaking each weed clean or digging rocks out of soil. Filter it out!
Archipen A pen that allows you to draw your designs in true dimensions. Wonderful for inventors designers architects and contractors.
Quirky Aquarium Gravel Vacuum
Travel light with your stash of Compact Undergarments. Itty Bitty Ditties let you be spontaneous while always being prepared.
Looie Moist or Dry
Contact Lenses Indicator: Prevent Fungi/Bacterial Growth &amp; Protein Build-Up on Contacts by Throwing Away Disposal Contacts on Time
My product is a one-of-a-kind custom dog toy made specifically for your dog because it's personalized with YOUR face in a photo booth!
Digital Photo Food Menu
how would you like to watch more movies, play games without having to switch between game Cd's and more the DVD Tower games and more.
GameTower
Bottle opener; end of opener hooks under cap, pressure on opposite end releases cap.
TATU
VersaPak is the only product on the market that holds custom zip bags for organization of all the little stuff that gets lost!
Tired of getting a soda drink with ice that melts and ruins your drink i got the solutions ice soda or for any drink you get.
A portable medical lift-device which allows a medical care-giver to transport a disabled patient from one elevation and location to another
Scented Frames allows the discrete consumer to put wonderful aromas in their home, hidden behind picture frames that match the scent.
A product that provides volume control, cleanliness, & privacy.
ACCESSORY for RENEW Product Line. Mop Heads that can be run through the RENEW Machine.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
No more permanent dents in your carpet from heavy furniture.
Make a slipper of your laced shoes. No more knot problems, no more loosening. Simply put in resilient laces.
Designer Ceiling System
Interchangeable dinner plate, cup, and silverware skins. Make every occasion special.
PC Phone Controlled Solar Car
Re engineered Iphone screen protector that is easy to use and open and protects better than those flimsy plastic screen protectors!!!
3 Wheeled Wheelbarrow with Kickstand, front breaks, and a rake, shovel holder.
Smart clip for Smart phones. Attaches to back of keyboard, monitor or laptop. Constant eye contact with phone for calls, texts & e-mails.
UC idea revised: For those hard to reach outlets behind beds, sofas, etc use this retractable power adapter that saves energy too.
We are on the computer all day! Dr. Mouse has sensors that monitors your heart-rate and lets you know if its beating abnormal or is at risk.
Fountain Bands! Easy attachment of a drinking fountain to any toothbrush, or anything stretchy band can fit, use as ring/bracelet
A pressurized camera case for underwater photogs, would allow use by commercial &amp; recreational divers. Works at any depth, not just to 300'.
#spotsv:Super bright light up lamp shade decals (photo is just example, but idea is they "glow") and project light shapes on your walls.
Tired of the shredded shoelaces? The answer: Self-Adhesive sheet of Shoelace Aglets(the little plastic cover on the tip of your shoelaces).
GPS with an attitude.Comical twist to traveling.Hear Larry the Cable guy give you your directions. Hey buddy you missed your turn.
'Deodor-Ice' - A simple way to deodorize & clean sinks, tubs, toilets, garbage disposals, drains, and other household trouble spots.
Reshapable / reusable Cookie Cutters
Pitcher's Technique Trainer
The â€œDo-Dots Penâ€ will produce hundreds of dots in a very short time. Its use is only limited by an artistâ€™s imagination!
disposable invisible panties
Biodegradable, disposable zip lock lunch bag for salads, etc. that has a compartment for food, sauce, and freeze gel. Compact & light.
Have trouble keeping recyclables sorted at home? Garbage can has multiple compartments allowing for easy sort/storing of recyclables.
tired of having extra drives and not knowing what to do with them and all over the place well no more i have the solution.
When drying with at towel after a shower, how nice it would be to be able to scratch your back at the same time!
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A dog collar add-on that allows dog tags to be placed directly on the collar instead of hanging from the collar. This keeps it quiet!
Poratble Speaker
"Flobr-a-day to keep dentists away" - learning toothbrush/floss combo for kids
ICING APPAREL
A padlock that warns you by calling your cell phone or computer if somoene moves it, breaks it, tries to open or pick it.
Automobile windshield wiper blades with a self defrosting option. The idea is to have a silicone or rubber blade with flexible copper insert
Personal sound system to wear around as jewelry for those who don't want to use ear-buds or headphones and want to make a fashion statement.
APP Enable VACUUM that will clean for you anytime and almost anywhere. Built-in camera so you can watch and never get stuck!
to have a portable device that eliminate/treats odors while refreshing the surrounding air.
Color Changing Urine Tabs!
A system to avoid the ramming of window pane of a shop with expensive goods.
HOMEWORK STATION for keeping all of your homework needs in one place. Roll the HOMEWORK STATION up to the table - get started on your work!
PPEe

Personal Protection Exercise Equipment. W/Proprietary pepper refill cartridges. Get a Grip On Safety. When seconds count

bingo big hand
Keeping pot covers in place and not having them fall on the floor when you open the cabinet.
A better safety pin! Opens and closes easily with one hand, without slipping...
Power hitter 360
"Cozy Crate Cover" Dogs love to 'den' in a quiet place all their own. This is a decorative alternative to a blanket thrown over their crate.
Brush Comb - A comb and brush attached together as one, allows for easier grooming. â€¨
iDeposit - Take perfect pictures of your checks for instant deposit and transfer your 3x5 pictures to a smartphone or tablet in high quality
Why expose your hands to dirt, bacteria, and food waste, when cleaning your kitchen with a sponge? A sponge glove is the answer.
THE SNOW WINDOW, WHOLE WORLD GETS A WHITE CHRISTMAS, PUT SNOW WINDOW INSIDE YOUR HOUSE WINDOW AND REAL
LOOKING SNOW COMES DOWN ALL DAY/NIGHT
an app for AC control panel, have the right temperature always with out needing to set by hand on the wall panel.
Updating the cardboard fast food take away tray with one that evens out the slant from the seat with lips on each side with attachable leg
Put more fun in your workouts with this new idea! Easy to use and gives better results than anything else like it.
Space saver garage workbench
Wheel around all your garden needs and store them in this smart garden cart
This is a motion sensor dectection night light that winds around/under the bed frame.
Dry erase marker caddie organizes several brands of markers in a mounted, portable, or tabletop environment. It Compliments ideapaint!
Non Stick BBQ Grill Grate
3D boxing training Game. Great exercise and learn self defense. Everyone needs to learn how to protect themself.
Connect your iPhone/Android to classic telephone handsets on you WiFi network. Never miss a call b/c it was on vibrate or in the other room
A breast feeding shield that measures the quantity of milk being consumed by the baby and digitally displays the quantity to the mother.
this is what everyone needs Wireless Headphones no more getting tangled by that annoying wire - wireless and easy to use headphones.
Movable marketing deivice
Grilling Utensils That keep the utensil head off the cooking area, and germ free with their unique stand. They also retract for easy storage
Get It Out
DeJuicer
Collapsible shoe rack
Find your luggage @ the airport instantaneously with this LED strobe light luggage tag with your letter/character of choice. Watch VIDEO
In most metro areas, trash can be very unsightly if you don't have a system to hide it. Can-A-Way is a means to hide unsightly trash cans.
Toastie Bunz
Internet-controlled mobile webcam streaming live video feed over wi-fi (or sending an alert when motion is detected). For less than $100!
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Refresh Your Hair, ANYWHERE!........ SqueezeBrush, No Shower Needed
After eating silverware is dry and food hardens then needs scrubbing.This soaks the silverware, makes loading the disherwasher a breeze.
Hang a tiny generator and pulley and a rock does the work.
Mattress pad for comfort with attached storage pockets - detachable to hang on end of bunk bed
No more missing socks! Fun and easy re-usuable mesh bag adorned with your childs favorite animal face. Hangs decoratively off any doorknob.
Sleek new wireless mouse for MacBook. Smaller, thinner, uses USB fob to attach itself to MacBook to recharge.
Patented free standing mailbox.
NAIL PLIER- Protect your fingers and your wall when hammering nails. Ergonomic, Light, Useful. Can you help me with that?
EASY LANDSCAPING FOR EVERYONE!Plants in original pots in inground design system,watered from below.Change entire design easy in 15 minutes!!
Hair on Time
It's a rotating plug for your earphones. Makes your life easier when it comes to cables and orientation!
Deodorizing mat - cut it and put it under carpets, rugs, car mats, at the bottom of your closets, gym bag, trash can, pet cage... anywhere!
Headphones that don't cover or go into your ear, but form to and play into the back of the ear.
Taking protein after workouts is essential to building muscle. But bringing the protein to the gym and cleaning the shaker up is a hassle.
Pepper Dispenser
iPhone just got a whole lot cooler w/ Battle Warriors. Battle in ring using your phone &amp; see who is boss. First to fall loses
Tick pump, Tick removal device
Ipad or tablet holder-base. Encased in a hard aluminum case, the Tablet is transported with a shoulder strap. Use it hands free.
Circular plastic piece w a small circular blade inside that allows you to push down a tuna can to remove the lid and squeeze out the juice
GLO-DISC
Let's end the dreaded mid-year employee review, and transform the way companies evaluate talent.
Universal Generator: Use your existing small engine (lawn mower, etc.) to create power for your home in time of emergency.
Biodegradable toilet wipes
A sports bra with a mesh pocket that can hold a cell phone or car keys.
Over the sink shelf organizer with hidden storage for kitchen utensils.
The Rage Controller! It's a video controller that mimics the look and weight of a real game console controller but is used as a stunt double
kitchen faucet soap dispenser
An app enabled device on your doors and windows that warns you that they are being opened.
TOY - Chalk Wand! Create bigger drawings! Q needs to make more toys!(Paulette Jaques)
Porch Rail Planter Holder.
A luggage handle that warns you when your luggage is overweight before you go to the airport
Introducing the Card Caddy! Never carry another reward card or loyalty card on your keychain again all in an item as small as a stick drive.
Flush-mount, molded, 90 degree, flexible USB extender for computers. A flex-tab would serve as a handle to simplify removal.
An inflatable neck pillow that is sewn into your hoodie!
The Shoulder
These ice packs will float attractively in your punch bowl because they look like real orange slices!
My idea is a HVAC refrigerant pressure gauge to be used for testing pressure on airconditioning systems that is similiar to a tire gauge.
A home medical all in one test kit.
Drag Your Walking Brace - Injury brace designed to roll for comfort. Rollers go in when leaning with weight. These things are EXPENSIVE!
PRO CITRUS KNIFE
Dry pet food tube
Fit Anywhere Turn Table
A Sippy Cup that plays music/reads bedtime stories while in use. This is great when trying to put your little one down for a nap and more...
The Twist 'n' Shower is a portable mesh shower caddy for organizing, transporting, and storing personal hygiene products.
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A device similar to the "roomba" that is used to pick up dog poop in your yard.
Crock Pot 2in1 separator
Having a "Purse Pocket" in your vehicle will keep your purse, briefcase, or files contained, safe and stress levels in check.
Humorous Toilet Paper Dispenser. From George Bush's mouth? Toilet train your child faster, by encouraging them with hero or villain faces.
power outlet that can spin and wrap all cords together into 1 &amp; outlets can turn 360 degrees &amp; close automatically,surge protection,&amp;
My ideal is consumer friendly, it's portable, it's electronic and it affords the user the convenience of monitoring expenditure.
Ok more for teachers but definetly for students as well. Tape dispencer, stapler, pencil sharpener/holder paper wheight all in one!
An ice cube tray that makes 1/2" square cubes that will fit into a smoothie grinder as regular sized ice cubes don't work well.
No Hot Carseat
CORNER THE FLAT SCREEN CARRIER. Get rid of that Bulky Box that take up space. Protects your TV when transporting from Point A to B.
DyEasy
Never empty the dishwasher again!!! Check this out GE.
The soap/lotion saver has many places in every home. Clips it onto the pump shaft of your liquid dispenser and you have instant saving$.
A tennis ball accessory which holds 3 tennis balls conveniently and securely in the small of the back.
Let's invent a cap with straw that can fit on any soda bottle.This makes it easier to drink when your on the go.Simple to make easy to use!
evapostomp
Bread-Pan: Toast Hot Dog Buns &amp; Sandwich Buns Without Folding Them Flat! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
An undershirt with padding giving men a muscular look. For those with difficulty toning up the Padded Undershirt for Men is the answer.
Easy Drive Stroller
Show your support of teams, causes, or just change up your ride thru Cuveeze, side mirror coverlets, that allow you to express yourself!
ASSAFIRE A camping chair heater that holds heat @ 135' for 10 hours
It is a GE refrigerator with like a nano battery that lasted no more than 5 days and help people that don't have electricity.
ionic thrust oven
I am 100% certain it will help every 70+ person to regain their muscle strength and live a longer and healthier life.
A simple toothbrush accessory to clean toothbrush bristles after brushing. Great for pet toothbrushes, toddler toothbrushes &amp; more.
Peace Pillow
This is my invention, for sale on buysodahandle.com or sodahandle.com , Grippi 2 liter soda handle. Makes pouring Easy. Thanks for looking.
Keyring phone charger
Nothing Left Behind Broom
aplicacion para was app
Dirty Laundry! Every college student accumulates it, has to store it, has to move it, has to clean it, and has to move it back to their dorm
Auto Tire that changes shape as speed increases to reduce rolling friction and improve fuel efficiency.
A Floor Scanning Laser Tool !!
Retractable iDevice charger plug unit
It's a regular knife block and hidden inside the knife slots are the sharpening stone and the sharpening steel. Keeping your knife sharp.
Thermal infrared security floodlight for residential and business.
Doggie corner crate. Solution to the boxy crates which take up a lot of space in a room.
Mophie Case with Fingerprint Scanner for iPhone. Swipe to unlock, no PIN number!
My BAGGER is a framework for the plastic grocery bags which are used for garbage in the typical household.
MUSIC IS THE MAGIC OF LIFE. NOT EVERYONE CAN BE PLUGGED INTO A HEADSET. TRAFFIC TO WORRY ABOUT. WITH ATTACHMENT
YOU CAN ALWAYS HAVE MUSIC
ALL-IN-ONE Tripod - Bringing the professional equipment to the average consumer!!!
Cell-Leash
Planting stair steps. Great for indoors or outdoors. It is small in dimension, and easily transportable.Great 4 people who don't have space.
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Light Brite lamp shades. Choose from hundreds of patterns provided by Quirky, put lamp shade on, &amp; cool "bulbs" to light up your roomDANGLES
Tools for Kids: Woodworking Crank Drill + potential for full set of tools. For the young creators and inventors
Wine Bottle Freezer Pack
ADJUSTABLE SIZE, SHAPE, AND SHELVING SHADOWBOX!
Child seat/ Baby Seat/ Car Seat buckle guide tool. If you've ever had to put a car seat in, you know this is needed. No more OUCH!
Headphones that charges your phone or IPOD while you are listening to it by using the integrated solar panel. KEEP YOUR DEVICE FULLY CHARGED
A professionally-taken photograph option at the DMV.
Mattress that delivers oxygen to patients pressure ulcers/diabetic ulcers heal faster. Oxygen tubing will run thru bed seams.
Connecting People--This is it.
Pasta pastry board and cutter for home made ravioli. For use by home chef or pro. Make up to 24 over stuffed 3" x 3" ravioli.
A "Gentle Alarm Clock" that will play your chosen sound (ocean, birds, music, radio, even beeping alarm) that will gradually wake you up.
A baby monitor that picks up decibal level/frequency/ pitch of your babies crying and causes parents wristband to vibrate accordingly
A small, simplistic golf ball retreiver for use in the fairway, woods, rough or sand so the user doesn't have to get out of the cart.
Swing Desk
TIRED OF HAVING YOUR MP3 RUN OUT OF POWER WHILE YOU LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE SONGS NO WAY TO CHARGE IT WHILE ON
THE ROAD WELL NO MORE.
A cleaner for BLACK glass top stoves is needed. The cleaners available come in white and only make everyday scratches and swirls prominate.
Finger pen
Under the Bed Storage Adjustable Drawer Organizers...lack of space? Store More in moments, so you can find it fast in your dorm room!
Never forget to replace a trash bag again! The bags are in the bottom and are attached so a new one pops up when a full bag is removed.
True Universal (TrUni) tub/shower sprayer - fits over existing tub spouts (with/without lift pin), shower heads and cleans jacuzzi jets.
Teenagers love music especially teenage girls! They also love their hair. "musicurl" curling iron that you can upload your favorite songs on
SHOWER POLE Wall Saver!! Patch Kit 'N' Wall Protector!!! NO MORE DAMAGED SHOWER WALLS!
My bowl design is the answer to "I have the bowl, but where is the lid?" or, "I have the lid, but where is the bowl?" because it's attached!
garden bucket dolly
Cafe tables worldwide are wonky. You lean on them to relax on your newspaper and coffee spills everywhere. The solution is "Squishies".
Mobile App / PC Browser enabled 360 degree intruder/fire alarm CCTV system with facial recognition which makes possible many new features.
Detachable Picnic Basket. The panels function as food, drink or wine trays for uneven picnic surfaces such as grassy fields or beaches.
my idea is a dog hair dryer. it fits over the doglike a soft bonnet hair dryer for humans. it has holes and a long tube to fit a blow dryer.
Let's make Flexible and bendable paperclips using memory wire. Why ruin paperclips? Lets use memory wire to shape it our way every time!
The idea is to invent a 3-in-1 interchangeable tooth brush, tongue cleaner, and floss.
Quirky / GE Vehicle Window Fan
Bloody Knuckles!!! I'm sick of that game...especially with my cheese graters! Enter... CHEEZ GREATER!! Grate the cheese not your skin...
Squeeze last drop container
Wheelbarrow Hand Brake
A metal ice cream scoop, containing heating filaments, powered by batteries. The scoop becomes heated letting you scoop frozen ice cream.
Wireless Earbuds
Water Bottle Walling System (without mortar)
iPad without the iPad? Connect your iPhone/iPod to a small screen tablet. Eliminate the purchase of an iPad!
Roll House-RH
Work out/Run Ipod AppStrap
Goswami's 3 in 1 Dust Pan with built in scrapper to scrape stuck on objects and broom cleaner to take off hair and fuzzy stuff off broom.
Bedroom control device
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A wireless mouse that charges itself with every click, move, etc.
Hot Pan Handle
How many hours do you spend on your computer and how many hours do you spend in your bed in college? So have a slim, sleek e-pad.
Introducing cookware that can go right from your cooktop to your table/fridge in one easy step!The cookware would have pretty designs on it!
this is what everyone needs Wireless Headphones no more getting tangled by that annoying wire - wireless and easy to use headphones.
Hate digging holes at the beach?How about going to a lake and aren't able to put up an umbrella?I have the solution.All in one cooler.
THE ULTIMATE FRAMING HAMMER [1:15 VIDEO]
Rhinestone Keyboard. Add various bumps, feels and colors to various keys on keyboard. Primarily for gaming but helpful for regular typing.
The SandHopper
The new hammock, hanging pockets, easy set up and storage, easy to clean, smart material.. Resubmit
Salsa is awesome. Trying to cram your hand into a salsa jar to reach it is not. The Twist Up Salsa Jar brings the salsa to the top!
Dual Screen Door,This screen door opens from either side and is easily removed by turning both handles at the same time!
The Ultimate Mobility Wheelchair that disable adults, children, and veterans can ride onto the beach in summer or the snow in winter.
Coat Hanger with WEB! Hold those hats and gloves. Insert notes, lunch money and mail.
Ever had your laundry removed from the washing rope, only to find out that the laundry is still partially wet ?
Nontoxic ingredient in dog food/treat that turns POOP a bright color(orange)so you can see it in yard to pick it up or to avoid stepping in
Felting Needle -Tattoo Adapted
YING-YANG SQUEEZE BOTTLE CONTAINER.For your Condiments or to separate your drinks, shampoo&conditioner.Give more space for you other
things!
People use silicon for home projects but leave a big mess i have the solution multiple shape caps that help avoid those big messes.
Roof dormer assistant
The Mouse-Book is a simple combination of two everyday items, the notebook and mousepad. Mousepad on the outside, notepad &amp; pen on the in.
My product should be in every store that sells products for the face. Not to mention the cost to produce my product is very minimal.
Iced tea utensil - Place tea bags in the spoon and place in the pitcher. When teas is done, squeeze spoon, add sugar, stir and remove
Odor Annihilator
Have a small child that can't reach the light switch???
self erecting trash bag holder. collapses to about 4" radius and 20" tall. tripod keeps the base stable, while two arms hold the bag open.
Dual charging station for iPhone 5 that plugs into wall socket. Simply slide your iphone into angled slot to charge-no cords or space needed
Color-changing Suncreen
Get some balls. BathBalls prevent bath burn injuries.
Pekoe Cha Chai Tea Orb
UV Light-equipped Towel Holder - Keep your towel clean and odor-free
L.E.D WALLET LIGHT
Ipad case with screen protection
Most kids have lockers that are metal and magnets are deffinitely the answer to locker chaos!
Do you have an unfinished wall in your garage? Don't cover it! Take advantage of the space to build a custom storage system in just minutes!
Automatic filter changer
"Baby Safe" A large electronic ring that snaps on steering wheel with a lit up message "Baby Safe" As a remainder of a child in the backseat
Has your child brought home their bookbag but forgot there lunch pail? Then combine the two, and never have one without the other.
Cup ware with built-in coasters to protect your countertops in style!
A vacuum cleaner attachment that bends into any position to clean under beds, bug-filled ceiling lights, refrigerator coils and dryer vents.
No sharing brooms between kitchen/bathroom.EZ store broom that collapses &amp; snaps into dust pan &amp; fits easily in kitchen or bathroom cabinet
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A new way to organize all the cords needed to charge your electronics! From iPods to cameras, you can charge them all with the Power Cube!
Motorized bicycle trailer
I want to develop a personnel tracking interface to track the movement of people using mobile devices or a small transmitter.
"Qudos" Earn And Learn
for caring baby,tow a tot,
Bedside bookshelf table with removable laptop computer desk (height adjusts to top bunk). Front is cork board and sides are dry erase boards
Are you tired of flat soda? Now you can have your own soda dispensing unit at home that keeps your soda carbonated to the last drop. Fun!!
Archipen A pen that allows you to draw your designs in true dimensions. Wonderful for inventors designers architects and contractors.
Rubber skin accessory that covers your iPhone 5 EarPods so they don't fall out of ears when being active.
Hyper-speed Battery Charging System. Active Intelligent Temperature Control. Maximum Charging. Minimum Downtime.
Testing Testing Testing
port-a-charge
This is a Shower Head that tells you the Time, Temperature of Water and Gallons Used.
A "NOVEL APPROACH" to a COMPACT DIGITAL CAMERA & ACCESSORY CASE! This antique book safely stores your modern technology inside.
bottle cap with a tube in it so that you can have easy access to your water just open your water bottle and change out the cap
EASY TURN ON/OFF WATER HANDLE: You can't use your Quirky Aqueduct if you can't first turn on your water!
Smart Cooler
Active My Plate â€“ Keeps food warm and gives dietary proportion control, together with a great experience for all! simplyinclined/Coleen
Redesign of the Pant hanger. Built for retail, made for the home!
A towel dispenser with rack for rolls of cloth or paper. It has three squeeze bottles containing sanitizer, soap, and bleach mounted on top
Universal spice rack. Or universal liquor rack. Fortys to flasks with ease Look at picture to see various sized spices if you don't get it.
Home Run Tipper!
Boil shell less eggs, serve and store in the same tray!
Curved Over-Sink Dish Rack!!
This product eliminates backache while golfing. Allows user to reach and pick up golf balls without back strain or while seated on the cart.
Binaural Beauty
Magnetic brake for bike
A low cost, safety inspired pet ladder that can be fully concealed and can be used at any bed height!!
BURN NOTICE drip pans for stove-top painted with heat reactive finish that changes color with temperature variance.
Triangle of Lifesaverâ„¢ Survival Capsule prevents being crushed or burned during a disaster.
One-handed Baby Nail File
Help: I Need Quiet Window Blinds
a notepad with built in dictaphone for lectures. so that if you miss the notes you can play back the lecture.
Whenever a gunshot is fired from a crime sensors pick up sound of it and turn on all cameras around area and send live feed to your device.
Device enables users to clean the interior and exterior sufaces of cooper tubing and fittings. Unit saves user from having to clean manually
a case that its not so hard to clean or open and do sent get dirty all the time.
"Fresh'n Clean" tm HVAC vent filter (fragrance,dust and allergen) dispenser for consumers to have an inexpensive and easy to install devise.
Recycle and reuse your old expired or unwanted plastic cards
cart with slots to hold lawn tools phone. Partitioned, 2 hold refuse, second part 2 hold what you need 4 project. Water tank
The Guiding Light
Attach my new strike plate pop lock to your door for easy security with no xtra hardware
Imagine every room smelling like your favorite scent. Now it can with the SCENT-Z light bulb air freshener...would come in many scents!
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Revisions to: safety jacket is an inflatable air-bags inside the jacket that will give you the most protection incase of an accident
Auxiliary window lock
((( GROOM ))) This pocket comb has a hidden built-in sprayer and a sealed internal reservoir. (see both pics)
child safe socket with buttons
Ultimate Home Cleaning System. Includes telescoping handle and three cleaning attachments. A broom head, a floor scraper, and a mop.
5",7",10" memory foam bed wedges. This would make it easier for users to get comfortable.
Pump Up - This versatile pump work horse can be used with any bottle. The Pump Daddy of universal dispensers is here.
My idea is a bathroom vanity/cabinet mounted adjustable stepping stool for kids. No more stool to trip on grows with your kidshelpshygiene
A power bar with detachable LED light. Bar turns 360 degrees to keep cords from taking up space. Has USB ports as well.
Laptop Riser -Raises laptop off table to offer a comfortable working posture when standing. Super slim &amp; light. Good 4 keeping cool 2. RESUB
E-Cigs are the new craze! These mouth pieces will keep E-Cigs in your pocket &amp; off the floor,all while disguising them as a pen or marker.
A top notch animal feeding unit + A high tech sensored animal collar = A unigue way to provide food and water for a specific pet.
Water Spigot Handle Helper
The TailGator is an inflatable mattress system that fits pickup truck beds. It fits around and over the wheel wells. Great for relaxing.
A phone holder that is wall mounted with an extendable/positionable arm to enable media viewing or face chatting in bed from any position
Clean clutter and make space for your car with the Garage Ceiling Storage System.
App enabled refrigerator that can stream the contents, notify if something is not working right, with a remote controllable defrost drawer.
PORTABLE FIRE HYDRANT PET STORAGE. Lets make a cool travel accessory for your "Best Friend" Woof Woof! :)
POWER ZIP-Are you tired of extension cords and the big tangled mess? This cool extension cord zips up easily to store all of your cords.
FrequencyInitiatedNegation-FIN
Multi Clip - Sort Your Documents in a Pinch! #spotsv
The power outlet is always BEHIND the sofa. I want to easily be able to plug in my Phone or laptop while I am sitting.
P-Bib
My children's play is surrounded by digital games and 3D glasses. I want a toy for them that calls to their love of animals and exploration
Highlighter with ink that Fader completely, multicolor It 's like the Fader brand but it has more colors. but this one is very useful.
Knot My Style ear bud clip
PigIt
The Pool Caddie provides pool owners with a place to store small pool toys, dive sticks and goggles and allows them to dry.
Twisted Tongs! - Twist tong heads for various situations. Flat, Grippy, Pinpoint or a combination! 1 set of kitchen tongs for any situation
2 in 1 muffin pan
A back brush that attaches to the wall of the shower approx 12"L x 12"W with suction cups or double stick tape, add soap no hands required.
STRAIN -IT SPOON
Electric Ski Bob. Dad its time to let the kids and the rest of us have a chance to be in control. Resub.
A desktop charging cradle for iPhone that works while in a case.
A Built In Binder that has a bunch of things built into it.
Don't you just hate going out in the cold to smoke . This is the smoke eliminator. No more smoke in the house.
It's a regular knife block and hidden inside the knife slots are the sharpening stone and the sharpening steel. Keeping your knife sharp.
THE TRANSFORMING COLLEGE BAG ---------- wear it as a SHOULDER bag or as a BACK pack. Handles any task. You choose - convert it in seconds.
Freezer pet water bowl. Double walled water bowl filled with water or non-toxic gel. Freeze overnight for ice cold water for next day.
Keep your shoes under your bed but off the floor!
BAG SNAG - A strap/band with clips to attach fast food bags/shopping bags/purse to keep them from tipping over in a car seat while driving.
Att: All sailors! The "winch bit" fits any battery operated drills and turns your hand winch into a power winch.
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Leaf bags made of hemp string in a large loose mesh for composting or garbage.
Attach A Tarp- This is a revolutionary new tarp design that enables the user to easily connect multiple tarps securely together with velcro
Personalized Dry Erase Board to match any Decor.
A sensor on a TV to turn it off when your children are standing too close and turns back on when they move further away from the television.
A dual bladed car windshield wiper with a small replaceable sponge-like strip in between the blades to assist in cleaning the windshield.
Improved Nursing Nipple Shield
iPhone case that INCREASES SPEAKER VOLUME (with changable color graphics on back). simple to manufacture, no electronics, high profit.
Hands-free Infant Feeding Bib
A Keyboard for a computer that can be programmed to store phrases and words as well as altered so key layout can be however the user wants.
For those times when you only need 1 extra outlet, this flex solution would be affordable and convenient.
2-in-1 Pepper grinder, salt dispenser. ONE less thing to find in kitchen. Must HAVE for all homes :-)
Dual Laptop Screen
The Hallow Shaped Bowl Amplifies the sound of your phone w/out Speaker attachments! Let use ECOFRIENDLY material (I.E. Calabash)
How to eat when you hold a disposal plate with one hand and a disposal cup with another hand? With this idea, you simply can free one hand!
Twin Magic Bottle Holder
Variation of the glass bottom boat A plastic see through floor and nose for Canoes and kayak to manufacture license sell or retrofit.
TravelTight
Itâ€™s a toothbrush that you screw in directly to regular toothpaste. It can also be a disposable toothbrush,ready filled with toothpaste.
"My Games Up," a safe, portable three game outdoor sporting system consisting of a horseshoe set,a mini basketball goal and a tetherball.
My idea is a sports watch that could be programmed to open your vehicle remotely.
The Never Lost Glove
FORMER TOP 5: A coffee and tea cooling stir stick with thermometer! Tired of waiting for coffee to cool down in the morning? You need this!
Who wants to clean the shower glass with chemicals that will give you a headache and take you hours of moving your arms until they fall off?
(RESUBMIT) A simple, flexible tea bag squeezer that also doubles as a tea bag rest.
Self charging phone case
Butter Cutter/Perfect Slice
A sprinkler pressure gauge to help you water your lawn.
Eco-Shower
Stop throwing away hard-to-hold soap slivers. Soap Saver will create a new bar of soap from your soap chips. Uses compression technology.
Frustrated when opening bagged items? Use the Nibbler to get a headstart!
Toilet Seat Warmer
Smart alarm clock
Hair Brush Bag- a practical, stylish way to carry your hair brush.No more loose hair in your purse.It is time to reinvent the cosmetic bag.
Hanging display/storage for eyeglasses and sun glasses. Show off and store your glasses and get organized!
Instant Breeze
Frame with changing background mat. Roll up or down to a background that suits your photo. Bluetooth App to change backgrounds?
One of the larger markets is are airline travelers. If only there were a better way to move more things in the same luggage carry-on.
WIRELESS ULTRASONOGRAPH - (numerous applications selecting ultrasonic frequency level) + APP
I hate peeling those tightly wrapped foil bullion cubes. I propose a complete dissolving gel-capsule of sorts, replacing cubes and granules
KITCHEN KNIFE WITH DUAL BASE/HANDLE: One piece stainless steel does all the tasks of a regular knife block set! (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Chrome Dome
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I use my cell phone alarm to wake me up, make an alarm app that also turns my coffee machine on.
HandyShots is mini-monopod for stable pics with a handle to hold, hang or fold, fixed to a protective plastic edges which grips the camera.
Cell phone stand
A plastic top, beanbag bottom device that "catches" my chords when I disconnect them from my laptop at my desk.
Scented Diapers
LED screen on rear of vehicles showing real time speed.
Keep your bathroom cup DRY!! Don't you hate when water sits in your bathroom cup and creates mold &amp; bacteria!!
On the tennis court, create lines that light up and beeps when the tennis ball is IN. If the ball is OUT, no light/no beep.
"Refizz" Refizz that flat beer or other carbonated drink with the "Refizz" It has an injector, handle and Carbon Dioxide cylinder.
Love being social with your Dog at BBQs, the beach, or even camping? Give your dog love for opening your beer with his Dog Tag!
Smart Beer Crate
JAMBOX - THE ULTIMATE CASE
V.G.P.-Vice-Grip-Punch will allow CRAFTSMAN to PUNCH [any-size] holes in the field [remote-locations] as-well-as metal stencil & letter.
PUBLIC SPEAKING I PHONE CASE
LADIES: Those intense intimate moments of alone time, wishing you were not alone? Oral pleasure from a "toy" closest next to the real thing
Snap-n-Sculpt: Kids snap together combinations of pieces to create mold. Fill with clay to create a unique sculpture! Faces, animals, etc.
My Easy App-en buttons.I set one button at home and if I'll turn on it, my friends will receive info that I am at home,and if turn off..
Smartphone Connect
Continuous ink flow tattoo machine tubes
Smart Bag
IPAD BUMPER STRAP - carry, hang, protect your iPad (Mini) with this simple and useful strap. Universal - one size fits all.
Combine a wireless charging pad (like cell phone utilize) with a mouse pad and incorporate a compatible battery into the mouse itself.
Zoommania
Built in drawer for tubs. This could be used for storage, or as towel storage, possibly with towel warmer built in also
Holographic player docking station for iPhone, iDevices and HVD
The Snap-Nut is a means of locking a wide variety of objects to different surfaces, easily removed and locked over and over again.
car seat moniter
Pool safety web cam. See what is going on underwater in the pool. Lifeguards can react faster when viewing under water.
No more back breaking work. Use E-A-S-Y Way Toolsâ„¢ to get the job done! All your chores become E-A-S-Y with the right length handles.
Stay Cool, Stay Fresh, Stay in the Game. Reduce odor &amp; sweat, promotes cooling,keep hats like new. Removable and washable hat liner.
A simple two panel system used to help prevent small animals from escaping through the bottom of retractable screen door systems.
Line wash It is a device for cleaning lines, ropes &amp; hoses and its mainly directed for the use of the maritime industry worldwide
Smart Phone Stand! Elegant table top stand to take pictures (including time delayed so the user can be in the picture) & video (non-shaky).
50 BILLION water bottles end up in U.S. landfills every year. Here is the Home Water Bottle Shredder!
mini description tags for cords that go to Cameras,computers,etc.
Multi purpose portable charger.
SHADES OF GRAY
a set of chuck keys that have a 3/8 ratchet female on one end and a drill chuck key on the other.better leverage and handier to use.
A crushed fruit/vegetable reusable pouch with a washable liner - thus saving a family money by filling at home using a food processor.
Beach Buddy cooler &amp; umbrella
The idea is to build a machine to produce small quantities of pellets for free and environmentally friendly.
Stiky Gripz
Acser,Anti-Chew Spray. This is a spray that would be organic to be pet and human safe, spray it on anything, its bad taste will deter pets!
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Adjustable One-Compartment-Sink Divider. A product that lets you split your one-compartment sink into two without replacing the sink.
I see many Motorcycles sitting outside,on porches,apartment patios and sidewalks taking up space in garages,make a small garage for M/C only
Stop Useing Your Regular Diapers! WALLABY NAPPIES,,,The next generation do away with the familiar Sight, Feel, Smell and Airborne Pathogens.
Money Muncher
A tool to allow small kids to buckle them selves into their booster seat and booster their self confidence.
A clip on attachment that turns your iPhone camera flash into a high quality precision flashlight!
Tired of having to constantly reach to your dish detergent/soap pump and suds up your sponge while cleaning dishes? I know I am.
I'm tired of having my bed sheets ride up the sides and even pop loose on the corners. Everyone likes tight mattress covers.
The Shade Saver... Here is a product that can save your glasses or sunglasses from ever falling and getting damaged. Easily attaches!!!
Flexible Cup (Silicon Rubber) becomes a normal in shape when expanded. It can be easily carried in your pocket or bag.
AN APP ENABLED CORDLESS FLOOR SANDER! Set perimeters an turn it loose!
Intelligent add-on to slay the energy vampires (smartphones/laptops chargers)
SIDEBAR: Multipurpose accessory that fits on side of iMac. Holds usb drives, earbuds, etc... Also could have usb ports and speakers.
HOME ALONE???
The SANDWICH CIRCUIT makes creating and slicing sandwiches much more fun and a lot easier.
Homebase; your at-home media hub!
Lets Have Bottle Tops that open the can of soda for you as you pop it on the can:)
The Ultimate Dish Drain
COUNTRY FLAG CAPES - REPRESENT YOUR COUNTRY WITH A CAPE THAT FITS PERFECT AND DOES NOT DRAG ON THE GROUND
BEHIND YOU. OLYMPICS &amp; WORLD CUP.
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
Spice Grab
Plastic pizza freezer boxes
Cross Training shoes for Adults. Red White and Blue flashing (lights) in the rear with on and off.Have colors matching the light colors
Removable teabag string holder.A removable teabag string holder that can be attached to your desired cup, preventing the string -falling in.
Remote Printing Made Easy
Banister Buddy
have you ever lost a dog or have your dog run away and look for him and not find him or have no idea where he could have gone well no more.
A piggy bank that pays interest!
Multimedia alarm clock app that puts everything you do in the morning on one screen.
BETTER THAN LINT LIZARD !!!!!!!![VIDEO]
It's a beach carry-all sled, it helps carrying your needs for a day at the beach... chairs, boogie boards, towels and various beach games.
Propane Heater Frame
Park the car outside the w/ your Garage Door Remote in it? Then anyone can get in your house! Not w/ "COMBINATION coded Garage door OPENER!"
Hereâ€™s a temporary stick-on vinyl pocket to be worn with a shirt that does not have a pocket. Great for the school, lab, gym or beach.
Easy on and off harness 2 help teach your child how 2 walk, child has hands free mobility, adjustable, retractable cord, great for parents 2
flexible magnet material varied size and color,face side made of rubber.Place on car door to prevent door dings.great for lots and garages
A better way to raise a bed - Most options out there are poor and unsafe.
A trendy and fun flat ladies sandal that instantly turns into a sexy flirty high heel! Turn that flat sandal into a high heel in seconds!
RESUBMIT: Fist Assist Ratchet screwdriver is a new take on the T-screwdriver with interchangeable bits.
A frame stand to hold multiple pairs of glasses and sunglasses.
Disposble shower curtain liner
On stage Portable Ipad-Android stand with a power docking station. Ipad stand can be used by artist/musicians/speaker to dock Ipads.
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Alarm clock for families/groups who needs to wake-up at the same time, only turn off when all the people tagged put their fingerprint on it.
App enable AC Air Filter, time to change alert, check levels of microorganisms in your house (pollen etc) help people with allergies
Hind Sight Goggles
"Twilight" is made for your safety. It illuminates your path. Warns you of approaching traffic from behind! Flashing light warns traffic.
Fish Freedom
LED Flashlight Skateboard Trucks:Skateboard Trucks with built in LED flashlight.Resub
the captivating cap
A Expandable/Retractable Rolling Pin. The material should be non-stick like silicone instead of using so much flour to make it non-stick.
UNIVERSAL WATER BOTTLE / SOFT DRINK BOTTLE SIP-TOPS FOR THOSE BRANDS THAT DONT COME WITH THEIR OWN FOR KIDS SO
THEY DONT SPILL/ WORK OUTS
Travel Clothing Bag with Peel Off Storage Pockets! For Accessories, Jewelry, Bathroom Items, Socks, Swimming Suit, etc.
Land, water, and air multi-purpose transforming vehicle - Option of voice or app controlled
Wheelchair Lights
View the contents of a usb jump drive with your iphone! A cord lets you connect the drive to your iphone, an app lets you view the contents.
*DORM SINK* Brush your teeth, shave, wash your hands, water for coffee and Oodles of Noodles, right in your dorm room! Sits on your dresser!
The usual crusts of pies and quiche are tastely and dull.I have a copyright on flavored pie crusts, every flavor imaginable.
FlipPack: backpack reinvented that not only keeps things organized but changes shape to hang in narrow spaces of lockers and behind doors
IR,(I retract). Tired of those earbuds becoming tangaled? Ipod in pocket, armband, whatever...the cords remain a royal pain.....until now.
Okidoki, a yoke for carrying more, longer and more comfortably while at the same time freeing up your hands for phone calls, doors etc!
A plug with a tube attached that fits into hanging plant pots so when you water them the water is recycled via the tube back to the plant.
Tired of grease spots on your pants from fast food droppings? This soft vinyl lap tray goes everywhere (car, picnics, boats, games, etc.).
A leash for walking 2 dogs that EASILY separates when you want it to .... Not the dogs!
SafeKnife is a patent-pending knife design that will increase knife safety in the kitchen tremendously and reduce knife injuries.
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
Design 3 different bird feeders in pvc that will screw on soda bottles, to be sold on power strips at soda aisles in stores. Recycle &amp; feed
Talking mini basketball hoop
Paranoia Bed! Keep insects and small animals off your bed with electric sleeves on your bedposts.
Revolutionize the Golf Grip Industry. A New way to stop the endless cycle of replacing costly grips by changing the WRAP and not the Grip!!!
Missing child Alert.Parents go shopping they sometimes lose sight of their kids because they cannot keep constant watch.Never Lose a child
Sponge Holder Soap Dispenser on a Suction Cup. Keep your wet sponge in your sink and your soap from dripping on your sink counter.
Baby Pea Pod
Ever tried to clean your car's windshield from the inside? You can't! Not unless you use the magnetic cleaner (Mi)
EYEGLASS/KEY LOCATOR-small gadget which can be attached to the frame of an eyeglass or key, plus a remote activator
A Smarter Lamp Control module. Use weather data to turn your lamp (or other device) on at sunset or on dark rainy days.
A travel laptop charger - less bulky and makes for quick packing up to get on the road.
Spagetti spoon has two elongated parts. In between there are two magnets to keep the spoon open. It is made of stainless steal.
Pet wash tub with folding legs and screw open/close drain hole.
It's a laptop/electronics bag that keeps your devices at a moderate temperature when left in a hot or cold vehicle.
Glass Glove
Lease termination agreement
My idea is porcelain covered utensils for cooking with nonstick pots and pans.
Replace any aerosol nozzle w/ 2 part idea-take off original aerosol nozzel,replace with 2 finger nozzle+band finger grip-Gr8 4 Spray Paint!
This product can be a great asset to everyone!! It can be used to style any home decor for baby rooms.
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Advertising on Phone covers
Ergonomic Fingernail Clipper
GloveToaster
A device that allows you to talk hands free on a cellphone in a car without the expense of a bluetooth by attaching a phone onto a seatbelt
COOKWARE THAT CHANGES COLOR TO INDICATE TEMPERATURE RANGE.
Its time for an Easy-to-Use, Universal Shopping Basket for Bicycles! Load and Go! (Submission Tsunami Resubmit)
Untangled Outdoor Xmas Lghts
Combo slow cooker/rice cooker/steamer/soup maker/dough proofer
automatic salt spreader
Clam Shade S.U.V
My idea is for saftey utensils.Similar to a ring pop.A disk is fixed behind the top of a fork,spoon,straw and toothbrush.To prevent injury.
Let Foot Matcher help you and your child! What's more annoying than: "You realize your daughterâ€™s shoes are on the wrong feet, right?"
The Chilly Candy Tin
Was at a drive inn theater tuned the radio and the movie played in a sports bar game playing, cant hear it, wouldn't be cool to hear it
No more wrestling your pillow. The "Chillow" a pillow you insert a chill pack so no more tossing & turning. Keeps your head and body cool!
Hem curtains that are too long quick and easy. New pants are too long hem them in less than 5 minutes.
A computer Mouse that can download photos and videos with one click. Great for picture\video collectors.
FluBomb - the aerosol device placed in the center of a closed room that will emit a nonflammable sanitizing fog that kills germs on contact.
Rechargeable iPad/tablet stand. USB ports. Doubles as minimalist, futuristic carrying case using hinge/reverse.
Terrycloth Toes Separators!! Less pain on toes, perfect fit, even for little feet.
Saving water is what all the world should do. Our products will help them take a bath quickly and efficiently. The planet will thank you
Remote Tracking Platform
Smoke detector type device that *ALERTS ME* through a keychain device (maybe Fire Department)when there is smoke in my home. Saves houses!
App to track your keys.How many times have you lost or misplaced your keys.It just takes a little key tag on your key ring .
Tired of having to crawl under your car or into the nasty crawl space under your home and getting dirty? With crawl buddy you don't have to!
No more tangled ropes inside your boat or Seadoo. Retractable boat lines clip on to your boat and dock cleats easily and store quickly.
A Christmas tree stand that looks like a wrapped Christmas present. Instead of the ugly ones everyone has always used. Re-Submitted
touch less shower
Cellphone Amplification Station to not only charge and dock your cell, but amplify the ringtone with speakers directly or by bluetooth.
BulbWire
Quantity based complete party Kit containing a tray with moulds for glass, bowls, can, and spoon &amp; fork holder (RESUB - Similar idea in UC)
The accu-board is a cutting board with a digital scale that is attached on either side. Applications for home, weight watchers, commercial.
a short belt -that fits thru 2 belt lopps instead of wrapping around waist- can be desin without limits in style an buckels an braids
IMP connected Patio Umbrella with curtains ! Protect your patio furniture from the rain automatically !
3 versions, new app.: HOE/RAKE,can cut surface roots that snag, SCRAPER/RAKE,contains small debris,SWEEPER/RAKE cleans paved surfaces.
a laser beam drill or cutting device. Input the material and distance to be cut and the hand held device sets the correct cutting laser
Kid-Booster
Pillow Pocket!! A pillow with a pocket in the center accessible through the pillow case hole. Secure valuables, remotes or defense weapons
Radio Return
WINDSHIELD TINTS LIKE HUGE SUNGLASSES! Imagine instead of having to find sunglasses the cars entire windshield gets tinted!
Reinvent the Binder: We all use binders. Binders, even half empty ones, take up a lot of space in the backpack / shelf; well not anymore!
Magnetic Curtains
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Patty Pro Plus, more than just a patty maker. Make four different thickness patties using various meats: Hamburger, Chicken, Turkey, Vegan
A-Log-Ator wood log starts any fire, slowely burns in firepit/fireplace but looks like an alligator, smoke bombs or other firework color add
water heater line
how would you like to watch more movies, play games without having to switch between game Cd's and more the DVD Tower games and more.
Add wheels to your laptop
"Bedphones" is the first cell phone cradle and charger designed for hands-free use from the bed even while the phone is still being charged.
A "tidy bowl" type device in your windshield washer fluid reservoir. When you run out of windshield washer fluid you just add water.
Does the blue glow give you the blues when trying to catch some Zs? Shade unwelcome glow from LCD lights on electronic devices at night.
USB portable headphones
Quirky's sophisticated dynamic hanging solution brings life to the frames of your photo wall.
Foldable bathtub's curtain, more elegant, more usefull
Stop creeping around your own house like a blind and timid thief in the middle of the night!
Rechargeable heated travel mug
B2B: A way for a nursing mother to feed baby without putting the baby to her breast using a breast pump &amp; the nipple from the baby's bottle
An iPhone5 adapter CASE or KEYRING with multi-connectors. Charge your iPhone with any mobile charger!
Cutting Edge of Medication
A/c filter,sheet of fabric placed over regular a/c filter collect dirt then removed and replaced,re-use your filter,scented to freshen house
Blue tooth pouch holder with Velcro or magnetic strip to attach devise to cell phone jacket, purse or wherever for convenience.
Your Zipper is Down! How embarrassing is that? Never again get caught with you zipper down.
BOWL SKINS! Use Silicone Skins on your favorite bowls! Your bowls will look great! Eat Soup-Chillie-Stew-ect. Without burning your hands!
Woodburning Transferr Kit
Pebble Television
Organize your junk at the front door using the Trove concept. Keys, mail, eyeglasses. Digital memo board and possibly digital photo frame
I thought it would be great to have a strong,light aluminum portable ladder that would just sit on the roof without having to use brackets.
The "Motivator" is an inspirational/motivational bracelet that has a personalized scrolling marque which encourages you to reach your goals!
The Soc Locker is a solution to the never ending pile of unmatched and matched socks filling up laundry bins with no organization to them.
A FOOT DOOR LOCK . MAINLY FOR PUBLIC TOILETS. NO TOUCHING OF HANDS! NO GERMS! NO BACTERIA ! SAFE AND CLEAN! :)
Wall-mounted filing unit with customizable magnetic dry erase board.
Portable SolarPower Generators
Invisi-cable, Molded platic that fits to your houses siding to hide those hideous satalite cables. Durable and paintable to match your color
A mesh style top bed sheet for those hot summer nights! Feel secure and comfortable with out being too hot.
PARTY CHARGER GUITAR
Cordies Misc Organizer. Look what else we can use them for! Sticky back! Longer! Collaboration with Heather Chillemi
Solar charger
Universal one
i have an idea that would improve the air circulation of ceiling fans without any internal changes or technical difficulty.
The accordion gaming purse.
A resistent, unbreakable plastic cap to protect metal pins on various types of electrical cords and cables preventing breakage .
I have this eggroll wrapper device, that will help you make the perfect eggroll. This is a simple device to use, with easy steps.
The bra that is easy to remove by simply unhooking the shoulder straps and the sides all without removing your shirt!
Capsule
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Hers's the protective films for liquid crystal displays and displaying famous painting after turning off TV or i-Phone.
pet grooming brush with a covered chamber on top.Handle has Finger grips, a hole at the end for hanging.The chamber's on top of bristles
Why do we not have an adjustable string/thin strap on smart phones just as we have them on digital cameras. No more losing your phone.
Your finger hurt because you use touch screens/pads all day everyday. Protect from finger burn with a fashionable finger tip cover.
Save millions of dollars, reduce environmental footprint and the cost of energy to end consumers. This app will do all of these things
Cost effective foldable wipers for rear view mirrors and side windows. Wiper which can be folded along with the shape of the car.
Laundry basket with wheels makes carrying laundry longer distances a breeze
The Blanket Keeper keeps blankets in place on any stroller. Bundle your baby with their blankets & keep blankets from falling on the ground
Magnetic Tubes for Cord Management...Inspired by latest winner!
The BOOMSHOT: Take the picture you deserve.
The world's first ultimate moisturizing soap and pumice stone in one with refillable soap cartridge
+MOD Trunk :: Function Like a Trunk, Look Like Cool Furniture, and Power Your Valuables at the Same Time
Beer Bottle Opener Cuff-links.
End the annoyance of holding open empty composting bags while cleaning up fall leaves.
Sumbrella - Packs Solar Energy during Sunny days. Emits heat - When it 'Rains', Emits light - When its 'Dark', Charges - Small batteries
Discharge/Closest to the Diagnosis: game where you're the doctor. You need to diagnose your patient's condition based on the symptoms given
Double-Bubble
Green Bluetooth Shower Radio
a static electric film in multiple shades and colors that is cut to fit eyeglasses of any shape and size in a kit to provide tint and color.
Batters Up. Fill Cupcake/Muffin trays with ease,no over filling,no more spoonin,no messy bags, Great for Pancake batter too... Batter Pump
Hands Free foldable Ipad/tablet/laptop holder lying down. Adjustable in width &amp; height Ipad/tablet holder able to tilt for angle viewing.
Create photo mats that fit any photo into any frame! Professionally mat odd sizes without rulers, measurements, knives, or calculations.
Vent Shield
Eco-Friendly Disposable Pen ~ a "pencil" filled with ink! Reducing the landfills with wasted plastic by using sustainable materials.
music instrument alarm case.
Key start weed eater
Single Hand Bowl/Pot Transfer Station. The disabled or elderly who cannot use both hands will be able to transfer food between containers.
tired of having to hurt your hand trying to open those plastic pakages that you have to cut with a knife and hurt your hand and so on.
Button helper is a practical and simple solution to stubborn buttons.Compact design means:easy travel, yet large enough to handle any button
My idea is a carpet pin that would go under items that set on carpet and leave an imprint afterwards. Also used hold outside items in dirt.
Portable Slip-n-Slide: Take it anywhere with no water-hose source required. Set up this slip-n-slide with ease in the "perfect" location.
Warm Yogurt Sucks
Targa Toes sport sandal insulating covers or foot warmers. Easily applied or removed to sandal while they are on your feet!
The GRIPTACK SHOELACE SPRAY HELPS SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF SHOELACES COMING UNTIED.
No more burned hands. Visually see that the Pots, Pans and Ladle are burning HOT or not. Temperature Changing Pots, Pans and Ladle.
A battery-powered pencil sharpener that empties directly into the trash can...no messy shavings to deal with.
Hairy Bonnet
Bye Bye HANGER NIPPLES! My idea is to create a plastic snap on extension that goes on top end of hanger giving a softer gradual edge
THE SHAMPOOSAFE - ITS A FAKE BOTTLE OF SHAMPOO WITH A FALSE BOTTOM THAT UNSCREWS TO REVEAL AN EMPTY SPACE
THAT HOLDS 2 PRESCRIPTION BOTTLES
Don't like having to get your iPod out to change songs? Slide any iPod shuffle into the side and plug in. Easy-control. No cords!
Lawn/Garden Prop. like a fake rock,bush,bird, equiped with a motion/infrared sensor that would produce loud,scary,barking noise when trigger
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INDUCTEA lets cook tea in Your cup with your jing jang designed induction cooking cap with removable tea strainers fitting on most of cups!
Shingle Stop
Door Guard
Flat font reader with different strengths (like the reader eyeglasses) clips on to secure for IPhone and larger type for IPad.
Airport novelty kids signs
A sleeping wedge to rest your back on while sleeping.I like sleeping on my side&amp;need back support.I stuff pillows along my back for support.
Lets reinvent the way we serve salad. The salad tree lets everyone customize their salad like a buffet but at the kitchen table lazysusan.
ilight-your-way
Lean & Green exercise machine. Stay fit while working at your desk and power your computer all at the same time! Introducing Deskerciser
Here's the "Duo purpose Mirror with Dry/Erase Board - All in one set". Multipurpose & Fold able, Portable "must have" product!
Pet Location Status
Patented clip is small, water-proof, plastic designed to keep socks together during washing/drying.
The Blow Sweeper
Have a safe grip followed by a warm rollaway towel when getting out of the tub. Along with your wardrobe hanging next to you.
Introducing the DigiTouch! Experience all the features and functionality of a mouse at your fingertip.
Toddler Sprinkler Splash Pad ~ like a Sprayground in your backyard
Syringe with wide mouth and heating top. Pull solid (like butter) in, while heating it. Replace top and add sprayer top. Spray liquid butter
"Doggy Doo Dye" This revolutionary product will end the dreaded shoe in dog poop problem that occurs all too often by dying dog poop.
Tight pants?Pregnant? We have a better answer, EZ-Waist. Add 2 -4 inches of elastic comfort to pants/skirt.A FANTASTIC inexpensive solution
Easy pull spikes for anything you want to hold down! Anyone can use these! 2 versions in pictures.
iPhone case that requires a code for it to open. Helps secure items stored in case such as cash, cards, keys.
The Cooler CUP keeps your drink ice cold! Place your canned drink in the cup or pour your drink directly into the hand held Cooler.
Water bottle/bowl. Regular shaped water bottle w/removeable lid to turn that water bottle into a bowl while taking your dog for a walk.
Do you watch TV? Do you hate it when the commercials come on and they're louder than what you were watching? My invention solves this.
Want to turn the page? No more finger licking!! Rubber finger pen....the pen that will have a cushioned rubber finger attached on top of it.
Cable grip in zipper head
It's an App that enables an alarm clock to be turned off with the bedroom light wall switch. So it's a "Nap" App.
The Scoop
Flour canister with built-in sifter and measuring cup.â€œImproved Viabilityâ€
3-DVD player
Tile &amp; Grout Scrub Brush. Clean without bending over and hurting your back, knees or hands by using, your thighs and feet to scrub tile
The "Disposable Toilet Tote Bag" Finally! You can neatly temporarily store or permanently dispose of your old toilet safely and neatly.
Say goodbye to carrying fresh warm doggy bags of poop, dog owners will love this idea
A laser pointer that is stabilized by a tiny gyroscope spinning at high speed would transform those nervous jiggles into graceful arcs.
AnyPad - The Device to fix your Iphone, Ipad or any other mobile device easily, proper and everywhere! For example on your cars sun visor!
BUZZ OFF! - A natural insect repellent made of stinging nettle.
Face recognition cameras that scans faces and lets you know if they are a wanted criminal or missing child,
Imagine a jacket that opened at the sleeves and Velcroâ€™s down the arm of the sleeve an snapped making it easier to put a child's coat on.
Patented No-Tools-Required Furniture Joint System [3 VIDEOS]
THE BEAR BACK SCRUBBER! A back washer that is contoured to clean all the hard to reach areas of your back.
This is great idea for a responsible dog owner to have cleanup bags and treats while freeing up their hands!
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True no tangle easy store Headphones.Please watch my video to get a real sense of this concept. Simple yet real & functional
Stop logging your mileage. GPS logging, Voice recognition, USB download into spreadsheet, easy 2 use device and affordable
(Name)Visa-shield,A circular shield encased inside the helmet and spins during rainy weather,water activities,or snow events.
Headrest for patio chair(see attachment). Aluminum/Steel top on patio chairs are not comfortable. Simple, cheap add-on for your head comfort
I would absolutely put a "Quirky Air Freshener" in my car, wouldn't you? Think about it free advertising for Quirky. Free code w/ purchase.
grillen shade
tired of taking with your phone while driving knowing you could get distracted and have a accident well no more.
Golf Belt Hitch
Lightweight plastic origami playhouse. Folds for easy storage. Portable fun. Wipes clean to prevent allergies.
Light Measurements
DORM VROOM. A cordless, hand vacuum with a hard telescopic vacuum tube. Small, handy and EXTENDS to get those hard to reach places!
Bendable Spatulas
Spatula with an expanding and retracting head. Gives you more dexterity in and around the pan.
A way to enable novice ice skaters to learn to skate.
No More Smells Diaper Bin with Charcoal Liner and Handy Dirty Diaper Bags! By Sandra Lehr and Andrea Zabinski
dropthis
Food Freezer with app that enables notification of power outage, Freezer unplug, loss of power to the Food storage freezer,
Levitating shoes that you can ride without a skateboard but you can`t get as much altitude as you want.
A simple half round shaped bag holder with two support rods, sits right on ground and holds a leaf bag open so leaves can be raked in.
Light is the #1 deterrent of potential thieves. Imagine having lamp posts in your yard that are off the grid and work in a power outage.
ELECTRIC IN-LET: Interchangeable panels for your electric outlet. Change your outlet to meet your specific needs.
Finally a travel three in one POWER STRIP! Charge your MacBook, iPhone and camera at once. Be able to Put in your purse, suit case or bag.
A weather-proof iPhone case and head mount allowing you to video the action while the iPhone is mounted off to the side of the helmet.
DO YOU KNOW WHATS UNDER YOUR STOVE,FRIDGE,DISHWASHER? IT IS GROSS!I HAVE CREATED THE STICKY ON A HANDLE TO
SOLVE THIS PROBLEM
Ever run out of TP? Live in a small space? This solution will always have you back- I mean, it will always be at your back...
A cool carry bag for middle and high school tweens that carries all they need for school and allows them to work on their homework anywhere.
The Knob Alarm
Most of you guys used the vacuum and hate carrying the wire every where you go. "Go forward less wire, backward to much wire."[WITH VIDEO]
Shopping Mall Navigator
Toilet Paper Tower: Put all or most of your rolls in at once. Saves space in closet, and never run out while in bathroom. RESUB WITH RENDER
A chair that alleviates back pain and fatigue for practitioners performing dentistry or other surgical procedures.
Plate to secure a slice of pizza, avoid getting dirty and burn hands besides the pizza rebanadad always be strong.
Reusable bulk bag
Wire Cutting Ice Cream Scooper...If It Can Cut The Cheese, LOL... Why Wouldn't It Cut The Ice Cream? Check Out 2 Designs...NEW HEAT WIRE!
BLIND SIDE VISIBLE
No Wakey Baby Pacifier
A School locker battery with USB ports and a two prong electric plug for cell chargers that use a USB a electrical plug for pencil sharpener
WOW! An ultra-lightweight foam picture frame that can be wall hung using a simple straight pin or a magnetic anchor pin for added support.
A Blade Protector Is Housed In The Handle. Prevent's Being Cut Accidental By An Exposed Kitchen Knife's Sharp Blade. Apply Protector Anytime
App Airblown Holiday Globes
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Slimy Smelly Moldy Dish scrubbers?? Introducing the Quirky Towel and Scrubby Holder! Check out my real life prototype too :)
Remote camera BOT mobile BATT
Allow your child use his imagination and play &amp; learn with little triangles. Make this your next Christmas gift for your child.
Have you ever had trouble opening or closing the valve on the propane tank on your gas bbq?EZ Turn provides a quick easy and safe solution.
This is a tool that will assist the lineman and make his time on the pole a little easier
Golf ball Spring Tee,All other golf ball tees are rigid and cannot absorb energy evenly at the point of impact
Digging a hole deeper than top of the shovel head is hard. This product allows foot placement further up the handle to increase leverage.
Paint projector
Mac Mini Case With Built-in keyboard &amp; Display - Make Your Mac Mini Mobile
The FreezeCrowd social mirror holds a camera or tablet so that friends can take a picture of themselves in their dorm and use a whiteboard.
Motion detecting tip-over alarm for TVs. Prevent tip-over injuries and deaths by putting this small alarm on a TV to alert parents of tips.
My idea is a rechargeable mini vacuum with a small rotating brush that can fit between the keys of a computerâ€™s keyboard
Smart Bike Handles
Drop it? Pull it back with no problem!
Air pump inboard
Tired of tea bags stings falling into your mug, leaving you with over-steeped tea or burned fingers? Adhesive tabs are here to help!
Resubmit)LED Socks. Dress up, fashion statements and dance class! What little girl wouldn't want these? Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
STICK-ON paper CLIP for iPhone - attach your phone to a BOOK or NEWSPAPERS in front of you and enjoy hands-free usage
manta ray glider
yes its a fanny pack for construction workers and anyone who needs one, it will be filled with toilet seat covers,toilet seat sanitizer. etc
Multi-Roll Toilet Paper or Paper Towel Adapter
Medicine container with a custom-made lid which displays easy to read sample chart of all daily medications.
RESUBMIT: Rock Chair: A desk chair for good health, It's the best chair ever!
A cellphone holder that's attached to a necklace or chain and makes your cellphone easily accessible. The chain would be custom if desired.
MOTO LIFT
Spraytex condom a lubricating latex spray that will fit skin tight to any shape or size. The answer to 1 of the biggest sexual problems ever
A liftable/roll up and tightening shower curtain mimicking a blind. It's designed to minimise mildew and increase cleanliness. Keep it fresh
The Cord Band-it is 100% guaranteed to eliminate the problem of not knowing which device a separated cord belongs with &amp; wraps headphones.
Travel Mug made for SODA/BEER Cans. HOLD, DRINK, INSULATE, and HIDE your cans.
A I Phone multi car phone rack that is easy to reach, use as a charging station and uses the belts clips that most new phones come with.
My invention is a device that allows placing photographs on top of flat monitors or screens.
Well my idea is a CLEAR backer board for comics.Its always cool to see the back of comics.Recycled material and different colors.
Presure Release Tire Gauge
THEO
Air Hogs Laser Zero Gravity Radio Controlled Vehicle turned into cobweb catcher for high ceilings. I have high ceilings &amp; cannot reach webs
Sweater vest covers shirt top pocket(s). I keep notepad, cell etc in top pocket. Sweater vest or sweater with 1 or 2 top pockets
NEAT-Nat Eat'ng Adults/Toddler
the vac mat
Visor Chap Stick Clip
Spray Bottle Refill Funnel, fit inside the spray bottle until you need it, then unscrew the sprayer, pop up the funnel and refill the bottle
This is a digital communication board that's mounted in the space between back seat and the rear windshield. It's foldable.
Veggie Scissors
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End tupperware chaos! Pyrex-type glass food storage. 6" square nesting/stacking containers, 3 depths (2,6,10") - ONE LID! Does not exist.
Tired of holding your smart phone while videotaping at an event requiring you to hold the device for an extended period of time.
Problem: soap slivers. Solution: a slot in the middle of the end of the NEW bar where the sliver would be inserted.
Knife cover or ???No title yet
Stylish nightstand that converts into convenient bed table. Pull out shelf becomes a bed table.
Valv-ez...Turn on and off your hose spigot with ease. Arthritic hands, mud caked hands or just hard to open and close spigots. Now its Easy!
Handheld Electric Apple Core Ejector (Plunger) for our aging seniors.
â€œSpritzâ€ Pressurized Watering Can â€“ For easier overhead watering with the versatility of a traditional watering can!
Sit up, lay down, turn on your side. Viewing a TV or PC while lying in bed is possible with this monitor bracket designed for any position.
Mini Shed Shaped Like A Rock. Door Opens To Shelves For Storing Collapsible Rake/Shovel, Other Tools. Have Tools Where You Use Them.
Are you sick of all that hair that is left on the wall after a shower? Me too, introducing the Shower Hair Catch !
High quality mirror framed into the back of a smart phone case with a light and a stand. The frame protects mirror from touching surfaces.
Iron Without Worry
USB charger to every room!
My lucky bingo cap
!Ultimate Pizza Solution! Cut a pizza while still frozen and put half back in the freezer! $5.2 BILLION frozen pizza industry and growing!
windless lighter flint driver
â€œBirthday Alarm Clockâ€ A small device similar to a bedtime alarm clock which stores names and reminds their birthdays with a tune
wristband for running for keys and credit card
Free-standing boyfriend pillow. No wall necessary.
Driver's Snack Table
Commercial LED Lighting system for a Drop ceiling. This is a simple "green" lighting system!
Now charge up to 4 iPhones at once without any wires. This is an iPhone Quad Charging Station for Wall Mount.
EMERGENCY Charger - Harness Kinetic Energy by winding up the "metronome". Never be caught without a charger when camping or stranded.
A Dryer that automatically sorts your clothes, I.E. Socks Quirky + G.E.
Let's Get it Popping - with a cooling/decorating rack for cake pops. Cool, and decorate on an elevated cooling rack
Conversation Speakers *~^o^~
Airport water bottle
TAMPER is a product that allows you to smooth the borders of the surface of foods (like dough) prior to baking.
Why do sprinklers point up? Properly designed, they can be more efficeint and have less evaporation which lowers water bills.
Pull apart cases
a hand shovel- your hand ( in a glove) fits into the bracket on top of the bendable shovel-so your hand can dig via the shovel
Automatic bit sizing screwdriver; a simple "Click" gives you the perfect sized bit!
Everyone knows this problem with coke without gas, then create together a tool that will allow us to still enjoy our coke.
The Illuminaty line of bycycles ..never worry about being seen at night on your bycycle again . self perpetuating Iluminating bycycles.
On the Go Straw Cup for Toddlers - Good for Stollers, Car Seats &amp; Restaurants, No Dropping, Low Air Intake, Easy to Clean, No Spill!!!
Cup holders has one drawback, accidental spills while inserting or removing drinks from the cup holder will ruin your car's interior.
Privacy static cling film for your laptop and phone.
The â€œDeluxe Noodle Loungerâ€, a water noodle you can lounge on and play with. Everyone in the pool will want one!
A beach towel that is comfortable & inflatable, molds to the sand, or has padding. It is made of breathable material such as bamboo fabric.
MATTRESS WITH TWO SAFE-DEPOSIT BOX (with mattress topper) + APP. Resubmit to WINK (more than 145 votes/160 views)
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
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I have tennis elbow, Ow! I rolled my ankle. my shoulder hurts, I pulled my hamstring jogging yesterday..Any of this ever happen to you ?
What if there was a single diaper that could be used multiple times per day for new borns infants and toddlers. Introducing 1 Ah Day Diaper!
Versatile, The Multiple Stainers Pot. Versatile, various and usefull.
iphone camera grip no app needed
The Bottle Buddy allows you to get every last drop of shampoo, conditioner, body wash, etc. The next bottle you toss will be an empty one.
Suction Platter, no more annoying bowl sliding or tilting while making pizza or bread dough. See pictures.
Zap it Right
Recollection! Original social trivia board game. 52% vote ratio last time, now I have a finished product! (ReSub) Gametested fun. See pics.
Keep your kids entertained while you shop. Introducing The Clamp! Mount your ipad/note book SECURELY to ANY stroller &amp; enjoy shopping again!
A metal sheath like a slinky you can put on any electrical cord so your pets cannot chew through and get electrocuted.
PowerCubes - Extendable Power!
The Urban Root Cellar! A temperature and humidity controlled set of storage bins controlled electronically, sized for homes and apartments.
Touch and Wheel Mouse
a heated, vibrating compression wrap system - wrap almost any part of your aching body with a vibrating compress.
VENTU Accessories: Airtight Lid to Store Leftovers in Fridge &amp; Foldable Colander Pedestal So 500k Types of Sink Bacteria Don't Touch Food!
a wearable, washable seat and seatbelt cover to use after working out, working out in the field or just plain getting dirty.
The concept is an inflatable pool with beverage holders and a built in cooler for kids all the way to adult demographics
Multi cable for computers
Sky-line barns
Does Reading Make you Tired. Do you dread sitting at a Desk with your head down Studying. Kick back, relax... Studying just got easier
My dryer catches lint with a bucket of water. I have improved it with pantyhose. Can you do better? There is no product competition = $$$.
The xBox remote dies at the absolute worst time possible, every time. You know I'm right!! 3 words- Battery Life Indicator
A solution to the tradition muzzle! It's design with Grippy straps provide a safer way to restrain an animal.
I was emptying a bucket of water every night that the air conditioner was running. the water would drip out of the back and onto porch
Strap system to hold a fanny pack, small case securely. This design is more comfortable than others. Keep valuables close at hand.
Easy to clean hair brush with bristles that retract into the head.
Our product is called "Catch All"
Glasses with integrated speakers on the frames, located right above your ears. Won't fall, are comfortable, and mostly NO MORE EAR PAIN
WORLD'S BEST ROOT BEER FLOAT [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
BLock - Smart Bike Lock
Counting piggy bank
For cupcakes.Take plastic bag triangle in shape 12in at top.Place over a bowl and pour batter into bag cut tip and fill cupcakes easily
Dog and cat collars with inner pocket that can hold flea collars to prevent human/pet contact, herbs to deodorize, cooling ring in summer.
kokoi - multifunctional furnit
TheraBall Massager
My idea is a way to use touch lamp technology to turn a light off on a clock.
phone attachable magnet band
an internet connected fridge thermometer
College Cube Storage Furniture [VIDEO]
Leaf blower that has different temperature like your hair dryer to melt away snow and ice.
Tired of losing items down the small sides of your car seats? You can now say good-bye to those frustrations.
RESUBMIT-WAS IN UC -Clay that you can draw with. with a suggestion from a community member--it can work!
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Bearr Brush
Fresh Paper - it's a brand new, smart toilet paper. It will help u to keep your WC clean, fresh and safe.
When people are different heights in the house, the shower head height can be a problem too. We have a solution to adjusting it every day!
Creativity
Collapsible Pacifier will keep your baby's pacifier sanitary when your baby isn't using it! Pull, click and done!
My idea is having child proof power outlets. There are many out there i have researched, none of which follow the same guidelines of my idea
Longer Match in Match Book - Extends life of flame
Clamp-on Bike Trainer
"Sun Spots" tinted window clings to block the sun when you drive
Interchangeable,decorative,Photo album and frame all in one. Change displayed photo fast!
my invenstion is a mains power supply for an electonioc cigerte
Laptop cable saver
A Sock Keeper, fastens pairs of socks together before throwing in the hamper. Keeps pairs of socks together during washing and drying.
Door bell, it sounds like a guitar. Agreed with any note, the sound may be that of a classical guitar, acoustic and electric.
display-it
App-Enabled Ornaments
Cool Girls
Can we make this? Remote Control Toy Helicopter Paraglider / Hang glider w/camera may have capacity to run on solar energy PLEASE SEE VIDEO
wheel chair tire
Adjustable Height Microwavable Food Cover. Heat food without the cover touching your food and be able to heat up more food.
Mobile Station Seat
alkaline hydrolysis produces a quantity of liquid I want to make a lava light as an alternative to burial urns and caskets beautiful + green
Electric diaper warmer and automatic dispenser. Tired of holding kids legs with one hand and trying to fish diaper out of bag with the other
Phone app that translates voice to voice. What the English speaking instructor is teaching to the non-English speaking student phone
FilterQuik is a product which houses coffee filters in a sanitary and space saving manner. It allows the user to pick one filter at a time.
Maximize space and reduce recycled bulk with little effort. Made durably from recycled materials, it is a true step toward a greener future.
A vertical, upright slim vacume cleaner with an extension to go under beds, tables and other furniture that is rechargeable.
The Insertable Table Levlar will help in leveling your display table where uneven ground is apparent.
App enabled lamp, turn on/off, dimmer, sleep, alarm, usb, plug, energy saver, A smarter light!
Nulb - Faux lightbulb 100% efficient!
Crush garlic in a twist
Duvet cover. A long "L" shaped invisible zipper instead of buttons. Zip open, lay comforter inside and zip up. Easy. DuVeasy?
Resubmit)LED Temporary Tattoos. Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
Revisions to:machine that work to clean all dust ionization(-)be thrown out and attach to dust and pollen and go back get cleaned by 5000v
The picture fixer
Souper Cooler
Raised Placemat for Kids - Helps Stop Spilled Drinks - Resubmit with 2 updates and working prototypes.
Cooking tongs with a notch in the handles to balance on the rim of your pan while cooking. Just like a Rachel Ray â€œLazy Spoonâ€.
SNOW SMART! Smart Snow Shovel
collapsible toilet plunger
Cellphone Talk &amp; Text while driving Safety, an easy solution to limit drivers but not passengers, only while driving.
Shower mat with a built in foot scrub! Never bend over to clean the bottom of your feet and risk slipping and falling.
The end of sweaty feet in nylon tights and a new fashion accessory
Smart Safe
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I. Have designed a door/window stop for sliding doors and windows. Allows for leaving windows/ doors ajar
Hands free Stroller and Travel Bags (Walk with kids or Travel with kids or without kids "stress and hands free)
Cricket item finding system. Customizable "crickets" are small units that can be attached to items you commonly loose and need to find.
The "Speak Clear" system takes the spoken words that have a thick accent and project the words out without any accent.
Q-GE Wink smart hair dryer
Portable Hard Drive With aView
Simple fabric ring. Covers expensive, sensitive rings (engagement/wedding bands) during activities (working out/gardening). Prevents damage.
Smart water heater. It knows what temperature suites to your body during taking bath..
The ibattery! Generates electricity from kinetic energy! Clip it on every shoe, under every running tap and install it in every car!
After Market vehicle night vision attachment.
Gardening is fun, but kneeling can be hard on your knees and back. We have a device that will help make being in your garden more enjoyable.
for hot days and outdoor and active fitness people, here is a light weight portable drinking bottle/easy to attach water-pump line misters.
Twist dial Headphones: Redesign after UC, Twist the ears to engage with your environment and twist them back to listen to your music.
iPhone, iPad, Android integrated car interface
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
A machine that will be used on our charter boat that clients can sign waiver form and will eliminate paper work and go right to computer.
Paper Placemat Roll
automobile lights and wipers
A car seat that doesn't make you bend & twist to get your kid in place. Today's car seats that always point forward are back killers!
æ™ºèƒ½æ‰‹è¡¨ç-‰ç”µå-äº§å“æ— çº¿å……ç”µæ”¯æž¶
HandleIt is an adjustable handle system for the easy, neat, and dry handling and carrying of chilled canned and bottled beverages.
Peek-a-boo
A glass that holds both a shot of alcohol and a chaser (coke...) and it dispenses them in a way to minimize the taste of the alcohol.
iSquare USB memory stick + card reader for iPad, iTouch, and iPhone
The Knife and Garlic cutter allows to cut garlic easily. It is 2-1 a sharp durable knife and garlic cutter.
GREAT FOR ELDERLY AND KIDS. Makes it easier to open a sliding glass door/window/or shower door by being larger and easier to use.
Dot LED Clock Face
Colored Filter and Colored Filter Holder for ALL External Flashes, enhance your photos and create different looks with colored flashes.
Introducing the revolutionary new drying rack. One how you have never seen before
Make a wifi light bulb base that turns the light on when u enter the room via phone proximity.
My idea is a Scarf Hanger. It will hold 10 scarves and hang vertically. It could be made of wood or metal, with a hook at the top to hang.
STOP UMBRELLA RAGE ON BUSY DOWNTOWN STREETS. ITS TIME TO STAY DRY AND THINK OUTSIDE THE TRADITIONAL ROUND
UMBRELLA.
With this product a person can see how many ounces a baby drank without taking the bottle out of their mouth
This tool rounds and sands various pinewood derby tires using wet/dry sandpaper ranging from 60 to 3000 grit. Which no one else offers.
Does pulling weeds make your back and knees ache? This shortened pitchfork makes removing weeds--even with long tap roots--and grass easy!
This will help keep the Refrigerator cold, saving energy, money and more importantly teach people to keep the refrigerator door closed.
cutE. Scissors designed for kids: they have no sharp edges, and are easy to use. Shear Pleasure!
Gift Box Games
refillable plastic handle spray (h2o) leach. the handle would be similar to a spray water gun toy but spray would be activated with thumb.
Laser guided cologne sprayer -How many times have you wrongfully sprayed cologne?
NEW, "The Original Sholster" This sleeved holster is designed to carry your tablet,i-pad, eReader /train pass ect. www.veroncoupon.com
EasyWalk Collar
Convertible Wireless Headphones with Removable MP3 player and Multifunction Remote Control. Headphones can be converted to SPEAKERS!
The best kitchen organizer ever! The magnetic Mat that organizes and holds your utensils on the Fridge. Bottle opener, spice rack etc...
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Scarf holder
AB Mouse
Magic Shade your whole car! Cool it down (. . . and make it private).
easy-horse
Lotion Koozie. Designed to chill or warm your favorite moisturizer. Removable gel insert strip for cooling or warming affect.
Students can learn organizational skills while accumulating and returning homework assignments and parent notes.
BALLOON BRACELET ! Velcro band with wind-up reel. No more loose balloons attacking you on the ride home! Keep them tangle free,fun for kids!
An Apple iPhone memory upgrade with a plug in memory card specifically designed with the Apple connector.
Motion Sensored Disinfecting Sponge Dish Washing Wand. Automatically disinfect sponge as your are washing dishes. Zap awful bacteria away!
Sanitary Cutting Board 4 boards in 1. The sanitary board has to boards that attaches together. All sides can be used for different food type
Crutches with sliders for lowering attached hands to enable the user to pick up articles with mechanical hand that opens and closes to grip.
Level protractor. You can determine any angle of any plain surface.
Smart Sippy Cup
A guide tool that can help first time barbers or parents acomplish one of the hardest parts of the hair cutting process the line up/edge up.
Whisk &amp; Scraper in One!! Push lever to open up into a whisk. Then push lever the opposite way to straighten out flat to become a scraper.
iFind is a wireless paging system that you mount to your wall. Program a number of items you commonly misplace. Can't find it? iFind will.
Summers at the beach with the boys and the dreaded rash.Let's stop the irritation.
rat tail file, flat file, curved file, toothbrush style wire brush, and a rat tail style wire brush w/saws-all shaft
The Gravity Grip
The Barbie Renaissance.
Introducing flip flops with the quirky logo on them.Inside the strap has padding for comfort no more blisters in between your toes!
A disposable "condom" that a man can roll down his penis to prevent sunburn while using a tanning bed. Has a thread to prevent falling off.
Douce-DOUCHE
I have an idea for a waterproof iphone/itouch armband that would fit devices that are in bulky cases such as the otterbox and the ballistic.
App for iPhone 5 Recieve Photos and Video Remotely straight to your phone from your toy helicopter's or other items video camera
mobile tool station
Portable lighting system for purses
Modular Container Cover
The JAM SR/JR is a security locking device for your sliding glass door and windows that makes it impossible to break in w/out breaking glass
pates d'animaux
drugs indicator wrist band
Universal nose-piece of clear non-slip silicone inserted into plastic frames-prevent sliding down-marks on cheeks
Packing notepads for kids! Pre-printed notepad lists items kids should pack for vacation.Kids check off what's packed, going &amp; coming.
Magnetic Photo Collage with Hinged Frame for your refrigerator. Frame and organize your keepsake photos with designer style!
Let's make a hairbrush that creates even distribution of desired hair products through each strand of hair while keeping your hands clean!
Manly Kleenex- Men have snot too, and we don't want tissue boxes covered with flowers!
WINK ENABLED STORAGE BINS
Cellphone based Onstar.
GEL HANDLED Hand Tool Set with CURVED THUMB COLLAR for EXTRA LEVERAGE and CUSHIONED COMFORT!
This bar and 90 degree combination allows for clamping and spreading at different plains and angles. Collaboration with David Tyers ReSub
Genius Bakeware
Customizable storage units to fit around permanent fixtures like a water softener that enable you to use untapped storage space.
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Letting artist create on the go. A portable light table the would help the aspiring artist with their designs.
Outside pad for football helmets for safety. 1/2 inch pad becomes 1" when 2 kids collide. This makes since when kids are getting concussions
2 years ago the FTA pass a law ,one cannot bring any umbrella stroller inside any cabin in any flight ,here is my new ready to go stroller
this windshield is completely frozen,what if i had deicer solution in my ice scraper, the ice and snow would off come much easier
PUNCH STRAW
Washer & Dryer one step
I'd like to propose the "profile ring" A personalized ring that exhibits the 3 most important characteristics of your dating profile!
The Groovee
Neck-Phones
Invent a fool proof digital secure way to tip at restaurant without having to worry about checking you bank account later on that week.
Smart Tag. An app enabled digital name tag. Trade shows, parties, bars, golf tournaments etc...
Universal nose-piece of clear non-slip silicone inserted into plastic frames-prevent sliding down-marks on cheeks
Hate when the pump yourself fro-yo flavors mix together in the cup? Try a yogurt cup partition. Easily slide in and keep flavors separate.
Splash Guard (Pots and Pans)
I would like a time machine! Yeah, I said it...A time machine!
High Tech High Heels. These are shoes that come with a key fob enabling the busy user to electronically go from heels to flats in secs flat!
Support a charity with re-usable coffee cup sleeves made of canvas, it folds into a small pocket bag that clips to your keys.
Crumbs everywhere? A toaster crumb catcher, that has a pull out cutting board that has its own removable crumb catcher...all in one unit!
Every day you use a towel to dry your body. A towel imprinted with a human silhouette would show you exactly which part of the body to wipe.
The PowerMag
Ear Lids comfortably cover/cup your ear for noise reduction.A pull tab is opened for answering calls/conversation or for inserting ear buds.
New and Improved Quirky Shake and Smoothie Maker, unique shape of the cylinder and blades makes it easy to make and easy to add M&amp;Ms to.
iFootball uses sensors to adds unique sounds to motions like hiking, throwing, running, kicking, fumbling, field goals and touchdowns.
knoodle
My Ideal Is a Talking Recipe Box no more Cards Listen while you cook so your hands are free to make your loved ones meals
change weber grills,make them look like a basketball, soccer ball, baseball or even a racing tire with raised white letters with your name.
Put a sock on it! Festive and washable coasters that hug the bottom of your cups! Guests will never forget to use them or confuse drinks!
Finally! A way to always keep your morning coffee hot no matter where you go. Ask and you shall receive.
OVEN WITH CAGE (detachable) AND ROTOR (+ APP for the phone)
Programmable Shower Head
Cool-Lid No Spill
The HelpHands: A product to hold your iPad and shoot video or photos without dropping your iPad
Inverse Lego Tape
3D candy printer for home use. Kids kit. make 3D candy at home.Resub
"Getta Taxi!": small, retractable, telescopic and, with the push of a button, shoots out and unfurls a florescent flag 'shouting' TAXI.
A vibrating alarm clock that is designed to slip inside a pillow case. Round and skinny (like a pencil) to rest in the edge of the pillow.
Reusable Kuerig K-cup
RevolveR - A reversible book that Turns Inside Out - Literally - Giving you 2 journals in 1 with a little magic in between.
Truly digital $5 iPad that's pollution/slave labor/battery-free, 99.87% ergonomic, + loved by lefties, kids, creators, + even strict nuns.
symptom tracker with devices and community to support
Sick of all the un-popped kernels in your popcorn? Sift them out, with the Popcorn Sifter.
Retractable Surge Protector! Finally a surge protector that only gives you the outlets you need and hides the rest. It can even climb legs!!
A Gardening tote/caddy/stool that is all of these things in one: a 3-in-1 hoe/shovel/rake, knee pad, fold out rack to hold clippings bag.
Miraculous Angel Doll
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Instantly turn your iphone into an oldschool Gameboy!
Invisible Dog Leash
Clueless new dads can conquer bath time with a color coded temperature sensitive baby tub. If the water's too hot, the tub changes colors!
Itâ€™s a COIL &amp; a HOOK. Together they wrap around various items so you can hang them. Resub # 3 (Would B Great for Target!)
A product that conceivably converts any shopping bags ( e.g. Walmart, Target..etc) into a cool looking Garbage bags.
Simple elongated funnel design fits all vacuums accepting 1" through 2 1/4â€ inner diameter attachments great for dryer vents.
The world's first Thin AND Clear Stylus! 90% Vote to View Ratio with 300+ Votes (anticipated). I have the RECIPE! :)
Stealth Shoe Covers
Pull weeds in small spaces with this gripping puller.
Safely transfer bottles of ketchup, dressings, shampoos and other products without a major spill. Mix products to create a special sauce.
My First Job
A tire washing and detail rotary brush device that is small enough for one hand operation. Make it rechargeable With a 90 degree design.
Its a watch with a built in USB stick and a (flashlight- optional).
Magna Blade is a patented device which uses reverse polarization to maintain edge quality of most disposable / replaceable razor blade.
Tall People Couch
Wouldn't you want a phone case that is not only durable but stylish. The phone case we are designing will be sleek without being bulky.
Bubble Tube Computer Monitor Stands: A beautiful and relaxing desktop computer experience.
No more loose wires. Keep your Iphone charger organized. And keep the Iphone safe attaching it to the apple charger.
What's the score
A sleek, hard plastic case with an adhesive back. Large enough for small items, unobtrusive, and attaches anywhere.
motor handheld for murti toilet brush
A set of brushes that attach to a cordless drill, like a drill bit, to clean all parts of vehicle wheels.
adjustable wheel guide for "weedwacker"
DIAL-A-DATE **VICKY LAURSEN**
A cure for the fallen trash bag - a reusable trash bag clamp that actually works and is easy to place. Locked into place by 3 mechanisms!
A shower bottle that provides two seperate compartments for multi sents soaps or shampoo and conditioner. Giving space and options.
Folding bikes can be carried easily and stored in smaller places. Bike riders will be able to do more and go further with folding bikes.
Earbud accessory that allows you to easily roll up your cord for easy, tangle free pocketing. Works with any earbuds.
External hard drive phone case
Tattoo ink rack for holding ink bottles upside down
Fun undies that hide skidmarks
A cutting board with a built in sharpener. This will eliminate dull knifes at the cutting board.
An app to find your keys or pet.A coin size Q trinket sensor with led,sound and a radar to locate your lost property using your smart phone.
phone harnass
Duo Cordless Wall Charger Dock for Apple Devices
Grill Letters Spatula Grill Letters Spatula The chef can brand his meats with this heavy duty spatula.
No more dry shaving! With â€œQuick Shaveâ€ you can shave anywhere without water, then throw the contents away and be on with your day!
Health and wellness app that would allow for authorized family members to have real-time updates on the status of their loved ones
Keep klean toilet seat
Instantly change from a Phillips to a Flathead like the 4 in 1 colored pens! Let's pick the other 2 options together! Resub from June/2012
Charger Pro
Ever struggle with a squirmy child and those car seat straps? We did, until we developed magnetic buckles to hold the straps in place.
"The Window Proper" It keep windows proper
Disposable Tush Wipe aids in cleanliness for person who has physical disabilities etc. Flushable, mobile and provides a daily cleanser.
A smartphone app where your child can check off the things he would like you to put in his lunchbox.
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UnPluggables
THE POP UP SHED!!! A foldable outdoor shed that can be staked to the ground to store all gardening tools in with solar light and small sink.
Nerve â€“ Recon Camera bullet
Modular split-shelf garage storage unit
I carry a water bottle when walking anyway,so why not use it as a leash handle for my dog, and have a doggy bowl attached for him?
TypeStiQ - Next Gen Rollup Keyboard
SUDOCOUSOT, SUDOCOUMOT.
Distilled Water Bottle for you
a big ol' juice jug without the necessity for a 2nd set of hands required to drink to it's dregs. A slope is built in (incline plane)
Twist Dip
DryerBubba: a weighted dryer ball that hangs from the inside of a clothes dryer to keep pressing comforters down.
Board game simulating stock market Up to six players strategically try to be the best. Similar to Monopoly. Very simple for children to play
Poop rocket
Sports Waistband
Bowl with utensil holder.
A Home Alert Band for Kids. A parent would push a remote controlled button that sends a vibration, light, or sound alert to come home.
A headphone connector that can be plugged into any device such as: PC, iPAD, etc. And accommodates for three individual headsets+amplifier.
Crutches chafe against your body. This simple attachment eliminates that.
Its a bendable handle which has two adjustable velcro straps on one side used to secure items such as drink cups or food containers.
This a pet collar or harness with a retractable leash. Never forget your leash or harness again you will always have it with your pet.
A sprinkler that you park your lawn mower over and turn on... Cleaning the underneath of your mower. I am tired of lifting the mower up.
Monitor dangerous levels of dryer vent lint with this app and cleaning product.
Easy to carry, disposable flip flops in cool colors and patterns for those moments when you need quick protection for your feet.
Kakatoo solar hat
Rolling Sphere Clothing Iron
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
Browse The WiFi Storage device
Alarm/alarm
Gymtowel
"shades" or sunglasses, with a baby twist. A design incorporating an unbreakable pair of safe eyewear as a teething toy on a stretchy strap
Transparent and/or translucent, reusable file folders
My idea is a cross between a cooler and a beverage tub.It combines the look and convenience of a drink tub with the practicality of a cooler
"Live Level" With The World's First Wall Mountable Picture Frame Leveler!
Smartphone Baby CarSeat
No plugin for your notebook in the middle meeting? This is a frequent problem, lack of energy points to charge notebooks and gadgets.
"Flat Plug" is an addition to the power strip or a even separate product by itself. flat plug end for behind dresser, bed, or appliance.
"The Speaky Tiki Product Line"
SOLEIL - A combination task and grow light for your indoor plants--render by simplyinclined (Resub)
Battery Buddies
Your baby's in the back seat and your car's stolen, what do now? Use this app and hardware to disable the car and give you the GPS location
An automatic self cleaning dog potty for urine and poop. Why should cat owners be the only one with stress free cleaning?
Quirky Fridge Magnets
Tired of buying a new cellphone after dropping it and screen cracks try the new rubber grill cover.
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Adjustable Pan For Cooking and Baking. Make the pan the size you want and no more need to keep tons of pans in the cabinet. Resub.
The "Always Up" spring loaded toilet seat. The ultimate bachelor pad toilet seat.
A flat USB cable used for a cell phone charger, the USB cable has a light adhesive to stick to surfaces, It gets the cord out of the way
A multifunctional,hi-tech,luxury,modern Usb Flash which will have implemented on the other side(opposite side) an extra Usb port!
When your baking do you hate hauling out a huge mixer and then having to find an outlet to plug it into? My product will Solve your problem!
SPLATTER King
An second display for your mobile device that attaches to a mirror or window. Touch sensitive, perhaps?
A simple hand-held, mechanical device that allows a nail to be inserted into a wall to hang a picture, perfectly every time.
SUCK-STORE-n-SQUIRT PaintStore Syringe. The easy way to save paint for future touch-ups in a clean, compact, airtight, squeezable container
A peel and stick magnetic dry erase mat. Removable, repositionable and has dual-function.
Refrigerator Monitor / Alert
A oversized lint roller for couches, beds, etc. Good for people with pets.
Combined Safety Water pump + Air pump in one product ~. A Wair Pump. For Home, Garden and Beach.
Refrigerator Backup Battery
A double-walled trash can with a perforated inner bottom and vent holes/slits in the top rim to easily remove trash bags without suction.
Inner Core Mug
Smart pencil case!
To reduce if not eliminate injuries in football, why not use a shape shifting metal instead of hard plastic such as nitinol fabric.
Snuggles
Water cookers are great for boiling water. Thermos are great for keeping it hot. -> Now, let's create the insulated water cooker!
Surround Your iPhone 5 With Enhanced Sounds. Add Liveness To Your Phone's Audio. Sounds From All 4 Corners, All Is Aimed At You.
Adaptrek - a modular outdoor footwear system made of carbon fiber, titanium, aluminum and stainless steel parts that are field upgradeable.
Ceiling-mounted shelf for above your car
A writing device with voice control
child reminder
The ultimate protection from rain, wind, sleet, and snow with this newly designed umbrella.
Blue light (Antimicrobial Disinfectant) Key Chain Bottle Opener.
Anti-Cut Finger Cots
Click n' Tell allows you to take photos incognito. All you need to do is click a remote button that sets your eyeglasses to take a picture!
My idea is around keeping a meal at a enjoyable temperature without the meal getting to cold. To do this I propose creating heated utensils.
Dishwasher with Elevating Lower Rack ..... parallel hinge allows it to pull out and up for easier loading.
The Bathroom Box
The SHOULDER SHREDDER is a system that adds resistance to your standard set of push ups by keeping your deltoids in a contracted state.
UV Light Dish Sponge Tray
Daily Fortune Dispenser in Shape of Large Fortune Cookie
Snagame is here ! Snagame is an exciting new board game as unique as the people who play it ! Players eagerly create their own game.
Animal or character backpack that carry's supplies and lunch bag and water.
Lightning to 30 Pin Case
Pant protector. No more dirty pants when using a weed eater. Piece of leather that attaches to itself on a person's lower leg with a zipper.
Extra-jumbo bins for kitchen base cabinets hold cook/bake ware &amp; plastic containers. Full size or cut to fit below inside shelf.
Super duster
Have you ever burnt your ear while curling your hair? Or got cut during a haircut? "Protect-ears" would prevent this from ever happening!
Phone reminder
Home Billboard
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the grill caddie or BBQ mate but i am flex wit name
Torque Wrench Ratchet Combo
A bicycle lock that doubles as aero extension handlebars when the bike is in use. (and is a pleasure to look at when stored in the garage).
The book-brace is a device in which you can hang your book so that you can read it in bed.
stick off
Many states needs to save water. Sink that save water of vegetable washing so it can use to water the garden. Sink drain and water garden.
A portable convenient place for athletes and beach goers, who have no other near by facilities, to change clothes before and after an event.
Self-Watering Toilet Garden: Just fill removable planter w/soil,add plants,remove tank top,replace w/ pot base. Add planter!Instant garden!
"Waterproof transparent sticker" to stick on bathroom walls to take notes. For Bathroom thinkers who want to take note of their ideas.
Aqua Dog Aqua Socks for dogs. Prevent dog scratches when swiming with your dog and protect your dogs feet at the same time.
Instead of decorating a holiday tree with lights that just glow, use my idea "interactive Xmas lights that work like a Simon memory game."
A device that tells you what light bulbs are installed in your house, and alert you when they need to be replaced.
Multilayer Hygienic Cover
Convert energy created by vehicles traveling on the road in to usable energy.
#spotsv Pyramid Water Bottle Dog toy: Screw disposable bottles into each corner of this plastic pyramid and let your pooch crunch away!
Proud to have solar panels on your rooftop but... not visible? Let's design a world standard small solar illuminated plate: POWERED BY SOLAR
Ice Pack Pouch
Find your remote
Strainer Top/Cover for large cooking pot. Just turn the whole pot upside down while holding the cover on top and drain all of the water out
Botled water pump thru your refrigerator; also your refrigerator ice will be from bottled water
Automatic door opener with dual sensors. Two sensors eliminate false, un-necessary opening signals to save energy. Refer to the sketch.
do you ever miss an important call when your in the shower or feel naked without your phone, well why not have a bluetooth in your shower?
Hate when you are sharing a laptop and someone is hovering over you? Have them sit on the other side and view what you are looking at!
A safety device that will protect people traveling outdoors from cars that would not see them on the side. Bright colored telescopic flag.
Caddie pour tous
LED Light strip helmet mesh for safety and fun.
Power outlets, USBs and Universal docks COMBO! power_CUBE! an ever expanding set of module for different power outlets.
Cramped, tired hands after a long day at the computer? Put on a gel-pack glove that's been prewarmed in the microwave!
REVISED) Attach your phone, cash, credit cards and earphones to any strap--backpack, bag--with one stylish, discreet, &amp; stretchable case
Photo to stamp. Take a picture/photo and turn it into a stamp to use with ink. Digital image transfer?resub
A tool that works similiar to scissors, but snaps a wire/plastic circle around a plant branch to hold it to a trellis or stake.
A balloon + water gun.... Summer fun with a twist.
AlertEM
Never lose your cell phone again-Cell Phone case that vibrates and/or sounds to the press of a button on tiny controller.
Stir Sticks or straws would be more useful if they change color when your beverage is too hot.
Cellphone antenna that actually works. fits in the3.5mm headphone jack or clipped on the cell phone to get those extra bars when needed.
A clip for a bra to keep the underwire from poking thru. It would clip over the edge of bra to keep sharp underwire from poking through.
Bulldozer the ergonomic ice scraper is a completely new design giving you leverage and distance, stay dry while you scrape. ideal for women.
Child Safety Alert
RESUB WITH PROTOTYPE: My idea is an adapter that allows you to dock an iPad on an iPhone docking station.
2014 WSJ headline: Quirky community sets out to change the way the world uses electricity by redefining the electrical outlet.
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Beach Sand Sled
Bottle drainer will save you money/time.when our product bottles are 3/4 empty you turn it upside down to get the remaining product.For W/H
Survivalight
Adjustable laundry hamper. Great for families. Three compartment laundries hamper that comes in 3 sizes and has adjustable slats.
Seat Belt Clicker Light
Raised Open Grid Microwave Trays, a simple way to maximize microwave capability by even transfer of heat avoiding "heat and cold spots."
Auto-G-door
Universal nose-piece of clear non-slip silicone inserted into plastic frames-prevent sliding down-marks on cheeks
Magnetic flip board, nut and bolt holder.
Taco Bender
Wreath A Franklin - entertaining + fun for everyone A wreath that sings/moves to Aretha Franklin song We could all use a little laughter
3 TIER DISH DRAINER AND DRAINBOARD ~ Maximize your limited space.
Double Roller Rolling Pin. For personal or commercial use: Mom and Pop establishments for baking or home use. Unlimited consumers.
I have an idea for self-propelled (front wheel drive) spiked wheel replacements.
Disposable Carton Cup Liner
Need a pen to write in your notebook? This adhesive backed Pen Holster adds a convenient pen-holder to any bound notebook.
App-enabled Suction Cups.Sensor inform you if pressure (under suction cup)rises.Often it is very dangerous if sucker unexp-ly can fall
co2 quick inflate portable potty with quick deflate valve.Compact, Light weight, ready when needed. biodegradable bags and paper compartment
Adjustable Comb
Mainly for the "KIDS".. after "using" the washroom. A friendly reminder to wash hands after "using". Also encourages flushing the toilet
A faucet that does the measuring for you. No more messing with measuring cups.
Big Mouth Bass reverse spade dog waste scooper. More ergonomic design for carrying piles vs in front, more capacity, easy dump, COMFORT GRIP
Wish $20 P-yless were pricey-looking pumps? Love red-soled shoes but can't afford them? Let's make some Shoe Tatoos and save some soles!
A Minion Bubble Machine
Baby Bottle with collapsible shelf dividing water and powder formula
Container or wrapper to keep bathroom sponges moist to prevent flaking
TV remote control finder
Satellite Dish Wiper System. Turn On With Smart Phone. Clear Snow, Debris, Etc From Satellite Dish Automatically. Top Complaint Of Users.
Motorcycle Jack
A pair of rubber nose caps for work boots that can be glued on to lengthen the usefull service time. I've seen a GREAT need for this.
A baby monitor/mobile app that allows you to hear/see the baby, control mobile, speak to the baby and share the video with password.
Ext Cord Light
Save money by increasing the shelf life of your expensive groceries. Use the Bag-Vac Buddy Food Saver System on any zip type food saver bag
Knee-cushioned work pants, for comfort while kneeling on the job. Protect your knees from pressure injuries &amp; discomfort.
MY IDEA IS CALLED THE "MICRO RACK".YOU PLACE IT IN THE MICROWAVE.THERE ARE 3 LEVELS TO THIS.EACH LEVEL COOKS A
PLATE OF FOOD.
!Rolling car maintenance storage with a seat designed to give easy access to tools from where you need them making maintenance easier.
Expanding Waste Bin!
Outdoor Frying Pan NEW UPDATES AVAILABLE
A combined toilet seat with a hard seat and a soft seat hinged together with Lid. Custom Toilet Seat &amp;/or custom toilet to accommodate Seat
Now you can protect and have the control of your hands with the efficiency of a trowel, literally at your fingertips.
Robox. A simple robotic box that can become anything you need with modular accessories. A versatile robot that thinks outside the box.
If you have a bandage on your finger you cannot use the Apple touchscreen. These bandage would work like the touch screen gloves.
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A lot of people use pens, and a lot people use universal remote controls. Let's put the two together!
More than 1 kid in your back seat? Can't see what they're doing while your driving? What you need is a Dual Safety Mirror!
PEN-IT here,PEN-IT there,PEN-IT everywhere-modernizing the traditional pen.sticks to surfaces.stick it to the wall.to tool box.dash of car
Perimeter control
No More navigation/DVD systems in your car.
Combined Baking Mold
sticky dust pan
Ladder Power Outlet
Verta-Shelf/EZ CanFinder is a kitchen cabinet vertical drawer system. A whiteboard displays all cans for instant access. (See video below)
A Thunder Bolt to USB 3.0/ esata connector, for those who have either a Mac and a PC. you can still have a relative fast transfer speed.
No longer loose steam neccessary to cook with the spoon that will attach to any lid and adjust to fit the size of your pot!
The Pill Pistol is an Easy way of dispensing your weekly medicine into pill containers with Accuracy, and Control! No more fumbling pills!
Card collectors are limited on options to display their collections. This device allows you to hang their cards in full view ALLâ€ˆthe time.
Use leverege to add more STRENGTH AND CONTROL to your sweeping and mopping with a simple attachment! Attaches to any broom/mop.
Lazy scanner
Clip on or pin on Bluetooth speakers for companion running with music
holder
To prevent small children from being exposed to x-ray radiation when parents suspect a child has swallowed something like a watch battery.
Gourmet Dental Floss
Dual function bag.
A protective/decorative cover or encasing for iPhone,iPod, and iPad AC Chargers.
Photo-voltaic deck-boards that are heated or cooled. These deck-boards can be used at home, or all marinas. Make money and walk barefoot!
Twist-pin gator clips hold top/bottom sheets tightly on the bed, without lifting or maneuvering the mattress. Sheets are not damaged.
The "Twister Bag"
A glass window treatment to enhance the looks of windows and doors, and provide a decorative effect; also, it is easy to install and remove.
Bellyfuls-A themed animated garbage bin/laundry basket. The Bellyful will be activated when garbage/laundry is placed in it's mouth.
RESUBMIT....ENDING SOON...-Stop Guessing Which Plug Is Which! (With Video)
Timer unit that will automatically operate the electric switch on a set time.
Back 2 Front for iMac: Reach the ports on your iMac easily
Doubled Tip Pick for durability and ease of use when guitar picking.
An inexpensive and stowable backpack made out of spandex marketed to travelers. It will be small, light weight and not bulky when empty.
App-Enabled Cableway for GoPro
"50yd football (or soccer)in a box" is a fool proof field marking system that creates the perfect playing field anywhere.
Ice Cream Scoop. Scoops A Bowl At A Time, Not A Scoop At A Time. Shaped Like A Cone. Holds Ice Cream Until Ready To Poor Into Bowl.
3D TV with out glasses
Rocking Bed
creating a accessory which would allow people to turn over ignition key and start vehicle,using accessory
Toilet Seat Pedal
Multi-Tool IPad Cover
A good looking purse tag/charm that doubles as a hook for the bathroom stalls and places where you NEED one
Car- Sam (Samaritan)
Have a litter box that dumps everything a cat makes a poop. Rather than scooping - empty the entire litter . Easy to manage and clean.
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Capillary Pot
300 Lumen LED flashlight with 15000 mAh Lithium-ion battery pack for charging tablets/phone (Resub)
Portable Drinking Fountain thermos. Pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable. Stays Cold.
Pencil Transformer- Let kids transform their pencil or pens, even markers into cool robots
A cleaning tool to clean and collect broken glass safely
Paint Roller Cover. Use Tomorrow or next week. Great for home projects and commercial use. Can Color Code. Eco-Friendly. Use fewer rollers.
A case to prolong the life of "Clip-In-Hair" where it stays tanglefree, organized & user friendly.
A 'stair carrier' that glides up/down stairs, moving objects safely, that is simple, carries a laundry-size basket, & folds compactly.
I want a better way to keep a garden soaker hose in place with a secure stake and a closure that holds the hose on top.
A collapsible/foldable coffee mug with lid, leak proof, fit into pocket
Tire Rain Coats.
Another Bobble??? Oh well, guess I will post my Bobble Pole idea...Kids will love how easy it is now to see when you get a bite. Crazy Cool
Cable ties for one time events are constantly lost, destroyed or contribute to waste. Disposable paper zip ties are the solution!
Velcro Panties and pads
helmet impact indicator
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
Child Reminder Alert System
Socks that not only soothe your feet but cool/warm them at the same time! Aloe and cooling/warming gel added to socks to be worn at bedtime.
TrueChek is an infrared image detector for determining blood flow in the face to determine truth or falsity of a statement (a lie detector).
3-ring binder phone charger
A safe and effective way to remove a bug from your house. I have named it "The Icky Sticky Spider Bug Remover".
That terrible cold moment after shower. I say no more!
360Cool Food Storage Container
Lounge in the sun without having to turn over in order for your back to get tan! A comfortable clear resin lounger with sun reflectors!
Travel size package of toilet seat covers.
Metered two-cycle oil pump/dispenser to eliminate the need for pre-mixed fuel and oil for owners of multiple pieces of equipment.
Velcro sports gear provides easy removal access and storage as your body heat rises.
Odor and Wetness absorbed easily with this material. Shake onto the bottom of your trash can. No more smelly wet trash can.Resub
Top-Fit Sheet is the solution for constant untucking of flat sheets. Great for restless sleepers and children who flip-flop all night long.
Make your own audio/video cable splitters! This product allows anyone to make cable splitters to suit their needs.
A Boat Key Chain Fob that Lights &amp; Beeps when it comes in contact with water.
Spin-n-Sell is a rotating sign that spins using the wind. It can be used to promote open houses, garage sales or other promotional events.
Right Height Bin A collapsible bin on casters that drops from a standard height of 36" down to 18". Tool holders on the side+ knee board.
App enabled Bike Bell and Light. Set volume, choose tone/sound signal to alert your surroundings. Prevent accidents.
The KETTLEBAR: Get the benefits of a kettlebell without the cost
Laptop Case with organizational planner, powerpack built into the spine, and retractable cord. You don't have to take laptop out to charge.
Create a flexible hanger that extends on each side to fit any size shirt or sweater, thus eliminating unsightly bumps in the shoulders.
A small box that holds a standard size kitchen sponge (like Scotch Brite). Insert sponge, plug in, and box bakes germs out of sponge.
A REMOTE CONTROL garbage can.Easy to use and invent.Place device in a water proof box inside the can, press a button, your trash is gone!
A case with a chip for the telephone or wallet... The case rings when the telephone is stolen or forget the chip can be put everywhere
Every year thousands of children and adults die or are hospitalized in drowning related incidents. This product will help them survive.
smart window
Solar and Plug-in light head for Garden Lights
Electric Stud Finder
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Sunglasses/glasses band that truly prevents sunglasses from falling off and getting smashed or lost. Feel secure that your specs are safe!
The Ultimate Car Accessory. We need a fold down tray for the back seat that would also have a cup holder.
Awesome Bathtub Foam Blaster Extension. This easy mountable extension will generate hilarious amounts of foam in your bathtub.
Hot-plate. Cold-plate. You choose!(Paulette Jaques)
low neck undershirt for men
Multi-multi-vitamin dispenser! Basically, this is a combination of the bar butler and a pillbox... on steroids. (Figuratively.)
outdoor lamp
The Jar Stand will organize your work areas, in the garage or when making crafts. It holds 12 mason jars that rotate like a Ferris wheel.
A 2 subject notebook where the other side of the notebook is upside down so that either subject is in the front depending on how you hold it
Heated Butter Knife
Make Perfect Square Burgers and Sliders At Home Slider Press Makes 12 Square sliders
The Holiday Power Pod allows you to take power from a central location and dispurse it to 4 different yard displays.
Facetime Client for Windows
A $29 gardening tool box bench with 5 tools a cup holder & canvas bag for veggies or weeds. Rigid plastic 12in tall & wide X 16in long.
Safeguard your home when using a portable generator! Keep out CO2, bugs, noise, save energy!
Kickoff Launch Monitor
Poop Scooper Bag that looks like a cat or a dog paw!
hdd hub for internal and external hard drives.
Medical Lab on a Chip (LOC) smartphone attachment !! [Perfect for GE which is a leader in healthcare]
Scan n' Weigh
A unique shaped battery operated toothbrush that following the up and down pattern of the teeth; thermoplastic mechanism turning circular.
Foster peace, silence, &amp; friendship! Shushie Shoe renders little running feet whisper quiet. Perfect for urban families &amp; neighbors.
Sleepy Shades
After-market Wheel Well Warmer for any car - to prevent annoying and dangerous ice build-ups which can impede steering
HOUSEKEEPERS AND JANITORS!!!! We need a broom and mop with telescoping handles.
Arm rest for outdoors
Ramen Noodle Bowl 01. Designed to eat noodles. FASTER. EASIER. CLEANER. BETTER.
The Sandwedge Ground Chair
Need to be hands free with your phone? Ex: driving on the street next to a cop. Slap your phone on the window with a "slapit" case.
An adjustable UV sun protective canopy for playpens and play yards with a mesh screen. Spring is coming let's protect babies from sunburns.
"Hand" inspired soap dish/toothbrush holder. Makes soap scum easy to clean. Razors and or tooth brushes separated. While saving space.
Gotcha! is a small independent indoor/outdoor motion detector that plays user recorded messages and snaps a picture if desired.
Hang your shirts on a clothes hanger without having to button the top button of the shirt.
Climate Q
Stop the stink! Problems with your front load washing machine smelling because you cant leave the door open? This keeps it conveniently open
Use the paw pal, a cylindrical dog paw cleaning device, to end the problem of your pets bringing mud in from outside and across your carpet.
A Colder Swamp Cooler! A submarine cooling system for existing swamp coolers. Colder water equals colder ambient air inside your home!
RimLight-The Brightest Idea in bathroom technology in over 100 years! Illuminating homes and commercial properties safely and efficiently.
Accessorize your pet's ears w/ beautiful temporary tattoo design. Choose from thousands of beautiful designs &amp; colors. Safe &amp; easy to remove
Have you ever had to get out of bed to see if your car alarm is going off? We would like to create an item that could prevent this issue.
No need to carry heavy watering can, save water and keep leaves dry (early late/ blight)
Design a solar plug cube or power strip that will cut back on energy needed by reusing the light produced by the lights in the room.
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Hat Skin
Eggscape Pod
Non spill - no push suction cup pet dishes
a case that its not so hard to clean or open and do sent get dirty all the time.
Gift-a-brew. Take it beyond the designer wine bag. Gift-a-brew will be the new rage at your next party.
~~PROTECT YOUR CREDIT CARD FROM ILLEGAL SKIMMING~~
360 SCISSORS: The Future of Food Prep...and BEYOND! ;-) [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
App-Enabled Programmable Food Cooking Indicators. Place Indicators on Item Being Cooked. Phone is Sent Alert When Food is Done.
Rechargable UniversalRemote Co
movement activated laser with dashboard target sticker to adjust car for optimal positioning every time you park
G-locks. Is my product box to keep u lunch safe You can use college,office,home or even in restaurants special Boxs for u lunch or meet
Universal nose-piece of clear non-slip silicone inserted into plastic frames-prevent sliding down-marks on cheeks
Sick of a messy and drippy laundry soap cup? (Paulette Jaques)
swivel beach chair
A full line of baby infant and newborn clothes that feature color or shape coordinated snaps that also glow in the dark.
Slow Cooker Crock Pot with remote monitor, chilling cycle, and control App!
Garden organization system with large, fun, foldable magnetic planner and label plants with attractive ornaments, great holiday gift ideas!
a hedger attached to a garden rake instead of tines. motor centered on the cutting teeth and the long handle with the on off control on it.
The Idea is to invent a lightweight, tunnellike system for railways or highways to produce electricity and protect what goes on under it.
Support for carrying gallons of water, paint cans, etc...
Soundless vibration navigation system for the blind allows users to "feel" where they are going within their environment.
An adjustable &amp; reusable cap to help to use 100% of the shampoo, lotion or other products that comes with a pump type nozzle.
A duvet cover that is super easy to use. No more shaking to "stuff" and align the corners of your blanket inside of the duvet cover.
Wind resistant paper plates
Swat and Sweep
It's a direct cable link between two devices. Bypass WiFi / Network connection to transfer data.
[Resubmit] UV clips:: onto the sunscreen tube, increasing awareness to wear sunscreen even on a cloudy day. Seeing is believing!
Reduce the clutter of soaps, shampoos etc.in the bath/shower room:
There is plenty of space to attach the bags between the garbage cans! Lets create something for it! I'm tired of hunting for bags!!
Computer Screen Only U Can See
Hail Angels (Plant Protector)
Tie Phone Holder
Cloth checker/chess board perfect for the couch or the middle of the backseat in the car!!
portable caffeine detector
Wine glass holder for camping and outdoor chairs or railings.
canalisation net
3-In-1 Shoot out
Paint Texture Stamp - Press the orange peel look of paint into your drywall filler repairs so the end texture matches the rest of your wall.
Fold out wall craft/work space. Filled with Quirky products to help you stay organized. Outside is photo frames.Great for small spaces!Resub
Turn you dock into free energy. Supply your home from the energy you supply from you dock.
Inflatable Babyâ€™s Pool: Baby pools get dirty quickly and when you refill it everyday it is very cold and it uses too much extra water.
Electronic Wind Chimes! Using downloaded chimes or novelty sounds, this provides hours of entertainment and relaxation!
Pluck evolution, similar concept various purposes!
Camping Gear($5 billion/yr)-Roast Multiple Marshmallows, Hot Dogs or even Kabobs with this compact tool...plus it's great for the BBQ market
A mobile media memory and battery life extender.
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Universal Toilet Plunger Splatter Guard and Container Cover. Protect from the splashes and also help dry the Plunger faster.
Solar powered tent with a app to control power output and charge level.
Tennis Wrist Band Score Keeper - Sporty, flexible and clever you'll never loose track of the score again.
The GREEN VALET charging station will save the consumer money on wasted energy and extend the life of their device wall chargers.
Bladeless Hair Dryer/Brush
Please see Smart Toy Generation I. This could be the RC version.
How cool it would be to have a rubber band maker at home. Machine melts cubed material and makes custom size rubber bands to your needs.
Spatula with two notches in the handle. 1 round one for cleaning the post of an electric beater paddle and 1 rectangular one for the blade.
The most useful items for eating/preparation can now be found in one kit! A life saver for college students! RESUB.
"Electronic Phone Card"
Pretty Spray can
What ever LIVE Image I see through these glasses...You will too through your phone image screen. What do you see? Keep it clean!
OUCH! Do you hate, yet love yard work! Tired of being scratched, bitten, and punctured? Protect your arms with elbow length gloves!
Over-door Wifi Extender
Keeping Cool by "Socking" It To Them!
E-Smart ALERT - Smoke Detected
BASIC MAKEUP APRON (for adults) / BIB WITH POCKETS!
Holds your favorite soap in the handle. Handle Pivots,allow you bend the brush to get to those hard to reach areas of body. Hand hold Heads.
My idea is a fold up cat hammock with removable,washable hammock. There is nothing on the market like this at all.
DivaSta! ~Divide with Style~
Got Thirst? So does your dog. Enough of water, give him DOG JUICE! A liquid treat that keeps him healthy.
TV wall mount that is app enabled to adjust to the perfect angle no matter where you are in the room, with cord management capabilities.
HIDE YOUR TOILET PLUNGER &amp; SCRUBBER WITH STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY with the HIDDEN PLUNGER TOILET PAPER ROLL
STAND.
Eco Friendly Portable Drinking Fountain. Fits to any water jug, pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable.
Save money and expand your workout by turning your dumbbells into kettlebells! Get a FULL BODY workout with the weights you already have!
TekLet Basic-Dream in Color
My invention/concept is an all in one folding scooter and rolling backpack. I call it the Scoot Pack! WATCH MY VIDEO :)
Tub Soap Scooper
FLAT GARDEN TOTE easy to store,easy to clean and light weight.Tote odd shaped yard debris, pine straw,mulch or gardening accessories.
Cable Organizer
Vibrating TalkBox Toothbrush - projects buzzing into mouth for talkbox effect. Includes accelerator for pitch control.
Travel Companion: Your videos, pictures and music with you - always.
folding battery powered cooler caddy. light weight &amp; portable. variable speed motor.
A rake or "comb" attached to a chainsaw bar to allow effortless trimming of hedge or tree branches larger than 3/4".
Personalized lamps made from favorite recycled magazines, newspapers, or books. Easy and fun to assemble and look great!
Digital Petfood Scoop Clip
Car Safety Net. Keeps toys, juice cups, or anything else your toddler or baby might like to throw from hitting you in the head while driving
Magnetic Paint
Automatic closing umbrella
Four-chambered refillable bottle with four spouts under a rotatable cap. Allows for women to carry four different perfumes simultaneously.
Pop Up Changer
Jumper for Electric Cars
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A hybrid of bucket+washboard -- a bucket that has ridges on the inner-wall of the bucket, that can be used as washboard.
A plastic floormat that displays a bright laser dot, which darts randomly across the mat's surface and can be activated and chased by a cat.
Have you ever had to open a tightly closed Plastic Bottle! You are looking for that smooth refreshing taste, and the top is on to tight!
Non-conductive tool box large enough for a short stool, opens up from center and inside telescopes to a handy height for storing small tools
A charcoal chimney design that allows the lit charcoal to remain on the bottom of the fire to allow the unlit coals to light quickly.
Stress Patch: An OTC natural Transdermal Skin Patch that relieves stress without pills and is absorbed through the skin like a pain patch.
A cute, durable, and of course affordable pet collar that can easily be tracked on any Smartphone or WiFi device. Never lose your pet again!
Universal nose-piece of clear non-slip silicone inserted into plastic frames-prevent sliding down-marks on cheeks
Pressure sensitive carseat mat
Table Top
A weight loss calendar that rewards for consistent effort - the weight loss will occur as a result!
Be able to use BOTH hands to blow dry and style your hair! Get salon quality blow-outs at home with this simple wall-mounted holder.
A collapsible, portable stand holds both tablet and keyboard when no table is nearby. possible names: tabrella, padpod, tabpod
Trying to use your hair dryer while warming your straightener? Never. If only you could change the way the outlets are facing...
Sock Lock
It's pleasing to eat a cut apple on the go but not when it's oxidized! This device will cut and store an apple ensuring even kids will eat.
Tired of trying to get the last bit of yogurt out of the bottom and the sides of the cup?
The "Ultimate Beach Towel." The first beach towel you never knew you needed.. until now. You wont go to the beach without it ever again!!
iPhone holster with a light or several lights on the strap to alert you when it rings or vibrates.
Push a button on a keyfob remote, cell phone hollers "HEY STUPID! I'M OVER HERE!
The Tidy shelf
Fishing Reel that tell you how much line you throw. Handy when you know how deep you want to go.
Clear projection screen for cell phones, iphones, blackberries, etc.
Chest Harness Security Clip
Laptop is very important. Students put their work in it. I saw a few friends lost their work because the laptop drop from a messy table.
LCDmonitor body tracking stand
Mani Pedi on the go
PreCut-Hamburger! No More Messy !! Enjoy Hamburger ELEGANTLY !!!
An appliance that cleans the teeth effectively for brace-wearers.
Do you own a pick-up? The Tailgate Partymate is for you. A different kind of table to help with almost any tailgate party or job.
The Cool Sipper (RESUBMIT) No more warm beer, wine or juice ever. insert the cool sipper into your drink to instantly chill it.
Fart control, no more imbarrasing sounds or smell from your ass.
Racquet Re-gritting
Easy to Travel! A small surge protector with 4 USB, ethernet, along with normal wall jacks that also serves as a WIFI Booster.
Power Slice [RESUBMIT: Went to UC] A thin power strip to put your power supply in a slim space, with cord management. PLEASE SEE PICS
Display shelf for Lego creations: child's hard work can now be proudly displayed on a wall of his room.
Do you have a small voice,trouble walking,and trouble seeing in the dark? The end of your problems is right here. Please comment!!!!!
I hate cords!My idea will reinvent the way we set up our satellite/cable boxes.
COLDFront - the ultimate portable personal cooling device - a device that allows you to cool yourself from the inside and from the outside
MESS-FREE FRENCH PRESS. Swing-bottom opens and you press out the grounds!
A plastic tray for the handicapped who use walkers.
A Fully Redesigned Desktop Keyboard that lets you fully interact and use the new natural touch based interface of Windows 8 Metro.
A line of iphone/smartphone cases and bumpers with a quick attach and remove wrist strap to prevent dropping when shooting photos or video.
Hot Sauce Cooling Stick
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I would like to produce an injection molded trash and/or storage container that looks like wooden whiskey and wine barrels.
I want to develop a pet hair protection shirt. This button down or velcro shirt is sewn and formatted just like any other button down shirt.
NetGym: Social Home Exercising
pepper grinder with pizza cutter
PaniÃ¨re Ã linge tout en 1
The "Sand Remover" is a machine that removes sand from the feet and shoes with a vacuum and warm air blowing mechanism.
Kids Adjustable Plates! Slide on as many sections as you need! Adjustable appetizer plate? Customize your own!
A desktop top storage unit which can hold the numbers of thumb/flash drives that no other product on the market today can.
Earbuds with magnetic backs that secure the earbuds around your neck.
GUMBALL
Stay close Trunk System
Vent that repositions your a/c out from under furniture. Thus giving you more direct air flow and the ability to open/close your vents.
Carry multiple eye glasses of varying sizes in one compact case!
TITAN WATER BOTTLE (One Hand Operational, Chuggable, Carabiner Clipable) See the working prototype. [VIDEO]
My idea is an electronic book.When you buy this book it is blank.But you can load in a book chip and read it electronicly.
Many boxes in one! The Malleable Box!
a nonbluetooth earpiece that uses both bone conductive &amp; traditional speakers with a microphone to make it easier to hear &amp; talk
Funnel the debri from the dustpan out the back handle.
"powr puq" is the only hub you need for all your iOS device charging and USB, Firewire & SD card connections. It's clever and useful!
Upper Torso Weight System- for push ups, pull ups, sit ups, back extensions, and walking.
Turn your closet into a clothesline, with Fan/s on Hangers! Lets shirts and pants keep their shape and dry on a hanger in your closet.
Always ready. Fold away foot rest for shaving your legs in the shower.
5 piece colander fruit / lettuce cleaning system : Avoid running each piece of fruit under water to clean, clean fruits quick and easy.
Never Burn Heating Technology
Bacon Press. Press LOCKS up. Rectangular Pan - shaped for BACON! Bacon Presses sold at TARGET...this makes MORE SENSE! Less Mess...read on!
A personal fan with a very flexible shape - like a snake.
Planches QR Codes
Make anything Fly -FreewingsConvertable Backpack /Deluxe Beach Blanket Machine Washable, 72"Lx42"W. Plenty of storage for items at the beach or concert on the green
I didnt believe my girlfriend when she said her T shirt dries her hair better than a bath towel until I seen this VIDEO, a must see.
Introducing the No-Spill Spout! A clean and effective way to transfer your favorite beverage into a travel cup.
reminder safety hang tag
checkoutreminder mobileparking
Don't Forget Me
Laser Measurement Device in Shape of a Thimble for Your Finger. Store on Keychain. Great for Landscapers, Carpenters, DIYers! Less Bulky.
This product's purpose is to hold pots and pans firmly in place on the stove while cooking. Makes stove-top cooking easier and safer.
I recently filed a utility patent on a kids couch that unfolds into: 1. a playhouse, and 2. a castle. See attached file. Three for one.
TIRED OF spending big bucks on SAWZALL blades and BREAKING them,or only using three inches of the teeth.GET 6-8 TIMES the life from 1BLADE.
FRYING PAN TILT- helpful for end of frying when you have just one or few pieces to fry. Saves oil, money and nature.
"Getta Taxi!": small, retractable, telescopic and, with the push of a button, shoots out and unfurls a florescent flag 'shouting' TAXI.
Bluetooth pin on/ clip on speakers for running in groups.
Have you ever noticed when your central heater for your home turns on, most of the heat is trapped in the ceiling? Synchronize your fans!
Turn your plain mailbox into your favorite pet. This eye catching realistic three dimensional mailbox is not only unique but very durable.
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If you fish on the shore often, a fishing rod holder is essential. This new holder is extremely durable, compact and practical.
Introducing the "I Shield" Silicone Privacy Screen for your electronic devices/laptop/Ipad. Stop onlookers from getting personal information
Hydraulic Lift Wheelbarrow : re-invent the wheel..barrow! Bucket lifts with hydraulics, the physical exertion of tipping unnecessary!
" Cool Curtains" energy saving house cooling curtains that not only block the sunlight they reflect it away from the window.
To stop losing hose spray nozzles after removing them, a nozzle with a hinge at the female end and a male hose end to connect second hose.
My BrewBuggyâ„¢ remote control gadget brings you a cold beer from the comfort of your couch. People can compete to see who gets one first!
The Soup Scoop Spoon / Ladle AND Sift / Colander in one. Kids like soup but not the pieces of vegetables. Sift them all out in one movement.
Bucket of electricity
Smart sofa
Cookie sheet/ Cooling tray. Bake and cool your cookies on the same tray and avoid ruining delicate cookies. Built in vents open and shut.
For the parents here... this will help in case you need water or formula for your baby on the go. A universal bottle cap for babies.
Reusable Wrap Around Timer for Kids Toothbrushes. Lets you know when you are done brushing.
Mobile shed
Develop touch friendly privacy filter to protect personal information on mobile devices similar to a computer privacy filter.
Bluetooth Capacitive Pen with Pressure Sensitive Sensor, Gyroscope for Angle, Programmable Buttons, Eraser Functions &amp; Inductive Charging
Clean up your act with this Dustpan with attached garbage can/or bag
Pedal Plunger Toilet
A pie pan that disassembles into wedges. Attaching handle to a wedge piece creates an instant pie (or quiche or whatever) serving utensil.
An App enabled kitchen counter. Touchscreen enables you to look for recipes and surf the net while your cooking.
iPad carrying case improvement.
Wonderful Globe
First 'Kiss' dating badge - Meet the love of your life - an electronic badge that detects and guides you to your potential mate.
Turn your TV into a Mirror when its OFF! All you have to do is apply a thin layer of film over your TV screen. TV Works normal when its ON
An app that can comunicate by iphone and some device to create 3d objects (for example 3d laser light) to test the real overall dimensions.
Multi Task Wrist Timer is a simple timer, similar to a kitchen timer that is worn on your wrist for convenience.
Earring Headphones. "RESUBMIT"
Bathroom Reader.Small stand like a music stand in the bathroom to place your tablet/phone/laptop and cup holder for morning multitaskers.
Universal pencil eraser
Gardening made easier. A hand shovel that dispenses seeds as well.
A stand that holds flat irons,curling irons,and blow dryers so your counter surfaces,cords don't get damaged by the heat.
Smart Spray
my patented tools will adjust sagging doors on homes, offices etc.via the hinges in 15 seconds, no shims or other tools are needed!
THELMA SLEEVE
vitres teintÃ©es.......ou pas..
Iphone waterproof case, built in battery, speaker, microphone. Listen music while taking shower, pick up phone calls.
Double Sided Hairbrush: Works with straight and curly hair!
www.getcertified123.com
Creating a toothbrush with a ratcheting head to assist with cleaning the inside of ones teeth, and gums after jaw surgery.
Compact lighting and power
Flex fitting
ATMs, self checkouts, Point Of Sale Pin Pads are filled with germs and bacteria. The Fingertip Protection= shield on the data entry finger.
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Your child talks to his or her toy, the toy repeats back to the child what the child said in another language.
JAR WITH 2 LIDS.MORE EASY AND convenient .DONT HAVE TO STICK YOUR HAND IN THE BOTTOM OF THE JAR TO GET SOMETHING
YOU WANT.
Life Alarm AC and CO Wall Unit
Ever have to unmount your tv to plug in a blu ray player or another device? If so, Cable Convenience is your device!
Apple iPhone 5 Hard Cover Case - Alphabet Bling
Feeling like your feet are being crushed by heavy blankets? Relieve the pressure with Feet Free! Lift the blankets and have your feet up.
Sliding Cover Phone Case. Protect your screen. With a swipe of a thumb, reveal the screen. No bubbles or plastic to fight
Stop worrying about someone sneaking up on you while running.These earbuds have sensor that alert you if someone is coming from behind.Resub
This idea is a simple one: using a smartphone device linked to a dog e-collar to control and locate a pet.
Subtile Shades
No way to keep tie wrinkle free on the go? The tie case protects/organizes up to 3 ties -retractable closet hook -pop-out rack -mirror
Stay healthy! Effortless method of dispersing disinfectant throughout an entire room to prevent the spread of germs that cause colds & flu.
My product , I called it SOXKEEP it keeps socks and small items together in the laundry process, washing and drying and back in the drawer
Lunchbox containers in various sizes designed to work with disposable seal & peel liners.
Lets Invent The ultimate back up travel kit! Fits in your wallet! Made with thin items that can stack and fit in your wallet.
The Sound Wall - A wall of sound to block sound.
Simple System for Parents/Kids! Pour in Juice/Milk and child simply goes into fridge and grabs a drink - ready to go. No Pour/No Spill!
Portable travel air cooling system - rechargeable, AC adapter - sits on table or fastens to table, chair, bed with flexible attachment
Little Guitar Help (working title) but can be renamed
MASSAGE HEADREST BED INSERT
OVEN-SAFE REUSABLE FOOD CLIPS FOR ROASTING BAGS! **No more burning fingers untying the bag or ties**
An iPhone case that has a USB drive built in. You can slide the USB drive up when you want to use it and back down when you are done.
water recycler
Do your kitchen towels slide off the stove handle? My idea, a thin silicone wrap on the handle so the towels don't slip off, problem solved.
Cordless Leash
iPhone 5 Travel charger with retractable cable. No need for a table or stand, just let it all hang out!
A coffee cup lid that has a mint breath strip attached to the top to kill coffee breath
Hanging storage units that attach to your garage door in between the slats.
Cigarette butts have become a big problem lying on ground, works like a gas blower but instead sucks, with a design to only pick up butts
We need a way to tidy up our work desks and cords and cables...Simple: Loopits Line Extension for Cable and Cord Management...
wireless tv
A controller glove for xbox/ps3 etc that is made out of some type of moisture wicking fabric that would absorb the sweat from your hands.
The Only Spoon You'll Ever Need! - ENDING SOON!
Develop a novel "executive watch" that gives the time in terms of the mode "the big hand is on the --, and the little hand is on the --."
A broom that hides inside a dustpan in a fluid motion.
Strawly bring your drinks in a real funny and happy moment with the newest straws holder
Imagine being at a concert where Snoop,or Wiz, throw their"cigarette"or info at the crowd in a ball securing it for the throwing distance.
Build the perfect charcoal pyramid! Place a pyramid-shaped frame on your grill and dump the charcoal inside, then ignite your charcoal.
Children won't get out of bed in the morning? Hitting the snooze? Then buy the alarm which sounds off until they actually get out of bed!
Inspired by the Bandit! Hook on to your office chair and start doing curls, leg lifts, sit ups. Add extra bands for more resistance.
LA MULTIPRISE MODULABLE.
PeelNStick Dry erase decal.Remove 1 flower -wen u look @ vase the missing flower is a reminder of outstanding memo. Can be reapplied 2 wall
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Fix hole in wall "PACKAGE" For those of us who don't have any of the stuff or anywhere to store it,and those of us want a big to-do small
for every one who goes shopping and uses shopping carts.they don,t want any germs rap my product around handle It's flu season
Golf ball trainer.
Adjustable Seat Band. Hides away under headrest when not in use. Pulls down in seconds. High-tech, render is amazing, check it out.
MATE!!!!!! What-a-cup , its a beautie!!! Everything you need. Just clip on and do your magic!!!!!
A website and mobile app that keeps track of all your groceries and provides you only with recipes based on what's available in our kitchen!
Looper Leash
Smart Phone Vacuum Charger. Huh!? Hate the loud noise of the vacuum cleaner? Heres an idea.
first a roller brush 6 inches wider than a vacuum roller...... it grooms the look of a carpet after vacuuming.
RC Hanging Rack
Aluminum Can holders for Camping. Kicked cans of coke all over the dirt, its a mess. No more!
Flat candles for windows that can be used with blinds, shutters or other obstructions. also available solar powered, no batteries or cords!
Eco-friendly soap
Tired of fingerprints on your pad? Sytluses cramping your fad? Hands feeling a little numb'it? Just relax, and slide on a Thumb'it.
Adjustable ratchet wrench, U.S. Patent no. 5, 957, 008. 3 tools in one. Time, money and space saving.
An innovative solution to important cargo (i.e. the dog!, food, etc.) sliding around in the back of your auto: introducing the Spatializer!
convertible wet suit. made just like the zip off legs in some pants, my wet suit would be made with removable legs and arms.
A project of a shoe cabinet made of shoe boxes ..
My Product is called SPLATTER STOPPER(2)spatulla's(2)spoons and(1)fork,along with the SHIELD.Stop the burns from grease and sauce splashing.
A blanket great for use outdoors in winter at any spectator event. It wraps around the body from waist to ankle and fastens to the user.
2 plunger handles at the top of the traditional plunger: greater suction force applied, less physical excertion.
2"thick oval shapped foam shoulder,coccyx,hip bed sore protector with center hole & removeable terry cloth cover for bed sores
Carry on luggage with a deflatable interior
Blow Mate the ice an snow melt
A widget to hold Midi Keyboard Controllers, Control Surfaces, Recorders, and drum machines for the DAW.To clear DAW desk of clutter.
orange with sunshine and apple with worm stuffed toys and or travel pillows
Burn Box
this is a cat pot
A carbon fiber roofing shingle with a built in solar panel! Turn your whole roof or any part of it into a solar panel!
Electric Bread Box
The three in one hairbrush, comb, and pick. A regular hairbrush with a comb installed on the side and a pick installed at the top.
Everyone has a Sharpening Steel in their kitchen, but only a few know how to sharpen their own kitchen knives to that razors edge.
Attention domestic divas: Say goodbye to kitchen towels all over the floor and say hello to stay put towel clips!
Finallyâ€¦ Accordion Knife quick slicer! Quick Slice/Dice and Adjustable! This will make your slicing and dicing much faster.
Gym Clothes Washer and Dryer Bag. A quick drying fabric tote that can be used to quickly wash your gym clothes in the shower or sink.
Car Seat HEAT ALERT DETECTOR
Mug made of 85% recycled stainless steel. Cools hot drinks to the ideal temperature keeps it at that temperature longer.
KIDS LOVE ME! A fun sized wheeled cart for the summer. Remove the wheels and now its a snow sled for the winter. Fun for every season.
Safest garage door there is! Provides safety over the ENTIRE travel of the door. Retrofittable! Already in use (not just an idea)!
PLASTIC BOTTLE + WATERING GLOBE! STEM CAPS! make any plastic bottle from water bottles to that 2L Soda into a "ECO"friendly watering globe!
Attachable/detachable pockets that you can easily attach anywhere on your clothes (t-shirts, pants, shorts etc). Great for jogging, walking.
Expire Date Scanner, Universal QR Expire Date Code, Expire Date App
App enabled thermometer for cooking. Monitor the temperature of your food.
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120+ VOTES *** PROTOTYPE MADE: An adapter that allows you to dock an iPad on an iPhone docking station.
Lockers are dark & you can't find what you need without a light!
Weed Stomper! Pop dandelions and weeds out of your lawn without bending and less effort...all it takes is one step of your foot.
battery free water pick
Nubs is a new kind of protective case for the iPhone iPad or iPod. The case would be covered in many small rubber nubs like this pic.
The woof door
SMART TRASH
Sprinkler Probe that would determine exact time to water lawn, crops, etc.
Souvenirs-toys-pencils and pen with Ostrich feather! Made in USA.
#spotsv A collapsible pocket that sticks by the side of the Microwave for paper plates, microwave covers, etc. Keep them where U need most!
An app enabled water resistant cooler thermometer. No more warm BEERS.
stingray protection
Hands off toilet seat with a step on peddle to lift it up for use and let it down when you walk away..
Just Rite baby bottles
App-Controlled Parachute
Efficient Pot - Heats from Above and Below - For Gas Ranges - Use Less Gas - Heat Contents Much Faster
Help students in classroom. Electronically write &amp; store notes w/touch screen pad.Built in recorder for lectures, has equations &amp; per table.
Built like the traditional waterfountain, this prototype will be a timed, coin operated fountain, with button options for various drinks.
Tree Leaf Net
Behold the SneakAcleanA! The all inclusive shoe cleaning system that cleans the LACES is finally here! The SneakAcleanA ..It just works!
Ladder with electrical extension cord built in. Makes working on a ladder much easier.
Windshield Visor
Naked Socks are here to solve your problems with no socks looks with your loafers and shoes foot odor cause by sweaty feet.
Click your way to a better looking garden with a set of gardening tool heads that click into a universal handle; complete with carrying case
Multi-Use Pen, Pencil, Highlighter and Ipad Stylus. Looks like the old fat BIC pens of yesteryear but brings the user a great solution.
Infant Head Protection for sitting up on the floor or a hard surface.
Super Comfortable Ergonomic Bicycle Seat With Built-In Bluetooth Rear View Camera:#Resub 5 months ago.
Premium Ride is a board game that fictitiously teaches the concepts of how auto insurance works. Perfect for beginner drivers. Fun for all!
The cooler does all the work! No more digging to the bottom of the cooler on a hot summer day, for that ice cold drink your body is craving.
Kitchen sink window blind wand. Claw tipped wand to grab window blind cord knobs to aid opening or closing window blinds above kitchen sink.
Concentrated Flavor Sugar Water/Syrup for use in Iced Tea and Iced Coffee beverages. Ranging from individual packets, to 5 gallon refills
Jogging weights that double as safety devices.
A Stainless steel metal mesh medical boot w/ a padded bottom and adjustable strap. This is great for pets who naw at their feet.
Tennis Racquet Design
Whistling "Heli-bee"! A large scale maple seed helicopter that can be thrown in the air like a frisbee...with whistling vents..
A system to recover rainwater from house roof or storing water from network in areas where it is available only few hours a day.
Spray on diaper cream
Wind up BBQ Kabob Rotisserie that goes on your existing BBQ grill. (Max Jaques)
Former U/C, Perfect Companion to Quirky's WingSpan! Easy-to-Use, Universal Bicycle Shopping Basket! Load and Go! (Orig submit Feb 2012)
My idea is to create a curtain rod holder that can accomodate different styles of curtain rods and window treatment holders.
Tight Strap Twister
A simple device with built-in level and telescoping arms to mark holes on a wall for hanging anything perfectly level the first time!
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1 Meal 1 Pan: A skillet with 2 halves for 2 portions or 3 sections for 3 portions. A pan ideal for singles, etc. Easy to clean, less work.
Hot Plate! Cook and Eat from the same plate.
Organize nuts, bolts, nails etc... by putting them in glass jars with magnetic covers-then, place on the magnetic wall board. Super easy!
Copper and bronze inhibit the growth of bacteria and an iPhone sees a LOT of bacteria. Let's coat some cases! None exist.
HALO UMBRELLA - Air Umbrella Inspired - Air Shield's Rain, Hands Free, Compact, Easy &amp; Simple...Solves Many Flaws the Current Umbrella has.
keyless entry for front door
Complete wireless headphones in a convenient earbud size. No more wires tangling up. No more hassles!!!
Universal iDevice Cradle
Better hearing for all!
Use the levels you already own! Make hanging shelves, mirrors, picture frames etc easier and faster No more measuring or pencils. Match&amp;Mark
Gyro Type Tablet Holder/Stand
iSnake, the App Enabled BoreScope iPhone Adapter
Get-A-Grip | Strong enough to grip an Encyclopedia and delicate enough to squeeze a flower.
a rake that changes size to rake those hard to reach areas
A Simple, Effective, Easy "Point Of Use" Cable management solution
Fill-up mop
This is a no virtual hypertext where students can put and develop your ideas and to show to small groups.
BPA Free plastic sandwich bag, like a Ziploc, only it becomes structured in order to have it stand up and get clean in the dishwasher!
Shiatsu massage sandal. Its not just the sandal, it make your foot relax and healthy. Stylish sandal that makes your foot ease.
Tired of racking, blowing , and picking up those leaves in the yard each year. Work smarter not harder with the Leaf Genie.
The belly bra
LIFELINE: An App that Alerts those on your in Case of Emergency list that you Need Help, especially for the elderly, disabled, etc.
Flatulence sound diffuser
Bluetooth light switch! Will be able to turn on and off light switches with smart phones and tablets.
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. It has lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out.RESUBMIT12/5/11
A lunchbox that helps to teach nutrition. Box would be split into five compartments: Fruit, Veg, Protein, Carb and Beverage/water bottle.
Sleek earphones that can switch between audio sources and also mix them in real time without removing the plug
DECORATIONS OF CAKES
"WHAT KNOT?" Relieve stubborn knots in your back. If you have chronic back pain, you're already sold on it. It's that simple! -literally.
Standing Custom Bike Rack
A portable power hub. Carry the power with you.
Stay Calm Bracelet
A brush that you would put into the audio jack that will clean the opening
Stick Out Your Tongue: Customized designs for your shoe tongues.
Hands Free Core Cooling with insertable form fitting GEL BEAD packs to keep your hands free and your body cool.
EZ Dump trashbag holder. Eliminates the need for a trashcan and hassles of dumping yard waste and trash into a trashbag. This is BIG.
My ingenous idea is for the "Puzzle Nuzzle"- The fun way to store your puzzles!
A fence that keeps your neighbor's items contained in their area. A portable adjustable netting fence.
Do you mow your own yard? Do you have a lawnmower,edger,weed eater,gas cans,chainsaw,blower,hedge clippers broom/dustpan, in your garage?
Standard Leash Version of the Shadow Walker dog sunshade-(ODS help badly needed on design please!)(dwgs show how leash is attached) #spotsv
DemoFree
A watch builtin or attached to a dog collar or use of velcro to attach to the dogs leg. Different sizes/colors/shapes depending on the dog.
Effective Separation Easy Maintenance(ESEM) first Choke Free Filter, use flow to move flotsam &amp; silt away from flow path to concentrate,dry.
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Folding Chair with Misting Sys
Dishwasher safe food storage container that has a dial for the date that you put it in the refrigerator/freezer or the date the food expires
Animal Coffee Shapes
Ear on the Ball
Ladder Safety Light - LSL
Magnetic Modular Cabinet Door Organizer. Why ruin your cabinets with screws or latch on organizers that move out of place?!
Wireless charger plug
Versatile High Quality Light - Perfect for camping,at home,and your car!
Electronic light weight, wireless poster size screen. That receives real life video from a camera. Give the illusion of a window.
I want an easier way to put up indoor Christmas lights!!! A removable window frame for holding multiple strands of lights, all done at once.
Multi-hand Wall Clock: Add more hands, each with a unique label reminding the time of an event in the past, or reminding of a future event.
first a roller brush 6 inches wider than a vacuum roller...... it grooms the look of a carpet after vacuuming.
Texting thumb covers with a small knob like bump for striking keys. Many people have difficulty texting because their thumbs are too large.
Collapsible dustpan inside atop broom handle for fast and easy use.
Universal Burp Cloth &amp; Bottle Bib
Silicone sleeves slide onto upright wires in dishwasher to protect your fine glassware from scratches.
It'sss GardenSnake! New garden irrigation system. No more standing there with a garden hose regulating water pressure or water distribution!
The Buff Muff
Sour Cream Dispenser
The lazy mans clothing Peg - Clothing Pegs that allow you to pull clothes off the line quickly without pegs flying everywhere.
Hydro Bud
App enabled fridge and freezer door alert. Warns you BEFORE the ice MELTS.
All-in-a-Ball Desktop Organizers. Personalized Desktop Organizers
Late for work? Can't find the shirt you want to wear? It slipped off the hanger and is on floor of the closet AGAIN! Arrrg! Here is a fix!
A great accessory for any active person who skis, snowboards, bikes, surfs, hangs out at the beach, hikes, or even hunts and fishes.
BUG - The Ultimate Life Coach! A door activated talking device plays self-recorded motivational, quirky messages/quotes to get you going.
Microwave Liner
Pickup Power Duo for Smartphones and Tablets: Charges Any Two USB Devices Simultaneously
"Q shelving", a new take on shelving, that will transform how we mount shelving. Perfect for back to school, and home use.
Combo Cable / FIOs DVR DVD
Fashion Trend Amongst Teens and Young Adults: Hair Chalk - New and Improved Design Concept with 2-in-1 Feature
Call Guard -App for cell phone
Collapsible Microwavable Silicone Baked Potato Bowl with fold over flap for steam release. Just heat, eat and fold to store in a drawer.
A small GPS tracker embedded in your dogs nametag
A light weight bendable and detachable Outdoor music book holder that is clipped on your guitar,violin,viola or cello.No need for a stand.
card for gym to keep the all the health &amp; height,weight &amp; etc.. info of client so when they work out just put card in any equi &amp; start.
Vest-A-Jewel Jewelry Organizer
Home Tool for DICED PIZZA! No More Messy !! Enjoy PIZZA ELEGANTLY !!!
Tape measure app
STAY HEALTHY MITTEN
The Coffee Cuff is the only simple, safe, fashionable way to get your hot beverages to go! Eek gads itâ€™s multifunctional!
A collapsible, adjustable leg support with built in stand for electronic devices. Turn coach seating into FIRST CLASS!!!
Protect your i phone Screen with rolling door cover
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Automatic Diaper Changer! 'The Baby Bidet' Removes &amp; discards dirty diaper, rinses baby bottom, and applies new diaper! High End Product!
Desk and chair set that optimizes space. Desk integrates chair with drawers.
L.E.D. parachuting monsters. =) with slingshot.
This is an amazing universal bag with compartments, so you can be organized and have your hands free for people on the move..multiple uses.
Pls put the toilet seat down..
A digital alarm clock that asks the user to enter a password in order to turn the alarm off so they can wake up effectively.
Divide and conquer the space in your locker with a *locker partitioner* for the modern student!
Tuber-OFF
A PAN-PAN MULTI MEALS
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" and 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
Quick Change
UV Sterilizing Gloves
Permiate your meat with a flavor of your favorite wine or beer. It's called the H2OBQ or WINEBQ or BEERBQ.
FantomFan or PhantomFan
Flat Panel Versatile TV Hanging Organizer - Finally a solution for flat panel TVs!!
Stinter (Study Printer)
Are you one of the 50% who never use a food thermometer? It's time for the Dual Food Thermometer with contact and IR and mounts in kitchen.
Have you ever purchased something that was too big to fit in the trunk of your sedan or coupe? I have,and it was a nightmare getting it home
A Air conditioner / Seat/ cooler! It's a 3 in 1 solution for camping, college, and wherever else an air conditioner is not practical/allowed
Looking for a fun way to work your core? How about a padded and weighted hula hoop to work your abs and core muscles.
A litter box for pets with arthritis or hip/leg problems.
Food storage dishes with push hold edges. Secure cling wrap and aluminum foil with a simple push.
Jackknife toothbrush handle stores pasteâ€”brush buried as paste squeezed on bristlesâ€”as it swings open auto-door caps hole
Gaming Chairs are NOT as comfortable as Bean Bags. Combine them for a less expensive chair and dual purpose. Gaming and Reading/TV
WORRIED about some1 Taking Your MEDICATION? Why Not have A "Finger Recognition Lock Top/Cap&amp;to keep kids/Teens from misusing
Medications.
Cars will always get dirty. A drive through garden hose powered water sprayer would give a quick rinse to vehicles.
iMac tilt stopper, the cords pull the screen causing you to have to adjust often... simple fix
5 GALLON GARDEN CADDY Attaches to a five-gallon pail. Features include cushioned seat, tool storage, bagged trash, and ergonomic handle.
A flat extension cord with side sockets. Fits under low items. OR attach (hook or adhesive) to furniture so sockets face desired direction.
Washing Time
A Remote Base.Flat,adjustable clips to fit any size remote comes with wall mount, Base could be removed from mount.Holds up to four remote.
Pastibulles are 4 lights, which are linked together to illuminate a path. If you press one of them,you can turn on or switch off all of them
swing n ride
Print custom pencils at home. Fun for kids !Resub
Nurture App enabled device-Reads QR or barcodes for food.Tells nutritional value, vitamins, diet restrictions and more.Tailor your needs
Can Cozy meets Coffee Sleeve: Re-usable, insulates, new design to receive coffee cups from convenience/coffee stores, soft to the touch.
A flash attachment for the digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera, my Accent Flash is designed to concentrate its light on small subjects.
Hold your cords on the wall and no more worring about tangling or pulling plugs out by accident. Great for anything that uses long cords.
Online movie rental locator ap
The FireFinder utilizes GPS, with GE telematics &amp; asset tracking technology to increase efficiency/safety in locating/distinguishing fires.
Sunscreen wipes
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This is a drip dry paint brush caddy designed to increase the longevity, access,and organization of your painting tools.
Keurig Coffee Makers are great! K-Cups can be expensive. The KCup Filter is the most cost effective way to go but they can be messy! Solved!
Once size fits all food lid
Ever tried to trim your side-burns with a beard/mustache trimmer? The "Side-Burner" Precision Side Burn Trimmer" can do! Salon sideburns!
Windsheild wiper covers
This new exciting idea is sure to change strength training forever! Fun and easy to use, and gives better results than anything else like it
Macbook Charger Daisy Chain
Slice a banana without peeling it! Watch video. Turn this magic trick into a product! Sell millions! Inject Chocolate inside then freeze!
Sunglasses that when turned on glow soft blue. The arms have blue LED's in them. These are not novelties that blink. More like Okley Rayban
front/back backpack. Equal distribution of weight yet no bigger than a regular pack
Interior car door protector. Prevent dirt and scuff marks from damaging your interior car/truck door.
A feature link to the phone and to remind them to take the medication to save elderly life by pressing a button or voice activated to dial.
Finally, a double-sided car sun visor that's easy to install. It clips onto your existing visor to block the sun from the side.
<<<<>>>>> A cool room without the use of a air conditioner. Please see photos to see how this has flexible design and interlocking parts.
A wireless USB mouse with a special USB dongle that indirectly charges the mouse from the computer via the dongle.
Plastic Toilet Brick
A Modern Dinner Roll & Tortilla Canister with a silicon magnetic flap seal which closes every time after opening keeping food warm.
Sleep mode fan
Alpha dog walker training tool
Develope a combination Carbon Monoxide/smoke alarm with a basement light fixture that can be easily installed in an electrical box.
External escalator handrail sanitizer: with scrubber/washer, sanitizing agent, and squeegee/dryer in a see-thru case.
Disposable Nasal Filter
Snowballs fights velcro kit.
Keep your counters clear! With this product you no longer have to take up needed space for cooling/resting! Please comment!
Laptop Stand
RC Target
Pad-style Paper Towels - Hanging options - Works Boxed or loose
A center void section of the 2 front bucket seats of any car is a great place to park a removable any color one size fits all cd flip case.
Dog treat freshen their breath
It's a pouch that you plug into the wall, no wires or hassle, and you put your iphone into it, and it charges it.
Automatic salt&amp;pepper shaker
Ring Stylus - Can be worn and used at anytime by both men and women
If we could create the email software that could be called back or allow us to own the mail until the person or entity we send it opens it.
Baby Monitor Car Seat
Posture correcting clothing! T-shirts/shirts that have material in the back that are malleable when needed but are firm the rest of the time
Provide shade for your pet without them getting tangled in things like your awning or knocking over things in your camp at the beach or park
Projector that displays your schedule (and other things) on your bathroom mirror while you brush your teeth in the morning
Easy to heat frozen food! Freeze soups into a convenient block for reheating. Separate food in layers to keep from freezing together.
Bookbag w/ 7 different zippers and different sections - each zipper would have a silicone protective cover and a tab to write the class name
Sticky foot pads for going through airport security-4 socks/bare feet-What are you walking on??Fits in pocket or Sticks to bag,then yer foot
A camera app that will make all videos and pictures horizontal or atleast have the choice as an option.
App enabled scan device spots sports injuries.
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Video Mirror. YOU place the camera! If you want to see the back of your head you can!. Small screen on the mirrors face makes it possible.
Child leashless leash. A kids bracelet - adult pager combo that uses RFID to make sure the child and parent stay in range of each other.
CleanBacks
Dr. Tyson Carrot Coconut Milk
I want to impregnate sofas, chairs, carpets, mattresses, with a non-toxic animal deterrent eliminating any need to buy toxic sprays myself.
DRINK DOCK for late night computer sessions. No more reaching through the dark and accidently bumping and spilling your beverage.
Med Track Dosage Counter
A strap that wraps around an infant's upper torso and monitors their heart and movements in order to help prevent infant death &amp; fatalities
Have you ever need it extra shelfs or drawers that are sturdy enough to withstand bumps? Without having to drill into a wall?
Finally! You could be closer to completing that home improvement list. No more pictures/shelves leaning against the wall waiting to be hung!
Shoogad
NEVER BE LATE FOR WORK AGAIN! WITH "MEMO ALARM" YOU CAN PRE-RECORD YOUR VOICE TO WAKE YOU UP IN THE MORNING
INSTEAD OF THE RADIO OR BUZZER!
Disposable Sanitary Toothbrush Sleeve: Designed on a roll with a dispenser. After brushing your teeth tear off a sleeve and cover toothbrush
I purpose a PEANUT SENSOR to be install at the sercurity center turnstiles to scan everyone and all ingredients coming in.
Seafood Plate/Shell Disposal !
A simple system to guide a driver backing up a vehicle to hook up a trailer on a tow hitch. This is an improvement to an existing solution.
Wi-Fi turn off
Firelogs are mostly made of sawdust. I purpose a firelog made out of tumbleweeds.
Fun twist to salt and pepper shakers while making them blend in with the serveware. Bobble spoon shaped salt and pepper shakers.
A spring coil mechanical operated fan for places with no electricity.
Bluetooth medical devices with Dr. office for monitoring and return a call to patient if serious issue exisits or is about to exisits.
A designer deco wire holder. **VICKY LAURSEN**
Non-Stick Rubber Ice Trays
Crib/Changing Station - Clip-On Nite Lite. Direct a low-beam of light anywhere you want all without waking anyone up. Especially the baby!
A strip with flexible medicine bottle holders for the inside of a wood or metal cabinet.
Retractable Outlet! Always Reach Your Outlet Without Cords on the Floor! (With Video Prototype)
plastic sheets with adhesive on one side to put up in kids bedrooms when they are young to protect walls against writing and dirty hands.
Carry your ipad with style and protect it at the same time.Carry your ipad in its own protective sleek carrier.
Smartphone back cover with a solar cell and an integrated wire to charge.
Issue:CORDED elex gardening tools.Make ALL elex devices wireless w/ "CONNECT",sends elex pwr wirelessly frm "plugin" trnsmtr 2 "socket"rcvr.
Hand wet-wipes! A small container attached to the wall of public restrooms. It would be great for those "messes" inside that stall!
Turn any chair into a rocking chair
Safety &amp; proper storage of RV's.Essentially a 2 1/2" foam "pool noodle" cut lengthwise &amp; is attached to the RV slide outs, corners.
Your son or daughter will never get lost on the way to their classes again! Campus Maps gives precise directions to students classrooms.
A home "energy monitoring" device that plugs onto your appliance or as a permanently installed wall outlet. Provides monthly energy use data
I have an idea for an ear piercing gun that does two earrings at one time. The gun will apply an upper and one lower earring on the ear.
The multi-adjustable knife to chop also with cross blades retractable. To chop basil, garlic, other more quickly, more simply.
Fish Shaped Shoe Laces - small fish attached to each other to form a shoe lace. also reptiles/insects/animals shapes to form shoe laces.
NOW YOU CAN HOLD TWO STUFF IN ONE JAR FOR EX.SUGAR ON ONE SIDE AND COFFE ON THE OTHER SIDE. AND IT TAKES UP LESS
SPACE AND HELPS SAVE MONEY
Magnetic Menu
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Magnetic Christmas Tree
Finger Pen
Permanent car pillow
protect your families,... inside and out!
Ever have your child in the backseat start crying because he dropped his bottle or toy? Try Sticky Fingers!
Save time with this colorful foot cleaning decoration for the shower. The non-orthopedic, fun way to stay on top of your feet in the shower.
A protective cover that integrates a battery backup enabling recharge of your smartphone anywhere anytime.
Smart tracker
New aerodynamic car designs are great until you try to park in your garage. You can't see the front of the car. Hit the ball not the wall.
Aluminum Foil Sealer: Handheld device that heats and seals the edges of foil to keep the food inside fresh. Works like a ziploc bag.
Mail Box Post Wrap. Football post style - post protector pads for your mailbox post.
Jot Tape: Measuring Tape with integrated white board for jotting down measurements and quantities on the tape measure itself.
Adjustable chair sit...or boostersit. Regular chairs.are not made for kids..but they share the table with us. Help them to feel confortable
A miniature battery-powered weedwacker the size of a flashlight that provides precision cutting around garden plants, pots, roots, ledges...
RESUB:Ipad Case with a Slot for Glasses(based on feedback many Ipad owners have glasses they use with the Ipad.)Need design collaborator!
ONE SIZE FITS ALL BIKE HELMET: Keeps Kids Safe and Leaves Adult's Hair Looking Great.
A safety feature for all vehicles, a brake light that will increase its intensity as the pedal pressure is increased.
A 1-piece, rubber, baby bottle-like nipple that slips over the top of all brands of water bottles like a water balloon for 1-handed use.
Ever take a long flight and used an eye mask to catch up on some sleep? Ever buy a neck pillow also to ensure comfort? Combine the two!
Purse Changers
Keep Wild Animals Out of Your Vegetable Garden!
Smart OLED Bicycle Chains:With OLED pins for riding safety and peace of mind,App-enabled.
My idea is for a laundry detergent holder for the larger bottle sizes. The bottles I am referring to are the ones with spouts attached.
USB cable (for charging mobile phones) with GLOW IN THE DARK tip. This would make it super easy to insert the connector in the dark.
iPhone/iPod case w/bluetooth
Duo Drill
Slide door closer. Works similar to a door closer for regular swing door, but works on slide doors to ensure they close after opening.
Taptap is a tactile device for texting on smartphones. Minimize wrong typing and experience an advanced control for game applications.
Man on the Moon interactive telescope, Earnings to benefit St. Jude Children's Hospital
Case/Stand to temporarily mount iPad to your rolling luggage handle. Hands free at the airport! aÃ©roport!
Meat tenderizer that does not tear the ziplock bags. Lets invent this out meat tenderizer out of silicone or a hard rubber to avoid this!
A dual-container designer contact lens case to hold an extra pair of contacts in case the other one rips.
Laser Guided Injections
A pen with different screwdriver options! Each just a click away!
iPhone CHARGER HOLDER
Baby Safe
App that remotely controls GE digital Cameras to add functionality and many more ways to get the perfect picture
The Bathtub Bench, a removable bench seat placed over the side edge of a tub to provide a safe seating area in the bathroom. Can fold flat.
Smallest Digital Scale ------ A Tiny Scale, App Enabled w/IMP, remove all electronics and use smart device for interface.
A measuring cup with a smart screen that tells you exactly how much you have in the cup.
Bottoms Up
Hot Water Bathtub Labels send burning hot temp - warning to your smartphone.
Paper Towel Holder
Top of the Pot Strainer- A sturdy plastic food strainer that is placed on top of the pot for convenience of straining food.
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DISCREET! A tampon case that does not look like (a) an old toothbrush holder, (b) a cigarette case or (c) a DIY craft project gone wrong.
Lunch box you put in freezer, has freezer bags all around it &amp; place to put DRINK so you dont have to carry it - won't squish food - pockets
GrandPa Fred's Meat Mallet
Cooking grill cheese and soup why use and dirty up 2 utilities when you can have all in one spoon and spatula
Open end electric gear wrench
Portable Aros 4 Non-Windows
HACKERS CAN SEE YOU! Small clip attaches to a laptop to cover the camera but doesn't impede closing the laptop and can be removed easily.
rv door drape
Dual Mitt with magnet. Always ready for one or two handed jobs........................................................... A cook's new BFF.
No more bikes and rack on the floor
The most compact durable power outlet with surge protection ever design.1x iPhone Dock 4x Power Outlets ,8x USB Flippable,exchangeable plug
noise reduction horn(device)
RÃ©veil 2.0
With the internet, people sit more &amp; get debilitating back pain. Rid pain passively with an Ice Bag Belt. It's easy, prudent, &amp; feels great!
"Multi-Duty Utility Brush Groomer" Utility Groomer for paint brushes or any type of utility brush.
COOKING SPOON FOR TASTING - it's a need in any kitchen when cooking and trying the food. 3 flexible parts spoon to suit every need
A pendant worn around the neck like the Life Alert only it connects to your phone system When you need help you push the button it dials 911
Additional connection to a seatbelt so parents know if their child is buckled Prevents parents from leaving a child unattended in vehicle
Sprinklers on while raining or freezing temperatures? App enabled internet connected sprinkler system that checks current conditions
This tool is designed to simplify the seed or bulb planting process with precision by allowing user to create evenly spaced rows of holes.
4-PACK MOLDS THAT MAKE THE WORLD'S BEST ROOT BEER FLOAT [VIDEO]
Adhesive protection pad for underarm ODOR. Its shape is of an upside down pear. The idea is that it's like a "drop of freshness".
ALL-IN-ONE Tripod: Bringing the Professional Equipment to the Average Consumer!!! (**VIDEO INCLUDED**)
SnapTemp Wine & Beer
Shades as a hair barrette, as I LIKE the look.
Floating Cornhole
A battery point of purchase display located at check out that detects a low battery level in your auto key fob and reminds you to buy.
Auto Power Cutoff Timer
Rock'em Sock'em(-like) Robots
Utensil Cleaner for those who hand wash. Two brushes facing each other mounted to sink, Add soap. Utensils are slid through and cleaned.
Lightable Wallet or Purse
Front load washer freshener
CHILDS PLAY
Every sense 8th grade I have been a victim of what billions of people deal with every day. Sweaty arm pits. It is annoying and embarrassing.
Garbage can with front door
Kibble Tower Pet Feeder
Swing Bar-Dead bolt device secondary secutiry for home doors, protecting those at home while not accessibility for the rest of the family.
Bagel Boats (Dug Out Bagels) -- Filled and Unfilled â€“ A Delicious Low Carb/Low Calorie Weight Loss Product
Dynamo MP3 player. needs to be robust i/o compact, simple i/o many functions. SD card and marketing to be more successfull than competition
A clothing accessory that keeps items in pants pockets secure. This accessory would help prevent against lost keys, wallets, phones etc.
Backpack pull-out hoodie, or head protection. Attach inside a zipper compartment at the top of backpack.
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A streamlined lunchbox that is rigid enough to not get crushed by books in a backpack but is still lightweight and dishwasher/freezer safe.
Trip Routing planner app
Connected Halogen Bulb
A paper towel box inside a cylinder pillow The towels will come out from a small opening in the middle of the paper roll.
SIDE LOOPZ ------- Finally, after 4000 years the belt gets competition! With theses little straps to tie your pants at the sides.
A type of shower head that has an attachment that will intermittently spray body wash while the water is running
Android/IPhone/pads Specific sounds for each incoming message; I canâ€™t identify what is coming in message app.
Here kitty kitty! Bring out your cats wild side, inside. This cat tree LOOKS and FEELS like a tree. Revised, now we have a cat habitat!!!
Built in scent that sprays periodically for an artificial Christmas tree.
"Airlight Installation Kit" for the new Quirky Airlight, install in any ceiling box or can light, with this kit.
Voila
adapter for left hand camera
Simply a heat proof clip on strip for the end of grill trays to prevent you from catching your hands on the hot trays above.
This device is a portable coffee warmer.It can go in a car, a train, a plane, etc. It would be the perfect gift for any coffee or tea lover.
Wall car racing track
Tube tree - sleeve with holes on floor to ceiling tension pole - configure hooks to hold gear,clothing, tools
Universal nose-piece of clear non-slip silicone inserted into plastic frames-prevent sliding down-marks on cheeks
These sheets will change the way you sleep! With a floral pattern for women on one side and army on the other, they fill all sleeping needs!
A space-saving paper towel holder/dispenser for yet to be used rolls Now you can stack the rolls on their side without rolling out of place.
iMac Tilt stand, the imac doesn't tilt forward enough for kids or if you have a higher desk...
Very convenient trash can for your car that fits in your cup holder.
NEVER WATER YOUR GARDEN PLANTS. Condense humidity to roots, slow/no evaporation! (Done for drinking water in the Atacama desert-watch
video)
A back to school Pack that contains an all new organizational feature that will help students during school and extracurricular activities.
Apple external Printer helps to get instant printouts (device like handy, mobile, slim external keyboard)
Hanging up advertisement posters can take a lot of time -- until now. The Tape-gun makes hanging up posters easy and cuts the time in half!
Press-On Nail Stylus - Can look like a natural a nail for both men and women to wear.
Universal Document Scanner Stand.
PestPillars-Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 1,300+ Vts ** Videos Included**
A gardening tool that transforms into multiple tools, like a rake, shovel, hoe, pruners, spade, etc.
Diaper (Children or adult) with integral sealing zip-lock disposal bag.
Run with Me
Tailgate Buster!
RESUB App-enabled tripod and app-enabled camera combo
#spotsv Help change the world FOR GOOD. Hooks on a Roll 2: Evolution.
Life is precious. What if you could monitor your heart function every day and be alerted when a potential problem could arise?
stickeez
prevent ski theft with a lock key system built into the boot and binding no more cables lockes or keys to fumble with in the cold
Simple and ergonomic kitchen brush styled with a slot to fit over a stand; keep it next to the sink or attach it to a wall or cupboard.
Sac tri sÃ©lÃ©ctif
Heated windshield wiper blades
Functional eye candy for you monitor. Take your average looking monitor and turn it into a room changing center piece of low tech art!
This device will allow users (Elderly, Children & Disabled) to have a portable device to easily access faucets, intercoms, ATMs, etc.
Chuy2
Bare Body Scratching Post
Smartphone controlled, Wifi enabled Outlet Adapters will give you control of every electronic in your home.
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Sharpening Knife Block
This is the Plug Lock. A child safety device. A locked plug prevents a child from plugging in unused tools and appliances.
A small plastic device that will hold a Nalgene bottle or 32oz gatorade bottle etc. and let it fit in a standard cup holder.
Its all about giving. I propose an app which allows us to give to others by making careful and quick calculations of our dispensable income.
I suggest to have radio feature in ipod
Don't Get Lost Again! Digital Laser Sight/GPS Compass. Follow and get back to the path even if you can no longer see your destination point!
Modular Solar Fan System. At home in the yard, or at the beach. Stay cool!
Prevent your device (iphone-ipod-anyphone) from slipping out of your pocket. With this holder/clamp it never drops in the toilet again.
Selfie Mirror/ Selfie-Me
WINK-Door Security Bar
addressing the problem of spooning
Keep paper towels from getting wet with a paper towel protector!! Would also help stop 3-4 unrolling when you try to tear one off.
Bike Share Helmet Rental Station WITH DISPOSABLE LINERS!!! Safe &amp; Clean
Hand Pillows - Put your hand into this small pillow - Great for travelling or those who sleep with their face on their hands.
PestPillars
Message Indicator Light Case (Blackberry Light for iPhone) Resub 90% Community Approval
Car wash concept in the shower.
Five designs of hairdressing tools with handles that are designed with a firm yet pliable silicone material to reduce hand fatigue.
A Taco utensil that has been awaiting us for oh so many years. No more spill, and no messy hands. Just hold, catch, and enjoy the rest.
See through your beam
Pacifier bracelet
Protect the kitchen against fire, gas leaks &amp; more, but eliminate annoying false-alarms.
3D Clothing Printer
A Cereal Bowl w/Milk Storage device. NO MORE SPILLS! Kids wouldn't have to pour their own milk. Great for adults too - take to work bowl.
Patented in Brasil, a type of oil for use in the two stroke engines.
Stark Power Case
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
ICE WRISTS The old adage is true! Place an ice cube on your wrist on your whole body will cool down. ICE WRISTS will cool you down all day!
Redesign sheet sets Fitted sheets with attached pillow cases. Just slip pillows into cases-no more slipping pillows. Bed-making made easier
Angel Case - Iphone case that SAVES LIVES
The toilet paper organizer has 3 parts 1. Two upright poles for 2 rolls of toilet paper. 2 a Magazine rack. 3. Drawer for nail cutter,wipes.
Let's Get the Party Started! Let's Make an App-Enabled African drum that makes electric beats!
Snap n' Pack
Packers and Movers Chennai Rel
The no smudge, no slip clipboard for artists compete with window for tracing
Foot & hand warmer
Idea: tiny chip with super sticky back to attach to any easily lost item; housekey, sunglasses, book, etc. Link it to cell or comp to find.
~ lets find an alternative solution to touching dogs feces through a bag while at the park ~
Iblocker
A MAGNETIC BINDER INSERT THAT ALLOWS YOU TO STORE YOUR PENCIL(WITH A METAL ADAPTOR) OR OTHER ITEMS LIKE PENS IN
A COOL NEW WAY
ChangeAmals
Front Door doggy stopper. A retractable pet gate that is engaged when you open the door.
Quirky Outlet Covers: Add a touch of color to any room! #spotsv
At some point, every indoor gardener has experienced stretchy or weak stems that cause plants to fall over. Sturdy Stem does away with that.
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Gyroscopes-Molds (cooking)
Math Lites
GARLIC PELLER
A tarp-like bag lies flat allowing you to rake that pile of leaves, grass etc. right onto the bag. When done gather up the ends, tie shut.
A Smarter Thumb Drive (JH)
Tiny squeegee &amp; sponge dampen with small amount of liquid from bottle to clean your screen. located on the back of electronic/side/case
Party Tabs
PolyTalkie DMR/UHF/VHF/4G/KK44
This device made of a square plastic box with a lid and a cilinder shape box to hold the vegetable. 2 lines of V shape blades and one long
Colored hair clips
The problem I am trying to solve is how to get the peanut butter from the bottom of the jar. Invent a jar that screws up from the bottom.
Overhead bin that can be lowered and raised as desired.
No more runs in your paint lines when painting textured walls or ceilings.
"FOLDING &amp; ROTATING GRIP" Easy for grip to take a pic or movie.
Cereal Bowls you can't lose your spoon in. Can be used on pots or other type bowls.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
POPPY BREAD CONNECTED APPLIANC
A travel Pack with Drop-Down organizational Shelves.
Tupperware with no lids, no more lost or mismatched lids again, 1 piece tupperware with a squeeze zip lock top, microwave-fridge-dishwasher
How about a Clear, dome, that reflects sound to muffle crying but allows airflow and visuals for babies who don't stop crying. Parents LOVE!
The EZ Knife
Take the chill out of getting out of the shower.
Pocket Closure acts like a zipper. Keep cell phone, keys, money, etc secure in a loose pocket. Attach, remove easily to clothing and bags.
My Idea is a New Design 2part Water Cooler (jug) on wheeels.
Lockable Lunch box using a simple combination
Look down at your shoes, more particularly your shoelaces. Are they the proper length for your shoes? Are they boring, or cool/fashionable?
Two-way flexible remote control flashlight which shines in two directions will allow you to find your hunting blind by a click of a button.
A leak-proof travel bottle, grooved on the top and the bottom to enable closing securely with a longitudinally stretched rubber band.
swivel seat
Foolapse
Kid Global Positioning System
App Enabled Human body wristlet alerts you when your temperature is too high.
An Adjustable Baking Tray Lid. Stop using aluminum foil. GO GREEN. Use on all your pans or trays.

A simple great idea!

Ride on children remote boat.
Hate having to search for a pencil sharpener? Hate when your eraser runs out? Didn't bring the an eraser to the exam? Meet Point-dexter!
Floss Assist: The Floss that reminds you to floss
REMOTE CONTROL FINDER...PRESS THE BUTTON AND FIND YOUR MISSING REMOTE! A BUTTON HOOKED ON TOP OF THE TV AND A
SQUEELER INSIDE YOUR BATTERY.
Tired of sorting laundry? Now there is help. I came up with the idea of initialing socks and undergarments.
French Lavender Laundry Sachet, throw in dryer with laundry for a fresh natural scent. Non-toxic and Aromatherapy. Refills Available.
Instant Frame - Hang any painting or drawing quickly and easily
dont leave kid in car,keychain
Watch for Wally, the wrist wallet, my latest creation.
Book holder
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KIDS KOOLER! FAMILY AND FUN, YEA! Watch the colorful liquids spin through the window as it chills. Battery operated/plug-in and portable.
Interlocking FIELD STONE BLOCKS for landscaping walls - blocks that stack and interlock but look like field stones. No mortar. Possible DIY.
MY FAVORITES TV REMOTE- All your favorite TV channels, in your hand, without the hassle of programming.
DECORATIVE Dig.pic Wall Clock frame. With a Clock face! and your own pics of your friends and family for the background.Fun effects.
A truely universal screwdriver. This unique scewdriver tip can be used on many types of screws. No more messing with interchangeable tips!
A barrier that keeps small children away from the stove top, oven doors and drawers as well as out of the path of hot transfers.
The NOT pad is a note pad for the modern kid. Each sheet is a normal lined note pad paper but in a small corner it may have a sudoku puzzle.
Sunbright Sreen-Ever use a magazine to block intense sun when driving. Just slap the light self stick screen to the windshield and block it.
Better Hardboiled Eggs
Earring Headphones Wireless. "RESUBMIT"
Tired of losing your hair accessories? Eliminate a disorganized and messy looking area by buying a decorative Dresser-top Hair Accessorizer!
Sponge Buddy
Lets take the military out of the MOLLE! Molle VEST or Molle PACK for civilians. What do you want to attach? - HEY URBAN OUTFITTERS!
Smart Plant
safety line
A reusable Venting Valve that removes air from standard Zipper Lock bags by simply squeezing to maintain freshness for food storage.
slide-down spice storage
Bullet proof hand gloves
Baby Life Saver
How about some Plant Love! Bring some love to your cube with the "Cube Planter".
A UV sanitizer that can be attached on plastic bottle, sanitizes your drink or gadgets, without exposing yourself to the harmful light.
Reinventing dustpan for collecting debris more efficient NO bending No heavy lifting, faster and easy for kids and adults at all ages to use
Positively identify type and location of under car fluid leaks.
A shot-o-meter. Plastic shot glass with LEDs that change color every time it is smacked down on a table. Fun at least; lifesaving at best!
One App that can turn on or off any device within your home. Uses simple plug in device to block electricity flow at the plug.
Remote Control Bug Fogging Machines.
Water Playmat for babies. Promotes crawling and curiosity and learning! Add sound!
App enabled Interactive Language Learning Action Figure/Robot~ Resub. Let's Invest in Education perhaps Quirky+ GE
*COLORICE* Kids will have a blast colorizing their creations in the snow.Add food coloring 2 water.Fill chambers then color, write, or draw.
This window cleaning tool was designed to reach difficult areas of the car windshield. The user can clean both sides of the glass at once.
The idea is for children ages 12 and up who are experiencing the trouble with learning new class locations and moving from class to class.
Wireless Plumbing Control
Portable salad chiller
I want to develop an app/website that allows people to create their own customized barcode to describe personality or display a message.
Bendable, rubberized wall hooks that can "grab" and hold a wide variety of items through the home, flex to properly hold different shapes.
Solar powered fan for outdoors. The fan would have the solar panels on the fan blades which would re-charge the built-in battery
Transfer contents of condiments, shampoos, and other liquids safely. Takes up little counter space.
Mudpuppy
"Magnetic Wet Wipes Dispenser" This revolutionary dispenser fastens to metal appliances via rare earth magnets.Provisional Patent Protection
Supplement beverage shakers are so plain and boring. Imagine a shaker that can actually make your day a little bit easier.
A movie theater popcorn bag that can be sealed at the top so you can shake it to spread out the butter and seasonings that you added.
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Simple to Use Microwave
All in one!Glasses lens cleaner solution with microfiber cloth compartment. Can be utilized to clean glasses, your mobile phone, ect.
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Smart sign for your door! For your room, your office, your store...
Dog Collar Alert System
ALUMINUM FOIL WITH HOLES MADE IN IT FOR BBQ GRILLING SO PEOPLE NO LONGER HAVE TO POKE HOLES WITH A FORK WHEN
THEY WRAP THE GRATE
Multiple holding cell phone doc mounted to wall unit that recharges phones.Come home,put cell phone in doc, know where to find it.
Infant Fever Monitor
SmartGarb
Nosebleed Pen
Soother finder
The Kid-O App Reminder Device
The Ice Cream SUPER-BOWL-An Insulated Bowl (you pre-freeze) that prevents your ice cream from melting too fast!
Portable baby changing station
Soda - Beer Spin Chiller! Spin warm cans in ice and enjoy cold beverages in less than 60 seconds! **VIDEO INSIDE
Was UC 'Apple Heads!'a range of fun Slip on collectible hair pieces-for iPhone/iPad/iPod !(help protect too)
Radio Shack Battle Robots
Solar powered survival bracelet!! Never get lost again!
A product for those who have trouble studying, using stopwatches to keep you focused
Pet/Baby Thought Translator
Look b4 u Lock
a smartphone app that can translate the deaf and dumb sign language most widely spoken languages â€‹â€‹in the world
Here is a stand speaker. Not just for the apple devices, and also the same for other tablets and cellphones. Simple and elegant design.
Garage Door Leaf and Dirt Away
A beautifully designed and adjustable computer monitor stand suspended by cables.
Voice Activated Heads Up Display GPS for any car, no more finding a spot for it on your windshield.
Ever have a wound that required being covered by yet needed to be tended regularly requiring ripping a bandage off of tender skin?
Do You Forget Things? Reusable shopping bags, lists, picking up needed items. SENSORY BUTTON on KEY head it Clicks, you Remember!
A pet door/accessories that can be operated from a phone app.
Slide 'n Swivel accessory for Car Seat
Miniature Window Boxes for Your Window Box. Maximize Space. Decorative Flare.
This is an insanely simple way to protect your phone, laptop and HOMEWORK from the inevitable future disaster of a leaking water bottle!
Command Band for Service Teams
cradle with backup battery
Water dispensing travel toothbrush! Quick easy simple! No batteries cords or charging! Disposable quick and simple!
sugar/powder cream filter
Magna-Dry Markers: Hybrid of Dry-Erase markers, and "Magna-Doodle". Markers mark with both dry erase, and magnetic. Save to PC/Mac.
Convertible Laptop Case/Stand. Take ergonomics with you!
Box Cutter with clip for keychain or belt loop. There are no quality Keychain Box Cutters on the market small and practical to carry.
easy hold phone case
Simple mount for smart phones and tablet users to mount their devices to any glass or smooth surface. A two suction cup with a pivot point.
Shake and Sift
A tea kettle with clear window with lines on the side letting you know how high to fill it for the exact amount of boiling water you want.
brif case lunch box
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I've often thought that an ideal app for a smart-phone would consist of converting the phone to reflect the screen as a mirror.
Winter/Summer/AllSeasons Blinds The idea involves reversible blinds Two colors: matte-black for winter and mirror-silver for the summer
Ear Buddy
My idea is a fabric softener sheet dispenser. You attach to the side of you dryer.
The Baby Wall Is A 8 inch bendable clear plastic wall that velcros or clips to your baby's high chair so they won't push food off of it.
My closet
Tired of not having the right size paper towel for the job at hand? Try the Paper Towel PAPER CUTTER! You control the size!
Children can learn the basics of baseball while having fun with the ( FUN-damental baseball trainer.)
The Spice of Life: Keep your spices where you can use them!
The future of digital information sharing and storage that is sustainable, affordable, and customizable to fit your profession.
People need a multiple beverage container in a single item.
Refrigerator and Freezer Tempature App that will alert consumer of outages or defective appliance
More Closet Space!!! Introducing a truly space saving hanger. Simple, purposeful, and functional.
Solar seedling starter. Gives plants light 24/7 during initial growth phase.
Bug BOUNCE! Bug Repellant in a Dryer Sheet! Bugs will just BOUNCE Off!
Phone app that uses "check-in" technology to silence your phone as you enter building. Great for restaurants,theaters,and churches. AWESOME!
Remote control finder
Salt consumption is leading to dangerous phenomenon: high blood pressure &amp; fluid retention. This dispenser will limit excess amounts. Resub
The Backstop. Flat sheets of stiff material with a little lip on it. Fit it on the back side of dresser drawers to fill the gap to wall.
"MOUCHETTES" POUR BÃ‰BÃ‰
"Windy" - The only Multi or Single Garment Ceiling Fan wind Drying System With Expandable Coat Hangers For Incredibly Fast Drying. Thanks
LIGHT UP STICKERS-change color
Dual purpose Multi-instrument momentary kill-switch kills the signal for unplugging as well as creation of new musical sounds with no mods
Aquarium Vacuum w/ GE Patent
PAPER TOWEL CENTERPIECE. ROTATES AND HOLDS PAPER TOWELS, NAPKINS, UTENSILS, COASTERS, EVEN WINE!
Rape deterrent underclothes, made of cotton with woven cut-resistant mesh or ceramic material used for bullet-proof vests. Possible lock.
Add an adjustable extension rod to the " broom groomer " so to avoid the need to bend down.
Chill-In-Curtain
The BURPING WASTE BASKET
Its a towel used specifically for pool side so your swim suit doesnt snag while you sit and dangle your toes.
Kitchen Timer with L.E.D lights. Just in case you don't hear the sound.
Eco Grocery Stroller! Eco bags are difficult to carry! Plastic bags are out and are banned in many countries! Here is a green cool solution!
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
An affordable app enabled bracelet that provides custom emergency response tailored to the consumer's preference.
the CONNECT
Magnetic makeup armband. Applying makeup has never been easier!!
What is the quirkâ„¢? A pencil at the tip of your finger. There where you need it, when you need it. Itâ€™s accessible and unobtrusive.
A garden shovel thats more stable at digging into hard ground and better at cutting through roots. By giving it two points instead of one.
A binder that has a built in clip board on the outside..
swoosh
Healthier Floss Stick
A spoon with one side of the bowl edged with silicon to more easily get all of the melted or soft remains of a great desert or ice cream.
A Light-Up Beer Koozie
A self-winding wireless game-controller that constantly recharge while in-use to power itself or at least enhance/extend the battery life.
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FitKit is a one stop solution for measuring calories.This product contains a measuring cup, set of measuring spoons, &amp; digital scale in one!
Trash-guard
Nicobrew - Beer with nicotine for those in areas where you can't smoke in bars or help curb cravings.
STACKABLE BAKING SHEETS - Increase Baking production by 1/3. Over a 4 hour period this is approximately 72 cookies depending on size. Thanks
Smart Front Door
"GET STUCK!" Finally a place to put that darn pen. A system that allows you to attach your writing utensil to just about anything.
Store your sunglasses neat behind the rearviewmirror. Also has a mini paperdispenser for chewinggum. No more scary moments while driving!
The 10 Second Warmer for HBA Products (PATENT PENDING) is a game-changing device because in seconds it heats up lotions, creams, and wipes.
An air filled playground ball with bowling finger holes. A bowling playground ball.
Joann's water proof cards
Decorative clips that attach to hangers to organize wardrobe according to when clothing was last worn, what to wear next and avoid repeating the same outfit.
Balloon on wheels: Wheels fitted to a carriage like balloon make a nice toy for children.
Wink: App Enable EVERYTHING!!
Minimalist Memo clock: A clock with mini white boards that can be pulled out and arranged around different times for a quick reminder.
Are you constantly misplacing things like your glasses, the remote, your keys? FINDIT has the solution!
This gardener's backyard storage bench holds the solution to a beautiful garden. The stone look bench is small in size but big on storage.
Portable Snow Melter
The Whatever Basket
Medicine Pouch for toddlers. Mix applesauce/ice cream with meds--Easier to take. Leaves them in control.
Baby Beat
Don't throw your iPhone docking station with alarm clock and radio away! Just buy this iPhone 5 Lightning cord adaptor and cradle.
Six Pack Chiller and Dispenser
Gel Cooled Gaming Case
My idea is simply a baby/child/grandparent monitor that goes a step farther than just sound.
Cheese Keeper! Keep your cheese fresh with a flexible, shape-to-size soft plastic material with a one way air valve to force air out.
IRONING BOARD HOOKS
Why carry a phone and a wallet when you could carry just your phone, with a credit card attached to the back of it?
Water Purifier with Ice maker
App to control electrical power plugs to put lights,pool pumps,geysers,stoves etc.on &amp; off anytime from anywhere.
EZ Comb
iPhone Headphone Opening Plug
SANDSKIDDER lets you effortlessly slide across sand with your stroller, cooler or gear.Super slick bottom w/ straps securely hold gear.RESUB
I would like the middle back window light to flash when the driver pulls his/her foot off of the gas pedal or puts their foot on the brake.
Personalized voodoo doll. Upload your enemy's picture online and a doll is made and sent to you with the image imprinted on the doll's face.
No More Uneven Sideburns - Creates a horizontal line of light on your face; Easily see if sideburns are even; Flexible arms, fits any razor
TEKBI is 4 in 1 Keyring serves the purpose of a keyring, Torch, iphone/ipad sim ejector pin and Bottle opener
Teariffic Tea Maker
plantenna, an indoor hdtv antenna concealed within a plants pot, can be moved around for best reception without looking out of place.
Color Wheel a new iPhone case with a Color Wheel filter, just dial up a color and shoot a picture with the flash, for color flash fun!
Lazy machine to order pizza
What is the tipsyâ„¢? â€¢The best stylus for the Gypsy!
!!!!!! Best back to school backpack!! Read features!! Take a look at draw!!
GPS/chip infused disaster keeper-safe. Thnk lojack 4 possessions. Can't grab'n go? Leave & have confidence - you'll get the 411 in a 911.
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App enabled Media Player / DVD player for your car. Your Phone is a third screen to watch movie and control all player functions.
The double-sided, 2-end baby spoon! Allow your baby to scoop up food no matter how she/he holds the baby spoon!
THE TOILET BRUSH WITH A SPLASH GUARD THAT PROTECTS FROM GERMS AND MESS. SECONDARY SMALL BRUSH EXTENDS OUT
FROM MAIN BRUSH WITH SLIDE. THANKS
Re-submit. An even better door stop/wall protector, that also holds the door open. Thanks to good suggestions.
Your Phone Case
An umbrella that fits over the back doors of cars to protect mothers and children as they are putting them in their car seats.
Solar pool heater
Electric incense stick with rechargable batteries.
Pet toilet with electronic dispenser of biscuits (after use of the toilet)
Upgrade your smartphone to a tablet when you need one without having to subscribe to more contracts.Best of both worlds at your convenience
A Baby Mocubo! Cutting Board, Knife, and Bowl - All in One!
Smart Grill
The Protector replaces that old towel or blanket we use to protect our vehicle when we unload our kayak, skis, bike, etc from our roof rack.
with the funding needed to proceed we will be able to monitor your pets health on a daily basis with the device we have developed
Are you tired of dust, kitchen grease and grime accumulating on your ceiling fan? Removeable fan blade covers can be machine washed.
Birthday Candle Projector for ceiling! Must see this!Age or message on the ceiling and base...Change disks for each event
Magnifying Screen Protectior
Search-Note: Find The Name Of Songs On The Radio You Don't Know! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
FABULOUS REPLACEMENT STRAPS
The Quirky umbrella that could save your life if it's foggy and raining or dark and raining.
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Filter type attachment to eliminate unwanted items from entering into your vacuum system.
STORE YOUR ITEMS !! CREATES SPACE WHERE THERE IS NONE !!
Have you ever wondered if you could like a song you couldn't understand because of the different languge. Wonder no more with the R radio.
Next time you go camping take a holiday not a trip. Invest in 'GloGuys' glow in the dark tent guylines.
"Hail-No" cover!Combine a waterproof tarp and a moving blanket into one to protect cars from damaging hail. Bungees & grommets secure to car
Scented magnets in fun, kid-friendly designs that will stick inside the locker and help keep things fresh.
Grass Grinder
Plug-in your USB correctly -- the first time! A USB that tells you if it is oriented correctly.
Round fruit rolls, falls on the floor, and wastes space in the fridge. Reuseable clear plastic container allows you to grow square fruit.
The Tool Box Pick Up Box Cover is a set of toolboxes or toolbox drawers. They can be used as a upright or act as a cover for the truck bed.
Light tables are bulky and expensive. Light up film is light and relatively cheap. Check out my alternative design to light tables.
Timed Tea Steeper
Universal Umbrella
Wouldn't it be neat to transition your solo car cup holder into a double or to add a third if you already have two. That is my idea.
Sink Self Watering Indicator!!
TrashCatcher
A Bluetooth plastic bracelet, sealed to work in water splashes in swimming pool and alarm a person of incoming call in a swimming pool.
I want to design an engine/generator system using water turned into HHO Gas to power an entire house/business. Search HHO gas on web.
App Enable Luggage finder/scale/tag
Re-usable Coffee Sleeve's
TWIN SET: a clear, double eyeglass case for those who require both readers and distance/sun glasses over the course of the day.
Roller Toaster
Strawberry Rose? Edible arrangements.
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A very smart hot water heater timer. For those of us with electric hot water heaters technology has now caught up with you!
Did I take my medicine?? Make the pill bottle know the last time I opened it.
A straw built in the water bottle so all you have to do is put your lips to the bottle and drink without tilting your head.
Pocket hook
Wireless lapel mics are great to use... when they work. Instead of an expensive, flaky, battery munching FM transmitter, use an iPhone!
The Animal Food Dispenser AFD
Vandal Cam is a motion activated surveillance system designed to provide visual evidence of hit and runs, alerting car owner of damage.
This is silicone key-skin for touch screen. It help you to feel real typing and improve speed without mis-typing in your mobile phone.
Take mower in to a 10 minute Lube and Tune have a tune-up done instead of waiting days.
Faucet Brew w/ Prototype
Seamlessly integrated watchband-like strap that allow user to attach iPhone most anywhere like bike, strollers, backpack, shopping cart, etc
Human/Pet Snack Stick- 3 feet stick- half human snack food and half dog/cat food. you eat from one end and your pet eats from the other end.
lighted binky keeps baby safe
vac n brush
6 million cases of elder abuse every year. I have created a device that will help STOP, and keep care workers accountable.
Pot cover with a manual retractable stirrer: No need to open the cover to flip the eggs or stir the soup. Keep your stove clean.
PAINT BRUSH HOLDER EXTENDER YOUR BRUSH SLIPS RIGHT IN THE TOP YOU CAN ROTATE IT ANY ANGLE BEND IT AT ANY ANGLE
OR LEAVE IT STRAIGHT UP.
YING-YANG DUAL SIDED BOTTLE.For your Condiments or to separate your drinks, shampoo&conditioner.Give more space for you other things!
OLED Battery Case:iPhone 5 case with built in battery and lights up for incoming calls,emails &amp; text,App-enabled &amp; Bluetooth.
a gas can that is shaped like a cone which has a long nozzle which is flexible, to be able to put gas into anything. No more wasting gas
"Stringies", a teething toy for infants that combines colors, lights, a rattle, a ball, and strings (all items babies seem to enjoy).
Camera Neck and Wrist Strap Combo
Case for iPhone, iPad, iPad mini that holds plastic utensils for eating on the go or camping! Embedded Vine
KNIFE SHIELD - Install this kit and ensure the blade is not exposed until you use it. Squeeze the handle and the blade protectors go up.
Spoon Tea-Bag
A lounge chair designed to provide people with a comfortable way to read and use hand held multimedia devices while laying on thier front.
Bike wheel straight
All-In-One Gardening Tool - Forget Carrying All Those Tools
Was UC (see below)Wall mount CONTAINER to hold smoke masks in kids rooms. Records and plays back to kids your instructions about what to do.
Surround sound headphones
A cutting board station that separates food items. Removable measuring cups and a hidden tray for collecting food/scraps
Baby Safe Car Alarm
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
Coffee Cup Cozy`s ( Home Set )
A bio degradeable material that you can place in the toilet that disintegrates when you pee on it'Great for Potty Training your little one'.
The Kids Rotating Storage
EASE YOUR LOWER BACK PAIN, STOMACH-ACHES, AND MONTHLY CRAMPS, with the TUMMY TAMER, a reusable heating pad that you wear
around your waist
Presenting the iBall, the first wifi remote panoramic camera for your iPhone.
DISHWASHER NET,THAT INSTALLS IN DISHWASHER TO KEEP GLASSES,DISHES, AND UTENSILS FROM MOVING WHILE CLEANING
USB Powered Cat Petter! Pets Your Cat While You are Working on Something Important! =^..^=
TOILET TRAY
Tupperware flat-plate with dome cover for foods that need a flat surface to cut and be eaten, such as chicken breast, steak, etc.
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Water Optimizer
App enabled Bedside lamp, with smart system of waking up, by increasing intensity of light.
The All Net Shooting Trainer
Do you fear cutting your finger with immersion blender? Here is a protective guard on top of the sensitive power button to protects you!
Foot kitchen cabinet opener.
It's a Chairpad! It's a Book Bag! It's a Stadium Seat! All In One. Comfort in the classroom, Lightweight,Functional
A pocket sized clip board and attached pen that attaches to any shopping cart.
Foot sanitizer. A mist spraying system like the kind found in hospitals to sanitize hands.
A smart phone with built in retractable ear buds on a wire, so you don't have to look for the ear piece in order to talk on your phone.
No-Mouse Mousepad
EarlyBird
A portable solar powered battery back up for electronic devices. the panel would be clip on or suction cup attached for windows, etc.
Point-and-click camera that captures frequencies we don't see such as far-infrared, electrostatic, and electromagnetic "anomalies".
Cake/Cup Cake Bumpers. These innovative "bumpers" prevent the icing from getting on the wrapping that protects and covers the cake/cupcakes.
Hand Held Bacon Strip Grinder. Bacon flavored bits are available in stores but I prefer the TASTE of FRESHLY ground bacon bits.
Foldable Beamer + Screen
Coffee Always
A retro iPhone handset, handset speaker dock, and charging dock inspired by classic phones.
Â "The Wheel", a CD-sized wheel in a case with windows for circles of numbers cooresponding to the numbers on various lottery games.
Magnetized alarm that goes on the inside and outside of a screen. For windows and doors.
A digital timer that is mounted on the windshield or dash of a car that lights up when your inspection is due. Thereby avoiding a ticket.
A snow shovel, when pushed across the ground causes liquid ice melt (handle is liquid reservoir) to come out wherever you just shoveled.
My idea is simple. It's a tub table. A simple durable design that attaches to bathtub ledge that provides a tray size area for bath items.
Battery Crock Pot
ParcelPond
baby bibs for highchair
a holder that do-sent bother you and its not to big a holder that you can you can get you i phone with the click of a button.
Gourmet Kettle Cooked folded potato chips. Every chip in the bag is folded. Quit fighting over who gets the best chips in the bag. CRUNCH ON
standard electric extension cord or air hose and putting Inches/Ft. or metric markings you would see on a measuring tape on the cord
A device to water your Christmas tree once you bring it home-easily and hassle free.
A solution to a problem with using a sprinkler in an area where accuracy is needed.
Fed up of hitting nails X number of times. This new designed hammer would make that task so much easier! Builder or DIY's this is for you!
Taptic Resonator Battery Pack
Have you every had to scrape out a very hot and very heavy pan, but you feel as if you need an extra pair of hands?
Your son or daughter will never get lost on the way to their classes again! Campus Maps gives precise directions to students classrooms.
Pillow and/or Pillow cover with an inserted filled strip that pulls out. Covers eyes, ears, forehead aids migraines hangovers window light,
Need a little spice on the go? With this portable device, make sure your coffee never misses any cinnamon or your meal your favorite pepper!
Powdered mixer variety pack that makes carbonated alcoholic drinks. Just add alcohol, water, ice to create Margaritas, LIT's, Mojitoâ€™s etc
Bubble Bird
Does your child want a Superman lunchbox one day and a Spiderman lunchbox the next? Here's an easy solution--changeable lunchbox covers!
USB Flash Drive Container
"Dish it" Spoon to remove jellies/creams with a flap moved with a trigger on the stem instead of using your finger to remove the contents.
Try-It Strips
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My idea is to make headphones which have earbuds formats ears. These ears could be characters from comic books, with earrings, etc! ...
SHOOK,a shower hook designed to shake up the shower. Form the tubes to support your favorite products, or make a hook to hang a razor.
Resub w/ prototype video. Clear book Bandits. Protect your book corners. Bookmarks &amp; protects book corners. Removes cleanly. Barnes &amp; Noble
App enabled Megaphone. Speak into your phone, and projects through a speaker elsewhere.
Indoor duvet-coat that's comfy, practical & warm, whether making breakfast or watching a movie on the sofa. Move with your duvet -the Muvet!
Interlocking hydroponic planters.
PestPillars
A dog collar that will beep or vibrate when a dog gets too close to an object considered "off limits." Think magnetic security system.
A safe catch and/or release stun ability for fish hooks to catch SINGLE fish on a fish hook without loosing or damaging during DE Hooking.
iBlend
Can Minder #KitchenGadget
MUSICAL STAIRS
charge panel
Christmas tree fire extinguish
This product is a new and creative way to do puzzles. With the merging of puzzles and cars together.
Attn: Urban Parkers! Think a scratch-free paint job on your car's bumpers is something only Surbanites can enjoy? Not anymore! Try !BUMPS!
Robot Garage Floor Vaccum
gelegrip tablet skins
Is it hard to carry both your cell phone and tablet in one hand? Why not have a phone pocket on the tablet case to access your phone?
Quicky Pet Nail Clippers
An Iphone case that comes with a key chain size sensor pad that sounds off a loud alarm through the phone case with the press of a button.
Kitchen sponge holder and vase. Sponge water drips into grid and feeds a beautiful flower or plant. No more icky water at the bottom
I have an idea to clean and disinfect the handles from super-market trolleys before you go shopping.
Go Snack packet: Reusable resealable packets to make your own on-the-go snacks: yogurt, pudding, jello, frozen juice. also pack condiments!
Stand Out
Sturdy, adjustable organizing bin for a car trunk that won't slide and keeps items from shifting.
Living Picture Frame
Scantron Answer Stamp 4 in 1 Pen with Eraser
An Iphone charger who has remote controls organizer and clock.
Toilet seat flipper
Lots of pupils or students have to bring heavy bags with their books. I want to create a trolley well designed, flexible and light trolley
EzAeration: Set down Long-Handle-Walk-On-Spiked-Aerator-Plank, walk on it, jiggle and pull up, move..set..repeat .....Eureka, read to seed.
Easy Slice
Inflatable wedge pillow to alleviate symptoms of acid reflux in infants. Portable and adjustable, for travel and at home use.
dish drying rack that hangs above your sink. u would pull it down to dry stuff on or fold it up to a flat position when you don't need it.
Maison USB
Will Q ever make a Smart Power Strip? It's time to give Pivot Power(most successful Q product so far)a brain to join the Smart strip club!
A folding side table that is quickly accessible, like on an airplane, for a laptop, tablet, or anything! No install: floor pressure to hold.
New Addition to the Pivot Power family - a new feature incl. a Digital timer. This idea would sell well to Home Improvement and Pet channel.
Buds KeyZippers
Small portable weight that attaches to your charging cord! Are you tired of the phone charger cord falling to the floor when you disconnect?
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Easy Attic Flooring
A Quiet Ice Dispensing System for home refrigerators/freezers. Get a glass of ice at night without waking the kids!
transform-a-bench
Resub. iProtector for Walkers, Joggers, Runners, Letter Carriers or Anyone
Telescoping bird feeder pole
Cake Pan with built in Thermometer!! Check if your cake is done without opening the oven. Top of the thermometer detaches for easy storage.
Solar Garden Stake with Outlet/USB ports.(Paulette Jaques)
Hot? Cold? A "split down the middle" comforter is the answer! Customize your warmth and comfort by pulling up or throwing off your half.
Have all your power tools plugged in and ready for use beside your workbench with the cables in neat loops clear of the floor.
The Hottest new thing for CANDLES!! Now they can last forever and you'll never worry about a fire or your children again! Safe and Simple!
Safe power outlet - Protect the ones you love!
My idea is called the Loopy Bag Band
A spiffy lawn sign or ornament that is actually a grass height measuring tool which lets you know when it is time to cut your lawn.
Big nâ€™ Lilâ€™ Suction Lights for EVERY occasion: Make-up on the go, power failures, holiday lighting, ambient lighting and so much more!
taste sensor (sodium sensor)
Moisten your paper towel straight from the dispenser for kitchen, bathroom, windows, messy kids or even the baby's butt.
Trunk Organizer. Consists of 5-14"x36" pieces of firm lightweight plastic w/notches so that they can be fitted together.
Quirky Hats. Ball caps in colors to match the shirts with Q logo on front and slogans on the back "More than just a hat rack"
Have u seen parents running with a baby stroller? With one hand,or pushing/catching up! This is unsafe/innefficient way to run. Not anymore!
The 6 packer
Shield Shirts!!! Custom made T~Shirts to slide over your Motorcycle Windshield.Show off your Style,The possibilities are ENDLESS!!!
Clima
Big inflatable exercise ball storage bag that is suspended from the ceiling using a hook, string and carabiner.
Extending/Reuse Zip Ties VIDEO
Over-the-sink cutting board that lets you use the whole board as cutting space. Colanders and waste container to keep surface uncluttered.
Magnetic Makeup Bag
Dish Clip rubberized non-slip magnatized metal clip with 2-3 inline clips on top to keep flatware from slipping into bowels and off plates
Multipurpose, 3 position airplane seat-back tray accessory. Hang a tablet, prop up a tablet/book/magazine, nonslip cover for cards or drinks
Wine charms are great but sometimes you forget if you were the crab or the owl. I propose a set with matching rings the glass' owner wears.
Instantly chilling a beverage in seconds!Spinning a beverage on a cold surface speeds the chilling process up by 100%.
Underwater Power Strip
Does your favorite dog leash drag causing your dog to get tangled up?
Motor-Cross Barbie
Bullet Hole Pants
Candle Buddy w/ prototype vid!
A car sized tray to park on-to prevent snow, road salt , oil, and other corrosive fluids from damaging your garage floor.
A glove used like exercise hand grip. Will have settings from easy to hard so there's no stress on hand with an uncomfortable grip.
A Holographic Flickering Candle!!! Place Anywhere! Smells too!
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A desk lamp with 2 speakers mounted on each side of the lamp with a docking station for an ipod in the base which would store the ipod
Cool Sipper â€” chill those first few sips. A joint submission by simplyinclined and Coleen Fuller
Fingernail Protectors - keep your fingernails safe and clean while gardening!
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Ever been blinded by the sun while driving? Its blinding rays seem to find the gap between visors and the space above the top of the mirror
The circle of protection
GPS Frisbee Locater
A water bottle that looks and feels like a real Rugby ball / American Football. This will change how people run, and stay hydrated.
Compatible w/ Brita Water Filter System: flavored filters release flavor/vitamins in water as it filters the tap water.
A table top stand for the new 2013 Mac Pro
Solar Panel for Riding Toy's
the ketchup mustard bottle
A "soap buddy"-a fabric sleeve with an elastic cord that attaches to a loop for holding a bar of soap. You can lather with soap in sleeve.
Hide and Sleep - Visor with breathable detachable/disposable hanging drape. Folds for storage
The product is a customized extension for the control sticks on a video game controllers.
imprimante encre effaÃ§able
Born to be Wild
The easiest vertical bike storage solution!
A bottle cap that confirms I took my medication/vitamins on schedule. A cap that gives a verbal reminder if it is not removed every24 hours.
Laptop Stand - funny guy
An extension Arm ideal for picking up and store. Thing like towel paper and other items. on the upper shelve in kitchen cabinet
Make a cocktail, even with a beer stein! EVERY glass becomes a shaker with this bar tool: it has a vacuum stretch lid and a mesh strainer.
You cannot carry food, water, phone, etc. while trying to use walker.
Wirelessly turn on multiple lamps in a room that does not have any installed ceiling lights from a light switch controlled outlet.
A kite with small bubble dispenser...
A sweat wrist band that has a small internal pocket for your house key. Use when you go running.
iPad (Any tablet, or Kindle) case that extends on both sides to convert into handles when holding your tablet. Handles work independently
A paracord survival bracelet that has a fire starter flint built into side release buckle.
Pull and save while you shower. Protect you're self from a blast of scalding hot water when a toilet flushes or even a annoying cold blast.
RESUB With an app-enabled pet toy, your dog (or cat) can have fun while youâ€™re away!
Forever My Freshener
Hands-free Babyrunner, no more pushing the stroller. Pulling allows a hands-free, natural,easier running motion.
Water Hose Spray Washer
Roommate Status Door Hooks that Doubles as a Coat Hanger
MY IDEA IS A SILVERWARE ORGANIZER.EVERY DRAW IS NOT THE SAME SIZE AND THIS PRODUCT CAN CHANGE IN SIZE BY
SNAPPING THE SLOTS OFF OR PUT ON.
Christmas tree fire stopper
JellyBelly Seat Buddy
Over 160 Votes! Overcrowding in the Kitchen? Try a "Kitchen Caddy" and eliminate Kitchen Counter Clutter! SEE VIDEO!!!
Greens Rolling Chopper
MY PERFECT BOUQUET- no matter the dimensions of the vase I can always arrange my flowers, individually to make a straight volume bouquet.
Ultimate Pizza Storage Stacker
The Plugger Light is a plug in decorative light fixture. It can be changed out for holidays, to enhance decor and to take when you move.
Smart Pet Water Fountain
Solar power iPad cradle top.. The top of of the IPad cradle is made of solar pads that contestly charge your iPad while it sits comfortable
I think it is really simple they would look nice and take up half the space.
Hose adapter with filter to fill hot tubs with shower quaity water, no need to use those chemicals ,have been using one works great
If you don't know someone forced to be in a wheelchair yet, you will some day Their mobility depends on getting through wooden doorways.
Treasure Hunter
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A PADDED BLEACHER SEAT WITH CUP HOLDER. NOW YOU CAN PUT YOUR DRINK DOWN ON THOSE CROWDED BLEACHERS.
Turn off oven via phone + oven alert if on longer than x hours or at certain time.Usage alerts.Don't answer an alert for x min turns off
A way to carry your bottled drink without it getting hot from your hands. Also gives you both hands free and having your drink on your hip.
ReDrawstring
The Snow Shade easily and snuggly covers your car preventing snow build up and eliminates the time and chill it takes to scrape and defrost.
time saver
Oxygen Monitoring Bracelet
Backsaver Watering Garden Stake + plant advices written on it
The Laptop and Bottom: A durable laptop case that folds into a solid chair. Working prototype that I have used at soccer games, airport...
BabyAlert
No more wrestling to keep open those lawn compost refuse bags. With the lawn funnel now you can easily empty those mower bag clippings.
The Programmable Kite/Balloons
New Stainless steel food chillers for Food profesionals are an improved way to cool food faster, safer no worries about paddles breaking
Breast mold for bottled nipple
iWatch Charging Helmet
Device you simply fasten to any straight-handled tool (post-hole digger, rake, shovel, broom) to make them easier to use & safer to store.
Write Arm-This is a wearable arm band that can be written on and easily erased. Perfect for carpentry and other construction trades.
An insulated lunchcase that includes a travelmug/thermos combo with a detachable spoon handle and combo lid/bowl. Thermug can be separate.
Car/truck snow cover
Would you like to play your games in other rooms of your home without moving your whole game console and without using a portable game unit.
A device consisting of a home base + assorted beeper attachments. An attachment would be placed on an object to be tracked and found if lost
I propose an alert system in a residential alley to alert drivers of oncoming traffic when people pull out of their driveways into the alley
A disposable razor blade cap or container that draws moisture away from the blades to extend the life of your razor blades.
If you are designer or officer, working hard all day. How could you organize a lot of paper, file folders and documents on your messy desk?
Armband case with speaker system.
MEDSAFE DISPENSER
Breathe new life into your old mattress with a self-leveling inflatable mattress pad
Leaf disposal hand tool. This devise rolls like a vacuum but no power needed. It picks leaves and shreds them and places them in a bag.
Store your screws in this new and improved screwdriver! Handles open for better Leverage! THIS IS NOT A MULTI-HEAD IDEA!! FYI
"Screen of Green" An adjustable screen mounted on a plant pot that provides support, air flow, and light flow.Dramatically increases yield!
Power Grip
RETRACTABLE WHEELS FOR LUGGAGE! Do you remember last time when your wheel got stuck, broke or missing from luggage?
solar sun-shade for cars
Smart Jump
My idea is not a new invention but a new idea for the k-cups. What about chicken soup broth? Coffee machines offer it. Other soup flavors?
Cookie Dough Frosting
Augmented reality app would highlight the house/apt that is available and then show pics/video, some basic info, contact info of the seller.
Flexible Light
This sani-lift device will eliminate ever having to reach under the toilet seat again to lift the seat, and bacteria from your hand.
Gym exercise monitor
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Put garlic cloves into the Garlic Pod, close it, shake it, and re-open to discover that it has been instantly peeled and ready to use!
DON'T DROP MY iPhone!!! Gosh!! I lost my iPhone!!! it must fell off my pocket.

Ugh, my iPhone is in here somewhere I know >_

EASILY use your WHITE-BOARD MARKERS with ONE HAND while PREVENTING DRY-OUT! No more LOOSING CAPS! With: QUICK-DRAW
CADDY!
A universal molded oil filter, removable with any basic tool. A 3/8 ratchet, with or without a socket, adjustable wrench, screwdriver etc.
An alarm clock that makes you get up to turn it off. A small ball that rolls around few steps away repeatedly until you turn off the alarm.
Foldable Dish Rack
Dryer lint traps don't catch all the lint. Lint in the duct can cause a fire and it makes a mess where ever it exhausts to the outdoors.
Monitor your child's temp while they are sleeping and be alerted if it increases to your mobile device
A fun,"quirky", bath coaster to prevent rust rings caused by shaving cream cans or other metal containers on tubs/showers and sink surfaces.
Insulated Water Jug
A cable that connects your android phone to receive vga/dvi/composite input from computers, security cameras and other devices to your phone
Disposable floor mat to go around a high chair or table chair to catch debris from young children.
Paper trash/garbage bag with closing patent. Eco-friendly! Different sizes. Different shapes. Recycable.
A gel padded elastic insole you wear over your socks comforts your hole foot+ A foot lift insert you lace into your shoe for descrete Ht.
"Where's the damn leash!" is an all-in-one dog collar & leash that pulls out like a tape measure and then retracks back into the collar
Resubmit The Car Cover Deicer!
The Stay-In Stake
What if when I looked at the trash basket I saw a beautiful print instead of the white top of the trash bag hanging down over the edge.
extension roll
A hole puncher that also staples
deskBlanket
Dirty golf club face on wet day after practice swing or when you hit a shot. Golf club cleaner that slides over your pant leg at ankle.
The beach towel with air-edges for sand protection. Just inflate the air-edges of towel and thatâ€™s all what you need to do!
Pending update by inventor.....
Don't want your Boss to see you on your iPad? Hide your iPad on your desk! A case that *LOOKS LIKE* a 3 ring binder from the outside...
iWatch Extended Keyboard &amp; Pen
Easy Baster
Stand is designed to provide out-of-way storage space for items such as outdoor gear, clothing, lanterns and tools. Versatile design.
Liquid metering device that will preciously dispense 1 quart of automotive engine oil product typically sold retail in 1 gallon containers.
fitted window wrap
THE STACKER PLATTER! Huge serving platters don't fit in cupboards or dishwashers - until now! This one has 3 sections that detach and stack!
Create The Most Beautiful Bouquet of Flowers Vase Inserts &amp; Covers With Precut Holes Place Flowers and Create Resub 1/13
A small fold-down shelf that will safely display a smartphone/tablet at a slight incline. Doubles as a photo frame, when upright.
OMNI POWER! Power &amp; convenience for ALL of your electronics on the go!
"And money forever does not suck." That's why I created the recordable sucks button like the Staples Easy Button but for when times suck!
The SLINKY CLIP can organize multiple documents, bills, recipes, coupons etc all within the same clip. ORGANIZATION just got EASIER.
Cell Phone Remote Identifier
STAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING ONE OR
THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD AND BULKY
Heat Pad 2000
Customizable lunchbox with built-in ice pack. No more plastic bags needed as there will be fully washable built-in compartments.
A bulb planter with a bulb reservoir. Dig the holes and plant your bulbs in one move, without kneeling at all !
Olive oil brush attachment
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Motorized jump rope turner
A Magnetic mop/broom 'slip-on' attachment to hold your broom/mop up against fridges or metal surfaces
i have developed a system that will make you money keep you busy and is fun and easy if you have been made to retire or just need to work .
Boost Me
Mac Junkie? iPhone. iPad. MacBook. 3 great Apple products. But, 3 separate chargers. Too many cords. Too much tangle. Not enough outlets!!
Powdered disposable diaper
Touch Scratch Pad
Spent the weekend Drywalling, A Tape-utility knife combo would be so much easier... Lock measurement, then use the guide and knife to score.
Sausage Rake - Kitchen tool that helps stabilize sausages, hot dogs, etc. in a frying pan so they donâ€™t roll.
A device linking 2 your phone, perhaps thru bluetooth that enables u 2 text in the shower, or other wet situations (swimming,washing dishes)
Home Health Aid: Assists friends/family in monitoring the care of homebound/aging parents or friends.
Monster-Go-Away Spray
Wheel Chair Cover Domes
Custom designed cat scratch panels will prevent your cat from scratching the corners of your couch. Its a pet owners best friend.
Nuts in your mouth, and Granola.. Not on the floor! Easy to use dispensor for nuts and granola that provides a mess free eating experience!
Revolutionary new way to apply sunblock esp. those hard to reach places like your back with the all in one disposible package
Have kids and dogs/cats? A collar for your pet that the kids can draw on to customize themselves. A unique and one of a kind pet collar!
baby monitor
The Stadium Egloo will protect you against cold weather in outdoor sporting events. Adult and Youth sizes and with NFL logos etc.
Hydropump
Help finding my glasses. A tiny device that would attach or slip on the the arm.
"A T-Shirt of important information for when you're in a disastrous situation". (Made to save lives in an Emergency,for kids and adults.)
Rolling Pin Deluxe
Ethernet Mate - InLine Ethernet Cable Coupler with Built-In Crossover Mode and Surge Protection
Smart Stirrer drink hot coffee
Electronic Guardian Utilizing the technology already available for pet location and leashing, to keep an electronic alarm system on kids
Hair Rinse Wand
Corner sunvisor for cars
GET HOOK'D and carry it all! Clothes hangers, shopping bags, groceries, paint cans... Wave steel hook design with and foam grip.
Electric and Solar panel emergency light kit...keep your emergency light running on four more time than regular battery power..
Cigarette Vaporizer
Taking your child's temperature has never been easier or quicker! Develop a thermal thermometer app that scans the forehead.
E-Work Data Card
Porto-Rinse! Rinse your dog mess off the sidewalk, rinse dirty dog paws, rinse sand off yourself, rinse down at the music festival. Rinse!!!
Millions of restaurant process credit cards. In poor lighting, I strain to see the numbers. Need a bigger printer and bigger numbers.
BBQ-Charcoal lighter- NO MATCHES NEEDED
Simply Folding Sheets
Climate Control Car Seat Covers -Use existing technology -Easy to install -Heated or cooled -easy to clean in a washing machine
â€œLove at first Sightâ€ Dating Cell-phone ( or Dating Machine)
app enabled - Smart Safe - with hard drive and backup power supply
Internal Laptop Printer needs NO syncing or connection to be used. located at the back of the monitor prints regular sheets of paper.
Smart Playing Cards
Organize your socks
A fashion statement to accent any outfit, it's a fun ring, wear it and you'll have fun. Also can be worn by men, women, and children.
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The "Key Retriever" will find your keys and keep you on time for work.
Bacne Body Wash
The mobile charger
Eyeglass hoodie-cord clips
Wireless Cable
BIKER BELTS!- Ornate, colorful leather belt (vest or jacket) for riders designed with reinforced handles for passengers safety and comfort.
A button on your television that, when pushed, makes the lost tv remote beep (or otherwise make noise) until it is found again
Fido Flakes
Kitchen Thickness Gage
Voice Activated Toilet Flush Attachment/Handle with a Reminder to Wash Hands resub. 2012
Adjustable Shelving Unit
Q Skull Candy NOT EAR BUDS !! NO Headband or Clips Unique Design
Pulsating Electromagnetic Frequency Therapy clothing that assists in decreasing pain from the physical body.
SWIMSCOPE (Pls improve and refine) Fun swimming pool watertight periscope toy. [Can also be used in a tent or a makeshift house]
Toilet Seat Warmer, no more freezing seats, no more screaming, the lid will keep the seat warm, can act as a thermo for your back.
iDevice Photo/Collage case! Create your own designs and simply insert into the case! (Resubmit high view/vote ratio)
It is a solar plant tray. It is a solar plant tray for outdoor plants.
EASY-ON CUSHIONED WALL BUMPERS FOR KIDS! 30MM kids under 12. Parents can stop stacking pillows, this prevents unwanted "bumps in the
night".
WiFi Enabled "Change" Out Your Photo's with the Picture Frame APP! Company coming? Put up their photo on your wall from the APP!
OTC FIRST AID organizer to keep medicine handy and up to date. PLUS a list of symptoms and treatments and a checklist for medicine purchase.
For parents of college age kids: I designed a "BrokeU" bumper sticker. Graphically, it looks like a college decal. Everyone laughs.
When you mop, have you had to touch it? Bucket attachment will pull the ICKY out of your mop so you don't have to touch it. (Thirtyacre)
VisionBar &amp; VisionGrip. Integrated handlebar lights. There are hundreds of 'clamp-on' lights for your bike - this handlebar is born with it!
Prison Lock
SPRINGS APART TO DRY WASHED CLOTHS, JUST UNCLASP IT! no more 'dried' t-shirts with wet armpits, CLASP BACK TO NORMAL WIDTH
FOR THE CLOSET!
Paint spreader small crevices.
The Poop Sucker. The easiest way to clean up dog poop from your backyard. Rechargeable, clean, easy to use and can save valuable time.
This dry-eraser marker will "fit" on your finger.
!! A Collapsible lunch box/beverage combo; cylinder shape; when collapsed will create space in backpack; built in spoon/fork; modular design
Guitar Pick Saver
remote finder
JAR DETACHABLE MEASURE SPOON
I have a product line that has been in business since 2000. I would like to take it to a bigger level with a manufacturer &amp; distributor.
energy conservation. stores energy every time water is used in the house.also back up power without generator, free energy
I believe a lot of people would use this simple kitchen tool it's a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.
Wouldn't it be great if there was an easy & attractive way to keep your garage floor spotless & also add style to an otherwise blah room?
Holiday decorations (of the lighted, electronic kind) for urban dwellers, with not much space but lots of style !
An app enabled Fishing Rod. Track where you have fished last year, track where you are now.
Don't you hate typing slowly? Now you don't have to, with the Draw Pad.
Tired of your jacket getting caught in your zipper? The "butterfly" zipper, keeps material away from zipper so it NEVER gets caught again
Hey this innovating idea is called the trunk buddy.It Allows compact car owners to fit and secure large item in a small trunk in seconds!!!
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Never Be Late Again!! Random Alarm Clock Wake Up each day to a totally different Sound! You Never know what Sound is gonna wake you up!
iGrips! Squishy, easily attachable/detachable, and ergonomic grips for your Ipad or tablet!
My idea is a portable paper towel that can be folded into a 14" X 6" X 1" volume. It has a compartment for hand lotion, and is motorized.
Vacuum seal bag you simply put in the microwave or heat w/ hot air. Heats then shrinks around food, forms seal. No big machine needed
Walking sprinkler improvement to make more efficient
Do you want to call with your iPod? Simply pair your iPod with iCall using Bluetooth and you can make calls like from iPhone.
Lets invent a compound that will keep our GPS and other suction cup devices where they belong; and where we want them. With SUCTION MAGIC! !
Stiff back? Painful hips? Do you sit more than 6 hours a day? Try "Back @ Work". Normal office chair turned rehab chair with pull of a pin.
Forget the tedious sweeping. The more logical and efficient approach of having a broom that will clear the area in one fluid swipe.
A way to connect your iphone to a dock and turn your iphone into a home phone system
POCKETIT / ZIPIT A snap on secure Pocket with optional zipper that holds your phone, key, cash or liscence add it to just about anything.
a tiny magnet with a beeper inside, with a remote button.
using stroller skis on snow and sand will help many people,detachable skis on strollers will help families
PhotoMats
Clip-On Pen Holder that clips to your backpack strap. Makes for quick and easy access to a pen without having to dig through your bag.
bluetooth receiver
APP enabled safety feature on firearms. A built-in accelerometer lets you know if someone tampers with your weapon.
Tea Pot that you can drink the tea right from the pot.
The Glove that Scrubs! :: MUST SEE!
Added feature or option that could be added to a gas or electric range.
Adjustable Hat Liner for you baseball caps. Gel Cushioned, reusable, and washable. Keep your inside of the hat from getting dirty.
A new way to hang curtains! A curtain rod that can turn in any angle from the base to change a curtain without ladders or stools.
Stroller Shoes
Give your garden the benefits of Compost Tea without the mess and hassle.
FloodZERO
If you have more than two Apple products you know what a pain it is to have them all plugged in at the same time. Daisy chain them instead!
Proximity sensing phone cover
Smoke Off
Hands Free Umbrella
Zipper ear Piece.
Adjustable cardiac lead wires.
[BACK OUT MIRROR] THIS PRODUCT IS AN INEXPENSIVE WAY TO SEE IF A CAR IS COMING WHEN YOUR BACKING OUT OF A
PARKING SPOT.
A Soft Dog Training Collar To Make Dog Come To You. Use Pressure Buttons To Stimulate Dog Into Action. Use Remote Control, No Need To Yell.
Air cooled mattress pad
A Dirty Dish Rack to carry used plates and utensils from the dining table and into the sink to prevent messy pileup and facilitate cleaning
Scramble Egg coming right up, or how about Green Eggs and Ham
Everybody knows that the TV remote in every motel/hotel room is rarely disinfected and is therefore usually infested with germs.
You know that feeling you have going face first down a water slide? Now you can have that experience anywhere with the Street Skeleton.
An app that provides complete pet care. It has a monitor, can refill water and food, give snacks, turn on toys, unlock doors, etc.
a tape gun that loops and cuts tape.
Have you ever had someone walk through your patio screen door? I did. So I came up with this idea to help prevent this from happening again.
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Support Bicycle Smartphones!!!
The idea i have is to make a folding beach chair that rotates. You never have to get out of the chair for the sun or to check on the kids.
Hikers will look forward to resting with this bag with comfortable neck cushion. This tube shaped bag fits securely on the upper back.
High Flow Beer Bottle Cap and Bottle Opener - Large market and inexpensive to produce.
"Sponge on a Leash" is a vehicle washing sponge that attaches to your wrist, preventing the soapy sponge from hitting the ground if dropped.
Just in time for driving in those winter storms,a heated steering wheel cover. This cover is stylish, comfortable, and battery powered.
An attachable faucet motion sensor that emits bright light for 20 seconds-CDC urged hand wash time. Great for homes, schools, &amp; restaurants.
Lost pet finder
Fold Flat Extension Cord Wall Adapter:Wall adapter that doubles as fold flat extension cord with 2 outlets and 2 USB extensions on demand.
SaniStick! The easiest most consistent and reliable way to tackle germs on door handles. Compact, inexpensive to make and yes...hands free!
Digital Signature!!
CLOSED CAPTIONS!!! EVERY TV SHOULD HAVE A (CC) BUTTON ON THE REMOTE TO SCROLL THROUGH EVERY UNIVERSAL
LANGUAGE IN THE WORLD.
Maximise space in a smaller garage with a flexible, folding shelf & underside detatchable storage for those small bits and pieces.
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Portable backpack for carrying deer out of the woods. It would be much better than dragging!
Cooking pot with pouring spout and 2 vertical attach-anywhere handles on the rim handles.
Hygienic Sponge Squeezer-Tray
digital cable and wifi modem
Remote/Bluetooth/App Controlled ~No Blade Ceiling Fan ~ Light Fixture ~ Audio System
Slippers/sneakers with battery operated headlights that activate when walking in the dark.
A stretchable rubber sleeve to keep your laptop cord and socket from being damaged when jerked around unintentionally.
Spray Tray is a Fold Down screen for pre-treating your laundry right over the Washing Machine opening. Excess spray wash goes into the tub.
In Car Child Alert
Light Bloc - a super-bouncy, waterproof, buoyant, rechargeable, stackable, fun-to-play-with accent light. 500 votes 1st round.
HAIRBRUSH EJECTER
A completely modular and totally customizable storage solution for the garage
"Give Me the Chillzzz!" blood flow stimulating system. Feels awesome and supplies nutrients etc to the body&muscle, 2maintain&keep u going.
The police politer is a gps unit that has a audio/visual recorder where when a stop is done live feed is then transfered to a website
ALL IN ONE cleaning tool forCeramic cooktops.
Icelets can make your next walk or run with ankle or wrist weights cooler and lighter.
Smart Fishing Reel with Digital Readout (cast length or depth) and weather radio!Features a counter and Timer.
1st of its kind .. Save Time , Money , cooking the perfect sausages . Grill pan that will ease the process and save you time :)By AWESEMO
Medication Cap: Child safe...super easy to get cap off. Twist dial to correct numbers, push lid down, it pops up, pull cap off, replaceVIDEO
Electronic Lighted USB Piano Music Teacher. Learn how to play your favorite song on the piano the easy way!
child alert voice reminder
Hydra Flash Drive
Workout Towel
EZ Tie
Data Container
Self Camera
Project whIRlwind is a ceiling fan that can control devices like TVs, DVD players, and Cable boxes with things like smartphones and laptops.
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A small disposable eco friendly single charge battery.
I cannot beleive that there is not a better item for children to be able to sit in a regular dining room chair.
Attachable Laptop Charger
Slap on Wallet, perfect for teens, sports and kids, even for travel and going out.
Dogs and Cats both enjoy fresh water, fountains are great to quench their thirst, but one downfall,you have to get up to turn it on and off.
Organizer Strip
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
cargo bike trailer
Lint removing glove a product that will help care and maintain your garments; store it in your purse, glove compartment, office desk drawer.
Jewels~Interchangeable Pendants/Lockets for Bracelets, Broaches, Necklaces, Anything Resub.
Scooper, Pruner, Weed Wacker - the 3 handheld gardening essentials. Why schlep all 3 when you can have one device?
Nap mat sleeve, covers your childs nap mat so that they can have a comfortable nap without sticking to the mat!
MONEY SAVING LIGHTBULB (works)
Introducing Dry Erase Bookmarks, find your favorite recipes or your holidays upcoming recipes, or use them for your class to mark topics
Spill proof lid
Ceiling fans and Aromatherapy.
Don't want to miss that fish nibble when you step away from your pole? Then you need, "nibbler notifier" to alert you!
An Adjustable pot lid. Made of stretchy silicone, this lid would adjust to any size pot by twisting it's handle.
This game changing product allows people to clean their eye glasses like never before.
My idea is for a purse that, when activated by a personal buzzer,gives off electric shock.It can reduce the frequency of purse snatching!
Watch your favorite sports team while they are away, on the home field JUMBOTRON via satellite.
Self Stirring Plastic Coffee Mug - Uses magnetics and easy to clean parts - No batteries required! Works for soups and hot chocolate too.
KID SAFE- WINDOW GATE W ALARM
The EGI(Electronic Goal Line Indicator)eliminates the human error aspect of the big game. Did the ball cross the line, a diffinative yes!
See Spot Come
Our invention signals others that an individual is looking for and readily welcomes social interaction making it easy to meet new people.
Shoe insoles w/blue tooth or wifi connectivity as real time measuring device for: Step counter -Weighing scale -Mileage counter-BMI, Etc.
A 2' round rubber mat w/ a 'lip' to go under your Christmas tree, (concealed under decorative skirt) to prevent water damage from watering.
A GOLF PUTTER THAT HAS AN ADJUSTABLE SHAFT.
A programmable (and "green") night light that auto dims to help children fall asleep naturally and become accustomed to new surroundings.
Comfy Carrier
7/11 Currently 331 votes. Scenario: mopping your floor and even though you "rinse" the mop in your water,
Mini Turbo Washer
Push and turn screw drive...
Golf Tee Releaser/Retriever
It is your basic multitool with a pliers, knife, screwdriver, etc. Except it has a a flash drive on one side and an LED flashlight.
The Finder
Children unbuckled in car seats or left in hot vehicles cause injuries and death every year.My invention solves both problems.
Important Documents Notebook. This notebook will house the original passport, birth certificates, transcripts, marriage license, etc.
These traps are not working my customers would say,ok I'm sure there's others around the globe with the same problem,let's fix the problem!
Personalized photo bowl. Every kid wants thier own personal cereal/soup bowl with their photo on it. Personalized photo pet food dish too.
The HEAD Doctor
Lightweight Extension Cord with light for your overhead light socket when doing DIY projects. Think Lowes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Pullups too hard? Too easy? Try the Resist/Assist! Chest dips too hard? Too easy? Try the Resist/Assist!
Joy Ride Adapter
A slip with sleeves - its like an undershirt for women to wear under dresses that have sleeves.
App. Enabled Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Separate Device resub.
OK QUIRKY,I Challenge you to Make this product. IT WILL MAKE a Difference. People, make a change for the Better, it'll be worth it for all
Chamoi Smart
Domestic Water meter. A meter attached to shower/faucet transmitting real-time gallon or meter consumption to a display or app.
A "Hot Hair Station" for the bathroom, makeup counter, and Salons puts your hot hair appliances in one safe, convenient place.
pot that prevents boiling over and replentishing moisture within by using its own steam and vapors to have a clean safe stove range 4 cooks
ID theft is a scare we all live with. "trackmysocialsecuritynumber.com", = instant notice their soc sec number has been entered on the net.
A high fashion hair accessory, made to hold any hair length in a multitude of unique arrangements.
remote finder
My Idea is to create shields for eye glasses similar ones that are used on Ipod,Ipad,and phones to reduce the oil smugges,and scratches.
BILL WRAPERS
"Handles &amp; Wheels" Small Portable suction cup dolly system! This dolly can carry even the largest items with ease.
DRUM CARPET For breaking down and setting up a drum kit in a matter of seconds instead of Â½ an Hour. on stage or practice.
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Clean your car on the go!Vacuum cleaner comes in case to store under seats or in trunk. Plugs in AC Adapter.On board hose & extra long cord.
car seat sensor pad
A simple, easy to use, all in one portable potting station that makes gardening more convenient and less labor intensive.
Wouldn't it be cool if there was a magnetic marker board that could live on your refrigerator and communicate with your iPhone?
BRINGING BACK THE OLD PHONE TO RECONNECT WITH NEW TECHNOLOGY. PLUG INTO YOUR IPHONE OR SMART PHONE AND CHAT
AWAY,HOTTEST BACK TO SCHOOL ITEM
USB extension cord charger
How many pictures do you have of your child in her stroller. Wouldn't it be cool to pose your child with a invisible free standing Prop.
You've heard about bean bag chairs... how about a BEAN BAG BLANKET. Provides extra padding for picnics, sporting events and sleeping bags.
Snail Mail Alert!
The Smart Gas Grill
EZ Ladder Rack
keep cereal crunchy with it's patented design. Cereal is separated from the milk by shelf. Milk flows to the front.Helps save money.fun!
ever saw a lazy susan for spices- this will be a jumbo size lazy susan with space for buckets, containers, a sports rack for balls, bats
Home Security device that projects light, movements &amp; sound that when seen from outdoors gives the impression that someone/people are home.
Sun Wings
The solution to toxins in the air we breath. The inventive device is a portable device to filter ambient air for personal use on demand.
DeskMate- The app-enabled 2 in 1 cabinet + desk
DINAMO self-power your external iphone battery-case on each call
A beverage machine (ie. coffee pot) that communicates with your phone to make a cup of coffee for when you come home.
Turn a storage problem into a storage solution. Easy to assemble (and disassemble) multi-use paper towel storage and dispenser. Vid Inside.
Picnic Mat + Bag= PicnicMatBag....Bring all your picnic supplies and food in this one bag that opens up into a picnic mat! Resub
Finally a license plate frame that has no visible mounting tabs in front. This will give the effect of a "real" frame to your license plate.
Never bend over to pick up your unplugged phone charger, laptop power source, or auxiliary wires ever again!
A flexible planter that can be molded around the base of any size planter. The flexible planter would hide the base of the larger pot.
iphone Attach / Detach Screen.
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ClipSter
A reversible shower-rod curves out when you step into the tub then curves in when you step out, making wherever you are the largest space.
Padlock with cord instead of shackle. Allows to lock multiple things, few things distanced from each other. Kensington Lock. Alarm. 3D Model
Bathroom power generator will convert water you all ready pay for to electricity to charge bathroom appliances.
Control the elements with a storage case for your electronic devices. Cases that protect your devices from the extreme heat or cold.
"Paw to Potty" Cabinet Handle - Allows a cat to easily open a cabinet door to access litter box. Title sounds like Port-a-Potty.
A device that allows a gardener, lawn owner or user of solar equipment to measure how much direct and indirect light an area gets in a day.
let it go
CNBC JUST REPORTED - Apple run out of extra Lightning cables and won't arrive till next month!
D.E.L. POWERED BY LED
Make your favorite baked foods better tasting and better for you, by cooking them above the grease and fat in the bottom of the baking dish.
Half Brew Coffee pot
Wireless Earbuds
Paper cup with tea built in.Strainer for brewing, tea kept fresh with seal.Just peel and add hot water.Cups come in different tea flavors.
Dual Thermos
Hot Dog Shaped Hamburger Press
TORPEDO
Dry Erase Expiration Date Labels NEW!
Freezable LunchBox - A very simple lunchbox that has a gel core that allows Mom to freeze it the night before, allowing food to remain fresh
The Pencil Vase which is not only for normal pen or pencils but also for some short or small office supplies like stubby pencils or clips
Domed shaped splatter guard that adjust to any pan size. Because not everything that splatters is flat!
Combining the old an the new... 'Skins' for GE WattStation. A modern web enabled EV charger with a twist.
My idea is about drinking tea easy than before. This tea cup have own tea and this tea is under plastic filter.No rope,no bacteria.
Giraffe - Easy-pour Watering Can
VaniStation: Your Grooming Station Anywhere
solar powered(like the calculator)and self charging(like the watches that wind themselves)Itouch/phone case.
Pepper Spray Camera.
The Ladder Claw It well secure a ladder to a truck rack,
Multi-purpose barrier that encloses an open garage or children/pets safely in a pen @ picnics/games. Perfect for Little League/Soccer Moms.!
The Full English Frying Pan
Create a Pen Zen for iPhones/iPods/iPad Mini with charging dock and design inspiration from Pli
A cigarette case (holder) that allows cigarette smokers to gradually quit smoking without the use of any drugs, patches, gums or hypnosis.
Portable Organic Fruit Cleaning Wipes and Fruit Cases!
Easy Glider infant seat
every door handle is a magnet for germs then turn it into a tool to decontaminate hands as you turn door knob over and over again and again
Wake up late in the morning?? skip the coffee, not anymore! What if you could brew coffee inside of a cup fast with a click of a button!
USB DRIVE SLIDE LOCK. Slide your USB DRIVE in to a steel combination lock. Upgrade would include a GPS locator!
Perfect Pie Dough: This silicone tool will shape and store a disk of dough and will flatten and expand to create the perfect mess-free crust
"Your Turn" Beanbag for Chores
Slingback style EXTENSION CORD. Retracts/Extends for just the right length with a switch locking mechanism. PLEASE VIEW PIC,READ AND VOTE.
an app that weighs food - perfect for weight watchers and other diets
need for organization and proper display of my shoes, to access them. Why hide them in boxes? my idea will organize and keep them displayed
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Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
I was astonished to discover this wasn't already an available product! Flashing/glowing fun LED orb call notification. Works with any phone.
App controlled camera
Search No More! Sleek and modern way to store and dispense multiple paper towel rolls is sure to delight with colors to match any decor!
An app that allows you to take a photo of a key order any lock (eg: padlock) to suit that key or get a duplicate made &amp; sent to you.
car portable cleanner small but power full that wont leave dirt behind with no parts that has to be adapted something quick to used in sec's
Want a JACUZZI? Only have a boring tub? Try this...
Sick of wasting money on toothpaste, ointments and expensive medicines!! Sure ya are. Well, get a load of the Twist-and-Clip tube! Yippeeee
HEADPHONE GRIP: A rubber/silicone grip that slides on the end of headphones for easy insertion and removal.
sQuirtkys
Bubble Bowl. Great look, better cooking, and easier to get at the food at the bottom of the bowl.
Customizable/re-mappable computer keyboard for faster typing and less mistakes.
Resub. iProtector for Walkers, Joggers, Runners, Letter Carriers or Anyone
AM/FM TV Receiver
We Need to Design a Ergonomically Friendly Computer Desk with the Options to Either Stand or Sit while we are using our Computers.
A hand scrubbing pad that dispenses soap and aids in the removal of dirt. Helps disabled and children to scrub hands.
ePower cord
Pan/pot lid that has a place to hold the cooking spoon for that particular pan. no more mess on counter or accidently using wrong spoon.
Kickboard iPhone holder.
Never get stuck with a dead phone again...as long as you're with a friend. Use their phone to charge yours!
Tired of being interrupted when typing every 30 seconds bec. you keep touching the touchpad. With the touchpad cover, goodbye interruptions
NoSnow. No more scraping snow and chipping ice each morning
The entertainment of dvd to the stroller with non toxic attachment to keep your child entertained for hours and your cell phone protected.
Solar Powered Laptop bag. Utilize the light around you and convert it into electrical power!
Ear Wax Steam Cleaner
A portable tablet screen that turns an iPhone into an even better replica of an iPad.
HANDSFREE DEVICE FOR WORKERS -WHO GET DIRTY AND THE REST OF US! "TAP-TAP" IS WATER PROOF AND EASILY AND QUICKLY
CLEANED.
Bluetooth Free Weights Wristband to track performance (App-Enabled Magnetic Clip w/ Monitor). Count sets &amp; reps w/o buying a new set: QLift
Tennis Balls with Photo-Luminescent Trim. No electronics, extra weight or sensors needed! Better Visibility While Playing at Night.
Shroud threaded onto and covering the entire "male" fitting of a garden hose that will NOT scratch a cars paint if contacted during washing
Idea is a bracelet for kids to pull and release when faced with abductors or anyone that is posing a risk to them. Shrill sound,soft rubber
The Octopus Hanger
I would like to create a doll that talks to childern, as if they are having a conversation.
A nose-shaped magnetic eyeglass holder that attaches to your refrigerator or any other magnetic surface.
Pillow/pillow case has pocket or elastic to go over your head rest to keep it in place in car or plane. Been bag material for shape/support?
Kit: Low Cost DIY Marble Personalized Chess/Checker Board http://www.instructables.com/id/ChessChecker-Set-from-Remnant-MarbleTile-and-Duc/
Ladies Purse Call Alert
Swiftâ€“ Steel wool with handle
Hair stick
The Grapple, is a unit with 3 legs that keeps undergarment straps secure so they stay untangled &amp; protected while in the washer/dryer.
Finally an IPad Cover that can be carried hands free without the use of a backpack or oversize purse.
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Towel taker is a paper towel dispenser that allows one to remove a paper towel, along the perforation, with ease, reliably, with ONE hand.
A clear sheet has a sticky strip either on the top or all the way aroud like a sticky note you highlight on it without smearing.
Expandable Shady Paws Canopy With/Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric Resub. Perhaps it can be combined with my other concept PetPal
The toothbrush holder needs to catch up with the electric toothbrush era. An easily removable and washable base will keep your shelf clean.
ladder lock
Dry Erase slide out for iPad. Allows you to take notes, doodle, etc. when your iPad is taken over by another app.
Dog dish with a lid that slides open when his collar comes within a foot of the dish. When he's done, lid closes keeping strays out.
A disposable strip that you stick under a mattress and it will check for bed bugs
People do not sharpen pencil much but when they need to sharpen the pencil, the pencil sharpener is hard to find. Here is a good solution.
This will help us all to keep our fitted hats clean by using steam but at the same time is able to keep hats at a great fitting size.
POPSTOPS, are small versatile cord organizing units. Out of site or under hand, POPSTOPS goes where you want them till you need them.
SINK SKINS Colander Strainer that uses the entire sink and has handles.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A Weeding knife designed specifically for BRICK walkways or patios. The knife would have two blades the width of a brick for simple weeding.
house key with flat head and #2 phillips tip feature on head. call it "Utili-key". sell where they custum cut keys for the household.
reachable battery changer
The Liquor Lock
Forgot your key or combination code? Here's an App Enabled Lock. Use it for your bikes, lockers, closets etc. No more frustration. Resub
A tubular plastic container that stores spaghetti but has a twistable top that can measure a perfect serving amount of up to 6 servings.
"Smaller" paper or plastic bag with many compartments. Solution for storing candy/nuts/fruit at the cinema, in the tv-sofa, at a picnic...!
Easy Pre-Measured Salt or Soda
Ouch!! I stubbed my toe again on the darn bed wheels. Wouldn't it be amazing to have a soft protective cover to go around the bed wheels.
The Love Handle
A pot that IS a strainer.Boil food, squeeze handle 2open valve &amp;drain water.Safer,easier, no food loss &amp;no seperate strainer 2wash &amp;store..
A clothes dryer sensor that works with an app to notify you that the clothes dryer has turned off.
Ear warmers. Ear warmers attach to the outer ear but cover the entire ear to keep them warm in cold temperatures.
iDRONE: short-range bluetooth/zigbee bare-bones iPAD-type tablet device for educational use - think large iPOD Touch, or a watered-down iPAD
MAGIC FLASH POT-FLASH GUN-EatUpWatch Food Bowl
Motorized Red Wagon
Lounger 4 beach, dock, pool side, and a flotation device. prototype frame made of pvc and filled with foam is then wrapped in neoprene.
Brew Me!Instant brewing travel mug posing in a strong modern design with a solar powered thermometer to know when do you need another round!
Coiled Extension Cord
Universal Video Adapter - the VideOctopus.
use your smart phone to view an infant monitor.
A new take on the Power Strip. Modular system lets you choose the kind &amp; number of outlets you need. Add extras resub .
iPhone case that turns into a stand..............Gives you the most out of a case
Dual Pour Pitcher
eye covers with built in ear buds,capable of playing Zen sound effects scientifically proven to relax. Incorporating aromatherapy(+).
I have come up with an combination oyster knife and hot sauce applicator to be used for shucking oysters.
SportsDoors
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Sleek, Stylish Cell Phone Case with Slots to store Id and Credit Card
mold free kitchen sinks
Cuddli -Nursing Bib Spit Cloth
These headphones will extend and retract so there with be no more pulled out wires leading to dead headphones.
Creative construction toy. Small plastic parts used with ordinary playing cards to build amazing card houses, cars, castles, planes etc.
IPhone Dock WiFi Blue Tooth Adapter! Convert your existing IPhone dock into a WiFi blue tooth transponder and go wireless!
Welcome home light
YoYo Powered Charger/Light
Do you ever camp on tents, and arrive late or under the rain. Setting the regular tents with water on your back at dark is bad combination!
Rubber Utensil Stays Prevents Utensil From Falling Into Mixing Bowl,Pots Heat Resistant Easy Apply and Remove Add It On To Any Utensil RESUB
angle stair vacuum accessory
It's time to make fixing your clothes that have the drawstrings pulled out, easy and fast. What used to take you 30 min will now take 30 sec
stretch couch
Retired firefighter seeing an idea to reduce fires in the kitchen. People are careless when it comes to cooking with oil on a stove top.
Floor padding that keeps your baby's head in one piece and keeps your floor from looking like a carnival bouncy house.
SPOONSITTER Yep, that is right, a sitter for your spoon while cooking attached directly to your pan! Heat resistant and shaped like a spoon.
Carbon Monoxide Auto Alarm
Never pay for carpet cleaning again! The robotic carpet cleaner is here!
plastic wall magazine + bookcase + foldable work + lunch table: murphy bed style 4ftx5ft plastic turns garage into a library study room.
Razor Air Brush
iVilla(Phone house)
Mye wear is the newest way for fans to show their support. A simple product that attaches to the ear stems of consumers glasses/sunglasses.
Parcel over Traffic Transport Protocol. Earn money transporting packages along your route.
Hide your wireless a/p or router in a hollow item such as a thick frame, lamp, or vase. Tasteful decorative design
A foam/"Nerf" video game controller perfect for throwing kicking biting, assaulting your friends with or just stress relief.
Hang your backpack and other items on the bus! School bus, charter buses, city buses etc! Quality comments below Quirky! Check em out! TY
A wagon for bundling limbs and branches. Load into the trough, boom them down and tie them off. Trim as needed.
SOLAR POWERED LED ILLUMINATED BABY ON BOARD SIGN
Men shave. Men hate to clean. Lets make the electric shaver clean the mess before its made!
Windshield Cover
My idea is to create an insert for purse bottoms composed of battery-powered micro LED lights encased in flexible clear plastic.
A device you wear that dials 911 or any preprogram number you choose at a push of a button through your cell phone via blue tooth.
A portable beer cooler that is made for beer bottles!
Remote starter idle control.
Get rid of annoying left over bar soap by using the mesh pocket. It is not only convenient but economical.
Bibzeez
Power Shovel.Like to a Shop Vac.Has a sucking hose and attachments for different soil types and a deposit hose.Throw your shovel away.
Galaxy-In-Hand = Give your kid the worldâ€¦ or go one step further and give them the Galaxy!
Brassage
GREEN SPATULA GREASE CADDY
Put the barbecue brush and sauce into one.... A flow-through brush fluid dispensing container comprising a squeeze bottle and a brush.
Magnetic tool belt holder
Blue collars. Cotton stripes to fit any shirt collar (2-4 cm wide) with a sticky side to collar and soft side to neck.
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The invention is 2 U-shaped baskets flower baskets connected at one side with a hinge and lockable on the other side.
The doggie-talkie is a device that lets you talk to your dog from a distance, through a speaker in it's collar.
D.U.I Stopper
A sling pack with an embedded Bass Boomer for new musical sensations
Multi-floor farming
The Power Terminator ~ Locked Unit Turns Off TV/PC/Gaming System/Cell Phone @ Night. Kids Can NOT Turn Devices Back On &amp; Will Get Sleep!
Life Lessons for Kids!
Let's make our own quirky charm bracelet
Want to have a ocean breeze every day of the year? Try these Fan Scents. different smells with a breeze of goodness!
My Stay Asleep Sheets keep your feet warm and keep sheets in place. Your sheets stay where they're supposed to so you stay asleep.
Water where you need it with a set of little sprinklers. Daisy chain or radiating from a center, linked by flexible hoses.
A #2 wooden pencil with a replaceable/refillable eraser.
Telescope with built in mini-HDMI, USB 3.0, and Bluetooth connections mounted on a servo-controlled tripod.
See through toilet seat cover
propane heat blowers w/flared vent evaporates snow, blows vapor away prevents refreeze
A magnetized mat that sticks to your car door. The other side is a foam material that cushions your car door when opened preventing dinging.
Biochar will usually double typical crop yields. The U.S. alone has 60 million acres of insect-killed timber to use to make biochar.
Credit card sized USB memory stick with LED light and magnifying lens.
Lice Lightup under black light
Garage Threshold Defender
Discreetly spray utensils and wipe it clean with the compact 4 oz natural cleaning solution of Purifiedwater baking soda&amp;citrus.4x4dry wipes
Change a roll of towels with the push of foot peddle button!.Spring loaded paper towel dispenser and holder,with added paper towel cutter.
Smart Laser Tag
With our easy to use location system you will never spend hours or minutes searching for keys, remotes, wallets, IPOD's, or anything else.
Do you need a special rack for that special pan? Here it is the "Flexable Meat Rack"!
Need a specific type of battery again? You can go try finding it in the closet/drawer or just reach over and grab one and you're powered up.
Never spill your morning coffee again!
My idea: His and Hers Double sided, Corner mounted, Rotating shower caddy! Stop arguing over space in the shower and start sharing it!
Splash Guard
I have an idea to conrol traffic in temporary situations. The idea is a Free Standing Electronic Battery Operated Traffic Light Signal.
Tired of trying to remove your faucet aerator to clean it? Frustrated with using cleaning sprays that drip right off? Try Faucet Soaker.
A tent with an inflatable bed built in. Take two simple ideas: tent for camping + inflatable sleeping pad, put them together and presto!
Power sawing switching power strip
The Emergency Button
Thermos jug heating coffee(cafÃ©) has rechargeable battery USB and iPhone two principle of functioning by resistance or by induction
Fertilizing system for plants. 3 concentric attached slotted rings of fertilizer-embedded paper medium; peel wrap to start each stage.
The "Book Tender" will keep the page block on large books from sagging to the surface level of the boards, protecting the spine.
GPS tracker for Apple Watch
The disposable hairstyling safety wrap will protect your finger(s) from heat and burns. It's heat resistant, flexible and stylish.
Rustproof/foldable over SINK drying RACK/towel holder combo. Save precious space. Smart, functional, attractive.
Desktop iPad / iPhone jig. Keep it still and in one place while you're recording or video chatting.
Office-to-go Cup
The Stuff
A garbage pale that opens up in half so you do not have to lift the garabage up in order to take it out and has a storage draw on the bottom
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Universal Smart Phone Picture &amp; Scanner Pocket Stand.
portal device
Our idea is to have a small solar powered light that easily attaches to any existing mail box. When you open the door the light comes on.
Swinging under cabinet (above counter) paper towel holder. Simply swing forward to use and swing back to keep out of sight.
I have a CD with a3.5mm headphone jack for any smartphone to be use in a car or CD player that does NOT carry an ipod,Mp3 dock or bluetooth.
Bed Hogs
Toothbrush-Timer #BadHabits
Assist For The Rest Of Life. Slide on the cantilever strap to redirect the weight under the forearm away form the wrist, lifting with ease.
88 Key Foldable Electronic Keyboard
Portable kitchen watersoftener
Bonnet-Temp
iTracker: A smartphone case/tool for the hikers, trekkers, research scientist, and training athletes. With an app to capture collected data.
Innovative, fold down organizer positioned at chest area with horizontal straps that connect to shoulder straps for added back pack support!
DON'T BURN YOUR TONGUE! Wouldn't you like to know the exact temperature of your tea or coffee before you drink it? With this cup you can!
No more winding earbuds around your iPhone! This case has a hidden, retractable earbud compartment. Earbuds are always where you want them
Shuffle Resubmit
Use any bag, RETHINK how you throw things out.
COMFY CARRY
Ice and snow cover your car. Manage it with a sprayer, brush, scraper, and rubber blade all in one. Fold it and store it when done.
Fruit Squeezer. App-enabled device that detects fruit's ripeness. Possible sniffer function too?
Easy shirt buttoner
Dual purpose lid! Not a splatter screen, not a lid, it's BOTH! Transforms, fits your frying or cooking needs,awesome.Resub2
RECOV=ALERTJewelry- A Special Line of Necklaces,Watches,&amp; Rings w/miniGPS microchips Embedded Within prompting Quick Recovery
A smart photo booth of home e-retailing businesses. Optional as 3D scanner.
Make a docking bracket for Apple products. Mounting your iPad and/or iPhone to your Macbook or Cinema Display.
Cooling Pad for Pets/People
Above ground pool cover
"Grabz" Sticky back foam stuff holders. Comes in different sizes. Grabs your stuff when you need an extra hand. Stick them anywhere.
Milk Maid.Put open jug on counter,slide maid over the top,flip.No lifting repeatedly .Good for water jugs too.Pouring has never been easier.
Pet door that opens automatically when smoke detector goes off.Pre-recorded message from owner plays to lure the pet to the pet door.
BLANKET STOPPERS - have a warm night - prevent blanket separating or falling down the duvet while sleeping.
I love this idea, the Toothpaste Hanger/Squeezer. Hang it on the shower wall, bathroom mirror, wherever you like and no more waste
A slim flat wall mounted garage cabinet with vertical pull down drawer for storing/hanging items on the outside and inside and can lock.
flying alarm clock
reversa blind
Bad Breath Detector
Resubmit-Why just cardboard? CONNECTORS that allows recyclable items to be attached together.
Pillbox Reminder with LED Flasher and Alarm
THE ULTIMATE BOUNCE HOUSE. Inflatable BOUNCE HOUSE -Lights up when you jump, Play your iPod, lights to the beat, Play laser game inside!
Handshakes tell a lot about a person (i.e. confident). Shake hands while wearing this networking glove to tell someone your contact data.
Its a USB port its a cigarette lighter its a wall plug its a 14-way power strip NO ADAPTERS NEEDED!!!plugs into wall and runs on AC power
Solar Blinds Water Heaters:Regulated by an App-enabled to make sure that you will always have hot water any time of the day.
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Watermate-Perfectly water outdoor/ indoor potted plants, flexible for different pots (and better cube out transport etc.). w/moisture meter.
Ever leave UR DSLR or Mirrorless camera home cuz it's 2 BULKY? U need a case with a detachable lens case so U can put it in UR pocket or bag
Super-Shaft
A expandable, folding rake. Compact size for easy storage with an adjustable neck. And a Flashlight to help you at dusk.
Ever had someone with an ilness stop by and you wished you had a quick and easy way to sanitize everything afterwards? Here is the solution.
Millions of Americans love to BBQ and would enjoy my product that converts a Gas Grill to a BRICK OVEN to cook pizza, bread, meats, etc.
A re-design for windshield washer fluid. Its smaller size, self-funneling shape, and rear handle placement allow for a simpler refill.
video. curve tip juice baster is what you need when baking and roasting this coming holidays, or any day. put juice all over turkey chicken
Glove box organized for CDs with enough space for other things.
Een makkelijk mee te nemen telescopsch uitschuifbare beveiligings stok,voorachter een deur .Geeft een alarm als er iemand de deur open doet.
A detachable electric sign for the back of semi trailers. Programmable by the driver for many different alerts. Each with own switch.
UNO.. A single boot/skate, easy to carry and a cool alternative for bulky scooters. A fun new way to glide around the neigborhood.
A wearable bracelet with a fan inside. And a wire folds down to a stand.
Telescopic water bottle
A backpack that morphs into a basket that attaches to a Citibike in NYC with a built in helmet.
Use your vacuum to freshen your home while you clean! Vacuufresh, add it to your vacuum and it eliminates the need of air fresheners!
Beep Beep Don't Forget Me
HEADREST AIR FRESHENER is the best way to get that awesome scent in your vehicle without the eyesore. Confined and have them match interior.
Solar charging portable outlet! This is an outlet on the go that can charge through the suns rays! Never lose battery life ever again!
OUTDOOR FOLDING BENCH! 5' long,12"wide and high.Perfect for beach,soccer game or campfire.Don't haul a bunch of chairs!Handle for easy carry
How about a backpack that is lightweight, comfortable, stylish, durable, and offers less bounce. Serviceable for business and travel also!
There's a (Friendly) Monster Under My Bed Storage Drawer
"IBuddy" IBuddy is a multipurpose Iphone, Itouch, and accesories case.
Cooling Hand Weights. Holding something cool means less heat is stored in the body, making it easier to work out for longer
Sticky octopus toy with Camera. See how he crawls down the wall through your iPhone/Smartphone/Computer
Audio Eyewear
CleanPlunge
App-en closure/cap/cork for wine/beer/milk in any kind containers(bottles/barrels).Sensor in closure inform you if wine started to turn sour
The "easy handle" cooking set. Handles come off the skillets or pots so it can fit in the sink. Handles fit all pot and pans in set
Removable Bathroom Fittings
Interchangeable Buttons
As an avid reader, I NEED a record of books I have read. A smart phone app that scans ISBN could be an instant reader record keeper.
A catapulting snow shovel that removes snow easily without breaking your back! Includes detachable ice breaker for those annoying patches!
Not enough space for the Pizza's? Introducing the Modular Pizza Tower, stack your Pizza's in the middle of the table so everyone can share.
Ebags
A vacuum cleaner, mop,and broom all in one. Please comment!
Dinner by Solar Stove
PUSH ? or PULL ? Check this out...
Wonderfones:headphones w/ mic designed 2 replace by part if damaged. Build &amp; buy by component. Create your own sound &amp; maintain yourself.
Caddy a new device for storing every day small items And leaving notes. Great for kitchens.Keep it on the counter or stick it to the fridge.
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A fan with an ice pack cartridge on the back in order to cool rooms more effectively. The cartridge would be able to be refrozen and reused.
Critter Casket, Pets are a part of our family, often times we call them our children. When they pass we don't want just any box for them
Face mask for acne/black head/oily prone skin.
"SuckNSeal" Ziploc Storage Bag
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Icloud (or any other cloud technology) digital picture frame
Christmas Wish Kit
An all terrain Sand Bike With Cart it will excel in sand, mud and snow. It separates in two, the cart allows for gear transport.
Magnetic refrigerator printer that prints small stickers. Stickers have the DATE &amp; TIME of when the food was made and put in the fridge.
My product is a 2 litre soft drink holder dispenser that holds 4 btls. Each of the 4 btls is held upside down with an antisiphoning-spout
Disposable cooking utensil rest cheap thin disposable plastic pad with adhesive on one side to attach to counter top to rest cooking utensil
Bluetooth ear piece for a closed group on a closed circuit. Used in restaurants, clubs large meeting rooms. Hear the other person talking.
Foldable Handle For Pans
Defender: School Edition
Box of Desires
THE HOOK BOARD ------ a combination for more space in your bath, room or garage.
Magnet Flashlight - Flashlight that magnetically attaches to clothes for biking/jogging etc in dark-ensures SAFETY. RESUB
A LOW PROFILE paper towel holder with pressure plates to hold towels in place. (SEE DIAGRAMS FOR CONCEPT)
coolest hippest zippest hat
Desk lamp + radio / alarm clock + docking station + USB Ports + concealed retractable extension cord. Reduce clutter. Resub. 253 votes
Mouse&amp;Pad Wireless Charger
An absorbing soft terry cloth protector with an elastic grip that attaches easily to the top of your glasses, keeping eyes clear of sweat.
"Car StirUp" helps children, shorter people and seniors step-up and into cars and trucks that may be too high for them. Easy and inexpensive
what do - being able to safly walk your pet at night &amp; getting safly to bathroom in dark have in common
Hot car kid saver
Pet Health Aid Assists caregivers in monitoring the care of pets.
The night kite is a kite that can be flown at night visible by lights attatched to the perimiter of the kite. Many versions available.
Easy plug for MAC Book Pro. 1 plug easy dock.
Mister Cat - Motion Activated Water Mister - To keep cats off surfaces without the blame and shame
Ready for a tablet cover you can design yourself? With Tablics,you can express your creativity time and again. Create a one of a kind cover!
Decorative window curtain for any window glass.
Problem: blisters ... Solution: A firm, yet comfortable foam grip that is removable & reusable on garden equipment (rakes, shovels, hoes...)
Two pairs of ear buds attached as one so that two people can listen to the same movie or music on their computer, phone, ipod etc.
Knife set having a built in motorized sharpener! No more hand sharpening or dealing with an external sharpener.
A small, one-time-use disposable toothbrush. Toothpaste is embedded in brush bristles. Brush + packaging must be 100% compostable.
Juicer And Zester/Peeler In One. Make It Easy To Do At One Time.
Office chair w/discrete built in inflatable inner tube cushion for people w/hemorrhoids that can deflate.
Motorized Car Baby Mirror
Squeezable PB&amp;J dispenser
Mind controller Chip
Smart Plant Toy With Suprise
A screen that slides between bed pillows.
Cell phone case with sliding protective cover for camera lens that completely protects lens including figure prints and dust.
Stove Pad or Cover that is flame/heat retardant for the entire surface to prevent from burning yourself, while the stove is still hot.
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Smart Windows
Modular Flashlight. Aluminum. Stack modules together, 1 power, 1 switch/dimmer, and 1 light module, and you have a custom flashlight.
If vehicles came with special indicator lights for making U-turns our streets would be safer. Fellow drivers, let there be light.
A fold out tray for a movie theater seat. It will work just like a airplane arm rest tray.except,the mount piece will fit in the cup holder.
A 4-pack of smoke and/or carbon monoxide detectors that when one goes off, a wireless signal will be sent to the rest of them to go off.
Time for change
Adjustable Chair-Fix because chairs will not stay at a specific height. This item solves the problem of costly repairs.
A light switch plate with sculpted dog's head,nameplate &amp; hook for the leash.Another opportunity to display a replica of their beloved pet.
BCD Rack An elastic cup/basket to wrap around any bottle shape. 3 baskets connected with 2 hooks to hang from shower rod or shower door.
There is a common problem with most standard top plug power strips.They will not fit under most low profile furniture.I have a idea...
A store box wrapping with 1â€ clear silicon. Use as extra pillow , able to store in bed favors like lotion, sex toy, or paper towel role.
interchangeable gardening multi-tool. should have a telescopic main handle and accept a multitude of attachments for large and hand tools
A disposable device to help boys youngsters or sr citzens to protect spills (due to urination act) to stain their undeware or paints.
my idea is the precise cutter, it is a hair cutting tool. this tool help you to cut a precise hair cut without making mistakes.
handheld pump for hot liquids
DUI Life-Saver
Make calls through your ipod without a headset. No more wires! Then turn your ipod touch into a wifi-phone with apps like magicjack.
A basic device that converts VGA/DVI Video signals into RCA video signals and vice versa.
Elegant plastic dish that does not need to be washed.
Freezer storage container with pullout drawers that are BPA free, microwaveable, and dishwasher safe. Keeps your freezer organized!
Distilled water is the way to go and not always available. Easy to make, clean water on the kitchen countertop, control whats in your water.
A childrenâ€™s fiction picture book where the main character is the child reading the book, displaying his/her name and picture throughout.
The aim of this idea is to assist the medical community with more information about their clients health .
Go Green with refill deodorant. Sell jell or bars of deodorant. How many empty deodorant canisters do we throw away. Refill them and save $.
Low Tide Toss
High heel shoe organizer storing 20+ pairs of valuable shoes, showing style/color of shoe, and allows matching outfits without removing shoe
Clean Your Teeth with your Index Finger...The Natural Easy Reach Way...Tooth Pick, Floss, Brush, Tooth Paste, Mouth Wash, all in one tool!!!
Beach Barrow (Team Idea)
Lollipop and baby pacifier that when being used would make it look like the person had a classic to fancy type of facial hair
Window tint that darkens during the day and at night it lightens up
"Stomper Stampers" or "Stomp Stamps."Best help ever ever EVER for parents of toddlers, teachers, daycare providers &amp; little kids everywhere.
keep your hands and bottle at their own temperature when exercising!
Free Like Button
HORATIO'S DEMO LANGUAGES
Swiffer socks!
Utensil tongs (U Tongs)! Make your own tongs with this handy simple hinged utensil holder. Make it your way!
UNIVERSAL travel case for a SINGLE shaving razor -We need a small secure case to prevent our expensive razors from dulling during travel.
A clever solution for storing your matching bra and panties in one! the new patented Braganizer website: http://www.braganizer.com
Guardian Angel
I INVENTED A OIL ABSORBING TRAY THAT CAN USED AS A SERVING TRAY FOR FRIED FOODS. ALSO ABSORBS WATER FROM
WASHED FRUITS.
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Want an easier way to chop hamburger/sausage up in your skillet? Save your hand and time, Please check this out.I Have Question? Thank You!
Wrap and Go Hair
Food! Who doesn't love a nice plate of hot food. This plate right here will keep your food Nice and HOT!
AC Port Guard
Building Block Car Kit.Clear plastic car dissected into shapes that have magnetic/conductive solders on them to hold together and work LED's
A simple and effective fireplace cover used to seal off cold air radiating into your home. An integrated thermometer shows itâ€™s working.
Free Hand
DIY Hand &amp; body lotion maker
RATS @#$%@ I broke the cord to my headset again while working out. What am I going to do now? These things are not cheap!!! GYMRATPHONES!!
RFID Tag/Wink/IMP Dead-Bolt Lock/Unlock- No new hardware- Goes OVER any existing deadbolt. :)
Electric bullet
Installing traditional snow/tire chains is tortuous in the freezing cold. Get it done ASAP with easy quick connect snow â€œchainsâ€.
Toilet flusher that you can personalize.
The Doghouse is an all-in-one wall mounted solution that stores your dog stuff bags, toys, treats, brush, etc.) without cluttering the home.
a tooth pace cop made of clear silicon have cutting in the meddle aloud pace to come out, when squeeze on tube.
IPAD hand Grip
paintable metal squares/retangles able to attach to walls w/o nails to allow magnetic picture frames, etc to attach.
CUBELIGHT ! Portable Light
A 3-In-1 Pasta Cooking and Serving Tool!
BandAids - Fun Shaped BandAids for Kids
gas pump quick buy
The all singing, all dancing iPad handle...... a simple answer to a practical problem.
Float Anchor
An accessory clip clips to the barrel of the hair dryer and has skid free rubber on the outside of the clip that sits flat on the sink.
Raw Nut Milk filtering carafe. Making nut milks at home can be simplified.
easier connected to friends and family by quick calendar, scheduler. date book and organizer
Personlize Hygienic Sation
This invention can be installed on all main doors of houses or business units in urban/developed countries,to generate free power/energy.
Sanding in seconds!
Folding Dish Rack and Mount: dish rack and mat that fold and hang flat on a door or cabinet using spring loaded mount to hold securely.
A way to type letters and characters on any screen with an RCA input. Uses the MAX7456 IC to render text sent by a PS/2 keyboard on a TV.
PADDORANT Do you sweat in your armpits and makes that you feel uncertain? More deodorant? No, solve the problem with the armpit hygiene pad!
Sweater Snags-Common Problem-Easy Solution
A wrist band that has a button and once pushed triggers stranger danger when a stranger approaches someone.
Cradle-less wired telephone
Create an Ipad hard cover that has speaker channels built in to funnel the sound forward. The rear facing speaker is hard to hear.
Quirky Lost and Found Tags. So simple. So useful.
An organizational system that stores hygiene/disinfectant items in one convenient area.
No more messy mirrors! A tube with a roll of clear plastic can be attached to the mirror while the material pulls down like a curtain.
Non Cling Drink Napkin
Wi-Fi controlled Multi-Outlet
seed spreader for gardening
Portable Drink Cooler
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Glass Front CounterTop refrigerator. Longer life &amp; better accessibility of fresh produce and beverages displayed on your countertop.
LENGTH-adjustable OVER-THE-DOOR hooks are the new organizational tool! Robes, towels or jackets within easy reach of tall or small owners.
Quirky rechargeable belt. Lithium Ion belt clip. For those "Low battery moments" that come unexpectedly. Just remember, u got the power
"Guitar Chord Cheater"
Track your Reps with the All In One Exercise In A Box APP--For Home, Gym and Travel Use-SEE PDF!
3rd Hand Tape Lock
Its the middle of night and you got to pee.The bathroom was dark yesterday, but since you bought the glow in the dark trashcan you can see.
ROTO GRUB Portable Rotisserie Cooks Up To 12 lbs 1-3 Hr Cook Time No-Rust Aluminum 100% Mechanical Use Conventional Oven Or On Grill
Time Keeper Light
one piece headrest and lumbar back system. to allow you to sit in comfort at your computer. No more sore neck...
Dolly-Crane Tripod
Double Bass Case
The flat funnel
Bobble Kitchen -Line Extension
I want to design a modern powerstrip that that has a continuous track, rather than predetermined and equal spacing of the outlets.
A dog food bowl made out of dog biscuit material. Fido can eat his food and have the bowl for desert! No need to clean the bowl ever.
Posture Perfect
The PORTABLE SUNLIGHT EXTENSION! Fiber Optic Technology catching the sunlight from indoors or in the shade, wherever you may be. Free Light!
A decorative rain catcher for a balcony. Earth and apartment friendly, porch beautifying, money saving, eco-conscious and first of its kind!
Trouble cleaning your laptop keyboard?No worries!Introducing the silicone cover that fits over your laptop keyboard.Just wipe and your done!
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Natural Gas Detector/Alarm for the Kitchen Hood - Forgot to turn off the stove? Did kids play with the knobs and turned on the gas stove?
Dog/Cat disposable bowl insert
New type of pet food and water bowls which use lid covers that the pet helps lift open and close by the use of the pet's own weight.
One Trick Pony ... Different Rodeo! A Broom Groomer for your Rake.
The Squeeze n' Feed - Toddler food feeder. A quick and convenient way to supply food that a toddler would be able to feed to themselves.
Baseboard scented warmer
Noice nullifying cap with timer. Cancels ambience noise &amp; comfortable to wear while sleeping on bed. set timer to nullify noise and sleep.
adjustable ice cream scooper
Today's Peace of Mind
Shoe ID App
You get real butter for your bread, cause it tastes so good, out or at home. Can you just cut a pat and spread? Yes, in maybe an hour or 2
NO MORE SOGGY CRUST! The steam escapes while transporting hot food safely using this vented pie carrier, and your car will smell great too.
Ice build-up causes many accidents! A scraper/device used to knock the ice from off your tires and wheel wells.
Powerless trash compactor
MobileMilk. A sleek, convenient and highly designed means to bring the milk of your choice wherever you go.
Germs breed on bar soap and razors.. My idea is an ultraviolet bar soap/razor sanitizer..
Een makkelijk mee te nemen telescopsch uitschuifbare beveiligings stok,voorachter een deur .Geeft een alarm als er iemand de deur open doet.
Junior Jobsite
NEW SHADE CONCEPT!!! Shades that clip to your prescription, sun glasses. Protects your eyes, and nose from the sun. No more hat marks.
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"All Gone" Medicine Cup
mini-bathroom paper towels, instead of drying your hands on a damp used towel. Quick clean up of toothpaste and spills! Pretty and useful!
Porkfolio Mobile (Line Ext.)
Thin and compact tablet computer stand
TOOTHBRUSH SANITIZING KETTLE. App enabled daily hot water kettle toothbrush sanitation. MASS MARKET.
The cooking oil you use in the kitchen can now be reused and filtered. No Messin!
Just like "Mr. Potato Head", but a plush animal instead! Interchangeable eyes, ears, noses, tails, feet and mouths. A personalized doll!
Sterilizer: A Compact florescent bulb with U.V. light built-in to prevent mold and mildew in your bathroom. Cleaner toilet, cleaner tub!!
A photovoltaic sunshade for the car which it will be able to charge your iphone, ipod and ipad with a mobile battery.
Lift mate
Retro mp3 player. Basically an NES controller with an SD card slot, and an audio jack where the original's cord would be.
Keep your Christmas tree safe from your catsâ€”and vice versaâ€”with this clear plastic folding screen temporarily anchored to your wall.
I've came up with a new and innovated way to incorporate coffee cup lids with coffee creamers.
The world is waiting.....to be able to separate the yolk of an egg from the white , without damaging the yolk and saving 100% of the white .
Trigger Clamp. quick clamping system for triggers such as pressure washers and sprayers taking strain off of trigger hand.
The Club for your iPhone - Physical security discourages theft when phone is left unattended
Personal fire escape repelling device with foot straps and double cable attachments made out of strong cable.
The Cat Bag
ratcheting oil plug wrench and integrated funnel. no more burnt fingers or hot oil down your arm.
"SUPER" ORGANIZED FANNY PACK THAT CONTAINS 36 COMPARTMENTS FOR "ALL" SPORTS, RUNNING, WALKING, ROCK CLIMBING
ETC *EVEN HOLDS WATER BOTTLE
A fantastic new back support that enables you to comfortably sit up in bed to read, write, watch TV, etc.
Think of all the blades that you have to replace when using a jigsaw. What if you had a blade that were twice as thick, and generic?
Package &amp; weigh, raw ground meat products from bulk to portioned! Very little human handling, dishwasher safe parts &amp; waterproof labels.
MAGIC SHOVEL
Home grocery inventory system
Swimmers Second Sight
Fun,waterproof,insulated kid mittens with fun designs.The extra material up the arms prevents snow from getting in &amp; they will not fall off.
AUTOMATIC CLOSET SYSTEM provides the ability to store hanging cloths spread apart. by pushing buttons it's extended or folded back,
Beer lovers bottle holder
Locker with power outlet(s)
sock sorter
Textbooks = Heavy. Rolling Backpacks = Size Limitations. Collapsible Rolling Carrier That Fits In A Locker = Solution!
Hanging Easily-Accessible Storage Box and Eco-Friendly Tote Bag All-In-One
A cool looking drink shaker made out of Silicone that can make large quantities of drinks (Margaritas, Lemonade, Kool Aid etc.).
USB drive copier.
On/off switch for a single 3-prong outlet. Be able to cut off/turn on power to a single device/one outlet on a power strip or wall plug.
Prop Power XL
This iPad stand rotates on a ball, enjoy 360 degree freedom
Luminous Lures : A lure for fishing in the dark early mornings and evening. Lures which attract fish on overcast days and in murky waters.
Shoelaces tightener, tired of one at a time pulling up laces tight. Now your key-chain makes quick work of it.
my idea is a knife block set with a lock or locks button. all knife sets have no locks and there dangerous for kids an adults.
TV Remote Holder in Book with iPhone Charging Station (Multiple photo/designs) Resub.
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TAPERCLIP This devise stops your trousers from scuffing on the floor, whilst itself staying hidden. Improves fit of hem around users' shoes.
2 I pads in a book form one side for the keyboard and one side for the screen.
A Buzz Lightyear / Startrek type wrist strap case for the new Ipod Nano! Kids young and old will love it!
Outin dog house
Cap That
"Dizzy" Ducky Toy for Your CHILD or PETS (DOGS, PIGS ETC) THROW IT, OR JUST SITTING STILL, WITH STATIONARY SUCTIONED
BOTTOM,FOR NO THROWING.
Mini Van rooftop solar panel
You could get a jumper starter your car without going outside,opening the hood on getting your hands dirty.
Portabed: A travel sized bed designed for families w/toddlers or young children on the go. Made safe, compact &amp; convenient for families.
scrub mitt
Anti flat hair pillow ...
For college students, a "sliding" card slot on the back of an iPhone case making it easier to swipe an ID card without removing it.
Jigsaw Puzzle Tablet
Bundle Up, an easy way to bundle anything and carry your loose stuff (attach to your luggage or backpack)
Bicycle-mounted vault to stash small valuables in while playing, swimming, etc. Resembles a water bottle to attract less scrutiny.
Flexible Sun Shades
A simple silicone pouch where you can place your teabag after you've removed it from your mug. The pouch provides a clean place until reuse.
HELP SAVE THE PLANET! 70 Million water bottles in the landfill every day! WATER BOTTLE HOLDER USES DISPOSABLE LINERS to help reduce
waste!
My invention is a dolly and a distribution device. For people that purchase their pet food in the large bags (20lbs and up).
Hanging Rock Gardens! No Work, No Water, No Weeds, No Worry! This sturdy wire hanger can safely hold 20 lbs of rock on your garden wall.
Organizational planner, e-book reader, entertainment module, study tool, weather forecast...ALL accessed as you lay supine in your bed.
SCANNING RULER - Ruler with built in full page scanner. Scan and transfer via Bluetooth to your phone or use the attached USB jack.
That's too hot! Portable microwave platter, sturdy 360^ detachable handle, for lifting hot bowl/plate. 74 percent liked by Q viewers. resub2
Down to a sliver of soap but don't want to waste it? Ever wanted to make your own soap? Try the Soap Smasher!
paint roller guide
Swinging Scale â€“ How about a bathroom scale that hides out of sight and off the floor
Link-Trays (ER Resub)
Solar Powered Roof Heater
formkwork construction set
Eraser Sanitizer. An eraser that sanitize
Fridge Note
Grip-N-Rip excavator like teeth,that would rip into partially frozen meats while cooking.
I believe that the world of travelers could use a toothbrush with self containing strips of toothpaste stored in the handle.
Wireless Charger carcup insert
Barbell containing free rolling weighted balls to increase core strength and stability, hits more muscle groups per rep. Adjustable weights
USB powered fan/heater
PRODUCT NAME: HighReach A pole extendable paint brush to reach high ceilings
Brellabag-backpack with added concertina dome that folds out from top of backpack and covers head and upper body in wet weather,or sun.
Private text messaging(w/images) -Send text messages as jokes that could be considered offensive? -Want more privacy? Here's your answer
Wink high voltage thermostat
Arms full? Carrying all your cleaning supplies? Where did I leave the paper towels? Wonder no more. Wear the paper towel tool belt!
Add some room to your kitchen drawer! Pop-pop-pop-pop!!!!
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Patent pending EZChange Rolled Paper Holders unlike anything currently on the market. Simple, relevant, practical, handicap/senior friendly.
Multicord rectractable front mount usb extension for imac. Makes USB ports accessible, keeps desk neat, fits with mac design.
We need a retractable oxygen cord to prevent tripping over long O2 tubing as they walk. Similar to fishing line that can be reeled in.
The LOCK SLIDER is a product that will snap onto the edge of a door and slide over the latch to prevent the door from closing (or locking).
Space saving packing peanuts! Sellers, vacuum seal packing peanuts, reducing their size by 95%, expose them to air for immediate use.
A CD Tree Keep your CDs on display in a pretty way.
My idea is a window storage organizer for children, which can also double as a sun shade protecting your child's delicate skin.
Commute-a-suit. Bicycle wardrobe/closet pannier: Take your suit/dress/smart business clothes on daily bike commute with minimal creases
A smart purse for the busy. It will have built in speakers. A rechargeable battery, with a USB port. More features in the product features.
A new twist on golf balls. Hit them into any lake, ocean or pond and they become fish food. Great for the enviroment and your golf swing.!
My vinyl blackout decals cover all shapes and sizes of annoying electronic lights. Simple, reusable, ingenious.
Bop To The Top
Wireless Earbuds
just for you-ice chest /inscof
Walk your Dog Hands-Free with a Dog Walking Bag. Have everything you need within arms reach as you spend quality time with your furry pal.
Smart Telescope
Hug-Me Bracelet is a bluetooth enabled wristband that is capable of squeezing the wrist slightly upon receiving a remote signal.
Solar Tikki Torch that adjust in height. Includes Watered weight base. No need to stick into the ground.
SO big you want to fly me in!
Baby Can - Baby Proof Kitchen Trash Can
Digital dog tag. Allows the user to enter pertinent information on the tag with keys located below. About size of flash drive.
You tired of carrying those shopping bags,soda &amp; bottled water cartons to your kitchen...from grocery shopping? Want to see this in stores?
Portable easy read bath scale
Milk Spoiler Alert!
Imagine your child is into Toy Trains and gets 3 different track sets, but can only play with one set at a time. Lets connect them all!
Spandex Gym Bag
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
PORTABLE PURSE HANGER for Public Bathroom Stall! A compact, light-weight, sturdy hook that slides over the top of the door for safe hanging!
Ceiling fans are a great method of saving energy. They only need to be on when you are in the room. Motion controlled smart fans.
The Customizable Side Door Organizer With A Mirror. Conceal and Organize your items, such as bathroom supplies, shoes, etc.
EGG Skillet separator
A reusable microwave steamer bowl and strainer for veggies and fresh pasta for healthy college cooking.
Pool cue w/built-in red laser allowing the shooter to perfectly judge any angle on the object ball into the pocket. Practice makes perfect.
PRODUCT NAME: Vertisaver Metal Add-On to Vertical blind
replace the unsightly look of the easy pass with with a silicone or plastic type cover that can be mounted by suction and moved around
Best Business Card Organizer
Napkins all over the floor before the party begins. A new Tableware product for parties outside
Rechargeable bluetooth audio jack with interchangeable batteries for long hours of music.
My idea is for a ladies car mat to lessen the damage to shoes while driving and also provide comfort to the heel with built-in gel.
K-Cup 3 Coffee Bean Grinder for the Ultimate Coffee Lover!!! See the new 5 Bean carousel design at http://www.quirky.com/ideations/311523
Light Plug
"CHEESE-MATE" A handy cheese container with a built-in cutting board. Open and your cheese block is already set on a flat, cutable surface.
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New Safer and economical Home air freshener. (I call it Lamp Fresh)
no more make-up smudges when you're out and about!
X-Changeable Bedding System
MERCURIUS
An alarm clock with Flashing LED's that will suction to anything that has an expiration date and will flash to inform you before it expires.
this is the evolution of jogging strollers it is made with 3-5 lbs of subtle resistance that engages whole body stabilizers burning calories
Personalized Prescription Glasses App
Hot CARbon Alert
Adjustable and Portable Magnifying Screen with Docking Station for the iPhone and other similar phones.
I have made an Audible Christmas tree watering system which allows you to STAND next to your christmas tree while watering it, crawl no more
TOOTH SAVER: A Flexible Silicone Toothbrush Case with Splash-Proof Seal
"THE COOLEST LUNCH BOX" A personal lunch box with drawer and slide out table!No more setting your food on dirty tables or on the ground.WOW!
THE FANATIQUE -A USB POWERED HEATER-FAN!
A breastfeeding cover with support for your back to prevent backache during breastfeeding. You will have adaquate support for your back.
Hip Flask + Vacuum Flask =A convenient way to carry hot, coffee, and cold, iced coffee, drinks. Lets RETHINK the way we can use a hip flask!
Sleeping Bag Beats. Listen to your music through your iPod. Lighted Sleeping Bag with Music! Great for sleep overs and slumber parties!
here is your really big chance for you and your children to use the restroom will peace and assurance.This is a wonderful carry around item.
The Broom, Dustpan, Mop All In One Cleaning Tool
My idea will revolutionize the world of motorcycles, with just a simple product, will end up with overheating of the seat of your bike.
Gopro time lapse devise
Boiled Egg Slicer/chopper. Why not slice and dice with a twist of the wrist!
Baggie Bagger
A black elastic garage web netting that attaches to the outside of your garage door frame with eye hooks. Approx 16' wide by about 4' high.
Pole Barn
Leaf blower and Snow melter
No-spill dinner!
Hair Care-o-sel. Stow and plug hair styling tools in one convenient location.
AERO SPACE CONTAINERS â€œSpace saving trash containers that store and dispense garbage bagsâ€
disposable plate w/ multi layers of silicone film on top, which you can peel off individually after each meal = saves money + environment
A combination surge suppressor and battery to maintain power for clock radios , DVDs, and telephone answering machines all in one unit!
Snap on handle extensions for those cheap umbrella strollers. Even us short people have to hunch over to push those things!
security device that can be carried in a purse or on a person's body
Mini Compact Eye Shadow/Light/Pad/powder
It's time to use common electronics to open the door for your dog and your horse.
Q/GE lets profit from GRAPHENE technology! Letâ€™s integrate into products. Discovered 8yrs ago, tougher than diamond, lighter than air!
Bubble buoy! A bath bubble maker shaped after the boil buoy (or maybe a duck for kids) Turns colors to show a safe bath temp for children.
The coolest item for dogs literally! Cha-Coolz keeps your dog(s) hyrdated and provides shade at the same time.
Electronic soap/gel/foam/paste dispenser.Can be used to dispense different substances like washing up liquid ,sanitizing gel,shaving cream
Chillair, an app enabled wine aerator that also tells you wine temperature. Place in fridge, and get alert on phone when wine is ready.
Medi-Alert IDs show your medical condition. Who cares? We wanna know your MENTAL condition. A parody gift bracelet is a fun way to find out.
Wink baseboard heating control
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App enabled Aroma Therapy diffuser, set the aroma, before you get home, based on you or your spouseâ€™s mood
Voice Activated Guide Stick for the Visually Impaired &amp; Blind
!...An easy, cheap and effective way to manage cables...!
A unique container that utilizes the deodorant stick delivery system concept in order to keep dips at the surface.
Wine Date
QR codes website for online resumes. hand out business cards with a QR code that takes your potential employer to an online resume.
One-cup-at-a-time French press style coffee mug with manual coffee grinder attachment at the base and travel lid attachment at the lip.
Its a holder for your fork/spoon/knife in between courses at a restaurant. Instead of placing it on a dirty table, it goes in the holder.
perfumed gloves collect poop animals
A set of pots and pans that have secure, yet removeable, handles. Why? Becuase you don't always need to wash the space-consuming handles.
MASSAGING PILLOW is a unique pillow that fills a real need for millions of consumers who would like to rest in comfort,its user-friendly
Molded plastic "jumper" which clips onto a power tool cord and an extension cord and holds them together. The tool can't accidently unplug.
A golfing putter with a half halo to help you keep your eye on the ball while you are missing the ball. Can be used inside or outside.
Tissue Box Saver
Rubber Tupper
I have a video game console cover that's patterned after a game jersey that the world has yet to see.www.jerseycovers.com
A connected bathtub spout that is controlled through an app: have your bath ready when you get home.
baby car alarm
App enabled automatic pet food dispenser
my idea is to invent something that goes on top of the seats and turn when people are getting out of cars, especially from smaller vehicles.
The idea is to make using flippers easier
Punch Buggy Blue
Credit Card Cell Phone Case! Carry one thing in the store n have it all with you. This product is for everyone with a cell phone and credit!
A simple design for a squirrel proof bird feeder. I've used this design for 8 years with success!
Gardening tools box that converts into a chair to sit while planting. Unfold legs and tools slide out under seat without getting up
Vest Pack: Stores books in the front and the back to better distribute weight.
"CubbyClock" combines an alarm clock with a "landing pad" for phones, wallets, keys, etc.
Solution for most companies. Innovative product. Controller lefties delivery.
STUNNINGLY DESIGNED WATERBUTTS double as 'outdoor-art' for small spaces. Modular size options for saving rainwater.
Stop Rust Rings from Shaving
Carabineer Hook
BBQ Accessory Portable Stand
DREAM FIELDS
A simple cutlery/utensil/brush drainer which waters a small plant instead of collecting watery gunk like all other drainers do! *revised*
The Miss Manners Etiquette Placemat w/ noise and light alarms for "no elbow zones" will keep you in good standing with the scary Great Aunt!
A smartphone case with a thin charger attached on the back
Home Sec-Cam App
MacBook Shelf / Pouch
I"m on the toilet! Duh!
A retractable hanger that allows kids to reach the clothes in their closet.
A magnetic iPhone case with many features
App enabled diabetic INSULIN PUMP - monitor blood and control insulin with phone - great for inpatient monitoring too
Avoid dangerous situations on the bike, this horn will get the car driverâ€™s attention and could save your life. Uses only air, no battery
The solution to your traveling condiment problem is here in a convenient, disposable, triangular baggie. Simply fill, seal and pack to go.
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Wrap it!
DISPOSE OF YOUR HOT GREASE WITHOUT TOUCHING IT AGAIN! Pour the hot grease in. Push it out CLEANLY in one simple motion, AND in one
clump!
Recycled Dental Floss
The best solution to locating misplaced or lost drinks!
your own DOG TAG for you and your smartphone or tablet, its a shim that fits in-between your phone and any case
Roll-A-Seat: Roll-On Public Toilet Seat Cover. Easy to apply (rolls on) and wonâ€™t slip (adhesive side). Great for travel abroad and kids!
I fed the dog!
Light up guitar strings! Imagine a guitar player walking onto a dark stage with his guitar strings glowing!
A SIZE VARIABLE,COLLAPSIBLE STORAGE RACK For Clothing, Shoes,Handbags, CDs, DVDs, Photo Boxes,Toiletries, etc.
The best tool that a human has at their disposal, besides their brain, is their hand. Mark Vaughn's product 'fits' this perfectly.
Protect your book corners. Poly material clip-on tab w/ elastic. Bookmarks &amp; reinforces / protects book corners. Removes cleanly - #spotsv
we all have issues with our favorite pair of pants with a bad zipper that always falls. connect the zipper to the button with a small gadget
A convenient safe way to break down and dispose glass bottles, cups and aluminum cans for the consumer.
Sealable chip bags
Laptop Cooler With High, Mid, and Sub Woofer Speakers. No Additional Accessories Needed!
The Runion Device
The U Pad
Makeup Labeler ~ Print out size specific labels! Keeps you aware of different expiration dates to encourage fresh makeup and healthy skin.
Walking cane with ergonomically designed handle
Voice Activated Help Line
Quirky's own USB. Great idea to promote the name of Quirky !
Instant Art
Children and animals won't die
use your iPad in front of the app enabled iPiggy Bank Device of your children and they get a REALTIME COIN COUNTING PIGGY BANK.
The Bottle Prop!
Bathroom plunger and base with a built in receptacle to hold antibacterial solution and spray nozzles to sanitize the plunger after use.
An external computer Keyboard designed for long fingernails.
I am proposing an idea for a metric/standard socket set. This socket will eliminate the need to invest in both standard and metric sets.
Silent Whistle. A communication aide for love ones who needed attention the most such as children, elderly and folks with special needs.
thermocup
Re-potting and transplanting is a chore! This PIVOTING SPADE reaches underneath the plant to loosen soil BENEATH the root ball.
a oraganizer divider for the locker for math,science,ib,spanish,etc... to keep oraganized and you could use it at work too. so it is easy.
Laser Can Opener and Plastic Package Opener 2 in 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Awesome! Totally Awesome!
NLR - NeverLooseRemote
Gloves 4 kids w/ built-in scales. Kids can pick up stuff &amp; learn how much they weight and learn 2 estimate the weight of things #spotsv
urban watering system
Stair Chair, A foam/plastic chair which would mold with 1 or 2 porch steps in the design so the chair will sit perfectly for lounging on it.
Medi - Glove to keep hand medication or lotions on hands.a cotton lined medical glove.washable and reusable would be nice.
Resubmit:Hide your personal hygiene products with style. Whether you have glass shower doors or a shower curtain,this is the perfect cover:)
Slackback
Sandvass (Sand + Canvass)
Steam-seat. SMART Toilet lid steams &amp; dries &amp; disinfects the toilet seat after EACH use. Automatic with motor. PUBLIC TOILETS or home!
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TABLE HUGGIES-Stop the slipping & sliding of table protection with a variety of styles-PASTRY CLOTH*CARVING PUMPKINs*DYING
EGGS*ARTS/CRAFTS
A Lavender Scented Massaging iPhone case! Use it to De-Stress &amp; roll around, or to massage and relax.
Baby Wipe Heater.
Clip on Belt, One size fits all.
Eliminate shower curtain "blow-in" to prevent shower curtain from sticking to person showering.
Hanging display/storage for eyeglasses and sun glasses. ***Working prototype*** Show off and store your glasses and get organized!
Liftoff Alarm
Laundry identifier
Swimming Pool LifeLift: App-enabled swimming pool device that can help save the life of a drowning victim and function as a pool cover.
Garbage can that will break the "vacum lock" that often occurs when you attempt to take the full garbage bag from a kitchen trash container.
Peel n' Stick Mirror Dos
A forever water filter for your faucet, flip it over clean it out! No more buying PUR water filters. Or bottled water.
Make any book a Binder
Solar super chager
ShowGee: Shoji screen / wall hanging w/modular squares hinged together: white board, cork board, & ipad holders. Choose what u like!
FRUITY TUSH.....Mens/Women's panty liner that wraps around the back of a Thong and fits in the crack of your bum. VIDEO ATTACHED
Portable reusable tobacco roller! GO GREEN Save $$ - buy tobacco, push button, rolled cigarette! resembles carton, endless designs = Trendy
Overweight checked luggage can present a costly problem at the gate agent. Paying for an "over the limit" bag on the scale is expensive.
Tired of being in situations where you need deodorant but have none? Meet the ODOR CARD - A wallet size, peel-n-wipe, emergency deodorant!
Water-proof see-through iPad case that's wall mountable using suction-cup. BYOD-TB: Bring Your Own Device To Bathroom.
New trash compactors cost $500+. I have design for trashcan that looks just like a trash compactor and will fit perfectly in compactor slot.
Midnight pee light
Crazy enough to work! Reinvent the Hamburger with me...for my sake please!
A go-cart kit that anyone can put together
all inclusive swimming cap that houses 2 flat disk speakers and waterproof pouch for an ipod or mp3 player. could be for other style caps to
Adjustable closet system
Pop Up Band Aid
Bottle and can Buddy
Streamlined Esthetic Chair, washable material, fun colors, fully reclinable, strong, compact, adjustable arm/head rest, hydraulic lift.
Tennis in the dark
From flat to full dish rack and back, configurable, cool and easy dish rack. Easy storage when flat.
A cooler cooler! App-enabled, remote controlled open/close. Know stats: temp and # bottles remaining. Great for roadtrips, beach, parties!
(App-Enabled) key-chain for groups of friends to check their Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) Level without blowing into a device: 'BACup'
Basket Buddy A simple & easy solution to protect yourself from shopping cart germs.Snap on/Snap off design
Small portable countertop dishwasher designed exclusively for baby bottles (4oz & 8oz)/ accessories. Product able to wash & sanitize items.
Motion Enabled Pitcher
Electrical extension reel - Multiple extension socket accommodate any shape plug all at one time. No more twisted wire, not enough sockets.
Monster high jellyfish
BACKSEAT DRIVER
Stop grime-around-the-switch
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Port Power Clamp
An cell phone holster /belt buckle to add a bit of glam to your style. The phone would face screen out to display an image or message.
A battery operated unit attached inches above a doorknob/handle to sense motion and spray a mist of rubbing alcohol to disinfect the handle.
The Intelligent Outlet...A smart outlet that will make everything else on the market obsolete...How you ask? Click and Read on...
solar cell charge
Devices that are used to control any window blinds, just by using the remote control.
WAIST-WALKER a type of velcro belt with an arm extension on each side to attach to a stroller to allow handsfree mobility. Bluetooth concept
Charger Support!
OPEN /CLOSE BLINDS WITH SUNLIGHT SENSOR NATURAL LIGHT - WORLD'S BEST ANTI DEPRESSANT.
Thermobag
Brew my Brew
How many of you have had a cookie break apart in your drink while dunking? EVERYONE!Thats a big market for this cup with twist-off strainer
Gamer Bandz and Text Bandz:A sleeve around the thumb. Keeps stiffness out of the thumb while gaming or texting. Like altheletes knee band.
A device that gives individuals a proven psychological method using a non-nicotine aided chemical to help stop smoking in a short time span.
Bath Splash Screen (Thirtyacre)
Portable Sink and Basin with Extendable and Adjustable Faucet Spout.
EXTENSION CORDS STICK ANYWHERE!Coil-up cord extensions-with suctioning back, sticks under tables,on desks,windows, laptops, beds, LADDERS!
hotel bathroom fragrance
Never have a dirty cup holder again in your vehicle! an all in one air freshener absorbent pad, used in cup holders for vehicles
Self-adhesive roller picks up shattered glass. After removing the large pieces, roll this over the surface to be sure no shards are missed!
Easily eliminate that annoying fly.
The "ladder bridge" is an accessory designed to enhance the functionality of any extension ladder, save the user money and increase safety.
Water Catcher Flower Tote â€“ Catches Rain Water and Excess Sprinkler Water
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A microwave should automatically cook packaged foods the right amount of time. This is important for the elderly and the sight-challenged.
A hand scanner to aid in prevention of identity theft and sales of products and services that are restricted to minors.
iPad/iPad Mini Camera Grips
Kids watch with built-in sonic tape. Teach kids to estimate distances in feet. Also says time out loud to help them learn to tell time.
Weed whacking is double effort. Attach a small electric motor and cutting blade to the side of a push mower to mow and trim weeds at once!
Portable Shade Pots
LED Wrist Notifier
Food Tape.
Introducing a mountable truck bed solar powered tool box. No matter where you go, have the power to do what you need anywhere, anytime!
TOILET PAPER TISSUE BOX: Save Money Every Time You Blow Your Nose and/or Toilet Train Your Kids! [VIDEO]
small, refillable sriracha style bottles that attach to a keychain. A funny, quirky yet useful tool for hotsauce enthusiasts.
Barbie's Friends - Homebodies
A single piece of specially manufactured plastic-resists extreme heat and cracking-to block the sun streaming through vehicle side windows.
UC Resubmit "Massage balls" That you can heat in the micro wave or cool in the freezer depending on what your back really needs.
High Dive Dave
Shampoo Pouch
"Pocket Clothes" An easy to carry pouch that reverses and becomes an atricle of clothing.
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Style, Curl, dye, and highlight you hair with ease. hair dividing product takes the work out of sectioning your hair.
Beanbag filled beach towel/blanket. Won't blow away on windy days and comfortable around the pool or any hard surface. Zipoff cover for wash
Belt-Tie Door hanger with buckle.
Fever Alert monitors your child and notifies you via smart phone if A fever present.Was under consideration
Non-Piercing PIXIES - let's not wait!
Toothbrush, toothpaste, mouthwash, and dixie cup caddy! Removeable cover or door to hide contents. Standing or wall mount. Washable pieces.
A table that is capable of storing big items (like computer) under it when it is not in used. This is to free up space for study purposes.
Here is a better trash bag for outdoor use or other heavy duty needs!
Car seats for on the go!
Feel Good Jacket - An all weather inner jacket that remains concealed yet gives the comfort of working in tough weather conditions.
Ultimate airplane seat
'One item dish washer', is a small compartment placed near your sink and washes perfectly and instantly one or two plates or cups.
TOY KITS FOR PETS
Access the back of your shelf easily - save your knees and back! a sliding plastic box that adjusts to fit exactly and be a drawer:
"state" promotional shirts
Food, fish and plants
Fish Caddy
a shade that is made out of the material that they use at Mc.Donalds for buritos, it kind of looks like foil
Hair Chalking is popular. How about Hair Chalk with a *twist* Literally...No more messy fingers!
Cat Litter Scoop and Waste Bucket. Large container to store scoop and waste.
A Mini Fridge for dorms or homes that has a combination lock on it that is built into it. No one can get into it accept the owner.
This is a improvement idea in an existing product. I have no idea what to call it yet.
The Smart Doorbell
Tub Motion Monitor (TMM)
A patio chair for tanning by the pool, that has a feature like a massage chair. The hole would have a soft/gel like cushion for your face.
App enabled Flameless Candles. Change colors on the fly. Turn off and on. Schedule a light show.
SEED-BE-GONE! The unpopped kernal filtration system. Eliminate those stubborn unpopped kernals from your microwave popcorn!
A wagon with 2 removable seats, 2 interactive steering wheels and canopy for hot days. Can be used in the garden also. "Click for Details".
Pop up bread dispenser
SMART TOWEL The worlds first intelligent towel ! Let's u know where it's nice and clean . Keeps towel hanging neatly.
DISPOSABLE GLOVES USED FOR CLEANING UP BEHIND YOUR DOG
A bendable stake that coils around plantâ€™s stem, reaches out to cradle wayward stems, adjusts to aid new growth & deliver maximum support.
The MAGIC MOAT !!!!!!!! When building a Sand Castle you will never have to worry about water in the moat draining in the sand.
Device to attach a kid's lunch box to the outside of a backpack for easy access and less smell, spill, and mess inside the backpack.
Portable Mouse Platform
Individual Wet Wipes for Silverware! Disinfect and sanitize the silverware at the restaurant before you use it! Wipe around that glass too!
I cannot get my bucket of water and soiled diapers into the wash without water all over the floor. I need some sort of detachable shoot.
The Grease-B-Gone is a unique container with a trap door that collects cooking grease. This device is needed and wanted in every kitchen.
Car Seat/Dashboard Buffer
Face or No Face. Finally end the confusion.
Diaper rash cream
The product I'm proposing is a gps clip that slips over the shoestrings on your child's shoes.
Let's start a revolution! Shower Power Washing Machine: like a shower, jets of water clean your clothes -- it's quick, quiet and efficient!
Interior of solar-powered post-mounted vinyl mailbox lights up with the door is opened. Also a lamppost with lighted street address numbers.
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Strapped laundry basket
Compact sleeprest put on airline tray tables so economy travellers can sleep by leaning the head forward: works, folds small, cool &amp; cheap.
Converti-purse brings purse "designing" to the masses.
The idea is incredibly simple and incredibly goofy. It's a round of Gouda cheese, molded into the shape of the Buddha!
The iLance is a retractable stylus stored conveniently in the iphone, ipad, and itouch 30 pin dock connector so it is always within reach.
Tag Tape
Shower Six-Pack: compact portable practical shower/toiletries carrier.
A pour top for gallon jugs.
This is a two compartment cup that I think would be useful for chips and dip or anything else that needs to be separated!
Inside a capsule of a telescopic umbrella's handle, it can store its cover.
A bag wrapping device and set of plastic film for the traveler who doesn't want to spend up to $40 a trip just to wrap there bags.
SPRINCKLER MOVER
The idea is to provide an invention that facilitates the efficient, effective and portable cleaning of garden tools.
Built in Luggage Legs, create an instant luggage base for convenient traveling, no need to unpack or pack while traveling, fold N go legs.
Combine the clear silicone physicical and estetic properties to create a signature tray with an appealing design and convenient features
Butcher Block Caddy
Buddy Stretcher {body and mind
A combination flower pot &amp; dehumidifier: your plant keeps itself watered, and at the same time keeps your humid space dry
Remote Control Locator! Using existing batteries in remotes to power the receiver!
Smart Boom A Rang Game
Save desk space with a combined USB powered mouse and electric stapler. The mouse is also a USB drive.
clear room
Text-disabling car charger.
Fruit filter
Articulate
Plunging is enough of a pain. So I came up with a plunger top. A soft round material that slips over the wooden handle of a plunger.
Do you spend as much time looking for you glasses as you do working on a project? Buy glasses locator and get more projects done.
Orbiter 10: A Scientific Oddity
Bear Be Gone
Robotic feeder\Drink. Never have to let go of the XBox game controller, iPad, or keyboard again with the robotic feeder.
The Shoe Zip Clip- is a shoe lace accessory that eases shoe tying in a zip and with a clip. Also, ensures shoes are safely tied and secure!
17k of Tether have sold! Who doesn't like chilled drinking glasses? Safely chill glasses anywhere in the fridge or freezer w/ FRIDGE TETHER.
Save Money with your Stove
Bluetooth Cassette Adapter. A cassette tape that can connect to the latest Bluetooth device.
BABY SOOTHER- A portable device for babies - it's vibrating and humming motor is great at helping fussy babies calm down. (Patent Pending)
Squeeze Tube - Jam on one side, peanut butter on the other. Why dirty up a knife ?
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Keep your pants clean while gardening! Current kneepads only cover the knees. I propose waterproof calf-length kneepads for quick weeding.
5th & 6th gr. boy/girl a handy pouch w/individual slots for items such as hand-sanitizer, deodorant, chapstick, & personal pads for girls.
Glup
Potato chips bag clip like a bottle cap.
My idea is called the Suds Glove. It is a dish washing aide, it is a three part glove made of terry cloth, fabric, and rubber beads on top.
Cold solder can be composed of many tiny magnets held together with a nonwetting glue that does not penetrate between the magnet grains.
Love Mirror - Experience the Difference
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MondoBaldo, the first lifestyle brand for bald people! 600m + baldies by choice (headshaving) OR by illness and it's time we had OUR "Nike".
A device that allow you to power your laptop on the right or left,you plug in the power it straps over to other side which has a power port.
Hemispherical Steam Squidgy Self Cleaning Microwave
All-weather bicycle raincoat. City-dwellers have to keep their bikes on the street, but the weather really takes a toll, but not anymore!
A toothbrush cap with built in UV light! Current products are all toothbrush holders. You may use or not use any holder and still sanitize.
A TRAVELING BAG OF BACK UP POWER FOR 1 TO 8 PEOPLE ON THE MOVE NO MATTER IF YOUR IN A BUSINESS MEETING,OUR
SITTING IN THE MIDDLE OF A PARK
That's Not a Wrap!
Universal UV Sterilizing Light - Place UV Pod in Reflective Bag and Sanitize Anything Easily!
Any Shoe Can Be A Skate!
Ear caps (just like shower caps) to prevent ear infections. Quirky community challenge: how to design them to stay in place.
C-2-P
THER-MOM-ALARM
Pocket-Speller (Quirky Edition): Find The Correct Spelling Of Words! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
A disposable sink strainer made out of plastic like that of a solo cup, that you just throw away when you are done and get another one.
Automotive lighting is a multi-million dollar industry we can get involved in! My idea is for a semi-rigid, LED light bar for vehicles.
Just got a haircut but no time for a shower? Worried that you didn't wipe away all the loose hairs from your face and neck area?
A foot pedal to scroll up and down on a computer for people who read a lot of newspapers, reports, books, etc, on their computer.
Pool Friends
Thick wire cages
Always have sharp knives ready to use anytime you need, and donâ€™t need to sharp knives anymore!
THIS IS THE LAST STRAW Q!!! The Bendable Straw Spork with a Cap Cover. A fun way of Stirring, Drinking, Scooping, Poking the Quirky Way!
No more scooping the cat litter. Two reusable sifters allow you to get all the nasty stuff in one foul swoop!
OFFICER SAFTY!!! rubber mat for radar.goes on the dash board displaying the cruiser and oncoming vehicle speed that reflects off windshield.
Tool Box. The smart way to store, transport and organize your creative tools. Great for students of all ages, teachers, artists and more!
iPhone Loop Case. iPhone can have the loop too!
Need extra closet space? Here's a movable, transportable, collaspable and stackable closet in a box. Great for the military and dorm rooms.
Trash-Handle: Throw Out Your Trash Without Even Touching It! No More Carrying Or Smelling Dirty Trash! ( See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
The "ORIGINAL" Middle Man can exchange files with someone in a hurry when you DON'T have your COMPUTER or INTERNET. SD, USB, Cloud
capable!!
Tying up your dog's annoying. Wrestling the collar, tying the knot, an occasional chase, now theres a quick and easy way to tie up your dog
A lightweight, flexible and easy to use solution to make sure kids are always at a confortable height to eat at any chair/table combination.
robot (Night Light and home patrol light)with smoke alarm and other features,with scan lazers
Bedroom Valance Shelves. Created to display breakables but protect them as well. Great for children's room but can serve any purpose.
Solar powered lawn mower
E-Paper Time Tag
Sure Track
Robotic Vacuum with Camera R2D
That's cool
A disposable bottle with nipple with sterile water, juice, or milk in the refrigerator section. market this idea to a Yum type company.
I would like to put an end to the infamous toilet seat dilemma. With a designed toilet seat that is hand motion sensored and activated.
A retractable dish strainer that sits in the sink. When closed it's about 3" thick &amp; sticks to the inside wall of sink with suction cups.
Hand cleaner wipes that hang on garage door knob WHERE AND WHEN YOU NEED THEM. One hand operation. Organize that dirt to stay out of house.
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GEM DROPPERS~ A learning toy. Toddlers sort the gem balls according to color and size into graduated cylinders.
Car Cowel Cover
Manicure holder for bathroom counter top. Keep manicure set and grooming tools handy and out of cumbersome carrying cases or large drawers.
Towels are not afraid of germs humidifier.
Cell Phone Holster features an auto-shutting slot allowing you to swiftly drop in phone and go. Also features a quick-retrieve finger notch.
Hey Culligan Man, you're fired. Water filter for water jug/bubbler in my home &amp; office. No more service or trips to store to fill water jugs
Shell Seat
The Squirrel Stopper
We are solving the everyday problem of ironing in a cost effective way.
A system that monitors people who gets lost or abducted. We monitor our homes, cars, businesses, and everything but our loved ones.
A small attachment for your PC AC power adapter to make packing and unpacking cords faster, neater, and safer
Houdini Levitating Charger
CITRUS infused kitchen hand sanitizing wipes to get rid of the smells of cutting garlic/onion/peppers/etc: host your dinner party odor free.
Work out charge
Ever taken out the garbage and forgot to replace the bag, or can't find the bags? I have a solution for you. Store the bags in the can!
Modular Block Garage Storage solution, solve your storage headache; your kidâ€™s toys, your DIY tools, summer stuff and hard to hang items.
A simple office storage device that has two chambers (one with rubbing alcohol, and one with water)used to rejuvenate dried-out markers.
bedbug bites be gone
gas barbeque grille with warming drawers heated from the grille bottom. The drawer positions shown give each one a separate temperature.
Magnetic coupon organizer. Keep your coupons handy
This dolly w/ adjustable panels creates stability when transporting items and folds inwards to stow. Avoid embarrassment &amp; stop the hassles
A Spotify-connected Electric Imp-powered Music box that queues guest's song preferences from their mobile devices.
Shopping list inventory. Never forget or purchase extra items at grocery store again.
A pen, with an integrated USB memory stick and a clock...because clocks are cool :)
A combination frisbee and water dish for dogs.
Dual Trash and Recycle Can
2nd coat containers...tuperware like containers to encapsulate the paint brush, the roller, and pan individually.
retractable/reusable groc bag
text messaging walky-talkies
Voice Racers #EducationalToys
Aromatherapy- No Sticky Mess Pain Relieving Aching Body Patch with Natural Oils/Ingedients
Zip Lock Slide is a plastic panel (approx. 7" x 7") with a series of "fingers" that would allow lock type bags to hang from the panel.
Plastic Mouthpieces for Trumpet, Trombone and Tuba
Make a Bidet more Diverse, instead of only spraying water it could spray water with soap or any other additives.
Child in car alarm
Portable Coffee Brewer/Mug
FLOAT ANCHOR-Tired hanging on 2 the rail of your pool 4 the last bit of sun with your slippery foot? Now suck up rays or shade wherever!
HURCULES OPENER! THE ELECTRIC, AUTOMATIC, GEAR DRIVEN, AND MULTI-SIZE JAR LID AND BOTTLE TOP OPENER! HELPFUL
APPLIANCE!
Golfers! Customize your putter to the speed of the greens at any course!
Tinted prescription bottle with a small flip top in the center of the top instead of push down and turn. some pt. need meds quicker.
Magna-shield
Sleep Shades - A sleep mask that looks like normal sunglasses. Travelers can sleep in public, in style. Opaque lens sunglasses.
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Dome shaped Greenhouse Protection Doubles as a Tent Provides WATER FROM THE AIR - WAS IN UC made NEWER IMPROVED CHANGES!
App enabled blackout curtains - set up the time you want your curtains to open &amp; stop oversleeping.
InsideJob - The easiest way to clean the inside of your windshield. CLEAN THE INSIDE FROM THE OUTSIDE. New Prototype, re-submit.
My idea is a watch microphone that transmits spoken words wirelessly onto a screen so that people can read what people are saying to them.
Tired of fishing from the pier and your fishing rod falling? With this fishing rod holder it will always stay in place!
Stash Safe
Off road monitor
Brush Low
An attractive, yet effective garden fence protect your vegetable garden from pests. Sets up in minutes and allows easy access with a gate.
Scented mesh type nets that fit over a multi-slot laundry basket and holds dirty clothes then dissolves when thrown into the washer.
VaniStation: Your Grooming Station Anywhere (Take 5)
Tired of mixing up your iPhone with your partners or fighting over loading cables? Here's the docking station for couples.
Recycle Water with a tiered plant watering system. Similar to a tiered wedding cake or a fountain design.
Introducing the first "noise-and-light canceling" headphone system designed to ease you into deep, restful sleep, quickly and comfortably.
The "T" Pot. Design a better two cup teapot for restaurants or home that does not spill or burn as the current ceramic and metal ones do.
Custom Pen Ink!
Advanced Tie Down Straps with Meshed Corner Supports
Spinning Litter Box
The Weigh-Tie
Cup sized water boiler!
Modular spice rack that mounts under cabinets. Little cubes of spice. Add on and custom mix some cubes to your families secret recipe.
Drive Way Automated Carwash
Long, Bent Pick for easily checking cake while it's in the oven. Just open the oven and use the long pick to check cake w/out taking it out!
Buddy Ball (Wilson)
this is a product that can be very usefull,for party's and just for everyday use. family time.
Cell Guard is an opaque black nylon device that attaches to sides &amp; opens to surround cellulars/tablets to protect private information.
Ring Replicator
Clamp Prop Power
Easy Switch
Memory Catch: resubmit â€” Keep your USB memory safe and secure AND grab 'gadgets to go' â€” a new mix and match every-day-carry system.
Quick-Fix Car Window
My product is a box of diaper wipes with a chamber of diaper creme built into the lid or side of the box.'Swipes and Wipes' all in one box!
Stay Cool
Foldable car leg rest. Compatible for all car seats. Similar to the leg rest of a recliner.
Dual Bag
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
Floss at Hand
Wise Wine Rack
Golf Yardage Counter -Attatches to the golf trolly wheel. Drive off, walk to your ball. As wheel rotates you get accurate distance, Simple!
For juicing, wine, etc..Air tight stainless steel thermos/sports bottle with manual pump to remove oxygen for max freshness and convenience.
The Halo, or circular round bar, especially on your driver and your wedge, but can be put on any of your clubs.
A motion ir sensor that surrounds the IPOD shuffle that can be used to control the music on the device
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remote biosensor for medical check ups
Swimming jorts
Dog Leash w/LED lights from handle to collar.So you can see people at night or before the crack of dawn so you don't hit them with your car.
takeoutware
R U A NAil Chewer?
Tired of picking up all those tiny toys and legos? Here is a push vacuum that eliminates the bending over and the hassle of clean up!
I have been an electrician for about 25 years,and i refuse to ever again have plumbers crack.Here is my untuckable garment america !!!
Suicide Safe/Resistant IV Line
Meet cell phone - Iphone Wallet! Go out on your adventures with just your phone Leave your wallet at home with the Cell Phone Wallet Case
VOICE ACTIVATED CAMERA VIDEO BINOCULAR GLASSES! Take pics that "You just missed" not having your camera ready. Great for
Sports,Parties,etc.
Musical Laser Light String
EZ Chair Tote
Our goal was to create a fun outdoor game that is easy to travel with and set up. It's much more convenient than other similar games.
Universal Snap-On Muffler will Reduce the Noise Pollution from a Portable Generator.
Flypaper decorative cylinder cover or Flypaper in a decorative style box. No more disgusting exposed Flypaper.
A clear, washable rubber casing for lemon, orange, and lime slices to eliminate spray and capture seeds when squeezing into water or beer
Flip Pencil
Convertible jewelry
The "VACHON PILL EXTRACTOR" works with "child proof" blister packs. Mechanically squeezes pills out. Greatly easing access to medications.
Universal Mobile Device Mounting System - 3 sizes - everything adjusts to accommodate any device. Many interchangeable mounts.
Wine Maker
Jardin ensoleillÃ© par Miroirs
My idea is the herb wheel. It would assist you in picking the correct spices for the dish you are cooking.
F150 seat spacers
Insta Pocket. Attach to just about anything, T-shirts, pants, tops, whatever. No sewing required. Just pick a size and color, then attach.
Sweeper Eraser
motorized lotion applicator, holds lotion/cream inside and rolls it in all areas including hard to reach back.
How To Floss With Just Nine Inches Of Floss - Directions Enclosed
Magic bottle! All parents need it to keep their kids hydrated and nutritious.
A dish, glass bottom, middle tray, coasters, dessert plate, cutlery and door space for cutlery, made of plastic.
Vibrating baby pad. Use under baby in car seat, stroller, carrier. Gently vibrates and soothes baby. Plays music. Barbra
LED Pivot Power. Find Your Cords! Play the Voting Game in the Comment Section! {CLICK FOR MORE GREAT DETAILED PICS}
A spray bottle with a funnel that snaps on /off the bottom of the sprayer. The funnel is made to fit the bottle perfectly.No more balancing
Instant Wine Rack or 2 litter soda holder, cool designs, use anywhere, even inside your fridge.
Wouldn't it be great if kids could store toys in a bag that opens up into mat. Makes cleanup a whole lot easier. Resub
STOP PRESS!! STOP PRESS!! INTRODUCING THE TOOTING FLUTEING TOOTHBRUSH RANGE.
Mixi Tongs #KitchenGadget
PhysicalControl for SNAKES app
These pairs of protectors are the latest & greatest addition for your fashion needs since the sock. Silicone, why not?
Safe Ironing Pad
Talking on the mobile phone in today`s world is a necessity. But it`s not easy. My idea makes it easier and confortable.
Triple Swivel-Carabiner Fastener (Cam-Adjustable length cord). Make sure that stuff that you're tying down is snug, and doesn't come undone.
tabinet
CounterFit
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Screen Door and Window Screen Air Fresheners that utilize the incoming air to flood your home with the aroma of your favorite scents..YUMMY!
While cooking, a pan handle is left protruding from cooktop over the floor. A child pulls it down and is burned. Stop this from happeningâ€¦
Ever open your garbage and ask,"Wow, what died in there?" Minimize those peehu experiences.Fresh scented garbage bags for every persons home
Better Baby Grabber
Fresh Herb Basting Brush with updated suggestion from Sonia!
Someone drowns while you are swimming, what do I do? I don't know CPR and even if I did I am not going to blow air down someones mouth.
the idea is a self contained cup/toothbrush/toothpaste holder made to accomodate 2 kids
No-slip Specticle Slippers
Car neck/low back heating pad
Does what you plug into an extension cord fall out? Lets address the problem directly.
What if putting was a science, with a meaningful way to measure your putts?
I need one place that i can store everything I need for school and not have to frantically look through my bag for what I need
Black Hole
Automated Toilet Paper Refiller. Great way to store extra rolls and have them automatically replace an empty roll.
Fine Mist hand sanitizer dispenser without having to touch.
PEG TECHNOLOGY MAKING IT EASY! Tired of taking food to a party and having no way to carry multiple dishes at once without spilling?
The Octoplug
Personal, portable, touch-free eyeglasses cleaner. Glasses sit in plastic tray, soak&spin through cleaning solution, compressed air to dry!
A Quirky Kindle case with built in lighting that allows for low-light reading without using a clunky clip on light.
A lock only you can crack. Instead of a reg. combo lock... A lock with a finger scan for your protection.
Resubmit: DRINK DOCK for late night computer sessions. No more reaching through the dark and accidently bumping and spilling your beverage.
Self cleaning microwave.
"Clean Dishes" Magnet
spring pressure pepper mill
keg parties have tons of left over beers.The problem is you walk away and come back confused over which beer is yours ,so you grab another.
Quick Clamp replaces cumbersome traditional collars and clamps prone to breakage
Love to scuba? Defeat dry mouth and dehydration. Push a button on your new regulator to release a pressurized water stream into your mouth.
multibitadapter for powertools
*Teens* and *Kids* Silicone Eye Glass Decor. Slide/Clip tiny *Silly Band Type* rings onto the sides of the frames. Trade/Add
Scarf that folds into a travel pillow. Great for flights or train commuters.
Store your energy in your grid.
Not only would this be a very universal product but the exposure would be incredible. music videos,television etc.
frigeway
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
Toothpaste gum
RESUBMIT): A simpler, universal way to hide ugly, potentially dangerous, excess electrical cords on countertops.
The collar is on the dog; why not keep the leash on the dog? A collar with a built-in leash that wraps around and stores on the collar.
Freezer Cool Cap
Stand-Up Iron Steamer Frames - It is in two parts top shirts, blouses bottom skirts and pants etc. Better way to have a surface to press on.
wireless headphones
4-in-1 Office Supply Product! A 3-hole puncher that staples, has a tape dispenser and a pencil sharpener!!
double sided shower curtain hooks
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Socket-Projector #HomeTheater
Hands-free dog leash for the active multi-tasker! This leash holds all of your outing necessities while adding structure to your walk.
A remote control garden hose attachment that allows you turn on and off the hose via remote-no more walking back and forth and getting wet!
Plastic containers with a section of the lid for liquid sauces: Never let jelly sog your bread! Never let dressing wilt your salad again!
Knot Buster - Detangling Brush
table Cell phone holder for restaurants.
SALE'S RECEIPT BAR CODE SCANNER APP (No More Paper Copies To Keep Up With!)
The only bookmark that converts into a stand for your book, easy comfortable reading.
Electronic Inventory Checklist
iPhone cases + There is a diary = Diary iPhone cases
A new spill guard cooking pan that prevents soup or food from spilling over on to your stove. It takes the mess out of cooking
A Li-ion battery powered, rechargeable thermal coffee mug with (Power Mat type) charging base.
Modular wall clips are a combination of wall hanger, wall clip, and pegboard in a single unit that can be expanded and installed easily.
Iholster is literally hip since it lets you hang your phone on the outside of your jean pockets, front or back, with a quick clip.
U-BALL
SquaredAway Nesting Spoons save space in the kitchen, prevent spills, pour easier and prevent the need to purchase multiple serving spoons.
Waiting at a restaurant wondering how long the wait is. Lets add a screen to display the wait time, number in line and menu or drink options
Crawling baby pants
Raft or Life Vest in a pocket.
Electric scourer
A simple, cheap way to attach a drawstring handle to any device, such as a curtain rod, without having to remove or disassemble anything.
plastic flower pot in solids
GripPad. Helpful case for the disabled population and children. Has elastic holders for good grip.....prevents dropping
The Vacuum Hair-styler
Pizzars. Pizza cutter + scissors = Pizzars. Basically it's a spatula that is capable of cutting. There's many uses beyond the pizza!
KNAPSAK The computer tablet organizer can be used in a backpack, purse or use it as a carry all. Versatile in business or everyday use.
Turn your pet crate into a Pet house with an easy pet house kit. Eliminate the need to buy a dog or a cat house. Small to large sizes
SHELL protect your fingers when you drive nails
A decorated reusable FACIAL tissue dispenser that uses a roll of toilet paper! Can be made in many different designs,colors,personalized.
Clip On Utility Fuel Tank plastic carries small amounts of 2cycle fuel; belt clip; saves time and effort maintaining lawns and for hobbyists
We have got nearly "500 VOTES"ï¼Thanks everybody for your voting of this shower which designed with magnetism for free shower.
Top notch, highly custom aquarium/terrarium in a class of its own. Incorporates land and marine, great for unlimited uses. Sure to impress.
Lacking counter space?Never enough room? Sick of looking at clutter? Meet COFFEE CLUTCH a meeting place for all of your gourmet coffee pods
A LEFT TURN SIGNAL FOR A BIKE! THE ENTIRE AREA UNDER THE SEAT DEVOTED TO 1 POWERED HIGHLY VISIBLE DAYTIME SIGNAL
W/ 1 THUMB SWITCH! SIMPLE!
Wireless Necklace camera that incorporates with iPhone
Home Theater Retro Projector
Cloth wringer
Travel Pyrex Bakeware Cover
When playing video from a phone or tablet or camcorder it could flip video taken on its side upright on the screen.
Simple Sliding door iPod case. Stores your earbuds. Think Sliding Tin Case.
Multi-Detector
Solar Spaceheater
tired of your inching and washing him all the time and still not certain if does pesky flees are gone or in your bed or even in your room.
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Finally! An easy way to enjoy fresh, hot corn-on-the-cob without the mess. Easy to butter and season. Over 50,000 sold during initial trial.
Inward closing umbrella. No more getting wet going in the car or leaving your umbrella outside. This revolutionary umbrella folds inward.
My idea is a way to prevent people from falling asleep while driving. I have solved this problem for myself while watching TV. I am 76 .
Decorate your Umbrella with Multi-colored LED Umbrella Light Set-Clips Onto End Of Umbrella Rib-comes in shapes(Image used from alibaba.com)
A bangle bracelet that is a "Swiss" army knife.
The lid of the medicine bottle would have an easily programmable timer to remind people that are forgetful to take their medicine.
Baby car seat/ carrier with wheels. Made for short distances
A day and night reflective safety waterproof colored sticker or decal that is easy to peel off and reusable on any helmet and clothing.
A pez style pencil/pen dispenser to replace the ordinary pencil case. So that pencils can be both loaded, and taken one at a time by the kid
Critter Guard
Universal Grip Mount - Anywhere and Anyway.
Food gun for melting foods. Set the heat level, load the food, serve it up. Great for butter, cheese, marshmallows, chocolates, whatever!
SUPER GO PLATE!!
Phone Butler
hungshirt
FIDO ALERT phone app in helping lost dogs, cats and pets find their owners again.
A hair weave adhesive.
two finger phone holder
#spotsv:This suction cup will REALLY work. Double sided multiple suction cups in one! Stick this suction cup to the back of your cruddy one!
PUPPY POWERPLANT LEASH DYNAMO
.:: Cow Horn Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter. .:: CONCEPT ::.Resub.
Smart alarm clock
Zip-Box. A zip-up pouch on the back of an iPhone case storing items such as credits cards, keys and money.
And This Little Piggy Went All The Way to the Bank (or the coin counting machine)!
My idea is a small object with only one USB port on each side. Using the phones port system, you can transfer files using your Smartphone.
Sunaway Refelective Umbrella
Cooler-Grill
An amazing portable device for soothing babies - it's vibrating and humming motor is great at helping agitated infants fall asleep.
Next generation cordies!
The product is scented furnace filters. People spend billions to put perfume/cologne on their body, why not houses and businesses?
Attach a plastic sleeve to one side of the gift bag. The card can be securely inserted into the top opening of the plastic sleeve.
A Dog Box designed for both canines and humans to safely store and access all doggy related items, such as toys and food.
BAG SNAG(Resub) A strap/band with clips to attach fast food bags/shopping bags/purse; keeps them from tipping over in car seat while driving
Runner's band is a soft elastic band(similar to a head band) with LEDs built in.Runners could wear this around their lower chest to be seen.
Shwidened Differrent Mice
Interlocking plates, bowls cups - one solution for multiple problems! Simple eating made fun and inviting - less effort. Impress guests!
A flat-edge shovel with holes in it. Sizes of holes would vary depending on how large the items are in the dirt being sifted.
Light-A-Noes (Dominoes)
Bicycle Box A large plastic "basket" container for a bicycle to carry home groceries, or take your backpack to school.
Plastic, slip-on screw holders for flathead, allen, phillips and torx head screws. Prevents finger and screw damage. Inexpensive $$$-maker
Disinfectant Door Sponge/Mat; Sanitize shoe soles before entering your home! Stop germs from every walk of life at the door!
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
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Next-Tip
Put a projector in device to wach movies or do presentations
Xpand - Your expandable lunch bag that fits most of your needs
Self Adjust Hearing Aids Have you paid thousands of dollars for state of the art hearing aids which never seems to get adjusted right?
Morph-Box
Fume-eliminating chemical storage cabinet. Uses an activated carbon filter and induction fan to trap harmful chemical fumes.
Coffee Mug - stainless steel with snap interchangeable spoon handles that mix/match with different color spoons/different color mugs.
A FLUSHABLE, comfortable(tissue paper)insert(3"x4" elliptoid shape)for urine-leakage pads(e.g. Depends)for comfort and hygiene.
The Food Stopper
Mobile couch holder for tablet-cell. Adjustable to any couch area. Optional oower supply wire
Make a custom size planter. Plastic connecting panels . Expands vertically &amp; horizontally. Stores flat (less shelf space). Resub - 165 votes
Hi my name is Tony, and my idea I've had for the past few year is one that I believe you all will like. Why because it save a life one day
The idea is to implement solar paneling into custom back casings for various popular cell phone models.
bong buddy
Selfie Pictures: People love to take pictures of themselves with their arm extended or in the mirror.
Why does the most popular glass bakeware not have an ovenproof cover? It's been technologically impossible ... until now.
Laptop DOC: De-clutter and increase your Laptop workspace
Pasta quantity tongs
If you're like me you can never remember to take your daily pills! With this idea it will be as easy as remembering to brush your teeth!!!
Waterproof SOUND WAVE phone leg pouch i.e. above knee. Thief proof 2 zipper sand colored elastic band cell phone pouch keeps phone with you
Personalized cat and dog collar. Eliminate the need for a seperate expensive tag while helping to eliminate noise!
The lunch/snack dispenser would make packing kid's school lunches faster and easier. Small twist top containers to be filled once a week.
FISHING Who doesn't like to fish but who wants to bait the hook with a worm This gadget will do it for you keeping your hands totally clean
My idea is a electronic cookbook which stores your recipes ,reads them at loud, finds you recipes and gives you cooking advice.I have more..
Super bottle
Vacuum Canister Bag
A wine decantor that lets you serve bottled wine where no air is aloud to enter keeping your wine fresh for up to a week or more.
You have heard of the collapsible drinking cup so why not have a collapsible cooking pot? Collapsible Cooking Pot and Frying Pan in one..
Can't get your kids off the: xbox, internet, iDevice? Try this app enabled shutoff switch.
Instant flip down/up shelving and or hanging bars. Simply slide over door or mount to wall. Virtually disappears when not needed.
The Lush Cup
My Life Video Recorder
A Cereal Bowl w/Milk Storage device. NO MORE SPILLS! Kids wouldn't have to pour their own milk. Great for adults too - take to work bowl.
Voice Racers
Tissue box that accepts rolls of toilet paper. Easy to refill and handy for people who don't want dedicated tissues.
Fuse plastic bags to make awesome recycled fabric using this flat iron press.
People Who Have Sleep Partners That Snore. Have Sound Machine Where Needed. Between The Two Of You. Other Features (Screen, Alarm) Possible.
It is a memory foam pillow, a SUPER safe case and good for car, bed time and traveling. Vented design also cools.
lilt air freshner and soap dispencer melts down soap slivers into a full bar of soap. personlize your soap or air freshner for home or car
A Nascar Shaving Razor designed to look like your favorite drivers car..The Razor head(blades)was modified using the Gillette Atra.
In home physical vitals monitor for human body that is on line in you
With a spring mechanism similar to that of groove pliers, pruning tool jaws can be adjusted in size without widening the grip.
BoogieBoard
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Outdoor sound monitor.Broadcast to receiver in house.Weather hardened with on/off switch.
Wireless/Bluetooth enabled earphone headpieces (2) to listen to music at ease without disruptions!
Flat Golf Ball Tee Height Adjuster, Divot and "Keep Golf Club/Putter Handle off the Ground" Tool Combo
This changes your standard 2 plug wall outlet to 6 plugs while maintaining your dÃ©cor! It is also very adaptive to different size plug ins.
This is an alternative to jail. Fit the offender with a helmet mounted camera. Rebroadcast the video as pay-per-view to generate revenue.
If chewing gum that tastes like ice cream, why can't we have beverages that tastes like mint chocolate chip ice cream and lime margaritas?
Always the same routine. After dinner or the party, its time to clean. Make it easier with food storage built into your serving dishes.
French Press coffee cleaner
SitSafe Shower Chair
hockey puck to follow
4 in 1 fitnesstool to muscle up your chest, back, biceps, shoulders, abs and forearms.
Cell phone peep hole
Mini ski jump - the Toy for children and adult. Launch the jumper so that he jumps the most farthest, measure the distance.
Stick anywhere retractable cords for hanging spices near the stove. Elastic band on the end holds any spice dispenser. Easily switch spices
Now your shower caddy can be beautiful and useful as well!
Mechanical furler headphone cord. For every headphone. Without batteries.
Central Computer or (CC)
CAP CAM an accessory for your iphone, which lets you record videos / take pictures through the cap you are wearing!
Keeps bugs out of the places you walk into everyday!
Scented wrapping paper ,bags and cards.
(Plant Insert) the product millions of people with green thumbs will ask, why didn't I think of that. The best thing since the paper clip
helmet flash light
Cord management tray that gets everything off the floor, out of site &amp; accommodates bulky plugs, transformers, adapters &amp; excess cord coils.
LEANBACK COMPUTER CHAIR. Be comfortable while you continue computing. Lean back and relax.
A refrigerator design that incorporates a vertical pullout drawer to accomodate beverages and condiments.
Dream Play doll and activity set gives children the power to play at achieving and reaching their ultimate dream job and best life.
Sunscreen back applicator
Flying Without Wings!
(Resubmit)Hot Glue Gun Holder/Stand with glue stick caddy. A holder for Heather's Chillemiâ€™s idea for the hot glue gun Quirky is making.
WI-FISH
PrEYEvate
One funny item to enjoy pizza &amp; beer time!
Clear Silicone Prescription Eyeglasses - indestructible and cheap to make! Frame and lenses are combined in one. Think Swatch for Specs!
Children finder\pet finder\Kid come home app. Know where your kids are at when they are outside playing.
Programmable intimatcy audiolizer with accessories. Allows you to control what you hear during, after intimacy. Controlled by your body.
The "Necklace Piece" for name badge needs(2)CLIPS , one for each side(or edge) of the name plate. Will prevent flipping over. As all do...
Pre-measured Resealable Baking Soda Packets/Tubes with Measuring Indicators-FORMER EVAL-Just Pour What's Needed and Re-seal for Later Use
220 plug surge protector for cook stoves and clothes dryers
Old fashioned looking corded home phone docking station amplifier for any style cell phone.
Can-Counter (Real Simple)
My idea is a smarter stove top element that is weight or touch sensitive
Attached table laundry machnes
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Reusable, Customizable, Shoe/Boot stretcher
Idea's a drink dispenser cum cooler. It shall work and look like a drink cambro, but double up as a chiller. Having guests just got easier!
Did you ever have trouble figuring out which key opens what? Key caps is your answer. Just grab the shape you are looking for and open!!
Can-Counter
Convertible throw pillow / iPad or tablet lapdesk / tablet case
Firewall - A beautiful electric fireplace without the unnecessary furniture.
Smart Ag
Magic Karpet
I have the cure for cold feet. A pair of socks that can be heated up in the microwave.
A new way to cut an apple. Can be filled with nuts honey etc.
Pre-measured Resealable Baking Powder Packets/Tubes with Measuring Indicators-Just Pour What's Needed and Re-seal for Later Use
POOPER SCOOPER. With 2 Concepts (see images). Comb like edge to easily scoop the poop from grass. Includes a poop bag compartment.
!!! An Inventor's I.Q. - Trivia Game **VICKY LAURSEN**
Flesh colored stylish tips used as a stylus for any touch screen device.
AN IDEA misunderstood. My DRY-ERASE stickers are reusable.Yellow stickers can't be.Ideal for adding an ad in permanent ink for promotion.
An electronic white board for the household. It would come with an app for my phone. I would be able to leave reminders for my family.
When plugging electric aromatizers at home the fragance range is restricted by the place of the electric outlet, but now u can plug anywhere
NO Sponge Mix-ups PINK/RED TONGUE SPONGE TO BE PLACED IN MOUTH of CERAMIC DOG CONTAINER WITH OPENING IN MOUTH FOR
A CLEANING your PET BOWLS.
baby pacifier
So, once upon a time a Walker and a Umbrella fell in Love. Combined they conceived... WALKERELLA! Supports &amp; sheilds at the same time!
notebook set with mouse pad
Tinted contact lenses
Inline skis Cross country skiing. The low-impact, total body workout. Nordic Skiing burns more calories that any other sport. resub
Vibrating baby sleeping pad to lull baby to sleep. For crib, floor, carseat, etc. With sound, heat and shutoff. Mimics soothing ride in car.
A compact, intuitive, and stylish adapter for charging devices in both wall outlets and car outlets.
Heated and cooled cup holders
No More Soggy Sandwiches Box
Millions of Nexus 7 tablets only have...a front facing camera. For $12+ this clip-on mirror makes it multi-axial, a lot better than iPad's.
Super Slim Highlighter
HANDYCAP DOGGIE WALKER/SLING
Revolutionary iPhone case for those who spend a lot of time at home or in the office.
Let's Design a Shower Caddy System that screws onto an existing Shower Pipe that has a Shower Head, and built in Shower Body Sprayers.
Listen to TV Commentary Alone
Odorless Toilet Seat
Battery powered Auto Jack Rotor
Trying to get the last drop of your $4 latte? Taking your eyes off the road? How about a "Peeper" cup? See the road and enjoy your coffee!
Mr. Rescue (EMR Action figure)
The fishermans band aid is designed to stay in place no matter the environmental conditions. This product has actually been field tested.
The perfect glass of wine, every time! The "Fan-Taste-Stick" uses cutting edge technology to create a must have gadget for any wine drinker!
ã€Transformer Scissorsã€‘With detachable blades, you can have a set of multi-purpose Kitchen shears! Safer, Easier and Organized ~^^~
PIVOT POWER WITH DIGITAL TIMER + APP
This product idea is a sorta like a retractable feather duster,
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With the never blow beach towel you can count on your towel never blowing away again. Anchored in all corners your towel stays in place.
Universal S.O.S. MAKEUP KEYRING KIT (by my fiancee)
A device that goes behind the ear to simulate the cupping of the ear to hear
Utility-Box
bal1
The ALL PURPOSE GARDEN CART. My cart can hold vegetables, seeds, plants, bulbs, spray cans, garden tools, and a 10"x15" plastic container.
Paint like a pro, edger removes wet paint. Crisp clean lines every time. Cleans paint from trim, flooring, cabinets etc. Dampen and wipe.
Ceiling Fan Light Bulbs! Producing Light Bulbs without Glare. Video included
Tired of bagging so many leaves. Waiting forever for leaves to turn to compost? Quick way to reduce leaves and speed up composting time.
A small pillow for your ear that permits one to comfortably use headphones while lying down.
Pet Seat Belt
Temporary tattoos are fun. Idea is to create temporary tattoos from any photo or file. Your wife, your dog, the periodic table, what ever.
Baby stroller with phone charger powered by kinetic wheel revolutions. It could power a jogging stroller safety light as well.
Magnetic infrared sensor attachment for pet clippers. It will detect the temp. variation where the animal's quick ends so as not to nip it.
Wish you have a third eye on your curious toddlers while busy at cooking, laundering,..? This idea can help!
Water weights. Formed, fillable containers that when filled with liquid, e.g. water, become weights for exercising.
The Robot Toilet Wand
HAPPY FLOSS
Single Plug Power Adapter with 2 USB ports, and 2 Lightning ports. It charges all mobile devices without having to use a computer!
Soft Sunglasses
Clean and Healthy Teeth tools built into a wrist watch!
gps on eyeglasses or other valuables
Poster/Frame Straightener
Boil bags or Rice bags, perforated heat resistant BPA free plastic bag, with a ziploc top. holds 1-3 servings rice, pasta, beans,or veggies
Key storage and scanner
Clockwork Toothbrush.
Coupon Shopper System
How many children can we locate after they have been abducted? App enabled locating device,use technology to save lives and reunite families
ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOUR CONVERSATION, EVEN IN THE LOUDEST PLACE!!! AND ALWAYS KEEP YOUR DISCRETION!!
Track your free weight , machine exercises and other workouts with your Smart Phone/ Iphone
Solar car A/C
Some of the keys on keyboard would be mice and by moving them you can move the cursor on the screen without moving your hands away.
A disposable xray film encased mouth guard that comfortably fits into the entire mouth for xraying teeth & gums at the dentist office.
Water bottle and mister.
A backpacking water purification bottle with a built in UV pen powered by a solar panel in the cap. Light weight and sustainable!
EasyStudy Printer and Software is for students that want to succeed by cutting their study time in half by easily creatingandprinting cards.
Is there a connection between Time and Measurement?
The Quirky Board Game. (The Inventor's Quest). This game entertains and somewhat informs you of the process inventors go through.
Smart Phone and Kindle Application for the visually impaired. The blind can now read using braille on their iPhone's and Kindles &amp; iPad's.
Retractable Leash Coupler
pocket battery powered router
ClÃ© Ã pipe universelle
Your Third Hand
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Self-thread. The sewing machine needle that threads itself.
Travel Laptop Monitor
Iwater let's you water your house plants from anywhere in the world, a little or a lot, thanks to the mobile enabled reservoir.
ALL IN ONE MEDIA SPORTS LOUNGE
A laptop style case for your iPad for ease of use and storage. Flip, rotate, wireless removable backlit keyboard, charging dock.
Bendvid is a flexible camera to allow users to easily get the desired angle for capturing pictures/videos via a smart phone, tablet, or PC.
LETS GIVE THE BED-SIDE CADDY A MODERN QUIRKY MAKEOVER!
I want to create a case where the backplate can be switched out for another with a different design.
Countless toothbrushes are thrown out daily as most toothbrushes aren't biodegradable. I have an Eco-friendly and cost effective solution.
Home cordless phones network
Space Saving Units
A cooler mouse
[VIDEOS] Vortex Wine Aerator with Magnetic Treatment. Wow your party guests! (ScottJ)
Hair ~pieces~ made from ~human~ hair! You can wash, curl, straighten, DYE TO MATCH your color and use for years! Quick style without fuss!
TOOTH SAVER: A Flexible Silicone Toothbrush Case with Splash-Proof Seal
A simple adjustable aluminum ring 2-6" high that fits around an outdoor grill gas burner blocks wind &amp; allows consistnt flame/cooking temps
Smoke alarm with voice to indicate which room's unit needs batteries changed or has detected smoke or carbon monoxide.
Double-headed women's razor: top features standard-sized razor; bottom features retractable tiny razor.
Small desk apparatus like a label maker that would beautifully type your index cards and address envelopes rather than hand writing them.
Order body parts and hair that looks like your Ex, place them under the hood or trunk of your car. To appear like you ran him/her over
Remote Control Locator
Quirky, win over the hearts &amp; tummies of thousands of bread lovers. Reinvent the Breadbox! Let's create a stylish &amp; multipurpose bin.
Tooling Re-tooled
Smart table
Snooze-button baby monitor
Rollo- Austin Invent Challenge
My idea is a wireless bluetooth low energy (BT BLE) notification light with a 6 months to one year coin battery authonomy.
THC Blood Monitor Meter
GoGoCharger: Hockey puck-shaped, self-contained, portable iPhone charger (with flip prongs &amp; retractable cord) that fits in your pocket.
G(gravity ) Iron
Decorative Cable ties - Just basic cable ties to be used for securing, attaching, organizing and fastening. I used them constantly
A smoke alarm that can repel down from the ceiling, like a spider, when the battery needs replacing.
Mac Mini Stand with extra ports and room for keyboard underneath. Ports can include USB, SD and DVD! Computer screen on top or behind!
#WINK -- GOAL KEEPER - a way to track your progress toward achieving your goals!
Instant picture collage.Hangs horizonal/vertical.Instantly change/add pictures. no cutting & destroying pictures.Swing open door,add photos.
Brush Buddy
Most every time a parent make a bottle, it's with a baby in your arms! This should be packaged for a quick, one-handed, operation!
Music Infused Headphones
#NAME?
New! Extendable Curling Iron/Flat Iron Holder!
**APPLE MACBOOK DOCKING STATION! SOFTDOCK IS A FLEXIBLE AND CLUTTER FREE WAY TO CONNECT ALL YOUR PERIPHERALS
TO YOUR MACBOOK. SOFTDOCK!!!***
The Milk Shaker. Throw the bottom of a french wire whisk in a bottle and shake. The whisk moves and mixes the powder, no lumps!
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Block Allergies to the sweet smell of Eucalyptus! Face Mask that blocks allergins and contains replaceable All-Natural sweet smell cartridge
This invention is a USB hub with sliding buttons on it to easily remove/unplug USB devices from the hub.
Iphone/Ipad case that doubles as a additional screen on the back of phone so when you want to show pics/videos you dont have to crowd around
Repulsed by flossing? How about a small dispenser with a mirror on it to place in your shower? Make flossing a part of your shower routine.
The Glow Muff To protect your ears away from the cold and the glow muff glowing at night.
Footnote For Architectural and engineering rulers. For when designers get pissed when other people put marker on their rulers. Wipe clean
BackFlow Paint can design
A cell phone case that will give you a better grip on your phone.
My idea its an outdoor mat. This outdoor mat, is made of sticky material so when you are coming in thedirt stays outside not inside ur home
swivel corn decobbinator
Magic Ball
Disposable cutting sheets! Part of healthy living. Did you know that bacteria and other harmful germs can grow on cutting boards.
Disposable gym STICKY SOLES
Cordless Pivot Power:Line extension for pivot power,uses 3 prongs on the back to plug directly into the wall outlet without the cord.#Resub
Pin-Plug
WindowBox
A bottle opener holder that attaches to your belt!Easy and direct.Perfect for club employees,cocktail parties,bar b q's etc.
The twist-up peanut butter jar. It would use the same mechanism as a deodorant bar, so you never have to scrape the bottom of the jar again.
Resubmit:I am just sick of scrubbing bottles! My idea is an electric bottle scrubber &amp; nipple brush with recharge station!
Ditch the paper bag ... A new take on the textbook cover.
Do you own a pool? When you remove your solar cover from the surface all the debris and leaves slide right back into the water to be skimmed
Hot ambience? Tripping on fans? Introducing The Multi-Directional Window Fan with clip adaptor for window, pivotal & sliding door mounting.
1 Box, 2 Possible Flavors! (Best way to organize and store your small household batteries and other things)
MyPhone is a bluetooth-enabled adhesive surface that converts any object you desire into a working phone!
My idea is a line of sports protective equipment using IMPACTGEL inserts or built in to products..
ePOWERlet
A device to avoid or reduce car stealing by using rearview mirror able to identify the owner or driver of car by scanning your eye.
Easy Seasoning Experimenting. Create &amp; test small batches. Combine herbs, spices &amp; sauces to create perfect seasonings, dry rubs &amp;
marinades
James Bond strap on Ice Shoes
How about a toothbrush that can whiten your teeth? No strips, no dental trips, no special tooth paste, just a toothbrush you use every day.
Impregnated Fluorescent Concrete Kerbstones.
Chef's Touch
Mini Drive Stacker Network Storage Device - use your old or new laptop disk drives in a compact network storage rack.
I call it the "ALL SPARK", a wifi/cellular enabled portable charger for all your electronics (smart phones, tablets, mp3 players).
Stikit (the new Velcro)
Sick of using nail polish and nail polish removal in separate bottles. A single bottle should be designed having both polish and removal.
Taco Maker and Stand
gps on eyeglasses or other valuables
The Heads Up RC Controller
Wet wipe dispenser unit to replace your toilet roll. People will easily be able to get the quantity of wet wipes they need to do the job.
A weedwacker attachment that sprays weed killer and or bug killer.
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A Kitchen Utensil/Pot Handle. Have your Kitchen Utensil handy, carry your pot/pan around, and keep the drip from going on the counter.
This clip will be able to stop getting loose in your back bag's strap.
Loose leaf paper for left handed students. It would have holes on the right side to easily fit into required binders. Making writing easier.
This is product is two part paint roller that parts into two seperate rollers,
Pool Raft with Bluetooth... How cool would it be to float and chat on the phone!!! Oh yeah and play your music in the middle of the pool!!
No more falling big earbuds with this snap-on earbud adaptor! Run with better sounding big earbuds after snapping on this silicone adaptor.
Box for packing that can be reused as shelving. Simple. Practical.
Dishwasher Basket for Chopsticks (and other small items)
No-More H2O Water Bowl
Device for your bike with combined functionality of GPS tracker and USB outlet - theft protection and juice for your ride-along electronics.
gps connected golfball
a matress that has a 25 degree slope from head to toe this will help with people with acid reflux no more putting bricks under headboard
Dog Walk Allowance
Women struggle to apply makeup with small magnifying mirrors. The wall-mounted "Mirror Mirror" has a magnified section in a standard mirror.
A pen lid that has a"scratch pad" on it. This would be so you can scratch your pen over it if it stops working. No more using you hands.
SAND..SAND..SAND! Its everywhere when u leave the beach...introducing the BEACH BLASTER. Gets rid of unwanted sand after a day at the beach
A mountable, portable device to take 180/360 ÌŠ video of the area around your car to detour theft/vandalism and resolve accident liability.
Language Tablet for Kids
I hate opening bottles of pepsi/coke only to have it explode all over me. Why canâ€™t we create a cap or device that lets you read pressure?
Cellphone Land line combo
kids learn how to tie their own shoes.poke 6 holes in a shoebox top and run a shoelace thru it.show child how to tie and let them practice.
Toddler Food Dicer: grid-like device with handles on both ends, dices all types of food into safe pieces for toddlers with one quick press!
Ever wonder if you locked your car or not? Presenting the Memory car key that will display the last function used (locked or unlocked
Who wants a dollop of sour cream when you can squeeze it all over? Every other condiment comes in a squeeze bottle; why not sour cream?
CEO OFFICE CHAIR With "SECRET" CASH BOX.*** Store Office Supplies,CASH,COINS,GUNS,EVERY HOME/OFFICE NEEDS ONE*** "YOU"
KEEP KEY OR CODE
RESUB pad to attach to the mouse pad to keep your fingers

from irritation or burning sensation from friction.

Wallpapering Second Pair of Hands- Spring loaded arm holding the sheet of wallpaper up while you position it.
Laser Light that stays on
Multiple compartment rolling metal storage rack with square openings to insert items (e.g. shovels) or hang items from hooks (e.g. tools).
A cooler for all 2 Liter bottles for convenience! And a container for your drinks that need to be frosted w/o waiting for the freezer
Television sound
Have you ever eaten a burrito or a wrap and the insides just keep falling out? With Tasty Tape you can "wrap up your wrap"!
Programmable Clothing
Downton Gabby
Power-Spindle
Tree Ornament/Plug Keeper
Toothpicks that have a flat top so when you are trying to wrap a cake or cupcake the toothpick does not poke through and ruin the top.
Hide that toilet bowl plunger with a cover that also functions to hold toilet paper.
A handheld Zip-Tier.
16 oz to two liter bottle humming bird feeder quirky to make a humming bird feeder to fit 16 oz to 2 liter bottle universal unbreakable
At your next get together, don't wonder if they like the music, let your guests help with the music. This idea will do just that.
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Voice navigation via your favorite celebrity or character; The Terminator, Dirty Harry,Taylor Swift, or Shania Twain.
The Lady's Hangover Kit: College girls can now trick peers & professors into thinking they're well-rested no matter how wild their night was
This is desk lamp,can put IPAD IPHONE,recharge,can adjust the height,angle toWatch screen.let your writing desk save space,also artistic.
An elevated storage rack,that lifts your clutter up and away! Take advantage of all your free ceiling space,and enjoy all the extra room.
Indestructible pop-up laundry hamper.
All in one Sunglasses and Earphones or Safety glasses and Earplugs
To put out fires that destroy thousands of acres of forests and thousands of homes each year costing several hundreds of millions each year.
A tape gun for teflon tape. A scaled down version of a tape gun modified to work with teflon tape.
BRUSHOOK. Simply hang up your paint brush, when not in use
a storage unit that transforms into a play/craft table then back into a storage unit without having to remove or add any items to do so.
My "Perfect Portions Baking Pans" have the inches marked along the length and width of the pan and the quarts marked inside of the pan.
Fast Plunger w/Strong Suction
'Sili Lids'- lightweight flexible pot lids. Becomes a bowl or food cover, lays flat for storage. Also see 'Sili Bags' reusable oven bags
Air Burst Vacuum Attachment for Dusting consisting of plastic cannister holder for compressed air. Enables "air burst" while vacuuming.
My idea is to have a product that can tell dates and times of things to remember. Find Lost people. Keep people from getting lost and more
Revolutionary New Beach Towel
WINE SHOT GLASS - Flip it over and you're ready. One glass can accommodate your option - Save on glasses :)
"Pivot Power Labeled": Each socket has a different color face so you know which device is plugged in where! Can come with ID card.
Squizzers
TAB CRUSHER:First tablets grinding mobile device.No more choke on your amino-acid tabs after a hard workout at the gym! Plz Check All Pics!
SWAGNETS
A corner floor lamp that accommodates furniture legs and helps you make the most of limited space. Fits in corners and between furniture.
Dishwasher basket that can hold light weight items that tend to fly around or flip over and collect water.
My invention is a retractiable dog lease you connect the hook on the lease to a shopping cart and a snap clip to the electric scooter.
Bubble Gum Floss Wrapper
Space Bar Print
Palm-Press Knife
A pushup mat which allows the user to maintain a daily motivated routine without taking time out of the day and money out of your pocket!
car inside safety sign
This uniquely cheese shaped drawer/bin takes advantage of the corner space you never use! Stack them for even more space saving storage.
The simple way to keep dogs from jumping on the sofa--an expandable firm surface that is uninviting to dogs but easy to remove and store.
Bracelet, belt, straps hole punch kit. Make your own/customize (shorten, add holes) bracelet, belt, purse strap, watch band. Resub 357 votes
A rubber fishing worm that uses a battery source to power an LED bulb and a translucent worm, Making it glow in low light conditions.
Take the guesswork out of leftovers and other foods in the fridge. These simple reminder discs can protect your family, save food and money
Resub gel skin case with an elastic tether attached to your belt loop so your phone does not hit the floor when you drop it.
I want a physical hit counter for a website. http://hackaday.com/2011/01/29/ego-box-monitors-web-hits/
45 degree - Angled Glo-Socket
Periscope for golfers - thin extendable periscope to see above bushes/trees at green and pin placement.
Port. grocery cart/rest high chair seat belt. Compact, clean, safe, easy. On+off in secs w 1 hand.Compact-can easily be put in your pocket.
Keep the MacBook Pro in its case! Carry it and Keep your Lap Cool. The first ever Prototype of a folding MacBook Pro Carry Case.
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Safe slice
A clip on thermometer for stove top cooking.
Turn your smart phone into a document scanner that you can take with you wherever you go.
Connect your car to the internet. Via browser; access GPS,remote start,engine-diagnostics,alarm,windows,locks.
Banner buddy. an 'easy up' type folding light metal or plastic banner display stand for youth sports banners..primarily soccer.
A waterproof fitting that fits over your fiberglass cast that guarantees it won't get wet in the shower.
The Armadillo - Sphero Case
The Backsaver
Mouse Pad with built in Mouse and wrist pad for comfort.
Hair Care Hideaway
Wireless earplugs being bluetooth enabled.
Slip on Finger/Thumb Tips for Texting, if your like me and have difficulty hitting the right letters or numbers when texting,this is for you
Tired of sharpening knives? This ingenious invention has a special slot on the knife block to sharpen the knife you need to.
SÅŒL Power
I have a hairy back,I own a hair trimmer,what if there was an extension that is compatible with my trimmer so I can shave my back in private
No more scraping mushed up dirty bananas off your dustpan! Say hello to Quirky Disposable Paper Dustpans and goodbye to the NASTY! Recycle!
Clothes rack crammed full? Hang multiple items vertically and make full use of that space.
We all read a lot of print media (textbooks especially). I lose my reading glasses all the time. Let's make bookmark reading glasses.
Ever been to an amusement park, water park, etc. in the sun and forget your sunblock? On-site sunblock dispensing machine has you covered!
Self Deployment Safety Device
My product is simple(Snagless-Cap). It will attach on each end of the white curtain rod to prevent the rod from snagging the curtain.
Instant Product Feedback App/Scanner. A consumer report and/or an "angies list" for products and services.
Hot Steps - heated mats
Really cool odd shaped CFL Bulbs: Some body chose that design, just change automated glass mold. Make a few different funky bulbs:see VIDEO
((SNOOZE)) We spend 1/3 of our lives sleeping! Let's do it better!
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzzZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzZZZZZZzzzz
TÃ©moin rupture chaine froid
I'm an avid talk radio listener. I have a DVR that records and pauses live TV. It would be great if I could do the same with live radio.
Coffee thermos/travel mug with compartment in lid or base for cream, tea bags, sugar packets, and stirrer. Mix it in right before you drink.
Quirky RC Pet Turtle
Bag expander for a kitchen garbage can. Hand pump on the back of the can that will suck air trapped under the bag out, creating more room.
Fever Alert monitors your child and notifies you via smart phone if a fever present
Kids shower head
$$$$ Disposable Toilet Brush (Dual Function) Rim Freshener Block, Its Hygienic, Dissolves And SAVE $100s! Keeps Cleaning Long After You Do!
toy card .
MEZÃœR - Silicone Measuring Cup with Colorful Removable Handle. Lets compete with Pyrex. Proven prod. - lg. mrkt w/room for modern concepts.
Current kid step stools are dangerous because the bigger the kid gets, the further away from the counter they get. Quirky Safe Step is here!
The Quirky Prescription / RX Cradle. The Easy Refill. Total Prescription drugs filled in the USA in 2011, 3.7 trillion. Must see video demo
SUITCASE YOU CAN LIFT ALONG TRACKS on the pull handle - easier to lift - then release to lower.
Hair dryer with a built in flat head hairbrush. Converts to a round brush with a push of a button. 3 items in 1 product. Barbra
Clip-Spoon
A pyramid to help hold cans and bottles stacked sideways in the refrigerator.
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"RESUB"Gain unlimited bathroom counter space/orgniztion for beauty supplies.Beauty case over sink/cabinet and stow away-xtra electric plugs
a camera the size of a web cam and a monitor the size of a gps, made just so you can keep an eye on your child in his/her car seat.
My pouch, when tossed in the dryer with your clothes, collects the excess pet hair and lint that doesn't make it to the dryer lint filter.
iPhone 5 attachment that prevents you from walking into people, objects, cars, etc., while you're texting / looking down at your phone.
Drink anywhere anything
Photoelectric Paint
Pet Finder
A storage place for your shoes so that animals can't get to them and neither can the dust!
magnetic sticky note holder with flashing lite or beeping alarm to remember to look at our notes on fridge etc
Most homes have a sprayer in there sink &amp; a scrub brush,lets make an universal brush that connects to the sprayer,now u can do both at once.
Cordies Exexutive with USB. Dont just store your electronics, Charge Them!
Proteus Pick
If your remote cntrol is missing in home.u can find it without any headache.
Rubber sock that slips over commercial car vacume nozzles with narrow wand and brush attachment option for better, easier cleaning of car
The Best Yogurt Spoon Ever
Cordless phone of the future: Bluetooth Wireless Handset with ID Caller &amp; Text Message.
Paint your teeth white. Quicker than bleaching and less expensive than going to dentist for whitening. Temporary color for your teeth.
Moving Picture Frame
Candy Apple Corer Kit
Bendable paint roller. specially designed to paint curved surface.
3 ring Automatic tape dispenser
Forward-looking cam mounted to side mirror lets you see around and ahead of the large vehicle blocking your view. So you can safely pass.
My idea is a DVD storage system that includes the movie poster with the discs in a book shelf size.
The iPort works with iPhone, iPad,iPod Touches as a USB input from the product to either the computer, camera, or portable projectors.
Survival Hatchet/axe is a useful tool for camping...in your backpack that, always have a hatchet or a hummer with you in a very easy way.
CUPCAKE HELPER! Remove from pan, Frost and Serve without touching the cupcake. Reusable.
Hoops Rack
Magnetic glass cleaner with rotating brush
BabyLug (for Toddlers on up)
Toys Suck
Breathalyzer/Thermometer
12volt electric dolly
One of the most common home cooked meals is pasta! Yet, the most obvious but least recognized health and taste issue is drain backwash.
The Natural Car - An ecologically sensitive mass-collaboration-manufactured automobile. Simple, Smart, and Safe for People and the Planet!
Smart Digital Wall Clock with features like TV program reminders, birthday/anniversary reminders and security camera
A remote controlled multi strip plug which can be turned off each individually. Therefore when the device is off, the transformer is off.
Lazy corkscrew.No need to remove foil first-just screw in &amp; pull the cork (spring loaded cutters remove the foil too!(more designs included)
Puppetizer
voice command trunk opener.
Screw Tight Bowl
Duct tape with shapes cut out in the roll. Then you can layer! Or even use as stencils.(Paulette Jaques)
Head bands that change color when in sunlight. It would be a big trend for young girls, teens, and adults! :)
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THE SAND SLED
Sensi-Container
Outdoor chair arms hard or peeling?

Great padded chair arm covers Velcro on in seconds saving you money and saving your chairs!

Weed Collar, an easily adjustable rubber collar (recycled car tyres). It sits over the bare earth around a plant stem to inhibit weed growth
The Barista Ball holds a flavoring pouch you place in the auto drip compartment along with coffee grounds for a fresh cup of flavored coffee
An AC wall plug-in adaptor for only charging power to all USB devices(cell phones, mp players, tablets, etc) pluggable into any AC outlet.
Raised Garden Bed Quick Corner
CARRY-biner
Powerski Boogie Board. Using twin lithium ion battery-powered wireless system.
Too many cooking tools; not enough storage space? Try the multipurpose kitchen tool all in one. Think Swiss army for cooking.
Life Pot
This cutting edge pill dispenser is for patients with early stages of Alzheimer's, Dementia and patients that need their meds.
Working gloves with magnetized fingertips and optional magnetized back of hand plate for storage. Also airbeads/gel on tops of finger
XMAS STAND
Cane/Crutch hook. This attachment is a closed HOOK you strap/clamp onto a cane or crutch to carry small items like a key or small wallet etc
Laptop Splashguard! Read recipes and look up measurement conversions in the kitchen while the guard keeps your computer clean.
Building box...
App enabled Trash Can and Bag Dispenser
Selfie Pictures: People love to take pictures of themselves with their arm extended or in the mirror.
Safety Shopper
My idea is a back pack that has two straps but can revers into a messenger bag. It would have Velcro straps for bottles and a Locked pocket.
Parents know the importance of a swing for infants. This swing would convert most infant carriers into a swing by attaching carrier to unit.
Interact with just about any electronic tablet for long periods of time comfortably. Check out my hands free itablet entertainment center.
â€œWATTSâ€ UP?...

BREAK LOOSE FROM CIRCUIT OVERLOAD!

WeightBands - allows ANY weights to track the reps and weight via app automatically - perfect for weight training, P90X, etc.
: A Re-designed, Tough, Insulated, Safe and Easy to Clean Coffee 'Press' or Cafetiere. Ideal for the usual & 'rough' environments.
Kids using too much toilet paper? Don't like others 'touching' your roll and contaminating with bacteria? MOTION ACTIVATED TP DISPENSER !!
Silicone Lunch Bag/Sag
Multifunctional scarf that turns into a bag. Or the other way around!
NBA Freethrow
Invent a key finder a pet finder, tv remote finder ect. Things that are allways getting miss placed. Using sound to locate missplaced items.
Easy Paint Roller Cleaner
A self applying universal lotion applicatior to those hard to reach places.
Pendulibrium - Straight Frames
Keep Your Eyes Open While Driving With "EyesOpen". EyesOpen = Webcam+Night Vision+Facial Recognition+Scent Dispenser+Alarm++ (APP-Enabled)
A simple remote controlled power adapter or extension wire with switch off timer
Hang your iPad or Tablet from your kitchen cabinet with a removable hook solution. Now watch while cooking/cleaning without it in the way!
Auto downspout
Ear within phones
RESUB 1/10/12: Multi use TV dinner table.Looks like furniture.Extendable swivel out ledge 4 more surface space.Ipad arm.Built in elec Outlet
Electric Survival Tool (EST)
laminate floor repair kit
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The worst part of painting your own nails is the wait! Some polishes could take twenty minutes to dry. Dont move or you may start all over.
I use a Mr Coffee, and when boiling water shoots out the spout it blows the filter side over allowing coffee grounds to fall into the pot.
digital audio recorder
Outdoor Automatic Water Bowl
Love your body! Refillable handle with interchangeable heads. Choose a puff, sponge, loofah, scrub brush... Pamper your body your way!
Beat the heat of summer sun and hot flashes with the classy, sophisticated, carry everywhere, Delicate Flower Fan. Perfect Gift/All Colors
One time use biodegradable paintball grenades. Just squeeze the grenade and throw it to take out your opponents! No need to pick them up!
Cup holders has one drawback, accidental spills while inserting or removing drinks from the cup holder will ruin your car's interior.
A specialty scarf that is washable, fashionable, and affordable can be used instead of an adult bib to protect ones clothing.
Portable Pet Potty is a harness attached to your dog that holds a basket under your dog to collect waste No dirty hands and no bending.RESUB
Doganiser will organise yours and your dog life. Its a tool box but for your pet where you can store food, snacks and toys in one place.
Ultra light/thin undershirt with built in pit pockets and sweat absorbing pads, either disposable or re-washable.Don't let em see you sweat!
Helium balloons control multiple use device that enable you, through your Smartphone, to control its height and flying direction.
!Image Updated! Kids love to draw. Lets give children a digital upgrade to the Etch A Sketch. Fun,portable, rugged. Q's digital Art Pad.
Scented Sheets
Wireless earbuds play sound from your music playing device, without the need of bluetooth, by plugging transponder into audio jack of player
Dry &amp; Drive
Personal hygene cleansing tape for breastfeeding mom's before, during, after baby to keep nipple area pores and ducts clean from build up.
Quick shoe shine brush
The Robo-Chef Oven is a robotic oven with a full menu system. Select your menu and The Robot Chef prepares your meal automatically!!!
A bed mattress that comfortably offers a place for the shoulder and arm while sleeping on your side.
LED continuous/flashing Dive Rings
Washer/Dryer Sensor
kennel with a time released doggy door with a built in dog dish that dispenses food when it opens
"Sun Spy": Small attachment/accessory that records and alerts you to sun exposure
Lounge chair with a spraymister activated by pressing a button which opens a valve releasing a fine mist over the user.
Drones Attack!!!
Instant, adjustable window shade. Turns day to night for restful sleep even during the middle of the day. No tools, installs instantly.
Tortilla-Toaster
USB-C Lightning Pigtail
Nu-Lock: Unlock Your Gym Lock With Your Phone! No More Keys! No More Combinations! (See Design &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Its a Skateboards wheel Rack. It helps keep your space clean.
PLASTIC WRAP CLIP HELPER - Stop getting stuck with wrap and get it done. Use a special clip to grab, pull and release the wrap - one handed
***Resubmitted!*** A wallet w/ velcro release for the ID, credit &amp; debit card. No longer the need to struggle taking cards out of a wallet!
! "The Handle" It's a universal handle that will accept different Utensil attachments as well as Tongs.
Light Helmet
Stick Ups
Granny panties-yuk! Back shows 2 inches above my belt line! But with the notched "V" seam on the back, problem solved, still comfortable!
A warm gyn
Bicycle safety sensor transmitter for your iphone - sends signals to turning vehicles so cyclists can be sensed in the driver's blindspot
The Crow's Nest
The Parabroom, a unique broom that reduces the time it takes to concentrate debris into a pile... Saves time and effort..and looks cool
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iphone or ipod touch ear buds in the way, tangled, lost? Keep them under wraps with your device.
The "Pizza Butler" has arrived! Finally a secure & safe place to put your pizza in your car. No more sliding pizza cheese or indgredients.
Charging @ 35,000ft.
Security seals are an important item to travelers, but the seals don't have differentiation, are very ordinaries and difficult to open it!
NEW FUN way to Picnic...Easy to carry &amp; put away light water resistant blanket, helps drinks/foods from Tipping, Hides your Valuables!!!
Slide Out
Smart Bean RS Challenge
Power-Spindle
Introducing the all new tank skis:Skiing isn't just for the snow any more.Now you can ski on the grass,dirt,gravel,sand &amp; even sand dunes.
BabyBit
Alternative energy right before your eyes!Sewage lines give off Methane gas. What if we can use it for our homes.
Quickly sort your socks, store them efficiently, and then retrieve them with ease with this sock hanger idea!
ASHTRAY FOR EASY TURNING OFF CIGARETTES AND WINDY WEATHER-Resubmit
A water proof heated/lighted mirror for the shower. A truly "non-fogging" mirror! You can finally see yourself in the shower!
Sanitary Lid Lifter, in a world where diseases are spreading why lift the toilet lid with your hands at home or in a public restroom again?
Do you want a more natural way of waking up in the morning?
An all in one extendable broom/mop/duster
THE WORK BARREL IS A WORKSHOP TOOL THAT PROVIDES FLEXIBLE WORK SPACE WITHOUT USING ADDITIONAL SQUARE
FOOTAGE WITHIN YOUR GARAGE OR WORKSHOP.
Recycle Dome
Squeeze Painter Adapter
My idea is a personal residence "High wind warning system", its an alarm wired to a wind speed measurement device.
condum carrier
A ring to hold coffee filters down in a coffee maker filter basket or in a personal drip coffee maker. Grinds stay down in the filter too.
Battery powered cooler
No snow? No problem. Snowboard on the grass.
Socks that do that
Pants with full double front pocket on the right and left side. Men's Jeans and dress pants.
Add a mixing resevior to a shower system in the home. This will fit inbetween the shower head and water supply. To do a bath oil rinse.
Paint Can Holder
City-Bucket
Making Diary service by customer's twitter and facebook mentions.
No hassle Toothbrush
SD Card Stacker - access multiple SD cards wireless and simultaneously from any networked device (phone, computer, tablet, etc..)
Mirror with Video Playing. Imagine a Mirror that has an area that you can watch videos while you get your self ready. Streaming and USB port
A new toothpaste squeezer
My earphones will allow you to listen to music and communicate with your buddy while running or working out without having to take them off
A Rack to Make All the Other Shoes Jealous!
Quirky Shot Glasses! Cool designs that allow for both alcohol and chaser/mixer to be taken at the same time. Great for college!
A beach towel with a locking zippered compartment and solar powered alarm underneath it. Feel safe going into the water again!
Roll-O-Tape Screen Protectors
smart scale
Soxsorter..The worldâ€™s first (and only) hangable mesh laundry compartment bag. Finally! Organize it everywhere!
Doggy hammock is an invention to provide every dog in a shelter / kennel a bed. It is affordable, durable, easy to install, store and clean.
The HelmetGO The Garage Opener that Goes with You
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Chronically disorganized? Enter - Stikker Trakker. Place this tiny decal on any item and instantly locate it via the Stikker Trakker app.
Clip v2.0 All the same old great features but now with no tear protection and easy pull tab!
The product combines a whiteboard marker and a board eraser together which makes users modify wrong places easily in using whiteboard.
Fruit Loop Infuser. Floats on top of pitcher, easy to pick out fruit to transfer to drink.
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Come in various colors.Vote
Flavored Coffe Filters
Hand Exerciser
Making beds a breeze by attaching the bottom part of flat sheet to the fitted sheet.Sheets stays tucked in even after repeated tugging.
Student Book Bags
Kitchen Drill for a neat coconut water extraction hole. A stainless steel drill purpose designed or an adapter for a electric compact mixer
Most people use cell phone cover case to protcet it. But why do not people use body case for their vaulable car?
Those @#*&amp;!! Deer
Handheld Portable VACUUM! You can put in your purse, bring in the car! Very practical and useful! Why keep buying a lint roller?
Toilet Back Wall Paintbrush
It is a hairbrush that has covering so that you can easily remove the nasty hairs that get stuck in the brush after use! So convenient!
Its time for a new, more attractive flashlight! A product that can be kept on a table or counter and not hidden away in a closet or drawer.
Nail painting masks
The Bendable Toothbrush! For those hard to brush places in your mouth and the perfect product to make brushing teeth fun for kids.
A unique device that reminds children to say their prayers each night and specify who and what they want to include with a completion list.
Wheelie - Take the bags off your shoulder. Put them on a wheel with telescopic handle, extendable shelves and retractable cable with hook.
No more mechanical pencil sharpening. This is an battery powered sharpner. it stores and sharpens your pencils. No more broken tips.
iPhone case with built in SLR lens mounting, tripod connect and camera grip and shoulder strap for professional photography in pocket.
The Easy Scoop chef knife. Transfer chopped vegetables/meat from cutting board into a pan, pot or a bowl with ease.
Crying Baby Sound Transformer
Ice cooler with two lids, one on top and one on the bottom of cooler, no more pushing cans to the bottom of the cooler, just flip it over.
Assorted Fruit Straws
A HypnoMassager this is a hand held massager that has built in audio to people can listen to relaxing hypnosis suggetions and self massage.
Sweet stirrer.Wooden stick to stir condiment into a hot liquid. The sweetner is stuck on the stirrer tip eliminating bags speeding process.
Bouncy Square!!!!!!!! Please comment!!!!!!!!!!!
Intelligent phone charger
App enabled coffee maker
quick belt
A key chain that allows you find it with a call/text/smartphone app/computer.
Calling all Messy Artists! Self Cleaning Craft Table/Easel! Stop spending time cleaning up paint, glue, and more. Be creative!
Snap on then loop, clip to your hip or your visor.
The Litter Boxer
Deposit
Ottoman: all-in-one space saving decor. Used for seating, storage, lighted lapdesk-food tray; and leg-rest. Great accent to any decor!
Smart Cups
Leave the leaves
Ropes(4)attached to a 2x4 that screws to the ceiling stud and have loops so you can put storage containers thru them.
Travel Power
Gas stove (top burner) controls that allow "fine tuning" of flame intensity for simmering, etc.
Secure leash, for protection of pet and owner . Contains flash light and pepper spray,attaches to retractable pet leash,fast and easy .
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New Jigsaw Puzzle Collection: Kids Wall Puzzle Art w/ Creative Software with a puzzle templates CD or Coloring book.(other options too!)
Sealable paper lawn waste bags. Stays closed, stuff more leaves, saves you money, no spills. Biodegradable yet from a renewable resource.
The Cleaning Caddie
Wall mounted magnetic chalkboard tiles allowing for a variety of colored magnetic containers that would hold the items cluttering any space.
Smart Christmas Tree Stand
Cone Overcoat
A collectible Pez-like counter top cookie dispenser for store-bought and home-made cookies. Holiday version w/cutters to insure proper fit.
TopClip Dog Collar
Skim Temp
Funneled powdery storage container - Transport powdery substance; ideal for Protein Fitness Drinks, Baby Formulas, and other powder mixes.
POP UP STEP GATE - Retracts from under the step, locks and unlocks with a press of a button and requires minimal installation time.
Smart Sun Shade
Chopping-Bowl
Invent a chip for TVs to keep the same sound volume from 1 channel 2 another or on commercial breaks without always using the remote control
Handheld, household or travel iron. Two iron plates iron both sides of clothing simultaneously. No board necessary. Just hang and iron.
Fully expandable pullout drawer: A kitchen/bath drawer that expands on all sides to fit any cabinet and utilize space to full extent
Just let the enzymes do the work for you. See description. (Jason Hunter)
Klip and Klose
Baby Alert
A SPLIT â€“ DUVET cover w/ comforter inserts allows couples to sleep under the same blanket at night - at their own warmth comfort levels.
pulsera de informaciÃ³n
With washable sticky silicone tape for rugs you can keep your throw rugs from sliding and bunching the right way. Resub 206 votes
An electronic device that would prevent or reduce the chances of a child from being abducted.
My idea is to design, manufacture and sell a jet ski lift that is portable and lifts the jetski out of the water at a cheaper cost.
Metronome breathing bracelet with light. Train people to breath properly for amazing health benefits!
Chiller
Full-Featured Wall Outlet Surge Protector--Version 2. I scaled it down to a more manageable size, it offers 4 AC outlets, and 2 USB ports
A TV that is circular and completely surrounds the viewer; ideal to view 360 degree images, video, and interactive games.
Geisha dolls that are fun to play with and teach your kids japanese at the same time. They will never even know they're learning.
Electric Vegetable Spiralizer
an outlet with LED lights
How to make your old iPhone as
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
Hide your cables in your wall! This device allows an in-wall conduit system for hiding your cables. Resubmit 400+ votes. Working Prototype!
It is called' On-a-Leash'. It is a lock that can fit on any dog leash. It is used to secure the leash around any pole/tree. no knots.
YOUNG PARENTS BEHOLD!!! CHANGING THE LINENS AT YOUR BABY CRIB COULDN'T BE EASIER SAVE TIME AND BACK ACHE,PLUS
KEEP CRIB ACCESSORIES IN PLACE
this product is something that every household in areas that get snow will want because it makes shoveling smaller areas a lot easier.
STOP towels sliding off towel racks / gym equipment / your shoulder by linking the ends with a clever clip that clips onto any towel!
Emergency Charger Bike Stand
(Was in top 31 Target Contest)Mini key chain manual shredder. Shred your receipts on the go. Turn to shred.
Are you tired of seeing ants destroy your picnic? Then why not take the Blanket Bug Strip along. Keeps crawling ants/bugs off your blanket.
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UC RESUB: Keep water flowing down your kitchen sink! Stop large AND small particles from going down your sink with a sponge-like mesh plug!
Need a vantage point when stopping your car? People currently use tennis balls on strings. Let's spice it up a bit!
Blue tooth E-Tether syncs to phone. Will keep children from being lost or taken! Clips to your child's clothes. Alerts if child leaves area.
Sunscreen wipe with floss on the center of the ends. Ends would be semi-rigid to hold shape of wipe when pulling across back, by ones self.
garden work seat w/umbrella
So think Cascade all-in-one action packs,or other dish washing detergent tabs now lets put that into laundry detergent form,& wash clothes.
The advanced feel, for the advanced gamer!!! INTERCHANGEABLE custom thumb stick covers for the ultimate in gamer customization and feel.
Lift. A stand to elevate vegetable steamers so the pot won't burn if the water runs out.
Tired of finding two right handed pink gloves and 1 purple hat when your running late to get the kids off to school?
Everyone needs a backpack. The Seatbelt Safety Backpack is a cool, simple, low-cost alternative with safety and eco-friendly features.
Smart Boom a Rang.
A wireless charger that you're able to use while charging which is a problem for us all as cell phone users.
Stress Ball
USB-C Multi-Charge Hub
Manicure Bath Set. We have Foot Baths. What about something for our hands? Lets not leave them out. They need to be kept clean too.
Hat Heads/Head Stands-Your head will thank you
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNjHWJaFIUQ&amp;context=C36bb22eADOEgsToPDskJ_zaF0EEAVZxmwX5P8hPqV
Forget extension cords. Wall mounted Slide &amp; Plug ---------- follows floor molding. No cords on the floor------anywhere you need power.
2 Liter bottle SMART CAP.No more hassle trying to get a cap loose. Simply push the SMART CAP into the bottle, and flip it open and pour.
Safey the Smart Safe
Easy to fill &amp; clean bag that nests within a standard mixing bowl so frosting can be made within the bowl and piped right onto your dessert.
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long #SPOTSV
SMART DRINKING CUPS, MUGS AND GLASSES---Change the Colour/Pattern/Even Make Your Own!!---Sore from all that shoveling, waking up the neighbors with your heavy duty snow blower/thrower, well it's time to go electric.
Fragarant Running Shirt
Screw-on, retractable sprayer adapter for kitchen sink faucet. Add on to any faucet! Spray &amp; stream modes plus water pressure adjustment.
Padded Crib Bumpers can be unsafe. Mesh Crib Liners donâ€™t provide any padding. Why not combine the two for the best of both worlds?
Medical alert system bracelet for elderly, disabled or those with a medical condition.
Wrist-Mouse
The ideal pen
Different Size Razor Blades, (The Right Size for the Right Job). For Men And Women.
Make the last glass of your 2 litre taste as good as the first. Save time, prevent spills, keep it fresh, and handy.
External car ashtray. The perfect solution for smokers who wish to avoid smelling up their car and littering the road.
Laptop holder
It works like a German stein keeping flies and bugs out of your drink and off of the lid. It installs and removes in a single motion.
The Listener
Detachable wheels on a frame that attaches to your bags, boxes, or containers for venues like exhibitions, conventions and shopping.
Blowing out candles on birthday cakes spread germs over the cake. Solution: A flat, clear, plastic shield on top when blowing out candles.
A golf club head cover that attaches to your bag with a velcro opening for easy in and out! Speed up play time and protect your clubs!
#wink.highly visible Protective INFLATABLE waterproof impact alert arm reflector/directional indicators. safety first for skate/scooter.
A pump operated mouthwash dispenser that would allow for storage of dental hygiene products eliminating cluttered countertops.
Pivot Power USB HUB : Built in Battery Pack, Expansible, Individual On/Off Switch
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CircuitBrix
AnyLead Mechanical Pencil
Duo Washer
Iphone cases with built in mint case. Altoid tin? Tic Tac? Iphone Tin Holder.
Attach-A-Bear BOAT--APPenabled
chaines a neige sÃ©parÃ©es VLPL
exTension cords: Have "T heads" to make them easier to pull out and plug in! Resubmitted
An in-home automatic irrigation system for house plants (and pets).
Water power UV Purifier
Cutting surface the shape of a Cupped Hand. This shaped cutting board/ apparatus will help slice round foods more efficiently/comfortably.
Q Baby LCD Mobile &amp; Monitor. Play, promote sleep, learning, calming sounds and monitoring. See link
I want to develop the mota bird which is a device that allows you to pass a cigarette to someone seated in the same room as you.
People need a ice scraper that works, they need a wireless, heated blade and heated grip ice scraper with led lights for there windshields.
An All-Terrain social media gadget that displays status updates under the harshest conditions.
I want to put Carbon Monoxide detectors in cars. Or at least a product that will do the same.
Smart Measuring Tape
Upload and transfer knowledge and memories to a computer from your brain using an app and phone device
Click â€˜n Cook Line Extension. . . For Your Tools! ENDING SOON!
A light weight strong snapout attachment for a bicycle that allows the user to walk along side &amp; push the bike while walking upright.
Save money, save paper. Reduce potential of bathroom mess and headache caused by W/C clogged. Easy to install, no major modification needed.
Furniture that elderly, handicap, or anyone that cannot sit down or get up from regular height. All we need is 3-5 inches to the height.
EpiKEY
temporary protective covering would guard against snow,moisture, and ice accumulation at the door handle and keyhole for quick easy access.
A hairbrush that has a slide down back to remove the hair caught on the bristles. This is simple idea to easily clean your hair brush.
A thermometer that attaches to a child's body and beeps when their tempurature goes above a set degree.
Tube and Dress Socks with Gel shock insoles attached to bottom of the socks.
A device that allows you to pay securely for your washer or dryer load with a credit or debit card and alerts you when your cycle is done.
Sweet Dreams
Capsule
Wall light switch plate with extension rod to make switch accessibility to toddlers, young children and persons in wheel chairs easier.
Privacy Please
Permafrost Perimeter Cooler: Keep your food and beverages cold but not wet and soggy, keep your ice and water clean, optimize cooler space!
Removable Coffee Mug Handles. When you get in your car, just remove the handle and put the mug in the cup holder. Different Colors!
CheE-Z Cutter
Placemats in beautiful colors, sizes, that keep meals hot and appealing. Also good for serving dishes. Makes meals more appetizing.
A collapsible container/stabilizer to hold a gallon of milk, water, or two liter sodas while I'm driving so it won't spill in the car!!!
Faceoff Anger Management App
NOVELTY COMPATIBILITY PROFILE MATCH CARD A fun, unique and easy tool to quickly discern personal compatibility with others.
The Golf Phone
A sturdy stylish ipad case/document scanner. Can also be used for iphone case as a business card reader. Choose from many color options.
A watch that can wake you up on time with your favorite music.When you sleep a dim light gets on,can even record voice.Sleep better with it.
Restaurant Dream Tool
Social Robot. An avatar-like remote controlled vehicle which uses your smart phone to see, listen, talk, drive and interact with the world.
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System to take a load under a helicopter in perfect position avoids problems when fixing technical apparatus or a stretcher to evacuate men.
Quirky/GE Petsâ„¢: Series of app-enabled pet toys.
Magic Zipper
Rack-It-Tiers
Refilling cup
Quick Temp
Harvest
A sharp mind needs sharp tools. Only how does anyone aspect to make a point when its at risk of breaking.
Big stereo sound from my iPad! Ribbon speaker material in the iPad case to project sound straight at you with clarity and fidelity.
Hottest Days! That's the problem... and a solution is an electric fan that uses ice to refrigerate! Very fresh air in a competitive price.
Learning And educational toy
small pocket no geolocation
Instant Iced Coffee
A professional network test tool/wiremapper for your smartphone or tablet, all you need is a wee dongle.
Ever had the sweat roll off of your glass or bottle of beer, only to splatter right in the middle of your shirt or lap?
A box set of 4 *FUN AND FUNKY* wine glasses that double as regular drinking glasses. Also removable spike bottom for beach and camping use.
Fat Free Cooking With Oil Liquid Separator. The oil liquid separator will be used in the kitchen to separate oil (fat) from liquids.
Cooler that uses dry ice to refrigerate and not freeze. Imagine going camping for days without buying ice. The new smart cooler.
clothing that tones muscle with everyday movements,resistance bands sewn in place in easily concealable clothing items like undershirts.
Imagine drinking your 20oz soft drink or bottle of water while driving and not having to worry about taking the cap on and off.
Toddler Climbing Wall with Built-in Crash Mats: Keep your curious crawlers and new walkers busy with this portable climbing wall!
A cool new way to hold your soap in your deluxe or modest Bathroom/Kitchen while at the same time saving soap and saving money in life.
All-in-one fry pan, pot, strainer, chopper/slicer, steamer, melting pot, deep fryer unit that stacks with threaded edges.
Fart Knocker: This novelty throw toy is an air filter that sucks odors and expells greatness, especially usefull for cars or couches
Turn any bottle into a great decorative light MyBottleLight is a great Hobbiest gift and a unique way to add flare to any lighting situation
ZIP-TIE LABELER FOR ELECTRICAL CORDS! MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS BOTH PERSONAL AND BUSINESS. ACTUALLY LABELS ZIP-TIE
ITSELF. RESUBMIT!
It's quite simple: A smaller Xbox 360 controller aimed for children. The normal Xbox 360 controller is too big for children.
Drive Smart
Smoking steak master Beer basted, Juicy tender steaks With that great smoked flavor, And crisp grill marks. NO flame ups.
greenhouse thermal heat
Traveling Mini Lent Brush
Zig-Zag Pan
Your Eyes from Behind....Headphones that use radar technolgy to indicate to the user that someone is coming up from behind you.
S.I.A.R. is a research project for sensory interaction and creative development studies on immersive virtual environments scenario.
Multi-Bag Holder
U-Be
Travel-Shell
TRASH CAN FOR YOUR CAR! It would fit in your cup holder with a swing top lid for gum wrappers and other small trash items! Original IDEA!
hi here is americas new sheets blankets,the pattern is made to not disturb each ones partner,you will be able to stretch ,pull over ,cuddle,
HEATED BATHROOM AND KITCHEN RUGS
Singing video hangable Christmas ornaments
It,s a giant air filter for wherever need clean air fast. For people who need clean air, people allergic.
Eat popcorn without the mess and germs!This versatile container fits in a cup holder and it's mobile in this new spill proof style.
Point this Fob Toward ANYTHING in the Real World and Either "Like" or "Dislike" It!
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Let sleeping babies sleep. Keep the lights down low and feed those babies.
Basement Flood alert. Start pump at start of flood, even at 1mm, send alerts to you and people nearby, monitor level of water.
My idea is a zero emission car which is powered by wind and solar power which will change the world and save are planet. please pick my idea
The place finder easily allows you to find the spot that you were last on in a text book, Manuel, spread sheet, or chart.
Convertible coffee table to standard dining table for rv useage. Talk about space saving needs... RV population is a new target consumer.
Access All of Your Kitchen Cabinets Without Having to Move Other Items!
PIZZA WARMING TRAY / CUTTING BOARD WITH PULL OUT VEG TRAYS A PIZZA WARMING TRAY - CUTTING BOARD - FOOD TRAYS
PIZZA KNIFE - CUTTING KNIFE
Text-aid
Make tea without fighting the tea bag, or getting tea grains in your mouth.
Dog Mood Collar
fantastic sports card holder
A set of clips for car seats to hold the straps off to the side.This is so the straps are out of the way while buckling in baby.
Ever thought of using your Iphone as a watch?
Coque refroidissante
Homeowner Sprinkler Nest
A Garage Door Device That Can Save Your Life!
The talking LunchBox . Your child will smile when they get a message from you in their lunchbox. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
MONSTER WET WIPES WIPES MONSTERS AWAY AFTER YOU CRY ! AVAILABLE IN SCENTS ALL MONSTERS HATE
Mood Ball - See your friends and family's current mood....and more!
My idea is a wireless clip-on navigational mouse to use with your laptop while laying down. It clips anywhere so you don't hurt your wrist!
iphone case inside there is a see through recessed section where you could put your drivers licence/ nfc credit card
Cub3s (By Idea)
I LOVE MY MINI MIGHTY MATS.Who has time to cut out and size up grip shelf liner to hold my dish display, picture frames?Will stand up ipad.
Have ipod earbuds that come in a retractable/locking spindal so that cord can be adjusted to length needed for activity user is doing.
Vibewired is a 1 inch clip on case for the 6th generation and shuffle that clips to any adjustable head wear with 10" earphones.
Description: A fashionable handy lipstick cooler to prevent lipstick, chap stick, or lip sunscreen protector from melting hot summer sun!
The Slider makes it easier to reach your mail from your car.
A paint roller that comes with 2 rollers. Both rollers could be adjusted for painting inner corner and outer corner. Faster painting.
Paint mixer for any drill.Mix all paint/stain clean easily.Plastic paddles and lids fit gallon and quart cans no paint sticks or spilling
This awesome new shower curtain conveniently organizes your bath products to give you space! Never take a cramped or cluttered shower again!
woman motorcycle helmet
Gift Card Xchange
Have you ever forgotten to clean your shaker after a workout or dread cleaning it when you get home? What about your coffee mug after work?
A small sticky speaker and receiver that can be synched and set off with a push of a button. Find your wallet, your glasses, your keys!
A visual search engine app that analyzes items' visual components and applies the analyses to online retailers.
Engineered flooring tool
A sled for kids but for use in the summer not on snow!
Hover Puck for Street Hockey
Taco Stand: Oven safe, stand and stuff Taco Plate. You can warm them, stuff them and present them on the same plate
lcd otoscope
Picture a car steering wheel cover with finger grip squeezable pads at clock positions 2,10,4,8. Use for stress reduction, stronger wrists
belt help
cereal cones
Ending Soon! GMCR crushed earnings! My K-CUP Filter Drying Rack and the Two sided scoop that bends, scoops and hangs!
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Smart Yacker Tracker. Improving patient care. Where else could this be used? **See Videos**
Clean and dust those tiny and hard to get to spaces with these cleaning tips. An assortment of tips that reach those difficult places.
SHOWER STALL GETTING TO SMALL FOR YOU! OVERSIZE IT! Push and pull shower rod for more space when you need it most!
FreshO Sandwitch maker
ZipMe!
An all in one quick, easy, light weight backpack organizer for books, papers, pencils and anything a student might put inside a backpack!
A Trash can with built-in dustpan flap, broom snaps on for handle to wheel with ease.
Cargo-Rack (By Idea)
In Case of Emergency bandz (ICE Bandz)
A cutting board with a built in sharpener. This will eliminate dull knifes at the cutting board.
An electronic Kitty Litter box that notifies you when the doo-doo tray needs to be emptied and if the litter level gets too low.
Cordless Counter Top Vacuum with Scraper and Rotating Sponge\Brush Cleans counter tops, stove tops, around toilets, and spills
What can you get a traveling geek who has everything? MORE OUTLETS! Bulky multiplugs don't fit in his bag. Ultra Thin Outlets on Rails does!
Wireless with WIFI built in Speakers. Convenience at its best.
Smart Ryde
What does shampoo/conditioner, razor/shavegel, toothpaste/toothbrush have in common? all used simutainiously and are never paired together.
holographic watch
Car Dvr
Project X-Reboot
No More Lost Family Members, Bags, or Luggage!
Baking pan with attached liner
This here is the concept for a cheap touch screen wooden table which could be used in many facilities as well as at home.
Thi cable box/remote will revolutionize TV for the visually impaired instead of asking a family member this item will tell you the program.
A simple and inexpensive solution to that messy basket or drawer full of occasionally used power cords and adapters!
Enjoy your wine, whiskey etc. at their perfect temperature with a connected glass!
Wink Hub to IR Interface
Phone dead? Simply hold it up to the sun. This is an iphone case with a solar panel on the back of it.
"Invisible" Bookend (Creates Illusion of Perfectly Balanced Books)
A case that you can still see your phone even in the BRIGHT SUN. A Photochromic iPhone Case
FAMILY BIKE RACK with HELMET HOLDER and ACCESSORY BIN
The weather Duck is a waterproof tarp with adjustable draw strings to protect firwood, plants, grills, etc from rain, snow or freeze.
A Christmas tree ornament filled with foam producing chemical, heat activated to extinguish a tree fire.
backpac with pull up flags for added safety feature
Non-spill pet bowl with access to the water even if it is upside down. Video included.
COOK YOUR LUNCH ON JUST ONE PAN! This idea can make various kind of food at the same time in the same pan!
Apps enabled usb inflatable imac laptop pillow
Laptop safety strap/ handle
suitcase clothes dividers.
HEATING EARBUDS for cold weather. Imagine running, playing, or working in cold weather without PAIN or COLD EARS.
A portable vacuum powered saw dust bin for a workshop in your garage. Let this unit collect your sawdust and metal filings as you work.
A ruler in what you can put your pencil, gum, sharpener, such things
Automatic "do not enter" sign for restaurants, hospitals, businesses or any busy hall or doorway.
New Game, to understand weights and measurements,volume for children using a see/saw device, with one or more see/saws built in
Scratch Cover for Kitty
FLIP TOP MEASURING DISPENSER. Great for dressings, marinades, etc...
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Portable Wedge Fan
Lets FINALLY figure out how to keep paint off ceilings/baseboards/trim when interior painting. All gadgets/products in the store stink.
Love to cook but always cutting your fingers. This simple guard will let you slice away without the risk of getting cut by a sharp knife.
Mop/broom/duster/squeegee in one easy to store kit! (A resubmission)
VIEW-THROUGH STORAGE CONTAINER The window design allows a view into the container to see whatâ€™s inside without seeing messy storage
items
App. Enabled Watering Toadstools. Place into indoor/outdoor pot &amp; control when &amp; how much it waters your plants.
A dog leash that has a doggie bag holder that includes a detachable water and food feeder. When ur on long trips you can click on the feeder
Static battles
A planner with the capability of making a 30 minute recording for each day of the week.
How would you like to paint room and not spill a drop,very little smell,no paint can and no brush or roller, all you need is a hair dryer.
Deck screws grabber. Stop your Screws's Fly. See VIDEO (sorry for sorethoat)
champagne's ring
Introducing the "jog buddy"! The perfect leash for taking good old Fido for a run/walk/jog or power walk.
Product line of eco-smart/green home and commercial filters for water, air, etc. that utilize new "clean-chip" filter health technology.
Foldable "Tupperware"
Multi-use portable LED stick with snap-on reflectors and color changers for use with laptops on airplanes, in the dark, and decorative use.
Eliminate shower curtains with DO-IT-YOURSELF shower doors. Easy install, No Tools Required. Easy tension rods and accordion style door.
Warmer-Massager for Cats
The Tool organizer is designed for quick Tool access, control and loss prevention in industries such as Aviation, Automotive and Healthcare.
DON'T DROP THE SOAP! Never again drop the soap in the shower by attaching a nifty handle or enclose in a soap jacket much like a loofa!
When cycling people need to be as visible as possible. This helmet uses the wind to power LED's in the helmet, and charge your phone via USB
A Corner Garden Tool Tree. This space saving versatile stand also includes a place to put boots, shoes, gloves and other gardening items.
Don't sweat it gardening wagon
Clean and scrub body washer
The Clip n Cook-a utensil attachment
LIP BALM shape and size of a credit card. So it can be carried inside the wallets.
PERSONALISE YOUR SOCCER BOOTS / CLEATS WITH PERMANENT STICKERS! Add your shirt number, name initials etc and be like a pro soccer
player!
Eco Stir Lid
An easy paint tray cleanup solution. Peelable plastic lining allows for one-step cleanup.
The idea is SMARTLENSE. This is a product that would revolutionise the use of digital cameras through smart connectivity.
Lightweight Portable Hammock
Too many lids and bottoms to mix and match? Get rid of the tupperware clutter, and simplify your life! (Re-submission)
PlantId3 a plant identification app! Information on the go and instant solutions! Innovative! Original! Scientific! Big Data! SCALE!
Just slip the cigar rubber over the end and it will stop tobacco from getting in your mouth.
Bag in a Can
Social Fondue Forks - Fondue forks with built-in, push button timers and a "done" indicator light that free you up to chat and not obsess.
iPad airplane hanger
Cake Cutter with adjustable and removable blades.Choose size of each peice by adding or removing blades.One motion cuts individual pieces
App that controls heat input to windshield wipers and to front and rear windshield to defrost ice in wintertime faster.
Electronic Dust Pan
REFRIGERATOR FOOD STACKER FOR PIES,LASAGNA Etc ASSEMBLES FOR HOLIDAYS &amp; PARTIES -Stores Flat HOLDS 6 PIES Adjusts
for Cake
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SALT &amp; PEPPER CLICKERS! Quick Click and grinds pepper or sprays salt evenly &amp; EASY. PORTION CONTROL-GR8T for those with
Arthritis-1 HAND USE
Slope perfume and Cologne
Stand up your spatula, soup spoon, pasta claw..Prevent drips on the counter. Less mess in the kitchen. Two clip-ons convert any utensil.
Outlet cover shelf, holds all your electronic upkeep devices while they charge in an organized fashion
Kinetech = no more dead cell phone batteries, No more charger cables. Sound good? Clean kinetic energy built in = WINNER.
ELECTRONICS TRAVEL CASE
First Responders on the Go
MODULAR MAGNETS! -For your garage,hold tools and metal objects. Arrange in any shape you want. Nice design element and function for garage
Make teeth brushing fun and effective for kids! This model of a mouth is a brushing timer with teeth that light up to show where to brush.
An anchor that attaches to your beach umbrella to prevent it from blowing away.
Create a filtered oxygenated area; a dome and chamber for smokers within a business; anywhere that smoker's congregate.
Children's Sleeping Bag that Converts Into A Fun Sliding Car! Great for Sleep Overs! Play Red Light, Green Light &amp; Duck Duck VROOM! RESUBMIT
Eco Slice improver mower blade
Kiddie Cuffs to connect with adult and child that is with adjustable strap.
Flavor Infusing Fun. Animal Infusers encourage kids to drink more water and less soda and sugar drinks.
3 Rain Coats in Mini Clip Tote
Introducing the Revolutionary Trash Can for Cars.
Wrist-Mouse (By Idea)
I like my coffee or soup medium hot at my desk, and I don't want to have a potential spillage situation.
The Find Me Smoke Alarm
Water Leak/Flood Detectors are useful...when you are around to HEAR THEM! Let's bring these devices into the 21st Century with WiFi Alerts.
Smarter Aros, sleepconditioner
We should make a CLIP ON LIGHT FOR E-READERS! Kindles and Nooks are "here to stay" and they're getting less expensive. New Kindles $80
Shaver Saver
How about something to charge or power using your bicycle?
How about molds for pudding desserts? Pour the pudding into the molds, when it cools, release from the container and voila.
Ever get a cold hand when ice wishing, with a heated grip on your ice fishing pole that wouldn't happen
UUUUUHHHH! My couch is so uncomfortable. Not anymore! Please comment!!!!
Coffee Maker Station Caddy. Brew your coffee and have all your supplies handy. Dispenses one cup of coffee at a time. Resub
Shoe-band! Shoe designed with resistant bands , with a recoil device thats part of the shoe inside them, exercise needs at your convenience.
A combination of the 3 components needed to test a diabetics blood sugar level made into one easy to use pen-like meter.
cold climate indoor cooler
Resub - Remember Loved Ones or Pets with this UNIQUE Electronic "Living Memories" Photo Album that Includes Sound! Please Read Description!
Hands Free Umbrella - Wind Resistant, Opens/Closes Quickly, Compact, Great Protection, Gr8 4 Quick Errands &amp; bike riders! MOVIE! #qcycle
A temperature sticker to know when something is too hot to touch or not.
A Garden cultivator that pulls out the weeds as well as stirs the soil. I call it an Easy pinch weed rake.
Shake Awake
External Mandibular Advancement Device that brings the lower jaw forward while sleeping to keep airways open for snorers.
#NAME?
Protractor, ruler,and scissors all in ONE TOOL! Would save parents money and prevent kids from carrying tons of supplies. SEE THE PICTURE!
I would like to invent a GPS recording device that will allow a school bus driver to record their route including all bus stops.
Ipad 2 light cover. Photographic enthusiasts take your pictures at night. LIGHT is a fundamental key to have a good Picture.
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Tame bed head or unruly cowlicks with Aqua Brush, the first brush that holds water and distributes it into the bristles in one click!
SPRAY BOOTH that applies sun tan lotion the same way a spray-tan booth does. To be placed at resorts, cruise ships or anywhere near pools
Pop-Up Bins (By Idea)
Glow in the Dark Car Pedals allow you to decorate your car pedals with a unique design. It makes it easier to locate your pedals as well.
App enabled Automated fish feeder + camera + skimmer
Parents, are you tired of getting that toilet stick out of the toilet! Toilet roll holder that hangs on the wall &amp; holds up to 3 rolls! Vote
Rolling walker with alarm on it if patient is manageing it incorrectly to prevent falls.
Safer Charcoal Starter
Vertical Printer and Scanner
Lighted Hanrails
Bottles and other personal care products are on shower shelves and cluttered. Many fall and collect mildew. Easier storage solution.
drain anti freezing heater
A rapid and precise system for us to share webpages.
Never fumble with your keys again. This modular key holder, built on the "Switch" platform, keeps all your keys together and organized.
Water shut-off device
ForgetMeNOT!
Dual function lounge transforms into a "Know or Go" Drop Down Game in your living room or outdoor patio. App enabled.
This is a portable laptop speaker that sticks to the top of a closed (or open) laptop and sends sound in all directions.
(Wireless Away Message) hands free noise free auto reply.
Easy Brown &amp; Drain
RESUBMIT TipTemp, a soft silicone sleeve Thermometer that slips on your finger. Finally a non invasive way to take your child's temperature!
Home Inventory System. The system will do more than track inventory; it will be a money saver, health tracker and a reminder system. Q+GE!
Bottle brush cleaner for any bottle/glass size. Adjust both width of brush and elongate brush handle to desired circumference and length.
A supply case with a rollable surface so nothing falls out of place and is always where you put it.
have you ever lost your gloves, with my invention the gloves are part of the jacket so its impossible to loose them
A fridge and Oven in one.
SEE-THRU TINTED CAR SUN VISOR. Can't see road ahead bc your car sun visor is down? Ever get honked at bc you can't see the green light?
Portable car battery power booster that needs no charging and can safely be kept in your glove compartment ready to be used when you need it
Dog gone good fence! I have the need to keep my dogs out of certain areas of my home at various times. Want a fence that fit those needs.
A USB flash drive that you can plug directly into any smart phone to transfer pictures,files ect.. Allowing more sharing options on the go!
Air Wings help a ceiling fan clean the air! Attach to wings of a fan! Turn on high and the dust in the room collects on the sticky surface
Picture Frame Simulator
Babies vomit when eating new foods, specially if eating out. What if you had a disposable bib with a pull out pocket to catch the vomit?
Window AC Tote
Emergency Card
Blow mold wall mount tables.
DISPOSABLE WRIST REST Put the rest where you need it &amp; toss when done Great in medical industry and others for hygienic feature Cheap to mak
Towel-Pack (By Idea)
Safer Skateboard Helmet:With built in ergonomic neck pad to protect the neck from injuries when you fall off your board.
Convertable Glove
Its a cutting board that contains a slide out container underneath to fit all your different goodies during your BBQ for the big game!
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Tidy Pouch. Dryer top protector and storage system. Double stitched canvas pouches and magnetic top give new look to your dependable dryer.
This bottle allows you to have all your favorite flavors with you on the go. Its as simple as flipping the bottle and dispensing the flavor.
!A Attachment for Kindle, Ipad or to hold books.
billion dollar idea
EZ Velcro Wig Clips - secure wig or weave pieces without sewing on a wig clip.
Led Pen USB
RESUBMIT W/300 votes last time- A portable tripod seat for those days you ride to the park or a game. Attaches to bike
Fan stockings
A bug repelent system that would sit on top of any exterior doorway that would send high velocity airflow when entering or exiting the home.
OK. We need to produce a comfortable home foot bath experience!
Mixed Drink Pitcher. A pitcher that holds liquid in 4 compartments that will pour from any compartment or will pour a mixed drink.
Children's Sleeping Bag that Converts Into A Fun Sliding Car! Great for Sleep Overs! Play Red Light, Green Light &amp; Duck Duck VROOM! RESUBMIT
Bread/Waffle Rejuvenator
Heated Foldable Chair
Compact mobile desk lamp providing large uniformly lit area
Meat tenderizer and flavor injector all in one deviceâ€¦
Johnnie-mate
Motorcycle E-Cig Holder
Handy: The Homework Sitter
Light weight Gasoline powered air compressor that you wear like a back pack. For use with air powered tools.
Preschoolers have short attention spans so they need something entertaining. Here's the perfect developmental skills game!
My idea is to modify the handles of three of the most commonly used long handled kitchen utensils which will add safety and convenience.
An own light for reading, without disturbing people around you and avoiding the eyestrain caused by a bedside light. Lightweight, simple!
Quirky Bandit- Minis
Table Lamp + Flashlight = The Lamplight
Non spill drinks can
Cotton Swab Pen for Detail Cleaning
Soccer Mileage Tracker let you to keep track of how many miles you run a soccer game and practice as well as connecting of passes.
This is a unique device that slides on the end of a tappered cane. It stabllizers the user of the cane to keep their balance on uneven areas
A touch screen keyboard with a track pad on the side and also eliminates dust, and it has a wireless plug for portability.
Buffet Heating Blanket
Introducing The All New Fold Flat Japanese Fan Wall Adapter: Up to 10 outlets.
Cell/ Smart phone case with built in antannae/signal booster.
Solowake
Ever get tired of hand rewinding your sewing/crafting tape measure? Just insert the end of the tape into the crank winder and voile!
#QCYCLE Bicycle flag pole produces bubble stream Create color and texture options for the bike flagpole Reinvent the bike flagpole!
Portable Paper Towels
The service workers magic shoe! A click on and off "2nd rubber sole" to ke ep clients floors tidy when tracking in and out of the house.
#spotsv Sip/Mist? Just add a 1$ Mista cap to a standard water bottle. Why waste cash on a special bottle/spray?1066 V's total last 2.5 subs
would you pay about $5.00 to free up top shelf refrigerator space measuring 6"x6"? If so please vote. I'm using this unit in my home now.
People Will Love It. It will be easy to use, We can Bring it to Jay Leno and Show it there. It will have the WoW effect "
App that organizes a grocery list by location of product in store and by aisle.
Instead of the usual rectangular solar panels on top of many green houses,more natural objects.Tree shaped ones with solar panel leaves.
Cracker Roller and Cutter
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Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors are life savers, but only if they work. There is a simple solution for this.
Ping Pong Anywhere
Life Footprint
A Unique One Piece Rigid Carry Case, Computer Stand, Computer Protector and Computer Chill Pad all in one.
Soda-Reader (By Idea)
A simple container for draining and/or storing olives &amp; similar things in liquid after original container has been opened and not finished.
Watching a commercial for an upcoming show? Point your phone at tv and hit record! No more remembering time/day or to record it!
RING or BLING Scrub-mini hospitol disposable scrub for rings...to protect rings during lotion application , for individual or nail salons
Introducing the Gel-Koozie! A Koozie that keeps your drink cold but not your hand.
Red-Stop! Yellow-Proceed with Caution! Green-Go help yourself! A way to allow members in the house hold to Obey the food signals.Save $$!
SIMPLE YOU NEED THIS.IN ALL PLACES OF MEDICAL CARE.IF YOU CARE YOU WILL WANT THIS AVAILABLE TO YOU AND YOUR
LOVED ONES...stethascope cover
Magnetic pen extention with light that the magnet is a eletro magnet that can turn off and on
Headphones that charges your phone or IPOD while you are listening to it by using the integrated solar panel. KEEP YOUR DEVICE FULLY CHARGED
StayFly. Food scented stickys.
An insulated/thermal makeup bag:keeps your makeup "fresh" by chilling entire makeup pouch in fridge/freezer. Prevents make-up spoilage.
AccuLevel
smart coffee
POGO STICK FOR TWO! (Or one). Simply twist the shaft-switch from 2 kids to 1. Teach teamwork, mutual trust, &amp; cooperation at an early age!
#NAME?
The Feelin Fit Bell is a unique Fitness and Social Skills System, for children between the ages of 7-13.
"Where's my Child"
Add a pop of color to your favorite blazer or create a whole new look with these 100% removable blazer cuffz.
Color Coordinating liners for bathroom and office trash cans. Bored with using white liners and garbage bags as liners..boring!
JUMBO RETRACTABLE WIDE SIZE RULER-Rubber ruler that is fully retractable. You can also write on it and erase.
smart controlled babyswing
Rock key holder with combination lock. Hide your keys and add extra protection in case some else finds it.
Vertical Paint Can stacking unit, easily condense all those random paint cans, organize efficiently & safely in a sturdy & collapsible unit!
Retracting Feather Duster with Extending Handle and Broom Attachment. Keeping Cleaning convenient.
RESIZABLE BANDITS - one bandit, all sizes. They work on SLIDING KNOT principle! See VIDEO!
Safe Cracker 5000
HoodieGoody: for Cool Dads with a sense of humor and Moms who hate germs. Tired of picking up things off restaurant floors? This is all you!
Yoga Mat Trainer. No more yoga dvd or yoga class.
Cooking Tools with built in digital thermometers.
Toss and turn at night in a noisy neighborhood, or because you share your bed with someone who snores? Welcome Pillow Bender! â˜º
Foot scrubbing Pumice stone with a built-in soap dispenser to soap your feet as you scrub!
Luggage â€œrain coatâ€ is a cover up for your rolling luggage. This flexible plastic covers luggage up to 25" and folds into a small pouch.
A multi-function refillable writing tool which allows acces to a pen, highlighter, pencil, marker and eraser at the click of your thumb!
Spray-n-scrub a universal attachment that fits on kitchen sprayer avoid using dirty sponges 4 washing dishes or preparing 4 dishwasher
Pizza Dough Retention Panels
Mini Caulking Gun
Overhead power cord holder to keep cords out of the way when cleaning. Easily mounted and removed. Patented!
Want your dogs to open presents? Create a dauber (like the bingo dauber) where it can glue gifts but leave a peanut butter scent.
First aid small oxygen bottle
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(Resubmit) Hive. Modular interconnecting wall concept to form scalable honeycombed cell structures.
Easier to attach the battery
ENJOY FRESH FLOWERS AND HERBS OR SIMPLY CONTINUE TO TEND YOUR GARDEN YEAR ROUND!!! NEW REVOLUTIONARY
POT+LIGHT ALL IN ONE!
You won't miss it, iPlug
Tip-Free Overnight Moisturizing Gloves - Stay Connected with your smart devices and tablets!
SPOTOR-Underarm sweat absorber
Get rid of your dirty shirt collars,fastand simple with many colors to choose from and in different sizes and shapes.few second to strap it.
Patty Pro Plus, more than just a patty maker. Make four different thickness patties using various meats: Hamburger, Chicken, Turkey, Vegan
QR code temporary tattoos for kids.
Swim Lap Counter
Remove knots from your pet quickly and easily. They won't have a clue what you are doing because it is swift and safe to use.
The Sticky Tick Pet Comb
Napkins UNDER the chin only keep your shirt clean, not your chin. The Chin-a-Kin is a napkin that sticks to your chin!
Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set or adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
Willow An app enabled sensor that alerts you when your liquid is boiling.
Instead of buying new sheets women can avoid the damage cotton sheets can have on hair by buying a partial satin bed cover u put over sheets
Everyone hates being tangled with multiple unneeded usb cables, I propose an electronic Dispatcher and Reviver to shorten usb cables.
Castle-Bucket (By Idea)
"Pot To Pee In " Bank
A battery powered or plug in bug trap vacuum the size of a can of pop.
Shoelace tying system
RV Antifreeze addition kit
Child Proof Drawer Knobs - Flat against drawer to keep toddlers from opening. Push &amp; turn to pop out so you can open.
GRATE your CHEESE with EASE! Grate/Slice/Measure/Serve/Store. Keeps cheese fresh! Also could be used for shaved chocolate or chopped nuts!
Smart Pad Car Seat w/Bluetooth
SPRAY ON NAIL POLISH - Yes you can change your nail color multiple times in just a few seconds! Gone are the days of repainting your nails!
A toilet seat that a soft light changes from white to green and from green to red when different sections are lifted.
Warming plate for water sprayers used by hair salon stylists. Ever get sprayed with cold water by a stylist? It's a bad start to a haircut!
Outdoor faucet extender
Stop au gÃ¢chis alimentaire!!!
Gogo Garden
This is nice image.
Google Glasses Flashlight: a clip-on flashlight for the upcoming Google Glasses. The design of the flashlight matches the Glasses' design.
FLOATAION SHOES
A modular system that uses a single handle for all of your rakes, brooms, etc. in order to free up wall space taken when hung on the wall.
Sweet shot
PIZZA PARTY!!! How about a pizza pan that cuts the raw dough? Does everybody in your family like a different topping on their pizza?
Walker with seat that turns into toilet seat.It fits over toilet in public bathrooms and bathrooms at home.Prevent falls!Please vote now!
A children's "n more minutes" watch. It has a single big button to "add a minute" (like microwaves :). Make getting out the door fun!
Simplify your office and desk with this single, multi-purpose office gizmo called DESKIZMO ... neat, tidy and everything in one place
Bedroom Buddy Backrest for Two
Mini-blinds Duster/Wiper Combines a cleaning mitt and a extending handle to dust and wipe mini-blinds. Reduces the work by four times.
Have you ever wished you could take your cordless phone out on the town with you? Now you can! Connect your cell to our cordless converter!
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A bowl of OATMEAL in 10 seconds with just a push of a button. No mixing, no measuring, no cooking !!!!!
Pin-Plug (By Idea)
Outback Potty Shack
EZ-SIGHT (Take the mistake out of missing your medicine)
communal calender
You got snail mail, wifi light
EGG SHELL SKIMMER. Keep your fingers out of the bowl using a flexible mesh skimmer to remove egg shells and other foreign objects.
The Body Buddy
Silly Yarn
Aftermarket Conductive Warming Tray for BBQ Grill. Use the Heat you Already Have from Cooking to Keep Food Warm for Serving. Submit Designs.
its a installed electrical fixed base that you can screw different designs of hanging lamps or standing lamps into base at will.
Edison 2.0
I would like to see spray bottles with a laser guide and sound and I would like them to also make a fart sound when sprayed.
The product is a reusable tray (with a separate compartment for utensils and a cup/can holder) cup and bowl all using disposable inserts.
Tired of sharing that same broom stick at the gym, well for now on you can bring your own ,it's small enough to fit in your gym bag.
Device Bedstand Holder
MUST have for parents w/ kids! Building foams, easiest/safest way kids can build! FOAM HOMES!Great for Indoor/outdoor use! Don't miss out!!
How would you like to enjoy your favorite locally crafted beverage that comes in a keg in a way that let's you also enjoy the outdoors?
The bendable band organizer... a bendable band that can be used to organize drawers, gym bags, luggage.. etc.
Now you can finish your chores in the kitchen, at the gym, or even at work without worring about holding an ice pack to the swollen area.
This is an outdoor "tool" for women. A simple device that allows her to "go number 1" while standing up. Easy, convenient and sanitary.
A belt waist-shaper to wear under the lowrise pants, jeans, or shorts.
A beach bag that allows you to lock your wallet, iphone, video camera, expensive sunglasses, etc. to a beach chair or table and walk away.
Credit Card Finder
Security umbrella.Lit designs in material helps others see you.LED light in handle helps you see where your going.Security alarm in handle.
Foot operated mini mop
What if I told you that you could protect children from bath tub faucet scratches AND dispense bubbles, all at the same time?
Leave Your Patio Door Open and Still Protect Against Intruders.
safe anti-bacterial sanitizer
Velcro Strips With Imbedded Brads, (Or Small Nails). Can Come In A Roll. Hang Tapestries, Pictures, Posters, Etc.
Cone (By Idea)
APP/IMP enabled fitness hoop. Program selection via your phone- choose a 'timed lights' or motivational voice program etc
Fingernail Biter Cure
This product will be a high quality vacuum attachment or standalone product to remove the deep cavity in the dryer under the lint catch.
Are you tired of throwing out rotten lettuce days after you buy it? This salad spinner gets lettuce dry and crisp with its fan power.
Anywhere on the Course
Want a fresh muffin anytime of day?? This idea solves the problem of stale muffins. Using a fold down top to individually wrap each muffin!!
Flexible NEON Glow sticks with magnets! Personalize your locker,spell words on your FRIDGE,Wrap a Picture Frame etc...Lots of colors!
Pain &amp; swollen Hands? Cant carry, hold or pull without pain? Not anymore. Carry groceries, laundry, even pull a suitcase. Pain free
UMBRELLA DRYER-WEATHER STATION +APP
Pegboards Connected by a Hinge to Multiply Space â€“ Reinventing the Pegboard â€“ Making the Best Thing in Garage Organization Better
The 3-D Flipbook is here! No more traditional, "ho-hum" flipbooks. Flip the pages and see a 3-D motion picture! (With 3-D glasses.)
A pillow that stays the temperature you want it to.
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Shelfie Backpack/travel bags
Just a simple solution to a everyday problem. A trash can that is easy to clean. Please see images provided.
Smartphone game steering wheel
A device that keeps shirt sleeves from wrinkling and organized after they have been pressed or sent to the dry cleaners.
QUICK ON/OFF MITTEN Looks cool and is designed for any kitchen. Protect your hand handling heat. Silicone made for good grip & easy cleaning
shady friends
lotion / shaving cream warmer
Portable car rain awning
butterfly floss, floss tool
How about a Corndog or Pancake Sausage on a Stick Pan? My idea will allow you to cook your own, instead of buying ones at the store.
iPhone Case with a Electronic Cigarette Compartment that can also be used for an ink pen so you always know where it is when you need it.
A helmet light for bike motorcycle riders.
Key chain disposable wipes 150
A circular accordion-style shoe rack with buckles on side to save space and a swivel on top for easy access. Holds up to 60 pairs of shoes.
A scale for weighing food that transmits weight to an app. Insert your food into a text box and it will calculate calories, etc.
Cooler foot activated
Sun shade for the iPhone that is compact, folds away and allows for an unobstructed, glare-free view of your photographs.
THE MULTI PURPOSE KITCHEN TOOL
Bicycle Handlebar With Built In iPad Mini Case Mount &amp; 2 Integrated Bluetooth Split Roller LED Keyboards:App-enabled.
Instead of tabs that say "diet" or "cola" on your fountain pop lid, how about tabs filled with shots of grenadine or other fruit flavors.
RESUBMIT: Soap Cutter/Container For The Shower. Cut Soap Into Individual Portions. Extend The Life Of Bar. LUSH Inspired. Rectangle Or Round
Jeans mending and embellishing kit.
Keyboard-Shelf (By Idea)
No more drop
Refillable 3 bottle system 4 laundry liquids with automatic measuring capabilities,Adds organization takes away spilling, saves time!
A 2-liter soda bottle holder/chiller, that keeps the soda bottles in place and chilled when serving family and guests.
Extension HUB
Height and width adjustable shelving unit on wheels with customizable shelving. Fits every need!
NEW!!!A quick connect baby bottle nipple. Simply slide down external ring! One hand operation. No more screwing around! Open to suggestions.
App enabled HOME Theater control with POWER SAVING
Hot flashes! What woman enjoys feeling like a ball of fire from the inside out! Flash-Patch are cold-gel packs used to lower body temp.
Easy Clean Hairbrush
Bike Drag Chute
Flip-flops: quick on, quick off, and heartbreaking when the toe strap snaps and the flip flop stops. The world needs a fix for these kicks.
If you have looked at your toilet bowl and wished there were something to keep it clean.I believe I have a product that installs in seconds.
Retractable Dog Leash with Built-in Stake
All in one tire changing tool
NO FLIP SNOWBLADE that makes snow removal quick and easy with no flipping of the blade. VIEW THE VIDEO
A shop air (compressed air) monitoring system that monitors flow and pressure of the system.
Baby on board
Build a case set! Use your imagination, your mood and build your own exclusive iphone case! You get a set of colours pixels and a case!
New Shoe concept idea of buying on shoe but in reality the product would give you two footwear items a slipper and a walking shoe.
A cutting board that allows meat juices to be removed (drips underneath) whilst relaxing and then carved and served using the one board.
Refregerated Lunchbox:Food is only safe in the "Food temperature Danger Zone" for about an hour, then bacteria begins to quickly multuiply
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Run, walk, hike, bike, hunt, fish, train, work, shop...the leash lead 'n' loop allows you to do more with your dogs, and do it hands free.
Pop
BEVERAGE SIPHON to help kids, impaired and elderly transfer drinks.
Ultimate Headphone Solution- Prevents tangling, Protects earbuds, keeps wires straight (no loose), prevents tearing of wires!
Disposable funnel with wax coating. Peel off one funnel at a time. They are pre cut into the perfect shape. Fold and stick edges together.
The iPhone 4 wallet! An iPhone 4 case that contains a slim slot in the back for storing your ID, Cash, Debit or Credit Card.
Clear Silicone Fire Screens and Fire Tools. Safer and more flexible than Glass with a designer finish
CLEAN TRIP is a disposable and flushable urinary funnel for hygiene and sanitation. She won't have to sit for #1. He won't splash.
UV Under-Counter Lights
Promote Unity and a More Conscious, Compassionate, and Charitable world.
Electronic Meat Thawer
Fruit-Bowls (By Idea)
Pen stand with refills - don't waste a pen stand each time the pen runs out! EXCELLENT at ANY office!
The Ultimate Scooper!
Gradual cooling cabin
Insurance companies would send window clings that contain insurance information instead of a card that easily gets misplaced or lost.
HISMD - Human Immune System Measuring Device
Finally a protein shaker that allows you to take your protein in the same container!
Eat in your car like a pro! (the ultimate food tray for car, work and home)
breast/stomach holder for watching movies while lying in the bed.
Super Efficient On-The-Fly Hot Water Magnetron Kettle - Boil Exact Amount Needed
Dry Erase Note Cubes â€“ Stop Wasting Post-It Notes!! (Images by Peter Frazier)
Garage door remote. Keyless electric locks. Simple module controlled lighting through light switch or outlet replacement.
There are apps for myriad of personal ringtones... but how fun would it be to personalize each individual ring: examples within...
Rack 'n Roll! Dish Rack on Tracks Retractable tracks slide out of dish rack mat to position dish rack over sink for ideal drying-mold free
EZ Step Trailer Leveler is an innovative way to connect the truck to the trailer once the trailer is loaded. Will keep trailer from sinking.
The most simple dog food reminder. 2 Bowls in one/back to back indicating AM PM, and the bottom of the empty bowl"I ate my breakfast/dinner"
Reset Socket
My idea is a food dessert product called "Cone Cubes"! Catchy right?! They would be cube sugar cone bites with icecream inside. YUMMY!!
The Belt Tassle:Holds your belt tab in Fashionably.Be Fashionable and fuctional with this accesory for belt tabs that stick out.
The Love Glove-This is a glove to be sheer enough to stop finger prints from messing up your touch screen devices.
Straight back is very important for our health. I'd like to have a device that beeps every time when I round my back. Good idea for Quirky!
Ice cream cartons keep ice cream air tight & fresh only once. The "I-SCREAM" lip & lid system allows for freshness till the last spoonful.
phone stand
Need a light? Not anymore. Lighter holder that attached and detaches To strap/necklace On the go, or in a hurry. It works.
Business Travelers Need a 3rd Arm to mindlessly hold beverage while traversing obstacles in the airport. Solution is gravitational force.
bageeze
Smart collar for pets works with new smartphones using NFC(Near Field Communication) New idea for pet protection,information storage
The idea is for a shower accessory in the form of a easy to install soap stopper. It prevents the soap from falling unto the shower floor.
Straight Bar Headophones
bag locator
Quirky's Mercado enhanced! Forget the heavy lifting... add wheels! Everyone can use it!
Juice Carousel for your fridge, 4 liquids, Space saving and you won't have to pull out front drinks to get to back drinks. "Give it a Spin"!
My product is easy to manufacture, easy to use and solves a problem that millions of people around the world face almost every day.
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A Rubberband + Hook + Loop + Carabiner + Zip Tie! Or an EZ Open Zip Tie w/a Hook/Carabiner at One End. Get Stuff Off the Garage Floor!
DESIGN THE SPINNING ALONG WITH DIMPLES BREAKING THE AIR DRAG AS IT ROTATES ENABLES MY FRISBEE DESIGN TO TRAVEL
FURTHER. DALE L. MCNALL
iPhone 5 Case with built in Solar Powered Bluetooth Mini Speaker,App-enabled.
This a magnetic clip for earphones. The magnets clip on each earphone and allow the user to clip them behind the neck before and after use.
This product combines an eye mask & a scrunchie. This combination keeps one's hair pulled back while sleeping comfortably with an eye mask.
Add a core to soap. Why? Because when soap became small, most of them are wasted. If there is a core in the soap, it will avoid waste.
A cart that holds all sorts of different things for eaisy cleaning!!! It collaspes for eaisy storage!
A keychain to promote awareness of the US National Debt. It updates the current total national debt every minute (or share per person).
The Cleanie Paci: A pacifier that NEVER gets dirty, even if it falls to the floor! Invented by two experienced Pediatricians. See video
Hot Sack
Salt Water Flush Capsules
A fanny pack that has a cushion that rolls up underneath. Can be made in different colors. Cushion inerts mae of foam, feather, heated.
Potty liners for toddlers. This would allow them to wear their undies though the day and still have some protection.
Enjoying Yourself With Coffee
prevent ski theft with a lock key system built into the boot and binding no more cables locks or keys to fumble with in the cold
RESUB Over the door doorbell for dorm rooms and apartments. Take it with you wherever you go. No tools needed. V639/V399 LAST TIME
Replaces ugly, bulky extension cords with a sleek, attractive alternative that utilizes adhesive backing to keep the cord out of your way.
Butt Stopper
foot saver
iPhone with optical zoom camera
There is an I-phone APP 4 Quirky, we need an ANDROID app now! Vote, and influence on the fly. Stay connected with Q
Solar Powered Multi Device
ReCat:Recyclable Cat LitterBox
Is your child a reluctant reader? Develop consistent reading habits with this portable book stand with a built-in timer and reading light.
fdgadgg
Trying to scoop HARD ice cream with a regular ol' scooper? Well, try the "Scissor Ice Cream Scooper". Look ma! I can do it with one hand!
Fashionable ECO FRIENDLY Sleeve for "Hot" or coaster for "Cold" Drinks. Sleeves make 2.8 billion lb. of waste each yr. Let's Reuse 2 Reduce!
Trak Caps are a slipper-like product that covers the spikes of track shoes to protect them in between track and field events.
Boundaries! Indoor pet training system
A pyramid shaped garden sprinkler that sits in the center of your flower garden. This unit waters out of all three sides.
Recycle? How about a trashcan that crushes can. No more individual can crushers
Pet obesity! How do you allow your pets to free range feed, and not gain weight. This is especially true if you have multiple pets.
I've had the problem of my straw at a bar not staying put in my drink. With a little clip on, reusable, and washable piece of rubber it can.
EggBoiler & Shaper
Flex Wand. for any home vacuum cleaner. attaches to hose. bend it and it holds any shape to reach every nook and cranny in your Home
Phone cigarette lighter
#spotsv Get your POWER off the floor. No more DUSTY POWER STRIPS. Power Stand w/height adjustment.Wind up Storage Pods for cords.
Tired of frozen fruit and produce! Adjustable plastic raised refrigerator bin liner.
Auto bike signaling
App to manage kids ipad usage
GPS for eye glasses- for both kids and adults.
multiconnectique
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A disposable razor with replacement blades inside the lower body of the razor. Great for travel or home use.
The curtain aPeel
A 3-d cling film that can be cut to fit directly onto exisiting lenses for more comfortable 3d movie/tv viewing.
"INSTANT EXPRESS PANCAKE MACHINE! One of a kind! All that's needed: Instant mix, water and oil. Automatically timed and does all the work!
Where do bugs flock to in your home? Windows. Turn electric fly swater into a window attachment-barely visible-totally safe to human
The Flying Car. Convert the AR. Drone into a real vehicle capable of carrying humans. The technology curremty exist, let's make it a reality
Tablet wall mount
A mess free way to change the oil in any vehicle. No more burns, no more dropped oil plug in drain pan or dirt. easily dispose of old oil.
One Stop ONLINE Gift Shop! You pick as many or as few gift ideas from your favorite websites and we organize, wrap, write the card and send!
Accordion Shades that PIVOT. Can be used with laptops & tablet devices. Enjoy reading from your tablet or laptop in the sun!
Replace food packaging with a quirky set of dishware. Order dishware online filled with the food you want. Wholesale food with no packaging!
IWatch Battery Wristband
In search of the ERGONOMIC TOILET SEAT. [VIDEO]
The ShredderCase: The smartphone case with an integrated ultra-compact check shredder!
Cutting board with knife slots for all different types of cutting jobs. Jobs such as meat, vegetables, fruit, etc. Also measure the cut!
The natural sponge idea - simple and useful for shower use.
Steaming Safe Microwave Bags
Disposable high chair tray cover with animation print.
Stick it Tea Bag
The ultimate coffee transfer system, a simpler, cleaner and more accurate way to get your coffee from the coffee bag to the coffee maker.
Portable USB hard drives can be used to build a NAS solution. Imagine a storage bay for portable USB drives instead of internal drives.
Glowing Companion
I am trying to invent blue tooth ear bud's.imagine total sound clarity with no chord's no hassle.just put them in and go
velcro detachable underwear
Kids Shoe organizer PART 2-can be modified 4 growing feet/boots.Removable shelves 2 wipe clean.Divides in 1/2 to fit smaller closets.Teamlab
Crochet hook, thumb drive on heel end to dl patterns, display in backlit screen, &amp; ability to go backwards &amp; forwards in text.
Dropbox digital frame
RESUBMIT-ENDING SOON-Ease Feeding Frustration (Includes Video Test)!
2x4 JOINT CONNECTOR: Make Custom Shelves - Just Add 2x4s! [VIDEO]
BRIQUET LIME A ONGLE
Jinkies! The Glasses Safe. A glasses case that looks and closes like a regular case, is visible in the dark and protects from crushing.
Save space on your crowded kitchen counter by using Lisa's Banana Tree which combines a paper towel rack and a banana tree holder!!!
Soundbar w/ removable speakers
RETRACTABLE/ADJUSTABLE/RATCHETING WRENCH WITH LED LIGHTING-Replaces 10 wrenches-GAIN LEVERAGE!LED lighting w/sm lith
batt and durable handle
Hammer with telescoping handle. Extend handle for leverage when pulling stubborn nails or add length to hit those nails a bit further away.
A scented handkerchief or small towel that makes one feel refreshed when wiped on the skin while perspiring.
Hide your cords in plain sight. Wall decor and iPad,iPhone & iPod holder/charging station. Power Tree that holds your i-stuff.
Interactive Earbuds
Bigger Better Burp Cloth! Finally they won't miss the cloth!
Spotter Sound
Mother's Little nursing Helper
Personalized cookie cutters **VICKY LAURSEN**
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what happens when the tread on your tire is worn? go waste time and money to buy a new one. Well my idea is a replaceable tire tread.BOUNCE
Deoderizer vacuum Cleaner
A helmet light for bike motorcycle riders.
Do you get tired of using the squeege everytime you take a shower?
Intelligent Splinker Moisture
Outside sound enhancing device, while one is taking a shower - Never miss those calls or emergency sounds of your babies/kids in a shower
Want light outside by the patio but Don't like the small solar lights? Try "Palm Bright". Looks good in the daytime and great at night!!
A inflatable device for women with large or fake breasts or men for the lower lumbar when they lay in a pool chair and lay on stomach.
Forever Candle. I have combined two candles in one. A Beautiful Gel Candle with a glass insert so that the gel candle remains forever
An App that alerts you when the gas knobs on your GE stove were not closed completely or turned on by accident.
Lollie, a disposable toothbrush that has an ergo design, real bristles great tasting paste. No wet mess to carry around.
Cordies Hyphen
Doubled Layered Drawstring Fitted Tablecloth. Finally a tablecloth that stays put. Secure tablecloth to any table for any situation.
BRIM PRO
A Digital Family Activity/Chore Wall Chart with App! All family members can add to or take off activities with the APP!
Super org. and stylish purse. First folder opens up to electronics,second folder opens up to make-up, third folder ups up to card/cash.
Sheet Mate
Programmed Faucet
bedding set of flags of diferent countries ...represent where you from proudly with comffy countries bedding set.
Decrative Bathroom towel I.D. hanging tag
Lets make Orthodontic retainers cool for kids to wear. I would like to add l.e.d. lights to retainers encouraging kids to wear retainers
A more efficient organizational product to Clean lint from dryer screens/hose and clothes! Three attachments to a telescoping handle!
Quick repair button for holes in window screenã€‚
Tired of shaky hands when recording video w/ your tablet or phone? Solution: travel tripod that is fit for tablets and phones.
Accept package delivery when no one's home - app enabled locker with camera/scanner to accept, store package. Mailbox for the 21st century.
Outdoor seat cushions that fold down to create a dry, mildew-proof and bug free seat. Never have soaking wet and filthy seat cushions again!
"The Dripper" A kitchen utensil holder with a removable mesh basket/strainer, to help oil, grease, etc.,residue to drip off the utensils.
From video to real world
Mobile pulmonary function
CLIP-CAP. Accessory for pans that has been designed to get the best experience in food preparation.
No Roll Pantyhose
Blue Sun
Sunshade Cling
Shredded &amp; compressed recycled rubber for weed prevention in gardens. It will have a domed shaped center for the mounded rows of dirt.
Organize those tools for a clean workbench using an ordered or random storage solution.
Bobble Candle Holder. Keeps candle from ever staying tipped over. Sizeable lip of holder keeps wax from dripping if it does tip.
Harman Omnidirectional Speaker
A piercing can sometimes get a build up of schmutz in and around the hole. I propose to invent a devise to clean those holes out!
A onesie garment for infants that has the appearnce of an actual t-shirt
Here is a headlight system for all vehicle's that will save money(no more tickets)and lives on the road by always having both headlights!
No-Tip Soup Bowl
A hose next to your toilet?
salsa bowl
Worst thing about using a bulb baster in the kitchen? Cleaning it. Check out the inside-out bulb baster.
CAR TISSUE BOX: Just Add Tissues! [MOCK VIDEO COMMERCIAL 00:57] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
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Make any liquid soap a motion activated dispenser. Attach to any liquid soap and it becomes motion activated.
Detachable Flat Bike Basket
A soda can/beer can holder that holds up to 24 cans that has a lock that only can be opened with a 4 digit code. (That is portable)
Voice Capturing Headset
USB Power Strip
The Pee We Step helps your toddler succeed at urinating in the toilet. The unique kidney shape hugs the toilet and is just the right height
All in one snack pack for hiking, walking, biking, any outdoor adventure. it's a hot or cold thermos with cup, a snack container, first aid
Tennis Ball Identification
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this wi-fi signal receiver-transmitters!
erasing pen,brush, and eraser
Toothie Bowl
The Bait Clipper is a brand new patented tool to bait your hook without ever touching the bait! Safe, fast, clean and amazingly simple!
Do you fight over the bed sheets? dose the sheet come untucked? A bed sheet that solves both prolbems. couples can sleep through the night.
CounterStrike
This is a very simple cooking dry good dispenser for holding and delivering things such as flour, sugar, or rice. No more leaky bags!
Very cool, clear iphone case with multi colored LED lights or spray fiber optics spread through out the case. think stars in a cell case.
My ideas is a light switch plate that can be customized to fit the decor of your house, and will automatically switch the light off for you.
SIMPLE .....A magnet that holds your phone to your clothes. Keeping your hands free.
HIIT and Sprint Tracker
My idea is to make towels split halfway in the middle so they fit neatly around the clients neck without slipping off during hair styling.
Squeege Pump for Lotion Bottle
A Pocket scale simple, with this health craze going on these days and everyone watching their weight I have designed a small pocket scale.
Cell phone pouch
Turn it Up! Special mix of classical music for people on the go. Using a process called normalization, you can finally hear quiet parts.
plain brown shipping/wrapping paper that is contact paper...with grid on back to help cut to size
Santa detection System
O2 concentrator app remote
Want be able 2 expand my Cell-phone Main LCD Just like the way camera can zoom in/out 4 closer look basically control the size of your LCD
Use iPhone Bluetooth as 2nd authentication factor for credit card transactions. Credit card + Bluetooth = 2 factor identity validation.
Let's make a BIGGER BANDIT! ....................... a HANGER-sized Bandit! Bigger Hook + Wider Grippy Band
Tired of putting your covers and small pillows between your legs? Take a look at this Idea.
Customizable Blankets
Nail polish that will make ANY fingernails work on touchscreen phones and tablets.
Touch oven
Silicone pre-cut glass stove top round covers. Covers the glass stove top burners - hides the wear and tear.
A wheelbarrow on tracks to help job efficiency in poor weather conditions.
have you ever been on a long roadtrip and caught an cramp in your neck/back.well the pain is over introducing the memory foam seat cushion
A renovated finger/toe nail clipper that has a gripped handle, and also catch's the clippings.
Imagine walking into a shopping center and instantly being shown the best deals in the store tailored to your personal shopping history.
A pressure activated mat that turns on a light. As a kit with a light or just a pressure mat.
Long retractable straw
My solution is to make credit card tabs that people can attach to their credit cards in order to pull card out easily at the register.
Generator Washer &amp; Dryer
Pet Pack for your dogs outings,fresh water, a bowl, snacks, waste bags, ball, it's a simple great way to enjoy the outdoors with your dog..
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Where is that helper? If I had a reliable HELPING HAND I could save a fortune. I got it-An adjustable tripod with a big oversize hand on top
The Hook Hanger for Clothes
D-Anklets or Doggie Anklets
I drink wine; along with 47 million other Americans. We need glasses that are chillable/freezable to keep our wine ice cold while drinking.
Original Connector Protector
Imagine that installing a skylight in every room of your house was as simple as changing a light bulb.
a safer stove
Inexpensive and easy to manufacture! Meets a practical need! GREAT PROFIT MARGIN!!!
Retro keychain camera. It looks like a miniature camera and it functions like a toy camera. No flash, no zoom, a true Digital Toy Camera.
Increase your garage space by purchasing a shelf with side panels as peg boards, hooks and slide out shleves.
Handwarmer with dimensions of a credit card. Made to fit in a wallet for convenient storage.
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE lock. Uses a simple on/off switch to unlock when not used 4 security.Stainless steel rope ties pull to different lengths.
Eye-Pad Gag Gift (Low Budget I-Pad gag gift). Your kid wants an IPad. Give them a Legal Pad, with an eye in the background.
new pantet pendind 5 and 1 painters tool,open and close,make drain holes,open 5 gallon buckets with ease and open jugs with no lips,safe,fun
Octopus, was under UC with a hanger option, how about with carabineer type hooks for your belts, ties, accessories etc.
got an idea about an iphone telescopic support that can be mounted on your windshield and can be pulled towards the driver for a closer view
Mosquito and other bugs wall vacuum
A versatile doggie door that can be installed in various types of doors that normally would not allow installation.
Forgotten Child in Car Alarm
"Spray, Comb and Go" A comb that carries both shampoos and conditioners in the handle.
The Wheeled Snow Shovel
Make-up Zen - Be organized &amp; calm. Rubber grass holds makeup. Cup for brushes &amp; travel. Dust free cover. Magnetic side for tweezers, etc.
The Go Bag
A Tupperware that inflates to carry your food and after being used it can deflate = When it's empety in your bag it won't occupy up space!
Kids T-shirt/mask
Make it real easy to remove food debris from a table knife
Automatic dryer lint remover INDICATOR. Stop the 17,000 house FIRES that happen every year,caused by dryer lint!Attach to ANY existing dryer
Flash LED Clip Light for Apple &amp; non-Apple devices.
Driving Rain Umbrella/Shield
A nail polish remover tube with a disposable cotton pad holder. This prevents your hand from getting messy when removing old nail polish.
Bike Saddle Bottle Carrier
The Baby Bumper Pillow molds to any position to keep babies from banging their heads, falling off the bed or anything else you can think of!
Fader Concept Greeting Card-A greeting card which auto changes print greetings to Christmas, New Year, or Valentine when the holiday comes
Kitma
RFL KEYCAP ! An adorable key cover that glows in the dark with rechargeable flash light! No need to search for keys/keyholes!
A-Tri-Dock will allow the average to professional photographer to use their iPad to take outstanding photos/video with hands free accuracy.
Potty Pocket
My idea is to have to have a bike rack like attachment with a bag to store stuff or transport garbage to the garbage unit at the entrance.
Reduce fog on your bathroom mirror!!
Introducing TWEESEE! A MODERN HD camera and LCD equipped tweezers. Tweeze those hard to see areas with ease.
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The PERFECT PICNIC PAL! A Grab-n-Go, self-contained picnic tray that secures plates, utensils, straw, napkins, & drink from wind & slippage!
SPIDER MAGNET
Tile USB Key
This pepper mill has a built in lid that opens when you want it and closes when you finish. No more messy pepper crumbs!
Glow in the dark pacifier
Neck Protector
3CLIP WALLET
RABBIT EARS IS DESIGNED TO MAGNETICALLY ATTACH TO THE METAL FRAME OF A GOLF CART, ALLOWING STORAGE FOR GOLF
CLUB COVERS WHEN CLUB IS IN USE.
Never Lose Your Keys Again with The Magnetic Light Switch Plate! [Working Prototype] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
track power
Life or Death ! Introducing the "911 App". It saves lives!
CORD STRAP. Powers and Carries your Ipad. A strap you cover your Ipad Cord and use as a Strap. A new approach on Cord Management.
I have an idea for a kids high chair. Need to create a plastic cover that goes under the cloth seat itself. In case child gets sick.
HANDYCLIP
GPS Wallet Locator
Bed Tray with Modern Human in Mind
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays, store displays. See Prod Comp. Resub 145 votes
QUIRKY ZIP TIE BUDDYS
CleanCountdown â€” Your Interactive (and Friendly) Personal Hygiene Trainer
Zip
#spotsv Best Friend *Break Away* Necklaces. Child/Teen wears necklace - decides to BREAK it away and gives friend the other necklace!
SmartPhone-Saver
Lullaby Lamp
The Eco Covers for our cell phones. The must have thing for your phone if you are a brain owner. Not about yes or no, this really is - How.
My Gold Recovery Kit
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/stophospitals-killing-us-021900611.html Reduce medical mistakes w/ temporary tattoos on the correct body part
Baby Notice
"A PARENT'S COMMUNICATION GUIDE WITH BABYSITTERS" is the book I wrote that I want to turn into an electronic device called THE SITTER.
We have a door mat that you read every time you walk through the door. There are so many humorous designs that I know everyone would lo
THE PERFECT-POUR: Portion control for water - right from the tap
SMALLEST SNAP-ON / CLAMP-ON WATER FILTER FOR SINKS / FAUCETS - TAP WATER IS TOXIC, THIS CLEANS IT -SAME AS MINI
SHOWER FILTER CARTRIDGE
Headlamp with an auto-on and off feature!!Stop draining your battery life by forgetting to turn off your headlamp!Auto-on in dim condition!
Christmas Tree Wraps
GPS tracking pendant that parent can put on their kids to keep track of them on their phone or tablet device
COOL WATER BOTTLE-Fits on your wrist, ankle, bike, backpack, etc-good for running, workouts-SNAP IN SNACK CONTAINER fits in center! 5 PICS
Hip clothing 4 the ipad. the ipad is a pain to carry.
The Wouse. A mouse that can be held and operated in the palm of the hand.
Able to tie your family dog up while you go get coffee,shopping,or have lunch with friend at a outside diner.no more tieing the dog leash
Use that dead space under your shelves. Clip a slider.
Endless Floss
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Decorative Door Cover designed to keep unwanted sound out of the bedroom.
iphone app that allows quirky users to verbally enter their new ideas the instant it pops into their head before they forget!
Armulet Phone/Tablet/Printer
BUDGET BINDER MONEY CLIP$ - Helps sticking to a budget easier! Clip cash together in several categories so you can see how much is left!
Roll up pillow. Clips to the lowered tray table on planes. Soft mesh pillow surface. Room for arms below so to fit in the seating area.
Paper concrete-mix bags rip and spill in transport. Let's make a rubber, durable, pliable bag for concrete mix transportation and storage.
temporary fix for your personal vehicle side glass that has clamps from the inside and also be able to see out and still durable for weather
"GARAGE GATE" Keep your garage door open without worrying about intruders or insects entering while warming up your car or just hanging out.
Food Saver
HALVE CAR'S CABIN SPACE WITH INFLATABLE DIVIDER(taxicab like) TO DOUBLE COOLING/HEATING EFFICIENCY &amp; SPEED! (with
bluetooth rearview mirror)
Necklace No-Tangle
Mattress Divider!
Flies:GROSS-vomit/poo-on/food-carry disease.Fly tape works,but GROSS.Cute trap,sticky around entire undrbely of fly trap-mltpl layers o tape
Nail Designer! Plastic hand with extra large nail surfaces for hours of creativity. Nontoxic polish removes with soap/water. Tools/how to.
Chefs jacket with the shoulders and sleeves made out of towel/headband material so they can wipe their head with their hands full.
Send a message to the driver or cute girl/guy in the car behind you by simply speaking into your rear window speech-to-text scroll sign.
Portable Green Power Generator
Tinkel Tablets. A potty training aid that allows toilet water to change colors when a child or adult urinates.
HotWheels Egyptian Trap Track
unforgetable baby
BLOW DRYER for TODDLERS &amp; KIDS - Brush &amp; blow at same time with warm to cool air &amp; lower noise volume. Possibly even good for
Pets.
Sky Echor
My idea is a alarm clock with a mold on the top for your mouth guard. It also has a slide out cabinet for your glasses.
An ergonomic cooler with two divided interior spaces, allowing multiple access and organized protection of food, drinks and safe holding.
Magnifier Clip. Mount anywhere, ideal for delicate jobs like soldering iron #spotsv
Ice markers
The Pet Without The Pain
A spoon designed with spinners to better mix powdered drinks/food more efficiently without dragging out the bulky electric mixer or blender
Charge Your Gadgets With Ease with the Flip Out Shelf Outlet Plate! (Click to see the two proposed design solutions.) (Search: JARED JOYCE)
The QUIRKY CUTTING BOARD with vegetable cutter! Measured precise and even cuts! A collab with John Abrams!
Ztunes! A product that covers both eyes and ears but still allows you to listen to your favorite music through Bluetooth.
Buying a live Christmas tree whose roots are still intact presents a real problem for the buyer.
Does someone in your household hate going to the gas station? Do you forget to fill up your wife's gas? Is the gas station safe?
ShoeMintz!
Dry Your Wet Winter Gear with hot air from your home heating system!
TOWER OF HEAT' Cook food faster and save energy at the same time! Place TOWER around a hot burner, put your pot inside IT &amp; enjoy! IT
WORKS!
Insulation blanket for drop-down stairs that fit over the top of stairs when they are folded up and be easily moved for access to the attic.
Soap, Lotion Dispensing Handle with detachable Head. Use in the Shower,or Bedroom. Get to those hard to reach places.
Create and build a system, safe, efficient and effective control, dispatching and tracking of baggage in all major airports in the world
Shoe-band! Shoe designed with resistant bands , with a recoil device thats part of the shoe inside them, exercise needs at your convenience.
GPS tracker for kids
Smart Wheels:With built in camera,App-lock,takes photos when tampered with and alert of thief on smartphone.
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POWER CURL/CONTORT-STRETCHED + organization elements for entertainment system wires. Get rid of the hidden and viewable wire jungles!
Tshoe-in-one
An simple way to store plastic container lids in an easily accessabile and easily installed location.
One Shot Pizza Cutter evol of Multislice Cutter http://www.quirky.com/ideations/390826 (under USPTO).A cutter that cuts into several slices.
Wheelbarrow rack to carry plywood, sheet rock, long handled tools, and lumber. Will carry two sheets plus all your tools by one person.
$50 dollar investment to increase you car's efficiency by 35-100%?! I have designed and tested a product which had great effects on my cars!
Someone following to close when driving? How about a flashing sign on the bumper that says 'Please back away two car lengths'.
Laptop cooling pad/stand that uses no fans. Would work with any laptop and last forever! Open to suggestions.
Omni-Speaks
Easy way to get your eggs spread all over those delicious burek, bourekas, bagels, bread and pizza without the mess. resub
RESUBMIT: Extendable handle bottle brush that actually reaches the bottom on your canteens, vases, beer mugs; ; compacts for easy storage
im MONKEYING around lets put a jump on this old timey favorite it will be alot of GREEN BANANAS !
My idea is Sunglasses/hat/helmet with removable bluetooth or wired earphones for mobile phones.
360* Swiveling Make-Up Brush
Refucycle Center
Ever forgot to take your protein after lifting or lost your steel ball for your shaker? No more worries with my on time sports shaker.
Wind the cords in place. Cord winder can be stuck below pivot power, pivot power mini, or under the table.As you unwind, they rotate inplace
Racquet/bat hand-eye trainer
SP&F - Sun Protection & Fun!
Storage Box that Opens on Top AND SIDE
Meet W.E.L.O! A New way for kids to get their dirty clothes OFF the floor!Makes doing the kids laundry a Breeze.Suggestions welcome!
Overlay! A lower cost, screen free version of the Smart blackboard. A in-line HDMI Device.
Marquis Shine
Sponge holster to keep sponges with cleaning product and minimize under-the-sink clutter.
Interactive Dollhouse Game
Little Mermaid
Rollerwall Design Painting
No damage pet door brace. It keeps the door open a very small amount without damaging the door. This would allow small animals to pass.
Game,"Do You Really Know Me?" Questions about your likes, desires, dreams etc.Get all correct get"I Really Know You"card. 5 cards you win.
THE GUITAR IPHONE CASE. An iPhone 5 case that functions as a REAL GUITAR. Comes with real strings and an iPhone app to amplify sound.
Pull-down Hat Rack
Dots - Magneato Key Holder
The keychain grabber retrieves small items from really tight spaces. Small, light and easy to attach and remove from keychain.
It is a shoe that is both formal and convinient to put it on and take it off. This is for those who want to keep the lace yet easy to wear.
Chicken Wings Clip: Grab drumsticks, buffalo wings, or wieners without burning or getting dirty
Guitar/Pedal Inductive Charger
To enable women to keep their hands and arms soft.
Flat screen TV self
On account of the amazing reception of my last submission here is another of my Father's inventions.
Pouch/case for carrying spare battery(ies) for cordless lawn tools and other cordless tools.
Jelly Cushions
Green gutter
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*****RECYCLE BIN BASE***** Keep those nasty spills and leaks off your garage floor!!!!
Iphone application remote controler for air conditioning, TV, DVD ETC.
A shoe where the top &amp; base can detach so you can to switch out the colors,heels(pump, wedge,flat),and accessories all with the same shoe.
Wallet Money Sterilizer
An upside down bottle holder for varying size bottles with awkward shaped tops.
This is a wonderful innovative product that will save soap, water, money, and make you feel great all at the same time.
Triangular clothes rack. Collapsible/portable/expandable. Very sturdy for heavy usage. Specifically made to throw clothes on.
My Chefs Chopping Wedge is a new, safe, and practical way to do all of your herb and vegetable chopping using YOUR favorite chefs knife.
Think a electric blanket that plugs in to a car cigarette lighter. Also have one that you can take that uses battery or one you can charge.
the massage shirt help with bad backs.The shirt is not heavey and is easy to cary it can be used for the summer or winter.
An adjustable and customizable standing desk with a Scandinavian design aesthetic for a reasonable price. Itâ€™s simple.
No more winding earbuds around your iPhone! This case has a hidden, retractable earbud compartment. Earbuds are always where you want them
Baby Threshold Doorway Ramp
Hate writing note cards? It stops here! The â€œPortable Note Card Printerâ€ saves time! Just copy, paste, drag selected material and Print!
An online literature peer review community for students and professionals.
Garage Door Butler
I would like to make a sensor that detects if a seat belt is secure on a car seat.
RESUBMIT Wire Cutting Ice Cream Scooper...If It Can Cut The Cheese, LOL... Why Wouldn't It Cut The Ice Cream? 2 Designs...HEAT WIRE OPTION!
Side by Side Visors
twisted expressions
Do you own a Macbook or Macbook pro? Think its sexy? Well now you can make it look even better with custom aluminum port inserts!
I am a stroke survivor; you attachment this to your broom, or whatever and slip you arm into it and grab the bar and you are ready to use.
A Universal Tip for Juice, Milk, &amp; Water Bottles. Prevents spills. Allows to Set Portions. Most helpful for kids, elderly, &amp; disabled.
SelfClean 4 Any Juicer Blender
EcoDryer Balls, Drying all your clothes on the dryer's cold air setting. Clothes last longer, save on energy costs, and good for environment
Got a jumble of tech toy cords, but donâ€™t know which one goes to what device? Label them with DOGTAGS â€“ and put your world in order!
Glam Pops (TM) are eye catching lip gloss containers made to resemble lollipops with similar â€œflavorsâ€ and just a hint of color.
Meat Defrost Indicator
A re-usable label that can be attached to any storage container that resists fog/icing/smudging. Think unidentified food in freezer problem!
Simple Sheetz
Maximize your precious garage space with these shelves.
For kids who will never eat the same dinner, divided pasta pots with removable colanders and divided sauce pans to cook 2 different dinners!
teclado 8x15cm para auto, con teclas rapidas; con otro inferior desplegable, con teclas mayores simil PC
Power cord reel
On Start
INcharge
EZ-Electrical box install kit* Major issues arise down the entire construction chain when electrical boxes are not installed to fit drywall.
Harness the power of a hand drill to power a small motor-less air compressor. Got something flat, grab your drill and compressor and go.
Video....Reinvent the bicycle helmet with AIR BAG
Toaster oven alarm
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The kingpin of rolling pins.
Switch-Blade (By Idea)
HEATED BRA. How about stepping out of the shower ladies and putting on a heated bra, wrap yourself in a heated towel, or a robe!
Mobile Shelf
The "Cut Buddy" PAINLESSLY &amp; SUPERBLY makes a regular old t shirt sleeveless. Inexpensive-measure-cut gadget. Reinvent old t shirts! SAVE $
Disposable Popcorn Butter Straw takes away the hassle and distributes butter evenly throughout a bag, tub or bowl of popcorn.
SiÃ¨ge auto-ventilÃ© universel
What do you get when you combine high-end artificial flowers with balloons? Forever Bloom the bouquet that last a life time.
Disposable bin that has 75 compressed polythene bag in bin. Every time we remove top one.next bag is ready to use.
"pneumatic valve stem-cap w/lanyard." keep tire caps safe while checking tire pressure. loop eyehole around valve stem, attach cap to tire.
Plug the phone charger or any other electrical device as a lamp stand, reading lamp That the socket to connect with consumers more power.
Spanx are great but seriously how do you take a pee? Lets make the ex-PEE-diator, and liberate the Spanx wearing women all over the world.
Closet organizing divider discs hang on rod. Peel-off words, letters and numerals personalize size, season and names if shared closet.
STOP THE NECK-BURN from those HEAVY back-packs! MY Messenger Type BAG is the answer and the kids will LOVE them! Available to
personalize!
Rubber bristle soap holder pad that allows fast drying action for your "oh so nasty, slimy after-shower bar soap" Say hello to normal soap!
2 Way EarBud Miniature Walkie Talkies. Kids of all ages will love them !
This Wink Product Will Notify You When Your Loved One Will Be Arriving Home Based On What Distance Indicator You Choose
Necktie Tube: Stores ties separately in a cylinder plastic tube. Perfect for home or traveling. Better than a tie rack
Lampara auxiliar LED para auto
Imagine a shoe rack that you can fill with good smelling things like herbs or flowers or lemons to naturally freshen up your stinky shoes.
Doggie DooDoo
App Link Hamster/Gerbil Feeder
Lets make a lingerie storage hanger.
Water Storage Furniture-What's more exciting than having secret water storage hidden in plain sight? Sitting on water has never been so fun!
Motorcycle size makeup case
L shaped mini corner robotic cleaner (Place it in one corner &amp; it cleans the corners of your entire home-wall to wall)- Goes below furniture
It's an iPod/iphone carrying case made specifically for the gym or mobile situations. It quickly and easily attaches to clothes.
Make-a-tent
I want to incorporate Epinephrine unit/case to a cell phone.I want to avoid anaphylatic reactions(allergic reaction) and save lives.
Smart Laser Tag
Be your own citizen journalist with mini video equipment/ special FX accessories for all brand pocket camcorders. Flip, Kodak, RCA, etc.
tondeuse Ã gazon silencieuse
Water-Cannon (By Idea)
Laser Guide to Cut...Cake, Brownies, Lasagna, Pizza...Cut or slice the perfect size &amp; number of pieces for family or guests. Other uses too!
Ratchet - THE EXTRA HAND. Hands free solution to ALWAYS have the Best Viewing Angles for your smartphone, books and other gadgets. PLZ VOTE!
Tired of wet and sandy towels?? The Beach Tree can help. Simply hang them up to dry in the sun after each use at the beach or lake.
Three way bedside laptop table
I propose creating rolling pet carrier.
Floating shelf with built in stud finders (every 16-24 inches) and level laser to make organization quick and easy.
Personal parent/child alarm system. We have all experienced it in some way, a child seperated from their parent or guardian. Scary!
Pencils & pens designed to function as building/construction play components with each other. Connectors may be erasers. Category-changing.
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The Right Foot
An accordion-style pet gate that attaches to your door frame and expands when you open the door, keeping your pets safe and secure.
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
1ST OF ITS KIND,PERM WIPER BLADE THAT SLIPS ON, SNAPS IN PLACE W/O TAKING THE OLD BLADE OFF. WOW "SLIP ON BE GONE" A
PERM BLADE IN A SECOND.
Ice Pack Cooler
Binky feeder
Easy change coin purse
Tired of tring to figure how to cook your frozen pizza easier only to end up eating it "doughy" in the center The Frozen Pizza Cooker
Forgot you idevice and realise when its too late. Use a smart bracelet/watch that reminds you of your idevice when on the move.
A machine for bars that mixes thousands of drink combinations like a new soda fountain for liquor, so anyone can be a perfect bartender.
Leftover Life Vest
Push mower trash bag
A small solar panel which can clip onto the bill of a baseball cap and charge a cell phone or iPod.
"Unintrupped"
PALM PEELER WITH STORAGE. THE NO MESS PEELER THAT FITS COMFORTABLY IN YOUR PALM.
Privacy screen. Rolling laundry basket. Hang shoes, jackets, towels in a corner, behind a door with adjustable shoe tree.
A lazy susan for your table, complete with drawers for everything you need to host with the most!
WINK+Quirky Smart Bath System
Ergonomic Sit Up/Back Chair Exerciser
Rechargeable and wireless power for any device. Mini Portable Power. Line Extension. (RESUBMIT)
1st Liquid filled mosquito repellent machine with App enabled
Add a toy caddy to the shower station! (RUBEN BRITO)
protects your car door from being damaged by fido as they catch a breeze out the window.
Self Heating Sleeping Bag Don't you dread that horrible moment of crawling into a freezing sleeping bag? Never again!
A Soap Dispensing Shower Head is the perfect way to get clean when taking showers.Get clean in those hard to reach areas where bar soap cant
Oversized backpack connected to small vacuum. For picking up leaves or other small lightweight items vs raking sweeping or picking them up
Remote Control Finder that activates a sound emiting beeper when you manually turn "on" the electronic device that you intent to use.
Pocket-sized foot deodorizing wipes. Have clean, odor-free feet wherever you are!
Soap Dispensing Loofah (Luffa).
Xmas tree designed to be used in small areas where space is needed. An example would be an apartment.
Sew a hidden zipper down the middle of a sheet/blanket. Unzip it. The sheet/blanket would then be the size of a twin sheet/blanket.
It's finally here this eco-friendly re-useable anti-bacterial,easy care Quirky grocery bag,is the only bag you need to do grocery shopping.
Left handed computer mouse
Transformer Dry Rack! - All on one pole snap units in and go. We can make an endless list of attachable units!
Slice sticks or Slice stizx
easy hanger
A solution for people who prefer to dine while their food is still WARM! Go from the kitchen to the table and place it on the plate warmer!
Multibit screwdriver - Auto selects the correct driver based on screw using 2/4 sensors for line/cross screws around driver's rim - Prev UC
Nail decorator that decorates your nails by print and paint on your nails with a design you choose or make on your Smartphone.
Lemon Slice Squeezer
pvc pipe gun rack
An application using the principles of speed reading that allows you to read more in less time and retain more of what you have read.
Thin Skin
Smart showerhead
The Ultimate FAN GAME
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Tortilla-Toaster (By Idea)
a NHL boardgame, 900 players, board, dice, everything you see in a real game is in our game, even fighting. goals passing, great goaltending
HartSafe - GE's AED Defibrillator app controlled
my invention is the G.G Spy ware it will take spy were to another level
Hello im mike from dallas tx, my idea is a price-tag for clothes with a sample cologne on the inside like the sample cologne in a magazine.
STOMPER - The Quirky Manual Trash Compactor â€“ Compact Home Trash by 60% to 80% - Fits Any Trash Can! Fits any Recyle Bin/Can (VIDEO
DEMO)
Kids arguing or fighting in the back seat of your car need to be separated. My idea creates a temporary wall to stop the madness!
Gold Jewelry Bale Adaptor
2 in 1. Chances are you have more than one apple product in your household. Sometimes sharing and finding another charger can be a hassle.
The ECO Water Funnel is a cost effective, fast, convenient, &amp; sanitary way to use the filtered water from your refrigerator without spills.
IPad case specifically designed for folks who use it for gaming - has a crevice for Q's magnetic ipad gaming controller to fit in
Microphone soft
Rather than just trying to remember where your dog defecated in your yard, mark it with a flag. Flags can even be personalized.
An IV pump for hospital patients that alarms remotely at the nursing station instead of noisily at the bedside.
The Doggie Talkies with treat dispenser, wireless communication with your dog, optional strobe light for night time visibility. Stop yelling
Butter Crumbles
Lid of all
Induction Based Electrical Outlet System. Water-proof, Child proof, Non-trip hazard.
Pool Heater Stones. Black stone mesh can be put a pool to heat it up. The black color absorb more of the sun light and turn it to heat.
Adjustable and removable window screen that not only adjusts horizontally, but vertically as well, allowing user to control window height.
A better Lego Box! Throw all the blocks on the top, cover, shake and watch the magic happen!
8"-12" remote controlled mower with plastic housing &amp; sharp double sided plastic mower blades-1/4"edged metal. Futuristic,cool&amp;safety trips.
celular ja com o carregador embutido no aparelho. com um simples toque vocÃª abre o conector da tomada e comeÃ§a a recarregar seu celular.
You love making iced tea, but you hate all the steps, and transferring from pot to pitcher is dangerous! Introducing the Boil 'N Brew.
A pocket/pouch/bag which clips to your hip and folds up when not in use. Designed for a book, Kindle, water bottle, etc. Why carry them?
TableShot360
At last, a bra improvment that gives you comfort and saves you money at the same time. It is called STAY SOFT!!
The PIZZA SEAT is a secure way to transport your pizza and/or take out food items & drink cups, while protecting the seat of your car.
Roll and pack garments and travel wrinkle-free.
Earplugs alarm clock
Iphone Holder for Baby Bottle
CUP AND LID CONTAINER
What can a bikini tell you?
Between Toes Cleaner
WERE IS MY CHIVES? HOT SAUCE /SALT /PEPPER/ AND SEASONINGS...... NOW THERE RIGHT WERE I NEED THEM ON THE REFRIG!!
FLY-ZONE
Keep Headphones From Tangling -Ear Buds w/ Bendable Insulation/ Wire Prevents Cord From Getting Tangled -Fold n Store Easily -Unfold to Use
improved post-it notes
Tupper-Plates (By Idea)
Easy Sun protection for Cars
Pop-a-Pic
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Body Wash Dispenser Back Brush
Butter Buddy evenly distributes butter on your popcorn. With on demand dispensing, everyone can get the exact amount of butter they want!
An expanding container with a surface to collect rain water: it can collect/store large amounts of water, and collapses for easy storage.
Nice Trays!
Flour canister with built-in sifter and measuring cup.â€œImproved Viabilityâ€
Hanging Planter Basketâ€“Plant your flowers upright or plant your vegetables upside down. More flexibility with your hanging basket.
Turn your toddler's daily tooth brushing battle into a fun way to healthier teeth and gums with our chewable, anti-bacterial toothbrush!
NEVER TUCK IN FLAT BED SHEETS AGAIN! Flat bed sheet with 2 fitted bottom corners. Keeping flat sheets in place and making the bed is easier!
Meet Sift: The universal garden attachment useful when you need to remove debris from your garden.
An app for GPS enabled smartphones to summon a taxi for you!
Women love to put their sunglasses up into their hair - this is the hair accessory we've been waiting for ...
Bedskirt that can be changed, washed and embellished without moving the mattress.
Simple track plug design that can retract and extend plugs as needed. No more empty sockets due to large plugs taking up more then one spot.
there's room for improvement The had rainer can rain your mouth (after brushing teeth), your face, and hairs. by pushing buttons 1,2,or3.
This incorporates current technology to improve night visability in your car. It minimizes distracting and harmful glare from side mirrors.
Drinking your favorite iced beverage can be easier! This is how! And it's so simple to use that you'll want a set for your home.
HandBag Assist
GREAT SEX COUCH
A coffee (and maybe tea) machine with a timer that brews coffee directly into a thermos jug. Take the jug out and just screw the cap on it.
CupCake Keeper, a way to store, carry, and present cupcakes in a airtight sealed container with elegant "presentation tray".
Fill a cupcake without wasting any of the cake. Using air.
Favorite setting master app for all GE products (Washer, Dryer, AC etc.) + so many feature - Please read description
This is a Hanger Tag that let's you know if that jacket is CLEAN or needs to go TO THE CLEANERS, sizes, BIG or SKINNY clothes, HIS/HERS,etc!
Remove mold from the corners and cracks in a bathroom
FlashPack
Rapid rope: an automatic and musical jump rope with lots of fun and amazing features.
Snow on shoes and boots is a big problem when going inside. You can use a broom...or...you can step into the Sno-Goâ„¢
WHIRLYBIRD CONFETTI, designed by mother nature to twirl as they gently and whimsically float down.
The ability to record a voice, yours, child's, mother, scary, goofy, or any style at all, for your GPS device to make u laugh r cry
The nap strap
Couch sheets that fit your couch. It's like a slipcover for couches but it's a sheet for you or any over night guests.
Implanted breast girl need to massage their breast every night to prevent it from capsular contracture. A breast massager should be invented
Dark Colored Mittens Or Gloves That Have Built In Magnifying Panel To See Snowflakes Up Close. Slim Panel Tucks Away When Not Used.
TriPad Case (make taking photos/videos easier) - iPad3's upgrades focus around photos/videos. We need a case to enhance that experience.
A suction cup power outlet that you can keep on your desk for easy access to plug outlets for your computer, phone, and other devices.
!!! Everybody dreams of having all your device chargers in just one pocket solution!! And with no bulky adapters needed! Am I right?
BatteryRecharge byRF Radiation
I would like to create a type of tupperware with peel-able or "tear" able layers to reduce hassles of cleaning and extend product life.
Extended travel luggage bag
iphone 5 case with shades
Lift-Ladder (By Idea)
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Sink Buddy
Inside camera that can record and can be turn on and off by an app. The camera should be a motion sensor camera that turns on and record.
My idea is pretty simple. I like to call it Cool Sox! Most socks warm your feet up, but Cool Sox will cool down your hot, irritated feet!
NEED a prefect nice looking in-car adapter go with Mac Book and Mac Pro.
Solar heat exhaust fan
Smart Injection Needle
Water Balloon Cannon that shoots the water balloons at an arched elevated trajectory as opposed to a straight trajectory. Not like hand held
How about a dish cleaning and glass cleaning brush in one. Has a detachable head that is replaceable and can rotate 90 degrees. With Holder
A night stand for the top bunk.
TV Remote with Headset Jacks: Listen to TV programs without disturbing others or being disturbed by others in the room.
An on/off pedal for the faucet, to increase water savings
Bring back the original design concept for Fader to use with 5 different color highlighter inks, Swiss Army Knife style.
Magnetic MEMO solution for hanging Pictures on the fridge,metal notice boards,oven hoods for holding recipes etc PRODUCT EXPANSION OF MEMO.
Long-Bristle Grill Brush
A smart phone app to take pics at weddings. Guests download app to snap photos, then sent to a central website. no more disposables cameras
Aids in gripping and opening small bottle caps such as those on water bottles. Stretches over the cap, when squeezed provides strong grip.
MALE COVERS
Hounddog ,stretch dog to any length to hold any products ,baby items ,remote, newspapers, etc.
The best way of always keeping your phone close to you with easy access at all time. At the gym or at home, Even at work. You will LOVE this
Bed pocket attached to the inside or outside of the headboard/footboard. Holds extra blankets, pillows or even stuffed animals off the bed.
Bungee-Grip (By Idea)
GPS arrow tips
In-line skating is a fun activity that burns as many calories as running. So let's get rid of the big, ugly shoe and give it a modern look!
Table Top Cooler transforms an ordinary beach cooler into a table. Never have to worry about putting your food or drink on the ground again.
Do you miss the good old days of cattle branding? If something belongs to you mark it permanently.
Silky Sifter
Tired of sitting on a folding chair and feeling like a kid at the big table? Easy Risers will banish books and pillows to boost you up.
A Flexible Sun Visor that you can Stick anywhere on your car windows to keep that annoying glare out of your eyesight. Block out the sun.
PLATE + BOWL = FULL CIRCLE
Grip Liner
A double-decker Smoke- & Splatter-Proof Lid with removable insert for secure food loading into hot oil / frying pan.
Flex Sleeve - Muscle Building Rubber/Neoprene Sleeves. Instant resistance for shaping arms and legs.
You can keep bugs and ants out of your pet's food with this unique pet bowl. You can even cover and save your pet's food. Poeple bowl too.
Immortal mouse
Stop wasting 50% of your nail polish in every bottle because it dries out before you can use it all.
Wireless Bluetooth Kick and Slide Style Speaker phone case for iPhone
A trashcan for the bathroom that has a slide up backstop to keep nail clippings in the can and a collapsible footrest for comfort.
Small room? Drying rack and ironing board takes up too much space? Space-saving solution: An ironing board that's also a drying rack!
a valcro belt with a plastic holder(with rubber dots on back to keep in place)that wraps around any trash can to hold trash bags.
Foldable Tablet Holder with Built-In Speakers to USE WHILE LAYING on YOUR BACK in Bed or Outside on a Nice Day! Hands-Free Movie Watching!
Smart Bicycling Hub Force Meter
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Film Digital
Smart Door Viewer
THE SOLAR SAIL - A modern lamp with exposed bulb and a swiveling arm that holds a positioning panel. Industrial Modern Fusion with a twist.
Sub Dividable Combination Lock Flash Drive.
Pocket Trainer (workout motivator)
Glass markers help your guests keep track of their beverage. Unique design fits securely to any glass, no slippage or interference!
A Better Dog Leash For Runners
Earthquake proof your TV
Restored power notifier
A shoe with a pedometer built right in! Keeps track of steps taken, distance traveled according to steps and maybe even calories burned.
bicycle/skate board helmet chin guard. a single bar, attached to the helmet, that extends below the chin and past the plane of the face.
Personal fire escape repelling device with foot straps and double cable attachments made out of strong cable.
Does your outdoor tarp blow away? Now it won't. Simple and money making solution.(Paulette Jaques)
the car finder
iPhone case with built-in cleaning pad
Emergency equipments such as fire extinguisher that sends signal to phones when it's used. Q+GE!
Cord Manager for Appliances Such as Vacuums. No more tangled wires getting in the way.
An iPhone case with an LED light on the front of the case for front face camera usage.
Portable Battery Powered Electrical Outlet for Camping or Outdoor use
Design and organize custom gardens with durable plastic forms that protect plants, save water and make successful gardens easier than ever.
iPad2 case that redirects sound to the front of the device, without speakers to remain light, so the user can hear what they are watching!
A broom specially designed to sweep under couches without a person having to get down on the ground or move the couch.
Cub3s (By Idea)
Interwoven Fiber Optic Light shoe laces for running at night. See The Light!!!
The sports tent This tent can be used at baseball, football, and just about all other sports activities. Also for your yard.
Comfortable flight for anyone
Padded cover designed to wrap around or fit on like a glove/sock over the caster wheels of metal mattress frames. Rubber; fabric over foam.
App-enabled Xmas tree stand. Alerts you when water levels low. Get the max out of your tree. Safer.
this idea is a suction cup with a handle that will stick on the back of an ipad or any tablet
TVRemote Holder +PhoneCharging
WeSub
Perf: A triangular Pen with slide ruler &amp; a flash drive.Helps writing and using the slide ruler in drawing and flash drive to save data.
EASY REACH!!! FREEZER ORGANIZER "POP UP" Bin Drawers! Keep all your freezer Foods At easy Access and NEAT! Keep Your food At HAND!
An IPhone case with a built-in mirror and detachable hair comb. Always be camera ready.
Smoke Away or EVAPORATOR
How about a number next to all inventions so we can come back to where we last stopped and we don't miss any great ideas...
Disposable Popscicle Holders
Golf Ball Cleaner
Give a Power to Your Laptop Computer!
i-Watch the hand stand that fits on your wrist like a watch letting you turn it 360degress for iphone ipod ipad!!!!!!!!
RESUB: Car RearView Back-up Camera system connected to your Smartphone via bluetooth! No need of installing extra screen on your dashboard!
Tiny Tiller
The array of bulbs which change direction spreading light to darker portions of the room, based on time of day
The Soak Sweat, a classy, portable, earth-friendly towel that fits snugly onto any car seat providing a comfortable post workout ride home.
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A blow dryer that stops your hair from flying all over the bathroom.
There's a little USB charger that comes with your iPhone. Let's put a battery in there so you can charge at an outlet, or on the go!
FOLD is the first HANDS-FREE portable Ipad and tablet holder that you can adjust allowing you to use your Ipad or tablet hands-free.
Snack Coasters
Table for one. Creatively designed, durable, pre-packaged complete tableware set for the individual.
Pancakes are a kids best friend! Pancake maker with interchangeable character/shape plates! Dishwasher safe coated with non-stick material
I have invented a sink organizer. product helps consumers organize where they place their wet wash cloth and wet scrubber sponge.
I was told at a bicycle shop to clean the rust on my bike with steel wool and lubricant. As I was cleaning I wished I had steel wool Qtips.
An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
Perfect Microwave
One example Las Vegas map where you are and what you are near,plug in wax museum,bus,etc.
This device keeps an inventory of kitchen items, alerts you when they expire or need replacing, and suggests recipes based on your inventory
Macecase
A app-enable "Dog-Dog Talkie"! Video chat with your dog, see what's going on and give a reward for the good behavior!
A doorbell you can customize with a downloaded song. Also, fingerprint recognition for a personalized song
"The Dog Trainer" Teaches your dog to walk without pulling you!! Just clip on your leash and your dog teaches himself!! Sound technology!!
Pick up fruit and leaves made easy. Net that lies around the base of trees all night and day.
"PUKE BUCKET" Don't reach for the mixing bowl, dirty 5 gallon bucket, or hold onto the toilet rim. Grab the PUKE BUCKET & be sanitary.
Flip battery
A personnal umbrella with a light in it. It's battery operated and the on and off swith is on the handle.
I own a baseball training school,I have been putting together a equipment that will find out where is the weak spot in a hitting swing
Folding Chair. An attractive, comfortable, ergonomic, and lightweight lounge chair that conveniently folds up for easy carry and storage
Universal Lightbulb Dimmer
Puppy power vac
The Brighter Alarm Clock
FREEZABLE SILICONE ROLLING PIN .. RECIPE &amp; INSTRUCTIONS PRINTED ON PIN .. freeze n' roll

By AWESEMO

MP3 Player Singing Monitor
Apple TV and Airport Express Power Plug Housing or Adapter
Take your stroller on the beach with this add or accessory for every stroller!! Make your family vacation easier!!
A bed-making tool for bunk/loft beds that makes it easier to tuck-in sheets, blankets and quilts.
A battery operated scoop with a built in light source. This allows the litter to be cleaned in the event of a blackout.
Remote click button for camera phones,now you can be in the picture too or take self photos without holding the camera phone in mirror.
Heel Guards
Cool Head
Detachable Electrical Plug
SWIVEL POUR - Now All Your Party or Dinner Guests can Pour Cold Beer, Party Punch, Ice Tea, Lemonade, ETC With Ease
Swivel tables to fit next to your couch or bed, that can be turned to become a desktop or TV tray.
Turn that Tumbler and Drink Something Else!
Removable magnetic shower curtain clips to keep the curtain in place
collapsible mixer beater for easy storage. flings open when mixer turns on
"Gadget Glove" Velcro cuff w/glove(pocket) to store cell phones,Nanos,Ipod &etc.Retractable cord attached to item to safely return to glove.
Instead of moving around that pile of dishes you ignored imagine picking exactly what you want to wash without risking broken dishes?
FRESHENER PRESERVER SHIELD
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NEEDED ASAP; Very organized boxlike purse that sits flat made of flaps with many inserts or pockets making my things easily accessible.
Tangle Free Cords - Use integrated electroactive polymer components to make self-straightening extension cords, holiday lights, earbuds, etc
Stand Up Nail clippers with a built in nail catcher that also doubles as a sleek design element and stand.
No drip no mess pizza pan
Resubmit-Bread Pods. Breadbox's with built-in cutting boards. (Paulette Jaques)
Keep your receipts safe until you get home. Receipt keeper. Just roll into the tube(concept 2
I am thinking of a silicone bowl cover that has a hole in the center for your immersion blender, that way you can blend away without mess.
Quirky I-Voiced GE Door-MATS
iPhone case with screen protector that gives you the utility of your reading glasses. Stop trying to find your glasses, iPhone meets glasses
coffee air freshener
The Nooma is a smart luggage with the following feat: Self weighing GPS luggage tracking system Baggage claim assist Anti theft alarm
Suction Cup iphone cradle
HotWheels Transform
Phone, Blackberry, iPod cleaner/charger. Manually swipe off face oil/makeup or auto clean and sanitize while charging!
App UV Robot Vac. Vac and sterilize your floors for a real clean! Eliminates dust mites and germs! Sanitize bath floors also!
ZenSpace: portable meditation.
Crisper draw freshness indicator
Invisible Leash- hands free leash, dog/puppy trainer. Keep your pet at the distance you want them to be.
The Window Cover keeps broken windows on a vehicle from getting elements such rain, snow, sleet and hail into the vehicle broken window.
Bumper stickers have a coating that makes them dry erasable. "Vote for _____" can change as often as you need it to through the primaries.
Picnic pal can make cleaning up easier for parties, tailgating, and messy projects.
my idea is a cleaning companion guide. a guide to help with cleaning product and cleaning schedule.
DIGITAL WALL CALENDAR. No more buying cheap, overpriced, hard to read, decor"less" calendars, where the pictures get boring to look at.
The indoor sled for toddlers and kids. Sledding year round without any snow!
Drink Tops
Reusable food pouch with spill proof top and zipper bottom. Fill with any baby food. Pouch collapses as baby sucks and no air in the tummy!
bobble comb just like the bobble brush http://www.quirky.com/products/16-Bobble-Brush-Toothbrush-Stand
Pull-Out-Let
I would like to provide people with a liquid roll on or stick on substance that will be applied to the bottom of smooth shoes.
A baby bottle with watertight compartment for powdered formula that can be released into bottle without opening. Great for travel and nights
Candle on cupcake? Boring. Candle on cold beer? Cool. When you have to celebrate, nothing is better than a candle and a cold beer.
Sanitary bathroom cup. Keeps cup upside down and off the counter top. Protects from Toilet/Fecal Plume. Creates more bathroom counter space.
the lip balm bracelet
Kids love to listen to music and radio plays. This SIMPLE(!) DIGITAL MUSIC PLAYER with a rugged design will accompany any 2-7 year old kid.
A special napkin or tissue or pad that comes in a small package for carry around use for removing excess oil on food.
Two-Way Microfiber
WINK Smart Hub w/ WIFI Router
My invention is called the Disc Jockey. Its a rack that stands upright with multiple clear tubs attached to it.It stores various cds,dvds.
Non-Piercing PIXIES - let's not wait!
iPhone Beach Anchor, Keeps iPhone handy and out of the sand while enjoying a day at the beach, it's a simple way to protect iPhones.
http://www.quirky.com/ideations/210991 Me &amp; 2 other Moms got together and collaborated! PDHINVENTIONS - please see. No more yelling/bracelet
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Travel pants and sleeves press and steamer. Slide-through and it's pressed and wrinkle free. You can easily fit it inside your suitcase
Smoke/Fire alarm cover for residential homes that can be painted to match your interior wall color.
"The Beverage Buddy" is a rechargeable, self-heating coffee cup, compatible with all standard wall sockets.
A hat wich you can put your pen, measure help, all the schoolstuff you need on
"Seeders" eat sunflower seeds in shell, but what to do with the empty shells? Spit them in the same can they come in (separate partition).
Umbrella that has a partially detachable handle that is a flashlight, because sometimes you just need a flashlight!!!
Plastic made Post it Note Strips - Reuse as many times you can.. Save nature.. Save Paper..
Pour Duck
infection-free catheter
RESUBMIT OVER 300 VOTES!) Device used to keep your utensils afloat. No more wondering where the knife is in the sink.
Everyone DJ player
baby car seat monitor
DRY ERASE Plastic riding toy car! They can decorate it over and over again! Real riding toy! Make this in Vermont??
Diamond/Jewelry cleaner that actually cleans fast without having to use your toothbrush!!!!
The electric baby bottle cleaner.
rapid protection
The "Cruise and Snooze Pillow" is designed to keep a child's head supported in an upright position when they fall asleep in there car seat
Carsong
LOVE_GLOVE! The fabric we use to wipe our HDTV Screens, Ipads, Iphones, Computer Monitors &amp; etc.
A dynamo that charges cellphone and other batteries using the energy of rolling suitcase wheels.
an app powered electrical plug that will turn on &amp;off an object with the press of a button
anywhere walker
No, I'm not happy to see you...that's just a Chapstick in my pocket! No more round containers! Flipstick is flat and goes anywhere!
A garden sprinkler, app enabled that irrigates any geometric shape, without irrigating out of designated area, and wetting people passes by.
The Touch Activated Amazing Genie Bottle As Stand Alone Product Destroy Air borne bacteria and odors floating in the air.
InfoClock
My product idea is a dog harness that stops dogs from jumping over fences, from jumping up on people or furniture.
Instant water saver!
This portable play center makes it easy for small children to sort their toys. It fits in the closet and rolls easily out to the play area.
weighted safety ribbon device to be used in traffic accidents in place of flares in dry conditions and or toxic spills
Easily Attach the CordKeeper to any electric outlet cover and have instant cord storage and place to hang small items ie. curling irons.
A tool for bowlers that would guide their arm swing. An improper swing causes missed strikes, spares and even gutter balls.
A smart modular swiss army style tool holder, all the studentâ€™s essential tools right at their fingertips and more.
headphones that have buds smaller than normal and that can be heard as loud as normal if pressure (like a pillow) is held up against them
Shocking Haircutter
Kitchen sponge UV light disinfectant. Its a sponge holder that will disinfect your sponge after every use. No more stinky sponges!
Modular Fan
Mercy Doll
vibrating back roller
Exercise Desk- My idea from 26 or so years ago, with a modern twist.
TIMED DELAY LIGHT SWITCH
Kitchen sink or bath drain "clog preventor"
lockable water valve
Your cycling to work and suddenly have to swerve. Due to wind noise on your ear, you turn straight into path of a vehicle you couldn't hear
All Measurements in ONE LIQUID Measuring spoon with overflow, so you never spill again, and it stands so you have handsfree pouring RESUBmit
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I am so tired of giving my baby a bath and having my back and knees hurting.Why not give your baby a bath at the same time you take a bath.
DIY Barista
The Juice Box Caddy - This is a small Thermal bag with an adjustable strap and zippered top.
People need adhesive bandages ("Band-Aids") to match their skin. They could be made in light, medium and dark skin tones, not just "light."
CouponHook is a grocery coupon holder with an integrated bag carrying hook.
The TRASH-MASHER
A signaling device to hail a Taxi using a blinking strobe lite on the tip of a pen housing. You hold up the blinking light on the sidewalk
Wireless Soft Headphone
Your iPhone alerts you when food needs to be thrown out. Accurately minimizes risk of Food Poisoning.
Hands free gloves keeper
A reusable pouch for pureed foods that allows babies to self-feed at home or on the go.
Easy to use razor necessisty
A collar to wear around the pets neck of different sizes,that has a either battery or sollar powered silent alarm that sends sound waves.
Quality dog bed with memory foam mattress that will last for years and covers that can be changed for washing or decor in a snap.
Keeping your Wine Bottle Chilled
TUB SLIDE
ATTN PHOTOGRAPHERS: Mirrorless Camera Systems are KILLING DSLRs due to their portability. a MODULAR CASE would make them even more
portable!
Air insole for Shoes
Programable Pedalboard
A silicone bracelet that has a small cavity that holds disinfectant hand wash or lotion. Squeeze the bracelet and it squirts into your hand.
K-Cup Tube
AllWare is a 3x3x11cm plast structure that can be deployed to become a base for all tipes of tablets, photo and video cameras and laptops.
moto cross barbie
Birthday Candle Blower
Healthier smokes
Flying Air Hoop
Biodegradable packaging foam from a can. Spray around fragile items when boxing. Several attatchments dispense various shapes.
A product that will help anyone remove a lid that is to tight from a container. I even have a hard time tring to remove it off a glass gar.
Classy Looking Plastic Bottles for all your Personal Care Potions.
360 Mobile Cam
Does your canned drink get warm in the summer, even while using a Koozie? The Quirky Koozie will keep it cold, and even make it colder.
Deep Ocean Freshwater well
Front Loading Touch Toaster that Beeps, gently releases when toast is ready. See through snap on crumb tray, warming button feature,
Snuggle with your iPad Mini, tablet, smartphone or iPod using a small plush blanket with dock. Great for kids, travel, and cold weather.
Baby-booster seats &amp; high-chairs for restaurants.Keep the kids curious while you eat dinner.Clear plastic allows for lights,water and games.
Toothpaste in a container
An electric dispenser for flour (or sugar, etc.) that sifts and dispenses a measured amount, determined by a built-in digital scale.
25-30% of adults suffer from insomnia. A ceiling projector/ambient sound device helps adults and kids sleep better. !Scholastic book tie-in!
The Ladder Claw It well secure a ladder to a truck rack,
Broom with cylinder push cover. Easier for storage and saving space while being esthetically pleasing. Easy to clean.
plastic, tension grabber for SAFELY removing bits from babies noses and ears
All-Purpose Desk: Everything in Armâ€™s Reach for the Ultimate Student
Wireless E-Ink Bumper Sticker
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Cell phone case emergency beacon.
The Beach Butler will help you carry all your beach gear without sweat. This all-in-one beach lounge is amazing!
Laser attachment for your tools! Attach to your power tools or non power tools for a precision cut or drill line everytime.
ONE TOOL CAKE knife and server - 0 to 180 Degree open wide u can slice thin cake slices or big ones without damage, REAL FLEX
The Roman Chair Sit Up &amp; Push Up Machine
Bread toaster electric grill
Toy shaped robotic cleaner with video game app - Let your kids cleans most of your house while they play - Resub into Wink
Lazer Structure Safe Reader
Coaster Tray
Drive Over Underbody Washer
Center pivot snowboard binding
Tab, bookmark &amp; note paper clip. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip bookmark, tab note. Resub 445 votes!
Spot to Flood LED Flashlight
The Spinning and Rotating Outlet Adaptor
Telephone jacks are quickly becoming obselete with the rise of cell phones. What do we do with the 50 free volts of energy from them? LEDs!
Time to make handwashing easier on the parent and the kid! This product brings the water, soap and the water on/off in reach for the kids.
'Cameleon-bulb' Ornaments change color instantly before your eyes. Even in bright light these ornaments create spectacular color effects.
Providing parents and caregivers a baby bottle holder capability that will be extremely useful/safe; with utility that will also save lives.
magnetic break-away headphone/earbud cord: - connects to your audio/video player - charges bluetooth headphones
5"x7" plastic clip board with an attached pen that easily fits on the handle of a shopping cart.
TIKI Torchs. how to hold your torchs up, from falling over on your deck or ground. Well I have it Tiki Torch holder.
A playful cross between an umbrella and (one or more) waving air tubes (like you see at the car dealerships, only smaller!!).
Baby carseat shoulder strap w/ two hooks for holding seatbelt out of the way while loading/unloading baby. Universal for any make of seat.
TV Tray Transformer-A disposable cover in different designs. Protects from unsanitary porous wood and protects wood from kids and crafts.
Binder separator
Shake It
A docking station that would attach to the handle bars of your bike.
Sustained Fashion
THE REAL MIXING BOWL - the natural / ergonomic shape for people to use and mix without spilling.
Easy Grip!!! Knife Support! The Rubberized Hand Grip for the Extra Blade Support.
Eye Exam Book
Stop embarrassing wet marks on jeans in public at bars or wherever &amp; save time and trouble cleaning the dreaded and gross "burn out" marks.
Shoelaces - Keep them tied! No more tripping over dangling laces with a simple, stylish, fun attachment to your laces
Build it yourself board game. Dry erase. New game every time.
Water me
CUSTOMIZABLE CASE WITH HOLOGRAMS for iPhone
We entered this idea under the wrong category. Please see http://www.quirky.com/ideations/447810 WINK. :)
Have fun in the bedroom with a sex swing that hooks to the door. Hold your partner up without worrying about dropping her. No tight armcuffs
Guacamole Serving Dish that is also a Storage Container for Leftovers and INCLUDES Silicone Mat that Prevents YUCKY Browning!
SOLAR POWERED CAR/TRUCK AIR CONDITIONER, THE SOLAR PANELS POWER A SMALL AC UNIT FOR WHEN A CAR IS PARKED IN
THE HOT SUN, THE CAR STAYS COOL.
The fresh air pad is a pad worn within the undergarment when a person passes gas The pad works as a filter to keep out any unwanted odor.
Hundred-Hands Massaging hammock gently rolls soft spheres across entire back &amp; body for a relaxing massage as you enjoy the outdoors.
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Miracle Mug
The Bowl ! Nurse your little ones more tenderly. Aid your morning sickness. Ease your hangover . Be prepared for unavoidable occasions.
Iphone Case for emergency toothbrush and dental floss
Multi Kitchen Tool
Businesspersons Backpack cover: hygiene protection, lightweight, waterproof, doubles as a second bag, folds into pouch with attach strap
Quirky temperature zone notifier for the faucet. imagine zone for dishes, washing hands, kids, other.
SpaghettiWare. Dinnerware with spoon concaved or embedded!
Double Hot Coffee Keeper
Smart Portable Airconditioner
Rubber Box Hook and Plastic Foot Hook Stir-up for USES including the Boat Emergency Safety Stir-up, Truck Bed Step-up, and Trailer Step-up
Gas transforming pad for underwear, Just apply to any underwear!
Pack &amp; unpack with ease! Stay organized when you arrive at your destination &amp; for the duration of your trip...Connecting Traveling Cubbies!
dog bed that uses refreezable ice packs to keep dogs cool in hot weather. made of heavy corrogated vinyl that holds water.
lavette Ã©lectronique
A sleep solution pillow that provides comfort and body support; which will enable consumers to relax and fall asleep much faster and longer!
Mega-Functional Monitor: USB, eSata, FireWire, Thunderbolt, HDMI, VGA, Speakers, WebCam, Mic, KVM, Bluetooth, Networking, and more
How many overpriced, odd shaped pillows do u own? U bought just 2 look pretty 2 fill a pillow sham u know ur never going 2 lay your head on.
Tired of having to get the vacuum out everytime your cat steps out of the litter box? This product will alleviate the problem!
washing dishes is a pain in the neck, but dish washers are too big for some living areas, and they also cost nice $$- HERE IS THE SOLUTION!
A baby changer that is portable,compact,can hang from bathroom partitions, small, durable and convenient to use in public restrooms.
the water bottle redone Eco style! A collapsible disposable rectangle bottle that folds flat saving space in the recycle bin.
Stop water leaks from hoses, toilets, washing machines, etc before damage is done. Water break works like circuit breaker to stop the water.
MEMORY TAG
Adjustable level wheelchair
Hula Hoops With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game that kids and adults will love! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
Hand Wave On/Off Switch
Telekinetic Door Opener
I would like to develop a dog-proof chicken feeder.
Memo-Wire: e-Grocery List
Silicone Wine Glass Grips.Hold on to that wine! Glass Grips. (Paulette Jaques)
Stylish car dash iPhone mount for GPS navigation that features a built in power supply. No need for an external charger &amp; doubles as a dock.
WeSub
TIME A TREAT COMFORTING YOUR PET HOURLY KICKS OUT A TREAT WE SELL.
mirror condensation remover
Magnetic hangers; Easy to hang; Easy to remove; Easy to slide; No need to remove your existing closet rod. (97 votes in 110 views)
Convertible Shoes
A toilet seat cover that stays put and can be carried in a purse. Easy on and off. Don't be caught with your pants down without one!
RESUB WITH PROTOTYPE: My idea is an adapter that allows you to dock an iPad on an iPhone docking station.
Self-setting "Clean!" marker for dishwasher. Never again forget to flip! (The secret's in the wax.)
MiWorld
A land boomerang!!! Toss it up in the air verticaly out in front of you. Watch it hit the ground and come spinning back every time!
Bend and clip a light... a small high light LED that attaches to bendable bands via magnets, clip to your tablet or smartphone or shirt or..
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RECOVALERTJewelry-A Special Line ofNecklaces,Watches,Anklets&amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin"Prompting QuickRecovery
ofPeople"
Sac Pack. Cooler organizer for your back pack. Holds items in place and keeps them cold too. Fits in many sized bags. Expandable.
Animal pillows for children, has a pouch in the head that holds a sachet of lavender to help a child sleep, or a pacifier for safe keeping.
IPhone and iPod touch hands free viewer.Intergrated into a hat with a lightweight holder and bracket and earbuds.
A shower curtain that acts as a shade- it goes up (when kids are in the bath) and down (when you are showering). Works like a window shade.
Got-It HiLytr
Encecort
``App`` Enabled Heated Insoles
laser pointer
Standby power saver plug
Adjustable Power Strip:We all have power bars that we have to skip a outlet on because we have these ungodly power supply's being plugged in
3D Building Block Printer
Digital Sticky Note
Clothes washing additive to repel mosquitoes, ticks and other biting insects. Wash your outdoor clothes and they repel insects.[Resub]
Everywhere a Dot Dot
Have a chic sponge &amp; container MARKING SYSTEM/ORGANIZER that labels (P-pots, D-dishes,G-glass,C-counter) on the sponge to differentiate
them
Lady Gardener Overalls
work top rotates 360Âº to become a quick workstation and a stool
plastic juice pouch holder/rectangular/round corners/tall>support/snug to slightly puff pouch up>straw insertion/u-shape dip front>straw
A cover for touchscreen TVs and mobile phones, to keep the touchscreen clean and free of fingerprints that might be smudged all over.
How about an eyelid massage before you take a nap or go to bed for the night? You wont even have to hold this massager with your hands.
Work shouldn't suck. But your commuter's pillow should! It should also be comfortable, hygienic, sleek, discreet, and even sing to you.
A holding system for dishcloths detergents, cleaning utensils and sink plugs.
Introducing the SPACER for the closet. Keep your shirts and pants wrinkled FREe! Hang your shoes and provide space for your shoes
Audrey: Your Pre-K Dress Up Buddy is a tool for parents to teach their kids organizational skills and make getting dressed an easier task.
Metal lettering that doubles as hooks + mounting rack = custom coat/scarf/jewelry rack. Buyer-chosen word/phrase replaces boring coat rack.
STALKER E.LECTRIC FAN
Sure Temp Baby-Washer
The Sand Bag Pet Lounge
Blinger: Bike Light & Bell
Scrub shoes.
Toddler Rug
Silicone jar opener that doubles as a snack bowl
WakeUpAlready
Toy cell phone that teach kids how to call 9-1-1 With a recording that asks the same questions that a 911 operator will ask.
Find It
Tissue Box Cover with Dispenser - Sanitize after you blow your nose. Tissue box cover has a dispenser that can hold hand sanitizer solution
Cooking/Frying Mask
Cargo Dawg and Cargo Pup would eliminate problems of hauling our stuff with ease. We've all witnessed hauling incidents. Tarps flapping.
My product is an I phone wrist band. The band will also have pockets for storing a key, id card, credit card, etc.
Rider Safety Harness
The name of my idea is the ELECTRONIC CHECKBOOK 10 or EC10. Its primary function is to always know what your bank account balances are.
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This is a toothbrush-floss applicator 2-in-1, the more I think about it I realized how prehistoric our current process is. Let's make it!
Safety for a child in a carsea
Ceramic shaving razor that does not dull and lasts longer than traditional razors. Also has disposable lubricating strips.
Organize, dry and store all those baby bottle parts with one simple, elegant storage rack that can fit in most standard kitchen drawers.
BABY GLOP -Eye blackout for baby-just like pro athletes-fun color in chapstick tube-swipe under eyes to prevent sunglare=baby can see better
A voice activated organizer . An organizer that can be organized by the sound of your voice.
Let's make carpet tiles...but for your wall! Bold graphic design squares that could be arranged and rearranged in any combination.
Nail clippers/tweezers combination! Often times we have one but not the other, this design combines two necessary products in one tool! :)
Do you like beer? Do you like cold beer? Do you drink with a koozie? If you do then why don't you click here and see what I have to offer.
Personal Umbrella with a fan
SCISSORS+ A scissors that has a exacto knife or small knife that retracts out of the blade of the scissors.
Upkeep Toaster Oven
high visibility magnetic patch
three interchangeable refillable chambers, with a simple change, supply a stream of soapy water for washing your car, or vitamins for plants
LED or eInk sign: Change message by plugging in USB keyboard or smartphone via USB connector. Typing on keyboard or phone changes message.
Go Green and Healthy this year. Make homemade and gourmet popcorn the easy way. Stove-top or Microwave?
The Fan
APP "eye"- wireless camera w/ silicone fitting lets you slip it onto binoculars, microscopes or use by itself
Smartphone activated GPS and audible key,wallet,purse finder,safety child locator and mass storage dev.Charge with the same chord as phone.
Lockable timer for kids electronics. Plug anything into the timer and set the hours. Power is supplied for that number of hours each day.
Storage bin with compartments to hold dif boxes of kitchen items sandwich bags, saran wrap, wax paper, bags, foil, zip lock bags and more.
Crushproof lunch carrier with built in lightweight power station~! You recharge with your meal while your tech device recharges too~!
INNER ONION MULTCHER--IT WORKS BETTER THAN A SPOON OR KNIFE.
Wooly, Woolier, Wooliest!
Holding an umbrella can make it hard to multi-task! How about a line of designer umbrella hats that allow you to be hands free..."Sombrella"
Mini Hub Plug Docking Station for the Desktop.
Pizza slice holder
App-Enabled Fitness Unit. Builds workout programs from APP data with the social experience of today's world. SMART. SOCIAL. FITNESS. 'QFit'
Combination sink, hot water heater.
REFRIGERATED CONTAINERS, with cooling system and absorbs odors, to prevent the garbage smell + APP enabled
The Hands-Free CarryOn is an accessory to enable shoppers to carry multiple grocery bags effortlessly and properly.
Temporary Windows for unexpected broken car windows. Trash bags duct taped to windows are no longer needed. Weather proof and convenient.
A drink koozie that wobbles but doesn't fall down, to cut down on accidentally knocked over beer and other beverages you'd rather not waste.
Blender Cleanser Ball (Dirvee)
A Quirky Drain stopper that you do not have to get your HAND and ARM all wet!
Hang Your HAMMOCK on Any Wall!
Microwaveable Crisp Pizza Saver
struggle with a laundry bag when you try to put your laundry in it. The stand that hold the bag up so you can put the clothes in with ease.
GrillCheck
SELF CLEANSING PLUNGER WITH A A FRESH SCENT AFTER EVERY USE!
Domino Cards: Dominoes is a great game, why not make it better by making it portable so you can play anytime?
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No-Thumbs clasp. Quick, easy, strong. Good for jewelry, dog leashes, climbing equipment, keychains... See animation
It's a dry-erase tape measure.
Taxi Please
Fry with no mess!
Frozen beverage mug with a removable handle to keep your hand from freezing
Upper space is wasted space. Ceiling height shelves that pull down when needed and back up when you're done.For Any Room. Kid safety too!
Hands Free Mixing Bowl. Multiple positions for easy mixing and pouring.
Light it UP!
App that automatically adjust text on screen for presbyopia, the user will not need reading glasses while on device. Rx is adjustable in app
i have worked as a Marine Patrol Dispatcher for a PD in Florida for 25 years many lives have been lost while in the ocean &amp; and everglades
collegiate icecube trays
Avoid spilling your drinks or food on the keyboard by placing them away from your moving hands on the computer tray attached to monitor.
Heat Indicating baking sheet
Refillable laundry detergent pump dispenser. Lightens your load when making trips to the washing machine. Also a quarter bank.
Dual use broom. For hand brushing or floor sweeping. Elegant and simple.
Shoe Chains: Simple and effective traction on snow &amp; Ice. Nothing like it on the market! ***SEE PICTURES***
way to go camo
Write Watch
Tree Wraps
An 'always with you' aluminium keyring stand for watching movies etc on your iPhone.
The de-creaser
The Mugazine
Controller Attachments
soup crackers that are scooped shaped so you can "scoop your soup" without so much dribble-mess.
Writable Refrigerator Calendar that syncs with phone and Ipad type devices.
Char Grill for Bell Peppers
Resub - 438 votes!!! Solar powered cooler keeps drinks cooler longer, charges cellphone, mosquito repellent &amp; LED light 2 keep party going
Is your child's pencil box a mess? How about a modular pencil pouch that will keep them organized all year, every year.
Some like it hard and wide. What is your perfect bike seat? Inflatable seat,modify sections according to your activity, sex, comfort. Barbra
To create an inflatable air block that inserts into the fireplace chimney of homes, preventing the loss of heated air during the winter
I have a product to use for small pets it attaches to your roto leash slides down in a holder like how a door chain works on a door
World
Ever Drooled on your Pillow?I bet everyone has.Introducing the No More Drool Guard. Keeps your Saliva in your mouth and not on your pillow.
RESUBMIT! Cooling effects of a fan where you want it and when you want it. Multiple fans on flexible shafts that can be aimed anywhere!
security and saftey in smart w
Electronic & Lighted Decorative Curtain-Shaped Storage Shelves for Medicine Cabinet Mirror or Standard Wall
Wouldn't it be nice if your hair band could be apart of your jewelry? Sick of hunting for or losing bands? Now you can wear them.
Convenient portable poop claw with built in pull thru bag dispenser attaches to a leash never feel a warm poop thru a bag again
Breathing and pulse rate monitor in an emergency by a first aider via a smart phone application.
Paper towel HOLDER with cover and design using the cd spindle concept. Keep germs out. Suction cup attach to secure the holder from moving.
COOL IT !
Mood enhancing shower head. Shower to relax, rejuvinate or wake up by the twist of the head to adjust color of shower fall.
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Tissue Dispenser
Tired of picking up leaves after you trim your shrubs or hedges?
Chritmas trees
The "Practice Receiver" is a moveable, adjustable, interchangeable new training aid to help quarterbacks develop more accurate throws.
An articulating arm, approx 3 ft long, that holds smart-phones for extended reading/viewing, with a charging cable and a clamp at the base.
This is an ROV Hull Scrubber used to clean all kinds of ships. This will greatly impact hull cleaning in the marine industry's future.
When wireless is not an option; you need a CAT5 cable. But you want a permanent, elegant solution without unsightly wires. CAT5 Tape
mac-x-tender
Stop losing keys, phones, and money! Seal your pocket with adhesive magnets that closes and seals pocket automatically to prevent loss.
Automatic Necktie Knotter. Ever find tying neckties annoying, or just don't know how to tie a necktie?
Color Changing Heat Sensitive Baking Sheet. Know your Hot Spots before it's too late!
Insta-Suds: Soapy Water from the Faucet, Push Button Dispenser with Auto fixed second turn-off. Dish and Hand wash button
Heating pad in a basket of different shapes and designs used to keep casseroles ie. Pyrex, Anchor, Croning warm for serving purposes.
poupÃ©e Stromae
My idea is to make a way to mount your smart tablet to your shopping cart.
Privacy Poncho
My Teacher's App!
Dorm Room Dishwasher. A micro-dishwasher that runs of a couple gallons of water. Easy to use, portable, durable, and can be used anywhere.
Bowlies-Round baggies. A little thicker bottom, top closes the same way as baggies but they would be about 3"deep. For salads,dips.
ice cold water for bedside
Have you ever gotten a can of your favorite beverage only to see disgusting dirt, grime, and gunk all around the lip of the can? A solution!
Prevent excessive damage that can occur from a burst water pipe any place in ones home when the fault is not detected in a timely fashion.
Messenger Bag With Velcro Holder for Laptop or Tablet - Sit with your computer securely in your lap!
the ladder caddy
Charging rack
Spoonhead: Magnetic, interchangeable measuring spoons with storage block
Clip to connect iPhone, iPad or iPad Mini to side of your regular Mac display (Desktop or Laptop), perfect for the new Air Display app.
RESUB:Quirky r making BLINGITS so let's make CHARMS-customize w/sentimental item/word. Charm lights up-find phone in dark/know its ringing
Induction Exercise Station
6th Resub-Still big comm support 295 votes last time Dog won't try to chase a frisbee? Add a snack and stand by!collab.with simplyinclined
Kids can collect, carry, and wear their favorite treasures and/or snacks (Smarties, gummy bears) in this see through, tubular, hinged bangle
Dual flow kitchen faucet head - switch between jet stream of water and waterfall flow
FRUIT NET for citrus fruits. Prevents seeds from falling "in" when squeezing/juicing.
Medical Touch Tracker
If you are tired of missing putts on the golf course then this product is for you. With the periscope putt you will see the break everytime!
Vacuum hose with LED light and BENDABLE END. Hooks to any vacuum! Great for cleaning dryers, auto detailing and hard to vacuum places.VIDEO
Bubble breaker
Magnetic Phone Holder
Flying Cam Accessory
This is a very cool and discrete way to carry your most needed pills (Viagra, Prilosec, Zantag, Tylenol) A hidden compartment in a pen!
A Universal Length clothes hanger. The arms can expand to the size you need, from children's sizes to XXXL.
Tabit
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Shovel head attachment to an ordinary street broom using the auxiliary bolt hole on the head of the broom. Sweep the snow & light debris
White Water
Tap Logger
Score Buddy
Collapsible silicone dish sink insert with feet and glass/cup cleaning brush.
Make fries or bacon w/o the stove. Make in microwave in minutes with healthier outcome. It's a microwavable teflon container.
EZ Garden Trellis Reel Clamps
YOU become the center of the umbrella! A Unique &amp; Patented Off-centered Umbrella where the user has greater precipitation &amp; shade coverage.
The shelf, light, outlet Pole
the tornado mattress
Stop your cell phone charger from popping out of the phone while your using it.(Paulette Jaques)
horse grip
Pill clip with childproof safety catch.
Dress-and-Go home cubbie station is an organizer that holds everything a kid needs each day to quickly get dressed and ready for school.
For you business men and everyone else. Do you hate when you have to pack a mouse. Well now you don't have to.
Add one attachment to any shoe or sandal with our tool, and create hundreds of different designer looks.... in a snap
"The Fingers" wireless mouse
90 deg leverage plier will make you wonder how you lived without it.Handle rotates 360 deg so that you can get the best leverage.
Very simple...we all love the cheese stick snack! So why not flavor them
My idea is sports related. It is a novelty item called the Penalty Box where families can have fun with each other when someone gets put in.
Carry Computer Case
THE PERFECT-POUR: The right amount of water, right from the tap
My idea is a baby bottle with the water on bottom and the formula on top.
Spurner.com
Ghost In The Graveyard
Perfect laundry basket for families. A regular carrying laundry basket with a twist. A divider in the middle of the basket.
Topping filled Ice cream scoop
Iphone Universal Jack
WOW! Finely A Viewer, Shadier,and Holder, for the iPhone4 &amp; 4S, That BLOCKS out the SUN GLARE on the LCD Screen, to Take FANTASTIC
PICTURES!
Radar Detector Sunglasses
My Water Bottle Funnel is a quick no mess solution to adding powdered flavor mix to your bottled water and saves you money.
Fold-up BBQ for an Apartment
Cut Proof snowboarding glove
A kitchen-sponge dock that sanitizes the sponge (using UV technology a la toothbrush zappers). Also hides/contains the sponge attractively.
LOVE going to games? HATE uncomfortable seating? Now you can have the most comfortable seat in the house! Enjoy the game without the pain.
Reuse it!
The New " KEURIG MEDI KUPS " Great for non pill takers!! Tylenol,Theraflu, alka selzter,Advil and so on, all in hot or cold liquid form!
Smart LoopTube itself flattens and seals off the emptied part, eliminates degradation of the product
Portable Cellular Motion Alarm Calls you when intruders are in your Hotel room Put it in your car in your safe Apartment No installation.
Find it difficult to summon the willpower to not hit the snooze button in the morning? Get ready for quite the game-changer.
Bubble Swag
A simple but ingeniously designed and highly effective tool to maximize fishing results in minimum time and effort. Guaranteed results.
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A duster mitt/sock with Velcro strap to fit snugly on the wrist/ankle to keep handy on broom to reach corner dust that broom can't reach.
Weighted exercise water bottle: A sleek discreet weighted water bottle.
Paper Unwrinkler
There are hundreds of hooks all around us. This one is fun and stable!
Self-Draining Soap Dish
GE LED+Cam
I LOVE my HOT-TUB! But so do the BACTERIA proven to thrive in the hot water-We need a waterpoof ULTRA-VIOLET HOT-TUB &amp; pool Bacteria
ZAPPER!
A Laptop Stand built in a Boombox. Laptop sound is the worse in all electronic devices.
Keep Dangerous Knives out of a dirty sink by attaching them to the sink magnet.
Bathroom Scrubber
Grout Cleaning Tool
It will effectively elliminate any backlash or birdsnest with a conventional reel when casting out line.
The middle part of the monitor / iMac support structure is thick enough to house a card reader, when the multiple openings are side-by-side!
Tired of taking heat from others who continuously put down your favorite sports team? Well, time to 'one up' them with a SportsmanTrick Mug!
Remote ctrl SMART dehumidifier
Tele grid ease
Sleek phone device for restaurants to better manage customer interaction and allow guests in control of their meals and servicing needs.
A mesh strainer with a plastic or steel cylinder with holes to prevent dishes, pots, and pans from covering the drain.
SportsShade Canopy Awning Redesign - portable, light weight, less expensive
Your Pictures and Artwork will Never Ever be Crooked Again!
Introducing the Lawn Cover. This great new product prevents birds from eating grass seeds and also stops the sun from drying new grass.
Perforated roadway signs
2 In 1 cantilevered ladder and creeper with tool caddies, magnetic tray and padded arm/head rest. Especially great for mechanics.
Monitor Your Home Garden While On-The-Go (System + App)
GETTA GRIP is an adjustable, slip-resistant drinking glass holder with handles for kids and others to hold onto with one or both hands.
Secure, portable USB. Let's help people to physically protect their most important and vulnerable data - the data on their USB drives.
A healthy way to fry your favorite snacks without cleaning and scrubbing the deep fryer. Use these disposable inner bowl.
The idea is to have a refillable dry erase marker with refillable felt inserts. the components are the plastice marker tube and refills
First aid small oxygen bottle
A revolutionary phone deserves a revolutionary case that protects you and your phone: a true life saver
my idea for sleek website with designers for cars that produce sleek stylized magnet DENT guards for all vehicles makes and models in decals
Lock-Smart
Laundry Master
An All-Terrain Ice Chest. Transport your ice chest with ease. No more carrying it through the sand or grass along with everything else.
Uni-head
Novelty gift seekers will ask for it. Bar owners will want it. Combine a pint glass and shot glass for creative, fun parties and games!
The Multi-Pencil Sharpener
iShaker, taking the guess work out of drink making. Years of bartending classes &amp; books in 1 cap. Bringing mixology to your fingertips.
3D Glasses For Home and Movie Theater.
Inspired by brilliant but expensive throwaway sqeezy babyfood pouches, busy moms need a refillable washable version for babyfood and yogurt!
FINALLY, A USE FOR OLD FLASH DRIVES!! Turn any old flash drive into a tool with Flash Tips and create Flash Tools. Great for home &amp; travel.
It's in the bag! Disposable plastic, and coated paper bags. Flexible tops to stay open while you fill them. Fold and lock tabs.
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These smiley faces are hung on a door or wall of a classroom to announce indoor or outdoor recess.Red means indoors, green means outdoors.
SAVE OUR SHIRTS - the portable, lightweight and crease free solution for your spare shirt while traveling!
Sink Cover for hair
The Shower Door Shelf is easy to access, no reaching or bending over, and easy to clean. Just drop it in and it's secure and ready to use.
CONVENIENT emergency power source for cellphones! (see included video)
Color Changing Tap-Water Filter
Magnetic Cometic Organizer
iPhone powered infrared clothing. Warming technology in cold weather conditions.
Quit dragging long, heavy tables to expos, party set ups, backyard BBQ's. This table folds,rolls and becomes an easy to pull storage cart!
Gesture translator
'hose sitter'
Smartphone/App controlled beach cooler! Don't lug your heavy cooler from car to beach, drive it! Sand too deep? Too hot? No problem! resub
Hidden Gps capsule that is dropped into the bike to recover stolen and lost bikes. It can also track miles and times for bikers.(150+ votes)
Smartphone cover screen
A simple suction devise that pivots and adjusts to hold any size umbrella. The devise attaches to inside of car freeing up your hands
Fretboard trainer
gyni pants..paper pants with the crouch and rear end out..( which is my sister (ALAWNDA RALPH'S IDEA )...im just helping her summit.
Universal Gift Card Reader App
Vets recommend brushing daily. This dental toy will have your pet brushing all day long w/o any effort from you.*Add. Pic* 73%v/v 3rd rsub
The clean shave
A silcone book cover. With interchangable letters to display name of Class. Hot, bold colors, protects books more than conventional covers.
The unlock is going to cut down on a lot of stress. By helping people not have to break their children out of bathrooms, closets and etc.
It's time to create matching jewelry for women with dogs. The mismatched look just doesn't work anymore. Come on! Play dress-up with us!
Design Blinds
Anti Snoring Pillowcase Protectors ~ why buy a pillow when you can try a pillowcase?
Turn the mini wine bottle/RTD bottle upside down unscrew the bottom, then place it on the what was the top or the neck &amp; U have a Glottle
A 3-sectioned metal interlocking anti splash cover to open the pan for use. We always get fat splashes from bacon, sausages or eggs frying.
Silicone bowl that can fold flat to turn into a lid for other bowls for food storage. Stores easy! Item in photo is a foldable dog bowl.
Waist High Cart on wheels-12x12. Should collapse down. Carries cleaning supplies.
I want to invent a inflateable stuffer that goes inside a ladies handbag while in the closet not being used. It can be called Purse Poof.
Mesh netting to hold soap bar. Applies soap while scrubbing and uses the whole soap bar. No wasted soap.
Safe Electronic Nail Cutter
Ferris wheel spice rack. Organize your spices and herbs in your cupboard. Corral your own containers which become easy to see and access.
Allen Wrench Set - Fold or quickly remove to use in smaller spaces. Individual wrench has special sliding feature. Screwdrivers too!!!
Turn your 6â€™ measuring tape into a 6â€™ grabbing tool. Snap on a hook, magnet, cordgrabber, carbineer clip, etc. Has a million uses!
Conditioning Brush
Sticky pad keeps house clean while construction or renovations projects are going on.No more tracking saw dust through the house.
Wig Stand Fan
A simple accessory that allows us to wear sunscreen on the back without assistance of another person.
A bar of soap with a styrofoam core that would look and feel like a full size bath bar but would only have an outer layer of actual soap.
Holds any size of picture at your door fridge with my Magniframe.
Never Struggle with Documents
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Electric table
Kid Back Pack with Tracks - Minimize back &amp; neck problems and reduce spreading germs with this fun &amp; innovative backpack! RESUBMIT
Keep your sponges, soap, and more in your sink - NOT on your countertop, spreading the mess!
Ergonomic backpack that can prevent the risk in the back and allows you to balance the weight of the books:Insert a simple elastic spring!
Hair Product Distributor
Solar power GPS/Cell phone holder that can be attached to any rear view mirror for hands-free operation and provide addition power.
SLIM Modular thermoelectric WINE Cooler! Leaves your bottles on display and chilled!!! no need to find space for that big bulky wine cooler
A sleeping/bed pillow with multiple "crevices" to help cradle the head, support the neck and allow the head to "breathe" and stay cool.
Universal Cell Dock Case On Go
Busy Body Beach Towel is an over-sized luxury beach towel with weighted, corner water-proof pockets.
I want to create a device that actively alerts drivers to dangerous wintery roads, and makes it easier for police to catch drunk drivers.
viewer
The Swivel Seat
Smart Pitchers Net
Uber Passanger identifier
RESUBMIT: Quick Change 5 pc Gardening Tool Set with one 25"-37" Telescopic Handle &amp; Carrying Case(Quirky Staff Please Review).
My idea consist of making magnetic multi-color panels to put in the kitchen to change the color of the refrigerator , stove &amp; dishwasher.
Micro USB &amp; Lightning in 1
Personal â€œDrop Offâ€ Oasis is a place for storing and dropping off all your essential accessories when coming home.
My freezable makeup bag is decorative, insulated, and can be reused indefinitely. Keep your makeup or prescriptions safe from the elements!
Sandholes- Shoes that sift out sand at the beach- All earnings go the St Jude's Children's Hospital
I use dental flossers, they keep me from going overboard like I sometimes do with regular dental floss yet my teeth are never clean enough.
Antiperspirant for your feet.
Portable Pocket will fit on books, notebooks etc. It holds pens, pencils, and glasses when working or reading. Items are at your fingertips.
Strapnow: HandsFree Clip & Go!
Out of Power Fridge Cooler
iMac Mirror. Plug and play without getting up.
A device that will keep track of all the books you have ever read.
This swim shirt alarm buoy would inflate by a remote control and bring a child to the surface with an audible and visible alarm
A simple handle with a shaft and clamp. That attaches itself to the toilet seat. No more touching the toilet sit!
Bolt
Shoe fan
Melody, social music jamming
Change is finally here, suction cups are a thing of the past. Future kitchens and baths will include a wet magnetic storage basket system?
Spritz it! A key chain size cleaning dispenser for your touch screen phone.
Rotary File Tray: The 2-in-1 must have product for every corporate and home office
Hanger Wrangler
this is a way for runners to bring some water with them without carrying a bottle or using a water belt .
OVEN SHELF SAFETY SLIDER
Pizza Box delivered from you favorite pizza place. That has directions to fold into smaller sizes for easier storage for left over pizza.
Smart Phone Battery reusing
keep it secure in your hand, with the iphone case attachable finger holder. give your hand a relaxing use, plus use it as a stand.
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Every Handyman and contractor needs to measure things. Conventional tape measures bend over at anything more than around 3 meter extension.
What if there was one simple disposable cleaning tool that did it all for cleaning out your filthy car cup holders?! No more rags or sprays!
Bi-fold Lg Screen Smart Phone
Freeway Siren
Is it possible? Large flat tv "screen" plugs into your tv, and displays tv image on it. Adapter turns your tv into a large flat screen-3D?
We love animals, but are very busy. My idea gives our furry loved ones a leak/spill proof water source for home, the park, or on the road!
Muted advertising. Spend a time of TV advertising in silence with your favourite music or just simply cover an adverising with time shift.
When traveling, that is when you most want to protect your electronics with a surge protector.
super sticky tape
large capacity Solid state drive out of old flash drives. Why throw out old flash drives or lose them in your office/home clutter?
Guitar Pick Clip. Inspired by the hair clip. Be able to clip your extra picks on you or on your instrument.
Save Cyclists Lives-Cyclist to Auto Alert System that uses RFID technology to warn approaching autos that a cyclist is near.
JUNKBOXX - The all-in-one desktop organizer with music, minifridge, alarm, flex light and other stuff. Study, party or have a cup of coffee.
A nomadic ceiling fan for people who rent and or need a quick versatile solution.
Finally! A tennis racquet that doesnâ€™t rim shank every 10th hit! By stringing to both edges, the whole racquet is now a sweet spot!
Time Preserving Pan
Car key strap while driving
Would you like to buy a waffle maker that cooks to perfection. This Enamel Cast Iron is what you need. Electric or stove top model.
Peep Hole Cam
Smart Teddy, a fun interactive toy with bluetooth remote control
Scrapper Keeper
Anyone i meet on the go carries a charger so why not have one that can conform to any situation that comes your way OPTIONS AND RELIABILITY!
Restaurant Table: Touch Screen Point of Sale System, Gaming, Dating, Inventory Control, Play Games
The laser measure! Measure things using lasers! Just point and measure.
Font Friendly Smartphone
Your car can email you about your fuel, oil level, upcoming maintenance and much more.
Every Quirky staff member, inventor, consumer, and anyone aware of the Quirky company should have a Quirky poster hanging on their wall
A remote control that resets your internet. Once a week my internet goes out and I have to get up and go into another room to reset it.
air safety valve
Make trash beautiful. Trash receptacle outer decorative cover that improves the aesthetics of both the receptacle and the room.
Smart Binder
sanding gloves.they can sand anything.they are especially great on curved or round objects.replacing paper is as easy as pull off Stick on.
MiniVac Shaver a detachable device that uses current vacuum technology to clean the blockage of hair from the razor blades without water.
!!! SAFETY FIRST !!! A Cell phone case that protects Children and Their Phone!!
Vehicle Paper Towel Holder, made for school bus drivers & anyone on the go Located on seat back has convenience of easy access & clean up
A simple soft plastic, more like gum, to put on regular headphones to have a high performance in-ear headphones.
Mini mop to clean around toilet pedestal. Three foot handle has trigger to release paper into bowl. Uses four sheets of toilet paper folded.
A bed sheet with a simple, but useful addition. Know the short side of the sheet with quick glance at any corner.
Mobile Phone Scanner
Portable Clothes Hanger Carrier, Handle hinges over doorknob, middle section pops out, hang many hangers when folding, swivel handle &amp; carry
This product makes any TV screen a computer monitor.
Perfect Nail Guards
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A power tool to spread particulate matter such as rock salt, grass seed, or even fertilizer.
Foreman
The Vacuum Helper
#NAME?
Arm workout anytime--fashionable "bracelets" that are weights. No unsightly ones or bulk, just pretty and discreet arm weights.
Compact Waste Mgmt Bin
The Thumbs-Lock
Ever get tired switching between a highlighter and a pen? Try the new, Highlight N' Write Pen and you'll only be a quick click away!
The Lock Pot
I imagine wearing stylish, lightweight, ped-like foot protector for wallking on the scorching sand and boardwalk. Trendy yet functional!
Sifter's Assistant-Allows sifting of dry ingredients onto a platform for pouring into an electric mixer bowl. Pourer's Assistant-Same idea.
Need help breathing easier at night? Try Nasal-Aid to help you breathe better. It's not a BREATHE RIGHT Strip, but a strip under the nose!
My invention of a new ratchet wrench. Now you can attach ratchet to my wrench for tight hard to work spaces. Impact capable for bolt breakin
It's a re-usable zip-tie. Nuff' said.
Innovative Media Storage &amp; Omni-Directional Speaker Holder System. Home Theater/Computer Station Sound &amp; Media organization Centralized.
App Enabled Waist Measuring Tape. Keep track of your inches on your iPhone.Great for a seamstress.Resub
A simple and whimsical organizational wall fixture.Itâ€™s cheap to manufacture but doesnâ€™t sacrifice style & quality for college students.
Multi-functional DECK RAILING HANGER HOOKS! Decorate your deck railing with a variety of bird feeders, chimes, flower pots, & even SHELVES!
A new kind of BALL which could be a sport a pastime or just a kids game or better yet all of the above.
The EGG-UCATION CRAFT
Smart Fever Alert
Peekaboo Peephole
a wireless handheld photocopy machine that people can use to save their data and print them with/out internet
RESUBMIT "Q" CARABINER with retractable key chain. Perfect for QUIRKY PROMO EVENTS &amp; spreading the Q or for Quirky PRO Members : )
Products sell if 'needs' are met. Everyone has a smartphone cover; everyone looks in the mirror - smartphone case with a mirror on the back.
How about a small device that can be attached to keys,TV remote controls and more that will make a sound with the clap of hands when lost.
A two piece set that contains a Hair Straightener with incorporated hair serum dispenser and a blowdryer comb. Saves you time and effort!
Padded weightlifting shorts
Tired of carrying stuff to the beach!!! Beach Sand Sled - aid in carrying all beach items to your favorite beach spot.
DRYING RACK -Multifunctional-Legit-BEAST oF NATURE- Kitchen Real Estate - everyone always wants more room yet using less space: HERE IT IS!!
The Mailbox Slider allows rural route mail customers to get mail out of their mailbox. Pull the Mailbox Slider toward you for easy access.
Carseat2carry
A futon that is a chair also! It starts as a chair, then slides out into a couch then lays back into a bed. Chair-Couch-Bed All in One!
bluetooth sconce speaker
It's a case that holds your headphones.
The incredable shrinking oven
I worry the weight of the shower station will damage damage the shower pipe. I would like a shower station door caddy.
Smart controlled outdoor gas BBQ. Probes for meat, monitor grill temp, control temps, preheat, even set Rare, Med, or well.
Students want to $ave. Growing own food in dorm. Limited space. A green wall hangs on door-'pouches' for variety of vegetables and herbs
SMART PITCHERS---Change the Colour/Pattern/Even Make Your Own &amp; More!!--Beautiful Napkin Holder
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Put out the "unwelcome mat" to pesky peddlers with the world's only light-up and audible (Human voice)motion-activated "NO SOLICITING" sign.
Tired of bending over to push around your child's stroller? Use the tall mommy handle extensions.
An all-in-one school chalk/dry erase board pack.Includes eraser, sponge, chalk/marker holder with suction cup backing & liquid compartment.
Thigh Pad Smart Phone
Too many eletronics to charge?! Power outlet ball! All your needs in just one product! Plug direct to outlet!Easy to use!
#spotsv The Slap On Pen Bracelet. Have a Pen you can easily get to and have it look neat on your arm.
Smarter Babyproofing
State of Security
Dog poop in the trash can stinks! Why not place that small bag of poop in an odor locking trash can and forget about it until trash day!
sinussense
Oval toilet plunger
I think you can make small solar panel and solar panel cable. you will connect solar panel to ipad ipad will charge
Wash your dishes in the sink and then lift them out to rinse all at once. Saves water, time and counter top space and wash your veggies too.
Suction cup mountable, glazed plastic wall cover, changeable, whatever color, size, shape that come with varied stick-on removable pictures.
Portable Ipad stand to speeches, exhibitions and others.
Sticky Tissue Box
Using multiple ziploc bags to keep items separate? Multi-divided ziploc bags. Save space, plastic &amp; time. What would you use it for?
A portable outlet adapter you can use in any outlet in your house, or anywhere and is controlled by a phone or tablet!
Love your convenient pay-pass/blink technology on your cards but hate your vulnerability? Get RED CASH!
Cleaning is easy with the 4 in 1 Cleaning System including Broom, Telescopic Duster, Brush &amp; Vacuum Adaptor. No more climbing to clean dust.
The backpack that pulls your bag for you. Walk through airports with your hands completely free to do other things. *DEMO VIDEO ATTACHED*
An adjustable, weatherproof-weighted sleeve that aesthetically and quickly wraps around a pole, leg, or arm of a fixture to keep it secure.
body dryer
WINK 'Teleport Memo Board'
A cell phone charger that has a light at the mini-usb connector and can store easily.
A better dustpan that zaps those last annoying bits of dirt! No more of "no matter how long you do it, dirt remains behind..."
The Digital Running Visors incorporates a transparent digital LCD screen into a sports visor that gives runners info on time and distance.
Plugging something in outside of your home? How about a solar powered outlet or solar power strip so you are not paying for electricity.
Vacuum iPad Holder is simple thing that allows to stick your precious to the bathroom mirror, kitchen shelf, car window etc.
Waiter-Whistle
Cigarette-shaped Incense Stick
The Lullabye Baby Bottle Sleeve featuring "A message from Mommy!"
A unique TOY Robot that encourages a child's creativity, self expression and accomplishment!
Tapa
Store and heat foods in a single microwavable vessel witout the need to remove lid and stir half way thru cycle for uniform heating.
MY IDEA IS ALL IN ONE WASHER AND DRYER COMBO WITH ONE SWITCH YOU CAN WASH AND DRY YOUR CLOTHES IN THE SAME
MACHINE ONE MACHINE DOES IT ALL
An anti-snow car blanket that is made from snow deterrent outer layer and soft inlayer that could be easily "pulled" from on top of car.
Pre Cracked cell phone glass.
Cable/Tv remote control finder with charger.
Kid Kache is turn-key, customizable, behavior-modification tool that any family with kids, 4-12yrs old, can easily implement in their home.
Tish-Two, take the standard toilet paper dispenser and make an extender that allows your regular roll and a secondary supply.
Hassle-Free Bottom Bed Sheets
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Outlet Plug Night Light - a child safe night light. Good for kids rooms, hallways, etc.
resub-Auto Darkning car shade
App Universal Dock Reader Wifi HDD SD XD MS Mini SD T-Flash/Micro SD send view &amp; storage all data from your cell music pic video scan doc
Cigar Cutter & Bottle Opener
A kids' carnival booth water gun target game for the bath tub. Inserts into the drain and also serves as a stopper.
See though plexiglass Guitar Case/Stand/backpack, Battery operated light. Rollers in bottom with stand knobs &amp; handle like a suit case.
THE VAC"YOU"M A personal hygiene vaccuum the size of a pen with a long tip. This can be used for ear wax or dried nasal mucus aka "boogers"
A Multiple Sunglasses Holder for your car visor. The final product will look like your CD holder, but with pockets to hold the glasses.
Save money and time
Hot Hot Air Fares
HandheldMagnetic Bottle Opener
A hot glue gun that is cordless powered with wireless induction from a specially designed base to a battery embedded in the handle.
Laptop Glare Protector
Imagine being able to take your current saved game on Black ops 2 on your tablet. Now add a xbox or ps controller to the tablet via usb.
3-in-1 HIGH CHAIR/WALKER/HARNESS WALKING TRAINER..FOR PEOPLE WITH SMALL APARTMENTS OR JUST LACK OF SPACE.MONEY
SAVER$$$$$$$...SPACE SAVER!!!
HERE'S A NEW WAY TO HANG CLOTHES WITHOUT HAVING TO TAKE UP SPACE WITH BULKY STAND-UP RACKS. EASY TO HANG IN
EVERY ROOM IN THE HOUSE.
THE SCREAM BAG ~ A small sound proof bag that you can put over your mouth and scream in to without anyone else hearing you.
Dirty truck bed?Not anymore!With my new truck broom, you can sweep out your truck bed with ease.Retractable handle, strong bristles.
Quirky Team Members your help is needed to produce the very Best scale/cell phone case on the market:) Sample Photo is my Profile Pic
Make Ironing your friend =)
Never lose valuable items again in your home! My idea..you attach smart label to your items and you can find with the Reader/Tracker Device.
A click pin that holds tied shoe laces in place & prevents them from unnecessarily opening up so that kids don't trip and enjoy their game.
NO MORE WASTED TOOTHPASTE STUCK TO THE SINK OR KIDS WAITING FOR YOU TO PUT THE TOOTHPASTE ON THEIR BRUSH. EASY
TO APPLY TOOTHPASTE BRUSH!
â€SwingHookâ€ A Quirky Door Hang System â€“ 5 Levels of Hooks that swing away from door to allow for easy access to clothes, jackets, etc.
SelfieCam
Don't like your windows view? We can change that for you. Or don't have a window at all we can fix that too. Try our unique seasonal window.
My idea is to create a magic trick of a vessel that releases water each time that the vessel is upended. I already have a working prototype.
KIDS Ball Bounce Cup Game
Ostrich pillow is going to be the next big thing. Lets make something simpler and more useful. Take a nap anywhere anytime.
H20- My idea is to make a water box with a straw in the same type of box as a juice box.
Hammock Auto-Rocker
WaterTemp *Get that water at the right temperature* - Double visual indicators A trash can with a tissue box type container attached to the bottom so the bags can be stored- New trash bag comes up when old one pulls out
Traveler Toothbrush
Nice Fit
RAZOR CADDY gives easy access to hair grooming items by a device around your cylinder of choice with selective adapting rings of your desire
Bedheadzzz are iron-on decals for the underside of your fitted sheets so you can always tell which corner to start from.
Car Slicker Ice Protector
I needed to buy a grave stone ,found it very expensive and no alternatives most are made of granite or marble and additional associated cost
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Hate doing dishes? Frustrated with your cluttered sink? Invest in this two-in-one sprayer and soap dispenser and enjoy doing dishes again!
Ever been woken up in the middle of the night by the shrill chirp of a low battery in a smoke detector? What do you do? My idea solves this
App-enabled task&amp;grow light for plants--render by SI--Resub--Ability to change program on the fly or from the comfort of your easy chair
Ladies! Makes those sky-high heels fit better!Plus remove all the pain that comes from rubbing, bunions, blisters, and loose fit!
Cribbage, Mattel Style
I thought of a container for powder supplements that also holds your funnel. So you will be able to pore it to a water bottle.
Collapsible Trash Can! I repeat Collapsible Trash Can!
An LED lighting system I call "DeckLights" that's mounted under a skateboarder's longboard to act as a safety warning to motorists.
Binder with adjustable rings that allows you to make them larger or smaller to create a more compact efficient versatile organized binder.
Personal Ponytail Vacuum, like the popular YouTube video... One handed, one person operation! Perfect PonyTails in seconds! SEE VIDEO!
THE QUIRKY MINI HARNESS WITH A SUCTION CUP...NO MORE SUCTION CUP SHOWER CADDYS FALLING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
NIGHT CAUSE OF TO MUCH WEIGHT!
beach chair cover
Finally, a 'scented', DISPOSABLE bed pillow cover that will save your pillows. Gone are the days of stinky, oily, drooled on bed pillows.
How much would you pay for reduce or no more foot, leg, back pain?
World's Best SUV Truck Console
Cat scratch protection for furniture legs that conforms to the leg.
Lids Up!
Angel Bug
Car foot rest
Rechargble battery/handle=comes with 7+ CORDLESS KITCHEN GADGETS to plug into it ElectricKnife,can/wineOpener,beaters,wisk,auto stir,frother
This idea can work!! I need your help. A Compressed Air Razor Cleaner! Uses less water! Avoids breaking razors! Eliminates sink cleanup!
Combine the concept of Cordies with a stand-alone docking station for your essentials (electronic and other).
RESUBMITTED A plastic ring and cap for dry products or frozen vegetables that come in plastic bags. Available in various sizes and colors.
A bag to hold/carry a 25ft to 100ft extension cord that protects it and keeps it from getting knotted during use and storage.
Idea is for a collapsable/telescoping glasses case. The case expands to protect your specs while collapsing when not in use.
Your carkeys tells you you forgot your phone.
Low cost, low capacity USB Flash Drive that looks like a cute little Floppy Disk.
a orange reflective magnet that sticks to the side of a car door that stops people from taking your door off in the street or parking lot
Ever wanted to have your wine bottle transform into a wine glass in just 2 easy steps. The wine industry will love this idea.
Soft pillow for ereaders/ipad to use while lying down. Zippered channel running along bottom width to secure device and slot for glasses.
Send the kids to school with mix and match pens, markers, pencils and erasers. Connect together your two writing tools and they become one.
My invention is the Plant Shield.It protects plants from early and late frost. Covering plants in our yards with a beautiful cover.
NOAA-Wind Chimes: reliable Severe Weather/Tornado Warning System. And For Disaster Relief Effort.
"Baby on board" electronic txt
two in one fruit/snack bowl (fruit/snack on the top, seed/rubish in the bottom)
A backpack you wear over your head/shoulders that distributes weight evenly.
A panoramic mount for all iPhone and iPod touch models.
The Translator
Air Sled. Winter Fun, New Way! Mix of a small air mattress and rubber boat to sled down the hills.
A healthy way to fry your favorite snacks without cleaning and scrubbing the deep fryer. Use these disposable inner bowl.
The idea is simple. 1 dollar. Thousands, maybe millions of people. It's charity + social elements making benevolence both fun &amp; profitable.
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My Lil Mechanic a manual or battery powered play car with moving parts under the hood. They can check the oil and fix the motor like daddy.
Tough Plastic Packaging Cutter
Having to pick the sink catcher and getting my hands filthy. Sink catcher filling up with icky things, water flooding the sink.
A counter top mini, mini refrigerator that stores your condiments and salad dressings in your choice of an inverted or an upright position.
Magno Curtain Rail
Inline Gaming Encryptor
Auto Dry Sink
Squeeze it, where you need it-no extra dish needed, minimum effort for cleaning no wastet juice. Squeeze directly into tumbler, mug, crock.
Whether entertaining or family dining, make each dining experience count. Simplifies multiple items used into 1 eco-friendly product.
A small, falt vacuum cleaner designed specificially for your shoes. Run your shoes over the top and instantly have clean shoes and floors.
adjustable book claw/clasp holder with pouch and handle , i wanna see kids get away from back packs,straps,over shoulders ect
A shower mister to load any of the Bath + Body type scents for the end game of your shower. Ahh...finely misted all over-even on my back!
Reliving History
Apple Corer Extended
Beverage containers that slide onto refrigerator and cabinet shelves. They take advantage of the dead space below the shelves.
Bath Tub Side Foot Mat
Wake up the natural way with the venetian blind alarm clock.
TRANSFORMER SHOES â€“ Travelers can convert 1 pair of shoes into formal shoes or walking/sports shoes, with different looks, in minutes!!
To create a scratch proof slide/clip on/adhesive silicone pocket or tray for your monitor to hold your eyeglasses/pens/pencils/flashdrive
Brushing your teeth should be SIMPLE and easy !!! Eliminating the use of those large , messy, not accurate toothpaste tubes !!
The Perfect Bartender! NIP DISPENSER WITH TOUCH SCREEN!. Dispenses nips needed for making drinks. Choose from dozens of drink selections.
My idea is to make a standard size trash can with a vacuum dust pan at the bottom.
Vegetarian fast food
Cable Box Cover
eQuariam - Where the Pets Never Die
The Flame Handler
Interactive School Bus
Extract the water from your sponges and dish clothes within seconds after doing the dishes with the "Kitchen Tornado"!
Closet Smoker - A device enabling you to smoke in restricted areas. Inhale and exhale smoke through the device to capture the smoke odors.
test
Lunch Box Container with Adjustable and Removable Dividers for Customizable Food Storing and Easy Cleaning
Cornered mirrors that hook onto the corners of shopping cart isles. No more being !SURPRISED! by shopping carts popping out in front of you.
Table cloth blowing away? Tired of mess at the end of the party? Table cloth with draw string, stays on table and turns into garbage bag.
emergency belt
Cover an ugly wall outlet, Create a unique night light for the kids room, Bring home decoration into a new level. Printable outlet covers!
8/3/1999 received patent for a "Film Carrier" Patent 5,931,363. 35mm film now extinct. Concept still valid but needs a new use.
Use high quality planar speakers in a iPhone case to look like a real boom box or stereo, Have an amp and battery included.
KAELA'S CARDS! The Invention-Quotation Playing Cards. Quirky advertises inventions with cool quotations while friends &amp; fam. play fun games!
Sunchest
Bobble Executive - Line Ext.
The Atlas Hub
Oversized Round Beach Towel
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I have an idea of a charger you can switch from plug to car charger all in one. Usually you have to buy two chargers
Exploding Confetti Cork
Is your dog walker really walking your dog?
Sound redirecting iPhone case to provide superb full quality audio from the iPhone without need for earphones or a supplementary speaker
Child can't tie his shoes? Short plastic tube slips on laces. Pinch and tie a granny knot for perfect loops! Perfect for arthritis,too.
Scuba Diving Pool Toy for Kids - device to give kids the ability to breathe under water in their own pool. UNDER PARENTAL SUPERVISION
Tired of having your bluetooth or ipod ear plug fall out, with the all new in canal ear bud adapter. Slips right on and never worry again.
Mini Silverware dispenser for home use.
Collar,crate & smoke alarm. Save your pet from fire. Smoke alarm sounds,crate opens, collar flashes, dog escapes / or is found by fireman.
COOLER PACK - A unique way to hold your accessories while at the beach or floating the river.
2Liter Soda Fountain Distribution System. Have "Soda on Tap" ready. Easy to Refill . Great for Parties and other events. KEG
Re-Frase It Comprehension Prog
Women's socks and stockings: I have a problem here. I want to wear comfortable socks to my work that also fit smoothly on my legs.
Lens pets! As a mom/child photographer, I need to get kids to look at the camera. This is a fun, bright, gadget that grabs their attention.
Quirky can redesign the dish washing soap/liquid bottle to make it easily dispense soap (much like a bottle of hand soap or hand sanitizer)
portable glass or quartz/ ceramic lighter, safe no butane, lasts longer clean healthier way to light fire, camping, cigar ,pyro ect
Safety Fruit &amp; Veggie Wash
Hair Do-It-All
Residential Door hinges are often dirty from either paint or corrosion. This foam tape decal is used to cover the face of the hinge plate.
Emergency alert of local tornados etc. Connect directly to your internet or as an app that would turn on your phone to alert you
Multi Cosmetic Pen
A solar-powered video and audio recorder than clips on the cover of a binder. Using the binder as a stand, holder for a small lcd screen.
Visible Transparent Packaging Tape. Clear tape infused with a chemical in the bonding glue that tints upon exposure to air.
Monster box
Filler paper, or bound paper in a notebook, with adhesive strips to incorporate loose worksheets into students' notes. Fast! Easy!
New Wave Garden Rake
Parents NEED an Ipad/Ipad mini/Kindle holster for their car! Baby can enjoy the apps without touching. Perfect for rear/front facing babies.
Never leave home without it! Your cell phone, that is!
Corrugated Pizza Plate, No More Soggy Pizza!
Does anyone else wash/rinse/dry plastic zip bags? Suction pole for bottom of KITCHEN SINK to dry/drain clean "recycled" zip bags.
My product is an easy maintenance smoke detector. It is special because it makes maintenance of a life saving device easy as pie.
A device that gives individuals a proven method to help them stop smoking in a short time span.
Mini vac for Mom's on the go: Diaper bag sized rechargeable vacuum w/ light & w/ wet wipe dispenser in handle for Mom's w/ tiny messes.
A Plastic Stick Ice Cream Holder,
#spotsv This adorable pencil buddy + sharpener will hold two sharpened pencils, ready to jot down your next invention. A quirky character.
Have your pet sleep with you, not on you. It's a pet bed that attaches to the side of the bed at the same height for your pet to sleep on.
Make your iPad louder and protect it at the same time!
Burger bun & pita baked pots
Sound Bubble
Boot-It Disposable Weatherboot
A baby crawl board - like a skate board with a belly saddle, bumpers &amp; safety wheels that allow for safe early crawling.
This invention keeps the sunglasses or prescription glasses off the cheeks for ppl w small/flat nose and gives cushion for ppl w large nose.
2in1 straightener. Take the straightener and add a brush to it so when straightening your hair you won't be swapping your brush back & 4th
Foldable Terrarium
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Folding Shower Rod Drying Rack. Also can be temporally or permanently hung in laundry rooms, in basements, or outside under soffit.
When Math Attacks ?!
A BRIGHT SOLUTION FOR THOSE HARD TO FIND IN THE DARK POWER POINTS ;)
Do you have multiple iGadgets? Customize your docking station!
Lifting Equipment for Patients
Dog Leash by Jan
Do you keep losing or forgetting your passwords? I have a great idea to keep them in one place and its portable.
Bendy LED Medusa light. Turn a lamp or simple fixture into a fun flexible directional light. resubmit
Animal tag reader
The PowerRack gives your kitchen more power where you need it the most. This is no ordinary spice rack! Functionality finally meets design
Fur Ball Buster! Issues with dust and random pet hair tumble weeds? This device allows you to keep your floor cleaner with little effort.
Upright Vacuum Attachment Wand for Use Under Beds, Dressers and on Curtains. [NEW Proof of Concept Video!]
app enabled home heater allows you to control temperature anywhere you want
A one handled shovel which allows you to lift almost as much as a two handed shovel to enable your free hand to hold a sack or open a lid.
Old fashioned squirt guns to serve shots in bars.You can have 4-5 different ones with names related 2 each alcohol-i.e."Reach for the Skyy"
A 4 bottle carry-all. All 7 ounce. Total weight = one commercial cleaning spray bottle. Decant 4 different cleaners into 4 bottles. Spray.
Baggie Pour Spout
miniaturized air dances,shape of ghost 12" tall motion sensor activated. Once inflated scary noise,lights, red eyes. in 2 seconds all over
Easy Cord Repair Kit
The FLIPZ Lounger is a convertible cat scratcher that transforms into a play zone and nap area. 2x's the use of a regular scratcher.
The Plugger
Non-entangling Pet Tie-Out
EZ Rest Backpacking Tent
Evidence shows slight brain stimulation reduces SIDS death. My device slightly stimulates the infant brain during sleep, reducing SIDS risk
thigh phone holder for driving
Please Help Need V and FB. Hello everyone Ray here and my idea of the Travel Tray used for laptop work, food, reading while parked in car
A push pin with a loop accessed with magnets. Pin your photos &amp; documents without damaging them or hang your keys/jewelry/glasses/etc.
RESUB: Modular custom power cord. Each sold separately.Click into place.Need more outlets/USBs/Cord wraps?To drill?Stick?Portable?placement?
The fold up and easy to store Click-Broom with storagebag. Click to clean, click to store. No more trying to find a place to hide the broom.
A good-looking bracelet-like motion-powered sensor that either flashes or vibrates when someone is trying to reach you on the phone.
Increase your lower body circulation. The Workout Pedal is an exercise option so compact that it stores in your briefcase or computer bag.
Workout Leash
ANYTHING THAT'S POWERED BY USB CAN BE POWERED BY A PHONE JACK!
Ejectable power plug device for laptop. Plug power cord directly into device, when laptop battery is fully charged power cord is ejected.
All in one broom handle with interchangeable garden tool heads
Timed Candle Extinguisher: Sits on rim of candle and can be timed to close after a designated time using a diaphragm to extinguish the flame
WINK Dehumidifier! EASIER TO USE model with App enabled humidity readings plus ERGO unit/bucket design!
An iPhone case with a lighter, multi-tool and a flashlight.
A decorative sink cover. It unfolds and lays over the top of sinks to temporarily hide dirty dishes from view.
Study Buddy
Case w/ extremely thin storage for diabetic needs.Make a new thin pricker,thin test strip compartment,&amp; I can use/store my own small reader
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Suites ready to Storage and ready to go for business in Style or other event. Are you a Busy Entrepreneur? Hard Case storage
Hello! storage box for make up brushes and compact powders
Do you wear a hard hat? Tired of blemishes,oily skin,and black heads? Sweat Banz pulls that moisture away from your forehead. Heal your skin
Foot Friend
Mobile Memory for smart phones
Flat bladed cooking tongs
Power Bank (SWISS ARMY Sytle)
NO MORE COLD FOOD!! A serving dish that keeps food warm while it sits on the table!
LET'S AVOID ACCIDENTS! Let's put small rear mirrors in the back doors of the cars (with motion detector)
Looking for a fun way and organized way to shower without the need to worry about organizing, falling over or dropping your Toiletries ????
Have you ever wanted to make sure that your hair looked as good in the back of your head as it did in the front? Here is the solution!
A holder of memory cards &amp; flash drives: Itâ€™s round, 4 sq in, with cover choice, and Styles A-4 cards &amp; 1 drive, or B-2 cards &amp; 2 drives.
Had stains on your best shirt &amp; forgot to treat before laundering? NOW IT'S TRASH! Reduce risk of losing costly clothes to forgotten stains.
Countertop Food Scraps Freezer trash can â€“ use to freeze smelling food scraps
I'm tired of moving wet laundry out of one large appliance, and into another large appliance. Space & Time saver: 1 appliance to do BOTH
NEVER scrape mandatory stickers off your windshield or windows AGAIN!
antigravity sports equipment
Transitional Windshield- Protect you and your family from accidents while driving caused by glare from the sun, snow or reflected images.
Lost it? Neve
Sun Drip System. Modular solar panels, wire, grow-lux lighting; sunlight from treetops to shadows and beyond sunset; match plant tag reqs.
Quirky android and iphone app, now you can invent on the go
Hot Wheels FANTASY
Teenie Weenie Cleanies (TWCs)
Wall Crates! Line Extension. Quirky, Jenny, check this idea out!
Cord Hugger
Shirt pocket smartphone holder
Simple System 4 Parents/Kids. Pour in Juice/Milk &amp; child simply goes into fridge &amp; grabs drink ready 2 go. No Pour/No Spill. Resub 260 votes
KP Scarf, cell phone safety
Think one of those roll out braxton type bags with a place for everything, now think kids roll out lunch box with space for an ice pack.
iPhone case that turns into a stand..............Gives you the most out of a case
If you've ever tried sleeping in a sedan (for whatever reason) you probably didn't wake up thinking "I cant wait to do that again"...Carcot
Phone Pad
A new type of stepper exercise equipment. Instead of your feet next to each other going up &amp; down, one foot is in front of the other.
Doorack provides skiers/boarders with an efficient way to store their equipment out of the way on the back of their closet or bedroom door.
A cup holder for the car that adjusts to any size cup!
An adjustable shelf positioned around a lally column that in tests supports approx 50-60 lbs and secured with a strap.
Insta-Wrap is designed to allow consumers to quickly and easily wrap gifts without the use of scissors, tape, and other similar tools.
Automatic toilet snake that would clear a toilet if the water rises to high due to a clog.
An infant spoon that lights up or glows when an infant puts it into its mouth
The "Garousel"vertical storage for fasteners like nuts & bolts & just about anything else. Larger version holds power tools, shoes...
Key Glove Light
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Shark Swimming Kit
Automatic aluminum can crusher. Crushes several pounds of aluminum cans into several pounds of aluminum cans reducing storage space.
No Bluetooth on your car then you need an auxiliary port plug/cradle to hold, charge and play! Solar extra juice maybeâ€¦..
Lawn Cleaner
Coffee Boost! The first dietary supplement that goes right in your morning joe. Get more out of your wake up juice with Coffee Boost!
re do instant post
Sleek unobtrusive phone case that will fit seamlessly into your pocket and prevent your phone from turning horizontally causing discomfort
recycle small pieces of soap
Why Do People With Broken Bones Get All The Fun? A Whiteboard Cloth Cover For Sprains So People Can Sign. Check Out Tatco For Material.
Wrist Support Carving Knife
Tool makes cutting any lengths of drywall, esp. the various widths required when "boxing in" soffits, a lot easier. DIY-er friendly.
Band that fits securely around the crease of a wallet, attached to a short extension with a clip on the end. Clip attaches to pant's pocket.
Portable lightweight tote that holds everything you need for work and the car. Organize and unclutter!
Affordable Smart Car Seat
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
Prevent your baseball or golf caps from getting ruined by sweat
When you are in need of a stylus for accuracy on your touch screen device, but would rather have accuracy at the tip of your finger.
"Bet Your House" Poker Chips
A yoga/exercise mat with a grid pattern on it. Grid could be a plain old grid, or something hip like a very geometric robot!
Soil temp up 20 in 10 days nets kept deer away sunscreen protects plants tall legs give room rain wonâ€™t split tomatoes dry grass for mulch
This is a CONE CUP. If you are trying to figure it out, how to make a sweet soft cone without falling all apart; this is how you get it.
Indestructible Backpack Roller
Relieve adult pains hanging upsidedown as you did as a kid. Cure stress, back, neck pain in complete comfort. No tugging on your ankles.
A small (4"x6") drop-down plate installed about 4 ft up next to your room door entrance in hotels. Hold a cup, hang clothes, etc.
Anti lip balm waster
solar powered ceiling fans, mounted thru roof w/no elect, just sunshine. Dog & kids little tyke house version w/ solar power & foam blades
Grilling with pie: Stop wasting grill space on circular grills -- Use a pie-slice shaped grill pan!
The device I would like to invent allows you to directly load music from CDs onto your iPhone and other portable electronic devices.
Imagine texting or on the phone while driving and your cell phone doesn't allow you to continue unless you pull over or wait until later.
STOP Using Toxic Plastic Wrap and Expensive Foil - Wrap Rites are Silicone Straps that Secure Wax Paper - It's the RIGHT Way to Wrap!
SENSE-A-PEST
Sleep N' Pump
gel phone case
I.D. tags! Snap it on your shoe and off you go. Want to go for a run or bike ride? Never leave the house with out a form of I.D.!
MP3 + Light + Horn = 3-In-One Bike Light - Attaches to wheel axle. Horn and MP3 player utilize Bluetooth and MicroSD card; USB rechargeable
An oven clamp that makes it easy to remove items from the oven, carry heavy pots and pans, Two clamps can adjust and act as a cooling rack.
Remote Control Holder
Do you have a pair of pants where the zipper is always falling down? What if there was a clip that attached you zipper to you pants button.
Robotic lawn mower. This is a fast growing market and Quirky should get on board to make a lot of money.
Tabletop Maze Game
Cooking Oil Antispill
App enabled earbuds that take your temperature. Listen to music and take your temp.
A showerhead that can keep track of your water usage, tell you when to clean it, pause to wash your body and more
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A small device you keep on a key chain or pocket that beeps when you get away from your phone.No more loss or stolen cellphones etc!
PJ Stirrups
CRA Gaming Chair
Tired of all that stuff that constantly appears under your sofa cushions?what about a slide out tray to carry right to the garbage?(RESUB)
E-Cigarette for asthmatics
Self-Cleaning French Fry Dispe
Reinventing the Post-it Brand. Becoming different is my invention using non-paper products. Save money, go green and save your time.
moible phone device case accessory allow to catch and secure the mobile phone prevent it falling down, make it easier ,safe easy to hold.
Car alarms require lots of wiring and installation time. What if fitting a car alarm was as simple as installing a new car battery?
My idea is to cut down on the clutter surrounding my sink, I have a small kitchen so I'd like less bottles etc. along the back ledge
Sierra Saunas
Modular LED flex-lights that can be customized into fancy signage inexpensively or be used individually for reading/decorating.
My idea is a line of food products that is absolutely salt and sugar free, including all canned and bottled products: soup, bar-b-que, etc
machine that fits sterile gloves on hand without hassle and time wasting. insert hand and pull away.like a hand blowdryer in restrooms. dr
defrosters for the tops of 18 wheeler box trucks to keep the snow & ice of of it.
smart truck
Shirt Folder / Holder - Fold and store your favorite shirt without piling other clothes on top. Easy fold! easy store! and easy access!
Was UC 'Apple Heads!'a range of fun Slip on collectible hair pieces-for iPhone/iPad/iPod !(help protect too)
Its a binder and a pencil pouch combined. You know how kids come to class unprepared,so prevent that happening to your child.
its a REAL chewable vitamin ..it's a NO sugar- naturally sweet GUM!!! all the vitamins and minerals in a CHEWABLE GUM!!
defrost
A new stylish idea on an age old concept for the growing family. Itâ€™s easy to use and functional for all. The WE-GO, a collapsible wagon.
EASY TENNIS BALL PICKUP There is no need to bend down to pick up the balls, they go directly to the basket.
Automatic Tennis Ball Thrower
BACK TO FRONT HD MIRROR
Blooming/Pop-up Hat Rack for assortment of hats. Very simple to use. Stop crushing hat rims.
Salt &amp; Pepper..On the go
Snack Sticks: Kids are always "hungry", but don't eat very much. These are little snack containers parents can take with them!
A long, pliable straw that goes from the commuter cup to the dashboard in a car.
Trouble using your side mirrors when it is rainy/misty out? This device will allow you to keep your side mirrors visible at all times.
The Ladda-Grip(ladder grip)clamp on handle for step ladders. The Ladda-Grip eliminates the fatigue of carrying your step ladder VERTICALLY.
Mesh storage bag with metal frame that doubles as a bike lock. Mesh frame clamps around tire or bike frame then to bike rack or other anchor
Collapsible drying rack with wheels and a handle, a shelf for laundry basket, and a space for full-body length clothes.
Lunches made easier! The first Glass DIVIDED lunch container that's family friendly, convenient, microwaveable, reliable, and Eco-friendly!
Tacky, stretchable bands that fit over the jaws of a pants hanger to tighten the grip on pants on a hanger that has lost its gripping power.
Tailgate time means only one thing food and drink. Chugger is able to combine two or more of your favorite canned drinks for massconsumption
Introducing the BIG BAD BATHROOM CLEANING BUCKET. It contains EVERYTHING you need to clean a bathroom in one fell swoop!
Pea Pad
Wireless baby monitor
Pestle Wrap (Dec13, 16 Update)
Safety Tape- "Neon Glo in Dark" colors 4 rolls of colored tape to put on jacket-back packs and sneakers- you design it with your children!!!
i love you app
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The Floating Ball or Hover Ball is a helium filled rubber ball with an impervious bladder that is refillable, and played indoors or out.
Inline Headphone Amplifier. The power to drive good sound. With the in line amplifier devices can have better volume and equalizer control
Corn Doggs
Kettle Bell Alarm Clock. Wake up by working out. Get the blood flowing for a great day.
Cooking Device&amp; cartridge food
No Mess Frosting Bag and Filling and Mixing Station
2 in 1 Auto &amp; Home iphone/ipod charger
Prize soap. Fortune cookie soap, horoscope soap, item in capsule in the soap bar. Kids toys? Chocolate lovers? Game pieces? Coupons? etc...
Want your kids to play ladder golf and not worry about them cracking their skull? Don't have room to bring it? Inflatable ladder golf
It's a One Stop Tea Shop... Keep your tea's fresh/visible/organized with this Tea Bag Station. No more tea bag clutter in the cupboard.
T Pack
App controlled fan switch
A Better Grocery Bag
Disposable Toothbrush for Work
Upgrade your Apple's Earphone,EarPods! Silicone eartips for iPhone or iPod.No more fall out. Minimizes outside noise. Use your EarPods!!
Instant Bedside Tables! Just slide them between the mattresses and enjoy! The weight of the mattress holds them in place.
a hand held tong shaped insect trap with nets on both faces.used to capture most insects between both nets and releasing them outdoors.
A clip that connects to the temple of our sun, reading and safety glasses and clips to any apparel, swimsuits, purses, luggage, etc...
A no-sew zipper which attaches on to the old zipper.
Towel rack that warms your towel through the hot water passing through the pipes while showering/bathing.
NO MESSY FINGERS,"SUNSRCEEN WIPES" WALKING TO SCHOOL SKIN PROTECTION. GREAT FOR THE BEACH.
The Marshanator
Heat Butter Spreader
A shop apron to save money by not being useless when worn out
A spray to ease children's fears. Children will Spray to keep the bad guys away!
TANK PLAYER
"Waitstaff flags"
"ALL THUMBS" USB Dock plus storage is the shape of a hand with all thumbs. Has storage slots to hold/organize drives. It has live usb ports
Aqua Floss
fishy buisness
Technology has us needing more space and a better design in the way we carry our High Tech gadgets and gizzmos to work and school. Voted
The "Wedge",Lectronic Luxury for smartphones, a base pad lounge desk accessory! Ultra soft fleece & foam construction. Simple,soft & squishy
Quirky's tooth paste, size of drive through ketchup. Good for travel, conserve tooth paste and small plastic bag can be recyclable.
Large washcloth "cradle" for use in sit down bathtubs/shower, soap it up, sit down and wiggle, cleans your back & hard to reach parts.
Easy Server - Load it up with hot and heavy platters and have it do all of the awkward plate passing for you! Great for family dinner's.
Relief Eyeglasses
Never loose a bolt or nut again!!!!!
Live Pet
Scented tape. If scented markers where a hit then scented tape should be one too. Scratch the non-sticky side and you get awesome scents!
iPhone cover that has a built in magnetic card reader. Slim enough to not be noticeable and easier to carry around than the Square reader.
CLEAN IDEA:Ceiling fans are great for cool air;but they also circulate dust bad for allergies. Get FAN BLADES THAT FOLD DOWN for cleaning.
STRETCH BAND HOLDER The modern age rubber band on steroids with 1000s of uses and possibilities. So cheap to produce its a no-brainer.
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A beach love chair. A love chair that two people can sit together and hold hands! What a better way for lovers to share a day at the beach!!
A can that can measure volume of liquid poured, weight of flour/sugar.
The Pool Dirt Extractor is a cheap and effective way to remove dirt from the bottom of swimming pools, saunas and aquariums
Baby Dome
HUG BED
Perfect Cupcake Scoop
Power Blocks
Air-sence works with your central A/C distributing ozone/filter harming free burst of fragrance through your entire home.
Sliding Work Bench Seat
Once baby's bottle is made, it's good for 1 hr. My idea will save LOTS of $$$ by keeping you informed of when the bottle expires.
Bouw cq verbouw tekeningen kosten veel geld. Verdien deze kosten terug door ze beschikbaar te stellen op internet tegen een kleine vergoedin
Shredder
A hand activated oil-can accessory attachable to the frame of a bike which oils the drive-chain without need to stop or dismount the bike.
Front Loading Touch Toaster that Beeps, gently releases when toast is ready. See through snap on crumb tray, warming button feature,
Multi-Prism Lens
A dish washing brush that combines soap, sponge, scraper, and scour-pad in one. Simply rotate the brush head and lock into place.
a case that charges your phone
Smart car seat
RESUBMIT! LAST-MINUTE make-up KEYRING KIT (by my fiancee) - a set of cosmetic tools to which you apply your own cosmetics. WORKS
EXCELLENT!
Imagine if you lose your key and you're able to track them. A device that by pressing an air bubble, your keys are released.
It's a hot summer day and you take your dog to the park for some Frisbee or ball playing - now a convenient way to hydrate your pet.
Scented, Fun textured Silicone Book Covers and Pencil Pouches. Bubble gum, Cherry, Green apple...
voice activated universal remote-less system for you're home theater/music system
A great solution to getting a handle on any tablet style device.
BOBBLE CANE ATTACHMENT-Helps cane bounce back into an upright position for those who cannot reach dropped canes like elderly or disabled.
A cycling glove with LED lights on the back part of the glove to make signaling more visible to traffic coming from behind.
Butteeze, cushion made with memory foam with velcro strap to fit office chairs. For us that need upkeep/comfort of our butts sitting all day
The Pre-Wash De-Gunker
" GROUND COVER " , KEEPS COFFEE GROUNDS FROM OVER FLOWING. NO MORE CHEWY COFFEE
SPICE CAROUSEL
the 3 in 1 bedside lamp and I touch alarm clock. Includes a plug in for charging I phone, I pod etc. All the quirks in 1
Simple pyramid for letting you know when your freezer has possibly lost power. Helps keep your food and family safe. No energy required.
Summer BBQ=Parks=Drinks=Food.Food &amp; Drinks in the cooler=No No.So y NOT have Drinks above &amp; Food Separately.A cooler with a
DRAWER for food.
Smartfit Gloves
Finger nail polish cap becomes tight after first use. Do to the variety of different cap shapes this device simplify the opening.
Timer Heat Blanket
Lock &amp; Block
Tired of tangled necklace chains? My necklace travel sleeves will solve your problem forever! A bendable sleeve that holds chains in place.
iPhone 4/5 silicone cases for geeks - old-school cam, walkie-talkie, NES joystick, boombox, gameboy, PCB, RC panel, calculator, VHS
Shoes: Simple soles + tons of Laces = infinite possibility.
Freezer Meat Pocket. Segregate your frozen meat slices so you don't need to defrost all slices if you just need one.
Electrical adapter that you plug into a receptacle and you plug the plug [you are trying to protect from causing a fire by arcing] into it.
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TRADESMEN!!! finally, reliable and conveniant facial protection at the flick of a hat, with built in goggles and a filtered mask!
Train + plastic tote = "the train-bin". It is a track system & rolling plastic totes that all hook together. For crawl spaces and attics.
Full length fog free mirror held on to your wall by suction cups,would be covered by anti-mildew plastic.To see what should be washed.
Gluv
A TV REMOTE FINDER! Most remote finders come with a remote and people lose that remote. How about a stick-on finder that attaches to your TV
THE SNUGGLE MONSTER - A fluffy, blue plush toy that a child can take to bed and snuggle with. It records mom's voice with calming messages.
Kid's Training Baseball Bat
Remote control with a pager button. When missing, a pager button can be pushed and it will emit a tone to help locate it.
Pooping dogs+walks=nasty hands. Let's create a bag the dog wears to catch those black cucumbers. Something like horses wear in parades.
wasxzXdscszx
Clips similar to Cliplets, specifically designed to attach to folders or binders. These clips would also work like tabs you can write on.
Make a grip mounted ammo catcher for handguns so that you won't have to pick up your spent shell casings after shooting at the range.
Tone 1 (table+phone)
LED electric plugs
A new way to make Tostones (bannann peze) in no time at all. For beginners and expert cooks, Tostones made easy...
This luge-like device would funnel the water from the faucet and ultimately spray water down all sides of the sink for cleaning purposes.
Candy Eye Decoration Creation Kit! Save Money, make your own Edible Candy Eyes for your Cupcakes, Cake Pops &amp; Treats with Reusable Kit!
The ultimate auxiliary battery, a wearable auxiliary battery, much like the Nike+ Fuel Band.
Hello Future Desks
A "Wind Muffler Screen" attachable to car windows to cut wind noise while allowing air in.
MASSAGING PET COAT: Pet Paradise has heating &amp; cooling controls and quietly sucks up lose hair while softly massaging your beloved pet!
A cooling pillow. Have a pillow slip cover with flaps or pouches you can put in a thin sheet gel type, flexible freezer packs.
HatFit
Privacy-Cover USB Drive
Auto correct pen.
Over-door bedding hanger
AN IDEA SO SIMPLE THAT EVERYONE CAN USE, ATLEAST ONCE A YEAR.
LiftaTissue
Squishy Mouse
Flash drives give people the security of knowing that all of their files are in their pocket. A computer and Iphone flash drive.
An angled handle on wheeled luggage that places handle your at your side and keeps luggage directly behind you.
The Cracker Backer
My idea is for an affordable, non-electric appliance that would allow health-conscious customers to make juice using a household blender.
Snagame is here ! Snagame is an exciting new board game as unique as the people who play it ! Players eagerly create their own game.
Solar Powered Charger
Quirky, lets get into automotive technology design! Are you tired of frozen wiper blades? Automatic tilt up/down windsheild wiper arm! Easy!
Never go powerless again! U-Power-IT's universal portable charging pad offers the convenience to charge gadgets whenever/wherever you go!
while your washing dishes the water will start to go cold making washing the food off the dishes tougher and also no heat to kill germs.
A multi-level collapsible drying rack that can be used indoors (besides windows, under ceiling fan, in tub)or outdoors for drying clothes.
The Collapsible Beverage Tub. A practical idea to make your Summer parties &amp; outdoor events a lot easier and much more refreshing.
A garbage can that will collapse into itself when empty so can won't blow or roll away into street for safety as well as storage.
The Coolant Case
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!!!Let the ELECTRICAL OUTLETS come to you! With this product you will never have to move anything that involves electricity around again!!!
Fishing pole that fits in your pocket. Compact pole-reel-tackle combo is EASY to transport. For casual fishing off docks, boats, shoreline.
Need more or less sockets for your extension cords, well you have come to the right place. Introducing the Connect "o" Cord.
brown bandages
A fun and spunky analog/digital clock that makes learning how to tell time fun for young children.
Product is "Man Pads". Disposable absorbant pads with adhesive backing that attaches to armpit area of clothing to prevent sweat rings.
Stop washing your valuable electronics!!
Slip in bulb socket
Sound Around
Rake Hands
Gum Be Gone
Vacationing, no need to worry about feeding your pet. Equip pet habitat with camera. From your location, operate feeder with your phone app.
2 off-leash dog walking problems-Leash loss and Pretty Poop Packin. This Leash+Bag combo=the solution! +Pockets 4 treats and spare poop bags
Pipette exact volumes
Auto-Retractable earphones built into iPhone case.
Backup cameras in vehicles
Sound firewall headphones. System that filters sounds using a user-defined profile Unwanted sounds get blocked, allowed sounds go through
I want a simple, waterproof camera that transfers photos to my smartphone so I can brag to my friends when I'm on vacation. Don't you?
SEALER COATING FOR LAMINATE FLOORS TO WATERPROOF THE FLOOR TO ALLOW BETTER CLEANING.
Why even bother to tie your shoes anymore?
Half Belt
BBQ and Smoker made inexpensively
A umbrella that clips to your visor in your car. I never know where my umbrella is , in my car, but when I need it, I need it!
Calling All Parents of small children. Magnetic Foam Building Blocks!!! Fun, Fun, Fun and Safe, Safe, Safe!
Measuring out the required amount (tsp or tbsp) of frequently used spices is unnecessary and a waste of time.
Elegant Tissue Box that hold less expensive toilet paper roll rather than expensive tissues.
Undercool
DRYER SHEET POP-UP BOX! Holds dryer sheet box and is easy to reach! Box keeps wonderful scent from dispersing or wearing out! Hangs on wall!
Mattel Excavator Barbie
Time to fold the fitted sheet. No matter what you try, it always ends up a balled up, wrinkled mess at the bottom of the linen closet.
CO2 or compressed air gas powered disposable emergency vacuum cleaner.
Easy to Remove Bed Skirt
Inspiring Nimbus Projector
532 views/481 votes/64 comments Tent with Inflatable floor and attached inflatable pillows. The Community has spoken, We want this one...
Home Phone 2.0 why do you need a home phone? Cell phones have been invented...right? What if your home phone learned new skills?
Cutting Board with digital scale and calorie counter built in. Can also communicate via blue tooth with calorie counter app on smart phones
The Hula Hoop is the most popular toy ever! But where to put the bulky thing?
iPhone lamp. A lamp that reflects the light from iphone flashlight.
Free energy EM scavenging fan for home by coating one side of blades with gold EM absorber -other a reflector
Save, Save tons of money. Window sealers that rolls like blinds but seals windows air tight. They are used year round for summer and winter.
"Can of Suck"
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Store and Eat Tray
A mini-screen for kitchen sink drain catches solid particles that get past ordinary strainers which 'float' or do not fit snugly over drain.
Canned goods tumble or bounce out of pantry when you try getting them? Not anymore!
Baby car set with a alarm.
An ironing board with a metal rod beneath it for hanging clothes as you iron them.
back pack parachute umbrella
No need to bang the filter against the trash can anymore. Scrape out the grounds and scoop in the grinds. Scrape&amp;Scoop
Sandwich maker with unstick lever and bluetooth feature to tell us when our sandwiches are ready! RESUB with 85% of vote ratio!
An appliance that keeps the toilet seat down to prevent people from peeing on the seat, but allows some one to sit and have it stay down.
QR Code Microwave
EZ Sheets. No more lifting heavy mattresses to change your sheets. Hook the 4 corners of the cover sheet to a fitted sheet and your done.
Measure Humidity and Temperature all year round in Camper or Caravan. And react fast when it goes wrong.
Lockdown protects unencrypted sensitive information stored on a computer that is lost or stolen. See our video http://youtu.be/oJheVbxQMUk
Retractable headphone case for Iphones
I want to develop a smart-chip to place under your skin that will communicate with your phone and can be encrypted by the user.
Garage sale tag, Estate sales tag, swap meet tag, flea market tag or just store tag A simple idea that will help buyer and sellers save time
Luggage Organizer
Tell U Safety Pad
Make application for translation of most of the world's languages.
Scissors with glide rips. Protects delicate surfaces and contents as it rip cuts. Great for wrapping and box tape cuts.
Warm Up And Light Up Your Room From The Same High Brilliance LED Source, A Dual Purpose Unit. Fiber Optics Ports Lighting To Other Lamps.
Fire Extinguisher with Comfort Hold for the Elderly or anyone with hand strength problems - Hold with arm
Have you ever had your keys in your pocket and bent over to get something and have your keys press the button setting off your alarm.
imagine never losing your cell-phone again...imagine never losing your cell-phone again...IMAGINE NEVER LOSING Your Cell-Phone again...never
Loud + Touchless Headset
Temperature Control Application that is controlled by a smart chip or smart plug for a GE Heater or Air Conditioner.
gobpaille
Environmentally friendly foam cleaner with natural oils that cleans garbage disposal drain and leaves it with a fresh scent.
The Hubump invention will allow for people with alloy wheels to protect them when rubbing against a curb or other objects on the road.
ThermoBuffer- Smart Coffee Mug
Apple remote control glove. One that is thin enough to go under other gloves. Control your device by tapping your fingers together.
Clip Right
Dont you hate when you are at the beach and your blanket is flying all over and you dont have enough things for each corner to hold it down.
Razors Edge: automatic strop to sharpen razor blades. Rotating polishing wheel or strop to extend life of razor blades.
http://thememorialcapsule.vpweb.com/ Please see the above website.
Fashion Forward Back Support!
A spiral dryer rack that hangs, stands, telescopes in door and window frames and stores in a space no bigger than a mop.
Color Me Potty
An upside-down collapsable umbrella type food catcher that clips under a childs highchair to catch the foods getting thrown over the edge.
Crank it Up!! iPhone battery case w/ concealed hand crank &amp; dynamo. Stop watching your battery indicator! Crank doubles as stand to boot.
Compact storage rack for ALL of your items-bedroom AND kitchen-that maximizes space. Can be placed anywhere-perfect for all students!
Sunken Drunk in a Bottle
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*GLOW* is an LED light that is applied under scooters. Adds fun and safety!
a pair of vise grips that are modified allowing the carpenter to hold seems tight when setting concrete forms .
Finally, a dishrack with amazing capacity for drying drinkware, dishes,and a few pots-SAFELY. No precarious dish piles waiting to crash.
Have you ever walked into a closed screen door damaging it or yourself? My idea will make the screen more noticeable and prevent accidents.
Forgetting a sippy?Need a straw that wont fall in your bottle?Kids spilling drinks?A screw on OR silicone type top with built in straw!
Fantastic Plastic
We want to create a brain that can hang from a hitch. We are tired of seeing ball sacks hanging from trucks. A brain would be funny.
Tripple Layer Panty Liner - For those light days, simply peel away a layer to start fresh with a new layer.
Chip and dip bowl. When you go to a party do you want to eat the chips? Broken chips, double dippers, dried dip around the edge. Just nasty
The CP Shelf Charge Plus
Magnetic Wand Format Childrens Book
Is that an eraser? An eraser with a dual purpose, erase, prop you tablet or smartphone and protect corners with style.
A collapsable caddy on wheels that flattens out to be hanged on a hook in the closet yet contains all of your cleaning supplies and tools.
Hate trying to lean over the toliet or the sink to look in the mirror? Well now you dont have to this medicine cabinet will come to you.
Temp - Sensitive Cake Pan
EZ End Jars
Cylinder string light set that repels flies. Great for home and restaurant decks.
Box of one solid color Laptop keyboard vinyl stickers. The letters, number, space bar etc. Each box with a different choice of colors
Child Tracker...Never lose your child in a crowd again! Silicone bracelet featuring in-built GPS locator connected to your iPhone!
GoCapture - Wear your GoPro
Simple idea of creating a line of Cooking pots. But with one difference, each pot fits into the other and saves kitchen storage space.
YIELD &amp; GO
Teen Tracker
Dish Wonder faucet-powered dish washing brush with "scrub" and "rinse" water control! The power of an appliance in your hand!
letOut
A trigger lock for any type of gun that uses finger print/biometric recognition. Can be programmed to use multiple fingerprints
"Trinity Scents"
Space on the iphone is limiting. Would be great 2 have a case w/ storage space built in! Would act like a big USB for your phone, in a case.
Most versatile NC headphone
A Vibrating Blindfold for iPhones using Bluetooth Technology: This device serves as an alternative to waking an individual.
boogie-buster's night light
A line of workout machines that are digital. Simply enter the weight you would like to lift, get on the machine and start your exercise.
Garbage bags that will fit on city issued trash containers that are picked up with the automatic arm rubbish truck.
Kids love putting cards in their bike spokes to make noise well biking. Lets make a device that requires a one time application.
Tanket
Return address labels that peel off the envelope so the receiver can remove it and place in their personal phone books.
Chock-A-Baby
PEN PALS magnetically or by clip attach pen/highlighter to back cover of book/notebook. Always have a pen available! Perfect when studying!
Tired of tripping over dog toys? Why not get your pup to put their own toys away and reward them with a treat for doing it?
Car tissue box holder.This is needed because there is no where to put them. They are hard to reach while driving and the boxes get damaged.
The Bug Off Windshield Wiper! A wiper designed with foam attached in front of the rubber to quickly and efficiently remove bugs and debris.
All day packaged meal, fresh or frozen (breakfast,lunch,dinner), may be diet specific (for people with health goals or problems)
Gym Wipes
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A device that notifies parent's inattentive child that driver is in the school pick-up line and READY.LED/Vibration on belt/backpac clip-on.
The ULTIMATE LAUNDRY BUTLER! Roll out & unfold this portable, multi-functional laundry butler & you have the ultimate drying rack & more!
bag carrier
Fancy-My-Wall Calendar.Thin,ultra chick electronic calendar with touchscreen to write on. Has reminders, hangs on wall. Save trees, go green
The Gorrilla Grab is an "All Purpose Trash Bag Clip" that can be placed on any drawer front and allows for easy hands-free use, cool!
Air Biscuts "just claim it"
smart mop and bucket
the old saying was measure twice cut once, now you can truly measure once cut once with the talk into tape measure
THE MAGIC MIRROR FOR THE BATHROOM (paired with the phone)
Falling asleep while nursing can be Detramental! thats why all parents need my safety device that alarms the parent and holds the baby safe
FaceMate: a must have iPad/iPad Mini case for FaceTime users.
The Blowout Buddy holds any hairdryer and sticks to mirror or tile. Its adjustable neck allows the hairdryer to work at any angle.
Modular extension cord
Spongeball - The sponge with a core that you can fill with to clean. Simply lift lid and seal then when you squeeze = presto!
Cute candle/votive holder for your stove.Place on your stove while cooking, and it will melt, smell cookies when your stove is heated.
Multi-Use Tie
No more torn toast. A microwave safe butter knife with chamber for butter. Microwave to soften, push button down and butter comes out blade.
Sample Cup for Women
Infra-red body sizing scanner
Hop n Skip : Jump and squat to avoid hitting and dislodging the Styrofoam tubes . Indoor / Garden activity game for toddlers and pre-teens.
21st century meter
Rubberized Door Knob Stop. My Teenage Sister &amp; Her Friends Say "I would use one even though I already have a door stop because it's COOL!"
"Going Green?!" I created "All Natural Oil", it can be used on hair, skin and you can cook with it. 100% All Natural. Great for the Family.
My garbage can in the new type bag with the wax longer saves the environment and saves money
Ever Turn off your Power strip by accident? Invention: A power strip with a power switch lock. protect your computer &amp; Data
This is a multi touch layer that fits over your macbook pro screen.
Burnt toast sensor
Mini bowling game machine for family entertainments(TOY).
Bike-Up Display
Two kitchen soap scrubbers, one with a capital S for the sink and the other with a P for pots and pans . Both suspended on a stainless stand
A car seat that fold up like a "lawn chair" and fits flat in the trunk of a car.
CASE OF CONVENIENCE - Case That Travels With Your Camera. Screws in Place of Tripod Mount. Stores Batteries, Memory Cards, Protects Camera.
The fashion accessory everyone will want. The bag that explodes into life. Attachable compartments that can be individually used.
Guys, now you dont have to care about wires or broken keys. Now there is the holoboard.
Coat Caddy is a simple strap like contraption for carrying a removed coat or jacket hands free and effortlessly.
Stardio (Kids Studio)
A large magnatized vanity mirror that hangs on the wall that you can stick your jewelry to when you take it off at night. It's "attractive"
A place to put your razor
Skate-N-Walk
Don't waste valuable time waiting to find out something you bought online looks bad on you! And this lets you keep your own image at home!
A table with repositionable top pieces-like a hand-held numbers puzzle. Is it art, a kid's play table, or furniture? It can be all that.
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entry door heater
Coffee table wheat grass/herb garden. Saves space, produces vitamin packed greens, looks elegant.
A disposable runny nose plug, resemble a tampon that stops acid from making nose sore by constant wiping.
RESUB Rubber cylinder mold w/ hard kitchen scrubbies to place over your sink sprayer-Doesnt get in way of water spray, scrubbie all around
Mopping vacuum
How often do you have to run to pantry or storage to get garbage bags. this is a simple easy solution!
Flavored butter spray
Makeup time.
Anti-theft/break in "fake" car or apartment key with key code combination or fingerprint scan. Fits in all key holes, but can't get it out.
A wallet that easily converts into a smart phone stand. You always have wallet and phone, now your wallet doubles as your phone stand!!
Need a night light or lamp that is pretty as well as useful? Picture Light is just that....A decorative frame and night light in one!
The Gorrilla Grab is an "All Purpose Trash Bag Clip" that can be placed on any drawer front and allows for easy hands-free use, cool!
A stylish way to use toilet paper as tissues in your car! Cup holder dispenser means no more searching for tissues while driving.
Quirky NIBBLES! The Treat Maker for your favorite PET!
YOGA TOWEL CLIPS keep your yoga towel from sliding all over the place during your hot yoga class and allow you to focus on your practice!!
The app that has bath time ready in advance.
FLEXI - The adjustable iPad smart cover grips. Have your iPad at any angle Prototype made and working(check video)
Combination BABY GATE and ROOM FAN The baby industry is huge (okay, the baby ACCESSORY industry is huge) and parents spend load$ on kit.
All-in-one pooper scooper in a cylinder. Outer hatch has a compartment for satchel, and waste bags. Scooper pops up/down like an umbrella.
A Sporf
All my doors have thresholds,I want to sweep out the door without a dust pan. I need a heavy WIDE wedge with a fine edge. THE Sweep Ramp
Baby Spoon with Light/Sound
RESUB: drop 1 in toilet to sanitize toilet brush/plunger after use.Could also sanitize mops/kitchen sponge: Sanitizing toilet droplets
Flash Drive Ring - A flash drive that you can wear with a fun design.
Car amplifier for tablets - use an iPad Mini or other tablet as your audio entertainment source.
Shower + MobileCase = Sho-Case
A take to work bowl - a freezer ring would allow the liquid stay cold. plus, great for parents...no more spilled milk!
crock pot with separate compartments inside the single pot container which can be set on delay timers to open later in the cooking process.
The OverFlowNO
Garbage can with built in air freshener
Video input device for iOS devices for backing up video tapes (VHS, 8MM, MiniDV) to local storage or cloud storage in high quality H264.
Make a quick ten minute shower a Real Ten Minute shower Experience, and stop wasting time, money, and resources all whit your mobile device.
Disposable Flavor Cap that can be screwed on to any standard plastic water bottle. Add some flavor to your dull tasting water!
A covers for your cup or mug, come One size fit 3 cups Defendant color.that open and closes.
PROTECT YOUR PLANTS! Keep critters out &amp; moisture in with PlantProtect! Adjustable for any pot and plant size. Easy to remove for watering.
The back-scrubbing experience that has previously required a shower partner. This S-shaped brush allows you to easily scrub on your own.
A convenient hanger that attaches to existing vehicle garment hook/handle that tucks against the headliner of your vehicle when not in use.
Edible Dog Wrapping Paper!
Never shovel snow or slip on ice again! Let the snow on your driveway just melt away by... WarmWay... a portable heated rubberized mesh.
have you forgotten to brush your teeth, put deodorant on, or other personal maintenance item on the go? Well this is for you!
Better Baby Cam (WINK)
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A one to two foot tall wifi-enabled cone shaped display unit with a 360 degree camera on top to be used as a video conferencing unit.
Wound plaster with reservoir for balsam.
Cutting board trash bag
A three-in-one food strainer/container that goes inside the sink providing you with more counter space.
Cordless Tool Corded Power Adapter. When You Need That Extra Oomph or Consistent &amp; Unlimited Power! Fits Most Brands &amp; Voltages!
Pet Door for Sliding Doors
Grocery Pal is the newest and easiest way to grocery shop. Iphone size Grocery Pal clips on the shopping cart handle.
Alarming Key Fob
A MINI WASHING MACHINE that fits in the bottom of a sink. Great for hotels and travel small enough to fit in luggage. Unlimited use.
This will be the last time you scrub your shower walls.Our slide in and out washable,disposable curtain protects your clean walls from scum
Dry your dishes without a drying rack!
EZ Hit Cap
Find my bike. Revolutionary.
We have electric toothbrushes, why not electric dish scrubbers?
Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. Resub: 147. Great companion to Refresh
Removable Electric Stove Burner Covers: Evenly distributes heat for more efficient cooking, protects your expensive cookware, washable.
An eco friendly cleaning supply tote.. It's a plastic six pack tote that comes with six 16oz squirt/spray bottles.
Keep your kid's eyes on the road! A device that can be attached to your vehicle that blocks incoming/outgoing phone calls and text messages.
A kitchen sink strainer improvement: make rim and/or mesh heavier, and/or make the rim/mesh magnetic. This helps keep strainer in place.
An ice cube tray that never leads to wet fingers and a messy floor. (because there is honestly nothing worse than wet socks)
Portable Full Length Mirror
I already submitted a description, and have heard nothing. What should I do now?
le racle assiette
Travel safer! Should you get into an accident, will your phone be where you need it to call/text/post to Facebook for help? Probably not!
Jogger's Marathon Motivator!
A PEN AND CORRECTION FLUID IN ONE. The Editor. A pen with built-in correction fluid complete with brush.
Im designing a 4 in 1 concept that can be hang by the door
Blackout Roller Shade for Apt
Let's make a real mini dock adapter designed for the new IPhone 5. The tiny apple adapter just hangs your phone in the air.
A mirror on an extending arm, that allows you to pull out in front of you to easily see the back of your head while styling.
The Go Any Where Pouch/Pocket
Amazing Sleep Machine
Redesign of an alarm clock with bright flashing lights and loud annoying sound or make a flashing light attachment for an Iphone or Ipod
solar polymer exoskeleton car
Dental floss with small coloured balls, every 20 cm more or less
Amphibious Surf/Boogie Board. Skidoo in the winter surf in The summer. all Year round Fun. Surf N Turf or Sand/Snow
Never unscrew a bottle top again. Introducing the Self Sealing Bottle Top. Keeps Drinks Fresh &amp; Fizzy, Self Seals &amp; No More Twisting.
Keylite
Introducing the all new Honeycomb Wall Adapter: With 6 OLED outlet cells,main power switch in the center.surge protector.#Resub
Shower Cape
Curved plastic shower rod that extends at both ends for a proper fit
There should be a way to catch and dispose leftover cereal when someone is finished instead of it just sitting in the sink in the bowl.
Stop Christmas Tree Fires forever with a Tree Canteen! Device will warn you when your water is low. A dry tree is a fire waiting to happen.
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ParaShoot
Paint Pal
Acordian book sack.It divides and keeps everything organized.
My Hair Styler
Create shelves, hooks, and shower curtain holders. Multi-purpose shower accessories go from shelf to sponge to towel hanger or connect them!
Easily fix those loose, flaky mini-USB and micro-USB connectors and stop replacing home and car phone chargers all the time
Electronic jewelry, incorporates color changing fiber optics, Speakers, LCD display, other options. to create a wearable electronic device.
New pavement reflectors that would relay to your GPS; elevation, direction of the road ahead, and road conditions.
Auto lawn mower
Keep your beverage warm without plugging it in! Just wind it up and your drink gets hot. A wind up toy for adults! No cords. Just fun!
Collapsable signs
Mini-Me Smart Phone Camera
Is it a table? Is it a rack? It's neither and both and everything in between. It's a simple versatile solution to your limited space!
This device will make dumbbells, barbells and kettlebells with straight handles, comfortable and secure to hold making working out easier.
Disposable Toothbrush WITH Mirror AND Pick!For a healthy mouth! (Paulette Jaques)
Shock Collar App
WRAPnSTOR is a 1 of a kind giftwrapping center for the home that allows you to organize protect use and store all of your giftwrapping needs
Revisions to:machine that work to clean all dust ionization(-)be thrown out and attach to dust and pollen and go back get cleaned by 5000v
Protect Car's PAINT from your Dog's paws when he's looking out the window. A clear skinny strip of film to stick outside of car below window
Triple plug
A minnow bucket with an attached net to bring the minnows out of the water.
An iPad easel for kitchen counter.
A small sticker that can be put on any Device like a cell-phone or remote that is set to beep when a button is pressed from the base!
Its the most awesome book bag ever!!!
Compact,foldable,superabsorbent-filled personal urinal bag able to be used by men and women and then resealed and disposed of.
My Screen....Not yours
WIRELESS DOORBELL ANIMATRONICS
Stretches upward or downward. Will not show under your comforter making the bed look flawless when done
SmartCup Attachment
Thin Neoprene Laptop cases are great, but what do you do w/a bulky charger? Laptop case w/built-in pocket NEXT TO the laptop keeping it thin
Hand held clothes steamer for the car. Look good before you go. Get this for your car!!
Ringtone Greetings App
Simple slim plastic over the sink shelf that you can stack upon each other to hold plates, cups or plants, etc.
Hello, smartphones with kickstands. My Galaxy SII. NO kickstand! Create a new back cover but with the added feature of a kick stand!
SYSTEME DE MAINTIEN BAGUETTES
clear drain pluming tool kit
Turn any snack or food bag into a resealable, spill and spoil free storage bag with Zipiz!
Pepper spray lugnut and wheel antitheft device. Sprays potential thieves right in the face.
Jump higher, run 25mph, go anywhere, with balance!
A combination of multiple whiteboard markers. No need to hold more than one marker at one time.
Bored with your Iphone Cover ?? Looking for something new ?? Iphone Pups - Leaving the look and design while protecting it with style ..
A crutch that folds at a 45 degree angle so that the patient can elevate their leg anywhere. Also, a pouch to carry keys, phone, money etc
Magnetic LED Magic Wand
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paying for new wiper blades when if you had a device to swipe the blade it would be new and reusable many times for all vehicles!
Ever try to find your black or blue suitcase at the airport when everyone else has the same suitcase.
Air Dry Convertible Coffee Table Rack or Convertible Wall Art Rack- 20 Rack Surfaces swing out to hang clothes (see Animated Video Demo)...
Purrlet - Cat Toy - Wink?
A product that will discharge electrostatic charge buildup from your body without the pain we normally get in a regular home enviornment.
Handwritten, snail mail notes on beautiful paper are the gold standard for saying thank you. This web site produces and mails them for you.
IPod/iPhone dock bar.
T-Lift Cabinet Floor Drawer
I want a scale that gives my weight AND displays an inspirational quote or a helpful and educational healthy eating or exersize tip.
App enabled project motors, create your own functional remote control on your app and build whatever you want!
No Mess Drumstick Holder
The Chain Cane
An iPhone 5 Case That Enhances And Amplifies The Speaker's Sound, With It's Case Lid's Reflective Properties. Your Listen Pleasures Anytime.
C-Het electronic track-switching device for stereophonic sound/musical reproduction like never heard before in earphones!
Most people need to know the exact location of an intruder if one enters their home or bypass the alarm system.
Refrigerator bottle holder for open soda or wine bottles that prevents leaks. Stores open bottles horizontally to save space. Works great.
Reusable aluminum drinking straw with a freezable lower half that's an ice pack built into the straw or snap on ice pack No ice needed!
Camera Gloves
We all often forget about items that discreetly expire in the fridge. So let's have a fridge magnet with a barcode reader that alerts us
Create stenciled painter's tape. The tape would have cut outs of stars, circles, clouds, moons, or any other design.
Bluetooth Talking Numeric Keys
Can te barking dog is an audible device that individuals can use to train their dogs from uncontrollable barking.
Wrapster with a clip!
Yummy tongue depresser
Sunflower Power
A Shower Stand for people who shave in the shower.The the top rotates 180Â°. Has a storage compartment and detaches from frame to clean.
All purpose shovel! We added a water container to the shaft of a shovel with a squeeze handle to spray. Also tests pH. Easy &amp; Convenient
Ceramic or plastic mug with removable fun snack drawer.
Toe Jam - The preservative for running shoes. TJ keeps a runners big toe from rubbing a hole through the mesh upper of their running shoe.
A rollable bucket inculding some stands for towels and cleaning rags. The cleaning rag should hang over the bucket cause its wet.
Never misplace your markers or erasers with this Dry-Erase board with storage Compartment that is sleek and functional.
â€œTextSafeâ€Â©
A "Safesling" for storing/carrying your small possesions with you as a strap that's carried over the shoulder and torso.
Bracelet that wakes you up and lets the rest of the house sleep.
PegAssist or Peg It
#spotsv "PUFF PUFF BRUSH" for keyboards. No batteries or USB cords needed.
Split Television
Smart Pantry Mat
When your bar soap looks melted and has hairs on it, this would scrape off that gross outer layer making it look and feel new.
Electric Coin-op
Bath-O-Larm An Alarm adhered inside of the bathtub at desired water level. When water level is reached Bath-O-Larm sounds.
Soap 2.0: The Bar of Soap, Reinvented
A potato circle slicer. Slices potatoes for au gratin type recipes.
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Dust Buddy
Kangaroo Clips. **SEE SALES SHEET**
GREEN Eliminate paper towels.Stack thin sheets of fabric,size of paper towl,mount holder under cabinet. Use like paper towel-grab, use, wash
A Vent Concentrator is a simple solution to directing heat/cold air where you need it when you need it. Accordion design...Magnetic frame.
Earphones that are worn over the Ear. In other words, Breathable Ear Gloves with Earphones. They suspend Earphones over the Ear.
Nightstand iPhone USB power cord holder. Holds it off the floor so you can easily reach it without fumbling for it or getting out of the bed
REDESIGN PLASTIC LAUNDRY BASKET IN BOTH LOW AND HIGH VERSION WITH REMOVABLE DIVIDER AND LID.
A Quirky App to managing all your submitted ideas!
Intravenous drinks machine / Auto Bar Tender
A cone to provide balance to top-heavy items
All of your electronics & valuables are concealed & safely hidden from view. No more stolen valuables-for homeowners, students & travelers.
bottle that has 4 chambers to to hold an spray 4 cleaning chems, with out the potintail of mixing thm into one another, turn nossle tochoose
Awesome lunch? coming right up!! Quickly identify which leftovers are ready to eat and which are past there prime! labeling made easy
The Amazing Boots
Use it until the very last drop of what you already paid for. Resubmitted
Idea of having wallpaper in your house that is digital. Get sick of your wall paper, so just change the theme.
Turbo Venus
This product would be a molded PVC (similar to the terra cota flower pots)sleeve and collar to be pre-inserted in the post hole.
Pet Moat
retract charge!
Have you ever felt the frustration of a warm soda? I have! With the Squeezable Cooling Sleeve that's not going to ever worry you!
Hey Pavlov, give your dog a chance! More humane dog collar/leash makes noise BEFORE they pull too hard on leash-they learn when to back off
duct tape pacifier
This handy tool for pipe smokers is an attractive, easy to use, multi-purpose device. It can be made of any material from plastic to gold.
Kangaroo style French fry cart
Hydrating/fertilizer tea ice cubes for houseplants and small gardens to provide nourishment and hydration for abundant production
Educational Baby Bottle
(74% view/vote)BAG CLIP BANDITS! Hanging Swivel Clips.Great use of PANTRY/FREEZER space bag food (chips,candy,noodle mixes,vegetables,etc)
a hands free way to be able to watch videos, movies, video chat, read, etc. on your ipad or iphone without the use of any flat surfaces
Electric bed raiser it will raise or lower bed up to 8 inches help for the handy cap relief for tall people and fun for the adult minded
An accessory clip clips to the barrel of the hair dryer and has skid free rubber on the outside of the clip that sits flat on the sink.
BABY CRIB CENTER-with a touch pad remote, wirelessly operate the crib center's video/sound and activity center outside the room.
A kit of tools for cleaning dishes powered through faucet flow. Much like tools fitting a compressor's air line, but for washing dishes.
A stylish way to use toilet paper as tissues in your car! Cup holder dispenser means no more searching for tissues while driving.
A carrying case with refillable cleaning supply bottles. and props to store duster, towels and what not.
Flower supports that are fun, quirky, and/or beautiful to replace the green wire stakes that are meant to be inconspicuous but never are.
Need a solution to effectively catch mosquitoes and flies.
IPHONE - IPOD FAN BIKE CHARGER - Clamp to your bike and keep your phone or device charged the whole day. No cables-No hassles.
Trailer backup assist mirror.
Relaxable Suitcase
This is an airplane that slides into a clear tube and with a throwing action the plane comes out and flies. Cool for kids. Please see pics.
The concept of my idea is a double purpose pick up truck bed cover. A cover panels is to be attached to the existing truck bed panels (L/R)
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Knotty- Interactive Timeouts.
A shampoo bottle holder that suctions to the wall. Best in tight spaces, small showers, or for people who hate scum buildup from the floor.
The Outdoor Tumbler disguises itself as a lawn sculpture. Fill it with wet clothes, and it morphs into a green laundry machine!
PIZZA BOX: SPACE SAVER, SEALED &amp; REUSABLE. This box accommodates any number of leftover slices form that big cardboard box in fridge.
Spit Buddy: A device that will solve the problem of where and how to dispose of smokeless tobacco(dip or chew) spit.
The Wallpaper Wizard
Spring-Loaded Wipe Dispenser. Use for diaper, hand and other cleaning wipes!
Meet Stowables Executive! Keep track of expiration dates + Personalized messages on an erasable surface on the lid! Perfect Container :)
CURVY-CLIP - the slightly curved paper clip. Easier to use! Better grip once on!
The TubZone makes bath time for babies safer and more fun! Less chance to slip and keeps toys within reach!
"i-Vu" IS WIRELESS MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET LINES CAPABLE OF FUNCTIONING AS AN INDEPENDANT MOBILE DEVICE.
This devise is a cell phone powered hard warmer. It is actually a soft or hard case that goes around any iphone, or smart phone to warm hand
A miniature blender ball for use in baby bottles to break down lumpy powder formula.
Suction kitchen towel hooks. Can be placed anywhere and moved anytime you want. No more tossing your kitchen towels onto the counter.
Quirky Help Needed! Portable music set up idea needs design help! Great idea for a system to hold&organize sm electronics to use inside&out.
tattoo stencil print cartridge
Dip-n-Done
glow-b
Can You Sit On Your Phone? - A Crush-Proof Cell Phone Wallet/Case that holds essentials on a Secure Clip or in Pocket
Use a silicone liner in your roller pans for mess free clean up and keep the paint out of the sink and water system.
A lunch box that has a small rechargeable microwave built in. While you are walking to the breakroom your meal would be heated up.
Shooting glue gun
aqua-blue ear phones
Lets use electricity push/pull rain water of a car's window wile driving so as to enhance the effect of windshield wipers during storms.
Millions of people around the world facing the problem of having dyslexia. This is a huge problem, especially for children.
Boppers are a cool, fun, and practical water bottle plugs that are designed to easily identify your bottle or spread your custom message.
Scrambled Egg Cooker
Electromagnetic Pickup Tool
*INSULATED CHAPSTICK HOLDERS* Keeps Chapstick from melting in the car or on the go! Trendy! Great impulse buy at checkout!
Graph paper grid clips or sticks on to iPhone or iPad to improve Angry Birds results.
Right Angle adapter for Apple Lighting cable. Great to redirect iPhone5, iPad mini or iPad cable when the plug is interfering.
Here you have an inexpensive, simple gadget that WILL save thousands of cardiac arrest victims every year just in the USA.
Cushioned box to transport LCD TV's. It will have 4 corners and 1 surface that would be made out of a special flexible rubber material.
Blackboard/Chalkboard Magnets. You want to write a little note to your family but don't want to be sticking things to your fridge. Solved!
Stand for tablets and other touch screen devices. Capable of connecting to bed side tables and other areas where comfort is wanted. My3rdarm
Back cleaner,massage & exfoliator for shower. Put on wall with suction cups.side/top has an att. resvr for fav soap.numbs massage.2 sizes
traveler hanger
Lean-IT!
Cookie Board
Pop-Up Ports. Power and communications grommet hub designed for all your connectivity needs that neatly tucks away when not in use.
A silicone carton-shaped tray for baking eggs.
Breezy bed
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No worries 360 pole striker
The extending golf club
iBoomBox/ Mophie EntertainmentPack
Remember the old-fashion shower steam ironing? Here is a real way to get rid of wrinkles without the hassle of ironing &amp; it's hands free!!!
Budget Buddy
A insulated insert for a The Zip-N-Go Cooler that has ice packs! Have it prepacked every weekend and when you get a call just Grab-Zip-N-Go!
Potty train your son w/ EASE by using these flushable sports logo targets (Rivalâ€™s logo suggested). MLB, NFL, NHL, NBA, and World Soccer!
Turn a Boogie Board into a sled to make hauling beach gear to the water less of a hassle.
A mobile external speaker to can see (and listen) videos and movies more than one people at the same time
App controlled power untis. Perfect for holiday lights, home lamps and electricity management. Programmable.
AIR FRESHENER NECKLACE FOR HUMANS. Scented necklace REDUCES HUMAN STANK, makes you smell fresh.
iMirror: The rearview camera for iPhone/Android without needing an app. It works over WiFi, and Safari/Chrome will show you the videos.
The belly bobber accentuates Baby's movement so mom-to-be may comfortably share her experience with friends & family while tracking kicks.
LogRoller
Loose Rewards cards in your wallet are hard to find & manage. Solution: a lightweight plastic holder that unfolds to display all your cards.
Like a Keurig machine for babies. A one button machine which enables parents to make a bottle of formula with ease and one hand.
Heat & Cooling steering wheel
The New Age Bag Clip is an app-connected clip that allows for a better overview of your ever-hectic pantry! Helps w/ diets, staleness, etc!
Welcome to BLOCKBALL - A GAME OF SKILL. A game with a 3d ball thats interactive. Two players can block or and progress to the end to win
The ' STOR-ALL'
DOG/CAT BOWL
Pixit collectible stencils for all Pixit users.
automatic toilet lid opener
CORDEAU graduÃ© jardin brico
Flavour Pearls
Doggie Pedestal Bed. Put an end to night time disturbances caused when you or your pet shifts positions in the bed.
An extendable handle that attaches to any personal razor, that would eliminate the need for bending over while shaving legs.
"2(3)Liter Thermal Bottle Pitcher": Keep it Cold, Dry, Easy to Pour and Carry.
The Ultimate Measuring Funnel/Container can be used as a funnel or container, can sit flat, &amp; releases exact amounts in metric and standard
Cosh: dog collar and leash
Magnetic tool holder that can adhere to the side of your car. It also doubles as a tool bag holder
Comfort/Storage Beach Towel
pet dish that's bird proof .i simply attached a metal plate on top of it that the pet lifts up,it can be made in all shapes and sizes.
What do most dogs HATE to do??? Go outside in the rain, obviously! What better way to help both dogs and their owners than a doggy umbrella!
My idea is a self heated thermos. Your average thermos stays warm do to vacuum insulation. My thermos would heat up electronically.
Closet Pad
Lighted Mat for Hopscotch or 4 Square.You choose lighted game from your iPhone or Remote.It can turn into a Party Dance Floor for Kids too!
Portable snack caddy
IPhone with Blacklight Functionality and Blacklight Visible Cases with Personalized Messages.
A shirt hangar attachment that serves as a mini hangar for a necktie. It clips on to top of hangar to keep ties with matching dress shirts.
The ultimate sports/school sack. It is so practical its sexy!
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Sutton Buttons
KEEP KIDS ENTERTAINED! Children's bathtub toy using a squirtgun to shoot water at a wall target and keep score while water stays in the tub.
"i-Vu" IS WIRELESS MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET LINES CAPABLE OF FUNCTIONING AS AN INDEPENDANT MOBILE DEVICE.
Reusable note cards
SURE START

(battery bypass)

DESK TOPPER PLUG POPPER POWERSTRIP - Sure, it can be used on the floor also. Collaboration welcome!
"I SMELL FLOWERS"-no more fake
Play Tarp
Jumbo-Tron, gives you in game access to your stadium's or ballpark's scoreboard at home or at the ballpark
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows
adjustable and retractable tripod to fit any cell phone or ipad now you video tape any situation and be involved in the taping at home,offic
Shoe inserts that heat and or vibrate using sheilded wiring thru either gel or foam material they use for shoe inserts.
Safe Knucks
.The ipad stand with speakers and has a cord attached so you can plug it into the headphone jack.Great sound where ever you go.Please vote!
Rise and Shine Crib
EXTERNAL/INTERNAL LIGHT+ FLUORESCENT HANDLE UMBRELLA When its raining cats &amp; dogs in the countryside you better have this
umbrella with you
My cable critter line can help the world solve it's wire and cable management problems, while being practical, inexpensive, and fun.
My idea is simple but needed because everybody gos to the toilet. It provides a way for one to really get a clean backside after a go. Clean
A built-in file on the bottom of nail clippers. Instead of the swing arm file that used to be on clippers, this would be part of the base.
USB Wristband with LCD display. Resubmitted!
A disposable diaper for babies, bed wetters, and adults with incontinence that has a waistband with a hidden drawstring for easy disposal.
The Kozey
Ceiling fans tied into the AC t-stat that turn ceiling fans on after ac acquires set t-stat temp.Once A/C cycle starts again, fan turns off.
PopUp LunchBox
Vacuum Cleaning goes silent!!!!! How about having a vacuum cleaner which operates silent and doesnÂ´t waste electric energy?
Smart RecipeBuilder (App-enabled) - What to do when you have a little of this and that in your fridge and pantry?
Music producer
A rug rack that you wash and dry your rugs with instead of using your household washer and dryer.
Traffic Monitoring System
Compressed air can with sanitizer in it to clean keyboard, phone, remote control. I heard these things are dirtier than your toilet seat.
New model cap lights have LED technology. Small LED light shining backward onto glow in the dark hard hat for 360 degree visibility =safety!
grill timer
Holds lotion bottle upside down to get every drop you paid for - lotion runs into a container, then store it, dip in &amp; apply. No more waste!
Space run
Flamer
Flying Toy for Kids A fun floating craft game and figures. Lets FLY!!! The new plains cartoon movie is coming out soon maybe a side kick!!!
SOLUTION INCLUDED! Many have been wanting a means to use air for free a la COMPRESSED AIR - This solution uses Mini-Bellows w Squeeze
Handle
I lose my keys all the time and hate hooks. This option is designed so your key squishes securely into the mount while still easy to remove.
Apple Slicer Deluxe
A Dog/Cat Bowl that uses a lid on the bottom which contains an ice pack used to keep the water in the bowl cold.
#spotsv Fun Corn- Your Illuminating Corn On The Cob Skewers~ Collaboration with Mohamed Elsharawy
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Hands-free SAFE LEGAL device to enable REAL texting while driving, NOT w/voice, but with thumbtips, message viewed SAFELY on the windshield.
The Quirky Bike NIMBUS
A lighted emergency residential escape ladder. Drop the steps activating the lights under each step to show the way & show first responders.
DOODLE CUP-Are you in a rush and don't have a post-it to write down your notes and memos? This product will help!! Unique with built-in Pen.
Improve Microwave Evenness
HMP (Hair Maintaining Pillow)
Minha idÃ©ia Ã© fazer um kit para limpeza de pia de banheiro, pois jÃ¡ precisei e nÃ£o encontrei.
Foot pedal operated toilet seat. Much like a trashcan- push on the pedal and the lid goes up, let go of the pedal and the seat goes down.
App Enabled Navigation
Expandable Towel Stand (free standing style). Stretches out and up to hold more than towels, contracts to look neat and save space.
Replace the toilet magazine holder with this iPad stand.
Sturdy mosquito net frame
Line Extension -Memo. Use magnets on the back instead of tacks.
the winter steamer
Soakums soak up excess oil-fat
"Secured Pocket" what's yours stays yours. Things won't fall out and pickpockets won't stand a chance!
A smooth top stove cover made of a thin, heat resistive material to protect the stove top. Could double as a hot pad for the counter.
EASY HANDY BATHROOM SCRUBBER
PEZ STYLE TOOTHBRUSH-toothbrush that comes with toothpaste tablets "like the old pez candies" that dispense out back and is refillable.
I have a patent for a study aid that could change highlighters forever.
A retrofitting sink sprayer that will attach to existing faucets and give them the ability to pour or spray.
Since 1999, I've had the idea for a picture frame that shows videos (not photos) that can be uploaded and changed out with usb ports.
Stop food from floating when you thaw it in the sink! This weighted net holds food below the water and doubles as a non-slip drying rack.
Pistachio Dish
EXTENDABLE KITCHEN UTENSILS
Basin plug remover
pencoat
The Wrap Cuff
Decorative gift box power strip for Xmas
EASYSPOON
All-Sizers
New accessory for the new product from Quirky: Draft http://www.quirky.com/products/391-Draft-safety-glasses-with-pencil View description
Carmadillo
I think you should create this product because people would like to feel extra relaxed by enjoying a massage at the beach.
OTTOMAN CHAIR. A cube shaped Ottoman that converts into a chair in seconds. Perfect for dorm rooms, small studio apartments, or bedrooms.
Tushie Cushions is my idea for the most comfortable seating anywhere! Light in weight and very convient.
A pen with built in tools for use in Pharmacies, nursing facilities, hospitals and anywhere medications are dispensed.
organic offering bowls
Baby-Bottle-Feeding-Nipple-Adaptor for Standard bottle threads,especially PET-Bottles.Turn every bottle into feeding bottle if necessary
It is a smart phone carrier that attaches to a baby carriers middle handle and holds the cell phone as you play music or videos.
Travel Detector: Protect yourself and your family on-the-go with this portable smoke/carbon monoxide detector! Keep your loved ones safe!
Sick of mushy, messy bar soap? Try this high-tech version that always feels new, dries quickly and leaves no residue.
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Once and for all eliminate stabbing the bottom of your salad bowl trying to pick up the last pieces of salad with the soft bottom bowl.
RR safety control system
Imagine getting a foot massage at work anytime while at your PC or Mac working away. CombiRoller is a 2 in 1 foot and body massager.
PORT-A-SILO - for your protein or baby formula powders on the go. EZ pour in to the water bottle. Prepare your shake WHEN you need it.
Teeter Trasher
Baby Maze
Two-Panel, Dual-Action Sifter
Earphone Roller
DELUXE MASSAGE PILLOW! Relax with scent, sound and softness! Soft pillow cradles chest, face and arms for a relaxing and wonderful massage!
Sewing solution for an easy, quick way to remove thread instead of having to cut or unwind the thread off.
EASY PLUG RELEASE - ONE HANDED Kitchen Cubby
replace vegetable drawer in refridgerator with one with acrilic air tight lid and a small vacuum pump to keep food in a vacuum
I would love a heated computer mouse. Spend a lot of time with the mouse & your mousing hand gets cold from lack of movement.
(237% prev view/vote)Camping Gear($5 billion/yr)Roast Multiple Marshmallows/Hot Dogs/Kabobs w/this compact tool-plus it's great for the BBQ.
Silent Alarm Ring
All direction flexible head personal trimmer, for those hard to reach places when grooming ourselves.
THE QUAD RACK -------------- a quad-pod drying rack for MAXIMUM hanging space and MINIMAL storing space.
Mini-Slim "ON THE GO" BLOOM--for BABY bottles &amp; SPORTS bottles etc. (Line extension).
Smart Bottle
Affordable mobile phone app or stand alone internet connected device for detailed measurements of land area.
Get some balls. BathBalls prevent bath burn injuries.
Snap Mugs, Glasses and Measuring Cups. Drink only the amount that you need. Great for Coffee, Cooking, and Drinking Beverages.
Want to dunk like the pro's? With this unique basketball you can! This full-size basketball can be palmed by anyone, guaranteed!
Protective iPhone case with accessory storage. Cleaning cloth and spray, USB cable, magnified stylus, all conveniently stored in your case.
IMP Smart device for invisible wireless pet fence for yards and tracker mode for apartment dwellers.
Save money by distributing hot and cold air throughout your house with a battery powered door fan.
Space Ship Computer Accessory Organizer (Carousel) will light up it's blinking LED's, and sound like a space craft when turned- For FUN.
It is a reusable coffee sleeve, made from the same material as a beer cooze. People could order them personalized.
Auto-Bacon
Safety Straw - A straw that somehow changes color when there is something in your drink that is not supposed to be in your drink.
Now you can Laundry your money for real.
remote internet controller
Strap Tension Indicator
Away from home,your dog is thirsty,no dish for water! Imagine going into a gas station and selecting out of the cooler a "Doggie water".
Case formed like a messenger bag, instead of a large material flap there will be a small button strap. Shoulder stap will be interchangeable
Do you have a dog? Do you take it for walks? Does your dog poop? If so I have the product for you.
Traveling Shaving Cream Warmer! A brand new product idea.
work or school locker storage unit to organize clutter and male more space
Water Balloonz X5
Thermo Vacuum Machine to help us community prototype products for quirky
A PERSONAL EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM CAN BE A LIFE SAVER FOR THE ELDERLY OR HANDICAP PERSON. AFTER A FALL, GETTING
HELP CAN BE HOURS OR DAYS
Rocker
"Green Cooler" - standard chest cooler with integrated, removable reusable cold/heat gel packs incorporated in sidewalls, flooring and lid.
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Two Tier Sinkware for your pots, pans, plates and utensils. Height and length adjustable.
Earphone case + keyboard + stand, a cool multifunctional for your IPhone.
The Most Conveniently Placed Power Bar For Those Who Like To Plug It In From The Comfort Of Their Seats
The Tale of 2 Toms. Spraying over territory may b reduced by collars and mini fences around their friend's feed bowls, beds, &amp; litter box.
My idea: wireless mouse that recharges by plugging an attached usb wire into a usb port on its wireless receiver.No need to buy batteries.
This engenious concept combines bathroom storage with a creative utility flare! An in-wall toilet paper roll dispenser and holder.
Smart Diaper Pail
A Portable & Permanent Clothes Line with Removable Modules that can be attached to many surfaces. Mount, Hang, or Hook, then extend & dry.
Bluetooth Boxing Gloves
Prop Power for Europe !
PresCap:Talking app enabled prescription bottle cap,keeps track of medicine schedule, dosage intake/changes, patient info, alerts phone.
The Chocolate Rocket
Sausage Slicer
180 Degree Connect
A cost effective way to add led lighting, scent, and music to your outdoor surroundings. Please read the proposed solution! It makes Sense!
Universal alarm light switch
(Former UC)Modular&amp;Connectable Lunch Storage Containers.Pack food separately,heat individually&amp;then connect them to eat from one solid dish.
a universal spoonrest that clips-on to the handle of any pot. no more mess: position the spoon above the cooking food
No more Drips side mirrors !!!
a speaker with a dock on it.that hangs on your shower bar or door so you can plug your cell phone in and talk will you shower.we all do it
Drying Rack doubles as Compact Folding or Mini-Ironing Table. Wall mounted.
CUPPY - Built-in Cup/Mug Coaster - NO MORE TABLE MARKS or lame coasters !!!
Ever have trouble keeping your dog focused while drenching him with water while trying to bathe him? Then this product is for you.
Headphones + Speakers in one device! (Headphones on the inside, speakers on the outside, with a switch to go between one or the other.)
Develop a sensor to be installed in the cages of domestic birds and can alert you to the proximity of a predator threatening to
life's frame
Wine cicle, it is a wine glass koozie. unlike the current wine koozie on the market mine is made with a thin strip of velcrow in the back
Thrill Seekers Camera Shirt
DISPOSABLE WET-WIPE SLIPPER. Attach a WET-WIPE, CLEAN, REMOVE, REUSE WITH A NEW WET WIPE.
Projection Watch/Phone
CarDFrost
This idea allows easy access to tall vehicles,[suv's pkups}very portable,easy to store,reasonably priced. great for your emergency kit.
Garbage Can With Bag Holder
vPod - portable videos anytime
The SockTube stores socks and accessories in a clear tube that hangs in the closet with the rest of your clothes.
Dishwasher Knife Magnet/Holder
Find It
Touch screen PC keyboard that can be customized by changing the key layout for typing, to gaming, to different languages, and photo editing.
When you hang pictures it is nearly impossible to get them aligned. With an adjustable cord, the height of the frame can be easily altered.
Thinks about putting the garbage out the night before WOW no mess!
The extending golf club.
in the morning is time getting ready for work getting the kids out the door.Having the Baby Bottle Glide will help feed the baby on the go.
T-shirts Stocker Fold! - on the top Stock! - drop it down Dispense! - from the bottom
Nomoregrease
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Slap Charge
Towel Rack--Put it where you need it.
Slide Out KeyBoard iWatch Band
A system for one's photos to be conveniently and remotely uploaded to a repository, is proposed.
Tired of having your expensive or lucky hat blown off your head, get lost or damaged? The Hat BunJee helps you keep your hat safe and clean!
a bunting bag for babies carried in a sling(i.e. baby bjorn)
My product is a combination between two products a jacket and a book bag. It provides comfort and secrecy.
Do you have a small pet that sleeps on you, when you wake up your body is aching. With this product your pet will be able to sleep on you.
battery bros
Shower head with a razor rinse nozzle producing a stream shooting out to the side and down. Aimable with an on/off valve.
Sealable camping Toilet
Pregnant? A compact easy to use contraction calculator that will calculate and log the duration and frequency of labor contractions.
A PEELER with Ceramic blade, is Eco-friendly, Ergonomic, &amp; WON'T SLIP by utilizing CORK in the GRIP!!
Tired of the sun burning your arm and legs while driving? Block out the harmful rays with the Sun Blocker. Easy attach to window.
Connectable Flower Vase
Adult Gag Gift
Complex shapes (tiles, floor)
Quick Clamp
A hip cooler with a look of wood or cane or maritime or own design. Now you see only ugly red or blue coolers on the beach or in a boat.
The Perfect Sausage
Strong magnetic key ring holder that clips onto your belt. One magnet clips onto your belt and the other magnet is on the key ring itself!
Plastic bottle with three nozzles. Squeeze the bottle, product comes out of the three nozzles at the same time on hair section.
Have a tablet computer for Alzheimer patients. Family photos are on it &amp; recordings of their voices identifying themselves. Remember me.
reach it
Gas Nozzle Pin - This pin allows you to fill up you car handsfree. Many gas filling nozzles have these pins removed so bring your own!
The Detachable Filing system organizer Backpack, with detachable lunchbox and poncho for those rainy school days.
A hose that would fit around the inside perimeter of a skin that would allow for self cleaning.
Google Glass All-In-One Strap and Charging Cable, hang them around your neck, and when you need to recharge, unhook and plug it in.
The Hooligan is part bicycle part ATV. Big wheels provide stability and the ability to move over sand, snow, rocks or whatever you can find.
The Sticker Bib
(App-Enabled) key-chain for groups of friends to check their Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) Level without blowing into a device: 'BACup'
Porta Tough
**Ending soon** *See Improvements! Video attached** Clec N Pull Bakeware. No baking mitts, no problem! Remove bakeware fast, easy and safe!
Floorlamp/Fire extinguisher A stylish floor lamp that fits your home decor concealing a smoke detector and a powerful fire suppression agent
Christmas light which uses purely solar energy.No more hassles with electrical cords that easily tangle! Just attach it to a Christmas tree!
Dishwasher detergent dispenser and sponge holder. Holds the sponge and just swipe away to dispense the right amount of detergent.
Car seat drawer
Spiral Twist Rotating Jewelry Box - The drawers open in a spiral pattern at a twist of the knob. The whole box rotates too!
Grocery Smarts
Smart Glare Cover
UNDER CONSIDERATION(IMPROVED):LED Blinds that are solar Powered (cells on one side &amp;; ultra thin LED lights on the other.(Total 563
VOTES)
A flexible drawer liner that is molded with indentations for jewelry storage and organization. Made of foam that you can cut to size.
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App enabled lens that shows you what your fish sees in your fish tank (aquarium)
"Surgery sleeve". This product is for pet owners and veterinarian offices for post-surgery recovery.
Make a lighter above your iphone, so you can read books and all good.. It must click on your iphone.. Behind the iphone also a click for wal
Handheld weed whacker.
Calling All Partyers!!! The Self Standing Party Bag!!! No more garbage cans at partys.
Appliance Noise Silencer
iPhone 5 Modular Water Battery Case:Now you can use water to power the iPhone 5.
Multi-Device Holster for mobile devices, such as iPhone + iPod Touch. For those of us who have or would prefer to carry multiple devices!
Banana Ice Cream
Anyone with Hearing Aides know the struggle of Changing out the batteries, however you don't have to worry with chargeable Hearing Aide pad!
Hand washing dishes is annoying. Soapy, pruned hands are unwanted results. A way to get rid of this would be highly desirable.
No More traffic jam, No more Public transportation.
Miracle Mat - The comfort convertible bath surface!
Wake up and smell the coffee - an alarm clock that releases a coffee scent when the alarm goes off, to get you up and going in the morning
Little spade to pass sunblock on body! Just remove the little spade and pass the sunblock in your body in seconds.
Moldable Plastic or Wire insert in Ziplocs where they zip together. You can bend any convenient shape to aid in filling or emptying the bag
My idea is for a â€œgreenâ€ re-usable, plastic tissue box. We would need someone to manufacture packs of refill tissues.
Do you ever feel bad you kids are frying in the back seat? My product is a rollershade you pull down & hook to your car's dash to keep cool.
A computer sized canvas carry bag with a sewn foam wedge to the top sleeve that allows one to safely carry their lap top to a meeting.
Perfect Bath
heatable vehicle cover
Whisk Away Beard Trimmer
Listening to music while traveling and your cell is discharged - Bluetooth headphone with recording and internal storage. novel Auto-record
A drone sensor apt for the i-phone to let you know when there is a drone in the area (just a quirky idea).
iRING/iBAND A ring or band that (like a metal detector) pinpoints where your phone is with a press of a button on the ring or bracelet.
Automatic gas grill shutoff system. Forgot to shut off the gas and left for vacation? Just pull open your smart phone app and turn it off.
Modifications to sunglasses as a novelty item. Eyes on the outside lens' with a 3D effect that blink when head is moved.
Trash-Mash
Pen that will display the word
A men's room toilet seat that automatically slowly rises to vertical when not being held down by buttocks.
Google Teacher
Infant shopping cart seat
A practical joke - replaces aerator on faucets; when your target turns water on,they get squirted with red or blue washable dye.
Toilet brush incorporated in the toilet bowl. So it will be cleaned by the incoming clean water every time the toilet is flushed.
Shoe and leg covers to protect footwear and clothing from snow, salt, and dirt, that roll up and easily fit into a pocket.
Plan Out Your Eating
A online service to order pass issues of old year books.
Cooking Spoon & Turner Cradle
Wireless GFCI outlet
Shoe organization easy, modular, hang in your closet.
Data storage bags. Offer seal-able plastic bags to organize and hold a stack of documents. These could prevent water damage.
Die-Cut Door Hinge Paint Masks
Alarm band
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Never forget your important personal items when leaving the house again
Ever feel like touching a toilet seat? Of course not. No one does. With this bathroom accessory, you will never touch a toilet seat again.
Does anyone have this problem to clean glassware ? Glassware need a dryer rack that take up space on the table.
A device that keeps track of how many times the user has shaved with the currently attached blade.
Underwater basketball game
NEVER again LOSE your REMOTE CONTROL, KEYS, WALLET, PHONE etc! It's simple, easy and it works!
The Hum Machine
Cutting board that holds tip of knife in a fixed position but allows knife to ride a rail on the cutting board. More control,Safer!
Waterproof Iphone or ipad protection case.(Has applied for patents)
LET'S IMPROVE MOTOROLA'S LAPDOCK
LED Banner Roll: For sporting events, airport, roadside, and more! Easily rolls up for portability. Edit sign using app on smart phone.
Automatic Hand Held Button Sewer!! STOP hand sewing and/or using bulky machines. Use it on-the-go for all shapes, sizes, holes and fabrics!
Bend plug
Ceramic bowl with 3 parallel partitions, one for Soup,one for Salad and one for Starters.
Turns any standard water or juice bottle into a sippy cup! Why carry (and lose!) bulky sippy cups when you can screw on a SIPPY CAP?
The Pop-Up Baby Bottle will help prevent spills and stains on your floor and keep germs of your baby's bottle.
Statically Straight
The Bottle Band! Prevents baby bottles from leaking! Absorbent and easy to clean.
Personal Belongings Tracker
The Wise John is the ultimate husband/child bathroom training aid or a great gag gift. An audible/recordable message at each flush.
Magnetic Gaming Chair
Solar Powered Gazing Balls: Mass Market Appeal, SPECIALIZED and Internally Lit. Bringing to the landscaping market a new and fun product.
FlexiClean
Small holder with calculator that attaches to grocery cart handle, shopper is hands free, shows a running total of items before checkout
A credit card that is impossible to use except by the owner because the card can only be activated by it's owner.
Ravioli Cooker
LED assisted under armour type shirt that lights up at night/dusk to keep you safe.
RAIN for INDIANA C-O-R-N... CORN needs million gallons of GOD'S RAIN'S each year... GOD left RAIN'S in lakes for the CORN [sprinkler]...
A way to cut tape, paper and more without needing a third hand!
What if the beach umbrella was a flatter design or even reverse dome instead of dome shape, the wind would not get caught under it as much.
Fancy and handy clip that I attach to my clothes,(shirt, sweater, jacket) and where you can hang your glasses.
JEWELRY TOWER: Keep sets of matching jewelry together in individual cases that rotate in a selection tower. Cases pops in & out for travel.
The laptop pen by Jean Payne.
Infant seats are killer to carry! Parents need a padded handle cover that cushions their forearm
Remote Monsters
Who wants a part of the (Quirky) Pie? But how to divide a pie/pizza to 5, 7, 9, etc hungry people? For none - rocket scientists (everybody)
A smartphone + a dumbbell = toned arms. Use the obsessive picking up of smartphones to tone arms with a combo smartphone case and dumbbell.
Birthday Candle Projector for ceiling! Must see this!Age or message on the ceiling and base...Change disks for each event
HAPPY FISH #wink tank monitor Quirky #Wink tank management system. sends out a tweet if fish are "HAPPY"
Metal roast racks are a huge pain to clean and dont fit all pans. A silicon version compatible with all pans that takes seconds to clean
A soap grip holder that can be stuck to the shower wall when not in use.
"Time telling" GPS watch
Impact resistant covers for electronics remotes.Slide remote in back first,like a shoe in galoshes.Flexible and one size fits all
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KOOL SKOOT KADDY!!! AN ADJUSTABLE CADDY FOR ICE COOLERS WITHOUT WHEELS!!! Turns your old ice cooler into a mobile refreshment
center.
LITTLE BLACK DRESS'ing
Double Dutch TrainerRadioshack
when working under a kitchen sink or under a bathroom vanity it is very hard on the back because of the elevation change.
USE IT AGAIN
An Over-the-Sink activity station for accessories like paper towels, sink cleaners, hand wash, scrubbers, cook books, herbs, etc.
Solar Phone
The phone stylus is a universal stylus for any phone for people with large fingers and small buttons. Holder keeps it with the phone.
For multi-Apple product users. Reel the wire out to charge and put it back in afterwards. Possibly 2 lightening usb hubs?
My Lazy-Susan Organizer is very attractive,unique and used daily to hold your handy items such as;TV remote,eye glasses,w/kleenex box cover
Half-n-Half Bedsheet Set: flannel + cotton sewn together. At night, she's cold/he's warm. Her side of the sheets: flannel. His side: cotton.
"I-LOVE" USB Rechargeable Bracelets! Spread the love.This bracelet lets you tell people you love them at any given time!! Pretty cool!
Calder-like wind mobiles are a big market. This is a mobile powered by the sun. Can be a build toy for kids using just a few different parts
PerfectMallow or PerfectRoaster - Evenly roasted marshmallows every time. Perhaps converts to campfire rotisserie.
my idea is to put a spreader like a grass spreader between the handles of a snow blower that spreads icemelt behind the blower doing 2 jobs
Easy pull trash can
Housework is made easy when everything is at your reach. You dont have to run from room to any more.
Shower beverage holder with slot for handles. We have all enjoyed a coffee or cold beverage in the shower but not had a good place to put it
App enabled pitching machine and ball return system to supply machine continuously.
Virtual Security Fence
Keep Dangerous Knives out of a dirty sink by attaching them to the sink magnet.
Punch Count Boxing Gloves
I want to create a 6-pack, or however many you want, of pre-poured hard alcohol shots. They can come in disposable shot glasses.
Sand/Snowman2Go
wire Rail system for outlets to use and slide across to any given position.
Interchangeable back pack straps, all of the same features as the boring style of generic straps, but can be quickly changed to style.
Magazine holder-Hooks onto toilet paper dispensers and cantilevers off the wall. Adjustable, widthwise, to fit all dispensers and TP brands.
Snack Bag Closer
This product catches everything that falls in between your car seat &amp; center console so your eyes can stay on the road. 354 Vote RESUB
A motorized mop that spins by itself on the floor so that the user does not need to get tired by manually swiveling the mop the floor.
Adjustable Chopper for Cutting Board. Make the cut the size wanted by pulling handles out &amp; in. Great for chopping vegetables and fruit.
Kids Noise Level Referee/Clock
A ceiling fan with no noise or wobbling?! With the self level ceiling mounted ceiling fan, your fan will be quite, even after years of use!
Spock yourself. An app that allows the user to upload a photo and give themselves features of Mr. Spock
Do you hate taking your case off to charge it, put it on a dock, etc? Then this case is for you!
Your power goes out.. and of course, your cell phone dies. This small portable backup power generator will stop Murphy's law in its tracks.
An app to be used along w/smartphones that has voice command specifically for texting.
guillotina cierra puertas
Clean Baseboards and Wood Steps: Combination brush/textured sponge (or dryer sheet) IS the solution! Great Cleaning Line Product Addition!
SET SLED: Organize sets of "matching jewelry" in separate cartridges that slide in/out of this â€œset sled.â€ Great for travel.
The Power Cooler - ice box with solar panel lid has both standard outlets and USB outlets. Long lasting power source for the outdoors.
Able to fart whenever you want
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Space saving fold up desk. Clear up clutter while working, and Fold up without moving your stuff.
ReturnPro
COFFEE FILTER FETCHER
Make better use of sparse cabinet and counter top space with a flexible, mini shelving system.
Bacon Alarm Clock
squat training device
The Ultimate Powerstrip
Helping Hand
A panic app. similar to what's on an automobile key chain. Also an app that would alert you to fire, smoke or carbon monoxide
Tired of losing golf balls in the rough and trees. BIRDIE BALL emits chirp sounds locating is easy. Allowing for quicker play &amp; lower scores
Phone Rescue Compartment
How Bizzar How Bizzar
Clamp-Labels,that clamp on strong so you you don't have to waste time with those other flimsy,hard-to-fasten,pointy,sharp clear plastic ones
Pi Case with LCD Screen and Keyboard. Raspberry Pi, the $25 computer was released yesterday in Europe.
Soft Sided Pencil Case with Integrated USB Hub and USB Cable Storage
My idea is for a food storage container with a face on top of it that will change as the food inside of it starts to spoil.
A Clean and Dirty Dish Organization Rack for Inside and Outside of Your Sink! Organization is the key!
Therm-o-Scenes. A decorative insulating product for windows requiring no tools or hardware to install. Brighten homes and save energy/money!
Joe Billy
The quick lock adjustable clamp system will lock on any board from 2 to 8 inches in seconds.Now one man can level and plum a beem with ease.
Hydraulic toilet/ loo seat, keeping it dry
Its a little briefcase with files,DVD?CD holder Supply pouch and pencil holder.Has mini lamp,stand and pull out ruler.Handle and front clip.
Smooth and high quality makeup foam cheek stamps. Rub in makeup skin tone powder and press on your cheek. Look beautiful and gorgeous.
4 x 4 foot carved out/raised single INITIAL last name letter initial in a "stick on" high quality rubber matting design
SCISSOR AND XACTO KNIFE IN ONE scissors with built in xacto knife
Better Retractable Dog Leash
a soft chair desktop holder that has a feet holder power ports for the pc on it and adjustable desktop screen holder and with wheels to move
Golf Pull Cart Hitch
Calling all Iphone people. The new iphone camera case system. The rubber Iphone camera case. Turn any iphone into an easy hold camera!!!!!!
LISTEN TO YOUR MUSIC + WORLD
A Smart Phone/Pad memory/storage/drive device that plugs into earphone jack.
Learn educate reward
Dirt bike kick start lever modification and application of anti-slip coatings.
All Dog Owners. Meet the Retractable Leash Collar!!! Never Have to Plug Your Dogs Leash into the Collar Again!!!
juice pitcher that has a built in slot that's located on the pitcher so you can label what type of juice/fruit/veggies the pitcher contains
RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
Dog Walking Toasty Muff
Lungh box recording thermometer. We send kids to school with lunch boxes and a freeze pak or two. We really dont know the temp inside.
Catcher's Hit
Easy to Remove Bed Skirt: A bed-skirt that functions as a curtain or magnet attached, so you don't have to lift the mattress up to remove it
Tired of looking at the same picture frame on the wall. Here is a great product for you. Introducing Picture Frame Skins
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SHOT-LOC... This is an electronic device that will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a SHOT that is FIRED at a SOLDIER in the city.
World smallest connected video camera - button shaped sticker ! (slightly similar to ispy selected for development) ! Endless uses !
A COLLEGE SURVIVAL KIT (includes a First Aid Kit, a Power Kit, a Tool Kit, a Sewing Kit, a Safety Kit and a Desk Kit)
Ice cream spoon+rubber spatula
*Frameless* My product is a frameless pattern for total rimless frames, that is guaranteed not to crack or damage your lenses.
COMPUTER STAND: Protect And Enhance Your Computer! (A Plug Hub Companion Product)
Save your money!
Silicone covered marbles that help clean reusable water bottles (they reach the areas that scrub brushes can't reach).
Solar panel with mac
Story Telling TeddyBear
Do you want to get rid of all those scratches on your phone? Then this is for you!
Worldwide Doctors Forum
Girl proof case
Flat Mouse
This pivoting clip would be attached to the end of a chalkline for fast and easy ways to mark angle lines on materials for cutting.
(ReSUBSubmit)Expanding Dish Rack with Drip Tray! Take your Dish Rack Anywhere and keep your counter dry. Store it Anywhere!
These are used to cover up the gaps in public restroom doors. 2 seperate straps for maximum privacy. Lightweight, washable, reuseable.
Dish Duty Equality (families, roomates, couples, offices, common spaces, other) - Fairness belongs at the sink IDEAS PLEASE
HairVac to be used in professional salons as well as home use.It is used to clean hair around neckline after haircuts.Quick and easy.
Hey-I drank 8 - My proposal is a plastic drinking container with a lid &amp; straw with pushable bubbles to count your glasses during the day.
No More burnt brown shirts and pants...thanks to the the Smart Iron...
Universal Mouse & Keyboard
An Innovative Design! - Jelly Mats Hold All Jewelry Tight! Jewelry Stays Where You Put It! â€“ Prevents Tangles â€“ Prevents Damage
Have dried cheese on your stove or countertop? How about a handy scraper to use in kitchen clean-up to save your nails. Remove stickers too.
Never lose a remote control. Attach a small bell to a remote control or keys. Push a button on the base station, and the bell rings.
the mechanics dream
SANDING GLOVE
i-land
WRAP AROUND N GO MASSAGER
SnackGuard
A new generation of board games with an Ipad as a center of entertainment physical-digital.
food court soda dispenser
A secret, hidden, safe place to store your handguns and have them easily &amp; quickly accessible when needed. ** Pictures are of one I made**
Bluetooth Device that you put into your wallet and connect to your IPhone. The device alerts you whenever you accidentally lose your wallet.
quirky Inventors Log Book Kit With Log Book Key Chain Flash Cards Or Voice Recorder
I would like to introduce the Travel Sleeve, a lightweight inexpensive cover for expensive briefcase/purse protection while travelling.
Security cameras + volts
Stainless steel cooking ball! This ball would be the perfect kitchen accessory!
Wireless solar panel microphones.Great for all kinds of singers.Save money on batteries!This is a amazing product!Please vote today!
The collapsible portable party sink. This plastic container would hide the dirty dishes, pots and pans during a party.
Kart Keeper
High heat silicone cooking bricks Easy to use great for brick pressed sandwiches,chicken endless uses You have to try brick cooking,the best
SELFSEALPLATES is designed to efficiently glue two paper plates together to store or carry food out.
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Forget messing up your fingers and clothes with whiteboard marker ink. This fantastic accessory adds a small eraser brush to any marker.
What ya thinking" Magnets for car,home,office lets you express "what ya thinking
ARIEL - remote controlled wi-fi camera on wheels. Drive it trough your home and check if everything is OK from anywhere in the world.
A security dog leash that locks easily around anything so you can have peace-of-mind while running errands with your fuzzy best friend.
It's a Hairbrush with a spritzer. For ladies and maybe gents on the go, add body and lift or firmness when you need it Please Comment.
SolSensitive
USB portable electric driver
Finally something that would allow you to easily retrieve the items you dropped in between your car seat!
on the go HUD
!Coffee cup or ice cream handle.Reusable.Instant mug. No more hot or cold hands.
smart shade
Smart Board: Learning to play chess? Chess board will help you w/ light up paths for each chess piece on the board when you press down on it
Invention's name is 2Away
Eliminate weird sunburns from sloppy sunblock application! A beach-side booth, like spray-tans but with sunscreen too. Cash/card operated.
Armband Phone Charger
Functional clip to put notes, reminders, cards, station numbers, pictures, other decorations on any edge of flat panel computer displays
The Electromagnetic Lift
Christmas Tree Bota
3D Glowing T
electronic device mounted to car steering wheel or dash that interrupts or shuts down cell phones to the drivers seat
The Hooligan is part bicycle part ATV. Big wheels provide stability and the ability to move over sand, snow, rocks or whatever you can find.
Introducing the Power Strip Belt. Not only can it sit on the floor like a regular power strip now you can wrap it.
Reusable rubber band for the Quirky Hitch. Allows to suspend liquids in their original containers!
Wireless usb credit card reader that conveniently fits in to your wallet. No USB port on your iPad, no problem it's wireless!
Where are my Glasses? Remote Control, iPhone? Car Keys?
Parents need help with household chores, Kids want to have fun.
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks are available? Please vote and support if you agree. QSANDY
SnapFlat Beach Towel (Lays Flat, Rolls Fast, Weighted/Anchored Corners)
A toothbrush with a hollow handle to hold toothpaste on one end and dental floss on the other, making 3 different products 1
De-icing Snow Shovel
Being a nurse and seeing alot of broken bones, I have a safe product to relieve an itch under a cast. It is called THE C STICK.
QUIRKY, I propose a TWO SIDED handle-less hair brush FOR HUMANS that you strap around your hand to brush your hair.
A new way to listen and enjoy your music or favorite audio. These three speaker ear clips allow you to enjoy full surround sound audio.
My Sixth Sense
A modern look to the way we connect any electrical devices into 120V wall outlet. This technology is a game changer for this industry.
Power Plant: A solar charger you keep by the window all the time.
my idea is a circuit breaker when it is tripped would light up so you would know which one is tripped
Snack Stack
Car Compass
Always repositioning 2 or 3 pillows? Get your best nights rest with the CozyContour!
New design for bowls.
Draw Sleeve Phone Holster
A storage unit installed in a compartment of a motor vehicle such as the bed of a pickup truck and a method of distributing such devices.
Everyone knows that its not safe to carry a condom in your wallet because body heat & friction... UNTIL NOW. Safe sex, FTW!
Parents rest easy. This App-enabled breathalyzer will not permit your child to start the car and drive away!
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Rockâ€™em SOCKâ€™em Laundry Ball. Never Lose Socks Again!
Wireless vibrating pad that slides into your pillowcase. Use app on smartphone to set an alarm, gently waking you.
EVER FORGOTTEN TO TAKE YOUR MEDICINE? Remembering to take 1 pill is hard but what if you take 6 or 7? You need the MEDI-REMINDER!
NOW!!!(c)
Top shade
Multicolor Stapler Pins.. For multipurpose use..!
Chop Board to Bowl
Easy Detachable Goal Net
Fog free mirror with a motorized wiper and filled with hot water for hands-free, truly fogless shaving.
Inflatable Plant Grow Beds
Note it. The smart doorbell.
Omni-Nurser
Write 'n' White. A combination of pen and correction fluid applicator
An Iphone case that has a built in retractable microphone extension is a must have for clear conversations.
Automobile Trash Saddlebags
Coffer Timer
The perfect razor
Grippy Slips are soft gloves you wear while bathing your infant so a wet, slippery baby won't slip through your hands! Stress free for mom!
Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn it on and let Drying Fan do its job.
skeeter reliever
The idea I have in mind is a pair of reading glasses with lights built in.
Pre-rinse your dinner utensils in this boat shaped funnel that inserts into your sink's drain. Keep the water running without any overflow.
3 double sided, interchangeable boards (Web Organizer,Magnetic Dry Erase,Cork), pull-down iPad brace, light w/bendy arm on track.
A wristband that will help you exchange personal/ business information and/or facebook/google + profiles faster and easier. Just 'tag' them.
Q.Port *Stack and Load* for iPad, iPhone, iPod,...
Why can't we develop a solid automobile tire that is light-weight, compressible, hugs the road, is long-wearing and gives a smooth ride?
Voice Directional Apparatus
Tired of wasting that last bit of lotion? Tried shaking it vigorously, hoarding bottles? Your lotion woe solution is here! "Suck It Up"!
Ever find an old sippy-cup with milk in it? Gross. I loose them all of the time. How about a removeable cup locator band?
Measuring Ruler
Pull Up Pen
Hands free gravy/sauce stirrer
Smart Magic Tricks Kit
5 in 1 Apple Keyring serves the purpose of a keyring, Torch, Apple sim ejector pin, Bottle opener and a mini ipad stand
All-In-One Pool &amp; Spa Monitor
Poppy Sews
Sofft
Paste a button with a suctioncup on the back of the iPad to hold the tablet easily with one hand, using the other hand for wiping.
Let's change the shape of the Spoon (for cooking). Pots and pans have corners and angles, WHY is the spoon round? Introducing the new Spoon.
A dog collar that puts out a signal to make your dog stop barking.
A Shopping List Holder made to go on the handle of the shopping cart in order for consumer to clip list on and make shopping easier.
Pre packaged disposable cleaning gloves of a biodegradable type material for use in cleaning disinfecting and polishing surfaces.
Ladies - Do you want us men to help out more around the house? OR-GUY-NIZE: The original household product line designed for men!
Green Go is a revolutionary bag caddy system designed to speed up canvas bag use when shopping for mass quanities of product.
Cupcake pan wizard
RETRIEVE IT! An app that allows you to retrieve any photo/message sent. Sender will always have ownership of data and receiver can't save!
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A solar powered light for portable toilets that is motion activated so when door opens the light comes on for 2 or 3 minutes.
Slice & Store Scallion Snipper.
The Comfee Traveler
computerized shopping cart
Motion Piktures
Always get the last drop of lotion, hair gel, etc. by keeping the plastic bottle in a stable, upside down position. No more wasted product.
Pop Can Bee Guard
Electric Trumpet
An air conditioner cover with a bonnet roof design that protects year round. And a style that owners could incorporate with landscape.
A flip spatula-spoon kitchen utensil allowing the chef to scrape and stir or lift the food in one less step. Paton action while cooking!
Hanfree Garage Door Remote
Lo-Bac allows the user to put lotion/oil on a towel and rub it over their back.
the
DECO-POCKET for NoteBooks(i-pad,MacBook,etc) -Can Decorate them -Bring something(Adapter,Mouse,x-Hard Drive,miniProjector,etc) with them.
Submarine with waterproof RC
M idea is to develop a guard to prevent cats from having access to the dirt in plants to cover pots.
HAVE A TODDLER? CHECK OUT THE TODDLER FLEXIBLE TOOTHBRUSH--BENDS ON IMPACT!
iPad kickstand that is slim enough for your pocket and will also attach to smart cover,keyring for storage.Watch Video to see it in action
Sweet dreams on the road
A Vegetarian Fried Egg.
Simple blocker for casement windows. Lets your window in desired position.
App Cast Projector
Requested Silense
The Cooling Blanket
This is a rectangular shape pad similar to a 3 subject notebook in size,comprise by 3 layer. 1st semi soft, 2nd gel, 3rd plastic with bumps
Carbon monoxide strobe
bag attachment
Heated Windshield Wiper Clips.
Hourly. An erasable clock!
SITTER MONITOR
Bathroom Light Control
Sofft
A two level drying rack. When closed, a normal in-sink drying rank. When expanded it raises to offer a second drying area on the counter.
Great Water Storage container that holds triple what the comps.provide. This also has a phone holder for your new iPhone5 to nicely ride in
Age-verified Beer Dispenser
"Gutter Snake" RESUBMIT #3 *PLEASE WATCH VIDEO* Unique New Tool Clears Out 50ft of Gutters in 10 minutes!
Ultrasound Stud Finder. Think of a stud finder on steroids. This will allow you to find the studs in your wall, but EVERYthing else as wel
"THE PAINTERS PAL" A MOBILE,TELESCOPIC,TOOL BUCKET WITH HANDLE AND CASTERS(on the base)FOR EASY MANEUVERING
AROUND YOUR PROJECT AREA.
RESUBMIT: Do you live in a dorm/Apt. and not allowed to paint the interior? Solution: non-damaging PEEL AND STICK WALLPAPER in solid colors!
An Apple Bluetooth Device that attaches to keys, that can be tracked on iPhone if keys are lost or misplaced.
Build your needs
My idea is to make a kind of shell with a plate and when we put it on the iphone charge without plugging
A revolutionary Valve Stem Cap design for bikes and motorcycles! It clips to the spoke for storage and releases air when needed!
The Mommy Apron has 14 pockets. Many pockets for duster, rags, cleaner, and EVERYTHING! 8 bottom pockets are deep with elastic.
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A tooth brush timer that beep, sing a melody or a recorder it could wrap around the tooth brush like a watch be adjustable or installed
Phone2Laptop Charger
Faucet That Combines Water w/ Soap
ATTENTION: Omelette Lovers, My invention,that has a patent already,will make a perfect omelette every time. It is patent #D459955.
WaterDawg is a convient water pouch that is shelf stable for 5 years. Simply open a pouch and quench your pooches' thirst anywhere anytime.
OVER-EAR HEADPHONES THAT MASSAGE YOUR HEAD TO THE BEAT OF THE SONG.
Magnified LCD Screen Hood
Light Orbz
Pepper spray pooper scooper
D2 Watch
SolarSurfer
Commode Bowl Stink Vacuum
Temperature sensor for cooking pans to tell when they are pre-heated.
Disposable bathroom trash can made out of recycled paper printed patterns that add to the decor of the bathroom. Throw it away when full.
Apple iPhone/iPad wall charger piece 2+ USB hub
GAS UP GLOVE
Razorblade Sharpener that sharpens disposable multi-blades (i.e. Gillette Mach III etc.)
PORTABLE Wii FOR YOUR LAPTOP
No sock left behind- hamper!
My idea is a animated sing along tooth brush that teaches kids from ages 2 to 6 how to properly brush there teeth while haveing fun with it.
Build a better mousetrap and the world will beat a path to your door! Here is a great improvement!
RESUBMIT-Decorative Night Light and Air Freshener Combo-Previously submitted under the S-Team-changed name as we added another member.
camera/binocular no-oops strap
Magnetic organizer! Sticks to school desk for easy access to all a students needs.
Over the tub baby tub. Baby tub with arms that extend to fit across bath tubs
Fingerswip or Fingerprint Lock for your beach bag, purse, passport pouch, or diaper bag
This is a therapeutic device to aid in making comfortable bowel movements. It's a natural and non-invasive solution to constipation.
Small device that attaches to own watch or bracelet and connects wirelessly to cell phone &amp; vibrates when phone rings. Simply uncomplicated!
No more mess when painting. Painter Pot Liner with Screen Grid Holder
Washer / Dryer in one. No more waiting to transfer your laundry from the washer to the dryer.
A silicon/rubber food cleaning station to guide the food leftovers directly to the drain...when done put it in the dishwasher too.
A trend-setting purse, with matching flats discreetly tucked away in an individual compartment at the bottom for comfort after the evening.
onlineboombox101
App-enabled drop-off mat for UPS, Fedex and other packages. Alerts you and let you know when your packages has arrived! Resub.
Don't forget to Floss! Although I know how important it is to floss, I somehow always seem to forget.
Lay Out with a Friend
Disposable Cellphone Strap
"Unrack your Spices" with STACKABLE SPICES...stack to save space, stack in wasted space, stack to flex and personalize your space!
I'm a guy, I want a manly Air Freshner in my truck. I'll bet there's 50 million other guys that would too.
Iron-ed Man &amp; Pressto
Let's join recycling movement.Apple cell/Ipad Mini cases out of recycled paper.Q will show their green side&amp;these cases will look fantastic
Glove scrub
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To have the the full contents used from 1-litre or 0,5 litre carton packages for thick liquids like yoghurt and custard. Prevent wasting.
Who is that masked woman? It is Jane, a Lady Vols Fan and cancer survivor. If you must wear a surgical mask, make it a fashion statement!
No more mess with wires and one charger to each cell phone in your drawer. New universal charger;portable, practical and â€œwirelessâ€
UnderArm Medical BandAid with built in heat sensor.
A simple but effective way to organize your frig, pantry or any storage needs. Based on a Slide Puzzle concept. * PLEASE SEE "ALL" PICS *
Mold your own cake decorations using sprinkles.Pour in molds,microwave,cool &amp; remove a perfectly shaped decoration!FUN FUN FUN!
DON'T FORGET YOUR BABY IN THE CAR! The "BABYHERE" (or the "FORGETMENOT") IS THE SAFEST WAY TO GET YOUR BABY TO ITS
DESTINATION
A power strip with a built in wire management harness.
Disposable pillow case for the sick bed. Keep mucus, spittle, &amp; vomit off pillows as well as spilled medicine &amp; food. Vid demo and prototype
BevCold - THE Frozen Coaster
App Enabled BED WARMER. A toasty bed is waiting for you minutes before you jump in.
App-Enbd Windshield De-Froster
Help! I need something to protect my neck from the dreaded curling iron. Problem solved! The Neck Nanny! Hugs, protects and cares for you.
My product improves on the idea of mp3 and ipod playin pillows. Not only does my product play music but it also has a built in alarm clock.
Hands-free tooth mouth brush
#spotsv Roll Buddy- Never leave your guests, or yourself, short of toilet paper again..
Closet Jump Seat &amp; Organizer
The idea I am pitching is the â€œRemnant Catcherâ€ (RC).This device can be stationed under a bush to catch fallen pieces.
Magnetic Hover Car
you can apply/spread cream on your back alone.And with the telescoping hundle you can put it in the bag
WE LOVE PETS THEY ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR FAMILY AND NEED SPECIAL TREATMENT EVERY NOW AND THEN. BATH
TIME DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UNPLEASANT
Dorm room suction cup shelving
If it's a cold snowy day, use this product to clean it off. Using a magnet, you use the handle inside the car to scrape the snow off.
All you iPod and MP3 lovers out there! I have the solution on how to deal with dangling headphones when they are not placed in your ears!
The toothbrush holder and floss in one. The floss is attached to the toothbrush holder for convenience.
A tube that fits on either end of a CPAP hose. A strip inserted would add fragrance to the air like menthol, fresh cut grass, lavender etc.
Have small space? little or no closet space? This handy caddy will hold all of your brooms, mops, rakes, etc. in any corner w/out falling!
BYE-BYE BACTERIA SPONGE ---------- This sponge gets 100% deep clean by spiking it in the dishwasher.
AMERICAN GIRL-SALON/RUNWAY
Resubmission(378 votes! V2V 89%). Flat Combined Wrench with Handle - all in one solution for work with nuts and bolts of 4 or more sizes.
Fitness 100 (The Wait Is Over)
Vest using GE Piezo CoolingJets - Keep cool in extreme weather, wear under motorcycle jacket, police/fire/military gear, by athletes, etc.
Big shopping, many bags, GOING UPSTAIRS?!!! A simple light device to help lift many bags upstairs without much of effort.
Whirling Weasel
DUBSTEP GAME BOX (Radio Shack)
Universal Smartphone Case: They all have the same shape, we should make one that can fit every phone, not just iPhones. 54% buy Androids!
Family 911
ZIP MATE
Under the upper cabinet hideaway cookbook or tablet holder to be able to read recipes easier while cooking or preparing meals
The IT Spaceship has a unique and impressive design. It gives a comfortable fit and makes your stay at the computer enjoyable experience.
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Wire-less Charger
Quirky Kitchen Garbage Bands... It is unique, please read on. WIDE OPEN MARKET! Thanks!
Cater to your learning style with this light-weight adjustable portable study station. Who says you have to study at a desk?
Fill your reusable Kcups here. Quick with no mess. A dispenser that measures and dispenses dry beverage such as coffee grounds into a Kcup.
PHONE PROTECTOR CASE WITH BUILT-IN FLIP OUT A/C PLUG ON THE BACK
Display your Nerf &amp; water toys in style. Nerf display case with drawer to store your ammunition. A fun way to help kids put their toys away
NEW SELF BRUSHING CAT POST! This product allows the cat to do all the work and the owners to do nothing. The cats brush as long as they want
"ONE"is here!Tired of buying your cosmetics separately and digging in that big purse to find your mascara?This small compact has everything!
IPhone Line of Cases Using Radiant Light films on outside of Cases for Colorful Designs.
Introducing the bobble baby bottle.The bottle that won't fall down and make a mess on the floor.Parents will love this and so will your baby
Small device that attaches to any dumbbell or barbell (or worn on the wrist) to measure reps, power generated, calories burned.
360 Degree â€œSteam Ringâ€ right on the hanger.
gazebo center hanger
Can't afford a landscape designer and don't have the knowledge or skills to do it yourself? Let the iScape do it for you!
Lazy susan with a clear top surface, so the bearings below are visible. The bearing pattern creates the illusion that it may not turn-magic!
BOOK AND FOLDER ORGANIZER FOR SCHOOL BACKPACK....... Keep your books and folders organized in your bag for each class.
"Super Slick" Teflon coated rain gutter SPLASH BLOCK
umbrell-chapk-a
APP Enabled AMERICAN FLAG -use phone -Raise or lower flag to half staff -Even while your away on vacation
I propose there that be a voice activated speed control devise for automobiles.
Bike Passenger Seat - Easy to set-up (discrete or permanent) when ever you need to give someone a lift.
Permanent Bike Lock
Plain and simple it is a sponge with soap in it!
The Ultimate Stroller
MY EXTRA DRYER, more power for the 18m butterfly dryer on the same surface - to use for socks or with a net above to dry sensitive blouses .
IDEA WAS IN EVAL BUT DIDN'T GET CHANCE TO GO DOWN THE PANEL! The pan has piece that can be inserted &amp; removed. Not similar to
Ribbon!
"iMOB" - Card Style File storage and easy sharing tool for your apple devices and PC. Both USB and Apple dock connector.
Roofing is a tough job. It would be much easier with a rolling table that holds shingles, felt paper, staples, nails and cutting equipment.
Ultimate Metal BBQ Slider Skewers w/Elegant Serving/Display Holder OR Serving/Display Holder to Be Used w/Quirky's Existing Sliders Product!
SKAF
Have you ever dumped a bag looking for something you "thought" was in there only to find it was not? This simple organizing tool is IT!
No more Nosemarks Sunglasses
Whackem Yard Golf
Your child can be exposed to bacteria such as E. Coli, Salmonella, Campylobacter or Listeria. By giving a teether from your home freezer.
Scald proof each faucet with Faucet Lock! No more turning off or down your hot water heater.
GPS Guided Invisible Dog Fence
IdiotRooftop Coffee Mug Saver
iPad or other smart device for very young kids/babies to maximize use.
Countering the Counterfeits â€“Mobile apps that â€œScan and Matchâ€ manufacturersâ€™ signature.
ralentissez !!!
Articulating Cork Connectors: Make cool things with wine corks! ***MUST SEE PHOTOS*** Limited Only By Your Imagination!
Football Helmet Shield
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The Ear Ring
Mini Keychain Box Cutter with replaceable X-Acto Style blades.
To have a kitchen sink hump "exoskeleton" to allow airflow under a dish towel for drying as well as hand and dish soap dispensers.
Garment Roll-up -- Saves space, reduces wrinkles, stores socks and underwear along with your shirt, pants, tie all on one tube.
The rain clothesline lets you dry your clothes in your garden in every weather condition: a big umbrella repairs them in case of rain.
POPPY-BREAD PASTISSERIE
Combination foil Cutter And Bottle Opener. Cut foil on wine bottles as well as open soda pop bottles with the same device.
FOOT BUFFER
Wireless Blood Pressure App-Notifies Doc's, Family and Friends Of Dangerous Levels
APP: How to become an inventor
A little storage compartment to clip on your sink. So the litle things have a place and you have additional space in your kitchen cabinet.
A Cart Bag - A Bag that Converts into a Cart with Compartments.
VIDEO OF PROTOTYPE-Bungee Board. Keeps your stuff where you want it. Great for college, kids rooms and at the office.
The Mini Broom! Sweeps out the dirt and food particles in the small gaps between the stove and fridge.
wireless charging for mobile devices and laptops.Smart Furniture. Imagine having a Table top that was the platform for wireless charging.
Parent Power
My idea is a cleaning folding car!!!
Thoracistretch
My new TOTAL CARE 2 MINUTE BRUSH 3000. one of a kind never seen before toothbrush will take brushing everyones teeth to another level.
teething iphone case
A cell phone, camera and hand game attachment sun shield.
Card Grip
Tea/Coffee Cooler & Stirrer
Wifi charger
Holdit- Exercise workstation
Gold Standard: the new luxury gold infused bottled water.
Resub...Problem storing the bathroom scale? Move it off the floor! It works accurately as a seat scale...hidden until needed! Quirky~ GE
Stopper for Canes and Crutches
Wilt Guardian
Create for the market a placard/poster kit capable of changing messages quickly, stored and transported easily and reuseable for years !
Combined the two biggest industries -Apple and the world of fitness- and you get my revolutionary inventions, the iLliptical and iTread.
Shot Glass Topper
Air Freshener Attachment
RESUBMIT--Visibility is the main cause of accidents when the sun isn't up. Let's maximize visibility with T-belt --&gt; Visibility = Safety
To Infinity and Beyond! Remote control car that can transform into flying plane. Kids will love it!
Multi-functional rolling pin
Truck bed pocket. Flip out a corner pocket &amp; place items within without having them fly all over &amp; flip back in when you need the whole bed.
Meet Liftassist!! No bending, No Pain when washing your car, painting, or gardening. Render/Video by vector.
Shake BBQ thermometer. No batteries, no worries!
The DOOZ-IT-ALL electric yard cart! This cart is a powerful, rechargable, self-propelled transport machine. Yard work just got easy!
Save lives and avoid injuries and lawsuits with this essential safety feature - Long OverDue! Will be mandatory in the future.
Kaizen
DISCREET TRAVEL PILLOW: Sleep Soundly Without Being Embarrassed About How You Look!
Wasted time picks at my last nerve. Today I spent about 5 minutes untangling my headphone and phone charger. There has to be a better way!
1 rectangle of scratch n scroll + 1 bandit=1 luggage/bag tag that you can write on, erase, and write on again! Now u know what's in the bag!
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Lotion applicator
Here is a way to teach the alphabet to kids with disability.
QUIRKY'S new iPHONE CASE with iWARE STORAGE built in. iPhone case and Eyeglasses always together. Many 40-50wear glasses to read small print
A small bedside table that helps manage your electronic devices. It would be perfect for your dorm where you have limited space.
This is so Quirky: Stream...Flip your faucet into a water fountain! No more faucet-slurping! (Resubmit: 400 votes, 88%)
Quick Tether
The Busy Licker
Noodle Knots Floatation noodles are so popular, kids and adults play and float. My plastic noodle knot rings turn noodles into rafts.
Back washing pad that sticks to Shower wall. Perfect for bigger individuals who have trouble reaching back.
Back Ache-Free Rake: Eliminates bending and lets rake to the clamping-sliding lever allows leaf clamp to open and close around leaves
Lowlight Streetsafe (LS)
The "Snuggle Up" Bean Bag! It's no different than purchasing a luxury car...added features!
Live in a fire prone area? Fire Proof your Home!
A hamper which eliminates sorting through dirty clothes and laundry baskets.
periscope tapper
A cord holder for an iron which removes the cord from the ironing space and extends and retracts excess slack for each ironing stroke.
Kids Exam Table Paper
Convertible baseball cap to sun visor. Removable and inter-changeable top held on by velcro. Change colors! Change based on your activity.
Scrub it, flip and scrape it: clean it!
Electric Longboard
Instant Lace Up
Thousands of women have rectoceles. This product pushes it in so that they can have a bowel movement. Surgery is not a good option for many.
Germ-Killing Ipad or Iphone Case/Cover for Doctor's, Nurses, Hospitals and Healthcare Professionals.
Everything Baby
Out of WIFI Range Alarm, WINK
An iPhone 5 case that reroutes the audio jack to the top. Very useful with the Square card reader.
TrayAssure
App-enabled Archery
Imagine having an alert on when your food is READY when COOKING on FIREâ€¦ ! Never burn rice again!!! check out The NEVER-BURN-AGAIN
ALARM!
The Bug Tazer! A hand held device that will ZAP! insects from a distance. Shoot an electrified net and kill those pests.
Adjustable little chairs (and/or table, like a set) for toddlers. Adolescents come in various sizes and so are toddlers.
Quick and easy spill proof anywhere! Restaurant, car, dinning table and more.
A flower pot with 2 compartment water reservoir. 1 for storing water and 1 for liquid fertilizer. The water will be slowly released.
SUPERBOWLING WITH LED LIGHTS AND SOUND. THROWING LIKE LIGHTNING!
Car floormat blotter
LUG-A-SHELF. A large luggage piece with expandable ACCORDION SHELVES. Keeps things ORGANIZED for those who NEED to live out of a
suitcase!
Sucker/Lollipop Case to store or save your unfinished lollipop without getting you sticky. GREAT for kids!
A Christmas tree ornament that doubles as a watering funnel. A sensor alerts you when it's time to water the tree.
Iphone case with solar charger built in. Push a button and two more slide out from behind and now you have tripled the solar charging power.
Do you buy batteries in bulk? Of course you do. But how do you store, separate, organize, and dispose of these batteries?
The revolutionary disposable filter straw is a unique concept that will simply filter tap water through a straw. Designed for one-time use.
Digital calender that sends reminders. Never forget to send a Thank You, Happy Birthday or another to friends or family again
Acne fighting pillow case. A pillow case which helps keep your skin clean and clear by wicking oil and dirt away from your face!
No Center Plate
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Like to sing in the car? Not afraid of what people think? You my friend need Car-aoke! The microphone designed with you in mind! Car-aoke!!!
Buck Deer Tracker plus App.
Hassle-free Hamper'n'Haul! Lightweight top-loading multi-compartmental laundry hamper that turns into a 3 load single-trip, rolling duffel!
Christmas tree in a sleeve
RollCage Airline-Proof Bag
MB - Think Inside The Box
Get a grip on your iPad 2 with the iLoqk mounting system. Removable tripod mount lets you imagine, stabilize and create
Resub. Day counter for kids. Helps them count down the days that are left to a date of your choice (birthdays, christmas, trip, etc. #spotsv
Similar to Hang Tight Bandits, but black or silver to not show against poles. Bands are long enough to connect a varity of cable sizes.
Unit for law-enforcement officers to launch a homing device onto a vehicle that is trying to outrun them.
Portable, shaded, lounge chair.
The De-Icing Knife/Spatula that allows you to clean your freezer quickly, efficiently, without hassle. It saves you time, energy and money.
Automated tattoo machine
Social Media Bar
Protect your bottled water, beer, wine, milk, &amp; juice drinks from theft or contamination with Sip Safes locking bottle cap &amp; lid covers
My laptop supports make for more comfortable & correct keying when at this angle. I can get more work done before my wrists get tired !!!!
The product I am presenting to the Quirky world is a deodorant style/twist-up plastic jar! New and improved accessibility to product in jars
Run Healthy! Intellisole is an insole that fits into running shoes and provides real-time feedback on pressure distribution on your feet.
test
Smart Crock. Rock the Crock with an app-enabled, not-so-slow cooker.
iPad holder steering wheel work station
A Back Pack with a instulated section for food and drinks. Accordian like organizer that seals shut to protect books and papers .
Leveraging the power of the internet, App-enabled and wifi! - Developed by "FuN EVOLUTIONz", a J.W. CONCEPTS company. Getting kids to take their vitamins may be easy, but why not make it fun! With Beakers and Tubes, taking vitamins can be exciting and fun!
RC Helicopter with camera. Fly the helicopter and take pictures/video all from your smartphone!
Cylindrical Jewelry box that stores 20 different chains,12 rings,3 pairs long earrings,9 pairs stud eatings,4 pairs cuff links,bracelets etc
Automatic Hazard Lights Sensor
real life shock charge
Smart light tracing table
Can't hear Iphone Sound in public? REBOUND, an Iphone CASE with SLIDING SOUND BOARD that improves the sound in and out of your Iphone!
CREATE YOUR OWN BRAND-NAME CEREAL BOX - Kids only want the name brand cereal? Give them the same box with the cheaper generic store
stuff.
Make Me Pretty Barbie
Vehicle Dog Watering Bowl
when traveling at highways speeds,save gas for your car by using a cruise control that responds to an engine speed instead of vehicle speed
composting food scraps can be difficult, smelly, and space-intensive. Furthermore, it produces methane gas (bad for climate change)
Smart Cookie Jar
Tired of rust in the shower? Silicone rust stopper, stops unwanted rust rings from shaving cream cans! Simply slip it over can bottom!
MAGNETIC Fridge Planter Pods-Cool pods that attach to your fridge for flowers, plants or herbs. Your fridge needs a makeover...its too blah.
Redesigned Pivot Power V2.0. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility. Includes USB and Vampire power drain shut off too!
DeskMonkey Bars
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Magnetized Hanger Clip To Prevent Pants and Dresses From Perpetually Sliding Off Their Hangers.
Birds die flying into windows. Hand drawn faces put on windows saves them. Assorted funny or celebrity faces stuck on windows saves birds.
Broom groomer line extension: Garden rake groomer removes clogged leaves from the rake.
Halloween candy dispensers
BANDIT FAMILY! Bandit with suction cup! Perfect to hang your needs!
Automatic toy clean-up
Nuke Dog
If you're one of millions of people who suffer with a snoring problem due to chronic nasal congestion suffer no more www.breathe-aide.com
A minimal portable male pubic hair trimmer. Men also needs to trim our private sensitive area gently without cuts.
micro cooler
This is an IPad stand / case which is light weight, rotates 360 degrees, which is also a backup battery pack for all other apple products.
Emergency Cell Phone Recharger
Worried about germs? Toss a 'disinfectant bomb'in a room, and the worries of catching an illines are over. This is made like a stink bomb.
vibrating mouse pad.
I'd like to produce a pen that emits an alarm when kept for a prolonged period or taken too far from it's base.
Riding Toy and "Gas" Station
Flob, the drain unblocker.
Portable Macbook Charger
tooless battery terminal adapt
Wine Glass Drying Matt.
NEAT SOFA â€“ Sofa Cushion Holders. Tired of having to re-position your sofa cushions again and again? Neat-sofa is the answer.
Surface Solutions
My idea is a camera that mounts to the side of your headrest and connects to an app on your phone via bluetooth. So you can see behind you.
DISPOSABLE FOOT PROTECTOR
Smart Fiber Optic Tennis Rackets:The strings light up and register how many times you hit the ball with App on smartphone.
Pie or Casserole, Perfect Slice every time.
Faucet-Flow 360 - A 360 degree faucet attachment for your BATHROOM sink for fast &amp; easy clean-up in the bathroom.
A Storage container for the freezer to store homemade cookies. Large enough to hold 3 dozens cookies. Dividers and easy snap lid.
Avalanche shaker Snowy worm.
iPhone-iPad side by side stand
Got a Smartphone? Got a bed? Wish you could watch a movie on your phone in bed without holding your arms up? Check this out!
A small kit of components that join and support two old tennis racquets such that the construct is a functioning chair
TV Skins
SPACE SAVING! Closet hang your recycling. Bins slide in/out, easy to carry, easy to sort, easy to recycle. Recycling just got easier
A disposable runny nose plug, resemble a tampon that stops acid from making nose sore by constant wiping.
Ai~ri(Loving sun)or(Shai~bask)
The ChairSlip is the latest innovation in chair styling! Foam back inserts add dimension and comfort to any dining/entertainment experience.
Paper Mirror
All of us cook at one point or another in our lives. No matter how easy/difficult. I have an idea to make it easier for the "everyday Chef"
Chopper covers
An improved version of the DustBuster. It has a piece that would blow high pressure air to move the dust then vacuum it up at the same time!
Remove Your Wine Corks With A Ratchet Wrench. Combine a ratchet wrench with a wine corkscrew for quick removal of corks.
Cap for the elderly / disabled
use your phone as a track pad for your computer!
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An application for the Iphone that will build a data base of peoples likes and dislikes. Just like social networking but, product use.
Pottytrain toilet paper holder
The Automatic Boat ball valve" for those of us who have ever left out the boat plugs. "Whooooo son, did you put the plug in the boat?
!! A binder/folder with a dry erase white board cover!!
Its a cat hair remover attached to a quiet vacuum.
ReQoil-iPhone/iPod Case; Tired of dealing with headphone cords? This case connects to your 3.5mm jack, headphone cord automatically retracts
Large wheeled toolbox with cordless battery charging station and built in GFCI protected retractable 100' heavy duty extension cord.
! A small handheld smart phone style keyboard that allows you to take notes and work on your laptop (or any computer) comfortably in any position. !
Battle Magnets- small powerful magnetic disc game. Think 1990s POGS + Yu Gi Oh. 7-11 yr olds will collect, trade, & play head to head
Easy Baking Cooking Recipe Cup
Stop a door from slamming without marking your carpets of floors with door jams. Easy to use solution suitable for any door. The Door Sock!
A washable material sleeve to cover ceiling fan blades of assorted sizes and colors to match decor of any room.
Actually my idea is for Iphone,Ipad,Ipod and of course your Mac... Even better its for all products that emit "Radiation".
Flexible, low-cost powerstrip
Fish shaped drain strainer
Animal Be Aware System (ABAS)
Hand paddles for swim training fitted with waterproof pressure sensors and electronic meter display for instant feedback with every stroke.
A liquid substance like whiteout or tipex but in the color beige to correct mistakes on large beige-colored envelopes calling it "Brown out"
Turn any existing iOS speakerdock to a wireless speaker; a small adapter to listen &amp; control your music wirelessly. Take it anywhere &amp; share
Check out my ride.
Meet the Vibrating and Tweeting Pill box!!!
Glasses with both a flexible frame and flexible lenses, safe enough to sleep in, or participate in sports.
Resubmit YARD SENSORY BAG - Water filled and bright shapes~2 levels grows as your child does~
An 8GB/16GB etc USB dongle that pairs with an android or iOS app via WiFi or Bluetooth. Without the paired app it won't work adding security
MagniVision ( Radio Shack )
An app that optimizes Bluetooth capability of any speaker and sync to a phone so anyone can speak thru a phone and can project more audibly.
RESUB!!A quick connect baby bottle nipple. Simply slide down external ring to lock on bottle! One hand operation. No more screwing around!
Furniture Power Strip/Outlet and USB port - In an age where we are putting tech in everything, why not furniture?
Umbrella Spinner. Spin and dry your umbrella.
Write lists on WiFi pad can access from mobile sources. Never leave lists at home on frig/desk. Hi-lite item for others to access. RESUB
House gutters with a solar panel. It would go over the top of the gutters a bit to avoid ice buildup and keep the gutters clean of leaves.
A headwear with a solar-powered air-conditioner/heater attached. Switching on would blow the cool/heat air directly downwards.
360 degree lawnmower light
FAVORITE THING CASKET / COVER!
Jalapeno Chopper &amp; Storage
Product to quickly pick up loose hair left in a bathroom after someone blowdrys or brushes hair.
fly swatter with retactable handle. The telescopic handle the top bends to hit pests on the ceiling or flat so you don't need use a chair.
Dairy and Juice Tester
Glow in the Dark Wall Picture Frames. Colorful, Fun &amp; Trendy. Great for Kids, Teens, and College Students.
Solar and/or battery powered heated/cooling steering wheel cover. Warm cold hands in the winter and cool sweaty hands in the summer.
Medicine Cabinet Sanitizer
laptop carrier lift
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Hair Balls
RESUB.Peel carrot in 1/4 (or 1/8) of the time. Full-length-stroke peeling whenever hand moves -hands never in air.Video: http://goo.gl/ZnpJ9
Sinus congestion got you down? Hands-free heated nose warmer will get you back to sleep or normal activities. Add a vapor rub if desired.
Internet tablet with hands free sensor Controls all functions
Calling All Techies and Apple Junkies!!! USB 2.0 Magnetic Desktop Connector! This Could Be a GAME CHANGER!!!!
Chip and dip portion control. Stop crushing a whole tub of hummus at one sitting.
4 eggs at a time fried or over easy egg cooker
A bag that has different holes for putting cleaning detergents. It will be worn around the waist while working and it can pop up when done.
Portable Shower Caddy
FRITO LAY + QUIRKY = GOCHIPS PAPER GLOVE FOR EATING CHIPS!! EAT YOUR DORITOS HANDS CLEAN!! CHECK THIS OUT!
Stereo BT headset designed for use with a bicycle helmet. Allow ambient sound a'la car radio, shield wind noise from ears + active NR mic
Invisible Basketball Hoop
System to dispense sodas from four separate 2-liter containers using a Wunder-Bar soda gun. Portable version of systems found in most bars.
Picture Hanging Stickies
Extendable Wine Glass
NON SLIP Foot Sticker GRIPPERS for children's feet, so they don't slip while INSIDE or OUTSIDE of the tub! Make bath time FUN!!!
Portable camp tree toilet. A toilet seat that attaches to a tree for easy use. It is lightweight and portable for easy carriage.
apps enabled wireless hand gripper with pressure sensor.
Use ANY bag in ANY trash can at ANYtime and who cares if the bag has holes in it!? Definitely not our product or customers! Save TIME &amp;amp
SIR-MAX
Water indicator at flowerpot
case or shield for cellphones
barbecue that fits onto your existing parasol/umbrella.
Toothpaste Squeezer and Holder Cup: A toothpaste tube squeezer that doubles as the lid for a cup that holds and conceals the tube.
Reusable lunch bags are great for the environment! But, unlike brown bags, you canâ€™t write notes for your kids on them :( Why not?
A table lamp that has 1-2 powered USB(s) to charge their phone and/or MP3 player. Possible with a kangaroo pouch for said items.
Clever night light projects light directly where you direct it. Has 3+ lights-project light on a light switch,path to bathroom, fridge, sink
AWESOME WASH DRY ROD! Wash plates/cups/pots/pans then dry them with one useful kitchen tool!
Plunging a clogged toilet sucks. Toilet water in your face sucks more. Avoid toilet face, add a splash guard to your plunger handle.
touch free dispenser for water juice and soda and beer.
Like your bra straps as part of your outfit? How about a bra with removable straps? Buy less expensive different designed straps to go with!
Make a bike helmet that has solar panels integrated into the top of the helmet and a battery to harness and store that energy as electricity
The Parabroom(revised), a unique broom that reduces the time it takes to broom debris into a pile...Saves time, effort...and looks cool...
Completely obscure your ear bud(s) with an accessory-stretchy cover with hair(variety of colors and styles)feather,bead,etc. attachments
Ever had a forearm massage? Pretty magical...
Everybody poops. Many people have iPads. BUILD: Zero-install, toilet-mounted iPad valet arm. Gravity+aluminum+rubber+genius= Clean iPad. GO!
The Love muscle gym
Scoot-a-Bike
House Party
Disposable spin bags for quick drying of your salad veggies or any other foods. used for super fast convenient drying of foods.
spoon which bells at boiling
Shower hair scrubber will integrated self-dispensing shampoo/conditioner with vibrating features.
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Jetsons inspired heated &amp; cooled stroller/bike trailer combo. Enables parents to be guilt free when taking their infants into the elements!
automatic office table
Quirky's Super Hero's! Backpacks With Built-in Capes.
Build a website that people will upload their videos like youtube but the consumers will share in the revenue from advertisers.
Easy-Off Bandages - Looses adhesive as tabs get stretched. No more ripping off painfull bandages...OUCH!!! #spotsv
MOWER AND WEED EATER SYSTEM
An adjustable creeper for working under car lifts. It provides back support for auto mechanics and a comfortable working position.
Bath tub band-aid for a leaky tub.
Grip Band Anywhere
Adjustable Measuring Cup - Liquids solution - Solids solution
'Potty Rhyme' This innovation is to motivate the boys use the bathroom with fun. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we5mrDnli64&amp;feature=related
(RESUBMIT)SURVIVAL Trekking pole. Walking Stick Survival Kit.Great for Geocaching.Perfect for hiking!
A training kettlebell for beginners &amp; kids, Soft variable weight kettlebell for convalescents &amp; elders, also transforms into medicine ball.
"HotDot" - Ink FREE Ultra Compact Printer
coffee mug with built-in sugar/cream dispenser and little handle that pops out and you wind to stir your morning java.
A solar powered automatic watering bowl for dogs stuck outside in the heat, complete with a cooling unit, rechargable battery, and filter
smart home
D-Lite
Rocking Bed
Magnetic kickstand for iPhone 4
Toy Induction Charging Mat
Interchangeable Bracelet charms.Change the look of your bracelets from boring to gorgeous in a matter of seconds.2012 newest fad!
Child Notification System
Automatic Stirrer
Smartphone Fish Finder application. Wireless bobber connects to your Smartphone using smartphone technology will find the fish for you.
The automatic dust pan. The automatic dust pan has an on/off switch for suction to act as a vacuum. It also has a flap for easy flow.
Take the freezy mug to the next level. Freezy pitcher! Kepp drinks cold for as long as the pitcher lasts.
An office chair mat with integrated radiant-floor heating pad to keep user warm, replacing portable electric heaters under office desks.
Dome Covers for people
The Vacuum Squeegee: Funnel-shaped "squeegee" vacuum attachment w/ rubber bristles that flexes to conform to the area you're cleaning.
iBuddy is what you have been missing. It will be there whenever you need it.
A 90 degree iPhone, iPad, ITouch,or i- anything charging adapter.
When using lipstick, its not always used completely. My idea will allow you to totally use all the lipstick in the tube.
my idea is a plastic gun springloaded to shoot out a sharp pointed rod and make this hole in a metal filter case
We lose focus on task we are performing such as playing video games, reading even putting a golf ball. We need to focus and concentrate.
Combined storage tray and media hub for Imac.
Throw away all of your Travel Mugs and Lids. No more time spent matching lid to cup. Just grab your Universal Travel Lid for any size Cup!!
Designer sponge or scouring pad storage with an optional soap dispenser. Also features a disposable antibacterial replaceable insert drain.
A parent reminder bracelet with gentle sounding bells to remind them their child is in the back seat to prevent heat deaths in vehicles.
Playing in the snow, getting snow in boots/mittens? No more! Made of elastic, wrap, velcro tight, keep dry, and secure pants and mittens
mom jamz
cell phone towers
Drip free iced drink holder
finally a tool to install tile and masonry floors, no need to be a professional in flooring, this tool does it all for you, save a lot of $
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Kinect IT Power Strip
HEADPHONES + SHARING SPEAKER COMBO-A simple push opens the loud speaker for music &amp; movie sharing. Best of both worlds.
Super compact pull cart to carry multiple shopping bags - A shaft with comfortable handle, hooks along the sides and a wheel at the bottom.
A new design for your standard waste basket. Slanted and square shaped external design. Plastic. For bathrooms, offices and bedrooms.
YOU ARE TRAINING YOUR PUPPY TO USE THE RESTROOM BY USING PUPPY PADS BUT HATE THE BIG MESS IT LEAVES BEHIND FOR
OTHERS TO SEE
Trendy wrist bracelet that you customize yourself. An acrylic oval disk would easily snap into the bracelet to have different looks.
Curling irons are either hot or hard to store. My answer to both problems is this handy hanger that goes over the side of the commode tank.
My name is Mehmet from Turkey.Ä°'am a idea inventor and new business solutions manager.Ä° want to create skidproof street basketball sleeve
The PowerShelf organizes your cables when you are and are not using your laptop. No more cable laying across the couch, floor, office, etc.
Cell-UPS is an Uninterruptable Power Supply that can power &amp; charge USB powered devices during power outages.
An extra battery for a phone, ipod, anything that needs to be charged! Never be with a dead device again!
Smooth and sleek may be "in" but try pulling up a smooth faucet diverter cap with wet hands is a nearly impossible endeavor.
VS. Piano...(radio shack)
Automobile Wiper Defroster
Sploosh
The Bag Lasso
Laptop Bag with Tablet Pockets: Carry your laptop and 2 tablets/e-readers in the SAME BAG!
Easy Slice Pie Pan
The idea is to keep students lunches appetizing by keeping them fresh. Introducing the "Solar Lunch Box".
Write Straight Laser Clip - Do you have slanted handwriting? Clip on side of paper to shine a straight line to right on. RESUBMIT
Container to carry or transport pots of soup, coffee, stews or other liquids/semi-liquid without spilling. Use gyroscopic (gimbal) action.
Coolest gift EVER! App controlled train set! Control lights, sounds, direction! SO fun!
Leverage yourself into some delicious french fries. The only french fry press that requires so little energy, your grandmother can do it!
Easily dispense ground coffee into reusable and disposable k-cup filters. Use your own coffee! Save money! No mess!
Have you ever been at dinner and glanced at the next table and guy has a terrible cough and you want to be sure your silverware is cleaned.
RESUB!!!!iPhone/iPod docking/charging station and speakers that has hanging mechanic work light!!!!
The kitchen sink ist a damn dark hole? What about a light? Oh, stop: water and electricity is dangerous! Dirty fingers looking for a switch?
Regular store bought jug tap. We make a one gallon Milk, Water, Juice or Punch tap and dispenser that you place in your refrigerator.
The Changing Monster Raincoat set for kids!The coat rims GLOW IN THE DARK and the raincoats change colors in the rain. Other options too!
a vacuum sealed dresser when you move you take the air out of everything it and it goes down small enough for a box with your clothes safe!
Soda can cover that makes a ashtray you can throw away. Portable. No more cigarette butts on the ground. See comparison link!
Its weight is known always anywhere.It can check, even if its weight is at the time of going out. Weight can be reduced by always caring.
HANDS OFF MY CAR!!
Wireless Smoke/Carbon monoxide air quality detection system connects and alerts all systems in house and has cell phone alert.
Hatch
Trying to plug in your phone charger in the dark is no easy task. With this clip-on LED light, you can add light to any charging cable.
Business 'Break Bib: Triple B
iadapter
21st Century Butter Bell Grip. A silicone grip for the world's most popular butter keeper. Improves kitchen safety. International Appeal.
ISIDORE
"LOOP IT" is a simple way to hold your tea bag string without needing a special cup!! (^v^)/
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Boot cuffs to cover the tops of your socks and tops of your work boots to keep debris and dirt out while doing yard work etc. in shorts.
An interior automotive vacuum system. The debris would be sucked in a compartment held in the trunk of the car for easy,concealable removal.
warrior of virtue, an epic cell phone battle. One mobile cell phone will battle another automatically without user participation in battle.
To complement Quirky's Fader product: A felt tip pen with ink that disappears from the page(s) of a book after a certain amount of time.
iWatch Condutive Charging Case
Dog Pooper Catcher. Never pick up poop with your hands again.
Portable cd burner for handheld devices, notebooks/phones etc It could upload mp3s etc., for burning, or storage uses.Should play tunes also
Digitally measured serving utensils and proportioned plate for easier portion control.
.
RESUBMIT Create your own pencil/pen storage on most surfaces. No more lost writing utensils for you or your kids.
You need tension-relief between the shoulder blades but everyone's tired! This glove doesn't require an "event"...just one upward motion!
NUT CRUSHER. Rolling pin that crushes nuts INSIDE the tube with simple rolling motion. NO MESS, NO POUNDING ON YOUR COUNTER.200
Votes!!
handrail flowerpot
stylish clothing with velcro fastens connectors and closures in place of the conventional buttons and zippers buttons - decorative only
Portable Power Source. A stand alone, user ready, 12volt battery, charger, and inverter combination with 110v outlets and a USB port
The "Minit"
Let's test/save the world's ears with an audiometer that is portable and affordable with an application for iOS, OSX, Android, and Windows.
HelpCom
This is an easy and simple way for anyone to make a bed easily without any pain or heavy lifting so easy a child could do it.
Project: Recycling domestic, waste recycling at home and small businesses. easy to transport, encache, Colors waste cx 3, 5, 8 and 10 liters
Being disabled with MS, I have redesigned the male plastic urinal to make it more user friendly and hygenic. Patent is available
My Patent7,710,279B1 Named Wake Buddy is an alarm system built into steering wheel covers to prevent drivers from falling of asleep
*Lighted Frames*
Smart Socket
A "pegboard" with a powerstrip to mount router,modem, etc. Come with a velcro tape, zip ties and wiretwists to manage cableing.
Boardroom Golf
Attic storage for oldies
What you need for camping? Tent,food,water galon and flash light an you are set to go.My idea is WATER GALON FLASH LIGHT TURNS TO
LANTERN
I was sharing a flimsy ($7.50) bag of dark-movie popcorn and getting stained clothing and TA DA,the birth of the first POPCORN PUSHUP!!!
Jumbo playing cards for that really BIG card/poker game.

Jumbos would be 10 x 14 inches of slippery fun.

Q/uarters! Make that drinking game just a little cooler. (Quarters).
4 Leaf Clover Design, Holds Anything, Especially Keys, Wallet, Phone. Naturally Beautiful &amp; Functional.
Relooking express
Folders/pockets attached to back of monitor - store phone #s, photos, notes, etc. Get those scattered notes off your desk!
Pick up your dog poop easier, cleaner and faster than before while using your old grocery bags. Poop scoop with integrated bucket and bag.
SOLBRELA - An advance umbrella that offers multiple sun and shade option.
Spotter Eyes - Line Extension
Cellphone muffle-case Case for making your cellphone mute while in class. Would also protect if dropped.Folds backwards for video display
all in one cleaning gloves. easy as wax on wax off. one hand has green cleaner and the other is a shammie and squgie. any mess no stress.
Utility Pad A new way to organize your stationary. It stores pens, pencils, USB flash drive and other class room needs. also have extend idea to use as wall
pad.
Bookmark with a vertical sliding marker. The marker can be locked into place to keep the readers position on the page marked.
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Fun Family Hair cut kit with instructional how to video for basic hairdos for children (and husband, too!).
Removable clipless pedals for your shoes. No need to bring multiple shoes when biking to work or other places. Fits on any shoes! #QCYCLE
Stylish, No-cut Cord Shortener
my idea is a disposable sponge that has a magnet with in the sponge so when done using one can stick the sponge on the side of the sink.
Total Media
COME ON QUIRKY!!! Bass fishing is a $140 BILLION dollar industry. Redesign the wind generator, make it smaller. Keep the batteries charged.
Adjustable height office chair which has a fold out work surface(s) in back of chair to turn regular workstation into stand up desk.
Insert an electronic device into the golf ball upon fabrication. Utilize sister, hand-held device that beeps or lights to find missing ball.
Smart Home Phone
mobile device cases (e.g., for iphones or ipads) with a built-in interchangeable USB / wall head charger.
High end Wireless lamps
TankTimer
New,improved Fly Swater. The Stick is the sollution to an Ugly problem... It's the simple sanitary way to catch a fly ! Just stick it.
Truck bed camping cot/ hammock, is a simple way to utilize your vehicle as bed. Camping/ outdoor adventure, star gazing, even the drive-in.
rtreytte
Perfectly shape the back of your neck without looking and extend time between haircuts! Shave along this guard and get the perfect neckline!
Gas tank on the wrong side? The new "swing-out" retractable gas arm solves this. Never drive around to another pump again!
Stop french fries, peanuts, fortune cookie fortunes, loose change, and trash from falling between the seats in your car. KEEP IT CLEAN!
My idea is creating a protective liner that is an absorbent piece of material used under the arm to stop staining your shirt&amp;wet spots
Honeycomb battery dispensers combine functionality and style.
My idea is a car cover that protects against hail. It will have air pockets all the way across.
ShowerMate-one shower head, three holding tanks with a button attached, three lines with submersible pumps.
A self operated engraving machine for your keys. You would always know what key went where, and not have to try several to open a lock.
MultiSpray: a single spray bottle that has four segregated compartments. This enables the user to choose between four solutions in a bottle.
Bikini bathing suit line that doesn't have the typical elastic bands that dig into your hips, stomach and back causing unsightly fat rolls.
Chrstmas light storage reel
An adjustable/extendable plastic hanger capable of "reaching" the shoulder seams of any size shirt/blouse or the width of a pair of shorts.
Space rack
Brush that attaches to the end of a faucet that also dispense soap targeting auto shops and alike. Other applications as well. Easy/effect
ULTIMATE LAYOUT TOWEL-controls
A rechargable battary that could fit into household appliances; providing a temporary source of power during a power outage.
Paint roller sleeve cover. Disposable plastic cover to prevent roller from drying. Unwrap tie/tabs and the roller is ready to use again.
Basically a rubberband with a large oval area on which you can write anything.The Label-Band will be made of natural rubber.Three sizes.
The Butter Way
Easy Carry Fast Food holder for your car.Carry plenty of food for a whole family in one easy insulated storage bag with no worry for spills.
A water tight 5 gal. refillable water bottle top and transport set belt so you can get our own water without it getting all over you car.
been hit in the head by your trunk/hood on your car/suv because the hold up shocks are shot and they are so expensive Here's your answer.
Battery Chunks. A power strip with removeable batteries. You can take the power with you in your home, the worksite or where needed.
NEW type of Door Security Bar. Gain security and peace of mind while traveling domestically or abroad in a hotel or hostel, or at home.
IPhone Earphones case
Smart Home Security System - Home is just an app away...
I want to invent stylish breathable waterproof running shoe covers protecting running shoes from getting wet and dirty on runs/walks!
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The cone of silence speaker lets you "turn-off" noise. It uses laser sound tech to cancel out noise when sleeping, studying or working.
COMPLETE UMBRELLA, a modified umbrella designed to provide cooling relief from heat, humidity & protection from the harmful rays of the sun.
Projection GPS
Keyboard Buttons Light Switch. "Home" and "Esc" PC or Apple keyboard keys as on and off buttons for a light switch.
Plumbers bottom pillow
Tabs on a toilet seat so that you don't have to touch the dirty toilet bowl to lift the seat.
Here's a concept that should work well for about any container, Please have a look and give it some thought...Thank You Very Much!
ty-tool
Darn ! I need something else to clean this dish, where's my scouring pad ? I personally have at least 3 other cleaning tools near the sink!
Use existing Motion Sensor Flood Lights as Alarm. A wireless signal is sent from a device screwed into the light socket with light bulb.
Memory Stick/House Key or Memory stick/office key...its whatever you want it to be retractable and detachable!!!
Teddy bear hug app. Teddy reaches his arms out to us, slowly folds us in and blows us a kiss
Solarcase
Ugly cords? Try Fashion Cordz! Cover up those ugly cords with an easy to install silicone cover. Pick from all kinds of designs &amp; lengths
Tornados emit/interfere with UHF frequencies. Frequency scanner used to find the frequency range. Scan for frequency and trigger alarm.
Rolling Magnets.
An ATA approved pushchair/Buggy That fits in or is built into a back pack and is small enough to use as hand luggage on any flight.
An oil dispenser that makes the standard funnel its biatch. Oil can be dispensed accurately and not drip everywhere when you're done.
Spoon-key for squeezing from food packaging (tubes, doypack, etc.).
Design a slingbag that slips around an upright Vacuum cleaner which holds cleaning tools and solutions at one location.
Neoprene cover for iPad w/back cutout in hourglass shape = "iKini." Just slip your hand between the iKini & the iPad & hold it flat to play!
Teflon Coated Cat Litter Box - No more sticky bottom clumps to wipe!
HD Screen Protector for cells
A 3D SCREEN CASE For EVERY Apple Device. Watch All Your Favorite Movies And Videos in Amazing 3D!
Kitchen Cabinet shelf
Pals on the Go This is a double stroller, one side for pet and the other side for a child.
Stay Dry Welcome Mat
A storage hanger that opens up so you can store stuff in it! Great for your closet or for on the go/travel and you need to change clothes.
My idea is for a bathroom shelf unit with pull-out trays a retractable plug and 3-4 outlets.
Peanut butter jar with two lids, top and bottom. No more peanut butter on your knuckles, just flip it over with easy access!
Auger design would be adapted for use on outboard motors.
Spice Refrigerator
Movies mode/app for the phone. Basically a night mode for the phone- background,icons,everything becomes black with dimmed white lettering.
Are you tired of messy Boil overs,The All "NEW" PanFan just clip it on the pot handle and turn it on,one speed,battery operated,rechargeable
Backseat Buddy
Viver
Your teddy is friend and TEACHER! Use SIRI technology to help young kids access the knowledge and power of the internet via a furry friend
Baby Bib with detachable spoon or fork!!! Every parent hates washing spoons and forks that were thrown on the floor over and over!!!
The Horizontal Vertical Measuring Tape. Measure the Length and Width at the same time.
Smart Yacker Tracker. Quirky improves patient care? Where else could this be used? **See Videos**
I want to kill germs with a canister type fogger like bug bombs filled with disinfectant like Lysol for use in classroom, offices, hospitals
This idea a device designed for dogs to be washed manually by hand. It's called the "doggie bath tub". It can be adapted for small dogs too.
Bowl with a strong base that's tilt-able/adjustable for accessing all of the food that's being served, as the supply dwindles, with ease.
A personal safe for your electronics, so they can be safely locked away while getting charged and ready for your use.
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Nut dishes are a thing of the past with germs on everyones mind. Pour any small product without any cross contamination with the "Nut Hut"
Spray de chaleur
SteadyHead
Create a "Transformer" style iPhone/iPad case and/or stand.
The espresso timer
BluEmergency
Razor Unplugger We have all let our hair grow a little too long and then trashed a new razor after one use. Not anymore!
Why have to hold a flashlight while working underneath your vehicle. This is a Creeper Crawler with Lights. Put the light where you need it.
This socket is safe for children. It works only if you insert a special plug with strong magnet or using a special adapter for normal plug.
Theremin Gloves
Totem de poufs
"Qubular" USB Fan: Blows cool air around electronics. Most devices have internal fans, but can get too hot sucking in warm air.
A magical wand that attaches to any style seat belt and effortlessly threads the buckle through the back of a child's car seat.
To spend a lot of time every day made socks, discount socks, drying, storage, hanging or clamp, as long as one is complete.
Kitchen utensil rack. Space saving. organizing. Highly visible.
A non-splash, odorless urinal for institutional restrooms. Semi-absorbent, composite surface prevents splashing common to porcelain/ceramic.
Dry Erase Marker Magnetic Carousel
T.P.Tower holds 6 rolls of toilet paper(vertically)Gravity drops empty roll into bin,new roll drops in place. Time and space saving. EASY.
Bluetooth Wall Outlet Speakers
Robotic Boxing\Basket Ball\Push Ball(Hockey\Foot Ball; The ultimate Robot war game. Play singular or teams.
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
Set square- integrated compass
Control electronic appliances, specifically Quirky designed products from your iPhone with Quirky wireless remote switches.
Protect your hands & your baby's mouth from dirty shopping cart handles with the "Buggy Buddy!" Foam slip cover slides over any cart handle.
App controlled door latch
!A plastic box that attaches the handle of the soap sponge.Use your cleaning cloth and put it in there after cleaning. 2 in 1
Tired of having your purse and its contents flying around in your vehicle? The Purse Bungee will keep your handbag fashionably in its place!
The Bowl Tie
The SELF DRAINING DISHRACK...Hooray! The smarter, clever Dishrack you have been waiting a lifetime to be invented!
TRIO: A bag that holds laptop, tablet, and cell phone. Can also be carried in three ways: Hand strap, shoulder strap, or like a backpack.
Headphones that wrap the ear like a hair net to provide a comfortable listening environment for your ear while sleeping in any position.
Air Blaster
A digital mirror/picture frame, since running to the bathroom isn't always an option and having a mirror in your desk/cubicle is vain.
Quirky Beer! They have been showing us in Live Eval that they want to make beer!
This idea is a silicone electrical wire connector, it's fast and convenient for the user.
Les portes : oeuvres d art
personal protective travel sui
Retractable toilet table. A removable table makes your bathroom break more relaxing,by allowing you to comfortably enjoy your personal time.
Resubmit Messenger Bag With Velcro Holder for iPad or iPad Mini - Sit with your computer securely in your lap!
Kidâ€™s Mechanical Crayon Holder, push the button and the crayon moves forward, NO MORE broken crayons (Options: sharpener and paper cutter)
Create a large inflatable "Bow" that sits on top the car and is held in place by material going thru the car windows.
My DRY-ERASE stickers are reusable - WRITE, ERASE AND WRITE AGAIN. Ideal for adding an ad in permanent ink for promotion. A new alternative.
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WaterSaver On-Demand undersink system! NO MORE WASTING WATER while waiting for hot water. Save Water-Money-Environment. Go Green
Quirky!
A device to hang your blow-dryer on the wall while you use both hands to style hair. Hands free blow drying without making your arms ache!
Gaper-Drapes are collapsible screens public safety professionals can set up to drape accidents in order to avoid gaper's block traffic jams.
Modular, Scalable and Stackable shelves that fold flat when not used. Perfect for customized closet storage or shelves.(great for shipping)
Cleaning brush for disposable razors.
Resubmit)Customize your own shoelaces. Printer allow s you to create one of a kind shoelaces.
sanitize wipe dispneser
A dispenser for flushable wipes.
A sinks having in one size dishwasher &cover. Inside having flex pipe bristled, Splashing water, and rubbing dishes, when water on.
"Digitize Me" - Shopping Tool
Mini-metal detector and battery encased in gel inserts or within sole construction of normal shoes. Wireless to phone earbuds. GPS app.
*MINI MOUTHS*disposable compact mouth wipes*cleans&amp;prevents dirt, bacteria, germs from entering mouth like herpes, staph, common cold, etc
The "Lightning Bug" adapter and adapter case for iphone, ipad, ipod to convert an old 30 pin device to use a lightning cable.
Je passe mon code
Radio Frequency (Like a cordless phone) Cordless Phone Jack. Now you can have a phone jack ANYWHERE. So simple to set up Grandma can do it!
A romaine lettuce spinner! Taller and thinner than existing salad spinners. Romaine has way more vitamins and minerals than iceberg lettuce.
Ultimate recharging backpack
RECYCLE CRAFTS!Make hovercrafts from old cd's. Make an attachment to put on any CD!Just attach and play!See video!
Resubmit, Dish soap bottle holder/dispenser with a sink tools organizer! Proof of concept video.
iwatch Band Ultrasound Speaker
A rail system that is ajustable.Used for organizing wrenches it works i've build a prototype and it holds 35 wrenches of varies sizes.
Stretchy door bands. One spot. No nails. Hooks galore. High and low. All your hanging needs.
The idea is a dish washing sponge that can have soap inside like the ones with handles but without the handle so it is soft and easy to use.
Whisk /Spatula All in One
The Ambrella, (Ambulatory Umbrella) an articulated, solar powered umbrella that follows the sun, giving an unmoving area of shade all day.
Hot Cereal Maker - Appliance
PICKLE or CONDIMEMT CORRAL - Get rid of all those round jars of pickles taking up space. Fits in your fridge door.
This idea is a unique new way to lead your dog on a walking trip,
License Grabber
KICKBUTT Rifle Coil Kits
TV Remote Finder
Red & blue stickers help bathtub/shower users know which way to turn each hot/cold water handle to increase/decrease flow and temperature.
No Yelling! Headphones
SILLIHOOK for iPhones! Keep your phone "out of trouble"! It's a flexible protective sleeve for your iPhone with a built in flexible hook!
Zombie Seat Covers
The dragz stopper is an accessory designed to protect the hem of pants such as jeans from rubbing on the ground to prevent drag marks.
A pre-packed travel toiletry kit that allows travelers to quickly pack bathroom essentials while remaining compliant with airline guidelines
Clip Me
UC RESUB!!Want to use iPhone,iPad,iPod while holding an umbrella? Improve the umbrella handle to meet needs of today's apple users!
Clear Dry Erase Board that easily mounts onto your flat screen tv. Help protect tv screen while allowing you to write on it,easy to erase.
Worlds Safest Power Point
Limited power outlet, Apple-Opus Cord allows you to plug your all your different types of old and new apple devices with one power plug.
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Solar panel cordless flat iron.No outlet needed!Great for camping,traveling etc.Save money today and think green!Please vote!
ENDING SOON!!! A cable "sock" that keeps cables organized, off the floor, and hidden from view.
Whimsical, multi-functional rubber gloves used to tackle even the toughest grime without making a mess of your manicure.
Velcro straps are awesome! Hang multiple cables together with this multi-strap ideation?
I'm halfway to the cottage. Did I forget to unplug the iron? Good thing I plugged it into Quirky's Safety Cubed. It will shut off by itself.
Decorate the yard with solar powered lightning bugs which "fly" in the night breeze. The small lighting bugs are attached to fiber rods.
Colorful Velcro ties that are able to keep young Houdini's in their car seat - works like magic and surpasses all other binding devices.
Tired of walking in with wet feet and not being able to dry the bottom of shoes, etc.! A floor mat made of chamois material, instant dry!
A level for hanging pictures that attaches to the frame so you can level and hang in one step. (works best with command adhesive strips)
iMoney Detector app-enabled
Radiation Monitor ZIVE
Toilet Flange Swivel Adaptor
Bluetooth Link
Climbing into your dishwasher for the chopstick that got away? 45 BILLION CS are thrown out a year. Easier to clean CS could change this.
cast covers
Pancake Griddle: Makes one perfect pancake at a time. Just one knob to adjust the heat.
iGeyser
Food trays that stay cold in hot weather.
THE IMOVE/IPAD CASE. Tired of walking with your IPAD in your hands,backpack or bag? Just twist,connect and carry!
A better way to store cans for return, which is neater and cleaner, sits right on a custom wagon which travels easily, and saves back strain
i have a new revolutionary way for woman to apply their favorite gels,perms,creams,hair coloriants and shampoos to their hair .
Did you know that if you put earphones under your nostrils and open your mouth your mouth becomes a speaker.
Replace CHMSL(third brake light) with high density LED array.Primary circuitry activated by brake.Secondary circuit displays custom message.
SPINNING Mixing Bowl. Creates colorful pancakes, cupcakes, etc by adding drops of food coloring and spinning. Fun &amp; creative for kids!
Beach towel with pockets to put sand in, velcro shut...half of towel fill with beach necessities, velcro shut. Fold in half, now backpack
Turn any outlet into an sleek organized iPad charging station. See video: http://youtu.be/BxnYD8XWOC4
High tech speakers
A vacuum that can easily go on the stairs without having to be held or sliding to the bottom of the stairs and crashing on the floor.
The perfect picnic blanket with a hole in the center to put a beach umbrella through so that it shades the whole blanket and corner stakes.
Camping lights for kids! Give your little explorers the freedom to roam, but within the boundaries you set with this light-up tracking kit.
Grease Free
Smart Phone Baby Monitor
Every backpacking/camping/work knife needs a sheath and a sharpener. Why not combine the two?
Earphones...2 pairs in 1...My daughters always share a set...one bud each to listen to the same songs together...one plug,two sets,share
PVC free Lunch box- perfect fitting snap shut removal/adjustable containers. No more plastic bags that are bad for the environment.
Concealed SUV/Truck Pet Ramp
Stabiliz tout
The debate on which uses less energy: washing dishes by hand or with a dishwasher. The right answer depends on your dishwashing technics.
iPhone Credit Card reader for all payment companies, intuit, Square, Paypal, etc. With possible calculator on back.
Rubberband with magnet on each end. One of the magnetic will slide in to be able to give the band more function. Put around items to hang.
A small tube with a slit the entire length. Made of rubber/silicone or similar material. Purpose - cover the clasp of a necklace.
My desire~ A beach chair with built in wind screens! Often a time of peace is takin away. It's warm in the sun but, the wind ruins it.
Double ended lips stick, liner
"Cool id" A cooler with built in slips on top to put cut outs of boxes for beverages, to differentiate which cooler has what at a party.
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Keep dogs from peeing on your tires when parked at your house with "shock that dog"
A MASSAGING CAR SEAT "COVER" with USB CONNECTOR, HEAT, and WIRELESS REMOTE! Why not make it a more permanent feature with a
full seat cover!
Memory Card Organizers...Keep your memory cards together and organized. Colors can determine status or content.
Robotic tree pruner- Use app to show the pruner what branch to cut, and watch as it climbs the tree and cuts it
Smart Connected LED Candle
The Scrotal Temp App is a sensor in men's underwear that let's them know their testes are getting too hot and it's killing the sperm.
Rotating AC socket
The worm exractor. Plug into any outlet and insert into any moist ground, then watch the worms swarm to the earth's surface.
a women's handbag with built in,invisible,defensive,alarm,and deterrent capabilities that are instantly accessible by the user of the bag.
A little flavor for your beer!
Hold n'Pour will guide liquids into a ziplock bag without a second set of hands; pouring sauces, marinades &amp; stews without spilling all over
Bag Butler
Using a trough with a roller fixed in it will allow one person to wet prepasted wallpaper.
The best ideas are simple. This idea improves the hanger by adding a grabbing feature to the arms of a hanger, reducing fabric stretching.
Grippi!
PORTABLE LAPTOP DESK
Steamer and Storer
Gas Bottle Holder
Steamer and Storer
Smart &amp; Slim Travel Luggage Belt. A slim luggage belt combined with weight indicator will let you know if a bag is too heavy for a plane.
On Hand!-an inventory keeping device with integrated software &amp; App which scans UPC codes of groceries and sends reminders and lists!
Solar panel hair dryer!You can use this wherever you go!Don't have a outlet by you no problem!Great for traveling.Also it's a cord keeper!
A device which limits time on a video game system. It accepts tokens for x minutes of play time. Tokens for allowance or good behavior.
Hidden Key Mat
The True ECO-Lamp with beautiful modern style for everyday living!
Spring loaded add-on for baby wipe container...shouldn't wipes rise to the occasion every time? wuahahah
An accessory that Shapes the cord to bring the MICROPHONE closer and facing the MOUTH!! VOTE if you think this is a very COMMON problem!!
Avoid luggage fees! Vacuum bag with integrated pump, sized for carryon luggage. Fill bag with stuff, loop over and zip, push button and go!
Struggle to open a STRAW? how about a tab on the straw, that you pull to open! ending your frustration! servers! it opens 3/4 of the way!
Mommy sheet
SCORE Foosball Pegs Game
An iPad Holder Sleeve that can be attached to a refrigerator for easy recipe viewing or a mirror for viewing makeup and hair ideas.
Summer Sprinkler Games
Total Home Automation
Pivot Power Poise
External Expansion Hard Drive For Xbox 360/PS3 Through USB 2.0 Ports. Pre-Formatted, Plug N Play For Easy Accessibility And On The Go!
My rear side-view mirror will save my rear. I will see oncoming cars earlier when I back out of a parking space and wonâ€™t get hit.
A carry &amp; go No Ice Cooler that keeps a 2-liter bottle of beaverage cold all day long. Mine keeps Ice Cream frozen too!
This is a weight with rubber grips to hold chords on a keyboard. It has a cute face on it, so it's pleasing. It holds up to 5 notes at once.
No more Tape!Painters CAULK/SILICON:Rolls on like White Out Tape Dispcr onto trim-easiest way to cover while painting,pulls off like rubber
Disinfectant fogger fills space with sanitizer mist for a complete clean. Germs are destroyed and sickness is stopped in its tracks!
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Safety Door Hinges. To prevent injury, the hinge locks up when it detects obstacles in the hinge-side of the door frame.
((( Portable Privacy ))) Bath towels are just not big enough to change in crowded places! Try this fold up privacy curtain and a friend.
Jump to fun FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY. A Water Hose ATTAMENT TO PUT ON YOUR TRAMPLINE A WHOLE LOT OF WATER COMING
FROM THE SIDES
Stroller with small electric motor for powering up hills while pushing your little, or not so little, one.
Prop Power Work Light
S/S Dish Cloth "FENCE" - keep you dish rag, sponges & other sink items organized & dry!
Locking Door Hinges, spring loaded for easy and quick locking and unlocking. Replace the pin to existing Door hing. or complete set.
My hands are freezing, but where is my other glove? Gloves are easy to lose, hard to find. Keep them connected with G'Love' Magnets!!
Shower caddy stopper! A rubber stopper placed on the shower head pipe to stop the shower caddy from sliding down and items falling out.
How many times have you been embarrassed by sweaty and unsightly armpits? Not to mention inevitable "yellowing" of your shirts.
Grass Marker - Great for games like kick ball...or start &amp; finish race lines. How about special messages like WELCOME or HAPPY BIRTHDAY BEN
Fuse artists palette with serving trays! Go from waiter to super-server! Don't just hold your tray, control it!
Prying eyes screen shield
My Idea is to have a hand held digital weight tool to hook luggage or anything up to 100# for packing clothes for a trip that is pocket size
Exceptionally built Luffa back brush.Made of stainless steel w/replacement brush heads covered in water proof rubber.Brush refills...
A window fan for a double hung window that is mounted above sash then hinged down to fit in 2" crack. Fan is 2" x 2" and varies in width.
AUTOMATIC BAG STORE DISPENSER
A lightweight circular pedestal with axis for the bottom of sun chairs enabling them to be easily turned toward the sun without getting up.
A rubber/silicone attachment for jars (P-nut Butter, Jelly, etc.) to rest knives when making lunch. Keep knives germ free &amp; counters clean.
SCENTED SCREEN which uses GREEN ENERGY to disperse fragrance throughout your place!!
Vibrating and Massaging Shower mat!
App enabled Plug-in wall timer outlets - automate devices like lamps, seasonal lightnings, fans. Cut down energy &amp; bills.
Ever burn your lips on hot coffee? Hate waiting 10 minutes to drink it? Ive made a working prototype that makes it impossible to burn you.
SafeLight Smart Smoke Detector
The first Quirky collectible... the next KRAZE... A coin purse reshaped and upgraded with LED lamp and Glow in the dark features.
Flowers come in all sorts of LENGTHS - A different vase for different flowers is OUTRAGEOUS that is why we've created the EXTENDABLE VASE
Pub Place/School Shooter Trap
.:: Brass Rubbing Kits ::. Ancient Art Brass Rubbing Kit For The Modern Day. with different coloured wax blocks,Paper etc Many Add~ons.
Hospital vital signs monitoring wires are often troublesome. Hubbing the wires on a spring-loaded reel would keep them well-placed &amp; clean.
OPENPOT
Smart Phones need physical security in addition to software.I would like to design a case with a loophole for a retractable belt clip.
Car Air freshener that wont block your vents or block your vision.
Heart rate monitor bracelet for kids. Alert mom if junior is in distress.
Ladies... Now you can keep your dress from blowing in the wind. Dress sexy without exposing yourself when the wind picks up!
My Grill
The Geli Bra
Hinge Tape. For Craft Projects, Home Repair &amp; More. 486 votes/94%!
Electronic dog finder
My Floss pomp looks like a hand soap dispenser. The floss dispenses by pumping(electronic) or by motion detection.
It's a tri-brush technique. Three brushes in one tray right at your fingertips with soap and solution right in the handles.
This would be the only phone (iphone) to truly allow you to not have to carry a wallet. Wallet free!
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Vegetable Cage Support System. Expandable Support Rings. Pull Rings to support Plants as needed. Click image for animation.
New Slingshot Tennis or other type Bat ball game: resub
3 in One Turkey Lifter
New Quick Hitch-N-Go
Nylon Guitar Strap with pick holding pockets! #spotsv
Keep butter fresh and soft using a similar concept as the French butter dish. Barbra
App Enabled Fire escape ladder &amp; Smoke detector -Smoke detector sends signal to lower the ladder .
Resubmit- SMALL WHITEBOARD DESIGNED LABELS.Can place on the front of UR storage containers makes Labeling easier wipeoff when
changing.PICS
Retractable handgrip device for iphones
Drinking Fountain Tube
One Banana
BACK TO SCHOOL - SMART STOOL, Getting kids to be organized and plan ahead is a great help to parents.
The Coffee Presto
A dish drain that consolidates all the items that usually clutter the sink area. Hide the bad but keep it all handy.
A big bug crawled deep down my ear ...keep music in and bugs out!
Day Planning Toothbrush!
My 9/7 Yr old run all over our neighborhood-I want simple rubber bracelet to communicate with my kids-"home" - NO-THEY WoulD NOT IGNORE ME
A novelty toy. A flag hidden inside a flat box, that raises when a button is pushed, by a propeller from an electric motor.
Borrowed Tool Nagger
App-enabled electric windows, open and close the windows in your home from your smartphone! Resub.
An Overnight roll up suitcase. With pockets for bath items, that rolls up and straps to itself for easy packing and unpacking. Easy Storage
Mobility with Security - making travel less stressful....disposable child car seat/stroller cover.
EBOOKTABLET - Tablet with ebook reader on B side.
Tray and stay
temporary traction device for snow and mud
smart meat thermometer
delegate and done
GPS golf balls! Track your golf ball's speed, distance and location!Lets make this a hole in one!
Hide a Desk
SIR-MAX Additions
drink holder for pontoon boats. Would attach to the top railing via a velcro or snap so you could place it anywhere in the boat.
Armband tape dispenser, free up both hands to apply painters tape! No more uneven lines or frustration messing with tape. Put it on right!
The Magnetic Picture Mount
Multi-purpose suction cups with adhesive. We need these.
If parent could receive live video feed via text when motion sensor is activated in car &amp; a control center is notified, lives can be saved!
This coaster clamps tight to the bottom of any 12 oz bottle, but can easily be removed for your next beverage.
Resubmit-The1st MULTI-LEVEL Pool Thermometer takes temperatures @ the TOP-MIDDLE&amp;BOTTOM &amp; mixes uneven temps.No More Warm
Top &amp;Cold Bottom!
Let's revolutionize and replace the key chain with this matchbox style key holder. Keys flip open and flip shut.
43,000 kids slip & fall in the bathtub each year. We need a giant non-slip bathmat that covers the entire bottom, both sides & top (VIDEO).
A beach pack for boogie boards and other beach necessities. Here's a way to make a trip to the beach with your kids so much easier.
quirky grip-Home depot must have! An Multipurpose grip/holder/caddy that can virtually work with ANY tool, and be useful in many situation.
The swivel toothbrush allows for a more effective way of brushing ones teeth. The swivel toothbrush is kid and adult friendly. More accurate
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Resubmit TediousTasks a GAME!This gadget is ur Spoon full of sugar,that helps the task get done while having FUN&amp;Earning a Reward.Open2Colab
Kid-os ~ Specialty Designed for Kids
Ramps Made easy! How many times have you replaced your shed ramp. Could you use an adjustable ramp? My idea is a Modular ramp. Many uses.
Mug that holds the spoon in place without worrying about finding a sanitary place to put your spoon or sliding to your mouth when drinking.
Inexpensive GPS pet collar
Mojito Straws
Stylo cocheur
A rotary-powered device that assists a person in ascending a pole or a tree; I use for hunting, and changing light bulbs on utility poles.
Portable Rotating Med Fridge
CLOTHES HANGER
Bottom Release Garbage Can
Pyramid Shaped Dish Rack.
Virtual Reality Joy Stick lets take it to the next level
Instant soda! Drop them in water and watch them fizz! Let's give Soda Stream a run for their money in a way they never imagined! Fizzies?
The new "QUIRKY" Tip for Taking Care of Non-stick cooking pots and pans!! The unique Pans and Pots DIVIDERS!!
Commercialize a Laser Microscope into an affordable toy and learning tool for people of all ages to learn about biology on a budget.
Muffin Tin Splatter Shield. A flat, sturdy shield with holes slightly smaller than in the muffin pan, used to keep batter where it belongs.
I call it the Beach Buddy. It is a power assisted stroller/wagon that you would not have to "drag or pull" through the sand at the beach.
Fat lip pacifier
Tube w/bristle or brush inside, that cleans the outside. Another thinner inner brush, small enough to go inside the straw, for the interior.
toilet paper with baking soda
I want to make a mat/cushion that I could sit on to do sit ups or other abdominal exercises. Something thicker than the average pilates mat.
No more fussing with wrench and socket sizing! A wrench integrated into a glove that locks in place as you pinch a bolt. Use your hand!
back pack with wheels and handle,the bottom compartment is for books,middle compartment for lunch and top one jis for cell phone.
Credit card size medicl record. All Dr's and Hospitals buy into a medical record system. Persons swipes his or her card on each visit.
The Comfort Mug
Stop your partner from hogging the blanket at night!
JAM: the Sliding Suitcase
Pedi Paws for humans!GET rid of the old nail clipper
Heated Retractable Dog Leash
Glasses so you can see behind you, looking forward (Day or Night) forward reverse Glasses.(Resub)
Sky Whirler: A fun &amp; entertaining toy that can also convert into a game of 5-to-1.(See attachment on how to play)
Snowboard walker STEP-IN
Micro Bot Find n Play
Lost the TV remote? Use our Remote Finder! Just push a button on your TV & the remote beeps until you find it!Then just turn off the beeper.
Earphone - 360Â° cable rotation
Expand the life of your makeup and kill bacteria on the applicator with a UV sanitizer.
Safer street-crossing. A baby stroller equipped with a sign that alerts drivers when parents are pushing their children across the street.
Networked real-time accurate electricity data and management using Wi Fi, cloud back-end and iPhone, iPad, Mac to view/control.
TV commercials suck. Imagine a remote control device that allows you to avoid advertisements based on keywords like "coming up" and "next".
Wedding Aisle Petal Stencil
Catapult Caddy
Solar-Powered Electric Car
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Mobile Fish Finder
Device to take instant TV screenshot to capture Ads, images, and store to device or email to self. TV manuf can charge advertisers by click.
my idea is all about how to make it easier to clip ones toe nails, making a toe nail clipper where you can clip from a sitting position
Burning salt water
use a verifone or nurit card reader to pay monthly bill statement from home-eliminating sharing personal info on line and prevent ID theft.
Track and Field Foam Pits
Almost in all kitchen sink, we need a bowl for storing cleaning liquid. Often we need to take that use use it for cleaning vessels. Tired!!!
My idea would be to attach a soft sided cooler ,in the place of the pocket area, on a pullover hooded sweatshirt.
Weather Vane wind power light
Towel door hanger - what's new? Now with secure grip when you close the door or move them fast towel does not end up on the floor.
Hand crank electric camping and emergency generator with a spring. Wind up for 3 minutes let unwind for 7. Jumper cables standard.
Lets face it athlete's foot is the worst(also known as ringworm of the foot...YUCK!! But now we can minimize the problem with the foot dryer
Link Tug
A HOME SIZE VENDING MACHINE THAT HOLDS ALL YOUR EVERYDAY CLEANING SUPPLIES. THAT CAN BE PLACED IN PANTRY OR
GARAGE. PIN NUMBER ACCESS.
SPKR : Speaker Ring
-SCION:the scented steamer- A new compact steam iron that looks great and makes your clothes smell even better!
Decorative Storage Pillows~ Eco-friendly Fabrics
A removable headrest support that adapts to any adjustable car headrest, providing support during sleep and preventing stiff neck/headache.
A wheelchair cushion that can potentially cure scoliosis of the spine, and reduce pressure points eliminating pressure sores.
CABLE L.E.D. POUR Ã‰COUTEURS
FEMA PRODUCT OF THE YEAR RIGHT HERE.
No need for clipping coupons, App for grocery price comparison and alerts on sales on items you purchase often as well as coupon access
A tape dispenser splitter saves money and tape (any kind of tape). It sits atop the dispenserâ€™s serrated cutter and divides the tape in 2.
This wristwatch reminds you of your schedule using, sound, vibration, and lights.
Pipe Cleaner Curvables For Pipe Cleaner Crafts. Stop Pricking Your Finger While Trying To Have Fun. Easy And Cheap To Manufacture.
Is your teething baby keeping you up at night? The drooling, crankiness, and tears can make teething an ordeal for parents and babies alike.
Strange Frames: Reinvent your wheels with a magnetic second skin, so you can change your bike's frame design whenever you like.
GPS trackable golf ball
Tired of pets going under the bed dragging trash or "treasures." This barrier will allow you to continue to store items but keeps pets out.
LOST DOG! A glance at your INDOOR Gate Status Indicator will advise LOCKED or OPEN gates before the dogs &amp; kids go out in the yard.
Where are all the cool stylish pants (i.e. jeans or corduroys) for babies that are easy to put on and take off? I can't find them anywhere.
Half circle pocket for a burger to sit in. Made from silicone so flexible, DW safe.Diff colour &amp; sizes.Perfect for kids. Front of pic only
Use one tool to clean an array of glass vases, decanters, jars, carafes, and reusable plastic bottles without scratching/dulling surfaces.
Puzzles Plus
All ramps are aluminum or wood, lightweight design material can be bent and hung on back of wheelchair/scooter/power chair.
Everyone has had to clean that annoying crap out of the sink strainer. What if you didnt
Feeding Tube Support
Diaper Sensor
Folding Pocket Water Bottle
Have unwanted hair on your back and other hard to reach places? Introducing the amazing new EasyShave!
E-Spare
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A plant cage to help support your flowers or plants while they grow, but not be seen to keep beauty of garden.
"Sun Shields" would offer extra protection against skin cancer by covering moles and providing more uv protection than sun screen alone.
Dry Erase Building Blocks: Create tangible task lists that allow easy 'inserting' of new tasks-just write a task on each block, then stack!
Time to cut the apron strings. An automatic cereal dispenser.
Home Automation WiFi Relay allows users to control their WiFi Enabled Devices from ANYWHERE. Game Changer. :)
Multi-Slice: Slice food items multiple times with a sing motion
"Sticky Paints," are adhesive strips of color that you peel and stick on the walls. They will not damage them. They are re-useable.
CIGAR SIMILAR FRUIT SLICER CUTTER BANANA STRAWBERRY CARROTS UNIQUE PERFECT ONE HAND-HELD
A innovative and simple product which provides flexibility to outdoor lighting fixtures thereby eliminating costly damage and repair bills.
Bulb Holder Camera - WIFI/3G
90 degree Universal Micro-USB Lighted Adapter- Billions of Devices use Micro-USB. Odds are YOU can use this! (Original submit 8/29/2011)
Google Glass Camera Lens: Lens attachment for Google glasses to add wide angle, fish eye and macro lens effects to video and pictures.
My ideal is to bring the flashlight into the 21st century, with an app and the power of the mobile internet.
RESubmit-FDA has changed SUNSCREEN Requirements for REAPPLYING times.This Sunscreen Timer Band reminds U when to REAPPLY!VIDEO
INSIDE
Salad Dressing Control
The Car Finder
A Designer's Ultimate Challenge: Bouyancy vs Weight vs Size vs Portability vs Propulsion. If you're a designer, check out this idea.
FOLD is the first HANDS-FREE PORTABLE Ipad and tablet holder you can adjust allowing you to use your Ipad or tablet hands-free anywhere.
Joy Buzzer Snooze Button
R.I.P. - Smart Phone Time Capsule - Bury a Piece of Your Life Experience for Future Civilizations to Enjoy
Put the fun back in your toddler meal time, with spoon or fork that makes sound with a push of a button. Eating for them,never be the same
ORGANIZE AND USE VERTICAL SPACE ON BACKSPLASH
Shoelace Tip Repair &amp; Custom Fashion (Aglet repair and replacement, multi color options, make your shoelace tips make a statement)
Soundscape
Clean/Rinse "Shower Hose"
L.E.D Silicone Belt Lights. Made for all types of fitness and sports.
Skin patch with re-adherent adhesive on the other surface. Patches that attaches to bare skin to carry things or support clothing.
Search&amp;Rescue Pinger
BOOKHOLDER FOR PAPERBACK BOOKS.
Hair Cutting Gown Hair Catcher
Connectible baby strollers, allowing easy conversion from single stroller to high-functioning double stroller and back to single stroller.
An invention that stretches over work boots to prevent the premature and uneven wearing of the boot heal. This would save replacing the boot
A 4 panel, retractable mirror that can be positioned so that you can see yourself from virtually every angle while keeping hands free.
Have you ever stepped out of the shower on to the cold ceramic tile? Here is a solution that will warm your soles!!
Motivational package for quitting smoking.There are packages T-shirts,book,pen.T-shirts should have the same slot (collar) on both sides.
Status Light - Office Edition
HOME SECURITY LIGHT SOCKET - allows me to SEE, HEAR or SHOUT to burglars or to activate loud ALARM remotely
We tend to check the time on our phones, why not use the space on our wrist for something more creative? This is the chalkboard watch.
Washable Colored Tattoo Set
Changing Barrel
Disk keeper 15
Night Blindness Glasses with anti-reflective glare, available over the counter like sunglasses
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mywaterpledge.com, a national initiative to save water. I have submitted my idea to the City of Santa Fe for a shower water saving device.
Soft pad, adjustable hanger to accommodate the IMPORTANCE of your clothes.PERSONALIZE the setting to refrain from drooping or misshaping.
Decrease diaper costs! Increase toddler independence and learning! This simple product is for a toddler boy too small to reach the toilet.
Help prevent the death of a child! This system notifies a parent when a child has inadvertently been left or forgotten in a vehicle.
Resubmit-Line extension-Why just cardboard? CONNECTORS that allows recyclable items to be attached together.
Portable Printer For Flashcards. Keyboard And Screen. Aids In Studying. Program And Print Question And Answer. Technology Like Label Printer
pet toy real
No guess mess
Protect your clothing from coffee spills or muffin crumbs while driving, at work, or at home. Look good, keep stain-free, clean, and neat.
Sound Effects for Bikes
The sound quality of the iMac and Apple ThunderBolt Display can be improved by redirecting the sound forwards rather than down.
why is it called an EASY button? Time calls for an upgraded version. A Q shaped button that has quirky features and quirky Sayings.
At Home Macaron Maker
Portable Panini: Grilled sandwiches on-the-go! A sandwich container that will actually toast a hot delicious panini in the microwave.
Kids motorized ride on vehicle, Parents can now steer, stop or take control of the ride on.
Sponge Everlasting
RESUBMITT: 643 Votes(First Time). Portable food grater with attached measuring cup! Perfect for cheese, fruits and vegetables.
SLOW DOWN! Kids at Play. A better way to alert drivers that your kids are playing nearby. A driveway safety sign that flashes.
My big idea is a toilet brush where you can add cleaning fluid to it.
The purpuse of this product it's to safe you space and to have a garbage can out of your way
Wouldn't it be great if we could double the use of ceiling fan energy? Clip Air-GO airfreshner to your fan to cool and freshen the room.
I have invented an underarm antiperspirant that does not irritate your skin. Normal Antiperspirants cause itching and redness.
Keep your kids active rain or shine, these Velcro soccer nets can turn any common chair into a soccer goal for fun inside or out. GOALLL!!!!
SAVE THE EARTH. Scientist recently discovered a plastic eating mushroom. Make a compost device which plastic is thrown into and its gone!!!!
Auto-track feature using a homing device and camera-equipped UAV allows visual monitoring of children or pets using tablet, smartphone, etc.
Introducing My Coupon (Q-pon) App Idea! (JH)
Handy Lid Storage
Cordless phone charger that allows you to continue a conversation while on phone.
Tired of worrying about overflowing memory cards, don't want to carry around a 5 lb. laptop, taking a trip?, well look no further!
Keep track of your glasses and keys in the house: A light wristband that easily converts to a simple wall-hanger you can spot at a glance.
The Furrbagger
A lid that stirs! Let's make an AutoStir for the stove top. I'm sick of getting up, down, &amp; standing for long periods to stir a pot.
Resubmit- Lets Create a better way 2 CARRY Kids on our SHOULDERS that makes it Safe Comfortable for both child &amp; parents!Check Pics.Portable
Shoe laces that Audio Teach your child to tie their shoes with common sing along songs. Kids can learn to tie their shoes &amp; have fun too.
A bracelet or watch which keeps track of your steps/calories burned throughout the day and via an app recommends your "reward" of the day
Splatter free aluminum foil
Amplify
Some of my Quirky'est Ideas hit me while showering. The Quirky shower marker lets you write them all down while showering please comment
Solar Powered Suction Clock
Inter-car communicator. This supports signal/symbolic communication between cars on street. Deliver more meanings than just honk
A dishwashing liquid dispenser /and a small sink tools organizer.
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WEDGABLES~flexible style
"Hand Balloons" for kids to keep them safe from doing mischiefs when their mother is in the bathroom or busy with her daily routine.
Powers All bicycle charging system -convert forward momentum when braking into battery power to light your way &amp; charge your Iphone or cell.
A Bracelet that would tell you if one of your friends was close by vibrating and then displaying the name of your friend on the screen.
security band
Laptop Straps. Add handles to your laptop, easily place laptop in and out of bag!
My solution is "The Garment Anchor", a small clip that attaches to most hangers safely securing garmetns to the hanger.
Smart Driver Wheel RadioShack
Sun block protection for your entire face! product dose not touch your face its comfortable and adjustable, no fuss.
Play-on Screen Cover
UNIVERSAL iDEVICE BEACH ANCHOR WITH SPEAKERS &amp; SOLAR CHARGER, keep your iDevice out of the sand while enjoying the beach
it is sponge dryer quick and easy to use not much to explain about this feature:)
Stop being in pain! The telescoping case places iPAD at eye level and keyboard in your lap. Prevent neck, back, wrist and hand pain.
bed with pull-out table
Stylish your IPAD - speaker (w ambiental light and remote ctrl) photoframe for ipad or ipod/iphone
Travel Coffee Mug H20 Two Piece Travel Mug Coffee on the top Water on the bottom-twist off bottom -Stainlees steel w handle Insulated
**Magnetic** Rubber Grips for use on pens/pencils, picks, probes, scalpels, modeling type knives and small hobby tools.
What does a mom, especially a new mom need most? More time. Create more memories not more chores!
UNITE NEW MEDIA HUB on the internet. Everybody is sick of the OLD MEDIA LIES. We need to make the NEW MEDIA more easy to navigate &amp;
locate.
Using lamps late night and too lazy or forgetful to turn them off . Need all style Lamps with adjustable off timer &amp; save rest and money. 8)
The MeMe
Introducing ski ball bean bag toss game for your back yard.Have loads of fun with your friends and family.Kids will love this!
My idea is for a stretchable book cover that contains pockets for a pen, pencil, highlighter, and flashcards with a see-through front.
Smart Sports Balls S,R,C,
holo pics
#spotsv Paper Clip Dispenser. Sort of like a *PEZ* candy dispenser - but for paper clips!
Monkey Dock
SwagMags(TM)Magnetic Curtain Tiebacks-A new way to tie back your curtains, drapes and valances that requires no tools or holes in your walls
Escalator handrail cleaner
Raised Strainer
A flashing red LED traffic light powered by an AC charged battery. The package is mounted at the signal &amp; works only when power is out.
A divided box in which you put clean, wet dishes. Above it hangs a dryer. You have to click a button, it will dry your dishes after a wash.
No shocks, vibrations, or noises! The simple surprise of a harmless jet of water out of the blue will get your message across to your pet
IvoteUS.com. Political social ntwrk. Voting frm smrtphne/computr in all elections, electorate driven referenda. All election data on 1 site
Jump in with the Wadle! Sturdy and comfortable flotation device that keeps your hands free and a place for your ice cold beverage!
A new wireless speakers with a built-in light in top of the computer monitor, designed for exceptional stands performance.
Over the Handle/Handrail Personal Grip for Public Transportation. Made of Anti-Microbial, Washable Material. Extends your reach,too. #spotsv
MULTI Cell Phone Clip belt case, Docking station, Camera tripod and Retractable Neck-cord
SMART MEDICATION! Imagine Smart Phone technology that REMINDS you of the right time to take your medicine! Smart.
Smartphone App and addressable circuit breakers to control lights and appliances from outside your home
The unbrella blanket
Box Lever
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With Sunglass Floaties you'll never have to worry about losing your designer sunglasses to a lake or ocean again.
Skim Coat Sheet
This idea is a kitchen cooking utencil called spatula, this idea is two tools in one.
Stovetop Saver
A portable, folding potty seat that fits in your purse. Fits on elongated public toilets so your little one feels secure.
String/Wire/Ribbon Clip - Holds it and cuts it!
TV Turn Down
Most of us sit behind a desk for 8+ hours a day. Nearly everyday a study comes out with the negative effects of sitting on our health.
Spaghetti Spoon and Hamburger Chopper in One! "Hamburghetti" Chop, stir, and serve!
Here's an eco-friendly reusable bag that keeps your sandwich or grapes out of your work, but doesn't end up in a landfill. Easy to clean!
Adjustable Pen Point...every persons dream for writing. Stop changing your pen to get the perfect signature or handwriting.
Have you lost your wallet? Or your keys? With a mini gps that attaches to anything, you can find its location via any computer!
Bobby Bobbers
HEADSET MEGAPHONE RECORDER
When children are small they explore everything by touch.Surge Protector for children. No need protective cover any more!!
Rear High Beam Indicator
Smart Tennis Balls With Fiber Optic Trims:Changes Colors accordingly to speed,App calculates how fast you hit the ball.
My cutting board has a vertical side affixed to one end and the other slides across the board and locks, holding any food item in place.
Baby bottle cover that glows
Gyro Type Tablet Holder/Stand
Happy Christmas Lights
"The PaddL"
Tired of messy BUG SPLATTERS? Continually swatting and missing? Introducing THE BUG BUSTER!!
Dog/Cat Block Bed-Dog/Cat belly and head rest on soft sponge-block, his legs in the air on sides of adjustable block-goes up,down,left,right
"Baby Hand Band" This band is worn around the wrist/hand to prevent babies from throwing their spoons and forks onto dirty floors!Just cool.
Under sink folding stool hanging on cabinet sink door from inside. By releasing a latch the stool open. it can fold bake by foot.
The Nudger
Let's make a power toothbrush with double heads.
We use our sink for washing the dishes. When youâ€™re done, your sink is full of waste. And you never get the glasses clean as you wish.
My product is a "Mini-Stands" a 4-seater light weight totally collapsible, portable, personal sports chair stadium.
A sturdy, instant, long, horizontal shelf with flip-open secure sides, fits across and above the one horizontal shelf in home closets
Can opener that not only opens the can, but also perforates the bottom. Thereby turning the can into its very own one-time use colander!
BREAD RISING BOWL
Soda-Server: Have Your Own Soda Machine! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Wireless charging mouse
Line extension to Fader! Markers for toddlers that fade out after an hour. So they can REALLY express themselves! Save your walls &amp; paper!
In desert areas, spiders &amp; scorpions nest in boots and shoes. A large strong double sided clamp can seal the shoe openings: no surprises.
Kitchen Storage Containers
The Safe Shave Caddy is a foot support for safe shaving in the shower. It is collapsible, can hang out of the way, and has a built in caddy.
BABY CAR REMINDER
Teddy bears & dolls have been here since the beginning! Kids love them! Combine the 2 by adding real hear to the teddybears head: TEDDYHAIR!
A faucet that prevents little children and cats from making a water mess and getting hot water burns on hands.
HEATING PAD JACKET THAT IS RUN BY BATTERIES
Poopie Penalty Flags are used to mark the locations of pet waste for quick and easy removal. Save your shoes, throw the flag!
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Chef Style, a knife/cookware line that's custom formed at home using boiling water, the consumer's hand, and ice water to set the impression
Door Stop Integrated in Door Frame Retracts Automatically when not needed (SEE VIDEO!)
THE FARTKNOCKER- Novelty door knocker that's shaped like a butt and makes a fart sound when the visitor knocks.
Fercuprex
Kill more flies. Use a bent handle fly swatter that keeps the swatting face parallel to the surface of walls, ceilings, and tables.
A better 2-liter bottle cap
Truck Box Trolly
Nightstand Charging Station
Turn One Sink Into Two!
An apron which has many pockets and loops which will contain items like spray bottles, rags, polishes, scrubbers and dusters.
PILLOWHEADZ - Pillow with a pocket! Shield your eyes from light, your ears from sounds plus more! SHARK TANK UPGRADE!
Headstone Tracker for Loved Ones and Pets
Added memory for your iPod, iPhone, and/or your iPad.
Sleep Safe
Reach It Spray It! (re -sub)
Universal Child Proof Remote Control! Keep your child and your remote safe! Easy to use but prevents kids from changing settings.
Commercial - Corporate Real Estate App.
Toilet Seat Lifter / Returner
WATERPROOF KEYSAFER- Keep your car keys and money safe and sealed with you while praticing water sports on the ocean avoiding corrosion.
Mini-Briefcase iPad Case: It looks like a briefcase, but sized for an iPad. Fold out keyboard and room for the charger. Keep it classy.
An insole launch pad for athletic footwear.
Fuzzy Writing Buddies are great encouragement toys for writing and studying.
bottle bombs, when you do bombs in a swimming pool and the splash throws the bottle high in the air and crashes down to the ground.
Computer screens capable of scanning photos, pictures, or documents so they can be properly filed or utilized in a program you're running.
Bluetooth ear piece that forms to your ear canal using silicone. Plays your music without being obvious or having inconvenience of a wire
Hey GUYS, Steam before you shave....
Vent Golf: A Golf Training Aid that utilizes your homes existing floor vent to simulate real golf course conditions for putting &amp; chipping.
Helping Hand
Simply press the button on your bracelet or watch to signal your spouse or caregiver you need help! An alarm with a short range in your home
I want to develop kevlar sports tape for superior hand protection for Crossfit and similar athletic activities
Dog Alert
iPhone table lamp. Use iphone's flashlight as table lamp
Imagine a *World* with *Eco* Friendly - edible pouches! Child drinks juice, then eats yummy pouch and straw. *LESS WASTE*
Auto Text BLOCK
The baby is running a fever at 2AM, the thermometer's battery is dead, so is the spare :(, Help! I need a shake &amp; use thermometer! Don't U?
A Baby Vehicle Monitor is my idea. There will be a wireless camera at the back seat that will communicate with a front monitor
Remote Windshield Deicer
Magnetic decals. My kids love the chalkboard/magnetic wall in their room.How much fun would it be to have magnetic decals to add to the fun!
BoogeyMan Away!
No other alternative rear hubs in karting Our hub employs a single "40" mm nut that utilises the existing wheels and axles No fiddly nuts
Beverage pitcher with two spouts and two handles
Hose attachment to make any empty 2 liter bottle into a fun sprinkler! RECYCLED BOTTLE SPRINKLER!
The Vinegar Sponge
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Grab-able cat barf "catch-it" individual super-absorbent paper towels!
I discovered a hair gel that just regrow hair ,stop hair loss and prevent hair loss. 100% natural IN 2 WEEKS hair start to grow.
Crumb free in-car vac
"On the GO" Q-tips, pre-dipped/soaked/moistened in a variety of pre-measured medications and ointments, apply to minor cuts and bruises!!!
Reinventing the Level. I want to create a tool that will help D.I.Ys across the world, Hang pictures faster and easier.
Peeling potatoes at the sink or veggies for a salad. Use this non-scratch, dishwasher safe, flexible whole sink basket/strainer.
GPS Stickers never loose anything again with GPS stickers you can attach one to virtually anything. Simply go to a web site and locate it!
BIRTHDAY PARTY ICE CUBE TRAYS (like the word "PARTY", "BDAY" , "FUN", etc) - Great 4 ALL Parties! NONE EXIST!! (Click Pic 2 See
Animation)
(RESUBMIT)EXTENSION CORDS STICK ANYWHERE!Coil-up cord extensions-with suctioning back, sticks under tables,on desks,windows, laptops, etc.
The womanâ€™s invisible purse non slip shoulder strap
Hair brush with refillable hair spray container at the end of the handle.Keep your hair looking beautiful with a touch of a button!
Touch Screen Writing Pad
Paint in the brush - A squeezable paint holder brush to get the exact shade, the right quantity and the perfect viscosity of the paints.
PERFECT CAKE PIE CUTTER SLICER SERVER WEDDING BIRTHDAY RETRACTABLE BLADE UNIQUE RESUBMITTED
Waffle maker with custom designs via app. Think Waffle Maker + Pixit + Quirky Me.
Saviour
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
Corner Vacuum Head
Payphone with a charging station and a person can text message for a fee
Water Calculator
Find groceries or products in the store that you have trouble finding. An app that relays to areas or products in a store.
Safely grab items in disposal! This invention uses a pistol grip handle to operate the needle nosed end with light. Made of hard plastic.
A Solar Powered Speaker
A simple idea to keep your alarm clock within arm's reach when sleeping in a lofted bed.
Our Stickball League. We use rubber balls to play the sport. I would like to invent a product that will pressurize the balls.
App-Enabled iPhone/iPad/iPad Mini/iTouch case! Quirky LED cases allow you to display messages, images ,interact as an equalizer for music!
App and Bluetooth enabled Car Starter. Start your car with your phone!! And lock/unlock doors!
Handlebar mounted bike powered warning device to warn other bikers/joggers/texters/little old ladies that you are approaching.
A bag designed as a jacket. A jacket with small and big pockets for pencils and books distributed in front and sides and back of the jacket.
Zipper Slippers
Its pretty simple. Dry erase on tupperware. One product no labels to worry about. dish washer safe. great for home, work, daycares
CO Watchdog
An ashtray which will have automatic emptying mechanism as well as air-fresheners.Will operate with rechargeable batteries with usb cable.
Folding Trailer Hitch Extender
Letâ€™s Reinvent the Car and Rental Procedure in the USA
Add a shelf
Many people have a monstrous dish drain that seems to need a separate room of its own. How about a collapsible dish drain for easy storage?
It's a correction fluid bottle with two applicator tips. one is a fine tip and one is a bold tip.
An Iphone Helicopter case which flies itself using face detection to take photos and videos while fitting into a large pocket.
A smart Watch that syncs to your phone. Most beneficial feature - alerts you when you become a certain distance so you dont lose it.
WeightGaits are shoes with a secret compartment in the sole to add weights for extra resistance to shape and tone your legs while you walk.
my idea is a iron that pivot, I get tried of lifting up the iron everytime I start to iron my clothes.
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Light Alert iPhone Stand: An iPhone stand that flashes light to notify you of a call or text, while working in the shop.
TextTo - Digital Display
ROLLY POLLY - Baby stroller -> Backpack -> Carseat
Gummy bear bracelets or candy bracelets molds. Resub
Collapsible speaker and listener - To ease holding and listening to the phone calls
iAngle iPad Stand
Safe Cozy Baby
flip flops not just for summer the new flop sox. fits like a mitten for your foot. many colors and styles to choose from and easy to put on.
Dog Projector
Triple protection for your Macbook Air! Cover the laptop, protect the keyboard and keep the screen clean....
With "The Nomad" Multipurpose Ultra Lite Backpacker Chair. Living Room Recliner Comfort Can Be Had Anywhere!
4 in one-cutting board,stylish serving tray for brekfst in bed or tv, turn over and you have a dish rack for over the sink, table heat pad
Smart watering system
This is a Cold Pack Gel Filled Bowl. To keep your cold food colder longer. Simply stick them in the freezer.
Smart Car Heat Up
Low profile flat speakers that clips onto smartcover and smartcover becomes sound amplification box improving resonance and sound quality
The suburbs are in need of The Pizza Pal. Pizza deserves to be pristine. Get home before your hot pizza has unwillingly released the cheese.
A home power scrubber that would allow you to scrub hard to reach or tough areas without bending over; such as behind the refrigerator.
Sun glasses temperature sensor
In rainier months, it becomes impossible to ride your bike to school without getting wet. To avoid driving/walking, we need a solution.
Dog Boots for all breeds.
People with chronic pain need a warming, massaging suit to wear under their clothes like long underwear but this is therapy!
'Look Ma No Hands!' -Kid's backpack with water-proof poncho or hood built into it
Mixxie Twisty
ABC 123 Block classic child's toy with a twist,its now a 8 piece puzzle.
Toddler and kitten proof Toilet Paper roll cover. Covers the roll from wall all away around the roll.Fits over any existing TP roll fixtures
finally an oven that has a rack that opens with the door no more burning yourself or your face.form turkeys to muffins happy at last.
Imagine cutting your grooming into half by being able to apply product while brushing. A brush that you can fill with your favorite product.
solar charging phone
Pooraser
Men protect your soldiers!!!!
Wireless cell phone charger, currently can be used with the Nokia Lumia 920 but eventually for phones that integrates this technology.
stud saver
Any Shoe Can Be A Skate!
Have you ever tried to cut a block of cheese with a kitchen knife? It's hard! This cheese knife makes it easier.
Smart Phone Face Saver - Never drop your phone on its face again!!!
App enabled gift finder, Helps you find &amp; buy presents by suggesting gift ideas, prices and where to buy. Makes gift shopping easy and fun!
This shopping cart shade will prevent your groceries from getting wet! It will unroll from a thin bar that attaches to the end of your cart.
hairbrush that refreshes and sanitizes the hair
high tech looking theft prevention stand or arch type design for retail business exits it is just a prop but the thief doesnt know that
Retractable leash to be designed into the interior of a dog collar and would have a four foot lead length and multiple tensile strengths.
No more burnt crust edges on your pie! Here's an inexpensive lightweight edge cover for your pies. You can use it over and over again.
The Leaf Slider Thats right rake your leaves right into the slider and dump them into your recycle bag. Trust my neighbor boy REESE it works
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Get Wick it. A re-fillable air vent insert with strong aftermarket sales potential. Get your new car smell back. Get Wick it.
My idea is for a toddlers toothbrush that has bristles all the way around the tip.
Keep Your Stylus &amp; iPad Close
stretchable draining board
Choose-a-Walk
RESUBMIT-3 in 1 BROOM/BRUSH/DUSTPAN-Lightweight broom with detachable brush and dust pan nicely incorporated into the base of the broom.
The DUOvet: The first 2-person duvet designed for couples who prefer different blanket warmth year-round, or even seasonally!
What if you can have your wallet, and mobile device(s) - cellphone, MP3 player, MiFi centralized in one location? A mobile device wallet.
The quirky dumbbells
The Sink Top Work Surface enables the user to create additional work space with many unique functions, all within a standard kitchen sink.
Water Proof Air Tight Safe Deposit Box Insert, a small price to pay to protect your valuables from water.
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.
Pacifier accessory that closes quickly when the baby drops it to shield it from nasty germs! No germs, No need to rinse, No problem!
Get rid of annoying, blinking, scrolling banner ads on any smartphone or tablet with a simple inexpensive Ad Slip Cover. Fits any device.
a belt around your waist that turns into a flotation device when activated and an alarm goes off.
Hands free Pic Nic Purse ,
Lithium Air Battery Light Bulb
RESUBMIT-SummerTime coming The 1st PersonalPortable WATER SUN-SHADE.Enjoy the sun in the water without Getting Burned!Many Uses-Video
Inside
About 1/5 of lotion is typically wasted on the bottom of a lotion container. Stop waiting money thanks to the extended lotion pump!
Let's take the concept of a meat slicer and create a mini vegetables slicer. (Picture is for example only, copied from internet) (re-submit)
Music compass earphones! Earphones with a plus sign operating piece that allows you to change songs, volume, and be used as a microphone.
Windshield Blinds
Foot-aids
My idea is a cloths hanger accessorie bag, that stores in closet and out of view with accessories in it and other stuffs.
Retractable Magsafe Extension + Security Cable in ONE!
A soft grip (fixed or removable) for kitchen knives for easy and comfortable grip cutting.
iPhone case with built in FM transmitter, always have it with you to play audio on any FM radio.
Retro Cell Phone Antenna
door knobs
License plate cover that is clear to the patrol officer, but distorts the tag for red light cameras placed at intersections.
Ceiling fan brush that attaches to any standard size vacuum cleaner hose.
One Easy Satchel
Backpack handle for umbrella
DUSTPAN with reservoir and brush for the broom in the right direction- avoid spreading out the dust.
Medical keyboard with a template that includes MEDICAL ABBREVIATIONS &amp; ACRONYMS that also functions as standard key board.
!Spa Pillow for full comfort. Mounting clamp rotates depending on face up or face down use. Face down cut out for comfort!
Mega Phone Necklace :rebumit:
Easy way to empty pool skimmers of leaves and debris
Super-compact, lightweight, easy to carry, easy to store stroller!
A Band in One: Multiple instruments in a single unit, allowing kids to enjoy the fun & passion for music without the clutter and messy parts
Reinvent the front door porch light that has a hidden web cam - activated by a motion sensor that broadcasts the image wirelessly to your TV
Sticky Note Organizer Stand
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#SPOTSV Panties &amp; That Time of the Month?? Awkward ideation right?!?...
Rise and SHINE alarm clock
The key Sergeant is a multi purpose keychain tool for opening keyrings,insert the wedge into the keyring to rotate keys on & off easily
BED-OFF... Bedroom Office can be used by KIDS..MOMS..DADS..Real-Estate..Lawyers..College Dorms..to prepare their Computerized Projects.
Stroller handle extenders
Star Soccer
MYSTERY containers haunt your fridge, freezer, or pantry? You need durable dishwasher safe multi-purpose wipe off labels to RESCUE you!
Designers Multi-Tip Graphic Pen (Switch between Multiple Stylus Tip Pen, Clutch Pencil, Rapidograph Pen, Exacto Tip and Laser Pointer)
MacBook cover that stores and redirects cables for easy access
Baby SAVER,
Hose showerhead attachment for pets with shampoo feeder, built-in water heater, buttons to adjust water temperature &amp; pressure
Hoop It Up Anywhere with the Collapisble Hoop Luggage! The game we can all love and play! No more blocking the driveway! Easy Storage!
A smart phone case with exterior pouches for emergency medications (heart, diabetes,anaphylactic shock, etc.) Pouches attached via velcro.
The Spool box is a machine embroidery thread organizer.
Phone case with dual speakers and an incoming call flashing lights indicator on the side using radio frequency circuit no battery required.
THE NOOKIE BEDSIDE TABLELAMP.
This is a very simple (but quirky) idea that will not change anyone's life, but will hopefully become a kitchen staple in all households.
SUMMER "MIST" Apparel. Year around athletic top for men,woman,boys,girls. This provides a built in mist and drink system that you wear.
An all in one easy to use and light weight diaper changer/baby feeding station when on the go for short trips.
The Pedicure Package is amazing! It will feel like you just came out of a salon. Everything you need for a pedicure in one package!
Invent-A-Space!
The Telescopic Platform 4 all your indoor & outdoor needs! Ideal when you are up a ladder and u want all necessary material within reach
Love shaving, but hate mess?! The idea is simple, to have a shaver with integrated hoover which would would avoid any mess being created.
Personal Cookbook App
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors. Please comment
Leash protector
Credit Card Numbers Hard to See? Tired of Them Wearing off Within Weeks After You Receive Your New Card? Restore Them Quick &amp; Easy #spotsv
Power Vest
Stick-on finger loop for you phone or tablet case. Prevent dropping your phone as phones get bigger and more expensive.
USB Smart Sponge with a memory chip inside made of natural fibers.
A Modular Camera: Upgrade Features You Want. Same Titanium Body, Upgrade To The Top Of The Line Without Buying a New Camera
hardhat 4 hot or cold
Digital Flash Cards for spelling and vocabulary for elementary level students!!
exhaust ligth fan
Most kitchen sinks have an attachment a sprayer, here is an inovative new product called the SPRAYER SCRUBBER.
Baby Crib Mount for the iPhone
Toothbrush with a flosser so you will be encourge to floss everytime you brush. Patent No: 6772770 B1 THIS IS 1 OF 4 VERSIONS.
To create "Plumber's Buddy", a strong box that could also carry small plumbers tools that is at the same height as sink cabinet floors.
Colored extension cords that conceal them.
Retractable Handcuffs.Retracts when in contact with the wrist.opens and closes with spring action.
Wi-Fi hotspot bracelet for iPads without cellular, iPod touch, or Mac books. Access the Internet wherever you go, wear your own hotspot.
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The Ultimate moving and shaking Cat Play Mat (Demo see attached video). Guaranteed fun!
Patent Pending ELECTRIC WARM ME UP COLLECTION.HAVE HEAT WILL TRAVEL.3 POWER SOURCES.PRODUCTS ARE FOR OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES SPORTING&amp;HEALTH
Pajama pants with padding sewn into the insides of the knees so your knees rest comfortably and ergonomically when sleeping on your side.
Wink Break
Create your own bedding! Online, in store, or using an app, choose the colors and designs for your unique bedding.
Quirky community, HELP! No need to scrape ice this winter. Your windshield de-icer will do it. 12v dc heater with 7 day programmable timer.
Pouray
Huggie
Did you drop something? Pull it back! Recently I went fishing. I cast my line far out. Bad news as my pole went too, but I got it back.
A portable, retractable lawn/garden shade that sits about 42" above the ground using the same black polypropylene found on trampolines.
Sensy Kidz
Fuel Friend
Develop a breathalizer that hooks into iPhone that allows user to monitor their blood alcohol levels.
MOUTHWASH BEADS explode in your mouth. Pouring mouthwash is so 1985.No more spreading germs or paper cups. Great for travel. No mess RESUB
a true original alternitive to bumper stickers, decals and other forms of adhesive signs made for the rear of vehicles
KIDS EAZY FREEZIE KIT with ZIP LOCK freezie bags. Kids will love making Juice,Soda,Yogart, even water freezies AT HOME, kids love freezies
Toddler Nail Clippers - Making Nail Clipping Fun for Toddlers and Parents! Catches Nail Clippings, Makes Noise (Optional), Light's Up!
A Angled Drip catching Dish Drying Rack with removable drip reservoir! Made of Bamboo.The angle causes water to collect and not make a mess
Never forget someone's name right after you've met them. (or anything else you've just heard)
Modular Horn Sound System
my push up garbage can my product has a phatform that bring the trash up when you place your foot in front the trash can.
An iPad sleeve that permits storage of moleskins, pencils, pens, debit/credit card and phones. An all in one iPad sleeve with style.
"clippercard" a credit card sized grooming kit with a flat folding nail clippers and nail file
If your dog is your best friend, don't you want him to live in style and comfort? The Doggie Dream House would make him tail wagging happy!
No more getting on your knees to get your floor clean. Slip on the "Footy Mops"
RESUBMIT-BOBBLE CANE ATTACHMENT-Helps cane bounce back into upright position for those who cannot reach dropped canes like elderly/disabled.
Smart fruit container
1. ID badge clip holder has metal loop to hold a 2nd badge.2. Laptop computer w/ video projector installed.3. Illuminated computer keyboard.
A digital timer w/ preset times.1,2,5,10 mins.Kid friendly timer in fun colors great for chores and time out. Safe. Waterproof.
Strong Magnetic To-Go Coffee Cup: Always have a place for your coffee! Job sites, Cities, Cars, Camping, Travel... Magnets on side &amp; bottom
My idea is a self-destructing cellphone case. When the case hits the ground, it will destruct into many pieces thus dissipating energy.
On Board Dog Leash
Motigait.TheFlyingMachine
BIKER's HELMET HAT! Wana be safe and stylish when biking? Here is a solution: Biking helmets combined with hats!
The QooB, the space saving, eco-friendly desk organizer with a built in 3-port USB. Stay Organized, Stay Productive &amp; Stay Connected!
The Shed Bed
The only Ipad mini case you will ever need. An all-in-one package!
GÃ¶z: Smart Bathroom Safety
A magnetic/suction cup silicone knife basket, sticks to the side of the sink Put your knives inside lets them to soak while keeping you safe
SLICEASY the easiest to use vegetable chopper
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KEEP YOUR PANTS ON! Or at least your belt buckle centered and secured to your jeans/slacks/shorts/etc. . . with the Buckle Clip.
REVISION TO CABLE MANAGEMENT PIECE ON PROTOTYPE! Cable/USB/iPod/SD Card holder that keeps items up in the air. Saves space! Cleaner
desktop.
A cover for a ring(stone)while showering,washing,housework,applying lotion,manicure,gardening. to protect a gemstone so it remains beautiful
An Automatic Parking Disc with built-in clock with stop/reset/start mechanism, so NO MORE FINES for forgetting to set a manual Parking Disc!
A Sweet NEW Sleek Design for a over the door shoe rack! It will hold any SIZE or STYLE of shoe! Design just met function! Check it out...
The last caddy you will ever need. Never use dirty mop water again! Bring your clean mop water with you and every cleaning supply you need.
The Fish-Friendly Fish Net
Paper Towel Holder with Towel Holder! Change the world FOR GOOD. Hooks on a Roll 2: Evolution.
using fire proof plastic floor with 4to6 inch border to hold the water and drain in center. all accessories fix top of plastic floor.
PetAware
Tic Tac Toes. A childrens shoe line with a big X on the bottom of one shoe and a big O on the bottom of the other. Easy to play tic tac toe
QuilTastic Bed Cover
Introducing the retractable golf shoe with one twist on a hidden lever on the sole of your sneaker or shoe turns them into a golf shoe
Smart lighting baby dummy
sound chain headphone
Affordable, easy to assemble tall desk for use with treadmill and laptop computer.
HANDY! The IPhone of the Gym !
Water proof washing up I-Glove â™«â™ª
CableGrip - Provide grips and protect Apple USB cables
Simpler Strap = Happier Baby. This is a self retracting strapping system for child car seats. Straps gently retract and store in the seat.
Truly personalized headphones
Winter Alarm
APP allows you to tell it you want to make for dinner (Pepperoni Pizza for instance)&amp; it provides you a grocery list. Simply awesome.
The most INNOVATIVE and USER-FRIENDLY hitting tee ever!! Come on Quirky, it's time to expand your game.
Ipad/iphone Safe - Protect your device from more than the elements (siblings, parents or anyone who wants to hack it) plus it looks cool.
Bathroom and Car Smart Defroster. It works by blowing "drier" hot air across the mirror or windshield causing frost to melt, and vaporize.
Harman Ear Buddies-Headphones
A small shopping cart that folds and can be carried inside a tote bag.
The thermostat travel mug lid. the window gauge on lid will indicate whether your drink is cool or hot.
A bedding system for college students that makes it easy to wash you sheets, make your bed and stay away from nasty bed bugs.
An app that can get rid of receipts from retail operations.
It's a lightweight, adjustable, interior car protector from the trunk to the dashboard that protects your nice interior carrying long items.
deskbin
Memory scope
Comfortable head support for sleeping on trains, planes or in waiting room chairs. This is a foldable, adjustable arm with pillow.
Jogging Stroller Wheel Cover
Dish Bag: A New spin on the dish rack, a Bag that dries your dishes.
Pocket iPad Speaker
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
Faux Amber iPhone Case. Bring The Beauty And Relaxation Of Amber To Your iPhone. Hidden Compartment For Plastic Amber Comb.
Kart Kaddy Plus
Turn ANY hanger into a space-saving, â€œcascadingâ€ hanger with a simple hook you slide onto the neck of the hanger
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Fridge Modular Boxes
A coin holder on a key ring to scratch off lottery tickets called (SCRATCH-IT)
THE SPEAK EASY- I-PHONE CASE WITH BUILT IN SPEAKERS THAT CAN BE HEARD BETTER THAN THE TRADITIONAL SPEAKER THAT
COMES BUILT IN TO THE PHONE.
Let's make a decorative clip that clips onto a tea bag so it won't fall into your pitcher/tea cup/timer plus a measuring spoon for sugar!
Magnetic ear buds with NO WIRES, connect via bluetooth to any device, magnet keeps buds in ear &amp; together when not in use.
Drip-N-Dry Shower Curtain: A shower curtain that gives you a place to hang and dry your wet bath towels.
Our idea covers the spaces in a Kitty litter box where they meet each other. keeping urine from leaking!
Stack Attack Game
Safe Sink Magnets :) No more sharp knives in soapy water just waiting to cut your hands. Holds them in sight and out of soapy water safely.
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
Currently all sold separately: 4 full aisles dedicated to craft paper levers/paper squeezers &amp; cake/cup cake fondant punch/sugar cutters
Defrosting or Thawing Container for the microwave or the refrigerator, No more messy raw meat juice all over your fridge or microwave.
Voice/Motion Universal Remote
Color those cords!
Hate having a messy kitchen while cooking? Let's develop cooking utensils that can rest independently on pots and pans w/o gadgets or mess!
Nutty Nut Cracker Kit
q
SUN IN YOUR EYES? CAN'T SEE YOUR PHONE, NOTEBOOK OR KINDLE SCREEN? THEN YOU NEED THE iVisor!! Shield your phones and
notebooks from the sun!
Hate the steps you have to take in the morning to brush your teeth? Well...now you can just pick up your toothbrush squeez, brush and rise.
A portable Swiss army grooming tool set for women. No more cluttering your purse with all your individual grooming tools. They're all here.
iPad and IPhone wall mount after plugging it in at night.
the Vo"mate" for when your "hugging the bowl". protects you from a dirty stinky cold toilet. No one likes laying on the bare porcelain bowl
Throw away Easter baskets
Develop a breathalizer that hooks into iPhone that allows user to monitor their blood alcohol levels.
This accessory is an open ring that holds power cables.
smart alarm clock
Ever wonder how I can protect my memo pad from water or sweat? Now you can with Pocket-INN. It's a water proof sleeve with a top cover.
Splinter Remover Cross Point
The Tablet Tether- This silicone "wrap" comes with a band to secure your ipad/tablet to your hand and a strap for taking pictures.
A king or queen size comforter that separates into two pieces so that it can be washed in a standard washing machine!
A dog tag with a leash combined. Small enough to stay on their collar all the time. On a spring loaded pulley, the leash is always ready.
Take a look @ our balls which would u like 2 play with?Stop chasing after your balls.BALL NO ROLL stops ball from rolling in street. Teamlab
fiber optic lamp that could be attached to iphone. convert iphone's flashlight into beautiful decorative lights.
My idea is to invent tires that release enough heat to melt any ice &amp; snow within 1 to 3 feet of the tire.
Recycle your used paper products, into amazing artisan looking paper at home! Don't feed the landfill! Stationary from your garbage!
Essential Diabetic's Template. 3 break away bags to cover the entire myraid of situations a Diabetic might encounter.
Plow for Snow Blower
Dive mask lensholder
a pump action toothpaste dispenser...similar to a soap dispenser.
Bake Shapes Baker's Bands
Data wrist watch
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A wireless video game controller with in-battery charging RF receiver for XBOX,PS3,PSP AND PC.That charge battery when console is turned on.
Imp WIFI Override Smart Device for GFCI fuse box and electrical outlets around the home. Control from your smart device.
A GPS holder for car which remains is place (really) and doesn't fall off while driving and prevents accidents.
Done being lazy with your crock pot cooking...not yet. Now cleanup and storage is easier with the ziploc slow cooker liner. Cook and store
Front Facing Brake Light
Solution for socks-eating washing-machines.
Emergency Tube
A fly swatter that is extendable with a sponge.The pole will extend to 20 feet.The sponge is used to clean up the mess behind!
Sleepy phones
Meat marination in minutes not hours - tumble in all directions with the GyroTumbler
MULTICOLOR HIGHLIGHTER press a button for a new color. Like the pen it has many colors in one.
Want to keep your car looking new and ding-free? Use your Ding-Thing! A neat device that unrolls and protects your car in seconds!
Wall bearing,conceived as container for notebooks or tablets and for them cables,transformers and mouses,when they are not operating.
A multi-tool for school! Like a "Swiss army knife," clip it onto a bag & never lose your pencil, eraser, sharpener, house key, & stapler.
Let's have heat strips built into your gutters so that when you turn them on in the winter, ice will not build up in them.
A chance to reuse pasta jars and turn them into Piggy Banks or Tip Jars. Both simple and a fun way to encourage your kids to start saving.
Visual siren warning for cars
My "green" idea is to take old tires (airplane and automobile) and find a way to recycle them as erasers for kids to use in school.
Cordaway Shirt
Seat Stow
LOCKER DRAWER - Alternate Design for the Collage Lock Box
THE DOGGIE SUITCASE is an intergrated sturdy plastic toy,storage,treat game that has your dog figureing a way to get to his treats
child safety seat alarm
B/BBL Bed
Bye Bye Berry. Iphone protectve case wth slide out keypad that covers the screen when in use. slides lft 2 rght,rght 2 lft using thmbs.
Better looking fly trap.
Disposable Greasing pads for Cooking & Baking.
'RETROFIT' SAFETY DEVICE FOR PUSH PINS - FIRST EVER. Tame the dreaded push-pin! ReSub: V/V/C 114/96/14
Pet Personification Device
Consumer product that monitors and stores driving habits. Device syncs with an app and generates statistics, rating, warnings and much more!
nailclippers, with an emptiable resevoir, both sizes of blades on one blade, and USEFUL files on the top lever and bottom of the handle
Fuse Resetter App: No Need to Go to the Basement, Garage, or Closet to Reset a Blown Fuse! Reset With Your Mobile Device!
Taking a shower every day I relize the 2 in 1 use washcloth is the best way to wash and dry the body in the tub.
Have fun and get fit playing with your kids. See how high you can hit the Racket-Rocket!
the drum filter
Gyro" style liquid measuring cup. Dry ingredients as well. 'Gyromeasure' #spotsv
Turn Your Sink into a Sous Vide Water Oven and Cook Like a Gourmet Chef for Less $$$!
Re-Inventing the Safety Pin - Clean Look, No Sliding, No Poking Finger or Skin!
Brooches with Braille dots for blind people to recognize the colors of their clothes!
A Robot Dog walker. It would be a very simple design. All of the technology already exist. Just combine them together
Baby nest
"stylish" mini digital camera pendant- you can capture those unexpected moments when your camera is out of reach & be something you'd wear
Safety Duck
Here it goes. Convenient one step single cup specialty (booze) coffee for your Tassimo or Keurig coffee makers. Boom.
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[Resumit]Color-changing bath herb balls:: reusable herb balls telling the right bath water temperature.
Don't you hate it when your cell phone, wallet, coins, pens, or anything else falls in between the seat and the center console of your car?
Develop a breathalizer that hooks into and registers on a smart phone or droid a persons blood alcohol level. More knowledge, better choices
Absorbant liner for potted plants.Diaper-like absorbs excess h20.Water plants,liner holds up to 6 pints of water,up to800times wieght in h2o
Non-Locking Spring Loaded Wrench Holder. 6" in diameter circular rod, 1/4" in thickness with a spring loaded arm.
The Perfect Necktie
Carbrella
Talk to me interactive Flower. Talk to it and it grows and the colors are vibrant. When you don't talk to it, it wilts and the color fades.
Stop Rusty Shaving Cream Can Rings in the Bathroom. Introducing the Shaving Koozie (See photo(s) for problem)
The iMac is beautiful, but her ports SUCK - too few and hard to reach. The Port Multipler triples the ports and makes 'em easy to access.
Wall mounted digital calender with touchscreen and WiFi capabilites that allows multiple schedules and downloading of images
Home Hot Stone Massage Relaxation System. 2 Components: stone heater + extension arm, that helps place rocks where arms don't reach
STOW-GO-USE...2 portable Arms with Hands..for HOLDING your lap top, iPad, netbook, kindle, onto your treadmill OR elliptical trainer :@)
This is a strap that can be worn over the shoulder or over both shoulders to carry bags and other items.
We we able to sew tennis balls into the back if a tee shirt so that if anyone rolls over onto their back the discomfort awakens him,
Don't damage your multitool blade, use a disposable blade instead. Introducing the Bite-A-Blade multitool.
A simple adjustable visor clip for your IPhone 3, 3GS, 4, 4S and 5 +.
RIBBON everywhere?! Coordinate, organize and store spooled, scrap or themed ribbon in one place. No tangles or knots and easily changeable.
Moist heating pads that are gloves for arthritic, sore hands.
App Enabled Meat Thermometer
Mammogram Cuff
Portable water filters
Zen Headphones
DUAL SPONGE/SOAP DISPENSER: Get Twice The Function &amp; Make Your Sink Look Great! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Magnetic Photo Cubees - Insert your own photos, deco paper or product material into these unique magnetic cubes, stack and organize stuff
CLEAN PEELER - Peels fruit leaves the skin in one piece. (SEE VIDEO)
Plant Guard- Allows apartment dwellers to have plants on the rail and have a white picket fence at the same time.
An electronic key holder that has memory of eack key stored within the device.
BOTTLE-HOLDER CLOCK THAT IS INSPIRED BY A BARREL AND SMALL METAL BARREL (Resub). We can also make different models
Food server arm band
A washer and dryer that is truely insync. The washer and dry would open up at the inner ajoin sides, seemlessly moving clothes to dryer.
Electronic/Manual Envelop Dispenser
The "Cell Phone Necklace" is the way to NEVER LOSE YOUR CELL PHONE AGAIN.
All-Purpose Desk: Everything in Armâ€™s Reach for the Ultimate Student
PaperTowel Tree
Tub Scrubbers. I'm tired of dealing with the washclothes after I scrub the tub. I would buy a cheap disposable alternative.
" ORBIT " Flying Smart Device
Suits On The Go
Eye Glassesâ€™ temples made of string instead of rigid material to replace broken temples, or to improve fit, comfort, accessibility.
Credit Card Lighter- Designing a thin lighter that you can put in your wallet would make everyone buy and carry a lighter.
Air Blade
Cleans dirty cracks
X Box Mini
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My invention is the shave jell caddy!
Lock and Learn App for Kids
Cell Phone Finger Ring
Space saver desk accessory set
A remote control for the common water heater.
shower with liquid soap
Get an amazing workout anywhere anytime! My idea is to add wheels to push up stands. This would replace stands and the perfect push up.
A miniature robotic fish tank cleaner that is small enough to fit in a 10 gallon fish tank and can clean the walls and floor of the tank.
If the tab that keeps your network plug from slipping out of its jack becomes weak or breaks off, fix it with a Net Shoe.
iBoogie Board:Quirky Boogie Board with built-in case housing for the iPad &amp; iPad Mini.#Resub
Time Me Alarm
A DEVICE THAT REMINDS YOU TO WATER YOUR PLANTS AND HELPS MEASURE HOW MUCH WATER TO PUT IN. Battery device lights up
or makes sound.
ZUN: Portable Solar Cooker. Cooking food for free using the sun.
Swapz eyewear.Add or swap design frame whenever U get bored or it gets damaged.Flip it around 2 reveal new color.Clips on w/ magnets Teamlab
Roller BALL Skates Roll on 360 degree balls NOT Roller blades NOT Roller skates...a new craze?
Something helpful for your baby! A roll of diapers and dispenser. Looks just like a paper towel dispenser. Holds a roll of diapers and bags.
The High Chair Stollerâ„¢ Its a stroller with a salon chair style pump under seat! Just stroll up to table and elevate child.
IPads and Kindles padded Neoprene protective bag that has a strap that can be attached to be worn in a messenger style bag.
MACROWAVE
A better sink stopper - end the moldy gunk!
Sponge and/or brush holder with drainage into sink. Keep water in the sink while also effectively drying kitchen cleaning tools
Bicycle shade
Sweat Protectors
Small weights that fit onto a standard keyboard key.
LED Light Wall Game
Easy Christmas Lights
Introducing the PAINT CRADLE a safer&amp; easier why to secure a paint can while standing on a ladder.
Home pill dispenser
Baseball Hat sunglass clip
A personally owned multi-purpose cart. Mounts to a standard auto hitch receiver for ease of transportation on a vehicle.
Fork with digital balance. This fork calculates calories, fiber, carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins and fats consumed.
Portable Tray with a Dvd Player that will fit on to a Baby Stroller, to provide entertainment and security for the child will strolling.
The Disposable/Non Disposable Dog Bath: a no mess no hastle way of giving your dog a bath without getting your hands wet. (sanitary
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
Glass Railing Cleaner
A diversion safe that looks like a piece of fruit and you keep it in your refrigerator
A fold up laptop cooler for when a person use the laptop on their lap.
WATCH THE VIDEO! Put Christmas lights around your windows IN SECONDS and make it look PERFECT! SOOO EASY!
Your handy personal maintenance kit on a key-ring.
Modular, multifunctional, mosaic backpack that can be constructed and deconstructed to ideally suit users in organization and strap style.
A chemical OR agent that is either infused or rubbed onto/into a cutting knife so you can cut onions without burning your eyes.
"HELP" light
Jello Cutters! Turn a boring pan of jello into fun shapes for you and the kids!
Basically a Baby Bjorn made for water activities (i.e. swimming in pools, lakes, ocean, rivers, etc)
A tool belt hook that can also be used as a vise. Need two hands free then clamp it!
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NO MORE TEXTING WHILE DRIVING! A solution to keep drivers more focused and the roads more safe.
Food Labels
Expandable Plexiglass airflow diverter for window fans and or A/C units
Don't struggle with your groceries! The Grocery Grabber is an adjustable shoulder strap that allows you to carry grocery bags, hands-free.
everlid
A wireless comfortable optical computer mouse. No more strain in your wrist. Make using your mouse as comfortable as your office chair.
LaptopDOC 2.0: De-clutter and increase your Laptop workspace (redesigned with Quirky Community input)
RESUBMIT- Formerly in UC.Adjustable Vase.
Car Seat Flag
Cigar lighter, spinner and wind protector all in one!
project wall
Messaging system for visual and text communication between cars using small projector projecting messages or signs directly on the road.
A daily outfit organizer to be hung on the inside of the student's entrance door.
Stylish area heater that operates on rechargeable Batteries. I would like for it to be durable, cool to the touch and operate like a fan.
VORTEX FUNNEL!! Easy manufacturing. Huge market. Vortex-ridges increase performance to funnels. Doesn't gurgle. Coors knows. VIDEO OF PROOF!
The FLYROC SCOOTER!...A non-motorized push scooter for kids with that flashy motor scooter look!
A circular accordion-style shoe rack with buckles on side to save space and a swivel on top for easy access. Holds up to 30 pairs of shoes.
Ice Melting Snow Shovel
Traveling overnight or a whole weekend, you want to pack light. Putting together a toothbrush &amp; toothpaste would make that a lot easier.
Boil Alert
A system for powering a vehicle with an alternate electronic system mounted in the trunk. Intended for older used cars.
Chargeur multi E cigarette
Marinade foods in a fraction of the time using a pressurized container. Simply put foods into a plastic container that allows you to pump up
sanitary utensils rack
A wifi enabled doggy door with a camera (to ensure safety), allowing you to lock or unlock it from work when Fido needs to frolic.
Retractable Bandits -RetractIt
SHARE / SAVE YOUR SHOWER MOMENTS-----Your Quirky thoughts, ideas, drawings DIRECT from the shower.
Stackable Candle - here is a candle holder which snaps together, to keep the wick and remaining candle, at the top!
A handy hook that is used for keeping your keys. It works by replacing the bottom scew on any light switch cover with the hook.
Baby Beep Safe
Resubmit...VIDEO....EXPANDABLE PIZZA TRAY coated with Stone. Keep your leftovers in the same Tray to the Fridge and Reheat in Toaster Oven.
Pet Food Tube
A quite easy way to maintain cans and bottles in fridge. (Re-sub)
Breathe New Life Into Your Favorite Manual Screw Drivers. Now You Can Insert, Lock Chuck Onto Shaft And Power Them. A Wrist And Time Saver.
Car wash sponge hose attachment.
No more earbuds cord tangled in your pocket. No more broken earbuds because of broken cord. No more mess in your pocket.
Never lose a golf ball EVER again. Ball Finder with iBALL App is here!
IM ALWAYS AT THE RIVER TUBING LOSE MY COOLER CHASING MY BEERS DOWN THE RIVER NOT ANY MORE WITH MY COOLER
TUBE !!!
Laundry Detergent Cradle
heated spoon
Cooling Rack for laptop... props it up, it lets air circulate, so that the motherboard doesnt overheat...in different colors. Very Portable
Where's my stuff?
Changeable Color Bracelet: I wear a yellow bracelet 365 days a year. However, it'll always be yellow. With this, you can change the color.
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Breastfeeding compressor
Appliance Cord Organizer for non-removable Cords: Cord stays tight to the appliance so now more mess. Works on plastic or metal.
Kids are bored drinking plain water from bottled water so let's make bottled water more entertaining for kids to drink out of.
Office Slipper
Blast that Onion! - Drop the tearing-up, Pick-up the Onion Blaster
The wireless earbuds that are small and won't fall out of your ears while working out or doing other activities.
ipod Becomes Hands-Free &amp; Voice Activated while Driving!
Beach umbrella's pole with some sort of drill incorporated that would penetrate the terrain easily to a dept needed to make it stand safely.
My idea is to control the LED's on stoplights so that they display a number from 9-1 to "count down" the seconds before the light changes.
Don't lose your pick during a performance leash it.
dry erase eraser with built in sprayable solution, removable wipes, and marker holder. Very convenient!
Retro curb finder Saver saves your wheels.
A SECURITY FLOODLIGHT - allows me to SEE, HEAR or SHOUT to burglars or to activate loud ALARM remotely.
INFLATABLE BEANIE-Do you ski, bike, ride skateboards? Do you not like bulky helmets but want protection? This cool beanie will protect you!
Li'l Scrapper, the sink-handy trash can that fits into the widest depression of any dish drainer. Perfect elbow height for meal prep.
:: VIDEO :: Easily create a clean HEM LINE on heavy-duty fabric, like denim :: HEM HELPER ::
People today share their thoughts & passions over various social mediums. The Social Strip enables you to share in the physical world also.
Color Coded Tools
my idea is a DEVICE that will deliver 3 BENEFITS each time it's used just 5 mind b4 u step out of the shower after EVERY shower
My idea is basically a tissue dispenser that replaces the old fashion toilet paper roll.
Electric Dad. Imagine if you had a device that monitors your child's bedroom, and if they mess it up the device tells them to clean it?
Silicone Body Massager Roller with Hot/Cold Options -Chamber of roller is hollow to add water or ice
Smoke Expeller
DISH PRO GLOVES
Arm bands are fastening up sleeves, not being lumpy.
Multi-language setting or application for phones, and computers, while maintaining your dominant language.
Baby High Chair/Booster Seat
Three step Kitty Liter Box sys
Powers All bicycle charging system -convert braking momentum into battery power to light your way &amp; charge your devices #QCYCLE.[Resub]
NO ADDED WATER!!
protects wheelchair users
The Talking Tape Measure
Craft Beer Fireplace logs made with 100% recycled grains(barley/wheat/rye) used in the brewing process.
Magnetized anchor for trash cans! Plastic magnetized base in the ground will keep your trash can in place!
Illuminating rug that lights up providing a safe area for residents to walk when they get up at night
"The Mask" -Facial sunglasses
Umbrella Shade, car sun shade and umbrella in one. Great for all seasons of the year.
While your cleaning: A cell phone pouch that straps to your arm.
Extra screen displayer! For those in need of an extra screen.
Enjoy juicing but hate the cleanup? My QuickClean Juicing Kit will speed up the cleanup time and alleviate the juicer stains all-in-one.
The accessory you put it in front of the drill, there is a handle has a switch that changes from drilling to put the anchor inside the hole.
Mix & Whisk. When you have to slowly add liquid and whisk at the same time. Great for making mayo!
Make hair care easy. Untangle cords. Compartmentalize your appliances. Protect your counter & loved ones. Leave your home without worry.
The idea is simple a set of cooking utensils with telescoping handles Think radio antenna meets spatula tong stirring spoon or 2 prong fork.
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Knuckles
Put the numbers on a tape measure left to right on 1/2 of the blade and right to left on the other 1/2. for measuring in both directions.
SafeSip Coffee Thermometer
A kids' carnival booth water gun target game for the bath tub. Inserts into the drain and also serves as a stopper.
A microphone that connects to a game system that allows you to control the game by talking to it.
Glass Bead Knife Sharpener
DeText, prevents Text/Driving
Pancake Griddle: Makes one perfect pancake at a time. Just one knob to adjust the heat.
Clean Fem
The Drill Sergeant - a tool to help with setting drill depths on cordless drills
Glass of wine elegant and functional. New shape :-)
A snack and beverage table. The table has built-in compartments for snacks and condiments. It also has attached compartments for beverages.
The easiest and most efficient way to plug in your electronics into an outlet! No more hassle!
Have you bumped your feet against the legs of bed frame? Have your kids, elders and other loved ones hurt themselves too?
Methodical, better, faster and easier way of scrubbing feeding bottles. With 4 brush attachments for the inside, outside, nipple and lid.
Bike owners have issues with securing their bike. Having 1 lock isn't enough. I have a way 2 secure the whole bike with 2 locks, safe/secure
ReFuel. Camelbak style hydration pack s/ two valves, one for hydration and another for thicker liquids (like Power Gel) or a second flavor!
Cool Gyro Bowl Type Snow Sled
it is a multi-purpose pencil it will hold a mechanical pencil, a pen,a thin line sharpie, and a voice recorder for notes to listen over.
Multi Vehicle GPS App
A Metal grill or grid that protects motors from sucking in on ore more birds, causing the destruction of the motor and crash the airplane.
Lost you cell phone? Your cell phone company could email the location to you for a small fee($5.00)? They could find it with your phones gps
Sea Fenced Swimming Pool
A typical powered pencil sharpener at one end with a similar, but conical (female) boring drill at the opposite end.
Interlocking wall-mountable way to create a 3D, modular picture frame/digital frame/anything that hangs montage
Zippy Funnel
Idea:an app called "where's my pet" which turns a camera on in the home
The Batter up
Have cookbooks you want displayed in neat manner? Iron cookbook holder with cook book stand in front/can hang from bottom of cupbord to
tailgater hater, safety first.
SPLASH BRUSH (HARD-REACH AREAS) APPLY LOTION/GELL TO BODY. BRUSH IS 2 FEET LONG WITH CHANGEABLE BRISSLES. HELPPEOPLE WITH MOBILITY ISSUES.
Everyone has a story to tell( memories created over a lifespan). Add a digital picture frame to any style grave marker.(DVD/visitation)
Lets use air with an electric motor to blow rain water of a car's window wile driving so as to enhance the effect of windshield wipers.
A sanitary towel ultra thin (Always type) with black fins.
Are you tired fumbling around looking for your train pass because you have gloves on? Put it IN the glove so you donâ€™t have to do that!
In-Line Computer Monitor Electrical Power Strip & Surge Supressor
THE HOLSTER. A man needs a Holster to carry today's weapon's which are his wallet, keys, phone, and sunglasses.
Snap-on Reflectors for CFLs
Identity theft credit card protection is an electronic photo and fingerprint verification signature board for purchases $500.00 or greater.
Energy Tracker
Keurig Coffee maker stand and K-Cup holder in a compact, easy to operate and organized lazy susan!
Beans, beans, the magic fruit, the more you eat, the more you toot! A Dry Bean Hydrator And Cooker.
Garage door monitor. A device that will monitor the opening and closing of your garage door via a mobile app.
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Detector Martin
Courtesy shelf for motels and general purpose.
Purse like holder,with a shoulder sling,wedge that lays flat when not in use and a clear front.
The Oil Mate
Accurate Call Football
COME ON SPOTS YOU CAN GO TOO! A RAFT OR A TUBE INSERT THATS DURABLE FOR YOUR PET TO TRAVEL WITH YOU DOWN THE
RIVER A MUST HAVE FOR DOG LOVER
Here's the answer to our prayers. Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle, but with seperate openings, 2 products - one bottle space saver
Bracelet Nanny, a Childs pager
You just made cake pops, now how do you get them to your event? Forget the Styrofoam, this new all-in-one carrier takes care of it all.
A football face mask that would stretch when grabbed and pulled on, but would remain solid when struck a direct blow.
Expand Your Vanity: Minimize the Chaos of your Morning Beauty Routine by Maximizing Your Current Space!!
Doggy Poop Scooper. Never touch your favorite pets poop while in the street. An easy and hygienic way to take your dog for a walk
Glogo:The Next Generation Lego
Personalize Designs for Embossing letters, cards or craft. Also makes 3D cutouts. Uses the familiar Pixit interface.
Electrical terminal block which separates into two parts - male and female - for easy wiring.
SAFER AND EASY TO USE BAY CRIB.
The Control Lead - "A retractable dog leash with a telescoping arm. Allows dog owners more control, but, only when they need it."
This case/cloth wraps around your glasses and keeps them from scratching. It also keeps safe your favorite sunglasses inside your handbag.
My idea is to eliminate paper dishes, use your own dishes and glasses, at big get-togethers, but cover the dishes in disposible covers.
GRIPCLIP, an easy way to grip and then clip almost anything. Now you can really clip your glasses on you shirt.
Stop washing great ideas away! Ever get an idea while in the shower but you forget by the time you get out? iRecorder is the solution.
Wireless Ear Phones
A Better Pull-up Bar
My idea is toilet brush that collapses telescopically. On the handle end is a long ratcheted wrench fitting that can tighten the toilet seat
A Square and Rectangle shaped thermos for foods other than soups and hot beverages. This could accomodate pizza slices, etc...
Disposal Sink Strainer to allow you to just toss the gunk that collects in the bottom of your sink without having to touch it.
seed tee, enviro tee,zigy tee
wont have to take glasses off, just flip up.to see clearly
Remote hygienic shower, with radio and magazine rack
Disposible Car Seat Protection
Incorporate "Solo flex" style weight band to frame and pedals or weights to the bikes pedals for shorter distance and time workout. #QCYCLE
Enables football coaches to download in-depth information about plays, passing, rushing yards etc.
This case redirects the sound to allow for better sound quality while watching videos on your iPhone.
Is it me or does anyone else see it? Leaving Contort V2 plugging head stick out is a design flaw, Let's fix it before it goes in production
The Lint Mitt! Instead of wetting a paper towel and swiping, take this disposable mitten made of lint and hair attracting paper, then toss!
An ipad case where there is a whiteboard built into the back. It comes with colorful pens and an eraser to customize and personalize.
a flat iron with teeth to speed up the process of straightening and flattening hair
"4shell" is the name of my object-idea. It is a new multi posate/cutlery with the material about 2 cutlery you have 4 by an assemblig system
This device Enables grocery shoppers to stay on track with their budget. It is user friendly. It is not your traditional calculator.
BLUETOOTH HANDSFREE TOOTHBRUSH
Suction Cup Rotation shower he
Idea:an app called "where's my pet" which turns a camera on in the home
The Hoodie Pillow. A quality cotton hoodie with an ergonomic, memory foam pillow insert that fits in the hood when flying.
Anti water ring!
Star gazer
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Cherry Tomato Slicer Tube
A "Sleep-Timer Candle", so you can go to sleep with aroma and flickering light of a real candle, without the worry of a house fire!
HOOTER HEATERS- A HEATED BRA LINER WITH ON/OFF SWITCH THAT GOES INTO ANY BRA. On/Off switch will accomadate individual
warmth time needs.
ever wonder if your iphone can be used instead of dragging it along with a gopro hero camera? why not create a iphone outdoor mount?
safety pressure cap for soda bottles and cans. ever came home from the store and your kids open a 64 ouncer up and squrt all over the place.
SEE Rough Prototype in ACTION! Video! Light Up Ribbon Dancer - Fun for Kids and Adults. Get Exercise. Buy 2 and Double the Fun!
Motion detector camera with speakers, use internet conection to speak with the intruder, like skype conection to phone, or via the web.
Vacuum Cleaner Stretchy Cord
Disposal Object Extractor and Rubber Mover, Have you ever turned on your disposal and there is something in it that isn't suppose to be?
There are ~ 95 million homes in the US. My idea allows people to change the look of their outdoor wall lights for Xmas, Halloween, etc.
Extendable Turkey Pan Lid
No more blisters or Boo Boos behind your ankles above your heels. Go-ahead and wear those shoes without hose or socks.
Indestructible - Dog Chew Toy
OH .NO.THERE ALL WET..WOW WHERE DID YOU GET THAT A STRAP ON WATERPROOF BAG FOR TUBING OR BOATING TO CARRY
DRY GOODS IN TO KEEP SAFE AND DRY!
Tampon and Pad Case. Hides condoms and birth control. No more public embarrassment of having private items fall out of purse!
Pop-Out Combo USB Outlets
Fold able Silicone wristband for your cup holder (2 in 1)
the melter
Mega Phone Necklace
App that operates household equipment that uses remote control.
Often, I need to fill bottles and other vessels with water. It is hard to do, when bottle or vessel is big or sink is filled with dishes.
Car Seat Alarm
HOW ABOUT A PUCK BASKET THAT CAN HOLD THOSE ROUND DISKS THAT PEOPLE PUT INTO THE BACK OF THE TOILET THAT GET
STUCK UNDER THE RUBBER FLAPPER.
A silicone iTouch or iPod case with tight grooves on the back that stores headphone's cord without having to remove the headphones.
Iphone and non-apple bike combo light mount kit - Caught without lights? - Flip it down and use your phone as a bike light.(Videos) #QCYCLE
One-hand applicable chapstick. This chapstick utilizes a slide bar and flip cap so that we can apply it with one hand, like while on phone.
This beach towel stays in place by attaching your desire 1/2lb charms. Also serves as a beach bag where you can store other items like keys.
Woohoo!:) SHOWER or BATH free at last! Finally, you can enjoy your Iphone, Ipad or Ipod while you soap up. Say Goodbye to saying Goodbye!
I think it would be nice to have cases that would cover your car key fobs like we have for our phones.
A tool box style , non slip step stool, with compartments for rags and cleaning products, handle on top, locking latch for kid safety.
Babies love vibrating seats, but seats cant go everywhere. My idea is a portable,flexible,soft vibratng device that can go where baby goes
ShopTrack
PEG TECHNOLOGY, no dish rack! Tired of taking food to a party and having no way to carry multiple dishes at once without spilling?
Long life
Front Screen for Autos
This mug/cup will keep your drink cold with ice, but it won't dilute your drink. Load ice into the reservoir from the base!
Proposed is a modular set of folders that clip together, with a rewriteable note panel in each.
KOOZIE... is a very handy &amp; complete office desk organizer. YES everything an office manager for his daily tasks is at his/her arms length.
BabyOnBoard
Turf Concrete Covers
App that operates household equipment that uses remote control.
Double sided Grill Pan for stove tops. Gives you the grill experience right inside your kitchen.
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Power Hub
The RISING Deep Freezer
A Carrying Tube for transporting men and women bicycles. (Alias PoeticJustice1)
An all in one broom for floor and a extendable duster for ceilings,ceiling fans, window and door ledges,
New Pivotal design personal shade system.
How perfect would it be to be with a group of friends, take a picture on your phone, and print it off your phone printer for your friends?!
"Exterior heated garage driveway ground mat" Stop shoveling snow when you install a heated ground tile or floor mat to your driveway.
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Extra Long Barbecue Lighter: A lighter where the metal rod is almost 2 feet long. Much longer than the 6 inch lighter in the picture
People get burnt when they remove dishes from the microwave oven.A set of microwave cool dishes with "MICROWAVE COOL" on them is the answer.
Studio Pivot Power
This jar will help you get the leftover body lotion from bottles, just twist the bottle upside down and let it drain.
Driver Door alarm to alert you to check for infant in back seat, to be deactivated by secondary device attached to car seat.
Toilet Bowl Nightlight
BBQ KEBAB'S MOLD ------ My idea is basically a mold for make barbeque kebab's very fast, simple, have a circle shape and clean hand
Multibarrow Trash Can
+Squat! The Rubbish Wrangler+ Fits perfectly under-sink. Incredibly versatile sorting | wast, compost, recycling, laundry, or whatever else!
Boxpoint Level
Six in one cordless iPhone/iPod wall dock charger,night light,motion sensor,kitchen timer,built in speaker n an alarm clock at the same time
Cell Glove is a winter glove that holds your cellphone and keeps your hands warm.It keeps your phone handy and usable.
A backpack that transforms into a skateboard or scooter while still possessing its ability to transport items of importance i.e. books, toys
Fresh Mat - Keeping your salads fresher and crisper! A simple and affordable solution for salads storage. Please watch the VIDEO!
Metal Detector powered by the Iphone (Resub)
Knee Saver Yoga/Pilates mat with double or triple cushioning where the knees and/or hands are positioned on the mat during workouts.
A miniature plug installed within our computerized items enables us when stolen to erase / withdraw all our sensitive data from a distance
One time use, stick-on drink charm system for social gatherings to keep tabs on your beverage.
FieldGoal: A desktop toy that allows a bored worker to feel like the SuperBowl is happening on their desk.
Meet the Multi Click USB 2.0 Mouse!!! All the functions of the current mouse with Save, Quit, Copy, Paste added to the Mouse!!!
Wireless USB charger is a convenient way of using a wall charging station eliminating plugging in your laptop adapter cord per room.
This is a ceiling fan air freshner. The air freshner sits on top the fan blades. In addition, they HELP DISPENSE THE AROMA IN THE ROOM!
Calorie balance pedometer/calculator. Cal out = resting + #steps, Cal in = daily diet from list/downloads. Balance daily, change tomorrow.
App Enabled Newborn Doll
Can't find the right rock? You don't need to with the camp chair leveler. It's an inexpensive kit to level your camp chair legs.
Flight leg lift
My invention is a mattress accessory that supports infants in the recommended back-lying position.
My product is a n expanding stainless steel wire STEAMER with collapsable feet approx.1 1/2 inches that fit inside pots. 5-30 quarts.
Come on Quirky....We Need A Lemon Stand For Stem. Bring It To The Table. Use Lemon Like Salt. Resubmit
Shake to charge your iphone!
Etiquettes clÃ©s USB
An external 4-6 disc changer for game systems
Calling All Dog Owners: The Woof Woof GPS Tracking Collar!!!
OctoSpa is a multi arm spa storage system with flexible arms that is either free standing or can be attached to the side of the tub.
Nursing float
Relieve stress with a puffer case. Fun IPhone case with elastic strings
A clip for the end of a banana half that will entice kids to eat them while keeping them turning brown.
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"FOIL" TO FIT STRETCH COVERS
A refillable spray bottle that has multiple compartments for liquid, with a valve to switch between them for both usage and replenishment.
Un-popped corn kernals, my family fights over the bottom of the bag of popcorn for these.
Lite-Dimmer: Control The Brightness Of Your Lightbulb &amp; Never Be Without Light! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Ever seen a kid who takes a ball under his arm while he's cycling? Horrible! I have the solution for this dangerous ride in traffic.
If you have a pet you probably hate having pet hair on the floor and carpets.
Hat and Mitten keeper. One of the biggest issues at school in the winter! Kids always loosing hat and mittens!
The Braille Glove
resubmit)POSABLE HAND HOOKS. Whimsical wall hooks for your home or office. Create a different hook anytime you need to!
Boocifier- a custom pacifier
Laptop swivel power cord
Sliding Glass Door Lock
ENDING SOON. A phone case FOR YOU . Imagine the power curl, form fitting for your phone, pockets your money/cards, and wraps your earphones.
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as dinner table candle when not using instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for cellar. Tons of [pics]
Overalls for working people, with sufficient amount of knee and back support to provide them with the best gear to wear on the job site.
A power strip that can be turned off and on with smartphone - or set to go on or off at preset times.
Trash Compactor Bag Retaining Clip. Useful if you don't like digging thru garbage to retrieve a collapsed bag.
A cloud shaped pillow made of memory foam that women can place in the insole part of the shoes with reusable tacky backs.
control use of tv - pc - conso
heated and or vibrating insoles for shoe or boots. Battery pack can clip to the side of your shoe or boot
Capture your water fun like never before! Our new Urethane-film bag allows you to take any camera into the water like never before.
Touchscreen in the front of your fridge that has a grocery list, recipes, calender, family messages and shows photos. Syncs to devices.
Pop-Out Pivot Power
Matching socks after wash can be a pain. Codes solves this. Each pair of sock has unique printed code easy to see easy to match!
Cleaning your shower while taking a shower! Quick and easy and saves time and water.
Laser Projection Mouse
Detachable Garment Hanging Ribbon
This is a trash bag dispenser that fits onto the end of long handled tools, rakes/shovels so you have a garbage bag when/where you need it!
My product is a silicone based washable cover for the microwave plate to ease difficulties with cleaning & prevent spilling under the plate
! ! Easier, compact way to cut through paper, posters and cardboard boxes! Who needs normal scissors anymore when you have this?!!
THE SPORT HUB. Sports USB HUB w/storage. Show off your favorite team while at work or play. Live ports with storage slots for extra drives.
Lift
shower back scrubber
My idea/prototype is a combination between a jig pole and a tip up ice fishing trap. The two are connected with a quick release device.
The Bench Caddy
Let there be light! iPhonography is taking off! But that tiny flash can be a big disappointment. We need a better flash for those megapixels
SNAPONS
Calling All Coffee and Tea Drinkers. The Dual Hand Held Cup holder!!!
Wireless HDMI for apple devices. Connect your macbook to your tv without any more cables.
XT60 Simple Connector
Mouse 2.0: Avoid losing headphones, flash card and USB drives all the time, have them always available as you store them in your MOUSE! (Ma)
Gone to places where a flask is acceptable (or maybe not...) and the person with you prefers a different libation than you do? Double-Flask!
One piece Do It Yourself Plug-in Extension. Put your Recepticle where you want it with a professional "clean" look. Please see BOTH graphics
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We live in a material world. So how about a universal snow goggle strap that has your favorite Designer name on it.
My idea is a shoe with a built in wireless hotspot. The hotspot is built in to the sole of the shoe.
Home automation/security by smart outlets, sockets and switches.
Pillow fit all!!! Imagine being able to adjust your pillow like a car seat (height)!
HOVERING SPACESHIP TOY FOR KIDS Uses magnets to make the ship hover while kids race the ship around a space racetrack.
This is a multi-grocery bag transporter. It allows a person to carry up to four, plastic grocery bags on one easy-grip handle.
Create a chair/chaise lounge to keep you cool in hot weather.
Key Organizer
!No Broken Wine Glasses:- Use the space over the sink to 'air dry' wine glasses, that get knocked off a drainer in a small kitchen. See Vid!
Dieters, Have no fear, No Brainer Can Strainer is here!
Digital Touch Education Board
*Plasma Cover for iphone5/ipad* If its possible this would be SO cool!!
Lazybase Baseboard Cleaner
COLLAPSIBLE "FLEX" LUGGAGE/SHOPPING CART-With its flexible sides, it fully collapses or expands depending on how much you fill inside cart.
Coolerator
I would like an alarm placed on the Ipod so that when it's lost, an alarm will sound triggered by a dying battery or an app.
Beer Bottle Shot Top
One Stop Charger enables the user to charge all apple products(Apple laptops, iPads, iphones, itouch, ipods, shuffle) using a single device.
A tool that helps fill yard waste bags with less hassle! Easy to store, adds stabilty, increases the bag's opening &amp; prevents collapsing.
An expanding over-the-sink shelf
Never let your ear buds fall out of your ears during a run again! A simple solution to a common problem. Inexpensive, easy, and effective.
A spiralled concentric ice cube tray. The tube freezes columns of ice which break into small pieces and are released when it is twisted
The Karry-go-kiddie can be used as a carrier cover, and thatâ€™s not all it can be a carrier and a mini diaper bags.
The Hidden Pencil Case Underneath your Sneaker. The rubber sole would zip off to unveil a "secret" compartment for all your hidden goodies
A mechanism to lower or lift chandelier/light fixture.
Kill the nasty germs you can't see waiting for you on restaurant utensils, glasses, toilet seats and more... with PurseOnAll Spray.
Dot Com- The ultimate memo
Drink out of a glass water bottle! No harmful chemicals or water-fountain taste. Was good enough for Grandma, but now updated for ruggedness
Cut your energy bill today!Decorate your kitchen!
Chargeable wall outlet
Free yourself from struggling to see through binoculars and scopes. Iview...Turn your iphone into a viewfinder
remote and more finder
Introducing Motiv, Votive Candle Holder with Votive Candle and Match Storage, once the votive candle burns out, grab another &amp; light it up.
Cordless iPad/Tablet acoustic amp. Schools are shifting to e-texts. This iPad/tablet stand impressively expands audio. Kids will love it.
Tired of your carbonated drinks losing their fizz? RE-FIZZ! Take back your bubbles! Collaboration with Kreg.
Two Universal Cookie Cutters
The folding hanger provides the owner with quick, one-hand access to hanging cloths and prevents collars from being permanently extended.
Introducing the new Z-shade for travelers. The Z-Shade is for the traveler who wants to catch some Zs before next important meeting.
A center void area between the 2 front bucket seats of any car is a great place to park a removable any color one size fits all cd flip case
A Digital Photo Frame that allows you to received photos from your cell app/wifi delete, rotate, crop, etc from your cell
Wash by hand, don't wring out! More & more clothing have this label & it's easier said than done. Let's make a clothes wringer for the sink.
How much would you pay for a device which produces electricity, costs nothing to operate, and has health-incentive benefits? E-Alternative.
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! <( â€¢vâ€¢ )> ! The Quirky Penguin: The filtered water pitcher that you can fill completely and immediately pour from without spilling a drop. (VIDEO)
PenCube
The design identifies the possibility to boost the handmade preparing food and recover old traditional cooking techniques.
A desk lamp that gathers up all that desk clutter and puts it where you can find it!
A Rainbow Calsilica spiral shaped ring.
This is a complimentary travel product to the spa loofah.The purpose of this product is to keep ones loofah dry and protected during travel.
Magnetic Secure Product Code
Warm Wake Up Socks: Timer activated heat socks come on in the morning, making feet toasty warm to avoid those first painful/stiff steps
USB Powered LED Lamp
Do your kids/teens ruin their clothes by doodling and writing on them? Denim Doodles to the rescue! Removable patches that are disposable.
Zombie Finger Ear Buds
A golfclub head with several air holes that allow the club head to have downward force allowing the amateur/beginner golfer to train swing.
Comfort Lounge
Two Tone Gym Towel - a towel where you to know which side was face down on the equipment (and which part is okay to wipe your face with).
housse+tapis machine Ã coudre
A funnel that prevents fuel loss when filling the gas tank on a lawn mower from another can. It has 3 simple mass produced parts.
A Laptop case that becomes a go anywhere desk, attaching to multiple surfaces (small lecture room desks,coffee shop,.) to maximize space.
Clean your baseboards in five minutes or less with no bending or kneeling required! Try QuickStick, the reusable, refillable cleaning stick.
Silicon mini dust bin Pouch - carry along with you. Never through the waste on the street.
SPRING is here and so are the creepy crawlers unfortunately! Here's a way to get rid of them w/out having to touch or use harmful bug sprays
Want to mow and trim your lawn faster and more proficient, then why not buy an Universal quick detach and attach trimmer for your mower!?
A Better Computer Mouse. DUCKS
Here it is a product that will save you that toilet paper mess in the bathroom due to your children or pets
Hot spine massage.This is focus on the problem of all,the spine is the body element that suffers more pain during daily rotines.
MAGNETO . MODULAR . NOW WITH USB FOBS !! Memory on the move Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist
Heater Baby Tape
FIND-ITS
Pluck A Duck
LIFER
Dog Wall safely adheres to your wall protecting it as your dog rubs along your wall drying, itching or just looking for a good scratch.
Water main shutoff valves (smart valves). I submitted this idea a few weeks ago with other types of valves.
Re-Submitted: A Portable Snack Bowl with Slide Out Cup Holder to put on shopping carts for your child to eat and drink while your shopping.
FINGER SHIELD
CAR PERISCOPE
A car cover specifically for auto-body shops to protect customers cars from dust, dirt and scratches. Ideal in dealerships and car clubs.
An attractive hamper that has an internal divider seperating colors from whites, hidden telescopic handle, and inline rollers.
CORDIE CLAMP. Clamp down the cordie.
Hands Free Cell Phone Holder
When I had my shouler surgery I found out it was hard getting a shirt on by my self. So I made a shirt that only takes one hand to put on!
Retractable keychain charger for my cell phone
This is my solution to the messy job of taking care of your fish aquarium.
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Bumper Charging Case!! Have your charger always with you!!!
A stool that is also a TRANSFORMER! In one flip, it goes from mild-mannered stool to Super Step-Stool!
"LapSmart" A Laptop Stand w/ FLEXIBLE-LEGS; adjust platform height to be slightly-above a users thighs. NO MORE HEAT/PRESSURE = Fertility!
Power Extension Cord with in-line surge protector Ideal for wall mounted TVs where a power strip won't fit.
Self-adjusting wheel chock
A dedicated PDA for every student in the world directly linked to The Khan Academy, http://www.khanacademy.org/
The Ultimate Sun chair
#spotsv Ear Clip for your favorite ear buds. Inspiration came after walking through the jewelry section in Target. Thanks!!!!!
The EasyApp Lotion Applicator
K9 KANTEEN - CANINE CANTEEN - Feeding bowl and storage in one. Stainless Steel or BPA Free plastic.
Baby bottle maker like Keurig with little cups of perfectly measured formula instead of coffee, push a button and in seconds perfect bottle
Baby Seat Monitor
Vanity mirror with two flexible LED lights for brighter more focused light source
MASAFLAT
thatch removing tool
This is a hand mirror that has Bright LED lights. The mirror can be any shape or size with led lights.
Child proof toilet guard
Back ease
My "ONE" card replaces the stacks of reward cards that we all have in our wallets. It saves time hunting for the right card at checkout.
A Locater that can be attached easily to clothing and accessories, trackable by GPS. Always know where your loved ones are.
Save space on your crowded kitchen counter by using Lisa's Banana Tree which combines a paper towel rack and a banana tree holder!!!
toy car track system (like hotwheels) that mounts on the wall. can run down and then return back to the top of the track .patent filed
THE FINGER SHIELD
No more lugging backpacks from class to class."Wrap" up the books and supplies you need for that class.Magnetized for secure organization.
I am 65 years old,had a knee replacement surgery,and therefor I cannot get on my knees to clean the grout. This appliance will help me clean
Washer wiper brush
This Ultrasonic Razor Cleaner allows you to safely reuse disposable razors, while saving you money and the environment at the same time.
Clip Me
Coolest iPhone charging station ever! To be made in white and black. Displays time, E-mails, messages or calls. (Resub: 400+ Votes & Eval)
Bottle and Jar caps that have date dials on cap so you can set date they have been opened. And/or tupperware that can have date settings
Mustachio Pistachios
Frosty mug with removable ice pack. Frosty mugs are a hot item but take too much space in the freezer. This mug solves this problem
Accidentally leave your plastic spatula leaning on the pan you are cooking on and it melted the edges? Here is the answer!!
Jog-mate harness
I need this! My invention, I call the Wrapper Trapper will keep your wrapping paper from getting ruined in storage by keeping it rolled up!
Sink Soap , Sanitiser , softner and more all in one dispenser
#NEVWET QCYCLE covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
A solar powered (or other form) refrigerated water bottle. Keep your drinks cold all day long without needing ice or a plug
This idea is a barrel of detachable electrical plug outlets,
PORTABLE BABY BOTTLE WARMER: Warm Bottles Without Water - No More Wet Messy Bottles! [VIDEO]
My idea is a No-Touch Sanitary Sprayer/Wipe Dispenser System that cleans and sanitizes individuals in home and public bathrooms
shoe cloth wallet
The Jimmy Sack
customized puzzle extension outlet. 8 attachments, connectors on all 4 sides, able to fit anywhere, multiple colors, surge protector safe.
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An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
A mobile phone app that is a garage door opener
Learn to Play Virtually Any Instrument More Efficient;y In Just A Fraction Of The Time!
Grill accessories manual. Get everything you need to cook in minimum space.
No Mess Oil Change
Right Angle Cutting Board
App-enabled projection night light. Pick/create any theme or picture and it projects onto the wall or ceiling when the lights turn off.
#spotsv Adapter that ejects device plug prongs from adapter not wall outlet. Put adapter on device plug-it locks on. Place in desired outlet
Color Therapy Glasses with Rotating Lenses/Color Wheel
Seek Soles (shoe gps)
Balanced Pet Carrier
A baby monitor mobile that hangs over a crib allowing the parents to connect to a two-way video feed through a smart phone or tablet app.
2 foot Air Pump. Twice as fast as a regular pump and more quiet than an electric pump. Inflate your air mattress, ball, tire etc. faster.
A comfortable, simpler way to shave your legs. It's a seating bench and foot rest pedestal for your shower complete with storage and mirror
Cat or Dog/ Pet flea harness
A trapper-keeper style folder for food. A better fit into backpacks. Disposable 3-ring hole punched ziplok style bags. Custom covers.
Creating a folding shovel with a steel internal cabling riding the paddle through the cable tension when you turn the handle.
Line extension. ScrewHole Snap-on Adapters. For curtain rods, picture frames, blinds, etc.
Balance Bike for ADULTS! Great way to work out your core, legs and butt. Excellent for cruising along the boardwalk or a paved trail.
Wink Preset Car Comfort
Improved beverage cooler with hide-away table. Great for sporting events, camping, fishing, barbeques. Use table while cooler is closed.
A better sink caddie. Holds all your sink essentials. Fits over center divider or on the side. Handle/drain holes/counterweight, cool!
Easymarker
Safe and Sound "Comfort Crib"
How many times in your live you have heard the sentence (especially from your parents and grandparents): " Where's the (damn) glasses?"
My idea is a two piece wierless head phone set that you wear around your ears. And it comes with a hand glove that controls the settings.
Drink out of a glass water bottle! No harmful chemicals or water-fountain taste. Was good enough for Grandma, but now updated for ruggedness
2 power cord universal for all power grill tools ( Hitachi ,Porter cable , Bosch , kobalt . Irwin , makita , milwaukee, ridgit , ryobi, etc.
a small kitchen, no dishwasher, a draining board stacked with washing-up to be dried. What a time consuming chore when busy preparing food.
Battery or solar powered sand auger for umbrellas at the beach, with or without an umbrella that folds and doesn't fly away.
AUTO VISOR "FAST" GRAB STRAP
World's first latex-free and custom-fit condoms
LAPTOP STAND: A reliable way to increase the air flow around the bottom, sides and back of your laptop to reduce over heating with lap tray
LADDER IN A BOX? Yes, this ladder will fold up into a box and store anywhere. More concept photos here to illustrate my idea. Please review.
For PC gamers: A big button with the text "GG" on it. When pressed a script executes which types GG into the game chat and quits the game.
HoldDock is not an usual iPhone dock, it has an inside battery to charge your iphone and a suction system to hold and charge it anywhere!
An interchangeable lens case that is functional and mobile! Think tile game meets iPhone case.
Utilize unused cabinet space to organize household cleaners
â€œFreedom of speechâ€ "The power of expression"
String Cheese String Maker: Think of egg slicer for string cheese so kids (and adults who love it) can eat perfect strings of string cheese.
A stereo that has a port that detaches and can sends the music through bluetooth or something, turning your Ipod into a remote.
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A HUB mouse
This is idea of the century a must have for all students and parents.
A plastic cap for dry products or frozen vegetables that come in plastic bags. The cap can be washed in the dishwasher and reused.
Kitty Hunt and Seek Toy Box provides hours of entertainment for cats and a place to store their toys when they are done playing
The Can Hand
Body Pillow that would get warm in Winter and Cool in Summer.. So I was thinking about a Body Pillow with a Heating pad of some sort inside.
Resub 501 votes in 14 days."REWARD CORD" Have sold 200 to members in my gym. Need to make an entire line of convenient reward card holders.
Tired of using your hands /plastic bag to pick up your pets do do? Look no further, load a plastic bag and pick up no bending no mess
TP LIFTER
Back door mirror and kit to fix clothes. U use a mirror everyday..and what about a emergency..loose buttom!..u got ur kit..behind the mirror
Recycling is important and should be made as easy as possible for the home and office. Sorting out things takes time and items take up space
Backseat Bagger
handwash soap packets
Panic buttons on cell phones like on car remotes that would emit loud noise. Panic button would be immediate, unlike a phone app.
WINK Bi Pin Base Adapters
Simplify your cleaning equipment by combining a broom, a dustpan, a bucket, a mop and cleaning solution into one super mop.
Bluetooth ear piece for a closed group on a closed circuit. Used in restaurants, clubs large meeting rooms. Hear the other person talking.
Electric cords, cables, and hoses are often loose, unmanageable, and uncoiled. A portable U-shaped â€˜gripperâ€™ keeps them coiled.
Microwave Oatmeal Bowl
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
A Mechanical rake! Stop breaking your back raking leaves, lawn clippings or other debris... Let the mechanical rake do it!
Areola Art for Breastfeeding
Natures Garden For your Cats Indoor hydroponic garden WC Loo for cats/ small dogs #DOGMLK
ButtTucks: The solution for excessive perspiration of the buttocks. A double ply square of tissue placed over the anus. No more mess.
My custom workout
Whole House Instant Hot Water
App Enable AC Wall Unit turn on before you get home and control the temperature up/down, alert when the filter need to be clean.
Portable Score Board
A coffee cup lid that controls the coffee's temperature.
Small Dog Tether & Ball
"REBOUNZ" - Same concept as the prosthetic running blades except these are for jumping. Rigidity determines how high one can jump. Thank you
Chill Pill is a clear Medicine Box that contains 2 compartment for water and pills.One for water access and the other for gneral pills.
PATENTED DIGITAL CONTACT CASE: Automatically and digitally tallies days of actual contact use. [VIDEO]
SAVE MONEY!!!!!!!!!
All in one device to hold paper towels, cleaning supplies, tools, looped grocery bags for trash & replacement bags too. Light & Durable.
Hoodie-backpack that will keep kids warm for this winter.
Everyone hates touching toilet seats, thus never staying clean or in the down position. A manual,Cheap,pedal operated seat lifting system!
MEDICAL KIT FOR iPhone (PORTABLE ULTRASOUND PROBE, BLOOD GLUCOSE METER KIT, PORTABLE TENSIOMETER, BLUETOOTH
THERMOMETER, FIRST AID APP, ...)
Interchangeable wall sconces
All Soaped Up, the Luxurious Shower Experience Just Like Showering with a Friend but Better Automatic Dispensing of Shampoo and Soap
Super Skinny Tight Space Broom
I would like to submit an idea for a backscrubber.
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#spotsv A Plate with collapsible bottom container to discard the empty shells without taking up table space.
Time-o-stat
the walking phonebook
FOOT OPERATED WATER: Save Water - Stop Germs - Save Time [VIDEO]
A family of haptic(vibration) feedback wearable Gym trainer devices, worn on arm or chest to give feedback to the user
Tired of stale crackers? The Cracker Sleeve is a reusable plastic sleeve that keeps your opened crackers fresh.
There needs to be an update to the cleaning caddy. Make it easier to organize and tote around all of your cleaning supplies.
iPod Shuffle Speaker Cube! It's basically a pod speaker that you put your iPod Shuffle in.
Down Comforter locked in place
Candle Alert - This will save lives! Guard your candle. It alerts you when a candle gets too short. For every shape, just prick it in.
A comfortable pillow with a cooling insert device.
Smart Shower!! A device mounted in the shower that warns the user of how much time he/she will have hot water.
Punch devise to remove pill from a bubble pack.
#QCYCLE Have fun on your bike or Segway in hot weather or a long ride! An easy cool down is an attachable handlebar mister with lever.
#qcycle to create accessories for City Bike NYC
Finally, a drip-less facial wash cloth that prevents water from running down the forearm, off the elbow and spilling all over the counter!
The Guardian is a new generation in monitoring that can be used by infants, children and adults. there is nothing on the market like it.
filter element pro
Smart Sink Control
A Water Harvesting Tent..Let the rain drip down the tent, and gather it at the bottom. Great for OUTDOORSMEN!
Baby Bib
ULTIMATE Cubbyhole Box! Expandable, collapsible and personable. Allows kids to personalize it. Something SUPER better than pictured.
Disc Finder
Non- slip note (scratch) pads
la z jar
Healthy Home App, instant signals to smart device if Carbon Monoxide is detected. Create monitors that have software that is paired w/an app
A scrub brush for electric/battery powered drills.
A cooking fold over 1''deep basket that holds your burger with a telescoping arm that extends 3- 4' from the flame.
Crop saver
#QCYCLE Bamboo balance bikes for toddlers and young kids! No pedals help to focus on balancing which makes advancing to a regular bike easy!
Too many Leftovers? Revolving ziplock bag holder to hang leftovers in the refrigerator (similar to a dry cleaner's hanger)
A rolling camera bag modeled after scrapbooking totes that have 4x4 wheels for any terrain you may find yourself in on-location shoots.
A cap or safety cover for the top of an inhaler so it stops going off in your purse or pocket.
Electric Pan Cleaner: A cordless electric hand-held device to clean, scour, scrub, clean and polish pots and pans.
This could make sweeping less irritating!
The self grooming pet door. Get rid of unwanted pet hair floating around your house
A suction cup with special shape that have recarging and headphones cord manager, also can hold up your phone or mp3 or ipads to see videos.
#spotsv WERE IS MY CHIVES? HOT SAUCE /SALT /PEPPER/ AND SEASONINGS...... NOW THERE RIGHT WERE I NEED THEM ON THE
REFRIG!!
Sure Grips
Reusable Flashcards. Whiteboard Material, Index Card Size, In Case, (Like Photo Book). Don't Throw Away Paper Cards. Reuse Cards!
An inflatable headrest combined with noise reduction headphones. Optional eye mask, vibrating pads/carry pack make it a full sleeping kit
A adjustable bungy clip that goes under your mattress &amp; clips to your sheets to keep them tucked in for the night for a snug sleep.
Use the Quirky platform to solve problems of global significance, not just invent products.
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A Drink Dock for late night computer gaming sessions. No more reaching through the dark and accidently bumping and spilling your beverage.
His &amp; Hers Bathroom Cabinets
Hang it up toothbrush
The Walking Cane Umbrella (Dual Function At The Same Time)
STOP BLEEDING AND SAVE LIVES! WITH THE NEO!A smart Tourniquet that stops bleeding and monitors your heart rate blood pressure and pulse rate
Wearaser-Eraser on your finger
Modular,Rotating,Spacious,Modern sink organization station with removable drip tray at bottom for easy cleaning. Spot for hand/dish soap :)
Glass Protector Ring - (Invention by my 8 yr old son) - Easy management of glass utensils, cook ware or any glass items from breaking
Mart-Olive
A small reciver device that attaches to your skis or snow board and you would have a keypad to press to help you find your skis or snowboard
Let's reinvent the auto window tint.Transparent Aluminum Tinting to keep the car interior cool in the summer.#Resub 9 months ago
A broom length litter sifting shovel to clean out cat litter boxes while standing away from the soiled litter.
Make trimming your eyebrows easy and mistake proof with this eyebrow comb/scissor combination.
Hulk Hammer
"BULK DRY GOODS" bin w/sliding inner lid that suctions the containerâ€™s air to create a tight seal. Dog food, rice, cerealâ€¦ stay fresh!
CompressionSpinIgnitionEngine
iPhone 5 comes out in September with a larger 4" screen, lets be the first to make a case for it!
Dont pour fat/bacon/burger grease down drain-Use/re-use this container to store it until ready to be thrown away. Funnel on top, strainer to
Inside your next greeting card give that person another little gift by letting them reuse the card. Decorative sticky cards will do that.
#qcycle Signal Line Extension - Break and left/right signals for bicycles
Refrigerated Trash Can
THE ODDBALL A new kind of ball for a new kind of game. Combination football-soccer ball.
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
a machine that work to clean all dust ionization of the (-) be thrown out of my machine and attach to all dust and go back and get cleaned
For those times when your jeans are on the line!
A vacuum sealed kitchen cabinet to keep food fresh. Glass door to see and thumb switch to release pressure. Suction begins upon closing.
Car de-icer heater
App enabled settings for your washer dryer - Store your favorite combination settings and trigger them remotely.
A nail brush that is curved like your nails, holds warm soapy water, and easy to use will put a stop to the kid's dirty nails.
heated spoon
Personal shopping cart
A visor or a set of compound eyeglasses that will allow the wearer to face distant action and focus the visor/glasses to bring it up close
Smart Green House
Are you a woman and have no where to keep your purse in the car that is accessible? No more frustration! Introducing the purse hook!
Washroom shower
Stair Stepper Support. This is a free standing support for the stair stepper. This give you something to hold on to while exercising.
The Beverage Saver
My Toy is Haunted
Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers~Smell Fresh! Resub. #3
All in one broom handle with interchangeable garden tool heads - RESUB - THANKS to Vicky Laursen!!!
Lego Vacuum Storage Container
Apple's New Mac Pro â€“ One Eighty Stand
Casual Solar Panel beach umbrella with high capacity Li-ion battery built into pole with multiple outlets / USB plugs for electronics.
Better baseball tee for teeball. See the ball, not the tube. Better hits on "sweet" spot, hit the ball - not the tee on the close ones!.
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Do you have tons of cords but can't figure out where to put them? Here's the Solution
2 in 1 AC + Extra Battery - Computer Life Relief
My idea is a rolling grocery or package carrier that takes the place of a traditional folding cart.
Gloves 4 kids w/ built-in scales. Kids can pick up stuff &amp; learn how much they weight and learn 2 estimate the weight of things
Beautiful,Eco-Friendly, Pieces of Art, that help water plants. 100+ Great comments! UC'd! Great for Landscaping too! 3rd time's a charm!
Wink Proximity Beacon
It is a high heel shoe that allows the heel to be detached. The shoe can then be converted into a flatter, more comfortable shoe
!Kiddy Food Corral - Children's Anti-Spill Plate and Bowl Restraint. Ring with suction cup grips prevents items being pulled off onto floor.
Got a thirst, one can of drink not enough? Wish you had a liter. You need the 2-CANDAL two cans in one hand, finish one start the other.
The Clube
GPS Bullet
How do you listen to music in the shower? With this new water-proof, designed for the shower speaker system, now you can.
Balloon shoe laces
Auto Tracking Tablet Stand
A sink organizer - attached with a suction cup - to organize all of your cleaning items that usually sit out by the sink.
Refrigerated or freezer kitchen cabinet.
Laptop stand
Individual Suction Utensil,Toothbrush Holder.Attach on the handle of your existing Kitchen Utensil or Toothbrush.Dry and keep the drip away
A phone case with a retractable leash.
Under Bed Led Light Strips, controlled by a sensor that operates when a foot is detected in Range
An apparatus that supports a Ziploc style sealable bag to properly sanitize the bag through a dishwashing cycle.
Meet Lazy Susan's cous, LAZY CHOPLIN, A chopping board with 'on board' space management, usability and multitasking features[See ET's sugg]
Latest & greatest of vinyl products : THE TIE TOPPER Protect all your garden timber's from rot & decay. available in wood grain & color's.
Camera ToePod. Sharp pics everytime without flash. Simple design, use on any regular camera, tiny, light, unnoticeable... become the Tripod!
(RESUBMIT) Pamper your dog while you bathe them
Organizer for the multiple chargers.
MAQbook: a case for your MacBook Pro or MacBook Air that has triple functionality. PROTECTION/ POWER/ STORAGE
Tasty teether
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
Because everything becoming digitally, All We are left with is tablets & food box. My idea a bag that keep food temp. & gaurd your tablet
PGrip Drywall Removal Kit
App-en Air Pressure Sensor for inflatable outdoor/indoor furniture,indoor/outdoor air mattresses,inflatable water pools/boats/mattr-es/toys
Attachable [plastic soda bottle] cap with rotating ring that closes opening. Allows liquid flow with simple turn of ring. Lose no more caps.
Dr, Renchit
An open design, portable beer/wine cooler. Insulated,for backyard cookouts or place them around the house for parties. Resubmission #1
A new aluminum beverage can lid design will allow you to close the can when you are not drinking from it.
Automatic cord retractor
Remember me
Santa + Sombrero = SantaBrero! Every year people ask me where they can buy my SantaBrero, this year I will be able to tell them...Quirky!
Space Saver Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
Apple Watch crone BIG Wheel
In sink organizer that holds plates upright and has a small holding area for utensils to allow you to use the sink even when full.
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Utility patent pending,Self adjusting knee pads
Tired of huge baggage fees from the airlines? This product combines your luggage to reduce the number of bags, saving you money
FaceMax is a small, reusable, flexible scraper, made to conform to various cosmetic bottles, allowing you to use every drop of the product.
A funnel the fits in your garbage disposal opening
Cookie holder for dunking cookies!
This is an adjustable walker and shopping cart that folds to fit in a car, can have brakes and cup holder. Baskets are large for groceries.
A brand new band-aid made of rubber. Prefect for fingers and joints, also waterproof. Great for anyone with an active lifestyle.
A simple attachment to doors to protect children from crushing their fingers between the door and door frame.
DIAPER ON THE GO
watering flowers
Easy Access Hidden Car Key! Ever lock yourself out of your car? Now there is an easy way to get back in! Never call a locksmith again!
Barbeque Meat/Bun Drawer.
Shot In a Straw
Do you want your preferred dishes/pizza be delivered (or taken by yourself) and arrived from restaurant to your home warm?
The No Spill Serving Spoon
Shower Wall Organizer
A Microwave Tray And Cover Design, With An Easy Grip Total Surround Handle That Make's It Easy To Remove Very Hot Microwaved Foods Safely.
Hide &amp; Seek Tiles
Diaper Dot
Fido To-Go Bowl
Picky eaters are the worst! My idea is a removable pan divider that allows you to make 2 versions of a dish at once.
Hands-free can/bottle holder on swivel belt clip! Your drink stays on you. Your hands stay free. Walk, bend, sit, stand; NEVER spill a drop!
FUNNY GAME:Urinal urine meter
two-sided pillow cover, one side for sleeping with a clean washed face, and another for when it is not so clean. helps prevent acne.
Plastic Sleeve for a wire Tomato Cage - Keep water and fertilizer in and weeds out. Could be sold with tomato cages or sold separately.
Spiral CFL bulbs are ugly, but you love the fact that you're saving energy and the earth? Then just cover them up with Lite Sleeves.
For the same cost, push-pins could retract and stop poking our fingers in the drawer! Twist the top, extend the point and twist to lock.
Small Travel Wireless Printer for iPad/iPhone. Needs to create own AdHoc wifi spot. IOS won't print Bluetooth.
Socket Sensor to keep a small child from sticking things in a socket and getting injured or possibly killed.
lotion applicator
The car caddy securely straps on over your passenger seat and will keep anything in your passenger from falling off in the floor board!
con card
A metal device, the size of a flash drive, to house various codes from establishments that require "membership" to qualify for sales/points.
Compact and portable charging device used to recharge electronic devices and or batteries. The device is about the size of a mobile phone.
The Magic Hanger
Internal Microwave Thermometer
Broom Groomer Dust Bin
Cutting boards are too big
Still waking up with pain in the neck because yours pillowâ€™s fault? Meet the CLOUDS' PILLOW and say goodbye to the torticollis morning!
ecofriendly electricwheelchair
I have designed a headphone that can also function as a mini speaker.The headphone colors will be customizable.Product can also be wireless.
The food breading box is a device that helps bread any food of your choice cleaner, faster and more efficiently than all other techniques.
A high heel shoe that, by taking off the hill, it becomes a flat shoe. Imagination is the limit!
Let me know if itâ€™s authentic. Object, embedded with encrypted codes attached to signature items. â€œScan and Matchâ€ with mobile app.
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BagAlert
Smoke Vacuum - A small tube attachment that hooks on window. The tube will have a fan inside it to provide suction. On/Off button for fan.
ErgoKlip - a nail clipper redesigned for better ergonomics and cutting dynamics
Resub:Headband Glasses. Sliding sunglass inserts on a headband for girls. Detach/Attach/Swap easily.
"EAZY SLEEVE"
Wall FRUIT VEGIE AUTOMATIC DISPENSER ( small cooler, transparent..so u can see the fresh fruts!). MOTIVATE ADULTS AND KIDS TO EAT
HEALTHY
!Counter-top Breadbox Storage. New twist on the breadbox! Saves counter space.
DIVVY modular drawer divider system: infinite customization for all kinds of drawers! Fun and easy--no tools required.
Raspberry Pi case that adds needed functionality. Case with a power supply and powered USB hub. A case without these is useless! Read on:
scrolls
My idea is a pretty portable pant cuff to raise the back of the pantleg, and avoid ruining the back of a pant cuff by walking all over them.
GainControl Dog Leash
Distance
TOILET BRICK!
Sheets that do not fit. With being deprived of sleep your daily performance and attention to detail goes down. No need for sleep aides.
LAZY BARB "Q"! A wired LAZY SUZAN turntable GRILL for your BBQ. No more burns! Easy flipping! Just SPIN and do tricky BBQ work in the front!
solar camping shower
CURRENT ELECTRIC HEATING PADS LIE ON TOP OF BODY SITE TO BE TREATED.THIS UNIQUE TUBAL/ROUND DESIGN SLIPS ON TO
ENABLE COMPLETE COVERAGE.
Broken Desk Light F-I-X-E-D... AS a consultant to many CLIENTS over the past decade... I have noticed many desk lights that were BROKEN
BOOMBOX WORKOUT MAT! Workout Mat and boombox combined. Put your ear buds away!
Earbud Bracelets - Ear buds headphones tangled in your pocket or in a bag? Bracelets gives you quick access to headphones on your wrist.
This simple tool allows gardeners to re-pot small delicate plants without mess and damage. Even on the kitchen table.
BlackJack Toss, A fun new way to play a Blackjack game on a velcro target. The ultimate party game! Retailers say they want it! Resub.
QUBE protects adapter cords that become damaged and frayed from general use.
FLIP FLOPS and wine in Summertime: Lets put a handy WINE OPENER in one shoe and BEER BOTTLE OPENER in the other. The perfect pair!
A device that attaches to roof mounted bike rack, and warns driver if they are going to drive under something that would hit the bike.
Hello All! My idea is for the creation and use of COLORED SALT! To decrease our use of salt/improve gen health my invention is "Red Salt"!
Headphones that have a quick half-mute and full-mute button.
Tape-Saver: Save The Loose End Of Your Tape! Don't Spend Time Looking For It! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Tomato Jacket
The Kids Organizer: TKO
Portable Baby/Pet Gate
Adjustable Heighth for your laptop. Add this to help cool and to bring more to eye level.
WINK Christmas Tree Star
Metal Sliders Rack
Hairbrush Cleaning Station
Make a 100% fresh peanut butter sandwich DIRECTLY on the bread in seconds. No need to waste time spreading commercial peanut butter anymore.
"THE FOOTIE'S SLIPPER." Holds footies/slippers for guests. It is styled like a slipper for storage &amp; appearance so the purpose is clear
Embrace your loved ones
Carry ALL the food from your grill to the table! Keep your food hot and ready serve all at once. Just in time for summer. Concept design.
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FIND IT - Never lose your kids shoes or jackets again!
Unique retractable scissors. Compact, safe, fun - pen size scissors!
Convert your thumb drive into a MP3 player (resubmit)
The drummers backscratcher- attaches to the end of a drumstick making it a functional backscratcher!
Easy clip-on, fold down baby car seat sun shade. Clips on like giant head phones. Pull down when baby needs to sleep on those long car rides
Interactive Doorbell: One button for regular doorbell, and another press to talk. Talk to people at your door with your smartphone!
Improve oral hygiene with a Power Flosser. Floss easier with a vibrating tool that dispenses floss from reloadable cartridges.
Organizes spices so they are visible and easy to reach, without removing them from the original container.
New Dominoes Toy for Kids
Arm protector - for waiters
THE REAL MIXING BOWL - the natural / ergonomic shape for people to use and mix without spilling.
Imagine a giant rainstorm hit, or pipes in your walls broke, and water leaked everywhere, through the roof and into the walls.. Read more
Infrared Thermal Leak Detector
Shoulder Strap
A Modular, Wall Mountable, Bookcase/shelf/printer holder. It keeps books organized, and desk clear. PENCAST VIDEO! COME WATCH!
App to turn on or off the gas stove and heating plates in kitchen.
BBQ Skewers with the ability to rest evenly on 4 different sides to ensure even grilling of all foods
It snowed!! But not enough to make a snowman? 3 nesting ,interlocking balls that you can just pack the snow on! Easy for the kids to make!
I got your BACK SCRUNCHY
Ceiling Art
A tinted decal that says "THANKS!" to place over the rear turning signals of a car. Doesn't hurt to be nice when you're trying to merge. :)
FINGERTRIP - PENCIL ALIKE FINGER STYLUS for iPad. TINY &amp; COMFORTABLE. Triangular shape is ergonomic and fits great into your hand.
Remove your dead skin with "Exfoliating Face Glove". If you clean your face using foaming face cleansers such as biore, you will love this.
Save shelf space with a ceiling mounted storage device for 18 toilet tissue or 6 paper towel rolls. Easily mounted inside your closet.
Fever Alert monitors your child and notifies you via smart phone if a fever present. Resub
Kook is a bracelet induction charger thermal Allows charging smartphones, iphone, ipad no Power source
Heated Spoon
I would like to see a wall mounted gravity dispenser for laundry soap and fabric softener.
Lunch boxes w/disposable linings! It's a combo between brown baggin' it & having a cool lunch box. Parents are too busy to wash them anyway.
Introducing The New Cfl Light Bulb with Built-In Fan:#Resub 9 months ago now modified with App-enabled controlled from smartphone.
THIS IDEA HAS TO DO WITH FEEDING KIDS THATS ALWAYS FUN LOL.
Athletic socks for distance runners that allow for comfort and support especially in the toe area as your feet expand during long runs.
Easy- Strip Bandages
Book support that keeps the pages open for reading while laying down. Can be colorful and printed for book or publishers swag.
Forget moving food from grill to plate to table. Take the entire grilling surface to the table for all to enjoy.
The Baby Sitter
Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down with two double a batterie. Hand with thumbs one up one down, one in red and one in white with lights from AAs
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
Micro hacksaw tool
Light Socket USB HUB : Turn any light socket into a USB Hub! Imagine charging multiple devices with a light fixture or the lamp next to bed!
Television heat shield
Motorcycle inspired front cowling for bicycles with power generation and housing for accessories.
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An 1800 watt cordless bonnet type hair dryer.
Personal security device: A single squeeze of a trigger both sounds an air horn and releases a combination of pepper spray and dye
Wireless earbuds that connect via bluetooth dongle to iPhone or iPad. MULTIPLE SETS CAN BE CONNECTED AT ONCE TO SHARE MUSIC!
Weighted Hanger Clip. Stretches your clothes back to normal when shrunk!
Personal Therapy Back Jacuzzi
Boacycle, light small boat towed, by mountain bike. Fold down pontoons, mount bike, peddle bike for propulsion. prototype built.
A pain-free, non-damaging approach to detangling hair.
3D Printer for Furniture
I have an idea for supirior fitness,travel and fun all put together in one. I call it the "Trivel Gym". It stand for Trycycle Travel Gym .
Peep view
a sponge made with soap and effoliates that dissolves as you shower
Match Play Tennis Shoes
Zombie Crawl
Traction Blocks for when you get stuck in the snow
Change the direction of an IPAD Camera to be able to take pictures in front of you with the Iphone horizontal/parallel to the ground
#spotsv: Auto retracting marker/highlighter (m/h). No more dried-out m/h! Produces a tip when marker is in use and retracts when it's not!
Waterwatch
rotisirie barrel shaped self heat controlling pit.
Imagine a roll of adhesive netting that you can cut to fit any size and shape vase and have a beautiful floral arrangement
Petchup
SameSexMarriageDivorceCourt
#spotsv curlie-Q incense sticks
ItÂ´s a lapel pin for lenses, you put it into your shirt or anywhere else and holds your lenses while you are not wearing them.
(+Video) "Quirky Pump Sprayer" can be installed on any of your favorite shampoo.
This Pocket hair brush is made of stainless steel and lights up.My plastic one broke easy.No more plastic.Stainless steel would last longer!
One engine powers all of your yard and home gas powered devices.
A portable amplifier for devices like the iPhone and iPod Touch that requires no power, is simple to use and is virtually indestructible.
My idea is a chaise lounge that swivels, so you can move in the direction of the sun without getting up.
Better Back Scrubber
Gardner's Helper, garden's, green house, potted plants. This tool is used for cultivating any size plant, with out DAMAGE!!!!!
Trash Can Snorkel
Pull Down Bed Tray
Child GPS Bracelet
Save lives, eliminate deaths by lights/horns/slowing down a vehicle with incapacitated driver.LOWER all insurance costs!Simple Technology
SAFETY GATE- Children and Pets Adjustable Securement Gate. Used to Secure a Room's doorway.
Retractable Dog Leash
Keep 'em in line! This clip guides cords and wires in straight lines - tangle free and easy to access. Simple.
Use attachable window shades to reduce computer screen glare, create energy savings, and stop those early sun wakeups
beard trimming sink cover
A grill basting brush that has a handle that you can fill with your baste.
Autistic children have trouble learning everyday things in part due to distractions. A low cost virtual reality system will help them focus.
InstaPowerMeter!
Honeycomb Solar Watch iPhone 5 Charger:Solar Watch that charges the iPhone 5 without using electricity or battery.
A keychain that you can call so that when you lose your keys, you can simply call and the keychain will ring untill you find it.
Iphone 5 enabled diaper sensor - know when to change your loved one
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A permanent eyebrow/mustache dye kit that is compact, &amp; easy to use. A grooming option for both men &amp; woman wishing to cover grey hair.
A three piece,illuminated toilet bowl package.It is a clear,slip on film that is illuminated around the borders.Very Quirky as well. Thanks
Tray For Office Chair
Magic Mouse Wired USB Adapter
iMove. Small camera wirelessly connects to your iPhone. Allows for hands free use.
Mini weight that clips into the inside/bottom of skirt/dress to keep it from blowing up in the wind. No more Marilyn Monroe moments, ladies!
T-Top Power Station
A better ice cream scoop with a bounce. Literally uses the bounce found on golf wedges for the perfect scoop. No more gouges or ice crystals
small plastic case,light sensor,battery,small volume alarm,the case only triggers alarm when light is present(child opens their schoolbag)
Quick Wick Headband
Are you tired of a bruised and battered banana that gets damaged in transit from your kitchen to your office?Now there is a solution!
Mirror Light
Refillable plastic container that is airtight &amp; fits on a standard toilet paper holder. Merging DRY TP roll &amp; flushable moist wipes.
4 way dash cam
A vehicle alarm system that utilizes several inconspicuous wide angle cameras that have a 15 sec pre-record time when alarm is activated.
Comfort Guard within the step of an elliptical or similar trainer. Reduces fatigue on ball of foot as and avoids foot from slipping forward.
I spend about 45 hrs/yr tweezing my facial hair and use two tools - tweezer and a dental pick. Why not create a product that has both?
Shelving dividers for furniture and stands are constructed like Legos. 12 inputs per wooden or plastic frame/slate. Numerous possibilities.
Time to dress up those boring shoes!Change the look of youre shoes with these covers.
Wake and Motivate
Picnic Pals-Weighted animal character clips to keep your napkins from blowing away when eating outside.
We can reach every section of the body to apply lotion except for the center of the back. No more twisting like a pretzel: reach and apply.
This portable re-bounder lets Ben practice while watching sissies softball or while waiting to bat. No noise- straps to tree! read below
Mini Flashlight enabled USB cord
Ever burn your fingers on a hot toaster because you didn't know someone had used it? A temperature-sensitive sticker that changes to "HOT!"
The Orbiting Arnold Palmer
Iâ€™ve taught several kids how to ride a bike and itâ€™s not getting any easier until now! Who wants to jog bent over? Saves neck &amp; back.
Fashionable wraps for medical shoes. A set of colors or prints to match any outfit. Easy on and off. New styles each season.A perfect gift
3D Door Signs:It's about time to reinvent the old boring 2D door signs!The solution is simple and stylish! Make them stand out in 3D!
High chair helper
Sprinkler Nozzle Protector
A fashionable ring, available in various sizes and designs, that secures pen to a finger to prevent accidentally dropping pen on the floor.
Sunshine Cane
Baby Burper - Colic or indigestion can cause serious pain to infants. The Baby Burper relieves the pressure and pain quickly without drugs.
Jaebong Lee
Slim LED Night Light/Pass Through Power Adapter, Child Safe! (RESUBMIT)
BIS. (Baby In Seat)
A modular/adjustable ear buds carrier and stand. Fits any smartphone.
Stiffy
A band aid dispensing system designed like a roll of stamps, that would peel off the protective sheet from a roll vs. individually wrapped.
Video/Prototype gardening bucket type long handled pan with trap for gathering up all the small debris that pile up over the winter months!
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This is a ORGANIZER CHAIR where you can save documents, office supplies, chargers and more. Literally you can have everything at your hand!
A microspray bottle for body moisturizer much like sunscreen products. I have begun using sunscreen as a body "lotion."
!Clip on and Magnetic BBQ light! Stick it to the grill or clip it on a plate to light your work surface. Doubles as ambient dining light!
Custom dartboard backboard/wall protector 3" thick cardboard. Avail various designs, easily upload your own image for a custom backboard.
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
The better fitting crockpot ba
"Illuminated Solar Mailbox" Have to check your mail at night? Install a solar light.
Flavored Coffee Filters
SEE THROUGH TOASTER called: PeLLucid. The material is a clear plastic,acrylic based body that can be seen through, tinted with color
The Brain Balance
Baby Hot
KEY COVER/USB DRIVE COMBO. A key to open your door and memory(img, docs, etc.)
A grease trap that sits under the grill rack to collect grease and prevent those pesky flare-ups that burn and char our wonderful meat.
A device to enable payments with the mobile phone that provides fingerprint recognition.
Ceilings need attention too! Ceiling medallions with fun themes, great colors and easy to install yourself. A eco-cool touch to any room.
Want to jog to your yoga class, but can't because you need your mat? Bring it with you! With YOGGER! The Yoga Mat for Joggers!
Un cache batterie tÃ©lÃ©phone po
Never wake up late again! With this new alarm clock concept you are guaranteed to get up in the morning just to turn it off!
smart fingernail pen
Fashionable cleaning product storage device on wheels and adjustable in height to make transporting and storing cleaning products easier.
Knife Guard! A safe &amp; secure place to hold your knife &amp; help prevent accidents the next time you're chopping, dicing &amp; slicing.
A catch for beard trimmers. So hair stays off the counter.
Update the heated ice cream scoop with ancient technology. Operates using the same *adiabatic process principle* as the fire piston.SO COOL!
Breathometer
Wipe away excess paint from brush and keep your paint can or bucket clean. Paint stays in bucket instead of all over the bucket.
Memory foam office chair
Bedside Lamp + Water Cooler
RooMate Smoke Detector
Child Locator
Radar detectors not only warn you of police looking for speeders, but also warn you of upcoming EMT vehicles. So why not motorcycles!
Debit/credit swipe for Monopoly and Life board games!
The Headstone Halo is a new and ornamental headstone enhancement
GE WINK Socket 2 OutletAdapter
Don't spend another ATV season with burned legs from your machine's hot engine. Protect your skin with our COOL CALF.
Retractable EKG leads on universal heads that plug into any EKG machine.
A clip on carabiner ear bud wrap for iDevices.
This all-in-one, 7 functions device will allow for a renewed sense of professionalism and competency in the field of medicine--esp.nursing
Crack and Core. The new way to core a pepper and crack an egg. A great multiuse tool for cooking. Just watch the video and take a look.
App for regulating heating at home during winters.
The SoapSaver is for people who hate to throw away soap chips.
Software App that utilizes your calendar and GPS to silence/enable your mobile device volume for your appropriate environment.
TRIPWIRE ACTIVE CELL PHONE FACE PROTECTION CASE - Automatically deploys an extension changing the impact profile, protecting the glass
face.
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Are you pregnant and suffer from lower back pain? "Prego n go" provides a pain relieving medical treatment that you can take anywhere!
Componible personal mini fridge. One engine, four spots, special for college and office worker.
"A+" Idea -- ELECTRONIC ASSIGNMENT PAD
UV Indicating Stroller Toys
Funky fluorescent fridge magnets toy clock. Arrange the 13 independent pieces using a cardboard guide to have a functional Day/Night clock.
The 'Smart' Spoon. Preset your ideal drinking temp &amp; maintain it. Inbuilt soft glow LEDs &amp; 'heat element spoon' indicate &amp; control temp.
Mmm
Solar Mower
Heels that turn into flats with one click of a button, for business woman who need to get places fast but look professional on arrival.
Sound deadening toilet seat
My idea is to create a mini, lighter weight ambulance gurney. A gurney that would roll, fold up, and fit easily into a vehicle.
Corrector tape Hole Filler
Temperature Control Plateware
Does your dog chew and fetch rocks with little interest in anything else? Here is an alternative that just might save some teeth!
The Zero Gravity Chamber ofFun
The Quely Pet Sanitizing Spray Mop combines a neutralizing cleanser and ultra-absorbent pads to help 80 million pet owners clean up quick!
OVER 550 VOTES **RESUBMITTED** The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
INEXPENSIVE K-CUP HOLDER: Thin plastic and folds flat. An inexpensive alternative to the $15-$25+ holders on the market. Resubmit
A folding disposable tray for use by ALL the fast food restaurants and communities
handmade wooden ipad stands, wood burned with design of your choice! simple, cheap, sleek, and very unique!
Ever have trouble carrying tons of beach items while carrying your cooler in the hot uneven sand? Meet The Cooler Sand Slider!
Knife Zen
The Burger Maker and Keepers. A hamburger maker for the grill or pan. A simple way to make a dozen delicious custom burgers from bulk meat.
It's a funky teaspoon, it's a clever thermometer, it's a cool reusable straw & it will change the way you drink coffee & tea forever.
The Crab Cracker. Set on your table and crack your crab. Designed like a stapler using downward force to break into the meat.
Let there be light...LED Lighted Pencil/Permission Slip/ID card "Buddy Case" go from backpack to desk. Always find what you need.
Staces - Shoe Lace Tie Holders
Solves two problems.It covers the plate so that it keeps the plate clean, no need to wash anymore and it stores the leftover in a ziplock.
Grate Cleaning Tool!! Cleaning a grill is difficult because the grates have burned-on carbon. It's a job that the right tool can make easy.
Puppy Anxiety Smart Sensor
Coffee cup holder windscraper
Love grapes at home or on-the-go? With The Graperator, you can clean, freeze, store or take your grapes with you. In one handy container.
Quirky...want to know how to turn your key ring into a charm bracelet? Don't be embarrased by your ugly keys anymore! GET THE KEY CAPSULE
Sand diaper
Oven Easy Tray
As a full-time DIYer, I find myself constantly fumbling with a pencil, tape measure and straight edge--Combine all three in one device.
When you need to apply formulations only to the scalp and avoid contact with other places... video shows the opportunity for innovation.
A pair of glasses that has a small, adjustable periscope-like attachment on the lens to allow users to watch TV from a prone position.
Easier to Clean Razor While Shaving.Cleaning Edges R Pushed through Razor when button is pushed. No more Shaving Cream stuck in razor.
A toothbrush holder that holds up to eight toothbrushes and your tube of toothpaste. This would make it so much easier for college students.
Heatable and Freezable Dual bladed Cake Cutter, cuts through ice cream cake with ease and no frosting all over when cutting pastries.
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I propose having a hairclip-like device whose design matches the rest of the sink set &amp; holds a small wipe/cloth inside to do a quick wipe.
Adjustable lawn sprinkler
My idea is to create a handle for grocery sacks. The handle would go through the sacks for ease in caring groceries.
In UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! 600+ vts. Bring the Zoo to your neighborhood! Mr.K said think BIG!
the cake cutter dish
POWER STRIP WITH CORD MANAGEMENT! ELIMINATE THE EXTRA CORDS THAT LAYING ON THE FLOOR, NO MORE TANGLE! ANY
COMMENTS ARE WELCOME!!!
Ubiquitous
Super Suction Bowl and Plate makes sure your bowl and plate stay put everytime. Great for soups, salads, with food surrounding on the plate!
Stop whiplashing your active dog when they reach the end of their tether stake in the yard. It's time for a kinder, gentler tether system.
dog run
Pet pennants
An attachment to your shower head that measures water usage and temperature, and translates that to energy use.
A solar power iphone/droid adapter, and a safe, comfortable alternative to keeping the phone in your pocket.
A Car Alarm That Won't Be Ignored. Gets rid of the tell-tale siren and uses the user's own MP3 music files as the alarm.
"Lift Assist" Kitchen trash bin with duel levers on both sides to assist in lifting the heavy/awkward bags out, the bottom comes up to you!!
Earphone Clip
A timed week day and am/pm pill box that will dispense the right dosage to Alzheimer's and Dementia Patients. The right pills every time!
A house bell with a built in smoke and carbon Monoxide detector
Hand Truck Snow Plow
Kids backpacks full of books are very heavy. Kids don't want wheelies, so lets give them a cool combination scooter/backpack.
Online webcam resume data base. Instead of posting a paper copy of resume, record a webcam sharing your experience &amp; qualifications.
Power cord that is safe to cut - Cutting this power cord won't shock you! Don't risk your kids safety!
Triple Play Mac/iPad/iPhone Strong BackPack carrier with Impact resistant materials. Includes functional 'fold-up iPad stand'.
TopEnd Mattress Pad
Cake miner
Viewmaster 3D new generation. Introduce the photo in the app and you can see it in the viewmaster. Perfect for trips and holidays.
!"TRiPOD" iPhone4 case, Not another kick stand case. A case with 3 hinged legs to create a stable tripod footed formation for iP4 and soon 5
Solar cell umbrella
Best Bedside iPad Holder Ever
Set your pants on fire! Wallbrights for your clothes. Let's make a clothing version of Wallbrights for shirts, pants, jackets, and bags.
Laser Etcher and Cutter is App Enabled and is Perfect to Etch Designs or Security Information onto Jewelry, Electronics, Glass, and more.
Wireless earphones which transmit your music over FM radio waves -- Listen to your music with more ease and simplicity!
Remote Control Paddle to keep remotes together! Resubmit
This product can be used at home, at work, in hospitals and other environments that will trap deadly germs. Don't spread it. Contain it.
#spotsv Flex wrap for existing extension cords, hoses, rope and misc. Prop or fasten cords to ladders,poles,beams and misc.Binds for storing
HOLY TOES ! A new and fresh way to save those one-sided socks with holes ! Just a quick iron on way to give new life and set some trends!
Phone + Glove Case Holder
Apply False Lashes in Less than 1 minute! Use the tool to load the lash, align to the eyelid, and squeeze. Beautiful!
Portable 'T' bar suited to the backcountry freerider and explorer. Ability to explore, find a patch and send it. No sleds or hiking needed.
An elegant aluminum sleeve with soft sides to slide in your earphones. Finally an earphone carrier that suits your IPhone.
Smart Lamp: Turn on/off with smartphone and change light settings. Also has a USB charging hub in the base!
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The Room Rake is an indoor rake for gathering and organizing clutter in your home. Stylish, functional and good for your back.
One-hand applicable chapstick. Resubmit, last time got 183 votes and a 93% V/V ratio. I have added more refined blueprints.
3D glasses w/ rewind - photo &amp; slow motion: See your liquid 3D chalk toss &amp; watch chalk bombs pop &amp; explode before your eyes!option 2/3/4
CRAZY CAKE CUTTER
Scrotum Saver Pig'n'a blanket
Can't find anything to cool your angel food cake on? Don't have a nice cake serving dish? Cooling stand that you add a plate to serve on.
New Iphone (Smartphone) Torch Camera attachment for safety and security
VacBroom
Docktails is a chair that attaches to the waterside of any dock or pool!
Anytime mouse pad
The power pac one must wear in the hospital is so heavy. It pulls the gown down in the front and is very uncomfortable.
The Amazing Tong. A Tong with a Fork and Spoon at the end. Use both as a tong or use individually as a Cooking Spoon or Fork.
Stop Bird death by WindTurbine
Two problems: dorm noise making it impossible to sleep AND multiple morning alarms disturbing sleep of others.
Flip multiple burgers with this Tip and Flip spatula. Fit 3 or 4 burgers on the spatula and pull the trigger to flip them over.
Intercom 4.0
This is a glider that slides into a clear tube and with a throwing action the glider comes out and flies. Cool for kids. (PLEASE SEE VIDEO).
A cleaner caddy for the vaccum. You no longer need to make multiple trips for your cleaning goods. Just attach to the vaccum and go.
A travel Pack with Drop-Down organizational Shelves.
Build, drive, smash and crash 100â€™s of different R/C models? Rebuild emâ€™ and do it all again. Even in the dark? Please watch video
Measuring Tape with attached clip to make a marks when you transmitted measurement or find middle of your measurements, etc.
Let's make a better cookie/baked/fried goods COOLING RACK! EZ on, EZ off, EZ clean up. It COOLs quicker with a built-in COOLing system!
MY IDEA IS TO RE-INVENT THE CLIP-ON SHADES BY MAKING THEM TRANSITION.
Introducing the Cell Phone Buddy This is a wearable Wi-Fi fashion item that bleeps/vibrates when your Cell/Mobile is not on you but ringing
An UNBREAKABLE SPINNING UMBRELLA will not break or turn inside out! It will spin! The Umbrella project!!! letâ€™s redesign it together!
iPad Mini 7" tablet to be released in October! Let's be the first to make a case for it!
BBQ Garbage
Mini-Electric imp - Lesser functionality, but smaller size - Customized to Q's needs (2 variations)
Most Efficent Refrigerator
Card Guard. It's a physical place to store your driver's license now that your wallet has gone digital.
The Stop and Watch
Bearthoven- Teddy bear that plays classical music- Earnings would go to St Jude Children's Hospital
A portable office.
MAKE YOUR OWN SHAPED DRINKING STRAWS!! UNIQUE KIT FOR MAKING AND MODEL STRAWS !!
All in one heat resistant hair styling gloves that can brush. comb, and part your hair.
Augment Healthcare reform with a Purpose Score Based, Virtual PurposeCareÂ© Platform, using our larger VizPlanet as its foundation
Ambient Light Power Strip -- Light up your nights with the color changeable ambient lighting built into the power strip! Resubmitted
A container with spouts that would hold your cleaning supplies. Each canister would contain pull out container for liquid supplies.
A 360 degree video recording system for your car that enhances security and so you never miss recording those "youtube" moments!
A Quirky idea.. Sneakers your way, Kids can create customs shoes with laces, gems, LED gems, decals,( Logo Designs & Cross Marketing = $$ )
A Multi-Layered, Lock and Store Food Serving Tower for BBQing! Put all of your food in one serving tower! NO MORE SERVING DISHES!
This innovative product disinfects/sanitizes kitchen dish sponges and scouring pads to eliminate harmful bacteria growth between uses.
Washer/Dryer Combo
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New and Improved Socket Wrench, instead of ratcheting, why not wind too? For those long bolts or swing set bolts.
A Trash Bag Stack with magnets. Always in place, always ready!
XPress travel mug, pod brewer
Develop a fast,easy,seamless way for anyone to check the balance available, on the spot, on the millions of gift cards in use today.
A stainless steal briquette grid (spacer) to evenly spread charcoal for evenly distributing heat resulting in great cooking results.
A full size high performance headphone could turn to a high performance Speaker.With a new technology expand the way you listen to music.
Magno-Caddy
The Clamp Outlet....Attach your power ANYWHERE you wanna be!
The booklight bookmark and magnifier does just that. It will light your page in the dark, magnify your words and mark your page.
Home Scents
WINK Breadmaker Guides&amp;Slices
DISPOSABLE STAINING GLOVES. It is a latex glove with a sponge/cloth hand. When done just throw it away
My Lil Mechanic a manual or battery powered play car with moving parts under the hood. They can check the oil and fix the motor like daddy.
All pool vacs are the same...how about covers that are dolphins, sea turtles, sharks, any sea animal.
Headlight or Taillight Bicycle Hub Light &amp; Dynamo Combo #QCYCLE
Use iPad in shower! Transparent waterproof case + suction cups.
Clamp On Stick On!
Right angle vacuum attachment to drill into ANYTHING and NOT make a mess!
E Ink Smart Animal ID tag. Display all pertinent information immediately in one location for better chance of finding lost animal.
In-car voice memo recorder with send-to-app by wifi
Touch Screen for Board Games
sanding gloves.they can sand anything.they are especially great on curved or round objects.replacing paper is as easy as pull off Stick on.
I want to create a product like Invisalign cheap enough for a regular person to afford, and under $500, so we can all have great teeth.
Bluetooth Adapter for In-car Audio Jacks
My idea is for an early crash avoidance/distressed vehicle alert system for all vehicles to save lives and reduce insurance costs.
Hair Brush with Warmer
Portable Lunch Warmer
My product is a notebook(ipad,ipod,iphone..etc)charger where you donÂ´t have loose cords to roll after charging.Loose cords sucks!
Outdoor Fire Sprinkler
BACK TO SCHOOL/OFFICE CALCULATOR WITH INBUILT SHARPENER AND STORAGE SECTION FOR PEN,PENCIL AND MARKER. THIS
WILL KEEP YOU ORGANIZED ANYTIME.
PITCHERBOT. A WATER FILTER PITCHER that also TRANSFORMS into an easy to use MULITPLE WATER BOTTLE FILLING STATION!
Picture Frame Sliders for adjusting pics on a wall from level to staggered. Moves sideways and up/down. Adjust pics w/o taking off the wall.
Reinvent the umbrella with a plastic wrap at the tip. This will be pulled over the wet umbrella to keep you, the seat and the car dry.
Bluetooth ear buds that give the same quality as Bluetooth headphones but are much smaller in size
The Bobble Tee: A baseball hitting tee that springs back up when knocked over by a poor swing.
USB cable with 2 ends for Hp50g calc + Rechargeable batteries. Charge documents, programs and even batteries too! All while using your PC!
A Football with a constantly shifting center of gravity to be used in training to encourage players at any level to master good fundamentals
A remote control gutter cleaner that works with your phone.
Shred Bed
An outlet strip with no holes, for plugs that are diffrent in sizes and take up an extra spot because your plug its larger then normal ones.
A pull-down suction Sunshield for your WINDSHIELD that you don't have to stash anywhere! No time wasted each time you park! Formerly a top 5
The new lunch box!
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Multilevel Pie Transport
Place the bottle on a stand. The solution should be simple, keeping the gas in the bottle. A sparkling drink should sparkling.
Toothbrush holder/charger
Don't freeze! A simple reto-fit air diverter for office ceilings will bring instant comfort from cold air and any air blowing on your head.
RESUB. An iPhone 5 Case which includes lightning - 30 pin Gender! You can use existing iPhone Docks!!(277/303)
Hand-Crank Battery Charger - This small charger will energize your phone for up to ten minutes so you can make those important calls.
Clean your dirty grill. Grills can be quite messy. This can be difficult. You have to scrub both sides as these grills are round. grime.
Every kitchen gets this incident sometime- thumb gets cut while peeling a fruit using sharp knife. Thumb sleeve protects the thumb.
Develop a device for my mailbox that would indicate when mail has arrived.
A Drinking glass with a Bottom that serves as a Coaster!. No more leaving wet spots on your table. Put your drinks anywhere without worry.
MagCooler
â€œPENâ€ DOWN THE PERFECT COLOR! Now, you can be in charge of your nail polish instead of it controlling you! Use any polish, any time!
Plastic freezer bags that pop open and stay open at the top when you unzip them. Makes them easy to fill with foods like soup, stew, sauces.
My idea is a clip that goes over the snaps/buttons of pants - preventing those little holes that form on favorite shirts, tanks & sweaters.
Ever since seeing it in a movie I have always considered catching a fly with chops sticks to be a great challenge. Now we can find out.
Long platic cylinder with holes on ends. Peelers inside, spins at fast speed. Retractable cord. Small stands on bottom
It's cool and edgy organzer for the backpack.That can slip in and out of the backpack.
Angel Tray
Create themed party pack coozies with a signature box to prevent lost/stolen coozies and avoid confusion about owner identification.
The ability of "Cherished Memories," gift box is to store family memorabilia in one location. It's a time capsule in a box.
Auto Needle Threader
Lady Bug Labor Grips
Toddler 'Science' Lab
Another earbud cord management solution. But pretty.
Build your own 3D Printer Kit
Ipad Case/Clipboard. Built-in speaker and screen protector. Eco-Friendly, Recycled metal/plastic. Great for: Doctors, Salesman, Contractors
Crocodile Clippers
One-Plate Chef-Mate: disposable cover that keeps the clean plate from touching raw meat. Put the meat on the grill, reuse the clean plate!
Superpack
The speaker placement on the Kindle Fire sucks! Use the Sound Scoop to reflect the sound towards the user instead of away.
Grabber to assist those with hand issues to "swipe" credit cards when they are difficult to hold, actually a common problem
The indoor Cat-Outhouse! A working prototype! Extra large litter area with 1' high sides! A "tent" covering to keep in the dust/smell!
Self compacting lawn mower bag. This would allow less time wasted emptying and raking extra left over grass.
Abat-jour (lampshades) Charger, be sure to charge your iphone, hear the phone, hear the alarm, at night.
THE ULTIMATE TOOTH BRUSH
Outlet cover that uses iphone app to turn off/on whatever is plugged into it.
Imagine you can open doors from public toilets from inside without touching the knob with your hands which you washed right before leaving.
Wipe â€˜n Go. Every pack of wipes bought is a drain on your wallet and the environment. A box with compartments for clean and used wipes.
Solar-Brella: Bring Electricity To The Beach! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
DOUBLE HELICAL chopper/crusher
My invention is a curved telephone with a headset that allows hands free while talking on the phone.
Toy Globe (resubmit 1101610)
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Comfort-Grip is an ergonomic,adjustable,extension pole ready,paintbrush system bristles are offset for better vision,works well off handle.
Swimsuit Dryer
Clip-On LED Christmas Lights
Sleeping mask light
A type of velco fastener that will hold bandages on your wound without coming loose after a couple of hours.
iLaser. It is a simple laser level, small and cheap to be connected to the iphone. [See other images]
I'd like to create a shaker cup that has a separate container in the cup to store your protein etc. that has a button to drop it in the cup
Leaf Bag 2.0 -- No more bending, no more spillage, no more wasted weekends.
SRI antidepressant nasal spray
Bakers clip
suns coffee table books
As a mom, I hate the task of sorting socks once they have been laundered.I invented what we called "sticky socks" which elimantes this job.
Case/Cover Integrated Multi Sim Adapter
A USB camera/movement sensor type device is attached to your TV, it acts as your hands free remote.The 'READYMOTE' in a place not near you!
My idea is to create a Wifi adapter stand that would fit any phone fit or tablet.
Our project involves the creation of an innovative and extremely stable walking aid known as the Breezewalker
MINI-MINI VACUUM - For hair in the bathroom left from trimming facial hair, plucking eye brows and just everyday shedding.
Luggage Tracking Billboards
A tiny clip on attachement for iPods that works as a roller blind does in quickly, neatly, and tightly coiling and uncoiling earbuds.
Baby Boogie Steamer
This is an easily accessible toolbox where the drawers can be opened from both sides. Design can be applied to large boxes on wheels.
Bike cell charger
Writing instruments that affix to one another for storage but also affix to make geometric shapes to be used as shape drawing templates.
is an app developed for all smart-phones which helps you to meet the partner of your dreams, analyzing the compatibility of the profile.
RESUB Keep your paint brush and roller from drying out between coats or during breaks. No need to wash your supplies until the job is done.
HeaterMeter
Collapsible soda can. No need for can crushers
A hands-free mouthguard type battery powered toothbrush. Its time to re-invent the toothbrush.
This portable kitchen cabinet unit holds everything but the kitchen sink.
An application or setting on the phone that creates a background noise when you answer the phone.
BBQ Seasoning belt with specific spots for chicken, cow, and pig mascots to mark their seasoned territory, and an ipod and beer pocket :)
shot gun seat sling
Germs Simplified!
Don't want to consume time and energy making a bed? How about a fitted sheet, flat sheet, and comforter that is combined!
A new type of container for salsa, dips, peanut butter, etc., that eliminates product waste and allows for easy dipping and spreading.
Lighter holder, patented (utility), www.keeep-it.com, 20,000 pieces ready for sale.
A sliding and space saving kitchen cabinet shelf for the stacking, safe storage and easy access of glassware.
Test
Camping lights in the shape of cars or numbers. NASCAR licensing would be fabulous!
A fishing rod that weighs and digitally adds up the total weight of your fish.
Cigarette Pack Silicone - Stylish Silicone Case Designed to Cover Up and Censor Graphic Photos and Warning Labels on Your Pack of Cigarettes
Tired of expensive airline charges for heavy luggage and checking your heavy carryon luggage at the last minute? Now you can avoid all this!
pineapple potato eye remover
Onesie's for Adults
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Cereal-To-Go! Wouldn't be nice to eat cereal on the go without a spoon? It can hold milk and your favorite cereal till you are ready to eat!
Fresh Soda a month old! You can drink soda without losing that new bottle's pressure. Zero waste in the fridge. No more Spills. Childproof.
thermomalin
strollers/joggers should have magnets in the wheels(like treadmills)for resistance from 1-10 when jogging or going downhill for fitness.
EcoTimer
converts all your appliances and devices to wifi!
Nostril nose filters in different size,colors.membrane on inside. package with an antibacterial spray nanotechnology ionic fitration tech.
lovey
Resub)Popcorn Bags that will color your popcorn in the microwave! Bags are food color lined.
Reusable Baggies-FDA silicone!Dishwasher, Micro, and Oven Safe!GOING GREEN from lunchs to meals that you can freeze and bake in too!
1000 Color Nail Polish. Now with an App. :) Also great for touch-up paint for your house or car. ReSub.
The Quirky interactive tool system. The only hand tools that utilize the intelligence of a smartphone, iphone or ipod.
Tip Top
Disposable Protein Shake Mixer
GrillCAM See whats going on at your grill! Make sure nothing is being burnt!
Manual Air Extractor to turn Baggies or Glad Bags into air tight Freezer Bags which would preserve food for long periods of time.
Virtual Toy
Stealth Safe
My idea is for a Breaklight out sensor inside the car.Letting you know the bulb/s is/are out.Without the need for another person.
This is a bathroom caddy that would be perfect for any bathroom counter.
The Floating cup Holder for your Car. An insert that Universally fits most Car Cup Holders. Works like the Gyro Bowl but for your Drinks.
Die press that will cut cartoon character, action figures and animal shapes out of fruits and vegetables. Great for kids who dislike veggies
Finally, a stylish place for guitarists to put their picks when they aren't playing. Ladies and gentlemen, the Pick Pocket
Silicon baking pans shaped for hotdog rolls and hamburger buns for gluten-free (GF) baking. The pans need to be deep for GF batter.
An efficient cup dryer! Made with water absorbing fabrics and a design that allows drying a cup to be done well, with little effort and time
A digital display for the home, to slideshow birthday, christmas, wedding, engagement etc greeting cards received from family and friends.
Toilet Muffler
Toilet seats LEFT UP? The Seat Saver is a thin coated metal that wraps around toilet attached to a pedal to step on and lift and lower seat
Board game: "Tip the Scale". Using real world situations (stopped for fast food, went vegan). First person to tip scale loses...
Shoe wheel
Assembly desk organizer
The Built In Mouse Pad
Cell phone secretary. Reminders, coupons, store sales, oil changes all these texts sent to peoples phones.
My invention is to make a kit that can put an opening, built for comfort, for your face in any chaise lawn chairs.
Bored at work? Play magnetic darts! Stick the magnetic dartboard to any whiteboard and throw the magnetic darts for a carefree afternoon
Cloth Clips - Set of multicolor cleaning cloths with removable rubber rings that slip over bottle necks keeping cleaner and cloth together
Turn any traditional light bulb socket into a Chinese Lamp Shade.
The Bendable Snake Fan (with Quirky Ions)A Fan that can wrap around anything! Cooling w/ Directional Lighting. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Picture Cube Puzzle
My Idea is to have a talking menu that will explain the "Special of the Day",
Clean mop water all the time - mop bucket with built in water filter where you wring mop. Finished mopping, just take out filter and wash it
App-enabled checking/inspection video camera(+ mirror+light source),to check car's hard-to-see places. Driving safety of the damaged car
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This golf club, with its direct hit design enables any golfer to hit straighter, more accurate fairway shots. Low scores galore!
REAL SIMPLE microwave cleaner
6 modular hurricane lamps for camping or garden.
Night Vision for cyclists. A mountable pedal charged version.
essuielunette
Chin Up
Zzip-iT, the easiest syphon starter for beer/wine makers that never comes in contact with their product (beer/wine).
Solar Powered Adjustable Sliding Door/Window Fan! Keep the bugs out and cool your home without an Air Condition.
Simple plastic device attaches to your household air vent, and funnels the air into four tubes, so you can dry wet shoes or gloves.
A LOW COST Rechargeable Blue Tooth Tracking Device, allowing for proximity alarms for luggage, children, pets, etc.
GE start making appliances with connectivity capabilities. Create an app that is able to control appliances from this created app. Etc.
Baby Bottle Drip Stopper
An inexpensive, folding flat design, pop-up viewfinder similar to waist level cameras of days gone by. Focusable lens, inexpensive.
An Ipad free-hand carrier. No holding required and you have 2 free hands to navigate freely.
eQuariam - Where the Pets Never Die
App enabled back massage'r. massage your self with your apple device's and this device.
A duffle bag material insert for a 1 gallon mop bucket with pockets and loops to hold spray bottles,brushes,rags,paper towel.All supplies.
IPhone 5 Travel Mug. Personalize your own travel mug with your smartphone. Choose a theme, Like Holidays, Birthdays, Vacation photos, etc.
FOLD-OUT "SCRAPBOOK" WALL CANVAS: Create A 3D Collage on Any Wall in Your Home! Display Precious Keepsakes &amp; Memories In Living
Color (RS)
A collapsible, adjustable leg support with built in stand for electronic devices. Turn coach seating into FIRST CLASS!!!
High chair tray that accept interchangeable inserts one with a bowl, and one with plate on one side that reverses to a flat tray.
A device to safely and precisely cut boneless chicken breast or other boneless meat products into 1/4 inch thick, fillets.
Supplement lid 2.0
THE JOSH ALERT
Do you need to save a garage spot with a cone? Move the cone when leaving or arriving. LAZY CONE IT with a key alarm ... park for sure!
a grill made up of a faster heat absorbing element and trys with holders to hold all the marinades and BBQ sauces
The Comm Bomb App
The idea consists of a belt buckle, that is also a wallet/storage area used to conceal valuables. Slim, Stylish and Light weight.
A FLAT, POP UP ALARM INTENDED TO PROTECT ANYTHING PLACED ON IT OR NEXT TO IT.
Sunny Tags
Cocoa Rose fashion jewelry uniquely adorns Skin Tones for all "Seasons", complementing you based on popular cosmetology standard principles!
slumber bag
Designer Depends
I want to introduce you to "GLO-LOCK", my idea for a glow in the dark night-light wall flip switch and sliding-lock all in one face-plate.
Mini keyboard product line!
Some Dryer cords are incompatible with some outlets. The entire cord has to be replaced. Replacing the cord isn't easy. Help all renters
"Chopped" A quick easy way to chop your vegetables and slice your bread!
Warm oil and warm razor blade, for a warm feeling while and after shaving. Warming ring inside a generic bottle and a blade warming cradle.
The Notebook organizer
An attractive device to hold air freshener cans to the side of a toilet tank, refrigerator, or washer/dryer using suction cups or 3M tape.
My kooky elf wrappers
My Idea/Product Is a Kitchen Product,
Pickin up &amp; bagging a yard full of leaves is hard work. But with Autumn Hoop it's a snap! Just rake em into a big pile and your almost done!
Auto start w/ climate control
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Low profile bicycle brake light with flashing option that mounts to any bike with a standard caliper brake. Mounting is simple and quick.
An iPhone case that has a place where the phone can be attached to a lanyard for women who need a way to keep up with their phones
A portable USB speaker that can read audio files directly from a USB drive. Small, powerful, easy to use, easy to carry, easy to enjoy.
Non-glare smartphone magnifier
Customized Cap for Fly/Bait fishing. A functionally designed bill, providing storage for approximately 100 flies.
Do your ear buds fall out? Never again. PROBLEM SOLVED! You can even use the basic ones that came with your phone!
"A Snap" an All-in-1, sleek,stylish,mobile-rolling utility storage cabinet for cleaning products/tools:mop,broom,stepstool,duster,dustpan
Child Walker with Sensors
Motorized bedroom curtains that can be set to slowly open in the morning, filling the room with light to make getting out of bed easier.
Recycler: Calculate The Price Of Your Own Recyclables In Your Own Home! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Branches of Christmas lights. Strands creating branches of different strand lengths becoming one trunk with 1 male plug at the end.
D2-Watch
AUTOMATIC SENSOR FOR TOILET SEAT LIDS...after 10 minutes of no activity the sensor activates the toilet seat to close.
The YukCaseâ„¢ is an iPhone case designed to prevent theft by making the iPhone look gross and damaged, thus reducing the chance of theft.
WALKING SAFELY
Neoprene knuckle protection gloves for football and Rugby made out of moisture wicking material and rubber type grip enhanced material.
Using Algebra and Geometry will allow the home-owner to cut his grass with LESS number of steps/energy/minutes and a nicer/shorter job.
led christmas lights madeinUSA
Stove top holder
Heated Iphone case
Cell phone powered ceiling fans.
Kitchen/Bath surround system
DUAL ROLL TRASH BAG DISPENSER
#spotsv : HAND HELD FINGER TONGS for sushi, spaghetti, rice, olives, pickles, etc. no use for fork, spoon or tools and other foods in jar.
SAVE MY BABY
Laundry milk-crate system. Color code changeable blocks for family members to presort and organize. Modular and configurable as needed.
With the COLD CADDY when your child gets sick everything they need will be kept in the COLD CADDY that can be moved from room to room.
One Touch Honey.Love honey, but not the mess? Now with one touch you can have honey dispensed without the mess or wait.
A do all kitchen gadget that runs on two AA batteries,It whisks, grates, peels, cores and deveins. Handy and usefull all in one gadget!
A Blu Ray dvd player that is a tablet and has an Sd card slot,Usb ports plus has the capability to project your pictures & DVDs as they play
No more hair all over your bathroom floor! Hairbrush with a built-in mini vacuum cleaner will keep all loose hair inside the brush.
**RESUBMITTED** The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Musical Lullaby Strap
Touch activated LED embedded in the end of a charge jack adaptor. Lets you see the devices charging jack in the dark.
A finger gloves to be used while eating junk foods and other finger foods ready to eat.
#NAME?
Moon Rover R/C with Telescope
A toy robot that can be personalised with fun graphics, can be used as collector's items for display or it can be used for play time.
Power Jack! The 1st 12V powered jack that plugs into your cigarette lighter!
I think a wall plug in that rotates so the long part can go up down right or left instead of always blocking the bottom plugin
Smarter Phone Charger
3D Collapsible Wall Sconce
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LOCKING STORAGE BAGS - lock your stuff away from CHILDREN, guests, colleagues on the job... Ideal for drugs, gifts, sweets,.. Various sizes.
AppEnabled Watt Hour Meter Hub
I have invented a bottle opener that is fashionable and functional that you can wear on your wrist!
Volume Buddy lets you hear programing from a smart TV, to your smart phone when the establishment has the volume off.
With this amazing new clip, women will be free to use both hands as they like, not having to commit one to holding down their dress/skirt!
The Better Bumper Guard!
'I Got It Covered' helps communicate a message of the day from parent to child without texting or email.
!Cat's Meow Automatic Litter Box - The ultimate litter box! Why have litter or waste all over the floor.About the size of a 24 inch TV case.
Things falling apart? Grab your keys and the Ring-Driver
E-ink Photo Frame - a better, lighter and more affordable electronic photo frame.
EXTENSION CORD WITH DIGITAL TIMER
This product will be the first and only adjustable wrench for Flat Head Carriage Bolts, other carriage bolts and for stripped bolt heads.
Stick Shift Cover
Protect the space vents between your hood and windshield from tree leaves with a protective cover without having to put a whole car cover.
Power Car Jack
App that controls food inventory in the fridge, creates shopping list, and ease shopping time.
KIDS DRAW AND PRINT ON THE GO
Find a runaway with sound. Your ears can cover a larger area than your eyes. Plus the odds of others finding the animal are far greater.
The Rock 'n Roll External Touch Pad
#QCYCLE Heated bicycle seat and handles.
Have you ever had a pair of shoes in great condition apart from the inside of the ankle? This product protects that area of the shoe.
The X broom... a broom designed to pile dirt and debris more efficiently, thus reducing work time and fatigue...
Iced Coffee Pot! Can be a universal iced coffee maker and fit with your existing coffee maker!!! Everyone can make delicious iced coffee
No more bending vacuum pooper scooper
Platform storage bed with tall legs. Platform tall enough for many 16 x 20 x 15 storage containers. Area covered with removable dust ruffle
Ironing board sidekick.
Finger tip floss. UPDATED with additional concept.
This product idea is a BBQ Tongs, that is functional in a few ways,
Pivot Power Genius Wall Adapt
Shark Zapper
Block airborne irritants from penetrating your nostrils/mouth by securing your shirt in place with a silicon ear hook that buttons to shirt.
You can choose to shape up flexible picture frames.
The Pet Pal
30 day car air fresheners, scented wafers in mesh organza bags with velcro straps that attach to your mirrow mount or under your seat.
ChapStuck - Don't lose your Chapstick again! Create a small friction band to prevent it from sliding out of our pockets and bags. #spotsv
A lighted ID tag for luggage would activated The idea is to have an ID lighted tag that could be activated by keychain.
Multipurpose Desk
#QCYCLE The power rod, one rod that does everything for the bicycle.
Tooth paste gel caps.
Set up a seat in seconds, attach to almost anything; trees, post, fence. Great for the park, backyard, fishing, all outdoor activities.
Trash can has telescopic broom on side and integrated dustpan underneath. Sweep dirt under front. Slide out dustpan sideways. Easy out bag.
Imac Back-Pack Style Accessory
Flavor Burst directly into your Water Bottle - Just fill tube and push button to dispense liquid flavoring into the bottle.
Cubby Kids - A fun and inexpensive place for your kids to hang and store their everyday things.
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Scrubbing dirty dishes in a bathroom sink? Running a full dishwasher with a couple plates? A counter top dishwasher for dorms &amp; singles.
Whimsical & multi-functional TV Trays to doodle, jot, display photos, play games, dry ink board surface with storage, & adjustable heights.
CURLYQ Keep it plugged! Secure and functional solution to an old problem. Simplicity redefined.
Laundry sorting just got simple! "SORTED"
My idea is a self-disinfecting toilet seat. It fries little buggies by emitting germicidal UVC rays. Germ free peace of mind for your toosh
Flexible Glow Tube and Flashlight: Wrap around wrist, bike frame, tree limb, tent, boat
STAPELER WITH STAPLER REMOVER VELCROED ON TOP. THEY'RE ALWAYS TOGETHER. POP OFF WHEN USING, POP ON WHEN DONE.
NO LOOKING FOR THE REMOVER
SMART BABY BOTTLE
Emergency Vehicle Alert
AWESOME!!! Soft Plush Real Life Like Shark/ Animal Backpack with sharp teeth!! long tail and fins!!
Coffee creamer hot plate
Desktop ionizer/pen holder
A portable, fold-able, full length mirror. itâ€™s a full body mirror that can be folded and transported at a moments notice.
Baby in Car Seat Alert Ribbon
The Sticky Lint Glove - the most hand-y way to pick up dust and lint. Clean-up is as easy as washing your hands
www.wipeaide.com
"Cutting Block Assembly". Combines a cutting board with a chefs knife to slice hard to cut vegetables, hard cheeses and also opens quahogs.
Attaching a cleaning agent sprayer with the window wiper. This will eliminate the need to carry window cleaner separately along with wiper.
a smart phone holster that will hold your phone to your hip better than any clip.
A trivia alarm clock app + charging base. Answer 3 multiple choice questions and the alarm shuts off. Answer wrong, and it gets louder.
A hidden water bottle compartment to keep your keys and money safe, while running at the track, hiking, or playing a pick up sports game.
Safer Skating/Front Wheel Allowed To Turn In Only One Direction. Safe Emergency Braking. Just Cross Your Legs And Shift Your Weight To Stop.
Pivot Power for Rest of the EU
An automatic barbecue having a conveyor system, a timer, speed,and flame adjustment buttons. cook both sizes,and turned off automatically.
A simple hard IPAD case for the student where the IPad slides out to self easel position.
Reusable plastic spray bottle WITH built-in side STORAGE for sponges, bristle brush, washcloths, rubber gloves, etc. Everything is together!
A device that registers heart beats and takes pictures at preset intervals and specially when heart beat rises.
A bit for power screw drivers to take out bad stripped screws from your wall or anywhere.
TAP REMINDING WRISTBAND
Send messages through your doormat!
Are memorials for those you love being destroyed by weather or worse...stolen? A better way to display and remember +app enabled security!
Cardio Keyboard grips onto treadmills, ellipticals and other gym equipment. Type and click easily while exercising! Bluetooth, waterproof.
A clear "skin" that adheres to the face of a cell phone that magnifies words such as texts, names, numbers etc.
Digital Restaurante Menu
The SurfBoard Scooter. (Surf N Turf). A Scooter with collapsable wheels that turns into a Skimboard/Surfboard Combination.
The Cat Box Shield
Slow cooking stirrer
Badminton birdie that lights up when struck on the head. It stays lit up in 30 second intervals and is reset with every hit. PLAY ALL NIGHT!
Whirly jig
An idea for fellow limited mobilty friends
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a socket electric appliance plug, which has a timer integrated into it.
Ignition Child Saver App
I want 2 create a pull-through knife blade sharpener inside of every slot in the knife block/holder.It sharpens the knife as its pulled out.
Pet water dispenser
A shoulder supported device which holds and secures an iPad (or other tablet) for viewing, working, or storing on your person - hands-free.
Innovative exoskeleton cover for motorcycles and small motor vehicles. Protect your motorcycle from weather damage and debris.
SAFETY CLOTHS/streamers for increased visibility for scooters and wheelchairs, walkers, canes. those bright colors -- yellow, lime, orange.
Wireless Speaker TV Adapter
Take advantage of vertical space in your closet. Eliminate several shelving and rack solutions for this all-in-one closet storage solution.
A home-use tool belt to hold spray bottles, dusters, rags & brushes that allows one-handed access to each item.
An APP that can unlock the front door when you carry many objects into your house? it could crack the door by proximity or remote.
Travel Sound Pillow w speakers
Odor Free Covered Cat Litter Box
PULL MY FINGER-The board game
vacuum packed luggage-A clear or tinted plastic suitcase that can be vacuumed packed to decrease size and weight.
bladeless Celling Fan
Wink - smart scanner for refrigerator/freezer inventory, expiring food dates, and recipe or meal suggestion based off content available.
Do you have an itchy back and no one to help? With my product you will be able to apply lotion to your own back and relieve your dry skin.
A small cooler that is a bar travel bag. Two flasks for spirits, two cups, ice, two cans of mixer or soda, stirrers and napkins
Popsicle &amp; Ice-cream molds to make superheroes &amp; other fun characters with handles representing their faces
An inflatable wine barrier to keep oxygen from wine. Open a bottle, take a pour and insert the barrier. This is the Wine Keeper.
ear shower caps
Create a lip handle that will snap into two existing holes, already on all standard mailbox lids. You can add a flag lift to the handle 2
"Line Extension" PowerCurl Docking Station. Add power to PowerCurl.
FlatPaks are the perfect solution to bulky containers taking up precious space in your carry-on quart-sized bag!
Sky clops
Modular storage Jars.
A washing machine that is connected to a mobile app, which commands and follows the status of the laundry.
A sensor installed in a carseat to measure the temp of the car when a baby is strapped in and sets off an alarm when the temp goes too high.
ZapIt - Self Folding Car cover
A multy use tools. Stair to help to get they in the cars, funny agility tool, tent for camping.
The headset holster is a small holster designed specifically to hold blue-tooth headsets for mobile devices (tablets, smart-phones, etc)
(your home Treasure chest), heavy duty box,water proof and fire resistant, with a GPS Locator maybe SIM Card? Phone Resubmit
Smart Portable Baby Protectors
(LED) illuminated brake lights
What happens when you slap a "Vote for Romney" sticker on your car, and he loses? This tray allows you to trade messages out like t-shirts.
The one credit/debit card
The Thermo-Chair
"Move Along Please" Button
Magnetic Supply Center for spices and untensils with digital timer/clock that connects to side or top of metal grills.
What I have in mind is a quarter-moon shaped base with the spikes attached &amp; a sturdy bicycle handlebar with 2 legs attached to the base.
Have you ever wished your child/children didn't make a mess while eating a sandwich? Then the, "Sandwich Pocket Creator" is made for you!
Compact, Instant Clothing Dryer. Perfect for students and situations where rooms (and laundry loads) are small!
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A lint remover that is broom sized with a telescoping handle. The used sheets should roll up into the product, not require tearing off.
It's tough to reach your whole back to give it a good scrubbing in the shower. With the scrubbing power shower wand, your problem is solved!
Lets up grade the Wall Brights...into digital frames as well. Wall Brights 2.0
STOP YOUR ROOMMATE FROM EATING YOUR FOOD!
Washcloths and soap on the go. No more hot air, paper towels, and strange soap. Carry them in purse or pocket with a Quirky flask.
Print sticky notes from your iPhone. Use the note pad to print important information and dates from a small sticky note printer
Hide n' Seeker
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
a garbage can that is able to separate compost from recyclables and just plain old garbage.
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
Length
The product I want to have developed has been around a long long long time. But, this one expands its use and is also enviormentaly friendly
tape measure marker
Leaf nets stretch across your lawn, staked-down to catch leaves. I want to put them in a roll like disposable lawn bags.
A POCKET SIZE INK PEN THAT SHOOTS A THIN BLACK SMOKE LINE STRAIGHT UP TO APPROX 5FT IN THE AIR SHOWING US GOLFERS
WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION
This Custom Meat Brander allows the user to brand their meat with what ever they want, text/image.
A pet comb/brush with a HOLLOW HANDLE for storing pet hair/debris until you can get to a trashcan. Great for combing pets on the couch!
bluetooth gloves for biking and or bluetooth phone case holder with touch mechanism on top of gloves and case.
UV-A ULTRAVIOLET DOORKNOB
A battery operated heated blanket for all the soccer moms and players that sit for hours on soccer fields in the cold
Laptop/Power Cord Safety Lighting to Reduce Tripping Hazards
Easy to Empty Trash Can
WISKSPATTULA: Optimal for mulit-step cooking & baking. Stove transfers entailing tranfers of contents to baking, boiling, broiling scenario!
A wall clock that can be remotely manipulated via smartphone by a parent who needs to speed up or slow down time
Clean up your pet waste in a grace manner and eco way.
Wireless Sticky Note Printer
An app that will allow you to record a voice message and directly send it to a phone number without having to make a call.
Non-stick silicon pad that attaches to the sink and acts as a third hand when hand washing large pots and pans by having a friction surface
Nail Tip Stylus
IFINDER for cars
Fruit Holder &amp; Stand KEY CHAIN-Take a bite! Clean way to eat fruit! No sticky fingers! Keeps fruit clean if eating w/dirty fingers! #spotsv
Mr. Rogers realized how beneficial it would be to have a device that could actually translate any language into the userâ€™s native tongue
My bowl protects pets from disease,it only opens for a designated pet.
Nightstand cup holder
A kit to connect an oil, radiator, transmission or power steering fluid cap from getting lost in the engine compartment or sell the patent
E-Z GLOVE
Wind powered iPhone charger..
Heat resistant steering wheel; reflects the suns rays and does not get too hot to the touch.
auditory interface
An extended pooper scooper for cats able to sift litter and scrape the bottom of the litter box without user bending over or kneeling.
The Best Hospital Table
Tired of taking out the trash 5 times a week? Cut your amount of trips in half with my simple idea.
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IPAD Travel Stand. Lower your IPAD to use the touchscreen, raise it to view movies with this portable, adjustable, telescoping IPAD stand.
Easiest way to make a bed ever! No tucking & keeps sheets from getting tight around your feet! Comfort all night & make the bed in seconds.
Trio Condiment Dispenser
"BOOK SLING" - Introducting the inbetween of a backback and a handful of books, with this radical reinvention of the book strap. => =>.....
Blanket Buddy
A detachable Multiple plastic spout for homemade ice cream machine. Suitable for party.
You may text but I "Pop" text
Smart Lap Desk
Cooking Assistant - It helps you while cooking a barbecue
A locking food and medicine container that can be kept in a friderator or somewhere else.
Chair Cheers
SOAP-IT NOTES: how thought bubbles meet soap bubbles. Washable Post-it Notes for your dirty laundry or linen closet.
Alarm for cars seat belts
QCYCLE -Voice Changing Headset for your bike or scooter! Create funny noises using your voice! Use your regular voice for messages.
A Latex ring to cover fingertips so to have a perfect and clean grip on all touchsceens. Easy lowcost and healty.Precious tabs always clean.
Smart Microphone &amp; Loudspeaker
My idea is to create a water bottle armband. It would fit much like an ipod you wear around your upper arm on those much loved am/pm jogs.
The #1 way to be injured in an earthquake is from falling debris.What to do in a EQ? Drop,Cover & hold,good.What if you had Supermans cape?
A 3' handle attaches to base of IVdrip/food pump stand for extended use in the home. Ideal for elderly or anyone to move on carped floors.
Universal High-Chair Tray for Restaurant/Commercial High-Chairs.
Resub.A power bar with detachable LED light. Bar turns 360 degrees to keep cords from taking up space. Has USB ports as well.
Wood Flooring Wedge system, For Beginners and Professionals. Very easy to use tool to tighten any size tongue &amp; groove wood flooring !!!!!
Blind Opener connected to alarm clock
Nail Clippers with an attached compact plastic container to collect all the nail clippings.
Save time looking for the kids stuff with a modernized kids cubby. Keep there backpacks shoes, gym shoes together in one place by the door.
Undershelf Storage, Easy Installation, Simply Slide On/Off! Great for Pantry, Cupboards, Garage, Bathroom and More!
We need a Bathtub Hair Strainer that don't clogged itself preventing backed up slow draining water and costly plumbing issue.
An App enabled washing machine.
#spotsv : Bucket of EZ Cubes ice 4 drinks.Small cubes of ice to cool your drinks without diluting your drink.Reusable! Small 2" by 2" cubes
To prevent your vehicle from being sold, use a bar scan, encoded license plate to detect if your vehicle is at a certain area.
Smart Phone &amp; iPad Protector - remote device that locks your phone in case someone grabs/steals it.
On beach sunscreen dispenser
Fridge Curtain Energy Saver
Self popping popcorn!
Automobile Seat Belt Light
I want to make a "bitch slap stick". It would have a retractable arm with a hand at the end.
App enabled personal sports bottle that contains a flowmeter that measures the amount of liquid outgoing from the sports bottle.
Get The Point! is an incentive based parenting tool which helps children learn the value of good behavior, responsibility and accountability
Remote Control Outlet(s) w/ light switch and controlled by app on iphone and ipad
SnapOn Flashlights for your shoes for when your camping. No more dark walks to the bathrooms.
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Cable keeper/identifier to organize cables and cords so that you can identify and change out one device while still controlling the mayhem.
Arm-Bottle: Carry Your Water Bottle On Your Arm! No More Holding It In Your Hand! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Infuse your clothes with your favorite designer fragrance with dryer sheets from top designers. Lasting scent,affordable,great for layering.
safety glass holder for weed eater
emergency locator and customized distressed sign device. Marathons and Triathlons are a large and fast growing market
COMPLETE KNIFE SYSTEM . CONTROL WHERE AND HOW KNIVES ARE SHARPENED ,EASIER TO CLEAN ,MULTIFUNCTION !
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
#spotsv : Krazy Pets: Magnetic Boa Constrictor, Giraffe, and Hippo combined. Make all sorts of magnetic heads, bodies, legs, tails combined
Perlifoam
I would like to manufacture a candle snuffer with a spritzer inside the bell so the candle doesnt smoke when it is blown out!
A Food Safety Sticker and Dispenser that changes color to visually show when food goes bad in refrigerator.
Android camera tracking device that sits upon a tripod and a video or digital camera sits upon it and will follow you 360 degrees recording.
The Salvage Bucket
Ever tried to set a post in the ground and keep moving the level from one side to another. Make level to do both sides at once. easy to make
Micro sized GPS tracking device that would fit in a wallet, purse, luggage, or adhere to electronic devices to locate when lost or stolen.
Quiet Keyboard
A small air-tight compartment in the fridge connected to a small vacuum pump. The benefits of a vacuum food storage system easier to use.
Bungee cords are great, when you can find one. What do ya get when you cross a magnet w/ a bungee cord? BUNGEEASY! Right where you left it.
App that you can interact with all the electronics in the house.
Personalized Mini-Blinds
Pull Out Plus
Spark style -long shaft- gas grill igniter. When your grill igniter stops working, using a match is dangerous and difficult. Think safety.
Water Proof Wallet
The Glide window cleaner w/ wipes.
Keep an ORGANIZED travel suitcase with plenty of space for the over-packer using a unique suction vacuum bag system.
Teaspoon Tapper
A swimsuit that has a built in inflatable life preserver that can be activated by twisting a button/cap and pulling a cord.
EggSmart - Fun Way to Learn!
Sliding Door Security Bar. Stylish and Secure Intruder-proof strut holds sliding door in place while doubling as track cover.
ButterMix - Mix your Butter evenly
PRINTED BATHROOM CURTAINS
A water filter and pump to fill your Hydration pack from anywhere! An accessory made for Hydration Packs, no more iodine flavored water!
The "Cool Cushion" is a cushion that is air activated. When opened it cools to a certain temp. to keep you cool while in hot enviornments.
Odor wrapper... why purchase expensive systems when you can use common rolls of plastic wrap to contain diaper or food odors?
MultiSmart
AAA Give BBQ Utensils Utility, not Futility! (yeah I know I can't follow instructions)
Watermelon Stabilizer
Introducing pots and pans with measuring levels on the inside of the pan.This is great for measuring all kinds of ingredients!Chefs love it!
Colorful rubber wraps for bike tires; give your bike some flair. (Neon, Glow in the dark, etc...) #QCYCLE
Scratch Sticker Dots. Scratch your initial or dates or whatever on the sticker, then stick it to whatever you want.
cube surge protector
Baby bottle, handle-shaped, no need to tilt, vacuum sealed plastic milk bags, separate container seals bags, reusable, no burping for baby!
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New Standard in Decorator Shower Hooks. Yes to style &amp; No to liner replacement hassle. Slide the liner in/out of a its slot &amp; you're done.
LED Flashlight Skateboard Truck:Skateboard Truck with built in LED flashlight.Resub
Scissors specially designed to trim ear hair!
THE SMART DOG HOUSE (See Pics &amp; Features List To View The Tons of Features)
Reuseable Fabric Grocery Bags
Inexpensive, disposable, warm and waterproof gloves for cold fall/winter days. For students in grades K-12
Cyclone- Line extension
Quickly Cut a bunch of small items, like cherry tomatoes, or olives at once, even get that last thin slice from an onion...
Non-Drip Spoons and Ladles
music
The Silent- Click Pen
A chopstick adapter that would allow anyone to use chopsticks very easily.
STEAMIE
Sleek,self contained swim cap with music built in. Inside a second layer of waterproof silicone are micro ear speakers w/mp3 in the back.
Back your car safely
kid switch
Flags + sticky notes = "Comment" Sticky Notes. Iâ€™ve always wanted a better way to 1) point to a place on my doc and 2) write a note there
Fight odor and perspiration with a set of padded armpit cuffs. It Straps around upper arm, contours the armpit and provides odor protection
Taco Helper
Text n Go
USB 5VDC power charges CP &amp; other electronics for hikers and joggers. It provides 5VDC where no elect outlet or sunlight is available.
The Classy Glass is the stellar solution to all of your olive-skewer-slipping situations. Stay classy martini drinkers!
An app that allows all indoor and outdoor lights to be shut off at the same time while turning on nightlights.
Towel Grips &amp; Sticks! Ever use a towel on a spoon to dry hard to reach areas? Then this item is for you!! Dry dishes fast, safely &amp; easily!!
A ceramic-lined and ceramic-lipped thermos lid for a better coffee-drinking experience at the picnic, in the boat, on the trail, anywhere.
A thermos that would be cool when right side out (blue) and keep things warm when inside out (red).
Plastic paper towel holder with a clip with teeth on the back so you can connect it anywhere. Garage/Camping/Bed/(Anywhere On Anything)
Save Your Soles! An easily attachable brake for the tip of one of your shoes to use while longboarding downhill. You can fit in your pocket
A suit case with an inertia reel clothsline built in with a clip at the end of it so you can clip it to anything.
Foldable Hood for ipad screen
Luggage for the traveler that is constructed to also serve as a mobile charging device for cell phone, laptop, or other media devices.
Chest Lite! Ice Chests, Hope Chests, all chests! Simply slap this self adhering device over the hinged top and and when it opens, it lights!
Is someone in that bathroom?
A decorative item to wrap around the base of a Christmas tree to hide the rather unattractive base, especially on artificial trees.
Portable Garden Table
Dial-A-Flow Shower Head
The SPATULA GLOVE is the grill tool for foods that are hard to flip--a heat-protective glove with removable spatula blades and other tools.
Silicon toaster insert for fun baking of quick soda bread, muffins, cake etc in a standard toaster.
A laundry room odor tool for Front Loading Washer to clean the seal between door gasket and the inside basket, fresh clothes again!
Car HUD for Rear View Mirror
A case that protects your mac in transit - and from the sun. Anyone work on a laptop day to day? Enjoy your new office anywhere.
A toy vaccum that not only picks up toys but stores them and creates a fun way for children to pick up their own toys.Parents would love it
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My idea is to create a wall outlet for USB devices that has the ability to retract a 10 foot cord for when not in use.
Dog poop in the trash can stinks! Why not place that small bag of poop in an odor locking trash can and forget about it until trash day!
Resub)One Piece Measuring Spoons. No more fumbling around with individual spoons. Telescoping arms to get into small jars.
A collapsible container to carry personal hygiene products that won't leak or take up to much room in your luggage or backpack.
**GREAT IDEA**LOCKER MOUNTED STORAGE UNIT DESIGNED TO STORE CELL PHONES,IPODS AND OTHER MISC. ITEMS THAT ARE
NOT ALLOWED INTO THE CLASSROOM.
I am thinking of a helmet heating system, cooling system. ACH the army combat helmet, basically any type of helmet we can think of.
i-mouse
Child safety cones.Bumper retracts into the cone. No more rolling balls in the street!
Corn Tray with spinning skewers Attached To Tray, making it easy to eat (twirl) hot buttered corn without having to hold the tray.
"Safe C Handle" finally A Handle for your Food! It is a kitchen gadget that makes it easier to stabilize food items and protect your fingers
bare scratcher
Two Ended Flashlight
Shop Walmart
hydraulic hose saver
The Coffee Smart-Pot
An interchangeable lens case that is functional and mobile! Think tile game meets iPhone case.
Bluetooth Projector Bulb:Cordless Projector That You Can Screw Into Any Light Socket.App-enabled and Resub 12/12
One sache with two spices,(what ever you guys want) divided in the middle so you can use the two opening only one packege.
A personal hygiene keyring. The essential hygiene products in travel sizes, linked to a keyring so they are accessible + harder to misplace
Panic Button for the the dorm room. When pressed it has a shearing noise and stobe light.
A disinfecting wipe dispenser that will allow you to store your wipes on the kitchen or bathroom counter in style.
A hard plastic tote for a ipad and supplies with three compartment. One for the ipad and two for cord, supplies.
Comfortable bleacher seat
All-in-One Female connector
The safe and easy to make drawers and boxes. Instead of cutting one side you are able to cut all sides of material at the same time.
CAR PORT TIRED OF WIRES
Save Space with a Dish Rack that flips over to be a Cutting Board! Or a Cutting Board that flips over to be a dish rack!
â€œExtra Handsâ€ Wrist Grips
A Taxicab Meter app that tells how much gas money a friend/ family members owes you at the end of the trip.
Turn any water bottle into a fly trap. Cylinder with cap that fits most water bottles
Smart Connect the Dots S,R,C
Tuna Pulverizer
Enjoy your food! The Lazy Susan Service set lets people access the food at the dinner table easily and quickly without disruption to others.
A DISPOSABLE COMFY LINER FOR EXISTING RIGID PLASTIC DOG BASKETS. AN END TO WASHING SMELLY, FLEA RIDDEN BEDDING.
PROBABLE COST ABOUT Â£3.50.
Modular type storage system that is very flexible. Useful for any shoe collection.
portable Ashtray
SHIRT IN THE BOX! Tired of ironing your shirt for a business trip to find it wrinkled at the hotel? As simple as useful, put it in the box!
!Magnetic Canister Set for Kitchen Wall. No more counter top clutter.Customer can customize!
Stove Top Grill with Built-In Funnel Cup for Oil, Butter and Basting Sauce
Taco shell (hard shell) redesign. The redesign looks more like a flat bottom scoop than something that has two open ends.
Sick and tired of trying to guess how far to pull your vehicle into the garage every day? Introducing the Garage Parker. Never guess again!
We all must agree that the common household fly is a disgusting, germy pest! This is a fly swatter with anti- bacterial wipes in the handle.
A pet collar that opens from the underside like a money belt. You insert a deodorizing/neutralizing strip or sprinkle baking soda inside.
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
Umbrella pops out of a tumbler (which is also the handle). Pop back in to store your wet umbrella.
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pulling flywheel (similar to yoyo) with different weight choices. http://youtu.be/7RJSIHygFcQ
Ignition disabler for heavy equipment. Over 1 billion dollars are lost to stolen heavy equipment each year in the US alone.
'In Labour' Sign
The world's SMARTEST coffee pot. Coffee ready the moment you wake up. No preparation the night before. Never wait again!
Tired of looking for his crayons a pen inside the Pouch storage bag? This product enables your kid to reach the pen, pencil, crayon quick.
Garbage Can Clips. Can use in the kitchen, or those pesky bathroom wastebaskets. RESUBMIT with new picture. #spotsv
Doggie Pacifier (Real Simple)
An artificial and disposable "wart" on the tip of your finger to scroll and search apps/web browsing for pinpoint accuracy.
Power Hubs
Laptop AC!! Lets develop a way to Prevent Premature failure of your main laptop components.Be nice to your laptop with peltier effect AC.
A collapsible, lightweight desk organizer that serves as a quick cover for embarrassing messes when friends show up randomly at your dorm.
A coat-peg for children: adapating size; child is autonomous when you install it, you dont need to make other hole in the wall to fix it
Normally, after cutting a few slices from the bread you leave the loaf naked to dry. Instead, use this bread nail to keep your loaf fresh!
Just like a long match to light your grill, only re-usable and remote control, so you can avoid burning your eyebrows when the sucker lights
Pool skimmer cover
#QCycle Seat Pump with Seat Storage for tools or other items. Seat cushion can be pumped to adjust comfort on your bum bum.
Easy Leaf Bags
This product prevents the spread of pathogens within the healthcare system making the hospital safer for patients, visitors and employees!
App Enabled for Customize Designer Cutter machine for card making and craft from iPad app. No more Cartridges or stamps or Stencil.
A robotic tub cleaner that will scrub your tub and clean your drain
Mac's Bracs
The Easy Teeth Brushing Station! this easy to use station includes quick tooth paste and mouthwash dispensers that all ages will enjoy!
Coffee tamper with brush skirt. Tamp. Spin. Easily gets coffee grounds off the portafilter. Don't ruin your espresso maker's gasket!!!
Scooter Suitcase
ALERT DRIVING SYSTEM When you feel drowsy behind the wheel turn on and it will alarm/flash very loudly at timed intervals Lets save lives!!
Vibrating Tea tongs. Infuse your tea in seconds. #spotsv
Shopping Cart Caddy
Wi-Let: the Wireless Outlet
Why do we still have to deal with FLAT TIRE? Fill up the TIRE with a special foam in a can and you'll never have a FLAT TIRE again.
AMD PROCESSOR PHENOM II x4 955
iView: Flip up dashboard dock for the Iphone. Enables practical and easy viewing for GPS and other tasks. Life saving: literally.
Who likes dusting? Birdie does. Extremely thin, light dusting strips, that are able to dust even when you are not around.
Grill meat to the perfect doneness without having to insert a thermometer or cut into it with a knife. Using the TenderTouch.
pHoNe APP that enables you to monitor your keys and wallet. If you leave wallet/keys behind the phone will alert YOU IMMEADIATELY!!!!
iPhone 5 Case with built in Bluetooth Retro Old Style Numeric Dialer on the back of the case:App-enabled and Ultra Cool Maximus.
intelly-screen
Drinking straws that are labeled to distinguish between for example diet and non diet drinks and any other drinks that confuse the consumer.
* PRINT YOUR OWN CUPS, PLATES, SILVERWARE, &amp; BOWLS w/ this Cornstarch 3D Printer / Maker Kitchen Appliance
ReSub: Moldable arms take the shape you want after 10 secs in the microwave (Plasticote/Polycaprolactone skeleton &amp; slip-free silicone skin)
Amazing clip where you can able to change the design that can be useful for day2day life. Clip-it here! Clip-it there! Clip-it everywhere
Cubes, your own custom modular couch. Your # of frames, your choice of cushion, your choice of panels, your couch, table any way you want.
Upside-Down Bottle Caddy
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A binder which conveniently converts into a tote bag with exta pockets to hold items.
Do you have the unpleasant-smelling laundry? This Product prevents bad odors and prevents the gathering of germs in the clothes.
Product idea: A "go-pro" type camera that plugs into your audio jack on iphone ( or wireless?) and records. Easy to synce to Facebook!.
Code Snake: Code Game for Kids
SAILBOATS GO GREEN...LANDLOCKED SOLUTIONS FOR A LIFE AT SEA
The Musical Umbrella
AUTO S.P.A.
Egg yolk exractor-has an hour glass design made of transparent rubber simple quick and easy
Bird watching app
Wheel or spoke accessories for your bicycle that change color in the sun.(coz we don't usually ride @ nite)Could be beads, flowers #QCYCLE
Everyone wants their buns toasted - BUT THERE IS NO ROOM this will be an extra grilling space 4 buns that extends over the food and the fire
The Luggage Beacon is an inexpensive luggage tag with flashing lights triggered by a keychain FOB or proximity for quick ID in a sea of bags
Audio binoculars to filter and sharpen auditory experiences.Enhance the sound of a class or performance, and void unwanted distractions.
A belt clip that will store your cleaning product and a roll of paper towels, WITH a disposal for used paper towels attached to the clip.
Blow and throw! A modified tissue box with a compartment for disposal included. After you blow, you throw!
WhatTemp- Temperature Sensor
App-enabled ALIEN DRONE in a very Ben 10 style with a rechargeable battery and a camera. Impress your neighborhood with this alien tech!
A 3-set of color, clear boxes that are strong and adjustable to your personality. It will be a unique way of storage everyone can use it.
An electrical multipurpose flexible cooling pad for in car travel.
A Quirky Kindle case with built in lighting that allows for low-light reading without using a clunky clip on light.
The first cord manager for Pivot Power
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
A stand/holder for toiletries. Holds your toothpaste, shaving gel, razor, and toothbrush. RESUBMIT #spotsv
I would like to be able to cut the wires of any electronic and be able to have a device that will give it signal. Wires are anoying.
THE RELIEVER
Heated snow shovel
Utility tray
Door lock with camera on wifi. It will let you see who is at your door via app, lock, unlock and open the door when your hands are full.
A kayak paddle with a built-in reflective design and/or solar lights to help keep kayakers safe on the water at dusk or at night.
ELIMINATE STINKY FEET and stop fussing with single cedar shoe inserts; put your shoes on a storage tree that has BUILT-IN CEDAR INSERTS!
Provide quick closure to all brands of chips. "Chip Tape". A dispenser attached to your refrigerator. Saving you money and preventing waste.
Eye Mask Disguised as Sunglasses. Discrete &amp; more comfortable than most eye masks that strap tightly around your head. For men &amp; women.
alertness detected by measuring the pulse rate and sent to mobile which then turns the sound either to awake or reduce the anxiety.
Marsupial-style backpack or messenger bag with permanent pocket for zip in and out tote bag/jacket/windbreaker, all travel necessities.
Mobile Solar Panel Power Source! Every Cell phone, computer, camcorder, needs power. Create a Mobile Solar panel power supply backup.
"Quarterback Sack" A rolling backpack designed to reduce the amount of weight you lift to a quarter of the total weight.
Compte-feuilles
iPhonePushNClip case has a push back that is spring loaded. Just push on it, slide it over, onto pants pocket, release, locks into place!
PICK UP STICK
â€œRailing Guardâ€ can easily be connected to the balcony railings of Hotels, Apartment complexes, Town homes, etc. providing protection.
You fill the tub with cold water, attach the "heater" onto the tub and heat your tub water to desired temperature.
Ultimate PJ sandwich maker
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Benny Beach Blanket
Toolbox cord caddy
A non bulky, adjustable hands free way to hold anything from your tablet to a glass of wine while in bed, in the tub, or on the couch
Cloud Thumb Drive
ALL-IN-ONE BBQ Cooking Tray, Serving Tray, & Accessories - WOAH! Smokin BABY!!!
Pitch Pole - The ultimate tarp utility for tent campers. Easily pitch any size tarp over tents to stay dry. Rope, ladder, stakes not needed.
develop a baseball/softball that will automatically curve when thrown from a pitching machine.Use it as a training tool for girls and boys.
A small reusable clip that will attach to any Zip-lock bag or resealable container. It has a one way valve for vacuum sealing.
Helpful line
Upgraded Payphone
Smart phone AC filter sensor
An electromagnetic open end wrench
The most beautiful stethoscope that allows to connect via bluetooth and share the sounds with other stethoscopes or smarphones.
A set of battery-energized plates and bowls whose mission in life is to keep warm food warm, boldly going where no dish has gone before!
Bandaid that promotes the faster healing of blisters caused by Nitrogen burns used to treat warts and pre-cancer skin conditions.
Keep your cleaning products, rags, and water bucket with you no matter where you are cleaning! One organizer fits them all!
Headphones for readers with book lamp incorporated
Stinky garbage? Motion sensor disinfectant dispenser attaches to wastebasket to automatically spray your wastebasket when garbage is added
PROTECT &amp; CUSTOMIZE 3D GLASSES the same way you do your cell phone. Low-profile, silicone cases, variety of colors &amp;; logos-patent
pend.
#spotsv :Clam shell has pearl hand sanitizers 4 while you're cooking. Push open the clam, put your fingers in the tiny pearls. Sanitized.
Coffee pod brewer and Travel mug in one that can brew from anywhere! Collaboration welcome...
T-Shirt Hanger
No need to be hassled by dirty table tops on your balcony. With Table Peel simply peel off the plastic and you have a clean table top.
Eat a Rainbow Produce Bag
Baby Bottle Shaker
BlueSee. A wireless camera for everyone and every vehicle! No wiring, no hassle. Using the device that we all have, Smartphone.
Blinking Red Light On Contact Lenses Case to Show Expiration of Lenses to Prevent Bacterial &amp; Fungal Infections, Styes, &amp; Protein Build-Up
EUREKA!!! All In One Cover/Bag with a retractable strap for your laptops or tablets.
It is a modern bicycle that folds and is used as a backpack, this decreases the space to park it and it is a form of transportation.
(resubmit)QLight!! A LED light that slips over the end of your charger to find the port at night. Lets try it again!!
Squeegelo
TURBO DRIVES = GOLF CLUBS ON STEROIDS
Steam Fabric Freshener
Have a toddler? Need to tote a caddy for snacks, toys, drinks and dont want it shifting around, then this is for you
Multi Ball
water bottle or soda bottle cap with a tube in it so you can put your bottle on your belt or backpack and still drink when ever you want
"THE CaROUSEL COOK'R" -"QUICK COOK'R FOR QUICK MEALS!"
The Drill Pan
Pop-Up Bins: Storage Bins That Pop-Up! Pull Them Up, Pull Them Down! Save Space! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Never forget to floss again! With "Floss Alarm" you will be notified by desired timed alarm case that any dental floss will fit into.
Smart Padlock for Smart Devices
Frustrated at the cost of an unusual spice? Do you throw out almost full bottles of spices because they no longer smell/taste like anything?
Plow and Throw Snow
A cutting board that incorporates spice/sauce holders and a magnetic utensil stand.
COOPER QUICK-FLY
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#QCYCLE Illuminate Your Path- Fun LED Light Up Head Lights &amp; Rear Tail Lights
portable back-up camera system
Last one smart-box
Wonut inspired Bake Shapes
A self-burning bong which is activated with just the press of a button
! A Magical Answer to Stinky Clothes, Towels, Shoes, etc. Turns Anything from Stinky to FRESH! - EVEN Saves You Money On Dry Cleaning Bills!
Golf Divot Tool in the style of a Butterfly Knife.
Dash-it the inflatable dashboard organizer Tired of gathering up your maps, parking permits, sunglasses or iPhone after that C.O.D curve?
Rising Cookie Jar! No more dirty hands digging far in the cookie jar or getting stuck. The lighter the weight, the higher it rises.
iPhone 5 Bike Mount With Built In Pickup Power:Plus Quick Release Clip.
Sound Fender, reflects sound up to the Iphone listener. Acoustic Tunneling
Ergonomic Dry Erase Marker - If feels like you are writing with your finger.
A simple iPhone holder made of rubber that you wear on your wrist.
MyWallet
Earphone extension, it can become worn outside ear, additional extension wrap around ear like big headphones, or can place earrings.
A chiller for your Smart Phone. On a hot day, a phone docked in the sun can get hot quickly, cool it down to keep it working.
The Sense of touch Game console: I want to allow players to feel the action of the game. The most innovating idea since the iPhone.
recipe holder for cookbooks and printed recipes easy to read adjusts to any height and surface for convienence while cooking and baking
Tee bio
A new bedrest pillow that can be used outside and in. The chair will have an armrest that can fold and an outlet that will use a solar panel
Magnets that are shaped like BIG PUSHPINS! #spotsv
ExpandiCan
portable lounge chair visor
sauce applicator combined with a spatula.reduce mess and also be less of a hassle using multiple tools.help both preparatory&cooking time
No more screwing/unscrewing meds/vtmns. Caps that slide/or pez-like cap for meds/vtms bottles. Screw on top,push/pull new top, meds easy out
A more safe and convenient way for parents and children to use their stroller at night and in big crowds.
A low profile rechargeable battery pack with self contained cord and/or swivel plug, having outlets to power a lamp and be discreetly hidden
Pillow Sheet
Let's face it! Kid's love an IPAD! Ipad mini is kid sized so lets build the perfect Ipad mini case for kids! #nevwet
BUG SPLAT the WINDSHIELD MAT Clean your windshield in one easy step and protect it at the same time. No more messy squeegees its awesome
Not your grandPa's power strip! Designed to provide large numbers of outlets in a compact area. No need to plug strips in series anymore.
Create a lip handle that will snap into two existing holes, already on all standard mailbox lids. You can add a flag lift to the handle 2
Stand up cabinet, but when Laid down the door acts as a lid for use as a toy box &the shelves can be taken out completely or repositioned
A game-play system that lets solo players enjoy the game of WHIFFLE BALL with auto scoring + minimizing walking down self-hit whiffle balls.
CAN :U REACH YOUR BACK TO GET OFF THE "ICKIE DEAD SKIN"? DOES YOUR BACK SCRUBBER HOLD LIQUID SOAP TO CLEAN THE
"ICK" OFF? HELP IS HERE!! :))
Ester-based Leak Alert
Drawing Chair. Surface can be used to draw on and play with static stickers.
SpinBuds is the fast, safe way to store your ear buds between uses! Push the button to wrap them in this portable ear buds storage device!
2-in-1 Caribiner Clip for attaching 2 lines or cables at the same time. Has an easy latch you can operated from both sides.
Citrus Sponges replace germy kitchen sponges. Citrus scent. Compostable. Economical. Made out of orange peels and water. No harsh chemicals!
Smart Terminal Crimper
Versatile roast/grill rack to accommodate for more ribs, beer chicken, turkey, or shish kabob. Nothing like it in the market. See prototype.
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Reflective I.D.&amp; Key Holder Armband w/ Blinking LED lights for Runners Protection -Resubmit
A Hugger Potâ€¦
BRACE YOURSELF
I was thinking about a alarm clock with four (4) USB ports on it You can charge any USB device on the clock. Kids can charge all their stuff
Neck Saver, Head Support
Virtual Vacations
The nail guide - a small tool that ensures you hit the nail on the head, not your thumb, and drives it straight down every time.
Wi-Not
Kitchen Faucet Eco Sprayer
Earhots! Cold weather means cold ears. You can wear ear muffs, and be laughed at in the street. Or look cool in secretly heated headphones.
Calling all motorcycle enthusiast A MUST HAVE for anytime you get caught in the rain! Wipe that rain away with this clear vision wiper/combo
Here's an idea for a push-button easy-clean disposable razor. simply press a small button on top to clear debris from between the blades!
Never lose your coffee mug lid again! The lid buttons on to the cup and stays there while you pour, drink, wash and store the mug.
Tired of your kids baseball hat getting dirty on the dugout floor? What about lost batting gloves? Not any more!!!
Be able to set the mood of your party by the push of a button. Moody Orbs.
Voice Activated Remote Control
A "Book Swivel" this helps and allow students to become more organize.
A strobing bicycle flagpole where the whole shaft is brightly illuminated;powered by generator;solar or batteries.With l.e.d. lights.
DishesCool - Have you ever burned your hands on a hot microwave container? DishesCool is a kitchen aide that's COOL TO THE TOUCH and more!
Remote Controlled Rear view Child Mirror allows driver to adjust position of mirror from driver's seat to get the perfect view of the baby.
Mocubo Minced
We are protected from radiation when we get an x-ray. What about the radiation from our laptops? A PROTECTIVE BLANKET for your lap...
Chirp is a small self adhesive button which is wirelessly link to another small self adhesive button. You press button and other chirps.
Shine Rite Brush
Underwater Plane Locator
Indoor Decorative Mailbox
Baby food warm-plate
Make your own Rx Pill packs. (Paulette Jaques)
Comfortable TabletHolder : Optimal viewing and interaction with your Tablet while lying in a relaxed position on your couch or bed
A raised pet bowl stand that accomodates a large variety of pet bowl sizes and styles. Two sizes- large = 11" high to bowl surface small 5"
Integrate an app like eden garden designer with Google maps street view of a neighborhood giving you a real vision of design.
"Sticky Power Strip". A 4 socket power strip, along with the cable that can be stuck to the wall using a removable glue.
An App that can be use to control the function of a bed like the firmness or how high or low and Etc.
Track Alert: Alert Train conductor that a person has fallen onto the tracks. A safety device for New York transit and subway systems.
Modular pouch that can hold all your cleaning necessities (brush, bottles, towels etc.) and can be hung or placed upright on the table.
carry through the slot shipping.Or make the iPhone and iPad in one place.So we have a carrier, such as the head of the shipper.
HTC EVO phone case/extended battery life
Baking Soda Balls - beautiful eco-friendly all-purpose fresheners you can use over and over again!
A compact, wireless, non-powered speaker for any cell phone/mp3 player /iphone
Forever imprint to hold on to for loved ones who are entering infinity.Cherish the place their hands have left a forever imprint.
#QCycle Storage bag. Combines lunch bag, roll up tool bag and space for a water bottle.
My idea is a 2layer wheel-handle shopping/picnic bag with a 2side compartment on top and an insulated retractable cooler storage box below.
Fingerprint Activated Toys
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Float in the air shoes/clothin
9 Reasons to buy an earphone holder which solves 3 problems in one solution as a innovative product.
PROVIDING A RAISED "S" FOR SHAMPOO OR "C" FOR CONDITIONER ON A PRODUCT WOULD SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF GUESSING
WHAT ITEM YOU ARE ABOUT TO USE
Have you put up a picture only to have it a bit off? Hank's Hook adjusts without removing it from the wall. Get it right the first time!
Activity Table Cloth for kids.. Draws and kids activities printed to keep childs quiet on table while eating. They play, write, draw, erase
Transform any cup into a MUG!
App enable outlet surge protector device.
"Kid Snack-kit Bottle" or Adult water bottle? A bottle with 2 separators for 2 liquids and 2 screw-type snack boxes @ the bottom.
WordsJustWrite is an electronic writing trainer device that gives encouraging and useful feedback in real-time to kids! Fun and educational!
A normal wall outlet plug that would extend 1,2,3 feet and act as an inwall extension cord.
Current BBQ prep requires cutting meat on a remote tray then transferring the meat 1 pc at time to the BBQ grill, which is quite hot.
Stud Finder/Wall Mapper Dozen 1/4" neodymium sphere magnets in 1/2" plastic disks with a single 1/2" neodymium disk magnet "finder".
A fruit bowl designed to organize your fruit. Keeps it optimally fresh and cuts down on waste-Saves money!
napkin ring
Flavored glue on envelopes! Tastes good and is transparent!
digital adjustable wrench
Rechargeable food flask /rechargeable bottle for drinks
A digital picture frame cluster that also syncs wirelessly from your favorite iPhone picture apps such as Facebook, Instagram, and Camera +
The Power Trip
CAR SUN VISOR CLIP-ON INTERACTIVE WHITE BOARD. Never Need Pen/Paper Again! Using Your Finger Tip Just Jot The Info/Reminder Safely
Quickly!
A house hold ladder works on hydraulic system.The maximum height can be 10feet.the top platform size can be 2'x 2'.with less weight
Stick Up Pods. Put them anywhere. Holds little things. No more dropping your phone in the toilet.
Smart outlets that allow you to disconnect your appliances from the power source while they are not in use.
Terry Cloth Book Cover converts any book into a bath book as it provides no hassle dry coverage for your book while you read in the bath.
USB Storage case/dock, with blue-tooth receiver to access files wireless. Sturdy slim case,similar dimensions to a phone case.
Small thermos with screwneck with clear fill line to show liquid level, sieve to filter and separate the herb tea &amp; straw as an accessory
Hydrogen Peroxide Clamy the Odor Busting Clam! The fantastic odor removing properties of HP was totally unknown to me until recently.
The Baby Wall Is A 8 inch bendable clear plastic wall that velcros or clips to your baby's high chair so they won't push food off of it.
The RainDrain - like a salad spinner for your umbrella!
USB Port Extender for Under your Monitor (82% v/v) (Resub)
i-read case! Includes folding handles for easy holding. 2 handles on each side that attach to the back of the i-pad case.
Metamorphis or Transfurniture
Glide
â€New York! THE BIG APPLE" The American Industrial Revolution earned the name. It had to earn a comparison between the other states.
Turn your cell phone into a movie screen in the car! Kids can watch a movie in the backseat. MAGNIFYING (Paulette Jaques)
My Extra Hand
Internet connected thermometers that are linked to an online weather map.
Don't worry about your plants if you are planning a trip OR you often forget to water them. They can water themselves with Water Wick Pots!
The Perfect Cocktail
Mobile Text Patrol
Cell phone screen adapter
the skinny board! all carbon fiber "penny board" with aluminum core. less material makes the profile height of board drasticly thinner.
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A counter top appliance that automates the dunking of tea bags into a mug(s) of hot water. "TEXAS-T" the "nodding donkey" oil well pump.
The Dreaded "Toilet Splash Back"! Everyday, every person on Earth when using the restroom standing or seating is a victim of this.
The Bleacher Catch, keeps you from losing things under the bleachers and gives the an easy way to carry sporting gear.
Have you ever burned yourself while putting something into or taking something out of the oven? Burn no more!
A bar that connects to a baby stroller so mom/dad can walk/jog beside their child so they can communicate with them.Separation anxiety gone
App enabled pet collar &amp; location tracker
Flying disc, some dog breeds are limited-being able to pick up a flying disc. But, still like the fetch-n-play. This dog toy provides that
A product is a combination of Glue stick + Sharpener + Eraser. 3 In one solution ;)
Pivot Power PINK or Transparent. Charity Edition (Women's Cancer Awareness Group)
Chopping Board Knife Guard
Quirky should take cute retro suitcases and make them into modern hanging storage for toiletries, jewelry, vitamins, etc with mirror front.
Work in the trucking industry? Need to tighten your load? Read this.
A fun functional toddler feeder! Washable and reusable. Parents can fill it with their own food and toddlers can easily feed themselves.
A laptop cord has an adapter box. I need a padded wrap to go around it to protect this box and whatever it might hit when being moved.
wrist pets TM . Feel REAL TM
Bluetooth mouse pen adapter
GOING TO THE BEACH? HATE YOUR TOWEL MOVED BY THE WIND. MAGNETIC SAND STAKES. STICK INTO SAND ADD YOUR MAGNET
TOP. TOWEL WILL STAY ALL DAY.
Tempo-Tat Printer
Top Bunk Desk- College students will not have to climb up and down while studying to gather materials nor return them. Go to bed when tired.
The Simple Toaster
A dildo with piston-type action that pumps in &amp; out like real sex. It can be hand held if desired or attached to a hands free harness.
Nose Bleed Ice Pack
Imagine a toppless trash can with top that are retractable, replaceable, animal and spill proof. A new way to dispose of your garbage
Connect devices; Choose if one is on other get on or off etc. Set timing between two.
Window Retractable Clothesbar
#iOSRCDriveMaps is an iOS App-Enabled product controlled by user-created "drive path maps" or by getting maps from others via in-app sharing
flat panel blinds with 1 solar panel 20 led bulbs and 2 9volt battery's rechargeable of course one switch and a couple fuses.
A massage T-shirt. that has a simple vibrator locating the stressful part of the back and slowly massages in a circular motion and relieves
We now sneeze in our sleeve why not have a body colored sleeve with tissues in it that can be removed from the bottom after we sneeze.
dual floating key chain
A Spoon or utensil holder that sits up high on your stovetop so you do not burn hand or fingers reaching for your spoon while your cooking.
A backpack with a small notepad holder built into the front. So you can write to-do lists and notes directly on a place that's hard to lose.
Retract any cord! Iron, hair straightner, anything! (line extension to the Slingback)
A power strip that detect the cicle between parasite consumption and normal charge and cut the power when detect the idle
the finder
Limited range of motion, pain, elderly or just can't reach it! From moisturizer to suntan lotion use a flex-all device... make life easier!
iPhone Home Series.It's a amplitier and stand for iPhone 5,No need Power,you can get loudspeaker 15 dB
Snap-On Trim for Wainscoting
3D Rotating Fluid Bubble Clock, forever changing...like time!!! #spotsv
Cart Caddy: A holder for your iPad while shopping for groceries.
iWATCH Belt Charger
This simple new pot has a concave strainer hinged on top of the pot. You simply turn over the pot.
clean fan air
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Character Corner Bookmarks with built in timer for kids. Keeps track of how long they read.
Parmesan Stir N Shaker: Parmesan cheese clumps up in the fridge, and is hard to shake out. This solves that! Resubmit
Women rave about their purse hangers!! My idea is a WATCH bracelet purse hanger. A stylish watch removable for purse hanging.
Treadmill/Elliptical that sync up with smart phone to track progress!
DNA Mixer
The Night Caddy. A disc golf bag that â€œflashes/charges" glow-in-the-dark discs for a round of disc golf at night.
THE SUPER GLUE SHIELD,GUARDS AGAINST GLUED FINGERS.
A Cooler with lights that turn on when you open it. Your refrigerator at home does it. Shouldn't your cooler do the same?
App. enabled COOKIE jar. Sings songs when opened. Locks when needed, and keeps track of how many cookies are in the jar at all times!!
Button type iphone case
portable and affordable projector that would project images/ presentation/movies from an ipad, mac, onto any flat surface.
Create way for parents to monitor the driving habits of teen drivers. The device collects data such as speed, route, location, &amp; cell
RESTAURANT HIGHCHAIR ATTACHABLE EATING TRAYâ€¦ an adjustable eating tray that secures onto restaurant highchairs.
Floating Pond Cover
Wink (app enabled) controlled electromagnets (device) - Attach to anything that needs a magnet.
Back Pack Drink Koozie - fits in your bike drink rack - opens to full backpack #QCYCLE
Bunkatron
GPS Go, Play, Search
BUGGIES - The Cute &amp; Functional Cords Organizer
Solar Pet Buddy
Cord Manager with a Reel. Have a Handle on your Cord.
Using my push mower i have no place to put my water bottle and cell phone so i can see if a customer is calling.bottle/phone holder? EASY!
Prevent Smelly Veggies, Fish, Etc. from Making You Throw Away Your Large, Main Kitchen Trash Bag Too Soon with the Mini Scented Trash Bag
I want to create a nicer "box" for box wine. It would use the bag and spout from any existing box wine but give it a nicer looking home.
Have you ever gotten carpal tunnel from holding a drill gun to long? With Drill Grip squeeze it to trigger ON, squeeze again to turn it OFF.
Shopping carts don't have cup holders. We need a portable cup holder that fits on the cart & holds our precious $5 skinny mocha latte.
My idea is a wine stopper that would preserve a bottle of wine once it is opened by converting the alcohol vapors into carbon dioxide.
Simple, useful, and cool my invention is a tray that you easily attach around your waist when eating.Free your hands and enjoy your meal.
Pint sized plastic 16 oz. watering can for plants. #spotsv
TELESWINDOWFER Cleaning System
Smoke/co2 Detector that never dies!!!! Small solar cell keeps batteries full virtually forever!Lets save some lives Quirky.
Smart Padlock for Apple Devices
Soothing Sounds Pacifier
Shoulder Strap Wearable Expandable Binder with Soft/Cloth Exterior, Zip-Able Sides and One End Easy Access Notebook/Folder Removal
Grace Doll
A Pack With Built In Umbrella. No more getting caught in the rain!
potty training toilet paper
A Shoe rack that can grows with your shoes!
The hypnotic dog leash
it's always hard for kids to fall asleep, but with a pillow with a little pressable speaker in the corner parents can play a lullaby to help
MAT DADDY Car and Motorcycle Buffs Oil mat. MAT MOMMY for crafters and artists. Cmon Guys this is for you. Get rid of the oil leak stains.
"i-Vu" IS WIRELESS MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET LINES CAPABLE OF FUNCTIONING AS AN INDEPENDANT MOBILE DEVICE.
Sunglasses that read MicroSD cards, transmits music thru bluetooth and project light show on the inside of the glasses.
Allows you to pluck eyebrow or facial hair without needing a full size mirror.
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Bellydown
This is a pan that has tongs as the handle. Design to be sturdy but eaisly detach so you can use the tongs while cooking
Baby formula dispenser
Vari-Size Bottle Container â€“ Store DIFFERENT ITEMS in one bottle/container, without mixing altogether, EXPANDABLE as you need
Parent Alert Car Seat
Garage floor "depends" for snow-boogers left by your car!
YoYo In Ears
Mini Blind Cleaning Kit
Fill n' Grill Slider Stuffer makes up to 5 STUFFED mini-burgers at once!
Best way To Cut Up Steamed Vegetables Is With Scissors.
This product idea is a mutli-tool item that is used for two seasonal reasons. it is a useful chair. it has lots of fucntional uses in one.
A wall mountable plastic rod about 12 inches long that folds in half for ease of transport with plastic clips to put your cleaning tools in!
My product allows you to gently lower all of your chopped veggies into a pot of boiling water without splashing scalding water everywhere.
RIGHT SIDE MIRROR WITH A CAMERA FOCUSING TO THE FRONT OF THE CAR. DONÂ´T HIT THE WHEEL AT THE SIDEWALK
ANYMORE.JUST LOOK AT THE SCREEN.
A chalk or marker app enabled holder that transmits teacher's writing to a phone to then share with the class and the world!
Crates "Missing Link" - (Re)Introducing the Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Just want to keep this idea alive!
Looks Real! Feels Real! Artificial Fruit Molds For Jello Shots. Watch The Videos.
A line of imitation Christmas trees but for small spaces so they are partial trees (1/2 for up against the wall and 1/4 for in a corner).
Hand Bib is a small hand towel that velcros/snaps to the childs wrist while they are eating ice cream and other messy food.Simple solution.
AddMe
!A lunchbox that unfolds into a placemat. It's eco-friendly with reuseable containers instead of individually wrapped snacks & ziploc bags.
Giro Sponge is an electric toothbrush, with sponge replacing bristles. Sponge can carry water and also can polish your teeth (whitening).
Travel Mug/Cup with pop up lid and straw hole.
Chain Link
My idea is to put the stopper that you find on roller skates on shoes by making an adhesive stopper to fit any shoe.
My invention is an in-line dryer lint removal device which will minimize dryer duct cleanings, improve efficiency and decrease fire hazards.
Germs and bacteria are spread from H2O SPIGOTS. this can lead to major health problems.SPIGOT PROTECTOR is the overdue and Inexpensive FIX.
GOGO
iPad Stand that collapses flat. The stand pole is adjustable, and the tablet holder swivels.
Wanted: A toddler/kid bike helment that is easily adjustable, doesn't slide backwards, &amp; has a clasp that doesn't pinch their skin.
App-enabled oven pre-heating.
Not just any old desk lamp - a lamp that also helps you organize your busy life!
#QCYCLE Cycle-Psycho Tire Chains Quick-Connect Bike tire chains For improving traction on rainy, snowy, muddy, leafy, sandy pavement.
Carseat Compartment
Magnetic MEMO solution for hanging Pictures on the fridge,metal notice boards,oven hoods for holding recipes etc PRODUCT EXPANSION OF MEMO.
A basket that you can use to go up and down stairs the basket is designed to roll up and down the stairs easy kinda like a conveyerbelt
A 4" x 1/2" strip with an adhesive backing that has been infused with a pleasant but strong citrus scent to ward dogs away from the trash.
UDock a universal mobile device desktop dock with a twist! Adjusts to fit virtually any Smartphone, 7" tablet pc even with case on! (VIDEO)
Cheap Wifi Controlled Lights
Turn Unwanted Desk Lamp Into A USB Charger
a lazy susan for umbrella tables, made of plastic,red wood, or any weather resistant material size to be the size of the table
A universal phone cradle that attaches to any shopping cart. Allows parents to shop stress free while keeping children occupied!
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CrÃ©er une boite Ã dÃ©poser le pain,pour les boulangers qui livrent;Une fois le pain dÃ©posÃ© seul le client pourra le rÃ©cupÃ©rer.
Bluetooth Laser Text Projector
Multiplication Guide for Kids
Organised portable USB station
Pullling a trailer, boat, or RV making for a noisy ride? Eliminate hitch noise for a smoother ride.
The Condiment Lid with Built In Spreading Knife.
Long high domed bread box that would fit fresh baked breads from a bakery.
Praesent cursus, orci ut dictum adipiscing, tellus ante porttitor leo, vel gravida lacus lorem vitae est. Duis ultricies feugiat.
Mineral Oil Applicator
Never Leave Your Phone Home
In the kitchen. Reading directions, recipes, and correct dosages is a necessity. But where are your glasses? I've Got a Solution.
A bike helmet that has turn signals on the helmet. Push the button on the helmet for the LED signal light to light up. Reinventing safety
Portable telescopic Backrest for resting the back while you are standing for long time, everywhere. Relaxing, against backpain/back damages
I call it "TRANSFORMER CART " is the solution to Carrie weight easy,
App-Enabled Quirky + G.E. Refrigerator with Refillable Drink Dispenser. Milk, Juice... BEER!
The Truck Sock. This is a point of sale safety product that will be used at home depot/lowes when transporting lumber or other materials.
Material pouch with a hole in the top to fit over a hanger. Holds earrings, bows, socks, etc and hangs over the hanger for accessibility.
THE Cheat Pen (4GB)... a usb-pen with kindle-kind multi-line-display and controls in the soft-grip ... unlimited text and graphics!
Shoe's with interchanging heels in various designs and colors that come in a design matching carrying case.
Nightlights are useful, especially when trying to find the bathroom. But, they occupy precious outlets. This idea solves that problem.
NEW!!!! iPhone/iPod docking/charging station and speakers that has hanging mechanic work light!!!!
BIS short for Baby In Seat
The Tortilla Toaster can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner slots.
Hang unplugged electrical cord heads right on the outlet. Save money, energy and easily find them to plug back in. Keeps them handy/clean.
Storage system that fits into a 5 gallon bucket. Consists of segments and each segment has multiple compartments. Made of clear plastic.
Paint brush, can of paint, ladder...one pair of hands! You need the Painters Gimbal and the Dipper.
FOLD FLAT TUPPERWARE #spotsv
Chefs jacket with the shoulders and sleeves made out of fireproof towel/headband material so they can wipe their head with their hands full.
A Microwave Tray And Cover Design, An Easy Grip Totally Surround Handle. Easy To Remove Hot Foods Safely. Let One Reside In Your Microwave.
It is an L.E.D. light that will illuminate an iphone case.Different color lights to light up the case.
Press out the grease! Fill with paper towels and cooked bacon/sausage/ground beef/burgers close and squeeze hard/soft for desired dryness.
resubmit hdmi wireless plugins
Re-Sub the Cold Alarm
Sunflower Power a WINK worthy project
Illuminated Writeable Easy clip on Replaceable Zip Tags. Attaches to zips and replace broken zip. #spotsv
JackMachine - Music Creativity
A stand used for an infant baby bath tub. The stand will be used inside a regular house tub, the stand is to elevate a baby tub.
Electronic coloring book print
Disabled People Deserve better. A higher/adjustable wheelchair
Trash can is made from bags. Colorful trash bags pressed together that can be peeled off from the bag underneath.
Fire Stopper
My Grocery Pro holds your plastic grocery bags, You hang your grocery bags onto the rungs, then you can carry them using the handle
The Travel Mate
A cord that allows music to play through your Iphone to your car WITHOUT having to remove the protective case.
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Let's reinvent the Wireless Mouse, not only use it as a mouse, but also be able to use it as a pen or writing and drawing instrument.
A hand grabber for large window drape removal/replacement.
garage bike sensor
Hand Broom to Long Handled Broom, sweep stuff into a dust pan or extend the handle and just sweep stuff up (handle locks up and down)
Delete my account now
Provide your baby with a portable, sanitary, mess-free, secure dish holder for use in restaurants, outside, and in the home.
A website that would allow local and international musicians of all genres to display thier talents by uploading personal music videos.
An angled paint brush that would enable one to paint the overhang slats on the top of the slat while standing on a standard size ladder.
Bunk bed attachable device for study/storage (military personnel/children)Slot for DVD player/book/mags. Extra storage for misc items.
Mouthwash Warmer
Hide-a-way. A grocery bag holder that hides the bags and serves as an easy way to carry multiple bags. Plastic bags are getting BANNED. RS
Dog Leash w/LED lights from handle to collar.So you can see people at night or before the crack of dawn so you don't hit them with your car.
Magnetized construction ladder with equipment organizer. Attachments for for drills, nails, air gun,etc can be clamped to ladder.
Its the Spa Wrap. A soothing facial towel wrap with a twist... It's own heat reusable source!
MAGNETIC PAPER BLINDS. Magnets in corners of pleats to raise and lower blinds. Great for apt dwellers or college students.
"Homeworkspace" A folding table that has for its surface the whiteboard finish. It would be able to tilt upright to be used as a whiteboard.
Christmas Tree Low Water Alert App enabled stand
Breakaway fishing lure hooks
Extendable Outlet
A tool for carpenters, a tape measure and a chalkbox in one with a clip to hang on tool belt and a holder for a pencil.
Rapidcordeau
Bicycle Lock Necklace
WIZARD WHISK â€“ It`s 5x faster!
On a riding lawn mower, attach thick rubber straps along both sides of the body just above the cutting deck.
babysafe car seat
#spotsvA pint size ice cream holder. No cold hands or wasting a paper towel.Just slip in your favorite tub and start eating!Holds pints.
My idea is for a boom mic for that attaches to the iphone 5 via the new dock connector.
Microwatering, the wave of the future, conserves water, preserves foundations, and supports sustainability - "because every drop counts!"
Finally my hands are free! Carrying a stroller, diaper bag and cooler at the same time in this amazing backpack.
I'd bet you want a functional binder that isn't an embarrassment to carry around. well this one looks like a pair of destroyed denim!
Introducing the "Bro"-phie, iPhone case, attachable battery with stand, and recharging station (and stand)
Fiber optic Badminton Set! Badminton set that truly GLOWS in the dark! Rackets &amp; Shuttlecock! Huge hit w the Frisbee! Play into the Night!
Cane Caddy, for people who have to use a cane, there is now a place to put it when you need to use both hands, I know because I use a cane!!
Aspicatcher
Use double-sided nails for wood products you want to assemble or repair, with various sizes and diameters for specific needs.
A self administered dental implant sterilization system, to greatly extend the life of dental implants.
MISTER UMBRELLA!The personal umbrella for your Rainy or Hot Days.Screw in a disposable water bottle on the handle to make it a mister.
SLEEPMUFFS
Child Find!!! The product is a band aid/patch with a microchip encased in the middle that is used as a gps tracking device.
RESUB #spotsv Towel jewelry holder.Dry yor hands-store yor ring.Don't lose ring down the drain.Suctions/sticks 2 wall/fridge/shower/laundry
Shake a leg
E-Receipts Using RFID
Easy Lid
Air Table
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Ez cean plunger as 1-2-3
Electronic cigarette and iPhone 5 case. A case designed to protect your iPhone 5 and electronic cigarette at the same time
refreezable,reuseable hugger.keeps beverages cold inside and outdoors.Can also be used in lunch boxes,coolers or where ice is needed.
Combination of vertically knife, spatula , scraper and ladle, with adjustable and removable handle.
THE LAPTOP IS DYING, BUT THE CHARGER IS ALL THE WAY UPSTAIRS!!! EARN A FEW MINUTES! USE THE NEW Instant USB Charger BY
QUIRKY
#NEVWET QCYCLE covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
Antibacterial Mask! To keep you from spreading your germs at working when your sick. Keep it to yourself Nasty!
Tired of going to the beach and having to worry about your possessions and personal belongings while you're in the water?
Resubmit Microwave cover with a handle on it so it's easier to remove from the microwave!Prevent yourself from getting burned!
Glove Almighty - NEW Wrench-like Thumb/Index finger grip - Grab &amp; screw/unscrew anything hard to reach. Turn your hand into versatile Pliers
Shelfy Backpack
boots/working boots that warm your feet up when cold!!
Elevating Keyboard Stand Lets You Type Upright
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
Heated shakeable ice-cream scoop. Simply shake it and the ice-cream scoop heats up. No plug-ins, batteries or charging station. "Resubmit"
Solar Chair that will allow u to use & charge your accessories and give you power without being tied down to an electrical outlet.
EZ fan switch
Teeball tee with rope attached to a ball so you don't have to constantly fetch it or gather tons of balls. You can play all by yourself
HappyFeet- Bag with Footrest
Bus alert GPS on the bus send a text message or any kind of alert to I phones or other devices to alert when the bus is in the nighborhood.
Behavior Change Mods: Set of 3
lost phone tracked using GPS in cover of iphone, ipad, ipod.
Get burned during BBQ'ing on a hot smoker or opening up your oven. Have a hard time keeping your meat moist,hate opening up smoker to baste.
no tangle
Bud Band adjustable plastic universal ear bud headband
The Standee. A stand for cell phones and tablets with length and angle adjustable, with led lights and solar charger, and anti slip.
Ultra-Basket: A laundry basket that doesn't suck and the first laundry basket Design for Multi-tasking.
A sleek alarm clock with a wireless vibrating, heating, cooling, and super soft pillow insert.
Finally, a portable solar charger that has ELECTRICAL OUTLET for traveling, outdoor, and emergency.
Imagine having a litter box for your beloved indoor cat where odor and location is never an embarrassing or inconvenient problem again.
Light Switcher
Fastener connecting & securing lunch box to backpack, thus preventing lunches from being crushed, lost along the way & frees up space inside
A flash-drive/keychain sized emergency personal care product to help us in a last minute situation.
Health, convenience and savings. All things that a mother desires. Product allows control of your families health and your pocket book.
RESUBM #spotsv Its so easy 2 screw the cap back on toothpaste but we r lazy = messy counter. CAP suctions on counter.1 easy click Barbra
An iPhone/Smartphone case and screen protector that is compatible with attachable camera lenses.
A A Warm Wooly Bully Warm Air Comforter to circulate warm air throughout soft comforter 2 temps

Low voltage blower box totally GREEN

A cheap light source for emergencies and when there's no electricity available.No battery required and always ready for use.
Heated spray paint mixer.
Car Cup Findr
#spotsv Napkin Clip for business lunch and kids. Insert napkin into holder, clip on shirt. Keep suits and blouses from getting stained. Pics
KidsHateBugs!
Smart Sprinkler Controller
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TP Shield
This invention consists of two related products. Product 1: Collapsible golf club. Product 2: Collapsible golf bag.
Keep phone conversations private and be socially conscious anywhere, anytime with a noise-canceling mobile accessory.
New and improved adhesive hangers with 3m tape. No more guess work trying to find the hook. Finger pulls make for easy hanging and removal.
The Leveled Transporter
Don't Tread on Me!
App controlled long-life Ionization and photoelectric combination fire/smoke/carbon monoxide alarm with wifi video/photo monitoring.
Credit/Debit STOP A THIEF
Create your own multiple choice test\flash card. Study guides in print lack the feature of testing your knowledge.
Daily frustration is history and making your bed becomes easy: keep your duvet cover in place with the Bed-O-Keeper! Sleep tight!
A stuffed toy that holds a recorder so Mom or Dad can make soothing voice recordings that cab be played back to their infants
laundry hamper behind the door collapsible in the corner V behind door attaches to the door or the hinges w a roller device scented
THERMO STIX ARE COLORFUL COLLECTION OF DRINK STIRRERS WITH A UNIQUE HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY THAT CAN KEEP A COLD
DRINK COOL OR HOT DRINK WARM.
The 'Perfect Pie Maker' takes the pain out of shaping the perfect pie crust. Place dough in pie mold, press down, and the crust is formed.
Bagoroo Collapsible FannyPack
Car Tower Camera Over Car
A device that controls inside car temperature once you leave your car,could keep it cool during summer warm during winter.
Ear bud lockets. Your ear buds cord will now be your necklace with the ear buds being stored in the locket!
Have you been to the movies lately? The seats are full of germs. Germyfree is a sleeve that fits over the headrest.
Scan Cat -scanner + shredder
Plantoir universelle
Wearing a retainer or mouthguard? Dump that ugly case and get the Snapper for your bag or next to your bed.
BBQ wire frame basket(used for slow fire cooking or storing cooked meats or vegetables keeping them warm)
It's called Toddler Water. A disposable "sippy" bottle purchased in bulk similar to a 24 pack of your favorite spring water.
Possible Line Extension? Mocubo for Bread?
Bell Phone
Food thermometer that alerts your phone/device when desired temperature is reached.
Pet bug hand sanitizer dispenser. A fun way to get kids to clean their hands!
Paging remote
Without side bending your neck.The hollow design makes it a more easy and more comfortable bow saw to cut.

(Video Available)

Brush handle that can clip on different brush heads for different projects instead of throwing away the whole brush just throw the head way
GOT YOUR BACK!
Pizza Tower : Pre-sliced pizza tower box, eight tier, with space at base (bottom) of tower for "other" items: wings etc.
Transparent wall film
A single-use sized pack (18-24 inches) of dental floss to carry in a purse, buy from a vending machine or be distributed by restaurants
Multiple Bike Locks but ONLY ONE key
mouvement perpÃ©tuel
no hand wearable sports bottle
Okay Quirky. I am challenging you to redesign my medic bracelet. Comfortable silicone. Easy to use. Barcode that stores all my info. Barbra
Why have to rely on someone to help you to put on your gloves? With the new handy-dandy gloves you just slip them on! What a convenience!
It is about manufacturing a wifi device that can be installed in any car. It can be 4G or 3G sim enabled.
Vending machines are a highly profitable service. Place them at rest areas, rural exits, etc. dispensing minor repair items.
Beach Power
ITS CAMPING SEASON! The Roll and Go Sleeping Bag Carrier! Making camping easier:)
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A simple reset button/switch/remote on the smoke alarm that initiates a short timer delay before the alarm starts detecting again
Back up Camara App
Brush covers www.brushwraps.com
Cured Urethane Remover
A vibrating wristband alarm associated to your iphone or ipad alarm.
The food chiller is a cheap and portable solution for chilling food. It sits atop the plate, and cools the dish in seconds, fold away neatly
MEAT-MARINIZER 2014 ~MUST SEE~
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE lock.Uses an App to lock or unlock through Bluetooth.Stainless steel rope ties pull to different lengths.
Easy way to use the Drive through ATM without Stretching or getting out of your vehicle.
Keep Flies away. For years people have put water in Ziplock bags and hung them on patio to keep flies away. My Idea, a simple acrylic ball.
Grill Umbrella. Grill any time, regardless of Mother Nature's mood, without getting wet or sunburned. Grill Away my friend !!!
A Toothbrush with a Flosser so you will be encourge and remember to floss everytime you brush.
Ultra lo pow consumption phone
My idea is a wireless hair dryer with this bag on your head, your not confined to one place you can walk around.
Multi-function Cup Holder
#spotsv This is a toy that goes on the shopping cart handle for kids sitting in cart. It can be reusable and be made three different ways...
See Your Nose
This is a portable art center on wheels &amp; has lots of storage with a turn table top. Great for any arts/crafts projects, and customizable!
IDÃ‰E TEST
Navi Connets to Phone/Tablet
The Only Wire / Cord Organizer that does its job all the way to the outlet! Don't think "Out of sight out of mind" anymore with your wires!
iPhone case with 8-pin to 30-pin dock connector built-in
VERSITAL OUTDOOR FURNITURE SET. Table, chairs and loungers all with TELESCOPIC LEGS so you can adjust the height to your personal needs.
Simple design low cost six sided surge protector with retractable cord that accommodates over sized plugs. Attaches to wall or floor.
A BBQ spatula with a spray bottle built into its handle for oil or marinades.
no text on road
TRAVELLING IPOD DOCK WITH FOLDABLE SPEACKERS FOR THE SOCKET - A REAL MINI ALL IN ONE.
An elegant wall mounted iDevice alarm clock/charging dock/speaker station. Allows for perfect placement. Wake up to music!
For completed devices like Miveu, Optrix, Moophie and for launched at distance picture and video, remote control is necessary
A sweat proof water bottle holder that carries small personals. Long adjustable/removable strap and carabiner to clip to backpack.
I want to attach a device to the wheels of a stroller to ease the difficultly of getting it down the stairs w/o having to carry it.
Blind Spot Panoramic mirror that attaches to rear view mirror. Prevent 840,000 blind spot collisions with 300 fatalities/yr in the US.
The BAC SCRUBBER is going to obsolete most back scrubber gadgets, and you will feel good about loosing lost brushes other scrubbing systems.
1000's people injured each year from ladders. I have designed a simple level system that ensures the ladder angle is 4:1 reducing risk.
Inflatable Green House - I need something easy to setup every spring.
An eyeglasses frame repair kit consisting of a plastic hinge, a bendable ear piece and three screws, to repair either side of the frame.
BED DIVIDER or PING PONG NET
Quickly and simply hang a photo or foam board in the right place. No trial and error. Adjusts easily.
3 Wheeled cart for hauling garden waste, compost, firewood, trash and construction materials. Designed to be easy to control and maneuver.
Cordless electrical airblower to heat up BBQ effortlessly and leaving your longues within your chest
Geckos are fine in commercials, but NOT IN MY HOUSE. My wife is always chasing them. I thought of this harmless spray. IT WORKED.
usbstick with memory indicator
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Why only bundle your baby up AFTER his or her bath? Soft musical womb shaped bath tub wraps your baby in total comfort making bath time fun!
motion earbuds
Automatic (Robotic?) Toilet Scrubber built into a Toilet Seat. Replace your toilet seat and automatically scrub the toilet.
Instagram....Meet Picture Frame. A Picture Frame That Has Tinted Transparent Film That Gives Character And Mood To Pictures.
My idea is a color turning ice cube tray -it's blue when you put the water in and turns white when cubes are frozen
(REVISED)Home Tool for DICED PIZZA! QUICK! Enjoy PIZZA ELEGANTLY !!!
Why spray perfume on skin when it doesn't last? Instead, spray on fabric "DOTS" stickers that you can place anywhere inside your clothing
When being active you must drink water! My invention is a strong strip of fabric that can hold multiple water bottles, while being active!
The PoopSnail is a flexible, fold-able, hang-able cat litter box in the shape of a snail.
Singing WiFi Shoe Lace speakers using your smartphone (iphone) small powerful speakers,dancing feet, lightning music feet :resubmit
Holeless Nails &amp; Hooks: Studs inside a plastic casing with adhesive on the back. Resub, had 282 votes 1st time
New moms need the Babymama Bag, a durable and portable flat-bottomed tote with multiple compartments that holds everything new moms need.
Cell phone dock that wirelessly connects to other docks in your home;ringtone/notification of incoming calls/answer in any room bluetooth
A support for Tablets/Laptops, to use them also while lying on a bed or couch on a fully horizontal position
Illuminated Mirror with Led-Lights attached all around so You can See Every Detail Perfectly!
Active Heating Element for Hydration bladders and Water Bottle Pouches for Winter Activities.
The Dream Swing
A 3in1 Travel Toothbrush that has a floss and a mouthwash cartridge built into the handle to eliminate unnecessary clutter while traveling.
U.F.C fighter and any other professional athlete who is willing to lay it on the line for us.I have created Thunder,Projected mini ads.
Outdoor Grill All-In-One Portable BBQ Rack Combo Kit: Perfect location, less than perfect picnic tables, disgusting public grills, now WHAT
Toilet Paper Multi Roll Bar that stores more than one roll and saves floor space. Never run out of toilet paper. This bar is on a roll.
HAND HELD DIGITAL SIGN
CAR BABY ALARM
Silicon baking pans shaped for hotdog rolls and hamburger buns for gluten-free (GF) baking. The pans need to be deep for GF batter.
Create a mobile stool that compresses in size enabling it to fit inside a backpack, a pocketbook or ideally a pocket
Brush and Go without lots of water(head under faucet)and messy film from products used to moisturize hair with hands. Brush and Go prompt!
A lens to project what is on your iPhone or iPad to watch pictures, photos, videos or books on the ceiling while in bed.
A device that sticks inside the edges of your cabinets / drawers which automaticaly pulls them closed after a minute
Golf Club reminder/finder/
Resub. ANT CITY -with illuminated LED lights -For those ants who have left the farm -educational &amp; fun to watch Age 8+
#spotsv Magnetic/Suction Kitchen Towel Holder for Refrigerator.resub2/12
Finger Armor
A Smarter Umbrella
Shower Curtain Rings / Product Holder Combination. Use inside or outside shower!
DIGITAL SCRABBLE! SCRABBLE to a new level! with integrated vocabulary for kids and adults! when you make a WORD the letters turn RED!
A Cleaning Bucket Equipped With Handle Attachments That Holds A Wet Mop Upright So That It Can Drip Dry. Rotate And Use For Carrying.
Check
A SINGLE piece salad container with an upside down salad dressing chamber and hinged lids for easy dispensing and dishwasher cleaning.
Door organizer that keeps your life stress free. Customizable size pockets with labels. Adjust height and width to fit your door. Barbra
Add a Pot
A soap dispenser designed to look like Drinking Bird toys, but this bird has had a bit too much to drink and now he's regurgitating soap!
Combine car windows with the transition effect from eye glasses. Your windows will tent during the day and be unobstructed at night.
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A great tool for cleaning the cold ashes out of the bottom of almost any grill or fireplace.
Snooter - A snow scooter that glides accross snow with a single kick push. Don't fight winter, ride it... Don't slip... GLIDE!
Bicycle skateboard carry clamp
The Ultimate Power Source
Picture yourself in the warm clutches of a blanket that comforts your feet at all times allowing your torso the option to be free.
Extendable stretchable magnetic power strip great for home, and industrial use. This invention combines a power strip and extension cord.
Deco-Pocket: Removable, No Harm to lovely surface, Any Model/Color, As many/tight as s+he wants
Place the Tether Collar on any vertical objectlet and let Fido GO. The collar fits around anything. No tangles and or stakes. Let fido go
Store your belts without taking space in your wardrobe and keep complete overview.
SurfStash magnetic key device that keeps your keys safe and protected while you are in the water or shredding the trail!
Zip Tie Bike Lock
Zippy
#spotsv-Resub-Never lose clothespins-eliminates the need to reach into a clothespin bin/bag and searching for lost clothespins
Inspired
no pull elctric box
You can not only protect your baby from the danger inside the cupboard, but from the dangerous cupboard itself. Keep those tiny fingers safe
Had stains on your best shirt &amp; forgot to treat before laundering? NOW IT'S TRASH! Reduce risk of losing costly clothes to forgotten stains.
Grab 'n Go Cord Keeper
A tool that will help you hold, move, and control those nasty, oily, messy, grates!
Increase the sophistication of microwave cooking -- while saving you time and hassle -- with a wider range of sensors and machine learning.
For your to-go cup...A lid with a pop-up straw for cold /frozen drink or twist to sip hot drink.. only carry one cup for the day ...#spotsv
Clothesline Umbrella
New Laser Guided X-ACTO knife slices Fast,Straight,Easy!
4 in 1 Pan Scraper
(72% ratio)#QCYCLE Your portable pedal driven power source. Charge your iPhone, iPod or other devices when you ride...light, LED reflectors.
The baby arm pillow supports your baby's neck and head when holding or feeding them.It prevents irratation and discomfort and protects them.
A device that contacts your pharmacy and auto refills your prescriptions when they are low.
Outdoor spiderweb cleaner. Fits on paint roller, has a sticky,spongy surface. Wash rolled up webs away with a hose w/out losing tackiness.
iPadMiniPointOfSale Be the store anywhere you want to be with this iPad Mini battery pack Point of Sale (POS) system! (Previous Eval entry)
Story Book
Automatic Soup Stirrer no/batt
Gourmet Organic Butter Maker counter top appliance allows you to convert heavy cream into homemade flavored butters that are "to-die-for".
App Lights
A Three Ring Binder that can SURVIVE THE SCHOOL YEAR! This binder's rings cannot be bent, and there are no mechanical parts that can break!
Page Reader
Cell phone case w/ pockets for money,ID, &amp; has pyramid clip on retractable mechanical reel on it.Never drop phone,clip/hang anywhere-lightTO
trash bag liners, holds ten trash bags at a time. when the first bag is full just remove it and you have nine more to use before reloading.
LED Warning Mat for Cars
FAST CHECK OUT! Individual scanner that accumulates your purchases. Make a mistake, correct it. Go to check out. Unscanned items? BEEP!
Make-up Decals and Stickers Look like a celebrity! Quick with no fuss... Goes on the way you envision it every time
Plugable Cool night lamp, Digi Clock and MP3 player with SD card and remote control for volume, music on/off and auto turnoff feature
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"Color Changing Diaper",used When your child makes a stinky,the white diaper from its heat, changes color to indicate a dirty diaper!
This is a potentially lifesaving device, designed to prevent injury or death to a dog or human infant if they accidently slip off a bed.
Opening wine bottles! use the one finger cork bottle puller, need a cap bottle opener you got it too. this mini device has two in one.
RECHARGE MANETTE JEUX
Fiber optic Christmas/holiday lights that stay up all year long, you can change the colors/patterns to light any holiday. Easter, July 4th.
Excercise/Desk chair.
Replacing chargers can be expensive, Stay organized with WireWear! The best way to make sure you stay connected.
Snore Stopper app and device
This is the Halo, easy on easy off lights for the real Christmas tree. No more fumbling with tangled lights for the tree.
It would be nice if I could share some of the movies I saved from my cable box to other cable subscribers
*BedRview* A low cost and easy-to-produce Smartphone or 7" Tablet PC holder. It's great for in-bed use! Watch TV/movies, read in bed! VIDEO!
The Airmattress Personal Carrier!
iPadMiniSlideNHold This iPad Mini case design incorporates a carrying handle on the top of the iPad Mini. Just pull it up &amp; carry!
A cover for your iPad (or other device) with a strap in the back to hold iPad vertically with one hand with no worry of dropping it.
you pull into your garage wondering if your car has room after the garage door is closed or if you are parked in that sweet spot
Tilt able teapot plate
Gain real-time control on your car's exhaust and stop air pollution!!!
#spotsv One of those doodle pads you write on that erases when you pull film off, but colorful when you doodle, not just black.
Quick Dry Boardshort underwear, Board Short Undies "BSU's" fit like regular underwear Quick Dry & can be worn under any boardshorts
Magnet powered motor
RESUBMIT-160 Votes - Scented Light Bulb Covers-Turning on your lights produces heat releasing different aromas in your room. Change Scents!
SmartPhone Memory Add-On
RESUBMIT Hair Washing Mitt-Keep baby/toddler calm while washing hair.Suck water in &amp; squeeze out while U brush &amp; squeegee water out of
face
Pet Boundaries Teaching Tool
"TABLE EXTENDER WITH A LAZY SUSAN" - For condiments, napkins, soda, paper plates, ice you name it. No more overcrowding the dinner table.
It's a phone pocket for your bra strap. Go out for a walk and have your phone close by. Works with any bra
A light up alarm pillow
Has No one Thought of "PIVOT POWER FOR CONTRACTORS" a heavy duty water proof and 20 to 30 amp surge protector. Tired of old extension cords!
So i thought of a storage compartment that comes in two pieces that snap around the underneath of your toliet, holding everything!
Introducing an interchangeable cover for your low wattage bulbs. Different shapes and colors! Just screw on and off... VoilÃ !
This is a glider that slides into a clear tube and with a throwing action the glider comes out and flies. Cool for kids. (PLEASE SEE VIDEO).
Quirkware
Add a dip for your serving bowl/tray! Add a dip container according to how many dips you with snacks. Inside or outside the bowl/tray
Repetition counter
Plunge n' Squirt! The amazing 2 sided cupcake filling tool! One side plunges out the center and the other side fills with frosting! YUMMY!
A reversible plush toy that works by turning it inside out to reveal a hidden transformation. Two toys in one, Educational fun interaction.
Desktop Air-Pillow Packaging
Double Chairs
Kettle Bell Adder Weights
Stick On Security
Kid-O-craft
Alienate
Self stirring cookware that is heat and battery powered for soups, anything that needs constant stirring.
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Tired of cold shower curtain hitting you in a warm shower? here's a shower curtain with a design that goes over the tub side on both sides!
A BBQ accessory designed to cook and flip multiple kabob skewers at the same time.
A travel k-cup brewer. Add your own hot water to the hopper and brew any k-cup you like anywhere you like.
9V USB Power: Charge your phone and more. Video proof of concept. Keychain option.
The UNDERWATER PAINT BRUSH - a pen that kids can draw and write in 3D, underwater. The pool is your canvas!
iPad&amp;iPadMiniSlideCharge is a power slot, charger for vehicles that slides next to either front seat! For iPad or iPad Mini!
Nail Clippers that catch all the clippings from shooting around in your house! Many people have disgusting habits and leave clippings around
Turn your light bulb into a light fixture flashlight!
PanPot
Brownie Points will reward children for good behavior and teach them money-management. They accumulate points and redeem them for prizes.
Mat for tracking pantry items
911 app that links your phone call to family members or anyone you may need help from in a emergency.
casque ou oreillette binome
Quite Wrap reduces the noise of grinding coffee with noise-cancelling wrap. Works with any small food, herb, or nut grinder.
Flipping your burgers, hotdogs or a juicy steak in your hot grill shouldnâ€™t be a strenuous affair there has to be a better way.
DEFENSIVE LINE
A device that will send me a text message if my basement or sewer drain is backing up.
#QCYCLE Cycle-Dribble, Bicycle Tire Dripping Trough, Mud, Water catch basin. Quickly store your dirty bike.
Deter pet-theft using this convenient, everyday collar/leash locking system while running errands with your favorite furry friend.
A electronic cigarette that cleans your lungs, this will help smokers quit while cleaning the tar out of their lungs at the same time.
Personal fire escape repelling device with foot straps and double cable attachments made out of strong cable.
Quirky Garbage Can
An iPad case that charges both iPad and iPhone/iPod as well as syncs.
Floss box alarm
Used condoms Storage.
The Bone - A better way to use your ipad or tablet thats secure and comfortable Prototype-http://www.vimeo.com/25798649 password:bone
Portable dog poop claw w/built in pull thru bag dispenser attaches to a leash never feel a warm poop thru a bag again
Shower Poof with Shower Gel Release Reservoir
Do you work in an office setting? Are you tired of people drinking out of your coffee mug? Heres a mug that only the owner can drink from!
Self Cleaning Towel
The Shower Bluetooth Speaker that wraps around a shower head or the shower rod pole that holds up the curtain.
How deep is your sleep...? Sleep Stage ( Deep Sleep ) indication Pillow..
#spotsv -Resub- GEL ICE JEWELRY - Wear this jewelry on 3 main pressure points and instantly cool your body as much as 3 degrees!
The 'Body Communicator' Massage Monitor is 7 inches long and 2.4 inches wide with a ball tip-- a contemporary chest massage device.
Reinventing the Butter Tray! SOLUTION TO ALL BUTTER PROBLEMS *NEW*
Mini-CamelBacks for kids in different shapes, colors, styles and characters. Cartoon Characters, Disney Characters, Nick Characters, etc.
The Head Coach
Chess Chocolate
The jump threw toss around cat toy.You can put catnip and treats in this!Cats/kittens will love playing with this!It's also easy to wash!
You've hurried left for work WITHOUT giving food and water to your pet or spontaneously decided to go away for a few days AUTO-FEEDER will.
PC Power Cable to US 3-Prong Power Plug Adapter. Convert unused PC power cables to useful extension cords.
JUMP JUMP
A stylish way to keep your bobby pins safe!A magnitized flower set on a small stand,able to be put anywhere.Place pins on top and they stay!
BookBagCoat
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Spoon and Fork Buddy Boing
Provide not only a fun tool for teeth brushing but a healthier and a more efficient instrument for oral hygiene.
A small hook that clips onto grocery store shopping carts to provide a place to hang bags that contain fragile items such as eggs and bread.
Chargeable electric heated cordless coffee mug, app enabled, that keeps your coffee at the exact temperature you like, as long as you drink.
SpiceEz
Simplify the commercial excess and surplus lines insurance quoting process through an online mobile application.
Prevent falling brooms and mops that mark your walls. Stop paint touch ups with the "Handle Helper" (stick stopper is a little funnier).
After a leg injury, like my broken femur, you move from crutch to cane. Current crutches are badly designed. Canes are ancient. This is new.
Multifunctional household rolling lamp which is portable and breaks down into a standing lamp, a desk lamp and a handheld lamp.
Varipillow
My Idea is a Ventilated upside down Razor holder, so the sharp edges are up to prevent corrosion! Small Wire Brush,4 inch leather Strap
Pluglock
SH*T MINDER
A binder made with recycled materials that comes complete with tabbed folders for each subject and built-in supply pouches.
#spotsv Tiny LED light clamps to pocket or thru zipper hole inside my purse so I can look in there and find stuff! No more feeling around.
Smart ABS Camelback
A great way to save water while taking a shower, without turning off the water and getting cold while you soap up.
The Buckle Buddy
Fast Forward Ear Buds
Habit magnet, helps people stay accountable and motivated to reach their goals, through positive, scientific and fun re-enforcement
A ceiling fan pull that doubles as an air freshener.
Add A Column (resub.1)
WattReporter
Bluetooth connectivity enabled gaming controller for Iphone. Fold-able/slide-able into the phone cover
The safe gives security to people that work with cash and checks, discouraging the pratice of assaults on various commercial establishments.
Fire-starters for bbq, camping fire pit, fireplaces. Made entirely with recycled materials.
divi-bar ~ room divider/bar with built in drink holders/planters
Replace your wall mounted ironing board with an Iron Station! Upgrade your existing cabinet mounted board with the Iron Station improvement
Dressing Vessel that emulsifies &amp; measures. It can handle thin Vinaigrette's or thick Blue cheese's.
A microwave splatter cover holder, clear or colored plastic, & about 10.25" in diameter and 2.75" in height.
Deodorant Stains can be a Fashion Buzz Kill! Just rub the area with Kirky and youâ€™re ready to leave the house looking as fabulous as ever!
Everyone hates storing water bottles and other drinks, let's design a modular solution to drink storage.
an air inflated, water riding fun product designed to propel water sporting fun & entertainment to heights never before reached.
Blanket alerts you your sick
SLIDE HANDLE NO MESS SCOOP
Did you ever wanted to have your bottle opener at your fingertips whenever you watch TV. Now you can turn any TV remote into a bottle opener
Portable foldable 'flatbed' cart: A cart or flat surface on the go. For bringing in groceries or for use as a emergency roadside surface.
This is an AFFORDABLE product that allows any consumer to determine which circuit breaker is designated for each outlet.
NBA NO SWEET ON COURT! A TOWEL ON PLAYERS JERSEY TO USE FOR SWEET.HELD BY VELCRO/MAGNETS THAT LOOKS LIKE A
REGULAR JERSEY.
Text free driving
A Safety Gas Shut of Valve and Gas Level Gauge.
Smart Narcotic Pill Dispenser
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A simple clip on smartphone cover and stand. Cool and trendy.
Crate Cubbies: Line extension for Crates. Smaller, crate-style containers to store smaller things like coins, jewelry, guitar picks, etc...
Prevent the accidental damage to iphones ipads all smartphones and ipad or kindle devices. Thousands are dropped and need screens replaced.
UNSHEATH, A KNIFE SET with with EACH KNIFE HAVING A CUSTOM SIZED SHEATH that ALSO fits in a SLOTTED BLOCK BASE. Easy at
home or on the go!
Set position in garage with the Perfect Park app. Pull in the garage and app enabled garage light will blink.
Hands free! Whether it is an Ipad, other tablet, e-reader, or book this product will allow you to operate hands free. !
foldable vanity door shelf
I am a post-it and to-do list freak!The small digital day planner has everything to keep you organized with the touch of a button.
There are lots of iPad games and movies designed for cats, but humans need a claw and slip-resistant iPad case to protect their devices
af
White Boards and Chalk boards are heavy and bulky. Lets make ones that roll closed. These mats would be fun for kids &amp; convenient for adults
A baby video camera stand that perfectly positions a video camera for birds-eye viewing while keeping electrical cords out of reach.
The Loofah Wand
car cell phone
Position shampoos and other products upside down to make use of those last inches of product.
The Switch Key
Shopping Cart Safety Harness
Clean your resealable plastic food storage bags quickly and without any hassle.
WINK Wall Clock
an app that gives you a good time, good memories, joys, sorrows can be, what you will discover in a two to ten years will surprise you.
A weight specifically designed to keep the spring-action movie theater seat down for a small child. Comfortable and hassle free!
An iPad accessory that would project sound toward you to make it louder without attaching speakers.
#spotsv How many kids can say "hello" or "See you later" in 10 languages? Give 'em a head start &amp; see what they can do with a Y.C.S.i! Pen.
PORTABLE cell phone charger!!!!!!
iPhone 5 CLEAR front flip cover. I want a protective flip case that I do not have to open to quickly see who is calling or texting me.
Plate for TV evening, new shape.
Todayâ€™s â€œon the goâ€ life we never know where we will end up so my transformer box is a carrying case that changes to a work space
Wash hair weekly, clean scalp daily. How? Put hair in sloppy knot and place a small shower cap over knot. Result-clean smelling no damage!
RESUBMIT Stop leaving notes on several pieces of paper. Digital paper calendar w/ 4 notepads all syncs together. Get things done!
BACKPACK ORGANIZER BUDDY. Lightweight Plastic organizer that a child places into their backpack to organize all papers, pencils, crayons,etc
"App"firmation Scale
Homework Helper
Jedaian Bicycle that an average person can pedal 45 MPH on flat roads and up hills with loads easily due to ease of turning big chainrings
A bubble inside your bathtub were ones can sit in the bubble with ones body except ones head emerged in water to relax, stress &amp; cares away.
Ageless Birthday Cards
Refilable Whiteboard Marker
This is a crud remover. Do your tongs or spatula cake up with black goop when you BBQ? This makes removing it easy and quick.
sense ligth
Extra sound silencer for lawn mowing machines avoiding reactions from neighbours or in some cases an interdiction to use the lawn mower
Make any pair of headphones wireless. Great for working out, traveling, doing housework, etc.
Automatic inflatable chair like device with safety straps to assist those who have fallen in getting upright and on their feet.
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crying during cutting an onion can be easily prevented - biting an object in a certain way can force you to breathe only through your mouth.
Resubmit-Musical Jump Rope. Jump to your own music.PROMOTE EXERCISE IN CHILDREN
Ladder with attachable carry basket. Allows for safe climbing without simultaneously carrying items, in the absence of a tool belt.
Achieve perfect heat control for your outdoor barbecue! Easily adjust your BBQ lid's height with the Readi-Adjust BBQ Lid Holder!
Moist toilet paper dispenser.
2 Morphing Vacuum attachment; one you squeeze by hand from round to flat, the other goes from 8" wide to flat dagger using mop handle gizmo
USB flash drive that contains medical information and worn on a keychain etc.
A deep plastic drawer system that fits under your kitchen sink around the pipes! A drawer and space for chemicals,rags,sponges,plasticbags!
Sac Ã dos - siÃ¨ge - tente
Decorate inexpensively w/toppers on candle lights in windows of home/work w/seasons/holidays etc either on top of bulb or LED inside topper
WINK Ductless Split Air AC
Handheld Travel Hair Remover
Dual-scrup, adjustable, glassware washer for commercial &amp; home-based bars. It eliminates the grime on the outside of the glass.
Solar panel curling iron.Great for traveling,camping etc.Use even were there is no outlet!Save money and go green!Please vote!
Monopoly game add on. A kit that contains real paper money from different Countries.(Such as India, Tajikistan, and Myanmar). Include info
Laptop Cooler / Coffee Warmer
PORTABLE LIGHTED SWIVIL MIRROR WITH EXT.CORD OR BATTERIES WITH COASTERS ON BOTTOM EXTEND UP AND OUT WITH AN
ADJUSTABLE SHELF FOR ACCESSORIES
My product is a fastener that uses the principal of a zip tie in the form of a nut/bolt combo,for use in hardware,construction,maint field.
Hot Plate 2: You use your own burner/campfire to cook and then eat on the same plate. Far less complicated. Collaboration with G.
To convert extra computer cords with a non standard 3 prong connector into a 5 or 6 ft extension cord with a standard 3 prong connector.
"Measured" a measuring tape end stays on the wood to be measured, no more repeated attempts to measure
Ice cream pint portioning tool. Open a pint and divide the ice cream into 4 equal servings with a pint-sized ice cream knife.
App Enabled Tornado Warning - Alarm Goes Off /Flashes Light
The collapsible pop bottle is a water filter system and designed for active users. No running water is needed. Easily and conveniently.
Insert pencil into Ergonomic Form to reduce fatigue by improving pencil grasp. Form includes comfort grips and self sharpening in the tip!
Movie Starlet Travel Makeup Mirror. Elegant. Compact. Amazing Light.
there are a lot of people in the colder regions that would LOVE to have a product like this one
CHANGABLE MAGNETIC EARRINGS
BAGGY DRYER
key chain with music
Small light stands on the table and reflects faint lines with LED light that acts as a guide for your pen, as you sign your greeting cards!
Cable Shortener
Hate cleaning the rug and having the water leak all over the floor from the machine? Use VaClean to catch the water before it hits the floor
Flower vase water level sensor
Light Bulb with Tone
My Memo Tree records and displays completed tasks.The tree is cork sheeting, each branch is a skill I use, each leaf is a completed task.
LED luggage/bag name tag
an oversized plastic plate with raised edges and hollow base to fill with hot water to keep meats warm while serving
GLOW IMAGE is a product line of 3D/hologram glow-in-the-dark window shades that would reveal a magical world of characters and themes.
STOVE-STOP
A device to help seniors open bottles with leverage, like a collapsible wrench, that would grip a bottle/jar in the refrigerator or cabinet.
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The wallet attaches to the iphone and will hold a drivers lic, credit card and a folded bill.

Reusable lid with flip top spout that fits bottled water. Lid would fit std straw size avail in stores. Users can cut straws to fit bottle
The bucket system, everything fits
EduGreat combines mobile app with physical add-on modules to make learning fun for all ages! Stop kid classroom or home studying boredom!
Life Oil
APP Plus Fashion Accessories colorizes your purse, shoes, wallet, smart phone case, belt buckles, belt straps to any color of your choice.
Location Location Location! Have your dish towel conveniently at your side with this moveable, simple & stylish kitchen towel bar.
iDevice MaxCharger: 2.1 Amps PER PORT to simultaneously charge any 4 devices - even 4 iPads!
One pair of shoes can turn into hundreds of fashionable boots by slipping on a variety of shoe "tops".
Smart Home
Stable inexpensive desk fits a road bike on a stand: work on a laptop, read, e mail, program. Prototype: 7 over years . Adjustable height
A compact body and toe nail dryer. Compact but powerful, sits on bathroom floor and streams warm air upwards and to your toes and feet.
personal scan and shop
FOOD RECHAUFâ€™
The new ecological needs want a new change for a social well-being; because of it, he needs something new and ecological.
Toothbrush with built in Toothpaste
Visor like shades that can be attached to sides of flat screen tvs or computer monitors. To provide a bighter picture.
Writing Gloves - a simple tool that helps small children drawing with their fingers #spotsv
diaper management
Fukkle- The Fun Buckle. No longer a valid submission. Left up for all to see the value of constructive criticism.
Carbon monoxide smartphone unt
An iphone case with high quality speakers and a subwoofer built-in, which actually turns your iphone into a portable speaker.
Silicone/gel lined tube with somewhat rigid stick-like insert. Can be cut to varying lengths. Protect and straighten hammer toes.
This idea is about a pan that allows unloading all or part of the oil/liquid generated from cooking procedure, without lifting the cover.
LUG GRIP The QUIRKY BOTTLE OPENER! A collab withJohn Abrams!
A SMALL 12-VOLT RE-CHARGEABLE,PLASTIC,OR FIBERGLASS SNOWMOBILE FOR LITTLE KID'S FROM 3-YEAR'S-TO-9-YEAR'S OLD.3.5TO-4'LONG,AND 18"HIGH.
One Cups-The one cup you'll need for any beverage! Insulated plastic keeps hot drinks hot, and cold drinks cold. Lid/handle are removable!
EASY TO ATTACH DOG COLLAR (Leash, Identification, Visibility) [VIDEO]
Shockshell Laptop Case
Elementary school kids can avoid back & neck problems AND reduce spreading germs at the same time with this fun & innovative backpack!
EZtracker- Simple wristband with built in gps tracker and clock with time, suitable for children, handicapped, and elderly. RESUBMIT.
LOCKERx
(drumroll) THE VANISTATION - Your prep station away from the sink
Interchangeable Cast Iron Barbecue Grates. Customize the interior of your BBQ grill with these easy interchangeable grill inserts.
Listen Up gets kid's attention
Love the Garden? Then... You need a WHEELIE BIN WORK BENCH! Strong workbench when working in the garden. Re potting, pruning pots etc.
Helicopter Obstacle Course
Privacy Screen- For dressing/undressing in privacy in small dorm room. Also decorative picture panels and storage pockets.
Baby formula mixing rod with attached spoon - now you mix formula without making it bubbly or foamy!
Duct Tape Sheet Printer, Design Concept
A toaster that can repeatedly produce consistent results! Get your toast done exactly how you like it (light, medium or dark) every time.
Automatic Guitar Chord Player
An iPhone 5 case with elastic bands on the backside similar to the "GRID-IT" brand technology for earbuds, cards, stylus, etc.
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The Back Zip Backpack w/ Added Features An anti-theft, anti-bullying, pack that opens from the back instead of the outward facing side.
A tough, light weight, hard-shell bike trailer that switches to a wheeled case. Goes where ever you go â€“ on or off your bike.
The best way to clean your windows is a squeegee. How about a squeegee that attaches to the bottom of your favorite window cleaner product.
Specbuds are earbuds that hook to your glasses and can swivel back and forth adjusting the earbud away from the ear when necessary.
Telescopic Paint Brush That Extends 24 Inches!
ERGONOMIC NAIL CLIPPERS for Babies, Adults, & Pets [VIDEO]
a glow in the dark kite, or a kite with lites around the outside of it. Fly any where there is a lot of wind. Any beach in the world.
Pet Butler Canned Food Feeder
Resealable Oreo Container
Guitarwheelz
Smart Hula Hoop
No mess caulk
A clip on inhaler, to make your medication portable, convenient and easy to access!
swivle USB cable joint
Hang your fruit from your fridge! Magnetic or suction cup attached pouches that hold individual fruit. NO MORE ROTTING! #spotsv
I put a smaller stuffed toy inside a larger one and let my dog pull the two toys apart.
Smart Ph. Blood Alcohol Tester
It is a clean and simple rubber case for iPhone that comes with holes, so that you can attach a phone strap or a bigger strap.
wrist top computer A wrist band w/ mini lap top, flips open w/ digital watch inside top cover, screen on base that will read out "yes or no"
There are skins for cells and laptops why not for your shoes? A customizable shoe! Change the color, material, straps and embellishments.
Flexible, removable tieback that avoids holes and objects screwed on your wall. Convenient, portable and ease of use for all.
Tortilla Triangle Cutter
My 1st Carpentry allows anyone to be creative like the carpenters. It can give kids the imagination or have working model for the grown ups
Automatic Doggie Door Opener
Daily frustration is history and making your bed becomes easy: keep your duvet cover in place with the Bed-O-Fix! Sleep tight!
A device for retrieving items dropped in the narrow space between the driver's seat and the console of a car.
Never Shave with a Dull razor again! Know how much life your disposable shaver has left with a blade that gradually changes colors with use.
RESUBMIT: Fetch... With A Catch! The world's first automated, tethered, indoor/outdoor, interactive pet toy!
'VAMP' FOR MEN [0:15s VIDEO]
Beat the heat and cool your feet with "Cool Sole". The shoe sole insert thats designed not just for comfort but to cool your feet.
exercise equipment shapeded like a coil covered with nylon pads on the ends used to put between kness and press on it
This lid turns any regular sized drink cup into a neat little trash bin for your vehicle! Go green and keep your car tidy at the same time!
Breath Right Pillow, for massages or stomach sleepers. Has an underlying breathing canal so you can breath freely while lying on your chest.
The Organizer
The UnTippable trash can
Pivot Power Travel Edition! The last socket is a removable USB Charger with 2 ports. When connected to the strip, the charger gets recharged
Fully Collapsible Bakeware Set. Lets Save Room in our kitchen keeping all of our baking and cooking dishes yet not taking up extra space.
APP-Enabled Switch Box
!Gentle Breeze Counter Top Styling Hair Dryer - An evolution in hair care for women and men! (Version 2 shown with rigid side vents)
Can't tame that hood on your sweatshirt? Get rid of the string and insert THE HOOD BAND! #spotsv
health tracker sticker
The Problem Solver Rocker.
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#Qcycle Modern, contemporary seat w/ back rest + reach handlebars. Comfortable, for leisure riders. Q can make better than existing ones!
Auto Bathroom Dimmer Switch
Water track and conservation app and meter - Imp
Gaming device that allows parents to limit playing using a mobile app and reward system. Allows kids to earn points and "bank" playing time.
Fido, your loving dog, will always have water to quench his thirst on those long walks and you won't have to carry a water bottle or bowl.
Your inspiration struck. Easel, canvas and comfy chairs are ready. But where do you stick the model photo? Here is a solution for you!!
The present invention aims at creating a padlock fixed to bicycles and alarm. Original construction, different from similar.
Never buy another toilet seat again! Are you tired of breaking your toilet seat? I have the fix for that! Minimal cost ! High return!
Supplement Bottle w indicator
Rechargeable Prong Outlet.
Travel Cologne Stick - Multi color- for his and hers.
Quantum Leap
A mechanical double ended pencil that has lead and eraser on both ends. If you make a mistake the eraser is right there next to the lead.
Brush,floss,rinse,replace.Tootbrush w/replaceable floss pick on either end.No fingers in mouth.Pick is down when brushing.Flip up to floss
Slice It
As many of us grow into adulthood we find that we have little to no knowledge regarding vehicle components and their purposes.
Soft Cane
Have you ever worried about your dog or cat, becoming too hot while on a walk or a run? Worry no more, with the Pet Cooler!
Temperature Indicating Logo
The Wrist Alert Bracelet
Cappers is a system of reusable bottle caps to identify your drink from others by color or label at parties or for every day use.
PREFER COOKING WITH CHARCOAL BRIQUETTE'S BUT IT TAKES SO LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONG
Spiral. A simple pre-coiled cable keeper that helps you tackle your cables. Conceal, organize, carry and keep your cables tidy.
Have you ever stressed over finding a lost remote? Let's create a technology IN the television or cable box that can locate a lost remote.
Smooth traffic, for smooth lanes while driving. My vehicle speed is posted on my car for following cars to see.
Condom Safe
First ever TENNIS BALL TESTER. Been playing tennis all my life and NOTHING LIKE THIS EXISTS. Current methods are outdated. Fits in your bag!
Vacuum Hair Clipper for professional purpose! The market is asking it and I tell you why...
Pocket-Keys: Forget Key Rings! Organize Your Keys In Slots! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Image changing artwork- The art on your wall can change to a different image with a push of a button
Razor Blade that unclogs hair.
The Magnify-cent Grooming Assistant, a camera and light connected to a LCD screen to see places (to groom) that you can't see with a mirror
Whistling Pot Lid
Product Dispensing Hairbrush
#spotsv Resubmit; 6 bazillion votes before; Introducing Dry or wet Erase Tape, tape that you can write on, but also erase and rewrite.
RFID Learning toy/game, Letâ€™s go-a-hunting
This MAGNETIC LOCKER CADDY stows your phone and ipodâ„¢ (with wrapsterâ„¢). Its got your coins,pens and pencils plus a removable sharpener!
Sleep Easy Pods (see pictures)
USB hand warmers
FULLY CONTROLS YOUR EARPHONE . ENABLE OR DISABLE SIDES OF THE EAR PHONE.ADJUST INDUVIDUAL SIDES-{VOLUME,BASS}
WITH EAR SENORS
The Everywhere A Sign is an adaptor that allows standard magnetic signs to be put on and removed from a standard school bus with ease.
Scent Mixer - Multiple scents change over time, or you can mix them with faders.
Childproof Extension Cord
The Smart Cart
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How about an expandable picnic table that is incredibly lightweight but very strong. Increases seating from 6 to an incredible 14 people.
Ever get sick of owning different sized snow shovels for different uses? Here is your answer with a shovel that the width can be adjusted!
Lighted LongTongs enable you to access hard to reach places. Rescuing items down the drain, between car seats, in small places- no problem!
Make washing your pet easy. This pet washing system allows you to effortlessly wash your pet while they are in their crate. Easy & painless.
A stylish and unique USB/cable/iPod/SD card holder that keeps your items up in the air and easily accessible. Saves space! Cleaner desktop.
Pivot Power made with translucent plastic so you can see the inside electronics!
For Children: Learn Your Colors (and more!) with an Electronic Peg Board Game
The Tennis Shoe Weighted Insert : Add Resistance to your Daily Life, a Weighted Flexible Shoe Insert that Inserts Under your Insole
Handheld Lemon Squeezer
Let's make it easy for BBQr's to carry their sauces/condiments/spices from the kitchen to the grill.
A motorized laundry basket that can climb stairs or move along a flat surface
Split Turbo
A lunch bag to keep food safe, prevents bacteria from forming due to foods not being refridgerated.
Docked GE Refrigerator Tablet
Keep Cool Umbrellas protect from the rain or sun while providing personal 360 degree cooling from mini fans on a hot summer's day!
A container used in the standard and larger French presses and holds coffee grinds or loose-leaf tea, and stops them from making a mess.
Impact Strips: Shock absorbing thin rubber strips used to adhesively line corners, edges, and other fragile points of electronic equipment.
A motorcycle glove with pouch sewn on top with velcro to hold cash/creditcard/keycard for ease at security gates,parking/toll booths.
A slow cooker like device that will keep food hot OR cold!
Brain Jump Starter Device
heat in hand
#spotsv simple dog food reminder. 2 Bowls in one/back to back indicating AM PM, and the bottom of the empty bowl"I ate my breakfast/dinner"
Regulate your child's time on the computer, TV, phone or any appliance by allowing time for play/use only when it is earned.
Device to monitor and control how much kids play with video game consoles such as Wii, Xbox and PS3
Earbud Storage! -Convenient ipod/iphone cover that neatly stores your earbuds! -Earbuds that pulse with the beat!
a floating phone pod to keep your cell phone dry, while your in the lake,on a boat or in your pool,clear plastic top.
The tennis shoe weight that attaches with your shoestrings, add resistance to your tennis shoes. Your shoes really will help you workout!
USING BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY APP TO SHARE MOVIES,PICTURES,AND MUSIC IN REALTIME.
A Lottery Ticket Holder with LED Scratcher and has a Residue Collector all in one. Insert your lucky quarter, scratch your ticket,Good Luck!
iPhone case with a HIDDEN MINI TRIPOD. Thin strong bendable tripod legs which can stand the iPhone either way, hidden neatly inside a case.
Smart-Nail
Disposable measuring cups
stand up toothbrush with magnet in base coupled with toothbrush holder with magnet-compatible surface..themed toothbrush and holder designs
A TOASTER CRUMB / BOIL OVERS TRAY CATCHER..for under toaster's to catch crumbs, or microwave oven, or other ovens to catch boil overs :@)>>
Iron Thor:Line Extension For Thor With Built In Heated Blow Dryer To Melt The Ice Right Off The Windshield,Absolutely No Effort Required.
My idea is for a self contained photovoltaic generator. a solar generator that doesn't need the sun.
Rid Flies BBQ Station, enclosed utensil storage and cleaning station
Cake Shapes
A Timed Outlet you Wind Up
Buzzz App enabled Alarm band set it to your schedule, wake up, shower, get out eat, school, kids' practice, pie in oven Take control &amp; live
Hydro-Seed Your own Lawn ... sprayer uses pressure and water from your garden hose to shoot seed.
New way of playing Iphone games by mounting the phone to the controller. The users now have full control. Mobile Gaming Controller.
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New "mood" setting outdoor lighting that will set any occasion.
The QUIRKIEST night stand. EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT NEEDS THIS!!! CAN EVEN WORK WITH EMBER
BACKPACK MAKEOVER-expandable for more stuff,two big suitcase flaps allow easy access,net backing to prevent sweating,plus writing surface.
Have you ever wanted to send a text or email but you where in the shower? well no longer with a bluetooth speaker/mic and a button
Flexible USB Connector
toilet tab
USB Flash Drive Camera, point and click, no focus, no flash, just a picture, for documents, emergencies, or kids just taking pictures
Defense Tool for Walkers, Joggers, Runners, Letter Carriers or Anyone~ Similar to Expandable Police Batons
Unique speed design allows the ball to pop up with a pop sounds, from low (short sprint), Med (medium sprint), and to High (longer sprint).
Home Decor: Fiber Optic Holiday Table Setting
An all-in-one packaging containing a bladder of milk, cereal container, and plastic spoon for enjoying breakfast cereal on the go.
#spotsv A kitchen sink guard that would suction to inside sink &amp; go around the entire perimeter *protecting counter &amp; belly from splashes!*
Clean & Cool
Portable popup toilet suitable for moms with kids to tailgaters. Folds up with seat, velcro privacy top &amp; bio-degradable disposal bags
garbage bag seperator.
Outfit your kids with these go anywhere self contained ART TUBES! They hold everything needed for art at school, restaurant, anywhere!
3D printing invention workshop
Music in the correct ear, everytime. Ever had to look for a tiny gray L or R on your earphones? No longer. Blue=Left, Pink=Right.
The Smarter Safety Sign
My idea is a slip-on undershoe that keeps indoor carpets/flooring clean from the dirt and grime that our shoes constantly track inside.
Eco-Friendly, All-in-One Vegetable Grill Dish
Fork Pokes and Knife Cuts in your dish water are a thing of the past! A utensil holder will eliminate your search in sudsy dish water.
Solar Blinds
Due to heavy usage of plastic containers and the hustle of searching for a knife, fork and spoon. "attach them to the container itself".
An electronic lock to secure the power cord connection to keep kids from using tvs &amp; other 120 volt devices when parents aren't around.
Reusable Printer Paper or printer ink and erasing scanner! Erase and use again!
STYLUS TOUCH PEN with minimal structure and design. it's PISTACHIO.
The Bathroom medicine cabinet is one of the most out-of-date &amp; un-organized places in any home today; its time we give it a redesign! Resub
A shell/ hard case for a MacBook that has a built in external hard drive built into the bottom. It will connect through a USB port.
IPAD2 Professional Briefcase Usable sleeve to secure IPAD2 and clip board and pocket to hold handwritten notes, printouts or legal docs.
Swiss Army Travel Brush - Includes hair accessory storage with multiple styling tools.
sound to replace transit horn so pedestrians know there is a train coming
A luggage for a hairstylist that has a table that slides up and flips out from the back. Includes compartments for all hair accessories.
Fountool - ultimate compagnon
Palmes Ã gÃ©omÃ©trie variable
Flip- flops (havaianas) that carry the same benefits and characteristics of running and walking shoes. Comfortable and blister- free!
Charges a battery in your carry on suite case by rolling around that can charge up your electronics while traveling.
I'd like to create a double sided peanut butter jar with 2 lids and 2 identical openings on top and on bottom.
Screen Windows in Cars
"SPOONTULA" - 2" wide spoon with squared, flat end like a spatula - when you need a spoon &amp; spatula for the same dish - like scrambled eggs
Bluetooth headphone smartphone
#spotsv velveta sliced cheese just go wherever they want in fridge?Plop indvdual packaged sliced cheese in container-pull up finger'slot'
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Wireless power strip
Wireless M/C Jacket Brakelight
Healthy food drive thru
Goggles that come around from the back and snap in the front. No more trying to get goggles on and it knotting to long hair. Resub 89/100
Sandwich maker with unstick lever and bluetooth feature to tell us when our sandwiches are ready! Read more below! RE-SUB
instaFrame - A smart frame that beautifully displays photos pulled from your instagram profile. Connects via wifi.
Losing pens like CRAZY!!! I used to buy pens in those rediculously large bags but not anymore. I just clip a pen to my shirt and GO GO pen!
Its storage 4 anything 2 make room or b organized N it holds everything n d Air! Attach AirFile 2 anyroom ceiling unfold an store!
my e-Sling Universal Media Tablet Support is the worlds only hands free media tablet support. http://www.myesling.com
Laptop Pocket
The Brilliant Bracelet is placed upon a newbornâ€™s wrist and upon that child crying, a vibrating and massaging action calms the child down.
Car alarms that are charged by motion. never replace another battery. Licence to companies that make alarms
Flexible long handle bathbrush
Prevent Drunk Driving A steering wheel that can detect if a person is over the alcohol limit by their hands.
Hanging basket watering straw
Baby Stroller Warmer
Software that will duplicate the sound of an internal combustion engine played through the sound system of a hybrid/electric car.
Fridge Dividers- A shape-able divider system to separate food on refrigerator shelves. No more fighting, or having to write names on food.
WINK Socket 2 BiPinBaseAdapter
"Flex Hose" is the description of my product. Quite simply it is a standard water hose which towards the end has a flex mechanism.
A Grill Cover That Holds All Your Supplies!
For learning and FUN! A pad of tracing paper (and App?) that attaches to the iPad. For children to practice writing and drawing skills
Ipad,Iphone endoscope probe. A camera tipped probe for medical examinations.
GPS GOLF BALL
This is for the women (and men) who are SICK &amp; TIRED of ruining perfectly good heels/wedges/shoes while driving!!This will save you $$$$!!!
Pillow Palace
Single movable rack/tray with vaccuum suction base - as the needs keep on changing!
SPRAY IT YOUR WAY! (Re-Sub)
An automated pedestrian alert mounted on a bicycle warns path users of upcoming bike traffic.
The Spin Plug outlet (with 2-6 outlets) Pivot power features for on a wall
Electric Belly Button Brush...the new way of feeling clean and sexy
A tablet-compatible (iPad, iPhone) bluetooth game controller with dual analog sticks and shoulder buttons.
Thaw Alert! This indicator lets you know if your freezer lost power and went through a thaw process then refroze Great for any freezer owner
UV-A SMARTPHONE CASE
Plastic strainer lid that fits over any standard can of food that has been opened with a can opener for easy draining.
bed bug tape . sticky on both sides . put around all 4 bed post 2 inches off floor . keeps bed bugs out of bed .bed bugs cant fly or jump
Mark YOUR Initial &amp; Remember YOUR Cup! These Tags attach to ANY GLASS (not just Wine Stems) &amp; maybe even plates - Which option is
best?
An app that would allow you to show a hallogram hovering over your device of a quirky design you are working on. The Quirky App.
Coffee dispenser
Make-a-Grip
fashion color mouth cover
Are you ever in a situation when you really need to make a call on your cell phone and then you realize your battery is about to die?
tusheeezzz... yeah ahhh when you sit and know where you're sitting
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Safe CARe
Pistol Grip for Smart Phones. The Pistol Grip, a better way to hold your phone for shooting Video. Smoother video, less tiresome to hold.
The idea is to install a "periscopic" mirror on the upper centre of the windscreen of car so as to look backwards over the top of the car.
Pull String Generator Overhead Light Fixture or Kit - You pull the string and you get light for as long as the string retracts.
I want to create an inexpensive, tactile solution for typing on the iPad, iPhone, Xoom, etc.
A compact, roll down screen that sits directly on the window, it easily retracts which allows daily, and serves to block out the daylight.
â€œSANI-WIPEYâ€TM Disinfectant/Auto Myst Deoderizer &amp; Toilet Holder Accessory .
No where to place your ear buds when your not using them on the go? No where to place your glasses when on the go? This is your answer.
Rolling stick floor hair remover.
Lightweight and unscented (really, not just that "unscented" scent) wipes for removing sweat and oils from your skin.
MAKE KITCHEN/SALAD BAR TONGS MORE SANITARY! Tongs often lay in the food bowl/bin after many people have held them. It's time to clean it
up!
PaciPal - baby pacifier holder
Swiss Army Style Cake Comb
#spotsv Our school collects thousands of pop tabs to recycle all year.hard for kids to get off-and sometimes cut themselves.MAKE EASY OFF
Rinse Rack &amp; Dry
a backpack that has foldable wheels. you can attach or deattach the wheels to the backpack whenever you want!
App Enabled Flag Pole
You know how everyone LOVES cake. Well, my idea will have a better influence on LOVING cake. It's called the Spitstopper-Safe Cake Blower.
Garage parking sensors
A bicycle generator that is a docking station and charger for i pod and electronics.
A smartphone alert application system interlinked with the US Earthquake Hazards Program, to alert when we are confronting an earthquake.
Hundreds of gallons of water get wasted everyday, just by washing two loads of laundry ! We could be utilizing that very same water !
App-Controlled Heated Gloves
App Enabled Blood Glucose Meter
SchoolReady, Prepackaged school supplies based on the lists from the school districts
a camera that can take pictures of the inside of your fridge. the doors and freezer as well.
Earplug anti haze
Telescoping Bike Lock.. No more lugging bulky bike locks, or winding up those chains.Just extend it,wrap it,turn the tumbler,and go! #QCYCLE
An iphone case that will convert your iphone 5's lightning to 30 pin connector to use with your old apple-enabled devices.
FOLDING/CAMP CHAIR CARRYING CASE WITH EZ GLIDE WHEELS AND STORAGE POUCHES EASY TO PULL WITH ONE HAND pic depicts
the idea
A travel jewelry holder that holds pieces securely cradled between hook and loop fabric and velvet.
Light 'n' Go is a motion activated toilet night light that provides the light you need to go and adapts to fit all toilets and any bathroom.
3 in 1, Lotion roller applicator + bar for extended reach + refillable hand held bottle use to apply body lotion, sunblock, etc. with ease.
Brushing without flossing is like cleaning 65% of your body. Organize your families electrical toothbrush and water flosser in one location.
Blu-Shower
Compact air Circulator whit light and a non-central ventilation to keep fresh and healthy environment without harming people directly.
Golf Glove Pocket clip
#spotsv : This lid turns any regular sized drink cup into a neat little trash bin for your vehicle! Go green and keep your car tidy!
My product is call The Lotioner. This is a great tool to help people lotion those hard to reach areas.
Earbud Defenders
Home Paging System. Have you ever not been able to find your kids when they are playing at friends homes. I have the solution.
Universal Pet Waste Bag Holder
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starbucks ice coffee thermos, but better
Boron Nitride Coated Cookware
Peanut butter and jelly knife! Don't you just hate it when someone gets peanut butter all over the jelly! :(
Drawstring Umbrella
Resubmit! Fish tank with interchangeable tops/bottoms on it.The fish tank would also light up/play music and have a pump included.
Wall Wine Fridge to expose all your bottles.
MultiMode Desklamp with USB, Outlet, and iPhone charger.
TOOTH BRUSH SLIDER ORGANIZER. The ultimate slim, sleek fun tooth brush, dental accessory organizer. Big on design features low on space!
an Iphone case with a writable surface on the back that you can use over and over, erase with a button.
Security sensors for golf clubs ensure that you'll never leave one behind or have one "accidentally" placed in someone else's bag.
single use wash cloths
Control your entire house from anywhere in the world with your smartphone. App enabled electrical outlets will make it possible.
Removable cabinet pulls -- install handles and pulls when you can't drill
UNEEKFORYOU beards/hats
A Backpack Sensory Management System to help children with Autism, Pervasive Development Disorder, ADHD, or Sensory Processing Disorder.
Mini Travel Juicer.Help people Juice when they Travel on Holidays & Business not just while at home. Currently only bulky items in market.
The Juice Boxer
Slide it and hide it! Now you see your shampoo bottles, now you don't! Perfect for your Home, RV, 5th Wheel or Travel Trailer!
Cell phone case emergency beacon.
Resub. my idea is a flexible led light that can be attach to the iphone, when extra light is needed.
PICKUP BED CARGO RETAINER
Slick idea note pad- note pad useable in the shower
Toast-Mate
Fall Alert Device or FAD
Smart Ball! A workout ball that links to smart phones. Monitors your workout and helps you get fit!
~Best IPAD Dock ever ....Could also have(speakers, key board, all in 1pc, usb charging ,usb hub,card reader and rotating detachable stand )
iPhone case with integrated LED lighting system that illuminates with incoming calls or set on stationary setting to use as flashlight.
The Soaper
Cable management system for your iMac that neatly fits into the hole in the iMac stand.
Beard Straight
A roof rake with attachments to make boot prints, sleigh and reindeer tracks on the roof in the snow to show your kids that Santa visited!
Multi-Media Mouse - Built in Camera, Mike, Speaker and Scanner. Make calls, be on Skype, Scan documents or just listen to music -All in one
Counter for Counting Repetitions while Exercising
An new earpick. In China, peple always use long hair to smash earwax. The process is very comfortable and enjoyable.
an accordian sleeve to attach to your cell phone which can hold a license or metro card or credit card-sticks to back of any smart phone
I'd love to have an over the door broom, mop, dustpan hanger, so I can keep them out of sight and off the floor.
Snapsox. Socks with a snap at the very top that allow you to snap them together before going in the wash. Much easier to find the pair!
Portion Control Pan
Easily clean your tall & odd shaped glass kitchenware!
#spotsv Way less expensive than others out there-Simple magnetic slap on wrist band holds nuts/bolts/screws/nails, wraps around hammer/drill
Make a Room Pitch Black!
Manual TRASH COMPACTOR- Add an additional pedal to existing pedal trash can designs to compact your garbage.
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NBA NO SWEET ON COURT! A TOWEL ON PLAYERS JERSEY TO USE FOR SWEET.HELD BY VELCRO/MAGNETS THAT LOOKS LIKE A
REGULAR JERSEY.
Triple Cup Holder
Wireless Entry Sentry
The Tofu Press!
Web: Lace Up Apple's New Mac Pro
Double Cup
Electric Baseball Bat. Eliminate the guesswork of the checked swing. Add LED light on end of bat. Bat lights up when crosses Home plate.
Smart refrigerator device that tells me when my products expire, what to make for dinner, and never lets me miss an appointment or birthday.
A lotion warmer to help warm you up instead of making you shiver the minute you put it on. Ideal for massages and cold days/nights.
Where to put all of your BBQ essentials? Here on my BBQ stand! Set it next to your grill or stake it into the ground and have supplies near!
A few swipes of your finger along the bag edge the LessAirâ„¢ freezer bag solves the annoying problem of air left in freezer storage bag.
Tired of clutter on your bathroom counter. Drawers full? Need more space? Great for dorms and city slickers! Please look at new Pictures:)
Customizable, protective, lunchbox that comfortably fits in a backpack or briefcase- Goodbye bulky container that no one wants to lug around
"Subject (Topic) printed Sticky Notes" to Express yourself.These Sticky notes are for people who want to express their feelings to others.
Magnetic Alphabet Letters and Magnetic Numbers that Talk!
The Anywhere Backpack Chair provides a comfortable seat anywhere you go and a backpack to easily carry what you need when you get there.
My product is organization boards that attach to computer monitors & laptop displays. They are attractive ways to organize & display items.
Disposable dust pan made of paper sizes from small standard to largest stack-able, nesting for quantities use anyplace
Cutting Board Scale
Designer Trash Box brings peace and mind in your home with designer looks, hides trash, provides a nice pleasant scent, is 100% recyclable.
The razor extension
Heel Flats- high heel shoes which turn in to flats with a push of a button.
Why only bundle your baby up AFTER his or her bath? Soft musical womb shaped bath tub wraps your baby in total comfort making bath time fun!
Harpoon Nail - Storm Resistant - Saves Lives. 523 Votes with 84% V2V - thanks Qummunity!
Let's Join the Quest of Teaching Children About Engineering &amp; Spatial Skills resub.
Wink Heated Mattress Pad
Bumping walls or stepping on things in the dark, fumbling for the light? LED stickers for switches, or anywhere that could use a twinkle.
Top deck rail covers
CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in the toilet area / HELP them keep clean &amp; healthy over the daily chores
Makeup Compact savers
sorry for my bad English This thing must perform two functions,to be a beautiful addition to the interior and store the necessary things
Airline Black Box Retrieval
Liquid soap remain on the bottom of the pumping bottle? No longer on the bottom of the pump bottle of liquid soap or shampoo remains! LOOK!
Utilize your space better in the Refrigerator! Suction cup containers let you store in un-used space! Manage your condiments and leftovers!
A smart stove/oven that interacts with your laptop/smartphone/tablet/the Internet especially for displaying, downloading and saving recipes.
A backpack to protect young spines: twin pouches, like bike panniers, with a padded strap connecting the two balanced pouches
Golf Cart Power Pro - A Golf Cart Wiring Harness for Backup Power
Leather iPad 2 Clamp on Back, outside edge Cover/Protector with Shoulder Strap and optional accessories pocket
Its a table that would attached with a universal clip to any car door. When the last time you had Fast food fall to the floor,computer,etc
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Using wired headphone wirelessly.
Garden Protectors will protect vegetables seedlings from wind damage and promote strong healthy plants.
A way to decorate your home for any holiday or special occasion without ever going outside or climbing a ladder &amp; convenient storage
Snapback speakers dock ipod touch/iphone
Baby Scoop Sheet
plastic trash can with bags on inside-a lip protruding from five -six inches up from bottom to keep liquids out and to tear off bag.
Tea leaves and ground coffee CONTAINER that outputs ONE PORTION - small medium or large.
Desk Sock
App that will lock your smart phone or tablet as soon as anyone other than you tries to touch the screen.
App enabled Lawn sprinkler tractor: Tractor follows pattern on app-----------program coordinates with touch of finger
Meet the NEW Zero Entry Sippy Cup for babies and toddlers!!!
Tired of always hurting your arm or hand on the swimming pool wall while swimming backstroke? Let's reinvent the swimming pool flags. Resub
smart lock
iPhone Bike Mount and Magnifier
Retro style case for the iPad. Combine retro laptop with iPad, with Bluetooth speakers, and Bluetooth keyboard.
I want to be able to buy a Isopropyl Spray between 60% to 99% alcohol content.
A modern sport sandal employing the latest in minimal shoe ideas and technology.
Slip on silicone labels for toothbrushes, pens, brushes, serving spoons, and other long, hard-to-label items.
Back Pain Relief
Hydro-W8 Is a dumbbell combined with a water bottle.
A magnetic strip that can either be mounted on the wall or on a stand that will hold grooming tools like nail clippers, tweezers, etc..
Back Shaver
Alternative to flash cards!
Reinventing how we iron clothings. Watch my video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlmuvGZBxUw&amp;feature=youtu.be
Bright transparent mixing bowl cover with spout, made of expandable plexi or elasticized plastic, to use with hand held electric mixer
A discreet attachment that mounts a camera to the SIDE of the iPhone, enabling more "sly" picture taking.
QUESTION: How come working on a ladder has never changed? There's a much safer &amp; better way! THE PNEUMATIC LADDER! Please read...
Turn your iPhone into a magnifying glass
Real time Interpreter Hands
Convert any computer to a touch screen. Smartphone or tablets are easy to use an don't have problems with the track pad.
we read Ebooks now and WE NEED a stand for tablet Ipad or something that will hang on the wall put the device in the bathroom .
Babies spit up a lot, and it always seems to happen right before you walk out the door. Stay covered and clean in a "wearable burp cloth."
resubmit BY (Derek Pater Australia) and (David Tyers Canada) equal 50/50 Air Tennis and baseball, Drawn by David Tyer's
Customizable Place Mats
Smart bat. The ULTIMATE learning experience in batting. This bat teaches and motivates! "Batter up!"
Pinch - Flow Adjuster
Did you know that your thoughts affect your health, happiness and life outcome? Imagine a smart pen that awakens you to your thought process
Baby syringe spoon
Emergency power source
What is it with all the car manufacturers making these keys so big lately? OK, my personal beef is with the size of the VW key fobs.
waterproof 'bankers box'
This product is a unique stretchable soap pouch designed to hold a bar of soap and for body scrubbing during showers.
Fill cupcake / muffin pans with ease no mess no overfilling perfect each time RESUB
Pizza Clips for No Outer Ring Crust Pizza. (With kids in mind).
Run freely without holding your petâ€™s leash in your hand, by using this special armband leash and collar.
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Women's Hygiene Wristlet
SoapSavr. Plastic, the size of a soap bar. Put scraps of soap in, microwave, free. Out comes new bar. With your initial or logo.
Install red and green light strips, on the front of cars. This will signal other drivers your acceleration, breaking or neither.
Labels for pharmacies to slap onto the back of the big Pradaxa bottles. Open bottle, get pill, cap back on, remove tab off back. Done.
I beach umbrella
Heatless cloths dryer
SAFETY BELL
Does anyone really need another kitchen spice rack? What if it was different, space saving, and expandable? Introducing the SPICEBOOK.
USB Preferences Key for Mac
Make grilling for a crowd easy! Set of Pop-Up grill-safe BBQ probes calibrated for various cooking temperatures.
Silicone finger guard with a built in finger pad to protect to sensitive fingers when quickly learning to play stringed instruments.
"Annual Receipt Organizer" - keeps all your purchase receipts for an entire year in one, easy to retrieve, miniature storage space.
Smart Room Freshener
When we talk about comfort, we just enjoy it while we sleep, relax, watch tv. But what about while we write, computer work,reading, etc
Dog bathmat W/adjustable triple leash restraint that connects to bathmat MUST HAVE FOR SMALLER SIZE BREEDS KEEP THE DOG SAFELY IN
THE TUB
under pillow pad soothing sounds/etc sound level does not travel to a sleeping companion. could include relaxing aroma
One device that holds all of those loyalty reward cards that we all carry around.
Hamburger Silicone Shape Tray. Get some help in the kitchen making &amp; shaping burgers. Use the tray to make burgers in oven, non-stick. Resub
Friendship Registry
HairBrush Cleaning Tool; rids the hairbrush of entangled hair quick and easy also eliminates the battle of opposing objects from the chore.
iKnowU - this e-gadget is your personal authority service and carma carrier. It helps to manage contacts of real people you trusted indeed.
Key-Shaped iPhone Lighting Cable
The product idea shown is an ERGONOMIC GEL PLATFORM for smartphones to help relieve hand fatigue from extended smartphone use.
Shampoo Conditioner Containers in the "Letter" shaped containers(S&amp;C) No problem picking up the right one. Age appropriate for all.
"STOP THIEF" Scooter snatching is on the rise.The magnetic kick scooter lock is accessible,quick,easy,flexible,robust,streamlined,and funky!
App Baggage Alert
Retractable Tape Measure-Color
Loose Pet Alert Collar
Cool Grid
Loose Tea Stir Stick for the tea lover on the go! Fill the container with your favourite loose tea, unscrew and enjoy your brew! #SPOTSV
Easy potty training for little boys and big boys.Train them while you are away.
A coffee filter box dispenser that is user friendly and dispenses just one filter at a time.
iPhone case with 8-pin to 30-pin dock connector built-in + Battery pack
a way to apply all your favorite spices on your food evenly and without a lot of waste when preparing to cook or bake
140 Character Bag
pumkin popsicle for dogs
nail clippers were boring...until they were given a new twist: pattern nail clippers!
#QCYCLE BIKE HAND GUARD WITH LED DAY RUNNING LIGHTS. Protect the hands from wind and debris while cycling.
Telescopic ladder with built-in socket and plug and LED lights. Household chores will be much more safer now! Can be used at work too!RE-SUB
Use cutting board/dishrack at the same time &amp; save space. Slide out push up to use above sink. Fold down, cutting board hides dishrack!
A small organizing caddy designed for standard fast-food condiments to enable easy storage at home or in the car!
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Side Lit LED Bookmark/Ruler for studying late or in dimly lit areas
I think it would be cool to have a pen that you can maneuver using only one finger. That would alleviate a lot of hand cramping during class
THE LAND ROLLER SLED Get ready to have the time of your life! My Land Roller Sled is for every kid-young and old! It travels anywhere!
apps for my phone , the pictures taken by me while delivering the accountable parcel to each valuable customers addresses.
Tap Alert
Microwave Care ~ quick, easy, convenient way to clean your microwave....
Easy Brella Base
3-D Dish-like Post it note. Could look like flower or other natural or sport related theme. Kitchen spoon drip tray. More fun to use! NEW
Pet Porter
Wake-Up Bed
Retractible earplugs
The Ceiling Fan "AIR BRUSHES"
iPhone 5 case with universal 10 pin connectors build into it.No Buying new connectors or equipment only a new case.
4D Halographic aquarium can be purchased in all sizes ,as in a pet store. It will project various exotic backgrounds and fish.
Notice - Voice Rec Smart Bulb
Emoticons Keypad (GrinPad)
T.U.S.K.S. -- The Ultimate Safety Kit for Snow (and Inclement Weather)
Watch/Stand. An elegant, trendy and cool watch that converts into a stand for your IPhone.
Need- Lots of students who own a two wheeler like a bicycle or bike for daily use cant answer their calls while riding,also against he law.
Pivot Power Cube! Pivot Power never looked so stylish! Totally customizable!
Hexagon tabletop organizer to file child's schoolwork from each day M-F +Sat/Sun folder for a special project. Includes 3 bins for storage.
A app-enable "Dog Talkie"! Talk with your dog when you are not in home! RE-SUB!
A spray bottle with the main body divided into multiple compartments. The spray head swivels and locks to access the different solutions.
Fast, convenient way to develop or store your pictures in a few minutes. No more dropping off and waiting overnight. Immediate results.
Make flossing - a necessary yet annoying dental procedure - fun and easy!
An ergonomic long stem lighter with a 90 degree bend in the tip for the flame, with very easy trigger mechanism that is 'child-safe' also.
Mold a scoop on the bottom of birthday cake candles so that kids get more frosting to lick off when removing the candles from the cake.
Beer pong (net or canvas) border that wraps all around any table, and prevents the ball from hitting the ground when a player misses.
Wheel Barrows are a useful lawn/garden tool. One issue is their holding capacity for yard debris.Our WHEEL BARROW EXTENSION enhances this!!
#spotsv "Shoe Lace Buddies" Please See Changes: Accepted Collaboration Edits and even add on for possible website to Register your Buddy!
Anywhere Car Jacks
Easy release for the receiver. Just pinch the holding device, where indicated, then slide the receiver to it's next destination and release.
No more tangled
Anywhere Finder
crÃ©er une boite de rangement pour les tÃ©lÃ©commandes qui trainent partout et que l'on cherche tout le temps.
Flashlight Pen
Whenever I cut my nails it scatter all over,I have to pick them on the floor when I finished and soapy water on nails make it easy to cut.
Seasoning in a can!
There's now huge demand for a "kill switch." Let's win this race: a device that locks/disables your phone/pad if someone grabs it from you.
#spotsv Color changing bandage. Stop the Infection!
Case where back slides off showing area with toothpick, nail file, tweezers &amp; cleaning cloth. The back of the other piece has a mirror.
Social Jukebox
IPhone 5 Case with Photo Viewing Functionality on Case Bottoms. Take a Photo and Person sees the Photo for Approval Real Time.
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"MOISTURE RISER"- APP Moisture/damp/humidity sensor for closets and other areas- under wooden floors etc? Be alerted early to problems~!
iPhone Roller Charger
I have made a second sun visor.It attaches beneath my visor via Velcro.When I rotate my visor I fold second visor down.Covers front and side
Household Helper Cart with an ability to be locked for kids safety.
Belt containing charging power for multiple devices without increasing size of device by multiple slim cells embedded discretely in belt.
Introducing Switchables. Make turning off the lights fun again! My Switchables attach to your light switch fast and easy and are removable.
recycled plastic six pack bottle carriers. great for bars for restocking in coolers sturdy saves money and trees. no worries of broken glass
An easy Push In Plant Support that holds up any variety of outdoor or potted plants or flowers tall enough to lay over if not supported.
Quirky HotDog Reamer
Lotion Applier
The "I Can't Even" Hoodie
There is a need for a small, simple gel filled ball to help alleviate sore/tense muscles along the spine-particularly along the upper back.
Laundry basket, with a NET BAG that you can take out, and put into your washing machine with all the cloth inside.
mini snow plow shovel
Womens electric razor 3 in 1 with interchangeable heads. Shave legs, under arms, bikini area and touch-up the eye brows with an all-in-one.
the shoe-guard
Save time & water, reduce mess, splash guard for face, neck, dÃ©colletÃ©, cleansing, application of products, shaving, etc.
Phone lighter
Introducing the desk and bookshelf combo.The book shelf wraps around the whole desk top to bottom.Readers love this.Made of durable plastic!
Tangle free multi colored designer earphone covers.
Imprinter "Tape Add-On": Rip Cord - Rip the Strip
Weighted Beanbag Drink Holder
Smart Refrigerator/freezer thermometer. Patient safety simplified.
Charge Port Case: Battery, Car Charger or Outlet, you're always ready to CHARGE! Hand crank option.
Prevent iPhone Water Damage: Super Absorbent Water and Moisture Recovery Kit
Wrist-Mouse: Use A Wireless Mouse With A Built-In Wrist Rest! Keep Your Wrist Comfortably Positioned! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
MYKUP... TAGables for your DRINKables! Reuse your cups throughout the day without the mix-up! Clip, tag, and drink away!
My idea is a organizational, yet decorative, vanity container for storing bathroom products when you are short on space (i.e. linen closet)
ScanSave:Find Great Deals Fast
Kitchen Ladder attach to your cabinet.
easy in and out litter box
An herb steeper, a way to infuse herbs into cooking and making it easy to remove them.
Customizable toiletry organizer that doubles as a sanitizing station for essential hygiene & grooming products. Ideal for compact spaces.
tea capsule for nespresso machines
Raspberry Pi Make-up Case with Inner Mirror
Remind your kids of the school day's most important events and tell them how great they are. A simple digital recorder that you can wear.
Chopstork (chopsticks + fork)
A fun fishing at home toy for kids (better than existing ones, please read to see how controlled magnetism gives realistic experience).
Adding a roller to the top part of an eyelash curler. Instead of having to walk your curler down your eyelash to achieve a larger curl.
iWipes - phone cleaning wipes
An app that tells you about your appliances in the house, if your oven is on, or if you leave the freezer door open.
Introducing the beach candle holder that sticks in the sand and holds battery powered flameless candles.Enjoy romantic candle light.
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The RopeDancer ,a new egg-timer which uses distance to measure time. Anybody in the kitchen will see from a distance the remaining time.
An iphone / ipad case that facilitates a pen and few paper pieces to quickly write down important stuff while on the move.
ZuperGlue - Will not dry easily in dispenser.
Coffee / tea mug with heatsink design. First mug ever that can keep your drink hot with any heating pad( plug-in or even the cheap USB ones)
A tube shaped hair remover for hair brushes.Insert the brush and then rip it out. Voila!!! Hair is gone. Throw away that brush rake.
Minimized Shwiden Mice!
3- way chair you can use it as a bed,chair, stool/mini table
The EZ Cup
An Automatic Sunshade. Automotive sunshades have to be manually put up and taken down, and only cover the windshield, this one is different.
Shower pet potty mat: a portable fold-out rubberized pet potty mat with a watertight case which fits on the floor of a walk-in shower.
I have seen the Elderly struggle with a walker trying to carry food or items and push the walker at the same time &amp; that's hard to do.
razor blaster
Trash Can with a built in Air Freshener. Simple way to eliminate smells and bad odors while keeping the room its in smelling fresh!
BASE
Tired of the drips, spills & coffee grounds by your coffee maker? This Silicone COFFEE PATIO MAT funnels the mess to side reservoirs.
The Drive Thru Redux
IPeg - Lite Briteâ„¢ for IPad
Gribber - BBQ Ribs handle
WATER RESISTANT WEIGHT TRAINING: Round rubber PLATES for hands which CAUSE RESISTANCE when doing submerged EXERCISE
movements in WATER.
ROBOCAP (the shade monster)
An iPhone and iPod Touch case that would allow you to muffle your speakers.
Baby Carrier Mirror
TIME TRAVEL
Running Ramps for pets
!! The #1 Problem in grilling SOLVED!" According to About.com the #1issue in grilling is FLARE UPS according 33% of 3500 people surveyed!
App For Tracking Medication and Usage on Smartphones that sends reminders/alarm to user when they should take the next dose
Children need a flashlight with a 60 second timer switch so they save on batteries and the environment. I wish to offer this on new devices
Imagine,the faster you ride your home bike,the more an animated guy is stripping on your iPad. Inspired by the Contrex Water ads (see link)
Here's an Electrical Outlet that's Illuminated via Small LED bulb for easy placement of power cords in ill lit places and behind furniture.
Black and colored disposable zip lock bags for privacy and organization, when red and blue zipper paths get zipped,it appears green!
It's a ring with pen. prevent writerâ€™s cramp and eases the pain of arthritis. hand free for all work and ready to write with one finger.
Power-Liquid Detergent Dispenser
The SPIDER CORD- The extension cord with legs.
FourSight Surveillance System
Spy Tot
#QCYCLE A Tire For Your Tire, Foam Ring Slips Over Tire, For Use On Soft Sandy Trails, Rock Climbing, Beaches, Reduced Environmental Impact
No mess easy snap bib
Fresh'n'Sink
Mountain identification app
Add more entertainment value to your Ipod with the ear bud light show.
Domestic Power Lockout - Restore the Balance of Power in Your Home
I always burn my tong/lips when I drink a coffee. I want to create a coloured heat-sensitive band to tell me when my coffee is drinkable.
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RAIN redirector
Cord Keeper--hide those ugly electrical cords from view. Keep safely away from pets. You can even paint it to match the wall colors!
HOORAY BEER!
Resubmit)Grab anything FOAM accessory for Laptops or Flat screen monitors. Go bigger for flat screen TVs
Walk into a Mcdonald's to order a meal. Throw your trash &amp; you push open the trash flap with your fingers knowing it is infested with germs.
Case w/ flexible tripod legs fold or slide back into the case. Great 4 taking pics &amp; vid, as a kickstand &amp; desk stand. Resub 296 votes
Safe and convenient place to keep your Electronic device near you while you sleep. Important call? Can you find your phone easy in the dark?
"stirriffic" sauce stirrer
Key-Per the key holding tool
A gymbag with a drop in DC fan. Fan blows air through the gymbag to dry your items. Aireators seperate wet items to increase drying time
Organization is the key to a successful student. Portable organizer small enough to carry to classroom, pockets, workarea for schoolwork.
Apti-food
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
PC keyboard &amp; mouse with fan cooler
Solar Snow Melt Cover
Pourit. Collapsible Pouring Spout. Stores Flat. Fits On Any Jar/Bottle/Container. Dual Use As A Funnel. Kitchen, Garage, Garden, Automotive.
Like having very own toilet seat to carry along.Antibacterial seat cushion for toilet use,soft cushion,come with a case and includes gloves.
TOOL Handle Comfort Sure GRIP!
30 Day Challenge Wristband
A towel clip to hold a towel in place on a persons body after the shower while getting ready.
#spotsv Lemon Stand For Stem. Bring It To The Table. Use Lemon Like Salt.
wind powered walkway lights
Spoon+ Water adding+ stirring
ipad mini, ipad, and macbook universal flexible socket case.
Household chores have met their match! Streamline cleaning with this handy, movable organizing/cleaning bucket!
Slotted Circular &amp; Rectangular Refrigerator Magnets with Grooves.Improved Holding of Items. Switch Out Items w/o Moving Magnets
HOLLY CR@P... OUT OF BEERS AGAIN! An app can tell me how many eggs I have left but why don't I have an app for my beers? (By AJM)
The Learning Wizard Wand Toy.. Just point the wand at clip identifiers and the wand tells the child what it is. Fun FUn Fun!!!! NFC - tech
Pistol Grip Mount for iPad
Siesta Free Parking. Free parking for the lunch time crowd and shoppers. Sort of like happy hour for shoppers and the lunch crowd.
Computer Aided Lawn Design(CALD) create pattern/design on lawns. Uses lawn as canvas creating artistic landscape pattern, ie crop circles.
Mattel's Dress Roy G. Biv
Detachable screen organizer that hooks to your laptop sceeen and has a Multi USB plug and Pockets to hold and protect you investment gadgets
ArcBlade holds your iPad... in style. It does what all the other iPad stands do PLUS allows for horizontal relaxation.
Animal shaped burgers are a cool way of barbequing when having little kids around making it more fun
An electric toothbrush for kids that tells you if your kids really brushed their teeth AND how good a job they did.
SeeFerne
An easy way for bicyclists to talk to everyone when biking in a group. No button pressing to talk. Everyone hears all conversations.
NITE PAK. A LED backpack for night travel, solar gadget charging, and futuristic fashion. (CHARLES AYALA)
E-Cig Pen
VersaMouse
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The Sheet Cage *Keeping your socks safe one load at at time!!
Quick paste brush
Deco Shower Curtain/Liner Weights clip to the bottom of the shower curtain to eliminate the inward flow of the curtain while showering.
Noise-Insulating Sleep Mask
Cloth Air Dryer
Suction Cup Wired Pen Clips: Clip any pen to the wire and suction cup. It makes sure there is always a pen at the desk. RESUBMIT2 #spotsv
Ziploc funnel bag
The Bald Man's hat (aka Air Conditioned hat)
#spotsv Double or single nail polish organizer with storage for mani/peddi needs. single can hold 12, double 24 nail polish bottles.
I-plasticine
A wireless propane tank alarm that alerts the user that the tank has reached a predetermined low level and will need refilling soon.
A countertop CO2 dispenser that uses common BB gun or paint gun disposable CO2 cartridges. Use to preserve food.
HANDY RETRACTABLE BBQ TONGS - reach all the corners of the BBQ !! without get burn or bend down!
Do Not Choke Pillow for Drunk People who then sleep (Resubmit)
Easy to customize on a roll armband to support any activity, In a single roll will come out several bands to share, customize and support.
An adjustable level with a right angle to hang pictures and posters perfectly straight and at a consistent height throughout the room.
KID CUFF -- To keep kids safe (no tripping + tracking) and add fun to frugality, use my decorated KC to keep rolled up pant cuffs secure.
Protective covers for textbooks that are made of silicon rubber! Much like a cellphone skin, these would be textook skins.
Ventilation Pads -Place between stacked home entertainment appliances(DVD player, Receiver, Cable Box, etc.)to offer more ventilation. RESUB
CellScents: Cell phone case with scented insertable discs.
It's time to end the messy microwave at home and work. The Microwave Plate Cover is designed to always be at the ready inside the microwave.
REAL TIME PROJECTED AQUARIUM
Mammograms are painful for women because the breast is flattened and x-rayed. Miniaturize an MRI unit so the breast doesn't get squeezed.
Health Credit Account Tracker
morph-mat
Appliance Clock Sync
Hands free rechargable pencil sharpener w/funnel-like dremel bit and pencil holder.Clamps around pencil-diff bits for types of pencils/cryon
Thermostat wars are heating up
Lets reinvent the STRING TELEPHONE. Bring it into the future!
Finally ! Something for my home that stops that air from my furnace vents from blowing on my face and my curtains. Thanks SWIVEL VENT
Combo Pizza Slicer/Spatula. Design allows cutting the pizza and picking up the slice with one untensil. Uses same space as a pie cutter.
Resubmit! fly swatter extends plus has a sponge/sprayer it holds bug spray in the handle of the fly swatter.This helps kill bugs on contact.
Inflatable Dorm Room Divider - Privacy with Temporary Opaque Partitions
Board'em
App enabled boxing gloves - measure speed, power and accuracy of punches.
All in one silicone shower standing unit
There are electric massagers for every body part except hands. With all the stress we put on our hands these days, isn't it time for one?
Finger Stylus
On a cell phone have a plug that folds out to plug it directly into a wall socket. no more need for charging cords.
Ear Phone Intergrated Helmet
Make hanging items on walls easy. By creating a sticky yardstick/tape that incorporates printed measurements and a built in bubble leveler.
Trying to scoop HARD ice cream with a regular ol' scooper? Well, try the "Scissor Ice Cream Scooper". Look ma! I can do it with one hand!
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Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
My Parking Spot
Easy grip toaster utensil to retrieve hot or stuck toast without breakage. Safe &amp; user friendly. Great for seniors. A handy kitchen tool.
spiral extension cord
The existing tub/shower seat does not allow one to easily wash the vaginal/rectal areas because sitting "on it" denies accessibility.
Steering Wheel Cover It is a crocheted half circle that covers the top half of the Steering Wheel. Light weight,easy to store,easy to put on
Smart Marionette S,R,C,
Floss Bracelet!! Floss Available Whenever You Need It
No drill door lock
SAVE YOUR TEEN DRIVER'S LIFE! - The #1 cause of teen death or serious injury in the US is auto accidents involving a teen driver.
A stationary toy that you can place any car seat inside. Will have the feel and sights like taking a real car ride; without the cost of gas!
It's called the PROTECTOR! It fits like a raincoat on your book bag or back pack. It cover the main part of you book bag or back pack. NICE
Auto Dog Crate
#spotsv Step Station Charge Station. Charge your electronic devices on steps instead of side by side. Create more space on your desk.
Artist's stylus. Dual sided stylus with assorted screw in tips. Different diameters and textured tips--brushes, micro tips, etc...
Markers and Pens with Molded In Magnetic Feature in Plastic Cap or Barrel Body for Attachment to Any Magnetic Surface or Clip.
Standard Toilet And Sink Water Supply Valves Are Ugly! Spice Them Up With My Scented Clip On Decorative Covers. They Install In A Snap!!
The Tandy-always have a tissue handy. A convenient, hygienic, and fashionable bracelet that doubles as a tissue dispenser.
Organize your household manuals & warranties with their spare parts & special tools in either a file box, binder, or a hanging clamp system
A wearable vest that holds cleaning products. Handymen have them for tools, fisherman have them for fishing tackle, why not for cleaning?
It's a shampoo with sunblock in it for people with short hair that will be out in the sun to prevent sunburnt scalps
Heavy serving bowls SLIDES on dining table. No more lifting and passing around.
Clip + Tab + Sticky Note + bookmark combined. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip tab note. Resub. 286 votes. #spotsv
Cool LED lights on skateboard.
A LED screen you fix to the rear windscreen of your car to communicate with cars behind you by pushing buttons with basic messages
Picture frame planter - this Green Wall is art &amp; function combined
Ice thickness boot sensors
"Art of Grilling" Barbeque Prep Tray to hold your tools, sauces, rubs, etc..while you grill.
Solar Powered Blinds: Efficiency at it's Best
â€œTreat your password like your toothbrush. Don't let anybody else use it, and get a new one every six months.â€
Custom Pop-Up Book
its a story book reading voice, Ipad (APP) that also teaches reading and typing the stories
Little Ladles (The Ultimate soup/chili cracker)
A SELF HEATING TRAVEL MUG
SQUIRTS , will knock the bordem out of those hot summer days. See video below in description please
Triple Clip Clipboard-Un-clip what you need w/out the fuss of restraightening paperwork. Helps categorize &amp; organize your clipboard.RESUBMIT
Emoticons Keypad (GrinPad)
Maintaining our bodies is the key to health. One area is overlooked and works 24/7. Time to take a thousand year old device & update it.
Vertical Herb Window Planter
A dual roll-on deodorant dispenser that has an application ball on either end: fragrant/sport; insect repel/sunburn protect; m/f...etc.
Refrigerator Organizer
Flat spoon-shaped butter spreader for better spreading AND various word stamping on spoons make for a cool gift or a spoon collectible.
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App-Enabled Swim Trunks &amp; Bikinis. GPS Sensor/RFID Attached to Bathing Suits and Linked to Phone. Know Where Your Kids Are!
A simple cover to prevent ice and snow build up on the windshield wipers of any vehicle with wiper blades.
Power adapter that accepts accepts multiple USB plugs. Now you can plug in multiple Apple devices with one adapter. Trimfit design for cords
This is a fantastic idea that will eventually replace your traditional bath soaps
Key-Finder Cell PhoneCartridge
Round Hound
Stylish food tray with retractable sunshade -- drinks stay chilled, butter and cheese doesn't melt, your beer remains ice cold.
#spotsv Magnetic Square/Triangular Pen, where would you stow?
A modular handbag that lets women take only the items they need, modelled after an age-old fishermanâ€™s tool.
A Mugstir inspired full-sized soup/cereal spoon. We need the perfect spoon w/ a grip &amp; hook. Tired of spoons falling into the bowl!
iPad TV/Movie Viewing Bed Attachment. Attaches to bed's headboard, or other surfaces (e.g. window sill, kitchen counter, etc...)
IPHONE CASE THAT CHANGES COLOR WITH YOUR MOOD !!!!!
Resubmit the inflateable slip cover that slips over the top of the crutch for added comfort.This would be made of durable plastic/suede.
Sound Garden is a wireless decorative way of listening to your favorite music.Bend the flowers to direct the music.Form &amp; function.SEE PICS!
Kinetic Energy System to Register, Store &amp; Display your movements accuratly. Improve yourself by knowing your own weakness. With APP.
Mobile App that lets you know when your refrigerator is out of certain products you need to rebuy.
Keep eyewear (glasses and contact lenses) items in an organized fashion on bathroom counters or shelves.
Forgot to start the dishwasher before leaving the house no problem use this App enabled dishwasher.
An innovative tool designed to take the frustration out of packed lunch.
Custom Approach - A 21st century makeover to the baseball card in the spokes trick, uses clip on sound chips that create a custom beat.
The Runners Hamper
A Wallet that slaps on to your arm or leg. with a watch on it
The Dead Charger
Crossover Tilted
Power-Pan: Cook &amp; Power Devices In The Middle Of The Woods! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Voice Activated Air Conditione
1,5Lt Water Bottle cover
Bridge the audio gap
Chillastics
A low cost, easy to use, â€œsmartâ€ home data collection device and analysis system.
This is an idea that will change the World.
Follow Me- Security Light
Massage knobs with spherical ceramic balls and soft silky settole.
Shoe Appycation Kit
~IPAD Speaker Case..........., With great audio, Bluetooth that also changes speaker Left,Right orientation when rotated.
STAY PREPARED FOR CHRISTMAS !! THE UNIQUE KIT FOR MAKING CHOCOLATE SANTA!
Pit Stoppers
Resubmit!Glow in the dark/lighted vases.Bring your vases to life and show off your amazing art work!Imagine this in night clubs everywhere!
A minimalist multipurpose household tool belt. Combine my top 4 features of all tool belts out there. Be light, unencumbered, hands free
The Day Snorkeler is a unique adventure with memories to share for a life time. For men, woman, kids, all able and disabled.
Tobaccap. A cap for unfinished mild cigars, regular cigars, or cigarettes. Possibly with a safe blade inside to cut off the used tobacco.
No time to replace a button that popped off? Use QBR (Quick Button Replacement), a button that locks into place in seconds without tools.
Sky Door
public "DRINKING FOUNTAIN"
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Parents, the only garment of clothing you'll need when your dining out with your toddler!
A space saving Christmas tree for homes with limited space,a Christmas tree made in a V shape that would fit in a corner.
Free Rack
Trick-Tacs for Dogs
Rotis-A-Prong
A tablet that can turn into a laptop that can turn into a phone.
A multi-surface cleaning product with mint and other favorite scent choices you could mix in prior to cleaning.
Height adjustable golf tee; so you can place your ball at a consistent height every time with my tee-mate
Late changing your furnace air filter? A clip-on meter can alert you when it needs attention. Save money and the environment!
A toilet that can read info from ur urine indicating ur current health condition or any other info that can be indicative for ur health
This product is a two part food content container/jar, that detaches to a smaller container/jar.
Steering Wheel Cover It is a crocheted half circle that covers the top half of the Steering Wheel. Light weight,easy to store,easy to put on
paintball - the colour sphere for kids
Resubmit dog brush handle that extends up to 3 feet long.Prevent dog bites while brushing your dog.Dog groomers/Dog owners will love this
Healthometer App
RFID pet food dish
A new brake light system that will all but stop rear end collisions. Using the computer and LED lights to signal the following motorist.
A simple case that directs the sound from the speaker towards you and increases the volume of your voice towards the microphone.
Lotion Applier
faucet measuring cup
Pyrex tupperware containers with printed on dry erase lables. say goodbye to tape and post-it notes.
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
A portable wet shaving kit for the 21st century
A wall-based above sink holder for bathrooms that will keep multiple personal grooming items secure and within arm's reach.
Breathe
A "virtual" window that can be moved from room to room or to an inside room with no window. Camera mounted outside is eye-level where hung.
Water Copter
The QUIRKY TOOTHBRUSH uses a NEW cylinder brush head with 360 degrees of bristles that leaves your entire mouth clean! FAST. FUN. EASY!
Gloves with Adhesive strip
Nothing makes a dog happier than chasing a squirrel. This electronic toy brings the joy indoors, and lets the owner share in the fun.
Healthy Grilling Grease Grabbing Serving Tray! Tray has 2 layers 1 for Raw Meat, 2nd for cooked meat which has raised ledges to drain grease
ICCY Ice Mug is a "all in one" container for turning beverages into ice slush treats. With its built in spoon and scraper and straw spout.
The T-cup
!Lightweight Self-Inflating Travel Crib - Inflates easily anywhere you go! Safe Design. Deflates into its own tote or fits in suitcase.
Grill Cleaning Kit. This would be a kit with everything you need to clean a grill.
Antibacterial Toilet Tissue
(Re) Your smart phone doesn't have a memory card slot? But, you want more memory? Then use the smart memory extender. See feature list.
Silicone soup bowl huggers
A decorative jewelry ring that holds or hides a microSD card.
The Petal Protector, for florists who wants to keep flowers safe when delivering in weather that is windy, rainy, snowy, damaging to flowers
Lightbar - is a new type of bicycle light that will remind drivers to give bikes more space on the road.
A modern, segmented, storage container for you to efficiently and easily find and store all of your personal upkeep items! AND IT SPINS!!!!
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Hands-Free Ergonomic Back Scrub Mat
Detachable pizza peel
Shower shoes to help keep your feet off those nasty shower floors.
A device that contacts your pharmacy and auto refills your prescriptions when they are low.
Car Silicone Top Trash Can
Floating Foot Gems. Nice way to dress up a dollar pair of flip flops. For casual or Dress wear. Glow in the dark beads as well.
Pot and Pan Drying Rack. Elevated 'peg n hook' drying rack to save time, space, and scrapes!
Base board molding with color changing LED lights wireless control dimmer switch or control from your phone app.
Fill & Flip Food Storage Canister to Use the Old Stuff First - A Secure Lid on the Top & Bottom
Brake Light Pressure Indicator
FabFix or Textape
Disposable THONG- Alternative feminine-Hygiene Protection, convenient,provides added protection ,may be ideal for women who are "on-the-go".
Scissors with mini LED Light, Perfect Grooming Tool & More!
Bed Buddy
Emergency Medicine Bottle (Working Name "Second Chance")
The CRANIAL RELIEF BAND helps sufferers of TMJ and/or headaches by inserting hot/cold packs into the band &amp; without having to holding them.
Green Laundry Genie: Hand-Powered Laundry Machine
All-In-One Cedar Plank Grill Set. Simplify cedar plank cooking for home grillers. Planks + Soaking Tray + Clip-on Handles + Serving Tray.
Retractable headphone cords
The idea is to help parents with kids that love to smash the keys and slam the laptop case down on the floor or like to smash it
Ear plugs to wear while you sleep! Smaller than usual to fit completely within the ear canal to provide maximum comfort while sleeping.
Clean up your act with this Dustpan with attached garbage can/or bag
Baby bottle phone holder. Phone clamp attached to baby bottle with elastic band. Feed baby and still be able to use smart phone safely.
Spice up your Ice!!
A childrens traveling system, age 18 months to 6 (or older), for the crazy sleeping child that can not fit into a travel playpen any longer.
UN-Brella: Revolutionize rain gear! An alternative to the rain coat & umbrella for kids. No pointy edges, no mess, folds flat for book bag.
Cargo strap
Power Art! Why do power strips have to be boring? Add a little art work and combine it with a lamp for desk tops or tables!
Mom makes hot/cold packs with beans &amp; socks-way more comfy than others! Cotton hot/cold pack filled w/small beads of heat/cold pack material
Box Seat
Keep bacteria away from your children. Keep their school supplies germ free with antibacterial book and binder covers.
Pull-Out Hamper: Hang &amp; Store Your Clothes At Your Washing Machine! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
SmartLoc
Effective Sippy Cup Cleaner
I have an idea for a vehicle child alarm. Too many children and pets are forgotten in vehicles each year to die of heat or cold.
Protect and wrap, use this gadgets to protect the ends of your earphones and USB cables and then also wrap them.
Mama's lullaby
A double headed toothbrush
P.D.H... Personalized Drill's Holder is GREAT for getting the exact drill for the exact DIAMETER of HOLE... very efficient/professional.
Alarm clock that sprays you with water.
Dice Clock. Using the numbers of six dice to tell the time. For example in the render it would be 11:55
Lamp Sticker
#spotsv The Ultimate Paper clip. Tear Proof. Tangle Proof. Keeps documents close but separate.
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Quirky, revolutionize the way humanity prevents disease with this simple cellphone/tablet accessory - can also hold perfume or breath spray!
*BedRview* A low cost and easy-to-produce Smartphone or 7" Tablet PC holder. It's great for in-bed use! Watch TV/movies, read in bed! VIDEO!
A pen with a self inking rubber stamp tip. So Lotto players can fill out more custom slips, less hand fatigue especially for the elderly.
Difficult to keep the oldest egg on the top? A tube + flaps (protect eggs from breaking by filling) and a cup to get the oldest egg first!
A cup that doesn't need ice cubes but keeps your drink(s) cool for a long time.
Razor Cleaner - A simple tool designed to fit between the blades and unclog the razor
Less is more. Cool down with a personal fan that has a built in mirror on the other side. Compact enough to fit in your pocket or purse/bag.
iPhone case that notifies you about activity on your social media
My idea is a product that my father created, it is a lock for cars, which is placed on the handbrake and very difficult action of bandits.
Spoon to ladle and back again! The articulating handle and adjustable head transforms from spoon to ladle,slotted to non slotted.
Booby Time Watch!
Ultimate Paint Roller
My invention is a wrench adapter that can be used to instantly extend a wrench for added reach. It can be built in different sizes as well.
Resub: A unique lantern that fosters creativity through fun and simple interactions. It is a charming approach to home-decor lighting.
Toys R Us's next big hit! Mini SkeeBall/Pinball combination game!!!!! FUN, FUN, FUN!!!! Vote for FUN!!!!!
Call Alert: a tough, waterproof wrist band that vibrates when triggered by a phone call no matter where the phone is.
R/S TOY 3D Monster Maker
A app-enable device to control house: Light, windows and blinds, etc.
ChronoNTBK
Propane timer. "Set it and forget it", connects to propane line so you wont (just in case)BURN the grub...
Sand cooler
A rug where each step lit up so I could see where to safely take my next one, leading me safely to a toilet, phone, new baby or up stairs.
Emergency Light for Residence
Graded traction stickers in pre-cut shapes/sizes or in cuttable sheets to stick to objects (flip flop bottoms or underside of car handles).
Shutter shelves. Collapsible space saving shelves that disappear when you donâ€™t need them. Up, up and out of the way!
Backpacks are not just 4 carrying books, they're fashion items 2. Express your creativity &amp; make a fashion statement. Wet erase backpack
A roller luggage with a compartment for your laptop on top and legs for it to stand.
I was watching tv and got hungry I thought why cant I order a pizza or chinese food threw my tv remote.
Antibacterial loo roll (toilet roll). If you get dirty you clean yourself with a wet flannel, not dry material! Bidet alternative.
Control Freak
Slippers for Elevated Style
Pedia Cool Head Band and Body
A dot keyboard (D-O-T keyboard) that helps make surfing online even easier by offering the top 10 .suffixes with the click of 1 button
Enjoy cleaning dust bunnies from under the bed? This product makes cleaning hair/dirt/dust bunnies a gratifiying experience.
My invention is called "The Bionic Arm". It gives the user a different way to workout their arms instead of lifting heavy dumbbells.
Small wearable GPS device used to find lost and stolen children as well as elderly and others who wander and can not find their way home.
Help your kiddo get extra organized this school year with Clean Desk accessories!
BELIEVE ME
A smaller walker,cylinder shape on top, trapozoid shape on bottom, 2 t0 4 inches in width than a standard walker
The Mechanic
A toilet seat cover that is actually effective and useful. No need to use the unsafe bulk box of waxed paper rings any more.
Dont get angry trying 2 convert recipe.APP 4 Quirkys new BARBAR (granola bar maker). Loaded with information &amp; recipes.Add your recipes.
Bike tire low, flat ball? Need air fast? its easy with the "air flow transfer hose" got a spare, than you got air easy as 1, 2, 3 "GeT AIR"
Better Push-Ups!
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Patio light on/off extension
Banana Hammock - Keep your bananas fresh longer. This solution solves the problem of bananas ripening &amp; spoiling too fast.
Jewelry finder
UPWARD ARC FAUCET: Saves time and water when drinking and washing your hands! [VIDEO] #WouldWinDesignAwards
Double sided silicone pan. Why should I only be able to bake cupcakes on my silicone pan? I love Cookies as well! Resub
And Air Freshener you can't see that has a verity of fragrance changeable cartridges.
A super mini Bluetooth keychain folding keyboard.
Replaceable Squeaker Dog Toy
Shower organizer - square "sheet" with suction cups on both sides to attach to shower wall and the other side would hold shampoo, razor etc.
All in one pet sanitary system picks up,stores and dispose of pet waste simple and easy to use .
Finger/Toe nail clippings should not be flying projectiles when you trim them.
Airplane safety harness for lap-babies
SitFit is a fun isometric fitness device with an integrated social gaming app that helps you get fit with friends. Get fit while you sit!
PRIVACY BAGS - lock your stuff away from children, family, colleagues... Ideal for gifts, sweets, drugs, cosmetics, tools... Various sizes.
Vertical standing curling iron with retractable cord. Cord retracts into base of iron when not in use
Asian Soup Spoon molded rubber dimpled sleeve with a Hook
Toothpaste twister brush
Hybrid massage roller with benefits of Massage Pillow, Massage Ball and Roller into ONE product, while allowing full passive relaxation.
MultiBag-Water,Shower,Washer
My idea is a tool that would unplug snow from the end of your driveway left there after the snowplow goes by,usually just after shoveling.
A lunch/snack box with a timer (countdown/stop watch) clock Digital / analog
Tie Backstop
Higienizador de celular, Smartphone ou tablet.
Ever got rained on your bike with the umbrella back at home, an air pump/umbrella combo can be right there for air or rain. #QCYCLE
#spotsv NEW!!!A door hinge applied wedge that props door open for easy passage. More easily accessible than floor wedges. Middle hinge.
Have a bottle of wine? What if you could know the exact temperture to drink it to receive the best taste from the bottle you just bought?
Heavy lifting can be a thing of the past with this product as things that weigh hundreds of pounds will glide easily over your floors.
Resubmit!Lets make skateboards that light up so at night we can see our kids better.Headlight included.This will prevent less accidents!
Light Up Building Blocks
Tony the Tongs. A fun kitchen accessory that turns separate kitchen utensils into a pair of bbq, salad or versatile kitchen tongs!
Goal: Comfortable outdoor reading on the iPad without sacrificing screen quality. Solution: easy on/off case w/ built-in anti-glare film.
Ever tried to trim your side-burns with a beard/mustache trimmer? The "Side-Burner" Precision Side Burn Trimmer" can do! Salon sideburns.
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Sound changing alarm
Temperature Controlled Fan
Quirky Bubbler - Flying bubble
While exercising, do you get dry mouth? Hard to swallow? Do you snore at night? Breath with your nose just as easily as through your mouth.
COLD BOARD (sushi prep &amp; more)
Portable Inline Water Turbine
#spotsv *Innovative* Color Changing Stickers to tell if food is expired. For example: orange changes to red on day 5! Read On: it's possible
My idea is for a moble app for Quirky, that can be accessed with any smart phone or smart device you can pull apps up on
Retro phone case
(first engine unicycle,s)
Idea is a medical thumb drive called Medme. This drive would contain medical information that would be easily retrieved by medical staff.
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Devices you attach on any school bag pack that help support the weight it carries like four shock absorbers placed on ur shoulders and back
A decorative glass watering funnel that will keep your plants watered. Easy to fill and also collects rainwater!
A mid-sized crock pot with dual chambers. One chamber is rectangular for an entree; the other chamber will hold sauce or sides.
Twister Pitcher. Drink pitcher with two different sides! Save space and time. Great for waitresses, parents with kids, making mixed drinks.
This system provides a center to the QB and may also pass a ball to a receiver up to 200yards and be QB during a scrimmage
A toilet seat quick release bolt system that fits onto all existing seats and makes cleaning the seat and the bowl a snap.
Cargo-Rack: Give Your SUV Or Truck More Cargo Space! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A flower pot with monopole stand.
Golf Flag Retractor
The pump up office chair inflatable ERGO cushion. Keep inflating during the day (improve circulation), improve your 260 office work days.
Compactible Trash Can without any mechanical parts
MacPro Top Shelf &amp; Charging Dock
An App that will let one shut-down all unwanted power to the home when traveling during the winter months.
USB Flash Disk Business Cards
Vibrating + Warming Baby Crib
Home Water Turbine
Kids always have alot of shoes to wear.I have seen many kids run all over the place looking for 1 shoe... well how about a way to link them?
Electrical Extension Cord - Multiple extension socket accommodate any shape plug all at one time.Solution to plug and cord storage.
GE WINK: Pill case that reminds you when you need to take your pills and safely carries them on the the go! No more pills breaking up.
Rubber Type Finger Tips That Children Can Use To Effectively Get A Good Grasp On A Loose Tooth Without Fingers Slipping Or Using Pliers.
phone app for oil well
a motorized surfboard
multi-size lead holer
One Book Marker with multiple users. One Book with multiple readers at variable chapters! Resubmit.
APPLE TELESCOPIC HANDLE, to make the best pictures and videos (Remote control,double led flash,tripod). (Resubmit)
Stickers and Desktop Card for Hardcore Quirky Fans.
Design your own clothing online - fun, fitting and fashionable
A very compact and clean way to carry shampoo, conditioner, and soap for a post workout shower away from home.
Airtight laundry basket to contain bad smells
Loopits v2
Use GE's Dual Cooling Jet technology to make a better aftermarket desktop CPU cooler, allowing computers to run faster and quieter! Video
Toy train with ABC's on each train car-becomes animated/make sounds/moves when put together in right order-Numbers 1-26 are on other side
EZ Crib
A Think Outside The Box, Box. Basically a box/cube made out of whiteboard material, it would be a brainstorming tool to use with markers.
Dual Alarm Clock. Unit in bedroom is the one you set, but in order to turn it off you have to turn off the other unit in another room.
TOY PENGUINE
Vine inspired iPhone / iPad / iPod Stand
MacShell
Archie's Ear-sponge 4 Spaniels
The Ultimate Backpack. It should include a removable binder, insulated food pockets, and be durable enough to last though college!
An Expandable 3-Ring Binder that makes storage more convenient; carry only what you need! Start small and expand as your class progresses.
A personal, flushable, fart muffler diminishes sounds of passing gas. Upgradeable to include removal of odor as well. I call it a Farffler.
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The Pinnacle Case- an iPod Touch case that offers the perfect blend of style, functionality, and protection, making no sacrifices.
My device allows RCA devices to be transmitter to your television via wireless thus getting rid of the RCA cords dangling from your TV.
iPhone and iPad Drum Case: Be A Rock Star and Drum Along to Your Favorite Song at School, Work, or Home.
The Grillmaster's ERGONOMIC SIT/STAND STOOL
Small attached light, that can be stick in various places, but is also a normal flashlight.
Have you ever stepped on a Lego block? Ouch! Silicone building blocks make more sense. Build castles with some arc-shaped blocks.
Save 17k lives a year with a relay switch that won't allow the car to be put into gear unless the seat belts are fastened.
Resub Redesigned after UC, Mini belt/pants extender, Dial instead of a buckle to get an exact fit. Collaboration and Render By Peter Frazier
Pivot Power Buttons - Each plug-in has an on and off power button so you don't have to disconnect plug every time you don't need.
All your hair care appliances, one cord. For those who are TIRED OF DETANGLING ALL THOSE CORDS!
2 sizes nail clipper in one design,a dual action product that allows you to cut both small and large nails using one nail clipper.
Bread Loft ..a baker's dream
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Toilet training is pivotal so give children targets at which to aim.Pictures on round,flushable TP will save parents much anguish
All in one nail clippers with a more ergonomic design that takes care of your nails, catches them, files them, and removes cuticles!
Reinvent the Bathroom Medicine Cabinet. With detachable hand mirror, light and pill box. Collaboration with Debra Courtenay
magic accessory
Convert a regular blind/shade to a top down, bottom up blind/shade and save big money without replacing the whole blind.
Brightpipes
DiskDots
No more stolen children!
What if you could do more with the space you got?Small ideas make life easier,with this useful stackable desk box you can be a witness of it
A dry-erase board notebook that's easily transported to use for studying/practice anywhere.Use less paper and become a better studier!
Party Table-Small dorm sized coffee table that has a sound system attached to the underside of the table.This allows Laptops/ipods/whatever.
Stackable rechargeable LED lights. Take them wherever you may need light (reading, outdoors &amp; power outages) or stack together as 1 unit
SINK STRAINER WITH 2 LAYERS. Empty your sink strainer without having food debris go down the drain.
Jars: Lid on Top, Pour Spout on Bottom
Windup Self Generating Table Light - Crank it up and let it light. All sides illuminate and light goes out when the cycle ends - timer light
Jet Engine Cover for the nose cowl to prevent debris &amp; birds from flying into the fan.App to open &amp; shut the air intake gills on both sides.
Doing Laundry SUCKS! Everyone hates it. This hamper allows you to Laundry WITHOUT the HASSLE more EFFICIENTLY than ever using my product.
BBQ Board for both RAW & COOKED meats - take out your raw BBQ goods & bring back in your cooked goods on the same tray!
A trash can that when knocked down always lands right side up.
It ain't over 'till you get the last drop! Hold bottles upright on end with noodle "fingers". Use it all: Ketchup, salad dressing, shampoo.
Don't you hate it when the fog or rain makes your glasses or sunglasses foggy? My invention will keep you glasses clean and stylish.
Futuristic looking egg shaped flower pot with a stylish base to hold multiple pot.Suitable for indoor use.
The Smug
PRESTO CHANGO
Decorative Cordie - Discretely secures and hides your phone or tablet charger... Office supply cup for desk, potted plant for side table...
A Rubber Gloves that can exhaust the sweat
Personal, portable, touch-free eyeglasses cleaner. Glasses sit in plastic tray, soak&spin through cleaning solution, compressed air to dry!
Magnetic Hail Defense
Drink coffee, save the world! "Coffee Clasps" are reusable coffee cup holders.
No Fuss Xmas Lights
car seat designed to allow easy access by rotating seat 90 degrees and automatically adjusting seat angles and rotating to driving position
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Finally, an Umbrella that can be used on crowded streets. I would like to Introduce the multifunctional Drop-Leaf Style Umbrella.
TRAC - IT
Snow Shoveling in the dark? No problem...Shovel with light.
UMDRILLA
A backpack that has a modular system inside. Pull the top handle upward and tiered compartments are exposed. Different inserts available.
BBQ eye cup Goggles Say goodbye to irritated eyes! Protect your eyes from flames and smoke.Battery operated cool air fans keep the air clear
THE PERFECT PURSE!! EASILY FIND WHAT YOU NEED! EASY TO USE, EASY TO STORE!
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time? Resubmit.
ALIENS Vs PREDATORS ON THE CHESSBOARD? Possible on the Holographic projection chess board, Video shows possibilities.
"The Wheel 2", a CD-sized wheel in a case with windows for circles of numbers cooresponding to the numbers on various lottery games.
New Snowboard Wax Tuning Stand
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
Keep your comfy pant legs in place down by your feet, not bunched up by your knees.
GREEN Cigarettes!
Silicone Design Molds For Cake Pans. Designs &amp; sayings for all occasions. Insert in pan, pour batter, bake cake &amp; flip cake over when done.
Attach WeedDrill to your cordless drill Drill weeds& roots with one plunge without bending over. Video-seefolder see www.weeddrill.com
Press Record
A foldable foam/silicone thingy to put down on the hard seats; making sitting down for long periods of time comfortable.
back scrubbing mat
Seat belt clip with swivel eye and coated steel braided cable attachable to body harness for dogs in cars. seat belts stop w/ fast brakes.
Blanket Pillow - Display your blanket as a pillow if you don't have space to store blankets. Great for chair, couch &amp; bed decor. Dorm.
Alcohol checker
USB powered coaster warmer
Keeps history of trip trajectory and duration, and ring alarm in time to leave
Aftershock
Use a rubber suction cup with an extension arm from the top, to secure a shower curtain to the end walls, eliminating wet floors.
A positive affirmation scale, ##s will show, keeps track of your weight, a fe/male voice in different languages, store different members
TRAVEL COFFEE MUG TO KEEP ALL YOUR HOT DRINKS HOT, FOR PEOPLE WHO ALWAYS LIKE THERE DRINK HOT.
Playpen Monitor? Reassurance, worry free. Leave baby alone in another room, no need to run back every 10 minutes to check on them. Safety
#QCYCLE. highly visible cycle clip waterproof gater arm and leg reflectors/direction indicators. safety first.
I have a fish tank and I am tired of cleaning it. If there was an easier way I wouldn't mind changing the water. So here's my idea....
Fold Flat Egg Cup Holders that open up for egg and fold flat for easy storage in a drawer. Prototype made Watch Video.
Hand held power scrubber
Replacement nail polish brushes - paint your nails with accuracy and ease
Couple Earphones
Tired of bath towel clutter, and heavy laundry loads? Use TowelTagz to keep track of bath towels. Simply write your name, and clip it on.
A bag that is worn inside clothing that mimics a pregnant stomach to hide valuables when traveling - prevents hold-ups and thefts
flexible lawn irrigation
Swipe Station Case. A safe place to keep your phone and Credit Card Swiper.Yard Sales, Craft Fairs...Use it anywhere
"Stackable" Backpack - This backpack builds upon a base backpack. Various levels stick together with velcro strips.
A fiberglass reinforced solar panel cover with a reflective interior and LEDs. The LEDs create enough light to operate solar panels
Scented Car Mats
fanny pack for your car seat
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Cell phone saver
Sharephones head phones, they answer people the question "So what are you listening to?" Share your music with a mere bump! The tech exists.
While maintaining organization the tool box is able to tip 90* without disrupting the tools. Making it versatile, and convenient.
I like to study in bed. I need a "tray" that fits my computer, notebook and book. May be even a night light option if I have a bedroom mate.
A programmable LED light bulb with a built-in clock and NFC reader. Won't hurt your eyes at night!
Can't hear your mobile speaker phone? Get your mobile acoustic housing today and listen from across the room, in the shower or in your car.
speak3rs: Set of 3 Small Outlet Wireless/bluetooth Speakers
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
Keep your toothbrushes clean.This decorative toothbrush and paste dispenser is a must for a clutter free vanity. Dispense and store in one.
3 in 1 Reusable Grocery Bag
The Kitchen scanner allows people who hate to shop or cannot leave the home to get the items they desire there are many ways this can work
Stop kabobs from sticking and falling through the grill.
flexible electric plug socket
Heat Pack Coaster / Plate Warmers. No more cold plates. Put your plate on top and keep food warm. Re-activate and clean in dishwasher.
Take a tiny white board with you, instead of a notebook, shopping list, or sketch pad (for those who do not have smart phones).
Cover for iPad or any other Tablet size device with compartment to store earphones.
An outlet that manages your laptop battery. In that way you don't waste energy and you don't have to worry about your battery.
Liquid erase ballpoint pen
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
Na-Coaster
A sunglasses holder attached to the front of your headgear or jacket/shirt for easy access.
#QCYCLE. highly visible cycle clip waterproof gater arm and leg reflectors/direction indicators. safety first.
modified military shovel
A wheelbarrow with one wheel in the front being a wheel that swivels.
Spiral CFL bulbs are ugly, but you love the fact that you're saving energy and the earth? Then just cover them up with Lite Sleeves.
The Card Caddy. A case for carrying your playing cards that turns into a discard tray when you're ready to play!
Tortoise Headphone Coiler
Cereal Container with Dust/Crumb Separator, top & bottom openings, split decision in UC. Panel asked for changes, changes made. New Images
Tired of looking for that right outfit? With the affordable SwitchPants line you will be able to jump right into that next special occasion.
The Perfect Pancake Griddle! Makes one perfect pancake at a time. Just one knob to adjust the heat!
Protect your and your children's ears with Safe-tip - a Q-tip holder that prevents you to push the Q-tip too far down the ear canal
Cozy Cup
Who does not have to dream to transport a balloon in his pocket and to play with at all times of the day. The whole with a true balloon.
Universal bobble. Bobble anything you want. Bobble your mind.
Ever wanted to cook many things but had to use up to four pans at the same time to keep each flavor separate? Now you can in the same pan!
***Take control of your appliances via mobile app!!!***
Sleepwalker carpet
CHIP TAPE -Manicures Perfected
Resubmit)Retractable Lock Bracelet. Use on bike or anything you need to lock up. Lock your purse to the cart at a grocery store
Digi Drive
Ice Making Cooler
When your alarm wakes you up in the morning your home wakes up with you.
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IWallet-Its a leather case for your Iphone that opens to a wallet. Can put credit cards ID money(that folds)
eWhisk is the only whisk with an ergonomic reservoir handle. It sits comfortably in your hand and won't roll off your kitchen counter.
Safety Crib: With integrated Wink connected 2-way baby monitor w/APP, auto swing ability to help baby sleep, &amp; musical baby mobile w/light.
The Hatch Pan
#SPOTSV Glowing Wall Outlet Plug-ins. Glow-in-the-dark outlet plug-ins that light-up when electricity flows through them.
Swinging Hammock. Comes with the netting, the stand and a built in crank to sway you back and forth
Portable Collapsible Study & Game Table with Cup Holders. Will store study materials or board games inside, and fits under your bed.
Let's make a sink strainer that suctions around the bottom so no food goes underneath and down the drain.No more clogged sinks!
3" Suction Cup Tie Down Units
An cylindrical pencil case that becomes an organized arrangement for pens, pencils and other useful classroom implements when opened.
A condom with an additional piece of latex that has a hole in the center of it for the penis to go through to help protect against herpes.
The perfect travel bag for airports everywhere. Never get pulled up by security when passing through the airport with those 100ml bottles.
COMPLETE KNIFE SYSTEM . CONTROL WHERE AND HOW KNIVES ARE SHARPENED ,EASIER TO CLEAN ,MULTIFUNCTION !
Children taking guitar lessons get the tips of their fingers sore from holding the guitar strings down. Stick on pads could ease the pain.
A waterproof case with a kick-ass suction cup and an acoustic bowl to amplify the sound on the bottom so you can watch tv in the shower.
Skid proof Rain rubber mat in WHITE or CREAM with your own big INITIAL imprint Super long and its not grey or black!!
Floor swiffer looks more like a broom. Flexible microfiber head to sweep up more dirt and grime - even behind toilets and other tight spots!
Earbuds that have a wireless mic that can speak to the wearer. So people can get the attention of those wearing earbuds
DiskDots
Gillt Free Humane Fish Hook
A Memo Ball- pass it around the office at school or in meetings. Record your ideas, pass it for brainstorming or feedback, play games...
A "garden/weed shoe" that is designed with a "weeding-device/implement" on the toe. Kicking at weed will loosen and remove it. No Chemicals
IPhone 5 adapter key chain
Smart &amp; compact docking station for smartphones and tablets (at the same time). Usable in potrait and landscape mode while charging...
The hinges on the toilet seat are hard to clean urine dust and water accumulate around and under them. Flush-able hinge guards fixes this
Smart Plug
Let's make a battery operated flameless candle with a built in music box at the bottom.Candle light is always nice with the sound of music.
Countertop flash freezer for fresh veggies and fruit. Preserve the taste and texture of your fresh veggies and fruits.
*Abra-2-Grabya! Is a quick attachment clip to go directly on the grill that allows multiple accessories to be placed on the grill.
for the first time a waterless portable sinus and nasal therapy system i have invented a portable nasal and sinus vaporizer
An ashtray that glows under black light! You smokers will love this! RE-SUB
Water Propelled Tank-less Heater
Never leave hospital with JP drians taped to abdomen. Surgishots is the only safe alternative available following surgery. surgishorts.com
This is a standard plug outlet with a motion sensor detector and a small LED which lights up to show the plug in order to plug-in safely.
Ceiling Storage Units that are Usable, paintable and design friendly to fit in w/your home decor. Now make unusable space accessible.
Forgot what you are short of in your refrigerator, needed home supplies, etc? Relax! Bluetooth enabled shopping list can remind you.
Patented innovative ipad skin
ice cold pastry board
Toothpaste Dispensing Toothbrush - Your kids can dispense the right amount of toothpaste every time and without the mess.
mothers and fathers carrying new borns an older the parents are always leaning way to one side or other this would help stop that .
Three legged dogs and dogs with arthritis have difficulty chewing a bone without the use of both front paws. Please view photos of dogs.
My Idea/project im working on is a hair vacuum thatâ€™s used to collect hair from the clients head when itâ€™s shaved or trimmed.
Peace of Mind Luggage finder!
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My idea is a new kind of dental floss
Handi-Cap Pans
senor lights on a base board
Keep those tikes in bed EVERY TIME. This pressure activated mattress pad activates a nightlight that glows as long as the child stays in bed
Auto dater
Retractable wires organizer, with the option of adding one side by side for more wires.
STAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING ONE OR
THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD AND BULKY
How important is it to get the kids off the couch? This is a sports toy for kids: Hockey net that shoots the balls back. video link below!!
Earbud tangle preventer
disposable pad to be placed on neck of hair salon wash basins after each person gets head washed-both for comfort and sanitary purposes
Resub,Finalist Dinner Tray with legs, folds into a box that would fit on a book shelf, check out the pics and specifications, very cool..
Resubmit! Plastic lap food box/cup holder with bean bag bottom that contours on your legs when you sit this in your lap.Great for movie time
Toothbrush with attached small swivelling rounded cup at middle of brush.
No Spill Pitcher
"Seat back" and relax! You have emergency stash right under your... well, Back. Bikers, what would you store here?
A more aerodynamic skateboard! Get more revolutions in your tickets! Way faster spins! Designed for both regular/goofy foot riders.
ALARM CLOCK - AIM TO WAKE UP
A wall charger for the iPhone with a long coiled cable for easy phone use while charging in the kitchen or around the house.
tired of being unable to wear a certain piece of jewelry because it irritates your skin.now you can wear those earrings you always wanted to
Motion Sensor Peephole Camera with APP for your phone or touchpad. Why get up every time the door bell rings, Just open the app and see.
GutterClaw
For those of you that have ever said: â€œStop Stealing My Blankets!" your troubles are over.
Fabric Cutting Grid lines
The "Armchair Buddy" features a compartmentalized interior with a lazy-susan-style rotating shelf.
Rain barrel Water pump with timer
Plastic sleeve that will reduce our carbon footprint by re-using styro-foam cups 10 to 20 times. Re-inforcing the cup for a better grip.
Air Vent Freshener
Rapid flicker of lighted streamers in front of a fan creates a realistic flame effect within an exhaust pipe and is brighter at acceleration
#SPOTSV LOOK out TARGET im MONKEYING around lets put a jump on this old timey favorite it will be alot of GREEN BANANAS !
~Case and Jogging Sleeve for the NEW IPOD Touch and IPOD Nano !!
a salt and pepper shaker with a push button for salt and a button for pepper or push both at the same time for faster easier delivery.
A Better-Looking Allergy Mask
the thing that bother me the most when doing bbq is the lack of lighting and the excess of smoke coming towards me and interfering me.
This is a twister salt and pepper shaker that lights up at the bottom, so I can see how much salt and/or pepper I am adding to my food.
Long Pocket Secures Cell Phone, Camera, or Players for faster quicker retrieval. Fastener secures contents when reaching in low places.
Kitchen Utensil Stand that Prevents Cross Contamination of Food and Helps Organize your Cooking Experience.
Crate Bird Feeder Hang a Milk Crate up side down on a rope hanging from a tree The top will be a water dish Poles will go thru the crate
Radio volume control
Toaster Cover &amp; Tongs
Family Safe GPS System
Are you building stud walls in your basement? Introducing the Stud-Rite Level. A level designed specifically for the purpose.
Breaker
App-Enabled Foot Massager - For Those Who Cannot Bend Down Easily - Control Heat/Modes/Power From Phone RESUB
A small, inexpensive Door stop that can be used anywhere to "hold" the door open for summer breezes, allow a pet to enter/exit, etc.
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To design a travel mug that does NOT drip at the seams of the lid. Mugs on the market today do not solve this recurring problem.
Bottomless WiFi Pet Food Bowl
Designer Hickeys
Make brushing your teeth more fun and faster with an all around toothbrush that allows you to brush every face of the tooth in one motion.
Meet the StripLits - The Expandable Power Strip. Add as many as needed. Buy each Striplit individually! The Expandable Power Strip System
A dart board in which all darts can be removed automatically at the touch of a button; and collected at the bottom ensuring tip is not hurt
Hands free E-Cig holder
A latex/rubber glove for your feet that protects you from heat, is comfortable, feels like you're walking bare foot. Mainly for water parks.
Remote cell phone finder receiver, that sounds and flashes when you are 5' or more away from transmitter. Never lose your cell phone again.
PERFECT FOR QUIRKY'S BEACH TOWEL BAG!!! Keep your TOWELS, BLANKETS, PICNIC TABLE CLOTHS, ETC in place. These work on ANY
SURFACE!
The newly designed staple puller is an elegant and easy way to remove the toughest of staples fast and without injury to vulnerable fingers.
A plastic sleeve for TV remotes in hotel rooms to protect you from germs.
Collapsible Angel Food Cake Pan
Convert any textbook into a document holder using this pocket sized, fold-able insert and clip.
The "Study/Party Lamp" A lamp that has two modes: the study & party mode. The party mode is multicolor animated and gives a good party mude.
Have you ever had to shower at school, a gym, or even a hospital? Well what if you dont have shower shoes use my disposable shower mats!
An interchangeable lens case that is functional and mobile! Think tile game meets iPhone case.
FinTowel is a multiple towel holder for use on existing towel holder racks. It holds multiple face, hand or other cloth towels.
Self warming jacket and gloves
Research shows that people still spend money on their pets even in slow economies. How about a dog mat that when plugged in, cools pets off?
A collapsible, adjustable leg support with built in stand for electronic devices. Turn coach seating into FIRST CLASS!!!
Protective Seedling Collar
Stop junk from sticking to the lid of your garbage can with disposable liners. Peel one off and throw it away with the rest of the garbage.
Bottled Soda Dispenser
Padlock/Bike lock that Opens with Your Phone
A new and stylish way to charge your iPod and or iPhone. It is a model car that you simply put your device on the seat to charge it.
Voice Activated Device Outlet
Dave's Peanut Butter Jar Knife
RC Floating Water Gun
Light Gloves. Team
Halloween themed doorstop - a body part sticking out under the door
Bracelet, Belt, straps hole punch kit. Make your own &amp; customize (shorten length, add holes) bracelets, belt, purse strap, watch band, etc
(firstgt gas stunt bike,s)
Rugged iphone case that has a loop built in for attaching or securing it to things like a carabiner or rope
App Enabled Kiln. You know when your Kiln is done, and what the temp is as it cools. Turn it on and off. Check the temp from your iPhone.
Epilator for men that only removes some of the body hair leaving the look and feel of a naturally less hairy body
"Honey, where's the trash bags?" This idea will totally eliminate this question for good! Store 'em together and attach them to the wall.
Keep keys from scratching phones or poking you with a reversible stretchy case that allows you to quickly enclose them with a thumb flip.
Reusable Cap Holder. Never lose your cap on your sodas, liquor, wine, water bottles again.
Stool with Pedals - Exercise while you sit!
The crawler
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BBQ Grill is shaped &amp; looks like a Hamburger. This could either be a Regular sized Grill or a Mini Tailgate Grill or made in both sizes.
e cigs cleaning kit
Removing any card from a billford can be made easy by attaching a small ribbon to them with clue. People who see this love it.
WINK Mini USB Meter
Cob web cleaning Roomba (Climbs walls) - Its possible - Watch video
Pocket Vase
Small format digital camera/radar Andrio multi-sensor sold to car owners and OEMs. Attach to rear of vehicle. Goes active by backup circuit.
Bar bell baby
Have a video to play from you smartphone? Use this hidden shelf from behind TV.
Home Weather Station -- iPhone + Wink powered. Remotely monitor and track temperature, humidity and outside conditions.
The QUIRKY ICE CUBE TRAY..Pepsi, drink, logo, Marketing company, etc ice cube trays.... Just for FUN!
sensor spray deodorizer/odor neutralizer attach to litter box activating after cat smelly visits if you can't get there right away to scoop
My idea is to create a line of protective jumpsuits and blankets, manufactured primarily of fire resistant fabric materials, like CarbonX.
The Brain Wave Stimulator
WATCH FIIBO Is a simple concept in an earthquake it can alert the population
Microwave with Theater Popper
Make cooking for a crowd easy! Set of Pop-Up grill-safe BBQ probes calibrated for various cooking temperatures.
A tiles laying kit that makes the perfect result with ease for the DIY, and also anyone else.
Magnetic construction zone speed limit sign that workers can use to cover the preexisting sign, no more rickety stands or plastic sheeting!
Tear-Away Plates with multiple tearoff liners that tear away after each meal. Save on the amount of plates being thrown away. VIDEO
Aurora Boards
A 3 way heating travel bottle warmer for heating babyâ€™s milk, water or bottled food while on the go.
Let's make a power outlet/lamp you can control using the AUX button on the remote control you already own! Best thing since the CLAPPER!
How about a key pocket in your sneaker in the tongue or a little zipper pocket? If your running top with the pocket is in the wash no sweat!
Safety box for hobbyists, to prevent tiny parts from rolling off the table, being blown away, or covered with dust, while being worked on.
Shampoo Timer Dispenser
Want a flower box this year or not? Makes it an easy choice. You can even only use half of it if you're short of space.
Koozibuddy
Core Wedge
Perfect Microwave Meat Cooker
DIGITAL TEMPERATURE DISPLAY WITH COOK TEMP ALERTS, FIRE ALARM AND MEAT TEMPERATURE PROBE!
Easy Clean Toilet Seat
Suspend your smartphone in front of your face with this ergonomically-designed headpiece for easy, hands-free viewing of movies and books.
#spotsv Pocket-knife style with removable micro-screwdrivers - Keep them nearby when needed to repair / adjust electronics, sunglasses, etc.
Remote Control App! Would allow you to use your phone/tablet as a remote control and to send content (pictures, movies, etc.) to the TV
Secure your iPad with a Fingerprint Reader iPad case.
My idea revolves around sweaty armpits during hot weather. A pad you wear so the sweat does not show through your shirt.
Cool-Modular-Soft Sided-Backpack. Go back to school in a new style. This modular backpack idea has removable parts.
An overlay that turns your iPad into a traditional notebook, because sometimes, paper is just easier to write on.
This invention is guarenteed to teach anyone to hit. This product can be used at an early age or for the experienced batter to teach hitting
StaKool, the vent that will keep you cool while driving down the road,no ac no problem just mount,close door and your on your way.
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4 in 1 Cutting Board. It tenderizes your meat, holds &amp; sharpens butcher knife &amp; catches the juice drippings! Light, durable, easy to clean!
A device that would let me roll my winter/summer tires from the ground into my car trunk without having to lift them (they are very heavy).
QuickRoll Toilet Paper
preparing from a recipe, hands sticky, counter space full, hang recipe on a hanger with clips on cabinet knob at eye level
I never know where to leave my headphone for my mac when I don't need it anymore.
A flat shoe with a rough shoe-sole (temporary) which can be easily attached to the shoe before going for trekking/hiking.
Perch: Perfect Roast Chicken
4-tier lazy susan unit for the fridge The height and width will be adjustable,drawers under bottom tier and easy labeling feature.
TOUGH on the go wine case.Basically indestructable ! Protect your wine bottle while traveling in the car,on a picnic, boat, suitcase.etc
PICAP!
App that pairs mobile devices to play music in synchronization. Many devices that can play the same music to create a virtual sound system?
WarmJack
Handy long handle Back and Body Bath Washer. Switch it for an easier clean for those part of the body hard to reach areas.
Tech Rain Bag
Dry and iron. Rapidly dry and iron your clothes with inflatable, sizeable mannequin
Squishy toes be gone
A computer mouse with an interchangeable cushion that molds to the palm of your hand and gives your hand a soft resting place when in use
A lightweight foldable tripod stool with an adjustable camera stand to make it easy to take pictures on the go for photographers, both amateur and
professional.
"PORTABLE DOOR STOP, FOR A PERSON WITH A STROLLER" Spring loaded, telescoping pole with a multi-purpose wedge on the end. An EXTRA
HAND.
Indoor/Outdoor Window Planter, installs in seconds!
Outdoor Solar powered workbench
Tea Up
The Vent Cover Guard blocks unwanted air daily; saves energy, money, aesthetically transparent that shows designer images clearly;
"Safely Chopped" a quick, simple way to chop your vegetables
An Automatic Braking system for automobiles (Breaking Alert System) This is an aftermarket product that is designed for any vehicle)
Clothes Tracker
Hate drilling your wall? How to Hang A Picture Frame Without Drilling A Hole In The Wall? magnetic tack is the solution.
ReMixer Tumbler
My idea is A shaving cream dispenser in cool shapes like your favorite sport with your favorite teams emblem and or you favorite hobby
Tool for cutting angle tile
: Quick Cook Perfect Jacket Spuds : An Iron Maiden accessory cooking the inside & outside evenly when needed quickly or have limited heat.
The never dying mouse cat toy
Animal style wall hook for a child's room. Would be used to hang coats, hats, gloves, towels and an array of items.
fully adjustable portable exercise machine
#spotsv -Kids can stick these on the bath wall-and make a tune as they press them each will make a different squeak!
Resub: The Sand Bag Pet Lounge. Place your little pooch up where she belongs. Zippered openings allow you to weight each side as you like
ToolKit - Duo bottle and 'click' tools
A boat paddle that folds at the end of the object,opens for easy motion with out taking it out of the water. Great for a kayak or sports.
Thinking of getting that next hi-tech gadget for back-to-school? Try thinking outside-of-the-box ........
Decorative outdoor table top beverage cooler. Keep the one you have cool and the next one ready to go!
Portable granite samples
Paper Clip - An iPhone case with a flexible Lightning cable that works as a cord wrapper, stand, clip, hanger, and more!
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Lume SmartSwitch- an app enabled Light Switch.Replace any light switch with a Lume SmartSwitch &amp; control it from your phone.
MiBoard
`A case for phone that is specialised for filming.
MULTI-OPENER. To open any can or bottle with only one tool
Coaster + Drinking Glass Condensation = Air Freshener. Time to turn glass sweat into something more than a coffee table's worst nightmare!
Eye of the be HOLDER
The Floater
Raidio Ear plugs
carry everything at one time, keep meat cold, easy access,....
Extremely expensive (looking) plastic or rubber or other material to add decor to your home lighting. Nobody will know they're not $300!
The Perch
Easter Egg Dippers!! Brightly colored, interchangeable, short silicone whisks for Easter egg coloring
laser and target for practising shooting rifle or a pistol. Target will have sensors to detect the laser, and LED's to show where hit
My idea is for musicians who play or practice their electric guitars and/or basses unplugged . I propose a guitar-stethoscope
A simple 2 to 4 vertical bike rack to save space on your garage, base may be filled up with water or sand. Resubmit #QCYCLE
iSpacer is a portable and cheap "room divider" for use in college dorms and shared housing to provide privacy and personal space.
Touch screen-enabled Ipad Water-Proof Shower Case. Watch movies, play apps, takes notes, face time, text, read email in the shower or tub.
LED Extension Cord:The cord has built in light up LEDs.Also LED USB extension cord.
It is a broom the size of a duster it is easy to use and store with its changing head you can make it a broom,duster,mop or toilet cleaner
SmartBall for Dogs and Cats
To clean small windows like divided lights, you need to be efficient! We need a MINI-Squeak!!! Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT
The DECAGON VS RUBIX CUBE.
Solar-Powered, Self-Watering, Rain Refilling COMBINATION Decorative Fountain and Herb Garden!
It is a necklace for your phone that would hang down right past your ribcage and swivel.Please read on
A quick and easy way to tell what kind of gas is in your gas can. Landscape companies use different kinds of gas for mower and blowers etc.
DreamWeaver Vehicle Bungee Kit
THE CHARGING HEADPHONE
forget the baseboards
now the easiest way in back scrubbing! no more reaching, just apply soap, move up &amp; down, left &amp; right &amp; dance your way to a cleaner back!
Don't you hate when electrical plugs fall or yank out the wall socket and then you find yourself pulling the prongs apart to make it stay.
Dancing Fountains
MY idea is a camping/survival/emergency/military outdoor tent that uses internal compressed air bladders, for the framwork.
"Hows my kid driving" computerized database answers calls and keeps track of teenage drivers reported actions. parents can call in and check
USB charge card for your purse or wallet! Never be without your phone's charge/sync cable. Credit card sized, only slightly thicker.
Introducing The Safety First Water Bottle, with the spout off to the side instead of on top for EASIER drinking (keep your eyes on the road)
Two extra pivoting legs that can be attached to most chair legs to prevent you from falling back. (Just like Homer proposed)
Bluetooth headset built into a hat (various types)
A loop that connects the lightning adapter to stay connected to a 30 pin cable, allowing you to have both interfaces easily available
Shower Tote + Dock : Shower tote with a dock that collects water drips.
Resubmit the birdhouse and flower pot all in one.You can hang this or attach the bird house stand!This would have fake silk flowers/no water
the app hearing adjusting Hz volume, cordless earbuds thru blue tooth, I-pod or i-phone .similar,hearing aids = EXPENSIVE
Never Lose Reading Glasses
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Pivot power with 2 or 4 USB ports so you do not have to take up you ports with USB charging bricks.
Snake like camera that attaches to my phone via mini usb. 4 seeing into walls, ceilings, crevices, ears, nose, throat etc. 2-4 feet long
This organizer is the perfect solution for everyone from road warriors to busy Moms.
Automotive DC plugs are out of date and ready for a change. Introducing the slim-plug. This one inch device with usb, changes everything. Go
Make a reading lamp\alarm clock out of an iPhone.
An APPLE IN-STORE-KIOSK to provide custom cases at point of purchase.
EZ Garden Border Bricks are designed to curb the competition with unique designs, no need to dig to get these beauties firmly laid.
ChipFix. Fix a chipped tooth in under 30 seconds
Child tablet holder for cars
â€¢ Vote for MAGNET MAN! Clamp him onto your grilling tools. Close the grill lid and -'click'- stick them to the side. No fuss, no mess!
Pads attached to armpit area of clothing to prevent sweat patches, extend life of body armor worn by law enforcement, military personnel
Wireless stickers to help you find things you misplace around the house. TV remote, keys, phone, etc. Findit with these stickers &amp; stations.
Toenail clipper attachment. Attachment is a small magnifying glass.
Bryan Cannula
"Magic Easter Garden"
Sweater Skeleton
C.O.B. (Child On Board)
Ironman Roller Press
DreamWeaver KidRoom Bungee Kit
Go Vertical! Using New Space Saving Tension Pole Designs, Under your Kitchen Counter. Corner Shelving, Cup Hooks, Coffee Station and More!
A new modern looking, mass appealing pencil carrier (not "box") that takes little space while also serving as a cool organizational tool.
An ice chest that is a RC. it would have, high profile &amp; tires &amp; 2 bumpers front &amp; rear sensors.
Mini Garden Flag w/pockets that you can plant ( then fly ) in your garden in...seasonally
i have invented a device that attatches to a punching bag that allows the user to practice thier upper cut. to which there is curently none.
+ No-Spill Pencil Box :: For Elementary Students #spotsv
A dumbbell with today's digital technology that will calculate the progress by using Physics to record the pressure when squeezed! (Torque!)
Slow release plant watering
Attachable paintbrushes make a complex job simpler from the safety and comfort of the ground level
Surefire MouseOut!
2 Knives in One, Slice & Chop
Hide A Charge
My idea is reusable flash cards.
Couch Jack 2.0
Baby monitor app
Tubulair: A tubed hair drying system. Keep the heavy motor separate. No need for brush and hairdryer. Just slide brush, comb attachments!
Sleeve'N Stand. A sleeve to protect a notebook while in the bag and a comfortable and ergonomic stand when the notebook is in use.
Best way to wake up? Shoot something. Alarm clock hangs from ceiling - flies in circles and you have to shoot it w/ laser: 1 to snooze 2 off
Squeegee with angled handle, so it can be used on the inside of a cars windshield, instead of having to do it with paper towels.
Bubble buoy! A bath bubble maker shaped after the boil buoy (or maybe a duck for kids) Turns colors to show a safe bath temp for children.
Picture the Bed skirt shoe organizer adapted to fit stools. The skirt would fit all stools. Have more tools right on hand when working.
Personal climate control
Introducing the vest back massager.Have a massage anywhere you go.This looks cool to wear and gives you a wonderful massage.
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Breathable raingear finally takes flight
The App that saves lives. Built in wifi detectors that sniff out not only smoke, but Carbon Monoxide fumes.
Lids and spoons holder
The Pool Floating chlorine Tablets Dispenser App.
Eco-canvas collapsible cover, slit for paper towels/wipes, non-sliding, dividers, bin, clips, iPhone holder, & more - with a sense of style.
The pop-up gardening shelter.
PERSONAL SPEAKER for small and mid-size meetings. a small speaker with a built-in microphone that hangs around the neck. easy to use. on/off
A waterproof case that holds your iPad in the shower, allowing you to watch TV, check email, twitter, and facebook, and listen to music.
No Tip Baby Bottles
OVERLAP HANGER- Clothes organizer, keep in storage, and how to use at home or while traveling, useful hanger design proposals.
HDMIstream
A pencil/pen/highlighter holder that attaches either with Velcro or by a sticky backing that would attach to the top of my laptop.
The Grill Plate: Have everything you need AND ORGANIZED on one plate
StraightLinePad: Write in a Straight Line Every Time, WITHOUT Lined Paper!
THE MOVING BED! Can't get comfortable in bed? Trouble falling asleep? Trouble staying asleep? Don't miss out on a good night's rest!
A decorative power outlet/surge protector wall tap for the bathroom that is attractive and can allow for multiple devices to be utilized.
A smart electrical breaker box that will show your electric bill adding up penny by penny.
Multisource Portable Generator
L'arrosage par Spartphone
TIMED SAFE/CAPSULE opens when the time is up! Lock for 12 hours or up to 1 year, deposit money while locked without the temptation to open!
Plush Ankle Bootie Socks
Keeping your home &amp; family safe is a priority for everyone! "THE WOOFER", which appears as an ordinary doormat, can be the simple answer!
Every stall you open sprinkled with tinkle? Avoid public potty germs with a product allowing females to confidently stand while urinating.
DreamWeaver Backyard Bun-G Kit
The FLEX is a universal suction cup stand that has a bendable and flex arm that can be bent to use on any version of the IPAD or tablet.
App enabled optical distance measurement pen.Measure circumference.Calculate area. Mouse and drawing tools for iphone/ipad. color sensor
Clip on camera cover for Xbox One and PS4
Iron your clothes with your hand. Throw away your hot, heavy, dangerous clothes iron. Smooth away wrinkles with the electric "Ironing Mitt".
Let's make a cordless drill corded! Excited about a new home improvement project only to find out that you don't have enough "juice" left?
Light Strand for Trees! No more tangles and mismatching. Take a look inside you'll love it!
Pocket Blanket
Finding a parking spot within a 1/2 mile radius.
Introducing Qeye - the Third Eye protection you wish you would have. Resubmitted!
sparkle bright tub
After sweeping the floor who wants to look for the missing dust pan or vacuum to pick up the dirt when you can use the Broom-Vac.
a stylish vessel for your garden
portable car fridge
LED Ceiling Fan Video Display. Easy to install/control stick on LED for a video show or messages on the spinning blades of a ceiling fan.
#spotsv Resubmit 1/12)Kitchen Sponge Accessory. Clip On Scraper.Or Embedded scraper inside sponge.
laser and target for practising shooting rifle or a pistol. Target will have sensors to detect the laser, and LED's to show where hit
360 degree video proof
Introducing children's bowls with measuring lines inside the bowl.This is great for measuring ingredients or for portion control all in one!
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A cute thermometer for your kitchen or bathroom sink that shows you the exact temperature of the flowing water.
!Twin beverage holder and serving plates with beverage, utensil, and napkin holder for use with lawn furniture during summer entertaining.
A digital scale that is flexible like a bed sheet. To be used under mattresses, mostly with hospital beds.
A golf ball marker that wonâ€™t mess up your friendâ€™s putt. Push into the ground and all that sticks above ground is a flat ribbon.
BOO SNORERS! SSshhEARS are ear covers made out of wetsuit material that have wireless ipod chips in them that pLay sounds/music.
! ! The Binder needs to be improved! An upgraded binder can help students in many different ways. This is the new improved binder ! !
Multi use umbrella
unexpected raindrops kan in 1 minute ruin a great and beloved pair of shoes, boots, purse that cost us a pretty penny !
Rechargeable and wireless power for any device. Please read description for full overview
May flowers are out...but how to keep the pets off?
Didgi grill
App controlled Coffee Maker â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Get the perfect coffee! Your style. Your time. Your choice. Share the flavor with friends.
Child Protective Wristband
Half-a-Snack Thumb Orange Peeler. Separate the peel from half an orange, like removing a sweater over your head. All in one piece!
This is an extended arm GPS Accessory for holding your GPS device. It also helps you easily input address without having to remove your GPS.
Retractable Jumper Cables with IMP application for people that are not mechanics.
Collapsable water bottle
I would love to see a male focused exfoliator. Often a man will find that when he has a small beard that extra skin gets stuck in it.
New Ring for on your Hand, Bracelet or necklace that is wifi connected to your Smart Phone,wallet and keys :resubmit:
Shoes for your shoes!
Glass filtered water bottle. Dishwasher safe, great filtered water taste in a large enough size 22, 32, and 48 ounces, fits in a cup holder.
The Show some Love Glove
Phone jack bobble head; from animal ears, famous faces, infamous faces (darth vader), to just about anything.
WAFFLE DRINK COASTER cardboard Drink coaster that is waffled to prevent coaster from being picked up with glass when lifted to take drink
iPad Mini Bumper with Handle grips.
Electrical tradesmen reduce tool bag bulk by using a 16 in one multi-tool. Screw &amp; hex drivers(plus 7/16") conduit reamers, &amp; MC stripper.
attachment to the grill
An affordable standing (motorized) desk that you can switch back and forth from sitting to standing pos., both for health and productivity.
We want to save many from needlessly contracting AIDS & other STDs by removing the stigma attached to condoms.
Clothing with built in resistance at key flexion and extension points which allows people to exercise simply by wearing the clothing.
Bathroom accessories (Towel hanger, soap basket, ect) that hang without screws
I have already tried this on my own place two sugar cubes in ground with four seeds try strawberries works with patches and veggy patches...
DreamWeaver Bungee Kit
iMonitor: A monitor that is controlled by an app on your phone. It's a video camera, 2 way speaker, motion sensor and night light.
New smartphone Drink Bottle :resubmit:
Nothing more disturbing then to view broken "T,s" at the driving range. A small glued wire down the length of the "T", Magnet pickup!
Geodesic Steel Hand Soap Brush
STAY SAFE; A multi-handle, multifunction cane. Multi-terrain yet stable!
I've addressed the common problems with toe/nail clippers. which are size (3 in.+), corners/edges and deburring (emery) Here's my idea.
Bike Spoke Generator P,G,C,
All in one Expandable and Reversible roasting/grilling rack for ribs/chicken/turkey. Manage and organize cooking space more efficiently.
A Metal Cast Iron MINI flag pole and bracket for apartment and dorms to display college,sports,holiday,special occasion flags.
Electro Rotate Outlet
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A heavy duty foldable flap that attaches underneath your side buy side washer/dryer doors to catch your wet clothes when moving them to dry.
Various drink covers that fit on Totem cups. #spotsv
SIDE GUTTER! KEEP YOUR MESS OFF THE FLOOR! ATTACH TO YOUR TABLE OR SINK TO SWEEP UP THE MESS.
These are bags of cereal on top of my refrigerator, but look at all the unused space above the cabinets. This gave me a storage idea....
A seat post that pivots forward &amp; locks. Simple/fast deterrent to compliment your lock. It's harder to steal a bike you can't ride. #QCYCLE
Petal Drops Watering Can
Battery operated vibrator Foot Scrubber for shower/tub use requiring no bending by the bather providing a thorough and therapeutic cleaning.
A unit that helps fill travel sized or small containers from a larger bottle without spilling. It would adjust to fit many sized bottles.
Solar-powered battery replacement in all different sizes with an attachable solar strip that has as many as 8 plugs to power the batteries.
A water balloon that ties itself or closes by itself.
RESUB The Toothpaste Holder!
Pull out from straight to a V shape closet rod.
We've all seen the small desk digital picture frames. I'd like wall mounted digital picture frames. Stream pics/movies/music.
New Design for Sunglasses! These sunglasses come apart for easy storage and will fit flat in your pocket. Perfect licencing opportunity!!!
Anti Sleep device for drivers
Interactive Cookbooks
Portable Generator Wankel !
LAZY BARB "Q"! A LAZY SUZAN turntable GRILL for your BBQ! No more burns! Easy flipping! Just SPIN, do tricky BBQ work in front and SERVE!
ICEWARE
No-Gag....A portable and small fan and deodorizer that blows the poop smell away from the one changing the diaper eliminating gagging.
Introducing Split Ends, power strip on two ends, from two outlets, with USB ports, good for being beds with lamps, or couches
Flash Ring: A wearable flash light as a ring so you never have to fumble in the middle of the night for a switch/flash-light/phone.
Curtains w/ lights, Christmas/holiday/party curtains. Set up for festivities fast! App capable... Curtains w/ light display you want...
Travel Neck Pillow with both built-in retractable noise-proof ear plugs and pouch for cushioned sleeping mask that blocks out light!
Double case
Jack-Ass. A Gardening seat that stays attached to your butt!
Do you reuse plastic grocery bags for small waste baskets? Yes? Keep them out of sight and where you need them... in the BAG DISC #spotsv
Remote Controlled Turbo Jet Bodyboard: With built in WiFi waterproof camera.App sends photos to smartphone.
(RESUBMIT from 9/12/11) Keep your TOWELS, BLANKETS, PICNIC TABLE CLOTHS, ETC in place. These work on ANY SURFACE!
Cell phone holster that automatically wakes your phone every 59 minutes to "cheat" your IT departments password requirements.
Loudspeaker/ megaphone to Iphone... talk normally and be heard by everyone! Designed as an IPhone case!
A COMFORTABLE Back Brace with Lumbar Support, Tool & Storage Pockets and Loops/hooks to hang spray bottles or tools from!
Automatic remote control back scratcher, is a product that can scratch your back while laying in bed.
Car Video and Data Recorder
Integrate the consoles / platforms, so that all players may be able to play online (common games), with different consoles.
Brand Marketing Chair Sock's (different shapes and sizes) :resubmit
SpillProof Cup Holder
Refrigerator magnet-mounted or refrigerator-embedded Smart WiFi Shopping list to mark items and sync with smart phones app over internet
Mini Rain Backpack (with carabiner attachment) that holds rain poncho & umbrella holder
Multi-Colored Icing Pen
A clip to hold up zippers on pants and shorts that just will not stay zipped up.
Microwavable French Press Tent
Suction Torpedo Level
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LED lighted compact mirror with built-in rechargeable battery that can also be used to charge your phone and other devices on the go
Have a stacked washer/dryer? Keep your warm, clean laundry from falling on the floor with a removable dryer basket!
Turn-Ease Lockout Tool
This is a foam finger variant depicting the hand pointing at the viewer and holding excrement with the phrase "You're #2" written on it.
For bathing injured patients - a portable bed pool! Like a kids inflatable pool, bed shaped, with a connection to the sink faucet.
Apply Band-aid with 1 hand.Similar 2 a tape dispenser or a tape stamp. Includes antiseptic. Gr8 4 parents/teachers/carpenters-RESUB 2/14/12
Imagine a bracelet you wear that is a built in hotspot, stylish bracelet wear your internet, and connect the world.
APP Enabled RC Buggy METAL DETECTOR. Find treasure while you are having fun at the beach!
iPod Dock Clock &amp; Speakers. Easiest interface to your music. 1 dial &amp; 1 button. Ideal for messy workplaces, kids &amp; seniors.
App enabled ceiling fan - Syncs with smart phone and smart thermostat
With Fold out wrench you have a selection of wrenches or screw driver that lock into place.
Clean Store! Slide it, Fold it, Store it
Key...Don't know which keys goes to which lock?? Make this headache go away! Know your Key! Check this out! Update!!! Glow in the dark!
Icy Cups - Imagine a cup that is a (non-melting) ice cube! Drinks stay colder, longer - and are not watered down by melting ice!
Why struggle putting on pillowcases? My idea is to have cases with the openings on the wide end with a tuck in flap to enclose the pillow.
A handle that clamps onto the existing handle of valves for propane, acetylene and other gas tanks to monitor the status of the valve.
The shower watering can
Collapsible coking pan with folding handle - Same concept as the collapsible drinking cup.
Keep your drinks cold and your hand dry
Botz
Themed deco coverings of small holes in window screens. Both sides in and out bond together as void between is filled with waxy material.
GET SAUCED - in the Kitchen
Pager system for all remote control devices, which get misplaced, lost, or hidden.
A timer device to help forgetful diabetic insulin users to remember when and how many units of insulin they injected so they don't overdose
Pedal Pusher
Fruit Freezing Partition!
Cool Aid â€“ Your Personal Misting System
Sneaker Basket Washer Instead to develop a whole washing machine, I prefer a basket to fit in the washing machine for 2 or more pairs
Multi-Device USB Charger Cable
Sending txt msgs at a predetermined time. Sometimes we get so busy that we forget to send important msgs, because the timing is wrong.
handicap feet cleaner
#spotsv Puzzle / Money Box combo. First easy steps into geometry?..
Let's up the quality and comfort level of goggles, worn by most people in laboratory settings and workshops. No more post-project headaches!
Taskmaster Sawhorse, 15 plus functions, light weight, portable. serves as ,Sawhorse's, drafting / plans table, lumber rack, barricade, more
No more needing a third hand when bleeding your OIL BURNER with this Wingnut Rachet/bleeder tool! (resub)
NO MORE GIANT SPILLS! Kid friendly pitcher for their favorite drinks.
Two in one holder for car. Cleaning wipes for multi surfaces on one side, and a garbage pouch on other. Discreetly straddles center console.
How about a single set of earbuds combining an audio (i.e. auxiliary) cord and headphones. No need for two cords.
Dipstick sensors for vehicle fluids: transmission, oil, power steering fluids, etc.. Schedule your vehicle maintenance.
Oxford sewing kit for men
Headphones get tangled up. I want to make headphones that zipper up. Hopefully there would be some way to roll it up too.
Solar Perimeter Security Cam
Swiss Army Style Flashdrives (RESUBMIT 53 Votes)
Roomba for painting walls (Its possible - See video)
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Water Tester Glass
J-clip
Umbrella with lip that drains all water behind you.
eMarionette - Marionette meets Robot - your ultra controllable personal marionette! the future is now!!
Ironing Board Buddy
Push-up's with an incline! Great for physical therapy, easy to use anywhere and anyone of all ages can use this. Push-up's for everyone!
SeatCase. This product is a suitcase with integrated child seat. Ideal when travelling in planes with small children.
Device which can allow costumers easier, faster and more efficiency use they liquid cosmetics.
This is the best way to enjoy your favorite 2 liters in and outside of your home while preserving carbonation, a cool temperature and space.
A stroller that has a swivel base that locks in 1/4 to 1/8 turns to protect the child from direct sunlight and wind.
An affordable sitting/standing desk that you can switch back and forth from sitting to standing position, both for health and productivity.
Wallet Key
The handy pocket tool that has all the school supplies needed for every student.
Waterproof Music Controller
Credit Card Catch
Rear Facing Car Seat Cooler
Metal chairs can be hard to keep in rows- this design counters that problem with snap-clips built to secure them side by side. Please Vote!
No matter where you push, the door will open and the opposite side hinges will activate. Never look foolish pushing on the wrong side again.
A Color Coated School year Assignment Calendar w/ corresponding Binder system. A way to organize each individual month of the school year.
No more reaching into a bread bag!!A bag ( similar to baggies), that you can tear off as bag needs to be smaller, due to usage of bread
Time delivered text messaging
A Quirky style strain relief power adapter cord protector for Apple's Power Adapters.
Food Tubber
The BBQ Flag! Be the first to be found at your next tailgate party or promote your favorite team / birthday guest of honor at your cook out.
Magic pen
An LED Lightable,protective,rechargeable storage/carrying case with an optional well designed belt assy.
improved aerosol nozzle
Combination iPad stand and steady-cam. iPad2 has cameras and shoots HD video, make the killer app of iPad stand meets image stabilizer.
Grocery Check List App
Cooling wand for soups
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Flexible cup for everyone in the family. Cup transforms from kid size to pint size. Wide base prevents spills. Stackable. VIDEO.
Real Time Electricity Bill Tracking!
A movable work station for us couch potatoes, here is a way to work on your laptop from the couch without having to place it on your lap.
Polar Ice Cap-cap with pocket for ice/cool pak for outdoor workers, golfers, tennis players, bikers, simple way to keep cool in a warm world
A KNEE TRAY, an elevated try that attach to a knee, it keep the tray stable horizontal while the user sit down.
Inductive Charging System
replacement water supply hose (to sink, tank, washer)with simple internal flapper valve for easily turning water off or on.
A Fan/light that operates in a light socket . For metro trendy people. Want to circulate air in a room? Plug in your fan bulb.
Stop snore
Buck Tracker
iPhone case with screen cleaner to keep your screen clean and fingerprint free
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"Bean bag" bottom lap top holder or food tray holder/holds tight between legs-kids can put coloring books too. Great for couch or bed or car
Hand washing is key to preventing colds and illnesses. Bacteria Prevention guy dispenser assists a child to wash hands for 20 seconds.
****BEST STAND idea EVER****

A sleek, sturdy case that doubles as a convenient, versatile stand! [For All of Apple's products]

Umbrella Extenders!
The new tip out windows were becoming a hassle to clean But with my product cleaning is simple while it holds the window in place for you
Designer Propane Covers
LapDog SoftSide iPad2 Caddy with mini storage for pencil, pen, and notepad of paper.
vent control
Outlet charger for my Ipad/Ipad mini so it doesn't take space on my kitchen counter while charging.Inspired by Quirkys slim iphone charger
Where do you keep your stylus? This stylus stays with the iPad using the iPad's magnets. It's thin and doesn't affect the sleek iPad or case
This incredible machine serves as a 3and1 compartment consist of a mouthwash dispenser,toothbrush n toothpaste dispenser with temperature g
A Compatible earphone headphone in one. insert earphone into headphone to listen. also automatic storage recorder.
Clamp this vice-like unit anywhere for hands free bottle opening. Keep your back yard bottle cap-free.
I want to make a product filled hair brush /hollow bristles.
"SWIVEL IT Pet Traveling Bowls
An ice chest with hard or soft collapsable sides that funtions as a cargo wagon and trunk organizer.
Water displacement for the kitchen (Search-Ahmed Bawany)
Bald head shaver
Wink - Smart Clothes Pin - Moisture Sensing and Weather tracking
Improve the Rawlplug with triangular head to stop it rotating in hole when using power drill. DIY Gamechanger. #spotsrv
Handsfree Presentation Clicker
Band-Aid Dispenser! This would be an quick, efficent way of dispensing band-aids quickly and easily.
Smart Outlet
A portable snow blower! Blow and melt snow off your car!
"Key Ring Lighter" - never forget your lighter again #spotsv (Could include flashlight, knife, ..) Multi-Use!
Automatic Bowl Cleaner
This will be a staple at every party. Disposable, biodegradable, write-on tags for cups, plates + wine glasses. 1 pc, injection molded.
Steady Splitter (VIDEO)
The Retractable Phone Cord Charger with USB plug incorporated to plug.
Pizza Maker
Voice Overs: A Party Game
shower head with a quick disconnect for ez removal and connect also a antiscold device built in.unit also tells the temperature of the water
Foldable electronics waterproofing bag
Tank ball Sporting Event hosting competition. An urban street game that combined 5 games in one. Run,Jump,Throw,Agility.+Doge Ball,Tag,QB
A novel design for cutlery (flatware) that makes it easier to lose weight.
*** iPad2 Kitchen Stand - for use in the kitchen or around the home with an integrated clock/timer!!!
One-piece adjustable over top of door with Hooks on Both FRONT &amp; BACK Sides. Originally submitted this 3-4-12 &amp; 8-29-12.
Save $ & trees! Pencil/crayon extender fits stubby pencils/short crayons to get max life out of them. No Waste. Kids have a blast!
The â€œNo Cone Please!!â€~Surgical Vest &amp; Harness for dogs &amp; cats. The alternative to the Classic plastic cone.
Plant "Pals"
Fun for kids app
The open Backpack. Backpack reinvented and streamlined. I take the old belt wrapped aroud the books idea and combine it with the backpack.
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Wings are messy, hard to hold on to, and cause us to use WAY to many napkins, well with the "Wing Hand" these problems will be no more.
Folding electric burner/griddle combo provides multiple cooking options while saving space.
It's Time For Smarter Food Management Using The Power Of Wink.
*Spring Clean* Desktop Anchors
Cup holders on a pole!
Generator with battery backup
Combined Sun Shade &amp; Electric Window Defrosting Device. Easily defrost ice from your car's windows in winter &amp; block the sun during summer.
Swivel toilet seat
Fuzzy Feet! A NEW INVENTION that adds a warm comfort to any scale and a unique style to any home. COLLABORATION with Lillie!
When you attach the insulated hose of the Heat Wave to your cars exhaust pipe you have a tool that will blast your stuck car out of any snow
AUTO HAMMER - One handed pounding with self guiding retractable nail holder and auto reload trigger. When you just need to keep hammering.
Propane Tank Transport Device
As seen on a car near you! Introducing the Quirky Surfboard Rack Pad.
Organize, store and roll your cleaning supplies from room to room on a cart with telescoping legs and caddie with an adjustable sections.
Hate not knowing what the Speed Limit is? A device put on all speed limit signs that sends a signal to your dashboard displaying the speed.
The ultimate ALL-IN-ONE "Superstylus"
2-side Inductive Charge Sleeve
Shopping Cart tracker - gives supermarket information about their customers movement inside their store and inside their competitors store!
small ice cube shaped clear plastic waterproof container, to be filled with water to freeze, to serve drinks cold without diluting taste.
Retractable and lockable guitar strap, that keeps guitars safe from falling. It rolls up into a tiny box using minimum space!
RETRO ROUTER - COLLECTION OF RETRO DEVICES - Antique design for modern technology
condiment holder
Meat Syringe Marinade Fast!
Easy out oven racks! Why should you have to pull out your oven racks every time you open your door.
Story Flashlight
clamp-n-swing bracket
Time for a martini
An app that can tell if a baby/child has an ear infections.
A voltage detection wrist band/ring which electricians can wear as part of their uniform to be used as a secondary voltage indicator.
BELTEES,NECKTEES,WRISTEES. Belts,necklaces,and bracelets made from recycled T-shirts. Stripped, braided.Tied or fastened with D-ring/hook
#spotsv Was UC- Simple ,reminder discs for leftover/other fridged foods. (264 votes last time)
Phone Drop Protector
Tame that hoodie! Get rid of the string and insert THE HOOD BAND! Resub with added feature: earbud holders: props for your hoodie!
Modular plastic luggage on wheels - for travel, storage AND organization.
Sparkling Clean Pool - App Enabled Pool Care Keeps Chemicals in Perfect Balance. Dispenses Chemicals and Reports Via Smartphone.
2 in 1. Vegetable peeler and knife all in one!!
Just n case
Keep it off the car floor. Headrest Post clips with holder.Keeps pocketbooks,bags,sunglasses,grocery bags off the floor while driving.
Clip and Pivot Drawer Light
This invention is designed to save space in the closet and have multi-uses as to which items of clothing it can hold.
Snap-in school-gear organization system - A better way to hold your pencils/pens, sharpener, calculator, post-its, or anything for class.
U-turn signal attaches to any vehicle, on the front left quarter panel and back left bumper area of any car, activated wirelessly.
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I want to install a trash can in the car! There are two possible options I have. One for the front seat and the other for both back seats.
Space saving pole with attachments for a broom,mop,duster,webcleaner,rake,shovel,paintroller,etc that will let you to extend your reach.
Lunchbox w/ Built-In Battery Operated Griddle. Make Grilled Cheese Sandwiches at School or Work. Heat Up Leftovers! No More Cold Lunches!
Toddler tub
The Water Bottle Body Cooler is a water bottle that cools the body down by wrapping around the neck.
Quirky + GE Kitchen USB Kit
Phone case with a built in electronic brailie device which allows the blind to read text from the phone.
Kool
FridgeAlert
It is a simple to produce, threaded plastic tube for transferring old to new shampoo bottle contents and will pay for itself very quickly.
I do a lot of cooking; but since I am not that good at it, I burn a lot! I need a thermometer that can clip onto any pan.
A beach canopy chair w/built in speakers and cup holders & a slot inside the canopy so you can lay back and use the iPad2 as you please.
Never make a fashion mistake again! A photo app that recognizes the clothing design and color the app either gives a thumbs up or down.
Weighted Water Bottle
Say hello to the Tiny Tacklebox! It clips to the fishing pole! Perfect for regular fishermen, fly fishermen, canoes, body boats, etc #spotsv
Cake Pops are the Latest Craze! Enter the Modular Cake Pop Holder to assist in decorating and transporting. Who doesn't love a bite of cake!
fruit saver
Two litre bottles do not stand up in the grocery bag, fall over in your car, roll around, and smush your other groceries. #spotsv
My idea is a window jack for double-hung windows above a kitchen sink or counter area that are hard to open without climbing on a stool
When on a phone call on public, it's annoying if your voice can be heard by others. It's better if your voice can be "waved" from others.
Eat twice wash once! For contemporary processing 2 different dishes, for couples with different tastes, a double compartment frypan.
so i came up with this amazing idea last year all in one phone covers i basically got tired of buying different covers so came up with this
The Reach Razor handle is a unique approach to aiding women with mobility restrictions in this practice of shaving.
Quirky + GE Kitchen Smart HUB
Try the Bendymouse - it bends to the contours of your hands. No more strain and pain!
"Emergency Back to School Kit" Every year I am the last minute shopper, nothing left, give me a kit in a box with pencils, eraser, gllue etc
Ladles, spatulas, etc. that attach to the handle of your skillet or pan so that you no longer need to use a spoon rest.
Carpenters Colander
SEE VIDEO Demonstration! Rolling Marker-board, Pass the whiteboard on a conference table to collaborate on the table don't get up from table
PHONE LOCATOR that plugs in phone or is a stick on tab on the phone. Like a key locator just whistle and the locator responder beeps.
This invention is for a hospital rail bed the name of the device is the novel bed seat,
Airplane Locator Dye Packs
IPhone Hand Chain-like Case Design. Case is Easy to Carry and Stow and Can Be Attached to Almost Anything. Convenient and Modern Design.
The "HAIRBALL" is the only drain stopper that keeps hair from going down the drain. Fits into the drain and cleans off easy, not nasty...
Recorder Reported
app enable Glow 'n Go night light for kids
Two-way Paper Towel Holder
Garden Umbrella
Ever struggle to measure something?. Metric tape with a compartment to store a weight with hook to facilitate tape measuring.
This is a whole house monitoring/security/control system. Turn on the crockpot, check security, control lights when you're not home.
Recyclable Grocery Bag Holder
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Under-Mattress mounted Privacy Screen/Double-Sided Bulletin Board/Combo to give students their own PRIVATE space when sharing a dorm room.
Backyard Smart Fence
Hand Grip Mini Drill:It Allows You To Drill Light Jobs Around The House Without Using Electricity Or Battery.Resub
NEW VIDEOS ipad TV antena Case With this Tech
Are you a Photographer? Are a fan of Apple products? Why not combine them?
Extended "Luggage Rack" fits 2009,2010,2011 and up Ultra Classic,Road Glide,Electra Glide,Touring Model Harley Davidson motorcycles
An expandable schoolbag with expandable tiffin/bottle holder sections
Push broom with dustpan with broom groom!
App-Enabled Swim Goggles. Goggles Rim Color and Blinking Pattern Controlled By App. Goggles Contain GPS for Easy Finding of Kids.
Bluetooth Universal Remote for the Playstation 3 that is bigger and has more range than the Sony remote.
The ultimate sand castle kit. This kit will allow you and your kids to make an easy fun sand castle and it would also double as a snow fort.
My idea is a inflatable portable C-pap pillow for people with sleep apnea.
The Lifesaver
Band Glow - Band items that need an extra glow, like keys and power adaptors/plugs. Press and glow. #spotsv
Its just a normal lunch box but the sides are freezer-able to keep your food cold and fresh.
on-person fan system4mosquitos
Pocket sized nut/bolt sizing tool to quickly determine what size socket or wrench to use.
Replace toilet roll in seconds, just pull up the handle to replace the next roll.Hold up to 4 rolls (see diagrams)
Adjustable Truck Bed Cover
High Flying Rainy Day Creativity Kit for Children.
MicroKitchen - A mini refrigerator with a storage drawer and microwave built on top of each other. A microkitchen for the dorm.
Reminder to water plants
#spotsv Mesh Sacks for fruit and veggies for facials. Keeps fruit and juices from dripping away.
Light-Up Rechargeable Toolbox
Help Me Find my Car
"DATED CAN COVERS" Cover your opened cans of veggies and dog food or soup broth! The rub is, a WRITABLE ERASABLE cover w/date opened on it
A self cleaning hair brush for the floor. Be rid of hair in the home, broken vacuums, and back pain.
30-Days Act of Kindness Journal for Kids. (Attached PDF file, blue folder) Shared with Travis W, Constantine, Pauletta B, &amp; Vector
Herb slide measures and protects herbs on all cutting boards.
Are my clothes nearly dry yet?
Peach Pitter
Micro 3D Printer! Prints only small sized objects, but is a 3D printer everyone can afford!
A laptop Organization Station. a lockable hang-able laptop station with built in speakers. Great For College or home.
My idea is to have linkable strands of LED lights that connect to a control box. The control would allow you to switch holidays/schemes.
MAGNETIC LED LIGHT- with 180 degree rotation
Best ketchup bottle ever
My system allows a person to position lights anyway they like. It attaches to the gutter system of there home &amp; keeps lights in there place.
#spotsv Tupperware sandwich container where the lid slices the sandwich. Put sandwich in, put the lid on - it will cut the sandwich
Dispensers opens automatically with finger pressure at designated wak spot when squeezed between fingers. no tearing, cutting or puncture.
Creating a new SUPERMUG coffee mug that is more user friendly on both the hands and mouth. The mug would be easier to hold &amp; to drink from.
Air Purifier linked to Pollen Count or Air Quality data
Rinse and Snack Bowl
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
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Crate Cubbies: Line extension for Crates. Smaller, crate-style containers to store smaller things like coins, jewelry, guitar picks, etc...
the papertowl lock
pumpkin cutters
Shopping Cart Helper Clip Secure And Hang Your Pocketbook,Recycle Bags Right To The Shopping Cart Handle
An app that register all the cloths you use to get out. So you can mark them when you use them and the friends you were
Garbage Bag Buddy
parabolic microphone + iphone sound classifier Apps. Let ur phone listen to sound and tell you the source of the sound.
The Cane Grabber!Stylish, collapsible Cane with easy trigger and grabber arm! Easily pick up small items saving your back or legs from pain!
An alarm that beeps when the user attempts to leave a valuable item behind.
A pool chair that is hollow and has a hose attachment and personal misters. There is a on/off valve to turn the misters on or off.
A pen pocket designed to hold a pen for people wearing polo shirts or dress shirts without a breast pocket.
Clear Guitar Case - Clear guitar case in the shape of a traditional guitar case to display your beautiful guitar while having it protected
No more trying to find the dish cloth in the bottom of the sink, or fumbling with a sponge, a cleaning utensil ON the palm of your hand
Rainproof backpack & foldable grocery cart
Sippy Cup or Juice Box Holder
#spotsv -- HANGING DRY ERASE MINI - Leave a note anywhere!
A strong economical band that can wrap across one way or split and cross wrap to carry items like books, boxes, groceries & odd shapes.
A Umbrella for me, A umbrella for You!!!
Canoe / Kayak umbrella holder!
Ghetto Kitty
Three-way Paper Towel Holder
Dorm rooms can be hot places without air conditioning. This is a fan and LED light combination with a modular base. Quickly adaptable.
FIRE POLICE AMBULANCE EMERGENCY SERVICES WARNING DEVICE IS LOCATED AT EVERY HOME HELPS FIND THE RIGHT HOUSE
QUICKLY WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS
Portable printer for your ipad/tablet which is also a keyboard case! Print on the Go from your ipad keyboard! RESUB :372VOTES!
Headphone hair tie
light panels
Quirky Charity!!! Each Product represents a Charity to donate to!!!
A HUB with built in RETRACTABLE cable connectors for charging MULTIPLE iOS devices+POWER OUTLET for Mac. No cable clutter when not in use.
Beach canopy chair w/built in speakers, cup holders & a slot inside the canopy for use of the iPad or Kindle.
Plant Powered Air Purifier
I want to make a lighted headboards for all bed sizes with built in lights, it can be used for reading, or a nightlight.
!!'the Shell' is the attachable pencil case that not only provides simple portability but also suggests efficient ways of use of the binder.
A led screen either on the steering wheel or dash that shows when Emergency vehicles are close. This is for people who are deaf or close.
Introducing, the "Butter Knife"! Ever wished you could lay down your favorite spread evenly &amp; with ease? Please help me, help 1000s!
App-Enabled Weather Station. Great for kids! Let your child learn about the weather with live info and accompanying explanations! WINK
Luggage Harness - Get A Handle On Your Carry On
Baby iMonitor/iMobile APP Kit
Geodesic Dome Greenhouse/Tent - Use the structure to water the plants
Car Blow Dryer
A Better Odorless Diaper Pail
Everyone likes to decorate the Christmas tree except for the lights. OUCH!Just slip the lights over the tree like a t-shirt and your done.
Do your arms get cold while laying in bed reading a book?? Or holding the game controller?? Here is the solution!
Christmas Tree Container
a smart lid
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Racer Chasers
the sick spoon
A wallet which is activated and opened via a password and which also contains a GPS tracker to locate it if lost or stolen.
Irrigate/Fertilize Automatic
Leaks are expensive and a pain! Stop leaks with LEAK STOPPER CLAMP. Small and easy to use. Adjustable for many sizes. 2 prototypes.
The Multiple Match Flange takes the guess work out of a finished plumbing project,works on both new and old pipes with a professional look.
Want to swim with sharks or explore the coral reef? Experience it in your pool with 3-D goggles and underwater images!Celebrate Shark Week!
Now you can read long hours, whether from a computer monitor or printed materials, without straining your neck or back.
A fashionable, water-proof bathing suit cover-up that prevents your wet bathing suit from getting the car, couch, or kids wet.
Water Bottle + Storage
Modeled after bendable drinking straws, collapsible food containers would reduce the air in contact with stored food, preserving freshness.
q-ebike
Wearable Audio Security Sound Alert Device for Children
Wind up hot dog stick
Mirror Cam
A boogie Board with speedometer. This way kids can see exactly how fast the wave took them....Not just for kids! Summer is on its way!
An all in one, dual compartment BUT detachable snack/lunchbox for kindergateners.
En la comodidad del hogar invirtiendo tan solo 20 min y una Ãºnica inversiÃ³n puedes obtener noches cÃ¡lidas y confortables para tu familia
QuickCool
Sweep-Ez, the solution to an ergonomic, pain-free, and comfortable sweeping motion. Fits any broom handle, for industrial and home use.
Boiling Pot Sensor
Here kitty kitty! Bring out your cats wild side, inside. *all feedback welcome, from staff and members*
1
the bear claw
A glass that you can use outside that stops insects from flying in to your drink.
Poke and Plant
The Squishy/Stress cell phone/tablets case Protects from you or a child.Reduce stress from a difficult call and is Comfortable.
Trash container add base container for storing trash bags. Option slot in bottom for rolled trash bags pull up tear and replace new bag.
Flask Drive A flask for your beverage of choice in the shape of a portable USB hard drive. The "USB Cord" could be a straw in disguise.
All Thumbz
A coffee mug to reduce teeth stains. By creating a smaller portion of the cup with water in it, we can simply dilute our teeth with water
Save space! super slim single line ice trays and rack. for side or top of freezer. sorry my pictures stink :-P
THE BETTER 3-RING BINDER: Maximizing the function of the spine.
The Easy Garden
(((Produce Liners))) A Blanket Against Freezing &amp; Bruising while Extending Shelf-Life and Controlling Odors. Making Cleanup Easier Too!
Table-Edge Cords Management System
Plug out lever
Each fire
Motion controlled toilet seat which would rise or lower on it's own and is convenient for people with disabilities.
LED Taped Baseball Bat. Eliminate the guesswork of the foul tip ball. LED tape on bat lights up when contact is made with baseball.
Ipad 2 Kiosk - Metallic Acrylic Frame for Internet Catalog Marketing Menu Order, Deals, Info.
Micro Glucose Monitoring
A complete DENTAL CARE STATION for all your dental products.
please vote . The easy reach shower utensils will help with less bending and stretching trying to clean your tub.
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Lotions back brush
Cabinet Art
Shade in Your Garden
Two-Size Modular Furniture - Connect them or stack them to make beds, couches, sectionals, coffee tables, dressers, TV stands...
To have your bedroom lights connected to your phone or alarm clock to wake you in a more natural manner.
App enabled electric kettle/coffee maker - remote on/off, syncs with iPhone alarm clock and other apps
Snappy, a silicone 'croc' to snap washing pegs onto.
Hi! I think we need to make a line of tupperware with a dry-erase board strip on the lid!
A stainless steel beverage chiller that does not dilute your beverage. Simply store it in your freezer while not in used. Hang on glass wall
Windows 8 mouse designed like a dual stick game controller. Windows 8 needs help on non touch screens.
i design a fan stand for 20in box fan
"AnyWARE"
My K-cup 360 Degree, Rotational Storage Solution for your Refrigerator.
Colored or patterned window or porch/pool screens! Match your home's paint color! Try a beach scene, stained glass; choices are limitless!
balanced quilt blanket
An Ice Machine Dispensing Fridge That Can Make and Dispense A Variety of Different Ice Shapes --App-Enabled-- (Click 2 See Pics and Videos)
Baby Bottle Six Pack
Automatic barbeque grill, app enabled that helps you makes each one's steak / hamburger exactly as they likes it and always succeed.
Get a barber-shop-smooth shave at home, with steaming hot face towels from a personal washcloth heater. No razor burn or 30-minute shaves.
A very Hungry Laundry Basket!
Plywood rocks!
Hybrid generator
Seed Dispenser that Links Planting Seeds Together (Allowing for Garden Designs)
The Eyelash Pick! Girls can pick the messy clumps of mascara right out of their eyelashes with this cute, reusable plastic pick!!
Tablet Camera Assistant
Noise cancelling headboard
Ultimate wheelbarrow
Property Planet
Prevent major spills by using this attachable elastic band that adds a lip to any bowl.
Silicone Keyboard Case for iPhones. Lets make a portable and usable case for your phone
Kid-proofing a simpler way by covering the whole outlet at the same time.
Foldable Trash Can
This idea is a Rechargeable Bath Brush, that connects to the 4 pins at the bottom of the Charging Dock.
Vibrating Alarm clock that has a piece that goes under your pillow can make noise or not. to turn it off you have to connect to the base.
A notebook that helps you fold a regular sheet of its paper into a tabbed subject divider, replacing the need for special divider sheets.
Intelligent closet (e.g. "Closet Butler", "Closetly", etc.). Track clothes in your closet with intelligent app-based reminders and visuals.
An Emergency and Medical Alert Button that connects to an app that dials pre-programmed numbers when activated in an emergency.
The Drip Trip - Make Every Drop Count
a partitioned microwave safe tupperware type bowl with seperate areas for different foods with lid that doubles as a plate.heat,flip,serve.
Clothes hamper with a foot pedal platform lift. Facilitates emptying of clothes hamper.
Portable UV-C Disinfect Clip
exercise balls that stay put
Picnic Fun in the Sun
pin perfect
An iphone case that doubles as a koozie. Protection for your phone while traveling and to keep your beverage cold while chillin'. #SPOTSV
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Seperate the dirty gardening clothes as you go
Resub-BagLess BackPack,Can Also Use Like Dolly.Carries Virtually Anything. Has unlimited uses both commercial and personal. See Images
Make good drivers drive better. Be aware at all times how much an offence on the road will cost you.
Belt Buckle Beverage Holder. This is a belt buckle with a detachable beverage holder that will hold cans and bottles. See pictures.
My gudget,is a tube made of thin plastic hangs from a steel ring that clips over the pipe of the shower all the way down to the floor.
Hikers Rescue jacket that lights up and makes sounds when activated. Alt: could be on a vest, hat, shoes etc.
Soda Pop/Beverage Can Cooler,
clothing label's Reader
About car tire with wearing limit sensor. Much drivers can not check wearing state without carefulness. This tire shall be helpful to check
IPad Case with inbuilt slider - Slide and Wipe - Resub
A psychologically pleasing, visually appealing way to store and display jewelry and sunglasses. See and FIND everything, hundreds of items.
The LASER CLOCK - a futuristic antique that uses laser beams for hour/minute hands.
Wifi password scanner
The solar LED bulb for exterior lighting replacing the standard incandescent or florescent light bulb.
EVERYWARE - "Everything's in one place": A line of Tupperware with lids with compartments for silverware, condiments, etc.
I am sick of carry-out meals spilling and getting cold before I get home. Here is my idea:A thermal carry-out tote bag for carry-out food.
T-shirts with vents underneath the armpits and chest area for those hot days.but you don't wanna wear a sweat shirt.
A small laser 'stamp' that enables you to stamp paper or other materials with prints designed on your Smartphone.
The Blind Bat
The MUG o TAP innovative product is adjustable to hold your drink on any surface ! It goes with you anywhere!Works as a car cup holder too!
A garbage can that takes itself out, literally walks itself out the door, rolls itself out the door, moves itself out or up to the door.
Webcam Background Scene
A Reusable soft silicone pouch for baby foods, smoothies, or any pureed foods is the missing link in earth-friendly, reusable packaging.
Industrial helping hands
Meal preparation that keeps food cooled and only starts when you are on your way home
Continuous Cookie
Benchwarmer Hoodie
Organize your mornings! Mornings can be hectic, so make sure everything is in its place and uses convenient space.
Armored hardcase, dense foam lining inside, recesses screen. Works with all slate devices. Should have openings to match part device ports.
Bike Caddie -Small footprint locking bicycle compartment. Small slick,light weight &amp; aerodynamic. Sized to carry essentials. New design
SLICE SHEET is a solution for a double bed. No more fighting sleep, the couple is free to put wherever they want their part of the sheet.
Modern coat/hat/scarf/glove holder-you choose what you need(hooks, pegs, circle for scarfs, mesh holder for gloves, mini hooks for keys)
small inflatable sledding hill 4-5 feet tall by 7-8 feet long.
Have young toddlers but scared to leave them in bath with hot taps! Use the Spongey Cover to safeguard your children from Scolding!
Sectioned Hot Water Heater, only heats up the amount you normally use. Learns your usage/creates a schedule like the Nest thermostat
Herbcicle
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
Quirky, will you help me to reinvent the TACKLE BOX? I have a PATENTABLE idea to make it truly unique, but I need Quirky's help.
The Camper's Carpet
Fruit Shaping Case. Shape your fruits while it grows. Square? Cylinder? pyramid? heart-shaped? your choice
blah
My Safety Light
I like this umbrella head protector
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Cutting Board With Shield
Earthquake proteCt
Multi-tooth flosser - Effectively floss your entire set of teeth with two simple actions in 10-20 seconds.
Hitching helpers
"Get The Last Drop"
A slot for holding a pen or pencil that permanently attaches to a folder/notebook/binder.
MY SON LOVES TO FALL ASLEEP TO MUSIC MY IDEA IS A HOLDER USED FOR CRIBS, PLAYPENS STROLLERS FOR AN IPAD, PDA'S
NOTEBOOK.
Kids love juiceboxes! Having one daily can be pricey! With a reusable plastic juicebox you buy the juice and the kids still get the juicebox
The 4-in-1 space-saving unit stores a toilet brush &amp; waste can (both included), houses 3 extra toilet rolls, &amp; holds a box of facial tissue.
Hop up Health for desk job 20 second cartoon of graphic stretch Hourly or user defined Rotating library Improve productivity mind body
App enabled rice cooker automatically cooks you rice while you are away from work or in bed or having a tight schedule.
Perennial Protector
know where you dry with tola
A photochromatic spray for headlights and taillights of vehicles to give the "blacked out" look when UV rays are present but safe @ night
Beat the heat with on-the-go hydration pouches with built in straw. (i.e swimming pool floaties meets IPod armbands meets sippy cup).
Weather Recorder
Ever get tired of throwing away more dirt than weeds when you're working in the yard? Tired of filling your bucket with good topsoil?
Battery-free/Powerless Garage Parking Sensor - Park your car safely and perfectly without needing electricity or modifying your car!
couteau bilames variable
LED aquarium backgrounds for super special effects!
Keep your food from sitting and spoiling in the melting ice while camping! New ice chest with drawer for block ice and shelf for food!
Ice cream portion markers
ABC's and Colors : The Getting Ready for Kindergarten Board game
Pen and pen Make suggestion about electronic pen and an existing ballpoint pen combines the functionality of writing tools.
Eyewear Loops for Clothing
Safety Cutlet Cutter
A non electric gear based toilet paper holder that is designed to dispense only so many turns per use. Stop wasting money on toilet paper!
Port a Pan
BEACH KING CHAIR-UMBRELLA
Glass tea kettle / teapot with detachable bottom. Goes from the stove right to your table. Great for home &amp; commercial use. Resub 113 votes
MagnetTies, a simple way to magnetie anything. You know you need a dozen.
Swinging SHUTTER GARDEN ~ Self Watering Window Garden! Grow herbs, salad greens, wheat grass for juicing! Swing open and enjoy your garden!
A laundry/utility cart based on a five point wheel system with casters and a gas lift.The wheel base would retract similar to an umbrella.
Nicely let co-workers know you are working on a HOT task. Hang a Cube Q outside your cubicle. Simple and to the point.
Battery Operated Lited Up S.O.S. Sign
Even Heat Microwave Bowl
Adaptive tripod for your home conference and also for action events.
SET THE MOOD! With ... App enabled SCENTED CANDLES. One or one hundred. Home or business. App controls light and scent separately!
Protect the most frequently touched areas of your stainless steel fridge from finger prints and avoid the need to clean and polish daily.
Cordies SOLO. Quirky is loosing big $$$ without this version of Cordies. Can be adhesive, magnetic, suction cup, attachable to a wall...ETC
stainfree, spotless, filthyles
Power Scope
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The Lazy Doorman! Tired of constantly getting up to close a propped open door because of kids or animals busting through?! This is for you!
LIFEGUARD(Child Alert System)
Portable nap mats are great for preschoolers!Nap mats are sturdy,soft and great for play.
Squeak &amp; Groove 4 Car Washing
Introducing The Auto WHEEL CLEAN Rotating Brush Hose Attachment!
Time to clear clutter around your bathroom sink with my caddy.With room for your needs and off counter installation,it's time to tiddy up
An iPhone 5 case mimicking the two-toned, aluminum-black(or white), back of the original iPhone or the curved back of the iPhone 3G/3GS.
DRY ERASE Picture Frame on a Roll! Great for college. Hang pictures without ruining the wall!
Shower storage revisited! Move your shampoo and soap to a modular storage unit that hangs from the shower rod and out of your way!
It's cold season and I need a solution for my runny nose. I don't want to put this nasty handkerchief into my pocket- this stops that!
Flexible and convenient multipurpose cord. It reach different lengths &amp; service commercial jobs. A homeowners dream.

VISUALS

Bathtub Water Saver
Design a kids watch base that's adaptable to Quirky's Imprint Bracelet, stylish combination for teens, change band colors daily.
Bobble Drinking glass, wine Glass, Coffee cup,
USB PD charged BT LED Speaker
INVISIBLE SYNTHETIC GECKO SKIN GRIP STRIP for your purse strap! Does your purse constantly slide off of your shoulder? Co collab/Naomi Adams
Stem accessory!
Device clip
Have you ever filled up a trash bag inside a waste/trash basket and tried to pull it out? Well I have a solution, positive air pressure...
Does what you plug into an extension cord fall out? Lets address the problem directly.
Safe Bling
Automobile windsheild wiper blade protector
Detachable iPhone Cover/Tripod
idea is to use sonar probes to measure the periodontal depth,since currently graduated metal probes that are used,has multiple shortcomings
I have a very fuzzy cat. Electric razor made him go crazy. Trimming comb can't go through his thick hair. We need your help. Thank you!
Shoot and Float game
It is common that people drop items in their car and they fall between the seats---cell phone, food, make-up etc.
Fertilizer / Weed Blocking Pad
Caddy On
Real Digital Dice
The iPad 2 SmartCharge adds a series of flexible photovoltaic cells to the Smart Cover. All the same functionality + on-the-go charging!
Lost your keys or wallet? Find them with this breakthrough product! Two easy, unique ways of finding your stuff.
A laptop stand which can flatpack for easy transport.
Snap Raft the buildable custom party raft and building blocks.
A universal device case with belt clip for gym.
Kids Digital Diary
A security system in which someone who is being forced to get money from their ATM can put in a DURESS pin and the police is called.
Lunch container with combination lock and secret compartments! Store notes , toys, snacks secretly!
a bowl in one! why waste time doing the dishes when you can measure, mix and eat your breakfast and lunch in one bowl? works for baking too!
UV -A SANITIZING FLATWARE TRAY
This is a screen magnifier for smart phones. It attaches to the phone to for those with bad sight or who just a want a bigger screen.
Keep your Tooth brush Germ free. Tooth brush holder with dryer.
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Fridge drawer with app temp control. Defrost foods for dinner or prep baking by making butter room temperature - you set the temp.
App that converts cursive/printing to text messages &amp; provides large text responses for people who are hard of hearing
Stackable freezer shelf storage trays for zip lock plastic storage bags so that unstackable irregular frozen packs don't tumble out the door
An easily portable table that could be used for laptops, crafts, eating dinner.. All without having the legs or stand get in the way!
My idea is a round cake cutter with a one step action that lets you cut the whole cake all at once.
A motion based alarm that fits and looks exactly like an ordinary motorcycle bar end. A simple click of a wireless remote sets it in action.
Do you worry you forgot to shut your garage door? Simply look at the opener to see the amount of time since the button was last pushed.
WHG Suspention Table/ Shelf
Tired of printing headaches? Print Rhino is your one-stop print solution! Easy WiFi/BlueTooth printing to ANY printer from ANY device! WOW!
upside down storage
SafeCase- The completely weather proof case for your electronics.
Relentless in her quest for running water from a faucet! My cat wants to drink straight from the spout, no matter which room she's in.
All in one oral instrument
Portable, expandable play pen/pet pen. Keep kids and pets safe and in one place! Circular expandable design opens and collapses in seconds.
Genius Calender by C0mmunity
Imagine being able to use your chair any way you want to. I want students to be able to comfortably sit, kneel, exercise, sit upside down, etc. on their chairs!
touch screen mousepad
Easy-to-use, clean, comfortable way to make women's fashion rings fit their fingers and hold large stones on TOP of the finger.
FlashForward... To the future! iPhone 5 case with a unique flashlight redirecting feature. 28/34 ReSub w/2 accepted revisions. :)
Automatic Paper toilet seat dispenser!
A sponge bottomed slipper to mop the floor while walking around the kitchen doing other tasks.
On the go, but need sunscreen? With the automatic, wall mounted sunscreen dispenser you never need to hunt for a bottle again!
(RESUBMIT) Your portable pedal driven power source. Charge your phone, mp3 player, etc when you ride...also have a continuous light source.
Solar powered e-ink clock
Provide a table radio that works via wifi or a direct internet connection that can tune in internet radio with near perfect reception.
When you apply for a job, you could hand over a personal background check to a potential employer, saving them the hassle of doing it.
Customizable Compartments ~ Everywhere with this Roll of Silicone Tape &amp; Elastic Bands that come with it, you select where you need it!
This product will allow you to take a full bath! Not just your legs! Most women love to take relaxing baths, but most tubs are to shallow.
Tee-Shirt Binder Book
A personal barcode reader that you can take shopping with you,to tell you how much the item is and help you calculate how much you spend.
The CoolMat-beer or any other drink mat that is made of plastic with a liquid inside so you can freeze it and use it when you serve drinks.
Counting Cups
Trim Trash
HIGH LEVERAGE WATER HANDLE
PAPER CLIP + PUSH PIN = PUSH PIN CLIP. Ordinary push pins pokes unwanted holes and requires 2 hands to use. 2 in 1 product.
Home Computer Center that integrates electric appliances, fire alarms,burglary alarms,home temperature,light intensity etc.
Infant car seat safety alarm
Completely flat and extendable 120v electric cord. Built in a flatter, low profile way that significantly reduces tripping hazards!
Milk Cap Faucet:Gravity-Fed &amp; Space Saver In The Refrigerator,Resub.
The combination of a swiffer, fan blade dust collector,and duster all in one. Clean your fan, dust it, and keep all the dust from the floor!
Roll and Stroll
Like a gurney that you can pull in/out of car and to store.Pull out,legs collapse,you push to store.Done!Take cart to car and push back in.
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Keyless entry door lockset enabled with Bluetooth 4.0 (Low Energy) and companion WiFi bridge.
For home or office use, and in hotels anywhere you need to plug in a usb cable without the attachment hassles.
Upgrade your cable and earbuds with CABLE WALLETS. Cool, convenient, easy, simple, and collectible.
Plastic Electrical Wire Connector,
Bebe-Joliet by Shanley&amp;Singh
Water Barrel for Passive Heat
Suburban GUTTERS have a dihedral angle "A" [NOT FLAT] between the ROAD and LAWN making IT extremely HARD to use a PUSH-BROOM to
CLEAN.
Smart WiFi LED Bulb With Built In Camera:IMP + App-enabled on smartphone.
most time the removal of plants from flower pot would traumatize my plants. Some would die. Now there is a product to aid in stopping this.
2 in 1 washer and dryer
ride your bike to work? have a cell phone? go green, an charger that attaches to your bike fork and charges while you pedal.
Clip-It Chamber 2.2
I have a fast, easy, and eco-friendly way to prevent against window heat/cold loss. A form-fitting, padded, frame w/plastic in place.
A warm, waterproof "sleeve" with a window that allows you to hold and use your smartphone in severe weather, without the phone getting wet
ilight
Smartphone Caddy
**A Bike/Scooter/Skates attachment that blows bubbles** FUN!!!! Possible attachment to child's arms or clothes.
Thermos with exchangeable "inner tubes". One for coffee, one for tea, one for soup, etc..
FileDock wall-mounted filing unit with magnetic dry erase board.
Eyeglass case with cellphone compartment. 1 case for 2 items you always need. Optional: removable belt clip.
super Miniature/Medium Air Wave signs for on your desk and other places
An app enabled device connects to net, downloads latest weather info, sends new driving routes to UR GPS navigator, wakes U accordingly!
BOIL SAFE
Stuck in a windowless cubicle/office? Digital Picture Frame with Ad-hoc Wifi network connects to a Wifi-enabled camera to display live feed
Nose Buds - Comfortable nostril inserts (perforated orbs) for relief from sinus issues due to colds, relief from odors and for aromatherapy
Smart Pickup Power:WiFi with App on smartphone to alert you its fully charged and when its time to charge again.Coll Denyveaus
Mantis Magnetic Head Hammer
Umbrella Jacket
#spotsv - Made it to Eval: Multi-purpose iron-on or adhesive holder for activewear holds earphones, glasses, pens, spare key, golf tees etc.
Anti-gravity Shoes
Toaster - Convection Oven
a pet poop scoop that is convenient, easy to carry, no mess and no feeling the warm yakky poop in your hand.
Lose Me Not
Holographic Table Top Globe
Popcorn's salvation
Large Magnetic Dolls - attach to wall and dress with your own clothes. A toy that is also a nice room decoration. Endless Fun and Creativity
Reading companions that attach easily to any reading glasses. These lights go look where you look. Not everywhere else. Feedback please
RE-SUBMIT "Expandable -Collapsible Recycle Container".. It is easy to storage not using. When you're using it expand; easy to sort recycle.
Space saving gloves. JUST 5x3x1 INCHES WHEN NOT IN USE.
Flat Folding Pen Holder
Clip On Light for FaceTime compatible with iPad & iPhone
Silicone Inserts For Round Cake Pans. Indented designs &amp; sayings for all occasions. Insert in pan, pour batter, bake cake &amp; flip cake over.
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Wall/Door mount fun jewelry armoire. Jewelry boxes suck, they're disorganized. This would allow you to see every thing you own at a glance.
Crazy Pop!
Let's make a vertical and dockable 360Â° swivelling power strip
An alarm bell that helps your kids to be well prepared for school and maybe more motivated
Window Blinds that sync up with Thermostat. Automatically open the blinds to let sunlight in when you turn on heat/close when you use AC
Appcontrolled room ventilation grid
Ice Printer
â€œSEEâ€ Whatâ€™s To Love With A Smart Oven! LQQK, COOK, LOVE! (Embedded Camera!)
#spotsv LED Light up plants for your aquarium ...they would look so cool in my tank...
Kord Keeper Kord keeper is a way to keep excess cord off the floor, away from pets chewing and children pulling, It is neater and safer.
The Broken Arm Jacket
LIGHTED MAGNIFIER HOLDER - Many time it extremely necessary to have a holder to keep the MAGNIFIER steady for operation - both hands free
Tired of the "Rings of Death" on your game discs? Vibration is a major cause! Lower the cost of disc replacement with the System Cradle!
Freshair Air Freshener
CELL PHONE STATEMENT POUCH
Mix-It and Re-Airs-It DIY Kits
Improve your iPad's use as a camera. This tripod is specifically made to hold your iPad securely for taking photos or movies.
A more efficient portable pencil sharpener that is safer for young children to use.
Windshield Sticker Shield helps protect your car from small nicks and bothersome dirt offering you layers of protection.
A cat scratching post with removable FLIPPABLE SLEEVES set on a permanent base. Doubles the life of your current model scratching post!!
Ice Cooler Food Tray
DJing is getting bigger and bigger and it is now time for DJs to have the prefect computer case. A case with a built in changeable equalizer
handle that houses a motor gear box rechargable battery, head of unit has a drum shaped sponge rotates variable speeds high torque.
usb self heating blanket, you can use it anywhere with usb port or pc. Idea for late night workers, beach, camping, park, picnic, school.
2 piece portable alarm that protects valuables even if taken in a crowd. Alerts owner before it is far away. Thief drops it immediately.
The bench press exerciser
Car SnoDozer plows your driveway in minutes. 6 foot plow disassembles in two interlocking pieces in minutes and can be stored in the trunk.
App enabled tractor lawn sprinkler - draw/enter coordinates on phone - tractor follows path
An outdoor, lightweight planter pot with hidden or obvious storage to store all your party supplies and still plant flowers/herbs on top!
VERTICAL CLASSIC CAR PENNANTS! A feel-good product for classic car lovers. Pennants would be of high-quality felt with a border &amp; 4 tassels.
No Tie Shoe Laces. Stylish, fun, easy to use
Smart Fishing Reel with Digital Readout (cast length or depth) and weather radio!Features a counter and Timer.
beacon
Wireless Carpet heater app
A shampoo/liquid dispenser that will allow you to dispense from the original container. Take off lid from your bottle, snap it in dispenser.
walkers for handicaped people have no place to carry anything. I ty-wraped a soft sided cooler to the front. This allowes a person to carry
I have designed and applied for a patent on a simple device to be used to mask plugs and switch's prior to painting.
The Giant bubble maker for kids and even you will love it.This is fun. I mean really fun. Please watch the video.
Epi-Pack Backpack-allergy kids
Reinventing the Bike Pump:(QCYCLE) Resubmit The Lever Bike Pump (to achieve high pressure easily) Drawing by David Tyres
helping hand
Emergency Medicine Bottle (Working Name "Second Chance")
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Toothbrush &amp; Toothpaste combo
It is so much trouble to put it up and put it down over and over again. that is why I have an idea called the "Mechanical Toilet Seat Riser"
Heat Safe
Idea from GF: Quirky Scentsy Warmers! The warmers are basically just little lamps with 20 watt bulbs. They warm up the scented wax.
Swiss Army Watch
Customizable Clipboard, print out your design, logo, or company name, slip it into the clipboard frame, VIOLA, no need to pay for custom
REDESIGNED! Stretchless is a hanger for t-shirts, jumpers and sweatshirts that will ensure the neckline of your clothing is safe.
MAKE YOUR OWN MOUTHGUARD- MOLD,PICK YOUR COLORS AND ADD FLAVORS CUSTOMIZE TO YOUR LIKING KIT MAKE AT HOME
EASY TO DO
ReSub: Carry along swing! Can my 6-year-old carry it by herself!?
Cater to your eyes with this portable all-in-one eye grooming tool. All the tools you need are found on this one unit.
Improvement for bars of soap which deliver more efficient waste-free product with no left-over, unusable pieces whatsoever.
The Speed Along Smart Car
App-Enabled Home Test for Vitamin &amp; Mineral Deficiencies. I Wish I Had This Product Months Ago!
The Zipper-A-Sister is a simple clip that allows a woman to zip up a back-zip dress by herself even if she is not a trained contortionist!
Rear mounted keyboard for tablets like the iPad that allows for two handed typing while on the move and new ways to interact with tablets
A hammer handle with three path, hammer, saw and cutting blade.
(A GREEN SOLUTION!) Reusable Juice Pouches! Fill your own pouch with healthy alternatives. Kids will love this! and so will Moms!
Portable Cleaning Wipe Cases -- for hand, eyeglasses, produce, stain removers, etc.
Tactigloves - Folding finger tips that stay in place with stretchy bands. Great for use with touch screens!
potwired app
Trailer Lift
A white dry erase insulated coffee cup,the cup features a grip strip on each side of the coffee cup. it Also features a removable handle
Picture frame Smoke Alarm and Carbon Monoxide Alarm.
Solar Battery Power Fan, can be used with batteries, electricity and solar power can charge an internal battery.
16 port USB hub with no external power supply. Only requires one usb port!
The Sweet Stir
Behind ear radio with plug
Pet-proof furniture
A reusable FACIAL tissue dispenser that uses a roll of toilet paper . Economical, easy and you only need to purchase one kind of tissue.
Reusable Pregnancy Test! No more to dispose it after one time use and it saves your money!
Kids won't eat their sliced apples in lunch because they turned brown? Hereâ€™s a simple solution and itâ€™s not lemon juice. #spotsv
I cannot stand to be cold especially in the comfort of my own home....my product feels like it just stepped out of the dryer. Cozy right?
CALCULATOR with full touch screen ! with many more additional features surprise surprise surprise
My idea is a "3 in 1 RushBrush". A throw away travel toothbrush,that combines a 7 day supply toothpaste,mouthwash and at end of brush, floss
a rechargable Li-On battery powered food warmer. set the timer for 1/2 hr before lunch. Hot homemade lunch in backpack or locker.
Magnetic Tool box labels with grahic depiction of tools
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Happy Feet-Menthol Adhesive Footpads.Menthol rub has been used for years. One of it's most interesting and affective uses is for a cough.
Maximize your shower experiences without touching the cold shower curtain. Compliment the "curve" shower curtain rod or traditional rod.
An "affordable" Sous Vide machine with an APP that can monitor the temperature as it cooks.
The Lint Log
The City Bin is a modern, sleek, and compact indoor composter that can fit inside living spaces of any size, allowing everyone to compost.
iMac Slidable Webcam Cover
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Aids in gripping and opening small bottle caps such as those on water bottles. Stretches over the cap, when squeezed provides strong grip.
#spotsv Let them line 5 of these up along the bath wall-and make a tune as they press them because each will make a different squeak!
People need pills outside the house when they travel or at work. I have the best solution:smart packaging,universal sale, small price.
The Disappearing Wall
Do you struggle putting shoes on children? Here is a shoe design that you can remove the back portion of the shoe and simply slip them on.
2 in 1 glass Kettle
An adhesive bar on to the side of the windshield blasting the drivers side with jets of air to keep his view clear duringsprinklesdownpores
A gelatinous dental floss delivered in a mouth piece tray which can be applied to the upper and lower jaws. Reusable tray, gel sold separate
Small reel to wind strings, ribbons, tapes. For example, save ribbons from parties or strings used in the yard, or around the house.
Resealable chip bag
Why limit yourself to a wallet or a key carrying case when you could have both. Hold what you need when you need it with this unique design.
Energy Freedom inside Home (Videos available)
Detachable stand to prop up iPad for using FaceTime, taking pictures, filming videos, watching movies, etc.....
Sick of your belt looking like this? Perfect belt size in between the 3rd and 4th pre-made hole? Get a custom belt with custom holes.
Make Ironing Cool, fun, hip for college kids. Who takes a big clunky iron & board like Mom's to college? Small alternative hip design.
NEVER FORGET THEIR PACK LUNCH AND PROTECT THEM FROM RAIN
Laid back sit up chair
DO YOU SQUEEZE &amp; DRIVE? Hand sanitizer or sunblock similar 2 dissolving breath strips. No squeezing or mess. Clip 2 shirt/car visor. Barbra
Picnic Singles - Individually wrapped table setting including plates for picnics
"Puff Pal" or "Life of the Party": The cigarette device with no side effects that allows you to be the life of the party.
this is really the only proper way to put away your toothbrush. Hygienic. Easy access. Easy installation. Easy to maintain. Playful design.
Reusable safety tag
an electric stove that will intelligently control heat settings, switch power off and notifies the user that the meal is ready.
Pushing a wet mop is slippery! Raking, shoveling, or using a broom gives me blisters. I need to get a (soft) grip on these handles!
Low light iPhone Case
Solar Screwdriver
Eatingcoldfoodswithametalspoonisuncomfortable!Iwantasiliconorrubber,BPAfree,spoonwheneatingcoldyogurticecreametc.Alsohotsafenomoreburning.
Waterproof compartment installed into a surfboard with external speakers and controls for music, movies, and phone calls. rechargeable/solar
A decorative Scarf Hanger that holds 10 scarves and could hang vertically or horizontally with hooks that turn to accommodate both ways.
NO ORPHAN SOCKS ! A simple pairing system to keep socks and stockings matched during the wash and dry cycles. Prevent Sock orphans...
Iphone 5 charger/speaker docking station that also holds ear buds and stylus. Provide sound throughout your room while also charging.
A product that dispenses all of the kitchen foil, wax paper, saran wrap, and parchment paper you could want. In a neat, organized way!
We need a way to protect your feet from other peopleâ€™s toe jam when we go through airport security. We need disposal slip-on foot covers.
Multi Clip Punch. Make The Multi Clip at Home using old credit cards.
Detachable Magnetic Bluetooth speakers and subwoofer for ipad!
A tape measure but with string! Measure then wind it back in, or cut it and use the string as a guide. Has digital readout-great for corners
*A Screw + A Hook* A *SCREW WITH BUILT IN HOOK* adds functionality. Replace wall plate screws with these &amp; hang keys, umbrella, sweater
etc.
TuneOut: The Volume Adjustable Earplug. Just twist to regulate the central sound channel. Resubmitted &amp; Edited from 02/12/2012
Helping hand
Imp + App Enabled Cups that change color according to the color you set on your mobile device.
Spatoon! 2 in 1 Kitchen tool
App Expresso
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Let's make the lives of Diabetics less frustrating with a device that reminds them what finger, and which side of that finger, is next!
WATER bottle PICK
Wall Saver
penpler (pen plus stapler in one)
Frisbee Hats: resubmit
Squarea is a portable training aid designed to develop all athletic skills.It's 7 products in 1, safer, effective and extremely versatile.
30 pin to 30 pin plus 4 usb adapter or usb and firewire adapter
Plug inn
#QCYCLE Stealth Handlebar Mirrors. They bend in, out, up, down and side to side to fit everyone's taste and disappear when not in use!
baseball souvenir holder
A hanger that is specific for hair, it hooks the hair securely for easy combing, coloring, drying and grips onto any pole or table edge.
A small light that attracts all the bugs in the area to itself and away from the humans.
Colored sunscreen, that disappears shortly after application.
A bar code scanner in the house for shopping lists, especially as I throw things out, which links to my phone
It's a kind of inexpensive 'Heater Caddy,' that could be used to make low cost electric space heaters automatic, stable and safer.
Get clean with out the mess! Travel bottles that are easy to fill easy to clean, stay dry and stay together and don't take up extra space.
THE OVER-SAND BEACH COOLER - With Army Tank Like Rubber Treads. No More Getting Stuck In The Sand. You Can Conquer Any Surface With
Ease!
The Olive Finger
Bowl Blanket! A pot-holder like blanket that has inner gripping to a bowl, and soft touch on the outside, to keep hands from burning!
App enabled never ending modern alarm clock. People will have to physically wake to turn off alarm through the app.
Dual Spout Drink Keg
1 Cup Coffee Lid
An app that can tell if a baby/child has an ear infection.
Lampfan-Why? Because I like a fan while I'm sleeping, and my wife doesn't. Fan and fan arm attach to top of lamp to make one unit.
Lettuce Water Cup - Keeps lettuce fresher &amp; crispier. Fill cup with water, trim bottom of lettuce, stick inside &amp; store in fridge. #spotsv
I propose a motorized device that can push a jet ski off a ramp and than automatically retracts back once the ski is launched.
A remote control for man's best friend. A unique training and communication device. Quickly stop the bad behavior and encourage the good!
SUCTION SPLINTER REMOVER - no more painful splinter removing. Just press over the splinter and release. The suction will do the rest.
Occupied Car Seat Warning Unit
MACBOOK PRO Retina Display + Waterproof Protection Case like LifeProof case used 4 iPhones combine = with Strong Full Protection Case.
A personal portable cup holder to attach to shopping carts that you can carry with you to hold your beverage and prevent spilling.
CUT SAFELY- 600 votes!!!
The bench press exerciser
Phone Case with Charger
OFFICE DOUBLE MUG â€“ hot coffee and cold water. No spilling.
My idea is called the smart bathtubs and showers it allows you to set your juccuzzi tub and shower on a timer at perfect tempature.
Backpack cooling system, meant for those with a sweating problem. Keeps you cooler and dryer, helping you avoid embarrassing sweat stains.
Very small personal air conditioner, for personal use at home/office, with iPod dock, audio line out, speakers and slot to add scents.
un seau ergo.
LID for Crates...a sturdy snap on lid ...to use crate for storage...supplies,crafts ect..see thru holes to find what you're looking for...
!UPDATED! Colored light bulbs for Scentsy Warmers &amp; other warmers in stores. Scentsy bulbs have a unique base &amp; only come in clear.
Pitching Machine. Clocks pitch speed, displays stats and returns ball. Audibles balls and strikes
Rolling Marbles is a specially game of skill and strategy intent is to provide consumers with hours of challenging fun and play
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#realsimple SteamCleaner/Blind
A 100% biodegradable(maybe even compostable) roll-up water bottle, an ECO-FRIENDLY option to regular ones that get trashed after 1/2 uses.
The newest toy for the kid's wrists! RapSnaps! Snap bands based on musical instuments! Can play music, record or play along to the LED's!
Daisy's Designer Disposables
Create a car wash experience in the shower! Create a device with a switch that allows you to switch from rinse,soaps,shampoos etc
PUMP IT UP! Many consumer products i.e. lotions &amp; hand soaps have pumps to help dispense the liquid inside. How effective are these pumps?
Sun &amp; Splash Baby Carrier
An IPAD 2 holder for the back seat of your car. Remove the headrest, insert the unit, then re-insert the headrest.
#spotsv Sun disc. Light disc that does it all. No need to look for and buy many lights for different situations.
Pen - Out
Build It Yourself Remote Control CAR/Helicopter kit with App enabled programming.
A full height stand for photographers, teachers and couch potatoes
Smart Electric Mattress Pad
Bluetooth Fiber Optic Wall Outlet Plate:Lights up when receiving incoming call or email or text.#Resub
Retractable hand strap in shoulder pad connected to multiple straps with hooks to carry multiple grocery sacks in one trip.
bra in place : Now women can avoid bra-cups and bra-straps falling forward, and repetitive bra adjustments.
A rubber grip to help carry grocery bags and to store a rolled up bag.
My product idea address the safety issues in map pins by adding a small snap lock at more or less same manufacturing cost.
The invention relates to undergarments, and more particularly, for use during sports, aerobic activity, under oneâ€™s clothes
Aha! Paint Can
Perimeter Guard
Canâ€™t we make a saving box that makes us save in an easier and funnier way?
App Enabled Electric HopScotch
A braking system that would light up more lights, the harder that you press on the brake pedal in a car.
An app that allows you to send a text between business hours, rather than at 2 am when you are composing it.
The cup grater that works!
IDEAL FOR THIN CRUST PIZZA! Smooth, Stainless, and Sturdy. Lets you keep your fingers out of the dough. Every kitchen should have one.
Grocery List Finder
Doctor's office especially those that treat children are places where adults pick up colds a double door knob one for kids-first protection
#spotsv Reinvent Velcro-reinvent scotch tape.Velcro and scotch tape have millions of uses.Combine the benefits of both into one new product.
This is a mechanical system that manully helps to propel and stop a Wheel Chair.
Not So Subtle Air Freshener
Ever look at your iPhone camera and wonder who is looking back at you?
The â€œAb Cycleâ€ is an abdominal/cardio fitness product that is conceptually based off of the bicycle kick exercise.
Control any device using an app!!! Simple home automation solution for everyone!! Works on all devices at home! (REVISED WITH MORE FEATURES)
Snack and Drink: A nice way to snack and drink on the go
A chemically coated product keeping bacteria away from office bathroom doorknobs and handles
Potwatcher â€“ a motion-detecting reminder timer that only sounds off when the cookâ€™s not paying attention to the pot!
Think about the clutter under your sink or in your closet. Now here's your solution. My idea is a spray bottle that holds up to 4 liquids.
HAND FAN WITH DIGITAL THERMOMETER. COOL YOURSELF DOWN WHILE READING OUTDOOR OR BODY TEMPERATURE ie.
FOREHEAD VIA A REMOTE PROBE. CUSTOMIZE.
The Right Plug
Over 27.5 Quad trillion sippy cups misplaced annually (just kidding) but it's a lot. iPhone app for Sippy Cups, beeping base
Hardshell Sit-up/Workout Sleigh
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e- hookah grandpa's pipe
My idea is Solar Blinds. I designed window blinds that will create solar electricity.
Covers for Head phones. Motifs:Skull.Plaid..Combat.Smiley face..Bunny ears...Cross n bones..
Transmission Fluid Pump for side file transmissions. Allows easy filling with a simple &amp; reliable check valve pump and some flexible tubing.
Toolbox+ thermoelectric cooler
Light Rise
BANDS that make her dance
Mirror Cycling Globes, It helps to watch traffic coming from behind , without having to turn or having a mirror attached to your bicycle.
Ever have problems moving large items that don't have a good grip? My attachable handles will eliminate this problem making it easy to move.
A Mascara wipe dispenser
Headphones with the neck suppo
PORTABLE LENS SET FOR CELL PHONES
Introducing the Quirky Swag Phone/Pad! ;) (Stylus) This could be a thing!
Human Friendly Toothbrush! It will change your life much more simple and clean by its human friendly shape and dental floss combined model.
The Photographer Card Game
the Ultimate musical backpack this bag has a long tongue to organize books & stuff in fun way, it has speakers to share music easily
2 in 1 idea Decorative lighted house number signs that will run on low voltage transformer.
recupera objetos perdidos
Idea recorder
No need to read Sheet Music, You can listen to it!
Apple iPhone, iPad and iPod case, your hands mould into the foam case for comfort. - The Squeezy!
My idea came to me in a dream, and I couldn't let it pass me by. But my idea is a "Solar Powered Cube"
Line of sight in golf is critical. From picking your target line to swing path take away, an errant shot is a matter of 1 degree.
Dog Bowl Reminders (previously loved by others!)
The Last Straw
Pet Pal
hello never goodbyes
Exuding elegance and class, this stand's form follows its function. Enjoy true 360 degree freedom, while the iPad rotates freely on a ball
CordLess, how many times we receive calls to our home phone when we are out? With my idea will not lose no more!!!
RESUB we need a hummingbird feeder that uses a plastic bottle that uses standard threads so you can use over an over again add or subtract
IceBox Herb Caddy
An app that allows you to send a text between business hours, rather than at 2 am when you are composing it.
A Rotating LED globe that catches your baby's attention when you are taking their picture.
Airbag on the outside front bumper of cars. Inflates before collision softening the blow at lower speeds, maybe avoid damage all together.
Green 3D Utensil Printer
Fly Trap Vase
KikStand
Extension cord that comes apart to fit into small hole versatile, no more drilling cabinets, if the wire fits, light it up. Ceramic Pots WOW
Wet wipes on a roll
#spotsv Improve and upgrade the portion control plate. Make it easy to follow a good/healthy diet without spending a lot of money.
Infrared iPhone display for motorcycles and cars detects humans and pets in the road in low light conditions.
Wall Blankets: special sheet of insulating material that can be stuck to and pealed off an external wall to keep the cold or heat out.
Stainless Steel Lined Cooler keeps food &amp; beverages colder longer, and you won't have to drain the water, and replace the ice as often!
Kids step stool that is secured, flat, and stored inside bath cabinet that is safe for kids, cabinet remains usable and bath floor is clear.
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Juicetify - Electrical power strip/outlets with individual 1) on/off outlet control 2) timers 3) smart auto off to limit use, save money
A Better Folding Keyboard... Done Right. | Full-sized | Folds | Attractive |
Bicycles have one big problem; lack of visibility. Increase the reflective properties of your bike in minutes and it could save your life.
BIKE SAFETY AIR SIREN - The siren that automatically changes pitch based on your speed. The faster you travel-the higher pitch it makes
Everyone thinks of keeping wine fresh inside the existing bottle. Lets think outside the bottle!
Scan, sort, and store your kids' art &amp; school work! The Mommy-Scanner organizes your child's papers digitally for years of safe keeping.
Secure Socket
Mug pratique anti-brÃ»lures.
Liquid Playground
I've previous submitted this idea and it would work for all the apple inventory. The idea is decorative neophrene skins and cases.
Kid Tracker!!!! Locked Anklet covr'd w/ soft material. GPS (w/online access),ALARMS, TEXTING to parents, no more childcare abuse. kid beeper
Cooler keepers, keep coolers, refridgerators, lunch boxes, shoes etc. fresh while they are not in use then can be used to clean them.
The Optical Memory Unit
iPad2 Speakers dock! A sleek and useful way to (let's NOT be modest) show off THE must have gadget while listening to your favorites tunes.
Going out to eat is a blast. Carrying a gigantic pulsating flashing pager is a drag. Why not incorporate all that technology in a bracelet?
Hastings Odor Eliminator
4 head phones in one two listen music with a friend
Baking Sheet CLIP HANDLES-keeps aluminum foil &amp; wax/parchment paper in place. Handles flip back to raise on counter. No need for trivet.
Speedy card holder
Friendly looking, easy and fast to install fence kit for keeping the children inside the perimeter of the outdoors family picnic.
SmartCart
An aluminum knife organizer in which prevents sharp edges from facing up and allows washed knives to dry quickly.Takes no room on counter.
An ice chest that is more useful. Large ice chest now have wheels, now they need side rails that flip up to help carry more items. See pics.
A compact, collapsable, take anywhere-be prepared- over the door hook.
VEHICLE BLACKBOX
The CLEAN BUCKET. Clean your cars with clean water and not have to worry about scratching your paint with dirt picked up by your towel.
Glowing woooden puzzle pieces! A puzzle board includes a button in each puzzle hole. Press the button, and the matching puzzle piece glows.
#NAME?
WE- WERE- PENN -STATE Registered Trade Mark -CopyRight BAD COACH.

Registered Trade Mark - Copyright New Web Sites and Products

COLD SANDWICH KEEPER
Solar Battery Power Fan, can be used with batteries, electricity and solar power can charge an internal battery.
car topper charger
Label storage lid
#spotsv Bubble Necklace - A Fun PARTY FAVOR too!
"Character Locks" There are so many people from kids and teens and even adults whom stay true to their cartoon characters.
Garage door opener transmitter
Magnetic puzzle pieces (Stic-a-pic)
Let There Be Light" Control every lights in your house through your Ipad or smartphone. Turn your lights on, off or change lighting mode
The LASER PROTRACTOR - a digital protractor with laser beam guides. Crafted for craftsmen.
a plant "skirt" for potted plants for hydration between watering
BEAT IT! The $#!@ talking desktop punching bags.
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Cleaning caddy. Its Storage, Organization and Portability for your cleaning supplies
Back scratcher for dogs (or similar sized animal).
Enhance the filtered water/ice dispenser on refrigerator door with a flexible attachment that can fill large containers. NeverWet inside.
My idea is to create an encasing structure and recoil mechanism for keeping earphones cords neat and organized.
The portable Roll up Freezer pack for your Fan. Produces Ice Cold Air on your standard Box Fan
#spotsv: The Bookie. Apply Digital Notepad at work location. Office workers can add to the lottery pool with their smartphones from anywhere
A universal sippy cup cover that snaps over the top of those supposed non-leaking sippy cups! Also keeps germs and dirt off the mouthpiece.
Diaper Lid
High back Folding chair
Air-Charger: Reduce The Temperature Of Your Laptop's Charger! Prevent It From Overheating! Keep It Cool! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
It is a step on, automatic toilet seat lifter-upper! No more dirty hands, wet bottoms or wet nightgowns from falling in the toilet at night.
Fast Blind Mount Plates
plates and bowls with handles.
EletronicsTempuratureRegulator
iPad2 NEEDS FACE-TIME, Photography, HD Videoing, etc. etc. ON-THE-GO! How can we create an easy way to maneuver & manipulate the iPad2?!!!?!
Playing puzzle games is a very good way of developing better thinking skills. So lets incorporate this into students' lifestyles.
Put a label in your bathtub and run the water. labels are water resistent.
Is another school year coming? Do not remain behind! This rucksack is useful, original, personalized and this fact of recyclable products.
SUPERQUIRKY: Harness our collective BRAIN POWER &amp; Creativity to SAVE LIVES! Great PR for Q, too!
2-4 Compartment "Crockpot" - Because Not All Food Items Cook for the Same Amount of Time! Potatoes, Meat, Eggs, Toast! #G.E. #APP #imp
Tired of using the bathroom only to find the person before you forgot to refill the TP? Never again, with the Self refilling TP dispenser!
Accessory allows hand free carrying, Attaches to upper body extending flexible rotating rod and securing holding flap.
Ever try to bring 3 or more drinks to your guests outside or a bunch of drinks back from Starbucks to the office? Use a folding caddy!
(resubmit over 300 votes first time!) Ultimate Car Safety Tool!! (it has it all, even air supply)
Earbud hanger w/case clip on
Easy Dry Shoe & Glove Stand
RESUB 353 votes: #SPOTSV The ultimate sandwich knife - part knife part spatula, get the last bits out of jars, prepare sandwiches and more.
Carry your Phone, Money, Cards and Keys all in one place, with this new spectacular iPhone case idea.
E phone
Flour Tower
Look and Cook IPAD Holder Whether for recipes or iTunes, IPAD users need to be able to view desired IPAD apps at face level while cooking.
A smartphone case that has finger slots in the back which allows palming(phone can be suspended in hand) or for use while lying down.
Charge your electronic device with a breeze. I propose a Portable Windmill Generator that can store power while we go about our daily tasks.
Truck Tent
SAFELIGHTS
The Thingy Holder
REVOLUTIONARY RAZOR! Disposable razor w/ blades positioned at slight angle on razor head. Blades will slice follicle, not tug and irritate.
NO MORE DRY BIRDBATHS &amp; PET WATER BOWLS
Removable spout watering can
Tree trunk
curlyQ Adaptive. Bundle wiring and hold fast. Easy install and removal. Industrial application.
KICKSTSTAND for iPhone & iTouch
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Imagine an automated cat feeder with a difference. A system that exercises &amp; entertains your cat while youâ€™re away, and stops begging too.
APP ENABLED MEAT PROBE! Let the App do the Math! Know for sure when the meat is done! (Possibly Adding A Marinating Feature)
This is a tool rack that mounts to the side of a yard trailer to hold long and short yard and garden tools.Quick release to hang on wall
My idea is to have a coin despenser in the car.Hang it on Travelstacks or clip it on the visor.Clipping it on the visor would probably be the handiest place to
put it and its more hidden.
A twist on an ordinary doormat, can be the simple answer for discrete home security! ~APP ENABLED (Re-Sub)
A detachable clear-view electronic device sleeve & power pad that attaches to a classic school binder. Incl.usb power port. option
A juice or mini milk carton with popup straw/spout for kids to not spill when piercing their juice or struggling to open their milk carton.
Sound Activated Light-up iPod/iPhone Case
A space efficient and affordable personal storm/tornado protection shelter that could be installed by a homeowner without a contractor.
Food tube, Fruit Tube, Yogurt Tube and Freezer Pop Tube all in one. Interchangeable tops for different foods..reusable pods.
PUMP IT UP! This is a RESUBMIT. CLOROX is NOW producing a spray bottle with a concept similar to mine. Missed opportunity????
Efficient Spray bottle Straw
A storage device for the Keurig type coffee cups that allow you to display the different varieties but keep them in an out of the way place.
Stay cool and keep sweat away while working out - use the Cooling Pad.
Get An Accurate Tornado Warning In Time To Avoid It. Install Wind Measuring Devices On The Roofs Of All Homes With Internet Service.
Y headphone
Bleached with toxic chemicals and filling up landfills, disposable chopsticks can be replaced with better-designed, longer-lasting material.
App enabled hardwired wall plugs and light switches. As smart of a home as you want one plug at a time.
Condiment holder
One of a kind pitcher's practice target. An electronic target with visuals and audio for a more precise pitching experience.
E-Z Bulb Change Light Fixture
MagicPocket
GeNext
Rotating Umbrella w translucent panels for sunbather's preferences. As the sun moves, you can allow as little or as much sun through.
Snowball gun /water balloon gun all in one ! Why not use your toys all year! have fun launching snowballs then have fun with water balloons
My ideation is for a Fried Chicken Potato Chip. Not just flavored, but textured as well. The only product that came close was from Japan.
Easy Trash Can
The BooBoo Box is a bandaid organizer.Instead of having 3 or 4 boxes of different sizes, combine them all in one clear plastic box.
A dust mop with disposable fluffy dusters for hardwood floors.
Water Filtration System Which Analyzes Tap Water And Sends Test Results To User. Checks For Unsafe Levels Of Chemicals, Pathogens, etc
Inkjet Cartridge Refill Kit
A collapsible coffee/tea travel mug that can fit in a large coat pocket or small purse. Green and convenient.
USB junk On the trunk
Talk to your kid via the Teddy Bear or Q-inspired Bear. Parent's voice is masked by a cute bear-like voice. Record your precious talks.
A smartphone armband that offers 360 move-ability. Extend, tilt, and swivel conception from a smartphone armband.
The LED torch is a great alternative to the clumsy oil torches and provides a great look to one's outdoor decor. It sets right on the table.
Scissor "like" sponge. Skinny enough to fit in small opening bottles/jars, and then expands once in there.
Smart Food Scale
Outdoor Table with built in outlets, Speakers, and lights. Entertain your guest in style while playing your Ipod and powering your needs.
#NAME?
The bag consists of a large base pocket and modular smaller pockets that fit onto the base.
4 wheel walk that locks itself
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A smarter dishwasher utilizing mobile connectivity can have economic impact and markets to the growing green community.
I got a way to make your iPAD stand out while streaming HD content.
PicoPort, Protect your iPod nano. In your pocket, or as a watch, protect the 30-pin port and headphone jack with one simple port cover
remote control phone finder
#SPOTSV: Problem: I baked an extra pie, but can't mail it to Quirky without it getting crushed. Solution: a plastic pie mailer for under $5
Salt consumption is leading to a dangerous phenomenon: high blood pressure &amp; fluid retention. This dispenser will limit excess amounts.
This idea is to develop a kitchen and bathroom cleaner which would both clean and keep away bugs and ants. .
Resubmit!!! Custom Sliced Watermelon Storage Container..A new way to store in fridge. Great for parties, picnics or buffets. Snaps together!
Remote Controlled Rear view Child Mirror allows driver to adjust position of mirror from driver's seat to get the perfect view of the baby.
The Paci-Finder
Simple but cool IPAD accesory stick your ipad anywhere metal refrigerator,side of work van machines at work or the Eiffle tower (commercial)
Pointing Finger
USB Flash Drive Organizer Box: Store and label your USB drives easily.
On average,38 kids die in hot cars each yr from heat-related deaths.This is completely preventable by using my car seat alarm system.
Slidegard
Every five days, a child drowns in a backyard pool. Lets stop that with an automated deployed rescuing device!
Foldable dish /utensils design
Quirky - The Board Game! QUIRKY THE GAME!! Teamwork for all ages!
Oven baking sheet/pan with EZ Rotate base. No more uneven baking! Easily rotate your baking cookies, roasts, pies, etc! Just Spin n' Bake!!!
Slobber Mopping Ball
Mattress Maid Easy
A small removable hook for when the bathroom stall doesn't have one for your purse!
iPhone 5 case with retractable headphone storage so you can pull out your headphones directly from the case
CUT...COOL...BAKE...3 Accessories, 3 Uses, 3 in 1 tool for the Home Top Chef
I always travel and have to carry several items. I would like to invent a travel razor that has the shaving cream in the base of the razor.
Soft Seat Infant Car Seat
Object retention device. Weave elastic silicone rubber bands around a frame to hold objects firmly in place. SEE PROTOTYPE VIDEO
Slipper sweepers
Instead of the young hip hop kids that wear their pants hanging low and the keep pulling them up, all in one pair of pants.
iPad mini Hand Strap case
I-pad Privacy screen overlay (magnetic, non-permanent)
Google's Car Camera for your home: 360 degree Home Monitoring via Smartphone, Plug and Play !
Use Recycled Fabric to Weave Beautiful Seat Pads, Bags &amp; More with my Hula-Hoop Sized Looms in Both Square &amp; Round! For Young &amp;
Old Alike!
for the 1st time a portable, hand held, waterless nasal vaporizor
ReGift is a reusable gift wrapping system for creating sculptural enclosures for the unique presentation of gifts.
It's called a Web Blaster!!It isn't an attachment,its small and has a telescoping shaft to reach those hard to reach places.
Finally!An ice bucket with its own shade.Target Market Entertainers who like to keep there drinks close but out of the direct sunlight.
SonicScoop Ice Cream Scooper
Telescoping Gutter Snow (and Leaf) Cleaner / Remover
Reinventing the Bike Pump:(QCYCLE) Resubmit The Lever Bike Pump (to achieve high pressure easily) Drawing by David Tyres
Incredible Cat Litter Sifter System
Want to prevent another cooking disaster? No more messes from pots boiling over or burned saucepans with this innovative pot.
TIPS - conductive fabric patch
Garden Gathering Basket also a STRAINER for rinsing off veggies/fruits before bringing into kitchen! Great for TARGET! None like!
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A cooking pot that doubles as a Colander. After cooking simply pull the trigger, and holes on the bottom slide open, simple and effective.
Mood color changing drinking glasses. Know what they feel with a touch of glass.
Battery Saver
Glasses + App which help type text &amp; choose with eyelid blink. Like Google Glass but interact with eyelid blink
Laser activated, water based popping paint squibs for kids playing gun battles.
home security system based on wifi network
Smart seatbelt cover
The Re-Gift- (Pass it On)
I'd love to invent a computer share chair!
PigTail Ball Cap
The Shoe-Laser attaches to any shoe of any size and reads laser precision measurements. Great for contractors and decorators alike.
power glove
A tote specifically designed to transport, protect, and insulate six glass beer bottles.
cage-mounted indoor bird bath
Cocktail and Beer Covers Keeps Your Drink Safe Deters Date Rape Drugs And Other Drugs From Being Slipped Into Drinks Of Unsuspecting Victims
"A T-Shirt of important information for when you're in a disastrous situation". (Made to save lives in an Emergency,for kids and adults.)
Tired of trying to get the last bit of yogurt out of the bottom and the sides of the cup? Resub 11/11
The Crank Footwear are shoes that uses a crank to tighten up the lace of the shoe.
Phone covers with designs that light up when the phone rings or lights up the music beat.
folding, collapsible bodyweighing or kitchen scales
It's time to get your FutON with the accessory that turns any bed into a Futon!
Never be without a cell phone call or text in a noisy or quiet work environment again! Be alerted whenever your phone receives either!
Water bottle iPhone sleeve. Holds water bottle and phone. NEEDED for the GYM!
3 piece stack &amp; store breading trays: compact storage solution for flour, egg wash and breadcrumb trays that stack and snap into place.
Crisscross Plug-In Outlet
Morning wood Funnel
Improved stem: best grip, locks the lemon, it does not fall or swing to the right or left
Most dog owners carry a pick-up bag while walking their dog. The Doggie Business Compartment attaches to a leash to pick-up messes.
No more Flat Sodas
Pinata Gift Bag. Fill up Pinata Gift Bag with Candy and Non Breakable Gifts, Seal the Bag with Self Adhesive Strips, Blindfold and Hit Away
Mall Crawl Carry-All
Panic Button for your home automatically calls 911. No more fumbling for a phone call. The quickest access in an emergency.
Child Alarm
iPad 2 cover and carrying strap that work with apple screen protector
The Swim Assistant: A floating board curved to a childs body laying in the prone position. Teaches young children how to swim with arms/Legs
voice ativated alarm clock
A straw but half as long and twice as thick.Carry in purse/pocket.Contains stick attached to anti-bacterial wipe for use in public bathroom
"New Wave Electric Blanket" Has 3 heat zones.
#spotsv Reinvent the BBQ accessary stand. We need a place to put our BBQ accessaries when BBQing. A compact convinient place for everything.
Plastic, plastic and more plastic! Everyday we are being offered a new discount/rewards card. Is your wallet bulging? Check out this video!!
Virtual Car Inspection
Water Wagon for garden use in place of hose. Inspired by seeing elderly have difficulty, it avoids issues with hose & heavy watering can.
Would you carry an ID card that says you are a Quirky Inventor? I propose that Q asks us to come up with sample ID cards.
Thick/sturdy plastic lining to form to the inside of a washing machine to serve as a hamper; and a tool to prevent dropping wet clothing.
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Over head roll bar installed in Bus for are childern in school made out of plastic , or nylon, metal etc
The Workout Buddy
New and improved face mask for allergy victims.
cat and mouse game
iDevice-to-iDevice charger
Simple solution to a big problem...Longboarding brake shoes!!
Pitcher mixer
Umbrella holder for car window, get in and out of your car on a rainy day without getting wet while leaving your hands free!
PERFECT POWERED OPERATING MASCARA EYELASH BRUSH BIGGER,FULLER,LONGER For the most beautiful an amazing eyelashes to
perfection every time
Rainbow Colored stack able baking sheets and pans
Perfect iPad Facetime Stand... hold the iPad still, take better video, listen and make better sound.
Baby Diaper Wipe
CLEAN PORTABLE GENERATOR
Intelligent Kitchen Containers
#spotsv Lets make using fresh herbs and spice easier. Small easy to use slicer will make it more likely people will add flavour to cooking.
Slide and clic closet, Storage that you can assemble in a afternoon, without the use of electrical tools, or having to hire a carpenter.
Iphone/Ipod case with built in earbuds in the case. Case has input device built in to connect to Iphone or Ipod
No other guide on the market shows you exactly where your blade will cut, or lets you cut without touching or scratching your work surface.
Trash can to hold trash bag in place
App-Enabled Smart Home System with 4D Experience Based On Your Mood
A post note that has a fun twist of being scented which are stinky. Stinky Notes.
Digital cameras don't have lenses like the SLRs. Why not create fish-eye lens, wide-angle lens, etc that could attach to a digital camera.
Alarm clock that talks to you! No more oversleeping or accidentally turning off your alarm thanks to auditory confirmations.
The Smart Phone Arm Band is an arm band that holds smart phones for easy viewing and access.
With washable sticky silicone backed rugs you can keep your throw rugs from sliding and bunching the right way. 194 votes
Manhattan NYC Table and/or Coat Hanger
a cozy cubicle blankie, huge arm holes that drape,and the neck is closable and adjustable. easy on easy off and backless wont cause wrinkles
ICE STRAW
NO PHONE ZONE/ Bumper sticker
The KounterKupKaddy
Support bracket for your head.With an opening for your face while getting a back message.
My idea is a website named mopt
#spotsv Universal bobble. Bobble anything you want. Bobble your mind.
What happen if you unplug your power supply from your laptop on your desk when you're at home? It fall...I know,But not anymore!
WWWs (whole wheat wonders)
Pet Bowl with Handle
International Pivot Pod Power with extended Power Pod LED USB and Power Charger - North &amp; South America, EU &amp; UK.
Tattoo Tape. A cover up method for people needing to mask their ink for short periods of time. A flexible material that adheres to skin.
"Millipeds" (Running shoes you can't kill)
A touch screen stylus that has a small magnet that allows itself to attach to the iPad 2.
His and Her Alarm Docks! Dock both of your Iphone 5's, Ipods, or the new Ipad mini's. Automatically sync calendars.
Computer/ Home office desk not enough? Feel cluttered? Well how about to extra space!
A Backpack with photo pockets to display pictures. Personalize their pack, every kid can tell their story. Holds pics of friends, sports...
Adding pictures to the inside of mini blinds so when they are closed they display your favorite sports team logo, kids character or anything
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Dont' let Your IPHone Die! Sometimes just 10% are missing to get a call. Charge your Iphone to 10% via another Iphone's headphone jack.
The Barely There Underwire Bra Repair Kit
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!! (RESUB)
Coffee cubes
Gliding Hockey - A portable table size air hockey game that folds into a bag! ***VIDEO***
Resubmit.Future faded ink cartridge. Reduce the use of paper and recycle old documents. Respect Planet Earth and respect its sources.
Champagne Cork Shooter. Put the fun back into the champagne celebration.
stickers reflective in the dark that we can put on a switch for example (ideal for children)
Sick of loosing you AppleTV Remote?
SpeedTie
Design improvements to earphones/headphones for all audio products including touch sensing audio cable for new interaction with your devices
A self sticking toilet handle to no longer have to touch under the dirty toilet lid to lift it up. No more dirty hands, Peel, glue, lift.
So-Real Scented Soap Lotion
Gel Caps that attach to a iphone/ipod ear-buds to make them fit more universally. Similar to a cone shape so they fit more ears.
Side Handled Umbrella
Calling All Parents, Future Parents of Babies!!! The Learning To Walk Wall!!!!!
Portable Sanitary Disposer
car cupholder liner
App controlled thermostat Check current temperature. Sent alarm if temp is too hot or cold, outside your preset range.
"HDTP" or HIGH DEFINITION TOILET PAPER - which is WideScreen [16x9] Sheets, designed to be used one at a time, and folded up to three times.
.:: Catch it Hat and Cap straps ::.Safety Device that links your headwear and clothing so you dont loose your favourite Hat or Cap. Concept.
#spotsv The perfect cut. Need a nail clipper that will give you the perfect cut every time. Short, medium or long nails.
::Clutter Free Counter:: A way to eliminate clutter on the kitchen counter, by moving some items off the counter yet at reach.. magnetically
A barrel with a built in dust pan would be ideal for people who are doing a big clean up job in the house or outside for spring cleaning.
Customizable, Leak-Proof Bento-Style Lunchbox!
Pool Keeper
click strollers
New Product:Stycam.Stylus&amp;Camera that can do everything ever wanted to do between you and someone else - intimate, or others invited.
Wristwatch Phone for Kids
Lint-Remover Pad Mounted On The Back Of A Folding Hairbrush Or On The Back Of A Non-Folding Regular Hairbrush
PIVOT SHOWER! A Quirky shower head! It would be mostly white except some light blue color where the water comes out.
A trash can that will safely and cleanly remove a trash bag and will easily replace the bag with a new one! Take out the trash with ease!
Remote Seatbelt Release (RSR)
#spotsv Drywall patch. Repairing any size hole in a drywall can be messy and time consuming.This can be made very easy, with no mess at all.
Snow Escape Traction Device
Converting your small hard to handle bar soap into pumped liquid hand soap. Container clear or colored to match bathroom decor.
My idea is a stylus for the iPad2 that attaches to its magnet.The stylus would be easier to get to.It could come in a variety of colors.
Vegetable's Delight
Musical Baby Bottle / Toddlers Bottle.... Play melodies, alphabet &amp; counting songs, it's an early education tool. Music Soothes The Soul.
For home or office use, and in hotels anywhere you need to plug in a usb cable without the attachment hassles.
Surgical Masks &amp; respirators look funny or disturbing. Adding color, slogans or advertisements change the stigma, they become deigner masks.
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Uni Pots provides consumers with an inexpensive and simple way to create the appearance of a brick or stone wall.
Made of colorful EVA(ie: Croc Shoes),a lightweight belt has snaps to hold elastic loops in place to port cleaning products for easy access.
Use the latest in liquid body armor technology with shear-thickening fluid to protect your car from hail damage.
Device worn by your pet on their collar that tracks your pet's movement, temp, heart rate, hydration etc via smartphone app!
Tired of your expensive cordless power tools running out of power in the middle of a project? Time to buy another battery?
Steel Tipped Gardening Gloves: Steel tips on the outside! With regular gloves the fingertips wear out if you use your hands to dig.
Projector alarm clock
Not-so-old-fashioned popcorn
Outdoor parties most people dont socialise and dont meet new people, meaning a host only has an ok party not one that gets talked about.
#spotsv Multiple people using the same soap bar is not hygienic.Lets improve the bath and shower soap so it is more hygienic and functional.
Rain Coats, Shower curtain or Umbrellas made from recycled water bottles. There are polyester materials made from plastic drinking bottles.
Trivet
Charg'air : Re-charge your iPhone with the power of the air flow! It can be attached to a windows of your car, or on your bicycle...
Toddle Bottle Holder
4-1 Eating utensils
App enebled case containing LED Lights.There is bluetooth connection between Iphone and Iphone case.
ROCK CANDY MAKER! Make edible NECKLACES,BRACELETS,ROCK POPS,STIR STIX and MORE! Lighted chamber! Fun and Tasty!
A smart way to charge your iPad and make it fit into the surrounds at the same time.
Save your rings with a "ring wrap", save on cleaning too along with protecting your prongs, your investment and the sentiment!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GPS Wallet
"Pot Light" Ideal for outdoor moonlight dinners or camping trips. My big idea adds a LED light clip to any pot or pan.
iPhone Leash. A case that has a retractable cable along with a clip to put anywhere you want your iphone to be.
(RESUBMIT) Portable iPhone/ iPad Keyboard Clip - Clip your iDevice onto an Apple Wireless keyboard for a practical typing experience.
Beverage Storage Unit & Caddy
Musical Infant/Toddler Bowl with Spoon. Base plays melodies, alphabet/counting songs, educational use, Music Soothes The Soul...
"Pivot Power Mini USB": Inspired by P.P. Mini and P.P. Rugged, this handy gadget would charge all of a family's mobile devices!
No-Muss Coffee Grinder
This is a tote for cleaning supplies featuring a detachable water bucket with a lid for holding soapy water to dip rags and sponges in. YES!
Stylish iPad stand for couch potatoes. This iPad stand would integrate with a stylish lamp or floor stand to support the iPad while sitting.
Curbee-Caddy:An extension pole with 4 clasp to grip 2 caddy type 2 wheel trash cans from the hand push area. Easy transfer of cans at once.
Night-light bed post's. A plug in travels up the leg of one bed post and powers all 4 bed post's.Bed post's can be made in various character
Strandals:shoe string shoes
Custom moldable in ear headphone buds
If you love tea, and you use a tea infuser, then, you will love this idea. A tea infuser and a spoon just in one thing, all in one...great!!
A magic hook for the bathroom (or any other room) that won't let you towel to slip down on the floor. Practical and looks cute.
you have cables from tv to devices make a fabric sleeve in various sizes to put on so they blend in or with bright colours, or prints.
Giant Water Pillow
Household exhaust wind turbine
Have the best of both worlds- an entertained child &amp; a clean home! This Vacuum Car allows kids to discover homeland terrain &amp; keep it clean
The touch screen only works with heat. Sometimes you rather use a stylus. This would be a stylus with a heated tip.
"The Mini Smoker." Like a traditional smoker it smokes anything, but its small and channels all fat away from what you are smoking.
The Backpack Re-Invented. No more digging, no more looking at the top of books and folders to identify the one you need.
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Get Back Fido!
The following pictures represent findings that really disturbed me and after researching remedies, I've come to the conclusion..."QUIRKY"!
Stab 'n Slice - food slicing assistors. Simple, non bulky, and super easy to use!
AC Power Adapter for Gadgets
POCKET UMBRELLA
Keep clean clothes from dropping out of the dryer and onto the floor. (Slip-on basket catches the falling socks and underwear!)
For the hardy outdoor folks that like to sleep anywhere within reason in comfort, providing no more sore backs when you wake up.
An app that allows you to foward voicemail messages that you have received to other smart phones!
iSolar
AllyouneedisarollofpainterstapeandarobotwithasensortothetapeLoadthetrashontoitanditfollowsittotheendoftapeanddumpsittothebagoftrashthenreset
Tubes of Change
Cat Litter to stop dogs from eating cat feces. The clay contains known bad-tasting ingredient such as cayenne or grannick's bitter apple
â˜…WORLD EXCLUSIVE!â˜… Live Martian Baby Captured! Video Proof! He Needs YOUR Suggestions for Additional Options or Features!
The Scoon
Get An Accurate Tornado Warning In Time To Avoid It. Install Wind Measuring Devices On The Roofs Of All Homes With Internet Service.
Small Container to put last sliver of bar soap in the shower. And after 10 bar sliver recycled into new bar. Called..."last Call"
I would like to create a case for the iPhone 5 that also holds the essentials of your wallet.
Nutrition &amp; Budget finally combined. This product would allow for grocery list entry, in store scanning for budget and nutrition tracking.
COLLAPSING Spice Rack Tier. Takes up less space and keeps your spices organized. Swivel base, expanding trays, seamless cabinet to cooking!
APP alarm sent to phone if refrigerator or freezer goes above a preset temperature
The Musical Sippy Cup
Accordion Shades that pivot and coordinate with Smart Cover colors. Now you can FINALLY enjoy reading from your iPad in the sun!
unique shower caddy
Battery operated attachment (or new glasses design) for defogging glasses, (sunglasses and safety glasses)
YOGAMAT User community;interest is growing. All ages. Basic mat sold. Has not been redesigned. Time for mat options.
This is a cutting board that use the food materials more variously and that enables to use the board space more widely.
Resub-Pour from a bag with ease and no more messy spills or rips! This received over 74% vote to view the 1st time.
Long string of caulk sandwiched it between 2 layers of clear plastic. It would apply it like a bandaid and give a perfect bead every time.
I love to go sledding. You can only go in the winter, so why hasn't anyone come up with an idea for a summer sled?
Water Softener Salt Spotter
An outdoor pool product that can be a PILLOW, a DOLL or a BEACH BALL. It's a doll with a beach ball in it's belly, inflate to size desired.
You're watching TV but you can't hear. Donâ€™t turn the volume up! Send the sound from the TV to your smart phone!
Picture frames that always hang level! Introducing magic frames, works like a plumb bob!
modern mouse ring
bibZzz baby bibs
"S.A.S Board" a Semi-Automatic Skateboard, the newest innovation to skateboarding. The traditional "kick push" will be replaced by bouncing.
Topping filled Ice cream scoop. It allows you to add syrup/toppings on top of the ice cream right from the scoop handle.
#QTOYS. a camera inside a yoyo. COMBINED CAMERA YOYO
Thermal camera (with smoke detection and gas leaks detection) - fire fighting + APP
Sick of looking at your wall outlet? Messy plugs an eyesore?
The solution to limited desk real estate and tangles of chords: stackable desk organization for everything from iPhones to external drives.
wireless WiFi braclet
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Next Generation power strip. 4-way flex, twists &amp; extends to double in size, Hook to ladders, fit in corners or flex anywhere
SMART Emergency Door Closer
A homework timer that displays cheerful messages like JUST 5 MORE MINUETS! YOUR ALMOAST THERE. and gives a treat when the homework is
done
FreezeFoe
LED flashlight + UV-C disinfect light .. Disinfect water or any surface during travels quickly and easily!
Safe-T-Mail
the right way to prepare Ramen
Forget lawn ornaments &amp; project 3D animated short clips for ultimate neighborhood nightmare,Santa, Bunnies hopping:Make CD only? -Office Max
Unlike old cake servers, The Cakester supplies chefs with a product that cuts cake slices and prevents toppling in the transfer process.
UV SHOWER HEAD with New, High Intensity, Narrow Spectrum Wavelength of Ultraviolet Light - 100% Safe
The BrynnPlay is a series of interlocking soft foam squares that can be used anywhere to create a fun, safe play environment for children.
A flexible rubber grip that protects shoes while riding a bicycle!
i came up with this small attachment that goes on the chuck of the standard drill and convert it to a receprocating saw small inexpensive
While raking leaves one day into a big pile, I had an idea. Why do I have to put down the very tool that is perfect for gathering leaves?
CONVERTIBLE TOP FOR TOURING MODEL HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLES. See pics of Antique Car for comparison?
Windows cleaning wireless robot, app enabled, attached to the window by electro magnetic power, and cleans your window from both sides.
Dry Erase Tumbler
Wine-ease will please! This device removes the foil on the outside of a wine bottle in one fatal swoop! No more dangerous wine key mishaps!
Sprinkler/Nozzle for the hose in one piece. No switching from sprinkler to nozzle. Spike it into the ground. Various settings.
Quirky Playing Cards! Check out the simple design!:-)
The multi touch iPhone / iPod mouse
Organized baby stuff
Glamping mirror: festivals/vans/travel. Folds, slots, rolls up. Attach with hook, velcro, sucker/self-standing. Var. configs/sizes + light
Everybody wants to meet (or not meet) somebody. This ring tells others if youâ€™re straight, gay, bisexual, and available, or not.
My idea has to do with the new multi meters in NYC and their annoying paper receipts. A windshield holder needs to be created.
cable reel jack
Bed Hog No More
Vacuume sealed luggage
small flash light that straps on to your wrist to allow you to see better when working on things in the dark,or even walking in the dark
Digger Drill
Mess-free Egg Pan. Crack your eggs on this frying pan &amp; get every last drop of egg..... Keep the egg mess inside the pan.
KAELA'S CARDS! The Invention-Quotation Playing Cards. Quirky advertises inventions with cool quotations while friends &amp; fam. play fun games!
SmartPhone App To Monitor your car's Motor oil, Tire pressure, Coolant, etc. No more concerns about your vehicle's vital levels. (Resub)
Horsey-back-ride game gets fun for the parents too
NOW an Activity Gadget to hold/Levitate your iPad, eReader or other comparable electronic devices. Watch movie in bed. Hands free!
A boat motor lower unit insulated cover to protect from road debris,freezeing weather,and theft.
Refrigerator shelf/drawer liners with baking soda in them to protect shelves and drawers from spills and keep the fridge fresh and odor free
A plastic and/or paper liner to cover a birthday cake before blowing the candles. The liner can easily be removed at the time of cutting.
A Hot new line in practical as well as fashionable eye wear!Sunbandits Mix &amp; match Bands &amp; Lenses protecting from the heat/sun/sweat &amp;
more
Waterproof anklet/bracelet for beach, water park, pool, surfin': for your money, ID, credit/debit or a key
Tired of the fingerprints on your phone &amp; tablet? Stylus pen with lens cleaner spray and screen cleaning pad. Keep your phone &amp; tablet clean
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Reduce.Reuse.Recycle.Remember. Don't forget your reusable shopping bag again. Reusable bag collapses to keychain size. Clip&amp;Go EVERYWHERE.
Cars should become equiped with wireless smartphone glove box chargers. Who needs those stupid car lighter chargers were going wireless
A small portable projector + battery charger for smartphones / tablets.
3D FRUIT printer pen
Green doors and divisions
Scrolling LED hat. Many people like wearing flashy ball caps. Program the message easily with the app.
BluetoothÂ® Charm - Turn Your USB Flash Drive into a Wireless Flash Drive!
A inovative new collar that will help pets entertain themselves for hours without you having to be there. Great for cats and dogs!
Key chain device that generates strong passwords plus a hint to jog your memory (Resub)
Handle bar spin mirror folds in to be used as a LEDs flashing for turn signal or constant mode for night riding safety and security light.
Wireless Ports
Mail It Forward
Laundry basket with storage for hangers.
Double Looped Rubber band. There are a gabillion uses for rubber bands. Easy to get on but impossible to get off. Let's fix this. #spotsv
Lazy Fitness
It's a One Stop Tea Shop... Keep your tea's fresh/visible/organized with this Tea Bag Station. No more tea bag clutter in the cupboard.
No more clogged toilets or wasted toilet paper. Toilet sheets for kids allow children to help themselves to the paper one sheet at a time!
Stylish sunglasses with a built-in camera; tap a button on the frame to post what you're looking at straight to your social networking page.
Here's a problem solved for all those people that we workout and we need a towel that works for all of us.
Universal easy to apply toilet seat handle.
Create a small pouch that hangs on the side of an elementary student's desk to hold all of their items that clog the interior of their desk.
"Stealth" Radarless speed Gun
WEDGED" - The Tenacious Lock Box WEDGIE" - The College Version (Same box but more colorful and with a cooler name
Touch ID Television Remote
MacBook iPhone case
Smart alarm clock sound
An easy way to add to add rhinestones and studs to clothing and shoes. Pattern and graphic is created for the customer to add on easily.
Collapsible kitchen counter stand that holds ziplock bags so they dry out after you wash and rinse them.
retractable ceiling fan
Petomat. Device for storing and serving food of your pets. You do not have to keep pets food in bags.
Fantscentik, a product that fills your entire room with pleasant smells by only clipping it on the fan and forgetting about it.
#SPOTSV *SilicPad* is a 3-in-1 pliable silicon kitchen area aide. It combines a temporary funnel, pot holder, and oven mitt in one!
Raised Edges Muffin Pan
Remote control lighted collapsible/expandable artificial Christmas tree for use by all ages in homes and businesses.
Two things you never want to lose at a party: Your drink, and your phone. HOW ABOUT A DRINK KOOZIE THAT ALSO HOLDS YOUR PHONE!! Take
a look
THE VENUS DISPOSABLE FLY TRAP
iPod Headset Minder
'Wet Web'- Get one for your bathroom! Won't sag, hugs things close to wall. Easy to clean &amp; adjustable!(Playroom version and detail incl.)
A cutting-edge wireless mouse that fits snug on your index & middle finger. Perfect for gaming, Photoshop sketching, traveling & more!
REUSABLE K CUP that makes it EASY to remove used coffee grounds. These are my 2 reusable filters, and they're both HARD to clean! See pics
App-enabled Thumbprint Activated Padlock. Thumbprint unlocks. App controls accessable thumbprints and can open lock remotely. Resub 166 Vts.
Parent's keychain with a radar component that speaks to it's mate worn by the child either as a bracelet or as a belt loop hook-on.
Cleaning-Caddy-wagon on wheels. Doubles as a storage unit inside closet when not in use. Wheel supplies from room to room. Mini hotel model.
magic cap
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How many times we crave for something cool to quench our thirst.The solution was found!This is a fridge that works anywhere the sun is out!
LET THERE BE LIGHT in every cabinet, drawer, etc. so you can easily see things and will turn off after a few mins even if not fully closed.
A device that will alert you when water start to boil, and also let you know when pasta is cooked.
A glass-top patio table with LED lights around the underside metal edge that shine up through the glass and illuminate the table.
Waste to Energy
Flexible Clip Rings to keep pesky slipping shower caddy's in place.
TweeHugga. Hang potted plants around your tree trunks for the summer without harming the tree. No flower beds to maintain.
A fun use of the Band-it! Ponytail Holders that look like the latest trends in bracelets for Mommies, Athletes, and Women on the Go!
Portable umbrella stand makes any umbrella a shady spot. A posable holder makes sure any direction is covered. Many ways to secure!
Hidden Smoke Detector 1
Teens and men don't like to buy long johns...they are uncool and boring. There is nothing cool about long underwear. Make 'em cool &amp; warm.
Water heater that make sure you get the hot water when you want it
Moms have dozens of patches to sew onto their kid's various uniforms. A patch attaching gun would make so much sense and save money!
PULSED MICROWAVE OVEN
RESUBMIT-OVER 1000 VOTES since inception-Flexing USB Power Strip-4-way flex, twists &amp; extends.
Always Power SoundBar: Listen to your Music; and when low on power, just shake and it wil charge your iPhone &amp; the SoundBar itself
apple "Bandi"
Me being a web designer, I always find myself in group meetings with my ipad. I wanted an eco friendly way to sketch ideas for my clients.
Hand Held potato Chip/Fries cutter with multiple blades: maxi crinkle cut, mini crinkle cut and straight cut.speedy chop and cook, less fat.
Just Ease - a curvy groovy wrist rest
Paint Dispensing Brush.. Paint without the need to dip the brush in paint every few seconds.
Makeup Carousel Organizer - No more clutter in your bathroom, no more makeup spread all over the counter! All in one spot!
Locked Your Keys In The Car - App Enabled Device Unlock Car w/ Phone
Portable, flexible, adjustable cup-holder that attaches to roller carry-on luggage. It's spill-proof as you move from one place to another.
Wearable Massage Machine
Never again drink warm beer (or soda if you must) no matter how hot you are. Why not wrap that beverage in ice until the last drop?
The Child Sleeper
"The Zipper Bag Opener". It allows you to hold zipper bags open for drying after washing or to hold them open for pouring something in.
The name of my idea is stick it 'n find it. As the name suggests, it's purpose is to find what you "misplaced".
Don't broil meat very often, even though you know it's a healthy choice because a broiler is hard to clean, my broiling rack solves this.
Multi Spice Dispenser
RESUBMIT) Craft vacuum. Sucks up small beads, glitter, sequins and you can easily put them back in a jar. WIDE MOUTH LIKE A VACUUM.
Fun and fast! Use your socks to clean your hardwood, tile or linoleum with your socks! Great for small messes, great for daily upkeep!
Indoor/outdoor transition screen for laptops/cell phones
4 in 1 tattoo machine tool
Pool Reminder System. Alerts user by app when the temp &amp; ph levels vary from desired levels. Alerts user when pool should be cleaned.
Ingenuo iPad Dual mounting system. Available with Universal mounting bracket for iPad, Samsung Galaxy tablet, Video and Photo cameras.
Backup Hitch Camera
Biodegradeable bird netting. A garden net that would remain in place for the summer, then being eaten by the bacteria in the ground.
Highlighter application that will let you highlight in different colors and automatically save the information that you highlighted.
WHG Tri-fold
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Phone stand that positions phone higher to allow you to connect your charger and one that hides cord from hungry cat.
front facing iphone camera
Credit Card Sized LCD Screen Cleaner + Stylus
Umbrella anchor that wont let you down! Its secured leg bending feature will guarantee a solid grip, allowing you to enjoy your siesta!
e-Patient Chart - replace paper patient charts with tablet device.
Pool monitor that sends a warning to your phone. Smartphone connectivity is the 'missing link' in pool alarm systems.
A revolutionary sandal. Essentially a flip flop that can connect to different bottom attachments changing the entire design, look, and feel.
A body pillow with a helix twist in it!! Hug it to keep the shoulers apart and it twists, goes between the legs, keeps spine straight.
reusable food pouches I make them in every color for boy girl all your color needs easy to fill easy to clean and can be filled in no time.
FRISBVD - it's a rubber o-ring that converts all your old cd's dvd's or bluerays, into FRISBEE's, that can be used as game pieces, strangely
#spotsv - Silicone Food Prep 'Low Bowls'. Stack 'em. Serve with 'em (kid-friendly hors d'oeuvres).
iphone devining rod
Open Head Razor
SmartPhone Tazer
Ice cream cup that keeps ice cream frozen for a longer period.
Underwater speakers in the shape of colorful light spheres
App enabled stereo system. Play music from your device's and more. Multiple users interact by adding selection from their devices.
instant mororcycle shelter
Refrigerated Fanny Pack
Artist tabletop custom color paint mixer. Mix whatever colors you need, and as much as you need.(resub)
Webcam-Argos
Handwriting Guide for Kids
It's a piece of plastic that you attach it to your pan (with magnets) so you can put your pan contents into a bowl without making a mess.
universal remote adapter for iphone/ipod
A potato chip bag pourer attaches to an existing potato chip bag to make the chips pourable so that germs aren't transferred inside the bag.
Fuelfolio is a slim, compact lunch box that slips into a soft ice gel-filled sleeve. Drop it neatly into your bag and get going.
Time to Save! Wish you had coupons everytime you walked into a store? With an organized coupon booklet you'll be able to store your coupons!
product will be call the tri-pad. ipad2 will me more then a handeld device,it can be stationary at comfort height seating /standing position
Microsoft Surface features keyboard case- lets make one for iPad
In today's world we have become more and more a cashless society,also crime is on the rise My idea is the SMART INTERACTIVE OFFERING PLATE!
Draw your sketches / make your drawings right into your Iphone / Ipad / Mac like a pro.
A stronger window screen that can be secured into the window frame itself so that small children and pets would be unable to knock it out.
Does your son or daughter lose their hot lunch tickets in their backpack? They need a ticket/money holder in the form of a backpack clip.
A revolutonary,innovative elbow cushion pad designed with the student and office users in mind. Call it a student or an office companion.
On a rainy day, have you ever wished that you had a third hand?

The Umbrero is that third hand! NO UMBRELLA EVER NEEDED AGAIN!

Using the technology to absorb liquid in diapers,or the absorbing properties of the sham-wow towel to make car and van cup holder coasters.
Protect your family with an easy to use Laptop Lap Shield you do not have to detach. Cost under $10! Slips easily into a laptop bag! COMMENT
Self-Brewing Coffee Mug
I'm Home
picnic tray w/ a castle like cover and a concave stripe w/ water around the base of the tray, like a moat, making it an insect-proof castle
Cup holder multy purpose table
backhander - ipod (like) on the back of your hand
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lotion ball
Lunch bags that collapse flat: don't take your food out of the bag - just push down, and you're ready to eat on an instant tray
Moray - Flexible stand with adjustable base clamp for iPad 2! Take anywhere in or out of the house for perfect positioning!
Notebook lifter
The use of the legs on a toilet to put notebook or book or crossword is not comfortable, I prefer a simple, adaptable and versatile table !
HALVE CAR'S CABIN SPACE WITH INFLATABLE DIVIDER(taxicab like) TO DOUBLE COOLING/HEATING EFFICIENCY &amp; SPEED! (with
bluetooth rearview mirror)
flash and memory card reader
Bluetooth USB Bridge Device. Two USB 'keys' which communicate with each other through Bluetooth. Connect any USB device to your tablet/PC.
Single Shot HDR Lens
2 in 1 washer dryer. put your clothes in 1 machine, press start, step away for an hour (or two), come back to dry, clean clothes.
freedom pack
The all inclusive shoe cleaning brush and system that even cleans the LACES is finally here! The best and brightest shoes forever!
CAFFIENE H20! Caffienated water without sugar or calories.No worry about stains in your car or clothes,excellent for that needed pick-me-up
KneeRite - patent pending
Patent pending. Community I'm Derek the designer of extra hand cell stand. A cell phone stand that allows you to use your phone hands free.
STYLE STRAP is a universal strap w/individual photo pockets used to attach to bags w/D-Hooks-Sports bag, dance, computer, purse etc.
Ipod Shower Radio
Lullabuhbye
Wish-Wash
Kitchen Caddie
see idea submission above...
PULP OR NO PULP? This double-spouted pitcher strains out juice pulp or leaves it in, depending which side you pour from.
Mipurse or Mipouch? - the ONE ipod case
Picture/Mirror combo, two items in one space
Putting pizza on the seat of most cars guarantees the cheese and toppings will be all on on side of the pie by the time you get home.
Ergonomic toilette chair...self adjusting or by attendant with app (See Video of adjustable chair to apply concept)
Cheesecake Water Form
App Controlled Compression Hose
The Multi-Angle Safe Power Blocks is a power outlet strip that works like a Rubiks cube with sliding rubber/plastic covers on each outlet.
Laptop cooler
We can add thin film coating of solar cells to the roofs, windows, surfaces, beside hot engines of electric cars.
An advanced informative gauge for propane tanks that brings anyone the confidence of being able to complete any BBQ with a bang.
#QTOYS &amp; #QCYCLE. affordable wistling wing nut dust caps easy removeable with mini safety light sabre for kids etc. please see pictures.
Never waste time putting sheets on the wrong way again. This fitted sheet makes it easy to get it right the first time every time.
A Tape measure with a swivel end for viewing the measurement from any angle on either side. One side standard and one side metric.
Crank-UP LED Candles - Green, easy and convenient. Wind up and use.
Phat Finger Stylisâ„¢ its a mouse at your finger tip! You now can write, scroll & draw! Its also great for small work spaces.
Light your bike up like Vegas
A wall mount for cellphone in the house,car,outdoors,work,lockers, without losing it. On a wall or as a caddie away from damaging element
A garbage disposal that can be placed in any sink without complicated installation
BrainyBox Notes
Do you have a community fridge at work? Organize it with an adjustable shelf system. Each person can have their own food slot.
An smartphone app that will scan the barcode of pershible items such as milk, and will automatically send an expiration date alert.
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STRAIGHT INDICATOR, let the other drivers know that you are going straight, helpful approaching intersections and at four-way stop signs.
Surprise! It's a Cupcake! Cupcake Cones made simple! Children love them! Bake, carry and serve.
Credit card and ATM card fraud prevention techniques using GPS authentication, MAC address authentication and other techniques.
App/Remote Control Trash Can
Q Baby LCD Mobile &amp; Monitor. Play, promote sleep, learning, calming sounds and monitoring. See link
a place where a person could store xbox 360/ps3 controllers games and head sets and have the console attached vertically next to it
For sticky notes lovers!!! iphone case with portable sticky notes :)
Backpack with lunch compartment. Kids have enough to carry, lets free their hands from their lunch boxes.
The Sure Klutch is a new purse hanger that saves your purse or any bag from dirty floors and bacteria. Snaps right to your strap.
Mac Pro Gazebo - health insurance for a dusty, animal-loving environment
Holiday Surprise Camera: It's a motion sensor camera that's shaped like an ornament and hangs on the Christmas Tree. Set by Santa wink, wink
it would be similar to a fanny pack where you can store at least few items like like cleaning products also stows away.
Trim ear hair without a mirror or extra help with a spherical trimmer that cuts hair at any angle. The handle is also a stick trimmer
The Well Tralved French Press
Functional Breadboard iPhone 5 Case - Electronics hobbyist/addict dream case.
QuiComm, The Bluetooth Voice Command Watch Controller for iPhone.
Remote Control Child Bike Safety Brake. Brake attaches to bike rear wheel - engages when remote is activated or out of communication range.
A Flip Splash of FUN..Let's take the BALLOONS out of the water/sling fighting..with a sponge type Splash Ball game.. NO MORE AFTER MESS :))
STOP SMOKING
You are smart. Your phone and IPod are smart. Why isn't your case? Connect your phone to your case to bring it up to par.
Contact Computuer
I-Sew for designers on the go. A sewing machine that transforms into a lightweight briefcase. Stay connected.
Macbook (or any laptop) Wedge
Digital Dishwasher Magnet
Affordable Home Printer for Ribbons. Print a message or images ribbons. Great for scapbooking!
Laptop Bag Holder
The Hold Everything Stackable Chair is a molded plastic, stackable patio or lawn chair featuring a plate holder and a cup holder.
A paper coffee filter for Keurig Coffee Maker reusable insert.
"iFound" The iPhone case and keyfob homing beacons
6 Gallon Rolling Utility Station~ Great for Window &amp; Car Washing~Sports Coaching~Gardening~Camping Family &amp; Classroom Emergency Kits~
Elemento
A simple two part wireless device designed to easily eliminate a great deal of fear and anxiety for dental patients of all ages.
APP Plus Color Tie lets you change your tie to a different color and patterns.
white chocolate nutella
Smart toaster over. Never get burnt toast again.
Spring cleaning your home has never been easier.never misplace the pledge or windex again,or lose a soapy sponge.everyone needs one.
Attached a flap book-stand from a BINDER FOLIO that ease student to read books/sheets set on stand and take notes on notepad laying in front
An app that considers weather and daily calendar to help you dress for the weather and to impress.
Faux wood means an improved look for smoke detectors that matches your dÃ©cor.
Why put up with cold or painful hands? Handle warmers for canes, walkers, fishing poles, snow shovels, ect. Also lighted.
Single serve frozen drink maker similar to a keurig. Add ice and alcohol to a single serve packet of drink mix and the machine blends it.
Halo's To Heaven Game APP = )
Trying to hold a pot or a bowl and scrape it out can be a nightmare! Use this pot holder to keep the pot tilted.
SANDBALL: The toy concept that wouldn't go away :)
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Vent-Hood Draft Guard
SEE VIDEO! PATENT PENDING..Battery Interrupt Wifi Control of all battery operated devices. Turn off battery toys remotely.Dinner time NOW
Improve skateboard visibility with a reflector belt placed around the board or on both ends, and a swinging reflector on the lateral sides.
TV Wake-up Alarm
Tool Belt That Also Charges Your Phone
Hang your pocket drives on your laptop so you won't drop them and look cool doing it.
iPod/iPhone Headphones Wraparound
jack-a-roo
#spotsv Top Riding Dog Collar Attachment. A loop that you attach to the top of dog collars. No more searching for where the leash goes!!!
Life Boards
Make a custom size planter. Plastic connecting panels . Expands vertically &amp; horizontally. Stores flat (less shelf space). Resub - 165 votes
the zach morris iphone case
This product is a battery powered charger that you can bring any where.
Backpacks are not just 4 carrying books, they're fashion items 2. Express your creativity &amp; make a fashion statement. Wet erase backpack
Reusable Plastic Christmas Tree Ornament with gifts contained inside.(Could be animal shapes, other themes or other holidays).
Make it easier to clean a thick paintbrush, by having folded rows of bristles, that pop off the handle & opens up flat to rinse.
All Weather/Predator Bird Feeding Station Protect your backyard feathered friends and their food.
All-in-one paper towel and spray bottle holder that makes spraying and wiping an easy one motion task.
EZ LIGHT/QUIK LIGHT.
The Ring towel is a unique, fun, versatile and stylish hand towel No more towels landing on the floor! Check out its unique design
The Apple Nano DigiDude
Quick Clean
Want great tasting food but don't know which spice to use? Taste-Full joins modern design and simple colors to help you make a tasty meal.
iSmartStand - save room on your table - make place under you notebook,macbook, monitor etc
Magic Spatula
Sink cover for shaving. No more cleaning the sink after you shave, or before if you are a sink filler shaver.
Air pressure vacuum
Rethink making snack and food bags resealable by using open/resealer strips dispensed from a tape roll dispenser
A laundry hamper with a collapsible handle and wheels (like a luggage bag).
On an adult bicycle, we need a way to adjust your seats' firmness or softness with a touch of your hand attached to the handlebars.
portable usb charger
Everybody wears a cap. My idea is a tag or plate attached to the rear band. It is a fashion statement which reaches all ages and venues.
Garden guard
Thimble Mouse
ANGLED 4 edged counter top razor scraper for marble, granite counter tops/floors. Magnetic to stick to fridge and out of reach of children.
COFFEE POT WITH TEMPERATURE DISPLAY-Tired of poring coffee only to find out that it is cold &amp; old? We need digital temperature on the pot!
A box set of 4 *FUN AND FUNKY* wine glasses that double as regular drinking glasses.
Loopits with Illumination. Shed a little LED light while using Loopits.
"Grabz" Sticky back foam stuff holders. Comes in different sizes. Grabs your stuff when you need an extra hand. Stick them anywhere.
What affects seating in a dorm room? Space for storage. The Pivoting-Detachable "Pod" allows for seating arrangements and comfort.
Portable Office Pod: a canopy that can be attached to any office chair to keep out distractions &amp; provide privacy. Speakers optional.
The Swiss Army Cleaning Guru! A portable container housing small refillable containers of cleaning supplies that can be locked for safety.
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an anti wrinkle plastic bar bewteen a driver's clothing and the car seatbelt
Life frame
Build-A-Saur - Batt Op Ride-On Car for Kids! Build Different Kinds of Dinos to Ride w/Just 1 Kit! Girls will Ditch the Barbie Car for This!
A smarter, networked, power outlet.
Document Reader stand &amp; more.Hands-free document reader/microscope to project to screen in room: Adjustable-LED lights-USB/ charger
A removeable plastic ring that sits inside the top lip of paint can.Purpose is to stop paint collecting in lip,preserving air tight seal.
pre-treated diapers 4 rashes
A utensil that multitasks. My idea is a kitchen serving spoon that has two functions, to strain liquid and to collect liquid.
Mummy's &amp; Daddy's Voice Chip
L.E.D Christmas Lights &amp; Ornaments that have built-in wireless and audio sensor technology. Auto dances to any sound of music
Key Chain Charger
MAGNETIC METAL MESH CENTRAL AIR-CONDITIONING REGISTER COVERS! Keep Bees, Wasps and other bugs from getting into the house
through the vents!
Cable wall outlet practical
Wind energy turbine system
iGo
I don't know exactly how it could be made but, if it could be made, I am pretty sure that a lot of golfers would want one.what do you think?
Tired of brushing your teeth with toothpaste and a toothbrush? Well, that is why Toothpaste Gum is underway! Name pending.
RESUBMIT 300 VOTES-BATH TEMP BALLS-Balls can change color depending on water temperature,dig. temp display and alarm sounds.
Automatic back sponge and exfoliant. 2 in one. Rotating system..reach your back really easy..then...exfoliate your feet..!
CD Car Radio Recorder
An infant car seat carrier harness that allows you to carry the seat comfortably without the awkwardness and strain to muscles.
Glancing at the clock ruins good presentations! Presenters Touch delivers subtle sensory time signals for perfect speech length every time.
Waterproof Case for new iPod Nano
The product is the integration of a massage pad located within the back and shoulder straps of a backpack
Nemo is on the way, don't be caught without "Snowergency". Snowergency is a duffle bag that can save you from any and all snow emergencies!
One size machine safe (wash and dry) elasticized terry cloth under lid cover that prevents condensation from diluting sauces, soups, stews.
A gentle scrubbing sponge on a long handle that has a drip tray under the sponge so you can scrub a ceiling without getting dripped on.
roll up corkboard with magnet back for the inside of the student's locker for posting notes and reminders, class schedule.
App-Enabled Swim Trunks &amp; Bikinis. GPS Sensor/RFID Attached to Bathing Suits and Linked to Phone. Know Where Your Kids Are!
Sheetfort.Designed to make it easy to build and expand your childs fort making ambition. Hand drawing in the file!!
Camera that you can clip on your shirt, shirt pocket, hat, attaches to your Iphone so you can film what you are doing while phone in pocket
Wink Enabled Sprinkler Head selectively waters different areas in the yard at different set frequencies and durations.
Stove top cover/guard that covers the entire stove top keeping the surface clean and protected, never clean the stove top again!
Spinning Airplane Tires
Carseat Strap Holders. Clips attach to carrying handle, allowing you to slide strap behind, holding them aside while you settle the baby.
Shady Spa Cover
A device that is able to read digital recipes and prepare food given the right ingredients.
Adjustable Food Grater
Method of creating a customizable stamp; Inspired by Tara's idea (Give her the credit she deserves)
Egg Separator
Grocery list on my wrist. Electronic bracelet that has your grocery list displayed. Speak to text! Never forget your list again
One handed condiment dispenser
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Glow and Flow" for dog lovers. In a social world, pets want to have fun 2. Light up your canines life with the safety social glow collar
iPhone 5 Tripod Stereo Speaker Case And Stand. Fun and functional Form.
Switch covers prevent inadvertent use of electrical switches. Cheap to make, easy to install, blend with any decor.
"Flashlight" "Laser light" it's both..Kids will flip for this toy. The Flashlight, Laser light with trigger can rappid fire light anywhere
iFrige Companion
A cheap product for extending cell phone battery life and charge capacity by preventing over-charging.
Clutter reducing multi function salad spinner! Durable and elegant nesting design, use it for salad, pasta, dinner service and leftovers!
A turntable (lazy suzanne) for small kitchen appliances, toaster oven, coffee maker, can opener, blender, food processor
Tol multi rack
I have a solution to a soggy salad at lunch time. I bring you the â€œBunny Bowlâ€!
A solar Magic Trackpad for use with your Mac. That maintains its wireless connectivity threw Bluetooth.
nor sitting nor standing. The best way to wait. It's specially designed for waiting rooms of public buildings and spaces.
Angled Free-Standing Broom - Minimizes Dust &amp; Dirt from going into the Air. Prevents from Falling. Good for those w/ Allergies &amp; Elderly.
Baby Eyes Stimulator
Aluminum foil bags
MINORITY BANDAIDS- A BANDAID FOR black, asian, or hispanic that MATCHES their skin tone. A BANDAID FOR EACH SKIN TONE in one box.
i Snooze
Train boarding pods
Auto Trash bag dispensor
Asian Soup Spoon with a Hook
The Vac Rod Stopper. Vacuum Cleaning Rods slide away and fall down...not anymore! :-)Watch the video:-)
This concept is a cane or walking stick that always stays standing no matter where you place it. No need to lean your cane against a wall.
"OOOps sent the wrong text again."Secure fingers and tech mishaps.Thimble like cover for one or many fingers...A stylus for the fingertips.
Making pushing down on the toilet lever fun by installing the talking toilet lever or talking toilet lever cover.
An invention to revolutionize hair brush design a self cleaning brush with retractable bristles allowing old hair stuck on brush to fall off
made of silicon can be closed as a box texture can be anything silicon texture wont slip from a smooth surface (or your back pocket)
VaniStation: Your Grooming Station Anywhere
How do you fit an 8 foot straight edge into your pocket? Answer, you use the Tite-Tape a ratcheting tape measure.
Vac Drain Adapter
The EZ SkweeGee helps make cleaning glass, mirrors and hard-surfaces quick and easy. Cleaning solution, sponge and squeegee all in one!
Quick as a Wink cereal to milk ratio. Just the way you like it. Every time. In collaboration with Paulette Blankenship
#spotsv Re 10/14/11 Collapsible ice scoop designed to operate with all refrigerators door mount ice dispensers lets fill up those cooler.
My "Kool Kooler" will keep any beverage nice and cold with it's internal cooling design without diluting the beverage!
Reduce Vampire Energy Loss!!! $4 billion in wasted spending in America per year reduce energy consumption with pivot power strips.
2-in-1 Pepper grinder, salt dispenser. ONE less thing to find in kitchen. Must HAVE for all homes :-)
Tool repair kit that solves the #1 issue with broken sunglasses. Fix them using NYLON nuts and hold the TINY NUTS IN PLACE to screw on.
No Mess Zippy Bagger
Why should a vacuum cleaner have a motor, be louder than a fridge or more than just 'hiss' while working?
Innovative redesign combined with a functionality unparalleled with todays baseball cap. Baseball cap of the future, that's finally arrived.
Write and erase mini reminders... clip or stick with the magnet.
No Boo-Boo's
Here is the Car Trunk Shelf. It's a portable/foldable shelf that goes in the trunk of a car and that can be used for groceries, for example.
The Double Cut
Plastic retaining wall blocks make building a wall a piece of cake, no more breaking your back lifting concrete!
Tri-cord
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RFID Omni Connector
A bottle jacket/sleeve that uses no electricity to cool down water in a HOT day! INCREDIBLE but true!
A solid (nude,black,white) travel mug with changeable patterned/colored sleeves allowing it to match any outfit; the perfect accessory!
Personalized Party Hats with a Name Tag Insert. Economical!
Under cabinet storage for spices, or knives, AND cutting boards A hinged, swing out "drawer", with adjustable sections
"OOOps sent the wrong text again."Secure fingers and tech mishaps.Thimble like cover for one or many fingers...A stylus for the fingertips.
Hurricanes in New Orleans..Stranded folks will need help. This portable washer inserts in any 5 gallon bucket.5% proceeds to disaster relief
The 4-Z's product helps the individual lacrosse player develop hand, wrist, and forearm strength similarly to a wrist curl.
Plastic Tiki Table. A small decorative table coming in many shapes & sizes. Fill with water and insert a patio umbrella for more fun.
Where the hell are my glasses, keys, remote?? I need a stick-on beeper w/remote to locate anything lost.
Cordless Mouse with a Light
Device detects movement w/in desired radius and alerts you by phone if anything bigger than "carry on" passes barrier
Snow globe with mp3 player,Radio,alarm clock,night light,and a blower inside so no shaking is needed.Kids will love this!It's so fun!
My idea is for kids to have fun and with there game and then sleep with it also because it is soft and plushy and games that they already no
Quirky Speed Clamp! Push the button down, slide the shaft in or out to the position you want, release the button and tighten the clamp.
PLASTIC TUBE PELLET BRACELET
GE Genie! A universal programmable device/robot that can remotely run non-app devices.
Foam ear-bud covers that conform to YOUR ear. Blocks out background noise. Stays in place until you take them out. Attach to any Ear Bud.
Make swimming goggles with a compass on top, so an open water swimmer can keep its course and swim in a straight line.
Swimming Pool Temperature App
No more poor writing posture. No more roll away pencils/pins. No more hunting around a pile of papers on the desk for your pencil/pin.
BEDBUG PILLOW PET
Apple (Nano) DigiDude
Multipurpose rack is unique, best in class, innovative product that combines enhanced capabilities with unlimited design possibilities
Digital Spice Dispenser
Minimalist Wall-Mounted Wine Glass Holder. Hang one. Hang many. Arms fold flat or up when not in use.
RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
(TOILET SEAT COVERS ON THE GO!!)
BeWith--the â€œvirtually thereâ€ iphone accessory
A digital fever thermometer with 10 second vibration and beep for deaf/hearing impaired people.
is a womens shoe that converts from a high heel to a flat shoe and vise versa bi simply clicking and sliding the heel off and on...
Gardeners need a hand held whipper snipper. It should be 8-10" in length and battery operated and have a safety hand shield.
Protective, customizable case with a transparent back so that the user can insert their own photo/design instead of just a stock design.
VOIP adapter 4 iPod touch
Get off his back and enjoy the ride. The reigns give you a sense of independence and security as you take those curves. option to grab strap
MANUAL MOPED TO HELP SPECIALLY THE KIDS MORE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR BETTER FUTURE LOOK AT THE FUN THEY HAVE
WITH THEIR NEW TOY AND EXERCISE
My product will help make washing dishes a whole lot easier and more efficient.
wine glass covers and coasters
Space Saving Cookware Set
Gallon Jug Steamer Cleaner
#spotsv Pot Stickers: improve your aim, prevent stray splatter, or leave your mark on a politician, pop star, or sports team of your choice.
App that connects smartphones with rear window car displays to help drivers communicate with drivers behind
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Silent Door
Introducing the new "I-pad 2 Smart Solar Cover"
PRESSURE SENSITIVE HANDHELD TOOLS: Let You Know When To Stop! No More Stripped Screws, Nuts And Bolts!
Toddler Head Rest - Keeps toddler's head from bobbing when napping in car seat. Quirky Eclipse Inspired
Electronic dog bowl that only opens to one dog .
hand-held tanning light
Personal Rope Walker - well, that's a challenge! Great for fun, exercise, home, office... Comes with a counter to track the best times.
Complete Pi
An orb night light that plugs in the wall via a small dock and then can be picked up and used as a flashlight.
Device that prevents you from losing kid's at the mall or theme park. Wireless RFID tags set off alarms if separated from a wearable base.
Right time, right medication, right dose. Data, duplication recognition, computing, inventory warning, time reminder, user identification.
Butter Calorie Counter. Eat butter without the guilt. **VICKY LAURSEN**
My idea is to have a remote glasses finder using some kind of remote control to connect to a receiver on the glasses themselves saving time.
Wireless Faucet Adapter
FUTURE Time Saver TM Vac
A 7 day smart pill planner
Lighted flag display arm
Evening Sun
iPod Nano Video "Hands Free Holder"
RESUB-Crowd Fav-Interlocking set of color-coded cutting boards (designed to look cool and save space doing it). No more cross contamination!
Contoured shower/bath scrubber, fits bodyâ€™s curves. Telescoping handle reaches all areas. One bath tool for all - save money and time.
Baby Belt
Magnetic Stylus (using magnetic discs) as a holder that utilizes the iPad 2 magnetic edge to keep it ready for action
Motorized Revolving Beverage Rack for the refrigerator. Like one of those motorized tie racks but built for beer and other beverages.
Students can write their papers and take notes while keeping better track of time. With a digital watch built into the end of there pen
This camera tripod finds the best spot for its legs completely on its own when you press a single button. Nothing like this.
a SLEEVE THAT WOULD FIT OVER THE DOGS ID TAG TO KEEP IT PROTECTED AND QUIET AND STILL KEEP THE DOGS INFO RIGHT ON
THEIR COLLAR
Insulated Carrying/Serving Container with Reusable Freezable Gel Inserts - to keep food cold or hot
Attached to the closet shelf this divider hangs down and pushes clothes over to make more room.
A case with WHEELS that includes different compartments, you POUR cleaning liquids directly into it and a hand-sprayer dispenses liquids.
Smart Shoes
Dryer and drying rack. Perfect for fast drying, indoors.
LetThereBeLight
Crate's Desk and Shelf Kit - The Crates Missing Link
DigiDudes (or adapter for DigiDudes) for ipod nano and iphone
Tie Organizer
I think it would be nice to look into a digital mirror that shows the height and weight of a person.
Reach Out and Touch Someone ;)
CONVERT YOUR IPHONE AND OTHER POPULAR PHONES INTO YOUR OWN PERSONAL GROOMING KIT AND PERSONAL COOLING FAN!
APPLICATORS FOR IPHONE!
"POOL PAL"
Be Boards
QUIRKY RETRACTABLE EXTENSION CORD POD.NO MORE KNOTS OR MESS TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WITCH END GOES
WHERE.SIMPLEST SOLUTION AND MOST EFFECTIVE.
A snow suit for toddler to young children. The snow suit gloves and boot would all be in one piece. It will then be impossible to lose.
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PORTABLE MICROWAVE OVEN
non trip chord
driving sleeve
TAMPER FREE - An app that notifies you when your home utilities have been tampered with.
Laptop lap desk that you can charge and plug into your laptop. Underside fans to keep computer cool!
Convenient sink --- This is a hand shaped sponge for easy dish washing.
IQ The Flavored Vitamin Water Brain Food for Inventors and Creative Minds! Nourish your brain with it's flavors &amp; enhance your intelligence!
Have you ever dreaded using a toilet seat of a public restroom? How about using toilet paper or the paper donuts before you go? Never again!
Attachments to the backpack straps: fast, easy access storage, keep hands warm, protect-straps hurt thinny shoulders, wrinkle the clothes
the "SCOOTCASE" why drag around your carry on suitcase through the airports, parking lots and hotels when you can ride it around.
Laser guides you to fire exit.
Folding pet dishes. It can be attached to the wall and folded up when not in use for small spaces such as campers or small apartments.
The Wire Box
"Sleepy-time curtains.": a new curtain-mounting prototype which doesnâ€™t allow unwelcomed light to enter a room. Itâ€™s designed especially for hotels.
Avoid bottles from moving around in the fridge when stored on their side. Increase freezer space by stacking them.
leak proof travel bottle
Tri-Fold table! Want to entertain guests occasionally, but not overcrowd your backyard always? This table folds to bench when not in use!
YinYangs: The Essential Black/White Reversible Socks
Double Swivel Type Paint Snap Cover lid,
stamp machine
raised toilet seat with intergrateded armrest all my clients complain about the seat not being wide enough and hard
This wall bracket for a shower is detaachable and you can freely adjust its hight.
The Portable Shutter System
Remote Baby Temp Monitor
Baggeez
Why does Jesus get all the red letters in the Bible? What about the Old Testament? FULL of "And the Lord said.." GIVE HIM YELLOW HIGHLIGHTS
Ipod nano battery life extender
Every BBQ pit cover i've seen is difficult to put on, we need an easier way!
Multiple listener retractable earbuds
VERIZON is our newest partner. Lets come up with a Quirky case for Verizon phones.
Remind-A-brush Electric toothbrush with digital alarm clock.
Pivot Power Executive: The Pivot Power products are amazing, and they should be designed for the workplace as well.
Resub An iphone case w/a flap so you have a mirror and anti-microbial pad section to clean screen, No more acne from the screen! ;-)
shower light is a modified shower head design. Color and temperature indicator system of LED light source. powered by replaceable batteries
Smart Basal Thermometer
A tiny camera enabled glider pulled along a clear string by surfer/biker/snowboarder. No need for 2nd person to take video of your adventure
Smart Fiber Optic Bicycle Tires:The back tire doubles as brake lights with smart brake levers.App &amp; Awesome.
OK so my idea is just a can opener, but this baby's so tight you could open Greenspans piggy bank faster than Bernanke wracks up debt.
A book reader that can help the reader read with ease. No difficult on trying to keep the book open.
Milk Minder
PRIVACY PLEASE! Put a stop to the nosy people that are gawking over your shoulder while you are working /playing on your ipad
GLOW IN THE DARK LAWN CHAIRS -No more tripping over that lawn chair, spilling your drink, or getting hurt.
REMOTE COOKING APPLIANCE ALARM
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Office & personal work space can get busy with regularly used stationery. It would be great to have an organizer & space saver, all-in-one.
La porte connectÃ©e.
iMFree station
Prevent your toddler from standing too close to the TV! This device will turn OFF the TV after standing too close for a set period of time.
An app enabled coffee maker
More versatile, more convenient broom
Way less expensive than others out there-Simple slap on wrist band holds nuts/bolts/screws/nails, then wraps around hammer/drill
Dog food grinder grinds dog food into portion sized meals shaped as bone- Trying to lose weight-Maintain perfect health? This is 4 your dog
Monitor Cell Phone Clip
Candle holder with storage. Create a nice mood while being able to store small items. Buy multiple candle holders to create a spa feeling.
A Quirky site that works fully with iPads, that will not make you start over if you check a product, that will accept iPad invention input.
Snowjacket device. Take advantage of your breath heat to keep you warm.
Create a device that salvages the remains of a used toothpaste tube.
A guitar pick holder that clips onto your belt & pants pocket. No more losing picks when playing out or practicing with your band mates.
The Sink Snorkel - U.S. Patent Pending
Having to vacuum hard to reach areas of your home? Behind your computer, a large plant, book shelves, nooks and crannies, etc...
Wireless restaurant notify when a drink is low, when toilet paper has run out , trash bin is full, guy at the bar needs another beer?
A basket that hangs on the inside of cabinets that hold and stored cleaning products. It has a handle on top for easy transporting.
Recessed ceiling fan
Small sticky speakers that can connect to devices with so you can listen to music anywhere simply connect, stick, and blast music anywhere.
Perfect Salad Tote
Device that will allow the cord of your vacuum cleaner to release/retract as needed eliminating the need to constantly pick it up
Beauty/shaving mirror.Fully adjustable and retractable.Magnified view.LCD lighting.Fogless.Attaches with suctions cups.
Do you know Romo? Let's create an aerial version of him! Please, see the link and the description.
A hard-to-see hand attachment that will be used to avoid touching subway poles and prevent the spreading of germs.
Smart Baby
Toilet Seat with Vents
Backboard phone/iPad keyboard
Multi-Confort-Baby Turn four products: baby stroller -car seats for the baby- baby carrying basket- dinning chair baby-in just one product.
my idea is about the blower case 111215 it seems interesting to filtre our blow before spreading on food
Nano Vid Link
Indoors or out, kitchen or bath, these gloves with their non-scratch scrubbing fingertips help you reach into nooks, crannies and grooves.
Capi - Magnetic Cables for Lightning connector that allow a magnetic connection, are simple to connect, easy to remove, and look great.
RESUB WITH A DESIGN THAT WILL WORK! ADDED GLASS FRONT. Expanding Picture Frames. Frame a small photo or a larger one in one frame!
Tired of clutter on your bathroom counter. Drawers full? Need more space? Great for dorms and city slickers! Please look at all the pics. :)
WINK TABLET- Control all your WINK app enabled products from one Device.
Ultimate Magnetic Clip-on, Slip-on, Slide-on, Case
Water leak detector with wifi connection that sends warning to your smartphone in case of water leak.
Measure Cup - Volume or Weight
iPod Touch Earbands
Lock it down with the LOX LOCKING OUTLET/PLUG! Safety first! If you have children in your house, you will defintely want several of these!
Mix and match spoon and fork
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Soak-Em-Ups, for men
Disposable Razor sharpener that can stick to shower wall. Also has built in brush so you can quickly remove clogged hair after each stroke.
Laptop Stand + Case
RESUBMIT-Slide your finger on the ring to hold it firm-comfortably. Never lose a glass with firm grasp! They have ring shots..why not this!
Plastic or rubber support that snaps around wire and grommet peg that plugs in phone, tablet, PC prolong life of ear buds head phones ect
Praesent cursus, orci ut dictum adipiscing, tellus ante porttitor leo, vel gravida lacus lorem vitae est. Duis ultricies feugiat.
can shaped i pod docking
Shoe Applcations
what you can make is a snap on speaker. the speaker will be flat and can fit over the i-pad 2 case, the seaker will be easer to cary around.
POP UP Clothes File Insert (for suit case). Pops up to pack, squeeze flat for travel, pop back up once get to destination.
*CRAFT* Lip Gloss FACTORY. Custom Shades. Trade and Collect with friends. Great for Michaels Craft Stores! Possible App Enabled!
Multifunctional Adjustable Bracket for your IPhone (smartphone) and IPAD Tablet for your laptop or desktop computer screen, resub:
Kids love bubbles!
NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR LAPTOP ON YOUR LAP!!! Use your laptop in public with outstanding comfort & it allows you to be more productive
makes hard tubs soft nonskid keeps water warmer longer transportable mildew resistant smooth 3/4 inch rubber skin insert for existing tubs
iphone wireless scale
Socket Minions - Extend power!
Trash bags are used for more than holding trash. We use them for temporary storage of all kinds of things.
Compact Recorder, Tuner, & Amp
A ringholder.. A cup with a stick in the middle to hold (jewelry) rings around the stick, in the cup you can place earrings, bracelet etc.
How about a claw hammer that will actually remove a 16 penny nail!!
Intelligent / Tagged Paint Ball or Airsoft bullet and Vest APP enable with RFID to track the bullets.
Doggy indoor exerciser
iPhone Docking Station with color changing LED alphabet desk lamp
Sombrinha Auto - Secante
Car Door Protector. Do you worry or hate getting your car dented or scratched by others? Now you don't have to. Easy to install/take off.
The I-mirror !! one back Case Mirror for the iphone
App enabled Pots and Pans
Post a Message on your Fridge from anywhere using your iPhone
The Ultimate Accessory.... The Flashing Ipod Case!
bluetooth speaker with alarm
Hi tech privacy screen for Ipad-2 without affecting the touch screen sensitivity or the quality of the screen brightness .
Bike Caddie -Small footprint locking bicycle compartment. Small slick,light weight &amp; aerodynamic. Large enough to carry essentials. [ReSub]
iNeed Help
post surgical support panties
To protect everyday households to workers in the field from backsplash when plunging or scrubbing the toilet.
Simple Stand to hold tablets, eReaders, and even some PCâ€™s while relaxing in bed. When youâ€™re done, just push it away until morning!
designer painters tape that has edges or shapes not the same old boring tape, a cheap way to improve the look of your home!
Re-submit,idea2012 Integrated software functional Hologram Case while charging or carrying Apple iphone,ipad,ipod or Mac with connectivity
Along the same line as "webkinz" but for disney characters. A stuffed disney character that can be registered on the web for interactive fun
Baby's crib Ipad holder.
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Are you tired of picking up your childrens toys at restaurants? We need "interchangeable suction cup play toys" for infants and toddlers.
Apple Siri works with bluetooth headsets. How about a bluetooth watch instead, not everyone likes headsets. Dick Tracy style! :-)
Smell-O-Living, WiFi App Enabled Home Air Freshener. Release a whiff when cell phone has re-entered home WiFi, sync with iPhone alarmclock
#spotsv Peel and stick shelf - keep your items organized wherever you are - in your home, office, car, etc. Just peel, stick, and use.
Toddler snap and stay tray
Wall Outlet w/ USB port
New iPod Nano Waterproof/Shockproof Camera Mount/Case
A 19-button USB keypad made to input the most popular emoticons with a single keystroke, simplifying and speeding up our communications.
Now you don't need a toilet tank cover. Most use a towel or cover to prevent items from falling off the slippery tank lid. Counter Tops too
Spinal Cord Warmer
An electronic charging station that charges phones, tablets, and any other device. It is a space effective, easy to use, and it expands!
overhead door cable adjuster
Colorful Spray on Beach Shoe
Rubber band with a handle. Strap with handle. Similar to Bandits. Hold it or hook it. Large or small.(Paulette Jaques)
Artistic Candle Timer
Do you work out a lot and need a quick protein shake! Check out this easy to use dispenser, which is perfect for you health nuts! SPYDER!
My idea is for a flat screen mounting system for large diameter columns and posts that doesn't require any drilling or fabrication.
sound grenade
A program that loads into your Grammin or Tom Tom that detects animals along the roadside at night.
We need security locks for side view mirrors!
Ziplock opening earphone/buds with volume control/dial in zip lock and mute button on pressing ziplock.
Convert A Bucket to carry your fishing supplies to your favorite fishing location, with room to carry your catch back to your car.
Protect yourself from the sun or rain with a canopy that requires no poles. frame, or trees. It packs up tiny and sets up quick and easy.
Double sided silicone pan. Why should we be limited to cupcakes? I love Cookies as well! Resub. SEE ACCEPTED SUGGESTION BY TAMARA
COWHARD!
A telescopic convertible metal cane with retractable "grabbers" for high and low objects
Magnifying glass attached to iPad! Sometimes it's nice for text/photos to be larger, but magnify function zooms part of the page away.
Oh man - test time and I lost my eraser and sharpener again - i need a bracelet with pull string hanging erasers and sharpeners!!!
A sleeping mattress topper or pad that can wake you up instead of an alarm clock.
IN AND OUT CHIP AND DIP BOWL
A clear coat nail polish that when coming in contact with GHB, Rohypnol, or Ketamine (date rape drugs), turns a different color
push button that would bring the bottom rack up to the same level as the top rack for loading and unloading the dishes.
Spiffy: The Elusive Dog
Fridge-A-Door Container with Paper Towel Dispenser. Hold your kitchen items and a convenient place for your paper towel.
iPod BigScreen
Cardboard Laptop Holder/ Stand I needed a stand that would hold my laptop as well as my mouse, Xbox controller, and remotes.
Infant Swaddle Rocker
small speaker that clips on to your pet collar,with a small microphone that your clip on your wrist, to pretend your pets are talking
App enabled oven! Turn your oven off or on from your phone and even change the temperature via wifi or bluetooth.
The Smart Toothbrush
Chill out, ICE is optional. Donâ€™t dilute your drink with melted ice. Chill it and keep it cold longer without ice.
Have you ever had tired arms from holding your iPad?
Nano Case with camera lens wheel
Trip free Leash-Keep allows you and your dog to enjoy your walk hassle free! No stopping and bending to pull leash from under dogs legs.
#spotsv Hang a hook, hang more hooks from that hook, and then hang other things from those hooks.
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Want to look your best without the mess? The Easy Shine is an innovative, hand-held, portable shoe buffer that shines any leather products!
Comment:I have never seen this before/Popular for:stores,parties,weddings,home decor,nitelite,kids,xmas,July 4th,2/14 day. Size:4"ht-4' ht.
have you ever been on a long roadtrip and caught an cramp in your neck/back.well the pain is over introducing the memory foam seat cushion
Retractable Envelope Organizer for your desk. Keep your desk clean and mess free.....Get your bills in Order!
Clip on holder for cigarette butts. Keeps the environment clean.
Sports towel a terrycloth liner for the yolk of the shirt fastened with velcro
Flexible Food Warmer Band
My description wasn't too long I had remaining characters. Real short: An un-padded bra that provides coverage to just the nipple.
The Quirky Roll-up iPhone Keyboard. Made of rubber and conveniently rolls up to be stored in a cloth drawstring pouch. Bluetooth Technology
easywash
Hot Toweler
remote robot for burgler alarm, etc.
Shakers Grilling Tools
Vault Showertool:A portable loofah/shower tool that squeezes out moister &amp; collapses into a portable puck-sized unit for gym-goers/travelers
Carriable & Rechargeable Battery Packs
The idea is for a magnetic stylus that could stick to the magnet built into the new iPad 2. It could also incorperate an atractive case.
Automatic pet Frisbee machine
Toothpaste Tube Roller
Your favorite garment hangs on the Fashion Accessory Organizer providing a place for matching accessories like belts, scarves, and jewelry.
Small children can't control light switches. This app/switch combo allows parents to assist children with lights anywhere in house.
Save that Bread! Reinvent the bread box and keep bread fresh longer.
Sure Smile
Banishes the tissue box! Quirky's PreciseMini REDESIGNED FOR THE CAR, holds roll in place for one-handed tearing. In Cup-holder or on Visor?
Rail system. Safely and easily lift heavy objects up on a ladder. Rails clamp on to any ladder or even the wall! Also a work platform.
Resub. 3/2012 Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers with Added Scents~Smell Fresh!
Charge a device when you hit your volley ball (power generates when ball moves- stores in the ball), then connect cord to outlet in the ball
Bow Tie Sliders VIDEO!1 piece plastic molded piece that slide down the top front of your shirt and then you slide a piece of fabric thru it!
Let me see you! (Case with mirror)
AMI DUN? An inline device that almost any appliance can plug into that will alert a remote when finished
This simple yet stylish cart holds everything you need for a party! Cup holders,cooler,and a mini grill! Take it anywhere you go!
A new toothbrush with a detachable pop off brush head similar to a disposable razor. Another model would have a battery in base option.
iPod Lanyard
My invention is called the Bed Pack. A inflatable backpack device that turns into a twin size bed.
iphone 4s adapter webcam devices
DockDock: USB docking cradle for new iPhone. No wires! Connects like a USB memory stick. Both a charging dock and viewing dock in one!
THE TOILET BRUSH WITH A SPLASH GUARD THAT PROTECTS FROM GERMS AND MESS.SECONDARY SMALL BRUSH EXTENDS OUT
FROM MAIN BRUSH WITH SLIDE. Thanks
Poppit Mini for sausage
An adjustable watering can with the ability to adjust not only the flow rate of the water, but the angle of the spout as well!
Radio Digital Recorder (RDR)
Single sheet scanner that attaches to the side of the Ipad.... take it with you!
Apple iPod Touch Classic Duffle
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Plastic coated lead strip shot to reduce the exposer of fishermen and wildlife to raw lead weights used for recreational fishing.
SPONGE/SOAP HOLDER. UNIQUE DESIGN HANGS FROM "HORIZONTAL" SURFACES OF SINKS/ TUBS BY SUCTION CUPS.FREE AIR
FLOW. NONE OTHER LIKE IT BEFORE
Sour Milk- Tester
Hands get cold when typing in the office? Imagine a sleek, elegant keyboard w/ adjustable underlying soft heat to keep your fingers flowing
Ultri-Mitts Chefâ€™s Gloves Sys
A Wallet Pen! Write Anytime!
Very variable and customable computer keyboard using e-ink displays, low consumption, cheap, easy to use and suit for each user in the world
The Hose Pot
Attached is a template that protects the back of my guitar from setting the guitar down on its back,belt buckles or rivets from your pants.
Easy Hear helmet (EH2)
Danyelson, Show Mr. Mayagi, put Mini Lighs on Large tree orginized from ground safe. Remove same when celebration over. Do it Danyelson.
Tired of traveling with a knot of necklaces? Now you can travel with ease and bring the bling with the Jewelry Snug!
Bink-on
A method to combat Hospital Acquired Infection (HAI)
Oil absorbent pad for under your vehicle.Protect the floor from leaks and spills.Impermeable on "down" side.Disposable and inexpensive.
Robot and Remote Control Vehicle Kit - Help the Kids Learn to Create - Spend Quality time with your child
Hate waiting in line at the parking garage? Hate missing the meter timer by 1 minute? You need the Parked Pass.
Track your free weight , machine exercises and other workouts with your Smart Phone/ Iphone
small fan that clips on your pants with a small tube with a clip on it that you can attach to your shirt or where ever to blow cool air
Easy Pour
hAPPy Sippy Cup. Tracks how much your toddler drinks and alerts you when will need to go to the bathroom. (For potty training).
High Heel Liquid Repair
Tired of your stinky garbage disposal or no longer use it just to avoid that bad rotting food smell. I have the answer
To create the perfect outdoor metal chair, a retro rocker offering untold amniotic-grade pleasures
Match Color or Number Domino Game - Teach kids of all ages colors, patterns, numbers. Classic game in jumbo size for whole family to enjoy!
Flair - Functional Chair Massager! App Enabled Chair Massager Provides Massage, Heat, Air Filled Pockets &amp; Feedback Action to App!
Water proof case for ipod nano (Under water filming, music in the pool and shower)
#spotsv Origami Bag Holder: No more numb fingers or bulky holders! Working Prototype &amp; VIDEO! Featured in NY Times &amp; noted by Ben
Kaufman!
FindMe
Smartkee will change your life
A beach pillow which also functions as a cooler bag for a water bottle you take with you to the beach.
Cozy Cords: Make Any Cord a Retractable One! The Simple Solution You Need Now!
Kevlar Protective Shoe Cover
Double-Chamber Spray Bottle with Natural Cleaning "Recipes" Printed Right on the Side
I am trying to invent blue tooth ear bud's.imagine total sound clarity with no chord's no hassle.just put them in and go
The Back Exfoliator that Easily Attaches to Your Shower Wall! If you have ever been frustrated with "back acne" this is your solution!
The Better Organized Back"Saving"pack - no more sagging backpacks, or kids leaning forward - SEE PICTURES
Transform your house/apt to an app control lighting system. By just changing your lightbulbs.
Microwave laundry 100% Dryer
A push mower with an extendable weed eating head/blade that would edge the minutia typically missed. GAS.TIME. EXTRA PERSON.EXTRA
EQUIPMENT.
Lighted Wrapping Paper. *Subtle* led tape lighting built into wrapping paper designs. Hints of Light in designs.
BRACELET THAT SAFE KIDS
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APPOINTMENT WALL CLOCK
Faucet Whistle
iPod Touch Grip
Citrus
A fool-proof door wedge that works anywhere a rubber wedge works but without fail.
Every year, thousands of kids are required to buy graphing calculators for class. Let's bring those calculators up to speed. Enter Procalc.
Ever Leash
Modular interconnected intertubing! Go lake tubing and connect multiple individual tubes to each other for a connected, cluster of partiers.
Home Blanket/Carpet Shaker
two in one pizza cutter with spatula. practical and quick, just slice,serve and enjoy.
The safe gives security to people that work with cash and checks, discouraging the pratice of assaults on various commercial establishments.
Outdoor Power Strip with multiple outlets. Stick to the ground or on any hard surface.
Turn your tablet or photo frame onto effective advertising tool in your car or store and play advertisements for passersby or other drivers.
electrical caramelizer device
A utensil holder for while cooking with a spill grate at the bottom that is washable and labeling at the top that tells what eye it goes to
Emergency credit card usb to iphone charger
Organize a messy backpack and accordion file insert! Never lose an important teacher's note or homework assignment again.
Tornado/Wind Bath Tub Cover pulls/folds over the tub for safety. A handle or knob to pull and latch/hook inside.
Plowing Head drilling machine
Out to dinner with your family. Give your small child their own fold up, compact plate. No wasted money on their own plate.
un separateur pour casserole.
Teddy Bears,Balloons,Flowers,candles,cards,Plaques,necklaces,bracelets,armbands showing condolences or expressing grief
FINALLY a One piece snowsuit that looks modern and not like your about to go Snowmobiling!
Chopstick Helper
SmartBulb- Quirky+GE+iSpy- Wifi connected bulbs that can be triggered by iSpy, turned on remotely via web, dimmable from smartphone, etc.
Curtain alarm
Cat Litter Mat
Baking Pan with Compartments--NOBODY makes these that I could find! For baking a few things at once. RESUBMIT 237 people voted.
Cement Tester
A app based product that sends a notification to the users smartphone when there home mailbox is opened
The EZ-BREW Self-Brewing Coffee Cup Lid - The Lid that Brews It's Own Cup of Coffee.
Wood Grain Tape!
Caffeinated Toothpaste! Stop staining your teeth with coffee in the morning, have a reason to want to brush your teeth, healthy alternative!
Insta-Food Divider
Foiled balloons filled with gel with small removable weights attached that in free motion move gently around the room
Heat Resistant Cooking Gloves
(first gas peddle car,s&amp;snow )
my idea is a of coupling male female, with which you can insert a usb stick and listen to audio files through simple headphones.
iPad Cover + Stool. Cover converts into a handy seat. Great for outdoors office work with coworkers...students, campers, artists, etc!
Quirky Elliptical, 100% apartment friendly! 1/3 the size of a normal elliptical, no batteries or plugs, foldable, speakers and phone app!
It's a TES, (toilet exhaust system) Nice shaped box above the toilet with a sensor , when you sit the sensor go's on. Fumes gone! Works!
iPhone Cozy
A sturdy, metal or hard plastic iPhone case tricked out with pocket knife features such as tooth pick, tweezers and bottle opener.
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!!So long Salon cuts!! Tired of cutting your fingers while cutting hair. My finger gloves will protect from existing and future injuries.
Musical Bicycle attachment. You load your own music. Music will play when you pedal.For younger kids!(Paulette Jaques)
Self Fill Litter Box
Voice Activated Oven
Doggie Scuff
Automatic pill dispenser for the elderly. Fill each compartment with pills. Program each to dispense pills at right time AM, lunch, PM.
Quirky Backpack: It has 3 sections because most college students have 3 classes each semester!
Strappin'
solar panel add on.
An accessory grip for the iPad that reduces fatigue and discomfort by creating a more ergonomic shape for the user to hold the iPad.
MobileTize
Belt clip with case.
My son wants to eat brains for breakfast; I gave him pancake brains and eggs.
all ways having trouble taking your bike anywhere because there to bulky or take to much space in your car or in the bus. well no more.
The back of the future ! Come Rain,Come snow.An all terrain Backpack that can keeps all those gadgets safe &amp; organized. This Bag's Got Swag!
A washer/dryer with an app that send a message to you phone what cycle its on and when it is done washing or drying.
Mug-Hive
App-enabled select tv channels that allows you to select content of TV Program sport or fun program , football or science program TV shows.
Controllable/Smart Rope Hook
Get to your iphone quicker! The iLoop makes the iphone easily accessible.....and it makes iPhone the accessory!
Ergonomic mouse wrist support to help prevent carpal tunnel syndrome.
LunchSpBotx ,a combination insulated lunch box that UNIQUELY unfolds to become a sanitary eating surface.A great spot to eat!
Portable, customizable household organizer. Has ability to be wheeled/hung by itself, or to be attached to and wheeled by a vacuum cleaner.
A flexible mat with an adjustable splash guard for your sink.... This is the end of wet tummies and backaches while doing dishes.
Electrical Repairment Adhesive
Re-submit idea2011 Wrist Band Device with integrated software,App,Skype,languages.Connectivity to iphone,ipad,ipod,Mac Apple
MyHold: A portable product which lets you enjoy any handheld device in any vehicle, with any product at anytime.
Whirlpool Workout; Exercise in your Whirlpool T. by equipping it with pull out hand grips mounted near faucet for a light/effective workout.
A bin for your iPad or tablet. Has a clear lid to see everything. It clips on to desk to become a drawer. Top has lip for holding iPad up.
Portable folding chair with four adjustable legs. Never again will you have to ditch your portable folding chair when you are on a hill!
These are weighted, non-toxic, plastic coated metal nuts for the bubbler accessory tube lines in an aquarium.
Little Wipers
Installation of adjustable seat-back support as well as ventilated/air conditioned seat of the recumbent bike to solve body ache issues.
Night night sleep tight baby crib matress pad. Mimic sound and vibration of automobile!! Sure u know someone who drives baby to help sleep.
A hand held band saw for every contractor, handyman or homeowner with honey dues. Battery powered and easy to use without plugging in.
HardCandi
Tissue disposal
The Berry Thief. It helps you reach and collect berries in tree tops. Instead of falling to the ground the berries is falling into a net.
Modular Apple Briefcase - With Charger
Introducing Stinky Feet, for your garbage can, so you can easily pull the garbage bag from the can. Step on Stinky Feet and pull #spotsv
In moving situations the iPad can slip from your hands. The GRIPPER is a handle that allows you to grasp the device firmly during use.
Cats Love Boxes!! Give them a designer "Cat in the Box"
ALMOST 200 VOTES! Rechargeable Glow Sticks. Charges by a plug in light base. Reuse them over and over! Safer for kids!
HardCandi
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Ipad egg case where the case will be soft and rounded so it sits on your lap like a rounded pillow. with a handle and a pocket for pens.
Locked for life. little girls can now where their friends hair! Its a new take on friendship bracelets, or a less creepy blood sisters.
!Xpand - Your expandable (height, width & depth) lunch bag that always fits your kids lunch needs
Unspillable Wine Glass
Dispenser and container that allows you to use the right amount of butter, without mess and greasy hands. Affordable and marketable. Vote!!!
Let Wink turn on your TV, etc. This is a Wink app to IR broadcast module. Control your existing IR controlled systems via Wink.
peach juice
Flexible Sport Water Tube
The Ultimate Princess Display Case - A way to encourage cleaning of toys and hanging princess dress rather than stuffing in bins.
The over the shoulder suit folder
I want to build a monitor height adjuster. with a push button monitor goes up and down. Dock it self has 4usb slots+memory cards slots
EZ PEE-Z
Safely bike while rocking out to music! These drape around your neck instead of playing in your ears, so you can hear music - and traffic.
New iPod Nano Waterproof/Shockproof Camera Mount/Case
Outdoor whimsical condiment holder for the picnic table with tablecloth and furniture covers with elastic band for a snug fit.
Workout Power Glove
Plug Head Protector
Pretzel covered chocolate
A dustruffle attached to the fitted sheet, with the flat sheet sewn across the top (bottom part of sheet) for an all-in one concept.
never know if your charger is charging your iPhone well no more now you can see the power going into your iPhone device.
Glue balls. Similar to laundry soap in thin membrane. Glue balls would be .5ml glue, can pick up, placed between two papers, then you squash
baby nasal spray indicator
Here is a collapsible fishing rod holder. It is light weight and collapses making it very easy to transport to your favorite fishing place.
Charger Phone Cover(resubmit)
Grappler
retractable foot stool for the bathroom. Like a lazyboy for sitting on the can.
Wireless, WiFi, App enabled, Home Intercom System. Send a message to Intercom, anytime anywhere with App.
Bathroom and office type trash cans (ect. plastic or metal ect.)with an easy to grip handle for dumping. Can be simple or decorative.
Cook ware set handles/utensils
USB Beep
This is a Pacifier with a series of holes in the tip and a childproof cap that will hold a flavored insert to assist in calming infants.
The automated to do list. Record your messages to yourself, set, and the machine chimes up at the pre-set time and plays back your message.
Sticky Buns
reuseble bowl with slide cover
powerbook case and handle
Sunglass with change colors with Led LIghts.App-enabled Change color of your sunglass.
Eye Thread It
Welcome back to COOL! Presenting the latest fashionable trend on back to school lists. Personal, Rechargeable, Digital, Wearable Signage!
RECOIL - The Retractable Laptop/phone Charger with extra socket. Be able to plug in other devices while your charger is plugged in.
Flexible Back Scratcher
Make your home even more welcoming with the Quirky scented oil plug-in that smells like chocolate chip cookies or freshly brewed coffee
Home Garden Hose Filter
Flexible Jogging Water Tube
Spindles are good for storing your countless CDs and DVDs. But browsing them? Forget it! This simple device will solve that problem.
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Wammer Spoon(GE patent)
Any level golf training aid for putting. Junior, amateur, professional, over 61 million golfers worldwide can use a simple inexpensive aid.
A device for land-line phones that would shut the ring tone off for a predetermined amount of time and then turn the phone back on again.
Don't stress over damaging your wall from furniture bumping into it. These felt pads will protect your wall and keep you walls looking new.
My invention is a universal handle grip for iPads, Kindles and other tablet computers. It lets you safely hold your device single-handed.
"Drop-ins"! when you go to a salon to have color done, it will smell awesome with "drop-ins"! Yummy, this don't smell like hair color!
Paper towels with an adhered plastic backing to keep countertops clean after transferring foods cooked in oil and other liquids.
Double Impact Post Digger
Temporary Tattoo Bandage
Alarm Clock that keeps data on your sleep habits. Sends data to an app that tracks when you go to bed, get up, # of snooze alarm hits, etc.
TWIN ALARM
The Draper
Emergency credit card usb to iphone charger
Teething ball.Can be frozen to soothe gums.Silicone bristles introduce baby to the toothbrush.Healthy materials.Develops motor skills.Barbra
Ultimate Pants Pocket
Easy Dose It
Battery Charging Phone Cover
Thinnest wallet for your keys
Secure Data - Save Eyes
Contact Lens Color Reaction
Video folder is a video camera in the shape of a folder that allows student to record message's to/from parents/teachers.
Easy Trash Can
Powerful pockets--a way to store stuff efficiently in your pants pockets.
Look! Ponytails for the ponytail challenged! Now everyone can pony (tail) up! Perfect for Dads and some celebrities!
baskets for diswashers that can be used for just one type of tableware so the basket can be hung on the kitchen cabinet,
Sun rays bothering you and bugs flying in your sunroof. Solution moonroof visor will deter bugs from biting children. Deflect sunrays.
At home outdoor thermometer that sends the temp directly to your phone.
An automatic recycling can counter with a simple, home friendly design that will make recycling cans for cash so easy and affordable.
SMOKE-ACTUATED SYSTEM STARTS IN-DRYER EXTINGUISHERS, POWERS OFF,ALERTS,TEXTS and CALLS 911
Hello. This is a modular trivet it adapts to every pot. small black square are magnet.
Filterfree Air Sanitizer
Superhero car flag/cape - we all have our own superhero idol and this is a fun way to express it.
"CROWN YOUR MONITOR" Use the vacant space above monitors and TVs. PERSONALIZE, CELEBRATE, ANNOUNCE, VOICE, ADVERTISE,
DECORATE
"My Sole2Take" will help keep your floors free from germs, scratches and dirt and protect your all of your most cherished shoes soles' too.
EcoCharge
Reliable and safe, Shower For Baby! Now Mom or Dad can save time and take a shower with baby safely! A useful extra set of arms.
Iphone USB cable holder for desk, simple to use, will hold your cable firmly in place as long as you need it. works on any desk surface!
Ceiling fan blade mount plate to allow easy cleaning. Blade would flip down and flip back up.
Prepacked trash bags!
A sprayer that won't spray at the floor? That's worse than the incontinent cat! This sprays every bit of the contents, even upside down.
Waterslide Anywhere!
Stove â€“ Â«easelÂ». Itâ€™s very useful stove not only for the forest, but also on your yard or garden, under tent etc.
3 in 1 Sketch Pen
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The TurtleShell Backpack. A backpack that a child can carry and use in emergency situations to protect themselves from debris, bullets, ect.
Dog Clutch
#spotsv An adjustable double pizza wheel - cuts pizza into strips. Great for parties, smaller portions, and cutting pizza strips evenly.
Cat Sanitation Mat
A dry-erase board and accompanying magnets made especially for young students!
Horny--a Bike Horn to raise awareness of cycle safety. An App-Enabled, Voice-Recordable, Volume-Adjustable Bike Message Horn.
Fashion "Barbie" Dolls w/ real hair and mini curling irons, clips, bobby pins, extensions, highlights, straightener, brushes and how to book
A socket wrench that has multiple screwdriver attachments and has a second handle on top to aply pressure and the handle counter rotates.
My Mineral Makeup Caddy minimizes the mess of mineral makeup. The box holds makeup containers securely and the lid keeps brushes/lipstick
ever had a power outage and have some your things damaged like TV system and don't know if the TV got damaged inside or the power cable.
Cell phone holder that attaches to the visor of the car (no additional blind spot) with better grip and prevents overheating
Krank Lamp
Breezebrella's-Custom Umbrellas with fans built in the umbrella cover. Used for lawn table sets and regular umbrellas. Great summer product!
My product uses Characters as the actual Design Shape for a Diaper Disposal System. It is Hands-Free via Foot Pedal Operation!
UNCLOG PIPE PLUNGING ADAPTER
Easy rip wrapping paper
Getting fit while training a martial art is big business. Can you afford all the equipment? The universal pad is the way forward.
#spotsv -- Pill Holder SUCTIONS to your Bathroom Mirror ** Never forget to take your morning pills!!
Window Screen Steam Brush
S &amp; D Shovel
Thimble Mouse
Save 50% of all of your hundreds of soap dispenser costs and help save money and the planet with one easy to use set of re-usable gadgets!
Wireless hand free spot
What if we can use the iPad to act as a "weight scale". It would include a folding weight scale that connects to the iPad by a cable.
you know how hair and gunk get stuck in the blades of a razor when you shave. No more with SHAVERS FRIEND never again have a clogged razor
Environmentally Conscious Coffee Mug with Built In Custom Stir
Faster/Better Cake Maker
ARE YOU TIRED OF FILLING THOSE SUPPLEMENT CONTAINERS EACH WEEK? Here's the solution to this annoying job. "THE PILL DROPPER"
(SEE PICS)
An all-in-one hanging shower companion. Allows easy access to your shampoo, conditioner, soap, and more. Slip-free and portable.
Multiple MacBook Charge Adapter for the MacBook / MacBook Pro
Travel Water Sanitizer
Maid Service Station at arms Length
Potato Punch! Punch holes in a potato in 1 simple closing action! Then put it in the microwave. No need to fork it all over!
A splash guard for children playing in the bathtub that runs the length of the tub preventing water from leaking onto the floor.
COOKING CAM: Watch, Capture & Share the beauty of cooking like never before. Built into appliances it connects with smart devices.
Pockets Suck! - A Sexy Thigh Holster Carry all makes you feel like LARA Croft
Develop a portable clamp &amp; tripod to connect folding umbrellas to various chairs, strollers and tables.
App-enabled Guard Robot
USB 2.0 Mouse Pad!!! Save desk space with a USB Mouse Hub!!!
Flat Pack 4D Multi Functional Coffee table. 4 Uses 1 table.Multiform Table,with leg room, storage,drawers ,a bowl for car keys and a podium
All in one wireless earpods
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What's not to love about moving to a big city? The laundry predicament--of course! Make laundry transport easy with this innovative hamper.
#spotsv Velcro straps with swiveling carabiner hooks. Strap to pipes, beams and misc., then hang items.
Wet Comb Makes Combing Your Hair A SNAP!
Pivoting power surge protector with dry erase covers. Easily label and relabel your power strip. Protect from dirt and spills.
Virtual Change Room -Try on famous brand name clothing from the comfort of your home. Order and your new wardrobe is delivered to your door.
birdbath wellpump cover
Solar Powered Charger
Rotating toilet paper rack
A disposable underwear liner/shield for the back of the underwear for potty training kids that aren't the best wipers
How many times have we taken indoor chairs outside for more guests than you expected? We need 6 extra outdoor chairs that can be stored.
All in one Ipad holder for your viewing and storing Pleasure! This holder sticks to your hand/wall! No more falling iPad in your face!
4everxmastree
Trillion Toilet Watersaver
A hair chalk applicator. Its a hollow round brush which fits a chalk in it and applies chalk as the user brushes her hair. #spotsv
Multipurposes Induction Heater
Underwater Scuba Pool Toy for Kids - device to give kids the ability to breathe under water in their own pool. UNDER PARENTAL SUPERVISION
Water Proof Touchable Screen
TIRED OF BUYING A NEW GAME OR MOVIE OR SOFTWARE BECAUSE OF A TINY SCRATCH OR IT FELL BY MISTAKE AND LOSING
MORE MOVIE WELL NO MORE.
Easy-set alarm clock! Just type in the time youâ€™d like to wake up! BACE - the Best Alarm Clock Ever (fka the Kleg) is back - and better than ever!!!
Out of sight, back of toilet single magazine/paper rack
Soda-Sifter: Grab Your Soda Without Dipping Or Digging Your Hand In Cold Water! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) NEW DESIGNS!!!
XYZ TV remote
solar ipad mini case with arms
Sewing machine attachment to allow cone thread use on normal sewing machines. Keeps the spool of cone thread on the machine.
drink station
Easy Flow Thick Liquid Holder
Shower Time
Kickball Dispenser â€“ Tired of rolling the kickball to your child every time he wants to practice? Finally, he can practice kickball alone.
Simple and reliable lock designed to secure doors, windows, bicycles, flowerpots, outdoor lamps etc.
Winder Holder &amp; Dispenser
Snow, Snow, Go Away My "Personal Car Cover" will blow your snow away.
Insect repellent log for campfire or fire pit eliminating nasty bug spray. Totally environmentally friendly and from recycled material.
Just Ease - a curvy groovy wrist rest
Square and rectangular containers with large lids on top for liquid transfer. The containers should be collapsible with an accordion style.
The Quirky Freezer Solution (SEE VIDEO!) - Stop the mess! Food storage with perfect corners, perfect stacking, &amp; perfect freezer efficiency!
A fun product for kids to use while brushing their teeth that saves water while teaching them about the importance of water conservation.
Turn your hand held shower into a bath brush using a stretch to fit attachment w/built in brush that slips over your existing shower head.
Rotating shelving unit! Ideal for your DVD or video game collection. Doubles your storage space in the same space as a standard book shelf.
Why can't a toilet have the flavor of the dream?You will don't want to go back to sleep in night.Use toilet is no longer a boring thing.
Brushed Steel Toilet Roll Dispenser
A slick clam case/stand designed for smartphones and/or tablets with earphones storage. You know you need one! Think 420M smartphones/yr.
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tongs power socket-(clip type)
Re-usable shopping bags that you will actually re-use.
Mail Box Alert
Small spots on carpet? No problem with the smallest hand held carpet cleaner with huge range-Like pictured Scrub Buster for bathroom showers
HIDE the UGLY cat litter scoop forever! Scoop is concealed in its own cylinder shaped container. CLEAN, PRACTICAL AND AFFORDABLE!
Foldable Furniture
How does a senior manage to button his shirt . .with great difficulty
portable soda dipenser some kind of cooler with multiple dipenser to put the drink something like a 2 liter soda
Redphlag
KNOCK, KNOCK. Whose there? I spy. I spy who? I see you at my door App. Answer your door no matter where you are.
Hair Dryer Holder
Introducing a very Hungry Laundry Basket that delivers funny expression sound to encourage young users to feed it with their dirty laundry.
An ambient plant lamp, that flows reflexed light made by three smooth panels
Magnetic bullet shield
WIFI range extender that is plugged into any light receptacle and light bulb plugs into it.
A stand with legs that fold out, speakers and a pad rest that can be made into different angles. The stand can collapse and is lightweight.
TVClamp is a clamp designed to prevent flat panel TVs from tipping over while on standard TV stands
â€œBADGERSâ€ Specialty Badge Reels. Badge reels for every occasion! Fun and functional the possibilities are endless! Set yourself apart!
It makes paint can storage simple. It cleans the brushes with efficiency and keeps the can clean especially those irritating outer-rings.
Every pet lover hates the mess from brushing your pet. Now do it with little ease and little mess with the electric pet brush.
A robot that does your homework for you
hearing impaired market. Create a light in the shape of an ear to sit on car dash board & flashes when an emergency vehicle is coming.
Dry Erase Paint
Intelligent Bathroom Mirror w/ Vanity
A compact roll up mattress for that late night study guest that won't go home (or party guest who can't go home).
SmartPlant
Have you ever pondered the precise time since a special occasion? Calculate no more with a special occasion photo frame counter upper!
Wifi iPhone Dock and Alarm-- Using Electric Imp chips would greatly bring down the price! Only Sony makes similar for $200 and up!
Few spots on carpet? Spray carpet cleaner/use scrub brush/try to get soil up with towel. USE THE WATER BOTTLE SCRUBBIE AND CARPET VAC
COMBO!
Rakewins/double rack design makes raking much easier and more efficient cutting raking time in half.
Mobile Generator
FITNESS REEL or REEL FITNESS it's a retractable cord with handles, which I think can give you better results than the elastic workout rope.
Toothbrush 2.0
A simple plastic/metal case that can attach to a variety of steering wheels and you simply set your iPhone into it. Hands free talking!
Plot Genie: the social game that actually uses your imagination: collaborative storytelling using a 26-step story structure created by an awardwinning novelist
A visually and audibly alerting prescription bottle cap that can be reprogrammed and reused based on doctor's orders for that medicine.
Protection for forest fires.
UnplugMe is a small timed safe that locks up phones for those needing to â€œunplugâ€ from devices for 30 minutes and up to 30 days.
Man Gummy Vitamins
REAL GUITAR
Interchangeable stretchy sleeves that fit nearly any glasses frame out there! Fashionable sleeves to match any outfit or mood!
LidTunes
The best iPad Stylus to date! Sometimes Yo Fingers Just Ain't Enough! With the use of Quirky Digits Technology, Quirkify!
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THE AIR DIRECTOR helps to eliminate the cooking odor in the house, that is usually generated in the kitchen.
A screwdriver that has 6 stages to fit any screw so you don't have to go back and forth to get the right size.
Elegant, cheery, minimalist cook set. Induction hotplate with silicone-wrapped pots, for safety and insulation. Doubles as rice cooker.
We could all use a extra pair of eyes to feel safe.My idea of a pocketsize infra red scanner to alert you of people near you to act quickly
An A3 bag/folder. It hold your A3 paper in like a sketch pad backing with a pouch to hold you pencils and drawing pens at the side.
"THE AWESOME FOURSOME GEMSTONE SHOE" IS ONE PAIR OF SHOES WITH 4 DIFFERENT LOOKS!THIS SHOE WILL MATCH EVERY
EVERY OUTFIT IN YOUR CLOSET!!
What happens when your phone doesn't wake you up? You get fired! Lets create an app enabled watch that you wear when you sleep.
Velcro,(knee patch), work pants. A patch of Velcro sewn in an elongated square on work pants so that a variety of knee pads can be attached.
Mount your Apple TV / Mac Mini to your TV - Great for Wall mounts tight spaces
"got bumps"
AN AMAZING BOARDGAME for the family. Have hours of fun where your fate isnâ€™t determined by the roll of the dice but by the FLIP OF A COIN
Handheld cleaning apparatus that doubles as floor cleaner. For dusting or cleaning small and large surface areas.
Create Energy While You Walk
COPS (Child or Pet Safety)
My idea is to have an organized way to keep up with my gardening tools while working in the yard.
Changing the light is easy, getting that Globe on and off that is hard when reaching over head and trying to get the screws. Add a clamp
Faucet with integrated hand dryer using the same tube
Web-enable scoreboards and create a mobile scoreboard app so fans can register to receive competition event updates.
BUFFING MITS
Cable Label
Stylish and Convenient Tampon Dispenser for Home Bathrooms
A Stapler, Scissors, Ruler
Automated citronella sprayer, Keep bug away from outdoor areas! similar to automated air fresheners.
Beverage Storage Unit & Caddy
A device that holds your phone or tablet in place while using a document scanner app!
app enabled - Smart Safe - with hard drive and backup power supply
Get the benefits of swimming without the risk of drowning or waiting on perfect weather.A machine that SIMulates SWIMming!SwimSim &amp; be slim!
! A Personal Water Cooler / Healthy Drink Machine For Their Room/Kitchen/Etc - Makes Water From The Air! - Uses Technology of Dehumidifier!
Organize your "STUFF" and have a clean clutter free bathroom sink counter space. An organizer that clips or hooks on to your Towel Bar.
Carpool Light/ Electronic License Plate that will come on when you are carpooling, procession or in emergency with a scrolling marquee
New App! Individually customized key pads for iPhones, iPads, and other handheld portable devices. Includes shorthand and emoticons.
The Fishing Buddy
Shopping Cart Divider
EZ Luggage (or Luggage Clones)
A combination tooth brush / toothpaste. You press a button and out comes the paste onto the brush. Can refill the toothpaste.
Individual P.B.J. Packet's
Stop trimmer line sticking from uneven hand rewinding by using this automated spooler to achieve factory wound accuracy.
Shopping helper
DRINK ELEVATOR. Never spill drinks on desk again. Drink is hidden under the desk. Press lid to unlock and raise. Bottom unit keeps cold/warm
Funky cotton t-shirts attached to boxer briefs for special needs people giving dignity to the wearer and keeping hands where they should be
Enjoy sitting outside no matter what the temperature is...Heated Lawn Chair Cushions and Furniture!
Wine Fluency
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CAT LOVERS: Save the PLANET &amp; save your HANDS from the YUCK Quirky's cool "SCUTE" Kitty Litter Scooper NEEDS BIODEGRADABLE
BAGS
Pivoting Backpack Case that serves as a stand for iPad.
Station! An app enabled display of the information that is important to you.
Color changing toothbrush for kids.
A clean cap. Your favorite sports logo or other cap stays clean. No longer will perspiration stains ruin your $20 investment.
GPS Bracelet for Dementia
Seniors who wear "long johns" as underwear are beset by a friction problem. This also a applies to their wearing of wool trousers.
Stop kids and animals from get hurt by cars! Introducing the safety sensor!
Unlock your front door of your home,from anywhere with your iPhone.
Resubmit) KIDS WILL LOVE THIS! Pillow with Speakers and a place to hold your Cellphone/Tablet! Watch a movie in your bed!
app-enabled Refrigerator mat that measures the size and weight of items. Lets you know when you're out of something
Turn the new lightweight iPad 2 into a quick 2nd monitor by clipping it onto your desktop or laptop computer monitor!
Coffee Lid Holder
Ever outside on a hot summer day and your drink warms up before you can enjoy it? Get the Frosty Coaster to keep your beverage cold!
Apple earphone with throat mic.throat mic can hear your'e voice even in noisy places like in a motorcycle,public place,etc...
Emergency credit card usb to iphone charger
The Laptop Storage Unit will have a tilt top tray for laptops and cabinet storage for school supplies, books, computer, ipods, calculator.
Tired of having too much Hamburger grease in your Helper? My panâ€™s sliding strainer can Help you with your Hamburger!
Thimble Mouse
Are you standing on chairs or climbing ladders to put up party balloons or banners? Stay safe and use the Pin-Giraffe.
Cap Cover to fit over 2-lt and 20 oz soda bottles to make it easier for arthritic (or weak) hands to open the bottles.
App-enabled shower cleaner. App-enabled cleaning dispenser for the shower. Clean your shower from your phone
iPhone case with kick out kick stand that doubles as belt clip
#spotsv Avoid the blisters, save the fun! Kids everywhere on bars at schools get blisters. That ends the fun fast...let's make BAR GRIPS!
A portable generator that only requires moving water like a river to make 12v power that can be converted to 110v for use camping etc.
Electronic Kitchen Scales that access your favorite recipes from the web, and guide you through the baking process.
Thin pouch that can fit and adhere to the inside of any hat. Uses: hold cool patch or personal items for a hot day or night on the town.
My product is a Travel Soap Dish that has a removable Rack that holds your bar of soap. The Rack keeps your soap dry and fresh at all times.
Fridge Inventory Manager
A PORTABLE HAIL RESISTANT CAR &amp; TRUCK COVER that effortlessly blows up to make a thin layer of air to protect the vehicles body.
A pillow case that keeps your pillow always cold!
Multicolor Retractable Highlighter
Zero Clean Up Painting...Paint a room, stop in the middle of the job for up to 2 weeks, when finished no need to ever clean anything up.
Caddy Bed sheets
Rockers use it on stage, why not use it around your pool to keep from falling in?
disposable bottle opener
The Ultimate Potted Plant Watering System
Pockets Suck! - A Sexy Thigh Holster Carry all makes you feel like LARA Croft
THE LAND ROLLER SLED Get ready to have the time of your life! My Land Roller Sled is for every kid-young and old! It travels anywhere!
A remote control for oxygen machines. Independence for supplemental oxygen users. Use in homes, hospitals, etc.
iLoveLamp is a hybrid desk lamp & plant concept that makes a college students life a little greener.
Tank &amp; Bottle Detection Device
Outdoor refrigerated trash can
Drumroll for: The BREAD HUMIDOR! This bread box extends the life of your loaf, keeping its dough moist while preserving its crusty crust!
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FILING CABINET TOPPER. fits standard 15x18in filing cabinet. Improves apperance. Makes cabinet more usefull. Works great as a nightstand.
Device case(s) with Lanyard(s) that go both ways.
The easy flip spatula makes grilling a lot easier. This product will allow you to flip a hamburger without ever leaving the spatula.
Iron with a steamer attachment. Would work great for treating stains on carpet, clothes, furniture, and anything else with tough stains.
Surge VenturePack for GoPro
Book Butterfly Handle
No wires, no batteries, just an easy 'counter and table top' vacuum cleaner! GREEN GADGET POWERED BY YOUR WILL! ReSub from Jan 27th, 2013.
ROLL UP SHOWER CURTAIN. A ROD WITH A SQUEEGEE. WHEN YOU ARE DONE SHOWERING YOU PULL IT LIKE A WINDOW SHADE
AND IT PULLS OFF THE WATER.
If you can use a paper clip then you can design &amp; build a beautiful custom table of your choice at an affordable price. It's that easy !!!
Binoculars that takes a picture and sends it to your smart phoneâ€¦
A portable outlet adapter you can use in any outlet , controlled by a phone or tablet! (resub)
Tea Bag Spoon/ Strainer
*RESUBMITTED* Furniture Cushion Re-firming System: Designed to replenish lost firmness in the cushions of New and/or gently-used furniture.
Grill outdoors even in inclement weather by covering the grill with a welding blanket so it heats properly and save propane also!
FreezeFoe
puppy proof corners
Nitinol Car
Fort Knox is huge but impenetrable. Your house safe is small, but it can easily be lifted away. We need a safe for our safes.
What do you do with cables that you need only once in a while? Hang them up on a magnetic strip that can be pinned to a wall or board.
Snow Escape Traction Device
Well here is my idea to have your jewels nice an neat an very accessable. A jewlery organizer that is decorative, an useful.
VinoSnaps = expandable plastic wine glasses that change from flat to full-sized wine glasses with just a snap
Complete Home Health in One Unit
Is your deck dirty again? Is there dirt between the planks? Does water pool on the surface because it can't drain? Clean it easily.
New iPad cover. The USP:5finger slots on the back of cover to allow fingers to slip in and thereby securely attaching the iPad to your hand.
CARRY ALL TRAVEL PILLOW: Make travel easy! Put everything you need in one piece of carry on which is also an adjustable comfortable pillow.
Customizable Tetris Backpack
Snooze Alert
83%-WATER Leading cause of home damage! Save your home, even when you're out!WiFi water detector alerts you(text/email/app)&amp;shuts off water
My design idea is a long bent straw that can be attached to a standard water or Gatoraid bottle. This would be used for sports with helmets.
Drip guard. Mold to any shape to paint corners. Edge can be used to hang brush on can. Just squeeze while removing and it cleans the brush
Shower Product Holder
This is an Anti Splash Pouring Spout that easily Screws on and off a container of Bleach. No More Bleach Splashing While Pouring/Measuring.
Smart Phone Shopping
Monopoly Money Checks
If Mom has ever screamed at the top of her lungs, "WHO LEFT THE SEAT DOWN", then this product is for you.
Whereâ€™s Fido â€“ tracking your pet wherever he may go. Whereâ€™s Fido is an application that tracks your pet using the petâ€™s microchip.
Pet-A-Pet Carrier
Cell Phone Speacker Case
The Workout Buddy
Affordable natural gas turbine electricity generator 30%-50% less expensive than electricity from your utility.
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Hot/Cold Mobile Device Case
Exotic f1 racing inspired coffee table, the ultimate piece for a bachelor pad.
Unique Jewelry Clasps/Magnets - between regular jewelry without a rebuild at the jewelry. Elderly and handicapped can wear any necklace.
Lightweight and flexible PATIO DOOR for your kids or pets [VIDEO]. Easy to install!
Wirelessly send music from smartphone to standard speakers via a smartphone app.
SALT/PEPPER SHAKER ALL IN ONE!!!
It will be #1 pet food despenser.So get out there and buy the latest pet product.
Krank Lamp
Car light for the back seat/kids that doesn't distract the driver.
solar power with no sunshine
The product converts 99% of water bottles available in the USA into spill proof sippy cups for children between the ages of 1 to 5years old.
Car Maintenance Minder: Device knows your car's mileage - sends notifications to your phone: change oil, belts... major service
Vice Versa-Pen to Pencil-Pencil to Pen. Sometimes you need a pen and sometimes you need a pencil. Clips to your existing pens and pencils.
Adventure books for kids with teacher's guides and website to complement books.
Microwave Magic
A food Lock Box for college or office. Dont you hate when Co-workers or your roomates takes your food? Keep your food safe!
Flexible Shopping Bags Handle
An Ultrasound transducer used by anesthesia providers for regional blocks, attaching directly to a smartphone/tablet for use as a monitor.
"Sleepy-time curtains.": a new curtain-mounting prototype which doesnâ€™t allow unwelcomed light to enter a room. Itâ€™s designed especially for hotels.
Heater that blows warm air accross the keyboard to warm your hands Is tubular shaped with a small fan in one end
ï£¿ CouchQuiver - Hangs on Couch/Chair + FloorStand-able ï£¿ Soft MicroFiber Pouch/ Convenient Charging/ Liberate Tabletops/ For Laptops TOO
Efficient Home HVAC
chalkamatic
Nobody likes to have hair trapped in the bristles of the hair brush. With the removable ring brush, trapped hair is much easier to remove!!!
The Quirky Burrito Sleeve: A reusable, heatable storage container for burritos/wraps with a drip-cup and lid to keep it intact while you eat
Snow Balls! Snug ice packs built in mens briefs for groin related healing.
"Auto Dial-Smoke Alarm", in addition to an audible alarm it also, Calls Your Cell Phone.
Liquor filled ice cubes! 2-stage silicone mold to freeze liquor inside cube of ice for punch bowl. Freeze fruit inside for the family!
Think Geeks have it easy? Try staying up all night coding. Bawls soft drink has long been the geek's best friend, but what about the bottle?
small wastebasket has opening bottom for emptying
Taking pictures with handheld cameras is boring! Imagine throwing a ball up that gives you beautiful 360 degree panoramas. NEED MORE VOTES!
Flight Weight
Lint Zip
My product is a multi-layered polymer windshield retrofitted over an existing automobile windshield during the winter season.
A bottle cap threaded for water/soda bottles, having a straw/tube through a sealed hole, allowing drinking of fluids from said bottle.
Plant Water Alert -Alerts your smart phone if your plant water is low!
Easy Lawn care, even if you are out of town.
TREMOLO-NO
Lite-Plug: Turn Your Phone/iTouch Into A Flashlight! ( See Design &amp; Diagram For Details )
Crate Cubbies: Line extension for Crates. Smaller, crate-style containers to store smaller things like coins, jewelry, guitar picks, etc...
Your Digital Key.
Video Fridge
Auto-winder for vacuum power cord! They have it for some models, why not for others? Hooks on, press button, done!
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poddee catcher
Easy-set alarm clock! Just type in the time youâ€™d like to wake up! BACE - the Best Alarm Clock Ever (fka the Kleg) is back - and better than ever!!!
Sweet Spot is a rubber ring which points to the optimal temperature setting in a shower.
Combine a notebook trapper keeper with a pull string backpack where the bag tucks away during use!
Wearable Water Bandoleer
Show size in 3D instantly. Quickly change size to any measurement. Allows visual reference of the size. For designers, engineers, salesmen.
I scanned and submitted my two pages of sketches and it is under attaced files of pda file.
DUAL CLEANING SPRAY BOTTLE: Spray bottle that holds two different cleaning solutions. One nozzle that can turn and switch between the two.
Home grocery cart with a hinged front access door to prevent having to stoop over and lift out heavy grocery bags and packages
The ultimate organized tray for party hosting that simplifies the outdoor entertaining experience with attractive functionality.
Butt Bibs
Cordies SIDEKICK Â§ Make the most out of cord organization and expand into a Quirky product ecosystem!
What Do you Get when You combine your passion for Art and Practicality? Click to find out!
A App enable wifi GE BBQ Grills, calculate time in the grill by type of meat/weight, set time to turn off the grill, control 2 high/low temp
Power Clean
my idea is for a portable cement mixer.it has two wheels,a mixing drum and a foldable handle.it is lightweight and needs no motor for mixing
Avoid The Bully
Smart Sheets! Make your bed right the first time.
Lap Top-Key Board adjust Lift
The collapsible step stool is designed to collapse when not in use and attaches to interior cabinet door under bathroom or kitchen sink.
Surprise Cake
String-Pod (a monopod that fits in your pocket)
boomer ladder
156 votes/Marker-length stud finder automatically marks when it finds it.Pull the marker across drywall, makes a stamp along stud-lights too
An electric hob (stove/cooker) which heats up the area where the pot and pan is actually placed and are controlled by a touch screen panel.
See tons of Motivational/Inspirational words/quotes on a watch face with rapid heart rate indicator light. Be calm b4 a meeting,match,speech
#spotsv universal stylus caps that fit over majority of pens/pencils
WiFi Projector Bulb: With Or Without Mini Speakers. App-enabled on the iPhone 5
Long Range All-Terrain Utility/Recreational Hybrid Vehicle. High Efficiency Propane Engine with Self-Charging Electric Battery Power.
a small mirrow mounted on camera helps u easier to self shoot
My idea is a baby bottle that breaks down powder formula in a similar manner as protein shake bottles homogenize protein powder and water.
My idea is for a lawn chair w/wheels. The wheels should be elevated above the back legs, so it would roll when collapsed and leaning back.
Passion is a decreet form of alcohol consumption. Imagine A lollipop flavored like your favorite mixed drinks that can hold a shot inside.
The perfect bra for every woman no matter their cup size or sizes.This bra allows women to mix & match their cup sizes to create their bra.
Stand Right Posture Strips
CAR POPRS
Sensor bar splitter
E-sticky note. Like a physical sticky note, only this is electronic. Paste on any document that I choose to store and as desktop reminder.
A case that has a solar panel on the back. Allowing the iphone to charge in places where there is no power connection.
ALL IN ONE CAKE POP CARRIER
the stay crunch it is a bowl with a flexible, yet firm under the weight of cereal, plastic mesh netting. keeps the cereal dry until needed.
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Vend machines at gas pumps no need to go into the store CC or cash doesnâ€™t have to be food only top selling items into vend machines
Make any bowl into a spill-proof bowl with this universal attachable device. #spotsv
Disaster Preparedness Kit for on the go
Kinetic Smartphone Charger
The Foldable Ride-able Pushcart Wheelbarrow
A wireless usb hub that can let you control other device by just youre iphone. DVD,TV,Laptop desktop...etc
A silicone saddlebag workbelt apron for your bottles. Slips right over your spray bottle to keep your sponge, cloth and gloves all together!
"Fido's" Fun Feeding Frisbee DOG TOY-TRAINING TOOL SOARS THREW THE AIR. YOUR DOG IS REWARDED WITH MULTIPLE TREATS FOR
MANY..MANY MORE THROWS
Studies suggest Gravity is the #1 cause of things falling down. Please Look at this. Thanks.
"Mini 4 wheels Car Digger Robot with App Enabled Controlled" to dig holes for you without human power.
Virtual vacation. video glasses with an accelerometer, so the wearer can look in any direction, and virtually be anywhere.
The Umbrella Butler - Have you run out of space on your patio table? Are condiments, drinks, or cocktails getting in the way or even spilt?
Very simple ladder-style hanging clothes drying rack. Could hook to towel bar, or as an extension to over-door racks. Inexpensive product
Coat hanger and shoe horn in one
Battery Powered Hair Dryer
bottle pocket
THE ADVANCED LED APP-ENABLED PIVOT POWER. Separate Port Label &amp; Control, + Control Multiple PPs ALL WITH ONE APP.(Click Pics 4
More Details)
Fresh chips taste like new after opening your unopened chip bag by using a simple fresh clip and storing it easily!
Actually Stab Your Salad
"Custom Covers"-Outlet "Doors" accept same finish as wall 4 cusomized, clean,invisible look,attach to existing plate,opens to side or up
Sports action pictures are great. I would like to get even closer to the action. Like helmet mounted camera,make ball mounted camera.
Shamrock Shaped Washer
School Bus Helper
Bad Hair Day Dryer
Avoid unsanitary sink drain backwash from touching your pasta by raising the classic colander up at least 5" to avoid this gross problem.
BraidDo
Easy Trash Can
My idea is for a â€œQuirkyâ€ board game! Folks still buy these,

â€˜08 sales rose 23% to about $808 million.

Make an ultra thin, affordable, iphone 5 case with gaming controls like the nintendo 3ds.
Safety device for Hot oil deep fry cooking - popular during holidays for cooking turkey.
TASAT-unique tire traction device (TTD). The only one, eliminating the negatives of the conventional snow chains, no sacrificing efficiency!
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AND/OR EXTENSION CORD WITH BUILT-IN SURGE PROTECTION - AC / DC / USB / INTERNATIONAL
JAPAN RELIEF BRIEF - We're all just a bunch of pegs tryin to find our holes to build a structure that will hold us all together!!! Build Us!
Sock Sorter Buttons/Clips: Individually attached to each sock with a matching code,like BL 231. Can be sold with each sock or on its own.
Smart potting for indoor plants with nutrient, water, temp and light senors. Paired app allows the user to monitor plants and provides info.
Bandages with a pull tab for quick one time opening.
WiFi body-attached tiny sensor/transmissor sending readings (i.e. temperature) to a monitor that will sound alarm when threshold is reached.
temperature controlled bands that can be used to cool or warm the body using GE's cooling jets
A case with a tinted screen. The darkness can be adjusted instantly.
A motorized, weight-activated welcome mat with rotary scrub pads and vibrating needles will clean street grime from the soles of shoes.
"Sliced" A quick easy way to slice bread,cheese,vegetables, fruit
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An inflatable single tent, big enough to shelter a sleeping bag. Perfect for adepts of wild camping, can be fully functional in seconds.
Sliding Track Lighting
IN TOUCH
INTRUDER! - An app that notifies you of activity within the perimeter of your home, especially at night, in order to prevent break-ins.
Hanger for steaming your clothes in the shower. A cross between Outline and Contour that stretches clothing to eliminate wrinkles.
REAL GUITAR
USB Lighted Keypad: It is a number pad for laptops, plays games like Simon Says and Tic Tac Toe, and even connect with friends. Web remote?
The Flavor Savor pan lid
Your jewelry will be the talk of the town. Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers!
Resub - Illuminated magnetic building and / or alphabet blocks wall board. #spotsv
Baseboards Glider
A Groomer n Veterinarian safe and adjustable holder, for dogs and cats that like to bite or don't like the whole groom, and Vet experience.
Hockey Net with Boards
Convenient light weight portable Dolly for transporting Large Water Bottles.
Use Your Cameras and Your Hands at the Same Time!
Micro tags
The product I propose would provide pain relief for the entire head, the neck, and the eye area.
My idea is a bag that would cover instruments when musicians are not playing them. I have a video and a prototype for the Busker Bag.
EZ-Zip
!!! A GLOW IN THE DARK / SOLAR RING TOSS GAME
EZ to store Stacking PLATFORM RISERS for lawn/beach/picnic. A clean &amp; level surface for your drink, plate, book, phone, iPad or Kindle.
It's easier to clean as you go!!!! Stop gathering products and keep one product in each room.
iPhone case with solar panel on back that charges the iphone. Slim simple unobtrusive.
My product is called the EZ Outlet. It is an electrical outlet extension that mounts on the wall and can rotate 180 degrees.
Pampered Hands
this is a colander that screws on top of pan,will be held in place so when turned upside down the colander top will not fall off
C-Bib: Clear Infant Bib
polarization sun glasses
Lazy Long Straw
A CASE WHERE PEOPLE CAN STORE THEY'RE EAR PLUGS. A SMALL CIRCULAR CASE, MADE OF HARD PLASTIC.
This is a new and fun way to keep your lunch from being thrown out by the evil infectious control lady!
ATTENTION ALL TRADES WOMAN/MEN.Hard Hat Retractable Full Facial Guard IN ONE.Hard hats and safety glasses go hand in hand. Feedback
please
Local Area IoT enabled devices and network services registry and control panel
#SPOTSV a clip to hold your glasses SO when you are not wearing them, if you put them in your pocket they fall out if you lean over
You know that spooky look people create by holding a flashlight below their face? Why not a spooky face light necklace? Boo!
Create a convenient pre- colored wall filler that has a number of primary colors that anyone can mix together to match their existing walls
Soft Drink Cup Detector!
Clean-Grip - never fear touching a door handle ever again
A sunglasses holder attached to the front of your headgear for easy acciss.
Smart Phone Controlled Garage Door. Easily replace the wall-mounted button to upgrade your garage door and control it with a smart phone!
Retractable cable 'cart', app and Bluetooth enabled, that follows you and brings electric power to whenever you are.
adhesive ribbon book marks. Similar to those ribbons in bibles, reference books, but with adhesive so you can put one in any book
My idea is an ice chest with a built in back supporting chair! The seat back flips down and closes securely while maintaining a low profile.
shoulder charger
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Tummy Sleeper
A rigid twist tie to secure items. I have used a heavy gauge wire to tie items down in my truck.
Kitchen trash app senses level
This adhesive backed scratch off paper lets you leave secret messages anywhere you want. And the good thing is you don't have to make it :)
Disposable Measuring Cups
RyÅshi
colander in cutting board,b lifted out of board fits over sink heavy plastic will be grooves in board holding colander in place.
#spotsv Bubble Bracelet. Great for kids!
Pumice Pal
Multicolor Retractable Highlighter
Now that we have the Crates coming to market in less than 60 days let's make the medium/small/mini crates and start a whole product line.
Simple idea for a complicated problem. A laptop dock so you can switch your ENTIRE computer between laptop and desktop.
removable cabinet knobs
EXPANDABLE SHELVING FOR PLASTIC LIDS FOR IN KITCHEN CABINETS FOR EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
Lens cleaner specially for iPhone, iPod Touch and Ipads (resub)
GoPod/BunjiPod is a universal tripod mount that will accommodate most of the tablets and smartphones on the market.
A WRISTWACTH that LOCATES!!! This wristwach allows you to press a button and hear one of your most frequently lost items Signal and Beep!!
THE "LEAF LIFTER" A TOOL TO EASILY TRANSPORT LEAVES AND/OR TRASH FOR REMOVAL FROM YARD.
Connected refrigerator. Never forget what is inside!
Why store silverware away from the table? Current solutions are ugly and take up room - Stylish Trivet/Centerpiece with Drawers
A credit card holder that allows you to complete any credit card transaction without removing your card from the device
Variety of organizers that can be arranged in a multitude of positions to store papers/supplies & aide children come homework/project time.
A Serious Shepherd Hook
Tanning? Lounging by the pool? How about having a lounge chair that rotates itself to align with the sun for tanning?
Backpack Carrier
Cinnamon Baked Apple Skins
ADJUSTABLE EXTENSION CORD: No More Sloppy Excess Cord Length. Casing Retracts Excess And Extends Additional Length as Needed
2-way Mobile to Mobile Charger
i-Bra
my ideas is grips or magnets holder support case with tripod with hole in the support case to hold a tripods with X2 arms on tripod
Flip Flop Container
The smallest advantage over the competition can make a company's product a success Packaging can influence a customer in making a purchase
Radio station type genre and decade programming tracks available in 2, 4 &amp; 8 hour increments for purchase on ITunes for listening on IPods.
Ice Tube Tray that tapers just a bit so it's easier to remove the ice. I bought this product at Walmart, but I couldn't get the ice out.
Smart Surface
SmartWait
Unique Octopus retractible USB key chain
Remove your baby from the car seat carrier and PUSH him/her into the store without bruises on your legs, aching arms or a jostled baby!
The Peace Blanket â€“ one half is cool, the other toasty.
#spotsv BIKE &amp; HIKE LED LIGHT -Square LED light in Red or White light with 4-1" slots, attach them to Backpacks, Bikes, Keychains, Etc.
Incredible Cat Litter Sifter System
UnderArm Medical BandAid with built in heat sensor.
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T-shirt file drawer system. Hardware kit to set up your dresser like a filing system for your t-shirts.
MAGAZINES HOLDER FOR THE BATHROOM A useful and design product that will furnish with stylish our bathroom.
A device to facilitate the filling of sand bags, which are employed in diverting and controlling flood waters.
Turn an ordinary pillow form into an extraordinary play time pal! SHAM-PALS come in a variety of animals to fit square pillow forms!
My idea is to have a small bar approx 3 inches long with a handle that you attach disposable dust cloths to. This item can clean vents.
Outdoor Frying Pan NEW UPDATES AVAILABLE
how to deal with that spider when no one else will or can. I call it sticky balls arach-attacker. tongs and sticky cotton ball.
iBroadcast
PowerBand; The Convenient Power/Data Cord Accessory. Bracelet or keychain, connect your device to a usb port whenever needed w/out hassle.
Odor control for hospital mask
#SPOTSV-my idea is a water pack that you attach on your wrist or upper arm for getting water water while running or jogging
Lift-a-seat Plus no one likes touching toilet seats, right? Simply press on a foot pedal that raises the lid like a nice garbage can lid
Surfing Emergency Scuba Suit
Combine the Mug Stir Spoon with Tea Bag Steeper Keeper mug.
A fishing reel that digitally measures the depth of your lure.The line sinks into the water,it reads the footage,and displays it on the reel
Retractable cord clips to clothing and then clips to a rag/sponge/gloves and has a special built-in scraper for scraping up hardened messes.
the easy reach fruit picker
Portable Toddler Rock Climbing Wall/Slide (4th time a charm???)
Strong Arms
No more wasted lotion at the bottom of a bottle. A small &amp; detachable plastic device that inserts into the end of a lotion bottle straw.
Plug Savers: these plug heads occupy unused electrical outlets to prevent dust from accumulating in the outlet and prevent a fire hazard.
A sensor within car doors to prevent (closing) your fingers in the doors.
Pool-Reader: Read The Cleanliness Of Your Pool! Detect Any Parasites, Diseases, Or Waterborne Illnesses! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
TWICE - The First Quick/Easy Multi-Device Mouse! Simply SPIN your mouse and use it on another PC, laptop or tablet! No networking required!
A strap to attach re-usable grocery bags to the side of a grocery cart. Bags won't get stuck under the groceries or have to be re-arranged.
Male and female clips that lock onto the ends of electrical cords and outlets.
A stylish, spill & child proof, odor absorbent container that can be put in any room in the house and will contain household cleaning items.
FERRIS WHEEL inspired ORGANIZER. Put your stuff in and ROTATE. Saves space.
TV Base Saftey Grab- Too many children lives lost carelessly with new tv designs. Dual suction cup grab on all type of furniture consoles.
Kids' App-Enabled Smartwatches
Flexible Portable LED Lamp
I wanted to create something to store plastic container lids because I was always loosing them and making a mess when trying to find one.
Sugar Spray
Bluetooth enabled compact disc
A simple design bringing relief to sandal wearers everywhere, this product keeps rocks and pebbles out while preserving comfort within.
Lawn Claws
rotating grill and pan
The Ultimate Stirrer. Now you can scoop sugar and let it dissolve evenly in your drink instead of having it sit at the bottom of your drink
Emergency credit card usb to iphone charger
dog food dispenser
Turn any plate into a platter! Universal attachable device adds functionality to your dishes! #spotsv
iPhone 5 Hub Dynamo:Now theres a way to charge your iPhone 5 on quirky's bike mount,voyager.
small cutter that attaches to your keys ring to open those hard to open bags of chips,candy and many more hard to open bags
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GLOWBIES--------Glowing rubber toys that put off enough light to see in the dark!
Laptop cushion desk that's comfortable, has room for your phone and tv remote control, speakers included
Retractable bottle, cup or thermos - the bottle can be in compressed or extended configuration which can be adjusted based on the need.
It's time to reinvented the new bicycle seat with open hole for more healthy ride and blood circulation.
Solar Spot Lights with interchangeable covers for all occasions â€“ possibly with anti-bug feature
Hamster Wheel Speedometer. GPS-like map function tracks where your hamster could have traveled from home. Fun and educational for kids.
Headphones for iPod shuffle with integrated controls
Perpetual Self-Powered wireless Keyboard &amp; mouse. Future of green-tech: motion. No cables, battery or external power sources required. Ever.
Back-A-Gig
Lightly Grease
(RESUBMIT-Over 220 votes)Conductive Corner Credit Card Accessory. STICKS to your EXISTING credit card. No more germs!!
The Table Tent keeps insects off the food at your outdoor next party. A tent like screen fits snug to a standard 6ft table with openings.
The Boozer Detector
A Tote Bag that rolls up and snap just like an umbrella would. It's called a Roll up snap tote bag.
Sole Savers
Microwavable Insert Gel Bath Pillow Relax. Anti-Stress. Spa at home.
TheHelpfull Hammer
#spotsv Mini Cleaning Brush Tool Simple Solution, To spinfinity...and beyond! Kitchen, bathroom, or garage
Potty Protector
The perfect weight is a goal for most people. Don't guess-ti-mate! Measure! Be accurate with disposable, biodegradable measuring spoons
Q-SmartCoupon organizer book: organizer can scan product labels for product comparison. In addition, scan, track and organize coupons.
collect medical information on central database ( apple)to match donor
Coarse Sea Salt &amp; Black Pepper Measuring Grinders! Measure how much salt/pepper you are using as you grind.
An eco-friendly, odor-eating bag for the disposal of diapers among other smelly things. Over 50 mil diapers are disposed of each day.
The patented,trademarked,TweezerSaver is an electronic tweezer sharpener. Eliminates costly and time consuming sharpening for home or salon.
A 3-in-one iphone case- a credit card sized comb, mirror, and emery board, that slides out! RESUB
Gotcha! Dogs will NOT get away by a leash pulling off your hand! Adjustable! Next time your dog tries to pull away you can say,â€Gotcha!â€
GEN.US - Get power supply where power is not available Serving spoons can not drain while strainers can not contain. Eliminate the disadvantages of both with a spoon-strainer combo.
Portable CDR for Mobile Device
Eliminate bad odor from the kitchen or nursery trash, compress your trash and fill up that bag more efficiently!
Don't you want to come out of the shower feeling like a brand new person? I have the solution!
iPad protective case that allows reading like a book, L-scape/Portrait to watch movies, or carry like a book without removal from the case.
self heating dish
Fingerprint recognition "Ignition" system for your vehicle that also identifies criminals and if your high on drugs or alcohol.
Bix ball boy
#spotsv Pen restarter - When your ball point pen stops writing, instead of getting frustrated, just use this pen restarter - and write on.
The HookaMat
IRing
BellyButtons
Electric rocking stroller
The Kool-Z is a new way to drink from a can. Keeps drinks colder, longer. Made for the beach, tailgating, or relaxing on the back porch.
Both ways USB plug. You know you've done it... flipped your USB mouse/flash drive over and over trying to quickly fit the right side up.
Solar power cell phones
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An ice filled inner-tube-like item that surrounds trees that require higher chill hours than Southern states receive.
Hang-a-Bag. Multipurpose handbag hangerâ€. Don't leave your purse on the floor anymore. Hook 2 hang your bag on a door AND table. Pls read
Bulk Battery Storage, Dispensing and Recycling Solution
wet wipes toilet paper replacement dispenser
An improved rechargeable, hand-held vacuum with extendable nozzle dedicated to cleaning up stink bugs. Designed to trap & contain the stink
featherhome
The "SmartPlate"
Oscillating Mop, a motorized mop head for home use. The head of the mop moves left and right very fast about 1/4 of an inch total.
nite peeing
#spotsv Stake Accessory! Clip on light for camping! See what you are cooking.Clip to all outdoor grilling utensils.
Fan turns to follow you round the room. It tracks a tag you clip on your clothes. No more sweeping empty air, or manually adjusting the fan.
TRAVEL RELAX
Wouldn't it be great to walk around with a spray bottle of visine that you can apply easy and fast?
An app enabled door lock which can be locked/unlocked using a password on your phone-app! You can unlock it from wherever you are!
Window Boxen (Not a Window Box)
Hands free smartphone holder that hangs from the neck and supported at belly with ease and comfort for watching movies while traveling.
Photo Cube-ees - Organization meets creative expression
#spotsv The ultimate white board pen - 4 colors, and an eraser built in.
A Shaver that sprays out shaving foam as you use it. So while you are shaving the shaver sprays a thin layer of foam then shaves it off.
Rotating Vertical Farming for those with limited mobility
The Bendable Snake Fan (with Quirky Ions)A Fan that can wrap around anything! Cooling w/ Directional Lighting. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
A beach umbrella that can quickly transform into a big kite.
Never forgot to take out your trash again! It puts the trash can out and then brings it back when you tell it to
Cookie Sheet Guide and Spoon( No more guessing )
Party Template Mat ~ Entertain like a pro w/o the cost.
Bluetooth LED Turn Signal Bicycle Fork with built in retractable cable lock:App-enabled on iPhone 5.
Did you ever find it diffucult to break loose one of those pesky caps on your favorite beverage bottle,or had to help someone remove a cap?
cart that can be transform to a beach chair
Party/Beach Tray with single or multi-drawer, mesh pockets, solar power, USB ports & Cell Phone Charger
LaundriTree
Bread and Bagel Bag Clip, tired of having to unwind the paper covered wire? Plastic square piece break, why not twist, crimp, clip? #spotsv
Toilet Paper Holder with Tension. A gentle spring-activated arm has a secure grip on the roll, so you'll only take what you need.
Storage folders/pockets attached to back of computer monitor. Get those scattered notes off your desk!!!
Invent a safe "kitchen Tape" to cover crevice between stove and countertop to stop gunk from forming on side of stove and countertop walls.
Portable solar rechargeable station. Leave it out during the day and charge your favorite device at night. Great on camping trips.
Seafood Mutli-Tool
The umbrella-poncho provides rain protection without having to be carried or compromising air circulation.
No more stale or buggy chips! The Sealer is guaranteed to keep your bagged products fresh and save you money. Try it today!
A pair of pants or shorts that will have the rear end part the color of underwear, giving it the "sag" look.
SmartBator Incubator
Dirty Martini Mixer
A lid and utensil holder for pots and pans while cooking.ALSO:. Storage bag holder, or dryer, bottle drainer,funnel holder, and more.YES!
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Solar Phone Case Charger
Air freshener heater tape freshens the air as it warms up and acts as a dust cover with many great colors and designs to choose, resub
Peel & Stick Zip Lock Strips
Power Meter Piggy
A whisk that has a mechanism that self scrapes the leftover food/batter off in one motion.
360Â° Ice Cream Scooper
App enabled stroller - - hands-free walking / jogging. The stroller can even be a pace setter.
Combo/Attchmt. Liquid Whiteout/Correction Tape &amp; Pen~ 10% Guaranteed toward College Scholarships 475+ Votes on all sub.
No more sticking fingers in the bottom of the sink to get excess food particles. Those without garbage disposal's a new strainer idea!!
peace for mom organizer
15 CHANNELS (favorites) that you can easily[select] on REMOTE that are ones you have set-aside as YOUR FAVORITES to view w/simple CLICK.
Sure Smile
Portable Toddler Rock Climbing Wall/Slide (4th time a charm???)
The Car-Bine
Handy femine hygiene product container hangs on toilet paper roller with handles, still allowing you to unroll toilet paper.Place new in/use
Homewarming Party Card
A moving food bar would be the ultimate way to put ease on the host of an outdoor gathering. Food is the centerpiece of any social party.
Let's save time, pain, and frustration with a new and improved dual-sided table ladder.
Laundry rack's poles move along the rails and it can make users easy to place the wet clothes on wider space.
Two-Line Cellphone
Invention is an inflatable back support for motorcycle rider that rests on passenger seat &amp; attaches w/ straps, easy, economical &amp; compact.
Green Kinetics
Quirky styled Bobble Picture Frame!
Forget the roll of parchment! Perfect Parchment is pre-cut with unique tabs &amp; you can lift your baked goods up &amp; out with ease. #spotsv
The Wonder Holder-More Than Just a Cup Holder-holds cups,cans and bottles-attaches to flat and curved surfaces-folds flat for easy storage
Cut'n'Clip - the cutter and the clip for paper-rolls
Portable Heated Snow Blower:Melt ice and snow faster and quicker with no effort,Ideal for blizzard.Resub
"MUSICAL" CAT BED WITH RAMP CAN BE ROLLED AROUND FROM ROOM TO ROOM. TOP POPS OFF FOR EASY CLEANING, HAS
TELESCOPIC HANDLE FOR MOBILITY.
Tri-pod,pen,stylus.Executive design;4-pad to support iPhone. Pen. Stylus.
A dremel attachment which allows medical cannabis farmers to prune and trim plants within minutes rather than hours. Costs less than $5.
Portable Chefs Kit for "On The Go" People.
THE SHOOZIE
Putting a Christmas tree into a cumbersome stand is such a hassle that many forget it, and go with fake plastic. Time to take a new stand!
A real man's Band-Aid.No more wimpy Band-Aids.Band-Aid that looks just like duct tape and electrical tape.Duct tape really can fix anything!
Keep cords in concert! For anyone who has multiple cords running all over the place, a quick cord wrap can make your electric life easier.
The Wine-O Chiller
This idea is to take Petal Drops to the next, more useful, level! Make a Petal Drops product for a LARGER bucket, specifically a 5G bucket!
An app specific to each vendor which allows you to scan the item you are purchasing allowing you to keep track of your spending.
Out of Milk
"The Fheater" - The only desk chair plastic mat that you plug in and it warms your feet.
Portable solar rechargeable station. Leave it out during the day and charge your favorite device at night. Great on camping trips.
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GermsBot
320 votes! Resubmit: "Floating" kitchen utensils. Unique feature - air-filled silicone grips.
Its as long as a newspaper sleeve with a face mask shape at the top for comfort and sealage and has a ziplock at the top to prevent spillage
GPS for the blind
Manual citrus juicer, just insert and squeeze.great for lemon,orange and grapefruit. fresh juice on an instant to enjoy.
Cassette Tape Stand and Earbud Holder for iPhones and iPods, please read!
The Grail: The electronic music instrument that helps you play Hendrix-like sounds in 10 minutes. Play synthesizers directly, computers too.
Introducing SkateCase!
Qtales - A book of invention stories written and illustrated by Q community. Resubmitted!
There is a need for a mini electric knife for the small jobs. Cutting up individual portions of meats, vegetables, and fruits.
Eat-U-Cation Sandwich Molds
Next time they ask at drive-thru if you want ketchup w/ the fries you can YES because you won't hastle with ketchup packets while driving.
Never reach into the dark again! Hands free light exactly where you need to work in wet or dry conditions is unbeatable safety. Buy Shiners!
Laptop bag with integrated lunch cooler
Smart LED Motorcycle Tailpipes:WiFi &amp; App on smartphone to change colors of the LED tailpipes.
Slow Cooker Divider
An inside-the-house extension cord that retracts! It hides when you don't need it, but stretches for the occasion. No installation required.
Entryway Communication Center
Invisible Roller Coaster
Popcorn Kernel Sifting Bowl
A Bluetooth enabled Wrist or Arm mounted Heart-Rate Transmitter.
Pool with a plug- A kiddie pool which has a side plug to release water. The plug will be on the side so water can escape easily when needed.
My idea is to design a very simple, compact, easy-to-store, easy-to-pack college cooking set.
Every Hat Is The Perfect Fit
Sound proof blender
This is a fire and forget solution to decontaminating your Ipad.
Resub. Low Temp Heating Station For Food Crafters. Make Infused Olive Oil, Melt Butter, Chocolate, Etc. Another In The New Food Station Line
build A box
THE URBAN TRANSPORTER: An Electric App-Enabled Skateboard
Never worry about your garage door (or ANY door) still being open when you leave your home. This device monitors the door for you via RFID.
iAlarm- The High Decibel Defender Resub.
Silicone jar opener that doubles as a snack bowl
This is your any cup lid and press Just microwave you water fill the lid and press the lid is like a mug hug it fits lots of cups. Resub
BUGGIES - The Cute &amp; Functional Cords Organizer
To create Shower With Handy Switch helping to switch shower with Soapy Water and Regular Water,thus making bathing less time consuming !
SD card reader and recharging port for the iPad.
bathroom depot
An iron caddy that holds the iron when not in use and can be used to prevent anyone from getting burned while still hot.
Various dust attachments for a room long lite thin hose that clicks onto your vacuum hose Do lights, lamps, shelves, blinds, TV, EVERYTHING!
an app that tells you what size a bolt, nut, screw is. length, threads per inch, diameter etc.
The Rainbow Maker: A plastic or inflatable rainbow that connects to your water hose. Misters create a cool kids rainbow paradise.
BoB
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Flashlight/Nightlight/CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR! A device that can prevent accidents and save lives. Already a Law in California.
Plastic BBQ Grill Soaker with lid, internal wire brush, and carrying handles.
Want your favorifte drink & protect your hands from extreme temperatures from your metal canteens, you need Canteen/Water Bottle Inaulators.
Squirrel cage fan bicycle trainer. Not designed for stationary bicycles but can be used for that. For on the road bicycle resistance.
Reverse Ground Anchor
bottle for wine spritzer
Food Cooler for Kids with temp
What's on your MindBand.
New diving mask
Electric beater splash back
A personal grill that is lightweight, sturdy, compact, inexpensive and heat efficient. The body is aluminum and the grill is copper.
A removable SIT-IN AID is necessary for children, adults and older generation who want to sit down into the bath tub accident free and safe.
STOOPSTOP
Positioning and or support system for iPad, iPhone, or similar device that enables hands free operation while in reclined position.
A hand held pencil sharpener that actually works!
SILICONE OVEN EGG POACHER/BAKER: Easy perforated lift out tray drains water from eggs. Oven to table design. Easy breakfast for the family.
A solar case with pop out wings for 3 times the solar coverage and retracts for on the go.
Do you want to save money? Switch off all the electrical devices easily! Just switch off the buttons and NO more vampire power anymore!
Small dog ALL-IN-ONE WALKER. Walking and training just got Easy!
A wrist watch that gives you twitter updates instead of the time. Have it sync with a smart phone through blue tooth.
Your iPad needs an ear, so you can hear it better. This little attachment will give you a whole new 'ear' experience when watching videos.
Boggles
Tired of adjusting your feet to get comfortable in bed? Remove foot stress and get comfy in ANY sleeping position! Vote for this product!
Multi Use Razor - An ergonomically better designed razor for everybody's needs.
Power Pod Algae Cleaner
Self-Cleaning Knife For Sandwich Chains
The Superdesk
Glamping
Touch screen-enabled Ipad Water-Proof Shower Case. Watch movies, play apps, takes notes, face time, text, read email in the shower or tub.
Life Size Building Blocks (lego) For Kids
A hair brush with a small makeup set. Women would love to have this.
An automatic system which allows to help to solve the great issue of motorists that do not fasten seatbelt named: "AWSB3 System".
Flexible Grabber
A "Food Expiration" date for your kitchen sink rag. Say goodbye to bacteria ridden, stinky, grimy rags.
Where will your family meet if a house fire forces them outside? Plan ahead to meet at the Safety Seal to account for all family members.
My idea is ORGANIZIT. Its an organizer that is versatile and can be useful in many ways.It can be used in plastic bins,luggage and drawers.
A device and app that monitor your furnace filter and tell you when to change it.
I have an idea for a cooler with a battery powered LED light on the inside of the lid making late night drink or snack searching EASY!!!
A Telescoping Yoga Balancing Pole - The Yogi Pole - The Yoga Root
Tiny garbage bin for your car. Sits in the center console and holds those little things you really don't want passengers to see.
Door activated recordable memo reminds you to remember your keys, lunch, errands or whatever is important to you.
scourBOT auto shower cleaner
Decorative Pencil Sharpener
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The phonesy dock is an iphone stand that utilizes the power cable that comes with the iPhone.
Automatic Warming Jacket
Electrical wiring for buildings wherein each outlet, switch and light has unique identifier requiring only one cable to connect all together
MacBook Edge Cover/Wrist Rest
WINK In-Home Cloud Storage
From Voice To Text! USB drive allows voice recording of important mental notes, then converts to a document which you can easily save/print
Cover all
Cub3s (Quirky Edition): Help Your Child Learn Numbers &amp; Math Problems! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Dr. Duck
snap-on remote control light
Mechanical Venus Flytrap Robot. Catches flies you can't catch with Froggy the Flycatcher. Great for restaurants. Get 'em!
Back to the Future...I love the sound of Jawbone speakers but I still need to strut with my 80's BoomBox. Folds, carries and expands too!!!
VANITY CASE FOR CARS
#iPadMiniSlideNStore is another case idea to store lite weight items like keys, notes, receipts, etc. with the iPad Mini, soon to launch!
Save money in the bathroom by using a sexy set of liquid dispensers featuring dedicated refill caps!
Pocket Towel A large beach towel with a big pocket that has a strong zipper. Place personal idems in a zip-lock and place in pocket.
Infra-red wand POSITIONER
A magnifying optic that would fit on the back of an Iphone that when in use would flip to the front and stand about an inch from the screen.
The Shoe Zip Clip- is a shoe lace accessory that eases shoe tying in a zip and with a clip.
2 WHEELS WITH MAGNETS ON EDGE.MAGNETS WILL REPELL.ADJUST WHEELHEIGHT FOR SPEED.ONE ROW HAS EXTRA MAGNET.THE
WHEEL ROTATES WE DRIVE A MOTOR.
Traveling Shower Caddy that hangs from the shower knob and dispenses right from the bag. Great for dorm students, gym showering, and travel.
String Towels: Towels with strings in them so they can be pulled and tied, won't fall off.
- Want to remember that thought you had in the shower this morning? Damn it...what was it? Only if I could say it and would be captured!
Wall Outlet. With Spring Loaded Pop Out Power Strip. Now has 6 Outlets and 2 USB chargers!
Trim like a pro using a paintbrush. Minimize splatters on walls, floors and hands. Keep lacquer on brush and in tray always fresh.
Mommies hand expression kit
SMOKINGALERT Cigarette smoke detector ! detect if your kid has been smoking in yours or their car, or your home!
Wireless Infrared Automator
Smart cabinet locks
RED CARPET APPEARANCE
Simple idea of creating a line of Cooking pots that saves kitchen storage space.
Portable Toddler Rock Climbing Wall/Slide (4th time a charm???)
Article of wearing apparel designed as a band to wrap around the ankle in a cuff-like fashion. Worn for warmth and/or to enhance appearance.
Kid Finder
Do you know the lock you take to the gym or keep on a locker can be picked in seconds? #spotsv
Solar charger
Peel it off
Faux pony tail kids bicycle helmet.Have not seen any targeted 4 kids.SPECTRA/fiber optics or color changing in the sun. #QCYCLE
Sweet Spot Boards. Modeled After Levels And Gyros. Gyro Board Has Gyro In The Middle. Level Board Has Air Pocket In Center.
TRIMLOCK
Versatile food mat. fruit, bread rolls, eggs, cupcakes, beer bottles
STOP digging garbage out of your sink strainer with your fingers! EW. Bang it out with this Quirky Board that sits right under your sink!
Stuffed animal tricycles
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FOUND IT is a small hand held device with sister disks attached to anything we lose-phone, TV remote, keys and when found will beep it.
This is a washable, push button detachable, hands free wringing cloth micro fiber toilet mop!
Air purification filters on front of vehicles (under the hood) that will filter emissions from the air the car is being driven through.
Funny Film!
Side Of Washing Machine STORAGE RACK
Healthy Snack Travel Tube
Ride Awake Baby
App-enabled All-in-One Fish Tank Filter/Feeder/Water Tester (pH, Chlorine, Salinity, Ammonia, Nitrate, Nitrite, Alkalinity, etc. sensors)
The Sani-Cake Cover prevents airborne germs and saliva from birthday cake and cupcakes. So all can enjoy the treats without fear of illness.
An office desk lamp with powered USB ports, media docking station and speakers for docked media and AUX input.
Booby Buddies
when battery power runs down "Hand Press" comes to rescue by just unfolding the clip and pressing to recharge your phone...
I would like to invent a system which gradually slows down an automobile when the steering wheel has detected a driver has fallen asleep.
Finger Scissors - Safe for cutting baby/toddler hair.
Flavor Packet Funnel
Diaper Backpack + Potty Seat + Collapsable Step Stool Combo!!! For when your toddler has to go to the bathroom in a public restroom!!!!
Struggling to balance myself in an upright position on a pool float, I knew that I needed a swim saddle!
Fun water sprinkler with motion sensor. Water shoots out when someone gets close.
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) with Moulded Hook for Oven Handle, Hook and mitt always have your mitts at hand with the hook
A self-rocking hammock that you can lay back and completely relax in!
dry erase mini roller for coloring in larger spaces
Fish & Hunt with no problems
GLIDE as KNIFE SHARPENER new member of GLIDE family, clip on the knife when is the knife not enough sharp just slide few times and GO !!!
Golf Tee Markers with Screw on color interchangeable caps. With or without Golf Cource logo. Solid base, but inexpensive tops.
Silicone Breast Milk Bags
An electrical/light switch that can be customized to match your wallpaper/decor. Snaps on/off, no screw. Compatible with standard fixtures.
The Football Bottle, is a football shaped drinking container that will provide a memorable souvenir as is or while promoting beverage sales.
Attention inventors. Lets make a fortune together! This tool will make presenting your ideas much easier.http://youtu.be/HJmeXnrn0ZM
Backsplash pet waterer
Coffee Creamer Metering Pump
This safety gate provides a safety rail at the top of your stairs to keep your loved ones from accidently falling down steps while walking.
Da'Strap is a device that holds any skateboard securely, either on the hip, or across your back "ninja" style.
RAPID WRAPPER
"THE SUCKER" is an oblong shape attachment with wands. I used this with my inside vac., but it works great cleaning an above ground pool.
Hurricane Shield
Garden Hose Quick Connect
Heres a new twist on an old idea. Its the new clothes peg to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors no more clothes dropping off line
My idea is fastest, easiest, environmentally friendly and least-expensive method to pick up, rake & clean your lawn. Called LAWN RELEAF.
GPS Stickers with an app. To help find the lost remote
Canopy Tent with Gutter Liners. Lets keep the drip in its place.
My inventions is glow in the dark bubble bath in varieties of colors and scents.
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Make your own silly straws! Candy, ice or even plastic straws. Using a varaform impregnated soft silicone mould you can manipulate &amp; create!
The Cord Buddy solution allows you to vacuum faster &amp; safer. If a vacuum cord is vacuumed, it can become a hazard.
A kitchen garbage can with "step on paddles" attached to both the outer and bottom sides of the garbage can.
Beer Can Chicken is the way to cook chicken on the grill or oven. Open the can with beer/flavored soda/spices, insert chicken and cook.
World's BIGGEST spice rack!
Portable Toddler Rock Climbing Wall/Slide (4th time a charm???)
A refillable (or disposable) weed sprayer that will attach to a lawn mower.
TRANSITIONAL CONTACT LENSES
Life jacket safety beacon: Safety flag rises above a personâ€™s head making them more visible in water while swimming or boating.
watch viibo Smoke detector equipped with gas and carbon monoxide For security and alert people
Sound isolation attachment for cellphones. Simple device that blocks out noise around you so that you can hear your call.
Slepy child Carseat
Lets invent a cover/pillow/pad for the armrest of office/cubical chairs. This will soften the contact between the elbow and armrest.
Foot Operated Toilet Seat
#spotsv Help the environment/stop wasting paper towels. Keeps the fridge clean and allows you to wash fruit and leave in original container.
A stylus with a split tip that allows you to pinch zoom and keep your fingers from ever touching the screen.
** A ROBOTIC CARPET CLEANER ** Roomba and Scooba, you've got a new friend!
MacBook Edge Cover/Wrist Rest
Inside window insulation
Level w/built in Stud finder, Sliding Screw and Nail holder. Now you only need 1 mark to hang those shelves, pictures etc.. and no pain!
THE ASHPooPie - the ultimate dog's poop collector
An iPhone 5 case with speakers that are as thin as its case but twice as powerful in sound.
Fully enclose your iphone in a hard plastic case but still allow you to quickly uncover your iphone for easy use. can be touch sensitive
ULTIMATE GARDENER! Kneeling pad and tool carrier in one! Opened its storage for your tools and closed its a comfortable kneeling station!!
#iPadMiniHipHanger carry around your new iPad Mini in a fanny pack-like way. Internal battery adapter option so as to charge as on move!
Improved back scrubber to help hit the toughest area of the body, your upper and lower back. Music, storage, mirror lighting make it better.
"Cool Me Tee" Tshirt designed to regulate body temperature. Public speaking, overweight, business meetings, health concerns, Blanket too.
Cycling shoes are your sneakers! and they're Clipless Pedals friendly
Headphone Hoodie That's Washable And On The Go
To people who use public laundry-mats and even in dorms. People can attach magnets to a washer or dryer to remember which one is theirs.
A hand held heated massage device with heated rounded stone knob tips.
SaltHalt
Button Upper
Introducing "The Shot Collar"! A comfortable Pet Collar that reminds you of when your pet needs shots, medicine, or time to eat.
A set of Christmas lights for year round use...
Playtime! A KID'S DIGITAL WATCH linked to a DIGITAL REWARD BANK. Track location, physical activity and more with positive reinforcement.
Dialable SPF Sunblock Dispenser: A multi-chambered sunblock dispenser that allows the user to dial in the amount of SPF that is desired.
Scrappy Gourmet
#spotsv Pop up napkins/paper towel sold in pretty boxes like Kneenex- get rid of the roll sitting on counter or stored under cabinet
lever hammer
Jock Stalk
A small bluetooth or Airplay device that plugs into your cars auxiliary jack and allows for cordless communication with the car radio.
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Shower idea board
Multi lens case. Lenses kept inside the case on a rotating thumb wheel. You could have macro lens or filters for better photography.
Miniature episcope projector, which projects the photos /videos of your Smartphone on the wall, or on any other screen like material.
iPhone Early sports injury detection saves lives and money.
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
Bluetooth weight tracking Bands. Sync with your smart phone to track weight, reps, set and exercises
Hello Quirky team! Our million dollar idea is a double baby carrier for twins or siblings! Please see details in video attached. Thank you!
Core and upper body functional strength training system. The most effective, most fun, and time efficient core training that exists.
Bucket Mixer
Introducing the Bicycle Expanding Package Carrier and Rain Splash Guard, for small packages, larges packages, and prevents tire splash up.
Fisherman! Use This Keychain Tool to Make Fish Hooks from Beer Can Tabs! Never Be Without a Fish Hook Again! Save $! Great Gift Item Too!
The Inner G Engine is a free standing, gaseous fuel powered, centrifugal combustion engine with an internal electricity generator.
Sandal Straps
Easy Easy... Grilled Che-ezy! Making grilled cheese has never been easier when using this utensil that fits easily in your toaster.
BBQ FAN- take the smoke somewhere else! A fan which will redirect grill smoke
Proximity Warning
TrvlBuddy
Mobile Meeting
VitaD-Screen
"Interactive Universal CV": An online corporation's and applicants's community using universal CV format. One same CV for all organizations!
Smartcode Reader
Got tidy? Say hello to a stylish, stainless-steel finished, adjustable-width shelving system that mounts with non-damaging adhesive.
The Best Ever Nutcracker. The Nut Shield Nutcracker with Nut Pick. Adjusts for All Size Nuts. Don't Spray Shells when cracking nuts (By AJM)
A half-sized (width) razor, for beard, goatee and mustache grooming.
Ability to attach the iphone to anything and record video. Could be a custom case that you can buy various attachments.
Slim Dinner Table OR Artwork? - BOTH!!! Hanging artwork that doubles as slim beautiful tables to eat on or do homework on. RESUBMIT
App enabled self cleaning bird and hamster cages~Japanese and Scottish Inspired Castles
cover and headset together for smartphone
Protect your kids from prescription Drugs! YOURS! In cabinet lock box. NUMBER ONE choise of drugs are at home.
A handy hook to hold your rings when household chores can't be ignored!
Finally , taking pictures of your children and babies will never be simpler !!
The Multi Pet Feeder
IMP LED Menorah...Give the gift of light! App controlled WIFI menorah.
Corral the mess of stuff in your entry. Get Rail Rodeo to store scarves, hats and gloves/mittens! Use your space wisely!
Comfortable and versatile heels. I want to make heels that at the push of a button become thinner/ thicker to protect women from soar feet.
#spotsv The toddler bath eye protection will keep soap and water out of the little one's eyes.I can see it now only $5.00 and only at Target
Wireless doorbell that also sends a signal to your phone app. (Click on image)
Double Touch Elevator Panel
Easy Scuup
Macbook (or any laptop) Wedge
Flip updown eye glasses for sunglare or flip down your eye glasses for reading you should only have one pair of eye glasses for everything.
My inventon is a compact device that uses a small laser/parabolic microphone to track flying insects like mosquitos and zap them safely
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Canister Vac DustCatcherCan
Ultimateclip - All of the functionality of a binder clip money clip, but with Style #SPOTSV
small stickers you put on items you often misplace.these stickers will be tracked by an iPhone app via radio frequencies.
Heated ice cream knife
The New Keyless Ski and Snowboard Rooftop Carrier!!! Instead of a key that you break or loose the carrier uses a combo lock!!!
XPRESSDOCK
Reward Card Tab Accommodating Wallet - allows you to use the key chain reward tabs instead of carrying around the full sized cards.
Adjustable Breaking Dog Leash: To create a retractable dog leash with a breaking system that the owner can set to predetermined distance.
RESUBMIT)Adjustable Children's Crayon Holder. Attach to arm.Keep them organized. No More Broken Chalk or Lost Crayons.Great in cars.
Clear plastic differently sized, square & round, nesting food containers that have a variety of colored lids - never search for a lid again!
Warm Buds: Standard earbuds slip into convertible earmuff covers and project sound into the layer of comfortable cushion against your ears.
RAZ0Rsafe-A one piece safety designed container used for the safe discharge and disposal of used razor blades and one-piece disposables.
Multipurpose Retractable Dog Leash
Power over Ethernet Entertainment Lights. Hang around the deck and enjoy the relaxing environment on a nice summer night.
Interior painting robot
2 piece trash can is designed to use grocery bags as liners. Line the trash can with a bag and slide on outer part to hold and hide the bag.
Ear wraps and cuffs earnings molds kids can make their own non pierced earnings, resub
Ultimate Shower Curtain Holder & Hanging Wand**
SHOWER STATION EXTENSION. Place your shower head anywhere you want with this shower head holder that attaches to the station. Great for kids
Easy shower curtain repair! Tired of buying a new shower curtain when the curtain hole rips? 30 second repair.
On your mark, set, go! Take your times like a professional. Countdown box and finish line detector.
Cell Phone Shaped Keyboard
Safe And Sound
A set of hot rollers with a curling iron handle that allows you to pop it in and curl it up in a manner of minutes. No more burning fingers!
The Life-Bulb
Electric Wok
USB Drive Link
A Remote Controlled small Toy Hot Air Balloon with Basket, using your smart phone
Wash-N-Dry
A tea cup with built-in infuser that brews without hands. Place tea in the screw-on bottom and adjust the thumb lever to adjust the flavor.
Move-N-Charge
Glam up! Turn these round head paper fasteners into decoration!! Cute tops instead of just brass plated! For home, office and crafters...
Credit Card Case
Electric blanket cool down-warm up for sleeping controlled by app
My desgin allows for decoration but provides added safety because you can see the baby in the bassinet from across the room.
A home sushi-service set with custom-fit dishwasher basket to keep the small/delicate plates, bowls, trays, and cups safe from breakage.
Ever tried to plug in your power cord, but it just won't reach? With Power Tower, you don't have to, it does all the reaching for you.
Sunglass/eyeglass frames that adjust to a person's ears, nose, head width, & eyebrow structure so that they fit naturally on everyone.
Everyday Cleaning Wand for stick vacuum. Gets under major appliances, great for auto detailing, escaped dryer lint, and more with ease!
Don't eat any more soggy sandwiches! The sandwich stacker lets you enjoy a fresh, appetizing homemade sandwich anytime and anywhere. #spotsv
Portable lightweight Automatic Doggie door opener: Dog\cat steps on the mat or a collar sensor to raise the door.
Wireless Wall Outlet Switch
Magnifying Glass you can hold your bug and magnifies it still. Share the joy of the bug world with your family and friends.
Sewer Rodding Camera Machine
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clip on or snap on wheels for crate totes and connectors to hook the crates together also comes with a handle to pull it around with
Kids can collect, carry, and wear their favorite treasures and/or snacks (Smarties, gummy bears) in this see through, tubular, hinged bangle
Cordless Christmas tree lights
Tired of rust circle rings in your shower! Use a showercoze to protect your shower from shaving cream cans!
Retracting electrical socket
Small refillable water bottles that will get you past TSA screeners at the airport
Never dig through a tool box again!Push your tools into the moldable material the way you want. Bake in oven to set.Carry only what you need
Get rid of that dirty toilet brush in your toilet with a semi-flushable solution based on simple toilet paper!
Create a new magnetic ball and tee that work in tandem to revolutionize the way golf is played.
The shoe and boot cleaning and storing system to keep messes at bay!
the me motivator
Are you a paper saving eco-savvy consumer? Say it with this ALL IN ONE GREETING CARD AND ENVELOPE!
Spoon honey 2.0. Introduce the spoon into honey, take it out and squeeze. Fast and easy. Do not wait for honey fall it!!
Fly swatter that extends plus it has a sponge/sprayer that holds bug spray in the handle of the fly swatter.This helps kill bugs on contact.
What if all you needed to carry around was your iPhone? This product combines a wallet and an iPhone case so that you have no worries!
Wireless iPad Charger
Sensor Alerts Your Smart Phone if You Have COCKROACHES! They are Out at Night & You Might Not Know - Now You Do with this Sensor!
A stackable drawer that will also act as a computer stand to add some storage and keep your PC off the floor to help keep it cleaner.
A mesh or rubber "bag" that suction cups to the inside of the dishwasher to hold those odd shaped utensils and other objects to be cleaned.
Attention Responsible Dog Owners and their Friends! Discreet and fashionable way to temporarily hold your dog waste while on walks!
Addresses a over 50 million user need with simplicity and style. A sleek fingertip/thumb gel grip for tablets that costs less than $5
Lobster Clamp
Lobster Colander Dinner Plate Set
RATIONAL TAX SYSTEM. We need a tax system to promote grOWTH, instead of punishing us for working smarter and harder than others. ENOUGH!!!!!
A drawstring Crawfish/lobster/Crab Boil bag made of hemp twine maybe - Disposable/biodegradable
iBall and iBall Stick
NEVWET shower curtain-pretty and better than current
iBar-Adjustable tablet holder with attachments. Base slides under bed. When detached, connects to cup holder or handsfree stand.
On the Go - Healthy Eatery
EZ Snack Container-has 12 cups in it,dstribut bag of chips in each cup-Small cups lift out.Lid houses 12 lids 4 on the go.FRESH easy storage
(RESUB)The only stamper you ever need. The programmable stamper will be in every office.Just plug in the USB on your computer and progam it.
Always lying in bed, but on the laptop? Laptop not comfy on the lap, and pillows in between don't cut it. Desk pillow is the answer!
Space Age Sinus-Sucker
Iron on emits signal to Smartphone adapter so while we video and later watch sports games at home-shows where your kid is in the bunch-arrow
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
Wrist Watch with easiest voice reminder. 1,2,3 Done!
A mother of 5 can save time folding clothes. No more messy drawers or over stuffed dressers. Find accessories much faster.
Custiy
It is an oil funnel with screw on lids on both ends to keep oil residue in and dirt out. It has a handle and the lids are tethered on.
An organizing shelf that is expandable in both height and width to maximize storage space in cabinets, closets, and almost anywhere.
AquaDuck
The HyBroom Combines the Best of a Swiffer with a Wet Mop
Freezer Alert - Warns you BEFORE the ice melts (also for the fridge)
Egro Kitchen Trash Can..No more broken bags and lifting the can up to remove the bag. Simply open the door and pull out instead of up.
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Boat mooring device stores line under deck. View Advertising video clips at YouTube, search for ezCLEAT. Manufacturing drawings available.
Magnetic Car Ceiling Tray
Adapter kit for the new Iphone 5 that allows you to use any and all Iphone4 cables and adapters with the new phone. [ReSubmit]
Need an EXTRA HAND? ;) Elevate your Utensil Stand &amp; Silicone Resizable Mats for Drips and Tiered Baking system!(Other uses too peek in!)
Hidden Can Opener
wireless christmas tree lights
Electronic Garbage Door
iPod Nano Case with Flash, Stand and Ring
RESUBMIT#3 to legit to quit. The first and only Olive Oil Dispenser and Garlic Press! - United as One Innovative and Dynamic Product
Never loose anything again! Adhesive pin that beeps when a sensor is in close proximity.
GPS for locals
The Frat Couch - An outdoor couch made of used wooden pallets. Sturdy, weather proof, easy to ship, free materials and inexpensive to buy.
Digits was a good idea, but this one is Great! A conductive paint to put on any glove to enable you to use your touchscreen device!
Smart Iron-Dry
spoonful of dessert with front flat :for melon, watermelon ..........
Disposable child car seat cover
A New 3D Mind Cube ! - Seems easy but not - Have to think 3D to solve - Progresses 3D mind of children
ONE-PIECE SILICONE PLACEMAT with built-in plate, bowl and cup holder. Make table setting easy and fun for kids. Easy clean up.
A plug-in timer for hair straightening irons and irons that turns itself off after 10 minutes.
Universal Wall Mounted Hairdryer Holder
A beer can with a second pull tab located towards the bottom of the can. When depressed, it allows beer to flow much faster from the can.
A shoulder bag for an iPad, documents and gear that doubles as chest/belly stand for the iPad.
Color Changing Shampoo/Conditioner for kids. Shampoo changes color when it suds up. Conditioner changes color when its ready to be rinsed.
A iphone/ipad stand that would clip onto a golf/sport bag
Cocktail Flag
A kit that converts a regular size bed mattress into a crib. Parents could lay down to read a bedtime story or snuggle in comfort!
Remote bicycle brake
Trouble storing foods,liquids and many other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way without needing to hold bag with your hands
iWatt Case for iPhone & iPod Touch
The Back Bag: A simple, inexpensive and reusable grocery bag to carry your purchases on your back.
A clear silicone, portrait style knife block with a detachable knife sharpener. Perfect for the quirky kitchen.
GPS Based electric Lawn Mower
Spray on Shoes
Help ensure you have drinking water after a disaster.
Introducing a fortune teller case for iPhone and iPad!
A portable, slim iPad speaker attachment that enhances the sound quality. It works with cases and is a hassle free speaker replacement.
ZenFlow wood accent sink infuses your bathroom dÃ©cor with the natural warmth and tranquility of a luxury spa.
TummyToysÂ® are high quality designer body jewelry with a patented clasp that makes changing your navel rings a snap.
The Night Runner are Ear Bud pieces with a light incorporated to it. It helps you see during a night run.
Line of children's backpacks that can be customized with different shells. Why buy a whole new bag every year? Just buy a new shell.
Back side sticker can role and use as a stylish pen...
Disguised Home Urinal With A Little Bathroom Humor :)
Flexible flips flops designed to fit in a bra discreetly to replace heels after dancing all night and providing additional bra padding.
Extendable and flexible water-pressure tool that attaches to the tub spout or shower head for a hose-like, nitty gritty cleaning.
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Uber-Thin Post-It Anywhere Flashlight - Super Light and Super Bright! (One more try...)
Fitness 4 Kidsplay
The Tailgating Toolbox is a modular set of tailgating essentials and accessories that make it easy to create a mobile outdoor living area.
My Idea is a Portable Privacy Screen or Portable Restroom for fishing, camping, hiking, etc when you have to "go" and no facilities are near
Last Hair Standing
A nightstand alarm clock that utilizes dimming light along with a variety of sounds and scents to enhance falling asleep and waking up.
POT AND DRYER - love your basilic or percil plant by never forgetting to put her water. just take it from the commun tray
#spotsv For salt, pepper, cinnamon, spices, etc. - Flip it, measure it, and shake it (or pour it) - Portion control simplified.
UFO LASER BLASTER
Turn your airplane seat into your own theater or game room.
Cell Phone Stand
GE LINK Outdoor Light Bulbs
Shower foot scrubber
Quirkify the ordinary clothespin and bring them to everyone's home!Sustain the elements &amp; for decorating baskets, gift bags-millions of uses
Drafty windows no more: cheap,reusable,easy to install.Tired of keeping the blinds closed to avoid that draft.Not if we get this product out
Portable Hanger : What should you do when there is no place in public places to put the bag or umbrella?
App-Enabled trash can that lets you know when its almost full
Kitchen Sync is a refrigerator display calendar which syncs all of your household iPhone calendars for community viewing and organization.
Plastic Bag &amp; Bottle Dryer Our system makes reusing your plastics safe fun and easy. Designed to hold all your plastics after washing.
WATER BOTTLE LOADER for home and office water dispensers.
Designer flip-flops that trap dirt, generate electricity and glows in the dark.
My idea is to invent a vacuum duster that is in the shape of a retractable wand.
I have an idea. An at home pregnancy test can detect the sex of the baby as well!
Touchscreen Stylus Caps - Turn any pencil or pen into a stylus #spotsv
Perfect your Shish-Kabob! standoff disks keep items from sticking to grill, wind-up to rotate skewer, sets timer &amp; rings when timer is up.
Spatula / Tongs
Smart Audio HUB
Don't like your windows view? We can change that for you. Or don't have a window at all we can fix that too. Try our unique seasonal window.
Sidewalk Chalk Stamps. Stamp out images and designs with ease!Resub GIVE ME ONE REASON WHY THIS ISN'T A GREAT IDEA!
detachable combo cargo carrier/table conversion for a slide in trailer hitch. Made to fold out to table with wings,umbrella pole,wheels
Scotch Tape that has marks every inch. This makes it easier to tear off just the length that you need. Marks would be in the tape itself.
New Bike Bell/Horn NO Needed Battery Powered Air Horn
Decaf Dependable
An Olympic Weightlifting support system designed to reduce bumps and bruises to the upper torso so you can maximize your workout performance
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
Enhance Your Tape (Measure)
Have You Taken Your Office Work Onto The Kitchen Table Due To Lack Of An Office Space At Home?
Online crate
Decaf Dependable
#spotsv Playing cards, but made w/ a material or connectors on 4 sides so you can easily build playing card construction: velcro cards?
bowl w/handles for slow cooker
Disposable latex cases. Same idea as latex gloves. Use it and throw it away
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iPhone case with selectable lenses on rotating disk.
To identify if you could have been written up for a parking ticket or any other car violation without the actual ticket.
Make your own energy with the energy sprouter Rejuvelac shot rack. resub
Makeup Brush Sanitizer/Cleaner
Ease Feeding Frustration!
Towel warmer that heats using steam from a shower while keeping them dry. Retrieve the warmed towels without stepping out into the cold.
No more binding, no more riding up! Comfort boxers keep you moving free and feeling good!
a walking stick type cane which holds water, designed to disinigrate dog waste instead of picking it up. The Doo Doo Disinigrator.
An ice chest/cooler with any size, width or style integral or add on folding trays.
Shake Egg Beater. Scrambled Eggs Simplified.
Fold-a-way Full Length Mirror. A work out mirror that can be taken out and put back easily but serves as a room divider as well.
Cheesy Poof Shooter! But mom, I want it!
Smartphone holder for shopping
Grip-it
Cat Mouth
Tagging for All Your Files
AC outlet w/ retractable USB
iSwipe
Individual, paper packaged servings of powdered popcorn seasonings to take in theatre, apply as desired vs its gone as top layer is consumed
Cool Wrap
Individual, moist towelettes impregnated with a safe solution that will remove the sticky goo from you skin after you remove a Band Aid.
MenuMan Organiser.
the portable beach anchor, a hollow "mushroom anchor" that can be filled with sand to help keep a beach/pool float in place.
The Best Damn Keychain Ever* (v3) (3rd time a charm???)
Decorative push pins/staples that work like push pins and hold like staples! Major Changes/Former Under Consideration.
An app that lets you know if your home is energy efficient.
IMITATION NEON! Led tubes encased in gel clings! Glowing letters and shapes that can be stuck to any smooth surface! Business advertising!
A mini handheld iPad cooling pad with handles for MINI IPAD. Cooling pad attaches to the mini iPad. Images for sample concept only.
Universal remote control with build-in earphones
Resubmition for Energy Freedom inside Home (Videos available)
cart that can be transform to a beach chair
My idea involves wrist/ankle-straps that attach to both your wrists or ankles, with a rubber resistance band that is attached at both ends.
Ear peace for constant relief from tinnitus. Not a cure but relief. Additionally a sound quieter for the dental office drill.
LED Bicycle Chains:The Bike Chains are Carbon Fiber &amp; The Pins are Kinetic LEDs,#Resub 251 votes Game Changer.
Dry Cover is a cell phone cover that has two sicla drying chambers built in.Every thing electronic comes with a bag of this to keep dry
Dome shaped lid that fits over standard plates to cool childrens food while out to dinner. timer on top allows child to know when its cool.
This is the only product that I believe will protect women who are a victim of sexual assault.
I love big tents! I think it would awesome to have the biggest tent. I want to make a two story tent. It will be huge portable &amp; functional.
Ski Buddy
A no noise and attrition magnetic sliding curtain's pole
A messenger-style sling to hold a basketball would be a comfortable,stylish and hands-free way to tote a basketball around.
JustInCase: iPhone Case with incorporated USB/Electrical plug (already patent pending!)
A COMPACT multi-grill with interchangeable plates--griddle, panini, waffle, quesadilla--FAST-EFFICIENT-stores in less space than a toaster.
iGloves
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Integrated iPhone Square Card reader phone case. Also 4 other credit swipe devices!
The little pool
a refrigerated oven or 'refrigerated crockpot' that would turn 'on' by your app.
((Resubmit - 222 votes)) Salt and pepper shakers with interchangeable caps and bottoms. Video inside
A true green power strip for low powered devices
Pukie Monster! Shoots water from his mouth. He see's you and pukes! Motion detector sprinkler. Fun for kids!
Trendy cross sling backpacks bags for consumers who own all 3 Ipad, Ipod, & Iphone. And consumers who own at least the Ipod, & Iphone.
RESUBmy children an i like to tube down river its fun until still so came up with river tube shoes to help get down river faster a paddle
"ATTENTION DOG OWNERS" do you hate picking up dog poop with your hands? or bending over for it. i introduce to you the "K-9 CATCHERS MITT"
my idea is a dogie rain coat with an umbrella.dog owners would like this beacues their dog may not like to go out during rain now they can
Wearable Tweets: Show off your latest and greatest Tweets / messages on your apparel of choice
Locking Pliers Tip- Ever been frustrated with a stripped screw head? Put tip on bad screw, slide locking collar up and go.
Series of solar garden lamps, Bluetooth enabled, that turns light & music with accordance to people's presence/ absence.
UV H1N1 /SARS DISINFECTOR MASK
This item enables it's holder to write as with a pen, brush or pencil on a laptop touch-pad instead of having to use a fingertip.
Compostable, biodegradable(bagasse, wheatstraw, plant fiber etc.)DEVILED EGG PLATES with separate indentations for each egg. Colors, shapes.
Ther-monitor . . . It's the perfect electric blanket. It never gets too hot.
wireless switches
Subscription to creative and humorous email auto-responder message content.
The Laptop Carryall(TM)
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
#spotsv My solution is to make credit card tabs people can attach to their credit cards in order to pull card out easily at the register.
the Quirky i-5 cases come with a hide away mirror,and your name or team logos very trendy &amp; fun for all
Flat Tap
Car umbrella
A compact cleaning kit for the iPhone's private parts, i.e., it's speaker, headphone jack, and power connector holes.
Life Time of Friends
UC UPDATED) Completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) Prevents mold. Resub 165 votes
App-Enabled Scale. Announces your weight and keeps track of it. Gives your BMI, health risks, and nutrition plan.
A faucet adapter / aerator that converts to a strong stream to rinse disposable razors Please only a couple days left to vote!
Are you too hot at night and your partner too cold??? Get a Half and Half blanket. One side cozy and heavy, the other lightweight, comfy.
Functional fashion for physically handicapped people. A cover with adjustable magnetic closure and built-in pockets to hold heat/ice packs.
App enabled Smart Pivot Power, check energy consumption per plug, control usage time and more.
The Harmo-Neck
Want quick and easy access to your Ipad, but don't want to hold onto it all the time? Get the I-Lan!!!
Common Sense iPhone Case
Heart felt sleep, a mattress pad topper for babies crib that emulates the sound of a heart beat.
HOME-SERVER ICE CREAM &amp; SHAKES
An iPad on a counter top with kids and appliances? Don't be silly! Easily install it onto a cabinet door without tools or ruining the wood.
Moldings for automobiles, SUV's and small trucks that, when installed, will give the vehicle the appearance of being chopped.
A extention cord fliped so when you plug in cords they face up.
Parking protection system(PPS)/ parking aid/ car alarm.
Secure Slice. A new way to secure and slice your food. While keeping your fingers out of harms way.Just watch the video.
A double heat tube
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A sturdy, simple, detachable basketball net that works on a variety of rims. Like a basketball, everyone that plays needs their own.
Nightime Potty Training Aid
Sani Pen Pot
Hexagon Surge Protector with a USB on each side!
An ode to my wife - photo corner pins. Put photos and papers on a bulletin board without making pin holes.
iPhone case with built in stand!
Combine the power of binoculars to the iPhone's camera to magnify your subject and document it on your phone.Collaborated w Michael Upperco.
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
It is an expandable mop. The handle expands. The bottom part of the mop also expand for the size of the mess.
An emergency radio/light with multiple uses as well as storage for necessary equipment.
A duster that can change the cloth on the end with the pull of a handle! With a long extending arm and space for the used wipes to go in.
USB Drive Link
Flip
Lift weights even if you have tendonitis, carpal tunnel and arthritis. GripLess wrist supports let you workout with regular hand weights.
Resub: Pls. vote again. "Seat back" and relax! You have emergency stash right under your... well, Back. Bikers, what would you store here?
Nevwet Eco-Friendly Rug~ No Toxic Fumes
COFFEE SCOOP SET - ALWAYS MAKE THE RIGHT COFFEE !!
It's hard to protect yourself from mosquitoes at night in bed or outside under a net that can't be hung from above. Mine is self supporting.
My sippy cup makes parents' lives much easier/simple by combining a snack container (w/cooler) that screws on bottom. All-in-one snack/meal.
Having a sweaty back from wearing your backpack to long? The "Backpack Air Vents" lets fresh air through the sides, back and shoulder pads.
Gyroscopic Computer Mouse. This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Never forget your mouse again!
Grilled Cheese Appetizer Maker
Currently all sold separately: 4 full aisles dedicated to craft paper levers/paper squeezers &amp; cake/cup cake fondant punch/sugar cutters
Have you ever been stuck in traffic on a highway,wondering whether to stay put or use local alternatives? try a fun virtual experiment.
A remedy for students who want privacy and/or a more "homey" atmosphere in their dorm rooms; great for single, 2, 3 or 4-room assignments.
Decorative paper towel holder and dispenser. Beautiful to look at and useful. Display art instead of paper towels.
App enabled Humidor - warns your when humidity is running low so you can refill water. Never let your cigars go bad again.
A tool to wrap your earbuds which also acts as a Stand. Clips on cords, backpack, etc.
App enabled Indoor/Outdoor Moisture Sensor Meters, save water and make sure your lawn is properly moist all the time.
Yummy candles
The days of the primitive dust pan are over. I give you the all-in-one"Clean Sweep"! It's a light weight broom with it's own built in vacuum
A plastic attachment that clips onto the male end of an extension cord connecting to the female end to keep them connected with no knots.
QUIRKY FITNESS - THE ROLL: - Great Fitness Accessory For use in BootCamps, Fitness Classes &amp; Home Exercise. See Pix. (RS)
the approximate time whenever you need it. the NOWâ€¢SOONâ€¢LATER clock. and NOW is a good time to get one!
Ionic Ceiling Fan Purifier
When running with an MP3 device, the cord gets tangled. My idea is for a retractable earbud case, like a retractable measuring tape.
A lock with wifi and camera + iPhone app All locks in the area are linked. If one is forced, all others warn about it
findpet for smartphone
Outdoor light strings that change to the appropriate seasonal color by dailing in the next holiday on the light string.
Everywhere Charger
You know how children love to draw, right? Children can now use Color Gloves as a way to express their creative nature without the mess.
Sock Tubes for your Tube Socks
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A laptop table for the backseat passengers in a vehicle. Also a food tray!
A rubber or silicone earbud holder designed to clip on any device. Laptops, monitors, iPads, tablets...
POPPY-WET/DRY PAPER TOWEL DISP
Wrist voice communicator
A meat thermometer for a steak that shows it is anywhere from rare to well done. You stick it in the meat and leave it there for easy use!
Reduce travel time, link commuters at the same time &amp; place to go to the same destination with shared vehicles conveniently
Phone controlled car dolly
STOP Wasting Space with a Bulky Exercise Ball - A New Spin on an Old Ball- The Quick Inflate/Deflate Exercise Ball - Like AeroBed in a Ball
iPod Nano Case with Flash, Stand and Ring
HANDS DRY MOP
Drive safely while using various Apps, like Maps and Facetime, keeping both hands on the wheel and your eyes on the road with a car holder.
The IPad-Mini top user will be kids... Collectible themed capacitive finger insert figures to complement games would be a sure hit! App en?
Communication is down, people are lost and they need help to get attention. A handheld receiver (walkie talkie) that doubles as a flashlight
Standing at party. Plate of food in one hand, drink in the other. Someone walks up to shake your hand. Its an accident waiting to happen.
App-enabled, timed, water valve for outdoor water spigot/faucet. Notifies you if your outdoor spigot/faucet have been left on. "water is on"
Every mom needs a toy shovel! As tempting as it may be to shovel the toys into the trash, it's meant to scoop them up into a toy box.
SmartMop
taking the cover of a cell phone and solar light and putting them both together they will work as one solar light cell phone no plugneed
Bubble J-Box
Back to the drawing board. My Original Ring Pop for your EXISTING ICE TRAY. This way makes more sense.
PluggX:- Control home /industrial appliances from a SmartPhone in $10.
A flash drive type device that can attach to your pet's collar in order to easily store important information or detailed instructions.
CONSERVES WATER &amp; SAVES MONEY!! No need to change shower head! Install device behind shower head and adjust lever to control water
speed.
LIGHT UP THE NIGHT: Light Pole; You spike it into the ground and it provides light all night long for work, emergencies, or just to relax.
File Locator
Wide Angle Side View Mirror
sunset belt
The WRITABLE PEN LIGHT LAMP. The Pen can be mightier than the sword!
Cutting Board
An iPhone 5 dock that sits on the top of an iMac.
1
Sore wrist from typing on the Ipad? This design reduces stress on the wrist and also organizes your earphone wire.
Install a low teck games into resturant pagers. You could play a game like Tetris while you wait for your table.
Hold your smart-phone on your rear-view, forget about suction cups on your windscreen
Level with Me
A case for the city iPhone user. We need a case that has a subway card slot AS WELL AS a headphone holder area.
Kitchen Stylus made specifically for use while cooking, then can be washed in dishwasher after!
my idea is a utility belt for people who like to go walking,biking,hiking,fishing,and just about any outdoor activity-hands free
Reversible Dishes. Flip the bowl inside out, real easy to clean out. Bowl and plate that hook together like tupperware.
Quiet the Pesky Neighbor
The Blue Tooth TrackR. Misplaced the remote? Can't find your keys? Tag just about anything and find via sight and sound.
Stick-it. 3 club golf holder. Great for par 3's and taking to the range. For beginners or pros.Has a drink Holder. Stick-it is for you.
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Conserves water/saves money for every American family. Limits time water flows needlessly while a shower user lathers up and shampoos hair.
A simple, inexpensive device that will help promote dental health. A way to safely floss that is sanitary, simple, and very inexpensive.
Smart Printer for SMART TV\Cable\SAT printing: Print coupons, schedules, photos of screenshots and advertisement.
Smart Mailboxes
The box fan is here to stay! People all over the world have box fans, but nobody has the proper box fan stand. Adjust to preferred height...
Solar Charged LED Nightstand Lamp made from Bamboo
Candy &amp; Gum Can Save Your Life
Designer Power Block
RAINSCAPES downspout diverter moves the rainbarrel from beneath the downspout to various locations, preserving landscape, adding efficiency.
A DOUBLE FAUCET FOR A DOUBLE SINK . THAT JUST SAYS IT ALL , you have a double sink you use in your kitchen , why not have a double faucet
.
programmable powerstrip - turns off all electricity to items plugged in as specified times
A power drill cradle shaped like a spider. A pliable, yet sturdy cradle enabling a person to drill with greater force and stability.
COIN PURSE ORGANIZER . ORGANIZE YOUR COINS IN A ORGANIZED COIN PURSE. SIMPLE 4 COMPARTMENT COIN PURSE FOR EASY
AXCESS.
MECHANICS HUT IS A PORTABLE HUT THAT YOU CAN KEEP IN YOUR VEHICLE TO WORK ON YOUR VEHICLE DAY OR NIGHT RAIN OR
SHINE. EVEN IN EMERGENCY!
remote car alarm
#spotsv Glow-in-the-dark drinking glass with a black-light coaster to get the party started
Easy shovel
Let's make a battery operated flameless candle with a built in music box at the bottom.Candle light is always nice with the sound of music.
The Digital Receipt
Open face iphone wallet that can carry money, credit cards, etc.
Collapsible, packable, lightweight movie screen
Apparatus to distribute fine compost, straw, choppes waterhyacinths over the earth between cotton or mais, to reduce evaporation.
iPad Mini Dock Charger with Built-In Bendable Clamp Stand: clamp your iPad Mini anywhere,desk bed sofa,chair anywhere, and charge it.
Harmon - LCD Screen Headphones
Dutch Oven silicone liner.
L shaped multi outlet. The front of the horizontal leg of the L will plug into the wall and have a plug in on the top of the L and all sides
The Bedmate can simply pull up and adjust a patient in bed without manual assistance from a nurse or aide preventing injury.
Hair dryer clothes iron
A designed wristwatch "shell" that physically integrates with products like FuelBand, so users can track fitness privately and in style.
Multi function utility Knife phone case.
Flight Delay Pager
Use an 18v drill/driver as a generator. Add a propeller w/3/8" shaft and a dock that mounts on a pole and has electric connections.
furnace fragrant filter
Always Dry Shopping Cart *Blowers to dry off carts *Benefits - Drier carts, drier store/safety, pro-long life of shopping carts.
Launder Not
Brick Timer
Phone Clip
iPhone 5 - Miniature Chess Case
Party Palette for Outdoor Entertaining
Clip/Bend/clamp-on Wifi-Bluetooth-app-enabled hardware communications-Attach to eye-wear on wand-directional speaker &amp; directional ear buds.
Make any bigger ring fit you, via transparent sheets which can be wound around the ring to make it thicker
A traveling baby food spoon. Designed to make feeding baby outdoors simple.
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CHILD PROOF YOUR KID-ACCESSIBLE ELECTRICAL OUTLETS! With children around, how safe is too safe?(see visuals of Jeff Eusebioâ€™s
suggestions)
The iPad or PC tablet is great, though many think that keeping a sturdy grip on it is a little difficult and tiring for your hand.
Portable Electric Power/Generator with wireless mini units.
Cleaning on Wheels! An easy and safe storage solution for all you household cleaning needs. Simple, neat, clean and out-a-sight!
Unique LED plug-in outlet that doubles as a night light to prevent trip hazards at night.
Nylon sink cover to protect counter tops and prevent annoying little hairs covering you counter and floors when cutting/shaving your hair
ReSub into Wink: This device attaches to any basketball hoop and keeps score as well as allows you to "Virtually" play anyone! App enabled.
Bathroom faucets don't move,swing or extend. Install the Faucet Wiggle and now the old sink has transformed into a helpful household tool.
Efficient Hot Water System
RASS who is now in use on land for use by airship .Acoustic signal sent horizontally.Display will show air mouvments. Softw/interface instr.
Lazy man's dishwashing system. No sponge. Keep dirty dishes organized in the sink and still use your sink. Just soak, spray and lift.
Flushable moist little hand "gloves" for children learning to potty train and clean themselves. The sooner they learn it THE BETTER!
Don't worry about the hassle of keeping your rims clean while you clean your tires! The Rim Protector will keep ALL rims of all sizes clean!
#spotsv Attach a mini caculator to any pencil or pen!
why not cash?
The issue I have come to notice with phone charger is the duriability from wear and tear.
Automotive Door Pockets
Wifi Thermostat
Smart Water Cooler. Track how much water you drink (modes for different users). Alerts when water is low.
Emergency Vehicle Warning Syst
Women Bras are expensive. When that underwire pierces through the fabric, its time for a new bra. Not anymore. I have a simple repair.
black out identities
You are on a date, you reach into your pocket and look for a piece of gum, you need chap stick too...(problem) .
KatMat - "bringing the outside inside" for your furry feline &amp; canine family members. The 'indoor' grass mat for your cat &amp; dog.
idea is to create movable storage units, customizable sizes without the use of any tools, screws, etc.
"Pivot Power Phantom" for Small Stage lighting. Control your stage lights and home lights from your laptop or tablet!
No more lost or damaged trash can lids. This idea does just that. Clamp it and save it.
Fold-A-Cup
A poor mans winch; attaches a cable to a lug nut bolted spindle on either of your drive wheels to pull you out of mud, snow, sand etc.
Toothbrush teething ring. Combining the features of a toothbrush that can be used as a teething ring.
Window cleaning can be a chore - carrying around a bottle & towels can be cumbersome. Let's put the bottle in the towel core... for starters
ALL Lunch Box: NO plastic baggies! EVER!! Equipped with sealed compartments to keep freshness in and baggies out! Eco and Wallet Friendly!
Boo-bees
"RoboCall Die-Flector"- Only "Live" callers or pre-approved numbers will ring thru, thus Die-Flecting all unwanted Robo-Informational calls.
RESUB_ WAS put UC by Q. Pivot Power 2.0! It's time to make Pivot Power join the rank of Smart power strips!
My invention is called the Disc Jockey. Its a rack that stands upright with multiple clear tubs attached to it.It stores various cds,dvds.
A moisture detector in a hot water heater bottom tray wired to a solenoid water shut off valve to cut off the supply to the water heater
Develop an I phone, smart phone app that captures ekg and pulse oximetry data and trasmits remotely in real time
Teddy Bear that holds precious keepers and trinkets.
Swish 'n Swallow
Medication despensing device for those who have a problem controling themselves. It would be connected to the Dr, the pharmacy or probation.
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Universal mounting brackets with lowering sliders to install DIY cabinets at home, quicker and easier.
HForce (Human Force)
Office/Computer chair with storage. Under the seat and arm rest compartments. Back of chair has attached pockets
Product is a sheet of fabric softener large enough to cover the engine area and placed inside the hood of the car to keep the mice away.
Extending Measuring Spoon
U-V TOILET Lid(heated seat) could have VOICE COMMAND!(motor) "UP" &amp; "DOWN" w/nite-lite(glow)&amp; Ultra-Violet. IT CAN SANITIZE
AFTER EVERY USE!
Donâ€™t lie in bed holding your smartphone or laptop. Hold the device in place with this invention watch shows or read hands free!
Insta flash drive
Bear CLAW - three ways to get your perfect scratch on!
CORKy Handles! (Stick a CORK on it!)
The Iphone 5 Ultra Thin Laptop / Dumb Terminal. The iphone 5 is a computer why not create a case the size of a Mac Book Air that houses it..
The Portable Pool Bridge is a bridge that can be folded, moved and stored away.
Must Have for Travel! Lap Desk with retractable,pivoting clipboard,cup holder and study light. for use with "NEW" Magnetic Smart Cover!
Chopsticks with rest
Balance
Freshwater drinking fountain for cats and small animals.
I think an accessories 'Mr. Corner' that fits every corner. This item will decorate every corner and LED will bright from corners.
Inta battery
SNOW WRITERS
The Pet Barrier
When's a door not a door? When it's a solar air heater.
Auto and Furniture tracker
Painting Saver
heat funnel - capture wasted heat on stoves
Christmas tree floor space. A tree cut to fit into the corner of the room. Full height, backside shaped at a 90 degree angle.
Tween-Alert maxi-pad. A pad that alerts tweens when its time to change it. A neon bright color pops out when it has reached full absorbency.
Ipad mini cover keyboard case
90 degree pvc couplings made into a tee for corner. Flanges to anchor post to deck. Glued. 1/2 inch to 2 inch fittings needed.
Product is a protective cover to place over wheel of car so tire blacking spray would not mar wheel. Different size per type tire.
Was there ever a time when you wash your Dog and you need to dry him in a hurry! Well look no further "The Solution is fast blow dry".
Privacy Screen Dorm Dividers with Memo/Memory Board & Mirror. Create a barrier between roommates. Create personal space in a dorm in a zip by using
portable room dividers.
High efficiency solar charger using a light concentrator Fresnel lens system and a 3D Sun following mechanism to get 100% of Solar power.
In-Wall Extension Cord
this tumbler offers maximum temperature retention.It keeps hot beverages hot for up to 5 hours and keeps cold liquids cold for up to 9 hours
"SMOOTHIES" Wash your SHORT coated dog. No presoaking, fumbling w/ shampoo containers or worrying about how much or how little shampoo.
A beach umbrella with millions of small tiny holes so a person under gets some sun. "Somebrella".Holes can be covered with clear plastic.
The spray nozzle that's also a sprinkler!!! Two garden utilities in one. Check out all three pictures.
Sick of watered down soda? Sick of always grabbing ice for your warm drink? This may be the solution.
A "momy and me" bracelette would give an alarm when separated, with automatic sync activation by proximity, for ignored planned separations.
iWater
No More Uneven Sideburns - Creates a horizontal line of light on your face; Easily see if sideburns are even; Flexible arms, fits any razor
Pet ID Tag Bottle Opener
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Laptop Wristpad: Supports your wrist, more comfortable, might keep you from getting, or help with, carpal tunnel. #spotsv
Kill-a-Watt
Earphones with a pulley system as a metric tape measure to save the wires
Cleaning Wash Bocket
A mini trash can with a easy grip handle.It fits into/comes with a port or base which is adjustable in height. Stay active without the pain.
AN AGE OLD PROBLEM OF LOOKING FOR ITEMS IN THE FRIDGE AND RETRIEVING THEM IS SOLVED BY MY PATENTED ROTOR TABLE
APTLY NAMED THE "FRIGEROTOR"
Sun Cook
Sheets made from recyclable material with a slick surface and non slip underside to fit DEXA machine cushion.Easier to position patients.
6 Prong Beer Wand
Convert your Hamper into a Laundry-Sorting Hamper in no time
Floating LED Balls - App enabled
App enabled Interactive Language Learning Action Figure~ Resub. Let's Invest in Education perhaps Quirky+ GE
APPLE APP POTTY TRAINER lets your child know it's time to go potty.
Gift bag organizer with slots that accommodate for various shapes an sizes...
Rapid Radius a simple device that slides onto your tape measure. To help with your round projects.Has a convenient hook on pivot. Video
Now you have no excuse not to do your abs crunches. Introducing the mini Abs crunch machine 1.0. Small, Simple, Effective, Easy to store.
Wii U grips, this improves the grippage on a expensive large controller for better game-play and corner protection.
To remove a plug from a power strip it takes 2 hands, my product is s simple one-handed quick release plug.
Autoloader Nail Bits
A cleaning glove or guard that stops fingernails from puncturing the glove when scrubbing.
Reversed Outlet/Recepticle
By making washing your hands fun this soap dispenser can help to maintain hygiene and also looks great in the bathroom or kitchen.
Bag Buddy &amp; Bag Buddy Jr.
The Fridge-o-wave, Q and GE team to make the one step Fridge/microwave oven---App embedded.
Said invention is a kids Toy storage bin containment product that "doubles" in 3-D plush animal form such as a big stuffed teddy bear.
baby steps
Disposable plastic bag that goes on a dog like a diaper to catch dog poop
A disposable cup that we can microwave our food in for ease of consumption and possible reuse or biodegradable enough to throw away.
IceGuard Glasses/Avalanche Cup
Nail polish dryer with active charcoal filter. takes out toxic chemicals in nail polish vapour for use at home and salons see video ;
blÃ¼auto
Inflatable Swimwear for Kids
Delivery Driver app
Intelligent Child Safety Seat
Wall Pivot Power 2.0, has four retractable extension cords with suction cups &amp; an easy clamp lever to mount to loose wall plugs.
CORKy Laptop Props
"Bed Tents" for the college dorm: Privacy, Storage, and Personalization!
Wallet with built-in password protected credit card holder. Re-sub 91 votes
Don't EVER Get Up For The Remote Again. Drive it To You?!! Render by Peter Frazier
To all lovers Apple, Accessories for Excellence,Wristwatch,Man's Belt,Sunglasses.
Adjustable Kickstand case lets you enjoy a movie on the new 4" screen!
Make your own energy with the energy sprouter Rejuvelac shot rack. resub
It is a three liquid in one bottle spray dispenser. It comes with color coordinated rags that are washer friendly. Saves time and money!
Smart/Safety Bike Indicators
the idea is a photoluminescent product bright enough to satisfy fire code that would replace emergency battery back-up lighting
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UNIQUE COSMETIC FACE MASK
Chafing dish inserts prevent food from burning
In a time of expensive ladies purses &amp; poor sanitation in public places the time has come for "Purse Guard". Protect your purse from germs.
an ultra miniture projector for apple devices
'FOLD UP SIGNS
Cloth Kitchen Towel on a Roll (made of recycled plastic bags mixed in) that tear off & are washable for reuse
Quirky clips? A clip-on accessory that clips on your glasses and the accessory being things like logos, emotes, symbols, and much more!
This country,if not the world,desperately needs an affordable healthy 0-net carbohydrate, high protein and fiber all purpose baking flour.
ishare - a three inch cord. It would plug into one iPhone and transfer battery life to another.
An alarm clock that utilizes funny visual figures and comical character voices with gradually insulting intensity to wake people up.
handy gloves
The Ultimate Scare Crow. An Owl that will actually scare away birds with a loud screeching noise, glowing red eyes and spreading wings.
Smartstat
Q-Punching bag with a digital display unit to display punching rate, calorie count, and adjust the firmness of the bag.
A "Glovekin"
iSolar
Plastic Stick
Parasitic electricty loss can be 30-40% of electricity cost. Design a green power strip that turns off plugged in componets with a remote.
Special SKIMMER - a beak in front to help you leave the skimmer on the pot for better drainage
WOW CAN YOUR MOBILE CAMERA DO THIS.THE CYCLOPS ROVING EYE CAMERA ACCESSORY EXTENDS YOUR MOBILE PHONES
VIEWING CAPABILITIES.
Buildable kit to create your own Iphone/Ipad stand or attached accessory-Removable backplate allows unlimited possibilities
Lunch sacks for kids are now so fancy, cold packs, hot, insulated, Sometimes you just need a cute, simple, Disposable lunch bag.
Alarm Clock that after two snooze sessions can only be turned off by the wireless controlled Coffer Maker.
A milage per gallon calculator
The best tasting pizza's and breads come from brick ovens! It's time we consumers get one for the kitchen!
Exercise TRAYner
Finger loops on potato chip, other snack bags, and cereal bags to make them easier to open.
Hidden Windows -UMBRELLA
Layers Grocery Bag
Spice Recipe Dispenser
A dog / cat bowl is prevented from sliding/spilling dog food/water over your home by your dog holding the linked mat in place while eating.
Tired of holding your beverage out of the water while floating in the lake or pool? FLOATING KOOZIE, keeping it cold &amp; NEVER tipping over!!!
Corner Buddies
Why should you have to buy a different game system in order to play certain games? Playstation, X Box, and Wii all have different systems.
An iPhone 5 case with a built in charger.
The etc.bra. Its a bra with sleeves. It enables gals to extend their wardrobe across seasons and occasions, making clothing more versatile!!
Never search for the TV remote again. Wear the remote on the back of your hand. Does not impede finger movement,use day or night.
Tired of kids eating all the tube yogurts in one sitting? Not anymore-simply use our refillable yogurt tubes and use ANY kind of yogurt
Themed dorm set up kit- Complete bedding set, Bath necessities, eating items, wall mural, desk items and misc decorating items all in 1 kit.
A wearable utility belt designed to carry all the things you need to look after a baby or toddler likes snacks, water, nappies and wipes.
Nose Plugs
Adjustable bungee cords are complicated. This automatic adjustable bungee cord is so simple I can't believe it hasn't been invented yet.
Cellphone based Onstar. RESUBMIT WAS U.C.
Slide-Out Organizer Tray for Space Bar
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A cookie cutter that bends to any shape with a metal blade underneath, to cut dough. Patterns on paper would be provided for shaping guide
No More Back Sweat While Driving! A combination fan and lower back car seat cushion will help keep your back dry while driving.
Fold N Go Wardrobe - Store clothing & shoes in a wardrobe that folds into a travel trunk! No more packing for business,trips or dorm moving!
Laundry dispensing unit. Wall mounted, no mess, no more taking up cabinet space. No more messy liquid on your dryer.
Skeyboard
Develop a twistable, capless baby bottle, where the nipple pops up when it is twisted open and drops down and seals when you twist it back.
Tired of having to run phone and cable wires in your house, with wireless dream. No more wires and no mess, equals less hassle and less work
Lockable power outlet.
This idea is for a simple, and generic attachment for bicycle bags. Instead of difficult, clumsy and confusing straps... a quick release!
A better way to store bacon in your freezer, been able to remove as many strips needed easily in a safe and reusable way.
Mobile first-aid
Location Tape For The Blind And Elderly. Audible wall tape will guide the blind and the elderly thru their everyday surroundings. (#aging).
Stackable glasses, cups and bowls with flip up handles. Eliminates oven mitts when hot and saves space. Handle holes allow hanging.
Portable Travel Shelf
Parents!!!! Protect your babies from serious head injuries from falling out of the bed, or climbing out of their crib. "Tumble Cush" is here
A sleek, slender, and sexually appealing iPhone case that is plugged into your speaker jack to clearly amplify your music at any time.
Lotion Ocean
Pet collar camera - a camera device that allows you to see the world from your dogs perspective!
. An app to work with your remote control meat thermometer. Tells you when meat is at its prime temperature. Either on grill or in oven.
FLIP MASTER TOASTER
The World Wide Swap and Trade/
Multicolored flashlight - blend red, green, blue, infrared, and ultraviolet LEDs to make any color you want or need - even white.
People want their stuff organized. This problem affects many markets. Introducing ZIP ORGO'S. Simple and effective. Who's your daddy now ?
Juice Box: A USB Charger with rechargable battery inside. Mobile power for mobile devices!
Ever wanted a set of stylish and aesthetically beautiful curtains that could be opened with a single pull?
Peek-a-Boo Photo Mat. Slide laminated pictures into pockets and watch your child's face light up.
Hands-free iPad holder that lets you watch movies and TV in bed while lying completely flat on your back or sitting up.
PAINT-EASE HANDLE. Paint easier with my Paint-Ease Handle. No more holding your gallon or quart of paint with that thin hand-hurting handle.
Pivot Power Mini EU converter. Convert and expand your plugs when you're abroad with this tiny travel companion.
Enjoy running and biking on trails without the fear of inhaling a bug into your throat with a simple but effective solution.
Everything in its right place. Its amazing how organized and efficient a colony of bees are in such a small area. Be clean. Be organized.
An insulated carrier for cofee & pop cups, with a handle which allows you to have a free hand and clip to create a cup holder anywhere!
LEAFE PICK-UP
Crowd sourced carbon offsets: small scale easy to install PV cells slowly feed electricity back into the grid providing a net carbon offset.
I would like to hook smart phones to Christmas trees to play music, light fiber that dances to the music or selected patterns or greets.
Get you or your family out of a burning building safely with B.E.A.M.(Best Exit Amongst Mayhem)a new light on an old system.
MPCC Multi-Purpose Car Camera
programmable tire pressure indicator caps that sends alarm when low
Mac mini Projector Cradle!
Official Beer Die Game Set!
GabRing
Price Gouging at the Pump. IPhone 5 APP enabled gas signs. Gas station owners can now update gas prices with their tablets or smartphones.
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Gravity-defying iPhone/iPod stand/charger - looks just like a charging cord which has magically become rigid.
INTELLIGENT NANY BABY MONITOR
Snorkel
STEM 2 - Drink FRESH citrus from your fruit!
Save Space and Organize!
Kinetic and Solar iPhone Charging Case made from Aluminum
Old fashion wheat pillow in new functional design. Good for back pain or cold feet.
Big 3 faucet
DESIGN A BARBECUE GRILL THAT HAS A SEE THROUGH GLASS WINDOW,OR A SLIDING DOOR SO YOU CAN CHECK ON THE FOOD
WITHOUT TAKING OFF THE TOP.
Hide the toilet brush. Hide the plunger. Hide it with style.
IPhone Wallet Wrap / Keep your phone and wallet in one place. Elastic bands that are adjustable for any wallet size.
Nerf Vacu-Loader
Silicone Keyboard Case for iPhones. Lets make fun and usable case for your phone
Imagine a bowl that stays hot keeping your soup hot the whole time you are eating, while being able to be held without burning your hands.
A space saving supply corner storage unit that can be put in each room. Add a retractable ring for garbage bags and a shelf extension.
The Patented Telescopic Putter Mounted to a Headband brings a new "Swing" to Miniature Golf. Putter adjust for different height players.
With SECURITY CHIRPZZ on your motion light you can be in the bathroom,sleeping,or away from a window to know if someone is on you property!
Traveling Ice Buddy
Bored of your rims? Change your rims looks to suit your mood or style with Rimification. These rims come with INTERCHANGABLE face plates.
An adjustable pillow. You can adjust simply by squeezing a rubber bulb. I can never find the perfect pillow. This would fit everyone.
Make a charging device with an on/off switch on it.
Turn your dangling earphones into a true hands free headset. hEAR raises the microphone to your mouth for clear hands free communication.
Pet Track
#spotsv Clear Cling Word Bubble Notepads that are Reusable...stick on mirrors, windows, refrigerator, car, locker anyplace you need a note
RESUB after Staff feedback: Never shovel snow or slip on ice again!
A physical support for eBooks such as the Amazon Kindle. It's designed to ease the reading to people with some kind of physical disability.
smart outlet
To scrap or not to scrap.
Fight Carpal Tunnel And Finger Cramping With A Magnet Stabilized Mouse.
An elegant QUIRKY style over the counter bathroom caddy with multiple uses, in where all your daily personal care products are handy.
N'SPLASH: to avoid the splash and spill milk or juice.
App Enabled Kombucha Brewer
Amplify Your iPhone Speakers in a apple bowl resub
Rockâ€™em SOCKâ€™em Laundry Ball. Never Lose Socks Again!
Flushable plunger
JetScale is app enabled micro thin, pen-sized luggage scale specifically designed for techie airline passengers.
iCooler, a remote control by iPhone app, cooler, with electric motor, built in stereo for iphone, rechargeable battery. Fun on the beach!
Punchout - a car garbage bag with a handle on the bottom so you can punch it inside out to dump the contents and clean the bag
Clean you tile floors without even touching them!
App-enabled electric windows, open and close the windows in your home from your smartphone!
Toiletry Glove
iTire Case: iPhone/iPod case made out of recycled tire rubber
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Simple idea with multiple uses a cobination leaf blower &amp; blow dryer.
MY PRODUCT IS AN IV CANNULA SYSTEM THAT MAKES STARTING AND IV ON ELDERLY, INFANT, &amp; ANYONE THAT IS
CLASSICALLY A "HARD STICK", MUCH EASIER.
A clip on attatchment for your cell phone to hold E-Cigs. So many people are trying to quit smoking. Keep your E-Cig with your cell phone.
Shaving gel can seepage control, eliminates slimy cans and residue on counter tops and shelves.
Touch to Read
Light it up
CLIP ON BUNGEE CORD for tennis racquet &amp; ball-Transforms to paddle ball to help improve hand &amp; eye coordination. #spotsv
Cordless Art Frame
PLEASE LOOK! On-the-Go Budget Management-Refillable, checkbook-sized, tab-divided budget book! Money management for the 99%! Ask questions!
use gps to audible warning when you are speeding
fiber needle
Custom News
Grab-On Wallet
iPab-iPhone case A multifunction case to gear up for College. A product that solves your multimedia, automation and electronics problems.
Ever lost a bread tie? How annoying?! Why doesn't every loaf of bread in America come in a bag with a resealable end? Problem solved!
Eco-friendly, dishwasher safe lunch box with detachable containers to keep your food fresh and smashed free. No need for plastic bags again!
Multiple trash bags inside each other. Pull one out and the next is already in the can. (Resub)
#spotsv Pair Bike +Breeze...add Mist....AHHHHHH! An easy cool down while biking is a BIKE MISTER. An attachable water mister with lever!
Personal Mini-Speakers that you can magnetically attach to your clothes. A comfortable way to listen to music when exercising! RESUBMIT
WINKley Bear
iPhone/Smartphone Bracelet/Stand. Wearable Convenience, Fashionable. Watch Videos, Movies Or Chat Speaker Phone Hands Free.
#spotsv Pump air bottle for cleaning small places---Air is free
Plastic Shredder
A travel laptop/iPad bag or carry-on suitcase with an outside accessible DC power supply outlet and rechargeable battery built into the bag.
Peep Hole Camera
NO MORE MYSTERY MEAT FROM THE FREEZER!!!!!!
A Urban Baby Stroller. For babies or Pets.
Wood Court Weight Sled
Travel/Emergency Hand-Crank Charger
I am proposing a solution for messy laps while driving motor vehicles. A LAPSHIELD is a Safe,Retractable, Disposable, Refillable solution.
Tool for polishing wine glasses from lip to base inside &amp; out. Bends &amp; molds to any shape or size glass. Reaches the inside bottom of glass.
Solar Powered Clothing
EVERY color, ONE pen. Pick your color on your iPhone, draw with your pen!
No more putting wet, muddy stroller wheels in the trunk of your car. Easy to put on, stroller tire covers are the perfect Mom solution!
No More Stinky Feet! These disposable sponge shoe pads hide under your feet, and are coated in Baking Soda to absorb sweat and prevent odor.
I love being out in the water beach, lake, pool,anything really but who wants to get in a car to drive and leave a wet spot on your seat?
Wireless Electricity
#spotsv My product is a tool for lip cosmetics allowing the user to use all of the product in a tub or small jar. Stored in a fitted pack.
Resetable Sandtimer
Paper Shredder and Paper Making in One
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Protect the contents of your backpack from rain by having rolled plastic on a rod that can be released to cover the pack.
The new connector is smalles, but deeper, so it allows to be used a a clip for carrying the headphones.
Refrigerator Clips for inside door shelves to keep bottles and food from sliding and falling over when opening &amp; closing door. RESUB
Iphone wallet Case. Thin wallet slides into the back of the Iphone.
Pillow with Speakers, Phone Charger, and Cradle/Plug for Phone. Sleep Knowing Alarm Sounds Through Speakers! Wake to a Fully Charged Phone!!
VERTICAL PLATE DRYER - to hang or to put near the sink. SPACE SAVER
Retainer cup with a plunger on the inside of the lid to hold down lightweight plastic retainers into the cleansing liquid.
Are you in constant pain?Have you stopped working out,playing sports,or doing what you love because of the pain?This product is the solution
The Tinkle Muffler: A thin, floatable, biodegradable pad you place in the toilet. It gently catches your excrement & muffles the fall noise.
A magnetic table cloth! Add magnets to the side of a table cloth!
A clip to hold a magsafe 1 to 2 converted on the power cord so it doesn't get lost.
A REACHABLE RAZOR!! NO MORE BACK HAIR OR FEET SLIPPING TRYING TO SHAVE THE ANKLES OF YOUR LEGS!!! THE REACHING
RAZOR WORKS WITH ANY RAZOR!
BlueTooth Tape Measure
kettle corn on the stove top
Chopsticks with padding on the ends to help move delicate small things like fish fillets or pieces of sushi.
Trash Buddy
use as a movie projector on any smooth surface but in a slight larger dimension.hencewe can watch a movie any where we please
Safety cable cutter
Six pack canvas holder for craft beer. Yes please! Safe beer and impressed friends equals a win-win.
Fresh Banana Carousel
Solar Dash Camera
Gummy bear bracelets or candy bracelets molds. Resub
Cream and sugar pods for coffe
A portable, lightweight Chaise lounge device that, when clamped will afford user hands free use of electronic devices and paper media.
Tree-in-a-Box
Bike and Skater Helmets
NO NETWORK FOR ANY COMPUTER(S).MY SOLUTION IS NETIME NETWORK.A THUMB DRIVE THAT YOU CAN PUT YOUR OWN SIM
CARD INTO AND USE YOUR OWN DATA.
#QCYCLE 'All Weather'/Charger Kit upgrade option for Voyager bike iPhone holder- to provide rain protection and also charge the phone!
Placemat Game. Sometimes its hard to start good conversations, make guests feel comfortable with a placemat table game!
Rolling tennis ball massage tool on telescoping handle (6 to 18 inches). Handle must lock when extended, collapse for easy transport.
The eject strip
Curved Lightning iPhone 5 charging cable, horizontal stand &amp; removable rubber bumper. Locks to phone/case, *Amazing* folding 6mm USB plug.
Wink/App Custom Color Machine
I have a HUGE yard causing days of leaf raking. My invention/idea is a pair of rake like structures that can push leaf piles w/ your legs.
The Automatic Egg Scrambler/Warmer: dorm rooms, family travel - fast, compact, neat. Sounds alarm and warms eggs when finished.
Solar Charged Smoke Detector
Three lightweight stainless steel jars in various sizes that take the same screw lid and two rectangle containers complete the set.
Make Your Own IPhone Case Kit
A rubberized iPad case that opens vertically like a notepad and can stand on its own.
Ever go shopping on a rainy day alone or with your child only to find the shopping carts are wet!!
#QCYCLE resubmit-- Cable Bike Lock and Shoulder Strap for carrying Bike
Three sides brush scrubbing tool and scraping blade with spray liquid soap dispenser; all in one makes all surfaces cleaning a lot easier.
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Glowing Stones solar or usb.
Wink water temperature control. From your phone set maximum water temperature allowed. Prevent children from getting burned and save energy
A closed rectangular-shaped slide made of hard plastic that slips on end of a plastic (toothpaste or other) tube to push the product out.
shovel sieve
#spotsv Grill Lid Prop. Simple teared block to hold your grill lid open.Look what people are using!
Straw top
Plastic Mold for making "Lego Style" Mud Bricks
Create a very small gps device which is activated by an app.
Beach Umbrella Stand
iPhone 5 Car Mount! (Possible Siri Integration.)
A wallet that protects and helps you see?
Use your heat and AC airflow to make your house smell fresher and cleaner without using batteries, electricity, sprays.
A themed I-Pad Stand with built-in speakers hidden inside a certain area of the theme.
This idea stems from difficulties reaching family members by text(sms) messages quick and effectively, especially short emergency texts.
Removable hooks for Christmas lights or outdoor decorations. No more nails or staples. Think 3m hooks made for outdoor use.
Store your Fishing Poles Out of the Way, Easy to Access and Safe.
Break-apart large blanket for couples and washing machines. Easy to put back together. Helps save a marriage in a large way.
A travel laptop/iPad bag or carry-on suitcase with an outside accessible DC power supply outlet and rechargeable battery built into the bag.
Scale
Golden Squeegee turned into double razor shaving instrument.Shaves legs in less than half the time and double shaves for a closer shave.
The HuggaLog
RETRO iPhone Projector, Speakers and Charging dock.
A better design for pliers, wire snips and scissors. Great for kids, those with joint problems, and weak hands.
A clean coffee pot! Easier to clean and more hygienic, the bottom of the pot detaches for cleaning, so no grime builds up at the bottom!
Cubicle Privacy Monitor changes computer monitor if it senses someone coming
veggie peeler
stroller skis
Headphone Style Dual Flashlight Unit! 2 LED Bright Flashlights above each ear that are at eye level &amp; move with you.
Spoonscape
A trackpad/touchpad for laptops that pops out on the side and pops back in when you are done.
straphanger / straphangers
Paper notes on d Smart phone
Do you despise the power cord on your vacuum? Put the cord into a shoulder strap that keeps it wrapped and provides cord as you vacuum!
Lights-off
Stop Loss Energy Saver Plug Switch
New paper for crafts. Colored paper sandwiched between white paper. Cut or tear and colors will appear! 3d Paper Art will never be the same!
The Idea/Concept is an APP for all car drivers, sensors (Radar?) are attached to the outside front wheel arches
Gel like material encases the toe and ball of foot to be worn by men &amp; women around the home and at the work place, with or without socks.
Clean-Board: Attach A Trash Bag To Your Cutting Board! Easy Clean Up! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Have a pen and pencil in one object. And we know that when we need a pen, a pencil and when we have a pencil, we need a pen.
Pivot Power Mini EU converter. Convert and expand your plugs when you're abroad with this tiny travel companion.
Smart Travel Bottle
A cooler that will take the ice and redistribute it back on top of the items, and condiments.
Finally - a totally adjustable Wrap Sports Bra. Can be tightened or loosened to any woman's level of comfort. A sophisticated ace bandage!
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Remote Control for Kindle 3
Where do you put 24 eggs?
Take the concept of a dishwasher. Combine it with a hanging wall cabinet. Glass in-cased window, appealing symmetrical docking for glassware
its charged in the car! universal battery pac with 3 pig tails for iphone/ipad/ereader etc. that recharges in a car cigarette lighter!
Hit it! Fitness device that straps on gloves or shins and displays how hard and fast you can punch or kick and can also track and set goals
Hangman. The DIY Siding Helper
A signal booster the size of a quater that plugs into the portal,and will double the strenght of your internet connection
The Home Sensordome
Water Words ~Beat the Timer & Save Water!
Small attachable speakers for smaller iPods
Disco Basketball. A transparent regulation basketball with colorful L.E.D's inside the ball and bounce sensor. Flashes on each bounce!
Trash App Can
Multi Fuel Source Generator
Problem: Frozen water pipes Solution: HEATSNAKE-no more digging up pipe to find freeze or doing without water until the weather warms up.
Washable, reusable sandwich bags
A cooler that will take the ice and redistribute it back on top of the items, and condiments.
Hands-free iPad/tablet belt or backpack. Supports and carries the iPad so that the wearer has 2 hands free.
Dash-Double Duty Dehumidifier
A UV Light Based Sponge Holder that eliminates odors, mold, and bacteria!
Give Her Your Heart. Heart Shaped Necklace Charm Can Record Your Heartbeat, Then 'Play' It Back Using Vibrations When Worn.
Deter thieves and make the night ride safer for bicycle commuters with a bike reflector that is not 'clip on'. Easy, simple, safer, genius.
The idea is to create a special mug for hot beverages ("perfect") with a temperature sensitive indicator with 4 different colours on it.
SKLOPY
Scribe@ (ScribeIt!)
Meet the Plush Remote Control Car for kids!!! Drive it into a wall no problem, it doesn't break the car or the wall! Fun Fun Fun!!!
This awesome product is a big, fluffy, colorful pillow which has a built in compartment to hold sleepover necessities like pajamas.
The crystal clear bath mirror. This mirror cleans itself. Fogging up is no issue for its deffogging feature!
Wireless Charging Corner Shelf
This anibal invention is another way for people to entertain their pets
A retro looking case-like the â€˜80s Sony Walkman-for the iPhone &amp; iPod.It will have a rechargeable battery as backup power for your device
VacuTravel
"Thumb Drive Caddy" (i.e.storage container):
CompostAll
The Doodle Backpack. A customizable backpack that can be colored, drawn-on, written on and designed to your style. Rewash &amp; Redesign.
Thumb up Lock
Rim or reservoir that is attached to the top of a cup/container that can be "popped" out from the side or rim of the cup to hold condiments.
To update the family fun of flying a kite, fly the kite at Night with a non toxic glow stick gel Laser String to be seen high in the sky.
Tired of that jumble of cables and cords by your desk or your media center? This will definitively help you organize that mess!
Indicator lights to tell you the level of the water in a Christmas tree stand. No guessing, no crawling and reaching..a real time solution!
Adjustable hospital pants
Twin Cap Water Bottle
ADJUSTA-SHIM-frame/cabinet fixing made easy.There R adjustable shims 4 Big industry, so why not 4 carpenters/plumbers? COLAB w/huby
Interrupteur intelligent
A professional grade round brush hairdryer in a wand design. For the non profesional holding a brush and hairdryer is an imposible task.
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iPhone,iPad Privacy Case Perfect For Private Viewing
It's hammertime! No need to fish around for chunks of wood, no more wasting nails that are bent beyond repair. Finally...
A pocket notebook with slots designed specially to hold cash and credit cards.
The iPad Hub, including everything Apple forgot.
Tricked out Cleaning Caddy. A two wheeled unit that would house a vac w/ wand hose and built in rack system for carrying cleaning supplies.
Broom with slide up manual vacuum, eliminates dust pan.
3 Inch Mini Garden Tiller
USB hand warmer/cooler for keyboard. Low profile product that fits directly in front of hands that delivers constant warm air.
Multi Chamber Spray Bottle
Jar everything Blender Make it in the Jar Cook it in the jar store it in the jar.
TubeGlide
Tired of having to many tools in your garage that you have to hang up on the wall to save space, with shovel max you get everything in one
Vampire Power Strip - save money while keeping critical devices powered
Long handled cat pooper scooper able to catch 2-4 grains of urine soiled clumping litter often left behind w/o wasting good litter.
Sit &amp; Fit
Eyeglass remote
Quirky Celluloid Guitar Picks: Comes with a little pick holder pouch. 10 picks for $5. Now people can buy guitar picks at Target! #spotsv
Solar Still with Additional Heating and Pressure Releif Membrane
Porte-bouteille de vin mural
The club caddy is a easier way of carrying the clubs you need to the fairway,green,laying them down to get wet or forgetting them.
MOTORBIKE OR CAR OR ANY VEHICLE TURNING LIGHT WITH ARROWS TO MAKE IT CLEARS OF TURN AND PREVENT MANY
ACCIDENTS.
tikitables... Combining 2 necessities of outdoor entertainment... Tiki torches and drink/food tables.
Iphone Flashlight Case
Imprint Accessory for Barrettes and Headbands! Customize your hair accessories!
RAZOR CADDY gives easy access to hair grooming items by a device around your cylinder of choice with selective adapting rings of your desire
Disposable, odor/sweat absorbable, scented liner u affix in the armpit area of dry clean garment-u replace it rather than clean the garment.
A snow scraper for the car that is shaped like a dust pan so it catches the snow/ice as you scrape.
Laundry Detergent and fabric softner dispenser thats clean and neat and easy to use with no waist
A wrist sports band used to hold cell phones and small devices. The holder is one size fits all and holds sm devices with adhesive strip.
A Bluetooth dog camera, that when your dog barks, you can see on your Smartphone, is it just the neighbors' cat or a burglar.
Baby Left In a Overheated car. IPhone 5 APP will help remind motorists of baby or family pet left in vehicle during extreme weather.
Don't let it drip!
Do you have one foot that is about a 1/2 size larger than the other? Have shoe manufacturers sell 2 different shoe sizes.
Zen Style Utensil Holder
App Controlled Toy Vehicles.
Lemon Acid Soap
Makeup artist Barbie
Gel filled driving gloves would massage your hands and keep them from getting sore. A gel material allowed to flow and massage your hands
The last tire you buy for cars
#spotsv Why Rest Your Utensils on the Counter? Use Your Pot/Pan Instead!
Miniature Bluetooth projector that propjets your photos, videos, or anything else you got on your Smartphone, on a wall.
mi personal trainer
NO MORE BRUISED FRUIT! Fruit bowl with raised edge for softer fruits to sit on top.
No more lost sunglasses!

I have come up with a way to comfortably wear both a hat and sunglasses all day. (pics below)
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hinged fairing bracket
"Foolproof" Composting System
Off to the gym? The Bar? Don't want to take your entire wallet with you? Ezpz just put your ID and Membership card into your iPhone case!
If you wear a helmet, . The Helmet Phone might be for you !
A Repair Kit for a Loose AC Outlet
Barhauss is a kit of transformation of lifeline of balcony in table of counter, bar with balcony.
A hole punch designed to punch a straw hole in the plastic lid of your water bottle or disposable drink bottle such as Gatorade.
Wearing earbuds around my neck like a tie. I thought about a cord clip based somewhat on a bolo tie slide.
ladder stabilizer pouches
USB Share Switch, No More Plugging and Unpluging cables, just switch.
Pet-safe, child-safe, re-usable Ant Bait Station
Cellphones need to be charged so a device to charge and amplify the ring would be beneficial. Independence from our phone is applaudable.
A family ipad holder that's child safe and comfortable. Use it on your lap or in bed,as a baby mirror and monitor,as an attached crib toy...
BATHTUB SADDLE~ all in one decorative storage mat for the side of your tub for bath toys, bath equipment and soaps.
"Fire-Flies", Plush Slippers for kids made into different bugs. Oversized Plastic Eyeballs that are L.E.D Lights. Push Button Tongues!
Container to house spare buttons and yarn that comes with new clothing, directions,sewing supplies.
Purchase 1 pacifier for BABY
Wrinkle-free clothes controlled by a smartphone app to a smart-dryer, where select smart-clothes are "wired".
Jacket bag.A functional stylish every day purse/messenger bag that rapidly converts to a warm rain jacket.Never have to be cold or wet again
Egg Yolk to Whites separator, mess free! One simple fun step! Reduce salmonella eat real egg whites in one easy, clean, fun innovative step!
AC Freshener Filter
solar powered beverage heater
Smart Keychain
Silicone bowl that can fold flat to turn into a lid for other bowls for food storage. Stores easy! Item in photo is a foldable dog bowl.
Outdoor hunter and construction workers no more cold guns to hold. Now with "heat on the go" your guns can stay warm with 3 power sources.
No installation: Patio or deck outdoor retractable clothes line. Pull the line out, pull down legs, hang clothes: could have sawhorse legs
A strainer that fits on any sink, leaving both your hands free to hold the hot and heavy pan.Close the strainer and it becomes a nice plate!
Powerboost
Ear bud/Cotton swab with hair removal wax for the tricky areas
Has anyone else had this problem with cordies??
Ergonomic Hand Grip Mini Drill:Allows You Drill Light Jobs Around The House Without Using Electricity Or Battery &amp; Without Hurting Your Hand
Bucket carryall inverted stool pull out spray bottle rack
Extendable, easy to store, wall/ceiling and multi-purpose cleaning brush! Spray, Scrub and Store very easily!
#HomeDepot Propane Tank Holder
INTERLOCKING SQUARES THAT HOOK TOGETHER TO MAKE A COLD PLATE TO SET FOOD ON WHEN OUTSIDE. MAKE IT ANY SIZE OR
SHAPE. REFREEZE and REUSE
It's a LottaPot! A pot with unique handles, features and styling to provide a safer and easier to handle cooking tool for the small kitchen.
Umbrella that can be placed in your handbag after it has rained without soaking the contents. Perfect protection from an unexpected shower.
Electronics- you love them, your washing machine kills them. Fight back with this alarm that detects ANY electronics entering the machine.
Retractable Backup UPS
Modern and funky utility push carts that will make hauling laundry and groceries fun and fashionable!
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
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Parking protection system(PPS)/ parking aid/ car alarm.
It's cheap, convenient, prevents spilling, fiddling with the top everytime you take a drink.
Shelf Toppers
There are no refillable markers that you can choose your own paint color. Present selection are predetermined colors. This will solve that!
re-used corrogated cardboard structural panels
Boomer Bibs
Wireless backup camera for iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch
Foldable Stairs
A new way to play with your food! Creative fun for everyone. Mess free!
The Pad Pilot for iPad 2 - Lights, Camera, Action!
RESUB:WiFi/Z-Wave Light Switches and Outlets.Control manually or via App.Added security (send alert if phone isn't in range when turned on)
SLIM CAR IPHONE CHARGER cord free. Inspired by the recent slim iPhone charger win. Get rid of cords in your car. RESUBMIT
We're All Connected :: Special Edition Japanese Red USB Cords
Pivot Power Inspired Garden Hose Water Sprinkler
Holographic Ipod Laser Phaser Toy startrek-inspired case
Cookie Squares
Perfect Wine &amp; Beverage Refrigeration
I have an idea that will help all housewives, Husbands, commercial properties and homes keep their toilets clean and dry. The "Manhandle"
"Cloggles! The Nose Clip Goggles" Swimming Goggles with built-in nose clips. Always stay in place, can't lose them without losing goggles.
Dischiputor
Modular entertainment system.
Oxigenated fishing bucket
Grilling tool used to evenly perforate aluminum foil that is placed on a barbeque grill allowing the grilling flavors to permeate throughout
Spin dry your toilet bowl brush and eliminate that nasty puddle in the bottom of your brush holder.
a multi meter app for the I phone using the head set jack for the multimeter leads
Towel butler expensive item based on the wine storage unit that is now so prevalent in modern kitchens but is for large bath towels
Check out a Finalist on Edison Nation, the Tablet Bungee Grip and Stand. Take the fear out of dropping your tablet and give you hand a rest.
Handicap easy cut
It is four bag holders attached to the outside of any type or size of trash can to ensure that the bag does not fall into the can.
Magic Grout Cleaner Handle
I would like to have a product that protects locks from the snow and rain. They usually get frozen shut or rust.
apple juice sucker
Duvet cover that has a blind zipper 3/4 around so when unzipped comforter can be easily distributed throughout entire duvet when opened up.
Turn your cellphone into a NOAA weather radio and provide other emergency alerts and tools to use in the event of a disaster
thermostat clothing
What is the grossest,filthiest place in your bathroom? It's the shower drain pipe which is coated with mold, mildew, soap scum and germs.
A very interesting 3 dimensional clock- comes in a flat box and very quickly assembles- for young and old.THE SUN CLOCK
TV speaker sends parametric speaker technology to the one who is watching tv, and not the one who wants to sleep
hang your iPad from a shelf in the kitchen, office, etc using the same principle as purse hangers
A DRAWER FOR A DRYER
Grips for coathangers
Extended Lightning Adapter
Ladies and Gents, sleep comfortably while maintaining that salon fresh look. Protect your neck and your hairstyle at the same time. See how!
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I hate folding clothes and often times I forget what I own. I Want To See It All!
Plug n Play Hair Care tools. Curlers, dryers, flatteners, etc. One cord, multiple tools.
Travel Size Skin Care Dispense
A device that connects to a smartphone to monitor temperature and heart rate. An app sends an alert if the personâ€™s condition deteriorates
Fishing Rods for the iphone, ipod, ipad, and mp3
Music To My Ears
iPod earbud necklace of beads that holds your iPods and make a fashion statement.
Anti-skid retractable spikes
Never lose your broom behind the fridge again, use a convenient and space saving product, a collapsible broom that fits into a dustpan.
Groovy Cup
#spotsv - A Cable organizer for storage, transportation and organization of all cables
Smart Tooth Paste Dispenser
AN INFLATABLE, ONE PERSON EMERGENCY SHELTER OR FLOTATION DEVICE..
SPRING Garden Caddy **VICKY LAURSEN**
Bluetooth home Phone
A Soldering Iron with Solder Dispenser
Key to Keys - Password Carrier
!! The perfect laptop case designed for complete air flow and cable management so you never have to take your laptop out of it. !!
Make your iPhone (iPod or iPad) a scanner! Scan photos and documents up to 8x10 quickly, easily, perfectly- no glare, no crooked shots!
Tired of fiddling with BBQ knobs to get the right temperature? Depressed because itâ€™s too cold outside to BBQ? Want to save money?
Pedal Power! Phone Charger powered by a small generator that runs off of the power generated from pedaling your bike. Perfect for NYC bikers
FunKi Ware Spoon Holder-evolve
Verbal command tablet, cell phone, mp3 player and laptop computer and software for the electronic transfer of information and data.
Reusable shopping bags that you would actually reuse.
HangerTopper attches to any hanger and allows it to properly hang suits, dresses and other special items.
This portable solution for card-based gamers lets you hit the road with your decks and your trading collection in one handy case.
An iPad 2 holder which fits smoothly inside standard folders in order to carry and use the iPad 2 inside the folder.
An Power Cord that Can't Get Tangled! Never have to worry about your power cords getting tangled or spending time untangling them again!
A disposable paper condiment cup with an adhesive on the bottom allowing it to be adhered to your plate or dish.
ANTI- TIP Device for All Ladders
Power-strip count-down timer
Catch a baby bath towel
Make your own modular snap schoolbag or backpack - Lets redesign the school bag (Note; Image is prior art)
Hair Catcher w/magnet #spotsv
ITune enabled music glasses.
Bag or Packet opener
Car Seat Headrest iPad Holder
Pizza - everyone loves it but there are two camps when it comes to the crust. This product creates either all crispy or a perforated option.
iPad LIVE Studio
a
Charge your cell phone wirelessly anywhere in a room. No more pluging the cell phone in, or placing it on a charging mat.
mirror-mirror
#spotsv Hang your chips or bags of cereal on the side of the fridge. Hang up to 10 things on this one magnetic multi clip.
NEVER STRUGGLE PUTTING RUBBER BOOTS ON, just collapse and wear!
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#spotsv Free form flexible magnetic coin sculptures- let them make the shape and save money THEIR way!- (Canadian and UK markets )
A Quirky and GE enabled Smart Home, a little at a timeâ€¦
Get Wired
You will struggle less with a bucket that has a drain hole at the bottom. Useful for cleaning, painting, whatever.
Caesar Drink Dispenser With the ability to Dispense All Three Main Ingredients with one lever or dispense each ingredients individually.
Most camp stoves require bulky propane cans, are too big and cost $50 and up. â€œBoxStoveâ€ is inexpensive, compact and works great!
Turn your iPhone's surface into an external Trackpad with an iPhone Trackpad interface.
Ever find yourself scraping the inside of a peanut butter (or condiment) jar with a spoon or knife to find that it is messy & inefficient?
IPhone 5 APP Enabled Business Signs. Merchants can now personalize their Lunch Special Menus with their tablets or smartphones.
A glove for your hands that has already has a scrubber attached to the glove.
iPhone charging dock with built in smoke detector. Add additional smoke and fire protection to the room you use to charge your idevices
A hydrating rubber football for your dog.Hydrate the dog as you play catch. Small holes allows water to escape,only when pressure from mouth
Biodegradable flip flops
Total Timer. A versatile timer for the kitchen. Held in place by a heavy duty magnet. It holds your recipes close at hand while cooking.
VACUUM BREAD BOX - keep your bread/cokies/biscuits fresh for a longer time. SIMPLE &amp; EASY SOLUTION.
My idea is a disposable water bottle filter..You put the filter in bottle of water after you drink it so you can reuse that bottle all day..
Nod to Sleep
Represent
Turn your garage into a drive-in theatre - projector onto screen at back of garage door, listen via app enabled car radio/phone.
dock your iphone and turn it in to a digital alarm clock that also charges it.
potatoe protecter
A stick on, replaceable, baking soda/charcoal pad that is stuck under the lid of a trash can to capture and eliminate odors.
An iPhone case with a built in full-frame (or APS-C) camera sensor and lens mount (options for canon, nikon, sony etc.)
Resubmit: Self-imploding and Self-inflating balloon uses a PRESSURIZED DEVICE to control balloon's elevation or to terminate its flight.
Evolve the Luggage tag for 2010
Pimp My Lunch Box is Back! (Fun Product)
Clean Baby
Convert any Womens Purse/Handbag with short handles to a longer length. Add a strap to your purse would free your hands. Better selections.
3D shield that clips to front of tv for 3D viewing without the glasses...
Ice back pain and stay mobile
A counter sensor that will be placed in the entrance of a school bus keeping track of every kid that gets on or off.
The Meat Ring.Time Saving BBQ Skewer.
Flexible Gooseneck IPad Stand/Mount! Mount that allows for hands-free easy viewing in your bed, car,kitchen, coffee shop, even while hiking.
A detachable, adjustable armband to be able to carry your iPhone in it's case while at the gym.
Y-Charger for Two iPhones
Storidge Bowl with air tight lid. Save space in your kitchen.
Anti-theft case. A case that allows owners to communicate with the device when the iphone is turned off.
Paint saver
A speargun with a light on the end & a switch near the trigger so you don't need to carry a flashlight to see in caves where fish hide .
Cool air with out an Air-conditioner!! Save big and your energy bills!!!
This is a fast/time efficient tool for yarn/cloth crafters to easily creat uniform length yarn strands to fringe a shawl or other projet.
Ever tried to empty/dump out a swivel dustpan?? New, easier SWIVEL DUSTPAN concept. Now drop the dirt and dust into trash can directly.
Automatic Door Opener
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Waterproof music cooler with a docking station that will protect your iphone from dirt and water, while listening to music for hours
It's the Keurig of Food! Chef-portioned and prepared cartridges of meat, oils, veggies, and spices go in. A perfectly cooked meal comes out!
WALLA!
Attachable rockers for camping chairs. These are called "captains chairs". The rocker snaps on and off the legs of the chair.
#spotsv Series of cute blow up characters/things to hang from ceiling of kids' bedrooms. Every kid loves balloons,this one is more permanent
Sleep Training Baby Monitor
No bitter coffee/tea
Bottle Bouncer
Dry mouth eliminator while sleeping
Earmuffs made from biodegradable paper
An iphone case with fun animal ears that can convert a sleek/simple/serious phone case mode easily.
A tree organizer for bathroom products that can store toothbrushes, toothpastes, and facial washes in a cleaner and more attractive way.
Weight Machine Calorie Counter
Cleaning supply tool belt--your main supplies stay with you.
Radio Pet Collar. Can't find kitty? The dog loose in the neighbourhood again? Call them with this radio collar.
Cellphone, tablet, IPod, IPad charm finder + remote control locator.
An iPad case that can be securely strapped to an airplane seat table for movie viewing.
No more wire hangers!
Radio controlled lawnmower. I built this fully electric radio controlled lawnmower. It is powered by two 12-volt lawnmower batteries.
Machine Gun Pics
I propose a new type of case for the iPad2 that is also a Solar Powered generating Case.
Colored Super Glues. A co-worker asked around for red super glue and found a small problem... There is no such thing.
see product description
TrashPort- external trash bag carrier for automobiles which allows apartment tenants to dispose trash from their residence to the dumpster.
gants avec fermeture Ã©clair.
Effortlessly hang wall hangings and frames at the right height without unnecessary holes on the wall.
How many time's have you wondered if your garage door is shut? A device/App that will allow us to check after leaving home if door is shut!
Space saving, easy access, truck bed tool organizing product... No more cheesy jimmy-rigged tool holders. Look professional for your client
home bottle depot
Foto Cap
Y-Charger for Two iPhones Car Version
Pixel Art Pad with sensors that link to Electric Imp and smartphone/tablet.
KAYAKERS! I have designed a paddle that adds to your pleasure, for longer running time with way less wear and tear on your body!!!!!!!
Hide your iPad or iPad mini! I don't feel comfortable having my iPad out on the metro. Picture is just one of many possible solutions
DOODY MASTER
Move over MODUS, its the new riding lawnmower. ECO Friendly
MegaBloks Circuits (Mattel+Q)
Storing tampons and pads in your room or bathroom can be bothersome. They always seem to be missing or may need to be hidden for guy guests!
Spade-inator
All Year Round Ceiling Fan
Fastest, most (100%) effective and painless Skin Tag removal system. Skin Tags are gone within 3 minutes, not weeks, no refills to buy.
Heated Blanket/ Mattress Pad
Being able to lift heave things in the kitchen and minimize stress on the back. Transporting larger items from one location to another.
Insulated "ice pack" bowls keep food cold while you party!
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Bento Blocks: A customizable, snap-together drawer organization system inspired by the bento box.
$50 Universal AC/DC Adapter, Transformer Eliminator, Vampire Power Killer, and Uninterruptable Power Supply - Multi-Billion-Dollar Market
Popper is a board kit that allows user's imagination to build different configuration of contraption mechanism to pop balloons. See video.
The COLLAPSIBLE BOTTLE. A water bottle when full, a small disk when empty.
Capture energy from moving vehicles
Turn any light bulb into a smart bulb!
Quirky Brand OLED Tablets.
0 cal Gum all natural very soft chewing gum made from real fruit juice real pure lemon,pure orange,etc,
*Keychain-sized UV Sterilizer* Cleanse your mind and your surroundings with this pocket-sized UV light.
Makeup Air Brush/Hairdryer
The Snack &amp; Store Container - Chips, Pretzels, Pop Corn, etc...2 Lids; Attached Top Lid to Pour &amp; Attached Side Lid to Snack. Keeps Fresh!!
Data Case
Hands free umbrella!
Wine stays fresh when the air is kept out. Why not create something that keeps the air out of an open bottle. Save the taste No more waste!!
the ORIGINAL 'REUZE IT' Produce Bags mesh produce bag for the selection, weighing and storing of fruit and veggies.
Invite No Fly Zone - Food Protection Shield to your party. Every outdoor celebration fights nature's flying bugs, rain, and other debris.
Chrismas Light Panels
MacBooks laptops get too hot on the bottom. I want to invent a zip-up protective case that never heats your lap.
KOOZIE... is a very handy &amp; complete office desk organizer. YES everything an office manager for his daily tasks is at his/her arms length.
Flexible Pizza Stone. Made of many stones rather than a large slat. Allows to "flex" to stick in microwave to warm up stone. Time saver!
A collapsible trash basket, that fits under your desk for easy storage, easy movable and easy cleaning.
A brush for washing inside of glasses and jars that mounts to sink with a magnet or suction cup. Silicone build to reduce glass breakage.
An icebag that bends to fit your neck and stay there while walking around without choking you with a cloth sheath holding flexable metal.
a decorative refillable automatic airfreshener/sanitizer (without having to buy and throw out old cartridges)
Never Forget! (GE)
Grow With Me baby clothes are expandable to grow with your child during the infant and toddler stages.
A new toilet brush that stays in the toilet. No more hands inside the toilet, but to install and replace it. Simply pull handle up and down.
The knife and grater is the perfect accessory for your kitchen.
A Device that warns you on your iphone/smart phone, etc that your garage door has gone up for no reason.
A battery operated fan on a support pole, pointed at bottom, inserted thru a base, with a gasket, for use on uneven surface such as a lawn.
#spotsv Nab any drawstring knot with this rubber disc.Once it's on it stays on to keep your pants on!Just slide it to cinch it or loosen up.
Burn-Me-Not
Q mini portable HD projector... After 63 votes and 93 views I feel theirs a need for this product!
Space Bags...Not!
construction whit bamboo
machine to recycle soap
bobble Tooth Paste Tube Holder
Flexible basket that you can clip on a drill to capture debris when drilling! No need to clean after drilling!
Spin, Squirt, hit the targets, Create Art, A Target aiming Game That Creates Art, Great Fun For All ages
A place to Display my iPhone5 while it charges at night! Can you make one like this for you boy?
A web cam placed inside the oven that broadcast video or images of food over a local network.
SHAMWOW SWIMWEAR
I-Sunny's collapse-able Sunglasses, that clip into the back of your new smartphone case (resubmit)
Badge Sensor Login
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Grip guard keeps your golf grip clean and dry when you take an extra club with you to approach the green or out in the fairway.
A theater booster seat with extensions that prevents the seat from folding up with small children. Current booster seats don't solve this.
Eyes Everywhere
A set of clamp hooks, designed for domestic use.
Green Light switch plate
Glow in the dark mats for safe temporary walk ways. Good for outdoor parties and easy lighting during the summer.
Can you even conceive of the amount of college students who consider making their bed a hassle? Look no further, the solution is here!
PLASTIC, REUSABLE, STACKING WARDROBE BOXES and MOVING BOXES but with WHEELS and a HANDLE (similar to rollerboard luggage
concept).
Meat marinade, tenderizer, liquid injector combination :No extra dirty dishes for marinating, tenderizing and flavor injecting. All-in-one
Baby bottle illuminator for minimal lighting during nighttime feedings.
a dvr that records on a removal card to be played back on multiple electronics
A decorated reusable FACIAL tissue dispenser that uses a roll of toilet paper! Can be made in many different designs,colors,personalized.
New Double Laundry Caddy
Pet Hydration System with bendable/shape-able drinking tube and built-in doggy drinking bowl.
An iPhone quick release tethering system.
Lazy Teddy
An ergonomic comfort-grip padded canvas/plastic handle for all of those plastic and canvas grocery bags and it easily fits in your pocket.
Audio streaming home stereo
Smart shower caddy
DOUBLE HELICAL chopper/crusher
No more Chilly morning Bathrooms. Get tropical with the DRYER HEAT EXCHANGER
See all your socks at once and save drawer space!
Revolutionize the way you measure Wet and Dry ingredients. Collaboration with Vector. See New Video! RESUB: 582 Votes/660 Views
Stainless Steel, premium, luxury look and feel, here comes the STEM 2.0!
SMART OVEN/Microwave. An app warning about your oven going off or your microwave going off! also something burning
Water spraying decoration to set on tables!
ByTheSlice is a reusable, dishwasher and microwave safe pliant plate shaped for eating pizza in its most common settings.
My manicure all in one
A fashion forward iPhone case featuring a loop hole to attach cell phone charms and wrist straps.
I have a very simple idea. Its a clear vinyl extension hose with a clamp that gets attached to the end of a caulk gun for a tight spot.
ATTENTION QUIRKY: A PLUS FOR SANITATION: Every bathroom in the world is in need of "Flushable Moist Wipes". No additional mounts or stands!
No more dreadful "stir constantly until boiling"! Mixer has removeable blades and alarm alerts you when you've reached boiling.
An Affordable and Easy to Carry Personal Homing Beacon!
Flush End Connection Plug
A Cleaning Solution for Tubs, Bathroom Sinks and you only need Sugar! Granular Sugar! The Same sugar you cook with !!
Solar wound mechanical clock. Solar panel powers a small high ratio gear reduced motor to wind a mechanical clock mechanism.
Appliance Combination Lock for the power end connection
"PORTABLE DOOR STOP, FOR A PERSON WITH A STROLLER" Spring loaded, telescoping pole, with a multipurpose rubber wedge on end. An
EXTRA HAND!
Flea and tick powder formula
ATM access using finger prints , great idea for someone who loses debit/credit card on weekends or vacation
Steam Vacuum for Surfaces
Paper recycling device
Eco-Stickiez
Portable Backyard Power
small speaker that clips on to your pet collar,with a small microphone that your clip on your wrist, to pretend your pets are talking
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azdaze
Phone Waist-level viewfinder
Children's Book Spine & Corner Savers
iTourmatch - Audio tour guide in different languages, App for iPhone, iPodtouch, iPad.
ROLL N DRAW. Draw as U skate. Chalk attachment connects to the back of skates. Get kids exercising and develop their creative minds.RESUBMIT
The "Headband Buddy" is a durable, flat plastic case for headbands to prevent them from breaking in transportation or at home.
ModulOS,former UC. Keepin the dream alive! resb2
A gardening chair that stays attached to your backside!
Dim your florescent bulbs without buying the more expensive dimmable bulbs! Regular florescents do not work with dimming or 3-way lamps.
re-usable super market bags with chic designs
iBurner
CYCLOPS
Laptop or tablet? Sometimes you want to touch. Sometimes you need to type. my keyboard design lets you switch from touch to type in seconds.
Home pill dispenser "automatic pill packet loader" that would dispense pills into a small plastic packet.
It's a truly a modern day bookcase. The charging shelf gives you a home to charge your apple I-pad and accessories.
Scented sani-facelettes for massage chairs
An reusable abrasive clean pad that you can actually fill with your favorite cleaning product avail in many colors.
CollarPRO
Redesign the desk lamp with more options for different lighting needs! Studying, lighting the room, or nightlight-wow! 300 plus votes! rsb2
Modular TV Rack (no Speakers)
Summer is near, Introducing The Hand Grip Fan:Hand Grip with built in Fan.
E Z Bacon
Hologram Keyboard
CYCLOPS
easy game skinner
RETRIEVEEZ or as I like to call it Kite Wind,motorized kite line winder.You can put as many kites up and retrive them with eeze.four parts.
Electronic paddle stick.
Resub - Set of glow in the dark remote control stickers. For those remote controls that are not backlit. #spotsv
A mailbox with a front and back door to make sending and retrieving your mail safer and easier.
Sock-A-Roo! A pair of socks with a gusseted pocket on one. Pocket is credit card sized to carry ID, credit card, some cash and/or a key.
'Bottle Bungee' 2 prevent baby bottles/sippy cups from falling onto dirty floors in restaurants & the ground outside-if used w/ a stroller
www.youthoughts.com
EasyClean gutters
Power Walker
â€œWeedZapperâ€ - Surgically eliminate tough weeds. Spray or inject the weed root directly. "Greener Solution &amp; Super Soaker Technology"
a drying rack for baggies. a lot of baggies may be used again after a good washing. this would help some to keep plastics out of landfills.
Ladies, apply mascara without getting it on your eyelid with my light weight, sanitary, disposable lid protector.
micro mini belt
Introducing a fold away bathroom scale! No more stubbed toes and bruised heals. A solution is finally at hand or under foot...
An electric push-cart device for home and business use to melt snow away, as opposed to snow shovels and loud, inefficient snowblowers.
Towel Balls
Let Your Vacuum Do The Heavy Lifting! Easily Carry Cleaning Supplies from Room to Room with a Strap-On Vacuum Pouch and Paper Towel Holder!
Shower head that allows you to set the ideal temperature range for your shower and won't spray water at you unless it's within that range.
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a
Stic....one great idea stuck to another. if the ipad could talk it would say "stic", "you complete me".
Salt & Pepper +
Cordless Bonnet Hairdryer Battery charged or car pluggin wearable fanny pack Style Hair under bonnet - Adjust settings - Move around
Keep your crayons at your fingertips. This product is wonderful for those creative types!
A cheap,small toothbrush with toothpaste in the toothbrush itself for 1 , 2 or 3 time brushing your teeth.
Quick Boiler
Gardners MUST HAVE TOOL, GIFT IDEA, gardens, green house, potted plants. This tool is for cultivating any size plant, with out DAMAGE!!
The Infinity watch
KLIP-EEZ
A dispenser that holds both tissue box and toilet paper. A convenient location for both items.
An adapter that allows a new iPhone &amp; iPad to be powered by another phone's charger; also works in reverse... PLUS 4GB USB storage built in.
The MEDICINE MANAGER. Iphone case with storage for people who take medication daily with an App or alarm they can set as a reminder.
Mission Redline(Quirky+Mattel)
Reusable plastic tableware that glows in the dark!
USB tracker, will let you know where they are so you never lose them again
The Fishing Buddy
Remote Controlled Speaker with changing lights. Light up the party.Designed for Kids, Teens, and Adults. Attach iDevice.
Airline Carry-on bag with pump action vacuum storage.
AA..Q~CHARGING~Space Saving, Dual~CHARGER...Now U can charge your iPad/iPhone or iPod in the same space. Plus a "Q" stylish Cord!! =/:@))>>
a wallet on your case when you slip the button you get your debit card.ect..
Rocker arm Toaster-Switches easily by pivoting from an upright position to lying flat for Pizza, Tortillas, cheeze toast and more.
Visor Wrap - An easy secure method of mounting your phone or gps that reduces the amount of eye and head movement to a minimum.
The CLEAN, easy to SANITIZE & store toilet plunger- After you clear the problem from your toilet, what do you do with the dirty plunger?
CAR-MUNICATION! A transparent LCD screen that hangs on any car window allowing you to display in the moment comments to other drivers!
Pivot Power GE, let's share Quirky's patent and use their distribution channel
App enabled Home Fire Alarm
It's a combo coffee / food thermos! Why store them separately when they can be stacked and carried conveniently together? rsb1
A Dolly for ALL Instruments!
PumicePower True MagicalEraser
self powered bluetooth enabled shower head speaker.play your favourite tunes while showering
Crying babies? Sex-crazed neighbors? Blaring music? Don't lose sleep over it! Make your room a silent cocoon &amp; do it easily &amp; in style! ZZZ!
portable power
PET ENERGY
DIY iPhone and iPad Skins. Each skin comes in different designs, with different artwork on them. But it's your job to color them in!
Let's face it, women love jewelry! Especially, if you can change the look with just one SNAP! Accessorize from day to night in just seconds!
Bluetooth Silicone Keyboard Hand Bag:For carrying smartphone,license,credit cards,cash.#Resub 9 months ago.
Gas glove-slips on/off easily-prevents germs from nasty pump handles-snap allows hands-free pumping if latch missing/broken-keeps hand warm.
Donâ€™t floss because itâ€™s too much of a hassle? Ring floss can make flossing easy. Slip a finger into each ring and begin flossing.
Laptop Self-charger
Airline Carry-on bag with pump action vacuum storage.
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Provide a Carbon Monoxide monitor in your smart phone charger and an app alerting you if the Carbon Monoxide reaches dangerous levels.
SecureIT, Theft deterrent cable and locking case/stand/mount fastens to fixed objects or person, and does not interfere with interfaces.
A case with an extension at the end that consists of an empty cavity, causing an 'amplifier' effect by bouncing sound waves off and out.
PURITY (Portable Filtered Water Bottle): Pure, great tasting water anywhere without the cost, trash, & carbon emissions of bottled water.
Reusable shopping bags that you will actually reuse because you will always have them with you.
A Core Workout Platform you stand on. Just twist from side to side and feel the resistance in your core. No medicine ball needed.
Partying at the beach is fun , but not when you have to carry a heavy table. The solution is a light weight durable foldable table.
A light weight, sturdy snap on that will attach and conform to a broom that holds and dispenses sanitizing wipes.
My Idea would be a Portable Vaccum with a Retractable Handle. Do floors also Interchange to a hand-held once the Pole is pushed back in.
Set posts into post holder then set holder into concrete. Holder stays in concrete posts can be removed anytime without disturbing concrete.
There are TONS of great drawing apps for the iPad and iPad mini-the medium for drawing is changing. Let's make an Apple drawing case/bag
"Windy" - The only Multi or Single Garment Ceiling Fan wind Drying System With Expandable Coat Hangers For Incredibly Fast Drying.
CORKy Flashlight
Ismart phone car starter
Interchangeable Peeler - Comes with 5 detachable heads with various thicknesses to Peel, Shave and Slice. Use for fruits, vegetables, etc.
BOTTLE BRIGHT
#spotsv Making the perfect cup of tea requires a great infuser.Scoop your best portion and enjoy the best aromatic taste anytime.
Lapel Pin Mic
, The copper that is pressed onto the scissor teeth, the gripper and the knife tip, for some reason kills germs, like might be passed on.
The 2-1 'Squeeze N Brush' combines your daily task of teeth brushing, into 1 clean, easy to use product!
Air less bread box
Flying Insects are pesky, infective, filthy creatures! Say NO to tanks, sprays, and plastic or electronic swatters. Meet the answer next.
3wheel engine bike,s 3wh ski)
Proper Side Condom
A case for the Mac mini! These are small Apple computers starting at $599. Resubmit
Super Paper
The Prop-a-Squat, a mini portable, folding, backwoods camping toilet. Allows novice/squeamish/elderly campers to enjoy camping and hiking.
Simple handheld egg shell blower for hard boiled eggs removes shell in seconds MUST SEE VIDEO
Sports vest for the new Iphone 5
Cybernet Doorman is a home office amenity that blends your work-live-travel, 24x7 global life -- part of Electronic-BoardroomTMVi(r) Toolkit
Special straw that will help keep the ice at the bottom of a cup so you are always drinking from the coldest section of the cup.
Voice Activated Toilet Seat
An add on speaker or a shield that directs the sound on the new iPad to the front of the device for watching movies in a loud environment.
Its a combination vacuum and mop for the bathoom! So you don't have to sweep and then mop you can do it all with one tool at one time.
Box of one solid color Laptop keyboard vinyl stickers. The letters, number, space bar etc. Each box with a different choice of colors
Save the Environment Stuffy!
Airline Carry-on bag with pump action vacuum storage.
ALL IN ONE KEYBOARD
Five-liter container with removable central "column" which is entered in the freezer.It keeps our drinks cool!
My idea is a light up coaster, specifically, one that lights up when a drink is placed on it. They could be made in many color schemes.
Portable Fan System
The Utility Patented Ultimate Smoker Grill is new. A relief which allows the grill to become a smoker grill.
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Sippy Cup and Snack Cup All in 1
Resubmit-Magnified Slap Bracelet w/light-Wear it on your wrist instead of carrying glasses to read fine print throughout the day. Many uses!
A baby monitor that can be accessed by any smart phone using an app. You can hear your baby crying or see them with camera on your phone.
my little patient
Flour and Sugar Dispenser
App-Enabled Smart Watering--Water your outdoor plants/garden while you're away...via WiFi
***SCREEN (MESH) DOOR or WINDOW PROTECTOR ***Tired of your pet putting their paws thru your screen door? Here's a stylish solution!
Bottle I
A plug adaptor that angles parallel to the wall and gives you 6 outlets eliminating power strips and the SPACE between walls and furniture.
A premium light Beer refesher
Flexible Hair Twisters twist around your hair. No more boring pony tails. Grab a twister and wrap it around hair! Thin/thick/straight/curly
The Drill Paddle by IDEA'Z is a lightweight 1.5 pound portable water paddle powered by an ordinary cordless drill. attaches to the front.
Disposable pillow case for the sick bed. Keep mucus, spittle, &amp; vomit off pillows as well as spilled medicine &amp; food. Vid demo and prototype
Wireless Bicycle Gear Shifting Pedal:Shift the gears on your bicycle with your foot instead of with your hand.
Belly Buttons - A fashionable solution for expecting mothers who do not want to buy new pants when their weight changes during pregnancy.
Indoor/outdoor portable fan with rechargeable battery, usb-plug cable. Big enough to be powerful, small enough for laguage and beach
GripZ, spoon and spatula set, thick gel-like comfort grips, shorter handles, better leverage, make it easy for grandma to make cookies again
stop wasting time shreading when you can wash away your bills.
Portable Fan System
Pen/Pencil locking clip. Pens and Pencils just dont clip well to anything and fall off easily, Make the clip on them snap closed to items
I have invented an ipod tripod that uses a single suction cup and a tripod.
Clothes for Mouse
Eco-Screen
Tilt-It! Tiltable Teapot Plate! Search: Ahmed Bawany
A shelf of the future...now! Installs in moments with no tools or adhesives. Can be moved anytime you like on any surface you like.
All-in-one Picture Perfect
Manual Water Purifier
An app for GE products including voice activated fridge shopping list.
The meditation bubble would be to meditation like the yoga mat is to yoga. Inside the bubble conveys you're in meditation. Do not interrupt.
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
FLUSHABLE RESTROOM WETWIPES
A wireless blutooth keyboard that has a backlight that allows customers to see their keyboard better in the day, and perfectly in the night.
A case such as an Otterbox that has solar technology that allows the iphone to have at least a minimal charge
Heated Press On Patch Machine. No more IRONING BOARDS or IRONS needed. Quick and easy. Any patch will do. Customize your patches.
WINDY
A Real Page Turner - Piano Sheet Music Page Turner
Hanger cleaning supplies
Tsunami Ring Reminder
138 votes already! Imagine if Stem could fit onto hot sauce, olive oil, vinaigrette bottles that would spray with even distribution on food!
My Idea is a innovative designed Highlighter Set. The 3 highlighters are covered by a flexible rubber cup.
R.C. detector an easier way to find your remote control without the hassle and the time looking all over for it.
mIcroscope - attach a fiber optic cable from your i-Pad camera to a microscope to see the world up close!
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Do you hate to change out the empty toilet paper roll? How about a vertical toilet paper holder that has unique toppers to match decors?
A multi-purpose back scratcher with posable fingers.
People not pulling to the right for emergency vehicles, (Police, Fire, and EMS) because they are playing loud music in their car.
Archimedes' screw
weed eater wheels
A Reusable Door Hanger base for Marketing Material, with a QR Code :Resubmit:
Rolling Pre-Sorted Hamper Dresser; Hampers that roll from your bedroom to laundry room with clothes already separated.
K-CUP HOLDER: Thin plastic and folds flat. An inexpensive alternative to the $15-$25+ holders on the market. #spotsv
Clean Paws
the all in one backpack
Hot Shot
How would you like protection from the suns probing rays and the summers sweltering heat and humidity? I have two word Umbrella-Fan
#spotsv Easily and quickly bundle those magazines and loose papers without the slack using this rope rings with sliding clips.
Lowes Switchblade Flashlight.
Foldable Stand Up Paddle Board that disassembles in three pieces. This saves storage space and let's you travel with your board anywhere!
Easy floss mouthwash
In Home Health and Wellness Station, never forget to take meds, check vitals daily, adapts to home care medical equip- Compact 2'x3' Model.
A hand-held tablet sized screen that is an iPhone dock to make an iPhone into an iPad! Make two devices out of one!
Organize your crochet thread and needles in The Organizer Craft!
This cleaning supply organizer is called Rack It!!It hangs on the door of the kitchen or bathroom sink.It can hold all of your supplies.
AC Drainage Pipe Cleaning Methods... will eliminate the calls to AC Service Tech because your AC is NOT functioning and is YES... OOFF.
Over-The-Sink Dishwashing Gloves Holder
A "Super Slim" Pen Stylus that works with the new smart cover. Great for designers that use Sketchpad apps.
Here's a shelf that you can fit in 10 seconds. No tools, no problem, you don't need any. Finally a Speed-Shelf.
Next Generation GPS Holder/Mount that keeps the driver's attention where it's needed...On the road!
Real-time iPhone traffic app that provides a safety rating for a given area when presenting options for going around accidents.
Picture this: You're lying in bed, crazy day. You look up and see stars twinkling.
Doggy Belt Pouch
Wink enabled Smart Laundry Bags for kids. Let Smart Laundry Bags help your kids help you.
Wrench with telescoping handle. The handle of the wrench can slide out by pushing a release button giving you more leverage!
Stylus pen with lens cleaner spray and screen cleaning pad. Keep your phone &amp; tablet clean. #spotsv
Oxygen Tube Collector
AutoNote (v2.0)
How do I ORGANIZE CORDS NOT IN USE? Evidence for a lot CONSUMER FRUSTRATION!!! Untapped market, fits with Quirky's product line.
Floor stand with speaker and can be used to use your ipa (play, watch vids) and also to take videos and pictures.
A new way to carry your stuff. Its thin, soft, sexy and designed for people on the move. Personal items or your tablet.This design works.
To design a sensor to be placed inside my 30 yr old Leica SLR body, to replace film roll, and see photo wirelessly on any device eg tablet.
Windy Tree Beach Umbrella
Video Space Crawler. Never Get's stuck. Interchangeable functions. Self-correcting component housing. [[[DOWNLOAD THE VIDEO]]]
A Sheet of Peel and Stick Rubber Feet, disposable, sticky on one side, and sold in sheets with different sizes, can be cut to fit #spotsv
Do you wish lights turned on as you walked into rooms and the TV responded to your voice instead of that remote you always lose? Now you can
GS Pool dome tent
Lets create a true colored band-aid for each skin color. Band-aid for every ethnic color. White, black, tan, etc.. "Shade-aid"
Multibags
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Pet waste poop bags, not to worry if bag has a hole/tear. This one will have cotton thick lining on bottom of bag similar to a pee pad.
With our busy lives, we need a thermos for our caffeinated beverage that can keep up with us through school, work, errands, studying, etc.
iPad stand with a removable keyboard/speakers that you can set the iPad into, that can be used for note taking in class
A fold-able holder for disposable tableware, plates, and cups to keep everything in place and safe from getting blown away by the wind.
A Buttermill. A kitchen gadget that would thinly slice butter so you can spread on toast, pancakes,or anything easily. Saves calories
Rubber finger topper....the topper that will fit on your pen, highlighter or pencil that will allow you to separate two pages easly.
24" neon plastic needle to re-thread those strings that come loose in the wash on your athletic pants or hoodies. Who needs a safety pin?!
Swiveling Power Adapter/USB Charger. Closed it provides 2 power plugs and 2 USB ports. Open it up for 2 more of each!
The Choice Chair
What You "See" Is What You Get .....
Chilled Coffee &amp; Cream
White, all-cotton socks dyed only on the upper portion that is not covered by the shoes. You can be foot healthy and fashionable.
Do you have tons of cords but can't figure out where to put them? Here's the Solution. Resub
Accessories Of Ps Vita Place Add in Him Game Of Ps Vita All Want It .
Gas Tank Tool Box
A stylish wristlet phone case/purse has easy access to the phone and especially it's camera feature as well as to credit cards and cash.
the batteries are charged indepently from the iphone and any number can be carried as extra Hence no need to charge the iphone
A heated ice cream scooper
"Wireless Cordless Solar-Powered Lawn Mover Robot" with Programmable and Controlled App from iOS iPhone or iPad.
The Finger Utility Knife is the most convenient tool to use when you need to open a bunch of boxes without misplacing your knife.
MODULAR DRAWER ORGANIZER Bring order to your drawers with our innovative, adjustable, Modular Drawer Organizers.
KeyKatcher
Don't Forget Me!
The "Bed Rake" an easy way to unload your truck with out having to move ya butt
A spice rack that is set inside the wall and disquised as framed art. mount anywhere in the kitchen that is convenient and reachable
2 offset-overlapping visors as part of baseball-style cap, providing functionality of a wide-brim hat & emphasizing 2 logos, & fun factor.
iAlarm- The High Decibel Defender
Sponge material on a cleaning glove. The yellow part might be on the palm of the hand, and the green on the back.
Click 'n STAND - Modular Standing Kitchen Utensil System w/Drip Guard. Assorted Heads Click into Upright Handle! No More Messy Counters!
SUPfloater
Funky Chicken Game: FLIP your bugs into the spinning chicks beak - watch out - it might spit them out at you. First to get rid of bugs wins
I shred everything that comes off my desk with all the recycling going on, why not a double bin shredder. 1 for non-recyling, 1 for recyling
Snow Melt Pad. Hate shovling? hard spot to shovel? Roll this heating pad onto your sidewalk before the storm and watch the snow melt.
bottle/jug cleaner that has too small of opening for a brush cleaner
Refrigerator E-Ink Display
Trash can that empties from the front! No need to hall out of the top. Drawer-like canister slides out easily for removal of bag. rsb
Sunglasses/spectacles with an opaque strip across the top so that when facing the sun one can just tilt the head down to block out the rays.
The Yellow Diamond Sponge
Voice activated home lighting. Simply replace your old light switch with this streamlined voice activated switch.
Ever get tired of looking at the little letters on your earphones to see which earbud or speaker goes on which ear? Introducing...The Sleeve
Ultraviolet Light Protection accessory for sunglasses, wear it for promotions, sporting events, the next summer games, the Olympics at Rio?
Assisted Trash Receptacle
(your home Treasure chest), heavy duty box,water proof and fire resistant, with a GPS Locator maybe SIM Card? Phone Resubmit
mp3 Box
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NEVER plug your iPhone to a wall outlet again. Ever. Let the movements of your daily life do the charging for you.
My idea would allow any guitarist to have any body shape, headstock shape, and graphic/color on their guitar. It would be all-in-one!!
A (911) emergency iPhone case with a small battery. Good for at least one emergency call.
The Kindler
Crank-Case: Protect and Power your iPad Mini(Could Also Work for the iPhone) (Power and Functional Cases Categories)
Do you remember when your mom,friends or roommate asked why there were so many dirty clothes on the floor? And actually half was clean...
A full-fledged keyboard that is completely touched based, has no physical buttons, and is fully customizable to fit the users style or need.
Cornhole tournament for family and friends for all ages groups.Light finger foods with drinks. Have a score board available for competition.
People get frustrated with their TRASH CAN. Does your bag get stuck inside? Does garbage fall out? TIME TO UPDATE how the can works!
A tough, self-inflating blanket for amazing comfort at beach, camping, etc. (like Aerobed but thinner). Comes w/removable terrycloth cover.
Cooling Rack Converter
SWS, Steel Wool Saver
Multi-Room Baby Monitor
Who wants to pop my pimples ? Well, if you don't want to, I'll use my i-tweez tweezers. Tweezers with Bluetooth camera built in!
Coffee Clasps, Resuable Coffee Cup Holders
Bathroom Cord Management - eliminate the CLUTTER of bathroom appliance cords! Works for BLOW DRYERS, flat irons, and many more!
Coffee Pot(ted plants) - Used coffee grounds can be used as fertilizer in coffee pot shaped planters for indoor use.
Doorbell Sans Bell
Nursing my baby night night
Electronics Organizer for remotes, cell phone and tablet. Fits snug under your cushion!
A steering wheel sleeve that contains several touch/strike (velocity) sensitive pads, mini speakers, and blue tooth capability.
New Ring for on your Hand, Bracelet or necklace that is wifi connected to your Smart Phone,wallet and keys :resubmit:
A pen drive to storage your researches!
DIGITAL WATER METER
light switch/timer
Not only does the jack become hard to wind up,but keeping the parts together is tedious .This makes the job take longer than it should.
MICROTOASTER
Hang your pocket drives on your laptop so you won't drop them and look cool doing it.
Smart Bicycles - Convert a regular bicycle to an electric bicycle with a simple add on motor and connected smart app! (85% vote:view ratio)
Rearrings - Reverse Earrings
Slat case. iPhone5 case with unlimited accessory options. See it to believe it! rsb1
An app to monitor the time that you are blinking your eyes to alert you that you are falling asleep.
A hammock designed to hold just about anything and everything off of the floor! From dolls to books!. Even yourself! It's stylish & useful!
It's a Cool armband mp3 case that has a build in red LED that flashes for safety when jogging at night. Fits all nanos & the iPod Touch.
Power strip with a twist and a USB port.
Loss Prevention of wallet, keys, cell phone, etc. using an electronic alerting device.
Ice Cream Cool and Warm Bowl
Introducing the AWEbrella - the All Weather Umbrella: the re-genesis of the umbrella for year round use in all kinds of weather.
Rain/water resistant tennis ball. Why? Scale. Tennis is int'l; US's fastest growing sport; Rain=Underutilized $$$$ tennis court real estate.
Almost everyone where a cap from time to time. And caps can be expensive. A good baseball or football cap can run from $20-$25 dollars each.
Sideview Cameras
Putting a small heating element in the handle of a fishing rod, runnin a small wire to the tip &amp; thru the guides powered by a small battery
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Ultra Portable Lightning port &amp; USB cable for the iPhone 5/New iPods (shaped like a Flash Drive)
Let's make a device to Melt and Re-mold all those broken crayons. Is it not frustrating to have a box full of broken or very small crayons.
Tablet stilts. Watch movies comfortably on the plane. No more kinked neck, strained eyes or tired hands.
E Scavenger
TIRED OF HAVING YOUR MP3 RUN OUT OF POWER WHILE YOU LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE SONGS NO WAY TO CHARGE IT WHILE ON
THE ROAD WELL NO MORE.
Alkaline Battery Tester for iPhone. Plug it in and test your batteries.
Mess-free Egg Pan. Crack your eggs &amp; Keep the mess inside the pan..
The Toilet Target. The toilet target aims for keeping bathrooms cleaner by providing a target in the toilet. Made of an easy to apply vinyl.
A awesome way to hold your electronic device while on the toilet or in the shower.
With a Bug resistant mailbox w/ solar light you no longer have to fumble in the dark retrieving your mail or wonder what insects lurk inside
Built in or detachable scrubber/sponge onto the gloves. It is ergonomic and comfortable not concerned of holding on the scrubber/sponge.
Wireless backlit keyboard that magnetically attaches to the SmartCover. Can be folded to act as a stand, so keyboard is angled beneath iPad2
A Hip Accessory
2nd Chance. A first aid kit that includes all the necessary needs to survive along with a GPS to allow emergency units to find you.
No more big chunks of cold butter on your toast. A butter mill that would thinly slice a thin ribbon Less calories better toast or pancakes
This insulated container will be the only one on the market specifically designed for carrying, and serving homemade ice cream.
Smart Car Entertainment
Counter Edge Protector
A biodegradable weed killer putty stuffed into a driveway's cracks. Disperses slowly over months and eliminates constant spraying/digging.
FLEXI [GEN 2.0]: What is it? A playroom stool, yoga mat, camping seat, beach lounger, travel buddy, picnic-goer. It does everything.
The Milky Way
ManBarker - A simple app to quiet dogs and interrupt people who bark at you.
Zapatillas Convertibles
AQUA-PUC: Make money while you shower. [VIDEO]
Battery powered Frosting Applicator with hot, warm, and cold settings. Comes with interchangeable applicator tip designs.
Solar Powered "Sticky" Clock
POP & GLOW BALON SET
Changing the lighting colour with LEDs embedded in the ceilings of buildings. This can be synchronised to light outside the building.
Give your germy, stinky kitchen sponge what it needs most--a bath. SpongeBath XP is THE cleaning solution for the dirty sponge.
A simple device that makes your driving more comfortable as well as your desk chair and any area where you rest your elbows to work or play.
Unlock your house doors with your iPhone! No more bulky keys to carry around! Simply pull out your iPhone and scan the QR Code.
The Black Ice Illuminator
"Slider" trash picker
Save the planet, look cool! With TreeHoody's dark green sleeves &amp; hood, brown body &amp; full zipper, the wearer may be mistaken for a tree!
Screen Magnifier
Password Professor
A Urinal cup holder which easily attaches to the top nut on the flush valve of any urinal or toilet. It's perfect for the bar or stadiums.
The Chalkline Protractor Resubmit
Get rid of blackheads and pimples by using a syringe with a silicone washer at the end to vacum out the oil, why are we still using fingers?
App-Enabled Clear Suction Window Speakers with "Stained Glass" Images. Put a new twist on how and where you listen to music.
Convert your small or decorative trash can to securely and neatly use and reuse plastic grocery bags as can liners. Just look at the pics.
Good Grips
Mug Temp Indicator
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Do you just LOVE cleaning toilet plungers by hand? Yeah, that's what I thought! Here's come the touchless self cleaning plunger.
I have a putter design that will aid in lining up the ball and will help in bringing the putter straight back and straight forward.
An App that would monitor the furnace, refrigerator, air conditioner and alert the owner in case of breakdown or in need of maintenance.
Homedics FLIR Body SCANNER
Mouse Muffler
Folding up umbrella for the cyclists.It can be helpful everywhere where the bikes are the part of everyday life.
Pen Bracelet
Working in my garage, everytime I go into the house I track sawdust and dirt in. This is a nuisance and upsets the wife.
Reclaim your tray table work surfaces on planes and trains, with a laptop desktop.
Electrical Cord Jacket! It's a Velcro cover that fits over many loose cords and creates organization. #SPOTSV
Family Fun iPad2 Floor "Bat Mat" 36 square w/bat design or bat shape soft pad (like yoga mat) iPad2 slips in securely in middle to use.
Umbrella car clip
Veggie cutter
vitta is 1 peace of flexible rubber that can stretch around the flat screen tv and computer monitor comes in a variety of colors.
Poppy Wave Air Freshener
Improve the grip of the iPhone 5 without impacting the aesthetic of the device.
YES YOU CAN/BOTTLE MAT!A different and convenient way to create more space in your fridge,cabinet anywhere you have multiple Cans or Bottles
Picture this, a Hockey Tree that deodorizes and sanitizes your child's expensive hockey equipment and keeps it clean and dry all set to go
I want to solve the problem of carrying food from home to office/class.As a studient i have a lot of problems with that.
Spocket
Dog Toy stuffed with RED stuffing. Organic Cotton. Check out my YETI prototype..
Garbage cans with interchangeable bag dispensing tubes. For households that reuse plastic shopping bags for garbage can liners.
A soft rubber wrap for flatscreen televisions, computer desktops, etc. Similar to iPhone skins. Customizable colors, textures and patterns.
ENVELOPE CLIPS: Clips that are shaped like envelopes, to hold envelopes together. Push the envelope! #spotsv
Custom Cruet Kit
Properly scaled down mini pivot power usb
An attractive piece of furniture that stores, quiets, and protects (from dust/pets/germs) your CPAP machine (millions have sleep apnea)
For arthritis hand pain where a pain patch wont do.Have the medicated pad be in a fingerless glove and wow!you can wear this anytime
App for Smartphone for Fish Tank or Swimming Pool water. Reads Temperature,PH, Chlorine or Ammonia Levels and alerts you when levels go bad.
Sunflower (Rollin cap)
Tanning oil with insect repellent... Two in one tanning oil...
RollerBall! A Game Similar to Basketball for You and Your Dog.
BotÃ³n instantÃ¡neo
Laser Pointer Cellphone case
#spotsv Stack up those coffee mugs easily with this product and save on space. It doubles as a decorative coaster too.
Snow Matt
A device that can burn letters and drawings from a mobile app onto a piece of bread.
Where do you put your drink while golfing on a hot summer day if you are walking the course and pulling your clubs on a cart? Nowhere.
Baby bottle with air expelling apparatus and optional formula storage.
BBQ's bring families together. No better way to protect the food you bbq to your guests outdoors, then have motion detector covering trays.
iPhone Stand to surf in your Bed.
Bio-Bolt
More than just a stand. Its flexibility allows for use inside, outside, in the shop, kitchen, home office and much more.
No more using fingers on your Ipad because you forgot where your stylus is. Now there is no need to remember, it's right on your Ipad case!
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An iPad FaceTime stand shaped like shoulders: hands free, adjustable, makes interaction more human, fun for kids and adults, safe for iPad
Find-my-baby is a bracelet/pin your kids can wear in large crowds for safety. They transmit both a GPS and direct signal to your cell phone.
It's lightweight,easy to move,and is your ultimate cleaning supply friend...You will fall in love with this product!
Soft scrub pillow that is filled with any cleaning solution. Click in the scrub pad and press the spray button and wipe surface clean.
Tosties Luxury you enjoy daily
Perfect couple in the making
The Roofing Protractor Resubmit
runwash
Erector Set Bed.
The Tulip (Real Simple)
The Flexi Connection/Adaptor is a helpful gadget that will give you the tranquility to install any electronic device.
Soap Cutter/Container For The Shower. Cut Expensive Soap Into Individual Portions. Extend The Life Of Bar. LUSH Inspired. Rectangle Or Round
L&C Space Saving Wink Scale
The "iBall" Innovative iPad Holder/Stand: Comfortablly hold your iPad in landscape or portrait mode with full screen and speaker access.
Retractable Christmas Lights. Never untangle your strings of Christmas lights again. Easy Storage!
Improved coffee cup lid
A portable hand cranked water boiling cup that does not need an electric output connection, to be used to prepare noodles and coffee
Clip on Collar and Cuffs
Smell Detector. Home smell detector for those you lost their sense of smell. Appeasing neighbors complaints about foul odors. (#aging)
Push Up Pods
Ice Water bags
iPhone 5 CASES WITH ANIMAL EARS AND HORNS.
MagnoPan. Steel pan with Magnetic Silicone Lid that connects using magnetism. Easy Method to keep food covered in oven and fridge
Attach and reattach key-chain-like location devices to keys/kids/leave inside car/dog collar/friends/ to easily locate anything with iPhone.
Phone case with fuzzy Velcro back. Stick anything to your phone (clip,stand,strap), stick your phone to anything (walls,desks,etc)!
Electric cookie sheets/muffin tins, resistive elements imbedded within cookware provideing localized and conserved heat from stacking.
BT Earpiece capsule! Keeps your bluetooth earpiece dry, protected, accessible. No more fumbling around. Cable winder. See it here...
Simple dashboard pen holder. Can hold money, pens, chapstick. Stick it where ever!
Garment weights that can easily be attached and removed from clothing to keep items in place. They can be decorative or subtle.
My idea? Carrying extra juice for your electronic devices, incorporation of a backup battery inside a gel insole charge w/retractable cable.
Tired of those back pains well here is a solution for everyone a portable memory foam cushion for your comfort and relaxation its worth it.
Automatically have your bedroom lights dim to a comfortable lighting and then turn off.
Neoprene Playing Rug. Never hurt your knees anymore. Get rid of the small dirt parts. Shape it as a funnel to dump all the (small) parts.
Retractable matting. A great way to hide it when it is not useful, and your kitchen will be more beautiful!
Instant toothbrush
Quirky Totems! (Use 'em as USB stands, post notes on 'em, decorate 'em, pin 'em, etc.)
ENABLING YOUR WARDROBE POTENTIAL VIA APP.
The "Lighted Lead" -Durable construction while Rechargeable/Retractable. Helps keep you and your pet safe at night- Batteries not required!
Combo DVD/Memory Card Player or Combo Blu Ray/Memory Card Player
Flexible READING GLASSES you wear as a BRACELET. No more searching for your reading glasses. Wear on your wrist and READ WITH EASE.
Oven Fires Detector
Do you watch Hulu/Netflix on PC? How to pause/play? Use space bar on keyboard, right? We need a remote "space bar" for this purpose. #spotsv
UV Faucet
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Faith Love Hope Shirts
I want to eat my veggies. Give me them in pringle chip style! Green bean chips, FRUITS TOO, Apple cinnamon chips, Spegetti and garlic chips
Provide beginning fishermen with a completely filled tackle box with all the experts picks on tackle.
free flow
SocketCinch!
Dirty tile grout in the kitchen or bathroom? This device could save the day!
Don't bin it - eat it!!
LED cases that come in different colors!
A portable,circular, spinable platform that makes sharing food on the table that much easier! No more hassle and getting your sleeves dirty!
'HOLD it EASY' iPAD Mini Case that also acts as a STAND. RESUB
In restuarants employees must wash hands, install a bacteria detecting device, or moisture device
USB Flash Drive / Lightning Cable Headbands
Label Cutting Device CUT that always itching label in your pants, shirts, shorts. Cuts as short as possible without cutting up your cloths
Vertical foam nozzle tm I have made a nozzle that will allow you to apply foam to a vertical surface. See videos at www.eznozzle.com
Be Alerted When Your Fly is Down before It's Too Late!! (GUYS ESPECIALLY)
Car front seat - Center console mesh trap, for avoiding the hassle of searching fallen items while driving.
#spotsv - Portable Cleaning Wipe Cases -- for hand, eyeglasses, produce, stain removers, etc.
Tired of those pesky small pieces of soap leftover which are often too tiny to use? How about an apparatus that would mold new bars?
Bar soap saver
Calming Reading Light: Clip on reading light that does not emit the wavelengths of light that suppress melatonin
GreenBag
Dual Large Touch Screen Mobiles Holder, if you always carry 2 phones, i.e. an iPhone &amp; Android/smartphone, then this is the product for you.
Baby's Ride
Save your stereo receiver and laptop from your cuddly kitties (and their hair) and instead give them a heated, fan powered cat bed.
Removable and replaceable mattress pillow top with different firmness and thickness. Making the mattress both firm and pillow top one.
Book Holder Strap
This cleaning product is so compact, simple, and easy to use to wash your car, boat, bicycle or fishing poles. Your kids would love it...
WIND RESISTANT BEACH TOWEL.
GreenBag
The Gulp Holder Can Secure Any Size Drink in Your Automobile
rolling papers with just the adhesive strip
How to keep coffee in big grande cups from Starbucks and Peets hot? A re-chargeable reusable sleeve warmer that can be slipped on the cup!
Instrument/Microphone jack for the iPad.
Hang It Helper - Makes Hanging a Group of Pictures Easier - Hammer That Nail into your Wall Right the First Time
Green Case
Using any standard size brand of kleenex box the bottom third usually falls below the grab point of retrieval,then you grab a fistful.
ROLL ON Correction Fluid aka "Wite Out".
Toilet Odor Removal System-Never experience foul odors while using the restroom ever again! My unique invention looks as good as it performs
Stair Square Manufactured in Taiwan Need distribution for North America, can provide exclusive for the imperial version, :resubmit :
Air Filter Sleeve
A refrigerator water dispenser is so easy to use, But NOT to fill our water pitcher's up! This type of device can solve this problem! :)
a flashing strobe light that goes on your mailbox or the front of your house when you call 911 so the police find our house quickly
A spring clip that prevents burned fingers when retrieving odd sized bread slices from a toaster. Great for warming up tortillas.
Sliding SunVisor
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Increased light privacy blinds
Hands-free Video Recording using iPhone. A phone case which can affix to chest or a helmet to record while driving, fishing,skiing,playing.
Flexible Graphite Wiper Blades
Frozen Treat BY YOU
A hoster for pants belt.
Walkergy
smart fan
Phone-to-phone charging while out on the town using a male-to-male phone adapter with app for controlled directional charging.
Electric Timer - Twist & Plug
Four passenger baby stroller for women with four or more children.One,two,or three seats fold away making it into one,two or three stroller.
VITTA IS 1 peace of bubber or plasic thats flexable and can stretch around the flat screen tv to a prefect fit something like a phone case..
Protective case similar to an otter box that also has a built in security chord feature so that you never have to worry about theft
A simple two part wireless device designed to easily eliminate a great deal of fear and anxiety for dental patients of all ages.
A mood light that can act like a baseboard, ceiling molding, crown molding or a stand alone accent to be attached to virtually anything.
Re-usable Sticky Notes
An exfoliating loofah that can wash your back with ease! No more buying two products for one job!
The emergency responder gps tracker. Gps systems in your car will see upcoming code3 vehicles from any direction and alert you on your gps.
Perfect Cake knife!
Dog collar and leash in One
Comprised of a toy with a midsection similar in shape and function to an accordian, this toy can be filled with air or water to expand.
When you go to the gym &amp; you don't know what to do with your keys,towel,ear phones and water bottle?what do you do with them?
T&amp;C Kettles (T=tea C=coffee)
A versatile cable and device management system that raises loose and often-used cables and devices in the air. Saves space! Cleaner desk.
Sports Band with ring for attachment to iPhone. Includes matching case with corresponding rubber string to attach. NO MORE FALLS
Resub - 362 votes!!! Solar powered cooler keeps drinks cooler longer, charges cellphone, mosquito repellent &amp; LED light 2 keep party going
#spotsv Suction cup or adhesive button with rubber band. Loopits extension. Tons of uses.
KNEAT KNACK STACK RACK
Emergency Locator
a peanut butter jar that has a screw bottom similar to a "roll on" deodorant to push the peanut butter to the top of the jar.
The Little Green Man is basically a little green man that clips to the side of a beer can or glass while you are playing drinking games.
Smart file folder
Xpand iPhone Case: Preserve your most prized possession with this beastly expanding roll-cage. WATCH THE VIDEO! http://youtu.be/m7CxwDx-jyo
WHATS A PICNIC WITHOUT A BLANKET?ONE LESS THING TO REMEMBER ONE OF A KIND FULL SIZE BLANKET STORED IN BASE
FOLDS OUT SIT and ENJOY THE DAY
Finger Blade.. Box cutter / Utility knife.. Faster, Safer, No looking for , reaching for, or chasing someone that took your cutter.
Living Art Wall Garden - Indoor Vertical Aquaponics Kit
Create a small mirror that can go on the back of the ubiquitous bberry or your preferred mobile device to check yourself while on the go
Get college in the box with this storage space that does a lot more than just store! Introducing the College Cubbie!
Ram pump spray for kitchen
Talk to me interactive Flower. Talk to it and it grows and the colors are vibrant. When you don't talk to it, it wilts and the color fades.
Kick dirt in Crotch!Go tactical!cleaning garage?tactical!basment?tactical! bathrooms?Go tactical!Your turn cleaning the windows?Go TACTICAL!
HDMI plugin that converts the HDMI output to HDMI input so that college kids can use their laptop display for gaming such as PS3 or xBox360!
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Biodegradable Water Balloons
The concept is two "end caps" for wrapping paper tubes; stores leftover pcs. Also,post-it like adhesive stickers keeps paper from unrolling.
Thirst Survival
Silicone Cable Strap
Self inflatable whoopie cushion socks or slippers #spotsv my boys would roll over laughing...
Fingers First!
A small colored printer thats the size of your ipad that could print off any thing from screen shots to a cooking recipes
The sock holder that mounts to the wall and will keep your drawers clean for other items that need to be in a drawer.
Cup and spoon all in one.
RESUB.May include the Veggie Grip(UC now) &amp; be made to fold/get compact by pivoting.Carrot(etc.) peeling plate. ShortVideo: www.goo.gl/ZnpJ9
Quick dry swim trunks and comfortable sleep short combo. Compact and stores in your briefcase! Great for unexpected overnight trips.
Anti-Hydroplaning Device
Remote Control Vertical Blinds Adjuster and Slider For EXISTING Blinds. It's not just for the rich anymore!
A projector for iDevices, in order to project iDevices screen on walls.
Photo Cube-ees - Organization meets creative expression
NeverWet Bike Seat. Never have to cover your bike seat because it is coated with NeverWet!
what if you can watch your favorite movie,and tv shows anywhere anytime on your tv, or computer without internet.
A 100lb weight that will be used for power stretching carpet. A dead man on wheels for sticky situations carpet layers can face.
Automate your Curtain Rod
Let's make an iPad 2 Tripod Adapter! No more shaky video or blurry photos!
Solar pathway lighting. You see them in almost every neighborhood but is that it? Boring lighting. No, its so much more. Fun and Safety.
"Mom Watch" is a multi-alarm digital read-out watch especially for moms w/pre-set alarms:PkUpKids,Dr.Apt-ETH(3 letters of kid's name), etc.
LED lamp for nightstand (retracted, extended, or emergency flashlight). Choose the color of the light with your phone!!! + APP
POV Smartphone Mount - Smartphone mount anchored on the head allowing users to capture POV (point of view) videos hands free and mobily.
expandable oxygen tubing
Simplicity Aroma Candle
Millions suffer from SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER and many don't know it. Current light therapy options are horribly sterile in appearance.
#SPOTSV : a coffee cup sleeve that also works as a stand for your iPod or smartphone for easier viewing.
Converter adopter with alarm
An App to organize a media library linked via Bluetooth to a tray sitting on any shelf used to store media. An LED would light the location.
The Step N Tizer
I refer to my idea as an "Autoboard." An "Autoboard" is simply a skateboard that is made to simulate or appear to be a car, or auto.
USB Traveling Extension Cable
Fruit Holder-Slicer device that can hold and slice a large number of small fruits (grape, cherry tomatoes, or strawberries) all at one time.
Binder Based Reusable Paper System
RESUB-ELECTRICAL LEMON SQUEEZER - avoid tired hands for a long time use of the hand squeezer.
Modern motion sensitive light, leaving outlet open,that casts soft ambient light on floor or converts to flood on wall to highlight artwork.
EZ Water Christmas Tree Stand
VEMO: Leave a reminder and get things done. (Don't miss this great infomercial style demo video!) [VIDEO]
Roofie detecting drink stirring straw - Changes color in the presence of date rape drugs. Quirky can solve the massive problem of date rape!
Store things in that space above your top shelf which you can't reach! This storage system uses a pulley system to pull the bins to you!
Peniclean
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It is a device that will help save water for washing clothes and you can use this water to water the garden and more.
A yard hose made of linkable 12 foot sections with swiveling connectors that allow it to automatically unwind when pulling it out of a coil.
An adjustable mop/vaccuum that allows you to reach corners, floorboards and ceilings of your home by simply flipping the flaps on the unit.
The Mouth Window
Stae
Resubmit: Dual Locking Christmas Ornament Hanger, no longer will you be afraid to put your expensive ornaments on the tree #spotsv
The Water Wizard. Connects between hose and sprinkler, has a reservoir, collects water, and shuts off lawn sprinkler at preset water level.
WINK Enabled Weather Station
A removable holster which holds an iPhone. It would be attached to the car's seat belt.
An instant fix roasting fork to deliver perfect marshmallows and hot dogs despite the fire size. No more waiting for "glowing embers"!
"Voice to Grow" a decorative solar powered voice/motion detector would effectively keep birds and critters away from vegetable gardens.
My product is a toe nail clipper device for people that cannot bend down due to back or leg problems that would allow to cut own toe nails.
Re-usable Sticky Notes
SECURE Mobile Phone Bicycle Charger, "Accelerometer" triggered alarm when phone missing, and 6 foot Cable lock mechanism all-in-one.
Home Phone
The "Carry All Handle" is a comfortable way to transport grocery,walking or by car!No more painful hands or spills when you twist the handle
So, can it add more usable space to my closet? Can I store my daily steeze up there? Yes on both accounts!
FACE CASE5: 3D molded rubber cases for iPhone and iPod- they are New and dripping with Qpportunity!
Rock climbing =fun, rock climbing shoes=pain. Stop cramming your feet into pointed shoes 2 sizes to small, try these & climb higher, easier.
Dental floss with a brush. Cleans not only in between teeth but also the surface of the teeth.
"There's An App For Everything". Now there is a stand for every App. OneStand - Design for what you are using it for
iMac Wall Mount, turn the stand into a shelf, use any VESA wall mount or arm...
App-enabled custom home number sign. Make your home number light up when you have visitors. Solar powered.
How often do you stride past the nearest office cubicle and think to yourself â€œHey PAWS OFF MY PEN BRO?!â€
A wifi enabled meat thermometer for grilling that communicates with an app on your phone to monitor grill temp/meat temp/cooking time.
SANDBALL~ Children can study the sand sifting through four chambers, each with unique slots.
Table Top Cable Cover
Cell Phone Case with Built-In Alarm
Stovetop Water Distiller non-electric
The Umbucket
Does your toothbrush handle sit in the holder and get yucky water,mold or mildew on the handle because it sits in water?
inside toe protector
Frame with usb connections and sound speakers in the sides.
A Keurig style coffee maker for the microwave. (Thirtyacre) More than 500 billion cups of coffee are served worldwide each year.
Trunk-to-Pantry Yoke
A tape measure that doesn't collapse when the tape is stretched long distances.
The Best Damn Keychain Ever* (v3) (3rd time a charm???)
UnPeeper-Biometric SpyDetector
Bobblepop popsicle maker - A new twist on making popsicles a little more user friendly. These popsicles perpetually stand up. Thank you
Kitchen Trash Can- Simple Twist &amp; Slide Down to Easily Lift Trash Bag, Easier on the Back. Easier to Clean. Double Swing Lid!
A simple solution to a deadly event, mainly surfing. The oxygen tube like hose would be worn around the neck, arm, leg or as a vest.
App-enabled WiFi DVD or VCR. This product puts you in control of watching DVDs or VHS from a distance.
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Since most of us go hands free on our phone devices. We should be wirelss for our listening entertainment!
Children's Book Spine & Corner Savers
First Memories
No Spill Pouring
Be your own CEO. My idea is to start an online investment co-op. The goal is to allow small investors to make large purchases together.
a teddy bear that vibrates it has four long arms that vibrates. These arms cuddle an infant and comfort.
I need a solution for my runny nose. Who wants to put a nasty handkerchief into their pocket- this product makes cold season more sanitary.
Maximize Unused Space with Modular, Versatile, Interchangeable, Portable Closet Storage
Comfortable add on handles that grip to the sides of the iPad 2, allowing users to have more control to play games or shoot smooth HD video.
Turn 20 trips on move in/out day to 2-3 with a re-purposed and practical "laundry trolley."
Large BPA Free water bottle that is 1000 ml (>32 ounces) that will fit in a car drink holder.
"BABY HAND BAND" Prevent babies from throwing their spoons,forks,onto dirty floors! Big time saver great for home or out....Just Awesome!!!!
LevrEdge
The Hair-Raiser
An iPhone case/stand that looks like a 8mm film camera, which has a built in microphone and charger, for shooting higher-quality video.
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this Wi-Fi signal receiver-transmitters!
Always Full Canister
App paired device that allows you to monitor baby, toddler, or kids temperature remotely.
fractal antenna hd
Heel Holder
The Home Screen -- Household notes for the 21st century!
RESUBMIT-Was in UC! Redesign the Electric Mixer-Splatter and flour "poof" free-Chop, blend, knead &amp; more-Tilting bowl for ease in pouring
New design on an Electric Stove Wok that is flat on the bottom that touches the stove and bowl shaped on the inside for ease of stir frying.
Baby CARESeat
#spotsv Here's a 3 inch sponge device to safely clean and scrub coffee debris in and around the k-cup holder of coffee brewers.
The Dish Rack with an angled bottom that drains water into the sink and has a detachable small fan for the ultimate quick dry and no MILDEW
Pupa OC Decon
An app enabled vacuum/mop.I don't know about you but sometimes I'm too busy to vacuum and or mop.With this product no more worries.
LOFT line extension - add gripable, heat-resistant casing to dishes. Loft = new way to store dishes, how about a new way to use them too!
finU. The app that shows you the trail from the place you want to go, when you just take the picture.
Tool strap with a clip on it that you can strap on power tools and hand tools so you can hang it on a tool belt, pants belt, or pocket.
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
TIDY TOWER is a one piece food station for cats or dogs with the water bowl on top. Dishwasher safe food bowls open and close.
Fridge Talk
I would like to create a garbage barrel that has retractable wheels,when you squeeze the handle two wheels come down,let go and they retract
The Tarp Nail.Use with any poly or canvase tarps,any store that stocks tarps will stock these.Its a simple necessity That does'nt exist.
Electronic Ruler! Small slider measures/displays in Imperial/Metric format, using same technology as Quirky's Tech Tape.
Solar Laptop Case
ReSubmit - Universal Smart Phone Kickstand/Clamp that Doubles as a Thumb Drive. Convenient Lanyard/Key Chain for Portability
#spotsv Disposable beer bottle and can sleeve.
Solar Stickaz
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The GateBridger keeps rocks, dirt, wood chips out of the jam between the tailgate and truck bed, protecting the gate and hinges from damage.
iPhone Thief Stopper
Forgot Your Cell Phone â€“ Again
The Mouth Window
Resubmitted from Under Consideration - 176 Votes - Put together two well known household items; a sponge and a latex glove for easy use.
All Terrain Walker 2.
Family Ties &amp; Scarves
#spotsv Let's face it. Life is full of frustrations. Opening your ketchup packet shouldn't be one of them.
Audio-text messaging severe weather alerts
An ATMOSPHERIC WATER GENERATING lid for water bottles and for canteens that generate their own water.
RESUBMIT RE-VOTE! Keep Bees,Wasps, and other critters from getting into the house through A/C Register! MAGNETIC MESH REGISTER COVERS
N.A.T. No aquaplanning tubes
Remote control bottle warmer/cooler
create an application that facilitates bringing people who are in the same physical environment, by text message via bluetooth.
So simple, these blinds can open/close. You control them, all in an app that you can access through any internet connection.
Waste-Paper-Basket TABLE - Many time you need extra working areas around your desk and the Waste-Paper-Basket is always there AWAITING.
Are you tired of your ipod Ear-Bud/Head-Set Cord getting tangled? Don't want to wear a retractable cord clip-on device? This solves it!
Blahbradoodle- Teaching kids to read and write with song and speaking. Stripped down learning tablet with voice recognition and OCR.
low cost easily manufactured Smart Phone Stand (iPhone and other touchscreen phones) - Can be done quickly to benefit Japan
HANDS DRY MOP
Calories Count! Excercise and nutrition are tuff to stay with. A voice activated wrist band with a chip, to count calories and keep track!!
Mobile Spike Strips, is a proposed police vehicle accessory that would permit a police officer to remotely deploy a set of stop spikes.
A clever solution for storing your matching bra and panties in one! the new patented Braganizer (patent#: 8,011,502 B2) www.braganizer.com
Medical Alert Temporary Tattoo
Foot Pedal Door Lock. Dual Purpose. Extra Lock for your door and protects your wall from slamming doors. Provided Concept 1 and 2.
A miniature, buoyant float tube for attaching a GoPro Video Camera for capturing high-action fly fishing moments in the stream flow.
Chalk Car. Chalk snaps to bottom of car.(Resubmit with major changes)#spotsv
X2-Force File Handle
An iphone case that includes a stand that can be attached to a treadmill or excercise bike.
Garbage bags inside one another, new way to package garbage bags, taking out the trash/garbage is now easier, keep the trash can clean
A rechargeable portable power cube that provides electricity just like a wall outlet for a variety of uses. Plug in from anywhere!
STAND UP
Dunk that cookie or snack without dunking your fingers. No mess,no hassle,no problem. Pinch any snack with reausable dunkits.Dishwasher safe
CONVERTIBLE 2 OR 3 PRONG PLUG converts to fit the socket
Server that tells you when is
We have created a communication system so that adults and children can communicate when they are walking together. Today they cannot.
A back to a pierced earring with a clear, plastic-coated adjustable wire that hooks over the back top of the ear to support heavier earrings
The fire sprinkler head
Wink Freshen-air. App-enabled air freshener. On your way home with your new flame?. Spice up the ambiance from your phone
Extra Xtended Swiffer-Duster
An iPad2 one hand holder and dock allows comfortable use while sitting, standing, or laying down. The dock has an integral power connection
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Choose Your Mood Bracelet. Don't let mood bracelets tell you how you feel. You tell the world how you feel! Slide the middle part to choose!
The Twisting bottom Jar. A jar that has a twisting bottom that elevates the contents of the jar with each rotating twist.
This case is for people who are not very dexterous.
iphone is attached on the top of the hand.
Drown-proof 5 gallon bucket
Door Closer. Save money, lose the drafts, gently close any door automatically, keep kids safe and improve your security and peace of mind.
Mail Box Security
Shopping Cart Guard: a simple accessory design that alerts the shopper of upcoming carts. It prevents crashes and reduces insurance costs.
POPPY - Dry Food Container Set
#SPOTSV-durable plastic case that holds 8 credit cards at once,20 business cards ,drivers license keeps cards from getting bent or dirty
Smart LED Plant Light
Remote Rescue
this idea is called the garbo leash. it retracts the garbage bin back to the curb when emptied instead of it staying in the street.
SaltSprayerBumper or tire well
Whisk &amp; Rinse &amp; Stand don't you hate having to lay the gooey whisk on the counter... or having to wash it repeatedly between uses.
Nested tumbler
Triple Layer Sleep System
Capsule medicine splitter
FLEXI SCRUBBER conforms 2 DISHES/VEGGIES.Finger pockets 4power scrubbing.Interchangeable pads.Scraper 4 dishes/potato eyes RESUB #spotsv
Loud Recordable Message Bike Horn: "On your left" "Going fast...out of control" "Move out of my way" "Yield Mother*&amp;%$#@ yield"
A storage solution for all your cleaning supplies and utensils, and you don't have to worry about storing the storage unit itself. Awesome!
Ergonomic Hand Gloves with Velcro(or other means) strategically placed on the glove for easy attachment and detachment from it.
Lunchbox with a Lid that holds your Utensils, Napkins and Condiments.
ANTI-SUN reflector!
WiFi Rechargeable Night Light:App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad,iPad Mini,MacBook Pro.Resub
A tool belt for cleaning supplies to let you have everything at hand when and where you need it, including used paper towel/rag holder!
Stop spilling on your clothes at outdoor parties. Get the bib jewelry clip for yourself and your guests. Use your own napkins.
Dual Detachable Mop Bucket System. Separate but attached buckets for clean and dirty water.
Suites ready to Storage and ready to go for business in Style or other event. Are you a Busy Entrepreneur? Hard Case storage
Alkaline Battery Tester for iPhone. Plug it in and test your batteries.
Plastic snap straps with additional circular or square ends at the clasp end of the snap strap.
#spotsv-quirky/target discount card that gives all quirky user a discount at target stores on quirky products
AppControlled Electric Blanket
The expandable waste basket
Collapsible â€“ Expandable Cord/Wire Holder
NEVWET kitchen sponges, dish brushes and scrubbers. Anti-bacterial, dries quickly. We could even do this on Quirkys Groove.
Think about having your feets always heated with the movement.
vehicle tail lght caut. signal
Introducing Fanfresh--an attachable, adjustable, refillable device that turns any fan / air conditioner into an effective air freshener
small fan that clips on your pants with a small tube with a clip on it that you can attach to your shirt or where ever to blow cool air
Vacuum Cleaner Bag Adapter
PORTABLE SCALE MAT in soft rubber. Roll-able, water proof, light. You can take it with you anywhere, store it anywhere...and weigh anything.
Automatic minutes of meetings , with voice recognition to text , for meetings in companies.
Kids Shower Dispensing Caddy
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I think it would be a great idea to have an automatic shampoo/conditioner dispenser that will attach to you're every day shower head.
Store Furniture on the ceiling to gain space , guests are coming? furniture is easily coming down on the floor
FLEXI [GEN 2.0]: What is it? A playroom stool, yoga mat, camping seat, beach lounger, travel buddy, picnic-goer. It does everything.
An all-in-one, convenient and portable toothbrush mechanism. It would include a toothbrush, flosser, and mouthwash.
A Better Drink Pitcher with retractable stand. Dispenses from fridge, or on the go. Easy transport. Iced Tea, Lemonade, Sangria, Etc.
Tired of built up residue in your shower head? Is the shower head too high to reach with a bag? This is an easy way to clean them out!
Mine tower
(Resub) Grass Custom!............. Customize shapes on the grass as you like by this device! A lot of FUN!
Design Printer for T-shirts
School Bus Alarm
A device that monitors the quality of your home's drinking water. No more bottled water. Q+GE!
Cotton swab dispenser that delivers one swab at a time and keeps the rest clean and sanitary.
I Have an idea to develop the worlds first IPHONE gaming remote. Inexpensive to develop, easily marketable & profitable! Let get it going!
Safety Door Stopper
on the Run, take my "credential case". My iphone case goes on the back of your phone w/ slots 4 your id, 2/3 cards w/ elastic pouch 4 cash.
Device to dry towels
EZ Door Opener Remote
Auto Window Tinting Made Better, Designed to enable car owners to tint their windows different colors for better protection from the sun.
A credit card holder that allows you to complete any credit card transaction without removing your card from the device
Toothbrush Holder.
Crafting scissor: 1 handle,12+interchangeable cutting designs clip into place,include ribbon curler/scorer/wrapping paper cutter/paper punch
Water your plants with a water bottle like a watering globe.
Cook BACON the Southern Way! Open Grid: See the bacon, as it cooks. Lock in "UP" position for easy flipping! MULTI USES: Burgers/Panini's
Magnetic Earphones (aka Headphones). Earphones and full cord that will attach magnetically to the back of the iPad.
WEBCAM BACKDROP GOES BEHIND THE USERS CHAIR AND SHIELDS THE BACKGROUND WITH MULTIPLE IMAGES TO CHOOSE FROM.
DURING LIVE VIDEO/WEBCAM PIC.
A 36 inch tube partially cut out on 1 side about 1/3 of the tube to slide your umbrella into in your car on rainy days
Safely carry your medication on your key chain without having to worry about it breaking apart, getting damage or completely falling off.
THE CLEAT car cord organizer. Cell phone,iPod,GPS, they all create a mess.Stick on dash, attach 2 vent or cup holder. RESUB #spotsv
UC UPDATED. DIY iPhone 5 case kit, print, draw or scrapbook templates u can install in the INCLUDED Clear case.
Touch screen car stereo that lets you flash your phone screen to it and access your apps
Portable segmented dry-erase board that snaps together in a pinch! It can be carried in a backpack, but assembles into a large whiteboard.
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap-JOB.
Smart Nightlight. LCD/LED center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Mower with weedeater
Handy Cut and Write Scissors
Makeup Shaker. Apply the best, every time!
Prism Power Smart Strip
Prop Power Accessories - It's better to Accessorize!
Full sized Binocular Window
The Quirky Grill- a jack of all trades. It's a pizza oven, smoker and a charcoal grill. Prototype built. Features! Features! Features!
Triathletes have angst taking items to a race. We carry a bag and other race items. Placed in front of a bike seat the device is now mobile.
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Wheelbarrow easy dump
The Perfect Machine
#spotsv NO more banging the toilet lid against the tank and waking up the whole house. NO more slamming the seat against the lid.
Put a dishwasher status indicator where it will do the most good. Over the sink with a motion sensing laser display. A friendly reminder.
The Best Damn Keychain Ever* (v3) (3rd time a charm???)
BaterÃ-as Para PortÃ¡tiles,BaterÃ-a Para Ordenador PortÃ¡til,Adaptador,Herramientas a baterÃ-a http://www.comprarbateria.es
Pivot Power Mini for the CAR. We have a great product line already. No cord tangles in the car. Plug and wrap cords on the go! 770+V!
EASY SLICE..It's quick and easy to slice grapes,cherry tomatos,berries,olives in half! Cut 20 pieces in the time it takes you to slice one!
iDry: Moisture Cognizant Dish Rack
Solution for cranky kids in carseats who become too hot. Device fits safely in any carseat and allows airflow between the child and seat.
TruLens Webcam lens extends 3" down screen, so callers see you looking straight at them instead of unnaturally above/below eye level.
Automatic Marshmellow Skewer
a neck sunshade that is easily attached to caps. stops sunburn and can be used as a hand towel.
Make brushing your teeth easier with a simple, single-click toothpaste tube compressor.
Magnetic shells to attach to the sides of the default shoe, different designs and colors every day, but one shoe.
Devices have built-in cameras, most have 2! In a world of hackers, spies, and creepers; cover the camera, and do it attractively.
MOST MODERN KITCHENS HAVE THIS PROBLEM. ADAMPAD IS THE SOLUTION for glasstop stoves. More surface space foR hot and cold
utensils. ADAMPAD.
QUICK! Let's make the most successful Quirky product even more AWESOME! (hint: it rhymes with 'ivot ower' + involves an iPhone) (250 votes!)
Trim the edge of your lawn while you mow! Mini "Hedge Trimmer" style attachment, cuts to the exact edge and/or trims weeds.
La raquinette - The rackinet
les tÃ©tines ne tomberont plus
iPhone + Digital Photo Frame
A face cover of light fabric with a fun face picture on the front that let's you sleep with your mouth open without compromising your image
A bracelet/band with a flexible solar panel that can charge your iDevice.
Car Seat Alarm
**Suction Cup + Magnet** Leave a note or reminder on any flat surface. Magnetic tip can be flipped up and back down to secure note.
DIY SHED, Dog or Cat House Lightweight Interconnected pieces, So easy your grandmother can build it! Insulated or without
My idea is really a two in one functional case that supplies extra power when battery is low and is a backup drive for phone.
Vehicle door protector/from pets &amp; children mishaps easy installation no assembly no tools. 3 compartment pockets fits most vehicles.
Computer air conditioning
Dustpan with Blade Scraper
RESUBMIT-COOL LOCK-LOCKING CARABINER &amp; RETRACTABLE CABLE SYSTEM to lock up your motorcycle, bike, skis, snowboards, tools
and more!
Multi-Tray: Turn One Tray Into Three! Cup Tray! Plate Tray! Cup, Plate, &amp; Utensil Tray! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Multi-Function Tray that will serve the whole family (cookies & coloring books...to coffee & computers...a must have for any family vehicle)
Kids can stay home and stay cool with this outdoor fountain. They enjoy the surprise of the random squirts of cool water.
A 4 foot broom and detachable dustpan that compacts to about a foot which is made to get in tough to reach places.
Wrap-kin
Makes tying shoelaces childsplay! Thread lace ends into device. To tighten laces simply turn the dial. Push button to release.
A Better Over Door Storage Hanger that won't damage the door or framework like current metal hook design hangers.
#spotsv Super long and thin white board eraser, just 1 swipe 'll do ya. Could be different sizes
Hair Dryer hands free arm
Teacher's Helper
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A weekly or monthly pill box that lets you know when to take your pills and also lets you know that you already have to prevent an overdose.
How about a smart fish tank that can tell you when the pH and ammonia levels are to the point the water needs to be changed.
A rechargeable battery pack in the shape of two AA batteries with internal LiPo cell, charging electronics, and micro-USB port for charging.
Use your iphone as a wireless mic
Mess Minder Wet and Dry Vac
Painting a wall has never been so easy; Just squeeze and paint; Unscrew cap and load paint into this via a wide mouthed syringe
Seeded Cigarettes
Crumb Catcher
Modern luggage come with 4 spinner wheels which make it so easy to roll it into your the car, airport, etc. Adding brakes to your spinners!
Personalized Talking Toys. IPhone 5 APP enabled talking toys. Customize your personal message to fascinate your friends and family. (#QTOYS)
From an Ordinary Baseball board game to Extraordinary one. Mine is a fun, hands-on, family-friendly, educational Baseball experience. WOW!!!
A carrier that secures the iPad against you with retracting bands. Pull the iPad away from your body and it turns on for instant access.
Christmas Projecting Ornaments, Enhance the beauty of your tree.
Lazy-Washer Strainer
A piece of Tupperware that would enable single-serving size cereal on the go. 2 chambers, 1 for milk, 1 cereal, &amp; choice of when to combine
Bendable Ice Cube Tray
#NEVWET Neverwet Palm/Knuckle Coated Kevlar Gloves
A home charging dock for multiple Iphones to charge. Something new, simple, funky but elegant at the same time - called Home-I.
Car Seat Headrest iPad Holder
RakCoop. A rake with ability to change handle placement,convert it into a scoop,from a standing position. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10cKZ_w-UJ8
See through window wrapper for children's band aids. If you have young kids who love character themed band aids...you will appreciate this.
SKYCE - The Skyward Ice Device
Mini-blinds Duster/Wiper Combines a cleaning mitt and a extending handle to dust and wipe mini-blinds. Reduces the work by four times.
Pre-formed individualy wraped peanut butter slices.
jet Bird Deflector
Sleek &amp; simple way to discourage your kitten or puppy to stop unrolling the toilet paper! Simply place on your existing toilet paper holder.
Pre-measured baby formula
A retractable earbuds case
Vibrating Wrist Rests
Free standing mop, sponge mop, broom, and duster organizer. Takes up less space than wall hooks. Easier access to tools. No screws in wall.
Screen door graphics. Using a material that will let the air flow thru, putting graphics on a screen door or any screen to spruce things up.
App that will sync with ur water, gas, electric meters as well as thermostat,water heater,blinds,ceiling fan
Cordies + Power Curl. Ultimate Travel Accessory for your cords!
iPhone case that has indents to block out dust
Microwave with Novel Accessories - Flipping and Rotating Food Manually Will Now Be a Thing of the Past!
An iPad accessory for artists. Play your guitar app with style, and have your stylus at the ready.
the retractable level is a very effective way to hang pictures &amp; wall art straight every single time size of a key ring and very affordable
A TRANSPARENT BACK SIDE COVER WITH A CENTER SWIVEL TO PLAY YOUR IPAD ,AVOIDING TO HOLD IT WITH YOUR FINGERS ON
FRONT SCREEN!!!!!
A cell phone app enabled Doggie Door
Give some NEW SHAPES to the bubbles. A revolutionary toy that produces foams/bubbles in desired shape (Inspired by "Flogos").
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T bar Screwdriver Need more torque? Wrist giving out? The T bar screwdriver has pop up handles that lock in place for more torque!
I hate touching a dirty sponge dont you well this is a jell/silicone half covor for your spong so your sponge touches the dirt and you dont.
A spray cleaner bottle that works upside down as well as right side up.
Prosthetic for your thumbs to help ease with texting for larger hands.
Car Trunk Twirl Organizer. It has collapsable compartments on top of a lazy susan base.
#spotsv Have kids? Small squeegee and scraper to get toothpaste off bathroom sink and counter top...get the globs off easy
Previous UC: Finally,a sifting litter box that makes sense! The fast &amp; easy way to remove your cat's waste cleaner &amp; with less steps.
Ring Pop Cakes. Silicone Ring Pops for the Oven. Resub.
le sac-serviette Ã piquenique
A new lid for your crock pot that eliminates the 8 hour brew floating throughout your entire house. You can chose the scent you want too!
3D DSI is Coming... A station for comfort use and long hours of play
Distress Alert app
Make your own â€œGreenâ€ products quick and easy with pre-labeled formula bottles. Going green should not be expensive.
#spotsv Stickers that make your computer mouse look like creatures. Stickers go on top of mouse &amp; "3D" felt legs,heads,tails stick to bottom
The Bottle Tripod: A free-standing, adjustable jar- or bottle-drainer that lets you drain all of the liquid out of any container hands-free!
Heat-Colored Cooking Sheets
First time on this site...Here we go Mini party barge!! Inflatable party barge for the pool. A floating cooler,snack bar and drink holder.
A system for rationing time on electronic devices for children.
Personal Humidity Ecosystem
a case that can be fitted to any apple product. a solar panel, so you can use solar energy in case you don't have your adapter.
#spotsv Solar Powered Watch with LED to see at night when unlocking your doors
NEVER MAKE YOUR BED AGAIN--EVER! Instead of making your bed you can simply zip it.
The perfect travelling companion- a backpack that compresses its items when packed away. Compression sack to day pack.
Stealth Roller towel dispencer
DigitGate... Protect your logins, passwords and other sensitive information with a biometric fingerprint book lock.
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
CAR TISSUE BOX: Always Within Reach! [MOCK VIDEO COMMERCIAL 00:57]
Nail Cleaner Express
To design a travel mug that does NOT drip at the seams of the lid. Mugs on the market today do not solve this recurring problem.
My Therapy Buddy is a soft, huggable, reassuring creature that when squeezed says the words,"Everything is going to be all right."
Straps that keep snowpants firmly over boots, then snap boots together when not in use. Nametag on the backs. Perfect for school!
The goal of BagUp is to minimize the time and trouble of the unpacking/repacking process and maximize the â€œlivabilityâ€ of carry-on bags.
Get rid of the tangled mess of cords in your bathroom drawers. Take a look at a possible solution
GLOVE BOX CADDY No more awkward inaccessible cup holders or phones lost between the seats! RESUBMIT WENT UC LAST WEEK! MADE A FEW
CHANGES!
App Enabled USB Storage Drive with personal smart device security
Automatic car starter on timer
Batter Bottle
smart frame
â€œInfant Safety Alert Strapbandâ€ is an innovative child safety wireless product that allows parents to watch over the child remotely.
#spotsv Cleaning dishes requires too many tools. We need a dish cleaning tool that does it all!
Lace Pals
Udoit
TECHNO-STRAP - A new HIP way to carry all your technology.It also features recharging capabilities.
watch video. A walk thru shower curtain that open and closes when getting in and out of shower.simple and practical,no more sliding curtain
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Texting While Driving. IPhone 5 Safe Text. APP prevents motorists from texting while driving. Radar detector for texting. Think safety.
Uber-Thin Post-It Anywhere Flashlight - Super Light and Super Bright! (One more try...)
Child tracker. Uses GPS technology and an iPhone/iPad to assist adults in monitoring the whereabouts of their children.
Finally!!! instantly send your music from computer to car effortlessly
The Q - CONSOLE EDUCATIONAL PROJECTOR. A new and interactive way for Kids to Learn. PLAY and LEARN! RESUB
Fingers slip into attachable grip apparatus,which attaches to the Ipad 2.Spins 360 along a track,locks into place.I call it the track pad.
LINE EXTENSION: Do you like hanging with your MugStir spoon?? from now, enjoy the sweet tradition of TEA too!!
Portable Outside chair that you can use to keep your tush cold when it is hot out and keep your tush warm in the cold !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
An AC plug that locks behind a standard wall plate when you plug it in and you have to push a button on the plug to release it from the wall
Potty Watty and Friends
An App controlled ALL room video and message board system. From the bedrooms to the living room and kitchen, leave messages for family.
SMART SURGE PROTECTOR
Tabs
With rising obesity, endless diets and hectic schedules, the attractive, stackable MyLunchPlate simplifies it all with removable pie charts!
Notch: Turn it up just a notch. Fine volume adjustment for iPad.
am kern R garrick living in st.kitts my Idea is a double screen tablet for reading, movies, pics,connecting with others storing info ,
The Cord Compact resembles a makeup compact, shortens an electrical cord, saves time, and makes your hair appliances easily accessible. Â
Power station with switches
Squidroid
Solar-powered laptop
A New Fun Way To Read and Write. Must See Video Below
SNOWMAN FACE
4Sight Camera Sunglasses
GATEWAY TO THE 3D WORLD Dvel Swift An Optical 3D viewer for Apple iPods and ordinary phones. Here comes the 3d channels and the viewers
Now Playing Display For Sonos
Device turns on/off all electronics w/one switch. Eliminates energy leaks when electronics are off.
Portable baby bottle warmers! Great for on-the-go parents! No batteries needed! Compact. Portable. Reusable. Your baby will love you!
Beach Blanket Buddy
Pet doors wear out after a year, how nice would it be if yours could last more than a year? Mine has lasted for five years now.
USED INSIDE OF THE CAR TWO LIGS RED GREEN ABLE TOSHOW PHONE NUMBER STATUS OF FACE BOOK SHOW A SMILE FACE OR
NOT FLIRT
Solar Powered LED Life Boats. Boaters stranded at sea are now highly visible at night. Rechargeable safety strips can aid in a quick rescue.
A 2" x 2" inch soft cloth strip that will affix by velcro to your bike gloves to wipe your nose when it drips while riding.
"Find Your Voice!" US PATENT voice feedback device that will assist you to learn to sing in pitch and tone quickly and more effectively!
The Garden Garment; an instant modular garden that can be placed on any surface, including concrete! Ideal for flowers, veggies, and berries
Connectable Wire Holders
Top Down Bottom Up window treatments are beautiful,smart, but expensive.I propose a Vinyl Roll Blind for the Top/Down effect Save $/ACE Hdwr
Ou La La BE BE French Manicure
Avoid Drippy Cold Drinks at Patio parties with Coasters that do not make puddles of water on the table or on your lap.
K cup coffee maker build in to the cars/truck dash board using a water bottle for reservoir.and its own thermocup and holder.
i-shelf
Fresh Soda a month old! You can take soda without losing the bottle pressure. No more old bottles in the fridge. No more Spills. Childproof.
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The first compact storage unit made specifically for nail polish bottles! Holds 30 bottles in a slender unit which displays every color.
Replenish your athlete without adding unnecessary sugars and acids to their body. Pour tasteless electrolytes into their water.
hi hi hi
Foam Case - Foam...Create your own! Can come in a pack of variety of colors. Simply snap in place to create a cover.
Close fitting the quilt
A functional case with buttons on each side to emulate a video game system controller you can play AppStore games on.
App enabled learning cookie or candy jar
A Tripod, R2D2 Style iPhone 5 Stereo Speaker System Case And Stand. For Fun And Functionality.
My already patented and prototyped invention is a basketball sized half domed ball used for exercising "abs". Constant muscle contraction!
Inflatable blocks with velcro and felt for kids to build structures.
HANDS DRY MOP
Infant Nose Cleaning Tool aka "Baby Booger Grabber" (also available for adults)
A portable storage kit with seperate compartments and can reside on a shelf or floor. it will have a flipcover and handles.
A tablet for the field appraiser, real estate agent, etc. Durable, viewable in sun, built in pen and laser measure, camera.
Reusable, self sorting, easy to clean, trash bag liner for those nasty recycling bins
Quad Tone
Phone Charger Outlet
temp track
mobile phone detector
To have towel bars, hooks, rings &amp; TP holder that have interchangeable finials; so you can easily change the theme of a bathroom.
The Green Clean Cup provides a perfect way to, quickly and easily, help remove dirt, pesticides, and wax from fruits and vegetables.Â
ROCKPEPPER Laptop Bag
Every six weeks millions of women in their 40's or older confront having white roots in their hairline. My idea would solve this beautifully
Sleeping Baby : Fetal Daylight Simulator Establishes Circadian Rhythms In Utero
Luminosity sensitive tinted windows.
#spotsv Re-usable sticky note pad made of thin dry erase papers.Don't throw away. Just re-use and re-stick. Thin dry erase marker included.
The "iAm Quirky" Tshirt.
#NEVWET Beanie cap or skull cap, keepin' it real and your head dry
Save space by housing two different lotions (one face, one body) within the space of only one lotion bottle using a "dual head" pump.
Ipad 2 Magnifier! Watch movies with your friends on a large screen! Transform your Ipad2 into a movie viewer! Larger screen,more fun!
Much needed upgrade on normal water wasting bathtub plugs! 100% waterproof, easy to remove and a magnet to store it on your tap! (RESUB)
Store-It-All Iphone Case. Stores Everything!
C3 - Cool Coffee Cup. Combines BPA free reusable plastic cup, RFID band, and flavored lid.
Collapsed Building Survival Hose + Capsules
NO MORE DRY BIRDBATHS &amp; PET WATER BOWLS
Juicy Scoop
It's a unique and convenient fashion accessory.
An improved clothes hanger, affordable, solves an age old problem, and has a sleek, sexy design.
A 2-liter soda bottle holder/sorter/chiller to keep the soda bottles in place and chilled
Super hero backpack like a ultlity belt or pack. Fun for kids to get ready for school with gadgets to promote/ stock supplies efficiently
The one and only 2-beer keg
Long May You Wave Holder
All-In One Hotpot with Skimmer
Correa viajera
A shower hand held spin brush with trigger soap dispenser and water control.
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Computer Space Organizer
Loaded Travel Toothbrush / 2 week toothpaste supply loaded by user at home in handle
PET OWNERS. The EZ BLOCK two panel system that helps prevent small pets from escaping through the bottom of retractable screen doors.
The "High5" is a antibacterial sheet you use with a easy concept behind it.Invented to eliminate germ contact in every the day public.
No more cold ears and fingers on your bike ride. My guide tells you what clothing you need on to stay warm head-to-toe.
Inflatable, free standing garbage bag/cooler
P all you can P
Extreme Space Saver -Versatile. From under bathroom cabinet to storing paint cans in the garage. 24" h x w x l - 48" h x w x l. Patented.
CHOOSE HOW TO PULL YOUR 4 WHEEL LUGGAGE - vertical or horizontal, whichever is easier!
A car alarm system that will call/SMS the user (or the Police) once an intrusion is detected; and is controlled via cellphone software.
Bathroom in a Box The Toothbrush Steam Machine Plus.3n1
*Quicker Clipper* Avoid salonist's fussing w/guard changing. Why not have 1 razor w/1 guard, sliding up based on the closeness of the cut?
Caught in the rain with nothing but a purse? Great news! Introducing the RainShelter Purse- protecting you from those unexpected showers
Make summertime in the water more fun! Wear this comfortable, form-fitting device to float in the pool or lake.
A roll away directional illuminated bikini cover which when deployed from trunk/bonnet will alert oncoming vehicles to stalled automotive.
360 Bathroom Shampoo, Soap , Paste Holder
Cereal Box Zipper Bags
Solar Powered Apple Watch Band
App enabled flexible OLED Display goggles. Catch sports action in real time or instant replay. Goggles zooms in on the action.
Eye Guys - Wireless Webcams w/ Character
BBQ IN A BAG
NuBuds
Remote Adjustable TV stand.
#spotsv INFLATABLE Ipad Stand. Self-contained stand. Different take on Ipad stands. Good for using while in bed or on the desk.
Spray paint can manufacturer to supply a can filled with thinner and labeled CLEANER
Air and Heater vehicle App
Finally,A tanglefree/simple way to charge AND hold your portable device!! +SPEAKERS! (Search-Ahmed Bawany)
The SCRAMBLER! How to get your friends out of their virtual social life and back around the table!
I Spud You. Show your love for someone special or the beloved potato with this funny and irreverent design on T-Shirt,glass mugs, hats, etc.
Need more batteries? A battery case!
"HPC" is a cooling solution that will increase cooling efficiency, reduce power consumption and increase PC life-spans.
Gift Wrap Basketball - A Clean Up Sport
65 million Americans suffer from back pain. $100M/year is spent for relaxing the back pain. The simple solution is Spinal-Rest.
Save 1 life, is it worth less than 10,000? A motorcycle shaped warning light sunction cupped to dash will keep the vehicle from pulling out.
Coffee Powders
toilet paper dispensing unit designed to dispense four rolls of toilet paper,a cabinet space,used to store cleaning supplies,air freshener
Spiderweb
The arrow cleaner,this device helps u clean all corners where u can't really clean, wall,roof corners efficiently! & wipe+ brush floor too!
Car Safety Courtesy Signs
Colored Stainless Steel appli,
Folding Clip On Dry Erase Board That Attaches To Your Shopping Cart Handle Keeping Your List And Coupons At Your Fingertips.
15 CHANNELS (favorites) that you can easily[select] on your REMOTE that have been set-aside as YOUR FAVORITES to view w/simple CLICK.
Automatic auto/window-tinting
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WatchCamera
A (PASSIVE) BACK WASHING BATH AID. A luffa sponge covered cloth or plastic base with suction cups on back to adhere to shower surface.
Automatic modem reset box
AUTO TINT - Electronic, programmable, adjustable, window tint for automobiles, and structures.
Picture a monitor that can turn 360 degree and has touch screen features, so you would not have to return to the keyboard.
Baseball cap with storage compartment integrated in visor. Resubmit VIDEO with community input. Patent application written.
shoesaver
Xtension
#QCYCLE: IPhone 5 APP Enabled Bike. Transform your bike to suit your favorite theme with your smartphone. Collaboration: Constantine Orfan.
iMac USB Port Replicator
"Shampoo Diluter" to make shampoo less concentrated by adding a liquid such as Water,Oil or Conditioner.
Soda-Tray: Serve Cups &amp; Sodas For All Of Your Guests In One Trip! Easy To Serve, Easy To Clean Up! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Waterproof dog collar/ leash
Cable Labels - easily identifiable labels helping you keep track of what labels go with which device and which outlet they are plugged into.
Super portable travel/ laundry bag with clip on clothesline for you to hang your laundry to dry when at college or travelling.
Hate looking at a small screen with others at the same time. Well how about a laptop that can project onto a wall. So from small to big.
Make quick notes on the back of a case/battery pack and have them stored in an app for future use.
MOCUBO's Best Friend: Multi-Slice &amp; Dice: Slice food items multiple times with 1 motion and dice in just 2
THE ULTIMATE ATHLETIC TOWEL. Soft microfiber with super-stretchy paperclip-like loops. Clip or loop onto anything! It stretches to the sweat
iphone 4 and 4s back cover replacement with your customization logo, or your name etc... be different from other iphones... express yourself
Over Coat for Mac's adapter
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
Bucketless Mop - No longer carry your bucket when you are mopping.
THIS ITEM COULD ALSO BE USED AS A GAS CAN FOR LAWN MOWERS.WEED EATERS ANYWHERE YOU MIGHT NEED TOOLS AND GAS
AT THE SAME TIME.
The Margaritavill-ter is a demispherical shaped straw attachement with small holes to only allow liquid, not blended ice, to pass through.
Modular surge protection power strip that attaches to furniture eliminating cord bulk while organizing and labeling everything.
Smartphone Pet Feeder: Feed any amount any time and watch your pet eat!
Various size and color Post It and Post It Flags all on 8 1/2 x 11 sheets, just "Peel and Stick"
Reuse-a-Card (The greenest card you can give or get)
Magic Magnetic Laces
#spotsv Glow in the dark "Baby on Board" sign/window shade! Let other motorists know you've got your little ones with you at night! #spotsv
Wheelchair for paraplegics which incorporates all the technology that are standard on bicycles.
Tired of looking down your nose to see the computer through the bottom of your bifocals. Lever up! No more cramp
A toothbrush that clicks open like a pen. No need for covers that fall off or dirty ziploc bags. This can be stored in purses and backpacks.
Monster Spray
Quirky Retractable Earbuds
App alert for standing water, limit your damage
wirebegone
SpinTop Ice Cream Maker - Homemade ice cream made fun. RESUBMIT
A food chopper that attaches to the top of any bowl or pot. No extra containers., food goes right where you need it.
A tool belt for construction workers that distributes bulk and weight of the tools more evenly, making work safer and more efficient.
A mini dresser, or shelving unit that fits inside of small closets. Has rails that slide out on both sides for hanging clothes on.
Luggage Star
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Here's a great and simple product to help a truck or Jeep driver adjust thier passenger side mirror without having to leave thier seat!
#NEVWET iPad Protection
Desk lamp + radio / alarm clock + docking station + USB Ports + concealed retractable extension cord. Reduce clutter. Resub. 253 votes
Battery Powered Heated outdoor Robe or Jacket. Perfect for outdoor sporting events or even for ROADSIDE EMERGENCIES in the cold and snow
The kick stand for your shovel!Fall is coming,and along with it comes leaves covering your lawn.No longer break your back with this product!
instant post for recrecation
A removable strap for infant car seats, so that parents can use their shoulders to bear the bulk of the load.
Spi
A K-Cup Crusher. . .Reduce the Waste Space!
The Towel Champ
Insulation Pet House
SHOOSH! headphones
shoes smile
Breath Minder-Thermal lined ear piece reading stress levels, alerting wearer with chime sound. They then listen to breathing instructions.
A golf ball that you can't lose unless it goes in the water.
I have a well tested simple device that gets rid of bedbugs and eggs in about three weeks tested 30 homes worked every time bbugs only.
Cordies charging, docking stand for Apple devices.
Little player
Band-Aide Adhesives/Nasal Strips for People of Color
Stylish tissue dispenser for Car Cup Holders using toilet paper, now with waste tissue storage inside!! Convenient, Sleek, Safe, Cheap!
360Â° Fly-in is a bird feeder that wraps around different tree diameters without damaging them. Birds can access it from any direction.
Animal Deterrent Device
Wireless Earbuds
LEAF SELF MULCHING VACUUM BAG
Rubberized ear swabs with knobby texture for better removal of wax from the ear's channel.
A Retro Iphone Charger and handset. Leave your Iphone in a Throwback Charger and Use the old school handset to make and receive calls.
Whether itâ€™s a tool that can transform your life or a message that can uplift your day, we help you create a life thatâ€™s truly your own.
Robotic Snow remover (For home, parking lots and the highway) - similar to the "IROBOT ROOMBA 560 FLOOR VACUUM CLEANER ROBOT"
Two of the main things students have to do are: 1. remember to-dos (e.g. homework) 2. reinforce and remember concepts taught in class.
A STORAGE DEVICE FOR THE MESS BEHIND YOUR DESK!
A "Stylish" crumb catcher with a built in brush. Easily Stored. Always Handy!
GE Dual Cooling Jet ceiling fan without motor. Most energy efficient way to cool your house
Say goodbye to business cards!
Snow Painter
"Healthy home kit" - a green box with DIY tests for environmental toxins. It consolidates existing products for new parents or homeowners.
The Easy Cut! Hard plastic cylinder with the functions to house and cut wrapping paper to the size you need, hold tape at the edge for ease
slow release binky
A sock that ventilates so theres no smells in socks
SassyHem magnetic jewelry - Add sass to your outfit! Use it to lift &amp; brighten the hemline on any dress. EZ to use - No damage to clothes.
Kids! Parents! Humans! Introducing the first reusable custom cookie cutter EVER! Shape &amp; snap in to make unique cookies every batch.
Chiller cover
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Infant/toddler toys made with "tags" of nylon webbing, to discourage kids from chewing seat belts commonly found on kid seats.
The backyard misting tent, keep the whole family cool on those "unbearable" summer days, See pics for details. Please leave feedback.
danger ahead light
Fashion-A-Bowls! Bowls for cats and dogs that have nifty fashion patterns. Polka dots, argyle, plaid, etc. #spotsv
SolarCharge
Pocket Travel Razor. Its compact design measures 1-Â½ inches long with blade attached. Comes with matching pouch.
Portable and Flexible Flower Vase
Plush Squeak Matt. Crawl, walk or roll. Makes tons of squeaky noises. Promotes Activity!
Cubie or "QB"
Portable Router Case with Cooling Pad. My case will allow you to transport, find the best hot spots, and keep your mini iPad cool.
Tired of greasy hands when coating a pan? A "Grease Wand" allows for easy greasing of any sized pan.
A sweet, minimalistic aluminium sliding case that slides in and out. Made out of two parts - the metal bottom storage and the top cover.
Cell phone imaged serving tray
My idea is a way to clean mini blinds without taking them down.Just Spray and Brush clean.
My 1st Hair cut Buddy
Family Calendar
Adjustable stroller handle
Why don't we give our window blinds a new purpose? What if we have window blinds with slats made of solar cells to generate power?
With CapStrapWrap active outdoors ballcap wearers with ponytails don't have to constantly lose hair on those blasted velcro straps!
Exta long toaster oven
The re-invented most energy efficient light bulb. Redirects wasted heat of conventional bulbs to generate electricity to power the bulb!
Shredder with integrated Scanner: save an electronic copy of your documents while you shred them. Option to only scan for added safety.
FIND IT - Never lose your kids shoes or jackets again! If you are in a store you can use the alert to find them too.
sequential light strip
#spotsv The water wedge. If you use a shower curtain in your bathroom, the wedge would keep water in the tub and off your floor! #spotsv
iMac Hard Drive Holder (for Portable External 2.5" USB Drives)
safe bounce house
One click
a Bracelet the parent and children wear if the child go more than10-20 feet it gives an alarm to alert the parent that the child is to far
GUTTER Leaf Blocker... will keep all of the accumulated FALL and WINTER LEAFS from clogging up the GUTTER'S DOWNSPOUT w/ removal screenwire
COMPUTER MOUSE HOUSE. When cleaning up my computer desk I can never seem to find a good spot to put my mouse. My Mouse now has a new
house.
FIFO storage container. First in first out!! Both ends can open. Put new items on the leftovers then just flip the container. UPDATED!!
weighted belts
Hydrofinns on a boat KicksA, Now think bike. Portland OR; where bikes actually replace commuter cars. We can help with HPVehicle innovation.
Bed Insert iPad Holder
Mystical Creatures Bake Shapes
An easy to use grill cleaning device that would strain and remove ashes while holding onto the used coals in an inside chamber for later use
A scrubber mat with suction cup. Could be stick to wall. Good for scrubbing your back while bathing or scrubbing itchy back.
Reusable Heated Car Cover
Proud owners of upcoming Mac Pro should feel they are working with cutting edge rocket science, or is it Mac Procket Science?
inexspendsive food carrier for hot food and or food that has liquid..
Cute kids VITAMIN dispensers with Night Light &amp; Toothbrush Holder! They will NEVER forget to brush their teeth or take their vitamins again!
Shipping, Moving and Storage Reinvented (RS)
Glitter Box
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A SOLAR POWERED RING Strip CHARGER, for out or indoor use,the main design will be to cover the top of your Home and Resort Patio Umbrellas.
electricchap
Hide me note book
A portable shower unit that heats shower water by propane gas. The portable shower would be used in disaster areas.
habillage de platre
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
pad with a sensor inside activated by pressure to set off a alarm under the hood if car was not stated or pressure not removed sam in rever
Siri Face : This is the face of Siri. It works with Siri's voice frequency. it changes his face along to Siri's voice.
iPhone 5 Bluetooth LED Dock &amp; Charging Station Cube:Charges up to 5 iPhone 5s with light up facets for incoming calls,emails,text messages
Don't want to dry your hands on that ucky bathroom towel? Don't want a roll of paper towels sitting on the counter. I have the solution..
Handy dandy pocket thingy for inside of your umbrella, so you can reach keys easily.
Sol ~ Adjustable Ambient, Task and Grow light. Optional smaller directional Airlight as one lamp in unit!
A retractable storage bin and retractable cover, can slide open to several different sizes, also used as a toy box or to store clothes ect.
Windows cleaning, app enabled, caterpillar robot that crawls over the window, and holds with suction rubber units, attached to the window.
Airport / Coffee Shop Micro Power Strip
Key Chain Credit Card Swiper Holders. Protects your credit card swiper and keeps it on hand.
survival walking stick, be ready for almost anything,broken leg, lost in the woods,hungry . never be helpless again. HELP IS HERE!!!
Combining a laser measuring device with a tablet for use by real estate professionals .
A low profile Styrofoam paint pad that has a detatchable handle and has a pocket in the body to put a paint stir stick into.
Macbook Air doesn't have a disc drive. This one is integrated into the top of the case, but keeps its slim profile
Kitchen Palm Protector, for protecting the palm of the hand while using a spoon to dig ice cream or other hard solids out of a container.
Educational Bath Mats
Cell phone telephone folders w/ #'s 4 Peggy under her name #'s for Sue under her name. Fast way to find a phone number for that person.
Change the linens w/less back breaking effort! No more disrupted sleep,lost covers or cold toes: HYBRID COVERS
car seat, stoller combination!
The Quirkiest Cart Ever!
3rd Thumb
"Mirror Match": A secure, affordable way to install a full length mirror in your room without mounting tape, wall damage, permanence,etc.
(RESUBMITTED) TEMBEL is the bathroom iPad stand that allows you the freedom to enjoy your iPad while using the restroom.
Side-handled umbrella to take advantage of the entire canopy instead of just one side or the other in a traditional center-handled umbrella.
Clean Wags
Graco Like Fast Action Android
The I.H.generation X provides all your entertainment, charging, and storage need from your home to a jog in the morning to the office
The new phones allow one to see themselves,ie reverse the view for pics. I want to create an app that would be a mirror like.
Mat Mates
Wedge-Ora = is a small device to hold the barrel lock in place for closing the lock and a device for opening the lock while on the wrist.
A nice Leather Backpack for Macbook...that has 4 concealed foldout legs to turn into laptable...also slide-out solar charging wings.
I like sleeping comfortably and if you're in college dorms, that's going to be hard. With this "Back Matt" you can do just that!
CIPHER PIGGY BANK
THE REMOTE PROTECTOR Everything Has a Remote Control How many remote controls do you have, and how many times have you dropped them?
Auto CO protection
Quirky is now developing a Reading Board Game. Lets develop an exciting fun filled Board game for kids struggling in Math. Make Math Fun
iPhone 5 Lightning Power! Dynamo Case - Generate Power and Use as Stand and as a Belt Clip.
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Seeking App-Finders Keepers
2 in 1 mesh sponge. A Mesh Sponge on a stick that you can remove the head to use it for your body and clip it back to use for your back.
Standard disposable surgical mask with magnified face shield to enhance/magnify vision of surgical field
miniMAXBag
the perfect ham
The Ultimate Customizable- Modular Medicine Cabinet- Organize and arrange it according to personal, his/hers, pills/grooming/medicine, etc.!
Hand-crank Iphone Case. When your phone dies on the go, have an extra boost of power.
Peace in public restrooms
Universal Gripper. Turns anything with a handle into a better gripped handle.resub
Case with Loop : Get a better grab of your iPad! - Flush when not in use!!! Removable to use handle/loop as stand
HotPlates are plate-sized baking sheets that multiply the ease and convenience of baking hot sandwiches and other oven-fresh goodies.
"The Shoe Case" safely transports your shoes when traveling, so that they arrive in shape, not smashed in and bent out of shape.
Enclosed prescrip. bottle caddy w/handle, embedded magnifier,separate access:freq. used meds, cover indent for med. list + storage below.
Universal tub shower jet sprayer - fits over existing tub spouts & shower heads - power washes/rinses jacuzzi jets & tub/shower walls.
App-enabled gutter sensor and cleaner for gutters maintenance. Donâ€™t climb up there if you donâ€™t need to!
Imagine an outlet that was connected to your wifi network and allowed you to turn your electronics on and off from your smart phone.
WiFi Light Tower
Athletes Foot Brush &amp; Pad
I designed a bag with a draw string that fits onto any Pooper Scooper. Pull the string to enclose the poop,no mess,toss the bag &amp; that's it!
Cardboard *Kits* to go with the Quirky "JUGO" clips. 3rd Time RESUBMIT! Graphic is of actual JUGO clips here on Quirky!
I'm surely not the only one who misplaces cell, keys, glasses, and remote! Those things have a way of hiding in the house!
Umbrapack: Hands free Umbrella
Lunchbox with warming containers &amp; folding tray. All you need for lunch in 1 box. No more waiting 2 use the office microwave. Open 2 collab
A scanner for the iPod and iPhone that can scan bar codes. It would add up all the items prices to give the user the total amount of money.
Having trouble parking the car? With the parking lasers can know in advance if your car goes into free space.
Soda Saver
Smart Nail Clipper
Carry-On Luggage/Exerciser
QUIRKY'S BOOK, WEB SITE OR APPS OF INVENTIONS AND DESIGN FOR DUMMIES.
Towels neem facial scrub
Cat-proof window blinds. Std. 2" slats and industry widths. No cords, chew-proof ribbon that tastes bad to cats and smooth chew-proof chain.
Lighter that you choose where the flame comes out. For frustrating positions.resub
Eliminate driving blind spots with mirrors that provide a tremendous field of view without making objects appear farther than they are.
Minimalistic Titanium Tripod Instant iPad Desk (3 feet high or more). Watch movies next to your bed, set it up in front of your couch, etc.
A set of interchangeable, disposable, sponges, Brillo pads, and, brushes that mounts to a pull out faucet on a kitchen sink. Entire Device
A storage container with 3 movable memory-foam "shelves" to keep fragile items safe, seperate&secure during storage&transport. Many sizes!
Rotating Knife Cover
Ice Cold bottled Sports Drinks, Water Bottle or Sodas. The re-usable helix ice cube. Freeze it, put in drink, No warm or watered down drinks
Let's create a smart clock to bring more fun to your kitchen
IN Â§ OUT CLEANING! Two heads Telescopic cleaner; steam, detergents Â§ waxes. +rolling wiper! Mono cleaner doses, in disposable gloves
PILL SORTING &amp; DISPENSING
An iPhone case that stores your ID and credit/debit card for easy access.
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Resub - Thumbtacks with a meaning. #spotsv
Cordless Blowdryer
A device which allows me to receive WINK alerts without wearing the phone. Could be a bracelet, a keyring, a watch...or altogether :)
Camaraselfiesmovil
A kitchen tool that will easily remove the "chalaza" (strange, white, stringy undesirable part) from the eggs without wasting good egg.
All Measurements in ONE LIQUID Measuring spoon with overflow, so you never spill another drop while measuring tsp and tbsp Liquids #spotsv
FRIDGE FRAMES - 4 magnetic triangles that will mount any device to your fridge while you're cooking a tricky recipe!
Fris-Pong. The latest tailgating, backyard game!
Versatile bed support. Redesign of the classic bed pillow for watching TV. Cooler, more comfortable, more flexible for different sizes.
#spotsv Keep Fresh Pouch For Fish. Keep Cold, From Market To Refrigerator.
Hot child alarm
The baby sleeping device. A small engine/springs that will keep the babies in gentle motion while they are sleeping in their traveling bed
An app to find your keys or pet.A coin size Q trinket sensor with radar,sound and a LED to locate your lost property using your smart phone.
Leash Light
Rechargeable battery charger w/power outlets and batt charger power strip â€“ charge your battery & use your power outlet at the same time.
Help me help my co-workers in Japan! Vote for my modular over-the-door coat rack honoring the "Land of the Rising Sun".
"RemiPlug"
Folded Funnel
The Sanivisor
Over-the-Refrigerator space saving rolling storage shelves
4PLUG ---------------- the simple, elegant and helpful power outlet extension!!!
Adjust-A-Spoon: Adjust the length of your spoon ! Easy stirring and easy adjusting to use for drinking
Pet Hang Out
Safety power device, with built in smoke alarm and power surge with wi-fi warning APP to your smartphone
This is simply a third hand that holds any size ziploc bag open for you. It allows you to empty a pot/pan into the bag without extra help.
Phone "Buzz" Kill - Muffles vibration buzz a phone causes when on a hard surface. Holds charging cord too. Gr8 for desk &amp; nightstand RESBMIT
Dispense toothpaste, mouthwash and cups with one hand. Conceals all these and toothbrushes from bacteria. All your oral tools in one unit.
No-Hassle Heated Insoles
Keep your mouth healthy and clean while you brush.Toothbrush. Brush on top on bottom you option for a tongue cleaner,flosser,or dental pick.
An iPhone case that has space for a few credit cards and a bill.
#spotsv -- Playing Card Building Clips
Billboard Graffiti. Electronically display your graffiti on billboards. No more community disputes over who defied another work of art.
The Bliss Brush for horses
Ant Pheromone Pen
A handy bedroll/bolster for when you have surprise guests or if you go visiting unexpectedly.
Knock On Wood
Sponge Critters. Kid's bath Sponges shaped like sea critters. Whale, fish, alligator, starfish, seahorse, octopus, shark, etc... #spotsv
Laundry/Dirty Clothes Hamper System :: Keeping clothes off dorm room floors and killing the smell! Easy to carry to the Laundromat too!
Powered by the water pressure of your shower, a small water pump can conserve millions of gallons of water that would otherwise be wasted.
super Miniature/Medium Air Wave signs for on your desk and other places
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
Coconut Juice Faucet:Fun and Refreshingly Delicious.
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Kitchen laptop protector- Protect your laptop from kitchen spills &amp; splatters while you're reading recipes. [resubmit from 2011]
3 in1 Curling Iron, hair straightener &amp; hair dryer all in one with no attachments. Save space in the bathroom &amp; when you travel.
Cleaning is easy with the 4 in 1 Cleaning System including Broom, Telescopic Duster, Brush & Vacuum Adaptor. No more climbing to clean/dust.
test
Super light weight photo frame with push pins built in, perfect for an office cubicle or home office
Hyper Pen: We really need to take a memo on papers while using iPad/iPhone by stylus pen!
The Perfect Closet Light
The purse battery pack charger
LIGHT BULB INFO - A light bulb or an adapter fitting over one, would project the time or other info on the wall or desk. Adjust via app
wireless Baby Pacifier Finder: Your vote can help this poor dad.
Windshield Warmer
Quirky Quotes: Book with quotes that community members help write! Resubmitted from a long time ago!
Drying rack for window frame
A sock that ventilates so theres no smells in socks
Dirty carseat cover, Try to remove the cover is a nightmare!solution makes it easier for you to remove the car seat cover and launder.
A vacuum can blow out a stale and dusty smell, but a possible solution is a fragrant insert/attachment that would blow out pleasant aromas.
Sparkie Light=Foot
App enabled heated slippers.
Magna Noodle - Flexible Magnetic Wire with 1001+ uses! #SPOTSV
new plastic rubbish bin lock device and automatic release for bin empty : resubmit:
CLOSET SPACE GENERATINg product that allows you to DIVIDE up the space in your closet, CREATE SPACE and hold your TIES and BELTS in place.
TWO TIER PET BOWLS. A space efficient way to keep your pets Food and Water bowl on the floor. With Refillable Water Bowl. THE PET-TIER
Tea Utensil Spoon - All in One - Holds tea bags, lemon and sugar. The perfect pitcher of tea everytime.
App enabled blood glucose monitor for diabetes patients. No need to carry around multiple devices
POSEIDON - NevWet and retractable toilet Pluger (based on Quirky's Nautilus)
Let's beat NASA to the punch &amp; make a 3D Food Printer inexpensive enough to help end world hunger Let's Feed The World.(3D Printable Food)
Resub)Mini Pen Zen for computer monitors. Put your Flash Drives or pens, markers, even little scissors.
a "C" shaped school desk that provides an abundance of work space.
Milk, Cream Bowl/ container that keeps milk or cream cold.
Add 3 MPG to your vehicle! Several strips of quirky's dimpled tape are all that is needed. See Mythbusters and APRN. RESUB. NEW USE.
A universal backligthed layer (plastic or silicone) for notebookÂ´s keyboard
Soldering Pipette
1.5 oz. Ketchup Packet
Mobile phone accessory with camera and Bluetooth allowing two way video chat for mobiles with no front facing camera
Modular storage boxes with detachable side panels and additional feature to set them into storage system, desk or partition wall.
Pedal Stop
I find my wrist gets sore quickly after reading my books in bed... I could use a simple, innovative, helping hand to hold the book.
A Wide Range of sensor device and your predefined rules via smartphone. (all basic/cheap sensor)
Pet bowl protector. Only your pet can get to the food or water protecting them from diseases and saving money by not feeding pest.
These are plastic, adjustable clips that fit around a clipless (or regular) curling iron to secure hair to the iron when curling hair.
heart safe (car life saver)
1. The VPower always gives the optimum grip 2. The VPower retains your grip longer . 3. The VPower help prevent injuries to the joints.
Swivel is a set of portable speakers w/ BASS. Fits in palm of hand, USB recharge, 10+ hrs power, 3.5mm audio device compatible e.g. iPod
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A Cup that lists drinks and calories. The CALORIE CUP. Keep the math out of the equation and take the cup that measures for you.
Wireless Charging kit with external battery pack cover
Trifold cover with space for cards, phone, stylus, photos and pad of paper
Hookster - To club together all the important belongings onto one small accessory. Easy to carry and helps us to keep all items safe.
Closing Colander
The X Factor
SuperBucket! Combine it all. Bucket for water/cleaning solution, 4 Spray Bottle/Aerosol Can Holders,3 Sponge/Brush Rag Holders, Mop Snap!
Let's develop a built in straw for the kids juice bags or boxes to make it easier than having to poke a seperate straw through a hole.
flatchguard
I have come up with a snowman mold system that can be packed &amp; stacked, then removed &amp; embellished with whatever your kids would like.
Baseboard outlets
STEALTH Camera: removable mobile device case with optical adapters provides an a stealthy means of capturing images
Are you tired of holding your Tablet? Or in your having pain in the neck for looking down? The Human Tablet Stand is going to resolve it.
Kids bouncing off the wall and looking for something to do? Making colorful, character pancakes will entertain all!
Wind-up power source to run and charge your portable electronics. Never be left with a dead cellphone or laptop battery.
The Cargonizer! Gather Your Gear When on the Go!
A globe ball about the size of a softball, with five different shades of soft colors that you connect to your cell phone via bluetooth.
Formula Fast&amp;Easy
Christmas tree style clothes drying rack w/ heated? fan on the bottom: dry your clothes in minutes rather than hours. Stores flat -under bed
A car accessory that helps stop sun light on to the face from the side window through the gap between the built-in visor and the door panel.
Honey Balls: Gel balls filled with honey that you pop in your Hot tea or water and watch as the honey melts in your mug
My Journey
Heated Kitchen Sink
Organize laptop and documents in tight and cramped spaces of planes, trains, and automobiles with the Multi-Angle Document Holder!!!
#spotsv A simple, magnetic, rotating sign that tells you if the dishes in your dishwasher are clean or dirty. Never be unsure again. #spotsv
Rotating Picture Button/Stand
Iphone 5 to 4 adapter.
iPhone case with emergency whistle.Panic Button.
Knights in arms
Use sensor-enabled RFID technology in consumer products to inventory the kitchen. First application would be milk pH, temp, and level.
My ouch
A fly swatter with wet wipes in the handle,so you can wipe up the splatterd bug.
Develop baby bottles that can tell the temperature of the liquid that is in them.
Golf clubs that automatically correct mis-hits to eliminate unwanted hooks and slices for the golfer.
A great gift for your loved ones during the holiday season! Just record your message, download your pictures. Bet thisâ€™ll make them smile!
Revolutionary foot rest under your desk with multiple use and benefits
Velcro Hand Gloves with easily attach/detach replaceable accessories. Available in variety colors, materials, and style, depend on its uses.
Cast sealer
App enabled heated Steering Wheel cover and Seat Cover Package!
My idea is a clock that lights up when it's okay for a young child to get out of bed. The design has 2 b appealing to little kids.
This is a snow melter for your car .The snow melter will be plugged into your accessories plug in car and will attach to wheel wells.
Spatula with light and clamp
Mask N' Apron
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Apps to customize the User Interface on the Iphone 5, make it truly graphical and pretty.
My product is called the Tuff Mic, an XBox microphone designed to be durable with interchangeable components that players can customize.
A camera phone holder in the form of an inflatable transparent bouncy ball . beachball snowball.
Bandaid Roll
slingy
Ice tray system uses tension to stick to top of freezer (kind of like a pressurized shower curtain rod). Trays slide on rails, pull ice
Stay Put PillowPants!
The Moat Bowl: Food safe plastic. Use it for chips and dip, wings and sauce, or can be used for pets to put food and water in 1 bowl!#spotsv
Tablecloth with mesh cover tent a definite conversation piece for all guests and even bugs.Set up in seconds,practical fold ,and stores well
A spring loaded light device, that snaps on the top of a travel mug, pop can, beer can. Fits on any container that has a top lip.
My idea is a new age built in LED telescoping lamp. This lamp would have multiple color options, several light settings and a expanding neck
Professional looking portraits with your iPhone 5 with this flash diffuser clipon.
Bringing MagSafe to iPhone, Android, and USB
Crank up personal panic alarm with power indicator that warns you when it needs more cranks.
My idea is to create an AIRBAG for iphones.
when you saw document in jpg files or paper, hard to make copies with change. With this application on smart phone, you can easily copy it.
Whale Tail clip for iPad. Easier to carry. Great for kids.
Sling Stories
Small Chewing Gum personal dispenser on your keys! No more ugly and weak chewing gums covers or looking for gums in all pockets!
A doughnut shaped laundry basket that makes it easier to see when walking up and down stairs.
Once Upon a Sling
collateral damage
MARKO, Yoga & Fitness Mat
bling|sling
Develop a sturdy comfort height toilet seat to help ease the burden on our aching backs.
A glow in the dark cable identifier that interlocks with each other for a better secure cable management system.
Dog Ramp
A Cell phone text database of nothing but business cards shot to cell phones via text messaging and e-mail accounts #SPOTSVE
No Mess Pizza Cutting Board
When pushing a pram on sand most people struggle with their prams, because the surface of the wheel is to small to move easily on sand.
My idea is to produce a new type screw, bolt and screwdriver.
Breaking News
A video game in which the controller is a digital piano with weighted keys. And there are games that'll help you learn how to play the piano
Sensory Baby Bottle Cover
A continuous-drip watering system for hanging baskets and container gardens. Save your Tomatoes and Flowers!
Phone charger siphon. Transfers energy of one phone to another.
The perfect blade that will revolucionate the birthdays parties! how about that? No more unshapen slices. no more waiting at your slice.
NEVWET MAP CASE. Biking, kayaking, hiking,canoeing, search &amp; rescue.
Snap Neck Carrier Like Snap Bracelets for Holding Headphones and Earbuds
My Idea is Decorative Door Jammers to replace the BROOMSTICK. They provide security with a decorative touch. Great for kids rooms
a great stuffed toy for dogs.better then other dog toys
pest-rest
A light on the dash of a car to show when a tail light or brake light is out
Get off the Phone! Here's a home-based phone system that is a headset which includes a dialing pad and caller id display.
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Sling Thing
iFold = TwoFold (Quirky Upcoming product) used as iPhone case. Take your phone + paper notes with you.
Breaking Story!
Super-ergonomic ratchet-driver handle. Unique form fills the hand, with no gaps or pressure points. Saddle shape provides high torque.
MySling
Low Cost in home freeze dryer
Not wet shoes
Flexible Bendable Shower Neck that holds its shape in place. Position your shower head perfectly. Excellent for showering your kid or pet.
Portable Iphone and Ipod Charging Station for wall outlet. Charge both at once.
High end bristol dress shirt box.3" on one end and 1 1/2" on the other with a ribbon handle and closing lid. It's a wedge box!
SoundStrap
Drawstring Picnic Mat Bag....Bring all your picnic supplies and food in this one bag that opens up into a picnic mat!
Hang On
The Lip Clip
The Brastel, a universal toothbrush, toothpaste, floss combo. No need to buy floss or toothpaste. Convenient brush combo.
Wrist Gist
I-SPY app game
a vented, auto dim, med helmet
Square Rubber Bands-when wrapped around things always have a corner you can grab to help take rubber band off. Prevents rolling too! #spotsv
Convert your regular Bathtub into a Soaking Tub... with my Inflatable Bathtub Liner
Know if that car is coming at you, even from behind. Motion sensing LED and audible alarm for bike, jogging. LED warns them, audible warns U
Stack &amp; Trolly Suitcase - makes pulling your luggage through the airport a lot easier
A cup attatchment that allows you to cool off your face while drinking.
Sturdy baby jungle gym. Has play mat for tummy time, use ends to pull self up, and middle to take steps and WALK-Has toys/beeps/lights/music
Sling-a-ling
"Grabz" Sticky back foam stuff holders. Comes in different sizes. Grabs your stuff when you need an extra hand. Stick them anywhere.
Tired of grease spots on your lap from fast food droppings? Soft folding vinyl lap tray goes everywhere (car, picnics, boats, games, etc.).
Electronic IMP Fitness Unit. Exercise unit that communicates with your APP &amp; builds programs around your lifestyle. Smart. Social. Fitness.
A wearable, eyes-free Siri interface.
Never Wet under eye and face stickers. Keep the sweat out of the eyes. Great for athletes, dancers, runners,....
the victims Vignette
SpikeShield
IPHONE 5 carbon fiber case !!!!
Disposable toilet brush resp. "one-way" toilet brush
Universal Smart Phone/Tablet Kickstand
A bracelet that lets you know when you're dehydrated. Great for hiking, a night out drinking, or for working intensely on a project.
A GPS Navigation unit with a 10-15 min continuous recording loop, capable of on screen playback and with removable storage(SD or microSD
HAW
Selfie Strap
Garbage Pail Connector
have a device that replaces your normal light switches. then having your iphone to work them. but still having a manual way
Jogger-to-Cart Converter. Converts the baby jogger many parents already own into a rugged cart for car-free neighborhood shopping.
Hot beverage brewer with rotating tray that makes regular and decaffeinated coffee, tea and hot cocoa.
Home air fragrance
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Wrist Rewind
Getting the kids to help is a nightmare. Chore chart with a twist. Teaching responsibility is our responsibility.
"Cake Pop FUNky Sticks" - DECORATIVE lollipop sticks for the new Cake Pop craze versus the plain white generic "lollipop" sticks available.
Cat Rescue/Bed/Carrier Bag-Cat stuck in a tree, but you're not an experienced tree climber and cannot pay the cost for a cat rescue service?
Dissolving gelatin packaging, similar to that for dishwasher detergent, for hotel shampoo, shower gel, and conditioner
a great stuffed toy for dogs.better then other dog toys
Kitchen Prep Organizer- multi-drawer and multifunctional. Use vertical space on your countertop for cooking ingredients, spices and utensils
Stainless Steel Writable Travel Mug (acts as dry erase)
Ultrasonic Microwave Auto-Stir
CrashCopter Landing Pad
Elastic drip ring collar that absorbs liquids. It is applicable to a range of containers with different shapes and sizes.
Procasio
Glass Microwave Food Cover that is 100% chemical free and Dishware, Oven, and Microwave Safe.
www.findonefindall.com is a solution to finding lost items. Why not take it a step further and have it able to be found from a cell phone?
MAGNETIC ACCESSORY LANDSCAPE/PORTRAIT/TYPE FACETIME
Oops Scoops
Hands-free outdoor dinner/appetizer plate, with (semi)universal cup holder, flatware divot, and hand grip.
Keep Doors Closed! Kids go in and out but forget to shut the door. Save energy, money, and effort: let this device tell 'em to close it!
The Bar charger. usb bar strip
Cell and Credit Card privacy
Safety Net to be worn for protection while walking, running, biking, ect. NO more hit and runs! American lives come first! Go USA
FoDD - For the Dainty and the Delicate
Laptop Computer Power Brick Power Cord Rap and Cord saver, now your power brick will last longer than your computer, #spotsv
Divider system organizes clothes closet by keeping like items together using 12 hanger-like objects with decorative descriptive label tabs.
zip loc toothpaste tube
Custom-designed, snap-on door covers that fit your personal style. Can be used on various doors in the house, including refrigerators.
a great stuffed toy for dogs.better then other dog toys
Transform a boring sling into bling with a removable cover that snaps in place on standard adult and child arm slings featuring two pockets
Product PSH is a sleek, LIGHT WEIGHT shoulder HOLSTER with several varying size pockets for carrying multiple items used by everyone daily.
Car Seat play
Drawerganizer
rubber hair pins
Slingles
Universal and adjustable Android car dock with built-in speaker, audio out, power, tilt functionality, and non-obstructive camera view.
Next Gen. Cell Phone! Comes with two fully functional touch screens front and rear.
Shower caddie clip.
Adjustable coffee measuring scoop. Never have to remember the number of tablespoons for your coffee maker again!
Phone Case + Computer Mouse (Bluetooth). Use your phone case as a computer mouse. Case holds a stylus . No Batteries/No WiFi. (3-in-1)
Slingmingly
Deco Sling
Door Alert
Sling Bling
Sling Thing
schling
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A cell phone case with speakers built in to a sliding case. This concept is good for outdoor/indoor activities and it fits in your pocket.
Bed bug killing bags. These bags would contain and kill any bed bugs you may pick up in your travels.
Arm Charm
Is your office freezing? Are your hands too cold to type? Many offices are too cold causing difficulty for those suffering from cold hands.
Domino dot calculator
iPhone charger &amp; cable holder
Magnet Key Chain - Don't lose your keys in your purse again! Don't damage your walls for a massive key chain rack either!
Auto-Medical Alert Bracelet
mom's lil' helper
"LOCATE ANYTHING IN YOUR HOUSE VIA. YOUR PHONE/TABLET" A barcode tag system with an APP. Never lose your remote again~!...
Lighted drywall tools
Slinger
Triathletes have angst taking items to a race. We carry a bag and other race items. Placed in front of a bike seat the device is now mobile.
Sling It!
Charm My Arm
All in one loofah wand! Fill the wand with body wash and eliminate having to pour it on ur skin or loofah. Saves time, money, &amp; space!
Iphone 5 Y Zipper Cord.Y have multiple USB outlets when you could just have one cord with two connections for 2 iphones if you need it?
The Water Doggle is essentially a sports/travel water bottle with an attached bowl designed for sharing water with your pet when outdoors.
A Yo-Yo that will keep track of rotations, RPMs, and also trick and style points. Compete with friends!! whos the best YoYo'r!
Let's invent a vegetable peeler that peels in one shot......Watch Video
Ipad stand/holder: Clips on or screws to wall. Adjustable arm, led light, holds ear phones, USB charger and stylus.
The Flip Bowl!Carry your food without ever worrying about dropping it. No need for a separate lid.The lid is incorporated to keep food fresh
A pin badge with the word "Like" and a hand with a thumb up. The badge can be pushed on to increment a LED counter located next to the hand.
Bling My Sling
a very thin and long vacuum attachment accessory for places hard to reach.Behind heaters in between airconditions etc.
My product idea is an a 2 in 1 extension cord. It has 2 input plugs & 2 output plugs. 1 for house 1 for car.,with a 50 foot extension cord!!
POP & SNAP BODY WORX
The manufacturing process is out there alreasdy, so it should be easy to create.
Rugged iPad case with back up battery pack!
ULTIMATE NAIL TRIMMER WITH DISPOSAL FEATURE
Sling Legend
A pill box that is stylish, discreetly locks, has versatile compartments but looks unassuming and decorative.
Fogless Mirror with Caller ID
Activated Magnetic Clasp unique line of jewelry #spotsv
ScoopOnTop is a clip that holds your scooper inside the protein tub!No messy fingers,no germs and no frustration of looking for your scooper
Zippered Comforter Covers
Screen protector that hides the appearance of cracks and blemishes through the use of elastic plastic.
RESUBMIT: Expandable Water Bottle. 3 bottle sizes in 1. Hydration in the size and volume you need. Refill less and Help the environment.
[UPDATE] Earbud Organizer+Splitter=An organizer that STAYS WITH YOUR PLAYER. Function options: mute, adjust volume or seek. MULTIPLE
DESIGNS
the mommy garment
Graphics tablet users need a space saving accessory for their keyboard.
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Mascara remover wand
Say goodbye to shoe wrinkles and funky shoes sitting in the closet! Its time to eliminate a shoe problem.
Portable or retractable crutch
An app-controllable oven with a refrigerated chamber.
Sport Top Bottle Cap to fit all size bottles!! Rubber base with a plastic top that pushes over lip of bottles to form a tight seal.
A case that allows the user to store cards or IDs without scratching their phone.
Remote controlled crazy ball - Place the circuit of the remote control helicopter into the interior of a large enough crazy ball
Sling Telling
Track Your Child - without it being obvious! Shoe Lace clip on "FUN Shapes or Animals" Could also benefit Alzheimer's patients. Resubmit
A series of miniature powertools for everday use that attaches to iPhone cases with external ports like the Mophie Pro Juice Pack.
Retracting Thin Extension Cord for Travel. Find a plug at the Airport and power your phone and laptop at your seat! Use in the Hotel too!
This is an iPhone accessory concept. This concept improves on the iPhone speaker sound quality and provides an alternative to headphones.
My Legend
My Sling Story
Never drop that wet or clean laundry item on the floor again! With this product you never have to touch your dirty laundry until its clean!
Window washing robot.
An App & Collar that revolutionizes how you and your pet interact.
Huge sound producing ultra portable sound speakers similar to jawbone's jambox, but in a functional case.
TV remote with built in digital voice recorder. Device would have an indicator to remind user that there is a unretrieved message.
Thermostat adjust the temp when it DETECTS YOUR PHONE is in range! Better than a timer.
EZ Stroller
Coats and Raincoats with inner transparent pockets for reflecting strips, glow in the dark signs and decorations!(Adult and Kid options!)
Personalize your Apple earbuds with Earbud Skins!
Compact, accurate Breathalyzer for the iPhone.
A pet barrier for windows. Enjoy open windows without worrying about a pet ruining or pushing out the screens.
SmartBusinessPhone
voice recording pen,you can use it instead of taking notes,can help you when you are not paying attention to your teacher you can write with
Supplement Cup, Mixer, Tracker
My Tale
NEVWET BIKE SEAT! A seat that's always dry when you go riding. No more plastic bags and wet sleeves from wiping off your seat!
LED window dressing
Here's an even better door stop.
I'm a snow plower and ice and roof snow removal and if their is a lot of snow on roof does damage roof, &amp; sidewalks, decks garage doors ect.
"THE CAN GRIP II" - Its a Can Grip with a lid that raises and lowers via a thumb release that is ergonomically positioned for ease of use.TY
You're perfect Christmas tree lights are now controlled from your iPhone. Blinking, rolling, lights all from the touch of you're iPhone
Harmed Arm
Arm Legend
Toilet seat with fold away splash guard minimizes pee smell, moisture and grime around the toilet by preventing platter from men peeing.
Charm in a Sling
This is a collapsible step ladder and dolly combo with vertical slots for broom & mop and places to hang cleaning supplies and various tools
NuButton Clothing Fastener
Finally a new way to drink! Hard alcohol shots that come pre-poured with a pull-off tab to open! No more big bottles or big spills
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Watch Out Below! This AC Adjustable bar stabilizes and secures your window air conditioning unit. I need one of these badly!
Resub - Frosty mug w/ removable ice pack. Frosty mugs take too much space in the freezer. This mug solves this problem. #spotsv
"A VALVE" for Yaldas Shelf
Cortado singles (for coffee)
The idea is a water scraper the tool will be design to remove ice. Will be tube design with heated water temp. Will make ice removal easier
Handbag with Textures
I always loose my phone/keys/purse/kids/dog/friends/car
Multi-functional over the door hanger/banner. One side is to hang coats, hats and purses at 2 heights/levels. 2nd side allows for banner
Jewelert
iSling
RE-SUBMIT (60 votes 94 views) Steamfree is a small but mighty defogger, clearing the mirror while youâ€™re enjoying that hot, steamy shower!
This product has the capability to convert your Iphone/Ipod into an Ipad.
THE FINGER A fist with a small suction cup attached for a car window. the fist has a rubber hose with a rubber bulb attached to the end.
A carry-on, roll aboard, bag that fits snugly into the overhead compartment. Our bag has double the volume of a rectangular, standard bag.
Slingy
Breakfast Star
Expiration I.D.
CLEAN IDEA: AUTOMATIC TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER: houses multiple toothbrushes, disposable cup dispenser &amp; plays music for time it takes to
brush.
With MoJack, you can connect your cell to the land line. Most phones operate on 3-6 milliamps. So do most cells!
The Cable Clip. A fast, neat and easily reusable way to CLIP your messy ipod, pc, tv, usb and power cables in an orderly space saving way.
Slingy Thingy
The Knife Caddy
Scrape & go mopâ€¦â€¦.. 2 in 1 mop, twice the cleaning power, mop and scrape up anything off of the floor.
Ouch Legend
Pain Tale
Dish dryer rack wih funnel Tired of drying dishes, soggy wet counter. Quirky create one with a fan under the rack that dries dishes quickly
The bike chain and lock that protects your bike and your bank. With the colorful rubber/silicon tubing it makes bolt cutters obsolete.
Solar power fan that maintains air flow in a car or truck that is parked in the sun.
RED ALERT! - An app that notifies family members/emergency contacts and 911 dispatch that you've been in a car accident.
Crushed Ice Tray
Attention Feline Fanciers! Check our new, all-in-one Happy Cat Litter Center. Clean, organized, and portable. Saves you time and energy!
Programmable agility buttons that can be stuck on walls, attached to cones and more. Provide a fun and diverse set of challenges.
Like eating on your bed but always hated to reach back and forth for your food on the desk, with beanie tray every snack is a mouthful away.
BEACHMASTER - It's a Folding Beach Chair. It's a Folding Beach Mat. It's ALSO a WIND/SAND BLOCKER/PRIVACY FENCE in ONE!
With the Pringles "Double Decker" can, the great taste of Pringles will no longer be out of reach or frustrating to enjoy.
ShowMe
Using by this dish packaging band, you can easily and securely pack your glass dishes when you are moving.
"The Jerk" - BAM! An extension cord saver. You know how mom (and everyone) told you not to yank the cord out of the outlet. Now you can.
FixyB
App enabled extension cord that could be detached into separate segment. Each at least 1.5 meter from each other.
Resub)Mini Pen Zen for computer monitors. Put your Flash Drives or pens, markers, even little scissors.
Electric Longjohns
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Safe Strip
An Easily Portable Yard Caddy for with 2 drink holders and two trays to hold your food and drink at any outdoor yard event.
Pain 2 Gain
As previously shown.
Bicycle Stem With Built-In Faraday Shake LED Headlight #QCYCLE
The door to your room missing a lock? Attach my EZ Twist Door Lock with no extra hardware. (The Lock Bug!)
A lockable iphone case with password access
Modular Wall City for Kids: Fun Shaped Cubes on Wall. Rail-Type System for Sliding Cubes. Great for Play. Space-Saving!
Liquid Crystal Automatic Sun Visors for 21st Century Cars
A multi purpose petstep, with built in bed on top, a opening on the side that reveals a pet home, allows pet to sleep next to but not in bed
Balance Ball Sleeves to prevent germ transmittal, swampy butt and lint/hair adhesion.
SlingCast
Dolce Heated Ice Cream Scooper
RESUBMIT Flaura" Lamps/Lamp Kits-Illuminate your world by bringing the magnificence and serenity of nature indoors to enjoy all year long!!!
Wireless Noise-Cancelling Headphones With Built-In Projector. NEVER pause a movie 4 anything/anyone with a Unique Group/Ungroup Sync Feature
This would put professional hairstyling in everone's own hands with the convenience of one devise that can go anywhere with you.
Vegas Wedding Cake Vendors
Regular controller attachments gives motion sensor feel without the motion sensor and less the cost.
My idea is to have an rising cutting board. The cutting board would rise to an appropriate height for cutting,which would prevent back pain.
Inflatable ice chest with liner. Hard sides, top and bottom. This will be for camping and picnics. When deflated it will be 6 inches.
air conditioning system in your new helmet &amp; possibly in your clothing? No more sweaty helmets:
fire proof dog house stay cool inside fire proof outside with some kind of automatic exauhst fan to keep smoke out.
A Broken Tale
Toddler Toothbrush
Lumbar Strong: Target, exercise and build your lumbar muscles. Watch it mimic the medical/gym machine's function in the 30 sec video demo.
coolcap
Bite big with this steel wool cleaning shark. Get at crevices,save your hands (look no gloves needed)and get pesky areas tres clean!
Never Wet Bike cover.Unfolds from itself,stays attached to the sack it's in.Unsnap and pull over your bike. (resub)
Bluetooth Mouse Phone: A mouse with built in speaker and microphone that you can use to answer your iPhone 5 with.
Arm Art
Karma - Arm Slings
A slim, lightweight, chum holder that can be placed right on your line about a foot above your baited hooks.
My Fable Slings
Choo,Choo Train massager.
Iview 360 rotates to any desired position
Virtual Entertainment Live
EYE of the be HOLDER.
A television remote that could mute with just your voice. No need to desperately search to find the remote to mute a horrible advertisement!
#QCYCLE: Stay Safe with the bicycle hand signal patch. Indicates a right or left turn at night using LEDs'.
A 14" long plastic slotted spoon. Very stiff and dishwasher safe. The bottom would have square slots about 3/8" x 3/8" tapered on the bottom
The â€œUltimate Shelving Systemâ€, we've re-invented the stair-stepped kitchen cabinet shelving unit you grew up with.
Lunch Pal
Kidâ€™s Mechanical Crayon Holder, push the button and the crayon moves forward, NO MORE broken crayons (sharpener and paper cutter) #spotsv
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I have spent thousands of dollars on dress shirts for my job. Sweat stains on collars do not come out in the laundry/ dry cleaning process.
Slingz
Plot line slings
Replaceable bumper sticker frame will allow you to change the bumper stickers as frequently as you like.
Do you have an idea for a great app? We all do. We need a website like quirky, but for apps. Quirkyapp, is what we need.
A case with a bean bag like pouch to make calling, texting, playing apps more comfortable.Mold to hand like mouth guard?
Designer cutting board for every house hold with revolutionaire foldable sides to guide cut food from the board to the pan without spilling.
the sling *is* the story
Lengthen charging cable, give it 2-3 multiple lighting heads so we can charge multiple apple mobile product at once
Have you ever wanted to mask a foul odor and didn't know how? Well with the keychain airfreshner you can do just that.
nothing to see here - move along
Fablecloth
I work at a school and see Girls sharing one of their earbuds with a friend. Going mono has to suck,and no one wants ugly bulky earbuds.
An iPhone Case that reading glasses or other glasses can clip to safely or also be held in.
App-enabled snow melting device for cars. Get the snow off your car without leaving your house!
FOOD EXPIRATION DATE NOTIFIERS
Smart Mattress Pad: adjust firmness, determine temperature, detect moisture and movement, through your phone!
Cordless Crock Server, Say goodbye to cold queso! Now serve it to guests outdoors ~ no plug needed ***THIS IS A RESUBMIT 7/24/2011
Counter Caddy! Clutter Be Gone... It keeps the clutter off the counter and keeps you healthy!
Number "2" Pencils
Mega Phone Necklace :rebumit:
Electronic Stove Knob
Sticky notes, Todolists: you want to connect your papers with your computer world ? Extend your computer screen to the real world
Rotating USB charger for two iPhones in tight spaces with slots to hold phones
Can't find your remote,keys,cell phone? With this base, you can even link your wireless devices and simply page your misplaced items.
Reduce heartburn while you sleep on an ergomatic pillow
#spotsv Introducing Hairbrush with Rollers for shampooing, coloring/highlighting or applying any hair products including water! REBSUMITTED
Dry laundry washing machine, dishwasher, induction heating To replace the conventional resistance profile Induction
steer'o'meter - Know where you are heading to! The device that will let you know the steering angle of your front car wheels
Recover Story
The A-Salt Hose
String and Cup Telephone Modern Redesign. A Nostalgic Revival for Todays More Tech Savvy Kids. Works on Same Principle but with Tech Update.
Tree lights in a spiral net circle from small to large that fit over a tree and give uniform look instead of strands or generic netting.
Perforated Puzzle Paper Card Stock. Print puzzles anytime from home. (Great for parents and educators -- including special needs.)
RACHEAL RAYish STYLE REUSABLE WIPE CONTAINER WITH DRY WIPE INSERTS. Add DIY solution to dry wipes like Vinager & Water OR use
dry to dust!
FINALLY!!! STEM LINE EXTENSION!! DRINK FRESH FRUIT JUICE!! TASTE THE FLAVOR
Oil soap is nature, which is different from most soap or body wash that contain chemical. Oil soap also releases people's pressure.
Need to clean your nose quitly, remove waste from nose? Then twist it out with my nose cleaners. No more fingers. Breath easier with a twist
Slingers
Imagine a completely self contained clear plastic ball that can be sealed, and shaken with salad ingredients, then used for serving.
Plugged
The Interval/Tempo Trainer emits a fast paced beep during a 30 sec. interval, followed by a slower paced beep during a 90 sec. interval.
Your iPhone can read the amount of pollen in the air.
uLegend
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A small R2D2 like robot about the size and look of a softball that teaches children numbers, counting, arithmetic musical note relationships
senior prescription organizer
SAFE Balloon Wrist Strap for Kids parties in all sorts of Fun colours! #spotsv
Elevate-Ur-Life
Smartphone Ear Collects Cash &amp; Discounts by Listening for Inaudible Data Chirps from YouTube, TV, Radio etc. Database Tracks Chirps for Cash
I love yard art spinners but they are all the same. Make a customizable kit with different colors and configurations. Include water colors.
Noodle cutter, used to cut noodles without making a mess when splitting them by hand. Small cleanup, less work, easy to store.
Arm Art
CruzLiner Superior Trash Can
A slightly heavier than air device that children learn to catch with/ elderly/rehabilitating people exercise/improve coordination with.FUN:)
MyArm
A brake light that gets brighter the harder the brakes are pressed.
Mini MOTION SENSING SPEAKERS with clip/magnet/Velcro/stick- The MUSIC FOLLOWS YOU from room to room, goes anywhere! Sold in 10 packs!
A Remote Controlled small Toy Hot Air Balloon with Basket, using your smart phone, resubmit
A better Brim... Does everything the old Brim does, but now it stays dry, clean and germ free...
Cast Companion
Surround Sound for the Laptop ~ Slip on Soft Stereo Speakers Make it cool mesh to slip on the Sides or Top of any laptop!
Electric furniture!! Resubmit ( 192 votes )
Mail Box Receptacle locked external receptacle and locked internal receptacle. For securing small overnight envelope package and daily mail.
My product is a Travel Soap Dish that has a removable Rack that holds your bar of soap. The Rack keeps your soap dry and fresh at all times.
You want to use your ipad2, work on some paperwork, eat something and there is no table around!
Broken Art
The Joey Pouch. This elegant pouch is stylish enough for a night on the town and yet functional enough to ease the hardest day's housework.
Turn any rope into the ultimate tying system with these simple hook attachments. Tarps, roof rack items, tents. simply + effective. Video.
Cast of character
Apple MacBook Super-Charger
How about a mirror that takes pictures?
LeafNets is a bio-degradable plastic netting that is used to collect fallen leave on residential and commercial lawns.
GyroCool: Unique beverage cooler design. Resub.
Divided Cutting Board
this idea is for all computer users. Its inexpensive, decorative, an accessory for your key board that lights it up with little lights.
A smoke alarm with 'SILENCE' function remote control. Rechargeable batteries via usb socket and hinged stand and adhesive pad.
Keep flush with the walkway before it begins to snow, clear snow by opening apart like a door(motorized/foot operated)
Resub - USB Hub photo cube. Mix style and functionality. #spotsv
A charger that plugs into the wall and then when you unplug it has battery power. Then when you plug it into your computer it charges it.
No more wires
The Perfect Pour
Shower Head Fused with Soaps
Improved Crescent Wrench With New Grip/Release Feature.
Disarmed and Dangerous
Castory
Help improve the digestive health of your dog with Probiotic dog biscuits.
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Disposable bottles that have a special tab that you pull after you are done using it and the bottle disintegrates into small pieces.
Spidey - The Cobweb Remover
It's a Hairbrush &amp; spritzer in one. For ladies and maybe gents on the go, add body and lift or firmness when you need it
Keep collars looking crisp! Simple device slips over hanger, supports shirt, and keeps collar in place with easy to use rigid support.
Clean up your clutter lines, iBroker
It's a wrap!
Clip on iPad Camera Magnifier + Flashlight. Simple, light, should work on an iPad with or without a case.
Winged and Blinged
double rotating toothbrush bristles .. finally a toothbrush that does all the work
App RC LandSkaper
A car charger for cell phones of every manufacturer, an i pod adapter and computer charging capabilities. One device with multiple adapters
Reusable,recyclable,compact,plastic for an effective application of all lotions medical ointments and creams to hard to reach body parts!
One Arm Bandit
Smart USB. Losing your USB is no longer a worry.
Home Holodeck
No more tangles...Stow Away Earbuds Fast!! Auto-Winding/Retracting Earbud Case
Know when they go
Equipto arm sling
Internet enabled universal IR remote
Can opener date marker
Digital picture frame. App syncs with phone photos or video, and display management happens on app.
Lip scrubber
Sick of beetroot or tomato ruining your perfect sandwich you made this morning to have for lunch? Eat fresh Sammy's filled with fresh foods
Cut-proof composite straps for carrying gear on a vehicle. High tech straps and locking buckles provide flexibility and security for gear.
Remote keyless entry for your car or truck... via a mobile app!
a watering/food bowl that you DONâ€™T have to bend down to fill, Can be moved easily without ever bending down and can be COST EFFECTIVE.
Slingaroo
An automatic bartender that can mix drinks for you and your friends with just a click of a button!
ArmStory
Does your deck get slippery or do you have big gaps between the deck boards? Prevent accidents in summer and winter conditions with this!
A carbon fiber roofing shingle with a built in solar panel! Turn your whole roof or any part of it into a solar panel! #nevwet
I envision a portable storage device to hold everything.It would be much like a hard luggage case, but it would flip open like a clamshell.
I call this product the Emergency Signal Sleeve. It's a weatherproof sleeve a driver can put on when they have no signal or stopping lights.
SNOW TEA
Bathroom Wall Table that folds down from the wall!
Calendar puzzle for pre-school kids to develop motor skills, color recognition,pattern development, counting,writing and calendar knowledge.
r90
LOVE WINTER SPORTS and adrenaline? This SEATED-SNOWBOARD CONCEPT combines the comfort of a sled with the speed and agility of a
snowboard!
spiral power:more flexibility.
Count on Me: The new Abacus for children learning to count.
Back Yard Sâ€™mores campfire fun kit
Salad Circle
Sling Fling
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Cat Toy Box Quirky Version
Pepper &amp; Deodorant spray iphone case.
Hybrid powered A/C Unit
Staples red level
iPhone/smartphone device to make Labels dyna type for name tages
#spotsv-Take It, Shake It And Bake It! Spicer with four separate dispensers for a variety of spices. Easy slide up buttons sifting/pouring.
MONSTER BE GONE Does your child have a fear of the boogie man or monsters under the bed or in the closet? Get MONSTER BE GONE SPRAY...
Time to go to bed kiddo!
I'd like to invent a socket cover that shuts off the electrical energy draw when we turn off or are not using a light or an appliance.
Tablet case [Universal] with built-in keyboard with the Spectrum ZX 48 design
Life saving pad reminds drivers not to forget their baby. Hot cars can be deadly
Transparent Toaster: Are you tired of burnt overcooked toast in the toaster well me to, why can't we just have one we can see through.
THexter &amp; FinGster
Retract a cable
Birthday candles with flames that has no messy wax and you never have to throw them away.
Refresh is an app and room air freshener that syncs music to smells.
RakCap is a nylon-stretch dish rack cap!Wet dishes drip to get dry on the dish rack. The water sits soon causing mold. Sick of cleaning it?
Laundry! Kids in college, room-mates in apartments and families in homes. Anything to make it quicker, easier and more efficient!!!
The wonderful expandable wagon is fun for children and has the ability to make parents lives a little easier.
Cheers-O-Matic
Dental floss dispener for bathroom wall that holds large amount. FLOSS LIVE A LONGER LIFE stick to wall OR screw into any space near you.
A hair brush that sprays conditioner, detangler or water. Built-in reservoir that you can fill with your favorite detangler.
I have been trying to think of how to invent a holder for multiple bras.
Sheaf
toilet bowl brush the brush should be round at the end and primarily attach. This makes it easy to clean your toilet with your own cleaners
Goldilocks baby thermometer
I believe this idea is unique and will be a big hit! The pan has piece that can be inserted &amp; removed. Not similar to Ribbon! PLEASE READ ON
Easily transform your IPhone and IPod USB cable into a cool stand â€¦Check out the IPhone 5 USB cable picture leaked hereâ€¦.*VIDEO*
More industrial accidents with use of harnesses happen not because of failure to wear harness at heights but for not clipping it on safely .
RESUBMIT 8/19/11: Extendable handle bottle brush-reaches the bottom on your canteens, vases, beer mugs; ; compacts for easy storage #spotsv
Why can't my converge play music?? Add speakers to the converge!
Headphone + Speakers
Cut Light
The idea is to create a lens adapter to attach actual camera lenses to the iPhone 5.
Know what you really spend and where it goes. Keep a list of where you spend your money. On hand business expenses at your fingertips.
Perpetual Magnetic Battery
A-Cast-Story
Hand Extension
"CELLEEP" a battery, bedside portable charger for iPhones, &amp; iPods. Bends into desired position, clips on bed or slides under any mattress
An iPhone case with a built in speakerphone loud enough you can actually hear it well.
A password protector that plugs in series with your key board is the best way to protect all the many log in id's and PW's from hackers.
Kids Activity/GPS wristband
Electronic devise that detects if supermarket fruit is truly ripe enough and sweet enough and if ready to purchase.
Sleek paintable and customizable doorbell that plays mp3's.
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A case with four clips. The clips hold a elastic material that protects your ipone from slime and grime but keeps it slim.
A two shelf rack/bucket that straps to the front of any vacuum. Holds rags,dusters,cleaning products, allowing a free hand and no spills.
A-Cast-Graphy
Mood Badge
Lightning Striker: A power hub with 4 Apple Lightning cords! Eliminates the need for USB cords (and ports) for every device!
sono un biologo italiano propongo la seguente idea: creare condizionatori etc provvisti di lampada U.V. al fine di neutralizzare i batteri
Kickball that Rolls Back to You - Retractable cord inside causes the ball to reverse its spin
IJel Socks n Shoes
Adjustable towel clip
Friend of the Cast
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
Wind generator 4 electric cars
Resubmit washing ramp for KIDS in bath tub. Sticks to the bottom of the tub so you don't have to hold kids up during washing Hair or body.
Big area of wood/ lino floor? dusting it is quite a job eh. Not with a retractable electro - static 'Mammoth' !! (4 ft brush head) #spotsv
this would be a cooler that chills or freezes,depending on where you set the control.no eletric or ice needed.
Quirky Markers for in the shower where kids could draw on the walls, and Adults could write there thoughts and notes to each other.
Smart grips
The Arm Wrestling Toy!
Boo-Boo Bandana
Had 200 votes!NUT CRUSHER. Rolling pin that crushes nuts INSIDE the tube with simple rolling motion. NO MESS, NO POUNDING ON YOUR
COUNTER.
Hi. My idea is a bike that has an adjustible combination seat bar, a combination crank lock and a built in bike lock. The 3in1 Bike
Pebble Baby Monitor: Compact A/V color baby monitor design, Wi-Fi connected to smart phones, tablets, PCs and Pebble receiver devices!
Actual-GPS is an app for your smart phone that works with an open camera lens and overlays. (shown on car screen extension
What technology is available to better find lost or misplaced things, either by audio, visual or both? Answer lies in audio/visual alerts.
Click and Plunge - Plunger with Disposable Plunger Heads. Use &amp; Toss. No Need for Expensive U.V. Lights or Other Sterilization Methods!
Busted
My idea is the MPG-Odometer. This after market device would allow the driver to monitor their MPG average on a small digital display.
Wobblies
Washing dishes by hand can be a pain! Why not use a sponge which already has soap in it, and can easily be replaced. The Soapy sponge!!!
Stunt Sling
After the stunt
Dog Whistle No Squeak Toy - Attach a dog whistle to a long squeeze toy and your puppy will hear it, but not you!
Cordless Charge
Combine a simple hook with a adjustable holder - Hang at least two things. Also see other variants (Holder + Pinch Clips)
Would you like to know where the police officers are sitting at all times to avoid speeding tickets?
THE ULTIMATE FILTER The Ultimate Filter will filter any liquid, cooking grease, smoothies, fresh juices and more.
Auto Cruise
Bathroom Tissue Krinkler
RESUB #spotsv BLING hem fasteners.Temporarily shorten pants/sleeves-no sewing. Gr8 4growing kids or u want 2 wear flat shoes &amp;pants r 2 long
Quick &amp; Easy Pots
Do you have tons of cords but can't figure out where to put them? Here's the Solution. Resub
IPad Headrest Holder. No DVD player in your automobile? Who cares, just attach IPad holder to driver and/or passenger headrest and enjoy.
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On the mend
The toughest cleaning job in your house is the shower NOW no more unsightly shower doors or tracks that take forever to clean. ShowerShade
The two problems with being outside: 1) Itâ€™s hot. 2) You are never close to a waste can into which you can throw the inedible stuff.
Cell phone holder which can be hooked behind the car rear-view mirror so you can have close enough to you for speakerphone conversation.
Blowout Blocker
Hair Catcher w/magnet
Castistry
DREWL SLEEVE For drooling babies: a terrycloth sleeve that velcro's on an infants arm with attachments such as teethers or pacifier head.
Combined House Number Sign and Entryway Light is dim and easy to read until motion makes it very bright lighting the entryway for guests.
Wingtales
Cast-Off
Reliable Fairly Priced High Speed Connection Hub
Organizing your wires is always a hassle, and it's always a pain to twisty tie them or use rubber bands so why not just use a clamp?
Huggem
Tired of un-used powerbar outlets, while you mix and match to get everything plugged in another place? Maybe you could just ad another one.
Self Feeding Garbage Can
Baby bath pail with temp gauge
Meter-Finger: Make Measurements With A Swipe Of Your Finger! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
An ipad case with a glove at the back to help reduce the strain from holding the device while reading, watching or browsing the internet .
(Resubmit)Need 200 Votes! A Protective Case w/ remove-able reusable cleaning pad for cleaning the glass on your cell phone / case,Pls Help!
Computer in Q kiosk in TARGET stores so people can order items through Target from Quirky(Target will profit too). Like registering 4 gifts
broke sack
Be able to view your monitors directly in front of you and then move them aside when meeting with people or require the working space
Lap Top-Key Board adjust Lift
Floating cup/beverage holders...
ARMLINKS
Milk Jug Boobie
Modern Candle Holder with Built in Lighter.
Furniture leg protectors-easy to install or remove flexible plastic collars protect furniture legs from damage from vacuum cleaners &amp; mops.
Dress Shirt Dickey
Pacifier Baby Muzzle with Giggle horn
Feminine Product Hygiene Genie will allow women to dispose of their tampons or pads discreetly using the same model as the diaper genie.
You're in the shower. You're washing your hair when... shampoo in the eyes! Do you stumble out blindly to find a towel? Not anymore.
This invention would revolutionize the medical world by making electronic documentation more efficient, allowing more time for care.
Schedule reminder Calendar for work or home - This device does one function. Remind the user of appointments.
bone sack
my idea is called a spray scrubber, a kitchen or bathroom appliance that will make your cleaning experience faster,and easier.
bone badge
arm story
Don't like the trim in your home? Is it outdated? Changing it to much work? Finally a Smart-Trim that sits on top of the old, no caulking!
Cut home power usage 8-10% with this app enabled "green switch"
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The Backseat Visor
Tee shirt with built in monitors. Monitor your body 24/7.
Hanging Christmas Tree is solution for small homes &amp; apartments with limited space. Tree is flexible &amp; can be hung in many locations on wall
With the Handy Tool Ring, always keep a tool close at hand while performing other tasks.
Waste Bin w. Encircling Pedal
Zip Tablet Laptop Desktop
THERMO STIX OR CUPS COLORFUL COLLECTION OF DRINKING TOOLS WITH A HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM THAT CAN KEEP A COLD
DRINK COOL OR HOT DRINK WARM.
Extension cord that could be detached into separate segment. Each at least 1.5 meter from each other.
my idea is called the heat shorts.they are neoprene shorts designed for people with lower back problems,sciatica,hamstring injuries etc.
Echolocation Egg Pot
hang thing
Flexible, Telescopic ceiling attached Closet rod and Cloth hanger: Smart &amp; Ultra-efficient way for modern day dress storage &amp; organization
SMART Electric Power Generator
Brush'n Go: Hollow brush to hollow bristles allowing agents reaching roots of hair to clean, color, or medical use for both people & pets.
NÃœME wax perfection
Arm Tale
E-Ink iPhone ipad/mini Case. Display Images all day long with little battery use! Take notes and draw, display notifications.
Objective: Help individuals to have a better life. Product: A "lawn carpet" for the bathroom. Innovation of bathmat, Why not ?
Cosmetic Travel Tetris
Dig Dug the beach umbrella that sticks in the sand! The super hold beach umbrella.
armscape
Flameless miniature marshmallow roaster for those hot sunny day trips to the beach, back yard when you donâ€™t want or cant have a fire.
Dazzle your guests with light while allowing easy access to food and drinks.
armPlace
A sun shade for your car windshield that has a solar panel to serve electricity to a air conditioning unit in the car to cool the car.
A toilet with a light around the inside of the rim, activated by a motion detector.
I'm Armless
Arm Possible
Rethinking the Spatula. Tool not Just for flipping pancakes anymore! Helps solve common household problems with Ease. Use on any surface!
Iphone airplane pillow with build in charging device
Hear the bass through your bones, not your phones!
Are you tired of stinky shoes? This product is the solution, a convenient wipe with a smart package designed to hang in your closet.
ouchpouch
Busted!
XMAS TREE STAND PWR
Smart Oil Level Gauge
Resub - Mini Mantis for your remote control for your tv cable remote control or areas without built in light. #spotsv
WINK compact multiple plug adapter plugs DIRECTLY into your outlet....that allows you to turn on or off from smartphone. no cords
Find-Me-Feasibly
armitage
Photochromic Contacts Lenses
Heat proof camera, installed within your oven, so you can see, through your Smartphone, if food ready or needs some more baking /roasting.
Horns that attach to car windows that represent team spirit for a sports team from Professional, NCAA, High Schools, and other organizations
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Arm-story
The Roofing Protractor
Stick It
tired of having extra drives and not knowing what to do with them and all over the place well no more i have the solution.
Refer cameras
Ladies, are you tired of burning yourself while using your flat iron? The silicone cover for flat irons is your solution!
I'm done with smelly, bacteria ridden sponges. There is a solution that will save you $$$, sanitize, and extend the life of your sponges.
Under Repair
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
New and improved redesign of the standard bath brush. It is compact, fully adjustable and reachs all areas from head to toe.
A wi-fi enabled alarm clock that downloads a new alarm-call every day at random - subscribe to 'channels'; controlled via smarphone app
Wrap rap
!Ok Quirky Peeps!Lets design a combination of two items into one Awesome Product! Cleaning Apron w/ Utility Belt for cleaning products.EASY!
Limbo
Get Better
Razor cleaner
A screen that replaces 3D viewing glasses.It would fit onto your tv when watching 3D so more people could view 3d tv without wearing glasses
If you CAN'T SEE IN THE DARK when plugging your electronic device into a wall outlet, add attachable LED LIGHT to the end of your plug cord!
Light with Earthquake sensor
Big plush pot belly cuddle Teddy...that Snores!
Happy Bandage
DIRTY DOG DIAPERS (DDD) WITH OPTIONAL "FULL LOAD" APP MAKES ANY DOG LOOK LIKE A WONDER-DOG!
Car adaptable hair dryer
Car visor attachable single dose aspirin dispensr which should allow t jst poke thru light film to get access to life saving dose of aspirin
#spotsv: Resub: Many uses! Find YOUR cup/water bottle/beer-Decorative rubber bands :identify yer drink &amp; not germs:Double band handle
Notification CASE for iPhone - touchless CHECKING without forgetting
MobileAccessory/MirrorPicture
A simple laptop replacement screen that straps on top of the original screen and plugs in through USB. For broken screens, Just strap &amp; go!
Water-proof overshoes with scrub brush soles for scrubbing bathtubs. Saves back strain from hunching over the tub.
Happy Loop
TravelTag
Ultra cold fan that blows ice cold air from lower compartment.
MyStyle Wraps/Slings
An ashtray that glows under black light! You smokers will love this!
My son wants to eat brains for breakfast; I gave him pancake brains and eggs.
Red Carpet Wraps/Slings
Product-Painter's Helper., single-use nonwoven furniture and path covers used to reduce preptime and protect furniture and path.
loopy
hangaround
hang-on
Do you love french fries, i do, especially with ketchup. The worst thing is dealing with ketchup packets. The ketchcup is the answer.
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
Comfortable heat sensor, worn on your body to regulate room temperature via a remote-controlled digital thermostat.
Toothbrush Sanitizing Pump
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Hair therapy wrap: Vitamin &amp; nutrient rich, adds shine/conditions/anti-frizz hair when you leave it on your hair for a short period of time
#NAME?
Fridge Shelf Organizer
Shoes for toddlers that have GPS tracking device sewn into them. Includes an application for phones so parents can track their children.
Tired of having to look for the snooze button on alarms? How about a voice activated alarm clock. Tell it to snooze instead.
slang
Portable Child Safety Latch
electronic iphone wallet/ case and credit/debit card holder that balances ledger as you use the card
litre per litre
LARGE water jug that filters water as it is poured.
Kettle with interchangeable whistle cover. Lets get rid of that annoying, high-pitch scream and replace it with something pleasant.
ArmShare
Never leave you favorite Pan or pot at someone house again Pot Luck disposable liners and lids cover and go.
UNIVERSAL MESSAGE SPORTS BAND - why buy a new sports band every-time you like a new message. Change, create and store new messages
anytime.
Bra Pocket Cell Phone Holder - Millions of women carry their cell phones inside their bras between the bra and their breast.
slung
Donate Shovel Masters to help with the rebuilding effort in Japan. theshovelmaster.com http://www.quirky.com/products/68-Shovel-Master
HAMPY
An all in one cleaning cart which saves time and energy!
RESUB Hanger Snake.Works w/existing hangers.Organize yor closet Hang ties belts scarves hats jewelry Gr8 4 college/apartment C VIDEO #spotsv
App. Enabled Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Separate Device resub.
#spotsv The Kool Shopping Bag lets you recycle those plastic bags forever! Now they become the insulation for your cooler shopping bag!
Multiple computer screens together that spans from left to right. The screens are all synced together for one FULL widescreen experience
A kitchen(science) requires a lot of measurements. And keeping track of them. A cell phone, with suitable sensors can provide most of them
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Keyboard vertical stand (Create space for laptop/books on your desk);Doubles as keyboard lifter;Triples as cell holder;Cord Winder
iPhone 5 Dock With Built In Rechargeable Lightning Battery Cube:Can fully charge 5 iPhone 5s on the go.
sha-wing!
Sting Like a Bee
optic identifier
A simple way to find those pesky stains BEFORE you wash, not after! Use a Stain Spotter magnet that outlines where you need to spot clean.
A Rotating Light socket, mirror focus directional operated Smart phone APP, for reading a BOOK or on the computer
This product has become known as the "The EZ DUZ IT--BACK SAVER". The EZ DUZ IT--BACK SAVER" is used to remove snow. NO BENDING-NO
LIFTING.
Imagine a relaxing aquarium w/o all the maintenance, and hassle of the real thing. Digiquarium is a digital replication of real aquariums.
put a sling on it
Hangky
WEEEEE! BUBBLE MAKING BIKE. Attach over ends of handle bars. As you pedal bubbles come out of handles. Get exercising RESUB #spotsv
FLOOR CLOSETS... THE CURE FOR THE MESSY ROOM SYNDROME (MRS) WITH INNOVATIVE WARNING APP FOR EXCESSIVE PILE
UPS!
Shampoo Bottle covers with suction cup on the bottom.
A 2nd row ipad mounting idea.I am proposing an ipad2 mount that hangs between the front seats and is easy to install/store in a map pocket
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SqueegNgo - Now clean flat glass surfaces faster! This ultra portable 3-in-1 device combines a squeegee, cleaning liquid tank, and scraper!
Portable DVD player for cell phone.
fling
The - Rubber Glove Washer and Dryer - is washing, sanitising, and drying any kind of soggy cleaning glove inside in less than 5 minutes
The Glips allow you to wear your persribed glasses and sun glasses at the same time with a firm and comfortable fit. SEE VIDEO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! A Iphone and Ipad case that has a wall plug-in attached to it!
Handster
A shoe sole (bottom of shoe) protector. This will protect a great shoe that people love but hate to wear since they want to keep them clean.
Cooking pot with integrated spoon in the handle.
STURDY folding patio furniture. I have limited space on my patio, space saving furniture that I could use without breaking would be nice.
Handy Back and Body Bath Wash
Security pet door &amp; collar kit (with built-in locator)
Password protector book.Saves yor passwords.No hunting 2 find them/memorizing passwords.Safe from predators. Hide it under your desk #spotsv
The Flipper
bone bagz
IPhone - iPad Power sharing: use charged iPhone to power/charge flat iPad, and vice versa. Transfer power between your devices.
No-Install Sink Shredderator!
Recipe management software for touchscreen, complete personalization,modern/clean UI, social sharing, pre-loaded tips for new cooks.
A Therapy Session Talking Teddy Bear.
CRATE extension. BEDDING + BATH for CRATE. Pull Rooms Together with solid colors and patterns. Sell with Crate! COLLABORATION
WELCOME!
a phone case with a compartment to store credit cards and cash- a Caselet
Cell Phone Heads Up Display that can be mounted on the dashboard of a car that displays relevant info and has buttons for basic functions.
Shower wall dryer that helps eliminate mildew. Provides directional adjustable air jets that sweep shower walls and door of moisture.
Give your X-mas tree the "gift" that keeps on giving water! This gift-shaped water reservoir lets your tree take merry sips all Yule long!
leg dialisis
broke bagz
spatulator
bone bag
Bluetooth Ski/Snowboard Goggles with earbuds built in. Lets shred with some tunes.
Toilet Paper Printer
Twist around ball on a adjustable and foldable stand, for kids and adults to play
broke bag
My idea is a laundry basket with pockets on each side to enable you to carry fabric softeners,bleach and detergents.
A charger case to load your iPhone anywhere, easily (with an integrated part that holds the IPhone while it charges).
Cleaning solution that will encompass household messes from spills to dog waste. Ever wanted to use one cleaning solution for all messes?
Firebone
AirKey a little pendrive for multy connection
Vacuum Hose snake,to unclog your vacuum hose after your kids vacuumed up nerf darts,ear buds, and building cards.
Personal lubricant warmer with uv light that is disguised as a working alarm clock.
â€¢ Pinch bowls are very popular - but Lack means to secure the tiny bowls in the dishwasher â€¢ Lack measure marks â€¢ Lack grab handle
Bling My FitBand
ArmKeeper
"Hand Truck Skid" elevated platform with an attached strap. Slide hand truck under platform, secure strap to hand truck and go!
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Avalanche Cup
Pinpoint Your Location in Your Home to sync up to your smart house. Know when you enter or leave a room. GPS for your home.
"1st Garden Soft Golf Tournament Kit". Good old fashion competition 2 your family/friends gathering. It's no minigolf, it's Distance Golf!
Meet the MP3 Music Night Light for Kids!!!! Make playlists that help your child fall asleep!
Small LED clipable light that comes on when needed
CellPhone Sim Card Holder.
armREST
Mini Computer for Kids: "Virtual Buddy" A collaboration project for Kids and *WITH* kids! Read on...
Berry Tray
Children like to create. This product allows kids to both create and build their own drinking straws. Fun for both boys and girls ages 3-12.
MacSato
Ergonomic Universal Squeezy Spoon for selffeeding and dexterity ease for baby to adult with hand dexterity disabilities to fun for Everyone.
A Tool Belt for the rest of us! All the ones on the market are for professionals.
A remote or voice controlled foot stool
Innovative Textile Furniture Glider
Its the Diaper Genie for trash. Your trash stinks just like dirty diapers; this is the trash equivalent. Saves time, money and environment.
Ironing board with flat swing out arm used to iron sleeves. You slide sleeve over arm and iron.
Armtistic
!!!A perfect cleaning solution!! No more Bending to clean behind the toilet or removing spots from your carpet with these.
StarRunner *Next Gen Running Machine*
How many Mondays
Bottle's like cork with miniature pump that keeps the co2 pressure high, to avoid the terrible tasteless half sodas bottle without gas.
Dog surgery shirt
Arm & Whammer
the bye fly lizard tougue gun
iPod touch lanyard taking advantage of new pop out connector
Idea is for the back of the case be another screen which changes colour, screensaver, alerts, photoslideshow.
flood capacitating system
Clip on Mop Bucket Strainer to existing mop buckets to catch the crud before your drain does. resub #spotsv
Cartoon cast
Moving Box Fun!
Everyone likes single server coffee. The single serve coffee machine like Keurig , but not everyone likes bye the single K-cup .
Swarovsky el binoculars system integrated for the iphone
A universal dock that will work with any cell phone or tablet, with or without a case.
Cast Cartoons
Wall iPhone charger with night light integrated
Innovative socks with ultra-thin tech fabric and space age materials to provide the ultimate in comfort without compromising on athleticism.
Indoor Dog Hook -Ever need to restrain your dog in the house and don't want to hold leash or put in crate? Check this out. #spotsv
Clean dishes...Dirty dishes...Don't mix 'em up. A UNIQUE auto-indicator for the dishwasher. (Our routine needs one that's foolproof!)
SURBOARD! A sling/carrying frame with adjustable straps that can be adapted for easy handsfree surfing for your Ipad!
wingbling
My Idea is a Ice Chest with a tackle box,minnow box and sandwich box.
Paint Bâ€¢Rush! Fast/Easy Clean
Cast Art
Controlling all of the household items with one app
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Piggy Bank Wall Maze. Watch coin travel down fun plastic tubes/gears...fun windmill type devices, etc...until it finally reaches the bottom.
"THE KITCHEN PRO" The Kitchen Pro will make any Novice cook like a PRO!This product goes Up,Down,Left,Right..Nothing it cant do! AMAZING!!!!
HEAR I AM
Law of Attraction type 6 CANDLE set presented in tray Meditate on ur desires as you light these labeled candles set in a handsome tray
Pull A Plug Compact but expandable power strip and surge protector with customizable colors and mounting locations. Put a plug anywhere.
Regular car seats are bulky for travel, a hassle to install. A 5-point harness is safer than a booster. Big kids don't like car seats.
Tire Pressure Valve Protector
Lunchbox with built in Tupperware AND optional number combination underneath top zipper!
Emulsifier
launch vehicle for sattelites
Caster Cartoon
Lets Redo the Slip N Slide, but make it into a backyard Game! A Dartboard Shaped Slip N Slide with a Bullseye and Numbered Rings.
UPod (Up Pod) makes your phone hover in the air.
Cake Maker Machine
A Cast Story
Stack and Roll will make stacked up chairs to move around easily with no harm to your floors. Stack them and roll them. www.stackandroll.com
Backaches BE GONE with the rising litter box. Just pump the foot pedal and the box comes to you. Use the wheels to move heavy litter too!
Power Jack Adapter. Use your Iphone 5 with old accessories!
A domino game score keeper. it's low profile design allows it to be conviently placed on the surface of the table without obstruction.
Hate it when you sweat or exercise and your ear-pods or ear buds fall out? This simple idea is a "clip on" that wraps around for support.
Turn any piece of paper into a Post-It. Hold and display things without tacks, magnets, tape or glue. Removable - Doesn't damage papers!
Twice the torque jar-opener that is aesthetically pleasing! 1:2 gear ratio gives anybody double the strength for opening those tough jars.
The AirSleep Travel Pillow is the ultimate in comfort and portability for travelers everywhere!
A bar stool is designed to house a drinking patrons car keys,drivers license. He can not retrieve them if he is intoxicated.
Story Cast
Pet Protect Vest
Fun Sway
Test prejudice,racism &amp; save organizations being sued. Concept in ENTREPRENEUR Management Smarts May 1997 &amp; Mental Measurement
Yearbook
iPhone case that doubles as an iPad/iPad Mini stand.
Fluorescent Retrofit Lighting
The Spam Lovers Musubi master cutting board and sushi roller. In the US we eat 3.8 cans of spam per second
Whiteboard Screen Protector
Holiday lights camouflaged as trim molding to go around the eaves and windows of a house.When turned off, no one knows they are there.RESUB2
Its FOOTBALL SEASON, so ENJOY it with this PORTABLE, FOLD-ABLE, EXTENDABLE RECLINER CHAIR that acts as a TELESCOPING
RECLINER and a CHAIR.:)
Mitella
Outdoor Folding Spoon
Dual Camera Submarine 4 Kids
App enabled billboard - bid to show your ad on the billboard in 30 sec slots. Upload image from phone. Vote for the ad you want to see next.
my idea is to have a fan that you can hook up a hose to and it sprays water mist in the air to help cool you off.
Ocean treasure hunting. After scooping the sand simply shake,sift and you see your treasures Could also be used for commercial clam fishing
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
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What do you do when you have a cat or a dog that just won't eat no matter what you put in front of them? My suggestion is a flavored spray.
Milkminder
#spotsv-Paste Makes Waste- NOT!!! with these fun, cute and whimsical toothpaste dispensers!!! A novelty for all ages!!!!
armor
Scented Cabin Filter Oil Spray! Mini Spray cans that are filled with a potent oil spray that is specifically made to spray on cabin filters.
A revolutionary redo of the standard TV tray. (6 pictures)
~ * ~ AIR MATTRESS or AIR BED ~ * ~ WITH OPTIONAL HEAT! This is SO HOT! Okay, perhaps just toasty warm! (Re-Sub)
Rechargeable Battery Case for the iPhone 5, I have a different way to do it I think.
Sheet Waffles. Two thin plastic corners for mattress. Turns any top sheet into a "fitted sheet". Snaps together. Use 8 per mattress.
Fashling
Slingaroo
GimpGear
I needed somewhere to display my quilts, so I came up with a product that would display them fully and that would fit other needs also.
"At last"...TAME those unruly fingerprints on appliance handles for good!
PORTABLE TENSIOMETER -WIRELESS-(with bluetooth and app for the phone)
Chauffe Biberon Expert
The coffee cube is a small box made of super fine mesh that will allow coffee to steep in an individual cup like a tea ball infuser.
The Grease Trapper
it's the size of a dime or a quarter it may be a lapel pin, a ring, bracelet, a hat pin. it's purpose marketing any high end product
POWER-SAVING App turns off "standby" appliances when we leave our homes thus saving on electricity costs and reducing fire risk.
A slim waterproof case
The ForgetMeNot
Spike Covers
a box of pop up pre-cut foils with imprinted pictures or lettering to wrap shellac nails to remove polish...
castovella
JUST LIKE PERFUME, MY IDEA IS SHORT,SWEET AND TO THE POINT. IT IS.... SANITIZER IN A SPRAY BOTTLE THAT EVAPORATES ON
CONTACT.
Home window shade/insulator
Nursing bra with built in pockets for disposable nursing pads. Pockets hold nursing pad in place.
A cellphone case that has a built in breathalyzer. You will always have the opportunity to test your alcohol level.
SkeleWear
Ever lie in bed and wish you could read and type while lying flat? SO that your laptop, tablet, or telephone are right on top of you?
Tube Tape
An IPad hidden storage compartment that can be fastened to the bottom of a coffee table top to hide the IPad when it is not being used.
Hang Tales
IT'S FINALLY HERE DISPOSABLE BABY/CLEAN UP WIPE GLOVES KEEP YOUR HANDS CLEAN DURING THOSE MESSY CLEAN UPS
SANITARY HYGIENIC DISPOSABLE
Tooth Caddy: Teeth Cleaning Made Easy!!!
Cable management system for your iMac that neatly fits into the hole in the iMac stand.
Well Hung
It can be placed on any mop stick, broom stick, push broom stick, window squeegee stick.Holds up to a half gallon to gallon of solution.
Sling Show
The invention is a special mounting plate for two or more pictures to make a art object. You can turn the pictures in an angle of 360 degree
Trying to spread cold butter straight from the fridge on to toast in the morning frustrates us daily. EASY SPREADER solves that problem!
Construction injuries due to blind spot on hard hat. Re Invent the hard hat it's a serious problem with the hard hat design. Please comment
Happy Socks
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Oops
Springs apart in a blink to line dry faster and more evenly, NO MORE DRY T-SHIRTS WITH WET ARMPITS, Clasps back to normal width for closet!
Locked and Loaded
Samurai
The Backpack Seat
Weight lifting Curl Bar.Single bar with multible positioning handles for a continuous curling motion without ever letting go of the bar.
Need a place to display your kid's school accomplishments? My idea is a clothes-line type display rack which can attach to any size wall.
Family Docking Station also known as CELLPHONE LOCKDOWN! If you have teens you understand the need to "lockdown" their cellphones at night.
Electronic single fork, spoon, knife cleaner and steam sterilizer. Made by Quirky and GE for your kitchen countertop.
Magnetic screening mesh in various sizes that can be mounted to a wall & variety types of magnetic spa tiles placed on the mesh.
#spotsv Steel Stencil for homemade small box template
Bathtub Filter
The world's first detachable lamp, Use it as a lamp, light, flashlight, lantern, torch, book light, night light, or a emergency light
Sling Show
BEST GARBAGE BAG. It's an upright, resealable, scented, laminated paper garbage bag.
Solar Power Strips of Light - For a Tent, Yard, Garage or Indoors anywhere light is needed!
Solar public bus sign that shows times of last 3 buses (route # and time).
My idea is a cradle to hold a cell phone on your shoulder and up to your ear for hands free talking
A machine which helps you stretch a tight shoulder
Flash not supported! Millions of people want flash on their iphone. How about a case that allows users to view video that needs flash
Never clean the inside of your microwave again! A plastic liner that fits the inside of your microwave, to protect it from mesy food spatter
Finally a cool activity belt to store your things while enjoying your favorite hobby!
broke
BUCKET! STORAGE! STEP STOOL! That's what I've created for you! Come inside, I've got pictures and info...
Under Repairware
Save lives by making a device that blocks cell phone from texting . When people are driving there cars .
Toilet Paper Sanitizing Gel pocket size - Simply add the gel to toilet paper helping clean, clump, sanitize and moisturize leaving you fresh
Pack-N- Play Air Mattress
Ever felt like putting a post â€“it on your forehead? Now you can! Introducing: MEMORY WRISTBANDS! Marker your hand!
Project a message across your autoâ€™s rear window via a sm projector &amp; a sm control panel on your dash board with ~20 programmed messages.
The brush rack is a tierd rack that houses makeup brushes as a drying station and can even be used for storage!
wieght scale that is built into your suitcase.
Watering Fence
Hookems are clips that hook all of your kids' things on their backpacks. Now they won't leave behind a lunch box, gloves, hats, etc. !
Peanut Plate
Boo-Boo Bag
Vertical Solar Panels venetian blinds, to make electricity from INSIDE your home. Thus when sunny, you close curtains and make electricity !
My invention is SWEET PANTS! They have the comfort and ease of a onesie, but the look of a pair of regular sweat pants and socks!
It is fold-able, transportable, inexpensive, disposable and recyclable. You get to make it your own in look and design. Simple but multiple.
Ice Cream Stuffer Scooper
CutleryKlip - a simple elegant way to hold your forks, spoons, knives, and napkins against your dinner plate freeing up you hand
Hang your picture in the corner. Insanely Simple 1 piece design + two screws. Pennies to make...
Reuse-a-Card (The greenest card you can give or get)
Portable umbrella/Charger
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"I left off here" Bookmark that is horizontal making book reading super easy. The best bookmark ever. All colors, designs, and patterns.
I came up with a multiple chamber pump up sprayer with a twist lock base that holds tools and sani wipes. All in one and expandable!
Battery powered or wind up-reciprocal body scrubber for children and adults-rubber ducky model that floats in tub,with scrub pad under ducky
Here is a simple way to keep the studs on your cleats safe! A rubber/plastic mold that will shape to YOUR cleat and never fall off
Fashion Forward Wide Cinch Belt is it real or faux fur ?
Selectable Air Pressure Gauge
Run Faster and Farther without tiring as fast. Jump Higher and Farther than before. Grab your cape and strap these on....
Quiet backpack lawn blower
I love disposable fresh bathroom wipes, but there are no wipe holders out there. I Googled it and have found nothing.
Doggy Door to Go
Attachable heat protection for bowls. Universal fit - attaches to rim. #spotsv
What do you get when you Mix a Scrub Brush and a Palm Sander?!?!? ....The best Freakin' spot Carpet Cleaner Ever!!!
Electric Mixer With Tilting Bowl For Ease In Pouring-frees hands to do the job more efficiently-Unique-Beaters Housed in the Bottom of Bowl!
No- Tilt Water Cooler
Bicycle Sport Umbrella
WearThere! A gps cell phone tracking system to locate/find your children-clothes-shoes in kindergarten/primary school
Apple Bluetooth earphones
Sonic
The WRAP MUSIC iPhone case with folding speakers, swiveling feet for upright stance plus an earbud storage spool on back.
Completely adjustabe sun visor with storage
Jager dispenser! Awesome! Why not a multi- liqour dispensor that keeps it cold too!
GART
Save Lives with the press of a button. IntelliSafe, locates missing loved ones such as children; lost pets or grandma with Alzheimerâ€™s
Got lure protection no hookin?
The BoOoM BoxX is simple, but effective. Place a cell phone into the BoOoM BoxX. Music is amplified and portable. Convenient and economical.
Thumbtacks with built in LED lights to illuminate your posters.
jhi
A clock/timer that helps children visualize when they will get to a destination or while waiting for an important event. Are we there yet?
Turn any light in your house into an app controlled light whit out the need of wifi, or other hardware. just install, Scan, Enjoy.
Q members can contribute $.01-$10 for submitted idea they really believe in so non-pros could possibly get FREE submission=invest influence
Crisp salad on the go. Fits car cup holders and bike bottle holders.(Team_Invent)
Even Heat Plate
Yantroid is a smart phone manufacturing startup which will deliver custom designed and spec driven smartphones/devices for users.
Leaf Burrito. Fall is coming raking leaves is a pain what if you could rake leaves and roll them like a burrito. #spotsv
Smartphone Camera EyeCatcher
A small fan/blower that suction-cups to the bottom of your bathroom mirror and spreads air over it to keep your post-shower mirror fog-free.
Full body air dryer that can be mounted on a shower wall. Substitutes the use of a towel, eco-friendly, travel size, very clean, cheap
A device that holds a book, textbook, or magazine open to read at ANY angle, is lit, & allows you to turn the page. For the bed or desk.
This is a rolling note, the note you can limit a paper length by cutting with yourself. Please think about the tape dispenser
I would like to see a wrapping paper, that is entireley gummed like stamps used to be. You could eliminate the need for the use of tape.
Power Bike
Skins for cars / prints in different colors on clear backgrounds for the car color to show thru that are heat shrunk like the craft toys .
LIGHT SHIELD: LED Light + Water Shield For Biking in Rain
Wrap Caddy
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A Solar Powered iPhone power banks
Kids love stain glass window art,currently it's mostly kits based on coloring paper. Make it more real by allowing them to use 'beading' .
A cook-friendly cover for the iPad 2. Easy on and off touch compatible "shield" so you mustn't be afraid to touch your iPad with dirty hands
A home for your phone is a simple yet powerful idea aimed at keeping your phone safe as it charges.
NEVER lose your keys again!!! A stylish KEY HOLDER/ORGANIZER that stores, organizes, and even illuminates! A MULTI-TOOL AND KEYCHAIN
HYBRID!
Bubba Bands
The electrically heated bathrobe. With simple low voltage battery you can heat key areas of the blood system to keep warm.
Scanner File Box
Change the regular bottle cap for a sport spout!That way you don't have to untwist it every time you're thirsty.Fast,easy and practical!
Plant it fast
Very simple and attractive kitchen tool to quick-thaw frozen food without using hot water, a microwave or other time-consuming methods.
Bed Sled
#spotsv - Make Recycling Easier - No More Empty Soda Cans to Store or Collect - No More Dirty Recycling Bin - No More Wasted Closet Space
Plush Brush - Luxury at an Affordable Price - Contoured Soft and Plush Whole Body Brush - Brush Elements on both sides.
Safe CareAlarm
Wireless Audio Video Car Alarm
As a musician, I am constantly breaking my instrument cables due to torque. They can cost 50-100+ dollars a cable. I'd like to fix that.
Iphone docking station that enables a person to use their land phones.
Notebook cooling pad with folding table! More space for your things or keyboard.
a back cover with all equipments like swiss knife
The Item Finder
Bicycle Cable Padlock Airless Tire: A bicycle cable padlock that doubles as an airless tire.
The spork, the spoon fork that my 10 year old has been obsessed with it since he was about 5, he wants to add a straw to that spork.
Lamp Shade Converter: Allows any style of shade to fit any style of lamp.
THE ARM STIRRUPS: is an exercise belt that strengthens the upper body muscles while walking or jogging.
Silicone collapsible,nesting,lightweight â€œgrub kitâ€ with bowl,hot/cold cup,utensils and lid so bowl doubles as food container.
Shopping Cart with Umbrella
The jewelry sleeve is a flexible tube that will prevent chains from tangling and knotting.
Bucket keeps all cleaning products organized an in one place. Save storage space. Makes cleaning around the house more efficient.
Smart Lamp: Turn on/off with smartphone and change light settings. Also has a USB charging hub in the base!
A mammogram machine that has two adjustable/rotating cylinder that the breast are placed in.
Multi-Broom
A device that emits an alarm signal if someone is close to you, the threshold distance can be adjusted; it can be linked to a smartphone.
Larger Decorative Lamp Knobs Are Easier To Operate Than Standard Knobs.Great For Kids or People With Hand Disabilities. Unique &amp; Different.
The hard sharp edge of your laptop causes pain to your palm when browsing the web.A clamp on "mouse pad" would prevent this pain - Palmpad!
hidden desk organizer
Skinny Closet. Big Storage for Small Spaces.
Kid mode for iPhone, like airplane but allows phone or access Internet with a pass code, but allows kids to use all remaining features
Whistling Caserole Lid
Musical Stairs
Smell-O-Living, WiFi App Enabled Home Air Freshener. Release a whiff when cell phone has re-entered home WiFi, sync with iPhone alarmclock
Tired of all the freakin iPad stands on Amazon and wish SOMEONE would finally make something for your Kindle or Android tablet (or books!)?
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Ever wished you knew what your EXACT MPG was? You can record the gas you buy, set your odometer, and divide -- but who does that?
It's a spoon, fork and straw. When you are grabbing the top you are really grabbing the straw part. And the bottom is a spoon with prongs.
Octopus - The Modular USB LED Lighting Solution
LEAF SELF MULCHING VACUUM BAG
Make original drinks with this glass. It has a moving part, which isolates a different drink from the main one, releasing it when rotated.
Mug that does not damp patch. Does not stain the table.
The GripClip: The simplest way to attach your smartphone or tablet - with or without a case - to a tripod.
the all - in -one bar tool
A lockable USB-Hub that protects precious USB-Dongles, such as iLok or eLicenser from beeing stolen or broken
Vinegar makes a great universal cleaner that's cheap, non-toxic and ecological.
Create the size of your pie pan with an adjustable, segmented strip and different size removable bottoms!
A car bumper cover featuring personalized designs.
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
Illuminated Street Marker
inflatable pool toy 4 inflatable "nascar type" racing cars in a box Seat has leg holes/ each car with racing stripes/diff colors etc
SmartJar
If you have had a baby-you'll relate to this. I have missed recording so many amazing sounds and activities that my baby has made
Itâ€™s time for a better reusable bag specifically designed for trips to the hardware store. Itâ€™s time for the MAN-BAG.
Lets make a scanner device that you can add to your new i phone 5
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
no time to do your hair. hair attached to band by velcro.it can be colored to match yours.easy pulls apart to change to other color bands.
My idea is a phone/tablet mount that can mount onto multiple flat surfaces using lock in suction cups and 2 movable arms for movability.
THE New Garage Door!
Deco Router (enhancing Routers design)
I call it a double dock
Cheap door and window sensors
Document holder for Ipad or any Laptop. Simply suction telescoping paper clip to device &amp; adjust to the height need to holder your document.
Submarine Racers! Bath Toy
THE SPACULA(dracula+spatula=SPACULA)This isnt your normal double sided spatula.The SPACULA has fat piercing fangs that removes fat n grease.
Baby Carrier Pillow Chair
Save lives with alcohol-detecting hand stickers. When alcohol is detected in sweat, they display a warning color and/or message. #spotsv
Never drop your phone again!!! Sleek iPhone 5 case includes ring-shaped holders to secure phone to the hand and prevent dropping it.
Ztunes! A stress releasing sleeping product!
A fully functional cooler equipped with a universally sized water-tight container, built in bottle opener and corkscrew!
Portable Doggie Wheel
The "Scrubba Wubba"!! Ultimate double-sided cleaning utensil!! 1 side being an oversized sponge -the other- a brillo pad/steel wool scrubber
Pot/Pan Drawer Divider
An oscillating tower fan that can be turned on from an app so air is circulating BEFORE you get home!
SM@RT SMS
DOT-LINE-DOT SHELF - connect the dots! It's a modular shelf/hanger - easy to assemble, expandable, numerous combinations. Wall mounted..
Tooth Wiggler
Dog Shower Station - I'm tired of the awful chore of washing my dog. HELP!!! A quick, simple, and consolidated approach to dog cleaning.
gun detector device for responsible gun owners knowing where that gun is at all times
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The "Pop-Up" Plate
sani-flush or foot-flush
Adjustable Laptop Riser
Improve the Drop Stop: Insert between your car seat and the driving console that stops items (e.g. phones, coins, food) from falling below the seat
disposable grass catcher
The bathroom has to be cleaned The hinges on the toilet seat are hard to clean.Flush-able hinge guards
The Lunch Heater Plate will give you the opportunity to heat up your food by connecting it to any power outlet as a way to heat up meals.
A four sided wall to your screen
"BRUSH ON"
A device help you to understand voice of voiceless animal .and what it really want.
A wind-powered battery that charges while you drive! Generate power out of something you already do every day!
The "Swiss Army Knife" of kitchen cocktail making. Juicer, bottle opener, and muddler in one easy to use, space efficient tool.
PUTTLEÂ®
STOP MOLD GROWTH ON SHOWER CURTAIN. Slotted bracket allows you to easily slide the curtain away from the edge of the tub to dry faster
Self-charging wireless keyboard that charges by typing
A coat a dog wears that contains water channels connecting to the shower. Pet can get washed and dried without owner getting wet.
Sling Bandit - A webbed silicone sling with Bandits hooks. Hooks under shelves to hold stuff.
Hair falling off, I have an all natural formula thats been in my family for 5generations and in the majority of men &amp; women hair re-grows.
This kit is essential for maintaining good oral health. Practical, lightweight and complete.
Home toliet tissue Automated motion activated touchless dispenser.
ModularPower - powerbar | surge protector | multiplug - One device that does it all. Whether you only need to plug in a few or many.
Medicine holder with alarm
Transitional Side/Back Windows
The Doggy Sitter (BabySitter)
An iPhone case that instantly turns your iPhone into a sleek handheld camcorder.
Sneakers Stick, designed to hold washed sneakers against the walls of any dryer machine, allowing them to dry faster and evenly.
SQUEEZE iPhone case. Squeeze for light, squeeze for panic alarm. New iPhone feature is "squeeze". Let's make a case that goes with this.
Flavor Breeze Asthma inhaler
SODA (Soft Drink)fast transfer device from 2 litre to 600ml, to save $$$$
Summer-Winter in One
Bike Pump Bellow (QCYCLE)
A tv tray for seniors. No more lifting, SAVE THE BACK! Easy to roll, lip prevents items from rolling off, locks in place so it doesn't roll.
Vodka - Whisky - Gin - FMCG - Retail - Security Tags - Profit, if these words appeal to you read on!
im MONKEYING around lets put a jump on this old timey favorite it will be alot of GREEN BANANAS !resub
ladders are big. sometimes too big. solution DNA. what if a ladder could be straight but twist and collapse into a SMALL SPACE!!
Q-Party Drink Protector Cover with wireless key. Drink Protector cover/key that informs a person when unwanted hands tamper with your drink.
Gym bag that separates and dries sweaty clothes so they stink less before getting them into the laundry.
A device to prevent overheating of car interiors by venting out hot air trapped inside the car, while preventing glass being forced open.
Self marking level.A trigger device on the level that you can flip with a finger or thumb while holding the level to make a mark on wall.
COZY BEACH BLANKET, thick, comfortable frottee, padded edges to keep the sand off, hidden features like a can holder and a secret pocket
Tired of frozen fruit and produce! Adjustable plastic raised refrigerator bin liner. Resub 162 views and 140 votes 1st run 87%.
No more mess spatula holder. Holder clips onto skillet and holds spatula over the skillet so anything on the spatula drips into the skillet!
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The 0-G BackBoard provides dual relief from back pain caused by tight muscles and skeletal misalignment.
MAKING BACON! UN'COVER' The Secret! (Re-Sub)
Trying to prevent a shirt from losing its shape when you have to pack it away is really hard and time consuming. I have a fine solution.
Raise Japanese disaster-relief funds with origami-styled sticky notes.
Measure Perfect Spices
Expandable suction shower baskets: One for each family member, still elegantly fit together!
Resubmit 207 votes: Dice perfect cubes of any size in a simple, cheap, clean and safe way. No more cut fingers, wasted time, or mess.
C Laptop platform
Bathroom Stall Buddy
Cook something fresh without a sink full of dishes. One pot with multiple sections, all cooking at once, without mixing it.
A clamp or clip to hold socks together that is compatible with washing and drying machines.
Home soda fountain
Le bol multi-usage
iPhone Case Bottle Opener
The Spider Plug is the end of annoying adapters. With 4 arms separating each plug you have the space you need for everything you need
MEGA STOP
Remote Control Robot with Hamster Wheel for the head! You friend can run, while you control the robot.
The "SANDMAN": Sand stays at the beach, not in your CAR. THIS IS NOT a LINE EXTENTION!
2 Attachments for SHOP VAC..A scraper and a wire brush.Make construction projects easier.Vacuum up mess as you go! Keep job site debris free
The Smart Service Dog Vest-- Service Dogs need a revolutionary service vest controlled by technology and APPS!
#spotsv Slimline Hooks - press 'em to release. (resub) Kids versions too.
Freedom Loop - Secure your on-the-go items keys, phone, accessory pouch etc. Loop around your belt or purse strap and go.
The Nail and Hand Stabilizer will allow you to paint you nails smoothly and easily.
Soap Pillow / Soap Sock
POUBELLE RECYCLANTE
TURN YOUR TOILET IN TO A BIDET. ITS PRIMARILY USED TO WASH YOUR BUTTOCKS, BUT IT CAN ALSO COME IN HANDY FOR
CLEANING THE TOILET BOWL.
Too Expensive to Waste, the paint saver
Snowboard back boot basket
Make your Hybrid vehicle sound like a Muscle car from the 60's
Whistle that lights-up when blown, can be seen and heard from long distances.
Magic Mirror
A cooler that pulls apart into 2 chairs and a table. Holds your contents and allows you to set up a place to eat while you're out camping.
Personal Precision Digital Etcher/Engraver: Personalize All Your Electronic Devices.
View Your iPhone 5 Up Close For Best Visuals, Be It Upright Or Horizontal. A Telescoping Case That Clamps To Your Chair's Arm Rest.
#spotsv - a water-powered pet scrubber, washer, and massager that can be easily operated with one hand so the pet can be held with the other
A paintbrush storage device using gravity to pull moisture away from the ferrule & handle. Attaches to studio wall or an easel.
Improving paper cup
My idea is to make a nose hair,shaver,trimmer that inputs into the devices headphone jack that powers this product.
An Apple iPad case that houses integrated 3/4G mobile WiFi within the structure of the case.
air bag luggage suit cases
All In One
A large duffel bag that you can put all the clean laundry, gadgets, etc, and be used as a storage bin to keep under your bed in your dorm.
iPhone Photo Cube Docking Station That Displays Photos From Your iPhone As It Charges The Battery
Geometrical design pad
Adjustable Desktop - Allows for Sitting or Standing Position to Promote Health. Can be added to existing desk.
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A single power source for many devices. It will bring down the energy consumption and no hassle with wall warts.
Reyah: Vertical Wind Turbine That Generates Electricity From Wind Power Reyah is better &amp; more efficient than similar technologies.
TrashPort- external trash bag carrier for automobiles which allows apartment tenants to dispose trash from their residence to the dumpster.
A cover that sits on top of plates so when you're done eating you just take off throw away and no more having to wash dishes!
An all natural oven cleaner. With all the green household products out there, there are no natural/organic/non toxic oven cleaning products.
Vertical Induction charger
Mirror,Your Phone Tablet Sized
Bellytimberâ€”from the farmer to the table. A food game for all the family.
Spoon/Spatula in one
This is a social media / dating app that will solve the whole meeting in a bar problem.
laptop BedMate - keep laptop near bed, but safe from falling &amp;/or hide from theft probably your most precious material possession !
Network cable quick fix
Mug Hugger
GPS Children's Bracelet, Necklace, or Hair Tie
suction sippy
Reading glasses &gt; Sun glasses
We invent Smart TV top box for every HDMI equipped TV set. You only need to plug it in, and your TV become Smart
DrumWheel
Lets keep the cord for your macbook nicely stored away with this retractable charger.
Expandable small animal cage. For occasions when your small animal needs more space (for Gerbils, ferrets, rabbits, hamsters etc).
My invention keeps flies off of outdoor snacks. It is a bowl that only allows your hand in through one hole with a permeable plastic lid.
Basically its an simple solution to avoid carrying a bulky keyboard which adds both weight and thickness to your tablet.
Reuse-a-Card (The greenest card you can give or get)
Universal iPhone Case Adapter for Garmin Dashboard Bags &amp; Window Mounts. Use Cell for GPS w/ the Existing GPS Accessories You Already Have
A pen which sense and memorize what you write or draw! so simply you can have digitized version of your writing &amp; drawing activities.
A collapsible recycle container divided into 3 parts for glass,plastic & cans. Fits inside a plastic garbage can. Made of black mesh fabric.
THE BREAD BUTLER sits on your kitchen counter, keeps your store-bought bread fresh and dispenses slices of at the push of a lever.
An extendable umbrella designed for two.
Any devoted parent will want to track their babies growth chart if the right product makes it easy for them to do so.
Grill Letters Spatula The chef can brand his meats with this heavy duty spatula.
Office chairs damage carpets by stretching and disfiguring the carpet and underlying padding. Ditch the wheels! Use large diameter SPHERES
Open/Shut Garage Door Reader
ToothbrushfingerGlove
Front Ports is a devices that goes on top of your computer, This has the ports in the front that plug into the back of a computer.
Collapsible barber chair, would fold in & out of a case that can be carried or rolled for the mobile barber. Got to go where there hair is!
Herb Cutting Scissors that CATCHES and MEASURES what you CUT.
#SPOTSV Loose leaf tea cup. For those who want the tea beyond regular tea bag,there is a way to enjoy it without getting leafs in your mouth
The Man Hip (or Mip), Baby Carrier. A shelf that attaches to a man's belt to help carry a baby. Discreet, not cumbersome and handy!
A washcloth that is in the shape of a mitten, but made out of the same material.
Balls with app enabled speedometer which can be used to track and improve kicking/throwing speed and power.
Smart Oven.
Resubmit: Cheater bar(for leverage); dead blow hammer attachment for your OEM Lug nut wrench to make it easier to remove your wheel.
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APPLE HEADPHONES:iPod Shuffle locks into space above right headphone
The Loopy Loo
Most electronic devices will keep consuming electricity and draining your walles as long as they are plugin even if they are turn off.
Collapsible Towel Holder
Resubmission(V2V 91,76%!). Flat Combined Wrench with Handle - all in one solution for work with nuts and bolts of 4 or more sizes.
Taco Maker
A clip on key pad for smartphones and ipads that has click feature buttons that tap the existing ones. No more errant letters!
For those dog walking times when you pick up the poo and get a little poo on your hand. This tiny hand wipe container clips on the leash.
Baby car seat padding linked via Bluetooth to your smartphone that would alarm when signal is lost.
Grill Letters everyone gets personalized grill marks on their steak
Introducing TAPPER! App Enabled Inline Cable Controls YOUR TV! Control Viewing Times/Shows/Streaming &amp; Send Messages to YOUR TV
SCREEN!
#spostsv Clear makeup brush container where cap sanitizes your individual makeup brushes-tools/TOOTHBRUSH great storage for purse/travel
Kitty Kube
car maintenance app
App-Enabled Phone System that syncs your phone calls and voice messages to your cell.
Pocket Fresh
"Untangled Cord" Fast To Untangle Long Extension Cords. Use 10 quick release connectors. Tangled? Undo all 10, snap & reattach w/o tangles.
Watch Valet
A cellphone application that enables users to view the profiles of other users nearby. An easy way to talk to and meet new people.
App enabled mini basketball hoops that will sync with your IPhone and Backboard &amp; Breakaway Rim.
Solar charging case for iPhone and iPod touch.It charges your iphone/iPod on the go and protects it as well.
A Hang It All Coat Hanger!
Combine two product Quirky already has in process to one product that will solar powercharge batteries and drop them when fully charged.
its in ur car driver wheel
Women will love it .. Fancy and fashionable pair of bluetooth enabled hanging earrings with speaker and mic integrated on it
Simplest and best tea / coffee
back cover with air bags
Look at this formula: Tablet-PC + Tower-PC = TaTo-PC Combine the advantages of a modern mobile tablet-pc with a old-school tower-desktop-pc
iPhone/iPad TableTop. Supersize your iPhone. Glass table w/touch surface &amp; dock to pull screen to table. Doable- see links. Pinterest fav.
An Insect Repellent that Really Works!
Want to stop watering down your alcohol w/ ice cubes but your freezer is not cold enough to freeze alcohol. No longer w/ SubZero Ice Tray!!
A table attachment for restaurants that extend the table a few feet to allow more space for dining or easier access for wheelchair patrons
Kitchen rags with the days of the week on them to keep bacteria and illness away from your home and keep your kids healthy.
Skateboard Acrobat
Hug Walker: a no-hands support for people with difficulty walking.
Whistle Boiler
Fun and simple way to keep track of your daily physical activity!
A Set Of 3 FROSTY BOWLS, Or MICROWAVABLE BOWLS with liquid liner. Either microwave to keep the food hot or freeze to keep the food cold.
Learning Tool Insterment
Flat Screen shelf. Attaches to your exiting wall mount. A new way to fit your Audio video devices with the flat screen on the wall.
Bliss Bowl
An app that would allow you to deduct $ from your bank account as you use your credit card to pay off the bill each month.
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Cleat Saver
Multiple lamp cord dimmer switch. Control the brightness of all the lamps around your room sitting in your comfortable chair.
Roverâ€™s Door Draft Dodger
Tired of the dirty shirt that comes with feeding your child? Is it awkward switching sides? Click the blue folder below for the solution.
RESUB AFTER UC. Hard boiled eggs scrambled inside their shells - Egg Spinner. PLEASE CHECK THE 2 DEMO VIDEO'S.
An electronic device to help passengers listen clearly to Front row Occupants including driver.
2D-3D Fish Tank Scenery: Beautiful artificial Fish Tank to enhance rooms throughout the house. No cleaning and dying fish.
TIRED OF TAKING FOREVER SWEEPING AND MOPPING?CANT FIND THE MOP?INTRODUCING 2 IN 1 FAST, QUICK AND EASY BROOM
MOP.MAKING CLEANING 10X FASTER.
ALL-IN-ONE : The swiss knife of the bartender !!! Jiggers 20 & 40ml + Mortar & pestle + bottle opener
A stand for the new Mac Pro that integrates an easily removable air filter.
A STORAGE DEVICE FOR THE MESS BEHIND YOUR DESK!
no more hopping on one foot or standing on your head to pull off your / your kids boots/shoes
Security system for swimming pools. Double bottom to adjust the depth.
Space Saving Wall Scale Automatically Flips Up When Not In Use, Makes cleaning floors easier too. 82% Vote/View ratio. A new record, TYVM!
Power a generator with the gasses released from animal waste. Mitigate elec. and waste water compliance issues. Chemicals from liquid waste
Tissue dispenser that is round, and cup size to fit in car cup holder
An insulated cooler to hold a bag of Bag-in-the-Box wine, keep it cold, dispense the wine through a spout easily, neatly, & conveniently.
A wireless energy toy for game boards or table top war games figures light up or activate when they encounter an energy field.
knock knock
Mommy Bracelet
CHARGE YOUR IPHONE/IPOD THE SLEEK WAY! Attach charger to shirt! No more bulk! Simply makes on the go charging super convenient!
Turtle Beach Toy Box Floater
RESUB: BLADES FOLD DOWN APP
Model Rocket w built in Camera
Learning how to write and draw can be a challenge for many children. The Whiteboard Whiz eliminates the problems children have with writing
Business Class Baby
The Smart Charger
Dish-washable attachment (tag or band) that could distinguish your glass from other family members or friends at a party.
Coffee lovers - Don't recycle -- REUSE. Your plastic coffee cans are great for storage. Storage Carousel Kit.
Locking under bed storage drawer to maximize storage space in college dorm rooms.
Vertical Herb Window Planter
A radical design change of the umbrella. Umbrella that opens and closes at press of a button and looks absolutely out of this world. Q-Umbra
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
Fabric Shredder &amp; Recycler Device Turns Outgrown/Perm. Stained Fabric/Clothing into Thread, Yarn, or New Fabric! UPDATED!
Ever have your phone/tablet die while out on the town, at a sporting event, the gym or traveling? Enter your solution: the Power Hour Tower!
A CLIP ON DOME PLATE COVER SORT OF LIKE A SHOWER CAP.THIS COULD BE MADE LIKE THE SAME WAY THE PAPER OR PLASTIC
FANS,BUT IN A DOME STYLE
Resubmit, Fresh Mat - Keeping your salads fresher and crisper! A simple and affordable solution for salads storage. **VIDEO**
You can decorate your house to express yourself, why not decorate your car with car shades? You pick the style and color that you want!
MEGA EGGA - High Speed Egg Steamer/Cooker &amp; High Speed Cooler in ONE! Have your egg and eat it too. In minutes!
An app that allows you to preheat your oven on the way home.
WIRELESS MUSIC/PHONE UMBRELLA
multi-liquid water bottles
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A Belt buckle with two clear LED lights.(Flashlight)comes in three styles, dress,western and casual.
Wire reinforcer for mac book chargers to prevent frayed cords
"STEAMER BOX" Just hang clothes in the box/Set the timer/Go take a shower or do your make-up while the steam fills the box and does the work
With xxxx you can get great looking professional ice-cubes in your home bar !
Smart plug and power monitor
iWallet
Swap out the MacBook charger's two-prong adapter with one that also charges a portable USB Battery for phones and tablets!
#spotsv - Roto-Brush is a jet-sprayer that's easily converted to a water-powered scrub brush to clean autos, windows, patios, siding, etc.
Six pack remote control caddy, lightweight, adjustable with padded compartments
INFANTS want PEACE and QUIET too! This product creates an enclosure for cribs to block out light and sound for infants sharing a room.
Pet shampoo brush.
Self stirring baby bottle. Have that bottle ready faster.
Comfort Pillow
PinUP Paper Clips - A paper clip with a loop on top so you can pin it up!
Smart OLED Bicycle Wheels:App from smartphone to change colors make them blink,even upload images.
The Spongee is a waterproof sponge tether that keeps any normal household sponge from being left in the kitchen sink and getting smelly.
Unless you're into tree leaves then you'll pack some Toilet Paper for those camping trips. Don't let rain ruin your camping trip.
New,improved Fly Swater. The Stick is the sollution to an Ugly problem... It's the simple sanitary way to catch a fly ! Just stick it.
This is an infant soothing device that will allow parents and newborn to sleep a little more soundly throughout the night.
Steam cleaner for dish cleaning. Sanitize dishes and cleaning instruments simultaneously. Steam cleaner with rotating sponge, brush etc.
Save money and wash your hair in your home with an adjustable hose attachment that possesses different sizes to fit your faucet!
Vacuum Buddies - Suction Cup Holders Attach to Vacuum and Hold Cleaning Accessories - Hooks, Clips, Tubes
A STEERING WHEEL WITH AN INTEGRATED DRUM PAD THAT YOU CAN PLAY EITHER WHEN PARKED OR WHEN DRIVING SYNCED
WITH THE IPOD AND THE CAR SPEAKERS.
Bringing back the landline!
Trashpourri
Thermoelectric engine heater
Put silicone handles on mugs and cups to heat beverages in the microwave. Put silicone rims on plates and bowls. Silicone does not get hot.
A pretty disposable outdoor table cloth that has shape holding plastic inside so it can be wrapped around the table so doesn't blow away.
LUGGAGE ID
portable studio lamp
Extensible power
#spotsv resubantibacterial wipes as handy as paper towels. Wipe container mount for cabinet: easy access while food prep/cooking/cleaning up
heated pumpkin seat
Adjustable/Portable/Retractable Baby Bottle Heat Pad With Universal Power Adapters. -EHAB ALIMy idea is for a line of women's clothing specifically aimed at more muscular woman's physique. Larger arm holes and fuller thigh areas.
iPhone Case with Neck Strap
Smoking steak master Beer basted, Juicy tender steaks With that great smoked flavor, And crisp grill marks. NO flame ups.
I have invented a lint filter for the drain hose of any clothes washer.
Packit â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ The 3 In 1 You'll Want In Your Bag. Now includes storage for those little microSD also.
iBlend
FLIP ME folding laptop stand resolves technical problems like lightweight, folding and portable stand.
Double Bladed Kitchen Knife. Designed especially for vegetables and meatloaf. So all of pieces are the same size. Comes in three sizes.
Vacuum Sees -All Attachment
My laundry room has two cabinets dedicated laundry detergent for my family. Shrink it all into one container with a one push dispenser!
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ROLLING YARD VAC
Duct Tape Dispenser with room for at least 3 tape rolls. Excellent for crafters and home improvement needs.
One program or application for many cloud websites , so you can just use it to login to Dropbox+sky drive+google drive&amp;others in one account
The Quirky Bobble is cool, and it holds one object (i.e., toothbrush). But, why not offer another Bobble that holds two at the same time?
Quirky Fun Color Coasters: Do an Amazon.com search for "coaster", none of them have any color! #spotsv
A GUITAR PICKUP that's flexible, foldable, waterproof! There are folding guitars and roll-up keyboards around, so why not this?
App enabled breakfast or sandwich maker. Syncs with your smart alarm and makes your breakfast when you want it.
Good Timing replaces the old...back in 5 minutes handmade or cardboard signs with a modern,professional and decorative time piece.
Dock bookend
This idea allows you to bring with you a couple of different types of shoes at once, without taking up to much room in your bag.
Napkin Holder
#spotsv - Introducing MugStir 2 for hot tea drinkers! Quirky's original MugStir with one simple addition: a built-in tea bag squeezer.
((( SOAK! ))) An organized place for your utensils to soak, then just pop the inner rack full of utensils directly into your dishwasher.
Smart refrigerator temperature
Press to Pass
Easy Empty Garbage Can
Firefly
My dogs lie by my house vents when they want to get warm or cooled off. Make a pet bed that attaches to house vents-skip the expensive beds
Perfect Handheld Water Bottle
Small clear/decorative EZ stick eye glass holders. Stick them anywhere/favorite spots/car/book:SPRING LOADED/Could also make pins for shirts
Prevent Mildewed Towels
The dock flips out of the charger and plugs straight into the outlet; no tangle of wires necessary. Watch the status/nightlight for charge.
Duo -EHAB ALISleeping eye mask during trip
The TRANS_FORMERS. a device to keep eyeglasses securely in place on a wearerâ€™s face during sports, dancing, workouts, Reading ect...
Self-adhesive cloth pads that attach to the underside of a wristwatch case or band to prevent the watch from moving around on your wrist.
DIGITAL MEMORY CALENDER:AWAY WITH PAPER CALENDERS ;IT ALLOWS U TO STORE B-DAYS,WEDDINGS,ETC GIVES AUTOMATIC
CHANGES OF DATES ,VOICE REMINDER
A portable, stay-cold serving dish that prevents perishable food like potato and mac salad from spoiling at picnics or outdoor parties.
HIGH TECH HYBRID WALLET - Consolidate and simplify all your wallet contents in a high tech sleek wallet. Image storage and viewing built in.
Pool-Brella
Pet Carrier with a clear plastic easy open top.
Sous matelas gonflable
As I'm watching my favorite teams from home, I often miss the best action while I am up getting another drink. This table ends that problem.
The icepack cooler with drawer wheels and handle.fill all 5 inserts with ice and slide into place. no more cold wet hands or food wet
aquatic aroma
Auto Baby Safety System
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Fill N' Fish
#spotsv: More space in kitchen drawers.Line of cooking utensils where HANDLES telescope into/out of ergonomic grip handle-clicks in place
Automobile Cigarette Smoke Fan
RAMparts Dice Game
Multi-Slice & Dice: Slice food items multiple times with 1 motion and dice in just 2
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Quickstack Battery Holder
Umbrella-style Holiday Lights -- set up by opening like an umbrella and store away by closing like an umbrella. It's tiltable too.
"Cake Boss" Playdough or MAGNETIC OR PAINT and stamp kits (decorate CARDBOARD/METAL/PAINT cakes with fondant and cool cut-outs/stamps)
Remote controlled LED lights for home.
Stack and Snap Memory Devices.
A trash-can with a simple mechanism or cleat to hold trash-bags snuggly in place without having to tie a knot and then easily releases!
Don't shake drinks all night. Let gravity do the work. Just pour the ingredients in together at the top and they come out the bottom mixed.
Interchangeable, fashionable, cheap, eyeglass frames. The lenses will have to fit well so they don't fall out.
Create hanger space ANYWHERE in ANY SHAPE
MacBook hardshell skin case with Apple logo window!
Best Calf Stretcher Ever!!
Milk or Juice Dispenser
Why be uncomfortable when you are sitting? Now with a built in blow up pillow in your hoodie, or jacket, you can always sit in comfort.
An Elegantly Designed Bicycle Carrying Case, Conveniently Attaches To The Seat's Backrest. Built For Strength, Style, Privacy And Capacity.
Reuse-a-Card (The greenest card you can give or get)
Many people love to go camping,but what is most hated about it?NO BATHROOM! Now people can do that with privacy of pOp-PoTTY!No Poison Ivy!
Stick-a-light - Safety LED light strips. Kids &amp; Adults stay safe and be seen with LED light strips that stick / fasten to almost anything.
My Linus clip
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
Smartphone elastic case
The Cone Of Silence
Snow-more Car Cover
Pitcher gets hit with baseball in the face and head. Protective Pitcher helmet mask. Protect pitchers from concussion!
OVER 550 VOTES **RESUBMITTED** The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
new life case
Napkins all over the floor before the party begins. A new Tableware product for parties outside
Easy to carry bike pump &amp; tube, snaps to frame and stays out of the way.(Thin Design) Never let a flat ruin your day again.
Why do we leave over 30% of our freezer space unused? Why not utilize that wasted space with food instead of air, enter Space Case...
We want to produce a protective film against the sun.
This is so Quirky: Stream...Flip your faucet into a water fountain! No more faucet-slurping! Also it could be designed for Bathtub Stream
A modern kitchen sink organizer for your brushes and sponges that sits on your counter like a piece of art
DeCon Gel For Everyone!
'bikeShells' Dramatically reduce wind noise to bikers ears. Better Safety and comfort for all helmet using bikers!
Preventing your cutlery from falling into the saucepans and plates
iPad Mounting Kit
Q-Robotic Vaccuum, a vacuum that cleans itself out after use and charges itself.Uses a shop vac like device to remove debris.
Invisible Leash-dog collar
Fire alert+ The neighbours are not at home, their indoor fire alarm is activated but you yourself cannot hear it while you are most at risk.
This is an apparatus for studying the iris, but simpler and portable
Electricity-free refrigerator
Resub 6/22 Circular multi unit plug w/ cord wrap tower w/ cord holders &amp; a cover. Cover your plugs and cords for a tidy work area. USBs too.
Reinvent the school binder for the 21st century. The school binder should have a built in Ipad holder.
I would like a case that could be magnetic so it can stick to any surface and it could be easily accesible.
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Jewelry that can store/hide aspirin which can be easily retrieved at the first sign of a heart attack. A Quirky invention that saves lives!
This "smart" rear-view mirror has 2 cameras and is a GPS. Great for parents/elderly
Liter stand for drinks.
Camarselfiesmovil
3D Visual-Memory-Tactile Key
It's a vice? No, it's a bottle opener!! Clamp this vice-like unit anywhere for hands free bottle opening. Be sure to check out the images.
Case for iPhone with retractable handles for easier use of telephone. With them to use the phone will be much more convenient.
Ice Pop Koozie Holder
A STORAGE DEVICE FOR THE MESS BEHIND YOUR DESK!
This cabinet holds everything but the kitchen sink.
It's a pouch that holds your cleaning products and then attaches to your vacuum cleaner for easy storage and transportation.
The wire wheel is a little wheel that you put your wires into and with the push of a button suck it up. While the plugin sticks out for use.
Portable Hot Tub
When sweeping the floor you always miss some small particles can get through the broom. Add a duster to one side of the bottom of the broom
App-enabled calorie counting fork to help fight obesity
Eliminate the awkward questions about personal medical history with an "incognito" pill/Nitro case disquised as a keychain flashlight.
flexi tablet base
App Enabled Garment Bag Steamer. Transports Clothes when Traveling &amp; Functions as Steamer. Easy to Take on Trips. Lays Flat, Less Space
The next best thing to hanging out the laundry (when its not raining) - - - make your dryer more efficient, drain less energy, less wrinkles
App. Enabled Baby Mirror for Car. Control music, lights and viewing direction w/ App. No more mirror moving around and losing sight of baby!
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
Faucet thermometer - instantly get the temperature of running water every time. Especially great for babies and the elderly.
bathroom air freshener
The Allisdesk
An Outdoor Lounge Chair Tray for The Beach and The Pool
Gardening Cart + Water Tank is used where hose is a problem. This cart serves many functions for which several different products are sold.
MAN-O-MAN: "Can I get a Manhattan, Yuengling, & Margarita!" "Coming UP!"
Introducing your only CAPS LOCK Button protector, no more accidentally pressing caps while typing - package comes two protectors #spotsv
All in Cement Crack Sealer
Ever went to buy groceries and wasted hours looking for items? Know exactly where all grocery items are located with WHERE IS THE MILK?
chip away
Deck parties can be crowded and surface space limited. Rail Service canvas table tops hang off the deck rail to create usable surface space.
Helmet Hair-a dry shampoo in a compact container for your keyring, pocket or briefcase. Fluff up that hat flattened hair in an instant.
Wall Floor HS (Hanging System),.. working title.
Scent-D-Diapers is a baby diaper with a scented self-disposable storage bag attached to the rear or in the front of the diaper.
Fishing hook made of 'dissolving suture' material that dissolves in the fish's body after it is cut loose...
This is a kind of can change the shape of the necklace or decorate box.It is very creative.
I would like to invent a liquid form of baking soda so that I can organically clean and deodorize my fridge, without altering taste of food.
Double-Duty Window
Water pressure powered spinning dishes/bottle cleaning brush. Use the water pressure from your faucet to scrub your dishes or baby bottles.
#NAME?
Double Load Washer/Dryer
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Table/desk lamp with a faux bottom on it that has several device/outlet charging options. Great for dorms/city slickers/for the device geek.
Oil &amp; Vinegar Dispenser (Cruet) in one. Elegantly showcases the 2 immiscible liquids in a cleverly designed flask. See prototype for proof.
Have a pen and pencil in one object. And we know that when we need a pen, a pencil and when we have a pencil, we need a pen.
Kitchen Scales Redesigned - Auto Zero-Reset For Different Containers + Measure Cups
wetsuit/thermal with medical
Laundry Folder/Shirt Folder - Hate folding shirts what if all you had to do was put it in a device that did it for you!!!!
The Butter LID. A Simple Way to melt your butter to pour or spread on your bread or pancake.
No more infants or toddlers left in car with this baby blanket and phone app: Will save lives
An app that you buy that will allow you to delete a text that you ALREADY sent within 5-10 seconds.
You shower; get dressed. Ready to travel? What to do with the wet loofa? Zip lock bag? No. Water tight loofa travel carrier? YES!!
Design the case to hold a charger cord AND an earbud
A speaker that changes light with the music playing by your iPhone
Rep Tempo Weight set or beeping tempo wrist band.. It beeps when its time to move the weight up and down.
I am sick of my ear buds cord having to be twisted to get my headphones to work!!!
CINCH and CLIP For Tarps
Gecko skin picture hooks
A place to put your keys etc. while working out! A portable thin pouch or pocket that could be attached to activewear.
The Easy Grip is a clear, squishy, soft strip of plastic that wraps around a doorknob or other device that makes it easy to turn or grip.
twist on watering can
Printer Cartridge bypass
Swimsuit Tree
Disposable razor drying unit
"Intimates Suction Cup Hangers", For Girls &amp; Ladies Everyday Use.
Smart Climbing Wall: Let the app monitor your performance and even set the ideal route for you â€” never climb the same route twice!
We as women have a lot of feminine issues. My idea will keep you fresh and dry all day and all night.
A protective back for iPhone/iPod's &amp; other smartphones that incorporates small basic tools such as tweezers, pen, &amp; magnifier.
Build on PAPER Privacy WINDOW BLIND concept by adding color any can turn a quick fix into artistic home improvement masterpiece!
a machine with slots to place your fingers in while it prints on your nail your design that you made in your connected iPad/iPhone or like.
Deco Router (enhancing Routers design)
Keep your lighter items from blowing away while entertaining.
"No Excuses" Child Protection
Electrical Socket Cover, keep your child from putting stuff in electrical sockets, as well as keep them from pulling out the cords #spotsv
Curling Iron cord organizer
With photos, books, and advertisements on toilet paper finally hitting the market, one venture remains. LOTTERY NUMBERS. Pick the winners.
RECYCLE SADDLE There are no more GOOD excuses not to recycle; lets make it as easy as possible to have a 'bin' at every can.
Adhesive bandage (Band-aid) with cool gel built in. Reduce swelling and naturally numb wound. Store in freezer, ready for action.
Fun Muffin
The belt roller and holder:Store your belts in a device by allowing a spring loaded tension button to zip-roll the belt up into a case.
Smartphone MyLens (omniscope)
Left Overs Plate. A plate that would have a removable container component built into its form from underneath.
HANG ANYTHING! For personal use or if you are a Cottage Industry Entrepreneur! Can also use hooks, clips or magnets to secure items.
Peanut butter Paddle
Food grade,high-heat resistant,silicone sleeve that fits over the cast iron bacon/hamburger presses to avoid damage to non-stick coatings.
Coveright Slide Safe
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Bluetooth Whole House Speakers
Protect that flat glass cook top range (or hide that ugly mess!) Cover is made from silicone rubber (heat resistant and easy to clean!)
#spotsv we have gathered tons of different re-usable water bottles. Pain to store/find cap. STACKABLE water bottles all use the same cap.
Putting Coffee Grounds or Tea Leafs Directly Inside Your Favorite Cup is the Best Way to Enjoy a Longer and More Satisfying Cup.
momsies
Tiny Foam Houses
Baby blanket holder
A Google Glass for the masses. A head accessory that holds your iPhone for Augmented Reality and misc usage scenarios.
Wide Angle Camera Attachment with Distance laser pointer.
Rubber Ducky Coffee Sweetner/Tea strainer
Non-stick magnetic ring, to attach to non-stick pans,with an arched rim and spout, to make it easier to flip contents and pour off liquids.
Pathfinder "Buzz" Bracelet
SpayPaint Nozzle Extenders
Tablet Clamps: Clamp your tablet to your laptop and use 2 computers at the same time easily! 167 votes/177 views
The All Season Garden Tender
The Squloosen! A one handed jar loosening gizmo. How many times have you been trapped with a jar that you just about can't loosen?
A better pencil for kids TEETH the erasers are too short on pencils kid bite the metal to push what little bit of eraser up.
Vent iT
Hand strap w/ light-weight adjustable magnifying glass and LED lights that follows your hand during precise hand work like cutting/tweezing.
Firefly Lantern
A push-button that turns on a light (LED) that times out in 16 hours.
My wife loved it so much she took it to bed! All mothers can relate. Mothers Comfort. A relaxation aid for expecting mothers.
Nip-TUX helps women get a perfectly even tan when in a tanning booth!
Pad-A-Way a bathroom buddy that's used to hide soiled pads from housemates. Itâ€™s a disposal system that protects against germs and odors.
I love hunting with my Bow and arrow. The skill that we have is great. But we are not perfect .We Need GPS arrow or arrowhead..
Mirrored Sunglasses for entry door peephole.Rear view mirror mounted on the peephole,allows when opening own door from outside to make sure
QUICKSERVER
Sharpless Corded Can Opener
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
â™¦â™¦ Clean up faster. Clean up easier. Glass breakage in the kitchen? No problem. Who can make your life better? QUIRKY CAN.
With the press of a button IntelliSafe, locates missing loved ones such as children; lost pets or grandma with Alzheimerâ€™s
Ceiling fan dust tacky mats
Patty Pro Plus, more than just a patty maker.One product that does it all / no cord required and child safe.
Laundry basket with storage for hangers.
Perfect Size Zip Bags
Smart Pot Stirrer
RESUBMIT)Child safety cones.Bumper retracts into the cone. No more rolling balls in the street. Totally for Toys'R US!
The boot/shoe dryer -no electricity, uses existing heat(green) to dry your boots,shoes,gloves and skates.
Car Earring: I want to make a car wear pierced earrings at the door mirrors of our cars.
IPhone as a Computer Mouse
E.Z.Lift
Single slice orange press that hangs on your glass to eliminate sticky fingers when squeezing the juice into your drink.
"Clapper" battery powered case lights up and beeps when I clap. I can never find my phone.
iPhone eXtndr
It's time to reinvent the traditional greeting cards with stick figure animation! Simple 1D animation to make greeting cards FUN!
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The Sand Sled. Can carry all the stuff you need for the beach. the runners on the bottom allow for easy shleping and cuts out bad moods.
Biking gloves with LEDs: Touch thumb &amp; pointer to turn on "headlights": Touch thumb and middle finger once for stop light, twice for blinker
IPHONE IPAD GUITAR
(Attachable Like Quirky's "Crate!") Waterproof, Attachable, &amp; Accessible Drawers for the Shower. Store Clean Towels, Toiletries, &amp; More.
Umbrella Heat Lamp
Solar charger
Picture Frame on a Roll! Great for college. Hang pictures without ruining the wall! DRY ERASE AROUND THE EDGE!!(Paulette Jaques)
The MACBOOK STORAGE CASE - it's got handles and pockets for you to store your stuff.
Adjustable bottle shaped "seal a meal" type device that cuts the top and bottom off of plastic bottles. No sharp utensils or sharp edges.
!Lets Create an Easy DIY All Natural Cleaning Kit! Complete w/Bottles,Carry Case,Mixing Guide,Everything Needed to Clean Naturally! GoGreen
A decorative cushion for your forearm while carrying a car seat in the crease of your arm.
Rinse-able tackel box
Recycling + Trash = Glass, Cans, Plastic Separated for your convenience, Separate them now, before you bring them back to the store
Pot and pan with adjustable handle for easier displacement, cooking and storage.
Save Precious Lives with The Plug Sheath
The simplest way to connect 7 or more devices to your computer with only one cable! No, not a USB hub, the answer is a Thunderbolt hub!
A must for every driver.Keep awake and alert day/night.Audible,beeps,and LEDs with message.Handy device will keep you awake.No more snoozing
GPS Golfball
the major cause of bed sores is pressure exerted on boney projection by bedding. my product will prevent actual contact with bedding.
Save Kids Lives. Children at Play Sign with Solar Led Flashers + a Road Strip with Warning Flashers and Audible Tone to Alert Children.
Garage Door Opener on cell phone
Survival Helmet" More chances for your family to stay OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out for fun!See picts!
Revolutionary Duo of Nail Polish and Nail Polish remover in one sleek package. Billion bottle a year market.
Offer a solution Q!: ZERO TOLERANCE for bringing metal into schools. "Red Box" for teen electronics at (in) school. Drop off, pay, pick up
Automatic air freshener dispenser that sprays from a mister instead of arosol can. Your own scent, odor strength and less breathing problem.
A TV signal disrupter that detects when children are too close to the TV and breaks the signal until they move back.
USB to Bluetooth Adapter
Flexible Light Strip
Divine Tree Stand
Venus Phone Case
A convenient, handy place to store your accessories that you use everyday! Hats, purses, belts, etc. in your closet that's already full!
I am thinking of a HD camera video built into a USB size thumb drive with GSM wireless capabilities to real time upload your media to sites
The car shopping saver is simple yet sweet! It's a collapsible cardboard device keeping groceries safe and upright in your car as you drive.
** TWIST-CHARGE LED CANDLES - Simply Twist at the Bottom to Recharge and Re-Light - Eliminates Need For Replacing Batteries or Plugging In
A flat, multi-position, bright, flexible, utility LED light. It fits into small places and has a strong magnetic base. VOTE!
Women have problem using iphone inside bag. Why not a thin cover with its back similar to a clip?
Cart Clamp Case
App. Enabled Curtain Rods. Slide your curtains open and closed at anytime &amp; from anywhere.
XBOX and PLAYSTATION UNITED
The Do Good Large Terra
Roverâ€™s Door Draft Dodger
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Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Zero Float Valve.
Quick potato prep tool for microwave cooking
Device to help people lift trash cans into dumpsters easily, thus saving backs and physical labor.
App alert for power disruption
CARABUNGEE: MORE carabiners with bungee cord
A smart power supply and cable in one - that's always where you need it.
Ever been woken up at night too hot? These sheets allow a small amount of air flow throughout the sheets. Keeping you just right all night.
ShedVac
An adjustable bottle/cup holder clipped to your belt so you can use your hands to swing while running, walking, breaking a bicycle, etc.
Office Chair Back Relief
SafeBather is a bold coloured bath mat, which prevents scalding by indicating at a glance if the temperature of bath water is too hot.
Bath Filter
Sponge Fingers! Instead of washing dishes and silverware with rubber gloves on and a sponge,you would wear a rubber glove with sponges on it
USB fit
SURE
Keep front loading washer door ajar. Insert a hook into center of magnet &amp; keep stored on washer. Use existing door latch to hook door
Slap-On Light and Reflector
Re-invent the Garlic Press-they're all the same,take up much space, are difficult to clean,garlic slides out of press, gets stuck in holes
#spotsv Simple Solution: Laundry Reading Magnifier Magnet Problem : I can't read the laundry label instructions on clothing
Steamy bathroom mirror problems? This fan, affixed to the base of your mirror, gets rid of steam without leaving palm prints or marks!
Light Up Gloves
Easily create your own professional looking floral bouquets....flower placement mat and tape...simply roll...wedding bouquets/arrangements
2 chamber Rice Dispenser. Have your White And Brown Rice in one dispenser.
When bathing is not an option "BATH IN A BOX". A wet wipes box with soapy wet wipes on the left &amp; plain wet wipes on the right. #QSANDY TY
Induction cook top and storage that is dorm and small space safe
Resubmit-over 244 votes)Modular Floor Seats.Pad your bum while you are on the floor.Stackable Cushions.
BACKUP LAPTOP BATTERY CHARGER
My invention is designed to prevent an infant from climbing over the top rail of a crib and falling to the floor.
Wireless Earbuds You can Easily Keep Around Your Neck All Day - Video Available
3-n-1 Essential Bar Tool: muddler/paring knife/citrus zester ----> Ready, Set, COCKTAIL!
~ Speaker Case for IPAD Mini and IPAD 1,2,3 !!! And maybe Iphone. Please LOOK !! :)
WAS IN UC - REVISED - PROGRAMMABLE PILL DISPENSER With Removable AUTO-Fill Travel Case to Grab &amp; Go; Surgery - Elderly HandiCapped
Phone "Buzz" Kill - Muffles vibration buzz a phone causes when on a hard surface. Holds charging cord too. Gr8 for desk &amp; nightstand
Phone Sound Projectors - Need phone speakers to be louder &amp; don't want to wear earbuds. Gr8 for Elderly, Toddlers or group sharing #spotsv
"Kavachay"
Memory Stick Organizers - Archive and find your memory sticks easily and carry them without challenges to find them.
Mat for cold beer &amp; hot food
Sewing Machine
RESUBMIT featuring new cartridge. BNL (Best and Last) BBQ Brush you ever have to buy! Achieve tailgating superiority! Get the gunk off!
HAPPY BACK enables you to clean areas that are nearly impossible to reach, unless one is particularly flexible or a gifted contortionist.
Toilet bowl blaster / cleaner
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A pizza spatula that has an oven proof base and a removable handle. This creates an instant cookie sheet as well and allows for easy storage
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
An iPhone case featuring two internal midrange speakers and a pair of wireless headphones. Listening to your music has never been easier.
Lazy Tooth Brush
Evaporative cooling beach/patio umbrella! Make the sun work to actually cool you down. Just add water, and get shade and cooling.
aimant pour visseuse
Who wants a sweaty iPhone? A safe and functional way to carry your phone or iPod when running outside or resting on a treadmill. #SPOTSV
Egg Slicer
my idea is an automatic chlorine tester and chlorine dispenser
a flosser that will make flossing easier and faster.
A security camera visible with a mobile app that allows you to watch your home and play with your pet at the same time from anywhere.
Create perfect caulk or paint lines with painters tape that has a removable inner strip! Perfect lines everytime!
I like football, but don't like being cold. You know those reusable handwarmers you can buy? I want to sell reusable BODY warmer-vests.
Get rid of that wire hanging down from your GPS mounted to your windshield. The solar powered GPS mount could solve that problem.
What is the most precious thing you will ever hold in your arms? A human life. The life of another human if by far the most precious thing.
a smartphone cover that has a place for your index and middle finger to anchor the phone for easier use.
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Solar or standard charging station for iPhone, iPads, iPod, and other tablet and smartphone that use USB to recharge w/ multiple USB outlet.
Remove all hot bowls from your microwave without gloves and spills.
Small, lightweight, portable solar powered boat. Design uses solar panels to create a canopy to provide shade and keep the battery charged!
Dog Mister
'S.A.F.E. BANDS" "SB'S" SAFETY AWARENESS FACILITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL WRIST BANDS. WRIST BANDS WORN DURING FUEL
TRANSFERS, AND DOMESTIC USES
The power strip inspiration originates from traditional Chinese foodâ€”rice dumplings.It can wraps mixed wires and plugs inside.
Interchangeable Pendants/Lockets for Bracelets, Broaches, Necklaces, Anything
Speckles
TV Flat Screen Protector Art
RFID pet food dish
Accordion Speaker Iphone Case - collapsable speaker amplifier with you at all times.
It's a wall cup holder! Instead of messing up your nice coffee tables, or if you don't have a table in your TV room use the wall cup holder!
Head Tattoos.Design your own.
DESK FREEDOM
Digital Design Card Transfers
No more dusty fans blowing unhealthy air into our lungs. The Fan Sleeve is perfect for stopping dust and keeping our air clean.
Hands free iPhone/iPod case that is stabilized around the neck and chest.
An Iphone 5 case that lets you use the old power adapter. Also doubles as a sound amplifier and potential backup battery.
iPad/tablet Handles!!! Quirky let's figure out how to make these work so they can be attached and removed.
Pool Lights that light up when you jump in, movement of the water turns them on or App, can be solar or motion charged! Light up the night!
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A multipurpose bike lock that's intuitive to use & easy to store. It has a recoil system which allows for less mess & more function.
Peanut butter slices
a product similar to the neutrogena wave that allows you to change brushes and add your own product so that you can use it your own way.
The Smart Television
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small flexible t-tube that attaches into the bottom of your pump bottles to get out all the material that is in them
Worrying about when it rains water coming up to your doors and coming into your house? Use our Sandbag Tubes
CHILD SAFETY - App-enabled, wearable "Nanny Cam", disguised as a decorative pin. Inconspicuously keep tabs on children &amp; their caregivers
The Quick Escape
The Dry Mama
USB charger brick
A easily portable dog "Potty Base" that fits a standard wee wee pad.
bathtub shampoo rack
The perfect shaker
Primary Stacking Stools
Stroller rocker/bouncer. Babies just love their strollers, often more then cribs...they can be rocked or bounced with this awesome rocker!
App enabled robot vacuum. Your vacuum will not only clean for you, but think about you too.
CampEssential
The 2 Minute Toothbrush Timer- a one-size-fits-all durable base cover for toothbrushes with a button timing 2 minutes for efficient brushing
Large, easy to read, easy to apply, waterproof labels for Shampoo and Conditioner bottles.
The Sticky Frog insect trap
ECLIPSE: Ever get the bright sunrise or sunset directly in your eyes when you're driving? Sometimes sunglasses and car visors aren't enough.
Foot Pedal Powered Table Saw:This table saw allows you to saw without using electricity or battery.Plus drawers for tools.
Cordless Drill Buddy: Magnetized Screw Catcher's Mitt
Car Holder for your BlueTooth or any other Ear Piece for your Cell Phone
Wireless TV Headphones! This is for people that are trying to watch TV while others are in the same room visiting instead of watching TV.
Storky
Video Game using an Ant Colony as the stage with every Ant Class. Rooms: food storage, nursery, queen chamber. Tasks: build, food, defend.
Quirky LOBER skin - (Currently designed for the 3rd Generation ipod Shuffle)
Tornado shelters in Moore, OK. Use concrete culverts under the asphalt streets. Passive drainage systems. Solar power beacon. Check-in App.
Balloon Bag
No Squeak Door Hinge Pins - No more oil
Turn your iPhone into a laptop. The really portable way to full fledged writing on the go. Meet the 3 of a perfect pair.
WoW! Now camping is easy with PoP out Tent.
Create a iPad case with integrated RFID card reader to securely access enterprise IT infrastructure.
gutter cleaning tooltongs
Dishy
For consumers, a two piece heavy duty shopping cart; the full basket disengages to roll into trunk of SUV, the cart collapses like stroller.
Cool Car
Mouselet and Pad
Protect your pants! Sick of Heel damage? Let's fix it with a simple solution.
iPhone5 Tripod Mount / Butterfly Stand Case - Ultra thin so you can still pocket your device!
Integrating a dog leash with a iphone holder.
HOLD CART' - Is a product/device idea that holds the unsteady grocery cart firmly on ground when unloading groceries in to a car/ vehicle
Ergonomic Bar Stool With Dual Position Foot Stand. Adjusts To The Motions Of Your Legs To Encourage Enhanced Blood Flow And Stop Discomfort.
ThermoSCAN - Spy your beverage Have you ever wondered how much beverage has left at a moment in your insulated mug?
Doggy Pee-Pee Post Grass Saver
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This idea was, ironically enough, inspired by Rachael Ray. It is a replacement for her kitchen trash bowl. It is an eco-friendly bag.
Compact Tackboard/Whiteboard combo. Nevwet dry-erase on one side flips to bulletin board on the other. Monitor mounted or freestanding.
This is an idea for an adjustable open or box end wrench you can adjust the length of the wrench making it longer or shorter as needed.
A mesh case that can stretched to fit multiple Apple Products. One size fits all!
Pliable fabric gift wrap
Illuminating plug outlets so you can find the outlet in the dark
Floating waterproof IPAD stand. Giving availability to watch video or listen music on Ipad while in swimming pool. Floating movie screen.
Single serge coffee/tea press
Extreme Cap Expressions
A remote control fish lure that could be attached to fishing line and controlled from a boat or shore to access unreachable areas.
Cool head pillow
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks are available? Please vote and support if you agree. QSANDY
Light Switch App
Refrigerator drawer divider
I have listed my idea below under proposed solutions.
A popcorn and drink holder/arm rest extender for movie theaters.
app for your cell phone camera with a timer so that you can set it to trigger your camera or a small device holding your camera
Sani Flipper (Toilet Seat Handle) - Leave nasty DEADLY germs under the toilet seat and not stuck to your fingers.
The Consolidator
I have designed an equipment called:Slide-on-strap which would help movers carry load up/down the stairs or on rough surface area.
A decorative wall sconce light that can be removed during a power outage and used as portable lighting.
A device that wet, shampoo, massage, rinse and dry dogs' body automatically while their owner cleans their head, ear, eyes and mouth.
This is for keeping your caulking gun clean
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
Modify Quirky's toilet paper dispenser to have a detachable &amp; covered moisture absorbing storage for electronics or newspaper.
Assorted flourescent ice cube trays with UNUSUAL distinctive shapes. Lemon wedges lime slices orange and cherry and they will taste good 2
AC/DC and DC/AC converter/charger with 110 receptacle, 110 flip out plug and USB ports for home or car.
An over the door unit that has cabinets, shelves, drawers, and of course hooks!
automatic smart winter front
The SLINKY CLIP can organize multiple documents, bills, recipes, coupons etc all within the same clip. resubmit. #spotsv
An automatic dispenser that works with your machine and adds the correct amount of detergent to laundry based on setting & size of load
A new kind of Splatter Screen that transforms for full pan access while you add/flip/stir the food! - SHORT VIDEOS applarm
A whiteboard that allows to easily mechanically pin and detach paper at any location and with any thickness or size.
Foot Switch For Lamp
An alarm clock with a wireless snooze button that you can put anywhere in the house. Sounds like an idea that would get me out of bed!
Thermo-Ball - The wireless thermostat you can put in, on or next to your food while cooking. Temp and cook times display on your phone.
Mountable cable organizer
A hands-free device that can simply 'stick' anywhere on your body that resonates a vibration and sound and alerts you that you have a call.
Parents, you may want to support this idea - School backpacks with built in digital scale -No more overloaded backpack for our kids!
Consumer electronics foot controller.
Double Peel Stickers are great to put on anything &amp; give away, while allowing receivers to later peel &amp; stick it to an item of their choice.
Mini Combo Keyboard
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My patent pending invention is for home n commercial use.Allowing you to access a shower curtain liner w/out having to hassle w/shower hooks
The Phone Pharmacy
#spotsv Opposite of Shrinky Dinks, Starts out small and ends up BIG. New wave of fun! Growing Shrinky Dink type?
Light weight carbon fiber case that protects your gum from being squished
Ironing Board with Sleeves
Fun iPhone Pog Maker. Make different Pog type inserts for the back of the case. Make them and trade them!
Stacked!
The BrushCardâ„¢ It's a Toothbrush that fits in your wallet!
Utility Cutting Board for pizza, vegetables, steak, poultry, etc. Designed for precision and control.
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
the social media cube
Car taillight that lights up in 3 phases based upon brake pressure. Lets driver behind you know if you are tapping vs. slamming on brakes.
Slide On Safe Light Accessories For Your Umbrella
Anti Auto Theft Device
A clock that allows you to procrastinate, sleep in, or be productive as long as you possibly can using wi-fi, networking, and gps!
Remember Me
Loopits with Illumination. Shed a little LED light while using Loopits.
Solar charger bank
The cords hanging &amp; laying everywhere can be hidden with a simple multi styled, easy to use, light weight, very attractive cord hide-away.
Heated Beverage Cooler
Line Extension? A text to you if you have mail in your PO BOX.
Shop in Order
SPORT ACCESSORY COMPANY PROUDLY INTRODUCES THE ADAPTABLE VANE PROTECTOR(AVP).INNOVATED TO MAXIMIZE BOW
HUNTING ACHIEVEMENT.
Retain odor Ashtray
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
"Multi-functional Touch Wheel Remote Controller". Less buttons, more functions. Intuitive &amp; convenient way to control home appliances.
Ultimate all in one cleaning tool
six pack tee tan
Light weight breathable gloves for subway , "strap hangers" and city bus riders.
Mac Mini Case With Built-in keyboard &amp; Display - Make Your Mac Mini Mobile
Heated Gel iPhone / iPod / iPad cases. They warm at the mere press of a button. Keep your hands toasty!
#QToys IllumaMap Glistening oceans, twinkling city lights and brilliant continents. Touch to illuminate.
Disposable Max Cups for Men- a urine after flow absorbent pad made to protect against moisture and embarrassment of wet urine trouser spots.
deli meat-r
Finger Tongs(images of: silicone rubber transparent tape model) attaching means for placing inside container or packaging no cheese fingers
My product is a stand alone charger that can charge four controllers simultaneously and will work for both the Playstation3 & the XBOX 360.
MODULAR JUNK DRAWER ORGANIZER - with a Quirky little spin on it
Mesh glove with vibrating alarm to wake you up, whether you're napping on a bus, train, subway, vehicle, or at your desk; wake up on time!
Find My Pet- USB GPS
Pantry Organizer
My idea is what I call the four seasons blanket. Its a 4 sided blanket (2 blankets connected down the middle) that has multiple purposes.
Chicken Kitchen Kit: Self contained safe solution for the very real dangers of working with raw chicken
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It is about the thimble-shaped mouse to put on the forefinger. It is based on the tactile sensor to control the cursor by the finger force.
Beard Shaper
iPhone case - mirror, carry case, protector!
The Cross-Pad
This isaDEMOCRACY-supposedly! SAFE Electronic BANKING, prescriptions. What if WE could electronically VOTE on ALL ISSUES! in real-time!
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather! QSANDY!
Multiwave transformer
Apps to customize the User Interface on the IPad, make it truly graphical and pretty.
The FlapJackâ„¢
Resubmit)Move over Lite Brite. Lighted Bending Noodles. Use to spell or make designs.
Cut the crap
#spotsv Clip a Spout... on any bag. A clip+Spout combo for your cereals, snacks and more. A resubmit/rethink from almost 3 years ago.
The "Ladder Lariat" will end your fears about your ladder slipping out from below you while painting or cleaning gutters! Be safe..tie off!!
Make your Roof top RV air conditioner work easier and better. Save money
Honeysuckle Liquid Sugar
iPhone5 - Lightning Universal Compatible A/V cable
SOFIE: iPad/iPhone stand made specifically for living room sofa and chairs. Floats iPad using flex arm to set your own viewing position.
This idea capitalizes on the creativity and imagination of the child or person and the ability to share that idea with other people.
An iPhone case with interchangeable watch options, so you don't have to turn your phone on to see the time/date. Lights up too.
#QTOYS &amp; #QCYCLE. affordable wistling wingnut dust caps easy removeable with mini safety light sabre for kids etc. please see pictures.
grill great
A BETTER way to clean/swif/mop floors and dust ceilings without bending or touching the cleaning pads. A GREEN SOLUTION! Read for moreâ€¦
Door-Mote: Unlock Any Door Of Your House! No More Keys! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
my idea is what the at home and Prof hair stylish is waiting for something convenient and safe to use around the kids and can't wait to show
Flex Trash Can
A speed bump sized paddle that is connected to a flywheel. The paddle flattens and turns a generator every time a vehicle drives over it.
Compass Bracelet. It Vibrates At 4 Pulse Points Around Wrist To Indicate North. Helps Hikers, Bikers, Children, Others Learn/Keep Direction
Nail Proof Shoes
Teach/Prompt kids 2 save water
A high quality leather or sterling silver wrist band fit to the size of one's wrist to hold a smart phone in a working position.
Prevents items placed on the front seat of a car from crashing to the floor when brakes are applied. Easily converts to a carrying bag.
Energy from Door Moments: Capture Door Moments in office building, shops, hotels, cafes and lifts to generate electricity out of it.
iPod 5G Loop attachment for Wrists, Bicycle, etc.
Litter box bag clip
College dorm rooms are boring and all look the same.
Automatic (Robotic?) Toilet Scrubber built into a Toilet Seat. Replace your toilet seat and automatically scrub the toilet.
Pivot Power meets crates
Never eat cold again! New ceramic plates keep food hot; Simply warm the plates 3 min in microwave, they'll stay hot for 1 hour.
iPhone Table Stand
Pivot Power 19th Century--AKA Tealight Candle Holder. Pivot Power's design is so cool, I want to create another use for it!
Tie a piece of nylon rope thru the holes of the skimmer cover to the basket. Use a small piece of pipe as a handle on top of the cover.
Formula dispensing bottle
Talking Placemats! Push, listen and learn while you eat. (Collaboration with Debra Courtenay)
Q-Guard Hair Pins/combs for women (App-enable). A woman doesn't have to walk alone, using home TV and iPhone.
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An easier, less frustrating, more precise way to give your baby medicine, updating the centuries old medicine dropper.
ironing board that has torso and legs. Dress the board, iron, rotate 180, iron back. no wrinkles, fast easy ironing!
QUADRISFOGLIO The lucky charm book The first booklet in a form of a four-leaved clover and key ring, and in which one talks about luck.
Video Monitor App
Woohoo!:) SHOWER or BATH free at last! Finally, you can enjoy your Iphone, Ipad or Ipod while you soap up. Say Goodbye to saying Goodbye!
The Power Pedals. A simple pair of bike pedals that use your energy to generate electricity that can be used as a green energy source!
iCharge
Spray bottle, modification or a tool that is able draw out liquid when it is tilted to the side when the straw is on the opposite side.
Self dental cleaning kit
Case/stick-on for phone that light's up when somebody's calling.
The double phone charger
Book It
Temp controlled sleep mask
Self Charging Cellphone Case
#SPOTSV Chopsticks kick-ass, but washing them is a pain in the ass. Chopsticks dishwasher basket beats the pants off of current competition.
A cell phone case that stores/holds an electronic cigarette
Card Info Protecter
This device prevents vehicle accidents by helping people at street intersections to see if a vehicle is approaching.
SNAP SWITCH! Have a kid who can't button his pants? Medical issues making it harder to snap and unsnap your jeans? You need Snap Switch!
Hoodie String Clips
Most people take a nap on the go, not in the bed. This can be uncomfortable. Hard surface and bright lights. Need a simlpe solution.
Glowing Stones solar or usb. (resub 07/03/2012)
Shower & Massage Towel is a patent product relating to bathing and massaging. It is s ribbed towel device with inserted massage bars.
Automobile carbon monoxide sensor that turns off auto once it detects the gas inside and or outside the auto is at a dangerous level.
ever lost a beloved pet, did you find him?well now you can with,FIND A PET
Pull-out trays for refrigerators to easily find and store items
Home Sized Chocolate Tempering Machine. Most are well over $500, this would be an affordable option based on a rice cooker in size.
"Make your own Wet Wipes Kits" - 2 kits to choose from, Personal &amp; Industrial. Kit includes: Wipe Material, Magnetic Dispenser &amp; Additives.
Shave Shield
Baby Suction Ice Tray
Q.P.B. - QUICKIE PUSH BROOM is used to easily clean tile floors and concrete surfaces which is made from wood-shop scrapes (SEE PHOTOS).
Winter Windows
spray on condem.
The Coolest iPhone 5 Bumper on the Market
BabyMilk37Â°
Open a beer with your iPhone? Sure, there's an app for that. Not exactly an app but an icebreaker/conversation starter for sure & it works!
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
How often do you think "I love those hanging organizers, but I have nowhere to hang them!" Now you do with my new frame for hanging storage!
U.S. Patented t-shirt/baseball hat combination/conversion, Patent (no.D3833890)a t-shirt when turned inside out becomes a baseball type hat
Drawstring dog training pad
Pizza Oven, inside ?
Magnetacks: Never poke another hole through your most prized photos and documents! #spotsv
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A collapsible cooler of transparent soft double plastic walls that incorporates a water sprinkler system to enjoy the refreshing outdoors.
Complex entrance hall wall caddy! Improved RESUBMIT of the popular magnetic keyholder from UC with new awesome features. HAD 380+ VOTES!
Simple thin tiles - letters &amp; fun icons. Custom Case
Wink TV Device + IR Rec/Trans
Resubmit - Modular Light System with a Bobble Base- Flash light,Lantern and light Wand / Stick Mini version For #spotsv
Is that Drink too Hot! or too cooled that you can't hold it,The bottle of juice has no handle and it's heavy! Then use the VICE GRIP NOW!
Effortless Power Adapter
more joy for the birthday party .(resub)
Trouble sleeping?-Follow the light as it moves in slow motion..Zzzzz -Image by Peter Frazier
When big car stereos began the problem of hearing emergency vehicles sirens began. Don't get caught in the intersection, get "Siren Sorter".
kick stand for the bottom of a dresser drawer. When the drawer opens, a adjustable kick stand comes down. the dresser will be hard to tip
Moving Barometric Statue
Gyroscopic Computer Mouse. This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Folds up! App-enabled
Baby perspective
Take the microphone from its holster with ease. Its magnetic!
"pillow pet" with storage for sleepover. Bring a piece of home with you...and your stuff too. Don't pack your pillow pet, PACK your pillow
An app that will turn on appliances when I am not home. Run my dishwasher, washer, and drier with a click of a button on my phone.
App-controlled pet food delivery system with built-in camera. Feed kitty with the push of a button, see how much food is left, and say hi!
light hiking stick
As an ER nurse, I have always heard patients complaining that spineboards are hard and painful to lie on, even though they are necessary.
All-in-One Brush
Design your own Cake shape and adjust it to your cake volume. Flexy is the cake pan with many options.
new Adjustable Butt Hinge
Auto water shut off
Smart Nightlight. LCD center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Now get more of that beautiful coffee oil flavor from the beans with a self-stirring French Press! Less hassle, more great tasting coffee!
Reduce the electromagnetic field that goes to your head with this elegant, flashy and eye catchy iPhone4 (or other) case.
The KoozieKeeper, a floating koozie container that can hang on the wall, on your refrigerator, or stand alone on a counter or in a cabinet
iPhone/Pod dual travel charging station,neat,secure charging of two devices at the same time,eliminating the debris of multiple cords.
This adaptor will eliminate the need to keep up with adaptors for the older 2 prong outlets when you use them in the standard 3 prong outlet
Make a cocktail, even with a beer stein! Every glass becomes a shaker with this: One side is a stretch lid, the other a mesh strainer.
Cat Litter Sifter! Thats it - just the sifter. Cant find it anywhere.
The "Trash Vac" is a simple solution for immediate and effective kitchen cleanliness, save time & feel better about daily food prep!
Soft plastic grips to put over knife handles, tools, etc. to make them large, non-slip, easy to grip and to reduce arthritis/carpal pain.
Locator Bug
Tray chic
Locking device for break over load binders. Prevents accidental opening of chain binders and insures safety of loads being hauled.
Power Snake - Power Down Timer
The Baby Stamp; a diaper with a personalized tattoo brings together the popularity of a culture with an emerging market of diaper fashion.
Bodacious Book Box
Wink Sleeping Cycle Alarm Clock. IMP Motion Sensor(s) determine the perfect moment to awaken you- to beautiful sounds.
Today's Empty Seat of Plane
washeze
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RC Light Adapter. Transform your regular fixed light bulb socket into a RC SpotLight using the RC Light Adapter. Gain flexibility to focus.
Ipad 2 lap desk.like ones you used to have,but with center part that spins.Great for all the great art apps , reading or an angry foul game
Bug-i
Store-N-Go Mug: Store Your Pills, Powders, and Blender All In One Mug! (See Designs And Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Story Time Pillow
"WAX OUT" - It just so happens that the perfect ergonomic shape for an ear cleaning device is, the paper clip. 100% "WAX OUT" integrity.
Finally,a sifting litter box that makes sense! Introducing LIFT OFF,the fast & easy way to remove your cat's waste cleaner &with less steps.
would'nt it be nice decorative holder for the Christmas trees you replant. when you go and buy one you soon find out there is nothing
Kut-n-Go!
My product "Grow Hope" is meant to give people the greatest gift in the world, hope!
An Iphone case with a removable (replace-able) Dog toy holder.
a stylish collapsible safety Water Bucket Bag in different sizes to carry water in. *handle in insulated electric shock proof rubber* resub
I foldaway textbook holder that is at eye-view. In addition holds textbook open with page holders.
"Adjusted Stance" Bring an I-Pad down to a usable level in the backseat of a car. Allows kids and adults comfortable use in backseat.
Introducing the all new Fan stick Air Freshener! Just stick on the top side of your ceiling fan blade and WALLA! Instant fresh circulation!
A quick, clean way to dispose of pet waste. Battery operated device that scoops, wraps and drops into a lined container for easy disposal.
A Kid Proof (pets too) Tote for your cleaning supplies! Keep the chemicals locked away, anywhere in the house.
Laptop Pullout is a laptop with a deluxe housing. It features more adjustability in height, depth & angle of both the monitor & keyboard.
Backpacks are not just 4 carrying books, they're fashion items 2. Express your creativity &amp; make a fashion statement. Wet erase backpack
Roll-up Magnetic Whiteboard
Reclaimed Water Shed
When you home improvement project drywall you need the two and one a putting knife and a knife.
An â€œunder the hood of a carâ€ toy with age-based add-on kits that scale with a kid's mental and physical abilities. A dad's dream toy!
Sensor compression top
Sunglasses/glasses band that truly prevents sunglasses from falling off and getting smashed or lost. Feel secure that your specs are safe!
CUSTOM DESKTOP PRINTING PRESS: TEMPORARY LOGOS &amp; DESIGNS Directly From Your Laptop or Smartphone! Apply to T-Shirts, Sweats,
Jeans &amp; More!
Ringer Thing
A laptop webcam cover-up. Feel secure while on your laptop! Never feel like somebody is watching you!
A lightweight, protective cover that doesn't look ugly. ( It can hold 3x5 image on the back.)
Mindfulness Bootcamp is a 10 week mind training course using various types of meditation. Happiness is just around the corner!
A very good way to hide your ipad if you have to walk at night carrying it, or if you usually spend the day at the streets with your ipad.
Emitter and sensor in a room report flooding to your cell. You view camera and trigger the main shutoff
My Idea will allow people to lay their bed skirts on their bed and not worry about the mattress messing up the skirt.
A stand that travels with me on the iphone so I could facetime or read apps without leaning it on something while still being thin &amp; durable
Handheld high-press steamer with attach razor or scrubbie I can use to clean glass or ceramic stovetop. Think canned air for keyboard size
QR TOYS. You upload all the info and create your very own fantasy figure. Trade with friends. Endless possibilities.
I would like to submit my idea for a wire/zip tie that has an integrated clipping system attached to it to remove the "tail" of the zip tie.
The Isuite
Perfectly cube shaped crystal clear ice cubes from home!
This is a Central Hub that has Bluetooth, IR, HDMI, Wifi and DLNA built in, with smarts and the power to convert any input to any output.
BBBags are the easiest way to dispose of unwanted or bed bug ridden mattress or box spring. Sanitation won't pick-up uncovered mattresses.
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App Controlled Display / Frame
The Speak-Easy
Silicone shoes that you can punch out designs-endless possibilities, make your shoes toe-less, cut out straps/your name or basketball team.
Pot &amp; Pan in One
App enabled Naughty/Nice meter. Santa sees all, and can change the meter....from his app.
The "Abonizer" allows your arms and hands to assist you just enough to accomplish a series of "real" situps to maintain abdominal fitness.
Thermometer- Flowing water
Airplane tray hook for iPhone/iPod Touch/Media Player
Kids of all ages and even adults like to be entertained by falling dominoes but trying to stand them all before falling sometimes is hard.
First Aid Kit in iPhone, iPad case. CPR Barrier Pocket Mask with gloves whenever, wherever you need them.
Suitcase brake
handheld windsock (partysock)
The After Dark Dog Leash with its many safety features allows you to walk your dog at night with confidence!
i-pod... hearing aid. posibly cordless.
#toys A Paddling Pool Fun Fountain Toy for Kids to play with! Jets, Spray or Fountain modes. Kids love playing in water.
App Enabled Weight scale&amp;Belt.It tracks your weight and If your not accountable to the scale as much the belt alerts you as you gain or lose
Modular pocket knife
The Computer Chair Cup Holder. No more accidental spills on your desk!
A touchless cup cover will automatically open, wem your hand or your lips within ten inches and three seconds.it closer aumatically.
Double sided over the door hanger, to enjoy a seasonal display on both sides at the same time.
Soft Block Windows
A combination head rest and storage bag for sunbathers. Slip it over your chair, rest your head and store your necessities.
Audio Plug Charger
FOLDABLE space saving laundry basket! Retractable support wheels for easy, back-pain free clothing transportation! No heavy loads again!!
! Almost all shelves are rigid! WHY? - Let's make an EXPANDABLE shelf storage unit to accommodate even the TIGHTEST SPACES within your home
Wish you had syrup on every bite of your ice cream?Intro.THE VOLCANO MUG.Just press the trigger to release the syrup on top of your dessert.
A shoe organizer that goes in your suitcase with hanging capability. No longer will you have to pack an extra suitcase for shoes.
Stroller-Sled Buggy
Cosmo's are red, blue hawaiian's are blue, bartenders make apple martinis and purple drinks too. Why throw lime wedges in them?
Sticky Rug
collapsible towel holder. fold the towels and keep them close ready for everyday use. having guest? no problem easy access to the towels
Snowboard combo stomp pad/foot hook for riding on the lift.
Toe Prostheses
Always Clean Razor
Tired of spending weekends in the office? Gain the flexibility of working from home while still maintaining productivity with this product!
S.O.S "Shades, Shaves and Styles Of Success" Emergency Kits for people on the Go!
MAKING BACON! UN'COVER' The Secret! (Re-Sub)
Car Seat Headrest iPad Holder
Shampoo and conditioner refill "Pellets" or "Gel Packs" for your reusable shower bottles! ... Just add water!
You have a few keys that you carry around all the time? Hate it when they make noise and announce your arrival? Well, here is my invention.
criminal fingerprint
Tiny fingers &amp; toes need a tiny nail polish brush, combined with a quick dry formula, in fun, young, colors, with accents to personalize!
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Laptop 'Qtube'- but lets make that a 'TTube' for Target! #spotsv
Carbon Monoxide Sensor
app notifies us when our kid(s) arrive safely to school. app maps out specific route to school,notifies us of prolonged stops along the way
Velcro Stick-its
Sonic badminton
Hold-It Workout Mat. Responds to your body, hands, feet by molding it into the mat whichs gives better grip. Makes it easier to do workouts
A hand glove installer. A machine that puts single use latex like at subway or any food or medical or tattoo place that gloves are required
Combination water shoe & swim fin provides protection & slip resistance while increasing swimming & kicking power, enhancing water safety.
All in one Cleaning Solution! A dispensible hand held brush that can dispense any liquid!
SLIDE'ON PHONE PROTECTOR
Wireless charging device for your iphone, wrist band unfolds to a wireless charging device
SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome).A monitor waking parents if their newborn adjusts to an unsafe sleeping position causing soffocation.
Virtual Wallet of Today - Swipe All Your Cards into it &amp; Carry Just One! Extra Layer of Security your regular Wallet cannot offer!
My idea is for a pull-down gate that attaches to the underside of a bed on exposed sides. It would block pets from going under the bed.
frigo magnet-O
A real space-saver for travelers who prefer to use their own shampoo and shower gel, but hate carrying all the bottles!
Lead-a-way
You don't have to have blistered, peeling or sore fingertips from playing your guitar!
iTrack: A universal and mobile tracking accessory device with it's own app.
Powered Pot/Pan Scrubber
THE SPILL STOPPER
Look Proof Earbuds
2 Stakes connected w retractable weather proof string & extends- make lines for gardens construction landscaping w Top card ID holder
Meet Midge. Equipped with a digital camera behind a mirror, you can take pictures without having to hold up your smart phone.
Mosaic Wall Organizer. Dry erase, magnet, cork and bins...all pieces move for customization.
The ultimate home all in one Bartending Shaker. See, Measure, Shake, Crush & Pour.
Fully programmable security code enables homeowners to open and close their garage door. Throw away those clickers! (See image)
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
Writing with a stylus is hard - your iPad can't tell the difference between your palm and your stylus. Solution: The STYLUS TOUCH GUARD.
A fashon braclet that hooks onto an USB with a retractable cord so you can adjust the lengh. I get 100's of lost USB's a semester.
A coffee paper cup that has safe indicator to drink to prevent burn in tongue when try to sip. "Too hot", "safe", & "too cold" indicator
iPad Mounting Kit
App Retracting LED Shades
Sleep Noodle: Ever want to sleep longer/earlier? This a customizable product that will block out light so you can get the rest you need.
A collapsible wheelbarrow , for those times when you need to carry stuff, gardening, picnics etc.
What is the most valuable commoditiy when crises hit?...Information. Maps, First Aid Videos, Survival tips, Evacuation Plans and more!
Solar Panel Dog House
ATAC (Ashtray Air Cleaner)
#spotsv Have you ever lost a button? Create a quick, temporary fix by combining a button with a twist/cable tie. It could save your day!
The name is I Drink. I did a new design for USB Beverage Chiller. The idea is use it not only with USB, but with battery and energy.
multipurpose accessory clip that attaches to belt to hold/grip gloves, keys, retracting chain everyday use by industrial, mfg, and everyone.
A folding screen or plastic unit that would fit between the opening of your garage door to keep dirt and leaves from entering after cleaning
Reversible case for Smartphones that, beside protecting, has a keyboard with relief that facilitates the writing on the tactile screen.
Appliance Battery Compliance
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A facial that will keep your skin healthy &amp; generate a healthier looking skin complexion without having to use the expensive facial creams
By app based tiny camera we can see of office notice and task board, prevent from boss annoying on us.
"Collapible-Picker-Upper" for children w/attachible unbrella. Color's for both genders and multi. Made to grow w/child's growth.
USB/ Electrical Extension Cord: Never again let an obscurely placed outlet foil your ability to charge your phone or other USB devices.
Pet records and owner info on a tag!
This is for potty chairs.A potty bucket shaped like a big funnel.Tubing connected to funnel goes to toilet where it clamps to the rim.
6 in One Rotating Dispenser w/screen cover - For plates(paper or plastic), cups, napkins, forks, spoons and knifes. Eating made easy!
App enabled UMBRELLA ALERT ! --App auto checks weather report. Rain in forecast? Light glows!
Glass of wine elegant and functional. New shape :-) (91 % voted : Re-sub)
Work a car.
RFID pet food dish
My idea is flavored mouthpiece strips in sports.They'd be made around the thickness of listerine strips and sold in packs like eye strips.
iPhone plus night light equals iPhone enabled night lights.
A unique fresh herb keeper that is more functional, more convenient, more sensible than any other seen on the market.
Toilet Paper.Each time I start a new roll it rips and I waste at least two sheets, just trying to wipe my a.. a tab at the end would help.
My Cord Still Needs Flair
Insert micro SD card play your music in stereo on your ring.
French Press coffee maker with built in bean grinder... because it just makes sense.
Water-It-Right Plant Saver
The app shows a Black Forrest Cuckoo clock. At quarter of hours a cuckoo shows, makes a noise 1 to four times, plus hour value.
Combination bottle opener / breathalyzer - think when you drink!
Make calls and send texts directly from the iPhone Clutch Wallet plus carry your credit cards, cash, and more!
Listen to music in your car from your phone for those without iPod integration or AUX-IN jacks!
My mother and I came up with the idea of a solar-powered flashlight key sleeve that also emits a loud noise in the case of emergency
Plants need water to thrive, this solar powered device visually reminds us which plant needs water and is adjustable for specific needs.
iPad Tray Style Holder -for kids (parent approved!) Slip iPad into holder for kids to use. Designed to work along with parents iPad cases.
A Portable Ceiling Fan and Light kit. Most of you have lived in a dorm or apartment without a ceiling fan. This is a fix for cramped spaces
Lemon Slicer + Squeezer + Store .Load and press to get 2 halves. Should be able to squeeze each half separately without taking it out.
Baseball home run distance handheld meter! How far did ti fly!!!
Tiny Universal, Wireless,comfortable voice activated earpieces that are a headset &/or bluetooth simultaneously.
Booster Dri
With wifi available almost everywhere, why are we still paying $50+ for unlimited cell service? With my idea, it should be under $20.
The complete steno dictionary. Translation for words, phrases and sentences. Alphabetized legal and medical terms. Englis-steno-reverse
dry erase mini roller for coloring in larger spaces
GREAT PORTABLE CAR CANOPY, ANYWHERE YOU GO, ANY CAR, ANY GROUND. BEACH, OUTDOOR EXHIBITIONS. HAVE YOUR OWN
SHADE AND STORE IT IN YOUR TRUNK.
My idea is a ratcheting head tooth brush that adjusts the toothbrush head to different angles with a ratcheting click.
Combination CupBottle
SOLAR POWERED VEHICLE!!!!
Magnetic Laundry Center
"Don't sweat the small stuff." Okay, then let's design the perfect trash bin that will eliminate some of the "small stuff"!
Calf Blaster
ProPets!! A Different Take on the Puppet-Let your hands do the walking, kicking, skipping, dancing or jumping....Check Out Video!!!
A container with interchangable sides to grate chesse, carrots, etc. Also, one of the sides would be a shaker to spread what you've grated.
AnyOpoly v2 (New Every Time!)
Dissolvable Crayons. Bring out your little genius!
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A riding chore chair. A house trike. 10,000 new baby boomers in America each day can have more functional, safer and happier daily lives.
Keyelly: Keyelly is a colored flexible translucent key cover that enclosed the key when not in use but retracts when engaging a lock
an adjustable vertical support for laptop just beautiful
Letting kids express themselves with these cool looking perforated vinyl sunglasses with their favorite Disney characters.
App Controlled Family Calendar for the fridge! Edit a daily calendar on your phone and the family can view it on the fridge.
This waterproof screen keeps your pool skimmer free of leaves and floating debris when your away saving pump bearings repair costs.
I use dishwashing gloves all the time, here's the problem with them. They're not ambidextrous. If you tear one you're stuck with 1 extra
Sweater Pet: A Jacket for Kids that can turn into a Stuffed Animal.
Pull-To-Load Washing Machine
Slender condiment jars and bottles don't in place on the refrigerator door. This tray will help keep them in place. #spotsv Space Saving!
Socioeconomic Empowerment
Mini motion sensor
Power cord add-ons
Automatic Oven Gas Alarm
"Soap Compactor/infuser/stamper". Combine your soap shrapnel into one and stamp your name or design. Custom or pre-determined designs.
My idea is the 'pet bowl lid.' A toilet bowl lid that fits like a plastic bowl cover except it is designed in a way to fit the toilet bowl.
Color-matched Steak serving platter
Fit the line of a crab trap with a small device which will release compressed air from a canister to a deflated buoy, your trap stays yours!
smartphone toy
Veto
iPad Mini , Kid Friendly Case. - kidPad! , Soft oversized eco friendly iPadMini case, protect the kids and the tech! 1 day left!
A messenger bag that holds the iPad and allows you to use your keyboard while you're mobile, also a mini laptop. Resubmit after 117 votes.
Drainage?Nose Wicks can help you get that rest needed to get well.Place in nostrils and rest at last!No more constant draining or sore nose!
Straw Cleaner
Reusable Ribbon Gift Bows - putting them together is a snap!
MINI CAR VACUUM-----Pick-up crumbs/dirt quickly with a READILY, ACCESSIBLE picker-upperâ€¦clean up and keep on the move!
Swiss Army Knife inspired USB hub
Fossil Garden Path Stepping Stones &amp; Patio Blocks-Replica pre-historic fossils - collect &amp; learn - educational fun.[Resub]
Hand Held potato Chip/Fries cutter with multiple blades: maxi crinkle cut, mini crinkle cut and straight cut.speedy chop and cook, less fat.
FORM-U-GO Baby Bottle
A banana-sized submarine with a camera and light controlled by your iPhone.
All-In-One Laundry Basket
Free up your hands while you shop! Diet Coke to Starbucks, attach this adjustable cup holder to your shopping cart to keep your drink safe!
Develop a software application for your phone that can send in a like or dislike by scanning a barcode on the employee's name tag.
The idea i came up with is basically a case for an iPhone that has a magnet along the backside to stick to metal surfaces when needed.
Introducing Motiv, Votive Candle Holder with Votive Candle and Match Storage, once the votive candle burns out, grab another camdle #spotsv
Stoller with built in DVD
Where do you keep your stylus? This stylus stays with the iPad using the iPad's magnets. It's thin and doesn't affect the sleek iPad or case
Speaker buddy
want to keep your lipstick from melting? we have the perfect pretty little case that will keep your favorite lipstick in tact.
Cool Case
A cat litterbox on wheels that allows easy mobility to clean around it by rolling the box instead of lifting/dragging 30+ pounds of litter.
"Hot Food Finally" - a container that keeps food hot. It's a thermos-like container, square and shallow with a screw off top.
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Jeepie Swiki (GPS Wiki)
Scrub-A-Club! Complete golf club cleaning system without the mess of a bucket of soapy water! Clean your clubs in 1/2 the time. Easy to use!
Drum on Anything! Bluetooth drumsticks. Mix your rhythm on the fly. 1000+ sounds Music App. ... Drum, Beat, Rhythm and Dance Free as a bird.
Sport head phones that never fall out of your ear.
Arm Grip: Vacuum Without Holding The Power Cord! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Ever jammed, fractured, dislocated, or just need ice on your finger? Ice pack for fingers lets you continue w/ your activities w/o holding.
Laundry bag with a magnetic strip! hang the bag anywhere on the washer or dryer. Saves space,easy to load into washer or dryer
Everyone these days carries around a phone and a wallet. Why not consolidate the two into one waterproof, slim, and sleek unit?!
Flat irons aren't just for hair anymore. We need a clothes iron that uses the same convenient "clamp" motion. Let's end the iron ages.
Back up Hot Curling Iron Thumb Cover. Its that little piece on your hotcurler where the thumb rests. Use this if it cracks or breaks off.
My idea: a PERSONAL DASH-CAM like those law enforcement have!
Folding Sports Chair Umbrella Holder
i DJ a Case and 7.1 usb sound card combo with App for auto mix and video output
Mobile Application That Tells Your friends what items you have for Sale!
Slipcover for old futons/couches. More stylish than a sheet. Attaches securely to sofa so you don't have to keep fixing it.
Wind Wizard
I have cluttered desk and an iMac. You could place the papers and keyboard with mouse in a stylish drawer behind iMac.
Bikes on car racks are subjected to weather .The solution would be to come up with a clear universal zip lock plastic cover .
All my chargers are plugged in, I can find the end of the one I need,I don't have to unwrap or untangle it to have enough slack to use it!
Audio recordng pen-like usb device w/ voice recnition sftwr.. recgnzes file names that bgin ea. recrdng.. pc/mac xscribes to strd .doc file
Quirky Bubble Gum and Candy Bars! The packets will Feature A Quirky Inventor and their invention on the back.
Beach buddy towel weights.
Hurricane Repellent labels. For each year's set of storm names. Use on air freshener cans.
Dry-erase whiteboard on an H-stake for garage sales, parties, etc. #spotsv There are no simple whiteboards attached to H-stakes for sale.
There needs to be an adapter for docking stations with longer prongs that will fit your phone so you don't have to take it out of it's case
Clear plastic or metal mesh organizer that slides onto desktop computer monitor.
The Microlight Glove: a leather glove of special and unique design by which a small light and glove are combined to form one cohesive unit.
Last Longer
Plastic Bag &amp; Bottle Dryer Our system makes reusing your plastics safe fun and easy. Designed to hold all your plastics after washing.
ROLL UP Infant Carrier
Attachable and removable belt loops for women's clothing so belts will stay in the appropriate place that the individual desires.
Squeeze Spreader - Squeeze, Spread and Store! Spreading spreads easier... #spotsv
Adapter which turns your iPad and iPod into a real working cell phone.
Car windshield sun shade holder
Collect fresh rainwater while you're camping!
Head Phones Wind Up attachment for all brands with various decorative winders available, ie; cat, dog, skull & crossbones
Microwave-safe stay-cool handle for your coffee mugs that get too hot in the microwave!
Vibrating Teething pacifier
Sound Expression: Wireless Sound / Music Activated Stickers
I-Pad Mini, Mini Back Pack. Perfect for riding your bike carrying your phone, ipad, and some small books.
Innovative duffel reversible zippers that allow the bag to turn inside out and grow to twice its original size.
Readable USB Flash Drive and Portable Hard Drive,which allow you to read the amnt of space left on the Drive for convenience and time saving
Ice Device
A hair accessory with a snap.Types of attachments also have snaps. The attachments can be snapped on the accessory for different looks.
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"Where is the remote for the TV? Do we have any batteries for the remote?" It's time for a universal/rechargable remote/cady with locator
I know personally of two fatal accidents that probably wouldn't have happened if the bikes had strobe lights mounted high as practical.
Hardcase MP3 cover with a built in headphone protector which allows headphones to be retractable back into the hardcase cover.
FLOW: Silent Hair Dryer
Teach your child puzzles, letters, and colors at the same time
The Smallest Beam Computer
Patio/deck shoes for table legs, chairs, fire pits etc. Prevents scratching up deck or damaging wood or painted patio, prevents marks.
Car seat belt savers save you time! By securing the seat belts off to the side they will not get twisted and tangled behind your child
BLOOD GLUCOSE METER KIT for Phone- ATTENTION NOVELTY:app enabled MICRO CHIP IMPLANT -Resubmit to wink (183 votes-202 views in
four days)
Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
Fishnet like net call it "airbag brace" that slows down head/face from coming in contact in too harsh of a manner with a vehicle's airbag.
An outdoor table using flexible photovoltaic material for the umbrella. Outlets at the bottom of the pole for cell phones, mp3s, etc.
The Wallet that has I.D., protection! Bigger, Longer, Wider, Thicker! Has a Key chain attachment, &amp; can attach to your belt, if you want.
My idea is to create a QUIRKY bubble boat toy. Just squeeze the boat and let the fun begin!
Cake Icing 3D Machine
Never have to buy tons of air fresheners to get different smells again. The multifresh has six smell slots that you insert smell capsules in
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
Shopping App
Portable Hitch-mount Winch
get the the popcorn or other foods out of your teeth easeir and faster with a "pickfloss". just want to pick afterwards, tear it apart.
Easy electrical outlet cover
Bluetooth household PA system. Use the built in mic, or connect with your phone! Use it as an answering machine with cell phones!
Got Cheese? An egg tray is in the works, why not cheese? Note: This is NOT a cheese Maker
Keybox
Fold Up T Square
Give me Options - Waking up!
Ultimate Spray Bottle: Magnetic Bar for attachment to fridge or dishwasher and stands on own. Full hand grip spray for easy use. #spotsv
Smoke Alarm 2.0 with adjustable silence timer
An ice chest / cooler that dispenses beer (or beverages, whatev...) so users do not have to dig through ice and get their hands all cold!!!
With the Self Cut Mirror you are able to, cut costs, cut hassle, cut time, and cut the back of your hair!
Foot & Toes Bubble Bath
This technology will be able to track which soccer team kicked the ball out, thereby making it easy for the referee to decide whose ball.
A device to install hooks. It allows you to screw in hooks to hang various projects in ceilings or walls. It is a organizational idea.
Gamenastic (Game+Gymnastic)
Cable Cups
GOLFERS BFF POCKET CADDY -keep your ID/CreditCard/Cash &amp; Glove on your person. No need to carry wallet or shove glove in pocket anymore!
Thread spool, bobbin and straight pin holder. For the seamstress or quilting fanatics or anyone that enjoys sewing.
Sound Activated Light-up iPod/iPhone Case
Fire and Drought Reduction
Waterproof suit for dogs with attached booties to keep dogs clean on those rainy muddy days!
Intelligent Dehumidifier
Cake Shapes
Post-it Note Magnetic Holder: Holds and dispenses notes, and has a magnet to attach it to any metal surface! #Spotsv
Mirror your T.V. screen or computer screen directly onto your smartphone
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Ipad Case with built in projector. A big screen on the fly anywhere
Build a phone connecting "Station" that powers your hard wired system, &amp; connects your cell phone to the hard wired infrastructure,
Toothbrush Traveler
Finally, an all in one holder for hot steaming lids for frying pan, cooking pot, and casserole and your messy dripping cooking utensil.
A Better Rear Window Shade v2
Simple, plain, ordinary, no frills, no bells and whistles, â€˜uni-functionalâ€™, aluminum laptop stand
My concept is individually packaged shots of liquor. This eliminates need for shot glasses and bottles, and ensures correct amounts.
Adjustable microwave food cover to accommodate a variety of dish or bowl diameters and depths.
Quirky MICROWAVE SOUP MAKER (TM) - chop steam cook and blend your ingredients in one unit. Healthy fast and clever. Great for baby food too.
This portable battery for mobile devices can be charged on a Qi-standard wireless charger AND work as a Qi-standard wireless charger itself.
how much easier would it be to clean with a broom that has a dust pan built into it.
Christmas Decoration with a Twist
A 3section metal gause interlocking antisplash cover to open a pan for use. We always get fat splashes from bacon, sausages or eggs frying.
My idea is one spray bottle with separate compartments for each cleaning product. A rotating sprayer eliminates extra bottles!
An Outdoor Lounge Chair Tray for The Beach and The Pool
Perfumed window cling for home, car or worn as a bracelet. Perfume not air freshener. Can be refilled.
Coolest way ever to dispense and eat M&Ms and Skittles
Syncronized telescopes and binoculars app so you and others can sight in on what the others are viewing.
Rail Grip: Adjust Different Hand Grips On Any Cardio Machine! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
The electricic backscratcher
GripZ, spoon/spatula set, thick gel-like comfort grips, shorter handles, better leverage, make it easy for grandma to make cookies #spotsv
AC UNIVERSAL USB CHARGER
Its a hands free Ipad neck strap holder !
Oscillating garden hose spray nozzle with adjustable stand.
The Doc Rip will reduce the number of Avalanche Deaths! No skier should be without one! Increase recreation safety!
Warehouse Club Reusable Carrying Tote
Digital fitting room - Find your perfect fit fast and easy. #spotsv
Strainer cooking pot
Weighted work-out gloves for you female work-out divas!
Steal Proof
INTRODUCING JUGO CLASP!!! Pull , Twist &amp; Snap to connect cardboard / styrofoam tubes and build tents,play-houses,castles &amp; other objects
Meet the Whac-A-Doo kids toy. At a fan machine that levitates a ball above it so kids can take a whack at it!!! CHECK OUT THE VIDEO!!!
Multi-Color iPad cover/case - 'The Quirky Case'
A simple plastic snap-on Ipad stand with a hinge. Much like a stand up picture frame. Adjustable for both orientations.
How would you like to have an APP enabled watch that displayed notifications and texts.
Create perfect caulk or paint lines with painters tape that has a removable inner strip!Perfect lines everytime!RESUBMIT 491 Views/445 Votes
Q+GE app enabled robotic lawnmower. trim your lawn while not physically doing it your self. busy? ill? tired?
A pocket tool to test the authenticity of commonly sold 1oz gold coins.
Laundry DUN? A vibration sensing device that will alert you when your laundry is finished.
Hybrid-tech for medical equipment. USB, micro USB, LED, EL, HDMI incorporating redesigns for conventional ear, nose, and throat diagnostics.
#spotsv A set of 2 Friendship rings. A "BUMP IT FORWARD" ring 4 kids/teens. Promote friendship and kindness. Tap together to light up!
Desk Drink Clamp
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Wifi Aleart for Sewer Pipes
Idea: Toothpaste Clip. This product attachs to a collaspable tube of toothpaste and makes it easier to squeeze it out. NO UNROLLING!!!
High impact "Bubbles" laptop sleeve
Invisible dog fence used via mobile phone and wireless collar. Current technology requires expensive setup and has little to no mobility.
Texas Tea Tapper
I designed a revolutionary hand tool for home kitchen use. With modifications it can also be used commercially.
Musical alert cat litter mat
"Adoorable!" Door stops are still very much in need and why does it have to be a boring wood or rubber wedge. Why not make it Adoorable?
Smart Coffee Mug
coffee heater
A toilet paper roll with a dissolvable, toilet-bowl-cleaning core, so that you can freshen your toilet instead of create more solid waste!
First Change to the Golf Course in 100 Years! On Course Video Recording.
I use dishwashing gloves but - they're not ambidextrous. If you tear one you're stuck with 1. And you'll always tear the SAME HAND.
Steering wheel CELL PHONE CADDY easy to attach to your steering wheel
Weighing machine accessory to measure the weight of big items like suitcases easily and accurately
Solar Powered Crock Pot. No more stale outdoor food. Place cooked barbeque and tailgate food in a temperature controlled slow cooker.
Mouse Pad with wheels. The mouse pad that moves with your mouse
The multi-tasking dock for all I-products. Use all of them while stored neatly in front of you.
VaniStation: Your Grooming Station Anywhere
Charger for LED outdoor displays. Displays are connected by an electrical wire and independent of the light source.
DrainIt is a simple device to recover the leftover fluids that are hard to get out of bottles of hand sanitizer etc.
Memory Foam Body Scale - Warm and comfy on bare feet
peek hole tv. a camera that is shaped as the size of the standard peek hole on a front door that goes to a flat screen LED display.
Home security is far to complicated until now with a plug in room by room security system that connects to your existing home network.
Insula
Girls are you sick of not being able to use your nails with your smartphone? My special nail coating would change that.
Picture frames for old Ipads, iPods, and tablets. Give new life to olde devices that are laying around collecting dust.
Book It
Dog Waterbottle To Go!
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
Golf Smart
#spotsv)Mini key chain manual shredder. Shred your receipts on the go. Turn to shred.
USB Chargeable Bike Lights with Combo Charging Station - Charge your lights while you work - Charge lights, phone and more while you sleep.
sunbrella
Automated Safety Medication Release
Bluetooth Vibrating &amp; Massaging Insole:App on iPhone 5.
The Stay-put picnic blanket. Tired of your blanket blowing away at the beach? The Stay-Put blanket will stay put!
iPad Mounting Kit
Handlebar Mustache Kit! a comb, brush, samples of waxes, Ikea-like instructions on grooming, mustache stickers and .... CURLERS! Really!
I am proposing expandable/adjustable maternity pants that have an adjustable waist, so when your belly grows, so does the pants waistline.
Spectra Beat!! Sound activated clips light up with sound &amp; even to the beat of music. Cheap easy addition to my previous invention "Spectra"
THE LAST THING YOU NEED IN THE MORNING IS GROUNDS IN YOUR COFFEE!
Security Collar for Cats/Dogs/Pets with GPS and Camera Surveillance - Spy 24 hours a day! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
A solar powered LED light that mounts through the lid of a cooler to automatically illuminate its contents when opened after dark .
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Toilet Paper Book
re potting small plants or moving small plants into larger areas without damaging the plant or roots.
Clean &amp; Soft-After cleaning our hands with soap we need to moisturize them too. A 2-compartment container places both bottles side-by-side.
A stainless steel shaker with rubber holders on the sideThey can be detathable and are covered with grip point to improve holding the shaker
Eating correct portions of foods is important to overall health. PORTION PLATE shows you just how much of any food you should be eating.
4X4 All Wheel Tire Swing
iPhone and iPad homescreen icons that will do what ever you want with just one click.
Sleekey: A case for your keys designed to accommodate the bulging head on newer car key with the oversized power-locks buttons.
VEHICLE SAFETY PHOTO BALL hangs from rearview mirror w/ 4 cameras in each direction, a movement sensor and a USB port for downloading!
an ajustable net that stretches accross the cupboard opening
BUTTON STAPLER. In a hurry and dont have time to change your shirt that has just snapped a button? Just staple the button back on.
Stoveir is an appliance that can cook some of foods that a microwave cannot cook
WiFi has lost weight! The iStick!
A non slip 1" dimpled silicone band that fits around the iPad to increase grip when handling the iPad .
Clothes and linens don't stay fresh and clean and organized when in drawers or closets. They need the Closet Buddy
A new generation of mobility. Crutches or cane with built in springs to absorb your weight. A simple solution to an old device.
Make packing a breeze, then breeze through the airport!
Cheese Burger Caddy
Tired of trying to clean with a dirty sponge? Let's develop a sponge that changes color when its time to replace it!
Never have the ziplock bag disaster in your refrigerator again! Ziphang holds your filled ziplock bags vertically and saves space!
Travel size electric bowl. Traveling on a budget? No microwave in your hotel room? Heat soup, oatmeal, leftovers and moreâ€¦all on the go!
spinning at the gym- an exploding industry- I want to make it a more comfortable and satisfying experience!!
Magnetic Eyeglass Holder ID Badge Holder. It's a convenient ways to keep your eyeglasses, sunglasses and ID tags handy.
GE could license it's Dual Cooling Jet technology to Sony for the upcoming PS4! And give a cut to Quirky for the idea!
iPhone 5: Battery case with induction charging with interchangeable charging adapter.
NO MORE PINS CORSAGE
I want to make a manually pressurized laundry detergent dispenser caddy. With a attachable utility cart.
Wall Book Clips -Safely displays books flat on wall to decorate wall as well as easily removed to read &amp; put back in place when done #spotsv
We all have Umbrellas but on a rainy day we have to deal with the wetness on our floors,cars and office well not anymore. DRAINBELLA IS HERE
Think of this: You've been in an accident and the paramedics need to call your emergency contact but your iPhone/Android is locked!
A Cleaning Wand Attachment for Hand-held Vacuums. Gets under major appliances, great for auto detailing, escaped dryer lint, and more!
Apple charger with inside and outside cord storage, cord management, nightlight and optional battery pack.
Silent Alarm
The Temperance Card
Relationship Bracelet
Watch Out !!
Sonar for recreational anglers and sport fishing
Collapsible bucket for the beach. Do not carry sand for home.
Tennis balls curtain catcher
iPhone Case Reflateable Bubble Wrap - Keep Popping Over and Over for stress relief
LipSIX is a lipstick revolving storage system for the purse or for the vanity/bathroom areas in the household.
Quirky Water Battery iPhone 5 Case:Now you can use water to power your iPhone 5.
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Handy Pillow - New and improved!
Small party & not enough serving plates?Imagine a single serving dish that can turn into many.Several plates to serve from,one dish to clean
A hard plastic wall mounted toilet paper cover in various colors or ur favorite sports team cover.something to dress up bathroom.
When covering a boat, trailer,etc.with a tarp and it rains, when removing tarp,you always dump some water back into what was covered.
Change the Tops! Affordable Footwear for all! Perfect in today's Economy.
In 2007 we lost a fellow firefighter, the job has a lot of unseen danger and electricity is one of them. My hope is that we can save lives.
Extension tip and foam tip brush contain overspray, allowing precise application of weed killer on intended target, avoid bending over.
The Convient Portable Travel "On The Go" IWeigh- SmartScale With App.
Candles That Light Without a Box of Matches or a Lighter: They Light Themselves!
3-D game you play and control with your smartphone app.
RESUB:Contact lens case&amp;solution holder 4 yor keychain/carabiner 2 bakpak.Care 4 yor eyes on the go.Gr8 4 camping/nite out/college #spotsv
Themed Toddler Night Lights w/ timer mechanism to teach proper bedtime/wakeup patterns
Save Garden From The Frost!!!!
Retract/Retro Auto Cord Winder
Solar powered pool skimmer helps keep your pool clean. SAVE TIME, ENERGY, and MONEY!!
Imagine A Cell Phone Carrier Case That Charges Your Phone When Your Out And About With Your Cell Phone! No Running Home/Office/Dorm/Car!
Never let your drill bit slip again and keep your holes where you want them with this Handy Drill Guide!!!
A portable, comfortable canned drink spout that snaps on to 8, 12, 16, 24, and 32 fl oz soda cans; the spout also preserves the drink.
Urinal for tots
Grippa is a multifunction horizontal or vertical gripper for cables, memos, SDcards, etc.
#spotsv Using multiple ziploc bags to keep items separate? Multi-divided ziploc bags. Save space, plastic &amp; time. What would you use it for?
Unisex Shave. A bold colored ergonomic razor that has liquid soap in the handle. Use any body wash of your choice.
Mount your iPhone on a tripod and record audio with a wireless mic. Ideal for podcasts and youtube videos.
Newest sunglass floaters. Made from neoprene and color coordinated to fit your favorite color of sunglasses. Fashionable nearly unnoticable
chopping knife with a groove to place index finger for a better grip when chopping onions,peppers,veggies etc.an easier and practical way.
WeightBands - allows ANY weights to track the reps and weight via app automatically - perfect for weight training, P90X, etc.
Carbon Fiber iPhone Dock Alarm Clock - Aesthetically pleasing design, carbon fiber sphere. Possibly use Binaural technology for alarm clock.
A Washing Machine/Dryer locking device/alarm to prevent kids from climbing into a washing machine/dryer so we as parents can prevent death.
Disposable cutting board liners/covers.Just toss liner when done using your board and wash board with regular dishes.
Star Drapes/Star Screen
Automatic Pool Skimming Net
Self Cleaning Duster
iPhone Visor
Travel head cushion
Self adjustable wrench.
All terrain case for the iPhone
Water Proof Motor
A CHAIN OR SOMEKIND OF LINK TO YOUR WRIST SO THAT YOU CANNOT DROP YOUR PHONE OUT OF YOUR PURSE OR POCKET OR
HAND .
Store expensive sunglasses in all types of vehicles. Place either frame through the loop. Keeps your glasses safe and away from the sun.
Stylish vertical laptop docking station
A "Capabler" Stapler...
Your tub and shower can become a spacious, attractive new luxury shower simply by adding a curtain liner with an anchoring elastic line.
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Easy Ice Cream
A wall mount for iPads that attaches and detaches with the click of a button using super powerful neodymium magnets.
A clean pan to feed in vs a rubber pan that doesn't come clean easily, that even after washing becomes the fly haven in the barn, nasty.
Baby crib cover that mimics human touch and helps babies sleep through the night
Bow Tie Sliders VIDEO!1 piece plastic molded piece that slide down the top front of your shirt and then you slide a piece of fabric thru it!
Bar Napkin Dispenser uses a tacky roller atop a stack of bar napkins to pick up and roll a napkin out to you or guest. Just crank and roll!
Stove device designed to constantly remind cooks that the stove is still on and needs your attention, safety for forgetful folks.
A fishing pole holder for your bicycle
DRIP-PROOF MOTOR OIL CONTAINER !!! Ever put oil in car w/out dripping everywhere?? Has Built-in accordian pull-out spout where cap is!!
Dust Bunnies BE GONE!!!
Please help save children's lives! The problem is this: http://youtu.be/-dRs_aH5Vb8 the solution is a new battery door that is child proof!
Knee pillow a lighter weight knee pad made of memory foam could be worn under clothes so a retial worker could use
Collapsible Broom. Storage is an issue especially when its partner, the dustpan, is so small. Why should the broom be larger than dustpan?
Quad Scissors 4 in one pair of scissors for home and office.Scissors, box cutter, staple remover and magnet.Video
Smart Bread Saver
RECYCLE CRAFTS!Make hovercrafts from old cd's. Make an attachment to put on any CD!Just attach and play!See video!
Tired of waiting for your Doc?
The Problem with this is it's easy to lose one side... then you are out of luck. New pic illustrates concept and other possibilities
Thermal Efficency Home Reader
colored-edged food wrap
Hate getting your bike stolen when you store it outside? Hate tracking mud into your home when you bring your bike inside? All wheel covers.
Cut time and effort off of growing beautiful tall plants using these versatile bending stakes. Its like a curly straw for your garden!
Other products keep my infant son's pee out of my face. My product keeps his clothes dry and also keeps his pee out of my face.
All-in-one desk, with storage for printer or microwave, storage for paper or food, movable lighting on top of desk, book shelf on the side.
Instant Holiday enables year round decoration of your home exterior with the flip of a few blinds +interchangeable panels.
Got COLD BEER in the outdoor heat? Now you do!
Closet to go.garment bag that stands and turns into closet with wheels
Safety Handle for phones.
The iPhone Slider
Child Friendly Animal/Character Heads to Screw onto Hand Sanitizer Bottles
Tired of getting on your hands n knees just to clean the tub and shower walls ?
BORED of bringing wine 2 parties? Make mixed drinks like GINGER MARGARITAS @ home & take them 2 the shindig in a COCKTAIL CARRIER
My idea is water-proof pants for cyclists that are stylish and comfortable enough that they can be worn all day and are not over pants.
Variety Plug in Cord for a very busy shop needs
Clipable tag for umbrella,raincoat,overcoat,snowboot, etc that talk asking you to pick them up as you leave home based on the day's weather.
Takin
SHRUNK WRAPPED SHIPPING FOAM! 90% compacted, Once exposed to air, instantly expand into reuseable, professional quality packaging material.
Quirky Custom ice cream and coffee shops. Quirky Community send in Your best ice cream recipes and then we'll blend the best coffee ever!
If you are serious about recycling aluminum cans, then you know the cheap crushers are time consuming. What is needed is a better crusher!
The most pink, girly, glitter filled silicone iphone5 case because my girlfriend would buy 3.
Fone-Alert
DIY Curtains from any material in a flash! New style curtain rod! NO SEWING!-SEE PICTURES! (Paulette Jaques)
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App that puts your grocery list in order in relation to store layout for shortest route. "Grocery Maps" Trip Routing for the Grocery Store
Power Snow Skis
Global Parking
Improved cake turn table. Turnable, tiltable, detachable remote motion control, allows to turn the cake, with both hands free to decorate.
A concealable easy 2 carry extension chord 2 carry in my purse or pocket 4 when Im out 2 charge my iPhone.wrapped like a yoyo Un noticed
#SPOTSV What? Earbuds are not so silent killers when it comes to our future hearing. A headband with slots to wear buds instead of your ears
PORTABLE Orthopedic Crutch
Rechargeable USB coffee mug - Keep your hot drinks hot!
Board Arm
Roll your cables up in many ways and keep them tidy with this rings + clips, a bendable version may be cool! Earphones, USB cables etc.
No space, No problem! The folding bar stool is THE ultimate solution to creating a cool entertaining area no matter how small is your place.
zucchini, carrot, cucumber, and any other long item chopper! similar to the onion chopper but can fit long items into it
my idea is a flexible led light that can be attach to the iphone, when extra light is needed.
A Better Rear Window Shade v2
I have an idea where the corners of paper back books won't curl up.
Fun GOLF card game deserves it's own deck like Crazy 8s; War; UNO; Phase 10; Battle: etc. Currently played w/ regular set of cards: More fun
Multifunctional furniture with loudspeakers to listen music, study, and read books.
Car Seat Headrest iPad Holder
My new cell phone protective case will be designed with a compartment for your ear pieces allowing you to always be ready for the music!!
An all in one detachable hydration back pack with a built in retractable leash.
Collapsa-Can the telescopic trash can that uses differences in pressure to pull a full bag out. Tie it off collapse can down, grab and go.
App For Tracking Medication and Usage on Smartphones that sends reminders/alarm to user when they should take the next dose.
Integrated software Hologram Case for Mini-ipad or iPad,favorite photo or music artist hologram on display wall docking/or carrying case.
Multi-Color iPad cover/case - 'The Quirky Case'
lighted toy allows a child to push,steer and balance a wheel as it moves.
Eze-Plant is the simplified way to plant seeds in a vegetable garden without back-breaking bending and kneeling.
Directional golf club
It is a hard shell based, free standing, Neoprene wrapped, double decker coozie with a lanyard for hands-free drinking on the go. Clip-in.
App enabled propane tank meter.Sends you an advance notification before your gas supply runs out.
The Long Stroke Cutter.
photo votaic powered apparel
Dual ipad case with a stand, 2 auxiliary batteries and a solid state drive with a pocket for your iphone.
Charging station with a backup hard-drive, and internal battery for powerless charging on the go; apple products
The Power Shower
Jolie Skin Makeup Mask
A MOTION ACTIVATED SAFETY LED FLASHING LIGHT WITH ADJUSTABLE STRAP FOR ALL BIKERS.JUST TURN IT ON,WEAR OVER
YOUR SHOES AND HIT THE ROAD.
Compact, corded/cordless hair clipper, detachable vacuum cup, self-sharpening with integrated adjustable comb. Cut your hair with less mess.
speclocator
Hi There My idea is an app which turns your computer into a lighted mirror
This product is the Ferris Wheel Toilet Paper. This holds up to 4 rolls at the same time, and fun design for the bathroom.
WallTrain PICTURES. An interactive track showcasing your fav. pictures. Be Creative &amp; Create the Track You want. Easy attachable/detachable.
Girls rotary tool kit for cleaning with a multi task pen in the sink. Kitchen Fixture.
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foldable and self watering plastic pots!!!
Micro USB smartphone dock - First portable dock cradle on the market! Works with most phones, key chain size, no wires, fits in the pocket.
A multy-tools belt whit wire container, spring tools, and blinking light to make show. Quick Detent
Let's create comfortable, durable, adjustable, attractive, soft padding for the hard metal arms of patio chairs.
The present invention relates generally to new shoe sole that is specially designed for the sports of basketball.
SAFE,STYLISH playden/safety gate for babies and toddlers! TRANSPARENT 'PLEXIGLASS' SAFETY GATE and PLAYDEN!Fits contemporary home
interior!
Baby-Lliptical
Pet bed for the cave dweller. For those dogs/cats want to sleep hidden away.
Cell Phone Movie Stand &amp; Cord
ROAD DEICER
Bicycle Helmet Visor Mirror
Fit All Day
Meat Markers Are The Perfect Way To Keep You Meats Marked From The Grill To The Table - No More Mixing Meats!
The idea of this cooler is to combine the organization of a refrigerator with the portability of a cooler.
A LAUNDRY BAG WITH WHEELS(SEE VIDEO) Never carry or drag your heavy laundry bag again! Compact storage with minimal internal structure.
A plain paper bag for school "bagged lunches," with a zip loc top, handles, and a spot to write in Junior's name, grade, and teacher's name.
Healthy Habits Dinner Set Scaled down full dinner set cutlery glasses cups that encourage the correct portion size &amp; slower eating habits
A small folding USB to iphone connector (new style) with keyring and possible flashdrive
The Ultimate Dish Drain
Getting rid of the excess liquid (boiled water, fat, sauce...) from a frying pan or a cooking pot
Mittuqi. A hoodie that stashes a tuque and mitts hidden inside its own sleeves and hood. A cool product that always keeps your family warm!
THE M-LIFT = GROOM WITH A VIEW! ~~HANG YOUR SMART PHONE~~ ~~ON YOUR BATHROOM MIRROR~~ ~~NEVER GET IT WET
AGAIN!~~
A universal fit, re-use plastic bottle cap that incorporates a rotating bezel-counter (think chronometer watch) to track daily consumption.
The Verseur Home Bar Tool Set. A sleek bar tool set that makes mixing and serving your favorite cocktails a professional presentation.
The Solar Power Multi Adjustable Broom or Hand Vac w/travel case take it with you anywhere in case you need to vacuum or sweep up a mess.
Ipad Holder that can sit on your desk or you can mount to a wall.
iLove glows for each Like, Love, Mess, Comment or Tweet you get. Every girls dream!
Slicing is made easy on this cutting board with a groove. RESUB #spotsv
'RETROFIT' SAFETY DEVICE FOR PUSH PINS - FIRST EVER. Tame the dreaded push-pin! ReSub: V/V/C 114/96/14
This would be a mini fishing rod but as the string it will be the same cord in most dog leashes. It will be different sizes based on the dog
The ability to wash and dry workout shoes and work boots and stop leaving shoes at your front or back door because of the smell
The Virtual Umbrella
Dog Decal
A Doggle Opener is a dog ID Tag and bottle opener hybrid. Man's best friend should always be there to pop a cold one with his owner.
pop can bowl maker
Cake Pops are the Latest Craze! Enter the Modular Cake Pop Holder to assist in decorating and transporting. Who doesn't love a bite of cake!
Blank wipes - Create your own solution. #spotsv
FLOATING CUBES - Inflatable, floating building blocks that kids use to build floating structures in water!
iPad Mounting Kit
Double Sided Water Bottle - Two Different Liquids, One Container
My idea - is the panty hose -that are non skid - like we have on our socks
Special adaptor linked to your phone that detect when you arrive home to turn on the electrical device that is connected (music, light,...).
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mixing bowl
Lift Monitor with Speaker
It is a fashion Earcap - You dont have to pull out it for using an earphone. You can customize your own unique color pattern
swimming pool cushion
Snap-back hats, baseball caps, and visors with customizable and detachable panels (sport teams, college names, creative designs or logos).
Digital E-Ink Agenda / Calendar that synchronizes with your ical, gmail, outlook etc. E-ink uses very few battery. Replace the Paper version
A Shop Vacuum backpack. Nuff said.
Pure Barre Method at Home- but no Barre to do it with. Solution solved here! Read me.
Bar/Rest. Secure Cell Phone Docking Station w/12 compartments that open and close via keypad and personal 4 digit code. Accepts US Currency
Car Steering Wheel, sensor APP, if your car is locked and GPS Device
A device to remove seeds from raspberries by using cams, crank handle, and inertia to separate the seeds from the pulp.
Sleep-aid inspired by the light show on the bedroom ceiling &amp; walls in my childhood - caused by distant headlights and the pinhole effect...
#SPOTSV Wished you could refill that convenient small tube that you use to carry with you in the handbag, pocket or on flights? Soon you can
I designed an aerodynamic backpack which is for motorcycle and also for every one who loves very cool design.
Wallie
A cleaning kit that comes with special acid powder and activation liquid.When activated, the corrosive liquid will eat through any grime!
Quirky + GE app enabled robotic vacuum cleaner automatically cleans your house for you while you are away or ill or busy.just push a button.
It's a wrap. This is the easiest and simplest way to wrap, your cables. Every one has them so lets make it easier to wrap them
Solar cel phone, tablet or lap
Ink Tattoos that last for weeks with special ink and printer that stains your skin! Do you think kids/adults would love this?
SunLights
Stop germs and bacteria from getting around your face mask. Apply the balm (wax) that seals, moisturizes and kills germs.
Modular Bra Pod storage system to help keep bra and pant sets together- #spotsv
Pet chime mat-No longer waiting by door for cat to return and come back home. Once they step on the mat the remote will chime alerting you.
A TAPE MEASURER with a SLIDING PENCIL. Draw a straight, 15-foot line with EASE.
Converge Metallic - iPhone 5 style/design converge for new iPhone 5 fans.
FOLD THE RAINCOAT INTO THE UMBRELLA HANDLE. Pocket umbrella + foldable raincoat
A barrier to keep stuff from disappearing under your appliances
Bluetooth wi-fi phone Torque like ancient Celtic torque (2 pics)
Bracelet Flashlight
Screen Time
Why 2010 won't be like "1984": the Webcam Cover
The Ice Mill! Instead of the plastic ice grinder that unavoidably breaks, this Ice Mill will go on making ice for your margheritas for years
A unisex hose connector. No more "Where's the female end, or Where's the male end?" One connector works for both. An advantage commercially.
Growing Table: Store & Keep things until you need! Watch the video!
non stick soap dish
Simple solution to a common problem! Cereal &amp; Snack organizer for convenient storage and use!
Adjustable Clothing/Accessory
Plumbers crack and back saver. A ramp that comfortably goes from floor to kitchen cabinet to work under the cabinet on sinks.
Solar powered wind chimes, plays random tune in no wind or a pre-determined song.
VIX Solar Tabletop Grill
Free standing, portable solar lighting system with shelf. Great for all outdorr uses.
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Nano Christmas and decorating lights. Cool light fixtures for many occasions. Christmas, New Years, Halloween, Mother's Day or just scenery
Baby Blade
RESUBMIT after 399 votes! The SIMPLE(st) foil DISPENSER - for both aluminium and transparent foils. #SPOTSV
staples made of iron to hold landscape timbers together
Elephants never forget. Why should we?
#SPOTSV TO many things have NO LIGHT! LED TINY light's, that we apply with their adhesive or magnetic backing! Resubmit time ran out! :))
Paint by number tattoos: Paint, peel, stick! Could also be glitter or stick by number gems...
i hate it when im clipping the grass and all the clipping fall right into the flower bed!
I want to make a tool belt for cleaning. Something to organize my supplies and help me carry them from room to room.
His and Her Alarm Docks! Dock both of your Iphone 5's, Ipods, or the new Ipad mini's. Automatically sync calendars.
A device to channel water to rinse the sides of a sink or bathtub after using it, similar to the way the bowl of a toilet is rinsed.
Imagine using a product that allows you to surf the net, or do your daily job work without straining your wrists or back.. Well here it is!
all in one mop and broom the stick itself can come apart to.
A CarGo wagon w/wheels & foldable sides, use as a organizer & cart, uses little space when closed. A base is easily mounted in the trunk.
Wireless Speaker Synchronizer
ALL-IN-ONE Sketchbook. Sketchbook + Pencil case. No extra space is needed!!
Wallet Size Lighter - Fold in half to light, flame is away from fingers so no worries about getting burned. Great 4 lighting candles #spotsv
THIS FAN SUCKS!!!!!!!
RESUB!! A universal clamping device that goes between skateboard deck and wheel trucks to allow for easy install/removal. No tool required.
a table cooler for the computer and its functions is the computer sits on the table and it cools it down
Advanced Digital Photo Frame
Device to allow women to urinate standing up
A clear iPhone case with a clear plastic and rubber layer, a fold down, clear, plastic stand, and a detachable sound director.
Green Charge
Anti theft cable
Shop less, live more. Take the guess work out of buying clothes online with an app allowing you a perfect and flattering fit every time.
Chip and Dip plate that helps push dip onto your chip instead of you pushing salsa, guacamole, or nacho topping all over your plate.
The Build-It block system lets a student build any dorm furniture with only a screwdriver required. Could be wood or plastic.
#spotsv An Apple adaptor that converts the new 8-19 pin (still undetermined) connector to the 30 pin.
iPhone holder that attaches to your rear-view mirror. With Video! Student Submission.
Dog and Cat door your pet will love and so will you. Easy to install no holes in the doors or walls.
Quick Connect Garden Hose / Pipe Connector - 5 seconds to connect hose and faucet or be able to connect and disconnect PVC piping systems
The(REMOTE POCKET)is suggested because I believe it would fulfill the need for a TV or wall mounted sleeve to store all your remotes.
THE JETSONS FUTURISTIC DINING TABLE.
An easy spray bottle that has a safety feature that little children can not use.
NEW!!!!A retractable ballooning carafe/vase cleaner! Similar to whisk products but with non abrasive cleaning sponges/cloth. Use dry or wet!
Boxxies are boxes in various shapes and designs with the outside and inside surfaces of the boxes designed for tactile &amp; visual development.
enter/exit device for kayak
G-Force Ball for Tracking New Drivers' Behind-the-Wheel Behavior
This product enables you to sail, ride your bike or run even on the windiest of days without fear of losing your hat. It stays snug.
We Need This! Cereal Lovers Rejoice. On The Go Cereal Pal is a 3 bin breakfast tote that allows your favorite cereal to go with you.
Bend-N-Play Wireless Speakers! Position your speakers anywhere for the best sound optimization. Bend 'em, Hang 'em, Enjoy 'em! Fun for all!
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Washable Puppets for Flatware
Front Load Washer Safety Latch
Add On Frying Pan Levier
Noah: Modular Ecosystem
Enjoy Those Amazingly Beautiful Humming Birds Without All The Fuss - Delightful, Hassle-Free Automatic Humming Bird Feeder (RS)
A DUST PAN THAT KNOWS NOT TO THROW AWAY COINS! ALL COINS ARE SAVED AND NO MORE GOING THROUGH DIRT PILES FOR
THOSE "FLOOR DOLLARS."
Do away with metal vehicle license plates. Don't worry about registration paperwork. Help protect your property. Use a LED/LCD license.
Shield yourself from rain and wind while both hands maneuver a stroller or wheelchair with this unique anti-inversion, hands free umbrella.
Phone charger that is also a dual time clock with multi national adaptor.
An iPhone5 case that has a keyboard. Similar to iPad cases with keyboards.
The Comb &amp; Clamp
Slap bracelet on steroids w/ tiny suctions on one side. Easily hang & remove lightweight signs/displays/decorations from columns in seconds.
A kettle that you can switch on from anywhere (bedroom,lounge,office desk,car) with an application on your Smartphone. No more waiting!
Prince Albert's Secret Piercing Floss......piercings stink!!!
"Face Facts," a new app/social site that members link to their Facebook page. Verifies general informating and allows ratings and comments.
#SPOTSV BIKE SAFETY is the problem these LED LIGHTED SLIP COVERS will SOLVE!!! :))
THE BLANKET &amp; AHALF REDESIGNED Happy Couple Creator! Best way to keep every partner warm Many loved it Finalist in UC WINK + GE
APP ENABLED
For your office desk store and clean lunchbox with place mat to keep your work area clean and without spills, protect cloths & electronics
Bluetooth/Wireless Ear Buds
the automatic bartender
Old School BLUETOOTH Handset with cradle and optional shoulder rest.
262 vts: Disposable table cloth w/drawstring stays put on table then makes an easy trash bag. 4 leaves too!
Apple TV for your car! Download your favorite movies and tv shows from Itunes and access them on the road! Also works for APPS!
BBQ Grill Cleaning & Seasoning couldn't be easier with this dual purpose device. It stops your food from sticking to the grill too!
A smart watch that syncs to your phone. Most beneficial feature - alerts you when you become a certain distance so you dont lose your phone.
#QFLU

For a healthier community, can WE help to design Masks for Sick kids who don't want to look sick, who want to look cool.

Introducing MenScents - Candles for Men. Men-oriented scents include buffalo sauce, new baseball glove, grilled steak, and fresh cedar.
Home Flying Simulator
A basketball net that has mini chimes/bells that will be inserted into the hollow cords of the net it will produce a unique audible tone
PowerBelt Phone Charger
Cat-proof (and possibly dog-proof) cables
A camera-functioning app that will recognize printed text and copy it to a document or your clipboard
Pot planter pest-guard
Infant car seat stroller
You usually work with your laptop on top of the legs? It's troublesome heat it receives from the laptop? See the solution! See my idea!
Everybody has a camera.Photo apps are popular. Create-a-frame is a kit with snap together parts to build frames of different shapes &amp; sizes.
Is your drink or soup too hot?.....Could your drink be a little cooler?..... Here's Ice Spoon. The solution to these problems.
Wine Chime
Keep your buns covered! This tie-on soft-gel butt-cushion will keep your buns toast,warm and comfortable at all outdoor events
Ever had to look for a wire or had trouble plugging it in. This idea is the best thing that happened since laptops. Just set it on the desk!
Campground table reusable raised end brackets to protect from Rain and Sun using any tarp material.
The LightBallb: A rubber ball filled with LED's that lights up on impact providing 360 degree illumination in dark areas.
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No place to put your feet under your desk while at work? The Foot Hammock is a Hammock-style foot rest for your office or home.
iPadMiniSlideNHold This iPad Mini case design incorporates a carrying handle on the top of the iPad Mini. Just pull it up &amp; carry!
Ear phones...roll them up and take them anywhere with style and it is a mini stand too!
Dog door for sliding glass door. Perfect for apartments, metal frame from with rubber around it. Adjustable section to fit firm to door.
The "Sippy Cap" - turns any water or soda bottle (though soda isn't encouraged!) into an easy to handle bottle for children on the go.
Ultra Sonic Cleaner for Utensils, Pots, Pans, Casserole dishes and more. Stop scratching your expensive cookware!
A beading project tray, flocked board and no slip surface, & when you're ready to put it away there is a lid to contain the work in progress
A retractable leash to fix your iphone to your belt
Key in door alarm
Grow fresh, fragrant and colorful summer time garden flowers inside your home in the winter and without a green house!
Finally, an effective solution to the all too common bed hog problem! A mattress cover with an integrated soft foam triangle divider.
No-Flips
Plumbers crack and back saver. A ramp that comfortably goes from floor to kitchen cabinet to work under the cabinet on sinks.
A NoÃ«l, la tradition du sapin de NoÃ«l sont les pommes et les roses.
FENCE WIND TURBINE - Generate power from your fence while keeping your residence secure. Blades rotate independently and generate power.
Our invention is the vacuum-pencil attachment. It is very portable and is fun for kids to use and play with.
Backup Detector
iPad &amp; iPad Mini Case With Integrated External Memory:16G,32G or 64G.
The difficulty with pepper spray products is that they are not handy when needed. With our product you have protections readily available
So we all know how much you hate cleaning off a plunger after you use it and especially leaving it in your bathroom.So heres my idea..
Hot Box Cooler
A grid of LED lights wired to an app that will light a large message in your car's rear window.
Storage that grow with your needs. It could fit to all : children, youth and parents. Re-sub (80 % voted).
COVER ME! easy travel shade
Paper towel squirt bottle!
Build an iPhone holster with electric charger integrated into it.
Folding Photo Booth. Use your iPhone or iPad to make your own PHOTO BOOTH.
Pigeons can distribute over 60 diseases into your home's air through a window mounted A/C unit. This item can prevent that from happening.
Stove Protector
Portable Steam Cleaner and Caddy all in one! The power of steam cleaning in an cleaning caddy so your supplies are always handy!
The lid popper
SECURE Mobile Phone Bicycle Charger, "Accelerometer" triggered alarm when phone missing, and 6 foot Cable lock mechanism all-in-one.
Baby in Car Protector
Ever make an inside fort for your kids? After my product gets developed, it will be a synch to put up and take down!
Remote Black Box
Water Genius
Drive safely
Save a Bird Cat Collar
Environmentally friendly lunchbox with built-in compartments to save on ziploc, plastic wrap and foil
iPhone Secretary -blocks, forwards, routes calls and more. My core idea for a basic inline filter http://www.quirky.com/ideations/338047.
Make mealtime a game to engage children to eat healthy foods.
This is an iPhone that has a built in stand that allows the phone to remain upright without a dock.
Unfolds from itself,stays attached to the sack it's in.Unsnap and pull over your bike.Never Wet? (resub)
Mobile Coffee Warmer! Is your coffee still hot? How 'bout now?! Warm your coffee/tea on the go with a plate warmer built for your car. Aha!
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An item that attaches to ANY car or truck so you can hall your garbage totes to the road. No more loading them into the trunk or truck bed.
Q-napkins, the new kind of napkins. JUST PUT THEM ON YOUR FINGERS. This product sells place for logo!!! Resubmit
4 drinks at 1X, bases w/ handles inset,1 handle w/ release, also all tools inset & lock out in the removeble handle, lock back & Shake!
Umbrella (beach) made of solar film (not cells) so actual fabric charges the device.
Living in northern climates has its advantages. Clearing snow daily isn't one of them. Goodbye shovel, hello HeatGrid.
Emergency light that fits between the light bulb and the socket!
App enabled fuel cap. Sends alert when someone is trying to steal your gas!
Spray with smell and taste (meat, chicken, fish) for ration of dogs and cats! Everyday my dog ask for more than ration! Check it out!
Hangits! - Simply fit and hang!
Do you hate looking in dark for light switch or getting out of bed to turn off lights? Here's an App Enabled Lamp w/ docking station.
iPod Shuffle Stand: A place to rest the Shuffle when you're not using it. I made a 3D printed prototype!
Simulight Adapter
The Crabitat
My toddler is constantly rolling her small toys &amp; sippy cup underneath our couch! This device keeps stuff from rolling underneath!
App Enabled Glucose Meter
Packable lightbulb
Thin tape on light that fits into your dresser drawer and is powered by a triple a battery, also activated by opening the drawer.
4 in 1 barrel (bottle) for business or pleasure travel, and where you want...
THE DRAIN CACTUS Bathtub/Sink Plug! Prevent clogs before it happens!
Smart Floor Fan
The Perma-Frost Beer Mug. A frosty mug that can go from the freezer to dishwasher, is unbreakable, and beverage will stay cold for hours!
Adhesive TRASH BAGS - 3.000.000 daily flying passengers and no trash can in the plane.Also ideal for car,office,camping...(prototype)#SPOTSV
Cord Critters
Sleepy Shopper
Hectic weekdays & busy family weekends...when does one find time to keep the home tidy. This idea will help tidy rooms a little at a time!
Diaper Dots
SOLAR PANEL BIRD BATH DEICER
App controlled and easy to use outlet timer.
Laser guided parking system.
HDMI viewing desk or table, mounts on wall or stores in closet. Glass top, legs fold up, projection adjustable.
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
Beer Growler Saver Cap. They make products to vacuum seal opened wine bottles, but what about those beer drinkers?
The Bathtub Air Mattress With IPOD Pillow.
Baby Handles
Under Couch Kids Stuff Catcher
Better Egg Carton: A simple innovation for helping to safely store, date, and tell apart raw from cooked eggs in one protective container.
This product is ideal for minimizing the damage sustained by a structure during a hurricane or other adverse weather.
Portable Multi-Purpose Steamer (Round 2)
Better aeration for faster, more even drying...
Pick Up Tool
#spotsv My idea is tape that has measurement markings on it
Many people with long hair fling their loose hair onto the shower walls so that they don't clog the drain. This device is a better solution.
What is it that a woman misses most when pregnant? Being able to lay on her stomach!A float would be ideal w/a hole for the stomach to relax
Door Bell Motion Sensor
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Q-Guard Hair Bows &amp; accessories for little girls (App-enable). At the playground, know who watching or trying to prey on your child.
i-Stand
Cat Box Litter Guard for any open box to catch flying litter and return back into box. Easy to install, remove and clean.
Automatic on/off timer with time display built into base of a living room or bedroom lamp
Protect your Valuables with these Boxes made of Corrugated Plastic with a water resistant lining.
Under Amour Blanket
Fresh herbs or flowers + live fish on the kitchen benchtop = pretty cool. I propose a small aquaculture set up designed for small areas.
Receiver and transmitter wall outlet adapters. When a wall outlet connected to a light switch turns on, the remote receivers will too.
A arm band for new Ipod Nano.It is an expected accessory .At Quirky with power of the masses we can design something better/faster.
social network icon - throw pillows and/or with matching coasters
iPot: a wireless, cloud-connected plant pot that regulates water to the plants, sends alerts, and offers horticultural peace of mind!
Roomba Pets: Decorate your Roomba with lovable plush covers choose from 8 different adorable animals you'll love cleaning with these cuties!
Door remodeling kit
Washing Dishes by hand is a pain in the rear!!!! Imagine how much easier it would be to do the dishes when the soap and sponge are combined.
Lawn and Garden Monitoring System. Sensory devices that you bury around your garden to monitor soil quality. Q+GE!
Make a spatula like a tooth brush with flexible tip so I can scrape all of the last bit of cleanser out of any bottle. Every Penny Counts.
Butter Up
Simple pet carrier with a clear plastic easy open top.
Travel Bag with Zippered Seat
universal utensil attachments - stand them up!
keychains that plug into the power connector, Dangles that could be chains personalized
Super Hero Signal Watch 4 KIDS
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
#spotsv Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended for health, have handy! Saves Money!!
The I-pod and I-pad should have upgradeable memory(ie. expandable memory)
RESUBMIT: Problem...dips fall off apple slices. Solution: Apple slicer that creates a scoop to hold pb and caramel, etc.. (Thirtyacre)
Wink Tea/Coffee Infuser/Brewer
More usable space at your desk- just clip on this lightweight cloth shelf and enjoy ! #spotsv
A comfy pillow that gradually wakes you up in the morning by gently massaging your head and playing soothing music of your choice!
Giant Stuffed Green Army Men Toys. The plastic ones are a classic toy and 2 foot tall plush versions would be amazing for kids to play with!
A retractable macbook power cord. Remove the hassle of carrying bulky entangled cords while on the go.
All-N-One Shake and GO Baby Bottle! Baby formula is a $5 billion dollar a year industry. I found a way to cut out the mixing and measuring!
Electramid surge protector
Here's how to give new life to old clothing in your closet or your latest thrift store finds.
Nesting garbage bags. Tired of bending over a smelly trash can to replace the trash bag? With nesting bags, remove trash, new one is ready
WIRELESS CELL PHONE CHARGER. Charge your phone wirelessly day and nite. No chords or charging pad. Completely automatically.
The 'yes-CAN-do' Can Hotplate
Toilet System for holding Tissue Box/Flushable Wipes/Extra Toilet Paper Roll Discretely (All in One)
Power On.A independent battery backup for your appliances. Built-in or sold separately to supply power where you need it and when.
The Waterband
Turn any Hiking Pole into a mono-pod camera stand in 1 easy step
Lids w/vacuum: seal any size/shape food container. Flexible stretch silicon lid w/ diaphragm in the middle.Press lid DOWN 4 air-tight secure
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Turn the new Connector into 3 USB ports.
Hot foot
Classic Car Rings
Stay clear drain flap
A bracelet or necklace with easy access to an aspirin ... today's seniors all know the benefit of an aspirin
An idea for fellow limited mobilty friends
Talking shape toy. Interactive learning toy.
Space efficient water bottle: a water bottle that can collapse and can be easily stored in your pant pocket, purse or bag.
Food Freshness Indicator
Dry Erase Bike. Make a different design anytime! Let the creativity begin!
Warm-Back portable camping chair / cushion
App-Enabled cat collar that makes sound to warn birds.
iDVD Player:iPad Mini folding case with built-in portable DVD player or optional DVD player on the back of the case.Resub
My product would be a washable highlighter, a marker that has a eraser or something like that to erase the highlighter ink off of a textbook
Cordies power outlet dock w/ USB's and optional speaker. Shelf w/ cord &amp; small electronic devices organizer + USB &amp; power outlets + speakers
A lightweight full size changing table for all the ways you travel.
A MOTORIZED ROTATING BLUSH BRUSH THAT APPLY'S JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF BLUSH EVENLY & MORE EFFICIENTLY TO THE
CHEEK AREA. THE PERFECT TOUCH!
Rubber gloves with palms,fingers areas covered with sponge, scrubbing like materials.
IPad Refrigerator Mount
Smart maker; make every variety and taste of coffe and tea by support of installed app.
HANDS FREE AUTOMATIC SENSOR bathroom door opener
Cruize Safe / Cruise Safe
Two very uncool situations hard butter in restaurants and butter-flavored popcorn topping at movies--One Great Solution! Heated Butter Packs
A washer and dryer combo in one so that you can set the setting for it to wash and dry your clothes one right after the other.
Coaster Cell Charger Bank
Portable UV Cleaner for Earbuds
Cocktail Machine/ Dispensary - Cocktails at the push of button, stress free time saver at bars!!
Make eating healthy food more fun! Spiral cut fruit with a rotating cutting blade for food that's stylish and great for dipping.
GLOWING LIGHT SWITCH!
bag in a bag
Clip Spoon: Prevent Your Spoon From Slipping Into Your Cup Or Bowl! (See Diagrams &amp; Designs For Details) RESUB.
Outdoor Solar Clock
Talking piano with color keys. Interactive, fun learning toy.
The Octo-Drip is a watering system that connects a garden hose to eight smaller hoses. Just set the timer for each hose and thats it.
iPad Mounting Kit
I propose a dynamo with ac to dc converter that could be attached to car's 12V power outlet to charge car's battery for emergency start.
Beach Boggan is a family beach transporter that combines the design features of a wagon and a toboggan to get payload to/from the beach.
The "GLOw bAr", this will completely change the way you Facetime and Skout with your friends, by letting you do so in the dark!
Step plugs for sealing bottles ,pipe ,tubing, hose's . Stepped in 1/16" increments for better sealing and more sealing surface .
My invention is called Under Bed Security Barricade, patent#7,805,781 B1 Picture below
Tired of getting the round styling hairbrush stuck in your hair? The oval ceramic styling hairbrush is the answer to frizz and breakage!
New Parents - Must Have!! Ergonomically Designed,Soft/Furry,Gel-Filled Cooling Body Pillow FOR BABIES to Evade Overheating in Extreme Temps!
TIRED OF SORTING CLOTHES? LISTEN UP My idea is a plexiglass clothing sorter u put in ur hamper
A pen pot can fit your need . You can classify your pen in difference way.
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an adjustable vertical support for laptop just beautiful
Road Box Hub
Toilet Rescue a storage compartment that clips unto tank that stores a roll of toilet paper and also a bar of soap for those Oh!No times.
LET IT SHINE ... up and down. Where is the flexible and universal height adjustable lamp hang-up?
Personal air conditioner
Doggy Door Decoy/App Enabled
Power Cap
An IPhone, IPad, IPod case w/ a removable piece w/ a screen cleaning pad 2 clean your screen. Or adhesive pads that can b glued onto STYLUS
led lighted misting system
You need a crock pot at 6am that can be filled then chilled for up to 12 hours and automatically switch over to start cooking for dinner
Find it difficult to remove and put on your baby's diaper when the baby is wriggling and cranky. Modify Quirky Toob to fix this. (Toob2)
Butt Jar is an eye catching effective way to help people stop smoking. A glass jar with the shape of a butt on back - where else!
This is the ULTIMATE electric pedestal fan with a PINPOINT airstream.
Monsterpot does 4 things. It can water up to 20 plants. It can water overhead or direct to the roots. It can also water plants at any angle.
CALENDAR CLAMPS - Put an End to Your Wall Calendars Curling Up With Style
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
Wall clock planner â€“for children or adults This is a wall clock planner to evaluate their monthly performances. (easy view and easy fun)
A wireless monitor and camera system that is used to get a view of the back of the head/body for hairstyling, fashion or medical check.
The 'Door Back Mesh Rack' attaches to the back of a door and is sturdy, adaptable and practical, holding objects of all weights and sizes.
A screaming baby, a dirty pacifier and not a sink in sight? Anyone with a baby has experienced this. My idea is for a pacifier sterilizer.
Pasta Measuring Colander
Hair/scalp massager
Multi-use bong sleeve. It could have a lighter holder as well as a stash pocket. Could come in varying styles and materials.
TALKING PHONE.An application that gives you instant and hearable answers to questions. Great when driving
A messenger bag that provides easy access to an ipad or computer. No need to remove them for use.
An oven that uses an adjustable thermal barrier to heat the volume of the food only. App enabled.
LULA - Stylish bar stool. Resub. Many thanks for all voters!
Better Earphones
Line Extension. Don't let Nibble make it to store shelves without being a collection.Let's add a square and rectangular cake pan.
A car seat cover incorporating a breathable fabric and 3" of memory foam for all contact surfaces. Elastic and velcro fastners for good fit
Fast &amp; Simple Wall Decorating
A multi touch display table "haveaseat" will eliminate servers form restaurants all together and make the restaurant business more efficient
Travel Vest
Magnetic headphone wires/earbuds.
Wireless cable
Converge Line Extention. A wall mounted converge that sits flush on the wall.
Garbin - garden table trashbin
PRIVACY BAGS - hide your gifts, sweets, drugs, cosmetics, tools away from others (children, family, colleagues)... #SPOTSV.
Laptop power brick + power strip
Don't pay for compressed air canned spray to use @ your desk..Artists? ( even connect to you airbrush!.) #spotsv
A "grass-cutter" that has an 90Â° angle so that one can easily tidy up the hedgerow(not sure about this word, a fence made of bushes)
Yolk separation bowl - The is a bowl that easily separates the yolk and white (= home kitchen, restaurant etc..)
A rubberized case that has stylized grooves in it to file the earbuds thru.
12 Outlet Rounded Triangle Power Strip. For those who need more than 6 outlets! 4 Outlets can be controlled with smartphone!
I'm always scheduling important things to do, constantly spreading notes around me.. I do need post notes on hands!
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" MASSAGE OIL " WARMER AND DISPENSER (HANDS FREE/MOTION SENSOR ACTIVATED) For MASSAGE THERAPISTS &amp; Personal use
A weighted martini glass that will prevent the glass from easily tipping over.
Holiday light strand caps. In Texas lighting your yard during the holidays is as big as Texas football.
Stove and oven pads. These heat resistent pads would protect your oven and keep it clean.
The ultimate decorating tool. A self warming spatula for the professional smooth finish to your cake creations.
Changing Oil Filter in today's crowded cars engine compartment would be easier with a long flexible extension shaft to avoid interference.
Personal Powder Envelope-Ever get chafed unexpectedly? Keep compact powder (Gold Bond) refillable envelope in wallet for emergencies #spotsv
Li-ion Battery Assist Beach Tote/Cooler
Soundproof Office Helmet
Pedal Toilet Seat Lifter
Back monitor advertising
Double Sided Hooks - Hang/Keep things on top of dividing walls, swing doors etc.
A TWO PIECE DEVICE THAT COMPLETELY SEALS HOME AND APARTMENT WINDOWS KEEPING COLD WEATHER OUT.
AIRCONDITIONED AIR IN. FITS A HOMES DECOR.
Lite bike
We need a better way to locate persons in a catastrophe.
The Wine Stick."Enjoy World Class Wines in World Record Time" Aerate premium wines in the bottle in minutes instead of decanting for hours.
Power bar extension cord. (Heavy Guage)with individual insulated plug in covers, to protect from dirt/moisture when 1 or more not in use.
Electronic bumper sticker
A gum ball that fits into the car cup holder: charges the iPhone/iPad.
A floating cooler with detachable floating cupholders and a detachable lid that can be used as a floating table top.
Iron on/stick on fabric for your outdoor seat cushions. If its going to rain or not in use, flip cushions over and they're waterproof
I'll take "There should be something on both ends of a chapstick for like $1.99ish" Alex. "Answer...wait. How is that not already a thing?"
I would like to introduce you to the I-ring. A key ring that sinks your phone to your keys.
Modular Pizza Tower
My idea is a cost effective garment bag that includes storage areas for accessories.
Dog poop in the trash can stinks! Why not place that small bag of poop in an odor locking trash can and forget about it until trash day!
This bungee cord has holes so it can easily be adjusted .Insert other bungee cords to form a cargo net.LED lights on ends For visibility.
double crotch underpants
Home charging station gives remote control over charging your mobile devices (laptops, tablets, etc.) &amp; protects expensive batteries.
Locate my kid
Smart Ice cream maker
It is called "Go#1" When you need to "Go#1" and there is no where to go you use this device in an emergency. It is safe and environmental.
PowerCase
Device to allow women to urinate standing up
Eco-Friendly wall Paneling W/ Light. Add texture to your wall with this paneling that also gives off a great glow. Modular design.
The Perfect Wine n' Dine! is a unique all in one 6 wine glass storage/holder securely attached with a serving tray &amp; wine chiller/ bucket.
Cold Fusion Microwave
new phone outlet :):):)
Detachable special frying pan for dishwasher. Perfect for everyday cooking.
Sound Enhancer is a device with an adjustable headband with a right angle flange on each end that comes in contact with top of each ear.
iPad leather portfolio - Full Sized Script version.
Portable Speaker Aux Cord
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A unique accessory, beautifully made, wich combines the basics needed on a desk: ruler, calculator, pen, highlighter.
Case with integrated spare battery boost for iPhone 5
The automatic sandwich maker, for the hungry non-chef, time restricted neat freak. This macahine makes sandwiches at the touch of a button.
Over the door cleaning organizer with detachable carry baskets.
The "Snooze Cube" Set an alarm without opening your eyes? You can with the Snooze Cube!
my lite weight garden shovel, a shovel that is made for digging up any size hole at one time for planting all types of plants.
Containers that open from both ends. I'm tired of not being able to get to the bottom of shampoo and peanut butter jars.
The Channel Surfer,a TV remote,allows easy programming of a list of â€˜favoritesâ€™ you can cycle through in any individual viewing period.
UpOutlet
The Bandage Depot
A portable bar that can be taken anywhere for cocktails on the go. A picnic bar of sorts.
I work in the medical field.My idea is to put 9% sodium chloride (isotonic saline )in a spray bottle.Saline is the most ready available.
Hooker
A revolutionary front door monitoring/recording/notification system for homeowners. An innovative way to prevent crime and catch criminals!
Wouldn't it be nice if you wanted to sand something with various shapes and contours, to just slip on a glove and use your hand to sand it.
iPinata
Temperance Card
A rigid surface provided by a bank or drive through, making writing in the car easy and organized. www.drivethrudesk.com
Color changing bath tub mat that changes colors according to the temperature. Never enter a hot bath tub again
I wanted to find a way to prevent coffee filters from collapsing during the brewing process in 12 cup automatic coffee makers.
shopping bag carrier-to carry your shopping bags from the car to your house
(RESUB) Keep things extra tidy around your desk with an all-in-one cable management system and trash can. A winning combination!
This easy-to-roll Beach Cart is the most effective way to carry all your heavy stuff! Includes a folding table!
multi adapter, light switch, or plug socket that can be switched on/off by wifi(bluetooth)
Microphone Attachment Clip
NO FOAM!Perfect Beer Pour! ,either a angled funnel type that mounts on top,or a base that tilts with weight of beer poured! Or a keg version
Cat and Kitty Bobbling Toy,
"Temp-O-Sure" - Know when your coffee is ready for you and get hot coffee longer
The Namesicle teach your kids how to spell and reward them by treating them to their namesicle. It can be fun for kids and adults!
Handy Pillow - New and improved!
An outdoor Frisbee game for teams of two (2).
This attaches to quart size bottles of oil or transmission fluid. It allows for the dispensing of fluids without the use of a funnel.
Proposed design fully protects existing laptops from toddler wear and tear.
Leaf Removal Roll-Up
car sun viser that reads no flyers while keeping the stering wheel from getting hot it keep people from placing flyers on windshield
Composite Baseball/Softball Bats give a Competitive Edge but easily Destroyed in the cold. This Thermal Indicator will Protect your $300 bat
HEADPHONE HOLDERS ON PHONES
Stack-N-Spin Storage
An indoor,inconspicuous, invisible fence for dogs, to prevent them from jumping on counters , garbage cans, furniture, etc.
Circulation Glove
Soft-Bottom Wading Pool
Cause your pets need some love too! This is a cute stuffed animal that doubles as a body harness for your dog + other functional purposes.
A SQUEEGEE for your umbrella!a cover or attachment that covers any umbrella, or maybe its built into a completely redesigned umbrella!
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Marble "Wall" Tracks This is Affordable fun...Wooden, NOT plastic. This DOES NOT exist! Only a plastic one that is not customizable.
Smart Blanket
Pop Out Personal Fan case.
Memory Star is an ergo-shaped console for storage of flash drives that allows multiple drives to be stored/transported using a central hub.
The Better (Swiffer) Sweeper/Mop/Duster
!Children's Hand Crank Kitchen Mixer.Kids love to help in the kitchen. Now it can be safe and fun for them! No electricity needed.
The retractable beer bong offers the same fun as a traditional beer bong with ease of accessibility.
A entirely new way to apply unique and dramatic design to walls while incorporating a unique but purposeful storage option to any room.
The invention is a pool vacuum inspired by the Roomba, which will glide around the surface of the pool water collecting bugs and debris.
Sign To Go
Shutterblind case, for those of us that don't want to have to care where we throw our phones.
Inexpensive gadget that lets the backyard chef determine if their steak is done just the way they like it using the non evasive chef method.
Useful decorative silicon pouch, to keep your soap from getting mushy, hang your soap anywhere in the bathroom and get creative.
Serve and Pour Drinks Easily with this All-in-One Multi-Glass Server
Dual Function Beach/Pool Shoe and Flipper
Flash-Screen: Use One Flash Card To Practice Hundreds Of Math Problems! Great For Children! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Primarily for strapless bra conversion. Turn those unimaginative, unsightly straps in to ones you would not be embarrassed to show.
A shaving gel/cream can that has an adjustable valve. Your personalized setting ensures you dispense the exact amount of product every time.
The Forget Me Not Child Alarm
TruU Digital Mirror
Bottle rocket-propelled plane with foam tip and launcher. 3...2...1...
Year around snow skiing &amp; snow boarding , with out all that cold weather or snow...
Cut-Tech Board
A 3-in-1 Flat Head Wood Screw with a built in Drill Bit and Countersink.
Connectaplug
A wallet style phone cover that also acts as a solar recharger
Gooseneck crevice tool for vacuum cleaners. Get those crumbs, dust bunnies, and other icky tidbits that standard crevice tools cannot reach!
An organizing tray for just about anything! Has a handle and removable lid. What would you use it for?
Fold-able emergency toilet and privacy screen for disaster kits
2 IN 1. Portable hair brush with Blow dryer built in. Rechargeable.
RESUBMIT from 2011- Was in UC 272 votes!Wristband pager for kids playing in the neighborhood.No more yelling to come home- other uses too!
SCENTED TRASH BAG CLIPS.Stop stinky trash.Holds your bag.Divides bags in bin for trash and recycling.Great 4 kitchen office bathroom #spotsv
A glove with a koozie attached for chilly winter games. This makes wearing gloves while tailgating easier than ever and prevents spills.
Keyboard Cleaner: disposable disinfectant towelette with small fibers on one side, detachable pouch for mouse, cell phone, remote, etc.
The Retractile Car Seat Cover helps you protect the seats of your beloved car from water,sweat,and much more with only pulling one string.
Automatic Hamburger machine
Your IPhone as a scanner. Do business on the road. CC Auths, contracts and edits with an immediate deadline can be done while you travel.
AFRO SCRUBY OR MY SCRUBBLE
PEE DROPS FREE TOILET SEAT that could avoid drops falling out of the WC. It will bring cleanliness and can avoid a lot of fights at home
Double Sided Water Bottle - Two Different Liquids, One Container
Sock Saver
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Wash+Dry+Release- Washing machines wash and dry the clothes. There should be a mechanism to release the dried clothes in a separate bag.
Plug adapter or plug pull attachment-assist elderly, arthritis, carpal tunnel, people remove plugs, have more independence. SEE PICS. Barbra
Save the guest towels - this simple inexpensive roll paper towel dispenser hangs over your guest towels providing a new towel for each guest
Need the plunger handy, but really don't like looking at it? Hide a telescoping plunger in a beautiful container.
The Power Crank
Introducing the EZ Squeeze. Mustard and ketchup in one bottle, one squeeze and you have the perfect amount of ketchup and mustard.
The Child Communication System allows a parent to communicate a message remotely to a child through a toy or doll rather than directly.
Travel/Emergency Hand-Crank Charger
Booze-A-Lizer
E-paper App enabled text bracelets &amp; rings. Display different messages &amp; graphics on an everyday fashion accessory. Unlimited possibilities
Fast basket
A functional vacuum cleaner that sucks and blows. Perfect for single family households - vacuum the house or blow the leaves in the yard.
To love and to protect our children. Scarf Hair Combs with decorative scarves
at home telegram machine
Horizontal Toothbrush Holder
Helping arm retrieving small items that roll under refrigerators or sofas.
Take the frustration out of yard work. Now you can carry your shovel, rake, etc. with you, while you work, with ease. Check out the video!
A hair tatto tool designed with lots of attachments and specific style to design awsome art from hair.
Women's shoe galoshes, if you don't want to ruin your nice high heel shoes on rainy days slip on the women's heel and shoe rubber.
EZ ICE GRIPS
An Alert Me Device to notify you about motion around electrical outlets by a toddler/pet, compromising their safety.
A bagel multi slicer. Enhancing the current guillotine slicer by adding more blades to slice a bagel into two, three or more.
Scented dust and medical masks
A cup holder beverage cooler that would sit in the preexisting cup holders and be powered by the cigarette lighter to keep drinks chill.
no tangle slide
#SPOTSV Key organizer. Find your personalized keys easy.
Water Saving Enzymes
Roasty Toasty coffee bean sleeves allow you to roast coffee beans at home in your pop-up toaster. NEW PICTURES of proof of concept
BRIQUETTING PAPER SHREDDER - Give second live to Your old paper! Do not bother with big bags of shredded paper! Make fuel for hearthstone :)
A soap sponge with a soap reservoir. Designed to save money on dishwashing liquid soap.
Flour storage container with in-build 1 cup measurement and dispensing system
sport shoes, safety to and from field
My hands and feet are always cold. Hand and Feet Heater.
Cart Nap
Betterbottlebag - 2 litre bottles do not stand up in the grocery bag, fall over in your car, and smush your other groceries! resubmit
Portable Multi-Purpose Steamer (Round 2)
One Clip Pants Hanger. Just squeeze and clip your pants. Hang your shirt here too!
A cell phone case with a retractable mirror the extends out from the case.
The Baby Boy Changing System is a simple product that is both practical and whimsical. people will not know how they went without it.
Any eyeball massager for strained eyes AND improves vision.
EASY SORTER LAUNDRY. Why not save time and avoid extra effort when doing laundry? While having a pretty, more functional hamper?Now you can!
Say goodbye to your dustpan sliding all over the floor and having to hunch over to hold it. This is a dustpan with proper support.
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Storage Bin that is mobile, stack-able AND a Drawer too
Pressure Perfect Pen
SunSkins - Choose your own stick on waterproof tattoo and tan. Used by any age or gender it's a tattoo that is natural, safe and fun!
The Bi-AB bar
Disposable highchair cover
App paired with an attachment for smartphones to check in to your health whether it's to check insulin levels, blood pressure, etc
Multi-Function Travel Tray. It's unique design allows you to use it on the back of the seat as well as the front
Warm-Back portable camping chair / cushion
With the multi-speed, self-stirring pot lid, you'll never worry about making a mess or burning yourself while stirring items on the stove!
Smart Shoes
Cartulator Cart Pricer
LadlEase is a ladle having volume markings inside the ladle to permit the user to directly view the measured volume in appropriate units.
Tired of seeing your children's backpacks laying on the floor all the time? ARCHâ€¦ a backpack and purse friendly coat rack.
Trican divider
An iOS app that allows ANYONE to easily upgrade/replace all their existing car, garage, alarm, switches, gate remotes...
Shade Cell
A lower Digital Photo Frames scrolling
iFridge: A Dock for Mounting the iPad to your Fridge
Meet Lazy Susan's cous LAZY CHOPLIN, A rotating chopping board with 'on board' space management, usability and multitasking features. ReSub.
Send Discreet Cues From Smart Phone to Vibrate Bracelets of 1 or more people. Direct plays/movies, signals, alerts, synchronized moves, etc
Port-A-Flagstone Want to create an flagstone patio/oasis in your backyard in less time, WAY less money, and NO CONTRACTOR? Vote YES now!!
Transportable small shelf, with detachable floors (if you have a specific cleaning task that day, just detach the according floor and go)
A Fan Duster You Can Be A Fan Of!
ATM Piggy Bank:An electronic piggy bank that allows you to deposite and withdraw money just like at the ATM.Resub
The idea is to have one head phone jack and feed, with 2 pairs of earbuds, the second pair will retract when not in use.
box of charcoal.no lighter fluid.pull open the botton flaps and vent.light the enclosed paper.box acts as a funnel as it is consumed to ash
The Ring Ring
the latex sponge.. this spongy latex product can easily remove old dried latex paint from buckets and many other surfaces..
This Ultrasonic Razor Cleaner allows you to safely reuse razors, while saving you money and the environment at the same time.
dinghy brake eliminator
Personal Cozy
Suitecase built-in baby matt .
Shower heated towel rack. Hot water heats your towel while you shower, everytime. Never forget to turn the towel heater on or off again.
SECURE Mobile Phone Bicycle Charger, "Accelerometer" triggered alarm when phone missing, and 6 foot Cable lock mechanism all-in-one.
Why 2010 won't be like "1984": the Webcam Cover
Iphone case that allows people to carry cash, and cards with them without being so bulky the camera is affected when taking pictures.
Outdoor litter box
Nota is a pocket watch that allows information such as weather, notifications, and alerts to be notified through connection to an iPhone
Night Light That Releases Aromatherapy to Soothe and Relax Children while Sleeping.
The R.A.T. Pack
IPad Mini Or IPad Bumper Case That Is Also A Stand. Pivoting Base With Charger.
Clip Cord: Prevent Your Earphones From Pulling Away From Your Ears! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Steel iPhone case with integrated bottle opener
A computer mouse that has some sort of small heating device in it.
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Jugo Clips Mini's. Great for making playing card structures. Make mini forts for your action figures!
Chardonn-nay flies!
Time to put the Quirky twist on the common Bar Caddy. Final design, materials and finish will make this product pop!!!
Easy Wash for dogs
Koozie Cigar Stand
iPhone 5 case with slide out key sleeve.
PUSH-BUTTON OFFICE SUPPLY DISPENSER -Select what you need and then push the button. Organize everything in an easy to access sleek dispenser
Vacuum seal your food with â€˜baggy-portsâ€™ just snap them on a zip up bag and suck or vacuum the air out of the bag, easy and affordable.
small cutter that attaches to your keys ring to open those hard to open bags of chips,candy and many more hard to open bags
When Bobbles make Bobbinos!
adjustable laptop wall mount
Wheelbarrow Secure Cover
A hair-do retractable dock inside of bathroom vanity . A basket for brush &amp; combs, holes for hair dryer &amp; curling iron . Elec.inside vanity.
Rollup Gameboard
Popstar
#spotsv Flexible Led light strips for bikers - easy to use when you need - easy to remove and keep them out of the thief's hands
an adjustable vertical support for laptop just beautiful
Just need an idea for getting them OUT OF the bath now! #spotsv
What day is it?
Smelly or sweaty feet? Slide these eco-friendly, disposable foot pads into your shoe to keep soles clean, feet stationary &amp; smelling fresh.
Was in UC- App enabled chalk car. Draw on your iPad, the car will draw on the ground.
A forever water filter, flip it over clean it out!
#spotsv Mini Wrist Notepad...have an instant surface to jot down that name or phone number. The pad replaceable-the wrist band adjustable!
A gardening alternative
"Stroller clip" for umbrellas... Mom and Dad can stay dry too with this clip that will attach their umbrella directly to the stroller.
Commuties (pronounced com-mu-tees)
Horizontal pull-ups are a great back workout. Horizontal pull-ups, incline &amp; decline push-ups! Adjustable and collapsible
Paper Towel Door Rack
Coffee Sleeve Saver! Quirky Designed!
Electronic toilet bowl clearer with Timer!
HOME CIGARETTE SMOKE VACUUM ! For smokers living in urban areas/apartment without balcony. A system allowing to evacuate unpleasant smell.
We need an electronic organizer specifically for coupons, paper and virtual. Stop thumbing through paper coupons and missing virtual deals.
The No Entry Latch Guard
Freeze Dried Fruit Sprinkle Condiment
put a zipper on a belt to create a sleeker waist line. Ideal for slim, fashionable people to hide a belt and avoid unsightly belt bulges
Easy carrier
An App enabled back window in car display board.
PowderRoom Clean Ease
A Bluetooth enabled Wrist or Arm mounted Heart-Rate Transmitter.
Emergency Panic Button
Lid Craddle
EezyNose
Wheel chair Amputee gel pad
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It is a business card case with a built in scanner. It automatically scans cards and makes data available to devices via bluetooth.
Scented Dryer Balls. Have your laundry smell like fruits or candies!A few options of how we could do it. Scented oils,dryer bars etc.(Resub)
Fan that can rotate around in a full 360 degrees and sweeps up and down
A compact device that clips onto the end of your shirt sleeves, blowing cool air into your shirt and forcing hot air out. No sweat!
"2D - 3D Scenery Windows" Live anywhere in the world with scenery windows. From New York to Hawaii, you will believe you are there.
Stop looking for a stick! This simple tool will help adults and kids roast marshmallows perfectly and safely every time.
Guitar/Tablet Stand
Battery operated backup generators built into refrigerators and freezers to use during power outages. Smart phone application alerts.
Make the iPad an extension of your hand.
#SPOTSV #TARGET Introducing *SwipeAWrite* Write on the board with included dry erase pen and when done just pull the lever down to erase all
Super soft Headphones so you can fall asleep comfortably while listening to meditation music, hyponosis etc.
The Inverted Train App-Enabled
Alarm Clock + Wristwatch + Reminder that syncs to an app on your phone. A cool wearable technology enabled bracelet.
porta navajas de afeitar curvo
Desktop flash drive organizer. Holds 14 flash drives (thumb drives) upright and ready to use. Comes in lots of cool colors!
iBlend
The Canine Line
Quick Cutter
Modular Evolving Stroller: with extensions for adding another child, shopping basket, jogging wheels that snap on.
Gauge Smart
Emergency Soup - for Cold & Flu
Wasp Repellent Putty
ReadyBoost enabled Flash Card or USB Drive. This is a feature of Windows 7/Vista that most do not know about. It speeds up memory by cache!
My idea is make the same product as Lunatik or iwatchz for ipod nano but with built-in bluetooth receiver and water proof and antishock.
K9 Port-a-Potty is a eco-friendly, portable, lightweight pet waste containment device that requires No digging, chemicals, or assembly.
The Chew Chew Train is a fun teething toy with plenty of parts for your baby or toddler to chew on and nooks for little fingers to grab.
Spring loaded retractable wheel (attachment) for ladders for easy rolling,no more lifting please see video.
A Laptop Accessory for those who prefer using a mouse versus the trackpad.
Fork Hand is a silicone glove with a fork attached to one or more fingers to easily flip grilled items such as shrimp without burning hand.
A broom that pivots in two different points that would make it easier to reach under furniture,bed and fan blades.
A simple enhancement, that greatly improves drivers safety. It is simple to accomplish, dramatically effective, incredibly inexpensive.
Catch The Mess
The SIMPLE(st) lid STOPPERS - prevent sliding (closing) of pot lid while cooking. #SPOTSV
Keyboard for your ipHONE
PORTABLE LOWER BACK &amp; HIP SLIDER TO ELIMINATE LOWER BACK AND HIP PAIN
Smart Steam Oven
The solar sizzler
A Rotating Fire Extinguisher Mount.
shower spa
2/12 RESUBMIT-EXPANDABLE ROLLING PIN SET-One rolling pin that replaces all of your rolling pins. EASY STORAGE.
Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! Mr. K said think BIG. 393 Votes on both sub. The Qommunity has Spoken. Active on 3 sites.
Thin, foldable keyboard with trackpad
App enabled Pivot Power. Manage off/on function of several electronic devices from your smartphone.
A simple enhancement, that greatly improves drivers safety. It is simple to accomplish, dramatically effective, incredibly inexpensive.
Help to recycle BILLIONS of single-use K-cups every time you enjoy a hot cup of coffee with the K-cup Recycler!
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Massage Slippers
Helmet Cool
Supplies Shoe Bag- as simple as it sounds! A shoe rack that is hung over the door that is made for cleaning supplies.
A lazy susan style CD organizer with rigid pages for the pole on inter metro shelving. Like a rolodex on it's side for CDs.
A protective iPad case with slide up and down hooks for hanging on an airplane tray, chair,etc. Use as an angled stand as well!
A PVC clamp that would allow a person to attach multiple "Pool or Swim Noodles" together to make a float instead of using just one noodle.
Wake Communicate. Ski rope handle that doubles as a two way radio to keep driver and skiier connected.
The Zombies are coming- cooler, radio, communication device for the end of times... ok..well for power outages and outdoor activities. Resub
EZ-Drain Fat Cutting Skillet
Undercounter electronic recipe Book. Transfer recipes. Several timers/keyboard for editing. measurement conversions.
High heel protector. Rubber or plastic piece to place on and off the bottom of your heels to protect the nub of the heel from wearing out.
Smartphone Transponder Key App
Luggage scales
Texting based computer input device
Cool-A-Can
EZ On-EZ Off Oil Filter
#QTOYS Remote Control Toy Helicopter Paraglider / Hang glider w/camera Play against each other drop objects on targets PLEASE SEE VIDEO
Home history reporting tool for record tracking of home asset in printed (hardcopy)format and software (app) format for ease of use
It is a solar powered charging case made for the Ipod touch and Iphone.
MaxMaskâ„¢
Tool that measures hex head nuts and bolts accurately and fast.
It sucks when you put toothpaste and it slips. You fill this toothbrush with toothpaste and just press the button to get paste on the brush.
An eyeshadow stencil that goes on like a sticker and leaves a guideline on your eyelid to help you achieve the perfect look. No guess work.
StandUp Desk - Swivel
A fitness watch that keeps track of the exercise and set you are performing. Keeps a history of all your workouts/day/time of completion.
Furry Fun iPad Case - Great for kids
No more hit and runs! Now you can see who hit your car! Get a text with picture of who touched or hit your car.
#spotsv Bottle caps that eliminate rolling and increase leverage to loosen and tighten easy. Great for the arthritic, disabled and kids
TwistoO
The Best Drink Mixer Ever!
A compact ironing press with removable plates/clothing molds(similar to a George Forman Grill) but with heat resistant material & folding.
iPad case with built in thermal printer. Always have a printer at hand to print out receipts, documents, roadmaps, etc.
a very thin and long vacuum attachment accessory for places hard to reach.Behind heaters in between airconditions etc.
Toothpaste Toppers!
An iPhone case with the charger built in and the back of the case is all covered on solar cells that power the device.
The Ultimate Smartphone Stand - ezeStand A Universal Smartphone Docking Stand for the Office, Bedroom, Nightstand, and Airplane
Party Privyâ„¢
SUN TOWEL -a ROUND beach towel so you can move with the sun for an even tan, without repositioning your towel; also more room and functions!
Earbuds that are flat and size of a postage stamp, they stick to back of your ears.
Spiral-Down Staircase
#spotsv 4" mini iPhone (and other) Specific Tripods
DioGrimy App
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Wish you could move your wall outlets? Now you can! This simple device allows you to shift your wall outlet a few feet without messy cords!
Siri home automation without holding your iPhone but voice activated, ready to transfer any info to other apple devices
Cardboard Recycling Caddy
Home Base for Pens and other Item's taken to far from a base storage box, it sounds an alarm bring me back please
The idea is to cut fruits and vegetables into different animal,bird and cartoon shapes for kids,to make eating fun.Resubmitted Max.Votes:220
#QTOYS. giant children! a cloaking system that is worn by a rider to conceal the Conveyant body when hitching a ride on the shoulders.
Don't stick your hands in that mailbox! With my slidable mailbox tray insert your box will deliver the mail to you when you open the door
A seriously loud siren/help me alarm app that can ward off danger.
Jumping Jacks counted, calories, heart rate monitored, performance for an effective and satisfying workout all through Bluetooth + phone
A big outdoor planter pot with built in storage! Plant your plants on top and store your gardening tools, gloves, and seeds in the drawers!
The Amazing Rake - No Leaf Stick Rake &amp; Scoop
A reusable metal or plastic drinking straws (a set perhaps?) that is weighted on the bottom and also dishwasher friendly.
Nature Watch
This reusable kitchen tool slices into a pint of ice cream, dividing it into four equal servings without the scooping and measuring.
This vertical potato grower can have additional sections added as the plant grows, allowing many more to be grown in a smaller space.
fins for my best friend
A 2-in-1 forcep cum cutter. Ideal for delicate situations where things needs to be lifted by forceps and then cut e.g. stitches
Never leave anything important behind again! Forgetting your keys, wallet, phone or any other necessity is a thing of the past! ForgetMeNot!
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIAL
Get your phone off the desk, out of your pocket and up where it can be useful. This product would fit any phone and any computer.
Internet glasses with surveillance DVR pan and zoom protection.
Paint brush cleaning tool. Clean and preserve your paintbrushes while sparing your hands and saving time. No chemicals needed!
Glass Cup Dividers
Portable Ani-theft Alarm
We spends time to arrange wire. It's twisted and entangled, hard to take them and clean it. Here is the simple Idea to arrange wire easily.
A light that fits into almost any gun safe that illuminates the interior with a red light allowing access without losing vision.
grill cover with built in magnets
Use any blender jar with any blender base
Mass-production of customized eyeglasses: a GREAT way, or THE GREATEST way to make money?
#SPOTSV carrier for your shopping bags or other things with a shoulder strap to keep your hands free
my product is what i wanna call 'Clean Machine' and its basically like baby wipe except Clean Machine is a more tougher clothe with alcohol
Insta-Frame
PB&amp;J SPOONERSâ„¢ Are an unique and fun new food product that is made up of peanut butter and jelly pre-applied to a wooden or plastic spoon.
Cooking Fat Syringe
Experience high quality sound with the iPhone at all times! This case allows you to enjoy movies, music, and podcasts with rich sound!
SUN SHADE SLEEVE! Awesome for sun rashes/burns, truck/bus drivers, commuters, fishing,etc Attach any sleeve w/3 clips + adjstbl velcro wrist
A single cushion step for the perfect water temperature every time. Solving wasted time,water consumption and scalding water with one step.
A clip on handle for toilet seats.
Some closet clothes rods can be high and difficult to reach. My idea is for hangers with extendable hook.
SMART PHONE based ambulatory Blood Pressure monitor
EMP protection for everyone. While the governments are protected you aren't.
Take house calls on cell phone
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plush hanger for kid clothes
Plastic Bats with Removable Inserts to Tailor How Far The Ball Can Go. Bat Displays distance ball was hit on the bat on small LCD screen.
Cup holder induction charger.
Control your appliances with your own personalized voice commands.
D-Fleckta!
Hinged bike lock. Butterflies around front tire. Always attached to bike.
Hot dog, brat and hamberger buns should have a depression in them to hold the meat in place while having room for confections as well.
Auto Wallet
Foldable suitcase for motorcycles
Having a fitted top sheet makes making your bed easier and your top sheet will never become untucked from the bottom of the bed.
Folding Cabinet Stepping Stool
App for a natural gas or propane leak
Collaspable Travel Cup Holder
Jumbo corner eyelet - hang more.
illumipurse
Musical Zipper (for jeans/jackets/hoodies/shorts). Nylon zipper w/ metal closure and teeth at top that completes a circuit, playing a song.
Shower Tap that regulates the water temperature easily: don't be frustrated anymore!
Pivot Power with Expandable and Retractable Body, Expandable and Retractable Cord, and Mounting System for Indoor and Outdoor Use.
I have an invention that will help remove sweat from the foreheads of athletes, who wear gloves.
Have you ever had a flat tire/air leak that you wanted to plug but couldn't find the leak? Smoke in a Can will help you find the hole fast!
LIGHT/VERBAL REMINDER! Motion sensor activated. When you pass - it TALKS TO YOU! Set messages from app. Resub #480588 After eval feedback!
Car Holder for your BlueTooth or any other Ear Piece for your Cell Phone
Three separate organizer baskets will have handles,high sides,and compartments to carry cleaning supplies for certain projects.
Medicine bottle opener, :a tool to open medicine bottles, One that pushes down and turns.
Do you drink enough water every day? Here is SMART BOTTLE CAP-reminds you to drink water throughout a day. Auto reset with a twist. #SPOTSV
An improvement on Buddy Cups that are app enabled so when you tap/cheers them together you follow each other on Facebook.
to have glowing street signs and computer keyboards
Disposable Cellphone Charger
Disposable slip-on dryer sheets that eliminate smelly feet and saves those poor, nasty shoes from an early death!
Recycling old screw on threaded handles with quality SCRUZ products that adapt the old handles and solve the problem of reach and leverage.
My idea is a new style of a bathroom drain cover.
A curved arm with one end anchored beneath your pillow &amp; head and the other end is suspended above your face to hold a smartphone or book
20 Second Hand Wash Timer
Kitchen Fingers
Save money on your Air Conditioning/heating by remotely "closing off" unoccupied rooms using your Smart Phone, Laptop, or PC!
iphone unbreakable cable
Bluetooth Alert Router. Alerts the user to inbound calls or messages in hard to hear environments.
bluetheet
The Swiss Army Knife of Bar Tools!
It's a glove used to clean firearms. You can place sleeve attachments over the fingertips which can be used to brush/scrub, pick, and swab.
Remote Control Water Polo
The ultimate utensil to end the endless frustration of completely emptying peanut butter jars as well any food in a jar or can with ease!
Corrector tape Hole Filler
"Lojack" for purses - Find a lost purse or help police locate the person who stole it
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iPhone Explorer Scope - Capture and Send Telescope and Microscope Images to the Internet - Share the Universe!
It's in the Bag...paint cleanup solution.
Bucket of ice cube maker
A household duster that has a compartment to collect the dust as you clean.
universal utensil attachments - stand them up!
Sliding Window Blind Hooks and Eyes for wayward blinds on windy days.
Sauce/Ketch up Dispenser
Natur-Shield - The NO SKIN CONTACT Natural Bug Deterrent System
Space Dock, pivoting Iphone/Ipod charging dock plugs into USB port on right or left of space bar or laptop
The PLANT FRISBee makes watering your plants easy avoiding spills. It makes transporting your plants quick and easy.
A Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) lamp that is easily attached to the computer, and plugged in to the computer USB jack.
Pill Bottle Opener
pool raft rudder
Multi Watch
My idea is a pull tab for men and women who have issues getting their ID out from behind that little window in their wallet
1 Handed Corn Cob Turner: Now you can turn your corn cob with just 1 hand! Also,nest them together to avoid stabbing yourself or losing one.
Watermelon Cutting Board
Gunshot Detection device/system. Shot-Alert will instantly notify people that shots have been fired nearby, giving them time to take cover.
Hangtags are hangers with pockets for receipts, photos, etc. &amp; write-on panels to track when/where an item was worn, with what outfit, etc.
The cuff link butler. A device that clamps onto the sleeves holding the sleeve in place making it easy to insert cuff links. (Arthritis)
SMARTKIT: Instantly upgrade your car stereo. It's better than a carkit, it's the smartkit.
Smart Refrigerator Sniffer
D ring wall screws, simple easy way to hang chords,keys,3D art,Ect. without the use of tools,
STARRY SKIES - app enabled stick on stars that change colors. You control your own themes.
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
a rotating supply holder. On the side it will have a little electronic screen where there will be a calendar, TO DO list, alarms, there will
bucket liner
Gym Towel with a keys and wallet pocket
The Soap-Saver: A special ceramic dish that has a nonstick surface used to melt old soap chips to reform a solid piece of bar soap.
A line of high quality men's dress shoes with easily replaceable DIY soles/heels.
BIRD POOP! LEAVES! HEAT! RAIN! ALL THE THINGS THAT GET MY CAR DIRTY. MY IDEA IS A CAR UMBRELLA THAT CAN EASILY BE
ATTACHED ABOVE ANY CAR!
It's a universal electronic accessory that will make it easier to use your everyday mobile device.
A key holder for the Tesla Cars...
Vehicle /Travel improvement
Headaphone earbuds for rocking out to music... with no wires getting in your way. Small &amp; bluetooth enabled for music free from wires.
Bedbuddy
Bathtub Back and Neck Buddy
"Luggage ID": Find Your Luggage Quickly
Pour Spout that measures by count (time). Measure as little/much as you want in one pour.
The idea is to create a electric cutter for roasted chicken. The product works by moving down a plate with blades into a table with holes.
Safety Swing Mount
iCharge Power Hub - Charge your Mac, iPhone, iPad and iPod!
Lawn mower blade shapener
Travel/Emergency Hand-Crank Charger
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This product has the potential to become a requirement from the auto insurance industry. It could help individuals and auto dealerships.
iPhone with a bumper style case that allows inserts and a website for insert rentals.
Iphone case that is also a Leatherman like tool, with screwdriver, knife, corkscrew, etc.
Introducing a perfect innovate functional footrest bench. The bench is the very best advanced solution to furniture without a recliner.
It's called "Tan-lette" it's a disposable towlette - narrow and long with a string / cord "frame" that comes in a condom style wrapper...
Bee (and Wasp) Trap that is shaped like a Soda Can. Proven technology. Nothing like it! Perfect timing for Spring and Summer
The kitchen garbage can. In a quazillion years, no one's rethought it? Yet, it's really two products: Can & Bag. Let's put them together...
COMPLETE CLEANING CART w RECHARGE DOCKING STATION: Advanced cleaning cart makes cleaning quick and easy with all you need-where
you need it!
Count on Me: The new Abacus for children learning to count.
Bathroom counter top sink organizer.
*Pocket Table Leveler* I hate sitting down to a wobbly table when I'm eating out. This folding card fits in your wallet! Working prototype!
Do Beverage Right
No Boil Over
sweatproof/waterproof plastic case would hold an iPhone onto your sports bra or shorts waistband with a snap/clip/Velcro attachment.
LED countdown timer with light bar.
Elderly/family reminder app Tablet goes on fridge Displays events that affect them. EX.mom Dr appt on Wed at 10 am. flashes/sounds
Phone controlled lights
STACKABLE BAKING SHEETS - Increase Baking production by 1/3. Over a 4 hour period this is approximately 72 cookies depending on size. Thanks
Portable heating seat that can heat up car &amp; also be taken out and use at sporting activities, events, etc.
HANGER BASKET
External pocket.Put your pocket where there in none.
Bring your snowman to life. Lets make some stylish LED light kits to do that. Kit could have eyes, nose, buttons and pipe push ins!
This mobile app would allow anyone to link to anyone else's GPS in order to allow a direct link to each other's whereabouts.
Smart Strip
Aerobic Fitness Tester
A one legged case that doubles as a monopod for panorama pics and desk stand.
Rhombus
Problem: My teabag string falls in the cup
Bluetooth Rechargeable Wall Adapter With LED Sockets &amp; USB Extensions On Command:App-enabled on iPhone 5.Optional Non-Rechargeable.
Artificial holiday tree with lights in the base and fiber optics in "trunk" to carry light to the "bulbs" which can be any shape or color.
When using phone as a game controller add on hardware for the phone such as a wheel for driving or a gun for shooting could be needed.
Imagine it's lunch time and the meal you have is soggy. The reason for this is your glass container has no dividers .This idea solves that.
Combo tool - Muddler/Bottle Opener/CorkScrew
A heated windshield cover that allows for a quick and easy way to clear your car windshield of snow and ice.
Ladle strainer. A ladle - flip with your thumb, itâ€™s a strainer. Great addition to the Ventu, Strain and Serve kitchen product.
Smart germicidal UV lamp for the bathroom that keeps the bathrooms sterile in a very inexpensive,chemical free,environmentally friendly way.
A Hanging, Quick-Steaming Garment Bag Removes All of the Wrinkles From Your Clothes In No Time
Line Extension for Totem. Totem Snack Cups. Stacks to dry and stacks when filled. Has lids.
Garbage Alert App: Know When Waste Management Has Disposed of Your Trash Before You Retrieve Your Trash Can
The new kind of accessory for Smartphone. Complete your fashion for Smartphone(or portable device) with this! It is replaceable!
No picking up disgusting dog poop with your hands. Environmentally friendly, huge market potential with 78.2 million owned dogs in US.
"Quirky Fit" for Apple. It Wraps around your waist while you exercise. Now you can take your cards, car keys &amp; Apple accessory with you!
This is a tool that will assist the lineman and make his time on the pole a lot easier and speed up the job bring him down sooner good thing
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Ski Boot Assistant
Cool Drinks - without ice dilution!
Let there be light!
It's a simple fiberfilled spot with a velcrowed back to be placed anywhere in your car where you need a spot of comfort either knee or elbow
Plug-In Charging Shelf for Cell Phone or iPod Plugs into Wall Outlet includes Extra Electrical Outlet! Could Include Nightlight or Speakers.
Self-stirring coffee mug
Grease Trap
Rubber Tube with Slit &amp; Rings to place on hanger lower bar to hang scarves/belts/ties. #spotsv
New Designed Computer Screen!
Kitchen Countertop Robotic Cleaner
1st EVER SPRAY NOZZLE W/"WATER POWERED" LED LIGHT-Water flowers, plants, wash your car with this device for those who work in the yard
late!
Case with Loop : Get a better grab of your iPad! - Flush when not in use!!!
This is a low cost easy to put wall switch embellisher
Stylus pen with lens cleaner spray and screen cleaning pad. Keep your phone &amp; tablet clean &amp; germ free.
Keep the bugs and water away from your guests' food!
A hooked wand that would automatically wraps and tightens an elastic or other material around the hair with one hand to create a ponytail.
Bring the cocktail party with you. The Collapsible Bar has all the tools you need to make just about any drink, at home or on the go.
Tired of bland walls? But dont want2paint? Great4college students! Its sticky back fabric paper to stick to your walls, any color or print.
Lotion Catcher
Pressure Washer or Generator or SnowBlower Adapter for your Lawn Mower to utilize the existing engine/base/wheels/handle. Save storage space
Clog Free Cap
A throw away water bottle shaped to fit into the standard water bottle cage on bicycles. Available wherever water is sold.
"Beach Boarders"
Extendo -Wiper - Wand
This product is a gravity fed laundry detergent dispensary hose and nozzle, bringing the detergent directly to the machine with no drips.
Simple bluetooth
Universal PIN reminder CARD - ONE pin (or set of colors) discovers the rest. 100% SECURE. 100% RELIABLE #SPOTSV
Solar power + rechargeable battery pack for iPhone 5
plush hanger for kid clothes
SUNDIAL TOWEL: a novelty item for the beach that tells time.
Smart Camera
THE TOOTHBRUSH UMBRELLA keeps your toothbrush, elec toothbrush &amp; Bobble timer clean &amp; protected from yucky drips. Great for messy
kids
Adaptive Volume Control
A GPS device shaped like a credit card that you keep in your wallet. If you lose your wallet, simply go to the app on your phone to find it
Mini Stash Can for bathrooms, bedrooms, office, etc. Put the roll of bags right in the can, pull bag out to use
Face plate for light switch that is sound activated or time activated to turn lights on or off.
App Enabled Waist Measuring Tape. Keep track of your inches on your iPhone.Great for a seamstress.
A barrier to keep stuff from disappearing under your appliances
Pill Bottle Opener
iPad case with a disc player
Cordless Crock Server, Say goodbye to cold queso! Now serve it to guests outdoors, tailgating, by the pool... ~ no plug needed
A Spatula/Spoon for cooking and serving. High temperature resistant silicone spatula with deep spoon center. Ideal for making cupcakes.
Prevent cat litter from landing on your floor with rubber clips that secure bags under the litter tray lip.
Self Cleaning Carpet Rake
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Headphone Dancing light set
NO MORE GETTING UP TO GET ANOTHER COLD DRINK! This is a mini fridge that is installed as a console between two sofa chairs.
Car alert sensor for children
Frame with attachment for lanyard
Simple twist earbud cord manager. That plugs into your headset plug! An easy way to keep your earbuds within reach!
Recycle Container Bag
Everyday Moms and Dads are saying these three words: MAKE YOUR BED! Kids hate making their beds. Until Now with the NEAT SLEEP
Mr.Soap
Goodbye iPhone/iPad snooping!! iPhone case/app in which you select information to be blocked to people borrowing your iPhone/iPad!
How do you know if your car is getting broken into while your in church or the grocery store? Answer is alert sound on a remote for you
Eye Relief: Eye Exerciser
FLU/COLD KIT: A convenient packaging of essentials for when youâ€™re sick. Portable caddy/pkg of tissues, cleaning wipes, meds, etc.#SPOTSV
Digital piggy bank with fingerprint scanner lock and Unlock.
#spotsv Exfoliating Lip Balm - Gets rid of rough, flaky lips with a resurfacing tool + a moisturizing aloe balm. 2-in-1 product under $5.00!
"Bag Dividers" - Keep your groceries organized!
Step Into Bed
Retractable Iphone, Ipade, Ipod, Keychain.
Catch some zzzzZZZZ anywhere, with Snooze Cuddler
iPod case w/ charger
I-View 3-D. Screen Protector Cover that makes your device 3-D &amp; provides quality clarity &amp; picture. Great for Videos
Multi water balloon filler attachment to a garden hose
Double ended Muddler,bottler opener,with handle
Improve the fender for ipad 2, make a change to the fender to provide a place to insert your thumb when holding the ipad in your hand.
Resub - Smart controlled outdoor gas BBQ. Turns on/off, up/down. Monitors temp of BBQ & food. tray automatically turns meat over.
Rain boots made of a molded, shock-absorbing foam material similar to what's used for Crocs shoes and sandals.
Do the soles of your feet burn when tanning outside? Imagine washable peds that provide UV protection and keep them cool and dry.
Multi clean spray bottle
Rear view Mirror for Bikers
Walk your children in an umbrella stroller without back pain! Height isn't an issue anymore with my safe built-in adjustable handlebar.
Double Stop Door Stop
Ultra PC Cooler Cabinet
iPad Mounting Kit
CyberProTexion w/miniGPS/microchipped digiCAM Embedded Within"Prompting Quick Recovery of Your Priceless Bicycle,MotorCycle,Moped etc
Concerned about someone breaking into your portable safe or taking it outright? Introducing CoolVault that is in your fridge!
KEYBOARD SLEEVE -------------- A silicone iPad sleeve thatÂ´s an iPad Keyboard too!
Hot dog, brat and hamberger buns should have a depression in them to hold the meat in place while having room for confections as well.
Ball Retriever
QUICK PITCH TENT
Adjustable height beacvh chair so you can stay at the water's edge even as the tide comes in
Washable Raised Edge Placemats. Catches spills. No more food going off the table on to the floor.(collaboration with DQ)
A Biometric fingerprint portable garage door opener. Help to safeguard yourself from having your house ransacked as you are away at work.
MIXOLOGY MAT. Now your guests can make their own cocktail concoctions and you can enjoy the party.
I-phone portable speaker Yin-Yang shape, that protects the screen from damages.
Doggy Pee-Pee Post Grass Saver
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Children's Play Pen/Crib Lined with Glow in The Dark Glowing Rubber So You Can See Child While Sleeping at Night Time or When in Dark Room.
iPod Shuffle mini boombox! Share music with friends, or give your ears a break from the earphones!
Headphones that constantly detects the outside noise level to adjust volume so the wearer doesn't have to.
Parties on the deck are great, but there is never enough space. Wouldn't it be nice if you could mount a serving table to the railing?
A device that scans my bills in and is linked to my checking account to pay them by the due date. Scan reciepts to organize spending
An IPad glove which holds your IPad/Tablet with Velcro and will prevent your hand from getting tired holding it upright.
With this â€œFlushyâ€ device, at toilet people will feel comfortable to relieve naturally, instead being embarrassed.
The Escape Mixer
Shower water guard will prevent undesirable cold water from shocking your body when first entering the shower until warmed to your liking.
The run for ice-cream
The perfect compliment to Houstons ToothPaste dispensing brush. Its the Kids sleep over kit. Includes the mini ToothPaste dispensing brush
Urine and feces sensor for diapers.
ProJack
Pill Bottle Opener
Side protectors (4 sides only) reusable in any device (iphone/ipad/ipod/any); Side buttons are not covered; lighter; slimmer
Bathroom emergency unlocker
Get more out of your chapstick. Accessories that attach to the chapstick cap: flashlight, emergency whistle, pill box. RESUB #spotsv
An issue for many students living in the dorms is noise; noise can keep students from sleeping when they get the opportunity.
Share a special connection with someone by sharing a case design that becomes something more when they are together!
smartCut
Portable Hammock & Folding Canvas Bed
Send a bat signal (lighted signal} to your friends in a dark location using the bright light on the Iphone.
A device that makes sure that you will never ever lose your iPhone, iPad, iPod or Mac again.
Cooking Fat Syringe
This is an update of my mini microwave,it should be named the heated lunch box,it will be lunch box size with its own carrying case.
Durable, beverage name tags that will fit virtually any drink. Strong enough to re-use yet inexpensive enough to accidentally throw away.
Smartphone case with the charger built in. Protect and charge it. The cord is hidden in the case and then pops out to plug in to charge
CORDIES+USB+COMBO LOCK. Wrap your cord, locks your usb stick inside the storage compartment, plug in your usb stick.
GPS STICKERS: Keep track of the things you value most.
iPad finger cushion
Pivot Power with Expandable and Retractable Body, Expandable and Retractable Cord, and Mounting System for Indoor and Outdoor Use.
MyMy Mini Shower for Kids
Self-Lowering Toilet Seat. Must Meet Critical Criteria!
Discreet Bedside washcloth steamer. Now there's no need get out of bed after an encounter with your partner.
Biggie
Trash bin has handle/wheels/ventilation/battery power to push up full trash bag. Never carry/pull up indoor trash bag to outdoor bins
perfect practice mat
Now a 2 in 1 coffee stirrer and spoon in one! No more messy countertops or searching around for spoons, attaches easily to any coffee maker!
Does your baby only fall asleep in the car? This motorized infant seat mimics the motion of a car to save you time, energy and gas.
BloHole Scented Smoking Device
The better sponge mop head.
welding screen roll away
iPhone case contains built in lens and works with App to turn iPhone into a REAL wireless bluetooth optical mouse.
wireless Kinder cam for cars
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Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
My idea is a decorative gum disposal unit that can be used at any restaurant.
A safe with a bill collector for saving money. It will lock until a desired amount or date is reached. to help teach children about saving.
Outside portable glow in the dark dance floor
Easily find lost dryer sheets with brightly colored clips! Snap on to the dryer sheet and they can be quickly seen or felt in your laundry.
AppAlarmDateRapeDrugTestDevice
CELL PHONE POCKET: Organize Your Pocket While Increasing Your "Swimmies" [VIDEO]
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
My idea is a weighted can/bottle holder - everytime someone takes a sip of their drink they are lifting weights. Weight can start at 2pds.
This cargo carrier is a secure way to transport pizza, take out foods, cake boxes, drink cups, etc., while protecting the seat of your car.
Tablet Clamps: Clamp your tablet to your laptop and use 2 computers at the same time easily!
POP!
Brilliant method for restoring phone screen brightness back to normal when its been turned so low that its impossible to read the screen.
The SINGALONG SHOWER GEL ------ you know you want one. so come on and moisturiSING along.
Automatic Spice Dispencer
Expanding picture frames!!!! Able to connect them on the wall, Make zig-zags, vertical or horizontal rows of your favorite pictures
Here is a device that can save your iPhone/iPad. With the slim connector that manually locks to your device and the rope around your wrist.
Easy Fold
A protective two piece slide in place case that not only protects your iphone but also charges it. With solar technology.
Thereâ€™s a vast market tea pot collectors.Fortune teapot: A stylized form.Buyer: Sophisticated collector with discretionary income.
Smart Balance
satellite that will be more access to the community as well as the public. The idea is an indoor satellite dish as small as a flat attenna
The hair-pad. A device for collecting hair in the shower before it clogs the drain.
Affordable natural gas turbine electricity generator 30%-50% less expensive than electricity from your utility.
Sprinkler
Create a bracelet that changes its colour each time we receive message on iphone. It would be connected to our phone by bluetooth conexion.
Integrated Fan. Flip fan out to use. Flip back to hide. No need to carry an adapter. People need a breeze when they least expect it.
BEN WANTS INVENTION! Well here it is! Bluetooth keyboard: your fingers never leave home row. SIMULATION VIDEO.
The idea is for an auto "nite vision" glasses.
Remember My Pills Light. Set the hourly dial and the light flashes to remind you. 125,000 people/yr die in the US not taking pills properly.
Wi-Fi Rice Cooker:With App on the iPhone 5.
Mini-size Vacuum-Shredder with a motorized shredder in its core or by the hose connection for: spacesaving/documentdestroying/reusablebags .
A magnetic bug scrubber that will sandwich the windshield like a fish tank cleaner. scrub the outside of your winshield from the inside.
Space Saving Shower Holders
Paint can paint return device
Securely and comfortably hold your iPad with ONE HAND! Utilizes an industrial strength suction cup attached to a palm-sized ball.
A portable, lightweight case with a built in speaker snaps on the back of the iPhone to amplify music and make audio much clearer.
toothpaste that get's the job done right, without getting rid of the tastes of what you were consuming. bacon, blueberry pie, coffee, etc
Sleek heel fix
Condiment station with non-drip ice tray
step n stow
Inline skis Cross country skiing. The low-impact, total body workout. Nordic Skiing burns more calories that any other sport. resub
The ice blade is a simple but revolutionary device.It keeps your smoothies etc cool and fresh . Enabling you to drink your smoothies all day
Disposable antibacterial pocket liners which sterilise when you put your hands in your pockets. A must have for all trade show participants!
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FUN FAN it is fan that spreads fragrance when used
Headphones w/ Pandora Radio thumbs up/down buttons on the wire w/ the volume so you can like or dislike a song w/o unlocking your phone
Fragranced Vents
#spotsv - Kitchen Fridge - Magnetic Crevice Protector - Keep Crumbs out! Resubmit (over 200 votes)
A car seat cover that keeps drivers alert/warms/massages. Program app with E.T.A. then pad ; vibrates talks and nudges driver. Aux power
Smart ball (of any sport). You select an area on the app, if the ball goes out it alerts you. Safe for kids.
LIQUOR INFUSING: It's the hot new trend in home bar tending 'nuff said.
Step Shovel: Snow shovel that completely eliminates back and arm pain by using the force of your leg. Clean your driveway of snow easily.
A mouthguard with a camera mount on it! Why? Because no perspective of filming is better than first person. Filming would never be the same!
Hand Held Portable Air Conditioning Unit.
A street light out of your hotel room window? This will make it dark!
A badge reel with interchangable face plates that can be high end and classy or cheesy and fun. A unique way to express yourself at work.
"Read between the lines." A Piano Key Necktie that actually plays. True to original form. Transmits via stereo jack to iPhone. More options.
Healthy Susan Fridge
Test
GRILLZ - Protective grill mask specially designed to prevent snow/water flowing in the engine compartment and help start on cold winter days
A crystal clear,see through case to show off the many colors of the new Iphone 5s and the larger Iphone Math.
Extenda-switch. For toddlers and children. Brings the ability to turn on and off lights to their level.
Have you ever needed an extra cup holder in your car, but only wanted it there when you needed it? Then The glove box cup holder is for you
Ooh my aching back! Feel that way after shoveling,raking,gardening? No more! Quickly attach BACKEZE WONDERGRIP to tool handle before use.
Electric Pet Brush
Expandable Gardening Support Tool. Adjustable Cage that makes Growing plants and vegetables more practical and convenient. resub
let their be light
I love playing badminton in my backyard in the summer at dusk, but my birdie gets hard to see. Quick bring out the "FIBER OPTIC SHUTTLECOCK"
decorative Ceramic lid and spoon rest. It will have two circles and the middle section shaped like a cone to rest the handle of the lid.
PLUG SHELF with cable anchors - just hang against a table and place your power strips, routers, HDDs ETC. No floor mess. #SPOTSV
Tired of picking up that same silky/wide neck shirt time &amp; time again b/c it wont stay on the hanger? There is finally a permanent solution!
hate bugs and that nasty smelling bug repellent, how about a perfume and a cologne that specializes in repelling those nasty critters
Apt Washing machine
THE BUCKLE: Clip your iPhone to your belt like a buckle.
HAT-UMBRELLA. Men /Women /Babies lightweight, very thin , foldable Sun/Rain HAT-UMBRELLA with inflatable rim/edge. Inflatable only rim !!!
Multi-Purpose Garbage Bag Holder â€“Rake leaves into a bag without any bending. Adjustable handle to reach different length and easy storage
Don't let your house burn down because you didn't clean out the dryer's lint tray!!! Use Dryer Lint trap Alarm
Wine Screw Pump - Combine a wine saver vacuum pump with a corkscrew.
Portable Umbrella Dryer Case
Glass Smoothie or Shake Jar, seals for on the run use. BPA free, with straw fold out!
Lava lamp of the future
Classic Sunflower-iMac inspired articulating speaker stand for iPad
AlarmingAdulterationOfBeverage
many times when cleaning blinds they are really difficult to clean.
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Do you have trouble remembering usernames/passwords for different sites? Problem Solved: Finger Print Reader!! No longer remember either!!!
The Crouch Pod Pro
A tooth brush or equivalent that is truly ultra-sound. The dentist has similar, but not practical for home use.
A strong, stable, self-standing bedside rail to assist those with back pain and muscle weakness in entering, turning in and rising from bed.
E-Brush joints &amp; corners
"RALPH"- Ok,so it's a puke bucket...breaks my heart when my 4 year old sadly walks around with his pail, a sick buddy would definitely help!
Wisconsin Student Passport
This mobile app would allow anyone to link to anyone else's GPS in order to allow a direct link to each other's whereabouts.
Mini-iPad external hard drive: Get your overflow of pictures organized.
Prayer Square-a photo cube with friends &amp; family names on each side to remind me who to pray for.Needs cool design/doors cover the names.
Multi-stage security system
Make an interactive sex app so you can play against another real live person (wife,stranger). There will be a free version, and paid version
WINK app enabled Modern style portable gas hearths.
Scratch Buddy
Baby Bottle Leash All babies and toddlers throw their bottles and cups on the floor in amazement to themselves and headaches for us
Spring loaded housing device to store toilet rolls. Roll pops up, grab and another will pop up in its place. Close lid and repeat.
Turn Any Dog into a Guard Dog by letting your dog tell you "What is Going On", from a far.
A portable, lightweight case with a built in speaker snaps on the back of the iPhone to amplify music and make audio much clearer.
DRY PEOPLE FOOD. Nutritionally complete. Prepared and sold just like cat and dog food as relief for starving people around the world.
An easy &amp; interesting way to connect with people.
Magnicookware
The Trunk Organizer & Storage Compartments
BRAINTRAIN - ENDLESS GAME OPTIONS - BRAIN TEASE WITH PICTURES AND WORDS
Jewels
Toaster Bento. Pop-in, Drop-down Toaster Containers. (By AJM)
An easy clean mat to go under a child's chair at the dining room table.
A Quadruple speakers headphones, Apple Brand designed with two different speakers inside each headphone
GLOVE BOX CADDY No more awkward inaccessible cup holders or phones lost between the seats! New and Improved! UC last time around.
HRG Safety System
A Pan Thermometer: tells you the temperature of your pan, and alerts you when it is fully preheated. (see pics)
Pole Leash
MOM! WHERE ARE MY SHOES? Now they can find them without asking you!
A Better Lent Collector
Battery powered cooler
universal utensil attachments - stand them up!
An electric motorized swing and rocking chair. I have lots of other great ideas also.
Ticker Tape! Something to cover up the annoying news ticker at the bottom of so many T.V. stations!
Trackerz - Line of various product for tracking all sorts of things, usage, people, and animals.
A way for parents to stop being bitten by their teething children when they are applying teething gel to their sore gums is needed.
The jar will collapse like an accordion.
Combine/enhance two Quirky items. Create a round Plug Hub to surround a Power Pivot to allow bulk adaptors and still keep wires managed.
CARD STAND FOR ANY SMARTPHONE , practical, easy to use , beautiful , amazing graphics(like textures, cartoons , etc ,check the picture ).
A cutting board, with a stainless steel grater attached that can be used both as a grater and a food container.
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A Sound Investment
Soap Caddy is a device that makes it easy to wash those unreachable areas while taking a shower. No more dropping the soap while showering.
Retractable iPhone Case
Beer bottle cap opener and collector to recycle stainless steel caps
Hate unloading your dishwasher? Dishwasher-safe shelves can easily be removed and placed in your cabinets for quick and organized clean-up.
Shower Head Holder by Born, to be permanently placed in any desired location of your shower.
Tube umbrella that keeps you dry while getting in/out of your car.ejects and retracts out the end of the tube. and has a cap for end.
Trailer hitch lock
Pump Socks - Narrow Feet "Expand" to Fit Normal Shoes (air pockets inflate). Extra cushioning too!
The Pea Bag! Ergonomically designed bags for body parts to hold freezer bags of frozen peas,ice chips to help with sports injuries.
A TUB COVER EASY AND FAST TO INSTALL, WATER PROOF AND CAPABLE TO ISOLATE THE HEAT,USING SUCTION CUPS TO UPHOLD
THE COVER AGAINST THE TUB
SEAT BELT TRAVEL PILLOW - Clip on to your seat belt and adjust as needed without having to hold it in place. Remove it and take it with you.
Handy Outlet raises up 24" - convenient &amp; accessible. Don't crouch or twist to reach low or hidden outlets. Simply remove cover &amp; plug in.
Retractable Dry-Erase Pen
Print grocery lists, directions, instructions, recipes, or schedules. For records or share with other people. Bluetooth allows fast printing
an idea for a insulated magnetic glove that holds nails and screws instead of getting frustrated trying to get them out of your pocket
Retractable High Heels
Hitting snooze on the alarm clock wonâ€™t get you up. This alarm wonâ€™t stop going off until you are in the shower
Double duty litter scoop.

Litter scoop that switches from scooping to sifting at the press of a button. One scooper to rule them all!

A multi-outlet iPhone 5 wall/tabletop charger - AC, USB, and Lightning.
Search Engine
A 2 liter bottle holder that holds your bottles upside down so the soda does not go flat
Power Carpet
15FT TALL HOLIDAY DECORATION. No strings, blowers, stakes. Lighted, light weight, installs in minutes, stores easily. ALL HOLIDAYS - UNIQUE!
Paint Dispensing Roller Tray
iPhone Dock Adapter System for Mophie Juice Pack Air Case
Over the Door Stall bar stands on the wheels rather than hanging on the door,with weight-resistant "boots-hooks" with wheels.Adults,kids.
Stop waking up the whole house. Wear this simple vibrating alarm clock wristband.
Have more than one child under two? Tried getting them in the car by yourself?without going back/forth in the house to get the other child?
A reusable clone coffee pod for those coffee makers that sell one time use pods to use their brand of coffee
Nobody likes to pick up lots of little toys . Now you can do it all in one fail swoop into one container.
thigh sleeves - prevent thighs from rubbing and chafing when wearing skirts or shorts - no pantyhose in summer! No thigh/knee pant buldges
BELTS STORAGE BOX - keep your belts in place and organized better. Also with compartments for accessories. #SPOTSV
CHIN SHAPERS
Application to access personal credit bureau reports
Hose with shortcut
MouthWash/Toothpaste Shower
Travel Disposible Bath Mats
Do you want to go for a walk with your newborn and toddler? Newborn in the stroller but where's the toddler if not in the stroller?
Baby food Smasher
Kid step stool with scale. A kid stool that also serves as a scale. Open to collaboration
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Women go to salons to get waxed and groomed, but what about men? There is nothing that caters to men in this dept. MALE MINI VACUUM TRIMMER!
The Powerbak Iphone case. Goodbye plugging in and cord$. Hello freedom. Seamlessly swap out used external battery packs with a fresh one.
Folding Space Saver Shelf
iPinata
Clear, aluminum or white Mac Pro Case
portable oven
The CLEAN CLIPPER can be Clipped on any table and allows you to easily clean of your table + Holds a bar to hang your cloth &amp; a small broom.
Toe Caps
Cordies for air hoses and extension cords. I could use these at my job.
Low cost refrigerator door monitor and alarm. Product would retail for under $5 in retail and grocery stores.
clothes hanger with magnets
Add a playful touch element to you child's bathroom with this revolutionary shower curtains for Kids.
â€˜Go Fetch!â€™
Pegged Kitchen Bar Stools Convert to Step Stools with ease.
A Bottomless Coffee Maker! A coffee maker that is always full to solve the problem of the empty office (restaurant, hotel, party....) pot.
Boing boing
Sport's Bottle/Gym Bottle with a built in fan. Run, Exercise &amp; keep cool all at the same time. How Quirky can it get?
More than one child under 1 or even 2 years old? Having to "take turns" between the exersaucer and the walker? No more...!
Shushie
Smart Keys
The PiggyBatt
lets make a t-shirt printer, small printer has tracks and walks down as it prints
Obesity is a problem for dogs today. Now there's a way to keep track of how much exercise they get. Introducing the first "Pooch-ometer."
EASY TO CLEAN TRASHCAN!
"Wearable Warm Gel inserts" have texture and feel of a regular shoe insert, yet you can warm up the gel by inserting in a microwave oven.
Let's Change How the World Eats Tacos with a Homemade Tortilla Cone Maker
Check if the cake is ready without taking it out of the oven or burning your hands!
USB accessory to display notifications on the laptop/computer it is connected to, while charging the iPhone at the same time.
Flip-flps with heated soles, for the eternal beach bum.
ACCORDIKUP---THE CUP AND STRAW COMBO
Unique clutch grip for iPad mini. Great for children and small hands alike. Doubles as dock and stand! Detailed concept!
App Enabled Tray
Inexpensive, easy to use, phone and computer app makes your passwords and account info unusable by hackers but simple to access by you.
RESUBMIT)Adjustable Pad for ladder step for your knees to lean on while painting or doing maintenance. GREAT FOR LOWES
Smart Padlock:With Voice Recognition &amp; Speech Activation features,WiFi &amp; App.Open sesame.
Beer Bottle Reusable Protective Cap
Build your own smartphone
AdvancedLifeSupportBloodInfo
Hang-N-Dry Portable Clothes Dryer
Time Release Food Safe. Diet, portion control device. Never overeat again!
Lost your keys? Introducing quir-Key: The ultimate key finder!!!
Circular Saw Blade Holster Complete protection for todays most used tool Offers; Storage, Protection and Dollar Savings to end users
A moving sprinkler controlled by an app to simplify work.
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Storm shelter emergency beacon
Arch Supports for flip flops These Arch supports have an adhesive back that attaches to your flip flops more comfort for the flat footed
described in box below
A decal that matches your car color and fits the entire panel of your car to hide scratches and dings. Hood panels for your favorite team.
lock door
AplicaciÃ³n computadoras y smartphones donde el equipo que estemos usando se ponga en modo bebe, es decir que puedan tocar los chicos.
Sticky plates
Mantis Station. Iphone dock with Mantis like led light. Removable light can be used as desk light, night light or flashlight!
Minni Whipped Cream Cans!!!
Bag lady grocery bag carrier
Acoustic Brain-Spacer
It would be amazing to have cupcake/ muffin paper liners that have measurements of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 on the inside of the paper cup.
velcro closing clothes for people after they have surgery or have handicaps and disabilties that are fashinable and functional to wear
Sensors that you attach to objects you misplace on a regular basis in your everyday life. You then find them with sound by using an app.
Oil up Fill dispenser press down on top to release the right amount of oil to grease up cupcake,baking pans(pics give you the concept)RESUB
Can that tree hit my house?
The Touchscreen Alarm Watch That's Easy to Set
A revolutionary new ball design,replacing the spherical standard ball. The rules stay the same but the game becomes quicker.
The Clean-Sweep is an "Electronic Dustpan" that allows the user to clean up more and be more efficient anywhere in large or small homes!
Stove & Oven Boil Over Spill Catcher (Round 2)
The "TacPac" a convenient highly functional carry case to hold all your contact lens' need items for on the go! Kid & Adult friendly!
Advance HD PVR Media Player
Pull down shower liner inclosed in the shower rod. The inner liner pulls down like a projector screen and clasps to the side of the tub.
Hard Hat Cooling Fan! Keeps your head cool while your out in the field working in the hot Sun. Battery powered or Solar Powered
Electric Vehicle Flow-Battery
SAVE THE KERNELS!!!!!!! All in One POPCORN BOWL! As a mom of a kid with food allergies we pop ALOT of popcorn but we waste ALOT of
kernels!
cleaning crystals
Diecast Car Display stand, display that out of package car on a stand so it doesn't roll around your desk, for bigger cars too - #spotsv
A TWO STORY COMBINATION CAT BED/LITTER BOX/SCRATCHING POST THAT FITS INTO A CORNER AND CAN BE CUSTOMIZED. USES
LESS SPACE THEN HAVING ALL 3.
Small, voice activated device with mini transponders that locate misplaced remote controls, telephone handsets, or other electronic devices.
Smart Next-Gen Ceiling Fan
ReBar
An iPhone case that has a built-in camera button
Rinsing After Brushing Is Important. Make It Easy By Having A Small Cup Part Of The Brush's Handle. Green Solution-No More Paper Cups!
Tired of Yelling? Bracelet to get your child's attention.(PDHINVENTIONS)
Resubmit)They have spray chalkboard, spray whiteboard so how about SPRAY ON PAPER. Great for kids and crafters. over 150 votes
It's about time to get a Qui-Ki (quick key), the answer to our bunch of keys blues
"LURE" For black/green olives, jalapenos, pickles, peppers in a jar. See (primitive) video! p.s. it works
Windshield Wiper/Shade
Dryer disc
Biodegradable ink for high lighters and pens that will become invisible in 3 1/2 to 4 month (average college semester)
Catch stretch (a case for a mobile phone)
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Combination cleaning brush and toothbrush, forming a 2 in 1 product which can clean large surfaces as well as corners, edges & small spaces
Kids watch with built-in sonic tape. Teach kids to estimate distances in feet. Also says time out loud to help them learn to tell time.
The idea is a new design on the handle. Rather than put pressure on the wrist it redirects pressure to the forearm or past the wrist.
Keep the little ones safe and out of trouble with a tension gate that holds itself in place on book shelves, entertainment systems or others
Back to School with Smart Lock
Stats app- team or individual
Use shake flashlight charger mechanism in bike pedal arm to charge battery or flash pedal light.Make pedals up and down motion work for you!
This is an improvement of singing candles; enable the candle to play songs and greetings of your Smartphone.
Remote Control Bumper Car Pick-Up - Race and bump your way to collect shaped objects worth points! Have teams! Create fun obstacle courses!
An app that scans non winning scratch tickets and is able to copy them in to the second chance drawings for you.
A new way to freshen the air in your house. Without the eye sores of fresheners sitting around or the hassle of spraying everywhere.
Your iPhone just told you to put on some Sun Screen.
A wall mount for game consoles, such as PS3, XBOX and Wii. Eliminates clutter, and keeps the console out of reach of little prying hands.
Car-Go
An off-the-rack bra with custom fitting for women with one breast smaller than the other. The smaller breast is supplemented with padding.
Reinventing the luggage! Don't have space to storage your luggage while not in use? Do you suffer with it going up the stairs? Read all...
Connect a patio umbrella to deck Keeps the table from tipping & umbrella from becoming a missile while allowing the umbrella 2 turn in place
simple mobile for uneducated
Indirect Learning Technique + Key Medical Knowledge + Mach 3 Speed Reaction Rate = Potential for Saving a Child or Adult's Life.
Illum-Earrings: Time to change baby and teenage girls earrings with those light stylish LED lighten designs! Please check all pictures !
The Invisible pocket! A pocket you can place anywhere from inside of clothes. Carry your money-cell phone-keys. A Heavy duty magnetic sack.
The Detachable Hand Vacuum / Dustpan!!! The dust pan that sucks!!! Resub 346 votes!
A single collapsible pole with attachments for sweeping, dusting, mopping, and polishing all in a convenient caddy would do the trick.
Get some balls. BathBalls prevent bath burn injuries.
Foldable and Portable Chair Desk. Have a writing chair anywhere! Good for using laptops too.
Baby car seat coat
The Brick Table lets you sift through a pile of Legos to find the one you need and funnel all the others back into their storage bin.
Adjustable cup holder that mounts easily on any surface and inclination with temperature regulator!
Filling a leaf bag is difficult due to its instability when empty. My product "EZ Bag" keeps rigidity and aids in the filling process.
#spotsv Retractable Bracelet with charm of your choice in an emergency it will hold up the zipper of your pants Collaboration with Andy Sam
The Sofa Box
Scented Light Bulb Covers-Turning on your lights produces heat that releases different aromas into your room. Ability to change scents!
Score!
smoker packets
This is an improvement on the standard "Ambu-Bag" used by medical professionals to give respirations to someone that isn't breathing
Stylist's Best Friend
SPICY BAKING TOOTHPICKS
Oscillating Power Scrubber
IPHONE IPAD GUITAR (watch video)
Glass of wine elegant and functional. (to complete the Quirky vine set devices : Re-sub)
Peel potato with hand gloves is totally ergonomic. Having total control to easily skin potato effortlessly, molding smoothly on your hands.
iBackpack
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Men are you tired of hearing women telling you to put the toilet seat down Worry no more introducing a toilet seat with a foot pedal lift
Tired of walking around with baby spit up on your shoulder?. Burp cloth that stays in place.
A smartphone app and companion fan that can be controlled remotely, allowing users to change the direction of the wind or speeds
La Biberon
The ChopSip combines the two functions of eating solid food with a chopstick and drinking with a straw into a single new utensil.
Cooking Fat Syringe
biker DRESS
Personal lubricant in single-use foil packet, connected with perforated edge to a condom.
It's all in my head! How do I get into yours? Quirky Virtual Design Studio. With QVDS virtual prototype designer, the world can see it.
Scoop 3000, Pet Waste made Easy,
My idea is a snap on pencil attachment that allows you to house more erasers and solve the problem of them always getting stuck.
Quirky Eagle Beak
Customized greeting cards for patients Each card has a picture of the oweee one might have Example: hand,knee,foot,eye,elbow,nose,heart
A waterproof box 15"x15"x15" that has a flap at the base that can be pushed in between the seat and the back of the chair to anchor it.
My idea is a bath scrubing brush that u slip on your feet just like a slippers,This makes it easy to scrub ur tub without having to kneel.
The jacket suit
Steady cam counter wheigt
BUG - BEE- GONE !
There is only two great reason to buy this product and that is because is product saving water and saving money. It doesn't get much easier
#spotsv Daily Jewelry Mirror Valet for Your Mirror Sticks on with Suction Cups ~ Hang what you plan to wear with your outfit
The Armpit Protector. It is like a maxipad but for the armpit. This pad will stick to the shirt in the armpit area and it will absorb sweat.
Ice Blocker
Who loves Blue Cheese Olves? But who likes stuffing them? How about a cheese gun that holds lots of cheese and then inserts it into olives?
have a disk shaped battery that has 4 usb ports will make charging multiple devices easy
Stand up charger. No more laying down your phone.
Use the front passenger seat for extra cargo space. There just never seems to be enough space in the cup holders or the center consoles.
Hinged Cable Adapter that Works with All Electronic Connectors
Milk app probe spout test freshness, notifies of est expiration date and fluid levels. Fits gallon and half gallon!
Soft Glow, Warm Light, "EYELUMINATE" a New , Fresh approach to waking up in the morning. Take it personal, and let the morning Glow.
Beam
Enjoy your iPad while you watch real fish swim! This sturdy iPad stand has a fish tank integrated into it.
Got sweaty, smelly, sore feet? Fresh Feet are disposable, peel &amp; stick, cotton shoe/sandal liners. Soft pad absorbs odor &amp; wicks moisture.
Sleep in peace! The comforter designed with two people in mind - but also four seasons.
DIGITAL FACE DANCE PARTNER.
A tuna can that drains itself so that the consumer does not get dirty, smelly hands.
Wind. Simple in design but a user delighter. Headphones which are cordless, sleek, personalized to your taste. Headphones reimagined.
Pop up Photo Album for kids. Kids can take family pictures and add them to a pop up book album. Pages can be colored on to show their art.
The Versatile Kitchen
AutoArmor is perforated plates that fit outside of the window track within the doors of a vehicle for protection, ventilation, and style!
The Paddle Seat
External power supply for PC.
Thoughtful Cards
Do you like order in your things, but you havenÂ´t much space for make it happen? There is one place you can use. The DOORS...
My mobile device stand will enable the user to record and listen to class lectures, conference meetings &amp; calls, etc.
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CD/DVD disk clip-on handle
Porch Light Bug Zappers and decorative lamppost light zappers
Sunscreen that goes on a color so you won't miss a spot then dries clear
carseat loose item catcher
#spotsv -- Wall Bumper. Stops damage to walls!
The Lazy Susan Service set
iPod Touch or iPhone case with micro-slim speakers that are also the stand.
A hard shell case with a lanyard attachment point and sleeve for work ID, travel card, drivers licence, or credit card
a tablet that will supersede paper notebooks
Fried egg flipper. A two sided spatula with a curved top for easy over easy eggs!
Milk surprise, if the glass for kids when don't like milk
A design that allows you to hold all you cleaning necessities in a plastic air tight compact storing container that looks like a mini wagon.
Personal Sunshade with flexible base and twist open shade. Clips to chair or table. When shade moves just bend sunshade to move your shade.
Automotive Eyewear Holder - easy, quick, one handed access (&amp; secure storage) for eyeglasses or sunglasses while driving.
Flip-up space saver solution for using Apple's wireless keyboard and trackpad at or away from your desk
App-enabled ID-Tag and location device.
SHOPPING CART ATTACHED TO STOLLER TO OPERATE AS ONE. YOUTUBE LINK http://youtu.be/LmckN5Y91Lg
Clima
Double sided tie - one side regular tie the other side a microfiber cloth to clean glasses and phone/tablet screen.
Wet floor Warning signal
Large sturdy tarp w/ handles consisting of rope that run through edges like a trash bag and tightens around the material when you grab them.
Hairsetter/heated ceramic barrel rollers with bristles and a detachable handle that will fit rollers to save time curling and styling hair.
I'm very big fan of science fiction films. I was inspired by the "Tron" movie to create my tableware.
Leftovers, anyone?
SmartKart
I envision an electronic system that rates a performer during the performance. Audience votes add or subtract time from a running clock.
VendorChek
I developed a tall tripod for cell phones or any camera, that accepts any expandable painters pole to extend the height .
Coolong system for outdoor pools
Electronic file folder labels so when a file is "lost," you can do a computer search to find the file in your office.
An external screen on the outside of floor level AC return vent to act as a secondary filter and a decorative element in the home.
The Quacker
Hate cleaning the hair, hairspray &amp; dust out of your tub before using it? Cover it with the Tub Cover...then you won't have to!
Ultimate Leather Book Cover and Case for iPad
resubmit .999 silver /gold designer case
O' LUCKY POUNDER less grindin' + more poundin' (better than a muddler)
I Would like a simple nail file on a rubber band on the back of my i~phone case.
The Sun Spot is used to block out the sun during sunrise or sunset while you are driving your vehicle while maintaining visibility.
a drop-swing out shelf that sits on top of fridge so that you can use the storage space without having items fall on your head.
The sensually silent mouse
ARE YOU A PROUD MEMBER OF QUIRKY? do you love the idea of â€‹â€‹creating and influencing products? Take your business card! you deserve it!
"Bag Dividers" - Keep your groceries organized!
Refrigerator egg dispenser
ELEGANT KNIFE WITH A UNIQUE DOUBLE SIDE HEATED BLADE !
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Ever find your car covered in snow? Or the doors frozen shut? Or the windows frosted over? What wouldn't you give for a convenient shelter?
Cats and dogs LOVE chasing laser pointer dots.The only problem is,we usually tire of it before they do.With Playzer Light,the fun never ends
Tornado Alert Bracelet. It's that time of year again.
"Lazy Man's Iron" (Ironing on the Go)Iron Your Clothes while still on your body and NOT get burned
FlashMat
tongue invigorator
Plant Stakes w/Built-In Weather Resistant, Flexible Wire "Arms" to hold or guide your plant.No more fumbling around for Twist-Ties!#spotsv
Flavor Fork
Side-Wipers: Add Windshield Wipers To Your Car's Doors! See Clearly Through Your Side Mirrors! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Turn your Smartphone into a Handycam.
I love my ear buds. But one problem I always have is that they ALWAYS fall out if I am doing anything. Let's make them stay in our ears!
Imagine a world where your sunglass frames change colors based on the sun's heat. Your socially hot frames will be the hottest thing selling
Lawnmower 3000
Soft iPhone/iPad case inspired by ATHLETIC shoes. Comfortable to hold, awesome to sport. These would rock in neon colors!
Protect your clothes with CEDAR on a flexible, magnetic clips that attaches to your hanger.
In and Out Toaster
Phone App that acts as transponder in all states for toll road payments so you just need one instead of many for all states you drive in
Golf Club hand warmer grip! Golfers can now hold a warm golf club in colder climates with or without the use of golf gloves.
The three in one -go anywhere stick. Three compartments-each containing a cleaning solution and on the end covered stick is a brush.
A uniquely designed spill-proof spittoon for smokeless tobacco users that is convenient, portable, reusable, and environmentally friendly.
Paci-Soother
Rolypoly tape dispenser
A spoon with two clips one above spoon that you can clip a tea bag to one on top of handle to clip to side cup so it will hold spoon
Paint Brush Wipe
YummyFy
I have a patent for a double sided tape, witch means you can read the ruler from both left and right side.
Create a small paper filter for re-useable k-cups. This will reduce or eliminate the coffee dust grains in your coffee.
super chair
I save battery life$$$ If you forget to turn off your game or toy anything that takes a battery.I turn off with non use!I'm rechargeable
Like your stolen car back? Tired of those irritating stolen tags? How about knowing people are driving without insurance. This makes it easy
Super Shopper
Hockey players are dealing with smelly and uncomfortable skates but I think we need a gel footbed that could solve many of their problems.
A soft nerf basketball alarm clock that won't go off until you make a basket. If you miss, it keeps going off. Make it, YOU WIN...more sleep
An app that controls and mixes scents and releases them inside your house or workplace. Click and Smell...!
iPod Touch Stylus can clip-on the new iPod Touch Loop pop-out Button to become a Stand (2-in-1).
MAID
An end table with sliding compartment that holds your Ipad with included charging/sync dock.
ViziCall is an iPhone case ringed with multi-colored LEDâ€™s that move in light patterns when the phone is on mute and a call is received.
DIY Decorate iPhone Case with Duct Tape- Change when you get tired of the look!
WINK Seven-In-One Cooker
Find Gold, Silver &amp; other precious metals using your Smartphone! Just attach your Smartphone to this new Metal Detector Shaft and Screen.
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Horizontal Toaster - Toaster and Cutting Board all in one! by Andy Sam and Sharon Geyer
Rule your party! Automatically measure &amp; pour .5oz - 3oz of liquor/mixer instantly without a jigger or uncapping/recapping your bottle.
A "timer lock" to store guilty pleasures like chocoloate. It would open only once in 24 hours allowing you to indulge while staying on diet.
I'm tired of searching in my drawer for the right pen or pencil; I moslty use the same one, and I want it in a 4-pen-holder on my desk.
Patent Pending: EASY FLIP FRYING PAN! Never get burned again!! Makes perfect over-easy eggs - 4 at a time or 4 other items ALL IN ONE PAN!!!
A MOP HANDLE that if FLEXible like a pipe cleaner. For the those HARD TO REACH places your SWIFTER won't GO!
braaap! moto
Refrigerator File Magnet
BRO TANK MINI FRIDGE. Keep your cans in the base and ice up top. Press down on the barrel to shoot out bullet-shaped ice. See pictures!
RingThing
The FABRI-Clock Kit allows you to turn your favorite sentimental fabrics into a functional and decorative clock.
Suction-Cup Accessory Attachments
Submitted
aqua spike
The average human being spends 28,652 minutes of their life adjusting the temperature setting of their shower, not any more. #spotsv
A slipper that has a removeable cooling/heating pad as the insole. It has interchangeable pads for trouble spots like plantaar fasciitas.
TWIST+FLEX - a TUBULAR instrument that you twist and bend to produce a symphony of sounds!
Countertops have width, space that can be utilized in a kitchen. Why not utilize this space for a device that recognizes and cleans dishes!
#spotsv A refrigerator water dispenser is so easy to use, But NOT to fill our water pitcher's up! This pitcher funnel type lid could! :!)
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
The Iphone 5 Game Controller Case!!!
Pillow with reinforced channel or tunnel through the middle for comfortable 'spooning.'
AIR CHAIR OFFICE with adjustable working space and footrest = exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort
PestPillars-Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 1,300+ Vts ** Videos Included**
A digital frame safe/durable for use in a crib. Eliminate separation anxiety in infants/toddlers, family images to watch at bedtime/nap.
Earth Watch
The Octo-Net! A bag-like net that you can condense your pillows, blankets, tarps, and sleeping bags down to manageable size for travel!
Full scale weighted models that people build with the force of their muscles and the creativity of their minds.
Re-inventing the Soap Dispensing scrubber. Revolutionize scrubbing comfort with the "Droplet"!
The 'Survivor'! A 'nalgene' type water bottle with a crank generator for a flash light, radio, compass, clock, and UVwater purifying system!
COME ON QUIRKSTERS-Bass fishing is a $140 BILLION dollar industry. Redesign the wind generator, make it smaller. Keep the batteries charged.
#spotsv Dry up the area around the sink without wetting your hands using this sponge holder and save on paper towels.It's squeezable.
Bluetooth Glove
to short on battery life when useing your phone. my idea is a solar panel phone case that is part of your phone or like a card scanner size.
Introducing A REVOLUTIONARY COMPUTER Controlled HAIR DRYER that is FASTER, QUIETER, and More EFFICIENT than Anything Available
Now!
sprayTouch
a tweezers with a cavity that holds liquid dye for the coloring of the hair line strand by strand. To be used in between coloring .
Make a Bicycle like pictured motorcycle w/2 wheels in front- 2 front wheels much greater stability/traction in wet and rough road conditions
HUGE Button Headphones that works through gloves for Skiing or Snowboarding!!!
When mopping your floor, filling the bucket with water is the biggest hassle. Most buckets don't fit in sinks or get too heavy to lift out.
Breath right when flying high
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SURVIVAL Trekking pole! Walking Stick Survival Kit!
TV Remote Control Locator
An app that tracks your purchase history at multiple stores, and sends the receipts to a website so you can review your receipts.
USB Multi-Flex Connector
I want to develop a small device to kill crawling ticks found on myself/my dog ect. Small, inexpensive, 100% effective.
One rotatory base to Mac monitor
Mr. Swoosh
Heavy duty collapsible trashcans
Jolly Jumpers: Jumper cables as designed by Apple
Never sit in a wet plastic patio chair again! Rain water flows right off and seat dries quickly.
Coin compass was design to make rings for plastic coin holder,and add the bling bling to coin collecting. Unlimited design ,color and size.
Mr.Potato Head Iphone Cover. Customize your potato head everyday.
a stylish camera case with built in flash and camera stand THE TRI-FLASH CASE The Problem
iPinata
WRAP N ADAPT -----A lightning-to-USB adapter thats also wraps your earbuds.
Bluetooth adapter that is in line with a telephone handset, powered by the cord, to use a bluetooth headset for existing landline phones.
!! MaxBin: the eco-friendly bin that takes more garbage than you thought by creating more room.
Bath Tub MOLDABLE CLAY BAGS
Motion sensor floor light
ZipperFix restores a zipper, without removing the damaged zipper chain, using a flexible superimposed u-channel replacement zipper.
iPhone Case
A jar spoon! Coooollll!!!!!! No more tilting the jar! No more sticky hands! If itâ€™s in a jar â€“ this is the spoon to use!
The Day Before
The Anti Drowsiness Glove
Real Time Hydration is a personal sports bottle that contains a flowmeter that measures the amount of liquid outgoing from the sports bottle
A Handycaped Flip down foot rest.That would hook to any normal bed frame and give a person a place to set thier foot to place a shoe or sock
Chop! Chop!
Solar Necklace
universal holder
This broom detaches from the longer handle, forming a smaller, compact, hand-held broom. Now you can get ALL of your contents into the pan!
Colorful popsicles shaped like alligator or croc made with electrolyte flavored water,colors match flavors, gatorade + popsicle combined!
The Edible Frisbee
Battery operated remote control flag pole. Push button and 2 doors open to unwind flag. Push another button to wind in and doors close.
Automatic miniature helicopter, app enabled, used as a 'mail pigeon' to deliver notes, for entertainment in bars/parties or at home.
Non-toxic biodegradeable "soft" toy gun BB pellets made from lawn fertilizer. Sold as replacement for plastic pellets that litter the lawn.
Full-color brush pen
The Baggy Buggy is a simple, durable design that makes carrying and using dog poop bags a breeze.
Need things more organized? Try the over the door organizer! (Just like a shoe rack, but designed for cleaning products)
The first truly miniaturized eyeglasses locator system. Never again loose your glasses, keys, remotes, cell phone, etc,
STEERING WHEEL HEATER that plugs into your cars cigarette lighter port that can run heat into your hands in seconds.
Customizable noise shield
One size fits all Extendable, Standard, and Foldable hangers. Add Snap-In attachments. Accessorize your hangers and make them more useful!
iGrinder
RESUBMIT)Small pet water bottle with freezer gel tube to keep water cool.
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CONCRETE BENDABLE FORMS UNBREAKABLE REUSABLE ECO FREINDLY
Cut-Sensitive Tape. you cut it, a visible mark is left to easily identify the END of the tape on the spool. PATENT AND SELL TO THE BIG BOYS
2 ideas a hunting blind like no other on the market. it would be in the shape of a stump. light weight and portable. and a wrap blind.
Shareable DVR Recording! Share your DVR recordings with friends and family, no limit to what you can record and watch.
Any Mug coffee press plunger
Let's create a craft tool for melting crayon art. That glues, melts and blows heat. Resubmit.
Caught in wind/rain or an umbrella collapse when needed most? Introducing the KLhood! A waterproof hood that folds up neatly 4 these times!
Battery Cooler
Mirror wind shield wipers.
PC Spinners
A snowman that poops white-chocolate malted milk balls or similar product. Lift an arm & a rear hatch dispenses one. Good for indoors, too.
A stylish, chic, functional, comfortable, chair that functions as a weight bench.
Solar Powered Recipe Recorder. Get any of your recipes at a click of a button.
iPad Case with a Bluetooth Keyboard
Meet the Iphone 5 USB slide case. Never cary a USB thumb drive again!
With these Isometrical Workout Elbow and Knee Pads..Get a Great workout Anywhere. Set the tension dial and you're working out. "GET PUMPED"!
still hard time for scraping icy windshield? nomore hard time,RETRACTABLE SNOW COVER, you don't need scraping off your icy windshield.
DRIP CONTAINER HOLDER â€œGOOD TO THE LAST DROPâ€ THE HOUSEHOLD MULTI PURPOSE TOOL THAT SAVES MONEY GOOD FOR
ALL CONTAINERS SAVES MONEY
Computer keyboard with raised keys or softer material that allow women to keep long nails while still being efficient while typing.
The Coupon Saver
Phone case with storage space for ear buds and includes a stylus pen.Use touch screen phone without taking off your gloves.
ICoolDown is an IPad case which makes your IPad remain cool. Made of a material which is very cold from the inside
SUBWAY GLOVES -- lightweight (washable) cotton gloves for use on the subway... AVOID THE GERMS!! also, gas hose handles, grocery carts, etc.
A gardening alternative
Window AC Sill Support
Heated Bath Towel â€“ The First, Portable, Washable, Towel Sleeve, and Removable Heating Element Solution for EVERYONE!
FRESNEL LENSES collects more energy in less space in less time with the use fewer materials.
My product is belt skinz. It will take the shape of an old belt and make it more fashionable. Product is made out of fabric. Very cheap cost
BIG MOUTH store/clip/hang a simple way to organize small items, easily hang stuff with the hook option and more. Suction cup/magnet base.
Cut Hair-Drying Time in Half AND Deflect Skin-Damaging Heat Away From Your Face!
Buttercup BreastPump Petals
Snap it
Clever and colorful way to display your sports, fantasy and specialty trading cards with a custom valance for windows and doors
" My Caddi Chips "
iPhone 5 camera mount Pan shot slider.. Movie maker
Iphone case with embedded headphones
Monitor your Heart Rate quick and easy while on the go.
Travellers Card Type Folding Razors! Comfortable and Easy to Carry in your wallet!! Can made for womens razors too!
Post surgery compression garments for pets
Anti Clogging Drinking Straw. A small sifter cap on the lower top of your drinking straw will do the trick.
This product will enhanced the interaction between the driver/passenger and smart phone with one of todayâ€™s top selling smart devices.
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My Invention is a kitchen utensil used on raw celery hearts so it can be enjoyed with your favorite cheese, dip, peanut butter cream cheese.
Twist-Off Bottle Opener
The Insta Lid
Stop juggling cleaning supplies through your house. Cary them all together in a comfortable and convenient Cleaning Caddy.
Fizzy Juice Tablets. Drop in a cup of water and enjoy flavorful 100% fruit juice on the go. Same process as Alka Seltzer and Airborne.
Slice and Serve Tray/Plate. Slice Sushi Rolls, vegetables, sausages, cheese etc. and serve right on the Tray/Plate.
Hands on Basketball Board Game that has live action and feel. Let it test your marble shooting skills. Fun for the whole family and friends.
Selfie cell phone case
The Popper
The Comfortable Cutting Board
W.B.R.(Work-Bench-RUG) is extremely good surface to work on with various electronic / wood / home / garden PROJECTS... better than rubber.
Let's give the world a TRI-DIRECTIONAL CHECKERBOARD : checkers will move towards 3 corners instead of 2.
Stove & Oven Boil Over Spill Catcher (Round 2)
An app that will allow all credit cards, reward cards and other miscellaneous card to be downloaded onto just a single card.
Locator buttons attach to anything and it will locate you where you left anything by entering it's assinged code into the locator device.
I need a drink holder for my above ground metal bar frame pool like one you put in the window of a car but attaches with a clamp to keep on
Lotion sweeper
The GE-Quirky App Controlled/Programmable Oven Fan~Dehydrator Racks for any regular gas or electric oven. With Paulette Blankenship
if you have ever had to wash dried on food or sticky stuff this would do the trick you just snapit on.
Automobile window remote.
Purse/Laptop Bag Poncho to protect your bag and its contents from the rain. Keep it with you at all times in case it starts to pour.
Tired of having your smartphone battery die by the end of the day? My body motion charger will trickle charge your phone by daily activity.
Hybrid Whisk. Part whisk &amp; part ladle.
(Resub)Rinse &amp; Serve your grapes &amp; other fruit with this quick &amp; easy all-inclusive serving bowl with strainer.
Tiny Clip-on Bluetooth Speaker
Find out where is that noise coming from! Heavy Duty smartphone "under the car" clamp-on video camera! (see concept images)
Counter top milk chiller - Why keep making your fridge work so hard?
Circular Saw Rollers
REAL SIMPLE: Sick Shield
iPad Mounting Kit
Automatic Kitty Bistro
The plastic child-proof protectors for house electrical outlets need to be anchored to the screw on the electrical faceplate to the socket.
#spotsv Hook Butler- plastic covered thick wire with a loop. Wraps around a standard closet hook, holds robes and towels up so they can dry
Modern storage
Backyard Pet Disposal Bag Roll Holder for (1) Roll of Bags
Hot sunny day, lap shade in place, covering lap,chest high, located above ac vents, air forced down pass. now comfortable air circulate gud
Hot pak lunch warmer
digital magazine rack
The first hand towel will fall, the next two won't...Thanks to these silicone oven door hand towel holders that slip right over towels.Easy!
Create a USB power strip-like product that has multiple inputs for multiple apple devices.
Sudden spikes in volume are not just very uncomfortable but can cause serious hearing loss especially over time with repeated occurrences.
How much TV did I watch again?
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RESUB 356 Votes. CORDIE CLAMP. Clamp down the cordie.
iPad burn &amp; dye your own leather case kit! Make a truly unique iPad case!
The Quadrant Umbrella
Think of a sprinkler... only blasting out beautiful, lit water patterns! Sprink Patterns will not only amaze you but cool you down too!
Introducing the Fold-A-Driver, stores the tip and shaft within it's own handles. These handles can be arranged to add extra torque!
Heated Seats? Check. Why no heated seat belts? Thin heated wireless "comfort bands" to be wrapped around seat belts for comforting heat.
Add A Column (resub.1)
Additional Stove Vent!!! No more smoke alarm while cooking on the stove!!!!
a cover for facesheld for a motercycle helment that shows images like american flag,teams,etc.thats just as safe as a tinted facesheld.
Tether Dog or Tether Tot. Attach a leash to your wrist or waist. Prevents runaway dogs & toddlers. Go hands-free, let go without letting go!
craft table with removable / Movable clear top. Slide into table or splits and slides behind table. or material that can roll up into tube
Dine-in â€œSmartâ€ Cooker
Heat your babies' wipes with a heating pad.
I want 2take fave hair&body products(hair gel,skin cream,etc).Idea is refillable 3oz squeeze tube.Only hard plastic travel containers exist.
Pre-tied PLUS shaped XL RubberBand (Two bands attached via loop to each other-one has loop) - No more knots; Easy to tie and easy to remove.
SCOOT-SHOP attaches to a child's scooter so that a grocery basket can rest on the footboard, turning it into a mini grocery cart for kids
Revive the shirt protector trend with a holder for todays ultimate geek accessory, the iPhone 4S. What better way to keep it in your pocket?
The Modern Mobile
Slacks Sling
Tornado get away car garage
sa solar panel tube
NO more irritating ice blockage when sipping your favorite cold beverage. The Perfectly perforated Straw! Flexi-end for ergonomic comfort!
Wine Bag w/ or w/o the Box. Refillable,Waterproof. Preserves/holds your favorite bottle(s)of wine. No spilling/leaking. Easy pour spigot.
Following LED car magnents
folded paper dry trash tray
An app that will allow all credit cards, reward cards and other miscellaneous card to be downloaded onto just a single card.
iPad's iWalk, iWrite, iWatch with iPad Flexstrap Concept
The towel would have a LED light strip on one side. It would flash a certain color or multi-color strip through a powered source.
Ball Dropping Alarm Clock. Watch the ball drop as it gets closer to the end of the year.
Resub - 362 votes!!! Solar powered cooler keeps drinks cooler longer, charges cellphone, mosquito repellent &amp; LED light 2 keep party going
Keep Your Baby Covered With Carseat Blanket Clips
Collapsible/Foldable flat shoe or sandal
Bluetooth Child Locator
BRAINTRAIN - ENDLESS GAME OPTIONS - BRAIN TEASE WITH PICTURES AND WORDS
Brike Light
Water Cup - Attaches to existing toothbrushes, helps avoid using our hands as a cup to rinse toothpaste out. RESUBMIT
Thermos + Electric kettle + For personal use
iGrate
Auto heater built into an electric cars (hybrids) battery so that it can be used all year holding a better charge in cold weather
Cooking Spoons Off The Counter
The water proof speaker!
Flip Mouse. Use it like a standard computer mouse or like a pen without needing to install different hardware or software.
Moist-Dry Wipes
A new and improved way to store baseball caps by attaching slots to closet or book shelves for the cap button to slide into...
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PILLSMAT
THE RUB SCRUB, adhesive backed velco pad 36 by 16 attached to shower wall. Nylon, brush, sponge velco scrub attached to pads, to scrub back.
This is the Easy Clean. Its a vacuum, broom, and a mop, but with one handle. Save time, save room.
Shopping Scan
The Ultimate iphone 5 case that holds a Clickable pen that can change between stylus and pen and an LED flashlight.
Toe Caps
My idea is a cat litter box cover with 2 compartments one that hides the litter box and one that catches the litter.
Umbrella 'reinforcements.' (Remember loose-leaf paper reinforcements?) Fix a bad spoke tip or protect them all.
I have always thought that refrigerators should be made of white board material or utilize a pico projector.
UnderArm Medical BandAid with built in heat sensor.
App Enabled Tray
Jacket and backpack.in one. A clip would fasten around the waist zipped sleeves cross over shoulders to clip on waist .Also fanny pack.
Here's a simple innovation for a common product: measurements built into your shovel! Eliminating the need for a measuring tape.
What Goes on in a Beehive? You Can Now SEE w/ this Home Honey Bee Hive w/Cam to Smart Phone! Let's Make Honey and Money!
Self Triggered Burglar Alarm
Powering a handheld garden seed/fertilizer spreader with a rechargeable battery motor. It's much easier and broadcast more far more evenly.
An all in one broom for floor and a extendable duster for ceilings,ceiling fans, window and door ledges,
Portable Copier
Safety Chop
New and Improved Baster, bent tube for convenience, no more burning your hands on the oven by trying to get more juice out of the pan.
A backup camera for your vehicle that is Bluetooth and battery powered with magnets and will pair to your phone.
#SPOTSV The BookChain. Keeps your book open and pages in place.
men age 50+,scrotum enlarges causing tests to hang. My idea: pouchlike holders in underpants to keep them in place so we don't sit on them
Scoop 3000, Pet Waste made Easy,
Mobile WIFI/bluetooth coupon printer.
The Drainer Board
TOILET BUDDY ... saves u $$$$$
#spotsv collapsible water bottle pouch holder with clip. now you can walk, jog, travel and more with your bottle of water by your side.
Floor Shoe Wiper
Milk Spout for New Caseless Milk Gallons
screenart
A collapsible, four-legged tripod that allows you to take a crisp, clean photograph of something (i.e. food) from directly above it.
Walk away from cooking only to remember after it has burned? Not with the Time BandIt, a visual time cue you take with you.
The idea I am introducing is a power bar with a new look & style. A power bar which resembles objects such as animals, sport gear, etc. etc.
Bake the perfect size cupcakes,cakes,brownies,muffins Silcone baking and cupcake pans with a fill to line indicator in pan RESUB
Clip Lids. Lids that clip on to your plastic cups No more getting sick drinking off uncle jerry's rootbeer cup or was it aunt loraines?
A Sand Cover for your laptop/phone. You're at the beach but you don't want sand in your laptop or your phone.
Key-less entry door knob for your front door on your house. Solve the problem of trying to enter your house with an arm load of stuff.
Today child wagons have multiple uses. Picture a child wagon that converts into a snow sled! Why not add this to its list of purposes!?
App enabled coffee tamping machine...
Magnetic Laptop Dock
Slide your finger into the ring to hold it firm &amp; comfortably. 3+ styles-Never lose a glass with firm grasp! Fits in dishwasher on wire rod.
Grill Maker
Mobile Exercise on the G0 Belt
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A dog leash that allows children to help/share in dog walking while an adult remains in control. Also useful for the elderly or handicapped.
"mirror mirror" A rechargeable hand held mirror with L.E.D. lighting and base so the hand held is also a stylish makeup mirror w/ anti fog.
In the blazing heat during the summer I want my ice cream to come out with easy I don't want to exert more energy trying to scoop it out.
RAILROAD SOLAR POWER
MacBook Soft-Edge Front Sleeve.
Emergency flashlight 'add on' reflector/maximizer tool for surface area lighting
ENDING SOON!!! "Shapeable" Suction Cups
MODERN BATHROOM TRASH AND STORAGE BIN COMBO.
iRing
Ledge - Pie server with an edge! New take on the conventional - would add a perpendicular edge to server's side - keeps pie in place!
Stainless Steel Travel Mug
Outdoor solar panel/LCD lights with changeable casings in different colors &amp; patterns that correspond with seasons &amp; holidays!
Motion sensor scarecrow w/low RPM motor and cog turning spring-loaded shaft and scarecrow w/LED lights for eyes/sound powered by battery
Secure wallet for Vacationing Men
Resubmit - Molds that have a message (ie. LOVE, Forever, etc) Chocolates for your Sweet 306 votes 1st time around!
A hanging storage that had seethrough pockets enlosed at each end with a elastic access to put things in for easy access and visability.
Outdoor Water/Soap Dispensing Station
Store trash sacks at bottom of waste baskets. Remove bagged trash and have a clean bag waiting underneath.
Christmas tree watering can
Simple back up camera for your car. All you need is to stick on a small camera, install the app and start backing your car with confidence.
BBQ COOLER COMBO - Just bring your cooler and you're ready to BBQ. Pull the cooler where you need to and lift the BBQ up from the base.
Passenger-Buddy: Carry All Of Your Fast Food &amp; Drinks On Your Passenger Seat! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Quick-Filing System
A double adjustable and collapsible microwave oven tray that can be used in all microwave ovens that does not have an inbuilt tray.
Flat Fingerprint Gym Lock
A purse with interchangable accessories and handles so you don't have to keep switching purses to match your outfits
Keep your Keys close to yourself. This is a Key Holder in the shape of a Cross, a Peace Sign or even a Quirky Logo to wear on your neck.
Cable Cape
Solar Lamp design that stores the Sun's energy during the day to release at night.
Juliette Bracelet
test
The ceiling fan brush with the power or your vacuum.
Headphones battery charger
GLOVE AFFAIR
A Higher Quality Sound From An iPhone Or Smartphone. A Folded Horn Designed Passive Audio Enhancement Amplifier/Stand Combo. No Batteries.
Smartphone-ready refillable notebook: Combine fast typing and the freedom of paper writing in one product.
Ballpoint Pen with Mirror. The clip of this pen is a discreet mirror for when you need to do a quick check of your teeth, nose, etc. #spotsv
"DIRECTION" Smart Lights
42% Of all men wear corrective eyeglasses. The only eyeglass cases available on the market are designed for woman to be carried in purses.
Stethoscope Holder - Let's make a variation of Props for the medical community!
Cookies and Milk Dunking cookie holder after dunking drink the milk with the handle that is a straw use w/ cold or hot drinksRESUB
A Garden Butler that smartly waters your garden. Using a soil sensor and a water container; plants are always fed the right amount of water.
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Lazy Tray. A tiered serving tray that spins and telescopes. Expand to 3 trays for serving. Collapse for storage
Personal 'Glovebox System' to read/study in a bath or pool
Do you microwave food only to have it dry out? Bring life back to your microwave dishes with this rehydrator! This adds moisture to food.
MAGNETOOLZ A magnetic tool carrier that fastens underneath the hood utilizing unused vertical space. Tools close but out of the way. #spotsv
Hands-Free Umbrella (No, it's not the NUBRELLA ;) )
clamps attached to trousers and undershirt to hold up older men's trousers or fashionable trousers cut to fit our new bodies
The Rise-to-Shine Alarm Clock
Doormat-footwear dust remover
EMERGENCY-SPILL on isle oops fell down IM GONNA SUE must have for ALL retail stores the lighted caution when wet+ mop up sign or safety cone
Travel Pillow, Hoodie, alarm, and Case. A travel pillow with a case that you can use as a hoodie. Feel like your sleeping in your own room.
A 'plush' (stuffed animal like) iphone case for kids.... (and grown up kids)
Stretchy Grip Scissors for kids - The grips will fit tight on the fingers, for a safe and easy cut! #spotsv
EXTRA GITTY UP &amp; GO
Back seat passengers tired of the pesky unblocked sun shining in your face through the front windshield? Not any more with this draw shade.
Tornado'Comm - Community linked Tornado warning system - App linked devices This invention would make all bicycles visible at night from every angle, thus safer for the bicyclist. Logo is bicycle with bright frame.
Improve your performance and be more consistent in taking your daily supplements. Mix your pre and post workout supplements into 1 bottle.
FireSafe Electric Heater
This app allows a user to take a picture of their homes inside and outside for home decoration and restoration.
Innovative Frying Pan vented Lid
Expandable bowls! Great for appetizer as pistachio or olive. Extension of expanser?!!
BEDPAD!!! Are you guys tired of having back pain while using the ipad or laptop in bed?!! I have the solution!!! BEDPAD
Custom molded to protect iPhone, hold EarPods and keep the cord.
An app that will allow all credit cards, reward cards and other miscellaneous card to be downloaded onto just a single card.
Detachable food tray for driving makes it easy to eat your fast food meal while not diverting your attention from the road.
Lighter/Match Candle Holder
A refrigerator photo organizer. Most photos that people get wind up on the fridge, lets display them properly.
Bed pillows for chidren that plays soothing lullabies and tells short children stories.
Grout Scrubber Brush w/attachable pole,anyone that has tried cleaning Grout on floors & shower knows it is almost impossible,Until Now!
Floor matt with a fan and a filter. Once you step on it, the fan will start and send the dirt to the filter.
Ramadan Sky
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
Pet Food Fresh Containers
a garden hose bracket that mounts on the wall with a metal hose that runs down and connects to the hose bib with an in line valve at the top
tripless tubing
Stand Up Rake - instead of laying your rake on the ground rotate the legs out to keep it upright.
Universal Sports Rack
PowerBall (and other lottery type games) app and physical game. Also create a game board like monopoly.
Artificial Torch combined with Mosquito Repellent
Everyone scratches their phones and eyewear when wiping it with a shirt. Introducing WiperClip
Designer Garden Bootie for Slipping Over Shoes
Better Baby Pouch Cap
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Skip counting sliding block puzzles. The puzzles are inexpensive, portable, reinforce skip counting &amp; higher thinking skills.
thumbs up mitten gloves
An auto-shutoff feature for the stove top (shuts off burners after preset amount of time).
RESUB: Dish rack with expand/retractable shelves --- more than 90% approval so far!
Helmets for practicing various sports (biking, baseball etc) or motorcycling with built-in speakers/headphones. Connects via bluetooth
My idea is a reusable baking sheet.People put foil in the bottom of pans when baking and when it tears you have to scrape your nonstick pan.
My insect-free waste bin is made with a stainless steel frame and a near airtight lid to keep out even the smallest of pests.
MAKEUP AND HAIR ACCESSORY HUB
ComputerCooler
"SOUND-MASKING" Door Knobs
App enabled cooking ingredients dispenser. Download the recipe and the apps will do the rest.
My idea is a case that lights up and changes colors with the click of a button on the case
iBackpack
UPDATED: Electric Imp Actuators & Servos.... (An extension of iSpy that can physically manipulate objects and devices for the hobbist)
Electronic Page Turner
Solar feet for your flowerbeds
mood nail polish paint your finger or toe nails for all to see your mood each bottle comes with horiscope and sign collect them all
Simply press down on the handle and spin away all those unhealthy canned fruit syrups, vegetable gravies, and canned tuna and chicken juices
Are you tired of your groceries tipping over and spilling on your way home? Here's your solution!
Saltwater in a breath spray bottle to carry in your purse or pocket. This will help you "gargle" with salt water on the go.
in-vehicle lift system
#spotsv silicone mug wrap: prevents burns, reduces liability, and saves trees!
robotic gaurd dog
Magties
iPhone 5 Tripod Slide Out Phone Case 2 in 1 for Lightening connector
a personal shopping cart that looks like a retail store's cart, but the bottom folds up like an ambulance gurney and the sides fold down.
DOUBLE RETRACTABLE DOG LEASH. one handle with two retractable lines coming from it on a spinning handle so the lines NEVEr get twisted!
911 Emergency iPhone case: a tactical and functional tool.
CHARGETOWER - the sweet and cool way to organize and store all your portable electrical devices separate from each other in one places.
911-activated exterior beacon (light + alarm) to guide emergency first responders
Clip-on metal kickstand keeping iPhone standing. No case needed. When done, kickstand can be held down via magnetism.
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
A CAKE DISH THAT CUTS PERFECT SLICES WITH MEDIUM SOFT BLADES HIDDEN IN THE TOP.
FingerLock
Surge protector or outlet cover insert that is like an eye doctor's lens test that allows the user to rotate and flip to desired input type.
resubmit) Chalk Wand! Create bigger drawings! Add chalk!
From Garden to Sink: All-in-One Colander/Tool Caddy
SOS COLLISION
Car Horn Statements
Are 86 candles a fire hazard? Pare that down to six - LXXXVI - with Roman numeral candles.
jewelry locator
App. Enabled Tire Pressure Valve Caps. Built in Bluetooth to connect with App. Always know your tire pressure.RESUB
iPad Umbrella
Wise razor
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Let's reinvent the night light!
Silicone for impact protection. Will help reduce impact force and head injuries on the football field! See all pics!
P-Towel Rolla
Iphone case that conceals actual makeup, blush or eye shadow and lipstick stylus pen.
Laptop overheating? Clean it! Slide the filter out for easy cleaning...just like your dryer!
A really easy way to seal ballons, because not everybody (specially Kids) can make a knot on a inflated ballon.
Ever see someone scrape the bottom of a yogurt cup like there is a hidden prize ? The solution; a flexible spoon that gets every last bite.
Ergonomic Handheld Garden Tools with Removable Heads
Propose a iphone case that encompasses a lightning 9-pin to 30-pin adapter.
Color Lockâ„¢,Kolor Lockâ„¢ &amp; Kolor Lock Plusâ„¢ are combination locks designed on the concept of using colors &amp; also colors and numbers.
Drift for gaming systems
Are you tired of struggling to keep your beach towels or beach blankets from blowing away? Well, I have come up with an easy solution!!
Body umbrella
A "lobster pot" for kids toys/anything that requires a storage bin. Easily stuff items in, visible from the outside, and nothing falls out.
A one stop condiment-sauce/utensil dispensing system.
Invisibib. A clear, absorbent bib that will take care of drool (and food) WITHOUT obstructing adorable outfits chosen by parents
THE 4 IN 1 CLEANING SOLUTION, WHETER YOU ARE SWEEPING,MOPING,OR DUSTING
A hand driven cable recycler at the size of a coffee grinder. STOP the polution. Our waste gets recycled but the cables often get BURNT.
These mini's are not "innovative" but are much needed for people lacking space. They won't hurt anyone either:) Great for cabins,dorms,condo
Lizard bank that changes color. Digitally counts deposits, withdrawals and balance. Will help kids learn about money in a fun way.
Lupine spray for hair removal
A water-proof speakerphone for smartphones
A thin, flexible, silicone-like pad that can be used to hold a bar of soap in place on a slippery or unlevel surface. #spotsv
Instant Fabric Protector - protect your investment by applying this on your shirt collar and sleeve edges and prevent wear and tear.
microchip locator to locate things like cell phone, keys, USP... in the house.
Pedometer that plugs into iPhone port.
Non-Drip Bottle
Cozy Toes
"Touch Point" An elevated 'box' that help you target in on the center of your 'touching pad'on your laptop, Avoiding the cursor's craziness!
KAMP KLOTHS! Individually wrapped disposable washcloths - pre-soaped and packaged. Just add water to wash body and hair. Toss when done
New and Improved Ruler with pencil holder and pencil sharpener, built right into the ruler.
For the fisherman who doesn't want to sink a lot of money in a boat and a trailer, a folding boat that fits in the bed of a pickup truck.
Design and produce a " Smart JAcket" or an inflatable jacket which protects people from low speed falls , example cyclists , or elderly .
Introducing:"THE BUNKER" Noise-Canceling shelter designed for pets that are terrified of thunderstorms and/or fireworks.(See concept image)
* FanFlastic * is a near flat-against-wall fan! It's fun! Flex! Bend! Shape it! Soft foam blades keep it safe and flat keeps it out of way!
Red glow detection as a cautionary measure for night drivers
Whirligigs for bladeless fans... Why? Because we can! Makes them more interesting to look at, and great for kid's rooms as spinning mobiles!
People spend big $ on fishing. It needs some humor with the theme "Fish Aren't Stupid." Merchandise showing fish making fun of us.
PROGRAMMABLE CAT TREAT LAUNCHER! Control product amount, time between launches, distance and direction, plays a song throughout the cycle!
Eliminate wasted time at work due to searching for misplaced pens. The "PEN HAND-Y!" The pen that attaches to your wrist at work or school.
Laundry cart designed to roll on flat surfaces and slide smoothly down stairs.
Too tired to do the dishes but dont want to leave a sink full of dishes exposed overnight? Use the SINK DOME to cover the dirty dishes!
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A Pampered Pooch Belt, like a tool belt, but with everything you need on the Pooch Belt! You can now take your dog everywhere and not worry
An attractive, fashionable (finally!) line of wrist splints for the ever increasing number of carpal tunnel syndrome sufferers worldwide.
ionic thrust exhaust system
IMPACTOR REACTOR
I have an idea for an app that would notify you when your car is being tampered with to say the least.
Ergonomically designed end to power cords of household electrical items.
App For Tracking Medication and Usage on Smartphones that sends reminders/alarm to user when they should take the next dose.
Smart Phone Car Mount
A baby bottle that acts like a small CamelBack. Either worn as a backpack or as a remote bottle that could be attached to a stroller.
How about a portable wind turbine for camping and at a reliable price and excellent quality
La multi magic box
Garage Door Bumper Strips Protect SUV Liftgates from costly damage created by interference from inadequate overhead garage door clearance.
Bathroom BackScrubber/Massager
Reminder To Charger Your Phone At Night.
quick snapit on to scrap off dried on and sticky food
solarbrella
magnetically attaching iPhone holder keyboard, allows you to buy a separate attachment for iPod touch 3g/gs or 4g
New Idea with Torch with External input
Resub.. Now with Video! The Smart, Simplicity, and Beauty of your TV with this Wall Mount.
A cosmetic "retro style" "chromed" bumper to simulate bumpers that where on the original vehicles back in the day.
Lift-Ladder: Adjust The Height Of Your Ladder Without Stepping Off! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
My idea is a reptile cage alarm that would alert pet owners via: call, text, or page on their cell phone that their pet is out of it's cage.
A hands-free shoulder-mounted phone holder for reading, movie-watching, FaceTime or Skype, etc.
THE UNDERWATER JETPACK. Wear it as a backpack, fly through the water.
Sink strainer with disposable filters. Water goes through, debris gets trapped in the filter and easily and cleanly discarded in the trash.
Make Your World
Spatula with cutting edge and cheese slicer ........... The grilled cheese machine.
Bagpipe style identification pouch forced air filter. tailpipe fumes filtered by ID pouch with forced air filter always worn for security.
Multi card device (MCD)
I would like to create a motorized low powered mechanism that can adapt to the wheels of almost any stroller so that it easier to push.
This is a self feeding baby/toddler snack spoon. Great for quick snacks such as: apple sauce, pudding, or even baby food.
Pressure washer wand
Mount On Urinal
Bike helmet lighting system - Provides braking and turn signal indicators attaching to the riders helmet. Simple, safe and attractive.
Discreet Feminine Waste Genie
Masking tape with double-sided tape attached to nonstick side in a roll. Use to train cats to not claw furniture and fixtures in the house.
Seeding tool
True Looks
#spotsv Dual Salt and Pepper Shaker - Shake both out at the same time or shake them out separately turn the dial for fine or medium flow
It's back - a very Hungry Laundry Basket that delivers funny expression sound to encourage young users to feed it with their dirty laundry.
Your drink stays cold with these hip stainless steel cocktail and beer glasses. Lid with carabiner clip attachs to belt, bag, or backpack.
Flip-Flop Hanger adds extra storage and organization by providing a way to hang up flip-flops, and other types of flat shoes in a closet.
iPad mini dock that functions as a stylish lamp and/or night light. PROTOTYPE MODEL and VIDEO (click on folder icon) proof of concept!
#NAME?
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An easier way to take and mix your supplements on the go, whenever, wherever, with only one functional waterbottle to carry to have it all.
An all-in-one garbage/recycling/compost can and accompanying bag system that packages/blends blue-recycling-bags w/standard kitchen bags.
Easy View Binoculars
Bluetooth one button push speakerphone necklace to call family/friend in a not so emergency situation for seniors. Not a life alert, no fee.
Umbrella cake cutter (x8)
Tigloo Igloo
This invention is for a shower drain hair catcher which has a removable center brush that will be replaced once it has become full of hair.
Private Potty prevents potty peaking. Strips allows complete privacy in a public restroom, by covering the cracks between the stall door.
iBurner
Scoreboard that allows fans to follow their favorite teams.
Hydraulic Rack big bikes trails with electronic drive through the handlebars that small hydraulic piston opens and closes the bridge.
HOCKEY STICKUUM - an attachment that connect an old hockey stick to a shop vacuum, so your kids can practice stick handling &amp; get stronger.
Dog Poop Bags, Reinvented
Why have the same iPhone Case everyday when you can change it daily!
Cross-category proposal. A case-stand with slide-out easel legs for reading, watching, photography, audio/video recording/conferencing.
Smart Dinner Plate
My children get thirsty during the night. They can never seem to find their drinks. This is where the idea for an illuminous cup came from.
Guitar stand with storage
The perfect sprinkler
One size fits all picture frame!!! Now get 1 picture frame and it will always fit
MacPod Workstation Backpack. Holds all your backpack contents &amp; converts into a deskstation mat. Great for use with laptops &amp; iPads
ADAMPAD IS THE SOLUTION for glass top stoves. More surface space for hot and cold utensils.This is a NO BRAINER. Go for it! ADAMPAD now.
Year-Round Eco Umbrella
A combination photo and matte cutting tool that allows you to set the matte surround characteristics based on size of photo paper image.
Garden Sub-Soaker
The LEAF Eater will save valuable time getting leaves of your grass easily. Safe for kid usage, The Leaf Eater has plastic teeth.
toy finder
Have your dog charge your cellphone / MP3 player etc
Wish you could change the look of your shoes every day without having to buy a new pair? Wish your shoes would last longer? Check my idea!
Hidden Cord Organizer Velcro ed to side or underside of desk
Early G.E. Patent Release Project: R/C Jets, Cars &amp; Boats &amp; POLICE DRONES &amp; SEARCH &amp; RESCUE + Hobbiests. Booming Market.
Video!
NFC sync pad
ULTIMATE SELF CUSTOMIZABLE FLOORMAT Customizable floormats are around for years. This one is special since you customize it yourself!
Fae - The first wedding safe
"Aqua Scrub" is a cleaning brush that hooks up to your garden hose and distributes liguid soap through the brush for exterior cleaning.
Solar Powered Mailbox Numbers
Quick Clamp "J" Hook Carabiner. Combine a "J" hook with carbiner to hold purses while shopping and to go over the tops of doors. #spotsv
SmartBirds
No H20 Portable Bottle Warmer
This special variation on the traditional carrier bag handle distributes the load around the wrist thus easing the burden on grip strength.
A better Ipad stylus with a fine tip that allows to do more detailed drawings.
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dark out
Drink Cooler Heater for Car
Â¨PadeggÂ¨ is an iPad deskstand easy and cheap to manufacture, is available in many colours and is extremely easy to use.
CUBORG. The smallest Wireless/Bluetooth portable speaker for all iDevices that also can wrap ear buds around its body. RESUB
A simple and inexpensive way of resting your legs and feet during long trips.
BarCode Reader for your Pantry
TEETOTUM..NOW WITH LIGHT AND SPINER GUN ! EASY TO PLAY...FUN..COLOR AND SOUND!
Green color/treated glass or plastic refrigerator drawers to keep produce and other foods fresher and longer lasting.
A webcam cover for the built in webcams on the Apple ï£¿ Macintosh computers
Baby board or toddler board
mood pillow
Refrigerated Cereal
A beverage in a wrap supposed to keep it cold u set it down come back and it's warm. Cold pack technology wrapped around your bottle or can.
Sometime in your life you will have a plant or two. The odds of that plant living are not very good. Do something about changing those odds.
Usea a esthetic accessory to transport, organize, keep and coil all your cables
Poncho Pants (for bike riding and gardening in the rain)
Comfort Carry
Shave with Precision with this Mirror attached to your shaving razor.
I have designed a coffee table where you can mount any 32" LCD television on its back, under glass, inside the table.
Back mirror in car
Umbrella Planter
Rinse-it-off. This cleaning product will be use in the shower, replacing two products (the soap and the bath sponge).
#QTOYS i~phone disco ball docking station. disco i~ball resub. kids room dorm rooms etc
Pacifier style mouth guard with surface featuring graphics designed to resemble different facial expressions.
CordSafe is an expandable cord management system to help users manage cord chaos in their office or home office.
iPad Chair Mount
Beam
The Thermo Scout
This all in one tool is a paint scraper, putty knife, paint roller cleaner, hammer, paint can opener, and more. Ideal for painters &amp; DIY's.
Party in a Box. A small gift box that you can put gift cards or small gifts in. Plays music when opened and has mini helium ballons.
Dry Erase Chores Wheel for Refrigerator. Make chores fun for kids!
A Universal IPad, tablet holder with the ability to hold the IPad, tablet for lengthy periods of time w/o hand fatigue or fumble fingers.
Memory Pill Pods
This is an inexpensive and innovative way to keep people with dementia or those who have low mental function occupied and fully clothed.
A Folding Sun Shade, designed like an asian fan it folds to half the size of current designs. Perfect for car, train or traveling.
RC vehicle which uses your smart phone to see, listen, talk, drive and interact with the world!!! (51 VOTES/68 VIEW LAST TRY)
A pen that solves math problems while you write. Write your math problem down on paper and the pen calculates it while you are writing.
The calorie cup
Upscale Comfort &amp; Style ~ App enabled to record daily weight and voice/message option! Resub with Capone
Hand Crank Jumper Cables:With retractable cables.Now you can crank up your car battery manually without using electricity or another battery
Garage door position indicator
Turn your iPhone into a PowerPoint clicker (presenter). Move through presentations slides with this input device.
VEMO: Leave a voice or video reminder and get things done. [VIDEO]
Imprint accessory. Make custom tags for your stuff!
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more close that go out and pep
Resubmit!Lets make skateboards that light up so at night we can see our kids better.Headlight included.This will prevent less accidents!
DUSTBUSTER ATTACHMENT with a long tube with vacuum slits &amp; semi-soft 'fingers' to dust furniture, etc.
Memory Foam backrest
Have you ever looked at a politician on TV and knew immediately that he/she was a Republican or a Democrat? Let's see how good you are!
Mini e-book e-reader embedded in an iPhone or ipad case
10 mins Emergency Oxygen WILL SAVE LIVES. For every elderly home. First Aid MASK with $7-$8 retail avail can of oxygen. See Video. (By AJM)
EXTENSION CORD WITH DIGITAL TIMER + APP (resub)
Light accessory for new Pegit case. Snap on thin LED panel. {resub1}
Swivle Power ! no tangle socket extension with added USB points
Handle hook
Glowing Lazy Suzy (resub. 06/12/2012)
Photo Albums & Scrap-Booking have never been this versatile, easy, or inexpensive. Display any size photo, in any book, and reuse.
Messenger Balls offer physical instant messaging in an increasingly digital world.
A device mounted under a cabinet, table, or desk that dispenses labels used for household tasks and organization
See-through sectional doors behind the regular door to save energy and temperature loss on existing refrigerators.
Spectacle
Mobile LED luminaire, support for IPad / IPhone and books, speakers, hub, auxiliary inputs and extra plugs in the same object.
This product is for all of you APPLE lovers out there! This product really allows you to get the most out of your apple products!!!!!
Dog Umbrella Collar
How often do you steer your car with the heel of your hand when navigating a parking lot? Check it out the next time you go to the market.
Locking Harness
Travelers around the world need their hands free to use their personal electronics while pulling their luggage. The "Tow behind" does this.
HTC - Handy Trucky Clamps
A ketchup/ sauce container that has a sticky side a person could stick to fry container or equivalent allowing person to dip while driving.
Sort, dry, hang and store delicates with one device that cost under $5. #spotsv. An end to laundry woes.
Umbrella that allows you to stay dry while getting in your car.
Mini USB Stove for making cookies. Use store bought cookie dough.
Perfect filet
universal bottle top
Don't you hate juggling your plate, glass, utensils, &amp; napkin at parties while you're trying to eat standing up? Well,here's the solution.
ID your cords by owners name or product name with a simple write-on CableLabel tag so there's no confusion over cord ownership or ID.
Imagine purchasing one flat piece that magically expands into a bed and has built-in storage. It can store flat, too.
Dog Umbrella/Poncho
Retractable strap iPad/Tablet PC Backpack. Carry your iPad without breaking your back or holding it under your arm. Use if 6 different ways
"Rock-the-Locks!" a curling-iron/straight-iron w/ music (radio/ipod tunes) you'll hear traffic updates or just bop while doing your hair.
SMARTbell
fins for my best friend alet
OK, everyone uses wipes. Wipes with glass cleaner, alcohol, peroxide, bleach..this invention solves the problem of expensive cleaning wipes.
An Enhanced Sound Quality Design For A Greater And More Realistic Sound Clarity From A Small Speaker System. A Homemade Prototype Picture.
!Amazing STOMPER - Manual Trash Compactor â€“ Compact Home Trash by 60% to 80% - Help Me! Portable for Any Trash Can or Custom Trash Can?
Mini Lego
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Per Google research, many millions of people imbibe multiple medications daily. One replacement capsule would be a real blessing for us.
Hinge Protector
Apple accessories- a case that acts as HUB
This is a simple Negative Ionizer that plugs into An Apple or any other Computer
Bed Tablet Holder
Flowlectric
USB Powered PopCorn Maker Enjoy a healthier snack at your desk! Your co-workers will be jealous when they smell fresh popcorn!
An iPhone case that has a pull-out sleeve that serves as an easy-to-use microfiber cleaning cloth with a plastic backing.
Smart dish washer
I-Re-Sync. Millions of cars made-the last 5 years all have old iphone sync harness, people will buy new iphone but not buy a new car = NEED!
I want to create an electronic signaling for tables at restaurants, which can contribute to the improvement of service and customer experien
Resubmit- Solving the long standing problem of losing, finding pairs of socks. Keeps them together from leaving your feet until back on feet
Grocery trunk sorter
Voice controlled light switch
Golf Yardage Counter -Attatches to the golf trolly wheel. Drive off, walk to your ball. As wheel rotates you get accurate distance, Simple!
A simple and very practical kitchen widget used to divide pies/circular dishes into even parts. (Made of plastics = dishwasher proof
Hanging Utensils! Quirky has made Loft, for hanging bowls. Grab utensils by the bottom instead of the top and contaminating them with germs.
Water recycle app that fully controls all water components and heating/AC and other items in the home.
Help Coiling a Garden Hose-Garden Hose Coiling Helper
Mobile phone induction-charging bedside table.
A POWER STRIP BUILT INTO A VISE! Not a line extension!
Pop up and retractable LED light Clipboard.
Have you ever been all alone on a business vaction getting ready hit the pool to relax. Who do you ask to put sunscreen on your back??
App enabled SOCK SEWING machine. Make your own Quirky socks.
Organic Grill Brush
AIR SHIELD FOOD PROTECTOR TRAY OR BOARD - Air curtain from fan will keep most insects away. Perfect for indoors or out. A BBQ must!
Homes have heat vents mainly at windows so cold spots occur. evenly low cost heat distribution has increase comfort,energy efficiency.
selfi-eed
Anti-Condensation Cup
Tired of carrying so many things to set up a party away from home? Now there's a portable party cooler that has all you need for your party!
Designer CFL light bulbs!The big reason most people don't buy florescent light bulbs is because of the look. They need to look good!
Water-powered electric generator
Instant Christmas Village
#SPOTSV Silicon pencil sharpener that slides over your pencil snugly. Remove to sharpen and slide back on when finished.
Juicing up your cellphone (temporarily) with a swipe
A manual, compact, transportable JUICER! For offices, camping, parks, tailgating, beaches, or at home use for small space
Quirky steamer
This is a mod to the pump in a lotion bottle.Attached to the center tube is a wall that stops lotion from passing tube when bottle is tilted
Multi-Bag
a growing idea
Cardboard gable-topped dual-spout orange juice carton with mesh filter in center with pulp OJ on one side, non-pulp on the other.
Healthy "red" fruit juices packaged in containers that look like hospital blood bags sold as....Vampire Juice!
Spunnel
Garbage Alert App: Know When Waste Management Has Disposed of Your Trash Before You Retrieve Your Trash Can
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"Swat-n-Stick" is a new style of fly swatter that kills the insect and picks it up so you dont have too !
You can dispose of dirty diapers and wipes in a basket that attaches to your changing table and uses recycled plastic bags from your home!
glove made of tissue (or somethg sim.) paper 4 straphangers who hate 2 touch poles on subway (doesnt have 2 b full glove maybe just 3 fngrs)
wallet - fire retardant -flaps
Glove Case, built in phone case. Armband cases are not ideal for GPS running apps to view the display with continuous real time feedback.
is the quirky the right channel or do I contact to Apple. "I want to blow to end the face time or any other function"
App controlled but automatic arming control switch.
Glow In The Dark Guide Dots
3 in 1 BROOM- Lightweight broom with detachable brush and dust pan nicely incorporated into the base of the broom. NO BROOM LIKE IT ANYWHERE
iPhone/iPod alarm clock that projects a video on your ceiling and has wireless speakers to place around your room for surround sound.
Unique thermos for breast milk
#SPOTSV The Qomb. Remove tangled hair in your Qomb by slipping the detachable base off, taking leftover hair with it. Replace &amp; reuse.
My idea is a refillable spray bottle (for cleaning products) with a curved, funnel-shaped bottom so that every last drop will spray out.
SAFE CAPE
iSense
Deck screws grabber. Stop your Screws's Fly.
Back-Saving Bag
Here's a new twist to lift hair from brushes, Literally! Re-sub with 470 votes Collaboration with Peter Frazier. Must see pictures. Thanks!
STRAP ON SHOE WEED PULLER - Kick them out!
Emergency bike repair kit to click in between spokes at the bikes wheel.
LapTop-Backpack. A Backpack that opens up and turn into a laptop case
Foldable, portable shoes can be stylish AND affordable! Offer comfort and convenience for men/women, small+large feet! Feet will say "AAAH!"
#spotsv A mesh mat that lays over dishes in dishwasher with pocket for holding small items to keep dishes from falling over.Â #spotsv
iWatch
Removable Optical Zoom Lens
Size Adjustable Air Mattress. Zip/Velcro-off section(s) Make two beds outta one. Nuff said.
A cleaning brush for the tub that has a handle so you can scrub while standing. It also adjusts at 2 points so no surface is unreachable
The multislice cutter. A cutter that cuts into several parts in one shot ideal for pizza and other.
The Litter by Litter Box
In going through divorce I peeled her off the "family" sticker and repaced her spot with a Position open
Lid handles that attach to handle of pots and pans allowing sauces and condensation to remain in the lid and preventing a messy stove top.
AlwaysClean Gas Station Toilet
Automatic Mixer Shield &amp; Dispenser: a built-in automatic dry and wet ingredients dispenser for stand mixer.
waterproof gadget pouch
Learning Time
Wink App-Enabled Egg Counter and Alert. For Farmers &amp; Backyard Egg Enthusiasts. Don't count 'em until they drop!
Tired of trying to tuck your hands and feet in the blanket when cuddling with your loved one? Try the Mama Bear &amp; Papa Bear Snuggle Blankets
Bland-Aid Surgical Strips
A series of (seven) sided silos rotating in trucks that turn to the correct position for easier extraction of delivery materials.
Do you travel? Ever blow up a piece of Electronics with 220v? This is a "step down" voltage converter with a retractable extension cord.
Music saver maker
A comfortable way to view and work on your iPad or iPad Mini! Built in speakers, sleek design, iPad and bluetooth keyboard all in place.
Hoe Shoe
A case for the IPhone or Ipod Touch, that had a pair of retractable headphones built into the back of the case.
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Animal plush for your pet with your live voice to help your pet and you get through the day.
Door mat with door bell switch.
SteriEggâ„¢ A Stylish Toothbrush and Denture Storage Unit with built in UV steriliser to kill harmful bacteria which cause mouth diseases
Smart Weights
Self indicating watering flower pot.
A tablecloth with one sticky strip on each corner that can stick to the bottom of the table and keep the cloth in place among winds.
Automatical light bulb twister
A door knob system that connects to your internet that tells you your doors are unlocked or locked and locks you doors from your phone.
This utility back scratcher can SCRATCH your whole back instead of a stick that never quite gets the right spot or a ribbon that exfoliates.
24/7 full hd laser touch projector and pc all in one system for shopfront interactive display as well as life size mannequin display units
Hold-A-Bowl
Remembering meds with a smart phone timer is handy -- but the pills are always somewhere else. This combines a phone case with a pillbox.
The product will enable anyone who uses a gym to carry their ipod/iphone while having enough space to carry their keys and cards.
Stay Healthy. Use homemade freshener. Homemade air freshener mounted with application enabled, battery operated small compact fan.
An umbrella that can grow or shrink depending on the number of people. A father could cover a family of four or more by attaching units.
Rope/Cord Grabber
The 'pet net' fits in your window so u can leave ur pet in the car during the summer with the window open and not risk them jumping out
Eyeglasses for your iphone or ipad. A clear case for your phone or ipad that allows you to read without putting on your reading glasses
Heres my idea for a new style of table lamp/night stand lamp! A lamp with a clock and USB charging feature
Super High Chair
Different tasks requires different work surface heights, my idea is a device that adds "height adjustable" feature to any table or desk.
Waterproof Garden Planting Marker Set
Backyard Water Catcher
The SAGG is a versatile, fashionable and unique accessory that not only looks great on everyone! But also turns into a large bag.
Tired of boring, old headphones? Well here's headphones, in the shape of in Iphone. Perfect for Iphone lovers!
Planket!! It's a pillow and a blanket in one. Great for travel. Working prototype. See all pictures and step by step explanation.
Get Professional Studio Quality Flash photography from your Point and Shoot Camera. Eliminate "Deer in headlight" or "fat" portrait photos
Baby Hammock Above Mid Bed
#spotsv Suede stickers (around the size of a quarter): Stick on any exisitng hanger to keep clothes from falling off the hanger.
iSense
Disposable picnic table cloth that doubles as a trash bag.
The majority of people brush their teeth incorrectly. What if you had a toothbrush that will brush correctly, regardless of your technique!
Kids Demolition Car Crashers
Easy-pour opener for paper/fabric bags
Digital board that attaches to your fridge that can sync with your phoneâ€™s calendar, grocery list, reminders from and to your phone.
The Axis Shovel
Save money and save the earth and never slip in the tub or have a slow draining bath tub.
Kill Vampire Energy! A small individual Smart Plug&amp;USB in one that kills standby energy from appliances and gadgets to save energy and money
perpetual cell phone battery
The Goal Piggy Bank
#spotsv Reusable handle for large light awkward items. Two very sticky ends apply to anything instantly making a handle. Wet ends to reuse.
Double Sided Kitchen Knife (Interchangeable Blades; Screw Snap on meat mallet; BBQ meat fork; Custom Grips)
Extendable shovel head- per say. Never use your arms to dig deeper holes again!
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Interactive activity center! Shoelace learning center. Teach a person how to tie shoes and put them on the correct foot! #Spotsv
a spandex/cotton blend laptop cover that prevents scratches and scuffs. easy to slip on and change out for different colors and patterns
App enabled window decoration. You draw it on your iPad, and you can see it on the window. Reinvent the "open" Neon signs, customize.
Center table for snaks, beer, children, arts and whatever you want at the same time.
Portable Garden Cart
A flexible speaker that can serve as a stand for the iPod.
A wagon cooler with four all-terrain wheels and removable beach chairs that double as storage walls enabling you to bring anything anywhere.
A shopping basket with the handles placed the long way across.
Tried of peeling potatoes the old fashion way which takes 10 to 20 swipes with the conventional peeler. I have created the ONE PASS PEELER.
There are many pacifiers on the market what is missing is the one that glows in the dark for parents looking for them at night.
A small strainer that attaches to the side of a cooking pot to prevent the food from falling out while draining out the pot over a sink.
The "Cover Up" Cup allows a person with an Ignition Interlock Device to disguise the device as a coffee/travel mug or soda or water bottle.
Imagine being able to change your wall or floor by downloading it. Sound Sci-Fi? The technology is there.
Smart Air Freshener
PestPillars
Breakaway Magnetic Lightning Cable
iValve
Knockout Knockdown Robots
Portable baby wipe warmer #spotsv
My idea is to have a device that will alert you when you are getting out of your car that your baby is in the back seat.
TWO BRUSH/PASTE TRAVELER
Childrens Coat Rack
perfect grease strainer
Travel savvy bag that becomes a pillow w your stuff &amp; crappy airplane pillow as cushion
A September 11 2001 memorial tribute case.
Counter Flavored Water Maker
Quirky 4-1 pet bed that helps strap fleas, clean &amp; brush pet hair, and massage pet back. Collaboration: Scotch-Brite(Maker of Lint Brush)
Road is icy but you are not under the mercy of the salt spray truck - Attach your personalized "ANTI-SKID SALT SPRAY KIT" and feel empowered
A case with a slide shutter that protects the screen and completely encases the iphone.
Low Down, 360 Degree POGO STICK
sp-act (sport activity) gear, was develop to contain earphone wire behind clothing and prevent any disturbance during a sport activity.
Anyone with Hearing Aides know the struggle of Changing out the batteries, however you don't have to worry with chargeable Hearing Aide pad!
case for tablet computer(iPad2, XOOM). snap on hardcover. rotating hand strap on back w/ button release to spin device in your hand.
A multipurpose tool

divided in 3 main segments (please if you have an idea up to vote say so) https://twitter.com/BrunoppFeio

PROTECTED POWER OUTLETS
Find your child
Chosing prefect style for me
A microwave oven panini grill for making crispy sandwiches fast using the same susceptor technology used in "Crisping sleeves"
Women love to retail coupon shop. We need something that is fashionable that we can store our retail coupons, receipts and reward cards.
EZ - Gazebo
iCooler, a remote control cooler 4x4 traction electric motor. Built in stereo for iphone, etc. Rechargeable battery. Fun on the beach!
Umbrella for two
MAID
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Keep the bugs away from condiments and dips at your next outdoor party with a hands free food dispenser.
An app enabled greeting card that allows you to record your own video greeting on the card or on the web.
Easily get a baby, a child, or an adult to look at a camera and giggle
Solar Charging Beach Bags
A simple adjustable measuring scoop that can be used to measure wet or dry ingredients from 1/8 cup to 1 cup
Help Young Athletes keep rooms clean. The lightweight,retractable,portable/colorful"Sport Stand"keeps team jerseys/equipment off the floor.
Baby alert
This system would allow the person doing the shopping to know what items needed to be purchased based on what has been consumed.
Cool wristbands for iPhones - form and function!
Charge It
NO LIDZ: Plastic square/round skeleton encased in silicone
Lets get this party set up fast with colorful lighting stored on retractable spools.
I want to develop an IPhone 5 case that plugs in the old 30 pin dock system into the new lightning dock system.
Snap It! Wireless Remote Camera Trigger
iRise Docking Station for the iPhone. Let be innovative when it comes to docking stations.
Check on your baby while driving at night with the ambient glow of a light strip attached to the infant car seat's hood. Light not bright.
Own a car? Hate Ugly Bumper Guards? Ever had your bumper damaged and NO note? Have had to pay for someone else damage to your car? NO MORE!
RESUBMIT: Christmas tree stand with clip-on feature for the trunk (see prototype pictures of our last christmas tree stand)
Seat Belt Heart-Rate Monitor
Do you have an unfinished wall in your garage? Don't cover it! Take advantage of the space to build a custom storage system in just minutes!
The "Sani-Mat!" A stylized shoe sanitizing floor mat that would utilize a maulti-sheet replaceable insert to sanitize the bottom of shoes
application control doorbell / intercom system.
app enabled musical baby/toddlers bottle, kids love music, load all the favorites easily to the app bottle Music Soothes The Soul.
This is a fitted disposable table cover turning into large garbage bag. One table cover serves dual duties without hassles!
#spotsv Utensils Assist that U can easily tag in/ out any size of utensils and U can hang them or put on a pot or use them the way U want.
smart phone food temperature a
I want to protect the pants and valuable of the daily bicycle commuters by creating a lower leg wrap that keeps pants and wallets safe.
Waterproof speakers with controller for your iPod/iPhone that allows you to play your music while taking a shower.
Smart skewers
Raise-able Laptop Desk/Table with mousepad and gel wrist rests - instead of sitting at your desk and working, stand comfortably and work.
Table Top Cultlery Set
FreshPopt is a hot air (or microwave) popcorn vending machine for stand-alone, sports bar or other use with selective treatment choices.
The IV booster will clamp the wires together and attach to the patients robe/gown providing the necessary room + distance to be comfortable.
E.Z.ERPOLEHOLDER,a unique new way to support ones fishing poles.can be used by all ages, great for elderly &amp; handicap."design patant-D501910
Targeted Alert System
Plate for TV evening, new shape with I-pad or I-phone groove.
A wine decanter with a chilling core. A Simple twist to chill wine.
"THE VEST"-A WEIGHT LOSS SLEEVELESS VEST,NEOPRENE INSIDE,LIGHT POLYESTER OUTSIDE.THIN MATERIAL.BURNING CALORIES
IN CHEST AREA AND STOMACH.
Your going to a meeting and your in a rush and forget to comb you hair, don't sweat just press a button and a sleek comb is there to help
Rag Tie
A unique case that prevents overheating from direct sunlight while outside, as well as glare while viewing.
Quiet Collectors
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Umbrella with GUTTER!!!
The Earplug Necklace is a set of earplugs and a necklace designed to be always on your person. When the action starts, you'll be ready.
Combined task &amp; grow light. Desktop, Tabletop or countertop! Task light by day, grow light by night. Resub + Wink.
Miniature portable projector for laptop
A heated ice cream scoop that will scoop frozen hard ice cream easily when taken out of the freezer
Twist-a-peel
A solar phone charger that goes on your bike. The sun would charge the charger, so when you come back you can plug phone into mount on bike.
Solar Canopy Chair w/Flaps
Can we make a website where companies can upload all the new products. Such a site would anyone want to check out new things.
Cocktail Coolers
seed packet protector
These 2 car products combined into a 1 piece unit.No cords to plug in with this phone holder/docking station charger.
Reading Case for Iphone 5
POCKET EMPTIER with iPhone charger!
The Warming Tree (Winter Woes)
Let's face it! Kid's love an IPAD! Ipad mini is kid sized so lets build the perfect Ipad mini case for kids! #nevwet
A bracelet with a case for memory cards to stop them getting lost. Please excuse the bad drawing, I'm sure you can see what it is about.
Ladies! Ever need a nail file?
I have always wanted to know when it was time to change my toothbrush and how to keep the base of my holder clean.
Lemon Acid Soap
The picture Frame with the leveler built in the frame!
CUSTOM MOBILE LIGHT: Draw your own mobile.
Bookmark Alarm Clock! Set your book on top of your alarm clock, and never lose your place again! Wake up on time after that late night read!
FirstAlertX is a motion alert system for home.
Traditional electric clippers aren't designed for men who buzz their own hair.The Hedgehog is ergonomic and fits in the palm of the hand.
A Crawl Blocker to block lower portion of TV screen so sports fans viewing live television will not see scores of games they are recording.
Bluetooth Color Coding Hangers
Automatic Kombucha Maker
Tired of losing count of how many laps you swim? Your solution is here!
Window Art
Ultra-compact Shoe Pedometer! Easily track your steps with this compact and lightweight shoe pedometer. Clip it on your shoelaces and Go!
Bailing wire sleave
Hot Gloves
Glasses to eliminate glare while driving at night.
LADDER WORK SHELF EXTENSION KIT will provide additional area for tools/ paint/ nuts-bolts and is easily made w/ wood-shop-scrapes or KIT.
Keep keys from scratching phones or poking you with a reversible stretchy case that allows you to quickly enclose them with a thumb flip.
Smartphone/camera photo taking device(s)improves self posing photos, owner in group pics,allows candid,stealth and GoPro style video/shots.
Anti-Rain Screen
it is a motorcycle helmet a (smart helmet) which has Bluetooth for calls directly to a speaker built into the helmet.
Car swerve lane alert alarm. Don't let texting and distractions get you into car accidents.
I LOVE my dog &amp; treat him/her like one of the fam.Unfortunately I work long hrs.What if I can have a auto dog fetch-er with voice recorder
Apple(for all, Pod, iPad, iPhone 5, iPad Mini) case with a Charity Ribbon stand. Breast Cancer Pink?
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AMAZING WALLS THAT CHANGE COLOR Wallpaper fabric/film that has electronics woven and embedded so you can change the color of your walls
Rubber Self Fusing Tape in Many Colors - We make plastic tape in many colors - why not rubber tape as well?
Outdoor LED Table-Top Torch & Flashlight
Purse Poncho
An iPhone keyboard built into a case that attaches via 30-pin. Wireless keyboard cases are inefficient and the iPhone keyboard is slow.
Combine the best features of the standard 3 types of bike/air pumps to make the most versatile pump available.
Apps enabled hand gripper. Measure your gripping frequency and power
simple double clip for holding your shopping bags ,purse, laptop or what ever when you need your hands free to unlock the door or what ever
Bluetooth Headset that Records
Get Screwed at lowes!
Lettuce Keeper
small fasteners
Catch stretch (a case for a mobile phone)
Bluetooth Emergency Dialer
ALL-IN-ONE 360 DEGREE RULER/PROTRACTOR/LEVEL-built in pencil holder, pencil sharpener with shavings compartment, calculator, clock and
more!
SLIDE-IT SERVER. A serving dish for parties, including backyard ones! Keeps food covered, reduces mess, and keeps food colder/warmer longer.
power outlet that can spin and wrap all cords together into 1 &amp; outlets can turn 360 degrees &amp; close automatically,surge protection,&amp;
Crutch Swing - Pain be GONE!
Perfect Sandwich
THE nICE CUBE BOTTLE - A flexible silicone bottle-shaped ice cube tray. EZ fill &amp; dispense, no spill, and no odor-absorbtion or 'shrinkage'!
Hygienic Handle - The disposable slip cover for shopping carts that you don't buy.
Electronic piggy bank that updates balance on your smart phone and has an online bank account.
ClipictureKeep eggs under the shelf! Inclined tray feeds eggs forward gently one at a time in channels.Easy to load -won't break the eggs #spotsv
ZOOOOOM! Easy and Fun to Use Camera for Kids that zooms in & out for Everyday Photos.
Phone Umbrella: Ever try to use your phone to text, take a photo, or check email outside on a rainy day? Not good! Here's how to keep dry!
Fuelband for Fido - Track your pet's activity to keep him healthy
Magnifying Glass for iPad
Reposition the plug on Mac power adapters so the adapter won't fall or be knocked off the wall
Non Stick Baking Tins for " Mini " Cup Cake Cones. ice cream cone shaped cup cakes. Kids will Love decorating the cup cake cones.
mini ice house,Igloo or other ice structure maker.Simply make the components using your fridge or put outdoor during winter time.
Ever try to fill up a mop bucket from the kitchen sink? It's awkward and very heavy. Now the bucket can be left on the floor to clean.
On the go hands free mirror. use anywhere at any time. It tilts and twists for all of your needs. In the shower, in the office, on the go !
Clip Board Baking Sheet
Easily plug in cords with out having to remove bulky power supplies for your computer speakers or old answering machines.
body heating system has three units, boot glove and rectangular piece with a traveling bag. For sport injuries and physical therapy.
The Last Roll of toilet paper.
GE WiFi Holographic Projector Bulb:Cordless holographic projector that you can screw into any light sockets,even spotlight sockets.
MINI TACK LEVELER-Hang pictures, hammer nails straight and fast every time! The easiest pocket level to use with 8 cross line lasers.
all in one cutting board
A phone charger that remembers where you park.
headphone compatible pillow
App En Color Chnge Path Lights
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A real innovative use of an old concept for current times. Magnets!
Mom-brella
TALKING TRASH WILL HELP KEEP AMERICA CLEAN! (AND KIDS ROOMS TOO).
Train your dog not to gorge themselves on food and water using a mat that emits a high frequency tone after a preset time of stepping on it.
Clamping case and app to turn an iPhone/iPod Touch into a baby monitor.
SANITIZER
Koo-Let: The Koozie that is also a wallet for all those bikini wearers that have no pockets.
Allows air to flow over your lap while supporting a Lap top, hot dinner plate, project, one size fits all, kids or adults,work or home.
How many times have you enjoyed a beautiful scene while riding your bike and thought "If only I had my camera at hand right now"?
A better hydration system for bicycles. Use the frame of the bicycle to connect a hydration pack and relieve extra strain on the back
Stove-Top Roasted Nuts Maker
Tired of dropping the shampoo, spilling it in the shower? Tired of squirting way too much body-wash. Introducing the auto shower.
Wall Based Cat Trees!
CartFREE - The shopping cart (trolley) key
Simple solution shower curtain hook. The shower curtain hook that stays on the rod while changing your curtain/liner. Its as easy as 1,2,3!
Soap Press
Resub (515 Votes)! Smart gloves that turn sign language into speech! Quirky + GEâ€¦ let's help deaf- mute people :)
Vinegar is one of the best cleaners. It's safe and effective even on rust save the strong smell. Challenge for Q -Brains to reduce smell.
Sonic Cleaning Brush
It's pitch black, your hands are shaking, only seconds remain, it could be anywhere! Don't panic! This pacifier is easy to find!
UPDATED Contact/Glasses Case
Mirror, Mirror Hands Free
Desktop organizer centralizes all your little desk stuff vertically. Central stainless steel core. Revolving base, different sized cups.
REDESIGNED Clean View Mask! No more air filters in your visual pathway! Avoid accidents &amp; do more fine work at home/business!! See Pictures!
Nook and Kindle cases that look like real books. Resubmitted
2 in 1 Garbage Can
Wirelessly send emissions info
Age-targeted pre-loaded music ipod-like device with limited tunes (e.g., 10-30) targeted to 75-90 years age group.
Automatic ball retriever! Using the same technology of the blow up ornaments lets make the ultimate basketball trainer.
Imagination begins with a laundry basket
The EZ-Com is a modular, intercom system for everyone.
Easy, Effective Cleaning Of Cooking Utensils. Slotted Spatulas, Spoons, Whisks Scrubbed. Suctions To Sink. Lay Flat To Scrub Bottom Of Pots.
$39.99 Baby 360 See All (see description below)
Work Gloves with Pockets
Paintball Loader with built in Optic
My invention is a wrench adapter that can be used to instantly extend a wrench for added reach. It can be built in different sizes as well.
This ROPE is DOPE!!
Bra lift fashion
A scale to be digitally display on the I phone. Pocket size for sales people. Commercial use for home and gym.
3 in 1 bluetooth device - headset, speakerphone and a case. Insert the headset in the case (base) and it becomes a speakerphone w/ callerID.
Milk Spout for New Caseless Milk Gallons
Cracked your smart phone screen. Camouflage your screen's cracked area with an glossy strip while protecting it from further cracking
Trailer hitch wagon
Designer Trash Box brings peace and mind in your home with designer looks, hides trash, provides a nice pleasant scent, is 100% recyclable.
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Mosquito repellent light in the shape of a contemporary chandelier. Non toxic, environmentally safe and visually appealing. For outdoor life
An extension outlet for electronic devices to plug into that can be controlled by an app wirelessly.
Tuff Rope
Who has never been force to get out of the car/window when in/out a parking garage because can not reach the ticket? Here is ticketgadget
Direction Guided Putter (Golf)
Above Branch Ornament Hanger
My idea is a plastic toothpick with an angle at one end and mini brush at the other.
Many Apple Computers Are Lost Everyday! A Combination Lock or a Lock and Key for computers with an electronic fuse to deny access is here.
Quirky Folding Back Pack - fits in your pocket yet expands to full size. Great bike accessory. #QCYCLE
Water Cup - Attaches to existing toothbrushes, helps avoid using our hands as a cup to rinse toothpaste out. #spotsv
Functional pocket blanket and pillows, so many uses for so many people...what's yours and why???
WiFi activated USB drive
Freshly cooked eggs right from your microwave. Ready in moments and no pan to clean. Also makes eggs for kids in shapes that are fun to eat!
Slicing knife that helps you cut completely even, thin slices of meat, cheese, vegetables or bread. 3 thickness settings.
I would like to create a apple cover! I have designed my own cover and EVERY girl that sees it wants one too!
A cooled cocktail tray with areas to hold bar tools , napkins, apps, glasses and bottles, things for drinks like rimming salt, limes
Hi, I want to create a kind of raincoat to bikes or motorcicles. I think to make an structure on fiberglass rods covered by plastic sheet.
The Locking Wallet
Quirky Beads: Silicone bead kit to make bracelets and necklaces!
SOS - fashionable camouflaging cover for hard & soft casts. SOS can help ease embarrassment questions & staring
a concept for the "warm air Blanket" using a "air source", a "removable air Baffle" and a layered Normal-feeling blanket. it works!!
light up with your keys
Home, Business, RV, and Boat. The EZ BLOCK adjustable two panel shelf guard system that helps prevent items from falling from shelves.
Ergonomic Bluetooth Hand Exercise Ball Phone:Exercise your hands and talk on the phone at the same time with one device,App-enabled.
UV translucent Bikini that allows you to tan your body underneath your swimsuit.
Non slip nose piece 4 glasses
Mole Eradicator
"Barcode Sticker": A sticker that attaches 2 credit/checking card so u can scan it(e.g. @ supermarmarket) to add bonus/pts, etc on 1 device.
Outdoor party LED lights (tiki torches) w/ integrated wi-fi speakers
A docking station that has a headset/phone. While the phone charges you can use the phone to call and text.
Backlicator
#spotsv *Innovative* Color Changing Stickers to tell if food is expired. For example: orange changes to red on day 5! Read On: it's possible
Toothbrush UV light disinfect
GreenPlug is an electrical plug which optimizes and monitors your appliance electrical usage via an App.
Polo Lens
A simple case/scratch guard that works for ANY device from an iPhone 3GS or an iPhone 5 to a Nokia Lumia or a Samsung Galaxy Note2.
An adapter to use the old docks with the new Iphone 5Â dock connector.
Heated Wheel Wells
A novelty device which measures urine flow!
LED label stickers to be sticked to the fridge containers with a day countdown that flashes when the expiration date arrives.
Adhesive strip to put on the back of pictures for identification and date.
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
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Sunglasses Visor it's another take on car sun visors. The top half is a standard visor, but the lower half is made from sunglasses material.
Do-all stretchy band.
A unit with a handle for carrying/pulling/pushing that contains a small ladder and/or stool, and space for supplies. Waterproof.
Looking for the broom? A mop? Maybe a window scrapper? Perhaps you need an outdoor broom. How about all of them in one easy store device?
Garage Storage Space Is Very Limited. My Idea Utilizes The Unused Garage Door Track Space With A Rolling Wheel Hook To Store Extension Cords
Boiling alarm
the "Receipt Master"
Solar Powered Slippers.
SolarGreen for you and me!
Garbage can with a trap for indoor for mouse,they enter but they cant get out.
Wheelbarrow and wheelie bin in one! Lie it flat on its back and the bottom opens for easy access or offload.Place on sides for garden tools.
Clean up your act with this Dustpan with attached garbage can/or bag
The Backpack Massager
Use drying racks in the house? cut down and freshen up your drying time ! #spotsv
Power plunger
Sinking Straw
Stay Fit Invigorator
Let's combine these 2 Car Phone products and make them a 1 piece unit that is also a docking station/phone holder and charger for any phone
Impoverished people have developed a way to bring light into their living space using plastic bottles. Let's make it work at night as well!
Size Adjustable Pot Lid
SECURE Mobile Phone Bicycle Charger, "Accelerometer" triggered alarm when phone missing, and 6 foot Cable lock mechanism all-in-one.
A new twist on a "Pitcher" of beer (or other drink product) sold a baseball games.........
Zip-Box. A ZIP-UP pouch on the back of an iPhone case storing items such as credits cards, keys and money
A talking basketball hoop.
Stop using 3 boxes when only 1 is needed. This is the all in one box!!!
My idea is a sunshield that pulls out and can rotate and slide left to right so that you can read your gps screen when sun is hitting it.
Stop carrying mops, brooms, dusters, swifters, and all the necessary cleaning items room to room over and over again!
Store extra photos on your work desk with this rotating desktop organizer with photo slots. Image included!!
A sponge that is shaped like an Isosceles triangle (two equal sides). This lets you fill it with cleaning fluid.
A novelty rubber band item to exercise and strengthen the fingers, joints, tendons and hand muscles. Cheap, easy to make, and fun for all!
A baby pacifier that mimics a football mouth guard for sports fanâ€™s babies, attaches to babies clothes and can be used for teething.
UpFire
Pillowcase with built in cooling system-enjoy a great sleep-even on those sticky summer nights!Programmable temp-duration and alarm #spotsv
Funnel Cup Batter Dispenser, No more batter Splatter on the counter, stove tops, floor, The funnel cup batter dispenses batter mess free.
An IPad Case that allows you to plug directly into your IPhone so your IPhone Screen Can be Displayed on IPad.
Sleek iPhone Kickstand case with speaker amplification
Trouble remembering to water the plants? Feed the fish? Take your pills? Let Remind Me help un-complicate your complicated schedules.
TeenageGirlsMutantNinjaTurtles
RESUBMIT-LIGHTED POWER POTS W/MULTIPLE USB/POWER OUTLETS. Works just like a regular power strip but adds STYLE! home/night
clubs/hotels/etc
NEW:soccer cleat with damper,Aiming to minimize the impact,innovative project that promises to revolutionize the sport market.
There is a great need for recycling garbage bags...green bag with the white recycle logo on it. We only have 1 heavy plastic bin
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
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Digital Memory Card & Camera Accessory Box w/LCD Screen Display (Round 2)
Portable Apple Workstation
Ditch your expensive cell phone with it's required data plan. Turn your ipod touch into a free internet phone!
Plastic cup holder that attaches to suitcases so when the suitcase is being pulled, the cup will stay level to the ground without spilling.
Looks like a profession cleaning cart but domesticated for your home.
Inferno Radiation XFR
Insulated Beverage Holder For The Shower
Exchange files with any Computer and iMac. No matter what operating system. Also exchange files with bluetooth from/to your device.
It would be a normal shower curtain that hooks onto the rings. After installation the curtain can unzip near where it attaches to the rings.
R/C Helicopter Blades INSIDE the Exoframe of a UFO Spaceship! Rotor Blades Won't Break Into Smithereens if You Crash Due to Outer UFO Frame!
Do you want to wear your hat and sunglasses without discomfort? Having a slot/pocket inside of your hat will make you look and feel better!
CoffinNails
mlb pro logo belt. mlb logo on belt If players could wear them, 50 percent of fans wold buy them.Successful if players wear them.
Push N ZOOM Stylus
The microwave safe plate specially designed with deep shaped separations that makes it easy for parents to prepare kids meals in a fun way.
Anti-kidnapping device
Turn your fridge into a smart fridge with one click! A magnetic rotatable ipad dock for your fridge. A suction cup change for splashbacks
Avoid "Hot Face" when roasting your weiners or sitting around the campfire.
plastic bottle cap for straw
Solar Flower - Blooms and Wilts every day and follows the sun all day
D.I.Y 'Wrap light'for tools- Fits all hand tools- now offers constant light onto tool work area. (Won't fall off the tool!) #spotsv
Iphone case with mirror
Chalk/Spark attachment for any scooter/skateboard. Why pay $50 for a new scooter? Upgrade!
Digital Photo PrismaCube brings magical visual effects and tactile interactivity to your digital photos!
Push Pin Man Holds Pens on his arms and legs. Great for cork boards or walls. Organize and reduce desk clutter.
Re-Invent the THERMOS the Quirky way! This one is square like a juice box-we have to stop sending millions of juice boxes to the landfill!
A decorative box to keep your stuff organized 6 compartments design for different gender sports themes for boys princess for girls
A 90 degree Universal Micro USB Adapter - The odds are good that YOU have the problem this solves.
easy freeze dryer
Space saving BBQ
No more over spicing your family dinner, searching for those sneaky measuring spoons:Perfect flavor the first time with Measurable SPICECAP!
Introducing a Sure Flame to Start Your Fire! Quick and easy to light and offers 30min of burn time. All natural &amp; biodegradable materials.
Dispenser for Honey, Syrup, for Coffee Shops and resturants and home use. Heated with manual and or electric action. Free of contaminates.
Customizable snap together chandelier or wall mounted light! 100's of new looks possible. Easy to move from room to room. Sleek look.
Children's Paintbrush set! Reduce the volume of paintbrushes as much as possible. The paintbrush Handle can be used in combination.
Count.R
A set of add on speakers that can be inserted on all iPhone case.
The Gutter Snipe Makes Cleaning Gutters a Breeze! Turn your leaf blower or shop vac into an efficient gutter cleaner.
The kid safe programable remote!!! Never again try to pry your tv or device remote from your kids crying hands.
TRAVEL GUARD
Adjustable Wrist Rest for a Mouse
Kiddie removes the brush and the holder plays a tune for 2 minutes to inspire the brushing process. #spotsv
APP Enabled Bicycle Color Scheme. Choose your favorite theme with your smartphone. Collaboration with Constantine Orfan. (Resub)
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Intelligent Suitcase
The Floating Cornhole
Table Top for the Quickie Quirky 2 Piece Stool (THE STOOL IS IN UC!!!) May also be round and soft to sit on! Your choice!
scuba diving helmet +other us
Practical Functional Comfortable Wrist Mouse Pad .
Easy Trash Can
Mom, scores every time
Toddler food cutting knife
Dual Shooter iPhone &amp; SLR Mount your iPhone in your DSLRs hot shoe.
Enclosed Soap Dish with Suction Cups to hang anywhere in Shower! Protects unused bar of soap from moisture and water when not used.
Case with protective cover and stand for kitchen when using your Ipad as a cookbook.
Prevent ladder kick out or slips with retractable ladder spikes that you sink into the ground.
Clean your Mouse thoroughly without touching the filthy residue with your nails and fingers.
Tub Assist
Kids Love Flashlights... Here's the Multi Colored Kids Fun Light, Flashlight, change colors at the turn of a dial, green to yellow to blue
Retractable leash dog collar
Thermostatic controlled airflow between upstairs &amp; downstairs. Use warm air from upstairs to warm the downstairs without generating heat/AC.
A Talking Robot With Camera
I'm a stylist. We need warm spray bottles. We have some men that come for haircuts only. They tell me warm that water up
Occlusion Training Cuffs - An "easier" way to get bigger and stronger.
The Ice Bag - Slows Melting Time, Prevents Contamination of Ice, Keeps Food Cool & DRY. Great for Camping, Picnics and Parties.
CLEAR bobby pin w/ a flattened tip.....never worry about bobby pins showing again! The clear pony tail holder meets the metal bobby pin.
Stir it all and whisk it too. Mix in a bowl or a bottle with long flexible tines. Bend the whole thing and whip it up too. EASY CLEANING!
iPad Mounting Kit
cheap heartrate monitor for the iPhone
Quirky Flowers Pots with Adhesive and detachable internal compartment for easy handle. Great for urbans. Good for windows,kitchen,bike,wall
Spill Resistant Pet Water Bowl
It's a wire wrap gun that has a light connected to it for better visibility &amp; cordless.
my idea is about a fast and rapid kitchen glassware dish washer that can be used at any age.Its a portable machine that can be easy to hold.
Puzzle cookie cutter
AUDIO THERAPY BOX SPRING
Collar Accessed Cat Food Bowl
Portable Dryer Apparatus
Universal Gripper. Turns anything with a handle into a better gripped handle.resub
INSTANT INTERFACE BETWEEN DIGITAL CAMERA AND TELEVISION
Audio Timer a voice activated cooking timer. Just say what is being cooked and how long and the timer will keep track of each item for you.
Light Bulb Pliers. No more broken bulbs. Perfectly fitted for 'stuck' bulbs, fixing broken ones, or changing too-hot-to-handle bulbs.
You open a squeeze bottle of cat food, dispense, snap closed & place in fridge. Food stays fresh & delicious. You & your pet are both happy!
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
I phone device case accessory allow to catch and secure the mobile phone prevent it falling down, make it easier ,safe easy to hold.
Showerhead Dryer
Imagine this..A big flat screen tv, that has the ability to also bake a pizza. With a built in pizza maker along with a timer. Genius.
Staplo
cut N Cook. Cut and instantly heat hot dog and other foods.
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Screen minder
Bug Rellent with Sunscreen
Dazzle! WINK/App Micro Lites
Want to get all that dirt betwwen your car seat and the console? Use the new brush crevice attachment for your vac and brush that dirt away!
Gloves that can hold your iPod, covered but still able to change songs while snowboarding or skiing
Impact Feedback Golf Mat
The ONLY air mattress youll ever need or buy in lifetime. "Fill" air line connects to foot side of air tubes w/ valves to fill all at once.
The Ultimate Pocket Bra
Kitchen Thimble Fingers
A voice-activated iPhone clock radio projector. Want to see the time or watch Wall-E? If itâ€™s on your iPhone, itâ€™s on your ceiling.
An easy mess free way to put peanut butter on to anything!
Everyone's Heard of the Pocket Fisherman! Here are the Pocket Snow Skis with Retractable Ski Poles! Fits in Your Pocket. 1 Size Fits All!
RESUB-DECORATIVE CONTAINERS 4 COMPUTER WARE Hide modem,cords etc inside.Each with built in plug that plug into each other for cord
control.
No space in the closet? Here's how to add on...
RECOVALERT Jewelry * A Special Line of Pendants,Necklaces,Watches,ID bracelets, and Rings that have mini/GPS microChips Embedded within
Heated changing pad and wipes!
CLOAK TILES: Effectively cloak visual pollution. A solution for large power-plants or consumers.
The Perfect iPad Stand - Never Give Up, Never Surrender!
A BETTER iPhone Dock for your desk or night table. One that fits any size case and allows smooth drop in/removal of the phone.
Flexible, form fitting, comfortable, portable heating pad!
Tired of struggling to get a cup out of a cup holder without popping the lid and making a mess?
urchin desktop audio port
An app-enabled mirror that helps you create pro makeovers. Smart Vanity, a virtual salon assistant that makes it easy to look gorgeous.
HANGER:You need only 2 of 4 obvious steps to hang the jacket on the hanger.And 2 steps instead of 4 to dress up the paints and jacket again
Massaging Styling &amp;Dryer Chair
MONSTER SPRAY!!! This would be a spray for kids that are afraid of those pesky monsters, to get rid of them with one spray.
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
Bags, Wallets and Purses Made Out of GE's OLED Sheets?!! Make them Light Up When Needed!
Rechargeable Maglite.
Catch stretch (a case for a mobile phone)
THE BLEND-CHILL...THE PRODUCT THAT WILL BLAST YOUR CANNED/BOTTLED DRINK FROM ROOM TEMP TO ICE COLD IN 60
SECONDS. CONCEPT PROVEN.
Trackaliv
Belt Essentials.
SCREEN PROTECTOR, DOCUMENT HOLDER, HOLDER FOR PHONE, TABLET, USB STICKS, CABLES, PENS, TABLE FOR STICKY NOTESYOU MUST SEE IT OPEN!
Whale Jaws -- What do Blue Whale Jaws and Sunglasses have in common?
Luggage Scale
Case that has a kaleidoscoping effect on back. Create many designs just by spinning! VIDEO
2-in-1 product, Sun Block with Lip Balm in the Cap of Container. For anyone out in the sun. License idea to companies like Coppertone etc.
TAB CRUSHER:First tablets grinding mobile device.No more choke on your amino-acid tabs after a hard workout at the gym! Plz Check All Pics!
Cheap Wall Paper...No glue...No peel off stickers! Yes, Wall Decals exist...but not in ***Cheap*** Rolls to cover entire wall. $$$ Saver
A stackable, color-coded cord organizer not just limited for small devices (e.g earphones, usb cords etc)
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Brushes-in-1 a product that would save you time a makeup brush that has all kind of small brushes that you need in your daily routine
The No-Flat Bottle Pressurizing Soda Fountain bottlecap. It is a bottle cap with a fountain that squirts soda and re-pressurizes the bottle
Todays woman needs a break! We don't have enough time to shave with dinky razors! we need a way of shaving that does the job easy and quick!
Shoo away bugs no more by using a plate cover that has a replaceable bug repellent oil ring.
BPA, phthalate free, reusable, easy-to-clean, wraps automatically itself (like a snap back bracelet) once done using. Adhere to any surface.
Activity Timer! Great songs for diff activities such as sleeping, showering, or simply play a night time song to help your kids fall asleep
Strip your old existing line and dispose of it in an environmentally safe way, or attach the new spool of line to it and you can reel it on.
DishRaq: Reconfigurable. Expandable. Customize your dish rack with reconfigurable components. Expand capacity with a multi-position frame.
App-enabled snow melting device for cars. Get the snow off your car without leaving your house! Resub.
Piezoelectric smart door mat
Pump 'n' Brush
Bagel Buddy is a bagel holder and cutter in one stylish device.
Solar or battery operated silicone candle (no real flame) with area to pour in your citronella oil. Floats, waterproof, attaches anywhere
Device to device battery sharing. The device with the lower battery will be charged by the device with the greater battery level.
plexi window
Pill Buddy :The first cool programmable pill organizer ;not anymore you will forget to take your medicine on time (Please check all pics!)
fire escape window slide
Individual Clip on LED X-MAS Lights with proximity on/off remote or direct. Clip what ever color light where ever you desire! NO MORE WIRES
I have made a device that will ant-proof any hummingbird feeder. You can enjoy the hummingbirds and not worry about pesky ants.
This is a new and exciting way for both adults and yound adults,to get a new core muscle workout that's never the same and always exciting.
My floating styrofoam caddy keeps drinks, food, friends and family close by. Can license to; NFL, NCAA, NBA, MLB, company logos.
earphones with volume and song controls on earphones
can koosies that light up when you insert a can. they light up your favorite designs,saying,or pictures.your koosies will be shining bright.
Personal portable A/C.
magnetically attaching iPhone holder keyboard, allows you to buy a separate attachment for iPod touch 3g/gs or 4g
Wheelchair Walker
It is a waste to have separate cords for earbuds and for your car stereo. How about a single cord combining an audio cord and headphones.
I used to find myself stepping away everytime I cut Onions. But, now whenever I cut Onions, I grab my "Onion Goggles." -- They work!!!
No more messy toothpaste tubes &amp; countertops. Just pop a tablet in your mouth, when it gets wet from your saliva it changes into paste.
Sheetfort.Designed to make it easy to build and expand your childs fort making ambition. We can print designs on the sheets
#spotsv Stackable glasses, cups and bowls with flip up handles. Eliminates oven mitts when hot and saves space. Handle holes allow hanging.
An app enabled color matching device!!! Trying to match paint on walls, bridesmaid dresses/shoes, or drapes to furniture.
This is a device that will help improve your musical skills, by sensing the notes you play and giving you tips via an app
Quick and easy way to hold your pen, pencil etc at your work station in front of your eyes. Pen plugs a solution for holding pen and pencil.
Luggage Ringtone
A universal vacuum extension to replace missing extensions on any type of vacuum whether it is a upright or hand held like "Dirt Devil".
"Retractababs" Retractable Cover Barbecue Cage Kabobs- prep/cover in advance and keep food hot after cooking and free of flies! #spotsv
Cutlery mat with variable LED light colors & with little soft pad for hands comfort! Makes night outdoor parties & occasions more exciting!!
The plastic drinking straw has been around a long time and I think I have found a way to make it sanitary, by adding a check valve.
Customizeable Christmas Lights
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Scratch-n-Saves: Noteable iPad cases based on the Scratch-n-Scroll.
Let's find a way to make ice cubes sink to the bottom! No more undignified spitting out ice cubes as we sip our drinks!
STICK IT CLAMP IT STAND IT! Don't have to ask anyone to take a picture for you. Place anywhere and take the most memorable pictures!
Cleaner's Tool Belt - Designed to carry cleaning products & tools. Quickly dispense disinfectant wipes or window cleaner like a gun slinger.
A dust cloth roller for the floor - it works better than any dust cloth on the market (see prototype images)
"Vacuum Storage Bin" ... Carry your supplies while vacuuming. .. Attaches To Upright Vacuums and Removable to be carried with a strap...
SurfBoard XLRâ„¢
Desiree Mitchell Prom Barbie
My product is a glow pillow for children who have a hard time getting to sleep. it's light source could consist of LED or Fiber optics.
Flour sugar canister that tracks when your low on these products, but also vacuum out the air for a tight seal.
EZ Scrabble
Stuff The Quirky Stocking With Gifts/Q items~ For Holidays, Birthdays, Promotions etc.
VEMO: Leave a voice or video reminder and get things done. [VIDEO]
iPhone case with trackball in the middle of where the home button is controlled through an app.
I am on my dock in Louisiana, I need a place to set my drink. I came up with a holder for interchangeable items that can't get knocked over!
Lego Style Silicone Cement Molds. Who doesn't like Lego's?
a simple pad that you place over a dish of food, it has a heating element so that it can keep warm any dish in any container
Portable Car Dryer
Smartphone controlled robot vacuum cleaner.
project a phone
App Controlled Holliday Lighting Display
Funnel with measurement and valve ... Now you can control the amount of liquid directly when shedding it!
Fish bobber snap!
Flexible Sun Shades
Toilet-Can. Opens up just like a garbage-can. Lever on toilet makes seat raise so one doesn't come in contact with its germs and bacteria.
Hygiene in a Roll! Flushable wipes in a Roll with a Re-usable sleek designed Roll Holder that locks moisture in & fits most "TP" holders.
Beverage Food
An alert on your phone that allows you to automatically reply to texts when driving
App-enabled gutter sensor for gutters maintenance. Let you know the condition of your gutters. Send alerts for problems. Resub.
No More Heavy Coolers (from heavy ice), or messy Wet Drinks... store food in it too! A cooler that has a cooling mechanism - No ice needed.
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
1 "HANDLE" 2 Great Kitchen Tools. Interchangable Handle, Deep Strainer Scoop, Deep Liquid Scoop. Strains-Scoops-Hangable-Stackable....
Customizable cooling pad (CCP)
The edge man. Easily prevent injuries from sharp edge. For childen and... drunken adults. [Resub 518 votes 1st round!]
Don't you hate when you wash your clothes and then you find hair in them after they are "cleaned"? Here comes the Hair Trap to collect it.
Gutter Buddy
Small inexpensive personal paper shredder turns paper into confetti pieces, rather than long sheets, just like more expensive cross shredder
Fun game which can be played at home, on the beach, the park, anywhere, for all ages and it is harder than it looks, like giant beer pong
Pet Bath Stand
"The Pot & Pan Burnt Crust Buster" able to reach the most difficult spots & layers, and take them out!
Pad Pole (Tablet Case)
The upper Denture blocks mouth taste receptors. Detracting millions from the joy of eating."Injoy" allow millions enjoy flavor of food again
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"Party Power" Box &amp; Rock Systems are Green Scalable power solutions for your outdoor power needs. Hours of electric power for your fun!
The Recycling Trough
A functional Eyeglass Rack hung next to the door. Now we all know where our glasses are, can switch out pairs, too! No More Lost Glasses!!
Have you ever traveled with a small child or more than one and tried to find a place to change them. The Travel Changer says... Look No More
bowl for sink, drain water filter incorporated, easy pug remover by float linked to the pug and floating on the water surface.
"LEAN" - The chair that moves automatically in the direction the occupier leans. "The chair of tomorrow today." Drop down armrests. Thanks
Dispensers one fore coffee-pads and one fore biscuits
A mouse pad that provides a hard, stationary surface for using a mouse with your laptop anywhere you choose to sit.
A cool, quality knife set with interchangeable blades that securely lock into ergonomic handles. Please leave a comment! All are welcome
IR EASY INSTALL LIGHT REMOTE
A pen and/or stylus and nail file combo!
Magnetic Ear Bud Headphone
An extraordinary bouncy ball with different ethnics and genders features. A perfect ball to stimulate learning and exercising for kids.
#spotsv Pins hurt :( Twist Pin! Twist when ready to use. Twist when ready to stow. No more pain :D
mattel hotwheel barbie docking station for three apple products the iphone ipad ipod with a alarm clock gonna be hit with the kids and mom
Ever dream of a small fan on the back of a phone. It will be app enabled, so just press the app and it turns on.
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIAL
RFID stamping machine - Embeds an RFID into any product
Eliminate framing mistakes! Reduce the time to frame a home by 1/3. Now homeowners can frame their own sheds/garages/additions! ADJUSTABLE!
The Coin Scupture is a sculpture and a piggy bank that would look like a beautiful sculpture that people can use as a form of decoration.
Stay put straw
Itâ€™s The SHOE CARROUSEL. This is an item every woman in the world and some men will desire. It is spins with at least 3-4 levels.
Automatic air freshener dispenser that sprays from a mister instead of aerosol can. Your own scent, odor strength and less allergy problems.
A shovel that uses the ground as a fulcrum. Comprised of a bubble shaped shovel head that allows user to scoop, lift, and dump w/o lifting.
#spotsv (expired after subbed to contest)Monkey Runner climbs shower hose in the bathroom once at palm top it slides down with the bananas!
Smartphone LED Focus-Sticker
Rack 'n' Roll
Thread Repair Stick. Repair Stripped Threads in wood.
80+ Votes. The Wake. The latest in alarm clock innovation. Wake up to air, not an annoying sound. It has my original "Wave" function and...
Pressure Sprayer Nozzle to fit any plastic bottle. REDUCE, REUSE, GO GREEN
Have the best lawn on the block and save $$$ at the same time!
iPhone Landline Adapter - Use your iPhone(or laptop) on your landline. Integrate your landline and iPhone. Get the benefits of both.
A universal spray nozzle attachment that finally uses every single drop of expensive cleaning solution - even when spraying straight down!
My system is about protect driver from damage renter or company truck.Some driver dont pay attention to bridges,especially at night.
A great way to stay organized as a waitperson. Record the order on a paper pad or erasable board. Place the order, wipe it, &amp; go on.
Single Sided Headphone/Earphone with Mic+Remote - Custom colors
Quick Grab Snack Nets. Hangs in front so you can grab snacks easily.
"no-code" universal remote
Simple and compact, a SimTracker device allows us to track almost all our valuable items: laptop, bicycle, car at fee price of few pennies
Flash card maker
What Do you Get when You combine your passion for Art and Practicality? Click to find out!
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Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
To make a stuffed toy that looks just like the Poodle Moth. It's the new sensation on the internet. A sweater design.
Iphone Hat. a sleeve that connects at top, sinches at bottom or can unroll into a nice hat for your phones top when your using it.
It is IMPOSSIBLE to clean cups/mugs/bottles. Well NOW it is possible!
Vacuum Balloon
automated ice and margarita ma
Let's bring the umbrella to the 21st century, incorporate it to the internet of things and democratise whether forecasting where matters.
ok here i go after years of desiding and fussing around about this idea i desided to let it out this tool will help parents
A Rubik's cube with internal sensors to track moves and conduct time trials, linked to a smart phone.
The Music Mat
A Waterproof beach blanket with pump up/deflatable pillows that sand doesn't stick to and can be used as a backpack.
Plant Staking Made EASY!Simply slide ring over ANY plant stake,pinch to grip,bend the wire arms to "hug" plant.GOODBYE TWIST TIES!
Wink switch/sensor
Fancy-My-Wall Calendar.Thin,ultra chick electronic calendar with touchscreen to write on. Has reminders, hangs on wall. Save trees, go green
Modular, fully customizable, lightweight, sturdy shelving. Basically something you can build to be whatever storage structure you need.
A "helping hand" for the proper insertion of a custom hearing aid. Wearers of hearing aids often need help in getting them in correctly.
Plague Pod - an app enabled device that communicate with other units over NFC for virus spread simulations and other gaming applications.
Poppycock
The HomeWork Pad!
New website with virtual inventory to checkout items and just before purchasing all the valid coupons are applied for you from third party.
Entertain your 4-legged friend for hours with BEEF-FLAVORED BUBBLES! Vitamin-infused and non-toxic to your dog.
A beach umbrella and chair combination that will charge electronics using the sun.
Pet/object/kid finder using Bluetooth or WIFI Tags with a smart phone
Do you have a freezer of over flowing bags and broken containers? I do! I want to clean your freezer and regain that forgotten meat.
Tired of carrying around wall chargers to school, work, or anywhere just to keep your computer alive? Here's a nice little solution :)!
Barbeque's Lazy Sue
USERS CREATE and GET OWN MOUSE! Mouse made of 'Transforming-Hardening' material, users can design their own mouse. It is DESIGN
EVOLUTION!
Mushroom hunting? An APP that tells me when the mushrooms and things like wild grapes and raspberries are in Season.
Hybrid Cold Air Refrigerator
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
Smoke Detector system that can sound a tornado siren inside the house when there is a tornado warning in the area
iPhone Sticky Note Pad w/ Pen - Adhers to back. Refillable custom size sticky notes. Easy access pen. Corner pockets keep in place RESUB
iBall - This ball chases you - You don't chase this ball!
Expandable Level/Ruler
NEW type of Door Security Bar. Gain security and peace of mind while traveling domestically or abroad, or while at home.
Some like it hard and wide. What is your perfect bike seat? Inflatable seat,modify sections according to your needs RESUB #qcycle
Bluetooth single speaker for hearing impaired for television, radio or any device better than wearing headphones. No cumbersome wires.
Here's your chance to use the Disposable pop up trash bag for spring cleaning,raking leaves,or any other needs.Finally work alone with ease!
Remove those stubborn burnt-on stains from your pots, pans and plates with ease! Use a scrubbing brush, that does the scrubbing for you!
WATERPROOF TABLET VISOR CASE Keep your favorite tablet safe from sand and water while you read in privacy. Built-in visor eliminates glare.
knife holder with kings curve
D.V. Mail or Door Voice Mail allows a visitor to leave a message at your door after listening to your voice mail.
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find your car in a parking lot
AppEnabled Hand-Free HairDryer
WINE COOLER + APP
Multidevice bluetooth audio
Solar powered pet bed/pad for outside pets. Charges during the day, cozy all night. For silly pets who won't sleep inside a pet house.
THREE SIXTY
Shoveling sidewalks and driveways just got easier. A V-shaped snow shovel will push it out of the way and save you the backache!
Smart timer
Infinity Lead
A wireless rechargeable charger
Need more cabinet space? Add-on kitchen cabinets that match your current cabinets look! U-frame wire support allows for E-Z install!
Toothbrush sets with fun waterproof alphabet stickers for personalization so nobody uses your toothbrush by mistake. OWN YOUR TOOTHBRUSH!
"The BobblePop" - A base for suckers, stick candy, &amp; popsicles. Prevents mess yes, but the most important aspect is "it prevents choking."
I was wondering if a memory metal could run the lenght of a extension cord, when plugged into an outlet relax, but when unplugged coil up.
iPad/Mini iPad Easel Case. Play station for kids. Dry erase, storage iPad holder.
DRINK COVERS - Custom/ 3 size!
Magnetic stove knob covers that will prevent the stove knobs from getting greasy and grimy residue buildup.
Flashlight ring. Light at your finger tips ;)
Resub - TOOTHBRUSH - "Brush never touches dirty surfaces" -Just slide the handle and it stands on its own!"
A new device to eliminate the hassle of pulling trash bags out of trash cans/bins! Vacuum is the enemy! Reverse vacuum the ally!
Instant flip down/up shelving and or hanging bars. Simply slide over door or mount to wall. Virtually disappears when not needed.
STORE YOUR ITEMS !!
TOILET PLUNGER LINER...form fitting silicon or plastic liner for the bathroom plunger. Form fitting, washable, Easy on...Easy off!
When you need to apply formulations only to the scalp and avoid contact with other places... video shows the window of opportunity...
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnetic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags,touch the magnetic strips together Various colors and sizes
Pee detector in the pool to embarrass the people who pee in the pool.
Seasonal Mattress Pad
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
Customizable handbag A bag, many bags, customizable with different colors and patterns
My invention is a feather duster hand held vacuum. It has a very unique design and there is nothing on the market like it. Patent D668824
Retractable pet leashes with a hand brake. You have control, you can slow, or stop! your pet without an abrupt jolt.
Magnetic phone air stand+case
Makeup brush stand &amp; sanitizer
TRACEITS - retractable lines that take you to your deep freezer food. No more digging the freezer and remembering what is inside.
A 2 part bowl of cereal&amp;milk together, when you unscrew the top the milk container will open and mix in with the cereal inside.
Easy Keyfinder. Key cover starts glowing when it's near of its door.
Edible arrangements charges $100 for fruit bouquets. Everything you need to make a first class fruit arrangement included with our Kit.
Suffering from backpack office clutter? No Worries! Introducing the backpack holder - the official backpack clutter eliminator.
A pump dispenser tab for traveling. The small tab fits below a standard pump dispenser to prevent spills from the pump from being pressed.
Inspired by the old slide puzzle, A bracelet slide puzzle to keep you kids busy, customize colors, play challenges. Wearable trendy toy.
A pizza trivet that contracts for storage, pizza size ones are too big and awkward to store, Then when thinking, it became so much more!
Now where's that pen?? Packing tape dispenser with marker pen holder.
Does your SALAD BAG get SQUASHED in your fridge? Does your bag of chips get crushed in your backpack?
Do you suffer from hot flashes or night sweats? Get ready for a good night's sleep because Cool Relief is on its way!
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extraSINK SINKtub food-capture
A case that folds on one side for propping up and a shade on other side to prevent glare
A toilet seat that slightly spreads apart when you sit down on it.
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
Wine Corkscrew and Bottle-Cap Opener iPhone Case.
Privacy Protection Screen
A drink mixing pitcher with separate compartments for each part of the drink. Each one has a spout ratio the same as the drink ratio.
Active pics baby mat(resub)
#spotsv Sick of water pooling in the bases of glasses, cups and bowls after the dishwasher cycle? Food particles may be in them.
Glow in the dark zip ties, shake like a glow stick to activate!
Smart phone case with ring/finger sleeve security. Never "fumble" your smart phone again, or set it down and have to search your home!
#spotsv "Shoe Lace Buddies"
Utensil Fit
Stop wasting Post -its! They are costly,attach to just about anything except your dog or cat. Office use, write on food containers, etc!
Umbrella and beverage holder for strollers, becouse moms and dadd have only two hands!
Auto Can
Paint Dispensing Roller Tray
Hurricane Sandy is on the move and I'm strapping down my lawn furniture. I'm using bungy cords but I never seem to have the correct size!
Quirky Photo Cup - a cup to hold all your pens and pencils on your desk, and share your photos at the same time.
InstantLunch=hot food without an oven Not solar powered&amp;no sun required Not mechanical, or electric&amp;no energy needed for heating at all
Do you have multiple iGadgets? Customize your docking station!
TREE HUGGING Laundry Stand, so many uses. add space and convenience to hang dry your towels, swimwear, clothing,
G.P.S. HARNESS - TRACKING PETS
who uses the inside part off the soap NO ONE it gets thrown away into the environment and gets wasted
Roller Sweep
A portable clothes hanger with truly practical usage where it could hold heavy coat, best of all, it even have a bar to hang trouser!
Nouveau Cake Slicer
Garage Door for your Laptop
Fanny Pack Disposable Diaper
Infinite Headphones
Q TAKE NOTICE! NOTHING LIKE THIS IS ON THE MARKET-Resubmit: Device power cord organizer: Adjustable spools with labels, reusable label
tags
"Window Watcher" snooper alarm
WASHING YOUR CAR WILL BE A ONE HAND AFFAIR &amp; WASHING/CLEANING OF BATHROOM FLOOR &amp; WALLS WILL BE
EASIER &amp; LESS TIME COSUMING.
Window weather proofing
Removable cap that serves as a stylus on any pen/pencil.
#spotsv Dress socks with a small flat magnet @ the top of the sock,magnetic polarity will allow only blue to match blue No more mixed socks.
Ipad shelf Loud Speaker
The Quick Release Grass Thatch
iPad Wings - a stand, a steering wheel for games, a wall hanger, a bumper, ...
Bluetooth headset - solarium Goggles
Introducing THE COVER-RING , A "Ring Cap" (a small shower cap)to protect your ring's stone or stones &amp; prongs while keeping it sparkling!
A refrigerator that dispenses up to 5 gallons of your favorite (non water) beverage right from the door via a removable container and liner!
Yoga Chair. An office chair or device that can help us stretch one or both of our legs at a time while sitting in our office chair.
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Helmlock
Sand, water, sun burns! Let's face it - no one wants to touch your sandy back. With my disposable sun screen applicator, they won't have to!
Up-Alarm: An Alarm Clock That MAKES You Get Up From Bed! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Block Snow/Sun w/ Car Screen
A piece that ataches to any soda can with a closing lid with built in air freshener to turn the can it to s self contained ash tray
This device alerts over-tired, over-scheduled parents that a baby is in the back seat whenever the car door is opened!
Ambient Light Energy Returner
A microphone midi controller that is used in a daw(digital audio workstation) to control an electronic instrument via midi messages
Breast Ed Doll
Web Cam Cover
WiFi Electric Toothbrush With Built In Waterproof Camera:App-enabled to see where you are brushing on any smart phone or tablet.
One Person
Right Side Teller For Earphone
Pickle Fork
A Very Compact Office Chair. Store It. Carry It. Be Comfortable {Please Check Descriptive Pics}
A case that has finger grips in back for a secure hold.
App enabled diaper alert when baby is wet.Time to Change that Diaper.
Solar-powered iPhone/iPad Sun Visor
Camera mirror module that will allow you to take discreet photo from the TOP (headphone area) of the phone, as opposed from the back.
A personal assistant to support your head while you sleep on a plane. No more uncomfortable neck cramps and sleepless flights.
Thermo Case
Digital signage used as a social networking interface. A thin layer of transparent adhesive film that has inbedded digital circuitry.
PestPillars- Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 220+ Vts. Thank you.
This is the Ultimate protective carrying case for the Iphone and Ipad with a slide out Bluetooth keyboard.
Smart Band-Aids! Comfy Touch Screen Friendly Bandages. (Click for more images.)
The bathroom/kitchen is one of the dirtiest places, a non central vacuum that mounts on the baseboard or under the cabinet.
Portable retractable tables that can be carried and set up in seconds No more buying expensive patio furniture or renting tables for a party
PARKED CAR SENSES RAIN AND ROLES UP WINDOWS IF CRACKED (Rolled down) !!!
iPhone Case with a built-in Bottle-Cap Opener.
picture baby bottle it glows in the dark, it will be a keeper to save tobe designed to be in favoite cartoons good for daycare recycliable.
Operative Shopping Cart
BikeLift
mail box extender
iPhone case with zipper pocket for money.
StickNFind
Tired of flies joining your picnic? Then you need the table tent! The table top screened-in room will protect all of your picnic food!
A window perch for cats that is not permanently attached to the sill or wall and can easily be moved to another window.
Adaptable pad frame on wall for iPad/mini/iPhone, etc. Various color/style. Replaceable panel. Rotatable. Charging dock. Sound amplifier.
BareFoot Slippers
IPad case specifically designed for folks who use it for gaming - has a crevice for Q's magnetic ipad gaming controller to fit in
An app and peripherals that improve listening
KNEE PADS WITH WHEELS BUILT IN. For people who work on their knees or just for fun, wear with rollerblades. RESUB 264 VOTES
Lost power? Not sure if food is still good? Check out this simple device that could save you tons of money.
It's a temporary button (Backup Button) in case you lose one. Simply push it through where the old button was and fold down the ends.
Watch dog
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Girls &amp; Boys Backpack with built in lunch kit container area, no more kids coming home without their lunch bag, its built in to the pack
A cane that beeps to alert the visually impaired or blind know that their approaching a curb, stop light, or stop sign.
Wicked-Awesome Sleek Portable Multi-USB Wall Charger and Hub
My 2006 cancer, During that time the treatment caused my bladder to weaken. That promted me to create New Pad Underwear for men & women.
The Wheelchair Wonderbar(Side By Side Again)Everyone Here And The Quirky.Com Staff Should Check Out The Video.This Really Needs Be Made Now.
Cuff Clips. Holds your pant cuff or sleeve cuffs from falling down. See Video!Resub
"The Boot Collar" made of cloth,leather,plaid,fur,etc. Strips are sewed to a leg hose, the upper material is flipped over the boots edge
This product idea will convert any regular desktop/laptop screen into a touch enabled screen.
Phone2Phone Charging Wire
A dog food bowl made out of dog biscuit material. Fido can eat his food and have the bowl for desert! No need to clean the bowl ever. Yummie
Non-Slip Grip Stackable Shatterproof Children's Cups. Texturized Middled. Easy to Stack. Easy to Remove One.
From eye catching designs to flashing lights and easy storage, playtime can be extended and be more fun for kids with this new jumprope.
pillow w/ temperature control
Ultra Hygenic Water Bottle
Star light, Star bright.. I see a Bendable flashlight.
Core Work Chair. Long hours sitting? This chair enables you to keep your abs and back stronger than just sitting with little effort.
DISPOSABLE INSERT OVEN GRATE
Sturdy folding velcro dolly. Attaches to bag and has 4 casters. Straps from wheel base wrap around bag and are used for pulling.
SCREEN PROTECTOR, DOCUMENT HOLDER, HOLDER FOR PHONE, TABLET, USB STICKS, CABLES, PENS, TABLE FOR STICKY NOTESYOU MUST SEE IT OPEN!
A cube that docks your iphone or iPod and notifies you about texts, emails and other tasks via the cube changing color
Nurf Plane launcher with bubble trail the must have summer toy.
plastic cutting piece with inner blade which allows you to clamp on to denim and put small rips, tears, or creative designs in your jeans.
GOOGLE EARTH INTEGRATION ON COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS
Swiss Army Tool iPhone Case and Quirky Switch Accessory.
Remote Control with built-in speaker and headphone jacks for listening to TV programs in full stereo without disturbing others in the room.
Toilet Bob is a character in the shape of a fishing bob placed in back tank of toilet containing chemicals that clean toilet:They dissolve
MY INVENTION IS SNOW-GRIP. IS A METAL DIVICE FOR DISLODGING A VEHICLE STUCK IN A RUT OF ICE, MUD, SNOW, SAND OR ANY
OTHER LOOSE SURFACE.
L.E.D Baseball. Inner Core is protected from shock of hits, but still lights up so it can be seen better during night play.
Inspired by Vandals: A Computer Case With A Dry-Erase Coating
Car laser fog light
Stick of Peanut Butter
Bathroom Set: New Soap &amp; Toothpaste dispensers! AND New Toilet Caddy and control your roll attachmet.
The Hula Hoop is a great exercise but not very practical to use in the home.With this new hoop the user can "wear" it and use any time.
Kitchen Roll Holder with INTEGRATED Timer
â€œMY CARâ€: A â€œVehicle Status Centerâ€ app designed to report safety and maintenance status back to the owner.
Jukebox. App. For baby. Boomer. With. Songs. From. The. Sixty. Filthy. Seventhy And extra. Hits
App enabled fan control for your house. Control fans Allowing you to control power, and speed, and perhaps sync to timer or alarm remotely.
Coffee lids with built in temperature colors showing red, yellow, and green with green being safe to drink to keep from burning your tongue.
Ergonomic Luggage Handle Auto adjust to your grip to Relieve Fatigue, Stress and Strain. The Short Form can be Attached to Existing luggage
Bike w/ reflective paint coat
a heavy duty plastic or metal camera case that can transform into a tripod
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Taste of music - is a chewing gum in the form of vinyl record. You can listen and taste your favorite music
iPad Desk Stand and â€œLap Deviceâ€ formerly the Butterfly
Annie's Food Tape
Celling Storing on a String
Baby Alert Car Seat Cover
Millions will be sold so why cant it be quirky states are making it mandatory for pets to be in a safety harness so heres my idea for pets
Digital Dog Feeder
Shake LED Flashlight Padlock:A padlock with built-in shake LED flashlight.#QCYCLE
"Lightning Fast Hail Protection"
Luggage puller too short, doesn't extend far enough? tired of the long reach down and uncomfortable pulling? Try an innovative extender.
A Boston Shaker with built in strainer, embedded rubber gasket for tight, easy seal, hide away telescoping spoon, and measuring window.
I have designed a toilet seat handle to eliminate the need to handle toilet seats when they are raised and lowered.
My product is a tool that would facilitate easy hanging of curtains/drapes.
A guitar pick with a unique ergonomic shape which provides superior pick control.
cuisiner zen
Heat &amp; Water Resistant Kitchen Gloves
Casing for reading tablets,with swivelled glove/strap on the back for confort holding. for people with athritis,sweaty palm and seniors,etc.
Tiny, lightweight travel car mount for iPhone 4. Smaller than a credit card when folded, but completely functional.
The Mighty Board for calls to action! A visually fun dry erase magnetic memo board styled to look like a comic book page.
Small Horizontal Refrigerator
A digital photo frame that you can view live video from any camera in the world. through the cameras IP address and the wi-fi connection.
Insecticide Balls
Kitchen and Bathroom Cabinet knob and pull clip
Ipad charger shelf, How nice. Could even have a passcode so kids cant knock it off.
Digital Memory Card & Camera Accessory Box w/LCD Screen Display (Round 2)
Ultraportable Wireless AUX
Personal Mail Delivery Drone
Connected RememberBoard
Display unit/coffee table which transforms appearance/use by turning frame and adding floor tiles(or similar material.
Do you hate sharing towels in the bathroom especially during cold and flu season?? Use towel clips to identify your towel.
MILLIONS cannot work at home. Company sensitive data can be viewed on their computer screen. COMPUTER SECURITY GLASSES would eliminate
this.
An overlooked are for orgainzation is the medicine cabinet. Perfect for a 3" wide modular product line to fit inside the cabinet.
spinach press! drains excess water out of cooked spinach. i hate having to always wring out spinach. so much gets wasted down the drain!
Signal - Safety Strips for pedestrians and exercisers
A motorized disco ball, with directional lighting uniquely powered by your existing overhead light sockets (i.e. pot lights).
Hands Free Smartphone Stand
My product is an enhanced plate mat for eating outdoors. It would clamp to multiple sizes of tables and have swiveling plate holders.
Self adjusting car window phone mount with detachable and rechargeable USB battery pack for quick charges and safe convenient phone storage.
An iPhone dock with bluetooth capabilities that looks like a vintage-inspired landline phone.
Q HOCKEY- even for WHEELCHAIR bound? Here it is! 2 player Hockey. Yes two players can play this game by hand and S c o r e! Everyone plays!
A bottle of beer straight from the glass!!!!!!! Twist off! Twist on! Drink!
Magnetic decals. My kids love the chalkboard/magnetic wall in their room.How much fun would it be to have magnetic decals to add to the fun!
The metered shower head is a green product perfectly positioned with the growing awareness of the need to reduce the human footprint.
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A simple device that attaches to the beginning portion of an escalator hand rail and sprays out hand sanitizer so you never get germs again.
Water Cooler Jug Wrap
A bike charger for smartphone running with Eddy current.It can be really compact, no moving part required and no friction on the wheel
The newest way to keep our packaged foods fresh longer,with the very needed compact Insta-Jar.
Iron-on decorative pants cuffs to make your pants just the right length, with just the right style!
the handy holder
Cordless Small Appliances
Loose coins causing thick wallets? Not any more. Introducing 'The Keep'
THE MEATER-The first and only device to measure accurately if a grilled steak is rare, medium, or well without piercing it.
Makes it accesible for their treatments. Having a zipper on the slleeves to allow the technicians easy access to treat them.
Large burger cooking fork
'Quirky' DOG LEASH
L.E.D. Toothbrush. Push button activated Colored Transluscent toothbrush that ligths up long enough to brush your teeth.
Baby's bed shaking device
Kitchen waste bag that recycle
simple timer for outlets that commonly use powerbricks or other small appliances that only need short run times per day.
My Baby Daddy Bag
A kitchen scrubber/sponge, which provides a clear visual cue, when it is ready to be demoted from dish duty to countertop cleaning.
VacuCrane. A handheld vacuum with TELESCOPIC NOZZLE! No more bending over! No more cleaning on your KNEES under the kitchen table!
Jukebox. App. For baby. Boomer. With. Songs. From. The. Sixty. Filthy. Seventhy And extra. Hits
Extendable Irrigation Riser
A stylish clip (gold or silver with switchable center stone) which attaches to your belt to keep the belt tail contained.
Existing products protect food from flies and bugs while they are not being accessed. My idea would protect before, during and after access
"UNIVERSAL SILICONE GRIP" for coffee mugs. Keeps your hands cool when you microwave your tea or coffee. Slips easily onto the handle
#spotsv Silicone Pouch: A waterproof pouch larger than a "coin purse". Can be used for lots of things; coins, earbuds, medications,gtr picks
A caller ID telephone with a large LCD display and a "Print on Demand" facility, designed mainly to improve fast food delivery efficiency.
Up and Down Hanger
A storage device business/personal use: secure; credit card size; usb; customizable; user specific; replaces id/credit cards, wallets, etc.
Shelf divider
Protect you and your family from germs, bacteria and cross contamination with the Motion Bath Tissue Dispenser.
easy roll trash bags
Eliminate the boring Notes. Update Notes from your cell phone that can be displayed at home. Big Electronic post it note sign with app duo!
An ingenious solution for trimming and filing troublesome dog nails!
Pandora style bracelet charms. Each charm "bluetooth" - lights up for special contacts -incoming email/text
Food delivery safe box
ident a tape
Create an adapter that has an apple i plug on one end and a USB on the other end that will connect 2 i cords to make longer while charging.
Kinetic Charger
An app used by runners/walkers that gives you all possible routes for a desired distance, returning to starting point.
Bicycle Carrier Security Lock
It's a unique gardening tool that weeds close to plants that could get damaged by weed-whackers. The main tool is part of a set.
Driving your car the speed limit makes sense,so let the speed limit signs change digitally, based on the weather condition per that road.
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modular wine rack
Biggest Idea Since the Light Bulb; Please check this out. I have been trying hard to get on SharkTank but with no Luck, The Word is Millions
password para armas
Sink insert turns your kitchen sink into a paint or utility sink. Keeps kitchen sanitary and is ideal for apt/small home dwellers resubmit
Food Wheel to teach kids (2-8?) about healthy eating
Mini stylus pen with a LED flash light. Short video demo.
Footwear with interchangeable components
External searching and observation Camera for Smartphones
The iPad is the fastest selling item in the market and not because people need it but because they want it. The accessories market is huge.
The Bottle with 2 partitions, one for water and other for Fruit Juice.Parents will love to have one for their kids.
It's a One Stop Tea Shop... Keep your tea's fresh/visible/organized with this Tea Bag Station. No more tea bag clutter in the cupboard.
Instant Cold Can- Having a cold beverage without chilling first.
Razor Keeper
iPhone case with Oyster card / RFID card space
New Quirky feature that lets you "jump" your previously submitted ideas to the top of the list.
App.BOX - Location linked start-up of your apps RODSTER - App Enabled Curtain/Shower Rod System! Wave Your Hand in the Air! Timed Open/Close, Lighting Effects, Security &amp; MORE!
liquid passage for mixing bowl
An Ice Chest / Cooler with Dedicated Seat or Table Top and Full Access to Cooler Compartments Even When Stacked.
EARPLUGS to Sleep well without the worry of not hearing the alarm oclock, and without waking up people around you
PEN-CELL-CASE
POOLSIDE SUN CHAIR
A natural cellulose paper sheet, embedded with cooking oil, can reduce or eliminate burns and sticking to pans or casserole dishes.
Portable Toaster
Shopping in the rain is a pain! My brolly holder would be practical and could become a fashion accessory using endless print options.
A sponge with a crushable packet of cleaner inside it that can be released to wet the sponge with a squeeze. Could possibly be reusable.
This jar only lets you have one cookie a day. Great for diet-control, or rationing treats to children. It has an electronic time lock.
Why limit your sticky notes to just a single side, color or theme at a time? Hereâ€™s my little FLIP to make it twice as useful...2x better.
Heat Stamp Jeans- Heat iron design by placing under material and fade material on raised areas of stamp. See pictures. Please read info...
Filter Change Notification: An app that lets you know when the filters in your home need replacing (i.e. heater, a/c, purifier, etc...)
Replacement brush heads for non-electric toothbrushes will save you money and the environment.
Eject wall plugs through IOS application !
Flip Dish for Micorowave. Instead of stirring, flip this dish over to get both sides warm.
Wireless touchscreen headphone
My idea is for steel toed house shoes that are slip resistant and so comfortable and stylish, they look and feel like regular house shoes.
RESUBMIT 12/11-Stop your pet from escaping when you open your front door
Put a Tap on your Milk or Juice Cartons! We did it, works great! Check out the pics!
Wash your iPad
Twisty Tie Hand Held Dispenser/Stapler for goodie bags!
The FastMelt Gun is a chocolate glue gun uniquely designed for melting chocolates &amp; candy melts. A revolutionary way to melt &amp; bind sweets
Diving Mask with Rear-view mirrors
smart talkie-walkie
Cake &amp;/or Baking Pans w/measurements imprinted &amp;/or raised/pressed inside the pan wall. This allows even pouring into multiple pans.
Pet Snap
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LED Extension Cord:The cord has built in light up LEDs.Also LED USB extension cord..#Resub
I want every salon/haircutting/Spa store to have a window that is clear/see through in the apron so people can use their iPhone/Electronics
Tired of using a rolling pin? let this product roll all of your pizza,tortilla,naan and cook for you.Choose how thin and cook how you want.
Travel Green
Flow chart blocks: Manipulate flow charts physically and in a group setting and when done, transfer the flow chart to the digital format
You don't have to touch dirty toilet seat cover with this idea item!
"NO PRENSIL" BREADFRESH
Grill attachment that uses the propane from the bottle to supply a mesquito repellant system for a great bug free dining experience.
Adjustable Wrist Rest for a Mouse
Multidirectional fan unit, 8 fans around a central point. Efficiently superior air flow/mixing in all directions. Many versions. See Video.
Sound Activated Light-up iPod/iPhone Case - The Perfect Unique Accessory For The Hottest Product This Year!
WiFi Motorized Shopping Cart:With GPS tracker &amp; self parking feature App-enabled on iPhone 5.
Coolest,The Cooler in a Cooler
BATHROOM COOLER CABINET for skin cream & cosmedics to keep them fresh and extend the freshness exp date. IDEA BY PAT SALNAITIS
09/03/2011
WetBand
My idea is a serving tray that has a pull out drawer for holding, storing and serving your napkins, silverware, and/or condiments.
Super GARDEN TRASH BIN! A Medium size trash Bin that can be used like trolley and help move stuff around. (SEE ALL IMAGES)
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
iPad carrying case with stand. Stores your wires, notebook, paper, pens, and accessories.
#spotsv Magnetic holder to hold anything e.g in your car boot.
EDAP to the situation!
Keep an eye on outside play
The time has come to fight ugly smells with something beautiful.
Introducing the stay cool drink container. The double walled acrylic container has a removable "ice Pack" to keep your drinks cold.
Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
Frontline applying tool.
Flavored Shaving Cream
How much do you love Quirky? Get a "free" gift with each order! Great advertising! Heat sensitive Mugs with "Q" or "Quirky" logo.
RESUB: Toothpaste Dispensing Toothbrush - Your kids can dispense the right amount of toothpaste every time and without the mess.
Groovy Shelf - Phone Holder
LED Flashlight Ring. Titanium tactical style ring equipped with a powerful brightness ramping flashlight.
Hockey or Soccer shinguards that have detachable protective pieces so you can wash the soft padding and avoid the stinky, sweaty stench.
Tune in don't tune out
Take 3-D photographs/videos by just using this iPhone case and accompanying application!
Stylish Snap-on bracelet fan: It's a Snap-on bracelet that's worn on your wrist and opens into a fan!
My husband has a tool belt; I want a housework tools belt -hang dust cloths, spray wax, wisk broom and pan, and telescoping fan cleaner.
Pro Whistle" Communicates with broadcast equipment or an included clock/watch to assist in making the correct call during sports play.
NeverWet Bicycle Chains! No More Rusty Chains!
Stay kool
iPhone Case with a Security Grip for Video &amp; Photo Taking
Take long distance pictures and see better on the IPhone screen with the app enabled binoculars.
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
Airline Luggage Lock arrival App. Generate flickering light, tone, and vibrations when searching for your bags around the caravan.
Extend-A-Vent
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A standard broom with bristles that expand into a sharp configuration allowing easy access to corners and tight spaces.
Resubmit (#457827): App-enabled window tinting for home, car, or sunglasses. Help reduce energy bills when away.
DONÂ´T LOSE THE IPHONE ! We're busy people. Sometimes memory fails. Sometimes we forget the phone at home, in meetings, in the car,etc.
Scissors with torsion spring
With the current economy, I want a laundry hamper/organizer that is affordable, light and colorful. No bending, and absolutely no reaching.
It's Finally Here!! The Complete All in One...VACUUM ROLLER HAIR DETANGLER
Induction Watch Batteries
solar door knob kit
Corn Grips - Safe, fashionable, ergonomic handles, snap together in pairs with built-in magnets, also turn into fridge magnets
Duo-Cycle. The big brother to the unicycle. Easier to control &amp; balance. Great for beginners &amp; those looking for exciting new change.
An electronic device similar to a wristwatch but not, uses sign symbols and. Colors to give the time or moment I call it a STARGAZER
Mobile Printer
this pizza slice shaped stackable box you can fit a whole 8 slice pie in any fridge freezer lunchbox or microwave.
Smart-Dressing Mirror (App-enable) Try it on anywhere! Track, try-on clothes, and monitor body weight and changes.
power plug, on/off setting, measure power consumption and with bluetooth, it can connect to an App or computer, to transfer a month graph.
Underwater Glow Goggles (Glowgles)
To get above the crowd, extending your camera and video capabilities of your iPhone, smart-phone or iPad camera in crowded situations.
A light monopod that transforms into a tripod.
Indoor pet porta pottie sensored, auto flushing, selfcleaning. Dog walks out the porta pottie, sensor closes door, it flushes, & selfcleans.
ODD KNOBS
A role of cloth towels that last ten times longer than paper towels and fit the same size dispenser. Should tear off role just like paper.
I want to be able to wear my own tennis shoes when the outdoor walking ground is wet without them becoming soaked and stinky.
Zippy Thru
Table-Spotter: Serve Food At The Right Table! (For Waiters &amp; Food Servers Only) (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A cooler,drink holder,with interexchangeable pods that can hold anything!
Tired of excess paint sealing your paint can lids? Rim slide removes excess paint from the groove so you can replace the lid for future use.
Attachment for a dremel that allows you to cut a perfect electrical junction box hole in sheet rock every time!
Quirky Pacifiers: Set of 8 fun designs to calm your child and bring some laughter into your life!
Home Bartender
Customize a case
Voice memo clip that wirelessly sends recorded memos to paired phone. Attaches to car dashboard or clips to backpack, clothes, etc.
Loyalty link
Multipurpose iphone/ipad case.Mount or clip your iphone/ipad anywhere you like without changing the case.As simple as that!
No more frustrating,and going back and forth to dishwasher for to get out the clean dishes,cups,bawls,knifes,spatulas then utensils :-(((!!
Pak-it Stak-it makes storing your flavor packets easy-allows you to see what you have in stock, clears clutter, and comes in many colors
MINI CHOCOLATE CONVEYER
Gaming Chairs are NOT as comfortable as Bean Bags. Combine them for a less expensive chair and dual purpose. Gaming and Reading/TV
***[MUST SEE VIDEO ATTACHED]*** We need another iPad2 Accessory= Cash Cow -SERIOUSLY- "Smart Corners" will be great - but let's
DIVERSIFY!!!
#QCYCLE. Safe Bicycle barbecue unit to attach to your handle bars or seat post or rear carrier.portable Tailgate BBQ
A CONSTRUCTION READY INDESTRUCTIBLE SNAKE POWER PLUG
Fret Board Backed iPhone Case - Guitar Training Aid (UPDATED: Pli Styling)
Case for the iPhone that glows in the dark. Can serve as a night light or flashlight. (Resubmit 243 votes)
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USE and WEAR your BEACH BAG! WEAR as wrap, scarf or bag! USE as blanket, cover or towel! Have more, carry less! Great convertible bag!
Party Table - Easily transportable table with slide out cooler storage system & slide out bins for storage.
Beautify your refrigerator and dishwasher with custom decorative magnets: mimics nice tile motif
Acoustics Amp
Make use of GE available technology to design Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
The String Along
App-enabled kitchen assistant to support the cooking process by speaking step-by-step recipes and by interacts through voice commands.
Add counter/table space to your deck while you free up floor space for your guests
Self Dispensing Soap filled Loofah*Massage-able core.Perfect For Showers/Baths/kitchen/Cars,Just the Right Clean, For Just the Right Squeeze
Stop wasting too much paper! A paper-saving paper bin with an integrated paper tray for scrap paper.
Clock stopping whistle
Panoramic Swivel Base: The new iPhone 5 has a panoramic feature for taking pictures. A swiveling base could be used for steady, quality pics
Lawn and Garden Sprinklers.Quirky Style of course. Fun ornamental critters that water lawns and gardens easily through "app"
Condon Woman
Handy-Dandy Tool
An iPhone dock for strollers --- with features that parents want.
Thermostat for Space Heaters
A digital picture frame that lets you change the captions of your photo's.
SHADE SHAPES: Re-Usable decals that adhere to lampshades and create custom silhouette shapes on your walls. Great for kids rooms!
The Perfect iPad Stand - Never Give Up, Never Surrender!
Device saves lives by notifying you if your awake or sleeping of storms approaching with one device or plug in to current devices.
Automatic Gas Shut Off via Smart Phone/Computer/Separate Device- Archived Idea on Different site
Pictures serve to keep memories, enhance the wall/home etc. Why not enhance the picture itself and give it the spot light it deserves.
This is a new way to hang wall calendars. They are acrylic wall calendar holders.
Wearing compression hose is harder than it should be
SCLF LIGHT FIXTURE: Change Bulbs & Clean Light w/ No Ladder [VIDEO]
safe housing
A credit card that has a light in it, OR a card in the shape & size of a credit card that lights up and may also have a magnifier on it.
Zip Buds
A drink bottle that doubles as a muscle builder.
The SAND SEAT - a portable beach chair that utilizes the sand as a seat.
Spinning Ring Toss. Get as many on before the timer runs out! Up to 4 players can play at once. Wind up, no electricity needed.
Your in public-you see someone that u want to meet or comm with! You can aim ur phone at theirs and press a button and sent them a message.
Our product will make the daily task of giving out your email, home, work address and the correct spelling over the phone simple, reliable
Cane that also functions as a grabber. Picks up things that falls out of reach. If you need a cane cannot safely bend down to pick up stuff.
Precise Grips RH
#SPOTSV Blinking L.E.D hair clips that are shaped like butterfly, ladybug, teddy bear, etc. Clip-onto to hair, set switch and go.
A collapsible Speaker Stand for iDevices. Inspiration: collapsible cups.
Coffee Warmer
Arena Ally
Here's a suction cup alternative that doesn't suck, literally and figuratively.
SNAKE LIGHTS - fun, flexible light bulbs you design and shape into any pattern! Artistic lighting for the modern home or trendy cafe!
DUAL AIR BICYCLE INNER TUBES-If you get a flat while riding out in boonies, you will still have back up air in the other compartment. SAFETY
An attachable/detachable pad that goes around the Headboard to prevent injury a child may incur when rocking back n forth by self soothing
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Ice cream divider
I- Bacteria --Salmonella Detector , detects salmonella and other bacteria in your food!
Sadie's Cellular Sunshade
CEREAL BOX EZ â€“ ADD A SPROUT
Magnetic push pin with loop. Hang photos &amp; docs without damaging them or hang keys/jewelry/glasses/etc. What would you hang?
My NEW Mop will make mopping easier then ever before. We all know that a cotton mop cleans better then any mop. And easy to KEEP CLEAN!
Be prepared for any small emergencies with the first aid case for iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad Mini.
Wouldn't it be great if fitted sheets actually fit the mattress, stayed put and stayed tight like when you first put them on?
1-Way Transparency Tent with Night-Vision Panels - Option to Record & Watch on Smartphone or Laptop Later!
A CONSTRUCTION READY INDESTRUCTIBLE SNAKE POWER PLUG
BBQ "keep it Hot" Platter, keep the food HOT after you have BBQ'd!!
SMART-TEXT
W.B.R.(Work-Bench-RUG) is extremely good surface to work on with various electronic / wood / home / garden PROJECTS... better than rubber.
RESUBMITTED: Apple Magic Mouse Recharge Pack!
TravelWear-No bathroom no problem This silicone shield with connected tubing allows urine to flow into hidden pocket.Empty when u r ready
iBrew Coffee Maker
the glove is a rubber sack for you to stick your penis inn that protect you from aid and std's also increases the girth and thickness
Disco Mat for your car: laser light mat which adheres to ceiling - responds to music on radio - changes colors, providing mobile dance floor
"COFFEE MUG WITH IN-BUILT STIRRER" (2 UNIQUE DESIGNS) Fun, environment friendly &amp; a cleaner way to STIR
Toddler Size Indoor Train
MAKE EASIER YOUR COOKING !!! A HANGING UTENSILS VEST ON YOU !!! A VOTE FOR THIS IDEA IS A VOTE FOR YOURSELF !!
Clear Waffle Iron
A clip board for the grocery cart. No more writing on your hand, setting down and losing your list. Clips to any cart. Hands free shopping!!
4N1 iwear case
Caraoke (CAR-aoke). Get it? It's karaoke in your car! It's an app w/ wireless headset mics that allow you to sing in your car to your favs!
iPhone/iPad Bent Sound Case
Berry Tumbler- The ultimate berry washing machine. You can soak, agitate and rinse them conveniently and get rid of germs and pesticides.
Introducing the smart bladeless fan sunglasses:WiFi sunglasses with built in mini bladeless fans to keep eyes cooler,App.
Karbonation Kaps
An adult-sized umbrella that snaps onto a stroller which will increase comfort and safety while navigating the stroller.
Power Dreads
CLEAR PLASTIC BIRTHDAY CAKE PROTECTER FROM THE UNSANITARY SPRAY OF BLOWING THE CANDLES OUT. IDEA SUBMITTED
BY PAT SALNAITIS ON 09/03/2011
One roll of three labels for organizing clutter. Storage, Donate, Trash
Made to Order clothes buying using your smartphone. For a perfect fix,choice of color and material.
Made of 100% recycled material, our planet will thank us.Our eyes will thank us too for the sight of streamlined themes and orderly decor.
Simple Wooden 3 Tealight Candle Holder #spotsv
No more dried and withered contact lenses! This case moisturizes your contacts automatically when you close the cap. Save $$$ and hassle!
RESUBMIT Create your own pencil/pen storage on most surfaces. No more lost writing utensils for you or your kids.
My idea is to have a case that has a telescoping handle to take videos,pictures or voice in a crowed place.
Interchangeable Bake Trays
Cowboy Hat Helmet
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Combine the practicality of a guitar pick holder with the aesthetic flair of your smart phone case!
Multi-dishwasher
WALLFLOWER/PLANT. Yes because now you can have a fresh flower or a bamboo plant on any vertical glass surface like mirrors or plate glass.
A hydration system that became the cup that never emptied. A portable self sustaining source of hydration. A Rain cloud in a glass.
A lamp shade you can slide open when you need more light. A translucent inner layer provides protection from the hot bulb.
Joyn Floats - Pool floats that can be joined together to form chains and rings. Having a pool party? Why not make it IN the pool this time!
SMOOTH RIDER SKATEBOARD
LADDER SHIELDS. Use on extension ladder rail, to protect roof edge and gutters. Enables ladder to extend safely beyond roof line.
Accident Safety Shield
Steering Wheel too hot to handle? Use the power of the sun to keep it cool! (Steering wheel cover with two thin solar cooled sections)
(+Video) "Neckxercise!" Daily Neck Exercise.
Universal adjustable bicycle seat cover made of textured gel filled sheet material to increase comfort and circulation. Avoid saddle sores.
iMicrophone 5:Microphone Housing For The iPhone 5 That Lets You Talk Hands Free Or Practice Your Singing,Karaoke Even.
The Keypad case for the ipad.
Run Free
Bulk Battery Storage, Dispensing and Recycling Solution
A portable caddy that is ergonomic, modular and fit for cleaning walls, the car and even holds a few drills, screws and bits for the toolbox
Resub- The Motorcycle "Pop-Cover" opens in seconds and covers any cylce in seconds just like a 'Pop-Tent'. And collapsable down to 12"-18".
Blood stains plague women daily, my idea is a laundry product made from glycerine soap that removes blood from natural fabrics completely.
Quick Dough Riser Mat
Q-PANT-LINERS to help reduce inner thigh rash that is caused by sweating, especially during the summer months.
Beach Umbrella Speaker System
ã€Umbrella + Curtainsã€‘Make an Umbrella that can block the rain from any direction!
Breakfast Sausage Container
I love playing badminton in my backyard in the summer at dusk, but my birdie gets hard to see. Quick bring out the "FIBER OPTIC SHUTTLECOCK"
The Eunice, a wedding band opening up as two enterlocking bands with dates and messages enclosed.
Find Me Tracker Chips
World atlas stored in a digital frame the size of an ordinary atlas, which is about 15" X 11". It should have a cover but also be hangable.
Hydro Portable Generator
THE DROP-BOX! Computer setting or software program that can minimize screen faster &amp; easier than current method.
earbud pocket cord organizer
Toilet Assassin, small tablet, easy to carry, takes odor out of air after pooping."If air is a little tart, drop one in before you depart."
I-Slide Phone Case
New Gator-Grips Spoon and Spatula set, bigger grip so it's easier to use for people with arthritis, shorter handle so its easier to handle
iRotate - A Unique iPad Case
Over the cabinet door dish soap bottle and sponge holder. Keep them out of sight
Simple e-ink screen on the wall, displaying (like a painting) new cartoons on a daily basis.
CUSTOM STAMP KIT - make your own stamp. Letters included. No such on market (old style).
Device which makes air vents in aluminum cans, to improve the flow of fluid to avoid excess foam or gas which cause discomfort and belching.
How can you pitch go fish? Hmm, toddlers love games to play and learn. A card game, numbers, letters and a fun cardholder. See photos below.
color changing hard shell mood skin for ipod touch or cell phone
Desk 2D digital photo frame figurine, zoom, rotate, put on a slide show; USB and memory card ports download from your computer photo album.
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A telescoping storage Flask made from silicon which has a good insulation property for use in both outdoors and late night indoor parties.
The "Jack-Up" is a special mechanism that allows you to move your bed to any height!
A Pull cart for baseball, softball or little league. Keeps equipment organized. Fits in most car trunks,SUV,Vans, &amp; Pickups. Easy to lift.
Monitor golf balls performance via wireless embedded device and display its information flight,distance,speed,location on phone/tablet.
Reading App for smart devices
Nesting containers with removable sides and bottom eliminate messy transplants that are also detrimental to the health of your plants.
School backpacks with built in digital scale or with bluetooth alert system -No more overloaded backpack for our kids!
Bicycle Commuters; Life isn't always paved road. What if you could switch from fat mountain tire to skinny road tire...with a thumb lever?
Cook BACON the Southern Way! Bacon Press and Pan Combo! Not a solid press. See the bacon, as it cooks. Rectangular Pan - shaped for BACON!
Iphone Controlled Sweeper
Bath Tags
"iPad Waterproof Case" - Apple's iPad is great for everyday activity. Imagine using it every morning in the shower !!
MetalDrone - Goldfinder
Measurement Genius
Motocart
Carabiner + Hook: Hooks that don't fall off! Great for hanging kitchen utensils, tools, clothes, etc. #spotsv
The perfect cracker. Great for mini sandwiches but not for scooping. The solution? Cracker scoops that can handle the contents of any bowl.
No-mess Dog bowl
Let's join recycling movement.Apple cell/Ipad Mini cases out of recycled paper.Q will show their green side&amp;these cases will look fantastic
door bell that dogs cant hear
Gym Log
Attachable Snowblower Light
Most of us has been in the situation where there is no way around getting a spider out of the house. Usually very dramatic. No more!
Chop Stick Knork
"RING BLING!!!" Women: Leave your cell phone "in your bag" (as most of you do) and still be aware of incoming calls, texts and/or emails
A mop bucket ergonomically designed for the workplace with a gravity fed drain so your buckets clean every time.No more filling and dumping!
A standard suitcase that converts into a rolling flat cart by pulling 1 small lever.Carry all baggage, pro gear, or ?. Convert back 1 button
Pneumatic Tubbing System circculated throughout a hotel with stops at every room. Touchscreen Ordering Menu beside every bed.
Like "KitchenAid Squirt Palm Brush" but interchangeable with other cleaning products and can hold 2 different cleaning solutions.
Motorcycle Outrigger
RETRACTABLE Dog/Cat HARNESS
Make an earbud cord with a bendable, hindged or flexable elbows, where it attatches to your IPOD/mp3/phone. Designed to wind around product.
Hang It Helper - Makes Hanging a Group of Pictures Easier - Hammer That Nail into your Wall Right the First Time
Wink app enabled ceiling fan
Bag Caddy
The plug aid helps to eject a wall plug from hard to reach outlets.
Easy Planter
Keboard Flossers can remove dust build up by using a rubber-tipped head to attract dustballs for easy removal
Medical Customer Service
The Body Squeegee
Campfire Rounds; Your collapsible outdoor cooking gear! A perfect companion to your portable grill! â™¦
Self reeling fishing rod for kids. Use a button to reel in your cast.
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can we just get an easy functional case. one that slips on or simply snap on. with just one step. front and back cover in one
Warming Spray bottle
Telescoping Stylus that can fit in your pocket or anywhere! Could have battery operated tip that moves forward when it touches a surface.
SMARTPHONE BAD WEATHER GEAR
iPad case
Multi-use Party Drawers
On Window car GPS
A waterproof shoulder abduction pillow post shoulder surgery that will maintain the distance away from the body necessary for the shoulder.
Pivot Power - United Kingdom Edition
Combadge. Connect a Cell via bluetooth 2 a wearable device. It can broadcast Music, use Bump Technology, & has changeable skins.
Logo Scroll
Mix tea tree oil, Lavender, Lemon for a Natural all purpose cleaner Lemon honey and rosewater (face cleaner and creates even tone)
Larger Cordlets for extension cords. No more bending over to grab the cord.Resub
SharePod - the best way to share music between two people without being strangled by wires.
Tired of burning your mouth on hot coffee or tea? Hate getting a cold mouthful? Build a cup with thermometer fever strip!
TOWER OF HEAT' Cook food faster and save energy at the same time! Place TOWER around a hot burner, put your pot inside IT &amp; enjoy! IT
WORKS!
The Clock Retractable leash. Always know the time and where the leash is at. Designed to look great on your wall, desk, etc.
RECHARGEABLE TACKLE BOX
An attachment that turns the device into an IR Remote.
The Core Cutter
make an umbrella different sizes 12,18,24 and 28 ft.with a handle that would fit into a floating barrel and cover a round pool.
A Stereo system that seriously connects you!
Umbrella with a LED light
TheVacPac is a lightweight, cordless backpack vacuum that is easy to use and removes the annoying issues associated with vacuuming your home
Finger Keys
smart fan
The Window Snow Remover
Space in homes especially apartments being limited, my product effectively hides the bulky yet very essential vacuum cleaner in plain sight.
Vacuum sealed spice storage system to protect spices/herbs from sunlight, air, and humidity. Wine-saver type pump removes air and seals jar
Sprinkler Caddy
how many cars &amp; TRUCKS have to get submerged in water before we support armor shield ,hundreds of vehicles in new york flooded.
an audio recording device that would be electronic and programable. Something like the way the TIVO devicee works or the Direct TV box.
Pool Star - Play games, chat or just relax on the water with your friends and a cold drink in your hand!
Hidden Gps capsule that is dropped into the bike to recover stolen and lost bikes. It can also track miles and times for bikers.(150+ votes)
JoyBox
Apple 30-pin to lightning adapter with side supports for Iphone5
Passive Energy Phone Charger
Golf tees that interlock to create a green tool. >
Home air vent with a built in Carbon Dioxide Detector!
A tool for use by brick layers to speed up the process of laying a bed of mortar on each layer of bricks before another layer is applied.
BRAIDED BUDS! A simple and fun solution for customizable, tangle free ear buds.
Make a French Toast prep tool to keep your fingers clean and your bread together.
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Tea Biskit
Enfriador Instantaneo
3D Printed- QUIRKY 6G WATCH
lumen doubler. light fixture retro kit to double 4' t8 lamps in a single fixture for any buildings to update lighting by changing endpieces
Super Safety Bungee
Distributor "clean hands" of peanuts, candy, chips, olives and any other snacks that can be used in parties
Bra Strap Pads keep bra straps from digging into your shoulders, cool foam adds comfort.
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE lock.Uses an App to lock or unlock through Bluetooth.Stainless steel rope ties pull to different lengths.
Cordies with a Shelf! (Collaboration with Heather Chillemi)
The Trashcan Hand Grenade!Everyone's outdoor can smells.Just pull the tab like a hand grenade,toss it in!It Sanitizes,Repel Bugs,Deodorizes!
Solar Powered Charger Watch
I am one of the world's foremost crystal growers. I have a proven way to make the least expensive photovoltaic (solar) cell for electricity.
!Resubmit! Take back the front of a Stainless Steel Refrigerator Door with an attractive,Slim,Flexible,Magnetic,Dry/Erase Board+suction cups
Fits on any plastic bottle-Pencil sharpener, storage for 2 pencils, integrated tape dispenser &amp; storage compartments for paper clips, et
The Cat Scratching Post. Re-imagined, Revolutionized, Reusable.
Tired of fumbling around in your bag or purse searching for your phone? Place it in a pouch that hooks to the top of the purse or bag!!!
The Cammi Lamp
Inflatable multi terrain play floor mat.. Use your small tonka type cars/trucks to maneuver around this vinyl/plastic type mat.
Universal Tablet Speaker Case
Colored Pencils with Stencils #spotsv
Modular electrical switches/outlets that can be removed/installed simply without any intervention with electrical wires.
Universal infrared remote control.
A stereo with an orifice that conforms to smartphones with case, connects for charge/use while playing media or handsfree talk.
Cell Sling
Attach an extra table anywhere: Clips on to any surface including decks, patio tables, lawn chairs, picnic tables and more.
Anti-theft flash device
A retractable play mat with a small toy compartment, easy to take anywhere for your kids to stay entertained!
Cintre futÃ©
Keep Your Headphone Cords Out of the Way
This is a hand held for apple devices
ReUsable nice looking decorations for cakes - to avoid high cost of professional cakes - for birthdays, holidays,- not just for kids.
Don't have time to practise the guitar? My idea builds muscle memory, finger strength and calluses wherever you are.
Urban Stroller Add-On That Climbs Stairs - Design Updated!
Digitalised Wall
A mattress pad that adjusts your position automatically throughout the night. No more stiff necks or sore backs.
CUT CORNERS... actually fill them with this clever little three-dimensional triangular block that makes sweeping wood floor corners easy.
THE SPLASH BUSTER
Rip Cord Power Charger case. BUILT ONTO THE BACK OF THE CASE. Resub Oct 2012
i was thinking of a wireless workout headband that connects to your phone
A quick change fishing lure system that will revolutionize the $40.0 billion a year industry!
Scissors designed for opening letters. It has a removable guard next to blade, so only cuts fraction of inch off the edge of the envelope.
iceQubed - The easiest ice cube tray to use ever! Get on board soon! 460 Votes!
Smart fashion accessories
GEnius Smart Refrigerator
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RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
A trash/recycling can created for the bathroom, allowing easy recycling of shampoo bottles, shaving cream cans, razor blade packages,etc.
Your plants are stuck in the corner! The ROCK &amp; ROLL PLANTER lets them move! Speak out for your plants and VOTE (Please view ALL
PHOTOS)
My idea is like a straw for necklaces. A tube that would be adjustable to fit any necklace by screwing together one inch pieces.
A heat resistant silicone bi-fold lid for standard size aluminum pans.
iPhone 360 or Sidekick 360
Toy Car/ball dodges pet based on pet's speed - It senses when the dog is coming close and changes direction/speed like a deer
With this product a person can see how many ounces a baby drank without taking the bottle out of their mouth so you can burp at each ounce
Generator with start/stop tech
Want to STAND out? MAGBUDS are comfortable Wireless earphones with sportsband that is worn as a necklace when not in use.Resubmit
Caulk Gun Driver
FRIDGE CONNECT: The smart way to manage your refrigerator.
Does your entertainment unit prevent you from updating to a newer TV because the opening is too narrow ? The right TV MOUNT can do both.
I have an amazing idea for a mattress cover that looks like a sleeping bag so all you have to do is zip up the side and the bed is made!
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
A Shoes Saul cleaner
Ease Feeding Frustration (includes video test)!
Mass-production of customized eyeglasses: a GREAT way, or THE GREATEST way to make money?
!Quirky Clean Up! No more running back and forth. Just take your supplies with you! Has the footprint and loaded weight of a vacuum cleaner.
All things gift LIGHT UP using fiber-optic battery operated technology to illuminate ribbons, bow, tags, cards, bags, boxes and MORE!
Wristwatch that shows your appointments for today around the dial. See when you're free/busy at a glance. It's synced with your smartphone.
Hard Water Remover
Sick of carrying an empty water bottle around with you post-workout? Or after that long workout you left your water bottle on the treadmill?
Dog leash that will never get tangled!Don't worry about looking out back to see your dog leash in 100 knots with your dog in frustration!
A retracting car cover. Protect your car from sun and snow the easy way.
universal utensil attachments - stand them up!
Sun-Eyeglass Sunblocker Strip
The Most Conveniently Placed Power Bar For Those Who Like To Plug It In From The Comfort Of Their Seats
Apple solar charger? solar panel case for the Iphone or Ipad detachachable
Nail Polish Organizer
Meet W.E.L.O! A New way for kids to get their dirty clothes OFF the floor!Makes doing the kids laundry a Breeze.Suggestions welcome!
Babies Travel Guard
Topcutter
App enabled toilet cleaner. Container in tank releases cleaning solution and flushes toilet. Clean your toilet from your phone.
Revolutionize Simple cutlery. Primarily for Students Makes the kitchen more hygienic, more accessible and cheaper! Simple yet effective.
*Ant Farm* Case
Twig-Straw: Share A Drink With Your Special Someone! His &amp; Her's Straw! Just Use ONE Straw! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
HOLSTER,ipad, ipad mini, iphone, ipod, holster hanging from his belt and tied to the leg
Thermometer
Identify PC cables at both ends. Thin, paired hook/loop cord-wrap style tabs in many colors, w/writable areas &amp; imprinted alpha/numbers.
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Pancake Hats (Collapsible hats) - Indestructible waterproof collapsible hats
Do you know when to grind the knife..? Magic Portable knife sharpener Changes color of the cutting area during sharpening..!
spoon adjustable in length.
The VERTICAL GYM BAG - a gym bag with shelves! Hang it up in a locker, or lay it flat. Keeps your sweaty clothes separated!
SENIOR SAFETY PURSE POUCH TO HOLD CELL PHONE SO THEY CAN CALL POLICE & FAMILY IN ANY EMERGENCY. IDEA BY PAT
SALNAITIS ON O9/03/2011
A sound reducing isolation pad that you sit your kitchen blender on that dampens the annoying piercing sound for quieter operation!
You have lots of stuff - you organize it, but it still looks like clutter. Here is a solution...
My idea is for an all-in-one broom, dustbin, and cleaning product storage that's portable, sturdy, lightweight, and efficient.
Freezable condiment containers
Bye bye Botox! A strip that immobilizes the glabeller lines (frown lines between the eyebrows) to be worn overnight or for hours at a time.
No more clutter on your kitchen counter. It's an oscillating holder for small kitchen appliances.
Here's a fun and safe way to prepare and enjoy watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew; who knows maybe more fruits too! Enjoy, and thank you!
E-Z Pickup System
LullaBosom
"Cycle Mister" is an attachment that hooks onto your handle bars and has adjustable sprouts on it to face any way, cooling you as you ride.
A hinged bottom plastic bin used primarily for recycling with a quick release function for emptying. Rubber seals will ensure no leaks.
Creative Masking Tape
What about a lamp you can use as both a direct lamp and a mood lamp? One product that does both and looks modern.
Shoe Shield
Stop smelling your toilet
RemoteFlush is the first WaterSaving RemoteControlled EnergyNeutral GermBarrier FlushingSystem designed to retro-fit to most tank toilets
Oil Level Alert
Flexible bands on the back of the new iphone case that can hold credit cards, ear phones, etc.
NeverWet Mascara, Foundation, Blush, Lipstick and Eyeshadow!
Coffee Gauge
A running shoe weather gator that may or may not be integrated with a low cut running sock to protect from rain.
Tired of getting up and having to roll over and turn off alarm clock? What is a faster, more efficient way to hear and turn off the alarm?
Funny and caring ! Best iPhone case present - The emergency one
3D Rotating Fluid Bubble Clock, forever changing...like time, lighting up your life! Back by popular demand resub...
Bowls for kids that can be connected like a Lego, kids have option to put it together. Will stimulate kids to come eat at the table.
THE CABLE SLEEVE *** A solution to keep ANY CABLE TIDY ***
Do you take off your shoes at the front door, just to pile them on top of other shoes? Organize them with a shoe tree organizer.
Preventing hand abrasions in the gym is ALL! These tubular hand-sized extremely durable, supple, rubberized grips end this ongoing gym bane.
Laundry hamper with wheels
A dog leash that allows two or more dogs to walk comfortably without having to be forced to follow the first dog.
No more rip, but hip
Sand It Over
Sushi Tags
Automatic dryer lint remover INDICATOR. Stop the 17,000 house FIRES that happen every year,caused by dryer lint!Attach to ANY existing dryer
App Enabled Time Capsule
The Key Haven is a safe, portable and trendy way to keep your keys and valuables protected. Great for latchkey kids and business owners.
C.L.I.P.S.
Mantis Station. Iphone dock with a rechargeable Mantis. Clip to dock, or remove as desk light, night light or flashlight!
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I propose a hand-held computer keyboard much like a cell phone. That way our teenagers can type a report as fast as they text.
The Perfect iPad Stand - Never Give Up, Never Surrender!
"Bag Along": A bag with drawstring rope and carabiner. It's the tag along bag!
For everyone who has found him/herself with one or more car tires stuck in a snow drift - alone. Now, quickly gain traction &amp; escape!
Zip-ties that easily connect together.
Tooth brush/Toothpaste in one.
No waste liquid hand soap attachment
The Flyminator
DON'T spend money to make distilled water using costly electricity &amp; water in the process.Use this new Simple Tek Rain Machine to purify it!
"Thimble mouse" Worn on pointer finger. LED at end near finger nail, can click/double click, open on bottom. Bluetooth. Made of soft rubber.
I want to invent a Pepper shaker that can Close, Open and have 2 sizes. One medium and one small.
Zip-it! Luggage
â€œMY CARâ€: A â€œVehicle Status Centerâ€ app designed to report safety and maintenance status back to the owner.
Colored pcs of tape that you can stick to frozen/cold food items to mark your food. You can also write on this tape to mark exp date etc.
Earbuds Snap to Headphones
iAlarm- The High Decibel Defender Resub.
Qmonitor
Smart Hub for Cars
Personal info Screen family communication ent centre portable heads up display Gps phone all in one voice and eye activated
Tired of dead space in your kitchen and your beadroom closet, now thereâ€™s a solution, pull-out dropdown drawer. Resubmit
The New Reflector Band created to see the kids while playing outdoors also for Joggers, hikers and outdoor activities
Tired of using a small snow brush in the winter, and an even smaller scraping tool? Why not try the two in one LARGE brush and scraper!
This idea is much like an electric tie holder that rotates when powered on. from there you can view the utensil of your choosing.
Plastic cap to be placed on any bottle of water for all Muslims traveling to clean with after nature calls,why? religion and no water access
Hielo en polvo
Flexible NEON Glow sticks with magnets! Personalize your locker,spell words on your FRIDGE,Wrap a Picture Frame etc...Lots of colors!
Battery Saver Switch
Easily Measured Coconut Oil
RESUEABLE GROCERY BAGS THAT STAY OPEN BY THEM SELF. STATE OF CALIFORINA LAW'S ON GROCERY BAGS MAKES A HIGH
DEMAND FOR REUSEABLE BAGS.
No more dried and withered contact lenses! This case moisturizes your contacts automatically when you close the cap. Save $$$ and hassle!
waterproof phone case for Bathroom, swimming pool, water, beach...
Gluten Free Travel Made EASY
Portable or Desktop Magnetic Fan - Nearly Free Energy!
A Tool to Make Your Own Cookie Figurines / Molds.
moist toilet paper rolls.it works kinda like baby wipes but alot less watery.moist enough to get the job done without leaving your ass wet.
Vehicle Waste disposal unit. Easy to reach. Attach hose to vacuum interior. Vacuum Unit, accessories and rubbish stored in boot.
Guitar Picking Exerciser
Gps Jewelry for loved ones
Never lose your car keys again! Incorporate the keyless intelligent car keys and engine starters into a wristwatch. It is a watch but more!
Sandwich Shape Cutter
Toilet Mounted Auto Litter Box
Where to store cereal, chips, snacks and crackers? How about on the side of the refrigerator?
Sleeper Boaster Chair
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Kid Solar Powered Bookbag
Make your work out much easier by making dumbbells, barbells and kettlebells with straight handles more comfortable and secure to handle.
Gluten Free Living
Dirty furnace filter? Without looking at it, the filter will whistle when its too dirty and needs replacing. Keep your air free of dust.
WorkOut Washer
No more "honey,u didn't put the seat down!!!!@*@!! A toilet seat with a pedal. Step on the pedal seat goes up.2 minutes later seat goes down
ABC Board
The OpenSesame is the easiest way to open a door. Just point it. keycards its so 2000.
A functional case to hold iPhone and/or iPad converting older models or adapting new monitor as 2nd monitor.
having 3 in 1 garbage can
Rotating iPad + iPhone Dock: Interchangeable rotating inserts provide versatile docking system for docking devices and tilting.
New iPod Touch Loop + Carabiner: Secure your iPod.
Pixit Cake Pans
Start your car automatically, turn on the heat and unlock it all from your iPhone. Set it to unlock your car when you're close
Personal caddie...keeps the everyday golfer from leaving her/his clubs on the course and losing them.
My GeoBot. A geofencing solution to home automation.
Put your power drill to do some real work, clean the house with this rotating brush/dustpan combo that works with most power drills.
Road Rumble Alert Strips
Off the Wall storage of SodaStream Syrups creates an attractive display of Syrup containers without taking up counter space or cabinet space
color-coded Peel-off stickers on or in food products representing food groups and serving size for easy tracking of daily food intake.
A wireless and rechargeable laptop charger. Comes with a docking station for recharging and solves the problem of losing battery on the go.
"TOGGLE BUNGEE BANDS" WITH DRY ERASE TABS. Band together anything you like and label, label, label.!!!!
Hair Squeegee-to remove excess water making styling much easier and quicker. Wrapping hair in a towel is damaging and can cause frizz.
"KITCHEN ORGANIZERS'
Please watch, this is us!! http://www.wcax.com/global/story.asp?s=15991746
Wifi Water Heater Controller
Re-cork wine bottle device
There is an I-phone APP 4 Quirky, we need an ANDROID app now! Vote, and influence on the fly. Stay connected with Q
Counter top silverware/utensil washer. Approx. the size of a blender it will quickly and effortlessy clean your silverware and utensils.
Safety helmet child locator
Triple Decker Utility Trailer.
Prop Power Rugged with USB/HDMI plug ins, on the reverse side is 2 plug outlets (120)added Pivot Power feature to the neck,turns/swivals
RECORDABLE STUFFED ANIMALS FOR KIDS! How about a lovie you can record 30 mins of songs/stories/etc. on? NOTHING LIKE EXISTS PLEASE READ!
The toilet seat light
Customized iPad smart covers which can display your favorite photo on it's print.
A binder/ tablet case that locks in an open position creating a solid workstation right on your lap without it falling through your legs.
Self-sustanging green power source generator. Perpetual motion energy source in disaster and rural areas. Completely green, free energy.
Tundra â€” flexible, fresh-freeze: Storage and management of frozen herbs and more. A joint submission by simplyinclined and Melissa
Vine Clamp is a Clamp that has vine-like wires attached to it that wrap around a plant to support it
A spray bottle with built in funnel.
Nomad Charging Pill
I call it "Pabble" (paper bubble), it can provide consumers and industry a cost-effective alternative for packaging filler material.
TWIN-ROTOR DESK FAN: Space saving and powerful contra-rotating fans are fully adjustable with safe rubber blade technology.
Need to know your phone will definitely be silenced? This silences your electronic devices by simulating that headphones are plugged in.
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Smart Bath Monitor
Perfect temp heated blanket: set thermostat and blanket maintains degree ----- not too hot not too cold
SnoozeRefuse Alarm Clock
My new idea is a purse perch a collapsible legs and lightweight which folds inside your hangbag when you are ready to enjoy an evening out.
Slim sturdy, flexible roll or sliding cellphone screen cover for privacy/protection. Retracts inside the back of the case when phone in use
The "Bik Bag" is the perfect solution to getting home after bikram with your wet clothes separate from your dry clothes, and other things.
Smart-Drive Hands-Free
kkkkkk
A keychain case for an Apple 30-pin to Lightening adaptor.
reinventing the Umbellla :resubmit:
Conductors
Trash can that stores the trash bags in the bottom of the can. Pull out the full trash bag and just pull up a new one from the bottom.
Learning typing skills
Pop Up HOLLYWOOD LIGHT BULBS. Make any mirror an instant VANITY Light Strip.
MULE (Motorized Utility Load Entity). A battery powered load cart that keeps pace with its owner, infront or behind. Wide application range.
The BioScooper is a hygenic, easy and biodegradeable way to pick up your pet's feces on your daily walks. All with one eco-friendly device.
Iphone Case with built in LED's like the old Nextel's flahing battery packs.App enabled to control colors of LED's.
A make-up brush case that sanitizes the brushes automatically using UV-C bulb to kill 99.9% of germs and bacteria.
3 IN 1 QUIRKY SALT SHAKER
GPS-Enabled Wallet with a sleek design and Application to find exactly where it is. The time has come for the wallet of the 21st Century.
BOO!We have all been there cuddled between mom and dad afraid of the monsters lurking in our rooms. No more worries with the GHOST WEB!
ELECTRIC CEILING FAN DUSTER AND WASHER
A small, durable, and powerful vibration pod that goes underneath your mattress to wake you up slowly and calmly, eliminating alarm noises.
Laptop illuminator
The Dust Sucker. A bendable & extendable wand that sucks dust to a washable sock like cover. Dusting made Easy and Fast with no chemicals.
MIRO
Save lives with the smartphone bike app!
APP- Cut &amp;Cook Machine
Anyone out there drink protein shakes? Or ever need to transfer your powdered drink into your water bottle? May I present the "FUNNEL SCOOP"
App enabld flameless candles
Homemade Soy Milk
A Sling Style Camera Bag that SLIDES from your BACK to your FRONT - access your camera gear without having to stop and dig through your bag.
Music Detector Headphones/Mic
Comfortable/durable/discreet solution to perfect-sized high heels that eventually stretch or are too high to fit w/o slipping off the heel.
Ergo Grip Pliers
No more time spent climbing down or bending over to re-plug your tool! A device that securely connects power tool cords to extension cords.
Computer/Office Desk with built in organizer for computer cables and power cords.
My idea is for an auto windshield sun-block. Basically, the same logic as the foil sun shades, but easier to operate.
One tube. Charges 4 USB devices at once. Only takes up 1 outlet. Wraps your cords. Includes a rechargeable battery.
An all in one bucket and caddy with dividers all in one with a flip top lid and large flat bottom for easy storage, transport and safety!
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OUR PLANIT master family planner, phone App & program! Customize your busy families moments from pre-printed activities in every category.
Selfvue POV Pack
DRY INGREDIENT MEASURE (In Process - I Need Your Feedback)
Magnetic ear buds with NO WIRES, connect via bluetooth to any device, magnet keeps buds in ear &amp; together when not in use.
Handy Hooks! Suction cup hooks with top and bottom closure, no more watching your items fall or get blown away! INDOOR &amp; OUTDOOR HOOKS!
"RESERVE" - A Hanger that Stores 3 or More Hangers!! ----PROTOTYPE MADE---- (Please See More Pics for More Features and Description)
Comfy Therapeutic Beach Bed.Beach bed is for everybody's bedroom.The name beach bed is to let the user feels the power of sand beach at home
Pistol Grip Tongs
Heated knife block
Jigsaw Puzzle Frame Kit-smooth work surface w/raised 1/4" edges, faceplate, frame moulding grooves fit over work surface, no gluing puzzle
(((Organize Your Life))) --------------------- "This is a Creative Construction Kit for Displays around your home &amp; office."
space box
ounces count feating battles
#NAME?
Paint Dispensing Roller Tray
"Practable"
my idea turns your IPhone,smartphone or IPad into a personal computer.
GORDY FRESH BAR
Guard Glass
Revised!!!Great for exercise/self defense! Jogging thru parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
D.I.Y. Decorate a Solar Jar
No Ice Beer Cooler
Re-Wireable US Plug adapters. Adds extra power outlet when sockets are full and USB power.Ideal for busy outlets at home or travelling.
A multi-function laundry cart.
Underwater Circular Bubble Gun
My idea is simply to allow people to airplay media to any device without the need of an Apple TV or any other apple device.
Swiss Army Inspired iPhone Case
How about something on wheels, cube shaped with different drawers that have latches so they don't swing open when you are wheeling room 2 rm
Alarm Ear-Plug
What is more important than the safety of your child? The ideal stroller!
A razor blade system with a variety of reusable handles and replaceable/disposable razor blade cartridges, built and sold at a fair price.
Multipurpose mixing bowl. It would have a lid that has indentations for measuring baking ingredients.
Recharge your coin/button batteries with the Ray!! Recycle and save money operating your Ions, Socialites etc.
RESUB: OVER 120 VOTES TOTAL SO FAR! "Thumb Cozy": cotton fabric thumb cover with a soft strap, to gently deter thumb sucking.
Frame-less picture frame...
Folding travel Lamp. Small, portable, battery powered reading lamp with neat design. Good for students--throw in your backpack and go.
Self Adhesive Extension Cord
Hideaway Toddler Toilet Step
COOL IT - the disposable ice box. Cardboard box that lies flat and folds out with an inner plastic lining so you can put ice and drinks in.
Combination Difference Energy
If a vacuum cleaner can have a light on it, why can't a broom? Lighten up all the dark areas of your home with the press of a button.
easy way to plug in a usb or headphone jack without disturbing the mac.
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Resub)Mini Pen Zen for computer monitors. Put your Flash Drives or pens, markers, even little scissors.
Finally a chalk line box that can snap a straight line and chalk different measurements. Save time and use the Mark-A-Matic. Resub.
A modular shadow box picture frame system. Connect the parts you need to make the shadowbox of your dreams.
GARDEN KNEELER WITH STORAGE PODS: Protect your knees and have easy access to your essential garden tools.
No Tangles... No Unwrapping... Ear-buds Always ready to use!
The Straining Cocktail Straw
Way the Jetsons' Reheated Food
Shockwatch stickers integrated to football helmets used to reduce concussions
Fridge Shelf/bin liners keep spills contained and make fridge cleaning easy! Also absorbs odors. 3 layers absorbent,odor fighter, waterproof
Pedicure socks
Record a Video or just audio Therapist section, and upload to a PC after finish the recording, and can also transform audio to text
Personal drying cabin or tube. Dry yourself after a shower or bath with warm air. Or build in a shower cabin or as a seperate tube.
Daily trash can- get rid of your grocery bags the right way. Combine bag organizer and trashcan into one! Save time, save money, more space!
Urban Stroller Add-On That Climbs Stairs - Design Updated!
I think there should be bullet proof jacket which can be easily ware and it should not be costly
Dodge Ball
Charge o'Clock
Shower Accessory Tray
Salad lovers unite...The ultimate salad tongs! SEE VIDEO Video/Render by vector
SANDSKIDDER lets you effortlessly slide across sand with your stroller, cooler or gear.Super slick bottom w/ straps securely hold gear.RESUB
A Mixing Bowl with a DIAL CONTROL SPOUT! U decide the amount of flowage with the turn of a dial! Just Dial n' Drizzle OR Dial n' Full Pour!
Creating shopping list the smart way: Bring your phone to the kitchen and get your shopping list ready on your phone!
A laundry hamper that when it isn't in use the sides can be compressed and locked into place at the bottom to save space.
A cup that holds ice at the bottom of the cup.
This product transforms into a quick Mop,Broom,Duster,and Dustpan combo.The duties of your flooring and storing has reached a new level!
Personalized Towel Clasp
Punching bags with a twist
EASY-ON CUSHIONED WALL BUMPERS FOR KIDS! 30MM kids under 12. Parents can stop stacking pillows, this prevents unwanted "bumps in the
night".
Control kitchen odor and still see what's cooking with this odor reducing tempered glass lid using refillable activated charcoal filter.
I enjoy being a biker. But, I hate having the gear lever ruining my left shoe every time I change gears. I'd like both shoes to look neat.
Picture pimped out cars with rims that light up whenever the wheels are in motion! Or rims that make sounds as if the tires are squealing!
FOLD-UP-AND-NEST A DISH RACK
Temporary Hair Highlights
Keybumps...or maybe Screen Keys...
A modular single table that you can hang on any type of balcony rail, perfect for tight spaces or as a shelf.
trackpad for iPad
Inexpensive wireless headgear for televisions (especially designed for use in dorms and prison cells) would be a useful and lucrative item.
Hay, The nail clippers slipping out of your hands and falling to the floor, Those days are gone. Our new prodct will no longer let them Slip
Household Purchases Hub - scan bar code, instant product registry; warranty; maintenance calendar; storage location.
The Edible Popsicle Stick
i-STOOL for i-phone, i-pad..... NO ACHE in hand, While watch the DMB, Movie ... withe those mobiles. -Unforgettable -Easy to carry
We want to create a coaster that's beautiful and really works. No moisture build up and no sticking glasses that can lead to spills.
Laptop computer cupholder A.K.A. Cuppanion
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MaxAll Pro is a multi storage compartment shaker bottle that allows you to store/drink your pre and post workout supplements into one bottle
Caddy that holds refillable bottles of different types as well as a dispenser for disposable cleaning towels/wipes. Bottles custom fit.
Portable clippable hand warmer
E-zi Rewards
I have been putting towels&amp;bandana around my hat for 35yrs working landscaping you have to be careful from Ultraviolet radiation uva.uvb.uvc
PULL STRING iPHONE CHARGER CASE - Pull the string all the way and the phone will get enough power for a phone call.
Face Scraper
'No-screw' door-closer -- Keep your interior doors gently closed without requiring drills and screws.
An Iphone with a built in projector for projecting movies. The projector is built right in the back of the Iphone.
Bug Offs
ball saver
In martial arts school, I had to endure hours of sitting on my feet in order to become flexible. Today I invented a machine to do that.
Portable Baby Glider
Innovative iPhone case with a round clip that easily hooks to belt hoops, purses and pockets providing protection while freeing your hands.
Cell phone screen magnifier
SLIDE-OUT ORGANIZER: Easy access, slimline, small-item hanging storage. Individualize with a range of swappable slide-out storage boards.
Shoulder Strap iPhone Case - Wear on shoulder and able to answer or use the phone while wearing. Fashion accessory made functional
Refillable, waterproof, ice-cube pouch for lunch bags/boxes. Always forget to refreeze reusable blue icepacks? Refill these w/fresh cubes!
D.I.Y 'Wrap light'for tools- Redesigned V2.0. Fits all hand tools- now offers constant light onto tool work area. (Won't fall off the tool!)
Usb that splits into three usb slots. Why have three different slots for usb when all you need is one. Also, there's a bright light
Kit for sending your iphone to the bottom of the sea and returning it back with video of the trip.
Cornered, encircled and straight up dirt, beware! A new "twist" of the Kitchen/Bathroom sponge is in town!
When you wash dishes are you sick and tired of all the bits of food stuck inside of the sink strainer basket ?
build your own ice rink; add lights and color and its like skating on a masterpiece!!!!! FUN!! Resub 1/10/13
This bottle is unique -Don't shake it to mix- Pump it up and down with a Bellows type attachment-more control- less mess- unscrews to clean
My idea is an improvement on the ratcheting tie down. Particularly geared towards heavy items that have to be transported vertically.
Infant Belly Board
Portable, lightweight fitness system that can be used to build/tone muscle or aid individuals undergoing physical therapy.
Smart Alert-HOME USE-App discretely Alerts cops in home invasion.PUBLIC-App is paired w/ smart signs in Schools,malls,etc to Alert emergency
A memory foam covered in leather golf grip, eliminates golf glove, the grip always comes back to original size and shape, perfect shot.
Detachable Boat Tail for Car
Child &amp; Cat Proof Toilet Roll Holder - See pics!
A gadget that dispenses paper-thin butter slices every time
Boiling an egg takes a lot of energy
whg 3 in 1 hammer
"Too Close" TV Cut-Off Switch
CD Slot iPad mount - Finally some use for useless CD player! Use your iPad as GPS.
Before 4 FaceTime Adapter Case With Kickstand
Flexible,fast and fun hairstyle change with bangs on a band! Bangs in natural or party colors on a nonslip headband w/o commitment.
Wall power outlet that have plug facing up to save space and appliance can push closer to wall
An outdoor reclining loungechair that pivots so u can actually lounge rather than move it all day
Gopher Sticks
The Bobble Bottleâ„¢ or Wobble Bottleâ„¢ is a wobble device attached to a baby's bottle to help prevent it from tipping over.
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1 "HANDLE" 2 Great Kitchen Tools. Interchangable Handle, Deep Strainer Scoop, Deep Liquid Scoop. Strains-Scoops-Hangable-Stackable....
Never worry about forgetting your child in a hot car again! The use of my invention, The Baby Cord, will help save innocent lives.
MayoDripper. A simple narrow funnel to make perfect homemade mayomaise.
"HEY GOOD LOOKING" -- iPad / iPhone mirror
Being a mother, it is very annoying to scrub out the milk formula from the baby bottle each day. I urgently need a baby bottle washer!
The Back Scrubber sticks on shower wall w/suction cups, small hole on top pour body wash, back 2 pad & scrub Ur back,adj 4 any hgt,
The Sande
Eggs Prep Dish
!VIDEO Never rinse any sink again- Basin Maid.
Are you moving? Are you trying to move a pile of heavy books, boxes or just something that is awkward? The Hercules Handle will help you!
A tool (like a round cheese shredder) to clean out the pumpkin to create a jack-o-lantern.
Gripi's! Throw away those slippers and slap some Gripi's on your socks! Dryer-safe (Silicone), fabric-safe (soft Velcro) and slip-free!
Stabilizing Locking Clamps
Drink Safe! The quick and easy way to secure a drink. Keeps kids out of Liquor or drinking too much soda. Co-workers can't get to your soda!
Carabineer elastic drawcord Bandit
home trainer
Phone wallet
Bang trim guides and kit
Half-Life Window Flower Pot
Swiss army knife iPhone case. A case with the functions of a swiss army card tool. A credit sized card currently made by Victorinox.
Any Car Manufacturer's Sun-Visor: Nobody wants to mess with the bulky sun visor. This will be installed into the car before it is bought.
A camera bag tripod--a stylish and convenient camera bag that secures the camera and has small legs that fold out to make a tripod.
(RESUB) Instant Drink Cooler. Instantly have cold drinks on demand without having them watered down with melted. No electricity needed.
Here's my innovative solution for that certain someone in need. Welcome in the WEDGE-AWAY: a new concept in wedgie prevention and removal!
Shavings produced by hole saws fall into electrical enclosures &amp; can damage equipment or injure persons. I have provided a solution.
Take a Picture or Video of North, South, East, &amp; West Directions at the Same Exact Moment with this Cool Gadget Device!
The Microwave-a-bowl freezes food into sections. The lid has partitions that separate the contents resulting in even thawing and heating!
Outlet Elevator
My first one
An outdoor reclining loungechair that pivots so u can actually lounge rather than move it all day
A Better, Greener All-In-One System for Cleaning Hard Surface Flooring. This one has it covered!
The "Junk Drawer" an organized, convenient, and portable household item storage solution
my invention is named the BACK SAVER MOP. THE DESIGN TAKES ALL PRESSURE OFF THE USERS BACK AND PLACES IT IN THE ARMS.
You attach to your wallet a device that sends a signal to your smartphone when the distance between you and the item exceeds a threshold.
Distance Photo
A 'shrink suitcase' enables you to compact your things, and to pack about 50 % more than in the same size, by vacum the air out.
HUGE MARKET OPPORTUNITY! A Cool, Sanitary, Q-tip Dispenser for the modern elegant bathroom. Fill from the top and dispense from a drawer.
A soft foam based 'head band' with changeable outer sleeve and to prevent toddler head injuries when they start to crawl,stand,walk &amp; run!
Multi funcion eco-phone protector case. made from recyled plastic and or bamboo fibers 3 card wallet bottle opener l.e.d flashlight
StayWarm Phone Car Charger
Flashing Thumb Tack!
A baseball swing practice jig a batter on deck could hit a ball that just rotates on a suspended wire.
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The Drip Clip
Cooling Container Preserves Food - Technology Ext. - Man can not live on water alone - For Camping, Cook-outs - No Ice Necessary!
grab it
A deodorant handy-wipe you can use AFTER you have your clothes on already.
A digital camera shaped like a Christmas tree ornament. It's set the night before and takes pics of the kids first reactions from the tree.
Smart Alert-HOME USE-App discretely Alerts cops in home invasion.PUBLIC-App is paired w/ smart signs in Schools,malls,etc to Alert emergency
Kids Hygiene Helper
SMASH!...your TRASH! An easy to use, convenient tool that allows you to condense the amount of trash inside your kitchen garbage can.
I carry a small brush/mirror in my purse. Love it if the brush handle/head were hollow, snapping open/shut for storage of beauty essentials.
My idea is an object to aid in tucking sheets underneath large heavy mattresses much like a shoe horn aids with tight shoes.
Backdrop lampshade
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as flickering dinner table candle when not in use instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for Cellar
Thumb Gloves. Hold your iPad, android your way! No more accidental sliding, pausing or closing those apps. 10 gloves, 2 thumbs (box/body)
HV2 Preventable Condom
Resub. my idea is a flexible led light that can be attach to the iphone, when extra light is needed.
Jambrella
Leather Type iPhone case which has holes for clock and "Slide to unlock" area.
#NAME?
Technique that removes bone transplant rejection. In children grows with this, no more surgeries. No more risk of infection, bleeding &amp; pain
Child safety electrical outlet covers for in-use and out of use services.
Make baking and blending life easier and cleaner in the kitchen, an expandable jug. Sticky, thick, coarse mixtures push out, not pull out.
Wine Glass Chiller
Pluck weeds out of the ground by pushing this tool over the weed.....so easy.
Douchegun
The "Triple Stick" is a 3 in 1, 3 separate sticks of the most popularly voted lipstick shades in one tube. Say bye to single tube lipstick!
Ever tried to stack cans in a cupboard? Ever feared to be hit by a falling can? This is the perfect solution to keep stacked cans stacked.
WiFi Electronic Faucet:App-enabled on iPhone 5 and iPad.
Hang the picture frames right!-Resubmit
FlatPak (aka. ConvertiCan or ConvertiBottle) - It is a convertible container for liquids.
Screw-on / Nail-on cable tie (perfect for any garden - see prototype!)
Extendable Rubber Bands
Mood color iPhone case - show the world how you feel, color-up iPhone
My idea is ideal for travelers to have their inside luggages organized, clean from dirts, water or even snatchers during traveling.
Seed starting can be tricky if you don't have a green house to gradually harden your seedlings.
I thought of a niche idea with high earning potential in the fitness world. It is an adjustable racking system for a few dumbbell exercises.
Get more from every bottle, jar, or can. Put gravity to work in your kitchen, hobby room, or workshop. Let the universal GRAVITY GRIP help.
"Honk if your ... umm ... Cut off? " An app enabled device that records in high def. when you hit your vehicles horn!
rollerform
Shopping cart i-pad or tablet holder...ever shopping and trying to push a cart and cant hold your tablet or iPad using it to shop.
Baby after bath mat. Soft, absorbant, clean place to put my wet, slippery, screaming baby down after her bath. Place near the tub or sink.
Camp In Electrical Box
Do you hate to set a cold drink with ice on a coaster, only to have the sweat drip on the coaster and down on to your table or stand?
Smart Lamp for Switched Outlet
The multi-accent GPS
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Leaf Blower Attachment
Well i came up with my idea after looking an trying to find something my girl could use to eat with by herself so it doesnt embarrases her.
Plug in companions for your iPhone called Personal Life Forms (PLFs) that bring to life your mobile experience in quirky, fun ways.
Flip-A Universal lampshade w/interchangeable, double-sided sections. Accents for all of your moods. Great for boys, girls and adults!
Heatable waterproof cover
A solar powered UV light water purifier for countries with bad water quality. A quick way to purify water with the power of the sun.
Exciting Classroom Lesson Plan
Knife Guard will add a safe &amp; secure place to hold your knife &amp; help prevent accidents the next time you're chopping, dicing &amp; slicing.
The Pocket Workstation uses your smartphone to link to your desktop computer from anywhere, projecting your desktop and a virtual keyboard.
A wall mounted, futuristic looking, modern pod, for storing your cleaning products in any room, in a high gloss finish and fun colors.
Gripi's! Throw away those slippers and slap some Gripi's on your socks! Dryer-safe (Silicone), fabric-safe (soft Velcro) and slip-free!
Answer: A simple SPOUT that can attach to a bag or box Question: What can I use to keep from wasting any of the dry goods in my pantry?
Make's House chore's easy.CleaningVest.Like fishing vest.Movable Velcro strips. Hold's product's,mop,pail.Handsfree. roaming.Pocket's. I did
The Ultimate Wet/Dry Travel Grooming case! 1 part is removable for wet shower products. Hang it on the shower or set on the tub!
Better Bottle
A specialty tool to press those plastic tabs on stop cables on lawn equipment(lawn mowers, riding tractors, snow throwers &amp; trimmers).
Hairbrush with a built in spray bottle handle. Fill it with water or hairspray.
Ice Down Cup
Sink insert turns your kitchen sink into a paint or utility sink. Keeps kitchen sanitary and is ideal for apartment / small home dwellers.
New Single Gallon Paint Can
Crutchables! Crutch pads to ease the pain and discomfort of being on crutches for any length of time.
Bluetooth Vibrating Insole:To let you know that you got mail,or text or your iPhone is ringing.App-enabled.
Hotel/home Control
Software for real-time photo captions.
I have designed a One-Step magnetic window cleaner that cleans and squeegies both sides of a window in one easy step from indoors.
Versatile Auto Sun Shade
MILK OVER WATER- is baby bottle that stores the milk powder and water at the same container. Just twist it and shake away. Ultra time saving
Fast food Fries/Ketchup holder
Press on eyebrows; My solution is pressed on eyebrows! In different colors,shapes and sizes.
Check the product at www.ronrichcorporation.com
Vibrating-Alert walking stick
FlatPak (aka. ConvertiCan or ConvertiBottle) - It is a convertible container for liquids.
Campfires, Kids, and Hotdogs go hand &amp; hand...big kids too, It's the Campfire Hotdog Basket, never lose another dog to the fire!
Solar Powered Pot Stand
My invention is an umbrella with magnets capable of attaching to the car roof providing coverage from the rain.
Sutia com um material do tipo plÃ¡stico porÃ©m elÃ¡stico (para ser moldados aos diversos tipos de seios.
A CRACKERs kit! Make your favorite savory snacks at home! A healthy and fun twist on saltines, oyster, cheddar, graham, you name it.
Indoor Room Disinfectant Fogger: Much like the roach foggers, however this product would contain a disinfectant
Apple earphones are cool, but it comes out of my ears all the time! (inspired on the "smart headphone" to earbuds, an earlier Q submission).
Spray bottle with multiple separate rotatable containers to be able to hold all of your cleaning supplies and switch between them with ease.
Which is a Shampoo Bottle?
IPhone case with retractable ear bud as part of the lining of the case
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Disposable Razor with Moveable Side to Prevent Hair from Clogging Razor: No More Banging Razor Against Sink/Shower Wall For Hair to Fall Off
Corner King #spotsv
Organize under the sink clutter of contents like spray cleaners, sponges etc. And where to hide dish towels? SEE HOW.
GRIP LOCK BANDITS - secure and a better GRIP of items. PROTOTYPE! Quirky misunderstood this in the 1st round. Now resub after 313 votes.
APNEA PILLOW -No more Panic Attacks due to lack of oxygen &amp; STOP Hurting Your Hands, with 10 lbs weight of your own head using this pillow!!
Oscillating Fan on a Water Bottle. Cool Yourself and Quench your thirst.
Massage Alarm Clock
â€˜Spotâ€™s Spotâ€™â€¦.a pooper scooper with a built-in flashlight for night time clean up.
Spring load toilet paper holder, cylinder shape with a center rod, spring at the bottom, holds up to 6 rolls.
Dust Magnet
Three chopping boards in one. One for poultry, veggies, and fish. All in a free standing display case. lables on each board.
The Swear Filter
OhShi - the smart paper depot
The Hanging Folding Stepping Stool. Hang your stepping stool in your closet.
SurfCooer
"Freddie the Fire Hydrant"
Tired of your spouse/ kids wasting time on Facebook or Instagram? An app that is similar to a task manager.
The USB SICLE STIC holds your cell phone while shooting videos or taking photos. It's similar to the stick on popsicles.
A photo kaleidoscope with a removable transparent bottom where you can put your photos and enjoy the amazing new patterns. A pefect gift!
ID Puncher: looks like a stapler, but with clustered hole punchers.
Strap On ID Floatation Device. A water activated auto floatation strap device secured on luggage or personal property
A bracelet that monitores your heart beat and calls a hospital / your relatives in an emergency situation (eg heart attack).
Hands-Free Sportsbottle
Funnel cap. Need a funnel to change your oil.
Sip-Clip turns a juice bag into a sippy cup. No lost straws, no spilling, no waste. Light and easy to carry. Simple to use. Dishwasher safe.
Resub - A case for pads (Kotex) that looks like a powdery foundation case. #spotsv
Tea Tab
Highway Noise is a problem to suburban home-owners everywhere. This is a way to nearly eliminate this scourge of modern city life.
save a kids life
iPad Desk Stand and â€œLap Deviceâ€ formerly the Butterfly
Subway Pass
tired of having to turn your project on end to cut a square with a jig saw?no problem with the two sided jig saw blade.cuts both directions
Where's an outlet when you need one???? Quirky, create this APP to bring power to the people!
Pasta Pusha!-because its easy to get singed as you bend spaghetti into the pan (Very basic PROTOTYPE pics included to show concept)
An Airdyne type exercise bike which allows it to be converted from a offset arm motion to a rowing motion.
I made a thin shelf( 1.5x6) to reside under shelf in the kitchen near the refrigerated water and glesses to store weekly pill containers
Wireless earbuds that are connected by blue tooth.
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
The bean masher has the same function as a potato masher, however, the difference is the mashing plate that is in contact the beans.
*WINK* First ever accurate biking calorie-counter. Accounts for HILLS and miles! How does it do it? A gyroscope! #QCYCLE
Desktop + Silicone Coated Fan + Drawer + Memory Foam + More = Most Comprehensive Laptop Assistant EVER! (The Laptop Pal) ;~}
"THE ECH" (EASY CORSAGE HOLDER) A CORSAGE HOLDER FOR WEDDINGS, PROMS or any other event that requires a corsage!!!
Spin and Wring Mop: Mops pick up dirt but also put it back down if you don't get the dirt out of the mop. Lets redesign the mop and bucket.
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Aggiungere alla app Promemoria di iphone ... un tool che ti avvisa di un promemoria quando sei nelle vicinanze di una determinata persona =)
Perfect Spout
Turn Your Cellphone Into A Hands Free Video Recorder(GoPro)And More!!!
sticky pad pet waste remover
A guitar pick holder that stays on the body of the guitar. Nice design, harmless attachment to the guitar body.
Sticky Space Saver! Store items inside your cupboards or on walls!
Silverware washing canister with rotary spray from faucet pressure. Slotted interior canister for drying. Simplify an easy but tedious job!!
Convenient Carrier
A welding helmet that has a built-in repirator with disposable filters
Electronic Brail Method
Venta Window Dehumidifier
Jump-Start-Generator allin1
Glow-In-The Dark-Portapotty
String LED lights Kit with customizable names and Shapes for all type of celebrations and Festivals. Saves lots of money ;)
Sleek way to keep wiper water whip from dripping through an open or cracked window when raining.
iPad case/cover with pockets and Flip out stand.
Tired of scrubbing soap, shaving, toothpaste and other scum in the basin you wash your face in? Flush it away, with the Flushable Sink!
Digital Shower Control
EC-Emergency Charger is a portable battery charger designed for use with cell phones and other personal electric devices
Dust is everywhere in your house. Your cleaning off the dusty counter, only to have the dust fly around and land somewhere else. more work
18 1/2 width by 55"L over the door wig storage with 8inch rounds to keep shape on wigs pockets for hair supplies
Waffle Onion
Hang em, box em, or wrap em. Tong Wraps are back.
Batch of disposable paper bins. Convenient way of separating garbage. Throw out the garbage IN the bin WITH the bin.
scratch &amp; wash your back at same time.squart liquid body wash on soft brushes to clean &amp;wash your back by yourself
TELESCOPIC SHOWER SCRUB BRUSH, EXTENDS, DUAL SHOWER CONNECTION FOR HEAD, HOSE MOUNT AND MINNI BOTTLE
ATTACH FOR LIQUID SOAP IF DESIRE
Shopping list, coupon organizer, calculator, conversion info and more - easily accessible while you shop because it is attached to the cart!
Wrinkle-free clothes right from the hanger. And if you really like to iron: It's heat resistant and straightens your clothes while ironing!
Lightswitch Night Light: Fun and practical! Has LEDs on top, lightswitch in middle, and a pass thru power outlet on bottom.
Upgrade your couch. An adjustable arm table that serves up USB, AC power, ipad dock and speakers...where you need them.
backseat car sleep package
"MUG-N-JUG"
new glasses
An exercise bike with a fan - to cool you off and to feed your need for speed!
Identifiable external audio
Fossil Garden Path Stepping Stones and Patio Blocks - Replica pre-historic fossils - collect and learn while you build - educational fun.
#NEVWET Rub on wood protector and cleaner
The battery tester (multimeter) organizer which stores, sorts batteries on amount of charge &amp; dispenses based on charge
Igloo Hutt. For kids,teens any time of year. Hard plastic with metal support,shape of igloo, designs of ice blocks. Safe from colapse.
Wireless Pacifier. Monitor your babies temperature. Vibrates to soothe your teething baby.
Garden Caddy and More:
Solar Powered Cell Phone Case
mega sponge.allows tough stains gone.
Ahh! Wouldnâ€™t it be nice if your childâ€™s teacher got the same messages you sent with your kid to school?
The boogie board leash with water temperature reading and current time... Summer is on its way lets ride the waves!!!
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Multi blade kitchen knife
RESUB #spotsv Slender brush wand. Solution in handle. Hangs on side of toilet or cabinet door.Replaceable pads or regular head
Induction Robot Can Opener
Modular Coat Rack: Can be configured several different ways! More pics inside....
The safe, fun solution for rolling babies! Inflatable, waterproof baby play mat with bumpers for play, travel bed, beach and many others.
smartcam vacances tranquilles
An App Enabled Powerstrip or Outlet timer for any appliance you can plug into it
Encourage piggy bank
item locator kiosk
Resubmit)Grab anything FOAM accessory for Laptops or Flat screen monitors. Go bigger for flat screen TVs
Instant studded snow tires
Smart liquor cabinet - This app-controlled liquor cabinet can be programed to lock and unlock by day and time
Quirky Crates Wine Compartment Accessory
RESUBMITTED: Apple Magic Mouse Recharge Pack!
This simple fitness device can make any floor a total gym using your own body movements in all directions!
Wicked-Awesome Sleek Portable Multi-USB Wall Charger and Hub
The Perfect iPad Stand - Never Give Up, Never Surrender!
A t-shirt or a dress shirt placket with fabric strip with loops that will strap a headphone cord while running, exercising or working.
See; Itâ€™s Perfectly Clean!
We've WEIGHTED a long time to update our cleaning tools. We want to multi-task and exercise with increased benefits, while cleaning up!
The Numbers Game or Hang 10. Is a board game played in you car when you go on long trips.
Prog. Elect Pill Organizer
"Design-ur-Jeans" (play on words to mean "designER jeans" or "design YOUR jeans". Pre-loaded images or custom design sewn anywhere on jeans.
Puppy or Kitten standing multi- cord holder for childs bedroom room.
Touched Up!!! An easy way to do touch up painting!
old speaker revitalization
Screensaver for your laptop. You have more usb, It protects your screen, you can draw easily on it and hold your phone and pencils!
pocket sized bagless vacume, for nooks and crevises inbetween grout and tiles somthing i can use on multiple surfaces yet small & strong
Every kid who wants a dog promises to be a responsible owner, but somehow most kids disappear when its time to walk the dog etc.
The Most Conveniently Placed Power Bar For Those Who Like To Plug It In From The Comfort Of Their Seats
very low noise hair dryer
An indian chief headdress for mac accessories
Hotdog bun re-packaging
The Resealer
Clamping Powerstrip! Finally construction workers and garage tinkerers will have a better way to power their tools. RESUBMIT Final Time
Self-closing shoes. You step into the shoe and it closes around you - no laces nor Velcro.
Kwik Lace hooks into your lace holes instead of having to take the time to thread each hole. WAS under consideration. RESUB
Soothing Alarm Clock
Ipad Projector
Laptop Cooling Pad with a Bumper
Extension bands for Carabiner Bandits. Extend your loop. Resubmit, now that they are in production.
You TV remote control will never get lost or misplaced again!
Electric yoyo that spins and spins. Continuously spins which makes it a lot more fun and enables you to do more tricks with it. Fun and easy
Pin&amp;Measure. Perforated Tape Measure for pinning or nailing to whatever is being measured.
Don't hurt yourself trying to clean all of the wood work in your house,just get the long-handle,extesion,360*,wood cleaner!
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Lord of the Knife
The iPad Recliner
A car sun-winshield blocker with small solar-powered fans integrated onto the sun blocker.
TrashMaster 5000
By my side pets bed - The new pets bed that keeps everybody happy! Be close but keep your space! Resub.
Silicon can cover to avoid direct contact of the mouth with the can.
Novel &amp; Unique - These Shadowboxes Have Built-In LED Accent Lighting on INSIDE of Box to Show Off Your Artwork and Collector's Items!
Zipped bra money/card pouch
flick quick
Perfect chalk
IPhone Case that doubles as a charger
Headphone with Subwoofer
A toilet brush with retractable bristles,a handle mounted clip allows brush to hang inside the bowl until dry,then placed in tidy,dry,holder
The Classic Neck Tie is a unifying force within a company and they say multitudes about the wearer. I Propose A Line Of Quirky Neck Ties.
Easy Ear
Portable Battery Generator
CLEAN HAIR NO MORE!! Clean up is a breeze with my Dream Drain! Just pop the top, pick up the filter and throw it in the trash can.
#NEVWET wood stain. NOT PAINT
"Foam-A-Friend." Form pre-stitched novelty and utility shapes instantly out of various materials using various kinds of expanding foams.
USB/FW/Thunderbolt Hub Pyramid
Eco Friendly Portable Drinking Fountain. Fits to any water jug, pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable.
AUTOMATIC CLEANING WINDOW SOLUTION FOR ALL WINDOWS IN THE WORLD !
=/:@))>> Protect your camera and table top from scratches and dings, and help keep it from falling off or sliding around... :))
An easily removed and reattached inner shower curtain, for easy cleaning, that doesn't interfere with the decorative outer curtain.
Handle mop towel, use for small spills and clean ups on counter, desk, tables, even yoga mat. Hands dry and mess cleaned up!
High performance subwoofer, with spouse-friendly form factor, decoupled amplification stage, and application driven UI.
Locating important stuff

beer

cell

remote

keys

flash drive

ipod/mp3 players

Have skinny legs? The Cal-Fit-Natorâ„¢ will develop the lower legs better and faster than any machine in the market! NNzyme, LLCâ„¢
Tupper-Plates: Turn Your Food's Storage Container Into A Plate! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
How about a single device attached to shower head where attachements (heated mirror, shower head, racks, etc) can be added/removed easliy.
Standalone device that can send/receive audio and video streaming without the need of an smart phone - App Enabled. (Re-Sub)
RingMe
Dishwasher soap tank
CEREAL BOX EZ â€“ ADD A SPROUT
Tripod buddy
An Iphone case that also functions as a way to keep earphones untangled. This method doesn't increase the overall thickness too much.
Strap to hold iPad in place
WOW! A Disposable toothbrush and breakaway flosser/toothpick combination. Fantastic for on the go hygiene. A simple problem solved.
Holdem Hot n Cool Why wait your drink to be cold/hot in refrigerator/microwave ? this is the instant temperature changes
Disposable Trash Can: Sold flat, pull 2 circular cardboard ends apart revealing plastic bag/accordion style cardboard. Sold w/ a stake
Fizz it up! (Your own personal Fizzilator)?
paw savers
Mobile app that alerts when speeding. It will track you via smartphone when you travel from one speed zone into a different zone.
The only collapsible stand, wrap or keep your ear phones inside. Cool and Quirky RESUBMIT
Dry Erase Screen Protector!! You're at school and theres a essay due friday write it on your screen for when you open it up next!!
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HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE [VIDEO]
Pluck 2.0! Let's make Pluck even better. Include an attachment to make it a kitchen baster. Reduce clutter in your kitchen drawers.
A seat back organizer for airplanes. Folds to fit into your carry on bag. iPhone holder & clear pockets keep all items handy & organized.
The clear insulated lunch will be treasured by parents with kids in daycare, or on long road trips.
Lightweight and easily maneuvered, rolling cleaning station that contains everything you need to get the job done without the back & forth.
!!! Never Scrub a Pot or Pan Again. THAT'S RIGHT, I SAID IT!!
My idea is a power emery board &amp; file for feet, hands, fingernails, and toenails. It will help remove callouses &amp; dry skin w/ battery power.
Dog water in a bowl will provide a convenient safe method of hydrating your dog when you are out for a long walk or auto trip.
Durable vermin and insect deterrent and water repellent storage bags for grains and farm produce
The SWIVEL CURL BAR: Give Your Bicep Workout a New Twist! Collaboration With LAM Cunningham. RS
Throw away that grass.
ARE YOU WASTING MONEY AND SPACE ? Why guess how many stamps you need to mail an envelope when this tool will tell you and replace 5 items.
TruGreen Automatic LensCleaner
A unique design for a phone case that allows you to store your id and credit cards as well as serve as a nail file and or lip gloss or knife
A simple accessory that afixes to the arms of any wheelchair or scooter, providing comfort and relief from chafing or injury.
Hello friends. carbonation of drink
The BlueBrace Lite is a simple band that can be worn by even the most fashion conscious individual looking to never lose their eDevice again
2 sided sippy
The Multi blade
Exza StickiWire
A normal shirt that has microfiber cloth on the inside of the bottom of it to make cleaning glasses lenses or phone screens easy.
Fully-immersive customizable haptic exercise system with safety harness and audio and virtual realism.
Got leftover yogurt in a single-serve container? I am proposing a reusable, plastic cover that fits 2 or 3 sizes of yogurt container.
A quilted wall hanging, beautifully crafted to hold your favorite photos. Warm memories in quilted luxury. Begone hard frames. Soft is in!
My idea - The 'EasySlide' Garbage Can allows easy garbage bag removal from side instead of straight up. A flexible door is held by 'clasp'.
Neckphones for the Car. Loud high quality car audio without the extra cost.
Round 3! This is the "original" FIFO storage container. First In First Out!! Both ends can open! There's nothing else like it around.
heatable waterproof cover
Hard top, reusable, mouth piece opens &amp; closes, leak proof. Silicone insert, silicone around the inner rim nothing gets in, nothing gets out
Automobile tattooing via the wrapping technology that's already in use for commercial vehicles.
Super Cool lap desk uses cool foam technology to keep you cool, built in cooler to keep laptop cool.
The cleaning solution is right in your hands ! with Sponge Gloves ! Cleaning has never been simpler !
Write On Toothbrush
Clip-On Garlands
The Sande
Expandable Tea Kettle
Keep crawling insects out of your pet food dishes! This idea works both indoors and outdoors.
Spider Crab
Custom Christmas Tree
Redesigned Sink Insert turns your kitchen sink into a paint or utility sink. Keeps kitchen sanitary and is ideal for apt/small home dwellers
GroupFit
Toddler-proof iphone Case
Single Cordies for Blinds - Keep the Kids and Cats away from those cords
Graphic Wall Printer
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Bubble Maker: Bubble stream goes faster and slower with the beat of music being played. Can adjust bubble geometry type &amp; stream direction
A Way of Storing Your Video Games and Accessories! WATCH VIDEO!
push and pull automotive brake bleeding tool &amp; brake light checker this device eliminates the need for a second technician
continuous metering pump
SCRUNCH-IT enabled blankets auto-scrunch and lock in place with the pull of a cord!
iArm or "3rd Arm" Hands free Tablet Holder -flexible telescopic device that can be attached to you and hold your iPhone or iPad for you
''STACKER'' COMP. DESKTOP-ENTERTAINMENT CENTER-DISPLAY-SPACE SAVER-HOME BUSINESS-INDOOR OUTDOOR-ROOM
DIVIEDER-MODULAR BLOCKS WOOD OR ACRYLIC
Multi Marshmallow Roaster
The Water Picker-Upper Gets Water Off The Floor Fast - sucks waters up into a detachable jug, for Kitchen and Bath, no more mop madness!
KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
A drink grabber with a special designed gripper that helps you grab different size beverages out of a cooler full of freezing water and ice.
Exercise tubing with handles from Target, with a loop at the center is placed over a hook at top of a doorway. Bend forward "For the Core".
USB adapter to read USB flash drive files on Smart phones and Tablet using App.
GPS app for bus drivers that can be programmed with bus runs that gives verbal directions/warnings for upcoming stop distances/locations.
Being on the road I found I had a perfect storage solution. I can store all my stoff in a nice way. This idea for SUV's only.
Well that's weird ART, Harry! 7 different size Pretzel type rods stickin out of a vase that are used to wrap iphone type cords around!
Adjustable flower vase with weighted bottom!
NEW!!! ALL Resizable: Kitchenware set.
Solar Power Charger for iPhone and iPad
The Perfect iPad Stand - Never Give Up, Never Surrender!
A toilet seat quick release that will replace the existing screws to retro-fit any toilet seat with a quick release for easy cleaning.
MAGIC CLIP DOES EVERYTHING.It secures wallet,cellphone in your pocket,keys,cables,ponytail,hang clothes,files,decorate shoes,purses.RESUB
Heart Attack Family Board Game
Redesign Hana. Let's make a Sandy vase to raise funds for Hurricane Sandy relief.
Mouse Trap Alert
Mechanical toothpick dispenser! Works much like a mechanical pencil...what do you think?
Computerized Spice Rack
Toddler-proof iphone Case
Lazyass - Slide This Sensor in back pocket &amp; it will alert you when you've been sitting too long. Chart sitting habits over time via app.
A simple desk table that you can turn over to a big cutting mat to work on with no worries, when you are done, turn it over back to normal.
A windstopper "bib",protecting runners',skiers',cyclists'...chest and inner organs.Very practical,could be really cheap.Tested,enjoyed-ok.
Railings that can be attached to, and removed from, a regular bed.
APP Enabled RC Buggy METAL DETECTOR. Find treasure while you are having fun at the beach!Resub
Write Straight Laser Clip - Do you have slanted handwriting? Clip on side of paper to shine a straight line to right on. #spotsv
a pad that is placed on mattress that will help prevent bed sores this will aid in the suffering of bed sores and unwanted law suits thanks
Sani-grab
Safe Bottle
An aquarium extension is great for people who want to combine their old and new aquariums, giving their fish more room to swim around.
Hinged snapclosable zippers re
Motorized Retracting Toy Shelf
REM Sleep Alert
Scrubber with Bristles, Nylon Scrubbing Pad, Sponge and Soap Solution All-in-One!
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Microwave Food Crisper Cover - Food cover with a fan to remove water during the heating process (use gears to increase fan speed)
A Bike Pack - A bag designed for your bike, but also transforms into a mini backpack.
DESHERBEUR VAPEUR
Why not make an inexpensive plastic e-reader with up to twelve books pre installed for less than the price of a hardcover book.
A tube shaped hair remover for hair brushes.Insert the brush and then rip it out. Voila!!! Hair is gone. Throw away that brush rake.
Upgrading cleaning caddy to a washable fabric w/dishwasher safe rigid inserts and hangs on a ladder or stands alone, comes in sm, med, lg.
A removable and see through tape that can be attached on a helmet.
Collapsing carabiner/keychain stand for iPhone/iPad.Suctions on back.Use stand 2 hold yor device.No more hand cramps.Thanx 2 M.E. 4 render
Adaptation of existing technology. Stabilized portable pastry transport platform, think "Steadycam" for expensive cakes and sugar sculture.
Cat on a Box. Furniture for cats origami base shipped compact turns into clean open shape. Shipping cardboard box becoming the upholstery
"ZippityShooDa": A decorated plastic cord stopper that attaches to a child's existing shoelaces-enabling a child to fasten their own laces.
BEWARE OF THE DINGBATS.I need your help and feedback my device is called the dingbat protector
The new app device will inform and repeal dangerous insect entering home.
Where-You-Need-It Splash Guard
The Shoulder Hugger
POWER STRIP with ROUTER &amp; MODEM
A universal mount/charger for the electronics you use in your car-phone mp3 gps-that attached through your ac jack and charged by induction
Fan-tastic
Sock Saver
Can a cable be designed that incorporates both the traditional port and the new lightening port?
Fun and simple way to keep track of your daily physical activity!
Bamboom spoon
Flying "J"
The fastest, lightest, toughest, drum stick ever conceived; built from carbon-fibre/epoxy composite as used to build the F16 Raptor fighter!
Z-CLIP
Automated Pet Excrement Extractor
Turn your tangled cords into something beautiful!
Has your child ever come home from playing in the snow with cold, wet socks, even wearing snowpants? With Stroots, snowpants stay put.
Slip on a unique and stylish wrist accessory with different fabrics and brooches to match any occasion. Easy to slip on, snap and zip tight.
LED Backlit TV Wall Mount with Surge Protector and Electronic Movement!!. (see video)
Portable Ice Bucket Dispenser
Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers/Racks/Shelves~Smell Fresh! Resub. 100 votes in less than 24 hrs.
4D Strobe Light
Child-safe magnetic outlet and plug adapters.
Athletic Gloves (e.g. Weight Lifting, Football, Running, etc.) with a sleeve for to hold an iPod (and other selected MP3 players).
My idea is a dish strainer. It may be cylindrical. It does not have to be electric. Push a lever and let centrifugal force dry your dishes.
RESUB-Beautiful fast easy way to dress up your chain link fence without breaking the bank.
The toilet tank and toilet lid are not functional or decorative.The lid a simple porcelain top can be made decorative and functional.
Charger Cord Protectors
THE CARD GAME WAR FINALLY GETS MODERNIZED! MOST COLLABORATIVE PROJECT EVER ON QUIRKY! EVERYONE GETS TO PLAY
AND INFLUENCE! (SPENCER Q)
UV light for refrigerator
Saran Wrap / Aluminum foil Dispenser for the counter top.
NeverWet Mattress
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Pre-Fire Alert Device
Stress Reducer
Safe Sneaker,a kid's,toddler's,babies, sneaker sold with a microchip in the sole to track your child's location syncs w/custom gps phone app
Modular appetizer trey! A tray that works with what you are serving! Easy to clean in dishwasher! Each a separate storage container! FRESH!
Wireless connection bracelet
Basement View Enhancers
Fun water sprinkler with motion sensor. Water shoots out when someone gets close.Resub
The first of its Kind,Telescoping back Scratch-er, use it at home or when your traveling,no larger than and ink pen with changeable heads
Handy Helper
Magnetic jewelry board. Metal board with clear anti-tarnish containers with magnets on lid to store jewelry. Re-sub open to collaboration
Larger Cordlets for extension cords. No more bending over to grab the cord.Resub
Zoom through Airport Security be leaving the liquids at home
Three refillable plastic containters that snap into a caddy with a handle.
Kitty Litter Sifter
The Power Finger is a Microfiber Glove (with the shape of the fingers) that absorbs the dust of your furniture and gives good aroma to it.
Hide-away desk organizer! Has compartments to store office utensils, slides out of site when not in use. Now you see it,now you don't! resub
A ring that would have a needle and sedative that a woman could use to inject into her attacker by smacking his skin rendering him weakened.
Clothes Ironer-Place clothes in a rack and get them ironed.
A pet pooper scooper made so that you don't have to bend over, works in tall grass, and releases the waste easily into a receptacle.
Masculine home button stickers
A rechargeable remote with a docking station and a find feature (like a cordless phone) will be sure to save time and a lot of frustration.
poÃªle bi-faces
iPad Case Credit Card, Driver's License, Business Card enclosed slot on case
windsheild washer heater kit
The portable solution for card gamers, this case carries up to four decks and your playmat with hands-free convenience.
Selfie stick
Best organizer to hold usb flash drives and camera memory cards close to your work area.Don't hide these items in a box or scattered about.
kribaroo Blanket
Lightweight Compost Sifter with built-in rake
UNIVERSAL phone (small), tablet (medium) &amp; laptop (large) case/cover. 3 sizes to fit everything you own NOW, &amp; will own from NOW ON!
"Shimbrogo"-your makeup friend
Belts with metallic buckles must be removed at airport security.Creates stress and unnecessary delays.Why not nonmetallic buckles.
Auto Awake
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long
EASY SNAP ON HANGERS HATS KEEP YOUR PANTS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE HANGER Pants stay in the middle of the hanger prevents wrinkles
RESUB
CoolFit
Do you run? Do you want to shorten the headphone cord instead of clip it? Reduce wire flailing and headphones dropping.
An interchangable mop/broom with built in adjustable compartments for cleaning supplies in the handle. This idea is very compact/effective.
Device/tool with an ability to quickly clean messes that are wet/dry/both, which includes a base station to flush/sanitize said device/tool.
A simple and appealing, wall-mountable spray bottle holder with integrated rag storage.
Snake Print Garden Hose! Not an invention, a twist on an existing product. No patent needed, copyright. Side by side, which would you buy!?!
Calling All Apple Junkies!!! The Ipad Business Card Scanning Case!!!
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soda re-carbonator
#spotsv: Impossible to get products out of package, especially toys.This tool cuts packaging and the metal twistie ties holding it in place.
Using the camera of a Smartphone hover a certain flower and it will bring up that specie of flower.
Ultimate Yard Building Kits
Laser Ships
My Idea has to do with picture/painting frames that plays a sound when it detects motion. It's rechargeable and it has a USB connection.
Game On! I have a son that loves "gaming". If allowed, he would play non-stop, never sleep or socialize with the outside world.
Magnetic flexible panel LCD of signalling
Dryer and drying rack. Perfect for fast drying, indoors.
Hold On To That Lens Cap! The BEST Lens Cap Keeper
It's a lapdesk/laptop case! Built in storage, folds out for armchairs, folds in for easy carrying, shoulder strap,knapsack. So useful! resub
rover
I have a bathroom caddy for those whose don't want to waste more time cleaning than needed. Unique, bueatiful and handy to have.
SHOE Lift, Support, Cushioner. Small easy attachable hiel support for sandals that gives you extra support, softer walk and a higher lift.
Towel Klips to "Klip and Keep" your towel
See No Worms - Organic Kitchen Composter
Fun ceiling fan and wall clock made to resemble giant wheel and spoke construction toy pieces familiar to all.
A seam ripper scissor that helps to easily take apart sewing machine stiches while doing alterations on clothing.
Harman/JBL Touchscreen
Eco Waste Manager
Easy Choco Dipped Stawberries
Additional Blades for
StairAway/StairWell/RailRoaded (I can't decide) are movable railings on stairs: Both sides, can go up, against the wall, or down, to use.
Never over flow anything again. The app enabled water level indicator
NSA-away iPhone Case
The "smart collar" is a sleek design pet collar that has a virtual leash for built in convenience and can be controlled using a smartphone.
Multiple Game System for Pool Table or Floor. Cylindrical rings convert pool balls into smooth action game pucks for tons of fun games.
I have several antique oil lamps. It would be nice to have a battery powered burner for a candle.
A tackle box with a built in MP3 player and water proof speakers.
iPhone case with flexible extending LED light / flash. Enables better indirect lighting for photos, whether portrait or macro shots.
Best Brush Cleaner
Counter space a premium? Now theres a solution! A suspended cargo-net style storage system --- attaches itself FLAT under kitchen cupboards
Smart Soup Bowl
Multibit screwdriver - Auto selects the correct driver based on screw using 2/4 sensors for line/cross screws around driver's rim
Overcabinet Compost Container Hanger/Holder
Smart WINK hub solves problems
Smart pill dispenser. Never take wrong or too many pills again. Text message sent if you forgot, or when refills are needed. Monitor meds.
The Car Charger (Cigarette Lighter Charger) Tray & Cord Organizer
Not quite ready to send your iPhone into space? Try the iPhone kite kit. Take aerial video &amp; images using a regular kite. Great TOY. VIDEO
An adjustable pillow. You can adjust simply by squeezing a rubber bulb. I can never find the perfect pillow. This would fit everyone.
RESUB BENDABLE CONCRETE FORMS made from recycled plastics UNBREAKABLE REUSABLE ECO FREINDLY
IPhone case with built-in easy-slide screen wiper.
Stop struggling with plastic wrap and having excess waste!
what if your toilet has an extra space for people of certain size,the toilet seat will stay up until you flush,and it will NEVER clogged up?
A utility-belt style belt that can hold spray bottles, brushes, etc. All cleaning supplies are at an arm's reach for easy access.
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EASY FLOW GAS CAN
Toddler and Junior SleepGear for bedwetting
ATM Personal Pin # Protector
Pill Buddy :The first cool programmable pill organizer ;not anymore you will forget to take your medicine on time (Please check all pics!)
Apply the convenience of your refrigerator to your cooler. Make a cooler with drawers so that you have more than 1 large deep cavity.
Clothes buying using your iphone. Your measurments are scanned along with your image and are stored on your phone.
Wearing headbands and eye/sun glasses simultaneously does not work! By modifying the headband shape, the two can mesh comfortably together.
Doggie-Bag Flashlight
The Zip Clamp goes beyond the conventional zip tie because it creates 360 degrees of clamping pressure.
Make your own frozen drink packs at home. Reusable Frozen Drink Bags.
Tnet
Funky Chicken Game: Flip your bugs into the spinning chicks beak - watch out - it might spit them out at you. First to get rid of bugs wins
It hears a song and tells you what it is and who it was originally by and who has covered it
a panel that can close/open pool to release water(inflatable)
COOL COASTERS.Drink your beer relaxed.DonÂ´t worry about the stains of wine on the table.Dive into the crater! THE CRATER, a quirky product.
Why are dental floss and toothbrush sold separately? Shouldn't they have dental floss built in right? My dentist "that's a huge idea"!
The Cup Cake Scoop is BACK! We need to make a scoop for runny cake batter that actually works. Even MARTHA can't get the batter out!
app enabled Musical Toddler Sippy Cup. Load endless favorite toddler music in an instant. Does not exist.. Music Soothes The Soul
A Brella Slipper is a stylish waterproof carrier for an umbrella with adjustable strap for over the shoulder or across the chest
Write messages and tasks on the fridge with a twitter account. Simple!
Gamer's Band
Earbuds that don't need an accessory to keep them tangle-free.
Rolling Sweeper - Quickly clean up and trap dog fur and dirt
Simple bottle connector braces one bottle on top of another to easily transfer fluids to the newer container. Less waste, no mess. Genius!
Dust pan w/integrated rollers!
Dirt Port...three sided piece that fits over door jam so dirt, leafs, etc. can be swept out and over not getting stuck on door jam.
Build a Garden
Arm bands are fastening up sleeves, not being lumpy.
Toothbrush Trainer App
Granny's carefree life device - a bracelet with gps, health/trouble alarm - family mobile application.
Decoil recoil
Double charge charger.
If you're tired of sagging these Jeans R4U sexy comfortable &amp; Badass"The new Warrior 353 Jeans are so sexy your lady will want to wear them"
TRIO Car Charger
Never drop an ice cube again with this container. Fits all standard ice cube trays.
IPHONE MEETS POWER CURL-Why fight the messy cord issue when you can wrap and store it easily.
ZIP-Zzz
Accessory consisting of a tray for the computer keyboard and a vertical stand that allows me to slide the keyboard up and have more space.
Greenhouse Composting
Don't struggle cleaning your entire back! This is your solution!
An iphone/ipod docking station with retractable USB, which attaches to almost any laptop screen for a clean and almost wireless desk area.
Measure any irregularly shaped opening or area with laser accuracy!
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Anti-stain water mop's saver holder.
RETRACTABLE BIKE RAINCOATS
~Moldy water bottle? Smudgy peanut butter jar? Clean-shaven face??? You need a BRUSHTACHE!
Rail Gaurds
A feature link to the phone and to remind them to take the medication to save elderly life by pressing a button or voice activated to dial.
A redesigned, stand-alone redo of the "dice popper" dice rolling toy -- a plastic bubble with two dice inside, press to pop &amp; roll.
Car magnets with neon streamers that can be put on the roof of your car. Helps drivers identify and accommodate those traveling together.
MAIGRIR SANS REGIME
Re- App Enabled Wardrobe, inventory your wardrobe sync hangars and clothes tags designed of passive RFID tags-NO power needed, easy locating
With this portable bottle, homemade dressing is super easy to make, and super easy to pour/spray! Also good outdoors too.
holocontacts
Paint Edges Or Lines Like A Professional Without The Needed Skills. A Vacuum Suction Assisted Paint Edging Tool Will Do Your Paint Edging.
Mess Less Bird Cage
Dog Leash with Ground Anchor
Link up USB data to Ipad, droid,I Phone through adapter,same adapter works on many products,small easy to use and carry,view all usb docs.
Smartphone dynamic screen protection by freefall activated armour.
BananaCap
Waist Glove A plastic glove with twist tie attached for picking up dog poop. Turn it inside out, tie it close and throw it away.
A crate with 2 wheels and a handle, that holds 2 detachable cleaning carriers which open up like a tackle box to place towels etc. below.
This is an innovative life saving home safety device that should be required along with smoke detctors. Visit WWW.THESMOKESTOPPER.COM.
Powerwalk, make your steps count! A simple clip device for your shoes that measures your forward kick's intensity for a healthier walk.
Remote controlled sprinkler
iPod Earmuffs. USING YOUR EXISTING EAR-BUDS. Holds your iPod while you are warming your ears.
Silence A Slamming Door. Apply rubber strips with built-in sneaker air system inside door frame to silence a slamming door.
WormCity
BED-OFF... Bedroom Office can be used by KIDS..MOMS..DADS..Real-Estate..Lawyers..College Dorms..to prepare their Computerized Projects.
App enabled E-Paper message board. Send a message to your board from your phone.
Light up your wall ANY color you want ANY time you want with this LED wall lighter
My idea is storage for all cleaning supplies in a handle storage box with cool features.
Dog owners (including me) need a refillable dog bone that slides apart for easy cleaning and easy refilling of their dog's favorite treat.
Beard Catcher
MOUTHWASH BEADS explode in your mouth. Pouring mouthwash is so 1985.No more spreading germs or paper cups. Great for travel. No mess #spotsv
Listen (and watch) the storm w/this wireless 4-corner speaker system with unique LED lights for synchronized "Lighting effect" (*see images)
Supermodel Soo Joo Park Winter
Dog training aid. Clicker with treat dispenser easy fast reward. One hand one device two actions. Click and despenes a treat instantly.
Slap Bracelet Cables
Is your shower brush not doing what you need it to do? I sympathize with your plight and have the solution. Try this one!
This mop bucket has a separate wringing area and keeps most of the dirty water out of the clean water area! No more spreading dirty water!
By mixing Lemon Acid, Grapefruit Zest, and Balsamic Vinegear, than you can make an organic kitchen cleaner.
Power tools that use the power of the internet to make them Smarter, Safer and Simple to use.
TRIAN, control by App or Voice
Cigarette holder case for iphone
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Collar Bottle
Expandable/Reusable Fencing
T peg
Herbal Mothballs
Metal connectors for assembling furniture, easy results with contemporary design. A simple way to do it, for people like you and me.
Prevent toilet backflow
With you, I can stand up
#NEVWET and QSANDY Case with built in Overcoat for iPhone and iDevices
"DoodleBox" adds some personal creativity to your kid's lunchbox.
The little one wants to just sit while waiting: A portable collapsible aluminium stool - less than a kilo and could fold into your handbag
I'm stuck on crutches... I can't even carry beer and pretzels to the couch. Solution? A multipurpose sash/belt made to carry what I need.
I propose a simple "pot" with three compartments inside that allow you too cook three different side dishes in one. Only one pot to clean.
Extendable movable magnetic power strip great for home, and industrial use. Plus new slide system.
Fast Shake
curb water recycler
Hearing-aid wireless clip--on earring for women or men with some hearing loss called "Hearings"
My idea is the Spritzer, it is a device that is to be put on the bill of a hat or a headband. It cools the wearer by squirting cool mist.
Goose Neck Bottle Attachment
A hub with multiple adapters for i/o soloutions through a Macs thunderbolt port. That allows you to change the ports.
Hitch Alert
disposable shoe covers-simply step into box pad/covers shoes so you do not have to take your shoes off before entering.keeps floors clean
La multiprise colorÃ©e
#QCYCLE. I would like a Real integrated Bicycle safety Puncture repair kit i~phone case.
Tired of routine mopping? I have an efficient, safe, and hassel free way to clean your floors and it's easy on the environment.
Disposable glove for thumb fingers (finger cot): no more thumb fingers in your food, this is a win-win solution for customers and waiters.
easy muzzle, plastic muzzle, in a clam shell shaped form with an ajustable collar to fit the wright leigth for the dogs head.
A retractable blade utility knife that cuts and scrapes. Life just got easier, take a look at the ZIG-ZAG knife. Resub.
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen cooking unit calculator / converter. Not an app. Open to collaboration. Water &amp; Mess prof. Resub 368 votes
eBook
Overcome tired hands and aching arms with ReadyRing. Comfortably lift many bags with a single heave.
Roly poly Floating pool tray
No-leak egg ring that seals to the bottom of the pan for perfectly sized and shaped cooked eggs. No more wasted whites! Easy to use.
spam pizza
FOLDa PUNCHa ___ office folder with integrated double hole punch !-)
Mess Free Compost Tea
Solar-Powered Rotating Compost Barrel
Sleep Bracelet. Knows when you fall asleep and turns off power strip by reading pulse. Use it to turn off lights, TV, air conditioner.
Bird-a-way
"LOCATE ANYTHING IN YOUR HOUSE VIA. YOUR PHONE/TABLET" A scanner and barcode tag system with an APP. Never lose your remote
again~!...
Portable headboard/bulletin board/black board/white board for college dorms / small apartments / teenagers.
Net that covers the dishwasher rack that keeps plastic items from falling out and melting on the heating element or filling with water.
"MIST"ER WRINKLE
Do you hate your clothes having closet smell? Lets create a coat hanger that can have custom scents and reduce closet stank on clothing.
Portable Magnetic Mixer
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We are missing a made in car vacuum I believe a built in vacuum isnt only easily assessable but simple for our everyday spills in the car!
My idea solves the problem of ugly views out of your windows. Now renters and homeowners can live with a million dollar view.
Cocktail shaker with a front-screen which shows cocktail recipes. Integrated scales shows you how much you have to add of every ingredient
Baby Lite-Tote
A digital dashboard display to show the current speed limit between your current mile markers fed by GPS. Always know the speed limit
Clip bags with expiry date label. Digital scale display to program remaining days to expiration day. New application of weigh to go
SCHOOL SIMULATOR GOGGLES- Life-like Experience! If we can't afford to take them around the world, bring the world to them! Multiple Appls.
Caffeinated Beverage Testing
A double swing towel bar that attaches to a straight towel bar
CLENZ CAP! A lens cap that CONTAINS a small lens cleaning kit INSIDE its CAP!!
Common Pictures with inquisitive friends and aquaintences app = new Photo Sharing Website that could be as or more popular as instagram.
No more embarrasing leaks! Nursing bra with inside pocket to hold nursing pads in place to keep breastfeeding moms leak-free.
Stand-Alone External battery for Electronics gadgets, phones, pads, mini's
Spatool
Spiral is a compact mat allows you to sleep comfortably on any surface.
My idea is a mini flashlight that could be be placed on a broom, mop, or duster so that the user could see where they are cleaning
A flexible dual drawer cabinet that will allow the user to organize files and accessories, saving space and a modular organization.
Multipurpose Computer Cleaner
Simply irresistible Quirky logo cord organizer. For minimalism concept's working desk (Inspired by OneLessDrop).
No more unnecessary burns in the kitchen: when cooks/chefs put their work aprons on, they will now always know where their oven mitts are!
A conventional octagonal RED umbrella, painted with white border and the word "STOP". Ad a blinking red LED at tip of each rib.
E-ZSpread Butterknife
solar power bladless fan with USB ports for charging devices and bottle cap opener.
Kid's Picture Bracelets. Kid's bracelets with tiny frames where they can load their own custom pictures and personalize their own jewelry.
The Angel Support
Rechargeable steering wheel heater
Would you like to have a better tasting Cigarette, Try my new orange, Apple, And mint flavors their the Bom. And others also.
A retractable extension cord hidden inside a pot with multiple outlets. This brings new meaning to the term 'flower power'.
Worms Need Modern Homes Too!
Assist bar for patient turning
NAIL POLISH REMOVED QUICK AND EASY! Just WET COTTON, Stick to nail..sit and relax. Keep your fingers out of the acetone.
Case for smartphones with a fold out tri-pod for camera or a female fitting to attach a mini better pictures and larger Speakers two or 4
Stand Kits for Smartphones and Tablets that come in a few pieces that users assemble! Wood or plastic. Use with any phone/tablet!
Burger Brander. Mark the desired "doneness" from start to finish.
The WASH and DRY gloves: One glove washes while the other one dries.
Let's make a compact, stylish charging station for all USB devices. - Starting from this idea. Help build it the Quirky way.
Record Your Next Accident.
STOP DOOR DINGS It's like a sun visor shield on ur car door. Made w/2 layers of PVC n synthetic latex w/magnents between layers 4 attachment
Nickel Allergy? Button Shield! A plastic shield wraps the nickel button on jeans to protect the wearer and end painful rashes.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR CLEANING SUPPLIES. Just toss your clean and damp used paper towels in this drying dispenser for future cleaning use!!!
A plastic accordion style drink rack that holds 6-12 bottles or cans and shrinks when beverages are removed. Collapse when not in use.
Tired of everyday household tasks &amp; chores SLIPPING on you? Try the "HOLD IT". A small, but effective way to better your everyday life!
Select-A-Drink display ring
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Hands-free Nail care system
UV Toilet Seat
My daughter just had months of horseback lessons. She always had one big piece of feedback. Why is there no left and right-handed saddles?
Ainti Virus Trash Bin
Adding threads and leverage to a bulb planter and post hole digger make digging a breeze!
Baby diaper counter! Also can have an APP option for those that are willing to connect their smart phones!
smart headphone concept
A kind of shower head which can be used to rub and wash your back by yourself.
Gaia Sphere Composter
Automatic weed extractor
A water activated sound devise that would stop White Sharks from attacking people.Surfers ,Divers and Swimmers would all love this product.
"Shelf Mate" The solution for bookends on any standard 3/4" book shelf. The unique slot in the bookend prevents the bookend from falling.
A latex glove with mini-scouring pads attached to each fingertip.
App-enabled shower cleaner. App-enabled cleaning dispenser for the shower. Clean your shower from your phone
LUNCH THERMO MUG with 2 compartments is very handy to take with you everywhere. It's all in !! warm &amp; cold ... enjoy your meal !!
Introducing the "CARIA". Automatic temperature sensing exhaust fan for you car. Keeps car interiors cool and can save $1000's in repairs.
Lets change the power location to the back of the unit instead of on the end and allow the phone to swivel without cord entagelment.
Angled and ribbed Kitchen Counter Top Mat that allows dishes to dry fast, by elevating the dishes and having water drain back into the sink.
Kitchen countertop composter that looks like a frog
Funky cleaning tool belt that hangs on a door so it's ready to use whenever you need it. Wear it, use it, hang it.
Adjustable Rubber Gloves. Rubber gloves unchanged since invented. They are hard to put on, take off, store away & don't fit anyone's hand.
My idea is a clip that slides inside of a necktie to form and hold a dimple in the tie. Visit www.DimpleClip.com to see my idea in action.
XR pixels
Bluetooth projector
The idea consists of a house slipper that has a light built into the front of it. Perfect for having light wherever its needed.
A portable music player that slides into your shirt collar,allowing you to listen to music w.out the hassle of losing your ear buds
2 in 1 Compost Fork/Thermometer Tool
NEVWET mattress cover #NEVWET
Peanut Butter Knife
Too embarrassed by foot odor to enjoy yoga class? Get Sole Cleanser and bend in peace! Moisturizing, soothing, and deodorizing.
Jello/jello Shot molds that turn your jello into a real looking slice of fruit and the peel is the holder...Fruit Slice Anyone. D/W safe
EnergySack
Fold and Play Step Cat Gym
Muti-use Funnel
Bath-time fun tent
Super duty. Cool as night. Never bend your back. The 'Maverick Mop 3000'. Keep ladies thinking it takes time KEEPING your washroom clean.
Head-Starters
Decorative Dish Liquid Vessel
'iLLumiWake' App enabled Alarm Clock and Light that let's you decide your MOOD to fall asleep and to Wake up + Charges your iPhone/iPod.
A set of light switches and thermostats connect to the net for weather and more.
A fiberscope attachment for the iphone or ipad. A camera module extension that can attach to the unit and display an image on the screen.
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Manage your small hand tools and hardware hands free and never lose control of these items again.
The Ultimate Painter's Pole! Go Pro with this amazing, versatile painter's pole that adapts to any situation!!
App enabled toilet cleaner. Container in tank releases cleaning solution and flushes toilet. Clean your toilet from your phone.
Date and Mileage Oil Change Reminder.
Touched Up and Stored !!!! A great solution for long term paint storage and convenient touch up.
A NEW FORM OF MOTION FIELDING A NEW CLASS OF INVENTIONS - A technology platform on which existing inventions can be beneficially
mounted.
A key chain that doubles as a location device. The corresponding app would give the location and allow you to set off an alarm.
A small cabinet to hold all sink and counter cleaning tools. Drains into the sink and removes clutter.
Slim Skee
POWER-SAVING SURGE PROTECTOR-Turn off the power completely to your TV,DVD and accessories to save $$$ when you're not watching TV.
The "Teaching" Basketball: Teach Kids to Shoot &amp; Dribble a Basketball with Hand Prints on the Ball
Timed Snack Capsule
To invent an alarm clock that after 60 seconds keeps going off in 5 minute intervals (as loud as possible) without hitting snooze.
Poles barbecue spin.
The Bedsheet Iron
a portable whole body dryer like the extremes at the bathrooms at the malls
Composting bin/Greenhouse
Pop-up Picture box album that holds lots of pictures operated by iphone sensor
SteProtect
A pocket BBQ grill - have it where ever you are
: Multi-store Extension Pillar : Keep data cards,cleaning & compass easy to hand & extend height of Tri-Pod 6-8".Clip to Belt/Bag.
Hawie 50
Fueling hot mower or generator engines can cause a fire! 'Turkey pop-up' type temp sensor latches gas cap a few minutes until engine cools.
Ultimate Kitchen Compost Collector
Laundry A-Go-Go
VIDEO--------------Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. (Collaboration with GYRO)
A frisbee that turns in to a bowl when you press down on it.
Small, 4 x 6 inch, PC monitor modules that can clip to your current primary monitor and rotate and pivot, adding extra screen real estate!
A travel ready iron that plugs into the wall or has a retractable cord, immediately cools, and has a stylish case or covering.
Hang Happy
voice activated bar code reader for items that can not be bar coded.clerk speaks product into wireless mic, computer recognizes and inputs
Peanut Butter in a tube
Size-Reducing Grate Cover
YABUT is a universal merchandising icon that redefines negative thinking by challenging the age-old excuse, "Yeah, but-"
Locking Snake Stand
Pillow with Speakers and a place to hold your Cellphone/Tablet! Watch a movie in your bed! (Paulette Jaques)
not a professional Duck caller,no worries with the real Duck sound app.just down load and start calling,let your smart phone do the work.
Bathroom Water Reclamation System. The water going down your bathroom sink can't be used for drinking, but it can fill your toilet tank.
"Pitcher Plus"

All Aboard

Case for smartphones with a fold out tri-pod for camera or a female fitting to attach a mini better pictures and larger Speakers two or 4
Clear top half of eyeglasses, with the bottom half being PROGRESSIVE magnifiers. Classic or contemporary designs. Also in sunglasses!
Beach Umbrella Anchor
A soft rubber vacuum caddy that slides over the vacuum handle. Take your cleaning supplies from room to room and always know where they are
Lunch Box with Compost Collection
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Ditto: Let's Do It Again
Super Flexible Knife Block
A whisk broom with a dust pan that facilitates stable leaning against a wall (or counter) without warping the bristles.
A Cleaning Supplies Caddy/Waste Bin that attaches to the front of any home vacuum cleaner - turning the vacuum into a House Keeping Cart.
Refillable, re-useable pen stick for favorite cleaning, lubricating, or other utility fluids. Can be used again. Go Green!
Indestructible Mailbox System

*Easy Install*

Pneumatic Bean Bag
Carbage Bags, the convenient and sanitary way to keep your car trash free.
A solution to the problem of what to do with a used tissue and your dirty hands when a trip to the trash can and sink is not convenient.
Can opener, tuna drainer, lid remover: all in one! Why use your hands? Let my product dry your tuna easily, and safely remove lid.
All in One Glasses
Painter buddy slides thru ladder rung and locks in place to hold your paint can and brush, putty knife, elec sander etc. Has magnetic strips
Tang
Flash Light/Main Camera MIRROR
Light it up
A touch light shirt for pregnant woman so she/he can see where the baby is and where he/she is moving.... People love babies!!!!
Early warning detection for cars and trucks of oncoming emergency vehicles in the vicinity. "EVA" - Emergency Vehicle Alert
Think out of the plastic bag! This leaf and trash box is eco-friendly. Rake lawns without bending! Uses include yardwork, trash,recycling...
Earbud and ipod gloves
Are power cords driving you crazy? How about using wi-fi to connect almost EVERYTHING without using power cords.
Wireless charging iPad Mini case with waterproof sleeve. Use and charge your iPad Mini without ever subjecting it to water!
Beanie Ice Pack. No more holding the ice pack for your kiddies or yourself. Chill out the fever or that headache "hands-free" &amp; so comfy!
CBS Compost Bagging System.
Magnetic Anchor, can turn a backpack into a stable support for compact cameras doing self timer shooting
Indulge, Celebrate, Make Memories, or Simply Have Fun... Have an "ICE CREAM PICNIC OH SO NEAT"... It'll always be a COOL treat!
Clean your counter-tops more efficiently than ever with this revolutionary new product.
I needed to add some features to my seat cane such as an umbrella hidden in the hollow center leg. Also an inflateable seat cusion.
Deck clips with Canopy Ball Bungee connect into the spaces between patio deck boards. Secure items to deck for storm &amp; theft protection.
The DeskCube
shower phone
Carapiner - Combines a Safety Pin with a Carabiner. Use to Clip Lightweight Items On and Off Clothes and Other Fabric.
The Write Stuff
The portable solar outlet is an electrical outlet charged by the sun. The outlet is on a stake and can be placed in the yard or patio.
STOP BLEEDING AND SAVE LIVES! WITH THE NEO!A smart Tourniquet that stops bleeding and monitors your heart rate blood pressure and pulse rate
Screws inside the Screwdriver
Syncell
Bathroom Phone Holder
Microfiber Gloves and Socks
A new way to store (and use) all those cool, strewn-about kitchen appliances...
Bathroom and Salon Countertop Organizer that hangs from countertop and allows items to be stored conveniently on either one or both sides.
Flying Umbrella
A self sorting socket set that would eliminate the constant origanization and frustration associated with conventional socket sets.
In-Line Kitchen Composter
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The Levibox - A great centerpiece that really levitates!!!
2 vases in 1 inner vase holds water and flowers outer vase holds anything like candy,beads etc makes a beautiful unique gift imagine create
Vision a one inch "little dog bone" shape, flat with an indent on one corner to wrap a gold chain around ,the last bit secured in the notch
An affordable, simple, unobtrusive, universal lighting system for better close up, product, panoramic & portrait pictures.
An app that provides for a stud finder that works off of the vibration mode of a cell phone and helps see plumbing and elec.
A smart system to efficiently combat burglaries. The idea is to persuade the criminals to believe that there is a human presence.
A device that makes cleaning, carrying around and storing your cleaning supplies much easier.
Soap Dispenser that plays user-chosen music for 20 seconds so that people of all ages know that their hands are clean!
Litter Box Scooper w/ Brush - Scoop up litter and brush up litter around litter box, all in same bag to throw away. VIDEO RESUBMIT
Distilled water is in big demand and not always available. Easy to make, clean water on the kitchen countertop, control whats in your water.
#spotsv Indoor Door Key Holder/Hider, a place to put a key, for the locking/unlocking the front door, back door, or even garage door.
Resubmit!Snow globe with built in mp3 player,alarm clock,snow blower, nightlight, digital photo viewer!This makes a great gift!
â€¢#NEVWET Umbrella or Quirky product Overcoat
Sun Spot
Breakfast ALL in ONE
Build an I phone device that you can digitally measure distance.
The "Q App" now you can keep track up to the minute activity of yours and other Quirky members on your iPhone or other mobile devices.
Tired of fighting with your significant other over toilet seat being up or down? Let your man have an EZ Urinal wall pull out by the toilet.
A pocket that securely holds contents safely without the use of buttons, zippers or snaps! You won't lose a things in a pocket that swings!
Prevent damage to your home and property utilizing a system that absorbs water heater leaks and alerts homeowners before damage occurs.
Hearing Aid for Animals
Dryer pots and floors.
Pedal Mate- Add at the chair footrest. This would be very helpful for long distance and long hours travel.
A keyboard with a hard drive/flash drive where you can back up &amp;amp sync your device or just be productive. A Keyboard computer for devices!
5 ACTIVITY PROGRAMMABLE TIMER on lanyard or clip-on. Long-life battery ...easy to set by touch...clock and stopwatch features
#spotsv -- Band With A Hook. A rotating HANGER-sized silicone Hook with a GRIPPY silicone band. Shower rod hanger!
Compost heating
Hair Clips With Clips! Clip What You Want To A Hair Clip. Pencil, Flowers, Pictures, Candy, Etc. Pretty, Functional, Both. Design Your Own.
PARSI CHAIR is a line of furniture that presents the Farsi Alphabet in a tactile fashion.
Compost Cruncher
Forget about microwave... introducing a HOT PLATE - safest way to cook!
Customizable Phone Case: Make Them at Home!
Slim 3 in 1 Wireless Portable Laser Fax Scanner printer with camera,cell phones.I-phone,I-pad,photo SD/Micro card with USB compatable.
My idea is a snack tray for toddlers for the supermarket shopping cart.
STAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING ONE OR
THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD AND BULKY
This is an inflatable belt-positioning booster seat for families who travel with small children.
this device is designed to simplify the process of applying grease or similar products to the scalp
bottoms up lotion dispenser
Kitchen Knife Set with blades that you can hide and mount them on the wall! A Safer Knife Set for your kitchen!
Automotive window cleaning tool, which enables you to clean your windows down to the edge of dash or rear deck.
Sun Visor Extender (can hold CDs and can hold your simple or smart phone so you can read incoming calls with extendable sun blockers.)
Expiration Check
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Discreet Inside Cabinet door compost container - out of sight and smell
Instead of a boy buys a gaming computer and using keyboards,he can try the game that is real and it comes with a seat,cup, plate holder.
WaffleToast
All devices come waterproof and shatterproof with a clip on the back.The phone itself is the carrying case/face cover.
Washer/Dryer Motion Detector
A camera battery charger that charges from AC or USB power - enabling photographers and filmmakers to shoot in locations without power
Walter Wormery/Sally Solar
Scrape your muddy shoes off before getting in your car. (This low-profile shoe scraper/brush mounts to underside of car.)
Robotic ARM that holds Tablets/Smartphones/e-readers devices at various angles at bed side.
Ice Cream Stick and Lick - Helps serve ice cream or eat out of. Wash less dishes. Portion Control. Stands and has lid for on the go!
Automatic/manual rocker light switch. There's one for a standard light switch! Why not for a rocker style switch?
Trading cards that play songs. Music Video Trading Cards allow people to collect and trade songs and music artists. Just trade, scan, listen
Spider and Spider web Vacuum attachment
Iced Tea Utensil - All in One - Holds tea bags, lemon and sugar. The perfect pitcher of tea everytime.
(RESUB) Clip on suction pads for any shower curtain. Keep that water from escaping your shower.
For cyclists, stroller pushers, and city shoppers tired of bringing the mess indoors - a battery-powered, wheel cleaner
This heavy-duty brush scrubs away grime that a mop or sponge can't handle, and then cleans itself, so it's always ready for the next job.
THE REMARKABLE LEAF NET
Bendable ear hook for your earphone.
Babies crawl later; homes have hard flooring.A baby mat with a rubber backing that grips, allowing baby to play &amp; crawl without slipping.
Holiday Lights for All Seasons
Toddler Umbrella Stroller with adjustable handles. My back hurts! If only I could extend the handles while pushing my kids at the mall.
Dust Aid
A small, clear and flexible plastic funnel that will adapt to any size bottle to help drain the remaining contents into the new one.
Snore-Buds: an app that solves the snoring problem. Your partner gets much needed rest.
LED lights in the palm of your hand via an elastic strap that still allow use of hands while working. Put light where you need it most.
Digital pillbox
Ths measuring cup has a sensor bar n it and sends the measurement to the rim of the cup. Dn't bnd ovr to rd the msrmt it comes to u!
Get instructions wherever you are. A device that travels with you, where you can link to a coach/instructor who can help instruct from afar!
The ultimate pillow! Provides soft support & cradles your head if you sleep on your back, provides firmer support if you sleep on your side.
Find people you love, but they lost, somehow, contact with you and help the government/police to arrest who is dangerous.
PartyCase
A USB flash drive storage tray/tower. Nowadays, many possess multiple USB flash drives. When not in use, store them away close-at-hand!
Digital Sheet Music and Receiving Device
U-fill and decorate squeezy packets. Cost effective, fun, quick and easy way for your children to eat nutritious food. Filling tool fun too
My product is a multifunction one. Unlike a mini tripod my Clip-pod can be used on any Items like, thin gates or sticks, with strong grip.
Vehicle Folding Seat Tray With Built-In iPad Rotating Mount:
A portable socket that can be attached to windows to power up any device trough solar energy. Power up when needed.
Blitzball! The future of social augmented reality video games on your smartphone. (See images for game demo slideshow)
A lawnmower organizer for me to keep my clippers, trash container, and a drink right on my mowers handle.
Hate dishes because of the prepping process an appliance peel&chop Something that makes home cooking easier Let's bring home cooking back
Pastry bag with adjusting tip â€” change from thick to thin effortlessly â€” see animation. A joint submission by simplyinclined and JenJ
Smart Fridge. Drink portion control. Diagnostic updates. Alerts : Open door, Odor/mold, Temp,. Empty drink. Endless possibilities.
Stackable 10 Bottle Water or Bottle Soda Beverage Dispenser for the refrigerator
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soda dispenser mountable for REFRIGERATOR
Future Innovators of America
SEE VIDEO Demonstration! Rolling Marker-board, Pass the whiteboard on a conference table to collaborate on the table don't get up from table
A cover case shade device that can be used for an Ipad to keep the sun off the screen and also be used as a case top.
Advanced Bocce Ball
Screen time limits, for children of all ages. Set times when certain functions are disabled.
Portable, collapseable dog bath container that can be used in bathtub or outdoors. Drain in bottom of container. Bathe, drain &amp; collapse.
Advance Scripts (App)
This one is for all the parents out there tired of picking up all their kids toys. A play mat to contain the mess and make cleanup a breeze!
Modular crawlspace rollers! Easily store and access boxes/items, fully utilizing hard to reach storage space from just the front opening.
Grease grabber
iPhone/iPad cases with biometric (fingerprint) scanner for enhanced security and easy/alternate login
Bag 'n Bag
Bicycle Wall Mount Using Handlebars
RUNNING iPHONE ARMBAND THAT ALLOWS YOU TO ATTACH AND DETACH WITH MAGNETS! 45 SECOND VIDEO
A Camera Strap with built-in Beauty Kit for all those face shots! LeStrap has built-in mirror, and storage for comb, brush, and makeup etc.
Whiffle Me Silly...
For cyclists, stroller pushers, and city shoppers tired of bringing the mess indoors - a battery-powered, wheel cleaner
Kid's Fish Food Dispenser - Portion control, click to dispense. Good for kids to enjoy feeding &amp; watching fish eat.
Detecting Lawn Mower
A place to store extra toilet paper rolls that keeps them clean and dry.
RESUBMIT Introducing "Scoop", the New and Improved Ice Cream Spoon, use your leverage to scoop even the hardest of ice creams, #spotsv
App enabled trick candle.
Antibacterial shoe soles with antibacterial additive(s) needed to reduce and better eliminate germs (just as hand sanitizers for hands).
Family Chore Chart Calendar
A foot pedal operated seat raiser which adapts to any toilet.
A handle on CHIN-UPS. Eliminate wrist and shoulder strain and incorporate a wrist twist for a more intense and complete chin-up exercise.
Motivation Animal
a perpetual meter counting down to the exact second for which this event will occur.
Windshieldz: Hearing protection for Motorcyclists. A bigger issue than you may think. Bike season is coming soon. Ride protected!
SwipeStop - You must finger-swipe a shape on your cell phone before moving it or your cell phone sounds an alert.
Light up the blade; premeasure cut depth. Multi-tool also scores/folds - great for scrapbooking, cardmaking, school projects, &amp; more. Safe.
SuperDuper Window Compost Box
Tree Track for Dog Leash. I leash my dog up outside to play, but he constantly wraps his 25'cable around the tree.
The Little Nipper
This will be similar to the Plug Hub, except for USB cables on the desktop which would be hidden from view.
Three Tier Bathroom Composter
Baby-Go-Round
This is the first and only Cyber Cashâ„¢ ATM App that will allow you to access your account and send money to any ATM.
Digital Photo Album for SD cards, memory sticks and DVDâ€™s : Store, label and show off your pictures and video's with this photo album.
A stretch wrap to affix around a bath towel that will keep the towel from falling off.
Keep Your Cleaning Supplies & Tools Handy While Reaching in Higher Up Places! Safely Store Your Tools in a Strap-on Step Ladder Pouch!
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Attractive pockets that can be temporarily attached to clothes without pockets. Could use strong magnets & come in various designs & colors
App-enabled Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays, store displays. See Prod Comp
Floating book &amp; wine holder
My idea is a helium assited remote helicopter. The mechinics of a toy helicopter mounted in a helium donut balloon.
Tortilla-Toaster: Toast 3 Tortillas At The Same Time In ONE Pan! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Anti-splatter Urinal
paper clip stapler
Why Does the Shower Curtain Always Try to Get Me? Unidirectional holes that can allow the air to flow in, will eliminate this effect.
No Grow No Mow
Its a silly goose shaped beach pail that stores water for play, then distributes water to the beach for play in a unique &amp; fun way.
service solahart-081291315510
A car sun-visor extension that opens left once your regular visor flips down. Giving the driver sun protection from both the front and side
An OUTSTANDing iPhone 5 Case. Just to STAND OUT when NO LIGHT + incoming SMS/Call Light ALERT.
A pillow that has a sewn in pocket (from top to bottom) that contains an adjustable air bladder with a inflation bulb and a deflation valve.
kit for turning your iphone into a (video) YOYO. think lomo.
The chip clip was a great invention on it's own, but we can capitalize on it's success by adding the simple timer feature.
Salad Server Bowl : One bowl that holds lettuce and all of the goodies. Keeps all your salad ingredients separated in one bowl.
People need my comforter!Separate,wash/dry,& reconnect.it's as easy as 1,2,3.Save time and $,replace the laundry mat and dry cleaners 4ever.
#spotsv : Blow up Princes, Barbie, Pretty Ponies or Frankenstein Doll Monster High Blow up Palace. Moving parts:door/windows.
A handheld device as a tool for law enforcement to detect drunk drivers and save lives. This mechanism is inclusive of today's technology.
remote controlled baby swings.
Everyone has a smart phone, but they all have the same problem: keeping the surface clean. My case solves this problem.
Have you ever thought how great it would be if you could just walk up to a vending machine and get soft served frozen yogurt ?
Tinted food-grade mineral oil Color-Codes wooden cutting boards &amp; keeps 'em in top shape! Choose your color! Keep meat &amp; veggies separate!
A BEACH PAIL YOUR CHILDREN DONT HAVE TO LIFT TO EMPTY. NO MORE WATER SINKING INTO THE SAND UNTIL YOUR CHILD HAS
A CHANCE TO PLAY WITH IT.
Updated double sided pitcher! Put two drinks in one pitcher! Two handles to make it easy to pass around the table. Twistable cap, Ice slot.
Machine-made home mayonnaise.
GFCI Outlet Smart Alert
iTube. Collapse/extend/ power-free. An easy, cool way to less 'tinny' sounds on your iPhone (incl.VIDEO ) (Images by Peter Frazier)
Bendy magnetic or suction cup Strip for cell-phone. Place on back of phone or i-pad. Bend into stand when needed. most compact stand ever.
"RACK-N-ROLL"

BALL HOLDER !

Travel kit and shoe kit: packs flat or comes apart for easier packing. Attaches on hanger with clear carry-on bag. Dirty shoes off clothes.
AUTHENTIC-VIEW FAUX WINDOW
Don't waste time taping and then painting your trim. Introducing flexible trim paint. Just tape on the paint!
Device that senses your car window open in the rain - relays to app on phone when inside of car is getting wet.
High pressure steam cleaner for dishes, pots, pans, etc. for tough stuck on debris.
The device is a card (like credit card)which has the patients hist,meds,surg,labs. Kept in wallet. Used by healthcare prof.only and scanner.
Kitchen Cart with Hidden Composter
ESaves:WINK PowerSaving System
A grip-able water bottle that can be used while running or other activities that holds your iPhone, ID, and some money.
Paper Shredder/Workout Machine! made of safe yoshi ceramic blades get your paper &Arms shredded with this dual purpose safe to clean machine
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K-Cup Coffee Maker Alarm Clock- Attachment to a K-Cup coffee maker that is linked to an alarm clock app and starts machine when you wake up
The Hobby Horse
Foldable Lightning connector - Neat and Tidy
FLOOR CLOSETS... THE CURE FOR THE MESSY ROOM SYNDROME (MRS) WITH INNOVATIVE WARNING APP FOR EXCESSIVE PILE
UPS!
Design a toothbrush where 1/2 of the head can be rotated 90 degrees down, so it can clean the inside of your teeth and prevent cavities.
Bed table
Barbecued wind
A wireless ear bud, with microphone, enables you to answer and make calls of your Smartphone, though it is charging on its dock.
NIP-STRAW
Snow Shoveling Roomba
#NAME?
Video camera for the finger with iphone attached to wrist while shooting video.
service air panas-081291315510
Compost Meter w/ sensors
This is a universal bike mount that will safely and securely hold any device such as phone, gps without being bulky.
#NEVWET Beanbag Chair
Improve and upgrade the portion control plate. Make it easy to follow a good/healthy diet without spending a lot of money.
Color Picker sprayer. Detect a color and spray the same color
Paper Clip Dispenser. Sort of like a *PEZ* candy dispenser - but for paper clips!
Dog Bed with built-in electronic scale.
Sticky Pad Band Aids. Remove splinters with ease!
Are your sleeves always falling down when rolled up? You need a button with detachable magnet to hold them in place.
Red Solo cup, I pick you up, let's have a party! Q can you make a way to carry plastic cups in a backpack without having them break?
Finger Print Pad - Just like the mouse pad, we could have finger print pad on these iphone devices or as an App.
Do you remember the jingle. Clap On, Clap Off
MATTEL CHALLENGE FOR BARBIE
The truly invisible curtain rod will allow curtains to be placed almost anywhere without the need of nails, screws or any other tools.
A iphone/ipad stand that would clip onto a golf/sport bag
A Phone Bag
PicoPort, Protect your iPod nano. In your pocket, or as a watch, protect the 30-pin port and headphone jack with one simple port cover
Wifi Outlet - The App enabled Wifi AC Outlet and AC Outlet Adapter
washposter
Tie Threader
Access all your favorite bathroom &amp; makeup supplies using this makeup board. I included my mom's prototype that she uses. resub
Click Lock Store
A super suctioned drawer is a custom kitchen pull out drawer only at the fraction of the cost!
Easy tear paper tape
Under cabinet iPad charger wall mount!
Gun manufacturers could place a microchip in the gun to track it from owner to owner and it's whereabouts which would lead to more safety.
RESUBMIT.A Convertible Hand Truck-2-in-1 home equipment-converts to a ladder instantly.Portable,handle retract for easy carry on.
Keep Your Headphone Cords Out of the Way
The FAN CLUTCH, a clear security size clutch to carry in sporting events &amp; you can personalize to match your favorite team for that event.
The Plate-Mate is a retractable air suction plate cover that fits all plate sizes for storing food. It will replace foil and plastic wrap.
Back Knot Reliever & Massager
The Bathroom Runner. Get 5 minutes of audio and pictures streamed to phone when you go to the bathroom at the Cinema.
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Safety! A silent alarm thats small, protable and sends a gps signal to the cops. Targeted to professional in home health care workers.
Cleaning windows goes faster if you use a squeegee instead of paper towels. How about a squeegee that fits on the top of the spray bottle.
#spotsv suction hooks for the fridge gives you space and an easier way to grab those ready packs off zipper dairies,ham,snacks,etc.
A dry brush with a removable, disposable, brushing surface, so that it can be used in spas, as well as at home.
A solar powered OLED smart picture frame that synchronizes through Bluetooth with a mobile app in your phone.
Don't be a statistic. Easily stay active while sitting at your desk or on your couch with the appropriate footwear.
If you have a wall, you now have room for a full size pool table!
A Smarter Baseboard Heater
Â¨Portable ZÂ¨ is a Mac Book &amp; iPad wooden stand for interacting our Apple and PC devices when sitting at living rooms or bedrooms.
Selfie Case
A straw cup that works even when held upside down! Can be used for infant straw cups or adult water bottles.
Idea is a air dryer for dishes. just like the water nozzle on sinks but with air instead. mount motor under sink with nozzle mounted above
The yard is an extention of my home, my fence is old, a mesh fence covering in colors/designs would eliminate the need to paint/replace.
HOUSE WATER MONITOR
Easy-Box
Halloween Masks. Create your favorite mask with A 3D Printer. APP generated image of something scary or a celebrity.
Baby Bottle nipples that fit any regular water bottle..
APP Enabled Pitcher's Net - Records Pitchers Speed and Accuracy
Bluetooth to Bodypack Adapter.
Tiny Power Plug Direction COnverter
[EasySweep Dustpan] Finally, a dustpan that allows users to pick up the impossible, last bit of debris when sweeping floors.
Self-Adhesive Non-Skid Grips
REMEMBER ME Wall Dock
MagnoPan. Steel pan with Magnetic Silicone Lid that connects using magnetism. Easy Method to keep food covered in oven and fridge. resub
Adjustable bucket fill apparatus. A simple flexible hose that fits over a faucet and ends at the desired empty bucket, can, bottle, etc.
INFO STAPLER OR EMBOSSER - Staple, emboss or print info or date onto documents as you staple them. Control options by app.
The Align Stapler is a great idea that will go big! Why stop there?!
Robot Helper at home
The Jog and Shop
No Jerk Retractable Dog Collar
DryErase Bumper Sticker
LazyAss - Sensor in Your Back Pocket alerts you when you've been sitting for too long &amp; how much you walk. Chart progress over time via app
Tape Dispenser
Sock'anizer
Eadyn Hangers
small battery fan that clips on to the back of your shoe with a small tube that blows air into your shoe to keep your feet cool and dry
Soap Dispensing Foot Scrub - No Bending. Foot always on floor, safer balancing. Use arms to manouver scrubbing. Coarse &amp; Softer Side.
Grill your food like a pro without destroying your grill,burning your food or plugging all your gas jets. Perfect grill lines, easy clean up
Qtales - A book of invention stories written and illustrated by Q community.
How do I correct my mistakes on manila folders and other colored paper?
1.Take a walk 2.collect the energy 3.connect YOUR shoe insert 4. recharge YOUR iPhone 5.Or turn on heating function :-)
Vacuum Insulated Lunchbox
My invention will make life easier for whom ever uses it, not only will this product help save you money but it is fun and safe to use.
Introducing quirky sunglasses!They also light up at night!Quirky will get great advertisement!Get out in the sun with quirky!Kids love this!
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Where does Segway and other human transporter devices get it wrong, Price, Portability and Practicality. Quirky community can do it Better.
360 SCISSORS: The Future of Food Prep...and BEYOND! ;-) [VIDEO]
I own a ridding mower. When I cut the grass my broblem is to clean under the mower. Can't lift it, need some way to tilt it to clean it.
Overflowing laundry baskets, clothes falling,heavy loads, and ripped bags-laundry day can be a hassle. The new laundry-pack is the solution.
StraightMouse WorkStation
How many times have you gone to rip the toilet paper and it pulls out way more paper then needed? save money! and the environment!
Wind Powered Composter
Combination Pepper Spray/Air Horn Self-Defense System
Outlet With Built-In Pathlight
A mini automated change dispenser for vehicles to keep our consoles and ashtrays free of change and the convenience of instant exact change.
Turner-Aerator-Waterer (3-in-1 Tool)
Plug-in Pathway Nightlight System - Just sit up in bed to light up the whole pathway to the bathroom, kitchen or hallway to the baby's room.
Ear buds that actually stay in your ears rather than falling out constantly while your at the gym or just working around the house.
An easy to clean kitchen accessory that easily cuts food into strips or cubes.
360 Million Tennis balls made yearly, they last 2/4 weeks after you open it. Fill ball with light weight foam that last 6 months to 1 year.
A CANDLE POWERED DEVICE CHARGER! Use a thermoelectric generator to convert the heat from a candle into energy to charge your mobile device.
Milk Martini Cookie Cutter. Pre-cut perfect slots into your cookies for garnishing your milk martinis. Cute and delicious.
Chute for the compostables
Biometric Trigger Lock
This is a power strip where you choose the power, and the space. RESUB UPDATED
I wanted to come up with a virtual game system where your actually part of the game.
iPhone5 Weatherproof/Waterproof/Shockproof/Dirtproof Phone Case with sliding waterproof keyboard
safety glasses that attach to your ear muff hearing protection
Renewable energy system that captures energy from shopping cart wheels and supplies electricity to stores.
I use a pizza cutter to cut my home made 'quiche lorraine' fast. Unfortunately, steel can damage plate. So let's use a silicon pizza cutter.
The purpose of our product, Handi-Zorb, is to keep the kitchen counter or workspace clean while preparing meals & to minimize clean-up time.
Make using a garden claw a more remarkable tool for use with extendibility for easy use and less soil disturbance.
Soap compressor. Compress leftover soap into a fresh bar. Old scraps in, fresh new bar of soap out.
Tool-Link. App-Enabled Tool box w/ tool finder. Never lose a tool again. Toolbox recharges tools. Dad is gonna be happy when he hears this!
Grandma's Hug me Pillow
People smile when the see Pigmelonâ„¢. He was created to be the poster child for a lifestyle, one of carpe diem. He enjoys life.
Lexan Transparent Mag Wheel:The illusion of levitation.The hub looks like it's magnetically levitating in the center of the wheel.#QCYCLE
My idea is called the "clepto", The clepto is a glove with velcro fingers and the palm of the hand with an adhesive.
The blindSPOT
"Mow &amp; Grow"
Party-sized Attachable Ice Molds- Freeze one or several large blocks of ice, juice, or drink for use in beverage dispensers
Calafrio
A device that measures the Carbon to Nitrogen ratio of your compost
Carry me comfy
Tired of microwavable neck wraps that don't cover your actual neck or your mid-back? What if we add 2 pieces: upper neck and mid back? YES
Animated iphone Speaker - The face on the screen actually mouths the words to songs playing on the iphone. Possible Karaoke feature w/ words
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Colourful/sleek/sturdy "ice-pack gel" filled case protects devices PLUS extends battery life! A gel filled embryo of protection!
driveway mate
IPhone case with interchangeable Smiley Icons to reflect your personality and / or current mood.
Why pack everything up in your camera bag. lets create a storage container for your Desk top or charging area.
A Scrubber Scraper to decontaminate all the hard surfaces and erase all evidence of that crazy party you had last night.
Floss pick, I've designed a pick that children and adults can use. Its7 1/4" long the front turns and is 5/8s' wide .
Paintpen is the quickest, easiest solution for scratched walls. No need to find or mix paint; a sample from the original can last years.
Phone "Buzz" Kill - Muffles vibration buzz a phone causes when on a hard surface. Holds charging cord too. Gr8 for desk &amp; nightstand #Spotsv
Crates "Missing Link" Resubmitted - Introducing the Crate Shelf &amp; Desk Kit - Not looking for votes - Just want to keep this idea alive!
CellFone BunGee
Take the standard,in home butcher-block knife holder and add a dual"pop-out" knife sharpener/honer, which is embedded in the knife holder.
Easy to use 99.9% effective, re-usable/recyclable shopping bag cleaner.
Heat'n Spread! Electric Handheld Butter/Cheese/Chocolate Spreader! Forget your pan or pot and spreading knife! It's all-in-one, easy'n fun!
Work with nature by making renewables, electricity prices and your use visual and visible. How? Simple. On the face of your kitchen clock.
An app that lets you know if your home is energy efficient.
Wall E
KEYLUMINATOR.. Reflect key pad lighting..Online in the dark and cant see your key pad.. we just light it up !
Dash-Tap Cold Drinks on demand
Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
The Room Rake is an indoor rake for gathering and organizing clutter in your home. Stylish, functional and good for your back.
Mini-Compost Accelerators
No-lazy Susan
3 Different Cucumber Decorative Peeling Bands! Peels in One Swipe! Great for Hors d'oeuvres and Spiffing Up Salads!
An app that will allow you to locate a business or friend from your mobile phone using their telephone number to navigate to their location
WAS UC. Wifi/Btooth Suction Attach window INTRUDER ALARM- sends text to security co. via App +option for Camera. Use on doors and CARS too.
Bad Dog? Good Dog My Male Dog Corner wedge that Stops dog urine damage.
Drink Tracker Never lose track of which drink is YOURS. Bottled water, soda cans, glasses and big parties don't guess; "Is that mine?"
A headset adapter for iPhone with a microphone, controls for stop/playback, volume and answering and ending calls
Brush a brush! An expandable all-in-one brush. Each part interlocks and can be de/attached. Includes: hair, lint, tooth, paint and more!
Clear, transparent, minnow bucket! Floats next to boat. Game-fish see and smell an easy meal in a school and strike your nearby baited hook!
FIRE HYDRANT SHAPED BEACH PAIL WITH WORKING FIRE WRENCH! A FUN WAY TO PLAY IN THE SAND.
I like to cook, but I really don't like to clean up, especially the cook top. How to keep it clean? Don't put down your messy utinsels!
LCD panel flexible magnetic signal
Smart Plug
A back up camera that uses your iPhone/ smartphone for the screen or monitor. This will work via Bluetooth, from camera to phone, or wired.
State license plate tag for vehicles with illuminated numbers and letters for easier identification and visibility in the dark!
"Portion Control" Dinnerware&amp;Glassware sets which include measurements [cereal bowls w/ cups, glasses w/ ounces] to avoid over-indulging.
Bug-killing vacuum electric gun. Makes it easy to aim, pull in and kill mosquitoes, flies, etc. Integrated light for easy aiming.
Wakemeup
Water proof iphone cover and case. The cover is elastic and the case is just like an ordinary iphone case only that its transparent.
All you ever wanted in a lunch bag! Cute waterproof "paper bag" with pockets and elastic bands for stability!
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2 clasp water bottle cap to store extention cords (2 liter bottle 4 large cords/water bottle 4 small).Clasps for female/male ends w/ handle
Laundry Shredder/Crusher - - Recyle your Laundry Bottle
LED flip flop clips. Lighted clips for your flip flops! Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
iPad to Wireless Keyboard Connector Hinge
Smart Surge
an iPad tripod that's made for filming (mini one for iphones and ipad mini too)
Convert your phone into a real camera with a zoom lens.
A yoga mat with multiple layers that can be peeled away whenever the mat needs to be refreshed - eliminating the need to clean your mat!
An apple iphone or ipad cool multi utility case.
Do you ever wish you had more crust to eat on your slice of pie? With this new pie tin, you can have crust on all sides of your pie.
Golf Goo gives you a straight drive down the middle of the fairway every time! GG cuts friction between club face and ball, no more slice!
Long-term vacuum packing device that enables you to store clothing, to shrink it to half of their regular volume, and save a lot of room.
Travelling Kit(PATENTED)
A shoe rack for interior of home near door that has removable pan under each level to catch snow as it melts for easy clean up and no mess!!
A simple devise that every household will demand in their grocery store, or dept. store that will improve their health and well being.
My simple idea is for a transparent BBQ top which would allow me to see the cooking progress without having to remove the lid and lose heat.
Rollable Nylon Window
Lets transform billboards, real estate signs, and all physical advertisements into downloadable media by having a wifi webpage transmitter
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Screen time limits, for children of all ages. Set times when certain functions are disabled.
Windshield Wiper Alert
Silicone Earbud Pouch: Pick your favorite color and wear your buds in this pouch as a necklace!
Nonprotron sound
New twist for your alarm clock! Instead of just a beeping alarm, this one wakes you up with customized messages for that particular day.
CURTAIN-SEAL. A shower curtain that makes a solid seal with the wall when you close it. No more floods in the bathroom
Indoor Compost Pitchfork with thermometer
Auto-Scrub
Tri-pod built into your iPhone or iPad case. Lays flat so not bulky.
A Potted Plant's Replanting Assembly To Care For Your Plant's Roots. The Soil Is Kept In Place Around The Roots For A Healthy Replanting.
Hate Bugs! Tired of old grouse sticky tape? How about fly and bug traps that add to your decor? For the shop,garage,cabin,house,green house.
Scissor and utility knife combined into one tool for convenience, safety, and cost saving. Sketch attached.
iPhone case with built-in rechargable battery and detachable tripod
KEYSTAY! Keep your keys comfortably in your pockets! Tired of keys jabbing into your thigh?
COVERT camera on cell phones
Adjustable Cleaner Handle That Uses Any Cloth And Any Solution For Hard To Reach Areas. Rounded End Mimics A Hand And Applies More Pressure.
Why are plant pots narrower from the bottom, when the roots are wider at the bottom. Lets reverse the pot to be wider from the bottom.
Refillable Tooth paste despensing machine .
Carry-on luggage that is actually designed to fit in that overhead compartment with ease! (*see concept images for details and instructions)
Drink stirrers..Drink Markers..Frozen long ice cube stirrer of any beverage..Candy cane flavored drink stirrer in your coffee. ALL IN ONE!!
An iPod shuffle 3rd/ 4th generation dock that will sync your iPod to your computer and iCloud.
College Cooler
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Stylish, fingerless gloves that allow for freedom of movement, while absorbing sweat, with the concept of pulling moisture away from skin.
Auto Sound Machine
Need more space when grilling? Grill Mate gives you the room you need to be an outdoor chef!! Now there's a place for all your essentials.
Introducing a marvelous product re-design of a woman's bath towel wrap with remarkable brand embellished on an iconic everyday product.
Virtual Ride - Bike Trainer
Potty Paper
(Resubmit) Extension Cord on Demand Redesigned. An extension cord that is readily available when needed. Video: http://youtu.be/QFQHizL-gCM
Cookie stamper with the letters of the alphabet, and some different designs, so you can put a message on your cookies.
The Innovative Case Speaker
Light it up! Portable illuminating drawing pad and display frame. Holds your standard 8.5 X 11 inch paper.
Com-post-a-shroom
Every parent on the planet will want one. The Toy Scooper is the solution to the back aching process of picking up your childrens toys.
A simple, elegant, clean cut Ipad mini case that holds a notepad and a pen hidden in the design + a power free amplifier = louder ipad!!
A programable convection fridge and a convection oven all in one. The Fridge-Oven!
A set of storage containers that have special lids that allow you to set a use by date for stored refrigerator and frozen foods.
Mop/broom/duster/squeegee in one easy to store kit!
Traffic DVR - iPhone Rolling Recording App+ Video Dock. Store Last 60mins Any Time. Never Miss Interesting Encounters Your Accident Witness!
AC Drainage Pipe Cleaning Methods... will eliminate the calls to AC Service Tech because your AC is NOT functioning and is YES... OOFF.
Condutive press on nails to guide screens beyond your fingertips. Revolutionize touch screen tech by giving fingers specific roles!
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
LOCKABLE STORAGE BAGS for HOME
My wife has suffered from headaches and a little hair loss due to stress and non regular brushing.
Compostable Sandwich Bags (All that and a bag of chips!)
Wash Atoms
Catch those smash and grab thugs that break into your car and steal your stuff! Get their picture and have it sent to your phone securely.
A cover sleeve for the iphone that integrates and easy cable binder and a pocket to protect the earbudss from dirt and dust.
Sun Following Chair
PuffBrush holds dry shampoo or powder in the handle which can be squeezed and a "Puff" of powder is dispensed into your hair as you brush.
Shower Rust Ring SOLUTION! Redesign the shaving cream lids to snap on the bottom of the can.
Keep your valuables safe at the beach
MINI DETECTEUR DE MOUSTIQUE
Quite simply what we have here is a doghouse for your lawnmower. A (most likely) molded plastic "house" to park your push mower in. No rain.
Sharpens carpenter pencils the way the should be. Not pointed like the competition.
It's a cover that aims to keep the tablet connected to the wearer's wrist by a string of the same finger or an ear by preventing falls.
A Laptop or Ipad case with a clear area to put in a photo.
Bento-Style Modular Lunchbox
Iphone case with a Carabiner Clip (Mountain climbing clip)
portable iphone stand
I'm calling it a paddle pouch, a pouch connected to a plastic rigid paddle that goes onto the waist of your pants, no belts needed.
Write-Away allows communication with elderly parents via text messaging. Your message appears on their screen in an easy to read format.
Evolution of the Christmas Tree Stand. Easy and reusable.
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#spotsv Candle Holder. Swirl Opening, (like tornado), For Lighting With Match Without Getting Burnt. Hollow Bottom To Contain/Hide Matches
Home Self-Clearing Sink
French Fresh, The Collapsible Bread Container! The food storage container that keeps bread fresh and your counter space clear!
Rewritable + Reusable (Shopping, Sandwich, Lunch, Tote, etc) Bags. Check out video.
Doggy Ride
A scaled Radio Controlled racing car that is able to carry an iphone or ipod allowing video recording by the device.
Clip strip for homes. Vertical Packet organizer, free up space in your pantry while organizing packets.Packets are easy to access.
Electric Receptacle Doubler
Having a hard time cleaning your brushes after each painting or having to spend a lot of money to buy new ones...Well, here is my solution.
A silicone saddlebag for your spray bottle to hold your sponges, cloths, gloves etc. Great for having everything you need all together in 1!
$$$$ Save Cash $$$$ with "Clip &amp; Save" Shopping List/Coupon Clip
If you would like to minimize losses from property theft at your home or business,tag your valuables with "tag it" individual GPS locators.
Safety made easy! What good is a warning signal that you can't see? Lives could be saved with this new taller, multi-directional road sign.
Potpourri Bath Matt. When you step on the matt it lets out a Potpourri explosion that can just make your day better.
BATTERY SHARE
The Commuter's Alarm
Always have Earbuds together with IPhone and IPod. Earbuds remain hidden inside IPhone and IPod case for sleek look and simple access.
a lockable case with a retractable cable attached to prevent you from leaving your iphone behind.
Sporty Remote: a small, stylish, universal garage door opener for active lifestyles. Includes jogging strap, handlebar clip, and carabiner.
A car seat sensor that will detect the presence of a child and alert a parent/guardian of the presence of a child who is left in a vehicle.
The CLIPSTAND. iPhone 5 case with a Bendable Paperclip to use as A Stand. Magnetic, Bendable, Colorful and Easy to store. RESUB.
MODULAR COMPOSTING BIN SYSTEM/DOGHOUSE/PARKBENCH!
I hurt my back & can't lift the laundry clothes basket! Why can't I roll it? I want a basket shaped like a ball & roll it to the machine.
Heavy backpacks are killing our children's Backs.
an app or imp device that informs you, if and how your congressmen, senator and ellected officials voted on current legislation
A Apple compatible charger that does not limit where and when one can charger their device.
The Facebook Kill Switch
iPhone case that can securely attach to bike share program bikes (ie CitiBike in NY) and/or traditional bikes for navigational use
How would you like to have one wrench that can have two different sizes on it at one time? Or any size for that matter at the same time?
Ident-A-Beer
Think Sleepnumber, now: Heat Number. Get too hot in bed? Your husband/wife too cold? Why not create a bed that has adjustable heat/cooling?
a pipe wrench with a basin wrench on the other end.
A beach bucket with a hinge to allow you to open. Different moulds can be inserted to make different designs. Quirky logo on the side.
Never lose clothespins-eliminates the need to reach into a clothespin bin/bag and searching for lost clothespins when they fall off the line
Service enabling u to make call in\out virtual gaming worlds with\on cellphones. You may call your mom on behalf of your ork or troll. Fun!
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Playing on Parent's Bed Always Great Fun! Create Mega-Spacious &amp; Safe Play-Pen for Baby / Toddler from Easy Kit. Good 4 Spare Mattress too.
Fitbit Synchronized Earbuds
LED decals, spinoff. LED Pinstriping for cars, motorcycles, scooters, bicycles, skateboards.. and even helmets!!
Washposter
Hands-Fins
A portable power strip (solving every business traveler's dilemma of how to charge all of their devices)
Cylindrical Refrigerator:multiple freezer innovative refrigerator - cylindrical with spinning shelves.Multiple frezeers,independent cooling
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"DATED CAN COVERS" Cover your opened cans of veggies and dog food or soup broth! The rub is, a WRITABLE ERASABLE cover w/date opened on it
Our house needs "surface bands" that act like rubber bands with preprinted labels on them like "toilet, shower, wood, mirror, silver" etc.
A clamp molded on to the perimeter of a container that holds your beverage. The clamp could also be use on can sodas and baby bottles.
Tired of the view limits of a mirror? No more limits to viewing anything! A High Def video mirror with detachable, telescoping viewing wand.
SHOWERIZE. Organize your SHOWER with these COOL ShowerBlocks.Create YOUR OWN Style The WAY You want it. Different Colors,# Positions.
RESUB
Smart Emergency Light direct replacement of R30 and R40 CFL light bulbs.
READ WITHOUT GLASSES WITH YOUR BOOKMARK - A semitransparent card fits between the pages and provides the right magnification or
prescription
lottery quirky
Ear buds with small branches.
My Cro- Grill
A sturdy lap pillow with an iPad cradle built into the front.
The REAL problem w/ Wine totes is they're either BULKY or look CHEAP. No more dorky fiddling: Modular Wine Totes Fit in UR Pocket - Resubmit
Blowing out candles on a birthday cake can turn a celebration into a germ-fest! Let them eat cake AND stay healthy with this cake cover!
SICLO is a concept of recycling, collection and disposal of waste, where collectors are returnable, full bin for empty bin. No bags!!
Do you use a computer a lot? Ever have to stop because your wrist hurts? This simple idea will stop the pain from ever coming back!
GoodFoot
PAPILLON VOLANT
I would like to eliminate some of the hassle of food shopping by using two canvas bags that fit squarely into the shopping cart.
A toe realignment device that takes pressure off the tops and tips of the toes simultaneously to relieve pain from corns, and heal ulcers
Roof snow removal robot
We all love messages, imagine having personal messager and soapy back washer while relaxing tub/shower! would be awesome!
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.
Keep your forks, spoons, and knife off of the table surface.
Smart phone case. A case that allows owners to communicate with the device when the iphone is turned off.
AirPlay enabled digital photo frame
"Buster" Simple a broom with a duster on the other end.
I was thinking everything is wireless these days right? Why can't we wireless charge our devices?
#spotsv Tape With Different Textures. When You Want To Differentiate With Touch. Radio Buttons In Car, Wrap Round Hidden Wires. Crafts Too!
A simple shelf to hold iphone while charging. Easy mount to outlet.
Bluetooth/Wifi enabled device which can be attached to any lock which when broken will send an alarm to your iphone/ipad or any phone/tablet
paint pad with a supply of paint, so you don't have to stop to refill your paint pad bottle attaches to pad with flow control
Easy Leaf Trash Bag. Lays flat on the ground. Just pile up the leaves on the bag and then pull up the edges to make a bag.
Tilting bottle cage for bikes
Video Glasses
Mothers LOOK! Perfect baby shower gift! At home, self molding kit for nipples/pacifiers. Make exact replica of nursing mothers bosom.
Mighy Tykes with Super Trikes- All Earnings to benefit St Jude's Children's Hospital
Your Score
A potential product to reduce the soap residue produced by bars of soap on the sink.
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
Bathroom Scrunge on a stick.
My invention is the table safe, it's a table with a safe built in the base of it.
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GRIM SWEEPER. This broom adapts to your room. It funnels the dirt to the center of the broom which saves time and makes for easy pick up.
Pyrex Steam Generator
What do you get when you combine a sponge, cleaning solution and a drying cloth? My idea, of course! A 3 in 1 reusable sponge.
Spokeless Trailer Bike:The Ultimate Cool Kid Trailer Bike With Shear Shaped Space Age Looking Frame.#QCYCLE
Bangle inspired Easter Egg coloring set - could even fill them with candy
A hand held blow dryer stand on a semicircle base that would allow the dryer to route around your head & a mirror so you can see the back.
Display screen bracelet
Thinking Thermostat! *Picture is from GE website*
TrÃ´ne pour enfant
Some gyms have TV's on their cardio eqipment, would'nt it be nice to switch from your ipod to the TV without putting your life in jeopardy !
Cooking Pots &amp; Pans with a built in Utensil Rest for easy placement makes cooking so much easier.
It's a cross between Russian Nesting Dolls and a recyclable water bottle. No more bottle sharing, spit swapping, or backwash. Take it to go!
Sr Walker Attachment For Beach
An Iphone case that would be stylish and have multiple functions.
ICESTOP
Unplug this double A charger and it turns into a battery pack (for cellphones &amp; tablets) - [pls refine the idea]
Idea is to create a universal umbrella carry/case with a hand strap as well as a shoulder strap. Should be small enought to fit in a pucket.
SUGAR JAR WITH IN BUILT WEIGHING SPOON !!!! A conscious reminder to eat less SUGAR
Dry Ice Freezer/Refrigerator Combo use with or without 12v assist. (Optional heat function).Great for recreation and emergencies.[ReSub]
trackable luggage and pets
wireless charging bus
An alert on your phone that allows you to automatically reply to texts when driving
A life size replica hummingbird with real rapidly flapping wings. Solar powered so you can attach it to: flowers, feeders, anything
A food storage container with a lid that doubles as a cutting board.
Some gyms have TV's on their cardio eqipment, would'nt it be nice to switch from your ipod to the TV without putting your life in jeopardy !
An app which allows the user to input their daily &amp; weekly lottery numbers and and send a notification if those numbers match.
Stop. Think. Compost!
Toilet Paper Rolls with unique cuts in them allowing them to interlock one in to another, allowing to build with them endless creations.
Paint brush paint dip and drip guard. Don't dip too far. Don't drip at all.
Non-slip table/ pet pillow. Go ahead put your feet up! Video demo sells this simple idea. Resubmit with a 81% approval rate.
Hate cleaning dishes? This is a single handle with quick release attachments for dishwater free cleaning, comes with mountable storage unit.
Large grocery tote holds 6 bag
Mop for your feet. No matter what product is out there I always end up using a wet towel to mop and a dry one to dry the floor.
RESUBMIT)TV tray Tables that can Convert to a Card Table. Tables come together to make one larger table. Easy storage
I am excited to introduce to you the much needed 'Scuff Cap' for the back of your shoe when you drive.
Carabiner Lightning Cable
Feed The Frog
A digital beehive that can be monitored with an Iphone or smartphone, Beekeeper will no longer have to go to the beehive set at home.
Canine Car Leash
True Start 12/24 relay.
tapers tool kit and knife belt
Bottle Twisters, No More bulky cans of formula in the diaper bag. Simply pull out your bottle, twist to release formula, shake and your done
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Use your I phone like a magnifying glass.
Credit Card Headphones
P6P - Paperless 6-level Protection - Discard all the paper, save trees and have security at your finger tips. Store passwords safely.
Reminder Rack
Adjustable can and bottle insulator sleeve to fit multiple sizes---one sleeve for many uses
The One K-CUP
PRODUCT: BEER PARTY IN A BAG! TAGLINE: EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PARTY HARDY. ENOUGH SAID.
A FUN PAST TIME: VINTAGE GAME CASES FOR IPHONE/IPAD
The product that I have developed is a stain remover that will put the Tide pen out of business - and so much more affordable
COMPOSTABLE TABLE CLOTH THAT TURNS INTO A GARBAGE BAG
Makes the shower curtain ring a dual purpose product: Hold the curtain and allows towels/blankets to dry in a fraction of the time.
Air pillows are not available in stores. Replacement couch cushions are not available in stores. I want different size inflatable pillows.
Universal Belt Extender/Sizer
iBottle â€“ a refillable water bottle linked to your iPhone
Bluetooth adapter that connects your iphone to your stereo/speaker. No chords.
Easy Bed Making: Bend over, make it even, tuck it in, smooth it out, it makes it easier by bringing mattress to an easier workable height.
Motorized floor lamp with fan
a sharp attachment to put on top of your garden tools turn it upside down and leave it in the ground. slides on top
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks &amp; umbrellas are available? Please vote and support if you agree. QSANDY
Say it With a Sign
Why do you have to spend $1,000 to buy an office or desk chair that doesn't cause back pain and bankrupt you?
Hi I want to invent the paper towel smasher! It is used to smash paper towels down and make more space in public restrooms.
Innovating the Hammer. Any tradesman can appreciate the "handi" factor of this hammer! Swiss army hammer
Bounce Back Baby Bottle: A baby bottle that is weighted to bounce upright when dropped.
How to stay cool in the hot summer days - Introducing the "REAL COOL" WRISTBANDS & HEADBANDS!!
Ziplock tape strips - to ziplock any bag - any size! Resub - over 500 votes
A bedroom alarm clock that has IR transmitter, when alarm goes off it transmits the power command to turn on the bedroom tv tune channel
Better Dish Pan
LapHandzâ„¢ is a cool,edgy,document holder for laptops that allow users to view 60 documents around the perimeter of any size laptop screen.
Need an appliance dolly? Need a box dolly? One dolly designed for both appliances and boxes, not necessarily limited to just these options
SPIT BICYCLE WHEEL-E-Z TIRE
A Camera Bag With a Built Battery Recharger Pocket and a Cord Management System.
Improved Skate Board Lock, Cable tightens around Trucks and locks in place while the other part of the cable can wrap around anything
Wireless mouse and keyboard that can connect to multiple computers with a small switch.
Plasticine headphones
It's an innovative mat that prevents your PC from getting so dam hot!
TRASH CAN FOR YOUR CAR! It would fit in your cup holder with a swing top lid for gum wrappers and other small trash items! Original IDEA!
A stylish self balancing I phone charger with external speaker and extra battery. This device provides extra power for iPhone.
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as dinner table candle when not using instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for cellar. Tons of [pics]
The Bleacher Catch, keeps you from losing things under the bleachers and gives the an easy way to carry sporting gear.
A three compartment trash bin with a storage container in the lid. The bin would consist of a compartment for recycling, compost, and trash.
My idea for an electric blind cleaner simplifies one of the worst household tasks! See attached video and diagrams for details.
iTourmatch - Audio tour guide in different languages, App for iPhone, iPodtouch, iPad.
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A universal screen for any baby stroller to shield from the sun, wind and bugs in the morning and in the late afternoon when the sun is low.
A small keychain that turns into a practical eyewear soft case.
A light switch cover that you can write on.
100% biodegradable eco-friendly dissolvable fish hooks. Strong enough to catch a fish AND harmless to the environment.
The finger saving glove to keep the frostbite at bay - light, flexible, smart, powerful and portable.
(RESUBMIT) Blinds Safety! No more choking hazard with the pull cords. Avoid the manual effort of putting up those long chords.
This is for all the men out there that have suffer with ring around the collar, Im one of them! I have found a solution to that problem!
Seat Stick
Universal PVC Elbow
The Flush Pedal is a series of plastic sticks attached to the flush mechanism connecting it to a pedal on the bathroom floor.
Toy vending machine: Teach small kids what buying is, how they need money to buy, how buying reduces their money and how to spend wisely
A retractable solar panel car shade that could charge your phone and even your car (electric/hybrids) or a trickle charger (gas)
ELEVEN BLADE SLICER, DICER, CHOPPER FOR THE LARGE QUANTITY FOOD PREPARATION EITHER HOME OR SMALL RESTAURANT
BAR ETC.
Ring Stylus - Can be worn and used at anytime #spotsv
Champagne glass carrier
An iPhone dock that you can easily install on your wall, which allows you to mount and charge your iPhone on any wall, anywhere.
Noteworthy keeps your notes handy and your book pristine. Take note of this idea! Pun intended.
Wouldn't it be wonderful to watch a movie on your iPad and be able to share it with the person's iPad near you (in a car or a plane, etc).
App-enabled completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) and plant light
An app that detects the frequency of the restaurants table waiting pager frequency and sends a false â€˜your table is readyâ€™ signal.
IPhone case with interchangeable Smiley Icons to reflect your personality and / or current mood.
Topping filled Ice cream scoop(Patent Pending). It allows you to add syrup/toppings on top of the ice cream right from the scoop handle.
Versatile, ergonomic handle that clamps on to a bowl of any size or shape. Children and the elderly can easily carry bowls full of hot food.
Tetra paper plates
Broom Groomer 2.0 An alternative take on the broom groomer concept. Allows for grooming while sweeping, not only when using the dustpan.
A compact pill box with a combination locking mechanism to help keep toddlers and children from accessing pills that could be harmful.
"HeadJacked" multiple earpiece headphone system. The right headphones for any occasion. Get "headJacked" or dont jack at all!
Sweeping and Dusting can be tiring and exhausting, but it doesn't need to be! Here is the best product to help you with what you need!
Worm Watching!
This product stops water damage done to homes as a result of window unit air conditioners. It attaches to AC units and redirects dripping.
Cool and Clever Compost Storage Bags
I hate using my Blackberry when it's freezing out. A simple button-hole thumb slit might free my thumbs while keeping my hands warm.
Sweep-Vac
Share your music while you exercise! MP3 player rocks your tunes and sends them to friends' headsets who are keeping pace at your side.
Spray and sponge - a more efficient way to sponge clean!
Hoodie with a handle
A power adapter(powerUp) and USB hub(usbUp) extension unit which user can clip on his/her favorite spot for easy and quick access.
Da BBQ Party Oasis! Fill each compartment w/ ketchup, mustard, mayo, relish, dressings - SQUEEZE! Love 'em, stack 'em
Ceiling Fan Booties
All-in-One Fire Set
Power Air Inflated FaceDown Bed for stomach sleepers. It can be used in medical field for the patient who had back surgery
Tab, bookmark &amp; note paper clip. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip bookmark, tab note. Resub 518 votes!
A dock that will hold and charge a gps and a fm transmitter/charger for iphone or ipod.
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*WINK* enabled radio-frequency lock status detectors for home and commercial security systems, conveniently displayed on any mobile device.
Bluetooth app enabled music Christmas lightsâ€¦
*AMAZING* Home Beer Brewing Product - Sediment isolation with unique design reusable PET modified cap and floor racking system.
Luggage Trash Bin
â€˜Ergowareâ€™ is modern silverware ergonomically designed to facilitate a better grip and thus a more pleasurable eating experience.
Infant Safety Snap Sheets: The easy on, easy off secure mattress sheet for cribs, pack and plays, and toddler beds
the product should be light and small pocket.
A Scratch-n-Scroll Art Station.. An art station made with the same technology as Scratch-n-Scroll - Fun Fun Fun
Break n bake Biscuits Similar to cookies currently for human consumption, but for your dog! **Click link for attachment**
HAND-HELD MICROPHONE w/ BUILT-IN AUDIO EFFECTS, BUILT-IN SPEAKER, &amp; USB CHARGING - The Singer's Dream Microphone Great for ALL ages!
SMOKE EXTRACTOR CURTAIN
Bottle cap with a TIMER - reminds you to drink water more often. Auto reset with a twist. RESUBMIT.
A clock with Personality-blank faced clock with affixable theme magnets
Doggie De-Lite
Oral Device for Health
A silicone index finger stylus for the new iPhone5. How handy this will be!Several sizes and stretchable.
Head Tattoos.Cover up those small embarrassing bald areas
Electric Drywall Demolition machine is a quick and easy way to remove drywall. This is a great tool for DIY projects, builders/contractors.
Baconz - A Spatter Free No Mess Microwave Bacon Cooker
Taking the ordinary bath towel w/ a contemporary twist combining the absorbency of the towel &amp; the warmth of the robe as one, The Roby Towel
Window Static stickers with led lights embedded
Smart speed
Quick Wick
A better way to reach the top shelf. A retractable kitchen cabinet using hydraulic hinges.
Want to lose weight? How about a retainer that makes chewing a workout, this way you get tired and eat less. Alternative to invasive surgery
REDESIGNED Clean View Mask! No more air filters in your visual pathway! Avoid accidents &amp; do more fine work at home/business!! See Pictures!
Iron Cover. DON'T GET BURNED!
A Spongee is a spin-off for the Spueegee. The Spongee scrapes away that hard grime you can never take off, and wipes it clean.
An in home recycling bin.Pinwheel design, color coded,Enabling every homeower to transfer can, plastic, paper, and hazardous waste.
Versatile toilet paper dispenser: Mounting via sturdy suction cup allows this dispenser to be used on almost any smooth surface.
Wearable personalized display connected to your smartphone via bluetooth
REAL SIMPLE -- Flip N Clean
ReadScents: Old book smells for your new e-book reader
All-in-One Refrigerator/Oven
This device rebounds the ball to the player during practice so that he doesn't have to empty the pocket over and over.
His / Hers Blanket
The new app based device will helpful to adopt any fashion, by installed feature, will be accessible thousands of variety and design.
* HEADPHONES / ROOM SPEAKERS 2-in-1 COMBO BLUETOOTH DEVICE (controlled by your cell phone) - SITS ON YOUR DESK / COFFEE
TABLE! VOTE YES!
Buzz Key
Mini Pen Zen for computer monitors. Put your Flash Drives or pens, markers, even little scissors.
The Hassle-Free Compost Bin
One knife, two rotating heads. Spread butter, spin, then spread jam. No spoiling the other jar! And dirty blade stays off the table.
Frustrated with Party Guests leaving drinks on all the corners of my table, the communal coaster idea is a solution to an ongoing problem.
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Stack &amp; Roll: A multi-function rolling pin that incorporates biscuit cutters + rolling pin + textures + flour sifter into ONE product!
Help Stranded Passengers
The groovySPHERE - a cord organizer for travelers! It's a ball with grooves to wrap cords, and it's hollow for storing chargers!
RESUB: A cleaning kit consisting of a retractable handle, attachable essential cleaning utensils and a collapsible bucket.
A wall washer. A mop that extends to clean every inch of your walls that is designed even for textured walls.
The PICNIC/BBQ SUSAN! A Basket That transforms into a Carousel(Lazy Susan). Holds all your outdoor needs in a bag and a useful table too!
Solar Powered Phone Case
Bodybands resistance with a twist uses your body to intensify workouts or exercise while doing any daily activity.
Express Starbucks self serve coffee pot that has a built in rewards/credit card swipe machine and three buttons to pick your size.
Across the chest diaper bag/diaper backpack with a backside secret compartment for convenient access but also to prevent pickpocketing.
Windshield Tint H.U.D.
Rachet handles are short and removing a nut is hard in a tight place. Solution; having a telescopic handle. The result would be well in hand
Shoes with removable heels. When you want to dress up, have the heels on; when you want to be comfortable or dance, detach the heels.
"Pavlov's Cat" Scratching Post
'HARD BOILED EGGS' PAN 'Hard Boiled' Eggs in One Easy Step! This Awesome Pan Takes the "Boiled" Out of Hard Boiled Eggs! (( 460+ VOTES ))
An external camera, with the same liberty like the headphones.( plug+cable+camera+led) You can use it amteur or pro.
Faucet Friend
You roll your D20 hoping for a crit to slay the dragon but, you roll and it bounces off the table. But not if you had the Dice Dome of Doom!
Magnetic for Sale Signs
A wall mount that the MacBook Pro can slide into, charge and be secure.
If this equipment is installed at window,inhalation and exhaust is operated without electricity,the fine dust in incoming air is eliminated.
TRIPac
Smartphone Chill Wrap
The new and improved way to serve mussels. The colander and reservoir design allows easy access to your delicious sauce for dipping bread.
Harman Ultimate Headphones
Shaving mask have capicity to make thousands style and design of bear and mustache.
Swipe It
LifeLine - Health Tracking System
An Exercise ball with Exercise poses printed on the surface.
A condiment packet cutter attached to a key chain designed to properly guide and cleanly cut off the corner with a simple push of a button.
A duster that has the ability to dust sideways and the traditional way with a arm that can be expanded and bent for those high spots.
Protect your toothbrush from bathroom grime with this simple, inexpensive, easy-to-clean, modular toothbrush holder.
A tray with adjustable cup or bowl holder, also holds spoons, napkin or straw. Cutting board tray can be removed to clean the holder.
The Bike Caddie Rack - simple and easy way to create a hidden, locked, and waterproof storage area for necessities #QCYCLE. [Resub]
How many times did you want to clean/dust high areas, only to spread around the dust because of the tool you used?
I would like to submit for your consideration a padlock that if it is compromised would call you on your cell phone.
"Zippedy Do Da" zip up the back of your dress unaided. folds into itself, when extended is the shape of the female form. Nude or black color
(RESUBMIT)The Kitchen Spatula/Tong-Burgers:Squeeze the grease out. Ground Beef:Scoop, press &amp; drain the grease. Fries:Remove them easier.
HAND-HELD MICROPHONE w/ BUILT-IN AUDIO EFFECTS, BUILT-IN SPEAKER, &amp; USB CHARGING - The Singer's Dream Microphone Great for ALL ages!
Mommy's Dream Highchair
Cupola (Dome) Pizza Grill - A ceramic wood fired pizza grill to make the most delicious wood fired style pizzas at home. Buon appetito!!
dish drainer Vacuum stand
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a make up robot
Smart Trash!!!
A pair of multi- purpose crutches that allows the user to carry coffee, store food, phones, keys and even tablets while being used.
Universal Li-Poly Battery pack
Men's iPhone wallet with elastic, non-skid pocket that secures phone &amp; provides easy access; clear phone cover that allows use while stored.
Grass Buster
Bowl with a lid has ports along the sides to doc phones An app similar to i clock would put all calls to VM, phones silent for family time
A device for grounding hamburger in a pan to a small aize for meals such as chili and sloppy joes. Made of stainless stell rods
Wrapping paper cuffs
Cutter. A classy Iphone case with cigar cutter. One smoking product for cigar lovers
for your kitchen,desk,entertainment cords. easy to tie up. no looking for rubberbands and trash ties to use. Also for your garage cords
ULTIMATE COMPOST POSTER or PAMPHLET (EDUCATIONAL GUIDE)
Baby Carrier with leg brace to slide easily during walking. Can be used to carry any heavy object.
A fork which is able to dispense condiments or sauces. The sauce is stored in the handle and dispensed from the prongs through channels.
"5 finger" cleaning mitts. Use them to dust; clean spots on carpets; clean counters, baseboards, mirrors, etc. No more towels or sponges.
Imagine being able to get Peanut Butter out of the container when it's half empty without getting it all over your hands - now you can.
My lazy susan is a mess, so my idea is modular wedge shaped storage containers sized to fit a built-in lazy susan cabinet.
icrock pot in your hands
Reading Finger Cover
the cOrd track
Shaving cream and razor holder that prevents rust ring stains in your shower caused by the metal shaving cream can.
3Â·D Jigsaw Puzzles of your favorite FACES! Collections include: World figures, Presidents, Sports Heroes, Cartoon Characters, Muppetsâ€¦!
soft chewable toothpaste
The original spot hydroseeder that a typical homeowner can connect to a garden hose for spot seeding a lawn or any seed you would like.
Comfy Footie's
A souped up soda dispenser for cleaning solutions. Will allow easy access and save space and time.
Use it until the very last drop of what you already paid for. No need to transfer content to another bottle and adding more cost-Resubmitted
Switch to control the various status indicator lights on computers and servers.
A practical visual unit that organizes, tracks and stores all of your projects
A mobile phone shock proof case with solar panels on the back would make an easy flip and charge accessory. Ipads,Galaxy Tab,S3 and others.
No Fluid, No DUMPING hot coals. Saf-drop Charcoal starter has a drop tray, lets hot coals fall right to grate. Simply lift away empty can.
New kind of Coaster. Nowadays the coasters are under the glasses with different kind of colours, forms. But not like i mean
Golfers make personalized drawings or marks on their golf balls, so, my idea is to mate a Sharpie with craft-store type ink stamps.
Big Clip on Sign: BABY IN CAR SEAT! Clip to car seat, put on when baby placed in car seat. If you forget, others will remind you! No Tech.
Combination Bluetooth Glasses and Bluetooth mirror to give you vision of your backside from head to heal.
10 watt speaker with a single USB connection that provides power and transfers audio from PCs and Macs.
MESS FREE BABY SELF FEEDING DEVICE. Please read! NOTHING ON MARKET LIKE THIS AT ALL! This is a must have for baby and Mom/Dad! I
promise!
Windproof Disposable Cigarette Lighter. There is one simple and quick fix: a new flame guard that has a hole for cigarettes.
This Sleek Carry-On Bag split opens &amp; instantly transforms into a convenient portable hotel room dresser. Close it back up &amp; go in seconds!
Professional Microphone for the Macbook.
A simple, strong, convenient, and unique plastic bag carrier. This product will save many trips to the car and less strain on your hands.
An application that efficiently tracks and calculates cost and profits of being a food delivery driver.
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New Glide-Flexible- Sponge
AUTOMAGIC-INSTANT AIR BALLOON
We bring millions on germs, allergens, etc with us trapped in our footwear sole, this footwear sole/feet sanitizer just like hand sanitizer.
heybabe
Find my Car (also Luggage)
Want your kids to have a fun and efficient bath, bubble bath, or shower. Do you want a more efficient shower?
Your Laptop case Now becomes a personal table that uses your body to hang from.Now you can type standing up and sitting without use of knee.
Smart socket
Slim LED Night Light/Power Adapter, Child Safe! (Video)(RESUBMIT FROM UC 230 Votes)
Construction injuries due to blind spot on hard hat. Re Invent the hard hat it's a serious problem with the hard hat design. Please comment
Electronic notebook that can be connected to your device. Write your document and save it on your device. Makes life easier.
.A tortilla holder that keeps tortillas (or toast or English muffins) from getting soggy AND keeps others' hands off your food!
Display screen bracelet
Apple mouse with Smart card swapping feature !
No Sweat Portion Control
Easy charge &amp; play light up vest with bull's eye target and score keeping ability. Night time fun:kids/adults,in/outside,home/anywhere.
Wooden Bottles to Age Liquids
Portable k-cup coffee maker. Put in your k-cup, pour in hot water, press the handle. Works anywhere.
APP ENABLED cookng THERMOMETER
IPHONE TRIPOD THAT EXTENDS 10 ft in the air with remote control for video or picture taking
worldnews
An emoji app or app enable that is explicit and has different sexual position and different nationality emoji that has a lot different skin.
the electrolysis comb.. a hair removing comb.. nothing on the market like it. thanks, Brad Jackson
Ergonomic laptop design. No more complaints about eye strain, stiff neck and aching shoulders from people working long hours on laptops!
Toddler Door Handle lights up when it's time to wake up in the morning. Pull down lever lets them easily manipulate a standard door handle!
Airliner Debris Tracking
Fresh updates from UC. With full app enabled or minimalist versions! E-Ink iPhone Mood Case, requires very little battery power.
Auto retracting marker/highlighter (m/h). No more dried-out m/h! Produces a tip when marker is in use and retracts when it's not!
FLIP! The interchangeable wallet for women... A wallet that you flip inside out so you have two wallets in one!!!
A retractable wrist tether case
An elegant Salad Bowl with a Tong and Dressing holder attached on it. This is great to serve salad to family and guests.
home sanitizing mist
Standoff
A 5-section horizontal bed pouch to keep small, essential, personal items within reach, even the dark, while in bed
BMX / Street Bike Accessories
Looking for a hospital gown that was neither too feminine nor institutional. I got an idea for a gown and bib for men.
An iPod case that is designed like a YOYO with built in speakers and ear buds.
Neckphones
Recycle pieces of used soap. A device that presses, heats up,and molds all the little pieces of left over soap into one new bar.
A magneticaly powered lighter that uses Faraday's prinicpile of magnetic induction
The Zippity-Do-Up is a simple device for keeping pant zippers up. It is easy to use, discreet, and prevents embarrasing moments!
A universal bathroom/kitchen scraper to make your chrome shine like new removing hard water deposits in a snap.
Its like a utility belt with mini sections some with wholes in them to hold plungers or brooms etc
Hard boil egg shell remover idea #2. a small air blowing hand pump, quick and simple way to have a perfect boil egg Watch video on Youtube
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Heated ice cream scoop
New Industructable Iphone Case for Iphone 5. Check out the video!
i-MATE, notification center, caller ID bluetooth wrist watch that is a perfect match for your iPhone, Android, or BlackBerry phones.
DIY Home Improvement Walkway
GoSTYLE
A mini upward escalator or treadmill that has a slinky that is forever going down it, but never reaching the bottom. Coolest desk toy ever!!
Taste bottle
Toy Stopper - Couch Skirt
Design a veggie slicer with safety mechanism that is safe from slicing off any fingertip while slicing vegetable.
E-paper App enabled text bracelets. Display different messages &amp; graphics on an everyday fashion accessory. 2013 the year of E-paper
Blacklight Notebook Kit: For kids and adults. Includes an adjustable UV light, black paper, UV ink pens and sunglasses for daytime drawing.
your driving along, all of a sudden danger in the road ahead, how do u alert oncoming traffic and cars behind you DAS danger alert system
My idea is reading eyeglasses with a built in battery flashlight very small.
Let's face it. Pushing your jogging stroller in no bueno. Get your arms back in the swing of things with the Stroll Hitch.
Iflossyou
A device that aligns the golfers body to the target. The simplicity is what we like best about this product.
Meet JUICE BOX: A portable charging cube w/ AC power sockets, USB ports and smartphone docks to charge your laptop and electronics on the go
Lolly-Pop anything and enjoy!
The product is the Burrow Petbed, there is no product on the planet like it. Your dog, cat, etc. will love it, a secure place to reset.
Self Barbing Clipers
Freezer Light! Clips/Holds to the top of the freezer door and when opened activates the light and when closed turns it off!
Camera with WiFi &amp; app capability enables sharing high quality photos immediately, or uploading to storage directly from the field.
The Trio Trash Can is a fresh take on a product in need. It combines a regular trash can with a multi-slot recycling bin, but so much more.
RanchUp
Custom Lunchbox Kit. Paper templates you can print out and insert into insulated lunch box with transparent front panel.
Chew Paste
Speak to your keyboard
Compact Game Pad for use on the iPhone to add controllability for complex apps
Warmer Box (Thermo-contenant)
Isn't it sickening to think about all the gross germs that our babies are touching when shopping with us? Want a simple/stylish solution
I have developed a menâ€™s swimsuit design that will virtually eliminate chafing between the legs.
how would you like to watch more movies, play games without having to switch between game Cd's and more the DVD Tower games and more.
Digital Faucet with app enabled technology
My Idea is a universal, high torque, light weight starter for chaisaws.
#FlexMagPins are a 3-in-1 solution that offers the convenience of a pushpin, magnet, and non-destructive "grabbing-like" material holder
A bottle that stores purified water with a built in divider & stirring stick that will make preparing formula on the go easier for parents.
The Self Cleaning Auto-Home Urinal is here. All You have to do is screw off lid, urinate, empty, push button on bottom to soap,rinse,use.
The Most Conveniently Placed Power Bar For Those Who Like To Plug It In From The Comfort Of Their Seats
Tired of spraying windows/mirrors & the mist falls everywhere? Sick of using paper towels/cloths by hand? Now you can spray & clean easily.
Rechargeable Kitchen Power Brush with interchangeable heads â€“ using electric toothbrush technology to help cleaning around the kitchen.
Green Mini Fan
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A phone app combined with a bluetooth headset and camera glasses for the blind. It would guide by identifying obstacles and GPS location.
Safety Pin Covers - Make a safety pin look nicer and sleek, they can come in different colors and shapes. #spotsv
Stove top screens. Disposable sticky screens that protect your stove top from messes and spills.
Projecting &amp; Voice Headphones
Make that Plunger Stylish and hide it in plain site with a variety of options!
Insta Hang
Portable printer for your ipad / tablet which is also a keyboard case! Print on the Go from your ipad keyboard!
Diana Nakamura
Cell Phone tethering device with a Carabiner, padding and a clear front pocket to see those incoming calls that come in at the worst times.
New litter box designed to keep your dog out and the litter safe. No more yummy cat treats for the dog!
Baby Shower
Bubblesaurus
Camera Transfer Digital Frame
Hi. There is one thing that really makes me made.I just cant stop my dog from jumping up and putting her dirty paws on me and the kids
Extension Cord that can adjust height, because it tough to reach the extension cord from the bed and it tacky to have it on the night stand.
Coffee Keeper
Use your smart phone to get snacks or drinks anywhere you sit the next time your out having fun at the casino.
Dual Runners Bottle! Allowing runners to carry both water and isotonic/energy drink as well as being designed for gripping while running!
A Skateboard that can be turned into : A High Quality Steerable Sled, A Catamaran-Surfboard, A Snowboard.Buy 1 toy get four
Tried to give baby a sip of water from your 16 ounce water bottle? messy.messy Problem solved with my tippy lid for generic water bottles.
APP. Enabled Candle Wax Warmer! Storage compartment pushes a new tart into warmer anytime. Many more features!!
My proposed solution combines the sand base holder, currently used for things like GPS navigation system, with a cup/can cooling holder.
Connected Board
"The yoga walk" remember to have feet!
A peel off refrigerator shelf liner will help you clean your fridge quickly and easily, saving you time and energy!
The Laptop Printer System
HANG OUT THE LAUNDRY EASILY
Easy Combo Cruet
The-PAD. Phone case that is a wireless controller for gaming on the computer. Case can also be used as a touchpad/mouse.
A MUST SEE. The Wake. The latest in alarm clock innovation. Wake up to air, not an annoying sound. It has my original "Wave" function and...
Wrist Light
Bluetooth photo display on ring band
Hold my Hand
Fruit/Vegetable Coring Tool---more control, no clog--- http://www.dougpell.com/HS.html
Survival Case
A wall mounted rack for storing long handled tools such as brooms, mops, rakes and shovels.
Wink-Controlled Curtains (WCC)
A mini projector for the iPhone, iPad, iPod, or smart phone that would allow businessmen to display presentation to others while traveling
Spoke Key Holder - Carabiner, categorize, easy add and remove keys.
Plug in app enabled receptacle with timer, on/off and excess cord storage.
This idea is a cleaning product caddy carrier, It has two uses,
The Stylish Stylus is a glamorous accessory for women using touch screens! Never lose your stylus, clip it to a necklace, purse or keychain!
The Roller Caddy. A plastic caddy the size of a small roller suitcase.Wheels on the back & an extendable handle, pockets/ small drawers.
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Holder for IPAD
Side Straddler
How about a rubber cushion that you can attach to a stapler so your hands do not get hurt when you need to staple a whole lot of papers?
Standard pillow case-highly absorbent material w/moisture resistant backing. For people who sleep with wet hair. Washable. Drys in one day.
Fittings that allow unlimited coupling and mating of Carabandits
The CREDIT CARD CORNER PEN - A simple pen that fits on the corner of your credit card, so that you're never left without a pen.
The Most Efficient and Centralized Shoe Organizer for your closet. Organize all your shoes in your closet.
EZ ID Bands. Grab exactly what you need in the shower/cabinet. No mistakes. Color-coded for family members. Handy shopping reminder, too.
An innovative solution to save you both worry and money!Based on a simple scientific principle, this earring backer is designed to stay on.
An oil drip pan on steroids!It will cure messy oil changes for the DIY mechanic. NO more spilled oil on the ground, or on the way to recycle
pivor power seperate bu
fred
Quirky + G.E. App-Enabled Indoor/Outdoor Fountain. Program the show or create one on the fly. Lights, Sprays, Jets, Etc.
Helps get fresh, cool, ambient, allergen free air into older homes (warm season in cold belt of US and canada) that have no central cooling.
EyeSite: Retractable magnifier in a small case that can be at the top of a key (on keychain), as a stick-on for pen or neck wear-around.
I have designed "The Body Guard" in efforts of stopping missing children. With the Body Guard missing children will drecrease significantly!
Real video - Box Fan Ipad app
Take your Post Note with you after you see it on the fridge door. Simply remove the sticky stripe and put it clean in your wallet or pocket.
Finally a Handslide Handheld Cloth Duster with Pre moisten Polishing Flip Pads.
BBQ Blaster
Fish Pistol
No one desires to accidentally burn their homes down, but it happens. What if you could have peace of mind...
Smartphone Window Bracket
Not enough memory in your USB flash drive? Add more! A USB flash disk combined with a card reader with multiple slots for microSD cards.
Sound Line or Point Source
This is a quick useful suggar package, that has the potential to be accepted throw the world, overnight! large scale sales on a recycle idea
Canned Pet Food Storage Container
Pass protection touch screen protector
Solar Travel
Photovoltaic booster
5 gallon bucket measuring dipstick. Measures ounces to gallons for an accurate mix. Neverwet product?????
Clock Bumper
Refrigerator Cupholder
Belt pack - the ultimate power source for business men and women. Power up your iPhone with style.
Imagion collecting samples from your pets without having to touch anything unplesent. Every vet office and pet owner needs one. lets make $
Personalize, Protect and Sanitize your Office Chair, with washable reusable and or disposible Office Chair Slip covers.
The iLight: The iLight is a singular device that can be used for emergencies, art, fashion, decorative room light, or taken to events.
Toilet seats for public men's restrooms that default to the "up" position â€” less disgusting for users, less cleaning for owners.
Campaigns for NGOs
A flexible light weight extension to vacuum hose, with a duster, that dusts hard to reach places and also sucks up airborne particles.
Collapsible Universal Lids!Options for Built-in thermometer on lid and chargeable handles with built-in timer and alarm!
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The MAGNETIC MEASURING SET. 5 rulers + 1 protractor = a magnetic solution to extended measuring and flexible drawings! Perfect for students!
The Easy Roll
Effortlessly while absent, more effectively cleaning the shower and tub with a common pressure washer, through a simple adapter device.
TostaVoz
I think that the Scent Vent will change how people deodorize their homes and offices. Please vote for it! there is nothing like it!!!!
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap.
Tiny printer to print on the back of your photos (age, date, names, fun notes to remember about a special day)---could be new photo printer
How often do you struggle with filling those plastic storage bags with your bulk groceries? Let Pour-n-Store help as a second set of hands!
Design Your OWN LunchBox. A Creative Lunchbox for Kids erasable drawing board and drinking cup + slidable compartments to make all food fit.
Slap-on knee/shin and elbow/forearm pads with pockets and velcro/elastic straps for organizing brushes, small bottles, tools, etc.
A thin grip/stand integrated into a protective case to allow an iPad to be firmly held in one hand for easy swiping/tapping/typing/viewing.
Transitional Panel
I want a flexible kitchen sink strainer, that you can push through to empty and clean out.
Time to
just adding a feature that I bougth for my kid . no- back child seat booster.
3-D Dish-like Post it note. Could look like flower or other natural or sport related theme. Kitchen spoon drip tray. More fun to use! NEW
Cheese Please!! -- For the cheese lovers out there... This is a cutting board, cheese knife, and storage device -- All in one. [ VIDEO ]
#QCYCLE - A bungee style handlebar and wheel stabilizer while transporting
here it is darryl .....the quirky bottle opener with a emergency i phone battery to give phone a charge in an emergency
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos App/ Printer~200 Votes In Less Than 48 Hrs Thank YOU! Resub.
Letâ€™s get a jump start on the IPad 5 Case
Manah Manah
Twist-light
A dust pan that has a simple mechanical suction to eliminate that annoying last line of dust that you can never quite get
Use your Iphone5 as a rear bike light. Non-Apple cradle available as an option.
Egg Help
Cordless floor steamer.
Phone case that when you flip over to back and slide the back down there is a little spot there for a key or other small items.
KNEE PADS WITH WHEELS BUILT IN. For people who work on their knees or just for fun, wear with rollerblades.
Car Tailing Avoidance Device
Ice cream cakes can be dangerously difficult to cut. I propose a heated ice cream cake knife and server
Innovative bath shower head
Physical and mental exercise toy/game for children. Flexible mirror device encourages creativity,imagination and anti couch-potato activity.
âœ©âœ©Phone Case + Bandit Bands = Safety AND Storageâœ©âœ©
Storage containers that connect together. Leftovers are easy to find, neatly organized and save space on the refrigerator shelf.
In over your ears in wires &amp; chargers? A box that will organize all those extra cables neatly. Includes a dry erase flap to label each item.
Motorcycle alert
Kids Crocodile Vacuum Cleaner! They will want to help clean up! Real Character Vacuums for kids!
PULLABLE KIDS' LIBRARY. Bedtime stories right by your bed
Kangaroo Clips. 645 views 458 votes. For those moments you want to keep documents close together, but separate. Time is running out!
The combination of rubber circular pie guides and a silicone mat helps keep your pie dough at a consistent thickness and a round shape.
BlueTooth based Wireless Keep Alives to secure your valuables
The disposable "Toilet Diaper" fits around the base of a toilet and guards floors against messy, overflowing toilets during unclogging.
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A cool, modern looking knife block that would allow you to put in any sized knife of any kind without concern for where you put it.
The "SCROLLIE". Childrenâ€™s artwork can be displayed in scrolling frame. Insert artwork and scroll across into a tube for furture storage.
Balloon Filler and Tier. No more wasting your breath..or hurting your fingers.
Smart collar for dogs, senses when dog is near door and wants to go out. Also senses when it is trying to get back inside.
Garden Guard-it
I would like to develop the headphone output to have the ability to be an audio input as well, that can be switched back &amp; forth.
Never again leave the comfort of your bed to turn off the light. Aim a laser at the switch and turn it off. Do not lose sleep over.
Tired of losing socks? Tired of sorting through that pile of mismatched socks? SockLock will keep your socks together from start to finish.
Camera Operated Door Opening
Heated rechargeable or corded ice spade.
TRIPac
No More Tangled Necklaces!
Glass, Mug, Cup holder with UV sanitizer
Fire Fighter Torpedo [FFT]
Glow in the dark paint
Care Pen!
My invention is a sunbed for women who want to be able to lie comfortable on their bellies.
Modular Desktop Organizer System. A system of interlocking pieces and features for users to create their own desktop organizer environment.
Pensei em inventar rodas retrÃ¡teis para as malas de viagens ou malas em geral que podemos embutir.
recyclable bag carrier
GRIM SWEEPER. This broom adapts to your room. It funnels the dirt to the center of the broom which saves time and makes for easy pick up.
Doctor recommended App offers simple &amp; easy mindbody exercises to increase wellbeing &amp; decrease symptoms of targeted disorders
iPhone5 soft rubber backing cover! Can be used with the new corner protectors to create a pseudo case!
Telescopic iPad Stand
The "GLOw bAr", is a case with an LED light which will allow you to glow in the dark and enjoy skype and facetime.
"Rise And Shine!"Alarm/Pa System clocks made by Quirky/G.E. A parent can set to many alarm clocks in in multiple rooms of the house!WoW
Enhanced &amp; cheap Wake-up light
Cant clean that dirty looking Grout between Tiles on Floor/Tub? A Tube of Grout Cleaning/Bleaching product w/screw on tips will work
A mount + replacement power attachment for new Airport Express
Spinning Oven Rack. Variation of previous UC Pizza Tray with Pop up Rack.
The Educational Twister Game
Horn for Skateboards: Foot-pressed, Deck-mounted Electronic Horn for Skateboards for Safe and Stress-free riding
Water recovery container drying, with the aim of limited spattering on the walls. Stainless steel container, easy to clean with a cloth
Non Stick Non Clog Shoe Soles
Easy Brush
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Kick'sPatch
A thief with a stolen or cloned garage door remote can enter your home any time he wants to. My device eliminates that risk.
ADIOS SAUCER! Place tea bag in compartment when done steeping for reuse or to throw away. (Resubmission)
sometimes i confuse my toothbrush with that of my wife.The different colors is not enough. So, why not put the initial of the names on?
PAN TOWER - multi pizza, pancake, tortilla baking tower (BAKE MORE FOOD IN LESS TIME WITH LESS ENERGY)
Sunglasses strap that uses the worlds smallest fans to cool the back of the neck while wearing them.
Fully customizable wall clock
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Utensil Tongs! Make your own tongs w/ this handy simple hinged utensil holder. Use your own utensils. My 11 year old son's idea & rendering
Todler Tether
A universal bracket thatÂ´s allow use with most GPS devices, cell phones, IPODs, cameras, etc., in several places.
A beach blanket that is water/food resistant, and has holes in the middle for an umbrella pole and at the corners to stake it to the ground.
Metal storage box hides wires &amp; clutter next to computer. Box has draws &amp; magnetic, movable V shaped vases for storage. Notes w/magnets.
An Iphone case that has a stand to connect to it.
This portable step is designed for handicap use. It is 1/2 the height of a normal step w/a detach cane that stores in the box when closed.
Throw Towel
TRIM LIGHTS...faux moulding/trim with LED lights ..PREVENT FALLS..DARK/LIGHT SENSORS...peel and stick.. resubmit..Collaboration with PattiD
Suction Cup Cord Management. Will attach to uneven surfaces. Single cups and double-sided cups for coiling.
GAMEDUCATION
App that enables users to schedule downloads of their favorite shows, movies, and games on devices such as Xbox live.
BUDDY STIX
E-clipboard is an electronic device in which customers complete office forms. E-clipboard networks with software that regulates the device.
An table umbrella made of solar sunscreen fabric, the same fabric used in window sun screens in AZ. It would solve the windy day problem.
Fun Potty Training/Drunk Training Toilet Target. Video Inside!
Swim team participants, parents of swimmers and serious lap pool swimmers we need a better MESH SWIM GEAR BAG. Like a swim gear MERCADO!
The Swiveler
My idea is to create a small, pill-like tablet that breaks apart fecal matter/toilet paper. It's the Cure for the Common Clog!
Magnetic memo board with built in calculator,notepad,photo area,and a memo board to write notes on.This device sticks to your refridgerator
Electronic school tablet
BED IPAD HOLDER.
Baby's Refill-a-bowl
Sticker placed below belly button hip crease &amp; app counts how many sit ups u do so u don't have to count w/ bluetooth technology
A name-holder turns into a weeble. A name-holder never fall again and give you a fresh air in the design.
I am working on developing a face mask to connect your iPhone and view movies like Netflix, Youtube, Vimeo, etc...
Power kitchen tool
BEACH TOWEL WITH FLEXIBLE SOLAR PANELS- ULTRA LIGHT, ULTRA THIN, ULTRA PORTABLE! DO NOT REMAIN NEVER AGAIN
WITHOUT ELECTRICITY ON THE BEACH!
Grips made to hold your water bottles (5-10 liters) on any stick (example broom)
Adhesive bandage (Band-aid) with cool gel pack. For bumps and scrapes. Naturally numb wound. Store in freezer, ready to go (Resub 370 Votes)
Time to Resub! It's HOT! Don't fight with your hot steering wheel!! Use the "3 or 2 Part Silicon Cover" until it gets cool enough to handle!
Clean with cups no more! Attach this device to any shower head or bath faucet and you have a spray nozzel to reach every corner!
Stylish App Enabled Digital Picture Frames
Computer secrity is important - Your webcam is an open gate to hackers! Mine is a low-tech answer to this dilemma. An easy attachment DONE!
Wood Shaver
#SPOTSV Shampoo Bottle covers with suction cup on the bottom.
LINKERZ is a device and a game intended to emulate rock climbing, but on chain link fence so that inner city kids can enjoy the sport.
Padded Bedheads fitted with elastic at the back to put over the top of a frame. A cheap convenient way to update a bedroom &amp; stay on trend!
Mobile Salon
an app for smart phones and droids to turn your phone into just a compass if possible. no need to go to the gps app.
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My German Shepard doesn't tire from fetching balls. He constantly follows me,and I love him dearly and enjoy interacting with him, BUT 24/7?
The Car Aroma Carousel . Put your favorite aromas in the carousel. You can choice the smell in car freely. Don't like Rose,change to Ocean.
Bluetooth headphones and earbu
Imagine never having to make your bed again. Imagine if on demand your existing sheets would snap into place like an apple ipad smart cover
Less-Mess Baby High-Chair. This concept involves removable dishes/trays that get inserted into the front of the food tray.
A shroud that goes around the toilet bowl, to reflect urine back into the bowl itself, and not the floor. For potty training boys.
We need traction at many places. Why not make a roll of silicone/rubber or other grip material for variety of uses. See how.
ParkRite
VERT- The Stair/Floor Vacuum
Picture a loose mesh bag made of plastic or metal to be used as a colander for boiling and then draining food in the same pot.
Salsa Jar Bowl Top
Clip + Tab + Sticky Note + bookmark combined. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip tab note. Resub. 286 votes. 80% voted. Open 2 collab
Test Beta
Bungee cords are great, when you can find one. What do ya get when you cross a magnet w/ a bungee cord? BUNGEEASY! Right where you left it.
Power Kitchen Tool
My idea is for
Toys with usb socket to change your babies toy's music so you will not get crazy of the same music playing over and over again
An app to integrate house management apps by GE and non-GE developers.
COMBO glass-cleaner/multi-surface spray bottle. One chamber for each liquid and selector switch to choose between them. Saves space!
Combo Baby Backpack/Hanging Seat - A baby backpack that easily converts into a hanging seat.
The Perfect Ice Cream Scoop. High quality scooper with an internal lithium-ion battery, push button heating of scoop, wireless charger base.
Individual gel capsules of toothpaste
Universal shoulder carry strap for baby carseat. Also has hooks to hold baby seatbelts spread and up out of the way while loading/unloading
LapDesk + PowerCurl = LapCurl
Cut-Away Bottom Garbage Bags
FlÃ¼gel
Aqua Zappa
Taco Bar for Home Use! Keep Meat/Beans/Shells Warm, Toppings Cool, Serve, and Store! Awesome Housewarming and Wedding Gift Idea Too!
Patented Duzall Reduces ALL sizes of beverage containers to a fraction of original size helping promote recycling. Watch Video link below.
Rotating toilet brush head with built in chemical sprayer. Cut your time in half with less effort when cleaning your toilet.
EZ -SPARKPLUG REMOVE/INSTALLER
I got so tired of Rex peeing on my furniture I invented a Dog Potty that was more attractive to him than the legs of my couch.
An app that slows battery life, while allowing you to both utilize functions and receive those important messages intermittently.
App enabled Fishing pole or device to detect vibrations, movement, or jerking on the pole.
interchangeable curling iron
"Lazy lights" are outdoor holiday string lights that can change from harvest season(orange)to winter(white) with the flick of a switch.
The "Find a Parking Spot" application will help those parking in high population density areas to find spots where they can legally park.
The PERFECT NAILS
Have you ever asked yourself how clean the slicer is at local deli or mega grocery store - why don't they not clean it more - Time is why..
A MOTION ACTIVATED SAFETY LED FLASHING LIGHT WITH ADJUSTABLE STRAP FOR YOUR MOVEMENT.JUST TURN IT ON,WEAR
OVER YOUR SHOES AND HIT THE ROAD.
"Round Pizza Boxes" saves the environment by cutting corners off of the square boxes. Enough said.
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Universal Ear â€“ Throat Image Capture + Thermometer for iPhoneÂ®, iPadÂ® or any Smartphone/Tablet!
Pedal Power Fan
75,000,000 homeowners in USA=75,000,000 rain gutters. Extendable rain gutter sweeper for end of cordless drill. Deflector for debris.
A USB Powered, clip on or flex-neck light for illuminating the keyboard that is DIMMABLE!
Foot Glove: All vinyl, water proof, form fitting, disposable! Like medical exam gloves, Foot Glove is worn on wet days to keep feet dry!
Simple, Cool, Useful, Unique and Fun! A Computer Case With A Dry-Erase Coating (RESUB)
Retro style take-out boxes made from recycled plastic and coated in baking grade silicone make food storage and transportation a cinch.
Cordless Clean
App enabled irrigation system
ACTIVE TURBINE BLADE POWER REGENERATION TIRE RIM - When braking the rim turbine blades open charging your battery + improving your
breaking.
Attach an adjustable cleaning arm to your spray solutions and reach all the nooks and crannies.
RESUBMIT-3 in 1 BROOM/BRUSH/DUSTPAN-Lightweight broom with detachable brush and dust pan nicely incorporated into the base of the broom.
you like to pick up dog poop! with your hands grab a pile of poop,feel the warm poop in your fingers and then carry around a bag of sh...
Robo Potato Scrubber
Pot Lid Steps
App for personal desktop holograph globe !
Adjustable Toy Rake
ç¦… ZEN

The App-Enabled Wind Chime

Single K-Cup Coffee Maker for your Car. Its not your ordinary coffee maker. For that on the go person.
This is an RFID fob that's used to teach people with special needs or orthopedic disabilities to walk by triggering environmental events.
Accent Table and Air Cleaner/ Filter. Helps to solve a bigger problem than one might think ...
Modesty panel for table booths that can act as a projector screen for banners.
This iPad case features telescoping sides that pull out of the case and block excess light from entering AND leaving the display.
PANTHER Pants
USB hub which connects to your mobile PC/MAC/tablet using Bluetooth. Wireless, no hassle, pick up & go; great for anyone on the move.
Luxor Tray
Beach umbrella pole clamp accessories! Simple pole clamp design with any accessory you want! Towel, phone, kindle, hooks, hat ect....
The Blister be Gone are adjustable foam hand guards to help reduce the potential for getting blisters while using the rake during yard work.
Peel and Stick Dog Paw Pads
Disposable razors with rounded corners of cutting edge, to facilitate cuting along beard edge,cleft chins and Bikini line,should be popular.
Stylus Reader Pen for blogs and forums.
Casserole intelligente
HAVE YOU EVER FUMBLED WITH YOUR KEYS TRYING TO FIND THE RIGHT ONE?? Ever thought you could organize your big bunch of keys? If
yes, read on.
Back Seat Driver
An 8 oz cup, w/ a dial system at its base, numbered 0-8, to keep track of the recommended amount of water one should drink each day.8x8 rule
An easy to store, flexible, insulating jacket that fits to cover larger jug containers to keep them cool when out of the refrigerator.
Eliminate the need for a mouse and mousepad with a simple thumb attachment to act like a high precision mouse.
no mess paint ball
Salt Air Food Storage
A USB port that pivots up to get by objects. similar to my other idea.
My Idea is to put Gps chip in Kids cool style bracelets or accessories and create a App that can be track from your mobile device/home cpu
Screen/shield that eliminates glare(brights)from oncoming vehicles at nights and protects against pebble shatter.
Reading lenses that clip onto eyeglass frames and sit above the glasses to bring objects in focus when looking up reducing neck strain.
Adapt the apple mouse battery charger to recharge the batteries while your not working in your Mac similarly as you do with your iphone
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Mouse is a notice device for email, SNS and your schedule instantly.
A Closet and Travel Organizer-For Men, Women and Children!
iphone protective, touch-sensitive case, front opens and becomes a stand for vid/movie viewing
APP ENABLED THERMOELECTRIC SMART COOLER BOX!
BasCar
A battery-powered bathtub cleaner.No hands needed...well, only to turn on the device. Because,admit it, your bathtub looks scummy!
Photo-Luminescent iPhone Case. Case Charges During Day from Light, Gives off Color at Night or in Dark. No extra electronics.
(With Video) Take the hassle out of using a corded electrical lawn mower. Never have to handle the cord again or worry about mowing over it.
App-Enabled Pool &amp; Hot Tub Control, Photo courtesy of Wiki Commons
Survival Tent- Parka
RESUB: FIND IT - Never lose your kids shoes or jackets again! If you are in a store you can use the alert to find them too.
The traditional life jackets are cumbersome and restrict movement. I am creating a wetsuit that helps people with dense body mass float.
App Enabled Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm that alerts you and your family by Smartphone when smoke, fire, or carbon monoxide is detected.
car headrest water pouch
Laundry soap cubes. An eco-friendly, no mess, no fuss, time saving solution for clothing lovers everywhere.
Garbage Disposal Footswitch
Temperature reactive roofing material. Primarily for northern climate. Dark when cold (heat absorption), white when hot (reflective).
A sensor that turned coffee pots off after a time of inactivity would increase the heating element's life and lower electricity use.
The best idea to identify your beverage. Labels already on them or a type of can (like Coors' blue cold mountains, or a kit to make your own
iPhone 5 dock, listen and charge in portrait or landscape with optional side speakers. Click on image.
a specially designed chopping board to help you while you slice.
Tired of shoulder bumps on your expensive shirt, coat or suits? Let's fix this! Donâ€™t settle! Let's make "The Adjustable Clothes Hanger"!
My idea is to provide an easy method of transporting small children and bring in supplies to the beach or parks.
Couch Shaped Charge Mat. You're a couch-potato. Why can't your electronics be one too?
BOTTOM'S UP COOLER. Try this top/bottom cooler. Put stuff in, add ice. Flip later, get stuff out. No more frozen hand syndrome.
My idea is for a Spam slicer that cuts the Spam while still in the can. Then the slicer would help pull the Spam out to.
Collapsible Sterilizer
Self inflating luminus helium balloon attached by wire to casing which is worn on lifejacket or survival gear for attracting help/ rescuers
Are you tired of all of the noise sneakers make when in the washer/dryer, and of the wear &amp; tear on your washer/dryer..finally a solution
Ballbands. A bungee band ball with two flexible arms. Infinite applications for consumers. Hang, fasten then easy to wrap/unwrap anything!
Toilet with Funnel to prevent men's pee everywhere.
Lunch bag that turns into a tray/placemat: don't take your food out of the bag - just unzip and you're ready to eat. Collaborate on design.
Holiday decor w/no hanger. Holidays include: Christmas, New Years, Valentines Day, St Patricks Day, etc...
App enabled doorbell pairs with phone/s, and when muted, vibrates only the phone/s. Why wake babies, or those sleeping after night duty etc.
A Top for mac accessories
WRAP NOTES ------ Single-use note papers that also fit round the wrist! Have the memo right at hand!
Transition Windshields
An iPhone case that allows quick swiping and storage of your credit card without removing the card
Shower head with automatic sensor that opens and closes
A cabinet that solves the issues of managing the multiple cables and wires related to home entertainment. No more spaghetti mess!
Dog collar and leash with a combination lock on it so that people can safely lock their dogs outside when they run an errand.
Dry Clean Clothes Dryer
IT IS A LIFE-SIZE BUST OF THE CHILD WHICH HOLDS ALL THOSE REFRIGERATOR ART DRAWINGS OR SPECIAL PAPERS!
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How to suspend your phone or other electronics with the flattest thinnest hanger EVER - phone still fits in pocket/lies flat....video
~FRESH~ Toilet Tissue
Inductive charging pocket
Baby Safe
Strainer with an attachable/dissposable bowl to strain the grease from ground beef and other meats/foods that produce unwanted grease.
iDcover. iPhone cover with built-in ID card
My idea is to create a Backseat Air Conditioning extender for rear facing car seats to allow babies to get air to flow in their direction.
Remember "impulse" power Trekies? Well, this idea offers gyroscopic action for thrust and lift; rather than roads, props, jets, or rockets.
Cleaner countertop and cooktop:Keep lid and stirring spoon/ladle with pan/pot. Reduce food splash with adjustable lid height. Prev.FINALIST
Retractable line from belt clip with alligator clip to hold rag/towel/cleaning tools with light on alligator clip to see behind things.
Cleaner of coulis Allows to clean the coulis of ceramic in walls, or in worked has the help(assistant) of two rotary brushes.
This product offers more spacing for every plug so that large AC adapter can get utilized, When not used they are dust protected.
Multi-Earphone Extension Cable
If pesky headlights are bothering your eyes while driving at night, I have the solution light blockers so you can drive more comfortably .
Portable Coffee Press and Travel Mug
Save A Police Officers life Today The Pull Over One Lane Law Is In Effect In Most States Now
Alcohol Breath sensor for cars
Fast, easy, and cheap way to turn any light switch into a remote operated switch. No electrician needed. Makes a great gift.
personal rotating closet
Musical Water Bottle Cover! Sip N'Sing! Created by a 3rd grade group of kids! (Paulette Jaques)
It is a small pouch made of rubber with a loop shape at the top to attach onto spray bottles used for cleaning. Comes with micro towel('s).
Smartphone operated range
Ever wanted to fly like Ironman? This product lets you do just that, underwater!
All purpose bucket. Pour, sift and funnel.
YOU WIN! Instant Lotto Scratch Off Board that provides a play surface, scratching/cleaning tool, storage, and leaves no dusty mess behind.
Pillow Popper Speakers
Putty Grabber.
Why isn't there a cool cover for the iPhone like that as functional as the one that is seen on the iPad?
Power strips mean more cords. How about a power strip with an integrated organization solution.
I would like to put a change counter machine at all drive-thru restaurants so you can pay for your meal and maybe even get some bills back.
ZOOLANDER! Answer your phone while it's on the charger! iPhone 5 BlueTooth accessory. Many benefits. Uber cool. :)
Anti Slip Towel Rack clips for Bathrooms and other places
USB Wristband with LCD display. Resubmitted!
I will divide 1/2 the proceeds to All that vote and support me on this. Want this community to create the perfect affordable homeless cart
A rotating counter to count the amount of water consumption daily.
Ironing boards are boring. They only serve one purpose and they Don't, do even that one thing well. It's time to get more from the board.
An adjustable head rest/support for the little ones that are no longer in a car seat, but are making the transition in a booster seat.
A SPOT STEAMER to kill germs. Handheld and non-toxic. Rechargeable base.
Butt Out with style. A cigarette butt bin which would actually take pride and place in your garden.
Not surprisingly it's shower! Should be used with Check and adjust the temperature of the water current.
Swipe and Wipe
Non-spherical ball with a pyramid shape. It can be kicked, thrown, caught, etc. Great for anyone playing ball on a hill as it stops fast.
The Easiest-to-Clean Waffle Maker Ever! Would You Like an Option to Print Daily Horoscope or News Headlines on the Waffle too?
Toothbrush/toothpaste/floss
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A GPS for your shopping cart. You input your list and it will tell you the most efficient way to find what you need and the best check-out.
A vinyl record album cover serving tray with sliding drawer that displays album cover art, serves drinks, and stimulates conversation.
Musical baby toys with interchangeable music, loaded and downloaded by a flash drive. Keeps parents sane, babies entertained.
The Laptop"Susie". A lazy Susan for all your laptop needs.When placed on any table or desk,you can turn it with ease and safety.
flu/virus fogger
Food distribution plastic containers collapse Accordion-style save space, food stays fresh, no need for other containers, is Earth-friendly!
Need a hand? My idea is to make a multi-functional hand on a clamp. Get the hand you need pinch, grab or hold the hand can help!
NEVER lose your writing utensil again! This swivel clip-on retractable writing utensil instrument makes that possible!
Shower Pants
3 seconds LIGHT UP PIVOT POWER !! help you find that socket in the dark .
Phone app that unlocks your car door
EZ POP no DROP ICE CUBE TRAY with a flexible silicone grated top captures ice cubes so they don't fall on floor and funnels into your glass!
Conected
LED Magnet Marbles
Singing WiFi Shoe Lace speakers using your smartphone (iphone) small powerful speakers,dancing feet, lightning music feet
Unfortunately the majority of people never bend over while showering and wash their feet! The "Clean Feet Mat" solves just that problem.
Umbrella holder, refrigerator compartment belongings and usb port. All in one! going to the beach!!
KIDS PLATE WITH MAGNETS or/and
Parentfinder - Proximity sensor app starts beeping when kid is too far away; points to direction of adult to help kid get back..
A shelving unit to organize bathroom appliances that run on electricity. There will be power outlets to plug in to with surge protection.
A dishwashable mop head that is designed to mop edges and corners of a room's floor. It's shape allows you to mop without mopping the wall.
Lift Off - Elevate your cooking utensils and keep your counters clean while cooking. Sleek and elegant design creates a magical illusion.
PowerLine - Reach for Power
Coffee Porter
While on vacation last fall. My son dropped a piece of art off a table that broke My idea, Foam art. looks real but bounces when it falls.
Warmer/Cook Stack-er
The Renter's Tablecloth
Application balance
This unique microchip sticker invisible to the eye and smartphone application allow its users to track lost items fast using a smartphone.
NEW!!! ALL Resizable: Storage set. Great for Student dorm rooms!
A series of yoga mats with a variety of stretch/Yoga/Pilates instructions and pictures of proper form printed right on the mats to reference
A photo charm necklace that has a mini speaker able to play music. It would play just one song, selected just for the person wearing it.
Different color of toilet paper to fit decor correctly according to bathroom colors. White to boring,
#spotsv Store your plastic Cap in a handy *BOTTLE CAP HOLDER* on your key ring. Costs less than $5 - keep up with your Soda/Water cap!
my idea is to have a broom and sponge mop together as one with a handle that lets mop or droom lower to floor
FindMe is a compact short range consumer radio frequency transmitter and a very small sound receiver used to locate a lost/misplaced object.
Baby Headphones with Microphone! For the baby (and parent) on the go, these headphones play white noise or tunes and serve as a monitor.
Christmas Wreath String Lights!
Dents/bruises/scratches,impact protection to preserve your car's doors when it is parked in crowded places.
RESUB: TECHNO TILES organization Board w/Ipad mount for viewing. A organization board with changeable tiles and plug-ins for tech products.
A water bottle which has a lid that is a holder and direct injector of Mio or other concentrated water flavor enhancers.
4x4 LAWN MOWER - Enjoy driving and mowing the lawn, from your phone!!!!
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Product keeps all your cleaning products in one place, ready to tackle any cleaning job anywhere in the home,car or patio.
Cozy Slacks
System to save an atomic power plant, since they discovered little cracks in the reactor bath.
IMP 'ICE WHEEL'cooling steering wheel cover- APP ensures the wheel is cool to the touch when you return to your carGno
Fizzy Juice Tablets. Drop in a cup of water and enjoy flavorful 100% fruit juice on the go. Same process as Alka Seltzer and Airborne.
Body Puzzle
SFC- Smart food Container, Keep track on your open food in the closet and refrigerator.
UM-Handy. The hard cased durable and waterfproof backpack WITH a built-in umbrella!
3D screen protectors/privacy screens. Other than a dark screen but they see some weird shape or something. Like butterflies or a skulls
Cell phone/ Tablet chargers with On/Off switch to conserve energy.
Pivot Power Inteligent
My idea is called MEDICATED TOILET PAPER same as baby wipes comes on a role medicated or non medicated mount as regular toilet paper
Have you ever SLIPPED ON ICE !!! The Automatic Ice Melter â€“ Holds and Throws ice melting salt overnight when the ice forms.
One problem w/ my iPhone 5 and iPad 2 is that I have 2 have 2 cables a lightning cable and a USB. Have both on the same cord = 2 heads &gt; one
An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
You can't charge an iPad from your PC USB because there isn't enough voltage. This product fixes that by doubling up the voltage.
Winter Hi Tech gloves
PROGRAMMABLE CAT TREAT LAUNCHER! Control product amount, time between launches, distance and direction, plays a song throughout the cycle!
Hide your personal hygiene products with style. Whether you have glass shower doors or a shower curtain, this is the perfect cover:)
The idea is a sliding screen protector.
App-enabled Smart Tie Rack -- You send it your outfit, it sends you appropriate tie options
Bluetooth Mouth guard. Communicate with your players on the court/field using bone resonance and bluetooth. Revolutionise coaching!
Keep windows in the up position with a window-stopper; fits in any track. It's a spring/tension gadget placed and removed clothespin style
! WATCH VIDEO ! When I Clean my windows there's one big problem, where do I put the dirty paper towels? Here is the solution!
tools for arthritic hands
It is modern to have a big watch on your hand. But what if you in same watch bracelet have paper and pen. on your hand is reminder all day.
...Because Hot &amp; Cold Share Meals Together
Closet organization made simple.Laminated dividers segregate the items that fit now from those that are too big or the size you aspire to be
Inspired by the desire for less wasted plastic; purified water anytime; in a collapsible format to save space in my purse, meet SQUIRKY.
Fitted sheet that zips at the four corners of a mattress.
a/c outlet with "mini" usb "male". male mini usb charge most W/O cables. Mini usb will be std in 2013 2014 adapted by cellphone mfgs
Pee anywhere
THE CLEAT car cord organizer PART 1.Cell phone,iPod,GPS, they all create a mess.NO MORE pulling untangling guessing or in the way. Teamlab
Iphone5/cell-phone case with integrated memory. or a case with a memory stick or memory card attached
Dog- no THUNDER NOISE MACHINE
I Pad Mini Case
Electron detector
LAWN MOWER â€“ DECORATIVE
Fun "accents" for your GPS...including Valley Girl; Jersey, New York, or New England accents; Gangsta; Cowboy; Southern...you get the idea?!
The S 4
The Flixplug is a device that plugs into your TV and streams Netflix. No complicated setup, no tune or movie store, no frills, just Netflix.
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Inflatable Boppy
App enabled minibar fridge - automatically log when items are taken out of the fridge and adds to bill (for hotels),
A slip-on ARMREST PILLOW SNUGGY for the airplane! A comfy, germ free way to get some rest on a flight. Wake up refreshed upon arrival.
Short duration 1500W toaster oven timer/smoke detector. The timer incorporates a smoke detector that switches off the timer.
A rechargeable wireless outlet for lights such as lights on a Christmas tree or something else that needs power.
I AM PROPOSING A PATENT PENDING PHONE CASE BELT BUCKLE WALLET FOR EASY STASH OF YOUR KEYS, MONEY,ID
CARD,BUSINESS CARD AND MUCH MORE .
A 12v powered microwave oven. Just large enough for an individual serving.
The Steak Plate
This small, poket size, clamshell design makes embossing simple with easy to remove and replace dies for: Notaries, Hobbyists, etc.
Shower Station Singles - Portable shower caddy baskets with super-strong suction cups!
Reuse-a-notes: The re-useable sticky notes that can be reused as many times as you like!
internal utensil scrubby
AC Voltage Indicator Glove
A Self Cleaning Duster. Multiple surfaces that attracts dust, and one button cleans the surface into an easy open compartment for removal.
Wingback Recliner
"Blockhead" is the tool plant lovers must have.No more over spray.Wind not a problem.No more guessing. No mixing, just "block" and mop.
Would like to be able to heat a small bowl in the microwave and be able to remove it easily without the use of potholders. 'Sili-bowl' can
nursing gown
The Storage Sphere is a light small carrying case, purse, travel bag, table and great organizer. It has up to 20 sections to put stuff into!
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella which has dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
Universal Remote with rechargeable battery to USB port! Also maybe bluetooth enabled with iPhone app, use your phone to find remote by alarm
A scrub with a handle which contains the solution: a mixture of soap and water. It also vibrates making it easier to clean the dishes.
grill timer
Edge Clip-On Teether
SPHERE-BOARD - A new type of skateboard using a wheel ball concept.This allows for previously unavailable lateral movement and control.
Fever Alert
Solar Powered Stroller Fan! No more overheated babies and toddlers during your theme park marathon!
A organizer tray for DVD's, with retractable handle.
Meet the Iphone Case with a built in Stylus!!!
My product will be called the Slieghters. My product is a 5-10 wieght that slips tightly on to your foot.
S.T.A.M.P
GEnius control/iControl/myControl - on the go and in the home
The field of outdoor cooking equipment has continuosly grown at very rapid rates for very many years.
Senzalert
CreditSense allows users to track their credit card debts and cash in order to minimize the cost of borrowing and maximize liquidity.
An all in one cleaning kit that stores under your sink made possible by a retractable stick with broom, mop, dusting type attachments.
I RACE CASE
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
A better design for pliers, wire snips and scissors. Great for kids, those with joint problems, and weak hands.
A Multi-purpose Ice Chest/Cooler for Two. Has built-in drawers.
Laptop mat or cover for the bottom of it , heat resistance since computer tends to heat up and if you put it in lap it burns .
Heavy furniture's, chargeable home carrier, looks like flat pallets truck, app enabled. Enables you to move heavy furnitureâ€™s easily.
Spicy Food Neutralizer Spray
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Just heard about a great product on the radio when driving but can't take your hands off the wheel to write!! press the "record me" button..
Secure nylon bag that attaches to your golf bag to protect and store your valuables during your round of golf.
the REVOLVING TOOL BUCKET that provides easy access to tools. A must for contractors, handymen, gardeners, tinkerers.(click file for video)
Grow with baby barrier
Lawn care caddy is a wheeled trash barrow for yard care. Carry tools, bags etc with you. Lid scoops leaves &amp; side door = no heavy lifting.
A metal-infused building block-style toy similar to Legos
Smart Glass
iPad handwriting half glove that reduces the friction b/w your palm and the screen to create as similar to a real book writting experience.
Shark Away- Shark deterrent. A dissolvable tablet you wear when your in the ocean. Sharks can sense a drop of blood a mile away and this to.
Cordy Box
Better Router
A Box clamp that locks the flaps of boxes together replacing none reusable tape and adhesives.
24 hour turn around:USB Product, USB Mini Fan, USB Laptop Light, Computer Gift, Message Fan,Advertising,Promo.
A pronged ice cream scooper for scooping hard ice cream! Yeehaw! Fork + ice cream scooper = easy scooping + possibly world peace.
My idea is XBite. As little kids till now we all have used our fingernail and made an X on a mosquito bite to relieve itching. Not anymore.
Me.
charly charly
Large Glass Iced Tea Pitcher that BREWS tea in microwave, STORES efficiently in refrigerator in a GREAT DESIGN for table. No-spill spout.
Stylus Stamper -- Personalizing your online presence
Virtual Reality Textbooks
Smart-Lock
(Resubmit)Forgot your umbrella?? SunRain Duo 2 in 1 car dashboard sunshade and a umbrella with a APP enable for real time weather reminder.
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
Easily store and retrieve those plastic shopping bags! Please Vote &amp; Give Feedback!
Neighbors stress button, app enabled, enables you to assist your neighbor on stress, when it takes authorities too long to arrive.
Writing Helper
Stickers with small locating devices that can be attached to important items that can be then tracked and emit noises so items can be found.
Atomo
Latex/Nitrile Cleaning Glove: tight fitting, past the elbow, built-in scraping & scrubbing fingertip features for easy, complete cleaning.
KIDS ARE MESSY EATERS! This bowl/plate conception allows you to attach the base to the eating surface and rotate out the bowl or plate.
An adjustable angled golf tee to get better loft and more distance every time you tee off. The picture will say it all.
I Found It!
Vent A Door Clip
Mini garage for expensive motorcicle, protecting it from theft, damage, influence of rainwater or dust. Also frr expensive bikes or scooter
critter clips
Tired of struggling to carry clothes or making two trips. With this device you can hang your clothes on it and carry it wherever u want.
Lunch solution for professionals!
Tennis Balls with Photo-Luminescent Trim. No electronics, extra weight or sensors needed!
A baby walker that is suspended on an overhead track. You control where your baby goes. Baby can walk on any surface. Freedom without worry.
My idea uses the transponder based keyless system from cars to unlock and pop open your house door.
Sick of hanging towels up in the kitchen? Get the Magnetic Towel with its magnetic towel wrap and simply stick it on. Easy on, easy off.
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COLLAPSIBLE DISH TUB / PAN WITH COLLAPSIBLE STRAINER INSERT Strainers Don't Come With Dish Pans, "But It Should"
The Bendable Snake Fan! A Fan that can wrap around anything! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
no more commercials
The rubber grip ergonomic broom with multiple attachments that can be interchangeable with a quick release button.
There's Quirky Wi-Fi Camera. And then thereâ€™s everything else.
Color Changing Frames
Tired of wasting time &amp; product while taking a shower or bath? Use of all of your shampoo, conditioner and shower gel without the wait.
mrs clean vacuum head
Silverware, especially forks and spoons with a small 1/4" stainless ball welded, cast or soldered or cast to the underside of the handle.
Keep your Toilet Bowl Cleaner with your Toilet Brush
Everyone needs an expandable/collapsible bucket for a multitude of uses. My example is going to be for changing the oil in my SUV.
Trunkator
I use a negative ion generator on 12V in my car, working when the contact is on. Negions bring oxygen molecules in the brain.
Have you ever been wrapped up in making love and then BAM! the head board starts slamming into the wall. Then you need the BED BUMPER!
heated cooled skewer
Wall Etronics is here! Need somewhere to place/charge your phone at night and do not have a night stand!? Easy, Sturdy, Simple Application!
Electrically assited Japanese Fan.
THINK PINK!!! Customized steering wheel cover with breat cancer logo. Always remember. Never forget. Be strong.
IPod and IPhone two-tone roller bar case.
Increase your safety while driving; Side Blinkers alert other drivers who can't see the regular blinkers on the back of your car.
I-pod, I-phone Forearm sleeve for active people. With LED lights for safety and battery extender/charger. Keep your eyes up and on the road.
a shoe that the owner can change the design and /or color each day .
Secure conceal carry
One Jar with 2 outlets for the first time.
Garden Ties that decompose when the season is over, Use them on seasonal vines, tomatoes etc... No more need for plastic
Cat's Meow Automatic Litter Box - The ultimate litter box! Why have litter or waste all over the floor.About the size of a 24 inch TV case.
App-Enabled water heater. Cut your energy bill by up to 20% by controlling water temperature from your phone. Turn on/off from the road.
Baby Safety Kap
A locator like your find my iPhone app that works through stickers you can attach to important belongings.
Device connector for Apple Devices. The Apple logo is raised/beveled or a raised line across the end, ensures you can align it correctly
Device to orientate the TV screen in the direction of the watcher. This device will be operated by a engine, through a remote control.
RECOVALERT Jewelry * A Special Line of Pendants,Necklaces,Watches,ID bracelets, and Rings that have mini/GPS microChips Embedded within
Smart Ab Roller
Water shedding batting helmet
Silicone case with wrap around feature behind it for ear buds. I'm not sure if anyone submitted this idea.
A case that can charge your iphone
IR from away
The Finger Ring Fish Reel. No need for a cumbersome pole to go fishing.
turn my everyday leather belt into a power cell for my phone. when my phone runs out of juice i just plug it into my belt to get a charge..
The idea presents an easy, convenient, environmentally friendly ("green"), and cost effective way of flossing!
GPS Keychain or KeyFob Accessory that would allow parents to track their kids via the web or smart phone. Target age range is between 5-14.
An iphone case that has a place to hold credit cards and or cash.
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Clutch purse for iPhone5. Thin, stylish wallet with easel.
Headphones case
A sleek mount for a guy's razor that doubles as a small vacuum, so he can finally please his girl and clean up his whiskers after shaving.
An app that chooses your daily outfits for you!
Collectable LED figurine touch. Simple touch comprising of 9V battery (body) and 2 LEDs (eyes). A souvenir; each city has unique version.
Soap/lotion dispenser with a pump on the top and flip top opening at the bottom to conveniently dispense soap/lotion till its last drop
A biodegradable dustpan, the last great improvement to the dustpan was patented by African American inventor, Lloyd Ray on August 9, 1817.
Shower stall scrub brush. Also great for pools and equipment . Has hose connector for pool and slot &amp; bead quick disconnect for showers.
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
Wireless Finger Drumming Gloves That Record Your Finger And Palm Beats Directly to Your Phone/Computer. Battery Operated. RESUB. 200+ Votes!
Warm Feet Socks or slippers. Winter months are brutal for your feet!
free hand food carrier I use a
drunk alarm
Tie a consumer's favorite workout videos to their television programming giving them the incentive to workout during commercial breaks.
Bacteria seeker Door Handle
Sticky back magnet button allows to hang items anywhere. Access to necessary information in seconds.
An on-skateboard camera mounting system serving as a combination skateboard riser and on-board camera/recorder system.
Recordable, wet erase flashcards. Re-usable, interactive, fun to use. Paint, record, play. Learning that's fun
Paper weight / Hourglass
!!! The QUIRKY Dust Buster !!! Bringing the Dust Buster into the 21st century. No more bending! Why shouldn't Ben take on James Dyson?
Sick of freezing your tookus off on holidays or ceremonies? fret no more Thinsulate stockings
Monitoring Brainwaves
Encase power and USB connection with your iPhone at all times!
The Hub
Silicone case that has a stretchy finger loop in the back. A finger will slide naturally into the soft finger loop securing phone to hand.
It's a cooler with built in chambers that are designed like tic tac toe surrounding it. These pockets are able to hold frozen ice packs.
3D Door Signs:It's about time to reinvent the old boring door signs!The solution is simple and stylish! Make them stand out as 3D statues!
The "Ladder Lariat" will end your fears about your ladder slipping out from below you while painting or cleaning gutters! Be safe..tie off!!
AUTOMATIC TRAVEL WASHER - Load a few items in the washer, load the detergent compartment, connect to faucet and let the water run for 30 min
A simple, self contained, heat resistant kitchen baster that stores and distributes an even coat of cooking fluid (oil, marinade, etc...)
All in one paper and pen: pen with snap-on or slide-on sticky notes cartridge
Deliver-E
Perfect Pizza Pan: Can sell separately, and combine it with Slice to create the ultimate Pizza Pack!
Privacy device. Phone booth for one. Resubmited.
A small ball you put into your soup to microwave that moves around to help stir it and also tells you via app when it's right temp/hot.
RESUB:Breeze-The gym bag that keeps odor at bay.No more embarrassing gym bag odor between the time you work out,to when you get home to wash
The Zen Match Striker is a simple glass vase that keeps wooden matches handy, functions as a match striker, and blends in with your decor.
Press button on appliance &amp; have dry ingredient measuresed then dispensed. Makes cooking quick/easy. stores spices dont need to keep bottles
Don't boil over! Place this product on any pot to prevent water from boiling over sides. Much better than the old wooden spoon trick!
Fold down guitars fit in the case .The case is half the size of other guitar cases.It has wheels and a handle on it that goes up and down.
Powered bottle washing brush
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EYE SEE SEWING NEEDLE. Find the hole easily! Thread a needle with a flexible eye. #spotsv
Connect your store bought soap container(any size)to your surface mounted sink soap pump. No refilling small bottles, no waste, no mess!
Wet Remote for Cell Phone
Image Updated. Dish Washing Soap/Hand Washing Soap Dispenser Combo with Sponge holder. Keeping things Neat and Clean in your Kitchen.
How many people would love to have a dresser that you could dump your clothes into and they would be sorted and folded automatically?
Std/Qn pillow that blows up with a touch of button and can be adjusted easily from soft, med and firm. Nice outer cover that is not plastic
Wine / Beer Opener + Stainless Steel Cup All In One...BOTTOMS UP!
Got some portable headphones but nowhere to put them. Heres the case that gives the solution. Headphone curl
The BEST Shakes and Smoothies--burp free! Using this hybrid blender/vaccuum pump, remove all air before blending for the smoothest smoothies
No more annoying bottle caps & corks to deal with when you get "Dont-Spill-IT" the screw less bottle cap &cork replacement.
A self-checkout shopping basket or trolley, which calculates a running total of your bill by scanning items as they are placed inside.
Univ. ChapStick Case: iPhone 5
PRIVACY DOME - an extended umbrella dome shade coming down to the waist with a one way visual panel which protects privacy.
Always keep your drink cold/warm with the battery powered chilling/heating coaster activated by the weight of your drink/bowl. Customizable!
Wireless ear plugs with volume
Presenting: The UP-scale! Looks like an ordinary weight scale but is so much more! An UPlifting way to stay on tract with your weight loss.
SPIDeY CLeAN-Worn on forearm,used to facilitate the carrying of cleaning sprays;Push button spray and lightweight and refillable
Reflect-N-Find
my idea is a remote control mini vacum cleaner whith treds that uses a remote control car controler to clean your house.
Edible Cling Film
Expandable Mesh Strainer
Keep your counters and your sink clean and tidy! This sink drain cover expands into a food waste receptacle.
Wish you had a drawer that you could put all of your tools in and they come out magnetized? Now you can with "Magnetic Inserts"
LightMansion
Auto cup holders are too small and the varying size of cups make them useless. I need a bigger cup holder.
Wink Door Sensor Timer
iPhone case that turns into a stand..............Gives you the most out of a case
A clear iPhone case with a clear plastic and rubber layer, a fold down, clear, plastic stand, and a detachable sound director.
Solar power with a 6volt rechargeable battery animated scarecrow. This scarecrow works on an adjustable timer day or night, rain or shine.
Improve plug sockets! One push to hold in, second push to eject!
Spy camera
Modular storage system
a device that mesures the water level in your bathtub
Resubmitted--2 Piece Sports Bottle where bottom unscrews to hide keys, car alarm button, earbuds. etc...
I had hard to fit windows for curtain rods and came up with the idea that flexible rods would be great but there is no such thing.
Make your cellphone charger do more than charge your phone! Make it brace your phone so that the phone can be viewed!
A wireless/USB dual-mode PC mouse that will charge its batt when in USB mode; and once it reaches full charge can be used in wireless mode.
Carabiner Lock-enabled Sunglasses that you can take anywhere without ever worrying about losing them again! "Wow!" is the typical response.
A round bowl shaped self leveling and rotating wheelbarrow, a oversize wheel for each leg. Cannot spill and cannot tip.
Tree Hugger-Planter, Birdhouse. Multi use.Use on trees and porch columns/pillars.NO NAILS OR SCREWS, help make it back to UC
Feminine Hygiene products usually come in ugly bags or boxes. Time to store and organize in a nice looking container to keep within reach!
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$1Store EarBuds to Ear Plugs users. This product dose not make them LOUDER, It just cuts out Background noise and keeps them from moving.
Add a built in vacuum system to the base of a simple dog crate and gone will be all the hair building up around the house and car.
Q-Cap: Unique Cap with a Twist
phone connects into a iphone charging plug built into a case and is powered by a solar panel that is built into the back of the case.
TUB STEPS.....Make it easy for your little ones to get in and out of the bathtub!! !! Adjustable to fit any tub...
I-Lie
The Archimedes's bath Boat. Bath boat that makes our kids more clever.
Quilting Board with Clips
Pet Poop Picture Disposal Bags
The cell phone holster myLeash will be bluetooth enabled with your cell phone that vibrates and lights up when out of range of your phone.
Window holder props a window up. 8 x 3 in, hard plastic. Two sides. 8 in side figure is standing. The 3 in side, figure is lying down.
Horseshoes in the dark? New technology photo luminescents,allows color in the dark, with latest technology you can play into the night.
money counter for blind people
Are you tired of hunting down all the vitamins you need and ending up with too many bottles? The solution: The Nutrient Pod
Cat trainer/deterrent
My product is a device that slices butter instantly into the appropiate bread-sized pieces with varying degrees of thickness.
Straining your wrist to scroll while holding your laptop by its sides? Now with the SideScroll USB plug you can safely scroll without risk
Would create a hard case that has a gel interior that could cool as the device creates heat.
Bike lock: electrify w/ motion detector. if moved or falls over it beeps like car alarm and calls you. The light tells thieves alarm is on
A device that will secure horizontal window blinds so that they can be cleaned in place without them moving around and causing them damage.
Rapid Frozen Food Thawer
SINGLE EXTRA HAND: Goes where your hand canâ€™t go. Back Scratch + lotion applicator + back zipper helper Need help to improve design!!
A suction cap that can universally fit over the openings of many sizes of container and seal them airtight. Solution to losing a cap or lid.
Harman Dual function Headphone
Wildfire Home protector - Tarp covered in fire resistant material covers the entire home therefore protecting home from embers and fire
MOBILE COPY/Printer Machine. Don't you hate when you at the negotiating table and can's print the contract to be signed to close the deal?
Cooking Utensil Holder for the Dishwasher. Have a place for all Cooking Utensils in the Dishwasher. No more worrying abut it falling.
Parent friendly shopping carts. Lets eliminate some stress while shopping with our little one. Give the child what they really want.
Couch potato 101, Sofa/Recliner cup and snack bowl holder attachable tray. No Coffee table needed. Adjustable cup ring. No cosater needed
Public Bathroom Ballet Bar
Punny coasters. photo slot that can personalize them, each coaster has a funny phrase. phto makes them ironic/punny
4 feet of hail? Massive hail storm hits Texas panhandle WHAT IF THEY HAD THE ARMOR SHIELD, THE BAYOU is under water right now.
A QTIP with ends that are loops,covered in the same cotton,to get earwax clumps out of your ears effectively
!VIDEO Cleaning Jet Pack- Cut time in half with less frustration; it's all on the back.
No Pest Pet Security Door
Cord Saver
Do you want to *BANG IT*?
PiggyPower Strip
Better Home Milk Holder
Buggy Bottoms is a way to help kids get over the fear of potty training- while having fun doing it!
Have your every bathroom need handy with the Bathroom Organizer! Sits conveniently between the toliet and tub for easy & immediate access.
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Mop bucket on wheels, can hold a cleaning-supply tray. When a mop is in place it rests in a holder, the mope can be used to steer the bucket
Electric broom - a chain treads sweeper for multi use.
ECOBRELLA-The world's greenest
Storage-bed that grow with your needs. It could fit to all : children, youth and parents. Re-sub. (8 pics)
Holder for Quirkyâ€™s Groove
My idea is an innovation to the standard suitcase that allows you to pack 60% more.
Beach Child's monitor
A hair brush that sprays conditioner, detangler or water. Built-in reservoir that you can fill with your favorite detangler.
#QCYCLE. BIKE CARRY SHOULDER PAD. Carry your bicycle comfortably with an attachable shoulder pad. Attaches to frame of bike.
Frying pan with a built-in thermometer for safe frying of foods. Settings would allow for Temp Achieved and Temp WARNING to avoid Oil Fire!
RESUB BENDABLE CONCRETE FORMS made from recycled plastics UNBREAKABLE REUSABLE ECO FREINDLY
Access all of your ingredients and food in a cylindrical refrigerator.
Roll-A-Board
Introducing the Snife!
Handle for Mr. Clean Magic Eraser cleaning pads. Makes pad easier to hold, easier to use, easier on your hands, and wear out slower.
On-line, open- and crowd-sourced music production site
My idea is called happy baby nook. It is a nook that can be located and plays music with the push of a button. All parents have been there.
The Mini Lamppost is a very useful and playful LED light for reading in the dark, in blackouts, camping or just when needed extra light.
EASY PULL
Changing a child's diaper in a car is tricky, this product simplifies the process and saves the interior of your car.
.:: Spray Top Cap FULL Rubber Valve Stem Protectors ::. valve cap spray cap covers.Safety. Dress with Protection. .See Graphics
Waterfall wash
A photo charm necklace that has a mini speaker able to play music. It would play just one song, selected just for the person wearing it.
Tubular hide-away power strip holder pops-up for easy access to your plugs, no moving desk or straining. resub2
SUPER Easy Bike Lock. Always Attached To Bike with spring return cable.
A Peel â€˜n Stick belt clip that sticks to any SD card case and attaches to any belt, strap, purse. Bring your SD card anywhere anytime!
we launched i-wipey at the Oscars 2012, &amp; has been very well receipted. i-wipey is a solution to a problem which is only going to get worse.
Similar to Tomigotchi!! Case that has a pet that you can feed, walk, and do other things too!
combination of an exercise bike and a mountain bike
App enabled GPS and alarm stick ons so you never loose your Wallet / Keys / Remote / book / or anything else.
The StairCase-Banister attached Basket:A decorative basket to collect items accumulated on the stairs and later carry upstairs in one step.
a floor sponge operate by a foot with dry and wet mop pads.
Smart Disposable Coffee Cup
Been on the brink of sleep and then have to sit up to turn off your bedside light? The "Anywhere Switch" can adapt any light or appliance.
Security Collar for Cats/Dogs/Pets with GPS and Camera Surveillance - Spy 24 hours a day! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
Does your child throws her blanket away during the night and ends up cold later? Bed Ribs keep your child warm during the whole night!
Pet MP3 Player I have tried this idea in a crude way with my Dog and it works to calm her.It also calms me as well.
Clear View Windshield
Large rubberband with meshnet inside and with 2 carabiners (one on each side) - Use your window grills (or two hooks) to hold stuff
Light-Finger Mouse
Tired of crayons scattered everywhere? The organizer keyboard stores crayons, coloring books, scissors, glue, etc...
A BIKE with a TUNE....Introducing Sound BIKE SET! Make any bike play like a music box. Sound plays as the wheels turn. Was in UC! RESUBMIT!
Multi-sauce-dispenser SQUEEZEM
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It's time for a glass sports bottle with a protective outer shell. No fear of breakage, harmful chemicals, or metal taste. Take on the go!
cook right skewers
Artist Light Table.
UV Bag to Kill Germs and Bugs In Your iPhone, MP3, and Pillows And Cushions and anything else you can get in it!
Universal Spool Holder
The Ultimate iphone 5 case that hold a Stylish Stylus that also is a pen and holds an LED flashlight.
Simple single plug-less Micro USB charger. Stop hogging outlets. Prongs fold in on this compact, lightweight, efficient designed USB tap.
QuirkBot is a super hub. Think of crates for home automation. The website explains it all. http://quirkbot.businesscatalyst.com
Ok maybe gross but saves alot of nurses but wiping elderly,coma victimas,and other hospitol bed patients "the butt plug waste receptor"
Here's help with one of the nastiest household chores... It may not save the world, but it would make me happy!
A card for any occasion that allows sender to record audio message instead of buying one prerecorded or pre-written. allows more connection
CHOOSE YOUR FACE-IT'S CRAZY IT'S QUIRKY, INTRODUCING THE WORLDS FIRST VIRTUAL ELECTRONIC FACE CHANGING MASK.APP
ENABLED.
If the your customer base can become your advocates away you go. Here is a great opportunity to enhance customer awareness to your products.
Wink Knock-Alert
Laundry Reading Magnifier Problem : I can't read the laundry label instructions Laundry: See to go with UC Kitchen See (resubmit)
CHIPS....SNACKS packaged like wipes. easy open-easy close. decorative/holiday prints on package.
Pill Giver
Headphones that record and playback exterior sound according to the set decibel level setting. Settings off,low,med,high. Be more aware!!
Make baggy clothing appear tailored without permanently altering the garment. Perfect for making fitted t-shirts or button downs.
Baby wipe holder
You must read.
Talk on your MAC through your iphone and with a stand that is attached to your computer so you can see both screens!
Lightning USB Stick. Connects to Ipad, Iphone, Ipod with no accessories. Like Split Stick.
Fun Corn- Your Illuminating Corn On The Cob Skewers~ Collaboration with Mohamed Elsharawy Resub.
Automatic air freshener dispenser that sprays from a mister instead of aerosol can. Your own scent, odor strength and less allergy problems.
Mini Bar Mixer Station! Have dozens of options for cool flavors and drinks mixers. Have the coolest party in town
New Microwave Egg Cooker
A 4 in 1 cleaning supply tote, fitted with four cartridges equipped to hold four separate refillable cartridges for better efficiency.
Up-Cycle your used plastic water bottles into a child's sippy cup! Replacement lid with 100% medical grade silicone sippy spout.
A screw-on detergent doser simply replacing detergent bottle caps enabling one to measure/pour detergent without a messy measuring cup.
iPhone 5 docking-case adapter converter, for audio and video out, and stable mounting.
Remote Control Flatscreen Monitor Rotator - Positions your computer monitor by remote control so you can show your work to others quickly!
I'm tired of my toilet. I clean, pamper, & fragrance it. It remains large, white, & plain. My idea is for options that are fun & attractive.
LWC (Ladies Wheel Cover)
DUAL SPONGE/SOAP DISPENSER: Get Twice The Function & Make Your Sink Look Great! [VIDEO]
The Grinder/Vise! Need a convenient and space saving way of having a grinder and a vise on your garage workbench? Then here's your answer!
EASY Pill Dispenser. Works like a coin dispenser. Individual tubes so you can customize.
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
A plant box that slides over a railing with boxes on each side. It offers extra support to ensure stability so it won't fall from balconies.
Mini Soundbar connected to mac threw Bluetooth 4.0 w/ wireless sub woofer.
WINK: Donâ€™t put up with meter tampering! App+device gauges flow of fuel into tank at the gas station &amp; shows volume &amp; day's price on phone
Resub: Meet Zippits!!! Fun Fun Fun for kids and their Backpack Zippers, Jacket Zippers, etc. Just clipm and zipm With earbuds in them
Wine Don't Whine
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Create a home surveillance network with any iOS device.
Umbrella backpack
Interchangables
Weight scale, app enabled that recomends you, each time you weighed, through your Smartphone, what &amp; when to eat, on your next meal.
EXTEND 10 USB OUTLETS-slide it
Render your stolen I phone useless case
#spotsv pair, wash , and hang your socks to dry pegs
Quirky t-shirt
A magnetic thermometer for a chafing dish. Too avoid burning your finger while checking if the chafing dish is being heated properly.
Bendy magnetic Strip for ipad and cell-phones. Place on back of phone or ipad. Bend into stand when needed. most compact stand ever.
Reusable pouch for homemade baby food with zip closure for filling &amp; cleaning, and soft silicone spout for spoonless feeding on the go.
Car theft camera protection
A compact stylish multifuntional Iphone case. It's a single case with 5 different fuctions.
The two devices can be charged at one time and one place.
An attachable sunshade for the iPhone.
My cats like to play in there water bowl meaning they usually have no water. Resolution. A sensor enabled water bowl. It fills on demand.
Battery-operated scouring and polishing pad
strike out odor
plastic collapsible storage,and movable bins. Never have to buy another cardboard box when your moving just unfold the storage box and go.
Touch-up Paint Kit---never open a paint can again to touch-up a scuff. No paintbrush needed.
Indoor Door Key Holder/Hider, a place to put a key, for the locking/unlocking the front door, back door, or even garage door. Hidden but not
IProducts with screen cleaning sheet dispenser pullout from case or from frame around screen for ease of cleaning
Trash Net
These awesome tweezers have an LED light and a magnifying glass built into them to ease your eye strain.
Super Fly
Magnetic backed Iphone/Ipad case with accessories including a headrest video monitor kit for kids in the backseat.
WiFi controlled module to automate window blinds that easily interfaces to the iPHONE, home security system and home climate system.
Emergency Bumper
Poopy diaper odorless Vacuum seal disposal System. vacuum seals each dirty diaper in an air tight pouch nothing goes out nothing comes in.
vision app
An intimate and noiseless environment for your mobile phone calls!
Clean Nail Clipper
The Quirky Monster
A kitchen utensil with multiple heads and one interlocking handle, all of which hang from a detachable ring.
Cord organizer for USB and power cords. It's has ports and outlets on a board you just "plug" in and let it hang.
#QCYCLE - Keep cool whilst cycling! Gentle mist cooler! [powered by you cycling]
U-Turn Signal for the back windshield that will flash "U-TURN" and show an arrow curving in a u-turn direction.
Holographic Calender/Office Assistant - Unique 3d Calender &amp; Office Assistant - Project standalone or linked to computer or smartphone.
Car headrest hollow in the center to allow up-do's to sit within comfortably.
Digital door lock and key-less entry using app. Use on your existing locks. Quirky willing to enter $100+ products?
What if the strap were the standby battery!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(made possible by flexible battery technology - See videos)
Hard plastic smartphone case that employs nautical cleat-like attachment around which the user can neatly wrap and store ear bud headphones.
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Coin catcher for washing machines and dryers. Most machines break due to coins and underwire.
lego maker
Creature Sleeper
Scared of digging on bottom of sink while doing dishes because of knives? Utensil holder w/ suction cups to sink. Store dirty/Soak/Clean
TABLE NAPZ Made to replace napkins and paper towels at mealtimes. NAPZ are economical neat and easy to share with the whole family.
Mobile Device re-Charger
Electric shock Theft mobile
Breaking and pouring pasta into a pan can be a bit tricky and its easy for the pieces of the pasta to fall to the floor and get lost.
SliderFlow: room air refresher
"Can it Soft" is soft serve ice cream in a whipped cream style can. Additional flavors will be swirled into the ice cream if it is desired.
ACHOO! A sanitary way to discard your germ infested, nasty dirty tissues. Throw away, portable, easily adaptable to any size tissue box.
light it up
A system and appliance which can create perfect protein shake in the gym: using a special designed shaker and a simple push motion.
Digital Spinning Trivia Wheel
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen unit converter (cooking unit calculator). Not an app.
Hand Sanitizer case for iPhone
In-A-Snap Bedding
breweReady Coffee &amp; Tea Mug
ELECTRIC SCREWDRIVER- WITH A "T" HANDLE CAN BE EASILY USED WITH EITHER HAND, IT'S ACCURATE, FAST WITHOUT
DIFFICULTIES. IT'S FUN TO USE.
Serving pot's heated plate, wireless and app enabled, keeps your food hot on the table during all dinner long.
Stressed or bored? A clock or watch that allows you to slow down or speed up time simply by adjusting the speed of the second hand only.
A Suitcase that can be separated into a two ways hand bags.
A crossfunctional water bottle that allows customers to use the water bottle as a tool to carry small personal items
VORTEX - Tornado/Hurricane Helmet, full faced, eye protection, brainstem protection, built-in two way radio &amp; locating beacon &amp; alarm
Got Mice? No more running back and fourth to a store for snap traps or glue boards This product idea is like a roomba but it seeks mice
Reusable sippy cup with replacable ice pack insert to keep any refreshment cool for hours on a hot day!
Build your own: Cleaning Supply Carrier, start small, start big, add pieces, reconfigure to fit your needs. See Prototype picture.
Imagine a plastic bottle cap with a nipple that fits on top of almost any bottle of water, anywhere.
STAY HOT COFFEE MUG- turns on
Line of custom flatware representing cities around the world. A great way to celebrate hometown pride in style!
An app that displays all sources of electrical and magnetic sources within a given radius.
Finally...a way to clean tile grout really well and get it done quickly.
Potatoes conserving box
A hard backed case that has a built-in soft, flexible screen protector.
Bike flag with RFID UHF tag---child safety
Adribox
Reorganize your closet-Replace standard hanger bar with boutique style hanger hooks-Can be designed to work individually or with rail system
Bathtub bottle organizer
Territorial marking is a big problem for dog owners! This product prevents and trains your dog not to mark your furniture, walls etc...
Toilet Seat Handle. This handle could really help handicap people, kids, hospital patients and germophobics.
have a shirt with fiber optic threads throughout that glows a different color corresponding to the heart rate of the wearer via sensors
iPad&amp;iPadMiniSlideCharge is a power slot, charger for vehicles that slides next to either front seat! For iPad or iPad Mini!
A lightweight sleeveless shirt offering customized back support anywhere, by inserting a inflatable air pillow into a hidden pocket in back.
Power Shower (WINK ENABLED)
Clean Sleep
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VACUUM CONVERSION KIT FOR FOOD STORAGE CONTAINERS. Convert any standard plastic food container into a vacuum container for greater
freshness
TypeStiQ - HEXAGON Roll-up Keyboard --- Length wise roll-up, stylish, smart, stable and compact keyboard !
Improve your storage, Expand the Pen Zen. This can be used in many ways and here are a few of mine. (Resubmit with new design)
Oven Pan Puller
" The Smoker's Sleeve " is simply a plastic rectangular sleeve that replaces the original packaging made by the tobacco company's OEM.
Introducing *iPal*
Pet Spoon
Temperature Resistant Zipper
BBQUBE: A modular all-in-one barbecue system. Lightweight, compact, durable, expandable stylish and colorful!
Plug Hub Child Safety - Line extension - A few small changes and plug hub can reach a new market plus improve safety for children.
The head massager is intended to alleviate stress and provide a relaxing atmosphere. The heated fingers move in a circular motion.
Bullet Survival Super Patches
Wouldn't it be convenient if someone was holding a flashlight on your legs as you shave? The laser razor would ensure you'd never miss!
LunchBlocks - Snap-n-Go!
An easy align screen protector.Match markings on the screen protector with image displayed on phone and presto, perfect alignment.
SAND WRITING - Directions for success in prewriting, sketching and gaming skills!!
Cleaning gloves that are made from a fabric similar to that of a Swiffer duster.
Hublot Styled Watch for the 6th Generation iPod Nano Called the Sixth Relic VIR
Rotating outlet hub, with integrated power for 4 USB powered devices/chargers and also 6 std. electrical outlets which also rotate 360 deg.
CHOP~SCOOP

GRATE~ZEST KNIFE

cleat cover is a plastic shoe sole with two velcro straps that cover the bottom of athletic spikes in turn protecting the carry bag they go
Herbal shower with no mess, no bathtub or expensive shower head needed!
Animal snow outfits that will have nevwet fur. Keep the kids playing outside in their favorite animal!
HOT POT ~ Electric Candle Wax Melting Pot (resub.1)
Heart Sticker
A simple auxilliary screen or tv/laptop interface that connects to a smartphone and is controlled by the phones functions for home use.
A light and durable foldable luggage in the shape of a box to bring around for overweight and extra luggage space.
CarID would disable the remote garage door opener unless the car is within a limited distance from the garage door opener receiver
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
Washer Widget - hangs on the front loader to keep door open between uses - prevents mold, mildew and stinky washer smells.
Magnetic Drink Bottle Lid! Snap on lid....no screwing!
Charge and Store - Phone Case that provides an Extra Charge of battery AND a removable storage device. See Links for Comparable Images
PARTY LED BEARD NET
Blinking Light Indicators that Can Be Attached To &amp; Removed from Anything For Notification of Expiration Date
Parabolic BMX Get Ultimate Air from the flex frame design The hugest air and the softest landings Gnarly awesomeness guarenteed
Level it App!
Automated Pet Pill Dispenser
The milk Cradle. A product that will eliminate the akwardness of holding, passing and pouring from a one gallon jug.
Musical Borders for kids room. Animal sounds, alphabets, you name it! Interactive Borders!
Selective Diet Automatic Pet Feeder. Feeds prescription diet only to the intended recipient!
An adjustable Power Strip that rises up, and the outlets move 360 degrees. Perfect for behind the bed, t.v., desk, etc. Fits any size plug!
Shopping cart product scanner
Emergency Medical Spotter
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
JUMP ON THIS! Childhood obesity is at an all time high. Create a jump Rope with lights and music that will keep them moving.
mobile software for customization of screen saver as reminders to kids
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This is a flat, plastic 2" x 3" duckbilled clip with a dry erase front surface for labeling things. No more post its!
Straight to the Point! A fitted golf hat, with a spot on the bill for a divot tool, ball marker, and holes in the headband for golf tees..
My idea is a large building block system that allows kids to build their own fort, house or castle.
With a simple click you get immediate ecstasy! Mini vibrator ,fits women's underwear, activates by wire button or a cellphone.
pivoting and modular shelf.
A charger that lights up (or blinks) when your device is fully charged.
A funnel that prevents gasoline spills caused by over filling the tank on machines like lawn mowers and saves the gas that would be lost,
Have the option to divide a plate into different sections to prevent your foods from mixing! Customize the sections to what suits you.
Photo Luminescent Skate Board. Skate Board Charges During the Day and Gives Off Color at Night or in Dark Areas. No electronics needed.
the sit-up straight chair
I would like to create a CARRYING CASE with a KEYBOARD that can store and operate 2 IPADS.
Self-Leveling Drill
Personal digital vibrating alarm to wake only you up. It is secured in a comfortable towelling wristband so it's effective and easy to find!
Funnel Cup Batter Dispenser
Save your relationship. A toilet seat mechanized timer that puts the toilet seat down after 3 minutes of being up. It goes on existing seat
#spotsvScented Clips for house fans. Floor or oscillating fans. Scents fill the room in seconds."Clip'n Scents"(resub 11/11)
My invention is a one step soap dispenser that uses your shower head and water to spread soap, shampoo and conditioner,
Cooling mattress pad
My Father-in-law has been diagnosed with Alzheimer's Dementia. A simple GPS tracking bracelet with an LED light & ability to iPhone track
I want to design a spray that you can spray in your mouth. Then if you eat anything sweet it would make a terrible taste in your mouth.
Resubmit)#spotsv Retractable Lock Bracelet. Use on bike or anything you need to lock up. Lock your purse to the cart at a grocery store
Nip-ster
Counter top utensil and cutting board storage system. Convenient utility and seals from bacteria and pest. No drawers to open and close.
Hose Holster, a hose sprayer holding device. Holds sprayer on waist for easy access.
Rotating button operated attachments to your vacuum/steam cleaner
fg sdfgsdgsdgsdf asdfasdfasdf
Floor swiffer triangle shape. Flexible microfiber head to pick up more dirt and grime - scrub tight spots/corners/behind toilets
Ice cube tray with individual quick release tabs
Phone (mobile/cell) neckwear. Hangs from a lanyard with adjustable and removable strap. For almost any phone. MOBI-NECK.
Credit Card size Nail Clippers! Fold FLAT to fit in your wallet
Bluetooth Insole With Built In Micro Silicone Fans:To keep feet cool,App-enabled.
Vital monitor for pets My bunny died 2 days ago so I came up with this idea
Vocal magnetic 'refrigerator reminder board', app enabled, for family text / vocal / video reminders and messages.
No Slip Towel Bar Grip
Hold any earbuds tightly to your ear with this flexible grip. Just attach it to the earbud, put it on your ear and secure it with the grip
Retracting Laptop Power Cable
SmartBulb- Quirky+GE+iSpy- Wifi connected bulbs that can be triggered by iSpy, turned on remotely via web, dimmable from smartphone, etc.
iJump when you need just a little charge to get you through, iJump "jumps" your battery with another phone!
No Bill DVR
This tech was developed for developing nations where the majority of people live off the grid: Let's sell it HERE to use in a blackouts!
My idea is a vest that holds water and can be released slowly as you jog,run,excercise,etc... the ultimate goal is potable liquid for weight
AQUAMARK - New water dispenser
Bubble Baby Suit
Cool napkin holder with modern design works indoors and outdoors. Keeps napkins in place while dispensing one napkin at a time.
An ipod / IPhone speaker system that is water resistant and can float.
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Let's create a DUSTER style cleaning tool to slide under & on sides of fridge, oven, washer/dryer. Clean grime w/o moving heavy appliances!
"SUBS" - Sublingual Energy Films &amp; Breath Freshener all in one. Get energized and fresh breath. Burgeoning market technology.
3" x 5" style Index cards that contain a voice microchip that can be recorded and played to enhance child learning.
Wok-N-Rollâ„¢ Rings are counter top protectors made from beautiful natural bamboo they can be used for your wok or any of your favorite pans
Reduce broken bones from falls in the bath â€“ a revolutionary, cushioned, squidgy bathtub made of padded non-slip plastic in a sturdy frame
$39.99 Baby 360 See All (see description below)
The Change Case
Put your small stuff in hanging pockets near your table or bed for easy access and charge them by it...
Alarm clock that wirelessly connects to a carpet, forcing you to get off from bed, go to it, and last a short period of time on top of it.
"Swiss Army" laptop cooling pad! Rolls up into small profile tube, provides cooling,snake light,USB hub,and personal fan!U gotta luv it!
Crossboard
Mechanical iPad case that will protect and lift the iPad with the touch of a button or turn wheel for use and viewing.
DICE that is nice to read and hear.
H2O2GO
No drip soup ladle that guards against messy spills, and unsightly drippings.
Beach blanket and sun screen
Family gaming is back with the electronic board game console. Play any board game from 1 - 8 players. Play your old favorites like Monopoly.
RESUBMIT 12/11-Stop your pet from escaping when you open your front door
You want to relax and watch TV, but the corner of the coffee table kills your feet. This footrest is an inexpensive recliner alternative.
Colored Mechanical Pencils
Compost Disposal
The worlds only personable and customizable wristband for ANY market, ANY age, and ANY situation. Band has 3 openings for custom images.
My idea will make data transfer between computers easy with a single, cost-efficient cord and matching software.
PIN-PIN. The Double Safety Pin. When you need to pin one thing to another.
Wireless stethoscope
My idea will help keep your drinking cups sanitary and organized in your cabinets.The rim of the cup could be sitting in bacteria right now!
Lean on Me Portable Yard Tool
The MarketMaker
The 'Contacts' Syncing USB Drive For Contacts That Mysteriously Disappear
Iphone 5 Stand that is hidden inside of the Cases Sides. Pull out right and left sides, rotate Down and Snap together. When done reverse.
AN ALERT WRIST WATCH WITH INBUILT PHONE TRACKING MAP,FLASHING LIGHTS AND VOICE PROMPT THAT HELPS YOU FIND
YOUR PHONE WHEN YOU LOSE IT.
An elastic cord link clothespins at the clotheslines
A Bluetooth collar set of cameras, pointed at different directions that activated by the user when senses something irregular happens.
Kids Wagon battery powered
Table Storage - Store your stuff like ipad, laptop, puzzel (NOT your mother-in-law) flat and horizontal UNDER the tabel in no-time. Resub
App enabled programmable hot water tank thermostat.
Pants Hanger. Hang Multiple Pairs of pants with this pants hanger.
The "Sidewinder"(Omni-directional) Power Chair able to do what no other power chair can do!! MOVE SIDEWAYS!!!!!!
Have a filing box that knows what papers you need by putting it in a slot to take and to spit out the papers you need by hitting a button.
mobile phone case with winder
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger *RESUBMITTED*
instead of using an old fashion sponge wax applicator,i want to make a glove that contains sponge material in it for waxing cars and boats
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a blue tooth texting device
I want to walk the dog and carry all her stuff (and some of mine) while keeping my hands free to do my errands.
Teeth whitening strips that whiten between teeth. Whitening strips are fast and cost effective but cannot whiten between teeth-until now.
iPod Shuffle adapter that allows listening while its charging!
Personal Pocket
A device capable of performing the copy storage devices(flash drive or memory card)without the use of computers.Convenience and innovation.
Tippy's finger tip protectors
cabo universal para ferramentas e utensilios domesticos
Inexpensive, truly disposable vibrating razor. No electronics/batteries; mechanically converts shaving stroke energy into vibrating action.
Lighter Beacon
multi purpose Bluetooth headset music &amp; phone call device
Plastic sponges and brushes will contain compressed bleach and comet cleanser crystals to remove stains, grease and rust.
Resub Meet the Ipad Entertainment Bridge-Set top box ipad slides into Plugs into your TV with an HDMI cable. Next Streaming Video Innovation
The shoulder strap is the stand-by battery pack! ________________(made possible by flexible battery technology - See videos)
NO HANDS ACCESSORY: Apple Accessory Shoulder Strap for iphone and ipod for Walkers, Runners and Bikers. Storage for iphone/ipod/ear buds.
2nd try for the quick connect magnetic clothes hanger... **NEW VIDEO** and **NEW PROTOTYPE** Destined to be a winner this time around!
"Ninja Grip" A total strength arm workout.
Introducing the Ropa. The first and only mini tabletop washer that not only washes and spin dries clothes, but also heat dries them.
Chalk Gloves. Chalk at your fingertips! (Resub from 11/11)
Easy shade
SpineMinder alerts you when your posture is off the parameters you set. Pairs with phone app to connect to net for detailed analysis.
IMPROVED COOLER WITH BUILT IN HIDE-AWAY TABLE! Perfect for snacks, picnics, fishing, hunting, childrens events, barbeques, tailgate parties
The Replacment Stop! A door stop, U-shaped felt lined bracket. Slides around edge of door with door stop that tightens bracket onto the door
Unfold Basket
Suction Cup Handles for toothbrushes and razors. Stick them to the sink, counter, mirror, or shower!
Graduated brake lights so that the driver behind you can tell how hard you're braking
Smart View
Stay cool in the summer even when working with both hands with this hands-free Collar Fan.
Dormir bien siempre
is your light switch in an inconvenient location? no problem! with the switch back.
Let's reinvent the sandwich maker!! They have the same design for years! Let's give them new design, vertical, modular, dishwasher friendly
CLIP-PIN. A Safety Pin with a Clip.
RESUBMIT- A Cleaning Bucket Equipped With Handle Attachments That Holds A Wet Mop Upright So It Drips Dry. Rotate Handle, Use For Carrying.
Disposable Pop Can lids with a sippy type spout with small holes to keep out bees and insects
The quick lock adjustable clamp system will lock on any board from 2 to 8 inches in seconds.Now one man can level and plum a beem with ease.
Pagekeeper Bookmark, for Barnes &amp; Noble. Ever had your bookmark fall out and you can't remember what page you were on? This solves that!
Balloon Savers - Snap On Valves to Easily Deflate &amp; Inflate Expensive Helium Balloons That are Special, Valuable, or Memorable #toy
DEAD YETI DOG TOY
A stable platform for laptop bed and couch use.
Hinged Pot Cover. Hold's The Cover Fully Upright While Tending. The Screw Type Cover Height Adjustment, Break's Bubbles And Let out Steam.
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Minimalist Belt. Simple belt that provides a lightweight, high comfort solution. Secure to front 2 belt tabs and tweak fit to perfection.
Find It!
Hotsy Totsy
Mana Fist 12 or more All inOne
Gstrap
Fruit &amp; Herb/Plant WHEEL. Combines freshness, space saving storage, and cultivation.
Portable Bluetooth Speakers Set that can be docked upon a ceiling lamp designed for that purpose. Lamp would include speakers power source.
All-in-one Emergency Tool
FOLDOUT PLATE COVER
VELCRO HOOKS â€“â€“â€“â€“ A twosided velcro strap and a hook.
Rake Rattle and Roll
An ELEGANT 'SPOON' that makes cleaning your FRENCH PRESS easy! A lovely end to your coffee-making ritual instead of the current messy one.
Yoga mat with built-in yoga block pockets. Roll blocks into the mat for compact carrying. When unrolled, pocket area provides extra padding.
LCD-mounting iPad Case
A stylish safety vest made out of loop Velcro that would be sold along with reflective letters and images that would adhere to the vest.
IPhone or Android Shock/Drop Resistant Case with Built-in Kick Stand &amp; Belt Clip. Over-sized shock resistant corners. A manly mans case.
Smart OLED Wallpaper:App to change the wallpaper depending on your moods.#Resub 11 months ago,251579.Now moved to wink.
A Sports bra for big busted women.
Mattress pad with built in Wedge to keep kids from rolling off the bed.
*ANY cabinet* spice shelves - for the big cook with tiny cabinets
Coconut Opener
Tired of broken earphones? Tired of them tangling? Having to buy new ones? Well not anymore. Here's the solution to all earphone problems!
the pair of Bookends with more space and never topple
Let your baby travel in style. Travel baby bed and changing table with NEW inflatable perimeter bumper for added safety. Elevate off ground!
Aluminum 4 port hub that clamps to imac and other devices
THE ULTIMATE DESK ORGANIZER! Put everything that's thrown on your desk in a nice rotating organizer.
An umbrella that turns into a stand to drain your boots and coat!
Chirp Chip Locater
Case with Loop : Get a better grab of your iPad! - Flush when not in use!!!
SCROLLING DIGITAL PICTURE LAMPSHADE Your Precious Family Pictures Scroll Marquee Style Around This Amazing Digital Lampshade
Fitsee In-Floor Fitness Scale
Removing children's carseat covers, can be difficult and time consuming. My idea would eliminate the need to remove the carseat straps.
RESUB #spotsv Don't juggle steering wheel &amp; sanitizer.Hand sanitizer or sunblock similar 2 dissolving breath strips.Clip 2 shirt/car visor
We All Loved Pet Rocks.. Introducing - RoQ! Your Indestructible Personal Assistant!
SmarterCart A suitcase that can also act as a cart for more luggage at the airport....
A magnetic dry erase board for your washing machine/dryer. No more confusion of whats in the wash or what to dry etc.
Hair Dryer V, V for vacuum
La serviette a logos
Before you pick up your Purse or Baby's Diaper Bag off that germy floor, do you know what's clinging to the bottom? Bacteria attaches to it
#toys Toy Racing Car/Monster Truck Shoots Bubbles from Exhaust when Launched!
Jar Pick - Stays in jar to help get food without spilling, sticking fingers or dirtying a utensil. Please see all options and suggestions.
BugSplat! Impact Tape
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Pocket charger station and external battery with retractable cords and universal wall plugs to use anywhere in the world!
Surround sound for iDevices that is portable and wireless.
Go fishing big style, a game to fish with a throwing ball using velcro. Fun! Fun! Fun! #QTOYS
Airope Plus combines the Airope to a resistant band which attaches to the Airope handle to create an an original innovative training device
Editable labels for tea boxes or cans, giving information on tea or herb type, and foremost on recommended brewing time and temperature.
A case that has colored see-through plastic page where flash is located so light is colored when picture is taken.
RESUB: Liquid Dish detergent bottle auto dispenser/cover.Stop hiding yor bottle coz its ugly.Hate transferring it in2 another bottle? 2 pics
Compartmentalized protein shaker
Lawn mower conversion kit, app enabled. Converts your manual mower into remote controled mower that controlled by your Smartphone.
Staple-taper:ALLinOneHand
Forget Me Not
Idea! New Guitar Case! self-contained musical instrument cases. Wireless readout, lo-jac, preserves/maintains instruments. www.humidifix.com
The Velcro Umbrella Tablecloth: fit it, smooth it,light it, done.
CHECK IF CAR LIGHTS ALL WORK
Need HELP with those UNORGANIZED flavored water/juice packets! WHAT A MESS! Here is an organized product just for you!
Pen Cushion
WATER GLOVE - A glove that attaches to a flexible garden hose. This will keep the surface wet and your hand from wrinkling.
the power of steam cleaning in the palm of your hand! Comes with machine washable removable cleaning pads.
Flexible Bathroom Phone Mount
Shower Liner Adaptor Hook
Nightlight &amp; smoke detector bracelets! Multi-purpose bracelets could help save lives!
Budget-It - is a scanner that scans the prices of items you buy and automatically categorizes it into your budget.
Working proto-type 2 1/2 years: Designed to assist home-health-care workers in maneuvering (400+lbs) seated patients on dry &amp; wet surfaces
Art Flip Make-Up Display - Functional &amp; beautiful art doubles as make-up holder. One side displays artwork-flip over to display storage.
New Macbook magnetic adaptor
Toddler/Child "Breakaway Scarf" - A cozy, warm scarf that can come apart into three separate pieces upon pulling or getting caught
Proper Fit Tub Spout
Recordable memo reminds you of keys, errands, importants. Plays when you open the door. GE already has the door alarm just add the recorder!
Hello all, I would like to introduce the cell phone cone,a cone to store your cell when not in use.It would be made of clear ABS.
Smarter solar panels
DOUBLE CAP BABY BOTTLE -A BABY BOTTLE THAT OPEN ON BOTH ENDS THAT ALLOWS PARENT TO CLEAN AND DRY WITH EASE
Executive Desktop Stock Ticker
Rolling swivel work chair with telescopic hydraulic cylinder to raise/lower for the lowest baseboard work up to bar stool height.
Match Color or Number Domino Game - Teach kids of all ages colors, numbers. Classic game in jumbo size for whole family to enjoy! #toy
semelle basket
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays, store displays. See Prod Comp. Resub 145 votes
Write-Lite Pen
Identity Theft is a problem &amp; scammers are getting out of control. don't be a victim, protect your credit cards with lead card inserts
A spray bottle on steriods...only healthier. Store and spray multiple cleaning solutions in one heavy duty, modern-designed spray bottle!
The Spray-and-forget Toilet Bowl Cleaner
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For travelers: a 5" long, .5" diameter tube, divided into 2 parts. 1 end has nail polish &amp; applicator. The other end has nail polish remover
#spotsv Outlet Cover With Texture Around Opening. When You Need To Plug In And Can't See The Opening, The Texture Guides To The Right Spot.
Standalone device that can send/receive Face Time audio &amp; video streaming without the need of an iPhone.
Multi -Pear Headphones
Goody Safe: A locking cookie-jar type container with a timer device that opens one compartment per 24 hour period, for 5 days. Dieting aid.
An Organizer for your lawn mower that holds lawn bags, safety glasses, flask of gasoline, oil, small funnel and a bottle of H20.
Clothes pin with an attached hanger that swivels
An USB charging station with cordless option that lives on the coffee table, for portable devices such as iPhone, iPod, and iPads.
SPATULA WITH PUSH BUTTON RELEASE - A push button built inside the spatula frees any stuck food. Get that slice without the mess.
BRUSHOOK. Simply hang up your paint brush, when not in use
The Ultimate Under Sink Storage Solution! This item will give you more storage space and give the user the portablity they need.
Fillable Paper Mache Eggs
PORTABLE FOLDING HANGER
I would like to invent a SUN CHARGE CASE, because if you have an Iphone you know that the battery dies quick when you use it.
Mommy fanny bag
Wire-Free In-ear Earbuds
One Ring fits all! Coffee Maker Paper Filter Snap Ring.
Crates Desk and Shelf Kit
Smart TV
Mouth Aroma Device
SOLID NEW BASE STATION for Ipad Display. -- -- -- (hidden wires, charging, audio out, sync)
Smart Roofing Shovel System (App-Enabled). Avoid homeowner falling from roof and/or roof collapsing from heavy snow accumulation.
TWISTUB: A space saving (food)container that expands with a "twist and pull up".
Turn voice message on ANY phone into text message with voice recognition software. Android &amp; Smart phones-just plug adapter into phone
Easy-Light
New generation of Roller Broom with Adhesive Stickers for dust, rubbish, etc. And also to Roll Wet spills on your floor.
#spotsv Starbucks &amp; snack center, but no cup holders or trays for carts. Target could sell or offer these.Wandering people = shop longer
Transparent Medical Devices with Decorative objects Inside!Team logos,band names,kids characters,flowers,fish,OPTIONS Endless! For all ages
Butter Bug - diaper rash ointment spray without the messy fingers.
auto strong 3-hole punch
Food Pump: Soft cheese, peanut butter, jam...any semi soft food should be pumped, not spooned from a jar. No air, no drying, no waste!
Keeping two small children safe in a shopping cart by converting a foldable booster seat into a seat attachment for the shopping cart.
Cellphone, tablet, IPod, IPad Charm Finder + Remote Control Locator. Two way finder (Keychain + Phone)
Small shelf that could clip underneath the bottom of a monitor, which normally is wasted space.
Interchangeable Under the Bed Storage System. Why waste the space under your bed? Here is a storage SYSTEM.
Pan ball
The iPadable: an iPad carrying case that works as a comfy lap desk, with holders for the iPad and iPhone.
RUNNERS: What's missing from this picture? The Running Sock is a safe and functional way to carry your phone or iPod when on long runs.
Ipad with Pen
A combination mini swiffer on one end and a small vacuum that works to clean your keyboard or any other small dirt on your desk.
a keychain tool which provides great drinking easability.quick,simple usage.easy to clean.fantastic results for any aluminum canned beverage
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ultimate shop broom
Knife block set w/ built in knife sharpener. Not your everyday knife block sharpener! (new pics added since initial submission)
Travel Baby Food Masher
Ever had a CD scratched up so that it randomly skips or even stops working? Here's help!
Touch screen finger tip
Modern mop with Retractable handle and self wringing stand,reducing mop to HALF THE SIZE. No more long mops being an eyesore in house
Never scrub your BBQ grill again. Grill Blaster is a patented device that turns all food on BBQ into carbon ash. No pests visit food gone.
GPS KEYCHAIN
Add extension Rails to Rail so it can handle a 4' x 8' sheet of ply wood
Clip-on robotic ears - link to caller ID. They wiggle with excitement when best mates call and shake and fold down when the boss calls.
No-Theft Doormat
Transform any 5 gallon bucket into a modular utility cart!
A Small Waterproof Rugged Camera To Join Your Iphone.
Personal Keys for Switch Tool. Now your keys are organized with your everyday tools in your pocket!
An app to check on your dog or cat while you are not close by. They could also talk back to you.
Custom Utility Belt
Turn any iPhone into a customized hearing aid via the built-in mic, use its processing power to individualize/fine-tune/customize the audio.
Rock Climbers love the feel of rock. Strengthen your grip AND toughen your fingers at a desk, in a meeting, wherever, with the feel of rock.
Curb Side Numbers. Peal and press heat cured,relective,decorative,durable.
The Core iphone charger enabled with Imp!! Sync the Imp Wink Core to your calender, alarm, music! Submit your suggestions!
The pot hugger is a magnetic well that hugs the rim of any pot and keeps any over flow of fluids from getting all over the stove top.
Test
electric stove drip pans are metal and rust what about a silicone drip pan under the electric burner on the stove
Clamping Powerstrip! Finally construction workers and garage tinkerers will have a better way to power their tools. RESUBMIT 129 Voted
A mac holder that can hold mac angle position while user lie down under it browsing and typing.
Hair and grooming vacuum. Great for personal grooming, barbershops, and salons. Makes healthier looking hair for those with dandruff.
No more stains from fast food droppings! Foldable vinyl &amp; sponge tray goes everywhere (in the car, to games, picnics, etc.); See details.
A healthy morning kids drink that is flavored like their favorite cereal! Tastes like the milk at the bottom of the bowl, but nutritious.
Just right bottles &amp; cups
An Expanding Hot/Cold Cup -Goes from 8oz to 16oz. very simply pull twist and lock. Stop buying diffrent sized cups.
The "instant ice" rod that would be as easy as snapping a glow stick, shake, and that hot water bottle in your car is cold and refreshing!
The SurfBoard Scooter. (Surf N Turf). A Scooter with collapsable wheels that turns into a Skimboard/Surfboard Combination.
my product is a life saver for kids,is cheap,durable and reliable,is fun to use,and kids will wear it and no,even notice it,FUN and safety
le miroir autocollant
A neck/shoulder/back massage device resembling human hands
Cereal Container with Dust/Cru
Sun Visor/Blocker Extender-Is a car sun visor attachment that has a plastic blade which slides out providing extra reach to block the sun.
Tired of having to hold your Ipad by the sides, uncomfortably? Want an easier Ipad viewing and using experience? Then try the Eazy Grip now!
This is a global concept for reducing accidents involving large vehicles.
gps/memory wristband
Love your pet? A dog collar that tracks heat levels &amp; level of exercise achieved by your pet. Keep your dog safe from overheating &amp; active.
Im Best Inventor In the world
Environmentally Friendly Kitchen Scrubber
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Jogger's ankle imp. Measure length and number of strides taken during workouts. Record total distance traveled and speed.
Safe Shell (Emergency Poncho)
Wall Clock with storage for tweezers,Q tips,cotton balls, and other small personal care products. Back of clock has mirror.
iPHONE CASE MOUNTS ANYWHERE. No removing case to mount at home, office or car.
We love baked potatoes, and like them mushy w/the works: butter, sour cream and bacon. FORK: BAD - MINI MASHER: GREAT!
Carbon monoxide detector that attaches to garage door opener, automatically opens garage door when gas level gets to high
Using a phone camera to upload to take fingerprints
BagnBin is ultra sleek design bag that snaps/collapse completely into smaller size shape perfectly and contains large clothes with ease.
The MICROFIBER ABSORPTIVE WASHING/WAX MITT is the latest solution in order to make the washing time easier and enjoyable.
"Puppy on The Run"
Night Light Saver
Not everyone can afford heated flooring.This small decrorative rug will provide the same comfort with a much smaller price.
Celebrities &amp; Beautiful Women Everywhere LOVE to Wear Different HairStyles. Now You Can Too at a Fraction of the Cost You'd Expect! RS
GARDEN vacuum and composter
Burglar Smoke Alarm Remote-BSAR is a simple methodology to have all home Smoke-Alarms fixed to accept the remote signals to activate IT
An app for several players to play numerous games like Monopoly, checkers, chess, etc. on a regular size touch screen game board
helper robot
mood ring material sticks to back of phone.....does your mood change when Quirky calls or texts?
Writable Timestamped Labels
My idea is to have a leaf sucker that attaches to any plastic yard/trash bag, so the leaves are sucked,collected and the bags thrown
The little one wants to just sit while waiting: NOT TO BE CARRIED. NOT TO PLAY. Have a collapsible aluminium stool in your handbag.
Digital Photo and Audible Album - Albums to date are very bulky, but w/ new thin speaker technology we can make it better and record longer.
A biodegradable soap that you spray on your car before your daily commute when it's raining. It washes itself.
Designed by a mother of two, Snap Cozy is the first crib blanket designed to stay on baby and keep baby warm throughout sleep.
The Wall Washing Genie, let's change the way we wash our walls by making a tool for both washing by hand and/or on an extension pole.
TULIP: A unique newborn crib design that is inspired by the beautiful tulip flower with two LED nightlights and mosquito netting support.
Re-use shower/tub water filtered and sanitized and stop water waste !
6/28 242 Votes needs UC:::: Cover / Solar panel to use when your working in the S_U_N.
Multitask in the bathroom. A magazine rack with a laptop/ipad table that folds out to get things done or just to read.
Fill a ball with messy potato chips, then smash it with your fist and eat them by pouring the contents into your mouth.
Private Tom (as opposed to Peepin' Tom) - Simple and cheap way to protect yourself from unwanted visitors
Position Power! Props and hangs on to anything-Prototype works great! Rubber grips hold on to edge while the power strip hangs out of sight.
No more fog on your mirror after a hot shower! Screw this blower attachment between socket and bulb. It directs heat from bulb onto mirror.
NEVWET Snorkel Scuba Swim Fins. Swim through "Inner Space" with little effort.
RESUB: Sound Asleep - Your Bluetooth Music Sound Blocking Sleep Mask
SMART CASE
A moist TP roll used like cleansing wipes after using the restroom, are flushable, and can also be used to wipe down the toilet after.
#spotsv Tired of lip balm self deploying in your pocket and stains on your clothes after putting a tube through the wash? Read more here.
My idea is a portable, collapsible, adjustable, counter-weighted clothing rack
Electric car turbine
parent power wheel remote
TV Tray/DESK (Inspired by Chair 2.0)
Resubmit: The HOT Dogger! - Eat in less than 2 minutes! On the Road, tailgating, at home, students, office, anywhere there's power.
IMAGINE WATCHING A DVD ON YOUR TABLET! -"TRANz-TAB" DV!
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IPhone or Android Shock/Drop Resistant Case with Built-in Kick Stand &amp; Belt Clip. Over-sized shock resistant corners. A manly mans case.
Enjoy "Pure Water" anywhere! Using a built-in filter into your personal bottle water you can purify tap water and drink to a healthier you!
Debunker is an app enable device that collect data from your car computer, upload to phone so you can fight speeding and parking violations.
"Blanket of youth" A blanket with red & blue LED lights-help the body naturally produce collagen and keep the skin firm and youthful.
small sealed pouch in diaper with wipes and sample packes of desiten and baby powder. adult version same concept.
Bike backrest - Keeps you comfortable during your bike rides with a built-in collapsable canopy to protect from Sun or Rain. RESUB #qcycle
A app-enable "Dog-Dog Talkie"! Video chat with your dog, see what's going on and give a reward for the good behavior!
Prevents breakouts! Makeup brush holder (1st. on the market),sanitizes/eliminates germs. It uses UV-C light technology. Kill 99% of germs.
My gutter cleaner is a small back pack vacuum with a hose secured to a telescoping pole shaped like a hook with a back up camera to see.
Floating glowing nightlight/alarmclock! Induction rechargeable, brightens when lifted from base. Kids or adults of all ages will love this!
RAPID CLEAN;;;3 in 1 kitchen.
Heat sensitive guitar pick. The more you play the more it interacts with you! Cheap. Easy. Fun. Vast Market.
Biodegradeable shopping bags used at large retail stores won't hurt our environment.
App enable Device that release Chemical in Pool &amp; Jacuzzi, read level of ph in the water and temperature. Don't breath chemical anymore
A transmitter in or on your luggage and receiver held by the traveler, set to alert the traveler as the luggage on the carousel gets closer.
Patio Umbrella Storage Tube
Single Serving Coffee -Tea strainer - fits any cup: reusable or disposable, microwave &amp; dishwasher safe. You use any amount you like.
Garage Cordies! Cordies style management for the garage! Easier to store &amp; keep your tool safe from falling! Give Suggestions, Ill Accept!
Cherche toi
I need a new grilling utensils set. (JH)
Tee up your fruit with FRU-TEES - Keep fruit safe from surface germs in between bites. Perfect as a stand for Quirky's STEM spritzer.
Imp enabled air purifier. Will monitor and analyze the quality of your air. App helps monitor unhealthy levels of allergens.
Best wallpaper removal solution in the world!
Curious cats like to explore kitchen counters and tables. But many owners don't want them there. That's where Scat Cat boards come in.
Smart System Sprinkler
A Diaper Bag for Twins
A Bonding "Button" doll for a little girl. After 30 days of Bonding, she will receive a "Button" A "Bonding Button."
Get My Grocerys
Disposable rain cover for umbrella strollers. An inexpensive necessity to be sold at Target and Bed Bath &amp; Beyond!
Recycled Skateboard iPhone iPod iPad Case - Basically laminated wood that's glued, clamped, cut, sanded and clear coated. Incredible design.
An Omni-Directional Moving Tread Pad for gaming consoles like Xbox/Kinect. Users can run and walk in the game without moving off the device.
App-enabled Emoticon T-shirt Decals
Mr mixi
A cereal dispenser that can be mounted inside a cabinet or underneath an upper cabinet to get rid of the cereal box clutter.
"Quickserver a houseware product which will uniquely help both restaurant owner and family while serving food.
Car Charger With Duo Extension Cords:Also available with Duo USB extension cords.
A stationary cube shaped vacuum that sucks up dirt as you sweep to it and empty it when full. Small and less work than a dustpan.
Nu Shooz(RESUB)
Protect vehicles from hail damage thereby eliminating insurance deductibles as well as avoiding the inconvenience of auto body repair.
Suitcase child carrier
Just toss 'em! Disposable koozies are great for parties, weddings, big events, tailgating, you name it. When done, throw them away.
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Pivot Power's vertical cousin - a power strip that is jointed vertically rather than horizontally.
A GPS enabled pet collar. App enabled for smartphone and or web enabled to allow tracking of lost or runaway pets.
Heated Clippers Humans or Pets
The "Non-spill" Bucket - This idea is a rather simple concept. Have a wider base (see picture) than the top. Has an optional wheel base.
No. 2 (RESUB) SAY NO to HIGH SPEED CHASES = PUBLIC SAFETY!!! RIOT SHOTGUN used by POLICE with -(TRACKING DEVICE SHELLS)--PLEASE READ MORE!!
Levitating Case: Clear w/ Telescopic Legs. Rubber Feet. Dishwasher Safe. Reader Slide Bar. Ideal from Kitchens to School Labs!
THE BLUETOOTH DVD PLAYER/ USB
the working man's windproof lighter
Turn a building's exterior glass facade into a money-saving energy source by embedding photovaltaic cell technology into the exterior glass.
U-shaped, light-weight plastic tray with one taller side attached by painter's tape to a wall. It is 3" wide and up to 4' long.
Make combing kids hair simpler. A comb that absorbs water from the sink and is squeezed to wet down hair as you comb.
THE CAR NEEDS GAS app!
GOOD NIGHT!
An all-in-one bundle for computer connections small enough to fit in the palm of your hand or on a keychain. Perfect for Techs on the go.
Spring is Coming. Watering Can Mister for indoor plants
The PEEP stands for â€œPersonal Enhanced Entertainment Pod. Think of a sensory deprivation chamber with the fun stuff inside.
Glow In the Dark Measurements PBA Free Safe Baby Bottle
A gym locker ventilation system.
a car mount which can be mount by suction on windshield , where in its base has all the jacks for a power cord and a speakers.
MyLo universal remote locator... push button or voice activation. locates remote with button or by saying " MyLo "
Luxury newborn tub
The thinnest and lightweight wallet u design for urLifestyle. Show ur family, ur car, ur vacation, ur art, all with urWallet.
Ultimate Handy Sewing Machine
Smart ball for children!! Protect your kids!! Self returning ball to keep your kids out of danger!
im working in a swissarmy knife-iphone case, it will have the basics stuff of the swiss army on the back of the hard plastic iphone case.
"DIBS CHAIR" 1960's &amp; 70'S POD STYLE~ BLUETOOTH IT! You'll never want to get out of the chair, for fear someone else will claim dibs.
Cheese-grating Spatula
I'm reinventing the broom. My idea stops you from bending over and gets rid of the dust pan altogether.
Solar System Generator Heater from the use of a giant magnifying glass.
Imagine: Two sheets in one. A simple solution for making the bed, storing your fitted sheets, and more.
Smart phone Diet tape measure
Adjustable DESK
Clothes Laundry Basket Sorter divides basket into sections and fit into any standard basket. Laundry basket functions as a holder &amp; sorter.
your name,nickname,birth sign cut into a piece of chrome plated metal pipe with a neon light in the pipe making your name ect. shine bright.
Tooth brush-floss combo,Gives you the benifit of the vibrating floss and eliminates sticking your hand in your mouth. Makes flossing easier.
When washing dishes first I spray them, then I scrub them. Put a scrubber on the end of the sprayer to save time.
Remote Controlled SmartBirds
A Multiple functional Upright Paper Tray That Does More Than Just Hold Papers. Use As A Mini Desk Top To Write On, Look Up Or Sort Papers.
Limited space,need another shelve,want to keep beverages cool,need a place to keep table and cooking utensils,Deck Mate is the answer
Jump Suit with Safety Harness
Absolutely no mess â€œPooper Scooperâ€. 100% sanitary. Nothing to touch with your hands, wash or clean.
UV Outdoor Shirt With Built-in Face Protection. Great For Fishing, Skiing, Yard Work &amp; Outdoor Activities. Never Be Unprotected Again.
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Frozee Bowls
Aerial Video Baby Monitor
Package Receiving System-Video
"Rebound Balance Aerobic Step Trampoline": Lightweight, adjustable height, folds up, rapid fire calorie burn. New moves and routines.
Med-Head Medicine Organizer
Get the posture and waistline you want while sitting at work. strengthen back and spine, relieve stress and fatigue, exercise made simple.
Help protect unborn babies and pregnant women from radiation with a soft lap pad device.
DIAPER BAG w/ Pull Out Change Station- Works like window shade-the change pad comes out for easy/clean diaper changes anywhere. Easy Use
Heated Pet Comb
#spotsv-Resub-Child safety receptacle plate and plug cover with lock.
Your java will stay hot and at the ready while you are working! Plug the usb mini hot plate into your computer to keep your mug "charged".
Attachable Pot Strainer
#spotsv Kids love science! Make a magnifying glass using water!
Crafting scissors w/ laser guides and compass for perfect cutting angles w/ measurements on scissor blades: Could B add ons 4 power tools
Its a mousepad with a notepad in it! lots of colors, it includes a 30 page notepad,a soft gel pad that holds the paper,and a pen holder.
Guitar Pick Holding Case! Holds 5 picks in the back, for the iPhone5.
Disposable gripper pad to clean grill rods.
I want to make working in the office a little more efficient. My Idea is a stapler with an ergonomicly correct staple remover attached.
Wide-sized shaving razors. Solve the inconvenience of shaving those larger surface areas of your body with a larger size disposable razor.
My Idea Is to implement The Use, Of the Back Side or , Other Wise UN-USED, SPACE of THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF LARGE STEAL
FREEWAY SIGNS.
INSECT DOOR STOP
Stylish, soft inserts for ballet flats or for additional comfort wearing shoes without socks made in a variety of colors and textures.
Tired Of Food Rolling Off Plates? The Gripper Is A Disposable,Clear,Food Safe, Grip Material. Cut To Size Of The Plate &amp; Put Food On Top
Foldable handle on Pots &amp; Pans
This is a towbar attathment with adjustable vertical legs and a horisontal bar to load long stuff you bought from the builders wharehouse.
Parent "bib" to wear when baby sleeps on their chest. Breathable &amp; comfortable for both parent &amp; baby. No more sweating. Rest in harmony.
The Perfect Pump
Germ free fogger. All natural solution to kill flu and other airborne germs in your house.
Heat and mold custom sized ear buds
Instead of an audible metronome. A(wrist band metronome) It would be an adjustable metronome that pulses. So you can actually feel the time
A phone app that encrypts the stored data so that if a phone is scanned the scanned data is intelligable without the encryption key.
The Newest Coolest Alcoholic Bevarage In a Thousand Years.
Glucose monitor with imp that uploads to your app/doctor/health provider for persons with diabetes. Help control, monitor and learn!
App Enabled wristband to notify you when a loved one has a seizure
clear lens glasses sync with ps3 call of duty shows map in left eye but still can see through to screen
Shopping Cart Cup Holder
Not only does the hook make it easier to find and carry your dustpan with your garbage can. It will also hold your garbage bag in place.
cric hydraukique
I want to make type of 'table' or 'holder' for ipad/other tablets that let you and your partner watch stuff [mostly movies/shows etc] in bed
A piece of exercise equipment that would allow us to WORK OUT while WORKING! See Video
An iPhone tripod stand that connects to a tripod, stands on its own, folds for storage, and connects via audio jack for a secure connection
remember buddy
"Safety plug" gives you the piece of mind and the knowledge to know if you left an electrical device plugged in.
App Enabled Waist Measuring Tape. Keep track of your inches on your iPhone.Great for a seamstress.Resub
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-PUSS IN BOOTSA scrubbing head attached to a mop handle to clean the shower and tub that makes it easy to clean up high and down around the tub.
Seemingly endless snack tray variety without taking up too much room on the buffet table. Easy transport for potlucks and dishwasher safe.
App enabled toilet seat- programmable animal sounds when lifted.. a father's dream.
RAPID BOIL. I am not a physicist, but I believe this concept would work.
Hello,I have come up an idea and product that will help save Lives and stop Children from being hit and runover on Town Streets, 20K Killed
Ultimate reinvention of the bike means to allows riders to pedal both direction(clockwise or counterclockwise) but still moving forward.
What if window screens were invisible? Brighten dull view and make them more durable 4 pets/kids - Same pattern, made with thin fishing line
Make Core inspired Charger for the iPad. Show off that awesome device! Also can double as a stand! Functional iPad charger!
Sip and Mist just by adding a 1$ Mista cap to a standard water bottle. Why waste cash on a purpose made bottle or a canned spray? 345 votes
ruff terrain car creeper 3000
just adding a simple organizational storage for your computer table working space area.
Never run out of outlet space again. The slide plug can handle all of your devices.
The Plate (needs a good name)
Transitional Contact Lenses
More than a mirror. Create and have fun decorating or organizing with the special perforated tube frame that attaches to a door mirror.
Broom,mop, etc. stand. Why hang them?
MP3 Headband
Clean Your Microwave The Natural, Easy Way, No Chemicals Required! :)
A Modular Cord Manager. Customize the perfect cord manager for YOU!
The customizable touchscreen keyboard.
Simplify a man's life by selling him jeans with a comfortable pair of boxers built-in! We hate doing laundry, so let's combine what we can!
Stackable Folding Stools
a fixed indicator telling me that the dishes in the dishwasher are dirty or clean instead of a piece of taped paper
Magnetic Detachable Handle
Plate liners, strechie covers with food grade top that you can use for pets ,outings where you do not need or have washing at hand
Automatic digital Season &amp; spice dispenser that can set measurements up to 10 spices and/or herbs for any recipe using digital display.
A mobile / cell phone to assist visually impaired people
One Word - KushPush Have you ever biked barefoot? How Bad did it hurt? I propose a slip-on for your pedal that's comfy and cool.
An innovation to correct a problem we, in colder climates, have come to accept. A frozen vehicle when running late. A solution is here!
Super Hero Wetsuits
Voice controlled tv remote
Novelty Cutting Board with Rolodex Like Cutting Board Protection Surfaces and knife suspension support. Food preparation made easy.
private cell phone imagery
Reversible Rocking Chair
a solar animal bed. Used for temp control.
Weather Station in your Pocket, Use iPhone as Base, lets get some sensors up in here! Weather Underground Fans, Social Possibilities
Help I've fallen and I can't get up But my phone app will check on me and call my contact if I don't answer it
Mom's. Potty training can be scary. Clean Mitts are a gloved wipe that covers the child's entire hand. Saving mess time and toilet paper.
Disposable plastic bags that fit your ipod so that you can run with your ipod in your pocket and not worry about it getting wet.
#QCYCLE. highly visible cycle clip waterproof gater arm and leg reflectors/direction indicators. Winter is Coming! safety first.#NEVWET
Hot Socks
"iRise" Docking Station II for mini iPad. Lets be innovative when it comes to docking stations.
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Haddie Nuff is a fictional character who has literaly "Had enough" and could come to life with your help.
Home use car wash trolley/storage system.
Air blower attachment for vacuum cleaner.
Interactive GPS program for road trips that provides games, history and interesting facts about the area you're driving through. All ages!
GEN-US Simple, re-useable, unlimited and accessible electrical power on human scale !
During or after emergency, light is crucial. Meduza is a headlamp with versatility. Used as battery pack, iPhone and iPod holder or Tripod.
Pet hair grooming brush attachment for vacuum cleaners.Groom your dog or cat and gather all the hair and dander that is missed by brushes
SOFALACTIX - Furniture Condoms
DRYING POLE â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ The un-bulky minimalist maxispace drying rack.
It is a space saver. Its a storage maker. Its a secreat hideaway for the kids. It is the do it yourself secret shelf kit!
Painsaver Leg &amp; Knee Exerciser
The mess we don't think about. The one you breathe in. A new air purification system that acts as a piece of art.
SWAPS
A device that would allow you to change the song/station/volume of your ipod without interrupting your work out.
Tri-Layer Toilet Paper Roll
A way to get every last drop of product from containers that hold such items as hand lotion, toothpaste, katchup, hand soap, etc.
Books w/ glow in the dark ink!
Write On! Paperclips #spotsv 440+ votes!!
Ski jump
A suctioned sunglasses holder for the car dashboard
Valance Fire Extinguisher above windows and doorways.Self Spraying/Heat censored.It's like having built in sprinklers without the damage!
BALL ROLLER SKATE SHOES - Just roll on skates - just when you thought you learned how to skate!
Monitor Curtain w/Storage!
My idea is to create a universal battery charger for golf carts. Lots of golfers, lots of phones without power.
Combing hair backwards is done a little at a time. Now do it all at once with the same results. Also comes with mirror to see how you look!
Using Pivot Power to create a power strip that provides a large number of outlets in a compact area with the flexibility of Pivot Power
Heavy Duty bucket that also holds supply's
Fridge Pack Ramp! A holder for 12-packs of soda or beer that's set on an incline so they roll forward for easy access but don't fall out
Architect clip-on bracket for Ipad similar to Cintiq 21UX. Ability to change viewing &amp; swivel angle for comfortable drawing experience.
Handbag with various designed flap closures attaches to the main bag becomes another smaller bag of it's own. 100's of handbags in one.
Tea Timing Mug
adjustable umbrella mount
Streaming Video Camara
Shower head attachment that makes water into suds. Conserve shower times, save on water bill, and allow donations of those savings.
Is your teething baby keeping you up at night? The drooling, crankiness, and tears can make teething an ordeal for parents and babies alike.
Pressure Mop
A five piece assembly that unfolds to hold an amplifier at an upward angle, secures a guitar in place and folds up for easy transport.
Texting While Driving. IPhone 5 Safe Text. APP prevents motorists from texting while driving. Texting Radar detector. Think safety. (Resub)
'SCRAPS TRAP' Counter food scraps bin.Spring loaded 'leaves' of lid push down to deposit, then seal as they by raise back up (one hand use)
Earrings in plugs
SPEX! Recyclable magnifiers, fold flat to fit in wallet. OK, yes, they are cardboard glasses! #spotsv
A baby dish for twins with two removable sections and two spots for spoons that can be held with one hand...making mom's task easier
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A built in mp3 player that is relatively universal for most hard hats or other ear muff device.
"AIRPHONES" Cord storage, ventilation and outside noises with the twist of the dial. Review pictures. HEADPHONES ARE BACK MORE THAN EVER!!!
CHIPS WITH SALSA LAYER - Why buy the chips and then the salsa when the chips could come with the salsa built-in? Mild Medium and Hot...
During the summer, whenever you want a cold drink, you need to go into the house to get to the
The butter dish is always a mess! A better design would keep butter from spreading to the cover and then to the counter top.
Dry Erase Interoffice envelope
The perfect Coffee K-CUP MUG!!! IT will help you out in the morning in transferring your coffee in your travel mug with out spilling coffee.
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.Resub
This structure is a sleek trough used to corral roving supplies.
Light weight, foam, nerf like sphere with a sticky surface that you use to collect dust, loose material etc. using the sphere like a sponge
Anti-Static Ironing Board cover and plate: say goodbye to getting shocked by the metal plate that is in most ironing boards.
Me So Thirsty
Reinventing the gas can. A shut off valve,see thru container,a pump system, and different shape of container to catch the consumers eye.
Bath Time Floor Saver
Tired of seeing unsightly cords on your countertop? Why not get rid of them with wireless appliances? A can opener, toaster, &amp; coffee pot!
Retrackable Shower Head
Saves money. Saves your clothes. Saves relationships. No more ruined clothes. Easy to see and understand clothes laundering symbol labels.
Adjustable-tension belt insert! Most belts don't have that perfect balance between holding your pants up, or being squeezed!
A touchscreen "mirror" that allows for reflection and "reflection" (video included)
Spice sticks infuse flavor in every bite. There is no wait time. Meats,poultry, fish, and potatoes can be cooked directly after insertion
With the use of hydrofluoroalkane at a magnified temperature we can create a device which can cool an item to a certain temp within seconds!
Smart Gate Latch
Cameraless SmartPhone
Create a umbrella that can be disposable, recyclabe and cheap.
Portable footrest. To aleviate the stress on knees when flying or travelling. A hammock type product that elevates the feet.
Retractable car charger that can stretch to reach everyone in car and after usage will wind back up
App (or remote control) activated light socket adapter with flashing lights and audible alarm to guide emergency first responders
I'm tired of asking waiters at restaurants for water for my dog. A water jug (for me) that has an attached pivoting bowl (for him).
"The Pie Shell Clamp Press" for pinching the edges on your pies. Pie crust edge pinch.
A tackle box and lantern all-in-one to help you see at night and enable you to carry less equipment on your fishing getaway with ease!
!Pool and equipment scrub brush. Also great for shower stalls. Has hose connector for pool and slot & bead quick disconnect for showers.
Hey baby's crib mobile like no other Record yourself play your own music
Teddy Bear/Plush Fig. Monitor
Creating a digital output from an APP or IC using acoustic fingerprinting, fuzzy logic and a pre-recorded sound. Already commercially viable
Recycle Batteries: It may or may not be the law. Either way, let's get on it!
Light-emitting iPhone notification case
Body Impact Tool
Pepper Spray Bracelet
Pick Pocket Guitar Hanger allows you to store several of your favorite picks with your guitar so you never lose a pick again!
Inflatable Sun Shield
These 4 pocket sized shoe horn concepts will offer many new options which will help men and women with trying on shoes forever!
The Battery Belt/Purse Strap is equiped with backup batteries that will hold power for your cell phones or tablets.
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Screwdriver Key
Necktie that Changes - Mix and match, just swap the patterned core with a new solid color background for professional looks with less ties.
The Air Chair
Iphone and non-apple bike combo light mount kit - Caught without lights? - Flip it down and use your phone as a bike light.(Videos) [ReSub]
The coolest race kart toy car ever Don't pedal just PUSH. Kneel on the back of this ultra cool car and boost yourself along Drift too!!!
Screw-on toothbrush. Attach your toothbrush onto your toothpaste and give it a squeeze and toothpaste goes right in.
Developing a gym towel that differentiates which part of it can be used on the face and which side its for grab and place the towel. SIMPLE
See before collision
Shazam! Never seen before method in peeling hard boiled egg... save all that trouble now. See video.
A rolling cleaning caddy with telescoping handle. Includes speakers for music and comes with a compactable broom and bucket.Compartments...
Rotary Scissors. Easier Than Scissors, Safer Than Rotary Cutters. Benefits Of Both, One Tool. Change Cutting Patterns. It Worked, WOO HOO!
storage unit that has a lip that hooks onto the top of the fridge with a magnet to keep it against the fridge. For your brooms and supplies
Under the hood Car Noise ID
The TeleVIZR! To turn your existing sun visor into telescoping sun visor. Blocks out the sun that your existing visor isn't blocking out
Silicone Cooling Rack that Rolls Up - for easy cleaning and storage
Change your one pair of shoes into different shades of color with shoe paste! Try this colorful material on your pumps and heels.
Bacon Dippers Bakeware
Scratchy
Aluminum Can holders for Camping. Kicked cans of coke all over the dirt, its a mess. No more!
A smoke detector and carbon Monoxide which five sensors or more for each rooms.
Standing Desk Conversion Kit
Collapsing Storage TwistBottle
Baby monitor that allows parents to speak to their children without having to get out of bed or run up the stairs when your child is in bed.
Scrub brush with an ice scraper like attachment for easy dried on food removal.
Irrigation chamber with extension tubes for watering indoor or outdoor plants. Spring is here, time to become one with nature.
Time Strips
Cooling Case
Refrigerating Blanket
Chill Pods keep you wine "cool" and relaxed.
Garage Door Saver
Bar code scanner, attached to your supermarket cart, app enabled, enables you to compare product's costs/ calories and make smart shopping.
A revised ipad keyboard case with attachment for iphone which can eliminate clutter and keep phone handy while working/playing on the ipad.
Do You Want to Blow Up Your Beach Towel? !!!!BOOOOM!!!!Keep Sand out. Make a Headrest. Make an Arm Rest. Therm-a-rest meets beach towel.
our designer saw the glove,they think it is a good idea if it put together with the bag. When you go out,it is a warm glove,also a bag.
Collapsible Wok - One of your biggest pans is now compact and easy to store. Metal bottom and rim, silicone sides collapse, handles fold in.
2 clips for the price of 1! A tension and slid clip to organize all your cleaning needs. Comes with bucket-caddy for easy storage.
A Skipping Rope with performance monitoring system that tracks your calorie burned, and other important fitness data.
The Roadside Message Board is the latest in roadside safety and communication. It was invented to help stranded cars left on the road
The electric cigarettes need a change to be more like a real cigarette ,the plastic cartridge will be replaced with a soft foam material.
Spring Battle
BATHLOCK : your privacy is safe.
Mopping floors should be treated similar as food cross-contamination. My idea for interchangeable labeled mops will fix it!
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Dishcloth Dryer. A better place to hang your dishcloth? Everything should have a proper spot in your kitchen, why not your dishcloth?
Car Alarm linked to a black box in your House. You arrive home, park the Car on the drive, enter the House and flick a switch to join them.
Sand outside of the box
ARTSY YET FUNCTIONAL HANGING FOLDING CHAIRS. AN EASY WAY TO STORE YOUR OCCASIONAL ADDITIONAL SEATING NEEDS.
GREAT FOR LIMITED SPACE AREAS.
What if I have a 100% recycled + recyclable product to cover the grocery cart handle? Hand wipes are land fill products. We need an option
the expanding sphere tent. A tent that can be easily collapsed and opened like an expanding sphere toy.
Bang! Don't you hate it when your door slams? With Soft Shut your door closes gently every time! #spotsv
Have an older pet that canâ€™t groom well? Groom with a grooming glove with built in safety shear-scissor design &amp; discreetly trim away.
We all have our reasons... reasons to get healthy, reasons to stay balanced, and reasons to achieve our goals! Write &amp; remind yourself!!!
super binoculars
Barrel spring cord cages for appliance cords(idea could be adapted for ear-bud cords too) DON'T LET THE CORDS RUN WILD!
Tired of carrying that water bottle around your waste when you walk or run?
Never forget anything with voice-programmable, wireless, app-controlled, motion-activated sensors for home, car, office or mobile device.
iPad flip cover case with a elastic grid like pattern to store iPad accessories
Ye-Tea Infuser
A portable universal wallet sized solar panel charger for multiple devices. Folds like a wallet for easy portability, aluminum casing.
LED bulbs w/ built in WiFi repeater. Reduce clutter. Re-sub 287 votes
Garbage bag binder
Shower and bathtub walls hanging dual cabinets from top of wall. I have a prototype one inside the other outside the stall organizes stuff.
La prise pince
Sleep-aid inspired by childhood memories of the mesmerizing light show in my bedroom caused by distant headlights and the pinhole effect...
Resubmit: Snake Light. Light in any direction, any where, any time. - A Collaborative Entry
Fruit Infuser/Muddler Bottle
Wireless earbuds. Buds connected to wire w/ mini microphone on the wire. Uses Bluetooth feature. High quality sound.
Bag Holder
Water Pitcher with a Catch
Fan Bed Clip
Swiss Army Cell Phone Cases
App that acts as your garage door opener. Always have your garage door opener at the touch of your fingers.
a new line of toilet paper that caters to our children special interests and matches your bathroom decor with various prints and patterns.
A self-serve kiosk that develops smart phone photos. Positioned at locations of memorable experiences.
Wireless inductive charging computer mice have one major downfall - when they run out of battery, you have to stop using them and recharge.
SneakNet: A Magnetic Dryer Net that allows you to Dry Multiple Pairs of Sneakers and Loads of Laundry without knocking the Dryer Door Open!
Create input devices to generate numerical data and feedback to bodybuilding exercises / weight lifting. A kind of workout buddy.
Shoot!Stab!A bow thats string can be removed to get a daggerinstead of shooting,putting back ur bow than taking your dagger u will save time
! A rechargeable scrub brush that has an ergonomic handle and compartment for soap/cleanser. Easy to use for any household cleaning task.
Hammer with Flat Pliers and Nail Holder - Hammering and Removing Nails Safely!!! Attaches to Existing Hammers!!!
The Garbage Can -Attached Lid (Hatch), Rubber Wheels (Less Noisy), Cuts in Half (Easy Cleaning or Digging), Lift Handles (Easy Pour) &amp; More!
A bracket to raise your rear view mirror without having to remove the base from the window and reattach.
Portable grocery cart seat belt. Compact, clean, safe, easy. Pops on & off in seconds with 1 hand.Compact-can easily be put in your pocket.
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Conduit tape! Use to cover unsightly cords along walls and to secure them in place. Surface can be painted to match wall color! Prototype
Custom Can
Anywhere Chair
Imagine buying online using Ebay.My idea is to link ebay to Youtube,Instead of photos of what your selling its a Youtube videos.
Tidy Takeout is a lunchbox with refillable handsanitizer compartments built into the design that keep the cleaner in sight &amp; out of food.
A way of keeping remote controls that always get used together(like the TV's and DVD player's) with each other...
iPhone earphones are always getting knotted. Our idea is an iPhone case that you can wrap your earphones around, with a hook to hold them.
Full Canopy Stroller
Not just a nail Polish but a Gel "Nail Stic" combination UV Light pen for instant drying time, and color lasts up to two weeks.
The product is plexiglass on an aluminum frame attached to air conditioner with jb weld and bolts and can be adapted to any a/c unit.
On the Go all in 1 Easy access makeup brush set organizer. brushes stay clean undamaged This instrument enables you to apply make up easily
The Sticky Clippy
MicroCard placed into a person
Leaf Bagger
(iCharge)is a 3 headed retractable charger with which enables you to charge up to 3 devices. Bluetooth capability.
A cozie for bottle or can to instantly get your beverage ice cold.
Blue tooth device automatically shut off texting while in vehicle. Programmable to specific numbers. Simple way of saving teens lives!
Power electric food and meat scissors for home use.
Golf net target that indicates where the ball strikes. Golfer can keep head down and check accuracy after shot. Reinforce proper technique.
My idea is a solution to have a way to load an entire roll of kitchen garbage can bags so when a bag is full a replacement is ready to go
LUMIPAD - Luminous Pad
Your great friend, iSound
Jammin while Drivin A device that jams a cell phone when the car is running.You would have to pull over,shut off car to use the phone.
USB Heated LunchBox and Cup
Large family e-calendar to be placed on refrigerator doors with option for members of family to phone/email activities into.
Crew App Trac
Samsung Galaxy S Series Case with kickstand. The Samsung Galaxy S Series has now sold over 100 million units! +Resubmit+
Telescoping light fittings
Make Parents Happy! Scoop and Store - Easily Clean Up Legos and Other Small Toys - Like the Broom Groomer Mini but for Toys- Made it to UC
Click Clack Stroller
Hold onto your earbuds. The clip it clips and holds your ear buds wherever you want them. On your shirts, jacket, bra strap, beannie cap etc
A protective head wear for boxing and MMA sparring that keeps it's wearer from feeling the impact of head shots by absorbing the blows.
I see you
The New &amp; Improved Super Lightweight HARD TOP BaBy Carrier
The Lullaby Pillow- Wireless hook-up to your iDevice!
Trying to open a can of beans without slicing your finger? Use the "Safe-Tee Lid Gripper" to ensure a no-accident opening and a good meal!
A finger wrap stylus ring. Shape to size any finger. Wear all the time. Always handy.
"Cool Hands" reduces athletes core body temperature quickly.
Solar powered cellphone charger/windshield mounted holder with back-up battery for night charging. Eliminates extra wires running thru car.
The "BagSnap" trash cans uniformly hold in place the plastic garbage bags and hide the excess plastic bag using mix and match color schemes.
Portable keychain USB charging cable for cell phones that is available when the normal charging cable is not available.
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Use This Glue-Gun Type Machine to Make Your Own Chewing Gum - Stick or Gumball Options! Great Gift for Teens! Option for Many Flavors!
Tired of misspelled words on job applications, reports or school work? Introducing the SPELL CHECK PEN!
Babies love milk and love playful little ways to drink milk too.An enjoyable way to milk drinking is here that makes your baby happy!
Thick Skin
Safe Intersection
190 VOTES!Little kitchen gadget to help open cake batter bags, open sealed food boxes. Hangs on the fridge.Collaboration with Gyro.Resub
An iron for neck ties, bow ties, socks, etc. It is automated - just feed them in, and it does the ironing for you.
A music player controlled by sticking square paper albums into a player. The 2"-square cards are printed by Moo from your iTunes collection
What a mess! I need a toy pick up system! Please make me a large mouth dustpan, with a two sided rake broom and an arm claw that works.
The Computer Mouse.Lose the mouse,keep the functionality.Use your hand to move the cursor on any Laptop, or any device with a USB Port.
car food tray
expandable bottle cap straw
It's an automatic felting gun it allows three dimensional felting without the poking motion of needle itself. It can be held like a pen.
Single Button Remote - An extremely simple, tactile, one button universal remote control, for the elderly and dementia patients.
STRADLE
Triangular clothes rack. Collapsible/portable/expandable. Very sturdy for heavy usage. Specifically made to throw clothes on.
Infant Wifi Thermometer Alarm
Segmented Wooden Lead Pencil for Builders and Gadgeteers, when black-lead is running out just tear of the segment and GO....
The USB Plant Hub. Brighten up your workspace and improve functionality.
Burglars don't read! Book Shield is the new creative way to hide large objects like cameras and hard drives without paying $300 for a Safe.
My product would solve the problem of women who use sanitary towels getting a good nights sleep during their period.
An external camera that uses the lightning/30-pin connector to attach to an iPhone or iPad.
Organize, dispense, count, sort &amp; secure your medication for the month in one easy step.
A inflatable baby feeding pillow.
Hang level pictures! All in 1 tool easily self-measures, levels &amp; marks for wall nail &amp; frame's back hardware. Slide it on, mark and hang!
tag dog
Tired of Neckties or Bow-ties that won't stay tight and in place? Snap a Tie-Hook onto any top button and keep ties neat and in place!
Spife
Crosswalk Guide - A small scaled rubber speed bump that is installed in a straight line across the crosswalk, to guide the blind.
We've all dropped a plate that was too hot after microwaving. A heat resistant material on dishware edge to remove hot dish from microwave.
Earbud Head Band holds &amp; stores earbuds. After use, earbud wire pushes into the head band for storage.
The Dog Outhouse
Footies
Nail polish brush extension
Improvement to Virtual Cam chatting sexual experience.
123 lets say ALL Cheese RESUB
Power Extender On-Demand - Wall outlet with more power plugs on demand - pull and plug. Push in when not in use
Portable External Hard drive with added ports for USB and SD/Mini SD ports. Use at home and on the go! Student and Professional uses!
Solar charger case for the Droid Bionic.
TOWER OF HEAT' Cook food faster and save energy at the same time! Place TOWER around a hot burner, put your pot inside IT &amp; enjoy! IT
WORKS!
snor cancellation & Projectio
I would like to have a lamp with a alarm/radio inside of the lamp.When the alarm sounds off the light turns on. I also want it to be ipod/m
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I'm looking to attach a plastic bag or condom like bag to the clipper head that slides over the clipper hand peice.
Potato Chip Bag Sealer. Like ziploc, only better as only Quirky can do it!
Temporary blow-up/out fender on bicycle. We will use it only if the weather is bad. We will blow-up and fix it fast and easy on bicycle.
Paw Feeder Includes Video
Rubber horizontal adjustable clip on play tray for the bathtub with a vertical water deflector to prevent water on the bathroom floor.
Binoculars that takes a picture and sends it to your smart phone, share your pic's Facebook, twitter, social network
Table Tennis Laser/light Net.
My idea is a Liquid proof glove with sponges or pot scubbers attached on the fingers and palm of the golve for ez cleaning.
!Fake veggies that float in the hot tub with you. Carrots, potatoes, celery. You will feel like your in a stew! It's fun and funny.
Its an elastic dental floss that provides an evolution for oral higene. The material is a polioretane and silicon combined. It streches 200%
Talon gloves
Phillips Cool Heads
Hushï¼They are fighting on your fruits. Soldier Fruit Forks
Protective cellphone case with (adjustable?) diagonal mirror over camera for surreptitious spy filming. Be inconspicuous. Get perfect shots.
Still using long hose and heavy water can to water your plants?NO WAY! Easily pull around wheeled/pressurized water container w/hose/sprayer
Wireless Speaker Alarm
RESUB:Collapsible, Multiple use mini cups:Jello Shots (Adult/Kids)and for Dessert use. It's freezable, reusable mini cup with cap. 3fl oz.
My idea is a device that would save money for the consumer and water resources for the world,using existing technology.Water is the new oil.
My idea is a case and app that gives medical instructions and can hold a vial of insulin or emergency medicine someone may need.
Today's generation of the new iceless solar ice chest. No more worries about putting in ice when you go to the lake or camping.
Faucet Floss: a one-foot strip of terry-cloth- or Scotch-Brite-encased foam rubber (for resiliency) between two hard plastic grip loops.
A gel skin case with an elastic tether attached to your belt loop so your phone does not hit the floor when you drop it.
Golf towel clamp with tee and ball marker holder which easily attaches to the golf bag and allows any towel to be clipped to it.
SPOON COMB
Carry anything with CaraBandit Backpack Strap(with woven bungee bands &amp; hooks to vary lengths)(see video of benefits &amp; possible features)
TREE/Pole/Post HUGGING Laundry Stand, so many uses. add space and convenience to hang dry your towels, swimwear, 850 plus votes with resub
RESUBMIT under UC Cool multifunctional gadget with articulable (Q did not like bendable) legs, use as a smartphone stand, earphone wrap.
Measure Water DURING Watering
A unique LED light bulb with 4 linear arrays of LEDs, each independently angle adjustable so users can direct the light exactly where needed
Keep your bags off the floor with StrapTrap, a compact spring clip with stowaway hooks that secures your bags to tables and chairs.
decible-lizer
Dry Cleaning Reminder Gadget
Basal Temperature Device
wifi water alarm suction cup
Power extension. Lego-style connecter. Easily detachable. Lights up when charging and off when not. UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY!
The Back-Up Belt is like a police officers duty belt, your weapons are available in seconds, when faced with danger.
Forever Flying Frisbee
Stackaway
Pacifier Sanitizer
An App with special earphones that detects if the user is in a bad mood and chooses music to put him in a good mood.
An app that calls the elevator from inside your apartment, or from outside the main lobby.
Safe Drink Consistancy Machine
Eye tracking camera glasses that allow for near instantaneous picture taking.
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My idea is for a battery operated/ plug in bottle/can chiller. Bottle warmers exist, why not a bottle/can chiller? Keep your drink cold.
The Agius One Panel Solar Panel. Protect your self and your family during a power outage and storm My Solar Panel is easy to install
Quit wasting $ and trees! Why use full sheet paper towels when a 1/2 sheet will do? Don't hunt for scissors, just tear off what you need.
Outdoor Bench Storage Box
Charge! Chair
Bathroom Water Reclamation System. The water going down your bathroom sink can't be used for drinking, but it can fill your toilet tank.
Create Beautiful Shaped Cupcakes Hearts,Shamrocks ,Flowers And Other Designs So Easy With A Heat Resistant Silicone Shaped Balls see video
FOLLOW - Universal Pen/Pencil SMARTGrip w LaserLink Sync to ANY DEVICE! Draw w ANY MEDIUM! ULTRA-COOL! Vote 4 a WINNER!
fil dentaire automatique
Plastic sleeves you can write and highlight on in your rented book and remove them when you are done!
On Hold Is a hard plastic phone case that has a pull out stand that supports any cell phone and turns it into a standing phone.
It's TRABLE! Create relaxing and ergonomic work and play space in the comfort of your favorite chairs. Perfect for all ages. Easy to store.
Magic Shovel(RESUB)
Its nice to have a supply of fresh coffee to keep you going at work. It's even nicer when your supply is both fresh and safe from piltherers
HEARING IMPAIRED app that allowed people to read the phone call on their screen from a normal phone call. In real time as they speak.
bag-a-bop
actually one click
The only totally wireless motor cycle alarm system in the world.i sold a few hundred.there is not one. any where on the market, but mine.
DRINKS IN GRANULI
A very simple mini washer to be able to wash one piece of clothing at the time. like a work shirt or something delicate. Fast and easy :)
"Cereal-go-Round" is an elegant and efficient solution for the cereal-meal lovers.
Cover Up Basting Brush
Savings Box or Jar that only opens on a certain date! No more cheating and cashing in your change and money before the date you are saving 4
Wireless Mouse that Doubles as a Game Controller! Ultimate in Dual Functionality!
Enhance your next shopping trip with a cart-mounted iPad/iPhone or use it to entertain your child while you shop! Working prototype &amp; video!
Perch
Boxing gloves that include a calorie burner/ punch counter in the back of the gloves to measure the workout used for punching bags.
Koi pond water testing device
All-in-one cleaning essentials kit
PowerStrip Control*UsageViewer
The little one wants to just sit while waiting: NOT TO BE CARRIED. NOT TO PLAY. Have a collapsible aluminium stool in your handbag.
Remote Vibrating Cat Toy
Solving Europe's energy problems using solar energy despite overcast weather using a farm of solar panel lined balloons hoisted above clouds
WATERMARK will reduce the waste associated with bottled water, and also reduce the risk of contracting infectious disease.
Do you want to smooth those rough corners and protect yourself from sharp slivers? Get rid of those painful scratches with this mini sander.
SELF RAISING CHRISTMAS TREE
refresh &amp; protect
What if my coat had thermal controls on/in it so manual adjustments could be made to warm quicker similar to an electrical blanket.
Glassworks Adhesives
Many teens are putting their lives at risk by using their ipods while driving. This solves old problem with controls from the wheel!
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Undercover storage containers. Saves space and looks great!
No more clogged drains!"The hair stopper". A disposable plastic mesh with adhesive to stick around drain and catch hair while you shower.
Formula dispenser. A counter top machine that takes care of everything needed to dispense ready to drink baby formula.
Wagons are great for carrying stuff at the beach, but crossing that soft sand can be miserably difficult as the wheels constantly dig in.
Children's shoes that beep when they are too far apart teaching kids to keep their shoes together and easier to find.
POCKET STAND for iphone &amp; tablets -folds to fit wallet, purse, pocket! Stay connected &amp; comfortable at home, work, travel!
Puuuuurfect! Hex Bug Nano turned Cat Toy with a Bell-----------blue tooth/motion/proximity sensor added. VIDEO
Plug N Power: Power plugs that chain together into a surge protected power hub! Rotatable power hub jack and optional USB plugs.
ViBroom v-handle, adjust angle for variable length cleaner strip, adjust height, cleans fans to floors. Vibrating strip loosens dust.
Storage Made Easy. Store Toys, Sports goods, Blankets,clothes & more in my Rotary Storage System with independent access in 4 Compartments.
Desk bed. Computer monitors allign with headrest, desk remains flat, seat folds into knee high bed. Various designs possible.
UrbaNET
Collapsible foam roller. Self massage tool used by many can now have a much smaller footprint. Great for travel and storage.
The Manhandle
Soap in an envelope. Actual bath soap, that is, in a neoprene envelope. Illustration to follow soon.
An iceberg stays cold and floats in the ocean, so should your beer in the pool.
Water-absorbing Cleaning Cloth
Ice cream cones always drip &amp; melt all over you the kids &amp; the car on a hot day? Not with our edible mess &amp; drip catching ice cream cone lip
Audio amplifying case.
light bright plugs
LYNKS
ICCY Ice Mug is a "all in one" container for turning beverages into ice slush treats. With its built in spoon and scraper and straw spout.
Bedazzled with light Large studded shapes jewels &amp; bottle caps they push to turn the led light. Kids are more easily seen by cars.
WINK Outlet Lamp Contrl Module
This invention does everything! It holds glasses, bottles, coffee cups, your pants, your keys, You name it. It adjusts to all sizes.
Smartphone and Tablet-PC Holder, wich is small and stable for traveling or just sit somewhere on Table and use ur Tablet-PC or Smartphone.
Let's add a folding or sliding "rat tail" comb to Quirky "Flair" hairbrush. 4 in 1 (Brush, Comb, Hair Parter,and Storage).
Teleport instantly to your scared or lonely child or pet with video conference - Sound activated.
Easy eating with only one tool in hand. NO KNIFE NO CRY!
Color Changing Dish Sponge
A 24 inch level, 44 inch level, T square, Square and Mitre square and all adjustable. Introducing the Split-Level.
Don't waste the smoothie left in your blender... use it up with The Smoothinator! It's a mini squeegee that will help you to live green.
USB Prop Hub! Line extension of the Prop Power. A USB hub with 4 ports that can wrap around the desk and computer and bend any way you want!
Wine-O
Let's save our nation's children from obesity, reduce their risk of dietary chronic diseases. Let's change the game of how we learn to eat!
Adorable hair snaps can be snapped into the hair for a fun decoration in any girls hair, any age. Simple snaps stay secure in the hair.
Glow &amp; Flow toilet seat!
Winter Comfi Glove
Do you dread cleaning your blinds? We need a multi-armed, retractable tool that will allow us to wipe down multiple slats in one swish.
MEMORIAL JOURNAL - So its YOUR MOMS FUNERAL. Wouldn't you like a book everyone could write a special memory in &amp; add d special photo.
32oz. Plastic Bottle Holder
Applify It Button Presser/Switch- A small device that is attached to a button or a switch that presses or switches when activated by app
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NEW SAFETY FEATURE for mopeds and Vespas..A Bose type loud speaker to alert vehicles that a small motorcycle is coming. Sound like a Harley!
Connect to me ! Personal contact on demand augmented reality personal contact determined by the user
Gyro Stabilized Bike Headlight
RC SmartBird - Flies like a real bird - Go along for the ride - See VIDEO
Super Secure Case/App/Key remote for iPhone 5 - Prevent thieves from shutting off or taking apart your phone!
Seniors with mobility problems use a wheeled walker but a small rechargeable motor to assist going up slopes or in snow would be a blessing.
Life looking bird feeders
A computer keyboard that could switch between typing on a computer and phone.
Ever lost your cellphone or tablet right in your home? Like cordless phones this product pages lost items to help you easily locate them.
2D - 3D Biking, treadmill, and Rowing "Visual Path" on TV (Flat or Curve screen) make these exercises fun with a visual aid.
What if the strap were the iPad's standby battery?! (made possible by flexible battery technology - See videos) ReSub.
STACK-ABLE, CLEAR, PORTABLE KITCHEN STORAGE CUPBOARD that fits atop KITCHEN COUNTER TOPS to help create > storage space while
using
GeneralPondWaterTestingDevice
iPad protective case with suction cups and retractable strap to keep your device safe, germ free and close at hand at the gym.
The Stem â„¢ is a modular smart phone belt clip with a retractable badge reel attachment to prevent it from dropping.
"THE WOLVERINE" A new way to slice and dice!It has 1 handle and 3 blades,you can adjust the distance between blades with adjust mechanism.
Modular CDStorage for car/home
Mrs. Clean SimpleStair Now clean stairs without lugging a heavy, bulky vacuum up and down! Remove dirt and dust quickly and effortlessly.
The fire buddy bear
The Bongo Beach Blanket is a weighted blanket for the beach and boating so it won't blow away.
Flexible and waterproof LED braclet flashlight!! On/off switch. Remove and wrap it around any object for a quick hands free LED flashlight!!
Smart Countertop Pizza Oven
LOTION TOWEL - apply sunscreen on your back Enjoying the sun alone? No problem just wipe the lotion tissue on your back like a towel
A simple plug in for a USB or audio plug for a tv, dvd player, ect. Or even an app for devices that are compatible or software programming.
A dim string of lights that glows on the bonnet of an infant carseat so when using a rear mirror at night you can still see the infant.
I suggest a clear plastic device about half inch round that could take a cross section of meat so you could see how done the meat is.
Wrist weights/sleeves made of ultra thin yet heavy material that could be worn around the house while doing daily activities. 3-10 lbs each.
Perfect Pinch: Toothpaste saver and a mess free solution for kids! Clean sink, clean tube.
Infant neck pillow to be used during bathing to prevent water from getting into baby's ears and to prevent baby from sliding down the sling.
Hassle-free, stay-in-place toilet seat covering for keeping children's hands/bottoms from coming in contact with dirty public toilet seats.
Outlet hanger gadget holder
Teleport instantly to your scared or lonely child or pet with video conference - Sound activated.
Smart APP Bracelet
Rough terrain rescue signal
Adjustable carrying case for cleaning product
App-Enabled Air Freshener
Have you ever been in a restaurant and watched struggling new parents try to rock their crying infant and enjoy a meal? Here's the fix!
Stick and Grip Baby Car Shade
cell phone safety string
Vacuums have come a long way,but still the cord! No more cord! No more cord! Battery charged vacuum and never be a slave to the cord again!
Free your hands with a Backpack Strap Carabiner, and distribute weight on both shoulders.(see video of benefits and possible features)
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I have created a product that will give roadside motorist peace of mind and a sense of security in emergency situations "The Caution Guard".
Wireless Docking station for the MacBook Pro. It will conform to Apple's sleek and ergonomic design, while providing functionality.
A caddy for carrying your lunchbox, water bottle and coffe mug to work. Stop the balancing act and carry them all easily and securely.
.A flower that's a beach bag; removable petal iPod speakers; center of flower is a removable inflatable pillow; petals with extra storage
iRobot Roomba for lawn mowing
Konnect - Connectable kitchen container to keep common ingredients like salt, pepper
Wish you could share your wit - instantly - with the person in the car behind you who wants you to make that dangerous left?
Mailbox Alert Device/App
Yogies Around The World - Test Out Your Soothing Jams During Yoga With YOGA BLOCKS-BUILT-IN-SPEAKERS!!!
Earbuds with Bling! Personalize your earbuds with Quirky Charms!
KITTY AIR-HOCKEY MAT
A light for your laptop's webcam. Better Video thru Better Lighting. This bridges the gap between a full studio setup and webcam videos.
Dog Hair Shed-Catcher - stop the mess before it happens!
The Clip-in Ponytail
Inside window insulation
A dog bed where the bottom half of the bed opens up into storage for their toys
l'Ã©queute fraise
Small sized plastic top computer desk that is portable and can be folded. This would be great for college students or ppl need a simple desk
a yoga mat with app that shows step by step videos and pictures put up by other members.
HELP FIGHT CANCER!! Testicular deodorant packaged with a self check insert to educate young men and increase early detection.
Sponge wringer
Our product revitalizes and refreshes turtlenecks (and scarves) to aid in their double chin and wrinkly throat camouflaging capabilities.
Babies always stir before waking. If rocked and hummed to between stirring and waking, they fall asleep again. A cradle to do just that?
eCheas
Pedi-Please
Ivy Jammies, Pajamas and gowns where both shoulders and sleeves are closed by velcro and snaps to allow easy coverage even w/IV's in arm
Itâ€™s a COIL &amp; a HOOK. Together they wrap around various items so you can hang them.
This will be a skinny rubber pig that as pennies are added to it, it will expand and turn into a big piggy bank. Needs great elasticity.
A fluid tank which contains a pump which works with battery covering the cleaners stick[it has a trigger ]
Forget Me Not
Water filter jug with inbuilt detachable bottle &amp; snapping top lid to avoid water spills or seepage while its filtering &amp; one drinks
A high end stylus for the iPad. Many professionals will use the iPad apps that allow handwriting, but want a professional looking stylus.
"SPLIT STICK" USB JUMP DRIVE BRACELET!! Convenience of having your personal files as well as work files on you at all times!
Mobile Baby Bottle Warmer (no power source needed!)
iDevice charger: 2.1 Amps PER PORT! 4+ USB ports, each of which can power an iPad simultaneously!
I have an idea to create a portable, compact, lightweight ladder. A ladder that would not take up lots of storage space. Also,retractable.
"Hang up your clothes!!" We say to the little people in our lives. Lets help them reach their goal.
Beach table with water reservoir with pop up, faucet for drinking and rinsing sand off your hands and body. No more sand in the car.
Steamy BBQ Buddy
blood test
a weight scale that gave people how much they weight, their fat percent an cholesterol level
A touch capacitive pad located on the roof of your mouth for use as a hands free wireless pointing device directed by your tongue.
When's a door not a door? When it's a solar air heater.
Ever run out of toilet paper and been stuck wondering what to do?Don't worry the multiple t.p. roll hanging attachment T.P. Pal is here.
BOOK CONVERTER-creates ebooks
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A fresh and versatile alternative for the dried flower enthusiast. Xmas, Valentineâ€™s Day or weddings. Reuse, mix-and-match. Be creative.
FINALLY A POT WITH HEAT RESISTANT HANDLE THAT HOLDS UTENSILS & POT COVERS
LaptopMicrophoneAndCameraCover
I watched my 4 year old nephew get frustrated with his John Deere Power Wheels battery powered "buggy". So I came up with a solution.
YOUR CAR LOCATOR that will find you car in a parking lot or in a large city and guide you back
Handle that would use the power of leverage with an auto fitting funnel with a surface that grips and a Handle that opens bottle & can tops.
STAR-DOME: Self supporting &amp; foldable dome for shelter and storage space.
Spillproof
Silicone Brush Tunnel. Let your pet brush themselves using this silicone brush tunnel. Add catnip and you know your cat will love it.
Child Proof Protective Cover for Pivot Power
The Medi Bink
Baby&amp;I adjustable stair rail
Perk me up before I go go! A bra that will always keep you perky and toned.
a device for opening difficult bottle caps and lids!
A sponge with a small squeeze bottle incorporated into it. Never have to put soap on your sponge again. Just press and the soap comes out.
A Velcro wrap around w/ attached loop used to hang utensils and tools that have no loops or holes to put on hanging hooks
Honeycomb cord management. Cord clips instead of pencils and pens. If using 2 honeycombs, one at each end of cord, match colors to cords.
"PATENTED" residential mailbox door latch repair kit easy to install long lasting and needed by millions to secure mail from weather &amp; theft
My idea is to have expandable rubber rings that slide over a beverage container such as a bottle, can, glass etc. to use to identify yours.
Many homes around the country have small electric powered candles placed in a window as a decorative item and are illuminated at night.
Auto Pill Organizer
The Man's Mouse -- supports a man's hand, wrist, &amp; forearm. Adjustment screws control the pressure needed to press the mouse buttons.
The finger scrubber! Line extension to the Loop! My idea will allow us to scrub &amp; wash our veggies &amp; fruit for nutrition &amp; ease! :))
Being able to hear should be as affordable and easy to buy as reading glasses are for us Baby Boomers. So I invented HEARINGS
Nouveau-Grill Cleaner: Made for a Man... Meant for everyone. Like a toothbrush for the grill.
A three loop adjustable system that restricts elbow flare when working out. Multipe arm workouts are dependent on form. Simple but useful.
WalkingBowl
Do it all at once with the pitcher. This is the answer to entertaining or just for having a glass handy for a sip of your favorite bevy.
E.F.O
The "Sole Maid" placed outside near a door, sounds a motion sensor triggered message, reminding people to wipe their feet before entering.
Jimmy-chewz? Chew-shoes edible pet treats, colorful, designer styles in human-sized shoes made from healthiest ingredients for canine pals
Stylestation
Electric Ski Bob. Dad its time to let the kids and everyone else have a chance to be in control. Plug in and ride.
A refrigerated diaper genie can eliminate horrible odors in your childs room and your home.
A compartment tray to hold the days food to keep an eye on what you are eating if you are on a diet
PROGUIDE - Never Get Lost Again! Clearview Snap-on Safety w Turn by Turn Directions - Links Directly to Phone thru App!
An expandable car snow brush that can rapidly clear away snow on your car and then collapse to a smaller brush for harder to reach places.
The standard universal sized contact solution bottle needs a makeover - express your style or match your bathroom decor with a case/wrap!
This is a case that protects your ipad,acts as a stand for 2 different views &amp; charges ipad.
a pet sleeping bag no zippers,buttons or anything for pet to get hurt on and pet stays out from under your covers
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Temp 4 Tea
Cat scratch pad with integrated low grit sandpaper ------- trim those nails
Water Zorbing stable walk
Lawn Chair
A life with a purpose
! Special nozzle with attachable suction head to vacuum clean the skirting board and awkward edges in rooms ! WITHOUT a broom !
Key Ring Organizer K.R.O.
Bra problems? Not a problem anymore! Read how this can help you and your girls feel great again.
Shave Spa-The final solution to applying shaving gel. no more mess and no more waste. this is the next generation of shaving products.
Automatic writing pencil
Plastic shoe covers that can be dispensed directly from an umbrella handle. Keep your head &amp; shoes dry when walking in the rain.
moonlight
The Trash (Garbage Compactor attachment for your sledge Hammer)resub
EXERSLEEVE
Have you ever wanted to do a pull up but you cant. This product will connect to any pull up bar and help you get the body you always wanted
Olive Oil Spread
The â€œWake-up Driver" device aims to alert drivers who may fall asleep while driving.
SafeRun System is a shirt with pockets that holds removable speakers, so you can enjoy music while still being aware of your surroundings.
Hair Styling Station that turns into a Travel Caddy.Station Includes extension cord.Plug all your device in one station.Manages your cord.
Radio powered technology will mean night/day/inside/outsdie your phone/tablet will be supplmented with free radio source charged everywhere!
Smart windows. Are all your windows locked? Open all windows at once to air out house? Great potential
Accu line innovation's Tri Dimensional level allows a person that is leveling cabinets to level all four corners simultaneously.
Not all beachgoers have a car. Some ride trains or bikes. What if they could pack a towel, a chair, and an umbrella in a sand-free backpack?
A Better Ice Cream Bowl
The Wireless Telepathic Recorder. A recording device that tracks brainwaves to free you from having to stop and dictate your thoughts.
SEMAPHORE SHAPED EAR. Environmental noise meter for schools, libraries and families.
MagBuds: Headphone tangle prevention. Small magnets attached to the cord, allow the stowing of headphones without tangling.
Wrinkled and wet hands a large inconvenience? annoyed with dirty sponges and chemicals contacting you hands? use the Scrub Glove! easy easy!
Foldaway bench provides a place to sit in your compact apartment, condo or home. Finally an easy place to put on your shoes and hang a coat
A sports watch that can notify me when I leave my phone at home while playing a sport or doing heavy labor outside
automatic medicine dispensors
Plastic trash can that can be fastened and unfastened to locking plate adhered to floor.(video demonstration)
Lullanuzzy
herbmate
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" &amp; 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
Toasters made that have a matching plastic top that conveinently comes off when you are ready to use &amp; can be placed back on after use.
Trackpad iPhone case
Fetch... With A Catch! The world's first automated, tethered, indoor/outdoor, interactive pet toy!
Kids ID Name strap including phone number for Parent, in case child wanders off and gets lost and is too upset or young to recall details.
The Pusher combines old push lawnmower with sleek LED display of heart rate, calories burned and MOST Importantly carbon emissions saved
A USB storage drive with a built in display and viewing controls to show content. Rechargable battery allows viewing without other devices.
The Kool-A-Bar is a unique concept in tailgating which allows the host to bring a selection of libations to their party in one container.
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I'm an avid talk radio listener. I have a DVR that records and pauses live TV. It would be great if I could do the same with live radio.
Football with integrated kicking tee. End collapses so you can stand the ball up for kickoff w/o a tee. Reverts to normal when kicked #QTOY
The cool Fridge Drink Dispenser Convenient, easy to move, refill and enjoy any where you have to entertain and have fun!
A coffee mug lid so people don't have to keep buying disposable plastic coffee cups or travel mugs to take their coffee on the road.
Night Watchman
Pouch containing nylon disposable gloves that can be conviently placed inside gas cap cover to avoid dirtying hands while refueling vehicle
Connected Bed Accent Pillow Sets: inflatable with one self inflating nozzle and air release. Now you can roll them up when not in use.
A retractable Dog Leash for multiple dogs. A round base swivel and a flat based swivel.
Manual password disk
Multi-purpose dorm light! Students are busy! They do all kinds of activities. They need a desk lamp that can keep up with their lifestyle!
Introducing RAIN-DOH! Play-Doh that doesn't mix colors! Playing shouldn't ruin your toys!
Battery-less luminous bicycle frame.
RV Cab /Auto Window screen kit
Electric boogie board /pencil board ,digitalize your own handwritings(sketches) and put them on app store,share(or sell) notes online!
Can't sleep in? Want to? Tuck-N-Duck away from unwanted light! Also has touch night light &amp; compartments for your phone/remote/electronics!
All In One Broom with integrated dustpan and duster
Folding electric burner/griddle combo provides multiple cooking options while saving space.
Reciprocating MultiBlade Knife
Clear Signal Panty Pack
"BINOCULENSES" A lightweight version of Binoculars mounted onto a customized eyeglass frame. Single or Multiple magnifications.
Every Patient Room in Every Hospital seeks the light for healing. Colour Boards with glass writing surfaces , in any color, will help.
The pearl shell Symphony
A suction cup with a strechy band that allows you to neatly arrange all of your bathroom and shower items on the walls around you.
Campfires, Kids, and Hotdogs go hand & hand...big kids too, It's the Campfire Hotdog Basket, never lose another dog to the fire!
RemiSmart Pillows
Smart Pillbox
A sports watch that can notify me when I leave my phone at home while playing a sport or doing heavy labor outside
Folding LED wall mounted strip and bracket. On back, a colored LED strip. Three way switch. Colored portion can be on in folded position.
Music in the Sun
At-home battery-powered tooth polisher, like an electric toothbrush, with a polishing cup on the end.
A dispenser for dryer sheets, with magnetic anchors...so that it can be positioned where most convenient [ie. right beside the dryer door].
cereal carton?
Device that allow you to style your own hair, without having to worry with holding the blow dryer, adapting to your height &amp; attach anywhere
Perfect Fit Non Slip Sheets-- No gadgets, straps, or clips just a better designed bed sheet that stays in placeâ€¦.that simple!
Outdoor Heater &amp; Mister 2-in-1
GArbage can to spray fragrance when you open it with your foot
Tooth brush holder /Toothy
With â€œGlo-Keyâ€ thereâ€™s no more fumbling for the right key. Day or nite, slip-over key heads match lock sticker dots that glow too!
My idea is to have a backpack that has a top middle and bottom storage area for different types of produce. Would also have a cover for it.
Quirky Easy Design Software for Inventors
Create a umbrella that can be disposable, recyclabe and cheap.
A flashlight's with a tape measure, that designed with four leeds to brighly illuminate your work.
An interface between your guitar and ipod letting you play along with your music while controlling the ipod with you feet.
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Bluetooth Punching Bag. Track how many punches you threw, how hard and for how long!
A hands-free, automated toilet bowl cleaner that cleans the toilet so you don't have to! Think of it as a Roomba...for your toilet!
LIGHT POWER SPEAKERS-all n one
SOUP or SALAD in a JAR with Silicone Wrap &amp; Strap. Updating an old classic making it User Friendly &amp; "COOL".
child separation sensor
Make your own Air freshener for your car or home! (Compu-Scent mini... see other ideation)
Scribble Scratch
VERSITAL OUTDOOR FURNITURE SET. Table, chairs and loungers all with TELESCOPIC LEGS so you can adjust the height to your personal needs.
Barber apron that has transparent area for customers to stay in touch on their cell phones while getting their hair cut
"Lego" Furniture. A set of modular pieces that can be assembled into various pieces of furniture. Chairs, tables, benches, bookshelves, etc.
Shade Thrower
When shopping we get many plastic bags; They need many space at our house if not folded, with this device we can fast and easily fold them.
"Eat/Half Dinner Set & Cutlery". Eat half diet is one of the most simple and effective diets, but you need some help with maintaining it.
PAWAS
Locator chip in glasses frames
X-Large TV remote. 1 piece silicone front. For kids, adults or visually or physically challenged. Easy to find, read, hold, clean. Unique!
No more frustration of placing gel supports into your shoes where you need them. Now it's as easy as putting your socks on.
Touch Screen Headphones
paillaÃ§on ou tapis autocolant
Rather than pressing your neck forward this pillow is flat in the center allowing your head to set back between two comfy wingzzz.
The Spitter! Sounds silly but very worth having. Great for sporting events, lounging or just flat out anytime you eat seeds.
3D MARBLE ROLLER: The toy you loved has now been updated! [VIDEO]
THE GB (GROUT BUSTER)
Marketing alchohol and soft drink together without mixing e.g a Bacardi measure is attached to top of Coke bottle - and sold as one unit
The SunGarden Kit. A Victory Garden for the recession, or the garden you always wanted but were afraid to try. Here's the easy way to do it.
Versatile Broom
Measure it Tape dispenser. Dispenses any tape and cuts it to the size you want. NO more cutting tape with your teeth
A beach chair with arm rests that open up to provide waterproof/heat resistant storage for a phone, ipod etc. Plus a book holder & clock!
Texting while walking. Save yourself from bumping into people. Device + App warns you (shows an alert) when someone comes close to you
Pic Contest
After sweating on a treadmill, just pick up your water bottle, and everything just comes with it! Don't need to worry about losing anything.
USB Charging Nightlight! The light is in the outside ring, and the button turns it on and off.
The inconvenience of pumping breast milk during busy times of the day and while trying to get much needed rest in the middle of the night.
Make your own paperclip tabs. Sheets of tabs you put on paperclips. Write on to organize your papers. You can recycle your paperclips!
A photo frame that detects a sneeze and plays a pre-recorded message. A mother who sneezes at work would hear her child say "Bless You Mom"
The Wallet You Need, When You Need It! - ENDING SOON!
There are robots for cleaning the floor and the pool, what about cleaning and waxing the car? Just set it and forget it for a clean car!
Teething Gel Stick
FANDOLIER/Ceiling Fan PADDLE COVERS Decorative Ceiling Fan Chandoliers and Ceiling fan Paddle Covers
WALL-i, the Intelligent Wallet stores your expenditure data which you can transfer via Bluetooth to analyze on your Mobile App.
The Charger
Step-In Pet Bath
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Holy tray
Solar powered heater and air conditioner for vehicles. The unit would be controlled to turn off and on at a certain temperature.
BONK is a high-impact absorbing ball retrofitted onto the helmets of horse riders to prevent spinal injuries in riding accidents.
a football helmet that would show a impact hard enough to head to determine if the player should be looked at before returning to the game.
Proper wine decanting requires a focused light source. Our product is portable, fits most bottle sizes and has a built in LED light.
Inside mouth Band-Aid
PortaPlug
Want to show off your pics but the screen is too small? How about a small projection adapter to project on any wall space available?
Electrical chargeable cooker
The "hold my tablet" caddy will allow a user to stand or recline and view the tablet screen, hands-free.
Like shirts with chest pockets but have no use for the pocket because you don't smoke? This shirt pocket will hold your cell phone securely!
Hidden tie tack
Smart Rx Weekly Pill Organizer
iPhone 5 Lightning Solar Blinds Charging Station:Also avaiable with USB port for charging other iDevices.
What karaoke has done for wanna-be singers, this device will do for wanna-be actors. And can be used as an educational tool for kids.
2 weights that have straps on either side. This way you can use them for different exercises. You may attach more weights on to the sides.
A massager (defining a new breakthrough &amp; advancing the capabilities of a modern massager) that now applies both heating &amp; interchanging.
An outdoor pool product that can be a PILLOW, a DOLL or a BEACH BALL. It's a doll with a beach ball in it's belly, inflate to size desired.
Kindest Capos
Hexagonal Air Hockey Table. 3 player action , and can also be configured for 2 player action.
Dusting Glove with peelable, removable layers for easy and interruption free cleaning.
Biodegradable, single-use sponge wipes
Fire prevention
Can/Cylinder Porter
iSolar: an iPhone cover with a built in solar panel to always keep your phone charged w/ app that says how much it is charging/saving energy
Eject wall plugs through IOS application !
A Quirky Scute Dust pan
Salt and pepper shakers with interchangeable caps and bottoms. (Video inside)
A device that you can plug into existing home jacks so that when your cell rings it can be answered on any home phone
H.I.P.
A removal sponge with cleaning bristles on back face and a hard plastic scraper at the handle.
AirJewels
when a breaker trips its hard to determine which one has tripped its dark and usually there is no flashlight.if the breakers had lights .
1000 Ways to Fly!
Free Light-clip on lite for runners (&amp; later cyclists) uses motion to generate light. Faraday: No solar,wind,batteries,wires,dynamo.(video)
Dress shoes that old men can put on very readily
Beauty Fly
A small portable pressurized water machine used to gently and easily clean dirt from underneath fingernails like a waterpic for nails.
iPhone case that has a super stretchy zipper pocket to hold items with a loop on the zipper to also attach a lanyard to attach phone.
Combine a wash cloth with a loofah and you got one great product!
Broom Handle Cleaning Supply Caddie attaches universally onto any broom or mop handle to hold a paper towel roll and cleaning spray.
A carrier that clips on to a macbook charger designed to hold the charger's fold-out plug adapter when using the extended cord for charging.
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Touch-sensitive emergency call button: rechargeable, app-enabled. Easily call for help! Tracks when used; alerts long-distance loved ones
Poke Case
A cosmetic bag lined with loop fastener fabric allowing cosmetics to be attached using hook fasteners creating "Personal" Cosmetic Palette.
#QTOYS Chalk Rider Cars! You draw where it goes!
â™¢ â™¦ â™¢ â™¦ Car Charger with Rechargable/Detachable Battery Pack. Works with any rechargeable 9V Battery. â™£
Desk Tray Table
Wagon Handle Drink Holder
Bed Bugs. Nobody wants them, everyone hates the thought of them. My idea will deter (repel?) them so people can sleep in peace.
Two part four canisters for easy lifting. Pour in the 5lb bag, it unscrews in the middle to only lift half. Built-in sifter &amp; measuring cup.
Smart Hooded Hair Dryer
Ultra-Violet light to kill germs in kitchen and bath!
Geothermic Mercury Turbine
Rake Buddy for yard debris. ergonomic handle, easy deploy and retract tarp for picking up piles without bending down.
BEV Cube is a cube that replaces larger packs, cases, or bottles in the store in one retail cube that easily fits in the refrigerator.
SIDE-LYING ERGONOMIC BODY SUPPORT SYSTEM: Eliminate The Intense Shoulder Pain That Typically Accompanies a Propped Elbow Position.
(RS)
Baby head strap
Organic vegetables is the way to go for good health. But it's difficult and expensive. What to do???
Keep the lid on the pot and make cooking a lot less messy and a little more efficient!
Little Girls And Little Boys Talking Mirror
'Post-it' Pocket Folder! Minimize supplies and organize your papers anywhere with a folder that attaches to any hard surface.
Disposable bibs for babies, toddlers, elderly and disabled adults. Soft, absorbent, convenient.
The Rhino Wheel is designed to shield the air pressure tube and prevent puncture from the elements and sharp objects on the road.
Designer Diaper Disposal. A product that eliminates smells, saves floor space and adds a friendly element to the baby's room.
An electronic, wireless, tug and tangle-free dog leash, with training collar and remote, that keeps your pet close to you without any cord.
An electronic movie poster at the theater that can run a 10 second loop, or more, of the movie. Could be motion activated.
tooth brush Self dispenses toothpaste. Away with toothpaste tubes and caps. Load your brush with your choice of tooth paste
An iPhone cover that serves as a charger by retrofitting a standard iPhone charger into a MAGPUL-like case with retractable prongs-wireless!
Car Porter
Toliet Butty
losing Air pressure.
Forget diaper games:Here to restore dignity to the baby shower is CONNECT THE TOTS, a game where guests connect celeb children to their moms
3-in-1 Mop, Broom, &amp; Feather Duster Combo using only 1 handle. Push lever allows the handle to interchange between broom &amp; mop heads.
Illuminated Numbers
Smart Lock
Ever at a party & you don't get the same size slice of pizza/cake? Now the Cake/Pizza Marking device marks the same size slice every time!
CLEAR NOTES: Clear plastic note pad for your Mac or ipad. Leave erasable notes and post-its without harming screen. Doubles as ipad case.
Under the Desk Stepper and Foot Rest
Cuz That's how we roll::::: Compatible bathroom trash can and bags. It's in the BAG.
Extend-a-Penis Condoms - Because Big is Better but it Needs Protection
Hot lunches on a thermos platter plate from home!
App enabled System of Environmental Home Sensors and Environmental Control system. Take heat,light, humidity control to the next level.
Commercial Beverage Monitor
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Hate trying to catch all the crumbs you're wiping off the counter into your hand? Inevitably some always make it to the ground. Not anymore!
Ventu PRO - Has Fitted Lid to Store Leftovers in Fridge and Long Legs On Bottom of Strainer so Food Doesn't Touch 500k Bacteria in Sink!
Dish washing gloves you can litterly scrub the dishes with and not mess up your manicure.
Grill the perfect meats every time.
Self sharpening knife block
Easy Wagon
THE AMERICAN LUNCH BOX A Lunch Box thats contains everything you need for breakfast-lunch or dinner Serving Tray-Plastic ware-Water Bottle
Silicone rubber doorstop fits over the top of the door, out of reach of children and pets. No more slamming doors or worn out floors.
Self Bagging Pooper Scooper: Imagine never having to bend over, or touch your dogs mess again!
Door to door auto grocery cart
iPhone Screen Duo
Love and responsibility; tools we can pass early on to our children to help them become better pet owners. Teach them the love for pets.
Eco Shower
Toot Monsters
To prevent house fires caused by burning candles. Use the CMS to monitoring your candle with a piece of mind.
Large/XL High-Sided Litter Box for bigger cats that overshoot when using the litter box.
Get every drop of product you paid for - holds bottle upside down, product runs into a container,store it, dip in &amp; apply. No more waste!
A felt pen filled with pigmented sunscreen to create, fun tan patterns at the beach...a sun tan tattoo. The pens would include stencils.
Harman ScreenHead
Dial-in, pulverizing, pre-measured dispenser for sugar and spices for US, Asian, and European kitchens.
Pro Football Predictor Coins
An all purpose eco-friendly wipe that takes the fuss of buying single purpose wipes when in reality they all include the same ingredients.
*SOAP SCUM, MILDDEW, GRIME: WHO HAS TIME???* INTRODUCING:SHWAX~AN ECO-FRIENDLY ANTI-BACTERAL PASTE WAX THAT
SEALS AND PROTECTS YOUR SHOWER!
csi cellphone black light.
celular innovador
RUNNING OUT OF TOILET PAPER IS AWFUL! App Enabled Multi-Roll Toilet Paper Tower Holder.
Shampoo/ conditioner which cleans hair and stops people from chewing on their hair all in one!
Portable Water Bottle Filter Cap for Store Brand Water Bottles
Breezy Bliss Air Freshener
Automated phone setup for car. Drop phone in and it will lock phone in, connect to power/aux, and turn on bluetooth. No more fussing around
The Taser is now a powerful part of Law Enforcement Equipment Accidents can happen so a new alternative The Electric Net may be the answer!
Safe Box
You'll love these new oven mitts that become an automatic pan rest or cool down. No more ruined dish towels or gunky oven mitts from spills!
Pillow Port
Easily Turn On or Off All Power To Your AC Adapter With A Power Switch That Conveniently Attaches To Your Portable Devise's Power Plug.
U-Pix TrailMix Machine
Stop fumbling and waking up halfway, in order to find the snooze bar. The iSnooze alarm clock enters Snooze mode when ANY surface is touched
Book Reading Board
Retractable roller tape for LCD TVs to hide annoying news/scores scrolling tickers on the bottom of the screen (ESPN, CNN, FOX etc.)
Built-in Retractable Earphone Case for iPad and iPad Mini.
iPhone Handle--The solution for making long calls more comfortable!
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Small, lightweight, portable solar powered boat. Design uses solar panels to create a canopy to provide shade and keep the battery charged!
SODA PRESS, the reverse Vacu Vin. Re-Pressurize your soda and postpone it from running flat. Pressure prevents the CO2 from dissolving.
The wine and dine app will help you chose the perfect drink to complement your meal!
Meet Q-Ball! It's the modern equivalent of the very outdated cleaning sponge. It's Anti-Bacterial, won't ferment bacteria & It's reusable.
STOWAWAY-Organizes your cleaning supplies, easy to transport anywhere; it's also a step-stool for hard to reach areas & locks up for safety.
A sleeping bag stuff sack that compresses your bag for you.
Expandable Drinking Bottle - Take As Much Water As You Need
HANDS FREE iphone/tablet/com joy! Imagine laying on your back, and playing with your phone/tablet/laptop NOT holding it up with your hands!
Accurate Dispenser. Dispense liquid, powder or granular objects accurately. User adjustable amount
DIY Orthotic for Heel Pain
Air Pack &amp; Ship
Enjoy your outdoor holiday lighting decor and lighting occasions without the hassle of remembering to turn the lights on and off.
App Enable Aquarium Wallpaper
bulb planter
Frame for certificates that allows you to house many certificates and flip through them in order to display the ones you want two at a time.
BODY SHIELD
Additional feature for Pivot Power. Flexible/strong wiring within the cord so the strip can hold its position up off the floor.
This solves where to put your iPhone when you don't want to carry a bag or shove it in your pockets, in a stylish way.
Collar &amp; Leash in 1; never have to look for the leash; dog carries his own leash.
Clamshell package opener, a simple cutter that cuts along the outside rim of packages, don't ruin your scissors or risk injury
Anywhere Cordie
Women hate that toilet seats are always splash with urine. To solve this it will take a minispring device that always leaves the seat up.
Chess 2:Battle Of Armageddon,The Board Game.Awesome Rendering by JJames.Resub
Wallet size lift, tilt and cool for laptops. No need to pack and lug bulky coolers when traveling, presenting or hanging out at Starbucks.
A GE Smart TV Box (streaming, DVD player, DVR, etc) control all devices app enable in your TV, perfect for Grandma.
EZ Snooze. Alarm Clock where the entire top is a big Snooze button. Number pad for time entry, day display.
The Cat Scratch Hair Tunnel is a playful cat tunnel brush that provides a no muss, no fuss - sufferin' succotash this is great - litter box.
Flower Planter for Stairs. Easy One Pour Watering System. (Paulette Jaques)
Grocery list togo! Simply place your smartphone near this kitchen device to take your list to the store or send to a member of your home.
SEASONAL INITIAL SCARF RACK
Personalized "Scrapbook" Bracelet. A versatile silicone bracelet that accepts personalization, such as photos, designs, artwork, etc.
Helps your mom or wife to stop burning her cake with the new BREATHEABLE CAKE PAN.
Beauty toe cover
kwik tab
The Shoe-Laser attaches to any shoe of any size and reads laser precision measurements. Great for contractors and decorators alike.
Never lose your Stuff ! ...with Wireless interconnected clip-on / key-chain devices (button sized + cool designed for fashion appeal).
Multisurface metal grill board provides on-grill cutting surface stopping meat loss, frustration and giving providing purer taste.
Why do you need an accessory to light up your Ipad/Computer, when you can use your Iphone Flash light to do that for you?
iPhone case that displays the time, date, and possibly more in the "unused" space on the front of the phone using miniature LED displays.
DUSTPAN with reservoir and brush for the broom - avoid spreading out the dust already from the dustpan when preparing to use it
SolarActive(R) iPhone 5 Case: SolarActive is a compound to add to plastic that will make the color change in sunlight!
Touch Responsive Light Up Phone Dangles~Acts as a kool light, 'just touch it!' (could glow a different color when your friends are around)
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The Ultimate Tool to end the debate on best ways to clean out food containers once and for all! Who else hates doing dishes?
Consolidate all Reward Cards
Kitchen, meet your 100% organic aquaponic herb/vegetable/plant garden! You feed the fish, fish feed the plants, plants filter the water.
Green Screen
From ancient martial arts exercises to develop strength and power in the wrists and hands comes the modern way to build a Kung-Fu Grip!
Quirky's Total Fitness Station
Bicycle Fishing Pole Caddy
CHEER BANDS allow you to CHEER LOUDER! Discrete cheering merchandise that even conservative fans would not be embarrassed to use. [VIDEO]
Sun Shade for the PC screen
Keep your TOWELS and BLANKETS in place. These work on ANY SURFACE!
Mobile smartphone photography
Slippery Greasy Pig Catch Him if You can ! Random Motorised Pig on wheels, Fun For All Ages
Amazing Corn Starch Solution For A Natural Clean. Move over Baking Soda and Borax, Corn Starch is the new Household Cleaning Star!
What if you could combine the cleaning action of an exfoliating scrub brush into a glove to clean that bathroom shower.
Plastic Recycling Appliance
Illuminated Numbers
For people who have had their share of exposure to X-Rays, and want to limit other body parts, there's now an X-Ray skull cap for your head.
Drink Your water.The H2O Abacus will help you remember # of glasses of water consumed.Set on desk or hang on refrigerator
A two part device that alerts parents &amp; pet owners to check cars before leaving. This will prevent hundreds of pets/infant deaths annually.
Pre-Inked Office Stamp All in One. Faxed, Scanned, Paid etc.
Heavy-Duty Bandits
Real Life 3 in a Row FUN!!!! These multicolored balls light up and make sounds when you get 3 in a row, much like Bedazzled or Jewel Blitz!
Single-use towelettes that can safely clean and disinfect dishes, glasses, and cutlery without needing a sink to rinse them.
An adhesive lens for mouses to increase or decrease DPI. A better, more accurate mouse without having to buy a new one! COMMENT.
Baggie Rims. A lid and a rim that fits on baggies and zip lock bags
Eyeglass or sunglasses holder
Fiber Optic Smart Kite and Kam
A sturdy case for iPads that will turn them into small+affordable signages (i.e. covers home button+cable. add Kensington lock+VESA mount).
A solar powered, handheld 'sand blower' to remedy sandy feet, legs, dogs, and vehicles after a day at the beach.
Weighted, illuminated eyeglasses stand--Reach them quickly in an emergency or urgent situation without knocking them off nightstand-RESUB
Universal knife holder/block. Store and display kitchen knives in one place. Packed silicone strands allow multiple different sized knives.
Boys front flap underwear
Revolving Multi-Power Outlet
Vegetable garden water management system. Effectively water your vegetable garden deeply while saving water at the same time.
Kitchen Knife Carousel
2 in 1 spray or pour for cooking oils
All in One Car Seat and Stroller for infants and toddlers with fold down legs. A car seat that is also a stroller truly all in one.
Making peanut butter and jelly sandwiches is easy with Jam slices. A silicone mold for homemade Jam, Jelly or Marmalade slices!
Dual Temps
Back to Beat
The Button Stapler does just what it sounds like- staples buttons that have come off of your shirts and pants without having to sew them on.
A disposable ash bag used after grilling. A tailgating dream has come true. Walk away knowing there want be a fire.
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An improved measuring tape, make it translucent, add small suction cups to the end and cut a thin line through the middle of it length wise.
Luminous remote control
Shoe Coat
eChess
Mocubo Mini Chop Blocks - Redesign Mocubo Mini's like Chop Blocks (received 225 votes) for prepping and/or storing individual ingredients.
DENIM Caribiners. It is time to bring fashion into the multi-faceted caribiner industry.
Spring loaded cooler. Compartments separate varieties of beverages while making it easy to dispense one at a time
A Silicon Single Cup Coffee Brewer Reusable Filter for Keurig allows you to choose the coffee and tea you want and stay GREEN!
A nozzle that can be put onto any cleaning product and extends away from the bottle to reach into corners.
Steamer/mister bath accessory
Solar Powered Lighted Welcome Flags. Decorative door or flagpole flags that have lights generated by solar energy.
Counter wine rack
It is simple. I don't want to hurt my wrist when scooping ice cream.
Quirky Android App
Glow in the dark Hopscotch Mat. All kids want to play games in the evening. This one is safe, indoors and out. Rain or shine.
watch video. A walk thru shower curtain that open and closes when getting in and out of shower.simple and practical,no more sliding curtain
Put inch magnets where the temples of sunglasses fold so when not in use you can slip them on your shirt collar &amp; they won't fall &amp; break.
a wheel with a center grove with a push stick...various sizes for big kids and small kids...the push stick fits in the center grove of
An iPhone cover with elastic band for your fingers. Always have your phone in a comfortable position, and don't worry about dropping it!
Beaders need a portable case that will hold their bead design intact while going from a beading class to and from home, etc.
The Ez cut gift wrap dispenser is a exclusive gift wrap dispenser with a exclusive Ez built in slide cutter eliminating use of scissors!
Portable Bathroom Shelf, you will feel at home while taking a shower or shaving at your sports center, campsite...
Create a cookie/snack jar that has a timer on it. Once you close it you can only open it once 23 hours have passed.
Glue-on proximity sensor triggers visual and audio alarm if there're people/bicycles/vehicles in, or moving into, a car's door opening zone.
Hammocks for your refrigerator's crisper drawers so your fruit and veggies don't bruise/go bad on the hard surface of crisper bottom/sides
Glass Cook Top Stove Cleaning Tool - expensive cleaners don't work, your hands and fingers get tired, you're still left with a dirty stove.
Eco spouts
A baby jumper that attaches to the parent - parents can go about their business while keeping an easy eye on their child learning to walk!
Wink Floor Diffuser (for Norm)
BAGEL SLICER SUPREME
Know when to water your plants
Cool Monkey bars
How to store usb keys I how to find them quickly ?
A better iPhone/iPad stylus that you can easily store, use, and keep your screen clean.
Barbecue Fork has Wooden Pepper Mill in the Handle! High quality fork has a temperature readout and becomes your pepper mill with a twist.
Picture/Art Work *Frames* with built in lighting. No need to add light above frame!
Auto Yellow caution light
Refrigerator Crisper Divider
A small hand-held device for removing sensitive or confidential information from paper documents, enabling the remainder to be recycled.
Space Bar Mach II
Key stroke driven voice response app with artificial intelligence. Talk on the phone without uttering a word when you have to.
liquid wax that adheres to the car creating a protective layer against the land, water and grime, leaving your car always clean.
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A device that attaches to garden hose for draining water from the top of a pool cover. It would prevent the hose from clogging with debris.
Cell phone case with built in Micro-USB to Magnetic Power Adapter
The Bagel Shovel
Never have your luggage lost by the Airlines due to missing ID tags! LUGGAGE STRAP has a unique BARCODE IDENTIFIER embedded in the strap.
You're on the beach by yourself-applying sunscreen to your back is an amusing challenge. Would you ask a stranger? You need a DIY solution
Oil Change Reminder
An interchangeable baseball cap that can be transform from one color into two by separating cap from brim of same size and brand
My idea is to have a chandelier with a fan attached to the center of it
College students are faced with tight space and the droning job of washing laundry; both are easier with my collapsible laundry basket
Wasn't picked, oh well.
An adjustable hanging rod attached to the ironing board where you hang your clothes
Love Juice
Drill-bit leveling guide that ensures perpendicular drilling into horizontal surfaces.
2 Billion people drink tea a day! Now they can drink a real brew of tea leaves with ease and convenience, anywhere, anytime with anyone.
Vertically Conveying Closet Storage Bin. I went to the Container Store and Staples and this product did not exist. See video
Ground leveling mat that can be filled with air to place under above ground pools to level them out. Its also a doubles as a ground cover.
Central Carvac
The workout shirt and pants that can be worn anywhere at anytime. Feel like your working out or walking around in water!!
Shampoo Ball ~ Lose the clutter. Shower stall filled with bottles of shampoo, conditioner and body soap? Try this one handed solution.
Mop bucket with built in cleaner dispenser.
Voice Smoke Dectector
when you don't know the name of a song this app will help find it just sing or hum the little part u know and it finds it
Motion body warming sweatshirt! A running sweatshirt! As you run, the sweatshirt heats up! Comes with reflectors on them!
A new BALL NET BAG - a cool and affordable way to show-off your sport ball - transport it hands-free, and put it out of the way easily!
Airbag Case for iPhone - Impact detecting case that inflates like an airbag to protect your phone from damage...SEE ANIMATION
my idea is a stubble catcher. It will prevent the messy hassle of a clean up after a guy shaves. Plus it will prevent clogged plumbing.
Creepy-T
The Pet Plant is a new conecept that tells you how it feels, and actually shows it on its LCD display.
"The Sock" produces a bright white shoe with no scuff marks from the dryer.
A compact portable device to support the head of an airplane traveler. Loops around back of seat or headrest then around travelers forehead.
siÃ¨ge bÃ©bÃ© chauffant
Bath/Shower Mat that also comes up and over the side of the bathtub to protect you as you step in and out of tub. Also has storage pouches!
Flag your car make it stand out! Why? Weather or millions of cars that look alike make it hard to find; here is a solution.
Had it with hanging holiday lights on gutters? This keeps them ready to use, and minimizes the amount of dangerous reaching you need to do.
CAPS: Inspired by Dots, a two piece minimalist case that covers the top and bottom.
Electronic helmet attachment designed to deploy and retract single and dual shields on helmets wirelessly with handlebar switch for safety.
The baby is running a fever at 2AM, the thermometer's battery is dead, so is the spare :(, Help! I need a shake &amp; use thermometer! Don't U?
Posters printed on vinyl that will stick to any surface, peel of, and be reused for every college student dying to decorate their dorm.
Frozen magic Shaved ice, frozen smoothies, shaved frozen fruit and blended drinks easy to use manual blender safe for kids to use.
LOVE YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE BUT HATE THE MESS? Use the reusable, washable "X-Mess Tree Tote bag". It doubles as a tree skirt also.
Decorative, insulated case for box wine. Handle for easy travel. Sample Wine Case in a virtual world and the photo is below.
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First pool alarm that has app.
Scarf/Hat in one for Kids and Babies. These exist but aren't fashionable. Kids want to look cool too! Mom's want their kids to stay warm.
A simple and easy to use dog halter that is not cumbersome and can be taken on and off at will.
Sand Chair
The Lazy Straw. Allowing you to lay out and relax with out having to sit up every time you want a drink.
G.E. + Quirky The worlds first portable App-enabled Teddy Bear/Nanny Cam/Teaching/Robot/ Music Player/Voice Changer Animatronic Stuffed Toy
Combination Drive Fasteners
Auxiliary cable/ear buds
Smart Oven
#Qtoys DRY ERASE Globe Puzzle. An Interactive Fun Educational Game with BLANK Jigsaws in shape of continents you can write on!
A new, innovative, and interchangeable solution to broken glasses hinges. For all frame wearers who take pride in their glasses styles.
Jewelry Album. View your jewelry by turning the pages. Easy way to see your jewelry without throwing them in a bag.
Carpet cleaner attachment for cracks and crevaces. Slim and small for under hard to move and around furniture . Pointed to flat and slim
My idea is a an attachable canopy that you can put onto a hammock to give you shade where and when your hammock has none.
Kayak Dolly &amp; Kayak Stabilizer all in one.
1 bottle 2 cleaning agents. A bottle with a divider in the middle of it and a diverter valve to switch from one side to the other.
Odd shapes lightbulb-head.
MOTIVATIONAL PLATES FOR THE HEALTHIEST DIET IN THE WORLD
Shelfie - A Safe Phone Space
The Adjustable All Purpose Iron for the golfer who has everything. Once he sees it in the store, he WILL buy it. One iron does it all.
Pee-detecting warning sticker for baby diapers. Changes color on the outside when the inside is wet.
A kayak made to look like an enormous battleship. A well performing craft, a scale model.
An attachable accessory for Tablets and other like devices.
Governed Safety
SmartValve
Salad Roll-dressing spreader
Road Hazard Avoidance System
Survival case for the iphone. I might leave home with out my purse etc, but I never leave with out my iphone.
Let's make a hanger that keeps our closets looking organized and our clothes looking fresh.
Regular yoga mats are too narrow and don't stay put. Let's make a BIG yoga mat for real people to stretch out on, workout on and do yoga.
HEALTHY GRILL - grill with detachable lid in a shape of a grid to really help pour the fats from the grill
Keep your beer/soda colder longer with the Quirky-Koozie! Inner layer ice pack keeps your beverage icy cold, the outer layer protects hands.
Similar to an office paper shredder, my idea is an overall recycling shredder that shreds anything from plastic to biodegradable products.
Charger Case: An iPhone case which has its own cable integrated so you just flip it to connect your device.
Light weight portable parallel bars used by physical therapy experts. This product would be an essential tool for mobile physical therapy.
Quirky Monthly Subscription
To make loading of beverages, such as sodas, and other goods as it it relates to stocking products from a box to fridge very efficient.
Padded Duct Tape
A BETTER Iphone wallet/stand (vertical/horizontal) that carries credit cards cash and all the other things wallets carry.
Always cold drink
Gardner's Helper, garden's, green house, potted plants. This tool is used for cultivating any size plant, with out DAMAGE!!!!!
my idea is a kind of kiddy pool, its in the shape of a low rider with some flames on the outside.
Battle Begins Board Game
Keep bacon fresh. Place strips in unit that keeps them separate, then freeze. Take out a few frozen pieces at a time, keep the rest frozen.
Bendable USB Battery Bracelet for the Iphone, Ipod, and Ipad / Juice on the go!! NOT A POWER CORD-Resub 181 votes
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Silverware tray with child locks and removable tray inserts keeps kids safer and makes cleaning easier.
Digital Compost Timer/Thermometer/Alarm
Dimpled tip foam dart
KinetiCompost
Kangaroo
Chocopie
Quirky PocketWatch - Just for fun ;)
A docking station that allows us to put our iPad and iPhone on our iMac display and so we can view and charge them at the same time.
Place a very small slit on the edge of travel mugs/coffee mugs so the teabag string do not fall in the cup and can be placed in the slit.
How about Mood ring charms and bottle caps kids make them selves
All in one Dolly and ladder.
Bookout is an idea that involves a work out kit inside a case that looks just like a book in terms of size and shape. Discretely portable.
SSSerious bottle organization. Vertical tower organizer can be used in the fridge or on the counter for 2-liters & 1.5 liter wine bottles.
No more worries about another person complaining that you didn't lift the toilet seat. Toilet Seat Lifter w/quality pedal to last years!
Interchangeable counter-rotating wheeled heads that create add'l cleaning action via "spin" with substantially less energy from user.
Tired of waiting until dinner is done to have your desert begun? This two-timing pan is specially designed to bake your dinner and desert.
Alternative Energy. Currently Hydrogen Fuel Cells use chicken feathers harnessing hydrogen. Try using same/similar material as the ShamWOW!
LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS [VIDEO]
CLIP ON RETRACTABLE HEADPHONES
Renewable water filter
NO MORE ACCIDENTS! NO MORE DROPPING YOUR IPHONE WHILE TEXTING/PLAYING GAMES NOW YOU CAN HAVE A SILICONE
CASE WITH GRIP POCKETS.
A deep plastic drawer system that fits under your kitchen sink around the pipes! A drawer and space for chemicals,rags,sponges,plasticbags!
Never forget to wear your retainer or mouth guard again! Simple dental appliance case with watch-type alarm clock reminds you to wear it!
Everyone - sick of holding the volume button down on the remote to get from a volume of 10 to 30? Me too. Here's a fix to eliminate that.
'Lil Clippies! They are perfect in so many situations- Hold your glasses in your car! Holds pens on your fridge! Mail by the door &amp; MORE!
Baby stroller with brake that stays on until a hand release is squeezed.
Wrap it around flashlight light stick silicone rubber bend.twist, apply anywhere you need light wear on wrist and so much more resub
Add mood ring materials to the Bangles Bracelet supplies refills
Need a safe way to build muscle without bulky, expensive machines? This product uses free weights, but won't strain your back or knees.
Cleaning made easy: Stylish garbage can with built in storage unit for organizing your cleaning supplies & its all on wheels for easy moving
Wireless alerting door mat. Specifically for the deaf and hard of hearing who have pets and need to know when they want in.
Umbrella Protector
Portable kickstand for your phone, tablet, or anything else! It's removable, adjustable, easy to use, and incredibly versatile.
Cell Key
THE TRASH WAS DEVELOPED FOR SEPARATE WASTE WITHIN A SINGLE SYSTEM SUBDIVIDED INTO FOUR INDIVIDUAL CONTAINERS
FOR EVERY KIND OF GARBAGE.
Comfy Footie's
your phones ringing!
Designed to overcome badly positioned outlets. It's all about the angle!
Clean your keyboard just a simple, inexpensive and one use, guarantees the elimination of all forms of waste accumulates between the keys.
Flex Dog Leash
See weight loses not how heavy you are evertime you step on the scale.
Dishwasher Silverware Rack System - sort before you wash - slide clean silverware into drawer.
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latern holder
As facilities grow they forget one result that with increased consumers adds increased strees on their facitities parkaid.
The Clean Sponge
Firm Body Shape Support for Multiple Relaxation Positions.
Inspired by tonight's Eval. Door Stop that stays clipped on door. Just swing the bumper over to the other side when not in use.
An alarm clock made for you
Introducing... Ledge! A multi-tiered suction cup rack to let differently sized bottles and essentials hang in your shower or bathroom. VOTE.
Take the movies with you! A collapsable and expandable portable projector for your devices! So stop squinting your eyes and hit play!
X-Germinator
Hand held, battery operated, "POWER SCRUBBER," functions much like an orbital sander. Uses removable scrubber pads, several pad types.
Make a custom size planter. Plastic connecting panels . Expands vertically &amp; horizontally. Stores flat (less shelf space). Resub - 165 votes
magnetic cigarette butt holder
My design isn't a major breakthrough. Its more fun but practical approach to a recycling that is a bit more flexible the home and office.
Dome Pans
De-hairing Dustpan
Easy docking - keep your table neat and quickly connect all your devices to your mac laptop in one motion.
snow melting pods
The Beach Easy Table
Individual Hot Towel Warmer for Shaving and Exfoliating. The warmers on the market are incredibly expensive, way too big and hold too many.
Denture Rescue
BEHIND THE EAR PENCIL CLIP. we all have done this at one time! eliminates the frustration of having your pencil fall off when you lean over!
KEY FOB entry locks to your house!!
Holder / hanger cloth.
A holder designed to hold a taco while eating it, without having the taco fillings fall on to your hands, table, or napkin.
A personal device that one carries that records location, speech, pictures, buying habits for the user and makes posts to FB or Twitter.
The idea is to create affordable hat, which translates signals from brain directly to PC commands based on near infra-red sensors.
Tired of your chapstick twisting out and getting stuck in the lid? Snap-Chap is your solution! Snap out, snap it in, and make it last!
DREAM RECORDER: don't lose your important dreams because you had to open your eyes or turn on the light-stay in the dream and record.
Hide-a-keys aren't safe. An app enabled hide-a-key would allow you to open up your home to friends, family, or others safely from a phone.
A compact/efficient piece holding all needed dental items to resolve a space/organization issue in all bathrooms. 'Lazy-Susan' capability.
Ultimate laundry station. Divided sections for darks and lights. Built in backpack straps and wheels for rolling on flat surfaces.
Year 'Round Lights
Flush and throw. That's pretty much it. The bowl bomb is the answer, its cheerful fizzing restoring a clean and fresh bathroom.
Pop and Go! Strain and Serve Popcorn Bowl Set! Top bowl serves fluffy popcorn and crunchy semi-popped kernels are strained into bottom bowl.
The "Sole Maid" placed outside near a door, sounds a motion sensor triggered message, reminding people to wipe their feet before entering.
Physical Mailbox Cam
Ipad 7/Nexus 7 dashboard chasis for cars to replace audio system.
I was watching Racheal Ray one day and she was showing new products for the kitchen and this idea hit me.
A New Pen! White out refillable pen?
Stowables Mini
Why do the Turkeys get all of the attention? How about Pop Up sensors for cakes?
Nail clippers nail protection
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EarCaps!Like shower caps helps people with ear infetctions during showers or in hair salons prevents hair from getting in,or when coloring.
The Mommy Ball
Hang frequently used corded items neatly and get to them easily
Bird Feeder Squirrel Bridge
Retractable Earbud/head phones with Remote &amp; Mic, built into a phone protective case.
Use the Keyhole Funnel Guide to more easily insert your key into a lock in the dark, with gloved hands, or for disabled individuals.
Truckers Portable Screens
Battle Warriors. Sock Em, Rock Em, until the 1st one falls! Lets open up a whole new line of Quirky products! Resub
The First Baby IQ Trainer
Slash proof, locking, tethering purses and bags in different shapes, sizes and patterns.
Do you know when to be replace your toothbrush? My product is a toothbrush that lets you know when it is time to be replaced.
A multi-chambered cleaning liquids spray bottle.
App Enabled Toxin Detector
Stop your purse from sliding off your shoulder with the peel and stick strip.
Where does a big guys store 64 oz drink while driving (see diagram)
BobbleHead Auto Caution Light
Bounce Free Air Mattress, so your partner can get up without waking you.
A device that allows people to count the pages in a book as they flip through them to determine if any are missing.
Smart Motorized Hubless Wheel
Expandable Shower Curtain
Tri-Fold Oral Care Kit
COME ON NOW (Q)! Smart, Organized and Fun 3n1 Bowl! Unique, utility and useful bowl that turns into a cup for pouring.
The 'Flower shaped umbrella beach'. Using flexible wires to setup and collapse the 'petal' sections into the pole of the umbrella.
iCarWasher
Fabric wrapping "paper" for gifts! Beautiful, reversible fabrics with unique bows that are incredibly easy to use to wrap gifts.
Slips on existing cords, allows cords to slide thru for easy roll up and prevention of hand injury. Has tie wrap attached for storage.
Sticky hanger- clothes hanger connected to a strong suction cup or adhesive pad. Rotates and swivels. Still offers the hook option.
Tired of that GROSS swatter lying around? Insect guts? Unsanitary! THE FORCE of the "FLYt Saber" retractable silicone swatter BE WITH YOU!
Similar to the Invisible Dog Fence, the idea I bring to you is the Invisible Dog Leash. Keep your dog close without strings attached.
Big nâ€™ Lilâ€™ Suction Lights for EVERY occasion: Make-up on the go, power failures, holiday lighting, ambient lighting and so much more!
Vent Boost and Standard Fan combined in one. Changing air source from vent to window is a breeze (hilarious). See prototype pics and video.
Proximity sensor lightbulb adapters turn on when you enter the room and can be controlled via the smartphone.
A set of snow skis that folds up and allows for easy travel without paying extra baggage fees or needing an SUV for transport.
Carbon Monoxide Blocker
An all purpose and all style window blind cleaner and straightener.
Sherlock Private Eye
NO more scooping, measuring and spilling your favorite ground coffee when you are half asleep and in a hurry in the morning
Make a tape from open-cell foam, sold in a roll. Compressed at the factory, once installed, it expands into 1" x 4" x 3/4" baseboard.
Plant Freeze Barrier
A Cutting Board with a Lip. Keeps your carrots from rolling off the board and onto the floor!
Lizard Feeder Wall
open box producing
THE BREAD ROUTER & RAKE
A hands-free back scratcher for people with mobility issues.Seniors and/or persons with arthritis,sore joints or limited muscle strength.
It's hammertime! No need to fish around for that chunk of wood, no more wasting nails that are bent beyond repair. Finally...
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A plastic laundry basket with a built in quarter holder (visualize the center consoles of cars) for coin operated laundry units.
Has the dog been fed?
A self-adjustable audio connection cable.
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
Easy To Apply Nail Polish bottle grippers Opens hard to open polish bottles Reusable
Adjustable Pet Bed
Resubmit(346) VOTES. Simple, Light Weight, User friendly, Fashionable, STAIR CLIMBING DOLLY for household chores laundry, vacuuming, etc
A helpful and entertaining GPS unit. With voices like Johnny Depp/Captain Jack Spearo saying "turn left savy" the possibilities are endless!
Take A step toward safety when working with tools and machines in your garage or home with the "Light Switch/ Safety Key!".
Velcro Board Game Pillow! The name says it all - family game night anytime, anywhere! A pillow you can play board games on and store easily!
UMBRELLA SPA. Install it in your garden!.
Reusable ziplock baggies made from a clear-transparent rubber martial that can be washed in second, good for packing a sandwich or crackers.
Shower Hug Buster - Everyone loves hugs... except from your shower curtain. Stop your shower curtain from hugging you to death.
The USB collars
Wall Mounted Outlets have front access,Cables Perpendicular to wall,Design has side access making it space efficient.+2 Ft Access 4 xfrmers.
USB Adapter Home
Choke-proof pacifier
Comfortz
A miniature vacuum,, probably the size if a large cigar to suck up the remains of dust and debris in a drawer,computer, or any small spot.
A spring loaded light device, that snaps on the top of a travel mug, pop can, beer can. Fits on any container that has a top lip.
Dry Erase Wristband-memo board with velcro closure. Write notes at home/work/school. Grocery list/ carpentry measurements, etc.
A elastic style shirt with resistance bands in the sleeves every movement turns into a full upper body workout
Children's safety bracelet
Breath of Fresh Air
I love my cake and cheesecake pans, but why do I have to store so many sizes? How about a springform pan that adjusts to different sizes?
Foldable projector
sprinkler body extension that attaches to the existing sprinkler and will extend the height of the sprinkler and transfer the interior parts
doggyjoggy
Wink Notifly!
USB KILLER. USB DEVICE ARE NO WHERE TO GO NOW! One more thing, IT'S FUNCTIONAL EXTENDABLE!
Connecting long distance couples by sharing the 'little' moments in life!
Key Habit Builder
A reading light that follows my page!(made possible by flexible battery &amp; fiber optics/illuminated optical film/thin LED)
A thin sponge that fits over the fingers and upper hand or any standard cleaning glove for large or detailed cleaning jobs.
Iphone case or(add on to a case) change dispenser
Eye / Ear protection with lang
Unique Electric Bumper Cars to Sit In &amp; Drive on Grass, Cement, Carpet, Hardwood! Kids &amp; Adults Will LOVE Them! Make FUN Memories
Today!
Ever Warm Coffee Cup
A nostril cleaning tool with microban anti-bacterial technology. The discrete sanitary way to pick your nose.
Remove Unsightly Rain Gutter Downtubes and "Keep the Rain Going"
Womenâ€™s tote bag specifically designed with a designated side compartment to carry a womanâ€™s spare pair of shoes and umbrella.
Auto Grocer
idea itself is for dog / cat lovers with a sense of HUMOR. It's a leash that looks like oversize metal chain link with a variety of sounds
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Attach an electric motor on a patio swing to make it rock back and forth. Electric motor must be water proof because it will be out doors.
cigar clip that attaches to any golf cart or bag with a pivotable smokeless ash tray for maximum freedom of movement.
This hydration pack dryer can dry packs twice as fast. Functioning like a bottle drying rack, except allowing air to be blown into the pack.
Add to your power strip by adding more plugs or adding more space between your plugs.
Tuckers Portable Screens
An app that will activate distinctive tone and a bright flashing light. by which we can easily find remote/keys.
Smart Sous-vide Water Oven
Wet or Dry dust pan. Deal with the spill once. Clean up with out touching.
Audio Timer a voice activated cooking timer. Just say what is being cooked and how long and the timer will keep track of each item for you.
Expandable dust pan that connects directly to trash bags (various sizes) holding them open and doubling as the lid to carry out the bag.
Don't have access to electricity? Camping? Black out? Apocalypse? Here is a simple way to produce electricity using your own leg power!
Friendly cutting board
Kids spilling soda and dispensing for everyone else in the picnic or party? How about an all-in-one soda bottle dispenser & carry-on case?
Smart Auto Surveillance Cam
Sticky Socks
4-6 port USB charging hub that plugs directly into a wall outlet to charge multiple devices. Each port delivers 10w for fast charging time.
Back breaking work? E-A-S-Y Way Toolsâ„¢ make chores E-A-S-Y with an ajustable handle plus the interchangeable top and bottom heads.
Wi-Fi Router Module For Portal
State of the art butane cigar lighter that displays the remaining fuel via a digital gauge or led display.
Tail lights that clip onto your running shoes (or clothing). Batteries not necessary. Powered by the movement of your feet (or body).
Cool Breeze
!Recycle Master recycling bins for under sink use. Bins have cutout to avoid plumbing. Front bezel removes to dump recyclables for pick-up.
My genius idea is a Yoga and/or Meditation Timer enclosed in a Buddha figurine with a dual timer and a unique Zen-like gong chime sound.
Fork food is not being, Although fork has been used for hundreds of years, its inconvenience is not realized yet until now.
The vertical toilet paper storage solution.
Domestic Hand-truck + Forklift
BEACH UMBRELLA SPA ==Solar panel, and WATER SPRAYS (programmable timer) Resubmit to WINK
DIRTY DOG DIAPERS (DDD) WITH OPTIONAL "FULL LOAD" APP MAKES ANY DOG LOOK LIKE A WONDER-DOG!
My idea is some type of protective cover to cover your fish tank, filters and oxygen pumps during fumigation with foggers.
Where Do I Hang This?
It's the Women Dream! App-enabled Mirror that shows the face with hundreds of hair style and hundreds makeup!
iGlass. Like google glass except it works by using the iphone as it's computing power. You can use Siri, maps, movies, photos etc.
Glowing key stickers
complete your painting,scraping and cleaning in half of the time 5-way tool combined in one pivoting tool! work faster and more efficient!!!
Decorative light with removable flashlight!
App Enabled home Intercom - Press a button and say "dinner" to all the iphone/ipad users in the house....
separateur de cuisson
smartmow
Jukebox. App. For baby. Boomer. With. Songs. From. The. Sixty. Filthy. Seventhy And extra. Hits
A greeting card for cats and dogs. A new way for pet lovers and family members to celebrate holidays and special occasions with their pets.
A non slip Barrette for womens hair.
spare roll buddy its a toilet paper roll holder, that hangs in the bathroom it holds 3 rolls for storage it comes in differant colors classy
Iphone case(or add on to case) with button pocket to hold change
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The Nightstand of the Future!!! Charge all of your favorite devices and listen to music with integrated speakers built into your nightstand.
A jumprope that is able to retract into the handles for storage. the rope will have marked notches for different size users.
Hamster Wheel Turbine
Its' just bling...for those who don't know what to do with their money.
Stylish Containers for Moist Toilet Wipes! Air-tight, full-size, wall-mounted moist wipe containers in a host of styles, materials, colors.
THERMO STIX OR CUPS COLORFUL COLLECTION OF DRINKING TOOLS WITH A HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM THAT CAN KEEP A COLD
DRINK COOL OR HOT DRINK WARM.
Pill ID Safety Pen
Helper Heels by Hope
ATV Chain lubrication applicator that drastically cuts applying time, prevents over spray, covers the chain more thoroughly
Optical circuit board
EGG TORNADO- Spins your eggs at a high velocity-which scrambles them in their shell. No need for bowl &amp; whisk. Video and suggested renders.
JAR OPENER
Wheel Strobe
Now you can easily customize your golf clubs yourself with my product.
Rotating double towel rack with built-in locking mechanism, which fastens the rack into place once pivoted to provide easy loading of towel
Auto energy/power generator
Why dont we have a desktop dry erase calendar. Every month i need to copy numbers and notes off my calendar. Think about the paper wasted
Ice Cream Cone
Smart Travel Watch, Tag and lock , Linked and Sync to each other. Now your Travel Watch Tag and Lock know the bag it belongs to. Travel safe
iPad Smart Keyboard - A physical keyboard that attaches to the iPad screen like iPad smart cover using built-in magnets
With the help of GE plus my Big IDEA, we can reduce the cost of buying socks for your family every year.
Mounted Bicycle Sunglasses! When you riding bike,can't take off glasses coz no where to Hold? You can mounted your on your bike handlebars
Two classic toys from the 50â€™s, a top and a propeller spinner, combine for the first time into an exciting new, physics-defying invention!
Smart A$$:App-enabled backseat toilet for cars.Use your smartphone to flush or deploy built in air freshener.
Do you have to set your plate on your lap during BBQs? Not any more with this lawn chair "TV" tray!
Adjustable Luggage Cart
Flexible Organizer
The product is a novel recycled vehicle tire interlocking brick that represents an eco-friendly and sustainable building material.
Dry, exfoliate and scratch! A bathroom linen set that satisfies these 3 shower/bath needs.
A device that fits in the kitchen sink that allows you to wash dishes without having to manually scrub them.
LiteRunners
Get organized and powered up with the power plex cube! All in one solution for your outlet needs!
Go Power: Mobile Power Pack and Battery Charger that you wear. Charge/store energy for your devices while you walk,run, or bike.
Kitchen Commando's
The House Rake
SEFT Smart Electronic Food Tag little programmable tag to put on food and prescriptions to provide inventory control in the home to save $'s
My idea is a toots that can be used for different cutting.
Mute Commercials AP
My idea is a clear squirt gun that is hidden in the hand, to effectively and harmlessly train your dogs and cats - or any pet.
double rotating toothbrush bristles .. finally a toothbrush that does all the work
A child friendly audio/visual temperature gauge for your home.
NOW OVER 200 VOTES! Rechargeable Glow Sticks. Charges by a plug in light base. Reuse them over and over! Safer for kids!Resub
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Bed Maker
Tick- Chigger Warning Defender
iPad Case for Flying. iPad Case Attaches to Roller Board Suitcases. Convenient for Storing &amp; Accessing iPad Before and During Flights.
LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS [VIDEO]
Amplify Your iPhone Speakers in a apple bowl
A really simple way to double the amount of clothes you can put on a closet bar
Take photo of product UPC or coupon-auto search matching coupons/UPC/store prices-print coupon from phone at store
This House cleaning product is NOT simple. It is Revolutionary! 4+ Cleaning Tools ALL with the same handle and organized unlike any other!!
Shower Shock?
"The Dividerâ€-A collapsible ring 8 inches in diameter, about 1 inch high that goes directly onto any plate to attain proper food servings.
Double Decker Egg Stacker
SpikeShield ( Bottle)
Cone Case for iPad or mini.
Robotic lawnmower
AntiGravity Transportation
A four in one sport equipment that would allow a user to practice baseball, soccer, football and golf.
Pillowate
Butterful
Do you like buggy walks, but would you like to use the time when your baby sleeps to reading books? You definitely need a Buggy Book Holder.
Q Baby LCD Mobile &amp; Monitor. Play, promote sleep, learning, calming sounds and monitoring. See link
snap on grocery list
A file holder/stand that does not only hold paper thin file but also books and even keyboard to help organizing all our desktops from chaos.
Cabi(net)â€”Imagine being able to design your own perfect wall-mounted storage solution. With a modular cabinet, you can!
Phone case with build in Mouse
Ironing machine
Consumers are always ready for something new especially if it makes life a little easier. Diaper with wipes attached.
"Kleenex Roll-On"
Iphone case (or a add on to a case)change compartment
Tina the Tank Creature
Easy Ear
A cell phone case that will give you a better grip on your phone.
3 or 4 side crate cover, made of corrugated cardboard or synthetic material, lightweight, self-supporting or sits on crate top; can decorate
Electronic App enabled bubble test sheets - great for teachers/universities. Auto correct and grade. Our kids are given iPads
Shelf curtains that hide your shelf messes...but keeps easy access to what you need by simply removing!
The baby is running a fever at 2AM, the thermometer's battery is dead, so is the spare :(, Help! I need a shake & use thermometer! Don't U?
a digital wifi app enabled bathroom mirror, watch video, read news, view calendar of daily events, view social media feeds
***Reusable Freezer Containers with Easy Labeling System***
Earbud Cordwinder: Watch my movie (its in that blue folder)! A small,fast and easy-to-use winder for Apple earbuds.
small 3-D printer
Mirror App
Solar powered fan installed in vehicle to circulate interior air with exterior air using the vehicles existing venting ducts.
Sports Helmet Padding
Imagine printing from your iPad or any other tablet with your own on the go printer ,(8.5*11), or smaller. The only notebook style printer
Electric Velcro Detail Tool: A rechargeable rotary tool with different attachments to clean virtually all surfaces.
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PROPELLER POWERED NERF BALL - Wind up the spring in the tail and the propeller will rotate giving you that extra thrust and range.
driveway mate
Portable diaper change.With this invention you will be able to change your kids diaper "anywhere" you just need a door where you can hang it
Boost Turbo Football
Pee trapper
Pill Pusher
A toy that picks up kids Legos jacks, marbles... No more stepping on stuff, a clean house. A child can have fun picking up tiny toys!
Bluetooth Mouse Phone : A mouse with built in speaker and mic that you can use to answer your iPhone 5 with.
Re-SUBMIT Instead of posty notes on the mirror or fridge, why not buttons? The voice speaks louder than posty notes.
Agility Feet Trainer is created to teach agility ladders patterns which is used by kids, adult and teams.
"Illuminate" LED light creating fan!The fan has a generator that will charge a battery pack in the day to use at night! Cool!!!
OFF?? or Izitoff
COMPOSTABLE TABLE CLOTH THAT TURNS INTO A GARBAGE BAG
Muscle Meals offer an affordable, effective, easy, &amp; delicious way to fuel your body with the nutrients needed to build muscle and burn fat.
The Nanny Matrix: with chat, contracting abilities, etc. The ultimate Liason between Nanny &amp; family to ensure a good fit!
Keep Your Cans Cold In The Coozy Cube! Small Freezer Cube Augments Your Coozies and Increases the Time You Can Enjoy That Cold Drink!
Paint brush with an attached paint can opener. The paint can opener can be always out or it can fold back intot he paint brush handle.
Extend-your-Arm Selfie CASE
Quirky Software-A text and picture based DVD for computer users, that shows keyboard shortcuts and other helpful things.
ClosetCozy..These clever clothes dividers turn closets from "chaotic" to "consistently organized." Find/put away clothes quickly, easily.
telephone ouvre portail
My idea is a soft and flexable cleaning pad that is attached to an extendable pole, used for base boards and crown molding.
Scented Air Freshener Strips
Chocolate Milk Tablets - Perfect for Kids! 1/2 inch round compressed powdered chocolate milk mix.
Socks with dirt colored soles-- they always look new!
A case or magnetic back that you can stick your ipad or ipad mini to metal objects
Surge Protector Adapter
There is a new type of Shaved Ice that is becoming very popular and I think we need to create a home device to make our own shaved ice.
Urban Vertical Garden - Now you can Grow Your Own Plants, Flowers, Veggies &amp; Herbs with Ease in Your Small Urban Apartment, Flat or Condo
Word Cube A 3x3 rubiks cube with letters of the alphabet on each square Game involves sets of words(max 6) to be found on each face
A "Blue-Tooth" like earpiece that tunes into specific TV audio signals at sports bars and airports.
Use your phone/mobile device as debit card.Log into your onlinebank account thru mobiledevice and will pop up bar code that cashier can scan
Collapsible Dumbbells!
Flex Ice Funnel
A chair that is a trash compactor at the same time, using the weight of the body to compress plastic, metal and cardboard.
Lumbar support for chairs
Sarentony Detachable Appliques
The Hidden Pocket Shirt
Sprinkler Buddy
Air Conditioner Fan
Bluetooth Keyboard Phone: A keyboard with built in speaker and mic to let you talk on your iPhone 5.
A textured wipe incorporating Dish Soap to replace a bottle of Dish soap and sponge for convenience in the home and/or travel.
Memory Foam Sound Guards
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An electromagnetic open end wrench
Stick It - eliminate cord clutter by using a "Cordies" style cord organizer with a sticky or magnetic back to hide yet be within easy reach!
Multi-card Idea is an improved rechargeable calling card feature of loading airtime unit using a 2-in-1 functionality with a single PIN.
My idea is "CODED SOCKS". Socks come in different colors, shades etc. making it difficult to sort. The result is often mis-match socks.
The Spit Up Smock
Iphone 5 compatible Microscope toy!!! Fun Fun Fun App Enabled TOY.
SAFETY CAMERA AND ALARM
Barefoot running socks (shoe-sock or 'sho-ck'): socks designed for running/jogging on a treadmill, or yoga/pilates type activity.
Introducing The Hydrodynamic Hollow Aquatic Dumbbell:It cuts through the water and allows you to do more reps when working out in the water.
Here's an app that will allow you to connect with your friends by a simple touch to quickly show eachothers availability to hang out.
An attachable small desk area to be used with existing counter-top credit card processor so customers can sign for purchases in comfort.
Monitor plant growth and water usage with app-enabled Wi-Fi device you put in your plants to monitor plant growth, water usage, etc.
Eliminate Desk Clutter
"CHATeau" WINDOW LITTER BOX keeps odors out, frees up space & allows easy scooping w/o bending down. Like an AC, it will fit in any window!
My product is called Peel & Seal. It is a disposable zip lock zipper that can be applied to any bag to keep the contents fresh.
Easy to use "Tab Shelving Brackets" for solid surfaces!
Like Earphones for the Eyes
Dog Collar w/Insertable middle
SLEEP-N-SUPPORT FOR MATTRESS FOR PREGNANCY
A child's puzzle-dishset and developmental spoon. The spoon encourages ease of use/eating and dexterity from fist grip clench to adult.
The Drip &amp; Sip
Kitchen Appliances with Timer
Pebble Baby Monitor: Super compact A/V color baby monitor design, Wi-Fi connected to smart phones, tablets, PCs &amp; Pebble receiver devices!
There is a need for a simple handle to carry medical oxygen bottles. Straps and bags are awkward and unstable in the field.
"The Breaki'n Spinner". My "Break'n Spinner is a glove with a spinning disc attached to the outside of the glove, full glove or fingerless.
Help protect people in tornado prone areas from injury due to flying debris.
An iPhone accessory to improve comfort and stability while playing games. Working Prototype &amp; Video! Student submission.
Ergonomic iPad Holder/Grip
A 3 sectioned laundry basket that rolls and adjust like a suitcase. That has features for easy lift, carry or roll to the washer and dryer.
Water filled ice pack "beer jacket" keeping your 5 liter beer can cold/cool at parties, picnics, etc. Just freeze &amp; attach easily to can.
Let's Get the Party Started! Let's Make an African drum that makes electric beats!
Drip tray/organizer to sit on top of a frontload washer dryer. Pen holder, Money tray and drip tray to set your liquid detergents on.
Mail scanner / Shredder with Wi-fi, no more mail clutter at your home!
A fabric that wraps around sports equipment (Baseball bats, Tennis rackets, etc.) that helps solve problems pertaining to the equipment
A brand new way to slice your pizza with a folding pizza wheel
never lose tv remote again with my retractable docking station that can b placed in 100's of different locations without damagin any of them
Simple and reliable lock designed to secure doors, windows, bicycles, flowerpots, outdoor lamps etc.
Wind-resistant Trash Holder
When cars are driving they are creating a wind. This idea is about using that wind to create energy + collecting solar energy.
Octa-Inc
My idea is to create an iphone case that has an area to store an ID, credit card and a few folded dollar bills/ currency or business cards.
Oscillating Cutting Tool
Self heating, electricity free Coffee Mug (and other containers)
Flip Flops w/ Heal Brush Bristles - Bristles massage feet as you walk &amp; help brush sand or dirt off feet before entering the car or home!!!
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Solar Window LED Light
Hot face Compress DIY Beauty
SuperVizer
The Sports Fanâ„¢ is a new and fun way to display collectors' sports helmets, cars, and golf balls to show off your team or athlete spirit.
Baby temperature monitor
PuzzleBanner
iPhone 5 Defibrillator Case:No special skills or training necessary.App-enabled with complete instructions.
Shadow Visor KB This is a sun visors for music keyboard ,it protects the keyboard from direct sunlight and heat.
Modular Workout ball! Becomes 2 half spheres , the pieces snap, suction, clamp, etc together, come apart for thousands of workouts!
Packed, Ready-to-Mail,Gift Boxes for busy people who are short on time.
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Self-Pumping *INFLATABLE* Sprinkler! Updated!
SICK OF IMPOSSIBLE SHINE & GLARE when you work outside ? EASY MAC SHADE ! Clip-on, flip out and enjoy working outside :) !!!
A picture is worth a thousand words. Insert your charitable cause, child in uniform, school mascot, or verbiage in your custom wristband.
Coffee Grinder Baffle for Quiet Coffee Grinding! Coffee is a great way to wake up, grinding coffee is a terrible way to wake up EVERYONE.
App Communicated Medicine Bracelet: WHO GAVE YOUR CHILD MEDICINE LAST?
Its-A-Cinch
A pin that has rotatable eyebrows and mouth which allows the pin to show a happy or sad face depending on the wearers mood,MOODY PINS.
MICROWAVE LID you DON'T have to touch/remove to heat coffee/food that won't splatter! LID ROTATES. Open/Vented/Non-Vented--RESUB 114 votes
"Suds Up"
Child proof your knife block. Keep your family from harm. Use a child safety device. Also possibly finger print recognition.
SIDE STRAINER SPOON. Strains to the side rather than the bottom so less drips when transferring.
drops that turn to chewing gum
Hip self adjustment device to minimize chiro visits
Make a short sleeve shirt into a long sleeve shirt. With a piece of material make sleeves with open arms on both ends and slip them on.
I would like to create an iPhone app that tells you when you have left your flash drive behind.
Too may ties and no where to put them? No problem with the retractable tie holder.
Mini wall radio
Boogie board meets wagon meets human powered Skimster! Grab the strap and race down the surfs edge as the kids hold on and smile. See video!
Protect Your iPhone from" Apple Picking" Keep It Safe In The New Belt and Buckle Case Disguise It
*apparatus to take clothing out of washers and dryers *would work almost like kitchen tongs, only on a bit larger scale *adjustable angle
PAINT POD - JUMBO kids paint brushes with PAINT filled easy grip handles.
Voice Activated Camera
BUTTER SHAVER! Easier to spread hard butter. No more burning fingers pulling bread/bagels out of toaster. The ultimate butter tool!
A straining food catcher that prevents food from getting stuck in the drain causing unwanted odors.
â€œSafe Stemware Drainerâ€ saves your stemwares from accidental breaking, while theyâ€™re drying after hand washing (NOT dishwasher)
Universal iPhone Case Adapter for Garmin Dashboard Bags &amp; Window Mounts. Use Cell for GPS w/ the Existing GPS Accessories You Already Have
Want your water to stay cold on your desk at work or bed side? How about the Filter and Chill using popular aluminum water bottles.
Self Heating Coffee Cozy
Which apps should you delete from your mobile device? MyAppsManager sorts your apps by date installed/date last used/freq of use/disk usage
The BBQ Tank Transporter
The Wall Gripper
EVERYTHING Charger
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Emergency Vehicle Safety Strobe Light provides visibility ensuring safety while emergency vehicle is parked on road responding to emergency.
Cool Rap
A simple storage system for your laundry room. This will hold all the necessities needed to do laundry, from the soap to the dryer sheets.
Stationary cellular two-way speaker phone that can auto-receive incoming calls from pre-selected numbers or a code. Security video options.
PEOPLE WHO LOVE PINATAS BUT DONT HAVE A TREE OR YARD TO USE ONE IN A "PORTABLE PINATA PAL" LIGHT WEIGHT,
DURABLE AND SIMPLE
A Lazy Susan for your closet
A sun visor replacement using dark solar glass on two ball joints and telescoping arm for maximum maneuverability.
Organize your fridge door! To-Do, Family Member checklist and more. Custom magnets for fridge doors with organization frames.
A pool toy that helps skim leaves while they play.
Eraser with corner tip for those small correction.
silicon laptop keyboard glove. Covers keyboard area and sides. Open for touchpad/speakers, side openings for USB, DVD, power cord, etc.
Cord Coiler
This is by far the funnest cleaning tool ever invented. You are going to have to tell your children to quit cleaning and go to bed!
back to nature
Soggy umbrella on the car floor? Run-off on your car seat &amp; clothes? Super absorbent Car Sunshade Umbrella Holder rolls up your troubles!
AUSTIN - Laptop Mat Induction
ICE Charge - InCaseofEmergency
OLED Table Lamp - GE Patent
Self powered protein mixer! No batteries required! Blend liquids in a twist!
Leaves belong on the trees not on your lawn! The Perfect Pole has snap-on attachments to tackle any lawn project for wkend warriors!
Versatile Lunch Bag
There's no product on the market to straighten edges of hair. This will be the first one!
Always know if you have taken your medication or not by the color of cap on your pill bottle! No more agonizing if you've taken it or not!
Eliminate cord mess - Separate cord from ports; Cords &amp; ports have magnetic ends; Create custom connectors connected with minimal size cord
"Only Power" USB adapter for charging electronic devices
Folding Chair with Picture Frame back. Insert pictures in the back of your chair. Great for college or kids rooms. Advertisement?
I have a soldering gun that holds the solder so plumbers do not need to pull it open with their mouths.
** TWIST-CHARGE LED CANDLES - Simply Twist at the Bottom to Recharge and Re-Light - Eliminates Need For Replacing Batteries or Plugging In
A rubber Cylinder or square. To help you refine your suitcase.
*Roller Ball* Light Switches...modern and fun for all ages and decor.
We sit too much and don't move enough. So let's at least sit up straight!
A tall & skinny spray bottle for household cleaners that will be able to hold a roll of paper towels.
BABYS CAR SEAT ALARM
Slim Designed and colorful Bag Clip that will hold all open food bags easily. Very neat and easy to store since it is small and compact.
A blender that has blades on the bottom and sides so that it blends all of the ingredients, not just the stuff on the bottom.
App-Enabled Wireless Ear Buds with Improved Fit Designed for Improved Sound Clarity and Listening Pleasure.
Light-Up Guitar Knobs! Add some flair to you guitar. Make your guitar as unique as you.
Secret Compartment Desktop Organizer Box. Doors open with secret magnetic key.
Comfortable microfiber cloth slippers, used to wipe spots off of floors. Clean in comfort, get a little exercise, then toss in the wash!
Golf Stuff
NAPPY HAPPY
SNEAKY SOCK - Wear your sneakers without socks and without sweaty smell. Like walking barefoot on fresh carpet. Simple idea, great solution.
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An attachment for a leaf vacuum that will eliminate the need to bend over, fill and carry a bag of yard waste recycling.
College Space Saver
CM-Light
Biodegradable "Plastic" Wrap
A laptop to help ease the pain of "Carpal Tunnel".
Do your young kids have bad dreams?You need a "dream jar". Color changing jar,changes color after you suck out dream and put them in the jar
Snowbot neo
When your significant other gives you a phone call, your smart phone releases your favorite scent.
"THE SHOWER BRUSH," the best shower you'll ever have. You have to try it! The body brush that despense's water upon demand while you wash.
A case that has multiple lenses on it to make taking pictures easier
THE RUG FRINGE/TASSEL COMB - Untidy rug fringe sends a sloppy negative vibe to your guests/visitors.
A Backpack with storage compartments for all your cleaning supplies. Tote your supplies HANDS FREE! It includes a folding broom and bucket .
Ever wake up to find a phone that didn't charge during the night? This case is the solution
Waking up in the dark to go to the bathroom? Here's PathAssist. A runner rug that lights up the area to guide you there.
Stainless Steel Grill Clips that easily be attached/removed that help keep your food at certain angles so all parts can be cooked/blackened.
A Bra with Mould-able memory Foam or shaping cup
Electric Insulated Bowl: Heat and eat anywhere! Co-workers using the microwaves? Plug it in to heat up your lunch. Also good for camping!
optisonstv
Remote-start app for your car
LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS [VIDEO]
If your hands are full with items or you're suffering from arthritis, the Handy Handle lets you to use your elbow to turn a doorknob easily
Go-N-Brush!
Shower Massaging Loofah
"Playboy Adorables"
QCAP!Relieve your headache with a customizable cool gel cap! Bring down a child's goose bump with the Q-cap! Natural relief! Resubmit
"Connect the Dots" cookie baking sheet! How easy can baking cookies be?
Luggage boots
Car Single Outlet Adapter instead of USB Adapter.
This simple C-shaped insert to retrofit existing wall mounted toothbrush holder to accommodate most toothbrushes on the market.
Bluetooth Ear Bud KeyChain. Stream music without wires. Now you have somewhere to hold your Ear Bud piece when you are not using it.
The only solution to quickly and easily hang shelving and decorations in your home.
Device that holds loose fitting socks up without having to wear garters and belts and clips
This idea combines an oven mitt with a pot holder into one easy to use product.
The Quirky Opener - a multi use bottle opener complete with 16GB USB Flash drive and LED flashlight built in.
The Closet Light..lights up your closet automatically! No more mis-matched clothing or turning on the main light and waking up your partner.
A ring to set a portable outdoor fireplace lid, when stoking, so that the surface isn't damaged from contact with the hot lid.
WiFi-Mic
A splashblock to eliminate erosion caused by rainwater flowing out of your gutters and downspouts.
Smudging
Coffee - warm on demand
Chop and Present Cutting Board
The CRANIAL RELIEF BAND helps sufferers of TMJ and/or headaches by inserting hot/cold packs into the band &amp; without having to holding them.
NEW VIDEOS ipad TV antena Case With this Tech
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A solar powered compost tumbler. It's a compost tumbler with a solar panel that turns the tumbler automatically
Positioning and or support system for iPad or similar device that enables user to perform hands free operation while in reclined position.
I bought an iPhone case with finger holes thinking it would be more comfortable. It's not!
A dog leash that has a doggie bag holder and includes a detachable water & food feeder. When ur on long trips you can click on the feeder.
This is a bar soap consolidator. It takes all the small used pieces and makes a larger usable bar. It allows for no waste.
cell phone leash/harness
a hand held emergency beacon device connects to ANY smart phone and automatically calls 911 AND has built in siren/lights/pepper spray
The Trican, the can that does it all! Rotating handles, non stick bottom, non tipping action, easy cleaning, commercial and consumer market.
Elastic dumbbells for arms and legs. Designed to increase the load during fitness, pilates, aerobics and yoga.
Expandable Mini Muffin Trays (Mini Batch) - Make 4 or 44 mini muffins using attachable components. Think: Legos for your mini muffin pans.
My idea is for a Custom Microphone Cover! I really dislike the tiny black ones that almost all announcers or television casters wear.
Bicycle Handlebar With Built In iPad Mini Case Mount &amp; 2 Integrated Bluetooth Split Roller LED Keyboards:App-enabled.
A LIFE SAFETY product for extension ladder users. Provides a positive method for ensuring the safe set up of the ladder before climbing.
The Measuring Salt Shaker allows you to SEE and KNOW how much salt you are about to shake onto your food or add to a recipe.
E-Bath!!! Bathing redefined...
Rechargeable Battery for the TV:Portable Battery that you can plug into the back of the TV to watch your TV from anywhere in the house#Resub
Backyard Washing Station
POCKET PETS mix kids' stuffed animal love with their love of a wearable identity. So many possibilities for half of a stuffed animal!
The BatPack - A fashionable backpack that allows you to charge your phone on the go while maintaining full functionality with no extra bulk.
The Vocal Remote
App-based mobile camera pod
My Bright Idea
Self adhesive magnifying film (fresnel lens) for all those cell phones on the market.
Never label baby bottles for daycare again! This nipple ring has a built in date selector. No more frantic mornings. Just turn the dial.
Knee-Supported Jeans
Pivot Power USB adapter with integrated night light. Made to perfectly fit Pivot Power design. Improved after UC!
Compact Flexible Elbow Connector can be placed in any position...we really need this!
Condiment Koozies. Keep them in your freezer and stretch around your condiments. Keep your mustard, ketchup and mayo chilled.
A comfortable backstay
Solar charger
The key chain would look like any other, but it would have a small GPS device only you can track (that you sync with your iphone or computer
Pop Bottle Tupperware ....... turn any 2-liter pop bottle into a storage container.
A smart phone application that repels mosquitoes and other nuiance insects.
Adding a remote on/off switch to a multiple-outlet power strip would enable users to control appliances without reaching behind furniture.
The Cargonizer! Gather Your Gear When on the Go!
Easy Clean Trashcan
An iPod/iPhone case with earbud wrap at the top and clip for belt or pocket. Two functions in one case.
A ant bait dispenser that can be used while mowing. Something shaped like a cane with a trigger that dispenses set amount.
Stuffed animals that contain substrate, fertilizer and seed to grow a plant. Once plant emerges they can be planted where desired!
An alert on your phone that allows you to automatically reply to texts when driving
Make your life easier with a small - automated - ergonomic lime/lemon juice extractor. Easy to use for the entire family. Specially seniors
Disposable hydration system.
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Simplicity
shower kaddy
My idea is a dual compartment serving unit which will dispense two separate liquids from the same vessel.
A self-healing, reversible bulletin board and cutting mat. Corkscrew,Twist and Barbed Push Pin capable. Mat ready for cardboard prototypes.
A turkey bra stored in the freezer is placed over the breast before cooking. The bra chills the white meat--it cooks slower, stays juicier.
An adjustable Trash can that gets taller and wider. It is ideal for everyday compact use or large parties. One trash can for all needs.
A solar ink power pack mounted on the back of laptop screens to convert outdoor/indoor light to power &amp; extend their 'time to next plug-in'.
Creative Bandages
Your Workout Warrior! Smell the Fresh, not the Funk!
Breast-shaped keyboard. A colleague mentioned he'd like a pair of silicone breasts on the wall above his desk. Why not go a step further?
Phone baby call
No cloth drop cloth
Want to fit your USB or earphone cables on a Credit Card. Now you can with this simple CC sized cable manager. Stylish, convenient and cool.
The FACEMATE monitor accessory offers practical functionality & aesthetically pleasing value. Its your space; personalize it with FACEMATE!
Dusting any surface or tight space just got easier! This new duster connects to your vacuum hose, and reaches anywhere high or low.
RESUBMIT: An iphone case that slides out creating an amplifier effect on the speaker side
A fold-able cleaning caddy to store in narrow spaces.
A digital calendar that doubles as a digital picture frame and is the central information hub for any familyâ€™s activities
Simply spin for a hook, ring or clamp!
Eyeglasses that change to fit your face and your style. Modicals allow you to change your lenses out of the frames, and modify the fit.
Smart Bank
My idea is called the STIMBLE and it turns your index finger into a stylus by adding a stylus tip to the end of a silicone thimble.
Don't want your skateboard to be from the stone ages anymore? Stop being Freddie Flintstone and PUMP IT!!! Feedback welcomed &amp; valued
this product is an emergency protection shield for your vechile during a hail storm,floods our blizzard ,vechile shield.
Sleep Breathe well mask
Women hate to clean out the kitchen sink stopper with their hands! The ickavoider allows them to clean it without touching it.
"ALL SPARK" the power strip that can be attached to anything using the built in clamp.
The Specs PC - Combines a huge screen and keyboard in a small size and lightweight device. It's the laptop of the future.
Voice Activated Toilet Flush
A power tool to spread particulate matter such as rock salt, grass seed, or even fertilizer.
The Life Ladder Built in to the wall under a window so you always have a way out from up stairs rooms in case of fire or home invasion.
The Fairy Helper
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
The TELL Smartwatch
Resubmit KITE REEL -Learning Toy ~NOW YOU CAN KNOW JUST HOW HIGH THAT KITE IS FLYING, -REEL HAS DIGITAL MEASURING
DEVICE
Wink Guitar Pedal- Connects to Smartphones and Other Devices.
Wake up naturally with a bluetooth device that slowly illuminates a lamp in your bedroom while your phone alarm clock is ringing.
A simple device that easily collects and removes the hairs that get left behind on shower walls or in the bathtub, making cleaning easier!
Tired of putting the Dirty toilet seat down for others!? Not anymore! Sani Clamp is a fun and effective way to Go Green and Stay clean!
Inverted Gorilla Pod (Pls improve and refine) - unlimited positions in minimal number of parts.
A wooden boat with a QR Code or Geocache Travel Bug. This is similar to a message in a bottle. Logon to the Internet for your message.
A much required accessory for spectacles &amp; goggles!
Making use of Organic Weed Control Methods such as Boiling Water, possibly in the form of a steam device but designed to pinpoint/kill weeds
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A unique way to display photos, artwork, memorabilia, etc. Use them individually, or connect them. Easy to assemble, mount and change items.
Select-a-size umbrella: Compact umbrellas are too small and flimsy, but large umbrellas are too bulky to carry around. Have both in one!
Magnetic Removable Staples
My idea is a new age built in LED telescoping lamp. This lamp would have multiple color options, several light settings and a expanding neck
Travel Power Cord
Ibot, the 4ft tall iphone controlled robo-buttler kit
Introducing Water Lily - Modular planters with a self collecting, reserving rainwater system and self-watering system. Suggestions welcome!
SegMug. A coffee mug that you can adjust the size of by twisting off segments or interchange them.
Resubmit The Eggstractor is a clear chute that suctions to either side of a refrigerator wall and sits on a refrigerator shelf.
P-go
Lost my 2 year old son in the woods at night while camping! After that, this elastic light strip made it easy to see him in the dark.
- INDUCTEA - cook tea in Your cup with your jing jang designed induction cooking cap with removable tea strainers fitting on most of cups!
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
I will send you a video
Sponge with integrated steel wool piece for pots and pans... Quirky style! Designed to protect your fingers from the steel wool.
The Bud Bean is an Ear Bud cord clip that holds your Earbud cord to your workout shirt. It prevents your cord from catching on anything.
AROS 5 in 1 Air conditioner
forklift horn
Add on Dual Camera for tablets and other devices - front and back[Resub]
2 bottles in 1 my thoughts for this bottle is for ketchup and mustard at the same time
!A ball pod; install individually on wall/table; stack as a tower; sort recycling into each ball; handle and wheels;
Fret Board Backed iPhone Case - Guitar Training Aid (UPDATED: Pli Styling)
Car Seat Heat Alarm
A LED flag vest
IPhone 5 Case Made Out Of Recyclable Wood and Plastic that Gives the Aesthetic Look of Wood in Varying Grain and Knot Designs
VFMount - A case which mounts your iphone to the viewfinder of your SLR camera, allowing for recording with videos effects via SLR lenses.
A bag with a absorbing pad built into the bottom of the bag. No mess left on bottom of can.
WIFI Enabled DVD/Blue Ray
Social Media Utility Belt
Computer screens capable of scanning photos, pictures, or documents so they can be properly filed or utilized in a program you're running.
This is a virtually dust free and safe way to remove and empty a wood stove ash pan. Prevent accidental hot ash from starting a fire
Adapter for socket wrench to fit drill
Bacon Buddy
Gym equipment that lets you make electricity instead of consuming it. Forget miles and kilometers, "I ran 850 watts today!"
Weed Block Defense Sheild
Squeeze Handle Basket
This idea is for a pet food bowl that has a floating bottom that raises the food as the weight of the food decreases.
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
Floating bodyguard in the air.
A slim sized electronic device that stores all your credit card numbers and allows you to select the card you want to swipe at checkout.
Vibrating/Pulsating wrist band alarm clock, battery operated, Wake to the soothing vibrations &amp; pulsations. Great for the hearing impaired
Keep It Tight All Night! Heavy bean bag animals combined with clips for keeping blanket forts tight all night. Just clip on edge of blanket
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Save-a-Color is a system to help file away paint colorization.
The ultimate picnic,pool party,camping,tailgateing,beach, chair caddy compartment cooler. Not only is it cooler its just better!
The Soap Holder is a versatile face towel which can be used to hold a bar of soap or even a soapy sponge in a 5 inch pouch or pocket to bath
Hard copy laptop accessory
Kitchen Sponge on a Rope. Hang and dry your sponge instead of leaving it in a container with stagnant water.
"BrushFire": Combine a BBQ Grill cleaning brush with a butane lighter. Then you could safely light your grill and brush clean with one tool!
Doggie Bag
This TV remote control allows you to program all channels in your TV so to find the desired network by letters not numbers (ex. ESPN)
Ring Camera
Help a bachelor out. All in one iron skillet makes cooking so easy, even guys can do it. Quirky's next Made in USA product? Modular skillet.
A Beer Mug That Cools Itself??? FTW! Put your fixed-gear down and lay your ironic mustache on this frosty chalice.
Flower pot hail protectors
EASY PEASY CAKE CUTTER
Give your Mac the power...to plug in on the right! Resub: 232 votes; 58% v:v
Eye glasses that serve as magnifiers.
Make Pivot power even better - add circuit-breaker switch and UPS system (provides emergency power to a load when the power source fails).
Zumba Bands. Fitness and Fun for Everyone!
Attachable / Detachable Siri Button
iphone case with holographic phone for support
Tuff Hooks are going to simplify the way we hang things. They attach to any bar or wire and allow you to hang up to 25lbs from them.
Find It!
Squeegee and liquid pan for quick, eco-friendly cleanup of everyday spills.
DESKTOP WITH iPADKIDS INTEGRATED.The future arrives to Kindergarden. Foldable, modular desk, home or school use, integrated technologies.
Denta-Mints
Ever needed?
Pyrex Glass to use in induction heaters
3-D game you play and control with your smartphone app.
Clear the Air
NightVision Iphone head camera
I never know where to leave my headphone for my mac when I don't need it anymore.
A Shaving Kit w/sewn-in pockets! A solution to a problem all men face when traveling. Keeping items that can leak in an UPRIGHT POSITION!
Lost your remote,dont want to get up to control your dvd player.Purchase the audio dvd player. Speak the function outloud &amp; it shall be done
Networking Device Mount
!!!1 of a kind outlet expansion device that plugs and screws into a wall outlet. Expands to except transformer type plugs without blocking.
Quickly measure the exact amount of spice you would like with one squeeze of the lever. No measuring spoons needed, and no more mess.
Hair Cutting Tutor
The wireless push-up bra with
Want to be a Neat Neighbor? We do too! Thats why we invented this very easy and important to use product when walking your pet.
tree hugger
HAIR in the SINK from shaving? Fear not; Q-Clean will make clean-up a breeze! Just attach and away you go!
iPad lap desk
I-View 3-D. Screen Protector film that makes your device 3-D.
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RESHEET your mattress and avoid battles with the corners.
My invention is a new license plate frame designed to eliminate damage associated with the most common type of auto insurance claim.
Full-coverage Nail Art Coatings
Save Water & Energy! We use TOO much water GAUGE on faucet or shower to adjust flow for type of use SEE how much water is used & save energy
The Easy Green Bike
Baby sleep tracker
No More hair trimmings everywhere. Introducing the ShavingBib. Just strap it around your neck, bend the outside memory wire, and shave.
mirror ap for your phone
no more harmful aerosols in the batroom covering the foul oders from (#2)and hurting the ozone i have a better idea the toiletbuddy
pogo sticks for your shoes
Make a camcorder more usefull by making the viewscreen detachable and wireless.
A stylish magnetic flexible adhesive wall strip that hides any and all cords. It also comes with elbow arms for use of different angles.
iPod speakers that play through your mouthguard.
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
Eliminate physical home decor samples(flooring, tile, granite, paint etc).replace with economical "wallpaper" that customer could take home.
Adjustable Ice Pack
Shopping list builder for toiletries, etc. Quickly add a common items to your shopping list with a single button. Learns your habits.
Bluetooth Color Changing Contact Lenses
Smart Mobile Case
Gadget that scans, calculates and weighs purchases
Pillow Pocket!! A pillow with a pocket in the center accessible through the pillow case hole. Secure valuables, remotes or defense weapons
Elec-Donut, used by most persons for Medical reasons; like after Hemrroidectomy. inflatable Donut(battery)into pocket or purse
"One Click" headphones your new look. No cords when exercising, no big bluetooth, &amp; no untangling. So get yours now. GET WIT' IT PEOPLE!
Baby Carseat/Stroller Sunshade Liner that is colorful/interactive
iPhone Case with Pop Up Fan. Aria for your iPhone.
How about a new twist on the same old wrist watch. Tired of the same look-alike deigns? Heres the Turbine Watch!
Don't Get Lost Again! Digital Laser Sight/GPS Compass. Follow and get back to the path even if you can no longer see your destination point!
A carpenter square with holes that is flexible and transparent so users can easily and quickly measure at a 1/4", 1/2" and 1".
Super Elbow Dress Shirts
Make cyclist happy! No more struggling to carry all your bike bags. New improved Panniers. Resub with over 90% of the vote... #QCYCLE
An infant pacifier with several of the nipples in a ball shape.
Laundry basket goes straight into washer/dryer. Wow!
Majic Plastic Bag Holder
It is a remote control assistance arm. It will help people sit up in bed, and up out of chairs, may be adapted for help out of the tub.
Get your Scoop in to tight places. Scoop, Measure, and Dispense and store with this Scoop. Works with all bottles,baby bottle, gym bottles.
attach a small bag to the back of a diaper behind a perforated strip.so when you are out you have a bag for the dirty diaper.
MaxMaskâ„¢
I am a woman who doesn't know how to be a handy man! But I want to learn to repair things effectively in my own home.
The Shortkat
Connect and Store. Optimize and organize your storage space with these connectable drawers. Find things easy with transparent front panel.
Fruit Fly Bowl with a lid that has holes in it, and the best part is it already has the deadly solution to lure them in to their demise.
I'm Griiiiiiiiiiling in the Raaaaaaaaaain! l
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Imagine riding a boogie board in the ocean controlled by the wind in stead of the waves.
EBS (Emergency Baby System)
Q-SmartCoupon organizer book: organizer can scan product labels for product comparison. In addition, scan, track and organize coupons.
The Field Chef. A solar powered pressure cooker for BBQ'rs, campers and most importantly, 3rd world communities where fuel is scarce.
PERSONALIZED Pens! .......... Printable Shrink Wrap cover? Blank printable cartridges? Make your own "Bangle-style' resin cartridge?
Multiple Angle Selfie Rod
"Only Power" USB adapter for charging electronic devices
KVM Switch to allow people to surf the internet at work without worries.
Get a text message every time your door opens. Keep track of when your kids get home, your employees open up shop etc.
A comfort grip scrubbing sponge that's handle forms to the palm of your hand.
Wouldn't it be great if we had DECORATIVE recycling bins that we're not embarrassed to have out in view in different rooms in our homes?
We need a STYLISH woman's shoe with the support of an athletic shoe! Almost every woman I know over 40 would buy them!
Universal unbreakable Hair Dryer Comb and retractable concentrator
meal in a pill
The Bella 2000 Weather Control
We can use old tires as exit ramp protectors.This eliminates the polluting of the earth & the harming of our future; less burning & dumping.
Harman Headphone Duo
This is a dust pan that turns into a trash can.The handle adjusts different lengths.You can hang it or have it on the floor.This has wheels.
chop-stick straw
A simple shammy cloth with short elastic cord attached to a clip..... Clip to a toddlers waist band
Dorm/Kids Durable Bedskirt with pockets in different sizes to organize and store the clutter from their rooms.
Battery Case that Recharges Device By Kinetic/Motion Power. Charge the device just how some watches use motion never need to a new battery.
Auto locks to be used in business/home to unlock/lock cabinets/storage/vaults. Utilize low freq. radio transmitter &amp; receiver enabled locks.
An Ipass app to replace the current Ipass.
Towel Rod Extender for Shared Bathrooms
App works with sensor to let you know when, and how much to water your plants.
In universities Dorms there are bedrooms that we have to share with others.lights bother you?Do you have enough Privacy? Get some privacy .
A travel safety device for dogs to protect them from injury during travel in a vehicle by attaching the dog to the vehicle seatbelt SYSTEM.
A UMBRELLA THAT OPEN OPPOSITE THAN NORMAL. PREVENTING RAIN FROM GETTING YOU WET WHILE YOU OPENING OR CLOSING
IT.
Snow Finisher
Variable Size Food Storage
Strikers
A simple lightweight arm band that lights up, holds my phone, and when pressed sends an emergency message on our behalf.
A Fold Out Case ( similar to video example)
USB FLASH DRIVE PORTABLE TIMER APP KEY! Govern the amount of time your child spends on the computer and gaming!
A Beach Towel with a pocket that you can insert an inflatable pillow.
Holographic Ipod Laser Phaser Toy startrek-inspired case
test
Solar Powered Laptop Sleeve
Childs car seat that turns facing you allowing you to easily seat and remove your child instead of turning kid sideways to strap in/unstrap
GELinkColorChangingTube lights
Protect your beloved infant's baby-stroller from careless drivers with the horn loud enough for cars but small enough for strollers.
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Tripod phone and Ipod case. It has two legs that pop out of the case. And pop back in for texting, and to watch media.
Find it. Do u lose things easily? Find it fast.
Weighted, illuminated eyeglasses stand--Reach them quickly in an emergency or urgent situation without knocking them off nightstand-RESUB
its kind of shoping cart which with a barcode reader,a weight sensor and small LCD. makes line short in big market
life watch
Toilet paper
WINK POWER SENSOR
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
Android cell phone charger Samsung phones. It is a solar charger 2 go and green light indicates charging energy. It's also the cell case.
Does that napkin on your lap ever fall onto the floor? Not any more!! These lap towels are attached right to the place mat.
The boogie board leash with water temperature reading and current time... Summer is on its way lets ride the waves!!!
My idea is to create an adjustable leg rest that hangs from balcony railings.
Don't toss old pillowcases! A no-sew pillowcase dress kit with instructions can convert them to cute sundresses for little girls.
Functional Opener
Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors monitored by your smartphone app. Resubmit from April 26, 2012.
The Brush Bundler
I look straight up to follow my recipe, seamlessly. Because its hung on my cabinet handle, super handy, held open by my RECIPE HANGER
My idea is to produce products that reduce the cost of home entertainment. This product fits behind your flat screen TV.
Cool Car/Sun Out
Element Scrable
!Squeaky Clean Window Washer with automatic sponge retraction and anti-leak side control, NO FLIPPING or ROTATING REQUIRED.
Wink IR Blaster/Emitter
SAVE MONEY AND SPACE!!! 2 in 1 product: bathroom trash-can + toilet brush (ergonomic design)
A handle that can hold on any type of container that i can eat and drink food when i am doing something with the other hand at the same time
Transforming Serving Spoon
Craft, Jewelry, Puzzle +Guy's Hobby Work Station. For creative individuals who like to go until they drop or finish ...now there is space.
Universal keyboard is a reprogrammable and relegendable mechanical keyboard. It is compatible with ANSI, ISO, and JIS.
deer repellent light
iPad pen
IPhone 5 Case and IPads with Photo Viewing Functionality on Case Bottoms/Phone Back. Could also Display Clock &amp; Calendar Reminders.
Introducing The All New Swiss Army Shaped Wall Adapter:6 Fold flat outlets,power switch,surge protector and practical.
Portable Tension Exerciser for Strengthening, used in place of the large rubber bands for physical therapy or used while on a treadmill.
Vacuum Breaker insulated package. Simple, easy, quick way to insulate your Sprinkler Sys. copper pipes. No more cracked pipes or flooding.
A scissors with built in left &amp; right handed level or compass for maximum accuracy &amp; precision measurement when cutting a straight line.
Cell phone holder, with built in battery charger for use in GOLF as a GPS range finder.
App controlled electronics - Enter/leave home with your mobile phone &amp; your electronics/locks becomes switch on + security features
The Condiment Pocket
Development of a new chair design/adapter for current chairs that would prevent children/adults to lean back on the back 2 legs of the chair
The Claw...wants to hold your stuff,your coffee on edge of desk,hairdryer in place to do your hair, on bike, hang/prop iPod, see all photos
E-Brella
what if your in a building , that your not familiar with a fire brakes out , and you don't know the way out . my idea solves that problem .
Stuppy / Step-uppy
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Snow Budzz
Egg Separator with LED Timer on front surface so it could be used to time eggs and in general for timing cooking
Television light simulator: 12"x16" uses low voltage lights. Seven combination light actuator creates light and shadows to fill entire room.
Anyone can now mount and level any frame with the Wall Owl. All in one device rotates frame level, then release and lock in place.
Wakey-Wakey Mattress Pad
Transparent Ipad Smart Cover (waterproof) which keeps screen display from 'sleeping' &amp; maintains user function to control screen by touch
To remove fouling from boat bottoms with the boat remaining in the water
Utensils that can rest on the side of pot, or place on the countertop, and it will rest on its stand keeping utensil head and counter clean
Ever got surprised by the rain? Or just don't like to take umbrella? SOLUTION: Attachable and foldable RAIN HOOD (or coat) for ANY jacket.
Portable Humidifier with Wifi
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 10): My 6 yr. old girls idea - A vacuum shaver. No more mess after shaving, just empty a convenient container.
leaflogs
Power extension luggage, a travel accessory for the modern age. A Solution for hotel rooms that don't have enough accessible power outlets.
A lightweight/breathable hand glove alarm clock. Wake up to a vibration, massage or squeeze! No noise, no waking up your partner!
THE MOBILE PHONE BIKINI TOP AND THONG.
A caddy that has super duper suction on the back to attach to a wall or mirror while cleaning or painting.
Cheeto Gloves
Double Pocket Garbage Bags
Frisbee launcher gun
Shake BBQ thermometer. No batteries, no worries!
Cutting Board Tool Box. Holds your Kitchen, BBQ, Condiments tools and is also a cutting board.
The Poser
Fiber Optic Bow: The bow string is fiber optic and it lights up when you fire the arrow,Ultra Cool to da Max.
UPDATED:Flexible gripper that can hold both wide or thin items - won't scratch either so it can hold more delicate things as well.
Sunglass Smagnet
Amazing! Now you can save that glass of wine to enjoy later.
people need other ways to play super lotto,mega millions or powerball.rolling dice/playing cards is a fun way to obtain your lucky numbers
Hair brush and spray bottle in one. Fill the brush with a detangling spray or water, then simply spray then brush!
SHOE SANITIZER PAD &amp; TRAY
Online Relationship Couponing
Gracieâ€™s Pant-Zings
Wireless Rollup Keyboard-Tablet Stand all in one Keyboard rolls right into the tube stand for tablets Oh and a compartment for Earbuds!!!
Mos
Modular Wine Bar
Accel/decel power supply- integrated/hidden in the horizontal bar of a bike frame. Works on the same principle as a Faraday shake light.
!Couponing Binder for grocery Cart.Cover adjust to fit on top of cart to act as a table for a flat surface to look through your coupons.
Decoy Cigarette Quit Smoking Stick Breath Freshener
A rollaway, easy storage, easy to use, cleaning kit; complete with utility belt for easy transport of supplies during routine cleaning.
Stop losing knives, utensils and tools to friends and family. Mark whatâ€™s yours! Choose your size and style. Also great for glass bottles.
A seasoning handle grip that can hold 1-3 different size containers keeping them clean and helps avoid cross contamination while cooking.
HEATED BATH FOR BABIES AND ADULTS. Nothing like a hot bath!
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Health Toothbrush Smart Monitor Sensor,breath odor,times,graphs, scores performance. View on smartphone/tablet which can send encouragement
No More Soggy Doggie!
A Beautiful Two Soap Bathroom shower Soap Holder!!
Sensor strips placed on refrigerator shelves to let you know when a product is out.
A place to store extra toilet paper rolls that keeps them clean and dry.
Resubmition(600 votes) Vertical Boiler
I would like to create a motion-sensing, dual body wash/shampoo dispenser that is mounted on the inside of your shower!
Protect yourself while driving by installing a mirror mounted web cam. Record any police stop and protect your legal rights. They do it!
Double-sided ironing board shaped like a shirt and pants. Why iron on something that was designed 150 years ago? Introducing the Shants.
motorcycle sand stand
Ipad/Tablet holder.Back is covered in Velcro.One hand operation as your 4 fingers slide into a neoprene platform allowing more control.
Eliminate TANGLED EXTENSION CORDS with CORD MANAGEMENT -Horizontal Winding/Vertical Carrying Reel based on the best cord reel on the
market.
techpak
Light Bulb Alarm Clock for Smartphone
Trunk shopping bag holder
My 6th Baking Sheet ideation. The other 5 made UC but not chosen. What do y'all think of this one? Add a Slat Baking Sheet - Customizable.
Taking liquid medicine &amp; supplements daily.
Seat Catcher
The Ultimate Workout Arm Band!
Pillow case that can hold two pillows one on top of the other.
Worm Compost Tube
Rain water every day Sun distilled water globes for your plants
QuirkyCam
The "Q-brella" is a semi-spherical umbrella offering better coverage and cute, quirky style. No more thin metal rods that bend and break!
stuffed animal storage
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
service wika swh 087820647381
Expandable sink strainer for washing fruit/veggies.In the sink or on top of the sink.
Place-anywhere cabinet wired directly to your electrical with individual surge protection. Cut clutter, protect devices, conserve energy.
HINGED SPATULA. Sides fold forward to hold foods better and backward to cover food rather than using pan lid. Great for Grilled Cheeses!
Child Biohealth Surveillance
Travelers hammock
Most people's ear itch sometimes,other individuals have severe ear itching. "The Feather" efficiently counteracts minor/significant itching.
Octopus picture frame system. Hard mount one picture frame and attach more frames to the arms! Extendable/pivoting arms let you customize
A light flat-screen digital calendar that hangs on the wall in your kitchen or office and displays shared Google calendars through WiFi.
Geckskin Wall fixings
"The Perfect Plank": arm rests with an unstable/wobbly base that cushion forearms and elbows while challenging core muscles in a body plank.
Makes driving more fun. Antenna Toys snap to your antenna spinning at high speed. Mix a variety of carbon fiber helixes &amp; colored rails.
apple auto vehicle charger
Circular Turntable for Computer
"Forget Me Not" Realistic looking faux house plants and flowers that react to weather conditions, and respond to the environment!
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Case for newly designed iPhone 5 earbuds w/mic. Easier, faster, safer way to store and eliminate tangled wires. Compact and reels in cords.
ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC PET FEEDER, This unit houses dry pet food & water,50 lbs of dry food other side 40 gals of water.
Daddy Saddle
A set of bright LED lights embedded flush in the road and forming two crosswalk lines. Motion sensors trigger lights to warn drivers.
Self Carbonating Water Bottle
Cleaning bathtub jets is a pain! We need a tool that gets into those akward spaces and gets rid of soap scum.
Stronger Force
RESUB: System to transport items to the back of the car/truck! Kids in the way back want a snack? Can't reach them? No Problem...
365 Degrees Music
Finally fixing that hinge and the damned batteries for my tools are all dead. Using this adaptor I can just plug it in the wall socket!
ROH Remote
Seniors, save your teeth save your money grab ahold of your grip and go to work brushing your way to a bright smile
Exercise Bicycle, with Lots of Options!! {stationary, storage, Outdoors}
The greatest golf cart ever. Folds up to nothing. Fit four bags and carts into a normal trunk with The Cartman Classic. See my prototypes!
Reversible cases for iDevices. Flip it over to a different design.Go from a fun daytime case to a elegant night time case!
In universities Dorms there are bedrooms that we have to share with others.lights bother you?Do you have enough Privacy? Get some privacy .
This let's everyone have fun at the beach with no worries!
Disposable Razor that contours to your body w/a 6 head pivoting razor that snaps into a hand glove. You control the closeness of your shave
Traveling Bobble Brush
A simple and easy to use budget program to help keep track of your monthly expenses.
Imagine handing out a talking business card (ex)visit us at Quirky.com. Can you imagine the curiousity and business this would create?
A shower/tap which changes temperature automatically based on outside temperature. With personalization (Read plz.)
The Foiled travel system
Speaker Wrist Bar. Hear the sound and feel the beat. Possibly app-enabled for remote control when away from computer.
The LAPSLIDE for Kids
Have your cake and eat pie too! one serving tool replacing two.
test invention
Hands free stroller attachement - Move your baby's stroller without even touching it (Attaches to your waist)
The easy to squeeze feeding bottle helps you feed your young child liquids if they are rejecting baby bottles and sipping cups.
Super Toilet Brush
Giant tea bags
Sky Controller
Block puzzle and rail system. This set is four picture puzzles in one. Guaranteed NOT to be easy!
Chaise Laise
Roll up door Microwave Oven
Wear your shoes comfortably without straining your back. Manage your footgear ergonomically with ease &amp; flexibility, then fold after use.
Overloaded
Simplest iPhone 4 Case Ever
#NEVWET QCYCLE covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
The toddler video protective â€œDonâ€™t Delete My Videosâ€ case. Stop your toddler from deleting the most priceless videos on your iPhone.
Shazam! Never seen before method in peeling hard boiled egg... save all that trouble now. See video. Resub
WISH YOU WERE HERE holiday APP manages your home-you manage your HOLIDAY!Turns on lights, monitors security, waters plants, feeds pets etc.
FRUIT SAVER BOWL
Talking Barcodes for the blind
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Disposable Razor that contours to your body w/a 6 head pivoting razor that snaps into a hand glove. You control the closeness of your shave
I've lost 40lbs in 4 months by changing the way &amp; amount I eat. The "Portion Controller" is designed to assist people in weight loss.
Ever go to a sporting event at a major stadium and buy souvenirs and never have a place to put them? I want to invent a seat with storage.
A toaster that melts your butter, margarine, or other butter substitute. Also syrup for frozen waffles. Icing for toaster pastries.
eyeglasseshoming location chip
"Magic Water" Dispenser
Silicone silverware.A mighty lil tool for getting the last serving of food from a small container.safe and fun for use at the dinner table.
AirSeat FEET
The Button Stapler does just what it sounds like- staples buttons that have come off of your shirts and pants without having to sew them on.
Travelers Bug Bags (Buggers)
A multipurpose handheld mini buffer or rotary machine that facilitates the task of scrubbing.
A biometric lock iPhone case! Secure your iPhone like no other!
Mouse Covers they are customize to fit over your everyday computer mouse. They come in various characters turtles-animals-cars-sports team.
The 45 - Beer Mate
When taking a picture of oneself by oneself with a camera, it does not fail, but photography is possible.
Tangle no more! Imagine a jump rope that is retractable and becomes a push up bar as well that promotes healthy cardio exercise for adults!
Grill Buddy (W/pictures)
Baby Shower Stand
Crying from Onion Fumes?
CAPS: Inspired by Dots, a two piece minimalist case that covers the top and bottom.
A silly, fun but semi-useful device to [maybe] warn your roommates if a shared bathroom should not be entered for 5,10,15,20 mins.
Cat Litter Box odor free
Smooth ride mens boxer/briefs
The WiFi Pivot Power. Program your power.
A patented CVT that will outperform any transmission available. Our CVT will increase the fuel efficiency and acceleration of cars.
Modular LED lighting system. Solar powered. 1 solar panel per strip. Add multiple strips on one end, add multiple panels on the other end.
Let's make a lightweight baby stroller that glides due to swivel wheels and has driving automatic joystick remote for ease of use!
Self-lit picture frames. Avoid the need for accent lighting while showing off your photos.
Easier to use TP holder for old style holders. Retrofit the old TP spindle to lift up unit using the same base that is already installed.
Headphones for the iphone should have dual retractable wires.
ONE WAY MOISTURE BARRIER
Reduce or eliminate the barking from annoying dogs.
Homemade Potato Chip Maker
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Self-Pumping *INFLATABLE* Sprinkler! Or use to redirect standing water. (Former UC - Updated!)
Digital TV in seconds Connect your tv to the DTS (digital tv in seconds)with supplied cable and you on air programming is free
ICED COFFEE MUG! Turn even the hottest coffee into chilled iced coffee in no time! Resubmission!
Bop-it Punching Bag for kids - A punching bag that has areas that illuminate/light-up randomly and serve as punch targets. Includes scorer.
A Pad that goes in the sink and catches grease before it clogs the drain.
This is the Ultimate protective carrying case for the Iphone and Ipad with a slide out Bluetooth keyboard.
Personal cooling fan
Automatic gas shut off vavle
safety kettle. Every day childern pull the power cord of a kettle and out pours boiling water, causing serious burns.
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The iChain is a pocket chain for your smart phone, preventing theft and damage, a physical way to protect our virtual information.
A Gold foil bartering medium, or gold embossed paper medium in precise weights (1 gram and fractional gram weights of pure Gold)
Pendrive to pendrive direct transfer gadget
Adaptable Mesh Strainer
Motorcycle lunch box
cheap security for tools in pickup beds. Can handle power tools to generators. Connects to vehicle alarm. Convenient and affordable.
Glass Insulator Illuminator
An outdoor ducted vaccuum designed to make garden cleanups quick, quiet and easy.
(251 votes-73% view/vote ratio)MOCUBO's Best Friend: Multi-Slice &amp; Dice: Slice food items multiple times w/ 1 motion &amp; dice in 2 (G7 on EN)
A mechanism that requires insurance to be validated prior to a vehicle being able you're with to start.
A sign to show to people that are texting while driving asking them politely to stop and think. In the hands of children they are powerful.
Fiber Optic Friendship Rings: Just in time for Valentine's day.
Buzz and Go
Quirky Computer case
The Spinnster is a device for completely extracting high-viscosity liquids from any size or shape of bottle.
Like the idea that 3 headbands and 6 decorations let you accessorize 18 outfits for your child? This product is for you. Pop-on some fun!
CLKR iPhone Case
"Bolt Buddy" Helps keep nuts and bolts organized while doing repairs on just about anything.
bathroom floor heater with detaching legs,hang over vanity to become a defogger for steamed mirrors with dimming mood lights/air deodorizer
Ace Gloves: 2 Gloves, 1 Belt. One glove shoots cleaning solution, the other scrubs/wipes/etc. it off. Belt gives access to other supplies.
All-In-One recycling and trash can combo bin. Space-saving, designer-friendly, that organizes all possible types of recycling in ONE place!
Wind resistant umbrella
Can't Litter Cat Litter Box
CasePod for iPhone 4
This is a censor in the door way that counts children getting on and off the school bus. This informs the driver that all the kids exited.
Ipad Head Rest Case, suspending the hottest new product on the market from every car seat. Adjustable via velcro and universal fitting.
Expand TREAT to include a compartmentalized fondue maker.
ceiling fan identifier
Drunk dial prevention app.
Match-a-Paci
Muli-flash drive bracelet in neon colors named Meflash.
Gracieâ€™s Pant-eze
"The Bubble Scrubber" - Ergonomically perfect dish scrubber, simply Squeeze on and Squeeze off. I added pro sports ball motifs. Thank you.
Wireless, Contactless, Magnetically-triggered iPod/iPhone Controller
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks are available? Please vote and support if you agree. QSANDY
When going to the gym I often do not want to shower at the gym and want to drive home to shower and change.
Improve skateboard visibility.
Do you hate having to put your smartphone away in order to wipe after a #2? Well here's a simple, easy-to-implement solution!
Versatile watch / Alarm Clock
I'm upgrading my full size bed to a queen bed! But wait...that means I have to buy ALL NEW SHEET SIZES. Wish I could use the same ones! :{
Forgot why you set the alarm? Want to set several alarms? This clock can do both. Record various messages to play at different times/day.
Apple Charge
Protect your valuable purse or travel bag from nasty bathroom floors with a disposable protector, it's a thin plastic cover with elastic top
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* PRINT YOUR OWN CUPS, PLATES, SILVERWARE, &amp; BOWLS w/ this Simple Cornstarch 3D Printer / Maker Kitchen Appliance
QUIRTRASH
Universal Shelf
Automatic Foot Sizer
' Nightmares and Monsters Be Gone ' kit with Magic Mist, Dream Dust and Guard Owl to help children sleep at night when they are scared.
"My Memories Memory Game" uses personal photos, art, or educational "expansion packs" to create a personal, changeable,memory/matching game.
Large Magnetic Dolls - attach to wall and dress with your own clothes. A toy that is also a nice room decoration. Endless Fun and Creativity
Deep-Dive Snorkel
Dual headphone and car stereo input for iPods/MP3 players
Carabineer leash for small dogs.
Laser cutter is expensive to buy, time at a shop isn't cheaper. Create a kit that is easy to use and will print from standard programs
Sensors in Professional Sports balls for exact measurements will eliminate doubt in making close calls
PORTABLE POWER PILL
Have you wanted to power or recharge and electronic device in the backseat of a vehicle but couldn't find a power outlet. Please see VIDEO
Non Stick Drink/Bar Napkin!!
Q Boss said think big so.. Presenting the Advanced Gym, programmed to automatically change resistance to set the pace. Inversion Table Combo
Introducing The Bodyboard Jet Ski:It's a jet ski on the bottom and a bodyboard on the top.#QTOYS.Resub
Pivot Power for car! A power-inverter for your car shaped like the pivot power.
Study Buddy - This simple hollow notebook stores all of your study accessories and doubles as a book prop for textbooks, music, canvas, etc.
AA Battery Lightning Charger: Backup battery power! Resubmit
DORM ROOM IN A BOX. (10 cubic/ft of storage solutions sold and transported in 1 cubic/ft of space.) See the working prototype. [VIDEO]
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Travel Baby Bottle Warmer. NO outlet, batteries or car hook up needed! Based on the idea of those heat wraps that heat when exposed to air.
Soft Tile is a silicon gel filled bathroom tile. Product line can expand to include an actual soft tub, soft tub liner for an existing tub.
The Melter
Fog Wiper Mirror
An automatic yard trimmer- why should my yard be a hassle or a chore? It should take care of itself! Technology to the rescue!
Smart-O-Go. Your Camera phone stylish carried as one of your BEST public protection from violence and shooters! "Shoot" n Stream back.
USBI Tags (USB Identifiers)
Jewelry box Organizer with removeable panels for earrings. Boxes for backs. Great idea. Lori
The Will Power Safe
AN S or C SHAPED HOOK FOR YOUR REAR VIEW MIRROR. THE LOWER PART OF THE S HAS HOLES TO SLIDE THE TEMPLES OF YOUR
SUN GLASSES. EASY STORAGE.
SODA CAN ICE LIDS-covered cold
illuminated doppler
Eliminate "skimming"/identity theft at fuel pumps/ATMs/restaurants with this kit and phone app
A SHAMPOO &amp; CONDITIONER BOTTLE (TWO IN ONE) ONE SIDE SHAMPOO / OTHER SIDE CONDITIONER WITH TWO CAPS WITH
PUSH BUTTONS TO OPEN
LAIZZETRAY
Business men and women need all of their clothes in one place. The hanger holds your shoes, tie, pants, shirt and/or suit in one place.
Travel computer bag that turns into a workstation with battery pack.
Car Door Cover
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Something you didn't know you needed: Fabric crimper makes for perfect pinning - great for thick/difficult material to work w/ &amp; arthritis
A mouse like shaped cleaning tool with a bottom layer of re-usable but disposable wipes that can peeled off. Mounting to base allows reuse.
Partypoint: It is movable by wheels and turning by balls. Cooling insite by ice,electricity or solar. Diameter: 22 inch. Height: 70 inch.
Detachable Laptop Carrying Handle
iWings
blu-tak/ sticky tack quick and easy applicator. Use the applicator to quickly and easily stick blu-tak/ sticky tack to the wall.
The Custi-Pen
Staple Stamp Combine the creativity of art with the practicality of a staple. The staple-stamp combines them. Sky is the limit! See pic
Wheeled Dirt Sifter
Can't find a good place to put your beverage down outside? Here is the solution! An outdoor cup holder for any occasion.
A shoe that can grow a shoe size to accomodate a child's growing feet and save parents money
The Hash Brown Bowl
Contort Line Extension--Includes VGA, Firewire, and Thunderbolt, ports to allow it to function like a portable docking station
A portable garage. It is like an acordian. it is screwd to the yard ground and you drive onto it, then you unfold it over yor car.
iPhone with a case, where back of the cover can contain cigarettes. (More likely a cigarette case at the back)
Smart fusebox
Ipad Car Mount:Millions of people have an ipad and a lot of them have car.Ipad can be used for navigation,surfing,email,multimedia centeretc
Ink Tattoos that last for weeks with special ink and printer that stains your skin! Do you think kids/adults would love this? (RESUB)
Hardshell Laptop Travel Case
FOOD/ACTIVITY TRAY THAT EASILY ATTACH TO A PORTABLE CAMP CHAIR SECURED WITH STRAPS AND VELCRO RESUBMIT renders
by Paulette Jaques
Video Post - using video to leave messages
Reduced dexterity due to arthritis, M.S., injury or... soapy fingers? Finally, an accessory to give you a firm, stable grip on your shaver!
Water. Always. On the Go. An Unique solution to get rid of excuses; Track our water requirement; Achieve what doctors says: "2 Ltrs a day!".
Pivot Power Mini for the CAR. We have a great product line already. No cord tangles in the car. Plug and wrap cords on the go! 770+V!
My invention is a pill crusher, it's a portable crushing device for pulverizing pills and tablets to a powered form for easy comsumption.
Transform Any Light Fixture into a smart color light or Laser show that can change colors, "listen" to music &amp; output color light, patterns
Small travel box for ties
Suites ready to Storage and ready to go for business in Style or other event. Are you a Busy Entrepreneur? Hard Case storage
Earbud wrist storage
A very small portable very compact The physical format of the (QUIRKY CONTORT USB) BUT NOW a THUNDERBOLT Version for all users!
Drop Stop
Crates Missing Link - Modular Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Make Crates Much More Useable
Easy Chocolate Drizzle
Night Night Stories
Ipod fun. Ear buds with microphone. Chip reduces vocals on recording and adds users voice with amplification. Singer hears own voice!
Notification Nightstand Clock
Doors Lock and Unlock using an app enabled wristband with smart device backup. WIFI and Bluetooth enabled.
ChargerMark
Soft Tile is a silicon gel filled bathroom tile. Product line can expand to include an actual soft tub, soft tub liner for an existing tub.
Protect not only the hole but also where your bottom lip touches - no more fly spit or contamination - read more! (RESUB)
Having trouble sharing or finding chargers? The Revolver charges multiple HTC &amp; Apple Devices w/ built in retractable cords. Includes Video
A computer keyboard where all the main keys are illuminated in cap lock mode.
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EXPAND-CAN. A Garbage can with EXPANDABLE LID. No more can overflow! Always seals shut! Just pop open and lid STRETCHES to fit extra trash!
Personalize your earbuds with either Earbud Skins or Charms!
My invention is a shampoo bottle and shower gel holder.
Smart Cuttingboard
Gloves inside rubber bracelet
Garden Tools take up way too much space in the shed. Create more space instantly with the GARDEN CLIP STRIP
Tablette d'info pour magasin
A trash pail that allows you to pull out an over stuffed plastic bag (liner) with ease.
Control the water level and temperature of your bathtub. Easily and safely. And more!
Solar blinds
Simple, plain, ordinary, no frills, no bells and whistles, â€˜uni-functionalâ€™, aluminum laptop stand
Make your eyeglasses hip with "Glasses to Glitz" -snap on decorations for eyewear stems.Sports-flowers-names...use a different one every day
Water main shutoff valves (smart valves). Could be used as a way to prevent water damage to residential and commercial properties.
Knotty Dog / Knotty Cat sensor
IMP/APP controlled proximity sensor system to engage/disengage/alert about something based on time/ human proximity or interaction
Cake Pop Keeper or Cake Pop holder and presenter to fit into ANY existing Cake Keeper, keep those pops fresh and upright, kids can grab them
The AHH-Always Handy Hankie.
Ever Sharp scissors
The Lotionator
Tie-me-Talkie is a shoe companion for kids that talk and directs with blinking eylets and arrows on tongue giving instruction to lace shoes
this is a screwdriver within another. a short handled one and a regular one. they may be mixed or matched and are handy in tight places.
Floor Cleaning Shoe Booties. A set of disposable, scented and scintillating shoe booties with phenomenal hard floor cleaning soft soles.
Kindle HD/ iPad Mini Magnetic Sticker / Glue + Wire Kit, specifically for Kindle Fire, iPad, iPad Mini to stick it to any refrigerator.
Flexible nightstand Iphone holder (integrated dockingstation)
Banana Traveler
Simple safety glasses are boring, right? Well, safety glasses with silencing earbuds are the wave of the future! Protect your hearing!
Hidden extractable wrist iPhone holder.
The Soap Spongie is a versatile bath spongie which can be used to hold a bar soap or soap sponge in place while taking a shower with pouch.
handsfree Iphone facetime holder. wear this around your neck to hold your iphone so your arms dont get tired.
A pedometer, attached to a barbell or similar object, can measure the number of "thrusts" (or weight-lifts) that an object makes.
16x (more or less) zoom-able optical/wide angle lens iPhone case! Ditch the digital zoom and shoot like high-end point-and-shoot camera!
"Floating" kitchen utensils. Lets design a set of great looking kitchen utensils! Unique feature - floating air-filled silicone grips.
SENSOR (HIGH TEMP/PRESSURE)THAT MEASURES SCREW WEAR IN INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES.
ALL DOG OWNERS THAT ARE TIRED OF PICKING UP SPRING DOG POOP FROM WINTER MONTHS THAT YOU COULDNT GET DUE TO
FREEZING TEMPS OR A LOT OF SNOW
THE AIR GUITAR
Faucet Temperature Regulator
WHG

Adapt- A - Lite

**UPDATED IDEA** NO MORE SCRATCHES on your car from bike pedals! Neoprene booties (or colorful silicon wraps!) fit the pedals for transport.
CARTABLE
The Heated Bathing Suit!
11
Point N Groom Shaver
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RE-SUB(70%Votes 1st Time) BACKRUB: First mechanical showering device with sponge,brush&amp;massage modules to switch between!Check All the
Pics!
Experience the first hands free luxury universal remote control. Operate your TV with the sound of your voice! Never lose your remote again.
Collecting tray that attaches to edge of worktops/tables.Muck is brushed off worktop and collected.Then detached and tipped into a bin
the picnic basket/blanket
An under the sink bin lined with a trash bag, with hinged lid and shelf to crush and store soda cans and plastic bottles/cups for recycling
Appliance error code generates alert to consumer with links to service as well as self help guides and videos.
No more fumbling with long measuring tape! V-Tape is a virtual ruler projected onto any surface to instantly measure it.
A retractable wrist tether case.
No more misplaced or lost time looking for the elusive stylus. Manufacture phone and tablet cases with an attached stylus holder.
Easily take a seat anytime, anywhere with this convenient carry along seat. No more will you have soreness because of extended standing.
This device holds up to eighty pairs of earrings, you can view your collection for easy selection. Put an end to lost and tangled earrings.
Light Switch Alarm/Manager
Yocto Cine
Alarm Clock that forces you to get out of bed and STAY out of bed.Getting rid of the temptation to get back into bed after you turn it off
Waterless urinal within toilet
A Can Crusher cum Recycle Bin that looks like a skeleton! encourage youths to recycle in a FUN way! not to force them to do it.
Portable Speakers made of recycle material - Go Green!
color snaps
Replacement eyeglass stems (called temples) or maybe a material to wrap around the existing ones, to change their appearance.
Reusable Cup Sleeve w Handle
"Soft Nobz" are soft foam donuts that fit over all lamp knobs, making all knobs quickly "findable" as well as fingertip friendly! :)
My INSTANT DESK EXPANDER creates "as needed" extra meeting/collaboration/work space in my office, without eating square footage and dollars.
No more tripping over household electric wires!! Completely flat with adjustable length electric cord
Sick of being interrupted by co-workers when you're on the phone with a client? Then you need CallCube. It lights up when you're on the line
iBoogie Board:Boogie Board with built-in case housing for the iPad &amp; iPad Mini.
The product is about biceps machine,working easily at home without dumbell
Elle peux se personnalisÃ©e avec divers motifs(Dora l'exploratrice,hello kitty)
Bluetooth/WINK Itunes Controller. One dial, one button, full control. Instant selection, pause, play, next, volume.
App enabled E-Paper message board. Send a message to your board from your phone. Re-sub 336 votes
Disposable and cheap insulated freezer cups to be used at concerts,fairs,sports games etc. completely recyclable and biodegradable material.
Q: Why buy three pairs of shoes when all you really need is one? A: Universal shoe design based on parkour needs + formal/social occasions.
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
COSMOS : applicateur de vernis
Big Kid nite-time undies
Hand Powered Bicycle Grip
This is an App Enabled Shoe Scale that can check your weight at any time, see Distance traveled and calculate Calories Burned.
All in one cleaning caddy. Forget the days of running from room to room to grab supplies. From start to finish this caddy has it all.
"Vial of Life" is a container the size and appearance of a pen that stores medication and the liquid required to swallow that medication.
Shower head filter cartridge
Quirky Spherical shaped web-cam that looks like the Death Star from Star Wars, top half of sphere can rotate lens around 360 degrees
This is a product in which you can make your own walking stick!It is a clamp that you put on any piece of wood to make into a walking stick
Christmas Light Accessories
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Finally! A wallet that fits comfortably in your pockets (card size), and that allows you also to travel with all your cards and bills!
iphone cases with the 12 different zodiac signs printed on back.
iRobotic Pen Chariot:Bluetooth Robotic Pen Chariot that you can control from your iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad Mini.App-enabled.
Feed Myself Spoon
Fini la corvÃ©e d'enlever le sac de la poubelle de cuisine. DÃ©couvrez la poubelle qui s'ouvre en 2 pour enlever le sac plein Ã craquer.
'Butter Straw'
Line extension....Loopits for doors.
Power bar that helps you save energy by really turning off the power to some devices while maintaining power to others.
The draw no blood button affixer. As a single man with chubby fingers, I occaisionally need to sew on a button. Got to be a better way!
Unroll and Charge
Vacuum wand attachment that bends as needed at an angle for cleaning high or low or gives extra length to the existing wand.
[SpaceSaver Receptacle] bottom sliding drawer w/ dividers separates trash/recyclables by stacking, to not compromise kitchen space.
InEar Earphone-Phone Case!!!!
Adjustable Wine Rods. Fits in any Cupboard. Hang Your Wine Glasses. Make use of the space above your Cupboards.
Odor Detecting Baby Monitor
Hair Cutting Tutor
Blue-Sync
Money detector pen that is ultra portable and very helpful to avoid counterfeit, have it anywhere that can check paper bills when in doubt.
App with ability to take photos off a social website in chronological order they were posted to make a personalized scrapbook (iPhoto-esque)
Manual non electric Paper Shredder. Well made Safe&Simple to use. For every ton of Recycled Paper 17 Trees are Saved. Save electricity &$
Power Present
Wireless Holiday Lights
This idea is the quirky pivot strip that instead of electrical sockets has USB ports.So many people need more USB ports including myself.
Turn any shoe into a Velcro shoe! Great for kids and elderly!
Knots in your shoulders? Responsibility of the world on your back? Lean back and utilizes your weight to massage your sore muscles.
Phone Cam Pro
Ebay especialized on courses, for making possible education companies focus on their core bussiness: producing content.
An app to take a photo of anything and a stylus you can draw and change it in anyway. Save it to yor photo gallery to print it later.
Tennis Balls on chair legs? ...On walkers for Adults?

There's a better solution! Introducing... Adult Balls

A sponge that comes with degreasing Soap built into it. This way you get out some pent-up aggression as you clean. More Banging more Soap
A laptop docking pad that makes connecting easy and out of the way! No more messy cables and overheating!
casque audio contrÃ´le parental
CLEAN BWTEEN
The new iPad's cord "the lighting plug" is so stinking tiny, its hard to hold &amp; use! My sleeve will solve the problem plus! VIDEO :_)
The idea is related with socket cashier for houses.
2 in 1 messenger bag that you can mix and match. Can be use separately or together. Tons of configuration ; Always looks new & refreshing
The #1 cause of death associated with tornadoes:head injuries from flying or falling debris.Protect yourself with The Severe Weather Helmet!
Remoted - Espresso maker
Mail box light
maximizing laundry efficacy
Enhance your instagram photos
Self un-crinkling/antibacterial hand towels that you can use in both the kitchen and bathroom after someone uses them and messes them up.
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Children with Autism, ADD/ADHD & Down syndrome deserve a break with an inexpensive umbrella stroller that will accomodate a child age 5-8!
How often do you use the dolly you have in your garage? Why not make it a dual purpose item?
THIS NEW UMBRELLA WITH BUILT-IN COVER COMES AT A COST - - EXTRA PROTECTION FROM RAIN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (4 IMAGES)
! A Solution To Make Recycling Sexy - Make Something Pop Up !
one handed Jaw wrench, I have manufactures drawings,all different versions, one for a chainsaw also
Alarm Bed.
Computer Surge Protector: A Quirky power strip specifically designed for use with computers! This is the next power strip Quirky should make
A small backpack that easily locks securely to your bike (or anywhere else) with a normal bike lock. Lock up your shoes while you swim!
The iWallet is a useful case for your iPhone or iPod. This case is adapted for carrying credit cards and money.
Motion sensing reading light that would sense when you have fallen asleep and then would turn off the light. It would attach to any lamp.
Toilet brush that can reach under the ring of the bowl
The Maze TOY!!!! Hours of fun!!!
Ferris wheel type storage bins for small items that uses little room. It holds a lot of items in a small space keeping them in one area.
Rotating Wall Outlet
its an plastic holder where kids can put there carton drinks in so they canÂ´t sqeeuze anymore and the liquer canÂ´t come out by drinking
Recover/sanitize stinky shoes
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Headrest Post clips with holder.Secure your items just inches off the seat. Pocketbooks,grocery bags,kids snacks,garbage bags etc
Stranger Danger Wristband
RESUBMITTED Bending down repeatedly to scoop up fallen leaves is painful. My Ergo System allows me to remove leaves while standing upright.
Keyboard Cleaner
Meet the Flexi Seat. This little guy loves to travel. When he's ready he bends, clips and becomes a squishy squishy seat!
Trouble storing foods,liquids and many other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way without needing to hold bag with your hands
Good to the Last Drop Spoon
The Toe Tent
A device mounted on a standard door lock that will help insertion and rotation of the key. To aid people with a variety disabilities.
Tired of scuffing the back of your shoes when driving? I am, a silicone heel protector that I slip on my heel is what I propose.
Magic Mouse Pad / Magic Wireless AA Batterie(s)
DIVoL:Digital Indoor Viewer of Landscapes.Real-time view of outdoors.Virtual Prototype: http://www.ideasupport.net/view/qgt5m5x6934kaym6/
water proof mp3 shower radio with built/expandable in memory. Waterproof MP3 player with a built in speaker instead of a headphone jack.
iPhone, iPad &amp; iMac face too close to the screen detector.
Smart Diapers make life healthier and easier!
Built in SOUND AMPLIFIER. Multi-position IPAD stand-flat surface,wrap around object,slide under legs.Compacts 4 travel.Thanks M.E 4 render
A hardware tablet device that allows your IPhone to dock and turn it into a tablet.
Inner Side Change on TouchMice
Squirt & Scrub "Mouse" Features Spray, Scrubber and Polisher in One Design
I would like to have permanent marker attached to my packing tape! The all-in-one can be replaceable or disposable.
LAIZZETRAY
Collander Dehydrator
Sponge Sauna
Jumper Cable Insulating Caps
A kitchen sponge UV sterilizer. After washing up, pop the sponge in the sterilizer, close the lid and the UV sterilizer will kill the bugs.
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Mug with bimetallic coil thermometer in the side to show how hot or not something is. {resub}
Audio tags that you can attach to the end of an email response, facebook or text message.4-6 second audio clips ex: adios, wurd, luv ya.
MixTapes bring back the tactile gift of playlist. Load this MP3 player with your playlist &amp; gift to your friend, boyfriend, niece or godson.
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Cure for Cancer. Yes, I know how this sounds. But it's real. It's based on sound and existing science. Let me explain it to you.
Hold the Lid
fortunes on ice
Customer chosen, flavored soaps(I can't think of a good title)
Inexpensive, disposable lotion applicator strips, for applying body or sunscreen lotions to one's own back.
My product is a wallet with multiple features. This wallet provides an easy way to carry your money, credit cards, keys, and headphones.
Cup cooler
A simple way to get assistance for doing push ups or extra resistance if needed.
Poor circulation, waking up from sleep with cold, numb hands. Cozzzy provides a fleece blanket sewn to the back of a pillow case for warmth.
SMART Yogurt/Granola Combo We need this for eating healthy breakfast on the GO at work and in schools.
Self cleaning toilet
An easier way to mop your floors. 2 buckets in 1! The 4 gallon bucket on wheels-one half clean water and one half cleaning solution.
Portion Control bracelet
A portable laptop desk for use in vehicles. It fits into the cupholder of most vehicles and is easily removed.
Are you tired of throwing away your lotion, shampoo, and conditioner bottles when there is still product in it?
Cake server in which the handle dispenses 4 choices of sprinkles. Wider spatula area,squared tip and 1" lip to reduce slice toppling over.
RESUB Lunch bags and coolers that collapse flat: don't take your food out of the bag - just unzip, push down, and you're ready to eat.
An adapter for cell phone (e.g., blue tooth) you attach to bag, clothes, watch/jewelry, to notify you by colored light that message exists
Buying Decorative Pillows for your Home is Expensive plus you can't always find what you want. Make your own simple, sew or don't, Simple!!
Stuffed teddy bear w/audio recorder that sooths baby to sleep.
iSmart Bookmark
Qtales - A book of invention stories written and illustrated by Q community. Resubmitted!
Flexible Warming Band
Collapsible Cleaning Caddy on Wheels!
Dispenser with measurement for Sugar, salt, or coffee, coffee creamer, etc..., One press, dispenses exactly 1,2,or 3 tsp of sugar or salt.
Zip Tip Luggage Security alerts your phone when zippers are separated.
Paint Straws
Cabinet dishwasher
It is a remote control assistance arm. It will help people sit up in bed, and up out of chairs, may be adapted for help out of the tub.
Eliminate identity theft: PRE-swipe card or credit card sticker counts the number of swipes
Smartbells - dumbbells with built-in 3-axis accelerometer to automatically count the number of exercise repetitions.
eliminate the wires, create a device that can wirelessly transmit electricity,
(Video) Full lenght door mirror with storage on the inside... Like a medicine cabinet.
Scratch Blox
Horizontal backpacks with new compartments giving room for e-readers, class supplies, and books WHILE redistributing weight!
Better Baby Changin' Case
[The Original] 360Â° Cooling Fan - Blows Away Competition!
hook line &amp; sinker
If your pet leaves home, you need a collar with a wireless link to your smartphone (tablet, computer) so you can find it using applications.
Time to save money; stop buying disinfecting wipes and paper towels. Cut your cleaning costs and waste with the Reusable Wet Wipe Canister.
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Smart KeyRIng
Eat and learn! These educational plastic sandwich baggies are a must have for every family with young children. Learning is delicious!
A Better Night Light. This design shines a wide beam of light along your path. It shines at the floor to protect your night vision.
Shopping cart straps that are broken or damaged? A retractable safety belt that can hook onto your baby bag when not in use is the answer!
The only stamper you will ever need. The programmable stamper will be in every office.
=/:@))> TOASTER CRUMB / BOIL OVERS TRAY CATCHER..for under toaster's to catch crumbs, or microwave oven/other ovens to catch boil overs :))
WINDGUARD-GREEN CHEAP EASY DECORATIVE-Saves $$,fasten to the window with Velcro,Easy install/remove,access to sunlight/window using
zipper
Adjustable/Transformable Cookware/Bakeware (See Pictures Below)
GardenGear1, Innovative garden watering system which uses existing equipment.
Nail Polish Machine Washable
SMART GUN THUMB FINGER PRINT SCANNER SENSOR A SENSOR ON THE GUN WILL WORK ONLY WITH THE THUMB PRINT OF THE
OWNER WILL WORK ON ALL FIREARMS
Patterned front, quilted possibly. With a thin cotton back or 2 elastic bands on left and right side.
Have your Earphones ever tangled up? = Set of earphones that is retractable in length to snap back to your phone much like a measuring tape
A portable digital speedo.it would run via gps to be accurate,waterproof and shock proof so it could bring a new game to extreme sports
Self storing gravity gym-inversion table combination. Electric Imp enabled, track workouts and share with other devices like scales.
RESUBMITTED-The Lorsh Pad brings comfort to mobile computing. Is originally intended to provide a comfortable work surface on any place.
!Eco-Friendly 2 liter bottle holders. Bring them with you to the grocery store along with your re-usable bags!
Universal Table Edge Organizer for tools, art supplies, and so much more! Clips to any table. New design is smaller and more versatile.
Wine or Pre-Made mixed drinks to go.
Let's develop a Lapel (Collar) Booklight The better alternative
Wireless Charging/Transfer Mat
Eat&Treat,plate for children that has a compartiment with a tray beneath.With the push of a button it opens and slides out towards the child
Shower Songs
Disposable mats for under your child's carseat.
Coffee Pod Caps
Modular Electric tracking. The fun &amp; Custom ability of Curvables meets Entertainment, decoration &amp; function. A new way to use &amp; power
things
The NMS iPod Case (No More Spaghetti) eliminates the problem of leaving your headphones in your iPod, then having to untangle them later.
SpineMinder alerts you when your posture is off the parameters you set. Pairs with phone app to connect to net for detailed analysis.
Satellite Dish Cover
These super-real acrylic ice cycle ornaments with LED technology give an imaginative fresh look to any festive winter display.
My idea is an iPhone/Cell Phone crank charger that is built into the iPhone/Cell Phone case.
CREATIVE TABLE/DESK CLIP! CREATES SPACE! ALLOWS EASIER DRAWING, SKETCHING (..) WITH TRANSPARENT GLASS AND LIGHTS!
EASY TO USE AND CARRY!
A Quirky laundry basket! A basket shaped like the Quirky "Q"! Made in bright happy colors! The tail on the Q is a seperate sock basket area!
Basketball shoe grippers. Gripping soles with a strip that latch over the basketball shoe. Grippers are affordable and come in all colors!
"MIRROR CLEARER" A sleeve (tube) surrounding the bathroom mirror, equipped with pinholes that blow air onto the mirror surface and clear it.
Tired of telling kids to close door? Tired of Loosing your voice? Tired of hearing yourself over and over? Talking Door does it for you!!
The universal book garments
Pepper spray wearable on hand!
REPS - A weighted exercise device that counts the number of reps you have taken and on which date.
Self-Draining Utility Bucket
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The Dog/Cat flotation collar is designed to prevent accidental drowning of your pets. Don't come home to an accident that can be avoided.
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Wireless Earbud Pin/Brooch. Wear as accessory, use as Earbuds.
Spray
This gadget loosens old food inside microwave.Modern design with handle.Fill with water, run microwave for 5 minutes and voila! simply wipe!
Tray to go
Expandable laptop LCD screen
Glow in the Dark Christmas Lights!Everyone loves Christmas lights! Why not have them all year long,anywhere you want,indoors or outdoors too
A Clockwork Stroller! Using the energy you put into pushing the stroller to help it go when you get tired.
To improve people-oriented photography by both capturing their attention/focus while also giving them a real-time photo viewing experience
Invisi-soundtrack
I'm tired of seeing people holding their Maglites in their teeth. Why not create a wristband that holds it, turns 360 degrees and raises up.
Extra storage with a futuristic look.
Decorative and functional steel "art" nails. Hang art, curtains, valances, or just use them as cool hooks to hang your hat on.
Pet hair grooming brush attachment for vacuum cleaners.Groom your dog or cat and gather all the hair and dander that is missed by brushes
Biometric Flash Drive
Optimum, A Transparent Outlet
My Idea is for a disposible liner primarily for sandals, it could be used for flip-flops and shoes as well.
TESSERACT - A futuristic iPhone / iPod speaker dock.
Magic Desk Organizer is designed to be customisable, expandable and portable and therefore you can maximize your desk space to hold more.
A Quick way to Floss!
A COOL multi-directional dual spinner wheel attachment. Letâ€™s add them to any luggage of any size.
!!! What do you get when you cross a Book bag and an Accordion folder? QUIRKY's next great invention!!
Segway meets Luggage
A cylindrical, hinged shell, weighted with sand, which can snap around the shaft of a utensil to tamp down hand tremors in old folks.
ROLL UP SHOWER CURTAIN. A ROD WITH A SQUEEGEE. WHEN YOU ARE DONE SHOWERING YOU PULL IT LIKE A WINDOW SHADE
AND IT PULLS OFF THE WATER.
Smart Boxing Glove
I made a flexible rim for the top of a plastic bag to pick up leaves. rake directly from ground to bag ready for disposle.
iMicrophone 5:Microphone Housing For The iPhone 5 That Lets You Talk Hands Free Or Practice Your Singing,Retro-Style.
"Too Cool"
Strap-on floor scrubber. Scrub brushes attach to your feet so you don't have to bend over!
The "bottomless" plastic leaf collector. Insert a bag, fill it, pull the very light container off over the top of the now heavy bag.
Cart for older dogs that allow you to take your best friend to the places he/she loves when they can no longer walk far on their own.
It is very hard for seniors to put on their shoes, they have to bend over and even with a shoehorn, find it difficult to do so.
Button Blanket
a spoon with bearings midway on the handle to keep food (mostly soup) on the spoon till you get it to your mouth. Aids handicapped,infants.
Limit burns, back strain, and spillage with a cooking pot assistant. Tilting pot assistant with multiple locking positions for convenience.
Free Form "Headphones"
The Spoke Wheeled is 3200 Years Old:It's Time For Quirky To Reinvent The Bicycle And Remove The Spokes from the Wheels,Ultra Cool Maximus.
Paint Pen
My idea comes from being in the marine industry and also from watching TV and movies. I need something designed to retrieve/recover tools
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Laundry Dispenser that solves the mess, clutter, and eye sore of a detergent bottle and fits into every home dÃ©cor.
The Hair Sucker
Bungee Cords aren't the best fasteners out there. If we can come up with a bungee cord that can fasten with another method manually.
Moms &amp; Dads Listen up!!! Remember those girl-boy racer days? Wouldn't it be great to relive them with your Son or Daughter?
Coaxial Cable Wall Grommet
Foldable strapless toe cages for bike share bikes, efficient pedaling for the world's fastest growing public transportation system
Revolutionized Can Opener!
Smard Hat
Easy Litter Box
Swipe your gym membership card at each machine you use to track the power you generate from a generator installed and run by muscle power.
Easter Egg (Always paired)
sippy cup adaptor for water/soda bottles
Air Connect
Don't like having to get your iPod out to change songs? Slide any iPod shuffle into the side and plug in. Easy-control. No cords!
Solar Blinds Flat Wall Mounted Bluetooth Speakers:Allows you to listen to music without using electricity or battery.App-enabled &amp; Awesome.
We have a patent of a product that keeps the hose or cords from getting wedged, under your tire. so you don,t get aggravated.
Transformer suitcases to the rescue! Check-in suitcase transforms into a baby travel cot. 2 items into 1 saves on weight and hassle.
Macbook 2015 Snap-On Adapter
A three bucket mopping system never dirties the water in the soap bucket.
Children's Bedroom curtains designed with sewn in pockets/slots to hold small items. Toys,dolls,papers etc..
invention is a device for cleaning the dip stick from motor vehicles,cars,trucks,tractors,airplanes,etc with oil and fluid reservoirs.
Sliders Easy Hang Curtain Rod
Finally a place for your mouse! Flip the pad out to use it. When done, flip it back in. It won't affect your shut laptop. 3 Designs
GripEezz. Tired of almost dropping the milk or OJ every morning? Stick a GripEezz on and the problem is solved. Disposable stick on grips.
Hate losing socks that fall behind the washer or dryer? The "Wonder Wall" is your last line of defense against the dusty abyss!
Magnetic Spice Board with small thin magnetic containers slightly larger than tic-tac containers for spices.
CONDOMINT" or "CONDOMINTS
Cool Bags
I have created a Flat lawn bag to pick up leaves,acorns and small debris. Its the new innovative way of picking up yard waste.
Smart Snorkeling Goggles
is an amazing cooler, has everything you need to make a barbecue on the beach, at camp.it's time to have fun, is time for the party!
LED bulbs can be bright on the cheap, but light stays local unless it gets carried elsewhere. A Light Tube uses reflection to do just that!
Capcel
FixumPetfood
I would like to create an alarm clock that is an adjustable weight kettle bell that doesn't turn off until the user does a set # of reps.
ihome light show. Make any party into a rave or turn your room into a soothing light show to any music you play.(for all ages)
A two handed dog brush,dog petter, chew toy, and tug of war all in one! Your dog will love getting brushed. A full body dog brush!
"power belt" it is a belt that charges your iphone
Make front breaklight kits for trucks and cars. Consumer can install. a safty feature for pedestrians and other motorists.
The feeding adapter is a specialized tool used for getting thick blenderized foods into a MIC-KEY port using a 60 cc syringe.
Sure fire way to keep families together on fishing trips.Have more fun and excitement than you ever thought possible with this simple idea.
Travel Buddy
Waterproof Stadium Blanket Backpack
Medicine cabinet w/APP lock
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3 Different Concepts (see attached images) to Hold and Dry your Sponge faster at an angle.Include UV light on holder.Which would you choose?
Plastic Bag &amp; Bottle Dryer
how many times have you or someone else been sick in bed and can't sit up to drink without spilling the drink all over in the bed?
R.C Infant car
Disposable adhesive furniture covering. Solid or theme designed. Two widths. Prevents stains. For everyday use and special events.
Locus emergecy high intensity L.E.D. rechargable lighting unit for the home.
ZigZag Spice Box
Zone Me Up - I'm Baffled
Propane Tank Ring Gauge
small cutter that attaches to your keys ring to open those hard to open bags of chips,candy and many more hard to open bags
This is the retractable dog leash that will not choke your dog.
A small and simple plug and go speaker to enhance your audio volume. No wires. No bulk.
Shelfer
Decorative Branches that Change Color - Lighten Up Your Decor
Cell phone cover with cheaters built in,so people don't have to put reading glasses on every time they text, or use there phone.
A fast and light weight fence panel for construction perimeters. Only a single person would be required for setup.
3-D Modular Cubes Connect to Form a Customizable Power Strip in the Exact Shape and Size Required for All of Your Power Needs.
I suggest to produce an ipad with projection feature
Power EveryWear! A line of app enabled, rechargeable power sources you can wear! Bracelets, belts, suspenders, vests,with USB connections.
An interchangeable Reading Glass headband for plucking eyebrows and putting on makeup for those who need glasses to see up close
I needed a boat storage device that I could unload and load my 12 ft Jon Boat.
Cool n' Safe
Leaf Tree Skirt
Retainer Clean-O-Matic
Fed up of cleaning the edges &amp; corners of the floor. Attach blob of sticky substance to broom to picks up anything, even minute glass pieces
Cupcake Molders
ULTRA SOUND dog collar { use iphone or ipad }
You have all these different sprays and things all over the house. You need a way to conveniently store all of them.
Cigarette Pack with ashtray
RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
un bec multi-verseur
Big Shoes Kids Inserts! Kids love wearing big shoes but they just don't fit!
SUPER HERO TALKING BAND AIDS
iPod Shuffle Cordless Headphones
Choo Choo Spoon
Even with today's technology a simple pen or pencil is still and will always be a convenience and often a necessity.
How can we improve the calendar sharing/syncing dilemma?
Have more Face Time and less nostril time with an adjustable height stand for iPads and other tablet devices.
Trax Drives
"Thumb Cozy": a cotton fabric thumb cover, attached around the hand by a soft, cotton-covered strap, to gently deter innate thumb sucking.
Compact Survival Distiller - Bear Grylls makeshift distiller in a small convenient packet - every camper should carry one!
Toilet Paper Limiter dispenser
Soothe Headphones **Video
The Ear Branch-takes 1 headphone jack and splits the music into 4 earbuds so you can share your music, share the love!
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Every Patient Room in Every Hospital seeks the light for healing. Colour Boards with glass writing surfaces , in any color, will help.
My product is a wheeled muck bucket cart that will lift and dump the manure into the manure spreader.
Recipe Dock
There has never been a tongue scraper on the market designed to fit the contours of the tongue for complete cleaning, until now.
Book Prism: A reflecting triangle for inside book spine to bring the text forward for flatbed scanning or reading.
Smart Sprinkler Controller
We couldn't believe the lack of options for decorating our daughter's grave. We created solar lit memorial trees that fit in cemetery vases.
A multitask-er that rotates between a mop head, a scouring sponge and a regular sponge that can be used wet or dry with an adjustable handle
Greatness
Make your own custom hooks. Roll it out, microwave then bend into shape.
Sniff Jacket
IAmp
Custom fit ear pod tip cover using memory foam to fit individually unique shape and size of ears.
Glow in the dark Fishing Reel With Fiber Optic Lines : For night fishing.
911 Emergency Alarm buttons
Spongy Finger Gloves-Little sponges on the fingertips of rubber gloves
An iPhone case which when squeezed starts recording video
An attachment for suitcase on wheels that would make it easier and more comforable to pull.
A unit worn by a child on a lockable bracelet, with the parent having a key fob that alarms whenever, child gets too far away.
My idea is to assist pre-occupied parents/guardians with child monitoring.
The mommy ball
Hot? No Power??? iWind is a case/fan that generates the power &amp; kools you off!
Unique Shoe Storage -For the shoe Lover in all of us - Hang em, store em, or bring them on your travels &amp; wonâ€™t get smooshed! (resub)
Protek Vending Machine
Kayak Express
Tree Trimmers using General Electrics Optical Systems.
Bachelor's Shower Buddy
if iphone can got power from the sunshine,not use other device
Xpand iPhone Case: Preserve your most prized possession with this beastly expanding roll-cage. WATCH THE VIDEO! http://youtu.be/m7CxwDx-jyo
The Periodic Holochart
My idea is a cup holder with a handle for large cold or hot drink cups that slips on them to make them easier to hold.
AC Holding Window Frame Stand
Collector (vacuum attachment)
dental floss holder that attaches to your bathroom mirror by suction cups making it easy to pack for travel, refillable with spools of floss
A plastic, cylinder shaped portable container,with seat, fits into shower/tub. To assist caregivers giving showers to the elderly.
Speaker w/ LED/OLED Light Show
My blade design incorporate's a special lift effect, that I believe is superior,while having less cost.
Meet the Better Butter Dispenser and Spreader.. Same principal as a calk gun it allows you to dispence, spread, and store the butter!!!!
Adjustable rolling roller for ordinary chair--Applicable for all types of ordinary chairs--Let ordinary chair become rolling chair.
Driving glove
Shelfer 2
Line Extension For Folio with the iPad &amp; iPad Mini.
Tent with an inflatable floor to replace a camping pad. It would include a blow-up valve similar to a pool raft. Saves a ton of space.
Stop Things From Getting Under Couches,Furniture,Beds With Under Stoppers Blocks/Shields
A thin, weighted (5-10 lbs.) shirt to burn more calories while doing ANYTHING!
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Enjoy and protect the forest SunSplit the Solar-powered hydraulic log splitter. No fumes, noise, or long cords. Carbon neutral, Very Green!
Lock hole guide
Fold-out Cleaning Organizer Takes Your Tools from the Floor to Over Your Door
Core Cutter
A Cleaning wonder, that can be a rag, a mop, a duster, and even get into small spaces
Hermosa Horseshoes is an easy to learn and play lawn/beach frisbee game which is a variation on the classic game of horseshoes.
Design a fishing real that pops out the empty roll of fishing line and you just pop a new one in. Fast,Easy and much more conveniant.
Biodegradable weedeater string
GE &amp; Wink Pendant light kit
Over the door storage. Organize pantries, bathrooms, office and hobby supplies. Removable clips for chips and files. No tools required!
A/C Condenser Coil Pre Filter
This is my idea of a self-sustaining electrical generator. Everyone would love the idea of free energy or green energy. No electric bill!
There's no cheating with this batting tee! Hit the post of 'The Buzz' tee instead of a clean swing at the ball and you'll hear a loud buzzz!
No longer your ball of yarn runs around your household, no longer it gets dusty and messy and you can comfortable consentrate on knitting.
Dry umbrellas are easy to store. Some come in their own cases. What about WET Umbrellas? A portable pop-up wet umbrella tote is the answer!
Dripless
Nursing covers: Too much fabric?Not enough?Baby moves it?Immobile?Cant use other arm?Peek-a-boo sides? Cant switch?Falls? Fashion statement!
A disposable cover for use in the microwave. Invert a large coffee filter. Fold it around the edges to weigh it down. Won't stick to food.
ESW Fan
IPad tripod attachment,allowing the user to take steady video recording and pictures-hands free.
Massage your scalp while washing your hair.Waterproof gloves that massage your scalp while shampooing your hair
A vertically-adjustable plastic cone, sold in flat sheet form, easily shaped by consumer; cone's perforations allow air flow and watering.
A squirt bottle with a button instead of trigger to squirt liquid onto a surface.
Adult sized bouncinette
Nxt Alarm
No more expensive 1st class seats and still arrive fully reposed at your destination by plane,train or bus. The air sleeper is invented!
The bottle which can be clipped to your belt or to your bike (Cycle) rod keeping your Hands free.
'Water cannon' irrigates your garden from one spot, by 'shooting' the water through the air, to the exact plant location, app enabled.
my dad my son and now his son like hot wheels, my idea is the theme "route 66" cars and tracks &amp; WIDE OVAL NASSCAR TRACK &amp; CARS.
UPDATED! Scented oil vaporizer. Uses a glass vile with minimalistic design. Makes you room smell and look nice.
Sleek Pocket Control. Talk, Listen, and Control your phones/tabs/notebooks with one tiny control. And you don't look silly doing it!
Rooftop planter modular tile
Baby Sleepz Portable Headrest
Brine Tap
O-RING FIRE EXTINGUISHER
the way to connect ipad to tv wireless
blinker blink pots n pans
Rigid Reusable Shopping Bag - Stands up doesn't fall over - See images Being Green is Huge, Quirky lets be green together.
Light Switch Trigger
I-PHONE 5 CASE with carbine clip that easily hooks to belt, providing protection while freeing your hands.
CAN'U'SEE
Smaller suction cup inside a larger suction cup - Two is better than one; Other options- retractable screw/clip inside suction cup
Millions of potlights around the World are a blank canvas...that is about to change! I HAD A REQUEST FOR 3000 UNITS I COULDNT PROVIDE! HELP!
A real time face detector on phone unlocking
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A Better bathroom cleaning organizer and carrier
Never miss a call or message with a fashionable Bluetooth wrist band for your smart phone.
Blinds, the most horrible thing to clean in the history of human life. Let's find a better way to clean these dust-ridden devils.
Iphone software feature that allows you to send a text at the date and time of your choosing. Ex. Send "pay rent" text on Nov. 1st at 12pm.
Bamboo! Modular planter system. Time to think outside the box! Render/Video by vector. 643/583 in 3 days and 78/80 positive comments
Positive Messaging Machine
Earring Headset
Foldable lawn chair with adjustable legs. Allows you to sit on uneven or slanted surfaces. Shorten or lengthen back legs to sit level.
Collapsible dog crates are in desperate need of a redesign. Years of complaining has brought about no changes so let's make it happen here.
The Sanitary Lunch Bag/Box with built-in fold down tray.
swingaway ramp/workstation
Stop watching movies experience them with movie shades! Perfect for the person who really gets into movies or just wants escape reality.
A perforated tube that you can clip-on to a trampoline frame and attach a water hose to. It will create a sprinkler effect to cool users.
An attachment you attach to your plate while eating allowing you to push food on to your spoon using only one hand, to enjoy a free hand
Stirring peanut butter is a pain! Hand-held electric stirrer uses your own spoon or knife to stir it up!
Fruit Holder-Slicer device that can hold and slice a large number of small fruits (grape, cherry tomatoes, or strawberries) all at one time.
I would like help to redesign my "sORt" tray (patented/trademark) to it's originial idea to be used in the beauty/hair field.
Plastic Collapsable Bread Box, Single Loaf, Lays completely flat when not in use. Open front/back doors push on side and it lays flat.
iPhone copy stand / tripod for taking tabletop pictures. Make stop motion animations with the Vine app or take tabletop Instagrams.
Having a baby car seat turn into a 4 wheel stroller, have 4 wheels drop down from the base of the car seat to allow for effortless movement.
Flexible elbow connector user friendly, no more walking around like your happy to see me! lol
Mechanical dish rag dryer (or any other type of rag). A small housing containing a set of sprockets that would squeeze water from a rag.
Mammi Cami
The versatile multi programmable alarm clock, you can now set multiple alarms on the same day, or different for each day of the week
Silicone Zip Lock Bags with Handles: Reusable, dishwasher safe, freezer safe, great colors &amp; designs! Handle can be removed for versatility.
The CoffeeMaid: know at any time how much coffee has left in your insulated mug (and its temperature, too)
Handheld Tally App Enabled
Golf ball putting aid
androquirk
Shock Collar App
Lets make game and app creation accessible. A website ran by quirky where ideas for games and apps are put in and voted on.
HUGE MARKET OPPORTUNITY! A Cool, Sanitary, Q-tip Dispenser for the modern elegant bathroom. Fill from the top and dispense from a drawer.
Plastic Squisher
Smart Highheel Shoes
Glow in the dark vinyl stickers applied to the keys of computer key board. No need for lighting,light from the screen keeps keys glowing!!
Solar Genius
"The Clam Shell Press" for pinching the edges on your pies. Pie crust edge pinch.
Flexible Rollup Travel Scale
Tired of coffee/pop rings on your table top? Get the Spill Stopper!!Rubber/absorbable gasket you put over the top of your cup or mug!
A notebook that makes ripping paper out of it effortless, easy, and convenient, with no mess or distress!
Replace the toilet cistern lid with a wash basin. All water drained fills the cistern tank ready for the next flush. Water usage is optmised
"SCandles" -- Candles with historical, tax, sex or celebrity Scandals (newspaper reprints) printed on the outside of the candles.
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Freestanding Rake, Broom, Snow Shovel etc...
"Flossbrush" - an electric toothbrush on one end, and a floss tool on the other - one mouth cleaning tool w/replaceable heads.
With all the auto companies going to small or electric/combo engines, something that won't cut performance when air cond. is on.
Keys have doggedly haunted humanity with their scratching and jingling ways for millennia, not any more, PRESENTING THE Quirky KEYPOD!
Florescent Tube Case
NUT CRUSHER. Rolling pin that crushes nuts INSIDE the tube with simple rolling motion. Crush candy too! NO MESS, NO POUNDING ON YOUR
COUNTER
A bicycle lock with a lighted, flashing soft cable which can be worn over the shoulder.. On arrival the cable locks up your bike.
COCKTAIL CADDY - now you can eat your hor dâ€™evours and hold your drink at the same time with this simple plate attachment!
"Extend" a measuring tape that can do all that the Tech Tape can and whatever a regular tape measurement can do that the Tech Tape can't.
Pony Tail for Rider, Rocker, Runner, Fashion man, wig and so on with buff
My mother is a 24 hour oxygen patient. Her tubing gets tangled all the time. My idea is a retractable tube so she can get around easier.
!WOW! A messless lid w/ a built in straw, fits store bought baby food containers so toddlers can eat good food independently & on-the-go.
Kitchen Knives. Color coded and designed to bring out the inner chef in all of us by helping us choose the correct knife for the job.
It's a lightweight, adjustable, interior car protector from the trunk to the dashboard that protects your nice interior carrying long items.
Toast Warmer
Jungle Paws
Continuous spraying device, attaches to all sterile H20 bottles, w/ thin plastic shield 2 irrigate lacerations b4 repairing them in the ER.
Struggling to read medicine bottles Attach a magnifying strip sticker to any bottle easy to apply secure makes ready easy and clear
ceramic bonsai w solar lights
Body Camera
APNEA PILLOW -No more Panic Attacks due to lack of oxygen &amp; STOP Hurting Your Hands, with 10 lbs weight of your own head using this pillow!!
Children's learning dishes
My Idea Is The Voice Recognition Speech Activation Electronic Padlock:Open Sesame
The easy hook on tie.
Your vacuum becomes the caddy for all your cleaning supplies.
The Lottery USB Flash Drive/Ticket Scratch Off Tool. Eraser on one end and USB Thumb Drive on other. Safeguard your lottery numbers. (Resub)
I DRAW IDEAS Quirky Idea Sketch book and Idea Organizer.
Touch screen glass desk blotter sits flat on your desk. You can access your phone lists,e-mail, and internet.
FUNctionality vallet wallet
Collapsible Bookcase/Entertainment Center..... the next essential item for college students and fist time apartment owners! Configurable.
A holder/cover for a stylus pen built into the cover and stylus pen for touch phones that do not come with the stylus pen like the iphone!!
Sun Chaser Backyard Analyzer
Cold, damp wash-cloths and bath-poufs are HISTORY. Automatically warm-up your body-scrubber before washing and rinse it clean when done.
The VariaBowl is a concept for a (disposable) bowl that collapses into a (disposable) plate, and vice versa. Two VariaBowl can snap together
Knot
This enables people to get suntan lotion or body lotion on their own backs with out bodily contortion or the assistance from others.
Small standup electric scooter for passengers to navigate mega airports using smartphone apps to help with navigation.
Subs movie glasses
No More Geysers
End the mess on your desk with this functional yet aesthetic desk organizer that you can take with you from one room to another
Do you or your partner suffer from COLD FEET? The Snuggie Sheet Set is perfect for you then!! Please do take a look...
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Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. Resub: 147. Great companion to Refresh
Cord Wrap to stop your Cables from breaking just behind the connector
The Fake Clock
A 'Recycle Sign' on a stick that attaches to a garbage can or waste basket.
to have a paper towel roll or not to have a paper towel roll that is the Question.
360 Degree Conferencing speaker and multiple microphones with tablet or mobile phone dock for video conferencing
I-Pad Stand with Built In Projector:You can project what's on your I-pad onto the wall,instant 100 inch TV screen. Resub 9 months ago.
A doll shaped alarm clock, you can rip the head off and throw to make snooze. When alarm goes again you're forced out of bed to go find it.
Dokodemo - see and hear them anytime
A new and convenient way for men to cut and style their hair.
Stop Wasting Water, Time, And Money In Your Garden!! Get Water Where IT's Needed, THE ROOTS!!!! The Water Spear Is Here!!!
Safely secures your shotgun, but still allows quick access when needed. Remains loaded and ready, but out of reach of children.
I'm Hooked On You.
Children in car seats always lack proper air flow when driving in a vehicle. The solution is a low profile fan that attaches to the handle.
Bracelet that connects to your smartphone app to alert you when it is time to take your medication.
No more stinky feet for you and for shoes. Scented pad absorbs the sweat from feet. This pad helps you keep feet dry. Keep feet from odor.
Keep It Clean!
Fold Away Arm &amp; Leg rest "Bus/Utility Truck Driver"
My idea is customized, snap on nameplates for "walkers". .
iPad Hanger allows you to save space by storing the iPad in a pocket that can be easily attached to any lipped or edged paneled furniture
Dream Box; Dream Storage; etc
"Frozen Cake Tops" made with my sisters famous butter cream.Sell/display like a frozen pizza.Put it on top of a $3 mix. Thaw/spread/done $10
In Europe a study was done with 20 women with Breast Cancer all had chemicals from the deodorant imbedded in their Cancer tissues. Janay's
My invention is of simple design which easily and effectively installs/removes E-clip fasteners from moving linkages, saving time and money.
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
Ultra-stable lap tray made with magnetic beanbags that stick to the metal tray. Ideal for lounge chairs car seats, people in bed. Very comfy
No sound alarm
Apple iPhone with replacing usual battery to SOLAR POWER charging and normal power charging possible system
If you have a bandage on your finger you cannot use the Apple touchscreen. These bandage would work like the touch screen gloves.
With these trays, store your makeup in an easily accessible way. Similar to cosmetic displays, you'll soon kiss your cosmetic bags away!
Dig it! Garden Gloves with Tools Built in! For people who want to dig directly in the soil. Steel claws make weeding & planting a breeze.
Joyful Greetings on a Tie
Omnidirectional Spray Bottle
A waist-high trash can for those who canâ€™t bent forward to remove the trash bag.
The Uglify Project
Slider Cat Toy
Mask System
Pet hair problem? Installed in existing pet door, soft comb removes hair when they go in and out of the house, the matt collects the hair!
Easy Bib. A disposable, no-tie, easy-to-apply bib for home, restaurants, hospitals, hospices, nursing homes and bed-ridden patients.
Automatic Window Tint
Compact Recycle Compactor uses a mechanical ( or electromechanical) system to crush plastic items to make recycling easier.
Personal climate control medicine box for keeping medications at safe temperature during power failures, heat waves, cold snaps, travel etc.
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TOOL BOX WITH TONNEAU COVER
Scratch-a-Treat
Zapp - My first invention - gulp! Describes my bug trap in a word - hope you like it ... it's certainly different ...
Video camera Hat
The H2O Collapsible Jug is a collapsible plastic jug providing a convenient "on-the-go" water filter and drinking vessel.
Stop your child from drowning
It's a solar charging iphone case. The solar powered iphone case allows you to charge whenever without plugging in.
A scrubbing-brush cap to fit the washing machine agitator. Spray the stain w/cleaner,scrub,toss in.No need 2 spray-scrub on top of washer.
THE QUIRKY BRUSH - 3 Adjustable Settings Hair Detangle Brush
A lamp with a built-in alarm clock, speakers, Bluetooth, iPod/iPhone dock, audio input, and multiple USB charging ports.
The SMARTest PET BED measures my pet's weight and temperature and alerts me in case of problems. Track statistics and share with your VET
A folding all-in-one desk. They can be stored easily and out of sight until they are ready to be used.
Shhmoke alarm
RESUB "Q Brush" The affordable quick changing heads. You could buy a whole box of 24 disposable heads for your family. for pennies per head!
thecubesodaandlunchpailcooler
Pizza Slider Pan
App-enabled Q Baby LCD Mobile &amp; Monitor. Play, promote sleep, learning, calming sounds and monitoring. See link
A SOLAR POWERED RING Strip CHARGER, for out or indoor use,the main design will be to cover the top of your Home and Resort Patio Umbrellas.
A sleep-mask with built in speakers (over ears) that wirelessly connect to your iPod and dimly lit built in screens, show a relaxing scene.
Cat Plastic Biological Gas Mas
The Tilt Level
DOG WATER BOTTLE (PORTABLE)
Shaving mask
Vent Ring for Comode Seats
A "Handy" Hook
Small kitchen with limited room to open cabinets or just want something more durable and better looking than a series of doors? Go tambour.
Charge!â„¢
CLEAN BWTEEN
No more mess when painting. Hate leaving rounded marks on a surface every time you are painting? This "rubber bottom" cover will stop this.
A commuter cup holder that has velcro loop on one side, magnet on the bottom and a suction cup on the other side. It will accept beverages.
The Laptop Cooling Pad is a simple, lightweight and functionally clever accessory to any laptop.
Software that monitors and allows you track, opt out of, alert you to privacy issues or concerns with a new account, etc. Keeps you private.
Boys Easy Comfort Cup
Scrap Bowls
The Braille Pad
Pocket-Projector: Project TV Channels, Movies, &amp; Video Clips On Your Wall! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Hot Utensil Indicator
Like to SING IN THE SHOWER? An affordable waterproof iPhone PROJECTOR attaches to your shower head to project lyrics to your favorite songs
An extendable handle attachment for strollers, shopping carts providing more space so taller peoples legs don't hit the stroller or cart.
Ready2Serve Brownie pan
Wall Frame Marker
Planting Bed Drizzle Mat
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For learning and FUN! A pad of tracing paper (and App?) that attaches to the iPad. For children to practice writing and drawing skills
I Phone 4 LiON Bumper Charger
Getting tired of carrying the multi-purpose cleaner bottle with you while you clean? The pump sponge will get rid of the cleaner bottle!
Want to charge a MacBook, iPhone or iPad on the go? The sleek, stylish and frankly cool messenger bag will charge them while you walk.
Nail Buddy
VOTE BY PHONE.SAVING THE STATE &amp; COUNTIES MILLIONS WILL STOP FRAUD. I HAVE A PATENT. ANY VOTER CAN VOTE ANY
WHERE. triggsvotingsystem.net
Resubmit YARD SENSORY BAG - Water filled and bright shapes~2 levels grows as your child does~
This is for the avid tablet users, a convenient way to read by having a tablet stand that can be viewed in two angles.
iPhone - Targeted Sound Detection. What you don't hear, can hurt you.
Transparent iPhone Car/Windshield Mount
A jar opener with a twist!
Portable Food Cooling Device
Tidy Space-Saving Storage Organizer with Interleaved Bins for mounting on cabinet doors, bathroom mirrors or freestanding ToolBox/Container.
More fun than velcro! The pattern and color combinations are endless! Fun to express yourself with style!Easy for any child to do themselves
Bed-mate tablet holder
Vote for my adjustable rotating drum that scratches your pets rear end/back for them, collects shedding hair, and applies tick medication :)
The plastic texting ring fits around the thumb and uses a small, thin stylus that extends from the tip of the thumb to precisely press keys.
An accessory to cover the ears/earlobes creating a barrier between the ear and wind distortion that occurs in an active outdoor lifestyle.
BeeHive Guard
For diabetics, instead of a big tube of thick Glucose tabs 4 when blood sugar drops, we make a credit card size tab that fits in wallets.
Remote controlled LED lights for home.
casting chalk line
Help make driving safer with the U-turn signal.
Couteau multilames
Duster Buster : No-mess Innovative Duster Cleaning Tool - Connect to Any Vacuum, Suck Dust and Charge with Static
A real-time and visualized tracking system of cars for keeping away from the jammed route
Rain Barrel Buddy
Child safe dishwasher plate
Biometric MacBook/MacBook Pro Case: Now only you have access with your fingerprint.Resub
Dis-assembling Drinking Flask
Suck bugs & dirt from all difficult-to-clean fixtures, sconces & hard-to-reach areas not easily reached with traditional vacuum attachments!
Brush your teeth while doing other things,drive,type,talk,walk,work. Anytime, anywhere without hands or water. Be healthier effortlessly.
Itâ€™s a COIL &amp; a HOOK. Together they wrap around various items so you can hang them.
Squish~Plate
A product that could turn on/off any electrical outlet. Ex.- leave a laptop, cell phone cord plugged in and just turn off/on the plug.
Car and Truck Roof Top Solar Panel. Use the energy to run your car Works with the electric car and hybrid. Solar Panel Bike.
Tray to put items you can't afford to leave hm without (mail,bills etc). When you open front door it beeps for 5 sec if something is in tray
BottleStar
SKIRT HANGER: Uncomplicated, unbreakable, streamlined in 3 sizes and available in a variety of colors to easily organize clothes
A talking stick is a COMMUNICATIONS TOOL. Centuries old (Proven) Native American Indian device re-purposed and re-imagined for modern usage.
K&amp;M Bottle
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
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Wordpower Toothbrush
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Door Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go.
TV Tray/Lap Desk w/ bean pillow base tilt adjustable, non skid surface, grip hole for can/glass to fit into, border edge, side compartment
Adjustable Shower Curtain Hook
A very compact and modular car outlet adapter that splits the power to allow several devices to charge up simultaneously.
A "Time-Out Lantern" Positive disciplinary tool that clearly defines both the parameters and duration of a time-out for kids.
A multi-function shock collar for dog training and obedience.
Power and HDMI Cable Bundle. HDMI and Power cords attached for clean connection to the TV. Remember composite cables?, similar concept
Duo Rice Cooker &amp; Crock Pot Combo::Cook Rice on One Side and Pot Roast on the Other,A complete meal all in one cooker.Optional WiFi.
GPS chips that can be easily adhered (& monitored) to anything you own that you want to keep track of. E.g. a bike or luggage
I need a reminder to not spend money! Its too easy! These card covers will hopefully make you think twice before you swipe!
"My cleaning caddy" store away broom,mop,dust pan and duster along with bucket and cleaning products in a two by two by three foot space.
Hooks n' Ladders - Metal closet accessory - catch all for handbags, light jackets, belts, etc. Hangs over a closet rod.
The booklight bookmark and magnifier does just that. It will light your page in the dark, magnify your words and mark your page.Resub
QuicPicTalk
what if, in anti-bactirial cleaning prducts, we put somthing in it that changes color when it incounters unseen bactiria.
Bluetooth Keyboard Case for iPhone 4. Looks like a battery pack/case, but instead in landscape mode a physical keyboard slides out.
Device for Disposing Toilet Paper.
Appliance Multi-Use Power Disc
ultra flex
An Iphone accessory for my bike that charges my phone as I pedal.
A silicon case for the Iphone. In the back of it, there are 2 holes where you can fasten your earphones after listend to music.CHECK IT OUT!
Drive Thru Dolly TM laser sensor for your driver's side mirror will alert you before you scrape your tires or car door at the drive thru!
My Life Calendar App
Solar Blinds:They can be regular vertical or horizontal blinds with LED lights on one side,which will flip 360,battery and switch.
Easy Cleaning Fragrance Fan.
Pivot Power outlets are a useful Quirky ideation. They just need a cover to hide all of the plugs and wires that stick out of them.
Forever Skate Shoes
Recycle clear water bottles and form them into refrigerator handle covers. My idea would to be able to shrink wrap it with a blow dryer.
diesel o gasolina
"Clearboard" Easily change assignment. Wipe-away board w/storage, custom lanyard, w/handle. Great 4 teachers, parents, business trainers.
The Binder Clip will preserve the inside pocket of binders to save peoples papers from getting bent up and falling out.
Cordless lamp timer with remote control that clips to the lamp cord or sits next to you.
Household Fondue Pot
Bluetooth cd receiver
Towel tags. A quick and easy way to identify your towel. On vacation or at home. Anyone who shares a bathroom needs a set
NEW and IMPROVED EPILATOR!!! Hair removal system that removes faster and more conveniently than a traditional design can deliver.
Flexible Hair Twisters twist around your hair. No more boring pony tails. Grab a twister and wrap it around hair! Thin/thick/straight/curly
Underwater swimming mask for iphone 5
Accordion Pet gate: Hooks to door when you need it - Stows when you don't (expands and contracts w/door)
Battery operated device that sets off an alarm when filling tubs,pools, sinks to prevent overflows and floods.
NEW VIDEOS ipad TV antena Case With this Tech
Face Recognition Security for Devices and Apps
The 'Dust Monster' is the innovative dust pan and brush set. It provides users visual pleasure,spatial efficiency,and even emotional values.
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Mouse for a computer using either a rotating track ball on the botton to generate the power while in use and also storing the extra energy.
Personal tops for drinks that help you keep "tabs" on who's drink is who's.
The laptop cushion in a work bag doubles as a pillow for the airplane
Eutrophication testing device
Helium Confetti 'Ballooom'
Center Core Microwavable Bowls
Piece of Cake
Hand Operated Snow Plough. Clears sidewalks with zero lifting.
Sec et rangÃ©
Vice Screw Hooks for the Garage/Storage Shed/Storage Room. Used for Extension Cords/Water Hoses/Portable Lights/Ropes and etc. Hand Crank
ILY/IRLY Candles &amp; Soap Mold
Silicon web has tons of uses: bacon/fried/pasta food strainer, microwave/grease splatter guard, open jars,steady yr cheese grater: see more!
E911 Enhanced emergency response software for computer, tablet, smart phone, Put E911 Icon on top of monitor so It's always available,
The Bendable Snake Fan (with Quirky Ions)A Fan that can wrap around anything! Cooling w/ Directional Lighting. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Intelligent Car Windows - New Car Optinonal - PATENT IUSSED 21.06.12 http://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/WO2012080850
MY PRODUCT INSTANTLY TAKES YEARS OFF OF A WOMENS FACE AND ITS A HAIR ACCESSORY.
Simple and easy way to add advertising to disposable coffee cups by integrating card holder to lid.
Plastic clips connecting two pens/pencils. With several such clips kids could make structures they want. It's a toy and organization tool
A rolling mop bucket/organizer that fits and or hangs in the corner. Minimize the water, space and annoyance of a traditional mop bucket.
Cell Glove is a winter glove that holds your cellphone and keeps your hands warm.It keeps your phone handy and usable.RESUB
#Qtoys# Voice Changer Hats.
Ãœber Outdoor Grasper. Because it's difficult to pickup lawn debris with two finger graspers.
A piece of exercise equipment that would allow us to WORK OUT while WORKING! Video
The Mid-Waist undershirt! it's like a halter for your waistline
Detachable Car Sides Bumpers - Scratch and Dent proof your ride
Reusable flip top caps for various drink/liquid containers.
360 degrees speaker for iphone or ipod with disco lights and directional sound sensor(RESUB)
Battery kickstand and light
A shape memory polymer, wraps the grip area of baseball bat custom fit and memorized for player. improves proper grip, performance at bat.
Flexible Electric Element - Pans heat unevenly after just a few uses... No problem, no more uneven heat when you cook on your electric stove
A retractable/adjustable hands-free - Case. Earphones/hands-free devices within it; no need to look for, locate, untangle etc...
Automatic Cheese Grater
Doggie Pedi Cleaner
Universal Cup holder car caddy-Low cost car, holder that is universal. Keeps it from getting lost &amp; properly oriented. Low Manufacture cost
Tri Pillow
Bathroom Purse Theft Preventer
Aqua Palette. Floating, foamy artist palette for children to play with in bathtub and swimming pool. Patent pending.
A battery powered cup/thermos that keeps coffee and other hot beverages hot
Many have daughters 18 or younger who look like they are 20. So lets give adults the heads up with a warning right on our childrens buts.
360Â° Cooling Fan - Blows Away Competition!
Never Struggle to Clean Behind the Toilet Again!! Avoid Mold Build Up!! Place a Silicone Strip Behind it!! It Could Be Reusable/Disposable
STOVE TOP COVER/CUTTING BOARD
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Sanitary dog treat dispenser. Like a pez dispenser, but with the treat coming out the other end, away from the meat and slobber!
Bendy Holiday Lights. Take our beloved standard string of lights and add thick guaged wire. Now you can decorate your house seamlessly!
Resubmit 86- This is a glass or mug that is Instantly chilled by compressed air; no electricity, ice, or freezer. Chill that mug
OralCompartment=less mess on sink everything organize 3levers toothpaste mouthwash dentalfloss plenty of storage for refills cups= cleansink
THE CHEM SAFE â€“ Organize and Store DANGEROUS Household Chemicals!!!
Microsoft Surface cover that is the same size and shape as the existing keyboards but doesn't cost $100 and isn't a keyboard.
Powerball Gyroscope like electric generator to charge cellphones and small electronics. The device would include a rechargeable battery.
The light switches can also be turned on/off through a remote control - the same one which controls your TV, DVD-player and ...lamps.
UV-Tensil Sterilizer
A magnetic window cleaner to wash dirty windows in high-rise apartments. Similar to algae cleaners used for fish tanks, just larger!
Weed Warrior - Remote Controlled (or Robotic) Weed Eater/Trimmer/Edger
WHG "Your Logo"
Glasses serving double duty by having two sizes ~ Just flip over &amp; get the size you need. Best for small space kitchens &amp; hand washing.
8 Slice Toaster Tower! Perfect for Large Families. Everyone Can Enjoy BLT's, Frozen Waffles, Toast, Pop-Tarts, &amp; Bagels at the Same Time!
Alert for infant car seats
The Sack Jack
"iStand" Uses are: Cooking instructions in Kitchen Car Garage "HOW TO Videos" for Repairs Late night TV Score holder for Musicians
Energy Harvesting Tire
MultiLink
The Umbrella Head is a head piece that attaches to the under carriage of any umbrella. It allows you to stay dry and be Hands Free.
Garbage cans with holes throughout the surface help the bag stay in place, especially when raking leaves. Lighter, less plastic, stays dry!
Facial mask that is pliable and hugs your face while emitting vitamins, collagen and firming products.
Add more entertainment value to your Ipod,IPhone with the ear bud light show. ( RESUB)
"CLICK IF YOU LIKE TO HAVE FUN" Light up twister like mat which is app enabled, a fun variation of an age old game
iPhone Travel Dock with Radio Alarm Loud Speakers. Collapses for easy storage
Fence Rain Catcher
A new design for Quirky's Tether?? Allowing multiple glasses/utensils to dry or be displayed!
Sick of winter salt ruining the bottom of your pants? Stain remover wipes/spray that REMOVE and PREVENT stains caused by De-Icing Salt.
Easy access for my banker boxes. Closet or garage, a set of slots so that I can easily pull out the box I want w/out disturbing the others.
Harman/JBL Bracelet Earbuds
Do you use a retractable dog leash? If so, you know your dog can lunge in front of a car or pull the leash from your hand = BIG PROBLEM!
a serially pluggable usb light indicator. small form factor to fit on a lcd screen. a light indicator with various color, shape.
Trashcan Footrest
365 Days of Kindness Calendar
Two-person restaurant menu
Idea is an accessory to a tape measurer,velcro is glued to one side of tape measurer,the other piece to a leather tag from one's belt,
Tired of everything falling out of your medicine cabinet when you reach for your Preparation H? Have no fear, the Cabinet Guard is here.
Add a pill/vitamin holder slot on an iPhone case. Give it to a loved one who relies on a medication to stay alive, or for a Tylonal.
Cordless Rechargeable Heated Ice Removal Tool - Ice Scrapers exist, but the Quirky community can design one light years above all else.
Power up your window sill with this 4-in-1 USB hub mat. It's a window sill extender, protector, and USB hub with cord management. Needed.
A credit card account that combines features from a checking account,savings and a credit card account byallowing to have savings (+balance)
Porta Potty Solar
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Resubmit,234 Votes! BiteCap!Bite, sip and go!Replace your plastic water bottles caps for a more comfortable, reusable, fun and practical one
Roll-back Basketball
Re-introduce a fun outdoor game from the 70s. A ball attached to long string tied to base with two rackets to hit. Play solo or 2-way.
Mask for iPhone with mirror that can be used like makeup accessorize.
An inverted divided bucket that covers a lazy suzanne, products and tools storage space on a platform with wheels. Easy pushing with broom
Custom Imprint iPhone &amp; iPad Loops
AN ASTHMA INHALER DESIGNED TO BE FLAT SO IT SLIDES INTO SHIRT POCKETS, BACK POCKETS AND SMALL PURSES EASILY.
COMES IN COOL DESIGNS OR LOGOS!
INTEGRATED LIGHT FOR BICYCLE
Unique Cell Phone Sun Visor
Kindle trim ring book light. Used for non backlit e-ink readers. Adaptable to practically any e-reader with modified dimensions.
FrenchPress w imbedded Timer
Universal Remote Accessory for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. Sold with appropriate applications.
Bring old make-up back to life with this handy make-up recycling station
My reversible team hat allows a fan to â€change sidesâ€ Unlimited opportunities exist to sell in all sports at all levels
Instant BBQ grill cover
The "Hot Head"
Let There Be Light!
Stop using power strips for your electronics that don't mount where you need them without dragging a cord around the room, use a power bar!
Resubmit: Cheater bar(for leverage)&amp; dead blow hammer attachment for your OEM Lug nut wrench to make it easier to remove your wheel.
â™»Toy Construction Set Makerâ™»
SURE SHOT Glow In the Dark Toilet Target Ring. A flat glow in the dark plastic (one size fits all) elongated ring for the RIM of the bowl.
Secure Measuring Cups
An IPOD or IPhone case with a built in speaker that faces out the back. Case/speaker and also be used as a stand.
Coloring book tablet for children- A built in coloring book without the paper
SNOWS-A-NO SYSTEM
Call your keys from any phone and they'll emit a sound until you find them or email coodinates on a map.
Speakerless Headphones
The kitchen sink moonlights as a dishwasher. Why waste time, money, and space on dishwashing units, when we could just have better sinks?
iPhone protective case with built-in app-enabled extra battery pack and charger. also desk Docking station function
A torque wrench that communicates with your iphone. Sound a beep at correct torque etc.
Remote Controlled SmartBirds Resub. Be a Smart Observer with the video/camera capability
A folio made specifically to fit an iPad but the size of a standard folio that holds a pad of paper. Addt'l room holds pens, cards, etc.
Ok female community, you KNOW we need this! A trendy, fashionable, hygenic, PROPER way to dispose of feminine products.
Sheet Corner Holder
Small children and video games don't get along... The game cds get ruined... I have an idea to prevent that.
Always be ready for rain on the golf course! Open your driver cover and take out a light weight rain jacket.
A rollable keyboard with stand that holds the phone horizontally and plugged in - flips down to hold the rolled keyboard when not in use.
An iPhone case that is its own screen. Use an app to load an image/movie or create your own. That image is displayed on the case.
UPDATED (ventilation) One-person-tent. Very easy setup. Light and portable. No need for tent stakes! Ideal for backpackers, survivalists etc
Lasagna pan reinvented! For some reason lasagna noodles are not sized well for 9x13 pans - then let's make a better pan.
LED light bulbs with a built-in 24hr timer at its base. Timer around the base for hour selection. Then a frosted globe to hide the LED's.
My idea for the ipad is a carrying case.It includes a fodable mouse pad, two small cooling fans and a small light
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Protein Shaker Cleaner
Do you ever get tired of messy wires behind your computer desk? Now you can organize them; it's quick and easy with this cord clamper.
lock lifter
Cybernetic Roads and Cars Syst
Newborn Baby Pod
Rocker Opener
a plastic aluminum foil type box.you can put rolls of wrapping paper in it.then you pull out the size you need and tear it off.
Spatial problem that results in adding numbers in all directions to add-up to "15"
Barrel spring cord cages for appliance cords(idea could be adapted for ear-bud cords too) DON'T LET THE CORDS RUN WILD!
A digital picture frame that looks like a window frame.
iSun it's a cross between a bumper, a case and a sliding qwerty keyboard for iPhone 4 with solar cells placed on its back side
A 4' compartmentalized lockable storage center with an internal lazy susan, collapsable tools, toteable top bin/basket,and with wheels.
A plastic holder for cards.
Millions of schools use crayons everyday! Imagine a way to teach while organizing crayons or other supplies! Check out pictures below!
Resubmit: CAR TRASH BAG LINERS &amp;RING - Ring is sold w/ disposable stacked liners. Flexible to be stashed under/side of seat. Refillable ring
Adjustable upright docking station for homes with multiple iPhones and iPads that allows you to add more custom stations to a uniform-bar.
Charge your phone in the bathroom in the morning while getting ready without using up the outlet you need to shave, blowdry, flatiron
The Broom, Dustpan, Mop All In One Cleaning Tool
The Tooth Cleaner/ Picker Pack
The leash heeler is for those of us who want to enjoy the outdoors without being dragged by our loyal friends.
A wireless keyboard with detachable mousepad, sturdy enough to use in your lap.
Phone Case Creations
The flash wand is a flash light and signal wand for motorist policemen firemen search and rescue personnel for night use in all weather cond
T-UNDIE. patterns to create your own underwear from your favorite old T-shirts so T-UNDIES!
PHONE OUTLET
Two magnetic strips to place on earphones or wire
Karlson's Deceptive Flight
The first shoe that incorporates the benefits of the air mattress making the insole firmness completely customized.
A new way to see hot &amp; cold pack/thermal bag.
BluetagMe keeps you connected to the things you value with an electronic ID tag and mobile app that locates, finds and returns them fast.
Bracelet Wrapster- A wearable, fashionable, convenient device for wrapping your earbuds
Paper Towel holder: Holds paper towel in any position vertical or horizontal. Ships flat. Comes any color Costs less than $15. Easy to use
well i was playing ps3 the other day and i kept having to stop and wipe the sweat off my palms.
Easy Exit: Add a Way Out to your doors/windows mosquito net
SmartSocket WINK any light
Wall organization system. Uses opposing pressure against floor and ceiling. Allows for multiple / customizable hanging points.
Fed up with layering up for your Winter? How about your favorite jeans with thermal lining inside.
Fill &amp; Dispense Honey Like Stick Deodorant - Don't Waste Your Honey, No More Crystallization. Honey, Jams, Syrups.
RARRRRRRRRRR!!!!!! LITTLE MONSTERS ARE IN MY BATHROOM! Lets bring FUN back with a UNIQUE and QUIRKY tooth brushing experience.
Memory heater/cooler
Forget those plastic metal twists or those clip on's to close bags. Why not just us the "Cinch" to close bags up for good and not for evil!
Headband for little girls with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization. License to crocs Jibbitz. 127 votes
Improved Pet Butler/Translator
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QUICK NAPPER allows you to take a quick/power nap instantly while you are traveling,sitting in the desk or whereever you wanna use it.
Power-Train
This is a Tri-pod Cradle for the i-Phone and other slim line smart phones. This cradle is connects to a universal tri-pod mounting screw.
Mix~It
Pet prey
IPAD HOLDER for use on Airplane Food Tray -Easily use ipad while flying ~holder Cover slips over entire tray
Fats, Oils and Grease
360Âº rotation Laptop / i-pad / older version i-phones Periscope. Easy to mount and no electronics involved.
Table Tennis Practice Wall
An umbrella opened & closed via a single button, with metal strands to strengthen it when open & interlock into a stylish case when closed
My idea is for a Heated Car Cover. A water resistant easy to use cover which will save my clients time and money, while giving piece of mind
Indoor green house that grows as your plant grows. Comes in one size that can be stacked together to provide more room, or more shelves.
Home Plastic Storage Bin Meets the Collapsible Cup: A height adjustable, tiered plastic storage bin outfitted with a wheel and dolly bottom.
Bandit or Carabandit variation -- A BIG HOOK or OVERSIZED CARABINER (resubmission)
Parents let's keep our tenage drivers Safe. Let's design a car camera which simultaneously videos the road and the driver.
Inflatable mattress that allows a pregnant woman to lie on her stomach safely & a how to massage a mom video every client asks for this prod
GFI Wireless Alert
Instead of wasting paper towels, the product will be a glove with cleaning fibers that can be easily washed & reused for numerous surfaces.
My device is easily mounted and removed. It uses a dual suction cup mechanism &amp; negative fluid pressure to adhere to 8ftâ€“10ft ceilings.
Share your battery
Heat'n Spread! Electric Handheld Butter/Cheese/Chocolate Spreader! Forget your pan or pot and spreading knife! It's all-in-one, easy'n fun!
An iphone case that combines the good elements from so many cases into one.
The Snot Rag...
The safety glasses walkie talkie is for different crews on big jobs like construction and lawn maintenance emergency law enforcement crew
Earbots
FLLOAT-PAK-Infatable Back Pack
Notification iPhone5 CASE - notifications and alerts at glance, without touching or unlocking the phone.
the massaging cap
Beats Grill Caddy. Not by Dre.
Measuring Spoon 4-in-1, only 1 piece of tool but with 4 different measurements. Let's get good use of the negative space.
Sick Kit
MAC PLUG. Power strip integrated in iMAC. (1,2, 3, 4...How many do you need??)
The ultimate cleaning glove that makes you clean like a superhero, from table top to counter counter comer. dirt will not survive.
Mood Buds The Ear Buds and iPhone cases That Change Color With Your Mood Resubmit
Light and Sound locator for remote control, cell phone, car keys any item. Find any item in your home, stores, movie theater or more.
Mini thermostats for each room of the house. Wirelessly connect to open and close the register.
Memory stick for transferring files from an iPad to a personal computer/laptop
Answer your cell phone on your office phone, Instantly transfer work calls to your cell phone, make a regular call into video call device...
Herb Dehydrator / Flavored Herb Cube Maker (resub)
Double-Decker Pilsner Glass! Drink your beer from one end then FLIP IT OVER and take a shot! Now one glass does it all! Please vote! :)
ceiling fan stopper
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New-Age Microwave
Jawbone Up...Awesome product but what about improving the clip cover! Replace it with an ultra slim digital watch clip cover
My idea is to clean the gunk off from the bottom of your shoes.For example(dog doo,mud,dirt,grass.)
STOP your child from being abducted, STOP your elderly Alzheimer stricken parent from wandering from home...
Flavor-infused Coffee filters
A decorative 'bowl' you can dock your iphone in the center of. The bowl design will funnel the audio from the speakers and increase volume.
The Golf Band is a wristband that is a comfortable and easy way to retrieve your tees, ball marker, and green repair tool when playing golf.
Light-up Teaching Shoes
Everyone has heard of a mattress topper.My idea is a pillow topper.Used at home or take it with you to make any pillow better and bug free
Solar &amp; PH Level Garden Aid
cover food while timing it on a restaurant grill
Solar lights are great but can get in the way of mowers and lost in snow. Make them moveable for lawncare and lifting out of snow.
Baby alarm clock pacifier powered by suc and chew technology or battery. take back control of your life.
Pproduct that will cover most of a Satellite Dish on roof tops/ground. Help community by removing eyescore and satellite in increace sale.
Bath Wash Cloth, Sponge, & Dish Cloth Drying Rack: Eliminate Odors, Germs & Bacteria.
Invincible Case [FOR iPhone, iPad] / HYPERCUBE (3D images O, 3D video O, prototype O)
Pocket Mug: use a mug for more than just coffee? Here's a mug that does double-duty.
Stop kids from dying in overheated automobiles!!!! With the production of this idea you will save life's and maybe your backside.
DishFish
THUMB TACK WITH SECURING SPIKE
Bread slicer that stays in the pan at all times & rests against the bread to keep it fresh & prevent the exposed end from drying.
Clean Tap (faucet)
Okay so my husband is quite "quirky" when it comes to nail polish, absolutely a no-no near the carpet. Solution=Portable Manicure Station!!!
No Leftover Pump Spray
Home ironing mannequin - the way they do it at the cleaners in your own dressing-room!
Case w/ recessed area in the back for an elastic strap with small fabric tab to slip your finger through to allow a secure grip
Have you ever needed to purchase a new outfit for an interview, date, or special occasion but didn't have the time? Well Shopbox is here!!!
Safety VET Tree
Ergonomic Luggage Handles. Automatically Adjust To Fit Your Grip. Relieve Stress, Strain, Fatigue. Short Form Attaches To Existing luggage.
The Carch
Harman/JBL Bracelet Headphones
Real portable ergonomic bottle
Mini Entertainment Center for your iPhone. Drawers, charger, speakers. Mini furniture is so damn cute!
Better Training Wheels - Bicycle training wheels that work
Wrist Pad with LED. For keyboard and for general table top light source.
Early G.E. Patent Entry: Jet Case, based on G.E.'s Cool Jet technology being miniaturized. The next generation of personal happiness.
How often does a women go into a public bathroom to find locks don't line up? It's not easy to hold the door with your foot & do your thing!
Generate electricity while exercising - Make treadmills and cyclical machines generate power
Trip,Breaker,Indicator,Lights.
Media Cabinet
Dog leash that easily carries full bags of dog-doo. No special bags needed, great for dog-walkers! Works for any sized dog or doo!
Bread Pods. Breadbox's with built-in cutting boards.
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Dogi-Doo-It is a "chip clip" you attached to your dogs collar. You pick up the dog doo-doo and attach the bag to the chip clip.
The INSIZER is a product that simplifies the process of measuring for doors, screens and flooring, saving time and money.
Every Season Lights
Solar Power redefined with a mind of its own.Works purely mechanical and eliminates all factors of inefficiency... and of course home bills.
The reminder
Rare? Medium-rare? Medium? Well-done? MEATPOINT is the solution! A fun and small fork-timer that shows the desire point of your meat!
Portable Shaker
bottle jewel
5 Gallon capacity modular keg system. Keg snaps onto the cooling/tapping base for Micro brew and is small enough to fit on a small wet bar.
There are TONS of great drawing apps for the iPad and iPad mini-the medium for drawing is changing. Let's make an Apple drawing case/bag
Window blinds are boring they get dusty are hard to clean. How about a printed window blind tape dust strip,comes off with no residue. Resub
Pillow Pocket!! A pillow with a pocket in the center accessible through the pillow case hole. Secure valuables, remotes or defense weapons
In Manhattan apts are small, so the closets! Easy solution with min. material, use unused space, cheap shipping ....
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Self-Pumping *INFLATABLE* Sprinkler! Updated from UC feedback!
Kidz organization and hold the Silly Bandz please
Cleaning Kilt: A bat belt of cleaning pumps, sprays, and phone/mp3 player holder with a kilt that protects your clothes while cleaning.
Laptop Tablet Holder
A kitty bowl and water dish combo-a one piece dish that feeds and waters your pet and no pesky ants
Spinner
A sleep-mask that uses flexible, clear red plastic in place of the light-blocking fabric.
Birthcontrol Pill pack with reminder timer, song or soft tone plays when time to take your pills. Even distribution works best, aspirin too
Kids Fitness Payout Pedometer
Boom Box Bag, unisex cloth bag with built-in slim speakers, used as a beach bag, a college student's book bag, or a computer bag or more!
Retract Bike Lock / Carabiner
Recipe Buddy
Make Saving Coins Fun with the Basketball Coin Launcher Piggy Bank! Includes for Scoreboard, and Shot Clock. Coins fall into Safe.
Mailboxbot automatically notifies you of mail delivery with a photo from inside your mail box to your smart phone or computer!
My idea will raise furniture 1-3" and will help those like me, the elderly and the disabled.
In-Counter-Top Paper Towel Holder
Digital Photo Phone Case
Urinator for Women
Automatic Newspaper and Magazine tier. No more hassle of wrapping newspaper with strings and ties.
Dual docking system for iPhone 5 and iPad/Mini that charges/syncs to the computer at an upright position for convenient use.
Ink-Free Micro Mobile Printer for iPhone, iPad, Android. Print Coupons, Boarding Passes, Business Cards, Receipts, On The Go. Research done!
table-container for cleaning
Retrofit foldable car steering wheel to create extra room under the steering wheel so it is easier to get into and out of the driver's seat
Beer with Vitamins and or Anti-Oxidants added to it, to help the consumer try to reach the daily amount of vitamins the body needsâ€¦
Hot 'N' Not Cooking Pot
NaP-Plates are not your normal disposal paper plates, itâ€™s a plate and a napkin combined.
A humidor type of storage unit for chocolate, to preserve bars/truffles until you are ready to eat them.
A test strip to determine if a drink contains carbohydrates. Similar to the test strips people use to test chlorine levels in pools.
Ultimate Bench Press
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AC Community Power Strip will allow you to plug into one power source your electrical cords and USB cords, plug in all electronics.
A modular system for creating modern cat spaces, for play and sleep
Quirky Ice Cream Maker! Q Shaped and purple/white. Add in your favorite fruits and mixables!
Fingernail Sanding Pad
t-shirt with pocket...specially designed for iPhone...with hole for headphone cable.
WRISTBAND BILLBOARD
Learning Preschool Calculator
iPhone 5 case that blinks / flashes / glows when ...
MatVac
Adult Diaper Make-Over
Draw attention to any type of sign with a strobed sign post. Greatly increases visibility. Greatly increases safety.
A wireless camera remote for smartphones and tablets. Allowing you take pictures without touching the screen.
A hammock-style footrest for kids in cars or planes. Fabric loop hangs over headrest in front. Reduces cramps and pain during long rides.
Interior light for motorcycle helmets
Adjustable/Transformable Cookware/Bakeware (See Pictures Below)
Fun Bandages
It's a Hairbrush &amp; spritzer in one. For ladies and maybe gents on the go, add body and lift or firmness when you need it
Aqua Knife is a little idea, a plastic cone that will allow you to water your plants simply and fast throughout the day or when you're away.
The TEAPILL ; concentrated tea in a capsule that dissolves in hot water. No more hassling with teabags or tea eggs.
Household Fro-yo maker
a mini POS(Point Of Sales) with usb and bluetooth communication abilties,which can swipe or wave bankcard to pay orders,etc.
A Screwdriver that can do the work of 6 different length ones. You'll have 3 Phillips head and 3 Straight slot.
You hear what I'm seeing? True sound,the flavor of words &amp; score of the big screen. My APP named VIA would aid hearing impaired moviegoers.
MascaraPerfection! See it now
AUTOMATIC WATER FILLER FOR TUBS AND OTHER CONTAINERS
Hate that nasty mess that spills onto your plate when you eat tacos and you have to either wipe it off or throw away your plate? No more!!
Weighted Paper Towel Holder, Kitchen Utensil Holder, and Flower Bud Vase Combined. Why? Why Not?
Pocket Audio: you need a small and thin audio device to go with the new design of the iPhone 5, WHY NOT HAVE A CASE WITH POP OUT SPEAKERS!
Kids Clean Room System
Stop wasting liquid eye remedies and medications with a disposable, funnel-like eye cup placed over the eye.
Parallel parking is difficult, if you had a vertical stick on the corner of the right front bumper,then you could see it move before damage.
Heat pad to be pulled over the head with eyes ears nose mouth exposed like a face mask sock hat providing heat to areas of face head neck
MOUSE WITH KEY PAD-40CHARACTER
Make every seat on the plane a First Class Seat!! A cushioned seat cover that fits an airline seat that takes the Pain out of flying.
GPS drone painting cleaning
Smart Trash Can
Babies keep losing their socks and mommys keep losing their minds. Those pretty socks that keep coming off. Canklewraps stops the drops!
THRONE - The Thinking Man's Game! App Enabled Chess Set w Incredible Features!
Its POURING RAIN How do you get into the car and close your umbrella without getting wet? ANSWER the UNbrella. It opens/closes like a flower
The "Surf Sail" is the most advanced innovation in boogie board technology. It allows any rider in hi tide or low to have an excellent ride
The Hubba Hubba
with the bible series showing on tv, what an exellent opportunity to offer christian book shelves that remind us of our creator
Universal Sleep Timer
A compact mobile storage cart with tiers of re-positionable baskets, hooks, and clamps. It can be attached to a ladder.
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!Find your cell phone even if it is on VIBRATE or if it's DEAD. We need one to find our keys, why not the cell phone, wallet or remote!
An attractive permanent ID badge to give a professional appearance at conference and trade shows. See attached diagram...
Pasta scale container
The steel wool applicator and storage case soaves messy problem
When you don't have an extra hand, reflect on this...
Comfy Pouch Holder
Create a device that can be an extender into something you plug into.
Mesh Window blinds with LED/optic tips on it to give an outline of a night time city scape. Other cartoon characters can be outlined as well
small clip on flash light that clips on the top of your shoe so you can see in the dark when you are walking or running
SNAP Band Wallet - RFID Safety
Flip your bedspread like the pages of a book! You can change colors, patterns, or she can have more covers if she's cold at night!!
BrushPurrrrfect--exact amount
Airplane Tent
faux wood survival walking sticks conceals: GPS, flashlight, distress alarm & other survival gear.
Year round IGLOO HUT for kids, teens to use. Recycled plastic, strong supports, realistic looking. Fun to be had anytime, day or night.
The Ergoknife 4pc set has a innovative molded handle design which provides more grip strength, comfort and control over the knife blade.
Re-Cap is a light-weight re-usable flexible rubber gadget used to seal the open top of a bottle or can. Fits a variety of bottles and cans.
Cart designed to be pulled out from under sink. Stores cleaning supplies, rags, trash bags. Easy to remove all supplies for plumbing access.
UC RESUB!!Want to use iPhone,iPad,iPod while holding an umbrella? Improve the umbrella handle to meet needs of today's apple users!
Dual HDMI plus cable wall plate. You can find HDMI plus cable or Dual HDMI but not Dual HDMI plus cable. This way you only need 1 plate
Festive Lighting
A motorcycle helmet with an integrated GPS unit
A home cordless multi-station phone system that allows you to plug your cel phone into itâ€™s base station as itâ€™s telephone connectivity.
An easier way to fill up a bucket
do you have a lot of potable drives and do you waste power outlet space and have a lot of cables because of well no more i got the solution
BALANCE PESE PERSONNE
Sidewalk Chalk Stencil Art powderizing grinder kit!
my idea is a spatula that can be folded into a spoon or ladle
RESUBMIT: My invention is a fan that would stop pots from boiling over and making a mess on the stove. See video at bottom. It really works
suncar window curtain
A hose hanger that has a sink built in, with a watering can hanging below collecting rinse water for Eco friendly re use in yard or garden.
App-Enabled Brita Water Filter
Flashlight Boots
Anything living thing apps
12â€ circular shaped material that is extremely absorbent. Helps squeeze excess fluid out of food products before cooking.
Core 2 plays music through Ethernet, WiFi, Bluetooth, and dock! comes in several colors and has screen to show notifications and song info
Toddler urinal/potty/toilet ring all-in-one
A pillow cover that features skin-cooling gel sown in to the fabric on both sides. Then, it would be fitted over ANY pillow.
Helmet users: Prevent Hair loss/damage. Designed specifically for bike/motorbike/snowboard riders who wear helmets for long periods of time.
The iLight is a device who makes a lamp, speaker, and battery charger of your phone. It will also save space on your desk or nightstand.
Floor lamp with detachable taser gun. Have a taser gun at hand in case of a break in. Resub - 297 votes
1-Stop Pill Dock
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Give your home a pledge that you will clean it properly with a wedge!
Magic Mouse Pad / Magic Wireless AA Batterie(s)
Adjustable fan like lid for microwaving and storing food. Heat your food perfectly! Retract the lid to the desired spot! VIDEO INCLUDED!
Say goodbye to back pains and sore arms when putting bub to sleep. No more grimacing after putting the baby to bed with this great device.
safety first oxygen tubing
Solution for my bottom and my boyfriend's balls when riding bikes in summer: a seat cover to keep it cool when leaving the bike outdoors.
How about a silicone "laptop handle". Something "grippy" that would go around a laptop (without using a case) that would form a handle.
Goose Be Gone
"Relax 2 Release"...With A Toilet Seat Back Massager!
Solar power charged clip-on cap light.
Reader's Lamp with Sleep-timer
Excite kids about discoveries with this FUN PICO Projector Unit that connects microscope/telescope eyepieces to your iPhone/iPad/MAC.
Need to leave a note before running off to work? Cant find pen/paper? Magentic touchscreen message board sticks to your refrigerator!
Practicality to take in the same bottle of shampoo, conditioner or moisturizer and sunscreen in travels, the gym for use in your day to day.
Snow-Can Sock
Free up the space used to store spreads and jars in the fridge- (2 more pics attached) (Renders by Peter Frazier).
i/smart phone functional holding dock that expands your holding platform, enlarging your hand space giving the form factor of using an ipad!
Electronic waste is the world's fastest growing waste stream. Convenience is key to increased recycling. Our range of bins meet this need.
iMitt is the iPad accessory that that allows you to hold your iPad securely in one-hand, while leaving the other free to control the screen.
Washable Gym Bag w/ separate compartments. Clean/dirty. Place bag in wash right after you workout &amp; keep the sweat away from everyone else.
A handheld electronic device that can do the dirty house work like scrubbing, dusting, etc. all at the flick of a switch!
Phone Cover for Baby Pictures
A bunk bed that converts into a king sized bed!
A counter squeegie to cleanup spills.
A lightweight case that inflates ever so slightly to give an airbag effect when you drop your new iPhone protecting it from damage.
This idea will save you money and the planet! It's a rechargeable tv remote that you can charge with your cell phone charger.
SweetDreams baby monitor
A pillow and blanket together. It affixes to your recliner, props your head up no matter how far you recline and keeps you cozy warm.
Detach-me Utensils
satellite dish shield
The Cartop Camera
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
Ever wish you were an octopuss? Not so you can swim, but so you can carry so much more than 2 arms allow. Why not let your car grow arms too
Stuffed animal with hidden journal for kids!(T-8)
A light and or lamp..electric or battery sits on a table or booth at a coffee shop,..restaurant to be turned on for service.
Re-Sub! A better fish bowl. Save time and energy with this self-cleaning fish bowl. It's easy and highly marketable.
My idea is for an iPad flash (bulb/light) to be attached via the aux connection, perhaps app enabled
Travelors in cars often need a "hanging clothes" rod that can be mounted on only one door yet still hold 15 or 20 hangers.
Football with integrated kicking tee â€“ end collapses so you can stand the ball up for kickoff.
The Hands Free Baby Wash is like a "Baby Bjorn" but made with comfortable mesh NETTING so parents can wear/wash their baby while showering.
Detachable Car Sides Bumpers - Scratch and Dent proof your ride
Attention Ladies! A panty liner that indicates when you may have a "feminine problem" by changing color.
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Cloth dispenser: Easily get and store undershirts, underpants, socks, or any no ironing clothes. No drawer, no folding, max spacing.
Fellas have you ever been at an outdoor party and REALLY had to pee but the Porta Potties lines were REALLY long? Enter the public urinal!
Functional ball cases that stretch perfectly around an Iphone and used for storage. Come in colorful sets and used for trading too.
Advanced Track Builder
I have designed a travel backup battery for game controllers with battery life indicator that will last for 8-10 hours of continous play.
How about a wireless induction charger for the iPhone and that can be held vertically or horizontally and at home or in a automobile?
Dispenser for the shower that goes over the shower door. No screws and you can have different decorative planters or whatever pleases you.
DIY iPhone 5 case kit, print, draw or scrapbook templates u can install in the INCLUDED Clear case.
Breakaway Frying Pan
Clip snap or slide on kitchen sink nozzle scrub brush.
spoon with spinning end
Hiker Parents must currently forgo their water bladder packs in order to carry their young child. This Hydration Carrier solves this issue.
Answer your door no matter where you are, through some type of app on your phone that streams live from your front door, like live video.
ANYWHERE TOE SOCKS - For the minimalist runner, the everyday walker, and about everyone else; why not wear toe socks with coated soles!
BENDY BOTTLES - Collapsible, Bendable Baby Bottles - Because a child shouldn't strain their neck or fall over stuff because they cant see!
Suspenso Board
Lets make a game out of any puzzle, so kids enjoy doing puzzles-Split a puzzle into several stages, time them &amp; dispense candy on best score
Bucket mouse trap
Playmate
A household cart/dolly for moving objects room to room. Folds away for easy storage. Works on all surfaces indoor and out. Back & time saver
A social networking charm bracelet that helps you stay connected with your friends, family, and coworkers! Will create huge social buzz!!!
ALERT! Kid is gone!
bathroom buddy
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Coolers that start flat &amp; have an interior liner that is disposable as well as the cooler being expandable for small or large contents.
The 3D Measuring tape gives accurate measurements of all furniture pieces. This tool is easy to use and saves time and money.
HUGE OPPORTUNITY! Use the â€œSolar Rockâ€ to power your outdoor electronics. Hours of Green power for USB ports and a regular outlet!
Cool Paste Toothpaste Extruder
What the heck is he wearing? Kiss mismatched clothes goodbuy & say hello to perfectly coordinated outfits! Make it easy & fun to get ready!
BlanKit
Ergonomic handle for brooms
RESUBMIT: C updated design!! 2 design options. see pics.Turn your existing sponge into a dish scraper.Soft and hard edge. Air dries sponge 2
App Enabled Boomerang
Magnetic Golf Glove
(Repost, 283 votes) Intelligent rear bicycle light that becomes brighter when you brake (#QCYCLE)
iPhone5 Case with built-in macro, wide angle and fisheye lenses.
ReturnHop is a way to return items to retailers with less hassle.
iPhone 5 case with built in mini treadmill on the back.To exercise your fingers after texting with your thumbs.
Visual guidance for cutting circular shaped pies and cakes into equally sized portions.
Magnetic Silicon Disk w/ Center Ring for Finger to Quickly Grab from Fridge or Oven. (Pot Holder, Jar Opener, Hot Mat or Cutting Board Grip)
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PAINTERS PAL is a paint receptacle with attached paint bag that is worn around the waist. A valve keeps the paint level consistent.
USB cigarette lighter adapter, with cord management wrap! Reduce cord clutter in the car
No Room @ Desk/Table? No Storage? Adjustable desk hanger hold pencil box & collapses to box for travel HOOK to hold hat! Adjust to any box
iHirsute, your great pocket cleaning helper
Ipad case and sleeves that looks like real notebooks, novels and magazines might prevent your Ipad from getting stolen smart camouflage
Roll out bigscreen computer screen with suction cups and/or magnets attached to the back of screen. Attached by UBS cord to any laptop.
Couch Swivel Table
Extenda Cord
My product is called â€œPETZ in Motionâ€. A pet ball made of plastic and rubber that is controlled by a wireless remote.
VRStream
Weed whacking is double effort. Attach a small electric motor and cutting blade to the side of a push mower to mow and trim weeds at once!
One Bright Helper
Selectable spray bottle
we need a tool to help us reach our backs to put lotion on and sun tan lotion as well. thin and fat people need this long handle tool. HELP!
POPCORN PERFECTION - Butter/Oil and flavor your popcorn to perfection.
Book Bandits. Books stay new
A LED LIGHT inside your wallet, that lights up when you open it. Helps you to find and recognize money in a dark place (clubs, cinemas).
BACK PACK OR ONE FOR OTHER OCCASIONS WITH INTEGRATED SPEAKERS THAT YOU CAN CONNECT THROUGH A BLUETOOTH OR
WIFI TO OUR SMARTPHONE
Replace four different sprayers with ONE BOTTLE! Cut down on waste and clutter while cleaning with this REVOLVING trigger spray bottle!
Plastic sheets that cover and conform to hospital bedpans for easy disposal of human waste.
Pocket Keeper
Numerous people everywhere lose the caps to their ballpoint pens, my invention the cap-lock pen solves the problem of missing caps to pens.
Fats, Oils and Grease
AirDry For The Dishwasher
Make a real book out of your loose papers and easily switch papers to any part of the book, while being able to write and edit your papers.
tool holding glove. Never drop your tool while working in a tight spot or weird position again!!!
Magic Showcase: 3-in-one toy
The Ring Jackect is a cover that fits over your existing ring and covers It up completely. It can be solid, &amp; fexible, with design appeal.
Slots on back of case to mirror pass card providing space for id, credit and business cards.
Handy Sink Organizer
How to convey an urgent message to another motorist? A highly visible, flip book containing a few, predetermined, large print messages.
i want to create an extension for security belt of cars for old person who can hardly move. A little bit of cable and at each end a buckle.
tried of luggin table,chair,cooler and grill. well connect them all together
Helping Hand
Snap that colour watch
free hand
It's tough to reach your whole back to give it a good scrubbing in the shower. With the scrubbing power shower wand, your problem is solved!
ALUMINUM KUBB: Watch The Video
REMOTE CONTROLLED POCKET-SIZED COMPUTER TELEPROMPTER DEVICE. PLUG 'n PLAY USB WITH INSTANT OPERATION. NO
SOFTWARE REQUIRED.
Never feel cold again in bathroom with this new shower head!
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Kid cardboard house construction upgrade. Images of 1950's kitchen or schoolhouse,etc or single images of fridge, plant, chair on stickers.
Wink Smart Water Meter. That will let an app shutdown any main water source to a home or building!
Home weather center connected to your mobile devices. Get all the features of a home weather system directly on your phone
My idea is a compact battery operated device that sounds an alarm when filling pools, bathtubs etc.
I have an idea to create a washer dryer combo that will fit in small areas like dorms or small apartment units
Car Brew (Travel Mug)Hot/Cold with window frame magnetic clip or other, also with drinking lid (Resubmit)
An I phone case made out of wood and a slot to slide ID/Credit card and Metro card. The back will show the Apple logo.
baby food pouch self feeder
Tired of searching the web for your favorite downloads? "Let G2 fetch 4 U"."G2" is a automated download retriever app for iPods &amp; CPUs
An application that syncs up your calendar and your voicemail. Update your calendar and it automatically customizes your voicemail.
Dub Cap
Slim and Sleak roller walls New way to have privacy, new way to add a bedroom to your home! The LED controlled walls of the future!
VIBRATION ENERGY PANEL
GSD13
WORLDS MOST EFFICIENT FRIDGE!
ridding the world of the age old problem of which chain to pull on the ceiling fan/light fixture.
An ironing board that folds up flat against a side wall in a closet. Then can unfold, slide out 4-6", and swivel to a perfect position.
This is an easy way to use and store electrical cords. It is fast and easy!!
Functional, affordable tech chair/recliner
Copper and bronze inhibit the growth of bacteria and an iPhone sees a LOT of bacteria. Let's coat some cases! Nothing like it.
Grocery cart full of kids with no room for your actual groceries? This reusable bag hooks over the cart handle giving extra space for food!
Put in your ear buds correctly without looking or in the dark, and enable sight-impaired folks a better & more consistent music experience.
A strip of curtain eyelets with a strip of velcro attached to the bottom plus two seperate strips of velcro to attach to your curtains.
Mini Chargers
TURTLEEATS
A Cord Management System consisting of a spring loaded coil. That will retract and extend preventing entanglement of cables.
A silent alarm clock function to wake you without waking your partner.
Cleaning and polishing attachments for electronic tooth brushes. Handy attachments for cleaning hard water and polishing around faucets etc.
Infant Teething Mitt
Do you own a bed? Of course you do. Do you have a Bedside Caddy to keep things handy at night? Not yet. But you should.
Ex-Stairminator
Ever been driving in your car &amp; been blinded by the sun from any direction? Seen those transition lenses?My idea is a transition windscreen.
I would like to add a receptacle to the sink to salvage cold water when you're waiting the water to become hot. It will be ecological !
Goldmine! A disposable squeeze dispenser with texture for artists similar to what bakers use to ice a cake along with several size tips.
iPhone plastic overlay on screen. Glass like screen, but plastic -doesn't break or crack so easy.
Ok Google
Dinopump -Baby bath water pump
A clip in fan with a chargeable battery and a switch to clip into a normal vented hardhat. It will reduce user heat fatigue.
Ergonomic Lap Work Station with Wireless Flexible Spilt Keyboard and Mouse. Stand for iPad, Kindle or Book with Light & Note Taking Area.
Smartphone SafetyView
The ultimate grilling and stove-top utensil that saves space and is a snap to use - snap on the head you want and snap it off once done!
RESUB: Your Bluetooth Music Sound Blocking Sleep Mask or Headband.
a talking dog dish. "treat please," "i'm thirsty," "you gonna feed me!?" train your pet to speak and obtain their food, water or treats!
Wink WiFi Repeater-Extender, With all of these new app enabled toys we will need better wifi. 1 outlet Control
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Drip Clean
WARNING ALERT Safety Glasses
Nespresso counter top sliding tray with storage rack
I have the best set of car ramps the world has ever seen, safe, secure, easy to use for any vehicle or tire size. Versatile and lightweight.
multiprise recto/verso.
Blanky Buddy (Huggy Hole)
Containers specially made for tortillas, quesadillas, burritos and enchiladas so you can take them for lunch.
A two sided tree top christmas light would be an advantage over the one sided type being marketed.
Flexible NEON Glow sticks with magnets! Personalize your bicycle,locker,spell words on your FRIDGE,Wrap a Picture Frame etc.Lots of colors!
A headphone cord winder / stand for the iPod Touch that attaches to the new button on the back
Portable led light to show where dirt hides; on tops, under armchairs, beds, and useful to find lost objects...or check inside furniture
A simple toss game called "Knot Shoes" where a small rope with knots on each end are thrown underhand into a circle.
Retrieve it
Disposable, recyclable fold out cardboard phone stands. Sold retail or to coffee shops, bars, restaurants for use by their customers.
Remote Control Storage in a Decorative Throw Pillow. A Multi-Functional Decorative Accent for Sofas, Arm Chairs or Bed. Easy Store & Find!
Ultra-compact reading glasses designed to fit perfectly into a hinged back compartment in this low-profile, silicon iPhone case.
!Cupcake Tongs. No more hard times getting those cupcakes out of the pan or place frosted cupcakes on a platter.
COFFEE SCOOP SET - ALWAYS MAKE THE RIGHT COFFEE !!
Belt Fan
Meat Thermometer Redesigned - Measure using one hand without holding down meat! Just like dentist does with anesthetics needle #spotsv
Bump Beats (App-Enabled)
People with hearing problems have difficulties to focuss their hearing if noise is around. The ear sound box helps focussing their hearing.
CribTop
iPhone 4 bumper style case with a neoprene back covering the back of the iphone for protection and a small pocket for credit cards & money.
worlds only vacuum sealer trash can. it will vacuum seal special trash bags not only reducing size of the trash bag but also the smell.
MiGuaridan : Hardcore Premium Protection for your iPad/iPad Mini/iPhone..Drop,Shock and Splash proof elegant case.
Freshy, your fresh food guard
iPhone Case with built in fm charger, extra battery, and speakers
Container to store wet paint roller between coats. No commercial solution exists. Paint &amp; coating market is huge. DIYer tend is growing.
ILY opposite cards or dominoes
INLINE ADDAPTER THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO SET THE MAXIMUM SOUND LEVEL YOU WANT ON YOUR TV SO YOUR COMMERCIALS
WONT BLAST YOU AWAY. I HATE THAT
Shoe Sox provide an inexpensive way to customize athletic shoes for a unique look for individuals, teams, HS bands &amp; licensing (NCAA,Disney)
SOLAR CHARGING FOR CELL PHONES. keeps your batteries charged when you really need it and you forgot to charge the night before.
Make Your Own IPhone Case Kit
Heres a new twist on an old idea. Its the new clothes peg to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors no more clothes dropping off line
Bib-gown
Leafgun
It makes paint can storage simple. It cleans the brushes with efficiency and keeps the can clean especially those irritating outer-rings.
Soccer is the most popular sport in the world. Children and adullt soccer bags need weather protection to keep dry.
I bring to you different colored/themed television and/or computer covers. Two pieces that will snap into place just like a cell phone cover
A lightweight expandable binder system with changeable tabs to sort papers without needing a hole punch! Held closed by elastic strap.
Bottlesocks wrap snugly around household bottles, preventing drips and spills from reaching valuable cabinets and countertops.
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A modern, free-standing paper towel holder that "grows" double from its shipping size, minimizing shipping space required
The Purpose of the Panel Block is to block any unsightly back ground or any possible bright glare when video chatting on the computer.
Attach a stylus upon ear bud to provide simpler bleep-bloop with device. Stylus may also be an ear bud rippity-rap-wrapper.
COLORED COMPOST(AND FERTILIZER). Decorate your garden, composting plants!!!
Neck and wardrobe friendly alternative to the "choke collars" of corporate lanyards
Blender On The Move
Introducing The Exploria 1200
Le veilleur de route
IPhone 5 APP Holiday lights. Customize Holiday lites with your favorite Holiday theme or Holiday greeting. Now with NeverWet. (Resub)
POCKET CLEANER. Bottle Can shape cleaner chargeable even by the car charger, can suck the dust and store in the back of can.
Internet power-strip which enables you to turn on/off each outlet or the entire power-strip via the web. Use your smartphone, ipad etc...
Do you get tired of a bottle or can of your favorite beverage not staying nice and cold until it's finished? My product will keep your cool!
Air Condition Blanket
The leashless dog leash will use wireless fence technology in a portable manner so that your dog doesn't leave a radius around you.
Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle,partition in bottle keeps them seperate products,pump action dispenser, ECO FRIENDLY REUSABLE BOTTLE
i would like to see the ipad have retractable handles. It would make it a lot easier to handle especially when taking pictures.
WiFi activated USB drive
Magnetic Steering Wheel Cover
Wrapster Meets Coin Purse-Tiny earbud wrapper that fits into the smallest places. Fits in the coin pocket of your jeans. Holds coins inside.
Finding where I put the paper towels when I am cleaning can be a drag. A towel holder that clamps onto my arm,a door & more is my answer.
Lean-able handle for umbrella
EcoGym is a system for Fitness center that will allow to save the planet having good health. It is a win-win idea !
Turn your desk into an adjustable standing/sitting desk with an attractive work surface that you can place on the desk you have.
MagnaRack is a pair of magnetized hard rubber strips that sticks to a vehicle roof for hauling. It is easily removed, adjustable, &amp; durable.
A speargun with a light on the end & a switch near the trigger . So you don't need to carry a flashlight to see in caves where fish hide .
A tent that floats on water...for sleeping or just hanging out. Complete w/ frame, lights, anchor and cushy air matress w/ window on bottom.
Straight Shoot Cocktail Shaker
"The Bad Apple" This remote device basically destroys your i-phone if you fall victim to the "Apple Picker"
Airplay enabled in-car audio adapter
An aid to improve baseball swing in speed, strength, accuracy. Go from goat to hero within three months if used regularly.
Doorbell alert
To develop Battery/Solar Powered Rechargeable HEATED SKI POLE HANDLES/POLES to eliminate or reduce the use/waste of disposable hand warmers
Level Magic
SKIPPED IN ARCHIVE! AMI DUN? Inline device for any Appliance, will alert a remote when finished-Orig submission 02/042011. Now with an App!
USB QUICK FORMAT
In short, the Pinpoint headache massager. I basically took a electronic tooth brush and modified it so it can pinpoint headache spots.
A truly portable massage table
D'shmitts
A big game? Holiday photos? Sleepover? Whatever! The more IPads the merrier! App exists 4 videowall - but we need a KIT 2hold em steady!
RAI-B-Q radiant heat BAR-B-Q
Findor
Modular Towel Rack - Pull Out To Extend Rack! Unroll Multiple At Once!
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Kids love playing Marco Polo in the pool! This item will prevent cheating which always becomes a problem for the kids and the parents!!
The Wake Driver
Leverage the little unused wire holes in your desk or conference room table as a convenience multi port USB charger.
A toilet seat to be used in public men's restrooms that prevents pee splatter on the seat.
Color Changing DUCT TAPE. Hot or Cold will change the color of the Duct Tape. Now your Duct Tape Creations will be AWESOME!
Campfires, Kids, and Hotdogs go hand &amp; hand...big kids too, It's the Campfire Hotdog Basket, never lose another dog to the fire!
A Kindle Fire Case That Adds Storage, A Camera, Or Both!
The "cleaning tool belt / apron" would have slots for various conventionally sized cleaning supplies: cleaners, scrubber, paper towels, etc.
A wireless charger for your Mac laptop.
A Wallet whith a quirky design
iPod Touch Stylus can clip-on the new iPod Touch Loop pop-out Button to become a Stand (2-in-1).
Shinerz
Casserole passoire
For Extreme Snowboarders,Skiers, and Mountian Hillclimb Snowmobilers.Inspired by Mother Nature A lightweight fully functional safety vest.
For those of us who have frontal headaches around the forehead,eyes,cheeks and temples,this would help with controlling the pain
Cats Only Box
Pet Food Minder
A pillow with a vibrating pressure alarm located inside. Waking up with a vibration and shutting off when head weight is removed.
plastic tray with wax ring,mounts to the underside of a tiolet, inserts into drain to prevent damage to house incase of wax ring failure
BATHROOM TRAFFIC LIGHT RINGS
The BOOMBox is a top-tube mounted bicycle audio device. Keep your ears open to other vehicles while listening to your tunes on the go.
A Modular Computer. You need 20 LAN Ports? plug them in! You also need a TV IN and 3 HDMI Outs? Plug them in too. Make it whatever you need!
A cooler with a car alarm in it and a couple of remotes. Put college football logos on the side of them. Never be robbed of your beer again.
Quirky Feline Atrium. At least 21" wide and 26" tall with a view. An indoor/outdoor litter box. Filtered, illuminated, and litter retentive.
TIGHT FITTED BED SHEET
Easy Bathroom Recycling with no new recycling containers
Jack-O-Lantern with Bottom and Front Lighting. A SAFE way for CHILDREN to Light their way & BE SEEN while Trick or Treating for Halloween.
Wireless remote presenter GLOVE for professional PC presentations.
My idea is for a cat-scratch tunnel with interior "brushing" walls made of a strong, flexible, cleanable material like rubber or silicone
TravelTag
Perfect pot for your building terrace
A case for the iPhone 4 that is also a slide out Bluetooth keyboard. This take advantage of the Bluetooth Keyboard option in iOS4
Bite Me! An adhesive based anti-itch patch with aloe and antiseptic that keeps bug mosquito bites and poison ivy from itching.
The standard sink plunger gets in the way of the faucet and does not center properly over the drain. My advanced plunger solves this.
Convertible Dish Drying Rack
RESUBMIT: beach bag; iPod speakers; Flower design option or circle design. Center is removable inflatable pillow; extra storage, Barbra
Dog Hair Broom. Ever find yourself with dog hair everywhere? Use the dog hair broom to clean up after Fido in a hurry!
Round Slices of American Cheese
As a novice squash player I do everything I can to improve my game, but sometimes the simplest habits are the hardest to change.
Itâ€™s a multiple plate stacker for the microwave. This plate stacker is great for holidays, special events, and culinary use.
Kicker
Chicken Griller
Reclaim your counter space with Chop n Prep Block, an ALL IN ONE home cook's prep-station. Conveniently slice, swipe and stow ingredients.
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I wanted to kayak and find a place to snorkel,why dont they have a glass bottom kayak. My idea,glass bottom kayak
Pool Current Detector
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
Switch-a-bag
Sweet Dreams Air Freshener:Dispenses relaxing scents (lavender, chamomile) in the evening and energizing scents(citrus,mint) in the morning.
Clean and disinfect and stay clean and healthy at the same time!!
Closed Caption Solution for Millions of Deaf people in Asia/Africa/S. America for TV shows, online education, and communications !
How about a wind-up 12-inch table fan for uses with power outages, outdoors or indoors with no batteries.
Wireless Mouse Charger - a mouse pad that charges a wireless mouse - everyone knows how annoying it can be to replace batteries.
Fortune Picks! When fortune cookies meet message in a bottle for cupcakes!
Tiny vacuum sucks up crumbs on the table, counter and other places + can be used instead of a dustpan 'cause they never pick up everything!
Digital Lunchbox: For the tech-savvy child, a lunch box to be proud of! One can learn, play games, and leave lunch requests for mom!
The towel tower tote is a molded plastic cleaning tote with a unique towel tower for a full size paper towel roll and cleaning supplies.
My idea is a memory album for greeting cards made with a plastic sleeve &amp; notebook spine: wedding, baby, Christmas, child b'days.
Bakeware+Serving Tray! Not plain Teflon. Decorated w/snazzy graphics! Bake with 'em &amp; serve anything with 'em! Gorgeous &amp; double-functional!
The Boogie Bracelet
Electronic paper
wrapT - compact under cabinet 3 roll kitchen dispenser. WHAT? Why do we need this? Well, there isn't a good solution on the market.
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
Power Â°360 Wireless Extension
Window Aquponics Herb Garden A fish tank and grow bed with media all in one combination. Nutrient rich water is used to grow fresh herbs.
"SCREEN SECLUSION"
iPhone/iPad wireless lamp dimmer switch. Control all the lamps in your place from your device. Change brightness of each lamp separately
Assisted trash bag removal.No assembly required, makes life easier, helps prevent back injury, prevents fluids from leaking onto the floor.
This product is a portable tube that allows the user to look over crowds, around corners, and zoom-in at night.
Remote control Trash Kart -APP
Wreath Glow
The New iPad needs a new Cloak!Let's redesign and improve this handy Quirky case for the new iPad!Many innovations!One light for front&amp;back!
RESUBMIT:innovative shower head.Unique shape spans across shoulders.Energizing mood lights &amp; scents.Water trickle option.See all designs
Dishwashing gloves caddy
Millions of vehicles with burned-out lights are driven daily. Would you know that your brake lights were out? Plug in a device to alert you!
A key fob that will automatically unlock your house door when you turn the doorknob. The fob can be in your pockets or anywhere on you.
JUST THE FAX! Create an App Enabled FAX MACHINE! Send Outgoing Faxes, Receive Incoming Faxes!
Ever try to scrub your walls only have the paint wash off too? How about a wash for walls that would take dirt off without taking the paint?
FLAT TIRE HELPER DRIVE UP ON ITS THE LENTH OF TIRE AND AS WIDE IT LIFTS THE CAR HIGH ENOUGH TO CHANGE
TRESPRI is a spray bottle that can SAFELY hold 3 different solutions or liquids so you don't have to lug around awkward bunches of bottles!!
Jewelry PAGES
I built a table that is tip proof spill proof, adjustable, easy to store, and has only one leg.
a NHL boardgame, 900 players, board, dice, everything you see in a real game is in our game, even fighting. goals passing, great goaltending
RESUBMIT, MADE UC! NOW CLICK-ON Earbud/Headphone wire hole! Backpacks, Hoodies, Coat, Work clothes, Athletic wear. BIG DEMAND, Sell in
GYMS
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My idea is a container that can seal and clip on to your dog leash for waste management. You can get it in different sizes that fit dog size
A simple, fast, strong, one handed solution to easily strap any bundle of cords, hoses, etc. Slap bracelet + Velcro. VIDEO
X-Strip
Let's make a Modern Segmented Lunch Box or Bag that stores your food and can also hold and possibly charge your phone or other electronics!!
saClip
A mini LED flashlight with handsfree magnetic rotation base for all auto owners.Works on any L or star wheel wrench,vehicle trunk and hood.
POWERED UPS backed USB HUB
Reusable Ice Tubes for making drinks in small-opening bottles cold without diluting the drink.
HOME CAR WASH. An ALL IN ONE Car Wash Soap Dispenser/Sprayer &amp; Fire Hose with # spray settings, Easy to attach to your water hose.SEE
VIDEO!
How to prevent a thief from breaking in your motorcycle topcase only to notice it's empty ? buy a transparent topcase, simple as that.
Latex Paint Disposal System Using Paper Sheets Made of Recycled Materials. Dry. Roll. Dispose.
LIP RIP STOP! Protect and soothe inner lips from the poking pain of orthodontics with a common sense applicator :D
A scrub brush with cleaning solution already in it. Add water and clean away.
iPhone RF dongle with universally programmable remote Open garage, control electronuics
App-Enabled Advertising Hand Dryer. Quirky + G.E.
pen with changable tip
The Human Reigns
Sun block and bug spray all in one dispenser.
A PARTY DANCE LIGHT BULB that is easy to use and install and that you can control with your phone via Bluetooth.
Turn indicator for bicycles. Take the surprise out of turns and make cycling safer in the city!
Snap-on Y-shaped in-ear headphone holder for portable devices to store in bag or briefcase to eliminate tangled wires.
Dental Relaxation! Soft wedge comfortably cushions & supports jaw & neck while you sit in the dentist chair & get mouth worked on
Rolling Trivet! The reinvention of the Trivet! Why pass hot food or heavy, bulky dishes around the table, when you can roll them along.
A nosepad to raise progressive lens glasses just enough for viewing the computer screen without constantly tilting back the neck.
ELIMINATE THE CABLE BOX!
ILY/IRLY gift bows &amp; ribbons
CombWiper
pet food bowl that resists ants roaches and mice, they cant get to the food .i tested it for a whole year and no more pests live here,
EASY SKIRTS. Finally, the solution to allow you the comfort to change your bedskirt as often as you like! Just snap, relax, and enjoy!
Here is my cookie cutter idea. It is used to cut the Cookie Dough Rolls that you buy at your local store or make with an old family recipe.
Toilet flushing hands free
I always wanted to say thank you to the driver who was kind to share the road with me,allowed me to carfully change lane,or let me pass.
It's a Hairbrush &amp; spritzer in one. For ladies and maybe gents on the go, add body and lift or firmness when you need it
A Better Cultivator
Ialert its a small ball that will come in many shapes. It will go on your key chain. And you will download the App for it.
Now there is no excuse not to do your crunches. Introducing the mini Abs crunch machine. Inexpensive, Simple, Effective and Easy to store.
Cordless Pivot Power:Line extension for pivot power,uses 3 prongs on the back to plug directly into the wall outlet without the cord.
Bluetooth wireless ear buds!
A necklace for iPod Nano an iPod with the shape of AppleÂ´s and QuirkyÂ´s logos.
The hardest part of your body to wash? If I had to guess it would be the Back, A simple effective way to get your back clean
Smart thermostat for house's hot water tank. Learns how you use hot water and figures out when the water in tank has to be hot or not.
Frisbee.... The most advanced Frisbee ever, Compete and Compare, view in Graph and Chart, multi input Record: Distance, Speed, Rotations,
New trendy, customer friendly electronic menu card, payment and pricing system, software for restaurants, bars, coffe shops, etc.
The Cable Catcher is a propeller that attaches to any cord/cable being fed thru a grommet hole and prevents it from slipping back.
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Sapid Drive
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
Mountable Bicycle Flat Tire Kit for on the go.
Have s'mores anywhere: With a sterno flame and a rotating tray table segmented for marshmallows, chocolate, and grahams of varying flavors.
SHAKE and SCOOP - Create an ice cream scoop that heats up when you shake it (Using the same technology as the shake to charge flashlights)
Unique Bagel, Hard Roll, &amp; Baguette Slicer with Built-In Toaster Tongs! Never Cut Yourself Again! This Will â’»â“â“Ž Off the Shelves!
The BFF for any Drink
We purchase walkers, then chase the baby in the walker to ensure he's safe. What if we could control where and how far the baby could go?
BALLOON TWO WAY MAGNETIC CAP
This idea will make your pet and house smell good, by releasing fragrances with every movement of your pet.
The Mungee (Music Bungee)
Power Outlet with Retractable Recharger. Charge iPhone, iPad, Android, Kindle, etc. When done, cord retracts into wall. Cord clutter gone!
App-Enabled Body Balance: Person identification by footprint scanning, weight storing and synchronization with the tracking/analysis app.
Painterâ€™s Butler - holds the tray, paint and supplies keeping things tidy on the job. And it stows away when the job is done.
Quirky Monthly Subscription Box will expose all new people to try Quirky products at home. Pick 4 products for one monthly price
A pencil that has a pencil sharpener and an eraser attached to it.
The Screen Screen
iPhone Dual Charging System with Dual Retractable Extension iphone cords.. Charge 2 iPhones @ a time
This is a egress safety item for school buses. The quick evacuation of students especially young (kindergardeners and early elementry.
I have come up with a fun and exiting way to feed you dogs small treats and bite size dog food by usiing a rolling pipe dispenser with holes
Thin, removable iPad keyboard that clings to the surface of the screen and provides tactile feedback for faster and more accurate typing.
Ergonomically shaped kitchen hand tool system. Leverage human anatomy to create tools that require less force to use.
I have developed a new and unique concept to eliminate the embarassment of purchasing condoms over the counter: "Safe Sex in a Bottle"
Phone/Tablet/computer chargers, why is it necessary to have such short power cords. the answer wireless charging
A Comfortable Kid's Movie Theater Booster Seat with built-in cup holder and popcorn/candy holder.
Optimize sound coming from your speaker(s) by redirecting it to where your ears are.
An ice cube tray with a slide on cover so that after you put it in your fridge nothing falls onto the ice cube tray.
Portable beer tap
QuickHit is a tiny phone charger imbedded in your case that lets you borrow battery life from another personâ€™s phone.
This is an idea for a Motorized Ice Rescue Life Saver with Remote Control
Clean Pooper Scooper
Dryer Lint Filter
My device is a winder for storing earbuds (like the ones that come with iPhone, iPad, iPods...). Check out my movie to see it in action.
An Iphone speaker that is also an external battery for charging it on the go
Ergonomic Bathroom Caddie and Grip. Store cleaning supplies, easy to carry and helps to make tub scrubbing easier.
A drinking glass that would hold a piece of fruit to the bottom to maximize the appearance and taste of a drink such as a strawberry mojito
A head protector for babies, toddlers.
FrostyGlobes - a set of collapsable light-weight mesh globes to make building snowmen a breeze! Less time, less effort, less frustrations.
Pegs for Pegits. Accessorize and customize.
An office chair that converts from a regular chair to an ergonomic chair. This takes pressure off of the hamstrings and helps fix posture.
A free standing countertop wine rack, that looks good, holds 9 bottles, and takes up limited space.
Help save lives by knowing exactly where an emergency vehicle is coming.
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BBQ Spatula,Tongues,& Fork with led lights. These tools will allow you to BBQ in low light areas(tailgating, parties, camping,etc.).
New Age Quirky Branded Identity Card Holder! (Do not get deceived by the image)
A universal support for tablets on treadmills, make the exercise more interesting and less boring
Bug zapping screen for windows/doors. Built in technology to turn zapping on/off. Good for every home.
Blobs is an electronic gadget made for fun and entertainment, it is portable, sleek and just pretty much awesome!
Back seat listener
Tie Dispenser Hanger
Where to put ur Beer? That is a great question, now with the beer clip you can put it on your belt. Great 4 fishing, golf, anything! Swivels
ToolJump
I-FIND STICKERS that ring when you enter a code on your smart phone. Find your keys, wallet the same way you find your cell, by calling it!
Build houses on site with a large machine like 3D Printing with Materials like Concrete and Foam.
Igniteable welding wire
Your Jeans
My invention is a newer & safer crib bumper which provides the safest sleeping environment possible.
Warning... this is not a slow cooker or crock pot! This will cook an entire dinner with only one dirty pot in less than 15 minutes.300+votes
Easy zip on clothes.
We simply want to watch our TV program. But the ticker runs election results, school closings over and over. My friends here's the solution
Quick collect ergo leaf system
How many trees need to die before we create a reusable box? A box that can transform into more than one size and is complete with packing.
This product is a glow in the dark golf ball with an imbedded GPS transmitter.
Circle Knife
I think we should make pretty bows that go on presents that play music.Every present would be great with the sound of music!
A paper towel holder that is also a pump action soap dispenser.
The DRY TOP Canister top absorbs the moisture which cause staleness within the canister. Moisture absorbed in top is vaporized in microwave.
Electric shaver with lights!
Portable bathroom sink for your children/Grandchildren that strattles the bathtub. So the kids can wash their hands or brush their teeth.
PRIMO's Home Fruit Wine Made Easy! If you love wine and have ever thought of making your own..."jump in" you won't be disappointed!
Car Visor iPhone Clip
A smart phone app that allows shoppers the ability to scan items, review the total, and purchase all from the phone.
A runner's facial sweat absorber.
Clothing that commemorates various defunct companies from Tower Records to Emporium. Remembering the past and being ironic!
Snap Wrap Warmer
I would like to develop a 'battery' pack that would fit into a rechargeable drills that you could plug into the wall via an extention cord.
Pillow jacks
Outlet frustrations: Aligning holes, locate in dark spaces, wasting outlet for nitelite,identiy circuit. Solution: Illuminated receptacle.
Steam generated products have had a big impact lately.. how about a pull-out steamer with 15' -20' line that can steam clean a whole kitchen
All-in-one stylus
iPhone can replace your paper scanner. Need proof? Download the Genius Scan+ app and watch how easy it is. And we can do even better!
Soup Straining Ladle
Credit card sized case to securely store Minisims, Microsims and Nanosims as well as the Simcard Eject tool - perfect to avoid roaming costs
My idea is called the "Diapee". It's basically a diaper with a pre moistened individual baby wipe stored in a little pouch on the daiper.
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Car hum + slight rocking/vibration=Baby Sleeping. An automated base which accomodates most car seats and gives YOU and YOUR baby some rest
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Bike Caddie -Small footprint locking bicycle compartment. Small slick,light weight &amp; aerodynamic. Large enough to carry essentials. [ReSub]
Pumptastic!
cologne/perfume air freshener for your clothes.
The new easy Paper Towel Roll and Napkins Mount for indoor lamp or chandelier lamps and outdoor umbrella.
A capsicum pepper-bomb for deterrence of animals, that can be shot from a standard flare gun, to allow non-lethal deterrence further away.
3D candy printer for home use. Kids kit. make 3D candy at home.
This product replaces male bed bottle urinals and catheters. Male patients would be better able to urinate and this would save staffing
iWALL CLOCK. A new Clock Everytime by Clapping Your Hands.
Birthday Candle Projector for ceiling! Must see this!Age or message on the ceiling and base...Change disks for each event
#spotsv: Completely organized drawers customized by YOU to fit YOUR NEEDS Interlocking segments allow you to place partitions anywhere/size
No parent and child should be without a Rodeo Bike....
Shower proof razor
This is a motion sensing, time delayed garage door closer, with alternate light source and possible text or email confirmation.
Dashboard Wax Warmer
2 small mirrors that attach to the back of your current rear view mirror (1 each side) that slide in &amp; out for a better view of the traffic
A NoNut tape dispenser cuts the hanging time of student work so that teachers can change the hallways scenery more often.
iPhone/iPod dock that is a playful cartoon head. Insert the iPhone into the character's mouth. Add a little fun to your desktop!
Develop a remote night light that can be turned on when trying to get to the bathroom and turned off after getting back in bed.
Wheel Reminder
When getting out if ocean, it always a chore to find my family. Design your own customized umbrella w/ family name, picture, or interest!
Does your hand tire when digging hard ice cream? Try using the heated ice cream scoop. No more dipping in hot water. Just flip the switch
Ear Socks
A hidden water bottle compartment to keep your keys and money safe, while running at the track, hiking, or playing a pick up sports game.
The irritating sound of Velcro separating is like fingernails on a blackboard. I want to provide the world with silent Velcro.
Exercise all parts of your body. Kit with small weights &amp; velcro attaching material for your dress + manual. Customize weights and location
An upright counter top holder with a suction cup on the bottom to hold it in place. That way you could take a piece with just one hand.
Wireless earbuds that connect via bluetooth dongle to iPhone or iPad. MULTIPLE SETS CAN BE CONNECTED AT ONCE TO SHARE MUSIC!
A Blue Tooth Alert Station.
Basic wireframe glasses that come with different color vinyl or plastic "skins" that "clip" on the wire frames to go with different outfits.
A binder that opens and contains a clipboard. Attached to it is a clamp that clips it onto the edge of a school desk, increasing workspace.
Smart Fish Tank Tester/Feeder
Light Powered Case
A tiny Bluetooth receiver with Original Dock &amp; Lightning Connectors to sync iPhones to new &amp; old iPod audio accessories, wirelessly.
Microwavable Cool-Touch Bowl
Luggage tracker with App
Stop curbside garbage cans from blowing into the street and causing accidents. Simple and cost effective. Saves time and maybe lives.
portable, automatic rotating clothes hangers. Carrie Bradshaw eat your heart out!
Stroller Pets
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Instead of decorating a holiday tree with lights that just glow, use my idea "interactive Xmas lights that work like a Simon memory game."
A product (perhaps called "Drip-ease") to insert in the nostrils to absorb "drips" from a runny nose.
pain relief underware
carjack wifi
iPad Mini Phone Case: A case that has iPad Mini on one side and iPhone 5 on the other.
TOWER OF HEAT' Cook food faster and save energy at the same time! Place TOWER around a hot burner, put your pot inside IT & enjoy! IT WORKS!
A completely enclosed decorative dispenser, keeps towels dry and within reach. Available to match kitchen, bath or wherever you need towels.
vintage meets new age. Lets take the classic design of an architect task lamp and convert it into a tablet/phone stand.
NON-SLIP SUPER GRIP BENDABLE STICK
As a set introduce a bottle specifically for dispensing dish washing liquid the set includes a no mess,no spill nozzle/revolutionary dock.
A slim case with a collapsible FINGER LOOP for easy holding of the phone in panoramic orientation
The heavy Punching bag that bobbles. It always comes back for more and is easy to move around...
Urban Vertical Garden - Now you can Grow Your Own Plants, Flowers, Veggies &amp; Herbs with Ease in Your Small Urban Apartment, Flat or Condo
Knife with safety bottom. Full plastics hand and body of the knife has a place for the finger.
Expandable tub
A Backpack that gives you a Desktop surface anytime you need it! Great for students who like doing homework outside, or in bed!
This is a Swing-Arm Smart phone holder. It can be used any place you can clamp the base to.
#Wink- A Pool/Spa control system that is Fully Integrated and dynamic featuring Hardware and Software that allows you complete control!
Stack It Right Dishwasher
MATTRESS CLEANING PORTHOLE KIT - NEW WAY TO COMBAT ALLERGENS AND DEBRIS FROM INSIDE MATTRESSES. REMOVE DUST
MITES, DUST AND MORE!
Your baby will gain confidence as he or she pulls them self up, stands, and cruises around the Baby Gym!
Cell Speak to Note / Email On the Go. An application that You would talk to and it would take your notes, organize it and email it to you.
Bracelet, Belt, straps hole punch kit. Make your own &amp; customize (shorten length, add holes) bracelets, belt, purse strap, watch band, etc
Bluetooth home speakers
A MIRROR THAT WOULD ATTACH TO YOUR MIRROR TO SEE BLIND SPOTS, SAVE LIVES. EASY TO INSTALL
IClip, a beautiful minimalistic aluminum adjustable clip/stand for your IPhone, ITouch, or Ipod Nano... where is the clip for the Nano ?
RF Panel
Road Pets
It's time cupcake liners have a 2/3 fill line. Enough with "eyeing" and your cupcakes turning out with a small mound or something too big
Stop throwing out expensive bread, bagels etc. that went stale or moldy. Keep them fresh for weeks in my Better Breadbox!
cologne/perfume air freshener for your clothes.
The Cozy Sleeper
Does your zipper always fall down on your favorite pair of pants? This little device helps hold up your zipper. Resub
A simple way to keep score in tennis matches without walking to the net or writing on the court in chalk
A squirrel proof bird feeder that allows clear view of birds feeding while protecting the seeds from weather spoilage &amp; and squirrel raids.
Mount your mini. On the fly mounting solution for your iPad mini. Great for the kitchen, car, or office.
Paper towel holder that allows the user to cut the exact size sheet he/she needs for the job thus reduce wasted paper towel
Carabandit Pouch! We got BandNETS, the Pouch idea goes one step further with designs focused on enclosed pockets &amp; pouches.
ALL IN ONE
Amazon/Ebay Breathalyzer
This is a much needed simple idea that enlarges your shower for space and comfort.
Just one push and it will cut, scoop the weeds between the pavement, chop and spray direct into the root with your favorite weed killer.
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Foot Flusher. A simple foot pedal with a chain attached to a rubber fitting that slides over the handle. Cuts down on germs. Simple to use.
I simple solution to labeling all your tote boxes again and again without a mess.
Some like it hard and wide. What is your perfect bike seat? Inflatable seat,modify sections according to your activity, sex, comfort. RESUB
For those of us who have migraines,sinus or regular headaches, this would be a great accessory to use on your head and keep in place
People have been putting wax candles on birthday cakes for hundreds of years with surprisingly few changes. This invention will change that.
Guitar Music Reminder ... Lyri
Technology has us needing more space and a better design in the way we carry our High Tech gadgets and gizzmos to work and school. Voted
Protective case that allows for easier photo taking and attachment of aftermarket lens accessories with neck strap and velcro hand grip.
Revolutionize online sofa buying by creating a "Virtual You" that can test sofas online to find one that meets your personal comfort needs.
!PowerCurl PC! Cord management solution for PC laptops! Adjustable so it will fit any laptop power adapter. VIDEO
Door Stick
INFLATABLE TENT FLOOR
Mini-Batch is a connectable stackable cupcake tin for mini cupcakes. Mini cupcakes are tiny but the pan is just as big, takes space.
Window frame motion detector that makes a sound when a child comes close to the window. Always be aware when your child is near the window.
Multi-Device Holster for mobile devices, such as iPhone + iPod Touch. For those of us who have or would prefer to carry multiple devices!
An instant power cube that can then be carried in a purse or briefcase to charge USB devices.
A baseball cap or Visor with expandable brims. Instead of turning the hat on your head just expand the brim on that side.
Visual Daily Calendar becomes a feature of a Watch/Alarm Clock/Wall Clock
Comfort and support while sleeping in the car, eliminate slouching children or adults who are trying to sleep in an awkward upright position
Social Gadget
ChargerPod *Keep it Together*
No Spy Allowed Webcam Cover
Colorful and fun shaped wine decanters. Sun, Moon and Star shaped. Maybe even singular letters to represent your last name?
"I Poke You" light up charms.........could be the next MUST HAVE eccentric product since Silly Bands, but a bit more dough
A simple buzzer that will allow communication based on vibration patterns from one person to another or multiple people
Expanding Raised Garden. No need to build a new raised garden every spring or take up a bunch of room to store one over the winter
Polisher/Holder for glasses
SIMpull is an App for your cellphone.It emails all personal info to your personal email account if your phone is stolen and/or reset.
Cooling pad carrying case with built in keyboard light and storage.
Moody Booties
Rigid trunk lid stabilizer to keep open trunk lids from bouncing on trunk contents and doing damage to contents or lid.
socks and gloves for cleaning the tub!
I want to be able to share to the world an amazing good, healthy and easy way to prepare chocolate, with this Oaxacan based chocolate maker.
Gift Development
Easy re-filler to carry your Personal care or toiletry product. You can fill in as per your required combination.
iPhone Battcase with extra battery + 120 Volt Wall charger / USB port + antenna phone stand. There is nothing like this out there!
A tooth brush with heads that snap on and off. You could buy a whole box of 24 heads for your family, hard, soft,medium bristle.Quickchange.
All dogs shed. The difference is some throw that coat out and some retain it. Its imperative you seperate coat &amp; dry a dog down to the skin.
First there were bra strap clips Now it's time for Decorative Bathing Suit Strap clips.Easy to use pull straps together in back and clip on
TRASH BY TRAIN TRACK
Ice bag for the new age! Extra wide spandex material to hold ice cubes, stays in place, won't leak, can be worn comfortably under clothes.
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iphone holder and small clip on speakers for a baby stroller (potential addition is solar charging)
Apple power strip. Dust can be prevented
Integrated Ipad school desks and tables. Conference tables exist but nothing for exist for the school systems.
tired of not being able to scrub your back when your in the tub, well now you can , with the shower shamee!!
Mobile Pet Cart Adjustable.Large or small dogs that have lost the use of their rear legs. Either a permnament or tempory condition.
Kindle Klicker
A feminine,discreet packaging with spare panties &amp; feminine wipes to carry in our purses, we get to choose color, size and type of underwear
Make your iPhone the life of the party or else use it to add life to your party with this expandable speaker/case.
Safe outlets for children. Never worry about children sticking something in them again.
Twisters
#QTOYS &amp; #QCYCLE. affordable wistling wing nut dust caps easy removeable with mini safety light sabre for kids etc. please see pictures.
Plugs behind a bed/table. Use the ultraFlat plug which is completely flat &amp; just gets the wires out parallel to wall; Power strip outside
Adhesive case/holder for flash drives, clip your flashdrive in and stick it on your laptop cover!forget about searching bags and backpacks!
A simple small computer chip that is purchased through any "pet store" or "online" that is your New or existing pets' NAME TAG purchase.
Christmas Tree Moisture Mgr
A "Jedi mind meld" between many Q inventors. Smarter modern lunchbox. Simultaneously keeps hot items hot and cold items cold for hours.
Mirrored toothpick - regular toothpick at one end, a small mirror at the other end - you never need worry if that pesky poppy seed got away.
Antibacterial Sink sleeve
Portable, reusable GPS strips/devices slip into or attach onto a wallet, purse, knapsack, bike, laptop, etc., and/or loved one.
Hair comb with Shears Built In
Better Tamperproof or Theftfree InteLock-Zipper Backpack
Car Cushion that Cools &amp; Warms
Car Alarm: receive a warning on your iPhone if your Car Alarm goes off - window gets broken - car gets started
Paper towel "tong" with spring, avoiding unwinding the whole roll
People are not able to see germs!The Magnigerm is a great visual aid! Use it in the home, classroom or any other place! Try it, it works!
Kid Safe Case - Button locking iPhone case. Stops kids closing apps & turning off phone. Prevents deleting apps & controls what kids use.
Incorporate Luggage Scale
STICKY BONES ----- Protect Any Device - Silicone ExoSkeleton Kit - Stick On Bumper Strips for iPhone and Other Devices - Many Uses!
Aquatush (Resubmission)
CELLMINDER II / AUTOMOTIVE
Clever Hat
A PECS Cutter for teachers who use Picture Exchange Communication System in their school or classroom. This will eliminate the long process!
Emergency Vehicle Safety Strobe Light provides visibility ensuring safety while emergency vehicle is parked on road responding to emergency.
Tired of tripping over and twisting cords? Attachment to power port that allows you to plug in a MacBook from right side.
Seatbelt safety
Childrens dolls and toys are made from hard materials which can be potentially harmful if fallen on or hit by.Check this out!
Cake Pan Liners
Report Dryer vent needs attention (based on air flow measured by inline meter) to the users smartphone along with service, self help links.
Picture Frame Docking Station for your iPad; Holds a standard picture that is visible when not docked.
The product is an attachable monitor/battery for your iPhone.
Collapsible Clip on Easel: Clip any book/sketchpad to this foldable easel to make your sketching station.
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Fruit Chiller &amp; Server - Chill watermelon, strawberries, or any other fruits. Set timer with chime when cooling is done!
Push-pin darts. Throw them at your cork bulletin board and use them like normal push-pins.
The Multi-Bottle Spray is a cleaning spray bottle that that has multiple bottles to make cleaning easy and convenient.
Inflatable book holder that floats for reading in the bathtub, hot tub or pool. It would inflate to 3 different heights for book angle.
Clamping Towel Caddy - Puts your paper towel where you need it
A device that can connect to your computer during tutorial lessons for the hearing impaired.
Making running in place more like... running.
SOLEIL - A combination task and grow light for your indoor plants or OASIS Table by LAPangel--render by simplyinclined (Resub)
A locking wallet with GPS that opens through key code entered on smart phone. Secure credit cards &amp; ID in case of loss or theft!
A Water Bottle Bracelet With A Finger Cooling USB Powered Water Mist Sprayer To Keep Your Body Cool While Jogging, Walking Or Exercising.
App Enabled Smart N Safe Meds Keeper! Alarms you to take pills. It KNOWS if you opened it. Nags if you ignore! Child/Teen Safety! Read more!
Backpack reinvented to more evenly disperse weight so children and teens do not injure their backs at a young age.
Make a push-type, electric, or robotic floor sweeper with both a hard-bristle roller for carpet and soft absorbent roller-pad for wood/tile
keep your baby safe with nogo area mats
X-acto and/or Utility Blade Sharpener
Bracelet with a pocket
Base for the Mac mini - houses unused flash drives, additional USB ports (external and hidden), an iPhone 5 dock, &amp; space for small items.
The Mask Shave
Hold-it
Ramen is square. Bowls are round. Here is a design for a flat bottomed ramen steamer/bowl with removable steamer insert.
Universal drink dispenser for all standard bottle types ( 5L water or your JD bottle ). Save your money, your time and drink comfortably :)
Smart Fan 360
A 180Â° degrees turnable pole, vertical, left or right, 3 position pole. Paper towel is keeps by a magnetic ball bigger than tube's hole.
Water collecting kit in a survival situation
Would you like to be able to measure the tape you're cutting, directly from the tape? six-inch by six-inch, or foot-by-foot measurements!
UNIQUE RemoteControl Helicopter Missions Kit. Compete with friends and relatives! Do you have the skills to carry out these missions?
PowerFlex solves 3 problems - 1) Plug in 6 power chords regardless of shape/size. 2) Child proofing 3) Hides unsightly electrical chords
Businesses, campaigns, etc. send out mailers. My invention is a clip that attaches to a clipboard and allows quick folding to mail inserts.
Cordless Earbuds
Away from home oral hygiene gizzmo.
The H2O Collapsible Jug is a collapsible plastic jug providing a convenient "on-the-go" water filter and drinking vessel.
PROOF COVER
Smartphone Stand that clamps the phone and pivots 90 degrees! Now people can use their smartphone as a mini tablet next to their computer!
Couch pillow to a blanket
Yogurt Parfait Cup with Lid. A cup that is easy to fill with a portion of yogurt and a Granola bar or cereal/friut. with a lid.
The Luggage Dolly looks like a standard piece of rolling carry-on luggage, but comes with the added bonus of having a built-in hand cart.
Solar Collecter
We have designed a recreational lounge chair for the elderly and people with challanges, who can not get in and out of a standard longer.
Is your granite counter-top lacking its former luster? Polish it with a Quirky counter-top buffer / polisher!
Velcro Shoe organizer - Each section here, has velcro at both ends, which make its easy to place and remove the shoes. Fit oversized shows
Tired of your kids waking you up for a midnight drink/ Snack? Try the "Snack-pack." A personal cookie &amp; juice vending machine for kids!
Umbrella anchor
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Kitchen scrap compost container in the freezer.
Modular Cordies!! Plug them in how you need them!
Socks that glow on the bottom with each step.
Dispenser uses tension inside the roll to keep it in place, then lets it spin freely with a pinch! Simple, inexpensive and elegant!
Chalk Maker with Charms. Kids will love creating their own chalk &amp; adding Charms to them.
Ease - Car Baby Monitor/Viewer
The Stove Guard prevents little hands from reaching up and touching a hot stove top while still providing easy access for adults to cook.
A herb washer, spinner and keeper all in one, that keeps your herbs fresh, tangle-free and always accessible.
"Never Drown"
Soap Bubble air freshener. Lets Rethink air freshener design Instead of burning oils or sprays let Soap Bubbles do the work.
PRESSURE SENSITIVE, ERGONOMIC MOUSE
transdermal alcohol biosensor
A multi-prong wired device when inserted in a wet bag w/prong to slide to balloon wires out and expand the bag so it could air out.
Environmentally friendly collapsible coffee mug.
A vacuum type device with a suction tube so you don't have to bend down when picking up pet waste. Places waste in removable bag to dispose.
Tupperware Puzzle
Combo/Attchmt. Liquid Whiteout/Correction Tape &amp; Pen~ 10% Guaranteed toward College Scholarships 475+ Votes on all sub.
a Tool Kit to safely create things out of aluminum cans - FUN and GREEN! Both children and adults would enjoy! Inspired by Jugo.
Bike Cupholder w/ Securing Top
wink.gesture light switch
Cordies Wood - Take this instant classic Quirky product and add some zen to it. Wood version of Cordies.
umbrella table : additional counter space moving around with you.
What to do with those old worn out CD's and DVD discs
â€œ Nazzleâ€ adjustable night and day glasses
The Cargonizer! Gather Your Gear When on the Go!
The PowerSphere allows you to individually turn off power to each outlet. It also shows actual power usage.
My product is a device for cleaning rain gutters without water, electricity or ladder.
Releasable putty/stick on dishwasher clean/dirty indicator. Cover slide/tab overlay with CLEAN on lft and DIRTY on right of underlying plate
Water Sensor
A shallow tiller unit, cordless, lightweight and easy to handle. I already have a modified prototype, it works very well.
THE BABY SUN SHADE ------------------ Protect your little ones - easy and flexible. A new take on sun protection.
Chalk Board *Nail Polish* w/little chalk sticks for girls! Fun and Crafty!
Windcap . Wind generator
This product is a cylindrical shaped, stainless steel, paper towel holder with a built in air freshener on top.
Introducing, "WIRELESS EKG's"
Ever miss a train because of a misplaced metrocard? This attatches it to your wallet in a way that only the magnetic strip sticks out.
Bumper case adapts new Lightning connection to old 30-pin connection.
Prop, don't slop. Utensil disk lets gravity keep the dirty end of a knife off the table.
The idea is for a different kind of windshield and window protector for vehicles(cars trucks suv). Most protectors are only for windshields.
Smart Panic LED Bulb
latex gloves with color powder or somekind of color that is temp.on the hands to enforce handwashing for healthcare workers or food service
Money holder built for Iphones,iPads,iPods so people on the go don't have to carry wallets,visa cards,credit cards even make-up for woman.
Message Band
The book keeper
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Secure your smart phone. Universal locking frame. Set your own combination. Leave it on your desk to charge while you are at a meeting.
Paper Jamz are cool. 'paper jamz' iPad keyboard to fold and slide in your folder or case
Quirky Bingo! Resubmit.
Pencils with anti e-book phrases! "Stick this up your nook" + "Kindle a fiery marginalia" + "You canâ€™t touch an e-book by its cover..."
DORM VROOM. A cordless, hand vacuum with a HARD TELESCOPIC vacuum tube. Small, handy and easily EXTENDS to get those hard to reach places!
Large magnifying glass for reading that would cover the entire page of a paperback page .
Shoelace Stash-Away
A compact bag enabling college students to bring home laundry, laptop, cell phone, chargers, (books?) toothbrush, and personal items.
Camera Microscope
Storm Assist &amp; Alert (SAA) unit (App-enabled)
Deluxe Ironing Board with telescoping and retracting arms / legs for a more efficient &amp; complete ironing experience.
Waterproof case for the iphone - mounted to bicycle handlebars. Case part of expandable dashboard system.
I hate dirty mirrrors and shower doors. Install transparent light adhesive covering in multiple thin layers, peel off top layer when 'gungy'
'Cuman'
Cover-Cord: Store Away Your Appliances's Excess Power Cords! No More Clutter! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Let's build on and enhance this patent pending Outdoor Cooking and Camping Set!
Stackers, a cool way of keeping all your pens, pencils, highlighters, white out, eraser, etc. together. Lets make it collectable and useful
Parking space tent
Wash mach. door prop resub
APP that knows when you are at a store to tell you what deals these stores offer in what ille they offer it!
UNIVERSAL TABLE EXTENSION FOLDING PLATE - make more space on the table when guests arrive (NO accidental sliding and folding - READ
HOW)
a toilet seat with a pressure switch and a waterproof led light and a small battery.
Light-Up Jackets for Cats
Safety Pool devise! To prevent kids for drowning! 1-4 years old who died, 26% died from drowning
How many times do you care for bodystrech in office? Sitting long times in front of computer monitor, neck,shoulder &amp; wrist will be stiff.
iPad Mini Folio Case that Directs Sound Towards the User
Stop wasting money AND prevent skin cancer! A wrist/ankle/arm band that houses chap stick and/or sunscreen. Just pop the top and use.
#NEVWET QCYCLE covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
UFO light Resubmit. Fits in your palm and lights 360 degrees around you. Neodymium Magnet base,stick it anywhere you want to see around you.
iPad with data show to maximize the intereaction with user
Centrifugal Power
Organize winter gear with mittens and magnets! Package mittens with magnets in the cuff with magnetic tape that attaches to jacket sleeve.
Photo-sensitive toilet seat with a lid that will go down automatically when the bathroom is dark for more than 120 seconds.
Background Check
A device with a patented modality that reverses the effects of low blood flow issues, i.e. Sedentary Death Syndrome, neuropathy...much more!
Defense Water Bottle Handle
Free your Ears! Get rid of the earbuds. Only you can here the sound coming from your speakers when you use spotlights!!
Pressure Sensitive Brakelights
Want to quickly hang several items? Hang quickly and easy with fewer holes in the wall for organizational, display, or decorative purposes.
The Key Guard
Why have kids wait their turn to ride a 2-Seater Teeter Totter when up to 4 can ride at once. This is a 4-Seater Teeter Totter.
The Magnetic Dishwasher Status Indicator, cause we all know it's hard to tell sometimes. No more excuses for a full sink.
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Ambulamce hypothermic blanket
How many times have you licked an envelope closed just to say that was the worst taste in the world! The flavored envelope's time is here.
The idea is pill mouthwash, instantly dissolvable in water, or popped in your mouth and then just take a swig of H20 swish around & presto
My idea is multi-opener. not only a bottle opener, but also a pet or jar opener. For the elder or who don't have much power to open them.
Brightly colored, screen-printed, cartoony toe covers for kids. Comes in sets of ten, all designed around one of a variety of themes.
iPhone Battcase with extra battery + 120 Volt Wall charger / USB port built into the case + antenna phone stand.
Sync cars &amp; trucks w frequency of emergency (fire &amp; police) vehicles to automatically turn down music.
Not all post it ,sticky, tack board notes are to be read by everyone, Slide N Hide Message Board keeps private notes out of site easily...
Grocery tote that you will actually remember. Check off your market list with a wet-erase marker, then wipe clean. Keep coupons inside, too.
Tent Peg puller! Pulls pegs out easily. Comes with pounder,built in. Campers! Hard ground is no longer a problem.
A newly designed stroller which redistributes the total weight it is carrying when the front weight (ostensibly, a child) is removed.
TREE HUGGING Laundry Stand, so many uses. add space and convenience to hang dry your towels, swimwear, clothing, Over 290 votes &amp; counting
USB keys that can be "Piggybacked" on to other USB keys. Run out of USB ports? Just plug another key into the back of one already in place.
The Ultimate Quirky Ice Chest
Auto Theft Alert
Video Baby Book
STOP fumbling with multiple highlighters when studying, reading, meetings, teaching,etc.? Try the Multi Highlighter Palette.UPDATEDPrototype
Ultimate all in one cleaning tool
(Industrial) cord management outlet cover for tools keep all of your extension cords organized keep the plug from being jerked out PROTOTYPE
Baby Bottle Holder
The SoundSlider is a device that greatly enhances and directs the sound from your iPAD. Works with most cases and no extra items to carry!
Permanent Holiday lights that include 6 different colors. You can specify which colors you want to light up for each holiday.
COPD is second leading cause of death in America. An inexpensive nebulizer emergency device can save untold number of lives.
Solar or battery powered 4 way soil analyzer measures essentials for plant growth and sends the data to your smart device.
Find your spices/cans easily with this conveyor belt spice rack that's rectangle, designed to fit the DEPTH of your shelf and is adjustable!
PinStrip, an easy and colorful way to post art, flyers, anything! Attach the strip to a wall, door or cabinet and start posting.
ketchup &amp; mayo squeeze bottle
E-Dock (easy dock) or M-Dock (Magnetic Dock): A support, with two parts engage-able with each other internally, by magnets.
Pop-N-Shots is a revolunitionary container for premixed alcholic drinks. Top container has a jigger for liqour, the bottom has the mix.
Shammy Sleeve
It's time for Calgon to be Calgone! NO chemicals needed, take relaxing bath with a product that makes your bath tub feel like a Tempur-pedic
Wink enabled Wireless router
"Lobster Claw" A stand and hand holster in one.
Blank canvas cell phone case Marbling Kit: Buy the cell phone case - ipad cover - and buy the paint! VIDEO
Kickstand speaker keychain, just plug stand, view and listen...
UNLEASHING the Full Functionality of the iPad2. (**VIDEO INCLUDED**)
a machine that sterilizes raw food
Clean the business end of your BBQ tools in the dishwasher without having to clean the entire tool and save your nice handles.
Stackable rechargeable LED lights. Take them wherever you may need light (reading, outdoors &amp; power outages) or stack together as 1 unit
An accessory to help maintain and guide the shape of your tie knot. A metal retangular piece folded in on the sides: open-faced funnel.
temperpot
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Kaleidoscope For Young Child
Tuff stuff dog bed
Everyone can relate to lost socks. My idea is the Lock a Sock. With a hidden clasp you can now lock socks pairing them together for life.
My idea invention is the combining of a carbon monoxide detector with a multi garage door opener. When CO levels reach unsafe ppm doors open
Letter Lights
iArtCase: Button triggers camera, in clear soft protective material to display your interchangeable photos. Includes photo templates.
Tape free wrapping paper. Wrapping paper that does not need tape to hold it on the gift. Running out of tape would never be a problem.
Combine spray and bike!This cooling device will assist mother nature to keep you cool as you bicycle on a hot day
Add on Dual Camera for tablets and other devices - front and back.
Water Sport Safety Helmet
You have a 50% chance of picking the correct way to insert your charger into your phone. Universal Charger Coupler works 100% of the time
Create a "phoneshade or visor" will let you see your phone or tablets screen to take pics or videos when the sun is so bright you can't see!
The Trike Buddy - Safe Riding
Gardners MUST HAVE TOOL, GIFT IDEA, gardens, green house, potted plants. This tool is for cultivating any size plant, with out DAMAGE!!
Kids Love Flashlights... Here's the Multi Colored Kids Fun Light, Flashlight, change colors at the turn of a dial, green to yellow to blue
AN EASY WAY TO CARRY AND STORE YOUR CLEANING SUPPLIES
I'm bananas about bananas! And I'm also a control freak. So finally, here it is, a way to control the fruit ripening process, like a god!
What about a laundry basket which informs you when you can wash white, dark or colored clothing and keeps the wash strictly separated?
I am a PA in the ER and we need colored sutures for suturing kids in the hospital.
Time to go to bed kiddo!
Shock absorbers for headphones (and other cables)
Kitchen Knife + Mobile Phone =
An APP that releases food and water to your pet before you get home.
very lightweight sleeping bag capable of keeping bedbugs from biting you. Also, something similar for luggage while traveling.
A Ultra Microfiber Cleaning slipper and glove. A great alternative to chemical cleaning and a new way to approach cleaning using only water.
Wireless LED Christmas lights
TANGLE FREE EARBUDS! Ever pulled your earbuds out of your pocket or bag only to find them tangled? Here is the solution.
Tsunami Life Sphere
Walk up to your appliance with your phone, and your Quirky GE app displays information about your appliance automatically.
Laser style pen that shines your name or inspirational words! Shine on any surface day OR night, Kool fun pens for back to school! Iâ¤Q
Beach backpack/cooler. Rectangle, hard, for a case of can soda. Separate cover doubles as a life saving floatation devise that can be flung.
Battery operated misting system that will clip to the shade canopy. an in line pump with a hose on each end. Really easy and very needed.
electronic hitch
Shirt button holster - hold down cord retainer for audio cables. Stow, hide, support and adjust the length of your earphone audio cable.
magetic shoe dryer
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 2): An interchangeable lens case that is functional and mobile! Think tile game meets iPhone case.
Shampoo Savr holds shampoo bottle upside-down. Allows the last bit to drip to nozzle of bottle. Mounts to shower wall. Funnel-shaped.
Small recordable device using mother/father voice to grab childâ€™s attention with phrases such as â€œnoâ€ or â€œplease close" drawers/cab.
PlayTies is a protective covering for landscape ties and timbers. Patent No. US 7,147,907 B1 and US 7,503,990 B1
Removable hem to lengthen childrens pants.
Surface Snorkel Periscope - Now everyone can float and snorkel!
A bracket that allows you to store and carry several brooms type items at once. Can be hung on a wall/closet and used for outdoor tools.
iPhone case that has hidden sliding pocket for placing your favorite credit card and a little cash. The back slides on and off.
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Where is my carparked app??
My product is a tool designed to remove invasive Zebra Mussels from swimming areas,to make the swimming area safer and more desirable.
A Watercycle to use in the pool, at the lake, or in the ocean. Unlike stationary underwater bikes, this one moves through the water.
Ever heard the saying "nervous as a cat in a room full of rocking chairs?" Give the cat's tail a rest with guards for rocking chair rockers.
The Last Broom
a portable battery pack equipped with a double magsafe adapter.
iPadMiniPointOfSale Be the store anywhere you want to be with this iPad Mini battery pack Point of Sale (POS) system! (Square PayPal Intuit)
kadozzy
THE WINE ANGEL preserves opened bottles of unfinished wine in a one-piece sleek modern wine vacuum sealer, a cool chic way to seal wine!!
Dual Purpose Ipad Stylus
Changing sticker on a lure. You sale a few lures with alot of sticker for the lure. All kinds of colors that will make fish bite.
A net with elastic around the edges that fits snugly over the top of a recycling bin to keep items from spilling or blowing out at the curb.
Multi-bird feeder with camera
"Halloween App" costume. Torso worn App Store Icon of your choice from a variety of popular app icons.
Small inline headphone mixer to gradually select between 2 sources. Ex: Gym TVs and iPhone. Knob or slider to select level of each.
Straighten out this umbrella and make it a portable backyard table-----------pound into soil or collapsable tripod legs
Movable, Removable & Portable ... With an arm to keep the roll in place.
A portable, hexagonal caddy that gives easy access, in and out of the cabinet, to everything one might need to tackle any cleaning task.
Mouth Brush, an improvement on an existing product. An electric toothbrush with a mouthpiece and bristles on the inside of the mouthpiece.
Lego Brick Organizer (L.B.O.)
Piece Keeper Cake & Pie Slicer
An Easier Way to Clean Baseboards and Wood Steps is Needed! A multi-head angled combination broom/textured sponge is the solution!
Snappy Sheets
PORTABLE BEACH POOLS..KIDS LOVE IT, PARENTS LOVE IT, PETS LOVE IT, HERE'S A WAY FOR EVERYBODY TO STAY COOL ON THE
BEACH..
Sunshade Stroller has a dark tinted sunglasses type of large convex lens that protects a child's eyes from the sun, eliminating blankets.
garage ceiling storage rack
Why not combine a "Solar Roll" which is a solar panel that rolls up like a yoga mat and a Window Shade or Sport Umbrella Chair.
Therapeutic hand stent
Greek Yogurt is $$$ and Starting to Be Purchased by Millions of People! Here's a Greek Yogurt Maker w/App. - Option for Frozen Yogurt 2!
sidelock for bicycle
The FollowMe bot is a robot with a cradle to place your videophone. You can control it to follow the person you're calling
Toddler Remote Lock
2in1 electric blanket
PlantId3 a plant identification app for your phone!
Tire sleeves with hard rubber avoids road accidents, just slip and clip &amp; lock the ends; Should be available for all tire sizes.
App Activated Light Switch
Never be late! 'The Locator' wall unit finds even tiny items: SD card, keys, camera, credit card, cell, etc. at the touch of a button!
Musical "Infant/Toddler" Sippy Cup. Sippy Cup that plays melodies, alphabet/counting songs, early educational use Music Soothes The Soul
Premier Slicer
The articulating mop,this mop could bend on stairs,top of cabinets.this could be A duster,mop and waxer all in one NO LIMITS!
Custom Carriage Fashion Covers
Billings Electric True Power
A "bumper-style" case with side attachments for a lanyard - so they don't block the speaker ports on the "bottom" of the iphone 5.
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Crates "Missing Link" Resubmitted - Introducing the Crate Shelf &amp; Desk Kit - Do Not Vote for This - Please Save Your Vote For Someone Else
I DONÂ´T LIKE LEAVING MY MOVIL PHONE ON THE FLOOR WHILE THE BATTERY IS CHARGING.
Fats, Oils and Grease
GE Mobile Application That Controls All Your GE Products
Face Master
Redesign- resubmit, letâ€™s take the bulk out of the bulky Bluetooth ear sets, with wearable tech
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Assassin--Tag
A silicone hot water base board heat cover. It would bend instead of dent,would not rust or transfer heat. It could come in any color.
Night Watch Owl
No Pull Dog Lease. Having a dog that pulls connately is awful. This lease will save your arm and help to train your dog without any effort.
BIG BAND with a HANDLE. Easier to transport large things like boxes, rugs, etc...
I want to invent a table top decorative garbage pail that can be used in both the home and commercial restaurants.
Most people dread wearing socks to bed. The "Foot Warming Sheet Set"(fleece,faux or wool material that is placed @ the foot of the bed)
I invented an outleakholder for various packets of yoghurt etc. So when using it less food will be spoiled
Gameaway. Do you buy DVD/Games for your kids,they end up scratched as not put away properly. This storage systems makes them put them away.
Lets make typing easier with Swype for desktop computers! No More annoying typing, just slip and slide your fingers!
App and adapter to turn your cellphone into a shortwave tv/radio
Ultrasonic BBQ Grill Brush
'Easy as Pie' Pie Crust Molds
Swiffroll, appli a tool on your swiifer, that make it really good.
So I created a one piece disposable diaper, with prepackaged moist towelettes provided in a pocket on the front portion of the diaper.
Travel Tea Mug Set: The ritual of tea on the go!
The 'V' Pillow - Sleep Outside the Box. This wonderfully comfortable pillow is in the shape of a 'V' instead of the usual rectangle.
Designer vinyl gloves elastic at wrist,mid arm &amp; elbow. Leg protectors elastic @ upper thigh with velcro closings. Compact storage case.
everyone has used lotion and everyone at one time has thought aah! this is cold wouldn't it be great to apply warm lotion!
Imagine a toilet seat cover for a shopping cart handle. Dispenser attaches to shopping cart taking only a second to use and dispose.
Revolving Door Green Energy
Ease your kids' haircut fears, protect their ears and make them WANT to get a haircut!
WEDGIE - The Tenaciously Protective Lock Box
An Iphone case that also doubles as a storage space for small Iphone accessories.
Square Foot Garden Box
NailedIT
Microwave cookware for Wave Chips -- silicon wave plates in various wave sizes with chip slicer saves cooking oil &amp; provides healthier diet.
Palm Bell: A water-proof washer, scrubber, and buffer tool. You be the boss! Light pressure is all it need to get the job done. Resub
Bathroom clock with touch screen sends shopping list to your phone so you never forget to buy toiletries.
A 3 in 1 container for meal transport that's self heating when and where you want,using reuseable or disposeable heat source.
An automobile vent mount for portable electronic devices that will protect the device from condensation and sunlight.
Cloth Towel Holder = Convenience of paper towels without the waste!
Why can't you have the look and feel of a boxer with the comfort and support of a brief? I want to make this for men and women to enjoy.
useful helper to hair dryer
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
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Stylus Key + USB Flash Drive
Custom Stencil Punch. Using Pinpression-like technology, this punch can be changed and changed and changed with a push of a button.
Modern rail system to keep your house cleaning supplies organized! Adjustable shelves, rods, flexible adjustable hooks, pegs, more.
Stylish Snap-on bracelet fan: It's a Snap-on bracelet that's worn on your wrist and opens into a fan! ALL suggestions are welcome!
No tip travel containers for snacking helps photographers, travelers, students and more snack on the go without fear of tipping.
TAPTOP: It's a laptop with a removable tablet screen. Use laptop mouse or tap the screen, its up to you!
The Potato Piercer is a kitchen tool that allows you to pierce a potato without making a mess.
Ice Chest with utility table
Metal InQuizitor
PAPERBACK WRITER-a stationery dispenser disguised as a paperback book. Open the cover to access the paper. Open an end flap for envelopes.
UC idea revised (resubmit):For those hard to reach outlets behind beds, sofas, etc use this retractable power adapter that saves energy too.
Shave Assistant
Ergonomic Handheld iPhone or iPad Clip-on Holder Swivels and Flexes wherever you need it to read/work/play comfortably
plug-n-plug
A magneticaly powered lighter that uses Faraday's prinicpile of magnetic induction
Portable Pet House serves as an indoor pet house for daily use and can be easily modified for a quick trip to the vet or vacation to Venice!
iRise Docking Station for the iPhone. Let be innovative when it comes to docking stations.
Daily use disposable kitchen cleaning PADS with detergant/bleach-like Fresh Brush Flushables/Laundry PODS/Dishwasher PODS
A foot mat w/feet imprints to dry feet after a bath or shower. Having something to dry my feet immediately after will keep the floor dry.
THE IRONING WATER naturally scented with essential oils. Makes ironing process pleasant and leaves bed linens and bath towels smell amazing
iPhone neck holster: allows you to carry your iPhone just like the Geniuses do - the smart way / around your neck.
KeyLift makes all the cables on your workspace disappear underneath your keyboard/trackpad-setup ...
Pesticide Tester
An easy way to exfoliate and clean those hard to reach places,especiallly the back..
Under truck storage tow belt that can be pulled out, then when released will rewind much like a pull starting rope on a lawnmower.
Easy, no fuss Inflatable Camping Tent comes with built in air mattress and automatic pump. Instant Shelter!
Flush Cards: Brush up on vocabulary or learn a new language in the bathroom.
A butter tray with a slicer and a feature to hold the slicer.
Baby Stay-On Socks -- Baby socks that donâ€™t fall off.
FLAVORED COFFEE FILTERS - Sometimes you need variety in the morning. Why not skip a step, and keep it cheaper with flavored coffee filters!
Covertable Purse
Wash, scrub, rinse , and dry your dishes and utensils in one motion. Save both time and money by rolling them all in to one product.
The "Flutter Be Gone Wand": Effectively remove today's high performance mascaras in the blink of an eye! Clean lashes=healthy lashes.
The alarm blanket
E-Z REEDER
when visiting a restaurant. to get the waitress have a switch on the table and a light.if need service turn on the light for needed service
Stylus Pad for your Mac. Write what you are going to type.
"My Own Caddy" is a lightweight stainless steel golf club stand to hold golf clubs when away from the golf cart or around the green.
A lockable beech storage container for electronics or valuables.
cPay mobile wallet app
Resubmit: 262 votes Baking set: Hook handle + removable silicone knives / brushes (pinch open design for hook insert + snap button lock)
Quick and Easy Reference Guide.
FLEX CUT is an adjustable curve knife. Cuts perfectly into your watermelon or to make interesting shaped cuts in a potatoes and much more.
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The Beehive/Honeycomb
Combine a window washing wand (w/ removable, washable cover) with a squeegee, rather than the current 2 separate pieces. Width about 10-15".
A child car seat that can fully recline with a vibrating option in the car seat that simulates a car engine.
Detachable Chopping Board
No more turn inside out your umbrella;An Umbrella with wind(Air) outlet can be maintain the structure against the windy day and storm season
Carousel saving MULTI GOAL! ?..Octagonal shape..display goal screen, slot for bills, coins..YOU DECIDE WHAT ARE YOU SAVING FOR.
City Smog Purifier
!Quirky Clean Up! No more running back and forth. Just take your supplies with you! Has the footprint and loaded weight of a vacuum cleaner.
triangle crayons
Beach/ Lawn Umbrella in Clover Shape: Withstands wind better with innovative skeleton. Fabric panels are not easily flipped inside out.
I.Phone Case will have a built in slot in back with a clear plastic see through it. Credit cards,License,Money could be stored.
Write a message or a picture and it appears on the cup! Perfect for your partner, family who live far, friends or for yourself.
Survival Phose Case (SPC)
Phone charger on a key chain with a bendable socket plug.
iPhone camera housing with screw on adjustable lenses. ie. Wide angle, fish eye, 35mm, clear zoom in zoom out. And much more.
Turn your recycled plastic bottles into plastic utensils like spoons/forks/plates knives &amp; other drinking cups - even other kitchen utensils
Breakfast is said to be the most important meal of the day. The Twist-Drop Cup allows morning commuters the ability to eat cereal on the go!
The product that I like to present is a hybrid of the electric extension with a sleep function like on a TV set (or a sleep-function button)
GO BUDDY
'Pocket Water' A very simple, disposable and portable bottle of water. In a hip flask like form to fit into the pockets of busy people.
Hate missing deliveries/visitors when away from home? You don't have to if you install "Ding" the doorbell that rings on your mobile phone.
Portable Electric Candle
The Silent Alarm Clock
Overhead travel tote/storage stool. A rolling overhead tote that converts into a seat. Good for school kids and travelers.
LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS [VIDEO]
*WINK* Your iPhone, light sensors and light fixtures communicate with each other to get perfect lighting as the sun's location changes
A locked box for your cleaning supplies. Keep your kids out of your cleaning products with this lockable box.
It is sticky tape with measurements printed onto the non sticky surface of the tape.
A Spring Loaded Rainwater Gutter Diverter that easily slips into your gutter at roof line level. Attach a hose and slip thru existing gutter
Dog Leash with speakers that plays MUSIC in the handle!
Keep those unsightly, though socially conscious, recycled plastic bags out of sight AND have them where you need them, when you need them!
3 level shelf hidden in a piece of decoration. Saves space when not in use adding style to the room. And Wave shaped for hold wine bottles.
These are CONTACTS FOR GLASSES. Allows the user to see better with prescription correction and has scratch and sun protection.
Stone Cold Ice Cream Mixing Station for home use. Mix in your fav toppings like the professional do! Eat At Home and Save Money!
Keyless Entry Bike Lock
STOP running into people when opening a door! Yes those windowless commercial doors everywhere in public (especially for bathrooms).
no hardware flip up door stop
A sleek iPhone 5 case that protects your phone, but also has a quick and easy method to take out and use any of your cards.
Apply butter to corn on the cob without the mess! Put butter in the container, and run it over the cob. Attached arm encourages butter down.
WATCH THIS!!! The Multipurpose carrying Watch that will allow you to carry more than one item at a time!
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows
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Flexible handle to help parents and grandparents safely support child on their first big-bike experiences.
Custom Photo Baby Bottle
PlaRec is a revolutionary plastic recycler. It compresses all plastic/grocery bags so they can be disposed of responsibly. Think environment
Temporary use car cover can be quickly deployed prior to a hailstorm. Cover will have technology to protect car against most hail damage.
15 CHANNELS (favorites) that you can easily[select] on your REMOTE that have been set-aside as YOUR FAVORITES to view w/simple CLICK.
Have a nice day, iRat
This pillow attaches to your thigh during sleep. The inflatable insert adjusts for comfort and support allowing for proper spinal alignment.
The perfect waffle maker didnâ€™t exist, until now! Steam, grease, batter overflow means a big mess. This design will make others obsolete.
Reign in unruly fan blade dust with a dual-sided microfiber duster! No step ladder or floor cover required.
Microfiber Bathrobe + Hair Towel in One: Hair towel with pockets can make a hood/shawl for warmth. Dry the hair with hands in the pockets.
Rolling hour hand
The Dickie
"Forget Me Not" Realistic looking faux house plants and flowers that react to weather conditions, and respond to the environment! (resub)
Socket extender timer
It's an extender that clamps to your shaving razor to help reach a mans back or women who have difficulty bending over. Adustable, universal
AC Drainage Pipe Cleaning Methods... will eliminate the calls to AC Service Tech because your AC is NOT functioning and is YES... OOFF.
Removable Gel Wrist Rest with band for MacBook - The band can grip the corners of the MacBook when the lid is open or closed
A Thermal energy temp. reader for you iphone and ipad
I want to invent a shaver with a light so I can see better when shaving my legs.
Sakhi, the portable,stylish,colorful vaccum that goes where you go. Lightweight and rechargeable, it is your best cleaning companion ever.
OPEN SOURCE Sensor Wristband
juice tablet for instant drink!
Temporary Virtual Child Fence
Small portable coupon printer can be plugged into a car or power outlet to print coupons from discount providers.
A backup camera that communicates with your iPhone via Bluetooth
Wireless Auxiliary Cord
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen cooking unit calculator / converter. Not an app. Open to collaboration. Water &amp; Mess prof. Resub 368 votes
A pet microchip reader that attaches to an iPhone.
A baby stroller that is also a cart that can be used for shopping or to carry laudry etc.
Hands-free, cross-body, umbrella-carrying sheath with adjustable strap and snap-drip bottom closure with fold-down legs for standing.
App enabled product registration and simple setup, control and status.
TV Ticker Blocker
Cone Spiral Cordies: Keep your cables from all direction vertically. Stack cables and twist their direction within each loop of rubber grip.
Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Computer/Separate Device- Resubmit
You like your heated seats in your car? Why not have the same type of idea with your couch?
Keep your plastic ware from flipping over in the dishwasher and filling up with dirty water.
A control flow valve that attaches to your garden hose,it allows use of solar energy heating water in the hose for warming your pool or spa.
Mommie Helper
Beach Anchor Beer Cozy.Sole Purpose is to Keep your Beer Cold and out of the Sand! There's nothing worse than setting your beer in the sand
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Skin with slits we can fix odd features to like Mr Potato head.Or Ms Quirky,Sassy.Fun &amp; expressive.Features can be USB sticks,Flashlight
A led light that poses like a desk lamp, the lamp is rechargable on its station and can be lifted and carried like a candle.
Flash drive File
One time use nail polish
! kidPad , The Kid Friendly iPad Case. - FITS ALL IPAD MODELS - Protects the iPad and your kids as well. Do it for the kids!
Heat On
Rotating Airtight Containers
Broken Desk Light F-I-X-E-D... AS a consultant to many CLIENTS over the past decade... I have noticed many desk lights that were BROKEN
To create a single "super" key tag holding all the information for grocery stores, drug stores, and any business using key tags.
shoe slippers
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
Prometheus
NO MORE STINKY Diapers!!!!! Heat Sealing Diaper Disposal System! It eliminates smells, saves floor space and is portable
Remote control dolphin or shark can do tricks - spin, thru hoop, speak, dive, swim, etc
For the Battle! A range of weapons for the battle against bacteria ,germs and grease. For the kitchen soldier and bathroom commando.
Ironically different and aromatic too! The Turd Deodorizer is the gift for you! Laughter &amp; grins come free as you share with your friends!
Improved version of the Quirky Crossover iPhone 5 case for carrying cards and cash
Make work fun and light hearted with a table top sound maker! Push a button for a crowd cheer, or a boo to let everyone know how you feel!
Quriky Millionaire Game - a board game for players to move around for trading invention/patents and collecting royalties from other players.
Quirky 4-1 pet bed that helps strap fleas, clean &amp; brush pet hair, and massage pet back.
A hands-free weeding tool built into a pair of gloves: your hands do the work, not your fingers. Great for people with a weak grip
The most comfortable, safest holder for iPads and eReaders. TekPillow is attached to polybead spandex pillow -rest in your lap at any angle.
Wireless monitor shades
Cheese Optional
Easy Shred Pen
Silicone Paper Towel Holder with Metal Coils
Kitchen Paper dispenser - for rail or table
Tape measure helper
A neater, cleaner, more professional option to traditional post-its. Edit and print the "post-it", similar to how you would print a label.
Movie box
Design a plastic basket to fit inside bass and fishing boat live wells. It would permit fishermen to release fish without touching them.
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
Corner Cordies / Corner Cordies Executive / Corner-mounted docking rack / Docking rack for corner desk to maximize the use of corner space
ORNIMENTREE
My idea is for a gel filled freezable pacifier teether combination.
Drilling A Straight Hole. This drill guide will last a lifetime; it allows you to drill any size hole.
Stop A/C Leak's now! Prevent(Avoid)Thousands in floor repair with NON-CON Plug-in Leak Controller with an alarm.Save Money and Prevent Mold
Baby Crib Mobile with Digital Audio Recorder buit in. Option to play music or the voice of a parent. Recording can be changed at will.
Snow on the concrete turned to pesky ice? Make it less slippery and dangerous by texturizing it or breaking it up with the Ice Handler.
Counter top 1 gallon cold/hot water dispenser - also dispenses measurements such as 1/4, 1/3, 1.2, 3/4, 1 cup. Attaches to your gallon water
"Snow Flip" a snow rake hinged to go beneith heavy snow on a roof. When drawn back it flips up to pull snow off roof.
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Laundry/grocery cart with hooks to propel itself upstairs with minimal effort with pull of handle. Great use with grocerys and furniture.
Garden Hose Sprinkler System
Smoke alarms need to evolve. We can create a wifi connected alarm that alerts your phone and local fire dept when an issue is detected.
The Sipper &amp; Dipper
Mobile cordless hair dryer sys
"The Flawless Paw" It'll clean your dogs' paws real fast
Car Seat/Dashboard/Doors Buffer Tool (Clean Your Car Like the Professionals!) - Automotive/Indoor Use
DJ Laptop
complete pocket or purse oral hygiene travel kit contained and disquised as a pocket pen... floss, tooth paste and brush and breah spray.
I call it phone farb its a 12" chain that clips around wrist or bag or pants, prevents phone from hitting floor and breaking
Resistance exercise equipment that universally attaches to office or home chairs.
Partial house shutoff
Mini Cube Cord Manager. Dice Size Cord Manager holds up to 3 cords in one place.
Food Safe Microwave
Digital Wall Calendar
iPads-Tablets. Sophisticated. I am not so sophisticated. How 'bout a simple electronic notepad with stylus for the rest of us.
Decant: the two-piece wine decanter. Finally, a decanter I can easily fit in my dishwasher, clean, and store!
Average Joe using "stock card" can buy stock in companies at the check out counter in the companies that they use on a day to day basis.
BAKE THE PERFECT 3D COOKIES!! SIMPLE AND DELICIOUS!!
A paper towel holder modeled after a post-it flag dispenser to cut down on inefficient packaging and wasteful unraveling from the roll.
Computer-free device that will allow you to scan your groceries at home, and develops recipes based on the ingredients you have at home.
Baking set: Handle (hook ends) + removable silicone heads (pinch open design for handle insert) in different knife &amp; brush shapes/sizes.
The SparkFire, the essential fire starting tool combines the durability and reliability of a fire steel and striker into a single hand tool.
Lets put Quirky in every home by next year. This cereal box sized storage device can hold everything in your cabinets, easily and organized.
A cord organizer that also houses a surge protector and color codes the cords for easy recognition. No more wiry mess.
One-piece Collapsible Veggie Bag - Silicone. Easy to clean/dry. Strong handles allow you to carry heavy stuff. Airy inside with holes on it.
You are much more likely to have property damage from water then from fire. So why don't we have a cheap, portable water detector?
24 hour turn around:USB Product, USB Mini Fan, USB Laptop Light, Computer Gift, Message Fan,Advertising,Promo.
Coffee packaged in paper pods that would fit into a retrofit for Keurig coffee machines. As convenient as K-Cups without the guilt.
seaside server
Got no butt to keep your paints up, put velcro on the inside of the paints and shirt tale adjust them one time and you are set for the day.
Self Inflating Travel Cargoes
RESUBMIT-RETRACTABLE JUMP ROPE with Fiber optic Lighting-Retracts for easy travel/storage. Also lights up with cool colors when jumping
Go ahead Squeeze...the best paper towel holder out there is your own hand, make an adjustable hand that adjusts as the paper roll shrinks.
The three in one Wine stopper so you never have to whine about buying too many things. Never have to uncork it more than once!
iPad wall dock. A framed enclosure for an iPad that allows for easy in-wall installation and removal.
Let your toddler rest easy and safely while in the car. Eclipse for small kids and toddlers
Furniture Cat Scratching Pads
THE RUG FRINGE/TASSEL COMB - Untidy rug fringe sends a sloppy negative vibe to your guests/visitors.
NOT MOP - stores easily & eco-friendly. A telescoping handle w/end that twists open to allow ANY SQUARE OF FABRIC to be used as a mop head.
Respect the Towel! A go anywhere dispenser for paper towel rolls, to be used in many orientations, keeping towels clean, dry, and germ free
An all-in-one & multi-functional housecleaning kit that combines all cleaning items & tools into a single unit with in-built storage & more.
a holster for your power adapter - mount to walls, desk, etc.
Poomergency Kit.
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ADD-VISOR
Nail-less Clippers
A hand glove that contains a cleaning solution with a scrubing surface and keeps the hand dry. The glove can fit either hand.
Folding "All Vehicle Temporary Window Repair Kit" â€“Because your power windows NEVER get stuck in the up position! (*SEE CONCEPT IMAGES)
Phone case
Bus Stop Safety Stone for children looks like landscaping rock. Child hides inside, locks door, sees bus through peep holes made.
honeynutter
Car Cup Cooler
Hanging shelves requires using a level, measuring tape and pencil. Our product eliminates the need for all those tools.
The STAVE bottle: a 40 oz, fun-colored, ergonomic, cupholder friendly, BPA-free way to STAVE off hunger and track your daily water intake.
How do you carry your iPad? You carry it in your iPad Holster. Either a stylish over anything holster, or one built into your shirt/jacket.
An app that can read out loud your recipe.
Shopping Cart Tarp.

Keep your groceries dry.

The Tortilla Toaster can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner slots.
SCRUMP"N RACK AND TOWEL Convent for all clean ups that happen in the bed
ATTACHABLE IPHONE KEYBOARD FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED!
The case has a clip to secure you iphone anywhere. The clip doubles as an ear bud holder. It also has a pocket for credit cards, cash, ect.
Multi-Tier Microwave Variable Height Cover Set
A crystal clear,see through case to show off the many colors of the new Iphone 5s and the larger Iphone Math.
a serially pluggable usb light indicator. small form factor to fit on a lcd screen. a light indicator with various color, shape.
Your standby battery is a laptop sleeve that unfolds into an ergonomic work station... live with out plugging in for a whole week? ;)
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
By my side pets bed - The new pets bed that keeps everybody happy! Be close but keep your space!
Magnetic wall outlet
Jeans/pants etc.are so expensive,and when the zipper wont stay up,you have to give up more money to fix it,not any more!! CHECK IT OUT!
THE BUCKET ON WHEELS --------------- Store your bucket and cleaners on wheels to easily move em round the house!
90 degree iPhone charger/docking cable
An HVAC accessory that homeowners can install to lower their heating/cooling energy costs dramatically by using air outside the house!
Hey, runner, imagine a beep, played with or without music, which helps you to keep your cadence and pace during your workout.
A sponge material on one side of a brush, and bristles to clean tough stuff on the other, with a handle that switches between each material.
Helping Hand
Jello Pops and Ice Pop Maker
Leaf Rake Attachment
NUDIST CLICK TOWEL..
Exercise ball saddle
A combo pencil, sharpener & eraser where the pencil and eraser emerge from the front without having to flip the pencil around.
It will keep the earphones in place and untangled, also having a place for the ear buds. It will also be foldable making it easier to carry.
A device that allows you to plug your iphone, iPod, droid, or even usb with media and apps into the gym cardio equipment to watch and listen
This device will beep once you get a certain distance away from your phone. Never leave your phone again without getting a warning beep!
Storytime Alarm Clock
An Iphone cover with various smells like perfume,aftershave, bubblegum, candy ,to individual preferences. Product name("Smellphone Cover")
THE CELL PHOnE LEASH
Meet the Mathster!!! Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Divide. Its math with a twist.. Fun Fun Fun!!!
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The Buddha Barn allows you to capture and release those unwanted little bugs from your abode without touching or harming their bodies.
The product is a toilet brush that has retractable plastic,self cleaning, cutting tool that is designed to cut through semi solids.
A re-useable shopping bag that can stand upright and stay open on its own while being filled, especially at the grocery checkout.
A Rugby Scrum cap with soft gel filled padding. On a hot day the scrum cap can be kept in a cooler and worn to stay cool on the field.
Rubber door knobs. Ever get annoyed that when you open your closet door, those hard door knobs slam the wall making large holes?
The Center Frame
Shoe rack Family
Smart Scale ------- Turn Anything Into A Scale - 4 Weight Sensors Connected to Device - Instant Scale the Size of Earbuds
I'd like the camera to have a construction setting.
Digital levitating photo fame night light
Hanging pictures should be a joyfull and inspiring experience, yet the process of getting the frames to hang aligned can be way to tough..
RESUBMIT-MAGNETIC Fridge Planter Pods-Cool pods that attach to your fridge for flowers, plants or herbs.
Collapsible Magnetic Flowerpot! This pot comes stacked, and just clicks together - move it, transfer plants, mix and match colors easily!
Creative Coffee Filters
S_it Right
My idea is for a loose yogurt carrier (6 or 10 pack carrier) for yoplait or dannon type yogurts.Marketing towards grocery stores
Disposable measuring spoons...it would be great having measuring spoons you can toss when you're finished with them.
Case includes Lanyard Retractable earpiece w/ mic Clip Holster Kick Stand Tripod Mount Adapter Bottle opener Credit card holder
Combination Touchless Vacuum and Waste Bin. Perfect for bathrooms or offices!
At the beach,how do you hold your plate,cup,& eat at the same time? I only have 2 hands so I had 2 find an answer. I need a bigger cup!
Bottoms Up Cooler
Illuminate Your Path- Fun LED Light Up Head &amp; Rear Tail Lights
This invention does everything! It holds glass, bottles,coffee cups, your pants,your keys,ponytail,You name it.It adjusts to all sizes.RESUB
SmartLock
The Foblet
Bluetooth Gift Wrap Printer:Line extension for custom tape printer,App-enabled.
Pendant/wrist fob help button, medical alert, and personal emergency response system.
Mailbox Notification System
Threw your disc golf disc in the pond again? With this floating, pocket-sized, throw-able retriever, you'll always get it back!
Need More Space? Use up all the space available to you for storage. Under Sink Storage has always been a problem until Now Storage on the Go
Protect your laptop and apply colors with your own design.
Work n' Walk
The Caulking Stix is designed to take the mess and fuss out of applying caulk and adhesives to surfaces,buy using the Caulking Stix instead.
A portable solar charger that attaches to almost anything for hands free charging of ipod, camera, phone etc.
Cellphone accessory which securely attaches to underside of an office desk above a users lap to allow texting, soft music &amp; battery charging
An unique-looking iPod docking station: fashionable and original, ideal to use as a home/room decor appliance. VIDEO coming up soon!
Smart Luggage w/built in scale
ADDITION TO POWER PIVOT
Handy Hookz. Two extremely durable J-shaped hooks w/ a putty substance attached w/ strong adhesive. Helps with everyday household chores.
Band Aid Dispenser
It is a fingernail filing guide for women. It is for filing accurate fingernail shapes. It works on natural and acrylic nails.
adjustable built in car child seat that is part of the car normal seat (back seats of course!). The child seat pops out of the seat base.
Remote Controlled Paper Towel Dispenser. A button can be mounted near the roll. A substitute to the motion detector for amputees, etc.
Carabandits are on now sale, I'm re-listing this idea. Fittings that allow unlimited coupling and mating of Carabandits
An Effective and Elegant Pasta/Tong Multi-Tool!
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It's an Extendable/Retractable Shower Head, Unclick shower head and pull, you now have 3ft. of hose attached to the shower head, retractable
A revolutionary back and body loofah(2 in 1 ) Cleans and exfoliates Eliminate dead skill cells, Ideal for cleaning hard to reach places
"TRANz-TAB" IPAD AND OTHER TABLET "KEYBOARD+" UNIT THAT MAKES A TABLET LOOK AND FUNCTION AS A TABLET PC
(CONVERTIBLE PC.)
Reusable bag cart - A compact (collapsible/ foldable) cart that is optimized for holding and transporting reusable shopping bags.
FAN LED DISPLAY
Solar RC Helicopter
A clear silicone keyboard cover for the iPad to make typing easier and less prone to typos, and feel like an actual keyboard.
HoldIT
A portable shopping cart allows you to conveniently get all your groceries in the house in one trip without going back and forth to the car.
Decorative safety tape for bath tubs. Designs that look beautiful, allow water to flow towards the drain, and keep you safe! Easy install!
An iPhone case and or external rod or box that has an unfolding crank shaft to charge the phone like a cars alternator.
Learning Quill
Ipad Case where â€œFunctionality meets style. Versatility meets simplicity. See the Videos!!
RESUBMIT FROM 12/29/11-Do you hate opening the messy/hard to open food bags (dog/cat) and kitty litter? Add a spout and make your job easy
An outdoor, plastic, family garbage can that allows users to see if there is garbage inside without opening the can.
A novel, unique, organized and professional approach to presenting a business card and resume (along with photos or other items) all in one.
phonekey
Microscopic Camera for Ears
Supplying Iphone users with a canvas case enabling them to design and paint their one of a kind case!
A usb Memory drive with bluetooth access saving things on the computer via usb or phone information (like phonebook or photos) via bluetooth
"Central Air Fresh Sheet" A 12 by 16 inch air freshener sheet that simply clips to the front of your intake vent, freshening entire home.
How can we bring vanity mirrors to the 21st century? Check out this one with a minimalist design.
"Pull and Plug" Charging Station.
I have designed and tested a light snow shovel that has a semi-flexible handle with a soft grip that throws the snow for you. 52' tested
adjustable privacy pee belt for active outdoorsy woman
Paper pad built into the back of a phone case. Cyber notes get lost in cyber space. I need paper in my virtual life.
A mop able to have your car washing mitt attached. No more reaching or bending. Let the mop do the work and keep your hands dry.
New Cell Phone "Necessory".
Itâ€™s a device that helps teach and form proper hygiene habits in preschool age children.
Up and Down Bowl.Do your kids leave their cereal in the milk too long, and don't eat it! This fun idea helps stop this problem
My Lucky Bingo Dabber Stabber. This is to make more ink come out of your bingo dabber so you can play more cards and to make you feel lucky.
HomeCell, for Iphone and other cells, plugs into a cordless phone headphone jack allowing my cell phone to ring into my home phone.
Snapnvac
Ladle Combo
Smart i-stamp
Quirky Brain
Starflex Learning Toy for Kids
Smart Measuring Device
Socks get lost all the damn time, lets fix it.
Portable eyeglass cleaner
SmartFlow Shower Curtain Liner
MASSAGE AND SHAMPOO SCALP AT SAME TIME -Vibrating shampoo brush -Mixes shampoo with water at the push of a button.
A small USB flash cartridge for IOS devices which is preloaded with content including movies, books, or albums.
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Our curtain stopper can make our daily shower more pleasant. It prevents the curtain from sticking to the body while in the shower.
AppTiVity
Magnifying plastic sheet that sticks to the screen of your smart phone,IPad, etc. so you can read without having to put on reading glasses.
The Chillow is a carry along beach pillow that keeps your head cool while you're laying on the hot sand.It can come in three sizes.
Where do you put the baby? On a 42" softly padded mat with cute baby fabric and a pillow bumper. Has a bag for travel/storage & washable.
Tired of your kid playing with their toys on the outer edge of the bathtub &amp; spilling water outside the bathtub and onto the floor?
Affordable Space bar. Organize home or office desk. attachable and detactachable pen holder, tape dispencer, and post it note dispencer.
A hanging organization unit that fits under the sink and turns for ease of product storage and location.
A Creative Quirky Binder made of Dry Erase why write on a board when you can write on your binder??
"Never Drown"
Fabric softener/dryer sheet made into the shape of a clothes hanger with built in elastic bands to fit the hanger like a glove or sock
IPhone case with high pitched siren that would be paired with an app.
Flat Top Muffin Tin
Dig, Smooth, and Prune. This tool is all you need for planting and weeding. Make your gardening much more efficient and productive!
Air-Palm: Keep Your Hands Cool While You Type! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Advanced Virtual Mouse
Emergency cot which you can fold up in to a small bag.It can be very usefull for rescuers and it safe space.
Seat Back Travel Organizer
Never be late again. Magnet Minder the babysitter for your keys. Neodymium Magnets watch your pills, phone, remote on your frig or anywhere
The super flying car
the piece of money in the pocket are pesky: noise, they fall on the car seat, they pierce the pockets. Solution: wallets card form.
If you have ever had a pen that just won't write anymore, a small amount of heat can get it working good as new.
"Street Surfer" Scooter converts into a skateboard. Front and rear steering for superior maneuverability and tracking!
Faucet sprayer filter
Squeegees are great â€“ letâ€™s design one that catches dirty drippings at the bottom!
OVEN FITTING CHOPPING BOARD ----------- A chopping board that slides in the oven. Perfectly stored away when not in use.
Let's create a **LIT UP WOODEN/BAMBOO KEYBOARD** Beautiful example of Form &amp; function. Red Dot? :)
CIGARETTE LIGHTER THAT INCORPORATES AN ELECTRIC COIL LIGHTER DESIGN, LIKE AN AUTO CIGARETTE LIGHTER. AND A LED
LIGHT. ATTACHES TO PHONE BACK
Sketch-Rite
Unique clutch grip for iPad mini. Doubles as dock and stand! Great for children and small hands alike. Detailed concept!
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas/electric weed-eaters for home-owner lawn-care technicians.
Inflatable shipping package. Insert an item of various sizes, then inflate until item is snug. Recipient will re-use!
A shoe rack that expands vertically. Compact when collapsed. Easy to store when not in use.
Bad weather no protection no shelter when on a motorcycle is one of many needs for portable shelter. Port-A-Garage your shelter in a bag
A frozen ice stick encased in thin plastic for keeping draft beer cold without diluting it for extended periods of time.
Pet tag with LCD (or E-Ink) screen and bluetooth! Keep your pet's name, owner's phone #, address, and commands your pet knows all on one tag
A liquid Iphone case, the liquid comes in many colors, it is also a cooling agent
It be great to have a cleaning glove & sponge combo stick together. Cleaning glove with velcro on front and sponge with velcro on back.
LCDTRACKPAD BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD
Ele- electrolyte sphere
2 en 1 pour les enfant
A Personal Assistant App-enabled mirror you can talk to hands-free to check your agenda for the day while doing your morning routine.
Cool looking designeresque and practical 'wall' with endless possibilities for customization
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Machine-Customized Eye Powder
Safety Glasses with build in Reading Glasses
My idea is to add prints to the tubing of any model of the medical stethoscope. I just been granted a design patent.
Speaking as a disabled person, I still enjoy working in my lawn like millions of others, my idea will give this enjoyment to others as well.
Japanese style fishing gives you a "zen like" experience by simplifying your gear. The Zen Reel brings that simplicity to our Western rods.
FAST Traffic Triangle
Bedroom stories
A quirkified Amazon Kindle case
SOS=Save Our Socks. An adhseive patch for socks and sweaters. Instead of throwing out socks and sweaters with a hole, they can be saved!
Pipette Soy Sauce Holder. Pour the right amount or Drop the right amount of soy sauce.
Cube-dwellers loaf all day with zero physical activity... enter the CUBICLE EXERCISE KIT, an all-in-one exercise solution for the workplace.
Steel garden Hose Holder, sturdy, moveable and useful by regular gardeners and by construction crews.
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Sick of all the cord managements products needed for every device? Reinvent the switch plate to manage cords of any device at the source.
Digital Jumble Rubix Cube
Telescoping Door Security Bar. Gain security and peace of mind while traveling domestically or abroad in a hotel or hostel, or at home.
Anti-Roofie
Coupon scanner organizer assistant- organizer that organizes coupons, allows you to make your shopping list, calculator, recipes and coupons
Eco Reusable Lid for Disposable Coffee Cups â€“ Leak Free, too!
THIS IDEA IS CALLED THE HOT CUP. ITS A MOBLE COFFEE CUP THAT KEEP'S YOUR COFFEE HEATED UNTIL NEEDED.
E-Dock (easy dock) or M-Dock (Magnetic Dock): A support, with two parts engage-able with each other internally, by magnets.
I invented a portable/collapsible beach chaise chair. I currently filed for a utility patent and have hired an engineering and design team.
Light Out
Auto Adjusting Cup Holder Insert. - Finally a solution to an irritating problem.
Pillow talk
The 360 degree iPhone stand, it will go from horizontal to vertical in one easy motion, it also tilts or leans for better viewing.
Filet Ã chaussettes
A universal to lightning charging connecter so you don't have to waste 30$ to get a new charging cord for the car or other uses.
Thanks Hun!
RESUB:Band aid 4 kids.Once applied, band aid reacts with heat &amp; a character appears. Who will it be? Bear? Reduces kids stress. Barbra
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
Fully Assembled Laundry Stand that stores in its own base. Great for apartments, college dorms, camping, the base also catches the water.
Let's make a six outlet bathroom pivot power to plug in your hair dryer,shaver,curling iron,tooth brush and hair clippers!This lights up!
A "Cleaners" Dream Come True. The First "Tool Belt/Vest" for people who Clean.
SMART Dorm Mini Fridge. Unlocks Via phone APP. End The Scavenging Room-mate Thief. Q Makes 1 Part, GE Makes The Other. Perfect Partnership!
Novelty - Acrylic Wine Glass - Balancing Wine Bottle Holder
Have you ever been on a road trip and then the urge to use the restroom hits you. Say goodbye to nasty toilet seats.
The QUAD QUENCHER! 5&10 gal insulated water coolers with four spigots & plugs. This would be great for sports teams, picnics, and parties.
Cleaning Everything Hard to hit spots All in one-Kitchen Shower Sinks Floor Pans Bedrooms Hand-held Chargeable Rotating Changeable Cleaning
The Porta Rackâ€¦ is a light weight portable magnetic silicone cushioning rack and door ding guard.
Slip proof case with credit card slot and latch for key/car remote. Use at the beach, concerts, gym etc.
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Dry Cleaning Transportation Device - Over the shoulder strap (and clasp for car)
with more people in the world cremation is becoming more acceptable, by commingling ashes soul mates can be together after death as in life
RESUBMIT: (122 Votes) LIGHT SHIELD: LED Light + Water Shield For Biking in Rain
the phone needs more power for longer life this helps keep battery life 4x more then normal.
Smart phone App to summon the kids for, Supper is Ready !
Smart post-it app
blinking jewelry
Exercise bike with charger
System to avoid that iron bars in concrete start to rust and push away the concrete, weakening the construction also called concrete rot
Protect and Prolong the life of your battery. The must have charging unit.
Doggy Dump-ster
Bendable brush that can conforms to the many surfaces and nooks that need cleaning in the house; a one brush tool for every shape and size
Cache fer Ã repasser
A cooling sleeve that fits into your cars cup holder. It can chill or keep your drink cool as you drive on down the road.
Nose Clothes
An inline ear bud screen to eliminate wind noises. There is clearer communication with the receiver of the call.
non-stick microwave
Make an aftermarket lock for glove compartments that uses a three number combination to open it. It will be similar to suitcase locks.
Revolutionary Toys Organizer.Toys can be put away nicely.Small toys dont have to be lost anymore. It's a creative toychest with a bookshelf!
RAIN for INDIANA C-O-R-N... CORN needs million gallons of GOD'S RAIN'S each year... GOD left RAIN'S in lakes for the CORN... USE IT.
I hate getting fishy goo all over my fingers while squeezing the liquid out of a tuna can. Wouldn't it be great if there were a tool.....
Clamp and Hook for oven mitts. Easily clip this onto any style oven mitt and then hang anywhere.
A Bunk Rack for the toaster oven allowing you to cook a larger meal in a small space.
keep it private! in the subway, airplanes and college. small and simple divider that will keep your privacy while texting, emailing etc
The Quirky Mopster - Combo Mop & Duster - No More Dust Bunnies - Bendable Head with Telescoping and Pivoting Handle - Watch Video
Cut it like you want it
pixie dots
A Scoop In The Dark
A canning jar becomes an affordable, eco-friendly travel mug with a universal "sippy" lid!
152 Votes!!! Cook three items with only one pot! Eat healthy, save money,and shorten the the cooking process.
Seal-A-Fence
To create an attachment for smartphones like iphone5 or 6 call it the (PI6)so playing a movie, game or work can be shared via projection.
Glue Stick Cap attached by a plastic hinge. Never lose a glue cap again!
Toothbrush Disinfectant, in a Squeezable Bottle w/incl. Measuring Cup.
One cord for all your hairstyling needs. No more tangled and messy cords to deal with. Save space in drawers and while traveling.
Hello, My name is Gerald Gauthier,I invented a silvertray to replace silverware in restaurants that stays neat and elegant.
Dispo Baby Bot
iPhone 5 stylus with magnetic base unit. ((See awesome video)) The world's fastest cap screen stylus for drawingâ€¦ works with android too
With the help of GE and my Big IDEA, we can help lower the cost americans spend on healthcare every year caused by salmonella poisoning.
The kitchenmate paper towel holder is a decorative box that holds paper towels and also has compartments for kitchen utensils.
I work in maintenance and use my utility knife constantly. I also use the utility blades as scrapers constantly. I want them to be one.
Washable bathtub liner - eliminates scrubbing soap scum/buildup - more environmentally friendly than disposable liners - cleans up easily
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USB Power Cord--A power/extension cord with a USB charging hub!
SOLAR CHARGER FURNITURE SET
Disposable cleaning glove. A glove that would be used once to clean any mess. Product NOT to be sold to OJ Simpson!
â€œCLIXâ€ --> FLAT SHOES THAT CONVERT TO HEELED SHOES
Trigger point muscle knots make life miserable for millions of people daily. But the Knot-Away AcuMassage Ball instantly relieves the pain.
t
A Fan with Mini Fans On Flexible Tubes for moving around and a compact less ceiling hogging cooler
No suction garbage can
The Bottom Feeder: utilizing the cleaning capabilities of eliminating sugary and sticky messes, such as juice and honey, in one full sweep.
the"PJ Light"for porta johns-aglobe/sq effect style mounted unit.4-5"shatter proof const.lowdensity bulb.top mount.power by the sun.. hi- GE
Moving? Hate carry boxes down the stairs? Then use THE COLLAPSING MOVING SLIDE. Use from the 2nd story windows. Save your back,knees.
Tired of pulling small dead animals out of your pool, who only died because they had no way out. Ramp in, animals out. Help save wildlife.
A couch side table that has a base or legs that collapse into/around the table top to become just a top or tray.
KeyPad Case. An Iphone case with a slot to store a spare key! Never be left locked out of home again!
a four foot construction style level that has four sections each with a bubble and a foldable knuckle
1&amp;2 Hand Video Game Controller
An App that lets you copy text from online videos
Mobile Coupon Printer. Extreme coupon clippers, rejoice! The day you missed a money saving deal is over!
Mountable Cord Holder/Organizer
a roll of paper towels that is separated at the bottom of each sheet. makes for an easy rip and saves on wasted towels
Garage Cordies! Cordies style management for the garage! Easier to store &amp; keep your tool safe from falling! Give Suggestions, Ill Accept!
iGCmeter changes the way of monitor your blood glucose and cholesterol, simply connect it to your mobile device either iOS or Android..
UNDER/IN CUPBOARD ADDITIONAL STORAGE . SIMPLY SLIDE ON AND SET REQUIRED HEIGHT OF SHELFS
The Archimedes's bath Boat. Bath boat that makes our kids playing with physics.
Resubmit. Balloons filled with confetti used in special occasion or parties then pop to bring more excitement. Used indoor or outdoor.
Pyroelectric Super Solar-Panel
The Lazy Susan just got lazier with this puzzle-inspired product. You can push or pull food closer and transform the whole configuration.
Rain protection cover
Glow-In-The-Dark Poncho
!A Vacuum Feather Duster that collects dust particles/ picks up dirt with suction. Extendable & flexible handles for ultimate reach ANYWHERE
Peephole Extender. For you short people and you tall people. Safety for your child, and handicapped people in wheelchairs. No batteries!
Smart Phone App to locate your kids (or dog) if they get lost in crowded places. Transponder in a neckless will send signals to your phone.
a sealed salad bowl with upper mechanism to toss a perfect salad without making a mess
Strap-on handle for iPad. It is a snap to clip-on and off yet strong enough to firmly grasp and tote around with confidence.
A cardboard suction cup which attaches to the bottom of iced coffee cups and absorbs extra condensation, keeping it from ruining your desk.
FUNNEL DOOR STOPS SPILLS LEAKS
The Ball Buster Car Protector
Masterfi Lock
Smart looking flat wallet with easy view / access to cards that doesn't accumulate garbage...&amp; doesn't look like a brick in ur pocket!!
Do you wear socks? Is it too difficult reach your feet 'coz you're a bit old/not in shape or simply have a temporary impediment?Use my idea.
Gym Lock Bracelet. No need for a hefty lock for the gym (its merely to deter a thief anyway). Run to the gym w/ your wallet and do some shop
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Collapsible Recyclable Paper Microwave Plate Cover Splatter Shield/Guard-Recurring Sales-Check out Prototype Video!
A headphone wrap/cord organizer that easily clips to your iphone (can be made for other smartphones and ipads/ipods)
double clip cloths pin
Enjoy playing shuffleboard,darts,and pool? How about playing all three at once! Line Ball is a unique game that is both fun and competitive!
Loofah that folds inside-out to exfoliate with different textures!
iClean for Apple.
Blinds are a HASSLE to clean my product makes it much easier. This a spray on tape that peels off and takes the dirt with it.
Natural white dog food, to keep your white dog white.
have you ever tried to clean a front-load washer/dryer it's not so easy is it? with this product it makes it easy on you
Snowman Buddy
!Gaming chair/seat with built in storage for games and systems. Q needs more items for kids!
Enjoy outdoor fun without the burden of wet towels! Paper body towels can be mounted conveniently or packed in the car.
Invisible ID label, attach to anything. See ID info with uv light. Label looks blank. Prevent crooks from selling items to pawn shop.
BEE &amp; WASP repellant STICK UP
Oven Utensil Basket
Wireless Remote control
portable weight scale
Lawn Bot
My case design doesn't just protect your phone it also lets you customize your case to suit your lifestyle!
Fridge Easy (patent pending)
The Better Dryer Rack
Get your shirts practically pressed from your outdoor airer and optimize space by using the Latch Hanger.
Coupe-ongles avec rÃ©servoir
Using a standard kite from the store, affix a spaghetti balloon around the perimeter and inflate the balloon with helium.
"Better hold all along"; After every round, there is perpendicular reenforcement for stronger support in this Q-tape.
Decorative,toilet paper cover.Fasten using velcro . Easily exchanged with different styles(or favorite team)Optional spring loaded pressure
A magnetic Christmas tree to put on your refrigerator, filing cabinet, or wherever you want to be festive. Then hang magnetic ornaments.
An expandable high resolution thin screen to lay on an iphone (iPads) that increases the viewing screen for enhanced watching of videos.
Get double the workout in a portable machine. Pedal your way to fitness. Pedal with your feet, also with your hands...burn more calories!
THUMB GLOVE - FINGER EXTENSION
Cut the clutter of your drawers, and make college life easier!
MacBookPro needs more usb ports
ZZZzzzzz Sheet
Plastic bottles don't have to take so much volume off your trash can! Better off, you don't have to step on it like barbarians either...
A beach/pool chair that has ability to expand into a lounger so it makes it easier to lay out and not have to lay on the deck/beach/grass!
Warming Garage. A kitchen appliance that can be used to raise bread dough or used for warming food at a party.
A ring-key. An actual ring that uses RFID technology to unlock programable door knobs, locks, and other adapters in cars.
Wheelbarrow Buddy (resubmit)
A durable and stable flat tray-like surface that snaps/clips into place. Creating a flat even surface (shelf) that sits above the towel rack
Remote Check and Hush Smoke Detector. So easy to check, you will do it! A simple design for enhanced safety, saving lives, maybe even yours!
Add a carry handle to the gel case and carry by hand, hang from a hook or nail, a towel bar, a handrail or anywhere else convenient
gant Ã©ponge impermÃ©able
Modular Utility Power Board
A fingerless glove that reinforces proper wrist position when throwing a baseball or softball.
Wrist band w/remote for calling children or adults.
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CPR UNIT w/ ANTI-CHOKING DEVICE: Machine That Administers Air to An Unconscious Victim - Small Oral Vacuum Draws Debris From Throat (RS)
The FAN that TRACKS you & cools TWO spaces!
Cat Steps. Wide individual steps that mount with an adhesive backing. Allow your cat to explore your home vertically.
Gratuity Pen! A Waiter's Best Friend! 18% Tip Chart Printed On Ink Pen! A Gentle Reminder To Tip! Fun and Useful Novelty!
The holder mast that goes up in the cardboard tube would have 5 heavy rod legs that hinge at one end and fold out. Ships in a tube. Elegant!
A garbage can with 2 compartments separated with individual doors.for waste and recycle.
This is a TSA friendly and waterproof travel set to cut down airport travel time and puts safety first and cuts terrorism by 100 percent.
CLICK & CLEAN, a MODULAR cleaning system. Mop, broom, squeegee, scraper... ALL IN ONE!
Questionable Coasters
A garage door retrofit kit for any garage door that attaches to a dongle that allows you to open and close any garage door.
All in 1 Marker Pen applicator with permanent hair color cream mixture easy to apply &amp; touch up new roots &amp; regrowths w/ no mess &amp; no fuss
Turtle topper Patent 7438342
No Pockets, NO Problem - Pooch Pouch - Clip on Cell Phone Holder and Key Pocket for Retractable Leashes - Could Compliment Kosoku-RESUBMIT
A drink coaster that stays on the table and doesn't stick to your glass.
A portible video system that could be set up at target to record shots from any firearm. It would work using an App on your smartphone.
THE SMART COFFEE MAKER
Bug Repellent Fabric Softener
Air dusters are great but you run out of air real fast - introducing the rechargeable air duster, the spray can that can be pumped full.
mesure pourcentage gaz
A racking mechanism that allows a person to fill up all of the beer pong cups at one time while they are already prearranged.
Smart Wall clock
The solution to people with back and posture problems while sitting behind the desk for long periods.
Our Homes are already TRYING to talk to us. Little LEDs on everything that consumes power are trying to speak, give them a voice!
SWING SET CHAIN SOFT GRIP NOVELTY COVER -cartoon character soft foam / rubber cover for chain, ez grip for kids, prevent pinching, just FUN!
Windshield wiper sleeves
Jewelery that displays digitally uploaded pictures and emoticons.
Bartenders Soda Gun Cleaning Solution Dispenser (via backpack or shoulder strap)
Interactive Ferrofluid Dome/Spiral Sculpture
Smoke CO Door Lock Opener
subtitle
A desk chair that combines an Ottoman with the chair to keep our feet up while we work! It's small light and cushioned!
Talking starfish earrings boost self esteem!
Toaster that cools B&amp;B.
Sleep-aid inspired by childhood memories of the mesmerizing light show in my bedroom caused by distant headlights and the pinhole effect...
On the go Proxibrush
Fitbit jewelry and watches
The Wombmate lulls babies to sleep by mimicking the pulsation that rocked his world before birth â€“ that of his own heartbeat.
I have got tired of trying to dry out the inside of zipp bags after I wash them. This devise allows you to place the bags out to air dry
Pet Doorman
ShowerHead for Home Water Show
Portable mini speaker stand.
would like to invent a pool toy that simulates fishing ,calling it fish in a barrel has a magnet on a fishing pole that puts motor in gear
Most people love the look of a dust ruffle with bedding. The issue is that they are extremly difficult to install and remove for washing.
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A small clip that kids, runners well anyone who wears shoes with laces can use to keep the laces from coming untied. NO more double knots.
If your lower back hurts after long car rides, this lumbar support pillow is for you, precisely molding itself to your individual contours.
The Quirky Role Game : Inventors &amp; Inventions
Product is a Bio friendly plastic mitten,used for dog waste removal. Zip lock wrist w/ pull tag to avoid any messes!!
Cut the water bottle add the clip and now use it as a paint bottle.
Probably the BEST Tablet/iPad Stand Ever! Floor, lap or desk. Adjustable-height, portable, light weight, one size fits all!
I will organize & store all of the various cleaning supplies within the house into a central device that is portable, and looks attractive.
Large Bottle and Cup Adapter for Automotive Cup Holders. Get your large drink bottle to finally fit in those tiny cup holders.
A plunger and toilet scrubber in one. Sits suspended in a stand that conceals the plunger and allows it to air dry.
Make bathtime fun time for the kids! The Bubblebeater is a unique bathtime product that will whip up mounds of fluffy bathtime bubbles.
Kitchen Base Station
Thermal Insole
BlueTooth Wristband Art/creator
BabiWatch
D.I.Y 'Wrap light'for tools- Redesigned V2.0. Fits all hand tools- now offers constant light onto tool work area. (Won't fall off the tool!)
Flavor Burst Water Bottle - Keeps the flavor coming all day. Just fill tube and push button to dispense liquid flavoring into the bottle.
Measuring Cups/Spoons Combo
Halo
Clam Up Glasses, Earrings, etc
Post it printer
CUTTING BOARD WITH ATTACHED KNIFE - similar to guillotine style paper cutters used in the office w/ detachable trays to catch &amp; store slices
An iPhone cover with elastic band for your fingers. Always have your phone in a comfortable position, and don't worry about dropping it!
A nice tasteful high quality men's sock
The inner fill is a piece of rubberized plastic that goes betweent the tire and the innertube which prevents flats
Smart Towel
Big Blankie, Little Blankie
Do you love breakfasts and brunches where you can drink hot coffee (or tea) along with cool juice? Capture this experience on-the-go!
My idea is an iphone 5 case that has a built in iphone 4 adapter in the bottom.
Caddy & container in 1! Traditional caddy w/ chamber for liquids, dispenser valve & sprayer. Get last drop from bottle & bottle out of caddy
A butter knife and a steak knife in one! Both blades can be retracted and the only thing to store or carry would be the handle.
A Shower Curtain/Liner with Pockets for 8.5x11" Sheets of Paper and Waterproof LED Lighting for "Studying" in the Shower.
Drive safe and save the life of the next great inventor.
UNIVERSAL KITCHEN CLAMP/HOOK/MAGNET, clamp it, Hook it, stick it, Oven Mitts, Kitchen Towels and more... Inspired by Michael Kloeckner
Housework Job Jar. Put your jobs on slips of paper & your helpers draw a job like: dishes, litter box, make beds, dust, slip in fun too! ^j^
Pot Lid That Prevents BoilOver
Dock your portable Apple product and view it anyway you like it as it charges and blasts through speakers! Free up your hands and enjoy life
paper towel older/cutting board
An extended ventilation system that will cool the trunk for safe keeping for perishable groceries or items.
my idea is, an iphone case that comes with a built in set of speakers.
The Stove App
It's a game where one bounces a ping pong ball attempting to land it in a "trough" created on top of plastic rings that form a pyramid
Annoyed that your new laptop has a keyboard that isn't centered? Wish you could use one keyboard between your laptop and iPad? Now you can!!
Booktracker App
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ThermoSpoon with a hook. The spoon has a built-in thermometer. Why donâ€™t add some fun to a normal spoon and keep your beverages monitored
Diet Strips
Maid the mechanical toilet scrubber Resub.
Tennis Ball Holder
Snowmobile/Jet Ski Tow Hitch. Safety hitch designed to tow disabled vehicle. Allows vehicle to be towed without a driver.
My product paint mixer is one of the unique affordable and mess free product that is needed in market place.
HARMAN'S HARMONY HEADPHONES
Less Space & No Waste. Hang vertically, Pull towels from inside tube, don't use cardboard tube, & make exact tears w/ rigged edge.
ERGO MOUSE PAD
Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos~200 Votes In Less Than 48 Hours Thank YOU!
USB jack in car/ truck lighter with multiple USB outlets.
My idea is light weight/portable game controller for any "smart device".
UPDATED WALL THERMOSTAT - A modular, configurable, expandable wall unit that manages entire home a/v, thermostat and housekeeping needs.
Organize your socks from closet to hamper. Stop searching for matching socks &amp; stop hanging them up one by one to dry!
Invisible Fire. Home structure fires can also start on the outside of homes. My system will save many lives with existing technology.
A patio bench that separates into four individual chairs.
Party Ethanol Gauge Device
Apple Pie, Sweet Potato Pie, Caramel Pear Pie, Mashed Potatoes, French Fries....
Wifi Signal Booster: Parabolic Antenna
Double Wheeled Sidelong Mouse
Hollow Broom &amp; Hollow Mop stick filler. so you can Stop broom sticks for Bending and breaking so fast. Extend the stick life. New Look
Does your leash bind under your pet's legs during a walk? The "Quirky Leash Charmer" pet charm stops the leg binding and looks great too.
Create a reusable, double-sided pad/cloth to clean glass. One side for cleaning with cleanser, the other side for buffing to a shine!
Easily straighten outdoor mat
The iPrint, a fingerprint scanner for the iPhone that can provide security and verification for a host of applications or for phone access.
I'm Jay Forgione, I have had this idea for a while. My idea is to invent Palm-Held Head Clippers. Making it easier to shave your own head.
AUTONOMIA
MOMMY GO! A chip that can record reassuring words.Can be placed in a line of products-any toy,blanket,books for kids with seperation anxiety
How many times have you seen a woman digging in her purse trying to find something? What she needs is a small LED light built in.
Hold Your Earbuds!
Sit Tight!
Tablet Tuck &amp; Hide. Just slide and hide your favorite tablet. Keep your hands free when needed.
Gag gift or prank? A candle that smells like poop when burned, sitting next to the toilet, is a winner.
Portable, contained, wireless conference center that uses your smart phone. Allows the user to start a conference call from any room.
Make your taco shells with or without fillings in a frying pan with 1/4 in. of oil one side at a time. Using 2 U shaped meshed baskets.
A mop/broom/duster product with portable, clip on heads and a telescoping pole to create a fast cleaning and simple storage devise.
Swimming pool water tester iphone controlled (permanent).
Heat sink laptop stand for DJ's with integrated MIDI knobs at the base for digital DJ applications, e.g. Serato ScratchLive or Traktor.
Incognito Bill Organizer. The "JAMES BOND of bill organizing" I know I need one, do you?
Indoor/Outdoor Concealed Towel Dispenser that will look elegant in the kitchen and smart on the picnic table.
"Stick on Outlet" Phone Pocket
Flat combined wrench - 3 in 1 solution for everyday work with nuts and bolts of various sizes.
The LAST CLEANING BOTTLE YOU'LL EVER NEED, Three clear cleaning bottles with an easy to use recipe for making your own cleaning supplies.
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Baby's first toothbrush with soft rubber bristles 360 degrees around a soft rubber core, that he/she can "chew on" and clean first teeth
The burn guard for use with flat iron or curling iron. It's small, thin, and clips easily against your forehead to protect against burns!
Gps wear. (Children)Non invasive chip set in hidden pockets in at least 3 items of clothing. Chipset is encased in plastic, like micro SD.
A leather case like a book cover with a business card holder or a credit card holder on the inside of the front cover.
A Gardening Station: A place to wash your feet and scrub the mud off before tracking dirt and grime into the house.
Road Trip Bug-Gut-b-Gone
mechanical case for your iphone or ipad, mechanical roller will clean your screen for you.
Everfit Portable Kettlebells
Line extension. Spring hooks. Hang your coats,handbags,dog leash. Leave yourself memos.attach photos
App-enabled home BP monitor
Resub: Too expensive to ship? Not anymore! SPINNING DISK and assembly required for wheel: NEW Sit N Spin Toy: The Baffeling GYROSCOPE: video
Perfect Strike Hammer
Portable Sunshine: Whether or not u struggle w/ SAD, everyone needs a little pocket of sunshine at times. Combine Mantis & Happy Light tech.
Bible Verse Shoes
This product allows Do-It-Yourself oil changes to become a lot easier instead of fighting to remove a drain plug, you can simply turn a key.
Make bathing fun, easy, and more effective for children with the RubADuck. Its soap in a toy.
Invisible Backpack Fits into Your Pocket! Make Our Schools SAFE Again! Great for Travelers' Souvenirs &amp; Hikers Too! Look at My Prototype!
2 in 1 Pot and Drainer
The DoorBrake
A bag made of plastic netting to hold bottles of most any shape or size in an upside down position to let gravity do it's job.
Night light for children decorative art,webcam,changes colors,intercom, flashlight,plays soft music and projects images on the ceiling
The Ultimate Kidz Shoe Accessory !!!! I refer to them as TUNGZ !!!!
Pre-sliced, individually wrapped cheese organizer/dispenser! Easy access, comes in colors or etched designs. From fridge to table in style.
I can help cashiers to open a roll of coins. my idea is a tool that opens the coin rolls easily and safely and collects them in a cup.
BIT OF COLOR
An outlet that you wind up to how much percent you have left on your phone so you don't overcharge READ DESCRIPTION FOR INFO!
restedroit
My idea is a tool belt for mechanics not like carpenters or electrians but for mechanics who use sockets and extension ,ratchets, impactguns
Let's improve the kitchen sprayer. Model it after the adjustable garden hose nozzle.Have it adjust from a mist to a strong jet spray.
Smart phone App to summon the kids for, Supper is Ready !
Want to play golf at the office?? Now you can with "Golffice". Design your own 3,6,9, or 18 hole course at your office.
LED Key Identifier
I created http://www/mytipglass.com. Places a TIP GLASS button on videos to get TIPS. See YT vid http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_-P9Ym7MZ4
Face recognition camera
WE MUST PUT AN END TO MUDDY DOG PAWS AND MUDDY FLOORS ONCE AND FOR ALL! â€œPaw Bathâ€ (QUICK VIDEO)
A SEE-THROUGH and CLEAR Bumper Protector guard for cars. Protects cars without having an ugly black flap on your car's rear bumper.
Make a T shirt with clear pocket on front for you to insert a Tablet (Ipad) with screen out. U display any image u want even moving images.
USB Versa Plug
Spiral Slap Bracelet
SPONGE HOLDER
A snug neoprene MacBook Pro sleeve that is tailored for use within high-end travel bags that don't offer much protection by themselves.
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Something is needed so rural mail customers do not have to cross busy highways, or get out in bad weather to check empty mailboxes.
Vacum Floor Mat, clean your feet/shoes before get inside house/room, and detachable dust and dirt storage
Removable dog identification tag latch similar to lobster claw latch used in jewelry like necklaces and charm bracelets.
A light, sturdy plastic basket that attaches to a wheelchair, walker or is pulled so the user can move items from one place to another.
Save Your A$$: Reduce rear-end collisions: 30% of all injury crashes in the US.
sweat sox (or bottle sox)
Easy Open and Close Waste Bags
wireless earbuds:the jack looks like a thumtack. the tak is inserted in the ipod and the round part is the wireless transmitter to the buds.
Stop looking down at your phone. Visual Bluetooth
A lightweight case that inflates ever so slightly to give an airbag effect when you drop your new iPhone protecting it from damage.
Make your houseworks beautifull and more confortable with the new decorated gloves. Housework's Gloves designed for smart women.
A "syringe" type cheese cutter with a built in guillotine blade that cuts and seals for future use.
buzdolabÄ± oto. tarif/sipariÅŸ
App enabled Reward Jar
"ONE is ALL" Bed Sheet
U put yo hand in the Dispenser, it automatically dispenses the gloves to yo hands.no need to contaminate by touching the glove outside
This idea is for a collapsible dish rack. When not in use, it collapses to size of book. Pop it open when you need it. Great for dishes/cups
Wink Water Filter Alert
I want of all us to live an after bath/shower more exciting by providing an item that can dry your bath mat without hanging it on !
All the Single Ladies.
Cameras outside and inside car that are tripped by voice activation or button on steering wheel when driver anticipates accident to film it
Detachable iphone face plate kit made for vehicles. This idea allows the iphone to be used as a multi media center to control your phone.
Med-E- Tag
Instantly change from Phillips to a Flathead with the push of a button just like a 4 in 1 pen. A screwdriver/pen/flashlight light duty tool!
Do you like hanging with your MugStir spoon?? from now, enjoy the sweet tradition of TEA with your new instrument of pleasure!!
Carbon monoxide detector for your car.
A cooling pad that raises your notebook up off the table to allow air to flow under your computer.
Curvy Picks - The candy cane shaped plastic toothpick that gets to the front and back of your teeth!
ICCY Ice Mug is a "all in one" container for turning beverages into ice slush treats. With its built in spoon and scraper and straw spout.
A belt for barbie typy dolls that will help girls to organize or to display their dolls on walls due to lack of space in the bedroom.
Salad Whisking Bowl Spinner
The Horeca Table Warning Light is a small lamp that can be placed on tables in a restaurant, with a signal light to attract the waitress.
Insulated Wine Decanter: People will love this to keep their white wine cooler! Vino Blanco!
Gear-Up Safe Landing
I transformed a set of ear buds into a pair of headphones. Weight, comfort and sanitation were the main issues tackled. See prototype.
This iPad 2 case moves the 30 pin dock connector so that people that use the iPad 2 as more of a computer than a tablet can enjoy it too.
pump and go
Ipad Projector
There are many apps today, none brings comfort to your hands. This case enhances your experience of use for hours without tiring your hands.
VR Locomotion Accessory
Coffee pot cover to keep mice and insects out of your coffee pot when you sleep or are away. Peace of mind when you set brew timer for A.M.
Automatic, solar-powered, nitinol-powered, lawn mower with smartphone viewing, control, leveraging Mars-rover technology.
Street Selfie
Find my glasses
Turn your Ordinary Kitchen Utensils into a TONG! From your fork and spoon to your cooking utensils such as your spatula.
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A device that mutes commercials by simply saying, "shhh!" Just combine universal remote components with a whistler keychain and, tadaaa!
Extendable wrench .... need a longer handle for more torque on that rusty bolt.
Foldng Clothes Hanger! Hanger goes thru the neck,grip it and arms move up,flick and it goes down Great for winter clothes and dryer chores
A flexible but resilient watch band that is capable of encapsulating one of the new iPod Nanos, turning it into a wearable device.
Self portrait case. This case has a handle that pops out to make taking self pics super ergonomic and easy !
Portable Hammock & Folding Canvas Bed
Collapsible, Packable silicone NETI POT! Take your NASAL IRRIGATION with you!
An interactive cat toy that will entertain cats when they are alone or can be used so that the owner can play with their favorite felines.
Looking for a safe place for your valuables? A safe made from book to protect your valuable items.
ShredBox2Go with Filing System
Intelligent White Cane is designed to make the blind people life easier by embedding modern technology in their white cane.
New cases for the iPhone 4, 4S and the new iPad and iPad2 with built in LED flash for the front cameras and the rear camera for the iPads
Puppy training center
#spotsv Mini Mobile Squeak for your car! A collaboration with Janet Wilpan http://www.quirky.com/ideations/284964 #spotsv
app that cleans your toilet and your shower ...see video....http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oh0OdgjOdDk
This iPhone case attaches to your seatbelt, allowing non Blue-Tooth users to talk on speaker phone hands free.
Steering Wheel Cover Playback
Updated.Babies hate baby gates Moms hate crying, toddlers climb and fall over the gate."Staying on the safe side" baby gate.
My idea is for a molded drawer and cabinet liner. Custom made to the standard sizes for drawers, cabinet bottoms, work benches, etc.
Cordies - Power, power and cable management at your desktop.
Page Flipper
Cookie Sheet with a Grid! Be sure your cookie dough is separated 1" to 2" apart. Don't accidentally make cookie cake anymore.
Mask System
Smart Toilet
Hot Shot trash can sports game. Throw beer cans through fold out goal in lid and it passes laser, fold out scoreboard goes wild!
a deep fryer basket with a trap door bottom also has a trigger
PORTABLE / DETACHABLE PLUG - UNPLUG &amp; TAKE ON-THE-GO OR ENJOY AT HOME - You Get Portable USB Power, Sleek Nightlight,
Audio Input &amp; Speaker!
Don't waste counter space. Get the towels where you need them over the kitchen sink. Hang them in the window frame with a tension rod.
Running jacket with LED strips on the back. User has a button in each sleeve to turn LEDs into indicators, notifying other road users.
A Desk Buddy is 18" by 12", clips onto small college sized desks, and fits in a back pack. You could read and take notes at the same time.
A soft sided silicone carrying caddy to help organize and make it easier to carry all your cleaning supplies.
This Umbrella Has A Rain Channel Built In. It Collects And Directs The Water Away From You.
Single powerful 2" suction cup {like bathroom grab bar suction cup in my pictures}meets battery operated bendable LED light.NOTHING LIKE IT!
#spotsv Pre-Built Paper Airplanes for Ages 2+. Buy them by the dozen, different shapes and sizes. Planes do not require assembly.
BEACH BAG OR ONE FOR OTHER OCCASIONS WITH INTEGRATED SPEAKERS THAT YOU CAN CONNECT THROUGH A BLUETOOTH OR
WIFI TO OUR SMARTPHONE
Quirky Screen Refraction Technology for Ipads! What the heck is that?
Picnic Anyâ€wareâ€¦
Help stop Mosquitoes from carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever, Eastern Equine. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes?
my idea is for people with medical problem -elderly/disabled. The idea is an easy way to remove your information from prescription bottles
FLEXI BAND SKATES-kids/adults
Cell Phone tethering device with a Carabiner, padding and a clear front pocket to see those incoming calls that come in at the worst times.
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Beach Canopy Sand Plate
Stir Free Mugg
A pen warmer for the car so pens are ready to write in cold weather.
The BBQ Blaster - BBQ/Grilling Gun that Bastes, Marinates, and Keeps Flames Under Control.
Never buy ugly foil or expensive metal stove burner liners again. Try silicone liners that are stain-proof, non-stick and machine washable.
Sheepies
Ultimate all in one cleaning tool
heat wrap gloves - like thermacare for back pain - nude gloves without fingers so you can use them - with heat inserts
Protect your baby's ears from loud noises &amp; help them sleep with soft &amp; flexible Earmuffs that have built in recorded lullabies &amp; sounds.
An simple app to locate my eyeglasses, which involves a "discreet" receiver on the frame (I don't need to advertise that I'm absent-minded).
Highly portable power cube
Heat-Resistant Iron Cover. DON'T GET BURNED! Protect Your Kids and Yourself.
A toaster with customizable settings that YOU define and can change at any time so your food is toasted how you like it every time!
Stylish mobile phone cover incorporating a "clapper" locater for use when battery is dead (and calling phone is not an option)
pivoting toilet seat-4 patent!
A cleaning organization rack that molds to your needs.
Carry-Along Toy Box
Kids Toothbrush with music Alarm. the toothbrush will have a clock/alarm bass self charger or AA+ battiers.
The Cool Sipper (RESUBMIT:290 Votes): No more warm beer, wine or juice ever. insert the cool sipper into your drink to instantly chill it.
Wall outlet with 2 wireless fiber optic USB extensions &amp; LED cover box that sticks out from the wall.Game Changer #Resub with 254 votes
Our coin carrier is a lightweight option for transporting and redeeming your coins (saved in a container) in an easy/controllable fashion.
Ice Mask
A hand held curved wand to use in application of lotion or sunscreen on your back. Kit to include 3 washable pads, and a small wash bag.
The broom/mop two in one solution for cleaning . With a removal broom head that can be clip on the metal stick.
Air Fan Sensor
iType is a silicone qwerty keyboard that overlays phantom keyboards on iPads and tablet computers to make typing emails and docs easier.
A hard case with slide out (pop out) action, with quick stroke easel positioning for the Ipad
Genower
USDA recommended portion size kids plates
your sound asleep your smoke alarms sounding, but not enough to wake you on time but it sends a message to a spinning red light/roof siren.
a flosser that will make flossing easier and faster.
A small book or electronic device that would keep track of medical information when accompanying someone to a medical appointment.
A work and school messenger bag with a side cooler for a better way to take your lunch with you. Its as simple as it sounds!
clear/safety eye glasses with eye lashes on them "glashes". Novelty item. Everyone loves mine.
! Never buy ugly foil or expensive metal stove burner liners again. Try silicone liners that are stain-proof, non-stick and machine washable
YouV
My idea is an app: it is located in the sneaker of a child or elders shoe that tracks them on a gps. The app is an ur iPhone or computer
Pot Be Still!
An LED Medium base light bulb that fits any lamp you already own that is green and beyond florescent. e.g.(100w regular FL =42w, LED=13w $
A device that will provide remote telepresence and interaction with remote locations without using robots.
This solves where to put your iPhone when you don't want to carry a bag or shove it in your pockets, in a stylish way.
My idea is a soybean machine gun.
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Trail Commander
EHealthy:Alert & Cut Med Bills
Home Prostate Exam
No mess Honey/Syrup Dispenser
FINALLY SOMETHING ESSENTIAL AND FUN! the mirror in your pocket that always will make appear a smile on your, and your friends, face!!!!
PadWalker, The Waterproof Leg Case/Bag, iPad/Tablet Holder, With Possible Solar, USB Recharge Battery And Kneeboard Clip!
Antivibration Tool Casing
Revolutionize Sake Set for US/World: - the tokkuri (Server Carafe), "server of sake", - the ochoko or choko, (Cup), "shot/sipping glass"
"Sponge Smart Cleaner - Re-Use Forever" The Sponge is last forever and smart way to clean your dishes.
"The Padiddle" Temp Headlight
Resub Universal Case for Any Tablet including Kindle, Ipad. Anywhere you are sitting. Built in Sleeve/case stand
Nubs-T. A new kind of adhesive rubber grip tape that uses nubs to improve the grip on desired items.Available in Rolles and sheets.
Small refillable spray bottle with 2 or 3 chambers for 2 or 3 different cleaning solutions. Have access to cleaners in all your rooms.
Date rape detect stir stick
digi-board
i-cam covers
shop43
The EZ Handle! A detachable handle to use on any broom, rake, mop, or other straight-handled tool and avoid backaching bending!
"The iSurveillance" With terrorist striking soft targets, the world needs a device that video, stores, and transmit data.
! A COLLAPSIBLE LAUNDROMAT CADDY WITH STORAGE FOR DETERGENT BOTTLE AND OTHER SUPPLES.
This is a small compact battery operated hand held steamer for clothes when they becom wrinkled outside of the home.
A High powered! cleaning machine than can clean "any" surface high or low.
A simple and relatively inexpensive tablet that can be used by the elderly to communicate with their family and friends around the globe.
Belt with Hooks For Shopping
An Elderly person doesn't want the world to know they need an emergency response devise or that they live alone.
buzy-key
Rat Attack
transmitter on your ice fishing tipup that sends to a box on your coat.attaches to the flag metal rod for the antenna. says any words yawant
Meat Brush: For cleaning meat off bones for soup------pulled pork-----breaking up burger block----shred cooked beef
TV Remote Keyboard Attachment
Holder for paper towels and toilet paper universal. May consist of a single piece or combined with two identical.
BASE BOARD-CARPET PAINT PROTECTOR
Finally!!! instantly send your music from computer to car effortlessly
Pocket Bra, provides a convenient and safe way to store IDs, money, jewery etc. The size of credit card, pocket is water proof.
PenZen designed to fit under the iMac screen. The perfect place to keep pens and paperclips. Accessible and organized.
Resub)Popcorn Bags that will color your popcorn in the microwave! Bags are food color lined.
When you just can't get your keyboard at the right level. Now...we can introduce a sliding out keyboard.
I can't be the only one who wants mail bags!? I can just grab the handle and run in the house. So much junk it falls on the ground/shuffle.
iPhone 5 Clip Case Provides Storage and Hands Free Use [VIDEO]
I am inventing a fitness equipment that utilizes body weight for adjustable resistance and provide a ergonomic path of resistance.
Ultimate Beach Chair/Recliner
A two in one towel that wipes in dry. combine the sponge in a towel together
"CUSH THE TUSH" NEW RENDERING...! Qui-ergo Pillow, the all in one portable, comfort seating solution...work, travel, play the COMFORT WAY!!
Pot de fleurs facile Ã ranger
QUIRKY Design EarBuds! Bluetooth-Cord Free!
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A clip or band that holds up the tshirt sleeves during an activity, curing the gravitational pull our earth has on pulled up sleeves
I develop a dog leash with a handle that has two retractable lanyards one for your dog and another to tie around and street pole securely
BungiBandits- A small elastic band with a hook on both ends.
Shopping cart for a car
Gum machine
Great Novelty item! Universal remote with bottle opener!! A discrete built in bottle opener right in the palm of your hand while watching TV
Portable Auto activated detachable liquid stirrer/whipper
"Mini Squeegee" for those hard to reach places. Kitchen appliances,shower doors, microwaves, etc.. need to be cleaned after each use.
2 in 1 hairbrush
"Stay Put!" the fitness solution to medicine balls, fitness balls, basketballs etc from rolling all over the gym floor; It's a small rest.
WaistXpander
wireless earphone buds
Vehicle jumper/booster cables that double as vehicle tow rope/strap
Mobile math
An i-Phone cell phone case where you can sprout a seed of your choice and watch it grow in the window of the case. We sell starter seeds.
Tired of grease spots on your lap from fast food droppings? Soft folding vinyl lap tray goes everywhere (car, picnics, boats, games, etc.).
QUIRKYâ€™s CANDLE SAVER, THE PERFECT WAY TO PUT OFF THE CANDLE LIGHTS AND SAVE YOUR CANDLES AND MAYBE YOUR
HOME FROM BURNING DOWN
A hat with a flip down sun/glare shield. I can't wear sunglasses or contacts and clip on shades never fit properly.
Shark Tank just made a $300k investment in a electric unicycle. The Q-WING is a cheaper, better solution with a bigger market and options.
I purpose a type of collapsible "Modern Apron." You will be able to carry your choice of cleaning supplies on your person,
Carabiner Stakes - Simply Pin, Hook, Camp!
Water Purification Plug
My idea is a device that measures exactly how much milk a baby is eating during breast feeding in real time.
why don't we let our shower curtain do more then just keeping the water in , why cant it hold our bath pr0ducts
My idea is a universal garbage weight that would stop garbage cans from blowing around.
Live Christmas Tree watering device that won't require you to lay on the ground to water the tree and can instead water the tree standing.
Easy Load Trimmer Line
A fun watch that displays a timeless message.The minute hand displays the word HERE the hour hand, I AM.The word NOW is used for minutes.
Sport S-Thill-etto.Ladies hi-heel shoe would use a Hockey puck for the platform.Pucks are both durable,waterproof.Made of vulcanized rubber.
Double Handle Rowing Machine
Resub(112 votes) - Circular pinch clips &amp; its applications. Pinch it to add a cloth &amp; pull to take it out. Ideal for socks, vests, kerchiefs
The "Back Off" mat is an easy way to keep your pets off counters and away from unwanted areas. Voice command makes this a great training aid
2 in 1 Headphones
Reclaim your valuble storage space with the new "MowHouse" That's Right Put Yo Mow Out and use your shed or garage again!
THE BAGGY
It's a kitchen window shade. It's a roll of paper towels. It's both! 2 in 1! It's the Paper Towel Window Shade! Just pull, rip n' wipe!
Travel toiletry organizer + shelf - attach the back to a wall, fold down the front = access to all your toiletries on its own secure ledge
RINGOTE-Universal TV/DVR/Media Player Remote Control you wear on your index finger as a clip on Ring, use thumb &amp; middle finger to control.
THE ULTIMATE QUIRKY CARRYON LUGGAGE FOR SERIOUS TRAVEL WARRIORS
A slim profile gaming case for the Ipod touch and Iphone
Tired of stepping overdog/child gates? Here is the answer: THE DUAL LEVEL GATE! Two sections, each 1.5 feet.
A cleaning solution A product for people who love to clean and those who don't. It's a waterproof, cleaning apron that stores in a canister
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Completely wireless earphones.2 buds you stick in your ear, a (tiny)1/2 inch by tiny circumference transmitter in the jack and nothing else
child-proof floor register
BACKRUB:First mechanical showering device with sponge,brush&amp;massage modules to switch between!(Plz Check All the Pictures in the Album!)
Automatic Drawer Opener
on the go car seat
Declutter your home with the Multi-functional ottoman, storage unit, coffee table, and TV dinner tray all in one. Great for any room.
MY IDEA IS TO INVENT AND CREATE/MAKE A TRAINING TOY/ACCESSORY FOR TODDLERS TO ASSIST THEM IN POTTY TRAINING
STAGES (A PRE-RECORDED DEVICE)
Traffic Dating Kit
Poop Perfect--solving the natiounal urban nightmare of handling our prized pets feces and keeping our streets, and HANDS clean, beats bags.
Headphone glasses
The main idea is to turn the newly designed multi-touch iPod nano into a wrist watch so you can wear it on you anywhere you go.
Plastic grocery bag grabber
Nite Rider
The clip that turns your favorite earbuds into bluetooth earbuds. Or any earbuds into bluetooth earbuds.
LIQUID SILICONE KEYBOARD PROTECTION! FROM NOW YOU CAN HAVE EVEN ACOUSTIC INSULATION!
"Gotcha!" - Mechanism to catch spiders from over a foot away and trasnport them without touching or killing them.
iFly turns your iphone into an aerial viewer. Rotor attachment lifts your iphone vertically or horizontally into the air.
Sausage Separator for Freezers! No more need to unfreeze the whole sausage packet everytime you want to do 1 or 2 hotdogs!
a hardline game console headset that utilizes a retractable headphone jack. hardline is the best quality...the cord's the issue
Board shorts (or other swimming apparel) that has a self inflating mechanism when executed.
Broom Groomer 2.0! A broom that cleans itself. Get the dirt off your broom bristles.
iPhone 4 docking station with the ability to accommodate an iPhone 4 with the bumper case now supplied by apple to overcome the problems.
Cords-No-More
A power driven toilet bowl/urinal brush w/ a rechargeable-removable battery pack for home use or industrial use.
A magneticaly powered lighter
My idea is a app. controlled village using your ipad, tablet or smartphone
Smoke detectors for kids rooms with bug, flower, sports, and dinosaur shaped covers. Also Designer versions for elsewhere in the home.
Booster Buddy is cuddly and safe for children, so parents can have piece of mind while driving and your children can sleep comfortably.
Tired of picking up that same silky/wide neck shirt time &amp; time again b/c it wont stay on the hanger? There is finally a permanent solution!
Working globe with global time
Motorcycle owners- if bike is rolled or moved, an internal sensor will alert smartphone app and initiate GPS for tracking stolen bike.
The phone satchel case is a case cover with a shoulder strap that is also your power cord.
The STAVE bottle: a 40 oz, fun-colored, ergonomic, cupholder friendly, BPA-free way to STAVE off hunger and track your daily water intake.
Pencil hanger
Safety First
a spoon with flexible edges so it works like a spatula.
Co2 inflated shirt for jet ski/skiing. The shirt is supposed to be more comfortable/stylish than a traditional life vest.
Under carriage Car wash
Save a tree Christmas tree and topiary kit.
2 Stage soap/lotion pump
Frying Pan with attached Warming Area, some food cooks faster than others, instead of overcooking, why not keep it warm (just move it up).
Child Life Alarm Pad
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TaTa Tote bra wallet clips on bra so girls have a place to put valuables w/ stretch pocket and changeable jewelry line &amp; flair!
A Metallic lock with a fine finish. Secure and Child/Earthquake proof your cabinets without any compromise on looks. No installation needed.
Don't shake - Spread the salt and pepper more evenly over the food.
Wer-R-u Finding your Items
A bracelet that is and or holds or is your remote control and key for your car.
Airsoft BBs with greater range
Battery operated UV sanitizer with wand.Sits on top of your hard to clean items thermos,water bottles or any other bottle you need sanitized
This is a leather case designed to transport flat screen tvs or flat computer monitors; it has high density foam in it to protect the item.
141
Edgewing Wrist Rest
COOLEST Printable Digital Handbag an innovative invention with a flexible dinamic screen that captures all your pictures from your computer!
Multi-function umbrella - makes it easier to carry drinks and bags while staying dry.
A file holder/stand that does not only hold paper thin file but also books and even keyboard to help organizing all our desktops from chaos.
Football Team Helmet Grill
Finally... an iPhone case that can be turned into a tripod for taking panoramic photos.
Night Time Pets
48 volt or higher DC mobile power source electrical tether to cordless power tools would make the tool last longer with MORE POWER
Radax Electric guitars with built in LED lights and video to give a light show as well as sound for a full sensory experience.
Zip-n-Wrap is a kitchen organizational tool that hold stores and distributes all 3 rolls of your kitchen wrap. Foil,Saran Wrap and Wax Paper
DynamoCover : Dynamo Case/Cover charge your cell phone with your hands. UNDER USPTO PROVISIONAL
A transformable luggage that rolls upright and has a hinge on the handle so that it can roll flat so that you can stack luggage's.
Smart Phone &amp; iPad Protector that automatically locks your phone or pad in case someone grabs it from you while you're using it.
A Paper Towel Holder That Actually Saves Counter Space!
Gaming Case. iPhone case that is a wireless controller for gaming on the computer. Resub
I'm a typical busy 30-something woman. I'm pitching for a surface-mounted hair-drying unit to replace the traditional hand-held hairdryer.
Qzen Cart For Kids
Create a power strip that solves the large power brick issue, has USB ports, changes plug direction and works with PLUG HUB!
Disposable cleaning pads that can be worn over sneakers.
Hands-Free eBook Holder
Cat Laser Chase
A blanket with built in mini vibration motors which creates a wave or pulse of vibration to gently wake you up in the morning.
Car window attachment that would be strong enough to hold an umbrella to aid in loading-unloading children, groceries, etc.in bad weather.
SIM Card Holder - Do you have 2 or more SIM cards for multiple mobile devices? Where do you put them so they don't get lost or damaged?
Bra strap rubber strip that keeps the bra strap from falling off your shoulder.
The Movie Stic
! A CLUTTER Solution! Unfold and Roll It to the Clutter... Everything you need: Shelves and Bins to Organize. Bags for Trash and Storage.
app to china
Mommy's Little Potty Helper, or other potential names like big boys 'Field Goal'...is an idea to help mothers and dads across the world.
An app on your device connected to a chip in a baby pacifier. so that when misplaced it can be located.
Belty
Wet Bathing Suit? Loofah? Wetsuit or wet towels? Simply hang them on the hook so they can drip dry into the tub. Or hang towels outside
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360 Black Halo Headlamp
iPhone case with a straight edge and ruler
Spinning iPhone case with associate app. Amazing images appear on your spinning phone. See video.
Slim Dish Mat/Rack - Stores flat, folds into different sizes and formations, depending on the number of dishes being washed.
Portable 3D Printer
A silicone sprayer that fits on top of a mason jar! Making your own natural cleaners is now easy, great for the planet and quite charming.
PB Pup Kit! Keep the pups busy and your freezer clean! Frozen peanut butter holders, spreader and stand! No mess, just quiet, happy dogs!
no more cords, dead batteries, a protective case that plugs into any outlet to charge anywhere, fold back prongs, charge multiple devices
Everyone reuses grocery bags, this is a grocery bag hanger that organizes the bags and saves room from other bulky storage units.
Put an end to dried up plants. By using the humidity in air we ensure plants no longer dry up for lack of water. Plant love not included
wireless charger, so when you walk into your house your items such as a mobile phone or an ipad would automatically be charging
A decorative dustpan designed for the kitchen. Complete with holder, brush, scraper and squeegee.
remote glove control
FOLD and TOTE OVERHEAD LIGHT
there's many times when you have to take out a rag to wipe clean your smartphone only to find there's not a wipe around when you need one.
Voice Activated Computer - What if you can turn on and shut down your computer without having to touch it? What a great convenience!!
!Quirky Clean Up! No more running back and forth. Just take your supplies with you! Has the footprint and loaded weight of a vacuum cleaner.
Search and Rescue Lifesaver app and bracelet can save your life should a natural disaster strike.
The Trapper
An iPhone case with a wallet on its back that also acts as a stand.
Bike light gloves
Buzz Off.
Water's No Worry: Introducing... Buoy! A FLOATING CASE for Apple products. One drop and it pays for itself! Read the full description.
stove cum geaser embedded-free
Removing towels has two motions: unravel, then tear. A ball pressed against the roll that allows spinning in one way would allow both acts
Radio or remote control metal detector
Electronic Lighted USB Piano Music Teacher. Learn how to play your favorite song on the piano the easy way!
Idea "Adjust-a-Bib" for any size bird cage. It keeps bird seeds in the cage . With the economy we can market to the millions.
Peripheral Cable Extension for easy Connection and Computer Repairs
Warming Grill
Super-compact, lightweight, easy to carry, easy to store stroller!
TheFly is a assist/resist wheeled based functional exercise device That works total upper body with a huge emphasis on core development.
A Parabolic Amplifier/stand for your iPhone and iPod. Enhancing both the sound and the image.
Far from sand : hanger for: towels, beach bag, iphone, to place in beach umbrella. .
Yoga mat that holds iPad.
Got hair & muck on the bathroom floor? Robotic Mop, Nightlight & Air Freshener. Programmed to Mop, Glow at night or Spray the stink away.
A gadget to clean windows in one swift swipe. Combining a squeegee and a window cleaner bottle make this tool a necessity in every home.
I would like to solve the problem of not having enough privacy in a public bathroom stall. we all need a little privacy using the bathroom.
Swing roll
Kitchen Sync is a refrigerator display calendar which syncs all of your household iPhone calendars for community viewing and organization.
The ultimate baseball game combo. The foam finger meets the baseball glove. Show support for the home team and catch fly balls/homers too.
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TP WET ONES Toilet paper is so outdated, there is a better way. Wet wipes are well to wet. Dry is just not clean enough.
Collapseable Dish Rack
Headband Helmet Will not enclose the head, For safety Kids to adults adjustable with optional neck attachment, paintable for individuality
An iPhone case that has a retractable stand built into the back
glaciÃ¨re Ã plat
There is a need for an electric blanket that cools in the summer like the one that warms us up in the winter. It could even do both.
(Recently UC Concept REVISED!)A Floating Nightstand w/drawer and 2 detachable lapdesks/dinner trays. Renders done by ME ;) SEE ALL PICTURES!
My idea: A functioning horizontal slide holster case that incorporates a credit card holder into it.
retractable key chain lightnin
Any parent of any toddler, will tell you: bath toys are full of mold, and you can't sterilize them without poisoning your baby - until now!
Iphone attachment that allows you to take pictures underwater. The camera be lowered into the water at different depths for viewing
A pen that cleans the smallest areas!
Paper Towel Under-Cupboard Agent--box that fits under cabinet with drop down door where towels can be pulled. (Like Babywipes.)
Rolling camera/video cat or dog toy (camera follows collar worn on pet) works like this eyeball that is floating in water
A snap-on rechargeable warming disc with a specialty designed mug. Have your hot coffee or tea last longer sip after sip.
A bathroom caddy and cleaner for those two items in the bathroom we often don't like to think about....the plunger, and scrubber.
The Do Good Large Terra
New iPod Nano case - built-in cable storage and removable and customizable wrist-lace
Door Stop/Door Holder
No More Mess When Your Doggy Drinks Water! "Slobber Guard" is a puffy bowl cover. Fido gets a drink, and water is wiped away automatically!
Possibly the easiest way to store and use your essential travel accessories together and more hygienically too. Great for home use as well.
Circleboard
A "green" lunchbox sensibly designed for versatility in packing and eating foods.
Ceiling Fan Dust Collector
Tea Tongs plus Temp! Simple solution for the basic tea challenges - with Prototype and 6 sec Vine Video
SUB10Crimp
Walk on Scale
Solar powered heating for auto
Accordion Shades that Pivot. Shades be used with iPads and Macs. Enjoy reading the iPad while in the sun!
Accidentally kicking the bed post or wheels is probably one of the worst pains anyone can endure. The Bed Bootie can help lessen the blow!
Build your own Modular "Lego" seating system. change your seating positions ,cover material and colors.
Once you have a shelf, picture, etc. against the wall where you want it hung, product easily marks where the supports should be inserted.
Foldable Christmas Tree, Fully adjustable, no assembly necessary Just open it to the desired angle. Fully lit with fiber optic lights.
My idea involves wrist/ankle-straps that attach to both your wrists or ankles, with a rubber resistance band that is attached at both ends.
Idea for pain relief of finger splits from having dry hands or working hands using solvents,detergents or low humidity in cold climates.
Branch: line extension for the Garage
Provide travellers with a product that secures their luggage and alerts them if their luggage is seized: allowing them to sleep on the move
A long lasting, flexible, and stylish rubber band that will wrap around the outer top edge of a trash can to hold in place the garbage bag.
xCreen
Armband modular tool holder for small tools/ accessories with endless uses. Easy and ergonomic access to your tools, saves time/ energy.
'Name plates' - perfect for parties! Never lose track of your plate!
Do you remember PSSSSST dry shampoo? How about throw away gloves made of blotting paper to be used instead of dry shampoo!
The ERGO-CB (with Patent-Pending, Trademark Issued, and T4 Tooling Complete)<a href="http://tinyurl.com/2927ak4" target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
FEEL the BEAT, with your own personal subwoofer that works with your ear buds, and your MP3 Player (iPod, iPhone, etc).
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Don't EVER Get Up For The Remote Again. Drive it To You?!! Render by Peter Frazier (WINK Submission)
Tired of reaching into the oven to grab that cookie sheet and see that the cookie has oozed right where you need to grip to remove the tray.
Low-Blow
Camouflage ugly spaghetti cordage and organize to avoid tangle.
Washer Table Toss Game
Heat your treats on the go - Travel friendly slow cooker with 12 volt car power adapter, and locking, spill proof lid.
Magnetic shower liner enclosure, that will prevents excess water from escaping shower while in use and prevents curtain blow back.
Backyard Camping Kit (family fun outside)easy set up, tent could be any shape! w/ lights (ext cord), it's a Backyard kit designed that way!
Ear Caps. To be used when a female or male is using a hair coloring product at home to protect the ears from stains and/or mess.
Introducing Motiv, Tealight Candle Holder with Candle and Match Storage, once the tealight candle burns out, grab another candle RESUBMIT
Comfy-phones
My idea is for a front vest that a iPad owner can insert the iPad into to have easy access and not have to hold the iPad in their hand.
Cleaning Ceiling Fans easier without having to get on a stool and the inconvenience of holding the blade while we clean.
Autistic children have trouble learning everyday things in part due to distractions. A low cost virtual reality system will help them focus.
Roomie
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
Converts into two types of dollies and moves sizable objects such as a desk or big tv. It folds into a bag and has LED light at night.
It is a soft seat belt support, what makes the wearing more comfortable, less harm caused in a collision, and it keeps your mobile handy.
Rolling Bulldozer
Wine Mat NOT A LINE EXTENTION
iPhone case with collasible finger slots built into the back to help hold the phone with one hand.
Trailer's loaded, time to tie it off. Only got 2 Ratchet tie down straps?? No Problem!! Instantly double that in one simple step.
Everyone loves paninis, but it's so hard to clean a panini press. My solution is a non-scratching sponge that fits panini presses perfectly!
Portable Bidets - America is ready for Portable Bidets. They've long been the norm in Europe and elsewhere. America is next.
Clip-on or Counter Top Exhaust Fan for Pots and Pans.
Speaker Hanging on the Tree like Cocoon? You can save space on your desk and 8 More Function in ONE! Please see my Drawing :)
Trace formes pour tablettes
Flexiskates
The 'post-training wheel' solution supporting boys and girls who ALREADY have their balance as they start to go out on longer rides: DRAFT
An easy device to clean the top of your soda/beer can (you may not know it, but they are very dirty!)
A cheap,disposable, inflatable ring that will keep you a safe distance from the surface of disgusting public toilets.
app enabled touchscreen video sphere..take Google Earth to an interactive globe.
Color Smart, Color Fun!
CONFETTI PAINT! Paint it on any balloon and when it pops you get CONFETTI! Thanks to Kansas &amp; Joe S. for the inspiration!!! 153/163 94%!
Companies use the inexpensive band-aids to cut costs. Difficult to unwrap. Difficult, unwieldy and time consuming. This is automatic.
Wheelchairs should have a manual or electric device on the back that would go up and over to cover the person during rainstorms.
Illuminated artificial pumpkin stem that will replace the stems that have been broken from transportation or mis-held will increase sales!!
The i (invisible) cameraman
Quirky Energy Shot
Quirky Gear! Why not?
Bake A Foot-Long Cupcake with a Pocket Baker
Necklaces made of rubber with different shapes The whole band can be a shape or it can have a pendant shape as part of the rubber-for kids.
This unique buffet plate, with a universal beverage holder, eliminates the awkwardness of moving through a buffet line and frees up a hand.
A 360 PopOut Universal Outlet
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It's the Mall Mate: Old-fashioned shopping cart meets easy-fold baby stroller. Fashionable fabric for stylish women - and a drink holder.
Nettoyeur de lunette de WC
The exercise equipment industry is a multi billion dollar a year industry. There is a need to multi-task while working, A. the Butt Bike
Basketball teaching tool
iphone case water tight with gorilla force screen,able to bounce &amp; hold multiple ids,debit &amp; credit cards in the back of phone .
Double Screen LED Monitor
"Dog Call" a phone shape dog toy that you can record your voice and when your dog touch it he thinks you are there and stop barking
This is a much needed simple idea tht enlarges your shower for space and comfort.
I want to create an Iphone case that protects the headphone-jack from beeing tilted in your front pocket of your jeans.
The Mini-Amphitheater for the I-phone/I-pods, smartphones. A curve or square design that has a stand in it to hold your phone devices.
Phone case with storage space for ear buds and includes a stylus pen.Use touch screen phone without taking off your gloves.
ERGO PEN
Perfect Pinch Spice Toppers! No more hassle of measuring the amount of spice you need to cook with. Make cooking cleaner and easier.
Move On High Elevation system. would enable a person to adjust their position, while standing on a ladder or stool.to clean big windows.
Pamper Patch
A swiffer sweeper like product but made of a polyester cloth. Just like a lint pick up.
12 key DTMF tone generator visor clip to navigate automated attendants or voicemail while on Bluetooth or Sync.
SpaceBar PLUS
iPhone and iPad case that is also a digital picture frame - load photos into it with a micro SD card so you can have a slide show.
Cellphone Charger/Sanitizer
Another way for giving someone a gift or a souvenir. I'm just adding some new features to this nice decor model.
Easy-Flip Broiler Basket 4 Indoor Ovens + BBQs - Why flip everything with a fork, when there's an easier way?(Top 5 RESUBMIT - Sell w/FORGE)
Catching and releasing gar can be dangerous. My invention allows a user to never touch the toothy fish and to release it unharmed.
Auto butter Toaster
Stylish Arm Sleeve Wallet - Hands free. Minimizing loosing your wallet. It would hang or be snug or in purse when not wearing.
Countertop compost bin that doesn't smell and allows for easy organic scrap storage. Also stores your cutting board or hangs on a cabinet.
Easy tile and floor cleaner
A universal head for a trimmer uses air to cut grass. No strings, blades or safety cover needed. Cutting is not affected by fences.
A rolling tool cart with iPad stand mount and keyboard for mechanics.
vepr
What about a mood ring app. This just makes so much sense.
Bacon Clamp
Buzz Off.
Snap-together stationery multi-tool. Pick your choice of tools from a range, collect more tools as you go. Assemble in any order you like.
Making Solar &amp; Wind power more effective.
A headband that will attach to "over the ear" style headphones so they will stay in place and remain secure when working out and rocking out
Where's my phone. Here's an idea for an early warning system should you leave your phone behind in an airport, restaurant, or even at home!
Wireless Inkjet Temporary Tattoo Pen: No stickers necessary.WiFi or Bluetooth,App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad mini.Resub
~>A vacuum TOY COLLECTOR would be a dream come true for every parent. Anyone with children wants a way to clean-up quickly- this is it.
An extension cord with a mechanism allowing the user to safely eject it from its outlet remotely.
Revamp your old mop, save the planet. Made of absorbent cloth. Machine or hand washable. Over all most sustainable way to mop the home.
Portable prototype cat house.
Wall-Paper Boarder Applicator
Rotating disc valve
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*TOY* Connect the Blocks to make nice music. Song plays if correct. Fun Sound if incorrect. Color Coded - match colors/notes. Fun Challenge!
iRead (RESUB)
Make cordless battery operated OR Hybrid engine technology Lawn Mowers and other lawn equipment
Edible Picture Doggie TreatsÂ©
a track system, installed, into the ceiling, with an adjustable frame, that will house, a tv,so that tv, can be seen, from all over the room
A splash guard, caddie and towel holder that mounts on the edge of your sink. Organize sponges, soap, brushes and keep your tummy dry!
FOLD is the first HANDS-FREE PORTABLE Ipad holder you can adjust allowing you to use your Ipad hands-free anywhere.
Iphone safety feature. Receive a cell phone call or text while driving? You are in traffic, what do you do?
MEME KEY CAPS.

make your keys --&gt; artworks - always recognize the right KEY!

STOP SNORING BALL
#QCYCLE. Safe Bicycle barbecue unit to attach to your handle bars or seat post or rear carrier.portable Tailgate BBQ
Does your child want a Superman lunchbox one day and a Spiderman lunchbox the next? Here's a solution: removeable, adhesive lunchbox covers!
Electric Baby Crib Hanging Toy with a Camera to Monitor your child(Birds Eye View). Remotely control the rotation and music.
Flat pack, easy to transport and a quick roll stopping mechanism, you can't get any better than this!
I-Pod Nano Necklace made with Beads.
A deadbolt lock with a peephole built in
Bag with towels, beach chairs, food, drinks, umbrella, sunblock, sunglasses, keys, purse, all different bags. All in one cooler
Cup holders on a pole! (a resubmission)
Measuring cup/spoon with an attached leveler that pivots (clockwise/counterclockwise) from the handle on each of the measuring instrument.
Earplug alarm clock
Wall-Paper Boarder Applicator
iPod Nano watch band with embedded bluetooth transmitter and rechargeable battery for wireless headphones and extra battery life.
This resizable bed solves all of your child need from birth to the age of 7. This innovative idea will save you money, time and space.
disposable spill free cup
A rubber clog like shoe that has bristles attached to the bottom, side and front that can scrub surfaces using the strength of your legs.
Computer Mouse with volume button built in.Quiclky and effortlessly adjust the volume up or down...or push in to instantly mute/unmute.
+ Get All of Spotâ€™s (or Fluffyâ€™s) Food Out of a Can or Pouch
My idea is a face lift appartus that provides every woman not those who can affort expensive surgery with the opportunity to feel beautiful.
Swiss Army Key
Travel Power! 3 socket power strip, and 2 port removable USB Charger that has a battery. Charge mobile devices on the go! More pics inside
Changeable backings for your iPhone case.
Shampoo/Conditioner bar
Thermal Shovel
make a charger cord that recoils into the iphone and is always attached so your don't lose it.
Utility topper
Vibrating wrist alarm.
Astrologlogtic Night Light
90% dog owners have to carry water bowl, water bottle & doggy bags when walking your dog. this portable dog bowl carries it all in one.
An inexpensive camera/video probe/borescope for the IPad or IPhone.
A product to affix to vehicles tires to gain traction in icy conditions! Simply spray this formula onto your tires! Eco friendly,non toxic.
TRU Lunch Box is an all-ages, user-friendly, sealable silicone compartments that is leak proof and impact resistant, easy to open and close.
A small device for dog collars that would provide safety for dogs from coyotes or other aggressors, while on their walk.
Sketchbook Flowerpot
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Comfort for anyone at any age. "Wangee," a trendy affordable blankee, proceeds going to children who can't afford the same level of comfort.
The iJamNJolt is a dock for you to set any of your iPhone, iPad, iPods down and it will charge them as well as have audio out functionality.
An app-enabled electric power bar. Switch on/off and program timer from your smart phone.
Discrete SAFE using Near Field Communication on SMART Phones to open.!
SmartCup
Flat Iron Comb
A simple yet elegant wine rack, mounts directly on the wall and is designed for the smaller dining area.
Never suck down another lemon seed
Multifunction Spoon
For those drivers who insist on following too close, a rectangular box in the back window that flashes "back off" until they do.
The biscuit holder band is designed to compress coffee and biscuits in one hand, a permanent solution to an everlasting inconvenience.
Never Clogged
Resub (90% v/v ratio) - An iPhone case with interchangeable straps/accessories to fit its many uses. What about a camera strap or carabiner!
Car Makeup Magnifier Mirror
Zipper for trousers where the slider folds over and clips at the top to prevent the slider from sliding down again.
Umbrella stroller adjustable one hand controlled extender.
A hollow sturdy plastic hanger that opens up to reveal organized storage compartments for accessories or valuables! Great for travel too!
Kaleidoscope 2015
A clear cake platter dish that is decorated on the top with the candles and different festive decorations and plays happy birthday music.
dancing flame-less lighter with lights and a cloth flame to enjoy at rock shows or partys, anywhere to add some color to the night!
A mat that sits on your counter. Add your family names to the mat. When done using a glass/cup, place it on your name. Only use 1 cup / day
The Ceiling fan is in the perfect position for a projector, wish there was a ceiling fan projector combo
rain cover for bicycle/scooter-flags only when down-full coverage when deployed. wands snap into small windshield-flags form lower shield.
Say goodbye to NO Scratching at the counter to see if you have Won it big. Scratchee Station collects messy scratch off shavings.
Quirklets- small fun toys for kids with imaginations
Brownie Points
Electric grip clamps
case that allows one to open a door with their iphone.with the key in the back of the case, slide the key out with a slider and unlock!
The Change Guard
Avoid airline fees when traveling by having luggage that has a built-in digital scale
Cable TV Box and Wifi Router
Quirky Rubik's Vege Chopper
How often do you check your tire pressure? With the Tire Buddy, it's a breeze as a small tire gauge is conveniently connected to all tires.
Bury your Treasures with this beach blanket.
MOBILE PHONE SUPPORT FOR BED.
TABLE SUGAR GRINDER. A grinder for brown and regular sugar. To sweeten drinks much faster.
Ever held a cup and saucer in one hand, and wondered if the cup (or tea spoon) might slip off? Not with this magnetized cup and saucer.
Resubmit! Fish tank with interchangeable tops/bottoms on it.The fish tank would also light up/play music and have a pump included.
My husband and I just recently had a newborn. We thought it would be a great idea to have a previous time of feeding written on bottle.
Travel Pillow Hammock
Photo Blocking Necklace. When a camera flash is directed at you it senses and flashes a light to block. Photo blocking beer coolers exist.
A child's "sippy" cup with a mechanical whistle built in to the air vent to encourage drinking.
iPhone case that allows the third and fourth fingers to carry the weight of the iPhone when holding it in one hand.
Quirky eco t_shirts, slogans on eco t_shirts
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A baby booster eating seat; portable and folding;look cool carrying it;store in car so no more forgetting it behind; use when away from home
Power Plug Direction Converter
Stop your kids from grabbing too many paper towels and make them easy to tear off with the Elastic Roller Design.
Cones around dogs heads are uncomfortable and clumsy. They often do not do the job of preventing the dog from licking or biting wounds.
A PTZ(Pan, Tilt, Zoom) security camera equipped with a taser gun that is remotely controlled via a computer.
Burn easily? Tired of unwieldy beach umbrellas? This UV-Protection (spf) umbrella attaches to your chair & opens with the push of a button.
Either a card game or board game that models itself after the whole theme of Quirky.com
Illuminated artificial pumpkin stem that will replace the stems that have been broken from transportation or mis-held will increase sales!!
The Cleaning Fingers: finger molds in which the outer surface is made of cleaning material. One with a Brillo pad and another with bristles
Your carkeys tells you you forgot your phone.
Fence Fun
Food Allergen sensor. For persons with food allergies - double check your food BEFORE YOU EAT IT.
Did I meniton Prvention. 117 tornadoes on 4-14-2012. I'm sure a large amount of cars were damaged by HAIL. Hmm if I only had a Brain
Skeeter Brush. This is a spritz hair brush. Spritz is triggered and flows through the brush and out the exit hole in the middle of brush hed
My Gentle Bug-Suction Tool allows you to gently remove spiders and insects from your house and put them back where they belong, outdoors.
Extremely slim device which holds six keys,cash,credit cards,&amp; id. Combines keychain and wallet into a device much smaller than an iphone
La CuillÃ¨re Tamis
Cook, Strain, Serve, &amp; Store All-in-ONE!
A controller attachment for the Iphone5 to make game playing and control easier and more comfortable.
Wishes don't come true just because you kissed your necklace clasp and set it back in place. Keep it there for good with a clasp weight!
Internet Runner
Pick A Picture
hi
Futuristic Toy Car - The Ultimate Riding Experience for Your Child! (RS)
ePrinter
CELL PHONE CHARGER LIGHT! Makes it easy to find your cell phones charging port at night or in dull light conditions!
The Shower Snake is a flexible shower head attachment that is, bendable, extendable, and it stays where you put it, hands free!
A Kitchen Utensil Holder - keep large items like ladles in the center and small items in pockets. Swivels for easy access.
Sport clips that attach to earbuds to prevent them from falling out during exercise. Malleable for custom fit. Store on keys, shoes, etc.
A watch band case for the new iPod Nano.
I need a solution for my runny nose. Who wants to put a nasty handkerchief into their pocket- this product makes cold season more sanitary.
Sun glasses...Quirky "Shades".
Perforated Lawn Tarp. It would be an approximately 10 by 10 foot, 1 mil thick plastic sheet that is perforated, (full of tiny holes).
My product is a glove that has bristles on the front so that you can easily scrub away all the left over 'yuck' that is left on your dishes.
Easy Up
FINALLY! Gloves that are properly designed so you can type or draw on your smart-phone/iphone or any touch screen device with precision
The Med Tray
A papier mache pooper scooper. Ever enjoyed that warm fuzzy feeling you get when picking up dog faeces with a plastic bag?
Line Extention: Bandits Minis good for kids of all ages and good for dads.
A solution to prevent dings, dents, and chips on doors of vehicles in parking lots.
Citrus Rind Divider ~ Gently squeeze into rind, mark portions and then pull sections back ~ Makes peeling fast &amp; and easy!
Disposable paper towel for feet allows you to cook and clean floor spills simultaneously. Keeps feet from spreading gook around.
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The cBall
The Laundry Lift! Lightweight aluminum basket lift w/ hydraulic arms(like hatch of a car) &amp; a lowering pedal (like a hospital stretcher).
Minimal, small, magnifying lense for iPhone 5. Enables beautiful close up shots of the world around you: textures, plants and details.
Never know if yours or your child's food is too hot or too cold? Be sure with plates/cups/bowls with built in THERMOMETERS!!
Let the washing machine tell when it is in use, finished, how much time is left etc.
Vehicle Sun Visors Extension
Hanger that is able hold up to 12 pairs of trousers/skirt at once.
Portable Arctic Bottle Rack
EXERCISE MATS LIKE YOGA MATS DO NOT ABSORB SWEAT CAUSING PUDDLES. MY MAT ABSORBS THE SWEAT WITH A REMOVABLE
WASHABLE TERRYCLOTH COVER.
Fog-free shaving mirror for the shower. Hot water runs through mirror to prevent fogging. Attaches inline with any existing shower head!
Surface Touch Cover for iPad / iPad mini. As thin and light as Apple's Smart Cover, but with keyboard functionality.
Patch sidewalk, driveway, and wall cracks with a fiberglass-reinforced and moldable application of casting concrete.
A collapsible sippy cup for moms and kiddos on the go! Fold and stash in your diaper bag, car, purse and for the park, beach &amp; restaurants.
Teething Nipples
Move your TV's ports so you can reach them
Convenient, no-mess, quick-way to freeze your breast milk, pop out the 1 oz round cubes, put them in the bottle, and go!
A device to automatically restart your modem when the, "internet stops working".
Line Ext: Lotus Metallics
straight curls
Strap to hold a personal electronic device in several different positions, made of rubber so it will fit from 4 g ipod to a smart phone.
An attachment that fits on top of tennis ball case. This will slip-slide snugly over tennis racket handle. Carry racket and balls in 1 hand!
Headphones you want to sleep in. They will shut out the lights and eliminate any noise around you. Listen to what you want to listen to.
a deep fryer basket with a trap door bottom also has a trigger
Litter box easy clean... "Flip and Sift" Just place sifter on standard litter box with clean litter box over sifter then just flip. Clean !
A slimline armband with a retractable cord device. Exercise bands are bulky, this functional one in bright colours would really stand out.
Keurig style KCups with powdered gelatin (Jello), pudding, bouillabaise, and soups.
Comfy seat cover
"Practice Receiver" is a universal &amp; interchangeable new training aid to help anyone develop more accurate throwing skills.
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 3): An ode to my wife - photo corner pins. Put photos and papers on a bulletin board without making pin holes.
Dual External Battery
My idea is a drying table for at home use for sweaters,rugs and scatter rugs ect.
Auto Umbrella wind activated and solar powered to automatically close and open your patio unbrella.To save it from high winds and damage.
"Are you Talking to me?" Remove the doubt with an "On The Air" Bluetooth LED that Lights up when you are on a mobile call.
Some kind of scent,like Fabreze,that you pour in iron instead of water. Summer, spring,etc. Endless combinations of scents.99% antibacterial
ClipOn-ClipScent
SAFER Cycling. A NeverWet Portable Bike Visor for Urban Commuter. Quickly Folds Away and Pops-Up attaches to generic Bike Helmets.
Liquid cleaner that would clean in between the faucets of your sink. It would dry upon contact. No cloth needed
Baby Wipe Auto Lid
A fun bubble container that is kid AND parent friendly.
Dishwashing rack that bends to any shape! Bend it and set it. Fit it snug to your dishes. Fold it bend it wrap your delicate dishes!
Removable piece with grips that fit over rubber end of canes or walkers that grips to ground when walking across snow or ice.
REVERSIBLE SUNGLASSES OR GLASSES! 2 fOR 1 choice of 2 different colors or looks change your wardrobe WALA! change your glasses and match
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NFC Wallet-Never lose it again
Take cleaning into the 21st century! This revolutionary brush will make your life easier! Get the job done because every second counts!
Bluetooth wi-fi phone Torque like ancient Celtic torque (2 pics)
Remote Controlled Kids Vacuum. Chores become playtime.
CRATEOLOGY. Based on CRATE theme, create a line of furniture. This one is to make crates rectangular so it can be a wardrobe.Add crate door.
Case Lights when Phone in use
Portable charger that connects one iPhone to another iPhone (or Android phone) to provide backup power. No need for a power outlet.
YOUR CLASS REUNION
Forgive my poor drawing skills, but what you're looking at is SUPPOSED to be an iPhone/iPad/iPod case with a built-in charging cable.
Password key
Portable hair brush with Blow dryer built in. Great for Travel and everyday use. Resub
Add a fender to the left front of a power lawn mower to lift up grown, but leaning plants out of the way of the blade and wheel.
Guest &amp; kids don't always use coasters. Sticky, washable, silicone coasters. Stick to glasses, cans, pans, etc. Resub - 190 votes
EASY CARRYING SOLAR BEACH UMBRELLA WITH CHARGING STATION!!!
With the help of GE, we can prevent home fires stemming from electrical outlets
Attachable hat holder
iPhone 4 protective case with Extended batt + keyboard + Video Docking
A back-saving device to help caregivers of bed-bound patients. It could potentially help prevent bedsores and would make home care easier.
A SHOWERHEAD that SPRAYS SOAP. This is a GREEN PRODUCT that SAVES WATER while SAVING TIME.
Tundra â€” flexible, fresh-freeze: Storage and management of frozen herbs and more. A joint submission by simplyinclined and Melissa
Weather Mittens for you wheel
Dishwasher Utensil Basket
a pair of pants that are snug fitting that have a velcro crotch attachment to attach a liner which has a receiving velcro back on it.
Light your cigarette with your cell phone!!!
Most will avoid going for a bike ride in the rain for fear of getting wet. This bike umbrella prototype has proven to be very effective.
The Twist Pitcher
mirror wiper
Fridge Touch Screen
The SunStationâ„¢ UV Light Sanitizer protects your cellphone and other devices from everyday germs eliminating 99.9% of bacteria in minutes.
Turn your iPhone 5 into a fully functional DSLR camera! This specialized case allows your iPhone to use a wide range of lenses.
"Hold'em Jo" is a family of three products, 2 wrist bands and one belt, using velcro and magnets to conveniently carry items.
THE GOTCHA TRANSMITING PADLOCK
UDock a universal mobile device desktop dock with a twist! Adjusts to fit virtually any Smartphone, 7" tablet pc even with case on! (VIDEO)
Finally, a painless way to put hair in ponytails and pigtails without pulling, ripping, and tearing hair out. Your daughters will love you!
Gift bags that have tissue paper attached to the insides. Just pull the plastic off of the tissue paper and pull the tissue paper up.
An innovative toilet-roll holder with an inbuilt audible alarm which sounds when approaching the toilet, if the toilet-roll is empty.
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Laptop bag with quick-release hidden shoulder strap. Keeps strap out of way when not in use.
A simple, flexible, and easy to use tool that will enable a camera phone to attach to a traditional tripod or Gorillapod.
An attachment for faucets that sprays like a fire sprinkler system with high pressure to clean the basin without scrubbing.
A portable blower/vacuum hybrid for inside the home. My device cleans hard surfaces with blowing air then sucks up the debris in a snap.
A watchband for the new ipod nano with integrated bluetooth headset adapter and interchangeable watchbands and faces.
xxxxxxxxxxx
WINK Home Security. App enabled Home Check in System.
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RESUBMIT/Redesign - LUMINO is a cordless solar lamp that provides days of illumination to help you save every month in energy costs.
Soap Saver
App enabled auto rotating grill - See the picture/video, and rotate it. Set auto mode.
A motorcycle helmet that has a gps,fuel gauge,speed o meter and rpm gauge in the visor and maybe 3d of signs and signals
A Rotating storage to seperate cosmetics and toiletries of partners and enable easy access.
Comfy Cake Slice Maker
Anti-Spill Bottle
Computer screens capable of scanning photos, pictures, or documents so they can be properly filed or utilized in a program you're running.
Automatic Christmas Tree Watering Stand Seeing as it's the holiday and everyday I'm having to water my christmas tree, this is a solution!
â€œThe Snitchâ€ Gun Lock, or gun case is your first responder when your weapon is breached via texts and emails.
iPad Briefcase Mount : With App-enabled GPS Tracker and Bluetooth locks.
Stairway Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure all your kitchen ingrediants without the strain..
Different folks like different pie.This product lets you bake two fillings in the same tin! Space saving, less waste, no week old leftovers.
PERSONAL FITNESS SET! For everyday use - exercise at home, at work, on holidays! A jump rope that converts to a real fitness trainer!
CarID is security against "snatched codes" and stolen garage door remotes that can give illegal access into a home
Navigate the social terrain of acquaintances, friends, and family. Move other player's pieces, interject, negotiate, and strategize to win.
it is called ..my monster under my bed..it is a light that projects a picture of a cute monster under a bed and is also a nightlight
Boys board short style bathing suit with lycra style bikeshort sewn inside instead of mesh netting to prevent rash between legs.
UV Light Rolling Mold Killer
Home Grown Aquatics
External Graphics card solution for laptops
toolbox
Tired of having trouble getting comfortable and sleeping in the car, plane, or train? Then get The Window Pillow!
Emergency Help - Family Alert
Smart air condition controller, which adjusts room temperature, according to presence or absence of people in the room.
App-Enabled Hummingbird Feeder
Snow Scraper/Brush with Ergonomic Handle to disperse pressure over forearm from wrist and/or case inclusion
Butter Topper
Air Flow Gym Bag - Eliminate odors and sweat in the bag you store your workout clothing
The portable car cover
What I hate the most is pouring the paint from the gallon to my roller pan or cup. My pump fits on the paint gallon and pumps the paint.
Toothpaste Dots
Push a Picture-Button to Make a Call. The BlueTooth Call Button!
Earbud Converter
Chicago Cubs World Series Coin
Smart phone wrist strap. Easy accessibility with a quick release.
Flexible AUTOLOCK EARPOD CABLE CASE AND ORGANIZER ! Experience the freedom of moving with your handy earpod cable for your
smartphone.
Protect a panel
Bandits Minis Clip ons can be collected and traded kids will love this.
A cord that connects iPods to other iPods, so that people can share music that way, with an easy to use control panel to transfer the files.
The Pool Pad. A nonslip adjustable shape foam padding that can be placed around any average size home pool.
Forget Me Not
Gutter cleaning tool that extends home owners reach 10 ft w/out relocating ladder.
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My invention provides the safe and easy removal of a prybar from a toolbelt, by attaching a "quick release" accessory to your toolbelt.
My idea eliminates the problem of kitchen sink spray hoses from catching under the sink, which makes it difficult to impossible to pull out.
Flat sticky extension cord
file pad
Mr. Scrubbie is an electric easy to use handheld scrubber that expands to cover more surface and can be used on multiple surfaces to clean.
Resub Konnect - Connectable kitchen container to keep common ingredients like salt, pepper
Human tracking infrared heater
NEW!!!!!!!!!An iDevice sports armband that's lighted/glows for visibility at night. Using Q product Signal technology to keep lightweight.
Size-Changing Containers
My name is Richard, when my daughter was 3 motnhs old she had a S.I.D.S episode, stop breathing my wife miraculous awoke and called 911.SIDS
Envelope designes
30 pin to lightning adapter. Use your current iPhone, iPod, etc. with the New accessories that come with the lightning connector.
Key Fob Hide-a-way
Shopping can be a hastle especially when you have alot of bags to hold, causing pain to your fingers upon holding those plastic bags !!
No Mess Plastic Jar
Silence that phone! Need to know your phone will definitely be silenced? This silences your phone physically.
Hot Cup or Coffee Hot
I feel that there is a need for pants made with a heavy mesh to allow you to stay cool and protect you from debris (rocks) and insects.
"Full Circle" power strip, sockets rotate 360 degrees, designed to be nailed or screwed to wall!
Easy Open Door Knob Attachment.The attachment suctions onto the door knob and allows users who suffer disabilities the ability to open doors
Yfumble - key &amp; lock matching
This iPhone case will be a case that you customize to your liking.
An Attachment for your Ipad that enables the user to scroll the screen easily. Can be removed when not needed
Text message gloves that cover your index finger and thumb that are sleek, stylish, with a small nipple for key strikes . See attachment
Cool Egg Timer
Safe-t-Belt . Escape the crash
SEE THROUGH UV BLOCKING BEACH sand/table UMBRELLA. Blocks the rays but still allows you to see what is going on.
Wireless monitor for clothes dryer cycle complete.
The retail version of Lady Gaga's famous/infamous Raw Meat Dress, complete with boots and cap. Google it and be shocked: It does not exist!
The Bacon Buddy
An iPad screen cover that further dims the iPad to allow for reading in bed without stimulating the user or disturbing a sleeping partner.
NO SINK Bike Stand Clip 4 sand
Safe roads.Everyone can be easy informed about what happen to the other with laser(holographic) device which will be on the roof of a car.
Black Soap. I would really like to have a laundry soap that would contain a bit of black dye to keep my black clothes black!
Pocket bra
#SPOTSV The Swivel Hanger. Changes from small to large hanger easily. Child to Adult Hanger simplified. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
laptop cooler that is both a hard case protector and cooler at the same time.
powerfoot - flexo-skeleton
Beccalert
Give mom a break from breastfeeding; Frozen Baby Milk Dispenser stores pumped milk for those rainy days without mommy to feed the baby!
Laser Car Guidance
The spork, With a straw great for soup Re-Sub
An organizer that helps in organizing things on my desk. Organized desk will tell others how organized as a person you are at work place.
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Calzones are the best! Making them is a pain though. That's why QUIRKY should make the Calzone Factory. None exist, let's make it!!
a WIRELESS auxiliary cable for connecting an iPod or similar device to a stereo. One stub in the aux-in jack, one in the iPod. no cords :)
BUFFET BOSS 2 SPOONS IN 1. *FOR "ALL" YOUR COOKING NEEDS. IT STIRS, SAUTES, DIPS, ETC.***** ONE GREAT SPACE SAVER.*****
Magnetic Headphones Adapter
Magic Blade
idea is too invent a sunscreen for the front windshield of cars I am tired of driving straight into the sun as it attempts to go down
WirePatch--Store all your loose wires, and still have space for all of your plugs. It's a power strip that organizes!
PUFFER POUCH Pouch to fit an inhaler. One side would be a clip the other side would be a detachable velcro strap, top snaps caribiner also
Handheld electric stainless-steel kitchen buffer/scrubber gyrates up/down or left/right and polishes your refrigerator,coffee pot,micro etc
FitBit Flex Watch Accessory
Best child, pet and home monitoring system is now here!!I With mind blowing features that always allows you to be visible to your child,etc.
Half transparent sticker with broken lines on it to stick on a mirror so you know how to symmetrically do stuff (shave sideburns and such).
IPhone assistant or secretary
tired of fingerprints on stainless steel appliances? WD40 is the best solution...unfortunately, spraying can be messy... WD40 wipes!!!
No more stinky bathrooms! freshens the stinky smell at the source, instead of smell traveling to ceiling exaust filling the entire bathroom!
App-Enabled Telescope. View &amp; record what you see in space. Finds planet of choice. Use you device to locate planets! WIFI Enabled!
Keep it Cool Lunchbag
A portable, foldable table that when unfolded/set up, it is always level with the ground.
wearable lighting device
Stop that noise. IDEA:help reduce noise pollution. Snap it on clothes with metal parts before you place it in the dryer. Reduce noise.
This is an Phone case similar to a bank vault (Air Tight with Security Access Code)
Floating tap
refrigerator door clamps
A cable/adapter that lets one iOS device charge another one.
An illuminated wine glass that lights up by turning the stem. An uplifting addition to any celebration ... an "enlightened" toast!
LinPins are washable, customizable tags that pin onto linens for easy type/size/use identification.
When you're bugged by bugs, but hate to spray insecticide around the house, grab this pen-like device and apply the stuff only where needed.
Rain Mac: Clear PVC cover Proctects your Mac from Dust &amp; Water from leaks or fire sprinklers when your home or office machine is not in use.
ADD A HANDLE - So Many Hand Tools it can Lend a Helping Hand To - A New Design Concept of my Popular HANDLE IT Idea
The Baby-Sitter
No more shampoo, conditioner, lotion, etc. left at the bottom of your pump style bottle. The Tenta-Cool will suck up every last bit!
OH2 Christmas Tree! APP / WINK
Are you tired of having to go out and buy picture frames when you already have some? Well buy this size adaptable picture frame!
Mobile phone USB reader
Focused Mind/Healthy Body Band
World's Best Halter
NEW MUSICIAL INSTRUMENT - String with 30 steel guitar type strings but each with a different tone.
Wrist watch consisting of 4 sepparate bangles with one digits displays showing the (H,H,M,M) time.
A better way to pad
2 Piece Sports Bottle where bottom unscrews to hide keys, car alarm button, earbuds. etc...
My idea will make the typical camp fire safer and also will help prevent forest fires. Only we can help prevent forest fires.
The super scoop....a 3 side round 1 side flat dustpan like trash can. Ideal for avoiding yard work aches and pains. A must see!
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Colour changing iPhone case.
App enabled liquid sensor
Protect-A-Plant Hairnet
The idea provides a foldable footrest, enabling users to take a squatting position while bearing weight on their thighs and buttocks.
Best Portable gps
Jay Leno/Beginners: Quirky won't make your stand-alone app. Read these 3 blogs and save your time &amp; money.
Paper Towel Dispenser Canister that disguises the paper towel roll and looks mightily elegant in your kitchen setting.
Not just an ordinary butter tray! Butter melter/tray - Please help to improve and refine (see attached video)
Tongue supressors for sensitive feet
Reface shoe with retractable heal. Pumps that go from flat to high & day to evening. Reface, pop the heal now elegant evening wear.
Kids always seem to catch a cold from school. Provide an easy reminder to wash their hands before they eat lunch to stop the contamination.
A cereal container with an in-built serving dish that facilitates easy dispensing with minimum efforts to be used for storage in kitchens.
TEXT Display for People on the Go
Rear window shades that block more sun from your kids (including sun coming from 11 and 1 oâ€™clock positions)
A fix for FOAM. Keg companion-- essentially an oil coated stick-- would cut beer-foam wait time to none. No nose grease necessary.
hide the key
"KAGO," a stylish waist-hugging laundry basket with coin-case! Designed to carry laundry loads with ease. Coin case fits 2 rolls of quarters
SafeBather is a bold coloured bath mat, which prevents scalding by indicating at a glance if the temperature of bath water is too hot.
Turn your oven range into a countertop in cramped kitchens! An attractive panel that fits over burners to make a new countertop. Fireproof
Shaving Caddy
EASY ACCESS HELMET
Spring operated plate across street turns crank,that turns a generator that charges battery that supplies electricity,for street lights.
Cure athletes foot by one Txt
Bluetooth StylusPhone:To answer your iPhone 5 with like the Bluetooth earpiece.App-enabled on iPhone 5.
Kids love drinking out of a box. What about one you can reuse and fill with your choice of juice or favorite drink, including milk?
Avoid warts &amp; fungus @ mat classes! Imagine a light-weight nonslip washable mat cover. Sold in different colors/monogrammed. Easy to carry.
*House cleaning Utopia! 8 Multiple heads; Sweeper, broom, duster, etc. with ONE Universal handle. Organize and make cleaning easier!*
Ultimate Automotive Wheel Cleaner that cleans in between the spokes and crevices in seconds! Stiffness of a brush, softness of microfiber!
Convertible Gas/charcoal Grill with Rotating Top - You don't need to walk around the grill to turn over your BBQs
Resub: Collapsible Flower Pot
portable printer/scanner than attaches to a MacBook/Pro through usb and goes underneath the computer itself. very slim, and very portable.
Xtra Pair of Hands
Germ Heads are a means of hand sanitization that is fun for kids.The toppers are cool and kids enjoy collecting different kinds.
Smart Case
The Idea: An Eco-Friendly re-usable sponge or cleaning pad that can be adapted to the surface that is to be cleaned.
A solution for messy, tangled, unlabled wires and cables for your TV, DVR,DVD, etc. A simple disc that winds up and labels your wires.
Tired of stale chips or other bagged items? Use a peel and stick zip lock seal. Different lengths, fun colors and reusable.
a tester that tells you when your cake is ready without removing the cake from the oven
A cooking pot that lets you know when it's boiling similar to a teapot. Never boil it dry again. (Also added alternative solution below)
Mr. Potato Head meets the iPhone Case: The Mr. Potato Head Case is built with interchangeable parts to give owners exactly what they want.
Lock &amp; Load Safety Ramp System
Airwiper
This is a one-piece aluminum lever,[1/8 x 2 x 8 inches]that allows any standard fingernail clipper to be used one-handed.
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Block Heater Lock
Resubmit: Self-imploding and Self-inflating balloon uses a PRESSURIZED DEVICE to control balloon's elevation or to terminate its flight.
Colors by inspiration
Over The Door Dual Backup Led Light Assembly. Molding Attached, Battery Operated, Adjustable Width. Lights Door Way, Room Or Whole House.
KEEP IT COOL... UNTIL LUNCH TIME! Self-Cooling Lunchbox, No Need For A Fridge- ~Many other features!
Built and install a pump on the bottle where with just a one movement in a button or a handle we can pump out the Soda to the Cup.
flat wide elastic waist band that attaches to inside of any pant with loops to create illusion of flatter tummy and eliminate muffin top.
Soothe your babies teething pain Teething stick and Finger shaped teethers with safety stop device so they can't choke FREE OF ALL CHEMICALS
An Iphone with a marker and a white board, never forget anything again!
A Simple suction device that's either a Handle or a Stand that also opens &amp; Its a compartment type holder for our earbuds! :)
Easily fix this new paper towel holder on your fridge at the desired location and orientation - vertical or horizontal-.
Accordian style Containers that attach to each other, It's a Hiking / Survival Waist Pack. Looking for Collaboration and 3D rendering help
Over-engineered Swiffer
A bag, made of special material,that magically dispenses a tee right through the front! 4"x8" billboard seen by millions of golfers!Its both
a small device which keeps the brake lights of a car on until they move forward.
Customizable Cookie Cutter
Changing duvet covers regularly is necessary for maintaining a fresh and clean comforter, but can be exhausting.
Fashionable, convient, lightweight, traveling shoe bag with 6 clear pockets to carry shoes, and five extra pockets to carry smaller items.
A stick-on D-ring to attach a lanyard to the Iphone. Unlike the istrap this allows you to change your lanyard as you change your mind
NasalDrip Plugs
WINK Smart Car Module
Use your car's water reservoir and never carry again the annoying sand beach on your feet after surfing.Surf now can be good in/out of water
Teflon coated toilet
appono103
Pivot Multiplug - Multioutlet plug Pivot Power style for your outlet. A pivoting multioutlet plug allow for large electrical adaptors to fit
A practical, wearable facemask. It will protect the breathing of emergency workers, surgeons and all of us in flu season.
Foot Massage Helper A Pair of socks with carefully placed "masseuse balls" coordinated around the foot's sensitive pressure points
"SPOE" a 2 in 1 SPACE SAVER GARDEN TOOL "SPADE" it will Cultivate and make your ROWS. The other side a "HOE" it will CHOP Weeds.SAVE
TO SOW
A kit for wall/auto with retractable cord w/ connection to accept mutiple unit connectors to eliminate a need for mutiple chargers.
The modular wood floor mat for carpeted areas - Build your own space in your office home for your chair to move freely-Like Q mosaic trivets
EZ-Router, simple router for your parents/grandparents. The "Jitterbug" of wireless routers. Pre-generated simple SSID, Password on bottom
A plastic collapsible wheelbarrow. Durable, easy to use, easy to store. Can be converted into a hand truck/cart when needed, all stores flat
Lighting and Fire Extinguisher
No touch dry hands for bath room and kitchen, keeping germs at bay
Paperless Adding Machine
wrist support that includes a retractable forearm support that has adjustable height
Most coin banks hide change in tacky shapes, this bank displays change in with a modern style.
Stand Eez is a simple stand for the iPhone and iPod.It would be a larger version of the rubber clam shaped change holder.Resub
This device collects your soap slivers and reformulates them into a big bar!
Key Plantation
Newest Power Strip Solution!! "Stretch-A-Strip" The first of its kind!
no more finger cuts exposed slide on and put medicine in bandaid slide on bandaids
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LED MESSAGING WIND/BUG DEFLECTOR for use on emergency commercial and personal vehicles to produce a message on the deflector in reverse
the 'Life Saver'
Introducing a multi-use cleaning tool for every type of surface. It scrubs, sprays & wipes. It will surely ease the cleaning process!
Tired of not being able to paint your nails because of the thick top?The Doubleended DottingTool paintbrush Top allows easy design/clean up
Knuckle Racket
Bluetooth enabled pacifier thermometer
Lumbar Bubble: Back Support
SHARK TANK/DEN AUDITIONS Change the look of shoes by adding colors or picture insert into the invention and attaching it to the laces.RESUB
Scoops of Fun
automatic building blocks
Romulus: The most innovative self-assembly smartphone helper(15 votes already - 5 minutes)
PIVOT SHOWER! The highly adjustable massaging showerhead. Water where you want it! Flex your flow! Pivot Power's long lost cousin!
Expandable &amp; Retractable USB Adapter Plug for Wall.
Easily turn any kid's room into a dance party! Just replace their regular light bulb with DiscoLight. Great for slumber parties!
Paper towels inside kithen cabinet
CoolCoil wine and beverage cooler. A simple cooling device used to cool bottled beverages such as varieties of wines.
Does your child constantly reach back, grabbing things out of the cart?

No more " No's " with the Baby Blocker grocery cart system.

A cigarette dispenser dispenses cigarettes,similar to the straw dispensers at restaurants, is mounted on a car visor. Home use too.
A small 12 volt D.C. to 120 volt A.C. power inverter that plugs into your vehicles power point or lighter socket that has 2or3 A.C.outlets.
i have a switch that has seven function
Wink: Alarm Clock,Charger,Scrolls Daily Calendar w/Extension clocks you can set off from iphone for others
Hooked on Baking! Bakeware that has a similar hole to that found on the Forge that allows the bakeware to be pulled out of oven w/out mitts
The Brocket
The Fresh Date Clip has the cability to instantly show the exact date package was opened, by using the date indicator to specify the date.
retractable
A cat scratcher made out of wicker. I have had cats our whole life and our cats always choose items made out of wicker not the scratchers.
Easy Growing Plant Life
Resub got 148 votes! Imagine if Stem could fit on hot sauce, olive oil, vinaigrette bottles that would spray with even distribution on food!
Interactive Talking Plate
Bluetooth iPad Remote:On/Off,Volume,Featuring App Mouse and Introducing the single handed 8 buttons keyboard.App-enabled.
We all love our shower mesh sponge but would love to have our entire back scrubbed with satisfying pressure on all places you cannot reach.
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
NEW & Unique Expandable Anchor Stakes - Rock Solid Anchors for Soft & Sandy Soils, Beaches, Pebble Shores, Snow, Loose soil
Wouldn't it be great to propel yourself forward with a simple 8ft noodle? Simply, add a kayak shaped paddle to each end of a foam noodle!
Window Solar Panel/Charger
Universal Sun hood for your smartphone! Perfect for those who use their smartphones as a GPS!
For much of the day, we sit at desks. Why not use this time to tone and strengthen your legs, and burn calories to reach your target weight?
Tired of all the wasteful beer bottles and cans, but donâ€™t want to lug around a keg, this is the perfect solution for any beer enthusiast!
Roof Leak Early Warning Sensor
Stretching to reach that dried Kool-Aid or red wine at the bottom of the glass with your dish sponge? Make your kitchen sink practical!
Twin-Toe Toe Socks!
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Let's make a combo coffee / food thermos! Why store them separately when they can be stacked and carried conveniently together?
Smart Water Saver Mini
Iron Box
Collar with Class
Coarse Sea Salt &amp; Black Pepper Measuring Grinders! Measures the amount you grind &amp; sends it to your App. using WiFi.
Digital Week at a Glance Board
Pillow with built-in bluetooth speakers &amp; a spot for the iPhone - listen to soothing sounds or music as you fall asleep. The SoundSleeper.
A SOAP SAVER &amp; HOLDER, no more falling slippery soap from the soap holder and longer lasting Soap.
ActiNoid
Hinged Dual Hard Case Wallet/Credit Card Protector! Provides Double Capacity. Hinged For Flexibility.
Electric furniture!! Resubmit ( 192 votes )
Glowing bath time buddies
Tyre bracelets the only way to get out of snow with your car, if you don't have tyre chains and you don't know how to mount them.
Smartphone Car Vent Extender allows one to use your existing vent to cool your smartphone when being used as a GPS.
Get a Grip Non Slip Rubber Nubbed Bands for Shampoo,Conditioner and Body Wash No More Slippery Bottles
An iPhone/iPod charger dock which connects right to the wall power outlet. Cordless charging for your iPhone/iPod
This item allows you to serve equal pie wedges neatly and unbroken. Gives more organized look to desert time and stops, That ones bigger!
A straight ladder with two pivoting, adjustable legs so that users can adjust their tv dish, clean their gutters, etc. - with confidence!
My idea is a simple, flat "round" washcloth that incorporates the patterns and colors of sport balls.
Smart MultiPurpose Caddy
The Hands-Free iPod/iPhone Cradle allows the user to view content without having to hold the device in your hands.
CORD CELL, expandable cord organizing system.
Infinistone -Modern Headstone
Don't forget to brush your teeth! Use a virtual pet to encourage brushing teeth. Brush twice a day and you "pet" will be happy and healthy.
Rubber wrist bands that can be written on and erased. Wrist bands should come with special pen (variety colors) and eraser attached to pen.
Sand Clock iPhone Case
Laptop bag with quick-release hidden shoulder strap. Keeps strap out of way when not in use.
EreadersIpad Extra Hold
This is a bluetooth earpiece holder. You wear it on your clothes for easy access to your earpiece without wearing it on your ear all day.
Weight for kitchen garbage container. Prevents garbage from being tipped over. Great for households with dogs!
The new INTELLIGENT SPRINKLER for garden: it auto adjust to garden contour and starts automatically when lawn needs to be watered.
Quick release hook
The ext has a handle that turns that moves a bar that goes thru the bottom of the trailer into a hidden compartment
"Nanimal" simple fun inexpensive dock for new iPod Nano that uses the sync cable as the docking interface
K-cup Coffee Press. This does for coffee what the Soda Stream did to soft drinks. Make your own K-cups at home.
Wireless Wires
Why do we only have art that hangs on our walls? Sphere Art Canvas to paint on that hangs from ceiling!
WOW! A CLEAR ENCLOSURE FOR TRIMMING FINGERNAILS!!!
A vitamin dispenser and storage container that holds your vitamins, saves space of storing bottles & allows for easy dispensing.
Introducing the Umbrella Guard/Stump! Its a solid rubber end cap that attaches to your umbrella and allows it to stand by itself!
Bicycle Garage Remote
SlipCoin
Where do I keep my $4000 investment? Resubmit 232 votes first run.
A plastic helmet insert water filled with a valve that releases content at certain psi. Water is caught by receptacle.
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Footsie: modern ergonomic approach to bathroom rugs. Using silicone/plastic & new design that take the gross out of traditional rugs.
USB Light Switch Combo
The Self-Watering Toilet-Top Planter
GAMEBRELLA
Jeopardy Study App
VOTE--&gt;JOGGING STROLLER IPHONE MOUNT! USE HANDS FREE FOR MUSIC, APPS, PHOTOS &amp; CALLS WHILE SAFELY
MANEUVERING YOUR LITTLE ONE AROUND TOWN!
Vacuum girder
the Vo"mate" for when your "hugging the bowl". protects you from a dirty stinky cold toilet. No one likes laying on the bare porcelain bowl
A quality iPad case and keyboard combination that separates from one another leaving the iPad in it's protective case.
Felt material on the "up" side of condom wrappers! You may only get one shot in the dark, so don't blow it by putting it on upside down.
Battery Borrow
Expanding shelf. Sometimes you need more space and sometimes less. One shelf will do the trick.
Resubmit: CONNECTED Bed decorative Accent Pillow Sets: inflatable or light weight fill to easily remove at night or roll up to store.
Table clock depicting a street clock with a hobo sleeping at it's base. When the clock shows 8:51, the hobo dances yelling "Nine-to-nine."
An adjustable outlet. For those people who have problems connecting transformers and regular plugs, this outlet will expand or contract.
A shower mirror with vacuum base holder! Stick where ever you want! Use in every angle!
Puppy Impawsible
Simple solution to a big problem ! Drain keeps closing when you take a shower? You are now standing in a bath of soapy water
ZUZE HD Headset
You should be able to use up what you paid for; the reusable â€œGloss Collectorâ€ will help you to finish your favorite lip gloss.
Removable bra / bathing suit strap covers with "bling".
Electronic Ruler! Small slider measures/displays in Imperial/Metric format, using same technology as Quirky's Tech Tape.
An inexpensive swing down bar for handicap tubs/showers that utilizes existing grab bars to provide stability for people with balance issues
connhole or bean bag toss simply put a bell over the hole toss bag into the hole bell will ring
A rotary pet groomer/ion destinker and filer all in one.
Why hold you CCard Cash and Iphone in diff places, This Rubber Iphone case will have a velcro opening part in the back for keeping CC&cash
App-Bike
A smooth rounded box the size of a cigarette pack that clamps onto a baby buggie or cot frame and gently wobbles to rock baby asleep.
iPhone charger mount that attaches phone to the side of your Macbook or laptop to act as a second screen while USB charging.
The idea is for a motorcycle blind spot sensor.
Achalasia Esophageal Reliever
U-fill it Squeeze pouch
"STAPLE SAFE" - Keeping Kids Safe.
iTracking: Phone lost? Go online and check it even when the battery is dead! Welcome to the case with a built-in tracking device.
Certificates all over the place and unorganized. Here is a solution.
A better way to clean bugs, dirt from your auto windshield. A 2nd wiper blade activated by washer, made of foam & net raised until engaged.
Cut'n'Clip - the cutter and the clip for paper-rolls
Cheap drip watering system
An iPhone case with the motive of a fun creature that organizes earphone wires and acts as a stand for both portrait and landscape mode.
"Safe Baby" or "Car Buddy"
Make an even bigger statement with those heels: Love detail? Dangles for the backside...
Sitting for 8 hrs/day is unhealthy! Standing desks are pricey and impractical. What about a desktop laptop stand, easily raised or lowered?
Easy grip 4 Blade Peeler for any size of Fruit or Veg all in one design. No need for several types of peelers. No need to change blades.
The Plant House waters plants and it maintains a cloak of humidity around plants. It eliminates the need to add water to a plant's soil.
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Induction Office Desk Coffee Warmer - resub - (soup warmer, tea, etc.)
A Robotic Cleaner That Can Go Up Surfaces Like Tables &amp; Couches (SNAKE &amp; IRobot INSPIRED)
Pizzorro - smart Q pizza pan
A waterproof vibrating device that allows a parent on the beach to contact their child surfing or swimming, alerting them to come to shore.
Hang multiple paper towel rolls! over doors,in the kitchen,bathroom,garage,in the closet!
BluRay over Bluetooth
Remote Control that never needs new batteries
Sippy cup lid for all cups!!!
EZ Roll, a bathroom rack/shelf that stores and dispenses multiple rolls of toilet paper
Raglets are your Dry Arm Solution. They are a terry cloth wrist rag that keeps irritating liquids from running down your arms. Dry Armpits!
A flexible plastic board that keeps a mixer from splattering food out of a bowl. The board has a rubber center with holes for the mixer.
iUmbrella
A USB stick, MP3 Player, with ear buds and a built in ear bud wrapping system. The entire system fits in your pocket.
Multi-connecting iphone5 charger that also has spots available for old Apple devices. Also can be a phone charger.
Finish Nailer drill attachment
The Charm Factory
An iPhone case with a snap on Home button lock, so kids will stop exiting and deleting your apps on your iPhone.
CWD - Critter Warning Device
Fool your kid. Slide removable washable "sloppy sleeve" over kid's forearm. Replaceable attached moist wipe turns bad habit into clean face.
Heated mechanic's creeper to keep a little warmer during winter months
Wireless audio bridge between your laptop, iPod or mp3 player and your home audio system. It works with Mac, Windows, Linux.
My idea is for a bag / tote that you carry all of your toys and goodies to the beach that transforms into a beach blanket.
NO GROW a simple way to stop BACTERIA,on your tooth brush,from growing in your medicine cabinet.
My idea is a product called bELt. bELt is simply an eletric belt that can tighten up with just the press of a button.
Sometimes you don't need the juice of a full lime/lemon, now LOAD, SQUEEZE & REFRIGERATE the part squeezed lime/lemon AIRTIGHT, NO
WASTE...
"Soup Plus One", a Soup/Chili bowl with handles and a place for crackers/sandwich. No more hot bowls on your lap, or an extra plate to wash.
Hoist 2: Car Edition or Hoist Car Conversion Kit
AC Shade
Ever feel that your bathroom sink is too cluttered and gross to put your toothbrush and razor? Don't worry, 'Aegle' is here for you.
A RUBBER BAND WITH A LABEL TAG or a writable rubber band. One simple concept, one thousand uses!
A protection case that has the male tabs of the power-cord to charge your iPhone, without being bulky. Flip and Charge. (Iphone, Ipad, etc.)
A iPhone 5 Loop ! Why just have Apple's great new Loop Wrist strap on iPod Touch only ? im proposing bring that to the New iPhone 5
A self-watering trellis system that allows families on the go to have beautiful flowers or a bountiful vegetable garden.
My baby loves switching my TV, player, XBox etc. all the time. She will press all buttons &amp; she loves it. Introducing the remote locker!
Baker's Voice
Musical Tub Plug Boblers?? Glow Flowers for your bath, pool or water garden &amp; have a beautiful lighting ambiance floating all around you!!!
'STILETTO HATS' is a new accessory for the womens shoe industry.
Underwear Suspenders
PET Wipes that target the removal of urushiol oil (poison ivy oil) from the coats of dogs and cats
Stylish speaker (w ambiental light and remote ctrl) photoframe for ipad or ipod/iphone
How annoying it is to grab a stapler only to find it is empty. Build a stapler with a green, yellow, red LED capacity gauge.
Layering Dish Drying Mat - Corners fold over to protect dishes when layering them. Small nubs throughout to help keep dishes in place.
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Smartphone app which uses the camera to auto-recognize popular grocery items and produce/meats to calculate nutritional value automatically.
I want USB Hollywood Lights so I look FAB during video chats!!!!!!!
NEVER be SCARED of EYE DROPS again. You will never see it coming until its over. GREAT FOR ALL AGES. (easy and simple) SEE to believe lol
Drill bit with color markings for depth. Know exactly how deep you are drilling.
Price fixing is a criminal offence. Font fixing within the shampoo and conditioner industry is not. Its time to put a stop to this practice!
COIN COLLECTOR FOR YOUR CAR
Time-Out/Play-Time measure control device for kids, a great help for parents.
A beach towel that changes to a storage bag for wet clothes and a laundry bag.
The Power Cord Disabler
condom gun barrel disposable
The Waterfall Paint Tray. Keeps your paint from drying up on your tray.
i want to invent a bra with a cell phone holder built into it.
Split Sink Utensil Soaker
Backpack/laptop-case with charging station inside, station will be a battery that charges while the tumblers move with the users movement.
Cup holder bags
Super-compact, lightweight, easy to carry, easy to store stroller!
This rapid fruit infuser makes possible the infusion of fresh fruit with the beverage of your choice in minutes instead of hours or days.
Vehicle Human Response System
The tie-bag, this product benefits people who do laundry outside their home. They wil be able to carry their detergent without the bottles.
Squeaky floor? This goes under your favorite rug to disperse your weight. No more squeak when you walk!
A color LED viewing screen wall projector combo for hand held electronic devises, 10inch screen can produce 32inch color movie wall image!
-- A I R W A V E -- 498 votes - iPhone 5 Sound Amplified Dock . Slim Form Factor and Useful Functionality. Rendered by S.I.
Cutting board that serves as a knife block.
A multi-port USB hub that connects and showcases a collection of flash drives with on/off switching, led display lighting and a nice design
A multi-purpose cutting board and kitchen gadget organizer.
Want a slice of a $200 billion a year market? My ingenious, yet simple, design eliminates one of the biggest challenges for painters.
A Wallet Pen!
70 percent of cereal lover's hate soggy cereal.There hasn't been a bowl that can evenly distribute the cereal and milk accordingly until now
My idea turns any walking cane into a Hurrycane (tm). Just clip it onto your existing walking cane.
By using a variation of refrigeration and air conditioning components, it's possible to make water from air.
Retrievable Time Capsule embedded with Radio-frequency Identification Chip (RFID). ITCS estimates that 90% of Time Capsules are lost!
Water Proof/Child Proof/Life Proof iPad Case With Unlimited Mounting Options
Oil carter heater
Socket with on off switch App.
Knuckle Style Pepper Spray- Some form of mace that cannot be ripped out of hands-somehow attaches to fingers on rings- female runners, etc
GoPro Head Mount
This device would allow one to hold, rinse, wring out and use an already wet sponge, while keeping hands dry.
Hail Mat
A sac to fry snacks in to keep clean the oil
For the past 10 years I've been dreaming of a pickle jar that includes a strainer to assist in the removal of pickle chips and spears!
My idea is have an iphone case that has the ability to have other things added to it.
How sweet it is; you hope. A device that ensures that the ripeness of melons or your favorite fruit is to your liking. Is it ripe yet mom?
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Put on 1 GLOVE made of soft-sturdy-PAPERtowel-paper. Hold the public doors/subway poles. Dispose after use. Keep pack in your purse.
Something everyone needs for their microwave.
GPS School Bus Tracker allows parents to track the school bus so the kids don't miss it.
Walkers for the handicap, should come equiped with a light or a clip to install a flashlight.
decorative spiders displayed on house roofs at halloween season. made from PVC,styrofoam balls,wire. different sizes, shapes and colors.
TABLET SNUGGLER
The Cadillac of garbage cans. Self eliminates odor. If you don't have something, at the very least your trash bags won't either.
Accordion Paint Brush Cover!
PingBong Toss, VIDEO Resub.
Over-sized Beach Towel with Weighted Pockets. Avoid using your personal belongings to stop your towel from blowing away on the beach.
Hey this innovating idea is called the trunk buddy.It Allows compact car owners to fit and secure large item in a small trunk in seconds!!!
Children are always getting small cuts and scrapes Reach for a pressurized can of saline in the shape of a cute elephant to flush the wound
Temp H2O Changer
Gorilla Performance, How would you like to have the physical ability to run like a gorilla? Gorillas averages a speed of 20 mph. I'd try it.
Smart Tupperware that tells you when your food expires by a green or red light. Simply press the button to add days to countdown timer.
Disposable cell phone wipes. Safely and gently clean your cell phone when it could use a quick wipe down! Buy me at your local superstore!
Cuppy
Great Skateboard Bench/Table
Beer pong shot cup or cup sleeve to shoot ping pong ball into. Goes wild w/ lights &amp; says funny things when you score. Makes the party!
A turn signal sound amplifier and visible signal light indicator for the dashboard.
money magic rings
The idea is to create a label to be affixed near the food packaging in order to monitor their conservation after opening.
Garbage cans with holes
My idea is to design a pair of sunglasses that have a bug mask attached to them.
Expanding Drying Dish Rack...from over the sink to the counter. Expanding even more once on counter all while dishes are still drying.
"CLEAN" FREE-LENSING ACCESSORY (CHEAP TILT SHIFT) FOR SLR CAMERAS
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Ambient Light Power Strip -- Light up your nights with the color changeable ambient lighting built into the power strip!
The Q-Ball, a remote control trick golf ball. A great gag to play on your friends.
Triple Purpose Foot Washer Scrubber Massager.
Floating foosball table.
THE NANO BELT: Offering non-restrictive and safe headphone free THEME MUSIC, WORKOUT MUSIC, PRENATAL MUSIC, and more!
Head/Chest Mounted Cell Phone: hands free video recording, streaming, chatting, capturing images &amp; flashlight.
Multi Power
The Infant Protector is chip that is the size of a penny that attaches to your infant car seat. When a child is left calls the I phone
The Topshade is an umbrella that the user can wear on their back like a backpack, freeing up there hands and providing a stationary cover.
Ever try to zip the back of a dress alone? I have the solution, a 25 inch strap with a clip on one end and a tassel on the other end.
Click, chill, drink
The Beepless Backup Beeper
Fliptype. Iphone flexible and translucent keyboard case. Easy to type Hidden when not in use Simple to manufacture Color custoimizable
With winter approaching, keep warm with some stylish WIRELESS ear muff headphones.
Recorded Suffed Animals
Portable car ding guard for vehicles in parking lots. One foot long by half inch wide plastic magnetic base with soft flexible top.
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PLUS+... the scale spoon that adds up every scoop. The weighing spoon with benefits! Accurately measure out for your favourite recipes.
jump pad- Jump and see how far you can leap your player
The Quirky SnowBot blower machine with options!Please read! A collab with John Abrams
The â€œAb Cycleâ€ is an abdominal/cardio fitness product that is conceptually based off of the bicycle kick exercise.
Survival Orange. Never go camping again unless you got one of these with you.
Credit Card Sized LCD Screen Cleaner + Stylus
Quirky Popcorn Maker
Dry-Clean Windows
A metal cube push pin board that spins on base
MOOD LAMP Big Red Button...You write the message a practical lamp with a comedy theme makes sounds when you hit it.
Tired of your tank tops and wide neck shirts falling off the hangers? Don't want to buy all new hangers? We have the solution!
A Smart Phone Case With The Power Cord Incorporated. Never Be Without Cell Phone Power Again.
Retractable headphone reel
Plumb Ugly Covers
Two Peas in a Pod Cookware
the ezskimmer, swimming pool skimmer floats and has the skimmer head (net) perpindicular to the pole thus more cleaning power,no arm strain
Garlic Mat
I PAD holder for car consoles.
Sawhorses that turn into a workbench. The workbench is attached to sawhorses, folds up and down. Please vote.
Biodegradable "fence" like pad that has bumps on it to keep pets off of a bare spot in the lawn yet allows grass to grow.
EZ Read Propane Tank
A tray for your kids in the car that is functional, folds for easy storage and can be used outside of the car.
I am introducing the Child Alert Mat. This mat is a pressurized mat used to alert a parent that a child is left in their car seat.
Smart toilet
iPad overheating. a problem with iPad is overheating,especially with iPad 3.
Series of tableware (glasses, bowls, etc) designed to help users control their serving sizes, and help parents build healthy habits in kids.
Disposable Bird Bath Liners
A 4 in 1 kitchen spoon utensil with pivot movement that allows 1 spoon head to be used at a time while the rest are stored in the handle.
A basketball trainer that teaches shooting technique, is recreationally fun by increasing shooting range, and is a cool fashion accessory.
Dry-Erase EXPANDABLE BOARDS for fridge,garage and other uses like in the offices, schools etc Convenient,economical and problem solver.
A case for your phone that hangs from your rearview mirror like an air freshener that doubles as a solar charger/holder while you drive.
Portable Barrel Shaped (upright) BBQ,1 half is BBQ the other half holds all the utensils etc,for Camping, Picnics, Barrel design blocks wind
A kernel sifting popcorn bowl (maybe an insert or funnel) ***the funnel/sifter approach that could be used anywhere is the most unique***
An armband to hold an ipod/touch for larger/bigger arms.
VAMPIRE CORD WRAPS - Keep your chargers and cords in order! Wrap your cords around it, and plug it into your 2-prong charger!
An App like a running GPS which find the wanted distance, then it will lead you the right way with a voice like a normal GPS.
Rechargeable, Portable, Convenient Powerpack to help with your daily tasks! Freedom from plugging your cords is here now.
The ipad Battery Case
A lightweight backpack with rip cord that releases a one-person 'life boat,' which lifts the person out of water to safety, within the raft.
clear egg cartons
Mighty Tail is a fun toy for children to pretend they have an animal tail. Also come in adult sizes for costume parties and personal fun.
I would like to see a 4 in 1 Kitchen soap dispensing sponge/brush/mesh palm/scraper in stores. Right now you have to buy all 4 separately.
Extendable handled bathroom that holds a store bought sponge, washable microfiber cloth, or household rag, not specially made refills.
Coffee lovers - Don't recycle -- REUSE. Your plastic coffee cans are great for storage. Storage Sculpture KIt.
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Childsave
The pee-pooh from dogs defender!
Scratch and sniff pornographic magazines. Excite the sense of smell, Take a whiff of this months cover girls favorite fragrance.
Nail organizer,dispenser.Great for Carpenters,DIY, Hooks on tool belt easily. Eliminates those nasty finger pokes comments welcome please
Drawstring Picnic Mat Bag....Bring all your picnic supplies and food in this one bag that opens up into a picnic mat! Resub
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Picture/Video screen charging dock for iPhone/iPod. Connect your iPhone to your dock and use as a digital picture frame
My invention is a special spoon that is weighted and is able to pivot on the handle so that the spoon always stays level.
A screwdriver that has 6 stages to fit any screw so you don't have to go back and forth to get the right size.
A Bookmark Holder
A remote controlled power strip that makes it easy turn off devices that use power when not in use. Great for turning on/off Xmas lights!
SkinnyPower is a really light and tight extension cord for all your Apple products, easily tossed in a purse or briefcase.
"Zap" messaging allows anyone with a cell phone to communicate with anyone else with a cell phone as long as they have "Zap" messaging too.
snapin dog bows
Wrist saddle holds smart phone like a watch. Much less chance of dropping your phone. Re-positional so you can use it at any desired angle.
Distribution system to introduce insecticide into lawn irrigation sprinkler systems.
The "pano-pod" is an attachment for the iPhone 5 which allows users to effortlessly take accurate panoramic photos.
Light it up make it easier to take temperatures. An electronic thermometer with a light indicatior instead of a beep.
The Magic Plunger
You're at a party with bland food. You ask for hot sauce that the party hosts don't have. You reach in your pocket for Key Chain Hot Sauce!
Tired of spending money for canned air to clean your computer/electronics?The solution? A very Quirky compressor to save your valuables.....
Gaming Mouse Pad
Wallet Breakaway Toothpick Cards. Minty fresh convenience. Bonus: A great product for advertising on sleeve or card!
Total trays
Dark Sugar Packets
ONE PIECE SILICONE PET FEEDER with Built-in Bowls
Thermometer Shirt
Smart Package Delivery System
Resubmit!â€¦. One pot for two flavors!! The lid with divider to close the two sections before add salt, pepper,â€¦etc!!
This product is a cat toy that wobbles, and with internal treat storage compartment,
A wearable silicone gel insole worn over your socks. A comfortable solution, for people with healthy feet.
PowerUp Mop - A sponge mop that easily cleans larger spills and can also distribute floor cleaner.
No Battery Computer Mouse
Electric Ice Pick
2 in 1 Tater Baker Pan
An App like a running GPS which find the wanted distance, then it will lead you the right way with a voice like a normal GPS.
App Enabled Hangers
Fruit Holder: Holds bananas, apples, and oranges. Quirky style! Color coded and fun.
Quick How CLEAN is your hairbrush? Like small shower cap, brush cover is made of oil blotting paper and allows bristles to poke through
Smart aquarium water filter
Balloon Mold Shed involves structuring a shed with balloons to hold expanding foam, epoxy, or cement which then cures within the balloon.
ClearView Shield
The Ultimate Ipad Case requires only one finger to open.(for iPads, kindle, Iphones, Smart phones..). SEE VIDEO!
2 Color Fluorescent/Neon Bulbs at a flip of a switch. Perfect for adding ambiance in gyms and bingo halls and hospital rooms.
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Short corn
Watch with one-piece rubberised skin (including strap) that can be peeled off from case. Skins can be interchanged, with various textures.
The TabletStay
A Very flexible/pliable real-world 3 Dimensional character, that may be manipulated into very many expressive & physical positions.
Fan Buddy
T.V.C.S. - Tire Valve Core Safety... will indicate when the TIRE PRESSURE is TOO LOW /you and others can SEE the RED GLOW and add more AIR.
iFloat - a small emergency floatation device that straps to the arm or leg, for use in dangerous situations (e.g. strong current, cramp)
A fun, sexy, &amp; convenient gadget to effectively butter your favorite foods &amp; cookware; while helping increase the enjoyment of everyday life
SuperKooz 2 Liter Koozie w/ Handle and FridgeFountain 2 Liter Soda Fountain
In home worm bin kitchen composter with easy access lid and 'worm food' basin.
A beach bum's single most valuable travel companion capable of holding all beach neccessities and also function as a cooler and a chair too!
This paper towel roll is amazing-it glows when paper is rolling, a motion sensor connected to a motor starts the rolling, and is adjustable.
This maintains lots of things which wrapped up with paper or vinyl as its orinal condition. And it makes us use them easily..
Drillver ia a 12 chamber Chuck that fits on any made Drill today on the market. Chamber hold 12 Bits,6 Drill Bits and 6 Screwdriver Bits.
The dishboard: a fold up, flexible, and space-saving piece for your dishes that has a hidden cutting board and a paper towel holder.
Let the kids enjoy Movie night with without spilling drinks and with headphones Family movie night Lap top I pad station.
An App like a running GPS which find the wanted distance, then it will lead you the right way with a voice like a normal GPS.
Zippo Lighter Style iPhone Case, Stainless or Polished Metal Exterior, Cushioned Plush Soft Cloth Interior Protect your iPhone in style...
240 Votes - Let's do this Quirky:) Hide your personal hygiene items in your shower or bath from view with The Shower &amp; Tub Caddy Enclosure.
Zipper for trousers where the slider folds over and clips at the top to prevent the slider from sliding down again.
Pressure spot reduction item for people who wear ski boots. A soft plastic gel filled plastic with a peel and stick backing.
Maraijuna detector for parents
Cocoon Elbow Hammocks
Energy drives innovation. We use, produce, and store energy, with many different connections this is one of them like pedaling. Alternative
Children's TV Remote Control
Shift for Android: Let's bring Shift to the Kindle Fire and Nexus 7 tablets and share the love! They're outselling the iPad mini!
TV Artworks
Christmas tube lights that go along the trim of your home that stay up year round but you choose what colors come on for different holidays.
Surge protected Charger Tray
Reusable/Recycled Plastic Book cover w/ handles and custom label pockets. Can be a cheap, easy product that helps save money for students.
A trash bin that actually keeps odors out.
Mini slide-on Bluetooth waterproof Ear buds for Sunglasses with optional two-way communication for all sports. Can you hear me now! 92% V/V
Patented cooking system
Hey since you chose a bra...now let's do shoes. Welcome to my idea for the UP/down shoe. It's a loafer, it's a mule...it's the UP/down shoe!
Vacuum Sealer Kit That Works on Any Reusable Sealed Bags
Smart Kitchen Inventory System that Learns from You! Know you need groceries BEFORE you're out.
bartender perfect tin
CoolSpan Beer Glass
detecteur de fumee integres
Comfortable â€œHandlesâ€ for carrying shopping bags, with LED lights and a personal alarm, for comfort and safety.
Dust Dangle Mates. A carabiner hook dust charm dangle allows you to collect and trade dust charm dangle mates..trade with your friends!
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knuckle guard for knives
Magic Ice - A manual ice maker for your freezer - Easy to fill, built in tray, easy to eject cubes, and storage... a non-twist ice solution!
IPad Food Protecter - isn't it annoying to wash your hands every time you touch the IPad while cooking?
An iPad case that can charge the iPad, other USB gadgets, has a built-in LED light, is compatible with iPad 1, portrait/landscape mode.
Do you have a key/keys, but don't know what they open? Or maybe you have many keys,but no unique way to label them. Problem solved!
ECLIPSE: Ever get the bright sunrise or sunset directly in your eyes when you're driving? Sometimes sunglasses and car visors aren't enough.
The portable heating massage pillow with belt is a product designed for anyone who has back problems - upper, middle or lower back.
Modular flatware set that can be used in the drawer, hung on wall, placed on table or placed in the washing machine.
Anti-Roll Bar Extensions On Demand: They extend from underneath the vehicle like in the James Bond movie,QQ7.
Floor mop with disposable wet tissue paper that is moistened with cleaning solutions.Adjustable mop handle applies constant surface pressure
Play Hoops with anyone at anytime, virtually! I challenge you, Quirky Team to a game of HORSE!
sheepskin portable handle for the heavy stuff from suitcases to dog leashes to covers when you are on crutches Hand-Eze lightens your load.
Auto safety cell phone program installed like lo-jack/onstar shuts down car when driver cell phone used while driving. 911 only or in park.
A floaty seat sits low in water with flexible low voltage solar sheets powering a small waterproof motor with foam based blades.Race around!
smart MINI BACKBOARD for kids to have fun while they are playing
A case for headphones that are designed to act as a sound amplifier turning your headphones into a portable speaker. No power source needed!
Smart LED Clipboard
TRiM: An adjustable (width) mop that easily removes dirt, grime and dust from the baseboards around your house.
Create a small, plastic, clip-on cover that will go over the 30-pin connector &amp; lightning adapter when they are connected together.
Baby-bottle dispenser
The attachable wheels for the Quirky Crate are a little of of date looking for Quirky. Look at my new design.
Portable Heated "Green" Seats
My idea is the Bingo Button. It would allow bingo players worldwide to push a button that would yell bingo if they have a quiet voice.
Dog Lift made especially for Beds- targeted for dogs w/ arthritis, overweight, lazy, spoiled, teacups, you get the picture. Doesn't exist.
Diaper Paste Applicator. Makes diaper changes cleaner and easier with preloaded pump applicator. NO MORE FINGERS on babies bottom!!
Copykat
With this case you can see the picture on the case before you take it
A instant lotto scratch-off board that collects the scratchings in a cartridge for disposal. No mess in car,bar,home,store or any play area.
"Desk Buddy" Use of one clip for interchangeable holders around your work desk. Cup holders,mouse pads,snacks while working. no clutter!
it is a coinholder which has openings on both sides. Since the size of 2 opposite coins differ; the 2 opposite coins are set at an angle.
I have constructed an enclosure for a digital camera that will enable hands free operation. It was initially built for the handicapped.
Putting up decorative borders can be a real headache! Paste, smoothing out bubbles, etc. Removal can be difficult and even damages drywall!
the sorby car coaster simply is a highly absorbent coaster that fits inside the cup holder of your car cleans up with either water or washer
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
A better dental tape simply by crimping ripples to the shape.
Cell Phone case with built in charge/data cable
A simple gadget that fits in almost any glass, preventing floating & melting ice from ruining your icy cold drink. Halt the ice assault!
My idea is a door stop which goes into the hinge of the door and not below the door.
"Measured" a measuring tape end stays on the wood to be measured, no more repeated attempts to measure
Home Chocolate Maker
Lickety Split
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A tool used to pick up dog poo that has no moving parts to break, you don't have to bend over, and you never have to clean the tool.
Mount any handheld electronic device to any flat surface! This mount can be used with the iPad, iPhone, Kindle, netbooks, ect...
Protect your family from SMOKE, CARBON MONOXIDE, HOME INVASION &amp; LOSS OF LIGHT DUE TO POWER OUTAGE. Stains the intruders
skin blue.
Listing Technology
Prepare to meet the most awesome ipod/ case ever. With a droppable case, hidden compartment and interchangeable back accessories.
Glasses Protection Film
THE PERFUME FACTORY
Automotive accessory: A remotely operated mechanical device attached to the rear of a vehicle which shows a "THANK YOU" to driver behind.
A kinder, gentler bug zapper! We all remember (okay, those of my age group and older) those awful bug zappers on the back porch.
Why not have the ability to hook up your iPad, iPod or iPhone to your TV, right? I have the solution!
Disposable Hair Dry sheets to absorb moisture from wet hair and infused with serum to tame locks, add fragrance and UVA/UVB protection.
THE CAMERA CUBBY - a storage pocket that mounts to your SLR camera to hold SD cards, batteries, lens caps, etc.
Ultimate Flip Case for Mythical Verizon iPhone (or Droid X or Evo 4G for impatient people)
rubber gripers for tires
Toilet Paper Multi Roll Bar that stores more than one roll and saves floor space. Never run out of toilet paper. This bar is on a roll.
Fun Bubble Magic - Crazy Shapes
Zounds instantly cools your beer (or any beverage) and charges it too with CO2 using a portable 12 oz container without ice or electricity.
Design Garage Fans using "IMP" Technology and "GE Dual Jet Coolers"
Ergonomic Design Tuna Strainer
modesty bag holder
Make Cupcakes the easy way! Pump out the exact amount of batter you need. No mess no stress. An Accordian mixing bowl with pump dispenser!
Roomba for the Tub! Tub Runner is an App-Enabled Scrub Brush That Drives around Your Bathtub and cleans it. Fill with Cleaner and Go.
Laundry Tub Hose Pressure Washer
"ì°ì°"ì†Œë¦¬ ì•ˆë‚˜ëŠ” ë°•ìŠ¤í…Œì´í”„
Universal Lightweight Adjustable Car Cover has Combination Lock and Easy Pull Cords. Lock &amp; Tighten all from one place quickly and easily!
A phone/tablet/IPOD protective cover that has solar panels/cells that can provide a continuous source of power.
Handy Opener
MopOmatic device similar to a vacuum cleanser. 3 spinning brushes with 2 elongated tubes attached to the side of the deviceâ€™s handle.
dots that can light up and make noise to alert the user of missing items
2 Intensity Fluorescent Bulb. Instantly dim the lights in your office without having to change any parts. Perfect for office buildings.
Cloth towel holder with straps and built-in rod. Straps to tie it onto rack or knob but also have grommets to screw under cabinets, etc.
Indestructabot
Baby-Proofing? Useful alternative to those darn PLUGS - I need a butter knife to get those PLUGs out! (Better than the 1 comparison)
Portable greenhouse for decks. For for plants and for you. Easy to assemble. Helps heat your home too! Inexpensive romantic.Enjoy winter!
Tinnitis canceling poor man's hearing aid coupled via bluetooth to iphone app. with disposable ear pieces.
My product is called the iBell. It lets you customize your doorbell's ringtones. Even being able to record the buyer's own voice
Thanks GE Patent! First ever color-changing laser pointer! Perfect for everything from business presentations to kids' fun! Just twist it!
The Jockey Pitcher - Keep your drink cool without the pool
IQ ORGANIZER, CHARGER, WARMER
Tiny Things Easy Finder
Plastic rubber handle like the ones on kitchen utensils and pens. The handle would attach the end of a disposable spoon or fork.
Robotic Rake &amp; Lawn Mower
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A Fish Finder In a Bobber for Shore Fishermen,with Action Camera and Fish Graphs.Both, Live Action n Graphic.Shore Fishing,Coos Bay OR.
Waterproof "raincoat" for back pack to protect its contents. Variety of sizes, colors. Secures with snaps, zipper or velcro. Easy to use.
Temperature sensor to get accurate temps locally.
The standing lamp support lock. A mechanism that holds your standing lamp to the wall securely without worry of falling.
Body conforming heating pad
Steel Retractable Dog Leash
CONVEX APPLE SLICER - to cut better by making the round moves like the spices cutter.
iStiX-Chopstick Assistant
Quirky gone stale? Please no more apple devices, plugs, or kitchen containers! Try this new game, Success, to boost creativity and have fun!
attach to underside of cabinet, enclosed dispenser opens on side to slide roll in. A squeegie type opening on botton to pull towels thru!
iPad mini digital photo frame and docking station.
Ski goggles with time display (Solar Powered options). Goggles with digital clock in the lens so you can ski and keep track of the time.
Dog or cat water and feed station
An app enabled unit which sets over a piano's keys and compresses the keys to play any sheet music sent to the app
A ceramic travel coffee mug with a ceramic lid. All ceramic mugs I have found have a plastic lid which makes the coffee taste like crap.
Virtual rock climbing toy. Don't let your kids get hurt before the real thing from no experience, try it at home first at safe heights.
An elegant personal convertible canopy that attaches to ANY patio chair.
A PEN AND CORRECTION FLUID IN ONE. The Editor. A pen with built-in correction fluid complete with brush.You have when you need it.
Homes with hard water have build up every where, even the toilet bowl. A vinegar tablet dropped in the toilet tank would solve this problem!
The "BRIM SHADY"
You know how the ball point pen your waiter brings you never works on the thermal receipt paper in the restaurant? I have an "app" for that!
Mommy Bag
Bumper snicker: "Caution, dsysfunctional family onboard"
focal.io
free standing water station for dogs. Ive made one myself and all my friends say to market it.
Stethoscope Over The Phone
Afraid of Earthquakes? This idea will help a device you probably have with you right now, warn you if one is about to hit where you are.
Rechargeable cordless outlet
Center-Rotating Cutting Board
IPad Case with inbuilt slider - Slide and Wipe.
iPhone case with a bottle opener on the back
Cushion Covers for outdoor Patio , made out of Sunbrella fabric which is water resistant, sun resistant, and fade resistant.
Prepare for potential loss of power from storms with "Shades of Light" Let the sun supply your light through the night!
bug free, moisture proof, tupperware-like coffins and urns customized scenes infused into material stackable , lightweight
Can't find your cellphone, tablet, IPod, IPad?. Charm Finder + Remote Control Locator. Two way finder (Keychain + Phone charm)
STAY-PUT BEACH MAT with slots to side in metal rods with bendable ends you can insert into the sand securing your beach towel from the wind!
Super, Super LONG fireworks and BBQ lighter (3-4) feet. Telescoping to a safe distance refillable lighter.
iPhone Case Stud Finder (the wooden kind)
Social sales Card that unfolds to make a quirky mouse pad that you can put in your wallet or key ring. (not just for quirks)
Toilet "Seat-Up" Warning System - resubmitted with more relevant description and categorization
Pet water brush
Access all your favorite bathroom &amp; makeup supplies using this makeup board. I included my mom's prototype that she uses. resub
LED Nightlight built into a wall outlet and a light switch.Light will be around edge with sensor and dimmer. Making both outlets available.
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New ipod nano (with multitouch) bluetooth bumper and watch bands for wireless connection to headphones and use of analog watch on ipod.
Portable Speaker
personal therapy is a cream you carrie with you and used to wipe with after toilet visit. tube needs to be designed as flat as possisable
Wash and Go Micro-Washer/Dryer
Bucket Commando
A roll of disposable,perforated, skid resistant plastic floor protectors
Paint Drip catcher/brush holder, fastens to the bottom of a paint can, doubles as a temporary lid, stabalizes the can, prevents tipping.
During the summer months you have to take your hose out and water your garden. What about a sprinkler that looks like a real plant.
Super Snail Refrigerator Magnets
Cork Board or Wall Storage Bags: Great for small office items or craft needs - sold by the dozen!!!
Bag storage to close/hold any type of bag. No stacked bags to slide out of pantry/refrigerator/freezer. Hang/organize anywhere, garage too!
Pump a Drink - An Easy Way to Fill Your Glass From a Gallon Jug
How about a Kid Friendly music radio / media player? Resubmit.
Protect your face while sunbathing!
Friendly rubber ipad case for kid, home adult and others.
A game that goes on the fridge, reminds to do laundry,dishes,etc. Magnets for chores designed like vacuum, dishes,laundry basket, lawnmower
Aerosol liquid smoke flavor. The liquid smoke in the grocery stores is too concentrated. It would be great to spray on that smokey taste!
Inflatable Bed with Collapsible Sunshade. Use it in your pool, beach, camping, park anywhere.
Bathroom Vocab Builder
This is a Telescope that can find planets simply by pressing their image on your Smartphone.
Bus is Coming
I-SEE the gooseneck camera for you Iphone. Use it during concerts or for hard to see places.
A water purification pouch that is placed in a water bottle or drinking glass. Removes toxic chemicals and bacteria from your water.
With the help of GE we can protect homes from fires. Installing these could decrease the cost you pay for Home Fire Insurance.
AROS

SOLAR

MacBook Organizer! Connect an organizer to your MacBook have it all on the go - stays in place when open and closed!
spring water or bottled water for your pet rabbits, guini pig, rats exectra.1-peice molded plastic, multi colors, displays in any store
Fallen Angels
EZ camping pillow
A battery pack disguised as a jewelry gadget. Besides being a battery, its also a USB cable and maybe a small USB stick.
"Cracked Pot" A plastic plant pot that separates via a release button. Separate, porous linning encasements would keep soil intact.
Silicone Splash Guard for any sink or Bathtub. No more water on the counters or floors from doing the dishes or moving around in the water.
Simple gutter odor stopper
Garage Cordies! Cordies style management for the garage! Easier to store &amp; keep your tool safe from falling! Give Suggestions, Ill Accept!
A plastic see-through paper towel holder and organization system that hangs on the back of a door.
Do you take pills daily? Well here is a pill box for you,locking cover to prevent those meds from ending up in the bottom of your purse
Shower-cise pods blends pre-fab shower unit with fold-down treadmill so people can change clothes, exercise and shower in the same space.
The Lotion Scoop. It helps you get that last bit of lotion out of your hand creams and face creams. No more wasted lotion!
DRY-ERASE BUILDING BLOCKS (Inspired by the upcoming Scribblers) ----Click for More Info and Pictures--- (OVER 70 Votes So Far!!)
Release & spread all your favorite sauces and marinades onto your meat with this BBQ tool. Heat Resistant. Resub
Miniature Lead Level Presence Tester for Keychain (Let's keep our kids safe!)
Dash Sun Shield-Solar Charger:
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a battery operated, watertight, iOS 4.2 airplay compatible speaker specifically designed for use in the shower
Sleep Shelf: Reinventing the Classic Nightstand
Ditto: Let's Do It Again
CatLover's PurrrfectPerch
Friendly rubber iphone case for kid, home adult and others.
Soccer Ball W/Juggling Counter
Rear window shades that block more sun from your kids (including sun coming from 11 and 1 oâ€™clock positions)
limpiador de autos desechable
The new 3 in 1 breakfast grill makes hash browns, waffles, and transforms into a mini griddle.
a furnace air filter that has a whistle in it so when it gets dirty it whistles thru your ductwork to tell you need to change your filter.
This is the iphone/ipod/itouch all weather running shorts.
A book bag for school that will allow someone to carry a basketball, soccer ball, or football and also have room to carry books for school.
Standing Cutting Board Block - Two products in one.
Christmas Wreath String Lights! Resubmit.
"Adjustable shower for kids!! A fun/easy way for children to take a shower. Change the cartoon characters. Renders by "Vector"! WOW!!Enjoy.
Make putting shoes on, EASY and FUN for kids. Shoe...bee...doo...bee...doo's RESUB
When you open a purse, it lights up inside, so I can see whatever it is I'm looking for! Currently, I have to feel around and guess.
Soda cups with flimsy lids were my nemesis; so, I invented the Cup Bra to keep the lid on the cup and keep me dry and collected. It works!
My idea is an ergonomic pillow that slips over your arm like a sleeve constructed from memory foam and has washable slip cover.
Ear MIKI is safe and convenient. It is a ring shape that has two functions ; Accesory and Earphones.
Amusement Park Line Estimation App/Tool - Know how long you'd have to wait in any particular attraction's line at any point in the line.
Finger caps
A small dock station for the iphone in the base of the iMac.
DÃ©tecteur de poissons
Have you ever shot waterfowl and had the bird land in the slough but had to wait for the wind to sail it your way? Not with this new lure.
Chopstick straws
Children's hanger with adjustable and extendable arms. Kids grow bigger every year, why shouldn't their hangers do the same?
The Contact solution & eyeglass station! Two compartments. One for the solution and the other for a mirror, contact tray & optical items.
A neoprene rubber case and hand holder at the back for the iPad.
Handy Highly Reflective Letters &amp; Numbers. Unique concept and will be loved by all, specially the store owners.
smartphone reflex camera case
Magnetic Memo ( a line extension)
Drying your petâ€™s hair is difficult because unlike humans, you have to dry both top and bottom.
6-28 343 votes needs UC:::Multi-Use! TALL Collapsible plastic Shower/Storage Bin. Bathe right out in the open.
Multi Tiered Baking Sheet
Umbrella that doesn't flip inside out during winds. The Umbrella reinvented, w/ no fabric & no center-held handle. Channels water away.
An absorbent edged seat pad where you store your wet beach towel in so your car interiors do not spell like wet dogs.
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen unit converter (cooking unit calculator). Not an app. Open to collaboration. (Resub 216 votes).
Device that Can Detect Poisonous Plants - Find Out When Hiking or Camping if That Leaf, Plant, Tree, or Shrub is O.K. to Touch or Eat!
Smart phone Emergency App for people traveling abroad, deaf/hearing impaired, or people with language/communication barriers.
A sponge w/ a packet of disinfectant or cleaner in the center of it, when squeezed, it releases some cleaner so towels, cleaner arent needed
A glow-in-the-dark iPhone case
A device that will eliminate groceries from rolling around in your car and would assist in transporting your Shopping Bags into your home.
An umbrella that attaches to your shoulder.
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iCount Blocks
The new must have, Back-To-School accessory. Red light, Green light.
Blinking Ipad Cases!
A 3 part extension cord.
Spray Paint Filter for Cans. Reduces the amount of harmful emissions from the chemicals in Spray Paint Cans. Great for the environment.
My idea is to put a micro camera in front of a stroller pointed to the baby face, and a small screen where the mother/daddy pushes the car.
An Iphone 5/Ipod Touch case that is also a game controller. It will be quite thin but also strong and durable. Features a slide-out game pad
Virtual Boxing Coach
The PRETTY LADY Ice Cube Stain Rubber
INDOOR TORNADO ALERT
In shrink wrap, package towels separated into interlacing sheets. Place in and extract from the top of individually styled containers.
Cover for iPhone Reverso, closes on itself and protects the glass of the phone
I want a colorful foot bath type tub or container that you can put your feet into and instantly have them oiled or lubricated. No lotion!!
App enabled E-Paper message board. Send a message to your board from your phone. Re-sub 336 votes
Measuring of calories consumption while driving. Steering wheel cover with sensors will show on small display calories consumption.
"Smart" carseat.Seat would have weight &amp; temp sensor, GPS, timer, and cell phone calling capabilities. Sensor/devices are solar powered.
a pocket inside your front pocket. iron on pocket for cel phone mostly could be used for money chap stick pocket knife but mostly cel phone
A device that makes it easy to find someone's home address in a badly or dimly lit area at night without straining to look for the address.
Combination bike lock + bike light, prevents forgetting bike light and bike light theft
Glove with diff surfaces on diff parts of the glove according to the pressure you would use when rubbing a surface with that hand location.
Turn windows into window "bricks" or stained glass. Silicone stickers filter light, create privacy, make room beautiful. No curtains needed!
A trash can with a hidden compartment to house trash bag refills so new trash bags can be drawn from the compartment, not the pantry!
An IPhone/IPod case that has a built in, retractable headphones.
Tables needed to be moved in order to wax floors. Dragging the tables to an outside location caused scratching on the floors.
Bottle pump air
RUBBER RINGS: Rings made with soft rubber. Younger people would like them, and they would be more comfy to wear than metal rings! #spotsv
Battery Operated "Stilts" for Small Dogs with Remote Control for Indoor Use!
A modular iPhone 5 wallet case with absolutely no compromises thanks to a high level of customization.
UV Light to clean contact lens
Smart IR
"MOM, come help me find this Lego(R) piece!" After hearing that for the upteenth time, I invented a folding work board with a tacky surface.
Continuous Slot Power Strip allows you to plug in OVERSIZED plugs, like power supply plugs,without taking up 2 sockets like ordinary strips.
Resubmission: 86% V2V rate! Only one move for fixation wrench on nut or bolt! Only one change in wrench construction.
A paper plate combo with a place to put your cup so you dont have to find a place to put down your drink to eat something off your plate.
Tailgating just got better!! Here's a game that can be played both indoors and out on hard surfaces. Images and video included.
Actually walk Easily in the sand! No slipping and sliding.
Hands Free Retractable Safety Wrist Cuffs For Child
RollerFitDiscs
"Magnetag" It's a Neodymium magnet with a clip like you find on suspenders. And this way can be used on numerous things.
IN YOU HOUSE there is a washroom, and in the people CLEAN THE SURFACE of their body (skin).
Safely Insert and Secure up to 4 credit cards or ID's in this iphone case and eject them when you need to use them with a click of a button.
Sanding wood, particle boards is in itself a pain in the backside. So the last thing you need is a whole lot of dust clogging up your nose!
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Toothpaste covers! Make your bathroom beautiful! Cover up that crest toothpaste. Millions of different prints and texture possiblities
Yum Yum Baby Feeder
Ointment Applicator
Anti-lock bike brake
#hashtagtrashbags
FACT:siblings fight. DREAM:a peaceful jog or walk with a double stroller without kids fighting. SOLUTION:the BLOCKY! a removable partition!
Snack, Appetizer, Hors d'oeuvre Tree with Built-In Trays and Toothpick Compartment on Top! Folds Down Like an Umbrella for Easy Storage!
The Leaner Lounger
A compact vacuum for sucking up hair. This small device would be no larger than a 22 oz candle jar. It would sit where ever your brush does.
USB connected device to swipe cards to easily access user defined web site(s).
My idea is a new software apps to sell in the apple app store. It may be the beginning of a new social network ... real...not virtual!
Keyring electronic item (or charm) self powered with a wireless link to any smartphone (tablet); no batteries or recharge required.
UV - Earpiece Cleaner Charger
FLIP HANDLE-After you cook, flip the handle to easily carry &amp; take food to church suppers, potlucks, a friend's home, etc. Lid can fit under
A small wireless trackpad, to remotely control your computer, laptop, or other mouse controlled device with your thumb.
toilet rinser without the 'spring' type lever, only connected to the valve stopper so no leakage , loose or damaged lever.
compact wrist rest great for travel
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C &amp; vote!
My handy paper towel dispenser allows one-handed selection of towel(s) in a simple, elegant way with no fear of unraveling the roll.
RESUB - The Flat Ladle
Carry anything with CaraBandit Backpack Strap(with woven bungee bands &amp; hooks to vary lengths)(see video of benefits &amp; possible features)
A discreet button you can place anywhere which instantly finds your lost T.V. remote control.
An iPhone/iPod Touch/smartphone holder that slides into your cars existing CD slot.
Bop N Mop is a new way to clean. You will NEVER look at mopping the same way again!!
Wet wipe dispenser for the bathroom attaches to a toilet paper holder. Replaces the toilet paper roll with an easy to use dispenser of moist towellets.
poussette intÃ©grant parapluie
Smart Shades
New apple app which will give you long life battery, longer usage time ,saves you money and help protect our environment!
Dog poo in lawn?No more w/methane detector your yard.Detects highest level of methane in yard, shows coordinance on handheld device/Smtphone
POWER CUBE: 5 outlets, 3 USB ports. And if we want to make an ethernet or wifi connected power source, this cube would be the best way!
carseat with built in potty
Our three sided blanket one-ups a typical reversible blanket and has the added benefit of keeping one side of the bed warmer than the other.
Buddies Best Friend
Smartphone application and electronic device to find your personal things at home or the office using smart labels or RFID tags.
Dog harness and collar combo
This is for all dog owners that have ever had to tote their dogs waste in a little baggy, Please watch Video, Link to youtube below,thanks
Caller ID on Television from cell phone.
Heated tarps for driveways and walkways!Eliminate shoveling snow,ice falls,sore backs,heart attacks, chipped driveways, &amp; rock salt pocks!
Portable Router Case with Cooling Pad. My case will allow you to transport, find the best hot spots, and keep your mini iPad cool.
Scented matches! Don't stink up the place just to light a candle.
Solar Powered Space Heater that conveniently fits on your window sill. FREE ENERGY! Resub with working prototype.
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My product will remotely allow you to control and track all of your appliances connected to it.
Coolers are great as a chair a small table or a foot stool until someone needs a beer. So who wouldn't want a cooler with drawer on the side
A new style ice cream scoop that's able to easily loosen the ice cream and also get into the corners of the containers.
Sustainable, reusable, washable, cloth kitchen towels and dispenser. Paper towel replacement for green living practices. Recycled materials?
Toilet cleaner with disposable, bio-degradable cleaning attachment
App enabled Learning Orbs
No more using your fingers or thumbs to seal the edge of painters edging tape. A multiuse tool will do the job quicker and better.
Rite Tite Switch and Outlet
Wrapping paper roll holder. Keeps your wrapping paper from unrolling.
Scooter Dog Seatbelt/Harness
Docking center- Sleek design that can be expanded to custom sizes with exchangeable mini speakers to personalize the unit.
This invention will change the snowboarding world forever. Imagine being able to detach your snowboard in the middle of the air with ease.
In Between Dumbbell
Computer indicator
THE "PLATE CRATE". A NEW "TWIST" TO THE OLD PAPER PLATE HOLDER &amp; CARRIER! "Hidden" compartment for utensils, napkin, salt
&amp; pepper, etc.
Sinus pressure relief.
An "S" shaped laptop pad that allows one to lay down with knees up.
This is a self trigger point unit designed to hit key points throughout the body by using your own weight to relieve aches and pains
A device that enables debit/credit cardholders to permanently emboss, label or brand their card with text or symbols of their choice.
DESK LUGGAGE - the easiest way to use your luggage as a desk for your laptop or ipad, with integrated PLUG EXTENSION AND COFFEE HOLDER
Shower Sculpture: A desinger solution for storing all the "necessary" bottles and lotions on a convenient hight when taking a shower.
Beach Mat convertible to Changing Room. No more hassle of using a car or asking friends/ family to hold towel while you change.
Backpack umbrella and sunshade.
Most paper towel dispensers are boring vertical posts, these are the opposite!
Often forget to water your plants? This little gadget will unobtrusively remind you. Easily Adjustable for different moisture levels
My Screen Organizer solves every desktop user need for posting and storage needs.
Keep all your drinks cold outdoors without the need for ice cubes!
Small items attachment to washer and dryer. No more missing items. Made from stainless steel and megnatically attached.
A SAFETY ACCESSORY THAT SERVES AS A PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS, TO BE FIXED TO CHAIR CASTERS AND OTHER
FURNITURE THAT USES CASTERS.
Bottle Pop Top
Crow Ball
Find misplaced items quickly & easily w/ FIND-IT-FAIRY. Similar to the page button on cordless phones. Locate lost remotes/keys/cell phones
Never a clogged drain. Imagine your standard drain screen but with a perforated chimney like element in the center, forever draining.
STROLLER CUP HOLDER INSERTS
Create a safe bath space for babies by keeping the toys in baby's reach, and baby in your reach. Save hundreds of gallons of water a month!
Paper Towel Station! Adding multi-functional use to your paper towel holder.
Treadmill Anywhere
Modern Toilet Paper Dispenser for Homes. Never leave bathroom dirty again searching for some badly needed TP (Toilet Paper) Easy Drop &amp; Lock
Portable ice bags
Non-stick Cooking Tubes for kebabs, sausages, omelette sticks, corn dogs, etc. Healthy, saves $, appealing breakfast &amp; finger food for kids
IT IS A GEL PAD
RESUB: Text message to English message Translation Application (A gift to the parents from the kids)
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Salt infused cocktail napkins keep guests' drinks free of dangling, dripping and sloppy squares. A slick alternative to a soggy necessity.
Retractable oxygen tubing device that can be used with any oxygen source, see video - working prototype. Resub
Digital knobs and universal keys with digital signatures. Knobs can be opened by many keys. One key can open many knobs.
Earbuds always! get tangled I spend 5 mins everyday untagging them why not have a "sligback" feature built in to the Iphone/Ipod case
Cleaning Grout is a REAL HASSLE! - LET'S FACE IT! We need an adjustable width dual action grout cleaner - Clean 2 grout sections at a time!
*Flat 1 Sided Umbrella Pole to hold under arm *Flat one side with Gutter to easily get in car *Hangs & Hooks *Water Collecting Cup *See Pix!
Hands-Free eBook Holder
Why lock your bike to a rack, bring your locking rack with you.
Universal app module
Outdoor exercise cycle machine,combines push pull technology of a railroad cart. Switches to arms or legs or the combination arms and legs.
Projecton Screen Laptop
Resubmit this product with an upgrade. Now we have the paper cup holder, straw holder, paper bowl holder and even a cover and handle for it.
Introducing an upright vacuum that "sucks" 360 degrees around, and has a right angle shape to get into those awkward corners!
Plantball. For urban gardening. Making seed filled paintballs with nutrient etc for plant growth . 'Machine gun' your garden.
Memory shock Watch
many times when cleaning blinds they are really difficult to clean.
LADIES! Clumpy mascara? Curl AND separate lashes simultaneously with "The Lady's Eyelash Curler"!
E-Z Lock
MACBOOK PRO Retina Display + Waterproof Protection Case like LifeProof case used 4 iPhones combine = with Strong Full Protection Case.
Look No Hands
The Ultimate Charger is a multi-function charger that works in the car,home or using a 9volt battery,& literally charges dozens of devices.
"Up Fronts" is a small magentic held storage unit that hold salt and pepper shakers to tooth picks to corn on the cob holders. Fridge /Stove
Treadmill that is controlled by an app on a iPad/smart device (Incline and speed). Simple mount that retracts keeps device in place.
Actual size and light-up imitation electronic devices (blackberry, remotes, xbox controller) for infants and toddlers to play with/chew.
mini speakers louder than standard. Attaches to iPhone jack. Not bulky. on/off switch and able to charge
Finally!! An iPad cover that let's you use your Magic Mouse with your iPad! With iMouse Cover it's now possible to use a mouse with an iPad!
Combine a razor letter opener with a clothes clip.
What could be more convenient than a line of bendable, movable or shapeable kitchen tools? They would store more easily in a drawer too?
Introducing the RECooker. A countertop cooker that keeps your food at a refridgerated temp, then begins cooking or reheating on a timer.
Db statistical unit
B-Dock
interchangeable bath set
eyewear bud
Slow Cooker and Pot Expander
Custom built excercise equipment for children and smaller adults.
This product unites picky &amp; non-picky eaters at meals, while saving the consumer on cooking time &amp; energy, &amp; on cleaning extra cookware.
Roulettes vÃ©lo auto variable
IPhone Vehicle Brain.Phone becomes eyes, ears and location. Air,sea,or land.Not used as a remote,this one is used as the main controller
New Macbook Dock w/ Ports
Create beautiful quilt block gardens along walkways, entries, or special flower gardens with little or no effort using my printed weed mats.
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The Gab n Go and Tech n Trek harnesses by Safe n Sound Mobile are wearable harnesses for iPod/iPhones with an attached bluetooth speaker.
Sweet Child O Mine
Pool privacy protector companion for easy set up pools. Privacy where and when you want it space for towels, sunglasses and goggles.
Bag Wipes
This is the Monkaroo. It offers parents the chance to be be both Kangaroo and a set of monkey bars all in one.
thermostat that could be left in Motorhomes to warn owners of temperature change with smart phone app to notify pet owners of danger.
Bring personal biology out of the closet.Fashionably and artistically herald your masculinity.
This trash bag bin fits on most standard trash cans, it's stylish features conveniently keeps your bags neat and accesible
Waffles are just so... Square! What if we reinvented the waffle iron with interchangeable pieces like an old printing press.
colorful cozy blanket w/Velcro detachable Kid's Play Tent Made of 170T Polyester Fabric, 1.2 x 5mm Steel Wire Tent has pockets &amp; flashlite
Spring loaded hand-activated torso mounted on an elevated shaft that does the Gator Chomp or Tomohawk Chop on with each squeeze of handle.
a nightstand/lamp for a lofted bed or bunk beds that has power outlet on the top for an alarm clock and two lamps.One on top, one on bottom.
Kitchen utensils that can be operated with one hand for parents holding an infant or child.
Bubble wrap tape. Protect your belongings at home, office or on the move. Bubble wrap tape stays where you put it.
A hand soap dispenser that plays music or tunes for 20 to 25 seconds from the time it dispense soap. A perfect time to rinse once off.
If you wear a sleep apnea face mask, you know how uncomfortable they are to sleep and how it wakes you up at night because of air leaks
Coding With Water Games
Tired of walking to the mailbox and finding that the mailman hasn't come. Be notified when the mail arrives from inside your home!
Battery Alert
Jar Opener / Device that Unscrews Caps. The device will allow you to grip the cap of a jar or container and easily allow you to unscrew it.
#spotsv Hanging a picture can get complicated and difficult. I purpose a solution with my picture hanging system.
A jacket with pockets that feel like mittens
SmartPhone as a wristband, that will swivel from a face down position to a face up position, or on edge so the camera may be used.
Wireless Beer Coaster
iPhone 5 Chest harness camera mount, to capture immersive video action
Sink pops
A bluetooth connected power bar that shuts off power to select ports when bluetooth phone leaves the area, thus to save energy.
Ever been in a hotel with ethernet, but no wireless? You need a TINY router.
Foldable bathtub
Worried about your teen driver thinking he/she's tomorrow's next top NASCAR driver in your car? Here is an easy solution to save their life!
Islands
Placing a retrackable tape measure in the butt of the fishing rod.
Flexible Coil Wraps for Grilling Lettuce (romaine).
Don't track in sand after the beach! This brush/roller takes care of it.
Surgical mask fresh smelling stickers. No more stinking bad smells in your mask. Just stick it and go get any flavor, mix flavors. Enjoy
Easy Lid Grill- To create a grill with a foot lever to open your grill lid hands-free.
A PHONE CASE with the PROXIMITY ALARM implant
Box wine rack is an innovative product that combines the function of the box and rack for wine bottles.
La-Di-Da Metal Wallet
A case with a built-in screen protector.
Bicycle Coffee Cup Warmer
house, apartment, anything with toilets to sinks that uses water lines with shut off valves, my tool allows you to turn off the water
Desktop Tripod for Ipads
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Your "THOUGHTS" IN LIGHTS. Dry Erase THOUGHTS LIGHT. Hang this THOUGHT LAMP anywhere. Never forget your thoughts for the day.
Big Box Office Board Game
Everyones massage bench. So light, easy and small so it fits into any wardrobe. Watch my video
Eatable wrapping paper and bow
A bathroom rug for stepping onto after a shower that dries itself.
sleek emergency battery that plugs in exiting port
3 sided plastic piece with mounting tape on one side and vaseline on the side that sticks out. 4 pieces that entirely encircle your bed.
A camera phone holder in the form of an inflatable transparent bouncy ball . beachball snowball.
Riiser: An Ergonomic iPad Stand for Travelers
A 2 swivel seat cooler with 2 butt indents on top and the main lid on the side so that people don't have to keep getting up for your drink.
No tub side, scared of slipping when you do and you are shaving your legs? This product may help!
gel gem light motion sensor
Our BEST Quirky ideas come in the shower! We need a way to capture them and have them waiting in our work space when we're ready to ACT!
Firewalls are good for viruses,but if you want to protect what you're looking at in a public place,then you need a new tablet case. Mine.
a single piece (made of recycled material?), that is put under a skateboard to keep it from moving AND help novices to learn tricks
Vacuum Sealed Tarp
An iPhone case which changes the center of gravity. One side heavily weighted with more robust padding. A dropped iPhone can land safely.
Rotate tv with phone/remote
Home Theater Popcorn Maker V2
Waterproof bluetooth music controls with large buttons for shower and bike.Never suffer through a bad song because canâ€™t reach phone again
Your successful expander
An adapter to use your Apple device or dock without removing the protective cover.
Elevating Windshield Wiper Bla
Plastic Clasps with Spring Tight Claws that Attach to Strings/Laces. Easy Clasping Compared to Tying &amp; Great with Limited Mobility.
A beautiful device to let us stream and control audio from our phone, mac, or PC to our stereo, with a gorgeous VU meter on the front.(DLNA)
For the elderly, a motion detector placed next to the bed which will text the next of kin if there is inactivity for more than 12 hours.
Wrap your loving arms around YOUR favorite celebrity printed FULL LENGTH &amp; in living color on a 4 ft. long Pillow-Case called a *DREAM-ME*
A shower mirror with vacuum base holder! Stick where ever you want! Use in every angle!
LED Bicycle Helment
Never take a trip to the beach without your Frisbee again! Cylinder shaped food/beverage cooler with built-in Frisbee storage in the lid.
Gas Furnace Outside Vent Cleaning tool for snow and ice. Vent will stop burner from relighting if plugged with snow or ice.
Never again miss the sweet spot of your putter. This putting device will aid you to hit only the sweet spot.
Toy Scuba Diving Tank for Kids - toy scuba tanks give kids the ability to breathe under water for up to a few minutes in their own pool.
WHICH WAY HOME? Backpack Clips tell teachers, school staff and kids how your child is getting home with easy to read, clear images!
TAGAAS, Tailgating Avoidance System. A modular system that warns drivers about to hit a car/object in front of them.
The Coffee Coozie: A beer coozy, aka coozie, redesigned and re-imagined to solve the problem of sweating iced-coffee cups.
Was UC-'Toy Web' for their bedroom. Make it fun to put toys away! (Toys cover the wall not the floor!)revised for safety-no risk of choking
plastic clip on cases for carrying all your different products like cell phone, camera-i-pad ,nook cases come with a clip so you can clip it
GE app controlled rescue toy boat. has an inflatable bag and a camera for saving drowning people. can swim faster than human life guards.
My idea is african american booble heads. Historical heroes in booble head dolls, i.e Sojourner Truth,ect..
Midnight Floodlight
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A bulletin board you can truly make your own:Clear,self healing plastic cover with a space to slide your pics then use cute pushpins for fun
Magnetic Broom and Mop holder that attaches to the side of your Fridge
Pie crust saver
A doorbell you can answer with smart phone
After one working day, backache and stiff neck no more. You can raise your desk and work standing up
The Sand Skipper Flip flop. Openings around the heel portion of the flip flop allow sand to exit without flying up while walking on sand.
Do it yourself Freeze Pops! We love freeze pops, but u can't make your own! My idea has a plastic tube u can fill@home w/a re-sealable top
Springtime Flower Greetings
Dancing Baby Balloons with Integrated Re-recordable Sound Module.
Modular organization system in one unit, allowing for a variety of capabilities, with doors to hide clutter and personal information.
The ScubaBall. For anyone that loves to swim underwater without having to come up for breath or snorkelers tired of sunburned backs.
Format Translator
Do you work in a Cubicle? How to you hang stuff? How about with magnets? Use Quirky's cubicle magnets to hang or decorate your cubicle.
Our idea is a simple hand tool that allows for quick and easy removal of plastic shower curtain rings when changing a shower curtain.
Safe Car/Truck Talk
Simple Digital Projector for the Iphone. Plug in small projection device, project your notes.
Want your child to have fun learning piano? Piano Gloves are an awesome supplementary learning tool for beginners just starting out on piano
Hide that ugly paper towel roll and get it off the Counter!! Small, sleek and out of the way yet still easy to access paper towel holder!
The LightBar is a workspace task lighting solution that eliminates unwanted light leakage as well as minimizing visual clutter.
The Dobble Pillow is an essential item for a new mom! This is the best supported breastfeeding pillow for baby and you!
A solar powered, outdoor refrigerator. Enjoy cold frosty beverages poolside, without consuming electricity, batteries, or buying ice.
TEST
3-Compartment Recycling Bin
Holiday lites for Urbanites ! Finally, us city folks can show we've as much decorating spirit (and more style !) as our suburban cousins !
MAGOOK = FOLDING HOOK + MAGNETIC HOLDER. USE AS A HOOK (OPEN) OR USE AS A MAGNETIC HODER (CLOSED) SIMPLE!
FUNCTIONAL! FLAT PACK! SEE PHOTO
372 Votes Resubmit! Quirky, Why Isn't This in U.C.? Nesting Kitchen Measuring Cups w/Measuring Spoons Incorporated into the Handle Ends!
take a pic of your car or location of interest and your iphone stores a gps like data with address and or area for your return.
The Retina Reach is a concept for an adjustable, flexible-arm iPad and/or iPhone holder that easily mounts to the back of any iMac stand.
A multi-purpose kitchen timer.... does more than just time your eggs!
Fingerprints all over my phone and iPad drive me nuts. We need a streak free I-Wipe to wipe down and clean &amp; sterilize our electronics.
A portable devise creating an invisible sound proof/reducing bubble.
"THE CON CORD""POWER CORD FOR CONTRACTORS" A HEAVY DUTY EXTENSION CORD WITH OVER SIZED MULTI STRIP AT THE END
FOR LARGE PLUGGING CAPABILITY
Steep the perfect cup of tea in a pot with a temperature-sensing strip on the side and an hour-glass style timer in the teapot's lid.
A 6 pack can ringing device for re-tail stores and chains.
During deployments Army personell need a fast visual accountability of key equipment such as helmet, weapon, and body armor.
My idea is a hat with a built in wireless hotspot. The hotspot is built in to the brim of the hat
My device would greatly enhance anyones ability to retain information using a little known, but proven link between memory, scent and sleep.
THE QUIRKY BRUSH - 3 Adjustable Settings Hair Detangle Brush
A messenger bag that provides easy access to an ipad or computer. No need to remove them for use.
Wouldn't you love a bag you could take to the pool or beach with inside pockets around the inner lining to hold your sun screens and oils?
A remote control powered by body heat from the palm of your hand into receptors placed on the remote to collect energy - no more batteries!
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test
Kitchen Power Strip! All those counter top appliances need power, but no strips are made for kitchen! Resubmit had 282 votes/301views.
Recipe Hanger
Action Figure Collector Case
Blouff
The EZDrainjet (TM) is a drain cleaning tool designed for sinks and showers.
Was there ever a time when you wash your Dog and you need to dry him in a hurry! Well look no further "The Solution is fast blow dry".
GrubbTubb Child Snack Cup
Cool-Warm- Bowl
Baby changing table cover
SpinBuds is the fastest way to store your ear buds between uses! Push the button to wrap them in this portable ear buds storage device!
Keep your bathroom cup DRY!! Don't you hate when water sits in your bathroom cup and creates mold &amp; bacteria!!
A sleeve for school materials, an easy-to-use one pocket sleeve to slide materials into.
My big idea is a waterproof casing for a wireless game controller enabling people to play video games from their pool. Gaming+Pool=Awesome!
Remote Controlled Robotic Cordless Pivot Power:Bluetooth &amp; App-enabled.Pivot the links wirelessly like a power robotic arm.
Big-Button Headphones, No need to take off your gloves!!! For skiing and snowboarding!!!
Removeable Bicycle safety water bag.
Spy vs. Spy..... Google Glass Infrared lens adapter! Night vision at your fingertips!
An air tight paint roller tray with air tight tubes for the roller itself.
action
The Pouch That Powers and Protects Your Small electronics. In cases of emergency when you need to be on the move.
Environmentally Friendly Sponge
Itâ€™s very difficult to properly and safely trim your own toenails, ear hair, nose hair etc.
Earring Keeper: No Lost Jewels
Automatic billiard cue chalker
Blind Cords Killing Kids
Push Up Force Multiplier
An App enabled spice rack
This simple device keeps your earphones tangle free. Plug your headphones into the jack on the zipper/slider and presto. No more tangles!
A belt with multiple hooks all around it. You use it to hang your grocery sacks from so you only have to make one trip to bring them all in.
"SAVE UR RECEIPTS APP" this will save all your SHOPPING PURCHASES! Why lQQk for a receipt?Just scan n store them.No more lost receipts!!!
Feta Cheese Cubifier
The Back-Saving Paint Stand! With a portable paint stand that helps with the ergonomics of painting. Stop bending your back for your paint!
Wear your 6th generation iPod nano as a watch as well as protect it, without adding much size to the device. Also clip is free for access.
This case is one born of necessity for data accessibility when running. Running cases seem to ALL be on your shoulder, this is not ideal
A Chapstick on a keychain
Sick of the short-lived wind-up baby mobile motor with only one song? Replace it with a remote controlled motor with customizable music.
test
gorillapod both ends w/ 1 end wrapping device serving as case &amp; other end gorilla pad wl have suction to mount to windshield.
Medical iphone-iphone mic heart listener with app. this is a mic that can turn an iphone in to a electronic heart listener. safe for kids
Simple, disposable plastic covers like those used on thermometers might be made for eye glass arms to protect them from hair chemicals.
Life Saver alarm system. Invisible electronic barrier around your pool to keep kids safe!
Noise Solution (not pollution)
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SQUEEGEE-DRYING CLOTH IN ONE. I always wipe down my windows get excess water left behind to prevent streaking this would solve that problem.
Clean as you walk! A product that ensures there will be NO dirty spot left after hours of hard work cleaning
A bucket that can be used in combination with a hose as a temporary or permanent way to deal with a leak.
Ladder anchor
Cook your Hot Dogs with any toaster.
SQUEEZE-EASE a reservoir that holds shampoo/body wash/conditioner which hangs down from ceiling. Squeeze bulb and dispense shampoo!
MagneCards
As potentially the first human ever to enter "The Quirky Process," this is my application to join the Quirky team as marketing coordinator.
Sheets are dispensed similar to a tissue box, already folded and perforated, mount to bottom of cabinet, wall or place on counter.
tourne bouchon plastic
Super Case: Stainless, Take-Your-Expensive-Computer-Equipment-Anywhere Case
triple guard binder ring
A SQUEEGEE for your umbrella!a cover or attachment that covers any umbrella, or maybe its built into a completely redesigned umbrella!
Drink Blender
STEEPY is a laptop, tablet and smartphone support. Easy to carry, easy to use, infinity designs. (Video included) Visit: www.steepy.net
iPad tubular stand and headphone, usb charger storage in one place.
A UV light cleaning system for escalators
The idea I have is for a battery operated/rechargeble hair straightener that charges right from your car or from your outlet in your house.
Wearing a camisole over your bra causes the unsightly "uniboob". The "Boobie Pin" is a comfy clip that discreetly solves this problem!
Beach bag/caddy with special stay dry,sand proof for your ipod,pad,phone. Solar panel could be laid out or left attached.Soft cooler inside
The Game Chair
Eco-friendly, comfortable, non-scratch scouring system w/ diff. attachments, a handle, telescoping stick & caddy. For short-reach scouring.
Anti-slip Bathtub/Shower mat that changes colour to tell you water temperature.
App enabled waterproof bracelet for swimmers that keeps track of your swimming workout (strokes, laps, time, distance)
My idea is pretty simple, its a portable navigation/cellphone holder that fits into the cupholder of a vehicle.
Sliding Dishes
Cool bike with air hydraulic fork to raise up front of bike with push of a button. Kids will love tricked-out bike that's ready for action.
An inflatable bolster with umbrella for protection from wind and sun. Perfect for a day on the beach, picnic or any other outdoor activity.
Stretchable extension cord
Foldable Pizza Cutting Board
charging pad
Our lives are too easy, we need to build exercise into our daily lives. "Making it Work" adds physical challenges to everyday activities.
è®“ä¸Šå»æ‰€è®Šçš„æ›´åŠ æœ‰è¶£
iPad case/rail system that attaches to kitchen cabinets, work benches with fully functional extending/adjustable arms,like an architect lamp
Portable Roll-up Placemat
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and saved America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
An enclosed paper towel holder that expands and depress or relieves (can't think of the word) as the amount of the role decreases.
My idea is an iphone case that is not too bulky but has a built in stand/camera "tripod" There would be added functionality to the case.
Multi-tier cake pan allows you to make tier cakes with one pan. Make different fun shaped cakes with silicone inserts.
CAR SUN VISOR CLIP-ON INTERACTIVE WHITE BOARD. Never Need Pen/Paper Again! Using Your Finger Tip, Just Write That Phone Number Or
Reminder.
wind stopper on door
Enjoy Movie night with the kids and without spilling your drinks on the floor. Family movie night tray
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a cooler with speakers and i-pod dock that is powered by the sun.
Taking a plate of cookies on the go is easy with decorative plates for the season/style that comes with a collapsible lid for easy storage!
Tech Tape: Commercial Edition. Wifi Measuring Wheel attachment w/ GPS marking capability.
Olive Oil Dispenser and Garlic Press United as One Innovative and Dynamic Product!
CHEER BANDS: Cheer Louder [VIDEO] http://www.facebook.com/jared.joyce.inventor
The Blu-Ray burner: download your movie directly to a disc so you get the instant of download and all the features of a physical disc.
Kids! Parents! Humans! Introducing the first reusable custom cookie cutter EVER! Shape & snap in to make unique cookies every batch.
Flexible Mommy Bag on Wheels
Carrying a luggage can be painful sometimes. What if you can add wheels to any luggage you have in a snap.
Garlic:1)Separate bulb into cloves in upper chamber 2)twist it peels and crushes garlic 3)cook 4)Rinse bottom 5)Return chamber to fridge.
Retractable Hammer Retractable hammer. Use the lever effect to remove nails
DART WEBCAM A DART WITH CAM ON END THRO DART HIGH ON TELPHONE POLE AND RECORD WIRELESS EVEN A OVER SIZE
DART OR ARROW
Croc Charms + Twinkle Toes = Croc Blinking Charms. Collect, Make Your Own, Swap Charms, Keep Your Base, Replaceable Battery.
Sitting in the bleachers on a hot day. Watching your favorite sport. You need Cooled clothing. Liquid gel and fan wear.
New Wave
A circle rail fixed on a ceiling,allowing a "start-walking baby" to train and walk, suspended in an attached carry suit; for hours ...
fondue blender
wouldnt it be fun to play your games off the couch? now you can with this wireless control thats straps to your ankles or wrists.
Velcro Hand Gloves with easily attach/detach replaceable accessories. Available in variety colors, materials, and style, depend on its uses.
I want to improve on Turbo Snake. I would like the cylinder head to be disposable. After one use it's gross and unsanitary.
Let ..."The Cube"... be the only flashing lights you see when you are out drinking!
Direct replacement of a household light switch which can be switched "ON" and "OFF" remotely through wifi-enabled smart phones and tablets.
2 person beach blanket,stainless steel flat washers coated in plastic sewn into each corner. Hidden pocket sewn in side seem.Folds into tote
Music Infused Headphones
Transformer Backpack Tent
The MoveLet! A flat, pivotable and paintable outlet extender. Don't lose an outlet because of that bookshelf or childproofing.
Let the fresh scent of lemons, peppermint, coconut, chocolate, lavender or any other smell waft through your rooms and uplift your spirits.
Grilling Ball
A magnetic bar graph. For on a whiteboard or fridge. The bars are easily adjustable by hand. By just moving the bars under or out the sheet.
App-Enabled Images Printer
Quirky Stickmen Figure stick-on decals for car windows.
A mechanical kitchen timer with a recording feature to personalize the end signal. This way, youâ€™ll never forget what the timer is for.
Resubmit-over 244 votes)Modular Floor Seats.Pad your bum while you are on the floor.Stackable Cushions.
A elegant, simple and cheap case to hold your iPhone, fitting your hand behind it!
Daddy's arms
It is a pen/marker shaped office tool that will hold and distribute at the click of a button a push pin.
Frase cultural
A completely new kind of skateboard! Two rotating decks on an extendable rail enable fully controlled 360Â°/"2-dimensional" motion.
Smart Seedling Starter
Ink pad with Conductive ink. Dip anything into it and once dry can manipulate a touchscreen. Gloves can now text and keep your hands warm!
Cluttered Bathroom... can easily become uncluttered with a simple rotary shelves within basin sink cabinet... these can be in KIT form.
Tray that mounts under mattress/cushion to reach, set and get all of your most commonly used items: TV remote, eyeglasses, or cell phone.
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How to test your brake lights??? Use your iPhone, avoid hassle of having a friend or a fellow driver tell you that your brake light is out.
Imagine a gate that can open with NO swing radius! Zip it open or closed.Strong enough for farm or home.Durable easy to install and operate.
A small strap with a digital readout to measure the weight of a suitcase.
Flexible magnetic Stand for ipad and iphone. Place on back of iphone or ipad. Bend into stand when needed. most compact stand ever.
Find your parents, friends, the guy at the other end of the tunnel.
Smart Sprinkler Controller
Re-cleanse purification system
A Hopping Great Time
baseboard brush
Electrical outlet with short delay before power up. (3-5 seconds) No more arcing, blowing surge strips, or shocking yourself. Simply safe!
pre cut gift wrapping paper
Vacuum cleaner designed to suck up bugs into an inescapable chamber. Bugs can be released later.
Times Square: Now your child can learn the multiplication table while having fun doing so. A must for every parent!!
Zombie's are afoot with this Foamcore Monster Kit! Includes pattern, fastners, precut foamcore, and paints to get them started creating.
This is not your ordinary water bottle! Wrist water bottle.
An extra seat for your child in the shopping cart. Foldable and portable
A very good food grade heat conductor(probably stainless steel) that could be inserted into chickens before cooking to speed up the process.
There are over 4 million babies born in the US every year. Now comes a safe solution to make bottle feeding a whole lot simpler.
STONE-O-METER
Healthy eggwhite cooker
I want a quirky Ring
My idea is for a tool belt with suspenders that has removable pouches tool holders socket holders a belt for all tradesman and mechanics
low cost, evaporative water Air Conditioner mat for a standard low cost fan, with water storage, please look at the whole photo (resub)
A cable elimination solution for TV's. To connect TV to satellite box/gaming console/Surround sound tuner,etc... without the mess.
Right Left Foot Socks. On the right footed socks they have a R where the big toe goes. On the left there is an L where the big toe goes.
Pajama pants with memory foam pads fit the contours of your inner thighs. They stay in place when you sleep & move when you do.
Create a rollout solar panel that can charge smart devices by just placing the device on it. solar panel is ready to charge other devices.
An app enabled electronic keyboard which could play any sheet music sent to app. This would be great for music writers of all levels
Lazy Christmas Tree Stand
Non conductive tape measure.
How to transform the bathroom into an amazing atelier dâ€™art! Have you any idea to contribute to the little elephant painter?
Universal VacAdapt
Stress Knots. The world's most popular promotional gift is the stress ball. How about malleable stress relieving sailor's knot? #spotsv
Pregnant Dads
iPhone 5 Dock With 2 Amplified Speaker Slots - Simple Design, Stays True To Apple Aesthetics
CLEAR SHOES or BOOTz goes over your shoes and go. Non-Slip, Water Proof, socks and Shoes stay dry and clean, Zippers in rear. 4 rain or mud
The "SneakerMeter. A product that indicates when athletic footwear should be replaced. Incorporated into a insert sole or into the shoe sole
Cake Cutting Guide
Stop fumbling around for your keys, a Biometric Door Knob would eliminate the need for a key. Make your front door more secure!
Magnetic Belt Clip with Magnetic Tape Measure Clip. Perfect for easy release of tape measure and clip goes on any belt.
Making use of Organic Weed Control Methods such as Boiling Water, possibly in the form of a steam device but designed to pinpoint/kill weeds
Whiteboard Spray Dispenser
A fishing rod with a built in tape measure.
Stainless steel soda/seltzer maker that uses environmentally friendly glass bottles
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Baby Bumps: Modular, reconfigurable baby-proofing that doesn't obscure the beauty of your decor. Safe, flexible, and versatile.
stickers that come in different shapes, letters. like a heart or a peace sign. made from same material as bandaids. for a sun tattoo, Tantoo
Clean your ceiling fans without the dust falling on your head, no more standing on a ladder chair etc.Ideal for all ceiling fans.
Ladder Grabber
Refrigerator Spout Extender
An umbrella design that maximizes protection. Finally an umbrella design for the 21st century!
Transform Any Light Fixture into a smart color light or Laser show that can change colors, "listen" to music &amp; output color light, patterns
T-shelf dock adapter for the iPhone.
Glass Light to save a life.
A front-end pencil eraser attachment would allow quick-n-easy editing for any artist or writer.
Countertop small appliance shelf system. A stackable shelf system for your kitchen countertop so you can neatly store your small appliances
The blow brush is a paddle-brush-blowdryer combo.Cool, Warm or Hot air blows through the bristles of boar, bristle or fine hair attachment.
Cat Vac
This crock pot keeps your food cold so you can prep it the night before.Timed or manual settings for morning cooking!Easy,fast,saves space!
If Quirky would want to make a Quirky Tacklebox, I have an awesome patentable feature to add(I checked, no patents).
Quirky eye(like google glass) or bracelet - Find your perfect match/ friend - See your match percentage for each person you look at
"Hail No" is a car cover that has tabs with magnets to stick under the car. The cover is made of bubble wrap fabric thats inflatable
This product is a baseboard cleaner. Never bend over again to wipe baseboards or to remove debris away from baseboards.
It's called a "cootie cover" which prevents heads (hair) from touching the back of public seats. Used mainly for movie theaters.
Do your Large Breast give you back problems? Use "Weight Distribution Bra's".
How would you like to be able to clean surfaces of any size from bathroom mirrors to tall sliding glass doors much easier.
Decorative tissue(Kleenex)box that holds a roll of toilet paper. The user can control the tissue comes out.
A device that sits between the charger and apple product that controls/monitors battery levels and shuts off power when charge is at 100%.
knetic batery
As a Make up artist I can say that girls love easy make up application! Perfect, easy eyebrows with no mess and one simple to used product!
Cushioned Slip and Slide! It's all fun and games until someone hits a rock or thorny patch in the grass. So lets try a padded slide!!!
Enhance the college experience with the light blocking and privacy curtain for your dorm loft. Sleep at any hour &amp; eliminate roommate issues
A sunlight alarm clock with lightning connector for iPhone 5. Uses natural light to wake you up slowly rather than abruptly with an alarm.
A hair comb with ear hook-goes around the ear-to pull the ear away from head to safely cut the hair with shears, clippers, or trimmers.
With winter upon us, we need to be ready for all elements. I'm looking to create the best compact shovel available
I would like to create a way to record onto a DVD from your DVR. Say you were on a TV show and weren't able to get a copy of it.
Pepper Spray Glove
Dock-It docks the raft to one end of the pool keeping you from the action. Easy hook up. Sun, shade, relax or choose to get wet? You decide.
PERSONAL PET SPA ALLOWS FOR QUICK AND EASY GROOMING
A 'Smart Pouch' flexible belt clip pouch that carries: ipod/phone, smart/cell phone, cc/id cards, cash, coin pouch/ headphones!
Tabletop/desk iPod Stand. Levitate your iPod.
Tired of untangling your ear plug set for your device? Why not have a retractable ear plug set that never tangles and travels well in pocket
:) A sleek 4~in~1 unit,that features a paper towel holder,that has a gliding bar, you can adjust to width of towels. No more unrolling mess!
Carabandits Handle Attachment for Blueprints (or anything you can think of)
Pot (Pan) handle Cooking Timer
Do you hate clinking, broken bottles in your ice chest. This is the trail tested answer--but it does need refining for mass production.
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Children tend to relax and fall asleep in their swing. Now parents can have a stroller that has both. Introducing the Rock-n-Stroll.
Voice Recognition Software that automatically records and translates languages as you speak in text on your phone.
Makeup organizer that solves makeup organization.No more storing in multiple containers; brushes cross contaminating colors; losing items
E-ink Home Dash Display
"HIC" HEALTH IDENITY CARD. A NEW HEALTH IDENITY CARD TO BECOME THE STANDARD IN THE INDUSTRY USED BY ALL
MEDICAL INSURANCE AND PBM'S.
Visors for portable GPS used in automobiles. This idea can be extended to other electronic communication devices with screen used outdoor.
Spring Water Flask
A video tutorial, fun to watch, for the Q community with the following topics: creativity, innovation, product research, makers tools.
google calendar whiteboard
This is a wallet case where bank cards, I.D. Etc regular case but the spin is that it has a zipper the back of the case to place your items
A pint size ice cream holder. No cold hands or wasting a paper towel. Just slip in your favorite tub and start eating!Holds pints.
Attachment/Pull Up Bar-built in slots for Resistance Bands Millions of people use pull up bars / resistance bands together lets make it easy
Aerator Temp Gauge
"What's this wire go to"
A fashion belt that can serve as an accessory as well as a small compact that holds a woman's id, credit cards, keys and cell phone.
An iPhone / cell phone case that is also a tens unit for pain relief muscle relaxation or muscle working.
How many people out there keep buying squeaking dog toys like "Kong" for $8 or $9 to watch their dog destroy it in less than an hour?
A VIDEO GAME ABOUT THE WALKING DEAD: WHERE YOU CREATE OR SELECT A CHARACTER AND PLAY THROUGHOUT THEIR LIFE
TO FIGHT OFF THE WALKERS.
Have to unstaple a staple w/manual staple remover,puts hole in paper. Electronic Stapler Remover doesn't leave a hole nor damages the paper.
Stretch, snug fit, padded finger and palm gloves for turning and gripping motions on jars, bottles, flashlights, lightbulbs, and hand tools.
My idea is of a simple electric wall plate with a slightly oversized dimensions to cover installation flaws that ALWAYS seem to occur.
Toy (Blocks) Vac (See through!
Its a small speaker for the iphone thats gonna be almost exactly the same shape as the square if you have heard of that
TRAVELERS INFO ASSISTANT
Earbud cable pendanant
color changing gauze for blood soaking surgery
BIKE ALERT
Wine Glass - Stem Optional: Simply twist the stem on for a traditional glass, or twist off for stemless. Stackable for easy storage!
Save time in painful and prolonged treatment and misdiagnosis. Color code symptoms and have them electronically matched in a national d-base
Fashions for Sensitive Ears
Who wants to see the slimy soap or sloppy mess from the Liquid Soap?
Make your regular flat bottom punching bag into a bobble punching bag! Have more fun working out! No sliding when you punch or kick the bag.
My 'Knife sharpening glove' invention will make life easier, not only will this product help save you money but it is fun and safe to use.
A travel bag with built in digital scale to give any traveler an instant weight of their luggage before arriving at the airport.
Hate a cold bed? How about an electric blanket that can be turned on using an app so your bed is warm once you get in.
Hide-Away Paper Towel Holder â†’ Free up your kitchen counter space!
A seated exercise wheel that could clamp on any table would allow you to burn calories, work the upper body & look good.
Waterproof Mp3 player making it possible to swim and participate in water activities and still listen to the music of your choice.
Vertical rotating baby bottle brush, will operate vertically in a circular motion.
mini belt
'The Mace Case': A cell phone case that also serves as a self-defense tool by integrating a container of mace(pepper spray) into the case.
Pop-Up Paper Towel Holder
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The New iPad needs a new Cloak!Let's redesign and improve this handy Quirky case for the new iPad!Many innovations!One light for front&amp;back!
{SLICE PRECISE} COLLapsable PIZZA CUTTER!!! OPENS &amp; CLOSES like a HANDHELD FAN!!! EVEN CUTS all in one motion!!! Blade cover
for storing
Pivot Power Senior. Dual plug power for each wall socket. USB ports.
Resub. Aromatherapy- No Sticky Mess Pain Relieving Aching Body Patch~ Add Your Own Natural Oils/Ingredients
Building Block Letters! Quirky Style!
taste the PUNCH
Faced with complicated obsticles such as sidewalks,curves,steps,potholes,even doorways.RAMPGE"portable ramp take your ramp wherever you go.
Door Draft Stopper
MC Secure
Litter pan. 3 pans inside each other. Separate 2 bottom pans. Remove top screened pan - dirt lifts out,clean sifts through. Rotate pans.
The iPhone iShower: a waterproof, fog-proof iPhone accessory with speakers so that you can watch webcasts/videos in the shower.
toe nail clippers without bending down by having a mechanical extension device including a strong magnifying glass at the clipper position
The pillow between your breast
Stop throwing out perfectly good food! The Tupperware Timer will tell you exactly how long leftovers have been in the Fridge!
This stand allows you to turn your iPad into a second monitor. Plug into any USB port on a laptop and instantly have a second screen.
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" and 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
Hand Shield
Collect all the Quirky Staff thumb puppets. Entertain your kids and yourself at home with this invention.
Retractable Velcro straps on the back of your iPhone. This case is great for driving &amp; talking hands free
A quick clothing dryer, for those garments you need dry ASAP
To have an option when buying a refrigerator of having a magnet insert in the door, or even a chalkboard , or cork board .
Tasty Bait
genn lock
X-Ray Vision Glasses without the use of X-Rays
CHARGE YOUR LAPTOP AND OTHER SMALL ELECTRONICS WITH THIS POWERFUL SOLAR CHARGER THAT PROVIDES TWICE THE
POWER AND TAKES LESS SPACE.
Mixed battery size equipment
trolley-support laptop.
Covered portable water heater
A stand for the Amazon Kindle Fire to use at home and on-the-go
Coat rack with lamp and electronics/keys storage: outlets and usbs. Hang your hat...along with everything else you need for the day!
IDEA: A robotic arm that removes clothes from the front load washer and places the clothes in the front-load dryer.
Aerogel Socks. Keep your feet warm with these Amazing Insulators. Uses existing technology. See Video for details
The Dribble Bibble
test
Quick Draw - smart phone case. Fastest way to access your iphone or android when it is ringing (unless you already have it in your hand)
Hairbrush capable of removing the hair that remains stuck to it. Using a plate that pushes the hair through the bristles and retracts back.
Chemical Free Cockroach Trap
Doormat with a built in light. Can't find your key or the key hole on a dark night? Don't worry this doormat has you covered.
To create and distribute pet chew toys based on popular current and historical figures such as Osama Bin Laden or Sara Palin.
LidStir Mug. No need to open up your mug to stir your drink. Use any stirrer to clip onto your lid and stir.
Inexpensive, easy to install Christmas lights in just minutes no ladder required. Elf tool ( a telescopic rod with special design hooks) .
The Dustpan-Broomcan! Sweep, Toss, Clip. Apartment dwellers, REJOICE!
Wireless presenter to clip on index finger. Have your hands free for gestures while presenting. Working via bluetooth. Handle with thumb.
A Belt with no metal parts, so I can go through TSA without having to take it off!!!
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A sleek protective laptop case made out of highly shock absorbent rubber/rubber-like material to protect laptops from breaking.
BlueZeus
RoboCyborg - Have prototype
Gear lube or STP type products hard to fill in hard to reach places. Manufacture caulk tubes with thick oil. (Lube Tube)
Hold button in car radios
Suction Cup Mounted, Flat Pack, Paper Towel Holder [VIDEO]
BeanEars: A soft, beanie hat with earbuds in it for toddlers and infants to wear instead of headphones.
Like to Bedazzle? Introducing a Case for your phone, ipad, laptop that you can customize with rhinestones that pop on or off.
Pen and Paper holder not based on post it notes sizes, sometimes, that is just too small.
Iphone holder for driving,cooking and special mention lying down. watch with your iphone in any angle desired with full relaxation.
Morphing ferrofluid desktop sculpture. Magnetic fluid constantly evolves under case, powered by small electric current. Great desk piece.
Tired of waiting in lines? This simple electronic device will make your amusement park experience so much more fun and easy!
Coffee ever get cold in your coffee shop or car? This heated swizzle stick combines heating element and agitator to reheat your drink fast!
Sew a blanket strip 1/3 size of master blanket same width,1/3 of the way down on master blanket, cover your shoulders,tuck blanket under arm
Two amazing ideas, the BRoss, a toothbrush that has floss that comes out the other side, and a universal remote that hand cranks no battery!
A novel, see at a glance, drawer liner/organizer using raised nubs that fits your style
Bluetooth Doorbell
A case with built in earbud cord management.
Carry-on luggage with a padded seat!
Eraser stick with integrated pencil sharpener
StrongThor
resubmit....FaceTime light assist
A 2 computer fan exhausted plastic lid for small pets kept in glass fish tanks, such as mice, rats, hamsters, etc Attachs to metal frame lid
Peel-Away Cutting Board
Tired of your body sponge falling apart? Squishy ball + nubs + body soap = BIG improvement over body sponges currently on the market.
Earn your game time
Tape Measure App
EDC Caddy with built in phone charger. Come home to a stylish valet to hang your everyday carry...purse, wallet, phone, keys etc...
Otterbox-type "I-phone" rubberized gel cover with a slit in the back side from top to bottom that can hold your credit card, I.D. and cash.
Bowl Holder
Brew your favorite coffee or tea with this stainless steel mesh steeper that can be used in single cup brewers as well as in a mug.
An iPhone earphone combined with bumper case.
- The perfect nut cracker - Polling inside! ... to help define what lacks in existing nut crackers.
ERGO-CB: Ergonomic Clipboard [VIDEO]
A cooler with air filled, large wheels that can be pulled - by human or bicycle, on all terrains.
[RESUBMIT] A revisit to the classic analog clock, but this time it's ARMED WITH LIGHT. The lights go off and your clock-viewing improves.
A Binky beeper, for locating lost pacifiers quickly.
Sling Grip â€“ iPhone case with comfortable finger grip.
An App that would identify anyone in your general vacinity, that is stored in your contact information.
its a fishing storage unit that stands up and dosent take up much room at all can hold several poles for storage
App-Enabled Interior Motion Sensor. Catch a sleepwalker or pet needing an outdoor run before an accident occurs.
Do you hate riding on a wet bike seat after it rains? Then Saddle Shield is a solution to your wet-bottom problems!
GOLF MATE * APP *
An add-on seat for the top of an ice chest that supports sitting back when using it as a chair while camping, folds up, holds a drink!
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Car door unlock system activated by cell phone app/code that you can sale to the public or rental car companys.
Magna-Bots
Bladezz
Clear View for car GPS. Now you can easily see GPS screen in the brightest sunlight. Simply clip on Clear View GPS Visor,protects from heat
A crevice tool that couples with the "claw nozzle" of coin operated vacuum machines located at gas stations, coin operated car washes, etc.
right connect
Soft &amp; Cozy Combination Kennel &amp; Bed for Cats &amp; Small Dogs - New Design After 100s of Votes &amp; Recommendations
Check Your Cell Phone at Home
My product idea is a kit of wireless magnetic locks for household cabinets. The idea is to childproof cabinets with the flip of a switch.
Smart Arse
Super-compact, lightweight, easy to carry, easy to store stroller!
Created &amp; patented the #1 game (per Family Feud &amp; Millionaire surveys) played by adults &amp; kids for years,with up to date ideas.
Accordion Shades that pivot and coordinate with Smart Cover colors. Now you can FINALLY enjoy reading from your iPad in the sun!
'Sticky Power' The power strip you can 'stick' anywhere.
E-Tag is an innovative concept to eliminate the plastic tags dispensed by most businesses, cluttering key chains and wallets.
Easy to clean and fill birdfeeder. Everything you need is right here, just add seed.
Cyber Show. A small display that is updated via Bluetooth and an app where the user specifies info to be shown.
"Tell Me" Fishing. With a push of a button, it tells you what letter, number or shape you caught. learning game.
Quiet latch
A paintbrush applicator that you can twist and snap off the tip of the brush and add another brush then reapply different brush tips.
The balding man hat is a very lightweight tailored hat that can be worn indoors in a business casual environment instead of a baseball hat.
"IMP the Power Battery Hub" A device that chargers smart devices using "IMP' technology. Now transporting your devices will be a breeze.
The All In One i-pad protective folio. A mix of Multi Styles/Models and Function
A fun, mobile, toy-storage system that's easy for parents to tote, a ball for children to use.
PICKLE LINKS BABY CHAIN!!! Dirty baby toys in public are now a thing of the past! Just clip it and go!!
in the winter or anytime you do not have a hose connected to your outside faucets on your home ...try faucet guard..to prevent costly repair
Wireless blackberry style keyboard (usb wireless, Bluetooth) that is more like a game controller (x-box style?) to control a pc/laptop
spray-on sunglasses
Cordless Box Fan
A undergarment for everyone,bad case of IBS. Play Football, Soccer,or polo. Are you afraid of falling and breaking something like your hip.
1 min installation Slim Micro projector that 640X480 display resolution, rechargeable and projects video and images up to 100 inches away.
Nubs styles for your finger ti
iPad/iPhone case with integrated retractable carrying strap. Vertical or horizontal use. Adjustable length. RESUBMIT.
Stroller skis!! They flip down under the wheels, for easy pushing through snowy parking lots, then flip back up when on solid ground!!
Paper towel holder (countertop) with brake mechanism. Allows precise tears, prevents unraveling the roll.
! A Silicone wristband pager for kids playing in the neighborhood. No more moms yelling for kids, just page them and they will come running!
iMaster The Smart Manager!
Computer Aided Lawn Design(CALD) create pattern/design on lawns. Uses lawn as canvas creating artistic landscape pattern, ie crop circles.
(UPDATED)Get stuff off the bathroom counter. Extra cabinet or shelves/containers on the bathroom mirror.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
The patent I am designing is a utility Digital Theater and TV System. Based on the ATSC and MAUI OS.
A yoga sock with hand grab for the yoga beginner that is not as flexible to do advance poses.
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Space Saving bag built into the luggage so one can place their clothing in the bag and vacuum the air out to utilize all the luggage space.
Bottle mounted adjustable liquor dispensing device making the liquor measuring process simpler and faster.
A system that adds resistance to push ups. Get a better workout in less time due to added resistance.IMAGES INCLUDED!!
A wall mounted bracket, that converts a standard squat rack which works the muscles in the thighs to one that also works the calves.
KAELA'S CARDS! The Invention-Quotation Playing Cards. Quirky advertises inventions with cool quotations while friends &amp; fam. play fun games!
Tackle box with removable tray
shade for the backseat driver
Golf rain shorts that can be comfortably worn on a warm day and will keep your rear dry when sitting on a wet cart seat for under $20
Swipe (Mocubo Lite) Nesting strainer + prep bin lay flat like Broom Groomer Mini. Sweep food or waste into them from any cutting board.
zelepter
Be Cool Beachtowel
Wireless tv remote finder attaches to your tv and a receiver attaches to the remote to help you find your misplaced tv remote with ease.
A hydrid docking station that includes 360 degree sound and a 21st century lava light experience. XTC Soundtube Light.
The Suckinator
See what you are shaving. This clear gel lets you see the clear line of distinction between you facial hair and your skin.
A low cost car stereo that is only an auxiliary connection for smartphones and mp3 players.
My idea is for a combination stroller/swing in one. With a couple of extra latches unclipped the stroller converts to a portable swing.
Looks like a shake weight..shake,mix drink can be used with any powder mixes
FM Transmitter built into a USB Dongle able to convert computer audio to short distance radio waves.
Ruckease - a backpack expander to let you carry items that don't fit in your bag!
A laptop case that folds open to be used as a lap-desk surface.
Adjustable Baby Gate. Horizontal and Vertical Adjusting. Unique dog gate? Reinvent the Baby Gate/Dog Gate (Paulette Jaques)
The best kitchen organizer ever! The magnetic Mat that organizes and holds your utensils on the Fridge. Bottle opener, spice rack etc...
ILLUMINATED Contact Lenses Container
Ultimate Car Safety Tool!! (it has it all, even air supply)
Every chef has had the experience of their prepared meats sticking to the grill. Hereâ€™s the thing to keep meat from sticking on the grill.
attachably tray on computer table.
Never forget to give water to your Rabbit/Ferret/Hamster with this APP ENABLED WATER BOTTLE. Kids follow &gt; iPad
THE CLASSIC SCREWDRIVER SET REVISITED.
Walking Zone Puppy Harness
Introducing The Revolutionized Heavy Duty Garbage Can!
send your voice, NOT a text -it is not a phone call or a message for their inbox. texting is yesterday: Change current culture!
Rolling carts at the laundromat are a hot commodity!! Wouldn't one make laundry at home easier and maybe just a little cool if not fun?
Easy fill tiki torch
A peel and stick battery indicator for portable tools. Indicates charged or dead.
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Pet leash guard for bikes.
hexagonal adapter
Bicycle with Kinetic Energy Recovery System (KERS) No Batteries, Fully Mechanical, Reuse Energy When Needed, Proven Concept, More details...
steam to go
Modular electrical receptacles and switches. instead of hiring an electrician pull out the old switch and plug in the new one
Most products to get rid of weeds around the home are harmful to the environment. We propose a mechanism that safely removes the weeds.
It's the NEW *Mood Ring* Click it for Sad, Mad, Confused or Happy icon to appear! Teens/Pre-Teens. Like social expressions online!
Adjustable Picture Hook. Vertically and/or horizontally adjust your artwork, pictures, etc...without having to re-nail your hook.
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When one reads information on a Website and a word or words appear that a reader does not understand? What is the solution?
Easy Care Carseat Cover
*Self-Moistening Contact Lens Case* No more dried &amp; withered lens in the morning. The cap moistens the contacts as it's snapped on.
A faucet and shower handle overlay, which can be tightened around the handle that adds a lever to the handle.
Fruit &amp; Vegetable Micro-climate Fridge. A small fridge with multiple drawers that can be controlled to certain temps and humidity.
Iphone Tether will secure your Iphone (or similar device) to your belt, jacket or purse to prevent Loss or theft.
Hard to get on lilos and inflatable armchairs without tipping over into the pool? Here's my solution
Mobile Wall
speedybook
It's Hot &amp; New - It's SWINGSEAT! The first swingseat with a built in lightshow and MP3 player! Let kids have some real fun on the swingset!
Insta-View: a way to quickly shoot your friends exactly what you are looking at and want them to "see it with you live"-don't email a link
Do you want great sound from your flat screen TV? I suggest the "Fat TV" built in a deeper housing so bigger better speakers can be used.
Soap dispenser with timer to make sure that hands are perfect clean. Ideal for kids. Get rid of all germs and bacteria.
Never have an awkward moment meeting new people ever again with this awesome, eye-catching phone holder/belt buckle!
I'm hoping to create a new way to unlock a bathroom door because as it stands now we touch bacteria infested handles countless times a day
ALL-IN-ONE Cake Carousel, Cake Plate and Cake Carrier - from frosting to carrying to presentation, never have to change plates again.
Adjustable head gear specially made for toddlers learning to walk.Children that are learning to walk often fall bumping their heads.
Track Pack
A golf accessory which will elevate the grip of a golf club off the ground to prevent contact with wet or chemically treated grass.
A USB capable charger for your electronics - fits all standard USB ports :)
A locking bottle cap or lid cover that keeps minors out of liquor. Also protects bottled water milk and juice from theft or contamination
Floor Fan Airflow Extender
A remote control for your tv and cordless phone combined.
Disposable garbage can lids. Made like garbage bags but covers the top of the can. They can be made many colors and designs.
Easy,effort less,simple. knife sharpener(battery operated)
Keurig coffe maker auto fill line. Use a simple water line, ice maker line, small float valve and presto you never have to fill it again
Insertion rod is expandable/contractible to holds the center firmly while attach to elongated flat tube/box for the towel to slide through.
Retooled design of the kitchen essential: sturdy, comfortable mixing spoon. Bend-proof spring steel, ideal sizing, reinforced silicone bowl.
A game controller that can change its button colors and labels to match the game you are playing. (Resub)
A fold-able,portable,drawing mat for no mess drawing,to organize kids crafts,coloring tools and stickers in. Perfect for at home or the go!
VideoBud
No easy access folders/files in book-bags. Tabs are not readily accessible to see what you have or what you are looking for.
Cajun Hibachi,A portable Hibachi/Teppanyaki grill that is fun and easy to use.Have the neighborhood over for some Hibachi! 86 the BBQ grill!
Peel N' Stick Baby Placemat
Towel Holder
easy loading heavy items into
Protective IPhone Case with Built in Stand and Cord Wrapper
A decorative way to create hanging space around your home
MouseNotes - WorkStation
Snow plow with torches mounted in/on it
An Wifi/App Enabled Pivot Power. You can program and control every outlet on the pivot power with a iphone and ipad app.
Smart Outlet
Head Massage Headphones
Lets make Push-Ups easier for women or men, beginners or pros. The adjustable resistance Push-Up Bar is here. Great for all fitness levels.
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Trash bag storage compartments made on bottom of trash cans. Opening on the bottom on trash can. Feed new bag up as full bag is pulled out.
A material to place on the bottom of a hockey blade that increases the hockey blades durability which inevitably increases its overall life!
Foldup Hideaway Dog Feeding and Watering Station. Saves space, better looking living area and keeps children away from dog food and water.
Visual guidance for cutting circular shaped pies and cakes into equally sized portions.
Seatbelts on my office chairs. This feels amazing to sit fully upright against the seat back when secured snugly.
My idea is Pool Inflatable Shooter/comfort Lounge bed. It has coolest feature come with Pool Inflatable Shooter.
Drone Ceiling Duster,Remote Controlled Quadpro-copter Duster:Dust in high places,WiFi &amp; App-enabled with LED light &amp; camera.
App enabled robotic arm decorates the tops of cakes with cartoon characters and other artwork found on the internet or your own creations.
Match Color or Number Domino Game - Teach kids of all ages colors, numbers. Classic game in jumbo size for whole family to enjoy! #toy
Super bright LED light integrated into valve stem cap. Could come in packs of different colors and shapes to change up your ride daily.
No more searching for towels and gloves to clean your mess. Attach an All-in-one head to your spray cleaner bottle and clean with one hand
Low Temp Heating Station Evolved. Connie Ng, Food Crafters Take A Look! Appeals To More Than Olive Oil Lovers. Melts Butter, Chocolate, Etc.
The shopping butler
Paracord Sleeved Earbuds with integrated alligator Shirt Clip.
Billy-1 Magnetic Bill Reminder
A design of ' eye ' print or transfer that is attached to the bottom of any type of water board / kayak / boat / to deter Shark attacks
The Locator
An adjustable, hand held clipper for trimming the dead ends off house and garden plants, with a v-shaped blade and a collection compartment.
Blush Brush Cleaner
toddler died 'playing with plug' IT HAPPENS! MY PRODUCT HELPS! TAMPER PROOF 2 DOOR ELECTRICAL SOCKET LOCK BOX PREVENTS
KIDS OUTLET TAMPERING
Trash transport on top of car trunk. Foldable mesh box would hook to the top of a trunk and be easily stored in trunk Avoid potential mess
Tired of hitting your fingers with a hammer trying to hit those tiny little nails you need to hang things on the wall?
GOOD SMELLING IPHONECASE.make your phone smell good and attractive. good for public,party's,crowded areas,car,class room,office and friends.
Space saving gloves. JUST 5x3x1 INCHES WHEN NOT IN USE.
â€œBowl in a bagâ€. A storage bag that can be converted into a bowl by rolling the bag inside out
Don't let rain drops on your window unit AC keep you up at night. This sound proof shield silences drips, splatters, and other sounds.
Iphone charger that can be powered via an outlet, usb, OR AA batteries. 100+ votes in 4 days!
While sleeping most do not awaken to storm warnings-household smoke detector modified to include storm/tornado early warning notifications.
Pivot Power Stick
"Goodbye Gap!" Replace that giant power adapter between your wall and your furniture with this thin, compact In-Wall Power Adapter.
Beyond Brilliance Cleaning Kit
An after bath towel/robe for dogs that keeps the water in the towel and not in house. This towel would make bathing easier and less messy.
SLIDERS-spoons that don't leave a drop! Just slide the slider scoop to get ALL the product out easy! Great for meds, babies, measuring, etc
Millions of people die of dehydration every year. Breathalyzer? will tell you if you need fluids! Athlete/babies/hospitals/military/elderly.
Make Up Glasses
Cupcake Tongs. Use for serving cupcakes without getting your hand and fingers in the frosting. Cupcakers want this tool!
Inward Collapsing Milk Jug
Instead of a tape dispenser, a VELCRO dispenser!
the SOAP SCRAPERY takes those sudsless lil' rejects and heats, merges, and dispenses a fresh re-branded soap bar for your scubbing pleasure.
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Kitchen Printer
Key Chain for Apple Lovers - Use as Stand, Headphone Organizer and Stylus
A lemon/orange squeezer with attachable container for storage and for juice collection. Squeeze directly onto food or store it. Fun and easy
With laptop webcam being hack and turn on My idea is a webcam cover that snap over the top of your laptop webcam then you can leave it open
Carabandit Pouch! We got BandNETS, the Pouch idea goes one step further with designs focused on enclosed pockets &amp; pouches.
Food Fan - The Ultimate Cooling Device For Children And Food
Use the Iphone CPU on a dummy Hybrid to compute or watch movies on larger screen.
Weights that can attach to the corners of the towels to keep your towel from flying away.
The light up screwdriver has small LED lights around the base of the handle to illuminate dark places such as closets, under sinks, etc.
A seat net that holds and organizes passenger seat stuff while you drive, make stops or turns.
The Sneeze Sleeve
Alligator Clips For Kids
Graduated brake lights so that the driver behind you can tell how hard you're braking
K-Cup SPICE CONTAINERS. Keep spices and herbs handy in little pinch cups designed to fit in AROMA and other K-cup holders.
Imagine being able use your umbrella, fence, tree etc. to set up solar powered portable outlets! Now you can enjoy a outlet anywhere!!
Glow in the Dark Flash Drive
Pre hang picture inside of Adjustable inner sliding plastic frame critique frame and picture, remove frame, & your done
Detachable iMac/Laptop Carrying Handle
Motorcyclez~ Bike Riding On A Different Level Resub.
#spotsv Convenient shower liquid dispenser for travel- tired of juggling travel size shampoo bottles or lugging a dripping shower caddy?
Keep your screen clean! Have a pouch containing a microfiber cloth or screen wipe that attaches to the back of an iPhone.
Omelet in a cup
Snap-let
A self cleaning hair brush for the floor. Be rid of hair in the home, broken vacuums, and back pain.
Reading in bed in the morning and at night before bed is the best. But don't you wish you could have something to hold up the book for you?
Mini Home Drone Buddy
"WOCKET" The Ultimate Slim Wallet/Pocket with 12 slots for cash, credit cards etc. with a "Bandit style band for secure hold and much more.
Picnic Mat Lounge Chair
BATHROOM FLOOR MAT SCALE. KEEP THE FLOOR DRY AND FIND OUT YOUR WEIGHT.
The "Motivator" is an inspirational/motivational bracelet that has a personalized scrolling marque which encourages you to reach your goals!
CHILD PROOF YOUR KID-ACCESSIBLE ELECTRICAL OUTLETS/PLUGS! With children around, how safe is too safe?(see Jeff Eusebioâ€™s
suggestions)
Configurable No Ice Cooler. This idea is for an ice chest that does not use ice. It embeds Blue Ice packs into it's interior surfaces.
Charger Box
D.Rack 2.0
A pan handle shaped heat proof pot holder that adjusts to the thickness of the pot.OMG OMG No more crud under handles or unintended spills!
Do you have one breast larger or smaller than the other? How do you get fit for a bra? Wear either too small or too large bra
Would you like the dirty dishes disappear after a party? They can not only desappear but you can turn them into beautiful flowers or spices.
Replace broken off coat hooks with a coat hook that has a hook on the inside of the door and a plate for the outside of the door.
At home massages suck compared to a spa massage. Y? Because you cant get your head comfy! Solution: a portable massage cushion for your face
Freedom running speakers
Readable
CarPad
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No more "left a bit, left a bit, right a bit, up a bit, down a bit, up a bit, left a bit...."
Pause live radio
The ULTIMATE HANGER Supports pants, shirts/coats/ties and strappy tees! For travel or home. Makes a great addition to Quirky's hanger line.
An armband to store phone/mediaplayer, cards, keys, money (bills and change) that also as a heart rate monitor and solar charger
Resub with prototype video - Book Bandits. Protect your book corners. Bookmarks &amp; protects book corners. Removes cleanly.
The Shower Master
floating Bluetooth speaker
Cat lovers. Take your loved ones with you. This travel litter box makes it so easy. Great for cars rvs & hotels.
Toothbrush Holder for Home and Use for Travel. Now You can Use the same holder at home for travel.
FORGET ME NOT!!!! RECORD A MESSAGE THAT CAN BE CHERISHED FOREVER. EVERY PIECE OF JEWLERY IS UNIQUE, SO SHOULD
THE PRESENTATION!!!
Green, Safe and 'Greensaver' Blanket & Garments. Uses NO electricity (while in use)
"The Phantom" for Home and Small Stage lighting. Control your stage lights and home lights from your laptop or tablet APP! (resub)
Decorative cover for upsidown vegetable growers (topsy turvy type). Easily slides over the grower and ties on top to secure.
The Carry On Closet: A portable closet that travels with you as a carry on bag, without you having to worry about packing and unpacking :)
Branches: a modern metallic series of hangers and hooks that come from a trunk like a tree.
A one-person picture hanging system
Key Reminder: Is it locked?
Spidey - The Cobweb Remover
The flowerizer
A new Christmas ornament clip that is simple, elegant and clamps on branches to ensure those expensive or heirloom ornaments aren't broken.
Replaceable Dishwasher Racks
Baby walker with invisible wheel lock perimeter (like shopping carts). Let your baby think they are roaming free without worrying.
Wallmountable Gumballs machine
Kitchen-friendly iPad case solves the problem of greasy fingers. Made entirely of hard, clear material and is dish-washer-safe.
Hiteck CAR Seat
Ergonomic Mortar and Pestle â€“ No more wrist pain while grinding! Innovative T design aligns wrist with arm and allows more grinding power.
Lego Kit Storage Container
A two-unit electronic device to help parents keep track of their child when out shopping, etc.
Patented design. Tired of the old style analog controller concept? This is a new controller innovation that gives you precise wrist control.
A battery(or hand pump)air Suction cup/ Level that temporarily hangs wall decorations to get a stepped back view and take accurate markings.
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger)
Camp cooking over a campfire is a large part of open fire cooking, a hot dog or pie-iron support that will hold the item over the fire.
The only utensil you need to make any Quesadilla! Serves as regular knife, serrated knife, cheese grater and spatula. Only clean ONE thing!
a stud finder/level/tool. We could put this into an awesome toolbox along with everything you need to hang some awesome stuff.
Hardware accessory for the ios devices that enables users to use their external USB storage to transfer files
Microwave/dishwasher safe glass jar w/screw on funnel w/cap Heat, safely/neatly transfer food and beverage into non-microwaveable containers
Real Life 3 in a Row FUN!!!! These balls light up and make sounds when you get matching 3 in a row. Colors change after match. App enabled?
A Metal Carrying Case made of tin or light steel, for kids to carry their knickknacks around with themâ€¦With Stickersâ€¦
7/11 Currently 331 votes. Scenario: mopping your floor and even though you "rinse" the mop in your water,
A combination head rest and storage bag for sunbathers. Slip it over your chair, rest your head and store your necessities.
Perfect Cup every time
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A handheld scanner that converts traditional books into e-books and pushes and syncs to IPad, iPod, iphone, Kindle and Nook readers.
DRIP FREE UMBRELLA-Flexridged built in cover pulls down &amp; locks after use to keep water sealed in &amp; off clothes and floor. Mildew Resistant
Soap Saver
Quirky Key Fob: I paid $20 for this Fossil key fob. I like it but that is expensive! Also found a Kate Spade for $50!! #spotsv
Smart Plant
Foot2Floor Mopper - A flipflop-like shoe with a liquid soap tank built in. Beneath the tank are velcro spots which attach cleaning cloths.
Findpatch
Lets create an IPad Tote that unites fashion with technology. This Product Was chosen by "Q" for Under Consideration-Modified Thank You!
Tired of storing your out of season wreaths in those bulky , plastic containers? My wreath hanger will store up to six wreaths on the wall!
A card with a suction cap that stick over the photoelectric cell of the automatic doors of the elevator, preventing hits on you.
A laser that attaches to any standard tripod that has a line for the ceiling and an adjustable line for the top edge of a wall hanging.
Well, first of all, there's that little problem called --- tada! gravity! And sky hooks don't work. So, what could work? Magnetics
Screen Scanner
A convenient combination computer keyboard duster brush and microfiber screen cleaner with built-in stand. It's simple, sleek and portable.
Counter top/under cabinet automatic paper towel dispenser. Easily dispense one towel without getting the entire roll wet!
Can't find a parking space in a crowded parking lot? This device will help you find one fast!
Customizable Bike Multi-Tool in a Single Piece - When Biking Weight is an issue. Why not just carry tools you need in a Single Piece?
Tanshade is a tan through sunshade. Tanshade keeps the direct heat of the sun off you while allowing uv rays through for a great cool tan.
Telescopic/extending frame with suction cups to quickly try different placements and heights before hanging a picture on the wall.
A telescoping pole with built in scale, level and adjustable attachments mark where to nail/screw, etc.
THE IPHONE CAMERA - transform your Iphone into a classy hipster hand-camera by inserting it in this camera handheld!
Smart Headphones
Cone and/or eatable bowl dishes maker. Make ice cream cone with variety of fruity taste, cone shaped cookies, and eatable bowl for soup etc.
A Customizable Power Strip to meet your exact needs. The right size, the right color, the right fit... Make it yours.
Magic Diaper
My idea is a self sanitizing door knob for the restaurant/food service industry.
hash dog
COMPUTER NETWORKING MADE EZ. A SIMPLE DROP AND DRAG PROGRAM TO LINK COMPUTERS TO A NETWORK.
La montre chrono vibrante
Design a better ice cream scooper using the bounce feature found on golf wedges to get the perfect ice cream scoop. Inspired by a sand wedge
MagNET-a magnetic pouch that attaches to a magnetic tablet cover to hold cords, earbuds, change, etc.
Trash Robot
Natural grip with funky organic design allows you to hold an iPad easily for longer
360 Christmas Tree Stand
Its a New Prototype. This product is designed to increase the taste in your food, by not allowing the starting fluid to cook into your food.
the handy hanger
Get the kids outside Sidewalk paint with oversize stencils kits for hours of creative fun
App that automatically changes the environment of your house as you move around. No need to do anything but have your phone in your pocket.
Ever tried to change the wires on your car battery, but the bolts are stripped? This invention solves this problem.
Teach Me To Ride - A bicycle where the training wheels rise whenever the bicycle hits a certain speed.
Fresh &amp; healthy termatic Meal 2 go: self heating chicken or beef bowl. This will be healthy and no more microwave or frozen food.
A raised cutting board for people taller than 5'4", with built in prep bowls.
Umbrelfie
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a built in toilet paper holder that allows space for an additional roll behind it and is separated by a frosted glass partition
Mop and Hop - A rechargeable, detachable blower or fan, that can be attached to any mop to dry off the wooden floor instantly while moping.
STAY FRESH CAPS *NO SPOIL*
Dry Ice Toilet Cleaner
IAWAKE the Anti-Sleep Tracker. Iphone app that uses camera to track eye movement while driving. Fall asleep and alarm blares to wake you!
Liquid Laundry detergent/ softener / powder portioning and transportation device. Stackable detergent lids.
use plastic bag as boot liner to make boot water proof.Put bag over sock put on boot.Use bag over boot make it easy to slip on rubber boots.
Singers Ear Aid! Voice feedback device that allows the singer to hear their true voice. Allowing singer to analize &amp; correct pitch and tone.
Paper Towel Holder with INTEGRATED alarm timer!
zero gravity container
Selfy Shooter
Video Chat Privacy Screen VCPS
A support system for curtain rod, vertically adjustable
RE-Align is an ergonomic sleep cushion for proper posture and back pain relief.
Simple Ruler turns into a Stand. Use it to keep your Electronic device, or reading material upright. The useful measuring stick.
The final frontier in office cubicle is conquered! Bling up those tired old caster wheels with a set of RockmyWheels.
Rotary Magnetic Aquarium Glass Cleaner
Iphone attachment that allows you to take pictures underwater.The Camera be lowered into the water at different depths for viewing.RESUB
Print Erase Paper Feeder
Car mat on the driver side with a plush material inserted where one's "Jimmy Choo" won't scuff when one moves right foot from gas to brake.
Stud finder laser leveling measuring marking units
A small solar powered/charged, LED based night-light with movement sensor that lights up at night when it detects movement.
Case with a kickstand, tripod mount, and ID/credit card Pocket
Lower leg cramp reliever
Musical Pulsars - Blink To Music They "Hear" or To iTunes. Attach to Clothing, Hair, Shoes, Bags, Phones, Walls, Control with iDevice
Solar Powered Dog House
The Vac-oFan
Flashing Waterproof shapes for the bathtub! They stick to the bathtub walls! (Paulette Jaques)
Tired of fumbling for the right key in the dark? Well never again. Now every time you walk up to any door the right key will light up.
RETRO Retractable Cord Winder
((( CLEANSE ))) A Body-Wash Applicator that Reduces Waste &amp; more.
Would like a simple, beautiful and elegant bluetooth device that let's me use any standard headphones.
LIXELY*HT CHALLENGE IDEA
Resizeable Children's Shoes
All-In-One Water Faucet Management System that provides a digital reading for: Temperature, Water Usage, Water Quality, and Filtration
Safer, more effective bibs. Colorful onesies with several coordinating bibs that snap onto the shoulders. Don't change your baby all day!
Outdoor fun for kids Precut foam stencil and sidewalk chalk hopscoth,tic tac toe boards and so many other fun shaped stencils RESUB
Stitch The Wall...How can we solve the problem of hanging things on the wall easily? Do we have to use nails forever?Answer is...below
Pivot Power Mini for the CAR. A great product line already. Who likes cord tangles when in traffic? Plug and wrap cords in the car! 750+V!
flex pad fitness pad for situps exercise
RETRACTABLE Door/ glass guard for Pets!! A retractable device aprox 24" to 40" high with a spool of strong clear plastic insided.
do you hate having to drill holes to install clumsy brackets to hold your blinds ? having to custom cut your blinds ?
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Emoti-Gummies are small chewy gummies shaped as your favorite Emoticons. Kids love em, teens love, adults love em, we all love em.
My idea is for a bucket and caddy with dividers all in one with a flip top lid and large flat bottom for easy storage, transport and safety!
A laptop accessory that allows you to use your webcam to record what is in front of you. (ex: lecture, meeting, etc.)
Grip Tape for iPad
An interface/adapter plate 4.3in x 2.6in x 3 16ths thick with prongs for mating a 3M Dobie Pad with a battery powered vibrator for cleaning.
Math Quiz games in backseat
My idea is for a solar powered light underneath the lid of a free standing beverage cooler/ ice chest.
All in one disposable diaper
The TARBOT allows a target shooter to wirelessly change his downrange targets from the safety and comfort of his shooting position.
Travelers buy lottery tickets in various states as they travel the country. With this app, they can easily look up all state winning numbers
Are you tired of never having cold water in your washing machine? Well, then try The Chiller
Click Cast. A click-on hard shell cast for sprained arms with an internal blow-up sleeve that adjusts for size. Buy at local drug store.
combination travel hook
Millions of people use scented wax and dump the used wax in the garbage. Stop throwing it out, pour into fun molds and make toys for kids.
Quirky Power Alert Adapter for Ipads and Iphones!! Awesome device for your Apple needs!
Simple calculator design with large buttons; a grippy on the back to keep it from slipping; and Velcro to wrap onto a shopping cart handle.
Small enough 2 be a tab &amp; bookmark, big enough 2 replace a sticky note. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip tab note. Resub 388 votes!
I am one of millions who take daily supplements, many of which are in powder form. I need a "powder" rather than "pill" box. You?
Cloud Smartphone Case
Motorcycle riding is dangerous! My LED Directional Safety Vest will bring better visibility and safer riding conditions for any wearer.
PIVOT 360Â° - Flex &amp; rotate your power!!
ULTRA COMPACT PAPER TOWEL HOLDER FOR KITCHEN ROLLS. Transforms from a small 4"L x 1.5"W x 1.5"H cube to a full size paper towel
holder.
AQUAFIT Tube. Two tubes, fillable with water, to workout at home or on location. Use as Dumbell or as Barbell.
Portable extending/folding wheeled coat stand for transporting dry cleaning to car or nearby home
Trash can with pedals on either side that fold down so one person can hold the can to the ground and lift the bag out easily
A bracket that has pre-measured holes for drilling with a level built in
Over-the-Knee IPad Holder
Shop Till You Drop - App-enabled Shopping Maps for Your Smartphone.
Safer Skewer Handles - Cook without Burning (Yourself)
Party tray with a paper towel dispenser.
The Tennis Topper - A Tennis Ball Can Safety Opener - Safely protect players from razor sharp edges & make playing tennis safe for all!
Easy Medicine Dispenser
Don't have an ice maker? Never have enough ice? Here is a manual ice machine-easy, quick, clean; never pay for ice again.
Grill with imprint(logos)for multiple hotdogs, sausage, and hamburgers.
A car stereo should be capable of storing our iTunes media synced from our home wireless network for personal enjoyment during commutes.
Don't stumble in the middle of the night to change or feed your infant!Sit up, pull lever, overbed crib/changing table turns onto bed!
Broken water pipes! Solution: a master control device that will automatically shut off water when it has been running for say 30+ minutes.
"Cones" trav.a.gan.za
An elegant weatherproof outdoor solar powered table lamp. Windproof, no need for fuel or electricity and designed to maximize illumination.
Hanging laser level with a four way locking tape measure. (optional -built-in stud finder)
A plant pot with open bottom and stakes to anchor in ground placed at bottom of plant to keep dog/cat urine off af base of plant
Remote Finder
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Magsafe 2 "L-shaped" power adapter extension cord that converts the Magsafe 2 plug into an L shape similar to the older Magsafe adapters.
Power stroller
Tape Measure/ Ruler for Dummies
The Ledge Frame combines a regular frame with a shelf/ledge in one product.
RESUBMIT: HAD ALMOST 50 VOTES FIRST-TIME AROUND! "Thumb Cozy": cotton fabric thumb cover with a soft strap, to gently deter thumb
sucking.
Soft Wireless Microphone You Can Toss Around a Room - Perfect for Quirky Evals, Parties, Karaoke, Fun! Suggest Creative Shapes 4 influence!
Bendable micro serrated blade allows thin precision cuts. It also dramatically reduces the risk of injury/child safe *Please See Prototype
The Umbrelfie
For the iPhone,a small wind-up tripod for 360Â° photos from the center of a dinner table (or wherever).
Interactive to do list with app capabilities
Pasta Measuring Tool
My invention is an automatic toilet paper dispenser. Works like the automatic paper towel dispenser. Excepts, dispenses toilet paper instead
iRain
Gold Rush Fever Board Game. A lot like Monopoly only different artwork, names of property (Claims), rewards and so on.
bike wash toy
Ink-Free Micro Mobile Printer for iPhone, iPad, Android. Print Coupons, Boarding Passes, Business Cards, Receipts, On The Go. Research done!
Cuisiinart Clean-Brush Attach
SELECT A SIZE PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
"The Wedgie" A combined apple corer and wedge slicer along with "Flavr Savr" a core plug and band to maintain freshness after slicing
Removed
iPHONE CASE HOLDS A PEPPER SPRAY CANISTER TO USE FOR PROTECTION IN THE EVENT OF A PHYSICAL ATTACK. INTEGRAL &amp;
STEALTHY.
Free your hands with a Backpack Strap Carabiner, and distribute weight on both shoulders.(see video of benefits and possible features)
Wearable Accupuncture Pen
My idea is so simple but very useful. An eraser that screws on and screws off. Just screw off your worn eraser and screw on a new one.
Sanitary material that adheares to back of theatre seats or long enough for the entire seat so as not to pick up the last persons germs.
Electric Fingernail Brush. Great for anyone. A mechanics best friend.
Rule your cables. Differentiate your chargers. Organize your drawer with wired devices. Do not let your wires be wrapped up again.
Code Snake: Code Game for Kids
A cleaning spray bottle and towel attached to your wrist through a band. Go around your whole house hands free, ready to clean all surfaces
â€œEAR-RINGS!â€ The Revolutionary New 2-in-1 Transformational Jewelry Concept!!
Problem...dips fall off apple slices. Solution: Apple slicer that creates a scoop to hold pb and caramel, etc.. (Thirtyacre)
With the Flame Wind Protector, using your lighter in a windy or rainy environment would never be a problem again.
iphone 5 / ipod case with screen glass cleaner
Urinal Screen Hinge
iphone 5 case with shades
A set of caster wheels for a universal fit on all gas & electric weed eaters, allowing for an even cut of grass.
Sticky corner bumpies. Protect your device without hiding it, super minimalistic sticky cool corner bumpers.
App-Enabled Bluetooth button allowing the user to discretely perform basic functions on their cell phone such as silence/turn on sound.
Flower Cap
The quirky waterline
Reusable Silicone K Cups for pod coffee makers. K-Cups are expensive. Refill your own with your own freshly ground coffee for much less.
A USB flash drive that self ejects at a push of a button. No more having to click around to eject from the computer screen.
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Service Solahart Bintaro
Wouldnt it be great to have a flat touch abled screen on your car windshield powered by your cell phone through a app or bluetooth as a GPS
Wireless shutter button for taking photos with an iphone. A hand/arm strengthener that controls music and presentations. App ready.
iPhone speakers that use ABSOLUTELY NO ELECTRICITY
I have been fortunate enough to avoid surgery since this bed has been a form of physical therapy for my back, knee, and 13 more injuries.
Tiny lampshade that projects a grid on all 4 walls
A portable orginizer 2 hold items while driving and if wanted theres a blower 2 blowup items while driving but has 2 have a person with it
just adding a simple organizational storage for your computer table working space area.
A modular dish rack that has small fans to help dry.
Groov-E
The Shoobie Shower
Clothes line
Compact & Expanding Dish Rack w/ Pads Adjusts to your needs "L" Shape & Long Shape Offers More Counter Space. Use as one or split up! MOVIE
A pet dish designed to help cure problems with messy eaters.The bowl has rings of thermal glass with a concave and undulating feeding bowl.
Soothing comfort of coolness to help alleviate the pain and swelling feet are prone to, for women who wear heels and for athletes.
Universal inexpensive, sturdy braces that accept a Quirky Stud Finder/Leveler (stud finder uses watch-type battery).
Self- powered lightbulb, lamp
The Ultimate Toothbrush Holder
A NON LETHAL Defensive Weapon designed to temporarily blind/confuse attackers, give the would be victim time to get away + attract attention
It has 8 legs and you can Hang on it... The Hanging Spider.
Locked out? Latch blocker keeps locking mechanism from engaging. You can easily push open the door with your hand or foot to re-enter.
Liquid Floss - confession: I never floss. Can you relate? Here's an alternative that works for those of us that hate to floss.
Cheesus Christ Sandwich Maker/Panini Grill, have your favorite image seared into your sandwich, the Lord, your team logo, animals, holidays
Double Slit Experiment Kit Case:Conduct your very own Wave-Particle Quantum Mechanics experiment right on the back of the iPhone 5 case
WiFi iPad Remote:On/Off,Volume,Featuring App Mouse and Introducing the single handed 8 buttons keyboard.App-enabled.#Resub
Happy Plate!
Recordable memo reminds you of keys, errands, importants. Plays when you open the door. GE already has the door alarm just add the recorder!
Bedside coat hanger
A self-stirring pot that uses the steam generated within the pot to push against a paddle, thus constantly stirring whatever's inside.
Finally,make coffee and toast bread, bagels,and pastries in the same machine.Make coffee on top,toaster oven beneath with the same power.Yay
This Sleek Carry-On Bag split opens & instantly transforms into a convenient portable hotel room dresser. Close it back up & go in seconds!
Visual Wall - Be productive &amp; achieve goals by syncing calendar appointments &amp; to-do list every morning on your bedroom wall, later evaluate
#NAME?
iPhone weight scale
Sculpt a kind
GURU MIRROR
BRAILLE WARNING LABELS
Wireguru is a fun, simple to use,adaptable,expandable wire-management system for keeping messy wires out of view for tv consoles, desktops.
Keep cats and small dogs off window sills with the Pawlaw, it uses small plastic spikes to keep your furry friends law abiding.
Reinvent the Pet Rock for the 21st Century
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A multipurpose cleaning glove with strategically placed sponges and scour pads for versatility and optimization of hand strength.
Corded Power Adapter for Cordless Tool. Batteries Dead? Need That Extra Oomph or Consistent, Unlimited Power? Fits Most Brands &amp; Voltages!
WI-FI Enabled Coaster
INLINE OUTLET EXTENSION CORD gives you an extra outlet for rooms that have only 2-3 outlets,leaving a free wall socket,using only one cord.
"2(3)Liter Thermal Bottle Pitcher": Keep it Cold, Dry, Easy to Pour and Carry.
My idea is quite simple, yet something really hard to find. It's an adhesive bandage in skin tone color other than standard pink.
Take anywhere in or around house paper towel holder! Mounts to cabinet or wall, take off easily with popup handle that allows you to carry
Washbasin and Urinal
A wall planter that allows individual to create "living wall art"
!Weighted clips that holds garments down/towel)@ the beach to prevent from flying away AND that generates green energy to charge your phone!
Flight Games
Heavy duty off-road stroller, battery powered and app enabled.
Dna shaped ipod docks , so that people can show that the music they listen to is really part of them .
#spotsv; knife squeegee with rubber bristles fits on your fingers, then brush food into food "dust pan" &amp; into your skillet
Never Lose Your Keys Again with The Magnetic Light Switch Plate! [Working Prototype]
Emergency Elmo Alert App
Has anyone ever been inconvenienced by a shower drain stopped up with hair? If so, this product is the solution we have all been waiting for
The De-Icing Spatula lets you clean your freezer safely, quickly and efficiently. It saves Money, Time and Energy.
Grab our Baby
Kitchen magnet eyeglass holder
Secure your iPad while drawing or sketching.
Wink Alarm
Salsa jar with a screw mechanism on the bottom similar to a deodorant stick. Twist and the salsa rises. No messy fingers, no more bowls.
Gravity Holder for all your desk items. Just stick it on and it stays in place!
Sifty Box
SMART-IR Wall Switch
Brush your teeth hands free! In the car, while typing, or after that coffee at your desk. For everyday mobility. Wherever. Whenever.
Liquor Rapid Flavor Infusion
A portable fitness product that can strengthen leg muscles in a way that prevents shin splints.
2 Easy Universal Picture Hangers (one is for sticky hooks only).
The Finder is a voice-activated sticker that attaches to anything - say the word and it responds. Find anything, anywhere with the Finder!
How clean are your teeth? Let this device and app tell you!
Uplight It !
A toilet paper holder that helps you safely place your expensive gadgets,precious books, etc.. in a restroom.
Those of us with keys hate losing them. It's time to use our cell phones to find them in the room - beep, beep, beep. Ah-HA!
Drain Buddy
lace lock
Avoid Freezer Burn! Color Changing reusable bags turn varying colors based on time in freezer. Resets to normal color in room temperature.
No mess fly swatter
The Multi-Roll Holder
Lip gloss made with baker's yeast to expand the skin, and reduce the look of pucker wrinkles
A collapsing or folding baby bath. Hang on the back of bathroom door. No more bulky storage problems especially if you live in small spaces.
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Make your work out much easier by making dumbbells, barbells and kettlebells with straight handles more comfortable and secure to handle.
the finder
pCase
My idea is a full length mirror that take photos of you. The mirror will have upload capability, and a slot for a memory card.
Resub (92% v/v ratio) Finally, an ergonomic ipad keyboard case. A split design allows one to type without having their wrists too close!
Simple snow shovel with salt reservoir at the back which sprinkles salt on the pavement where you are shoveling snow.
An iPhone case/stand can stick on any surface that a magnet can!fridge?Yes!Metal ball?Yes!A bed has a metal bar?Yes!Iron Man's body?Yes!{Re}
CONNECT FOUR STRATEGY GAME : REVISITED .. QUIRKY 4 IS NEVER BEEN EASIER TO PLAY WITH !!! WATCH VIDEO COMM RATE
DISCUSS :)
ION-contact lens device w/all elements for storing contact lenses. Unencumbered by multiple containers. In team&party colors, high-tech look
Getting your skim basket out can be such a gross job! Have a tool that can easily grab on the basket to take out and dump out the junk.
Leftover chips, cereal, coffee, flour, rice, pasta kept fresh by reusable TAPE IT UP in a box comes in two widths to keep food sealed.
Remote Controlled SmartBirds Resub. Be a Smart Observer with the video/camera capability
SURFACE CLEANER that comes with a BRUSH, DUST PAN, SMALL BRUSH soft or hardtops and a CONCEALED/REMOVABLE DUSTER.all fits in
a small space.
Gamers' Platform/Wheel
Make an acrylic or nail polish that responds to touch screens.
Lazy Shoe Spin is a unique, convenient, under bed shoe storage system that spins. Just spin and get or spin and store with Lazy Shoe Spin.
Never Spend money on golf balls again!! Golf ball with a GPS tracking chip. Sync Golf ball w/ your iOs device &amp; always find your golf ball.
Our idea is a portable dog door that fits into the screen door track of a patio door. Perfect for renters, visitors, seasonal use.
Automatic Litter-box
The PowerRacer isn't about being lazy, its about working smart not hard. I have fun in the same fashion! Ride in style up and down the hill
STAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING ONE OR
THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD AND BULKY
a phone that can be opened and shut like a book.
Rubber nail polish OR DIP for dogs so you can't hear them walking/scratching tile/hardwood floors-better than having groomer apply nail caps
Hate seeing extension cords across the floor? Want to plug something in with no plug nearby? My idea is an extension cord with no wires.
Beer Opening Beer Bottle
Safe Meds
BLUETOOTH ENABLED EAR PLUGS. Ear plugs wake you up with vibration &amp; sound via bluetooth smart phone app. Pair with sleep mask and watch.
Solar USB Auto Glass:to charge your iPhone 5 &amp; iPad without draining your car battery.
Automated HVAC Registers
LED cubes showing that you have news on Facebook, new notifications or emails.
A paper towel holder with a connector bar across it gives the paper towel something to rip against to avoid the unraveling and bad rip jobs.
A simple container to store ear buds and other tangle-y things.
Home Coffee Roaster
Cloud Storm!!(or iHost??) Put your phones down and enjoy the people your with!
Reversible 2 compartments water bottle with versatile cover configuration: drinking covers for beverages or tools cover for repairs.
A portable food station providing food protection at all outdoor or indoor events. Say goodbye to those nasty bugs and airborne particles.
My idea is a backpack where the part touching your back is a thick removable gel pack which can be heated or cooled.
Baby safe car seat monitor
Garage door app/gate app
THE SNORE NEGATOR
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Cheese board stores wire for easy access and use. ~Elegant Gift~
Hands free automatic toilet bowl cleaner.Cleans toilet bowl as often as you like in a second without touching any disgusting toilet brushes.
LEASH AND Citronella COLLAR TOGETHER. Take CONTROL of Your Dog! Train to LISTEN to YOU! Min Shock if needed
Stylists in salons world wide would love this. Who wouldn't want the opportunity to make their job easier &amp; benefit the client as well.
High Volume low cost atractive fly catcher. Clear and simple for the masses. Inespensive to produce and retail. A home run in simplicity.
iPad Mini Dock Charging Station With Built-In Bendable Clamp Stand: Clamp your iPad Mini anywhere,desk bed sofa,anywhere and charge it.
A cap to protect the drinking tip/bite valve in hydration packs
Self-Powered Power Drill having different settings for concrete, wood, drywall, stone, etc. Holds all screws determines the power it needs.
A Level that helps you precisely drill those holes in the correct place for hanging anything on your wall.
Dust Stuck
Use one hand, one swift motion to dispense a paper towel and spray it with a cleaning solution. The other hand is free for gloating.
A bathroom scale that is built into the tile floor. Digital readout on the wall or behind a mirror. Works with 12x12 or larger tiles.
This is an expendable Shoe-tree that can dry your shoes very fastly and easily when your shoes get wet. Without dedicated machine.
An inflatable, formfitting, doughnut like obstacle that reminds family members to put dishes in the dishwasher. A clean sink all the time.
The idea is to create a dual-layer whiteboard that allows certain content on the whiteboard to be re-used and not easily erased.
A 2 computer fan exhausted plastic lid for small pets kept in glass fish tanks, such as mice, rats, hamsters, etc Attachs to metal frame lid
This idea is the alarm clock to wake up and clean invite you to not wake up always.
easy pool cover
HEADLIGHT &amp; TAIL LIGHT SHOES- Runners are on the roads just like cars. Why not make a pair of shoes with a small LED headlight &amp; tail
light?
Bathtub Corner, Pyramid Style, Holder Assembly. Bath Supplies, Upright/Upside Down Bottles. Stands Up freely, Suction Cups Added Support.
#spotsv One Hand Cork Screw with Bottle Opener. Daughter and Mother Idea. 95% Daughter 5% Mom. :)
House breaking puppies is a challenge. Using potty pads is a help if the pups don't use them as a plaything or lunch. I have a solution.
Pawareness Cones
Laser and level mount marking jig
SEASONAL AFFECTIVE LIGHT CAR CEILING MOUNT AND RECHARGER: SAD lights are effective, this could make it easy to use a light while
commuting.
iPhone wrist mount, now take videos wearing your iPhone on your wrist.
This is an insulated cup holding both drink and food in one sealed unit. The cup allows one hand usage for both eating and drinking.
Simple ipad or iphone desktop stand and stationary holder in one
folding two shelf cart for everyday usage.it can fit inside the vehicle,
PlunjIT
Peel-away Plate
Loft it! Flippable, stackable, movable blocks. Lift a bed or other furniture to desired height for ease of use or storage underneath!
A solution to turn a wall switch into a timer. Fit into existing space, operate normally (on/off) as well as a timer to operate lights.
A Better Bike Seat.
An ILLUMINATING OUTDOOR FLAG! Why not show pride in your country 24/7? Runs on solar power or a timer that illuminates it at night!
Spinning maple seed pinwheel/helicopter CONFETTI.........hello superbowl
Tobacco Tool. Ruler like device that retailers could use for keeping track of inventory. Use for counting Cigarette packs, cigars, and MST.
Small push in clips that can hold up a small frame.
E-Z P-Z
A bag that is lined with heat reflecting material that will keep things from getting too hot in your car (ex.chapstick,cell phone,chocolate)
World's Smartest Space Heater
Know anyone that has been robbed or stolen from? Electronic's Identification System for prevention of theft!!!
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A Water Powered Bluetooth Stereo Speaker! For those people who cannot stop their tunes even when they are in the shower. Just like myself...
slimpack
iFilm for the video camera on your ipod nano, touch, or iphone
Crafty Scissors
Gas Walk Behind Lawn Mowers get clogged very quickly with lots of room left in the bag. How to change angle of the bag to be more efficient
Floating pool alarm w/camera
WALKIN-BABY! Babies 'cruise' as they learn to walk! Keep them safe and secure, watch them feel empowered to move around freely, safely!
The idea is a modified door handle that is connected to a Purell pump dispenser. To open the door you must sanitize your hands.
hands free back scrubber
The idea conceptualizes a product designed to allow the use of SPRAY LUBRICANTS when applied to door hinges to eliminate the SQUEEKING...
Disposable Clean Gloves protect your hands from dirt and chemicals while you clean more surface areas quickly and efficiently!
Dual Scissors.A two in one pair scissors has both scissors and a retractable utility knife or box cutter.Great for the home and office.Video
Be notified via cell phone if your child has been left in the car seat when the car is not moving or if the car temperature is too hot/cold.
Removable headphone speakers. Bat-powered for use as room speakers, passive for use as h-phones. Headphone chassis also speaker stand.
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
A better tent stake that will make sure your beach tent never flies away again.
A COOL open sleeve/case for Kindle and other 10â€ tablets, that transforms easily into a stand for easy reading.
Notification Desk Lamp
Drones Painter
Device which enlarges print and provides audio via bar code on pill bottles or other container.
Freedom - Joint Compound
My idea is The Remote Control Finder. This idea will find your tv remote control as well as your car keys and house keys.
Safe tree paint. Make designs on your tree trunks.(Brady Jaques I'm 11 years old)
CAKE TESTER AND FILLER
"Twilight" is a hat made for running, walking, and cycling at night. Illuminate your path and be warned of traffic behind you. Reduce risk!
Fire compartment mat
Ankle/Wrist Leash with Feet-Setting Options-wear on ankle/wrist, set up to how many feet you want dog to pull, leash retracts automatically.
Disposable/reusable sippy cup attachment to waterbottles.
bicycle front tray
A new wave of baby &amp; toddler foods are coming out in convenient yet wasteful packaging. We can change that and address the real problem.
Clean glasses
Necklace with Design that illuminates your neck area. LED lighted necklace. Will light up a pattern on your neckResub from 5/2012
WiFi Camera Doorbell:App sends photo to phone.Was in Eval under Apple_accessories.#Resub with Wink
A desktop holder for a cellphone that flashes when a call comes in when set on vibrate.
Scorekeeper - Instantly Transform ANY Standard Basketball Hoop into Digital Score Counter
"Bon-dee" out of these world super epoxy. It will stick on any wall(wood, cement, glass, metal or plastic).
Smart Drone Painter:Remote controlled QuadPro-Copter with built in roller &amp; pump,WiFi &amp; App.Paint like the wind.#Resub
Clean the corners of your shower with this! Set it and forget it!
RESUBMIT: A collapsing baby bath or bucket. Hang on the back of bathroom door. No more bulky storage problems;
Laptop Food Tray
it will protect the bird feeder from squirrels
I want to design a travel toothbrush which minimizes mess in a toiletry bag and creates an efficient way to store both toothpaste and brush.
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App Enabled Human body wristlet alerts you when your temperature is too high.
It's a clear jewelry holder that hangs on the wall, holds all accessories, and opens up valuable dresser space! No more tangled necklaces!
A small device attached to garage door that will text me if my garage is closed or open. Text so everyone can use it!
Kitty litter packaging is actually the kitty litter box! Lay it on the floor, peel off the top, and it is ready for use,with sifting liners.
#spotsv Over the door doorbell for dorm rooms and apartments. Take it with you wherever you go. No tools needed.
Power Picture Frame Leveler
A very light conditioning hair spray with SPF in it to protect people with thinning hair from the sun.
A plastic sleeve that fits over your water bottle. The sleeve would have a slot &amp; hook to hold your phone, gym card, keys, rings &amp; money.
Customized Coozie
Coffee &amp; Tea Drinkers: Where do you put your lid when you're adding milk and sugar? Lid Spot is here!
â€œAmazing hold-itâ€. Organize all your drawer and cabinet items on a flexible pinup mat that you can attach to any flat surface.
Lit Leash Light
MAGIC CLIP DOES EVERYTHING.It secures wallet,cellphone in your pocket,keys,cables,ponytail,hang clothes,files,decorate shoes,purses.
Soneckt - Socially Connecting
Love mountain biking at night problem with bettrey need charge for lights. Now have your source of energy with you all the way.
Smart-Mail is an app enabled mailbox creator; which fits into any mailbox and notifies you by phone or email that you have physical mail.
THIS BEAUTIFUL ANGEL EMBLEM IS THE PERFECT GIFT TO YOUR LOVED ONES.FOR YOUR CAR, IN YOUR CHILD'S ROOM. IN YOUR
OFFICE.
"Snoop Alert," an electronically enhanced paper weight that sounds an alarm if moved. Lets put an end to cubicle snooping!
Why can't a laundry hamper work like a Pez dispenser? As you remove the items from the top, the bottom rises. No more bending and digging.
A refrigerator door window, Does not have to be big but it would require clear Styrofoam, Quirky can make it.
An all-in-one soda stopper, coaster, and cup!
child tracker
KinkFree - For USB Cables
The Filtah, Designer lids for your hookah. With it's triple filtering, and enclosed, so ash won't fly, and now with flavor misting sprays!
HIGH-INTENSITY CIRCUIT TRAINING USING BODY WEIGHT. Heart Rate Monitor Watch that Prompts you to the next exercise Track results on
phone.
Go-Go Dog Pals
Take It, Shake It And Bake It! Spicer with four separate dispensers for a variety of spices. Easy slide up buttons sifting/pouring.
Counter-top Breadbox Storage. New twist on the breadbox! Saves counter space.
Nice Melons
Cannonball Blasters is an air cannons system shooter that uses continues air flow to launch nerf balls 20 ft across. Fun for ALL AGES!
Brainkey headphones
iHandle, a handle that grabs your device magnetized in the middle with a base where you can pivot your device on any angle.
A 'stuff' hanging tool that levels and sets the nail location for you
Holiday Lights
Have you been in the bathroom and wondered what is on the tissue that you want to use? PROTECT YOUR TISSUE
"DUST BUDDY" Mini version USB POWERED right from your computer station. Just plug in and DUAL USE vacuum or blow dust out of your computer
A Solar Powered Speaker
Snapback Hat Band. Customize the look of your snapback hat. #spotsv
Combo soft case for Ipad and Iphone. Both cases will have attached mocro fiber cloth
TOWEL STATION. A sleek 3 in 1 towel holder that contains a soap dispenser and spray bottle. Keeps your cleaning needs together and discreet!
My invention/idea is for a timer for electronics, like video games, TV's and internet access, to help monitor and control kids usage.
INFLATABLE BABY MAT FENCE
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A collapsible cooler on wheels with a waterproof zipper in the lid that opens a separate bag inside the cooler to keep water away from food.
Digital Audio Recorder an impprovement of the car radios. Records and rewind what you just missed the DJ said on the radio. Play song again.
Ops (Wireless Device Charging)
BBQ or kitchen tool for easy and safe cutting. CUT THE MEAT WHILE IT IS STILL HOT.
Durable Polymer Tools
The Up/Down Shoe a unisex canvas shoe with a convertible heel that can be worn up for loafer look or down for a slip on mule sandal look.
Turn Any Crate Into Ultra Modern Dollhouse. Platforms, Stairs, Windows, Balconies, Roof Plug Into And Attach To Crate. Design It Yourself.
Heated umbrella
This is an affordable step assist for those suffering from knee problems,osteoarthritis, and other joint deficiencies.
'Drink 2 Go' Get a favorite 500 ml drink hands-free anywhere and enjoy it anytime, with this fun Belt-Clip &amp; Add-on Flat &amp; Flex Body-Bottle!
When I am using a cough drop if I suddenly sneeze, inhale or cough uncontrollably I fear I'll choke to death! I say put a hole in it!!
TURBO DRIVES = GOLF CLUBS ON STEROIDS
Power bar extension cord. (Heavy Guage)with individual insulated plug in covers, to protect from dirt/moisture when 1 or more not in use.
Innovated device combines both covering paper roll and keep other bulky rolls organized and stored underneath in bag with compacted design.
A leash for walking 2 dogs that EASILY separates when you want it to .... Not the dogs!
Please Quirky, Design a New Umbrella! Inspired by Nature - Flower Design Folds up into Protective Case with Handle
Head band curler guard.Prevents burns to top of ears and scalp perimeter.
attachment clip on to an Iphone/ipad to amplify the audio. Similiar to "cupping" the speaker. also doubles as a stand for watching video.
No more frozen fingers, no more soggy sandwiches. A Cooler that uses cooling chambers to chill items while separating the frigid water & ice
The All-Nail Clippers - Finger Nail Clipper, Toe Nail Clipper, and Nail File Attached to ONE Pivot Point.
Allows one person to locate and level a picture on a wall and set a nail in the same step.
Telescoping heels installable in any pair of shoes
Solar Panel Tonneau Cover
Cant Bend Down? This helps you get Dressed and More for Socks pants Underwear, washing feet/legs Bathing.
Two Part Simple Hanging Solution - 1) Guide that makes hooking sawtooth easy 2) Adjustable wall mount for ez leveling
Key-Free Door Knob - With App
A dishwasher safe pet mat that is molded to hold the food/water bowl in the center would stop the clean up of water and crumbs on the floor.
I am a single grandmother with no retirement. Help! Idea: A childs ID bracelet that has a GPS tracking device to monitor.
An iPod shower case/speaker. To listen to music or watch a movie in the shower. With waterproof buttons for changing song/volume.
Reduce, Recycle and Reuse all those pesky plastic shopping bags to make your very own bubble wrap at home or in your business.
"Smart" sewing machine. Hybrid 3D printer, sewing machine, computer. Everyone can express themselves through fashion.
Fill &amp; Dispense Honey Like Stick Deodorant - Don't Waste Your Honey, No More Crystallization. Honey, Jams, Syrups. #spotsv
The road warrior charger
Innovative sheet &amp; pillows set
US Patent swimming pool & bath tub cushions that are preformed with interlocking air chamber sections that obsorb impact on edges.
Concerned with careless drivers, theft and vandalism and not enough police to protect your family and assets? Your own PGS device can help!
Home invaders can break into your home by easily kicking down your front door. Secure your front door with this door hinge.
Imagine using the bottom half of a Apple laptop on your desktop The Padbook Pro brings the feel of a laptop to the desk.
PlayTies is a protective covering for landscape ties and timbers. Patent No. US 7,147,907 B1 and US 7,503,990 B1
Create a battery powered pen size vacuum cleaner using miniature cyclone technology that will sit in a desk organizer & ready when needed.
Scan, translate and/or dictate a written or printed transcript with an OCR device in real-time.
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A simple product that amplifies sound, without an additional power source.
Cup-Cake Combo
APP enable automatic sandwich\toaster maker. Save time getting reading in the morning or fixing kids lunch.
A cheap solar charger that works. It charges usb devices and standard wall socket devices.
Bring back Family Time-no cell
The Lit Usher
Tape Like PAPER STICKIES (Post-It Pads) HOLDER AND DISPENSER. CONTROL YOUR SIZE. REDUCE YOUR COST
Tape your classes and meetings with your iphone discreetly set up, using the case and an attached zoom camera
Google's "Project Glass" hard case with rechargeable battery. With $1500 glasses you betcha I want a nice case.
gfdsgsdg
Guide of soft material for garage so cars can enter safely without dings, dents, or damage. Mounted permantly and adjustable for any car.
Smart Lidz: Collection of tupperware with timer and button embedded into the plastic lid mold. Press button on lid, starts timer.
Power Cable
Cool colors
Sizzlers
CORDLESS POWER LADDER-Simply charge it up and take it anywhere. Power lasts all day with the multi-battery packs built into the legs.
My son loves to sit on my lap while I'm working on the computer, but my lap sure doesn't love it!
Harman Voice Interface Headset
All-in-one writing tool, with 5 colors and features to fix pesky mistakes. Lighten your load!
Norm HVCA Registers
MAGNETIC KEY-HANGER FOR BAGS OR WITH A SPRING-CLIP Just looking for your keys in your bag ... and not find them
An iPad 3-Ring binder that makes it a breeze to organize the iPad, your notes and paper seamlessly in your favorite 3-Ring binder.
An all in one hammer
Its an umbrella with a built in cup holder.
A pressure washer shower head attachment for power cleaning of showers and bathtubs. Doubles as a quick way to clean the dog.
The Survival Sack
Device which enlarges print and provides audio via bar code on pill bottles or other container.
Wide Neck Undershirts
An adjustable laptop tray that attaches to your steering wheel.
TvPlug-inPhone
1st EVER SPRAY NOZZLE W/"WATER POWERED" LED LIGHT-Water flowers, plants, wash your car with this device for those who work in the yard
late!
Headgear design for a nose mask for cpap machine of clients with sleep apnea.
TV Protector
Magnetic Electrical Socket
Duck hunting-20'x20' tarp-Aerial pic of a pond - 3versions: a corner pc., a side pc.,&amp; an all water pc. Scalable, Mobile, No Water needed
A stand that charges multiple iPads and syncs to a host computer.
Partypoint: description and photo enclosed
Quirky High School Outdoor People Powered Bleacher Light Project. Potential worldwide impact.
A SIMPLE, NO TOOLS FRAME HANGING DEVICE Attaches to the frame, auto-hangs it on the wall, and makes it auto-leveling...and no tools!
SHOWER - SPACERS --------------------------- Need more space in the shower? Let gravity and these weighted hooks do the trick.
solar powered house address sign that can be seen at night from the street so that police fire or ambulance taxi cab can see it at night!
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
Transform Smartphone Into Multi-function Mouse
Nesting Measuring Cups - Dry measuring cups neatly nested in liquid measuring cup. Swing out handle to hold &amp; swing to level off ingredients
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New H2O Food Thermos Design
This is a piece of wood that goes under your computer and keeps your legs from getting hot from your computer.
! Easy Beverage Holder and Plate System â€“ You can use attached together or separately !
Shoe laces with a silicone based design,that will prevent trip and fall accidents due to untying.
The Exclamation Point!
A duster that conforms and adjusts to different surfaces such as round or flat surfaces. It adapts to surfaces with a spring action.
A toilet paper holder designed so the roll just snaps on and off. You push in to take off the old roll and push in to put on the new one.
Hair Chalk for Girls
Colorful Wire Oganizer Clips
flip flops with laces
A paper towel dispenser that includes a specially-designed fulcrum point that mimics the way that the human hand works while holding a roll.
Flat wall mounted bar with hooks on each end for holding jackets and purses and a small basket at the bottom for wallets and cell phones.
LIGHTED MAKE UP-My wife was riding in the car with me at night. She couldn't see very good so I got an idea for adding lights to make up.
GUITAR STAR MAGNETIC BELT BUCKLE SYSTEM "Look Mom no hands". A strapless magnetic quick &amp; easy option to the guitar strap. Pick up
&amp; play.
Sanitizer / Charger for Cell Phone and electronics.
Tooth scaling tool with numbing irrigation feature.
Thermal pool covers and floating. disassembled like a puzzle and transformed into garden furniture and playgrounds.
is to create a sole that will fit around the plastic or rubber points in the bottom and create a plate comfortable surface for soccer shoes
adjustable coathanger
Resubmit!Night light for children decorative art,webcam,changes colors,intercom, flashlight,plays soft music and projects images!
Quirky Invention Idea Toolkit. Create better ideas now!
glasses with system illumination for reading.
Sensor on clothes dryer alerts when user-programmable RFID tags say "Do Not Dry"
I want to invent a polish shaker similar to lowes paint shaker theory but smaller for the new lacquer &amp; gel polish people know as shellac.
Beach and pool waterproof cast covers. Stylish colors and designs. No longer do you need to wrap a plastic bag over your arm and tape it.
A dim Bathroom/toilet light on a motion sensor so you can use the toilet at night without turning on the light.
An iPurse with iPad, iPhone case combined. iPad/iPhone can be outside/inside purse. Purse act as a stand on table top or table on your lap.
A glow in the dark cable identifier that interlocks with each other for a better secure cable management system.
Auto Scrub
fabrige egg kit
The return gift dilemma
Exclusive drink Can Cooler - Cool your drink cans outside your fridge - App controlled
reach in the dryer and your arms are just to short to get the clothes way back in the dryer, so you just grab the hand extention
cigar saver ashtray
ShowerJam
Pocket Pet Groomer-an all in one grooming product similar to Swiss Army, but with pet grooming utensils/tools like tweezers, comb, file, etc
FEET WIPES- Easy to use, disposable way to clean your feet when a shower is not needed or available. Sandles and daily life mean dirty feet.
water proof cover to put on your Iphone that has a suction cup on the back so you can place it on a wall in your shower and listen to music.
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
iWC - iWitnessCam
A litter box holder that mounts on the exterior of a door. keeps the cats in the house and the odor out. Name: Outhouse Litterbox.
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Introducing... Qlip! The headphone/earbud remote adapter! Upgrade your favorite headphones or earbuds and use them on the run with a clip.
Tired of putting butter on your corn before it melts?? Here is the solution, season the corn before it reaches the plate for amazing flavor!
A wire/cord/cable organizer for the tangled mess which lies behind our entertainment centers, computers desks, and upon our counter tops.
Music Stereo Speakers for Bicycle Handlebars. For all riders, from Mountain Biking, to Street Cyclists! Enhance your riding experience!
Plastc coated wire rack with offset hooks to hang (NEATLY) 36+ Camisole or tank tops.
The Counter Cube provides a stylish and easy place to store counter cleaner cloths and a place to push counter crud into.
Tired of cleaning hair from your hairbrush? This self-cleaning brush allows you to effortlessly remove stray hairs in seconds.
i Heart Mattress
Magnetic backed flexible solar panel attached to roof of car/anywhere outside to charge your cell phone.
Know for sure with a Portable Picture Ledge.
SMART LASER DANCE MAT
GPS TV REMOTE TRACKER
THE JOX BOX â„¢ Coffee Table/trunk has a sliding top that contains food and drinks etc. allowing non stop t.v. viewing for hours on end.
A Cheap Mountable Level That Guarantees A Straight Picture While Protecting The Wall
Smartphone application, or device, to read out loud tweets or news headlines while driving to work; also the user can tweet by talking.
Floor lamp with detachable flashlight. Have a flashlight at hand in case of a blackout. Resub - 123 votes
Its a small like sphere that would hold the knot in place there for the shoelaces will not come undone
remote control illumination
My idea is for upside down sunglasses to shield the skin below my eyes &amp; cheeks to prevent eye shadow falling as its applied.
I believe there is a need for an outdoor light fixture with an electrical 3 prong socket attached.
Interactive Easter egg hunt
Lower leg cramp reliever
cucumber slicer. easy way to make pickle
Glasses that affect our perceived body temperature - COOL DOWN GLASSES make the landscape appear cooler, when we are in high heat.
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
An air-freshner that clips on to your fan blade and when turned on the scent flows throughout the entire room.
Zero clamp/zero adhesive silicon sticky-back bins - like this curling iron holster -------but with size &amp; shape variations
Appliances email you before periods of intensive usage with service reminders and recipes, and afterwards with surveys
Solar Lunch Case- Perfect for picnics, or for work lunch. Now have great outdoor meals. Great for cooking, warming food and beverages!
The Shock Stopper - Plug and Socket Illuminator!
Beach Umbrella which uses attachment to anchor once planted. The attachment can be filled with sand to use as weight creating balance.
Foot pedal that raises and lowers toilet seats
The concept name is 'Quik-Stick.' It is deodorant on a key-chain, for deodorant 'on the go.'
Headphones with retractable cords &amp; bluetooth mic on the ear muffs.Hear both the music and the external sounds at the same time.
Make any cable posable and bendable, power extension, USB sync cable, etc. A helping hand!
TEA/COFFEE STRAINER. Flexible rubber strainer that fits on most tea or coffee cups!! It can be sold individually or with a cool Quirky cup.
Squirrel Proof Feeder Hanger
un coutuy
Nailed it perfectly- Anti-marring nailing system that's easy to use! (Click on link to view animation)
the hard boiled egg scrambler
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
metamorphosis
Potty School is a fun way for kids and parents to potty train without the boredom. Your child(ren) will LOVE going to the potty!!!!!
The Power Coil - New Improved
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WASHABLE SLIPCOVERS FOR PET BEDS
Seatpost with integrated gear compartment.
Slim Waterproof Beat-Case for the iPhone. Get quality sound and protection for your phone. Resub
Collapsible fabric beach table with compartments underneath to store beach items and insulated drink holders and water-proof pouch
Cell phone screen cover that is layered to peel away to avoid germs or a cell phone case that has compartments with sanitizer wipes.
Keep your champagne bubbly with my cork n chain
USB Light Socket - Lamp Hub
Bike Training Pedals pump device for kids learning how to ride for the first time.
Bag of potato chips filled entirely of the two-ply, folded over chips. Introducing "Ruffolds-not only a better dip, but a better fit!"
A self levelling, suction cup mounted marking and drilling system - eliminates the need for extra hands and a lot of measurement
Mail Valet
The Finger-Pen, or the Pen-tip. Revolutionizing the way of writing!
the best washing apparatus product of the year, the SPONGE POCKET ,it's a mesh bath sponge that will change the way we wash our bodies.
83%-WATER Leading cause of home damage! Save your home, even when you're out!WiFi water detector alerts you(text/email/app)&amp;shuts off water
Motion Senses
a LOT PEOPLE HAVE MOTION LIGHTS, BUT THEY MAY NOT HAVE A BURGLER ALARM .THIS WOULD BE A CHEAPER WAY TO GO.
Some of the Most Frustrating Electronic Items to Set Up are the DVD/DVDR Player/Entertainment Center/Speakers! Make it Easy Now with IMP
Unique Barbecue Kabobs!- Easier to load, hold and serve + Keep food hot/warm after cooking and free of flies.
Yoga Block-Box
A cleaning glove that is made of netting so that it won't scuff surfaces and can get to hard-to-reach places when cleaning.
:-O AIR CHAIR CLIP O-: = exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort + which costs nearly nothing !!!
Spartan Wear
A low cost multi-function great looking SOLAR bbq grill for the average family. It would be lightweight,easy to clean, and low maintenance.
Make a house look 'lived in'
iPhone or Android belt buckle. Fun, mobile device fashion. Never leave your phone behind.........or your pants will fall down!
#QCYCLE Stealth Flexible Handlebar Mirrors. Resubmit: Now with built-in forward lights, turn signals and horn! 4 in 1 for $19.95 ALL DAY!
A plastic strip that would attach to a baseball hat, molded so the ears and back of neck could be protected from the sun.
Scooping out cup cake and cookie batter just got easier and more interesting. The Cup Cake Scoop is BACK by overwhelming popular demand.
Does your cell phone slip out of your hands? Have you ever dropped your iPad, tablet or phone while holding it?I present the 3 loop solution
There are no clever iPad styluses (or styli). Let's create fun designs (pencil-lightsaber-baseball bat,etc) as useful & low-cost accessories
Flash Drive Hairbrush: A Hairbrush with Flash Drive built into the handle.#Resub 8 months ago.
Flexible Cup &amp; Lip - Measures both liquids with out spills and dry/solid ingredients with easy leveling.
Flexible, resealable clear spout pouches. Think "ziploc" with a screw cap and a zipper opening. "Semi-disposable" design keeps the cost low.
Twisted cable/misplaced headset? JaRo-your phoneâ€™s bestie. Attach to device. Slots keep earbuds secure. Weightless.Talk more,search less!
Protect a panel
Hang on one
clip on or snap on wheels for regular crate totes and connectors to hook the crates together also comes with a handle to pull it around
Toe Warming Sock
M concept of bubble wrap pod filled with hand sanitizer and slide it in a sleeved cloth. Pop, release gel and u r sanitized!,
Multi Compartment Microwavable Container or Frozen TV Meals w/ side salads or cold desserts, keeping one side cold while the rest is heated.
CuillÃ¨re Ã cubes de glace
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A flask that looks like a cell phone.
Dirty sinks filled with dry toothpaste or leftover hair from shaving? Take care of it with a this hidden cleaning device.
ENVASE RE-UTILIZABLE
bucket with padded seat cover and removable organizer insert for tools/supplies. seat cover reverses to a tray top table.
Data Floor Port
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
cover that protects vehicles against hail damage
Improved SCUBA tank rig
Electronic piggy bank. Allows you to swipe credit/debit card to deposit money directly into your kids account.
A car-cooler that is either a built-in or that uses solar power to cool the interior of the car. It can also be used in mailboxes.
A device which produces heat to help speed up the drying of the inside of wet boots
This is my idea it call SCRATCH WASH. It is lightweight back scrubbing tool that would facilitate both washing and scratching the back.
When you mop, have you had to touch it? Bucket attachment will pull the ICKY out of your mop so you don't have to touch it. (Thirtyacre)
Tired of diaper rash creams, the crying baby, the mess, well no more, spray away that rash, no mess no creams and best of all happier babies
Fast Girl Panties A new and innovative panty design to help ladies/people on the GO feel fresh and clean FAST!
Are you tired of scratched, broken, bent and lost glasses? Than you need the Klippy. 100% Made in the USA.
Pivot Power meets the Battery Back Up. Clean modular design with retractable base cord. Keep battery out of site and plugs within reach!
Office Personnel traffic control system. Provide a visual and audible indicator to prevent collisions at cubicle/aisle intersections.
Line Ext: Fish Pond
An adjustable bar that attaches to a wearable harness and to the handle of a jogging stroller so the adult can walk, run, or jog hands-free.
The Ultimate Dog Collar
Participate in Conversations from the Back Seat of the Car now that you can hear what they are saying in the front. SEE VIDEO
#spotsv EZ secure food wrap. Stretchy saran/cling wrap + rubber band to cover open end of fruit,veggies,cheese; could come in pop-up box
Full (26.2) Virgin
LADY FINGERS. Rubber finger tips fitted for women with longer nails.
A mouse on steroids. Our mouse will enable you to access programs, documents and more... plus 10 key... without touching your keyboard.
Reuseable small trashcan liner
Measurement tools that use the 1/20th of an inch instead of the 1/16th of an inch to do their work starting with rulers and tapes.
All-In-One-Size-Fits-All pet collar and leash combo. No more searching for,hooking on and off,leaving behind of leash when travel,or hiking.
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A 3 inch by 3 inch round wire product with short metal legs that would fit into the ground.
PlungBrush! Plung or brush your toilet with this great bathroom organizer tool. One plunger, 2 uses........... Updated Photo.
Swivel cushion. A padded turntable top mounted on a bean-bag type base. Turns any seat into a swivel seat.
Chopping Board with Folding legs and a Collapsible Bucket Strainer-similar to Salad spinner. Chop and place in bucket to strain the liquid.
Tear offs for high chairs for children.Motocross Racers,Nascar,and hospitals utilize the idea. Always Clean!
Design this Iphone carrying case that is a jewelry clip. Customize it yourself and even bling it out.
DynamoCover : Dynamo Case/Cover charge your cell phone with your hands. UNDER USPTO PROVISIONAL
SuperBowl *Hold'em, Stack'em, don't Break 'em*
A power strip that conveniently clamps to your desk for easy plugging and unplugging, so you never have to reach inconvenient places again!
The idea is very simple - a thinner rod with a hook, a spray and a handle to pull / clasp things and a cleaning brush at the end.
To wrap a present you need tape strips usually placed on a greasy surface leaving traces. Idea: tape unwinder combined with tapestripholder.
Rear window shades that block more sun from your kids (including sun coming from 11 and 1 oâ€™clock positions)
problem with preparing a milk
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The Orbital Bottle With Pump
A cart with folding boxes and bag hooks to carry all your grocerys in one trip. Better yet it has a drink and phone holder at the top also.
Worried about leaving all those medications at home while you are away?A new container that ensures accidental overdose is not possible.
Flat Sippy Cup (for infants)
iPhone Projector
Integrated Light safety
Weather resistant Phone Watch that can sync with your smart Phone and can receive calls and make them by scrolling through contacts!
A better salad spinner - Actually dries your greens completely, and could be automated for hands-free ease. An updated kitchen staple.
The new Scratch &amp; Vac, light, easy to use and won't leave a mess. Available in your lucky colors and fits in your pocket or purse.
My idea is a right angle lens for the Iphone.
Pot insulator for travel - great for potlucks and social gatherings. Keep food hot or cold through the entire meal!
Fitted sheets that are more time efficient for your BED
Wash bag
Always carrying your coffee? Always need to talk on your iphone, always need your keys handy, well here is the answer.
TriUnity for iPad, back from UC. Prototype and Video. Three Panel Case- Separates into Two Folders.
Do you like your glass coffee pot (carafe) but not the worry of having it break and somebody getting hurt or burned?
An easy to use shovel
A simple, low cost, durable solution to improve the speed and strength of the wireless internet signal to your computer.
Self-Cleaning Broom
When smoking cigarettes, there is a clip on lighter holder that can attach to the pack of cigarettes, so you never loose your lighter.
Smartmirror a "Photo-a-day" full body mirror helps keep track of weight loss, favorite outfits, and more.
Cellphone stand
Beach Buddi
Hangman! - Multi-purpose, made of silicone. Just slip over the handle of an item and hang it here, hang it there, hang it anywhere!
Smart Marinating Machine
Flexible Hose
Multi-Headphone Port
GLOW IN THE DARK iPHONE BUMPER CASE-Do you lose your iphone at home &amp; have trouble finding it especially when its on Silent or dead?
A snowman that can easily be built even by a small child.
Kids Mouse Touch pad with Stylus "Paintbrush". The Perfect size for little ones with big imaginations!
Ipad Sleeve fits like a glove. No more tired achy hands after a day of work or play with the Ipad. This will allow for more control as well
Do you like your glass coffee pot (carafe) but not the worry of having it break and somebody getting hurt or burned?
Kids can collect, carry, and wear their favorite treasures and/or snacks (Smarties, gummy bears) in this see through, tubular, hinged bangle
iGALAXY - A physics toy that uses your apple device as the centerpiece.
Who hasn't forgotten to turn off the stove? Regardless of your stove, PROMETHEUS, with its pressure sensing device will turn it off for you.
Table bag that hangs off your body so you can use it hands free, handy when you are in town waiting for the bus or on a subway.
A collapsible stool/ladder small enough to fit in diaper bags for kids to stand on and reach the sink in public restrooms.
A waterproof, childsafe cover for the rubber bar on a bugaboo stroller.
iSwim control this sub with your apple device. take pictures underwater or just play with it and explore.
Smart Nightlight. LCD/LED center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Wrapping paper already measured to fit with peel and stick tape along with folding creases ideally for shoes, books, etc
A nail gun that you click to the wall for easy, straight nail input
A Textured surface suction mat, cup!
Battery Top Jumpstarter
Spotter Integra (Spotter V2)
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sandbag filler.a funnel on a stand that will hold the sandbag in place.so it only takes one person instead of two. its simple but necessary
A tablet that has a thin plate or sheet over the screen to protect it, at the same time acting as a keyboard or stand.
Disposable weightlifting glove
A cup-holder filler that you stick in a freezer before use so your drinks stay cold all day while you run your errands or watch a game.
We don't have the perfect barbecue bowl! Let's do it! See photo for idea, help me to improve it!
Backpack Theft Deterrent
Under and on the side of bed storage.Slide between top mattress and box spring. Instant storage around the whole bed! No lifting mattresses
Airbags for cruise ships
Ecofriendly Disposable Travel Underwear/Wipes. Underwear to take with you while traveling or camping, and in an emergency serve as wipes.
Reusable Frozen Cocktail Stirrers (Stainless Steel/Plastic) - Keeps those sophisticated drinks cold w/o the ice (or reusable ice cubes)
Pinkadilly Umbrella Holder - A flexible plastic suction cup holder for umbrellas which easily sticks to the car roof while loading the car.
power strip that detach and say 6 outlets become 3/3 then retract to one piece when done
The Pivot power is amazing but are we leaving out a whole dimension?? How about Pivot Power 3D!
No more frostbite fingers when texting on those cold blustery freezing days...thanks to the new text glove!!
A refrigerator that is integrated with vendor machine technology, LCD, Bluetooth. Similar to the app enabled egg tray already a winner.
iPhone 4 attachable microphone.
An easy snap on attachment to any pot or pan that helps strain liquid from food and holds a spoon while cooking. Easy clean up as well.
A surface scrubber. Vibrating mechanism With different attachment. Something similar to a vibrating sander that is cordless.
This is a 4 laser level that displays the distance from the ceiling, ground, and walls for ease of alignment.
ClipSix
Triple toilet paper holder
Replace your wall mounted ironing board with an Iron Station! Upgrade your existing cabinet mounted board!
Portable Absorber
Thigh Chair Exerciser
An affordable self-help DVD and small manual at the check out lines in stores that trains people how to deal with difficult people.
Shirt Folder / Holder - Fold and store your favorite shirt without piling other clothes on top. Easy fold! easy store! and easy access!
SAVE IMPORTANT MESSAGES, VOICEMAILS and CONVERSATIONS THE EASY WAY - Just Press the RED Button (RESUB-did extremely well 1st
time through!)
Hazardous waste densification system with sealed vibratory/vacuum containment disposal system. Patent Pending #61/518,008
Smart Translator
*Money Cap*Screw on this universal bottle cap to a water bottle to instantly transform it into a piggy bank. Companion to Pencil Sharpener.
Mandies
Impressions: Hate hassling with individual cookies? Now you can roll them into impressions on the board, place against cookie sheet and flip
Snapz is fashionable, functional &amp; innovative idea that will keep straps out of the way every time a child is placed in any type of carrier.
Hey, TV viewers! This is a REMOTE CONTROL which AUTOMATICALLY selects your preferred choices during live television programming breaks.
Motorcycle Passenger Connector
My big idea, cordless head phones
MULTIPLUG - No more need for power strips. Just plug each new appliance into the previous plug!!!
SolarStyle is a solar light designed with style and leading technology to replace the typical ugly black cabled lights used worldwide
Identify your open bottle. Choose a unique color shape ring that doesn't intrude with drinking or recapping.
suitcase with small compartment on the side with a fold out bed and inflatable pillow
Disposable Sippy Straw
A foam-like sticky pad for the back of your iPad, iPhone, iPod. You can draw on it, put stickers on it, remove it, then start over.
A fixture kit that measures, marks, levels, and more!
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Graffiti Pen
A must have medal board for marathoners and every athletes. Finally, a medal display board to showcase ones achievement.
Shutter pan lid strainer
SHAKE TO GO
Art Wrist
Cord Separator
The"Private groomer"Is the first splitting razor for intimate feminine shaving. blade splits in half and adjusts allowing different widths
un zippy wippy
INcharge
Stop dropping your headphones!!!! clip it onto to your shirt.
Poop bag holder with built in LED Flashlight for walk in the dark
put an end to cross contamination forever binder type cutting board using a new color coded surface each time during multi step meal prep
Summer is almost here. Time to break out the BBQ Want smoked ribs This is a small Grill top rib smoker
The no wait 2 cups in 1 coffee cup.The handle fills with ice and the coffee is released to the handle for a quick shot of joe.
A flexible hinged multi-functional wall mount that can be used in 3 different configurations to hang anything.
A picture hanging stand that allows one person to hang a perfectly level picture at the perfect height and then folds down for easy storage.
A SLICK &amp; BEAUTIFUL rotating base for iMac with extra USB ports in front (optional optical disk drive + SD card reader) Just have a look..!!
Let's hang. And lean.
Pool water skimmer/bracket that utilizes existing skimmer net making this a very green product to keep your pool sparkling clean.
Radio controlled skate driven by a fun cartoon character.
Sensor that goes onto your dogs collar that alerts you when your dog is too hot. 80 degrees can turn into 115 degrees on a long hot day.
Snapware All-Purpose Pot. Hate washing pots? Low on space? Remove handle for spoon. Collapse to wash/store flat. Use as plate + tupperware.
Add-on to the Click n' Cook line - pots and pans with removable, interchangable handles for easy stack and storage of pans.
The Shoveling motion training bar. Attach weights to the end and train like a coal miner.
WEARABLE TRIPOD-Allows for hands free use of iPads, Tablets,or cell phones for everyday use such as recording video or surfing the internet.
Sewing two towels together and attaching a hood in the middle. A surfer can now get out of a wetsuit hands free and safely covered.
Canvas or nylon equipment storage bag for recovery/tow chain on off road vehicles.
Universal Use Kitchen Utensil
Magno-Vice Accelerator
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
WiFi Animal Trap Sensor
Man Overboard Detection System
Silicone Clear Case with Random Slots...Simple. Strong. Slim.
An iPhone case that seamlessly expands your iPhones memory!
Portable clothes washing bag - A stow-able camping clothes washer designed for campers, hikers, off the grid living, & the 3rd world.
Change the form of traditional cable to the appropriate cable
The Plow Goalie. Protect your valuable mail & mailbox from the plow trucks & snow. Reflective guide,easy install, decorative display
AIRPORT LUGGAGE and a STAND - use your luggage as a desk for your laptop or ipad, with integrated PLUG EXTENSION AND COFFEE HOLDER RESUB
Tired of moldy berries? Consider stackable berry strainer plate. Rinse berries; store in frig. Plate keeps berries apart and moisture away.
VISUAL reminder how old leftovers are. TupperTimer is a color-indicating label that indicates the food's freshness.
Powered hair utility caddy
Ice-cream Saver
A "virtual frame" that acts as a stand in and makes it easy for individuals to place & hang art.
Adjustable Picture Hanger
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Jack in the Box Alarm clock...wakes you up, you must get up to put the lid back down to shut him up! HA!!! Great for kids &amp; adults!!!!!
(click image) T-Shirt idea. GET BEHIND ME SATAN. YOU'RE BLOCKING MY VIEW. Promo-beaches, night clubs, fitness centers, rock concerts, etc.
Cleaning has never been easier with the ERGONOMICALLY correct hand Cleaning Sandal! It even has access for the yet replaceable "Fingernail"!
Various-shaped mesh pouches become surface scrubber in customized shape and size suited to different jobs.
Disposable grease pads
Baby Headphones with Microphone! For the baby (and parent) on the go, these headphones play white noise or tunes and serve as a monitor.
Individual plastic drawers that w/ a strong magnet will hold together so you can stack at any height and make into different shapes!
Paint touch up rack
A vertical solution to charge multiple cell phones with the base acting as a dish to place money, keys and daily pocket items.
cancer radiation relief
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Screw on an over-sized steel washer and attach the magnetic hanger of your choice
This useful magnifying glass, completely adjustable with a goose-neck tripod base allows hands free viewing of printed detail while typing.
BEACH UMBRELLA SPA ==========Solar panel, and WATER SPRAYS (programmable timer)
Electronic Lighted USB Piano Music Teacher. Learn how to play your favorite song on the piano the easy way!
Thermometer ear buds that will give you your temperature reading using your smart phone
Car Talk
Chill drinks faster! The drink holder that rapidly cools beers, sodas, or wines in the fridge or freezer.
Solar Powered Space Heater that conveniently fits on your window sill. FREE ENERGY! Resub after 452 votes! GO GREEN!!!
Are you tired of shaking that bottle of lotion to get all of it out..fear no more introducing the lotion saver!!
A container that fits into the standard French press and holds coffee grinds, but keeps grinds from escaping and making a mess.
Adjustable 360* Car Sun Shade
Universal Sippy Top for Common Juice Bottles with Handle
Interactive Toothbrush Holder
Hookz
LAUNDROHMATE! A washable laundry bag with detachable wheel base that lets you transport your dirty clothes and laundering supplies easily.
Smoke Silencer
My product idea is a gas tank cap for cars with logos on them, specifically sports and organization logos.
A combination iPad mini case and notepad. The difference - the iPad mini can be propped up or even rotated.
RESUB 298 votes. The Easy to Clip on, MULTIFUNCTIONAL CUP HOLDER. Attach to the side of the table and secure your drink from spilling.
AC Window Bracket
Easy on Easy off. Some people struggle with tying shoes and others prefer not to. Make it easy. Make it your own. Make a statement.
pump hat
Rechargeable Massaging/Heated Hammock System with Music Player
Plug-In Hanger
A product to keep C02 in plastic beverage bottles. You jab into the bottom of the plastic bottle. Drinks will always stay carbonated.
A clock that simultaneously feeds your pets while telling you the time!
Hate throwing away your wine corks? PRESS THEM onto a C3 Wall Board without glue, nails or even velcro and let your wine corks talk.
Mouse bungee. Holds your mouse wire from getting tangled.VIDEO!
iStand holds your iPad so you don't have to. This portable but sturdy device allows for comfortable handsfree media consumption in any room.
A reading light that follows my page!(made possible by flexible battery &amp; fiber optics/illuminated optical film/thin LED)
Clear back packs,duffel and baby bags. When there are big events you would be able to see what's in the packs easily. For security reasons
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Sprayer head which can use coke bottle as liquid container. We can re-use coke bottle to reduce plastic consumption with this sprayer.
Stylus Key + USB Flash Drive: Resubmit with Changes based upon Quirky Feedback &amp; Suggestion by Eddie777.
all cell phones to have fire alarms built in
The Quirky Easy to Mount, Move and Adjust Picture Frame
My idea is a Rebound-Force powered weight with three axis movement. Each of the three vectors can be locked to target individual exercises.
Ice-Cream Saver
SolarWare-This product is a tupperware style container that keeps food warm by converting sun light into HEAT. Great for picnics/const. wrks
Silicone Lined Cookware: The longer lasting, safer, more versatile alternative to TeflonÂ® Why should bakers have all the fun?
Retrak-a-cable
Make Smoothies on-the-go, with less mess and without waking the neighbors. The No-Electricity Portable Smoothie Maker.
Toes Blow Dryer
RESUB: Why buy multiple size containers when one food storage container can fit your needs?
A tray for your kids in the car that is functional, folds for easy storage and can be used outside of the car.
Solar Charger
A themed pillow case for children with an attached/detachable velcro pocket containing objects that pertain to theme.
iphone twin
cup grabber
This is a plastic container with an inner shelf that allows the storage/transport of baked goods without having to stack them on each other.
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
Filing Cabinets or Milk Crates with Key FOB Activation---Push Button Lock and Unlock Capability for Cabinets. Resub: 96% of vote.
Athlete's of all ages use these every year, mandatory! Mouthguards! The product would be Electrolyte and or Fluoride developed mouthstrip!
A Beach Towel poncho! hands-free drying, protection from the sun, and fashionable!
Leveler that stays leveled any way you turn the device.
Edible, flavored cupcake shells to replace paper cupcake shells. Flavors could include lemon, orange or plain vanilla.
This is a Car camera USB Cigarett Lighter Charge,
Collapsible â€“ Expandable Cord/Wire Holder
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast & strong anywhere with this wi-fi signal receiver-transmitters!
Snow Snake
An iPhone case that holds and protects two iPhones at one time with extra storage slots for ID, cash or credit card.
Catch and release your insects
Help solve a problem for the 12.5 million Nexus 7 Tablet owners: An adapter to converter the forward facing camera to a rear facing camera
EAR TUNES
Tired of eating your cereal withered?Let's make a bowl perfect to this! Two bowls in one! One bends toward other. No more rush!
Retractable headphones will not only save you time but also make listening to music stress-free! Attach device to your favorite pair!
My product is called the "Lap Rack" or "Snap Rack". Its a portable folding rack that snaps into shape and hangs on your car steering Wheel.
COLD/HOT STEERING WHEEL COVER
Ziplock tape strips (on a ROLL?)- to ziplock any bag - any size! RESUB: 165 votes
Clothes hanger with loop on it for hanging another hanger from the first. People use can tabs to do this, but we could make it more elegant.
A drinking straw that filters water or liquids. People will have access to good water, wherever they are
A scrub brush with a continuous water supply and built-in soap dispenser. Perfect for the kitchen or bath.
portable coveyer belt
KIDDO - The magic kid toothbrush that knows if they brushed or not
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A stand for your MacBook -- that doubles and stores as a lightweight case -- for better typing posture and battery breathability
My product would vastly improve starting a Diesel Engine below 32 degrees simply my modifying existing technology.
An end table with USB port, phone, tablet charger and speakers embedded into it. Listen to music at your bedside while charging your device.
!The best cookie spatula ever. No need to push your cookie off the spatula with your fingers again! WATCH VIDEO
Handyscan toaster! Compact and direct to plate! No mess, the toaster just where you need it! Great for toast or hot melt your cheese!
A sturdy folding beach pole with hooks shelves and poles on top. To go deep in sand so it cant fall over used to keep things dry and unsandy
RACERS EDGE
Cupcake pan with interchangeable silicone cups. Add some flair to your cupcakes with different interchangeable cupcake shapes
Self Winding Extension Cord Kit - Cord and a convenient set of outlets.
MIXSAVON
Are you tired of having the clasp of your necklace always ending up in the front of your outfit?
Remote Control Bumper Car Coin Pick-Up - Race &amp; bump to collect colored coins worth points! Have teams! Create fun obstacle courses! RESUB
Scribblers Line Extension Farmhouse - the animals in the farmhouse are the markers... Dry Erase Farmhouse toys.. Fun Fun Fun!!!!
A recycled paper lid that will cover the top of the glass intended for bar/club establishments.
Timer Off
Comb report
Value Cap and Bottle Dispenser
Liter Bottle Gel Coolie Sock
GPS Arrow
A Hard Case that holds the Full-Sized or Mini ipad with Steering Handles on each side for gaming.
Measuring cups and bowls that can be put in the microwave and dishwasher safe. Making it lighter weight then glass could be helpful.
This is a one handed game controller its for people who have a one handed handicap and for anyone who can only use one hand.
Prevent paint from dripping when painting the ceiling with this paint drip tray for the paint brush and roller it catches the drips.
Freezer mug for cold drinks with the liquid part that freezes, in a tube in the center of the mug instead of the outer body of the mug.
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnetic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags,touch the magnetic strips together Various colors and sizes
Summer is almost here. Time to break out the BBQ Enjoy apple wood, cedar, or cherry smoked burgers
Power outlet with sturdy storage system for excessive cord lengths.
Automated Washer and Dryer
An auto alert app that notifies you when your vehicle needs oil change, or maintenance is needed.
Sticker Beeper
Palmless, fingertipless gloves Lightweight neoprene quick dry Material Sun Protection for back of hands in hot weather Racket,water sports
No more holding a cord, tripping over it, hanging it over your shoulder or having it sucked up in the vacuum. No more tripping hazards.
i balz
#spotsv Denim *FUN* clips for Kids. Clip them: front or back Blue Jean Pockets and/or Belt Loop. Trade and Collect. Boys and Girls Designs!
seat saver
PICTURE EYEWEAR (EYE-GLASSES OR SHADES) THAT YOU CAN CHANGE THE COLOR, PATTERN,STYLE OF THE TEMPLES WITH A
UNIQUE CUT OUT IN THE ARMS
Perpendicular Cutting Guide
A combined iPhone speaker/charger not requiring connection to electric grid
Interchangeable Headphones
Finger Tip Stylus Pen
A Revolution in the Male Bathroom Experience. A device to create a competitive environment for sports bars
Bicycle Balance Trainer teaches rider how to turn in the same direction the bike is leaning to restore vertical position.
Bluetooth Digital Picture Frame
A mask or bandage for people with nocturnal lagophtalmos to keep their eyes close and lubricated all night to avoid infections.
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Drink glasses with built in mixer paddles attached to knobs you spin with your thumb and forefinger.
An App Idea has been added to this refrigerator with see-through sectional doors behind the regular door to save energy
Cleaning Baseboards Sucks!
Socks that don't fall into your shoe.
See-through rectangular holders for kleenex and paper towels, attachable to walls or sit on counters. Pastel/bold colors to match Decor.
a gazebo with a mister would be perfect for any bbq or pool party
Freezable Drink Stirrers! It has a silicone top to prevent cold fingers and exposed stainless to chill your drink fast without melting.
Windows from the future are clearer, do not glare and adjust to varying degrees of light. Super Glass.
Table Waste Bins, Disposable
SOFFITBOX! Portable, lightweight, all in one versatile lightbox, eliminates clutter. Residential/commercial. Mount and plug in. Paintable.
Battery powered LED socket
"batt-belt" and "batt-band": Stylish belt and/or wrist band to store and provide either tethered or wireless charging of portable devices.
Adjustable iPhone 5 Bluetooth car dock with built-in speaker, audio out, power, tilt functionality, and non-obstructive camera view.
Attachable power strip
An app where you can post your car problem and then local mechanics bid for your business on price as well as reputation and quality.
Magnetic knife holder on cutting board. magnets surrounding the edges of your thick hardwood cutting board to store your favorite knife!!
The Mow-Bot is a automatic, self-powered, and rechargable, lawn cutting machine that operates without direct human interaction.
Have you ever opened your washer or dryer only to find that delicate sweater,linens,bra,pantyhose all twisted up with other clothing?
Desert sand converter
A Slim case with slide-in Flash drive. Which can extend IPhone memory easily.
Highly flexible, customizable power-strip. Daisy chain only as many power-strip 'elements'u need; remove what u dont need. Lots of options!
All in one portable detachable utensils knife spoon/fork for those on the go.
A free standing trellis holding 25 to 50 strawberry plants.
Wavy Peeler puts ridges in your fruits and veggies when you peel, so dip doesn't slide off!
The "Scrambler", a bowl for scrambling eggs - crack your eggs, add milk and spices, scramble it up, and pour it into your pan - cook and eat
Jacket bag.A functional stylish every day purse/messenger bag that rapidly converts to a warm rain jacket.Never have to be cold or wet again
Cable Protectors
The idea is an inflatable umbrella that can also be used as a floatation device. It can be used by anyone who wants protection from the sun.
Cord management is now modular and efficient. Daisy-Chain your components with Surge Cubes.
Lazor Lure
the nectar protector is a hummingbird feeder accessory designed to prevent ants from contaminating the nectar in the feeder below.
Live in a fire prone area? Fire Proof your Home!
!A new mini vacuum with a flat attachment to get underneath objects! Never fight cleaning under your fridge, stove, or small areas again.
canvas portable buggies
Many Paramedics are injured when lifting patients from bed to the cot. Answer. A flexible plastic slide board that fits under the cot.
Raisin Rehydrator
The Happy Horn
Use several items in kitchen/dishes? 1 side of glove is a dish sponge with scubbie exterior. Other is wash cloth and a little more scrubbie
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
iPad leather portfolio - So that business people don't have to carry the two separately
Self leveling picture hanger, cost effective enough to be included with kits and capable of holding 150 lbs.
The Pull Chain type system is usually mounted in lavatories, homes and dressing room for emergencies that would be connected to an appl.
Insert for office desk cord holes to keep cords organized!
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Tired of the same old dog toys? Try the remote controlled dog toy that you control, but your dog chases for hours on end!
A sleeve that can be cut to any length, slid over a cable, and shrunk with a hair dryer, allowing you to change the cable color instantly.
iPhone(or other phones)belt holder which allows easy insertion/extraction even when phone is in protective case(including battery case).
Magic sleeve cuffs (Video)
Better Bottle: the slim way to Stay Green on the Go! New, sugar-based compostable polymer creates animal-edible, biorenewable water bottle
New twist for your alarm clock! Instead of just a beeping alarm, this one wakes you up with customized messages for that particular day.
Laptop/IPad lap pad specifically designed to be used in the restroom. Place the pad on the restroom floor when done.
The Button Bag and its Button Buddies allows little kids to attach their favorite buddies to their bags, and bring them everywhere they go!
Conceal your pillows so they blend and fuse together your bed into a formal look. A perfectly sleek, sophisticated,extended pillow case.
Cool Mist Umbrella
Wireless Wristband Leash/Locator for Smartphone
NYC Payphones. Transform payphone kiosks into solar charging stations for IPhones.
New and IMPROVED reusable window a/c outdoor cover
Lite Travel Band
A mini camera with light on a telescoping handle with retractable cord plugs into your computer so you can look in your ear, behind your head, under the bed.
A chip for your wallet/keys that will sound if it becomes too distant from your iPhone, alerting to you to accidentally leaving your phone.
I'm developing a 'gadget' that will dry zip lock bags faster. It's battery operated and easy to store after using. It will pay for itself.
We got case for iPhone, iPod, Macbook air and Macbook Pro. What about iMac? That's where I came up with this "iMacGlove" 2 years ago.
adjustable grip scissors. The two ovals,would adjust to the size of your fingers,got the desired grip, lock it in, pain free efficiency.
Hate that the heavy and bulky grocery items on the bottom of the cart are last to load into the trunk? Collapsible trunk shelf makes room.
SQUEEZE &amp; GO Shower Puff - Perfect for home or travel. Former Eval dismissed with prejudice.
Spin the propeller with a pull of a string and watch your toy stay afloat while you play catch.
have tube that we put the cords in, the tube has a slip thats open to stick in the cords
Portopoop -Take the Portotrash plastic grocery bag frame on your next dog walk. Be a responsible pet owner without the stress of the mess!
An interchangeable/adjustable WALL MOUNTED shower caddy mounted to the wall on a curtain type rod with adjustable interchangeable shelves
A musical/drum pad steering wheel cover for any car that works much like a paper jamz product.Jam out in traffic and literally beat boredom.
A purse that has a battery and can recharge smartphones, mp3 players, etc.
3"X5" plastic card attached by velcro on face of dishwasher with a clear plastic slider with two windows one green CLEAN and one red DIRTY
FridgeRaider of the Lost Arc
My idea lets you use a restickable tab that is put on the back of your personal 4x6 pictures and allows you to display them on any surface.
Safe and portable multipurpose CHILDREN'S FOOD CUTTER! Cut, measure, AND test the temperature of your child's food on-the-go!
Display your Nerf &amp; water toys in style. Nerf display case with drawer to store your ammunition. A fun way to help kids put their toys away
Stylus mc pointy
1Pair of shoe-Wear it Your Way
All parents know the pain of turning on/off the kids' battery-powered toys each &amp; every night. Let's simplify to an easy 1-button solution!
Heated Faucet:App-enabled on iPhone 5.WiFi or Bluetooth.
Suitcase with valve to evacuate air out and get more clothes in
The SKYSCRAPER - Clean windows on the outside, from the inside, without worrying about falling down!
The Mixing Ball Flip,Shake Coats
Multiple Phone Outlet
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Non slip cutting board
Never Wet Maze game. Use any liquid to play the game.Different liquids means different speeds!RESUB
47 lost, 349 hurt, $217M gone, in dryer fires~* NOW SMOKE-ACTUATED SYSTEM STARTS IN-DRYER EXTINGUISHERS, POWERS
OFF,ALERTS,TEXTS&amp;CALLS 911
Invent a "CD Burner Player"
Low Flow Shower Heads are a Failure! My shower head set to IDLE Mode when soaping-up saves without compromising comfort! See how...
Grocery cart stroller add-on
Dash Board Dollies (hula girl meets barbie) You can buy them a wardrobe of outfits & seasonal garb. Amuse your Commuter. Diffuse road rage.
App Enabled Baby Stroller for Working Out. Combine the Treadmill settings into a Baby Stroller.
Turn your shower into a steam cleaner and say good bye to grit with a simple tidy shower adapter. Shower/bath/toilet cleaner.
Elbow Sleeve for dogs - prevents elbow calluses that can ulcerate and crack from laying on concrete or other various reasons.
Al-in-one trash center. It has separate compartments for trash, recycling and composting plus storage space for trash bags.
Hand Crank Generator with built in radio, that could power two light bulbs and charge a cellphone.
I used an ordinary Styrofoam cup and transformed it into a lid. The whole unit allows the contents of the cup to sustain its temperature.
Adhesive blackout shade
Bottom dump wheelbarrow
Floating fishing esky
An iPhone case or car accessory that has radar detecting technology in it that basically turns the phone into a police radar detector.
My idea is to have simple toilet paper holder for three rolls at once. No one want to find self at toilet with no paper:)
Snowfort molds, much like sand castle molds, but on a larger scale for building kid sized snow forts.
A universal iDevice Cradle for the iPhone, iPad, or iPod.
Finally a pot with a divide in the middle that totally separates the water so the food is being cooked like its in two pots.
A flexible "shield" for your flat screen TV or computer moniter that will not only protect it, but keep off the dreaded FINGERPRINTS!
Imagine loading your laundry, choosing a setting, and walking away. Iimagine returning to your clean, dry laundry ready to go. (Load"N"Go)!!
"Smart" Case for iPhone 5
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as dinner table candle when not using instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for cellar. Tons of [pics]
Hideaway Wall Panel That Winds Up Loose Cables For Your Computer Desk Or Entertainment System
Cooler/table top w/ cup holders. 3 sections. Food, flatware, and other (lotion, keys). With mesh drawstring for trash & straps for towels.
"ORIGARGANTUA" - GIANT ORIGAMI TOYS
A fun keychain that holds disposable gloves for your kids.
Upside Down Product Dispenser
INDOOR HEAT LAMPS-app control
CORD SLEEVES...What causes tangled cord messes? Too much length! Use CORD SLEEVES to end the mess by controlling the length.
A molded plastic infant spoon shaped like an airplane in primary colors. The spoon has a sound chip that would make an airplane noise.
! Amazing Telescoping Handle with Changeable Sponge, Scrubber, or Brush! A Simple Manual Solution! Sell lots of replacement heads too!
Smart Fan
Ever seen a child slip in the tub? Ever take a bath and the tub is cold to your body? (THIRTYACRE)
Portable Charger XP
iPrint iPhone and iPad adapter lets you plug directly into a USB port on a printer to easily print photos or documents
Fan Hat
Flat credit card that folds open used to secure bathroom stall door when latch is missing/broken. "occupied" printed on it like an airplane.
Curvy, shapable, flexible Cork Board Strips.
"read from behind" sits atop book spine, you can show the pics and read. lights up page, reflects to screen using mirrors or digital system
air powered nail gun with a led indicator light to show when its empty.
Toddlers Love to Wander.Are you afraid of your little one wandering the house while you sleep ? Rest easy with the Alert floor mat &amp; Box.
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HDMI/Power Switch with Remote control.
The Sun Tan Wand! Apply lotion to your back or entire body with no mess. Use your fave lotion and spread it easily. No more contortions!
USB Storage case/dock, with blue-tooth receiver to access files wireless. Sturdy slim case,similar dimensions to a phone case.
Childs sippy cup designed to look like a starbucks to go coffee cup. It could even have something catchy written on it like "cafe leche"
App-enabled door lock/unlock
A heavy duty garbage can that has 4 roller blade style retractable wheels in the base that would fuction like the kids heely skate shoes.
It is a back scrubber that can attach to the wall in a shower. It helps get to the spots that we can't reach when showering.
The Wall PeG
Easy way to hide valuables while at the pool or beach. Zipper pocket in a towel. Looks like a regular towel, but items are safely hidden.
A collapsible thermos, for keeping your morning routine green and your coffee warm without the hassle of a bulky container.
The Cord Coil
Wire Winding Cylinder Stacks
Use proximity technology in a sender (like a remote keyless entry) to detect presence (or not) of a receiver item with thin tape antenna
Decorative Bra Band!
the Cord Roundhouse. Inspired by nature and the railroad industry. Whatever.
Augmented Reality (AR) Channel - Catch the Next BIG Wave! Resubmit of (264642) to WINK.
A Range Hood with Options
Convert used Nascar tires into tire swings for kids.
Glucose testing helper
I would like to solve the problem of women buying many shoes by creating a shoe that you can change the colors to suit their outfit.
GPS camera recorder
I call it Tea for Two. It is a Teapot with two spouts. Pour two cups at a time (can pour into one cup when alone).
Q-tips dispenser that will keep the Q-tips Clean, dry and organized safely on the bathroom counter.
Easy on the eyes you say? Yes!! Your frown will turn upside down when you catch a glimpse of your 'made-over, NOW ATTRACTIVE' can!
Oven/Stove Timer Shut off
Save lives. Earlier detection of medical conditions would have an astounding affect on patient outcomes. Existing tech just needs a tweak...
A Flexible Sun Visor that you can Stick anywhere on your car windows to keep that annoying glare out of your eyesight. Block out the sun.
Toilet bowl cling, that lasts for months. This device has a chemical agent that turns blue in the water only if you pee and you are pregnant
(Resubmit)Nurf Plane launcher with bubble trail the must have summer toy.
Stairway Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure all your kitchen ingredients without the strain.. Resub
Decorative boards and boxes, adjustable by length and width, used to cover unsightly cords and outlets.
High-quality grocery cart with air-inflated and swivel wheels, made of sturdy materials(aluminum) which can also easily adjust and collapse!
Sink Organizer
Need a quick change of clothes at the beach? How about your own portable changing room! Switch out your swim gear without using your towel!
Peanut Butter Pill Putty. All natural, allergen free for your pooch when he needs pills.
A surround for an outside air handler that is louvered and is black on one side (winter) and white on the other (summer).
The Cobweb Cloth Ball, an easy way to clean up those out of reach cobwebs, hold on to the retractable string, or give it a two story spin.
A board game using magnetized gears and belts; it's fun, requires thinking, imagination and speed; promotes appreciation of physics
Your office entertainment system. Presenting the Mouse Pad with an iPhone/iPod dock and built in quality speakers.
A 2 in 1 spray bottle with a wrap around bottle caddy for essential cleaning products.
No more burned cupcake pans! (for use with metal pans)
Lightweight, collapsible by animal hindquarter support at an affordable price
AnytimeCoffee
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Glow in the Dark Picture Frames. Never look for your picture again in the dark. Cool and Fun addition to your house
!!! A quirky way to protect your power strip on/off switch from accidental hits
Body Hydration Level Meter
PARENTS leave your kids Sippy Cup at home! Now you just need to pack the Sippy Cap! Turn any water bottle into a spill proof container!
Sport related mobile apps leave something to desire for loyal fans who no longer live in the same area as their admired home town favorites.
Clear Silicone Juggling Balls. This risk factor of juggling glass is perceived. When really, the juggler will only be throwing silicone.
Holidays dinner parties are coming! The Lazy Susan Service set allows everyone to quickly and easily access the food without disruption.
Flush Saver
Table with electronic menu
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Touch line is a kind of usb line for itouch5
Green Clean Dishwasher Dispenser. Each dispenser will wash 14 loads. Without the mess of powders or liquids.
"Doggone" is a collar with a chip in it that can be located using an iPhone app in case your dog/kid gets lost.
Hide-a-keys aren't safe. An app enabled hide-a-key would allow you to open up your home to friends, family, or others safely from a phone.
Sushiware
IPhone case with interchangeable Smiley Icons to reflect your personality and / or current mood.
Electronic waterproof device pair to alert the parent when a child is more than X feet away from them. They can play while you relax!
A sensor system which automatically stops the vehicle when it senses a body in front of it be it be it human or animal
Credit Card Sized LCD Screen Cleaner + Stylus
Cable-pillar, a standing caterpillar-like support that allows you to wrap up extra cables around the bug's legs
Add on Video Camera Station for your iPad or iPad-mini - Most Easy Filming with your device ! + App
A bic sized lighter with an enclosed flame that stands up to rain/wind. No more having to cover the flame with your hand.
SLeepee Pad
A child safety window gate to prevent children from grabbing blind cords.
removable loops to hang up jackets, sweaters, sweatshirts that don't have them already sewn in
A Guitar or Piano teacher that actually attaches to your instrument and shows you note by note what to play using touch led's
The DuraBounder 360
New Idea: toilet paper stand that also has a Foot blower capabilities.
My product is a neck pillow that has a zipper connecting a full lenth blanket with sleeves for traveling.
Accu Line Box Bear, a small and easy to use set of reusable handles that attach to the sides of any box, allowing for hassle-free movement.
This is a 1 cup coffee brewer. A 12 oz. to-go cup has a filter in the snap on lid. Add coffee &amp; add water &amp; microwave for about 2 minutes.
"The Last Drop"
The Clean Cap Clip. Just slip this amazing insert inside your cap to absorb sweat, dirt and stains. Then remove and toss into the washer.
Stock Home
Fruit Roll-Up Maker!
Diary which has check off boxes so you can easily document your day without writing a lot. It would stream line the diary entry process.
Products returns pleasure of walking the dog. Dog's poop and it's smell is locked in the sealed container attached to the leash.
My idea is a case for a smart phone that provides convenience and efficiency, for the speakers are louder and emphasize the bass and volume.
Keyboard Shelf Caddy
Beach cooler with flip out table flaps + drink caddys Avoid moving items to get inside wheeled +sunshade + side drink door panel access
It's the dirt/grime in nooks/crevices that keep your sink/tub/car from looking new. Create a tool set to do the job well without scratches.
An ultimate fleece blanket product that covers you from head to toe and front to back. (unlike the Snuggie or Slanket)
Construction Discrete Ear Plugs with Bluetooth Speaker Integrated
Electronic combination lock
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A sanitary welcome mat that you can wipe your feet or your pets paws on so you dont bring germs in the house!
quirky app for android
BATH TEMPERATURE BALLS-Balls can change color depending on water temperature &amp; have dig. temp display for exact temp. Great for HOT
TUBS TOO
The Sponge Pill
Comfy airplane sleeper pillow.
MacBook Pro/Air Kickstand with USB (or other) ports Cool &amp; Connected
Cleaning under furniture is difficult. Long-Tong is two arm broom with replaceable microfiber strip, adjustable angle and adjustable length.
Erase Wand. Dry erase board with slidable eraser built into board. Never get your hands dirty again
Enhance Your Video Web Conversations and Other Computer Usages by Using this Innovative Desk Chair with Built-In Background Shield!
IPad Case with inbuilt slider - Slide and Wipe.
Gloved hand Warmers that are disposable &amp; cover the whole hand, top and bottom, including fingertips, that produce heat up to 10 hours.
A sponge caddy/holder that eliminate odors, germs, bacteria and mold while also speeding up overall drying time...
Iphone Secure Air Vent Clip/Case with Air Vents to prevent your phone from overheating.
A hollow spine w/port on each segment.Shapeable w/elastic band inside to hold shape.Cords enter/exit thru ports
My product is a neck pillow that has a zipper connecting a full lenth blanket with arms for traveling.
Non-Stick Pan Inserts
iRead is an attachment that changes your iphone into an audio reader for your regular books.
Folding powerstrip that fans out or folds to look like a straight straight power strip depending on what you are plugging in.
â€œMIND IT FIND ITâ€ Plugs into your PC Locate four items through wifi connect chip/program
My Idea is a weighted harness for dogs and other four legged animals
Clip Skewers
An App Enabled Desktop Notepad. Jot down notes quickly, and use the app to keep them organized.
DoorBright - Light the way
The Vent Helper
MEGASAUCER-megaphone/saucer combocontractable unit..the lip will have a hole for hookclip for beltloopes ect.stadiums and games-great logos
How many times do you have to get the mail,newspaper or walk the dog and it is icy or snowing outside and you have to put on your boots?
Multispraay
Problem;Clean/scrub hard floor's with water dispensed from device ,scrub brush cleans,vacuum in the device picks up dirty water.
Fly Eliminator
Baking mix without the pounds! A nutrient dense yet amazingly tasty way to bake
How often do you throw away your dish sponges because of bacteria or mold? Don't! Use the sponge sanitizer for a clean sponge over and over!
J Walker(a diabetic friend)
Like this hair color applicator - acetone paint remover bottle&amp;sponge 4 paint - replacement sponges. Great for getting paint off trim/detail
a small attachment or a wagon that allows wagons to be attached to the receiver Hitch or bumper of a car. Make it easy for mommiestomovestuf
Tired of wasting money each month,throwing out stale chips,crackers,cereal? Going broke buying food saver vacuum bags? Please look at pics.
Let's finally put the key finder where it belongs; Introducing a 4 hook key rack with a built in radio transmitter, and 4 key ring receivers
Kids toothbrush with timer or
TESTAMP - A STANDARDIZED TEST TAKING STAMP A bathroom wall mounted accessory that supplies mouthwash through a retractable rubber cable to every American after they finish brushing.
A popup dustpan, store it not just the dust.
Kord Kan, a simple molded can with a lid and slots that allows you to shove extra cord in from the outside.
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Hands Free Retractable Safety Wrist Cuffs For Child
Share your favorite iPod music with someone close to you with double headphones! 4 earbuds, 2 people, 1 iPod.
Fresh Vent
We have had so many hurricanes and floods that people need to run to the store with lists of emergency things to buy to be prepared
How do you keep your fresh cut Christmas Tree fresh longer while also filling your home with Xmas? The Xmas Tree Stand/Humidifier!
Square egg frying Pan
Coffee makers always leave excess water on to countertops, check out my video for a solution.
Disposable Glove Helper
Crystal Holographic Images-Project many various images to suit your mood!
Add a apt/device to the cellphone Whenever your moving more than 1000 feet in less than 1 min ~ your phone shuts off because your in a car .
Some cords just dont want to stay plugged into the wall. Keep them plugged in with this simple product. I call it SlackPop.
We are about to put the Boom in doughnut holes, Imagine this, Injectors on a rotating 10" circular pedestal, holding 10 of the flavors.
"YOUR" POOL IS SAFE APP AN APP that will Detect Any Human Motion that is approaching an Uncovered Swimming Pool just Feet away.
ASHTRAY FOR EASY TURNING OFF CIGARETTES AND WINDY WEATHER
A universal cup holder for different size drinks and coffee cups. That sticks to your desk
Turn any lamp into a USB charging station for your mobile device. Particularly helpful for night stands, office lights.
Power up your laptop or tablet. Enter your Cyber ID. You are now logged in... to the entire internet.
bristle slider for your tooth brush so you don't have to toss out the whole tooth brush.a brush slider holds your bristles,then toss
App Enabled Fish Feeder & Monitor - feed Your Fish remotely, or Automatically
A Tower-like Storage Device for your home or office space with built-in power bar.
INSTA SUNSHADE in a bottle.
How many of you have tried to clean your ceiling fan to have the dust fall down either onto the floor or onto you? Simple solution.......
Hand-held blender 3 sizes covers. Using hand-held blender splatters food all over-covers keeps all inside
Direct contact with the police and civil protection-AutomaticallyAn electronic label maker with a large backing magnet, date stamp and timer. Specifically designed for dating, and managing leftovers.
cell phone stun gun
A better door stopper. This design is simpler, easier to make and it actually works.
Smiley LED emoticon for rear car window. Blink via RC to express friendly thanks to other drivers when appropriate. Also variations. No :(
Paint Stain B Lameâ€¦graffitiOFF
Millionaire App
SIDEGEEK - A multi-tool sidekick for geeks.
Quirky how would you like to THROW N GO??? I'm proposing a multifunctional WATERPROOF TOWEL for rainy days.
Leaf Blower Snow Eliminator
Upside Down-zees bathroom, kitchen and traveling kit. Save money by getting the most out of your household products by eliminating waste.
Reminder Rack
Bottle Buddy â€“Sick of stubborn bottles that won't sit upside down? Save the nuisance of bottles toppling over and get every last drop!
USB stick with a monitor so you can see what files are on it.
Balloon Savers - Snap On Valves to Easily Deflate &amp; Inflate Expensive Helium Balloons That are Special, Valuable, or Memorable #toy
TriUnity for iPad, back from UC. Prototype and Video. Three Panel Case- Separates into Two Folders.
Scoot Or Skate
This is a reversable bracelet to help you curve your choices throughout the day, which will make you a better person.
Do you own a car? Sing along to songs on the radio while driving? Invent a boom-type mic that amplifies your voice on stereo speakers!
Eazy to use zip-ties
Retractable Dog Leash with integrated wireless remote transmitter and wireless receiver collar.
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Dual Sided Frying Pan
Iphone/Smart Phone/Ipod Boom Box Case! Comments and Suggestions!
Basting brushes can be inefficient for picking up substantial sauce for spreading. Often a spoon is also needed. Lets combine the two!
A plastic/magnet board that hangs over your cubicle wall so everyone knows where you are/what you are up to when away from desk or busy.
A wetsuit that stimulates unused muscle groups, or could be used for physical therapy in rehabilitation of muscles after a major injury.
Coffee Shop Intelligent Carafe
battery cover for iphone ipad ipod note book (maybe)
A floating water toy for dogs that stands above the waters surface so it is visible from the dogs point of view.
Fruit &amp; Nut Catcher (trees)
Real Reel ..
Moblie Contractor Printer. A printer installed in your vehicle linked to your mobile phone allowing you to print invoices or change orders.
Blender Ice Cream Maker
Fruit Cutting Board (and fruit holder), don't let any fruit, from apples to melon, roll away while you are trying to slice it.
power scrubber
FLOATING WEEBLE WOBBLE SOAP &amp; SHAMPOO DISPENSERS-Kids will love to take baths with these floating "weeble wobble" soap &amp;
shampoo dispensers.
RingSaver !!!!!
Batter Up! A frozen cupcake batter kit for people who LOVE cupcakes but never have the time to bake from scratch...
An ergonomic comfort-grip padded canvas/plastic handle for all of those plastic and canvas grocery bags and it easily fits in your pocket.
Mini Solar Moon Stones (resub.1)
Have you ever been late getting home and worried about how your dog will eat?
My idea is for an all in one beach cooler and sun umbrella.
Bike Bottle Lid Screwcap
Gas Cap Rabbit
Smart Pivot Power! ability to turn on or off using smartphone.
Hook Master
A remote controlled power strip that makes it easy turn off devices that use power when not in use. Great for turning on/off Xmas lights!
Pot insulator for cooking - Save energy and cook food quickly on your stovetop when using this insulator.
fastener sheets.
Cleaning toilets, showers and other bath fixtures is a very dirty job. A disposable, flushable cleaning glove protects the user's hand.
A QUIRKY Sports wireless Bluetooth head and sweatband with detachable microphone that will pair with all Bluetooth compatible electronics.
Sweatshirts/Jackets with built-in gloves attached at the cuffs-that you simply unroll and wear if cold or roll back up if warm.
This acessory is a light that'll light up when you are ready for your receipt via app or manually turning it on.
A long commute in the car - hold my cold drink, my cell phone, pens, paper, lipstick, baby bottle and more/it all winds up on front seat Ugg
Xbox One Privacy Cover
Make cooking FAST. Everything you need for 90% of your meals in one place. Sleek, adaptable, practical kitchen organizer!
12v car adapter timer programmable.
I want to build an all in one docking station/fan unit for my laptop, that includes power, USB support, and an iPod/iPhone docking station.
The tail will help you to find anything attached to it.
Odor Free and Secure Car Garbage. Clamp Secures Odors and Trash Until Ready to Twist, Tie and Throw Away. Use Small Garbage or Plastic Bag.
A silicone ball that serves as an iPhone cover / case / holder, with iPhone inserted inside the silicone ball.
Ever wish you could remember those things you told yourself you were going to make part of your life? And sticky notes become too familiar?
Tonneau Tail - 2" wide adjustable nylon strap, with a metal clasp at one end and a hand loop at the opposite end. Adjustable from 18"-24".
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Gravity Holder for all your desk items. Just stick it on and it stays in place! Check my similiar product link for more info!
A compact carrier that slips onto the back of your lounge chair for comfy neck & back support, & provides pockets for pool side essentials.
take the concept of a binder clip and expand it to allow for better cord handling.
Solar powered chemical dispensers can sanitize your pool and at night dazzle you with a rainbow of changing colors or a beam of moonlight.
Mini Chinese Military Shovel - A World Class Garden Hand Tool You Can Own!
FaceBoomer
FreePlayPower
Self slow mixing Crock Pot with on and off time of day Timer, Temperature, interchangeable mixing blades.
The Ice Rocker
Ironing board/storage-it's usually folded and hidden away from sight when not used. Why not an elegant design-with storage-to be left out?
NFL/College Beanies. Each beanie will resemble an actual team helmet for all teams possibly have a link so schools can order thier logo.
Hand held spring assisted car key turning assistant.
Predefined Flow Rates Faucet
Night running lights for sneakers, APP to change settings, shoe lights, safety orange hazard settings and sounds (Resubmit)
Mouse pad with integrated drink holder
The is enought power for tvs and enternet and your cell phone what about your house ligh.let's nake a light bulb
Wink - Quiet Corner Clock
A device that will keep dust caps from expensive digital SLR cameras and their lenses free of dust when they're not on the parent device.
NIAGARA a new 5L watering-can to reenjoy gardening, without getting flooded anymore and easy carrying. PLEASE CONTRIBUTE
Tired of running out of suds when your bar of soap is half gone? My Super Sudzer solves that problem and many other cleaning problems.
Build a beach umbrella. That can hold your sunglasses. Sandals. Tshirt even safely secure your money or wallet. Jewelry Your weeding ring.
Smart Exoskeleton Climbing Gloves:With built in camera &amp; laser pointer.WiFi &amp; App on smartphone.
In social events, while one of your hands hang your dish, let the other one free for shaking hands without the need of being near a table.
SPRAYONGE. A spray bottle + cleaning sponge combined. Clean house with ONE HAND and NO MORE RUBBER GLOVES!
The perfect bathroom desk for use while on the toilet. Ideal for laptop use but can easily be utilized for other types of productivity also.
Techno Flashing Watch w/ flashin bkground &amp; wristband Press button &amp; light flashes diff colors Press again &amp; light travels around watch
SmartTemp Showerhead
Escape from stocked parking
Let's design a completely new set of silverware with new eating utensils. It's long overdue!
The World's Fastest Watchband. This watchband is fast, easy, and fun to put on.
I dislike cleaning racks after grilling, so durable disposalable aluminum racks are a good idea.
MOTIVATION CARDS BOOKLET
The Mac Daddy of all diaper caddies! Condense, organize and simplify the process. A fresh approach to diapering: clean, safe, effective.
Major Appliance Dust Removal
A patio or beach umbrella with a fan right under the top of the umbrella that can be started by remote control.
No need to struggle when your hands are full. The GO-Key unlocks your door automatically, allowing easy entry with just a push on the door.
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Pokemon emoticon with this app you can carry on a conversation with one of three thousand pokemon witch will be fan picked during production
Tablish(Table + Dish) - put your dining table on just a dish.
Heel Healer
CoolGrips: Cool Your Core Temp to help you get more out of your workout. See Research and Video.
Flip-Flop Hanger adds extra storage and organization by providing a way to hang up flip-flops, and other types of flat shoes in a closet.
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Tub Tank....Clean your tub and shower automatically
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App-Enabled Ceiling Fan
This scale sends your weight to your iPhone so you can keep track of your progress! Publish to Facebook (if desired) *WINK*
I would like to pitch a portable and collapsible Bathing Suit Dryer. Nothing is more annoying than having to put on a wet bathing suit.
SQUARE-SHAPE STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLE to prevent rolling, with artistic feature that allows owner to personalize bottle. SQUARE IS
COOL!
A mirror/periscope that lets bike riders keep their heads down looking into the device giving them a clear view of the road in front
Quick Door Stopper
Interlocking food containers
Never struggle opening your front door! Hands full of groceries? Dark of night? Arthritis? No Problem!
Nano'd it
Cords, cords, cords...TV, VCR, Satellite, Floor Lamp, Telephone, Wii - all tangled up and hidden behind your furniture...
No Noise Cookware
A small device to give a poker player comfort/confidence of being able to see their own cards without ever lifting them off the table.
Elastic Seamless Money Wrap. Money clips are a great way to avoid wallet bulge. How about an elastic or silicone rubber money/card wrap?
Tan Blanket
Smelly feet are a problem and no effective treatments available I invented a treatment to my socks with safe products for instant results.
Travel Pump Cleaning System
Step stool that can be adjusted up or down while the user is standing on it by pumping a peddle. Works just like an office chair.
A cup holder that would transfer drinks from the car to the shopping cart. Keep it warm or cold, but keep it with you while you run errands!
An automatic windshield screen (inside car). Screens your windshield with click of button. Easily and quickly keep the sun out!
NEVER BUY POWER CORDS AGAIN! a do it yourself kit for making your own power cords with the right length and plug that you need.
iPhone Case Reflateable Bubble Wrap - Keep Popping Over and Over for stress relief
Drillbit and Safety Goggles Combined: The BlockBit
Mini Moon Light
A massage ball on an adjustable track, which attaches to any door frame, allowing you to self-massage hard-to-reach areas on your body.
"The WindSweep" Automatic pool tile cleaner. Just drop it in your pool and you'll never have to clean your tile again!
Switch Switch - How often we forget what a switch is for...
A chair that's light and compact but within seconds has an added benefit of cushiony softness (including adjustable lumbar support).
A cake pan that lets you place different shapes in the center.
WiFi Clock w/ Battery Drawer
Replacement aloe/vitamin E razor strips for disposable razors. Extend the useful life disposable razor heads.
Keep the brims of your baseball caps clean and like new. The Clip On Brim Protector will keep dirt from hands off the brim of your cap.
"Squeak" sound duct tape Anna
If this equipment is installed at window,inhalation and exhaust is operated without electricity,the fine dust in incoming air is eliminated.
Portable Power Oven Rack
A re-usable Silicone pocket for quick and easy baked potatoes. "The Spudley". Add oil, salt and bake! Reversable for easy cleaning.
A battery switch with a heat sensor and a timer, in use with two ion batteries.
Ceiling Fan Instant Room Fresh
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Mi emergency light
Shower Pod will hold your shower products upside down or right side up. No falling on your toe or dripping out your new bottle of shampoo!
RESUB ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested and would take everyone i could make
Vacuum Hose snake,to unclog your vacuum hose after your kids vacuumed up nerf darts,ear buds, and building cards.
My idea is for an elastic band that you can size as needed to fit around the garbage bag which would eliminate the bag falling into the can.
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Story Bellies! Plush toys- not stuffed with fluff- stuffed with STORIES! Totally loveable, crumple-uppable stories printed on no-rip Tyvek!
I CAN'T TEXT &amp; DRIVE? Imagine a small in-car device &amp; phone app that detects motion &amp; disables SMS in your family car for your loved
ones!
Cool Pads, Pads to elevate laptop from table surface to increse cooling
Easily ID your own open beverage can at a glance at any social, business, sport or school event.
Sterile gel packs for eyes and sinus area. Could be used in hospital settings and over the counter. Used after surgery or swelling/bruising.
Ideal bowl for children to eat by themselves
"Hide A Box" Stash all that crap inside a cleanly designed casing that's versatile, child safe, and modular. Make your wall cords uniform.
GPS Based Oven Preheating App
More Space On The Picnic Table? Picnic Caddy. Keep your cell phone and Ipod safe from spills too!
Spray Bottle Solution
Half Cup Ice Cream Scoop: A serving size of ice cream is a half cup. With this scoop you would know how much you're eating. #spotsv
H2Whoa! Collapsible Bottle
A TRASH CAN WITH A MOLDED COMPARTMENT ATTACHED TO HOLD FRESH TRASH BAGS. MY HUSBANDS NEVER WANTS TO TAKE
THE TIME TO FIND A FRESH BAG.
Lose your wallet, purse &amp; keys often? Just add a device to your keyring and a card to your wallet and you're just a phone call away!
Eagle Eye Water shooting game
U/V shaped pineapple peeler knife for taking out pineapple thorns with minimal wastage; Also cuts corners, and cores middle. (95% v/v)
Glow in the Dark balloons!!! For birthdays at nightclubs or cool parties :)
Z Bag
iPhone case with a creamy look like a ivory. iVory iPhone case. elegant and classy.
Electric survival match. A 12 volt lithium battery with heat core and wire mesh that would operates much like an inside out car lighter.
It breaks my lil one's heart to see even a wee bit of her yummy chocolate cake batter that's left on the whisk go to waste, not any more!
Access all your favorite bathroom &amp; makeup supplies using this makeup board. I included my mom's prototype that she uses. resub
As a neat freak who loves to cook I hate to deal with unnecessary mess in the kitchen, so I'm swapping my cutting board for one that works.
Power Pic. A cable organizer/power strip concealed INSIDE a boxed photo frame for your office desk. Keep your work space picture perfect!
In-Freezer Storganizer-plastic adjustable(by width/height)w/drawers/doors-keep frozen veggies/meats organized-donâ€™t fall out land on foot.
This device saves water, time, hassle and is great for the environment. Every home should have one. Quick and easy is the key.
Wrap your cords with the option to daisy chain them.
A practical, wearable facemask. It will protect the breathing of emergency workers, surgeons and all of us in flu season.
A light weight bendable and detachable Outdoor music book holder that is clipped on your guitar,violin,viola or cello.No need for a stand.
Stove-to-table steamer dish
A travel coffee mug with a removable filter / press tube. Will work with tea also.
a facuet that measures water to get the right amount of water needed each time you need to measure for cooking,mixing,baking.ect not to much
Cut a tab out of the top edge of a ziplock style baggie so you can open those darn things!
Don't let you or your loved ones be lost for too long on any outdoor activities, get found fast w/the RRB-PACK "Rocket Rescue Balloon-Pack".
A toothpaste dispenser &amp; container/unit that not only makes pumping toothpaste easier and less messy, BUT ALSO pumps it as foamy paste.
An egg storage container for the fridge with the capability of holding 24 eggs. Think double decker.
It's a BREEZE! Portable &amp; Collapsible beach caddy with handle to secure in sand. Holds your beverage, lotion, magazine, book, Kindle, phone
Cooling Box Fan
PRINT ME CUBE, Material Efficient, Multi-Material, No Mess, 3D Printer THIS IS HARD AS ASKED FOR BY BEN KAUFMAN
A Cord With Choices
USE YOUR I-PAD IN ANY CAR AS A DVD PLAYER WITH THIS DEVISE THAT WILL SECURE YOUR I-PAD COVER TO ENJOY MOVIES.
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A Shower Head or separate device with water flow meter, alarm , temperature control , time setting.
Clickable pen/pencil/highlighter.
Counter top trash recepticle. For plate scraps, deboning a chicken, or salad making scraps. Using standard plastic bags you get at Sore.
Beach chair with built in solar powered device for ipod, cell phone and other devices. Also storage for items you take to beach.
Fuhgeddaboudit Doll
A retractable wrist tether case. Physical security.
+ A clear silicone universal hermetic cover for eyeglasses. Finally you can use your own eyeglasses when skiing or diving!
Rainbow Water Sprinkler Tunnel
Bumper Charging Case!! Have your charger always with you!!!
An alarm clock that changes between being on time and being ahead of time so us oversleepers are unsure of the actual time and must get up.
Smart sign for your door! For your room, your office, your store...
Heart beat Seatbelt ignition
Whether you're barbecuing or tailgating, make your "(insert favorite beverage here) pong" experience about the camaraderie not the cleanup!
A solution to prevent cats from peeing on your properties: A small portable water spray activated by motion powered by a standard 9V cell.
Flower Pot/Patio Umbrella stand. A large, heavy planter to support a patio umbrella or tiki torch, while looking like a normal flower pot.
Home beer brewing bag it filters like a tea bag &amp; keeps hops from cloging your brew equiptment no messy clean up a must for homebrewers
glasses with system illumination for reading.
GrindPurrfect-Exact everytime
Locked out? Latch blocker keeps locking mechanism from engaging. You can easily push open the door with your hand or foot to re-enter.
Plastic container filled with small cell foam with screw on cap to fit 20oz water bottles and soda cans in singles and two stacked.
Pot hole!
An iPhone case with an attachable wrist strap so you don't drop your phone while using it to take pictures.
Pedia Gloves
WORKING PROTOTYPE-SEE VIDEO-iPhone case w/microsuction film on back-Allows you to stick phone to comp. screen/mirror/window/etc.
Youâ€™ve wasted ur entire life trying to kill mosquitoes with toxic and dangerous products while the most efficient way is to capture them
A cheap lightweight and durable solution for touch typing on iPads and Tablets.
TRASH BAGS and CANS WHOSE RIM IS LINED WITH ADHESIVE/VELCRO (plus a adhesive strip/velcro which can be applied to consumers' existing
cans)
The RoboLightCam is a bluetooth 4.0 and Wifi remote control Camera and LED spotlight that you can control from your iPhone.
Water-Cannon: Never Refill A Water Gun! Use Your Pool! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Retail, shift workers, college students, need to sleep during day time. They need to have dark rooms with product, cheap, easy to install.
For dogs in hot climates. A beach towel that has an ice pack built into it to lay on for outside restaurants, bars, etc. It works great
lipstick chill wrap... A sleeve that you can place in the freezer and then slip your lipstick in before heading out in the summer's heat.
Check your weight when It counts! help me create this unique and beautiful acrylic resin toilet seat/scale combo
Gyro brush
This is a lizard feeder that will revolutionize the pet lizard industry, breeding and pet keeping at home. Simple. Big money potential!
chair arm that flips open,there would be a tray that would be raised and pivot in front or side, able to be raised to a useable height.
Bot Brush.Give a command.Brush-Rinse-Floss etc.Entire mouth gets cleaned @ once.Halitosis? Yeah not so much any more.Needed by all!Now!!!!
The goblet sponge
Back yard deck, hardwood floor, or asphalt, this tailgating type game can be played anywhere a hard surface is found.
"Tops for Flops" is a cover designed to transform your flip flops into temporary shoes.Ideal for(proper attire, after beach , cool weather)
Iphone Massage Case/ Mobile APP. Help relax sore muscles or relieve a STRESSFUL DAY.
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canoe portage assist
Soft-Serve Juice Maker
remote door unlocker/ locker
Crescent Camera Tripod
Coat rack for domestic and international traveler. Map of USA/World on decorative plank. Gem stickers marks and tracks travel history.
Mood Buds The Ear Buds and iPhone cases That Change Color With Your Mood
Earbuds and Jacketing that Change Color with Beat of Music Being Played.
Cloth Towel Holder = Convenience of paper towels without the waste!
App enabling use of public transport as a contactless smartcard. Touch n' go.
The Traveler Jacket has inflatable compartments in the hood, sleeves and body to keep you comfortable and warm while traveling.
I want a gizmo to clip on to crutches, to hang them on the edge of the table/chair or lean them without them slipping sideways and falling.
Death Star 4 port USB hub. With sound samples from the Star Wars movies.
A cable "sock" that keeps cables organized, off the floor, and hidden from view.
An umbrella holder easily attachable and removable from the outside of any car, stroller or shopping cart.
Individual Cord Cassettes with Caddy
A phone and/or tablet case where the inside cover is a cleaning surface so you can quickly clean your screen within the case itself.
electric smart socket push - power on/off plug 360' rotation connect a number of socket
Retractable belt clip for cellphone so the phone can be used and will retract back to belt clip if you drop it while talking
The Emulsi'dryer
Being hot is no fun. Especialy when you can't leave or move to cool off. This device will be a blessing to many people.
TIKI TABLE &amp; CHAIR, fill with water to hold umbrella.
Petit Souffleur Brosse
Lighted disk golf
Create a product to help avoid losing personal items by alerting you with signal indicating distance.It should be light,small, see below.
Reliable and safe, Shower For Baby! Now Mom or Dad can save time and take a shower with baby safely! A useful extra set of arms.
The LightBallb: A rubber ball filled with LED's that lights up on impact providing 360 degree illumination in dark areas.
Keep your sunglasses handy and out of the way when you go inside. Protect them from unwanted scratches and from getting lost.
World Wide Metro Refill App
Infusion Bombs! With a pack of 3-5 you can infuse any drink with great flavor! Tea, Vodka, Water, etc. All with the small Silicone Balls
Digital Receipts send to phone application after credit/debit card purchase.
A pair of sandals with bristles on the bottom that allow you to scrub your shower or bath simply by shuffling your feet while you shower.
Are you tired of the outside elements keeping you from enjoying your food and drinks in the pool?
It's a wire pod...
Solar powered portable conveyor+bin device to automatically remove leaves before they enter swimming pool skimmer or sink to the pool bottom
Clean without power
Interchangeable shoe tread
Was UC (feedback below)Smoke mask container for kids that speaks YOUR CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS if there is a fire.(big votes over 5 rounds).
Super Glue Droplets
A skillet with a hole in the side that I can open and close.
a viral wishlist that gives you the ability to purchase gifts for loved ones without ever having to go to the store again
Vacuum sealed bento box. Create your OWN healthy LunchablesÂ® with a system of reusable divided trays and a vacuum sealer.
Tired of rushing and getting the water ready for your toddler,kids and infant check out my 3rd eye sensor alarm set your water level and go
Adhesive Drawing Roll Paper
Hardened Rubber inserts permanently attached or removable for channel locks, pipe wrenches, pliers, etc as protection for fixture.
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Let's Quirky up a exercise balance board. Its time for Quirky to make a splash in the fitness genre.
Bait &amp; cast out line, set hook between 2nd &amp; 3rd eyelet, pull line down 18" place SURE STRIKE on line. When fish start to go up, set hook.
RollyCoasters - Adaptive furniture pads on the roll
Quirky Electrical Plug
Automatic turns 1 or 2 lights exiting from either side of bed. Shines at floor-level only. Activation cut-off with motion sensors.
Modular Cleaning Caddy
Rear window shades that block more sun from your kids (including sun coming from 11 and 1 oâ€™clock positions)
wrist band to remind us, take a minute several times a day to breath, relax. Pre set to vibrate several times a day, 98% Vote to View
A self-balancing, ratcheting Christmas tree stand that guarantees an easy setup and a perfectly vertical tree every time. Ho Ho Ho!
STUFFED ANIMAL WITH BUILT IN(SOFT)LED HEAD LAMP (THAT DOES NOT HEAT UP)WITH EASY ON/OFF SWITCH SO CHILDREN HAVE
THE SECURITY (FRIEND&LIGHT)
HotHydrant
Arms full? Carrying all your cleaning supplies? Where did I leave the paper towels? Wonder no more. Wear the cleaning tool belt!
Shampoo/body wash holder that sticks to shower wall using suction cups and ALSO keeps them upside-down using bungie cords!
Self basting lid. No more loosing heat opening the stove up to baste and no more under or over basting
A Blood Glucose Meter app enable track months of test no need of log, cell is computer &amp; Display. Use 1 lancet that is clean with UV light
Bottle Bubbles
A burner plate manufactured into coffeemakers that will have coffee connoisseurs ditching their old appliance for this improved one.
circle desk for adults
easy hang
A safety device for children,A "safebrace" is a bracelet a child/infant wears along w parents, it alerts parent in Emergency situations.
introducing the dorm room laptop bed mount. this bed mount can attach to any bed or wall and has a adjustable arm to position your laptop
Stop pocket dialing and digging deep for your smart phone. Have your smart phone acessible by combining the new style of lanyards.
This all-in-one tool puts 5 screwdrivers into one. The grip has a built-in device to allow the user to quickly change heads with one hand!!!
The problem is finding the light pull chain on your ceiling fan in a dark room. The solution is a lighted pull fob
Portable bag blower - No need to hold a bag while placing items in it. (Watch video of similar product)
Want to light up your Christmas Village. The "Mat Lite" will safely light up any village. Just place under your "snow".
combo purse
toy hangs over side of crib,fastens with velcro.Projects a series of moving actions, music onto wall,ceiling.Buy add. DVD's for boys,girls
String Mop Head No Tangle Wash Buddy. Finally a great way to machine wash a string mop head without getting tangles.
Life Jacket w/ built in rope for attachment to boats &amp; grabbing in case of drowning. Includes other gear, whistle, survival kit. Resub
Handheld electric stainless-steel kitchen//bathroom buffer/scrubber please read below
A 12in. blind cleaner. Washable and Rinsable Foam Finger mounted to a straight ergonomical 12in. handle. Include a drying cloth or chamois.
My neat idea is a combination purse and make-up station all in one.
Protector for frying. Do not burn more. Adaptable to various utensils.
"LIKE" Button as the one on Facebook with a digital counter that shows how many likes, also has a built in WI-fi.
Refreshable Braille display
All in One Dish washing glove. Has sponge, scouring pad, liquid soap and brush pipe cleaner.
Design a kids beach chair that holds beach toys. Detachable bag on the back of chair.
We hold eye glasses in shirt pockets or hang them from shirt buttons. When we bend the glasses fall and scratch. How about a clip?
Science Learning toy- egg in egg with hiding clues that help Kids guess what animal is inside the last one. Fun way to learn about animals!
App enabled tickling device. Tickle yourself to get up (bye bye to alarms)
At Home Distillery
Nipple Mold to Free Mommy!
Deep well magnetic drive guide allows for two sided slotted, phillips or torx head bits to be inserted into the allow steel 1/4" hex shank.
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Wrist Lock
Quickly silence embarrassing phone ringing with a tap of the hand
Hammer holster that is quicker and easier to use.
Holographic Christmas tree (or PC alternative) generator. Small, programmable, upgradable, unlimited potential. EVERYONE would want one...
Sleep easily wherever you travel, even in unaccustomed sounds at night.
Using LCD technology, replace overhead car visors with a 6-12 inch, adjustable dimming 'band' that would be built into windshields.
Never see on the news a child was thrown from a car seat or forgotten in a car again!
Plug-and-Pay Car Charge Station - Self-Docking Park &amp; Charge Kiosks. Sell your Electricity. Patentable, Huge Licensing Opportunity
Wall mounted silicone fish bowl. According to the 2011-2012 APPA National Pet Owners Survey, 11.9 million households have freshwater fish.
!NO MORE GIANT SPILLS! Kid friendly pitcher for their favorite drinks. Easily used by the whole family!
A light weight deceptive security item sure to offer you maximum peace of mind while enjoying a day at the beach or pool
A kitchen accessory that helps cut food into strips or cubes
Tired of ur ac vents not circulating in ur house?This idea will boost the airflow and reduce energy cost at the same time.No more hot rooms!
It is something very simple and cheap to do. That all sidewalk salt that is used is white the same color as snow and the ice.
An ergonomic tool that takes the backbreaking work out of washing baseboards or creates an easy way to clean baseboards for the first time!
IntelliFin = Socialized Driving. A 21st Century, Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication system.
Triangular Prism Thermos
Rigid base case for Apple keyboard: use iPad on your laps, never turn the keyboard off.
NEVER WONDER WHERE YOUR LUGGAGE IS AGAIN. With THE PORTER app you can track your luggage in real time. No more waiting or stolen
luggage!
THIS PRODUCT WILL HELP YOU MANAGE ALL THOSE CORDS. TV, DVD, STEREO, COMPUTER...ETC.
detangler
FLUX - A LED soccer ball.
A Quirky Click and Stick unit to manage all of your cords and Quirky cord keepers.
Collapsable Bike Helmet
An Intelligent Bocce Ball (iBocce) set that will determine positions of balls in the field of play, then beam results to a smart phone app.
Portable electric water heater that attaches to hose to fill kiddy pools or for sprinklers so the water is not freezing cold in the summer.
Waterfall Swing Set
Welcome mat that calls your phone when you have guests. Also could allow you to invite them in!
Instant Individual Tent - Could be built-in chair Enjoy Rain &amp; Sun, not Hide From It. Keep Bugs Away. Camping, Events, Games, Porch, Deck.
Protective undergarment for elderly people to prevent hip fracture if the person were to fall.
Capsule. A unique camera that records your child's life with fun, specially designed accessories. Baby monitor, toys, mounts and more!
Hole Saw Ejector
Wii Gun inspired cord wrap
In home countertop Bagel Maker!!! Yum Yum Yum!!!!
smart sprinkler
GPS ankle bracelet for cruise customers ,parents ,corporations, etc.
OLED Picture Frame
Love neck ties, but don't like the hassels then try my unique and exciting range of print ties on shirts. Guaranteed to satisfy your needs.
tÃ©tine inter-changeable 2 en 1
Ladies and seniors! Paint with stability from the floor! The Extender Paintbrush rotates 180Â° with threaded handle to attach a paint pole.
The Ticket Treasury is a memorabilia storage system for recording, organizing and preserving memorabilia.
Cargo carrier / Handtruck
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Pressure point / massaging pillow for migraine sufferers - Applies pressure to acupressure points for migraine relief
3D Flex Razor
A Cheeto Burrito. A Meal with the delicious crunch of puffed snack food filled with the savory taste of meat, salsa, lettuce and tomato.
The BALL GRIPPER ergonomic hammer handle provides superior gripping force as well as minimizes fatigue for added safety.
When is your smartphone completely useless? When you don't have it with you - that's when! Now we can fix that...
My adapter for self-service car vacuums enables you to use a crevice wand, dust and upholstery brushes,and power head to get your car clean!
smart bathroom mirror allow you to see what's on the back of you hair
FridgeRack - A configurable/modular/chrome rack system for fridge door with kinetic lighting.
a "wind block" , a net like material on stakes that you put in the sand around the perimeter of your belongings. Block sand and wind.
BeachBuddy will alert you if someone tries to go into your stuff on beach while you are swimming in water :)
STOP! Don't dig for the plug in that dirty sink water ever again! The Bobble floats around eagerly waiting to help. Suction is a possibility
The Wind-Up Popcorn Agitator
POTTY PAL holds 2 rolls of toilet paper to have extra within reach as needed.Placed on the floor as a foot rest &amp; child step or on the tank.
Automatic Grocery Getter
Dust Might
Spare the Splash.
A simplified cord wrapper...
WATERPROOF YOUR LAPTOP !!!!!!!
Expandable Mobile Device
Ever lose a child in a department store? Ever left your valuable? My idea will let you know immediately that your child/item is gone.
An Ipad cover which incoporates a paper notebook. Once opened the cover would become rigid so you to make notes on the refillable paper.
SPLIT SIZE LINENS
Cartoon Character or Animal Inspired Toaster W/Breadbox by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
EXTREME - Super Extension Cord! Like no other extension cord on the market!
Ipad Lamp Clamp! Clamp Your Ipad on your Floor Lamp.
A website that sits between us and a cloud service that downloads and uploads files for us to the cloud. Uploading Sucks!!!
Cookie Divider/Container
A long Velcro sleeve with rows of unhooking loops to secure multiple cords and keep them from tangling.
Eliminate the mess from plumbing modifications by using the Drip Drain device which directs water to a bucket or drain via a garden hose.
Put a trash bag dispenser at the bottom of a trash-can so that the bag automatically feeds up as the present bag is being removed.
Lapper keeper. Laptop, Ipad, etc, holder. Portable desktop for people on the go. Great on the bus or in a cab or just hanging out.
Introducing Dr Fiber Optic Earbuds:Light Up Tangled Free Stethoscope Shaped Earbuds,Bluetooth &amp; App-enabled.#Resub
The Musical Commuter Mug. Attach your iPod Shuffle to your mug!
Hand weights with mp3 player and speakers built in. Lift weights and play music at the same time in one compact weight. Great for traveling!
let's create a monster and combine SWITCH and DIGIDUDES to make A better key holder, stops your keys from getting tangled with each other.
Tube made of neoprene type material woth a zip along its length. Place cords in tube and zip up - simple!
TriLight 3 Way Rechargeble Utility Light/Fan Combo.
An easy to install garage laser park guiding system.
A cord sleeve which has many different compartments.
A simple way to determine specific room location presence, using an inexpensive product that can be slipped under ANY floor mat.
Curved memory fabric wallet that can conform to the shape of the individuals body. This would help store items in back and front pockets.
collapsible bucket and spade
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Introducing the "JUMP ROPE BUDDY"! It's a portable holder for the OTHER end of a jump rope as well as a storage area for those jump ropes.
Mini-Power Strip: Swivel, Conceal & Declutter (VIDEO)
Breeze is an attractive and functional paper retainer and integrated paperweight.
POLE POUCH
Mattress condom
Christmas tree stand with low water warning light
When ordering a Mexican beer, I do not want the lime jammed into the bottle. I want to control how much I squeeze into the beer.
SOLAR POWERED HATS Ability to charge your electronics,extend your phone through bluetooth,make calls without having to touch your phone...
HIGH VISIBILITY VEST with water or ice bag inserts, trades/fitness/emergency. Freezable/drinkable/stay hydrated and cool. , 95% Votes/Views
"Shower with Automation" A wall system system for all your favorite soaps shampoos etc..All siphoned to come out of your shower head. Ahhhh!
The second thing I grab after my bikini: my cocktail beach umbrella. A real-people-sized version of the tiny cocktail umbrella.
Grocery Bag Holder for your Car Trunk and Kitchen Table.......... I call it the Grocery Tower.
Protect &amp; Hide Your $1500 Google Glass Technology Behind These "Cheap Sunglasses". Optional Extended Battery.
Holding and cleaning with a sponge is awkward, uncomfortable, and unsanitary. Not Anymore! Clean comfortably. Clean while staying clean.
A no mess, safe for your pet, and easy to use stainless steel pet dish that keeps the bugs out! Never let bugs spoil your pet's meal again!
A golf core training belt with resistance bands attached. By swiveling your hips you build strength on egress and speed on regress motions.
Mommy Jewelry
most outlets only come in solid colors. If you want a different look, you donâ€™t have many options. Hence my idea, precut outlet wall paper
Make a blanket that wraps around mothers neck. Have two holes with flaps to easily cover breast in front of someone. The Peek-a-Boob.
The perfect place near the door for your phone, keys, wallet, and or watch. An accessory to hold all your essentials on the wall.
Eliminate the need of human action for de-shedding and grooming of the cat by using the behaviors of the cat (rub) against a special brush.
Hair products with SPF. Every day when you are getting ready for the day, why not protect your head from the harmful rays of the sun.
Do you sleep in a chair because of a BAD BACK or a INJURED NECK? Do you WAKE UP OFTEN because you ARE NOT COMFORTABLE? I have the
answer.
3 in 1, Elegant watch, activity tracker and Bluetooth answer speaker.
Weighted Down
RimShield - An automotive wheel protector. A plastic ring that snaps onto the lip of the rim to protect it from curb rash/parking damage.
Solar Powered Car
Double-Sided Suction cups with suction release. Design based on the submital by Alla Jarquin.
An iPhone car windshield mount that has a small solar rechargeable battery, and bluetooth enabled radar detector with App.
The ultimate bedside water solution. Bedside shelf &amp; water source. Link for PRESS RECEIVED inside. Click to read [RESUBMIT]
Toiletry Bag with Weight Scale
Cat Claw is a shoe accessory tool with a unique design that was created for the customer that travels through light and rough terrain.
Window cleaning From Interior to Exterior spaces
Hands free shoulder strapped umbrella for bicyclists (no need to hold umbrella, it sticks to ones shoulders)
Safe Spray Cleat/Shoe Cover
An external DVD player that hooks up to your iPad or iPhone.
Leak-proof travel container, grooved on the top and the bottom of the bottle to close securely with a longitudinally stretched rubber band.
Smart Food Tester
Multi divided box magnetically enhanced for storing small metal parts, nails,screw, picture hangers etc.Collaboration with Illa
Create one card that can hold all loyalty codes emptying wallets everywhere and stop making so many plastic cards, reducing carbon footprint
RFII,RFID heart monitor if NASA can do it Q can do it
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Guylons
The Leaf Collecter will collect the fall leaves without all the physcially draining raking. Simply place the mat pull cording and discard
Rust Rings? where you keep your shave cream,bath cleaner,hairspray etc just keep them there...REALLY...just snap-on a plastic NO RUST RING.
We all love our toddlers, keep them safe in the car while traveling!!
clip-on, miniature voice recording system (think tie clip, button) to capture fleeting thoughts / reminders. wireless sync to devices.
Some have a hard time distinguishing different pills and they can take the wrong ones. They should be able to mark pills to identify them.
A coat hanger-style closet system.
Hologram Night Stand Clock
WINDOW BUDDY!
PocketCurlMini - Wrap your ear buds around this curl, close the case, and away you go.
The Spot Sponge - Cleaning Sponge with Velcro Handle - Touch-Up Mop - No more scrubbing floors on hands and knees.
"Noted", or "Noteit": a wrist accessory containing a pad and pen, for all those bright ideas on the go!
Create an app that disables a phone while it is within a certain proximity of a car or at any given time.
Soft golf club rain cover for during play.
set of utensils made â€‹â€‹of silicone
ARC: Use the dead-space over the inside of the closet door (above the door frame, not the back of the door)
Fin Friend - a lifesaving device & stylish beach MUST HAVE to locate swimmers and alarm their companions.
HoTÅ¯b
The Decision Bracelet: Relationship tool for codependent partners.
A hand held battery starter for small engines istead of the traditional "pull start."
Never lose your beach towel in the sand again! These sand stakes w/ decorative clips let you relax on your towel instead of wrestling it.
VICKS VapoRub breathing tube
Led golf clubs
An 8GB/16GB etc USB dongle that pairs with an android or iOS app via WiFi or Bluetooth. Without the paired app it won't work adding security
Vision Saver, a Modular Rear Wiper that can be installed in any car, improving driving safety in Snow, Rain, or with a dusty rear windshield
Bungee "Bandits" with male and female swiveling clamps that spin to allow various configurations and extension sizes-Customize your cord!
Feed your dog when ever you want. Open your smart phone App and within mins your Dog is eating
Gratis+ Fat Free Skincare
"Web site that shows up as a hard drive on my computer and responds like a hard drive with unlimited storage"" the virtual hard drive
Hand sanitizer that doubles as cologne. Dab your wrists after rubbing into palms. Make the world a cleaner, better-smelling place.
A bracket welded onto the axle that holds a pivoting leg would allow the driver to back up, rotating the leg down and lifting the trailer.
I want to create a device that connects to TVs and game consoles which controls the time alloted to our children when using it.
Swing-out closet organizer
This is a briefcase that contains a water proof bag personal kit once the kit is out then you can unfold the briefcase to lay on it.
Measuring and cutting contact paper stinks. Idea: sheets of perforated plastic squares that break to fit, used as templates or protectors.
The "Push Hoe".. a "New" way to chop weeds. The easy way to get under those pesky weeds and remove them with less effort than before.
A brush that will clean a gas stove top with out you having to have to take the metal part off!
Insect-killing drone (IKD)
No Bells, No Whistles, Easy to use Functional iPhone Carry Case, clips to belts, pants, skirts. Slides in/out of case easily, Simple Case
IPhone / iPad / smart phone and tablet cases with biometric (fingerprint) scanner for enhanced security and easy/alternate login
A superior Paper towel dispenser. Easier to use than other styles and can be made to work with any decor.
The FanLight: Micro ceiling fans that screw right into your existing light fixtures.
Instead of wiping baby/diaper rash cream on a baby, it would be easier to spray it on. I havent seen a product that allows for this.
Adjustable baby bottle handle to attach to any style, size baby bottle to help infants hold bottle while feeding.
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No Slouching!! A simple inverted J-hook that EVERY grocery cart in the nation will have to hold up cloth bags handles while you shop.
Chair moniter/alarm
Thermometer with light-up display and alarm, use for detecting ovulation. Smart app can detect trends. Increase chance of getting pregnant
Keep your valuables dry when you're in the water with the one and only waterproof arm/thigh band! Comfortable, reliable, and stylish!
A hard shell case with a speaker built into the back, that connects either by bluetooth or through the sync connector.
Juice on the go
My product is a consumer based item that eliminates the necessity to flush the toilet after urinating.
Bottle Blaster! Countertop solution to sanitize and deodorize a variety of drinking containers - Kill the stink without the sink!
My drink sweats all over my paperwork! I want a cheap, toss-able little sweatband for my cold drinks to stop dripping everywhere.
Car Plants
Jedediah. 2 1/2 feet redneck,solar powered and points a gun.Turns and hollers and curses at deer and varmits and shoots at them.
I designed a mail box post which will flex when getting hit by a vehicle.
Faraday Phone Shake Case
Virtual Wallet of Today - Swipe All Your Cards into it &amp; Carry Just One! Extra Layer of Security your regular Wallet cannot offer!
A unique way to illuminate an e-reader screen without being intrusive, annoying to others or looking stupid!
Kup Filler - Broad appeal, large market and high margin item.
ice cooler with a radio.also this would have an umbrella slot
No more fumbling in the dark to get your baby to "get the f#$% to sleep" this pacifier will light up in response to a baby's cries. silence.
New Hammer Concept (resubmit)
Grow Light in your Fridge
Thin, Refillable, Solid Ice Sheet for Coolers - Lasts Longer than Ice Cubes, No "Blue" Goo Mess, Easy Storage in Freezer. Pennies to Make!
Electronic eyeglasses locator. Two parts: small base and receiver gives off signal, revealing location of glasses.
LED Cell Phone Case
Parasol purse. Nylon Outer Layer with spring wire to pop into shape; inner fabric layer becomes a sac. Purse Handles become parasol handle.
Baby diaper dirty indicator
A refillable, self-soaping shower wand with interchangeable sponge heads! Fill with body wash and clean away! See image for more details.
New Hands Free Flex Hose Hair Dryer System - Out of the Box Idea to Use a 'Flex Hose' to aim the heat! Your Third hand has arrived...
hand help
wifi intercom
I have invented the worlds first detachable handle with tooling and accessories. I have a complete illustrated promo done up for this.
Support for directly heating milk box
Portable Baby Bottle Warmer. A/C electrical connector, Car connector and battery compartment for full portability!!! Flexible and light.
Sink Refuse Strainer
(FLOWER POWER STRIP) Dont have enough outlets or USB ports-Place one anywhere you need one DESK ENDTABLES COUNTERTOPS
BATHROOM (Looks Great)
Pendrive with memory and Bluetooth. Transmit your data without being connected to a PC by Bluetooth.
INDEPENDENT EAR PODS
It is a fingernail filing guide for women. It is for filing accurate fingernail shapes. It works on natural and acrylic nails.
Rechargeable, mini, impulse digger for the garden, no bigger or heavier than a small hand drill...
School locker shelving unit with almost no assembly. Finally seperate what you need for each class or however it makes your day easier.
Coolers that keep cold things cold and enhance the atmosphere of the area by being part of the decor with built in opener, can huggie space.
A flexable polorized film that can be placed on your sunglasses, removed, and placed on another pair. No need to sacrifice style for glare!!
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
The Rubik's Cube Power Block is a 10 outlet, 4 usb charging, surge surpressor that looks like a Rubik's Cube.
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YumYum Spray
Driveway Snow Eliminator
GoPower
Wireless Audio Travel Neck pillow for Children and Adults.
Accordion chair/footstool fits under couch/stackable. Store supports in seat cushion. Great 4 when need more seating-light weight-portable
The perfect pizza cutter that cuts through pizza with ease. Ergonomically designed for comfort and safety.
I designed a bed throw that looks like an attractive blanket folded at the bottom of your bed but has a pouch for your pooch.
" baby in sight light" it is a LED light that velcro's to the headrest of the front seat so you can see your child at night in a dark car
Glacial Ice Tray
Sink liners
I have an idea for a easy-to-install water saving electronic device for use in the kitchen that would attach to any kitchen sink faucet.
An exention cord that stays in plug as a regular plug then extends to legnth needed then retracts back into its base when ur done.
Smaller suction cup inside a larger suction cup - Two is better than one; Other options- retractable screw/clip inside suction cup
A BETTER Heavy Duty Sign Stand for Garage Sales, Real Estate Ect. The Spring Clip makes signs easy to mount and Metal Stand easy to ground.
Carpool App. - a mix between an en route, location base, friends, friends of friends, co-workers and friends of co-workers.
Easily adjustable shelving that would help with organizing shoes, sweaters, and more.
TUBULAIR! A tubed hair drying system. Keep the heavy motor separate. No need for brush and hairdryer. Just slide brush, comb attachments!
Organize charging cables on your nightstand/desk and remove clutter. Have cords easily accessible but out of the way when not in use-VIDEO
Pour & Store Baking Sheet. A collab with David Quirk AKA DQ! (Please see his awesome prototype: )
Pin Corners
GE WINK Hard Freeze Alert
Self Loading Clothes Dryer
A powerstrip that can be controlled using the X10 home automation protocol
#spotsv-Flip Clip-Loop your excess cord through and snap shut-Simple, practical and easy!! Easy to label &amp; re label
(resubmit) A water proof electric shampoo/conditioner massage/scrub unit that dispenses shampoo and conditioner at a press of button.
Have you ever reached for your earbuds or mp3 adapter to plug it in to your car or home stereo and found them a tangled mess-Let's fix that!
Wrinkly clothes on a trip are a pain to have to contend with, also those which are packed away for a while when removed from being packed
Phase2AutoAirFreshenerPersonal
A small yet highly effective feminine protective barrier to prevent getting yeast infections during bubble baths, hot tub soaks or workouts.
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
Xbox one peripheral
An iphone case for the shower! Because we shouldn't be deprived of the New York Times and Texting when bathing.
Portable hair blow dryer!A compact,portable,quick drying,non damaging, hair dryer. Will save you a ton of time, and you can use it anywhere!
The Green-Energy App App and sensors are able to provide measurement (and costs) of the used energy in your home.
Collapsible, Dual Compartment Hip Flask with Improved Flow - A flask with some type of air release, much like Miller Lite's new punch can
Easy to carry reuseable tissue dispensor. Fits right in your pocket or small bag. Saves space and most importantly your nose from running.
If someone plays a guitar but can't get a band together what do they do? How about a social media site that links musicians?
SAND SPEAKERS - speakers that let you see your sound. It colorfully visualizes sound with sand
Improved coat hanger
I want to create an electronic reading device that displays information in braille.
All you've got is a laptop and you live in a coffeeshop! Use a device that mounts onto your laptop to help you personalize and organize it.
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Electronic dog collar that stops dogs from pulling on leash.
Dryer Grips - Attach your freshly washed sneakers to the tumblers in your dryer for peace and quiet drying and no dryer door opening.
***Cookie Cutter like Halloween pumpkin carving kit***
The perfect stylus for people who love to draw or write on there ipad, and it will be as smooth as a ballpoint pen.
Hot Water Bathtub Labels send burning hot temp - warning to your smartphone.
Hose Adapter Sleeve
Traveling fruit slicer
SOS Binky gps
The idea is to construct a light weight, rigid pole with V-shaped rake on end to allow elderly to clean pine needles off two-story roof.
Guitar mount system for iRig holds an iPhone on the guitar body to be viewed while playing, turning it into a virtual multi-effects display.
Bandage Applicator
A duffel bag case made to hold all your Apple electronics and needed accessories with plenty of extra room for luggage!
IPc-Glove assists individuals in supporting and handling a tablet computer, comprised of a case for a tablet computer and glove.
"Grip-It" fun Non-Slip Safety Bathtub stickers on a roll. Fish change color with temperature change.
Sticky pushpins
The ZeroSum ruler helps kids add positive and negative numbers in a new, and easier, way than the old standard number line.
Outdoor Patio Vacuum/Blower
"CHICKEN UNDER THE LIGHTS" ALBUM - AN ELECTRONIC DIARY APP TO PRESERVE PRECIOUS EXPRESSIONS, SAYINGS, HAPPENINGS
OF A CHILD/GRANDCHILD.
The idea in general is to have a toddler booster safety seat for a car that able to transform to a bed
A "Cherry Picker" app for spare change. Tells you the market value of older coins and bills just by pointing the camera at them.
Silicone kitchen utensil for separating ground meat for making sauces during stove-top browning so the meat doesn't clump together.
My product is called The Tanning Hand. It is a simple hand-held device that enables someone to apply lotion to their hard to reach back.
"Step-In Pro" Golf Simulator. A muscle memory machine that swings the club for you! Feel the perfect swing every time for a lifetime.
Laundry Lift - Makes Laundry Dispensing Cleaner [VIDEO]
page find button that can be put on any 2 items. similar to what portable house phones have.one button installed on t.v set,other on remote
RESUB/ ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested and would take everyone i could make
MagWallet - iPhone 5
bathroom retractable shelve.
crowbar with fulcrum point
Oh no! Is your pet home alone?
EasyCam Phone Case for Iphone
I have created a very basic Personal Computer Address Book, PCAB, which I use on regular basis.
Ear Pen
Introducing the First Universal Pot &amp; Pan Lid Holder-Lid Holder hangs securely from the lip of a pot/pan allowing upright positioning of lid
WAS UC. #QCYCLE. highly visible cycle clip waterproof gater arm and leg reflectors/direction indicators. safety first.#NEVWET
Swivel Chop Board
Personal Pint
Craft beer rack for the ever growing craft beer consumption and brewing crowd! Safely rack your beer for future refrigeration.
iphone case with built in Extendable/telescoping arm for taking self portraits and group shots with friends.
The Sense of touch Game console: I want to allow players to feel the action of the game. The most innovating idea since the iPhone.
"The Comfort Clip" a silicon foam pad design to wear with clip-on earrings for added comfort without the pinching.
A protective iPhone case that has a built in rechargeable battery and also a lighter.
Individual KitchenTimer attached to pots and lids. A few such timers allow for an independent control of the cooking time in individual pots
Expandable grips/Retractors
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Stable, Storable, Stemware. Wine glasses take up 1/2 the storage space & prevent spills. Community designs by Denny, Ronald & Kasey.
EZ ID
an easy stow (roll-up) loose warming matrix/web that can be placed on a driveway before an ice storm/light snow, that keeps it thawed/clear.
** GUY LINE FLAGS ** Never trip on another guy line again!
Soft Close Toilet Seat
Turn your headphones into a set of warm earmuffs. Enjoy your music and stay warm at the same time. Protect your gear from rain and snow.
Replacement lid for 5 GL bucket factory lid. Once bucket is opened the original lid is discarded. ALL PURPOSE LID is then used.
No Spill Drink Holder for your sofa. Don't worry about your drink spilling on your couch when it is in this holder.
Hair washing ramp for KIDS in bath tub. It sticks to the bottom of the tub so you don't have to hold kids up during washing Hair or body.
Doggie Dock Gate
USB typewriter attachment for a computer.
Focused directed sound 4 your entertainment needs,your favorite chair,couch(your Man cave)in your bed or family room,Sound where you sit
1 Card 1 Swipe
Get Some Balls! Trouble with bed covers or furniture throws not staying put? Try these!
Some guys are too lazy to raise the toilet seat in a public restroom. Put a spring under the seat to automatically raise the seat.
Memory foam desk chair pad with adjustable lumbar support. Upgrade your basic home/office chair to compete with chairs costing hundreds!
life saver
Presenting the EZ-Park--the parallel parking trainer. This is a quick and easily assembled parallel parking "simulator."
MultiHoliday Programmable LEDs
THE FIRST SMART COUNTER PEN ! MOVE WITH COMFORT AND A BEEP WILL WARN YOU TO PUT THE PEN IN ITS PLACE !
A New Waffle Cone Maker inspired by Max Brenner: Chocolate By The Bald Man
Butt Pack, a collapsible insulated cigarete butt holder the size of a pack of cigarets, a carry around ashtray for those who have to smoke
An innovative idea that simplifies the way you pin flowers on tuxedos, keeping the flower neat and the person picture perfect.
"The Ortho-Roo Beach Chair". A beach chair with a look through cushioned head rest and storage pouch.
This kitchen counter accessory serves many appliances and is a great convenience item. Simple clean design blends in with any kitchen.
Soap container on a rope,for those outdoor campground showers. Or Perhaps a portable Shower caddy that carries everything?
The Grape Grabber (GG)
Smart address changer
Meat Shredding Gloves - Gloves with Claws. Clean, easy, fast and natural way to shred cooked beef, chicken and pork. #spotsv
Anti-myopia film
It's called Spot On. It's an iron-on Spot that you fix to the right underside corner of your bedding and also one onto mattress.
Being a father of three children and my youngest child at five weeks old. One thing I noticed is bottle feeding could be easier. Here's how.
Key with a mechanism that shows whether a door is locked or unlocked.
Spray Paint
My invention consists of a remote to signal small sticky dots that stick to commonly lost things.
My idea is a pull cart on wheels that could also be switched to a slid mode when getting on the sand.
the EGG shape Mini beater and mixer for every day use. practical and convenient. for a quick scramble egg.
PRECISE SLICE! An effective way to incorporate Portion Control. RESUBMIT
Home energy saver camera. Re-design a digital camera to take infrared pictures to detect leaks in the heating / cooling system in a home.
The next big thing for Netflix or Quirky entertainment on SD cards
Nancy Pelosi popping out of a Jack in the box with Obama illustrated on the outside , the music should be hail to the chief!!
My idea is a slip on sock type scrubber for vinyl pools cleans pool surface while walking easy to get in corners and behind ladders
DOG ANKLE BRACELET Like bracelet those under house arrest use,alerts owner,by text/email when problem dog escapes yard
a problem elderly people have is lonliness and isolation. They need to stay connected, computer monitor AND keyboard magnifying lens!
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An automatic silverware roller saves restaurants money and time. It is fast,efficient, and sanitary.
Child Perimeter Alert Bracelet
Never drop your clean clothes on the dirty laundry room floor again! Hook It Laundry Bag allows you to slide your clothes in with ease.
The Big Chill
hammer with magnetic bottom
Scented Pockets. A tissue to put in your back pocket that keeps your clothes smelling fresh all day.
A glass coffee mug with a silicon sleeve and lid with compartment for coffee and cream.
The Patio Power Umbrella
Wrist-forearm Exerciser
FUNKY CELL PHONE MEDIA
tube light the closet.lining all the sides of the closet,color coordinate the items.
side-viewing rear mounted cameras for backing out of parking space between 2 large vehicles.
Keep track of when you wore something last. **CLOTHES NOTES** Re-wear your clothes without getting confused.
A compartmentalized plastic squeeze bottle for condiments with inner divider(s), top pour spouts and easy fill & clean wide bottom cap.
Christmas Bottle Tree-desk/table top conical plastic bottle drying tree. Recycle your plastic/glass bottles & decorate for Christmas too.
FunYum
One of the biggest issues every cat owner faces is litter being kicked out of the box, this litter box will help!
Silicone is great in the kitchen. My idea are burner space inserts-when things get messy-pull them up & wash. Matching splash-guard too.
Washable, semi-stiff, outfit organizer &amp; clothes folder to streamline sorting, washing, folding &amp; drying. For the hyper-organized! x
VAPOR DOUBLE FLAVOR
The VPN Box: A small box that you plug in to your network to relay all your connection through VPN.
Tan or Brown Tinted Deodorant or Antiperspirant.
Space saver idea for college dorm rooms. The bean bag chair laundry bag.
There needs to be a better way to stack sweaters than vertically. And shoes don't belong all over the floor.
E Z Water- a quick release fitting for your kitchen or bathroom sink with a hose so you can easily fill containers.
Weighted toggle bolts w/foam
Mount NeveRest Amaza-klimber
The Speedster
WISE COMPUTER TV CENTER
adjustable vacuum adaptor
Solution to shower clutter, the "shower flower." A soft plastic invention developed to save shower space, consolidate and design to travel.
Quiet class room guaranteed! Just set the maximum noise level and your done.
Retractable 3.5mm auxiliary cable with built-in smartphone volume adjustment, music controls, and mic.
Speed Minder
On my most recent business trip, I found myself wanting to "do" my neti pot but didn't have room to pack it in my carry on prior to leaving.
Gas valve shut off
Women are always trying to find something in their purse. What if we put a set of led lights inside the purse to see.
a device that measures your heart rate while talking or texting on the phone
dry or frozen coffee creamer/sweetner and combination coffee stirrer
Clear silicon matt to protect the carpeting of your car.
Flip Flop with zipper or velcro pocket in side of the sole.
ePot
"Travel Compactor" A luggage set that has a built in vacuum for both the overseas and domestic traveler. Uses the airless bag technology.
A sieve with a motor in the handle so that it vibrates and the flour is sieved effortlessly and without making a mess of the counter.
ICYCLE Ice Cube Tray: Ice sticks that fit into your water bottle and are just a little cooler than your average ice cube!
A simple clip that holds your page in a book until the end; when you finish a page, just flick it out of the clip and continue reading.
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The Shower Shack
30 year old Idea guys worth millions A toilet seat with built in extractor fan to take away the "Phew Factor"
Biometric Doorbell With Camera
The 100+ degree draught has increased awareness of babies dying when left unattended in the back of car seats by distracted drivers/parents.
Woodworking sanding glove
This All-In-One Foot Soother scrapes cracked skin, exfoliates feet, and smoothes the foot that needs skin treatment neatly and efficiently.
GE App for Clubhouse to track golf cart use and abuse !
solar powered lighted real estate signs. most people work days..like the ones useed that spike into the ground.
BABYCantene All-in-One system that contains everything for a babies meal in one neat package (thermos, formula dispenser, bib, utensil, etc)
It can be hard to put a baby to sleep and keep him/her alseep. A vibrating bed would help mother's out a great deal.
Attaches to the iPad allowing for better stabilization and virtual hands free use of the iPad.
Auto Umbrella wind activated and solar powered to automatically close and open your patio unbrella.To save it from high winds and damage.
hand pull basket truck combo
TINY BOX that contains a spoon,a fork ,a knife,a plate and a glass . They are all foldable to fit in the box,washable and all recyclable.
My idea is for tent stakes that would be used in sand. They would be hollow, thin aluminum tubes that could be pushed in the sand by hand.
24 hour check in
GYROSCOPIC TOILET PAPER HOLDER - stick to the toilet seat means never too far, no more cracked tiles, changing it's easier without marks
Hot knife
A hard divider for a standard three-ring binder that allows mounting of an iPad on it.
Baby Joey- A fun way to share what children are learning, in the classroom, with parents.
A Shelf that fits over your clothes rack with lights around the edges so you can see.
Intelligent Baby Monitor
Hard clear silicon spray that could be used for wood cabinets and floor finish. Other uses, walls, granite counter tops, tubs, sinks, ect.
"Find My"
Design is everything, A cable toilet seat lift foot pedal system. Visually appealing, Unique, sleek, No more touching dirty toilet seats.
The LED Extension Cord
Pillow Hoodies
Do you hate when that near-empty tissue box keeps lifting every time you pull out a tissue? Keep it in place with a tissue box base.
A low cost plastic cover for your HDTV screen for gaming
A Stick Of Butter That Works like a pen and has a reusable container. The elderly have brittle bones and sore muscles. This can help.
LED light that change colors based on current holiday. Choose your color lights w/built in suction cup that holds lights around window/door
DrivewaySpikes
my idea is a device that enables you to improve your confidence in your golf swing and golf game.it shows the club head at the right angle
Multitool headphones
Radi-ohh
LOCATIT
P-squared-(Power squared)is a comapact, space saving power distribution unit.
MY IDEA IS A "KEY FINDER." IT'S A SOUNDING ALARM BEACON THAT WOULD BE ATTACHED TO YOUR KEYS TO HELP YOU FIND
THEM WHEN THEY'RE MISPLACED.
Sound Activated Night Light
Lets Go Treasure Hunting! Get the kids out side and exploring their world radio and RC metal detectors Fun for both kids &amp; parents. RESUB
A novelty ice cube tray where the ice cubes are shaped like pyrimad's with ability to install a flag in the center of the cube Pat 7,556,236
Wrist Watch band for Ipod Nano Transmits Audio to wireless earphones for runners and active people Wristband-Wireless earphones combo
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hello
This is an iPhone case that is also a cigarette lighter. It doesn't have to be just for cigarettes, but for anyone who carries a lighter.
An Oval Shaped Pull Up Handle For Smartphones. It's Kinder And More Gentle Way To Treat Your Fingers While Using Your Phone. It Also Rotates
Patent pending device attaches a whistle to a pepper sprayer. This provides an important secondary method of defense.
Headphones into a Tangle-Free Bracelet Accessory
A set of clear silicone desktop picture frames injected with colorful liquid and glitter to spice up any desk.
A Children's Clothing Organizing System.
It is a simple way to keep your phone on hand but not in hand (or pocket).
If you've worked in extremely hot conditions or walked around outside during a heatwave, a slight breeze can make a world of a difference!
Stick it- bug catcher
Induction Charge Mug Warmer
Virtual classroom for mobilePC
Fire Buddies are a doll that sounds a high intensity light and sound so fire fighters can find a child, sooner in a smoke fill environment.
THE ULTIMATE ALARM CLOCK, RADIO,INTERCOM SYSTEM. THE EVOLUTIONARY NEW IDEA TO KEEP YOUR FAMILY ON TIME AND IN
TOUCH.
Use your iPhone as a remote for your iPad or Mac.
EKG lead retractor
Sleek minimalist aluminum iMac paper holder (see more pics)
Alert Earphones
A hair brush that has a built in pump for reasons I can explain
My idea is a toilet seat that lowers after every use by using the same technology and working much like a trash can receptacle top.
Trouble sleeping? Too hot but can't sleep without the comforting feeling of a blanket? Cold? Then CozyComfort is for you!
"Helping Hands" makes learning sign fun! Put on the gloves and have fun learning sign on your IPad (resub)
Imagine a smartphone app that controls an air cooker to view and auto-flip the dough for making cup-cake tops
A clothes "divider" to seperate different types of clothes. Also stackable/adjustable shoe cubby holes for under your clothes.
Wink Interactive Christmas Lights and/or DISCO Light Show! 100% to the Charity of Nathaniel's choice. Great for band's live shows too!
The ultimate travel pillow! Say goodbye to rude awakenings from chin drops and cotton mouth on planes, trains and automobiles.
Sentinel - anti-theft bag
"Jewelry ART" to organize/display jewelry. Hooks and removable strips of sturdy fabric on picture frame or attached to dowels with hanger.
A device that helps people write who can't.....
RESUBMIT:No more cuts, burns or food slipping from your hands! Let's cut the kitchen glove in half &amp; make it twice as useful. Teamlab
A reusable shoulder strap/carrier for heavy, economically-sized containers of weed & grass controlling products that have trigger sprayers.
This is a heated iPhone case for using your phone in the cold.
*Chore Buddy* Doll Makes Chores for Kids Fun to Do, Learn a Routine, as well as Gets Your Child to Exercise!
BLUETOOTH HEADSET CASE/PROTECTOR
SHOWER POWER ! -"Remote Controller" Simple solution when unpleasant, even hazardous water temperature shifts occur while showering.
A "Tempur-pedic/Memory Foam Backpack" with additional neck support brace. This is an opportunity to wear your backpack in comfort.
VariFit Bandage
Hate cleaning the kitchen floor each time you feed your little one in their high chair? The saucer food catcher solves that problem forever!
For all the BBQ cooks out there finally a product that lets you soak and store your bbq wood chips with no hassle and the mess!
Mouse free Mouse
Patented self massage device you put in the doorway to reduce back pain & improve posture,Reach hard to reach upper back - portable massage.
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"Better hold all along"; After every round, there is perpendicular reenforcement for stronger support in this Q-tape.
Eye Oven
Jocks, socks etc in one draw go missing, get tangled or just can't be found. I needed to separate the kids draws into sections.
See around corners in traffic!
Wall mounted 6 port USB Charger, only found 4 port models on the market. We need to make a wall USB charger with more than 2 or 3 ports!!
Cyclops an app for a smaller trail camera like device. For home,car,yard etc. Removable fronts for different applications.Battery powered.
Too lazy to put your clothes on a hanger? Just fold it and put it on this easy to use shelves with hooks for accessories.
Buttonz: Handy little input devices that are always around and connected to help you keep track of important life events ...
An electric generator that produces an unlimited amount of power over time and expels zero emissions... a perpetual motion machine.
Got your own home-brew training gel and no way to pack/stash it while you're out? The gel pack maker is just what you need. Brew, pack, gulp
A heating pad that curves to your body.
NEVER LOSE YOUR TV / REMOTE CONTROL EVER AGAIN. check on your children's where abouts, never lose any house hold item. The ultimate fix.
PediMat
SprayWay!
The Quirky scrub brush leaves your bathroom sparkling without the elbow grease or harsh chemicals. Interchangeable heads and steam option.
Credit Card punch to make comb
Keep organised! Color coded family wall scheduler- lets see who does all the work eh!
My idea is an ear dryer. I got the idea one day when I was drying my hair. The only time I do that if its late and my hair is still wet.
Valentine - Colored smoke gun
a simple rinse device which attaches easily to a toilet with an on-demand heater and pressure adjustment application - a health benefit
A piece of memory foam made to fit into the space between the front seats of your car/suv and the center console.
The Audio ClipFix
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school; university students; who can keep track of them.
Lentils as anything
Keyless entry for the home
All around year LED light display for every day use.
The mac adaptor gets dirty easily and it displeases me to put my dirty mac adaptor into my bag. The wire management is a mess.
edible rubber bands to hold sandwiches together
Behind Every Great Man.... There's a BOBBLE HEAD. BOBBLE HEAD BEN, Can't get any Quirky errrr.
Have u ever thought about where your soda can has been b4 u flipped its tab & put your sticky lips all over it? Yuk! Try 'PopIt Protector'!
"The Bundler" Chopping Mat. Possible attachment to existing boards.
The "Are We There Yet?" Timer is a tool for parents on long car trips. Children can see how much longer the car trip will take.
A SECRET COMPARTMENT for your phone, keys, and/or wallet in a normal looking luxury beach towel. Read to find out more...
A physical "Save Button" that sits on your desk next to your computer screen.
A portable shower which folds into a suitcase sized box.
SMART-BAG : I-Pad /Tablet Bag
A device that can be attached to any cooking pot. It blows a light stream of air into the pot, preventing the contents from boiling over.
Why should a coffee grinder be unpleasant to look at and hear? The Silencia Grinder provides a silent grind within a beautiful housing.
squeezy spread
Bath mat that has section for cleaning your feet. You just pour body wash into section for foot cleaning and rub your foot back and forth!
Automatic Gourmet Egg Breakfast: Push button for scrambled, over easy, sunny side up, omelet, poached, just add ingredients
Easy pillow
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Scrub and spray
Bed Bugg Defence sheet mattres
Night + Bike Ride = Danger, but if bike made out of silicone and LED light runs within like veins, hello cool glowing ride.
iPulse Application Sleep on Command pulsed electro- magnetic sleep-machine, performance enhancement
IMPROVEMENTS FOR A CANE HANDLE. After 13 years of cane use I have come up with several cane handle improvements to aid the cane user.
Your Earphones: Plug Once, Use Always! Never Forget Them, Never Tangle Them! For your Laptop, or your Mobile Device!
Portable Cart: Tired of carrying heavy Grocery bags to your home? Solution -portable cart, to help you bring stuff conveniently to home.
Parents fed up with clutter? Want it gone without nagging? You need the Clutter Jail. The most fun way to teach responsibility to kids.
Easy Slice - A knife with many faces.
A blade-less ceiling fan With Led Lighting
Corn Roller Grill Rack-evenly grill your corn by simply pulling the rack. The handles also flip to become a serving rack
TPO The Portable office A communication device that you can use all 10 fingers to touch type on.
mattress blanket
Foot operated toilet flush - gives the user the option to operate the toilet flush with the foot instead of having to touch the handle.
Iphone speaker case
Blue ice in the cooler walls, not taking away valuable space in the cooler.
Trash pile up on the car floor? TRASH TRAP Car Mat makes gathering floor trash quick and easy. Bundle it and trash it in seconds. c VIDEO.
Dish Sponge Clip &amp; Rope
VASICÂ® Vase
Easy Bagger Garbage Can
The first fillable, resealable, no mess, portable, and no waste pouch for food, drink and healthy treats for on the go, where ever you go!
Back Seat Sleeping Safety
Reusable, see-through book covers, made in different sizes to fit most books.
Strap these wheels + device to any existing suitcase/carton etc. and make it follow you at a settable distance
It's 2am and baby's screaming.Mom:Honey,push him around in a stroller.Dad:I've got work! Mom:Put him on Stay n Stroll Dad:OK. Baby:sleeping
IPAD ADHESIVE BACK WITH NON-SLIP RUBBER-LIKE MATERIAL USED FOR KITCHEN DRAWER LINERS.
Everyone needs a SWIRLY! Tyred of walking in circles making a whirlpool to clean your pool? Let SWIRLY do it for you. Swirl,scoop,swim!
Quirky's Cling that clips onto the iPad smart cover. It just makes sense to do.
How many millions of Cell Phone Batteries die from overcharging? Millions of Iphones do not let you easily replace the battery.
SPRITZ COMB! FINALLY A COMB THAT COMES WITH WATER FOR THAT BED HEAD MOMENT OR LAST SECOND COMB BEFORE A
DATE..EVER WISH YOU HAD SOME WATER !
The iPhone Handbag Tether (Never lose your phone in your bag again)
Keep moms dry with a clip on umbrella for strollers!!
Revolutionary New Dental Floss
This item would be an ornamental pin to attach a woman's shirt to bra.
Wireless peephole security camera allows you to check who is at your door, from anywhere in the world!
Idea: Squeeze and Flip Baking Sheet. My kids love fish sticks and chicken fingers, but I burn my wrist trying to flip them. This fixes it.
Plug in the CARAOKE and let the good times roll! Listen as your voice plays through your car speakers with your favorite songs or CD's!
STOP COMPUTER CABLES GETTING CAUGHT IN YOUR CHAIR'S WHEELS! Chord Control diverts those annoying computer cables using a simple
clip-on case
A rawhide toy for dogs that is exciting and keeps the pet interested till its gone (eaten).
Reversible sole sneaker
PSYCLOCK
Sleep mask with adjustable strap to fit around an airline or car seat to hold your head in place while sleeping. Has attachable earplugs.
LOST LOVE SPELLS+27734413030
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Chop Top Salad Spinner - Wash, rinse, cut, shake and serve. RESUBMIT
Gel Floor Mats for Cars. Rest your feet comfortably when driving. Don't settle for the factory installed thin and hard floor mats.
Hydro powered quick disconnect dish scrubbing assistant. Water spins the brush/scrubber feeds through the scrubber with multiple attachments
Organize your "STUFF" and have a clean clutter free bathroom sink counter space. An organizer caddy that clips on to your Towel Bar.
Paddle Style Bottle Pump
Simple clip will stop your vacuum plug from falling out of the outlet. It will also stop those annoying loose plugs from falling out.
DIY Dentures/fake teeth. Remember Quirky's Bracelet maker? This could make millions and save people hundreds.
Skate-case, a skateboard with a built in compartment! Operates as a regular skatebaord or long-board w/ added storage for phone, wallet, etc
Finally a solution to squeaky door hinges. Permanent!
All-in-one bathroom cleaning scrubber - STAND-UP and clean the shower and bathtub! ELIMINATES multiple cleaning implements.
get rid of all that annoying sand that gets all over you when your at the beach with this pocket sized vacuum.
Remote Pet Recorder. A micro cassette player/recorder, in the collar of home pets.Programmed with statements,or it can be owner programmed.
The sun never sets when you're cool. Wear your sunglasses indoors!
Awsome shoe organizer that saves space
iMover
Time release safe for those who have trouble managing money...Especially those who work for tips or always have cash on them.
Everyone has many 110 volts AC to ???? volts AC / DC at different voltages which will DISTROY the instrument if wrong one is PLUGGED-IN...
Whether in a crowded place or just in the other room you'll never miss a phone call again with the phone band.
BACKSEAT SEPARATOR
Kink-Free Gardening Hose: unlike others that are one continuous piece of rubber/plastic, mine has rotating segments that relieve torque.
Mounted Retractable Earbuds
wirefreedom
Ice Cream Bites
GE Imp-Enabled WINK Aquarium
HANDY RETRACTABLE BBQ TONGS - reach all the corners of the BBQ !! without get burn or bend down!
all in one wall plug.How many times you want to plug something in and it don't reach so you get a extension cord. When done you trip over.
HotnCold Beanie: Warming pads and gel packs look ridiculous. Make a beanie filled with hot/cold gel or beads. Look Stylish &amp; Feel Great!
Tired of having to turn the french fries over so they get crispy? With the French Fry Tumbler you don't have to.
Screener filters calls, not allowing the phones to ring. Different levels of access set up by time, phone number, access code, block number
MyWeather is a mini, portable, waterproof, Bluetooth 4.0 weather station that links to your iPhone that you can take with you anywhere.
"Ambivalent Holiday Greetings" (sarcastic, neutral, grey-colored banners and decorations)-this debate happens every year! Why not cash in?
Socket or lug wrench with teeth for removing stubborn drain plugs ~ primarily plumbing
Barrier appl which enables you to keep track one or more dogs safe in complete freedom indoor and outdoor.
Ergonomic veggie slicer, perfect for mushrooms and other vegetables! The grip allows users of all ages to cut mushrooms and veggies easily!
Child safety ladder for the pool. Doesn't have to be taken down, just pull out and raise up the bottom two or three steps.
HELLO - Bike Remote Control Lock !!! RESUB-keep on voting & thx for all the supportPsychÃ©-vaisselle
I designed a line extension for the Bobble Brush and I call it "Level." It's a horizontal companion to the Bobble Brush. . . See more below.
Digital WiFi Calendar Board
Let's invite Bobble Glass to the party!
Extend-A-Bed
Mailbox Light when Door Opens
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Chromatic tuner
Just need an idea for getting them OUT of the bath now!
Flip-Up Keyboard / Keyboard features a built-in compartment to store office supplies.
LED Paperclip:Magnetized paperclip with built-in mini LED bulb,magnetic induction rechargeable.
LED Over the door Menorah &amp; Christmas Tree
Woodcrane is a simple, minimalistic design lamp. It can be customized in various ways (cable-color, wood choice, lamp, color of pedestal)
Tablet and Cell phone cases made out of D30 impact foam which will absorb most energy from a impact.
Turning your invention into money. Inside information from a successful inventor.
Teamate
Small device that can be placed in any helmet or head band to monitor the severity of head injury/concusion.
A picture taking situation where one shot want to be taken by ten cameras are being held by one person, and everyone want the same shot.
My closet looks messy because my cloth all stick together. Make hangers that have spacers to separate cloth.
Storage box for board games - A clear plastic box that could organize board game pieces, boards, instructions, & box top for easy locating.
Cable Dock- Electrical chord management all included into a power strip for a clean organized look and ease of use.
Adjustable Cooking Pan Divider
The Volcano Game - Rescue the exporers things from the Volcano without it errupting
Lazy susan organizer shelfs-buy one or 20 and stack to the ceiling. Spin to reach stuff in back ez.
I am desperate for a flexible screen to fit in my windows of my vehicle so my dog and I can rest with fresh air and no mosquitos.
Modular Jar for Easy Access
For fans of Decoupage.To do original work, you can print a picture or anything on a single layer of tissue paper in A4, an ink-jet printer
T-Shirt Towels specifically for wrapping hair: Be ahead of the beauty curve --- not supposed to wrap wet hair in towel cuz it brakes hair.
JUST UC. Concerns and misconceptions from live eval addressed. Window A/C disguised as a window planter box. New sketch to clarify.
NO TIME FOR A HOT BATH? This unit pumps small amounts of theraputic scents strait into your shower head for a quick refreshing shower.
A digital scale that not only displays your weight buy also displays positive messages {Everyone is beautiful :)}
Need to know your phone will definitely be silenced? This silences your electronic devices by simulating that headphones are plugged in.(RS)
Transformer Bicycle Helmet:A collapsible Bicycle Helmet that you can transform into a backpack.#QCYCLE
More do not look for the iPod
The Bin
Cord Armour
FIREARM SAFETY RING- THIS CONCEPT IS DESIGNED TO PROTECT PEOPLE AND SAVE LIVES.
DIY-T.P. Make toilet paper, recycling your junk mail, newspapers and bank statements. Toilet Paper Making Machine for home/office use.
USB socket
A chillable spill proof container to hold yogurt and granola/fruit in separate compartments for breakfast on the go.
Fast Snake Telescoping Toilet
Computer Comfort Glove
it is a hose reel roller, to get around the garden, building corners, and delicate flower beds.
An electronic display to attach to your front door to leave messages for delivery men or customers.
Lets make the ULTIMATE Hot OR Cold CLEAR Double-walled Beverage Container!
I have the Patent for a motor that runs for one year without being refueled go to no2motors.com for the patent application and a diagram.
Massive multiplayer online game coupled with a parallel TV series whose plot is dynamically driven by the results of the game play.
Interactive Family Calendar. Combine Google Calendar with the family white board present in every family kitchen.
A child car seat that is built into your car. It folds down from a panel in the backseat. This way every rental car, taxi, etc can be safe.
Smudge Free Manicure
Voice-activated memory keeper to help knock things off your list and to remember those important dates!
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Heated front windshield with heating elements around perimeter of windshield activated with Bluetooth to melt snow and ice.
An intuitive product that protects from the over heating of the laptops and doubles up as a stand, which we can carry around with the laptop
My idea is to organize and keep in place the barcodes we get at the different stores for discount items that save us money when shopping.
SunStop auto visor
Hotel Remote control prophylac
Smart Golf Club
A Sprinkler Assembly That Has The Ability To Follow An Outline Pattern As Guide For Irrigating Lawns Of Different Sizes Or Shapes. Quirky UC
A Universal Upside Down Bottle Clamp/Holder. Get All Of Your Bottle's Contents. A Reusable Unit For Kitchens, Bathrooms, Outdoors, etc.
A mini upward escalator or treadmill that has a slinky that is forever going down it, but never reaching the bottom. Coolest desk toy ever
If you have ever ironed a small applique on clothing, you know how difficult that can be. With Craft Iron the problem is solved.
Pivot Power Smart Strip: Rest and Recharge
Marble board game reaches out to millions of baseball lovers young and old.
Webbed-toe accessories for Vibrams & other water toe-shoes. Anyone who swims outdoors needs a flipper for shoes that makes them faster!
Zip-together tents
Dispenser for 2 liter soda bottle. Easy use for children and elderly people. Video of prototype http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sosfmznMBc
Leather iPad case that includes a place for a writing pad. Ideally the iPad side of the case would rotate out & have a stand.
Portable/Customizable Hanging Closet
Apple iPad Portable Wireless Range Booster, Hot Spot and Car Dash Mount(Re-Submit)
Heat sensitive color change hot drink lid. It would be a plastic cup lid that changes color when the drink cools off.
I bake every once and a while, I don't like that I cant see baking other than the top. Voila... silicone bakewear: cake, muffin & loaf pans.
Medicine patchs leave sticky glue on tender skin that is impossible to remove with soap and water. We need a skin glue remover device.
Lets make a round (thin cylinder) Imp (aka Wink) chip which can be used in Wink enabled products which are round/cylindrical in shape
Scented Dust Mask
Ask the person who remodeled your kitchen or a friend who does woodworking. Each would love to have a level that illuminated the bubble.
Introduce Quirky's lend-a-hand-shampoo bottle and Quirky's hair brush with rollers for shampooing, hair coloring/highlighting with style.
squeezable hose adaptor
Product is the " Jimmy Pac" a sleek, light weight shoulder holster with several varying size pockets for carrying many small items.
Bricks with mechanical joining
Smart BBQ that will always cook your food perfectly, impress your guests, and never leave you sick or embarrassed.
Apple Corer/Wedger Cutting Board/Gadget that will finish the cut and remove the apple core from the wedges and corer/wedger tool.
A place to store SPACEBAGS...
Large floation devices on ship
"Plastic Caddy" a device that hangs on a typ kitch cab DRAWER - no fstnrs - to hang a typ retail plstc bag open to receive refuse.
Charge 3 phones 2 Ipads and a bluetooth headset at the same time?! A device multiple wires extending for phones, Ipods/Ipads, bt, and misc.
Soft pack cooler with telescoping wheels to provide stability when walking quickly or on an uneven surface such as grass or pavement.
Take a Stand !!!
App enabled window decoration. You draw it on your iPad, and you can see it on the window. Reinvent the "open" Neon signs, customize.Resub
Babyboomers rejoice,walk yourself forever and ever on a forgiving treadmill that cushions the body,fits almost anywhere and is easy to use.
The Collar And Leash Colorer!!
EXPANDABLE LACROSSE STICK. It will go from the short offensive length to the long defensive length in one click. This will save you money.
"sky box"it's 14" high and adjustable by sliding to adjust for window width. Window secures this cat perch.
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Smartphone gesture remote
Changeable backings for your iPhone case.
Toothbrush &amp; Plaque Detector Combo
Introducing the iCord Candy,inspired by the yoyo,this fun accessory conceals/manages your USB cord while charging your device or on the go
Smart phones with shiny backs are a nuisance. They slip and are hard to hold. And the screen needs care too.
Socket
Electric Car Docking Station
All in one battery operated liquid laundry soap dispenser &amp; Dryer sheet dispenser.Push button measures out 1/2 cap fulls.Read key features.
Every closet has?...CROSS BARS! That's a start to a modular system that can be universal too! YAY!
Duster Cleaner
#QCYCLE Transformer Bicycle: A collapsible bicycle that you can transform into a hand truck.
Visual and auditory warning for regulators that control the flow of oxygen for people with COPD and other respiratory disease.
Disposable or reusable seat covers for movie theater seats.
This product allows the passenger comfort in a car. Patented product plush pillow that attaches to the elongated part of the seatbelt
It's not rocket science â€” it's a snap-lock USB cap (so you don't lose your data-stick or damage your Macbook)
PADDY CADDY GET READY FOR YOUR BEST HOME MANICURE EVER! YOUR PADDY CADDY HAS EVERYTING YOU NEED FOR THAT
PROFESSIONAL LOOKING MANICURE!
The Whirlpool Creator could make the popular activity in to all day fun. No more running in circles to create the toilet bowl experience.
Peel and slice without using a cutting board and cut right into a bowl or pot.
Cigulation
"Note Rockz" made of recycled plastics many clrs they look like rocks with 3X3 note space on top inside a USB speaker charger an play music.
CRUISE SHIP TICKET-AGREEMENT OVERALL SAVE LIVES AND PROTECT YOURSELF NEW LAWS AND AGREEMENT TO PROTECT THE
AMERICAN ON THE CRUISE
CHAINS OF LOVE Customized Keychain fobs to hold the birth stones of loved ones.
Personal Inventory App
Shake - for Beach Blankets
Plunger-release E-Z Lynx Fastener connect tarps, truck bed covers, pool &amp; spa safety covers, awnings, banners etc...to any structure.
Installing wire tag on wire, we can classify it. Write name directly, Cut it, put it on wire, we will find it which we want to unplugging.
Billy the Booger
Knuckle-Saver!
An entertaining & novel approach to managing TV/computer games useâ€¦Seeks collaborators who can help â€˜do a Wattsonâ€™ in this sector
A Charging Case For A Mac
Snappit enables users to attach a variety of handles, pockets, clips, dÃ©cor and more to phones and tablets. Change accessories as needed!
Shoe Sak
You could get a jumpstarter your car without going outside,opening the hood on getting your hands dirty.
Pivot Power Improvements Flexibilities 180 degrees or 360
flat glue trap
single slice toaster looking device to receive smartphone/ipod to make bedside/countertop alarm/clock, slightly flexible to accept variety
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen cooking unit calculator / converter. Not an app. Open to collaboration. Water & Mess prof. Resub 368 votes
CPR using a cell phone. May not be what you are looking for.....but I hope it can be developed and save lives all the same!
All New CHOP BLOCKS - the stackable, customizable, space saving chopping blocks (received a community score of 25). Be sure to re-vote!!!
A device used to help the user apply screen protectors to their device quick,dust particle free,bubble free and perfectly even every time.
Bed Fence
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Cooking time-sensitive food requires knowing when the water boils. A presure-tight pot with steam whistle-activated timer and auto shutoff.
Kiddies match the floating balls in the bath with the correct Velcro pad on the wall. Resub
my invention is a coffee cup with a heater and cooler so you can change the temperature to the right heat it can also determine the heat.
wireless aux plug in for your
Freezer cups for storing smoothies & protein shakes. a to-go cup/mug UC staff reject "not innovative enough" So I'm Resubbing(397Votes)
The Commuter
Easily convert your carport to a Florida room or screened in area for summertime fun!
duplex outlet
A Clothesline that attaches to a chain-link fence(The Post) or most any type of fence post ( Wooded , Fiberglass, Composite ).
I just want to play guitar - what the hell do I need cables for? For that matter, what do I need an amp for? All I need is WIFI &amp; a stereo!
Mechanical Disher Mixing Bowl Bowls made like mechanical ice cream scoops
Duplex Outlet Wall Plate iPhone Holder
pretty piece of wood with 2 rounded ends 1 shaped to fit the hand the other to push the food into disposal. Like a functional sculpture
The Doam (Traveling Bursh) The "Traveling Brush" would consist of a battery-operated hairbrush with a heating mechanism inside the handle.
TODDLER CHAIR/TOY BOX
PC cable-management begins by MOVING "back" of the PC to place of your choice. Standard varying-length multi-cable, then buy needed jumpers.
Are you tired of cleaning hair daily from your bathroom area? Now you can maintain a clean area with a portable vacuum designed for hair.
a Rolling Unit made to fit in the space just inside the closet door, normally left empty to allow access to rest the closet.
Meat in &amp; Patty Out
No more spilled paint. The industrial sized bucket that has a non spill counter sync to keep liquids in.
LED gloves for traffic directing police. A sign language glove with led fabric on the palm to aid in traffic direction- Lights on the hands.
Closet Clips & Dangles to organize your accessories.
A Multidrectional retractable extension cord that saves space, easy to carry and provides two extension cords in one.
EXTENSION CORD COVER (THE POD) CHILD/PET SAFETY PLUS FIRE PREVENTION.
A car alarm key fob that lights up, vibrate or speaks a message when your car alarm goes off and you are too far away to hear alarm.
Luggage Sachet
CyberPROTexion
Body Smoother
Lightweight plastic origami playhouse. Folds for easy storage. Portable fun. Wipes clean to prevent allergies.
A double dutch or single jump rope free standing hands free unit, that families could have fun with as well as promote exercise. Family fun.
Rechargeable coffee pot
A simple slender, decorative, metallic 40" stake. A hook assembly allows a basket ,wreath, flowerpot to be hung on the stake
vertical corn cooker would evenly cook corn on the cob and the timer will prevent over cooking,
My idea is a Self-Dispensing Toothpaste Toothbrush. It's the 21st Century and this product convenient, user-friendly and of course great!!
LED Legos! Build imagination with blocks that snap together magnetically and light up when connected together!
Wink Paper Towel Dispenser
A hanger that collects clothing useing suction power to save space. Lets combine space saver bag with the wonder hanger
Its a signal jumper! Transmit the signal of an electronic device to a different location WIRELESSLY!!
My idea is a cooler that looks like a fine piece of luggage.I think a good name for this product would be "fooler".
I would like to see a food chopper that adjust to fit over any bowl or pot and would come straight down and not at an angle when chopping.
A storage container to allow people to store winter/summer car tires outside when they are not in use, without damage to the tires.
Freeze
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Guys, score every time!
How many times are you in the bank drive thru and you have nothing to write on,or you are eating in your car and make a mess on yourself?
The common household broom is no more. Sweep at all angles with the Orbit Broom that pivots around a ball at a full 180 degrees!
Pantry Partner UPC Reader
Bobbin Threading a needle made easy.
#QCYCLE - Automatic air filling every time you apply brake - Pressure gauge ensures that air doesn't exceed a set pressure [UPDATED 2/15]
Wireless GPS pet fencing system. Enter property/boundary info into GPS, coordinates are transmitted to pet collar/receiver, no buried wires.
Kitchen handheld dryer
LED suction cup Arrangement(Measure) in any place
A pipe with a weighted plunger replacing a water tank in a toilet causes less water to be used, with a pressure washing effect in the bowl.
Step Shovel - snow shovel that completely eliminates back and arm pain by using the force of your leg. Watch new videos with new prototype.
Finally a place for your mouse! Flip out to use. When done, flip it back in. It won't affect your shut laptop. 3 Designs. RESUBMIT
Microwave oven control panel backlighting
The solution to contact solution. Refillable saline solution bottle with pump dispenser and integrated innovative contact case.
* Energy-saving attic fan controller * Have more efficient attic cooling for less energy * I have a working prototype for demonstration
The Roller Robe. For crease-free, compact transportation of a change of clothing in a backpack or gym bag.
Solar panel kit - Make your own solar panel. Make any device green! 225 votes; 91%v/v; Now app/Wink enabled.
TRASH MASTER! Never re-bag your trash can again! Now your trash bags stay in the trash can! Easy portability of can from counter to counter
My idea is for a reusable hot/cold patch for sprains and aches that deliver heat or cold to targeted areas on the body.
APNEA PILLOW -No more Panic Attacks due to lack of oxygen & STOP Hurting Your Hands, with 10 lbs weight of your own head using this pillow!!
Clik-It Modular Power Strip
A screwdriver tip on keyring. Then, when you need a screw driver, you place onto thumb like guitar pick. Better than using dime or coin.
Wink Auto Soap Dispenser
DID I TAKE MY MEDICATION?IF YOUR OVER 50 YOU HAVE SAID THIS.A UNIVERSAL FITTING CAP WITH HOW MUCH TIME PASSED
SINCE LAST OPENED.
Accounting Keyboard
Always know which way is up.
EasyOut Trash Can
tools for arthritic hands
Hide your cables in your wall! This device allows an in-wall conduit system for hiding your cables. Resubmit 400+ votes. Working Prototype!
EAR-PILLOW for comfortably listening to MUSIC with HEADPHONES while in BED, in a CAR or simply LYING DOWN. Perfect for LONG TRIPS and
SLEEP
Sleeping bag for all types of weather and conditions easy to wash and store.
Self-cleaning cocque
Prevent your kitchen and bathroom drawer contents from shifting and holding the drawers closed. A hidden protective cover to prevent jams.
The Steam Clean
The "Cool Safe" A cooler with a combo safe built in the lid and built in light inside when opened.Store valuables safely in lid.SEE DETAILS
Diversipot
Air bag 12 in square top and bottom, expand to 40 in length, lift 1000 lbs. compresses to less than 2 inches weighs 2 lbs, cost $150
My idea is to make a stroller that is fun for children, with a steering wheel, button, tires, etc. and will keep them entertained!
App Enabled alert badge
New way to charge and plug-in all those devices. Plugs hang down from box to keep cords out of way, USB ports along top.
Mini cooling pad case for MINI IPAD. Case tilts for viewing.
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Puddle of water in basement again...wish I could squeegee it into this flat material (raised edges) that turns into water bucket.
A shutoff device for the stove that after 30 minutes turns the knob to shutoff the stove
The Travel Seatpad is a portable back and neck support system that collapses and conveniently rolls up to be stored away.
Breath-O-Fresh-Air... Trash bags create a vacuum when being lifted out of the bins. Vacuums SUCK! Problem solved with this portable device.
Customizable Stylish Multi-Picture Frame with adjustable slides - Fits Your Style
Magnigma magnetic puzzle"Quirky for sure"8 identical cubes each with its own unique set of polarities.It is solved by forming 1 large cube.
Lost denture tracker
Countertop baby bottle washer
A smart weight sensing mechanism in coffee machines which regulates the temperature based on the amount of coffee in the jar. Save $ + Eco.
Pen Zen meet Knife Zen
A set of magnets that can interchange rubber bands, hooks or clips and a metal base and waist clip to organize, cables and small stuff.
foldable steps
Baby food in a plastic syringe which pushes food down into a baby spoon for clean feeding,easy handeling, re-useable and dishwasher safe.
Escape proof harness. Comfy and easy to put on. Full range of movement. Coiled hind leg bands attach at ankle. Trains and prevents escape.
3ft high section of wasted space, running the entire length of my closet, right between my hung items and my shoes.
Two Tubes with reversible fabric that can be converted to so many uses; a staple in every wardrobe. Sleeve fabric can be updated with trends
Tackle your closet rats nest with a closet tackle box!
Magnifying Glass Lens Top Portable Food Containers
Pole Connecting Organizer
The NeckSaver ...from IQEA
Double-Lock Memory Box: Works like a safety-deposit box. Two close friends, with keys, needed to open and reminisce over symbolic mementos.
A night light that automatically illuminates when a door is opened. Finally the Hinge-Light. Resub.
Small audible alarm
Cubby Kids - A fun and inexpensive place for your kids to hang and store their everyday things.
Quirky: The Board Game. Successfully be the first to navigate your product from Pitch to Mass Market! In the style of The Game of Life.
Adjustable Storage Totes
How about a fun stylish DIP DISPENSER worthy of display on your party table that gives you just the right size dollop of dip for your chip.
A "chef's clock" that could be set for several different recipes at the beginning of prepping a meal.
Colorful Clothes Hanger Tags that â€œanalyzeâ€ your closet and cure your hang-ups
Cordless Small Appliances
Solar powered outdoor lights
Water bottle top for toddlers
â˜…ATTENTION EVERYONE!!! Never lose or ruin your chapstick again!! This pays for itself over and over!! I've saved over $100 already!!â˜…
Frozen juice concentrate shredder pops lid, slices cardboard. Twist to shred the flavored ice into pitcher. No more huge ice-blobs to melt.
PHIL-UPS
Shadow Effect is a interactive device that will give the owner of the vehicle the means to jam the incoming/outgoing signalof a cell phone.
Displaying magazines on a shelf is a horrible experience! They slip and flop all over. My product stands floppy magazines up straight.
Power Boost
Billy Club Fillet
Glow-in-the-dark stick-on "buttons", sold by the sheet. Light your stair, hallways, doorways, never run into a wall or trip up a stair again
I have designed and tested a light snow shovel that has a semi-flexible handle with a soft grip that throws the snow for you. 52' tested
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Pimp My Cord: Skull Candy meets USB Cords
protective-heat proof cover to protect ceramic stovetop. Rigid-lightweight cover is enhanced with customers choice of graphics.
A tray for your kids in the car that is functional, folds for easy storage and can be used outside of the car.
While swimming in the ocean I hate having to keep an eye on my valuables still on shore. My idea is a lock/alarm system to secure ones stuff
The Doorganizer. Brings the walk-in closet out to you.
Environmentally safe, reusable water (bottle) (canister) container with a removable base that allows for proper cleaning and sanitizing.
Only 1 minute and you will have uniform slices of SPAM ready to fry. If you know how hard it is to slice SPAM you will love this product.
The Bag Holder holds open gallon size bags so you can mix, mash, pour, store, blend, knead, pipe, fill, reheat and reuse bags. No mess Meals
The GPS Wallet
Vote for Model on a Bottle! Fun! Social! Promoting Models, Musicians, Athletes, Photographers &amp; Actors. Business ads sponsor the talent.
Fizz it up! (Fizzilator)?
The easiest, fastest and most humane way to train your dog not to pull. The leash also has several safety and convenience features for you.
Safepass
baby lawnmower
Leggos compartments. "Connect your boxes to fit your closet"
Super Survival Coat
small lightweight easy to clean easy to use device for chopping produce very fast fun and safe. With little cleanup. easychop.shutterfly.com
Board Markers - Stay standing while you write on the lower section of the white board.
.
A device that will either make a sound or vibrate when you walk away from your I-phone, I-pad, or I-pod or any hand held device.
hotelroom lockbox
How about a Kid Friendly music radio / media player? Resubmit.
SPININNG FLOATING LANTERN WITH TEALIGHT CANDLE
Concertina iPhone Case that turns into a stand for phone. Pull out back and shape stand for your viewing angle
Snap-on module diagnostic heart monitor/heart zone band for cellcase.Works with existing iPhone fitness apps.Uses headphone jack.
A lightweight,portable,collapsible drawer organizer.Chuck items into each compartment,expand to retrieve with ease,minus the fuss.
App enabled camera to tweet, send notification of a break-in. Start video stream &amp; recording. Loudspeaker announcement.
MOVE-ON is a collection of 3 suitcases that offer added functionality & fun factor (sitting, strolling, skating) besides carrying the load.
The re-usable, microwavable, sturdy, eco-friendly, all-purpose lunch bag for all of us who bring our lunch to work! Easy, clean and quirky!
DRAG N' CHARGE save the planet one step at the time !!
Flashing LED strips for motorcycle helmets TRIGGERED BY IMPACT SENSING G SWITCHES. Makes riders visible to other vehicles if they go down.
Multi head collapsible tool!
Do-it-yourself Amp Stand
Cooler Chair
a staple puller with built-in pliers for removing a staple if only one side comes out!
Puzzle Piece Candle Holders! Puzzle together, or put individually on table, bathroom, kitchen bedroom when needed odor removal or light!
Wearable-Flexible-Accessible Emergency ID, Alarm and Auto-notifier. This can potentially help save many lives!
Cocque which(who) distributes gum
Sticker Sleeve
A reusable round spring-loaded wing/rib gripper claw that stays put so you can eat neat
Edible Shot Glass Maker
Enhancement for iOS. Inter App communication and management.
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garden tool holder
Non-electrical nor Battery operative, unique toothbrush .
So the idea I came up with is a retractable dog gate. Easy to retract to pass through and easy to put back into place.
INFLATABLE SNOWMAN MAKING BALLS FOR MAKING THE BODY OF THE SNOWMEN WITH EASE. ***Also Great for making huge
snowballs as well!!*****
Wood Flooring Wedge system, For Beginners and Professionals. Very easy to use tool to tighten any size tongue &amp; groove wood flooring !!!!!
Rotating Cupcake Pan Brush
Turn any table into a tent for kids! Make a fort or playhouse without having to get out old blankets. Adjustable for most table sizes.
The spout for built-in soap pumps for kitchen/bathroom sinks are too short.
Expandable poles attachment that allows adjustable width.
Rockin Roller. It rocks & rolls to crush.
Bathtub Hands Free Scrubber
The Secret Shoelace!. Construction boot that has area with zipper pocket concealing a spare shoelace.
Paper towels with an adhered plastic/waxed paper backing to keep countertops clean after transferring foods cooked in oil and other liquids
Wireless Connection
A coffee mill grinder that does not clog with beans, the bean holder vibrates so all the beans are ground every time, all the time.
Keurig Splash Guard
How can you stay dry outdoors when it rains and also keep the indoors dry when you come in from the rain? How about a self drying umbrella?
iPhone holder for guitar that has a capo clip attachment. It's a capo and an iPhone holder; you can see tabs, lyrics, or even play along!
Electronic finder for the home. 10 buttons with 10 unique codes which will activate beeping sound on the item which has been tagged.
Travel Pro
Pants hanger, save space and keep the crease of your pants in the center, less wrinkles. Hang your shirt over it.
The scented, sealable and disposable plastic diaper bag. The diaper bag disposes of diapers and provides a nice scent. At home or on the go.
GLOW IN THE DARK WC ODORIZER - for the boys who do not want to switch on lights in the night.
Sliding triple-beam closet bar system - like a filing cabinet, it slides in and out to tightly hang more clothes than you can with one bar.
Mocubo Mate - Versatile, Stylish and Functional. Cooling rack, trivet and crumb catcher stays on your counter. Extends the Mocubo line.
If you can create an electronic dispenser for pool chemicals.
Art LED lighting that you can control and schedule with your Wink app.
A floor mop with a telescoping handle and quick release for interchangeable heads. (squeegie, sponge, dust mop, wet mop, etc.)
Magic Mouse Pad / Magic Wireless AA Batterie(s)
A Notebook phone clip. The notebook phone clip will allow you to clip your phone to your notebook screen in tight spaces people on the go.
A handy pocket-style shopping bag. Light weight yet strong material that folds into a convenient easy to carry in your pocket or purse.
Yoga Block carryall
Do you dream of that perfect shower? Don't want to wait on the water to heat and hate constantly adjusting the temp? This product will help!
Reusable handle for large light awkward items. Two very sticky ends apply to anything instantly making a handle. Wet ends to reuse.
Desktop Wind Dancer
ROTATING DIGITAL PICTURE CUBE
Vegetable process tray
A play gym specifically designed for changing tables but can travel for changing your Wiggle Worm on the go. Nothing on the market like it!
#QTOYS. a camera inside a yoyo. COMBINED CAMERA YOYO
Gold mining sluicing toy truck
Magnifying glass which clips on him(it)phone
Universal phone charger
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Ever feel like Emeril Lagasse but you can't see yourself saying BAM to what you cut? We need a blade that will make our cuts equal everytime
"Bye-Bye Baby" Car Alarm
iPod/Phone Workout Band/Holster/Necklace -- You no longer have to worry about earphone wires getting in the way when you workout
Bottle opener case for iphones, blackberries, ipods, or any other phone really. The bottle opener is right on the back.
What if voting for this idea could help curb gun violence and lessen the chances that your kids get bullied in school? I'm serious.
Are you frustrated with trudging on the beach carrying your gear? The SandShoe provides amazing stability and traction when walking on sand.
Air Powered Gel Gun
Rear window shades that block more sun from your kids (including sun coming from 11 and 1 oâ€™clock positions)
These are weighted, non-toxic, plastic coated metal nuts for the bubbler accessory tube lines in an aquarium.
An extended hair remover (electronic/ battery) with contours as the back, round edges , extension for reaching, with hair removal spray.
A trivial pursuit type game that correlate with chapters so students study more efficiently.Would have tobe done with publishers ieElsevier.
Collapsible soft sided cooler, with plastic blue ice inserted in the walls and pre sloted points to slide interior blue ice partition.
Auto speakers
Turkey/Veggie Burger grinder with attachable molds, so you can grind different sized patties directly from the grinder. Minis ,1/2, or 1 lb
Upload photos &amp; video to Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest, &amp; Flickr from your digital camera, without the use of a computer.
This will enable easier access to plug in your electronic devices without having extension cords.
Sticky Sweet and Salty balls or just popcorn bowls
100 Calorie Cereal Bowl for portion control and easy-math calorie counting in a dieter's successful weight loss plan.
easy life
A trash can that makes recycling as easy as 1 2 3. One can with two separate containers. One for trash and the other for recyclables.
Palm Ball - Reduce friction while writing or drawing.
Solar Case And Charger
Rain water every day Sun distilled water globes for your plants
The new "QUIRKY" Tip for Taking Care of Non-stick cooking pots and pans!! The unique Pans and Pots DIVIDERS!!
Rid the wiring rat nest!
An upside down bottle holder for varying size bottles with awkward shaped tops.
Buttercut
A rack that attaches to the inside of the door.
Iphone weatherproof case and retractable pole mounting system
burrito holder.. keeps burrito closed while eating.
The Tick Magnet
Wifi App Meter. Utility Consumption. Real time translation of your gas, electric and water usage into dollar. No more meter readings. Q+GE!
An outdoor couch with a built in hot tub; the couch seats 2 people and the hot tub fits 2 people. The couch folds over acting like a table.
Multi Battery Flashlight
A toothbrush handle with holes in it thus people with arthritis can brush their teeth without having to bend their fingers, eliminating pain
Japazal Speaker
Universal Couch Remote, a Flexible Rubber Remote that is made into a Colored Sleeve that can slip onto any size Couch arm rest.
A USB hub for the neat freak! Each port has a retracting cable (with spool inside the housing) to which interchangeable tips are attached.
Screened door jewelry box
for those fond of the pungent taste and aroma of garlic, onions, and other allium species, any lingering odor or taste can be an annoyance.
CELL HOLSTER.WEAR IT ON YOUR THIGH OVER JEANS OR UNDER YOUR GRAD DRESS.ITS CLOSE WHEN U DRIVE,WONT GO MISSING
IN AN ACCIDENT.FEEL IT VIBRATE
Disposable dish soap wipes
Forget-Me-Not Car Seat
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"Retrack The Slack": All-in-one retractable earpiece/headphones mobile cellphone case.
Subtitles in any language!
Making keys and key holder that work like a Swiss army knife. They will eliminate the bulk of whole keys and key rings plus organize them.
A platform you step on that sanitizes the bottom of your shoes when you walk into someones home.
WOW "Just Suck It"! Auto-Fill paintbrush/system!!! Just Squeeze and paint! All in one paint system!Large or small jobs,no problem!Awesome!
My idea is an Apple iPad flip-case that is embedded with an LED display screen.
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
Ladies, are you tired of squatting to go pee when you're on a hike? Does the port-a-potty make your tummy turn? My product = solution!
I want to introduce to you a product that helps ID your luggage at any airport terminal.
I would like to create a 7"/11" LED/LCD attachment for iphone/itouch and android phone.
Regular Sugar to powder grinder! How come there is no Sugar/salt powder (electric) table grinder that sifts and sprinkles the powder :-)
The Guide Oven
Prosthetic limb with wireless capability.
PaintStore Touch-up Syringe
Carbon-fiber rods with 150cm, broomstick diameter and rubbered protection with 12cm on tips (to prevent that hands slip).
Dice perfect cubes of any size in a simple,cheap,clean and safe way. No more cut fingers,wasted time and messy mix master or cutting board.
Charger cord
brusH20
D.AX Ultimate Spatula
tracking electronic SIM-CARD built-in to follow your pets if U are away from him.
BPG- THE BPG OTHER WISE KNOWN AS THE "BLUETOOTH PRIVACY GLASSES", A STATE OF THE ART WAY TO VIEW YOUR WORK ON
THE COMPUTER IN PRIVACY.
FilmBox
a compound that absorbs moisture but stays extremely hard when dry. To throw on driveways that are gravelled and adds to the gravel
To make a waterbottle magnetic but also comfortable to hold,that way it'll stick to the iron equipment at the gym school and is at reach.
Using a mobile check book application for cashless purchases with either debit or credit cards.
A silicon container to store, protect, and secure valuables in a light, portable and stylish form that is fire and water resistant/proof
#NAME?
A green tea kettle with measurements both in cups and liters and a removable filter. Great for coffee/tea drink recipes.
A device on a truck that will allow drivers to "see" over a truck at a traffic light (so they are aware if the light has changed to red).
A safety device for homeowners or contractors alike. Allows one to work on slick surfaces with extension ladders safely.
Shelf drawers mounted on rails in your closet. Each drawer independently able to slide up and down, providing access and organization.
Power Plant! Fit your power strip in a slim space, and with the added cord management, cables are organized. Plant it out of sight.
Easy Walk
Waterproof Heated Tarp
The Light Blocker is an inexpensive and portable way to block the glare of motel parking lot sodium lamps. A darker room means better sleep
upgradeable off the grid power
Sleeping on Clouds
Combination knife, fork, spoon, corkscrew, spork? A normal utensil handle with a hollow end. Slide the proper end into the handle.
Caption Goggles: A captioning device for hearing-impaired movie-goers.
Sink Insert turns your kitchen sink into a paint/utility sink. Keeps kitchen sanitary &amp; is ideal for apt/small home dwellers. PROTOTYPE pix!
The Bike Shield locking system combines a stowable bike cover with a locking mesh to protect your bike from both thieves and the elements.
Pick Me! Call me and I'll be... lightning! A device attachable to pacifier with a pulsing LED - sound activated - for your crying baby.
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AXIS - SMRT ERGONOMIC KEYBOARD
Your cloths will be dried and ironed with any loss of time anymore. A specific mannequin will make the work for you!
Unisex Haircut Helmet
Move over Tupperware! Hinged lid, collapsible, vented food storage containers. Great space saver in the kitchen no more lost lids!
all scrabble goers!!!! a simple solution.... small magnets in them and a wand to use to wave over the lettered squares to collect them.
Robotic Snowplow
Microwavable Utensils, knives, forks, SPOONS, and all others.
"TAKE-OFF"-A dbl sided paper,plastic lining 13x13 a dbl sided tape to hold in place. Product pkgd in a carry case.
My Idea is for an adjustable ergonomical handle for all spray cans.I would like to see 3 of these on every cart in hotel, hospital, ect.
Apollo: An iPhone/iPad/iPod case with speakers. Apollo will amp your music up. Also charges your iDevice on the go.
BLOW: Heat or cool your food.
A cable reinforced tether that has multiple uses for adding security to children and care givers alike...could be a life saver!
Beer-Ringz
Kid-safe iPad cover that makes both main physical buttons inaccessible
Ear Manipulator
Keep Cool
See-thru bib.
Wonder how to carry both - your breakfast tea and coffee for your lunch?
A cookbook stand that lets you turn pages without getting them dirty, accommodates different sizes and can be folded and stored away easily!
A cordless power strip that plugs into the outlet and stays on the wall. The unique feature is each outlet is controlled by its own switch.
Th "I GottaGo" app/button is a transmitter that makes your cell ring in order to get out of a bad situation or to find your phone when lost.
A car window shade that uses solar energy to power a small fan that circulates air while the car is closed up in the hot sun. "Ahhhh!"
Knock on Wood.A piezo sensor can sit on a surface and learn and recognize knocking patterns to trigger other actions.
Directional neckphones
A bed for a dog/cat to sleep or rest comfortably, keeping a cool body temperature yet maintaining a design element not found in pet beds.
Simple Wall Mounted Wet Wipes. Use in the kitchen, bath, or babies room. Nothing fancy, no batteries, no buttons, no iPhone connections.
Clamping Case - Great for toddlers or kids that use strollers, car seats, high chairs, grocery carts etc. For iPad or iPad Mini. RESUBMIT
A lightweight, and adjustable messenger bag/backpack suspension system.
Sleek Cherry Tomato Cutter
Solar Panels should be in everyone's home and should be able to power whole rooms, even in apartments! Why do most people not have them?
Latte Art design printer.
Interchangeable garden tools
A weekly pill case where the days light up when filled. The light doesn't shut off until all of the pills for that day have been taken.
Retractable Trailer Light Connection-From any vehicle to any trailer. Eliminates ugly loose wires near the bumper and bulky connectors.
Beach towel that stays in place
Alert when Kids are not in bed
Everyone Loves Fruit-RollUps
Kids' body stickers! No more wasted BandAids! An inexpensive and fun activity for children aged 2-6+
The Magic Magnetic Bands- MaMa
BELOVED SIRI What if we mix AI (Apple's Siri model) + Persons Social Network Tracking = we ease the pain of people who lost someone.
Charge Card
IPhone and IPod TouchCase Designed Specifically for Toddlers. A Kid Friendly design. Easy for a toddler to hold. Tough on falls.
Grape Gun
Keep On Track
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Christmas Wreath String Lights! Resubmit.
I suggest that ban app be added that mimics a guitar tuner ... both standard 6 string and steel guitar (unique) .
Chameleon Case! Color changing case! Light sensitive material that changes colors depending on the ambient light!
The product is a robotic vacuum for cars. The product can travel under seats and into tight places. The DC connector is the power source.
Save money and electricity without the hassle of unplugging your appliances everytime in your household or business using your IPhone/IPad.
A disposable mitten for medical, surgical, food service and other purposes.
Protective cover for the back of the right shoe while u are driving.
A iphone and or droid phone clip/holder that is also a battery that charges the phone every time you place it on it.
Tempur-pedic couch!
Beach towel that stays in place. Re-sub 492 votes
No matter how hard you try, book corners & edges ALWAYS get damaged! Book Cornerz protects books so u can resell them or just keep em nice!
Preggy chair, meaning a chair designed for pregnant women.
iPhone powered infrared clothing. Warming technology in cold weather conditions.
MomU- Monitoring of Me and U
Keurig Style Baby Bottler
A breathing aparatus that floats above the water.and pumps air to the user through an eight foot hose.Used only in swimming pools.2 to 8 ft.
A braclete or necklace with GPS tracking with a panic button.
Thanks to an integrated technology this innovative BINOCULAR DESCRIBES you the THINGS you FOCUS
A super compact band cam satbilizer that can effectively suppress all rotational induced image unsharpnesses.
The pain pill. Well a pain pillow. A small pillow, on one side it has a heating pad and on the other side a compartment for an ice pack.
It's countdown timer that tells you when the drink is ready to drink. Used for refrigerant and beer and gets stuck on the freezer door.
Handsfree Back scrubber
Magnetic Iphone/Ipod case that can be stuck to fridge or any metal object.
The fart filter is a small device made of cotton from the outside, insulation from then inside this will absorb all odors coming from you
"Hotel Smell"
Thermostatic dial to replace faucet knobs on showers, bathroom and kitchen sink faucets.
Disposable dog slippers that are easy to put on and take off.They help keep your pets paws dry and your house clean
Foot Pocket
A cooler insert that turns your cooler into and icebox. No more cold wet hands when reaching in your cooler. No more soggy food!
Wobble Salt &amp; Pepper Shakers
Mars-rover technology: Automated, Nitinol-powered, water-powered floor mopper, with smartphone viewing, and controls.
A really automatic egg cooker which i can leave and get a ready egg. it should also place the egg in cold water and not boiling it more.
If you ever want or need to carry 2 cell phones these lightweight ecofriendly cases are for you. Connect them or seperate them &amp; add a clip
An aero, plastic, transparent, bike hydration component designed to optimize a riders safe performance in both casual & competitive events
One size fits all frying pan / pot lid! Save space in your cabinets.
A system designed to collect hair while looking in the mirror trimming. Stops hair from falling on the counter and around the faucet.
I want to "camouflage" the cover of a book I would be embarrassed to be seen reading, like Fifty Shades of Grey. I created a book cover!
we need a pot top organizer! something to organize them by size so we can easily find the right top for the pot we want to use.
Door knob light
S.P.I.C. sun Proof Iphone case
Here's my PROTOTYPE(FISH)with some others on the market.They get rid of onion,garlic and fish odors.Mine looks better &amp; can do more.SEE PICS
The Heat Trivet is a trivet that keeps your food warm. Concept 2, allows you to Stir and Heat the food at the same time! See Images Pl.ease
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Versatility meets power cord.
Remove the toys from iPad for book readers for students and add what is necessary for skill development
Free Energy Charger
Plastic tube that clips to the infrared sensors on each side of your garage entrance that blocks sun light from disrupting its function
Towel Rack--Put it where you need it.
My bathroom relaxation desk and dock - enjoy a newspaper or an ipad movie without the risk of drop it. just add it to your magazine stand
Resub with eval feedback: Outlets that require money to work. Enable new business model for coffee shops, airports,electric car charging,etc
iPhone Popup Case: A case that holds and protects your iPhone and when you need your phone just push down and the phone will popup out.
PIN BALL! Allows you to crush and roll directly in bowl.
I propose a small hands free led light that either snaps on to your zipper or clips on your coat or shirt collar. All hands free in the dark
We all own egg timers, but who uses them for eggs? How long does it take to hard boil an egg? To soft-boil one? The egg knows best.
I'm so sick of sorting mis-matched socks from the dryer! It's time for socks to stick with small snaps that will keep the pair together.
Adjustable Stove & Oven Boil and Over Spill Catcher (Boil Buoyâ€™s Buddy)
Dental Brushing/Flossing Chew Ball for Your on-the-go Dental Needs.
a modern looking cover for sanitary wipes
another DISHWASHER "CLEAN" & "DIRTY" INDICATOR? You bet! 'Cause this one is TOTALLY AUTOMATIC - changes on it's own - never touch it!
Slide kick
Graphic shrink wrap toothbrush sleeves. Slip sleeve over brush handle, dip in boiling water, toothbrush comes to life with fav characters:)&gt;
Quick dry your wet footwear with Micro fiber footwear pad and bag.
EASY CHARGE
Make a custom size planter. Plastic connecting panels . Expands vertically &amp; horizontally. Stores flat (less shelf space). Resub - 165 votes
Micro refridgerator rc car
A sliding rack/turntable for the top shelf in the refrigerated to easily access items in the back of the fridge.
A re-purposed hair service cape that saves your whole outfit from food spills -- that's more than adult bibs' top only protection.
Digital Growth Chart for kids. Records and stores your child's measurement and weight and photo.
Tots-to-Go
Rinse it, Spin It, Store It, or Toss It! The all in one Salad Spinner with Built-In Tongs
Sticky laces
Power cable with a led light at both ends!
Simplify, standardize seat buckle design. Should all work the same no matter whose car. Prevent confusion when trying to escape.
iPhone 5 Lightning Solar Blinds Charging Station:
The De-Deuce-R aka PooPal - An outdoor, flip-top pet waste bin that holds days of dog waste w/ no odor, no digging and no chemicals.
Worlds first non-slip table pillow. Save your beautiful wood coffee tables! Watch short demo video. Resub with a 81% approval rate.
An attachable laser pointer for the smart phone that can also measure distance by triangulation
a whiffle balls with holes but no seams
App enable Bowling Ball. See how your throwing. Shows speed of ball. If you're twisting your wrist.
A lightweight utility strap with pockets that attaches directly to your laptop allowing storage of small items while you work.
This summer, take the ultimate blanket to the beach. The Quirky Beach Blanket, resists water/sand, cools you off and converts to a tote.
Tablet IPhone Deck.
Drawers in a cabinet, with images on the front so one can find the stuff that one's looking easily.
HandyPack
Flip-it
Clever* Something different* Unique The transforming shoes/boots, will allow one to change their shoes into a new look or style at anytime.
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A SIMPLE MODERN DESIGN SOLUTION TO AN EVERYDAY PROBLEM. A 2 IN 1 SINK ASSIST. [See Video]
Drone Landing Pad
Loofa Back Scrubber
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
Grip Comb to stabilize nails when hammering and screws when screwing.
The â€œAlert Bulbâ€ can save lives. Know when your lights fail! Donâ€™t become a dark and deadly object on the highway.(see video)
Splittable carry-on bag
Incorporate a 1/8" to 1/8" adapter into one ear bud listening device.
The Dirt Machine makes it easy for home composters to take their beautiful piles of raw compost and turn it into the rich â€œBrown Goldâ€.
I invented a resealable chip and any other kind of bag to keep your left overs fresh.
A lightswitch or socket that can be controlled with your universal or cable remote. By using the auxilary button.
Doorknobs are expensive to replace or possibly dirty and unfamiliar. "Gator Knobs" are a cute and clean solution for the home or on the go.
Toilet overflow prevention, By closing the flapper in the tank on every flush will ensure a clogged toilet will not overflow.
Phone floatie - it's as simple (and fun) as that!
Have you tried to serve spaghetti and had it fall off the traditional serving tool? This new invention uses TWO hands w/rakes for grabbing.
A power strip with individual retractable compartments that would prevent hazardous and messy cord tangles.
Garbage & Recycling All-In-One
Protect and Cool
"Exterior heated garage driveway ground mat" Stop shoveling snow when you install a heated ground tile or floor mat to your driveway.
A mobile docking station for the iPhone, iPad, iPod and other mobile devices that enhances your work space and the way you use your iDevices
An innovative way for adults to carry their childs pacifier. A pacifier can be securely carried in a machine washable terry cloth wristband.
kid locator
Bottom Complete
Clamping Powerstrip! Finally construction workers and garage tinkerers will have a better way to power their tools. RESUBMIT
UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL (all kind of devices)Updatable database with internet
Colored thumb gloves
A built in auto plunging system in a tiolet that when engaged will provide the plunging action to unplug a toilet. No touch plunging!
App-enabled Thumbprint Activated Padlock. Thumbprint locks/unlocks. App controls access of multiple thumbprints and can open lock remotely.
Sore back and knees from gardening? Waist high garden boxes make gardening easy and pain-free.
No more under or over cooking potato's with my potato tester. You will be able to see when your potato's are done.
Baby food dish food warmer
How about a picnic blanket that won't play "Gone with the wind" Small removable weights in the corners keep your picnic where it should be
The Steparoonie is an attachment that creates a standing platform on almost any stepladder increasing the safety and comfort of the user.
Dog leash with removable clip that makes it washer/dryer safe!
Clean Hand Cat Box Scoop with stay clean hand guard.
Lotion applicator would spin the straw around when pumped and scrap up lotion. No lotion would be wasted. Straw would have special end tip.
My idea is a simple clip on devise that acts like a net but collects debris as it moves around the pool.
This holder stabilizes hot cups of microwaved instant soups so they can be more safely servede to children.
D Ladder Stepper
A funnel used for trapping fruit flies.
TEA BAG SPOON
Regulate your kids electronics
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Salad Dressing Bottle Inserts
A lot of families now have 3-4 iPhones and an iPad in their homes today, that needs to be charged properly
The best solution to replace ironing, steam cleaning, and dry cleaning. The device does it all without any of the labor, hassle, or costs.
A small electronic device that would attach to your key ring and would allow you to locate your keys by simply calling from your cell.
Combining a standard windshield cleaner, windshield scrapper, squirt gun or swiffer jet into one device with different heads for each season
The Puddler
www.BlackoutToGo.com is a kit of lightweight Blackout Panels that is perfect for people who are affected by light pollution while traveling.
This can make women love their hair! A combination ponytail holder and tube will make any head of hair amazing looking and it's so easy.
Quick-R Low Profile Cell Plug
They are lighting accessories for your bike that do not use batteries automatically turn on when the light is not enough and easily install.
Dishwasher Bowl Holder
An energy saving battery backup that charges during off-peak (i.e. night) hours when electricity is cheap. Runs appliances during the day!
Gel sole shoe inserts lined with genuine or simulated lambs fleece.
Grocery bag with a checklist.
Disposable baby food ziplock storage pouches with a spout for the child/baby to eat from. You fill the bag with your choice of baby food.
auto ice cream scooper!!!
Basket for laundry
Vacuum powered suction level that sticks to almost any surface! Check out my video link.
An angled mouse pad for wrist and shoulder pain.
An easy pour cap that replaces existing caps to allow bottles to stand upside down and make them always ready to pour.
A SMART BOOKMARK. This bookmark will consist of a built-in touchpad including tiny stylus allowing immediate access to its smart dictionary.
Baseball bat speed is key.A shorter bat can swing faster than a long bat.Practice swinging a long bat.Regular bats feel short,swings faster.
A compact and attractively designed cat litter box with a fully automatic lid which opens/closes when the pet triggers a motion sensor.
Tubular Cardboard Roller Gizmo
THE PERFECT BAKED POTATO "EVERYTIME" The Quirky baked potato grill, It's a grill that sits inside your grill. No more alluminum foil !
Reusable Toddler Sippy Top
IPhone/Android/EVO, etc. case that is simple, inexpensive, reusable, and is TOTALLY WATERPROOF!! Use your phone & the world without damage!!
Built-in bottle opener and cutting board cooler! Great for fishing, partying, camping, traveling, etc!
#NAME?
Duet
Tablet Home Theater experience
THE RUG FRINGE/TASSEL COMB - This is a primitive but yet very functional prototype of mine!
My idea is a key chain that connects to your smart phone via blue tooth enabling you to find your keys using your phone and vice versa.
A Purse accessorized to hold some basic simple baby necessities. No more large bulky baby bag for those quick errand trips!
IPhone Hand Chain-like Case Design. Case is Easy to Carry and Stow and Can Be Attached to Almost Anything. Convenient and Modern Design.
A little attachment to clip onto your faucet with a motion sensor. when you put your hands under it, soap comes out.
Flexible clip/case. The clip is wide enough to fit the wires when wound up you can click the tip of the clip to itself to prevent unraveling
Disposable Ear Buds! Market and sell them as "Earth Friendly" ear buds!
A folding walking cane with an attached light (LED) for night use.
Clear Silicone Windshield Wipers! NO WAY! Hahahaha!
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
RING,BRACELET,AND NECKLACES TRACKERS USING AN APP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You wont have to lose your kids again with my idea
Beach/Pool Towel Corner Weights: While you are away from the towel, you can guarantee that your towel will be there when you return.
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"Imagilites" are customized party lights. Upload images, clipart, text, etc to a online website displaying your lights and then place order.
Stretchy Fruit Funnel
Mahj Jr.
Painting isn't always the best experience. I believe there is a huge opportunity to re-think the painting experience.
indash car adapter for the google nexus 7 tablet. it will make the tablet look like an screen in your car.
Smart Doggy Doo Scooper
An alarm clock that adjusts for day length not being exactly 24 hours.
Folding Machine
Dynamic Picture Phone Case
"cord wrap" prototype could be an empty toilet roll or plastic cylinder. each wrap would hold a cord 1 household would purchase several.
The Back Doctor
STAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING ONE OR
THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD AND BULKY
Headband for little girls with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization
I envision a metal grill insert with press that you could place in any regular frying pan converting it into a grill pan.
Double microwave oven. Product would have one keypad indicating left or right oven. Micro ovens would be side by side witha central panel
It is a round button envelope containing a sterile disk-et. Unit affixed atop a drink bottle/can. Pull-open and wipe your drink top clean.
Keep pets moving!
No more GROSS water in the toilet brush holder..CLEAN BRUSH..a holder that allows all the nasty water to go back where it came from!!!
Smart vibrating car seat covers.In sync with the backup sensor to alert you of another vehicle,it gives massages too,Resub 10 months ago
A reversible, size adjustable boot wrap. Vinyl side for decorating. Fabric side for fashion. 3 sizes. Washable.
WiFi Smart Coffee Table:Looks like and functions like a giant smartphone.
Florida is about beaches. I live on the beach. I have a product that will enable beach-goers to have a more enjoyable experience.
A salad spinner that works without tiring you out or falling apart.
EAR NOTES! recordable audio buttons (like sticky notes but w/ sound). Record a message, stick it anywhere. Leave reminds, instructions, etc.
This allows people to fill their favorite brand bottled water with any drink mix without dumping messy powders all over the place.
An applicator to put sunscreen or moisturizer on your back.
Yard Gnome that deters Pests
Cylinder-Slicer (By Idea)
GE: Hidden Door Microwave Oven
Instantly Chilling Disposable Cups. Don't dilute your drinks with ice. Existing instant cold pack technology. Chill your drinks on the go.
app that flushes toilets and turns on sinks
BOOMco Find-a-Missile Blaster
Cat Cushion Toy #Austin
Add friction to the bottom of your laptop with a cool looking gel pad that is also vented. No more laptops slipping and sliding off tables.
We use dishes to save food, to put it in the refrigerator, to warm in microwave. Usually, for each action you need a different kitchen tool.
Quirky Smart Cube
I want to create a half surf wax/ half sun screen product that is easily portable out in the line up. That way you dont need to paddle in.
Washer/Dryer Monitor Low$
Soap Based Stamp Pad. Make bathtime fun!
It's a reusable cookie dough storage/dispenser system. Looks similar to a push-up ice cream container but found caulking gun top works best.
Clear silicone could be used to create an air tight weather stripping for double hung windows.
Want to grow food or flowers but not much space or time; the five gallon food bucket is water effecient, portable and subirrigated-- so easy
A new 12" circumference ball for use indoors, outdoors, in parks, streets, by girls, boys, coaches, no gloves, breakage or new technology.
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Hitch and go beach Wagon. Wagon capable of carrying heavy loads through sand, can be connected to a standard receiver hitch of any vehicle.
Capturing the energy created by objects in motion and producing electricty. The more motion the more power that is produced.
Better Marinade Container - Fully marinate items and change the size of the container
Portable car combination squeegee/scrubber plus snow remover
Marshmallow Toaster
A dimensioned, semi-rigid, flat, water-hose with rotary joints that can be folded and extended into multiple configurations and lengths.
The product being pitched is a three-in-one pasta cooking and serving tool!
Re-Invent the age old ROUX SPOON maintain the same hearty consistency and temperature of your roux, soup, or chili EVERY TIME.
Indoor Sponge Bowling set. Different models for different ages. Great fun for everyone. modified pieces to add more fun to the game.
An app to find your keys or pet.A coin size Q trinket sensor with led,sound and a radar to locate your lost property using your smart phone.
Re-usable, washable, stretch to fit label system for all containers using silicone rubber bands and dry erase marking technology
The Sprout (for your baby)
Air Jack /Flat Tire Ease
3D printer for food items. Add dough, or anything and it will make it into a 3D shape, based on the 3D model
FitTube. A Fitness Tube which has multiple Purposes and Positions. SEE PICTURES.
fun hut ( device privacy )
Alone at the beach? Unable to apply lotion sunscreen to your back other hard to reach areas? Here is an effective convenient fix!
Snowboard / Ski / Maybe Bike Helmet with built in water - drink system. Like Camelbak. Sip Sip Sip.
"Pacifier Storage" to hang in your children's room. Beautiful and functional accessory to keep pacifiers available and clean!
iAlarm- The High Decibel Defender Resub.
Baby and Kids bath times made easy, fun and convenient with the Splash!
Non Contact I.R Temp Detector
Silicone Toilet Tank Tower Converter Kit. Build Your Toilet Tower to 5 gal, 6 gal, You Decide.
An antenna for the iPhone that increases smartphone signal. This reduces dropped calls, and allows for faster web browsing.
Most forced air register deflector do not have a side option. Here is one with storage available. Can be made from any material.
Enjoy your favorite food: the avocado with this avocado utensil that cuts and scoops the inside.
As well as the ear canal, some people clean the pinna of the ear. Instead of using two cotton swabs, the use of one can easily happen.
Normal cooking thermometers are terrible for cooking temperature sensitive liquids - they're cumbersome and hard to use while stirring.
Reusable silicone Gas Hob Protectors
The TUMMYLOCK! The Knife And Fork Slide Into Each Other With A Click! Personalize Eating! You Wouldn't Use A Strangers Toothbrush Would You?
Everyone wants to save money and reduce energy consumption, but kitchen appliances all turn energy to heat, most of which is lost uselessly.
Refrigerator Door Caddy System.
Wag 'n Wipe
App enabled compact wind energy kit for homes (Utilize GE's latest patent on generating power from Wind energy)
The Shoe Rack
Electronic Dashboard integrating different functions in and outside kitchen.
An area of fashion accessories yet to be truly revolutionised through logical innovation, cufflinks will never be the same again
Proppyâ„¢ is an affordable, universal and durable iPhone and mobile accessory display stand. Great for travel, at home or the office.
Hydration &amp; Sunburn Sunglasses
I REALLY don't WANT to be part of the RAT RACE!..... I have a great idea. That's all. Want it? I don't 'do' hoops. Sorry!
The perfect selfie
To make small make up bags that are like a lunch bag cooler type material to keep your expensive lip stick and eyeliner from melting
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
Double-level dish rack/drainer. With the ability to fold up to conserve space when both levels aren't being used. Can be 2 levels, 1 or none
Wine Balls Don't waste alcohol
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Mini eye a small versitle digital camera and video that has many uses. Similar to trail cameras for outdoor use. Good indoors and out.
"I can't get my __! It's in the CRACK!" My idea is to create a twin size foam/air wedge to fill the space between the mattress and the wall.
MirrorMate Note Maker - see video!
iPhone charger &amp; cable holder
Ice scraper/snow brush with built in liquid de-icer dispenser. Spray de-icer with the trigger end/scrape loosened ice with the scraper end.
The lamp has an internal battery and outlet that provides much needed light for up to 12hrs with outlet for phone charging.
A Better Bread Box, will increase the freshness and shelf life of your bread, while keeping it out and easy to access for everyday use.
Pizza Box Cutter
The Ultimate Piggy Bank!
A new way to dispense cereal without the clunkiness and crushing action. It uses the same tipping action of a regular cereal box.
M idea is called the extra for your cell phone in your car truck or what ever you drive you will know where your phone is at all times.
Have this vital information booklet ready for those needing to cope with "reality" when you aren't able to communicate.
A computer screen magnifier that easily clips on the monitor and is removeable.
sky hook
No need to use that long handled spatula or wooden spoon just to stir your stir fry ever again! Try my new universal Quick Flip Spatula!
Baby Bottles With Filters
LifeLight
Ear Muffler
Getting older, eyesight weakens, making it difficult to pour liquids. My idea tells the user when the cup, barrel etc. is full.
I want to recreate the computer keyboard to move the @ sign as an upper case symbol to an area to the bottom right of the keyboard.
Take a nylon mesh or wash cloth that is used for body wash and insert a soft pouch that can be refilled with any hair or body liquid soap.
Two plastic C-clips that are connected by a strip of plastic that snap on the cords behind both the male and female end of cord.
two 5x8 roll up game boards that hold marbles board/ hop scotch and a mini bowling (with pins)/giant checker board. bag for pieces included
Teacher's Little Helper
One battery attachment to rule them all! Always have the battery you need; imagine how great Christmas morning could be.
Popup. Expandable/collapsible Iphone case. Expands for storage when you need. Collapses to stay slim when you don't.
A rechargable battery powered heated snow shovel. There is no cord and the shovel would be easier to handle. Design available. through me.
Ribbons or strings in various colors with a fastener that snaps onto the rivets found on all jeans.
Temporary garden umbrella to protect vegetables and special plants from hail.
a device to allow battery powered tools to run on 110 power. To plug in as the battery pack
I self draining cutting board to stop all the blood and juices from pouring onto the counter when cutting.
Convert bottled water into a ready to use "sippy cup".
iPhone 5 case with a flip out or flip up magnifying glass w/optional light), or use the flashlight app. Could add optional housekey storage
No dishwasher? No space? Help create the AcorDryOn! An revolutionary pull down dish rack that attaches under your cabinet in just one click!
DIY Rembrandt Press
Dry-Erase Cards in Transparent Pockets with Adhesive. Crack-down on Saving Paper *Prototype and Video
There is a need for an apparatus that would find lost items like the television remote control, a portable telephone, a cane, or medicine.
Perfect Portions Baking Pan
A "water" circuit breaker.
A device that lets you know who was or is in your car most recently.
A closed captioning device that types lyrics while music is being played, this would be beneficial to the hearing impaired/deaf community!
Funny fones
car seat
A baby and toddler car seat alarm so kids won't be left in cars.
Innovative swimsuit design for sun-sensitive, active types. Stylish, comfortable & convenient.
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Don't like having to get your iPod out to change songs? Slide any iPod shuffle into the side and plug in. Easy-control. No cords!
Magnetic Silicone Straps (mini belts) - Wrap anything to make it magnetic and stick to fridge, locker, car, microwave, railings, bbq, etc!!!
Lets create a flossing tool that is convenient and is an easy way to clean your mouth. No need to buy tons of flossing sticks.
Change thinking "cruise control" to "speed control and use GPS system to set speed of car as it goes along. (school zones would be problem)
Crack Core And More.The new way to core a pepper and crack an egg. Convenient utensil holder. Built-in timer and recipe holder. Watch video.
The Frozen Cozy is a summer must have. It keeps your canned and bottled drinks refreshingly cold and dry on even the hottest summer days.
Green idea: . Item looks like a simple dog house but it buts up against the house where the dog door is.
WE HAVE A UNIQUE PAINT BUCKET DESIGNED TO BE USED WITH THE VERY POPULAR MINI ROLLERS..
Smart Pet Bowl
App'd tire pressure gauge
Multi Purpose Poncho
Broom Vac-Ergonomic design-Eliminates the need for a dust pan. Sweep floor and vacuum up dirt with one device-Broom handle is vac "wand"
Smart E-cigarette
Boxed
attaches flexible metal wire.
Infinite Climbing Wall 4Kids
Lymphedema sleeve with a built-in cotton pad.
Save the birds!!! Millions of birds die each year due to window collisions. Let's save them.
Foldable Cable Manager - It's easily unfolded and takes up less storage space when it is idle. You can carry it around in a bag pocket
A universal phone case that's also a battery pack toextends the use and protects the cellphone. Not only for iPhone but other phones also.
BBQ hat
Turn any light socket into a wireless speaker. No wires to run. No additional transmitter.
Keep the bugs away from condiments and dips at your next party with a hands free food dispenser.
TOUCH OF LUCK, The portable, cell-phone enabled scratch-off.
The Mosquitos killer!! An under vase with slot to keep a coin(s) high in copper to generare copper oxide to prevent mosquito's larvae.
Apple Slicer &amp; Corer, 3 Times thinner slices = 3 times more slices than others.... Umm Apple Pie anyone. Ohh, and it Cores the Apple too!
Even with the advancements of the internet and digital printers, the greeting card is STILL a 7 billion dollar industry.
Patio Lounge chair arm covers that wrap around the arms &amp; attach with velcro. Possibly match the lounge chair towel pattern.
Finally youâ€™ll be able to create electricity and store it while you travel. Put an end to loud and noisy generators when youâ€™re camping!
Jelly Record Sleeves to protect your valuable record collection. Outer sleeve fits over record case.
RESUB:WiFi/Z-Wave Light Switches and Outlets.Control manually or via App.Added security (send alert if phone isn't in range when turned on)
How about a snow shovel that melts the snow that's picked up & turns it to water?
Bath rug
The ShowerShade is a retractable vinyl/plastic shade that you pull down to use and retract behind a decorative valance when not being used.
SpaWhip
Piggy Pillows are sponge like inserts for shoes when between sizes. The sponge prevents slipping... no blisters.
Light switch with power meter
need that last bit of dish soap? How about the ketchup or salad dressing. Good things use to come to those who wait, what about right now?
Ever been stuck in snow or mud and spinning your wheels and wished you had a way to get out or stuck trying to get up a snow covered hill?
The perfect way to cleanup broken glass
Apple i-instruments it'll plug into your Mac, or PC, it can also be a wireless connection, Horn Harmonicas Flutes learn the music program
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soundproof helmet
Imagine being about to whip up your favorite crockpot meal before you leave for work, and have it ready automatically when you got home!
Smart light switch with dimmer
RemoteStop is a $40 product that is installed on a Mattel Power Wheels and allows the parent to remotely stop the vehcile up to 100 ft.
Gloves with headlights. Morning chores are now in darkness. Taped a small LED to back of glove and it naturally lights everything I do.
My idea is a food tray that folds and is able to fit inside your pocket. Also, made with elastic material and has a sleeve to hold cups.
Cushioned foot rest for the car, Great for everyone. No more dangling legs, numb feet. Make your next car ride super comfy
Take this stool everywhere! Its portable, practical, durable, lightweight and comfortable.
an ice-cream scoop like an enlarged fork with a gripping handle on it, spread the tines and curve it like a claw/scoop
New Unique Coffee Mug Design!
A toilet brush with a spray jet attached to it that allows the user to clean their toilet in one step that's quick (and fun?)!
Self Cleaning Pressure Wash Juicer.We miss juicing, but with no mess. -PHONE APP- Alerts Family &amp; Friends When Juicing is Finished
The Immaculator
My Diva Sunglasses Will Not Fit into my Diva Handbag! Create case with adjustable straps that will attach to straps of most handbags!
Measuring tape? No. Is's actual tape with measurements printed on it. I have something to save you time and frustration.
Smart DeHumidifier
Dirt bike chain mud deflector
A safe baby pillow that prevents head deformities associated with babies sleeping on their backs in order to reduce the risk of SIDS.
limited motion in bending. extension to the clippers. Now I can stand and trim my nails standing with ease.
An IPAD holder meant for hands free viewing in the bed. The holder would have bigger speakers and would charge the IPAD at the same time.
Alert phone
A dog door that would attach a leash to the dog while going out and release upon return.
RESUB Rechargeable Bottle Brush heads For Home Brewing, baby bottles,Floor &amp; Shower scrubbing attachments
shake charger cell phone runni
Inductive iPhone charger case: No cords, just a dish an iPhone sits in/on and recharges.
A quick removable, waterproof, and washable bib like accessory to over your shirt while driving a car on a trip.
Dangle &amp; dazzle! The Edison bulb has returned in rustic style. THE EDDY brings this new modern look home.
Bluetooth Earpiece that doubles as an aux/mic/data connector.
Slide it and hide it! Now you see your shampoo bottles, now you don't! Provisional Patent on The Shower and Tub Pole-Style Caddy Enhancer.
Lens attachment for smartphone cameras zoom, fisheye, or macro capabilities. A clip plus several lenses. No permanent alteration of phone.
RESUBMIT: BEACH UMBRELLA SPA ==========Solar panel, and WATER SPRAYS (programmable timer)
Large Print "If I Could Go Back And Do It All Again" Wish list dream career apprenticeship kit.
A FLOATING BABY WALKER. IMAGINE A BABY WALKER IN YOUR HOME THAT CAN BE MADE TO FLOAT IN YOUR POOL OR EVEN THE
BEACH.
Musical Bicycle attachment. You load your own music. Music will play when you pedal.MP3 *Please comment*
Retract-A-Cord Wall Oulet
"A BRAND NEW WAY TO MAKE COFFEE"!!Reusable "Twist" bottom coffee Mug/Cup.Just add water,wait,twist,shake,and enjoy..!Resub. 376 votes 1
Run!
Don't hold nails/screws/bolts between lips or in pocket!Super-magnetized bendable wrist band holds items, then wraps around hammer/drill
The Knee Deep is a in home water therapy session that can be used while watching television or talking with the Grandchildren on the webcam.
sensor that can be attached to the side of a car with a magnet so it can detect the curb/distance to object, sec sensor on dashboard.
a woman's dream come true
Pock-it: No pocket on your favorite shirt or shorts? Just add a temporary pocket to your clothing.
A simple phone case with a camera slider can provide you with the security of knowing nobody is capturing photos of you remotely.
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easy set up space saver christmas tree
Door Flip Support Stand
Stop wasting closet space!!! get 1 plastic bin and done, It will fit all your storage needs be it a lot, or not that much.
Love baking bread but hate slicing it? A slicer guide is what you need! Uniform slices make everything easier and nothing gets wasted.
TWIN PUSH BUGGY
RGB Led controller
portable tablecloth for kids
A "bumptack" - A combination bump-on and thumbtack to forever keep your frames level and perfectly hung with minimal impact to your walls.
Drowsy driver warning system This is a drowsy driver warning system for your family.
Now enjoy playing fetch with mans best friend WITHOUT THE MESS . Your dog will love you for the extra playtime you can now enjoy together .
A tool to aid in detailing your car tires.
It's a little plastic bag you can stick on your camera/laptop.It contains sd cards.So you have them organized.And can find and use quickly.
A bucket caddy convination. The caddy fits inside the bucket where al cleaning products being used will be contain and organized.
MAGNETIC BOOK MARKER
I have designed The Body Sail II. It is a sail attached to a harness and styrofoam that keeps you afloat and allows you to sail.
a soap recycler
Three inch long grounded extension chord.
App-Album Covers
TV Remote Holder in Book with iPhone Charging Station (Multiple photo/designs)
A power strip where each outlet can be programmed to turn on/off any day of the week and any time of day. Great for holidays! #spotsv
3N1 is the ultimate golf tool, consisting of a divot tool, marker & groove cleaner in one handy tool that is easily carried in your pocket.
Besides being an engineer, I am also an osteopath
Bike mobile speaker
A solar powered baby bottle warmer.
(App-enabled) Mattress Cover Steamer: Effective and environmentally friendly approach at killing all stages of bed bugs without chemicals.
Interchangeable Sponges: Sponges are the dirtiest things in the kitchen and often can't clean certain shaped dishes. Click-and-Clean sponge
Bad Breath Detector (BBD)
Using Algebra and Geometry will allow the home-owner to cut his grass with LESS number of steps/energy/minutes and a nicer/shorter job.
ZipNGo
Quirky APP section!
Tired of carrying your pets waste while you walk or jog? Try our biodegradable "Dooty" Gloves and Bags for a much more pleasant experience.
A colorful flexible collar to connect two condiment bottles/jars together, one inverted over the other, and transfer last dregs contents.
A handy, durable device to easily clean your ears, actually getting the stuff out, instead of pushing it down like with cotton swabs.
Hanging pockets with power...
An expandable pot/pan lid! Instead of having 10 lids falling, clanking, messing up your cupboard - get 1 lid that fits ALL your pots/pans!
Methodical, better, faster and easier way of scrubbing feeding bottles. With 4 brush attachments for the inside, outside, nipple and lid.
Improved mopping systemâ€”convenient, saves money, and eco-friendly
A bed, that stimulates reflexes,no bed fibers.100% hypo-allergenic free. Light weight completely change re-invent bedding as we know it!
Aqua Garden Edging
Condensation tape- An anti-microbial pad w/ adhesive that you can tape around the wood moldings protecting them from condensation.
Leg/shin guards. Protective stocking and or velcro wraps that cover the entire knee area and shin.
Easy as CAKE cutter!
COLORED TABLE SALT..Ever put more salt than you thought you did? Are you trying to limit sodium intake? Try using salt you can actually see!
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A combo digital camera/frame used exclusively to document a year in the life of something; a newborn baby, puppy, project, plant...etc.
The Salad Savior is a raised plastic drain board for use in food storage containers to keep salads from drowning in their own juices.
Don't forget me
Website where you can design custom popsicle sticks any shape with any etching, order them to your home or businesses pre-made or not.
Arms (-like) device that will hold up any cell phone/iPod while watching programs/movies on an iPod/cell phone in bed, on your back. Thanks.
A foldable umbrella for 2
An iPhone case with built in adapter. Unfold the foldable pins. Plug it, charge it, use it.
A dog collar with multiple dog tag rings that are separated around the collar so that dog tags don't make an annoying jingling sound.
POLEVAULT A "NO TOOLS REQUIRED" STORAGE SYSTEM WITH 28 DIFFERENT ATTACHMENTS THAT ALLOW USERS TO REMOVE
HARD-TO-STORE ITEMS FROM THE FLOOR
Hat pads, Kind of like a maxi pad but for bald guys and their hats
Nail Clippers Tweezer Combo
The DAILY MAID - automatically cleans your shower! It hangs in your shower with a daily spray of cleaning fluid.
Sand free cot on the beach
Cluttered kitchen's leave no place for us to leave our drink of choice while getting the job done.
This product is a glove that attaches to e-reader and tablet PC devices to allow users to hold them with one hand.
I'm leary when cutting melon's. Think, a melon moving while attempting to cut it! Think, a stable, adjustable holder? Avoid possible injury?
the grid
In a sea of strollers ripe for the picking/stealing there needs to be a wheel lock. A permanent,lightweight wheel lock to protect the ride!
To Go Mobile Warming Blanket
Cleaning brush for reusable straws.
hand mixer
A Key ring tool for those unexpected quick fix jobs (re-sub)
Spice containers with built-in measuring mechanism for exact quantity of spices.
AIR PULSE
Christmas Light Organizer
ShowerNote
A Grid-It style iPhone case! Protect your iPhone while caring credit cards, ear buds, or any other items you might need during the day!
Food Waste Prevention System
its a fishing storage unit that stands up and dosent take up much room at all can hold several poles for storage
Easy-peel, affordable, KitchenSkins transform your ugly fridge, dishwasher or cabinets into design statements that change with your mood.
The ZEN HUB = CORDIES + PEN ZEN. A USB hub with grass blades to calm your cords! Align cords with the grass for organized, easy access.
The very first interchangeable personalized iphone case! Slide any photo you would like into the back of the case as often as you would like
Does your baby love to splash in water but is too young to play safely in the ocean? Make your tot happy without giving up your beach time!
Lid Secure Band - Keep the lid on your pot when transporting. Band fits over the lid and secures to the handles. Lid stays on tight.
Flexible paw covers that truly fit a dog's paws. They are easy to put on, moisture resistant, and conform to the pet's paw.
A paint tool that attaches to the end of standard 9" paint rollers. When attached, it paints corners of walls & ceilings as you roll.
A hands free magnifying device specifically designed for use in the kitchen.
vasaline push up
Truly wireless dog leash for everyday use.
Safe House Valve
Shower caps for public picnic tables and 6 ft. or smaller fold up tables.
My idea: Slipper or sock with pocket to hold an arch support or custom foot orthotic ("Planet foot").
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By installing a skirt cover you can remove and change skirts as easy a 1,2,3. How by installing the bottom using velcroy.
Inc. Ball Technology into weed eater stop dragging around your weed eater, no more pesky straps or fatigued arms, simply pivot to maneuver
Big cities are outlawing plastic bags, here is a way to make shopping easy and keep the planet cleaner. Lets stay a step ahead.
Put the spatula and ladle to rest and keep the messy in one place.
Dress Shirt Collar Inserts.
The first piece of pie or brownie is always a mess. The side of the pan makes is impossible to use a spatula at a good angle.
Dual charging station for iPhone 5 that plugs into wall socket. Simply slide your iphone into angled slot to charge-no cords or space needed
ADAPTABLE GLUE SPATULA
Ever grab the conditioner when you wanted the shampoo OR mistake makeup remover for toner? Ever end up in the shower and no soap? Use these!
SunRain Duo is a 2 in 1 car windshield sun shade and a umbrella divides for two persons. WINK is also a upgrade for real time weather.
Modern hat for the mobile device (and some money)
Hand-held machine to replace a doctor's prescription pad. Size of a scientific calculator, but deeper to house replaceable printer rolls.
A simple peel and stick device that would allow you to experience wonderful aromas any time you use your cell phone.
The Cat Condo is three-story unit that contains and conceals all kittyâ€™s home and life essentials: litter box, food, water, and bed.
UV light knife block that when turned on kills the germs on knives and other kitchen utensils.
For baby in car. A tether material attached to baby's clothing or carseat and driver side door or driver.
A child proof cover for my kitchen knife holder.
Alarm Clock which produces a shock to wake someone up.
COKE / PEPSI RECYCLING BINS -CRATES. Wawa - Walgreens - McDonalds- Irving -Safeway Supervalu need to RECYCLE Why dont they RECYCLE
?????
Adjustable jar opener. Adjust the size by turning a knob on the top. Once it is tight on the lid, you stick a rod through a hole and turn.
Prep a bottle in seconds!
Resubmit. Microwave Redesign. Time to cool off!
COVERT Line Extension-Turn your fridges' crisper drawer into a safe for your food,drinks,or medication with a universal locking mechanism
There are no alarm systems to protect my new boat from theft. Bought some components at Radio Shack and made one. I call it MARINE SENTRY.
Car Knee Pad
House plumbing traps with built in clean outs on the sides-Simply remove cap to clear clogs-Save money and time from plumbers and chemicals
LOVE ALERT the bracelet that will help keep your loved ones safe! Every day someone is abducted, lost or wanders off! Immediate phone alert!
Child Safety Alarm
Lots of them!
Place a spinning mechanism in a hot dog/marshmallow roster. For example the suckers that spin for kids. Straight or curved forks for safety
Handless Baby Bottle Necklace
my idea is a portable seat. use at golf tournaments have you seen the people standing any line,voting line,it does not fold.has carry strap.
Improve skateboard visibility.
READING GLASSES QUICK N EASY - "CLIP N GO"
Pot-o-matic: One pot, one mixer, and all the measurement cups one would need, all in one.
The leveling square is 3 tools in one, a level, a squaring tool, and a measuring device.
THE flipSIT. Regular chair that can be FLIPPED OVER into a high chair/child chair. Great for space saving and family restaurants.
A smarter cutting board with a no mess attitude. Simple to use and easy to wash up.
Modern and flexible version of the egg timer. An accessory based on a clock spring giving a exact unit of time from 1 minute to 24 hours.
LED Fireworks / Confetti Candles
CoupePizza
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UltimateMicrowavePopcornMaker
+ Big Bag Bowl :: For Mixing Giant-Size Recipes
sticky magnifying mirrior
Pillow, blanket 3 in 1. It convenient for people to use while working, sitting, lunch break at the office, car, plane ,or travel...
Digital Attendance Register
Workout clothes need their own hamper that dries them out, locks any bad odor in, and keeps them separate from nicer, more delicate clothes.
Projector mounted on telescoping wand, plugs into the UBS port, projects the computer's screen to desk surface it's on
An anti bacterial door mat. When people come to your house, they step on the mat, and the mat dis-infects your shoes.
Iphone Case and Eye-Fi marriage
My idea is to create a lock for your electric cable to your car at the electric car charger station so no one can unplug or steal it.
A Hat for Quirky Inventors
Take a 1 gallon ziploc put 2-4 compartments for your sandwich chips utensils fruit etc..using less bags in packing lunch or snacks.
Put an elastic band (similar to a shower cap) on the edge of those cheap, plastic throw away table cloths you get at a party/dollar store.
Hand Held Vibrating Sifter. Vibrates the clump out of the powder substance.
My idea is a toothbrush that stores toothpaste within the hollow handle that is squeezed out through holes in the bristle area.
Unwanted leaves and debris clinging to your rake? Donâ€™t just pick it free, shake it free with â€œThe Shake Rakeâ€!!
"The Weapon Witness" Police Officers and Conceal and Carry gun camera. Record all events from a shooting and prove the shooters view point.
Save money while doing your laundry! Use our laundry syringe cup to get every last drop of detergent into the washer and save loads !
My idea is for an automobile detailing item that will allow you to apply tire dressing to your tires without getting it on your wheels.
Mini electric fan in a frame. Have your fan near you on the wall, in your office or in your room. A practical decoration on your wall.
Brake light-Shows how hard a driver is applying brakes by displaying variable brightness of light. Harder the pressure, brighter the light.
Tables and chairs combination
Rescue Pax
POWER SAVER MODULES - Automatically cut power to devices that have already been shut down - saving you money wasted on residual power.
HANDHELD JUICER OR SQUEEZER - Place the fruit inside the tube and twist the handle to squeeze all the juice you need..Or, squeeze and drink
Collar Stay Creator
Versatile pot and dish scrubber provides easier way to clean pots and pans as well as attack smaller areas such as inside cups.
Soap-Scrubber: Shower Without The Soap Slipping From Your Hand! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Skateboard Lights: Easy attachment LED Headlights and blinkers for Skateboards for Better and Safer riding
Polish With a Bite
Keep your wet things (soap, sponges, etc.) in your sink, not on your countertop... ruining it!
This is the day snorkeler outfitted for me and has a diver flag so i won't get run over by a boat, check out all the new added accessories.
Children's Toothpaste "Pop-Ins". Pop in, bite down and start brushing!
ORB - an app enabled media / mic / speaker / game / controler for your iDevice many uses and growing
My product adds more counter space to your kitchen. It is a 14" X 20" Board with feet that sits over two burners of your stove.
The Sewage Stopper/TSS
I store all of my other cleaning supplies under the sink. Why shouldn't my sweeper or mop be there, too??
garde_ boue velo escamotable .
A super tough light bulb made from silicone plastic. Protect your feet from broken glass, and live without fear in your own home.
Expecting a package? Stop making it easy for PACKAGE THIEVES!! Cover 2 standard lawn chairs on your front porch with this CHAIR BLIND.
Imagine a float that won't float away. Combine 3 products already in production to create the most awesomely, fun beach/lake float ever!
Label machine for date only, to label things you put in refrigerator. Battery power, sticks on fridge, only one button - press for label.
Detachable Robot Steam Mop
Helloo Community Here's my pitch in a nutshell.... A guitar string clipper designed to capture all excess strings clipped. See below....
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Another flat! Doh! My product idea is a DIY Tubeless Tire Bead Assist Strap Kit! Watch my 43 second VIDEO!
Instant Frame - Hang any paper painting or drawing quickly and easily
onion reliever
TOILET PAPER MISTER:PROBLEM: baby wipes clogs the pipes. IDEA;MIST paper with chic hose or a paper dispenser with a mister.
Smart dog bowl
Have a pen and pencil in one object. And we know that when we need a pen, a pencil and when we have a pencil, we need a pen.
A Serious Shepherd Hook
Remotely Clean
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
A baby bottle similar to your "Bobble Brush"" that will upright itself immediately after it has been flung to the floor.
Upright Luggage With A New Ergonomic Luggage Handle That Automatically And Continually Adjust To Give You Most Comfort While Rolling Along.
AN APP THE ALLOWS YOU TO WIRELESSLY START AND STOP YOUR WASHING/DRYING MACHINE, DISHWASHER, TV, ANY
ELECTRONIC DEVIVE.
335 votes resub. HINGE.iPad STAND/cover-Unique, functional way to protect,view and store with your iPad.(Pics by Peter Frazier
Programming Blocks
Silly Sippin
An updated pair of ambidextrous gloves that will enable the user to clean fruits & vegetables more efficiently.
Easy to carry,lightweight,thin beach chair with adjustable angles. Foam cushions & bright terry cloth prints add to comfort & visual appeal.
A magnetic lid holder attachment for a can opener, to keep the lid from falling into the can after it has been opened.
GPS that tracks kids,pets,adults,Unlike others this is activated by the child Would be affordable sold at box stores all kids are protected
Women's shoe galoshes, if you don't want to ruin your nice high heel shoes on rainy days slip on the women's heel and shoe rubber.
Recoilless dead blow pickaxe!!
Hydro Electric Residential System Circulates water using power heads to produce high pressure streams that spin turbines making electricity
The 3-in-one spoon measures the temperature and time required to make your recipes to perfection by using an appliance that you already use.
Wallet Shaving Razor
BinkyBrush Pacifier Toothbrush
Bluetooth Reminder Board for the household.
Litter Ladder
The Tricky Treat--an automated candy dispenser for Halloween when you are away from home, or for use in the office or at home all year.
Combine container planter with garden storage box.
Dog Basket, Cooler specially designed for hot dogs. ONe side hot water enclosed to keep hot dogs, other sider for bread and buns
Store the energy of your steps in these insoles and your mobile phone will never be discharged again.
The In-Home Cronut Machine
A pill minder with a 7 day 24 hr alarm with multiple daily/hourly alarm capability
MATTRESS WITH TWO SAFE-DEPOSIT BOX (optional mattress topper). The best way to keep safe your money, guns and valuables:Sleeping with them!
Toilet seat raised by footpedal like trash cans. Hard to believe we have been touching this with our hands all these years
Magnetic tiled tables and back splashes. No more glue or grout - change out your tiles as easily as changing your clothes.
MovieScent
It would read food bar code labels and store them, then the user could see if they have an ingredient or if they need a particular grocery.
Lets invent an iphone solar powered cell phone cover! A simple cover with built in solar panels that charges your battery at all times!
Parents! Fussy Baby, Fidgety Toddler or Bored PreSchooler Make it Hard During Meals Out, Long Shopping Trips, Dr. Appts., or Car Rides?
Dog Maneki-Neko
A beach chair that pivots either automatically or manually so that it can easily adjust to face the sun without having to get up to move it.
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Rolling EMERGENCY KIT with telescoping handle... Safety and comfort first...supplies for 30 persons PRIVACY/ODORLESS EMERGENCY TOILET!
WINK Home Solar Power RESUB
A Utensil Drawer Organizer with enough compartments for the types of flatware that families actually have.
Hate picking up the garbage can when they throw it? Hate picking up garbage when an animal gets into the can. No more with the wobble can.
enable voice mail function to link to voice translator that converts to a text message
Crutch Clip allows your crutches to be free-standing. Reclaim your independence; no more worries about your crutches falling out of reach.
Jawbone for animals
Blue tooth bowling wrist brace/attachment ------- tracks movement of wrist/arm against ideal ball delivery-------43 million people bowl/year
Inline toaster that allows you to see both sides of the bread while toasting thus allowing for the perfectly toasted slice.
I have developed The Body Sail. It is a sail that cinches to your body and is powered by a 28''x24'' sail.
A product to help men who frequent the bathroom several times a night. Men who are confined to a wheelchair or temporarily handicapped
Water a Christmas tree with out climbing underneath it,and know the water level in the stand at all times so the tree does not dry out!
Tasty "Qronuts" Maker Machine
a bottle that measures 1 oz of sunscreen that is the recommended application. we could help make melanoma a less frequent form of cancer!
A hand held scrubber, battery or solar powered waterproof. It can have a pull out the size of a toothbrush and be battery or solar powered.
Explore Dock
Carrot Corer
An easy to use grill cleaning device that would strain and remove ashes while holding onto the used coals in an inside chamber for later use
build an external LED light that flashes for calls, emails etc. on iOS
The Perfect Staple
Foldable Dividing Plastic Plates - keep different foods separated or snap the folding divider closed when you don't want foods separated
Black Box Backup device (B3D)
Easily accessible switch on the pivot power when it for example lies under a piece of furniture.
Keyring style device that notifies you of your vehicle being tampered with when outside line of sight or audible range.
Sink Faucet Water Extender: Funnels Water to Children + Disabled. Matches Hardware. Suctions to Sink. Rotates + Extends.
An (inverse cone) garbage can. You lift up the shell of the receptacle and leave the garbage behind! the handles hold the garbage in place.
Electronic nightstands
Anti-theft with settable radius. Protect everything that you care about.
No-BURN Tasting Spoon
''THE POWER SHOWER'', To save money, energy and environment, with your normal lifestyle!
Carpet Bomber (Cubicle Warfare Series 2) - Smartphone Interface App - Weapons [Stink bomb]
You drop your cell ph. or lipstick in your CAR between the seat & console. Impossible to retrieve, need a product to get in small spaces.
Smart PO Boxes:Open your PO Box with the smart phone &amp; receive messages when you have mails or packages with an App.
3D TOOTHBRUSH - Brush the front, back and top of your teeth simultaneously.The future of mouth hygiene.
It looks like mom's iPhone but it's actually a BPA-free healthy baby teether -- It's the incredibly chic and effective iTeether.
A holder for paperback books to hold it open so you can read and eat, exercise, etc.
An alarm as in a burglar alarm on a cell phone. BUT for safety.
A Handy Dandy Tie Down with Magnetized Hooks!
The dirtiest item in a home/kitchen has been scientifically proven to be the dish washing sponge. My sponge case will solve this problem.
A heated wiper blade with an element in blade heats up blade in winter keeps ice off and keeps blade soft.it would have adjustable temp.
artikle
Feeling Poopy? Posh Potty wipe covers are the perfect way to show the world that being a mom doesnt require a style compromise.
Youth sports played on big fields can be confusing. I want to a multitone whistle so kids don't get confused by which whistle is being used.
www.mytherapybuddy.com. It is the first character to embody the common phrase, "Everything is going to be all right."
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"FOLDING &amp; ROTATING GRIP" Easy for grip to take a pic or movie.
PrivaPee
Do you continually stub your toe on your metal bed frame leg, sending you into excruciating pain? Here comes Stub Buddie to the rescue!
Hands full??? Use your forearm or elbow to turn the door handle with the HANDY HANDLE... attaches to any normal doorknob and makes life easy
HOLD RAW MEAT IN PLACE with cutting board &amp; pins! Safe &amp; easy when cutting raw meat. No more sliding around. Fits all meat &amp; cuts
precise.
Beach towel that stays in place. Re-sub 173 votes
Drinkware turned up-side down
Constantly rinsing dishes while washing them in the sink.
Easy-slip tablet holders that slip over head-rests of automobiles. Convinient &amp; cost effective alternative for mobile video entertainment.
Snazz up your Pebble watch with these ultra-thin clip-on covers. What do you mean only three colors available? :)
Baby Brain Builder! - Speech recognition APP used with a voice recorder. More talk makes babies smarter. Track talk.
the super cooler that extends out like a camper or tour bus would do for more room and storage..its the cooler of all coolers.
Back scratcher for dogs (or similar sized animal).
Kids have boogers-Men have snot. My nose cleaner removes nasal debris.BOOGERS BEGONE for kids SNOT SNATCHER for men a NOSE BRUSH for
woman
Functionality is fun again! PowerPod-surge protector that clamps to desk. Creative outlet for your talent and devices. Spark your interest?
A piano keyboard that connects to your iPad. There are cool Apps like 50in1 Piano HD, but it is a pain to play piano on the iPad keyboard.
Footle (as in Handle)
Sonic motion, microfiber mop attachment for the Swiffer Wet Jet. Or a complete mop with these functions.
Hawt Suace 2 Go CustomKeychain
A retractable and flexible stylish device to position your e-book reader in your bed space.
Resubmit)Enhance your Christmas Tree by using your Ipod/Mp3/Cell phone. Lighted Christmas Musical Ornaments.
Thanks for reading my back moisturizing idea, I have dreamed of this for years and hope you all like it! I feel everyone needs it!Thanks
The P.P.A.M
I am 5th grade teacher.A teacher pen stamp.I would like to design a pen that allows you to write and stamp comments all in one tool.
bicycle split wheels with molded spokes
Over the Door Mix and Match Arrangeable Rack for your organizing needs ~ you decide what you need
a foldable bottle holder holds any size of bottle upside down that allow thick substances like shampoo,honey to be squeezed out easily
Cellphone UV Screen Umbrella
Chop & Swipe
Tasty Tape
Huge leftover pizza boxes cluttering your fridge? Fold them up and save space with the "FRIDGE-SAVER PIZZA BOX."
The ruler has several rectangular tabs &amp; a slot to aid the user in focusing on spreadsheet data or other imprinted lines of information.
Instead of an A/C outlet plug, it is double sided with the end that is inserted in the product. This will allow power to be shared.
Make Saving Coins Fun with the Basketball Coin Launcher Piggy Bank! Includes for Scoreboard, and Shot Clock. Coins fall into Safe.
Pencil top characters designed to help inspire young kids to use writing as a tool to express their thoughts, emotions and creative ideas.
BUG-E *The most flat &amp; foldable buggy*
Wall mounted office supplies (e.g. stapler, tape dispenser, Post-its).
A vertical, desk-mounted power bar, with rotating pods, each with a receptacle that rotates and telescopes. Each motion is click-stopped.
ALL TERRAIN COOLER. A cooler with wheels that can travel on sand, flat surfaces, dirt, snow, ice.
A cup with a compartment at the bottom and a spoon.for Multiple purposes either breakfast or snacks.
A self-adhesive tab that attaches to your drivers license or credit card making it much easier to get your cards out of your wallet.
Solar Powered Window/Weather Display
a fridge message/note system for panel covered fridge doors
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RESUBMIT)Adjustable Pad for ladder step for your knees to lean on while painting or doing maintenance.
Quick-Dry Shower Wet Clothing Spacer, Umbrella And Scrub Sponge Hook And Shower Handle Grip.
rotatable window system
Nail Biting Alarm Bracelet
Family Locators
Tired of children dying in overheated cars year after year? The BABY REMINDER will put an end to it.
An iphone case that will not allow the iphone to sink in water
Smart school lockers &amp; Smart gym lockers:Lock &amp; Unlock your locker with smart phone,App-enabled.
The proposed product will eliminate the possibility of you knocking over beverages onto yourself or laptop discretely and aesthetically. (D)
Soup-chef (Automatic Soup-Maker):
A snug fitting glove with thin flexing metal/plastic strips to hold the fingers straight and cause resistance for exercising hands.
Canopy w/ Planter/Cooler Pots
Solar Panels that looks better than regular shingles! They can be installed by anyone!
USE YOUR SPRINKLER TIMER FOR YOUR GARDEN LIGHTING
OVERSIZED Shower Rod Clips
Soup-chef (Automatic Soup-Maker):
We've spent over 200 K developing this. The recession hit. We sold a couple hundred, couldn't afford to advertise, went bankrupt. HELP!
The Butt Stops Here: a handheld silicone finger-press that extinguishes cigarettes and places them into a baggie for easy disposal.
Magnet-Link
Quirky trading cards...picture of inventor on the front, profile and invention on the back. Buy a pack of ten and trade for the whole set.
A walkie talkie which connects to your iPhone for emergency use
No mess glue dispenser for Elmer's Glue Bottles. Just ejects a drop of glue at one time with trigger
Cooling Blanket
Digital Fridgepad
shutter vent
Personalized coffee cup holders, based on the ubiquitous card board throw-aways. Cloth and washable.
Baby bouncy chairs are great,but they dont bounce their selves.Like me, you have probably found yourself bouncing your baby. Not no More.
Mini batter (battery operated) for Quirky Pluck (York separator). Batt the york and mix it with sugar etc. in pluck itself.
Effortless ice-cream scooper with a DC/AC heated element imbedded in rim that melts the ice-cream immediately on contact with the scoop edge
An iDevice charging cord that comes out of the side of the plastic housing.
This patent pending concept is to integrate a small Bluetooth earpiece pouch into cellphone cases.
Bracelet that vibrates and lights up when the doorbell rings.Wireless remote doorbell button activates a vibrating bracelet when pressed.
Hottie - A mug that keeps your hot drink at the exact temperature you like.
Soft variable weight kettlebell for convalescents &amp; elders- A training kettlebell for beginners &amp; kids- Also transforms into medicine ball.
Faucet Insert With ON/OFF
Kinetic iPhone Case - Harness the energy of movement to extend your battery life.
3 Hole Punch/Riveter for Binders- Create booklets for each subject. Protects pages from falling out, bring only the subjects you need, etc.
SHAKE and SCRAPE - Create an ice scraper that heats up when you shake it (Using the same technology as the shake to charge flashlights)
Vine with Face or Monogram
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C &amp; vote!
A clipper that safely removes matted fur on pets -- with other possible applications.
App enabled dart board and darts: This is different from other ideas as it allows people from different locations to play together
Jewelry disguised as a tablet/pill that dissolves, activates, operates on stomach acid, and transmits a signal to locate kidnapped victim.
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Stop burning your fingers on "microwave safe" mugs, bowls and plates. Quirky's mini grabbers are designed to fit your dishes and save hands
PoolPulse turn your pool's return flo into a massager utilizing an attachment that enables the user to recieve a relaxing massage.
Stop soggy sandwiches with the compartmentalized sandwich saver!
Does your washcloth run out of soap in the shower before your bod is scrubbed clean? Never run out of soap again with a suds pocket cloth.
USB Solar Shades
This idea is for a functional 360Â° fan to distribute heat and/or scent evenly in a room.
KickLok TM is a bicycle security kickstand. Down, it locks preventing pedal rotation, a brake locks the wheel and a motion alarm activates.
The invisible Iphone case inspired by idea of invisible bicycle helmet.I want the most safest case that have a same function like air bag.
Flexible Backpack Camera Mount
Re-stickable tags attach to any glass, cup, plate or anything - YOU NAME IT! Dial up your initial to mark your stuff!
you how some old cameras develop the picture and slides out of the camera? the camera on the ipad should be digital,also a polorid.
GLOVAPHONE
A protective case that also houses a hidden screen squeegee to wipe smudges away and then retract back into the side of the case.
uTV
Radio Antenna, stylus, headset plug.ALL IN ONE , USE in cellular phone
Power cord adaptor kit for childproofing that everyone will use
C-Clamp with electronic push button control and quick release features. Manual options available.
Poster Pal - a simple solution for hanging posters on your wall without all of the tack holes and creases.
Heat proof camera, installed within your oven, so you can see, through your Smartphone, if food ready or needs some more baking /roasting.
30 bucks for a nice novelty or tactical hat, shape it just right, and then delicately place in your luggage...on the other end it's a mess
supercooler takes water pressure from a raw water pump and routs it through the motors flush keeps motor cooler using additional cooling
Flavor Packet Funnel
A spoon that has a hook or notch to catch a bowls lip to prevent it from falling into the bowl into its contents. Two variations possible.
a device that will let the old,the handicaped,and children move shower head to any direction without reaching it.
A safe, ergonomic silicon sippy cup with thoughtful child friendly features.
A key-chain sized container of spray sunscreen that is formulated for hair (not too greasy).
Relationship Saver Toilet Seat
Smartphone's Pillow
Rainwater Watering Can: Watering can placed at bottom of downspout, to harvest rainwater and easily use it to dispense to plants indoors.
My idea solves the problem of finding that package of meat or vegetable in your deep freezer or upright freezer before it gets old.
A remote controlled light that says I'm Sorry to be mounted in the rear window of your car. This will be used to prevent Road Rage.
Remote Capacity Sensor
KABEL MASKÂ®
Electronic Rewards Card Module
Backpacking with the option to use electricity.
No mess carving board - catches all the yummy juiciness from carving roasts into a deep reservoir that dispenses directly into a server
Unbreakable reading glasses
Doggy Hide-a-Bed
Paint Tape Pen!! Roll on & be done! Taping edges before painting taking forever?!NOT ANYMORE! Meet the Paint Pen, with an edge..literally!
Pump-Buddy
Snow, Ice, or Rain on your side mirrors? Clip a "SIDE-SWEEP" onto your side mirrors and never have to use your hand to clean mirrors again!
Due to the level of heat resistance that silicone offers, it would be excellent for manufacturing cost effective solar water heaters.
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Extra Long Grill Lighter: Would help prevent burns, singed hair, and give people peace of mind when lighting grills. Huge untapped market!
A walker with flap-down foot rests so that although Grandma is doing the walking, when she needs a rest, you can do the driving!
Save your plant when you leave town
Kitchen trash cans and bags go hand in hand, storage of the bags inconvenient and a hassle to retrieve as they are in a cabinet elsewhere.
Let ..."The Cube"... be the only flashing lights you see when you are out drinking!
Mix your own bar drink instantly with a simple pull! Simply remove the sliding clear partition to mix your favorite concoction with friends!
A cutting board with color coded sides to remind you to flip the board for a clean surface for meat or vegetables.
Programmable Beacon Alarm (personal and commercial uses) Sensor activated. Attaches to the valuable. NOT tethered to person.
A back scratcher that is automatic, with an arm that has the ability to move back and forth.
Stove Rack Handle
This is a simple remote activated car shade.With a simple push of a button the sun is no longer a problem mounts to side windows easy!!!
LightVine - lighting the way
In the shower the shower curtain clings to you. It is irritating, especially when you are trying to get clean. Shower clip holds it out.
SunCast UV exosure monitor
Digital Photo Frame w/inbuilt Camera.Let your guests capture then showcase the fun they are having at a wedding/dinner party/special event.
Mess free coffee accessory
I want to develop a light to medium weight blanket that has holes built in to it to allow air flow while you sleep.
WHLC KIT - WINDEX HEAD-LITE CLEANER / YES / MY wife said just use WINDEX As good way to CLEAN-OFF all of the GRIM on your Head-Lite
LENS...
A rack system for cooking layered/sectioned food in Pressure Cookers. This concept/item is currently not known to be available.
Scratch and sniff paint - DIY with Kool Aid
healing honey
An Iphone/Ipad case that it is customized with a writing Braille for the blind. Approximately 1.3 million Americans are legally blind.
Hand exerciser that does two exercises. It twists, and it pushes in and out with springs or rubber bands.
Stair Attachment for a 6ft Step Ladder. You can use the step ladder you already have in a stairway using this attachment
Containers that hold boxed foodstuffs: crackers, cereal, pasta, snacks, so you can just pop the entire box in! Keep bugs out freshness in!
Digital drumsticks for your mobile that can record your beats, or play digital drum sets in your earbuds. (We can call them Slick sticks?)
IPod case that is also a wallet
Jewelry Boxes are outdated, often become cluttered, messed up and jewelry becomes entangled. Delightful for girls, teens a jewelry maypole
Simple.My towels keep falling off my oven and bathroom.Especially with kids, towels are on the floor all the time and/or just messed up.
The Anti-Spill Dog Cat Water Bowl has perforations at the rim to prevent water spilling. â€¢If you like it? Please vote for it!â€¢
i-measure
Talk to your Plants with this application
Large-faced Wall-Clock Safe
Wink - A smart linked fire log (sensor) inserted into the fireplace, wood stove or grill to monitor fire conditions remotely.
Ben Kaufman shaped dog squeak toy! Simple and fun for dogs! Great for any Quirky user with a dog(s)!! Possibly the whole Quirky team!!
Don't get a Man Purse! Get a Camera Case Attached to Camera
Nose buddy
Headband camera
Smallest toaster. Plugs directly into socket, middle coil toasts both pieces of bread
litter box set into a small table to get the box up high enough so people with bad backs don't have to bend over to clean litter boxes
Cue Donut: A simple, affordable pool cue attachment that allows children to practice or play without damaging your beloved billiards table.
A Pyrex Glass Ladle with measuring marks on both sides so that hot (or cold) liquids can be measured in and out of the pot while cooking.
The toilet is hard to find in the middle of the night. I want to make the water glow so you can find it easily or know if the seat is down.
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Arc Toothbrush
Electrically adjustable, Micro Hydraulic or Electric actuator large appliance feet. Patentable?
An inflatable christmas tree. It would have a sand weighted bottom, fully painted with decorations, tinsel, lights, available in 3 sizes
Conical, Layered Earbuds for Improved Sound Quality &amp; Noise Cancellation.
A Pyrex Glass Ladle with measuring marks on both sides so that hot (or cold) liquids can be measured in and out of the pot while cooking.
Turn any double AA into a flashlight.
Adjustable height rolling kitchen organizer to hold pots, pans, or containers for all your utensils. Roll to where you are, even outside!
Wall Plugin Bluetooth Speakers
Wireless Egg Slicer has molded plastic blades that will not break the way wire egg slicers do.
Invisible Door Stop -Keep home doors opened using huge rubber band (30" diameter). Hook 1 end to back of door knob & other end to door stop.
Emergency Kit For iPad:App Defibrillator,Heart monitor,Blood Pressure Monitor Wireless Thermometer.#Resub 9 months ago.
CORDLESS HEADPHONES NANO DOCKING STATION
A Reindeer pin made out of three jigsaw puzzle pieces
Forgetme Pack
A gym bag with an open-top hard plastic compartment for the shoes in an upright position, another for the dirty stuff, a third for the rest.
Tired of your jacket getting caught in your zipper? The "butterfly" zipper, keeps material away from zipper so it NEVER gets caught again
~800,000 children go missing each year. A tracking and alerting solution can help prevent many of those - possibly all
A smart paper towel holder that has restrictions from the container that keeps you from getting more than what you want.
Biometric tv remote
An improved design for the sweeper. It has a triangular design for cracks and crevices. It also has dry sweeper cloths to match the design.
BATTERY LIFE SAVER ARE PLUGS THAT PREVENT DEVICES FROM OVER CHARGING BY POWERING OFF THE DEVICE WHEN FULLY
CHARGED.
Onboard DVR
Clothes Dryer for Wet Towels
A grocery shopping cart with brakes on the wheels so the cart does not run away when loading into your car.
iPad Mini Camera Housing With Built In Bluetooth Photo Printer.
An Ultimate, Multi-Use Clip With A Grip
a case, sleeve, cover that utilizes the chameleon aspect of animals, lizard and such...
Own a Keurig? Save $500 per user each year. Resubmit.
Our device (the Squid) will manually propel large pleasure boats such as pontoon boats.
A true Non-Skid Wrist Rest (and Mouse Pad) that overhangs the front of your desk so as not to slide around and move your keyboard.
Insulation Fork
The poop bag for all poop
A filler piece that adapts iPhone 4 and 4S' to fit iPhone 5 cases.
The idea is to triangulate the three typical mirrors in a vehicle with a camera
A Dogs Best Friend. Automatic tennis ball launcher powered by a cheap drill. Keep your dog fit and active while you watch TV.
Sta-Clean Travel Shower
Cooling Glove to beat the Summer Heat
Stop leaving human scent exactly where you want an attractant! Scentballs put attractant where you need it and keeps you in the stand!
A strap to keep fancy shoes on womenâ€™s narrow feet.
Mr. Pot Head
Bluetooth Keyboard and Storage
A wristband measuring tape that is worn like a watch. Can make them left or right handed so its not on your hammer hand or working hand.
Lo-jack for firearms. track and reduce gun violence. firearms equipped with a global positioning system.
Quirky Name Game
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In rain a mist or hard rain water collects on the mirrors &amp; it's impossible to see if anything is beside you to change a lane/round corners.
Easy clean cat litter liners
Deodorant marks? We need a deodorant marks eraser brush!
Toilet seat back support with padding
World War III. Global Warming.
MELON PREPPING WEDGE-BOWL
STOP LOSING YOUR KEYS, WALLET, REMOTES, ETC..Using preprogrammed peel and stick beepers that are paged by a wall mount central command
unit.
A soft lid that you place on your pop can that you press down to pressurize the can so the drink stays carbonated.
Screen Clean is a portable smartphone screen cleaning device that wipes away fingerprints and grime with ease using a moistened applicator.
A magnet connector between iphone and charger.
Car hail water proof Blanket or cover to protect parked cars from hail (This is not a car cover).
Universal laptop water-cooling unit!
I have two patented games! Card Parlour Darts www.cardparlourdarts.com I also have Card Parlour Pool that is ready for production/marketing.
Headphone tree..computer, t.v., games systems, headphones are lying all over the place. Here's a nifty little tree who hold them for you.
i-Table
Handy tool for drilling perfect 90Â° holes every time! Works with taps as well! Simple to use and your projects will look like a pro did it!
career counseling and motivate
When I try to suck fat out of pan: more drips back than comes out; I have to transfer sucked liquid too many times; it drips on countertop.
Baked Potato Sealed container
Dust Cover: A Protective Speaker Cover for iPhones
Lattice Hooks
Let's take Cosmo Kramer's idea one step further...a book about coffee tables that is the actual coffee table itself. :D
Noise Reducing Blender Topper
Peekaboo
trash and sweep
Tired of your headphones being tugged out? Falling out on the treadmill? Wireless headband earbuds! Fits under a hat, or by itself.
The cheater stick: an extension pole with a two-pronged, fork-like, working end to place high Christmas lights, stars, and wreaths.
Snap together, flexible mosquito repelling wall of vapor made of Glade-like pods, when heated by electric cord, give off mosquito repellant.
Fini le repassage avec le fil qui se met jamais au bon endroit. Le premier fer Ã repasser Ã batterie SMOOTHING IRON WITH BATTERY
Give Germs the Finger! ATMs and checkout touch pads are some of the worst transmitters of germs. Use this keychain finger instead of yours
Removable chairs that attach by hanging them on the side of the pool! Great for relaxing or using for water exercise!
Stylus pen with lens cleaner spray and screen cleaning pad. Keep your phone &amp; tablet clean &amp; germ free.
Spoons and ladles that also have marks and labels to measure - from 1 Tablespoon to 1 Cup. Uses fewer utensils - less mess!
Coffee Creamer Squeeze Packet. Convenient, individual, coffee creamer packaging made from recycled materials and biodegradable.
A light weight sturdy dry food and water dispenser, for pets, for people who have a limited range of motion and/or arthritis
SMART STANDING MAKEUP MIRROR
Urban Survival Bag (U.S.B)
Silent wrist alarm clock
Let's create printed and colored ace bandages! Those ugly beige bandages need an upgrade!! Dress up that sprain, fracture or broken body!
TUBBAR-SMART
These "Blocks of text" would appeal the to the creative adult and their children. By arranging the colored blocks, you create letterforms!
The rolling pencil sharpener !
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the elderly cannot put on their own socks. Should a man bath with a washcloth to avoid this problem after showering? Growing population need
Magnetic Floating Pyramid
This idea is that of construction layout with three different slashes in different colours to represent three common layouts.16",19.2"&amp; 24".
Solar power iphone
HOT JEANS !!
Remember me teddy
RESUBMIT Wireless Network Connected Alarm Clock, Record your own Alarms or use standard beeps even set with a cell phone app!
Reinvent the Stapler. No metal staples. No jamming. No staple remover required
A Christmas tree stand with a retractable watering device. Simply pull the device up and fill with water and simply retract back down.
DON'T GO WIRELESS..... BRA replacement underwires, 2 part system to fix a bra with a broken underwire or wires.
No Bells, No Whistles, Easy to use Functional iPhone Carry Case, clips to belts, pants, skirts. Slides in/out of case easily, Simple Case
RFID, bluetooth or similar technology bracelet for alerting when a child or even a pet has strayed away from you or a set perimeter.
[ CAPSULE ] Redesigned Push Pin. (UPDATE!) ***PROTOTYPE VIDEO JUST IN! ***
Baking recipes generally call for a specific amount of mixing time. Electric hand mixers are not made with built-in timers. Let's make one.
A sunscreen powder "pen" used to prevent sunburns on the scalp where hair is parted. Flip it over for a full brush to use on baby's scalp.
Colored toilet paper. Bright, vivid, or elegant colors that will go with home decor. It could even be decorated with characters or objects.
Astronaut Ice Cream Maker
Texting while driving has caused alot of car accidents.Eye glass that would display the text messages.Hands on the wheel,Eyes on the road.
Easy Pour for Milk/Juice Containers. Leave your milk/juice in the fridge and serve yourself. Less hassle and less chance for a mess.
An amazing digital ruler for children and adults alike, just press a button to see a different measuring area!
Comfort Helmet Sunglasses
Combination Vegetable and Cheese Grate Bowl.
iPad case that hangs from front seat headrest so little kids don't drop them
Shade for baby carrier. Keep your baby shaded all day. Allows baby to remain cooler and sun-protected while you attend outdoor events.
Strip light/ reflectors for walking canes,crutches and wheelchairs .Be Safe Great for the elderly especially at night PIC COMING SOON
Ultraviolet toothbrush Holder
Warm Notes is a portable, convenient way of getting HOT quality sound from your instrument no matter how cold the weather may be!
Suspenso Travel Boardz(STB)
LET YOUR GREEN THUMB GROW.
The Pillow Case
"Fun-ner" Wind-Up Popcorn Agitator - Back again!
ALERT!!! You've Got Mail... :) Get notified by way of email or text message when your postman has made your delivery.
MAKE NAP TIME FUN with a sleeping bag geared strictly for little ones.
Designer decals can change a set of every day dishes into a variety of special occasion dishes. Fun, simple, inexpensive and easy to use.
"Pet Outpost" a dog (or pet) bed for the top of the back of the couch to allow dogs to look out of the window without damaging furniture.
CHILD PROOF YOUR KID-ACCESSIBLE ELECTRICAL OUTLETS/PLUGS! With children around, how safe is too safe?(see Jeff Eusebioâ€™s
suggestions)
Poke
A phone charger that has 2 ends to charge 2 different items at one time. It will also work in your car as well.
The Key to Dog collars.
EMF shield pop up bed tent
A Splash Guard that runs the full length of the bathtub. Helps people with disabilities. Less worry about kids making puddles.
Pay per print cloud printer
The Smart Bookmark:How long does your Child read for per day? This is the most important lessons we can teach our children. Quirky-BookMark!
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Lie Detector Phone Case
consist of a glow in the dark game board. the floor of the tent pad will glow in the dark by using a blacklight flourescent pad
A multi-level, telescoping storage rack for spice jars or tins that can be placed inside a cabinet.
The Shopping Bag Caddy. Got too many bags to carry at once? Bring it on!
Food Suggestion
Cell Phone Radiation Blocker
Easy Store Compact Storage Bin:Imagine your basic storage bin that can collapse and adjust to the size of the items inside, that looks good.
Deodorant marks? We need a deodorant marks eraser brush!
Coffee SpiKe! Make your morning cup of coffee brewed from the Keurig My K-cup taste better and stronger.
my idea is a water pack that you attach on your wrist or upper arm for getting water water while running or jogging
Talegate Table
A deep Dust Pan/Threshold Ramp combo allowing to either pick up or sweep debris over thresholds of sliding glass doors,boats,campers etc.
Abunchi Cord Collapsible Crate. Never let those groceries or loose items tumble in your vehicle again. It stores flat when it's not in use.
An ultimate slow cooker-a space age mega-thermos so efficient food keeps cooking or stays cold hours after it's placed inside
WOW! A Disposable toothbrush and breakaway floss/toothpick combination. Fantastic for on the go hygiene. A simple problem solved.
LIGHTWEIGHT, NOISE-CANCELLING SPORT HEADPHONES. Headphones that cancel most of the noise created by wind blowing over ear in high
velocity.
App/ Software Email to Postal Mail one click brings your email to life. Send the email get the mail.
BUSINESS CARD HOLDER & DISPLAY (Carry your cards with you or stand them on display with this smooth & rounded, one piece mold case design.)
Create a more comfortable driving experience with a portable Car Seatback Cushion. Supports your spine and promotes healthy posture, too!
Toy shovels that you can wear on your hands for fun and easy digging in the sand.
The pool chair: Redesigned. I would like to use the bean bag chair as inspiration for this concept.
Lets Design An FDA Approved Child Safe knife Block (Knives Included)
Pair 2 or more your Bluetooth speakers to one device and that device will be connected to your phone or source
Lost but Found Key Chain
Was UC-'Toy Web' for their bedroom. Make it fun to put toys away! (Toys cover the wall not the floor!)revised for safety-no risk of choking
A simple device that serves as a sponge cleaning device. It stops the spread of contamination around your home and to your family.
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
Why does using your laptop outside have to be uncomfortable?
iPhone Case Has Slot 4 Weights
Lid with storage which opens/seals. Lid in Bottle, small container, thermos etc. - Store your sugar, spices, tea bag, coffee, med for later
Polarized battery jumper cable system would make battery jumping simple and safe. Just plug it in externally without even opening the hood.
sippy cup diswasher basket
A magnetic connection for all of your outlets. Keeps the kids safe and protects the plugs to all of your power sources.
The Straightening Brush
The EggShellSplitter. Split eggshell perfectly. Separate the egg yolk from the white.Stuffed Eggshell.Easter eggs Decoration.It does it all
Imagine a built in litter box that attaches seamlessly to a kitty carrier, so you can bring your cat anywhere without any hassle at all.
The SunMarker is a pen-shaped stylus for use on capacitive screens such as the iPad, iPhone, Android phones, and other tablet type devices.
IMP desk Fan. Wifi fan that you can control the speed and direction of air with phone.
A Never Dull Knife set with knife block , lets provide a precise complete knife system with amazing Cutting Action ! Easier to clean
Indestructible hacky sack made out of silicon.
New Age Wallet..no man purse here. No more butt bulges, pickpockets, leaving it out somewhere. Easy to access, stays right in front of you
A mirrored-back protective plastic covering (case) for the BlackBerry, Droid, iPhone, iTouch and any other profitable electronic device.
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TABLE SHELVES - extra space to place food or drinks when playing board or card games with friends (or just having a lunch)
Toothpaste dispenser that allows for complete squeeze of toothpaste from bottom up.
ACTIVE-SEAL FOOD CONTAINER - pump and seal !!! Reusable, resealable plastic containers. Fresh food in the fridge or on the go.
Smart Smoke/CO detector
DIY Light Switch Automation
Electronic Dustpan
Listen to your mother, sit up straight son.
Hose and compression nozzle that you can attach to any standard gas can to make filling up easier using gravity rather than tipping the can.
Motocross Racing KnePad Pants
Can protector
Kevlar Umbrella:Bulletproof Umbrella.
Amateur golfers! Tired of losing your balls? Save endless searching for that errant Tee shot and find that ball EVERY TIME with Ball Finder.
*ANGLED BASE* Smart Beverage Dispenser. TILT NO MORE! Let the juice come to you :) 2 ways to pour and 2 areas for ice.For party or daily use
self opening electric jumper
Can't use a computer due to poor vision? Shaky hands? Bad hearing? Try this portable keyboard today!
Millions of potlights(downlights) around the World are a blank canvas...that is about to change and it only takes seconds!PATENT NOW ISSUED!
An iPad case that triples as a protective case, a portrait and landscape mode stand, and a sound amplifier!
Make trash beautiful. Trash receptacle outer decorative cover improves the aesthetics of both the receptacle and the room.
The Pet Carrier and Gate Combo. Keep your pet w!here you want them and take them anywhere you want. HASN'T BEEN DONE BEFORE!
Improved golf club grip that has a knob on the end, like a baseball bat handle. (typically golf grips are replaced every year or so)
Portable toothbrush with toothpaste in the handle.
This adapter can connect a charger with DC plug to a USB.
A Children's Fork and Spoon That is Easy to Hold, and Will Also Adjust to Any Angle Needed for Each Childâ€™s Individual Needs.
Create an ear warmer that can be installed onto your bike helmet.
Tire tracker
sensor bird shower
A weight barring thermometer with an alarm for a child's car seat.
Lawn Mower/Snow Blower/Pressure Washer/Generator with a removable 5HP engine that can be attached to different bases - only buy what you use
Within the circuit board operation of a washer/dryer create a notification tag that signals when laundry is complete and/or dry.
I always slice apples by hand for baking and eating. Why can't there be an apple slicer (not wedger) to do it for me?
Rule the Power
Miss light and get honks at red lights; Avoid that now. A sun visor which will alert you when a light changes from red to green or vv.
The Carry On Closet: A portable closet that travels with you as a carry on bag, without you having to worry about packing and unpacking :)
Heated tires
Cats Ears -- Look at something making noise. Now, CUP your hands around your ears to hear it better. Hear that? Imagine a wearable device.
World's Greatest Lunchbox
Thermometer sold w/App.Taking babies temp should not be rocket science especially @ 2AM.Parent enters data &amp; it does the math. Calls the DR
Carseat Warning Device
A Kitchen Knife holder with a switch. Switch to "Hold" for rubber tips to hold in place or "Release" to let go. Safer for Kids, even adults.
Ambient Light Powerstrip--With Electric Imp technology. Change colors and turn on/off with your smartphone! Video
Comb. pet fence/trainer. App enabled, swype the perimeter or tap a boundary on your cell or laptop. Resub ideation189312 3/6/12
App Enabled Motion LED Dots. Watch Your Steps.
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I'd like to create a toaster oven size bottle cleaner that sits on your counter top and cleans five bottles at a time within 10 minutes.
Round styling hairbrush that adjusts to different diameters, either in one piece or interchangeable heads.
The Cool Glove keeps your hands and mid arm protected while you easily take your baked goods or main courses out of the oven.
Shoe accessory-Shoe Noise Makers-You can hear when your child is moving around. Helps with disabled people too.Toddlers!!!(Paulette Jaques)
Valve stem caps that show if your tires are under inflated.
The Safe Refrigerator
A.M. Lights to wake up easy
The Hip Lip organizer is a travel lipstick organizer with a modern design and practical application.
iLamp
Davingi Gun
"Your meal is ready. Enjoy."
PUB (Pop Up Brella) A pop up umbrella for back packs.
Talking Shapes! Grab a shape &amp; fit into its matching shape on the board. Once secured, it names the shape. Educational &amp; FuN ToY!!
Solar powered Portable device that connects to your i phone or i pod that allows you to playback or stream your music while at the beach.
IPhone 5 Case with Writable and Erasable Notepad on Back Surface for Grocery Lists, Reminders, etc.
Personal Strainer when pouring your coffee.
If infant car carriers had wheels,&amp; you could just pop a button for a handle like you do for luggage, it would create an instant stroller.
Retrofit foldable car steering wheel to create extra room under the steering wheel so it is easier to get into and out of the driver's seat
ATTENTION: ICE CREAM CONE LOVERS, my idea allows you to completely eat a ice cream cone, without getting a drop of melted cream on you.
Baby walker with invisible wheel lock perimeter (like shopping carts). Let your baby think they are roaming free without worrying.
My idea is a silicone shoe sole to for the bottom of your shoes so they don't get dirty. Since silicone is clear it also would be practical.
Apple Slicer &amp; Corer, 3 Times thinner slices = 3 times more slices than others.... Umm Apple Pie anyone. Ohh, and it Cores the Apple too!
A portable baby bed that reduces the risk of babies dieing from Sids disease,death from crib suffocation or drowning in their own vomit.
iframe: take pictures, upload them instantly and customize the way they look on your Picture frame with an app!!
Stop yelling and rest. The kids are safe.
SMARTPHONE TÃ‰LÃ‰COMMANDE TV
TV sheet for ipod, ipad, i phone watch the video
SELF-HEATING MUG: Coffee, Tea, Soup, &amp; Baby's Milk can all now be kept warm while traveling, WITHOUT plugging in or using chemicals.
Do It Right Sit Up Mat
Robotic shower cleaner
A collapsible "tray" to protect you from stains while you munch on the car that doubles as a window shade.
Introducing the Gyrocycle. A unicycle that lets you learn to ride quickly and easily without the usual falling risks of a regular unicycle.
Dental Chew Ball -Chew paper thin flat bristle disks (w/mouth closed) to floss back hard to reach molars. No more fingers in mouth. #spotsv
erasable tatoo ink
need to make a walker that has lights built in the front legs to light up the floor in front of them
The Turner Tremolo
Turn old aquariums into a live interactive aquarium that you can use to grow fish from an app that runs it
Resubmit 1/12)Kitchen Sponge Accessory. Clip On Scraper.Or Embedded scraper inside sponge.
the musical rc car or truck
Men who urinate, often times leave the seat up. A huge problem for women.
Portable Heated Snow Blower:Melts snow and ice anywhere faster and quicker with no effort,blizzards are no match for this product.#Resub
TamPurse
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I want a zip drive cover for my favorite sports team.
A biodegradable skipping-stone that becomes fish food.
To create a computer protective, fast and easily detachable case that is part of your carry on lugagge and at the same time a mobile office.
The "Sick Set." It is a distinguishable set of dishes (cups, water bottles, plates, medicine droppers) that kids use when they are sick.
Doodle cart for easy delievery
Hair dryer in a box.
Flex-eeze
Paper Shredder - Recycler
Harman/JBL Necklace Earbuds
the Fans Trophy
A cooler that can float in the pool or ocean
Zip ' er (for cable repair)
Introducing the latest in state of the art BULLSEYE-OPS Hunting Headwear with detachable spycamera,bluetooth pocket &amp; flashlight technology.
The Everywhere Bed
Basket/container with easy access to the bottom, plus turns into a stackable shelf
Calling Cat and Dog lovers. Tired of Cat and dog hair all over? With hair door, the brushes on the door opening brush you animals hair.
A device to hole my smart phone so I can watch movies or surf while in bed. Swivel and turn to allow variations in distance.
Shopping at Costco = extra large anything! Buying spices in larger sizes means you need more space! This Spice Rack will help solve this!
FlippityTops turns traditional food storage containers on their heads, with tops that are decorative serving trays when turned upside down.
Multi-stack quesadilla maker
Top Master
Turn your Ipad into a CLIPBOARD
This gadget loosens old food inside microwave.Modern design with handle.Fill with water, run microwave for 5 minutes and voila! simply wipe!
The Transformer Washing Line from Indoor to Outdoor or the reverse A hybrid of a indoor and outdoor Washing line.Resub
Now, the visually impaired can write, sign, create artwork...
Prevent DINGS on your cars. I hate the little scrapes and dings that are always showing up on my car. This Padded Magnetic sheet will help.
Food storage containers where the lid can be used as a chopping board.
Oscicollar
UV Material precut sheet glasses peel off stick on protect lens scratches sun night rain glasses prescription etc
A single travel container with multiple small, spill proof, airtight compartments to hold a variety of cosmetics, lotions, and creams.
A robot that autonomously surveys a back yard senses and scoops dog/cat fecal matter.
Young children can master addition and subtraction with a simple instrument
A tri-fold Bandage that solves the pesky problem of covering cuts on finger tips! No more doubling up on bandages or exposed fingertip cuts!
Footknob
Instant Roll Out Patio
Double Sided Picture Vase. Re-Purpose your old photographs. {Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
Textboard - Reduces desktop clutter by combining a keyboard/mouse into one. Gives the feeling of texting as if on their phone.
Pool Cleaning Scuba Diver
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) with Moulded Hook for Oven Handle, Hook and mitt always have your mitts at hand with the hook
An attachment for baby stroller handles that would secure any blanket to the stroller to keep it from falling off and getting run over
Gloves that glow in the dark and have built in mini LED lights on the fingers of the gloves.
Flavored Oral Sprays
lottery caddy with scratch off surface on first level, storage compartment for used and unused lottery tickets as well as waste.
a new standard retractable cereal box helper Yes! This fits right on top of your cereal box just pour and close lid no mess.
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A way to synchronize and connect 5 iPads in the shape of a cube. It would display 3 dimensional images. Great tool for design etc...
Foldable Office Supplies
!! Feet Heat !! Tired of your feet freezing in the winter? Feet Heat are waterproof boots with hours of warmth at your fingertips!!!
My first Quirky Submission. These PODS are the future of Laundry. Portable Laundry detergent pod dispenser. Lets be the first to Market.
INFLATE DECORATE !!!!! what if we had inflatable Xmas balls that would occupy a lot less space while stored ,
Badge Reel as Tape Measure
Neck band activity and sound
App-enabled Measuring Tape-saves measurements to your device, where it can be saved, and used to create visual data.
Personal Cheese Cave
Pots and Pans... dish rack add-on to end with the mess, aren't they designed to hang anyway?
Bottle floss for dispensing lids that pulls and retracts to clear passage for thick, liquid products, such as hair conditioner
Round plastic storage food bags lets you conveniently store round foods like cantaloupe or odd-shaped foods like a half chicken in seconds.
Dadullabies
Bungie Tarp
A plastic bar that will hold your seat belt out and away from your chest illiminating wrinkles on dress shirts for professionals drive
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
Create Tape
YakHat
If you hope to carve some serious beef, you'll need a seriously sharp knife. But every knife needs to be sharpened, and few do it correctly.
GMail Users: Who hasn't replied to your email? Send&amp;Response knows.
Sporty way to glide over rough urban sidewalks, curbs, boardwalks or have fun wheeling to work. Uses 2 side-by-side 4 inch hub-less wheels.
A device that enables your phone to announce your instant messages/regular text messages, and allows you to reply by announcing back!
Keep your To Go Foods cold! Gel insulated bag with three compartments to take cold foods and keep them at a cold temperature.
A vacuum attachment (or dedicated unit) for stairs. The attachment will cover an entire stair including the creases between each stair.
Lacerated finger? No problem! Just because you need a band aid that doesn't mean that you have to stop enjoying your touch screen device.
No more clothes falling out
"The Garden Pallet" An Innovative Alternative to Gardening. Perfect for the Elderly, Handicapped or Anyone. Made of Durable Plastic.
Face Tracker iPad/Phone Stand
Bumper sticker with a mission to encourage better driving. Hate when the left lane is clogged? It's for passing, people!
A razor with button indicators to count how many shaves each blade has been through, and in-handle storage to protect from corrosion.
Intelligent car charger talks to smartphone via bluetooth
Bling bling glider balls!
Adult baby one piece undergarments for handicapped and medically compromised patients, especially nursing home patients
Botijo dental care kit
Teapot with 2 outlets to serve instantly.
Tank Soap Dispenser. How about a more masculine soap dispenser gentlemen? #spotsv
Pet hair grooming brush attachment for vacuum cleaners.Groom your dog or cat and gather all the hair and dander that is missed by brushes
The "VELCRO SCARF" is made of a soft, thick material that's 30" by 6" and locks into place with velcro on each end.
Antimicrobial Doorknob Cover
Coffee lovers save money!!
The Case and Desk is a folding portable laptop surface. You can take it anywhere and it is comfortable to use and light weighted.
Shoe pedometer !
The Grill Vac. Ideal for charcoal, wood, and smoker grills. Grill Vac makes it easy to clean out grills that do not have ash catchers.
Siliclean- a open mesh silicone basket with lid, designed like tupperware that you can put smaller items in for cleaning.
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Universal pet dome. Many uses!!!!
"Divvy" A handicap Users Cane that splits into 2 canes for times they need added stability or an extra hand.
In each credit card granted, would have a GPS tracking chip, or tag to trace the credit card to the criminal.
I am looking to personalize your vacation on your beach umbrella. I was thinking single photos or complete collages of your family vacation.
CARDBOARD CAT FUN BOX - This Re-Usable CAT FUN BOX / MULTI-LEVEL FORT Collapses Flat for Storage &amp; Then Easily Expands for Cat
Bliss!
The Revolver
Guitar auto-tuner clamp with App!
Portable Rechargeable Inflator
Flexy Paci- Flexible rubber pacifier holder that attaches to your child's car seat. Colorful, bendable, and keeps the binky sanitary :0)
Above mattress pressure sensor pad for bed-ridden individuals.
Jute Paper Fuel Screws may be a valid way to turn sewage and manure into burnable fuel. The ashes could be used as crop potash.
THE SUITCASE COAT Double carryon vol.and avoid fees When is luggage not a carryon? When it is a SUITCASE COAT. More important w @new fee
App enabled Smart Clothes Peg that will tell you when your washing is dry.
Oven Neat Sheets
Talking Watch: NO LCD DISPLAY! Just press the button and it tells you what time it is. Unisex. Would be good for blind people too.
Floating Lights
My Water Glass
Disposable Baby Bib
Using bluetooth to find things lost in your home quickly and easily
Detachable golf putter extender so golfers can determine whether to use a belly or chest putter. Also a great training aid.
Flexible Fruit Tube that expands when filled. Only takes up the space that's needed.
Strikers - protect shoe toes
Self Stop Baby Stroller
A wristband with different clips to be your "third hand"! Holds what you need when your hands are full! Great for everyday use to handyman!
All In One Plastic 3 Compartment Pan Food Breading Set With Perforated Metal Egg Strainer.
â€œWATTSâ€ UP?...

BREAK LOOSE FROM CIRCUIT OVERLOAD!

A small magnetic device that prints today's date on an adhesive label with the touch of a button. Used to label leftovers or freezer foods.
The SPIRAL STRAW CUP. A cup with a TWIST - it's made entirely with a spiral straw!
Sliding wire-mesh drawers that can be simply inserted into your refrigerator. Badda bing, badda boom: Easy access where you need it most.
Have you ever tried to open a jar that was stuck? All the products I tried have been hard to use, didn't work or hurt my hand.
A bag for dog waste. I am looking to design a bag that fits over your hand like a glove with a draw string. I call it the shit mit.
Fashionable purse/briefcase that has a shoe tote hidden in the bottom.
It is a trampoline that attaches to your tennis shoe. Check out the video. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adcADK5yTgY Yes it is patente
A "Silly Bands" wall rack with pegs to hang up bands or plastic compartment container with a lid.
Stretchy License Plate Covers Provides a decorative frame for your car's license plates without any screws/nuts/tools. Just stretches on.
A Talking Bookcase that provides reinforcing messages promoting reading to children whenever books are placed in or removed from the device.
Perfect Scales
My invention is called "The QWERTY Music Maestro" It will allow anyone that can type, the ability to play a new musical instrument.
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Smart Wake Station
Multi use, multi purpose reflector wrap around bands. inexpensive enough to buy on a whim and toss or save and use again. Safety in mind
Tub-water temperature indicator... don't scald the kids!
Water Tunes
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The Fong: It's a fork! It's tongs! It's the next evolutionary step in eating utensils.
Cold feet resecure
A inexpensive "Lead Paint Tester" (hand held) for parents to check to see if there is Lead Paint on their infant/child's toys.
Pacifier that you can detach dirty nipple that fell on ground and replace it with clean one that also works as teething ring
Pre-Mixed Aerosol mousse gel permanent hair color for 1 handed application/cover roots at the scalp. Shake and apply. Revolutionize industry
an oil change funnel with a center ring to grab already loosened nut to drain oil from car or truck
2 Buckets that Connect Together Making One. Replace Water Side or Cleaner Side Independently of Each Other as Needed. Great for Mopping Etc.
Solar charged electric blanket used for camping,football games,dorm life,etc. Solar charger has battery that can charge on wall outlet too.
Forgot where you put your keys, your wallet and more? This smartphone app lets you track as many items as the GPS stickers fastened to them.
Plastic Bento style lunch box that has movable and removable containers and dividers to fit any kooky lunch!
Brightness button
Clean Dishes / Dirty Dishes tag for the dishwasher.
Mark your dogs mess and clean it up when YOU'RE ready! Our system makes it easy to see where your dog has been & where you should not step!
wadishy
A shower mat that allows the head to know that you are not under the stream and slow the water to keep your desired temperature.
From flip-flops to shoes. The ZIP-FLOP has a zipper attached to the sides, Zip on the cover with any retailed covers, turn into a shoe!!
No-BURN Tasting Spoon
an app or device that streams live video and audio to a data log allowing a person to look back in the past at any time in their life.
NapKlips
Keep sharp knives upright and cutting side down in this utensil drawer organizer. Slide through knife slots: keeps knives sharp longer too
EZ compass
Toilet valve that will retro-fit existing toilets to flush only a little water when you go "No. 1" and flush all when you go "No. 2"
Charger/Speaker Phone Case
My Invention is called the " Wireless Entertainment", voice command, screen display on one side, solar battery, USB plug in, charger.4-8gb.
The Skillet Grill A slotted cast iron grate that fits into a cast iron frying pan. Use it to grill meat about 1/4 inch above bottom of pan.
Hot Car Child Safety Alarm
The cover in the style of the first apple macintosh computer
Tired of burning yourself when moving the vent cover on your grill A silicone protector can be slipped over both vent handles cool to touch
Consumers favorite music artists: Wiz Khalifa, Lil' Wayne, Justin Bieber, Elvis, MJ, among others are sculpted into a portable speaker!
I have a plastic cover for grocery cart kids seats. It would be made of recycled plastic and "could" have advertising on it.
a retractable tow rope which would attach to a bikes frame or seat post.
"Grocery Cooler" in trunk of suv/car. cools with touch of a button. comes standard w purchase. cools with same system as air conditioner.
All Natural Lolli-Pop Machine
Umbrella walking stick
A portable, retractable seat belt for travel on trains, buses and subways.
EyzGear is a patented(7,255,436) eyewear accessory that allows a consumer to secure their eyewear with their headwear, even while in motion.
universal forehead rest for child car seat.
As an asthma patient, every second is critial. Having the inhaler in one place is convenient &amp; help him stay at ease when wheezing.
A sort of straw-shaped tool containing ice, to act as a substitute of ice cubes.In order to cool your drink, without the hassle of ice cubes
Portable Jacuzzi
pop up potato chips
Many accidents in rainy season are caused by the reduced visibility from the water layer on the wind screen. Time to find a solution for it.
The self-stirring cooking pot or S.S. Cooking Pot harnesses the internal pressure created by the boil to stir the contents of the pot.
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thumbelina
Snap on waterproof case for digital cameras
Ya Bag ! (pat.pend.)
Universal Solar Charging Stick w/USB adapter kit box for: iphone, ipod, ipad, smartphones, PSvita, Nintedo Dsi, and other handheld gadgets.
Back scratching machine that enables people to control the scratching hand. Like a handheld massager for those who love a back scratch
My idea is a cordless, digital recording, handheld microphone with the capabilty to record up to 4 hours of audio.
The SMART CYCLE, a stationary bike, uses the same pedaling motion for the arms, as the legs, so the user can get a total body workout.
Zippen
Ceiling Fan Blade Covers
"Quirky Birds" An APP enabled game played very much like Angry birds!
single product that dispenses different kinds of seasonings.
Fever Alert monitors your child and notifies you via smart phone if A fever present.Was under consideration
You-Make-It Pan
The perfect Yoga mat, roll in and out of the cover... And cover will act as pillow. Includes carry belt for easy traveling. Perfect Yoga!
This could be used as splatter guards around burners on the stove .
Idea: A beach accessible speaker system for iPod, iPad. or mount it to the back of your beach chair.
A multiple month interchangeable erasable white board with removable individual months. A frame to hold the interchangeable month sections.
electronic composition noteboo
GET MASSAGE DURING EXERCISE
Polished to Perfection
Biometric car push to start
My idea is for a lamp that doubles as an alarm clock where the alarm and light gradually get brighter and louder, making waking happy.
Help busy cooks keep the freshest spices and herbs in their kitchens to maximize flavor and help control food costs with this system.
Don't you hate when u forget how long u and ur friends have had ur friendship? or how long uve dated or been married!?! :P
prise multidÃ©rouleur
Dream Wheel
My idea is a watering post on a stake that you stick in the ground to rehydrate after a run,hike or a bike ride.
Squared Crayons
A measuring tool that screws onto salad dressing bottles, letting people measure out serving sizes, and drizzle onto a salad
Smell Good trashcan
Methane-hybrid automobile attachment
SURE GRIP JUMPER CABLES GET A GRIP ON YOUR START! TIRED OF CABLES FALLING OFF WHEN YOU GO TO JUMP START YOUR CAR
I HAVE THE SOLUTION!
"Endless Editions - is an ingenious kid's storybook creation tool, that uses a "dual-book system" in order to create dozens of new stories !
A beach towel that is backed by a water proof pad. No more wet car seats on the way home from the beach, splash pad or community pool.
Every second 4 cans of Spam are sold. The "Spam Extractor" Makes Getting Spam Out of the Can a Breeze. The "Spam Slicer" Works Perfect.
Wrap N Go travel wraps!Wrap around protection for your luggage.Protects and easily identifies your luggage.Uses durable & unique fabrics.
Beer top protector. No more shall this be an issue with the (name.) It shall keep out sand, bugs salt and pool water and keep the beer in.
1-Touch Food Dater (Timestamp) - Never Forget when you bought/opened food items or brought home leftovers!
Ear Popper
Washer prevents a carriage bolt's rotation.
Winding teyeop Mug
I cut a hole above the opening of a ball hat, stitch around the hole, this keeps your pony tail off your neck, makes a stylish lift.
This is a wrist band that connects to mobile devices, ie. smartphones, e readers, i pads, and the like. It's a deterrent to thieves.
HandsFree hair dryer
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Clip book holder
Environment monitoring hubs with wifi connectivity
A housing unit for your filthy dirty plunger that matches your bathroom,disinfects and sanitizes with a touch of a button.Using a UV light &amp;
Wall Adapter Projector: A Cordless Projector That Plugs Right Into The Wall Outlet.App-enabled On iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad mini.
The "tummy saver" is a warm fleece tab that will fit in any coat you have and will keep you and your pregnant belly warm through the winter!
Milk Carton Wind Hole
Why are we still grabbing disgusting toilet seats with our hands coming into contact with germs?! Toilet seats need attachable handles.
its a bathroom carousel for the counter
The Squiggle Bend Spoon. No more spoons sliding into your food. Handle snaps and bends for use,straightens and snaps back flat for storage.
Newborn baby bed with three sides, the forth side is the Mother's mattress. Adjustable legs to fit any standard bed.
Salad Claws....Easy Method to get the salad onto your plate. resub
A headband with cover that hinges to shelter face from sun and keep it cool when laying out on your back offering shade & air ventiliation.
Summers Coming! Lets make A Fun Fountain Toy for Kids to play with in the pool! Jets, Spray or Fountain modes. Kids love playing in water.
A container that you can poor pan grease into and safely place into refrigerator until grease hardens and can be disposed of safely.
This is a wall mounted dryer/disinfecting box for CPAP hoses, masks, and humidifiers.
TV Remote Finder! (2 part gadget) Install a button on a wall and press when remote is lost. The alarm snaps onto remote and buzzes/blinks.
ICE CREAM ON DEMAND (peltier)
LED Status Light Blocker
The current Hair Dryer design has been with us far too long. Itâ€™s time to give it a â€œMake Overâ€! Introducing the Palm Held Hair Dryer!
Magnetic Shower
My Doctor loved this. An efficient runner runs true to form, elbows tucked in, Hips knees and feet almost straight ahead as they progress.
The Quirky Clock: A customizable wall clock using wall decals &amp; a generic set of clock hands.
Pocket Car Charger
Perfume can only last for some time, but you can smell good all day long with the portable perfume dispenser.
If we can spritz it we can sip it! A straw that goes into a fruit and sucks the juice (and pulp if wanted) straight out and into your mouth!
stop car
A clear cell phone holder connected to a golf cart so golfers may see their golf GPS app without removing their phone from their pocket
My idea is to part service, part product -- a photomosaic made out of actual tiles. Customized artwork: perfect gift for parents, newlyweds.
Make it easy to change the trash. Why can't our trash bags live inside the trash can and easily pop-up when we take out the trash?
coin holding wallet
Every Dr Who fan knows the sonic screwdriver, my idea is the sonic knife. Add a breakaway utility blade to the end of a sonic toothbrush.
Tiki style torch with leak-proof cap
Freezer Timer - Ever stuck a drink in the freezer to chill &amp; forget about it? Then it exploded making a mess? #spotsv
Express your creativity! A whiteboard case for your iDevice to decorate and take notes on. Resubmit 100% view/vote!
A refrigerator magnet easy button.Press the button on the fridge to order your usual takeout.LED shows status of your order.
Glow or light up in the dark kitchenware for kids.
A modern keyboard for a connected world
Test
Action Traction
I spent another summer picking bugs out of my drink - enough! How about a small screen that would sit in your glass and catch the buggers?
My idea is to provide an adapter unit that would fit over an existing door knob for older adults.
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Sun Blocker Car Visor Extender
The Glove Box
Cylindrical candle with spiraling wick. Multi wick, and single straight wicks burn too quick, or unevenly.
3 Dog Night (and day) collars
Last line of defense, Self defense jewelry or wearable accessories. Personal silent alarm with GPS/911 locator.
Brosse Ã dents personnelles
Lattice style grid gardening system that organizes and waters your garden. (JH)
Helping Hand
A phone case that attaches to a magnetic base that stays on fridge
IPHONE CLIP ON WITH PROJECTION CAPABILITY! Imagine being able to project images or text straight from an Iphone on a near by wall.
One size fit all adjustable baby Car seat. The more the layers of padding, The smaller the size and the smaller the baby that will sit on it
Sometimes we can't have blind faith in the honesty of officemates. The cubical cubicalsafe and small lunch fridge with alarm stops theft.
collaps-a-bowl? Collapsible bowl. Use as bowl when open or as a plate when closed. Easy to stow and take on the go.
A water spraying alarm clock. A bedside alarm clock that beeps and sprays water onto your face to help you wake up on time.
A connected fridge with an integrated video camera that allows a user to remotely inspect its contents via an app on a smart phone.
The Dog Brush Handle and Leash.Patent pending dog pet product is a designed grip handle that has a dog brush and retractable leash combined.
Devise a miniature button which will automatically rewind earphone cords connected to ipods, mp3 players, radios, etc.
A device to help utilize the space above your cabinets
Milk Monitoring Device
Best bread loaf pan ever! Bake bread, store in same pan, lid is cutting board.FLIP IT, CUT AND STORE!
A laser pointer for a killer presentation. It's powered and activated entirely by the iPhone audio jack + app! No batteries needed.
Deadbolt lock accessory stops intruders that can unlock your deadbolt even if they have a passkey, passcard or can pick a lock.
The Flip-Flix
WIFFLE BALL EXTREME-This new concept will change the game of wiffle ball forever for both children and adults.
A device that lets you know who was or is in your car most recently.
USB Charger with extension/power cord. This would charge mobile devices. All other chargers are wall mounted! There are none like this!
Flexible external keyboard for smartphone / tablet Piano app
Find the End
power-case
You know those plastic dishes and lids that fly around the dishwasher and fill with nasty water? Clip them right to the dishwasher rack!
MAG BUILDER BLOCKS. Magnetic Blocks to Build Trains, houses, buses, cars,... Make Basic Structures or more complex # ARCHITECT KIDS.
A iPad sling for trainers. There when you need to log in exercises and out the way on your back when you have to perform.
Your iPhone can read the amount of pollen in the air.
My idea is an unlockable zip tie. Remove zip ties with less work, be able to unlock them and pull, no tools needed!
Reinvent Public Recharging Station (Small businesses: Hair salon, barbershop, and coffee shops)
A case, that when laid out flat on a table, the inner front is a small kitchen scale.
Do you like to layout but constantly have to shield your face?? Not anymore.
KIDS spill proof BOTTLE CAP w/drip less Straw attachment. This universal bottle cap will fit the common plastic bottle. No More Spills kids.
First revolutionary LIGHT that detects its own movement! Multipurpose,intelligent! Helps elderly & disabled!
Cutting Board Vice
Groove Automotive Care Kit
A Microwavable Cup With Cover and Strainer Top. Simply Microwave Ramen Noodles Etc. When Done Strain Broth and Enjoy Broth, Noodles, or Both
Trash can with air flow pedal to make bag come out with ease. Step on the pedal and small vent opens for suction relief to prevent rips.
iContact Flexible WebCam
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It is a device that will prevent a house flag from flopping over in the wind and getting tangled up.
Refrigerator Door Removable Caddy System
Text pal sleeve attachment!
WINK Ductless Split Air AC
A simple trash can design to stop the struggle of pulling out over-stuffed trash bags out of regular trash cans.
Golf Ball Sound Pager
lack
The Crawling Dress
Bicycle back rack for car seats
Sleeping Suit
When waiting on food to cook, people often take on other tasks away from the kitchen. Sometimes food gets overcooked.
In a public bathroom. You have a purse, coat, bags, no hook on the door. Choices: Everything on the filthy floor or you hold everything.
d'light box [moving pictures]
I love the beauty an aquarium brings to our home but it is such a hassle to clean! Vacuuming your aquarium should be quick and easy!
A charger with a battery built-in so that you can recharge your phone even when you are not near a power outlet.
Are you tired of straining yourself when taking weights on and off your bar? Are you tired of manually adjusting everything? Hydraul-a-set!
Functionality is fun again! PowerPod-surge protector that clamps to desk. Creative outlet for your talent and devices. Spark your interest?
SOCKET USB WALLPLUG - ELECTRONIC SAFE BOX
An Array of Watercannons and water sprinklers that work off the recirculation jets in your pool and also work off regular water hose.
protection for iphone.
Ever wanted take that stew to go, but you can't find an insulated pot for your conventional stove. It's cool to the touch but keeps heat in.
I was thinking about how many boxes everyone has in their pantry. This is an easy way to access and organize them.
The reverse Baby monitor: Children in the back seat can see their mom while in their car seats.
A jewelry box that plays a song of your choice. Whenever she opens her jewelry box, she'll hear that one melody that melts her heart.
Combine the tooth brush and the tooth paste into one single product.
Swim cap with integrated Clear Silicone Goggles.
Bluetooth Alarm
A Lotion Dispensing Bracelet! It's A Very Cool Way To Carry Lotion. After Washing Hands, Just Slide Nozzle Forward And Press The Button.
Keyboard control foot pedal helps you, pause/play, rewind, forward, when your hands are busy learning from a how-to video on your laptop.
A re-imagination of the skateboard taken from the look of a stingray. A 3 wheeled stingray scooter/board with 2 side flap gripping handles.
The easy uncapper
Nightlight/Flashlight with 2 USB and Alarm Clock. Let's make the most useful nightlight possible!
2 Story Aired Drying Rack
Peeling potatoes has always been an issue with many cooks. Here is a device that will hold a potatoe firmly and safely while peeling
Making touchscreen phone typing easier, I'd like to introduce an original plug in keyboard that will make less tech savvy typers type easily
Keep your belts in place and organized better with BELTER.
I hate letting people know that I'm holding an expensive piece of electronic. Disguise your iPad or iPad mini with this fake steno pad!
TALKAMETER.COM. A TALKAMETER is VOICE-ACTIVATED &amp; RECORDS WHO TALKS in relationship or at a party. Wife talks 2much? buy 2
TALKAMETERS.
Electronic Toilet Target Practice. Lets out a "Yayyyyy" when you hit it. Will make your wife happy.
"APEX" Aperture Trash Receptacle Closure. Faster Opening and Closing No more waiting an old style lid to open
we all have to learn to redo things in life, most of the time its for physical therapy. my device helps people rebuild and get motivated.
Wireless, earbud headphones that use wireless internet to tap into audio of SmartTVs.
Let's Design a "Hotdog/Sausage Waffle Maker". Who would enjoy this? Just about Everyone, Especially Children.
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Battery-powered heating/cooling air duct vent plates. Opens and closes with just a touch. Comes in all standard sizes and several colors.
A child safety latch for custom cabinetry and for people who don't want to drill holes in their existing cabinets.
App Enabled IR Beam Sensor
Side Sleeper Knee Pad
Pocket food allergen detector
Have you ever worn a tight collared shirt and had to deal with the friction it generated all day. This productwould eliminate the friction.
No more snow drift. Tired of shoveling your yard and only to have your neighbors snow drift onto your yard? Then you need Drift no More.
Kids Toothbrush Accessory
Do you travel with dogs or cats? Don't have a good way to get their water to them without a bowl and water bottle? Let's combine the two!
Moms love the convenience of the baby puree pouches. The idea is to turn household zip lock bags into baby puree pouches.
Golfers folding trunk seat
Helpful Hangers- Hangers that will assist seniors with memory problems. Each hanger will state the day of the week in bold & clear letters.
Customize your candles to suit you. Choose the size, color, and scent you want. Example: Order a red pillar candle that smells like lemons!
Scentsable Sheers
Sheet or non slip rubber, urethane or silicone material that can be cut to shape and sizes to fit the dash, or any surface.
PORTABLE LIQUID HEATING DEVICE
Resub was 237votes Travellers Card Type Folding Razors! Comfortable and Easy to Carry in your wallet!! Can made for womens razors too!
A foldable cuttingboard that is also a knifeblock. Holds 8 blades and a handle for your knife inside a cube that unfolds to a cuttingboard.
The perfect Lunch Box to carry Wraps and Burritos!
How about cooking utensils where the handle is like a cup so that you can set it on its handle after using it and the cup catches the drips.
RC Solar Charging Station:Solar charging station for electrical remote controlled vehicles.
A leash my dog cant chew through. Made of a fabric material but has thin wire lines running through it, preventing a break
Nose Guard is a new protective mask designed to comfortably cover your nose--and only your nose--to guard against dust, fumes, and smog.
THE ECO SMART PHONE. The phone with two thin solar strips that absorb light charging your phone anywhere at anytime.
Organize the outside of the refrigerator!
Night Fishing Bobber
Snowplow proof mailbox pole. During the winter months the streets are littered with mailboxes lying in snow mounds.
A knife block essentially, with fold-able cutting boards of various sizes.
Solar Power Strip
Low lighting sign,attached to a trailer.As truck travels, software in the clouds changes advertising to serve the region that the trucks in.
weather tracker
High Leash
Hands Free iPhone Case. For everyone on the move.
Young whippersnappers too loud? AM/FM radio with headphones with noise cancelling/white noise feature. Designed to clip to walker or cane!
Irrigation System using Moisture Meter and Solonoid Valve
The shoulder massager sits on the shoulders and massages the shoulders with heated rubber fingers. Circular motion. Several cord settings.
Health monitoring wrist band
An under body car wash attachment for home use used with a pressure washer and supported by an ergonomic wand system and trigger spray gun.
Indoor air quality &amp; outdoor air quality monitor
My product is a handheld portable device that "refizzes or recarbonates" soda
A daily reminder assistant in digital form which is readily accessible from a wifi based tablet like equipment
Bathroom wall cabinet that sanitizes the contents with timed strong ultraviolet light when you close it.
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Fill-er-up Shower Sponge - Body Scrubber with Handle that can be Filled with Body Wash
My product is a handheld portable device that "refizzes or recarbonates" soda
Qoffee - Quirky's Fashion-Conscious &amp; Environmentally Friendly Coffee Sleeve!
This is an in-car security camera with GPS functionality that will aid in vehicle recovery and criminal prosecution after theft.
#QCYCLE Helmets With Port Holes For Ponytails.
The SPHERE BOWL. Clear Silicone bowl to shake your salad, heat your food, store your food, and use the other half as another bowl!
My product is a handheld portable device that "refizzes or recarbonates" soda
Toy cars with components or body panels that can be crunched... Dip in warm water and they return to their original shape.
Date- and time-stamp your food containers and plastic bags with a tiny â€œprinterâ€ that sticks to your refrigerator door.
Stop Slipping Can Bottles
ARMREST PILLOW SNUGGY
Capacitive Touch Acrylic Nails
How about an outdoor patio light that adjusts with mechanical fingers and a goose neck. Light where you want it not in your neighbors window
Support Pillow that turns your economy class airplane seat into a first class seat! Thats "Heavenly Headrest"
Energy creating ceiling fan.
Mix Drink like the Bar have it at your house and on to your own table at Birthday party, pool party and Even more select your amount to ADD
my idea is a l.e.d blacklight for a iPhone that checks counterfeit currency!! this will be a great addition to business owners.
The "View", a poster like wifi LCD touchscreen that, with an app or the web, displays pictures or videos, posted by one to a special group.
The Worlds First Automatic Lottery ticket Scratcher check out my cool youtube video
Bling String
A magnafication device , book like with different pages / mag overlays to enable ipad for teaching.
SALT & PEPPER FRIDGE MAGNETS - clip to your bowl or suction onto tiles/glass - always at hand!
Egg Salad Wizard
Toilet with automatic cover
2 in 1 Tape Measure and Marking - No longer look for a pencil while measuring.
Cordies SOLO - when you need to keep ONLY ONE cable on the table. Self adhesive or suction cup base for better stability.
A new design for a band-aid. Getting a cut on the tip is very hard to bandage with what is currently on the market.
Single loader Washer/dryer with option to automatically dry with a built in dryer sheet dispenser and app alert.
A New Twist: Lemon Kitchen Timer/Kitchen Nightlight.
"Lift Assist" Trash Can.Let your foot do the work !No more back,shoulder,arm pain ...WOW!!!!Resub with improvements! 446 votes 1st time!....
The Smartest Thermostat: linked 2 ur iPhone's alarm clock and calendar this will know exactely when u will wake up/come home
Fruit and Scoop
Doorknobs are hard to turn with a poor grip. Add a lever to the knob to increase the force applied and the task becomes easy.
The Strong Hold
SHOWER DOORS - AUTO SQUEEGEE
iPhone - Targeted Sound Detection. What you don't hear, can hurt you. (Resubmitted to WINK).
Backseat Grocery Cooler
Set of scrubbers for kitchen / bathroom / car that get into tight places. Like large toothbrushes but made to scrub dirt.
Save your basement from a flooding by switching the standard drain with a revolutionary vertical but hollow drain that captures the dirt.
portion control dispenser
The Bendable Snake Fan (with Quirky Ions)A Fan that can wrap around anything! Cooling w/ Directional Lighting. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Cyber Custom Shaver
Xmas Tree Stand with another use: Invert and use as birdbath after winter! Attach to a post/stump, etc! A durable and affordable birdbath!
Fan with Air Filter Insert
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Put sharp knives in the dishwasher without damaging them and without risking injury when removing them, even if you forgot they are there.
Wobble Salt &amp; Pepper Shakers
Ultimate Lap Desk
Solar Panel Curtains
What happens when your phone doesn't wake you up? You get fired! Lets create an app enabled watch that you wear when you sleep.
Lightweight padded cycling gloves complete with a zipper compartment for gel=packs in summer/heat warming packets in winter.
Non-Newtonian Fluid Knee and Elbow Pads. Soft and flexible when bending your joints, but hard upon impact!
EXPAND-A-SHELF - just add to your existing wall, wardrobe, kitchen, office shelf or even table and enjoy extra space.
Amazing Refreshing Vase: Extends the life of fresh cut flowers by allowing easy drainage of old water and addition of fresh water
Easy Twist An Excellent Way for Seniors the Handicapped Anyone with Arthritis or other Gripping Problems to easily open Jars/Bottles
Fire fighting bomb-made similar to paint ball material, only on a much larger scale. Material would be bio-degradable.
App. that inventories, monitors and photos flowers at the florists. You know exactly how long flowers will last before you buy.
Belt/tie clip and hang system.
Horizontal toaster. Individually controlled slots with mesh insert to hold food. Inserts are hinged for easy load/unload/cleanup.
Save A Heart is a pocket sized heart shaped Aspirin container. Aspirins have been shown to prevent blood platlets from sticking together.
I want to invent an ergonomically, liquid graphite pencil to replace the #2 pencil currently in use for Standardized testing.
Using the typical trash container requires buying bags which fit. You need a new one every day or two when you empty the trash.
ASPIRACLETTE
A personal,portable carbon monoxide detector.battery powered
Many people have difficulty sleeping at night. My idea is a "Cool Night" pillow. The pillow would have a cool inner core lasting all night.
iPhone/Galaxy 3 Case with E-Cigarette holder. Hey, they're WAY safer than a regular smoke &amp; gaining traction fast in the marketplace.
A Wi-Fi on your stove with a temperature monitor in the oven. That sends real time information to your phone with your pre set alerts.
Door reminder
A gym lock that can be used to alert other members when you will be back in order to deter them from picking a locker next to you!
A magnafication device , book like with different pages / mag overlays to enable ipad for teaching.
want a healthy clean morning start...use vacuum shaver
Love fresh garlic but are tired of pressing it yourself? How about an electric garlic press that does it for you!
"Build your own Lovesak" - Quirkys way of recycling pillows and stuffed toys
Real Estate Info Box
Mold Free Traveling Poof Dryer
DISH RACK with REPLACEABLE DRYING PAD-large and small kitchens, Rather than placing in or near a sink to drain it can be placed anywhere yes
LoopNETS - a cousin of BandNETS. Hold more stuff. Various sizes. RESUBMIT.
A portable outdoor handrail. Something that could be stored upright and drop down into place when needed
(Resub 102/113 v/v ratio): A removable strap for infant car seats, so that parents can use their shoulders to bear the bulk of the load.
A cleverly unique bottle cap capable of being shared without bacteria.Once the lid closes it cleans the nib of bacteria for the next person.
An iPad case suitable for your baby's nursery!
First in first out home battery storage and retrieval unit. Translucent storage container holding batteries size D to 9v
Pin-Point caulk tips provide a precise caulk output bead for those delecate jobs when appearance counts. Clean-up is minimalized also.
ColorCube
Cell proximity bracelet that looks like a "Live Strong" bracelet and it would beep when more than 20 feet away from cell phone.
A retractable dog leash with an LED light as a headlight built into it.
butterflyies WITH LIGHTS ,,! To play inside and outside!
An end to lost pacifiers behind cribs. Less cleaning for you and more access for your child. Capture pacifiers before they hit the floor!
Make almost any bottle into a sippy "cup"! No more spills! Screw on Cap or strechy elastic Gel! Maybe even cans/juice! Search- Ahmed Bawany
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A nylon tablecloth (either disposable or re-usable) with an elastic edging, similar to a fitted bed sheet, that will secure it around a table.
Iphone Expand
Poopybombs
Rings of color coding for household electrical connections.
FLXlite 3-in-1 Emergency Tool
Replacing incandescent light bulbs, with energy saving CFL bulbs.
A device with 2 display screen that can stick on car's dashboard. One screen will show speed limit on that road and the other you speed.
Baby Daddy Gear BDG
The Cool Buddy
Quirky TV ball. A unit that inputs into all of the ports on your Tv, and brings them to a box that is easily assessable.
George Foreman Grill? Nope! Neon Deon Drumstick Griller!
Many moisturizers, leave a significant amount of product 1 cannot get out with normal length tube for squirting. I offer adapter 2 get 100%.
Presenting the new toothbrush. LED hourglass set to 2 min to brush proper amount of time. Replaceable head, to keep cost down.
Wallpaper houses/accessories you cut to fit/adhere around a pet door. Pet door becomes the "door" to the house. You personalize it.
Expensive winter or leather gloves are ruined while doing a quick dirty job. Imagine a box of slip on protective throw-away cover gloves.
schoenzooltje met inkeping zodat het makkelijk uit de schoen te halen is
Universal coffee cup holder that fits outside of any size coffee cup or any other kind of cup that's too cold or too hot touch with hand!
APP enabled revolver style water filtration system. Each of 6 filters change on command 1 at a time: with change alert
Smart Mattress Pad: adjust firmness, determine temperature, detect moisture and movement, through your phone!
To design beach clothing for children that offers floatable features (inflatable collar,sleeve,waistband) to protect kids from drowning.
Phone Wig
RESUB 1/3/12 DOODLE Digital photo frame saves 100's pics.Doodle cute pics &amp; messages on photo.It saves doodle. Gr8 4 parties/college/family
No More Worn Floor Mats! Get The Heel Protection You Need At A Price You Can Afford With The World's First Universal After Market Heel Pad!
You are shopping at the mall, you turn your head for what seems like a second and BOOOOOOOM.....your toddler has run off. YOU NEED THIS!!!
Kitchen Cutting Boards. It is recommended that you separate cutting boards into multiple types, ie, 1 for cutting chicken and 1 for veggies.
the TOMATO PLANT CRADLE is a 2ft x 2ft 1/2 moon shaped basket with 4 corner pegs keeps tomato plants suspended 6-8 inches off the ground.
Easy set-up partition for dorm room for added privacy.
short ball point pen; end has cap to fit over finger; thick ink cartridge, since it won't need to be gripped; great for arthritic hands etc.
A sanitary paper towel roll shield for vertical paper towel holders.
A Solar Powered Speaker
Griddle mat for cooking pancakes and eggs. Mat is placed on a lightly greased griddle and items are cooked in holes.
Pots &amp; Pans with Screw on lids. For pot lucks/camping/travel,etc. Keep food sealed &amp; prevent leaks. Double sided lid:1 side doesn't screw in
reminder
BEDPOD- A bedside tray to hold eyewear, remotes,mp3/cellphone. Slide below mattress and frame, with overhang to store. Dump the Nightstand!
a double sided toothbrush, to clean your upper and lower teeth simultaniously.
Heads Up Piggy Bank
Earplugs w. Built-In Alarm
Powered wheel chairs are to expensive, heavy, very difficult to transport, and to much to manage. There is a cheap,lightweight alternative.
Flour canister with built-in sifter and measuring cup.
Shower Thermometer
iPhone 5 case with a electronic drum set on the back side, with two drumsticks that can be used as a stylus
Antitheft Charger
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The 6th sense
EternalSpring--Hang anything
No more buying Cans or 12 oz bottles ! This allows you to keep your 2/3 liter Soda in the Fridge fresh and ready to go just press and pour.
Bottle That Coverts to Sippy
Wrist watch that powered by using your body heat.technology is there .build in battery charges when your wear the watch.
Disposable Fitted table cloth with draw strings in each corner to tie up when done for picnics. When you are done simpley cinch and toss.
The Ultimate Batting Trainer! Your child can train all day by themselves if needed. Teaches great hand eye coordination.
A device for teachers to alert their students that it's time to quiet down and pay attention.
Feeding bowl for dogs, cats and smalls pets with an integrated digital Diet Scale. I've checked and there is no such bowl on the market!
Have that perfect knot. Look sharp. Whether it be the Windsor knot, Half-Windsor or Four-in-Hand knot, you have your choice in an instant.
An electronic signal that would allow flagperson's on highways and roads better communicate with the motoring public.
Don't burn your baby's mouth with milk that's too hot! Set it to the perfect temperature with the BABY BOTTLE HEATER.
"Spira": Hollow base toothbush, pop in biodegradable tubes of paste. Sends paste thru bristles of brush.
Extend-a-Waist is a strip of material with a button sewn at 1 end and a hole slit at the other to attach over the pants button.ie 36" to 38"
Robotic Upholstery Cleaner
The KiddieKommode is a Mommy and toddler friendly potty training device for public use. It is to be wall mounted in any public restroom.
The future of the light bulb. A dim-able LED light bulb that will work with any standard or electronic dimmer or switch and save energy.
Barking Dog Doorbell & Home Security Kit
EZZY HEADPHONE
Runway Lights
My idea is a universal drain stopper for shower and bathroom sinks. It will make unclogging easy. No more need for chemicals or plumbers.
cord defender
Flavor fizzies
Landry basket sit on floor and when need to put in washer higher it so you dont have to bend
Utility patent #7,665,781 Hydrant shaped object, to be pulled in yard to collect your dogs waste. Has wheels, handle, opening with lid
Whether inside or outside, ants attack Pet Food. I viewed the ants as invaders and decided I needed a mote filled with water for protection.
Sterilizer-strip of low-power 470-nm blue LED lights (No UV light emitted!) built directly into a cellphone face or in a case to kill germs
Making old jewelry into magnets for holding keys inside a purse,one magnet goes inside the purse,the jewelry on the outside. Keys go inside
pixel palette remote
Mug with heating mechanism. (With ManicInventor contribute) #SPOTSV
Ergonomically designed umbrella handle knuckle-duster and pest whip.
My hangers don't tangle! They clip neatly together - as a unit, they behave nicely in the closet and can be lifted enmasse into bag or box.
safer + better iPhone car charger allows an iPhone to be placed in an ideal location for car use using telescopic arm
iPhone bumper/fender
An aide to assist woman in pulling up their â€œSpanxâ€ or similar body shaping products.
Power Snake does for the work bench what Power Pivot does for the office desk! Customize your work area with outlets and lights in seconds!
My idea is a lightweight and compact sports equipment drying rack which mounts to a wall.
anywhere anytime battery operated hand held smoothie protein blender with insulated compartments to hold ice,fruit, and protein powder
Please view the video at www.SoapFoam.com to see working models of this patented device.
Next time you shop for headphones, you will have a choice between air cooling and a red b. It'll be a tough choice, but we're confident.
Baby Screen Door
make stickers that fit over your car emblems---your favorite team now is on your chevy bow-tie----your favorite NASCAR driver is on your car
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ECO-Kitchen Dish Rack
Wink enabled Wifi/Cellphone jammer. Bring family time back by turning off device signals in small radius. Plug into master device or wall.
A vehicle coin sorter and holder that is built to look like a "to-go" coffee cup with sleeve.
Breast cancer survivors who had reconstruction with implants need to wear a bra without underwire and the ones you can find are ugly bras.
this is my product [ the cord control ] helps you to keep power cords out of the way from being cut or tangled.
2 in 1 Pastry bag
((( Garlic Shooter ))) Load a Clove, Microwave for 10 Seconds, Pinch &amp; Shoot! The Naked Garlic Clove Emerges Unscathed &amp; Ready for Use!
Stop cleaning your floor with dirty water. The clean rinse MOP BUCKET is a 2 compartment bucket that keeps the dirt out of your clean water.
The Original RingThing
Video save
Over the Door Combo Organizer
Qube: Link all your Mac Devices into a small interactive cube. Speaker, hands free phone, and social networking combined.
easy pack
Cooler with Rails to attach accessories (beach, camp, fish) Add accessories for Repeat sales, 91.4% Vote, Resub
An app that tells you when one of your children has unbuckled their car seat/seat belt buckle.
Grocery bag that has compartments for dried, frozen or chilled groceries. It can also be a personal bag.
Patches made of fleece and heat-reflecting material added to winter exercise clothing, in specific spots where women need extra warmth.
Wireless earbud headphones with speaker. Ear buds for music or phone calls and a clip on speaker for phone calls or voice memos.
LUXURY iPhone 5 Case combines Stand, Ear Bud Storage, Shoulder Rest, Belt Clip, Lightning Cable Strap, and Slot for Debit Card &amp; House Key!
Store your shades
A small plot of land in physical form, perhaps 18x18 in. Also kits available to build on your land. Houses and the like.
Plastic Drinking Cup ID
A book reader that can help the reader read with ease. No difficult on trying to keep the book open.
Auto clean pet groomer
Improvement of "salad spinner" idea. Motorized spin dry veggies, then tumble with fan continously blowing gently to dry more completely.
SWITCH LABELS: Identifies what SWITCH operates what in your home BREAKER LABELS: Identifies what each BREAKER operates
Sometimes your infant's fashion clashes with their teething. The result is chewing on shoes. Let's give them something better to chew on.
Extremely ecconomical portable roll paper towel and toilet tissue dispenser.
Earring Found
A mini tracking device specifically designed for travel, is placed in the luggage, and monitored by a smartphone for easy tracking.
Deep Fryer Baskets
Pro camera accessory body.
Sleep Smart Pillow
A mountable human skull approximation for air-drying hooded garments
RAISING THE LEVEL OF UTILITY:Paper punch that allows the user to see the exact point where the hole will be madeâ€‹â€‹/see video/151 votes
Still need bumper stickers?Don't want to deface the bumper on your nice car?
Convenient and low profile way to carry your beach blankets/towels to the beach or pool in a bandoleer style strap.
DOUBLE DIPPER: Airtight, dishwasher-safe covered plastic bowl containing two reservoirs intended to be filled with condiments.
Agility Feet Trainer is created to teach agility ladders patterns which is used by kids, adult and teams.
A guard that can be attached to any toothbrush to keep toothpaste from getting on your fingers as you brush your teeth.
smartphone/iPhone/android-totally waterproof holder w/earphones - which allows underwater access to internet and camera/video/music/radio
ACCESSORY for the RENEW Product Bibs for babies. Sold in 10 packs.
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A thermostat system that averages the temperature of your whole home.
An Ipass app to replace the current Ipass.
Battery Operated Marshmallow/Hotdog Rotisserie. A must have for camping trips or backyard BBQ. Roast 3 marshmallows or 2 hotdogs at a time.
A working, spring-loaded toy gun that is small enough to be held by a Lego Mini-figure and can fire Lego parts (safely).
Heart Monitoring Armband
WALK THIS WAY
The Un brella
Beach Entry Mat, A foam padded mat with plastic stakes to cover the sharp rocks and shells when entering the water at the beach.
I have a bored cat and I thought of a robotic gadget that would entertain her with lasers, fish lines, sounds, to keep her company.
Itâ€™s time to change the rules about sanding blocks. This multi-task sanding block enables you to fine finish wood of all profiles.
A ring with flat edge to attach directly to cell phone so that a lanyard or cord can be attached to a purse
The SuperSuzie is the easiest and fastest way to add/remove a Lazy Susan to your patio table without having to lift and remove the umbrella.
Airport-security friendly belt that will not set off the metal detectors, and looks like a regular belt. Keep those pants (trousers) up!
Bed toes support elevates bedding away from toes, is uncomplicated, unobstrusive, stays in place, lays flat on bed with the touch of a hand
Save the environment and help homeless people.
Blinds break so easy after a year or so. If you try to tape them they sag. A small brace to fix them would be great
WOW a 2 Sided Sippy Cup. The Cup Has a Divider in the Middle, Can Carry 2 Liquids Simultaneously. Carry Milk and Juice, Juice and Water etc.
"Drink saver ice chest" has a two stage lid the holds ice between both lids. The ice will keep your drink cold when in the cup holder.
A space bag type zip lock water proof tote to take to school or office so you will not bring home bed bugs that are spreading everywhere.
Tight CORE Abdominal muscles and secure Posture & Balance are the result of simply sitting while at work, school, exercise, or play.
The Expand-a-pan is a 9x13 pan with notches on the side and a barrier with silicone around the edge, that allows for a custom pan size.
Whoopie Cushion Meets Toilet Seat : For pranksters everywhere
Saving bottle cap
A remote control pool vacuum. Hand controls guide vacuum along bottom and sides.
The Laundry Monster! Make chores fun for kids. Less stress, less mess! Feed the monster your dirty clothes. Please comment.
Fruit Cutters (Press) for Kids ~ Healthy eating Make fun Designs &amp; Snacks, Parties, Gifts
Sunpow! phone charger
Stick-Up Fan. Stick a Fan wherever you want it! Rechargeable battery pack and directional fan. Gorilla grip or mounting screws!
Every year, thousands of kids are required to buy graphing calculators for class. Let's bring those calculators up to speed. Enter Procalc.
Quantum Locked Flywheel
Anti Theft Tip Jar
Protect yourself,your family from burning fingers,it can use in kitchen with hot surfaces like pot or pan or all over house like hot iron.
Recliner Mouse Pad
Washable Gym Bag w/ seperate compartments. Dry side &amp; dirty/wet side. Divider/bottom will be waterproof. Rest of material will be mesh-like
A fitted soft silicone bumper scratch guard that not only protects you bumper from scratches
Pole Buddy
Pick Up Power V2
Enjoy perfectly steeped tea on the go! A travel mug that solves the problems with making and drinking tea on the fly.
iPad Mini Game Controller with stand.
DOUBLE HOOK, HINGED, SHOWER CURTAIN RING. Changing curtains can be as easy as 1,2,3!
shower curtain weights suspended on rods off the curtain ring controls blow~in, slides w/curtain stores neatly, non marring weights
A foldable and easy to carry pool or beach chair. No more big bulky and out of style beach chairs. Time to sit up and enjoy the ocean view.
Bluetooth Flat OLED Nite Light Extension Cords:App to notify you of calls,emails,texts.Also changes colors make them blink.
A cloud of inexpensive lightning detection devices provide mobile users warnings when lightning storms are moving close to their location.
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Any chef will tell you that crumbling ground beef as it cooks is a tedious task. This is the only tool which makes the process effortless.
LIGHT-SAVER
Eliminate back and knee pain, by using a leaf tunnel for yard clean-up.
A video gaming chair that allows its user to sit according to the action of the game, relaxed or intense.
1. Class Cockpit Bag
Whiteboard mistakes need correction. People use hands,using eraser is cumbersome. Magic glove corrects on the go.
Sided Clean Laundry Basket
Shower curtain liner bottom part turn strange pink/yellow/red: what is it - bacteria, I have an idea how to prevent using a simple method.
Peeleez orange peeler.William Egge,my father invented Peeleez in 1966. Since 1966 Peeleez has been marketed in California,Minnesota.
Decorative inflatable pillows.Available in all different shapes and sizes.Used with regular pillow shams.Wont attract bugs or allergens
The fat-handled coffee/tea mug for the nerve/muscle damaged person. Fatten the handle up in the shape of a football with knuckle ridges.
Electronic Cat/Dog Door allowing pet to escape during a fire.
It's a calendar. The 52 weeks of the year are all on a scroll. When a week is over the sheet rolls up to reveal a new week at the bottom.
Zippo Lighter Style iPhone Case, Stainless or Polished Metal Exterior, Cushioned Plush Soft Cloth Interior Protect your iPhone in style...
Power monitor that would allow you to monitor each plugins power use.
The MouseHouse. Speed up your Laptop and ditch the DVD. 1.8" SSD enclosure, tiny, hidden Bluetooth rechargeable mouse &amp; secret compartment.
Set of "silicon stove-top lids" with different mesh bar sizes. Flat, easily stored, some work as splatter guards, all fit out-of-round pans.
Wedge shoes that have three soles that can change the height of the sole and can be made in various colors
electronic or battery operate doormat
1 piece eco-friendly shower curtain with attached water-proof liner-no plastic
Custom shower curtain where consumer chooses design/art from catagories or by submitting own photo to transpose on shower curtain.
Multiple Pacifier Holder
(Patent Pending) Skribs Customizable Wristbands: Turn Your Wrist Into A Canvasâ€¦â€¦Video of Prototype
Design a portable outdoor chair that can be slung over the shoulder and folded up without putting it in one of the little baggies.
A DOCK THAT TURNS YOUR LAPTOP INTO A DESKTOP/MEDIA CENTER
Soppy Spoon
It only makes sense that if the current ridge vent could serve a "dual purpose" and make the roof look much better and last longer.
Portable dog poop claw w/built in pull thru bag dispenser attaches to a leash never feel a warm poop thru a bag again
The Enemug
Kids Dissolvable Band-Aids
Fingerprint Scanner Medication Lid-Ultimate way keep your meds safe-EASILY POPS OPEN LID-use your own med bottle/use Scanner lid-very cheap!
Do dishes easier with soap/water kitchen sink spray nozzle
Inflatible Hail Protection Tar
iCooler, a remote control by iPhone app, cooler, with electric motor, built in stereo for iphone, rechargeable battery. Fun on the beach!
Design blinds
An iDevice charger that acts as both a standard charger, but also contains an internal battery reserve pack for charging on-the-go.
Retrofit automatic room airflow control damper. Saves energy, increases comfort level, isolates unused rooms
The (X,Y) Case
Mix n' Match Bra
The Lint Screen Sweeper was created to provide a solution for the most overlooked home maintence tasks cleaning the dryer lint screen
SCANTRON MARKER.

Accurately mark test forms. Ease anxiety. Eliminate error. Increase scores.

A tag like label for cords/headphones/chargers.But not with the use of adhethives as when the tag is removed it would become very sticky.
Sleep Smart Pillow
Have you ever had Back pain? Well, if you have the EZ-invert could be the easiest and most useful traction device you will ever use.
Tired of just snap on and snap off of your old Legos? Do not want to pay Big Bucks for moving parts? Here is the answer, Stick on hinges.
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z
[RESUBMIT: 299 Votes] Power Bud: Want a small and attractive power outlet conveniently where you desire and it stays there?
juggernaut
Shopping Cart Grocery Tote
Ultraviolet light doormat to zap bacteria &amp; other unwelcome under-shoe filth. No longer will we have to take our shoes off!
Perfectly Level Camp Table
alert while walking, jogging, or running.
Resub-Infrared Heating Massage Gloves, with raised Vibrating bumps and ridges for Exceptional Massaging Feel.
garbage can back splash
Variwipe eliminates car wiper blades from skipping, streaking and chatting on the windshield.
No more kitchen drawer jams
Hookits! Strong bendable rubberized hook that can be used for hanging various items around a home. RESUBMIT 300+Votes!!
Nonelectric vacuum food sealer that uses any standard Ziploc bag, eliminates a need to buy expensive machines & special bags. Green product.
Crying Baby? Instant solution!
Glow in the Dark adhesive stripping that GLOWS in the dark.
Cord Seperator
Key Chain Credit Card Swiper Holders. Protects your credit card swiper and keeps it on hand.
Diskair. A light, heat resistant hair dryer in the palm of your hand. Let's re-invent the hair dryer.
Create an alarm clock that can use my own voice to record messages to wake my kids up! ie "BOOM! Wake up Dude"! no shutoff for alarm.
FINALLY The simple but must have bike rack for your GROWLER!
Beach Boggan is a family beach transporter that combines the design features of a wagon and a toboggan to get payload to/from the beach.
Stop Guessing Which Plug Is Which!
Christmas Lights Staple Guide
A virtually flat light weight attachment to the bottom of the shoe with the adjustability to raise your height up to 5 inches.
Imagine a fitted bedsheet that warms the hands of people who sleep with their arms under the pillow. It works and it's great!
The wheel has been reinvented! The Beach Wheel includes a chair, cooler, umbrella, personal storage and caddy into one simple wheel design.
MOMORY is a device the size of a key chain who can talk to you for your daily tasks and at the same time remember where your keys are.
Dynamo portable phone charger
A round expandable & easily removable tart or pie edge protector for the first 45 minutes of baking to protect the pie edges from burning.
SUPERPOWER: Powers everything! 6 power outlets and 6 USB ports.
Raccoon proof cat feeder
A clear iPhone case with a clear plastic and rubber layer, a fold down, clear, plastic stand, and a detachable sound director.
A collapsable multi-level drying rack for the kitchen so you can dry a whole family's worth of dishes/pots and pans.
Rocky
"S.A.S Board" a Semi-Automatic Skateboard, the newest innovation to skateboarding. The traditional "kick push" will be replaced by bouncing.
Small battery powered device with capability of reading recording storing markings of keys so once key is registered it can be reidentified
Hydraulic Circuit Breaker
Nearly foolproof way of collecting a clean catch urine sample for female clients
Light up gloves!
App enabled UV Ray sensor for your iPhone. Tells you how safe you should be.
A computer cooling pad that had a slide out tray for a snack, sandwich and a soda!
A keychain that makes sense
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Take the â€œPain out of paintingâ€. A normal paint brush can cause cramping and stiffness in your hand. With our brush, the pain is gone.
Non- electric,Outdoor,Self filling pet water bowl.
ear buddy, a clip on 90 degree ear mirror that allows you to see and remove any hair, wax or undesirables that are present in your ears
â€œBalanced Wheelbarrowâ€

Why strain to lift the handles, put more payload weight on the axle

a kettle top that the handle is removable(like a blender top), also holds the SS utinsels to keep the mess inside the SS kettle.
A product that suspends the lower half of an individual would put strain on the spine instead of stress in order to relieve back pain
A plastic 'cage' for contact lens case with suction cup attached; allows case to air dry and stay clean. Comes in mini terry cloth bag.
To clean small windows like divided lights, you need to be efficient! We need a MINI-Squeak!!! Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT
Switch-Blade: Have 3 Knives On One Handle! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Wheelie (or Wheel Barrows)
Sladder
CUP HOLDER Fits in car cupholder.Holds what you need handy-sunglasses/pen/lipstick/whatever.Foam inside/ elastic outside fit any item shape.
Prevent snow from building up on your driveway! Never have to shovel again and always be able to get your car out of the garage.
The idea is called a kitchen sink insinkerator plunger.
SAFETY VEST REPAIR KITS. Millions of people wear these vest everyday. How many have thrown away a perfectly good vest with one rip.
The Reverb iPad case, it allows the user to redirect sound of the speaker towards the viewer without losing design or sound quality!
GE+Quirky Home Command Center
Exhaust pipe covers for Roadster Hot Rods, etc. The cover is more for covering discolored exhaust pipes 1st and 2nd act as a heat shield.
Cool Wheels
Shoe that grows with your child. From infant to young child - transforming shoes. Parents save money!
Wobble Free Bass Mirror
Health bowl - keep your oils/fats and juices out of your bowl while you are cooking fries or vegies.
"Send Help" Rescue Balloon
Control your bad habits with this timed safe that only opens on the days you want it to.
Keep your cake and eat it too! A water filled cake/food platter base to keeps ants and crawlies of your food. I call it the Ant-e-platta.
Double Duo for two drinks in the same bottle
The "Investasafe", Safe with a bill collector for saving money. Will lock until a desired amount or date is reached. For children or adults.
A solar powered mini portable water heater. For camping and a great source for many people who don't have access to clean water.
Trying to get your waiterâ€™s attention? With the Table Tower, just turn on the light and your waiter will know you need something!
Turn2 Turning Aid is a manual medical device that helps turn a patient in a hospital bed with the help of only one caregiver vs two or three
My idea is a plastic Bottle shaped like a dumb bell. Easy to carry whether walking or jogging.
Submitted before: garden gloves that zip closed to prevent spiders from nesting in them.
A better pool brush with bristles that don't disintegrate over time.
Flat & Retractable Power Cord
Bag Buddy
SCREWD. Changes from Flathead to Philips with a click!
Baseball Hats Caps with Bandana Cloth
work shelf for a circular saw
SnaKe for electronics, shape your connections: usb multiport,powerstrip, speakers.In collaboration with MarySunny.
SleekSlip
**RESUBMITTED** The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Kerosene heat rises vertically. Using this heat energy to redirect the heat horizontally to heat persons nearby first more efficiently.
360Âº Swivel USB Disk Hub
The Dream multi use LED-Lamp, Alarm Clock, USB charging station, cell phone dock, and power plug extender.....
Scream-Saver
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Kickstand charging dock, alarm clock app, plays music through speaker base.
Trapezoid garbage can with pocket on side for dust pan, or a dust pan with folding handle and magnet to attach to inside of trash can lid
A "Hot Flash Doll" made of soothing comfortable fabrics with an insert for an ice pack.
Lamp with brightness Sensor
MacMini/apple TV Projector Stand....
Sick of sharing space in the bathroom? Need more? Why not have your own Personal Pod? Get that clutter off the sink and organize.
Inflatable Travel Car Seat - Safe, compact and portable. Perfect for planes, trains and automobiles. Manual or portable pump inflation
As a personal trainer to female Baby Boomers, I will solve: "What can I do to make my triceps looks less saggy in a sleeveless outfit???"
Hot Wheels Light Race
EASIEST WAY TO PEEL A POMEGRANATE!! see video
App enabled Baby seat, monitor and entertain from the front seat.
its a qtip but with a twist its the revalutionary q-twist a new design with a set of grooves to remove ear wax much easier
Cocktail Mixer for iPhone
X-Ray prot. case for Cameras
miniature portable washer
A case with flexible arms for use on Smart Phones, Tablet PCs, and other similarly styled devices. The arms can have multiple functions.
The Divisibowl allows one to transport milk and cereal in one place without getting the cereal soggy before being able to eat it.
Reminder Units
Power Clamp
All purpose bottle drainer that will firmly grip any inverted bottle allowing it's contents to drain down to the bottle's opening.
Solar roof shingles
A mesh spunge with a soap pouch. Add a pouch to a scrubby for leftover soap pieces, too small to use. Economical and lathers fantastically.
Wing Thing Modular Airplane
Toothbrush SteriGuard
Inflatable Stow Blow and Go Minivan Seats
Lets make a bakers rack/cabinet worthy of becoming more than a microwave stand.Protect cooling racks,cookbooks,ipad/cookbook stand &amp; storage
Ice-fisherman from all over the world are tired of telling the story about the "big one" that got away. The Mega-Net will change this.
Anti Scratch/Bite Cat Bathing Equipment
Tired of looking at your home or business water cooler bottle? Let's create something to really talk about around the water cooler!
Pegs for Pegits. Accessorize and customize.RESUB COME ON PEOPLE!!
"Driving sleeves" that protect hands and arms from the sun while driving.
I received the gold and silver medals in the ITEX and CYBER invention fairs.I have a provisional US patent.I developed this new technology.
Display credit/debit card balance on card - Never be embarrassed by a card decline again
PenSHELL
"Please/Thank You" directional signals, probably small LCD panels, to be placed in the rear window of cars or trucks.
A pet net that would prevent shedded pet hair from getting on your clothes, furniture, or car. Form fitted and insect proof.
The PC-Hawk is an intuitive, precise, and hands-free cursor control device. It can provide the freedom your mouse will never possess.
Smart Transition Glass Toaster
Have you ever wondered about the person that sat in the plane seat before you did? Or how well they clean the plane seats? PLANKET=CLEAN
MÃ©gologique
Digital Soccer Ball-My daughter plays soccer and loves to juggle the ball. problem is she loses count of how many times she hits it.
A vacuum type ponytail maker. Blow dryer size with extensions and accessories. Preloaded with every style/color of hairbands and bows.
Two attachments for the hard plastic tool on the vacuum at the car wash. 1. Brush attachment 2. Small crevice tool.
Ceramic tile installation tool.
A product that eliminates wet marks on clothing from excessive perspiration which antiperspirant deodorants are unable to cure.
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Emergency Lighting
Finally a Fire Place tool set that doesn't clunk and fall over. With our magnetic Fire Place tool holder you won't have to clunk around.
"WEAVE" your ties/scarves/belts (or all 3 at the same time) rather than hang them on hooks on this QUIRKY RACK made up of stretchy straps.
Quick Blinds
Modular mobile closet organizers. Start with a base on casters, add sides, drawers, rods, shelves, build up, build out,wheel in the closet
Forgot about your laundry in the washer or your food in the oven? An app that is tailored to your appliances would alert you in real time!
Low cost prescription reading glasses for an individual who has one eye weaker than the other.
The Humbrella- A childs umbrella that, when raised, plays a song. Could also be developed for adults and promoted for sporting events.
Do these shoes look like your kids? My kids always destroy the front of their shoes cause they drag their toes! Save money on shoes!
THE PERFECT PURSE!! EASILY FIND WHAT YOU NEED! EASY TO USE, EASY TO STORE!
collapsible towel holder. fold the towels and keep them close ready for everyday use. having guest? no problem easy access to the towels
THE ULTIMATE LOUNGE CHAIR IS HERE WETHER YOU ARE AT YOU,R POOL OR THE BEACH...
Grass Trimmer Attachment
Instead of the elderly trying to decide whether to bring the cane or the walker for the day, get a device that can be both..The Cane Walker!
A toliet paper holder that has a spring to release the bar when the roll gets down to 5 sheets for removal of roll to slip on a new one.
Smartphone Android Ã clavier
Comfy arm
The ultimate door mat! It has a scrubbing side and a drying side. Never worry about dragging mud and dirt in the house again. See video.
Sometimes we need slim. Sometimes we need to carry stuff. SlimBrief. An Ipad case that expands and puts the brief in briefcase.
An iphone case that sanitizes the phone every time it is put back into its case
Plant Alert
Food cover
iPad Floaty for your pool. Completely waterproof.
An icebag that bends to fit your neck and stay there while walking around or sitting without a strap to choke you.
LullaTimeZzzz...
Coloured artificial ice cubes! You can put them in any dish for beauty - in tea and juices, and even some soups.
COFFEE SCOOP SET - ALWAYS MAKE THE RIGHT COFFEE !!
The Tri-Pac is a multipurpose compact case that conveniently attaches to a golfers belt, waistline, or golf bag.
Bin Slippers - No more loud garbage bins when rolling them out to the street!
New modular wall outlets that conserve power and allow customization.
App: Time to change your water filter! Whole household filters (after pipe fitting) or floating in pitchers
An electric sensor to connect child seat and driver - an alarm if a child is being left in the car.
A devise that extends the bottom of a car seat out to accomodate larger dogs.
Flashlight tag bands. Hands free! A NEW twist to an oldie but favorite. (Also great for camping, night walks, and walking the dog). resub
FREEZIE BOWL - I want a bowl which is able to keep foods cold(cool) like we are able to keep foods warm with a product like the crockpot.
Solar Powered Sprinkler Timer- Water When Its Wanted!
Tired of a dry/itchy back when you emerge from the shower? Not flexible enough? How about a hands free lotion dispensing application device
A garder type of accessory that will help the every day frustration of tucking various types of jeans into boots with a clean straight look.
NAIL/TOENAIL BITING CURE-NAPE
"Jump Lights" a portable jump rope using light beams, You jump over the beams at multiple speeds and an alarms sound if you hit the beams.
Now You Can Color INSIDE the Lines with these Fine Tip, Self-Sharpening, Ergonomic, Retractable Crayons! Organic, Green, & Made in the USA!
Table Top Basketball
Dry Erase Adjustable Cable and Cord Bands or Tags! Snap on your cords and mark them! REUSE these again! Picture is for concept only!
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Hinge Handle Skillet. H2S- a skillet whose handle can be repositioned for cleaning and storage using a ratchet like design
Power bar extension cord. (Heavy Guage)with individual insulated plug in covers, to protect from dirt/moisture when 1 or more not in use.
Safety: A motorcycle driver would wear glove with LED lights on the back hand part of the glove to safetly indicate a left or right turn.
Introducing the Pick Prop! The Pick Prop will hold/organize guitar picks &amp; accessories for display &amp; easy access. Grab the pick you need.
A spatula grater. The working end of the spatula has a built in grater. Two commonly used utensils in one. Less dishes to clean!
Advanced Corn on the Cobb holder
Dry platform-Steamer Stand
iPhone 5 Case includes Stand, Glare Guard, and Soda/Coffee Holder so You can Use 2 Hands to Text or Type Emails!
My idea is to create a USB flash drive that has a built-in screen so you can view your files!
Clear, plastic pitcher with a magnified, molded outer "sleeve" that accepts marked recipe cards for measure free drink making.
For the MANY flashy/gaudy females! LED light to place under high heels-Tiny, bright colored, battery op.,&velcro backed so interchangeable.
A nightstand for loft beds! Put your alarm clock in arm's reach!
Large laminated diagram of baseball field w/ removable tabs for player's positions; tabs hold names of players, can be moved each inning.
A shower cap-style hood made of perforated, elasticized plastic to protect face, hair and clothes while dressing.
scotts boot strap T.E.D. hose
catch tray for a toilet bowl brush with three sliding plates that form solid piece when expanded ,can be pushed up to handle for use
Easy fruit/veggie equal slicer
A signal booster the size of a quater that plugs into the portal,and will double the strenght of your internet connection
Multi-Surface, Expandable Cutting Board. Cut and keep ingredients separate, and avoid cross-contamination. Unit can spin and lock in place.
A simple jig to locate and mark the exact center of a piece of round stock, whether of wood, plastic, or metal.
Cooling Cabinet
A heated pad for the snow shovel handles or any outside tools. Want to ride on a cooler day? Use a heater pad for bike handles
A rubber and silicone curling/flat iron holder/stand to keep you burn free!
Life Saver
Car.bin
Bluetooth Fiber Optic Guitar:Now you could learn how to play a new song quicker on an actual guitar,App-enabled.
Every evening I prepare my coffee maker for the next morning. Slowly measuring the coffee, scoop by scoop by scoop by scoop by scoop.....
"R Table Ribbons". Holds down table cloths on picnic tables. Bright colored, wide ribbons with elastic that function like a rubber band.
Timed 'last channel' button on remote control. Automatically returns to origional channel after certain time period when hit prev channel.
Modular storage boxes with detachable side panels and additional feature to set them into storage system, desk or partition wall.
A Better ~ Milk Cap ~ By: RickJ
Use a single item dishwasher for small households, to clean dishes as you use them, not waiting for a full load.
The RotNot is here.Its app enabled and alerts you to rotting fruit, stopping an expensive chain reaction in your fruit bowl or veggie bin!!
Never bend over using this dustpan! The unique center gripper hole uses your broom handle to lift the dust pan!
Levitating Candle! A candle that levitates by using opposite polarity from magnets. Led candles can be substituted for real ones if needed
Attachment for side discharge lawnmower,smashes leaves in small pieces,become lawn fertizer instead of being collected and sent to landfill.
fuel point vending
Door knobs hitting dry wall and making holes has always been a problem. Repairing the wall is a pain and it never looks the same.
A baby spoon that aides development of motor cognitive skill and independence. Plus No more wipe-ups, baby struggle or cold food for babies.
Quick Storage Magsafe Charger
sweet salad
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Grocery Box. A large plastic storage box with wheels on one end and a handle on the other. To help get your groceries into your apartment.
I adapt
Locating Wrist bands for children in crowded public places
Sun-Cheaters are adhesive polymer magnifying lenses that can be added to ANY existing sunglasses making them useful for reading and seeing.
Case for the iPhone that glows in the dark. Can serve as a night light or flashlight. (Resubmit 243 votes)
Unbelievably simple low tech product makes clearing your sidewalk and driveway of leaves, grass and other debris much easier and quicker.
Invent a solar cell for cell phones, laptops, Ipads, etc that constantly charges without use of a charger.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 228 votes
Mini Portable Washer
Clear silicone wristband with digital photo frame and built-in USB. Multiple messages or art that displays like a digital photo frame.
Baseboard Power Strips
Reinvention, Tub Hair Strainer
Dump Car to Smart Car
A cat litter pan with spill guard walls to prevent litter from spilling outside when the cat is covering up the mess.
Cat Tracks, cat litter mat, has a rim all around it and removable grid. It will trap and keep cat litter inside the mat.
Bendable Wire Concept for a Power Strip. Now you can bend your power strip more ways than one. Lets not Pivot your power strip, Bend It.
An adjustable height golf tee for use at golf driving range practice facilities.
A bed frame organizer that fits over a standard wood frame dorm bed. Compartments that can organize lots of school necessities.
SleepAssured
you can reach the toilet paper without twisting your back
Crescent wrench twist
"The Wristminder" will be a band that velcros around the wrist , holding a small, replaceable post-it note pad .
No more dirty headbands! The decorative headband and hair accessory holder is here. Save drawer space and organize all in one.
Waist Bag/Fanny Pack That Expands Into A Tote Bag!
" RE~FRESH" How many times have you opened the fridge door gazed inside and wondered, "what's in those containers"? AND, is it still good?
Cabin Buddy Marine Storage
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!! (RESUB)
Wearable TV Proximity Control
Never forget your reusable shopping bags again! This caddy hangs on the back of your car seat and easily transfers to your shopping cart.
paper saver
TOILET BUDDY ,, SAVES U MONEY
Bait Angel Bucket
The Fan Baby ! Have a nice Cool and Comfy baby ! Its a Fan that blows from the back of infant seat and from the stroller, on batteries.
My idea is a giant press(ie, garlic) that squeezes the excess water out of spinach or a 2pc strainer/bowl set that gets the same results.
Toilet Paper Holder with Dock for your phone or tablet WatchVideo/Read/Listen to music in the bathroom. Stand Alone Unit
This would be a universal wall mount with speakers/ charger for the product
Collapsible wheeled hamper cart with clothespins tray, pull handles and front swivel casters for maneuverability.
Big zipper
The Good2Go panel. A pants panel that lets women keep their dignity pulled up when enjoying the great outdoors.
Cold Feet? Adjustable 60/40 heating blanket can solve that problem, you can put the heat where you need it the most. Simple but very useful!
float that cradels body like lounge chair with adjustable air pressure so you could choose how much or how little of your body is in water
My son Loves to use his Punching Bag as a Bat to hit his Beach Ball. Lets Design a Bat that is the size of a Punching Bag with a ball also.
The Soap Liquidator will save you money while reducing the waste of those small pieces of soap! Turn soap bars to liquid soap in minutes!
Automatic Egg Scrambler
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Universal Extension cord to remove the clutter behind TV, Stereo, PC and other electronic devices.
Steering wheel cover w/ electronic drums. Three pads give you bass/snare/cymbal sounds xmitted via bluetooth over your car stereo system.
The Lady Ring Glove is a fashion, sport or winter glove that accommodates ring finger jewelry for women.
Magnalights
Blow It Out
Hairband that expands like a fan. Have a thin hairband or one with designed prints when you expand it.
Shoes on the floor, one here and another there. Organising shoes is a problem This solution WALL OF SHOES will solve that problem.
Treemers
App enabled Time Out Chair
A webcam cover for the built in webcams on the Apple ï£¿ Macintosh computers
Disc Tracker: Never lose your DVD's or video game discs again!
Loo Buddy â€“ tablet/mobile phone/book holder for use when you in lavatory. We all do it, let's do it with more style and comfort!
A Simple Easy To Read Meat thermometer with hand heat shield!!!
Car to car chat
Wireless Mouse Case + Pad
Iphone case that can hold a guitar pick so you never forget to take the pick with you and you're always ready to play.
A mobile app that tells you how much water you've used during your shower, or throughout the day.
A toothbrush with the toothpaste in the handle.
Motorcycle crash lights mounted to bike frame. FLASHING LEDs ACTIVATED BY IMPACT SENSING "G" SWITCHES.
Convert your cane into a self standing cane, never bend down to pick it up again with this amazing self standing tip.
Silicone protection and charger for your iPad OR iPad 2! Charge and cover your iPad with a silicone case and cover. It's so simple! Try one!
When typing on mini-keyboards, use this idea for a product called "Thumball", a split thumbring with a projected small silicone ball.
It can be hard to share space with a roommate. So I have an idea to make it easier to fit clothes in a small closet.This helps save space.
Do you know what a woodworking plane is? Ever had to sharpen one? Ever had to keep the blade adjusted in a plane? My plane makes it easy.
SMORKS - smart corks, app enabled
Keurig Coffee K-Pad. This product reduces the noise produced by the Keurig coffee maker.
Quick~butter knife
No more mixed signals. A bracelet that glows when your heart starts to race. Get Glowing!
TIME MY PEE
Trash cans, recycling bins, and drink coolers are boring. What can't they be appealing -- look like something else. Why can't they be fun!
sifflet mesureur de distances
Just mechanical mobile. Not need outer supply. Just convert a mechanical power to electrical one. Real thing for real traveller
"Topperware" -- the Tupperware with the top that holds sauces, dressing, dips, etc. This tupperware has a lid that is a separate container!
Make it your own frige.
Shower dispensers
The world needs a band-aid that has both a cooling agent and anti-biotic. Stored in freezer but not cold enough to cause tissue damage.
Electronic notebook. Write on your notebook paper &amp; save it as a file on your computer or tablet. Comes w/ stylus &amp; USB cord. Resub w/ edit
The slam dunk trapper with collapsible bottom can be used in the sink or tub. when full bang strainer on trash pail and contents fall out.
USB's for on the go. Operates like a Swiss Army Knife. 4 USB blades fold out. Use as many as you need 1,2,3,4. Glows and always has 3 prong
Key Command Keyboard
Earphone holder that keeps the earphones attached to your phone.
a bug repellant pad that attaches by velcro under the bill of a ballcap or visor
Handle to be used with exercise equipment to relieve pressure on the wrist to allow additional stress to larger muscle groups.
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The amazing Lens Lift cups the contact for pain free and simple application to eye. Elimination aggravation and saving time each morning.
Lets create cleaning 2.0, iphone based some new cleaning robots for hard spot as around your knick knacks, or really above our furniture
Ononimay
Sandpaper gloves for woodworking, guitar making, craftsmen. Don't use a tool that's an extension of your hand; use the ultimate O.G. tool.
A platform/shelf that hangs from the bottom of a lofted bed, and increases the amount of storage space in a small dorm room.
Nightlights taking up all the outlets? Not anymore! ***Must see new pics*** Let's shed some light on this ideation!
Protection for your finger tips when using kitchen knives to chop vegetables
My idea is for a plastic garbage can with a thin metal mesh covering to keep animals from chewing through and leaving trash all over.
Faxbox
Solar Panel tape. Various sizes and length to custom create you own solar collector. Ideal for window blinds, or anything else.
A multiple object tracking device for the unorganized college student.
Phone case that turns your phone into a hands-free, first person video camera. Inexpensive alternative to first person cameras.
Poo Vac
This New Kitchen Knife, Cuts Through Everything Except Your Skin. Dramatically reduces the risk of injury/child safe *Please See Prototype*
A cell phone case that has an additional battery that is charged by kinetic energy gear similar to a watch.
Save R Seals
Ultimate Toy Chest
emergency wheel chair
I want to invent a stand for a hair dryer that sits on the ground and warms your buns after a shower. I think "Bun Warmer" is already taken.
See-whats-behind-you-without-turning-your-head....safety cycling eyeshades. now biking will be much safer specially for kids and racers!!!
HANDS FREE DOOR OPENER. (see images)
flash drive + usb hub port at same product. A flash drive with a usb port to keep connecting additional usb devices, like a mouse.
A clear airtight silicon baggy to protect valuables from heat on the beach, auto or anywhere.
Introducing the flexible â€œextend and aimâ€ light add-on. Works on any light fixture! w/optional dusk to dawn sensor.(See concept images)
Frying Pan Partitioner! Save energy, time and the environment by cooking multiple foods in one pan!
The Ipad Glove or Snuggy. Like the Ipad was dipped into a bucket of silicone and a Ziploc opening was put on the back. Dang Sweet.
A 2 in 1 broom so you can get those hard to reach cob webs(high ceilings)as you sweep. Dust as you go!
Nestlette
A decorative (or clear) plastic liner for bathroom waste bins that keeps the inside clean and the outside decor visible.
Wire organizing system for home and office computers, home theater systems and anywhere tangled cords create disorganization.
Paint Roller Guide
My idea is to have a person in front of the computer reading a book live so that people can see and hear the other person as if reading.
A game controller that can change its button colors and labels to match the game you are playing.
STOP YOUR CAKE GETTING DRY ONCE YOU CUT INTO IT! A clear, hinged thingamajig to place on your cut cake. Also helps lift + serve tall cakes!
Magnetic Chat
Everybody knows how annoying it is to crush things like, tablets, grains or nuts. Here is the easy and elegant way to do it "Square".
SPOT ON is nicely designed, motioned activated, rechargeable night light that provides only the light you need, when you need it.
A pediatric toothbrush with a snap-back hinge between the head and the handle, that quickly trains kids to exert proper brushing pressure
Remote controlled Toddler Lamp
powder puffs
The Moat bowl. A molded bowl within a bowl. Helps to keep the ants out.
Apply a 4"X9" piece of peel-and-stick fabric to the inside back of the bottom of women's slacks. The fabric can be black or white.
Water fuse- shuts off water flow, based on hydraulics only. Can be adjusted based on maximum flow desired.
I invented a portable mouse pad that sits beside your chair at your desk. you rest your arm on the padded top with the mouse.
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Pipe Alert
Recycle Your Cans, Make A Canm
Sunglasses with night vision lenses. Everyone will have to buy new sunglasses to look cool and see better at night.
Two slotted paper envelope.
Hub cap covers with designs on them so you don't have the lame silver
A beach pillow made of sand!
It's called "The Purse Keeper"
Pan Sizer
Jekyll: Dual Flash Drive
cufflinks with quirky logo
washing your car will be a one hand affair &amp; washing/cleaning of bathroom floor &amp; walls will be easier &amp; less time cosuming.
So0OCo0Ol WaVe AqUA SwIm HaT
A longboard lock so college students can lock their boards at campus bike racks instead of carrying them into classes, meals, meetings, etc
A wrist mounted smartphone case that allows you to text, surf the web, or play games, all while keeping your hands free. Think PipBoy 3000!
EZ Decorate Spinner allows quick, easy, FUN, enhanced safety, 360 degree access when decorating a Christmas tree, family members love it.
Sunflower seed snacking set
When your iPad is out, what do you do with your phone? Welcome to the latest cover - The iPad Extender.
Ultimate portable emergency light.
Give children the best possible start they need. Lets make learning fun. A toy that blends fun &amp; learning with motor cognitive skills.
organic sanitizer .
A garden hose with a built in shut-off valve so that the water can be turned off opposite the end attached to the spigot.
Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers. Use with iPhone.INNOVATIVE!*RESUB* Wearable!
Rectangular padding that Velcros to the arm rest on an airplane, at sporting events or in movie theaters to make your baby more comfortable.
monster wave comp.
Remote controlled/App enabled lamp, turn on/off, dimmer, sleep, A smarter light!
Pest-Free Bowl: Your Petâ€™s New Best Friend! (A Collaborative Entry)
((((( Measure! ))))) Always with you. - - - Just roll it along any surface, a table, your waist, a package, a picture, your couch...
we need a container to carry medicines like sugar pills etc., which is used by patients entire life. it should be easy to carry container
Self-adjusting wheel chock uses custom spring inside sliding square PVC connecting 2 chocks blocks to keep a trailer from rolling.Superchock
A remote controlled backpack that kids can use to "drive" the backpack while they walk to and from school.
Froggie my big mouth organizer
SLEEP ENABLED TV MANAGER or SLEEP ENABLED HOME MANAGEMENT takes care when YOU sleep -_- {zzzzzz
The Paint Brush "PROPPER" keeps your paint brush PROPPED and your surroundings clean free.
Hotel room QR Code key
Alarm Fan Clock
Introducing...the LifeWatch which tracks personal goals with day count down/up mode on a practical wristwatch that's motivational...
WHACKITS. Test Your Reaction Skills with These Bracelets. Play Solo or Beat Your opponent. Kids Will Love Their Breaktime at School.
Auto band aid dispenser.
Hotel Dual Extension Cord
A SLICER/SHREDDER design to attach securely to the edge of a countertop with interchangeable slicer/shredder blades and a catch cup under it
A device that lets you know who was or is in your car most recently.
Smartphone Glucose meter
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The hip enhancer creates curves for women. It slips on and is made out of nylon and has pads that sit on the hips.
Solar Panel Bobber for fishing .
Skirt weight
A public bathroom sound machine that drowns out uncomfortable and embarrassing sounds and removes the social tension with using the loo.
A "Bible Belt." A belt worn by men or women with a metal buckle in the shape of a Bible and Bible references embossed/stitched around it.
Accessorize eyeglasses by creating a attachment to the eyeglass arms, that would change color, or design and possibly shape.
How cool would it be to buy lenses and choose different frames to pop in and out to match , outfits, moods and occasions.
Dog Leash with integrated remote and wireless collar.
An "I.V." type container/bag that hangs on a post near your porch flower box to slow drip water through, keeping them healthy and happy.
A mesh typed circle that would line clothes dryers; solid back and handles on the front to allow someone to pull all the clothes out at once
"one remote in my car". i have too many remotes in my car and they all on my visor. Hard to travel with...
Exoskeketon
GreenGO - never miss a green!
My idea is a small cosmetic bag with a mirror on the outside. But not glued to the ouside. I have a name I'd like to use for it.
The Delivery Flag.
Bicycle Banana Lock
Iron for the 21st Century
Need a handy place for your tunes? The Nano or Shuffle belt is perfect.
Line Extension to Cookie Keeper, attachable Cookie Spatula, you have the cookies, you have the pans, why not take something with to serve?
A walking cane that has a button to press that will pop out a HELP sign.
The toddler bath eye protection will keep soap and water out of the little one's eyes.
Baby syndrome is a terrible yet common thing that happens to infants. A baby should never have to be at risk while sleeping. Problem solved!
Paper Towel Deluxe
Explore Observatory bug catcher + plant identifier. Get snapshots, observe, learn and share. Inspired by my daughter.
Drones. Pandora's box has been opened and soon everyone will have their own personal drone.
Glass as a weed killer. Place glass over weeds let the sun cook the weed for a few days and the weed is eliminated.
Drain Flower
Shower Curtain Defender
Game Controller and Phone Charger Station. Charge your controller and your phone in one station.
Baby bottle washer
Gloves that you can wear that have built in rollers balls up and down the fingers and palm.
The Power Of Q. Quirky Power Strip with outlets and USB plugs.Shaped like a Q.
Cap Caddy holds baseball caps in a cap shaped shell that will not crush. There is a separate zip compartment to hold your valuables.
Hairband Ear Buds Holder. Keep your hair in place and your ear buds. Great for that active person!
A mosquito repellent in a wipes form. forget the mess, get it right where you want it. wipe it on and forget the spray mess.
A GPS smartphone for a toddler? Keep track of and keep in touch with your toddler, with this bracelet that syncs with your mobile device.
Thumb Press Dual Dispenser Single Handedly Dispenses Dish Soap On Sponge OR Dish Soap & Other Liquid. Also Hides & Disinfects Sponge & MORE
Feed Fido on time, everytime! Water 4 the cat etc. Freshness &amp; access control 2 help portion control while u're away @work / o-night)
Comfort
Toilet light switch
An iPad dock/charger that allows you to dock/charge in landscape (on the side) rather than just portrait. The dock will also have speakers.
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Resubmitted! My extendable hanger will custom fit your size garment and sit properly! No more bumps in the shoulders or weird lines/creases.
NEW! Glow in the dark Multi Colored Blocks
Pet detective
Back-It-Up
Suitcase Burglar Video Camera
Growing a plant has never been so easy, instead of making a mess in Your appartament unsnap the pot to make it bigger for the plant!
Laptop Computer Power Brick Power Cord Rap and Cord saver, now your power brick will last longer than your computer, with the cord GRIP
Travel Steamer Cleaner
HAPPY BATH TIME protects dog ears when they are bathing.
Quirky Bracelet! Not so much an invention, I'd like to wear one to advertise though :)! RESUB
REMOVABLE/DISHWASHER SAFE/REFRIGERATOR SHELF LINERS Eliminate the frustration of wiping glass shelves constantly or washing them by
hand.
A collapsible vase that's ready for the surprise moments but doesn't take much space when not in use.
TRASH VAC
ASCII Coded keyboard
Heated Case For iPhone 5
Set of cooking utensils that rests on the edge of pot/pan so it will drip back into the pan and not be as messy
safe induction box
Life jacket and life raft. I would like to create a life preserver that can become a raft. Pull the cord and it inflates and becomes a raft.
A flexible, automatic shape-changing digital picture frame. It's the picture frame that takes the shape of your life.
App Enabled Smart Refrigerator
Smart Post it notes - App enabled post it notes. Allow you to remotely put messages to post it notes via tablet, phone or computer!
easy double sided squeegie
Tri-let chord gives you that extra reach to connect your coordinated lighting, split them when you need an extension! perfect for bedrooms.
Stovetop laser thermometer that clamps to the back of the stove or bottom of the stovetop microwaveoven. It monitors temp of frying food.
Test
In need of a drink of water &amp; no fountain around every faucet becomes a fountain. Made from plastic it is a fountain in your pocket.
An extension wand that can be attached to existing lawn care product sprayers to give more reach and better control of the spray.
Breathe right
iPad Swivel Tray that Mounts to Suitcase for Working at Airport.
Plastic paper towel holder with a clip on the back so you can connect it anywhere.Example Garage/Camping/Bed/Office (Anywhere On Anything)
Sports/Movie Slipcovers
The Plamp
Have a lightweight, waterproof baseball style hat that has a built in device to listen to music.
I have a kitchen counter top tool that offers a simple way to instantly slice fruit and vegetables into wedges at the press of a handle.
The Meat Ring.Time Saving BBQ Skewer.
Shower Temp Control
A can opener that bends or cuts the top of the can into a sealed lid.
Whit this product you doesn't have to drop your just turn on cigarette, you can turn off it and turn on later, you save money!!
I'm a substitute teacher AND a grandma who uses a cane. I LOVE the shoes that light up when the kids walk. I want a cane that lights up
Tired of your dishwasher tossing your plastic containers around and opening the door to find they are full of dirty, soapy water?
Fetch Ball. It bounces unpredictably. For Fido's fun, exercise and agility. For kids, a game of 'guess where the ball will bounce to'.
A WRAP-A-ROUND HOSE!!!!
Instant Cloth Stain Remover Patch. Just put the patch over the stain, add a few drops of water, rub, pull & peel it off. And lo, stain gone!
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An Folio case line extension that allows a blood sugar monitor and a few supplies to be attached to the iPhone along with credit cards, etc.
Adustable Pool Dumbbells
Serpentine Light
The Pop-Up Baby Bottle will help prevent spills and stains on your floor and keep germs of your baby's bottle.
Never enough plug-ins for cell phones, tablets and other portable devices that require charging. This system transmits power wirelessly
My idea is called the Credit Card Eraser,it's purpose is to protect from theft. Shredders are expensive and scissors aren't full proof.
Tina's pill minder
SHIFT-GUARD
in sink liquid soap pump
Closet Storage for High Heels
I'm proposing an internal switch that will flash the headlights, break lights, and backup lights when the turn signals are activated.
3 Smart Sensor Emergency Night Light/Flashlight.
Water book
The idea is a heated ice cream scoop, the handle of which contains a low level heating element powered by two AA batteries.
Shower caddy clamp stabilizer.
KEY SLEEVES-Flip your keys! Facilitates placing &amp; finding keys on key ring. Guides how to hold key &amp; find keyhole on first try. RESUBMIT
Loading 10-15 different pills in a weekly tray for elderly relatives can be time-consuming. Load them with an hand pill loader!
"COMFY BUDDY" all weather pet bed. A comfortable, washable, water-resistant pet bed for use outdoors-For hunting, camping, kennel or porch!
Fork knife and spoon Light made of durable plastic with led light near head of each utensil watch battery in handle with button to turn on
Self-reading children's book that does not require an external device such as a CD player or other devices.
A flexible kayak that moves faster the way fish do, by flipping its tail. Needs flexible poly-materials, and pedal power to drive the flip.
A water bag instead of a water bottle.
Bedbug shield:piece of white cloth that folds in pouch. Unfold to fit over movie seat;extensions over arms. After, stuff cloth in pouch.
Soccer guard, similar to shin guard, that protects front, back and sides of leg.
A way for CD, DVD and BLUE RAY readers and writers do their jobs 2,4 perhaps up to 8 times faster than today's fastest ones on the market.
Butter Slicer/Dispenser: Produce a perfect, thin slice of butter with the squeeze of a trigger.
BABY TRANSFORMING UNIT
Salt, Pepper, Napkin Holder, with Speakers for iPhone, iPod, mp3 Player for Dining Room Table or Kitchen Table. All-in-One Unit!
The Charger Stopper
The all in 1 Rechargeable tackle box with digital fish log and radio.
POTTY TRAINER lets your child know it's time to go potty.
Fold away Borad Game Table that spins in the center
A device that lets you know who was or is in your car most recently.
Vibrating alarm clock pad. A pad that gradually wakes you up from more intense vibrations.
Chain/Necklace Separator
Self-Inflating Beach Mattress. Beach towel size: Comfortable, Portable, Lightweight, Simple! No power or external inflation device needed!
Collapsable ping pong table, with multiple functions including; ping pong, extra work station, utility table (ex. folding laundry)
LED Travel Mirror
Inflatable 3-Tiered Mattress Prop for Toddler and Single Mattresses. Achieve a better night's sleep!
When reading, can't you find a pencil to remark something interesting in your book? Here is our bookmark with pen grabber!!
A app for hearing impaired individuals in movie theaters.. The App would sync to the movie and provide close caption.
Ultimate Laptop case. Has a small detachable 3 ring binder that can be zipped on and off, rest of case used as laptop desk, Quirkify..Engage
NIGHTRIDER - Portable App Enabled Nightlight System with Alarm! Control the lighting and alarm system from anywhere! Keep your family safe!
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NOW AN EVEN BETTER WAY TO LISTEN TO MUSIC IN AND OR AROUND WATER!!!
AN ALARM CLOCK THAT RECORDS YOUR DREAMS UTILIZING A BUILT IN MIC AND RECORDING SYSTEM THAT BEGINS RECORDING
WHEN YOUR ALARM SOUNDS.
A backpack with an integrated scooter (Razor) to ride around campus.
Lightweight and transparent, glass-like Silicone Cookware
Renaissance Remote
A small 'Insulated Cream Pitcher' which will keep cream fresh longer at restaurants, diners, and catered functions. Also great for home use.
Go To Bed app
SPINNING IRON-Iron Flat or Upright*No More Ironing Back & Forth*Simply Glide Over*Easy to Iron Ruffles, Around Buttons, etc.*Hang to Store.
wip-it yogart spoon.
First ever enclosed, patented, hand held salt/seed/fertilizer dispensing device! No more ruined gloves or uneven seeding distribution!
Automatic hand sanitizer. The automatic dispenser would allow the users to have the sanitizer dispensed instead of using a bottle or pen.
Roll of pre-measured paint-friendly tape for measuring,leveling,and putting in nails,screws or fasteners to hang pictures on walls.
A disposable baggie to cover your hand or glove while filling your vehicle with gas at the local station and preventing gas-smelling hands.
car body guards
Turn It Up
Dog waste bag pouch with activated charcoal - deodorizer. A dog waste bag holder/pouch that eliminates the odor from dog waste bags.
I Pad "SOUNDCASE"
Simple, let's **Add a scraper to the common sponge** Built in or universal. Adds value and performance! Convenient! Empower your sponge ;)
This is an invention that avoids opening the fridge door every time you want to see what's inside.
Product for retaining the bottom of the Shower curtain/liner while the shower is in use.
App. security/entry lights. Portable,compact,wireless.
Portable baby fall proof safty pool.Design a small portatble baby pool,set it up in seconds,baby enjoying the water, you with no worries !
RESUBMIT featuring new cartridge. BNL (Best and Last) BBQ Brush you ever have to buy! Achieve tailgating superiority! Get the gunk off!
Tired of waiting for the perfect packing snow to build with during winter? Welcome to the snow bag! Pack in the snow and build away!
Introducing a stove fire protection system. The majority of kitchen fires originate from the stove, so let's do something about it!
Replica of vintage laundry tubs w/garden motif, made from recycled plastic or aluminum, to grow lettuce, onions, herbs, in urban gardens.
A hard plastic (ABS) roof top hockey stick carrier. See hockeysticks2go.com for pictures and description.
Disposable Designer Period Panties. Replace pads and tampons with a product that provides 100% coverage without looking like a diaper.
QUIRKY CONVERGE design SOFA (or even furniture LINE). I know it is not exactly a Quirky product - vote if you just like it. Who knows...
Never miss your travel stop
Stevia Water Maker
Consolidate Glues and pens! We can simplify &amp; reduce the clutter,waste with a Multi-function Utilty Household Pen that uses cartidges!
Environmental conservation with the Emission Repurposing System
Child Passenger Alarm
Yoga Headband with earbuds and iPod holder.Ipod Headband with earbuds. Keep your hair up and your music on! NO WIRES HANGING!
Darts dull! Same 7 targets. SPINDARTS hot! Number ring rotates every game. More challenge, fun! Standard & elec, new and refit. Revolution!
Offset handle umbrella keeps you drier in the rain by allowing you to stand in the middle of the canopy instead of off to one side.
4 in 1 Diabetic PEN + APP= Pen has finger prick, stores glucose test strips, and slot to insert testing strips on end: sends info to phone
Kids Love Flashlights... Here's the Multi Colored Kids Fun Light, Flashlight, change colors at the turn of a dial, green to yellow to blue
Sun Visor Extender (can hold CDs and can hold your simple or smart phone so you can read incoming calls with extendable sun blockers.)
Kids love to play in wet sand, grandmas don't like to sit in wet sand. my waterproof blanket has a hole in the middle, everyone stays dry.
No more DEAD Flowers! Climate Controlled Greenhouse App plus Controller
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Reusable plastic K-cup with removable lid and disposable paper filters for Keurig beverage machine.
Baby and Kids bath times made easy, fun and convenient with the Splash!
Wireless brace mouse
My S shaped flosser was featured on ABC & PBS.flossing is easier,especially for seniors who have dexterity challenges like arthritis.
A drinking straw that would stop fruit seeds (lemon, lime, orange, etc.) from entering the straw thus eliminating a choking/etiquette issue.
Snap N Adapt AAA to AA Battery
Keep makeup brushes stored in one neat and handy large brush! Stop hunting for them in cosmetic drawers or bathroom counters. Grab it &amp; go!
RETRACTABLE BATHROOM MAT/SCALE
The hands free tablet media station with speakers and recharger. Floor Stand with height adjuster for use side of chair or bedside.
cup holder table with inserts
Greeting Card Presto!
I would like a paint roller tray with an airtight snap on lid with handles that were stackable ans could be set aside for following coats.
A wedge with a concave face that fits under car tires. It prevents hoses and electrical cords from being pinched when pulled around the car.
RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
No mess water pic
Carving Board
A brush/comb for cats/dogs that attaches to your vacuum that will brush, massage and remove dander in an easy manner.
Earbuds with a twist, turn the adjustable earbud cone to expand or contract the bud for a perfect fit. Used as in ear or traditional style.
Touch screen calendar
Use your iPhone or iPad with this inexpensive borescope to find and retrive the thing you dropped behind the heavy desk or down the drain.
Plug-in insulated canister with insulated wand to fill with water & boil, then unplug & spray weeds with scalding water.
Let's create the best Bubble Wrap Opener in the market. (Pls suggest to refine)
NEVER LOSE A GOLF BALL AGAIN! A simple tracking device will allow you to locate those errant shots saving you money, time, and strokes!
SELF-CLEANING, RETRACTABLE HAIRBRUSH!!! Removes impossible-to-clean gunk and hair in one easy motion. No springs or mechanisms to
break...
REVISION TO CABLE MANAGEMENT PIECE ON PROTOTYPE! Cable/USB/iPod/SD card holder that keeps items up in the air. Saves space! Cleaner
desktop
Patriots find it difficult with the current products available to properly illuminate their US Flag at night to meet Flag Code #6.
"Pocketbook Secured" Secure pocketbook when shopping,at the pool and beach, hospital stay, on vacation Stop Thiefs
How about moving easily those appliances that we have that just fit under cabinets when on counters with low-profile, wheeled platforms.
"Springy" Server Spatula
iPad-Cover for easy Camera Work. Avoid awkward holding. With retractable grip, easily hold for filming or photos in portrait or landscape.
Wheel around all your garden needs and store them in the same compact place.
A flipping laundry basket. No seriously. A laundry basket that flips upside down allowing access to the clothes sitting dirty the longest!
Set Rearview Mirror
Universal Pivot Power!! Use anywhere in the world!! modular pieces! Easy to store! Adapt to your needs! See photos
Oven - smart at right place
A roll-top medicine cabinet that installs into the wall. You save space and can keep it open throughout your entire morning routine.
Donut Cutter with a longer handle designed like the potato masher.
I would like to create a product that helps me survive my husband's snoring which disrupts my sleep.
A "Lighted" Magnetic Safety Button. Simply attach to your child's backpack. See news report video! Great for runners and bike riders too!
Folding outdoor chair with telescoping legs for different terrains. ex: hills, streams, beaches, etc.
Smellavision: Board Game in which you use your sense of smell &amp; are given hints to figure out the answer. But be careful, time may run out.
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Contact Lens/Solution Storage Container
Water Heater Meter(GeyZometer)
You are in the stands waving the "Stir-It-Up" rally sock,and chanting "Stir-It Up" generating enthusiasm.This could be a sport phenonmenon!!
Padded attachment for small door knobs.
Pivoting bike stand and storage rack. Now you can store your bike upright to save space anywhere. Pivot up for storing items while riding.
Track your swing. App enabled
A pancake pan with depressions where the batter is poured which have a slight mound in the middle to hold the syrup when it is served.
CoCoGo
A light-weight elastic and velcro wrist band with a pocket to securely hold a cell phone to prevent breakage from dropping.
This product will enable a person to plug in multiple usb devises to the same plug for power charging.
thermostat pour chaudiere
Radiance-the lamp
Automobile seat cover that will provide cooled or heated air to the back and thighs of the front seat passengers.
I Propose a Toast! To Quirky! Check Out Their Own Brand of Vino! The World's First WHITE Wine That is the Color PURPLE! I'll Drink to That!
Weather Feather
Dehydrated/powdered baby food sold in packets, like sugar packets,that you add warm water to and you have a serving of baby food.
degivrage
The Lint Scraper
Pedal Pads. Cushioning pads strapped onto pedals for riding a bike barefoot.
A screen cover for iPhones that eliminates the glare caused by polarized sunglasses.
Tea Mate - Insert your favorite tea leaves into the spoon and just stir. Hook on spoon handle allows it to stay in place.
No more blind spot! Wireless sensors that attach to motorcycle/bicycle helmets that beep to inform you there is an object in your blind spot
Who wants to drink out of some weird guys cup when you are at a party, I dont!! This silicone product will change the way we find our cups.
FLUSHABLE---TOILET SPLASH GUARD for PLUNGERS!
Neverlose
My idea is the Pooch pedometer. It is a pedometer built into a dog collar. Keeps your pet fit and your dog walker honest.
A 3-in-one iphone case- a credit card sized comb, mirror, and emery board, that slides out!
My inventions is a light shield with a fresnal lens that folds flat when not in use. It mimics a viewfinder on cameras that lacks one.
Being elderly is not easy. But one thing I enjoy is a great cup of coffee or an afternoon tea. The only way I can is with the ABLE GRIP.
Have you ever lost a sock after doing your laundry? Never lose one again! The simple and fun silicone magnetic band will keep them together.
It's a talking stress ball that gives short positive voice responses back. It has multiple responses that give real positive feedback.
Tommy the Turtle- stuffed turtle that sings 3 children's songs. Great Holiday gift.
Double Sided Picture Vase. Re-Purpose your old photographs. {Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
This sliding screen/plexiglass door with the bottom half of the door being clear, or textured, plexiglass.
SPORTS DECAL
Mini countertop washing machine designed for single garment/small loads. Units are cost and time effective and energy efficient.
Mock Dock
Bathtub Steam Cover
extra memory for your phone
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE TO THE TRADITIONAL ROUND UMBRELLA
Glass Roller - (like a lint roller) The green way to pick up shattered glass!
Quick snow fort. Only have a few minutes? Need to have a good snow ball fight? Then pop out the quick snow fort!
Sort of like a book sock that covers books, only for a bedroom door/any door. Elastic. Solid whte for coloring/with a personalized image.
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Extra long door handle. Kids, elderly &amp; pets can open unlocked doors. 1 piece design, works on any door. Don't get trapped in the closet!
a roll out beach towel with a sewed in pillow ,cupholders, and straps on the bottom to hold lotion toys and etc...
A "double floor" serving tray! One of the tray can be use as a bed tray.
Child prodigy toy: Candy\fruit\treat language Kiosk dispenser. Teach toddlers and up counting, speaking English, and other languages.
SteamBox
"The To-Do Band"
App embedded, imp, GE LED Linkable Light Fixture
Utility Light
See ur Salt, Table salt in different colors to make it easier to see on a variety of foods for those on salt restricted diets.
Adjustable Silicone Cooking Lid- "The one lid that can cover all your cooking needs." An Adjustable glassware lid made from silicone
Guided, Adjustable hand sander. Padded guide helps hold &amp; guide sanding block. Sand smooth flat surfaces on any angle.
An iPhone case that doubles as a wallet!! Holds and hides cash and credit cards securely!
This is a simple way to keep plastic tubes wound up as the contents are used.
Circle/rectangle with the middle out that attaches to the skin.Top part will be a velcro. Top part gets changed only
A Cup of Tissues
Sick of embarrassing wardrobe malfunctions? The magic robe will stay in place without using buttons or clasps. No belt? No problem.
Monitors look great?NOT-with mouse/keyboard/pad all over the desktop.Want a nice place to store them? How about a shelf for the monitor!
USB lamp base
Ride your luggage. Telescoping steering wheel. Stand on hard covered luggage with wheels. easy to pull too
Smart phone controlled moving
"Teachers Pet" - Small device combines usb and voice recorder technology for recording college lectures. Data can be downloaded to laptop.
Introducing the iShowerCurtain.Watching TV;checking your email or simply catching up with current events in the shower has never been easier
Tablet PC holder versatile

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_AjigxQocU

A 12-ounce beverage receptacle shaped as an upright dumbbell with interchangeable weights at the bottom and bearing a licensed logo.
App Enabled outdoor patio umbrella
Keeping Ballons in Kids Hands
AnyPad - The Device to fix your Iphone, Ipad or any other mobile device easily, proper and everywhere! For example on your cars sun visor!
Glow in the dark "Sound Emitting" (via hand clap) skin/case for tv remote
TOAST TONGS + BUTTER KNIFE IN ONE! Retrieve toast(without burning yourself), butter it and rest it on plate edge. Line extension to MugStir?
Simple, safe,inexpensive solution to "forgotten child" death occuring when child is left in car seat and exposed to extreme heat.
The Watermark Clock will allow you to put your mark on every hour of the day. Pictures instead of numbers, loved ones greet you hourly.
Disposable, attractive carry-on luggage made from recyclable materials to prevent bringing bed bugs home from travels.
Voice activated lock on lockbox disguised as a book.
An easy way to separate laundry for first time clothes washers. 3 to 4 collapsible, removable bins that are color coded to help in sorting.
MedManager
A See-Through Tape Measure
A stopper with mesh guard to fit into tubs, showers and bathroom sinks to catch hair and waste from collecting in drains stopping clogging.
mini tomato cage greenhouse
Wheel Helmet
Quiet Hotel Doors
Finally a perfect handy device to remove hairs from kitchen sink &amp; bath tub. One-hand motorized operation with bi-directional features.
Solar powered Air Conditioner
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Energy Saving Cookware
A dispenser that would dispense exactly the desired amount of homeopathic medicinal globules with utmost convenience &amp; without any wastage.
Smart door opens when fire
iPhone Case that is an external hardrive. Bring along your files, documents, videos wherever you go. Slim and sturdy
The current microwave mesh door does not provide good visual to the surface of the cocked meal.
Hand held 5X3" wireless/bluetooth keyboard for your PC or tablet Type on your computer like you text on your phone Perfect for all u texters
Fashion thumb rings with text friendly nubs specifically designed to enhance and aid in texting on all types of cell phones.
Bamboo! Modular planter system. Time to think outside the box! Render/Video(Vector) 1st submit: 643/583-3 days, 81/83 positive comments
ice chest on wheels ,2 fold out side tables, cold compartment on bottom accessable from the outside to store lunch meats, etc.
SUPER 15tm is a multicultural, generic,fast,easy teaching tool for diabetic educators to use.
A Booger Brush to keep your nose free of, well, Boogers.
No more cereal crumbs! Pour cereal (or pretzels, pet food..) into container. Crumbs will collect at the bottom then you can pour them out.
A HEADBOARD FOR YOUR BED THAN HAS VENTS IN IT.
The FINDLE is a FINger hanDLE for a cellular telephone (or other handheld device) that improves usability and reduces finger pain/fatigue.
Heated Knife
LAIDBACK - A unique tablet stand for coach potatoes. Less time holding a table or using a tablet stand on your table.
No-Mess Liquid Dispenser â€“ the no spill, no drip, no clog no mess liquid dispenser: a great time, effort and money saver.
Mail Box Wireless Alert
Clavier ramasse-miettes
A bed that never needs making. It is a fitted sheet and top sheet, cotton jersey stretchy fabric, and a microfleece blanket sewn together.
NewsSphere
I am introducing an over-the-shoulder solar powered Quirky messenger bag.For charging Ipad,MP Player and Cellphone with funky color prints.
Magnet Rachet Strap
A Rubber Band
DUSTPAN WITH MAGNETIC BRUSH
The Powerless Refrigerator!
Ever tried to sleep in a car? DRIVE a car long distance? Are you a restless sleeper? Have you ever taken soup to a Pot-Luck dinner party?
Rubber attachment for the earphone of the apple headphones that allows you to workout by invisibly wrapping around the ear.
The Footsy
Laptop and Tablet tray. 3 position to use with laptop and Tablet.
A window shade that in conjunction with the side windows of a car can provide UVB/UVA protection for the driver and passengers.
A pair of trash cans that fit under the tank of the toilet, out of sight, out of mind.
TORNADOES TOUCH DOWN IN OKC. UR VOTE CAN SAVE LIVES! A beacon that assists 1st responders in locating survivors trapped in disaster
shelters
Too many condiment bottles are crowding our BBQ's and picnics! They take up too much time and space. Just give me one bottle to do it all.
"losing reception" app
Laptop Screen Extender
Marble Tracks (runs) that attach to the wall. Creative, Fun and Affordable.
A Hand Pump to clean electronics instead of "Canned Air" (Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
Smart WiFi Ice Trays:With eject button,counts how many cubes left,when to refill and when ice cubes are ready,App-enabled.
Sound for Electric Scooters
Never enough plug-ins for cell phones, tablets and other portable devices that require charging. This system transmits power wirelessly
EZ-STEP Litter Box. The hands-free poop and pee solution.
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Introducing the "Formal File!" The space saving folder holder for all your files, pictures and children's art work.
App enabled scan device spots sports injuries.
GrowHappy
RAIN - The first showerhead filled with your own soap, lotion or homeopathic remedy! You haven't had a real shower til you shower with RAIN!
Cool Fan
PLEASE TREAD ON ME! A set of interchangeable FLIP FLOP soles with different treads that take you from pool side to ping pong to bike rides.
Kitchen Strainer-Funnel
Device Locator
An 8 finger-like holder that can hold a touch screen device, & can be placed in anything that hooks by 2 fingers or even placed on a table.
FlexLite
The Plumb Crazze is a shop vac attachment kit for wet/dry vacâ€™s that both vacuum and blow.
FLIP PEN-Kids ALWAYS lose their colored pen sets or at least the color they really need. With this idea every color will never be lost!2PICS
Shopping Cart to Car Fastener
The Spaghetti Spoon, a split spoon that really helps you cut the extra pasta while eating.
Ear bud neck pillow tether combination. When flying or traveling and using neck pillow your ear buds get pulled, fall out and get tangled up
A LIGHTER THAT IS DESIGNED TO LIGHT YOUR CIGARETTE NO MATTER HOW WINDY OR RAINY. GREAT FOR BIG CITES, AND
OUTSIDE SMOKING ATMOSPHERES.
The Spinning Plumber. Jets of water pull the tube to the blockage in your toilet and blast apart the debris. Just add water hose.
My idea is a flexible-silicon, non-electrical, keyboard typing "mat" to be used on top of an Apple iPad LED screen.
Qzen Garden Cart
"Cooler Heads" are LIGHTWEIGHT,PORTABLE Coolers,Round Shaped with Charachtor heads & Solid color designs.Shoulder Strap. EZ pop open top.
Lock and Dry: A fan system for drying your gym clothes in the locker.
How Dry Stick
The Transporter
Polar Opposites
iPad/Tablet mount for automobiles that will mold itself to curved surfaces and stick to any type of material found in a car's interior.
Chewing Gum with Silver Nano Particles for reduced bacteria and fresher breath. Fewer dental visits and lessen gum disease
Elastic attached to velcro for one size fits all. Adhered to a firm, BUT softer foam pad 1/2 - 3/4" thick that conforms & bends with elbow.
Ottoman Gaming Chair
Lifting toilet cover without dirty fingers!
All in one yard work tool. Having one universal handle for multiple different utility options makes storage easy and fun.
Ok, have you ever tried to find something you put in your purse napsack or briefcase and can't because it was dark wth no light around ?
Large Dog Walker
At BINGO halls pattern/designs are used to play/win. Numbers are called fast and you're looking at many numbers and designs,needed to win.
A innovative rural type mailbox that will save lives and add convenience like never before to the standard rural road side mailbox.
Manufacture a cloth bag loop for grocery carts.
A Garage Door Device That Can Save Your Life!
Why are we still living with cables as we fumble around them during our gym workouts; an out of the way mp3 player small &amp; effective.
A remote control sprinkler!!!!! Water your yard w/o ever having to get splashed by the water!!!!! Controlled inside your house. Low cost!!
The Storage Pan
removable pad for carseats that will have vibration controls and 3 music settings {lullaby, womb sounds, and melody} also velcro for toys.
Cluttered Bookshelves Curtain Rod
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An electric or battery powered hand sifter for use in baking.
407 votes so far-92% v/v) Stretch..Exercise..or Rest legs..with DESKERCISE!(2 PICS) (option for desks with backs and diff. leg lengths
KUTTANK is a split personality. It is a stylish tank top that is also a bag. Or rather a bag that you can wear.
LETTERING SUCTION CUPS - EZ and COOL way of leaving various messages on glass and smooth surfaces. Both sides visible!
Omni Christmas Tree Stand
Unlike a similar product, this CATCHES all of the stuff that falls in between the car seat &amp; center console! COLLAB/RENDERS BY Robert Murphy
Brush Tub
Nail Polish that permits people with long nails to use touchscreen smartphones and other touchscreen devices.
Ear buds that don't tangle. They stay in place...like pipe cleaners! (sry no picture)
Key Fob Bag
crib/stroller rocker
The unblack hole
LED Star wallpaper!!! Ever wish you could have a planetarium in your home or business? What if you could create that effect with wallpaper!
Revolutionary clothes iron! Rocks back on stand. Prevent burns, fires, instability and maintain steam. No more wobbly fire hazard!
Can't decide between your two favorite sodas at a restaurant? Now you can get both without paying for an extra drink, FINALLY!
Changing your LIGHT BULBS has never been easier! Don't strain, just use SNAPLight and get back to your day! WATCH THE VIDEO!
The kitchen towel, rag or cloth should be made of kevlar and be fireproof to put out grease fires or grab falling fry pan.
An iOS app that would transmit your music from your iphone to an open radio station wirelessly to in your car.
Ever wanted an oversized sand castle. 24" Walls as long as you want. 28" corners that stand out from the walls. And a 32" tower.
My product innovation is for an electric spinning baby-bottle brush! It has the same mechanism that an electric toothbrush has.
TEST
A mens, slimming undershirt, that also has a built-in pectoral section which gives the impression of a well-built chest with normal clothes.
I have come up with a concept, which improves the use of two everyday common household products, by combining liquid soap and a mesh sponge.
A koozie for shaving cream cans that come in two sizes: 7oz gel cans, and 11oz for foam cans. A simple yet effective way to stop rust rings.
Hey-I drank 8 - My proposal is a plastic drinking container with a lid &amp; straw with pushable bubbles to count your glasses during the day.
Scrape
Party/BBQ Plasticware dispenser
Zukeâ„¢ is the worlds slimmest battery case for the iPhone 4/4S with a rechargeable sleek Lithium-ion Polymer battery built in.
Ipad pillow creatures for kids and adults to enjoy. 84% votes/views!!
Tangle Chargers
Light handheld walking weights lined with Thermos-type material for cold drinking water. On top, a twist area to carry house/car keys.
HAMMERHEADS- A fiberglass handle with changeable hammer heads. It's hammer time! :-)
NO MORE WAITING 15 MINUTES TO MICROWAVE DIFFERENT ITEMS OF FOODS, NOW YOU CAN QUICKLY HEAT UP TO 6 PLATES OF
FOOD OR SEVERAL ITEMS AT ONCE!
Which one's my Wii remote? Now we'll brand our Wii remote like cattle. Finally, we'll know who's Wii remote is who's when it's time to go!
App-Punching Bag
The best way to carry change in this new iPhone case
Powerful pockets--a way to store stuff efficiently in your pants pockets.
Knife Sweeper
No more piles of stinky clothes on your chair, bed, window or closet! The product vents and perfumes your stinky clothes in under a minute
This is a sippy cup that has an attached snack container, which gives on-the-go, baggage-laden parents a convenient, two-in-one option.
Bed sheets that are half flannel and half cotton or percale for couples with different internal temperaures.
Carrying grocery bags doesnt have to be such a hassle anymore. Use my device to carry multiple bags, or the shoulder strap for heavy items.
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The Un-Brella
Knife Block with Sharpener
Nail flexible and Magnetic
Slicing Cage
Track Your Child - without it being obvious! Shoe Lace clip on "FUN Shapes or Animals" GUESS WHAT - actually a GPS tracking device!
CAR PORT Charge n' Store. "Back Seat Power". Hangs on back of headrest to CHARGE and STORE ALL your Apple devices and cords. Even 3-prong!
Bike grip heaters: Rechargeable via USB. Put your grip heaters on your bikegrips and have warm hands while riding in winter.
Smart Air Fan/Purifier
BIBLE VERSES that can be removed and stuck wherever you want, on you mirror,wall, car, do not want it to be permanently stuck, moveable
TrashMate..Pulls bag out with ease. Rubber bottom catches liquids. Walk it to the curb. Reusable liner. No more struggle, rips or leaks.
My idea is for an automatic pet pooper scooper. Imagine, a machine that scoops, bags, &amp; disposes of odorous matter all on its own! Finally!
Plastic cinder blocks instead of concrete.Plastic is durable, strong,and most importantly lightweight!
Smart I spy Pen
precise doser
FIND YOUR PET ANYTIME GUARANTEED! I lost 2 pets and to think the pain could have been avoided. 5yrs past and my heart is still broken.
A toothbrush holder made of one S-shaped piece of rubber. One curve fits over the rim of a pedestal sink, the other holds your toothbrush.
The Dorm Room Cocoon
NP
Austin Invention AIC (Catopia)
An app enabled child locating device.
A portable electric outlet timer for curling irons. Plug it into any outlet, plug the iron into the timer, set the timer. No fire worries
My idea is a cleaning device for latex paint rollers. Its quick and easy. Put the roller inside, put the cap on and turn on the water.
POOMBA - Put your old but loved Roomba to work cleaning the surface of your pool.
Quirky's new product Vine, only made smaller for the toothbrush. Sinks are dirty. Don't leave your brush in the dust. **New Prototype Photos
The Sock-Itâ„¢ sock sorter and hamper is a laundry accessory that keeps pairs of socks where they belong â€“ together.
Dog Sheets to cover dog beds.
Wish you could fit your jumbo umbrella in your bag or backpack? Now you can. Fold your jumbo umbrella, and go.
I created very unique useful blow-dryer The Scruncher. The hair Scrunching is used regularly in Salons body curl is hard for client at home.
SILICONE APP ENABLED PLAY TOY
Your Earphones: Plug Once, Use Always! Never Forget Them, Never Tangle Them! For your Laptop, or your Mobile Device!
Men's underwear with a pouch or support material to prohibit genitalia from falling between thighs, thus preventing strain and injury.
Trash bags located in bottom of trash can,they are attached. As U pull full bag out, slight tug, new bag ready to install
EasyRetractableCord
A remote control toy for babies (6 months - 1 year). The remote buttons have images or shapes that correspond to shapes or images on a base.
Macbook Air doesn't have a disc drive. This one is integrated into the top of the case, but keeps its slim profile
REMOTE CONTROLLED WATER SHUTOFF allows watering of live stock, dogs, lawns, trees, shrubs, garden,filling pool, without leaving your house
The "Kid Kutter"
The "Coin Dispenser with Removable Money Clip" that pays your child back. A money saving and learning experience for children and parents.
LCD FASHION ARMS 4 GLASSES.
Morningtime, a better time in bed at morning. You sleep near half of your lifetime, so let the morningtime be the best of the day.
A unique ingredient dispenser for the home cook and baker. Easy to use, fill and dispense. Pull the handle 1/4 or 1 cup will be dispensed.
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Need some spice in your life? This rack will keep your spice jars right where you use them, on the stove.
A kitchen composter built into the garbage disposal to help home gardeners make their own compost material.
A two "shelved" desk where the top desk can fold up or down over the bottom shelf or raise higher to make a shelf for books or other things.
Shoes on the floor, one here and another there. Organising shoes is a problem This solution WALL OF SHOES will solve that problem.
Collapsible travel mug. Keeps coffee warm, hands cool, and then collapses down small enough to fit in the smallest handbag or briefcase.
Lightweight plastic cinder blocks instead of concrete blocks for furniture substutes like coffee tables,TV stands and bed frames etc.
I think a portiable batter operated fan that can be attached to the inside of an umbrellaor an unbrealla with the fan already in it.
A boogie board with steering,a jetski type plastic steering wheel is attached to top to increase Hold&steerability,and a small motor to move
Female Higiene sanitary napkin and tampon disposal system to avoid embarrassment of just seeing a used sanitary product lying in a trash can
WINK- Rock'em Sock'em Robots!
A car finder for parking lots. A magnet,retractable antenna & flag. Simple and cheap to make! Please don't steal! I'm a stay-at-home mom!
ThumbeLULA
A toothbrush which has a removable bristles section, so that when it's worn out you only replace the bristles. A lot less plastic in the bin
Cupcake-to-go: single serve cupcake mix and icing in a bake-safe container. Just add water and put it in a microwave or toaster oven. Yum!
I invented a ski cart. I have schematics and prototypes. It can be sold for approx $50. It is small and lightweight. Goes over snow/dirt
Precision Espresso Tamper
Cartsmart
A metal device, the size of a flash drive, to house various codes from establishments that require "membership" to qualify for sales/points.
When your dorm room opens the music starts and people dance in and joy abounds.
LOCATOR UNITS- HAVE YOU EVER GONE SHOPPING AND COULDN'T FIND THE PERSON YOU WENT WITH? THESE SMALL UNITS
"FIND" WITHOUT LOOKING ALL OVER.
The Dorm Dome.

Students want privacy for self and roomy. It is hard to do in a small dorm room. Noise and light can be a big distraction.

Real time energy consumption
Torn or frayed pant cuffs because you stepped all over them? Try magnetic iron on patches designed to keep your pants hooked to your shoes.
"The Force" - Magnetic keyholder with increasing magnetic force from left to right! Find its optimal level for your keys! Simple but smart!
Hydro-bottle tracker is designed so users can easily track their hydration levels using only a Iphone and the hydro-bottle tracker.
How about generating your own power for free. Run your houshold, your garage, your shop, your farm, your cottage.
sun-shade umbrella extender, shaped like a series of teardrops that comes folded up and expands into a large "o" shape. fixes to umbrella
Small plastic wrist band device to clamp on a child or adult wrist which will have clasps on top to hold a small packet of pop-up tissues.
Rotary Wedge Firewood Splitter
Food plate scanner that saves your teeth from biting into a harder than normal food (bone fragments) As unit or made into the plate.
Child Reminder
Coconut Scraper
Small solar-powered RED plastic device (2" dia x 4" lg)mounted on auto bike racks alerting pedestrians; light blinks or remains lighted.
Quality, quick-release, quick-install faucet for home or camping. Spring loaded action secures, or releases faucet.
Koozie with attachable squashed mascots
LOST/KIDNAPPED CHILD? Log in,Track,Child found in minutes &amp; returned home unharmed AMBER ALERT takes too long when every second
counts
Elec trail
My idea consist of inner bands or rings that constrict or collapse on impact. These will make up a protective inner garment.
Recycle and reuse your old expired or unwanted plastic cards
Have floral corsages come with a "peel back" piece of sticky tape, so long prickly stick pins are no longer needed.
A clear plastic crib tray with felt/resin shapes and faces that attract a new baby's attention, keeping the baby alert and happy in a crib.
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RX egg
Free wireless energy
Lock your bed sheets in place! This easy to use gadget keeps your bed sheets locked in place no matter how much you toss and turn at night!
Better Eyes
No Privacy in college dorms.
Keep Your Shower Curtain 4m Moving &amp; Letting Water Out While Showering with THIS SOLUTION!! Render by Peter Frazier(1st RS-ALMOST 100
votes)
Adjustable Garden (ReSub)
This idea has the potential of changing the game - an add-on to the PatioAquaponic system. It can turn every home into an organic garden.
A large blanket with a special handle that allows college kids to wrap up and carry large amounts of clothes or light items.
It would be awesome if a coffee sleeve could double as a pocket to hold pens, iPods and cell phones.
A portable radio which has buttons to preset the stations, but has no other bells or whistles.
Do U have trouble remembering what U last read before heading to the party or social event? If U said Yes then the Readmark is 4 U.
It's called the Multi-club. A single golf shaft with special tip that attaches to either of four heads, driver, 5 and 9 iron, and a putter.
Make the standard plastic baby bottle with an air diode on the side near the bottom of the bottle.
Dog fight game played on bicycles. Drag 6 ft strap held behind rear wheel by clothes pin on dowel. Run over enemy tail to shoot them down.
A portable adaptor to turn any uncomfortable college classroom chair or desk into a pleasant recliner.
A simple invention to help make digging for paper in your backpack way easier.
Changing from casual to formal requires two pair of shoes. One high heel, one flat. Carry two heels rather than two pair of shoes.
Drip Stoppers: nose plugs. My idea will help students who are suffering from the flu from dripping on their computers or their homework!
COOKIE DUNKERS!! Dunk ALL of your favorite cookie in milk without losing it! Fun for kids and "growed-up" kids! Dunkers can be licensed.
Disposal Puncher
GPS for your child! A small keychain that will link to a GPS so you can always find your child. Keep on keys, jacket, purse or pants.
PEACEMAKER! The automatic lavatory seat cover! No more wife's complaint with the PEACEMAKER This lavatory seat cover closes automatically!
Jaegerbombs Anyone? â€“ Finally a cocktail glass specifically designed for bombs, shooters, and depth charges!
Neoprene laptop case/sleeve with integrated accordion folder for storing loose papers.
control the mess of hair after beard trimming with the beard magnet. adhesive wipes that pick up hair off counter-fixtures and sink.
A smart phone app that you can set a timer to automatically switch your phone from silent mode to ring.
Head Rest
Kevlar iPhone 5 Skin/Case: Bulletproof iPhone 5.Resub
Problem: Roommate walking into your dorm room when you have company.
Washable crock-pot "wrap"; openings for handles, adjustable velcro closure,to fit the slight variety of crock pot sizes on the market.
Gel layered body bag for low impact exercise!
the "SUNBEAM" To address the desk lamp problem of being too bright at night.
CLIPS for collar shirt - keep firm your collar eeven if you are not button up of wearing a tie.
A sleeve that lays over a MacBook's keyboard to allow the student to use the shell as writing space..
A solar powered towel dryer. it is a bag that your towel lays in and then zip so that the solar chip is on the front to power it (colors)
Foam rubber tire insert, like a wheel donut, which prevents flat tires.
Why the mechanics watch tells us the time by the same form? This mechanical watch design try to do it with a different form.
No need to bang the filter against the trash can anymore. Scrape out the grounds and scoop in the grinds. Scrape&Scoop
The "Handi-Holder' is a Multipurpose food/anything container that goes anywhere. It is perfect for all ages and fun to use.
A food shield that guards floors from food toddlers throw from their high chair. Protects against food thrown sideways not just dropped.
Toothbrush with replaceable cartridges.
Ergo &amp; Dial Watering Can
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A solar powered visor attachable to a motorcyle helmet. This device can be retrofitted for bicycle helmets, baseball caps and sun visors.
Flip Easel
Cradle Cap is a condition mostly found in young children, this solutions requires one application to remove the issue, permanently.
The Tootsie Cushion prevents stubbed toes, broken toes, and lost toenails from bed-leg injuries in the bedroom!
Weighted Trash Can
test
Glow sticks are cool and fun, sometimes itâ€™s hard to find the ingredients to make glow sticks. I would like to see a glow stick factory
Club Stand
SmartFloss App-enabled Dental Flosser - Times/tracks/reports flossing. Sends reminders via Bluetooth.
Quirky Lava Lamp- A long and narrow lava lamp
Standard Make-up Pouch/Case With an Easily-Accessible Built-In Lip Liner / Eye Brow Pencil Sharpener
FREE FORM: Reshape your used materials into something new.
The Timekeeper
App-hot air balloon
DUGO
The KE.NOTE Digital Hybrid Organizer has brought together two prominent items of our everyday life stationary and digital media.
Bluetooth enabled replacement cable for high-grade earphones such as Ultimate Ears UE900, Shure SE535, Westone 4, and so on.
Changeable Mouth Sippy
The TOOL APRON - a mini apron tool belt that straps to your belt and keeps your tools at your side for EASY access!
Magic necktie. If ur tie get durty...In two seconds..you got a new tie...or just rotate to show the clean sidr.
Tent. In. A. Box. Kids aged 7-11 will think it is the raddest thing ever, and it will look right at home on the shelf at Wal-Mart.
Soap dispensing body sponge
Mattel pull a part matchbox.
Cool sleep or summer sweats! Fans are just a gesture. A/C burns cash all night cooling rooms. And you're in bed! So lets just cool the bed!
Sweat Stoppers
Phone case with fuzzy Velcro back. Stick anything to your phone (clip,stand,strap), stick your phone to anything (walls,desks,etc)!
Add a small attachable scanner to the ipad or iphone whenever you need to scan a document while traveling or on the run
Do-Overs Wooden screws
app for doc &amp; other appointments. It could gather information sent to you automatically by the doc office not paper or other means
Travel WiFi
A massaging neck cushion that hangs over the backboard of your bed. Sit up and read or watch TV and enjoy a soothing massage.
300 Lumen LED flashlight with 15000 mAh Lithium-ion battery pack for charging tablets/phone
Wet erase Rubik's cube. Play with any colors you want and wash off the colors if you want to start from scratch.
For years I have been kicking around the idea of access to basic necessities while on a lake. A waterproof floating vending machine.
Introducing The All New Sets of Swiss Army Power:Swiss Army Wall Adapter &amp; Swiss Army Power Strip:With 6 Fold flat power outlets each.
ENCOURAGE PEOPLE to EAT SLOWER (a silly idea that just might work) EAT SLOWER=EAT LESS=LOSE WEIGHT
A wireless charging port for the car. Instead of many car chargers, there would be one port with wireless pods attaching to various devices.
The Holiday Photo Tree is a product that meets the needs of a growing trend. Thematic, functional, easy to use are revolutionary features.
App enabled power socket that allows you to turn ON/OFF the power and save energy, start boiling water or set coffee from your bed.
Melon Holder (ReSub)
App-enabled Submarine toy
Smart Tie
male wall plug protector, covers prongs and retracks when plugged in to wall outlet. plug on adaptor or hard wired to 110 volt cord.
Knife with variable length
The Zipline - Holds up you're zipper and/or extends the button of you're pants when having a zipper malfunction.
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Dinner plates with rim and double bottom wich contain gel (150F) that can be heated in oven or microwave and stay warm for at least 1 hour
THE ULTIMATE HEATED SNOW SHOVEL! For tall and "averge" sized ppl! A shovel snow wont stick to, it can heat your hands as well as the shovel!
PowRanger
A baby monitor that would measure baby's vital signs via wireless heart rate/oxygen saturation. A safer alternative than what's available.
power outlet that can spin and wrap all cords together into 1 &amp; outlets can turn 360 degrees &amp; close automatically,surge protection,&amp;
App Enabled Battery Backup for Refrigerators.
Caulk Caddy-a light weight tote for caulk and a caulk gun. Patent#7588277. Need to market or license.
Slipping Car Window Holder
CARABINER ADAPTERS. Keep your tools right by your side when you're high up on a ladder or under your car!
The Swiss Army IPAD/Tablet Stylus! All the tips built in! A tablet stylus with the ability to adjust the size of the tip quickly and easily!
Have you ever lost your TV remote and wondered how to find it? Or discover where it got to?
App Wrist watch style device for people with heart conditions~Sends heart monitor stats and GPS location to loved ones phones
make a toaster with latches on both sides to open and clean
Extremely thin (2-3mm wide) transparent, brilliantly-colored fluorescent tape.
A bluetooth adapter for light bulbs. Pair it with a cell phone. When you walk up to your outside door the light would come on.
Everyday, you will see a report on missing children or elderly. A microchipped bracelet or necklace will provide families a peace of mind.
Soda Pop Connectors, make downtime fun time.
Generate electricity directly from heat with "MULTIFERROIC COMPOSITE-ELECTROPLATING FOR HEAT-EMITTING DEVICES."
Fully adjustable open concept leaf bag holder. Keeps bags in an open upright position to fill with lawn and garden debris. Sturdy & light.
Diagonal Drawers
Improve computer manually
A Concealed Car Safety Feature
A reusable airtight cover for opened paint cans.
An easy way for students, travelers, hospitals, hotels & nursing homes to have clean sheets and pillow cases.
Bath Water Level/Temperature WiFi Alarm
Your Dog Has Got Some Poop Cling-Ons Tangled In Its Butt Hair Or What I Like To Call "Draggies". Easy Clean Up By Using The Draggy Groomer.
Ladder against a gable end of roof damages shingles, gutters could result in personal injury climbing from under the overhang of a roof.
Remember My Baby
Fitbit Flex Watch Band
The third arm you always wanted for holding your Tablet/iPad in any indoor or outdoor setting that is collapsible for easy transportation.
My idea is for a base ball hat that has little solar panels in molded frame part that run small fans to keep your head cool.
"HOUSE CAM'S" Put a wireless cam outside each door of your home. Door bell rings, see who it on your Smart phone or TV screen. Kids a Must!
It's not UR Mama's rubber bands!! These bumper guards, can provide protection for our camera's, and prevent them, from sliding around :))
Tired of looking at ugly plugs, pools of wire on the floor. Simple, cool solution that hides them! NO MORE UNSIGHTLY PILE OF WIRES!
Accessory for a home alarm system that allow occupants to see oncoming intruders from inside as well as give automated warning.
SOLAR POWERED HEATED OUTDOOR MAT! A mat for when it snows/ ices, will turn on to provide a safe place to step when you open your door!
Combination coffee maker with timer, clock, AM/FM radio and MP3/IPOD connection.
Look Back Selfie Attachment
Circular piece of double sided tape,fits onto end of a golf club.No longer will you have to bend over and pick your ball up from the ground.
The Retractable idea jotter bathroom table. Small table for big ideas
Roller Washer-a washing machine for paint rollers.
Finally a Cutting Board with a clean transition to the pot or to the garbage can.
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Upgrade your Apple's Earphone,EarPods! Silicone eartips for iPhone or iPod.No more fall out. Minimizes outside noise. Use your EarPods!!
Box-End Crowfoot Wrench Set
The seizure and fall alert (SAFA) helps people at risk for falls and seizures. The alert can be used locally or in a long term home setting
Travel assitance app. Helps store all your persoanl info, emergency contacts, medical history and more
The fly vac sucks flies out of the air pop and its gone no more fly or mosquitoes small hand held looks like a dirt devil but quiet
Cooler with GE OLED Technology + Electric Imp
Micro Chip Locator for lost eyeglasses
trolley-support laptop.
Roller Rack--a wire 'rack' that hangs over the side of a laundry sink to hang clean wet paint rollers out to dry.
LIGHT YOUR ORIGINAL REMOTES!!!
Easy Password
Diaper disposal and replenisher. Once the diaper is placed into the disposal system it sends a new one up.
HANDY DASHBOARD DUSTER WITH PEEL-OFF CLEANING SHEETS
A HEATED BATHROOM FLOOR MAT. To keep you from stepping on a cold bathroom floor after a nice warm shower!
The Cap Snap
A solar powered charger for your apple products
Disc-O!
Develop a non-toxic product that will identify urine from water and produce an instantaneous color change to make potty training fun
A stink bug trap,has 4 compartments to get in, but noway out of the trap, also would stick to your wall (works best by a lighted area).
The FAT MAT - an exercise mat that keeps you cool and tracks your exercise reps.
Automobile Service Ramps
No-BURN Tasting Spoon
iStay Wired
Upright Laundry Bag = Patent Pending = uprightbag.com
myBuds are tiny coils of coloured plastic that uniquely identify your iPhone earbuds from everyone in your house.
Infant carrier
Most people have in ground sprinkles. So what if we ad a plastic connection to the pipe outside the house. The connection at the sprinklers
The Plane Car
on extension to your thumb to make texting easier.
ruler on drill
Headband Thermometer with wifi connectivity. Constantly monitor your child's temperature throughout the night (or your own...)
3 separate ice cube trays within one bottom tray. Take a few ice cubes out at a time and easily refill without disturbing the other cubes!
An aqua book for children that has a sea blue background on each page and has plastic sea creatures. Water inside the pages. Plastic.
shot glass ice mold
Bed Bugs Early Detection (App-enabled), Monitor &amp; alert of bed bugs before the bugs reach your bed or furniture. Collab: Bobbie Karchner
A Universal USB and wall phone charger that can be used as a night light and children lullaby bedtime music.
A all in one toothbrush. A toothbrush, toothpaste, and floss all in one tool.
The Handy Bench is a portable foldind bench that is easily transported for a number of uses. it can be used as extra seating.
GLASS STOVE TOP BURNER COVER doubles as a serving trivet & cooling rack.
The Clean Pet Bowl uses ordinary 9" paper plates as a disposable paper liner.
Flexigrippers. Formable Silicone Sheets retain their shape. NOW WITH PICS of some of the many uses! Trivet, spice gripper, iPod stand, etc!
working out and your cell
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
The "speed limit alerting device" for cars,set any speed u desire,it will beep when reached, you ease off gas pedal,no more speeding tickets
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Prevent a bio-hazardous condition from developing when a toilet is plunged to unclog the urine and fecal matter. Inexpensive, but effective.
Lockable Drawstring Cord Lock
Smart Sheets
Is IT CRAZY or will it sell... Pedal Plate ! burn the calories as you eat them.. not wait for later, later never comes. Comments appreciated
Soap Claw
My idea is to make a humidifier for cars. A plug in unit to return moisture to the air in cars.
myTV
Last week milk and eggs apps made it through eval. but what about butter!! Refrigerator has a place for butter.
Spray on tattoo. The spray on tattoo is non-toxic and comes with an image disk that allows the user to spray on whatever image they desire.
Always losing your Bluetooth earpiece? Now you will always have it with you because it is attached to your cell phone.
DORM MAT .. keeping the dorms tidy without our parents can be quite the task !
test
MyFamily expects that I close the lid after using the toilet, but occasionally forget.Its good if it down automatically using simple method.
A pull out box with tissues, toothbrushes, "to-do" checklist in bathroom, mirror, mag. and wide mirrors and it could scratch your back too.
Why install a doggy door when there is a cheaper easier way to give your pet the freedom of being outside or inside.
An Tablet (iPad) holder for airplane flights. Holds iPad securely hands-free by attaching to the tray table latch hook. Eye-level viewing!
Bluetooth Telescope Eyepiece
Socks w/ velcro strips underneath to attach a dry Swiffer / similar duster. Clean floors while walking then remove pad for clean socks.
A design that is at once a hauler, shelf or coffee table. A hand truck with milk crate holders permanently attached that have doors.
Have you ever had a broken arm or leg? Has your cast gotten so gross looking that you were embarrassed to go out in public? Buy a CastCuzi.
Keep your purse, bag, umbrella ect. clean &amp; dry @ sport events, concerts ect. via a sleeve that fits over the chairs arm to hang them from.
Kryptonite double sided tape
Hand Fan
Wireless charger. All you need to do is plug the adapter into the outlet switch it on and your device will start charging, comes with an app
BOOT DOGGIES: a self contained, microwavable boot warming device that keeps ski & snowboard boots warm on the way to the mountain.
Disposable dish organizer
Toilet Pee guard for BOYS
Armoire dressing dÃ©froissante
Fan blade filter, keeps leading edge of blades clean and filters air as fan spins
handy apron
GE... Say hello to magic mouse for the office computer , office presentations or for the home computer, &amp; home theater system.
transparent windshield wiper
Ever walked around with wet shoes? A Plastic sock, to be worn over real socks. Keeping your feet WARM and DRY even on the wettest of days.
EASY ON/OFF WATER HANDLE
Land, water, and air multi-purpose transforming vehicle - Option of voice or app controlled
App to turn on oven and preheat to desired temperature remotely with cell phone from the checkout line or anywhere.
Cell phone case with lanyard loop hole. (necklace) I have made and I am using this now for my iphone. great for hunting,fishing and hiking.
Food inventory management for the home: bluetooth enabled bar code scanners that work with your phone to track/manage your food usage
A new type of LAMP that requires NO electrical outlet. It's energy is completely self contained and runs off of it's own power source.
You have heard of 'bed in a bag'. I have invented Kitchen in a Bag or Kitchag.
iWatch in Bed
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a gps "hoodie" (shade) to fit around unit.
Solar Garden Stake with USB port.Bring to the beach!
"RESTRAY" - Transformable Tray
Free Light-clip on safety lite-uses motion to generate light.Great for kids-educational. Faraday principle (joggers, walkers)(video)[ReSub]
djf fresh air manchine
Automatic shoe shiner and buffer. The shoe shiner and buffer takes the work out of buffing and shining shoes. It is handheld.
Wireless DoorLED ! * From now on NOBODY will disturb you in your room ! * Write notices on DoorLED by using your SMARTPHONE or LAPTOP !
SpinnerOs
smell NY
DRIVER SLEEP WARNING - clamp this device to the steering wheel and it will detect the lack of lateral movement and sound an alarm.
Fridge Eze: An absorbant pad for fridge or freezer, that absorbs odors, moisture and makes clean up a breeze.
â€œWATTSâ€ UP?...

BREAK LOOSE FROM CIRCUIT OVERLOAD!

DIGITAL MEASURING CUP: Mix, Measure, and Pour!
App enabled snack dispenser. Allows you to control the amount of snacks you or your loved ones can consume on a daily basis.
MAKE YOUR BATHROOM A RETREAT! LUXURIOUS HEATED BATH RUGS + a warm towel make getting out of that hot shower/bath in the winter a
lot easier!
Tired of all that stuff that constantly appears under your sofa cushions?what about a slide out tray to carry right to the garbage?(RESUB)
Magnetic Keychain: Only take the keys you need.
Keyring mini card holder (a wallet/photo design) with sleeves to hold/ protect/organize store reward/discount cards, library cards, etc.
Smart Art
Soft mesh pack, worn in front of mom's body so they can bring the baby into the shower with them.
Hand Brake for Child's Wagon
Off the Chain bra straps
Stealth Induction Charging
WHEN YOU PLUNGE YOUR TOILET YOU ENDANGER EVERYONE. The toilet Rim Wrap keeps the waste water in; you and the area around you are
kept safe.
Ever put on your favorite pants and realized they just don't fit?This little device helps hold up your zipper.It gives you that "extra inch"
First ever "LIVE" app enabled 3D printer - Making changes in app reflects them in 3D model while it prints (Note:$200 3D printer is out)
Unblock it
Safety for workers or loved ones from serious injury with a device that holds the power lead away from the blade,belt etc on a power tool.
Let's make an elegant Powered wall shelf for electronic items to charge and rest
Switch room wifi
Plastic platform with clasp on the ends which fasten over various styles of seating for the purpose of holding/viewing electronic tablets
Be able to mount tiki-style outdoor torches securely to any area such as decks, handrails, or other surfaces for residential or businesses.
By combining the key and carabiner you get a useful key design. Can be used by itself or easily combined with other key rings.
Stroller Coaster is the easy and safe way to maneuver your child's stroller up &amp; down stairs! Never put you or your childs health at risk!
A narrow guage, 3/4 inch, disposable razor for beard and head patterns and intimate shaving areas.
Faux-Toe is a light-weight toe sleeve with a false toenail that enables a person with an injured toenail to wear polish and sexy shoes!
NEED HELP WASHING OR SCRATCHING YOUR BACK! A Wall mount back washer/scratcher is adjustable & can move from shower/bath or another
wall.
Aqua-Pool Brush
Musical Baton - RadioShack
A skate board that when some one bounses up and down helps propel them forward. Skate surfing with a twist , catch the wave.
Sleep Well Travel Bag
Dads, don't you just love singing in the shower. Well now you can with the sponge mic. wash youself and shower at the same time.
Communities are going GREEN. How about designing a liquid detergent dispensing machine. Just use your old plastic soap container over.
I call my idea a "SMART Stick-Em". This would be for police who are in pursuit of a automobile that is trying to elude the officer.
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refrigerator door closer
Ceiling fan that prevents dust buildup on top of blades by having charged metal plates on top corners of the fan blades that repel dust.
A must for globetrotters, a clean tidy power tip solution that won't take up much space in your bag &amp; works for all the countries you need.
COOLING portable box for cakes
(ReSubmit)152 Votes!!! Cook three items with only one pot! Eat healthy, save money,and shorten the cooking process.
Dril-clip
I have invented a new card game which is both educational and entertaining.
Tough Mat LED
Cut Corners with this tape dispenser. Great for painting. Tape windows and door frames with ease. Make that perfect 45 degree angle.
Dish Drying Prayers Have Been Answered! THE PERFECT DISH AIR DRYING SYSTEM (dish rack vs dish towel) & We Think We Found It-Hope You
Agree!
A snowboard based on the principle of a catamaran boat. Catamarans are fster thn single hull boats. Current snowboards are single hull boats
Pop-Up Measuring Cup. 1/4, 1/2. 2/3, 3/4, 1... Etc, depending on how tall you make it.
Garden glove with attached claws/pointed fingertips to dig a weed out.
ONE-lid | ALL-in-ONE universal pot and pan lid, splatter screen for frying, heat resistant trivet, microwave safe lid for reheating.
Cantalope & Melon Rind Remover
The Bassello Peg,is a retractable peg that can be attached to the end of an acoustic bass guitar,to be played in the upright position.
Headphones with small speakers located low behind the ear so you can hear your music along with your kids in the pool or any important sound
I have an idea for a small clip on solar pen spot light that can be attached to a greave side small flag.
It is a desk that switches into another desk so you can leave your stuff were it is.
Introducing the Bobble Drinking Cup.Prevent spills with the bobble bottom, lid feature!Kids will love these and moms will too!See pictures!
BETTER BUNGEES - Always the Right Length with a Hook Every 12". Can even be cut to any length or sold on a Roll! Many New Uses! PLEASE READ
BEDBUGS? I SPY WITH MY LITTLE EYE BEDBUG DETECTION CASE ALL YOU NEED TO CHECK FOR BEDBUGS IN ONE PORTABLE BAG
GREAT FOR TRAVEL OR HOME
DeFold Containers
steak oil salesman
Shower Product Carrier - keeps shower products tied together for transport and use, allows airflow to prevent mildew/mold
Space Bar the next generation. Light it up with EL wire and/or ElastoLite.
Waterproof Kindle eReader cover and case
AED With 911
Car seat buddy
No more reaching into dirty laundry bag to load into washer! New design puts all your laundry into a front-loading washer with one push!
Double Bin Pusher
App enabled Pet Food Dispenser.
Smart Scale ------- Turn Anything Into A Scale - 4 Weight Sensors Connected to Device - Instant Scale the Size of Earbuds
Pocket protector ("PP") for business - small PP that's hidden inside front shirt pocket - can hold pen, business & credit card - lays flat!
POLYGLOT CHARACTER
It's a beautiful day and you have lots of work to do on your laptop. How can you eliminate glare and enjoy the rays while maintaining style?
I want to make iPad more durable and splash proofed if not water proofed and bacteria-resistant for healthcare. I need a modified iPad case.
FLEXIBLE ===== FASTEST EVER peeler/zester/shredder/grater/julienner
Peel & stick specially shaped patch out of kevlar mesh/ other durable matl. Patch smoothly affixes to sections of skateboarders' new shoes
L'Ã©co arrosoir
ON TIME !! so many things to keep up with schedules.. appointments .. dates..
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Battery charger + ultra high density capacitor or lithium ion +converter to 110v output
Scrambler
SmartXmaslites
iWagon
Manicure Made Easy
Bus Cart with Cover
Resub)Mini Pen Zen for computer monitors. Put your Flash Drives or pens, markers, even little scissors.
2in1 highlighter pen
iPhone case with carabiner loop. Hang your iPhone anywhere you want.
Garment presser. The garment presser is a full length garment presser. It presses pants and shirts. It has a top lid and bottom base.
Nesting feeding bottles
Use a common can or bottle koozie but to keep beverages colder longer insert small gel packs inside the foam koozie and freeze them.
Take an extra step toward safety with a "Safety Key/Outlet Adapter"
Is your kid's sports equipment SMELLING up your car and home?? Let the "Smell Sack" solve that problem forever!!
Milk jug dispenser cap - milk on tap, no mess, no awkward milk jug pouring
Speaker Legos! Shape your sound with speaker building blocks! Bluetooth speakers that snap together magnetically to unlock your creativity.
zipper assist
Plush animal with a two way wireless link which sends a digital "hug" to paired device which vibrates/flashes a "hug,â€when it is squeezed.
The Perfect Chest
My big idea is a toilet brush where you can add cleaning fluid to it.
An attachment to women bathing suit straps that allow it to be adjusted to properly fit the wearer. Waterproof, motion, comfort.
Fraction Blocks: Help your child visualize what fractions/proportions really mean as they build.
Easy grip faucet for loss of strength,dexterity, hand-eye coordination,vision and shaky hands.
Microwave safe Measuring cup! with lid! Clear,heat resistant,Indestructible,not glass!
An Adaptable, multi-purpose new IPhone case design - Patent pending
urTime
A small, portable booklift for holding up a book/kindle - at your table in the airport restaurant - better than using the sugar container!
Wall Pocket
TINNITUS TAMERS
Here is a way that the supplier can put simple picture of their product out to the community, so the consumer can be convinced to purchase.
The Hygiene Hand made from antibacterial rubber with a pocket for antibacterial Gel. Use to keep you free from GERMS and MRSA germs.
Ice Cold
DIY battery packs. Use for home phones, variety of electronic gadgets, toys and many projects.
"Octopus" bedside ipad holder; tailor to any position
Clear, multicolored gel like structures for kids. Various shaped structures with a clear gel like appearance.
This is for frying eggs to make an egg McMuffin, Lets also incorporate a square mold on the other side for Egg Sandwiches using loaf bread.
"egghead" or "Megg"
LashStamp mascara. An applicator shaped like an eyelash curler would be used to quickly stamp on a black stain over the entire lash line.
Transfer power to your dying phone from a friend's device with the AUDIO-USB JUMPER CABLE!
Non breaking drinking "glass"
Wet dog food is horrible stuff. What if you could spoon out wet dog food and never have to wash a spoon again? This is PoochSpoon.
Public Restroom door latch. Something small, magnetic with stretch that can be used to latch any warped or broken door.
hair product that braids hair as tight or as loose as you want.It cost 150-$300 and about 8-10 hrs for a profes.to braid their clients hair.
'Bun In The Oven' An inexpensive/cute way to announce a pregnancy.
Life Band
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Screw-top cap replaces pouring, drinking, balancing a bottle of water/ensure/etc. and turns it into a simple to use straw. Adapts to sizes.
Ajar - Can Opener
shoe me
2+3 prong coiled extensioncord
A better designed nursing cover, decreasing the chances for a public viewing as baby grows and moves more.
Transitions window tint for the automotive industry so its dark while the suns out but you can see clearly to drive at night.
Lets reinvent the smallest most by passed,uncredited helper we have in our homes and offices.Lets reinvent the Push PIN and the thumb TACK!
Texting &amp; Driving
Redesigning the NYC payphone so that it is iconic, visible, technological, convenient, profitable, and enjoyable.
Evac Cart
Want to develop a product to add to laundry washer or dryer that attracts pet hair and removes it completely from the clothes.
Battery Operated Snow Blower
RESUBMIT: Teething ball.Can be frozen to soothe gums.Silicone bristles introduce baby 2 toothbrush.Develops motor skills. Barbra
A better way to handle food scraps whilst cooking. Counter food scraps bin. 'One hand use' and self sealing.
Travel portfolio organizer contains transparent folders to insert itinerary &amp; pre-printed pages for storing receipts from each country
Power move
Blinking LED Paper Clips. Bring attention to urgent paperwork!
Like a deoderant stick: when getting low on peanut butter you can just twist the bottom and the peanut butter will come to the top.
New. Fun. Inventive. Creative.
Super Smart CT Helmet Scanner:WiFi that lets CT helmet talks to radiologist at hospital.
The sleeve is easy to work,keeps branches from tearing bag,and easy srorage.No more struggling in the wind!
Take your scale with you. Once the readout bar is detached, it's no larger than your flip flops!
Detachable travel pillow for children in carseats. two strap covers made of hook engageable fabric with a stuffed animal pillow.
Beach volleyball remains a popular sport. Finding the net is tough. My idea is a net that comes in a bag, complete with telescoping poles.
The Game Speaker
"info saver"
Clear Silicon computer screen/Ipad/phone screen protector No more cracked screens
No more burned fingers when heating things in the microwave. These "Micro-Grabbers" stop the heat at the dish.
The InWin
SOS First Response when there's an emergency and you can't call out for help this small device will send help when you need it
Lawn and Leaf Helper
BUCKLE-App - A new fashionable way to carry (wear) your I-Phone.
A clothes rail attached to arm brackets that swing away from the wall to reveal your clothes and swung back lining them up against the wall.
shower curtain liner with pockets.
A TOOTHPASTE TUBE THAT GETS ALL THE PASTE OUT BY SQUEEZING A PING PONG TYPE BALL UP THE TUBE.
Road to Road refueling
Toddlers Love to Wander.Are you afraid of your little one wandering the house while you sleep ? the Alert floor mat &amp; receiver.
Never-Dark Revolver Flashlight w/ multiple rechargeable batteries inside. Turn flashlight head when battery runs out &amp; switch to next one.
Sugar container with all measuring cups/spoons (cylinders) built in-slide in and out of the container. See VIDEO http://youtu.be/f4x6nHkevDA
Two Way Thermos Bottle
A circular ice cream cake slicer, 15" in diameter ,with wires strung across that heat up when powered by batteries housed in the handles.
A "holder" for 9v, aa and aaa batteries to carry in ones brief case, golf bag, etc. The holder can be logoed and used as a gift or giveaway.
need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
THE PAPER THIN BATTERY
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Pet containment has become commonplace products industry, but what about keeping pests out as well? Solution? RFID Tags and clever Tech.
MacBook Air Case for the new edition of the MacBook Air
Dual-Dog Leash Adapter
The perfect back washer for the shower taker. The only way to address anyones' back cleansing.
For All Sports Fans- Now you can show your frustration with your favorite teams player-manager etc. Vent your frustration in a fun way.
This awesome transparent silicone can be use for a ROASTING PAN with a BUILT-IN MEAT THERMOMETER!
a lamp cover.
Homemade puff ball machine
HIDE TV
(RESUBMIT) Blinds Safety! No more choking hazard with the pull cords. Avoid the manual effort of putting up those long chords.
PetProxy Plus
Pet Bowl with Stick-on Liners
Baby Reminder
Add MORE CLOSET SPACE to your closet with this nifty device. Attaches to any clothes hanger to add space to your closet. Proof of concept!
Big Bark W/Security Lite
Air freshener heater tape freshens the air as it warms up and acts as a dust cover with many great colors and designs to choose, resub
Earbuds with a twist, turn the adjustable earbud cone to expand or contract the bud for a perfect fit. Over 90% vote every submission
The Doodle Planner - Making Organization and time management fun!
App. Enabled Talking Parrot! Control what the Parrot says w/ App. using WiFi. Please read more for all great features!
Better mason jar-Clear silicone canning, baking and storage containers have all the versatility of pyrex, without the one serious drawback.
Next generation business card - Touch your Q business card to theirs &amp; info just transfers to theirs (Revised after Q feedback)
Live in small spaces? Need adaptable funiture? Welcome to the tv/computer cart! Adjustable, movable and flexible!
Magnetized flexible foam rubber strips of varying lengths in a variety of colors, turning your fridge into a canvas. What can you create?!?
Collapsible towel dryer open on all sides with clear plexiglass cover heavily edged in black to intensify sun. Towel on hook or line inside
The Dish Soap dispenser Bladder: A rubber bubble with a convex topside allows user to dip their desired brush into the soap for dispensing.
They are free-standing racks to hold beer pong cups. The stands have a tripod with a flat piece of plastic screwed in to hold the cups.
Smart Headphones
Toothbrush with built in floss head that pops out and off when done.Holds five days worth of floss.(Photo coming soon)
TIRE PRESSURE INDICATOR CAP - Visual, audible and app indication if pressure drops below certain threshold.
a urinal mat/screen with the face of a bad celebrity, politician, an opposing sports team, with sniper scope kill shot cross hairs.
Are you tired of the heat, do you find yourself outside wishing for a breeze. Well look no further now you can have a cool breeze all day.
SCRUNCHERS,which are corkscrew exterior-shaped water bottles and soda cans that can be compressed by hand into flattened discs when empty.
Proper greenhouse for indvdual upcoming plants protects from frost to.Built in stakes keep them in place-best environment for maximum growth
Recordable Calendar for people who forget day to day routines & have a hard time writing.Great for kids they will feel more independant.
Lunar Tape is a universal danger tape or emergency tape that has running through it LED lights making it heighly visable.
Really Useful Panels: Modular Building System -Make Boxes, Crates, Shelves, Fences, Swing Gates, Tunnel & Forts. Unlimited possibilities
Car-exhaust-gas-cleaner-from-carbon-gas-to-oxygen-gas. Carbon gas emissions reducer for car engines.For cleaner future.
Wall phone holder
Pill popper has a button that once pushed, the lever in the container pushes the pill up to the lever on the top.
The Quirky talking home manager ; internet connected GE AI home APP AND HUB
PERSONAL AIR READERS-with app
Often dorm rooms have bunk type beds (metal)- a magnetized drop down shield of a quilted fabric which would cut down on noise and light.
Dynamic iPhone case, liquid filled case with glitter, or other material.
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eye covering that attaches to glasses. can be moved left to right. For lazy eye,double vision,etc. i had to paste paper over lens.
Adjustable Snap On Sunglasses
New Personal Body Alarm
water jug with stick on face
A prescription bottle cap with a lock to keep children from opening the medicine bottle and make more difficult for children to open.
Photo Mailer, where an envelope is not an option * Has the features of a postcard * Attaches to the back of your personal photo
Show off your beautiful cutlery in a durable clear silicone knife block complete with sharpener.
An adjustable solar panel installed atop any vehicle, and plugged into the existing electrical system to heat and cool the vehicle.
Save-A-Mailbox
RESUB Mini-Batch, a connectable stackable cupcake tin for mini cupcakes. Mini cupcakes are tiny but pan (tin) is just as big, takes space
Smart shoe pads to track your weight and your daily walking!
I have an idea for a system to help people prolong the life of their jeans. I call it "the Gene Saver"
A toilet seat with a pedal. Trash can lids go up with a pedal, why not toilet seats? no more fights with girl friend or wife!
An ode to my wife - photo corner pins. Put photos and papers on a bulletin board without making pin holes.
Clamp-on Garden Flag Rod
The dorm room solar panel will allow college students to power their needs and to live a greener life.
new novel nail clipper nothing on the market solves present problems . cost less than $.20
Mobile Brew, a world wide review of local favorite beer and activities.
Kick Fridge
College Wall Organizer
A multi-port iPod stereo/charger system that is capable of syncing/playing multiple iPods while also charging them
Retractable shoes- Turn your heels into flats in seconds
Car alarm
This is brand new extension cable.It looks very good.No more cables on the floor,this is new design solution!
A doorbell you can customize with a downloaded song. Also, fingerprint recognition for a personalized song.
A traditional mercury or alcohol thermometer made out of clear silicone.
Combine a fish net with bed linen. You get portable bed linen that you can â€œcastâ€ over the dirty hotel linen.
My idea is a memory foam pad placed over the ear piece of cell phones.
The Wall Fall is a space saving,dual purpose pull-down wall shelf disguised as a picture frame.Turns wall art into crucial shelf space.
test
A shower curtain or curtain liner with an inflatable pillow attached at the bottom so you can rest your head when bathing instead.
It's a belt with no buckle called "The Bumpless Belt."
A plastic or biodegradeable gel enclosed tube shaped ice cube that will fit inside a soda or beer can and not water down the contents.
Wine Minder Smart Cooler Unit
Let's CREATE A SHELVING SYSTEM that fits into a RENTAL STORAGE UNIT! No more WASTED $$$ on storage you can't USE! Quick &amp; Easy
setup!
Solar Charged UV Sponge Cleaner: Use a built up charge to power ultra violet LED's to go off every night and clean your kitchen sponge.
The Bungee-Tarp
Travel Tri-fold Mirror
Being able to change high heel shoes into comfortable pumps by just changing the heel and not the shoe.
A greener pencil with a revolutionized, peel-away eraser system that CEO's and school kids will fight over. No more gaudy, eraser caps.
Bol pour mayonnaise
Garden EZ
Shoelaces are not for everyone, especially children and older people. My idea is to simplify the lace by removing the laces with velcro.
The Light Dimmer Module is a hands free inferred remote
The "Tub-Glove" is a tub heater with magnets to wrap around a cast iron tub (built in/claw ft) to heat tub to apprx 105deg via NiCad Battery
Smart Milk Cap Faucet:With WiFi thermometer &amp; App to notify you of empty milk jug &amp; temperature of the milk.
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An app enabled Flower Pot that would allow you to talk to it through your Smart Phone.
Baby haircut scissors. Babies move unpredictably so we have scissors without the sharp tips to avoid injuring a baby during haircut.
An extendable umbrella designed for two.
KEEP STEEP. A COLLAPSIBLE CLEAR INFUSION PITCHER for iced tea, lemonade and fruit drinks. Just fill, bring to a party, drink and COLLAPSE!
Ultimate 8 Station
A Kinetic iPhone Case. An iPhone case that charges the phone by the movement of your body.
Capi - Magnetic Cables for iPhone, iPad, and iPod that allow a magnetic connection, are simple to connect, easy to remove, and look great.
Self warming gloves. No batteries, no wires. You can create your own unlimitless supply of heat by simply moving your fingers!
Tablet Whiteboard and More!
Person will wear an electronic device that detects the traffic lights. Whether they are driving, walking or biking, this product will help.
A functional ready to view iPad case with a shoulder strap for on-the-go professionals.
Bluetooth Home GPS
"Shoe Lace BUDDIES" Cute tiny animals to add to your child's shoe laces. COLLECT THEM ALL and TRADE THEM.
Smart Smoke detector
Eat an awesome, but messy fruit in style. Watermelon stick handle keeps melon stable in your hand. Keeps the juice off your shirt.
A shower communication Pad
Now you can wear two pairs of eyeglasses at the same time without wearing them on your head, hunting in your bag or carrying multiple cases.
Backup Smart Power Supply
This is the first beach blanket that is actually designed for the beach.This will be the latest trend in sunbathing and the newest concept.
Other package for yoghurt or custard, not paper/cardboard but hard plastic.
Food Cover that Opens Out. No need to find a place to put your food cover when your ready to serve.
a helpful devise to free up shelf space and to make you bathroom experience stress free.
Single bed privacy screen, which uses a lightweight frame atttached to three prongs that fit under mattress to keep screen upright.
Transparent Silicone muffin tray.Bendable,flexible.Easy pop out muffins
Aura snaps over any lightbulb to change its brightness and color. It filters, warms, & sets the mood to enhance the atmosphere of your space
child sleeping pacifier comes out, screaming now. can't turn light on. searching in dark. wish i had a glow in the dark pacifier.
A indicator that alert user when his or her luggage gets near elimating picking up the wrong bags at terminals.
unlit gas stovetop detector
Sauce Compainion
Retro-fit Smart Burner for stoves. It would calculate weight, time, temp and mass lost in a given period and shut off if unsafe.
Head and Neck support to be used in front of a computer, the support has mobility in 3D Axles, it is safe, adjustable, and removable.
*I would not be expecting to get full influence* Extension to Bobble Brush. Has a Timer built in and glows in the dark. Kids will love it!
T.E.D. hose for P/O pts. LOGOS
A wristband with a flexible LED screen that will inform you of any alerts from your cellphone. Text Messages, emails, missed calls.. ect.
Clothes Online
Absolutely ends the "leaving the toilet seat up" problem and wet kids tracking water in from the pool to the bathroom. The PeePeePal!
Wall electrical socket adapter that the individual sockets will PIVOT. Another great product for the Pivot Power line.
i Head
Why should sensitive ears be less fashionable?! "Earring Additions" require a one-time 14K Gold purchase, &amp; then many fun additions to clip!
High beams can be switched to "AUTO". Vehicles will have light detection that control high beams based on amount of light present.
Bike Tire Spike Straps for winter riding (Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
A hydroelectric generator for swimming pools.The power generated would power your home.no more electric bills.
A "PocketBra" For the Ladies who Don't like to carry A purse.. You can store important Cards Ex:Credit Directly into the pocket of this bra!
Massaging/Heated Car Floor Mat. The Massaging Auto Mat is just what the Doctor ordered for those tired, sore, aching or cold feet.
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<font size="5">A laptop keyboard cover. </font> <p> Covers keyboard so you can use the laptop as a desk while still using the laptop. </p>
new garage door venting-top panel=fixed safety screen+solid panel which drops/locks. or

drop screen fixed to bottom of old door,

Study in the Shower Curtain!!! Liner with Pockets for 8.5x11" Sheets of Paper and Waterproof LED Lighting - Harness the power of the shower!
A pivoting beach umbrella that can be very easily adjusted to get just the right angle of shade. Lightweight and doubles an easy storage bag
A hose with snake skin graphics targeting consumers that appreciate the creativity and uniqueness rather than just the utilitarian function.
Triple Sauce and Dip Server.
A new twist to the traditional broom and dustpan. Scoop and bag almost anything in half the time and half the effort.
Security tamper proof labels that will hide your Credit Card information .
Imagine a wheelbarrow that pulls the load for you without using any kind of motor or engine, or electricity or fuel. It does exist.
Cordless Hair Styling Tools
Return Fire:Low Jack for your gun. AND Lost man found:user activated gps beacon with user designated contacts and message type.
A cookie cutter that cuts and adds sprinkles at the same time.
1 HANDLE 2 Great Kitchen Tools
EyeGlasses Neck Handkerchief
Game Pause Headphones
Microwave Splatter Shield suction mounts to door, no more fumbling w/cover and hot dish, simply open door and flip shield upward.
Inflatable Laptop Riser - Raises laptop off table to offer a comfortable posture when standing. Wrist comfort and compact when deflated
Auto Feed Paint Tray
sleep and slide
ONE Button - Emergency Communication and GPS. Resubmit of (244162) to WINK. Updated and Smarter.
Travel Mug- clear, drop proof, spill proof, and microwavable
Lifeguard badge
The idea of this cooler is to combine the organization of a refrigerator with the portability of a cooler.
Trash cans, with an inner divider. One half for reg trash, one for recycling. Moveable Lid to help emptying. Perfect for office and homes
The Perfect Blend: Make Your Own Specialty Tea
A device which alerts me if my child SWEARS, speaks ILLEGAL words or SCREAMS.
Laptops are essential for college student; and the light from the laptop screen brighten a room and keep you and your roommate up at night.
A curved or corner angle extension/spring-loaded curtain rod to fit corner windows & hold light weight curtains.
The Bed Bubble - For Privacy in a Crowded World.
A device that attachs to the straps of a bicycle helmet that will allow the bicyclist to hear cars/trucks approaching from behind.
Dry erase markers that can be refilled or have cartridges that are replaceable.
Hey Team. A waterproof holder and headphones to plug your smart phone in while you shower. Hangs nicely and HAS to look cool. Shower + Music
My idea is a partial transparent leaf or grass clipping catch bag, pouch or container that attaches to a push or riding lawn mower.
A FULLY customizable baby book in binder with art work and font cd. Accomodates mixed families and dif religions. Also sound/video clips!
BlokRok Lotion Applicator
a black waterproof paint to put on the bottom or sides of a pool to heat the water.
A lightweight, thick, colorful, travel cover for an ipad or a blackberry.
Induction Power Plate and Lamp
Battery/Solar operating Help Sign that comes with an emergency kit&whistle
A tube to store small appliance electrical cords. Dimensions 5" long, 1 3/4" diameter. Use for kitchen and bathroom electrical products.
RESUBMIT! Adjustable fan like lid for microwaving and storing food. Heat food perfectly! Retract the lid to the desired spot!VIDEO INCLUDED!
Open End Ratchet
EverMop
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Magnetic watchband clasp
Spring Loaded Magazine Holder
speakers inside your bike helmet
Remote Meter Reader &amp; Monitor
BEACH TOWEL WITH FLEXIBLE SOLAR PANELS- ULTRA LIGHT, ULTRA THIN, ULTRA PORTABLE! DO NOT REMAIN NEVER AGAIN
WITHOUT ELECTRICITY ON THE BEACH!
Alert Wrist Band Set
THE FIT FORCE GLOVE
Complete your manicure by adding a pop of color, with a new and easy to use easy brush to paint the other side of your nails!
Baby Changing table used for traveling. This is a table that fits on a sink when a flat changing area is not available.
With Fold out wrench you have a selection of wrenches or screw driver that lock into place.
A device attachable to your baby loved pacifier with a sound activated pulsing light.
Resubmitted - 141 Votes! Smoke detectors for kids rooms with bug, flower, sports, and dinosaur shaped covers.
Riding Lawn mower frnt lift with rear wheel chukes an blade stabilizer.
clothes printer
diabetic and non diabetic foot covers
Voiturette enfants connectÃ©e
A felt material privacy shade that hangs from the dorm ceiling or wall. Rolls up when not needed.
Combine a fun activity like pool lounging with an excellent AB workout. Give it a catchy name: Ab2O. Exercise or relax for the price of 1.
MedCode
Pen Ink Leaks
Reinvent the spork and make it work with a knife. Make it great for birthday parties and everyday BBQs.
Ipad wall charger/holder also ipods can be charged and stored simultaneously. It can used as a calendar, recipe holder etc...
Climate Control Devise Storage
Have a paint project ? Tired of paint dripping? With this one simple attachment there will be no more paint dripping from the roller frame
Worst Nightmare
Let's Design a "Hotdog/Sausage Waffle Maker". Who would enjoy this? Just about Everyone, Especially Children.
Easy Bain Marie
We can use it through the different combinations. That will be very convenient for you to fix anything anywhere.
Green friendly (manual) Cubic DESK paper shredder and stationary organizer for dorm rooms, efficiencies, etc.
Tired of having to get up to change the game out of the Playstation3, and X-box 360!! With my product you can simply use a remote to do it
Embed a magnet into a toothbrush so it can stick to any surface. No metal? No problem! Simply designed magnetic strips can be stuck anywhere
A totally new Flat Blind Spot Mirror.
Portable children gametable
Fold-able Universal USB. My design consist of a single USB charger for the three main connectors!! The only USB Cable You'll Ever Need!!
Lets create an up-to-date desk tray for the backseat of car or van! What's out there is lacking and not functional for current electronics.
USB Connect
Egg Scrambler
Eco-roller: a new replacement cross-bar for your toilet paper dispenser designed especially for tubeless toilet paper to keep it rolling!
BAKED POTATOES without the fuss ..
A woman trying to zip up a dress with a back zipper by yourself.It's impossible without the help of someone or twisting and pulling.
Color Changing Hair Clips!!! Magic Colored Hair/Feather Extension that Change with a Touch of Heat or Sun to Give Girls More Style and Fun!!
Precious Life Jewels
Lets face it, we all eat in our cars at some point.This "bean bag" food tray holder/holds tight between legs-kids can put coloring books too
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Kids love to draw, paint and make things like puzzles, decals, 3-D objects and rub on tattoos. Here's a product that can do it all.
Stun Gun with a double whammy!Once a victim uses it, it sends a signal to the police notifying them &amp; tells them the locationoftheattack
survival light
Fridge-magnet "post-it note" shopping list with the words TAKE ECO-BAGS WITH YOU! printed as the first and last entries.
Car Guard
Ever showered with a partner? That cold end of the shower is not so romantic. Add a shower head by routing water through the curtain rod.
Hi my product is very simple, to be used all day for anyone who use glasses but don't have place when we don't have a bag to carry it.
This invention will benefit people with artritis,shaking of the hands,reaumatism and diabetics who need to inject themselves daily.
GOODBYE THIEVES
All In One App. Enabled QR Label Printer. Know what's in a box/container/drawer/toolbox, at all times.
Paint-Covers: Get Paint From Your Paint Bucket Quickly &amp; Easily! Use A Screw-able &amp; Unscrew-able Cover! (See Design &amp; Diagram For
Details)
Inconspicuous condom dispenser for the dorm room which can go next to the bed.
Wrist rest Glove (Computer and mouse pad use)
A shelving unit to organize bathroom appliances that run on electricity. There will be power outlets to plug in to with surge protection.
Traditional frames that break, leave holes and cause the loss of security deposits are replaced by functional, decorative FASHION FRAMES.
A shelving unit to organize bathroom appliances that run on electricity. There will be power outlets to plug in to with GFCI protection.
Super Sign Literacy Booster
An inexpensive disposable insert to put inside thong shoes so your shoes don't look disgusting so quickly.
Fever Monitor
Spring loaded device that attaches to windshield wiper so that you can adjust the blade to make better contact to the windshield.
Leaf Catcher for Gutter Ends.
Monster Under the Bed Defender
my idea is to create a safety seat for kids that will allow them to lie down in the back seat while sleeping in the car.
My product would be a baby seat that can be mounted normally or be offset to accommodate 2 seats in the center of the vehicle for safety.
A table top that pops on top of a keg, with a hole in the center for the tap, so you can set your cup/pitcher down to refill without spill!
Helping Hand attaches to left/right side of stroller extends beyond the handle allowing one to push with equal pressure using forearm/elbow.
No more water on the floor to slip on with the Bath Splash Screen (Thirtyacre)
Carabiner + Hook
Binoculars that capture images and send to smartphone via bluetooth
48 hours to find a missing person safe. Transmitter in connexion with GPS and App.
"Stick-it" A toilet seat cover thats the size of a Post-it pad that fits in your purse, pocket etc. It would also have a commercial version.
Ketchup Art Dispenser
Travel Badge
Collapsible mobile hand shower with manual pump.Love going to the beach but hate getting into your car with sandy feet? Just open your trunk
V Shovel
BLACKOUT!- blackout electrostatic cling vinyl decals in assorted sizes & colors.
In universities Dorms there are bedrooms that we have to share with others.lights bother you?Do you have enough Privacy? Get some privacy .
"Tree Hugger" Adjustable, customizable middle of tree trunk planter.(Created by me MAX JAQUES-You saw me on eval live I'm 13 years old)
Oven Mitts that can flip food
AUTOMATIC TOILET BRUSH WASHER....toilet brushes are the same..they hold the durty water on the base.
A Persistence-of-vision (POV) clock which can be easily seen from the water - so people out in the water, can keep track of the time.
The P- POD
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Help young parents with cleaning the teeth of their one, two, three year old kids. By offering the brush with fibers on both sides
Connected fragrance vaporizer
Sick of having SD card reader &amp; USB storage device separately? Then This is for you! Get the 2 functions in 1 device!
Peace and Quiet
Hanging Headboards is a new product that allows you to quickly and easily change the look of a bedroom.
Gro-Anywhere Planter
multimeter w/retractable cable
Automatic Application launch based on GPS location frequented.
Collapsible mobile hand shower with manual pump.Love going to the beach but hate getting into your car with sandy feet? Just open your trunk
Mini P.C. For World
SpinFile combines three nail files in one rotating, pocket-sized solution
2 compartment, 2 -in-1 spout beverage dispenser for mixing drinks. Control the strength of your adult beverage.
Infrared iPhone display for motorcycles and cars detects humans and pets in the road in low light conditions.
The Hiccup! A must have for home bars, nightclubs, party goers and more. Cure hiccups, first try, simple technique/product, amazing results!
A disposable pack of some sort that contains the morning essentials. Designed for when you wake up late (or in the wrong dorm room)
Can we make a clear non-stick silicon skillet?
The Doorbell Drumpad, it's a small Drumpad functioning as your Doorbell. Make a beat on your doorstep.
Milk Crate 2.0 with bicycle specific enhancements.
TOTEM CUPS Line Extension---let's create TOTEM BOWLS!
A Natural and Effective Heat Therapy
Yet another earbud manager for ipods, mp3 players, iphones, smartphones. What Croakies did for glasses, this does for tangled cords.
Pop out seat. This seat will be attached to backpacks and suit cases for a seat anytime anywhere. It will be aluminum with canvas seat.
A portable kitchen 'island' with four tops interchangeable by simply rotating the cube they are built into.
Being a owner of 900 cds - Its impossible to alphabetize them as i purchase new ones.
Marigold scented garden stakes to keep bugs out of your garden.
Many students who shares a room, often found himself unable to sleep, because it is too bright for him to sleep while his roommate studies.
Family-style dining is so great but cold food stinks. A heated center to a side table or even dinner table would be a life(dinner)saver!
Attachable tongue cleaner for electric tooth brushes or even toothbrush
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Smart Garden irrigation
The boot covering is basically a sock like fit placed on top of the boots of military personnel or campers when their boots are off.
To create Disposable Foil Car Ashtrays. They will come in various sizes to fit the most popular vehicle's built-in car ashtrays.
Turning a posthole digger into a hand trencher for low-cost sprinkler system installation with minimal effort. To lay pipe underground.
With the Soapster,you can recycle those small pieces of soap left over from the shower.Recycle it. Don't throw it away...
Hard Shoe Case
Prob: Touch screen devices get fingerprinted. So: Create a nylon "finger-sock" that keeps the oil from fingers from messing your screen.
The idea is an app that acts as a video diary for soldiers or anyone away from their friends/family for long periods of time.
A refrigerator (or mounted device) that tracks food inventory, generates shopping lists and recipes.
Underwater Leaf Style Silicone Watch for kids under 16years.
Easily button-up shirts, sweaters, pants
The Wall Organizer takes the clutter off your dorm desktop and creatively arranges it on your dorm wall...hassle-free!
App-Enabled Flooding Sensor
A split ring power strip that can be slipped at various locations along a Christmas tree trunk. A safe/convenient way of connecting lights.
TABLE BUTLER! The Lazy Susan specifically for the Rectangular table tops. Easily get whatever you need on the table.
Smart all in one detector
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Notes from Home LunchBox
Attachment for Trailer Hitch to Take Some of the Trailer Tongue Weight-Tire is appr. 6 inch wide X 12 inches high-Spring Loaded Shock
Flexible CUTTING BOARD SCRAPER - Corral diced/minced bits into MOCUBO trays or neatly into a bowl or onto serving plate. Finger knob handle.
External fingerscan
Thumb drives and USB cables can be a challenge for Arthritis Sufferers and Elderly to remove from USB ports, Lets modify a better grip
A truly collapsible/expandable dish rack system, add what you need, use them to set your dishes in your cabinets.
Turn any eyeglasses into sunglasses. Sheets of multi-colored shading material easily cut-out to cover and adhear to eyeglass lenses.
The STOVENATOR
Nasal Allergy Blocker
THE RETRACTABLE HAMMOCK
Ball &amp; Joint vacuum head attachment. Great for vehicles, under beds &amp; other tight spots. No matter the angle - that "sucker" is always down!
Smart Safe
A wireless panel controlling devices set to a power level. Adapters would plug-in and control to the power level.
Poppy Preserve
Your dryer runs after your clothes are dry. This device will let you know when they are done and turn off the dryer! Save Money!
App and adapter to turn your cellphone into a shortwave tv/radio
A handy, palm size label remover for boxes and packages. It will shred the label as it removes it, insuring privacy and identity security.
My Cat-I-Cure idea reduces the sharpness of cat claws through interactive play and can eliminate the need for declawing.
Memory Stick + USB double adapter, When you plug in your memory stick you loose a usb port. With is - keep your usb port, and add another.
This innovative product was inspired by a Frustrated Electrician.. A Switch/Plug Cover Plate that doesnâ€™t Waste so Much of My Time??â€
Apparatus for the dash that recognizes Speed Limit signs and lets the driver know when he exceeds the limit by voice or red flash.
A shoe finder for kids shoes.
smartCloset
â€œVariable Portion Coffee Scoopâ€ is a simpler and consistent way for measuring out the right amount of coffee.
Count Down Alarm Clock. An alarm clock that counts down to the time I need to leave after it wakes me up.
Teen Safety Silicone Bracelet. Waterproof &amp; Teen fashionable. Built-in alarm deters offenders &amp; alerts others nearby. Protect your Teens!
Crates-MINI. The desktop version of crates to create a fully customized-organized space on your desk space! *Working on image*
Make a baby video monitor better in 3 steps. 1: Show the current time. 2: Alarm can be set for now + xx minutes 3: Vibrate Alarm
Santi hand
Fart Art !!
Apple Headphones clip on colors for your headphone cords.
Universal Smart Remote
Collapsible and portable marker board
Video/camera self tinting glasses with display screen. Options: apps, email, web access, voice command. Qs answer to Google Glass!
Miniature UV Nail Lamp
Focus
Green Grocer Bag Hanger
Never Flat Soccer Ball
WINK Doggie/Kitty Door- Lock at night. Monitor schedule. Locks when your iPhone is out of the wifi network
BooBooHat for toddlers; inexpensive, soft, dense, comfortable foam with elastic adjustment; for indoor play. Helps prevent head injuries.
Bluetooth Pen Phone:A pen that doubles as a bluetooth phone connection like the bluetooth earpiece.Resub 10 months ago.
I have made a device to stack multiple decks of playing cards for games such as Canasta and Hand & Foot making it easier to draw & discard.
USB connected personal fan for use in your dorm, library or anywhere you need to move air.
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The Cool Vent
18-year-old general problem is the poor ability of organization, they are newly do their all issues by themselves.
Themed diaper waste can.Parents with a new baby spend money on the new babies themed room. Have a matching themed diaper can to match room
Eco Friendly Disposable Olive Oil wipes to Clean and Brighten Stainless Steel Appliances. No Scrubbing or Buffing. Cleans Fast and Easy!
My idea is an electronic photo greeting card. The idea merges a photo keychain with a light and sound greeting card.
A non-invasive, 'permanent' warning sign for potentially dangerous floor conditions.
Positioning and or support system for iPad, iPhone, or similar device that enables hands free operation while in reclined position.
Noise Harmonizer MP3 App
E-BALL is a 12 sided multi outlet with integrated cable hook for organizing cables. Hang it, play with it, donÂ´t hide it.
Post-Hole Bailer
LifeBelt
RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
Inflatable Structure Rip Chord
Intelligent Irrigation! See below.
this is a outdoor wear, for night use it as l,e,d light band bulit it to the jacket
Tough Case for MacBooks With Security Attachment
the Mechanic's Assistant
Handsfree pacifier
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather! QSANDY!
Flags displayed from a pole tend to furl around the flagpole. By placing a weight at the leading edge of the flag this problem is solved
A washable laundry basket that functions as a hamper & goes in your washer/dryer. No more clothes falling on the floor & no more back aches!
Don't get cold feet! Translucent Bathroom Floor Mat heated by wasted shower water as you undress. Fits any flexible shower without plumbing.
1â€¢ See what you're cooking through this clear UNIVERSAL POT LID - Microwave, oven, and stove top safe. Unbreakable.
NEW!!! With this rotating space saver your flip flops will never pile up in the closest and you won't have to dig to find the pair you want!
An ultrasonic transducer for automatic descaling and cleaning toilets.
Don't like having to get your iPod out to change songs? Slide any iPod shuffle into the side and plug in. Easy-control. No cords!
LED Car Flag
A cool little heater
A moisture & odor-proof pad that fits standard dog crates (think of the material boaters' keychains or gardening kneeling pads are made of).
Rularo
Written in ink or pencil and it started to smear because of your hand moving across the page? Not anymore! Introducing the PINKY GLOVE.
Buildable Remote Control Airplane. Built the airplane and be in full control. Design and make the airplane to your liking. Glider or Fast
Heart To Heart
Flower guide vase.Arrange your flowers beautifully and easily by placing the flowers in the holes of the guide in the flower guide vase.
Buggy Bracelet- Keep germs away with a little spray
FORGET ME NOT(PET COLLAR)
Air-tight milk dispenser
Random Excuse Generator
App locating Your current position and showing what is exactly on opposite place on earth.
Lightweight, comfortable and elegant. A new generation of performance knee pads with gas-filled chambers wrapped in advanced fabrics.
Sizable, silicone "Saran Wrap" encloses and seals big food items (cut melon, turkey, roast, etc.). Cool in it. Cook in it too.
Luggage Stroller Combo to facilitate Air Travel with children. Easy assembly and fits in plane carry-on compartment. Be free!
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BAG IN BOX WATER! Great marketing opportunities, specially by printing variations. Extended shelf life, small portions dispenser, no taint
Most flashlights have a beam that you have to shine around to see. This one uses clear silicone to shine light in all directions!
Tired of getting your shirt wet when washing dishes? this silicone sink splash guard will keep your shirt dry.
Towel Pocket. Need somewhere to put your cell,keys & wallet while you take a dip? A pocket sewn into your towel keeps your stuff safe/clean.
Whisk with a thermometer and timer at the end. This would be great for many baking perparations.
Snore Ignore: an upholstered sound machine designed to be in bed between the coupleâ€™s pillows to intercept and camouflage unwanted noise.
Patio umbrella wall caddy
Flexible Drawer Insert - Great for make-up. Keep in drawer or remove to put over sink or counter while applying. Roll up for on the go
Nextatt
Are we there yet?
Cat's Play
I have invented a device that makes the use of a ladder much safer. world wide 100,000s of poeple a year are killed or injured using ladders
Hazard Warning Computer (Automotive Exterior)
DIY Decorative Rock Wall
Universal Spray Nozzle
ROLLING HANGERS keep your clothes moving.... smoothly, quickly, and with little to no effort!
Disposable Cheater Reader glasses Peel & Stick lenses that eliminate the need to carry multiple pairs of glasses and sun glasses.
THE DRINK SINK
Share TV
iTar
What are your kids watching on TV?.APP ENABLED TV REMOTE-Control TV when you're not home. Enable/disable=reward system.
Vertical cookware organizing shelves. Mount to existing cabinets for no hassle grabbing of stacked pans and lids. 94.4% V/V ratio!!!
Auto-muting headphones proximity sensor.
My idea is a dip and chip bowl/dish for individual use.It has a rounded handle for a secure grip while dipping and eating.
Smart Sport Car Wings:Carbon Fiber + OLED,App to change colors and write messages from smartphone.Fast &amp; Furious eat your heart out.
Cold soars on the lips are socially embarrasing. Using a commericially available laser pointer will actually kills the soar and prevents it.
Light-weight, room-darkening fabric blinds that can attach to the top or bottom bunk bed to cancel lights and preserve roomie relationships.
Block That Call
A pump for your mouthwash bottle. Keeps the leftover in the top from running down and gunking up the bottle. Includes a hanging cupholder.
the Mechanic's Assistant 2
Bathrobe and Towel keeper, the easier way to get you and your floor dry
Bunk Bed Personal Caddy for remote controls, snack foods, toiletry items, etc. to keep your stuff handy and off the floor!
Timely Lullaby
Its 3:00am heading to sit on the toilet seat? Can't see it without light on, not conducive to going back to sleep make seat fluorescent.
Lengthen any toilet plunger handle. Simple attachment saves your back and keeps your face far away from the danger zone!
Even with a great roommate, you still need a place you can go to for some uninterrupted privacy. Now, that place can be your own bed!
Fire Hydrant Locator
Elastabands (cabinet locks)
Next generation cordies!
multicar keyless remote
emojis speaker
Waking up in a timely fashion is necessary. Don't you hate it when you miss an early class because you didn't hear the alarm?
Keep your lunch items cold with a container that's already frozen. With a freezable gel, your sandwiches will stay cooler longer.
Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Computer/Separate Device- Resubmit also archived on different site
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piggyback charge
Loopits with Illumination. Shed a little LED light while using Loopits.
An iPhone case with a clip on it that grabs onto your steering wheel.
A pacifier with built in microbristles on it so my baby can suck/chew on her pacifier and brush her teeth.
Self-Cleaning Corn Brush
An app enabled *GARDEN ROBOT Flower Sprinkler
a battery operated pot top that stir's your soup or cream of wheat, oatmeal, stew,locks on the top of pot
The Duct Tape Lint & Dirt Roller. Uses duct tape(duck tape) to pick up lint, hair, and even dirt from clothing and other surfaces.
A small printer that exclusively prints out flash cards on card stock. A cheap, effective way to study faster, neater and smarter.
Counter Sweeper and Vacuum Miniature Combo. Spilled dry ingredients now cleaned up with ease!
A down filled fitted mattress cover. Buttons along two sides for removable storage pockets.
A compact adjustable device that adds a comfort grip handle to any item. Especially usefully for carrying plastic grocery bags.
Scooping out cup cake and cookie batter just got easier and more interesting. The Cup Cake Scoop is BACK by overwhelming popular demand.
Concept: Carousel Easy Find Shelving instead of Flat Square shelves,creating Time/Cost/Space/Inventory Savings for Home/Bus/Schools/Govt!
Magna-Clean System
Find Me
Vacuum tight container with a manual vacuum pump for ideal storage of coffee beans or ground coffee, preventing its degradation.
Holiday lights camouflaged as trim molding to go around the eaves and windows of a house. When turned off, no one knows they are there.
sockminator
uplyft
Hydro Socks, with anti-bacterial gel, can protect your feet from foot fungi and slippery surfaces like showers and pool areas.
Motion Sensitive Anti Theft Ring for vehicles
Where Is A Leveler When You Need One? A light weight clip-on leveler for hanging pictures, measuring liquids or any task which uses leveling
Backpack seat pad. Seat pad that takes the pain and discomfort from those cold hard chairs in the classroom.
Baby and toddler no-slip self-adhesive silicone grips. Colorful shapes and sizes, help to prevent accidents and falls by providing traction.
An iPad 2 neoprene waterproof exercise bookbag with camel pack and adjustable elastic shock absorbing straps.
The idea is basic, its a small compact plastic bottle shredder/compressor that conserves room in the everyday recycle bin.
Household sponges with names embedded on or in them to help distinguish the location or item of which they are used to clean.
Fahrenheit
Do practically anything in the comfort of your bed.
a retractable dog leash with a light built into it so while walking the dog at nite its easy to see were they go so clean up is made easy.
Reduce waste of materials! Cap for your caulk tube!
Adjuster Duster
Aqua AIR TENT
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
Clothes Dryer Sensor Ball
Plant Biomass-tracking pot
As to chips and dips, the chips could be in a dish but the dips would in tubes, like cake decorators use, with little plungers on the top.
OUTSIDE PRECUT STENCIL AND CHALK ART BOARDS AND ROLL OUT MAT create hopscotch, tic tac toe with chalk(yoga mat texture precut
stencil)FUN!
A golf umbrella that stands upright on its tip when closed, secured upright by foot rather than by hand. Great in stores or subways.
The School(space) Bag
The Spotter
Women let's get our feminine products out from under the sink to within reach with this product that disguises as a toilet tissue holder.
Hi my name is Charles and my idea is a "Vented Golf Club"Patent number US D638,895S.
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The ultimate mower attachment
The Better Laundry Basket
Bluetooth/RFID Door Handle. Quirky, let's reinvent the door to lock/unlock using a RFID key based on proximity, or a smartphone app
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
Point Your Smartphone at any Plane to identify it and to check Flight Status
RESUB - An internet connected e-ink SMART 'blackboard' - quirky's feedback (hopefully) addressed.
a chamois or towel made pad so your back doesn't sweat all over your shirt and can give you some support if desired when driving in a car
Shower Handle Grip. Never Drop A Soapy Shower Handle.
My invention is a way to make geting your nails done quick and easy.
Flexible and stylish grocery carriage that makes getting food from the store to your home a breeze!
put velcro strips around the wall to hold your choice of fabric with wide range of colors and designs,instead of wallpaper
The ultimate Gift Bag
â€œStop Spitting On Your Balls!â€ The Greenie replaces the wet towel normally carried by a caddie for the purpose of cleaning the ball.
X and Balls - Flexible dish propping tool to air dry non-hanging dishes. UC RESUBMIT
Make video chatting to feel more genuine; a camera in the monitor allows you to make eye contact while looking at the other person!
Telemarketer Killer
Illuminated magnetic building and / or alphabet blocks wall board
Nope, not smarter than a 5th grader! This input device scans math problems from text = answer on phone
you ever dream you could open a window at a distance ? well now you can by installing a box that using voice recognizing or remote control.
POTTY BUDDY
Clear silicone 3D Baking Molds take baking to a new exciting level! No more flat cookies. Perfect for brownies too!Could come in many shapes
app that allows you to control centralized home music sytem,that connects to ipod, MP# player or using satellite radio within your home.
Battery buddie
Life Size (Quirky version of) Lincoln Logs for kids. Let kids build their own house or fort with fun &amp; easy to configure toys. Resub w/ edit
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
An open fire grill that is easy to use and mobile.
Children's breakfast tray. The most important meal of the day with an interactive tray!
my idea consist of 3 or 4 hydraulic jacks that easily mount and store underneath your car so when you have a flat u just turn them and jack
A clothes hanger that looks like a regular hanger, but this one won't stretch out your neck collar on your t-shirts.
Introducing - CLEAR for GOOGLE GLASS! Universal/Flexible Mounting Bracket for Prescription/Sunglasses! THIS IS COOL!!!
Take mom with you when you go to college in the form of STICKERS. It's like having mom's best advice with you- without the nagging.
Flat Pack Doggie Kennels
Electronic Magnetic Calender- A weekly calender with days broken into times. You can use included magnets to schedule your days of the week.
light your pathway with a bottle of sun
The invisible pocket. a pocket you can place anywhere inside clothes. carry your money-cell phone-keys. A Heavy duty magnetic discrete sack.
Text-on nails
there is always a need to have a magazine available while on the toilet seat. well why not have a hanging basket off the side of the tank.
Dial-A-Plug is rotatable plug charger for different smart phones &amp; devices that you can plug into any outlet.
Truck Bed Roller Liner
"Vine" line extension that fits standard 1L and 2L bottles.
Milkjug sprayhead
A fast easy way to protect shrubs &amp; fruit trees from frost &amp; freeze damage incorporating a deployable &amp; retractable canopy stored in a tube.
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Everyday Tableware-Go Green. Recycled BPA/EA-Free plastic-Reuse, Reduce, Recycle. FRONTGATE WORTHY
Instabowl - Compact all in one pet feeder, hydrator.
A Swiss army knife is the ultimate "All in one" tool. My vision is simple... Lets add multi tool capabilities to an iPhone case.
i got the newest bling bling. i have designed a watch with a ring that is the same as the watch band. it looks incedible
Filter for Sodastream Bottle
cell phone app
Sink Assistant
Breathable cotton mid-thigh undershorts for girls & women, easy on the Spandex. Girls need tushy coverage and ladies want to avoid chafing.
"CLEANGRIP".If you have ever used a supermarket shopping cart, you & your kids came into contact with germs."CLEANGRIP" cleans cart handles.
Kid Beep
A baseball hat brim that will hold any shape you put it in (think Gumby). The brim will be reshapeable and hold positions ordinary hats wont
This foldable, all-in-one organizer fits perfectly on your lap, bed, desk... anywhere! Keep your stuff and your thoughts in order, in style!
The Travel Easy is a seat back organizer for airplanes. Folds to fit into your backpack. Clear pockets, keeps all items handy and organized.
Let's take advantage of the trend and make a push up cake pops kit. Why stop there let's make an ice cream cake push up pop kit!
A recyclable case made out of old plastic bottles that pays the consumer
Lazy Susan (Rotating Cutting Board)
A slanted rubber wedge that could be inserted into two oblique metal tracks on the bottom of hiking boots.
brosse Ã dents new gÃ©nÃ©ration
Stop wasting the last bits of ketchup, mustard or even shampoo at the bottom of the bottle/container! This will keep anything upside down!
Fear Muffs
I have and idea for an organized backpack. My backpack always ends up messing up papers and damaging other contents and being disorganized.
Cool standard or king pillow with one end slit insert/pocket for fitted long lasting exchangeable ice pack.
Aux-earbuds
Fully Assembled Laundry Stand that stores in its own base. Great for apartments, college dorms, camping, the base also catches the water.
water saving valve
6-28 343 votes needs UC:::Multi-Use! TALL Collapsible plastic Shower/Storage Bin. Bathe right out in the open.
KOOCH - The Better Bike Seat! First Amplified, Massaging, Alarmed Bike Seat Cover! App Contolled to give direction thru vibration or voice!
I want to design a alert pad with key chain alarm that will alert the parent that their infant/children still in the car.
Over-The-Sink Brush Holder
Bed Risers that are also a hidden safe.
Close windows on a distance
A reusable container for shipping homemade cookies/food from home. An all-in-one product to make this easy to do.
A space saving organizer for students in their dorms while working on homework and keeps everything they need in one place.
A U.S. map highlighted w/ professional sports teams (NFL, NBA, NHL, or MLB). "City cards" also included.
Let your computer monitor also "shoulder" accessories with this mini-storage holder that fits over it like a backpack.
Plastic, self-adhesive sheets in tablets of precut sizes, protect cxeramic tile from grout and haze during installation.
An alarm clock that works similar to a baby monitor. The base unit sends out a signal to the receiver's speaker to start making noise.
Expandable Toilet paper holder "dispenser" to accommodate Eco Friendly Toilet tissue without cardboard insert.
APP to Control your home greenhouse environment~ control venting,fans,heaters and irrigation systems
A plastic picture frame, front and back snap together, .050 acrylic for glass, and magnetic plastic backing, for refrigerator pictures.
Refrigerator Smell Sensor
An app that lets you turn on Computer, house lights, TV, Radio etc while on vacation.
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Have you ever found it uncomfortable to hold on to a thermometer with your tongue while sick? It tends to slip, fall or wiggle out of place.
Baby/Fetus Temp. Tattoo Set
An electric soft-suction nose cleaner with a disposable catch bag created for children who can't blow their noses effectively.
A stabilized carrying tray with pivoting handles assures persons with limited mobility the ability to balance every day items in transit.
A toothbrush that has a spool of floss stored on the inside of it. The floss can be pulled out and used with a built in flosser. See picture
Let's Change The Way We See Toothpaste - Forever... Toothpaste is in Billions of homes and it generates Billions of dollars annually.
First Demo USB Flash Drive + Lighting. Resubmit After 311 Votes and 378 Votes.
A rotating stand that is about 6ft high and has 4 sides, containing a mirror, whiteboard, and two sides of compartments for diff. subjects.
See-through Frying Pan
All natural nail stain beet juice and with other natural agents for pink,then pouring in a cartridge felt like pen to apply.
BLOW &amp; GO LEAF BAGGER. Fill 5 bags at once without bending! Blow leaves right into the bags! Air flows straight through, but not leaves.
It's an avocado pit remover. This device is a knife w/a lever attached to the handle that you push to safely knock the pit off the knife
Imagine a much quieter fan with no spinning blades. Instead, the air temperature is lowered using a venturi tube grid.
A clip on beard trimmer
A simple device which keeps a purse/package attached to a passenger seat.
Why carry your iPad or other tablet PC to school, when you can wear it for a bit of Quirky self expression?
My new product is a device that crushes and cuts empty yogurt cups.
Refrigerated teether shaped like childâ€™s toothbrush so it can actually fit in babyâ€™s mouth. Have you seen the gargantuan teethers out there?
Net pockets you can slip your hand in for a quick invigorating facial scrub.
Suspenders with no metal parts so you don't have to take them off before entering a metal detector
The generator I propose would be relativity light weight, and would produce more energy for less than a fossil fuel counter part.
A mini wireless mouse that attaches to your finger, no more annoying laptop touchpads or bulky mouseâ€™s to deal with anymore.
Phone Acoustic Wedge Speaker
High performance, stylish disposable sweatbands for fitness and athletic activity enthusiasts.
game station X
2 and 1/2 half inch long round plug,hollow inside with open hole on one end.
Smart ice tray that text you when the ice is formed!
The optimized laptop sleeve - a fit for the everyday user
A clear iPhone case with a clear plastic and rubber layer, a fold down, clear, plastic stand, and a detachable sound director.
The Space Saver Spoon Rest
A tupperware for food storage that has a portion of dry erase on it so that you are able to label when food stored was prepared!
Green Genie Mark II
Container that can store, measure and dispense liquids easily in the kitchen.
Save $$$$ on sinus & decongestant Rx's. Ergonomic (non-traditional) Neti Pot (Nasal Rinse). Drug-free low-cost instant relief. Really works
REAR EYE: Walkers/Jogger/Shoppers/Cyclists BEWARE! Criminals and Danger lurk behind. See and prepare with REAR EYE. Feel and Be Safe!
NOTIFICATION CUBE - check if you've received notifications from Facebook, Twitter, Quirky, Google+ without looking at your computer/phone
Mamma Mia! Clear Silicone Pizza Pan with all the fixings. From your oven straight to your dinning table. Without the hassle and mess.
Concept: Carousel Easy Find Shelving instead of Flat Square shelves,creating Time/Cost/Space/Inventory Savings for Home/Bus/Schools/Govt!
My idea is to cut down the amount of time it takes every day in the morning for students to get ready to school or college.
Completely maintenance free self-watering planter (built-in dehumidifier / moisture absorber system). Also prevents mold & musty odors
WINK INLINE SWITCH
Braket is a small purse/pocket that attaches to your bra,to safe-keep your phone, key, ID, credit card, while leaving your hands free.
Fruit & Filtered Water Pitcher
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a simple to use cradle for the ipod that can be attached to the handles of things you push.
BAND OF.WIFI - wearable power
Tendorizing marinade Injector
Pizza Keeper
only need to tighten
Never shovel snow from your walkway again! An affordable heated door mat and attachable different length runners for your walkway.
childproof triggerlock for gun
A storage box that locks,with retractable handle &amp; 2 wheels.It fits under beds.UNUSED SPACE.Great for college kids or anyone to secure items
. Reiser is a vertical power source and surge protector resembling a spiral staircase. Each step on Reiser would have a three prong outlet.
the song game
Insect prevention &amp; esay to use! The handstand sauce bottle.
An eco-friendly disposable page, like a post it note only bigger, sticks to counters, upside is waxpaper like. Put your gunky utensils on it
My idea is a digital water control device that provides the exact amount of hot or cold water you need from your kitchen sink.
A storage hanger for a dish washing wand. The hanger keeps the wand very handy but stored vertically out of the water saving soap and mess.
Stop Light Camera
Itâ€™s named iFace, working on the iPhone. The principle is received data by BLE and Output the badge of Expression by e-ink.
Bluetooth enabled tagging ribbons or circles that you can attach to common household items such as keys, ipods. Things lost easily.
The Ultimate Alarm Clock
Info Hub
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
Exhaust pipe covers for Roadster Hot Rods, etc. The cover is more for covering discolored exhaust pipes 1st and 2nd act as a heat shield.
The Co-Walker
Patio Umbrella Fan - Shade and a Fan for hot days or to keep mosquitoes at bay.
Bristle Bowl!
You live in a tiny apartment but you love to entertain. Introducing VALET The all-in-one modern corner bar. Bust out the martinis!
Peace and Quiet
Personal Status Monitor. Have a way to communicate to your roommate that you need study time, sleep time, available, etc.
Remembering meds with a smart phone timer is handy -- but the pills are always somewhere else. This combines a phone case with a pillbox.
A comprehensive but compact first aid & OTC medicine kit. OTC Cold meds and an easy-to-ready reference chart make the difference.
This rubbery disk-shaped one-piece PAPERCLIP, CLOTHING PEG and easy-to-replace FLOAT combines 360 degrees of fun and functionalism .
Cover Car Wheels &amp; Shield from Armor All. Ever spray Armor All or other car tire cleaner/polish, &amp; get all over your newly cleaned wheels?
Simple integrated cleaning system for all your touch-screens - smart phones, tablets, iPads - and other screens - computer monitors, TVs.
Digital notepad that hangs on the fridge & syncs with your cellphone calender & notes. Easily create lists & notes & take them with you.
CORNER CLIPS!!!!!! Much like binder clips, only for the corners of your document, corner clips are a great alternative.
Bedside Box
Modular Cordies!!! Resubmitted with renders!
ABC TeaBag holder
PEN MEDS/PILL DISPENSER - Click and get your medication for the day. Pen will track the day last dispensed. Larger pen for multiple meds.
Enabling existing Traffic Lights with a Low Cost Retrofitted Simple Device to help Visually Impaired Individuals to cross safely.
Small solar charger for all devices (iPad,laptop,cell phone,iPod,etc)!
Skinsaver, the silicone protection for your finger and your shoulder!
Text-Folder: Turn Your Textbook Into A Folder! Organize Your Papers, Pencils, Sticky-Notes, Everything! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Sleep Shades
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Iphone 5 case, with a built in battery and usb flash drive.
*GLOW* App enabled device lights up by *proximity sensor* It detects your phone and gives a glow facilitating using your key at night.
Shaving cream that has temporary hair dye in it to show all hairs on face/legs. Dye rinses off with water. No more unsightly misses ladies!!
A customizable binder where students could add and take away color coded envelopes that could hold papers, notebooks, netbooks, etc.
This bedskirt design is functional, versatile - no heavy lifting of bulky mattress. Great for everyone-esp. elderly, small or weak folks.
The floating iPhone case.Gives enough buoyancy to keep the phone safe from water. Think wibble wobble of iPhone water case
shower caddy
Driving,your in a accident,you know who's at fault? Mounted dashboard /rear deck video panoramic lens that have reboot hourly capability's.
Hotel Travel - Bath Stereo
The Wax Paper/Foil Roll Holder. Simple design offers easy installation and firm holding of rolls in their boxes like they're supposed to!
AutoBrush
Its a plug or connector protector. Good for campers and plugging in holiday decorations to keep plug off frozen ground. Plastic w/neoprene
All in one electric razor with shaving cream or shaving gel dispenser. It will offer different amounts of shaving cream/gel.
The "Mommy Mate" is an insulated bottle holder attached to an adjustable "arm" which can easily clamp onto anything.
Multiple Egg Cracker that cracks several eggs at once, because we usually need to cook with more than one egg!
confectioner sugar mill
A child's protective bicycle helmet with a camera built in. Get a Kid's Eye View of things.
Cool Wave: A box with a 240mm fan that cools your plate of food! From the microwave to the cool wave!
Beer Clip.
an "all in one tool" with different attachments. a broom with interchangeable heads on the opposite end for different cleaning jobs.
A new design to an old favorite, it is ergonomically improved, handels nicely by its young users. Practical, Safe, fun and easily cleaned.
College students have limited closet space and little time for frequent laundry. Here's a bi-color towel with dual purposes - hair and body.
2 plush hearts with loving faces. one smaller for the child one larger for the parent. when together they are velcroed, seperate for comfort
Customizable Tub Organizer - WITH LOCK!!!!
Introducing the 360 broom! Giving you the ability to rotate and lock the handle in any position needed to get to those hard to reach places
Blind Spot Cam
Domestic internet modems/routers with Bluetooth connectivity
self contained paint/paintbrush combo for high places
Mommy's SHHH - a voice recognition monitor to help babies fall back asleep (and save a trip to the baby's room in the middle of the night)
iCushion IPhone and iPad, Raise over cushion Using transparent string
Lighten up by illuminating your door knob at night. Stop the stumbling and key fidgeting and find your way whether outside or inside.
Laptop Cart that has a cooling fan made into it.
Bottle Tilt Balance Hold
DORM ROOM COUCH COZY <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqQHreU6Cck" target="_blank">[FUNNY VIDEO]</a>
Converge Line Extention. A wall mounted converge that sits flush on the wall.
Non Stick Baking Tins for " Mini " Cup Cake Cones. ice cream cone shaped cup cakes. Kids will Love decorating the cup cake cones.
3D sensor an eye for the blind
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks are available? Please vote and support if you agree. QSANDY
casseroleINcasserole.
Hang you're pocket drives on your laptop so you won't drop them and look cool doing it.
When kids are sick why not give them their own decorative pail (one for girls-and one for boys or a gernic pail for both
Beach rackets, Tic tac toe, Quoits, Connect 4, Checkers, Chess and Tiddley Winks. All in one funny toy!
Counting stylus
Vac Attach-all
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THE ULTIMATE POWER STRIP w/ MODEM &amp; ROUTER - Complete with Everything You Need
Polarized Versatile Sun Screen
Turn Your $10 SHOP LIGHT Into A $10,000 LIGHT FIXTURE! <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOOwhqixzLM"
target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
Modular, Scalable and Stackable shelves that fold flat when not used (great for shipping).
A new & improved silicone door knob grip for people suffering from an arthritic condition.
The Doorganizer. (Dormganizer?) Brings the walk-in closet out to you.
Privacy screen with storage
Solar Powered Mouse Pad and Wireless Mouse Combo.
A cell phone bicycle/recreational vehicle mount that uses an industrial velcro application and is universal for any phone/mp3 player.
A shoe accessory that converts your shoes into TONING SHOES. Tone your muscles while walking in the shoes you already own and love!
2 in 1 Brush for cleaning dishes and glasses with a few easy swipes and a twist. Perfect for complete washing or preparing for dishwasher.
Yaksak Smartphone Sleeve (with sass) This one is for the ladies....
welcome to the latest in paint screens.pole-pal paintscreen is the first to support your extensionpole an roller in a upright position
Smartphone Coin/Token Holder
Bright Kitchen Counter Light. Small Footprint. Bright Light. Non-Toxic. Burn-Resistant.
The Traveler
Runner's water bottle with baffles to prevent sloshing
Back in the womb car seat
Extended ball Arm
Flask that save your space.
Wireless dog fence that only requires transmitter stakes and a smart phone to setup and control. Affordable, Adjustable and Portable.
need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
An Adaptor new connection for a Line Trimmer for in the Garden (Wipper Snipper)
A device to help manage noise levels from loud social gatherings or parties as to prevent noise complaints.
Entire set up is built out of aluminum. Can take the legs off by pulling three pins for easy storage and designed to fit contractor bags.
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
Simple, inexpensive ziplock bag organizer for fridge. Never forget your leftovers. Innovative food dating system. Potential world market
Interchangable Audio Headset
A cord detangler for your beauty cables to prevent twisting and tangling and to keep your vanity, dresser, bathroon, etc. organized.
The all encompassing universal trouser "Heal Cut" for the fashion conscious business man and business woman.
A counter to attach to liquid medication, like eye drops, in order to count the number of times the meds have been administered.
Getting that black light glow on your crisp white shoes. Turning your feet into a attention getter and fashion statement.
Touch screen glass desk blotter sits flat on your desk. You can access your phone lists,e-mail, and internet.
Dental Floss w/ gently raised ribbed nibs that remove debris from between teeth, not just cut a channel thru gunk like flat floss.
Old Drafty Windows No More
The ultimate travel solution. Lightweight, rigid and strong plastic clothes presser to keep ironed clothes from being wrinkled
The 1X drip coffee filter! One size fits all coffee cups! Enjoy your drip coffee with your favorite mugs!
For weight lifting...key to maximizing workout is having a "strong grip". Weight lifting gloves with inserted grips and wrist support
2Liter Soda Fountain Distribution System. Have "Soda on Tap" ready. Easy to Refill . Great for Parties and other events. KEG
one step lock in car seat for children
No More Knots
Multi-sport club
Dirt Buster
Seal 'It
â€œSippyTwoâ€ is an invention/ idea that can be used by children who use sippy cups.
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2x4 JOINT CONNECTOR: Make Custom Shelves - Just Add 2x4s! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
RESUBMIT Stop leaving notes on several pieces of paper. Digital paper calendar w/ 4 notepads all syncs together. Get things done!Teamlab
Pivot power cord manager
puppy teething spray
Power SuitCase
An easy way to apply suntan lotion on your back and hard to reach areas when you're by yourself.
The Porta Rackâ€¦ is a light weight, portable, clear magnetic silicone cushioning hauling rack and door ding guard.
Get a better grip on your yard work and house cleaning by increasing hand-endurance, lower hand-muscle fatigue and enjoy the moment!
Training wheels that detract with the pull of each lever located on either side of the handlebars of the bicycle.
A product that helps protect young children so they can enjoy learning how to field and catch a baseball without the fear of getting hurt.
No fuss brush
Ideal plant label
wood or plastic bar with pegs, attached to the side of a dresser (directly below overhang) necklaces hang untangled easy to see and reach.
No more pivots!
Reinventing the mosquito zapper highly upgraded for your needs most products limits solved. kills biting insects only.INSTANTLY CHARGES.
A step slide. could used free-standing or for bunk beds. you can push a lever and the steps can become a slide.
A plastic shield that will adhere to the front of a cell phone that will have a reading glass magnification such as + 125,+150 etc
You know you want this... world's best computer workstation/gaming station... Let's make it happen the Quirky way. power to the people..VOTE
UNBREAKABOWL â€“ Clear Silicone Mixing Bowl
Power strip with up and down plug holes, screws to wall at each end
Car coin bank counts dispenses
Introducing Tool-Zen the Rugged version of Pen Zen. For quick and easy tool storage. Magnetic don't lose your parts!!
Bath Time Helper for "I can do it myself" children
MAGIC FLOATING CUBE - simply unfold it and you will have your personal platform! perfect in sea, lake, even in the pool!
Bad Breath? How do you check? How would you know? With this product you would know immediately! Using the breath card.
iPad TouchPad
Marry Twin Clip/Cliplets for perfect Clipboard!Multiple clips for paper/tablets-cliplets on side for subject and clip folded papers back too
Collapsible/disposable bag with built-in straw. To be carried in pocket at public events. Fill at water fountain-reuse/dispose when finished
Bush Camouflage / Bush Toupee
FRIDGE WEB Organzier
Single sided seesaw
Organization-station for the bathroom counter
Universal digital gameboard
A better mosquito zapper
Take back your lawn. Stop your neighbors dog from taking a crap on your property without using chemicals or brute force.
Mattress Pad for Your Posture
A Disk lantern for the Umbrella ( 2Videos and new image Renders )
develope a auto simulator designed to test anybody if they are safe to operate a vehicle, too drunk too old on drugs
Bladeless portable hand-held air fan.
Multidisc DVD Library
Wall rack or plastic storage bin to keep "silly bands" separated.
snow coat rack for kids
Collapsible strainer has Handle-nests in NEST-Take to garden to collect harvest-Spray off veggies/fruit/flowers-Bring in drip-free-Multi-use
Combination Walker/Cane device
A quick and easy way for anyone to be able to change a tire.
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A nail clipper with a receptacle on the end that catches the nail clippings (so you can dispose of them properly).
The QWERTY Mouse! its a mouse with a iPhone like touchscreen qwerty keyboard integrated into it's surface.
Tight on space? Not anymore with this self contained beach chair! Have all the fun beach necessities all in one easy place, your beach chair
Bubble maker with backpack, the old Super Soaker watergun backpack but now with bubbles!
"SPATTER" - Microwave Cover
Safety turning on bath water for children, elderly and mentally handicapped Folks
Hair Dryer Holder
Pencil Grip Feed Through Soldering Iron
Paint Stirrer - Fast/Easy Use With Wrench/Drill - Efficient Operation Spins Stirrer One Way - Can The Other - Fastest And Best Paint Mixing!
Toy Induction Charging Mat
Ever Want to have Unlimited Free Power at home or in your backpack? The PowerBar charges with Solar for on the go & in the plug at home.
Giftwrap Dispencing Box
A straw hat to block the sun for woman with long hair who like to pull it up in a tight pony tail .so there is an opening in the top of hat
Hair catch vacuum attachment. Works with nose trimmers, hair trimmers, mustache trimmers etc.
Earth to Abby
Spice Sphere
I have made a necklace that can be customized by attaching a charm representing a special occasion or favorite item that someone likes.
When you need to have power it is inconvenient when all the outlets in the place are taken or too far or if the power go out in your home.
Dog Self Nail File
Pre-Sweats
I propose a cat restraining carrier to enable meds and fluids to be administrated without being scratched or bitten. It keeps the cat quiet.
TeaBag with timer
Digital camera with slideout keyboard to label each picture.
Grill Em's
Swing Set Mud Mats. Solves that pesky problem under swings and at the bottom of the slide.
!Gummy Thumb Tacks! Push pins that you can easily slip paper over without having to take out the tack itself!
MINI USB PIVOT
Toggle remote controlled rechargeable battery operated wheeled cooler w/removable basket top 4 storage. Sweat, or use the "Kooler Cooler".!!
Easy Wrap
Remember hop-scotch? Chalk, a sidewalk and a rock? Many kids don't play today, due to dangerous streets or fussy landlords.
Ease of movement walker!! Universal attachment to walkers to improve mobility and stability for the those in need.
Have a electric blanket that you plug in and throw over your car when it snows. Melts snow and ice while you take shower. Can heat up oilpan
Resubmitting self-capping highlighter after making it to UC. Incorporating your suggestions.
Chopping Board Holder
iPhone case that's used to let the iPhone to stand whether vertical or horizontal, in an adjustable angle.
Perfect Circle Pen
REDESIGNED Clean View Mask! No more air filters in Ur visual pathway! Avoid accidents &amp; do more fine work at home/business! please C &amp;
Vote!
Sun-Pod - Combination sunglasses and ipod and/or bluetooth ready.
A small, disposable covering to put over your nose when using public restrooms, particularly in airports, to mask the smell.
I.D. badge pin
Retractable Bicycle Lock: Secures all Parts of your Bicycle!
Light Switch Cubby:Light switch with built in wall cubby and cordless iPhone 5 charger plus Bluetooth clock.#Resub 6 months ago
A Suitcase that can be separated into a two ways hand bags.
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Attachable silicone grips for comfortable handling of broom, shovel, spade, axe, hammer, mallet, hatchet...
Affordable book/folder with flat video screen inside. SD, micro SD input & storage to keep track of short videos from smartphones, etc.
A sleep mask that covers eyes and ears and includes an ipod plug-in and alarm clock. Great for long plane trips, snoring partners or college
Easy,Breazy,Cover-All! Always searching for right makeup applicator in your makeup case? Creat "SWISS ARMY" makeup applicator! Cap sanitizes
ULTRA MOLDABLE BEACH TOWEL! create your form and find your position! make shadow or create a mini table, do not have limits!
Reduced speed retracting tape measure, Save the knuckles (JH)
Headlights for walkers. No longer just a walker now itâ€™s a night cruiser.
Erginominos
The DREAM WEAVER Baby Monitor
Funky wall art and stuff holder! Make it a eye catching design. Hang anything you want! Over 200 votes!
Ride on Narrow Garden Cart
The Ultimate Abs Machine...a MACHINE especially designed to challenge your abs to the max to get you those six packs quickly and effectively
A Beer locking mechanism for your icy cold 6 pack. Keeps roommates and underage drinkers out of your stash.
If you think your kidâ€™s cute nowâ€¦wait till grandma sees the baby with this. The bottle and sippy cup toy that makes a perfect gift!
Do you have an empty corner in your bathroom or kitchen? Introducing the Corner Toilet Paper, Paper Towel, Multi-Use Shelf.
Snap on pockets. Pants etc
A better mouse for comfort for hand and wrist and prevents CTS
COLORED WHITEOUT-They make white out for white paper. But do they make it for different colored paper? If not, now is the time!
environmentally friendly bbs
The Shrinking Bottle
A device which measures if my house is leaning and how fast. 1/10 houses has some problem with settlement. Share statistics with engineers.
Silicone Sandwich Pocket
Vegetable Cage Support System. Expandable Support Rings. Pull Rings to support Plants as needed. Click image for animation.
solar massge chair
A rolling cooler for beach sand or snow, with lots of storage and expandability.
Hi! I have the idea for decorative caulk...in bronze, gold, silver...to neon yellow, orange...even glow in the dark....thanks! charner
A reusable device used to eliminate static in women's hair. It resembles a small straightener, but uses fabric softener like sheets.
Cord Attached with velcro to Remote Control so remote will not get lost.
TreeSpace Storage Unit/Bureau
My product is a touch-free dispenser of snacks such as peanuts, M&Ms, popcorn, chocolate-covered raisins, etc.
Air play table - a sensory play table for children 2-8 years of age. An internal high powered fan levitates or moves various objects
GPS Tracker for hunting
Have you ever had a cut on your finger and no one was around to help. Well, help is now here with the band aid table.
Heat Huggie
MILK MATES
HANDLE IT - for Knives - An Easy Way to Add an Extra Handle to your Knife!
Have you ever received an unexpected high water bill? Our device sends a message to your phone letting you know your water usage is high.
BUNGEE HANGERS or OCTOPUS! a whole new convenient way to hang and unhang your clothes. Great for coat closets!
Fun decorations for the shoelace nibs (aglets) in different colors, styles, shapes, or symbols ie. sports teams, animated characters, etc.
App-enabled dog collar allow you to control and communicate with your dog from your smartphone!
Waterproof Shower Notebook, we all know that your best ideas are created while in the shower, now record them before you forget them.
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
Trash can with a few holes on the side, close to the bottom, to make pulling out trash bags easy. Eliminate the vacuum effect.
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Create a line of promotional novelties and clothing for the poker industry, using our trademarked slogan, Poker is My Passion.
Tooth brushing monitor
An athletic backpack for a business person to securely carry their work attire to and from work while running, jogging or bicycling.
Farms and municipal governments have need of more choice in their control of the deer herds that can be so destructive.
Retractable Cell Phone Case
Ultra Flexible iPad/Tablet Stand/Case Combo. Holds Your Portable Device In Place For You, Whether Your Are Sitting, Standing Or Laying Down.
A single storage device for discount card barcodes.
have you ever bought soda, wine, or beer and wanted to make it cold instantly? It will save the time of waiting on the fridge or cooler.
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
I would like Quirky to use the technology in this patent to make a cooling jet case for laptops, tablets or smartphones.
Solar Pocket Oven
Toothbrush Sanitizer
Junk in your Trunk? Organize the Trunk of your car
The Nomad is designed for Chef's on the go! This product functions as a cutting board, a strainer, and tote for knives and other utensils.
Valuable Coin Finder
Pair It Up
Bags Balls &amp; Washers, its a beach game, a picnic game, a day at the park game, a great backyard game. Its an Old Fashioned Game of TOSS.
Alarm 90
Fluorescent tires for cars
For those of you who love to play the game of Scrabble, but dread clearing the board at the games completion, I have a solution for you
There is a reason surveyors use a tripod base. It's stable on uneven ground. So,finally, here is a camping table that won't rock.
The Cutting Kit: Complete with roller blade tool and cutting surface.
Pencil Loop
Disposable sunblock applicator pad or wipe with an extendable fold out stick so you can apply sunblock to your back unassisted.
Calorie Filter
An invention to reduce wrinkles of clothes in suitcases, and other methods to improve the functionality and inside usable volume of suitcase
Leg Work
The Original Back Attack
a microphone shaped toy that you speak into and can modify your voice in many ways
Small pet water bottle with freezer gel tube to keep water cool.
Knissor (Knife/Scissors)
SaniBrush for Toliet Bowls
Sand Castle Siege players build a sand castle with the sand castle mold and then attack each other's castle with toy catapults
Sliced Peanut Butter
The Never Lost Umbrella
What convince it would be if only the dog leash was built into the collar, make it retractable so as to stay sleek but efficient.
A interchangable step for your animals. 4 carpet covered rectangles. Changable, movable in a flash. You have 4 different levels,
Energy Saving 101 + 1
Franklin the potty training teddy bear is an interactive teddy bear that helps potty train children by singing and dancing.
Ninja solar panel's iphone case. its an iPhone case the has a solar power.
Baby Cradle
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. Lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out. Includes ice chamber!
roll lok garage can
Simple Idea. World wide market. Low cost. Easy Install. Touch the toilet paper, and get just enough "light to go by" at night.
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Thermostat fan that is temperature sensitive but also offers continuous air-flow
The Flow-Pan is a new idea for a pan specifically meant for draining grease in a specific neat direction. No more grease messes
For furniture people need a cheap alternative that can be fun. I want interchangeable bricks that could be arraigned in many ways.
This is a beach bag that gives the user the ability to prep food and even eat the food without ever touching the food with sandy hands!!
DOOR POUR SMOOTHIE FRIDGE
A butter tray that has a raised ridge that centers the stick on its base. The ridge will be slotted to measure off amounts of butter.
Cat moves
To tie the inside of a duvet cover to the comforter so that the comforter does not slip to the bottom every time you make the bed.
Physical keyboard case for iPhone 4s. Slim, light & accessible - Simply Simple The ultimate solution! Your keyboard is always with you
Heat protected i phone case
Ventilated Trash Can
A universal Bumper Protector that doesn't look so ugly, that it looks like a car floor mat is attached to it.
A Wifi-enabled kitchen scale that queries a nutritional database, breaking any item down into its nutritional values by weight.
An App that charges your phone 20 to 50 percent if not more.Sounds Crazy But Anything Is Possible.
Baby Bottle Coozie
Turn a table lamp into a charging station
I would like to create a bike flag pole that is lit over its entire length using a fiber optic cable connected to a light in its base.
TV covers that protect the TV from scratches, breaks and any other mishap. Plastic covers.
Cars shovel
Spike BBQ Topper. Keep meat and veggies secure on top of your BBQ Grill.
String light displays with no drop cords, nothing dragging across the landscape, eye appealing, displays you are proud of.
Modular Pokemon (or sports, or similiar) card holder.
A pad for racks on SUV vehicles. The pad is simple to install and protects the rail of the rack from getting scratched.
Recycled removable 'clip on' or 'attachable' name tags for recycled, save the planet, grocery and/or reusable bags.
Donâ€™t pack a night light ever againâ€¦ turn your phone into a â€˜just-in-timeâ€™ motion sensing night light!
A light that goes around the perimeter of a beach bag or purse that when opened turns on making those bigger bags more accessible
Retractable earbud iPhone case
iPhone bumper case with a built in charger cord. Left your cord at home? No worries because you have this case with you!
It is the Cookie Clip. It operates just like a hair clip but is longer and skinner. It holds the cookie for you.
This Fan Will Gives You A More Selective Air Temperature Control In Your Room For Your Comfort. 3 Modes Of Air: Warm, Medium And Cool.
Fiber optic ear buds. The entire cable glows white, or multi-color, or change with the music.
Picasso Fish Bumper Sticker
I have invented a new way to protect your fingers while chopping veggies.This is a magnetic finger guard.it also guides the knife.
SCREWRITE
Sponga. Sea Sponge for Showering with pocket to store bar of soap. No more losing a bar of soap or leaving it on the floor to dissolve RESUB
Bottle Buddy
The Coffee Dock
Rubber tipped spoons and forks to prevent scratching your pots and pans, while not losing the strength.
Easy start grass trimmer
All-in-one TV Mount
No-More-Nagging Watch
Smart play entertainment
Gel-filled foot-coaster for your coffee table with the right amount of cushion for your heel without raising your feet and blocking the TV
The machine, which attaches to walls with suction-cups and slides off easy, has easy clean up because it is protected in a case. No spills!
Custom Color Spray Paint. Resubmit.
Dining table adaptable to eat in bed, sofa or anywhere... no more accidents!!
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Sole scrubbing shower shoes for those times when you are in a hotel/gym/dorm and you don't want to touch the shower walls/floors.
Plastic container to hold normal hand camera to take pictures underwater.
Fun,waterproof,insulated kid's mittens with fun designs.The extra material up the arms prevents snow from getting in & they won't fall off.
My idea is a shopping cart clip that would hold shopping lists and coupons. It would attach to the cart with a clip.
A wheelchir that can be used off of smooth surfces, with all terrain wheels, why should you belimited to the sidewalk?
Compact & Expanding Dish Rack w/ Pads Adjusts to Your Needs, Many Configuration, Offers More Counter Space. Use as 1, 2, 3 &/or Split up!
BEACH-10

Play beach-tennis with Flip-Flops everyone, everywhere, every time

If you lose your idevice there is no easy way for the finder to contact you. Use the iDevice identification case to solve this!
Oil + vinegar = no problem! Perfect your salads by mixing your dressings as you pour.
A shaving mirror with an overlayed grid pattern for use while trimming facial hair to help make symmetrical shaving cuts.
SpinCap
APP enable smart messaging toaster. A new message every day in your toast!
Free Slip
Shelf + Hook System - Flexible shelf and storage system with configurable options to save space - Where else would you use it and how?
Your phone is stolen/ lost. Call your phone enable the pic mode or camera may be very helpful,
PET Random Ball Throw Launcher
Binky Finder
App enabled Bluetooth ear plugs that you can adjust for sound while in your ear.
The portable Fruit and Vegetable stand. Put it where you need it inside or out.
iPillBox
Standalone device that can send/receive audio and video streaming without the need of an smart phone - App Enabled. (Re-Sub)
Baby bottle shaker that dissolves formula w/o clumping.Prevents air bubbles, keeps formula smooth & consistent.Can prepare up to 4 bottles.
This is Spin. Its a fast and easy way to clean dishes. You wont need to do all the clean with your hands any more, Spin will do it for you.
A rotating pod organizer with space for multiple types of beverage pods and coffee utensils.
A bike that floats to promote play and exercise at the same time!
An App Enabled Smartphone Case, Holds One Week's Supply Of Medications. Reminders You To Take Your Meds Daily And For Weekly Case Refills.
Beautiful fast easy way to dress up your chain link fence without breaking the bank.
Printer for Peel and Stick Wallpaper Borders
Standard office stapler with a window on top to see into the staple magazine. No need to open to see if you need a refill.
Rural mailboxes with a ink bomb (like bank money bags)to explode when they are hit with a baseball bat. Which is a big problem in my area.
A goldfish bowl with slots in the back so that your kids can change the background. (Comes with a set of markers and blank 3 x 5 cards.
Do you have special eyes?! Calling all contact lens wearers. A new way to clean and sterilize contacts before use has arrived.
The box flyer is plastic/foam parts can attach to any cardboard box and transform into hours of play. Recycle and fly with your imagination!
Razors come with detachable heads. Why not a toothbrush set with multiple replacement heads. No use buying a whole new brush every time! ECO
CHORE-FYI
Dry Ear Relief-I've got dry sore cracked ears! Sounds gross? It is! Best relief ever natural petroleum jelly in a special tube for the ear!
FreeToes Athletic Shoes
ViNeu
CLIPPER - Control those Curtains ! - Shower, blinds and all other curtains Adjustable spring loaded dumbbell lift off helper.
Bit Ring Push and twist the desired bit in possition Attach to key-ring or carry in pocket Lock bits by locking ball,spring Portable design
road rash
Turn any outlet into an sleek organized iPad charging station. Resubmitted with video! See video: http://youtu.be/BxnYD8XWOC4
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FM Nails FM Nails stand for Fashion Magnifying nails
Spoon or forks that attach to a kids wrist so they can't drop it on the floor anymore...
Tube with a capped sponge on the end that you fill with sunblock to apply it to your body without the mess and reach your back unassisted
A cane for the elderly that in addition to helping an unsteady person walk, has tools in the end of the metal shaft.
Everybody takes a list to the grocery store. This gadget will keep your list in plain view while shopping.
Pen/pencil sanitizer
Worlds 1st Smartphone Tablet Tripod holder Self Stand built in 1.You will be able to attach ANY Smartphone or Tablet to ANY existing Tripod
The coolest place to dry your dishcloth after doing dishes. Keeps dishcloth in a clean uncontaminated place and dries to a fresh clean feel.
exercise shirts with iPhone pockets on the center chest with logo to hold the iPhone and earplugs while working out and running.
measuring free
How much have you recycled? You don't know? Well use this! Recycle counter. Great for kids learning about recycling!
three baseball clip
Walking iPad Case
Contoured shower/bath scrubber, fits bodyâ€™s curves. Telescoping handle reaches all areas. One bath tool for all - save money and time.
Water Well Saver
Keep Cool Makeup Bag
Pierced ear cleaners. Soft threads about an inch long, half of each thread would be hardened, the other half dipped in antiseptic.
SMART HEADPHONES Ever wonder what someone else is listening to? Wouldn't it be fun to share your latest favorite song with the world?
A home thermostat app that allows calender settings remotely.
Stylish Modular Can/Bottle Crusher &amp; Recycling Bin
Smelly cheese, in the fridge? Cheese smart app, fridge connected! Control cheese maturation!
Cable Storage Organizer - organize those unused computer, telephone, cable, and power cables that accumulate in drawers everywhere.
Suction Cup with Pressure Sensor circuit warns when suction is about to be lost. No more suction cups falling off without warning.
Noodles2Go
A plastic sleeve that can be placed over a dog/cat collar that will light the collar up automatically at night. 6 1cm discs will light up.
Drivers License Holder
Make Your Doggie Leash Treaky and Treaty!Call your dog to go out will easy as 1,2 and 3.Also Treats gose were your buddy gose!Its Treater!!
Smart Breezer
Gloves containing cold retaining substance,covering joints but not fingertips, to calm painful arthritis, yet retain dexterity for tasks
Hole punch which accepts paper up to 11"x17". It has(11) interchangeable punch types. User may use 1 punch, 11 or any number between.
COLOR CHANGING HAND SANITIZER FOR KIDS A freezable drinking glass sleeve that is filled with liquid. Similar to the cups filled with water, but you would never have to wash this.
fijoeaif
You will never miss a call again with this bracelet/watch that uses bluetooth technology to inconspicuously vibrate when your cell rings
Hearing aids finder
Bathroom nightlights are ineffective. They are either too bright (making me squint or wake up) or don't illuminate the required areas.
Trash Can With Tie Slot. Keep your trash bag in place and avoid the mess.
Washing Machine Door Prop v2
Shower mat
Screw a tap to its pan to simply pour hot water in the sink or to serve the soup. A safe way to avoid burning and splash!
A device that measures CRACKS on my house and sends data to my phone app or alerts me (or engineer) in case of rapid changes.
A travel coffee mug that is designed specifically for the pod coffee machine, including correct sizing to be filled by any pod machine.
Baby pacifier w/ white noise
A Stretched "Q" Crate Utility Wagon Is Useful In The Garden, In The House Or Even While Shopping. A General Purpose Unit That Looks Good.
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App-enabled mini projector that allow you to test paint colors before painting your walls, test many colors in seconds. no mess! Resub.
2 molded plastic bowls or server plate with freezable gell between-sealed @ rim various size-1 indention for seasonal interchangable figures
Lumie + Jawbone Up = Quirky/GE light alarm, senses sleep patterns &amp; wakes up gently with light. Premium 3D-printed lampshade option
A video game organizer that switches games with the push of a button. It would carry 5 cd slots and would change the game automatically.
Cutter to remove child proof tab on OTC medicine.Allows cap removal in any position.For elderly, Arthritic, blind, at night,or in hurry.
This is combination of lounge chair, hand dolly and bicycle trailer in one compact product. Light in weight and useful in many situations.
Quirklets- A series of small and fun toys for kids with imaginations!
Wall Savers (or Clean Walls)
Create a line of useful items for kids that display the name of the item (hairbrush, toothbrush, cup, plate) instead of the brand name.
A protective shield/ screen to be used when cooking to avoid getting hit by hot sparks. It can be a lightweight mask-like shield/ screen.
An in-store, large, laundry soap dispenser to refill your empty plastic soap bottle. (like you do with drinking water).
Shiatsu massage sandal. Its not just the sandal, it make your foot relax and healthy. Stylish sandal that makes your foot ease.
Out It
Drone Armor
Grill Cover Easy
SMARTL - Spray My Air Restore Thy Litter - An intelligent clip on odor eliminator sprayer for your litter box. Sprays when your cat leaves.
A suitcase that climbs up and down stairs on steel-reinforced rubber tracks. The crawler tracks should be able to grip the stair noses.
Umbrella with Integrated waterproof case - no more wet umbrellas dripping in your bag, on your pants, on your car seats, anywhere!!!
Never leave your Golf Clubs on the Greens again.My invention would alert you before you walk away from the hole and losing an expensive club
Smart Milk Faucet Cap:With WiFi thermometer &amp; App to notify you of empty milk jug &amp; temperature of the milk.
A simple & needy pad with a spacious pocket that inserts into the bottom of a purse protecting the purse bottom from marks, holes, & rips.
Kick that weed out with Hoe-shoes. Slip on shoes that have an extension of the sole that acts as a hoe. For gardeners everywhere.
Bush Trimming Catcher Ground Cover to make clean up of trimmings easy.
Toilet Seat Covers With Wings. Used For Positioning And Ensuring No Skin Makes Contact With The Seat. Cover Stays In Place Until Used.
FreshAID
Baby bottle with time marker
Automatic rope game. All children playing!!!!
Speaker Swap &amp; Share
A WAY OF DRAWING A FRAME OF AN ANIMATION VIDEO ON A PORTABLE/ELECTRIC DRAWING BOARD; AUTOMATICALLY SCAN TO
COMP.
A swimsuit that will keep you afloat in the pool if you are not a good swimmer or if you can not swim.
an emergency inflatable solar still
how about earpieces that magnify sound to better enhance old peoples hearing.
Fast Sandwich
Cups that can tessellate to fill cabinet space more efficiently and keep a kitchen more neat and tidy looking.
See! The X-Plaque, A Toothbrushing System That Will Clean The Entire Mouth, Teeth, Cheeks, Gums And Tongue All In Approximately 10 Seconds.
Double App-enabled Lock/Padlock, which requires two(!) people to open the lock.
The most easiest way to hide low voltage wires.I call this present invention wall wizard.Its made of dry wall tape and double side foam tape
My wife has terrible allergies to pollen, my proposed product would be a nose bud filter that could be reused by washing the filter .
Childproof Knife Block
TSA Friendly Carry-on Luggage: Opens in half with windows on each part that can open. Add customary handle and wheels for a winning design.
Menthol Rub RollerBall applicator-got a congested coughing baby?use the vapor rub remedy in a rollerball to gently apply to babies tiny feet
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Mixer cup
Take your coffee with you while you shop. Clip a cup holder to your cart. Compact design allows for easy storage.
EZ Rocker, Automatically rocks an infant car seat! Must see video!!
Kidinavi
Sleeping Baby Cake Kit. Includes 2 pans,blanket,board,pacifier, hair accessory & 3 cupcake wrappers. Great for baby showers.
A mobile app enabled electronic door lock and security system for residential buildings.
My idea is to design a small â€œLâ€ shaped molded plastic piece to go on the underside of a commode seat and stabilize the seat from shifting.
Sandwich Crust Cutter and Sleeve AND CONTAINER. Cut the crust from your sandwich and use the same device to hold your sandwich.
A water bottle which fills up by condensing H20 from the air!
Stack-able markers
A small band that can go around a child's arm or leg that will let you know where they are by looking at your cell phone.
Introducing The Amazing Baster Style Paint Brush.
Adjustable Picture Hanger - No more swiss cheese walls! #spotsv
Finally a working solution to the earbud tangle problem. Using magnets this set of earbuds folds up and stores quickly and easily
A device (microchip) that attaches to personal items. If mislaid, a code could be dialed into a phone. Device would emit a loud beep.
My idea is for a pouch that hangs from your neck to hold an ipad in order to be able to enter data without holding the ipad.
The Bottle Carrier is the safest way to carry liquids as a wine, olive oil and others in a hermetic plastic shell filled with a soft foam.
Decorative phone jack cover/notepad holder
Golf Wipes
Weigh Clean
Science projects buried in your fridge? Tired of wasting food? Answer:The Lazy Susan Fridge.Fully Accessible w/ no wasted space inside/out
Fold out, reusable drink carrier. go green!no more unneeded waste.
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows
A simple clamp to hold a cord. Keeps your cord from falling off your desk.There can be more than one solutIon to any problem.
Mobile Dollhouse and Tote
Recycled plastic snow removal board. No gas engine. Heart healthy. Minimal retail space needed to sell compared to other similar products.
DJ PRO iPad Case............Take the Club with you as you carry your iPad around!
Bluetooth Wall outlet With Built-in Camera:App-enabled with face recognition feature.When it sees a baby it will automatically shuts off.
Trash Can Anchor
A hot drink to help get over a cold. A quick way to make a hot drink with a vapor to help with a stuffy nose. Jerry
Green Energy Science Kit: For children, adult hobbyists and/or schools in the sciences.
Cordies with USB. The Cordies are a basically a glorified paper weight. Let's add a USB extension functionality to it.
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple mechanical timer and you have marker that will close itself.
Cold beer... sometimes easier said than done with a 5 liter mini keg. Keep your beer cold & portable with a universal mini keg cooler/tote.
An app enabled bracelet that monitors heart rate and pulse which will call an emergency contact number if heart rate or pulse stops.
Bottle Return
EZ Hang
MY IDEA IS A ATTACHMENT FOR ANY BEACH CART THAT SAFELY TRANSPORTS YOUR BABY OR TODDLER TO AND FROM THE
BEACH
Never leave you favorite Pan or pot at someone house again Pot Luck disposable liners and lids cover and go.
Colored Velcro Blocks and Shapes
"Clip on" to towel rack and slide your towels on, allowing air to flow on all sides with half the space.Under Consideration issues improved.
A sleek, lockable, plastic drawer that attaches underneath a student desktop
Personal Case
The Gutter Gun-- a new, easy and safe way to clean gutters that are attached to a screened-in area without climbing onto the roof!
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T.E.N.S. unit!!!Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation. Connects to your smart phone and pulses are set with app. Helps and Earns
I developed, designed and received a patent for this product in 1994. called Towable Mobile Fuid carrier. esier to carry gasoline tank
APP Stopcock,stop the CentrH2O
Two minutes Lamp -

just before going to sleep.

The LIGHT PEN CLIP - it lights up your life when you're writing in the dark. An LED clip that works with your favorite pen.
Beer Check
Silcone lightbulb sheets;
Bike stow &amp; tote
WordWatch
STILT FOR THE iPAD. A larger size Stilt to prop the iPad.
Dont waste what is left in that spray bottle! You paid for it - USE IT!
ULTIMATE WINDPROOF LIGHTER. Itâ€™s a very simple and inexpensive accessory that will change your life!
A pair of headphones that makes the user aware of when music volume is set to a decibel level unsafe for hearing.
I have invented some walking / Team Sport sticks that I would like to try and market.
"TRiPOD" iPhone 4 case, Not another kick stand case. A case with 3 hinged legs to create a stable tripod footed formation for iP4 and soon 5
Bath Net Sponge w/hang loop;open loop,sm unusable pieces of soap could be placed inside the sponge,secure the loop,& use up those 'slivers'
A cane that has a spring released umbrella at the front that folds into the shaft of the cane.
Cosmetic Medic
A must for users of crutches in countries were snow and ice are common. Simply, it will add a Retractable Ice Tip to forearm crutches.
healing joint and arch pain isn't only pertaining to wearing the right shoes or meds Why not have that same support of a shoe in the shower.
Dogcycle
Baby Car Alarm
HULK - Hand Tool Power Assist
ointment/toothpaste remover
The Pantry Scanner. A tabletop barcode scanner for home organization. Its grocery list... simplified.
My idea is an app for cell phones so they can be used as a personal listening device like a hearing aid via a Bluetooth device or earbuds.
Measuring Stick that can be used for inside measuring up to 119". Easy to use, accurate, and transport.
Beacon -The first ever solar powered micro projection module which will bring the screen to virtually any flat surface.
A personal soap maker to recycle the small pieces of soap that are always left over from a regular bar of soap.
SMART Dorm (mini) Fridge. Unlocks Via phone APP. End The Scavenging Room-mate Food Thief.
Multi off switch power strip to save power
Suitcase with an internal vacuum pouch/fan for extra space. Weight scale, RFID, & inbuilt battery runs fan/charges electronics & gps unit.
Front Ports is a devices that goes on top of your computer, This has the ports in the front that plug into the back of a computer.
Two-in-one portable name card printer and cutter. Use any size cardboard, print your cards anywhere. Printer prints and cuts out name card.
Ad paid cellular
Let's Redesign the Electric Mixer with Beaters-Bowl lid houses electric beaters-Splatter and flour "poof" free. Easy to use and store!!
I have an idea for a personal 'sound effects' device that is totally customizable, and is portable and simple to use.
The cookie slicer will quickly & efficiently cut rolled, refrigerated, cookie dough into equivalent sized pieces for even cooking.
Quirky Bear: Promotional toy that allows purchaser to 1 entry into the "Quirky Kid Invention Contest." Winning product will be produced
Wall Power Switch for 21st century. Integrated LEDs for every situation! Waterproof, touch, illuminated.
Phone Caddy
Quick Cubes
Oven doors open from the top, down forcing you to reach over it to get your hot pan. A paneled oven door would slide up like a garage door.
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Trash Can Protector is a disc that mounts on the lid of any trashcan and releases the odor of ammonia to ward of scavengers.
Discreet breast feeding
COMBO SHAKE WEIGHT/FLASHLIGHT. It recharges when you exercise with it!
Dish Cloth and Sponge Aerator
WiFi Bicycle Fork Lock With Built In LED Turn Signals:Retractable Cable Lock,App on iPhone 5.#Resub 5 months ago.
A removable,foldable,waterproof,washable,versatile mini van interior liner with handles,to be used when the seats are removed/stowed away.
A Beach Bag/Umbrella. Carry all items in the bag, take items out at beach, undo the bag, attach to your recliner at six points and CHILL.
A one-handed muscle relaxer.
Threex2 Binder, The idea is to keep organization easy by having your three ring binder a six-ring binder, making in squared off, not tapered
Sports toy with a shaft and interchangeable parts to use it as a hockey stick, baseball bat, golf club, tennis racket, lacrosse stick.
A tablet case that is your favorite stuffed animal, sport ball, insect, etc. Outside is made from fabric and stuffing.
Pest free pet food bowl. Keep ants and flies off of your pets food.
RappidHeet
Time Machine
I use pencils of various hardness and I never find quickly the right pencil in a piling of many in some or other drawer in my desk.
A guitar/bass stand that hangs off of the cabinet handle. Simple, cheap, easy to carry in a gig bag, and saves the musician a lot of space.
The Folding Farm is a gardening method/stand for an urban enviornment. A large mobile garden meeting the needs of people with limited space.
SHARP SQUARE
Sol Protector
The measure lid
Solar heating with Surface Tension technology, fluid runs upsidedown on the bottom of the collector surface. Fluid is uniformly constant
escalator hand rail cleaner
An "On the Go" easy baby-proofing kit for parents visiting the homes of friends, in-laws, or any non "baby-proofed" home.
Liquid calcium supplement made from organic egg shells for the most absorbable form of calcium for indivduals with digestive diseases.
Strap and Hooks
Those pods are NOT Earth-friendly! But they're just the right size for tiny plants that would THRIVE in coffee grinds.
Lay Flat Toaster
App embedded, imp fridge/GE Profileâ„¢ AdvantiumÂ® ovens
Wireless dog fence that only requires transmitter stakes and a smart phone to setup and control. Affordable, Adjustable and Portable.
A portable reusable cup holder that enables you to pick up coffees for a group without spilling on your front seat or your passenger's pants
Over flow Bathtub / Sink sensor with beeping alarm bracelet. Keep Kids , Bathrooms , Kitchens safe while getting busy.
I would like to add a saftey feature for the hot wheels that kids can ride in. A remote control option that the parents could take over.
Turf Be Gone
Remote control car that draws with chalk! Make huge drawings. Make universal attachment? Maybe link to APP/Bluetooth
Bubble Potty
K-cup holder
a 4x8 sheet that you can write on with erasable markers you can glue it to the wall of office's , school's ,
Solar Phone Case
ICY AIR COOLER
A microwave that plays music instead of beeps
Top of the Pool Sweeper: Removes debris from the top of the swimming pool
Never worry about your kids during shopping ,in parks,while busy on phone or friends. This device alarms you when kids go out of reach zone.
A foot pedal for men's bathrooms that both flushes &amp; lifts the toilet seat simultaneously. Reduce contact with other peoples bodily fluids!
A make-your-own pod device. Make your own coffee pods using fresh ground coffee beans of your choice and ordinary coffee filters.
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Don't you hate it when your burger comes apart and falls through the grill? Cook it for a few minutes on this and then slide it onto grill.
TV glasses with wifi / Bluetooth connection, enables different family members, to watch / listen to different TV shows at the same time.
Foldable broom with scrapper
Bucket-Wheels. Turn Your Mop Bucket Into A Mop Bucket With Wheels! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams With Details)
Mini Stage
Upgrade your Apple's Earphone,EarPods! Silicone eartips for iPhone or iPod.No more fall out. Minimizes outside noise. Use your EarPods!!
Protect yourself from the harsh sun(or rain!), with this ultra-portable and lightweight sport umbrella. Large in use, tiny in transit!
(1/2) snuggie jacket. there are full length snuggies/blanket with sleeves but not a snuggie jacket
bLock
Quirky PRODUCTION for Kids ***The GAME***
A grippy, gel-like, transparent adhesive strip to peel off and wrap around slippery bottle/can or velcro that is washable/reusable.
A shoe cover duster/wet wipe/polisher that dusts and cleans while you are cleaning, cooking, or just hanging out.
INTERACTIVE DOG TOY ON A TIMER Program to activate every half or hour to entice pet to play while you're away -RESUB
Lemon Acid Soap
Cigarette butt shredder/recycle and lotion and chewing gum provider..A machine with a sensor that rewards people who recycle cigarette butts
Wave and wipe
Cold Crock Pot
Skype-Mask
Smart calculator, type in your math question and let the calculator search for and calculate the suitable equation by analyzing keywords,
The Wobb!i - Hand Drill Powered Wallboard Outlet Cutout Tool - Seconds to Cut an Exact Hole Quickly!-Faster/Less Dust than any other method!
Ringtones for your car. Replaces the "car alarm".
i always wonder about chewing gums with energy drink ingredients...
Beach Chair Redecorate/Repair
The Wrist Reminder / Alarm
The new Socialte! Use them for hide-and-seek, tag, Marco Polo, and more! I have an extensive vision that would transform Socialite.
Summer Fun! Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Self-Pumping *INFLATABLE* Sprinkler! Updated from UC feedback!
Carpool dasboard projector
My idea is a tape measure and small scale that you wair on your wrist like a watch for measuring and weighing fish.
shower reminder Device. sleek/slim, instantly sends your ideas, grocery, appointments, reminders, while showering right to your iPhone
Hanger sticky notes, never miss one. Sticky notes sometimes fall off, this hanger note has extra grip. Also great for labelling bottles.
Continuous Mouse cleaning Mouse Pad
FRUISH - SELF CLEANING VEGETABLE / FRUIT BRUSH SET made from steel. Easy to remove the waste from potatoes or citruses. Unique mechanics
Easy-Clean Umbrella Whisk
machines that grind the coffee and filter and throw in the automatic installation
This Bagier holds plastic bags. Very useful for aged to carry 4 to 6 shopping carry bags with both the hands.
The SLIP Strip (Sliding Lockable Inline Power Strip) is a modular adjustable power strip. Each plug unit is attachable/detachable.
A booth at the beach that for $1 would spray you completely with your choice of sun screen or suntan lotion, I forget my sunscreen a lot.
A Hangover Remedy Kit, which includes the top things most commonly used to fight Hangovers after a night out in Vegas. Charge to your room.
KUTLESS,kitchen utensil provides/initiates safe cutting,improves cutting efficiency/production. NO MORE skin loss/bloody fingers in kitchen.
Shower station built for kids
razor blade handle with counter
Screw on different BBQ/kitchen utensils into one handle...ann all in one handle for the Ultimate BBQ set.
Rear Patrol
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A "flip-a-theme" Play Tent. Kids can change their play environment by flipping the top layer of the tent.
A Kitchen Knife Holder That's Actually Hygienic - Dishwashable!
Garage Door Saver
Moisture sensitive diaper. Know exactly when your baby needs a change, don't wait for the smell.
Small, egg-shaped cars with dinosaur drivers.
Head-Light: A headband device with a light attached. Adjustable and portable. Perfect for reading at night without disturbing your spouse.
This Kitchen Appliance Cleans Dirt, Wax, Pesticides, Herbicides, Bacteria, etc. Off Your Fruits And Vegetables, Making Them Clean And Safe.
You're in the stands waving the Stir-It-Up rally sock, and chanting stir-it-up generating enthusiasm. This could be a sports phenomenon!
A line of educational plush toys that encourages good behavior in children based on the popular "Time-Out" method of discipline.
Board games can be boring. Solution:Totally Editable Board Game.The game has a lot of boards that can be freely combined with each other.
Water your plants equally by filling 4 individual watering cans w/water that fit nicely in one container to carry easily to the garden.
LED BULB w/ BATTERY
Saucepan Lid Flipper
Marblequest
Don't have a dog; Feel safe with this app enabled barking product; Senses motion outside and auto triggers.
Design: Multi-use Mop with Scraper Embedded in handle and steam input = better cleaning capability.
tough pen, an all-metal pen with a ball point on one end and a dull wedge on other end to cut open boxes.
BATHTUB DRAIN CLEAN OUT TOOL
La Chocolatier
A backpack for your groceries, that has a cold compartment, this is for when you're walking, running or biking or just browsing.
Get Ready Coffee Drinkers. App-Enabled coffee brewer. Save time by Starting your coffee when you need it to percolate.
A small basket that attaches by suction to your dash or car door that holds catsup and sauces for dipping, keeping your fingers clean.
Travel breast pump adaptor
THERMAL ICE CREAM CAKE CUTTER. Cut ice cream cake out of the freezer with ease. No more warm water needed.
"Paddle to the Sea" craft with GPS and camera.
App enabled Light up EXIT arrows.
A DEVICE FOR CLOSED LOOP PERFECT HOME FRIES COOKING
THE SPEAK EASY- I-PHONE CASE WITH BUILT IN SPEAKERS THAT CAN BE HEARD BETTER THAN THE TRADITIONAL SPEAKER THAT
COMES BUILT IN TO THE PHONE.
A paint tray that is easier to use and less likely to spill.
Flexible dorm shower caddy that you can hang in shower or hang on your door and then carry with you for travel or to shower. Fold and carry!
iJava
Fabulous new twist to an age-old idea! Peel-n-stick adhesive earth friendly waste bag with flexible edge to "hold open" during use.
Drawer divider that fits any width drawer
SAND SOULE SHOE SYSTEMS--PATENT PENDING WALK ON SAND WITH EVERY STEP AMERICAN MADE FROM 100% RECYCLED, POSTCONSUMER MATERIALS
Measuring Cups, Measuring Spoons and Sifter all in one.
Portable Wind Power
modern â€œc-table/tv tray with easy access pocket shelf. Easily folds away like a tv tray but looks like quality furniture when in use.
An object like a wristband which a person can put imagen or a story in it digitally and rehÃ©n pasa it to another one to continÃºe the story
two way straw
I have a bendable mood doll in mind. It can be used to let others in your household or family know what kind of a mood you are in.
I think if someone had a button they could wear and have a flashing light and/or siren mounted in the front of their house.
Dust your base boards with your vacuum, With easy to attach dusters, and sponges.
Lights-on Card House.
Clip-on Tank Skates:Transform your existing shoes into tank skates and skate on any terrains,grass,dirt,sand,mud,gravel and even snow.
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Clip Trash Can
Remembering to take medications and vitamins would never be easier than with a pill box built into iPhone case that is always with you.
Splash Paddles are toy paddles with elastic webbing that allows one or more players to shoot/launch and catch water balloons.
Pastry Cloth "Table Huggy" No more fighting with pastry cloths, wax paper etc. All in one
Ab Hammock - A comfy bungee hammock with padded straps for your shoulders and thighs. Crunch to stretch the bungees and feel the burn.
Folding child seat that attaches to the top of carry on luggage for children 18 months to 6yrs to ride on.
A bin that ties the bag itself and then opens up vertically so that the bag does not have to be lifted out of the top of the bin.
pneumatic Salter
Bring the Cloak That everyone loves to Smart Phones Looks great and protects just as well!!
New Roll-Strip-Waxing-Machine
"The START Button," "The START Sign," "The START Magnet," and other spinoff lines are motivational catalysts used to inspire us into action.
Glow in the Dark Safety Band GID-powder infused plastic band can be adjusted for humans/animals. No batteries. Eco-friendly.
Iphone nightstand physical germ and virus charger case. A simple oversized case with closing lid that cleans and charges while sleeping.
Stealth Lock
Water Infusing Shower Head
Kitchen speakers bluetooth
Drink holder and cooler
MCFLYBOARD HoverboardInvented By Andrew Magdy Kamal
Eyes on the Road. Simple tactile button sleeve for your phone while driving. Don't become a statistic!
Expandable Wardrobe & cupboard
A mechanical device that raises and lowers a toilet seat without using your hands
Resubmit,234 Votes! BiteCap!Bite, sip and go!Replace your plastic water bottles caps for a more comfortable, reusable, fun and practical one
App-enabled dog collar allow you to control and communicate with your dog from your smartphone!
SANDBALL: A "really big" toy for kids from 1 through 105
Take your smart phone or money to the pool/beach? My idea is a secret pocket inside a beach towel to hide items while you're in the water.
Emergency backup lighting
maginetic stenciles
Out door projector table set with built in sound system. moves on wheels.
Self-inflatable laptop bag that creates comfort and protection at the same time, it could inflate and deflate while in different situation.
A chair for sunbathing that provides a constant mist of water via tiny holes with nozzles angled over the body that connects to a hose
Find Mes
STICK-FLIP-N-SAVE!! Want to save money? One way is w savings cards. Sometimes they're at home. Store 20 cards in the space of 1 credit card!
Mommy Sleeved/nursing blanket
Air Refresher BOMB
Traditional - mailbox has a red flag installed on the side. New design alternatives would be innovative.
A wireless network enabled security system that plugs into your light fittings with led lights and motion sensor detection.
Makeup Magnets With the makeup magnet and magnet board, display your makeup on a mounted wall instead of hidden in a drawer never used
Fan Cooled Patio Table
Funnel Cup Batter Dispenser, No more batter Splatter on the counter, stove tops, floor, The funnel cup batter dispenses batter mess free.
I have designed and made a better lint trap that attaches to the overflow pipe from a washing machine.
The Cap is design to keep your bottle safe from Bugs,Drug,and foreign object,so you can sit back, and relax rather your inside, or outside.
A foot pedal device that would control water-flow and maintain water temperature in the shower head.
My Pivot Power's cord is too short, and I want to connect 2 of them together. Lets make the Pivot Power Extend.
input webcam device for ipad mini
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A travel product that holds a tube of tooth paste and up to 4 toothbrushes, then converts to a stand to keep them clean and off the counter
Dish Pro 001
A rechargable robotic lawnmower with weed wacker plastic "fingers" and an electronic fences to resolve boundary issues.
A Drying Rack for Gloves/Hats/Mittens that fits/slips onto standard Baseboard Heaters
Shoulder Seatbelt Cover - soft padded fabric that is easy to slip on and off the seatbelt for washing. Choice of patterns and materials.
ç¦… ZEN

The App-Enabled Wind Chime

Make Your Own IPhone Case Kit
My idea is a Jump Rope that turns automatically, hands free with multiple speeds and is battery operated.
"The Handee" is a dishwasher safe, eco-friendly, removable refrigerator door handle cover
People want an alternative to share specific events (past and future) with their family and friends. A sharing app should be looked at.
iPad/tablet steering wheel
My idea is a tablet that you place in the shower that dissolves as you take a shower and releases a relaxing scent like lavender, mint, etc
For times when lighting is inadequate for walking at night. I propose a flashlight belt buckle that would light the path ahead at all times.
The Spice-Rite
Reflexology Hand Message Glove
disposable iphone covers in a pop up box like tissues
stubber bumper
An x- long pad for incontinence. Up to 16 inches long.
App-Enabled Water Filter. Be on top of your health and ensure that your water is fresh and clean.
Bend-EZ-Bin Using an elevating bottom, contents rise to you, giving the user easy access to the bins content with less bending.
Baby bottles just got a whole lot easier to hold for infants just learning to drink and grip onto things.
Protect your face while sunbathing! - resub.
!An iPhone case that allows the headphones to be plugged in and organized. Headphones and phone function as a unit. Think Wrapster squared!
Influenza or just a common cold? A app with a test strip that identifies which one you have. No more wasted trips to the doctor!
I want to bring a portable table leveler to the market so people would not have to deal with tables that constantly wobble and lean.
Plastic bowls (with lids), injected with a gel, to put into the freezer or refrigerator for keeping salad and dip cold.
K-Cup see through multi-tube(for various flavors), bottom dispensing organizer.
Battery operated horse that moves on wheels.
Easy to BOIL and SERVE Corn on the Cob. Boiling pot with removable serving basket. (Paulette Jaques)
Prevent fender benders,the number 1 automotive collision repair! My idea is to use neodymium magnets on the back bumper/front to repel.
Jeans for kids that have velcro instead of a button. Then kids won't always need help undoing there pants but can do it alone.
(Style 2)Dorm/Kids Durable Bedskirt and over the door hanger with customizable pockets to organize and store the clutter from their rooms.
Adhesive, padded appliques for applying to the thong of flip-flops to avoid chafing.
Reachable Extendable Hanger
watering made easy! Pressure watering ball! Roll it! Use it! Good for elderly! Water your plants, wash your car! Fold to storage!
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
A kiddie-themed BACKPACK/SLEEPING BAG all-in-one combo for sleepovers
Mountain Identifier App
gloves that you can wear that allow you to use the iphone with them one.
ice cream truck orders app
Cord protector
Little Buddy
All in one waffle,pancake,muffin etc. maker. Removable non stick durable pans. Should have buttons to set it to your perfect bake every time
Turbine
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A home alarm system that uses a barking dog sound and motion detector to deter potential burglars.
I TRIPPED THE BREAKER, AGAIN!!! DON'T "FLIP" OVER THIS! (Re-Sub)
NEVER WATER YOUR GARDEN PLANTS. Condense humidity to roots, slow/no evaporation! (Done for drinking water in the Atacama desert-watch
video)
Digital food scale show carb count, fat, protein, more nutritional info. Recipes for diabetic, low carb, low fat diet, app for recipe input.
Ever played wiffle type ball and can't locate the balls to go w/bat? Search no more. Our product can be carried all in one & travels well!
Versa Vent: A heating vent that opens up with tubular arms for hanging and drying hats, gloves and boots in the cold winter months.
Umbrella.This is a callapseble umbrella. Hiding handles/Umbrella and Screw into sand base. compact and small, yet strong. Nice design/colors
A potato holder that Keeps potato in place when using a peeler. Its small and easy to put away.
A positive reinforcement training dog leashâ€¦ Use tricks from the master trainers to get your dog to obey your commands in a positive way.
Measureaid, a measuring device which screws onto spice bottles and dispenses any amount from 1/8 tsp to 1-2 tblsp with just a twist.
Mousepad with hidden surface in the body of the mousepad to 'store' frequently used sites and user names and passwords for those sites.
TWIRLY BIRD
Halt Number ONE killer and cause of sicknesses in elderly people-Dehydration. Carry around stylish WATER PACK with easy drinking function.
Easy Reader for Dyslexics
Beaming Picture Frame
microwave browning wrap
Octo Power A new kind of power strip.Held in place by strong vacume suction cups.Stick it to the wall or floor anywhere you need a cord.
A roll of colored (masking) tape perforated and designed to write short messages on, bundled with (sharpie) marker. http://vimeo.com/6688562
(Toothbrush) Handle of brush is able to hold paste while a lever is pushed upwards coming out holes in the head of brush onto the bristles.
Tapered and slotted plastic or cardboard "grip/handle" for standard plastic or string handled shopping bags for easy comfort carrying.
A protective, waterproof pouch for the smart phone, with attached headphone/ earpiece, and exterior speakers, that hangs from the neck.
Puffed Heart Charm housing a personal alarm calling attention to an attempted crime (purse snatching/bodily harm)
Silicon padded ruler
iphone expansion case - doubles the screen size of the iPhone
Hook N Clip-Hook and clip your stuff together.
Parallel Universe Alterning Device
Worried about losing power and no alarm to wake you up? This electric alarm clock has week long rechargable batteries for power outages.
Customizable totes with eyelet hooks that allow for interchanging patches of different sizes to show hobbies, bands, sports, or emotions!
App-Enabled trash can that lets you know when its almost full
URNstein
The Potato Masher with a little backup help.
I think a case should be invented that had a built in flip up mirror...like a makeup compact.
Icing Spatula with Stylus tip. Allows you to decorate with trial and error until you get it just right!
Garage Sense
A souvenir, mouth-to-ear tube with wrapped, printed graphics for talking to each other during a loud concert or sporting event.
My idea is a silverware caddy that sits on dining table fully stocked also doubles as a centerpiece click more for full idea Thanks Steve
Silicone hotel pan insert
Beach Hockey
Don't let the rain spoil your BBQ again. At home or in the park. The crank down and swing away adjustable BBQ umbrella with vent is here
Toddler ToysKeeper!,this box will make tidying your child's toys easier. Push a button, and zap! everything back from mess to less.
Utility-Cord: 3 Extension Cords In One! Hang Them! Strap Them! Light Them! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Cup Pod! A disposable coffee cup with lid that has the coffee pod built in the inside of the bottom of the cup, for coffee on the go!
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Lock and Load Swingtrainer
StartAgain Battery Sensor
!One motion broom. Spinning brush will let you move in one direction without the back and forth of a regular broom
My product is a workman's tool bag with a detachable kneeling pad. If you are a workman on his knees alot you know it will sell!
POOL GOLF
An iPhone case that has an inset for a credit card that is inside the case. For use with contactless payment terminals.
I know just how hot and uncomfortable it can be while welding, why not make this into a more comfortable job?
My idea is an automatic puck shooter called "THE Puck Buddy" .
Dish Rack, Customizable Instantly
Retractable Cable Fob
HeavenlyHippoMedicineDispenser
Q â€“ Door and Window Slam Stopper.
Magic Music Mirror
Well im a father and Im tired of pulling the center strap of my kids car seat out from under her bottom. My Idea is to create a flex hook.
What was the best part about MOUSE-TRAP??? Setting up the board!
Load your pill box once a month. It has fourteen compartments for A.M. P.M. Monday Trough Sunday on four surfaces. Fill monthly. RESUBMIT!
Battery Operated Ride-able Horse.
game changer
Easy foot scrub
A thin and fashionable bangle that projects your text messages from your phone. On to your wrist with a laser/LED projector any color.
Quirky Help! I Locked My Keys in the House &amp; I Can't Get to My Hide-A-Key in My Locked Gated Backyard - I Have My Phone Though!
Mar Liner
Biodegradable drawstring net to be staked beneath and around a tree at the onset of Fall to catch and contain Autumn leaf drop.
Presto! Press a button and your scotch tape comes out already rolled or measured for you! Individual vs. commercial use.
AutoToast
My product idea is for a motorized trailer jack, one that will be heavy duty enough to handle comercial weight trailers.
An ipod case for kids, to keep mom or dads iphone or ipod touch safe when jr. plays all of his igames. All contained in a cute teddy bare
Jump starting cars kills or hurts many people per year. We have a patented jumper cable with a flip-flop switch that solves the problem.
Poor hotel lighting makes it difficult to put on makeup, shave, etc. A mirror that telescopes 3' attched by suction cups..
wearable USB extension cord
Drunk and need to pee in the dark? Have you ever been drinking,grilling or partying and needed a light, bottle opener, or timer? Why Not?
The Bully Ball
Mail box notifier
DamperPamper
Space Ray Gun!! Which is a Universal T.V. Remote Control. Control the T.V. with a trigger instead of the average control.
I have created The Emmo. The Emmo is a digital device that the child choses amount of players presses start the device picks the winner
A pen top with flouride inserts to chew on during school. Cap to go on top of the flouride so it is sanitary.
"Create-n-Patch" color it and iron-it-on patch kit. 'Cause kids love to create and wear.
I've come up with a free standing room divider that expands and retracts. There's a basic design and artistic versions of the basic design.
mobile device for logging car pool commute schedule and track commuter assets .
Home blood lab analysis for essential minerals and vitamins, levels of free radical and cellular aging, Hormones and Sugar levels
Car aromatherapy(Caroma)that's unseen,won't clutter your car, housed &amp; circulated by your defrost vents. Each 1 year &amp; model specific.
The Laptop Front-Pack is convenient an hand free, for on the go workers an parents. An Idea, for college an school kids as well. Nightlight.
Tape Dispenser & Paper Cutter - Stores on end of the gift wrapping tube. Keeping two common used items together when gift wrapping
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Trans-lady and Manslator
Gold Sluicing Toy Truck
A DEVICE THAT CAPTURES ALL YOUR QR CODES TAKEN FROM A PHONE AND STORES THEM FOR FUTURE USE.......
A "Marble Wrestle" boardgame using BIG marbles. Basically a board with a big circle, two ins & out shooting spots to shoot out opponent.
The K-Cup Cleaner has a mild, nontoxic solution inside a K-Cup for quick and easy cleaning of your Pod Coffee machine.
The Mommie Helper
Smart shower and bath faucet
Candid Baby combines an activity toy with a digital camera. Surprise created triggers the camera to capture unique/funny candid photos.
Womens "Bucket Pants" underwear,pants,work gear,designed for ease in toileting privacy,safety,warmth in an untypical job or sitution.
E-tribrid bike ("E-trib bike")
Double Beer Koozie. Have your extra beer with you without going back for another. Keep your Beers nice and Cold!See Image!
Smart Surfboard
Dualcharger
Based on the Quirky Plug Hub (see shop) I would propose a similar Plug Hub, but completely closed.
Superstarter
Pull-along wheeled baby seat
sudo safe
THE NASAL ABSORBERS, is a devise designed to retain the nose fluids, specially during cold or flu-runny nose periods.
*An i-Phone, pad, pod case with compartment for storing spare key(s) to house and/or automobile(s). Vrooom!
The Ultimate Cookie Dunking Cup: Load cookie, press down with your thumb and time it for the perfect soak.
A clear film for the ipad with an invisible qwerty keyboard until you slide it off, the 2/3rds becomes real paint board.
Patent pending garbage cart with a drainage system.
A rechargeable, battery operated bicycle motor that rotates the rear wheel to assist tiny, tired pedalers when far from home.
Ice Cream Drops
Whether you're shooting video or photos you can achieve the coveted film look with your Digital SLR (in camera). No more Photoshop!
Recycling automated machine for producing own toilet paper at home !!!
A better band-aid rapper.
MAC MEDIA CENTER DECK - An elegant way to neatly organize your Apple peripherals and optimize their ergonomics on your media center setup.
LIQUOR INFUSING: It's the hot new trend in home bar tending 'nuff said. (Search: JARED JOYCE)
FELT TIP MARKER LID (10 LIDS ON A STRIP STUCK TOGETHER) TO SAVE MARKERS DRYING UP WHEN YOU LOSE THE ORIGINAL LIDS.
Play tag, the classic game with a twist for all ages No matter what game I play with my kids, they never get tired of playing tag
An adjustable seatbelt for obese and pregnant women.
I invented colorful beach-themed blanket anchoring devices with a cup holder used to secure down your blanket/towel while at the beach.
ICOSMOS an Atari Cosmos inspired iphone case
Bend air with the Air Power Gloves!
VerteDRAIN Is a modular draining solution, the draining system is suitable for sink spaces with or without built in drainer.
Metal fencing for underground fox deterrence. Simply pound in the one foot metal spikes into the ground and screw chicken coop wood to it.
Bungee Cord Octopus
FLIP'N TRAY is a compact and convenient snack, study and hobby tray that flips open and then slides into nearly any sofa or lounge chair.
Hands Free Beach Reader! Don't you hate the constant worry of shadows getting in the way of the perfect tan while you read!? Say no more!
Dragon chair
Food Expiration Labels
Better pant hanger. Keeps your pants neat and organized for everyday use.
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Party Wine Glasses that you can write on. Forget the wine markers, write your name directly on the glass base.
Chair Sox - no more ugly scratches on hardware floors from chairs. Flexible rubber sides and a soft felt bottom, once on they stay on!
Photochromic optical filter
Fun Child Table, pillow legs are designed to be removed just by pulling on them and can be used to play with. Actual legs are rigid poles.
A gluten and dairy free alternative to making homemade coffee or hot chocolate.
A conveinent and simple way to control trash and waste in a boat or R/V
confectioner sugar grinder, flour grinder-spreader saves the time, sugar, calories and stores at the same time sugar or flour!!!
The Measuring Spout replaces the "measuring cup" when specific amounts of water are required for mixing thousands of food products.
Bracelet key holder. Do you put your house key in your shoe when jogging?. Never lose that key again. Resub 232 votes. Open to collaboration
Breeze Box guitar chord. A better way to carry and use guitar chords for all musicians, making it a breeze to wrap up
Pseudo Smart Lawn Mower
Austin Invention Challenge
U DESIGN SUNGLASSES..different color and designs of earpieces interchangeable with the frames to design your own sunglasses.
A portable, adjustable kitchen range exhaust filter for times when you don't want the fire alarm to go off!
Customizable strand of LED Holiday lights w/ a "switch" to change the colors depending on holiday, sport event, etc.- Be festive all year!
A refuse-compacting bin for the Common Household. Flattens empty milk or juice bottles and other objects to get the most out of trash bags.
POCKET SKETCHER- send to app
Sound producing "homing" tags placed on home items connected wirelessly to a station which manually signals them through the house if lost.
Take control of your flower arranging. This fully configurable support fits most vases and prevents unruly and floppy flower arrangements.
knuckle Stylus
Italian bread slicer shaped like a long italian bread cutting slats cuts perfect slices expands to fit retractable for easy storage
"GRIP" IS A SIMPLE AND OBVIOUS SOLUTION TO HELP CARRY HEAVY BAGS
Geotag RC Metal Detector Buggy
smart video bell or smart bell
Bath- N- Bar
baby bath eye protector
Light bulb with built in web camera.
Refrigerator with built in USB charging station(s):With USB ports for charging all the smart refrigerator products.
App-Enabled Sanitary Napkin Dispenser
New dads! Tired of dropping burp cloths? A hoodie with detachable burp cloths and bottle holsters. Perfect for the cold late night feedings.
PET SAVER. Smart thermostat for your car. Imagine if this could have saved the life of a pet on a hot day?
Step attached to inside bottom bathroom sink cabinet. Open cabinet doors and flip out step when needed, flip back when not in use.
A three ring back of the iPhone case holder.
Glue+paper=post it notes.Laminated pouches + heat + artwork or signage = new presentation medium replacing picture frames,poster board, etc.
Retractable pet Leash ANCHOR! Light weight "Screw-in" Anchor with attachable clips, simply connect your retractable leash with no tangling.
The Emotion Board: The pressure sensitive keyboard.
rear view mirror for computer for laptop or desktop computer
WindZip Window Insulator
YUCK! Where are you going to wash that? A plunger with disposable covers that you throw away when finished unclogging your toilet. No mess!
Lenstream
Home Health product My extra hand. Gloves on a adhesive roll that can hold body parts in place during wound care, on bed bound patients.
Light Years
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key GPS tracker
New and improved tape dispenser designed to easily and safely roll out different types of tape. Great for painting, gifts, and shipping.
Wide Format 3D Printer for Art
Honey Wash Portable Bidet. Light weight, doesn't attach to plumbing, ideal for hospitals, homes, cottages and nursing homes etc.
Reflextiv - Come see the many uses of a reflective zip tie.
Stadium Cushion Warmer Sleeve
App-enabled Massage/Temperature Wrap -- Self-directed massaging where you need it the most
Bubble Bath Dispenser that makes MORE BUBBLES, Doesn't Waste Bubble Bath Liquid, and makes it Easier On Parents.
Instant Illuminata
Ice Shovel Pick
Interchangeable phone cases
Invention of the Massage Suit
Golf Ball Locator
Knife Scrubber: Never cut your dish scrubber to pieces again. Safer and easier!
Universal Reusable Silicon Filter to stop buying new filters and killing more trees and stay green.
My product idea is a battery powered or "cordless" lamp-I dont mean a utilitarian lamp or flashlight but a gorgeous, decorative lamp
Solar pool heater
A Basket (or draw) that attaches to a restaurant table to store your cell phone, wallet, sunglasses, keys, condoms, whatever. ..
Oven-baked 3-D prototyping.
A waterproof bag for phones and tablets so you can use it when you are taking a bath or any other situation with water.
Artwork seen everywhere today is a one rectangular piece of artwork and it's time to modernize artwork. The answer, Digital Panel Artwork.
ICE-CREAM SCOOPER THAT WARMS UP. Hand held rechargable with detachable scoop for easy cleaning.
CHOCOLATE GUM! I eat dark,rich, good-quality chocolate everyday. Would eat the gum instead! Many calories saved! Mint gum is dry toothpaste.
? ? Bottled Water ? ? . . video
Make your own Jelly Sandals made just like the jelly bracelet maker it is a perfect companion,add your own bling they are as unique as U.
Pedal Mower
Automatic toilet seat
Design a better ice cream scooper using the bounce feature found on golf wedges to get the perfect ice cream scoop. Inspired by a sand wedge
Water Staircase for Algae Prod
Quirky Food Truck Office/Building Display Board Using GE Telematics Technology and the IMP.
Multi-USB and Power Plug
Snow Shoe Dethawler
Food Cover
Line Extension for Totem!! A reusable lid and straw for the Totem cups. Make the best cup ever portable!! Now Totem can be Toted!
An automatic pet food/ water station to feed twice daily and provide a weeks worth of food and water. It also has a very dim low volt light.
Cool multifunctional and compact, a gadget with 8 bendable legs, use as a smartphone stand, earphone wrap, stylus holder clip and more....
An iphone case that is microwave sensitive to warn you of to much radiation.
Hair Brush Cleaner: Clean round, vent, paddle, cushion &amp; other hair brushes. Effectively cleans hair, dandruff, hair spray residue, etc.
Fall Down &amp; Can't Use Hand for LifeAlert? App Enabled Device on Wall Emits "Beam" that Notifies 911 if You Have Fallen Down.
An Iphone 4 Protective case with REAL QWERTY keyboard.
Having a 5 year old learn to play piano is just too difficult.There needs to be a product that teaches children to learn piano in a fun way.
Control your opened chip bags with a chip organizer for your pantry. The chip clips have a magnet attached that sticks to the metal strip.
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360 degree LED Wrist Light. This led light swivels and beams light into the direction you need.
SPECTOCULAR - BALL CAMERA MULTI EXPOSURE + APP
An app/internet-enabled hose or watering system attachment used to control when you want to water your lawn or garden and for how long.
iPhone Sprinkler Buddy
Tick Tubes. A tick removal device that safely removes and captures the dreaded parasite to bring to your vet for testing (Lyme disease).
Massaging/vibrating pad for wheelchairs-drapes over the back AND seat to create light stimulation & circulation into weak/sensitive muscles.
100% Biodegradable Personal Picnic Style Table Setting.
Wind-Up Coffee Pod for Coffee on-the-go Anywhere & Any Time.
Nested Hangers
Kiddie removes the brush and the holder plays a tune for 2 minutes to inspire the brushing process.
Solar panels with velcro on the back that can be attached to a person clothing allowing the person to charge phone while outdoors.
One Flag for All Countries
Disposable razor with a counter on the handle to keep track of how many times it has been used. No more dull razors in the shower!
Artist carrying case that holds everything that is needed without having to make several trips back &amp; forth to get everything
Knee Saver
Contractors telescopic pencil with 2 sided straight edge. No more stretching or bending to mark studs or joists on walls, ceilings, floors.
Spelling ink pen that talk
THE ULTIMATE ATHLETIC TOWEL. Soft microfiber with super-stretchy paperclip-like loops. Clip or loop onto anything! It stretches to the sweat
Solar Powered Folding Table
childrens traveling activity
Garbage bag packed tight in bin? Stop shredding the bag's mouth trying to pull it out! Use a bin with a removable sliding panel!
Pick-A-Peck Fruit Collector
A teddy bear that tells a child who has just woken up from a nap (and isn't able to read notes yet) where his mom or dad is.
adjustable leg lifters for chairs to make your chair fit for what ever table or counter you need it to fit
"Fix a Flat Foam" for small utility tires.
UC-Pod. Universal Cleaner Pods filled w/ a safe cleaning solution that effectively cleans by simply popping in a UCPod and pushing brew.
Kickball that Rolls Back to You Retractable cord inside causes the ball to reverse its spin
A collapsable laptop stand with desecrate privacy screen. Now you can work in bed or on the couch without the fear of 1st degree leg burns.
Bold pen. Click pen once and a normal, writing tip comes out. Click it again and a bigger tip comes out, useful for writing things in bold.
A pants zipper that alerts you when your fly is down.
Graberz is the ultimate skateboarding accessory. This rad shoe cover goes over a skater's shoes to protect them from ripping.
medical or athletic tape with embedded splints
Leg smartphone holder
ç¦… ZEN App-Enabled Tabletop Wind Chime
My idea is an illuminated keyboard sleeve for PC &amp; Laptops to be powered through the usb port, to be in different sizes.
Coffee &amp;/or drink carrier with a place to hold a bag for fast food,&amp; doesn't collapse when carrying &amp; sits on your seat in car w/o spilling
An artichoke heart scraper.
App-Enabled Hotel Door Alarm
un crayon lumiÃ¨re
Straight Edged Pots are Boring! I Want a Conversation Piece to Cook In! How About a Pot with a Scalloped Rim? Fun! Quirky!
THIS IDEA CAN REVOLUTIONIZE THE FACE OF SURFING,A RETRACTABLE GRAB HANDLE FOR AERIAL TRICKS. THIS WILL PUSH THE
EXTREMES OF SURFERS.
SALT IS INVISIBLE TO THE SALTER.BY ADDING A COLOR OR ADDITIVE TO IT, THE SALTER COULD SEE HOW MUCH USING.COULD
FIND ON EVERY SHELF IN FUTURE
Using Balloons on Real Estate signs is old news. This is a easier, faster &amp; cheaper way to catch someone's eye as they drive by.
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WINK Smoke Detector
Console connector
Heat resistant silicone disk safely and easily drains excess grease from pans when cooking
I've created the first inexpensive, disposable, particulate mask that blocks all odors.
A universal remote control with an "undo" button to bring you back to where you were before you hit the last button.
A magnification screen that will snap onto an iPhone or Droid to magnify text messages or emails.
1 stoptop food containers
The 1st Mini A/C AIR Attachment that fits onto ANY room fan.Turns normal or neutral air from house fans into ICE COLD A/C AIR!-Videos Inside
Stirling engines in restaurant
The hand-cranked milk jug shredder shreds bulky plastic milk jugs. Reduce trips to the recycling center and recycling tubs in your yard.
I call them "Lid Stickers". It will eliminate the endless searching to match the top of a plastic tupperware or any container to its vessel.
Fabric Hem/Edge Maker
A Beach bag that opens op to form a beach mat
Bike-A-Phone
Anti-germ Door Mat
Elternative energy using strong wind beside loadside nereby highway . using these, make an alternative energy for forever
iPad â€œSkinâ€ to Teach Massage
hi-angle cell phone viewfinder
Wink - Linked Realtor for sale signs that provide instance information to smart devices about houses for sale.
A spin-drawing thing. Involves kids using sliders, which change circumference and angle of a crayon, which is then spun to make pictures.
powergarden
Simple, versatile, useful pencil pouch- store all of your pencils and other desk items like scissors and erasers in this one case.
Automobile Piggy Bank - Will only open after a certain mileage has been reached.
A paperclip that beeps and lights up if you lose it, gets stolen or someone removes without permission. Never lose paperwork again.
The Bike Water Container! Just like a camelback water pack but zips right onto your bike No more small water bottle. Get hydrated on the go.
Never clean your oven again. Disposable heavy aluminum oven panels with side slits to change shelf levels. Panels can be recyled after use.
A unique system for storing and dispensing pet food, featuring modular storage containers with a corkscrew type dispensing mechanism.
A white writing surface stuck to the front of your tape-measure. I did it when I worked carpentry. Write your measurements, never forget!
Attachable scrubbie to rinse gun for kitchen sink. Spray and scrub without changing tools.
A Pocket Watch type clamshell case for the 6th gen iPod Nano.
Interchangeable basting brushes cooking utensil with first-ever flavorful herb attachment using thyme, rosemary or sage etc.
The Body Crank is a very simple and highly effective fitness product. Originally designed for the overweight and obese. great for anyone.
The first and only diaper to be self-contained and literally stink free once concealed. Lock it in, toss it out...in any trash you want!
Find My Retainer
Chair-Bed
Comfort Friend Travel Mirror lets mom see and comfort baby while driving, hands-free. The best part is that baby can see and hear mom also.
Triangle shaped containers that clip together in a circle &amp; stays secure in a Lazy Susan Cupboard to separate items in cupboard
Aquarium Tube Cloaking Device
A fitness device/clip
SPICE-RACK CLOCK FOR KITCHEN
The circular cutter
Heater
ASSIST HANGER FOR ELDERLY. A trak with bungee type harness system could be used to support majority of weight/ prevent falls for handicapped
Take the zipper out of a sleeping bag and replace it with velcro. zippers are always getting snagged.
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Day boost
Honeycomb Solar Watch iPhone 5 Charger:Solar Watch that charges the iPhone 5 without using electricity or battery.
A foam rubber adhesive strip to attach to flip flops/thong sandals to alleviate blistering.
App Enabled Roomba Type Device that Is an Air Purifier. Purify All Rooms in House w/only 1 Device!
Fork-ife - Updated utensil fork with slightly serrated edge on one side. No need for knife.
NEW way to warm a pool without using a solar blanket,thermopomp or natural gas!A low cost,easy to install and store,effective and aesthetic
REDESIGN the GLOW "N" Go light.
Slow Cooker Plus!
Silicone clips that hold parchment paper flat on cookie sheets.
Dinner Tonight
EASYfind LightSwitch.Looking for the switch in darkness is dangerous to all ages. Switch plate glows in the dark.Seen from right out of bed
Lenticular Parking Assistant: A Multi-Phase Lenticular Sign that changes images as a car approaches a desired stopping point in space.
Screen Cleen! Clean your screens and sun/eye glasses. Cap doubles as writing stylus. Refillable. Resuable. OVER 150 VOTES SO FAR
Solar Powered Outdoor Lights
Resubmit:Thin Bluetooth speaker for Ipad that can slide in and out behind the Ipad. Increase the Ipad audio quality.
Auto-Charging Electric Vehicle
My invention is a school backpack with a small insulated cloth cooler bag attach to the bottom of the backpack.
FIVE BLADES SCISSORS MULTI-PURPOSE - STAINLESS STEEL - WIDTH CONTROLLABLE
Coffe Station
Spazzz Gripzzz
Change the Tops! Affordable Footwear for all! Perfect in today's Economy.
A mobile docking station for the iPhone, iPad, iPod and other mobile devices that enhances your work space and the way you use your iDevices
Round, Individual, Stackable Silicone Crushed Ice Molds. Fill w/ water, freeze, then squeeze &amp; watch ice break into your cup. Resub. 583 vts
Droid phones are great but fragile - a case is a must! This Droid charging dock/case combo allows the phone to stay encased while docked.
fridgeGenius
Helper to pull pants up for little potty training scouts!
Share My Charge. A small device with two iphone plugs. Plug a charged iPhone into a nearly dead one and share your charge
Sit-Up Mat: Do Sit-Ups With Comfort And Ease! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) NEW DESIGNS!!!
Freezable Bandage (Band-Aid type)--Soothe your burnt finger, NOW!
Nightcap, the safest way for kids to travel at night. Reflectors light the rear and sides of the hat and a flashlight front guides the way.
A platform you step on that sanitizes the bottom of your shoes when you walk into someones home.
Lifesized cardboard Shrek or Spiderman with the face cut out so kids can take photos of themselves in character.
See attachment for a solar powered fan especially designed for easy erect canopies. Designed as a ceiling fan but can be used as floor fan.
A kid-friendly book holder that has a fun design and is easy for children to use. It sits on the child's lap at an angle with a soft cushion
Nut Cracker. A automatic nut cracker that cracks your nuts!
Build a garden bed that is fast,sturdy,& easy to put up by snapping on panels & netting. Prevents rabbits, pets, etc. from entering garden
The perfect writing tool
A reversible team jersey for all sports teams for home and away games colors
Steps On Walkers front wheels helps Balance , with Your Weight on it ,to Help pull Themselves Up from setting , Steps Pictured in orange .
Animal Shape pancakes,cakes
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
The Extra Towel rack
A earphone/headphone which allows you to not only listen but also talk securely/privately without any disturbance to others around you.
Tiny umbrella with suction cup
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App for iPhone and program for computer that will dim any computer when you aren't looking at it. Just place the iPhone next to it.
Metro Card swiping phone case
Tea brewer/blender for loose tea or tea bags.It can blend one tea for its health aspects(i.e. green)with teas that have more appealing taste
Small case that holds aspirin and condoms and attaches to your bed.
Valve-Handle: Get A Grip Over Your Water Valve! Use Your Hands! Not Your Fingers! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
An iPad case with a shoulder strap. Should have small pockets on the outside for credit cards, a bit of cash and the iPhone.
Iconic dustpan and brush with flexible rubber base allowing best possible seal-to-floor and forming a chute for easy, controlled emptying.
A life jacket for your fishing rod...while other rods sink, yours will float.
Do you have a pile of used soap cakes in your shower or tub? This idea will allow you to reuse these old soap cakes into soap bars.
Suitcase transformer. Traveling you have to pack and unpack suitcase. Can't suitcase serve as cabinet too? Can
kids beat machine , play diff drums 6 pads plus beat machine combo
GROWING SWING FOR YOUR DOG
The TIF Doll aka "Tiffy". It's 6 in. tall & sits in a tray with 6 different faces to show how you feel w/moving arms. Helpful and playful.
Gag Gift Card. BEST BIRTH CONTROL FOR MEN Inside card is a pebble with instructions to place in shoe. The result. Makes you limp. PUN
Daily Dose Chart
GOT TOO MUCH UGLY WIRE OR CORD HANG'N AROUND &amp; JUST GETT'N IN THE WAY? Then try Little Bullets, the inline wire &amp; cord
reducers.
Silverware Saver
To help elderly people and the hadicaped that fall down and cant get up on their own. My idea is to have a product that can help people up.
Robo-scrub
PUMP AND FLOW
Talking or squeaking dog toy bone. Sounds are controlled by iPhone app. Choose what sound you want to hear (or not)! Let your dog pick.
This is a brush that has waterless pet shampoo loaded into a refillabe cartridge in the handle to be used on pets.
Bed Bumpers! Protect your child from injuries caused when they accidentally fall from their beds during the night. Prevention is Protection.
100% Workout Machine. 100% output for the FULL stroke, EVERY stroke, BOTH ways, WITHOUT STOPPING to change weights or resistance, EVER!
An inexpensive inflatable head/neck support made of rubber covered by cloth to be used anywhere by anyone to keep your head comfortable.
Laser Watch
Intelligent cloud optimization of home power through modular mesh networked nodes.
Apple USB Combo Cable: One cable containing both types of Apple adapters (30-pin and Lightning)
Beach Reading Cushion - use your iPad or read books safely while tanning. Provides sun, water and sand guard.
The TIF Doll aka "Tiffy" - 6 in. figure that stands in a functional tray. A desk item people have fun with at work to show how they feel.
Smart light bulb, app enabled that senses entrance &amp; exit of people in &amp; out the room, and turns the light on and off accordingly.
Beach umbrella with towel drying rack. It's sunny: open the umbrella. Wet beach towel, reposition rods on umbrella to serve as rack. Dry.
Stick-on clothing markers! Make matching clothes simple with these permanent cloth stickers.
A closet and drawer system using pictures of where to put types of clothes.
A Better Mousetrap
A cheap effective, passive solar hot water system, so that consumers can be green while enjoying the steam during the cold season.
HD tatoo
Wireless speaker docking station for Ipad or tablets with detachable cutting board. Sleek and modern kitchen entertainment &amp; learning center
Solar powered smore's skewers
My product is an improvement to an existing product. I want to add padding to the cone that animals wear after surgery for more comfort.
Inkjet Temporary Tattoo Pen: No stickers necessary.Bluetooth or USB and App-enabled on the iPhone 5.
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Propeller Safety Guides
An iPhone case that has a bottle opener on the back of it.
Pooper-Scooper / Diaper Genie : A light and portable device that picks up after your dog and twists it securely for the next use.
The token-operated reward box gives parents a fun and effective way to positively reinforce good behavior.
Permanent outdoor Christmas lights that mount on house trim. Slim modular units that never need to be taken down with flip open/close door.
Blah, mc blah blah blah blah.
VORTEX FUNNEL!! Easy manufacturing. Huge market. Vortex-ridges increase performance to funnels. Doesn't gurgle. Coors knows. VIDEO OF PROOF!
Giant Construction Kit
A SmartPhone App that connects to your Car alarm and notifies you when the car alarm has been activated.
Power from motion. A phone case that takes everyday movement and with a simple generator converts that energy into a backup power supply.
Toy Recall Smartphone app.
A cell phone case/wallet combination designed to consolidate the number of items in your pockets,adding minimal bulk to your cell phone.
Smart Bracelet
Fold up device to keep infants from falling off sofa. Place bottom under cushion leaving crib wall on side. Can also be used on bed.
My idea is called The StoveTop Saver! It's a square piece of flame + heat resistant material w/4 holes cut out the same size as stovetops.
Tykes Tent and/or Hovering Space Station
Baseball Pitcher Trainer Net
easy mason jar vacuum sealer
Quirky draw & post tablet case
Hole Saw Guide Adapter
Austin- Apple Cider Machine
This idea is to keep toilets fresh and clean using household cleaning agents with no dye and cannot be seen its located in the tank
Bluetoothbrush- a toothbrush which measures dental hygienic properties and reports it through an app.
SLENDER BUT POWERFUL
I call it the lover straw, a staw with two spouts ment for couples who share a drink and need two straws
the FLOSS BOSS
A 12'x12'plastic sheet with a ribbon drawstring around it (like some kitchen trash bags). Rake leaves onto it; fold it up; pull the string.
small hard putty sticks to stick in nail or tack holes in walls
Drawganizer
My idea is to create a TEE SHIRT that will provide reinforced underarm protection from perspiration and stains.
A toothbrush that dispenses the toothpaste of your choice while you're brushing.
Cool zone window screens
It is a removable handy-loop that will make you more comfortable while taking pictures and acting with your iPhone
You don't need a green thumb to grow a perfect plant at home. Green Thumb app for Green Earth.
Submersible Bed for Bathtub
Chewy, Gooey Bubble Gum Maker! This is a fun idea that will attract kids of all ages.
Double your sprinkler height with half the digging so you can water your bushes properly.
A fork and spoon for toddlers that have a built in temperature sensor that alerts children when their food is hot using a bright red light.
Inductive charger (station) for Apple Bluetooth keyboard & mouse
A small,light weight, easily stowed, dining table convenient for automobile use
How about a "wheelbarrow" type item, that you can use to trasnsport toys,towels,drinks,lotions etc. Then it can transform into a chair.
A string of outdoor/indoor lights, not just for Christmas but for enchantment year round.
Pivot Power EXD
This product can be used at home, at work, in hospitals and other environments that will trap deadly germs. Don't spread it. Contain it.
I've Been Bad Button
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RAZOR CADDY gives easy access to hair grooming items by a device around your cylinder of choice with selective adapting rings of your desire
Beaudea
Practice guitar anywhere you'd like. Learn chords, gain dexterity, and do it FAST with this handheld dual purpose real string digifret board
Controllable Smart Vent
Measure the quality of your sleep environment so you can optimize how well you sleep!
A floor mop with a telescoping handle and quick release for interchangeable heads. (squeegie, sponge, dust mop, wet mop, etc.)
Smart shopping Trolley + iPad. GPS to your groceries, scan as you go with the camera &amp; walk out at the end. Easy!
BandAid and other wound care adhesives have been around a long time BUT in the same boring brownish color. Lets bring some cheer and color!
A device I can press to call a TAXI for me. Sends radio or GPS signal of my location to a nearest CAB. GE said to think BIG.
the nail easy
Peace of Mind Luggage finder! (know your luggage is on board or nearby) See multiple pictures (Video in Comments Section)
A child car seat that plugs into the cigarette lighter that has a massager.
A cover/cap/coating, for metal keys, which dissipates static electricity to prevent painful shocks and ESD (ElectroStaticDischarge.
Pop-up Canopy anchor weights that are low profile and inconspicuous.
An aircraft carrier bed.
Florescent beat pulsing headphones for night running or raving
A dog boot dryer for those (over 77 million dog owners) whose doggies wear boots to protect their dog's feet and the owner's floors.
a hand held remote control to unlock and lock any door and that fits on key chain
Create Your Own Fantastical Story! Fill-in-the-blank stories let children make imaginative choices at each turn of the screen.
My idea is a shirt hanger that holds multiple shirts on one hanger.
A door bell customizable for each home owner by visitor and/or season.
A saddlebag backpack design that allows children to put some books and school supplies in a frontal compartment to balance the back load.
I call it : ICHARGE clips to your belt or waist and charges your iphone/droid phone as you move around.
Stainless Steel cylinder grilling utensil holder for the conveneince in all grillers!
I want to create a portable pitching tool for baseball and softball that will make pitching indoors much easier and more realistic.
Hanger Caddy
Meet the "Q Command". The first phone case with voice command! Helps you find your cell phone fast &amp; easy. It also has a push button device.
Mail Reminder Tag
The Fing-Flick-Thing! Not a Pog Chip nor a Skelzies Top, but a blend of both with a little more. Toy\Clothing Fad for kids and adults alike.
The alphabetical keyboard
THE SPINACH PRESS An easy, one-step solution for defrosting, draining, and pressing the moisture out of a box of frozen spinach.
Let's design a modular bookcase-like storage system built especially for kids to showcase and store their Legos.
Motion sensing lighting module for inside the freezer.
Forget-me-not baby seat
Stay cool in the pool w/ a floating table/cooler (not inflatable)that holds your favorite cool drinks, ice, snacks, a good book, glasses,etc
A personal entertainment tent for kids. Kids love their dvd programs and will watch the same one constantly driving the adults crazy!
Filter bad words
World's First Smart Supply Cabinet Connects to Wink &amp; Tells You When running low. Auto-area-define tracks multiple things on same shelf
Quirky new toy cars with attachable markers for future artists!
Bar in a Box-that's actually a bar made out of cardboard material. Folds together in minutes for a instant party anywhere. Fun & reusable.
RESUBMIT:Bathroom scales take up floor space.Why not own one that can be folded up against wall/rolled up to store in the drawer? Barbra
A wireless wearable tiny device which can tell your smartphone,its exact location. Could be used to find/track lost kids,dogs,spouses/keys.
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A product designed to make reading an e-reader (Amazon's Kindle) or using a tablet computer (Apple's IPad) more comfortable and hands free.
Beverage Holder attaches autos A/C vent cooling drinks.No hot 1/2 full water bottles.Save $$ Drink within arms reach,no distracted drivers
iPad Supporter Everywhere!
Imagine taking all that beach gear, chairs umbrellas coolers and converting it into a portable carrying backpack that fits on your back!
Intelli Tie Bar
Storage system for those seasoning packets that end up in your pantry. Like index card file but on a bigger scale w/ customizable dividers.
No room for things dont use regularly, BlenderWaffle MakerMixerSkilletJuicerBreadmkr,in kitchen!Need odd shaped bags/storage to store elswre
Highchair wet & dry vacuum that attaches to the base of the chair to clean up all the spills and dropped food from your meal time disasters.
Who has time to put in spoonfuls of sugar milk or honey to your tea? Why not package those items in one bag? Sugar cubes and tea in one pack
SOAP SAVER/LOOFAH SPONGE.Miracle sponge- no suction,never warps,rust,small,and stays put.Finger loofah to cleanse pores, infants/children.
Exact pour containers. Containers for granulated substances (sugar, spice, etc) that pour exact measurements (teaspoon, tablespoon, etc)
LED Key Cap - No more fishing for even a keychain flashlight with your other hand - the LED key cap illuminates the lock directly!
Motion sensor inside car
The Bobbereeno
OK I have made my own because I can not find anything like this. It is a big pocket under the seat of my wheelchair.
protective (ex: Aluminum foil) type of holder for credit cards with holograms to prevent electronic devices from reading the number
RESUB ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested and would take everyone i could make
RESUBMIT)Interchangeable Massage Roller. Change up the pieces to soothe your aches.
Privacy iphone case- keep your content secure from prying eyes, and still works as a protection case.
Power Generating Exercise
The ever new storybook for imaginative parents
Hats more like it!
Scratch-n-Scroll Mini--it would be the size of post-it notes so it takes up less space on your desk than Quirky's Scratch-n-Scroll Mouse pad
An adjustable swivel mirror on a wristband that is worn to enable skateboarders, bikers, runners and walkers to see behind them.
SNOT-SPOT-a washable hankerchief that is detachable from sleeve or glove.
Tiny Turtle Tote for Tots We all hope that children become avid readers, so we buy books. Children like to carry their favorite books.
Multipurpose 2n1 bottle - As in ketchup/Mustard, ranch/blu cheese, red/blu paint, wash/wax, cleaner/stains, &amp;cocktails mixed in one bottle.
Porcelain Wrap
A HOTT HAND glove that would fit your hands with grip tip fingers and grip lines thought out the glove.
A mug that can heat its contents as well as store tea bags so that users can have tea anywhere or warm up their hot beverages from earlier.
Muti-purpose Phone case
Device magnet on side of frig another on front. When pieces are disconnected alarm and/or counter is initialized. Find out # of door opens
The Fact Finder
garage spotlights which project people which make it look like people are walking around in patterns when your not home.
Handbag light
Enclosed Cabinet Clothes Dryer
A funnel, assorted sizes, with one to 4 small 'tubes' (small straws) against the inside of the funnel
A tool that help you to calcolate where the shadow will be in the future
A new and improve bluetooth
MP3 Boombox Bike Play the music all around while go biking
Washable Men's sCuffs
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Air heating mask for breathing
A Baba Night time story teller toy companion to kids any age.
A shirt that cools you off! They have techni-ice which stays cold for days. Incorporate something you can "snap" to create coolness!!
"Real" Towel Warmer
Block Your Dishes in- A new way to dry your dishes.
ziplock type bags that have instructions for medicines on it so it is very hard to get the dose wrong or give it at the wrong time.
Measure you liquids from container whether it be a milk jug, juice bottle, etc. Great for portion control and/or carb control for diabetics
Stay Tied Shoelace
shelves for placing trading card decks with an included drawer for extra cards.
Snap on drawer and more. A no tools or hardware required to install organizer.
Twistye
Fully adjustable LED headband, fits over favorite hat or helmet. Solid light or multiple strobe pattern white and red. . Be seen. Be safe.
Individual Formula Backpack for baby bottles. Consists of an attachment that can be used with any baby bottle. Saves space and convenient!
Personalized Pop Can(s)
Do your car/bike seats get really hot when parked outdoors during Summer? What if there was a way to instantly make your seat comfortable?
Board Markerâ€™s Girl Friend
Multi-level rack for drying dishes. No more stacking dishes on top of eachother and cracking them
Remote Control Ringer
Small Dog + Winter/Snow = POO POO ON THE CARPET. Wellâ€¦â€¦Iâ€™ve come up with an idea to keep a patch of grass free of snow.
Golf ball with computer chip, ability to use GPS, strokes received during play, etc. Can be "read" at clubhouse before/after for printout.
App enabled exercise/Yoga mat - Monitor your reps and your Blood pressure, pulse rate etc. May have a inbuild idevice stand
Ideal Quirky man!
Wink Smart Water Meter. Shutdown any main water source to a home or building with a an APP! Do you know where your water main is?
A toy whale for the bath and pool that you can sink and it automatically resurfaces on it's own and swims away
car windshield that auto darkens like eyeglasses can when in contact with UVA light.
Conductive nail polish that transforms long nails from a nuisance to a stylus for use with iphone and other capacitive devices
A universal remote with easy to press and read button that you can wear around your neck. Turn off the light, tv, change channel, a pager.
want more out of you bed, your truck bed its a toolbox that lays flat in you truck bed and covers the whole floor
A decorative shell for children's bicycles, rendering the bicycle looking like another mode of transportation - while still a bicycle!
Turn your laptop into a flat screen TV with this wall-mounted laptop holder.
Extrac 'tif
Brief Case 2.0 is a brief case that dose not only hold your stuff but has has a case for your ipad
read,surf,watch tv in comfort
A sleek, green and light-weight removable wall to divide your bathtub or kitchen sink for cleaning your child, pet or dishes quicker.
Almost every bar sells beer by the bucket. The problem is that it sweats. My idea is a koozie for this bucket that can be personalized.
Body for Women
Cooling Fan
Mini Carpet Cleaner
Make a few tops into many. REAL MIX and MATCH CLOTHING. resubmitted. A license for this could be very nice.
This product is for any dog owner who has to pick up after their dog in the snow. My creation would make this task easy and fast.
PA-TH Pack
WI-FIsh - APP controlled fish with wi-fi camera. Drive the aquarium, play hide and seek or even war games with opponent...FUN! See videos.
*WINK* Count the calories you burned from your bikeride by TRACKING HILLS AND MILES! How does it account for hills? A gyroscope! #QCYCLE
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App enabled Toilet Paper Stand. Stores your toilet paper and lets you know how many rolls you have left.
Modular Hard Case Luggage | Build your own ruggedized luggage from a carry-on to an 7.7 cu/ft travel case.
Leaf Diverter Downspout Elbow
App. Enabled Dart Board. Control Games and Score straight from your phone with App. using WiFi.
This idea solves the problem of accidentally washing gadgets like phones and cameras. Never ruin another phone again.
Trampoline Tent
To develop a hands free safe universal attachment for all baby and jogger strollers to enable mom and dad to run, walk, or jog with style.
Large space room dividers: Temporarily (or permanently) divide large commercial spaces with easy to use and attractive, modular units.
Wireless Watering Switch
THE ULTIMATE FRAMING HAMMER [VIDEO]
My idea is a headband that doesn't slide off and is adjustable. It can be used for adults and children so there is no added expense.
3D MARBLE ROLLER [VIDEO]
Pictured vase-$57.I propose one like this-totally collapsible,can accommodate 1 flower or 12+-Putting criss/cross bands on top holds flowers
Baby Car Mirror
A trip preventative and cane, walker & shuffling-gait friendly cable cover and/or extension cord.
Decorative push pins/staples that work like push pins and hold like staples! Major Changes/Former Under Consideration.
Quirky Laundry Drying Rack. A rack which is adaptable to fit into any space.
A simple and effective tool for removing both pounded and cemented fence posts. This tool saves time and effort.
Allergy Canaries
Child Proof Adult Beverage Lid
Put an end of crowded, messy refrigerator shelves with these interlocking rectangular food bottles.
Bra Cooler
Monitor your diabetes from your iPhone. You can check your sugar levels, trends and warnings easily through WINK!
Shirt Sleeves
Magnetic/Suction Kitchen Towel Holder for Refrigerator.resub
Aged: An electric wine decanter to elegantly and gently increase aeration. Increases the flavor and decreases decanting time of many wines.
iGrille â€“ a mesh network of intelligent air registers, that automatically adjust forced air flow in different rooms across the house.
Universal Supply Tracker &amp; Monitor - Connects to your Wink Platform to Tell You - You are out of Toilet Paper, Beans, Beer...
There is a big hole in towel
My waterproof trash disposal bag is made of leakproof material.
Each of the little plastic cups seem wastefull.. Just pop the top of the old insert and fill the cup, cap and reuse.
AD WATCH SERVICE An idea for a computer program or mobile device application designed to continuously search selected ad websites, eBay ..
There are many needs for a tool that eliminates the space between objects in and around your home. No more wobble in your washer!
Refrigerator with 3 compartments for the beverages of your choice that dispense out of the front of your refrigerator door.
Water-saving Shower Caddy
My idea is an accessory case for a BIC lighter that helps people to stop smoking.
App Enabled Slap Bracelet Type Emergency responder.
TV with multiple user accounts like computer mainly for advanced parental controls
T Handle --an alternative or precursor to purchasing kettlebells
Rolling wipes
Every game is played under a Light, and rightly so; but this one is required to be played in total darkness. Introducing Quirkyâ€™s Cube!!
Burn-free Hair Iron
VivaSave (The Life Saver)
Kids love to see the world differently: magnifying glasses, funhouse mirrors, strobe lights, colored lenses, etc.
Hanging Stainless Steel or Plastic Pod Organizer for K-Cups, to be installed inside Cabinet door.
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A simple, non-electronic illuminated message board for your car's rear window to allow communication with other drivers.
Alert! Your Ipad is next to your food. **VICKY LAURSEN**
"Keep it Cool" cell phone holder that inserts inside of ice chest to protect it from heat. Can also keep small items safe: watches, wallets.
Invent game of realism for Commercial fishing in the Bering Sea to the rest of the world. People enjoyed it for years on our island.
510 tablet holder
push bottem pringles
Tablet Body Wrap
Stove Burner Covers you CAN COOK ON. Easy Clean Up. Turn old electric stove into a flat-top. RESUBMIT, 377 Views Last Time, Former UC Idea
"Safe Sex Just Got Sexier" With this all in one condom dispenser and disposal unit. An attractive stand- by sleek sanitary solution.
ROYGBIV Color LED Tubelights
"Daddy, how long are 20 minutes??" a CLOCK FOR KIDS to get them a feeling for the time and keep them entertained.
Smart Humidor
Sugar/Salt Dispenser with Measurement Monitor
Gamifitness - Gamification of the fitness. Workout and play a multiplayer game in the same time! With your Wink Fitness Device!
Oriole Feeder Guards
Clip Guard
BEAD AND CHARM MAKER...a separate bead and charm making kit using non-toxic resins (or possible insert molds for Quirky's new Bangle kit)
Diminutive Retrievers
K@C LB10
solar car window sun shades and car hood/roof shade
pochette pour cigarette elec
a self propelled stroller
Whimsical &amp; artistic Kids Arts &amp; Crafts Chair. Made of clear acrylic material. Holds colored pencils, crayons or markers.
Self-cleaning countertop: tiny perforations on top, absorbent fast-drying material underneath; hidden flexible head sprays germ-killer.
Voice-altering stuffed animals
Survivor Alarm, a combination audible and dog whissel to alert searchers oof someone buried in rubbel after a disaster
Stick Em Up!: Popsicle Stick Kits. Bright, colorful, reusable adhesive coated, plastic, popsicle sticks for building and creating.
Cut &amp; Paste
A new and improved drip free bubble container
ChillDoor = temporary barrier made of thermal fabric that seals off part of a home so it's not heated/cooled, reducing utility bills.
Zippie- Save!
FLIPSIDE PRO for tough cleaning.Today I could of used larger FLIPSIDE to clean concrete floor.Silicone bristles,squeegee.Attach garden hose
Bendable, Twisty, Tablet Holder. Versatile tablet holder can wrap around anything, a headrest, a tent pole, or even a tree branch.
Disposible Bottle Brush
Does it drive you crazy when you can't get all the pet hair out of carpets and furniture ? How about this design please comment and vote
SpinBuds is the fast, safe way to store your ear buds between uses! Push the button to wrap them in this portable ear buds storage device!
An adapter (1 per machine) to connect the TV, DVD, Computer,etc cordlessly. It'll allow you to not use cords, use a TV as a monitor, etc.
Baby Car Seat with Sensor
Imax Experience Headphones
A better and practical solution for the annoying long cabinet in the kitchen; it helps organize any cabinet in the kitchen for that matter.
My Idea is a decorative computer clip tree that attaches to any monitor.
MRS Muscle Rejuvenation System
RESUB. FIFO storage container. First In First Out!! Both ends can open! With 130V/73 great comments, there's nothing else like it around.
IPOD WIND-UP CASE
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Pen/Pencil clip
Baby car seat that has a heated seating for those cold days simple plug it into the power port. Button to rock fussy baby.
App that will identify (by product name, category type, species, etc) any object, plant, or animal when you take a photo of it.
Let's make a power toothbrush with double heads for kids .
Fingerprint Scanner to use tap
This is a bracelet with a pocket for natural mosquito repellent.
A baby fork / spoon with thermosmeter installed, app enabled that measures the food temperature at every bite and alerts when it is too hot.
Cold and flu season is here. Children spread germs. Health care professionals agree that hand-washing is the no.1 preventative measure.
OralSpray release pressured sodium bicarbonate particle for oral cleaning.
Laptop cooling pad that really works! Refreezeable "ice sheets" from the freezer put under a laptop keep it cool for hours of use.
Sponges shaped like boats (for fun baths)
Electric Water Mister
Re-pressurize a soda bottle using a special cap with an air nozzle so that the soda doesn't go flat in the fridge after it is opened.
Toddlers Urinal
Sound-Around : Exercise with audio--music or podcasts via bluetooth speakers on your exercise ball
My idea consists in baby bag with a few add ons to help moms change their baby...
A bag that stands open as you fill it. For grocery carrying. Separate pockets, handle straps and cover. Mesh material with strong edging.
Simplify a household chore that a child, an elderly person and/ or a handicapped individual has difficulties completing in a timely manner.
Popcorn Cereal
Ice Creamzy Freezer &amp; Cups
Prevent/discourage texting &amp; driving. Stats show worst than drunk driving. Let's make a difference using an iPhone &amp; a chip on a car key.
Super Stroller
Heat Shield
How many soap bars do you throw away? What if you could drop them into a plug in device that melts them back into a new bar of soap?
Portable hair brush with Blow dryer built in. Great for Travel and everyday use. A must have for everyone. Resub
GLOW UP QUIRKY! Cool, reflective products... Keep pedestrian kids SAFE in the dark!
A soft hair band that would hold thick, thin, silky, fine or coarse hair in a ponytail without damaging or tangling hair when removing.
An adaptable bike lock that combines the best of both chain locks and U locks.
Home/Travel dock for Droid phones that allows the phone to stay in the case while still taking advantage of the cool dock functions.
An app enabled digital piano that is able to play back ground music, to produce music, cds, covers, etc.
This desktop turns any desk into an adjustable sit/stand desk. Make the switch and you'll be healthier and more productive.
The Modular Desk Organization System Â»
some kind of panel to be placed in one of the back side windows of your car, that can display messages to other cars.
It's dangerous too carry a flatbar in your pouch. You can stab yourself or it can fall out of your pouch making it dangerous below.
KID'S SHARPENER PENCIL HOLDER
Almond Puff
Pencil Stylus: A pencil, but the eraser is replaced with a iPad/Pod stylus. Sold in 12 packs, you'd always have a stylus handy. Inexpensive.
Fish'n reel action turn-skewer
My Personal Calendar
Stadium chairs have been around for awhile now. Wonderful invention, but I would like to see them updated via Quirky re-invention.
Have you ever had a sunburn or got tired out on a hot day? What did you reach for A Watch? A Thermometer? Sunscreen???
Car Door Swing
A recordable wine stopper. Great gift idea, record things such as "Happy Anniversary" or "Congrats on the new job". Plays when opened.
App enabled Pillow Talk
In China, there are many people dying from drowning, and the main reason is no life saving equipment.
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Marker bracelet. Bracelet with removable markers. Draw some inspiration from it. Great for teachers, artists, children & young adults.
Mag USB Adapter
Comodo Crutch is an underarm crutch that can become a chair so the user can sit whenever he wants.
A head light for dogs, used for walking dogs a night for safety to walker as well as being seen from oncoming traffic. Also fun.
Helping the Deaf &amp; the Hard-of-Hearing, who have difficulty communicating with people who can hear.
Changeup shower curtain rings
Finally, a more convenient way to dry clothes in your home or on the go. Great for small loads, without the laundry matt time and money!
A conductive nail polish or strip that allows people to input gestures into their touch screen phone via the finger nail.
Techno Saver
Flexible wire aid
Spray Paint Tip Unclogger
One Stroller
Ice Cream Scoop with Rechargeable Heaterâ€¦â€¦â€¦ Scoop the hard ice Easier and Faster !!!
A wine pouring spout with an attached cork screw.
Ever feel unsafe when cruising or overnighting on your boat? This invisible perimeter pepper spray system is for you.
R.B. Shredder
Say goodbye to smudging your fingers when applying nail polish. Nail Bumper covers and protects the skin on your fingers. No more smudges!
Wrangler Inspector Gadget
A Bank/Safe to be electronically set for opening once a year for Holiday savings or vacation funds. Light weight (tin/metal)
Going on vacation or work nights? Set a timer [box} to OPEN AND CLOSE slat BLINDS so it looks like you're home. (This would turn the wand.)
Automatic Liquid Hand Soap Making &amp; Dispensing System. Make warm liquid soap and an instant air freshener by using a single bar of soap.
Washable shoe rack that does not require owner to remove footwear from the rack when cleaning.
A clear magnetic paint picture hanging kit. Clear magnetized latex paint &amp; self adhering magnets that are applied to the picture frame.
Super Dry hydrophobic umbrella. Keeps your umbrella dry even in the rain. No more water drippings. The technology is here. Check the video.
Fever Pitch - A bracelet your sick child wears while they sleep and is app enabled and sends alerts to your smartphone when fever rises.
Resistance Bench Press: Use Resistance Bands As Weights! No More Plate Weights! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Hover Scooter:Ride on a cushion of air instead of wheels,keyless starter on smartphone .
Sump Pump Hand Crank. If electricity goes out this hand crank attached 2 hose will help keep your basement dry without bailing by buckets
Wine Bladders (750 ml) for hiking, canoeing, and other places that are not suitable for glass bottles.
A kit that allows fish to swim above the normal water surface into a clear vessel. The vessel can be of many different shapes or designs.
Inivisible Butler
A durable, attractive, pot & pan rack you can attach to a refrigerator. Space saving for small kitchens/apartments with a "no tools" install
Incorporate an inflatable neck cushion into the collar of a hoodie sweatshirt.
Device allows pets to communicate with humans. Touch screen/voice/SNARK pets happy owner/calms pet.virtual exercise,occupy time, train aid
My product is extremely simple. All it is is a piece of cloth wrapped around a rubber band or piece of elastic.
A cutting board that fastens to your countertop with an attachment for a fresh compost bag off the side to scrape the waste produce into.
Temporary and portable swim lane lines lie on pool floors and enable lap swimmers to swim straight, safely and efficiently.
Micro iPhone Keyboard: Foldable, plugs into your iPhone. Ideal for the traveling business worker. Influence please! Happy New Year!!!
A better kind of colostomy bag, one that will offer more comfort to patients and better ease of use/efficient to nurses
Battery Operated Laundry Folde
Recycle It Bin
I had scar tissue removed from my chest. I covered the excision for 6 weeks with a gold duct tape heart=no keloid, pretty decoration.
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Chair hanger There is no place to put it over the dress go to a restaurant. It is when applied to chair hanger now.
Temp gauge cup
Appointment Card calendar
App-Enabled magnetic audio note. Leave an audio message on this magnetic device.
Mug tree with pod dispenser in center. The ultimate coffee center.
Coffee stream\n\nInstall 2 of them 1 and Coffee machine espresso Apple hard drive
GPS Child Tracker with padlock leash (paired with Phone)Resubmit to Wink
Mower blade design with a cutting edge of two different hardness metals which differential wear will sharpen the blade during use.
Counter fruit pod creating perfect internal environment. Sensor adjusts oxygen & releases carbon dioxide and ethane. UV light to sanitize.
self weighted beach blanket or towel with built in bean bag corners and pillow, must be light weight and easy to fold and carry
Wine at the perfect temperature! Heat sensitive â€˜thermometerâ€™ is actually part of the back label and reads the temperature of the bottle.
A toilet seat steam cleaner.
Disposable Grease-catcher for George Foreman-type grills. Replaces the light-weight, plastic ones that come with the appliances.
Magnetic Butter Knife warmer that attaches to any toaster and heats the blades while it toasts. Perfect for the Quirky Crisp toaster
A cool mist humdifier in the shape of a volcano with the mist coming out the top (i.e. like an eruption)
Swivel Camping Chair
Big Adapter Simple Solution
Emergency Rescue Locator
Wouldn't you love to just push a straw through the side of any carton. Check this straw out leave a comment let me know what you think.
a clip on that connects to the neck of a wine bottle that holds the bottles cork
The Bushwhack Bomber
Like a large photo album of original pictures, art, certificates, etc that are too precious to hide in the attic in an attractive cabinet
RESUBMIT from 2/14/12 - Retractable Outlet! Always Reach Your Outlet Without Cords on the Floor! (With Video Prototype)
Have you ever stumbled for your phone in the middle of the night, knocking your phone off the table? Let the phonemate keep your phone near.
Jell-O shot pouches
Beach Pack
LED Fireworks Display for parties, weddings, graduations and birthdays in the form of Disco Ball(s) and/or Moving Head(s)
Contraption that attaches to the bottom of your bed to aid in removal of shoes without having to bend over.
Send Discreet Cues From Smart Phone to Vibrate Bracelets of 1 or more people. Direct plays/movies, signals, alerts, synchronized moves, etc
Real-Time DNA Tester
A shoe lace locking device unlike others. The simple design locks your existing laces in place. Designed as a promotional item for sports.
Foldable cutting board/serving tray with hollowed out center for cheese slicer slides in and out of center, made of wood and stainless steel
A rotary type sander for podiatrists, manicurists, personal use. This would work with ease compared with the razor blades, creams, stones.
Don't be left in the DARK! Protect yourself,family,home and apartment with something as simple as LIGHT. Home Security just got brighter.
An adjustable organizing shelf for your refrigerator that slides out so people with back problems and/or Arthritis can use all of the space
Wall Outlet Phone Charger
WINE VACUUM SPOUT- keeping it fresh
"Tire tooter", the tire pressure whistle.
help balloon gps/flashing light up, for boats planes and road side
SmartSoupBowl, Mug
Figureine of Santa bending over his bag of toys exposing butt-crack and coin-slot therein. Each coin plays an Xmas music sound clip.
Toilet Paper Holder Doubler - Hang on existing holders and have that second roll right where you need it
A fill line marked on the inside of baking pans to assist on how much batter to use, baking will be even every time also save time &amp; money!
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Have you ever gotten carpal tunnel from holding a drill gun to long? With Drill Grip squeeze it to trigger ON, squeeze again to turn it OFF.
No-O-door
Fence posts rot out at base level of the surface they are mounted on due to water acumulation at the base. Directs water away from the base
Time Display Nightlight
Earbuds with speakers: Earbuds that can be converted into speakers when needed
Multiple plugs in the bottom of a box, plugs in gadgets &amp; stores extra length of wires, w/ 1 extension cord plugs in socket, conceals mess
"K-Cup" Holder & Waste Bin
REDUCE your recycling storage by 50%! Multi-Mash can not only crush 12oz cans but also 2 liter bottles and everthing in between.SAVE space
A Front Door Opener That Incorporates A Video Feed Using Apple's Facetime
The Spongester is a kitchen gadget that keeps the clean sponge separated from the gross sponge, resolving the old dirty sponge conundrum.
Disaster Relief, Survivalists, "Preppers" and Homesteaders Cooling Vessel to Preserve Food when electricity is spotty or inaccessible
Have you ever got rained on while putting your kids in their car seat? Ever try to hold an umbrella and load bags in the back seats?
App enabled Strap thermometer
Free Standing Crutches
The idea is a fitted sheet with an inflatable border feature built in or cushion to prevent people from falling off.
Replace your existing shower head with a Super hydrophobic coated showerhead, and say bye bye to corrosion. Video
VelGuard
Zoo Shoes are a fun way for kids to turn a plain inexpensive pair of flats into a cute animal character like a mouse, bunny, monkey, ect.
A wire which is a solution to broken headphone jack on ipod. Side 1 plugs into bottom of IPOD side 2 is a headphone jack. Plug in and Enjoy.
Mechanical log chain hooks that are magnetized with a very strong magnet so that they will not come unhooked while in use.
Wedgie - 5 foot-plus long equilateral triangular foam pillow to protect from overly "active" bed partners who kick and punch in their sleep.
Invisible water shoes to keep your feet safe from sharp objects and underwater critters! Never feel like a geek wearing water shoes again!
PERFECT PIZZA MAKER
Cup holders on a pole! (a resubmission)
4 removable Tips "little Tom" screw driver, like 4 colors pen Bic
tired of wasted soap slivers ? i propose to make a sponge with a pocket in the center of it that you can insert that last bit of soap bar !
Take the guesswork out of leftovers and other foods in the fridge-be SURE how long that food has been there. (resub 201 votes last time).
Remote Robot
Quick change lawnmower blades!
Musical Chairs Game Reimagined
Gas Analyzer device which determines optimum "breathing" time before drinking new wine.
Auto leveling device for hanging photos and decor.
The UV TOILET BRUSH - the ultimate weapon in fighting scum. It's a toilet brush with a UV bulb that kills 99% of bacteria.
Device/Machine that can make multiple K-Cups/Pods at one time.
Color changing floor cleaning solution. Blue (or any color) when applied, dries clear. See where you passed the mop. Don't miss any spots.
ENDING SOON - SIMPLE. CLEAN. VERSATILE. CHEAP. This product puts YOU in control, eliminate mess, clutter, and germs!
NO BACKGROUND SOUNDS TV
Baby Alert
Coffee stream\n\nInstall 2 of them 1 and Coffee machine espresso Apple hard drive
STAY COLD BOWL
Handheld kitchen device that provides a safer, easier, time saving method of removing hot cooking oil, grease and fat from pots, pans etc.
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Bicycle electric horn with a horn button that is installed on the handle bar just like motorcycle.
Super Hydrophobic rearView mirrors for cars/bikes/bicycles. Watch video from TED conference
Find Me Fast - GPS sensor tag
Brush/Sponge holder made of 2 suction cups and a heavy gage adjustable rubber strip. Keep your brush/sponge clean and free from icky mold.
Break the habit of pen sucking
A light weight and easy to set up fence for livestock. The folding hinge allows for faster set up. The material makes it light weight.
Hair-oiler
Hair Hooks
I have a concept for a shopping cart that has collapsible legs and fits in the trunk of every car/truck out there.
Do NOT lose or have YOUR phone destroyed! Let us have a durable/conventional case containing a Full-loop for a belt AND option to clip-on.
At the end of the day get your manicured massage with an app-connectable controlled massage lounge chair!
UniClean
Movie Chair Mini Table/Tray that fits in the cup holder at movie theatre.Cup holder with table.Put your keys,candy,phone on it.
Wine To Go: the plastic wine bottle with a vacuum pump "cork" to keep your wine fresh and portable. Great for picnics, travel, etc.
A message chair controlled by the iphone, ipad, or mac through bluetooth or usb
Touch-Type Music Keyboard
Lower Power & Water Bills! Shower Timer shuts shower off after user set minutes elapse. Simply screws on using your existing shower head.
have a heart pest catcher. A bucket with a ramp that folds out so that the chipmunk will crawl up, fall in bucket, get trapped but won't die
Ultimate War! Multiple gameboards (desert, forest, city) to place your soldiers. Winner is the one with the most soldiers left.
Over Sink Foldable Dish Rack
I envision a lock-box for a wireless router for use in the home or office.
Smartphone App Oximeter Ring
Add-A-Charge
Child Finder
Forcing Studying Device
A spray causes irritation without permanent injury. A camera in the stem captures an image of your assailant. Protection + Prosecution.
the Snow White Mirror
Take A Closer Look!
Take all remote controlled product information, transfer it to your phone app and control everything from one device.
Reusable &amp; adjustable dishwasher brush handle that can take various types of heads for cleaning different utensils, and reduces waste.
Garlic Pods. Go from roasting to pressing with one tool, no more oily messes.
Finally! a Trash Can that doesn't lose the bag from its rim...ever.
A shower head designed specifically for sexual enjoyment. Existing products are fundamentally flawed and limit personal pleasure.
Modular gardening tool system keeps &amp; carries essential hand gardening tools, think of it as a GOLF BAG FOR GARDENING TOOLS(see POC video)
Swimming Pool Drowning Alert App - A device placed in the pool which senses motion in the water and sends alerts to your phone
Outlet or power strip that monitors your energy usage transmits the data to a computer for charting and suggestions on how to save energy.
A magnet phone cover that can attach to object like a locker or fridge.
the pet food keeper: Serve your pet in a traditional bowl, leftovers will be kept fresh and off the counternwith a retractable lid!
An much easier way to chill,aerate and pour wine. My product is a bottle opener, chiller, dispenser,and an aerator, all in one.
a wine twister
A new type of baby bed that is made to mimic the mother's womb. The bed will include the heartbeat of the mother or a general heartbeat.
A wine aroma kit with off-the-wall Vaynerchuck-style aromas (think bubble gum, rubber) rather than traditional aromas found in kits today.
A handheld parabolic device to pick up Carotid Artery sounds, tracheal sounds, and infrared temperatures, giving a digital readout of TPR
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Wine Stem Jewelry...coils of wire strung with beautiful colorful glass beads that hug the entire stem of the wine glass. Can remove/replace.
Wifi Pets!!! They respond to Voice commands and gestures!!
Glimmer 4 Fashion 4ward Hair!
Call of Stick
Red wine tastes way better at room temperature. My idea is a warmer that is wrapped around the wine bottle to heat it to room temperature.
3D glasses which give you the ability to watch any three-dimensional movie in either 3D or 2D. Switch back and forth during the movie.
Smell the Video Game
Introducing Sili-Con, 101 Uses for a 3" x 3" piece of FLOPPY ridged silicon, plus Paperback book on how to use it in those 101 ways.
People travel; to tired to deal with customer services?; People love privacy. Well we all need a CTM Hotel/Motel to avoid all thee above.
The Curved Razor
A Google survey states 39% use their gadgets in the bathroom. This idea is a toilet paper holder that holds tablets, ereaders, and phones.
Updated! Sound matching game for children.The pillow will make a sound(note),when you press on it.
Little Spender
With attachable teabags your tea will never have a paper tab inside again. Remove the tab's cover, stick it on the cup and it stays put!
construction apps An app that is a level and has a picture of a bubble like a level. also measurement apps or virtual tape measure.
Insert corer in center of 1/2 of fruit; handles closed. Rotate handles--serrated ends will loosen core Open handles and extract! Voila!
Monitor your Heart Rate with with the cover on your phone. Just hold your phone and get an accurate reading.
Prescription Bottle Gripper For Kitchen Cupboard Medicine Cabinet A Mold Injection strip 3-6 Bottle "grippers" Attaches via sticky strip
Wink: App-enabled pressure sensor. Perfect as a car alarm. Technology available.
An iPhone case with memory stick and lighter.
Carry in the wine worry free. No spill wine glass tray holds each glass with a snug rubber/foam stem brace. No mechanical parts or springs.
Stop Using Your Regular Diapers! WALLABY NAPPIES,,,The next generation do away with the familiar Sight, Feel, Smell and Airborne Pathogens.
Short Batt-Op or Solar Mister Sprays Water at Timed Intervals - Uses Regular Water Bottle! No More Hand Spraying to Cool Off While Sunning!
A shoe with a detachable heel. It s for a ladies shoe that has a 5-6 inch heel and I want to be able to screw off 3-4 inches of the heel.
Rock On Foam Hands
Measure Once Measuring Tape
Kitchen trash can that never needs cleaning. Pull out one trash bag, another is already in place. Replace bag packet, not individual bags.
Weed Blanket
WINK APP enabled Sprinkler!!!
HAND WEIGHTS AUTOMATIC REP COUNTER - Tracks your fitness goals automatically while talking on cellphone, TV, etc. No more losing count SEE
Check in Tablet
foot pillow
Restaurant hot plate grip
The Ultimate Wedding Guide
"The Shark" a mechanism that takes of the metallic wrapper surrounding corked wine bottles
Toilet Paper Kanban
Does your office microwave smell like popcorn? Not anymore! Steam clean Quick &amp; easy
Who wouldn't want a more perfect, universal earring back?! They'll be magnetic so that stud earrings never get separated from their mate!
A used candle is visually unpleasant. Disfigured wax and a short wick make it hard to use again. How about a candle that always looks new.
Project: "PLANTING TRAYS" to create modular urban garden/lawn green roofs on top of buildings and flat surface urban areas.
CupMate Luv Me Hot Luv Me Cold
Portable Room Conditioner
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Is your bed too high for your small dog? Introducing the adjustable height pet ramp. No more crying pups or injuries from jumping too high.
HOME TEACHER (usb.iphone.ipad)learn from home with the home teacher learn quicker in the comfort of home make anybody smarter quicker
A gps powered luggage that could be tracked with your phone.
Combined wine chiller and aerator, a smart ice bucket
Flippen
Camping Tent with built in Solar Powered fans and lights
Water generator for plants
Mini portable egg boiler - Resub
Wine Caddy -8 inch voice activated golf caddy figure in kilt,argyle,tam. User asks for cork screw; WC pulls from bag. Add music capability
The product is a motorized golf chipping practice device. You chip golf balls into the device it shoots it back to you.
Finally, a gentle way to wean your child off the pacifier. They will be ready to give up the pacifier ON THEIR OWN in a matter of weeks!
emergency acid neutralizer
a device that you can put on a gas pump handle that will allow a person to get out of the elements or clean car windows when fueling up.
An inexpensive, fun to use apparatus to facilitate the ease of handling and dispensing of fluid from the standard two litre plastic bottle.
Save yourself from polluted air; Improve your car efficiency, mileage - Product to detect problem in car filters
Clip on air freshener for heat registers. An air freshener that clips on the underneath of the heat register, blowing the freshener.
Pet Pals
While tying a rope on a box, one needs to tighten it &amp; then run it at 90 deg. Problem is that it gets loose/dislocated. LinkClip solves this
Electris Pro Computer
LIGHT SPEAKERS-Bluetooth+ USBs
A cookware collection that can be stored with its matching lids securely attached to each pan or pot.
A pet snack dispenser with timer, voice and video
Automatic Moving Monitor
App enabled cooler for camping. Lets you know when you should add more ice. Shows you danger zone.
Bath tub reading board wont slip or allow book to slip. Waterproof design protects from splashing and holds board stationary in std bathtub.
EVERY golfer wants to hit long drives. Make a headcover that keeps a driver head very cold to hit the longest drives possible.
LED hubcaps that are controlled by a app
SMART LENSES - Autograduables lenses for eyeglasses and sunglasses. A lens with manual or automatic adjustment via phone.
Floating Umbrella,Enjoy the pool/lake,keep the sun off of you while sitting in the pool/lake. Floating umbrella similar design of dive flag
have a glow in the dark baby pacifier.It would glow where the parent can find it or the child to put it back where it belongs in mouth.
All-in-One Canister Set
UStamp-it: rechargeable stamp
hydration face piece
It's an inexpensive and simple product for the kitchen. The nozzle fits on all gallon and half gallon containers for a mess free pour.
I want to create an iPhone case that can recharge my phone and has retractable headphones built in.
A cork remover and foil cutter in one easy to use tool, that only requires one move.
Dieters, Have no fear, No Brainer Can Strainer is here!
OFFICE SUPPLY EJECTION SYSTEM - Push a button a catch your supplies. Quick, fun and efficient. Catch your paperclips, tacks, pens and more
Tube Picks
It is a jar top loosener with a flat tab on one side much like a bottle opener and a large eronamic handle on the end. (To open tight lids)
The I-Tri-Pod hold iPhones while using FaceTime. It keep users hands free, allows for mobility while using FaceTime and keep images steady.
Whoops! I didnâ€™t mean to pour that much. Control your calorie intake and the pour rate of your salad dressing with the Quirky Tap 2.
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THE NAME OF MY IDEA IS MAGNETIC GRABBER.THESE IS STICK OR METAL WITH MAGNETIC DEVICE TO PICK UP CAR KEYS OR ANY
OBJECT THAT AR METAL.
Spool Blind Pull
Easily tighten or loosen the knobs on the GoProÂ® Mounts
Sock ID - Sorting made Simple
A new parents dream come true! A machine that dispenses formula into a bottle at the perfect temperature with the touch of a button!
A twist on the classic pogo stick: it can twist!
Personal, insulated, shaded, cooling, floating beverage holder that can be joined as multiple holders and include a snack station inside.
iCollar - Dog collar/harness with a pocket to hold cell phone while jogging, and a leash to run earbuds from the phone to the runner's ears
Mixit
The heat safe mouth guard keeps athletes safe from extreme exertion by turning red when the body reaches a dangerous temperature.
Stackable wine storage for the fridge
MistP3
electric guardian
Transition Window Tint
Scratch protective film for DVDs and CDs, that can be left on while it's being played.
Heal-tector. A heal protector/jacket to protect the right shoe for driving, slides into back of any heal, any size, made of wirefilled cloth
A wine fridge pouring extension
Wine bottle handle to pour wine. Metal handle (interior comfort grip). Size adjustable ring to slide on bottle and hold for pouring.
Hot Plates
An iPhone case with 2 finger elastic support straps attached to a swivel wheel that allows secure comfortable grip and support.
Seed Planting Pole
Tired of the tissue box on the ground in the car? Me too. I want a tissue box in the shape of a cup to fit snuggly in the cup holder.
HI-CYCLE
Baby Car Seat Survival Pod
Silicone Splash Guard for any sink or Bathtub. No more water on the counters or floors from doing the dishes or moving around in the water.
Smart Gutter Sensors
ULTRA VIOLET SPONGE CLEANER
Totem line extension - same design glass, but 32 ou size and the base of the glass should fit in a regular car cup holder.
Wine bottle storage, aerator and pour all in one Similar to rotating liquor dispensers. Saves space and allows wine to be saved after opened
Solar Cover for Laptops &amp; iPads: Cover attaches to back of Laptop/iPad; plugs into the existing charging plug. No Extra Parts to carry!
Children's backpack made of Kevlar or similar bullet proof material. Or bullet proof backpack insert.
Vacupipe
The new 3 in 1 breakfast grill makes hash browns, waffles, and transforms into a mini griddle. RESUB
A rip-away dress that will allow the woman to save money and still look fabulous on her wedding day.
The ultimate multi-sport, multi-function outdoor toy. Pool, Trampoline, Court, Track. Hours of fun and entertainment for the whole family.
heating/cooling car cupholders
ANALOG TO AIRPLAY. A simple adapter that can make your classic record player or tape deck an Airplay enabled device.
No more purple lips and gray teeth. Peroxide/baking soda filled mouth guard, wear for 1 min and flush away the gray from teeth.
Single serve cooking liners that make food clean-up a breeze for microwaving in work or school environment where dishwashing is inconvenient
Camera Alarm Clock/Radio MP3 Player And Real Digital Photos, LOOKS GREAT AND COOL FOR ANY PEOPLE THAT LOVE PHOTOGRAPHY AND
OR CAMERAS.
Plant self-watering solution.
Credit Card Sized Multi-cable
A swiveling wine glass holder that attaches to a plate. Just slide the base of your glass into the slot.
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Dirt, pesticides, and E.Coli on your food? Hate hand scrubbing 10lbs of potatoes and produce? Get Veggie Turbo low voltage power scrubber
A mini upward escalator that has a slinky that is forever going down it, but never reaching the bottom. Coolest desk toy ever!!
Whats the gift for someone who has everything or deserves nothing? A box of nothing. Cant think of a gift for someone? This is for you.
a wireless dog leash that will allow for individuals who to prefer to run or walk with their pets to do so without worrying about a leash.
Thrust Ball Raceway
Handycan
eyeIT
My family loves Kiwi fruit, but we all don't like prepping them. They're too soft to peal... Now WITH ONE MOTION you're ready to eat!
UC RESUBMIT!Sliding scraper.I would like the communities help with new design. This is just a general prototype.Look at new prototype pics!
With this product a person can see how many ounces a baby drank without taking the bottle out of their mouth
Modifications to sunglasses as a novelty item. Eyes on the outside lens' with a 3D effect that blink when head is moved.
HoverBoard
(74% view/vote)BAG CLIP BANDITS! Hanging Swivel Clips.Great use of PANTRY/FREEZER space bag food (chips,candy,noodle mixes,vegetables,etc)
A 110v programmable timer for days of the week such as a thermostat controlled by a pin. Power is interupted until user parameters are met.
Dioptric eye drops
The inTent, a simple and effective way to create a little personal space for working, reading or sleeping on a train or bus.
SINK-O!!
The NEW "Magna Doodle": An "eraser" to spot erase.
Simple and reusable system to protect your back yard or commercial berry crops. Feed yourself, not the birds.
Attractive toilet paper roll dispenser. When one roll is done, pull out the core and the next roll drops down. No fuss and looks good too!
Wine tastes best when sipped at its optimal temperature. Too cold? Your Chablis will be bland. Too warm? Your Malbec will get funky.
Infant Car Seat Alarm
An easy check of wine and the temperature it have been exposed to during transport or storage.
Tables on the Move have improved my quality of life so much it's hard to express. Convenient, simple. and easy to use. Slips on &amp; locks in.
A thick glove with dangly strings to make playing with your kitten more fun and less painful.
A digital roll-a-dexs app for iPhone's that will help keep your business contacts separate from your personal contacts.
LED Notification Bracelet
Electronic Shelf/shelving plugs into outlet - additional hidden outlets USBs and internal cord storage- C photos - Render: simplyinclined
Take all remote controlled product information, transfer it to your phone app and control everything from one device.
makeup sanitizer
The paper battery is a paper thin wireless battery charging device. Any time, any place, 24-7 always charging.
No more sweating. A glue-on-leather keyboard pad for your macbook as for some of the most other common laptops.
Football Career
LED shower curtain
In a small packet, put 10 to 15 pieces of biodegradable papers full of cartoons decorations: Mickey Mouse, The Brave, etc.
Power Snake! Power outlets/extension cords that wrap around furniture. Keep the clutter off the floor and power where you need it.
Are you tired of knotted,messy cords for your iPod or similar device?Bad signals trying to synch up? My Cord Compact solves your troubles.
Portable outdoor shower, made of teak, stainless steel, hookes up to garden house
sun roof alarm
Handheld Electric Stemware Cleaner. I am an avid wine drinker and cleaning my glasses and decanters is difficult and time consuming.
BACKLIT REAR TV HOOKUP PANEL
Utensil Nests
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Think regular toothbrush only without the brushes or bristles designed to brush and polish teeth squeaky clean. Limitless Designs
Bottles of wine are opened, but not always finished in one sitting. When re-corked, it only has X amount of time before it goes bad.
WOO JUICE PIPE! Vino at the right temperature. 8 hours of tasty perfection. Keep humanity from going extinct, be fruitful and multiply!
Need to expand on the idea of a foolproof way of stopping mobile phone thefts not app based thing there is dozens, a way to keep phone.
Retractable Fish Hook
A blow up pack n play. Just like there are blow up mattresses its very light weight easy and convenient for travel.
Store your dip &amp; go! No need to pack a separate container for dip or go without! This food storage system even has a inner lid for the dip!
circlethesun360
Quiet Cocktail Shaker. When You Want To Preserve The Ambiance While Making A Cocktail. Silicone Lined And Soft, Frozen Pillows Inside.
What's in your kitchen that hasn't been changed for 100+ years? Finally a solution that brings it up to date with the rest of your kitchen.
An INEXPENSIVE way to add extra security/possibly save your child's life with this proximity alert with unique feature, please read.
Vacuum cleaner for hair
Home car wash
Introducing I-Charge, a wireless charger that charges MULTIPLE Apple devices at the same time!
IT'S COMPETITION GOT RECALLED DUE TO LOCK FAILURE! NEW RENDERINGS/RE-EDITED,Coded or Biometric Medication container with
lock
Best gym and workout bottle. Integrated towel hides away, Personal item storage, and of course keeps your drink at the right temperature
Nose and ear warmers, similar to the hand and toe warmers.
Led strip music teacher ( for pianos, guitars etc)
Aunt Flow Detector (AFD test)
A Board Game.
The Perfect Picnic Basket + Blanket
A beach chair with storage compartment on back for towel and side compartments for oil and sunscreen items
Wine racks that blocks light from bottles with window to view label.
open dispence stand, spout down, push cork into the bottle, it floats up replaced by a stopper with a valve above the average glass hight
A way for the elderly with shaky hands to button their shirts or pants with ease!
Hands Free C B Radio
SAPE MILL [Salt & Pepper Mill]
good night tv
Guardian Angel
Nubs-T is a new kind of adhesive rubber grip tape that uses long strips with nubs to enhance gripping on tools and household items.
The Can Can
The Super-Spoon
5-in-1 lightning and 30 pin adapter - microUSB, HDMI, SD card reader, DVI and VGA
Have something in your passenger seat and even driver seat that rubs your back for you while your driving or riding along.
My idea is for a battery powered sender-receiver device that would help prevent the loss or theft of a woman's purse.
Provides a water-tight case suctioned to the shower wall.
Auto diagnostic scanner attachment for smart devices.
App enabled dehumidifier - alerts when water reservoir is full.
Pocket-Pen Mouse, the "Quirky Mouse". A wireless handheld computer mouse with one thumb controlled roller ball to control all aspects.
Princess' Glass-Slipper [plastic] See-thru jewelry box to hold the tiny accessories that come with all little girls dolls and easily lost.
A sunshade system that protects little kids from the sun. Imagine a movable shade cloth that would be positioned above your stroller.
Furnishing & fun by big LEGOs
Here is good idea for people having problem with reading and weak. I have a idea and it is name is Medicine Smart Organizer.
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Nimbus inspired iPhone Case
a dinner plate that keeps the juices, gravies or sauces on the food you want.
A locking cover for those that have flat screen TVs mounted outdoors by a pool, on a deck, etc.
ADJUSTABLE POTATO MASHER
Flaming "hot" sports ball bag â€“ a totally awesome and new way to carry, transport, and store your sports balls
User Friendly inline cutting scissors, eliminates awkward maneuvering of hand and wrist when cutting straight lines.
Double Sided Steampunk USB Drive {working prototype pictured} All metal and built work tough. Flip the stick to backup your... stuff. ;)
Scrubbing the toilet is another boring and sometimes gross household chore that should be handled by robots and be app enabled with Wink
SPEED HUB !!!!!! A revolutionary concept to re-inventing the WHEEL!! A bicycle hub that has a spring loaded inner cam.
Flat screen TV wall mount.
OPTICAL COMFORT TUBES will end the "SLIPPING" and/or "PAIN" of Glasses. W/low prod. cost & millions of return customers.
Lets combine the nail savers and the dishwashing gloves for those who dont want to break a nail or get their hands dirty while cleaning.
Quirky Crates: Bathroom Storage Set "Add On": Towel Rack Placed inside or out, for Wet Wash Cloths, Hand Washables, Bathing Suit, Etc.
2 headphones in 1 so instead of sharing on side of the headphone for you and your friend no you got two Pairs in 1 set of headphones
A mat that transforms into a bag/sack.
Filtered Ice Tray
Stylish Diaper/Cooler hybrid grocery bag that simplifies the grocery shopping experience for mothers by reducing the number of bags needed!
Electric scissors. Cut your projects more easily with these battery operated scissors that allow you to slide down your paper with no sweat
Schrader valve retainer
Customized Door Bell sounds. Benefits families, businesses, as well as safety features for Latchkey Kids!
Spill proof anywhere coaster
Trash Can Vacuum
Fammock
optical illusion of a lady's left profile each moon rise. i have a light which gives a person their own moon. free visual each moon cycle
Star Trek like comm screens by embedding webcams in the screen itself or its edges. Software can adjust for true I-2-I communication.
My idea is to have a month's supply of wastebasket liners attached together, one inside the other, and easily removable from the bags below
No bedside table but like to keep your iPhone charging and within reach at night? Influence this idea now!
LED Level Lights
"CROWN YOUR MONITOR" Use the vacant space above monitors and TVs. PERSONALIZE, CELEBRATE, ANNOUNCE, VOICE, ADVERTISE,
DECORATE
How about a pod upgrade to add some volume to the coffee. One cup per pod is wast-full and not enough for guests.
My son made this for his son's 18th birthday! It was made from all his old skateboards as a rememberance of his teen years!
Twist and Clip
A glove with heavy duty grip that allows you to open tightly screwed cans, jars, and bottles.
A hands free back mounted dual flexible flashlight system for dogwalkers, cyclists, search + rescue, snowshoers, x-c skiers and more
Spray device for women in the strap of the shoulder bag.Noone can see or know but her.
A unique baby bottle that helps coordinate infant feeding better, is hygienic for newborn and at the same time saves money for the parents!
iPhone-Weight/Presence Alerter
solar battrey power life
The Easy Release Towel Hook allows shorter individuals to get a towel off of the hook without straining to reach high or damaging the hook.
FOLDING TABLE
Piggy banks, animals etc., with logos "the gator,dog ate it" etc.
One Step At A Time
How in the #%&* can I lose the screw cap? Presription bottle,coke bottle,any/all bottle caps, well not anymore!
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Easy Light
"Everhot" Powered Coffee Cup
Refrigerator magnet-mounted or refrigerator-embedded Smart WiFi Shopping list to mark items and sync with smart phones app over internet
Toiletries Pouch with Shelf
Freezer/Food Bag Air-Dryer
Holder and outlet for bathroom appliances. Plugs into outlet, then plug in in and store your device. Hair dryer, straightener, razor,etc...
a pour handle for your bottle
Modular and stackable cord organization. Let your cord organizing solution grow with your collection of electronics.
Tired of those pesky unmatched socks? Love to reuse items? Looking for inexpensive crafting alternatives? Then the Sock Chewer is for you.
Leather iPad case that easily integrates Apple's Bluetooth keyboard, offers storage space for business cards & notebook paper.
Beach Umbrella Tent/house
We designed a shirt to enable athletes to carry their personal necessities while participating in non-contact sports.
Beak Lip
Dual-Burner Stainless Steel Griddle (rectangler shape, approximately 10" x 20")
The Non Deterrent Extension Cord. The idea is about the european 220-240v CEE 7/4 plug and outlet in the same unit for extension cords.
magnification cell phone case
The best camera stabilizer ever! Simply screw in the device and you are ready to shoot any photo without the inconvenience of a tripod.
Piggy Cord! Get your outlets off the ground. Extend your extension cord and add outlets all at once! Tough, safe and ready to work.
Body heat cell phone charger
An Vacuum Bottle Opener.
arcenciel
The Chill Bowl is a must to keep your dips and salads fresh and cool for the entire length of the party!
"HAPPY FEET" THESES ARE OUTSOLES FOR YOUR SHOES, NOT INSOLES.IT ALL BEGIN WITH THE RUBBER MATS THAT ARE PUT DOWN
TO HELP YOUR FEET.
Solar Cover for Laptops &amp; iPads: Cover attaches to back of Laptop/iPad; plugs into the existing charging plug. No Extra Parts to carry!
No need for a wallet and multitool anymore! The M-Clip combines a money clip-credit card holder-bottle opener-pry bar-ruler and screw driver
Rinse as you scrub! Attach a brush/sponge to the sprayer in your sink to make doing dishes way easier.
A handheld tool that helps one match up dark socks, dark suit sets, or just plain identify black slacks from dark blue.
insertaBOWLS
A small telescopic device that can hold the weight of a cell phone when attached to take a selfshot (in self timer mode of course).
Make your own Scented Window Clings!Resub
Self winding headphones either as an attachment to the top/bottom to an existing case or as a stand alone audio attachment.
water cooler and lunch bucket all in one
Regular electricity generator that turns in to wind operated, on emergency events or when running out of gas. App enabled.
Earphone holder.Device woukd be a 3"dia.disk looking like V pulley with central finger hole to hold disk while winding wire on O dia.
A compact, gripping, rust-proof, stand that holds common household bottled products upside down - allowing contents to drain to end-caps.
Universal Snake Mount!!!
Manual salad shooter: Go from fridge to plate in seconds flat. Seals tight and stores in the fridge until the next use. Fast!
Car Gear to decorate your car for game day with your favorite college team's mascot - tail, ears, nose or eyes.
A Toilet Bowl Target That changes color when "hit" Peel off tab and place on dry surface just above water level at rear of bowl.
Easy Serve and drain POT. Serve contents of pot through small opening includes slide on strainer. Great for draining veges &amp; popcorn
A pen that insists on proper 'pencil' grip in order to write. A fun,cool pen that promotes penmanship for kids.
Superhydrophobic coating/mixed with silicone to come up with various silicone products like silicone tape (See video)
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Smoke 'N Mirrors
Auto Adjust Wrench w/laser
A Unisex foldable and machine washable Cocktail beverage vest/apron that comes with an adjustable neck and back belt clip to fit all sizes.
The power suplier
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
Strait line
The Close and Go Super Steamer
Color coordinating oxygen hose
A decorative coin storage/sorting device that can be placed anywhere in the house where the user would like to discard their change.
Infrared Camera Smart Oven
Innovative Sport Wheelchair Lightweight build, data capture app and industry design styling, this is one cool chair.
KnobbyBands are 1 size fits all *Tiny rubber-bands with conductive rubberized tips that fit on tip of finger* Use on gloves,w/long nails etc
Design a Better Drying Rack for our Laundry , Save space and dry in less time
A fun and quirky way to organize the many pairs and styles of headphones one may own! This product is flexible, stylish and easy to use!
IT IS A COVER UP FOR CLOTHES, TO WEAR WHILE EATING OUT, CAN BE USED BY WOMEN AS WELL AS MEN
Beach Umbrella Bottle opener. A bottle opener attached to the handle of a beach umbrella that is concave so that caps can be caught inside.
my idea could replace cork screws. no biggie right!... well just about every house has a corkscrew. wine enthusiast or not
Self elevating iron. Just release and hot plate auto elevates.
Snip Clip
Multipurpose rubber gloves that have a layer of scrub or microfiber material over the palm side and fingers.
WATER PURIFIER W/ FRUIT INFUSER BUILT-IN Purify water &amp; infuse flavor at the same time with an attachable infuser bulb. Purify &amp;
flavor!
The Bed Fellow
E-Z ScrOGâ„¢ Plant Screen System
Portable headphone set that can be easily converted to a headphone-sunglasses combination
The Tankertainment Center
*Updated*USB based variable charging 0-12v,Charge your USB devices without an adapter,share data with built in power line networking!
Spatula with cutting edge and cheese slicer ........... The grilled cheese machine.
Portable air conditioner unit without the water condensation.
**An Armpit-Stain Preventer***
Animals Footprints - Kid's shoes with animal footprints on a relief form, in its sole;"dinosaurs, penguin,elves, cartoons" in the park.
An app for restaurants where people can log in and let the waiter know they want to pay. Expendable with ordering drinks, etc.
A Cube Tube Tray! Store multiple Cube Tubes in it! We need more than one and need a solution to keep them in our freezer to store them.
Coffee Heating on the go - Keep your coffee at the ideal temperature every time. Uses induction heating to keep coffee the perfect temp.
Shaped Cookie Murals for eye-catching tabletop center pieces instead of just a pile of cookies on a platter. A treat for the tongue and eyes
CURTIS' HOOK AND LOOP DRIVERS IS A DRILL DRIVEN TOOL THAT MAKES INSTALLATION OF LAG HOOKS OR LOOPS SIMPLE,
My idea is a dog bed that has an integrated hot water bottle. It comes in 3 sizes, 10 designs and is easy to use. Suitable for all dogs.
Hello community. My idea is fashionabe, compact, and yet very effective sunglasses to be used as an alarm when someone is on the beach.
A new toothbrush design promoting a softer and gentler brushing technique. The simple concept would initially be for children's market.
CUFF, POCKET, AND COLLAR SLIDERS-JEWELRY DESIGNED LIKE A MINIATURE MONEY CLIP TO SLIDE ON CUFFS, POCKETS, OR
COLLAR TO ACCESSORIZE APPARREL.
Total sun! Rotating dial provides your plants with sun at every angle. Give your plants 360 degrees of sun and watch them thrive!
Biking Buddies
transfer any liquid from one pot pan bowl to another container squeeze bulb tilt wrist release to another bowl pan pls read hard to explain
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KidWatch with GPS, and enclosed SOS alarm. Activates alarm signal in parents cell app, with location details.
lunette de jeux portable
A screen protector for the I-phone that transitions in the sun so you can read text's in the bright sun and transitions back while inside.
Easy Landscape lighting
Mood Setting Lighted Stones
Rainbow Measuring Cup Colors could appear when the liquid hits the marks.
My pitching net has a throw back wheel instead of springs. Throws ball right back at you instead of everywhere else.
A pet collar (Dog/Cat) that when the animal would leave a certain perimeter, the collar would light up and emit a noise to aid in locating.
The Buckle-Up
A GEOGRAPHY DART BOARD. Learn the United States with hours of fun. Would be great for other countries as well, even the world!!
Magnetic Phone Armband
A adjustable spring-rate pogo stick for a wider range of load weight. 80 to 250 pounds. I have the patent. The prototype needs refining.
Pizza mold for an easy slicing into equal portions.
19 inch by 26 inch lightweight aluminum grilling surface for placement on top of gas burner or elecrtric coil kitchen stove.
a rubber wine cork with a liquid (low freezing temperature) inside it that will freeze and expand when in a wine fridge creating a seal.
sheet cake slicer
App enabled multi-meter. Mount two measuring wires to your smartphone and measure voltage, resistance, etc!
Minimalistic Lunch Box microwave for office - Comes with a lunch box, which fits in nearly.
i have invented a eyeglass frame with a mid-temple hinge.
Instant wine cooler for those moments when you've forgetten to put the bottle in the fridge.
A Combined Salt & Pepper Shaker
MY PATENTED INVENTION NO. 6733146 A DEVICE THAT WILL SAVE LIVES ILLUMINATED KNOBS FOR GAS STOVES AND OVENS.
Stop eating things off of your garage floor. Ping Pong Ball Washer
a plastic reusable bag with wide straps, similar to a grocery bag, to tie around outside sideview mirrors on cars.
Feelin' Chained To Your Cell Phone?
Peanut Butter Pill Putty. All natural, allergen free for your pooch when he needs pills.
An oblong toilet plunger!!!!
Hairclip Brush
A piece of equipment that will allow a cutting board to be raised to the perfect height for any person, no matter how low the counter top.
BREW MUG lets you brew coffee directly into a mug- no brewer! The mug itself has a built-in filter... just add coffee and pour in hot water.
Mouse/SD card holder/external hard drives This invention already exists! Mine has more slots and daisy chain action! Up to 320GB of storage!
Recycled Large Plastic Bricks
Fishers dream.sensor that clips 2 the end of ur pole that sends an alarm to ur phone when it senses a fish biting.Current ones use bells
Organizer Bag water-resistant
The ultimate sports water bottle, composite construction combines the toughness and light weight of plastic with the quality of glass
Vertical soap box Water-drop
Press Pour Tea &amp; coffee maker
A heavy duty paper or styrofoam plate with a hole to hold a cup and a slot to hold the plate for support.
An ergonomic grip for Apple TV remote control and similar devices. provides comfort, ease of use, and is visible in dark.
A cloth sack, holds 3-5 cloth grocery bags in half; has a coupon organizer attached by velcro; pouch for pen, list and coupons chosen.
Vap Bass Pen vhome
Wireless USB Extension
App enabled fridge and freezer door alert. Warns you BEFORE the ice MELTS.
An expandable, customizable power bar. Includes modules for regular outlets and USB. It can also be expanded in different directions.
Door responder
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A wine bottle with a detachable picture frame.
2-piece beverage warmer.Top part tumbler style microwavablecupdishwasher safe.Bottom snap-on piece is warming device which is charged b4 use
A Quirky "Petal Drop" Tree Base. This will be a very simple base, resembling a tree, branches will hold Petal Drop bottles(leaves)
Educational. Plastic globe- skeleton framework. The pieces consist of the shapes of each continent and body of water. completes world.
Trash cans that have screw off bottoms to simplify can cleaning and air holes to ease overstuffed bag removal trouble.
Disposable "sippy-cup" type lids with spill-proof valves that are sold with and fit over standard cups in restaurants.
A toilet paper holder that has a sensor/spring to release the bar when the roll gets down to 5 sheets to slip on a new roll.
Expandable power strip adds over 3 feet of reach! Easily connect electronics w/short cords. Control it via Bluetooth and your SMARTPHONE!
Slim Vac Attachment
Ok here goes.compost from your kitchen
Create your own brilliant T-shirt designs on the fly with your smartphone! The flexible screen on your shirt will be updated instantly.
Coffee caps! Little plastic caps that snap onto the coffee pods.
Easy Lift
Kitchen Vise Grips
A storage and garbage can - mounted on the wall that contains everything you need whithin reach while using the toilet
StapleAlert (or) StapleGenie
A Sturdy, Detachable, Travel Power Adapter: Makes your trips stress free. Keeps your gadgets safe and charged while on tour in any country
Its time to fight back against carjacking and vandalism. This hidden camera system helps you take control.
Product is a wine holder/pourer that could be used in restaurants, bars, etc. as a more elegant way of serving wine. Wine lovers dream.
Many elderly people can't reach their lower legs and feet. An extended â€œarmâ€ or handle, and absorbent end will aid in applying lotion.
I work around cars as a kid and I have notice that my hand tools got lost pretty easily hence the idea of making Magnetic Hand Tools.
Solar Inductive Charging Mat
An app that allows u to calculate how many calories u consumed/price u spent on things u eat or use. Keep ur self fit and ur wallet fat!
External Frame to carry load
A slim food container that has similar dimensions to a laptop computer so that it can easily fit inside messenger/laptop and backpack bags.
Clever night light projects light directly where you direct it. Has 3+ lights-project light on a light switch,path to bathroom, fridge, sink
Palettes Home Fragrances
a floating cooler/cup holder for the pool or the lake
If you are 1. a human being and 2. care about personal hygiene, then this product can affect you. It needs to be made!
A glass that is the bottle. Why loose flavor in pouring the wine into a glass? Or from a 1/2 empty bottle in the fridge.
The Microweighve Dish
Streaming Booth
Office Cubicle Wall Mounted Plant Hanger
App enabled Scarecrow - looks after you vege garden.
The Toy Protector is a automated sanitizing toy storage container that promotes good health and a clean safe environment for children.
Pet feeding timer, allows everyone to know if the dog or fish have been fed. Never lose a fish from over feeding &amp; never starve your animals
Need your two outlets and charge your ipad, iphone5, bluetooth earpeice and headphones? Mount on wall or on extension cord.
Wooden wine barrel cup (8-12oz) for storing left over wine, to-go cups, gifts.
All-thickness-in-one Yoga mat for multiple purposes (for different stage &amp; pose needs)
Plastic stand to neatly hold inverted salad dressing, mustard, etc. containers in your fridge to that remaining contents settle to the "top"
K-cup Dispensor. Have a place to place all your K-cups in one place. Attach to your kitchen wall or hook on to your cabinet.
Door decor film to cover most standard home doors
Make Parents Happy! Scoop and Store - Easily Clean Up Legos and Other Small Toys - Like the Broom Groomer Mini but for Toys
A Clockwork Generator
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Mash Potato Molds - Add some pizzazz to those Mashed Potatoes.
An electronic device that stores and protects usernames & passwords for multiple users in your family for safekeeping.
Fold-able basketball court that can be moved and used on the grass, at the beach, or on concrete. Don't be restricted to your driveway!
Tempurpedic Dog Beds
This is for a T-Rail LED lighting system. The system uses a split rail &amp; LED's on a bayonet mount. Power is supplied via buss in the rails.
2 headphones in 1 so instead of sharing on side of the headphone for you and your friend no you got two Pairs in 1 set of headphones
Wouldn't it be great to take your office with you when you traveled? Now you can.
Blood pressure station redesigned for the 21st century! Handicap access, &amp; touch screen LCD, Web access to medical questions, ad revenue.
Decorate with Ornaments that change color instantly before your eyes. Even in bright light these ornaments create spectacular color effects
problem: white wine getting warm -- solution: insulated carafe
Graphene Headphones/Earbuds
Do you have your nuts and bolts organized? First ever nut and bolt organizer.
Chainless Bycycle
The NeckBack
My idea is to make a" Sun viser" that clips on to your existing viser in your car.
Forgot your key or combination code? Here's an App Enabled Lock. Use it for your bikes, lockers, closets etc. No more frustration.
Smallest Digital Scale ------ A Tiny Scale, App Enabled w/IMP, remove all electronics and use smart device for interface.
The BookLiberator is an affordable personal book digitizer.
Snake shaped foam disc holder that prevents scratches and damage.
Easy Up
The "Halo" bicycle lock alerts you if your bike is stolen and helps authorities track it down so you can get it back using GPS technology.
I envision a multi-purpose Party Plate, where you can carry food and beverages in either hand- leaving the other hand free to do whatever.
Stickit
Workout Clothes for Overweight People! Includes Spanx-like Material, Slimming Color Design, and Large Sizes - All 3 Are Unavailable Now!
KID'S PET REMINDER
Multi-Soap Dispensesr
Elastic strap with clips on each end will go under your foot and clipped to pants/jeans to keep them tucked nicely into boots.
The FastMelt Gun is a chocolate glue gun uniquely designed for melting chocolates &amp; candy melts. A revolutionary way to melt &amp; bind sweets!
Childs Amphibious Craft
The Blocker
Picture is worth zero words. This case folds down and out. Set on table, and also hold it between your legs. From couches to cars.
Voltkeeper
Have you ever been in a pool and forgot where you put your drink? Not anymore, with Pool Coz your drinks float right along with you.
Multi-Person Snow Shovel can make easy work of that snow in the driveway. Why do it alone when you can do it with everyone.
Give iPhone/iPod/iPad capability to Control TV, Satellite, electronics, Garage door, via RF dongle with universally programmable remote App
The corkscrew that stays on for easy serving and storing.
Cheer on your favorite team with the iPhone Loudspeaker! Amplify + distort your voice with the APP, fold it FLAT when you're done!
Lingerie scrubber / RealSimple
Hair Dryer + Hand Dryer
iPhone car mount that has a built in cordless charger, speaker, and microphone.
Spiked Sauce Marinating Case
A rubber bracelet like core balance but used for medical purpose.A little wider and thicker with a digital display screen.
A collar for your drinking glass or can for those physically challenged people who have difficulty gripping their beverage container.
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Bedskort
UNDER CONSIDERATION Silicone knife that helps teach kids to cut their own food! The adjustable loop helps position index finger safe on top
The Game Changer
Breaking the stereotypes of conventional barbecue grill This grill pan is made up of several bars, not fixed form in frame.
Microwave CleanerBot
Resubmit,Clippers that catch all the clippings from shooting around in your house! People have disgusting habits and leave clippings around.
Hose splash gaurd
Easy Stencil Nail Design
Pegs for Pegits. Accessorize and customize.RESUB COME ON PEOPLE!!
As an artist I have designed and developed four coloring ''books''. The company name is called More Color More Life. 12 individual sheets.
Typically people search for a coaster to place their beverage can/bottle on. This product has a coaster attached to the can/bottle.
Smart power Outage Backup System.
A line of hand (or dish) towels that won't fall on the floor! Looks just like a regular towel, but it has hidden plastic snaps on the ends!
A revisit to the classic analog clock, but this time it's ARMED WITH LIGHT. The lights go off and your clock-viewing improves.
Crank Charged Mouse
A decanter that doubles as a modern looking table center piece
A wooden toothpick with a piece of floss wrapped around it, (floss is tied to the end & can easily removed) placed in a plastic wrapper.
"Nhancepak"-student backpack insert -distributes weight and organizes
Grandma needs an expiration date monitor that would either light or chime or both when products have reached their expiration date.
Get a Grip...a kitchen tool that gives you better leverage when opening a tight lid.
The Wine Tote/Cozie for Home or on the Go
Styleyes is an application that lets you design your eyewear and accessories with minimal time and cost,and can be done on a daily basis.
You could get a jumper starter your car without going outside,opening the hood on getting your hands dirty.
FOR VEHICLES - From rear mount DVD system to Rear mount Tablet/ Ipad systemwater fence waters your garden keeps you dry and protect your garden from unwanted animals. No water run off and evenly waters the garden
The Digital Conference Badge
UV Disinfecting Floor Mat
Its a handle attach to lift the toilet seat so your hands or your kids hand dont touch the dirty seat.
eBook Display
icer glass
GET A GRIP- On fountain drinks. A 2 handled drink cup carrier. With 1 bucket type moving handle over the top,and a fixed mug style handle.
This toilet seat spots PINK wherever it is wet, warning the next user to find another stall before sitting down to an ugly surprise.
DoorMac
Got some portable headphones but nowhere to put them. Heres the case that gives the solution. Headphone curl. Resub
JIGSAW ICE CUBES. Reusable cubes + flexible storage that doesn't hog your fridge space!
Memory card to cloud uploader. Insert your memory card for automatic upload to your cloud.
A adhesive strip which contains the wine bottle's temperature, recommended temperature for storage and serving by wine type.
There needs to be a classy, simple solution to display and store your wine collection in a sleek but also functional way.
Replace the cork using expandable material,( ex nerf ball) which could be squeezed to fit the opening for an air tight connection.
Small "K-Cup" vending machine for workplaces and teacher's lounges.
bath hat
This device reduces stress when only one spouse is a wine expert. Simple plastic sleeves, red/yellow/green fit over the neck of each bottle.
A golf pad.
Simple tool to help our elderly use keys to open doors even when they're hands are shaking! Hard Silicone attachments guide their motions!
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A sprayer attachment for wine bottles.
The Universal Beach Umbrella Base(UBUB)is a portable elevated base that securely holds, supports & stabilizes the umbrella into the sand.
Micro-cold/freeze
Mommy's Little Potty Helper, or other potential names like big boys 'Field Goal'...is an idea to help mothers and dads across the world.
a medical history nationwide "smart card" used in medical facilities to keep from filling out forms and used when a person and cant talk.
Salt Water Taffy Maker
USB Power Strip Cord 5 Slots
"Who Is There"
Nightstand bowl to keep your phone to charge, keys, small money, wallet, badge &amp; glasses in a orderly way after emptying your pockets
Smart Cruise Control
A piano bench with pneumatic seat height & depth adjustment for people of all sizes to play the keys comfortably at the right level.
(93% view/vote ratio) Space Saver Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
A wine and dish drying rack combo.
No More traffic jam, No more Public transportation.
Swirl aka Shitter Gitter
Don't buy a new bikini, buy a bikini band! Add some jazz to your look.
Bed Wetting Monitor - App enabled monitor for use with elderly or children. Get peace of mind by monitoring nursing home care from home.
Koozie Light. Have you ever been drinking,grilling or camping and needed a light? How about one that is built in to a Koozie?
Are you frustrated with your keys? Are keys poking you in your pocket? Looking for the right key can be a hassle? The Key Keeper solves it!
A "Tude Ring" that changes color to match you attitude. Attitude descriptions range from bummer to brilliant!
"GAPPER" It is a vinyl or rubber sweep that fits on the stall doors in public restrooms to eliminate the GAP that eliminates the peep hole
RED WINE STAINS ON YOUR TEETH AGAIN, HOSS? YOU NEED DESIGNER GLASS STRAW SETS! ALSO HELPS YOU KEEP TRACK OF
WHICH GLASS IS YOURS AT PARTIES!
The RainDrain - like a salad spinner for your umbrella!
A picture frame where you can vandalize photos of your family and friends with a whiteboard marker.
Double dog harness with a retractable chain between the harnesses to walk two dogs with one leash while giving each dog of room to walk.
Bottle Genie
I love spinach dip,but the idea of making it,not so much. Thawing and draining frozen spinach is so messy- there has to be simple solution.
Cigarette rolling paper, easy to use even for people who never rolled before. It's unique because of the sticky part for the filter.
Tempurpedic/meoryfoam. Golfcart seats whith all verity of colors of vinyl covers that give a healthy potenial in golf cart seats.
Bottomless Cup
Hacky Sack (Bluetooth &amp; App-Enabled w/ Anklet). Keep track of personal &amp; team scores. Reinventing a College Favorite. 'Hacky Tracky Sack'
Versa-Pockets, hanging and collapsible pockets, a new way to organize, collapsible, easy, cool. You know you need a dozen...
Round Urinal
Smart Water Purifier
Silicone bumpers for your iphone/android cord
ziplock meets earphone wires
Magnetic Christmas lights that attach to little pieces of steel that can be painted the color of your house and remain year round.
Bamboo! Modular planter system. Time to think outside the box! Render/Video(Vector) 1st submit: 643/583-3 days, 81/83 positive comments
Use your dryer to dry shoes Quietly
Toe socks that look like real feet with painted toe nails if you choose, to keep feet warm in cold weather when wearing sandals
A specially designed bristle brush with handle, suction cupped to pod coffee machines to clean out any previous residue, oils or build up.
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A Pedometer Generator: Charge and power portable devices while you walk or run! Perfect device for people on the go. Green friendly Woohoo!
Resubmitted!! Like the benefits of ear plugs but hate having to take them out to hear the quiet things? Well here is the answer!!
360 Degrees of Steam (right on the hanger).
Visually fun, inexpensive, play/sleep environments, both amusing to us and fun for our cats!
ZIPPER TOPS is a product that adds a Ziplock feature to any item that doesn't currently have a Ziplock feature (VIDEO)
Zip Strip Drain Bit
Flip and sip...!
OWNER DRIVEN DOG FETCH MACHINE
Battery Thief
A door stop/wall protector, that also holds the door open.
Environmentally friendly retractable dog leash with LED flashlight powered by your dog.
VIDEO:30] Vacuum hose with LED light and BENDABLE END. Hooks to any vacuum! Great for cleaning dryers,auto detailing..This will sell BigTIME
The Arc Master
Toolset in Human Form. All tools you need for light repairs around the house. Sets on your counter in kitchen, dorm, apart, office, etc.....
Attachable Drink Coasters
Slicing Toaster
An iPhone case with built-in mini speakers, play/pause and next/previous.
Garbage Can that lifts the garbage bag up by a foot lift. Makes the removal of garbage bag much easier. No more pulling &amp; straining. resub
EASY ON, EASY OFF snow cleats that prevent slips and falls on winter ice and snow.
Bring out the imagineer in your kid - toys, dolls, and action figures with plug+play LED pegs. Decorate and customize with LIGHT!
A needle forgiveable k cup top to re-use k kups, allowing user to refill/reuse k cup. Maybe a material that they use for IV's..
Car safe distance detector. Car sends Ping to determine safe distance in all directions.
The Claw Fork allows you to grip and rip the meat right off the bone.
a pivoting cellphone RING attachment that slips on your finger while allowing you to move, flip,& rotate freely; w/o falling or dropping.
Butt Savers
Padded wine bottle shipping insert that will fit in conventional suitcases.
Start a Wine Stain Phenom.
A network enabled SLOW COOKER (Crock-Pot) that can be remotely controlled by a Smartphone App. A blockbuster on the home-shopping network!!
The Lamp that fits the person who needs everything to the person who's happy with just two! Fan, Speaker, Voice Rec./Mic., Clock, Mirror...
A wireless cover that charges the phone by communicating with a base unit without the need to plug the phone, or put the cover over a pad
tummy gum
An iPhone/iPad app to request silence in a polite and funny way in any place where you can put your iPhone or iPad to sight.
Blind spot monitor that attaches to the bottom of your side view mirror. It contains a tiny radar emitter and a warning light
SwingBed
A small in wall lcd screen/alarm clock by or part of your light switch. It will dim the room and gradually brighten in the morning as alarm
Pit Pads or Pure Pads
Mini-Sno Brush/Scraper: A pocket-size, folding snow brush &amp; scraper easily cleans the mirrors and doors of your frozen car.
Design a slim-wear product, that looks like under garments but gives the same protection as a diaper. Tag-line "its a secret".
Life Jacket, with hydration reserve on back and water proof pocket in front.
Fridge Stock Status Display - itemised list of stuff in fridge. Check item on list when it runs out - send list to phone.
Colapsable grocery (plastic bags)holder.Has 3 to for bins, to hold gorceries,balls,bottles etc..Pull out and lock in the sides.
A simple concept: water-resistant, rubberized sheath easily attached and removed from a golf club grip to keep it dry during wet conditions.
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Reversible Bra. Color combination would be black/beige, navy/red and pink/light blue. Sizes from 32A to 40DD. Comfort fit, and seamless.
Lazy Light replaces the standard wall switch and placed in the auto mode it will turn lights on or off with voice command
A condom with a built-in sheath designed to mimic the foreskin in order to reduce friction and enhance sexual pleasure for both partners.
Mappemonde connectÃ©e
An app that monitors and controls your outdoor sprinklers
Assorted steak and chopping knives with safety guard that folds into handle. Guard conceals blade from children.
A boot tray with hinged metal rack that flips up, and tray that slants down for easy cleaning. Gets the water away from shoes &amp; boots!
Fireplace Heat Exchanger Grill
Holographic player docking station for iPhone, iDevices and HVD
NeicysWonderWorkout
Mini sized rollable mat that fits in a purse. Stop returning 2 office with grass stains on ur pants/skirt. Ideal 2 launch 4 Spring/Summer!!
My idea is an electronic photo greeting card. The idea merges a photo keychain with a light and sound greeting card.
remote control app for tv vcr or other device
A lid with a built-in straw that fits standard-size water and soft drink bottles
Lets design the ultimate wine stopper, Here's my submission...
Chill Tunes
Point Your Smartphone at any Aircraft to identify it and to determine its departure destination, as well as flight status.
Wall mounted coffee pod storage units similar to the old dixie cup wall mounts. Top load pods and remove from the bottom as needed.
SOLAR PANEL BLINDS - Generate electric power from your blinds, with privacy. The app can control the angle based on time of day.
My idea is to create wireless headphones and earphones. For iPods, recording equipment and other listening Devices.
Travel size lithium-ion battery curling iron, flat iron, and blow dryer that stay charged for hours , without the need to re-charge.
Shower Shack (see video)
Bed Bug Infestation Vacuum
A Christmas ornament with a micro camera to record your kids reaction when they open the presents! Stream and edit with App!
Ending Soon! A cover that lets you wrap cords around anything. Useful in construction sites for power cords and cable management for office!
Create 1 snowman/sandman or a football team in minutes! 3 circular containers, add snow/sand, create the PERFECT MAN. Just PACK and STACK!
UCradle, the phone cradle that will fit your phone(s). No more having to lay your phone down or buy a new cradle when you buy a new phone.
shopping cart calculator
Forget-Me-Not
ipad replaces traditional vanity mirror. Adjustable lights in frame. Could be used in conjunction with apps that help you apply you make up.
PeÃ§a Mishy
Trackpa
A stream-lined battery-operated vacuum(think light-saber with extensions operated by push-button)for under the bed and in high corners.
Indoor Smart Security Light
Soap Buds! A minimalist soap holder that solves 2 annoying problems.
SHOPPING BAGS ARE KNOWN TO CUT OFF CIRCULATION AND RESTRICT BLOOD FLOW WHILE HOLDING THEM. SAVE YOUR HANDS
AND CARRY TWICE AS MUCH WITH THIS
Camera Security Stickers
An inexpensive self-cleaning litter box that is operated by pressing a foot pedal
Optical sensors that stick on any food container that sends info to smart device and makes a grocery list when food drops below given level
Neighbors stress button, app enabled, enables you to assist your neighbor on stress, when it takes authorities too long to arrive.
SAFETY BRAKE LIGHT Progressive lights indicate how quickly your car is stopping. When at a complete stop, all lights light up and flash.
Undercounter APP/WIFI electronic recipe Book. Several timers/keyboard for editing. measurement conversions.LED screen
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I have invented a way to 'marry' tobasco bottles in seconds for the foodservice industry which is usually a long messy process.
A clip that attaches to the back of a smartphone then hangs on the tray table latch on an airplane so folks can watch or read at eye level.
Flexible Wearable Lamp
Geared towards cubicles, offices, meeting rooms, or any rooms without windows: Realistic pictures/posters of windows with outdoor scenery.
Kitchen knife where leverage is utilized by placing the handle directly over blade. Ergonomic handle assists in better gripping.
RESUB: Baby bath changing pad.Use 2 give sponge baths or as a changing pad.Bath baby &amp; change baby all in 1 location.Dries quickly. Teamlab
Who doesnâ€™t love ice cream in large waffle cones? However, they tend to leak before you can get through it all.
Heatbeat
An app that monitors and controls your outdoor sprinklers
smokers refresh kit
A Xbox 360 controller pack with a alarm signaled from a home base if the control happens to get lost
Standing Desk! They are healthy and becoming more and more popular. We need an affordable way to turn a sitting desk into a standing desk.
Add flavor to your cocktail drink with the flavour filled stirrers.
Sifter Garden Hoe
Whenever I go to the store to buy a couple bottles of wine they end up rolling around in my car the whole ride home.
Plastics that feel natural
Dry your clothes,faster,cheaper&more efficiently. A Windmill Dryer, Watch Video. Evolution of the drying line, Global interest, Green
"ijuice", a device and an application. It lets you share battery power or "juice" from your apple product with other apple product users
Waterproof, Floating Covered Pool Food Tray. Eat, Lounge and Relax All While Staying in The Pool.
Custom fit car headrest cushion, fits any car, supports head and neck while holding head in centered position.
SPORTS ROSARY BEADS designed in a teams colors and/or beads shaped like teams logo and/or mascot. People could pray, wish or cheer to win!!!
Introducing the bathroom power cord retractable vanity. No more power cords and hot curling irons laying about on the counter any longer.
Go Fetch
REMEMBER SCENTS Fun and wacky scented lip balm helps students achieve "better test scores" by using aroma-memory associations!
Create elegant faux wood collapsible wine crate with clear child-proof covers that can also be used for travel (by car).
DishLIGHT will provide interrior dishwasher lighting thats cheap to buy, easy to install and simple to use. Door acivated light bar.
Cardio E-Reader
A dispenser for cling wrap, foil and parchment paper that is triangular and swivels for each type of roll. This won't exist unless you VOTE!
Station Home
FUN TABS. Connect them to make all kinds of functional things! Fun new toy! Clip them together and see what you can make!resub
Toasty Tote (TM pending)
Wacheez
The Just Right Cup
GE Link SunBulb
Drip-Free Wine *AERATION/POURER/COASTER* Set
Minimize the electricity consumption in your house &amp; be safe!A product that tells you the power consum. before you leave the house!
REUSEABLE BANANA PEEL. If only every fruit came in its own portable case like a banana. For veggies, too.
The Tornado Tamer
A 115 power generator that would produce electricity by simply hooking a garden hose to it, and turning the water on.
A collapsable garbage can. No more 55 gal. cans taking up space in the garage or the work site. Easily collapses for storeage or transport.
Want to keep your food or drinks cold, clean and dry in the cooler while traveling without mess? It's perfect for families or social events!
lightweight mat with 1/2 inch lip around the outside. This will prevent spillage from running on to the floor making clean up easier.
Office chair size exercise ball half-circle. Place on top of chair seat when you want the extra fitness boost. Remove when you don't.
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A timed beeper that screws in between a light bulb. If the refrigerator or freezer is left open it would beep until closed.
Cash Bags.
iPhone Contact Lenses
solar lawnmower
Clear View Refrigerator Shield Keeps cold air from escaping when opening the door. Food Lasts Longer, Conserves Energy and Saves Money.
Tiny Power Plug Direction COnverter
SOS Bracelet
Fun Straw Holder
A Babies pacifier holder and Bib that is easy to attach, flexible, easy to clean, doesn't fall off, durable and your baby can sleep with it.
USB Power Cord--A power/extension cord with a usb charging hub on it! Resubmit 480 votes 1st time!
Eyeglasses Windblock
One &amp; Done Xmas Lights
Tired of standing in line? Why not sit where ever you want with the FANNYCHAIR. Nothing to carry around,just prop up and you are ready to sit.
smart kitchen, stop wasting food by simply having the smart kitchen added to your computer, ipad/tablet, or even phone.
Moisturize your back wand - detachable cap with sponge like applicator. Handle is a tube, fill with lotion. Everything is washable!
Fly Ball [VIDEO]
Solar powered docking station that also charges your phone.
A flask with 2 partitions, one for tea and other for coffee. A 2 in 1 solution mainly for office use.
Mineral Water Maker - AIC
device that clips on the bottle that acts as a handle,aerator,hook(for clothes rack), and keeps to bottle from rolling if on flat surface
A reusable coffee pod filter, made from a heat resistant material, in the same shape as the coffee pods to fit comfortably in your machine.
My Product Concept seamlessly intetrages the traditionl keyboard & mouse into a single univeral input tool.
Cabling bldgs is often a 2 or more man job. By using my "Snagless Cable Run" I can pull cable through many walls & long distances by myself
The best way to take your wine home from the restaurant......
I thought of an outfit for baby that would monitor the temperature when the baby was sick. All information sent to iphone or others
Wrist mount for iphone
In NYC bed bugs have become a problem. people bring garbage bags to movies to sit on. Pkgs of disposable seat covers to prevent cooties.
Easy can opener! No struggling anymore while opening a can with your fingers Put the opener between the lip and pull it towards you!
Comfortable alarm clock that sounds when user is in lightest sleep phase
Snack Case
App enabled dog door. Let your dog out when you are out of the house.
Collar Guard
(+Video) "Q Magnets". No matter how crowded is your fridge, they can't miss your notes!
Disposable Measuring Cups
Why just fog filled bubbles, fill them with SNOW! Or frozen bubble blower too.
Durable plastic racks that fit on the side or back of a wheelbarrow that holds a variety garden tools. Makes transporting tools a breeze.
A machine that gives wine connoisseurs the option of eating it as a slush, as ice cream or drinking it with added carbonation.
Mothers without lifting a stroller, can easily and safely move the stroller down the stairs.
GUARDIAN ANGEL
Keep It Closed (K.I.C.), magnetic closure for books, totes, jackets. Designed from ribbon, and decorated w/ sequence, beads & lace.
STEMLESS wine glasses?...... Then how about.......... STEMMED COASTERS! Elevate your wine tumblers with a touch of high-end.
A Beach/Pool chair organizer that is portable. Holds all your items and rests on the on top of most lounge or beach chairs.
Smart Life Preserver - When You Need All Hands On Deck!
Cheese Boss
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Cell Shirt
The Mini-T
inflatable window AC spacer
The Quirky multiuse-rack super compact, collapsible and flexible.Use it for dishes, lids, filing, magazines, mail, etc...Inspired by slinky
FreeSteader - Container Punch
Workout Vest
An iPhone battery case which offers a range of features that turns it into a custom filming rig for budding iphonographers!
The Weather Shield
USB flash drive with built-in display for information (folder name or file name) in design in iPhone, no more wasting time and data.
Earphones with Smart Playback
Embedded Power cord for Mobile
Egg whisks! Hard to store, impossible to clean, they flop out of the bowl, and their whips fall out. Can we fix all that? Yes, just look!
A fully adjustable wine tote.
Mating thumb drives
In the attachment to GARBAGE can turn into two compartments separated For recycle with individual doors.
A Phone Pod. A tripod designed for smart phones and mini cameras.
Cake to plate in one piece! CAKE SERVER WITH RETRACTABLE SIDE SUPPORT.
It is a s sock-like shoe makes by soft, light and thick material, which can provide a healthy, close-to-nature life style.
I have a patent ( Patent # 6,199,454) for a tool that stores the sockets on the ratchet itself. Robert Bergbower
!"absolutely amazing set of pots and pans"!The Handles can be removed+attached in different combos.great for storage+cleaning.+more features
A portable, temp-controlled wine cooling sleeve ensuring your wine is drunk at an optimal temp as well as avoiding mess and inconvenience.
One Pill Dispenser
WindowShield (fall protector)
iZio
medicine dispenser with finger print scanner for access into the despenser.
An alarm that is light sensitive that will go off when the refrigerator is opened. Irritates your kids when they open the fridge for 1000 X
Safeguard kitchen blades from sharp knives. Sleeve designed to protect the blade, reduce potential contamination and minimize storage area.
A pen for cleaning phone camera lenses .
An iphone case that also stores and protects my eye glasses.
The cure for depressed and overweight pets: a toy that wakes up to play with your pet while you are at work!
A collapsible wine glass carrier that slides onto the wine bottle itself. The wine glass carrier can hold up to 4 wine glasses.
The hand held keyboard
Air Pirate
An all in one wine caddy, wine chiller and bottle opener.(VIDEO)
Voice-Controlled Workout Log
I built a new tool that revolutionizes digging. It takes NO work to dig up very hard dirt. It uses house water pressure to dig.
Need A Place to put your phone down near the kitchen sink, near the toilet, near your bed, or near an outlet? This Shelf is your Easy Fix!
Solar Cover for Laptops &amp; iPads: Cover attaches to back of Laptop/iPad; plugs into the existing charging plug. No Extra Parts to carry!
A flexible arm with a clamp that could fit onto any stroller frame with an adjustable bottle holder.
Instant Ice Slap Koozie
Show your Love! an LED mini wireless message board that can display messages sent from your smartphone with an app from anywhere.
Shower ideas pad
A waist-high trash can for those who canâ€™t bent forward to remove the trash bag, has doors that open sideways for bag removal.
A sleek case that stores and powers hair appliances at the same time. All tools plug into unit and unit plugs into wall. Sits on counter.
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Beach bag's are heavy.Weigh's down arm's,hand's hurt.Just put the bag on your back with extra strap's. Criss Cross on shoulder's. I do it!
Rotating Fridge Shelve Tray
Novelty - Acrylic Wine Glass - Balancing Wine Bottle Holder
THE BRIGHT IDEA PAPER CLIP
Guitarist iPhone case, holds picks. Anyone that plays should "get" this. could Hold SD cards/USB drive, but picks are cool...
Poster Ã©lÃ©ctronique
Swivel bag chair
Is your featherbed always slipping and sliding? Then this is for you! Pillow top or mattress pad strap to keep it in place on any mattress.
Easy Peazy Gas Grill Cover
The G Bag
The Teething Tee
picnic table briefcase
Child Life Saving
Hanger Management. Hangers will be be snapped onto this device to store them and un-snapped when you need to use them.
Adjustable Earphone. Silicone tips adjust to all ear sizes for optimized comfort &amp; listening. No more lost rubber tips! Resub w/ new feature
Dish Scrubbies
Smart oscillating fan. Don't want to get up to make it go back and forth? use your app.
Quirky Foodsaver, application on phone monitors foods freshness in this humidity and temperature controlled (expandable) box.
Hate to see the mashed potatoes pile up on the top side of the masher.Let's reinvent the potato masher and make it retractable!
Parent Pound Infant Pad (PIP)
Multi-Colored and Image Combination Locks.
Music-Plugs: Listen To Music While You Fall Asleep! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Egg Cracker Kitchen Tool - Easily Separate an Egg from Its Shell! Also used as an Egg Shaker!!!
Shoulder bag and trolley (eg for carrying shooping bags / a beer crate) in once
Separator
Magnetic Power based outlets sources
Gas Cap Helper (Inspired by my Mom, who has hand arthritis)
Water Cooler Butler
Augmented reality of satellite images on any flat surface(ie. roof) by simply employing large plastic cutouts of letters/emoticons/logo.
A single serving wine bottle which converts into a glass. Ideal for functions, catering, aeroplanes or promotions.
Three, six sided boxes that can go together almost anyway to create lots of interesting, playscapes.
The Lift Assist
An assistive device for the geriatric population, anyone that's suffered a stroke or had major surgery and our wounded warriors.
condiment car traveler
Caddy Fingas
iAdapt
Can you imagine a line of square pots? And all with retractable cables? And beyond that, could also beautify the dining table?
Magnetic Mason Jar Lids
Freezable drink stirrers! These classy stirrers have a silicone top to prevent cold fingers and exposed stainless to chill your drink faster
A Retractable and expandable iPhone/iPod/iPad usb cord. For charging and connecting to computers. Expand up to 5 feet long Great for travel!
Letâ€™s Reinvent the Golf Cart or make a Kiddie Cart
extension cord power strip
Root to Tip Eyelash Curler
A stylus pointer worn on the middle section of the index finger so as to give you the natural feeling of working with your actual finger.
.A
It allows you to change the sockets as long as you have a main and mini outlet.
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All-in-one store and organize â€“ cheese/wine tools & accessories + cutting board.
A medecine bottle opener with a magnifying lense to help people open their medicines as well as see the directions for dosage.
A mug pulls btus out of the brew during the cycle - less than hot coffee. A heater that warms the cup within the same cycle time is needed.
The Killer Chiller Wine Jacket,Tote and Holder
The Cyclone grilling companion! Introducing The Cyclone Corn Peeler!
A Shoe Organizer That Doubles As A Shoe Deodorizer
A K-Cup storage rack that keeps them out of the way but easily accessible.
SMART TIE
Inductive Charger Pad
App Moving Curtain Rods-remote
A way to remove ice from sidewalks without throwing down chemicals.
3 in 1 Digital camera platform
Cell Phone Outlet Wall Holder
On The Go Everything Bottle
S.I.D.S. Fighter: 1 or 2 straps w/plastic interlocking clips that connect to crib bars then connect to clips on vest keeping baby face up.
Car Windmill brakes vehicle and powers motor. VEHICLE BASED WINDMILL APPARATUS US Patent Application 13/419,953 Filing Date: 2011-12-31.
An extension cord that allows to use the wall socket without unplugging it.
Quirky Gloves are dishwashing gloves that have a built-in hook and suction cup to hang up to dry, or store.
INSTA-TAP Hot Water Heater
Tired of smelly cat boxes? I've got the solution for you! O-zone filtering for your cat box.
Tree Trimmers using General Electrics Optical Systems.
Extension Cord on Demand. An extension cord that is readily available when you need it and retracts back into its' housing when not in use.
NESTs: STOW/RETRIEVE IN A BLINK! Push-fit pencils, toothbrushes, spoons, ladles, skewers, tools... anything really! (ReSub: 28Jan13-88%v/v)
A wrist lanyard, shock cord, and scissor clip apparatus which connects to the security k-slot of a laptop and prevents an accidental drop.
Think of all the times that you could have used a third arm to hold something. Around the house. At the office. In the garage. We got this!
Scootin' Stick
Drawstring splat matt
Idea: Ladies hi-heel all terrain universal heel cover for 2"-4" heels.
Shower Curtain Bouncer
Imagine a beach chair that allows you to move you and your things without getting up so you can continue to relax and enjoy your day!
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EXERCISE BASED POWER GENERATION AND VIRTUAL CURRENCY REWARD PROGRAM US Patent
Application 13/341,948 Date: 2011-12-31
Forget Instagram! InstaCam lets amateur and pro photographers use their existing cellphone to upload and share their dSLR photos on-the-go!
SMART COOKIE Cookie Jar
Door Lock SKYPE built in camera, speaker and mic call your cellphone. Never miss a visitor, talk to the mailman . Wifi Wink
An app enabled hammerhead scanner. As you move the scanner over a 3D surface you see panoramic 2D image live
Purse Keeper
No more toasted leg syndrome. A lightweight affordable elevated pad that lets the heat escape without the use of a fan.
Node Electrical Power strip
Silent Door Latch
Wireless notify when a drink is low, when toilet paper has run out , trash bin is full, pet bowl is low, guy at the bar needs another beer?
Beach Anchor Beer Cozy.Sole Purpose is to Keep your Beer Cold and out of the Sand! There's nothing worse than setting your beer in the sand
This telescoping pole comes with two shepherds hooks (&amp; can used with a bird house, feeders, solar lights, planters, wind chimes, etc.).
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Accu Line introduces BacOil, an applicator that prevents messy hands and eliminates the need of another person to apply oil to one's back.
Folding sunglasses. Usually we use different types of cases to protect glasses.This is inconvenient.My idea:combine sunglasses and case.
A flexible foams wound around bottle neck that absorbs the pressurized liquid from spilling around the outer wall also keeps hand dry.
The Aroma Clock wafts the scent of brewing coffee before the alarm sounds, allowing a gradual awakening.
the leash collar
What-If Jr. Scientist
This works next to the pool or at the drive thru - one handed hamburger push up stick. Place food in slot and notches move up perfect bite.
Bug Me, Not!
TEST YOUR PALETTE (The Game of Drinking Wine) - A wine tasting game where your friends and family can test each others palettes.
Bell Pepper Prepper
Twin Skin
Aromatizer cold, which uses low pressure to evaporate essential oils, simple and ideal for practitioners of Aromatherapy
EVERYONE TAKES SHOWERS. SQUIGEE OFF BEFORE YOU GET OUT OF THE OF THE SHOWER. AVOID DRIPPING WET ON THE FLOOR
OF THE BATHROOM.
A liquid soap dispensing loofa holder that gives a comfortable secure hold on your loofa while giving consistent direct washing pressure.
The shady golf 2
Gas injected wine opener are pretty nifty, but don't always work due to its straight needle. Users resort to regular corkscrews after
Waiting in your car, for your phone to charge? What if your USB car charger had an internal battery? Keeping your phone charged longer.
Blue gel sun glass strap and sunglasses for a cool look on those HOT days!
Power Mate
Decorative Designed Shaped Cake Stamp Cutter Bake Cake,Cool Press Down Cake Stamp Makes 12 Even Smaller Cakes Hearts.Diamonds,Circle Etc
Automatic Pen Refill
Updated on Monday, June 17, 2013 â€“ No Strings Attached. Reusable Silicone Rubber Bands A New Way To Tie and Hold The Shape of Any Meat.
Water / gas pipeline blast valve that shuts off your main water / gas automatically, on blast, fire or other emergencies, app enabled.
Safe Garage with Remote Start
The IPYRAMID is an App enabled wireless Network media and printer hub that enables you to access your media and documents on your phone.
Wink Enabled Sauna Controls
Beam Shoes
Bluetooth MP3 audio controller attached to your steering wheel. We can get our audio to our car speakers. Now we can pause and change tracks
Pioneered technology that brews your favorite beverage in a travel mug. Saving you time and money. Utility Patent 7318374. See pictures.
Finally! A self inflating beach pillow with towel pillow case! Or, just buy the towel pillow case!
Utility table that is light weight, portable by wheels and a pull strap.
SLIMLINE Cabinet Storage: Attaches to Wall,Only Seven Inches Deep, for Entries,Hallways,Offices. STORE Shoes,Handbags,Folding Chairs! RESUB
We need a MINI-Squeak to clean smaller windows like Windows with Divided Lights. Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT 261 votes,86% Vote/view!!
Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended for health, have handy! Saves Money!!
Wine Venture Aerator that attaches to the bottle allowing wine to "breath" while not spilling.
Wine Pair Bottle Hangs
The Tooth Brush Caddy consisting of five separate compartments, attached to the wall, stretching from one soap dish to other.
Drumgluv
I wish a 3rd Hand !
bacon wave cover
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Booster/Potty seat
Check On Me (COM)
App enabled stove system which can be controlled remotely after an initial manual turn on when cooking.
This digital display attaches to Tupperware and other containers and informs you in real time how long your food is good for!
New 'Motorbike Tow Kit' solves the problem of owning a conventional trailer!
A basting brush with the container of sauce conneted to it.
Cafe Voila - The perfect boost to start the day! Playlists + RSS news &amp; weather,served with your coffee, creamed and sweetened to taste.
Decorative Lights Year Round. Indoor or Outdoor strung lights. The bulbs can change to your desired color just with a flip of the switch!
A spoon to drink soup, use as fork and chop sticks. All in one.
App Enabled Humidifier
Fully functional Bluetooth DJ headphones and hand controller. High quality ear warmers, winter hats & gloves will be made to fit.
Roll Up Sandwich Holder
An inflatable raft with clips on the corners so users can stretch out a beach towel on it for a comfortable, clean place to lay out.
PocketDrive: Pockets on the back of your Laptop Screen that hold your connected Hard Drives and keeps them safely connected.
A simulated life sized Bernese Mountain dog that makes it possible to practice caring for a pet 24/7 and experience the fit for your family.
Perfect your Shish-Kabob! standoff disks keep items from sticking to grill, wind-up to rotate skewer, sets timer &amp; rings when timer is up.
Test
A secure "card" that organize all your pin numbers.
People like to ID the books they collect with "name plate stickers", Let's develop a bottle "branding" kit.
Inflatable floor mats for passenger seats. Small compressor inflates airbag with three different zones to elevate legs and feet.
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE lock that requires no combo.Replaced by a simple on/off switch.Not used for security or to prevent theft.586 Views/votes!
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Glow in the dark!
Telescoping plant hanger
turn your smartphone into a fishing pole, rifle/gun for realistic game play works with apps your phone inserts to handle
Clip adaptor for heart monitor
Bedside power strip
Safety leash for dog walkers.
Cool your cakes
I invented a ski cart that will carry skis, boots and poles using the skis as the handle. It is light, and folds to fit in a ski locker.
A device that floats in any pot and beeps or chirps when the water boils.
A POWERED STEP LADDER. Nobody likes going up/down a ladder especially if you are on a high step ladder just to unplug power or change tools
Universal, Reusable Silicone Wraps. Can be used for making Tamales, Baked potatoes, Chorizo, baked veggies, etc.
What is white and enjoyable to play in? Remember your water gun? Try the Snowball Gun.
Fully functional Bluetooth DJ headphones and hand controller. High quality ear warmers, winter hats & gloves will be made to fit.
A sticky tape hair/lint remover roll, with marked perforated lines to allow for quick,frustration-free usage.
An unbelievably compact and light Bag Cart which can collapse into the size of a small note book and very very handy &amp; easy to carry.
My Hear Piece - door responder
ULTRA Portable Induction Chrgr
Combine the American love of baseball with a famous novelty product--sell replicas of baseball parks featuring Chia grass that grows.
Trash can with easy to remove bags that slide off a U-shaped rail. No more lifting of heavy bags required.
No Mess Skoop
A spring loaded gas grill cover that attaches to the grill itself making a easy to use, weather resistant, shield for your gas grill.
A light wheeled device that can pick up heavy objects or bags with little physical effort and be rolled to another location for removal.
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Desintoca
Better Pickle Fork
A more easy and accurate way for write in tablet. Positive points: 1. Accuracy 2. Stability 3. Small 4. New 5. Easy to write
A way to expand the memory of phones and tablet PC's that doesn't have a card slot.
Permanent Pop-Up Tissue Box
Baby sleep made easy
Bedside Lamp with Removable Clip-On Reading Light hidden in base
One unit dental floss+dispenser requires no more finger wrappings, no more wide opening of mouth, no more long thread and is sanitary.
Make Any Desk ChairComfortable
The Kangaroo Pouch, what's yours stays yours. Things won't fall out and pickpockets won't stand a chance!
Educational app-enabled device that launches task after (30) minutes of phone usage, and when task is completed phone usage will continue.
3 MINUTE CALVES
Smart Plumber will notify you if you have any plumbing related problems.
The Multi-Club is just that, one headless shaft along with some detached heads,a driver,5 and 9 irons, and a putter, bolted or snapped on.
Smart Window Crank
Colored antibacterial soap requiring friction &gt; turns clear &gt; comes off hands. Ensures proper hand washing in all healthcare/food settings.
Have you ever caught a watermelon that was about to roll off the counter? Or worse yet, not caught it :( My idea will stop it from rolling.
To do a little bit of sport or just have fun. Pools are boring-> Easy pumpable water-badminton net, water-tennis net, water-volleyball net.
This is a must have for all mother's! A combined blanket, toy pillow, burping cloth, & teether that when combined is a baby holder!
Curtain Tamer. A small metal plate that mounts with a quality suction cup to allow you to use magnetic shower curtains with a non-metal tub.
Contoured bucket. Bucket is to be contoured to carry bucket either on the hip or the leg without bucket rolling to one side or the other.
iPhone vibration mode Cases
One Lid
foot rest
All in one Easy Pour and Strain pot. Cook, drain, serve your food with one dish. Great for cooks and saves you space in the kitchen.
A razor that is so narrow it can bend to the shape of your face or any part of your body. Quirky shaver
all in one tooth brush
"SEPARATE YOUR PETS LAUNDRY"
An iPad, iPod, or iPhone stand that can clip to your bed or wall so it can hover beside or above your head for easy movie watching or use.
Test
Cables on you wrist, a simple stylish bracelet that allows you to wrap your USB or earphone cables.
App that alerts calls your phone when you home electricity has gone down.
Digital Lunchbox: For the tech-savvy child, a lunch box to be proud of! One can learn, play games, and leave lunch requests for mom!
KITTY CANSEALER - THE FUNCTIONAL AND ATTRACTIVE WAY TO SEAL AND CONCEAL LEFTOVER CANNED CAT FOOD IN YOUR
REFRIGERATOR.
Modular Ironing System. Power base holds iron, steamer, or flat-iron. Storage unit holds accessories tight for snapping them to base.
Put a exhaust vent on a ziplock bag so that you can squeeze the excess air out after you have zipped it closed.
THE SECRET POST-IT - Write, paste and scrape! (resub)
Acceptable Receptacle (AR Box)
Stadium bench cup holder portable attaches easy fit in pocket or purse
Prevent Beer Explosions + Monitor &amp; Serve Your Beer or Other Beverages at the Right Temperatures Like a Pro!
Quick release power adapter for non-Apple laptops that does not use Apple's intellectual property.
Weather Throne Control
Dog collar, but with a built-in retractable leash. Never let a missing leash come between your dog and the things he loves again.
A flashlight where you can adjust the color, brightness, and shape. You can have different kinds of shapes, colors, and brightnessess.
The Sofasitter
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Spacio, the functional magazine rack with innovative design that will keep the organization of your publications, occupying minimum space.
DLC MAKER
Tag-Along Roll Call Wristbands
The product I have designed is a bed holster that can hold a hand gun, Tazer or pepper spray. The design is simple, inexpensive and hidden.
app enabled wall timer. Not a clock! but an actual countdown "timer"
Let the spatula and ladle piggy-back on your pots and pans and avoid sauce and drippings making a mess on the stove top.
Attachable/detachable tab for socks. Tab attaches & folds over top while wearing & attaches to the mate during laundry and storage.
Portable Wall Outlet
Key Slide Case
Revolutionary Eyeliner Applier
Imagine cutting shaving time in the shower by two thirds! Simply tripling the coverage you shave with each razor stroke will save you time!
Big cup for little hands: Please see pictures and description to see why this cup makes it easy for little kids
grip is important when using athletic equipment, instead of wearing a glove place the gripping device on the piece of equipment(bat,stick)
Reduce the bags you carry onto the beach with an All-in-one Beach in a Bag on wheels.
I would like to replace the standard, boring bike flag pole with one made using fiber optic rod and LED light for nighttime riding.
Ezee All Dispenser
TiLT
To prevent spiders from getting in, garden glove that zips closed after use.
kicking door
Auto Stir Crock Pot, crock pot automatically stirs's ingredients every hour
Zen Cosmetics Hub Station
PowerTags
Redesigned Pivot Power V2.0. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility. Includes USB and Vampire power drain shut off too!
Turn a bottle into a lantern with a small flashlight that screws onto a bottle.
Easy to use tile cleaning brush
A lamp inspired on Grafitti to create a stonger connection with the urban enviroment and open the dialogue if Grafitti is art or vandalism.
Household paint brush with detachable handle and container with sealable lid. Store brush in container and clip handle to side of container
Only Very Expensive BathTubs have a Place to Sit or Recline &amp; Relax Comfortably- Support &amp; Comfort is Now Available for the Tub Nearest
You.
ONE PIECE MAC CAPSULE ALUMINUM CASE - Track based, you slide it in and lock it. The handles slide out as needed. Optional see-through case.
Smart Glass Fridge Door
drink,shot, cup divider
Lip Balm Saver. Your lips need it and if found in your car it has melted away. Never lose it and finally make it through an entire stick.
ClearSound for iPad
An ultra narrow disposable and/or refillable razor for styling mens beards,mustaches or cranial hair.Nobody makes one for under $150.00.
A two piece receiver/transmitter that sends out a signal when the two pieces become separated by a predetermined distance.
SAFETY NAIL TRIMMER - Reinvent the Nail Clipper
The Room Notifier
Forever reuse a hole you've made on a wall using the "Pin-Head" screw anchor without ever damaging your wall or weakening the anchor.
iSpot
CallRing - A Ring that Flashes who is calling you and plays a tone depending on the action (Email, Text, Call)
A K-Cup Crusher. . .Reduce the Waste Space!
An Easy Way to Paint a Cooler: Customized Coolers for tailgates
Here in our office, we ALWAYS put labels to print in backwards. Well, how about having a label that prints on both sides!
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Mini/Micro Tap Light Stickers. Super small. Super cute. That's right, I said "super cute". Touch on/Touch off. Multiple sizes/colors/uses
Landinggear Tire Life Extender
Line Extension For Cappit
Helicopter man action figure. A 2 in 1 toy. A plastic action figure that clicks into a RC helicopter backpack and flies around the room.
A New Take on Pills: A dose planner water bottle that takes one more step out of the forgetful process of taking pills.
A tent that sets up/down at the push of a button with a built in air pump, air mattress, air seats/tables, screens and doors that close!
A hand-operated hair cutting instrument that combines the functionality of scissors and a comb, making hair cutting much more efficient.
Magnetic Knife Holder
Reach Back Moisterizer
Fizzy soda drink life extender
Smart Sense
Flipit is a fun/easy/convenient 2 in 1 condiments dispenser. Squeeze ketchup on top and just flip-it to get mustard on bottom.
"Lit Lids"! A Disposable Hot Beverage Lid With An Illuminated Strip Around the Mouth Piece. Sip Without the Spill.
Sea-Thru Viewport when installed into paddleboards/sport boards, allows the rider to see thru the board similar to a glass bottom boat
The Freezeblock Gutter System's unique sealing channel prevents water damage to homes resulting from ice dams.
Innovative new book light that stretches along the margin of the book, eliminating the glare in your eyes, and evenly lighting the page.
NO LINE LOTTO
PLEASE VOTE :) -- A Table top cheese shredder!!! It's personal, it's small, and it's easy to use (just like a salt/pepper grinder)
New idea for ashes after cremation. Instead of a urn a more personal thought. Use of a stuffed animal with a sipper pouch to the back of it.
Yum Nail
Car Guard! Protect your car at the Grocery Store Lot from Shopping Cart Damage! A fashionable, retractable, simple solution!
Portable Table Lamp Hybrid That you can use around the house with out always plugging and un plugging or changing batteries.
The Wireless Cord Eliminates the cord from any device with a headset jack to your ear buds.
App Enabled Boil Buoy-like Sensor - Can be powered by heat itself
When working on your car or around the house, there are tasks that require small hands free light. .
"KlipItDish"/Cup/Bowl Fastener
Bendable light - sort of like the bendy power cord that Quirky made.
SUNSCREEN THAT HAS AN ADDITIVE THAT MAKES IT VISIBLE ON SKIN WHEN SPECIAL GLASSES ARE WORN. THE GLASSES COME
BUNDLED WITH THE SUNSCREEN.
a light with a cord attatched so when you need to movit it closer or farther, just pull on the bulb
Golfision HUD Sunglasses
Functional and fashionable slip covers for cookware! Protect the cooking surfaces, keep them dust free and enhance decor while not in use.
Portable LED display with downloadable app witch lets you put your own wording or emoticons and express yourself. About 5 inch display.
Combine dental floss containers with toothpaste tubes; in the cap.
ilarm
I'am gammer, my unit will be a small button pusher to keep Xbox 360, playstation all of them , active when you set controller down
Magnetic serving utensils.
Spray your lawn while you mow - Lawn mower attachment to spray Miracle-Gro, weed treatment, or bug spray at the same time that you mow.
Noise Detector Switch combined with existing occupancy/vacancy sensor.
Scan translator
Turn your personal water craft or boat to clean lakes or large body of water with out even trying.. Even oil spills!
Motion Sensor Floodlight Security Camera App which alerts your smartphone whenever the floodlight is triggered
onepiece toothbrush
App to calls your phone when your storage unit has been broken into.
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Chemical hand warmer exists, why not chemical Cooler? Highly useful for injuries, beverage cooling, sweating in shoes avoidance...
Hate loosing your keys? How about an iPhone app that wirelessly connects to a small beeper on your keychain that rings loudly when activated
ZEN GARDEN = CORDIES + PEN ZEN. A bamboo tray w/ grass blades to hold your phone, wallet, keys, pens, and cords for ultimate ZEN.
The reinvention of the Hotdog/Marshmellow stick. A telescoping stick in the handle. The pointed end stores neatly away in the handle.
Got a naked pull-out garbage can in your kitchen cabinet? Picture a sleek, sexy cover that keeps in odors and keeps out bugs and pests.
Gloves that have small LED lights on the tops of the fingertips to light your way when working in dim places, such as under the car hood.
"GLASS BOTTOM" BEACH BUCKET. A BEACH BUCKET HAVING A CLEAR GLASS OR PLASTIC WINDOW IN THE BOTTOM FOR VIEWING
UNDERWATER.
The Water Towel
my idea is a portable motion activited led night light. this light helps people safely navigate the dark without shocking them awake.
Fruit vegi dispenser. A little wall flat kind of fridge to keep fresh fruits on top..older on bottom...transparent cover to show fruts
Steering wheel cover
Some of my Quirky'est Ideas hit me while showering. The Quirky shower marker lets you write them all down while showering please comment
Hoodwink
nail markerart
ï¼ˆ132 votes)Does not affect the iPhone touch and experience fashion portable waterproof protection case.(have video introduction)
Adhesive (or velcro) PAPER TRASH BAGS - ideal for TRAVEL. Various sizes and load. Resubmit after 180 votes. PROTOTYPE READY!
Doctor-on-call smart BP/pulse/cholesterol machine
GE Smart House monitoring system APP. Home security APP.
Infuzed
Mouse phone case
PDA Tentacle: Suction cup bass & HEAD for any PDA. Use apps to make a lamp, gps, supernova flower, whatever, whenever you need hands free.
Snatcher! Salad Tongs that not only pick up the big chunks, but also rake in the delicious harder to grab stuff on the bottom.
A small GPS device usable as a keychain.
CPR ASSIST. An app enabled handheld device that helps assist you to save a life. Tracks compression, proper rate and elapsed time.
a portable a/c and cooler with a cooling fan motor design. 2 in 1 concept.
3 in 1 picture frames with glass and matted, interchange, interlock, Large, Medium, Small, get creative by using all as one, or 1 with 2
Decorative light prisms, eggs,etc. set flashing in response to doorbell, phone, knock on door or alarm of many types
Light=Sight! Tired of cheater # going up? Attach a battery operated light bar to top of specs, the lights aimed down at reading material.
Floating Light Squid
Turn your kitchen into the most festive room in your house with this set of holiday/seasonal themed k-Cup Holders.
An electric heater that can latch under any table, plus a wrap around blanket that can turn any table into a kotatsu.
EZ Breezies
Sun Hanger
Brake Light Meter
Recordable storybooks that TURNS its own pages. Taking suggestions for influence!!
Introducing WRAP'IT! the ONLY headphone organizer that attaches directly and safely to your smart phone,ipad, kindle and more.
Strap gun
Innovation is invigorating in healthcare .. The Hartman Aspiration Retention Bag (HARB). Gastrointestinal Collection Device
Travel golf club, minimal
Phosphorescent Christmas Trees. Add jellyfish DNA to young tree cells resulting in Christmas Trees radiating their own colored light glow.
Plastic bag dryer plastic pole with suction on bottom (suctioned in bottom of sink) x on top Place bag on top Bag air dries
A serving tray that is designed with 6 inch sides and three dividers to help restaurants and bars save money.
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A device you put under the car that measures road friction and alerts you in case of SLIPPERY ROAD.
Retractable garage shelving. Ladder-type unit of swiveling shelves hanging horizontally from ceiling is lowered for use.
Cool Aid â€“ Your Personal Misting System
The Iron Maiden.
Big Bold Cabinet Labels: Older generation forget easily - bring there memory back with exactly what they need-- Cabinet labels
Leash bone - The best a leash can wish.
Dry erase clips for serving utensils to prevent from slipping in bowl OR rest on pot or counter. Label your dish or allergic contents.
Modular, magnetic coffee pod dispenser for your fridge or counter
Plastic plate/bowl/dish set with two holes in the base of each for locking onto a toddler/child's high-chair tray. No more spilled items!
Paint Saver
Pre-salted Beverage Napkin
Save time and money with Interchangeable eyeglass frames so you don't need to get and pay for new lenses every time you buy new frames.
COLORED &amp; FLORAL PVC FENCING
One shot cutter
E~COUPLED INDUCTION
Individual Home Tornado Alarm - App Enabled to Receive Tornado Warnings From Weather App on Phone - Light Flashing &amp; Alarm Sound
Power station that charges controllers for every major system all at once. No need for multiple chargers cluttering your gaming area.
Patchlight, the light-up network patch lead. Using a clear covering and EL wire, you can easily trace a single cable in a tangled bunch.
The Bag Genie-the easiest, less agonizing, more successful way to get all those piles of leaves you just raked up into the bag for disposal.
Celebrity Look Alike APP
Bladder Bath,portable,frame with bladder that attaches to the frame,use inside shower stall. plug releases water also for elderly
Under and on the side of bed storage.Slide between top mattress and box spring. Instant storage around the whole bed! No lifting mattresses
Our EasyKeyâ„¢ design allows users to organize, streamline, and access multiple keys while reducing bulkiness and clutter.
An IMP device that connects to your car tire. Tracks gps, speed, tire pressure. No insurance involvement. Sweet app shows data on charts.
Front opening trash can. The whole side of the trash canister opens on hinges, allowing trash bag to slide out. The end of bag ripping!
Multifunctional bed side Lamp with backup Battery power. App enabled Wink to control light from anywhere.
keg watcher
sustainable cradle
A modular multi-plug strip, where you can add or remove plugs as necessary.
CAR ZEN = CORDIES + PEN ZEN. A car organizer with grass blades to calm your cords. Clips to your AC vent!
A tablet computer in shape of "Palette" with handles and "thumb port" that allow the device to be held at any angle reducing strain.
The Hover Case
Beach Thing Herein + Towel = Shade + Dry Beach Towel!!!
This device( The paparazzi Phaser) is designed to help Celebrities or anyone being harassed by paparazzi photographers protect themselves.
Interchangeable Charger Head
My Breast Friend
Curls are back! Featherweight, bendable, fast drying net hair curlers.
Glamour shields
My Tunes Sonic Toothbrush
support for hair dryer,is called the third arm,because it eliminates a third person to be holding the hair dryer.
Ice straw:to have a cold drink instantly.(Resub)
Catbox with U-V Light
Motorcycle Crash Monitor
QuirkyApps same concept as Quirky but rather than developing ideas to make an object following same process to make Apps for iPhone, Android
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Handy long handle Back and Body Bath Washer. Switch it for an easier clean for those part of the body hard to reach areas.
Digital Cook`s guide
App enabled book scanner/reader. Any book/Any language. Device can download content to your smart phone, tablet, or Kindle as a book app.
Expandable Shady Paws/Shady Pets Canopy With Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric Resub.
Echo
Improved 3D Printer Bed
Never lose anything again! Put a sticky alarm on anything you don't want to lose!
snoozie pad
A GREEN on GREEN wastebasket made from recycled plastics that reuses plastic grocery bags, utilizes smile shaped slots to secure the bag.
Privacy wings
SHOWER POWER - Generate power from your daily shower! A turbine + removeable USB battery that charges while you clean!
Silicon Barbecue Stick Sleeve- No more burning that stick nor your fingers when making Kabobs
PRETTY CLEAN
This product will make it easy to thread a needle. It consists of a pin-cushion to which a magnifying glass is attached.
Multi-colored rope lighting that lets you select from the various colors within it. Leave the lighting in place all year long and enjoy.
This is a toy. It is a box filled with insects flying around and frogs trying to eat as many insects as possible.
Spider lamp - The table/wall/garden/lantern light!
Dirty or clean clothes? This pen detects sweat and dirt, eliminates the pain of smelling clothes to show whether they are dirty or clean.
plug my watch
Are you tired of throwing away money on new sunglasses simply because you keep scratching those expensive sunglass lenses.
A slow cooker that has the ability to set both start times and cook times. It will be refrigerated when not in cook mode to keep food fresh.
Wireless Headphone for TV
Here's a new twist on an old idea. It's the new way to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors Please leave comments / feedback
Belt Buddy or Belt Keeper
The Car Hanger! Hanger's neck has a hinge allowing it to be hooked onto headrests behind seats. Neck has a loop for more hangers.
Handy Sponge comes in the shape of a hand with each finger/thumb functioning independently inside the glove.It allows for thorough cleaning.
-FUTON POOL TABLEPRODUCT-PLACE
Bath reading light (water safe)
A Potty Training Aid for Little Boys
Designing your own clothing has been simplified with this pattern maker designer's ruler kit.
Sheets &amp; Comforter sets that have a split down the middle. With series of magnets. The idea is to not pull the covers from your partner.
An reusable pod filled with non toxic cleaners that will help loosen coffee ground build up and make cleaning from time to time easier.
360 SCISSORS
Time-Out, an hourglass filled with liquid and colorful sparkles. Helps discourage your child's inappropriate behaviours.
A Light that attaches to your wall like a PLUNGER.
"HOT-SPOTS!" Quirky/G.E. clocks that are WI-FI hot spots. This will allow greater internet coverage through out the home!AWESOME!
GUARDIAN ANGEL panic button using off the shelf technology tethered to smart phone and house unit that will transmit audio/GPS for help/911.
Want to make recycling easy? What happens to your empty shampoo bottles or scrap papers at your desk? Convenient, attractive, solution.
A wall dispenser for a Tissue box .
Digital door tag. Send yourself (or your loved one) reminders that can't be missed in the morning. Wifi-linked to any device on the Web.
Let's build a FUNKY/QUIRKY Hard Liquor Rack!
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A small LED light that attaches to the back of existing mail box that turns green when the box is opened (light activated from inside).
Chopping board which folds itself into a box;Place in fridge with leftover vegetables.Has strainer for cleaning vegetables;MagneticSnapClose
Cookie cup
Electronic or digital dot to dots. Comes with pin point stylus for great lines. You pick what you want to draw. Endless dot to dot fun.
Pet Food Dish stays Ant Free without poison. Dish screw-mounts onto spool/pedestal that snaps into Water Reservoir. Happy pets and people.
Lets go camping! It is a tent, but with an "Inflatable Floor." . U can have a 2 chamber floor to be able to inflate both sides or 1.
Kid's Toy Crane Ceiling Light
Deal with the slimy and wet kitchen sponges and bathroom soap, by letting them dry correctly without leaving a mess by the sink.
Unravel
CLEAN) Keep your sponge clean between washes with this UV Light container that stores and drys your sponge
Turn everyday unstructured mud into a colored "modeling play clay" for building and modeling things.
Master Power Brick
L E D lights installed in a sky light or solar tube with a solar panel and AA batteries to provide ambient light after the sun goes down.
On-Screen Speakers
Retractable,interchangeable map holder.
Smart Flash Drive Hairbrush:With Flash Drive built into the handle.#Resub 9 months ago.Now modified with App to access wirelessly.
It's a small cake, baked directly 'round a cone.
Reusable plastic swivel top for soda or beer cans. Prevent insects etc from getting into an opened can. Diff colors for identification.
Fiber Optic Electric Milk Dispenser:Lights up when you open refrigerator door,alerts when empty,expired,temperature &amp; freshness.
Want to swim but worried about leaving your hotel/car key,credit card,behind? The stylish, comfortable, waterproof armband is your answer!
Box Tops
Believe it or not, there isn't a decent Knitting Travel Case out there. This is it!
USB with EJECT BUTTON
SILICONE MOLD FOR GLASSES OF ICE AND CUPS OF COOKIE. You choose, hot or iced glass (cookie or ice)(resubmit)
The idea is a purse made of two parts, an inside liner with all the pockets and zippers and an interchangeable outer shell that zips to it.
Smart House
sign my yearbook
Woman can NEVER find what they are looking for in their handbags, ESPECIALLY at night. we need light in our bags!
Butt Scratcher - ScratChums!
It's a guitar neck cradle I call Cody the Roady. It supports the neck of a guitar while changing strings or maintaining the fretboard.
slinky on steroids
Charge while you sit. Now your portable folding chair is solar powered to charge when you need it. Camping, video your kid's game, etc.
No more back and forth to the garbage when cooking attach holder and bag to any counter remove when done fits any counter used for meal prep
doormat that lights up when you stand on it
Choices are becoming increasingly personalized, the world needs adhesive bandages for all types of skin!
Notify
Letâ€™s Reinvent the Four Wheeled Bike "Let's make it Kid's Sized!" Maybe Charge a Motor on it as well
A silicone gripper that you can leave around your glass oil bottles or jars to secure the bottle from slipping out of your hand.
Charge Your Gadgets With Ease with the Flip Out Shelf Outlet Plate! (Click to see the two proposed design solutions.) (Search: JARED JOYCE)
(RESUBMIT from 9/12/11) Keep your TOWELS, BLANKETS, PICNIC TABLE CLOTHS, ETC in place. These work on ANY SURFACE!
7days food &amp; water for my pets
Child-sized, collapsible shopping cart that is light weight, parent-friendly and easy to use! Flat to fit in the car, adult cart or carry!
All Directional Strainer
Integrated earbud storage device that lives on the earbud cord itself, not a separate part
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A colorful and animated cup clip that can be used with ease by children and adults to mark their cups and glasses.
$100 hot plate for wok
NiteCharge
its a standing light that can be dimmed, mood light, change colors (blue, black, red) panel that makes it run on solar or plug in
Automatic "Utility Washer"
Disposable shopping cart covers for babies! Convinient,cheap, and you can just throw away after use.
Disposable desk-top trash can. The unit is biodegradable and comes in fashionable colors to match any decor.
NO MORE SLEEPING BOBBLE HEAD BABY! We need a car seat head support that actually works!! As simple as putting a cap on your baby's head.
Serving bowls injected with gel, with lids, for serving cold salads.
AvoCaller
Advanced ring toss game
LIl Lock - Child Safety Device
Sensei
Shoe's with interchanging heels in various designs and colors that come in a design matching carrying case.
For a Fridge door ice/water dispencer a plastic chute to hold against the lever to fill a cooler a smaller version for water/thermos
Tap shoes with built in lights that line the front of the toe and the back of the heel on the shoe.
Smart Shopper
cutting board companion- plastic container that lays down flat with one edge tapered so you can easily scoop up chopped food into.
A toy featuring self-recorded sounds and space-age light effects. It illuminates boys imagination and makes them feel like superheroes.
sound attenuation
Self Moist or Sun
LED type light on the end of a flexible but stable tube to loop around your neck, other objects, or make a base.
This product addresses thumb pain and soreness while playing video games. This product is a durable, comfortable, second skin for thumbs.
A solar charged transparent ball-shaped light with a flat bottom, that will illuminate 360 degrees rather than just a spot(flashlight).
Now,I design a new plugboard.It is not only convenient for arranging cableï¼Œbut also the extended cable is easy to reach the power.
A cell phone finder
A set of ear bud headphones that has a detachable auxilliary cord.The cord will be detachable at the joint where the headphones split.
A wall mounted, lockable, designer etched mirror jewelry case
A portable wooden wood box
hangar that has expandable arms to fit any size garment. it would also have padded and rounded shoulders
A bulb that is a complete sphere. It has a cord sticking out of the top with the "on" and "off" switch on the cord.
Bras called Fruit Cups, based on the Dole Fruit Cocktail. Cotton, poly, spandex blend. Marketed in 4 oz cans with pull top.
If you have baseboards in your house or tv's on wall mounts then this could help you avoid damage to your walls, electronics and furniture.
Your shower may be getting blasting you with fatal germs. Now, We should remove these germs in showerhead easily, intuitively, directly.
Almost every house has outdoor solar lights in the front or back yard. We need to live in up the lights with holiday custom accessories!
Smart Phone magnifying glass
Steep tea the right way!
No-Wait, No-Waste Bottle Mount for the Shower
SPACE/FLOOR HEATER SAFETY UNIT
How many kids can say "hello" in 10 languages? Give 'em a head start &amp; with a Y.C.S.i! Pen.(Image by Peter Frazier)(Now GC Finalist)
Take a look at the photos of painted nails on pinterest. It's the thing to do right now. This manicure station is a must have for DIY nails.
Pets Die Every Summer Due To Extreme Heat - Even When The Car Window Is Left Down. WINK Car Temperature Alarm Might Prevent That!
Light Switch Wireless Speaker
Concrete Paint
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An aftermarket car-mounted signage system that can be used to communicate with other drivers on the road.
Quettlebell: a graduated kettlebell for beginners, seniors &amp; people with injury issues.
Time Capsule
Sandy Hands
"USB Memory Stick Holder" The USB Memory Stick Holder makes sure your files/data/images are exactly where they should be, everytime.
A simple & highly effective key holder without needing to recut your keys. Great because it removes pocket clutter & stops your keys poking.
Do you DRAG your heavy garbage/recycling bins to the curb weekly &amp; back? If you are 6'2" it might be easy, if not Can-Can can do it 4 you!
A clip-able Bluetooth keyboard or a double sided clip which can connect a tablet and keyboard together inexpensively.
AUDIO MESSAGE PAPER CLIP -Record detailed message directly or via app and clip to your documents or other location.
A ladies shoe that can be converted from an flat heel to a medium heel to a high heel in seconds.
I have a way to dig that takes no work. It uses house water pressure through a tip use the sand and gravel in the dirt to sandblast a hole.
Bendable sticks that have lights on the end. Bend to put where you want and also create letters for reminders of the day or create images.
Keep light when you need it without waking your neighbors with this compact, durable, battery-free light for your laptop keyboard.
Remote-controlled Reflexology Enhancement Unit
"Protec": An innovative, new emergency medication container featuring easy access, compact design, portability, and security.
A Picture Frame with a clear sleeve to slide in art work/photos/posters easily
Lighted koozie coolers for beer and soda cans.
Electronic or battery operator squirrel that acts like just a real one. Jumping from tree to tree or running back and forth on a fence.
One piece sturdy deck rail planter with multiple color potential and variable shape designs.
Induction Remote Organizer
If we create covers for smartphones, tabltes and laptops with plastic solar we'll never stay uncommunicated for battery discharged
Pointing Instrument wearable
on my own trimmer
My idea is called Shear 2.It is a longer shear which is easier to reach high places.It is also able to bend.
BBQ-Friend
Kinetically bluetooth headset
Dual-purpose Baby Mat - Helps babies learn to sit without bonks &amp; learn to crawl without slipping on hard floors. Cushioned/grippy/portable.
App Enabled Car Alarm, Lets you know when your car door or trunk is opened.
Slotless Racers use Line Follow &amp; Radio Control Technology; Real driving action, Change lanes, No tracks, Print your own course any size!
Weave-It!
spillproof kid juice bag straw
Fridge-to-table buttermill â€” spread the word!
Magnetic Silicone or fabric Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door,
During LIVE TV COMMERCIAL breaks, "THE MASTER" INTERFACE BOX AUTOMATICALLY switches to favorite videos, commercials, real time
shows or web!
Add a light at the end of a phone charger so you find the part your plugging into your phone easier,for when in a dark room or dark car!
Flashlight capable of using any battery.
A bed-type float with a layer of blue freezer gel . When its deflated you can fold it up and freeze it. Freeze and chill out at the pool.
Wall Art
Pivot Power Mini European
Package a series of body adhering designs similar to those used in creating "ink" tattoos. Use while getting a tan, then discard.
Water Spray Bottle
A cereal container with a built in strainer so that cereal crumbs don't end up in the bowl.
Itâ€™s freezing in here! Thermo Light highlights every place cold air is sneaking in. Temperature profiles pinpoint the problem.
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Digital Camera with Live Image Shower on Front Of Camera. Subjects Can See The Photo Being Taken of Them Real Time &amp; Know They're Right.
All in One Bottle Opener
Universal Couponing APP. Save Money!
USB stick with a monitor so you can see what files are on it.
Level alert
Throwing Lights
iPhone case/lock box.
A cable holder that clings to the back (or side) of a desk
This product would not only increase safety for our diabetic children on the road but for others who share the road.
Darkening windows
All in one notebook, great for high school &amp; college students! Isn't better if you have all in one place?
I think it would be nice if it was biodegradable, there is a lot of waste with the small packets.
A pet toy that cleans. A sliding cleaner that a dog can jump onto and place its pawn on it and it will slide. Dog has fun &amp; floor is cleaned
The Spry-Light
Tired of mixing cupcake batter, then having to try to pour the right amount into the molds or find a spoon and scoop the correct amount.
I want make a universal stand for different mobile devices from four flexible legs. To use a phone for Gps in the car or watching a movie.
Inductive charge w/speaker
This SCrub BRUsh will make cleaning easier!!! Especially when CLEANING THE TUB!!!!! THE BRISTLES SPIN/ROTATE from your back and forth
motion
Clear Molded Plastic Cube That Lights When Shaken
Not your ordinary laundry bag
The Lightwave - A beautiful sculpture that lights up for any purpose: low light, general room lighting, and a reading lamp all-in-one.
My idea is an Adjustable Medicine Ball with a Kettle Bell attachment. The Medicine Ball can grow by adding layers from 2-12 pounds.
A silicone ice tray that makes an igloo for a 6 pack of drinks.
Heat Protective i phone case
Light meter kit that allows you to map out the lighting needs of your home, or to find the perfect lighting for your favorite reading spot.
Indy Fresh Coffee Packs
Home Meat Curing Box
Electric Rake/Broom: Stop the manual labor of raking leaves! This item will sweep leaves into a pile for collection.
Extra snaps on baby pajamas, onesies, and socks to keep them together and to fold them neatly in a manner where they do not come apart!
USB flash drive &amp; USB light Use super bright LED can adjust brightness and easy to use
A Knife Stabilizer: control knives and make preparing meals easy and safe.
iPhone 5 PIANO CASE. One or All of the Black Keys flip out to act as a Stand.
Multi-condiment spreader resub. One end spreads butter, the other jelly, for example. No contaminating jars. No messing the table with goo.
Parasol de table
Cell Phone Notification regarding Current status of the Air Furnace Filter.
Window Wonders
I want to create a real â€œICE CHESTâ€ for the freezer! This ICE CHEST will insulate keeping foods frost free.
â€œThe Udder Dryerâ€ is a non-motorized, multi-port, glove and boot-liner dryer that utilizes the same forced air that heats your house.
Google Glass charging station (Think of Core for iphone) Beautiful, stunning, piece of art to show off your $1500 Google Glass
Quick for a Second
Add a USB Charging Hub to the MacBook charger! It replaces the current two-prong adapter with a two-prong adapter + USB ports!
Adhesive, disposable, moisture-wicking shoe liners for people who like to go barefoot inside their footwear.
App-Enabled Beverage Rack - Know When You Are Running Dry... Track Multiple beverages (e.g. beer, coke, juice)
Stretchy Rubber/Silicone License Plate Frame No Tools, screws, or nuts required. Just stretches on!
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A glass coffee mug with a silicon sleeve and lid.
All-terrain wheeled cooler with contained battery-powered inflater/deflater.
Batt Skate
Inflatable Lazy River Pool
BIHSC
The Boomer Chin-Chin Strap The Boomer Chin-Chin Strap is a gag gift for the Boomer generation. It provides the effect of a facelift!
Fig Newton container
Flexible shelves adaptable to all types of medicine cabinet.
Combo Bowl with Egg Cracker
My idea is a animal door that grooms the dog or cat going in &amp; out through it, every time the animal walks through it gets groomed.
A REAL Self-Cleaning Microwave
A jewel that can turn into another, depending on the user's taste. This is done just by turning a shaft.
portable lunch box warmer
Beach bag that unrolls like a larger version of a toiletry bag for your traveling bathroom needs but bigger and for the beach
Re-usable fake nails that girls can design themselves! Stick, color, erase, re-use! RESUB with 82% view/vote ratio.
Cat drug delivery system
In pedestrian cities its hard to see when xing the street with a stroller. A motion det. on the front of the stroller can buzz if its unsafe
iPad Mini Bluetooth Speakerphone Case. Take phone calls from your phone on your iPad!
I am pitching a Crock Pot Agitator, or arm that attaches to Crock Pot and stirs the pot at selected intervals of time.
Personal compact coffee brewing appliance for your coffee craving hours at: your Studio apartment, Office, Teacherâ€™s lounge, Family home?
iPhone Drop Harness
The painter's dream tool. Removes wet paint roller pad from the roller handle easily and cleanly - plus it opens paint cans and closes them.
A rectangular rain barrel. It is lightweight and collapsible so it stores easily. It is easy to "tuck away" in your landscape design!
Small Tilly
My idea is a simple, horizontal tooth brush holder. Instead of the standard, vertical versions. Benefits discussed below!
" Watch "-full Eye
Product:Wheelits. Tiny clip on lights for your vehicle rims.Battery or solar powered, creating a circular line of light while in motion.
Dog Thermometer for Cars
Shower clamp
Game Face Printer
Slot together Re Cycled Plastic Furniture/shelving Range, slots you can do with this NEW material Design Idea. suggestions welcomed
Garden Assistant
Plunnel
Smart ID card (reusable) for conferences, meetings or events.
IONIC PROPULSION JET ENGINE
Tak Lite - A tiny LED flashlight with an optional tack attachment.
Tired of losing container lids? How about a lid within a lid, two lids in one. The outer lid snaps onto container and the inner can open.
SUPER GADGET wallet card!!!
Having a magnetic clip that you could stick to any pot or frying pan, in order to hold the spatula will simplify the life of everyone.
Counter Clean with Steam
App Enabled car speed and cell phone/texting monitor tracker, disabler and speed limiter device for teenage drivers.
You have unrolled a roll of lace, a thread or anything that can roll (and is non sticky). How do you roll it back?
I've fallen and I can't get up!! Bluetooth Emergency Pendant for seniors that already have a cell phone.
No more scummy K-Cups!
A storage/recharging rack for battery powered hand vacuums (Dust Buster, etc.) that mounts on walls without drilling holes and can be moved
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A simple Bookmark recording how much you have read
Rumble Riderz
Flashlights only give a single beam of light. The Sphere produces a 180 degree globe of brilliant light in all directions; 1000% more.
I am pitching a wheeled lift chair to help someone that may have fallen down and can't get up.
Rubber/Gel grips with magnets in them and magnet bar to help store kitchen utensils. Use existing utensils and hang them wherever you want!!
Cabottle
A folding plastic plate that folds into (4) portions. The joints will be made of an FDA approved type rubber that is microwave safe.
COMPOUNDING PROPULSION
Doorbell with on/off switch
Pooch Peek
Floating TEE BALL! Lets make TEE BALL more exciting by making the ball float. Using Bernoulli's Principle. See video link below.
Archipelago Lighting
UltraCool Key Chain with lights / laser beam / eclipse viewer and compass. Every astronomer or amateur (scout) would like this.
Rotating Oven Rack
My idea is a solar heated memory foam sleeping bag with attached pillow all with removable zippered cover for easy washing.
Cloud-Enabled Collar Cam
Track 4 Bags at one time - ANYWHERE! TRACK R BAGS - The First Smartphone App Based Multi Luggage Tracking System
Need to exercise while sitting at your desk, why not charge your iphone too.
Roller/coaster planter mover and coaster
PONY EXPRESS App Keeps the News on Time and off the front yard! Use this new Newspaper Bin with a record system .
Transformable Flashlight-Use It Anywhere!Multiple LEDS can be grouped together as a flashlight or divided to spread light
Outlet-Alarm: Protect Your Devices &amp; Laptops From Theft! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
NO MORE RAKING LEAVES! The Rake Be Gone,Ground Cover is a product that eliminates back and shoulder pain and save you time money
GUARANTEED
Quick Sticka
Working glove with a note pad that let you take notes while you are in the middle of something.
I want to expand the viewing area of the ipod touch by designing a magnifying glass sheet ( the size of a screen protector , at least )
A push bar, that attached to every existing baby storoller/coach and allows you to walk SIDE, BY SIDE with the baby.
Illuminated Toilet Seat and Cover poviding safety and hygiene at night in particular unfamiliar locations,hotels.
Light Savonius Rotor
I.D. ME! - PANTIES Identification inside children and women panties. Phone, name, address and birthdate sewn on a label.
Power Outlet with Retractable Recharger. Charge iPhone, Android, Kindle, PSP2 etc. When done, cord retracts into wall. Cord clutter begone!
Eternally Yours
A virtual keyboard that can be used on an I device..
The new 3 in 1 breakfast grill makes hash browns, waffles, and transforms into a mini griddle. RESUB
Sleep Analyzer Mattress Topper
A lingerie bra cup protector designed to snap over each cup to prevent damage and maintain shape while packed for travel or storage.
Meet the magnetic cooking timer that can magnetize itself to a pot on the stove!!!!
Floating Music/Phone Cooler
The Cook's Assistant
PEN/PENCIL SOCK! Pensleeves. grips w Endless designs; sports, colors.
Human Usable passwords
Collapsing TrashCAN &amp; YardWaste Bin!!!!!! makes removing yardwaste, leaves or Trash Easy
My idea is to come up with a solar power cooking set, things like grills,sauce pots, frying pans, so you can cook with out fire.
DOGGY BACK SCRATCHER: Allows your dog (or cat) to get a back scratch anytime the urge hits, even when you're not home. AH, THAT'S THE SPOT!
Everything you need in one place ipad case - Ipad holder on one side and on the other side - everything you need at your finger tips
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A bug trapping device, allowing for simple relocation of an insect from the indoors to the outdoors. No squashing. Minimized squeamishness.
A puke container designed with a rim curved inward to help control the fluids from sloshing out. Gross, I know, but needed.
A beach bucket with a clear bottom,when you hold it in the water you can see because there's no surface glare.find shells see you caught
The Multi Tier Drying Rack is an apparatus that allow the consumer to dry an abundance of their lay flat to dry clothing.
Garden Bot #WINK
Collapsible can drink cooler with lid to keep your unfinished drink cool and clean. Small enough to be carried around in the pocket.
flexible led light for iphone
Sleep Buddy parents sleep easy
Solar Shaver
Plastic &amp; metal line of storage bins w/drawers that let you "click" up/down &amp; in/out to the size needed for a perfectly flush fit everytime!
Interactive PDF Reader
Comfortable and functional rim to plastic/paper cup. This innovation makes easier and safer the use of the plastic/paper cups.
EVERYDAY IS A GIFT or MAKE A DIFFERENCE EVERYDAY is an inspirational/motivational wristwatch that displays the number of days you lived !
Design and Color Changing Shoe
The Toilet Brush soap dispenser allows you to fill the brush with toilet cleaning soap and dispenses it for efficient results and hygiene.
s.u.p. floor caddy
The all light flash light works for every situation from dim to bright from focused to spread out.
My idea is the "Telescopic Key Chain Back Scratcher" which essentially is made of stainless steel and is a cool product.
CRAZY HELMET - Customizable bicycle helmets. Why limit ourselves to normal helmets? Why not mix & match all sorts of attachments? - YOLO!
small thing to help quickly align and fold the earphone
A glass with LED light module and a sensor reacting to weight or temp. of the fluid in the glass that controls the light's intensity.
A Barbie sized doll collection for children that reflects real people. Dolls would be of a variety of ages, gender, culture and interests.
LED solar powered stick-on running lights for motor vehicles (Cars, SUVs, Pick-up Trucks, etc.).
Have you ever tied a towel on your head and it falls off? well i want to fix that by putting a type of velcro or button towel hat thing.
Why stumble around in the dark when you could light your way? This trekking stick shines a wide beam, illuminating uneven terrain.
12, 24, 36, Where are the two dozen egg holders?
Foldable chrome clothes drying rack that mounts to the wall in the tub/shower with moveable high-strength suction cups.
Door not sticking? Too lazy to reset the the door knob apparatus? Just glue this rubber nub on to the latch and move on with your life!
Children's spinning night light. Plug in or take with you for emergency flash-light ( See Video's)
Personal Mini-Speakers that you can magnetically attach to your clothes. A comfortable way to listen to music on your ipod when exercising!
Cook's Comb
Car Door Condoms - Prevents unwanted "scratch accidents" by slipping on the edge of car doors. Never get a car door in trouble again!
Soap refill bag for counter soap dispenser.
Have Fun, Make Chewing Gum DIY
A flashlight / light bulb combination for attics, basements or anywhere you never have quite enough light.
Wayout creates lights that corresponds with fire and smoke detectors to help people and first responders find exits during a fire.
Superior IC engine.
Finger Print Elininator
App-enabled tool to let you know inventory of your home library books and their location on shelves
take peculator and put a electric heating base with cool to the touch bottom and this will make
Surf and Turf: Mini Smart Device Raft
"Clean Hand" a rubber gripper that you can use to grab the phone or soap bottle when your hands are dirty or contaminated from meat.
ALLOY MECH
Pendant that reacts when is approaching to the similar one. Maybe it will help you to find the twin soul.
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Butter churn to make homemade butter(flavors too!)
Byo-Charge
Quick-Taper for painting
SOS! Save Our Supplies!
A pet feeder that identifies individual pets and dispenses food and water according to a profile set by the owner.
Surface Cleaner with detachable handle, ergonomic palm use with liquid cleaner insertion
My idea is a shower brush with a long hollow handle which can hold soap. A button dispenses the soap to the brush.
Smart Robotic Spray Painter
WALLBRIGHTIME. 4 Digital Units to Hang on the Wall which are app enabled to change color and Show Time. # WALLBRIGHTS. RESUB.
Tootsie-scrubber applies soap to your whole foot,scrubs between your toes,and completely washes both feet while showering - without bending!
Best Way To Brush Your Dogs teeth

3of9

Noise-blocker
Zire - Your Wire Organizer
45 degree angle handle dumbbell for performing stand-up bicep curls.
Cordless Hand Vacuum Cleaner Pole Extension - Easy as 1 2 3
Re-Invent/Redesign "Citrus Juicer" that has two rotation and it is affordable. It need to be have better improvement and strong material.
"Snooze Cube" Set an alarm without opening your eyes? A Napper's Delight!
A device that slips around the index finger to pivot the finger for easy and legible handwriting changing the way we use pencil and pens.
GlOW IN THE DARK TOILET BOWL PEDAL. Never forget to put up the toilet bowl again day or night!
A pet collar with a remote activated light.
a flat tool that can attach to any vacuum cleaner hose, to clean under refrigerators or under low sofas or beds.
SNAP WIRE TIEs -Clip Snap Hide
No more shower curtain problems with Squeeze lock!(Shower clip)
Key Chain, very small detachable car cell phone charger, belt clip or pocket, USB port on one side, 110v power converter on other side
It is very difficult to carry an infant/toddler/newborn in today's car seats and car seat carriers - I have the solution!!
Submixible
I think the majority of people still brew tea on the stove. I think this little gadget could help out alot of folks.
We all know how annoying it is to cook for one person, to have to cut numerous eggs in a pan! This product solves both problems in one go!
App-Enabled Bottle(resubmit)
Stylish and contemporary magazine storage system that organizes your favourites and shows off your design style!
Vintage soap opera movies
NO MORE WIRES! The new Quirky solar powered Bluetooth AUX input for your car. Great for your MP3 players and cell phones.
Case that includes basic first aid items such as band aids, Advil/Aspirin, CPR instructions, and antiseptic. Perfect for parents!
SIMPLE JUMP DRIVE/PORTABLE HARD DRIVE for your TELEVISION. NO DVR MONTHLY FEE. Record Hulu, Netflix, Video Games, YouTube
Automated Home pill dispenser
GPS mount system made for a car cup holder.
I think there should be a lamp/digital alarm clock device.
SPRAY IT YOUR WAY! (Re-Sub)
A cart with a front swing open front to make removing items easier.
Use GE's Dual Cooling Jet technology to make a better aftermarket desktop CPU cooler, allowing computers to run faster and quieter! Video
Dog leash with an integrated flashlight
Picnic salad or food holder to keep food cold
FUSIONBAR - A sleek gizmo to 'fuse' your iPad to your MacBook Pro's screen and use it as an additional display to expand your desktop.
Temperature Stick. COOLS down your hot soup or WARMS up your chilly juice!
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Soap Organizer
Workout Supplement Dispensor
The vibrating beach chair, it's ideal to relax your muscles. This chair it's also portable, easy to carry, durable and water-resistant.
The endless candle centerpiece is a very retro twist on the candle holders of today. Simple idea, complex by design!
hjh
Peace Of Mind Jewelry holds medication and water in the form of a necklace and pendant.
Sunglass Speakers
D.A.D. Driving Assist Device
Flexible Lighter with Snuffer - Easier to light and snuff out your candles.
The idea is to solve the inability to see inside bottom kitchen cabinets because of low lightings when you open the kitchen cabinet door.
Quirky Drawing / Vector App
Sweet wakeup
Modernize the home-plate umpire's handheld counter. A smartphone APP that registers balls and strikes.
Playhouse for girls and boys-No Tools Needed-Individual, Interchangeable Wall Panel Designs can be sold separately. CHECK OUT BATMAN PIC!!!
Honeyrize your veggies
CartTarp covers shopping carts taken outside on wet days. Extends over edges and pulled taut for maximun protection from the elements.
The soapy foot scrubber sits on the shower or bath floor. It dispenses soap when pressure is applied. Clean feet without bending over!
Tooltime! This is a Dead Blow Hammer with a Handle.(replaces the usual) Alu Head replacable. In other dimensions it has even more potential.
To have an easy tear on cereal boxes for consumers to place in cereal container for data transparency, like ingredient lable, etc,.
Problem...dips fall off apple slices. Solution: Apple slicer that creates a scoop to hold pb and caramel, etc..
Air trimmer
COIN BILL
Love shaving, but hate mess?! The idea is simple, to have a shaver with integrated hoover which would would avoid any mess being created.
Old Man Snow Shovel - Pump up this spring powered snow shovel. This is funny but http://www.quirky.com/ideations/473267 is a REAL shovel.
This invention does everything! It holds glass, bottles,coffee cups, your pants,your keys,ponytail,You name it.It adjusts to all sizes.RESUB
Stop Shaving Cream Can Rust
What if laundry bags could dissolve into detergent? You'd never have to lug around a heavy plastic detergent bottle or hamper again!
A torchiere-style floor lamp with built in fans to keep you cool in any room.
The All-N-1 toothbrush is much better than Colgate's Wisp (which assumes you will swallow the plaque and guck you are brushing) - Yuck!
Super-compact, lightweight, easy to carry, easy to store stroller!
uv resistant plastic ware
No More Carbonated Drink Overflow!
It's a LoJack for your bicycle. A small gps tracking device placed on your bike can lead you or the police to a stolen or missing bicycle.
Hair Prong
Better Butter Bin - with slotted central ridge.
Car Door Protection when parked
"Nail" polish for shoes. Color your shoes today for the red dress and change them tomorrow for the blue evening gown.
Nurses need a little light on their badge reels, so they can work in rooms that need to be kept dark.
es un aparato que ahorra gas es las estufas domesticas
A rack that loads and unloads bikes, luggage, etc. Makes it easy to put items on the roof of your car, suv, etc., with the push of a button.
New Beam
A paint roller tray that can make a difference! Made from bamboo or fallen palm tree leaves. Q-Green we are losing the plastic!
Exercise to the Max
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A battery pack case for MacBookâ€”like the Mophie Juice Pack for iPhone, but for a MacBook! Protection, extra battery life and no hot laps!
We waste the most water in bathrooms. Be aware of water usage w/ App. enabled shower head that indicates how much water is used.
Drying towels on a balcony is synonymous with vacation! Losing it to the wind will never happen again with this energy saving item.
YOUR Headphones by Harman
A light on an adjustable rod that can fit in small dark areas in the house.
SCARF/HAT IN-ONE! Its a scarf and hat fused into one. Wear it on your head and/or wrap it around your neck and face for complete warmth.
Lamp that runs on electric but at the same time is a charging emergency flashlight. Base of lamp is charging base for flashlight.
A waterproof/sandproof phone/mp3/ipad sound system that can be used outdoors without being plugged to power outltes
A multi-functional product that wraps four products into one. Its a high-lighter, reading light, magnifying glass and book mark All in one
Instead of having multiple clocks to keep track of different time zones,have one clock with multiple hour hands,each labeled accordingly
Two umbrella set for two people.
Wasp Blaster
For women, a ring on the finger that opens up into a small mirror. Rings will come in different sizes and designs.
Take two electronic devices. One USB receiver connected to mobile device. Connect a second transmitter on your homes service cable. TV to go
BiteCap! Bite, sip and go! Replace your plastic water bottles caps for a more comfortable, reusable, fun and practical one! More the pics
Want to get rid of lawn weeds without using chemicals, flame throwers or cumbersome appliances? Let's build an electrically powered zapper!
Adjustable trunk-lid strap
Plant stand that attaches to the top of office cubicles
Master Clothe Steamer
Baby selfie bouncer
Pizza Tray with POP UP RACK. Bake on the tray and pop up to cool, or bake on the rack and no melted cheese falling in the oven or burns!
iPhone case with old style note pad. Has notepad, and small pen which can double as stylus. Not bulky, like current cases.
Shopping Sling
ShowerPad
A commercial-grade sole that can attach to any shoe to make it non-slip. Look professional/fashionable at work while being safe from a fall.
Upgrade any broom with a small cylinder vacuum that clips on the handle like a dustpan - leave no dirt behind!
A simple, small and inexpensive attachment for a common dry household vacuum cleaner which gives it the ability to suck up liquids/debris.
EASY PLUNGE â€“ The first innovation to the plunger that eliminates back splash and provides a new stress free way to plunge your toilet.
Meal-Server: Serve Breakfast, Lunch, &amp; Dinner In One Trip! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) New Design!!!
Large screen used as the 'wall', hanged at home or office, enables you to publish your thought, photos etc, for your local social network.
Pet Game Box-Austin Challenge
Interconnect
Everyone loves the smell of coffee. Not many people will brew a pot of joe just to get that characteristic (and wonderful) smell.
Reheatable Steel travel mug
I'd like to invent a game, "Once Upon a Time", which consists of magnetic words, i.e., "princess", etc., for an individual or a group.
The iPaQ is an ipod memory/battery pack that plugs into your ipod or iphone. You could load music/video/apps & have extra battery life.
Smartphone and tablet chargers are too bulky, and the cords are too short. (Click for solution and more pictures)
Catch-It Can
Fire String
Overhead Height Clearance. Advance warning system to alert truck operators of overpass height restrictions. (Resub)
Universal Game Board
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Sesame (as in Open Sesame!) is an app-enabled garage door indicator. Sesame Pro adds remote control, scheduling, logging &amp; alerting.
In shower massager 4 CrossFit
Presence Sensor Alarm Clock
Magnetic towel neoprene or heat insulation for the door of the oven, which prevents burns in children
My idea is to come up with a solar power cooking set, things like grills,sauce pots, frying pans, so you can cook with out fire.
Rotating(heated)Ice Cream Scoop - battery or ac operated with removable scoop for easy cleaning. Sideways scoop - different shapes and sizes
easy wright
Deep plate with platform, wich lies under dining plate makes free space between plates where you can put bones, leavings and used napkins.
An Automatic retractable chalk line. A reinvention of the carpenters chalk line.
Aquadent: a dental tray. Holes are placed strategically inside in front,back. connect to faucet. Flush your teeth clean with faucet H2O.
A LIGHT THAT GOES ONTO YOUR PENCIL !!! Write in dark places without turning on a lamp!
Be a Pod packing individualist.
re-invent the tent! make a new tent structure that inflates with any style of pump. easy, durable, safe, comfortable and very convenient.
Fun character combs for kids.
Magnetic Headlights for Your Lawnmower. RIDING MOWERS HAVE THEM, WHY NOT PUSH MOWERS?
smart outlet/ligth switch hub
RULEZ
Lets create an awesome closet light that works on rechargeable battery packs eliminating the need for wiring in the worst spot...the closet.
Carryall to Keep Bottles for Daycare Upright and Insulated as well as Provide Storage Compartment
Band-touch
Tired of having your phone or other small devices fall out of your pocket or purse? Try this new innovative and stylish anti-slip cover!
People always adjust table light to the brightest. Does it always needs to be such bright? We are wasting power with this unconsciousness!
Mini urinal that attaches to a household toilet. Similar to what you see in modern porta potties now available in a house.
Christmas lights with a specific color theme.
Curvey
Forever Postcards! Blank photo paper for the printer with a forever postcard stamp on the back. Buy now for your future DIY announcements!
Portable car seat
PRIVACY DIGITAL TRAVEL PILLOW
Nothing draws the flavor from coffee like a good old fashion percolator. Add a darkness sensor and you get a consistent brew every time.
The Green Skirt
To create a device that will prevent driving after been drinking not meeting the legal alcohol levels.
Wifi enabled mouse trap
Men Can Do Laundry Too. My product is a laundry detergent and fabric softener that doesn't smell like fresh flowers, but smells manlier.
All terrain, stair climbing wheelchair accessory: use wheels to zip aound and spider-like legs to get you up and down,
Its a flashing, amber warning light to let a driver know when the car ahead of him is slowing down
A security App that detects when someone either sits on, kneels on, or moves a seat cushion placed on the front seat of your vehicle.
Instant Pendant Lights - Battery Powered, LED Lights that Easily attach to the ceiling, No Electrician Needed
An external method for control of urinary incontinence in uncircumcised males embodying a comfortable, safe penile foreskin clamping device
Power strip that securely suctions to any surface to allow easier access &amp; uncluttering of desk/floor space without putting holes in wall.
Thunderbolt Multi-Device Hub / Dock - Control Multiple Devices from One Cable!
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled! RESUB
SLIMLINE Cabinet Storage: Attaches to Wall,Only Seven Inches Deep, for Entries,Hallways,Offices. STORE Shoes,Handbags,Folding Chairs! RESUB
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This device will guide you to cut precisely cake, pizza, pieâ€¦etc into equal pieces and as number required without making the mess!
Torch for protection.A power torch in front and a laser dazzler behind. Torch shows us way and laser stop any person chasing us.
Dog Popsicle Maker Healthy Summertime Treat. Fill With Goodies and Freeze. Enrichment Activity Relieves Boredom.
Happy bucket
Jello Shot Box
PRO LIFE SOCKET
Economical Space Saver Indoor Clothes Dryer. Fits between the washer and dryer. Works in any laundry area. Humidity Sensor &amp; Fan
This is a all in one small size storage bag that hangs in the closets,
Smart, configurable headphones
App-Controlled Pet Toy
The MOST versatile cutting board on market (cutting board, splash guard, slicer, grater) and very convenient to use. A winning idea! (L)
The Flight-Less Beach Towel
E-Z Grip
"Knife Assist!!" Cut like a Pro! This simple item will help anyone cook faster!Works with any size knife! Cook like a Champ! WOW!
SPAGO .. Spaghetti Storage And Dispenser Select exactly how many portions are required ...By AWESEMO
Hosting a party? Pass out individually unique clips that fit the top of cups glasses or bottles to help guests keep track of their drink!
Fast Girl Panties A new and innovative panty design to help ladies/people on the GO feel fresh and clean FAST!
Hardshell Sit-up/Workout Sleigh
Go ahead. Double dip. ChipWhiz! is the perfect potato chips companion for any party (and quite possibly, the long-lost brother of Pringles).
Automatic Closet Light that attaches under top of closet door frame, or down low to light floor area.
Flashlights that Stick Together!
Cable Loopster - cable management for individual or groups of cables. Perfect companion to Contort!!
Dizbow - toss discs for fun!
Illuminates the way to safe egress & communicates to 1st responders during the critical first moments as they arrive.
a lamp that is less intrusive and allows you to use it while in a room with someone else without disturbing them like reading in bed
Modern Tiki Torch "To-Go" (Combination Tiki Torch / Hand-Held Lantern)
Tape measures are the tape cassettes of the modern era. It's time to go digital. No tape attached.
Pen Clip Holder For Laptops And Desktops.Always Have A Pen/Pencil Available. Easy To Attach Soft Silicone Holder sorry trying upload pic
You wake up every morning, go to sleep every night, and there's something that you do before these two actions, you brush your teeth.
A Pegboard-style Medicine Cabinet Organizer that maximizes the total volume of your medicine cabinet. (See the VIDEO)
Pen-a-phobia
Hide a cord
Audio toy for Seniors that tests mental skills and reflexes. Mr. Charlie Chaplin can entertain them for hours on end.
Face putty and matching makeup. Fill in those fine facial age lines and extend youthful appearance.

4of9

Rotatable electric can-opener with drainer and automatic lid remover
Use your phone to know what's in your purse, backpack, briefcase, suitcase.
Trim your Lawn with a APP enabled drone. Monitor your lawn mower drone with your smartphone.
No Ladder Light Fixture
Sponge wand with retractable hard scraper. Push Bic pen like button to extract and retract. Sponge reaches in glasses and flexes to surfaces
MiSound: iPhone case with TWO HIGH QUALITY SPEAKERS built right in! I dare you to "Listen to MiSound!"
MagMagic
Thousand Color Pen
FOGPONICS can radically change the game by itself or as an addon to the PatioAquaponic system &amp; help turn every home into an organic garden.
t-ready
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When I would play my racing game video there was no way to hold the steering wheel,but in your lap. I made a stand out of pvc pipe .
Blinking nightclub/rave clothes or accessories that sync to music.
Lightning Bug an improved bicycle safety light - Light up the Night - [See Animation]
Invert
Uv cell screen germ killer
Lighted Washer Board Games, no more using bright expensive outdoor lights to see the washer board game holes.
Instantly create a new outfit with the same wardrobe ....
Is Baby Out Of Bed?
Handheld device allows elderly to easily record & replay thoughts and stories with a time/date stamp that can be transferred to a computer.
Child Smart Shoe Insole
The passive aggressive weight
Pastry board - a new solution
Upload photos/video from digital camera to cell phone, Facebook, Instagram, Email Etc. WITHOUT A COMPUTER
design a light, motion activated, clipping on a generic walker,'nightwalker,"a happy 80 year old camper who can get to the toilet in time!
Miniture deodorant sticks for people on the go. perhaps along on the size of chap stick for the lips but something small for the armspits.
Pan Temperature Guage
The WallBall is a massage ball primarily for your back. It is suspended on the wall and rolls within its casing so the ball never falls!
(UC - Revised) Bluetooth headphones where the receiver can be plugged into your stereo, speakers, etc. Wireless audio everywhere!
Base light is threaded into an enclosure:cube;globe,etc. Enclosure openings hold threaded flexible rods that light up - think porcupine!
The"Helping Pan"=the need 4 an extra hand while pouring food from a hot/heavy pan. Not only 4 support, it assists the elderly &amp; disabled.
a flexible credit card sized/shaped reading glass pannel.For use when reading a menu or fine print when you forget your reading glasses.
A new,enhanced and quirky mouse!This User Interface is a practical and ergonomic alternative to the current computer mouse.No wrist pain!
Warm/Cool Thermillow
I HAVE THE BEST IDEA, THE ROUND SCOTT TOWEL TOWEL! THIS TOWEL WILL COVER YOU'RE PLATE AND ANY DISH IN THE
MICROWAVE AND OTHERWISE!
Fish Wheelchair
Ultimate Office Prank Kit!
Make your stove modern with this device via your smart phone!
A small light attached to your phone charger so you no longer struggle with plugging your phone in to charge at night.
Drink Revival
An indoor/outdoor thermometer with a sensor so you know exactly what the weather/temp is like at home.
remote umbrella
A ceiling fan pull that doubles as an air freshener.
My Idea is an affordable back scrubber. This item can be taken off the wall of the shower easily soap added and placed back on the wall.
Animal Deterrent
Soup in microwave pouches
a small device light that temporary holds those popcycle sticks that doctors use to check if you have a soar throat.
Bluetooth security key fob.
Who doesn't want light fixtures that have exchangeable shades that can screw in and out of the existing battery/solar powered fixture?
Segmented bag with pockets, and padded compartments, to deal with all sorts of fruits, veggies and baked goods.
Electroluminescence Switch Plates
Shoe Fender: a small device inserted at back of shoe to prevent wet/grimey ground from ruining the back of your pants.
iPhone Portable Battery Keychain (resub)
A decorative dry-erase wall hanging sign-up sheet for visitors of new parents. Guests can sign up for tasks when visiting the new arrival.
A coffee pod holder/dispenser with integrated sugar/sweetener/creamer dispensers and stirrer storage
A product called "The Lens Pillow." This product attaches to the end of a camera lens to prevent the lens from hitting a surface to hard
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JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
ERGONOMIC NAIL CLIPPERS for Babies, Adults, & Pets [VIDEO]
A flat portable flashlight that can rolled-up to fit nicely in the hand
i-CAMTRACTABLE for iPhone &amp; i-CAMTRACTABLE is a flexible camera tubing so users can get that perfect picture from any angle
Clothing Armor!
What I have in mind and already have a working prototype of is called the Cooler alert. It's a unique novelty device
Spice-ease
Iphone case with lipstick and mirror! Just turn the iphone and use her lipstick in seconds, open the compartment and that's it.
CAR SUN VISOR CLIP-ON INTERACTIVE WHITE BOARD. Never Need Pen/Paper Again! Using Your Finger Tip Just Jot The Info/Reminder Safely
&amp; Quickly
HOODIE WITH INFLATABLE HOOD that functions as a quick pillow for travelers, commuters etc
A more ERGONOMIC way to carry multiple grocery/shopping BAGS for those with tendinitis, carpel tunnel, arthritis, etc by using the ARM.
The Baby Saver
Immediate hot water from faucet and shower when you arrive home with this Quirky Wink device and application!
Bottle Warmer #Austin
RESUB! Spray with smell and taste (meat, chicken, fish) for ration of dogs and cats! Everyday my dog ask for more than ration! Check it out
Gym Pocket - a towel that holds items, plastic cards, cell phone, keys, license, but carries them with out displaying them.
A Spice Apron that has your favorite cooking spices alphabetized, organized into small clip on refillable mini jars right at your fingertips
Measuring Container
My idea is for a clear solar powered flag pole topper. It would be a glass ball with flashing red white &amp; blue LED lights inside.
An "All in One" Cleaning Station that holds your Dish Cloth, Sponge, Bar Soap, Liquid Hand Soap and Dish Washing Soap. Extends over sink.
A case for your Mac so it looks like you're reading a book.
An iphone case with space for cards and banknotes. you could also put loose change in it.
Rotating Drawers Coffee Station - Take your coffee essentials for a spin!
This medication dispenser has stainless steel compartments, is wall moutable to keep from children and a hidden key to lock up your medicine
Sleep sounder and reduce morning headaches, backaches and sinus nose blockage with these inserts to adjust your pillow to the proper height.
A showercurtain with the bottom corners notched out so that the sides of the showercurtain go tight to the walls to prevent leaks.
a bag that folds kinda of like a binder with 2 large and 2 medium sized mesh pockets inside
A case for personal computers installed underneath work surfaces using sliding tracks
Swinging case
The Glove Light
Cordless steam powered mop
"App Enabled Dog Leash" Lets you know how far you have walked with your dog in real time!Audible alerts and visual display.
A lanyard designed to secure a stethoscope around your neck comfortably while staying accessible. Lanyards can be personalized and colorful
A flexible ear mount to be attached to standard Apple EarPods to position the microphone closer to your mouth in noisy/windy conditions.
Water gun? Try water bazooka. Pool toy uses natural water and air pressure to launch foam balls at innocent bystanders.
Automotive Funnel Caddy - Organizes and stores funnels.
Rock Plow
Tube Ping Pong
Magnetic Card Holder for your key chain. Prevent your mini key chain cards from annoyingly moving around and becoming bent and ruined.
This hand-free phone device will send all of it competitors into history and will allow our elderly to enjoy a safer phone call at the wheel
RESUB Pen for Ipad, mini ipad and iphone, to copy and paste text and links from one device to another. iphone to ipad and vice-versa!
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4 posts & compartmentalized tray slides over posts. Insert into canvas bag to segment produce.
Thermometer Cap
Interactive Language Learning Action Figure~ Resub. Let's Invest in Education
Better Butter AUSTIN
Counter Top Locking Hangers
Double messanger style bags connected by a strap/sling crossing in the back and bags lined entirely with padded pockets to protect produce
My idea is to have a shaving mirror that fits in your toilet bag and can be stuck on to either the glass or wall of the shower.
Get notified as you leave home if you have forgotten anything important like keys, train pass, work pass, wallet or phone.
Every Bicycle rider out there has had experiences with busted tire tubes. This solution has no impact on the ride and gives peace of mind.
Bento Style Tower
A double sided wristwatch with 2 styles(analog/digital) to suit your changing styles and moods.A single watch offering the benefits of two.
Trash Triangle Bag Aid
Remove Your Wine Corks With A Ratchet Wrench. Combine a ratchet wrench with a wine corkscrew for quick removal of corks. (Resub)
A FLOATING FOUNTAIN TOY! Made of plastic on the top and foam on the bottom. also on the bottom is a tube to get water srayed out the top
Mixing bowl with removable divider down the center, eliminating the need for 2 bowls when wet & dry ingredients must be mixed separately
A storage drawer that hangs vertically, has a locking handle, pulls downward and is connected to where the wall and ceiling meet.
Doctor, will it leave a scar? Imagine a device that any medical professional could use to prevent a scar. Developed by a surgeon.
Home interior designer.
Magnetic eyeglass holder attaches your readers to clothing or purse. Small magnet on frame attracts to clothing magnet.
Mirror, Mirror...on the iPhone!!! Look picture perfect EVERY time, using the special Mirror discretely concealed within your iPhone cover.
A toaster that stops toasting when it "looks done". You choose the right color.No need to guess when the toast, English muffin,etc is done.
Medicated Diapers
~ * ~ AIR MATTRESS or AIR BED ~ * ~ With Optional Heat! Dual Chambers... Allows For Single Tier Mattress OR Double Tier Bed (Re-Sub)
A bag with built-in zipper up layers. Fill the bottom layer up first and then zipper it closed. You now have a new bottom to the bag.
Bottoms Up Toilet
I-Phone squeegee is a cleaning tool that helps keep the phone glass clean.
Wi Fi , LED Rope Lights that can be turned on different colours with an APP
the app stove
ReSub: Moldable arms take the shape you want after 10 secs in the microwave (Plasticote/Polycaprolactone skeleton &amp; slip-free silicone skin)
children's food cutter
A screw shaped marker that is placed in the bracket holes of a shelf , allowing you to mark on the wall exactly where you will need to drill
Tea bag presser that hides bag at bottom of mug, and keeps stray leaves out of tea. Also lifts all broken cookie bits out of tea quickly.
My idea is a fishing accesory that is worn on the inside your wrist. It has a tape measure and scale for measuring and weighing your catch.
Three-dimensional necktie patterns.
3/8x48in long hose with sprayer head,connected to toilet tank water line,with a T and a water pressure-shut off valve ,and ahose hook.
A canvas two-sided poncho, with front pockets (inflatable) and rear pockets (expandable plastic containers).
GPS Glare BlockerSkateboard Hubcaps
box
Future Sun Shade
Produce Carrier/Fanny Saddle
if you have ever wanted to whistle like elle may on the beverly hillbilles this whistle will let you. kids will love it and parents will not
Farmer's Market Cart - It would be a cross between a rolling suitcase and a pull behind shopping cart that people use to go shopping.
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foldable wire meatloaf lifter,
Shower Goggles. Designed for kids to use in the shower, prevents water and soap from getting in their eyes.
Organizer cabinet attaches magnetically to refrigerator. Includes color panel to blend into surroundings. Hold keys, cups, calender & pens.
iPhone Folding Case Horizontal and vertical stand
Birthcontrol Pill &amp; aspirin package with reminder timer, song or soft tone plays when time to take your pills. Even distribution works best!
A sliding glass door security bar; two position setting; pet and fresh air friendly. No bending; no installation; stores upright.
3 in 1 Spray bottle.
3 pocket market shoulder bag in crochet.
Votive candle remover
Modular, expandable, reconfigurable cat climbing structure: mental, physical activity for indoor cats. Build, climb, play, rebuild, expand.
Tomato cage easy on fruit/sturdy/easily assembled & disassembled for storage/small hothouse/last one you will have to ever purchase
Look at the camera!
An Iphone wallet/purse case with a shoulder strap to make the case into a cross-body bag. With a separate wallet section
A mini Bluetooth RFID reader that helps you keep your important stuff close and around. App enabled
An undershirt with two bottoms. One bottom will tuck into your pants, while the other will be outside the pants, under your main shirt.
Diaper changer with legsrest
A magnification device to replace the need for reading glasses when using phone
I want to introduce a system streamlining the most common ATM use, cash withdrawal. Using cost effective materials and existing technology.
An on-line program that assists people in planting their own vegetable and flower gardens bringing years of research to their fingertips.
This is a seatbelt clip that allows you to adjust the seat belt so that it doesn't put pressure on the chest.
a green cart. special for fruits and veggies, that has storage and separated compartments. and perhaps folds away when all done
A thick material bag with compartments for each style produce based on their impact intake level.
Sunbed "Sunflower". The sunbed that automatically rotates in the direction of the sun.
A small container with sections to put individual fruits in for no bouncing around. It could have holes at the bottom to drain out water.
Case for Samsung Galaxy Tab
Keurig countertop slider. Allows you to easily slide your Keurig in and out from under your cabinets.
A semi rigid multi-pouch shoulder bag to carry, protect, and keep cold your market goods.
A bag that is modular to provide protection from damage in transport
Solar Powered Lighted Stretched Earrings: A fashion accessory for the 21st century. Resub
Devise to inflate flat tire enough so that you can drive it to be fixed. Uses air in spare or other tire on car. Don't change tire.
When parked and relaxing in your auto, The Steering wheel rack allows you to relax in your auto, drink coffee and read the paper
Steering wheel cover to heat up a vehicle's steering wheel to the desired temperature without hindering the steering motion.
make Shopping bags with polypropylene,like the ones you buy at walmart. section it off into sections and put yoga mat meterial at the bottom
Holiday Lights for all festive times of year - leave lights up year-round and flick a switch for different color sequence. Indoor/Outdoor.
The handy rolls cutting board.
Half a ball to protect the protruding seat position button on airline seats from accidentally being pressed and causing seat angle change.
I submitted this 6 MONTHS AGO. Back from UC ... Hair Chalk for Girls Featured here today on Good Morning America on ABC NEWS 02:53
Laminate spring steel strips into the back of a pair of gloves and you can exercise your grip while doing everyday tasks.
The eZ shelf! This product is an extendable rod that can be set up between two walls up to 72in apart to hold movies or books.
The Back-Saving Paint Stand! With a portable paint stand that helps with the ergonomics of painting. Stop bending your back for your paint!
Squeezee
Iclip is a universal ear bud holder that keeps your ear buds from falling out of your ears.And it self adjusts to all sizes
Lip balm Wipes. Individual germ free mini disposeable wipes that apply soothing lip balm.
Wireless Cable TV
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Phone ring
I've made and use the three in one funnel. 1 to fill oil, 2 to drain oil, and 3 to break loose the oil filter.
Imagine not having to rake leaves or blow them into your neighbor's yard. Raking/blowing leaves are history. A portable leaf vacuum.
A cart with a front swing open front to make removing items easier.
A lady bug that suctions to a computer screen and cleans it while you're away.
How about a bag that has detachable/attachable inner separators that you can position in the bag as you see it fit.
My idea restores feeling and relief to the hand while using a computer mouse.
The product, a decorative pin, attaches to garment at the shoulder to keep shoulder strap bags, cameras, totes, etc. from slipping off.
Beach wind tent. Three sided pole tent that the fabric would only go up the poles about 2 ft. blocks wind, but lets the sun in. Sun bathing.
Tiny, small, useful iPhone gadget. It allows connecting iPhone to laptop and keep mobile in a position that you can easily see its screen.
My idea is a plastic container that holds a single serving of protein that screws right onto a water bottle.
A product that will help both children and adults of any age learn to ice skate.
Pocket Protector (VIDEO)
Brilliance (always on)
Silicone battery operated oven&amp;BBQ mitts.Not everyone has a light in their oven.Have light where&amp;when grilling outdoors or in kitchen oven.
Pepperoni pro
SHELL SEAFOOD CRACKING DEVICE A easy way to eat crab legs without mess and effort.
Frame shelf partitions
BudHolder
A comfortable, resistant, smell and fungus repelling shoe insole/insert that will not move around in the shoe, won't rip and can be washed.
Virtual Measuring Tape
Roto Clean
iPhone 5 Ergonomic PowerCurl Case:For wrapping lightning cord and the ergonomic grip won't hurt your hand.
Hats And Boots And Gloves
Children's NAP MAT for preschool / daycare that converts to a BACKPACK
Blackout iPhone cover for driving. Control your music and calls by touch, don't get distracted into hospital or the morgue.
Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
Multi pocket essentials holder attaches to your beach chair to keep your phone/ipad/ereader close at hand. Safely stores valuables.
Candle making made easy. Forget cleaning the wax off ladles and thermometers. Resub
THE MUG GLOVE. A stylish yet affordable cleaning station for mugs with dripping coffee from machine. Just place mug and rotate slightly.
BACKSAVING EASIER TO USE EASIER TO CLEAN MULTIFUNCTION BIN
Paper Towel Dispenser Can save up to 200 rolls/year. Easy, Safe, Fast cutting of paper towels to customized size.
High Heel Protector
Never clog
Smart Filling System
Electrical Cord Stackable Caddy will be beneficial to all that have multiple cords in there homes and no where to store them in one location
Covered clothes rack to hang all your washing with a 12 volt heater fan at floor level that circulates warm air.Cost is slashed.Enviromental
One Cup Kettle
Easy Sander
Keyholder iPhone case... take a spare key with you...or any other thin items... sd card, usb drive, starbucks insta-coffee :)
Rube Goldberg Light Switch
Pet Hair Magnetic Drain Screen
Survival case for the iphone. I might leave home with out my purse etc, but I never leave with out my iphone.
Monitoring system for household appliances / electronics.
the 86 sleeve clip
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85 billion physical photos in 2000!! Portable Photo Scanner Frame
baby carrier Iphone accessory
Reusable-Rewritable For Sale Signs
Apple keyboard tray - holds your phone/ipad or notes, books for easy use
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Hand-Pumping *INFLATABLE* Sprinkler! More Summer Fun By Redirecting Water!
Sensors on car seats will eliminate hundreds of deaths of children being forgotten in a car and suffering from hyperthermia as a result.
Light stand for unique light to mark a spot.
Lights Out! Glow-in-the-dark navigation aids for the elderly including light switches, outlets, thermostat, door bell, lamps, and more!
Paper thin Amp Tab slides out from back of phone/pad or case to amplify and reflect side sound to your ears with no battery or cord needed.
Stackable and flexible clothespins that spin around in order to allow different clothes configurations
double roll toilet paper holder
Convenient way to pack 3 different workout supplements, vitamins or powders without lugging around all of the full containers.
Travel Buddy
Sponge warrior - Soft weapons that allows kids to play a lot of fantasy games
Wind turbine capsules that can integrate in or near roads to harness the wind generated by passing cars to convert to electric energy.
Electric cooling dog bed
Contour Shaver
An app-enabled sunlight and planting conditions monitor for your garden. Helps you know what kind of plants will thrive in your garden.
Built in battery wall charger
IphoneDroid Watch Bangle Cover
Sprayed by a dropped garden hose? Never again with this proven design! Fun to watch others get sprayed but when itâ€™s you, different story!
Outlet Finder: Find Your Wall's Outlet In The Dark! (See Designs and Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
The Christine card frame turns your favorite cards into decor. open it and read the inspiring words then hang it up or put it on a shelf.
Messages written on water balloons. Send your enemy a message on a water bomb. Help build team morale with message bombs.
Grind your coffee directly into a My K-CupÂ® reusable coffee pod for your KeurigÂ® with this Quirky coffee grinder!
A ball point pen that has a refillable whiteout insert with a foam tip that applies the whiteout at the other end.
CODE BLUE! Cold-Activated labels for your beer. I want to have this technology for any refrigerated beverage.
GreenJet
Trash can, the lower third screws off for EZ reachin' scrub n clean by hand or put it in the dishwasher. No more strain to reach the bottom!
Have you ever Cuffed your pants or shirt sleeves? Easy way to uniform cuffs- that stay!
Fertilize while mowing
#AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE#
ARMADILLO BAG-THE LAST LUCH BOX OR ICE CHEST YOU WILL HAVE TO BUY. ITS THE TOUGHEST BAG ITS AS TUFF AS AMOUR
AND WILL NOT FAIL TEAR OR BREAK
Identify the weight and height, Application with smart phones.Especially food.
Got your back
LED colorful hair beads. Cool for all ages, male or female and can be used when fishing to attach to the line.
TLC Rubdown
Integrate the coffee pod into a paper coffeecup lid. A larger drinking hole also serves as the machine's acces to the pod.
Disposable test strip that when dipped in a beverage (coffee) it will indicate whether is is caffeinated or not.
Onion Cutting Board
Cats like to jump everywhere.When getting out of litter box they have their paws filled with bacteria. Solution:An hygienic carpet for pets.
Childrens Poolside Cement Painting Kit
Dinner Tray with legs, folds into a little box that would fit on a book shelf, check out the pics and specifications, it's pretty cool..
Solar panel blanket to help charge your phone, small lights when camping.Put it on top of your tent during the day and take it down at night
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Toothbrush on Tongue
BATTERY LIFE SAVER ARE PLUGS THAT PREVENT DEVICES FROM OVER CHARGING BY POWERING OFF THE DEVICE WHEN FULLY
CHARGED.
Lecture Pal
Notebook recharging base companion! Unique ability: carry your iPods, phones and such, plugged in use + recharges notebook / usb devices!
Ready Tee
The Perfect Tuck
Fluffy Zone Ear and Eye Pillow
Keychain iPhone Cable 4in1
Resistance exercise ball
This bag has collapsible legs and a retractable bar. It can be carried back-pack style whenever you need convenient access to belongings.
Barrel spring cord cages for appliance cords(idea could be adapted for ear-bud cords too) DON'T LET THE CORDS RUN WILD!
Wake up to a melody that you enjoy,Take the boring whistle out of your hot drink experience. also set the temp so your ready to drink !!!!!!
A fishing rod and reel that is fun to use, and the look has several advantages.
Ever lost a fishing pole? unattended get a hit, B4 u can get to it it flips in the water. The pole bouy will help you recover your pole.
TRANSPARENT AND DISSOLVING NEOSPORIN BAND-AID - Apply it to a wound, let it heal and it will vanish.
QUICK Drop Down JAW,FACE protection for a Cycling Helmet, MOTOR BIKE Helmet open face,
The smart radiator
The scale which tells you exactly what is in your canister and what the net weight is in the canister! Can you imagine??
HANGING POT RACK INSIDE EXISTING CABINET.
Hate hard butter tearing up toast, bread, and buns on cold days or when out of refrigerator/freezer! Use Butter Up! auto butter softener!
Moldable Radioactive Defense
Imac iphone tray - helping you secure your phone to use whilst working with the computer
App with code and NFC that connects to safe over wifi. Only you can access with your phone or emergency code thats entered into the safe.
safety device that mounts under a truck/cars ball hitch. this device will prevent a leg injury if a person walks into the hitch.(blue Dome)
A book strap to carry books, notebooks or binders. This is meant for schools that dont allow bookbags in class.
vent redirection
Cellular door bell box, answer door from anywhere
Slim, Light Weight, Window Fan with Air Coolant Function! Fan+Air Conditioner+App
SOLAR Power Blinds Q+GE
A.C. on/off by silent alarm
Forgot to carry a pendrive or lost it somewhere? Well, this keychain with a tiny waterproof pendrive inside it solves the problem.
Rethinking the Toaster - Sandwich Maker kit - Toaster and Cutting Board all in one! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
Food Patrol
Salad Bowl with Cutting Board Lid. Comes w/ collapsible drain for easy transfer of your veges down into bowl. Use it also for meats &amp; fruits
Blending fruits &amp; veggies to stay healthy? Airless Cup keeps your juice tasting fresh &amp; nutritious for hours by removing air from the cup!
independent wheel chair
Cocktail ice cubes (+mould): small edible flavoured ice cube shell with alcoholic portion in it. example: mojito cube (mint&lime + rum)
Change Shoes(CS)
Rock Lock. An App-enabled Fake Rock Hide-A-Key.
A desk blotter with a built-in charging pad is my idea. This allows for the phone to be on stand-by for calls and txts while charging.
This device is designed to assist people with the fastening of the button's on their Levi's.
Kangaroo Cup = Mug with side pocket (for the bag), which will have little holes, allowing tea from the tea bag to drip back into the cup.
Modular gardening tool system with perforated bottom to keep, carry and use essential hand gardening tools.
Door Jammer - Keep a door from latching when you need to go in and out quickly witout having to turn the doorknob.
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Digital Notebook
Sitting or laying in the same position for long periods of time can cause problems. Let's utilize the newest in silicones! A new pad!
Screw post anchor &amp; thumb drive refill packs for Jelly Charms Jelly Shoes soft and medium rubber or cloth products, and jewelry products.
Maggi Delivery House
Flavored Butter Maker
3-in-1 Shower Bottle
Chewable disposable toothbrush
Application that will help you find your keys if misplaced. If key chain is lost press the find my key button and an alarm sounds.
Swiss Army Key Chain! Keys can slide out &amp; stretch far with retractable straps. Keep your keys organized and prevent them from rattling.
UNBRELLA CADDY
Quirky branded 2-in-1 smart stirrers - No more mess at the Coffee/Tea tables!
Mouse-Away stops the field mice from entering your vehicle and chewing on wires and hoses, which are costly to have repaired.
Wink memories. App-enabled E-Paper picture frame cube. Change pictures from your phone, turn on / off. Open to collaboration
WiFi Projector Camera Bulb:Duo camera &amp; projector that you can screw into any light sockets even spotlight sockets,App-enabled.
LED colorful hair beads. Cool for all ages, male or female and can be used when fishing to attach to the line.
poly overwrap for school notebook fit front and back exactly with die cut pockets to collect friends school pictures and school id
Have cootie and sweat-free hands while elliptical-ing on a public or home excercise machine with a washable handle cozy!
Backseat Occupancy Indicator
Qwik Gluv
a/c outlet with "mini" usb "male". male mini usb charge most W/O cables. Mini usb will be std in 2013 2014 adapted by cellphone mfgs
The ULTIMATE Cold Weather Sports fan/Tailgater ELECTRIC Robe/blanket/jacket. Think "Battery Powered" Snuggyâ„¢! Never been done. Team Logos?
Aquarium Floating WIFI Webcam
ARMED BAND
The Bagger Upper
Clippings Catcher Clippers- 3C
This headphone set provides the functionality of traditional headphones and a male-to-male audio cable (to connect to a stereo) all in one.
FLAT, Die-cut, Adhesive Bow &amp; Ribbon Stickers that can be added to giftwrap for gifts being packed in a box and shipped. See my Quirky Bow!
Portable AudioSpotlight for kids! KANSAS approved &amp; inspired!
Reward employees for reducing healthcare costs and staying healthy. An app that reports exercise metrics back to employers.
Oral Ninja
Built in bike seat tail light
Instant pop can cooler. Never have a warm pop again.
Shakable Heating Ice Cream Scooper - Totally Quirky Sellable by the Millions! See Video
Skin cancer. The most common cancer in the world. "The Oracle" will protect you from it.
A keyboard disinfectant and brush cleaner in one. Gets rid of germs and has multi brush attachements.
Freejack
POWER FLOWER - cute power plug with 3x STANDARD PLUGGS, 9x SMALL PLUGGS, 1x USB, 1x IPhone, 1x Micro USB
Power Adapter and Power Bank
A lampshade with various changing filters to create different types of lighting plus creates a different decorative look.
conCENTRIC I/II - EVEN MORE PICTURES OF MEMBER SUGGESTIONS!!! Includes a new mechanism concept and video [scroll ALL the way down].
220v Prop and Pivot Power Rugged for heavier use
My Galaxy S4 is NAKED! - Army Web Design Case For The Galaxy S4 - Holds Cards, ID and Money on the Back!
Wok this way, Taco this way
Bluetooth Pen Phone or Bluetooth Stylus Phone: With camera &amp; App-enabled on the iPhone 5.
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Card Plus
Gel skins and covers for all cell phones with hole punches in different shapes and sizes. Make your own for just your phone and personality.
Use your iPhone as a head cam. Enjoy hands-free convenience and natural image stabilization while shooting your next video.
Toilet seat control up and down without touching it. Using your foot to lift up and pull down the toilet seat. No dirty no touching.
large font Decal adhesive with liquid measurements to apply to the inside of measuring cups , coffee pots etc.
the product is an accessory to any types of snow shovel that allows no to little bending resulting in elimination of back and spine injury.
Universal Charging Solar Kit for Homeowners
My idea is an iPhone/Cell Phone crank charger that is built into the iPhone/Cell Phone case.
Basic canvas bag combined it with a closet organizer. A canvas bag with collapsible shelves held in place by canvas gussets.
Decorative, removable, washable tv tray cover that matches your decor or taste. Tv trays have multiple use. You can change the cover to eat
Auto Laundry Folder
The Flask Sock
A laundry basket that has a side that unhooks and acts as a ramp, a top that zips up, and a handle for easy transport
Children's Vitamin Shot
Rubberized outlet back to lock cords in place and block open outlets simultaneously.
Men's Summer Business Attire
Scissors with adjustible handle size, for different sized hands! Now here's a pair of scissors that anyone can use with accuracy...
Smart Doors, Windows, Vents. It's an open and shut case.
A dog brush/massager with a 3 foot extended handle. This way a person doesn't have to bend down to brush their dog.
It replaces the toilet paper spindle, with a spindle that can be changed with one hand, making it easy for elderly to change.
Charge Anything with a Battery
Universal, adjustable bottle/cup handles designed to assist children in independently handling a baby bottle at an earlier age
A flexible app controlled led sign for businesses, emergencies, or just for fun!
Keep towel dry inside shower and easy to get to. Can be placed anywhere using suction pads. iphone pocket to answer calls.
8 pack removealabe charged batterys that come in a charger style docking station, power that moves with you .
Imagine an Illuminated Tape measure, his or hers,its a great task light too. Here's a quick video link: https://vimeo.com/45836946
Tote with Adjustable Compartments This Tote allows you to move flaps to create compartments to protect your food
Temp Sensing In Window Fan
The Gulp Holder Can Secure Any Size Drink in Your Automobile. Resub
Never have dead flowers again with this completely solar powered autonomous flower pot.
Kitchen Knife With A Blade Protector Housed In The Handle. Apply Blade Protection At Anytime. Prevent's Accidental Cutting By Exposed Blade.
Smart Cooler Thermometer - Is Your Food Safe to Eat?
CoolFlow Sleep Conditioner
SewerCide
Design a home emergency alarm necklace that does not look like a garage door opener hanging around your neck. Be fashionable and safe.
"Water limiter Faucet head" The current faucet head let the water runs as much as you open the handle. This head will set the water limit.
Computer hands
Periscope meets smartphone. Smartphones can record video and offer digital zoom. This periscope mounts your smartphone to allow capture.
Make a bigger ring fit you, via transparent silicon tape wound on the inside of the ring. Very loose-wind more; Ring is thick-wind in layers
To solve the problem of windowless offices and rooms, we could create digital windows with 3-D depth displaying beautiful scenes.
"Washing machine/dryer inserts for pets" A plyable fabric insert to catch all of the pet hairs when washing your pets belongings.
Cream Resevoir on Coffee Maker
Kitchen roller tool for cooking any ground meat into small pieces for sauces or pizza toppings and other uses.
kid's food cutter
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peak-a-boo
Power adapter that learns to conserve power!
Portable USB coffee pod machine.
"smart bracelet" much better than a smart watch and less expensive, a think for everyone
Solar powered digital dog collar.
A flexible rolled electronic placard whose front has letters numbers and the back a keypad with handles to accommodate batteries in each.
New golf-t design for use on driving range mats. These 'tubular' t's allows the golfer to position the ball anywhere on the mat.
Vitamin/mineral infused animal water with flavors to include peanut butter, chicken, beef, senior water and toilet bowl.
Bottle stand flips and holds any bottle upside down without tipping over. Saves $ & reduces waste by getting all the thick liquid out.
#AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE#
Finger Saver
ROMBO a fold flat cable management solution, unfold as base=easy use, fold flat=easy storage, set around your arm or hand=easy wrap up.
LED Seat Covers. Features include a dimmer, light show based on music, multiple color options and heated seat.
Chameleon Paint Shingles
The mommy doll. A three foot pillow like doll with arms, so an infant can cuddle with it. The doll is warm and records a mothers heart beat.
Four-piece, screw-together water bottle for many uses and easy cleaning. The pieces can be interchanged. Holds food or liquid.
Unique bottle opening iPhone case! Use the "Apple Logo" on the back to twist off bottle caps.
Wheel Protector Shield
Listening aid A.K.A Ear Amps
Fire Camp Safety Rings
Universal Razor Blade Handle. Be able to use all your mismatched blades or pair up your favorite blade with the handles' upgraded features.
Minimize material expense while enhancing a cleaner coffee residue system. Make your favorite coffee affordable and easy to use.
iSocket - an app-enabled safety electrical outlet adapter
No more lost sunglasses at the pool or beach. Sunglass case with multi attachment points with with carabiner, magnet and even Velcro.
Air condition tracking manifold, that tracks the people at the room and direct the air straight to the person in order to save energy.
MUFFLER TURBINE CAR PIMPING ACCESSORY -What does it do? Absolutely nothing - it's rotating and it looks cool as your car is pushing exhaust.
New Reading Light for eBook Reader Compact size and powerful light.
A bag that is padded on all sides and the bottom. With non-padded outside pockets holding padded separators that Velcro inside the bag.
Get rid of puffy eyes immediately.
Shoe Chip
UC-RESUBMIT-Redesigned! Container with bungees to aid in emptying the contents of bottles quicker and easier. MANY USES!!
Block the sun and glare its a SUN VISOR for all your iphone ipad ,kindel attaches to the top easy on and off
Shot myself
Window Sill Extention Cord.
Super Hydrant Wrench
USB power outlet adapter
A reusable and/or disposable plastic wrap for TV remote controllers. They would come in a box like baggies do.
lost key finder
Salon Hair Dryer Style NEW UMBRELLA. Doesn't flip inside out in wind. No fabric. No Center-Held handle. Channels water away (GUTTERS)
Internet Cable Connector repair connector - don't replace your whole Internet cable (cat 5 cable), why not just fix the connector?
App That Keeps Track Of Food Expiration Dates And Identifies Frozen Foods.
! A 6 inch Cat5 network cable adapter to repair broken network cable connector,
A digital calendar that doubles as a digital picture frame and is the central information hub for any familyâ€™s activities
Carry-on luggage with detachable laptop and IPad bag. Keep the luggage in your hotel while you carry the laptop and IPad bag to work!
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The ELECTRIC CORK BOARD, with LED Tacks that light up when you press them into the board! The ultimate dorm room decor!
How to avoid the violent intrusion into our house? Wise alarm with motion sensor can frighten the attacker.
Double up tab
Bunkie Cubbies - your own personal space in your bunkbed to store and protect your treasures.
This roller system prevents a hose from catching on your tire by allowing it to roll around it.
Party Server
The door to your room missing a lock? Attach my EZ Twist Door Lock with no hardware. (The Lock Bug)
This system monitors constantly pressure in each tire and sends the info to a screen in front of the driver.
ABC 6 sided Alphabet Blocks
GE/Wink Hot Water Heater
The Portable Solar Powered Wall Lamp.
An all in one pencil sharpener, holder, and paper clip magnet! Eliminate desktop clutter and have everything in one spot!
faceand neck sunshade
ladder stablizer
cigarette match combonation need a light well look no further.A cigarette with a match tip placed on tip.and stiker on top and side of box.
Coffee stick brewer. A portable pocket sized device that can brew one fresh cup of coffee by just sticking it in a cup of cold or hot water.
Eau De Parfum Stickable Swatches--Control when and where you wear perfume. Control when you remove it! (Collab. with Paulette Blankenship)
a six pack cooler holder for tervis tumbler,for the beach
We need a Kinect carrying case that will fit the contour of the Kinect while also having room for the Kinect stand or TV mount.
It's Quirky AND It's Useful! Wireless FONT INFLECTION BAR Clips to Keyboard. Never Misunderstand Emails, Posts, or Messages Again! #IMP
3oz travel containers that stack at your destination ~ Saves room in your suitcase ~ Stack together in bathroom ~ Quit buying travel sizes!
Imagine a plastic tube containing 2 socks with wallets. Bury tube with $ and valuables.Banks offer 0 interest so just SOCK-IT-AWAY.
Unbreakable Golf Tee. The Golf Tee that can be used and reused, hole after hole, round after round. The last Golf Tee you'd have to buy!
Spill-proof food-tray for car
New Age Rice Washer
Guardian Angel. An ankle bracelet used for children. Each bracelet has an alarm &amp; GPS. A key chain with buttons for multiple bracelets
Free Seat
Cups you don't keep in the cupboard: inflatable freezer party glasses keep your drink cold, your hand warm, and your spirits high.
Want more crust? How about a pizza pan that delivers. Crust Pizza Pans give an outer and inner crust to any pizza.
Cordless Electric Blanket
Sure Sight
Obelisk: The Game {A Simon style toy with additional light/sound reactive features.} Play and display.
Lets harvest the "black gold" in those used k-cups and compact the plastic part all with one push!
Subway-designed clock &amp; watch
WIZARD WHISK â€“ 5xfaster!!!
Prism - A compact "pick up &amp; go" portable stereo that enhances iPhone/iPod Touch sound &amp; boosts the iPhone mic for conference calls
Trashet- Ratchet Can
This crock pot keeps your food cold so you can prep it the night before.Timed or manual settings for morning cooking!Easy,fast,saves space!
Circuit breaker selective shut off app.
TractorDeckWasher washes under side of any single or duel blade lawntractor eliminating grass buildup and the need to remove & scrape deck
The learning/interactive doll
A loofah infused with scented soap that saves time and lathers up immediately when bathing.
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Flying Baby Chair
I would like to design a fashionable+practical bag to use both in the supermarket and farmers market,basically reinvent the bag for life
The Stovewatcher. A small device, mounted near a stovetop, which will notify users if a stovetop is left active beyond a specified time.
Q-Cap: Unique Cap with a Twist
V-Cups?!? Keurig has revolutionized coffee making again. They only have a HUGE carousel available...we need a compact/stylish holder.
Lay Down and Type Comfy
The Baby-Houdini is an infant sleeper pajama with velcro sewn on to back to keep the child from turning face down in sleep.
MOBILE POWER GRID: A mobile power strip with cord management solution for users on the go. [VIDEO]
Salad Dressing Spinner
SLEEP TIGHT: BED SHEET ANCHORS. A Product that finally keeps your Bed Sheets from coming loose.
Hand Cumfy
Ease Feeding Frustration (Includes Video Test)!
Christmas Wreath String Lights! Resubmit.
Aros Sleep
smartphone into stereo and this APP/car seat vibrates/shakes/nudges/talks to you with pre-set ?'s keeping your loved one awake. please read:
rechargeable solar powered baby stroller sun shield that protects skin and powers a coolant bag
A shopping basket that attaches to most strollers for safe, hassle-free grocery shopping with young babies and toddlers!
Mouse with more than one purpose!
All-terrain Tracking Bracelet w/app. Syncs to another person or trip companions for safety. Broadband card for secure IMP cloud connection
App Enabled Safes
Cabonge
Rotating Christmas Tree Stand
Cell Nite Sight
My File Locker Safe
Super panic button
Soup and Sandwich Combo Plate!
The Paragrate Fire Grate
Teach Kids about Solar Power with the Solar Powered Construction Toy Set
Grease Draining Frying Pan. Collects and cools grease allowing for safe effective disposal.
A washable Market Bag you Wear Poncho Style with oversized pockets front and back and some with padding and dividirs within some pockets.
A "V" shapes for the ending part of vacuum cleaner
polar kooly cup
Best busy voice mail secretary
Bracelet, belt, straps hole punch kit. Make your own/customize (shorten, add holes) bracelet, belt, purse strap, watch band. Resub 357 votes
An electric bath brush helper that will give you a hand with bathroom cleaning. Don't bend over anymore to clean your bathroom!!!
Patio Power Strip
USB Phone Case Holder
Lipstick On Teeth? No More!! This Device Will Eliminate This see video
Take medicine/vitamins daily? Do you carry a water bottle daily? Do you have trouble remembering to take your pills?
Self Change A/C Filter Inline
The Grocery Grabber is a solid, one piece G-shaped device to hook all your plastic grocery bags together and carry/transport with ease.
App enabled iron board (or iron) - Never will your clothes or board ever get burned
This is the extra hand,reach you need,to get to those hard to reach places on your body with ease.AWESOME Lotion or Soap applicator.PEEk@it!
Cord Loop! No more extra cords laying on the floor!! Simple design, easy to use!
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Tooth brushing monitor
2 hardcase carry-ons easily snap together to make one suitcase. Travelling just got better and easier
No Mess Cat Grass Feeder
Are you sick of unsightly smoke and carbon monoxide detectors mounted in your home? Have them built into your gorgeous light fixtures.
Visitor Notifier and Tracker
Inovative key ring
micro icebox
A light up figurine which transforms from 1 holiday character into 3 others! For homes, cubicles, offices. Different light colors for each.
ONE-STEP CAKE OR PIZZA SLICER AND COVER - Chose the right shape and slide it down the base and you're done. Different number shapes/slices
My idea is a I.V Helmet. Give patients guarantees of free activities! Ringer's Solutions Pole Casters will be replaced with a special hat.
Enjoy healthy exfoliated skin in a simple easier package! The soap will permeate as you wash, so you can have clean healthy skin every day!
Mood Scentz
Smart Band-Aid Dressing
Cat Monster Mit
"Wheelie Dog"
Neat to Rocks Glass
stowaway safety glasses
Burns Better Ergo-Paintbrush
Completely removable outlet cover that you plug in an outlet and holds a charge to give you power even in a power outage. Child proof! USB!
Shower scrunchy with a small pocket inside. You close the pocket with Velcro. Bar of soap goes inside the pocket. Don't have to reapply soap
Wallets are so yesterday! Why do we need a wallet and a phone? Phone + Wallet = Phonet. Introducing the iphone wallet case.
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Taco Tender Large rectangular plastic plate w/ foldable U shaped rails for preparing / filling / serving of hard and soft shell tacos.
____Turn any Beach Towel into a BEACH BAG____ Easy Attach handles convert any towel into a bag.
invent a water bottle refillable vending machine. it will deliver either hot, room temperature or cold water at a price for a certain sieze
a way to light just the rim of a home basketball hoop so kids (& adults) can practice / play after dark.
Safe life, with no problems
UPDATED! - Introducing Boa, the bendable organiser and personal assistant for your desk, kitchen, tool shed, bathroom, bedroom and beyond!
Pump it up
Ear Sleeve
The Chore Cord Case is a skin and cord holder for on the go power Mag Mac Book Power Cord.
Dog house and garden
toilet targets
Slingback Saver
Cereal Bowl Milk Dispenser
Window Screen w/ Built-in Fan
No Interface / BareBones / Multi-Purpose-Programmable-Feedback-Clock (BB/MPP-FC)
My idea is what I call a Finger Pen Glove or FPen for short. The name says it all, it's an index finger glove with a pen at the end.
A motorcycle helmet with LED lights in the back of the hemet for high visibility and safer riding practices!
A LOW COST WALL AIR CONDITIONING UNIT that cools/heats TWO ROOMS and has SILENT OPERATION IN THE BEDROOM. A perfect unit for
GE to produce.
Quantum Clock - yes a clock
The perfect pizza cutter that cuts through pizza with ease. Ergonomically designed for comfort and safety.
Chop 'n' Scoop
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Hands free FaceTime
Easy Clean
Power extension. Lego-style connecter. Easily detachable. Lights up when charging and off when not. UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY!
SillyShirtz/MagicMagnet Shirtz
Smart Ferris Wheel Adapter:With 6 power outlets &amp; 2 USB.App for On/Off &amp; LED nite lite patterns.#Resub
Kids washable/disposeable Over Shoe Covers. Keep kids from tracking dirt into the house or cover their shoes when they use public restrooms
Caulk 'n Roll
4 in 1 bottle
Eco-Friendly, Bio-Degradable Disposable Pre-filled Coffee Pouches for Refillable K-Cups
Gardening is returning as a popular hobby and pastime. When gardening, a single tool kit makes life easier. This one's flower pot shaped!
Custom bra cups
Smart Stand
Tripee
Twinkel Twinkle Little Star
Bluetooth Alert Router. Alerts the user to inbound calls or messages in hard to hear environments.
The Perfect Peephole is an easy, inexpensive, yet dependable way to see and interact with strangers while your door remains locked tight
"K-arousel" allows the user to store pods in a very narrow space. The product rotates like a Ferris wheel allowing the user to see each cup.
Snap On Snap Off Soccer Cleat that changes into an Indoor Soccer flat soled shoe, simply by snapping a different sole to the bottom of shoe.
Smart Battery
No wires, no batteries, just an easy 'counter and table top' vacuum cleaner! GREEN GADGET POWERED BY YOUR WILL! ReSub from Jan 27th, 2013.
App enabled air vent - close it, open it, or direct the air using only your phone
My idea for the beach is Cool Shoes / (Kool Shoos)?. Hot sand? Pull out your cool shoes!
A lock box that counts bills for you, updating you via an app. The smart piggy bank for adults.
Make any headphones wireless!
Electric Lift for Dogs
Every front loading washing machine in the world has ONE HUGE DESIGN FLAW! It is also so simple to fix. With the washer buddy!
A travel friendly case for the Kinect that doubles as an adjustable height stand, primarily for use with laptop computers.
Make your bed right the first time and it stays tight with just a piece of cord with two double hole toggles at each corner.
RESUBMIT/358 Votes: An attachment that clips onto a spoon so that it can rest on the edge of pot/pan. Now with design by simplyinclined
Medicine Cabinet w/APP Lock
Cotton Swabs with Shields, Great for Minimizing Injury, More Sanitary, Cleaner & Easier to Pick up. Good for Hygiene, Medical & Crafting!!!
Audio therapy headset
The SamaraSuit
SERIOUS STRING
Cubby Kids - A fun and inexpensive place for your kids to hang and store their everyday things.
A miniature RC Motor Which Attaches To Your Fishing Reel.
A cooling spoon that has the ability to cool liquid as it stirs.
Woooo...... naked
Apple 30pin adapter 2 USB Micr
A toy car carrier where kids can transport cars room to room with ease. The carrier allows for car selection and easy movement by children.
Full-Featured Wall Outlet Surge Protector--Version 2. I scaled it down to a more manageable size, it offers 4 AC outlets, and 2 USB ports
App Tells You If Your Stove Top Or Oven Gets Turned On Can Tell If The Nobs Are Turned On By A Child Such As A Gas Stove
FEEDSACK w/internal FUZZY POCKETS + plastic liners, cheesecloth wrapping for loose items; customization optional i.e., initials, color
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This Golf Board Game sits well with those of us that still enjoy the game, but cannot make it out to the course lately. Uses finger clubs.
A lightweight bike rack for the bed of a pick-up that holds 3 bikes upright and stable during transport. Quickly store and release.
Deck-Protect - A skateboard lock that encases the wheels, trucks, and board securely so that they can not be taken.
Spice and Medicine Cave: Keep prescription medication and spices at a constant temperature. Keep spices fresh. Keep medicine safe.
saladier musical
Drainable Frying Pan
Vibrating/Pulsating wrist band alarm clock, battery operated, Wake to the soothing vibrations &amp; pulsations. Great for the hearing impaired
RESUB that went to UNDER CONSIDERATION..Procrastinators clock. You want to sleep in as long as You want.
Clock Surveillance machine
hang chair
K-cups holder with baskets to put sugar bags, coffee creamer bags..etc, and with pockets to put snacks, sweets,..etc.
After-Tan Body Spray
App enabled lock box/personal safe
touch free dispenser for water juice and soda and beer.
Adjustable Aux Bike Handle
it will protect the bird feeder from squirrels
Sonic umbrella! Use the power of sonic vibrations to quickly dry your umbrella.
A small adjustable device that fits between the wall and your couch, chair, or headboard to keep it from rubbing against the wall
My idea is for a wrist strap that contain a vibration device that is used to wake someone up. It connects to an iPhone via bluetooth.
Smart Aquarium
The problem is that Iphone holders are only made for protection of the phone.
Mold your own cake decorations using sprinkles.Pour in molds,microwave,cool &amp; remove a perfectly shaped decoration!FUN FUN FUN!Resub
"Spill Sucker" Simple squeeze ball vac for spills, bugs and misc. Save on the paper towels and cloths!
Austin Invention Challenge
Collapsible silicone water/sports bottle pushes down flat to store pulls out for full size drinking bottle
A citronelle perfumed adhesive tape against mosquito bites.
Swipe Keyboard + Touchscreen
Bathroom dehumidifier
Selfie Photo With Eye Glasses
The Wine Spike: No more spilling wine at the beach or park with a glass you drive into the ground.
WIFI Focus or WIFI Director
Tired of losing count of how many laps you swim? Your solution is here! Resubmit
Water resistant book holder, A way to read a book, flip pages while at a pool, beach, or taking a bath with the shower on without ruin.
DOOR 1 is a remote controlled residential door!Stop dropping your groceries fumbling for your keys and open the door by a push of a button!
A laser projected yardstick would make measurements quicker, more accurate, and simpler for individuals.
Sling. Over one shoulder, under other arm. Hidden underneath are phone, keys, etc. Get to work: sling it all off. At 5:00: sling it all on.
A trivet on wheels. Makes passing hot or heavy food around the table much easier. Place the food dish on top and roll.
This idea is to help keep track of your cards for your gifts. I believe a pocket for a card is a great solution.
My attached pdf file will be more helpful in telling the story. The new "option" in food presentation, specifically pizza.
App-enabled car alarm
Fold
COFFEE PAD (K-Cup) DISPENSER ----------- the most convenient and stainless-steel-stylish way to store+dispense the pads all over the world.
A one handed rotating bathroom (or kitchen) sponge for effortless cleaning of tubs, counters, shower walls and more.
An insulated, dishwasher safe travel mug that has a removable screw off bottom (or 2) to hold food in a clean &amp; convenient way.
Glow in the dark charger kits for all electronics cell phones,laptops,tablet devices,cameras and more.
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Butter Grinder
Smartphone Camera lens cover
Wooden blocks set is very popular between children around the world. Forget the simple 90 degrees architecture! Build bridges, copulas, etc.
Laptops are becoming smaller and faster but heat is daily problem and available cooling systems are often ugly and not portable.
If you don't like to wait till your tea is ready, you will like this mug.
PULL CLICK DOG COLLAR TRAINER
Reversible Sink Strainer
System of direct application Crop Protection Agents (CPA)
Repurpose the k-cup after initial use...
Want To Learn To Be The Best Football And Soccer Player In The Game??? Watch Pro Kickoff To Find Out How on You Tube!!!
Silicone cake mold that lets you create an infinite number of pictures in an easy and fun way. Feed your creativity!
An inflatable beverage holder that floats, cannot tip over, looks like a life preserver, is also a can coozie that keeps your drink cold.
WonderWheel: A better office chair. No more torn headphones, no more tangled hair. This actually fixes something broken.
Open Bar - Liquor Dispensor
Heavy blanket/comforter that doesn't trap heat. Feels like a comforter, acts like a sheet.
A personalized printable sticky label that fits SD, mini SD cards and clamshells. So that people maybe able to identify their cards.
Best Cat Toy Ever Made
Why should you pay some one to call the police. Portable motion alarm calls you. who is really robing you...
Next generation vinegar and baking soda rocket. Easily launched by a 10-year old. Watch video to see the problem with existing products.
Do you like tic tacs? Do you have trouble keeping your half full tic tac container from rattling all the way down the hallway at work?! ='(
Green Onion Chopper-n more
Partitioned Farmer's Market Basket -- use on market day or in your own garden.
Phone Plug Pocket 'Knife'
*Self-Moistening Contact Lens Case* No more dried &amp; withered lens in the morning. The cap moistens the contacts as it's snapped on.
car doorprotector
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
Next-gen, Wink-aware, interactive Microwave, with infrared cameras, networked video feed. Plus version also includes a humidity sensor.
Plastic spring loaded bottle cap for the active individual working out at the gym, running, etc. and also convenient for everyone else.
Neoprene Hand Grip for Small Electronic Devices
whipper snappers
DrinkCube: Refreshingly modern, space saving, portable drink dispenser w/integrated stand.
All in One Hammer (Smart Quirky House hand Tool)
ITS A : SOCKET,HEX KEY,TORX KEY,POZI DRIVE SCREW DRIVER ALL IN ONE TOOL slide out not flip out!!
Say good bye to saying "Say Cheese" App-enable "Best Shot Cam". New way to take pictures/videos, an easy way to show them to your friends!
fdsf
Wink Air Filter Monitor
Antifreeze lock cover
CuPPlate
integrated folding nozzle
Device that grabs onto the shaft of a walking stick so that stick can be hooked onto edge of table when user need both hands or is sitting.
Personal Pool
The Coolest Headphones
Bracelets with replaceable charms that describe kids' moods/interests/thoughts at that time.
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GRIDIRON GOALPOST. TV stand for serious Football Fans! Steel construction. Locker room inspired base. Football field top. Yellow uprights.
Vehicle Vacuum: Keep your car clean!
Pivot Power Travel. Make a Pivot Power that can be used on both sides of the Atlantic. Converting 120v to 220v and 220v to 120v.
Here is a Great Product for Bed, Bath, and Beyond! It is a 6 Pillow-Pocket Pillowcase! Quirky - Let's Hit this One Out of the Ballpark!
acropot
Energy boost wipe
OVE' SLIPPERS 4 BEACH WALK
Let's take the concept of a meat slicer and create a mini vegetables slicer. (Picture is for example only, copied from internet) (re-submit)
A sticky earbud organizer for your smartphone, simply based on two suction cups.
Gluten Free cookware and utens
My idea is a safe alert and tracking app and tracking device. There would be a GPS tracker put in your valuables safe or your gun safe.
Flashing Countdown Timer
Out Of The Box
Is your desk or night stand cluttered? Don't have room for another organizer to set on the surface? Go vertical using your own desk lamp!
People always either simple don't put it on there back or have to ask a someone to help apply it for them "sunscreen" I have a solution .
FunnelMop
AC power capture turbine
Rigid velcro dividers
Introducing the one handed pencil sharpener - no noisy motors, no clamping to your desk and no hassle of using two hands and a bin... easy!
Dry Ear Lotion Applicator
SmoothRider daily-commute bicycle garment bag carrier keeps your work clothes wrinkle-free.
fastener sheets.
A wire/velour scarf hanger that will hold up to 30 scarfs. Especially for the round Scarfs! alternate scarfs on each side so u can see them
Toasty Tote (TM pending)
Musical Auto Soap Dispenser
T&amp;M self-defense
Counter Bot - Roomba for counters and tables. Where you eat matters more than where you step!
we need a car holder that connects to the actual rear view mirror not a suction cup type holder
Dishwashing Wipe
a dispenser that holds your favorite coffee additives (creamer, sugar, Equal, Splenda, etc.) and can dispense the right amount for every cup
Do you like listening to the bird chirping in the morning. Bring the sweet sound into your home. Choose timeperiod/volume/record with app.
absolute privacy screen (APS)
Memory Foam Pillow case for any type of pillow
S-Condom: A redesigned longer condom with adjustable sack to protect testicles as well. Added protection against STDs. Potential life saver.
Wireless Blender
Martial Arts Robot Instructor
Use your iphone and ipad as a mouse and key board.
A compact LEGO carrier that allows kids to easily move around when building and creating.
Designed motorcycle luggage
Spotter: Motion I/R
Compact drawer system for a cabinet. This allows for organized and out of sight pod storage.
Rube Goldberg ON/OFF Machine
Magnetic tool holder for any workbench. Holds tools and other things with ease. No organizing or looking through your toolbox ever again!
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Lazy Susan's cous LAZY CHOPLIN, A rotating chopping board for better 'on board' space management, usability &amp; multitasking. ReSub Mar, 2013.
Water Distillation Unit
Kids magnetic ponytail holder with interchangeable streamer ribbons.
Could sell likely under $15 as an inexpensive bbq accessory and would have saved my friend's life. I believe that to be the ultimate reason
Retractable Induction + Stylus
new 4-in-1 hammer
An Easier to Use and Space-Saving Pot/Pan Combo!
"Shoe Coaster" Shoe Dry System!Expandable!Dry multiple shoes while allowing you to do other laundry at the same time.Vented! Awesome!!!
App enabled windows and blinds
phone light
Pregnant women need a well designed lounge chair in which the center is cut out to allow the bump to hang so the mom to be can relax
OLED Laptop Skin
Transition screen Cell Phone
Trolley. Small when fold. 3 separated chambers, large at the bottom, smaller for light food, combination of tappers on the top.
Mumu
Desk Misc. Items Holder and Organizer. Holds small documents and desk items in the same place. Convenient swivel base.
An egg crate style veggie /fruit container with canvas style grocery bags on opposite sides.Lets you separate fragile items from bulky ones
Automated flour sifter
App enabled Open/Close Meds container. The problem is medicine can be mistaken by kids as candy.
Iced Tea Utensil Mesh Spoon- All in One - Holds tea bags, lemon and sugar. The perfect pitcher of tea everytime.
Window Wiz
Sheet Pan Grip Clamp (SPGC)
Better than a Dog! Alarmed adjustable window/door jams that call you if triggered!
A shelf that allows a cable or satellite receiver table-top box to be stored under a flatscreen television resting on a table or dresser.
No-Soak Umbrella Cloak
HANDS FREE support system@ipad@iphone
Cupcake-Corer Critters
Bike seat cover for outsides
Security device for portables. Ever walked off and forgot your phone? Perhaps a thief purloined it. Need some help? I do.
Permanent replacement for the plastic wrap dispenser.
My K-cup 360 Degree, Rotational Storage Solution for your Refrigerator.
Lego Grids - a product line for desk/travel organization! An interlocking system of iPad/iPhone cases + modular adapters for your stuff.
Beach umbrella with solar panels on top to charge small electronics you carry with you. 3 panels on top, outlet, and small ledge.
My idea is a durable mount with quick release that allows cyclists to quickly attach a flashlight to their handlebars.
Decorative cord covers for small bathroom and kitchen appliance electrical appliances which is quick and easy to use with many benefits.
Inflatable lawn decoration (e.g. blowup snowman) that collapses into a decorative receptacle (e.g. holiday present box) upon deflation.
KIDS TOOTHBRUSH HELPER
The BOX fan
A T.V. remote that is in sync with your smartphone and can be used to answer calls and text messages.
Wink Universal Remote Control
Smart Kitchen Canister - RESUB
Stop losing little objects in your cart, suitcase, or bag. The Shopping Sling will help you keep it all together.
paint roller cover
IPHONE COOLING DOCK!
THE SCRAMBOWL!!! Perfect for making scambled eggs, or simply mixing anything up quickly!!!
Canvas Bucket Liner
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Toy Car
Universal USB Cord Organizer
Small Parts Filter for vacuum cleaners. Universal unit that fits between the handle/nozzle and attachments to catch unseen small parts.
Festive silverware display
A helpful 'spin' on the common utility cart.
The Rainbow Fence is a privacy 6'x6' or decorative 3'x3' fence that is portable, durable, one-way see through, and comes in various colors.
3-n-1 K-cup stand/storage system. Counter-top stand/display, carousel plus hangs on door.
By the iPhone application, you can confirm and talk to a person pressing the door bell and open the door without approaching the front door.
Note holder and pencil that can be used with any paper in any setting.
The key Sergeant is a multi purpose keychain tool for opening keyrings,insert the wedge into the keyring to rotate keys on & off easily
Spray on protective layer. Instantly creates a protective layer on your hands, feet. Single Layer can be easily removed by peeling it.
The Sauce Chef
Plates Designed For The Microwave - SILICONE edges!
A slim, lightweight and portable â€˜lap-deskâ€™ for laptop users. Fits into any backpacks or carry cases. Bring it Wherever you Go !!
Hip-net
Airplane Hangers Clothes hangers shaped like airplanes Helps kids learn how to hang up items Pilots like the novelty
Tool-Link. Tool box w/ tool finder. Each tool will have cordless connection w/ rfid chip. Never lose a tool again. Toolbox recharges tools
Austin dry aged Grass-Fed Beef
"The Finger Reader". Is composed of a doorbell, fingerprint scanner, intercom system. Would scan visitors fingerprints and sync with phones.
The moving microwave
a retractable iphone usb cable that retracts into or onto the macbook, so you always have an iphone sync cable with your laptop
Protect baby AND openly-displayed items with Shelf SAFEr*, a simple-to-use screen that attaches to any shelving unit.
Beverage Blanket
A plastic or acrylic mold bigger battery AA,B,C able to fit a AAA batt inside.
Cell shelf
SMART PEPPER SPRAY - when you're in danger, it alerts 911 and your family + friends with your location!
Outdoor electrical cord tie down to end frustration of cord being pulled out of socket while cutting lawn with electric mower
PoolNet - A net that lies on the bottom of a pool & with a push of a button the net lifts above the water. A safety and cleaning solution.
"Eyephones for iPhone"
Sponge Pad
Ever get to doing your business on the toilet, then find you have no toilet paper? The TP-Tube will make sure it doesn't happen again.
Wink Outdoor Extension Cord
Tiaramometer
g
A device attachable to your baby loved pacifier with a sound activated pulsing light.
iAlarm- The High Decibel Defender Resub.
Prebrakes Warning (PBW)
A pressure sensor in a car's brake pedal that brightens or pulses the brake lights in a panic stop situation.
Modified toe- socks
ZAPP! Hamper Steamed Cleaner
Automatic Tea Maker
This beverage coaster stays attached to your beverage.
Pocket Size Portable Espresso Machine.
A Standalone coffee maker, not pulled out from under a cabinet to fill with water. Fill pot with water then the coffee, relax, anticapate.
Padded ergonomic wristband. Fun, easy alternative to the cushioned mouse pad. Design-friendly, made with the office or student in mind.
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Heating/Cooling Portable mold
CAP or VISOR Choose a cap with your favorite logo, zip to visor suit the occasion/favorite team/color Save $$ one visor many caps
Washer Nozzle Cleaning Tool 3in1 Used for a windshield nozzle sprayer.
I'm thinking of a game to increase hand eye cordnation with an touch screen board so they can place the pieces on the board.
Mini Curing Cabinet
Brush bag
The Lawn Bag Caddy will eliminate the need to drag a grass clipping around the yard or to the curb for trash pickup. No more ripped bags !
Robot Vacuum Remote Controller
Custom fabric sleeves for vinyl vertical blind slats to protect blinds, reduce noise, improve energy efficiency, and allow decoration.
a lotion scoop, imagine a ice cream scoop with a T handle that wraps around lotion pump straw, this allow you to scoop the bottle bottom
Dog Gone Cheesy
UV Germ killing serving spoon handles. Buffets in restaurants have lots of cross contamination issues.
Sticker Tracker
Iphone case with a pedometer(step counter) in it. Solar powered. Total steps, calories burned, total distance. Try to beat the previous day!
Complete-Option Powered Portable Speaker Docking System. Never run out of juice for your docking station again!
Perfect Coffee Mug
App based bed alert doctors and nurse schedule and emergency situation, now family can watch beloved patient any time
A dial or digital thermometer that is placed in line between the wall and shower head to monitor the water temperature.
Flexible cookie man cutters, bend them in any position you want and make each cookie unique! [3rd Update!]
Connect to LOCAL wireless carriers, while traveling INTERNATIONALLY
My name is Quentin Galt,instead of tinting windows or buying those ugly sun blockers why not have windows tint like the new sunglasses.
*Students can plug in anything and everything anywhere* Green and useful. Sleek, modern, and small footprint!
The SNORKEL 2 is a cross-breed between a conventional snorkel and snuba/scuba gear. Affordability of the snorkel / the freedom of snuba !
I would lovee a suitcase where I dont have to unpack clothes on vacation..It should have pull out drawers and act as a dresser
TOWER SURGE PROTECTOR that enables you to swtich off each individual outlet, while only using what's necessary. Saves consumer money daily
USB powered monitor frames. Spruce up your office, cubical, home pc. Relax or Rock!!!
Electromagnetic Gym Door Bar
Grow Tablet
The Collectible Coin Filter
Ready to go to bed? Turn the light off, close the door, turn on the fan all from your phone!
THE BIG BURNER An ECO FRIENDLY, TELESCOPIC TIKI TORCH that is also NON-SPILL. Clean fuel. Safe container. Fun golf design. Huge market!
Lap in a Snap
Women don't have time to waste &amp; we love well manicured nails. There's nothing worse than getting a dent or smudge in them before they dry.
Trying to organize clothes hangers has been a major problem! This product will organize and transport most common sizes of clothes hangers.
Head Bed - A medical use, head/neck support and blood containment system for trauma victims. Protect the patient and contain blood exposure.
Frame for kids' art. Allows quick &amp; easy change of art &amp; mat - slides out vertically from front of frame; don't have to take off wall.
Design an over sized Egg crate like container to safely protect the fragile vege's bought to protect them from bruising
Life's A Grind
Better dusk mask -shaped like a bandana. Air can circulate so you don't feel like you are suffocating. Does not fog your glasses. Barbra
Keeps arms of driver and passengers cool while driving or riding in an automobile. Eliminates sun-burned arms and the risk of skin cancer.
Coloured Numbered Key Chain that goes with each door in your house.
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A spice grinder/spice rack combo with the rechargeable motor/grip in the center, surrounded by spice grinder containers... A SPICE MASTER!
Mug Tea Bag Assist - Sits on the edge of the mug!
Laptop Posture Case
Lash nâ€™ A Flash
A Collapsible Cooler that save space in your closet and can be storage anywhere. Inspired by Nest. Similar are made of fabric and don't last
Salt &amp; Pepper Tilt nâ€™ Grind
Fondant Icing Sheeter & Cutter
Resubmit: Combo Pizza Butcher Block n Serving Tray w/built-in Pizza slicer n Table Stand w/built-in heating plate. Design by Peter Frazier
A Safe That Requires Everyone To Be There In Order To Open It. Uses Your Phones As Keys. "The Marriage Box" - "The Friendship Box"
Battery-Powered Step Lights
Copter Car
Tiny cord camera that connects to your smartphone. Record or take picture without being suspicious. Hands free, while you're in action.
digital led growth chart
Leaf (Solar Charger)
Stackable Baby Bottles w/ easy grip grooves. Saves storage space and great value because of transforming feature of bottle-sippy cup-cup.
are you just1 of them people on the beach just taning and dont like the ocean and you what to cool off this solves all your problem also
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time? Resubmit.
The Q bangle can sense what you write from tendons in your wrist, and send information via bluetooth.
App Enabled Smart Mat Tells You Your Weight Every Time You Open Fridge! Works for Multiple Peeps in House!
My 2006 product I call HEADPHONES RECEIVER for Arena/NFL/ WWE/Radio/ Hear it Live as it happens Just like on TV "+your there in person"app
Foldup Hideaway Dog Feeding and Watering Station facilitates storing and arrangement of a domesticated petâ€™s food and water bowls.
A stretchable band with different designs that help hold and hide trash bin liners with style.
"Oatmeal Bowls"! Keep oatmeal warm & ice cream cold. INSULATED Silicone bowls w/ lids that open halfway. Microwave safe & Cool 2 touch
Austin/Infused Olive Oil Tool
Laser Pizza Cutting Guide: Kids sure to appreciate high tech in the kitchen! Adults won't mind easy to clean one gadget fits all sizes guide
Storage system for round lazy susan kitchen cabinets storage for cans,jars.spray butters etc
Kettle Dumbbell
Iphone Case 2 Screen LCD/LED Display Flush with the Iphone so you can use your iphone like an ipad.
THE PERFECT OUTLINER COMB
Cookie chips
Customisable Bandits with Clip-On Ring, T ,Hook, Carabina etc. Build your own -See VIDEO! Sell a pack of connectors and blank Bandits.
A simple but elegantly sleek device to record voice and convert it to printed text, or an e-mail,or text message sent to a cellular device.
small pact battery
Drains beverage cans and bottles.
Mocubo Best Friend! Cheese set drawer! Use with your mocubo!
a simple plastic coaster approxim. 8â€ in diameter and 1/16â€ thick with a lip at a 45-66 Degree angle and 1/8â€ thick.
A portable water filter fit for oceans and lakes
Eraser Buddy: Use Your Eraser Cap Without It Ripping Or Splitting. Great For Children! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Baby Crib Rocker
dsgfsdg
Fully adaptable (size and angle) cooling pad for MacBookS (maybe iPad too) with cord management underneath
ShoeFX - Kid shoes that bring sound effect fun every step of the way.
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My invention, "Place Mats on a Roll" are a convenient and fun addition to your table or counter. They will simplify your life.
The pan divider allows you to make one baking pan into multiple sizes. 13x9 to any size that you need eg. 9x9, just by sliding the divider.
VaniStation - Your beauty station anywhere
The one truly no-spill ice cube "tray".Modern, stylish, innovative and very convenient.
An adjustable measuring spoon will change the world one meal at a time. Why have 6 measuring spoons when you only need 1 that adjusts.
A decorative handsoap/ lotion dispenser that cuts out the time and hassle of refilling or swapping out product.
Utensil Tongs! Make your own tongs w/ this handy simple hinged utensil holder. Use your own utensils. My 11 year old son's idea &amp; rendering
Turn your cordless tools into corded tools for those large projects and save money that you would have had to buy new tools with.
Yo Instago
Papa Sharp
Solar Cover for Laptops &amp; iPads: Cover attaches to back of Laptop/iPad; plugs into the existing charging plug. No Extra Parts to carry!
Metal Mesh Filtered Paint Can Lid for both small and large Paint Cans.
WashCan â€“ A trash can you can wash in the dishwasher
Quinoa Maker - Rinses and Cooks One of The Healthiest Foods on The Planet
Dog Walking Stick/Billy Club - It extends. It lights. It shrills. It protects.
beach towel top with arm holes, and bottoms to go over wet swimming trunks.
A better mouse to provide comfort for the wrist and hand &amp; prevent Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.
Light clothing system for extreme low temperature. Preserves body heat, distributing breath heated air throughout the clothing.
Latex Paint Flushable Brushes
Beat the Winter Blues!
Nail clipper with a clear cylinder that extends around the finger and enclosed clipper base to stop clippings from flying and causing a mess
iPhone, iPad mini Journal with a writing/drawing pad that is able to incorporate with all your idevices. Submitted Sep 21 was in UC Sep 26.
Fruit Hive
Stylish fork and spoon that monitor your food intake automatically while you eat
Automatic Sensor
A massage in a bed is a pain in the neck! This bedside massage pillow stand takes an at home massage from "that'll do" to "do more!"
Clean Bristles (Disinfectant).
Hide -A- Hub
Scissors that help cut with more precision when your hands are shaky and/or weak
Text Reading Display
antitheft finger scan
To place a necklace around the neck of a person to provide either a picture or audio to a 911 center if the person is about to be assaulted
The photo album that you display on a wall in your home or office. It is NOT electronic, it's green, it's simple, and it's inexpensive.
Perforated Plastic Insert for standard size coolers, No more soggy wet mess or waste when your cooler ice melts.... this is so Cool.
I would invent a marking pen for standardized tests which are electronically scored, and require bubbling in with a pencil.
A spill proof drinking cup/bottle that you can drink from while standing upright, lying horizontal or anything in between.
One Lid Fits ALL! One lid with attachable rims to make it fit different size POTS, can also be made for JARS, CUPS, BOTTLES and BUCKET lids!
Super Souvenir
The best eyeglasses organizer ever. Set of four eyeglass cases that bonds together magnetically into one elegant unit for travel/storage
A simple cone coffee filter system that allows user to make 2 cups of coffee simultaneously. (Can also make just one cup - or a whole pot.)
This is a cup of coffee, tea or chocolate with quirky 3D logo. contains funny phrases, and different colors, good for all the family.
The Ultimate Expressions Vase
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ADAMPAD IS THE SOLUTION for glass top stoves. More surface space for hot and cold utensils.This is a NO BRAINER. Go for ADAMPAD now.
Re-Fresh Naturally, adding a small fan to a planter for chemical-free aromas of your favorite flowers and herbs all year long.
Life reminder
Personal Doctor
Express your creativity! A whiteboard case for your iDevice to decorate and take notes on. Built in marker/eraser compartment
Portable hydraulic lopper
Farmers Market MutiPack stores stuff separately and safely with its Produce Pocket Pumps, Safety Suspension Straps, Tenacious Tubular Trap
Running in the dark is not fun it can be dangerous. This product attaches easily to shoes and provides lighting while running in the dark.
Giant cup is a perfect accesory for every pod coffee machine. It's made from 7 magnetic compartments wich are compounded together.
Universal Paint Can Lid that you can dial to open and scrape paint brush. Cheap to make and reusable.
Pooping Piggy Bank!!! A piggy bank with a built in coin sorter that "poops" out coin rolls.
"Walkies": Electric Dog Leash
The lazy boy to excersizo transforms from a comfort sitting position into a lean mean exercising device to re-sculpt the human body.
Safely Cut Through Turnips Or Other Dance Foods With Multilevel Ribbed Bars Providing Knife Pressure Assistance And A Curved Holding Area.
YUM-YUM KITTY fingerless glove for FUSSY EATERS. Keep babies focused on the spoon. Matching Bib. Make Feeding Time more FUN!
e-Stand
Bladeless fan hair dryer
VALVIE- valve cap
DRY THOSE DISHES WITH STYLE + KEEP THOSE SPONGES OUT OF SIGHT... By AWESEMO
CARRYON LUGGAGE THAT GOES EVERYWHERE YOU DO. ROLLS UP STAIRS AND OVER GRAVEL. EASILY ATTACHES TO A BICYCLE
FOR USE AS A CART OR FIELD PACK.
Color coded Polyethylene Cutting Boards.
"Smart" battery and mobile app that will notify you when to change the batteries in devices prior to the batteries dying.
fitness working on the belly fat to have the perfect shape in no time and very little efforts result very first exercise will be noticed
In-Shower Coffee Mug Holder
POLAR POCKET
keep your pens, pencils , and erasers attached to your sketchbook!
360 Skates
use gloves that make your fingers longer by 3 inches to pick up leaves
An app that allows you to draw the path you want your roomba to make in each room and set times.
Ear buds with both, inline volume control AND inline play/pause control.
EZ Electrician's Tape
Old School shower kit has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
Jewelry Wrap. Keeps jewelry in place while doing summer activities. Clear or designer neoprene or biodegradable wraps
A cane to assist walking.
My design is for a winter shoe attachment with smooth soles for sliding around on snow.
Heaven-Met: Stay Cool & Safe!
Folding/Expanding Shopping Crate: Use at stores eg. COSTCO/ALDI where bags are not provided and empty boxes run out or are too small/too big
FLAT POPS, simple flat mats that transform into racks, stands, trays... easy, cool, convenient.
Programmable Pet Yard Leash.
Storage Bin Dividers
Never-Dark Revolver. Flashlight w/ multiple rechargeable batteries inside. Turn flashlight head when battery runs out &amp; switch to next one.
Hoodies &amp; More
WeBarrow Upper Cardio-Strength
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DOME Golf Bag Travel Cover
CHIP CLIP WIZARD
[UPDATE] Earbud Organizer+Splitter=An organizer that STAYS WITH YOUR PLAYER. Function options: mute, adjust volume or seek. MULTIPLE
DESIGNS
the woombie
Tapeless Measure
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
Skateboard with shock absorbing trucks or board. Springs or leaf spring style skateboard trucks or board for huge air and smooth landings
Tired of forgetting your iPhone 5 charger when staying at a friends house? Well the Integrated IPhone 5 Case and Charger is the solution!!!
A washer dryer combo, what a package. Only one machine that can stand alone and do it all. Save time and space!
App enabled Oven Control Panel
Digital Clock, Smoke Alarm, CO Alarm and Wifi Extender.Place in each room and protect your home from the silent assailants.
Quirky : App Enabled Bobble Brush UV Toothbrush Sterilizer with app enabled cleaning routine.
inline
Flat Wrap device. Wraps around flat tires or rims where the tires blew off from blowout. Self inflating device!
The Fleel is a high heal shoe that turns into a flat using state of the art lithium ion battery technoloty and a built-in accordian device.
Chocolate birthday candles instead of wax. Melted chocolate instead of wax. I am so excited.
Infinite Stand: The flexible iPhone stand that allows infinite amounts of viewing angle. When unused the stand becomes part of the case.
The Laptop Cooler Case is the solution to cramped travel spaces in which you need to use your notebook and maximize space (Airplanes, Cars)
Introducing The All New Spider Wall Adapter:With 8 bendable power outlet legs and 2 USB extension on demand antennae.
STOP Strips
Simple water bottle sling
Metalic BasketBall
InsideJob - The easiest way to clean the inside of your windshield. CLEAN THE INSIDE FROM THE OUTSIDE (what!?), clean both sides at once.
Snappez
Always Fresh
SOCKET DICE - This slim-designed socket contains four grounded outlets and two USB-ports. Availible in EU, US and UK-versions.
Removable sensors that monitor temperature, moisture, motion and video in my home and transmit data directly to my smartphone via the app.
A few seconds can make a difference in a fire. I would make a personal fire retardant foam in a spray can the size of a pepper spray can.
Make use of GE available technology to design Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
K-CUP UNDER-MOUNT ORGANIZER WITH AN EMBEDDED LED LIGHT BAR. SLIM DESIGN TO BLEND IN WITH KITCHEN DECOR. POD
AND ACCESSORY STORAGE.
A trivia alarm clock app + charging base. Answer 3 multiple choice questions and the alarm shuts off. Answer wrong, and it gets louder.
for every one who goes shopping and uses shopping carts.they don,t want any germs from the previous customer rap my product around handle
Meet the Quirky directional intermittent light projector for bike riders, showing light to the street and the gluteus(BUTT) of the rider.
A walking cane with a built-in pill case and programmable reminder alarm.
Pocket Master, do not get rid of your current bags, just attach pocket master for your delicate veggies and fruits.
Dual Basket
Signal blocking iphone case good for gas stations,harm full external signal,emergency meeting,etc
Waterproof "bluetooth" earplug w/ mp3 waterproof WATCH, surf and do other water sports with while listening to music, no strings attached.
a portable detachable electric razor your iphone. for when you forget to shave last minute or in a rush.
Bandgage (non-stick lining) for fingers and toes that slips over the digit or toe,fully covering the wound. Perforated edge for removal.
Quiet Kid
Goodbye filing &amp; messy piles! A modular, aesthetic, functional piling cabinet for the visually-oriented right-brained. Organize with ease.
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Outlet with child protection
Cartooned
App enabled home work/school work and grade monitor. Sends and tracks grades, and alerts when homework to do or emergency message.
Comfort Cover
Hate peeling gum or wiping a slimy unknown mess out of ur very expensive decorative silver trash receptacle?
Photo tree
Blow-up "cell boxes" for produce at farmersâ€™ market. Look like puffy stemware packing when inflated, fit in your pocket when not.
Warm and cool your swimming pool with the sun and Thermochromic paint. The pool changes color to heat and cool itself and saves you $$.
No MORE Painting!!FUN,EASY Accent walls with colors,quotes,pictures CUSTOMERS can Choose &amp; CREATE!! Keep for a few months or
permanently!
Where
â€œInfant Safety Alert Strapbandâ€ is an innovative child safety wireless product that allows parents to watch over the child remotely.
Baby Face Guard
Sticky Pockets-an end to broken phones ipods and more. An open pocket t-shirt with Velcro sewn into the pocket. Keep your electronics safe.
2 in 1 Liquid medicine syringe with a measuring spoon. Great for kids of all ages
Ziplock Chips
An ipad and/or ipad mini case that grows with baby! Starts as a hanging mobile and transforms adapting to different stages. Resub.
Drawer Vacuum
Cool Phone
The Macbook Handle. Carry your Macbook (or PC) safely! Doubles as an ergonomic stand. Folds flat!
No Pain Therapy Pillow
4 LED soft (red or blue)lights inside a bracelet to be worn to bed at night for moms with infants. Places the light only where you need it!
A multipurpose stylus that has a microfiber cloth wiper along the side and a brush for cleaning iDevices.
One size fits all luggage!The hole set in just one piece!A luggage that fits weekend, short and long travel. Vertical expandable.
Personal cooled Air
App enable Pool Pump/Motor, alert when is clogged, need filter &amp; add Chemicals for you and read the ph in the water. On/Off.
A hand held body tickling device that helps enhance the tickling experience. it soothes and relaxes people of all ages and helps them rest.
Icy-Stick: Chill Your Favorite Soda Using A Stick Of Ice! (See Designs And Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Cellphone skin home kit. Template cutout sheets. Create and print your own designs at home. Quick, easy & inexpensive phone dress up.
A Water Bug! Dont worry, it doesn't bite. It just waters your house plants for you. Let me know what you think.
I am in my 60s and find that lifting my appliances has become an issue. I have invented various ways of moving them easily now.
Race Car Set for the tech age
Ionic Dryer sheets that attract lint right out of the dryer!
Beach Sphere cooler/caddy
Spoon Stretchable metering
The Toothbrush Caddy
Always HOT coffee mug or always COLD water bottle
molePad
Towel handle
A sensor within car doors to prevent (closing) your fingers in the doors.
The Ultimate Pet Toy. A 50/50 collaboration with Damael. Now App-Enabled! Play with your cat or dog from anywhere!
During the summer months you have to take your hose out and water your garden. What about a sprinkler that looks like a real plant.
With the invention of waterproof TV's, why not make a floating device specifically designed to hold a small LCD screen with accessories.
A Grocery/Shopping Bag Carrier that indicate the amount of weight you are carrying.
A convenient, go-anywhere makeup solution to keep everything clean, fresh &amp; lovely. It's the best thing for your purse since pepper spray.
The CHAPSTICK CHARGER - a charger that's always there for you! Keychain friendly. Chapstick sized. A 2-prong charger for phones.
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A peanut-butter jar and a tooth-paste tube with a lid on both sides.
vise-grip type product that automatically adjusts to the size of the lid, 6 inches long for leverage in opening medication,jars,etc. easy.
Save lives during CPR w/ CO2 charged inflatable 'pullow' Put on the back of the neck during CPR.Lift head,put under neck,pull string,inflate
The iPhone speakers suck! The plug-in iSpekrz will considerably enhance the listening experience.
Dome or rectangular structure to cover casseroles and desserts to keep them warm or cool while you relax with family or guests.Please read..
Hand-Held Collapsible Portable Sign. Personal Pedestrian crossing or Contractor use, stop/yield/slow etc. Reflective for night time.
Crochet Stand
Roller Gate - Climb Proof Baby and Toddler Gate/door. Easy install, doesn't damage the walls, a gate made of rollers to prevent climbing.
ALL- SPORT-PRACTICE NET
THERMO STIX ARE COLORFUL COLLECTION OF DRINK STIRRERS WITH A UNIQUE HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY THAT CAN KEEP A COLD
DRINK COOL OR HOT DRINK WARM.
TACK 2012, The Retractable Tack. Re-thinking the tack and making it cool again.
Palette Nail Polish Bottles
Cable tower for Pivot Power. Tame the rats nest of wires. Run wires to desk-top concealed and organized. Simple to use.
Home made Whippy Ice Creams
add wifi to a stove. have a wifi temp ball you can drop in a pot, set the temp on the stove and have it auto adjust heat to desired temp.
iPhone 5 Case with built in Solar Powered Bluetooth Mini Speaker,App-enabled.#Resub
In-ear device that detects your heart beat rising and automatically plays soothing music to calm you and signal you to take a break.
A laundry basket that you don't need to lift and carry. Rolls on large wheels. Has retractable handle. And can be rolled up and down stairs.
Bend-a-Light: Position Your Lightbulb In Any Direction! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
A tinted waterproof e-reader cover with a pocket for your sunglasses or reading glasses. This should be entirely waterproof, attached float
PEPPERINO ; All in one , carry large and delicate produce from fruit and veg to fresh eggs ,with comfort :)
Listeners
PAPER PUNCH+GLUE TAPE DISPENCR
A semi-flexible plastic shell with a rubberized grip that holds on to a hanger.
Expand-a-outlet
Oh no brake
Plastic Bats with Removable Inserts to Tailor How Far The Ball Can Go. Bat Displays distance ball was hit on the bat on small LCD screen.
A toothbrush for toddlers that plays music for three minutes while the brush is moving. Music pauses if brushing stops.
3d holographic communicating device is a 3d way of communicating 3d image makes the conversation feel like a physical presence
Fork with a twist
Macbook Air doesn't have a disc drive. This one is integrated into the top of the case, but keeps its slim profile
The Bait Ledge
The Drier Cooler
affordable heated driveway mat
Keep your phone/iPad(and extra paper)clean and within reach while toileting. Store it while wiping self. Save your life by calling for help!
Pet wrist alert you circulation,sounds, temperature, movement and sickness of pet regularly and early
An Iphone case that is more like a glove and has an extra battery.
The Pod Light (A mobile low voltage indoor/outdoor lighting system). A simple mobile lighting system that can be used indoors or outdoors
Rognew
The QUIRKY BOTTLE CAP CUP! A collaboration with John Abrams! Please see pics!
MIXWIT A screw cap filled with a healthy sirop, vitamins or fibres to put on your daily bottle of water. Gives variety throughout the day.
For Memory: Place a tab on item so when lost you press a remote that sets off alarm on item. Remote can be on magnet so to place on frig.
RESUBMIT)Temporary TEETH BLING. Temporary stickers for your teeth.
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The Quirky FRAME wallet... A minimalist wallet based on a flex frame and elastic bands. Compact, convenient, trendy.
Ceiling fan with snap on blades.
Night Lites-Heavy absorbancy pads for potty-trained kids who experience occasional bed-wetting but can't sleep in pull-ups.
There's only one (4) things that attaches your car to the road. When your tyre tread drops below 1.6mm, a dayglo band is revealed...
Think of a "hair" blow dryer but in a smaller size that runs off of batteries that can fit in a woman's purse or hand bag.
Cell Phone Slave
NO MORE FLAT POP! Enjoy to the last drop!! Design a compression container for plastic pop bottles so that the pop never goes flat again! :o)
A multi-tiered, side-loading rolling shopping bag.
Smart Fiber Optic Guitar:Now you could learn how to play a new song quicker on an actual guitar,App-enabled.#Resub
Protect your fine glassware from chipping when stored, using this attachable, flexible, rim protector (94756)
Intelligent Spice Container
TV tray Tables that can Convert to a Card Table. Tables come together to make one larger table. Easy storage
Snap clamp case for Iphone
A piercing tool that lets air in when you dispense water from a 2.5 gallon water container and closes automatically after dispensing.
Liquid Netting
No More Static! I hate folding and wearing static-y clothes. I also don't think it's very environmentally friendly to use dryer sheets.
Glow in the dark moulding for baseboards/door frames
Hotel Room Clean are Dirty
Chain Saw Safety Stop
It's a stationary bike connected with a dynamo, fueling a battery for produce energy for small devices.
Cocktail Recipe Stikers
The Sticky Stamp- pick up things a broom and dustpan cannot.Picks up the smallest,toughest dirt,glass,pet hair,crumbs and so much more
Eggs-Ray Genie
Produce bag with interior & exterior mesh pockets
Running enthusiasts can all agree: They like to go fast. But the body can only withstand so much. How would you like to lighten your step?
Price Your Shopping
Flip Fryer: A double frying pan with a viewing window!
EXTENSION TOE CLIPPER. Toe clipper for over weight people. NO NEED TO ASK YOUR SOUL MATE TO CLIP YOUR TOE NAILS!
Intelligent add-on to slay the energy vampires (smartphones/laptops chargers)
Reel Sure
DISGUISE YOUR DOG WASTE BAG. No more showing your dog waste for the world to see. This bag will allow you to Disguise your bagged dog waste
"Magic clean"
Save money and the environment while extending the life of finer clothing with a simple system to track clothing usage before dry cleaning.
App Enabled Refrigerated Small Counter Appliance Half JUICER &amp; Half SMOOTHIE! Fresh &amp; Ready to Drink Anytime!
Generate power with your garden hose! A turbine + removeable USB battery that charges while you water your plants.
One Pivot Power fits all!! An universal use pivot power!
At the beach, your child needs a waterproof flashing watch on to warn them they are out too far or you can't see them or it's time to go.
JUST THE FAX! Create an App Enabled FAX MACHINE! Send Outgoing Faxes, Receive Incoming Faxes! *(Re-Sub)*
Overhead Storage iBeams. Create iBeam brackets to store plastic containers/bins on the ceiling in the garage where floor space is premium
No more embarrassing white squares on your face again! A razor handle that will stop the bleeding when you cut yourself.
Reinventing The Plumb Bob
The indestructible dog bed. This bed is made with Dyneema material that is used in bullet proof vest, but soft and light weight.Chew proof.
SOS! Save Our Storage! (Space)
The Butler
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THE GPS WINDOW PROJECTOR
Multi-Pet Auto Diet Feeder
Follow Fan
The EasySwipe allows college students to pull out their phone and swipe the attached school card without removing the card from the source.
Lightweight Self-Inflating Travel Crib - Traveling parents, inflates easily anywhere you go! Deflates into its own tote or fits in suitcase.
An app. to keep track of the sales tax you spend by keeping a running total on your purchases.
App-Enabled Swim Goggles. Goggles Rim Color and Blinking Pattern Controlled By App. Goggles Contain GPS for Easy Finding of Kids.
A hair dyer, curling and flat iron holder that hooks on to any towell rack, with clips to keep the cords organized and out of the way.
A touch-screen glove that can touch devices without leaving fingerprints or naturally corrosive oils from the skin.
Indoor outdoor plant window box.
My product is a package of shaving razors that offer a variety of sizes that will allow men to sculpt their beards like never before.
Easily transport your soap, shampoo, lotion and razor to your gym and position everything conveniently in the shower after your workout.
Bedtime Timer
Chamber
A waterproof shower countdown timer &MP3 player! Conserve water, avoid bathroom wars & wash to your favorite tune :)
Grip free flashlight! Flash light concept based on the idea of keeping your hands free while shedding light on what's In front of you.
Grill-kebob
GPS Golf ball
Christmas Wreath String Lights! Resubmit.
360 Degree Viewer Headband
The Beach Butler will help you carry all your beach gear without sweat. This all-in-one beach lounge is amazing!
Scannable prescription bottle
Prescription Screen Protectors
iNutz: A cell phone lanyard that depicts a pair of testicles. Like 'truck nuts' but a small version fixed to a lanyard that attaches to cell
Children's Play Pen/Crib Lined with Glow in The Dark Glowing Rope So You Can See Child While Sleeping at Night Time or When in Dark Room.
Simple, plain, ordinary, no frills, no bells and whistles, â€˜uni-functionalâ€™, aluminum laptop stand
Tapr
Why not have the ability to hook up your iPad, iPod or iPhone to your TV, right? I have the solution!
A multi-function car remote control that enables the user to open/close garage doors, lock/unlock house and turn on house lights.
Life of Pixit: Interactive Customizable Stamp Design Challenge
The Sand Wagon able to move across sandy beaches but also switch back to going across concrete.
To me a perfect farmers market bag would be a Bubble Wrap Collapsible basket type like you see in some European Markets.
Ever wonder how many germs are on your office's bathroom key? This anti-microbal UV sanitizing key case keeps restroom keys germ-free!
Learning blocks. Fun easy to use.Can be interactive with parents or older siblings.Learn as they play.Lightweight, colorful,fabric and foam.
New solo
Easy Music Case Storage. Organization using a Storage compartment that Hinges Outward from the Front/Back of Instrument Case.Open 2 collab
ReLog Paper Shredder
The Apartment Panel brings real solar energy capability to everyone. A personal solar panel mounts to your window like a satellite dish.
A new design for a roadside flare. They currently are dangerous. They can catch things On fire, burn you, and are round and can roll.
What's going on tonight? This phone app can tell you!
La multiprise Ã rallonge
A tambourine the size of a trampoline.
Reusable Pet Water bowl/fountain sponge â€“ fit around any size pet water bowl or fountain.
portable a/c shade screen
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Double hip squeezer
MAKE BATH END DUCH WITH 2 EXIT(Fabriquer baignoires et bacs douches avec 2 sorties)watter no good,and water for garden
Smell-Fresh Sponge!
Cream applicator for the Back. Applies body lotion, sun cream or special ointments to hard to reach areas of the Back and Legs.
Spray-On Lint Repellant. Something that can be sprayed on articles of clothing to keep the stuff from sticking in the first place.
Smart Cooking Handle
A packaging and labeling system that clearly distinguishes products used daily in the shower for home and especially for travel.
How many times have you lost your key but always have your phone on you where ever you go? A phone case that houses a spare key.
Easily transport your soap, shampoo, lotion and razor to your gym and position everything conveniently in the shower after your workout.
Ipad Case with swivel clamp arm for hands free use.
Pocket books/shoulder bags(even back packs)that have replaceable handles/straps when their original handles/straps break/tear off.
FxWear takes a common Halloween costume and blends it with Hollywood fx to produce real-time transformations from one character to another
BIRD'S EYE VIEW WINDOW SEAT
Are you a Photographer? Are a fan of Apple products? Why not combine them?
We often store glasses on our head while it holds hair back, keeps glasses in reach. Having them morph into a cute head band would be cool
Purse Plug
Life Bangle
Beach Push Cart that has inflatable wheels that detach to become beach chairs, floaties, or intertubes for the water
A clear, collapsible cup with built in pill dispenser perfect for everyday use and for medication on vacation!
Drumits
Next generation business card - Touch your Q business card to theirs &amp; info just transfers to theirs (Revised after Q feedback)
The LED-enabled mistletoe Santa Hat will revolutionize the slow, sloppy, and expensive process of extracting kisses from drunken party girls
Patented App-enabled automated Shoe rack system with the option to make shoe selections based on a per-determined criteria
Motion Sensing Hologram Projector
Bike in a Back pack Bag. for busy commuters and airline passengers , Students on campus.Kids too see VIDEO http://youtu.be/NocN9b_PfJs
AnyWink IR/RF Remote Interface
Curved Heated Ceramic Volumizing Clips for Long Hair - Get the curved "root" lift without rolling the entire strand of hair!
your medical sheet on iphone: we are all, without exception, under the risk unconsciousness and accidents: in the car, on street, at work ..
App/Extendable Power Strip
harman-the-headphone
Induction Keyboard Mouse + Mat
This idea is a Thermos Flask with a digital readout giving you the temperature of it's contents. Ideal for making baby formula on the move.
iGlow
Digital level with e-ink bubble. The level you've seen/used before was made in the 17th century! Let's update this analog tool... please.
S.D.C Space Debris Collector
CONSISTENT BREADING APPLIANCE
The TAPE-AWAY
Safety pin tracking chip w/app
A new concept of cellphone which has a built- in charger.
Fabulous 3 zipper cosmetic bag with push-button interior LED light. No more struggling to see items in your makeup bag!
Una zapatilla de tacon alto. La idea es que el tacon se pueda quitar,sea retractil o pueda usarse a diferentes alturas.
Super Sponge Handler
app enabled - Smart Safe - with hard drive and backup power supply
A portable accessory for your Umbrella that shields your bag, and its contents such as laptops, Ipads e.t.c from the rain.
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Multi Smart Fridge
A backpack with crisper drawers. Designed to keep your food stuffs fresh and secure while shopping at the market and on the trip home.
Easier & cooler and more comfortable for the older people for working in the yard or garden, Their head ears, and neck will be protected.
Pole-less tent. Air bladder tent filled with same pump as air mattress. Models for camp or pick up bed.
Steer it! Play your favorite games into a new level! For iphones and Androids. Build in speakers and a 3.7V rechargeable battery
That's My Pizza Glide is a Pizza Cutter that Can Glide &amp; Cut in Multiple Directions Starting from the Edge of the Pizza or from Pizza Center
Laundry Conveyer
iEp Internet Enabled Pants
FashMed Carrier
Introducing Urban Honey
Sunglass savers
Wink Pi, is a TV mounted Webcam, Raspberry Pi wifi/app enabled Imp Card enigma that needs to exist. Skype, Direct message family
I-Organize -A Modular Monitor, Organizing System. Can be designed to use many of Quirky's Existing Products.
App enabled broom - Control the to and fro motion of your broom with an app, which falls back to auto mode
Weed trimmer with detachable wheel assemblies
A bottle cap with a built-in straw that fits on sports beverages like Gatorade and water. Drink on the fly without taking your helmet off.
Personal inhaler
My idea is to create a toilet product that stops pee from splashing out when guys go to the bathroom by creating foam in toilet water.
This pool & beach accessory adds extra layer of protection from the sun's rays. It's a UV forcefield "Beach Bubble".
Automatic Windshield Sunshade (front and rear)which activates minutes after you park your vehicle.
Palette Clip
s
Personal Air-Flow Assistant
Add a handle to your can, bottle or cup with this tough to tip drink holder.
New style of checkers. Idea is from snowflakes. I used it to make a new board in 3D. Xmas dolls. The rule is tiny different. Easy,funny
Low Flow Tub Spout w/ Aerator
Foam footrest for inside the bathtub.. why not have a comfy intub footrest suctions to bottom of bathtub Ultimate bath experience
Soft open vehicle door hinge. Hinge allows door to open freely then dampens before the stops reducing swing speed that causes door dings.
mailman camera locking mailbox
Micooler
Chair Blanket Warmer
FunHaler Inhaler Case
Ever try to install a ceiling light while holding the fixture and trying to connect 3 wires without the fixture falling? It's Tough!
Want to make your autumn leaf clean up easier? Never rake again with this invisible lawn-net. Lay. Wait. Take away. It's so simple.
Sticktogether sticks
The Subway Hooker
Helps to eliminate all of the clutter of toothpastes that lay around a bathroom, they will be neatly hanging, all paste used, non wasted.
RYTHM ! App enabled set of wireless activity tracking LED bracelets. Dance, exercise, run at the RYTHM of the lights. Play and create.
Labeling system that takes the guesswork out of mixing and matching wardrobes.
Monsters AT Large
Toy for back yard Parties to play closest to the pin by adults or just tossing a beanie bag by kids on B'day parties or other get togethers.
Perfect for advertising on, cooler & better protection from the sun. Easy to keep clean. Male, female, & children can wear them.
NightyNight Lamp, A bed lamp for kids who afraid of darkness. Combined with timer, it dims along with the time and helps kids to fall asleep
Tether Companion? Protect your fine wine glasses from chipping in the dishwasher or on the drying rack! (94756)
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Markers and Pens with Molded In Magnetic Feature in Plastic Cap or Barrel Body for Attachment to Any Magnetic Surface or Clip.
USB Beverage Warmer
MINI ROBO PRINTER
There's no room in my closet what can I do!? Have no fear retract a rod is here.
Hardcase with dense foam lining inside, recesses screen. Works with all slate devices. Should have openings to match part device ports.
calle sanding
WINK/IMP APP enabled entry system for your car,home,office,home safe, anything you want to keep control of yourself.Good for Hotels/Motels
OPENing Teppanyaki Pro Spatula
I-phone portable speaker Yin-Yang shape, that protects the screen from damages.
Mommy-Aids
Wrestling or mma Headgear is used to protect ears from cauliflower Silicone covers with custom designs that can be changed anytime easily.
I want to create a perfect mirror accessory for EASILY viewing any part of the back of ur body (head, back, butt, etc.) Everyone needs it.
Prescription Bottle Label Magnifier
Roadside Potty
Getting battery charged other mobile devices from apple device.
Simple safety glasses are boring, right? Well, safety glasses with silencing earbuds are the wave of the future! Protect your hearing!
Laundry basket net to help identify basket contents.
To cut an even neck line after buzzing one's head. Ususlly need assistance with it. On my own I usually cut uneven then look stupid
Two-way handheld radio with message display. No longer try to figure out what was said over the air. Cut through the clutter of words.
This is a square shape bag 18x18 inches with round individual compartments for each fruit and vegetable.
The T shaped yoga/Pilates mat
Run safely when coming up on driveways, corners, etc. by projecting flashing lights in front of you!
My I did it book!
One of the things that elludes most of us is BEING ORGANIZED, well the Tapler will help to solve this issue. office clutters no more.
Our highchair is nasty! Make a highchair that has a detachable back, arms and seat that fit in the dishwasher. Not just the tray gets dirty!
Slip-Nots
A new spill guard cooking pan that prevents soup or food from spilling over on to your stove. It takes the mess out of cooking!
Save your kid's back and shoulders with this weight sensing backpack. Kids should only carry 10%-15% of their body weight!
squizzy
Re Designed.. Re inventing the clothes peg. Simple but effective way to keep clothes on the line. Push on Flap &amp; Snap Comment please
An affordable &amp; versatile toy that encourages children to be creative and have fun re-inventing &amp; personalizing an old classic!
Drain and Serve. Mixing/serving bowl with integrated colander. Nest style pull out extension on one side of bottom that reveals drain holes.
Bathroom Bodybuilders bring new life and humor to the bathroom countertop by mightily holding your toothbrushes and contact containers!
Picture frames that clip to your monitor and save desk space.
Photo Magnet
Get more out of an actual reading book with the Sound Effect and Note Taking Bookmarks. Bring that book to life. Don't read without it!
Beer and Snack Tray-Lazy Susan Inspired
Big UtensilHanger 4 dishwasher
A CODEWORD Activated Emergency Alarm System
REVERSIBLE BEACH TOWEL/SARONG.(((MOVE OVER TOWELINI))) Make room for TOWELGINI!
A cane to help with getting up and getting around.
A Net that clips onto a refridgerator shelf. Made for fruits and veggies so they dont bruise as fast as they would on a shelf or in a draw.
Corner Cuties - Baby Bumbers
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A small, portable device the size of a cell phone. It plugs into a computer and allows a person to text rather than rely on keyboard typing.
Car seat alarm
Platic Bag Dryer
Double Pare-Soleil
Waterproof wristband tissue dispenser...great for skiers, runners, ice skaters, hockey players and busy parents.
The Table Cover
The TP BULLET - Itâ€™s Like a Stylish Spinning Pez Dispenser for Multiple Rolls of Toilet Paper - Store &amp; Use Features
Get rid of that plastic clothes protective bag! You can't see what clothes are under there.
A good walking stick for protection.
Flat-Pan: Drain &amp; Serve Your Food From Your Frying Pan In One Step! No Drainers! No Spatchulas! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A two way voice activated children's bicycle helmet with visual streaming to IPAD or IPhone.
A lightweight, magnifying strip with a light that a person can easily carry for reading books, magazines, menus, address books, maps, etc.
Indoor clothes line in seconds! Never have to hang clothes indoors using chairs, door trim, or ceiling fans - ever!
THE HYDRO-QUADRO SHOWER HEAD
the gender pacifier
Flip Flop Relief. Reduce irritation from thong type sandals/shoes. Clear gel, Adhesive backed, applied to foot. Patented.
Nail attachment or paint to help the ladies with long nails use smart phones easier.
Do your towels slide off the towel bar? My idea is a thin silicone wrap on the handle so the towels don't slip off, problem solved.
Add a live playlist feature to the music app, so you can listen to songs as you are making the playlist.
Wireless re-chargeable power tether for indoor wall lights. Discreet and safe. Adheres to wall or magnetizes to light fixture. Moldable!
Rubik's Twist Light
K-Cup coffee grinder
Secure Sportswear
**Combine the ear bud stow card with the compartment for storing spare key(s) case. View other idea(s) in account for further details.
Unique accessory concept: adorns sandals, scarves, & more for all ages (women/teens/kids). Style in seconds for school,work,& play!
Electronic Device Stand
Adjustable Width Bookcase
New coffee cup design for single-serve coffee makers. Spout for no-drip pouring. Stackable for convenient storing.
A Fruit Protector That Surrounds The Fruit and Keeps It From Being Brused!!! Can be carried in boxes, bags, and even backpacks!
Multi-Purpose Spinner / Mixer (Manual or Electric) Mix condiments with food or fix and clip glued or painted paper for glitter or other...
An artistic wall piece collage of photos - but using digital photo frames. Cycle through 100's of pics and display 6 to 10 at any one time
A flip flop sole with interchangable tops. A SlipFlop. A change to fit your moods and style.
BABY BOTTLE six pack. Tired of baby bottles tipping over in your cooler and leaking? With a simple cooler insert, bottles remain upright.
"I GOT DIBBS" is a parking spot holder that will prevent others from stealing a spot you have cleared of snow or other debris.
Q Coaster better than the average coaster. Why not incorporate a bottle opener into a coaster? Pop the cap, lay the coaster down, cheers!
Motion activated germ killing tray that is utilized to sanitize shoes. Applicable to public restrooms or home model for germ free footwear.
Bao
Liquid Refillable Markers and Highlighters.A professional line of economical markers.Let's do to markers what Jelly Belly did to jelly beans
A deadbolt lock that can be locked/unlocked via mobile app.
medikey
Electric, Automated Lawn Mower
THOR jr: Hand held ice scraper = ergonomic grip = can fold for glove compartment storage. RESUB
Exercise tracking tool
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Canes are tools to make it a little easier to get around but not necessarily up and down.
OMG! Are you ready for this? How many of you have cut, knicked or chopped up your fingers while peeling potatoes? I've got the solution!
Mail bot
A portable, lightweight case with a built in speaker snaps on the back of the iPhone to amplify music and make audio much clearer.
SPHERE~ App Controlled Omni-directional LED Globe Worklight. Light up the entire work area. Perfect for painting rooms.
"The Wombat" - safari hat w/ a low-tech, discrete hearing aid. Rubber ear cuppers, hidden w/in brim descend behind ears when cord is pulled.
SCARE-CROW Sensored App Stops CATS/DEER/RABBITS/SQUIRRELS.
Rear-view mirrored diving mask.
The UV BRUSH - the ultimate weapon in fighting scum. It's a brush with a UV bulb that kills 99% of bacteria.
A stylish, but practical and easy to carry farmers'market bag that will not damage the fruits due to its protective pockets.
Portable Pet Potty is a harness attached to your dog that holds a basket under your dog to collect waste No dirty hands and no bending.RESUB
A faucet sidekick that dispenses water in exact volume measurements, from 1/4 of a cup up to a quart. It's there everytime you need it.
Your child is sick?. Monitoring his temperature has never been easier. Strap thermometer (armpit) alerts u when body temperature is too high
The Grip It and Flip It
Strictly face facial cloths
AutoFlow
A lemon/orange squeezer with attachable container for storage and for juice collection. Squeeze directly onto food or store it. Fun and easy
We got your answers
WATER SNAKE...New less strain to water plants, evenly distribute weight over shoulders, wrap around arm. Easy to fill & compact to store!
A camera lens that attaches to the iPhone for high definition photography. It plugs into the port at the bottom where the charger goes.
Remote Barking Alerter
Lighting Stapler
Reversible Drinking Cups. Silicone.
My invention is water proof towel wrap with velcro, you wrap it around yourself and it prevents the car seats from getting wet.
THE BLANKET &amp; A HALF -REDESIGNED The Happy Couple Creator! Best way 2 keep every partner warm! Finalist in UC! Many loved it,
PLEASE VOTE!!
Mascara that can prevent you from over using itself.It tells you when it's time to dump it.No matter what the shade is,it turns pink to stop
Clear Sneaker
CARPOD - Project your messages/SMS/info on your windshield
Stay cool this summer by wearing pants with vents, allow the fresh breezes to flush out the stuffiness air in your crotch.
Corner mounting, two paned, "true mirror." See yourself as the world sees you. Image is not reversed. Hang in a corner to save room.
Your Plug, Your Place!!!
New Cellphone Case with retractable strap. You decide how to carry or hang up your cellphone. Also proudly support your favorite Charity!
Does Arthritis or just hands full of stuff make push latches on screen doors a hassle? The EZ Open Door Latch makes opening doors easier.
Tin Split
Painting Stylus
Bobble can &amp; bottle koozies with light up bottoms.Great for day or night time activities.Light features 8 color choices.LOOK AT PICS!
SPONGE GLOVE
Inventors Napkin Drafting iDevice Case... Amazing Napkin doodles, sketch your idea anywhere...
Manual Impeller Snow Shovel
Sleeping bag with built in air mattress pad. Camp, backpack or travel with comfort and ease while using this Lightweight sleeping bag.
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Bed Bugz! A clever &amp; FUN way for kids &amp; adults, to hide/store personal-secret items in sleek-frisbie like container, between/under mattress.
one person valve turner
Tent peg that stays put, even in soft ground. Caribiner style hook so it won't let go in high winds. V/V is 83percent!
Your wee one's in his car seat. His muddy boots are all over the back of your seat. Seat covers are ugly. What to do?
Cartoon Character or Animal Inspired Toaster W/Breadbox by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
Charge your Charger
asa
Carseat Companion
Portable "Jukebox" player for business or personal use. Be the DJ of any function while encouraging participation! app enabled hardware
WiFi OUTLETS - control any power outlet from your phone! App schedules on/off periods + analyzes usage trends over time (WeMo's app can't!)
Have you ever been too nervous to drive after it snows? Highways, road conditions, semi's with snow on their roof etc
Introducing - CORDRUNNER! World's first cord cleaner! No one likes gunk that builds up on cords! Self-contained w choice cleaner!
A shirt-towel. Looks like a T-shirt on the outside but is a towel on the inside Or the shammy shirt that you can wring out and put back on.
Hang-N-Charge
Kettle lid with removable handle, like a blender top. Handle holds utensils so mess stays inside kettle. Splattering food is eliminated.
LED faucet valve night light
KwicKonnect-No more nuts and bolts on battery terminals-Use this easy clamping device to secure terminal and wire to battery.
A kinetic charger (powered by movement) for your iphone/ipod/ipad.
A washable cloth bag that has padded pockets inside the bag. It would also have removable dividers for smaller and larger produce.
Multipurpose case for Galaxy S4 with bottle opener and tracker
a step stool that is on the door on a cabinet. You pull it down and it gives you that extra few inches you need to reach a higher shelf.
A universal rewards card. Instantly receive all of the benefits of retailers reward cards while only carrying one card.
Self Loading Paint Brush
Gas Rentention Nozzle
Scratch n peel stick ons
WET WORDS for your shower !! Saucy messages to a partner, birthday hints to your brother or daily affirmations - FUN &amp; SILLY
Dryer sheet fragrance fan, dont keep spending on expensive replacement refills, insert a dryer sheet and let the freshness flow room to room
Earring Dream
Resubmit - Molds that have a message (ie. LOVE, Forever, etc) Chocolates for your Sweet 306 votes 1st time around!
Floating building blocks. (Legos that float)
Time To Exercise
Dog's Nature Call (Austin)
Hate soggy fruit salad? Here's a bowl with a perforated platform, that allows juice to drain below and keeps the fruit from becoming soggy.
Introducing the "PIGGY-BACK-PACK". Its a piggyback backpack. Finaly Give a comfortable piggy back ride!
A special pole connected by electric imp to your phone and some special hangers that can be illuminated by led.
Paint Commander auto feeds paint to the perfect level. Eliminates constant tray refilling. Covers entire roller for consistent coverage.
Automatic speed stoper
Mop Head Cozy
weed trimmer cleaning tool
Wall-attached robot with a built in camera that points a laser beam on the floor and moves randomly to entertain a cat when you are not home
CoZter or CoZter Therm
Solar Phone
U-Turn Signal for cars
An easy way to cut and decorate those beautiful layered cakes!
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A beach lounge chair/handtruck. It folds up to form a rolling crate which holds all your beach gear (including the umbrella).
Kooling Koozie
An iron-on holder for eyeglasses, pens, pencils, spare key, golf tees, earphones, badges, etc.
NEW!A wine/possible cheese block that holds Quirky's amazing array of wine related products. Verseur,Tether&amp;Vine do not belong in a drawer.
baby safe tether
A bag that is able to contain the coloration of a given garment color variant while washing with multiple color variants
One Book Marker with multiple users. One Book with multiple readers at variable chapters! Resubmit.
Smart Track Light Controller
DIY eyes exam app enabled glasses
a magnetic light holder to help you work in dark corners with ease.
HIPSTERS - Stylish, Youthful, and Fun Cushioned Apparel That Prevents Hip and Bone Fractures In The Elderly.
Water Misting Head Piece. For bottled water. You no longer need to hold a separate drinking bottle while enjoying the outdoor.
Stackers: Stack Your Plates &amp; Cups! No More Clutter! Organize Your Cabinet! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
I came up with a Hoagie bun meat press Its a mold and press to create a hoagie bugger Use other meats or eggs for a breakfast Hoagie
Alphabet kite. Form a word in the sky
Light weight porous Cooler Insert for easy loading and removal of items, organization with food/drink compartments, allows reduction of ice.
Head lice delousing combs for fine, medium and thick hair to reduce treatment pain and cleanse the head with reduced stress, by Dr Canyon
Crash Pad
An app-enhanced digital wall calendar complete with a stylus that syncs to multiple locations.
IN TUNE WITH YOUR TEETH Provides a fun and entertaining way to brush your teeth, it can educate and or inspire your toddler.
App connected food containers
Basement Flood Warning. Receive a message when your basement starts flooding. Find out before its too late.
C-Slicer
the 3 in 1 bedside lamp and I touch alarm clock. Includes a plug in for charging I phone, I pod etc. All the quirks in 1 Please comment
Mailman
It is a No tools required Pantry clamp and storage system.
DIY Guesthouse, SHED, Dog or Cat House Lightweight Interconnected pieces, So easy your grandmother can build it! Insulated or without
A plastic microwaveable lidded bowl that is self mixing. You manually wind the bowl beforehand. Lid has prongs on the underside that mix.
HUD Projection clock, email and social media alerts - Imp enabled. Desk, ceiling or wall mount. Minority report, HUD type display.
Tweezers + Clippers = Endless Possibilities
a 12 volt magnetic light with 12 foot-lead.
SmartHome charger
Fire Escape Door Knob
Sleep Apnea Hose Holder
Electric Toothbrush With Bobble Charger:
The Neck Pillow That Rocks!!!
The Guitar Garage provides a portable and stable platform for your guitar so you can change strings or work on your instrument easily.
Handy Dandy Inflatable Cushion
Steam, strain and smash those veggies with one product. Introducing the hulk of veggie steamers... the SteamMasher 3000.
clamping i pad stand with a bending arm and a clamp .
Smart phone case that has a soft and flexible finger sleeve or sleeves on back, which is seamlessly mounted to rotating disc for 1 hand use.
Â«Safe doorÂ»
Hot Water Bottle and Covering for Pets -Soothes and Relieves Aches and Pains - Attention: Animal Lovers That Care!
Waterproof Shower Shaver Holder Allows your Razor Blades to last a year instead of a month
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The clothes will not hang right, if the hanger doesn't fit tight! My extendable hanger will custom fit your size garment and sit properly!
Over 500 votes! Imagine if Stem could fit on hot sauce, olive oil, vinaigrette bottles that would spray with even distribution on food!
A solution to baby/security monitor static. We need monitors that network through a house's electric wiring.
Umbrella, chair and walking stick all in one. an umbrella that opens and changes into a chair.
Cart/Bag Combo - used together or seperately - both w/expandable inner & outer pockets, cart w/perishable compartment.
CLIP-ON SPONGE !!!
(B)ALL-IN-ONE
RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
Dermatologists and physicians prescribe bags of frozen peas to reduce swelling around the eyes, surgery points or other body surfaces.
A copy book that has a unique border on each page so people can color them in.
Bowl Scraper - Gets the mix out of the bowl for you. Great for elderly or those with arthritis. See Drawings
HDTV Automatic Cleaning divice
Crepe Machine
Pivot Power Extend: Line extension. Extension Cord/Power strip. Long extension cord with 2 PP swivel points at different lengths along cord.
Palette Nail Art Pen
Car tv
Avoid bulky, unsightly power strips that have limited plug-ins. Invest in a strip with unlimited possibilities, is compact &amp; easily hidden.
My Third Arm
Smarter rod
Smart phone case that has a soft and flexible finger sleeve or sleeves on back, which is seamlessly mounted to rotating disc for 1 hand use.
The MAGIC NECKTIE. If ur tie Get Durty.....in two seconds..Pull..rotate...and you have a clean TIE,!.
A reusable, tinted, &amp; see through, self-adhesive but removable disc which can be placed anywhere on the windshield/window to block the sun
Bathtub Washing Machine! A device that can attach to any bathtub! Perfect for anybody who cannot own an actual washing machine.
cheap and best electrical fan regulator
Capsole
No visits to the professionals for hair straightening. Bringing effective, and easy to use solution to your home.
The product is a long holder but has buttons on the sides to be pressed.The first button would be a hold button.The second a release button.
Insulated Milk Jug Cover, preventing milk from prematurely spoiling. Milk gets left out of the fridge frequently.
The Garlic Grinder: Now there's an easy way to press garlic without straining your arms or leaving the kitchen with smelly fingers!
noise maker for kids bikes
CraftMaid - Mini craft making machine that will allow everyone to design inexpensive soaps and candles for themselves, family and friends.
Here is the concept, A luandry washer/dryer machine in one.
Sound Onion
iTar
uShelf allows you to easily design and build sturdy, attractive, customized shelving units in any size or configuration you can imagine!
4 SQUARE CONDIMENT HOLDER. One Container that separates into for different containers (i.e salt, pepper, vinager soy sauce.)
Hands Off My Savings
Magnetic Lap Desk for Wireless Keyboard and Mouse keeps your favorite human interface devices close at hand without the worry of dropping
GPS/Audio HUD for driving. Project GPS directions, and choose audio from your device right onto your windshield.
Garage Door Trigger
"Mini" plant self watering spout and bottle. We tend to forget that our little plants and herbs need watering too. Please leave feedback
Wireless Auxiliary Cord: Connect any male jack (headphones, speakers, ext) to a female jack (phone, car, ext) w/ small wireless transmitter.
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A removable rubber jacket for a blade shaver to improve grip and control on the delicate upstrokes above the chin &amp; between the mouth &amp; nose
! Ice glasses. The ice glasses/cups will be produced within seconds as opposed to taking hours (freezing it) which is the current method.
A plastic comb that is also a straight edge and small ruler. The measurement markers for the ruler could be raised and in a different color.
A CELL PHONY for the very young. No gaming/texting/calling. Indestructible w/application views and temp picture capability. Programmable.
Self Watering individual plant flower pot. A flower pot that has a built in, gravity fed reservoir and water release system.
Nano Suction Clips
Wrinkle Weights
Chest I phone prop
Storing and organizing jewelry in small bathrooms looks cluttered and messy. (Click for solution and pics!)
Magnetic Cord Organizers
Suspended sphere desk ornament, designed to stimulate young minds and old alike to just think about the beauty of SCIENCE &amp; INVENTION.
Diaper Changing Scented Mask
object wars
My invention is Brow Chic, an eyebrow shaper with a curved blade.
Residential Window Warmer
The Blob - Parking Assistant
Travel Gel Keyboard Wrist Rest that holds your pencils, pens, scissors, etc. Great for any keyboards(laptop, or desktop)
As U make a wish&blow out this Electronic Bday Candle,the flame turns into an array of color,sparks shoot into the air,then magically fades
TV mover
"Squared" - locking foot ramps that can provide health benefits without costly renovation!
An App enabled kitchen counter. Touchscreen enables you to look for recipes and surf the net while your cooking.
Stop fumbling and waking up halfway, in order to find the snooze bar. The iSnooze alarm clock enters Snooze mode when any surface is touched
Sanikey - the key case that's a clean case! Sanikey holds the key on a retractable key cap housed in an anti-microbal polypropeline case.
Are you a Wet Wiper? An attractive wet wipe dispenser that doesnâ€™t look like a baby wipe container. Attaches to toilet paper holder.
Portable slow cooker with battery pack and secure lid. Take lunch with you on the move while never getting cold or even still need cooking.
Outlet Tree
Chess 2: 2nd Generation Modern Chess Game.Awesome Rendering of the Newly Chess Board Game Coming.
SMART CHARMS !!!
Fun for Dogs and their Owners: Two in One Dog Ball Launcher! Marry "Popper" toy features with "SkyBall" type balls.
CÃ¢ble de transfert de charge
PenJaw
A plastic sleeve of some sort to cover the cameras on mac laptops.
SMELLY BALLS- Fragrance concentrated balls in a small sac. Hang your balls in the closet,briefs,t-shirt,or sock drawer. Clothes smell great.
line grabber easily mounts on the rear of tractor cab to secure connector cables when not in use the most exclusive detail is it ease
Tired of saying,â€œHoney,come wash my backâ€Well look not further; The expandable,ergonomic back washer w/refillable cleaning kit is here.
Have your cake and eat it too! With the "Under Cover" cabinet power track system for all your counter top appliances!
"Zushion"- multi-use pillow for your face, neck and rear.
Let's re-invent the baby monitor. A complete all in one unit that does it all, the "Stork".
Shower Footwear: A flip flop/rock climbing shoe hybrid will make sure you don't slip on any ceramic/tile surface! Dries fast, stays clean !
Transparent central heating radiator, which conceals the radiator / makes a feature of it.
Magnetic Cordies Family
Get organized & creative with this "Flat Panel" Hanging Shoe Storage System that's stylish enough to use out in the open.
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With a regular coffee filter there are no tabs or anything to grab onto when separating filter from other filters while using product.
New power outlets. Easy unplug with two fingers! and it feels like you have one more to plug in with cellphone charger installed.
Clip Pocket Induction Charger
Electric Grater
Quirky Promo - Made by you, Sold by Quirky! Displaying your Art and/or Winning Ideas &amp; go down in Inventor History! In book form, other?
Pot and pan with a seal top and folding or detacheable handles to store cooked or prepared foods air tight in or out of the refrigerator.
Cadenas â¤ï¸
"Twist It" Bathroom Trash Can
Horizontal Toaster - Toaster and Cutting Board all in one! by Andy Sam and Sharon Geyer
Collapse measure Scoop funnel
Medical Histories (including allergies and current medications) all in a single microchip, hidden in fashionable, normal looking jewelry!
ATHLETIC BEACH TOWEL PONCHO - The whole concept is a towel you can wear and dry off while freeing your hands and also great for the gym.
Table Top/Seat Top and Sip Where You Sit 2 Piece Stool (THE STOOL WAS IN UC!!!) May also be round and soft to sit on! Your choice!
Turn your shower/tub into speakers. Waterproof phone or music player case that transmits vibrations through the shower/tub walls.
Introducing "Flex", EXPANDABLE Airtight Plastic Storage Containers with silicone expansion joints. Save Space!!!
Flannel Hospital gowns. No more feeling cold in a Dr.'s waiting room or hospital. (or feeling vulnerable and humiliated)
Have you ever written instructions for your parents, or grandparents on how to use something? This "How to Book" is written by you for them!
Infant/child car seat sensor
Plug-a-rug Add a power supply to any rug, or purchase a custom rug with built in power!
Pretty PotsPans!From stove top to table!Make pots look like serving bowl-skillet a serving tray-Insulated to stay warm longer-removble handl
Up to 8 boxes of different shapes and sizes from ONE cardboard blank !
Tummy Guard
Electronic Guitar Auto-Tuner
This product will completely change the way you pack for travel.
Foggy Car Window Eliminator
I designed a revolutionary hand tool for home kitchen use. With modifications it can also be used commercially.
This is for all dog owners that have ever had to tote their dogs waste in a little baggy, Please watch Video, Link to youtube below,thanks
Trivia Ball
A clothes vaccum
Transformer plate: turns into a cup easily. Reusable or disposable. Use 1 product for both purposes. Paper prototype pictured. Space saver.
Acoustic Mirror Mini Sound Bar
K-Twist
Get a tatoo that looks great but vanishes under ultra violet light. The ink breaks down harmlessly to a clear biodegradable substance.
CHEW is an innovative mealtime container that encourages kids to eat their food. After eating, the bowls snap together for an on-the-go pal.
AppMO
Baking Multiples at once ! trays of cakes,cookies,brownies,appetizers endless possibilities
duvet cover that opens on 2 sides. Duvet can be easily pulled in and out to clean. Covers that open on one end are too difficult to use!
High-boy Spectator Chair
I've just had another idea. SMART GLASSES that contain a *GPS Locator Chip* WITHIN the frame! No more lost glasses.
An arthritis "glove" that will stabilize the wrist, exercise the muscles of the hand and reduce inflammation.
A Folding Sun Shade, designed like an asian fan it folds to half the size of current designs. Perfect for car, train or traveling.
Ergo Light
kitchen utensil zen
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FOGPONICS! Don't pretend you aren't interested. You should be. Fogponics can radically change the game, turning every home into a garden.
Imagine removing food residue from dirty dishes with ease. Perfect, must have kitchen aide for residue free dishes, pots, and pans.
BETTER HOTEL LAUNDRY BAGS
Control your Surround Sound with Wink! Adjust surround sound instantly from phone. Have preset settings for Music or Movies
Multiple-Basket
Pitch
WIRELESS APP ENABLED TALKING ANATOMICAL TEACHING MODELS such as the heart, kidney, eyeball, skulls, brains, ect.
Smart contact lenses holder. Keep track of your contact lenses. Good for your visual health.
A smoke detector that you don't have to climb a ladder to check or change the battery which can be done from the floor.
Portable Electric Percussion
Ice-Stopper: Prevent Your Ice From Touching Your Lips While You Drink! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Lock up your valuables up while you swim! A Kevlar pouch wraps around and locks to any table, railing or lounge via a thin combination clasp
A piece of clear plastic tubing with a slit along the length to slip over the back of a ring to make the ring fit tightly and not twist.
A revolutionary new baby bottle! Formula feeding your baby is a messy, exhausting process. Just "Twist, shake & Feed." It's that simple!
Brush &amp; Floss Toothbrush
precious cargo
A clip on mechanism for the top of your laptop or computer monitor to hold documents such as resources and rough drafts.
Kiddos Potty Pads
Apollo: An iPhone/iPad/iPod case with speakers. Apollo will amp your music up. Also charges your iDevice on the go.
The Extension
Throw-pillow/blanket hammock. Hangs in the corner, and is a cheap, clean, place to store your extra pillows and blankets while you sleep
find my keys
Non Stick Baking Tins for " Mini " Cup Cake Cones. ice cream cone shaped cup cakes. Kids will Love decorating the cup cake cones.
Windshield wiper De-Icer.. a simple attatchment for existing wiper blades that emits heat and deicing solution directly to windshield
Adhesive bandage (Band-aid) with cool gel pack. For bumps and scrapes. Naturally numb wound. Store in freezer, ready to go (Resub 370 Votes)
Flashlight Stand
A waterproof case for the iPad.
Versatile Tote Bag (Suggestions/Features)
BLUETOOTH HEADSET LEASH
Bounce Pong
a case with a multitool w/ pocket knife, scissors, magnifying glass, etc.
Scroll #Austin Challenge
Store two food items in one container. Cheerios &amp; Chex-mix, Pasta &amp; Rice or Coffee &amp; Sugar in one container. Separated by a internal divider
Quirky PiP - Mini computer inexpensive what everyone wants now! Eggplant Purple colored case? You decide that part of it!
Anti-EMF Suit
Mocubo max
ONE HAND Keyboard Concept
E-Mod Bathroom Scale has behavior modification capability. Enter goals with date and get a status report at selected date intervals.
Gag squirt gun
Small enough 2 be a tab &amp; bookmark, big enough 2 replace a sticky note. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip tab note. Resub 445 votes!
Suck It, Plug It.
DIGITAL OR MECHANICAL METRONOME ??? WHY DON'T BOTH ...
your driving your car and the windshield wiper reservoir light illuminates. invent a device that fills your reservoir from rain water
This product will solve the security problem that is caused by leaving house windows open.
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Health Product: The IMP CONDOM- sensored condom alerts you if you have been exposed to STD's. : WINK IDEA
A Gardening Station: A place to wash your feet and scrub the mud off before tracking dirt and grime into the house.
IN-EAR HEADPHONE ADAPTER. No more falling out of your ears.
Voice activated emergency alert system. If someone fell they could yell HELP and a sensor would pick up the word at a certain decibel level
A ballcap that will keep your sunglasses from falling off your hat. An elastic band or velcro strap attached to each side of the ballcap.
Hair Roller Toaster
The world needs a better earplug, designed for music. The ideal would be ear covers that allow you to control the volume of what you hear.
Human powered surfboard with a flapping flippers propulsion for sport and fun
I CALL(S)IT THE GRASSCAR,MOW YOUR YARD IN STYLE.WHILE SAVING ON FUEL COSTS AND ELIMINATING GREENHOUSE
EMISSIONS.THIS MOWER RUNS,BY MANPOWER.
APPLE Dock to USB and safety WRIST-STRAP combined in one product for iPhone, iPod Touch, iPod Classic, iPod Mini and the iPod Nano.
Loofah that folds inside-out to exfoliate with different textures!
Therma Nose
HEY GUYS! CHECK OUT THESE HEADLIGHTS!!! Providing front lights for walk behind and riding lawn mowers without lights. Patent pending
Ultimate Coffee Table. Charges all your Electronic Devices and Includes a Speaker System on the Lower Side. Portable and Foldable
Easy Butter dispenser, each squeeze of the handle drops one Table Spoon of Butter Stick into your recipe. One hand-easy operation-mess free.
"STASH"-FULL MIRROR STORAGE
Mountable multi cord control. Stick to wall, side of desk, headboard, file cabinet, entertainment unit (AV cords), desk, etc.
Use your phone to control a motor that draws back your window curtains or blinds.
Hand Mirror Makeup Storage
Quick Clip
Oven Cam - Watch your food cook!
Tension umbrella
Pivoting Wall Socket Adaptors
Magic Window
Prevent Misalignment and Breakage of Vertical Blinds. Protect Your Investment with this Stylish Flexible Support. (RS)
An ergonomic control for iPhone for play the games offered by the app store (Resubmit - 212 Votes / 229 Views)
A camera(video or picture) inside of an engagement ring case. The proposal can be captured and shared forever without ruining privacy!
Folding backpack beach chairs with stacking capability, allowing one person to easily carry multiple chairs
Cocktail Zone Glasses
A solution for cat owners whose pets pee in their crates on the way to the vet or anywhere else.
I want to reinvent the money clip or wallet on how you carry you cash, credit cards and other personal ID's. It could be a second wallet
An Easy Access and Portable Saddlebag for the Elderly.
Ceiling Fan Cam
Uroll
Folding feet that easily to attach to the bottom of ANY laptop or iPad to increase the fan's air flow to run much cooler and more efficient.
Bluetooth Deadbolt lock
A new toothbrush holder to protect it from contaminates from shaving, showing, flushing, and other unsanitary bathroom activities.
The wagon house. Wagon + shade + playhouse + more fun
Automatic Toliet Set
This is the new durable toothbrush!
Radio Car Cigarette Lighter
Simple bracket to retain the washing machine discharge hose or a hose in a bucket.
Everyone hates cleaning their windows. There is no easy way to do it; until now. Magnetized Window Cleaner
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A manually-powered pocket vacuum to remove & collect debris from clothing. More eco-friendly that lint roller sheets, and no mess!
It is a tablet carrying solution.
"G.E. Medical" "Easy move system!!"An auto medical stretcher" that transfers patients from one bed to another without hurting anyone!!!
Crumbo is a spinning motorised device with sealed compartments making the crumbing of food easy fast. With no mess at the push of a button.
Float/Raft+PlayTent+Toys+Games in one. Made to inflate/deflate quicker. Comes in a QuirkyTote that can carry them inflated, beach mats, etc.
Autonomous watering system with integrated hygrometer sensor for adjustment, no more anxiety to find your plants dead back from vacation
Think suitcase meets cushioned cooler. It's a rolling case, easily holds produce without damage but keep it cool.
Universal Laptop Case that Organizes your Battery. Keep your battery stored, untangled, and wrapped up while charging your laptop. resub
reposition one's anatomy toward a squatting position while sitting on a standard western toilet using molded, dishwasher-safe plastic discs
Marking tape measure
Fill the balloon can be fun, but the knot in it sucks. It hurts and makes your finger sore. You need to try the finger's protector.
Bowleze the great party bowl
OiliO
Craft Old-World cured meat at home with a charcuterie locker. Easy-to-use digital controls and hanging racks. Delicious salumi at home.
A bright fish tape
Automatic Pen filler
It is a u-shaped tool slightly larger than a teabag to squeeze all the flavor out of a hot teabag without burning your fingers.
Smart See-Thru Toaster/Grill
Seatbelt alarm for children
App Enabled Ultimate Fitness Device. Device/App tracks: Heart Rate, Distance Traveled, Calories and more!
Travel glass
A pool safety device that works before a child reaches the waters edge. The device is easy to set-up, use. It works with ANY pool.
App Enable Hand Tools &amp; Bag That Lets You Know That You Have All Your Tools In It With Out The Need Of Searching Through your Tool Bag.
A universal car dashboard hand held vacuum hose to help clean up the sand debris in the car or on you after a day at the beach.
Use "Twist Ties with Flair" to secure and decorate your goodie bags! Just twist and you're done...No bow needed.
I'm hoping to enlist the Q-army to develop a reminder device for people to use santizing hand gel.
RED ALERT! - An app that notifies family members and/or other contacts that you've been in a car accident.
The next generation pocket size frisbee! The GripO is a multiFUNctional carry-hold-throw toy meets tool. Many different fun applications!
Snap together outdoor/indoor igloo. Water resistant preformed eco friendly foam pieces snap together to make your very own igloo!
GLOVE BOX CADDY!! No more awkward unaccessable cup holders or phones lost between the seats! Read a book or doodle your next idea on QUIRKY!
With the "Open Test Fuse", only one hand is required to test the load across a fuse. Use your own meter. The cost for the blank will be low.
Swivel-hinge Toddler Spoon
Super Gaming Console
Resubmit(278) VOTES. Simple, Light Weight, User friendly, Fashionable, STAIR CLIMBING DOLLY for household chores laundry, vacuuming, etc
The Sani-Smasher Trash Can
Invisiglove is a paper towel on one side and a thin layer of protectant similar to Press'n Seal on the other to protect your hand.
Kullectur-a product which temporarily stores dirty napkins,useless bones and toothpicks for customers in dining establishments during a meal
Avoid the hazard
Cordless Hair straightener and
A funny Sand Beach Bike.
Keyboard Kondom - the portable, economical, disposable solution to unwanted dirt and germs on a computer keyboard.
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The Mahalo Finger Phone uses your thumb as a speaker and your pinky as a microphone connected to your smartphone - "say it to the hand"
Sieve that adjusts &amp; fits in securely to any size pots/containers to strain &amp; separate liquids from solids leaving solids in the container
A Remote Control w/docking station & built in Paging system. Press "Page" Button on cradle and device will sound off/light up for easy find
Smart fiber optic toy guitar for kids:Was in UC,App to light up the strings to learn how to play,different colors for different chords.
Have you been working and cannot find a rag to clean your hands? Magnarag sticks to any metal surface. Never ever loose your rag again!
s
Glow in the dark adhesive dots! Find important switches, handles, and protect yourself from stubbed toes while maneuvering through the dark.
Flying Mouse
Combine bluetooth dongle, usb flash drive and memory card reader in 1 stick
No tools required under cabinet knife block. Free up counter space in no time.
knife rest
Austin-BBQ Sauce/Ketchup Maker
the people tracker
AQUA MOTOR
Cooling blanket with sleeves like the Snuggie or Slanket. Reduce summer electric bills and sleep comfortable. Patent pending
A smart bracelet that will transmit your body temperature to your smart phone and your smart phone to your smart thermostat.
Built-in shower WaterPik
Bluetooth Fiber Optic Guitar:Now you could learn how to play a new song quicker on an actual guitar,App-enabled.
A caddy that organizes, charges and stores most electronic devices in one easy to use, and lovely to look at box
MagnoCards-Playing Cards
Safely machine-wash your makeup brushes in my 'toss and wash' mesh bag!
A half christmas tree, to save space in appt. sets up flat against wall, 1/4 & 3/4 models could also be made.
Stop plugs unplugging from sockets. Lockable external case applied to power plug turns it into a socket lockable plug or child safety device
CLEAN,QUICK,'N EASY oil change system, easy to use for your lawn mower or other gasoline engines. No oil mess on floor, hands, or clothing.
Tug-O-Squirt.
the 'EYE-LITE' >>TAG LINE: The BOOK LIGHT that sits on your face~! >(Gives a whole new meaning to 'face-book')
Magic Mixer
COLIC FREE BOTTLE .PATENT GRANTED . By AWESEMO
The SnowMat would be the new and easy way to get rid of snow. It would use some form of energy to power up to then melt snow off your car.
Electric Individual Skewer
The trapflap
Hot sauce spritzer
Fruit Shapers - Instead of "balling" your fruit, make it into fun shapes!
MYSTERY REVEALER
DONT DROP THE SOAP. Bars of Soap inside of YOUR OWN CLEAN soft body sponge. Share the soap but not the germs.
"Produce Caboose" - Luggage for your produce! Bag-on-wheels that is all-directional with 5 levels to sort goods.
The Curved Potato Peeler
"SNAKE" CAR CHARGER-HOLDER (for phone and tablet)
Cubic
App enabled dust bin - Tells you percentage empty
Fletherz Shoe Accessories
Compostable plastics. I received permission from the company Environmental Visions Industries- E.V.I. to submit ideas to your site.
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Play tag, the classic game with a twist for all ages.*** Now a 3 in 1, Play Tag, Play Mini Golf and Play floor darts bulls-eye..
HotSip is an insulated drinking straw that offers consumers a safe and controlled way of drinking coffee, tea, and hot chocolate.
stop stretching out collars with a collapsable hanger!
Hey guys, My name is Gisselle and I'm from Miami, Florida. My invention is "The Sliding Glass Doggie Door".
Produce trophy figures in any sport or category that look like the person winning the award.
The Cosmo Wisp
A Back Cleansing System ergonomically designed for people with arthritis and limited use of shoulder, a NEW way to care for your back.
Tired of your Apple Earphones falling out? Meet SecureTips - the simple and comfortable way to keep your Apple Earphones where they belong!
Apple watch travel box
Anyone with a baby/infant knows how difficult changing diapers can be. Well it just got easier with spray-on diaper rash cream.
Portable Fan Dust Grime Filter
An App Enabled notification system for recall of foods, medications, cars and products you use at your home
Never touch a dirty toilet seat again. App-Enabled Toilet Seat Opener. Ladies, now men can never say they forgot to lift the seat........
Ever need a table lamp and not have an electical outlet close-by? A battery attachment to use with LED bulbs on any lamp would be great!!
Use less electric energy at Gims. People like the idea of being Environmental friendly. Use wasted energy for lights, fans etc.
Shirt Steaming Clothes Hanger
Puzzle Print-Press Machine
NamaStickies
Social e-commerce platform: An e-commerce website that allows user to invite friends to get a reduction on their luxury goods of interests.
Powerful spring loaded door hinge popper, for rusted or painted door hinges. The bottom hinge is always a problem to remove. Not enough room
Backseat Charge
The forever clean toilet seat
Foggy Car Window Eliminator
A ruler ( â˜…MOVIE Added)
A "wall outlet" power strip. Plug things in without having to move furniture or get down on your hands and knees.
These men's swim trunks allow air to easily enter while the water is coming out, preventing that embarrassing cling-wrap effect.
Compartment carrier or bag insert keeping fruits and vegetables separate, protected and cool.
Pick 2 and Create a tong! A simple gadget that allows you to attach any 2 utensils and create a tong.
A super simple, flexible power outlet cord with multiple outlets strung along its length.
Bag attachment to car trunk door back side
water surface effect etc..driving a car in raining day. water can too much rubricate tire of car in driving
RESUBMIT - The first Computer Filter for the outside of your computer - Keep out the Dust, Pollen, and Bugs!
Pick Pocket
Digit Protector
Motion Rider
Rearview Camera for walkers and runners. See who is coming up on you with out turning around, just look at your wrist.
Piggy Bank Wall Maze. Watch coin travel down fun plastic tubes/gears...fun windmill type devices, etc...until it finally reaches the bottom.
magic plate
WeightBands - allows ANY weights to track the reps and weight via app automatically - perfect for weight training, P90X, etc.
Hydrablast
3 in1 Window Screen Extension (App-enabled) Built-in alarm sound, pollen filter, and app-enabled control.
All in one travel toothbrush, toothpaste, dental floss and tongue scrubber!
App Enabled GEOGRAPHY DART BOARD. Learn the United States with hours of fun. Would be great for other countries as well, even the world!!
Prescription pill dispenser
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simply the idea is to be able to lift , it works by simply supporting your abdomen which transfers the stress to thigh and leg muscles ,
A wearable and pullable bag with many individual padded sections to keep your produce safe.
(1149 Votes from 3 subs)The ONLY 'in-orange'juicer which lets you mash/juice/drink from the fruit- no need for a straw.(dwgs included.)
Spray/Squirt on A&D Cream for New Borns
No Spills Spoon
A "Shower Back-Brush" with built in soap holster on the back. It allows for increased reach and mobility when cleansing the body.
Vacu-Cup
Ask any woman out there, a hands-free hairdryer is what this world needs: "Hairy Up", the hands-free hairdryer! Multitask and save time!
â€œPourfectâ€
Small Monitor with detachable keyboard - made for the future Quirky PiP and other accessories such as smart phones
Bendable USB Battery Bracelet for the Iphone, Ipod, and Ipad / Juice on the go!!
Can Sealer
Key Sleeve Emits Light &amp; Sound
The Bump Card
ds
Let's make Led light up hair barrettes !I think a lot of little girls would love this!We can even make them twinkle with words,flowers etc.
an accessory kit that raises toilet seats up and down to be installed on existing toilets we have for sanitary reasons and new toilets.
NORTHERN LIGHTS On You! Wink-App Device with Heat Sensor will start a Set of Rotating Lights to play On Smoke coming out from your Chimney!
Now play your PS3 or Xbox anywhere in your home using your IPAD. Introducing the IPAD Portable GamePad! Video Slideshow included.
A pill bottle that changes color depending on the time you need to take the medication. locked when it is red but open when it is green
The ultimate bedside water solution. Bedside shelf & water source. Link for PRESS RECEIVED inside. Click to read [RESUBMIT]
Ever run into your car on a rainy day and try to close your umbrella, only to get soaked? The smart-brella solves that, and much more!
Adjustable Egg/Crumpet Ring
Turn the lid and it locks. Wait for the spring to wind down and it unlocks. Take out a pill, put back on the lid, and forget it.
A Simple Solution to temperature settings for flat irons. Settings based on hair type and thickness
Thermic iPhone Case - the case that charges your iPhone with your body heat
dispenser for body wash in shower using suction cups like handicap handles store body wash upside down for easy use.
A Suitcase that can be separated into a two ways hand bags.
Finally a place to hang your purse when you dine out! A hook that fastens to all types of chairs where women can safely place a handbag!
CELLPHONE HOLDER: to help you place your mobile in the best position in your bed and in your house! Or vertical side of your table.
Soda anywhere! Flavor, carbonated, caffeinated pellets to drop in your own water bottle.
Apple TV and Mac mini projector cradle! It's great for businesses and movie-rooms
Golf leaf blower - DeWalt 18v
The idea to help the visually impaired who have lost their glasses to use the mobile instead of glasses
Roomember
hybreat
Voice Activated iTask/Daily Planner for your refrigerator
a screw in drain plug for disposable roasting pans
With summer pool parties and beach visits fresh in your mind,it's time to dream up a product that would make those experiences even better
A padded bag in a pyramid shape that has different compartments, like the dividers in a wine box.
Circuit breaker operated by humidity sensor to cut power and signal finished tumble drying, no power wasted and less damage to laundry.
2 sides Watch+Phone Juice Pack
P-Guard Tolilet Barrier
THE ULTIMATE COOKIE DUNKING MACHINE, Deluxe Cookie Dunking Cup: Load cookie, press down with your thumb and time it for the perfect soak.
Phase-Changing Wine Sleeve
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Do you pack a Juice for your Children? Save Money with a Juice Pouch ****HOME SYSTEM****
Replaceable Eraser System
Snug Lite Nightlite
Stop searching for the converter to charge your electronic devices. Charge all these devices at once using the "USB Crazy". Multi designs!
My third eye. video camera for multiple smart phone at once.
SiliBands - Silicone bands soften-up your hard weights to reduce the risk of floor damage + Quickly tell weight by color-coding weights
A pony tail hair cone for girls 8 to 18to control their hair in a pony style hair do.
Ice Chest divider
The Folding Shower Stool with Storage.
Deep Sleep ASMR Sound Machine
A measuring tape with a buckle! Take your own measurements ! Ditch the scales! Quirky! Look! So cute! These will sell like crazy!!!
Floor Register Fan
"Where did I park my car?!" This reliable, durable, compact keychain will help you never ask this question again!
Plastic cylinder with knobs on both sides(to fasten handles)to hold grocery plastic bag open. Cylinder comes in 2 parts that snap together.
Wipe clean padded crib. No need for bumpers.
Hidden home security device
App enabled UV Ray sensor for your iPhone. Tells you how safe you should be.
My product is in the car cleaning/detailing line. My product(The Wheel Splash Guard)keeps tire dressing off wheels after a car is cleaned.
Microwave Food Cook Time
A rethinking of the traditional farmers market bag. A three compartment bag with side and top access for safe storage of produce in transit.
FrizBee Fun...Make a FUN "FrisBee Game" and many will Buy. Try to catch the Frisbee in the air to outscore the opponent.
A T shaped rubber strip that goes between a pickup truck bed and the tailgate
BLIND REFLECTION
Lips decorator is a small printer that prints designs from your Smartphone, using lipstick's colors, and prints it to decorate your lips.
Isn't it frustrating to hassle with cords when listening to music. I have a great idea to develop a cordless earbud.
Glowing Strings
Save money by distributing hot and cold air throughout your house with a solar powered door fan.
Beach Chair breaks down to Hobo stick. Makes things almost as easy as going to a nude beach.
Smart Dishes
Tent for pets!!
App Enabled Mouth Guard - Teeth Grinders and Clenchers can track frequency and intensity through app
WINK Cable TV
APP enabled baby monitor with multiple features for Mothers and care givers. Recording ability along with emergency panic button
Beverage float, styrofoam or honeycombed air pocketed with slots for lotion, sunglasses, etc., cans or bottles that can't turnover or spill.
One-cut cookie cutter(s) that fit(s) together jigsaw puzzle style minimizing dough waste and re-rolling.
Sparky brake blocks for SkateBoards and Skeelers, Rollerskates.
My idea consists of an item that protects the body from outside elements such as rain, wind, sleet and snow.
Quirky We love kitchen gadgets lets make a Plastic scraper for cleaning glass top stoves and counters.
Have you ever been out swimming in the ocean and get that burning sensation in your eyes that makes you just want to scream?
A Great Juicer
Corded Power Adapter for Cordless Tool. Batteries Dead? Need That Extra Oomph or Unlimited Power? Fits Most Brands &amp; Voltages! 350+ votes
180 Degree Athletic Sunglasses
Pump buddy
"Back Pockets" secure valuables between a backpack &amp; wearer. Use on multiple backpacks, and can be transferred to pocket or purse.
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Have 10,000 Legos scattered on the floor? BallPit balls everywhere?How about an easier way to "get" them to where they belong?Magnetically!
Wood Post Boot Protector
Make beautiful cake decoration with much less effort; let the Automatic Pastry Bag do the squeezes for you.
Lightweight folding traveling hanger for pants to "pull" out the wrinkles after unpacking.
The Laptop Front-Pack is convenient an hand free, for on the go workers an parents. An Idea, for college an school kids as well. Nightlight.
Aqua Shade Pool Party! The ULTIMATE Floating Cooler with multiple sections, MUSIC, DRINK HOLDERS, UMBRELLA, AND LED SUNSET PARTY
LIGHTS!
Break away trash canister. For easy removal of used bag and cleaning. Plus style!
Produce Shopping Caddy. Produce goes in 24 mesh pouches; attached to 4 canvas carriers. Store the whole carrier or each detachable pouch
Hide away holiday lights, thes lights are in a flexable conduit, with a retractable pull cord, same color as the soffits on a home. (hidden)
The Quirky Collar! An innovative collar for your pet that has a leash hidden within it!
"Save the Icing" Cake Carrier
Opt Out
A Button actuator that automatically turns your computers ON either automatically or remotely without your physical presence.
Great &amp; Resizer Container
Mini camera Sticker
Apple Watch On the Go Charger
Scratch-n-Scroll Measuring Tape. Itâ€™s a measuring tape with reusable writable surface like Quirky Scratch-n-Scroll Mouse Pad.
steer'o'meter - Know where you are heading to! The device that will let you know the steering angle of your front car wheels
Digital Wall Calender w/LCD display with iCal/Outlook/iPhone/blue tooth capabilities. It will be stainless steel and glass or black lacquer.
IILA Implante Intralingual Ad
Vertical hamburger patty toaster
Hippa Compliance facilitator
Get rid of the smelly kitchen sponges! Use a more effective product to scrub pots and pans and then throw it away!
Flossing is hard and no fun. It can be fast,easy and painless. A flossing device with fresh,new floss at the touch of a finger.Inexpensive
LEGON is a step ladder system with LEGO-type parts, imagine putting big LEGO pieces in your stairs to create a larger platform to work on.
Your wine bottle's perfect mate! Great decor item in the kitchen and it's a funtional carrier for your wine glasses.
Sudoko lover's rejoice! Sudoko-Helper promises to help you solve those next to impossible puzzles in less time and frustration.
Multi-functional Bottle Opener
A sock mop. One you can simply slip on an old thrownout, mismatch, clean sock and start to clean. No more buying. Use what you already have.
A 3x4" hard molded rubber antenna that attaches to the roof of any vehicle by either adhesive or strong magnet.
Immersion temperature sensor
Lolli-pets and/or Dino-pets
an arm with two suction cup on each end. 1 end is for the surface the other for a smartphone. allows user to use their phone as a go-pro.
Induction charge Coffee Mug
#QCYCLE.highly visible Protective INFLATABLE waterproof impact arm reflector/directional indicators. safety first for skate/scooter.
The Core - modular laptop
The Vestpack is a vest and backpack in one. Carry more stuff than traditional backpacks without killing your back!
Desktop Tree centralizes all the stuff you need quick access to. Central stainless steel core. Revolving base. Different cups & hooks.
Mixie
Experts say that phone have more bacteria than toilet seat.i propose a self disinfecting or SELF CLEANING iphone case.
Cell Phone Flipback. A Folding cell phone shoulder rest that promotes hands-free cell phone conversation. Doubles as a cell phone stand.
Trying to untangle Apple earbuds can be pain. No more: not since the newly invented iPhone earbud wire wrap on the back of the iPhone case.
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It can be tough to consistently mix the right amount of milk with your coffee in the morning? This Travel Mug will fix that.
My Dogs Go Potty in 1 Spot &amp; Ruin My Grass - I Want a Walking "Fire Hydrant" that I Can Move Around My Yard Using My Smart Phone!
Hate losing your wallet? How bout' one with a GPS loacator system and a remote lock?!
GO Stick
Gift wrap in boxes similar to aluminum foil with a cutting edge. This would eliminate the need for scissors. An easy Wrapid Wrapping system.
Snow Worm, RC
Safeguarding The Medical Injection Process
App Heart defibrillator saves life.
Babysoft Infant Scale
Laptimer + APP Iphone holder for car or motorcycl with 10HzGPS+bleutooth. Track and store all posib data and compare and improve your skills
A super compact light cane with basic necessities. Holds water,keys,wallet,bag, hand grabber,an emergency alarm to draw attention and GPS.
Specialized Ice Maker
Panier Ã linge ventral
So Quirky: Introducing Stream...Go from faucet to fountain with just a flip! No more faucet-slurping!
Slim Away Curtain liner
Baster with Sliding Brush
It takes a person to set off outdoor sirens, but in 2013, the weather can do that for us simply by adding anemometers and pressure sensors.
Let's make a kite that lights up at night and plays music!Fly your kite with bright lights and the sound of music!
SUN-X
A write on area on rechargers to identify each one.
Pin&amp;Measure. Perforated Tape Measure for pinning or nailing to whatever is being measured.
A parcel door can easily put the small size of the parcel and sends a notification message arrival.
VERTICAL HANDRAILS for SAFE STAIR climbing and descending. .................................. The 'Stair Ladder'
The infinity color wand - conjure up the entire color spectrum with a simple twist. Harry Potter would be jealous.
Twist dial Headphones: Redesign after UC, Twist the ears to engage with your environment and twist them back to listen to your music.
quirky Temperature strip for household appliances (HOT INDICATOR) temperature measurement indicator or APP
Diy Home Nail Salon
Automatic Ravioli Maker
Clamy the Stain Soaking Sponge Clam. Uses a tight closing spring design like a jewelery box.
High blood pressure and salt do not mix. Reducing the salt use can greatly help controlling blood pressure.
HEATED SLED! Stay Warm/Comfortable sleigh riding!Heated velcro attached Sled insert.Warmth, comfort and fun. Rechargeable and cordless.
3F- Family Fresh Filters
Flush n Spray
Spray tongs to craftily mist your salad or baste the turkey all with one utensil!
High Heel Chandelier. Hang and display all of your nicest shoes. This makes putting outfits together easier and they won't get scuffed.
CountDown is a voice output for a GPS device that announces the distance remaining to a physical feature when it is in close range.
Cover case display instaly
LEECH MEASURING TAPE Add-on with suction end sticks to 1 surface to easily pull back - MEASURE EASILY by yourself ! NO FLOPPY
MEASURING
Bread Box - Inspired by origami. Warm, slice, serve, keep warm &amp; Stores ALL IN ONE. Folds flat for space saving storage. Resubmit. MOVIE!!
BEACH HANGER - saves wet clothes + phone from sand! A telescoping closet: TALL when you need it, SMALL when you don't. Mounts in the sand!
"Wallet Walker" pet leash. Inconspicuously combines a fanny pack and a dog leash into 1 useful item. An invisible haven for your valuables.
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Soft round edge glasses, cups, plates, bowls etc this idea can wrok very well whit any designs this can change the way people eats drinks
Design patent 1976: Vita-Dial/Simple Six Compartment Dispense/Container, removable Dial-Top, Snap-On Lock-Lid(serving coaster double too).
A pavilion(tent)shaped umbrella with 4 inflatable legs and top made â€‹â€‹of light canvas against UV,easy to carry, easy to install.
Xbox 360 Laptop
A small hand held quarter dispenser with a digital screen displaytin the total $ inside. It will dispense 1 quarter at a time with a button.
An alarm to alert parents when their child's safty has been compromised. It is for strollers and car seats
Design an umbrella with an offset center so the user is in the center instead of the handle.
Fort Support
HEADPHONES that allow others to PLUG in to what you're listening to! NO need to share earplugs
A loose fabric or leather loop on the back of an IPhone 5 case to use the phone with one hand. (Resubmittal now with prototype made)
Hand-held clothing steamer/iron hybrid
' SPP " SMART PHONE PROTECTOR
!! An Ergonomic Playing Card Holder !! Make sure the pain of arthritis does not interfere with playing cards.
Socket Night Light
Don't Bite Your Fingernails - Bite These Instead! Fingernail Tip Mold - Fill with Melted Chocolate, Fruit Juice, etc. and Cool or Freeze.
An app to reset your clocks in the house via bluetooth technology.
eugene water treatment {purifing} organs,on nature designs-items~{jewels} within transparent crystal tubes or tanks.for drink &amp; shower use
IMP + App Chromodynamics Color changing neck tie:Use your smartphone to change the colors on your neck tie.
Some type of device where i can attach to it any USB external hard drive and view the content of the disk browsing folders! Rechargeble.
The Ball Boy collects tennis balls like a rain gutter for balls hitting the net, reducing interruptions and danger of balls on the court.
Heat Zone Microwave Oven
Liquids to Go
Pot Light Gobo-flector is an accessory to any standard pot light. It uses the light source to create 100's of different patterns on the wall
Crystal belly button
Mini Spot Light ThumbTacks for lighting up posters! Light up your favorite posters with these colored light up spotlights. Adjustable ")
Crepe &amp; Waffle cone machine!
Automatic Wire Retractor Phone Case
Apple Watch Charger, 2 Options
Tired of your Apple device running low on battery while not at home? Want to recharge your battery anywhere?
what if you find it hard to climb a step stool or kneel down on your knees but you like to know what is up or down there.
Mini-Drafting Set Phone Case. Triangle, Protractor, Compass, Pencil, and mini tape measure attached to the back.
Child's life saving teddybear
The EZ Drink is a simple plastic bladder with a one way valve that velcros to your wrist providing hands free hydration for everyone.
Eco Level Pencil
During earthquakes, kitchen cabinet doors swing open; dishes break on floor. Need cabinet closure that only hooks closed when earth moves.
Dryfruits iPhone Case .Helpful for those who don't takecare of Health in this busy life. A healthy timepass during your boredom too.
Ready to go to bed? Turn the light off, close the door, turn on the fan all from your phone!
A fire escape basket attached to a rope and winch used to lowers an adult with a toddler, 2 children, or any combo of weights under 250 lbs.
Micro Sconce, full light minimum visual clutter
Pillow Pulse
One day I got tired of blowing on my kids' food for every meal, so I created a hands-off method: a fan on a cover. No more lightheadedness!
Reusable, form fitted, plastic guides for maintenance of facial hair. Empowers men to easily/quickly manage style/symmetry of facial hair.
A 100% biodegradable(maybe even compostable) roll-up water bottle, an ECO-FRIENDLY option to regular ones that get trashed after 1/2 uses.
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Mitten Maker
Jamini / Guitar Amplifier
MAGNETIC ANIMAL BUILDING BLOCKS. Block are interchangeable to make a new animal. Each Face of the animal makes a new sound when
connected.
couch buddy
Fresh fruit Voss water
5 Gallon Sport Version of Terra
Interchangeable Blender Jar's, you can have one for every occasion!!
Home Health Monitor
Whiteboard Advent Calendar - You Put Candy, $, or Prize Behind Doors. Use Over and Over Again! Use for Eating Vegetables, Chores, Etc.
Cooler with LED lights in the interior. Powered by a rechargable battery pack that is charged via solar/crank/or wall/car charger.
WiFi iPad Remote:On/Off,Volume,Featuring App Mouse and Introducing the single handed 8 buttons keyboard.App-enabled.#Resub
Ultra Slim Apple Watch Charger
Universal Handheld Shower Head
Smart water bottle.
Cutting waffles for my kids is tedious. Simple solution--&gt; A device w/ plastic cutters integrated that allows me to press &amp; cut all at once.
Smart Hoverboard:Rides like a snowboard over grass,dirt,sand and even water.Any surface any terrain,no slopes required.
Groceries Box carries different types of groceries in one box. The compact Groceries Box expands to 4 units to store 4 different vegetables.
The Baby Bubble: a comfortable, easy to carry facemask to muffle the sound of a crying baby - used it on airplanes, buses, or at restaurants
The perfect water bottle.
Urban Honey
Quirky trashcan that makes removal of trash bag and cleaning of trashcan easy! (D)
24/ever
Hate to tie and untie knots on your sweat pants, hoodies, shorts and jackets? The solution is a Quirky spring based hook!
Home adapter kits for your car audio! Bring your bass to your basement with plug-n-play adapter kits for your head unit and amp!
FoneHolder is a Velcro-closed band worn on the arm to which a cell phone or similar device to view may be attached by a second Velcro strip.
remote holder phone charger
From middle school to middle age Yoga pants sell because of different "fold over" options.Why not keep your pants and buy new "fold overs?"
Disposable cooler bag
Thermal color-changing baby bottle nipple to keep a baby's mouth from being burned by formula or milk that is too hot.
ADJUSTABLE ZERO RULER- New ruler (or yard stick) that let's you slide the point of zero anywhere along the length of the ruler!
u know when u go to the bathroom and u have to clean the toilet and u have to raise the seat with you hand. automatic toilet seat raiser
The "Healthy Pregnancy" Device incl. Pedometer, Scale, Blood Pressure/Diabetes/Anemia Check, Sleep Tracker &amp; More!
The solar dog clip is a take anywhere device that charges a light, glowing cord, and baggie on board. The batman of dog leashes, all utility
Dusk-Dawn Plug
A bass drum pedal that allows drummers the ability to play more "things" at the same without having to use the split foot method - see pics
spray coloration rapide
Model car racing innovation. Marketing the racing in the atriums of shopping malls, attracting ad clients, creating jobs for kids/ youths.
THE PEDIACLOUD
A comfortable chair when most needed contains all you need for that beach or pool relaxation.
Smart kitchen trash - the double locking mechanism that seals bad odour.
A flat, soda bottle stand and carrier, store flat and easy serving.
Garbage Disposal Detects Metal
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4 removable Tips "little Tom" screw driver, like 4 colors pen Bic
APP ENABLED SINGING and DANCING ANITOMICAL SKELETON MODEL. Teaches the BONES. Elementary school.
Voyager PRO - Transparent iPhone Windshield Mount
UV Light Faucet Head with New, High Intensity, Narrow Spectrum Wavelength of Ultraviolet Light - 100% Safe
CHARGING SHELF-w/power strip
Reusable water bottle with external phone battery for charging on the go.
Walker's Friend is a combination hands free electronic dog/pest repellent, motion sensor,and personal alarm.
The X broom... a broom designed to gather dirt and debris more efficiently, reducing work time and fatigue...
Multi Use Bicycle Seat Post Lock: keep your pricey seat secured from thieves and also easy to install accessories.
Slidable Shirt Stacker
APP Enabled Rewards Box - REWARD SYSTEM for Kids - Controlled Scan In/ Scan Out -Resubmission
A lightweight hybrid cane/walking stick from composite material which can be easily disassembled into two canes.
Zero Gravity Bed
Invent, by the Q community for the Q community, massive open online courses; some topics: creativity, innovation, design, makers tools.
Around the kitchen sink we see sponges,dish washing liquid, dish towel etc.lying around unorganized. No more. SINK &amp; CO organizes that.
An airtight capsule for kitchen and table scraps.When full, simply tie and toss biodegradable bag into compost.No odors, no fruit flies.
Electric car generator
The art of the skillet can be painful! Help momma keep the cookin-a-comin. Pan holder for people with arthritis - Thatâ€™s you baby boomer!
This is for all dog owners
Water broom
Baby Bottle Koozie
This is a portable, wireless outlet. It is charged up itself by a fold out hand crank attached to it. Anything can plug into it and charge.
This small and simple product is designed to maintain order your space behind your appliances.
My idea is to create a compact modern alternative to a classic travel steamer. A modern stainless steel cordless steamer that does not leak.
Juice or Fruit filled ice cubes! 2-stage silicone mold to freeze liquids and freeze fruit inside ice for the whole family!
A portable USB music-player/phone charger that runs on the old recycled 9 volt battery from your smoke detector. A GREEN solution!
A bed comforter that will keep people cool throughout the night so they can get a good night sleep. No fans or air conditioners please!
Tape end finder. Find the end of your roll of tape with ease.
â™¥ Sweetheart Alarm â™« - Wake Up to Music or Words Chosen by Your Sweetheart, friend, or Relative from Anywhere in the World! RE Submit
Ball Boy
A Fluorescent Lamp that pair and synchronize to your cell by the Ballast, Bulb or Starter each have a different frequency
App enabled Story book Theatre let your kids see the story on the ceiling/wall while you read(very inexpensive &amp; no power needed)
HOME-SERVER ICE CREAM &amp; SHAKES
WEE-WIPE tissues help males to stop discharge of residual urine in post urinal use, thus preventing wet spots on trousers and embarrassment.
An open ended flash drive so you never lose the use of a USB port. Be able to use one USB port, for two devices without a splitter!
A luggage quick identifier/finder for travelers
Sun Pool Pump;
Estimates suggest there are 10 Million trucks(Semi)in the U.S. A device is needed for truckers who drive long stretches of highway(Straight)
The "Snore-Poke". A must need tool for every road trip with the boys and gals. No more lost sleep to a tree sawing room mate. NEVER EVER
Automatic cheese slicer
esinchal
Ever tried to sleep on a bus, train, plane, or automobile? No fun, eh. How about a backpack that doubles as an upright sleeper? Backnap!
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Do you use post-its to remember stuff/quickly jot things down? This is SCRATCH (pad). Write on it - saves note on screen. Delete/Add
Ruhen is a lid and utensil holder that rests on the side of your pot.
Doggy See, Door Do
split scren tv
Power House
A universal wearable gps holder for handheld gps units.
Household Water Tracker
Turbo Pong
A 3 1/2" ROUND ELECTRICAL REMODLER BOX INSTEAD OF A 2 1/4" X 3 3/4" RECTANGULAR BOX
Waterproof case for iphone/ipad/ipod
Tech saavy pants pocket organizer, keep your smartohone from scratches. Convert slacks into cargo pants.
A Better Broom/Mop combination for cleaning hard-surface floors!
Mac and squeeze
Hate changing the toilet paper roll? Just load this machine with several rolls and watch it go! Available with pull and hand sensor modes.
Cheese slicer with sturdy sharp blade.No more thin wires that break easy.Create cute shapes of cheese with the cutter attachments!
Facebook-like website for just sports with links to all major sports sites and statistics for all sports.
That's ONE COOL Duck!! The ONLY iPhone/iPad/iPod case with floating ducks/surfers/dolphin Slim Case!! 90% view:vote!!
Large Jug Terra
Detachable speaker unit with directional speaker function. Retain privacy while on speaker phone Apps to monitor the environment noise
rainbow out
How about a Kid Friendly music radio / media player? Resubmit.
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
Kick the Habit! A Smokeless Cigarette provides a daily puff count and can flash messages about the problems of smoking and reasons to quit.
Colander Steamer Trivet
A pocket or pouch that attaches to the inside front or back cover of your book.
This is my 8 year old daughter's invention. It is a Sock Sorting machine that helps organize socks. Never waste time organizing socks again!
A flower holder that will never fall!
Wear contacts or lashes? Ever had one drop? You patted and crawled around to no avail? My compact can save money and time by catching them
Windowsill planter that sides out when you close your blinds and back when opened. Clip-on, slide and enjoy.
Car chamoise / squeeze mop
A USB charger that could be programmed to fully charge a device over a given period of time (ex: 8 hours overnight) to prevent overcharge
Making the perfect cup of tea on-the-go can be tricky. Where do you put the tea when it's done steeping? Let's solve this problem together!
STBL
Xlean your back easy with less effort and more comfortable way.
We've all put on a dark shirt & got deodorant on the shirt! If you rub it with the wrong material to get it off you can make it worse!
A motorcycle chain lubricant applicator
A beach/sporting event umbrella for two! An umbrella similar in size to a golf umbrella, but wider and protects from rain or shine.
PILLS, PILLS, PILLS..A compact, digital locked medication pill holder that can be carried discreetly and remind elderly when to take pills
Smart Keys
A bag made from recycled jeans, and on the inside many layers of stretch pockets in various sizes made from recycled smartwool socks.
Have you ever had the trouble of getting the hanger off your clothes?
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
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Smart Kids Toothbrush (Austin)
LapWrap keeps sports fans warm, dry &amp; comfortable at games. It has a padded seat/back, large pocket for keys etc, handwarmer pockets &amp; more!
Strong Hold Button Replacer
There are 5 stages in babies bath life forcing parent to buy 5 separate products. Why not combine all these stages into one product? Teamlab
The All-in-One BBQ Brush Never dip your brush into a sauce bowl again!
Weed puller, shoe attachment
Wireless Cell Phone Dock
WiFi + APP enabled smoke alarm! If alarm goes off, all residents are alerted + can respond with "not home", "false alarm", or "danger"
Musical Ice CreamToy
SLIM CAR IPHONE CHARGER cord free. Inspired by the recent slim iPhone charger win. Get rid of cords in your car. Teamlab
A Heavenly angel food mini cake pan Now personalize each cake to suit the taste buds of your entire party. *UPDATED w/ Interchangeable Disks
Seed dispenser
Turn off the stand-by power waisting appliances.
Rechargeable LED Bulb That *Doubles as a Flash Light* During Emergencies. Bulb unscrews from lamp to be held as a flash light. Be prepared!
A soft body brush w/great ergonomics to brush away the sand. Colorful easy to hold and be able to clip to the beach chair or umbrella
SCOREBALLS - It's in the name!
Kitchen Trash Can Liner with Multiple Tear-off Bags. When full, pull away bag, dispose. Fresh bag is good to go. Fast, easy and clean!
A pot lid designed to eliminate clean up, reduce heat damage to counters and provide a safer and easier way to remove/replace lid.
The solution is plastic box on wheels.
Like pressed hot Coffee? Here's an automatc coffee press that heats the water, presses the coffee and keeps it hot!
Disposable baby/clean up mitts KEEP YOUR HANDS CLEAN DURING THOSE MESSY CLEAN UPS SANITARY HYGIENIC DISPOSABLE resub
Never have a dirty cup holder again in your vehicle! an all in one air freshener absorbent pad, used in cup holders for vehicles
KNIFE BLADE PROTECTION- No more cuts from grabbing knifes out of the kitchen drawer.
A Wallet that alarms when it falls from the carriea.
The Less-Mess Canister. Measure and level your flour and sugar in one motion with no mess.
Inspirational Stone! Says TURN on one side. What's on the other side? Your surprise. Hand painted stone arrives in festive cup cake paper.
Fashionable Noticifations
GEM DROPPERS GAME: Children sort the graduated gem balls according to color. When done correctly they all fit with none left over.
I have designed and built a furniture quality, adj. Lap Top Stand. Something that would look at home on a professionals desk. Not Plastic.
Pillow Plug
Night use sensors to measure temperature and baby's breath that sends alarms to parents from another room.
Scented Floral Silk Flower Spray,concentrated for silk flowers,greenerys and grasses, will produce scent of real authentic flowers/greenerys
CATS GONE WILD!
Home Movie Theater 3D Glasses that allows you to see newly release movies at the comfort of your own home.
Qtip stop
Wow, a photographer's dream, the all in one compact camera mount that clamps or works as an adjustable pocket tripod with a swivel ball head
Wireless votive lights for a romantic night at the beach or the back yard.The same idea works for Christmas lights!
Baby, give me my iPhone back! Wait, ma'am, it's not YOUR phone he's biting on. It's iTeether; just like mom's phone --but BPA-free!
Retro Game Phone Case
Pluck: Egg Wash Add-On
VEGGIE GRIP helps you grab hold of that small end of a tomato or onion when it gets too tricky to hold when you need a quick slice.
bandage
Machine- granulated food-pets
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I-Bath. Wash and Play. Bathtub Iphone that is a sponge. Makes taking a bath way more fun especially for kids.
Sac Ã vomi-pipi
Small *Square Suction Level* I need all the help I can when hanging a frame.
The Stow Away
Fort Builder! Kids love to build forts, this helps them build safe, sturdy structures but is lightweight and simple.
A qr code is placed on all holes on golf courses giving the golfer a detailed description of the hole as he/she is standing on the tee box.
Smart Pots
Protect and cover the ports on your computer. Ports not in use? Not to worry. (PC &amp; MAC)
portable lunch box warmer
Digi-Note: Take Notes On Paper &amp; Save Them On Your iPad At The Same Time! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Organized pool/beach accessory carrier. Light, durable, strong, and easy to carry! With YOUR help we can make this a beach necessity.
If you can use a paper clip then you can design & build a beautiful custom table of your choice at an affordable price. It's that easy !!!
a moulded plastic thats easy to adjust by consumer to keep furniture off wall. the product lays on floor between furniture and wall.
Save space, $ & waste with "Quirky 8": jumper,bouncer,high chair,activity center,bed,carseat,changing station,baby carrier & diaper bag in 1
Next Level Hotwheels Diecast
App enabled Playpin Dome Wink.
A PEG-CLIP. A food bag clip that grips onto the bag even once you've unclipped it.
Stop burning your hands! Fireplace curtains are essential, but they get very hot and collect soot. Here's a simple practical solution.
SMART PEN DRIVE ORGANIZER
Making pull-start motors easier to turn over, with a very simple, cheap design.
A flash drive that doubles as a backpack/luggage lock. One end will function as a flash drive and the other will have a lock.
Shapewear bodysuit extender
Thin - Light Book Marks
a folding shade canopy that would attach to pools that could be swiveled around to block the sun from any direction! NOT a giant umbrella!
Keep flush with the walkway before it begins to snow, clear snow by opening apart like a door(motorized/foot operated)
OLED Battery Case:iPhone 5 case with built in battery and lights up for incoming calls,emails &amp; text,App-enabled &amp; Bluetooth.
The Alarm Clock Pill Dispenser releases one or many pills when the alarm goes off to wake you up. Store pills in a safe, dry place inside.
Small rubber rings not to slip your sunglass from your head
Bounty Harvest Basket
Nugget- find your keys and other lost items, and find the remote if you lose that too!
Bicycle roof rack for the COVERED parking space. #QCYCLE
An app that gives shoppers a quick view of any used products available in the local area, on craigslist, ebay, etc.
PIVOT 360Â°
Have you wanted a reusable, rechargeable, portable power supply that is practical? Its here! Charge your I-Pad, Mac book, I-Phone. TeamLab
The Wink Plug
Stairs are DANGEROUS! Many seniors find themselves living in homes that can be difficult to navigate. An automated stairway tray can help!
Never have a messed up, mangled piece of pie on your plate again! perfect piece every time!
Machine tortellini- Austin
What every Fisherman needs The {Cast Measure} tells you how far and how much line is cast out. Signals you when you get a bite!!!
Most convenient 2 way laundry
Two-finger forehead thermometer connects directly to your iphone to accurately measure baby's (or adults) temperature and keep track of data
Wall Mounted All-in-One Holder
Magnetongs
Strap Mask
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Glow in the dark bubbles.Using phosphors, and light, the actual bubbles will glow in the dark. Unlike anything you've seen before.
P3
An iPad/tablet case with a built-in, retractable audio booster for louder and clearer sound!
A garden rake leaf remover that removes clogged leaves from the rake, assist in bagging and doesn't require bending over to pick up leaves.
Here's the best new beach idea! A sunscreen spray machine that evenly covers you head to toe with the SPF of your choice.
EXTEND UP EXISTING FENCE-Need to hide neighbor's junk?More privacy? Add more shade to backyard?Can't afford to move or build a new fence?
a nontoxic antibacteria wipes for infant pacifiers and infant bottles. for parent of infants and etc.
This is simple with a shaft with a handle and a trigger where people can plug in a can of spray on sunscreen and reach their back with ease.
Dog Walk-Over Nail-Filing Mat
Many smartphones are used to take pictures nowadays, and most important part is that there isn't someone to take a picture for you.
"The Pool Umbrella" Eliminate fall leaves from clogging your pool or cover. Eliminate the mess! Make it quick and easy to open your pool.
The idea is to provide a battery powered device to stuff meats, that will drill holes in the meat and provide room for stuffs.
A cute toy that helps young children learn to be more patient. The toy's games teach preschoolers how to wait for and work-towards reward.
massaging mouse;users will be relaxing hand muscles while working, mouse consists of a warmer, vibrator and illuminates,and is cordless.
Recyclasaurus
iPhone battery running down fast?! Forget your cable again? Let's solve this problem. IPhone case with charging cable built in!!
Corner Cutting Board
Expandable/Collapsible Coat/Accessory Rack. Comes out to party, then quietly disappears. Keeps Guests items together in one Spot!
Forget all those TV workout products, pills and drinks to lose weight. Think about your weight before opening the refrigerator door. See it!
4 in one roll-a-tote bags for easy shopping,store anywhere practical for anytime shopping.Easy Wash &amp; Fold. Compact hand carry!Any Comments?
Wall socket apple shuffle charger.
Outlet Paint Guard
A jar candle you can hang directly on the wall without a candle holder it would have thick glass on the back for support and safety w/ hook
Umbrella Easy Carrier
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Interactive Mathematics program. "Big Blue" can play chess, a version of its' software could also teach math.
Product line. Airlight kids version. The UFO lights and turns like the Airlight.
A new design of the reusable market bag. Think of apartment building with flexible walls...This is a compartment bag with flexible stalls.
Perfect Height Pillow
The Adjustable Laptop Keyboard is an ergonomic enhancement to laptops, mobile data units and other portable 21st Century texting mediums.
induction charging lock box
Hello community! My idea is based off of a legal requirement to have confidential information redacted from subpoenaed documents.
E-Cig Flask
Personal Sleep Calendar-timetable for a better sleep: It provides your personal tools for a better and a healthy sleep.
Smart Plate (Austin)
A Super Blaster Watercycle/A Super Blaster Sportcycle
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
Multi Roll Bar for toilet paper. One bar stores more than one roll and saves floor space. Never run out of toilet paper.
Perfect Massage-Hitsthespot
Single Cup/Carafe Coffee Maker
Adjustable shelf with multiple outlets for your work locker. Charge your equipment securely inside your locker. Quick, easy installation.
Boot Wallet Holds Smartphone
Introducing the amazing SPLID! Not a splatter screen, not a lid, it's BOTH! Transforms to suit your frying or cooking needs, wonderfully
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An Attachable/detachable pully system that can be self-installed on any staircase indoors/outdoors and can hold up to 100lbs both directions
Let's make a twisty straw that lights up and has a device at the end to stir up your chocolate milk.Chocolate gets stuck on the bottom!
Now you can easily lean back comfortably at the toilet.
A flagpole kit that uses white PVC pipe; never needs painting; in use over 20yrs. Problem free! Colonial or contemporary styles.
A bathroom towel clip hanger. There would be an locking ring to hang on towel bar and a clip attached with small teeth to help hold towel
Credit Card Size Key Holder/Organizer. Lighten (Keep barely used keys in wallet) or Flatten (No Poking, carry in back pocket) your key ring.
Holder to encase taco and all it contents to allow you to eat taco easily.
SHOES RACK
Wrapping paper cuffs
The Instant Coat Rack allows you to turn your standard floor lamp into a coat rack with an easy clamp and hook mechanism.
Portable vanity for her!
This is about wireless charging system for iPhone.
My Flat Baby
Programmable "Action" button for your devices. Activate apps and actions remotely with one push.
Our product is a small pocket that clips on to your child's shoe. The pocket is big enough for him or her to carry money or a small toy.
GO exercise
Sectioned Zipper/Sealable Bags
"iSave40" provides a simple solution to connect Lightning iDevices to all the current 30-pin accessories.
Phone Case Grip Assist
Despite how much you try to stop them, kids still like to hit each other with foam pool noodles. Why not make it fun with noodle hilts!
Simple, easy ... "Hey, why didn't someone think of this sooner?" Take the hassle out of storing your reusable grocery bags while shopping!
Musical Candles you can Customize via usb or blue tooth. Play any type of music to celebrate any holidays, birthdays, etc.
Warm Winter Wig (WWW)
Veggie Rewards Digital Placemat. Kids get star for each veggie eaten &amp; parents upload results to their phones for reference while shopping.
CHARGE GADGETS WHILE WALKING
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
animal body bag
Mirror that utilized an embedded camera and digital display to show the true you (not the mirror image).
I envision a skin conditioning dispenser that cound be installed into a shower head.
The Portable Closet Suitcase has a collapsible compartment that is like a closet space were you can easily put your clothes in quickly.
The iHOLD. I wanted to create a easy and convenient way to hold a iphone, ipad or any iproduct with one convenient device.
A door knob system that connects to your internet that tells you your doors are unlocked or locked and locks you doors from your phone.
Warped pans? Hello Flat Panly
Our proposal is to create a scented match.This product will be cheaper than candles and simple to use.
Punching holes in a potato with a fork before baking it takes too long.The Potato Piercer punches hundreds of holes at once with one motion
Alarm pillow.
Fast, Easy-to-clean charcoal grill
Safe Cardboard scissors for children, the perfect complement to Quirky's Linkets!
eMarionette - Marionette meets Robot - your ultra controllable personal marionette! the future is now!!
LEGO(R) blocks Semiconductors Educational kit explaining about how a transistor built and how it is made
The rifle barrel lock Secures the barrel at both ends allowing security and complete safety
Baby animal feeder for saving lives.
Silicone or hard sponge mirror carriers for bike helmet. Mirrors reflects the image from behind onto a small mirror above each eye.
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Set of Angry Birds characters made in the style matryoshka dolls, i.e. inserted into each other.
Silent Sentry-Monitor Anything
A simple product that covers the corners of carpets, hides frays, and adds new life to any carpet!
The On the Run/Underun is a specially designed Disposable portable hygiene kit con
How many times have we watched bus boys/girls wipe off tables that we will eat off of with an old rag that just cleaned another dirty table?
"Disposable cup! Stay!!" - Keeps an empty Disposable cup in place
A kitchen trashcan with extendable handle and wheels that make it easy to move heavy garbage bags outside. Built-in scale measures weight.
Organizational tool used for baseball caps, 1/2 bagel-shaped product adheres to wall, maintains shape of cap, can be personalized, reusable.
An expanding &amp; contracting napkin holder â€“ a perfect fit for any number of napkins! Magnetically holds coasters right at your fingertips!
From Ordinary to Extraordinary: This American Football Board Game is a fun, hands-on, family friendly Football experience. Fans will rave!on
A waterproof device for parents to communicate with their children. A device that attaches to a child's bathing suit/wrist or ankle.
SAFE WINDOW LOCKS
MYP - Mount Your Phone
Rear Collision Warning System
Fork Prong Cleanner
A partition for the back seat of your car to separate arguing children, pets, etc. during road trips.
Ever wonder what weird stuff lie at the bottom of the ocean?? Send your phone/camera down to the the bottom in a mini submarine!!
Toilet Enhancement
A 360 degree household fan. A fan that would have a powerful, constant stream of air in every direction, 360 degrees, at all times
Kitchen sink on 45 angle? Need a dish drainer that fits large items? Drainer drips excess water into sink with an attractive design
Family Size- toothbrush electric steam caseholder cleaner helps to eliminate bacteria.
Creating hidden and protected spaces? here is the most easy/practical/economical solution! applicable in the bathroom, garage, garden, etc.
Switch Pitcher has two separate sides that allow a mixer to be served virgin or with alcohol. Can also serve two beverages simultaneously.
I call it "Straight Shot" a plastic clip for your Game Controller.
HIGH-TECH PUSH-BUTTON TONG/FORK - Squeeze the handle and the fork grabs on to your food. Use it for salad, pasta or other difficult foods.
Puddingo line extension Risolo. Add Jello mix- fill up to line of bowl with milk, stir, mix, microwave, cool, set and scoop from the bowl!
TrueWirelessEarphone (Harman)
Rice Noodle Making Machine Pho
Exhausted from the routine of waiting for your windshield to defrost while sludging in the cold to scrape ice, your problems are solved!
Magnetic In-Sink Sponge Holder
Crock Pot Basket Strainer
Pasta Cap
The Mach 3 of lint and animal hair removal! A brush, a lint remover roll, and vacuum all in one! Lint, animal hair no more!
hot cold vest
A water pitcher divided into two counterparts. Divided through the middle, plain room temperature water on one side and ice on the other.
Knife Guard and Sharpener
NO MORE BLISTERS or sore feet from those new shoes or heels! A new type of insole technology that your feet will absolutely love!
Fun Child Proof iPad Rubber Case with Impact Absorbing Squishy Ball Corners for Protection When Dropped at Any Angle.
Baby Safe
Coffee Express Planet
iYoYo Kinetic charging for USB devices
ReSub: Carry along swing!
Telescopic Picture Hanging Tool. For when you have heavy pictures that need two or more level nails to hang the picture.
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A device which will help drivers gauge the 'breaking speed' of the cars in front of them in order to reduce fender bender car accidents.
It's a spoon that separates the food and grease for you. Scoop food and grease up together out of the pan then pour the grease away!
A movable fireplace. With a flat screen the size of a fireplace, an electronic fire that looks and sounds real, controlled by remote.
A refrigerated bedside table for those thirsty middle of the night wake-ups.
iPad Projector Cases
An entire line of Mason jar accessory lids: Grater lid, spice grinder lid, wine decanter lid, metal spout lid, juicer lid.. *SEE PICTURES!*
Golf Caddy Spike Cleaner
Kitchen Power Strip
Dinner Plate Alarm/Timer
(((SuperHand))) "GO WHERE NO MAN HAS GONE BEFORE!" More powerful than a spatula! Able to Fry, SautÃ©, Wok, &amp; Broil with Dexterity!
A Better and Improved Terra. Let's not let Q go into production of Terra without making it a truly "on the go" product as it should be.
Baby Toys shaped like game controllers. Xbox360 PS3 and Wii. The perfect toy for your baby Gamer.
fast remove
The Back-To-Life home machine
Got problem with chopsticks? This will help you to learn how the use chopsticks or makes you having Chinese food with ease.
Device that sanitizes shoes with UV light. It's shaped like the end of a toboggan-j-shaped. Shoes slide in-bacteria and viruses are killed.
Mini bendable Automobile Tool that Removes Fog, Frost and Dew from side mirrors and windows from the comfort of remaining in your vehicle.
Meet the Game Changer, a fun and fair play dice where you flip to your next move.
Any small appliance, heater fan or light can be app enabled w/ an "outlet timer" Turn on based on "and/or" settings time temp motion etc
This is Electricity Cutoff Timer which can be used for electricity-using devices like iron, electric heater, and TV, etc.(Resub 401 voted)
AutoWash is a hand held automobile washing system which uses a 1 liter plastic bottle to use less water.
The "Kookie Keeper" or "Cookie Keeper" is an easy way to store, present, and eat baked cookies of all shapes and sizes.
hydro tree lopper
TRAP-EAZE! A cover for the ugly sticky fly trap strips. Easy to install, decorative cover, and easy to release straight into the trash.
Personal Air Bag
OneHand Wine Opener
Solar Hover Skates
A drying rack for water bottles
Easy Tape Remover
water filter with display water measurement and filter life indicator. easy to install.
PopUp Sprinkler Saver
A device which allows me to see Wink alerts on my TV screen
A static inducing hand-held device to attract fuzz, fluff and other silly stuff off your precious clothes.
Pet bed with removable layers. Peel off a layer when it's time to clean it while leaving the pet bed fully functional. Defeat the pet hair!
by using a whip like motion this kids toy could launch balls a distance any kid would be excited about.....
A mesh screen for mason jars allowing air to get in...why? Firefly Jar, seed sprouting and DIY air fresheners!!
Emoticon keyboard pad and\or tablet. Create a pad that allows people to communicate via emoticons. Hieroglyphics is back.
A clothes hanger that displays the image of the garment ,the size, price and detailed information about the apparel at one glance.
Above-Monitor Tray
Clear Tubes that attach horizontally to the front of an organized multi compartment bag.
The twister
A wrist (or finger) mounted, battery-powered gyroscope can lend it's stability to a person with shaky hands. Speed/resistance-adjustable.
The Mommie Helper
Hairy Drain Clog Pulverizer
SCRATCH FREE SCREEN PROTECTOR + SILICONE FRAME OVER MOLDED as one single case cover
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Salt and Pepper Fork and Knife
Mini Macro Keyboard: record actions with this extension for one touch cut and paste, or repeated document functions. Edit and format faster!
Noah's Ark Bath Sponges. Fun filled ark with animal sponge toys
Air Traffic Controllers around the world need your help. Flight Progress Strips are printed off of thermal printers,ink pens don't work
french fry holder for the car
Envelop, is a new take on a simple old idea. Bringing convenience and chic to the handwritten letter.
Attach phone, bottles, pocket, gels, etc., to belt, armband, or carmount with Velcro. Proven prototype. Simple. Versatile. Watch the Video.
Dish Dryer Tower
Summer is on the way! That means you need to reapply sun screen A LOT. How often do you forget to reapply it? Never forget and burn again!
Cookingfield Fridge /PotCooler
This App-Enabled Device Keeps Track Of and Controls ALL My App-Enabled Devices! For House Sitter, Backup for Lost or Stolen Phone, etc.!
Clean Collar prevents stains from forming inside your dress shirt collars. Less trips to the dry cleaners means saving money and time.
Chase lounge risers, set of four to clamp on bottom. Seniors have difficulty getting up.
STAY FIT AT WORK with the adjustable desktop! With the ease of a squeeze you can stand or sit. Its that simple and ADDS YEARS TO YOUR LIFE!
Combination sunblock, bug repellent and sun activated self-tanner. Tan safely in the sun without fear of sun damage or pesky beach bugs.
It is a product designed to prevent carpal tunnel while offering advertising on.
app creates an alert when someone starts snoring. It could detect the decibel level and produce a vibration sent to a wireless wrist cuff
Out
Hi Rabbit is a shelf which uses in the bathroom. A variety of bath products and decors can put on this shelf.
Fresh, clean, ready to drink Quirky water everywhere you go...
IMPROVED COOLER WITH BUILT IN HIDE-AWAY TABLE! Perfect for snacks, picnics, fishing, hunting, childrens events, barbeques, tailgate parties
Safe, dog-friendly, tangle-free dog tether.
Food Safe -- six sided object made to be collapsible to store in freezer, made with cold pack material
SLAM. A segmented compact tool for the novice or the pro. Take it where you need it. Set a nail or run a screw whichever you choose.Video
Door Knob smart Shock Lock
NON STICK KNIFE BLADE
A NON LETHAL Defensive Weapon designed to temporarily blind/confuse attackers, give the would be victim time to get away + attract attention
BED VIBRATOR/JIGGLER. Mimics riding in car, plane or other moving vehicle to lull you or the kids to sleep. AHHH Natural Drug free Sleep!
A small clip for pant cuffs, to hold them in place when your pants are too long/dragging. (great for biking/woman who like switching shoes)
Battery operated heat and massage vest. For chronic back pain and outdoor sports.
Natural Boost
Save live alert
LS
Zappy - Food Covers
USB, earphone, accessories case that velcros to the top of your laptop so all your accessories are close at hand. can be removed easily.
PUZZLE CUBE CUP HOLDER! A NEW WAY TO HOLD YOUR CUPS! AMAZE YOUR GUESTS
App-enabled Laser Show! Great for parties, DJ's and business advertising.
a plastic "Press" to remove water from defrosted frozen chopped spinach
Doggie Door With Built In Smoke Alarm And Speaker App Enabled
Round "Clamshell" Backpack Beach Chair. A backpack beach chair that is round and resembles a clam.
NEW! SHINE - App Enabled Outdoor Lighting System! Change colors, scare thieves, auto alert emergency vehicles and watch house from anywhere!
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A bbq sauce spreader that screws onto your sauce bottle. for easy spreading & clean up!
Fancy Folds are premium dinner-sized paper napkins that are decoratively pre-folded in fancy designs right out of the package.
Smart mouse vibrates/lights up when receive an email & displays who from/subject/?message? Scroll thru emails/go directly to it or delete it
"Carousella" Forget The Rain.
Turn your PC tower into your safe! Secure valuables with an electronic password in your PC tower. A PC deposit box!
Ladder Grippers
"Dip Buddy" provides easy spitting, with easy washing and cleaning, and no smell from leftover spit juice.
Get More Ironing Done. Stop The Clothes That Hangs Off Ironing Board From Pulling As You Iron. Less time trying to keep clothes in place.
World's 1st Dual Apple Thunderbolt + USB 3.0 Thumb Drive - 20x speed of USB 2. 2x speed of USB 3 - Now Mac Users Don't have to slow down 50%
Better Car Snow Remover
Water proof envelope for my iphone to take in shower. Place for hand towel in waterproof envelope. Suction pad to stick to surface.
Capteur de luminositÃ© portable
Shower Controlled App
I was ruining my pillowcases with my hair products, slob and facial cosmetics.
My idea is called "The Couch Gym". Exercise equipment that turns your comfortable couch into a gym. Exercise while watching TV !
Multi-purpose glove that addresses many qualities DIY-ers, mechanics, builders, police and the military encounter in protecting their hands.
Replace ice or cold packs in coolers with articulated rigid cold panels. Less weight, more space, better cold distribution.
Grocery bag solution made of variety of sized drawstring bags w/ a clip for a shoulder sash harness or to main bag for convenience.
Chopping board with Gutter
Large nylon bag with a layered network of alternating protected modular pocket shells and hard container base for larger items.
4-Way Color Changing LED Light
Simple + Smart Shower Head
A hairbrush that has a hollow handle and a screw off cap that fills with water. Then a button/trigger to release water while brushing hair.
Dish Rack with air holes that blows air all around the dishes and vibrate the water droplets off.
The Trailer Shuttle is an electric device that moves trailers under 2000lbs Hand held control forward and reverse moves trailers safely
TuneOut: The Volume Adjustable Earplug. Just twist to regulate the central sound channel. __________ Resubmitted &amp; Edited from 02/12/2012
Q-T Quirky dish for stove-side stirring spoons: Q-shaped dish, detachable T-shaped suction-cup for an elevated or wall-mounted spoon holder.
Retractable ceiling cord attaches to iPad to allow for perfect positioning and hands free movie watching in bed.
STOP shopping carts from hitting cars, Stop baby strollers from rolling away, stop Home Depot carts from rolling while loading, CART BRAKE
AppEnabled Digital Piano Modue
Set de grillade puvÃ©risateurs
Carry on-style, collapsible canvas playpen with pockets for essential baby gear for active mothers who need to lug everything one handed.
Hot summer and need a quick shade?..Flat, collapsible quick visors. Compact, cool keep one in your purse, your car, your backpack.....
Solar power air conditioner
Keep off the car cat! mat. A mat that easily fits on the hood and or roof of your car. You love your cat but hate the mess on your car.
From Point A To Gas Station
Dog Leash Collar
Anti-bullying app for teens and pre-teens to build confidence.
Repair small seam splits with a handheld sewing device that uses thread of your choice and functions like a common office stapler.
Rope Cinch Grip
Pet indoor training pads that are scent and color activated. The pad changes color to indicate a possible infection and releases fresh scent
Bake Letters!
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Spiked tires
"LUMINELLA" An LED lit umbrella that makes YOU the pedestrian more visible to cars, and creates a lit, more visible, and secure commute.
A simple, re-usable, folding bag/box with removable, stiff plastic inserts to create nests where fruit/veggies are protected.
A flat cylinder like side that runs the length of a kitchen trash barrel from top to bottom allowing air to get to the bottom
Suitcase Plus Stool
Quik Camera
Cord Head Holders
In Sink- double brushes device for washing and cleaning fruits &amp; veggies!..... The fastest and most efficient method to clean them all !!
Circle Shape Fan
TABLE IN A BOX. This is a portable table or desk that fits in a small box. It assembles and disassembles in seconds. See all the pictures.
Les assaisonneurs de grillades
Change the mood and feel of a room by redirecting lighting with a touch of a remote.
plantme
Wasted Space on Bathroom Sink Vanities-Shelving Unit with Drawers holds toiletries/grooming essentials including toothpaste and toothbrushes
This product is for people who want to conserve water. This is a on demand motion sensing shower head.
When will Q make a Smart Power Supply Device? It's time to make Pivot Power join the rank of Smart power strips,let's make PP 2.0 now!
Cordless cell phone charger
etstasdf asdfasdfas
Makeup Puff Disposable Covers
It also has the sensor beep sound, Come with hidden camera attached and you can see in smart phone app.
Sunglasses with holes for hooking on holders. Normal sunglass holders slip off. Now you can hook in or use your own string and knot.
Quirky's Army case An iphone case with swiss army knife utilities.
Test
Severe dog bite wounds to dogs can be prevented! Create a snug fitting Kevlar vest to provide comfort, security, style and protection!
Sieve for vacuum cleaners
A 3-in-1 personal body cleaning tool with a telescopic handle that allows you to clean, exfoliate, and reach the hard areas of your back.
Double Canteen
"CleanMachine" is a new water powered scrubbing tool that tackles tough kitchen dishes and cleans up easily. RESUB
Free Energy pipe
A beach umbrella you twist to open and close.
House Scents
Super Simple Creative Station. Turn Any Table Into a Kid's Artistic Workshop.
A pet feeder that uses a recording of the pet owner's voice, is surrounded by a substance with a strong smell and has a sensor.
!A computer tower desk organizer. Fits on any tower.People who don't have enough desk space(like me), have all my supplies at my reach!
GRIP-CAPS for Outlets with button squeeze for removal. No more stuck outlet cap. Safe for kids
Food Island Pet Dish will help protect your pet's food from crawling bugs by surrounding it with drinking water.
Neat Sheets
App-enabled sprinklers would be more efficient than those used today...
Collabseble Bike Bag
Rotating pizza pan. Will cook pizza evenly everytime! (quick video inside!)
Volt
DJ PRO iPad Case............Take the Club with you as you carry your iPad around!
iCard An App that allows Credit Card swiping for purchasing. Utilizing pre-existing hardware like Square. Effortless on-the-go purchasing
a device that attachs to any remote control, which is activated by a separate call button which turns on a loud alarm and blinking light
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A smart phone app that will use it's camera to scan leaves of plants or the bark of trees and will tell you the type of plant or tree it is.
Napkins2Go are conveniently packaged portable dispenser napkins that travel - in the car, at school, at the office...just about anywhere!
The only scarf holder that attaches to the hanger loop inside the jacket. No more stuffing you're scarf in the coats sleeve or pocket!
Set de grillade Ã©clairant
Tofu Press
An air transfer bicycle pump. Transfer air from your car tire to your bicycle tire for a quick top up.
Dryer sheets that disintegrate in the dryer without leaving a film, but still freshen and soften clothes.
HEX COVER COOLING GEL --- NEW CONCEPT (FOR THE OLD CANS)
PHILTRE POUR LE POT DE BEBE
Silicone hexagonal game tile pedestals for multiplayer strategy games keep the game board in your chosen configuration on any flat surface!
Kid's shoelaces with rubber ridges to lock into place when they are tied, without constantly coming undone.
Backpack Hammock
Interchangeable light fixtures - no need for messy wiring or electricians
Sock Mop
SmarThermometer: meat thermometer with app alerts and so much more.
The Confidence Mirror. For someone struggling to lose that last 15lbs. Shaves 10- 15 lbs from your reflection. Gives you motivation.
Handheld Egg Shaker a perfect handy mixer that also works as a suction cup!!
360 app enabled toy of the yr
IMP Drive Safe Vibrating Bracelet- program it to vibrate after fixed time periods- a little buzz on every so often can keep you alert.
Shadow Art
Too many Kitchen tools and can't find them? The basic tasks are covered with CracknOpen! Nut cracker, Corkscrew bottle and Can opener in 1.
cycle-skating watch the video you are gonna love this.
Redesign caps for tooth paste tubes and other similiar shaped containers.
App-Enabled Blocks/Learning Surfaces
The Foxtail
ALL-IN-ONE Tripod: THE NEW ERA
Hearing aid "Buddies"
Strap and Go
PALMABRELLA
Pet food to go container with mini erase board. Write pets name and feeding instructions. Has measurement marks on side and lid holds 1 cup.
Cordless Flexible Touch Disc Switch - Turns On Light Device with a Simple Touch (Finger, Palm, Elbow, Feet...). Great for Young &amp; Elderly!
Car seat tool
Digital Diver
PLEASE VOTE :) -- The device allows you to create slits in the orange peel, so when it comes time eat, it opens as easy as a banana.
PATENT PENDING ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD - REVOLUTIONIZE the Dart World Featuring The WORLDS FIRST AND ONLY DIGITAL
GRAPHIC RING - PLEASE COMMENT
Form &amp; function collide! From a bed that transforms into a crate to a streamlined SUV crate. Its all here with no more safety issues.
The Kitchen Buddy is a small rectangular device that combines several useful tools in one small device.
A compartmentalized, padded bag supported by straps connecting to the middle of the base.
Fetch. An app enabled Dog Ball that makes a sound that a dog recognizes. No more fetching the ball when your dog doesn't see it.
half bath could be changed to a folding sink, and a folding shower, utilizing the same area.
Studying at Starbucks SUCKS: no space, no outlets, clutter, thieves. A PORTABLE OFFICE to cure those coffee shop woes.
Wet umbrella holder for vehicles that will prevent water to drip into the vehicle's carpet or to the seats.
Handyscan toaster! Compact and direct to plate! No mess, the toaster just where you need it! Great for toast or hot melt your cheese!
I Love Purses is a closet shelf system for keeping purses organized.
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TheFitness Tracker
Water bike
ScreenBag - Travel fast &amp; easy
What is worse then having to ask perfect strangers if they have a set of jumper cables because your battery is dead and you need a jump?
Baby Bangle
honestly speaking i think my proposed solution gives a pretty close description of my idea.
Temp-er-safe car monitor
AMC'S THE PITCH VS QUIRKY'S PITCH who will be the next great contender? Only you can decide
Stylish easy recycle trash box
The PizzaPartner
Extra storage with a futuristic look.
iTrain
Smart Halloween Candy Bowl
Clip Cordies onto the end of you desk. Keep cables from falling or taking up space. An alternative to the adhesive based solutions.
a
Flash LED Clip Light for Apple &amp; non-Apple devices.
This can opens vertically to allow bag to slide out without struggling with a full garbage bag. Plus, clean inside top to bottom easily.
The Green Paint Can--a container with a "green" solvent to cleanse dirty paintbrushes, keep them fresh, and remove paint from waste streams.
6-Pack Solar powered emergency indoor lighting kit. Every home should have them in their emergency readiness kit! (See concept images)
The Small Rodent Remover! Here is a quick and easy way to remove rodents that have unfortunately drowned in your pool.
Multipurpose Fireplace Grate (App-enabled and Everyday product).
The Virtual Wake Space. An alarm clock that projects a fully immersive 360' video over your entire bedroom. Wake up anywhere you can imagine
Waterproof Digital Voice Recorder For The Shower To Capture Ideas, To Dos, Songs or any other thoughts you may have while showering
Articulating Lighted Magnifer primarily for kitchen counter. Improved lighting and vision for the elderly to prep food or other tasks.
Electronic Static Cling, Pet Hair, & Lint Brush Remover. A lint brush that will also remove pet hair and static cling at the same time.
Kitchen Utensil Wall Holder
Save a tree lose the stir sticks eliminate the need for a spoon keep your fingers to yourself
Experience the perfect shower day after day by knowing both the room and shower water temperatures.
Chair Pants
Universal Blocks. It is difficult to keep cans and bottles in place. This is a simple solution.
RJ-45 Key Holders. A network port wall dock with RJ-45 connectors on your keychain.
Protection One
Funnel Cup Batter Dispenser, No more batter Splatter on the counter, stove tops, floor, The funnel cup batter dispenses batter mess free.
Bandage finger cap
Smart Microwave oven. Control by wifi connect App
It's a mash-up of a wheelbarrow and an umbrella stroller: a fold-up carry-all, perfect for lugging around all your beach paraphenalia.
GPS IMPLANT for YOU or YOUR CHILD! Capable of assisting police in the event of a missing person! SAFETY and DISCRETION a top priority.
WEARY OF CLOUD STORAGE. INTRODUCING WEARABLE STORAGE FOR ANY BLUETOOTH ENABLED DEVICE. A BLUETOOTH
WRISTBAND HARDDRIVE!!! THE WRISTDRIVE....
REAL MONEY TREE (Multi-Use)
Color changing plastic food storage containers will tell you when your food has been in the fridge at least seven days.
Macro-wave
The Magnetic Furry Wall Calendar for kids... Kids learn the months and current date. Fun Fun Fun
A Multi-Use lightweight, Slim, battery-free, iPad hard-shell Keyboard-Case. Simpler &amp; easier to use than others.
Small Parts Filter for vacuum cleaners. Universal unit that fits between the handle/nozzle and attachments to catch unseen small parts.
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next
The Revolving Barbecue: easy-adjust height & position
DODO
Funnel Cutting Board
USB Storage case/dock, with blue-tooth receiver to access files wireless. Sturdy slim case,similar dimensions to a phone case.
Clean Clip
How many times: You've forgot your passwords? You needed a password which you didn't remembered? Your password has been stolen?
zippy shower hooks
SPIDER Compartment System
I have re-invented the function of the handle of carry-on luggage with one additional thing that in itself will serve a dual purpose also.
A device/pad that nurses, aids, doctors use that pushes current or "in time" information right away to other overseeing medical staff.
SAFE AND SIMPLE MEDICATION CONTAINER - rotate to desired compartment, pres top while holding safety button in place and meds are released.
A Beverage straw (either disposable or non-disposable) with built-in cap. A hygienic approach in drinking beverages in public places.
Desk Mail Organizer. Sort, Stack and Collapse!
An app that provides for a stud finder that works off of the speaker and vibration mobe of a cell phone to helps see plumbing and elec.
A basket that fits an SUV, car trunk that provides different compartments for each product. Basket is foldable and includes a foldable cart.
The pallet of remotes will keep all your remote controls in one spot, so they never get lost.
Improved Screen Protector Film for IPhone and other Smart Phones. Current films bubble and don't stay put due to moisture and dust.
Heated Tent
Vehicle alarms often tripped but the owner is never notified because they can not be found. The 24/7 system would notify you everytime.
Double Male Extension Cord
Kill Vampire Energy! A small individual "Smart Plug" that kills standby energy from appliances and gadgets to save energy and money!
Do VERBAL FILLERS/ SWEAR WORDS / VERBAL TICS hold you back personally and professionally? Here's help!
Tow colors Reversible T shirt, dress, skirt, and sucks. Have decorated stripe to hide the seam.
Laundry lint saver
My idea is an enhancement to the well known baby diaper. I introduce to you, the sound activated diaper. No more waste sitting on the baby.
Hand Wash Timer
SEMAPHORE SHAPED EAR. Environmental noise meter for schools, libraries and families.(resubmit)
A case that transforms your iPhone into a projector with the use of mirrors! A solution to expensive iPhone projectors.
Collapsible, light-weight drying rack, similar in design to collapsing camping chairs or hammocks. Easy to store and set up.
RESUB Rainy Day? Hate putting your child in a "plastic stroller bubble?" Then you want a stroller umbrella! Attachable to any stroller!
easy cut
Collapsable Towel Rack on which to hang your towel at the beach or pool side. Keeps them out of the sand and off the deck for repeated uses.
The solution to wasting the detergent left in bottom of the large container! No more tipping the container and waiting for the last drop.
Why not sit where ever you want with the FANNYCHAIR. Nothing to carry around,just prop up and you are ready to sit.
An ozone safe, quick-drying product that removes dust plus disinfects your computer's keyboard with one easy squeeze of the trigger
refrigerating nightstand
Tube a hoop
SMARTSafety Smoke/Home Monitor
â€œThe Snitchâ€ Gun Lock is your first responder when your weapon is breached via texts and emails.
A cereal dispenser that can be mounted inside a cabinet or underneath an upper cabinet to get rid of the cereal box clutter.
LED-light-ring and macro-lens for quality short range photos of small objects (flowers, bugs, PCB, coins...) with the smart phone
The 1bag Scalable Laptop Bag System users can configure style and funtion to needs at the time to create an ideal bag for their situation.
Pet house which allows me to SEE my pet, TALK to him and measure WEIGHT.
A first aid kit for your wallet that is the size of a card. Inc.plasters,a scissors,instructions for first aider, t tree anticeptic etc.
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Nomaders
Wireless/Bluetooth enabled earphone headpieces (2) to listen to music at ease without disruptions! A Resubmit.
My idea is the travel doggy bottle and doggy bowl. Their designed for car trips of any length of time which is a big help to pet owners.
Dirty paint brush cleaner
Bracelet Buddy 2! No more hassle putting on a bracelet by yourself.
PC-TV
"Dishwasher" for just 2 spoons
Time to invent extra space. I'm talking about extra countertop space without buying a rolling/stationary island or remodeling your kitchen.
Cool Gel Mat
Wind Racer
Stress Free Pet Grooming Brush;With this brush you can remove pets hair off the brush with one hand in one second , without touching hair.
Aux w/ headphones in ONE!
Carpet Alarm Clock with APPS
Splish Splash
Counter top ice maker, crusher and ice shaver, water bottle gravity feed for clean refreshing ice
Silicone Baking Tray
Flat-pack, easy to assemble solar oven with large convex lens for fuel-less cooking anywhere the sun is shining.
No more squeezy messes! This baby food pouch holder makes snack time on the go a breeze!
Auto-Sizing Shoes
TouchÃ©
A hand sanitizer dispenser for automobiles that fits in the window frame and provides easy storage and dispensing of hand sanitizer.
iPhone external speaker that plugs into the headphone jack. This external speaker will run on batteries.
I have re-designed tinsel. No more mess, no tangles, no clogged vacuums and can be used in high traffic areas. Re-useable and easy to use.
App enable outlet surge protector device.
Clip on Button that turns an towel into a MAGNETIC towel.
LET'S AVOID ACCIDENTS! Let's put small rear mirrors in the back doors of the cars (with motion detector)(resubmit)
Drink Caddy! Compact &amp; Convenient with Quick-Release "holders" to carry 2 to 4 drinks.
Create a brand of Hair Dryers that make no noise, or that sound in a way that does not disturb the rest of the family.
Mobile real estate booths
My invention is a dolly that aids in heavy lifting of appliances (water heaters, furnaces, stoves, etc.) by a single person.
Ms. Kimball, I Have Found A Solution To Being Made Into A Human Retriever! Tennis Cube.Dogs Play With Toy Without It Rolling Under Furniture
Automobile seat extender or leg recliner on long driving trip. Can also be used on couch for comfortable TV viewing (couch into recliner).
Global Warming Reversal System
Garage door opener that works with smartphones to open/close and lets you monitor your garage.
Privacy Films that Instead of Showing Black Screen to Someone Else Looking at Your Screen, Shows Images: Butterflies, Ocean, Animals, etc.
Swimming Pool Fire Deterrent
Wifi enabled weight &amp; movement "pads","disks","squares", etc that you would place bottles on to track usage.
CLEAN EASY SILICONE OVEN MAT.. By AWESEMO
Introducing SANI-SOLE â€Sanitize your shoe soles from the germs/bacteria you step in each day. Keep that filth out of your home!â€
Yoga air
Who loves square deep dish pizza? Who loves corner pizza slices? Who loves crust? Well, here is the ultimate solution!! Plus customization!
A Pet Paw Washer - conveniently washes your dog's dirty paws before she/he gets back into the car or the house.
The Laundry Lid
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A device with a screen, and speakers that can be worn on wrist. The device would be comfortable, lite, and would have many other features.
A BLUETOOTH ENABLE PERSONAL SPEAKER SYSTEM THAT LOOKS SIMPLE, EASILY RECOGNIZABLE, FUN DIFFERENT AND IS
VERSATILE.
Flexible Netting Bag with movable "floors" to protect delicate produce
One-piece, easy to install, easy to use, easy to clean, paper towel holder that comes in a variety of colors.
Turn your plastic grocery bags into trash cans! Made to go on a drawer or cabinet door, it doesn't matter what type of counter you have.
Buff! A new powered screen / eyeglass cleaner that applies solution and leaves screens/lens clean! How clean is your screen?
Like to drape your overshirt or coat over your chair but hate the wrinkled mess afterwards? Rejoice, the awesome chair hangar is here !
Hot Diggity Dog stick. 2 prong fork pulls out from hot dog shaped handle. Roasting weenies and marshmallows has never been more easy or fun!
Matts to help children mark their spot in a game.
LEAK ALERT! A pad that detects water &amp; notifies you of water leaks! Stops water damage occurring in home or apartment from appliances etc!
Knob Glove is ideal for elderly people, those w/ arthritis or other joint conditions, or Parkinson's Disease. It guides the key & won't slip
Vertical Baking Rack--For Grill too?
Bath Butler, or Tub Genie
An iPhone case with built-in mini speakers, play/pause and next/previous.
the "Gorby"
Fresh Herb Snipper. Previous Live Eval Resubmit.
Out Of Space Treadmill
Would like a camera that allows you to enter a text, so you will always know where the picture is from and what is.
smart microwave app enabled alert you when your food is ready while you're watching TV
Auto fill faucet
Baby-On-Board Alert
A novelty product that replaces boring car sunshades with a pair of humongous sunglass shaped CarShades on the outside of your windshield!
Flagship Audiophile Headphones
My wife has no problem LIGHTING the candles in inconvenient places but she always asks ME to put them out. Know why? Because it's a pain.
Ex UC 'Extra space' dishmat.Pulls out when needed & drains to sink-When dry pull to retract into open air cage.844 V's tot. last 3 subs
Artificial green turf grave cover with images,text,art. a neat,dignified,maintenance-free grave site cover.
i submit a hot water heater tank insulating jacket made from neoprene, wrap the cylinder, 6" over lap, velcro to secure the vertical seam
Transition Windows
A chandelier for lightbulbs (Giving the lightbulb different lighting effects) -- Example: A disco ball effect.
Backsaver Shovel
Delete this test (sorry :-).
iPhone Dual Charging System with Dual Retractable Extension iphone cords.. Charge 2 iPhones @ a time
Cook-Out! Utensil System
Inter-vehicle messaging system, using visual tools such as a portable LED display, to transmit urgent messages to other adjacent vehicles.
The Jack Pac
Intercept your phone calls! be prepared before it happens!
Caliper Socket Wrench
iphone Case Amplifier in one An iphone case that slides out creating an amplifier effect on the speaker side
Have you ever wanted a cold, sweet treat after playing soccer or football with your friends? This combines your desires into one item!
cell phone car stereo
Hand Free Dryer and Style
INDOOR SHUTTER GARDEN ~ Self Watering Window Garden! Grow herbs, salad greens, wheat grass for juicing! Swing open and enjoy your garden!
You have your ipad, your keyboard and a drawing tablet. Why should carrying them around be a pain?
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A universal keypad with larger letters and digital screen for helping the elderly who have problems reading/pressing buttons on cell phones
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
Fondue, Grille and Skillet combo! One electric base heats up different top cooking devices. Now have the ability to buy a device with all 3!
A product that gives you FORM + FUNCTION with the ability to have fun at the same time...
"REPOD" - My sugesstion is a set of reusable pods you can use to fill and make your owne favourite coffee.
Every colour in one spray can
amp-t
A laser measuring tool that measure horizontally and vertically with the touch of a button. No guessing on corners like a tape measure.
PASTA MASTER-makes all shapes
adjustable high chair tray
Eatego System is a Water/stain resistant clothing storage/transportation device capable of moving 50+ garments all while on their hangers.
Headset-Lautsprecher
Outside sound enhancing device, while one is taking a shower - Never miss those calls or emergency sounds of your babies/kids in a shower
A voice activated timer stopwatch which will solve the problem of having to use your hands to set a timer or initiate a stopwatch.
orange juice carton with one pouring spout on each side. filter would be inside separating the two.pulp OJ on one side,nonpulp on the other
A pastry bag makes frosting easy, but filling the bag is a pain. Pop-up bag-holder makes filling the bag EZ. Zip-lock on bag -- EZ to store!
Roll on adhesive for trim/ baseboard that easily peels off after paint is applied. Think rubber cement meets a white out roller on steroids.
A 'stapless stapler' is a stapler that staples your papers without staples. It just punches a miniature hole in your paper and folds it.
Lets create the ultimate storage box with a padded interior, movable dividers, and multiple can clip onto each other.
You're Hot! Cool any room your air conditioner can't reach with a low cost duct fan that routes cold air from your AC unit to another room.
It is a scratch-off medication tracking label that is placed on medicine bottles, allowing people to keep track of their medication.
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, leave feedback
Brain Waves TV Remote &amp; Mouse
EduGreat combines mobile app with physical add-on modules to make learning fun for all ages! Stop kid classroom or home studying boredom!
TAPE CLIP (adpatable to all types of tape)
PORTABLE MINI HYDROPOWER PLANT(vortex hidro energy or hydro turbine)- for camping
The Water Tower
rotary magnetic glass cleaner
Define-It Logos
Smart Phone wifi/bt projector
CleanPlete: House/Business Cleaning Tracking System. Track WHAT was cleaned, WHEN. System sends date/time stamp of cleaned areas to app.
Multilingual Character : a stuffed animal or other being that identifies an object and says what it is in different languages.
Stand for forcing bugs VERY USEFUL TO KEEP THE BAG OPEN AND KEEP FREE HANDS
Smellevaporator
Smart Fiber Optic Wall Outlet Plate:Lights up when receiving incoming call or email or text.#Resub
Save your BACK, a 36"-48" handled bathtub cleaning brush of sisal or nylon bristles in a pliable head of nylon or polyethylene strip.
Your reckless son brings his $500 iPad to school everyday? Tuck it away safely with the Magnetic Binder Strip!
You will Never question again if your babys formula or milk is too hot or too cold with the temp sensing self heating bottle.
Melon Stik Serving Display! FUN way to serve and display your watermelon pops! Watermelon with a twist!
A mount for laptops with broken hinges!
A simple, cute, and effective laptop stand that does not get in the way or take up to much desk space.
Vehicle Sound Diagnostic
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QUIRKY FINALIST LAST MONTH-POWERED STEP LADDER-Can come either as whole ladder or ATTACHABLE ladder power/LED light supply.
SEE ALL 6+ PICS!
Head Band Camera
When the Mini Blinds must be taken down and thoroughly washed, holding them w/one hand while using the handheld shower hose is not fun.
Strainer and Mesure Cup
DIGITAL PICTURE DOORMAT; APP ENABLED-----Change your messages/photos/drawings/statements all controlled via an app (porch or inside)
iPhone dock with popUp lightning port for portrait &amp; landscape mode. Pop lightning port out to charge in portrait else dock in landscape
Express yourself with a T-shirt with velcro letters and #'s for creating your own message such as "Beat the Colts".
The Easy Card
An ergonomic adapter that eliminates the bugging headphone jack in your palm when playing games or texting with your phone using headphones.
Chain Wallet iPhone case.
CUT SAFELY- resubmit+submit=1000 votes!!!
A towel sling that has an internal storage compartment for everything from keys, cash, & sunscreen. Adjustable strap makes it easy to carry.
Glowing iPhone USB Cable
Speaker Suction
A malleable, easy to store bag that is lined with rows of soft mesh pockets for fruit and other produce.
BumperBeatz
Super Safety Bungee; Its purpose is to eliminate the dangerous hooks by using Velcro. Everyone who has used them think they're fantastic!!!
Stayware
Keep your lens cap from dangling or falling out of your pocket. This simple attachment will keep it out of the way while you're shooting.
The Shaky Hand Stabiliser. The much needed tool for the elderly to stabilise the hand while writing.
TEMPer
GE-Textile machine Africa.
"Pull 'n Fill" Pet Feeder
Wireless Touch Screen Remote Control Webcam. Existing technology should be merged for this idea.
Hair dye kits supply you with a screw on cap with one plastic tube to dispense the hair color. Have 4 little tubes to dispense hair dye.
Dual duster for cleaning indoor plant leaves, ceiling fans, lamp shades, frames, vertical blinds, etc. Extends for tall jobs too
Handbag: Inductive Charging
Soap Clip
A shower mirror with vacuum base holder! Stick where ever you want! Use in every angle!
Tri-sided motorized shaver/brush/sticky pad gadget with approx. a 10 inch tri-shaped handle.
When your at the game or grilling out you have the perfect braut/burger you put all your favorite condiments on it and OH No its in your lap
Digital picture displays hard wired to form a string for holiday decorating. Bring your holiday decorations to life with memories.
This is a remote control device to turn on and off ANY KIND OF LIGHT in your home. Two simple movements. Easy to install. Hope you like it.
Vent Stent
Product Recovery System
Math Cups: Little kids learn math while having fun with water in the summer (or anytime).
Segmented Pea Shooter. The tool for the novice or the pro. Take it where you need it. Driving a nail run a screw whichever you choose.Video
Market bag with interior plastic support and washable fabric shell. Elevated interior and exterior pockets to protect fragile produce.
1 screwdriver that can turn phillips head, flat & square bolts without pieces to lose or changing bits. Just press onto the screw and turn.
Power Ladder
Knife modification to make prep work easier.
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iTRAVEL BAG-SHOW CONTENT LEVEL
This product helps you fall asleep faster! Naturally! It is three things in one, a pillow, an eye mask, and ear plugs!Bye Bye to the pillow
The Dog Lane
Aluminum Food Cart- Multiple Compartments+ Collapsible Body+ 3 Tier Two Wheeled Cart Design
Machine Wine- in 3 days-Austin
BABYboom - mobility walker redesigned to allow for use on staircases and more ergonomic for easier use.
VIGIL
Hands-free Travel Mug / Mug Holder for Mass Transit Commuters! Bring your coffee, but free up your hands so you can read the paper or type!
high performance bicycle
NOT JUST A CHUNK OF STEEL IN THE CORNER...THIS IS A USEFULL FORM OF ART...
Honey cubes/Honey bears is a simple solution to the sticky,messy honey jar or squeeze bottles that are in your home or your local 7-11.
temporary spot cooler to be used in computer rooms in an emergency or in a tent while camping using dry ice as cooling source low energy.
Easy Cooking/Baking Recipe Cup Digital LCD â€“ Bluetooth â€“ Wi-Fi
Combine container planter with garden storage box.
App-enabled buzzer buttons that can be put on stuffed animals, dolls, etc. to easily find your child's precious, beloved toys.
Change songs on your phone by remote! Mount to your Car Steering Wheel, Bike Handlebar, or just have for around the house (&amp; house parties!)
Specialized Comb Device
"SPiDER BiKE" -"WEB iT UP!" - BIKE /COSTUME INTERACTIVE LINE Jump to your favorite tunes with JumpRopeRadio!
A simple, inexpensive and practical memory aid to help people take their medication at the right time
Worlds #1 pet hate. What do you do after using a toilet brush or plunger? You just say ADU! The adaptable decontamination unit and storage.
#qcycle to create accessories for City Bike NYC
Groom/shave glove
Wirelessly synched cell phone light to mount on motorcycle. Riding bikes &amp; phone rings? Probably can't hear it. Now look at your handlebar
Fried foods Centrifuge
ALTERNATE CELL PHONE CAMERA
This Little charm is amazing from 1940 It is time for it to see new life again.
GreenME! Vegetable/Fruit probe that connects via headphone jack to track plants vitals and progress!
Kid tattoos that is also sunscreen with vitamins,is waterproof and has no bad chemicals! A fun way to put sunscreen on your child
Covers and Protects Fingernail Cuticles and Sidewalls From Excess Stray Nail Polish
Babies keep losing their socks and parents keep losing their minds. Baby socks keep coming off? This stops the drops! 180+ votes last time:)
Cooking-Mix-A-Bowl
Recycling should be easy and close at hand, so keep this in the closet and empty everyday. You already have the can and bags.
Cut the water bottle add the clip and now use it as a paint bottle.
Never enough power to go around. This is a Double Powerbar with Splitter junction. Shared work stations, small office, home entertainment
Set of spring-tongs for serving.,salad tongs, bbq springs, clamps for serving spaghetti.
NextGen 2-part grocery transport solution using the KISS method.
Price my car
Raising Cane-You have heard of the purse hanger well this is a Cane holder. no more tripping over the cane when going out, hand it up!
Ever want to let the world know what you're thinking without uttering a word? Now you can with Cap-Tions; the wearable thought bubble.
I CAME UP WITH A SOLUTION TO KEEP FROM BURNING MYSELF OR MY CHILD ON A CHILD CAR SEAT HEATED BY THE SUN EVEN
THROUGH TINTED WINDOWS.
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An object which works as a breastfeeding pillow but protecting the mother's back. Why breastfeeding our babies have to produce backaches?
Seed Freedom Popcorn bowl/tub
The DISH RACK that helps you thoroughly wash dishes in a sanitary & aesthetic way. Helps save space, dries dishes faster & put away faster!
Foldable Hula Hoop
A magnetic broom accessory which keeps your broom from leaning awkwardly/messily in the space next to your fridge #spotsv
My idea is for an emergency power station. This product would light up the room during an outtage and power needed devices.
Bowl scale all in one
wireless snooze button
This product solves the everyday problem of losing your water bottle cap!
GE Appliance Management APP. Stay Connected to your client!!
FINALLY!!! A Light-bulb that slowly builds to full brightness/darkness! No more squinting in the mornings and stubbing your toes at night!
"Bling Balls" are a fashionable, durable and inexpensive for walker or chair legs. This would replace the current work-around (image below).
A cane that has light sources to aid elderly people move without the fear of injury due to low or dim-lighted environments.
Different sizes of yoga block all in one product
A shopping bag with shoulder & hip strap and removable/adjustable hammocks along the sides for holding and protecting items.
Sight Ring
This Broom STANDS ON ITS BRISTLES. Always ready to go!
a skiing glove that controls you music
Hold-Me-Safe is a one piece unit. Holds electrical cord.Stops cord entanglement. Can be used on right or left side.Made rubber life material
Stack and Seasoning Spice Jars
Some sort of patch to put on bras so that the straps won't fall down anymore while wearing light clothing
Safety Tri-cone
Ever been out all night and needed a device charged? What if your watch doubled as a USB charging cable for your electronics?
App that converts any iphone, itouch, or tablet into a wireless mousepad for a PC Computer
SHOKS, a flexible soft shoulder pad style speaker you can wear. Wireless, colorful and super cool! The "HIP" new way to hear your music.
Touch Sensitive Corner Light Switch - sleek, sexy!
Automatic Paper Edger
Back Brace for computer chair
TEA HYBRID SPOON. New Spoon for Tea Lovers.
Hidden Flosser Toothbrush
Smartphone controlled, insulin-loaded nasal gel toÂ– end injections for diabetics ! Let's Make It Happen !!!
Wink: Infared hot Oven Alert. Protect small children from possible burns. Safety first!
Umbrella that can handle the winds and that could handle heil "ice" and it has a flash so you can see where you walking
Chainsaw Protector
Mesh Mutt Muzzle
Swim faster or splash your fiends with swim fins for your hands too!
A safer cutting device with retractable adjustable blade depth in CLEAR or colored body and bevel for ruler use. MANY IMAGES and Info
Donâ€™t you just hate it when you have to start â€œtippingâ€ that nail polish bottle with one hand so that it will coat the brush?
ABOUTH TIME
iPhone 5 - Speaker Case
Hi quirky friends!Help me make my sci-fi movie THE YEAR 2059.I allready made my sci-fi animation and posted it on youtube.thanks,i luv u
Samsung galaxy 3 zipper case. Store your credit cards, cash and keys securely in this dependable case
Oil and Balsamic Mixing Bottle
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Sand Blocks
Snap them together to make feeding and clean up a whole lot less messy.
Rollsy is a right-angle iphone lens that acts as a dolly
USB Flashdrive with Flashdrive Input Capability
Finger clip for the Ipod Nano that makes one handed operation easier while surfing your library or changing songs comfortably with one hand.
Stand alone device or not.Program button,led,recep,remote window.Push any remote button-push prog button-4 sec-blinks twice,recep switches
Stylish, light-weight. wearable beach gear for carrying towel and beach accesories. Doubles as sun-shade for beach lounging.
Come home, hang up your iphone and everyone in the house can use it as a phone or skype or conference calling. Help - open for more!
Silicone Spill Guard - Fits on your pots, pans, bowls, and containers to prevent spills when cooking or filling.
Face-O-Track - an app-control device use to track, measure, and quantify your daily face and neck workout activities.
Store your sunglasses neat behind the rearviewmirror. Also has a mini paperdispenser for chewinggum. No more scary moments while driving!
Chairs with spring-loaded seat arm rests to help ease into the seat and stand back up. Perfect for houses and nursing homes.
Microwavable Teakettle (currently being sold) enhanced to safely clean, deodorizes and sterilizes microwaves, steams rice & veggies
Children's Play Pen/Crib Lined with Glow in The Dark Glowing Rope So You Can See Child While Sleeping at Night Time or When in Dark Room.
The idea is a hot melt glue gun that prevents glue strings. When the gun is lifted away from the surface, a blast of gas snaps the string.
Microwave Bowl, No Cold Spots!
wire hanger enhanment device
Sick of vacuuming? This device vacuums for you while you are away!
Reuse your grocery bags for trash. This simple device allows you to hang them from your door.
liquor express
UPDATED!!! Tired of your fingernail clippings flipping out all over the place? Try this fingernail clipping catcher (NEW Working Prototype).
Women have a very difficult time using a specimen cup for urine. If there was a disposable funneling device on top it would be easier.
The Fidget
Zap an embedded tick with a jolt of safe, but high voltage electricity, facilitating easy, safer removal. A tick stun gun!
Telescoping Garbage Can. Choose the size you need and lock into place.
Clip N Go: Plastic Device that Clips Onto your shoes that holds a pair of plastic booties for when Real Estate Agents show new homes.
Microwavable , Dishwasher-safe, Heat-safe, Hand wash safe, All ceramic, No plastic, One step Vegetable steamer cup.
Lint removing glove a product that will help care and maintain your garments, store it in your purse, your glove compartment.
OK...I call it the 'Quick Hook'. A 'wall hanging' mechanism that is simple to install and provides adequate strength and rigidity.
Quirky and its Quirksters Book
Septic Bugs
Freedom to the hands when carrying handbags. No slipping down from shoulders anymore. Bag stopper will keep it on your shoulder instead.
Not your grand Pa's power strip!Designed to provide large numbers of outlets in a compact area eliminating the need to plug strips in series
Walk your dog in style and collect those little blue bags in a designer purse. No more embarrassing moments while you're out for a stroll.
Create a cross-matching colored bra. One half red, one half yellow! A bra with one half completely different from the other half in color.
COOLING HEX BOX -- (FOR FRIDGES AND FREEZERS)
Resealable Garbage Bags
Unified salt &amp; pepper
Baby hot seat
Here's a shaver that doesn't need batteries. You will be happy to keep the environment green while looking your best!!!!
Light weight, durable, secure bicycle carriers for front, rear and rear sides of any bicycle make or model. Keeps contents dry and safe.
IQ! The very intelligent Bi-lingual, Animated, BLUETOOTH HOUND. APP ENABLED, VOICE RECOGNITION. CLOUD ROBOTICS!IMP!
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class~A
Generate power while you shower! Add a micro-hydro power generator to your incoming water main.
Stiletto Heel Tap-Cap
Collapsible, Reusable, Padded, Insulated, Fruit/Veggie Cubes.Can be used with your current favorite bag.Can come in 3 sizes.Fruit is safe :)
Wink TV Device
A transparent bib that goes to the waist with a resivour at the bottem, perfect for a bran new shirt you dont want to stain.
I am a licensed cosmetologist and I w/like to invent a way of waxing eyebrows from your own home. It w/b plastic and the size of ink pen.
This is just cool. Use it as you please, where you please: In the bathroom, in the kitchen, on your desk, in your garden or on your job.
Two bags hang on Your shoulders.You can combine them.Handle is extended. Rolls are added.You can combine the bags and pulling.
Stop creating your own kitchen messes with an adjustable spill guard which extends the skillet/pan working height to prevent cooking messes.
(Resubmit,185votes) - Sponge Tagger, clip-it, finally!
A foot pedal that pops in and out of cabinet, hooked up to your faucet which helps you easily turn water on &amp; off saving you $ and water!
iWatchOver
Slide Right Into the Water from Your Boat with This Portable Slide! Folds for Compact Storage! I Want One of These!
No Hair Brush
Temporary Hook
Unique Large Lotion Bottle
Fruit can ripen too fast and spoil in warm months. CoolFruit keeps costly fruit at a cool temp on your counter,not cold in the refrigerator.
Menstrual pain relief pillow
FINALLY...an affordable/portable, FUN, indoor/outdoor game for ages 6-96 ! Introducing the Band-It game using GIANT bungee rings.
The Beach Buddy Beach Buggy easily carries all of your beach accesories in ONE easy trip. Design adds cargo space by hanging from trunk.
Candy Popper. Pop candies into the sky and now it rains candy.
This is ModulOS, the little hanger with big attitude! Warning..this hanger has the power to re-organize your life. Proceed with caution...
DATE BANDS !!!
Chimer Digital Doorbell System
Battery operated bike handles with turn signal at end of handles.Controls at thumb,like on motorcycles.Headlight on top of controls.C PICS!
Charge holder
Sugar Cube Spoon - No more guessing, measures one sugar cube of loose sugar every time! Offer your guest 1 sugar cube or 2! Resub.
Kiddie Kountdown
Corner Guard - Protect your Macbook and keep the stylish look !
ZIP TIE- Cut to length and secure with dual clasp
Rods with retractable *Insulated curtains* to keep cold air more efficiently in Fridge. Simply Suction cup to walls or on shelves. Save $$
Messenger Bag with Sliding Trays that are easy to access while wearing the bag.
"Squeak" for cars/Windshield Cleaner for on-the-go,to get rid of those annoying insects marks on your windshield &gt; almost 100 v in 24h!!!
A 3-in-one iphone case- a credit card sized comb, mirror, and emery board, that slides in and out of your case! RESUB
Remote Control Car Jack
Easy Can Crush
My device helps beginning pool players to develop aiming skills. It provides a simple foolproof method of sinking balls into pockets.
Lock Once
Vertical-moving apparatus in the shower wall opposite the nozzle wall. It would have a circularly moving brush with vertical movement too.
A butter shaver that holds a stick of butter &amp; works similar to a pepper mill. Twist it &amp; a paper thin spiral of butter comes out the end.
GROCERY Walker
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The BagGrabber is designed to carry 8 bags of groceries while keeping your hands free. The weight is carried on the shoulders not your hands
Quirky Easy Design Software for Inventors
A USB thumb drive hub device that takes any size thumb drive and combines them together into one hard drive the computer recognizes.
An expandable drawer insert that uses dead, unused (depth) space in your drawer to hold hair brushes, products, lotions, anything!
Phone Charger Bracelet
Saw Guard Dog
A chair that can be a ladder or a ladder that can be a chair AND it will be easy to use no matter what age, strength, or height you are!
Sun Oven
How about a Kid Friendly music cd player? Resubmit.
Soap pellets with your favorite smell: small balls of liquid soap to use in public restrooms without soap dispenser or too dirty to touch.
Retainer Life Saver
Digital tape measuring keychain
USB 2 IS SLOW, Mac thunderbolt connects over 10 x faster, USB 3.0 too. Thunderboltâ„¢ Express Dock from Belkin is not upgradable.
The next best selling quirky invention! The "Wink" Bracelet. Send text's or flirts to people that are not even in your phone book!
A small child can control a large dog with this humane (no choke) leash. It works!
Beeping your car horn can scare or irritate bicyclists/pedestrians who are unaware a car is approaching. A pleasant vocal warning is nicer.
A weekly/monthly electronic pill case with alarms and lights to help you remember when to take your medicine.
supermoney
KETLRAY
An Idea For the Quirky Community. Do something about the 15 votes per day. roll over the unused votes for the next day.
Toast Messenger
MAGIC BOX (CONVERTS YOUR TAPES AND VIDEOTAPES TO DIGITAL FORMAT) --- ALL IN ONE
A brush that does it all. It has different interfaces and allows for ironing, steaming, stain removal, shoe shining, and more!
Media Gateway/Charger
New Outlets
base vacuum trashcan
Thin heliomatic foil to be applied on the glass surface of windows to prevent too much light from getting in and making some damage.
Multi-Compartment Rolling Farmers Market Bag
quirky-t-shirts to promote quirky products quirky community quirky website etc. Buy one - Quirky gives one away program (a t-shirt)
NEON-STRIPE-JOGGING STRIPES
The Market Bag for All Types of Shopping
Doggy do Flags - Brightly covered fabric covering small lead weights that you can drop on the ground when you spot doggy do.
Taking your dog for a long walk or to the park? Carrying bottled water AND a dog bowl is not practical but carrying the "Doggie Bag" is!
Turn any glass (sauce) bottle into a SQUEEZE bottle
Crutch Swag and skinz
No Dig Post Hole Cap
LightSpeed. Clip on bike light that uses phone GPS to display your speed in front of you &amp; L/R Nav directions.
A new type of walker that assists the elderly get where they're going, and gives them a place to rest along the way.
Keychain Lint Roller
Mirror Mouse and Keyboard
An umbrella cover to protect delicate plants/ flowers from rain and direct sunlight but directs rain water to the roots.
The Wedge Pour Spout
Cooler on wheels w/ detachable cart secured on top - Cart drinks, snacks, towels, games, portable grill all at once. Every Family Needs One!
Turn ANY food storage bag into a vacuum-seal bag with a simple snap-on valve.
PLANTERRARIUM
Smart Phone Time Capsule - Bury a Piece of Your Life Experience for Future Civilizations to Enjoy
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"Peel-n-Grate" is two kitchen tools in one. A handheld food grater with a food peeler in the handle !
Insta Spray
Powdered Beer Mix
A designer necklace or chain in a variety of styles w/a disguised container to hold two aspirin and/or cayenne pepper capsules.
Safety harness for divers and
HOME DEPOT 'Seam Sealer'. Finally rid vinyl siding of unsightly seams with the Seam Sealer. Super heat the seams to keep them from lifting!
Portable Magnetic Laundry Shelf - Adds space on front of washing machine for folded and hanging clothes. Folds up flat against machine.
WINK IR Bridge
Swing-it
Mini-sized pots, pans use in Toaster Oven or Full Size oven for more room. Stackable, compact, storage, organized
Simple cordless way to remove wrinkles from your clothes using heat from a stove and a redesigned spray bottle.
RESUB: TECHNO TILES organization board w/Ipad mount and changeable tiles and plug-ins for tech products. (Jan. 11 2013 orig. submitted)
How do you know when an electrical outlet has no power because a circuit breaker has tripped? When you find your phone dead on the charger?
The idea is an affordable emergency HELP! CALL 911 electronic sign for home and car windows. A pendent will activate the device.
The Harmony Hanger
The very first BAGLESS, most eco-friendly, most easiest to clean, trash can EVER! (REVISED!!) --&gt; Lets make trash bags a thing of the past!
Easy Clean Garlic Press
Turn your cordless power tools into the ultimate power tool with an adapter that allows you to plug it in and keep working w/o the battery
Ethylene sensor that connects from fridge or fruit bowl to smart device and alerts you to eat your produce before it goes bad
Lo-Jack Stickers to track anything you may lose with ease... phone, keys, laptop, car, child (kidding)... we've all been here. Let's fix it.
A paper thin sticky charger for phones that convert the phones charging port to USB Type A Male. It also protects the back of the phone.
Men- Women Dress-Running Shoe!
Power Paws
A white-noise machine for newborns that recreates the sights and sounds they were accustomed to when on the inside.
Headphone Bluetooth Adapter
I am an anesthesiologist and have two ideas 1)a device to help people with sleep apnea 2)a pillow with an air bladder surrounded by foam
Emergency Night FlashLight that provides a place to plug in other devices without taking up space.
These days when the power goes down it can take WEEKS to restore &amp; it'll get worse. Instead of waiting, how about producing your own power?
A power wheel lightweight stroller concept that moves forward/stops by activation of a button on the handle, making mobility effortless.
THE BIG BURNER: a replica stainless steel GOLF CLUB DRIVER that BURNS FIRE like a TIKI TORCH! A golfer's backyard DREAM!
Save My Phone
A flat ethernet cable with adhesive on the opposite side that will stick to walls, floors, ceilings, and furniture for better organization
The Portable light Table. For creators An Ipad without software and electronics. Only pure clean light to Draw
Paper Towel Gas Gloves
Bright Idea! A Lamp that shows the time ON or OFF and placed on a carousel for easy access to items on the table. Includes charge station.
Gallery - an LED colored frame
Candle-APP-ra
This is the Core Athletic Trainer for jogging, push-up exerciser, and balancing thatâ€™s fun, portable and conveniently fits under your bed!
Eco-Lids (See Video)
Children's Blankets and Plush Toys Lined with Rope That Glows In the Dark Around Perimeter.
GroomBox
Deodorizing Motion Hamper
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App enabled ultra mini fridge for office - Enough space to keep your lunchbox and a couple of cans/beer
a new Bitcoin (crypto-currency's type APP) with buyer Insurance, EBAY, buttons to sell with,
Never forget bag again. Reusable fold-up bag with an erasable surface and pen for your shopping list that sticks flat onto your frig.
Repair Pole
Mini space heater with egg shape for safety. The shape makes sure it always turns on its side. Don't freeze to death at work or coffee shop.
App enabled Doggie Door- let your dog out when YOU think, not when it thinks.
Car Seat Metal Buckle Cover that keeps sun from heating metal while away from your car. Keeps babies/children from burning skin.
Flying Skysurfing Board:With built in bladeless fan turbine to fly through the air,App-WiFi cam sends photos to smartphone.
Compartmentalized Carry-all
The product is designed for all kind of people that wish to have smooth and better skin. its made from scrubbing pad, sponge or cleaning rag
Guitar/Music Stand
Multi-purpose chopper which chops in all 3 directions, with minimal ease, and with many novel features especially designed for the aging
Disposable Scrap Bowl
Tick Socks. Tick Bite Prevention. When you or your loved ones are exposed outside,make it impossible for those ticks to get past your socks.
It's an App that enables an alarm clock to be turned off with the bedroom light wall switch. So it's a "Nap" App.
K-Cup Creamer Caddy
Do you have the unpleasant-smelling laundry? This Product prevents bad odors and prevents the gathering of germs in the clothes.
Custom U
The Co Sto Port
Akgua: Drink water from the air, help the planet.
Reusable, Portable Lint Roller, Fabric Brush, Stain Pre-treatment Solution Sprayer, and Shoe Horn All-In-One!
A pop up Changing Tube for children. Stop at any beach anytime and never have to change kids outside the car again! No more sandy car!!
Left your car window open? Now it's raining? Know how much it costs to clean a car seat? Get a notice from your car before it's too late!
child abuse alert bracelet
I WANT THIS SHELF TO BE ABLE TO MOUNT TO BACK OF TV'S NO HOLES IN WALL WIRES STANDS ON FLOOR CLEAN LOOK EASY
INSTALL THIS WILL BE GREAT
Don't feel like hanging up or folding your clothes right now?? Throw them on a rack (the ultimate temporary 'closet'), NOT on a dirty floor.
hand DRYING STEPPER use your power step by step to dry Your hands...no electricity needed...this can bring some beneficial side effects :)
ZipGrip
The Beans
A glove/tool combination that prevents the user's hands from slipping, allows the application of more force, and minimizes fatigue.
Wouldn't it be great to keep the inside of your windscreen clear of fog and grime simply by turning on your car's windshield wipers?
Disposable toilet seat
Multiverseur
Have a question 'burning' on your mind? Skip the Chinese restaurant, ask the "Answer My Question Candle" and simply burn it to find out.
Alert people and cars driving behind you by installing a rear horn. No more sticking your head out the window to tell others where you are.
Tube-Tent: a single person tent for outdoors enthusiasts that is lightweight, durable, and sets up in an instant anywhere and single-handed.
Voice Activated Motion Sensors
simple user friendly iPhone Holder/stand that clamps, swivals, turns 360 degrees, tilts forward/backward
Balloon capacity determining balloon blower, which blows to the right capacity and ties the balloon
BabySnap Smartphone Case
My idea is for a dust spray that prevents dust from getting on your clothes and it also helps your clothes remain fresh and wrinkle free.
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The Hole Ruler. Design a better ruler for quick and accurate measure marks.
" Water Level Detector" smart device. A smart device that keeps tabs on aquarium water levels or gold fish bowls.
Enjoy the summer sun at the beaches. The car suffers. Why? Sand and water make a mess. Dry-Sun! Reversible towel - Cotton and Microfiber.
Mirror Jewelry Hooks: Decorative hooks that display your jewelry and attach to your mirror for double the bling!
A bag that can hold your items individually in a cross section or pouch while maintaining your large center area for larger or taller items.
Splashes on the bathroom sink are a mess. Some sinks are worse than others. I think there needs to be something to catch the splash!
Cord Hoppers
AquaPower
toothbrush
mothers little helper
Create a direct shower and bring shower water down to your level-Shower rack attaches to shower head pipe along with existing shower head.
A sock/tie organizer and hanger - A new way to hang things. Flexible projecting rods - Turn flexies up to keep items from falling
Hubcap Holder
Hot spot button
Tea Maker with Spice Grinder
Soft-Fluffy-Comfortable-Colorful-Stylish "Pedi" To Cover your Rough-Spikey-Metal-Plastic-Boring-Uncomfortable peddle on beach cruiser bikes
Alcohol Infusion System. "Coffee maker" style system would allow you to infuse spirits such as vodka or rum with fruits and herbs.
App Enabled Termite Monitor
ALL PURPOSES FILTER FOR DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL BURNERS, FILTER FOR EXHAUST SYSTEMS..... AND A NEW FILTER TO
IMPROVE CIGARETTE FILTERS
App Watering System that controls the amount of water that flows everyday. Great watering system while on vacation, Wicking or Drip
If Quirkyâ€™s Go Caddy is the minivan of folding handcarts, meet the 4-wheel-drive off-road pickup truck version. Same make, different model
THE "FLOATING" MAGIC MOUSE, for iMac (resubmit)
Remind or Jot it down
A locking wallet with GPS that opens through key code entered on smart phone. Secure credit cards &amp; ID in case of loss or theft!
Window-Opener: Open Your Windows With Your Phone or iTouch! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Fully adjustable & expandable tablet/iPAD mount that clips to a headboard/footboard/nighttable to comfortably watch movies or read in bed!
Salad Shower (SS)
Hat Heads/Head stands Your head will thank you.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNjHWJaFIUQ&amp;feature=gupl&amp;context=G2d2ab54AUAAAAAAAAAA
Mooveable Cereal Container
My product is a uniquely engineered personal fan style exhaust system for smokers to get cigarette and cigar smoke out of their living area
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!! (RESUB)
Disposable car mats
PeeShield
SLIMLINE Cabinet Storage: Attaches to Wall,Only Seven Inches Deep, for Entries,Hallways,Offices. STORE Shoes,Handbags,Folding Chairs! RESUB
A SMART device with an application that alerts business employees/ staffers there is a malfunction going on on the site/business.
Basss Heater
Safe-cam is a cheap inexpensive way to see who or whats outside your door without opening it. Safeguard yourself the young and the elderly.
Single Use Nail Polish Remover!! SIMPLE, EASY, COMPACT! No more flipping over the bottle! Great for people on the go or on the road.
A universal umbrella attachment for cameras. Keeps your camera safe in light rain whether it's a point and shoot or an SLR.
Free Your Hands -- Alternative to crutches for lower-leg injuries such as ankle sprains: the modern, removable peg-leg.
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PROXIMITY SENSOR LED LIGHT BOCCE BALL (LEDs in the bocce balls show whose ball is closest and makes playing at dusk feasible and enjoyable.)
Adjustable Plant Shade Canopy and Drip System designed to help protect garden plants and seedlings from extreme sunlight and weather.
say goodbye to the dust pan and hello to the sweep box
Resubmit- REFRIGERATOR COIL &amp; Dryer Lint trap CLEANER VACUUM ATTACHMENT Reaches to the back coils- has an LED light
Attachable art objects to give character to your electronics.
Sketchy Sports!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers. Great for christmas presents!
Hang your phone, remote, notebook. Just attach the retractable clip to the back of anything, slip it on the frame, if you need it just pull!
3 TIER DISH DRAINER AND DRAINBOARD ~ Maximize your limited space.
An Application that tracks the expiration dates of food products you keep stored in your fridge, freezer and pantry.
MiniNote
slowcooker pan bread pan
Salt &amp; pepper shakers are one of the DIRTIEST places at home according to WebMD. Introducing the ANTIMICROBIAL shaker. No chemicals needed!
The Intelligent outlet...The outlet that will make everything else on the market obsolete...How do you ask? Click and Read on...
Lazy Susan (revolving tray) like storage tray to put into table drawers and refrigerator compartments to easily access items in the back
Scratch it yourself!
Slim TV shelf
The 360 degree iPhone stand, it will go from horizontal to vertical in one easy motion, it also tilts or leans for better viewing.
I have a soldering gun for plumbing use. It is a continuous feed device for soldering half inch to 2 inch copper pipe: "squeeze and solder"
Knife holder &amp; grinder in one
A special charging tech with unique methods
"TRON" BiKE -"WEB iT UP!" - BIKE /COSTUME INTERACTIVE LINE This product combines a chip-clip and bag-slicer that lets you cut open the top of a snack bag and then clip the bag to seal it.
Golf putting trainer
gift set.wine glasses without a flat bottom and only a stem. It comes with a nice block of carved wood with holes in the top to hold
liquid bra
360 SCISSORS: The Future of Food Prep...and BEYOND! ;-) [VIDEO] http://www.facebook.com/jared.joyce.inventor
Portable/Disposable Shoe Shine Kit with cleaner/shining wipes and sponge buffer/applicator. Easy shoe shine at home, office or on the go.
Expanda-Cooler - Expands so you can spread & separate your stuff. Easier to locate & donâ€™t have to freeze fingers digging for things.
Today in patent history This the I BAUER Teapot application was filed with the Uspto Jan,3 1913 Lets bring it back.
Plastic Detachable Containers
Family wink chips - Wink chips with ability to identify a person. Kids get partial access only
V-Case
Keep cats and dogs from using your yard and flower beds as a toilet.
Inflatable model MRI Scanner
Garment Vacuum Guard for vacuuming your garments as they hang on the hanger. Easily remove dust, hair, lint and other debris.
Solar Powered LED Vigil Candle
BABY SAVER OR CARSEAT SENSOR
No Name
Light bulb with built in web camera.
Monitor dangerous levels of dryer vent lint with this app and cleaning product.
HydroVest - A weighted exercise vest that will accept insertable cold/ice packs to keep the body cool during extensive walks or runs
Smart rear view mirror with built in video camera.Now you can video anyone breaking into your car and see it live online.
CUSTOMIZATION EXTENSION DEVICE: Attach device between laptop & screen, extending & lifting to eye level anywhere you are.
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Delicate produce is protected by semi-rigid floors and dividers hinging from the side walls of a folding canvas bag to provide compartments.
Core just went on sale! Let make a Core 2 that has a built in speaker!
Attention hikers! Here's an automatic water purifier which starts working the moment you clip it to your pack! Purifies water automatically!
SENIOR CITIZEN LIGHT FIXTURE: Change Bulbs & Clean Light w/ No Ladder [VIDEO] http://www.facebook.com/jared.joyce.inventor
STINKY FEET? Try these stylish and scented shoe liners designed to absorb and dispose of sweat/odor that collect at the bottom of footwear.
My invention name: JETPET WASHER WASH AND DRY MACHINE FOR DOGS AND CATS WITH WHIRLPOOL
Telescopic Support for Outside Clothes Drying Rope
Flameless miniature marshmallow roaster for those hot sunny day trips to the beach, back yard when you donâ€™t want or cant have a fire.
Aluminum Can Mouthpiece
lose your TV remote again?
Travel hoodie
Solar Qi
Photographic theft alarm that works with a satellite or street camera to capture a pic of the person trying to break in to your home,or car.
Duo iPad Mini iPhone 5 Case:A case that has iPad Mini on one side and iPhone 5 on the other with a PowerCurl hinge in between.
Bluetooth Anything Speaker set
A long flexible cleaning head for the major electric toothbrush makes (I.e. Oralb by Braun) that can be used to clean the unit itself.
Stroman-izer Neck Exerciser
Thumb Print Lock for All Apple Devices to Prevent Theft
SKIPPED IN ARCHIVE! Laundry DUN? Vibration sensor that will alert you when laundry is finished. ORIG SUB 2/09/2011 NOW WITH APP!
Beat the heat and quench your thirst with the 'beer-brella'! It's a super tool, a cooling thermos built into the shaft of a beach umbrella.
A 2 chamber magazine for firearms. It is possible to carry 50 or 100 bullets instead of 6 or seven; and also allows more or less power.
Shoe-band! Can you imagine an exercise shoe with resistant bands on them. Allows you to exercise anywhere you want at your convenience.
Electrical tape that has a color on top that is different on the bottom.
Easy pill dispenser.
A prep bowl stand that saves counter space when cooking and saves drawer/cabinet space when stored.
Perfect picture hanging hammer that stores nails in the handle. How handy! Never search for a nail again.
Towel Hook - Attach anywhere on towel to become "ONE" with the towel. Slim, slide or swing out hook. Always have hook handy to hang towel!
Musical Pedals
Light Bulb Bug Zapper
A hand held vacuum with an adjustable wand to clean high places like ceilings and low places like baseboards and corners
Independently-Powered Light-up Ceiling Fan Light Powered by the Motion of the Fan Blades
S'paw Waters are cat treats filled with delicious, nutritious, hydrating healthful fluids. They taste like treats. They treat like elixirs.
The e-paper bookmark allows the user to underline or highlight on a paper book without the use of ink.It'll also mark one's place in a book.
Impulse TV
With the hustle of everyday life we sometimes forget the most simple yet most beneficial things we can do for our bodies, drinking water!
The DataClip - A men's money clip that ingeniously carries a USB drive and can also be used as a bottle opener! (New images as of 9/8/12)
The Body Tuck
Sure Signs
An Anti-parasite Tape for pets. It is an adhesive anti-parasitic tape that sticks to your pets existing collar.
When your doctor has told you to stay out of the sun after having a chemical peel on your face, you wear the SunMask to protect your skin.
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The Lighter Caddy
Tired of buying a new cellphone after dropping it and screen cracks try the new rubber grill cover.
The app enabled interchangeable kitchen and bathroom tap with built in soap dispenser, filter, temperature, water level and motion sensors.
The Ice Chest needs re-invention! This ice chest has drawers, secret storage, and cup holders in the right place. Fixes so many problems!
How Awesome would the beach be if it only required 1 Item? This Invention is the Beach Chair and Bag Combo!
LintEZ there is nothing more effective than good old tape to get rid of lint, a simple attachment for a tape roll.
Rainbow Paint
A locking baby wipe dispenser, easy to open, but requiring manual dexterity that toddlers don't have - bringing an end to wasted baby wipes.
Flat Lamp Music Box.
Tinted gel-like stickers for ALL windows of a car is the best way in which to keep a car cool, instead of relying on windshield reflectors.
(RESUBMIT)Magnetic Kitchen Towel Holder for Refrigerator.
Bottle opener for Geeks (2)
Lost and Found: The quick and easy way to find valuable items that are misplaced or items that are even in the dark!
App CHILD SAFETY LADDER ALERT - Signals phone &amp; audible alarm sounds, -attaches to bunk bed ladders and work ladders
Wink-Enabled Interior DoorLock
Play XBox? Exercise at home? Then strap on these foam "Shoe Silencers" and stop thumping when you jump &amp; run! Market to millions of gamers.
STOVE BOIL OVER RETAINER RING
Poop scoop tub a new and clean way to take care of business
Beer Bottle Lock
Lighted Backpack Interior
Message Indicator Light Case (Blackberry Light for iPhone) Resub 90% Community Approval
DIY Auto Weather Floor Mats
Smart Headrest LCD Screens:Mirror what's on your smartphone or tablet directly onto the headrest screens.
Precision-Ruler: A Ruler With A Built-In Pencil Slider! Make Perfectly Straight Lines! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Need a Cold Drink while in the Pool. Open up the Beach Ball Cooler and Get One. Float it or Just attach it to the side of your pool.
LED Lightball. Antenna attached Fob operated to assist locating vehicle at night in parking lots, garages, etc.
Gripper hand enables ageing people to pick heavy things, transport them and place them at a place of ones choice, with minimal effort.
First Demo USB Flash Drive + Lighting.
SOLAR POWERED CASES. Slip your phone, tablet or any other on the go electronic device into a solar powered case and you charging on the go.
Are memorials for those you love being destroyed by weather or worse...stolen? A better way to display and remember +app enabled security!
Quirky USB Multi-Charger â€“ Will this Hurricane Season be Different? (Resubmitted)
Loathe the the umbrella? Don't want to get wet either? This product might be just the thing that you have been looking for.
Unlimited Expanded MobilePower
We've got your back! Sunscreen Dispenser.Simply Fill,Pump and Roll.Has extended flexible handle to reach your back. Storage for lip balm.
LED light for USB charger
Patented Clipboard/iPad Holder
Game Anywhere
Self brewing coffee cup
Social Media IMP CUBE/ORB: A piece of art, showcases what you want. Beautiful image display of your social media feed.
LIGHTEN your LOAD! You'll never (as in) ever, have to haul your "GIANT ECONOMY SIZE" Laundry Supplies down the hall or the block, again.
Waypods
Great Idea! New Baby Stroller Design. A more practical,safer and modern design with an unlimited target market throughout the world.
Stack-A-Pan
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Cake/Pizza Slice and Serve.
THE SLING BACK STRAP ------- a retractable camera strap
THE "LINT OFF" IRONING PAPERS ---------------- Get rid of the lint the easy way - just while you are ironing.
Hang out hangers connect together to form different shapes and sizes for different needs to reduce the variety of clothes hangers needed.
Luggage that alters as a drawer, pulling out the main unit on tracks, with compartments. Lightweight, collapsible, stores easily.
People love keeping their cell phones on them, even in the pool. A water tight, soak proof casing so you can keep your phone on the float.
Let mothers more comfortable.. baby wash made â€‹â€‹easy..
measured ice cube trays
A walker with wheels with a new braking design. The design doesn't require to squeeze a handle as the current walkers on the maket
E-ink based notebook or notepad.
Swim assistant
Wash your clothes in one step with the LAUNDRY DETERGENT BAG. (all comments and suggestions are appreciated)
Cords. An extension cord with optional paint feature. Step on/ off feature. Wall matching cord effects work.
WELCOME TO THE HEXAGONAL WORLD --- NEW SHAPE OF CANS
Hide-n-Sleep
Verification bot
VIDEO -"StashBox",personal, portable,stow-able,electronically coded micro safe for your most personal stuff. Keep the kids from your stash!
Safe Hand
non-inflating pool raft
Doorbell cover with lock when you are not at home or don't want to be disturbed by it.
Inventor's camera
The ROTISSITAN solar-powered lounge chair automatically positions and repositions itself toward the sun as it moves throughout the day.
Quad Scissors 4 in one pair of scissors for home and office.Scissors, box cutter, staple remover and magnet. In one Pair of Scissors.Video
Name Zap!
Camera equiped mini drone for iPad, iPhone and other smart phones / smart pads using Bluetooth
An internet-connected refrigerator dry erase board. The current text/drawings could be viewed on smart phones. Write once, read anywhere!
Tiger Claw Camping Tool
The super market car trolly(cart). This invention is portable,foldable,have wheels which can adjust and it can fit into a boot of a vehicle
Replace battery powered devices with USB power. USB power is able to power most devices. Make a battery shaped end to a USB cord.
So you're happy with your shoe storage organization. But that's because you haven't seen this ONE yet! See how this idea does it BETTER.
Pivot Power Optimum - measure and optimize energy consumption - set your own energy rules
TV Sound Surround Frame
Home Chip Bag Holder
Fuzz Shaver and Hair Remover
Do you see those concept iPhones that have the cool keyboard protected out of it? This iPhone case, along with an app, makes that reality.
Perfect Pour
Garment pin allows earbud cord thru fabric easy.1 button punctures fabric, 2nd button screws to 1st button-fabric btwn-hole in middle of pin
Ramp It Up
Nespresso Lungo Splitter
Real life eyedropper tool. A color scanning pen. Point at your target and retrieves the RGB (Red / Green / Blue) code for that color.
The Dam Carbon Cap is a bottle screw on cap that allows an individual to pour a carbonated beverage faster with zero spillage and mess.
No-Brainer Trainer Wheels
Electronic Key and a compatible key holder to ease in organizing keys and selecting a key to open a lock
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Vibrating Armband for personal notification via Bluetooth. Heavy Duty Notification for those too active to Hear the Ring or Feel the Phone
A GPS enabled Tag/Charm that has an App and can be tracked via phone. Attaches to child's bracelet/chain, adults,animals,personal property
Non-SlipWading Pool With Drain
A device that pumps fresh air under the covers. Gives the benefits of being completely under the covers while keeping CO2 levels down.
a wall mounted box with 4 buttons that has a pad to each button that you stick on anything you lose often, the pad will beep until found
Interactive revolutionary cooking pot, app enabled that shows you on a real time, how to use each ingredient, so you always be successful.
Keep the ice cubes in your glass and off the floor. Our ice cube tray has a simple funnel top for dumping cubes directly into the glass!
Mirra
COOKIE CUTTER , CUT AND RELEASE DIRECTLY ON BAKING TRAY ...By AWESEMO
Blanket and Top Sheet clips keeps the blanket and top sheet secure to the bottom of the bed
Hood Magnets
EMERGI DASH! Servive!
Open the door to my home from my smart phone
Magick - Skin Balm
Store &amp; Measure. A Kitchen helper that stores spices or sauces. You will always pour the same amount. No extra measuring tools necessary.
The Defender
Imagine using the bottom half of a Apple laptop on your desktop The Padbook Pro brings the feel of a laptop to the desk.
UMBRELLA DRYER-WEATHER STATION +APP (resub)
Non-Stick Shower Curtain
Easy hold aid slides on toothbrush/other handles.Arthritis/Carpal Tunnel/elderly can brush teeth/shave/ without difficulty.SEE PICS Teamlab
The UNbrella
LOSS PREVENTION SYSTEM OF PERSONAL DEVICES. Prevent yourself from losing your personal devices, objects and accessories.
Shower perfect
A baby's temperature monitor, app enabled, attached to baby's clothing, measures room's &amp; body's temperature and adjusts it by the needs.
The world's first glove with conical lint roller. More handy, stylish, and washable.
The Campus Warning/Event Device (â€œCWEDâ€) will quickly communicate an event requiring immediate campus-wide notification.
E-Paper: A forms creator &amp; a scanner that makes paper electronic.
Come on now, there should be a ball cap with a pocket and even a solar powered source to help us with our 'heads above water' activities.
Wi Fi Tea Brewing Machine
Tornado Stick
Extending nail polish brush cap â€“ remains short for fingernail polishing and slides open to longer lengths for toenail polishing.
Windown Garden!! Live in small places and love plants? You can have your own garden!
Pedator Pest Deturrent Drone
transparent diaper bodysuit
Infant Ca Seat Alarm
3-Legged Corner Tiered Shelves w/Built-In Laptop/iPad/iPhone/iPod USB Charging Ports. Height Adjustable. Display &amp; Charge! No Cords!
APP ENABLED SMART CUTTING BOARD. Alerts you of meat, cheese, fruit and vege contaminants! Life saving!
Wireless/hingeable/swiveling charger for an iPhone. Compact and no long cord.
A better reusable K-Cup! Inexpensive molded plastic cup to fill your own KCups, with biodegradable filters and comes a with carrying case.
ParaFrisby: Flying toy game with PAYLOAD that parachutes onto a targeted area.
My product idea is a set of serving pieces which have the ability to accept a decorative charm or decorative accent for a custom look.
Cooking Multi Tool
cradle cap brush bristles one side,massage bar other.baby oil built in handle sprayed on from top.let oil sit and loosen,massage,brush out
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App enabled Solar message board and light. Light up your neighborhood with light, inspiring colorful messages and patterns.
Power-Check: Check The Power Of Your Batteries! Know Exactly Which Batteries Have Power! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
A Clickness computer mouse with touch technology to enhance the technology offered by presently offered mice.
Hole in your sock? So annoying! Here's a patch kit that will instantly fix sock holes - with absolutely NO SEWING/DARNING involved.
A Hinged Dual Hard Case Credit Card Holder. Provides Greater Capacity And Is Flexible. You Can Carry It Fully Extended, Angled Or Folded.
If your bulb needs a buddy and your space needs more illumination, screw the 'lamp furcator'!
THE UNIVERSAL REWARDS CARD. People have one card that manages rewards for all stores. No more loosing valuable rewards points.
batter beater
Fitted Bed,Crib Blanket and Top Sheet Looks like a regular blanket or top sheet but this has one end to hug the mattress like a fitted sheet
3 Pour 1
ErgoSlim Beverage Pitcher
Gas pumps, shopping carts, public transportation can be full of bacteria and viruses. Reduce exposure to commonly touched public surfaces.
Ta-Gee
Dream Streamâ„¢
automatic auto airfreshener
Keep your shoes under your bed but off the floor! *RESUBMIT* With community comments considered!
Talking Teddy Bear!
Magic Touch Cleaning Gloves - 2 in 1 all purpose cleaning product. One side has a green scrub pad affixed and the other a Soft Cleaning Pad.
Pivot Power Mini EU converter. Convert and expand your plugs when you're abroad with this tiny travel companion.
Smart Mini Electronic Safe:App-enabled safe that looks and functions like an ATM.
Your old grill was left with half a cheeseburger stuck to the grill grate last September. Gross!Keep your kitchen clean and wash it outside.
Let's make an all-in-one printer â€¦ without the printer.
A more efficient, cleaner and better PET water dispenser! This design can be used for any size pet! Make it easier to take care of your pet!
Feet protector
The Stair Helper - Two Handled Cane Easily Extends and Provides Extra Support for Stair Climbing or Descending
Blue Bunny Baby Clean Sleeves
Kitchen Glove with Thumb Scraper.
An adhesive piece of thin rubber or sandpaper-like material (in shape of iphone) that stays on backside to decrease sliding around.
Anti-Shrink Dryer
App-enabled, portable WiffleballÂ® strike zone
Smell Sensor for Food Allergen detection. For persons with food allergies - double check your food BEFORE YOU EAT IT.
CRITTER S.O.S. - Before starting your car, make sure there are no small animals under the hood.
Tangled Earbuds. We all have them! We all hate it when it happens. We have to live with tangles when we are fishing but why when listening?
Non lethal security system to stop intruders in their tracks using a non lethal tranquilizer which debilitates the intruder.
Ladder Safety Spikes
MEMO PAPER CLIPS --------- Writable Paper Clips. Clip it with a note
Stop Wasting Food Containers
GE Fish feeder with water quality sensors (Temp, Ammonia, PH, oxygen) and check-up video controlled by your smartphone from anywhere
AllStarStand- a portable device stand that fits in your wallet, purse and can stand up mobile devices, e-book, tablets, calculator,& paper.
Why lug several folding beach chairs around when you can take a couple of beach couches?
Time 2 Go Band
Countertop Repair w/ a Flair
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I have made a strap to keep boxes together.
My idea is to create a device that assists people in remembering that their oven (or any such appliance) is on and should be shut off.
APP Bin
The Hydration Station
The Wheelchair Wonderbar. (Side By Side Again) Everyone Here And The Quirky.Com Staff Should Check Out The Video.This Must Be Made Now.
bookSmark
Hammer Clip
Misplaced or Lost Sippy Cup "Again" This is the Solution to the Problem iPhone app for Sippy Cups, Find it now, save time/energy/money
Door or Doghouse IN and OUT flapps of Your HOUSE Backyard doors or DOGHOUSE to be sealed from cold.
Grill Letters everyone gets personalized grill marks on their steak
A sheet of tinted transparent peelable ovals that would lightly adhere to eyeglasses. Instant sunglasses any shade any color.
The Poo Picker Upper
Press your clothes in minutes! No crease in pants? No problem! You don't have time to set up an ironing board? Do it on the hanger!
A wireless battery operated LED light fixture with a light switch remote control. Light provided where you need it no electrician needed!
Double Sided Condiment bottle
Knob with snap-in clear cover to display your children, pets, hobby, room color/wallpaper. Attached are several documents for review.
App Enabled Main Water Shutoff Valve. Alerts you to sudden high usage (burst). Stop the flow wherever you are.
A fun, modern twist on a water pitcher. Chirp. Chirp.
Ever travel through the airport and you still need to print your baggage ticket? Now imagine if you didn't. Baggage tickets with RFID tech.
The ultimate beach bag! 3 compartments- 1)sand items w/ mesh bottom so sand falls out; 2)cooler; 3)everything else. Hang towels & umbrella.
Car indicator for indicating U-Turns
A 2 IN 1 LED LIGHTED CONVERTIBLE LONG UPRIGHT BROOM AND SHORT HAND BRUSH WITH RETRACTABLE HANDLE THAT
CONNECTS FOR YOUR SWEEP CONVENIENCE.
personal detector of toxic gases and fumes from chemicals, carbon monoxide, and other poisonous gases that may be undetectable by smell
Electric Vulcan Lyre, the New Star Trek Inspired Instrument Brought to Life!!!
Tree Cup
Mini Verta Bin for home use (2-3 bins of smaller sizes only). Bins have a slide open lid
DUSTPAN BAGGER
Pre-filled KITTY LIITER in an oversized heavy duty liner is the most sanitary and easiest way deal with a messy litter box. No more Pouring
App Enabled Display Calendar
WOODWORKERS USE SOAP TO RUB ON A SCREW SO EASIER TO DRIVE INTO WOOD PROBLEM BROKE SOAP/MESS TOOLBOX WITH EZ SCREW soap CARRY SOAP CLEANLY
keep it fresh sandwich cont.
Dog-Controlled Cool Air Mist
System and Method for Providing Debt Securities Denominated in Virtual CurrenciesÂ US Patent Application No.: 13/412,758 March 6, 2012
The Hub Clip
Peel + Chop
Cheese Booger and Flies- Monster Meals for Healthy Kids
A covers for your cup or mug, come One size fit 3 cups Defendant color.that open and closes.
Bluetooth earplugs connected to a radio alarm or iPod or iPhone docking station.
Alarm clock kids lamp. It shows a country and you must find it, and the alarm will stop. Learning to place countries at the start of the day
ReSub: Space saving gloves.
COLLAR STAY. With clip to avoid fall off and of variable length.
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Finally, hands free use of Ipad or Tablet devices. It holds your Ipad in front of you allowing you to type, walk, skype, or B productive.
Forget about mints or gum, how about after your cup of coffee you just roll up the rim on the cup and lick it. Any flavour fresh breath.
Wall Mixer CardBoard Prototype
A medication reminder that flashes a series of lights, telling the patient that they've forgotten their medicine.
Proj3kt BLUE
Have you ever had trouble with ear bud cords getting tangled or pulled out while moving your device. Enjoy listening with wireless ear buds.
App Powered Garage Door Opener
Get the last drop out of any jar Contoured Curved Inside jar scraper
Small protective device with lights that sits over a mobile phone that lights up when the phone receives a call or sms.
Magic Wrench
power move
Humidity sensor indication when it's time to watering your flowers.
This will be the iPhone of appliances. A smart microwave. A nice quiet and new epic must have for families. The next big thing in home impmt
App-enabled, auto timed water valve for your shower head. Turn on shower, heat to pre-set temp and iPhone screen says, "ready to get in"!
3D Stereoscopic Projector
Aesthetically pleasing, take anywhere, "Boxed Wine Bag Holder" with a built in aerator to improve taste. Two colors light for white and red!
Perfectly Cuttin' the Cheese
Waterproof hard cased Wallet/Ipod/SmartPhone carrier with Retractable/Disconnectable Waist/Arm strap! VAMP on Steroids! 21st century Wallet!
Small RF transmitters designed to be detected with a phone app via Bluetooth.
Wi-Safe
Problems with your shower caddy where it constantly slides down the pipe and everything falls in the tub? Well here's the solution.
Towel-Pack: Turn Your Towel Into A Backpack! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Pool Cue and Chalk Holder
Unique smokless grill PAMPAS
Heavy pots and pans become more difficult and dangerous to lift as we get older and more frail. Prevent spilling boiling liquid/hot food.
Pet controlled water fountain and cooling station. Delivers both a stream of clean drinking water and temperature cooling mist on demand.
Quirky Bobble Drink Cozy
Hands Free Baby Gate which opens and closes by pushing a button on a remote control.
If you have ever wondered how to get that TOTAL body toning but didn't know how? Well look no further, here is your chance.
Battery Operated Decor Lights
Turns the iPhone 4/4S into one of the loudest forward facing mobile devices for on-the-go iPhone aficionados (&amp; no bulky attachments).
MyVideoLibrary
No Tippy Cups - childrens cups that resist tipping over-with a lower center of gravity, an expanded base and a playful kids theme
Why aren't your mobile devices' speakers (that are usually on the back or bottom) directing the sound towards the user?
The Chicken Breast Slicer & Dicer makes cutting chicken breast quick, safe, easy and clean - simplifying preparation for a BBQ, stir fry etc
Whats easier than screwing-in a light bulb??? Answer: SNAPPING on a light bulb!!! Use the new MagnaBulb with ease!!!! **Revised
La Belle Fesse
This camera tripod finds the best spot for its legs completely on its own when you press a single button. Nothing like this.
This *spray on* GLOW IN THE DARK mist keeps your OUTDOOR CAT safer at night! Non-toxic &amp; FDA approved
A magnetically adhering car bumper guard with a shock-absorbing magnetic exterior piece, and magnetic backing on the interior of the bumper.
Tattoo Tape
Armageddon Water Tank
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The wearable most portable sun shade. Protect yourself from the harmful sun rays and if it rains? then use it to stay dry.
How many times have you driven away from your home, just entered the freeway, only to wonder if you remembered to shut your garage door?
REAL tag
Gyroscopic type stabilizing case or even just a mount for Iphone. Turn your Iphone into a Go Pro.
Iron and lint roller in one!! No way!! Keeps clothes dewrinkled and defuzzed! Come help me create this awesome new product.
The Lpad electric Leg elevator with Memory Foam-Heating and Massage Features for Swollen Legs &amp; Feet. Elevation Just Like The Dr.Ordered
Wall Mounted Laundry Dispenser
A fuel cell usb device recharger that can also be attached to the bottom of interchangeable products all FUELED by ONE TABLESPOON of WATER!
Wrap it up
Quick Fire
Boiling oil splash protector
Fumble Not
Tired of having a 1 postion/restricted webcam? Want to maybe put the webcam somewhere else besides the middle of your Pc? Well now you can
A training kettlebell for beginners &amp; kids, Soft variable weight kettlebell for convalescents &amp; elders, also transforms into medicine ball.
Designed for kids. It's the shoelace Repair Kit, Multi Tool repairs laces that break, repairs fraying laces, Add flashy charms to lace ends
Water vacuum
Electronic and steel tip dart board design that allows for playing Poker Darts along with traditional dart board games. Two in one board.
Everyone in law enforcement carries both a pen and a handcuff key. I believe if you combine the two you would have a very useful product.
Shopping Cart Wheel Repair
Grill Letters Spatula Grill Letters Spatula The chef can brand his meats with this heavy duty spatula.
the tube twist
Professional Funnel with Spring Loaded Drain-Release Mechanism and Drip Holding Cup w/Dust Lid.This Funnel will make anyone feel like a pro.
Modular Power Strip! Buy only what you need: Additional Outlets, Surge Protection, Timers, Switches. Orient outlets in any configuration.
Top Popper cuts flexible tabs into the tops of pop/coffee cups and coffee/Pringle's cans, in one move, allowing use as a closed trash can.
Hey, can we make this into a quirky product?? Grow plants with 10 times less water with a Solar Drip Irrigation Product!
wiper deicer
perforated inflating garment-shaped bag inflates with steam. Fills garment and evenly and quickly steams wrinkles away from inside out.
OCTOPUS
bIMP is an IMP enabled bangle that can be programmed to change color/effects at the time you command- allows light sequences etc
Pen-Pencil-Felt Tip Pen-3 in 1
80's the new 60, 50's the new 30! How old am I? There are retirement communities for people aged 50+. What? Am I a senior?
Persistance of Vision Pen - may be called The Ben Pen
Cube Crates - Decorate and Organize your Cubicle (Line Extension)
Portable Wireless Printer
Water bottle with Peltier refrigerated surface harvest condensation; Perpetually refill a water bottle.
A pants valet that attaches to a drawer
The baby is running a fever at 2AM, the thermometer's battery is dead, so is the spare :(, Help! I need a shake &amp; use thermometer! Don't U?
This is a lighting system for a truck mounted tool box.
car seat net
My cargo storage will be used in all car trunks, vans, and pick up trucks.
A card that can be put in a wallet and called from any phone or activated by an app. The card will ring so that a lost wallet can be found!
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Bluetooth module and receiver to connect a main or roof antenna to any TV without wires allowing even handheld unit to have clear reception
Kit to easily black-out any room, cheeper than a curtain and a real do it by yorself kit.
Stop people from walking away with your pens! slip on a small remote to your pen and when it gets too far, the PEN KEEPER will BEEP
Waste Basket Stool or Storage
App Controlled Personal Wifi Blimps for Earthquakes/Tsunami/Tornado.Power goes down still access family.
Mocubo SLICE
Do you want to keep stirring your food without letting out the heat? Then, you need a lid that allows you to.
My idea is a fake pen which on the side has a re tractable comb to get the dog hair, cotton fuzz and everything else off your clothes.
Lotion/sunblock applicator for the back and hard to reach areas.
Save your rings with a "ring wrap", save on cleaning too along with protecting your prongs, your investment and the sentiment!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Ring Time
Ladies and Gentlemen! May I introduce to you, the most versatile light IN THE WORLD!
To eliminate having to use a dust pan and brush to sweep up the kitchen floor.
Never Lose Anything battery powered again!
Cordless + Corded Power Tool by Quirky - Portability When you want it, Unlimited Power When You Need it! This can make Quirky tools DIY name
Warmagic saves water every time you flush the toilet and wash your hands. Health CAN and CDC both call for washing in warm. flowing water.
Collapsible strainer has Handle-nests in NEST-Take to garden to collect harvest-Spray off veggies/fruit/flowers-Bring in drip-free-Multi-use
Home Recycling Center
Search by taking a picture or video of anything or anyone. With pic/vid recognition.
A wireless touch screen monitor. Leave your computer where it is at and use your computer in the kitchen. Maybe use a pen
Stop trashing your car. Start recycling your trash. You do it at home and at work, why not the car. Think green, comment, and gain influence
Keep the dog leash from being tangled with it's legs.
Resubmit - An app enabled Mini Camera that connected to any phone with camera can film or take pictures in 3D (91% V/V Ratio)
head ache reliever
Wireless/Surge ProtectorOutlet
Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
A line of colorful shapes that fold, twist and trim into different fantasy hats and helmets. Creative dress-up play for girls and boys.
Laptop with integrated printer/scanner
Auto leveling shopping cart drastically assists seniors by lifting heavy groceries, laundry, etc, while reducing strain on back and muscles.
this attachment goes on your ball cap. it slides on the brim.a solar panel on top powers the high power mini fans on the bottom.light wate
PETROL cost display unit
Don't ruin your favorite hats anymore when you are exercising,working outside or just wearing them in hot weather. Great for TKD head gear 2
A dual sided grill, like a george foreman Grill, but for one burger. Much easier to clean and quick to cook a meal for yourself.
The egg thing
Dry-Erase EXPANDABLE BOARDS for fridge,garage and other uses like in the offices, schools etc
SmartWallet
The Tool Box Pick Up Box Cover is a set of toolboxes or toolbox drawers. They can be used as a upright or act as a cover for the truck bed.
A steamer that creates a vacuum (through the steam) to create pressure on the clothes in order to assist in removing creases and wrinkles.
Dog monitor to track activity pet gets during day. Sync with iphone for up to the minute monitoring.
Toweless Dryer system
Lint-less! remove lint on every washing and drying cycle
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Earbud earrings. Earrings that are actually earbuds. They would then connect to the device wirelessly.
Beach umbrella holder that anchors to any size cooler. Eliminates the laborious task and keeps your umbrella from unsafely flying away.
A rental station for video games. You could rent them at many different stores and game stores like GameStop/Best Buy could have their own.
PowerCurl MINI KEYCHAIN!! for iphone and ipod charging cables CLICK ON PIC TO SEE FULL IMAGE AND NOT CUT OFF IMAGE!!
A Bed Rail. A Unique product that would fit under the mattress for support and have a plastic mesh to store items.
Safety hinge. If you push strong, the hinge don't allow to move the door . Pushing slowly, it close the door softly. NO MORE SLAMING DOORS!
Where's the beans? Risolo makes rice for one, but how about the beans? Complete the 12 essential amino acids for one!
Cry Baby Music Vest. Turn your babies cries into sweet, sweet music. Sound activated, when your baby cries, it plays, soothing for everyone!
Wink Smart Bath
Baby milk bottle
Gum
RoboFins - a Smart Robtic Fish
Vertical dishrack
Cooling Harness
A 3dimensional case for your iPad, designed to stimulate children (&gt; 6 months) creativity and recreational activities
Electronic corn hole boards
Impresser Dresser: inexpensive plastic dresser that comes in many shapes, sizes &amp; colors.
EZ-BUILDER-connect the blocks
WE ALL HATE LOSING SMALL THINGS LIKE KEYS AND REMOTE CONTROLS. A CHIP THAT REACTS TO A PERSON CLAPPING WILL
HELP FIND THE MISPLACED ITEMS.
water scavenger in the track
Baby Spoon Teether Sucker - Let your baby teeth on fresh fruit juice, water, or pureed fruit. Put fluid in teether spoon and put in freezer
Electronic Wall Outlet
iTunes Controller. 1 dial, 1 button, full control. Instant music, pause, play, next, volume. Ideal for messy workplaces, kids &amp; seniors.
Magic Mouse Pad / Magic Wireless AA Batterie(s)
A patented universal symbol to publicly opt out of Google Glass recording. Licensing potential for merchandise (pins, bracelets) enormous.
This little Gadget will clean ANY woven fabric. No Batteries are required.Adapter will fit any standard home(or Car Wash)vaccume hose.
Terry cloth 1 piece protector pad for pool chairs. Never sit in a wet spot again.
Bicycle's air engine, charged by the turn of pedals and brakes, and used when the cyclist is tired. App enabled.
Uniquely designed canisters that do ALL the measuring for you! No need for measuring cups any longer, or the mess that comes along with it!!
"Have you fed the dog?"..."No, I thought you did" - Sound familiar? This pet bowl will answer this question for you.
A device to help with personal hygiene. Everyone likes to be clean. Ability to do so is reduced by a person's flexibility and eyesight.
Bip'eyes
MINI WRIST MOUSE
Turn any vehicle into a hybrid. Captures the energy of momentum. Constant power while in motion.
UV Sanitizing Center -- for the HOME!
Visor Extender
apple color
A variable length dog cable run for yards that are not symmetrical. It releases a set cable length depending on the direction it is facing.
all in one Changing Diaper
App to easily monitor and control one of the top 10 causes of house fires across North America...FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS IGNITING!
Projector tee
Ever taken a picture with your iphone sitting on a chair lift way above the ground? You did not drop it? Lucky you. Use a carabandit case.
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This is a Baby Car Seat Carrier called Quirky Easy On.Easy on because it makes carrying your Babies Car seat easy on your back, arms,n legs
Combination food container and ice pack makes transporting cold food a breeze! Keep your food safe and cold without using separate ice packs
Self adhesive, self-adjusting finger/thumb "button" stylus. 'Convenient' and accurate keying accessory for phone/notebook devices.
A shopping aid that pulls your bags so you don't carry the weight. Keep track of your bags while you shop. Easy transport to car or home.
Scratch Back on Wall. Fix it to your wall. Scratch your back or hang anything
Tray with built-in clip: Don't let your napkins fly away when you are eating food outside enjoying the sunny day.
"THE DaRK KNiGHT BiKE" -"GO SAVE GOTHAM!" - BIKE /COSTUME INTERACTIVE LINE Sweatband with removable wireless earphones & microphone. Bluetooth technology eliminates cord. Washable band keeps sweat out of your eyes.
Ive seen the electronic cigarette but ive searched all over and havent seen the cigar yet. i think the older smokers will love this!!
The BedSlideTable is a bedside table or nightstand that is simple, sleek, and practical.
TV Remote Finder
LPB (Loss Prevention Bracelet)
A NEW WAY TO SHAVE WHEN TRAVELING This High Quality Travel Pocket Razor was engineered to be very compact, durable and simple to use.
Fingerless exercise gloves with 3.5 X 3.5 inch palm pockets that holds a re-freezable cold pack and closes with Velcro on the wrist edge.
Wink Glimpse
ForkLid SpoonLid KnifeLid
Personal Home Grocery Cart that folds and stores in the car. Bring all the sacks in and unload from the cart at waist high comfort.
Search Key
A rubberized button that keeps shirts from unbuttoning.
MOM Boards... Messages On Magnetic Boards... in any color... will "brighten" every day for all Moms who deserve it!
Internet and Smartphone connected, App enabled, home phone system.
HANDSFREE DEVICE FOR WORKERS -WHO GET DIRTY AND THE REST OF US! "TAP-TAP" IS WATER PROOF AND EASILY AND QUICKLY
CLEANED.
Musical Foam Mats!!! Step on Foam Mats to hear the letter/number/animal/shape, or hear musical notes with every step. Fun &amp; Educational
Magnet/Adhesive You Turn My Turn. Always know whose turn it is to take out the garbage or wash the dishes. Stick it anywhere!
Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos~200 Votes In Less Than 48 Hours Thank YOU! Resubmit
Disposable Micro Razor
Musical steering wheel cover. Plays music as you tap on the wheel, drums and piano that play your tune.Fun to play with.
endless swimming tool
It is a pain to build this without tools and expertise, and I know I would gladly have bought such an item already made
A Interactive Ferrofluid Dome/Spiral Sculpture
App Enable GE Walkie Talkie Wifi that communicate with your cellphone app or home phone. Parents will save $$
Bicycle Safety Lasers
Musical Chairs Game Reimagined
2 OPTIONS! Resubmit with MarcR's Suggestion! Beanbag Toss "Dunk Tank" that is Tankless! Fun and Refreshing!
Solar Suit
The Kalahari Profiler Magazine
Planter cozie for your old pottery or planters. Update your home or office planters Holidays, Birthdays, Get Well, indoor or outdoor
Stop repeat offenders
A "Green friendly" higher capacity easy to use kitchen trash can.
An iPhone charger powered by the wind flowing past your bike.
Store Your Shoes In Twos. Stack them efficiently on the floor, or hang from your closet or door with this intuitive solution.
Key stroke driven voice response app with artificial intelligence. Talk on the phone without uttering a word when you have to.
Quirky's easy to carry + use; compact telescopic inhalation spacer.
This idea attempts to harness some of the lost energy from walking and running to generate electricity using a linear motion generator!
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Inflateable Belt back support.
a device that plugs into your camera and can upload photos or videos right to facebook or myspace
Towel roller to eliminate back pain while drying legs and feet.
I-HEAR-SOUND FOR IPHONE
Food Bowl Senor
Stove Sentinel
Battle Warriors. Battle in ring &amp;, with a controller, move around and battle your friends or computer &amp; see who is boss. First to fall loses
The Tracker
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT MOTORIZED TABLE. Optional Plant Tray Insert! Tray insert usable for candles(or LED lights),fish bowl, floating flowers!
iPhone Roaming Avatar
Android-based DVR
Frying pan oil FILTER (not basket!!!) - let your cooking oil be always clean for reusing.
The Aros Evolution
Sink-Tub: Prevent Water Overflowing When Cleaning Plates &amp; Cups! Use A Tub Instead!(See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
THE HEADFOAMS: headphones made of memory foam A soft foam enclosure around the head that will hold the electronics in place and block noise
Solar powered beach umbrella that blows cool air downward. So basically a fan/umbrella.
Measurement Sensors (VIDEO)
"Gyro" style liquid measuring cup. COLLABORATION WELCOME! Dry ingredients as well. 'Gyromeasure' (JH)
Power strip that separates to allow changing sockets and add/remove excess outlets to customize your needs. App enabled on/off power.
App Controlled Crock Pot
THE ALL IN ONE PRINTER, scanner, copier, Stand, Speaker System, and Charger.
Flexible finger cots for use in Smartphones, Tablets or any other electronic device that has a touch screen.
Camping portable STATION.., ! Plates cups napkinks forks knives salt pepper sanitizer ...Everything in one station.
ONE RUBBER MULTIPLE USAGE!!;) Revolutionary idea! Few more votes and comments and it will be under consideration! Thanks to all! Spec.to WP!
A revolutionary copy pen drive. A pen drive which can copy data without using PC. Just connect it to another USB and copy data.
Ã©couteurs sans fils
Love cold drinks at work? Hate the drips and rings left behind? Here is a saucer for your disposable plastic cup. Reusable and ecofriendly
A koozie with a hoodie. No more flies, bees, wasps or ants will get in your canned beverage, when you have a koozie with a hoodie.
Stehoscope Sanitizing Smock
POPPY Range Hood
More usable space at your desk- just clip on this lightweight cloth shelf and enjoy !
Toothpaste with outer coat of effervescence, middle coat anti-cavity, inner layer paste, in a chewing gum sized pellets instead of a tube.
Liquid soap Upside down'
We all had our bags and packs flyinf around the car. With the bag-support we can transport them with safety
Device for cappuccino
Reduce excess wear caused by washing! Track how many times you've worn an outfit before cleaning. Sold in packs of 10 or more!
A magnetic dining room table pad means no more scratches and no more spills. Apply magnetic film tape to cups, candles, your favorite vase.
Posh In Between Toe Cleaner
"Ez-Up-&amp;-At'em" by Dalney
Adjustable Vase. For one flower, or many flowers, same vase! (Paulette Jaques)
iPhone bracelet-style composite band with inserted lens designed to be applied over iPhone cameras offering real photographic effects.
Strap it in, a strap that holds your electronics ipad/iphones
It'll be nice if I stick(or connect) Cipher to my smartphone whenever I want. Also, I should be able to put it out.
beeflash with a SD card
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ONE RUBBER MULTIPLE USAGE!!! Revolutionary idea! Few more votes and it will be under consideration! Thanks to all!
Oil Change Progress Bar
Angled up Slotted seasoning pack holder organizer-organizes,easy to read packets
5 Gallon Bucket Handle Holder
Pet Tag Pouch
IPHONE WALLET CASE - an IPhone case that gives you both phone protection and storage/retrieval of your ID and credit cards.
Synco - 5-in-1 Bracelet Scales
Earbuds that pause when they are pulled out of your ears and play when you put them back in.
The CoffeeMaid: know at any time how much coffee has left in your insulated mug (and its temperature, too)
SHOE BAND HOOK will replace the shoe string.
RESUBMIT A changing color iphone case according to the temperature also working as a thermometer
Camera printer combination
I have an idea to prevent sore palms and fingers due to shopping bags. Help me bag it up and take it to market. VOTE You'll be glad you did
Jogger/Walker Portable Ipod recharger - Resub
My idea is for a beach blanket with zippers in each corner for bean bags to weigh your blanket down
A water bowl for pets during travel that minimizes spillage, yet allows water to be deep enough that the pet can lap it up.
New Hands Free Flex Hose Hair Dryer System - Out of the Box Idea to Use a 'Flex Hose' to aim the heat! A third helping hand has arrived.
Energy Shifting Refrigerator
Roofie Cup
Iphone Holder for the Golf Cart when using a rangefinder app.
Stop crawling on your knees to charge your laptop and portable devices. Use TablePower !
Crate Case Built-In Dividers
CHOP &amp; LOCK salad server chop and slide contents into bowl Lock tabs shake and serve. Everything is equally coated! clean-up a snap!
The Lightstop
Power strip that dynamically cuts power to passive devices that are sucking up to 10% of your home energy bill. Save energy, save money!
Ear O's
Wine cooler/fridge - App controlled
Iron-on sock life extenders. Material that is shaped like the toes of your sock, that irons onto or into your sock to make the toe durable.
Retractable eyeglass chain. Do your eyeglasses fall off when you bend over? keep your glasses snug to your head in any position?
A water (filled) umbrella TIKI TABLE. (Simple, Novel & Inexpensive) High DMV score.
Bathroom stand for electronics or books. Adjustable angle top for laptops, tablets or reading. Great for getting $h1t done.
Cap-Server: Serve Three Cups Of Soda At Once! Serve Drinks Like A Pro! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A vehicle windsheild heat shield eliminates the unfolding of the folding type or the refolding to take it down to find a place to store it.
Magnetic Silicone or fabric Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door,
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.#QTOYS.
C D Light
Make chopping onions and other round vegetable materials with an electric slicer based on an egg slicer.
Intelligent exercise sensors.
Magnetic doodle Bluetooth save
Shut-Off Tap @ Hose Nozzle End
Cord Weights - Manage Long Extension Cords With Ease! Anchors for your cords!
The chaise-lounge service flag can be raised to get the attention of a waiter/waitress while you relax by the pool, beach or cruise ship.
Thumbtacks with a meaning.
Bathroom Skins is a new silicone rubber product that accessorizes unsightly bathroom fixtures offered in different colors and patterns.
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Quirky platform used for creative writers. Poems and short stories voted on by community. Book published annually or semi-annually w/winners
Expresstacles
Clicker Training Made Easier
Shake BBQ thermometer. No batteries, no worries!
Clutter free your bathroom counter tops with a clear acrylic container with sections for your blow dryer, make up and other counter items.
Arm Strong
How about a Pedal Powered Generator for Charging your electronics...
An iPhone/iPod case with real world apps. Need a thread cut? Thirsty but no beer bottle opener? No worries...there's an app for that!
"Pick Helping Rod" to assist older people to get long handle tools from ground! No more back pain- No more bend to pick falling stuff!!
STRAIGHTENER HELMET
LED Potty Target for Potty Training Kids!!
A shading device of light filtering screen contained upon a motor powered cylinder that rotates to raise or lower the screen whenever needed
Using the built in magnets behind the screen, my product is a privacy screen, non-destructive decoration, or a dust cover for your iMac!
MY IDEA IS A WAY TO GET RID OF SKIN TAGS USING A SMALL CLAP. I HAVE TRIED PRODUCTS THAT DONT WORK. THIS WILL. DOES
NOT NEED FDA APPROVAL.
Turn two canoes into a catamaran or three canoes into a trimaran with a TRAMPOLINE and Play Deck, it also works well on kayaks!
Puck. The new salt n pepper shaker. Pass the salt, please!
B/QUE EVENLY COOK TURN RACK
Our BEST Quirky ideas come in the shower! We need a way to capture them and have them waiting in our work space when we're ready to ACT!
Solar Secure a new app that lets you know your sump pump has stopped working. Don't worry your solar charged battery kicked in.
Driving your car the speed limit makes sense,so let the speed limit signs change digitally, based on the weather condition per that road.
Do you lock your door today?
Spark
Ig-Lu
Smart Security System
Q keyring - discover and share locations! customize with the APP!
Train your cats with this app-enabled device. Humane and effective. A COLLABORATION WITH ANIMAL PLANET'S, AMY SHOJAI
Stuffed Meatballer
IMP Drive Safe necklace alarm. If you are drowsy and your head droops while driving an alarm will sound to alert you. (Bluetooth option?)
ArcXtand - The stand add-on that allows vertical adjustment on your iMac for optimal viewing / interaction.
Sure-seal. Clear, personal electronic device protection sleeve - self-seals on one end & protects sensitive devices from the elements.
Wish you can take outlet with you. A portable rechargeable outlet which allows you to plug your USB,and outlets devices for charging
Clean paws
MY BB CAT'S
Protect your lighting with a stylish and effective water resistant extension cord connector housing. A fabulous why to complete your dÃ©cor!
Drive thru reminder
Water cooler attachment Water jug rises up and slides right in to cooler . Uses counter weight and levers to rise jugs
Fun for Two
Smart Headrest Screens:Display what's on your smartphone or tablet directly onto the headrest screens.
A portable table-top clothes dryer for delicates and sweaters.
self measure, It's a tape measure that works hand free therefore there is no need for help if you were to measure 5ft or more you would help
Now you can save unused calk in a partially used tube until your next project saving you time and money.
PetConnect: Get updates from your pet about what they're doing while you're away from home.
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Automatic Rollermop
Finger print recognition for your knife block. Secure your knives. Keep your family from harm. Also child proof your your home.
!A larger handled toothbrush and automated floss holder in one. For those with arthritis or dexterity issues!
Bubblease, Bubble Maker
Do You Forget Things? Reusable shopping bags, lists, picking up needed items. SENSORY BUTTON on KEY head it Clicks, you Remember!
A sippy-cup for ages 6 months and up that allows for juicing and drinking out of the same vessel in a quick, easy, and clean way.
LED Ceiling Fan Lights
Turn any light bulb into a smart bulb with this app controlled device!
Driveway BackUp Alert
PHO-PEN! When power is suddenly lost, we want to know where the furniture position is so as not to crashing when walking in the dark!
Tired of trying to get a pickup from someone to haul lumber, a mattress, drywall, etc. Get yourself a "Lumber Rack" for the top of your car.
Magnetic pants hangar
Modular Bird Cages - Hang and arrange any way you want. Fly and climb tubes connect cages. Give your birds the room to spread their wings!
A product to add a scented dimension to the gaming and web browsing experience.
SMART CHARMS.
A dataport swivel adapter allows 360 degree motion and eliminates a damaged or broken laptop dataport when wired.
Respoonables
hat for headaches
BlowVac
digital photo frame wihe wi fi
Your favorite team's logo can now be on your lip balm and sunscreen! Show your fanatic side with flavorful lip balm and lightly scented spf
Donut Warmer
Reusable Heat Resistant Silicone Gloves Great for Food Prep From Tossing A Salad With Your Hands, Flipping Over meats on a Grill Do It All
Miniature episcope projector, which projects the photos /videos of your Smartphone on the wall, or on any other screen like material.
"The Garden Guard" An Affordable Solar or Battery Powered Vegetable/Flower Garden Noise/Light maker to scare away deer/small animals.
Swiffer dusting glove since Swiffer is widely known . Use ur fingers and get into crevices,grooves & hard to clean places. Dust with ease!
The solution to those pesky diaper blowouts! The Baby Bumsie is a two-piece baby bodysuit. Remove the poopy part. Replace with a clean one.
SUPoddle, a innovative, radical, affordable approach for Mr./Mrs. Fit! Enjoy our cheaply made presentation, for a great idea!
an umbrella that won't easily blow away by the wind .
Sun Glasses with a built in snap device that allows you to snap or attach your prescribed glasses to the the sun glasses. Q-vision Snaps....
Smart Tutor Teacher Robot
Hamburger meat crumbler. small half inch square cookie cutters and and each one has a depth of about half inch with handle.
Pasta Tongs
TUPPERGO. The ULTIMATE ERGO tupperware. Easy grip, easy seal. With non slip, heat resistant silicone sleeve and erasable labels too!
Bobble Salt & Pepper shakers
Donâ€™t get me wrong, I really love banana(s) and try to have one everyday though I rather not have my things smell like one.
Safety device for elderly or anyone who stays alone
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 4): How about a single set of earbuds combining an audio cord and headphones. No need for two cords.
Pen that Perforates,makes holes.Like the Wheel of the dotting pen"Ditto".Easy to use on Papers,Charts. Can try on Fabric or Veggietable too.
Skateboard Hoodie
Tennis Trainer- Serve &amp; Volley
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Reusable coffee filters with coffee measurements printed inside them. Pour coffee directly into filter and get the amount right every time!
Shaverite
LawnTractor Mounted Weedwacker
App based mover control and operate grass mover for desired cutting grass
See your screen in bright sun and see behind you too.
The Revolution Picture Hanger
Airline Disposable Tray Cover
idea a wifi home/car stero unit,connect unit to your phone 3g/4g data plan or home wifi.listen to radio around the world without paying.
A waterproof bed cover to protect your expensive bedding from spills and pet accidents.
hair tattoo, barber's cut designs in hair (time-consuming) invent soft plastic or rubber templates that goes around hair or over the head
A cellular dog containment/barking/correction/GPS collar with Smartphone App to control it. Maybe a collar that could be programmed via App.
3-Tier Reusable Bag: The next best thing to replace your everyday multi-purpose bag.
Sun Tracking Patio Umbrella
A hand broom that gets those hard to reach spots underneath couches and beds. Also great for getting those things that fall under the couch!
TRIO; The 3 in 1 sauce bottle
HAIL NO Cover
Stand clamps on a handle to support it while in use.Walk away the handle stays.A handle that you use 2 hands,now use 1 hand(plz comment
EYE ON CRIME
POSTER HOLDER HANGER
Sound TV Amplifier
Beer plug and opener tool....open your beer now and keep it fresh for later
Finally! Relief for small minor burns! Alleviate the stinging and pain without an oversized ice pack, goopy lotions or aloe.
Something new and exciting other than the typical printed school folders. Beautifully hand crafted 3D characters made of felt fabric
Easy Dispense pill container. No more struggling to get to your medication.
Pump up the sauce this summer. Simply add sauce in the handle of the sauce mop &amp; pump as much sauce as needed on the brush. Happy Grilling!
What's the #1 complaint about going to the beach?? Simple answer: Sand- everywhere! An accessory that removes sand easily.
Don't stress over damaging your wall from furniture bumping into it. These felt pads will protect your wall and keep your walls looking new.
Wink enabled heated spoon - Leave your spoon in a cup, and start heating it from far away. Spoon has LED light which will glow when done
"Hygie Shoe Rack" by Dalney
Truck tailgate pad with team or truck logo on it.
Eject wall plugs through IOS application !
Safe cycling alert
Smoke detector extension cord with wall mounted 9 volt battery case.
Iphone Surround sound APP!! Blutooth audio sync for multiple iphones. Iphone "ECHOS" App, Bullhorn, intercom
Intelligent Letter Box (WINK)
Get rid of all the vampires! Connect your office peripherals, kitchen etc to a Wifi enabled power strip conveniently accessed from your app.
water walkers
Walking on air - stepper
Downspout end guard &amp; anchor. Seen so many downspouts with ends smashed from mower, being stepped on, weedeater etc and they move in wind.
A fun new outdoor game for the whole family. Great for tailgate parties, home parties or any party! **VIDEO**
projector in a laptop/mobile
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A device like a faucet sensor attached to a showerhead when u stand under the shower it opens, when u move away it closes, saves fresh water
BeerNoculars. Two attached Koozies with a sling and of course see through bottoms. No more double fisting.
App Enabled Plant Growing Lights! Smart Lights
my idea is for a safer solar cover I have a two year old daughter and I'm always nervous about her around the pool when its not in use.
Pencil Pallet Bracelet Holds all of your pencil/writing tools while you do the work (see image details)
Automatic Extension Cord Retractor for Installation behind drywall in new homes, garages, etc.
The Magic Milk Stick
"Invisible" Bookshelf: A trail attached to the wall that holds books/cases in small â€œclawsâ€ and makes them look like floating.
Turn your large dark flat screen TV into a nice piece of art! It sits smack bang in the middle of your living room, brighten it up with art!
A Modern Clothes Washingboard
A brush has tooth with refill of toothpaste By simple action(share) on a button the toothpaste goes out directly
Genius Calender by C0mmunity
TabRack is a wall rack for tablets. Store and charge any tablet, but also smartphones and a laptop. Bonus: it's also a table stand!
"The Classic Wheel Protector" Helps protect car wheels from tire shine spray
Rhythm Gem
ONE USE disposable syringe
Light shades that direct light onto various areas within a room. Turn your standard light into a night light or highlight a wall for effect.
Smart house monitor to allow aging parents to live independently. Includes alerts and ability to view and communicate.
Imagine a hanger that does not leave hanger marks and allows for a scoop-neck shirt to hang. This hanger will do it all!
Double Duo for two beverages in the same bottle. (Re-sub)
Multi-Box. Furniture stylish and versatile, adapts to different rooms and environments.
An inexpensive way to turn even a builders grade garage door into the look of a carriage style garage door in seconds. No tools needed.
A Self Measuring flour, sugar canister with out all the mess of spilling the ingredients over the counter.
"CinemaStroll" Baby Canopy
The Cornie
Smart Bot Teacher- Radio Shack
Find-a-CANE Beeper
Ergo multifunction caddy that correctly cools a laptop, has speakers with adjustable angles, and reduces neck strain when editing documents.
Protect children: Corner cushions that stay where you need them, actually do their job and PROTECT.
Straining pasta. Once cooked its hot. I would like to have a strainer built into the cooker or pot. Changing containers pasta is too hot.
Power, Storage and Light
No more tangled long electrical extension cords!(Paulette Jaques)
A TVPC, brings all the wonder of internet video to your TV, Hulu, Netflix, ABC, TV.com, NBC, all availible and can't be blocked. Linux OS
PERSONAL NIGHTLIGHT is a comfortable flashlight worn on the wrist at night. Get to the bathroom or reach the light switch without tripping.
UNIQ
Resubmit!Introducing the bobble cat toy.It also has places to put treats in.Your cat with have fun playing with this and getting a treat!
Fluorescent Aircraft Detection
Augmented-holographic device
Vegetable storage box made from unrefined salt rock.
A-Ride Alive
Dog's leash always gets stuck under its legs. A simple change to the ordinary collar will keep the leash at the back where it should be
Mini-space shelves.
Automatic water tests for a pool go to a smartphone providing time lapse charts, alerts, and specific instructions for required treatment.
A MDI inhaler accessory that receives a puff of medicine and allows the patient to easily breathe/inhale it in through the nostril
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Stop Baggy Jeans with NuBelt. A tiny clip-on tab allows the nearest belt loop to pick up slack. A quick flick and the pants are saggy again.
Smart Device Alert Application for Campfire water based fire extinguisher.
Smart Food Container:With built in weigh scale &amp; thermometer.App-enabled on smartphone.
Digital Wifi Family Message Board.
My product is going help kids grab there snack or cereal from the high fridge so now you don't have to worry about kids climbing on chairs
IMP Drive Safe Vibrating Bracelet- program it to vibrate after fixed time periods- a little buzz on every so often can keep you alert.
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school &amp; university students who can keep track of them.
kiddie chips
Hard boil egg shell remover, with air blowing hand pump. a quick simple and faster way with out breaking the egg watch video on YOUTUBE
A teaspoon or tablespoon amount of pre-packaged serving of honey to be used in tea, food and consumption . Primarily for use by tea shops
Plow-Wow snow shovel on wheels
Exoskeletal knee replacement
Phone/Tablet Microphone
A quite easy way to maintain cans and bottles in fridge. (Re-sub)
Change your spare battery without power-off your cell phone. Applicable for all the cell phones. Just need to replace the battery.
Veganizer
A spring loaded cylinder that pops up when the toilet seat is lifted and acts as a splash guard when a man is standing up and urinating.
Interactive Toy Basketball
Water dumbbell system\with drainage system for negative weight training. The dumbbells weighs less as water drains out. Tube to tube option
BPA Free Container Strainer
A light weight, compact, environmentally friendly response to the old, plastic ice chest! A great way to keep everything cool with no ice!!
A baby swing (glider) for twins or multiple babies
Selfie Mirror. Lets help people take the easiest selfie ever.
POP &amp; FREEZE. Silicone Ice Tray That Makes Adding Ice Cubes to Drinks Fun and Easy. Each Ice Cube Gets Individually pushed out and released.
photovoltaic fabric iphone, ipad, ipod,Mac holder or case (attached photo is a iphone in photovoltaic fabric case)
A sturdy base for holding food skewers in 3-D instead of lying flat. Kabobs at parties and grocery stores can be displayed well!
a nail clipper that has an attachment that prevents trimmings from flying everywhere!!
I BIKE & it can be dangerous. "STREET SMART" is a vest or b-pack so your ENTIRE BACK indicates a BRAKE or TURN w/LED ARROWS & VOICE
COMMAND!
Solar Powered Bluetooth Headset. Never worry about your headset not having any juice. Bluetooth headset with solar panel charger.
Easy-Ups
Environment friendly USB powered external fan whose speed is controlled based on the temperature of the CPU (and not ambient temperature)
Variation of the glass bottom boat A plastic see through floor and nose for Canoes and kayak to manufacture license sell or retrofit.
Hard boiled egg peeler
Two night lamps with double switch on each one of them. It allows You to turn on and off one or another from both sides of bed.
The Sand Man Kit
Transitional helmet shield
Quickzip Towel Clip
TODDLERS HAND WASH BATHROOM SOLUTION! A PORTABLE EASY TO CARRY HOOK ON "SINK SWING".
Smart Recycle Bins:With built in weigh scale.Know exactly how many pounds of plastic,glass &amp; aluminum you have from smartphone.
The Glassteroid is a combo micro-fiber sponge and glass cleaning solution dispenser to eliminate paper towel and cleaning solution waste.
A programmable self-inking stamp that allows you to quickly apply any QR code, readable by smartphones, to practically any surface.
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Put some bends on the ends! Two part bumper. Outer layer bends and stays put for multiple uses. Inner layer protects.
Collapsible Water Jug
Resubmit early 2012 DIGITAL PHOTO FRAME App allows you to delete, crop, size and rotate the pictures by touching the Frame or Cell App
The Friendly Boat
#NAME?
A bluetooth water bottle attachment that records the oz's/cups/counts of water that you drink.
QLight!! A LED light that slips over the end of your charger to find the port at night and it also doubles as a light for your key ring!!
InsulPane (XtraPane)
Dog tracker
Wink - Auto Shower control. Set time your shower time. Wink turns your shower on gets the water to your ideal temperature setting.
"SIDE MAIL BOX" Never get out of car again to get your mail! Now pull in your driveway,open your window and get your mail from all 3 sides!
PRESS-TO
PureFeet-Keep millions of germs,dirt,allergens on shoe sole out of home. This footwear sole/feet sanitizer works just like hand sanitizer.
disposable bedpan liner
A device that attaches to a boatâ€™s tow rope, and uses the riderâ€™s resistance to retract or deploy a mandatory warning flag.
GALEA - ADJUSTABLE PAINT BRUSH - for all those curved, round objects, pillars, pipes, fences, gutters... Inspired by GALEA - Roman helmet.
Seat Beats, a device to create a personal audio experience for each passenger of a vehicle using portable devices or the in-car sound system
Pooper Holder
Hair catch vacuum attachment. Works with nose trimmers, hair trimmers, mustache trimmers etc.
tea filter rests on cup edge
Snack &amp; Dipper
A tube of caulk similar in size to a toothpaste tube. Allowing you to apply caulk without buying a full-sized tube or using a caulking gun.
Head strap mount for iphone or competitor. For taking action pictures or videos hands free. Even video your golf swing and fix it.
Existing fertility monitors are expensive and unsexy. Let's make a fun, easy to use fertility monitor to help those trying to conceive.
reinforced earbuds
Wood or plastic solid shield for a fire place, with steady legs. Made in small,med or large. Gaskets all around and made in primary colors.
Smart Kitchen Trash Can
Can't Find The Nail Designs You Want? Upload Your Own Design Or Image And Print Your Own At Home! Inspiration From Quirky's Imprinter.
PERFECT YOUR GOLF SWING
App enabled microphone to hear my kitty's quiet meow outside when she calls to come in...no pet door needed.
THE STRETCH-FLEX
Soft Serve Ice Cream Cylinder
Human and Dog Umbrella
modular shelf (Resub)
SELFLAY FOOD KITCHEN KNIFE WITH A UNIQUE HANDLE DESIGN.No more sore fingers,wrists and pushing or sliding food off your
knifes!Bacteria free
What's all the rage now in the computer world? 3D printers! Let's build one now!
The idea is a simple tag with a finger hole for the back of tablets. They have a small sticker area and a finger hole with adhesive.
Chess set where the pieces lock into the squares. (with a built in timer, maybe)
EASY LADDER
B-Cool Wrist Cell Phone Band
Baby Walker - Land and Water
Loose the remote. It would be way cool if we can create a TV remote that uses a Kinect for XBOX similar technology.
Extendable Taxi Crate
Countertop organizer for the bathroom that keeps Q-tips dry and accessible and dispenses toothpaste conveniently and with no mess.
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Stick-Pad for car dashboard. Place meter ticket on the pad to prevent parking ticket. Organizer for all your tickets.
Rotary dial-style belt buckle
Grocery List Label Breaker
Asian Soup Spoon molded rubber dimpled sleeve with a Hook
Heat Sensative Thermal Travel Mug that changes colour as you heat it up and as it cools down.
Flexible Cooking Net(resubmit)
Arms of this multitap can grab electric lines or other stuffs using as a holder.
Combination pooper scooping glove and ziplock bag. No more dirty hands or smelly fingers!
The Tilt Level Resubmit
WheelzNet
Solar powered Winter coat - Resub
Everyone likes to decorate for the Holidays.Nothing is more powerful than the Holiday spirit.The time has come for awesome Holiday lights!
Expandable vase that grows like your flowers do. If you know how big it will be, you can buy to save a lot before.
Resub USB Adapter for WINK gain access to Apple TV, Roku, DVD, Blue Ray, media streamer or any device with USB, Tablet, laptop, Car Radio.
Floating raft/tube for your Dog.
Precious Passenger Alert
Vegetable and Fruit Wipes
Dalmatianz & Leopardz & Cheetahz~ Oh My!
COASTER UNFOLDS TO CUP HOLDER
Spray sanitizer and wet wipes in your hand. Fight those germs with Sanitizer spray and wet wipes in one tube the size of basic marker!
A portable microwave and warming plate so that you can heat and reheat your food away from home.
Keep your camp fire in shape, fuel dispensing metal rods make for easy fire start and ability to keep fire upright.
A water bottle that doubles in size to carry more water
iPad Cover + Stool. The cover converts into a handy seat!
This is a case that shows the see through view of the internals of any apple product.
Travel Packed Stroller
COMPACT UMBRELLA SHOPPING BAGS
Revolutionary toothpaste cap that sanitizes the tube tip between uses(a Top-10 cause of germs) plus eliminates tube mess and storage issues!
A charging cable that the end that connects to the device has a soft glowing light so that you can find it at night without any difficulty.
Hairdryer and Hand Dryer in one! When your not using for your hair, it doubles as a Hand Dryer.(Collaboration with kimberly Patota)
A charging cable that the end that connects to the device has a soft glowing light so that you can find it at night without any difficulty.
Laundry hamper rolls like a ball, fun and easy to transport clothes from the bathroom upstairs to the laundry room downstairs.
My idea consists of taking the right and left turn signals and adding the capability of a u-turn signal.
Trouble getting out of your "not so easy" chair? Tired of expensive lift chairs? Now you can keep the chair you love & get the lift you need
Flat electrical extension cord in a roll up case.
Waterproof headphones that are fitted in your ear with flexible material like earplugs.
Sinus Mask
Squeegee Swipe Attachment for Knives.
App Nap Time
A swimming cap, that allows users to answer their phone and listen to music as they swim
Belt Buckle Wallet The belt with storage space built into the buckle. Keep items handy and safe, don't drop or lose them.
Smart Toothbrush 4 Dogs &amp; Cats
App-enabled scale.
Did you lock your front door? Lock checkâ€™s purpose is to remind you that your door is locked and provide you with peace of mind.
Straw screen
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A big spoon shaped sticky plastic backed absorbent paper that replaces a spoon rest. It is disposable,absorbent &amp; non-contaminating. CLEAN!
Your Kids Artwork Organizer. Childhood memories never fade away.
The product is a burrito holder that will allow the user to prop a burrito upright instead of putting it down flat, spilling the contents.
Weight Trolley with Automatic Pulley: Makes it easy to take laundry basket or trash bag down/up the stairs
Portable Induction room heater Induction room portable heater using induction instead of resistance based heating elements.
a battery operated vibrating icescraper it vibrates through frozen ice with ease and a button on the bottom to squirt ice melt solution
BE the Tweezers! - Whenever you need a strong and determined Tweezers.
Smart Keyboard. See at a glance messages, alerts, weather, time etc. Linked to iPhone.
Have your headphones in but stay fully alert
Cupholder that leverages the arm to help lift and hold a cup. Especially those with arthritis, weak hands, or on physical therapy.
Sleddie
Security camera power supply
Aqua Level Sensor App
"BACKSEAT BUDDIES"
The Foldable STepping Tool. A stepping stool with storage for your tools such as your hammer, wrench, screwdriver and other accessories.
A soft sleeping mask/alarm clock. The mask's screen gradually brightens, mimicking a sunrise, waking you gently.
Electric Marcel Set
Pocket Leg Skirt
Auto-Balloons are self-inflating, pre-weighted, helium balloons for ANY occasion!!!! Fast, simple, inexpensive and safe!
Banglish The Game
Seat belt strap cover to keep clothes from wrinkling
The Jack-Jump: A outdoor home trampoline experience for kids who don't have a traditional backyard! Portable, safe, and lots of jumping fun.
A Better Heated Mug
DJ PRO iPad Case..........Take the Club with you as you carry your iPad around! Let's be the first company to develop this product.
Tired of filling up your car with inter cooler and motor fluid and transmission fluid with a old looking funnel i made it easy for you!
No More Light Switches
! Amazing Instant Static Cling Sunglasses! From Prescription Glasses To Sunglasses In An Instant! Way Better Than Clip Ons! (See Video Demo)
THE UNTOUCHABLE PIN - Just push the paper underneath. No need to use both hands. No need to punch or damage the paper. So eazy!
A remote activated alert system that gives a visual location for emergency 911 responce units.
All In One, Outlet and USB Port with cord wraps, plug your device cord in, wrap up excess cord, or wrap it up once you unplug your device.
Hands Fins
NomNomNote
my idea is a device made of plastic. this device holds keys, money, and some jewelry.
Hot Kicks!
Happy morning alarm
Pump out your batter! Mixing Bowl/container with a Pump Dispenser. Pump out just the right amount of batter for Cupcakes, Muffins, ect.!
A scented sheet for your air condition filter. 1 sheet will scent or deodrize your WHOLE house every time u use the air.Instead of 1 room at
Fun clock 4 kids to learn routine and indepndc-ultimate goal 4 parents. Different chimes to get up,dressed,breakfast, teeth-Could be MOM APP
Tablet Touchables
1 sm transmitter &amp; receiver to provide an audio alert. When distance exceeded-alert activated.
Slim LED Night Light! Also pass through power adapter! (VIDEO)
emergency app
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Here is my invention of MY PEDICURE FEET and I found that this is a good idea, for easier way of pedicuring and relaxing your feet.
Flexing USB Power Strip-4-way flex, twists &amp; extends, Hooks to ladders, run up stairs, fit in corners or flex anywhere. Solves many problems
Finally a butter that respects bread. Butter slices ready to melt and enjoy.
Complete the look of any bed with a stylish, comfortable and very affordable headboard. It's also eco-friendly.
Sticky Bugs. Use sticky tape on a stick to catch bugs and spiders and throw them away. No more bug crunching, or use paper towels for bugs.
golf wind monitor
Cooler Caddy
Double Ruler for Cut
A classic tea cup without the fear of spills and burns.
Mommy's Helper Wipes
DIY SHED OR HOUSE you choose! Lightweight Interconnected pieces 1 person can put together. Let's Reinvent buildings! Insulated or without
Shower Bandit
Mount for your tablet / phone in the kitchen off the counter away from spills and children, no tools required to attach, provides power
Need a little extra motivation to exercise? How about an exercise bike that turns off your TV if there's no activity. Easier than you think!
My Pillow
"COUNTER TOP MINI VAC" A hand held vacuum the size of a small whisk broom that plugs into your counter top plug for storage and recharging!
USB Flashdrive library-storage
Combining clothes washer and dryer into 1 machine; wash AND dry while NOT at home ! No more staying at home to load clothes into dryer !
Heard of the Quirky Pixit? How about combining the humble cookie cutter and the world of pixelated images! Has App and Dock station too.
"the beach buddy"- applicator for lotions than can be filled with product to "self apply" lotion to back without assistance.
FRANK: "I KEEP LOSING THE PAPER WITH THE DIMENSIONS." BOB: "HERE, USE MY NEW *TALK TAPE*. MEASURE IT, RECORD IT, AND
LISTEN TO IT LATER."
Handles archiving reusable. Easy file paper documents, including magazines, catalogsâ€¦
My Idea: A safe & secure safebox for both kids and adults
ExpandaCloset
The Bunk Box
SOCK CAN COVER: fabric cover with elastic at opening to fit snugly around soft drink or beer can, to keep out dust or bugs.
BUILD A BETTER DESKTOP: Fully Customizable Desktop Organization. Grows With You As Your Organizational Needs Change. (RS)
A case with inside outside pockets
Foldable step stool that can be folded/unfolded by foot.
Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set or adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
stainless-still strips (SSS)
To invent a weighted device to keep your plastic cups and bowls from flipping over in the dishwasher and filling with water and debris.
No-lice-4-me cedar hair band+
Stay organized and confident you have proof with this convenient receipt filer. Hooks up to your computer for back up. Digital &amp; fireproof.
Contact Lenses Indicator: Prevent Fungi/Bacterial Growth &amp; Protein Build-Up on Contacts by Disposing 2-week or 30-day Contacts on Time
the all spring golf tee.
"The Retractable Straw"
Deep Snorkel
finger protecting pill popper
I have a planned apparatus for the controlled acceleration and sustainment of nuclear fusion reactions, for energy and defense purposes.
Lightweight plastic panels, reconfigurable to work as boxes, furniture, and flotation devices and can be laid flat for storage.
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Trick thieves with the MIRROR SAFE! A diagonal mirror creates the illusion that the safe is empty.
Working frame puzzle holder held intact by plexiglas and easily transported during assembly or hung when finished with no gluing necessary.
vault card
Dual action tread socks/night-lights. When the wearer walks or stands in their no-slip socks, the socks light up!
My idea is a basket ball hoop that lights up at night.
breast feeding marker
Removable cell phone holder. Attaches around center of bra. Made of SOFT cloth material. Great for when driving! Use on any bra. Handsfree!
No tack, no magnet cork board. Air Suction with the press of a finger will hold paper or photos to the board
corn flakes in a can
My EZ-UMBRELLA will close and then WRAP itself up too. Don't ever get soaked again, don't put down the coffee. Just click and you're done.
FLOATING CAMERA BALL Turn it on, hold it up in the air, let go and pose! The floating camera ball will focus on you &amp; snap pics / video!
Outdoor Power Strips
Day counter for kids. Helps them count down the days that are left to a date of your choice (birthdays, christmas, trip, etc.
TravelTap
Bluetooth Child Locks
RC Flying Game
This is called the Perfect Cut. How would you like the exact haircut that you described and not be upset by the outcome.
Restraining Head Band: So the child sleeping in the moving car doesn't drop the head back and forth as you drive bumpy/curvy/speedy roads
Resub.Head Cooling System Collab. with youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed to be Worn Underneath Hats etc.
I love my dish scrubber w/handle. Problem: storing when wet. Idea: weighted U-shape holder that sits on sinkedge- keeps it near as it dries.
Meat Wheel. The design allows for one-handed forceful pressure to tenderize or flatten, so you don't have to whack your meat with a hammer.
Stinky shoes? Here's a 'chest' where shoes can have antibacterial spray/be deodorized/dried/or any combo in 8 to 20 minutes.
Fast Focus!
Stomach Sleeper Pillow
Tooling Toddler
Coffee is delightful. French Pressed coffee is divine. Our French Press insures the perfect cup every time... Even when you're half asleep.
The Sani-Knife uses UV light to measure and kill germs and bacteria inside knife blocks, those tiny slots that are impossible to clean.
Wine bottle floor lamp
Help in communication in a country of culture and language.
Vibrating baby-awake bracelet
Woodless Pencils
A Blue Tooth MP3 wristwatch that pairs with a head mic and remote speaker. Ideal for teachers, trainers, musicians, coaches and instructors.
built in air mattress in a tent ez as 1,2,3 1,unfold 2,air up 3,put poles
TIE, SCARFS, BELTS, WATCHES ORGANIZER
Wake Up Bracelets
Tracker
Resub, 85% view/vote. A standard broom with bristles that expand into a sharp configuration for easy access to corners and tight spaces.
HANDLE IT - for Knives - An Easy Way to Add an Extra Handle to your Knife!
Curved Carbon Fiber Boom Pole
SurfStash magnetic key device that keeps your keys safe and protected while you are in the water or shredding the trail!
Water Cooler Filter. Use house water to fill up jug. Save money on the price of water and on travel time/gas spent to get the water
BEVERAGES DISPENSER COLLAR. This is dual beverages dispenser with straws that you put around your neck.Colors that contrast with the water.
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The Cool Case
VIDEO: Join the Movement to create the Ultimate Grill Scissors.
A full size keyboard with speakers that docks with the I Pad&Iphone that is also a power charging station and carrying case with storage
No-More H2O Water Bowl.....Dog water bowl that changes color when the water is out or nearly empty
How do you like your steak? Rare, Medium, Well Done, or Quirky?
Smart Hand Soap Dispenser
No More Splatter!
A Tree Watering Bag that looks good on your garden. As a disguise it would have a segmented rock like shell, pebbles, or even fake grass.
The two devices can be charged at one time and one place.
100 Calorie Diet! An app that tells you what portion of any food contains 100 calories.
growies
Ballon Brilliant!
Power strips are often on the floor while in use, right in the territory of our voracious little explorers... let's keep them safe...
Dog Chef
suitcase / chair
Create an Infrared case that controls Smarthome and t.v. from any Idevice and from any room in the house.
Are your shoes wet? Got caught out in the rain while on a run? Here's how to make it all better! The shoe-boot & sweater drying stand.
App enable star gazing glasses
Oversized,18" x 20", colorful & foldable beach bag with 20" handles. Lightweight & functional. Colorfully tasteful, not tacky.
attachment 4 pet collar allows you to send your pet messages via voice text and multiple alert options to notify you via text
A garage door opener that alerts you when you exit your garage and forget to close the garage door.
Precise and flexible Coffee brewing (or Tea). Control the temperature and brew ratio to perfect the preparation of every cup. Love coffee
Quickfind Fire Extinguisher
The Kitchen Spatula/Tong. French Toast: fingers clean and bread together. Fries: Remove them easier. Burgers: Squeeze the grease out.
Multi-Utensil rest to put spoons, spatulas, knives and forks while you are cooking.
Child safety alert for pools
animal sanitization pad
Packing for a new born for family outings will be made easier with a nipple that fits all standard water bottles to reconstitue formulas.
Would you like to play your games in other rooms of your home without moving your whole game console and without using a portable game unit.
Wine Pumps:Cork or cooking wine cap with built-in spray pump adapter.Resub.
3 in 1 Baby Shower Project
Deep watering system for plants, puts water &amp; fertilizer at the roots. Eliminates surface water,weeds, and damage to expensive landscaping.
My idea is a basket which fits in the top of sun tea jars to hold the tea bags.
Lunch Lock or Lockit
A Better Way To Bread Meats and Vegetables. No More Gooey Fingers!
Traction tape measure
Bluetooth Adapter Cassette
a "portable safe" that can hold your keys/phone while your running/playing at the park, track, or pretty much anywhere.
The AppEnabled Oil Tank Sentry
This product fits automobile window, dual color, fabric covering for SUV, truck, Camper shell, minivan windows. Works! 100% Sun protection!
A long USB cable with multiple USB ports at 3 ft intervals
Counting Cigarette Case
Have you ever lost your TV remote control? I know I have. Now you can locate it with a remote locator that simply attaches to your TV.
BATTERY OPERATED WEED SPRAYER. Let's automate weed spraying no more pumping up your sprayer. Use the battery operated continuous sprayer.
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A device that house holds can use that cuts clean slices of butter so you don't have to dig your knife full of toast crumbs into it.
Customizable Cell Phone Cover
A watch with temperature, A digital watch would work well. It will have time, temperature and date. In men and womens
Cleenob
Hidey Heel
FLEXIBLE. PORTABLE. SURROUND SOUND by your ears while watching a movie in bed or in a chair. or party occasions. Clamp Speakers to things!!
The Follow Fan is an oscillation fan that only turns in the direction of the user. Your new fan will only move when you do!
Large Magnetic Dolls - attach to wall and dress with your own clothes. A toy that is also a nice room decoration. Endless Fun and Creativity
Smart Car Seat Buckle
You're standing in line. Phone rings. Frantic,you search. Solve this t-t-today Junior! The PhoneSock can be attached to your purse,or belt.
Non-UV Resistant Lax Goggles
Hitch Handle
My app would allow users who wear reading glasses to view the screens of their iPhones and iPads without having to wear their readers.
M-Rider - Off season snowboard
THE CUBE OUTLET,the best way to organize your devices connected to outlets.Be 1,3,5 or even 8 devices connected in series as you desired.
EXPANSE LAUNDRY. No time for laundry? Basket overflowing? Let's make EXPANSE for LAUNDRY!
The Health Comb would kill lice and nits via applied heat, thus ensuring these nasty pests could be eliminated quickly and with ease.
What's up everybody. My idea is a wireless Wind gust monitor that go off during high wind. It remind you to let the umbrella down & others.
A license plate frame with up to 4 click-on attachments. Choices could be: sports team, college, cause, fraternity/sorority, or place(OBX).
BINDER BUDDY, connects to the opened end of your binder to provide support and keep the binder a uniform size to keep shelves tidy! Voila!
Combination of two very effective lint brushes: the clasic lint brush and the roller brush with adhesive.
Minimalist coffee machine
Cane-brella
Secure and Deodorize your trash bags. No more droopy bags and no more tying knots...clip and go. It's quick!
Resub Universal Dock Reader Wifi App HDD SD XD MS Mini SD Micro SD send view &amp; storage all data from your cell music pic video scan doc etc
automatic dog treat dispenser
The Dyce
Anywhere Hammock
THE ALL IN ONE LID, size doesn't matter. This lid will fit any baking dish and can be used for all stove top cooking.
THE ULTIMATE BOUNCE HOUSE. Inflatable BOUNCE HOUSE -Lights up when you jump, Play your iPod, lights to the beat, Play laser game inside!
**Patented Cabinet Installation Tool** For DIY & Const. folks, Great Lowes product, makes anyone an expert installer in minutes
Universal Tablet Bumper Clips. Clip onto any Tablet Corners to protect from accidental falls.
Cafe WiFi Control
3G module for Google Glass !! (you dont need to carry your phone AND glass around - just wear google glass and be on your way )!!
Everybody takes a shower, or a bath. We all moisturize our skin but always run into a problem when we need to get to those hard to reach.
Hand-held garment vacuum fork
RESUB:Updated: A SHOWER DRILL SERGEANT-add to any showerhead to get kids in &amp; out of the shower quicker.Lower water bills!227votes/248
views
PROBLEM=kids constantly flushing the toilet PRODUCT=childproof toilet handle, like a childproof bottle cap on medication
A Bluetooth menu device, recognizes customers when seat at a table, enables them to make reservations through their Smartphone.
Kitchen Knife Block With SHarpeners Built Inside Slots. Everytime You Take or Put In It SHarpens The Blade. Modern.Sleek.SEXY Design
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Line of wireless app enabled power outlets and switches. Control and monitor your power consumption throughout your house.
A clear magnifying film that would let me utilize my smartphone anywhere, without reading glasses
reverse umbrella poles entering the cortical breakthrough. Outer surface exposed to the rain, the rainwater flows down only when folded
Stroller Rocker
The Ipad does not vibrate when playing games or if you recieve email etc. It be great to have this option for the millions of Ipad users
Throw it - A unique way of organizing things for lazy people. Just throw whatever you have on the wall and it sticks - Read more
Quirky Garment Odor Neutralizer and Sanitizer â€“ The Natural Power of Ozone! - Extend Life of Clothes! Reduce Dry Cleaning Bills!
this product is reusable lightweight comes in different colors strong foldable shelves for your locker with a handhold to carry.
Send a short message to WI-FI enabled people within range.
Wireless PET COMMUNICATOR~Pets communicate via prerecorded English messages through paw activated buttons mounted within their reach.
SmartPod - for easy scanning
restrings
Hold her close - never lose your $20 stylus again. Stick it to your iPad with the Magnetic Pouch Adapter!
Traveling USB Cord Wallet
LINE EXTENSION for PowerCurl.I own 3 PowerCurls and love them but I'm only family member to wind them up. How about retractable cord system?
Detergent Pod Dispenser
An app enabled baby gym that tracks babies daily activity, which side the baby is playing more to know dominant hand
a light support frame that would allow the neck and cervical spine to move normally under usual conditions but lock up in extreme cases.
Bluetooth/RFID Door Handle. Quirky, let's reinvent the door to lock/unlock using a RFID key based on proximity, or a smartphone app
GOT HAIR? GOT FLAIR? WANNA STYLE 'N DRY WITHOUT A CARE??? VOILA! THE DRYER YOU NEED IS HERE!
It's time to take the recycling of water bottles and other materials to the next level and make them the materials for home 3D printers!
Coffee (or any) Can funnel/lid
The cap strap is used to secure your cap or hat so that you don't lose it,as many people do.
My-heart
A hanger bar with vertically adjustable sections to allow you to hang different length clothes on the same bar at a reachable height.
Baby Safe
Going to the Beach? Let me guess..your phone, wallet, and Ipod are in your shoe! Not Anymore! Beach Safe will give you peace of mind!
School Bus
Expandable Skillet
No more cold wrists! Maintain the link between your glove and sleeve with sheer microfleece cuff.
EZKill Insect and nest removal
An set of insulated window louvers that perform 5 different functions at different times of the day, actuated by a sun-detecting photocell.
Perch (for hanging cookbooks)
Garden Hose Water Filter
my idea is a "safe" that can be attached to your bicycle to store your keys and/or cell phone while your ride your bike.
2 drills back to back with a rotational handle allowing you to drill and drive. Rotate handle to opposite side and power is switched over.
SmartDry - Smart Clothes Dryer
Mix items cooking in microwave as it cooks. (plastic, dishwasher safe, suction cup install. fast, easy! Example: stir soup for even cooking.
A "green" golf tee. A biodegradable golf tee that is safe for our environment and will desolve into the tee box while fertilizing it.
Tired of dishes falling over on the drying rack? No more with the higher rack to keep them from falling!
NoToiletPaper! There it sits,the empty roll&there U sit staring at it! ToiletPaperBuddy stores Xtra roll where&when U need it.
For Kangols. A soft foam band contoured to the shape of the cap that is adjustable to fit different sizes eliminating the need to use paper
Transparent Aluminum WiFi Toaster:That's right see through metal with App on smartphone for the perfect toast every time.
Night running lights for sneakers, APP to change settings, shoe lights, safety orange hazard settings and sounds
A case especially design for children..but not just for them..no more dropping your iphone.
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A product that makes installing or expanding your network as simple as screwing in a light bulb, using this Wireless Homeplug Lamp adapter.
Bible quote keychain that plays one of thousands of random bible quotes any time users feel the need for inspirational and uplifting words.
Towel clip is used when you want to get a towel to sit tight around your body so that you can move naturally without worry it will come off.
Self hardening water bottle
Snappy Dry
Lotion Warmer Wink
Fridget Widget
Childs growth stick, instead of being stuck on the wall, take it with you when you move, write on it, learn from it.
A spoon is conected to a knife (at the end) and the knife has a little plastic squeegee bit that helps little kids pick up small foods!
Stationary Lap Swimmer
Styling shirt
Unmute an Iphone from another device.
Bicep, Elbow, and knee jell ice pack mold: Ice pack comes out frozen and flat and does not form to the body part that needs heeling.
Never lose again your dog, keys wallet by putting the geolocalizer ring on anything. App-enabled, your phone gives you the way to find it
A blues harp with a microphone for amping or a stretchable band with built in wireless mike and power supply. my idea you are wireless.
This children's sprinkler is like pivot power. Each head squirts a different way 12" gap between heads and 5 different heads! fun for all:)
A Wallet Pen! (With Update Video)
A measurement and marking device in the basic shape of a ruler or level with a programable screen displaying your marking locations.
I would take a toilet brush and add detergent to the stem for easy cleansing, and then add a case to enclose the brush in UV light/germ free
The idea is a shower/bathtub head with a place to insert a cartridge where water would flow through the cartridge and affect the water.
An App The Obituary,alerts you when someone in your contact list passed away.
Multi colored clip on lenses for phone cameras to add different feelings/mood to pictures
IQ CUP - inteligent cup which shows You at which temperature You can add Honney, Green Tea, White tea, Instant cofee ....
Non Slip Pump Soap Holder
My Phone is my computer!
The smart cleaning brush
An all-in-one solution for using an iPad while standing, without taking it out of your bag.
Pilot The Planet - A Map-based Board Game!
Eraser with corner tip for those small correction now with ergonomic shape. As seen on my new render. No more dirty finger.
Never Spill Your Soup Again! A Collaborative Entry
Idea would look like a hacky-sack but fit into empty cup spaces in cardboard drink holders so they don't tip over and spill in the car.
The "REACH" extends distance between vehicle and trailer. With a push of a button.
Gas Powered Tiki Torches connect to your BBQ! Let there be (more) light!
Stop Guessing Which Plug Is Which! (With Update Video)
Rapid Aid
Warmup
A permanent way to decorate your home using paint-able light strips with an easy to install low voltage system that's undetectable when off.
Everyone GOES 2 the beACh, SWimS &worries about thEIr stuff..well no more,NOW they have "Beach Lock" a PERSONAL use, AnTi theft beach system
Muff-Stache
Extremely thin (2-3mm wide) transparent, brilliantly-colored fluorescent tape with improved dispensing mechanism. *Highlighting alternative*
A skin tight rain coat that offers people full protection from the rain. It covers a personâ€™s entire body very snugly.
ONE PIECE PET FEEDER with Built-in Bowls with removable liners for easy refill.
An iPad frame with two sturdy handgrips to solve two big obstacles to using an iPad on the job: it's fragile, and it's slippery.
Bug-away
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A stylish gadget charging station that allows you to keep your charger plugged in, but prevents it from using power when not in use.
PREVENT LOSS OF YOUR KEYS OR WALLET BY A MICRO CHIP ATTACHED TO THEM THAT WOULD NOTIFY YOU VIA A PHONE APP
WHEN YOU ARE SEPARATED FROM THEM.
BayBround
Boxing Mitts sound pads: Hit the pads like Floyd Mayweather but have sounds or assigned to the Mitts. The Mitts are touch sensitive
Under the Hood Tool Shelf
LEMON SQUEEZER,ZESTER,SEED CATCHER & FRESH KEEPER, ALL IN ONE + HANDLE HOT STUFF IN THE KITCHEN >>FIVE IN ONE
DEVICE!!!
Attached is a template that protects the back of my guitar from setting the guitar down on its back,belt buckles or rivets from your pants.
My cup runneth over
Leak Me Not! - Your Protection From Sheet Stains During Your Monthly Cycle.
SmartBasket
In office, you don't know all toilet stalls are occupied until you enter the lavatory! Why don't install an indicator outside the lavatory?
Deodorant on the go. Easily keep a few in your wallet, purse or pocket.
ï¿¼My vision is a video programmable light switch--an iLightSwitch (see .pdf) that operates kinda like an iPod but much, much simpler.
Baby BWF
Built-in Skateboard Backpack.
kid in a box
What I propose is a paper bio degradable 100% recyclable hard composite coffee pod and lid with a compostable hemp filter.
My idea is a metal plate that heats up on an induction cook top for cooking with pots and pans that don't otherwise work with induction.
A towel or mat that can be inflated in segments so it can be used as a float or as a towel to dry yourself or to lay out and have a pillow
Apple Watch/iPhone Power Bank
Induction 2Part Window Cleaner
Sahara, the fastest dryer ever
Slim printer that you can attach directly to your iPad! Portable to print anywhere -anytime!
Underwater smartphone cover.
A touchscreen tablet that can display music sheets clearly. It follows what you're playing and displays the next page automatically.
Prevent your device (iphone-ipod-anyphone) from slipping out of your pocket. With this holder/clamp it never drops in the toilet again.
Sanitizing floor mat
Cordless Handheld Portable Palm Steamer with dock/ along with Garment Upkeep Organization Carrying Case , For Home use, and travel!
ITâ€™S A BROOM, ITâ€™S A SQUEEGEE, NO, ITâ€™S A BUEEGEE
"A bike lock has been cut in your vicinity. Look for any suspicious activity. Do not confront anyone; take photo &amp; send to Snakelock.com
PUMPTRAX, a modular skateboard ramp/park designed for kids, with a unique design that allows big half-pipe moves with a smaller park.
Swim fins where the blades fold up for walking. Fins are cumbersome/trouble to pull on/off many times-Think sitting in the sand or tripping
Digital Shopping Carts
Safe for valuables and shoe storage
Smart Bottle: Keep track of how many water you drink, get a healthier body.
Connected Ceiling Fan
The Easy Dog/Cat Scoop
a bracelet that you put on your infant while it is sleeping that sends the babies vital information to your smart device.
Don't lose your golf club headcover again. A device that clamps to any headcover in one end and clips onto golf bag in other end.
Sink Faucet Water Extender: Funnels Water to Children + Disabled. Matches Hardware. Suctions to Sink. Rotates + Extends.
GPS leash
Commentary App activated by headphone sensor.
AC COOLER: A COOLER HAVING AN AIR DUCT HOSE WHICH CLIPS ONTO ANY CAR AC VENT DIRECTING COLD OR HOT AIR INTO THE
COOLER.
App enable T shirt with display ****Double Digit Votes received in 1st day of voting!!!***
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Multiple MacBook Charge Adapter for the MacBook / MacBook Pro
The "Foot Hut" allows quality "sleeping on your backâ€ by preventing the bedcovers from exerting too much pressure on the top of your feet.
RESUB: We maybe ahead of the curve but...I would like to create a CARRYING CASE with a KEYBOARD that can store and operate 2 IPADS.
Watch with VIDEO walkie Talkie
Insert corer in center of 1/2 of fruit; handles closed. Rotate handles--serrated ends will loosen core Open handles and extract! Voila!
Disposable sunblock wipes specifically designed to allow oneself to apply SPF to his/her back without help from someone else.
Strippy, keep your car cleaner
Photo Tagging App
Smart Nozzle Vacuum Cleaner
MULTI TOOL FOR DECORATIONS OF CAKES AND DESSERTS (resub) Several tools in one product. Useful and practical. Cake design
A USB-Powered accessory pouch mounted to the back of a laptop screen to Store/Sync/Charge up to 4 USB devices on-the-go.
Aesthetically pleasing, take anywhere, "Boxed Wine Holder" with built in aerator to improve taste.
Power Consumption Reducer
strap/stretchy/elastic built into cell phone back cover or as additional clip on, fingers insert, thumb can navigate, no dropped phone!
It's PigTime! ~*~ A complete stereo hi-fi music component plus charger for your iPhone/iPod. (Yes, it's a pig!)
toilet seat tipper
Line Extention: Bandits Minis good for kids of all ages and good for us dads.
MotorSctroller
"Neat-place Mate" by Dalney
The idea is to enhance a product that is already available here, it's Plug Hub. Now an enhanced version to support power bricks
self-centering guitar stand
Zip tie shoelace - shoelace with rachet case as one end for quick tie by pulling other end through rachet, with squeeze latch for release.
The Halloween Backpack
Cat owners can now remove loose hair, reduce shedding and hairballs by grooming their cat 8 to 10 times a day with the Litter Tube.
"Jiggy" Calming device 4 baby
Baby milk/cereal powder dispenser, no more powder spilled while preparing baby bottle with the provided measuring spoon.
Most gym bags do not fit on lockers horizontally, set them vertical and you have a mess, until... The sport bag organizer.
Wet Toilet Paper Holder - Improve area of personal hygiene that hasn't changed in 100+ years. Provide easy access to moist, flushable paper.
Box fan filter holder allows user to insert commercially available filters to keep the fan clean and circulate filtered air!
Disposable Shot Glass
Whether regular prescription glasses or reading glasses, if you don't have them as sunglasses; the summer sun is a killer! Until now!
EASY GO-ER
Laundry Zipper Saver
Over the door storage. Organize pantries, bathrooms, office and hobby supplies. Removable clips for chips and files. No tools required!
An Iphone case with a built in tripod stand for those just out of arms reach moments
TopGun crash copter
When it Pours it's Measured. Measure spice(ie. salt) is as easy as getting spice container open and measure amount need on recipe and pour.
The bottle basket. Holds your fruit at the top for more flavor. Secures to bottle, closable lid that is also easily identified.
A solar ink power pack mounted on the back of laptop screens to convert outdoor/indoor light to power &amp; extend their 'time to next plug-in'.
Kitchen Coaster! Makes clunky heavy kitchen appliances mobile. Dolly that coffee makers, mixers sit on to easily maneuver around countertop
MOTION ACTIVATED ALARM CLOCK (Save Money, Sleep Better, Reduce Your Risk of Cancer)[VIDEO]
Gem Cave
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INFLATABLE DISPOSIBLE TRASH BAGS: TRASH BAGS HAVING INFLATABLE TOP RIM, WALL BEAMS, BOTTOM RIM AND AIR VALVE
FLANGE.
Portable, stackable bookshelves with an attached lid. Wood, plastic, anything light and strong. Plain, or ornate.
pen holder its also a screw driver holder for Cubicles or desk or bench
Glasses with zoom in and out
Phone charging cart
Party Snap Tag
Re-mastering Gameboy games, like pokemon,bayblade,metabots and even Dragonball z
sNO-Sleeve
Body Wash Wand
Tips - An Assist to Accurately Text and not Smudge your Smart Phone Screen With Finger Prints
Pool battleship. Use the app to steer and shoot water, or even deliver drinks.
App-enabled hand gripper
"Kangaroo Pocket" what's yours stays yours. Things won't fall out and pickpockets won't stand a chance!
A simple, portable, inexpensive, but effective way to get that pesky sand off of your feet after a day at the beach. It's stylish too:)
A TEXTING Accesory
The water fountain
GRIPS & SLIPS. Stop kitchen & bath towels from slipping off rack onto floor. Closet rods too, keep hangers in place! Sticky back & flexible!
Please help COLLABORATE - Mug Stir needs it's own mug, sugar bowl, milk jug and plate to make it a set to be proud of.
Rainy Day Handset - waterproof for use in rain &amp; nasty weather. Connects wirelessly to your phone (which stays tucked away safe and dry).
LULA - Stylish bar stool.
Precise Stapler
dryer, curling, smoothy iron
Necksaver
App that tells you the clothes you have used and never go to a Party with the same clothes as your friends.
Breathe New Life Into Your Favorite Manual Screw Drivers. Now You Can Insert, Lock Chuck Onto Shaft And Power Them. A Wrist And Time Saver.
sdfsd
dsfsd
The 'Clock It' hamster wheel will display how far your pet has traveled on its daily run.
Wee Wipes are the fun &amp; easy way for kids to "SEE" that they are keeping their hands clean when cleaning themselves on the potty!
Gardeners Soft Touch
Designer Drag
folding arm chair strap
it allows you to charge your ipod on the go and doesnt require sunlight or outlets. its just you, the device, and your ipod.
FINI LE VOL DE PORTABLE
The Circle Of Protection
iPhone Oscilloscope to replace Handheld oscilloscopes &amp; PC-based oscilloscopes
Automated Lawn service
A magnetic slide for guitars.
HANDLE IT - So Many Tools it can Lend a Helping Hand to!
The "Campfire Heat Reflector" is a concave shaped fireproof aluminum heat reflector that keeps your back warm and toasty at a campfire.
A toy vehicle that rides on a plastic rail, a string, or any edge. Rails can be configured for jumps, loop-the-loops, turns, etc.
I TRIPPED THE BREAKER, AGAIN!!! DON'T "FLIP" OVER THIS! (Re-Sub)
Same technology to load the brushteeth with paste has been used since many years ago. Will be fun to have a new way to do the same.
A Holiday Spice Tree that's simply a wire tree with a removable base that can be filled with various items/potpourri and reused.
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cat litter basket to help clean a litter box.would save pet owners time, money&their backs.there r 38 million househlds that own cats.
Labeled food boxes
Modular Speaker
My idea is a jewelry and coat hanger storage box,
STAIR CLIMBING LUGGAGE
COOK YOUR LUNCH ON JUST ONE PAN! This idea can make various kind of food at the same time in the same pan!
HoneyComb
Resubmit; Formally The S Team. Trash can that splits open for easy cleaning. Lid holds bags and odor eliminator. Conceals bag overlapping.
WATCH GUARD 360
A base hanger with 5 hanger arms to hang different garments. You push down the base to clamp together those arms and compress the clothes.
Plush Squeak Matt. Crawl, walk or roll. Makes tons of squeaky noises and sounds for learing. Promotes Activity!Resub
AIR 4 LIFE
Kids Mirror Minder ))) Colorful &amp; Fun Removable Symbols that Stick to a Mirror. Wash Hands, Brush Teeth/Hair, Make Bed, Eat Breakfast..
Aspiration Alarm: The smart twist many have strived to find for the traditional alarm clock!
The Paint can AND roller tray cart,ADJUSTABLE heights w/wheels on two of the legs! So simple,but so needed! There just aren't any!
Smart football
1 for make it confortable And the other for make a safety car
Peel &amp; Stick That Bleeding Razor Nick/Cut Fast
A scrolling LED sign that is in the back of a car. It receives messages via a mobile device or smartphone. It is linked to twitter/facebook.
An AUTOMATIC Bike Turn signal for increased safety.
"The Doorman" ensures that you never forget anything when leaving home.
The Craft is the pool raft of the 21st century! The Craft is a raft kit with inflatable pieces that lets you build your own water raft.
The Intelligent Outlet...A smart outlet that will make everything else on the market obsolete...How you ask? Click and Read on...
Measuring cup collapses at 3/4,1/2,1/3,1/4,1/8 intervals. Handles clip "into" each other to mainain stability. Easy, folds to almost nothing
A water bullet gun that shoots water bullets in discrete separated packets that are visibly identifiable and not in a stream...
Chameleon Nails
Multi Grater- it does it all
Wireless lights
Heat powered generator lamp
Small stud strip that wraps around the tire between the rim it has a ratcheting lock with rubber underside for quick installation&amp;protection
Non-Ricochet Urinal
Modular Wall City for Kids: Fun Shaped Cubes on Wall. Rail-Type System for Sliding Cubes. Great for Play. Space-Saving!
Two lint rollers cradled in one comfortable unit to pull dog hair off everything including polar fleece!
App-enabled vibrating shoe insert so you can program your foot massage with your smart phone
Babies always stir before waking. If rocked and hummed to between stirring and waking, they fall asleep again. A cradle to do just that?
Frost Fast
Hydro-Hammock â€“ combines the tranquility of pure relaxation with the refreshment of a cool mist spray.
"Skinny" Ratchet Whisk.
NestXL â€“ Car wash bucket with a little extra height when you need it. Render by Vector
You open the fridge door and wonder - "what should I eat?" while the fridge feasts on electricity. Add shelve curtains, keep fridge cool.
Is not electrical so the cost is more accessible. Is a hygienic grater, which one is OK in a formal and informal table.
Non-toxic, time-saving Oven Cleaning Product that is safer environmentally, dishwashable, and reusable.
Accessory that attaches under the seat on the commode which exhausts the smells and purifies the air through carbon filters and scented pads
Salad Ball
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Are you tired of the squirrels and birds ruining your outdoor up-start plants! Let`s protect them!
Resubmitted Back washing lufa pad that sticks to Shower wall. Perfect for individuals who have trouble reaching their back.
No-spill measuring spoons that level off INSIDE your spice jars. Measure "to a T" by sliding the cover forward with your thumb.
This power adapter allows other devices to stay connected &amp; you gain 4 USB outlets for charging. Great for home, work, hotels and airports.
CONSUMER SURPLUS FOR EVENTS
Huge New Market! Make Starbucks' new $1 reusable coffee cup your mug. Form-fitted sleeve with handle makes Starbucks' cup your everyday mug
VOTE!! Annoyed when you can't reach the left over sauce or creme from a jar or bottle? This product makes it easy for you to get everything.
Cordless Heated Bowls- For dips or foods you want to keep warm on the dinner table.(Paulette Jaques)
Graffiti spray
Tired of your house dog marking his territory. Give him a whiz station!
THE MAGNETIC iCASE. Use your iPhone as a timer on the fridge, as a speaker on a (workout) bench, or show... Read on. Design explained.
JUMP JUMP
A device that can be placed in a yard/garden to measure the amount of sun that a spot receives. It would allow for proper plant location.
This temperature controlled inhaler case can be vital for millions of people. It will ensure that every inhaler will function properly.
Twin glass case in hard material, with a belt clip, with labels or color coding for identification. Also soft material case.
Visor Versa - visors with interchangeable bands! With hundreds of bands available, and 12 colors of visors, the possiblities are endless!
Ugly feet? Toenail fungus? Corns or bunyuns on your toes? Hate to wear flip flops? Keep your toes covered AND keep that flipflop feeling.
A SNOWMAN FORM that you'd pack with snow to make the perfect snowman. Eah component would fit inside the other for easy storage.
Did you forget if you closed your garage door and you don't want to turn around? Call your garage door to close it.
The AppEnabled oil tank sentry
Frost pencil sharpener - i love sharpen the pencil
Dental care toy for dogs
TempBaby
A artist palette that has a clear plastic cover that air can be pumped out saving expensive acrylic or oil from drying.
Hubby uses Bandits 4 wrapin cords&writes on Bandit wat the cord is.Why not hav Bandits w/label ID built in2 1 product? C update 2 idea
The "Plywood Template Dry-erase Whiteboard" is used to easily layout all of the various shapes (cuts) needed for a woodworking project.
An automatic sanitizing toilet seat, not only inside but the tops of toilets
entertainment-flex
(80% v/v ratio) Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set/adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
Wink Bicycle Bell for Children - App-Enabled and Loaded with Fun Sounds!
Flip all foods with one motion while still in the oven. Steam on stove top. Drains fats and grease for good health.
Bike Carrier With Shop Basket
Sensitive cushion connects with a timer to remind the seater to have break time, thus, avoid long time seating effects on our health.
Magnetic Mini Clip tape holder with cutter.
Time to EAT! Who would love to pick up a freshly made burrito without all the mess? I WOULD. How about a "Burrito Holder"?
VERY low profile cabinet, attaches to wall for stability, weight rests on bottom front. Fits anywhere, everyone could use this! RESUB update
Waterproof Mp3 player & Recorder for the Shower...Imagine, Karaoke in the Shower!
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled! RESUB
A swinging arm that attaches to the front of a suitcase. If your suitcase tips, the arm will swing out and prop it upright before it falls.
DRAWER SEPARATOR to forget the messy drawers.
reusable paintable masks
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Package Receiving System-Video
fitted disposable table cloths
D-Breathe is a light weight mesh cover that attaches to the face mask for sports that involve use of a helmet with face mask protection.
Pole Protection Jacket Great for Business and Environmentally correct It saves millions with less chemicals released in the ground wtr
Bathroom Exhaust Fan That Vents Through Window Via Tubing (Like Portable Air Conditioners)
Mysquitoasis
well it's pretty simple it's just taking waterwings, pool noodles, beach balls, car tubes and what not, and i covered them in fun fur &amp;cloth
It's nice to know when all your family has arrived home safely. App enabled.
A laptop wireless card range extender. Range extenders exist for routers but not for internal wireless cards. Don't buy a new wireless card!
dog and human pool raft
TURBO DRIVES = GOLF CLUBS ON STEROIDS
Lock The Door
Hide your nasty toilet plunger! Every home has one & new low flow toilets need them more than ever. Cover the standard red rubber plunger.
a plastic 12-cupcake holder that comes with a dome-shaped cover, something like a Slurpee cup. ease of sending cupcakes via post.
Beeping flashing keyless entry key so you can find HOUSE KEY in your purse to get in the front door faster.
Portable shopping list clipboard that snaps onto shopping cart handle! Holds shopping list, coupons and pen. Stay organized at the store!
I present you a sun protector PROTECSUN. This object is adaptable, plegable, and useful. Stop covering your face with a shirt while tanning!
Cool earpiece-free 3D glasses for the ones of us that already wear corrective glasses.
A cell phone case that stores ear buds. No more wondering where your ear buds are.
A pegboard universal stand, Ipad, Iphone, Ipod, even your Mac can use this board for use, charging or viewing.
A pet bed attachment for your bed! Allow your fluffy friends to sleep in your bed without forcing you into uncomfortable positions.
Sports Social Media Website
Paper Towel Mop
He said:"THATS NOT WHAT I SAID",She said:"YES IT IS!" If only there was an independent third party to say who said what. Meet HeSaidSheSaid
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled! RESUB
Clothes iron covers 3D
La balance connectÃ©e
NuggeTao
Hang It Helper - Makes Hanging a Group of Pictures Easier - Hammer That Nail into your Wall Right the First Time
Bikes and public transportation pair well, but stress the right wrist. A Spork locks the bike's fork so you can lug it with both hands.
Collar Iron (Yes, bad name. Great product idea!)
To clean small windows like divided lights, you need to be efficient! We need a MINI-Squeak!!! Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT
Furniture mover with crank lift for when your cleaning or rearrange your home. Help Prevent people from blowing out their back
The H2kO Wrestlin Ring.A wrestling ring with inflatable and adjusting ring posts to keep kids or adults apart from others in pool.
VERY low profile cabinet, attaches to wall for stability, weight rests on bottom front. Fits anywhere, everyone could use this! RESUB update
Not enough space in your closet? Why not hang things from the ceiling, like on a pulley system?
*SEE VIDEO* Unique Gutter Cleaning Tool, Saves Time and Reduces the Risk of Falling from Ladder.
Tidy up electric cords
Affordable Accents
cell phone saver
A Dual garment hanger. Save space by hanging multiple garments on the same hanger.
My family loves Kiwi fruit, but we all don't like prepping them. They're too soft to peel... Now WITH ONE MOTION you're ready to eat!
A pedal adapter for bike riders to use street shoes on a bike with clip on pedals. It will have bright LEDs for safety and a stylish design.
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Cleanser Tablets for Bathtub/Sink/Toilet Bowel: No Need to Scrub! Drop tablet into a basin &amp; let it clean as it Foams &amp; Fizzes!
The bottle carrier is a handle with a rope attached to it that will hold different bottle sizes. It will help to keep the bottle neck clean.
playtime playpen
Laser Pointer Function on Cell Phone
A cooler cooler! App-enabled, remote controlled open/close. Know stats: temp and # bottles remaining. Great for roadtrips, beach, parties!
Baby in Car Seat Notification
Reinforce your umbrella and look good doing it. Lluvia.
This is a great place to keep medication discrete on the go, or hide your key or money in your headband/sweatband while on a jog or work out
Birthday Pinatas for blind children (Gifts with sound)
The Rain Maker: You may not be able to control the rain outside, but now you can inside.
VERY low profile cabinet, attaches to wall for stability, weight rests on bottom front. Fits anywhere, everyone could use this! RESUB update
Boy, it's cold outside and to make just One or Two Popovers, Muffins, or Cupcakes would be great!! A small unit that would bake just two!
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.Resub
Why screw on and off a bottle cap every time you want a drink? This universal cap has a combo pop up top and sport valve-Just Pop & Pour
WEATHER FORECASTERS ARE CALLING FOR A VARY SNOWY WINTER. ITS TIME FOR THE EASY TO USE HUMAN POWERED
SNOWPLOW WITH OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS.
Temple-free sunglasses that fit comfortably under a hat/helmet; ideal for cyclists, soldiers, golfers or anyone with an active lifestyle.
Thumb Saver
Even the Kids cant mess it up
Abacus Spice Rack - An easy to use spice rack where bottles of spices roll easily to help organize and find 3 rows of spices fast and easy!
Gum massage toy for puppy
"GOOD FOOT" is a sensory shoe insert for runners that monitors impact and sends a signal pattern to the ear to encourage proper impact.
how long
Sunglasses/hat with removable or wired bluetooth earphones for mobile phones.
Babies Guardian Angel
Cell Phone Booster Case
THE SUPER BOUNCE BOARD - Itâ€™s Kinda Like a Skateboard, Balance Board &amp; Pogo Stick in 1
OVEN EGG POACHER/BAKER: Easy perforated lift out tray drains water from eggs. Oven to table design. Easy breakfast for the family.
Wall outlet with 2 wireless fiber optic USB extensions &amp; LED cover box that sticks out from the wall.Game Changer #Resub with 254 votes
Let's all free our armpits and get hands free with a sleek retractable ipad flank casing and iphone cuff as we traverse thru the city
locker caddy
To clean small windows like divided lights, you need to be efficient! We need a MINI-Squeak!!! Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT
Interactive Digital/Electronic Fish Tank
I tricked you Baby! Can't climb out of your crib with this soft musical ROLLING PIN crib attachment- like keeping squirrels out of bird food
Modern sectional couch slipcover which is durable,washable and easy to attach. Each piece will come in a size that fits most sectionals.
CCPB (Car Carrier Pet Bed)
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled! RESUB
Your sponge changes color when its time to throw it out!
Quick Fueling Gas Cap: Cap is made not to be taken off. The center of Gas Cap pushes in to fill &amp; snaps back when pump is removed to close.
A razor extender
Wink enabled minimalistic CD storage box with camera - Takes a pic of the CD, and informs you if it is not back within a specified time.
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Laser Suga (LaserSurvivalGame)
Portable charger
The Soil Spear- fertilize your potted plants. 1)Fill Soil Spear with fertilizer. 2)Spear near roots. 3)Let it slowly release the fertilizer!
DigiBoard
A surface that clamps onto any desk to give someone more space. Can be used to leverage items that need to be higher, i.e an extra monitor.
ONE PIECE SILICONE PET FEEDER with Built-in Bowls with removable liners for easy refill.
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled! RESUB
NEVER STRUGGLE PUTTING RUBBER BOOTS ON, just collapse and wear!
A clamp for hanging your grill cover from that can be mounted near your grill.
Ever get bored of the same old things at the beach? Tired of large things cluttering the car? Well Here is the solution! THE BEACH SCOOTER!
Dont Throw Food Talking Plate
Portable universal bass/guitar amplified headphones.
Sippie cup gradually turns into a "big boy" cup so kids can learn how to drink with a regular cup. Different lids accomodate learning.
We need a MINI-Squeak to clean smaller windows like Windows with Divided Lights. Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT 261 votes,86% Vote/view!!
NovoFridge
Smart Guide is the elegant and universal solution addressed at many unsolved problems of cable management.
Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended for health, have handy! Saves Money!!
Case with ear bud compartment
Spaghetti/Pasta Strainer with a strainer basket also on top to snap to bottom so you can turn it upside down to get better draining of food.
Wolf Sweatshirt
The Wind Charmer
Do It Yourself, iPhone Repair Kit. Under $10 dollars. No more cracked glass. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
A plastic sleeve that fits over your water bottle. The sleeve would have a slot &amp; hook to hold your phone, gym card, keys, rings &amp; money.
Finger Shield
compact electric cord winder/ carrier, unwind any length and plug it in
Skitter - The Cross Country Ski Style Scooter
A Portable Pinata Tree. This product is similar to a street light in design that has a pully system, folds up, stores in a canvas bag.
A hand held bug zapper for indoors. Kills bugs and spiders with a zap. NO more squishing or squirming or crunching bug noises.. yuk.
Dog Tug Rope with rubber â€œSafety Hand Guard /Safety Cupâ€ that protects pet owners hand from colliding with dogs teeth.
ONE-PIECE SILICONE PLACEMAT with built-in plate, bowl and cup holder. Make table setting easy and fun for kids. Easy clean up.
An ALL NATURAL way to supplement your energy without an energy drink and an end of day crash
Beach Yard - gives you the space you desire and keeps the sand off you on windy days, perfect for sunning and keeping belongings in sight.
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use this nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled!
A machine that simulates swimming with no water or swim suit invloved. It has tension that can be changed for beginners to advanced.
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!! (RESUB)
Weighted clips that holds garments down (towel)@ the beach to prevent from flying away AND that generates green energy to charge your phone!
This cell phone case will have 4 flexible arms anchored to the 4 corners of the backside maximizing resting positons and photo taking.
This is a lighting system for the truck bed with a fiberglass lid.
Retractable Leash with Spray
Treefillindicator
A universal, removable, and washable shopping cart handle attachment that holds the latest tech devices at your fingertips.
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I came up with an umbrella handle that has a foldable forearm support much the same as you find on a slingshot or wrist rocket.
App that saves license plate numbers, make/year/color for emgencies such as earthquakes, floods, hurricanes for Highway Patrol or police.
Can you imagine eating a burger one handed without a mess, easy and stress free of spills or a mess and enjoy your burger the right way !
Stop Smoking Lighted Bracelet
Floating at the air lamp / lighting, activated by electromagnetic force that lands when ever â€˜feelsâ€™ a need to recharge battery.
An economical WiFi Thermostat. Looking for a no frills version.
Kitchen Cabinet Multi Use Clip
A Flexible, Heating Collar Keeper: Like an iron for your shirt collar
Programmable Bluetooth Button
The Solo HEAD-PHON
Tuff Enuff Insoles
We have created form fitting, Lycra spandex, fitness armbands and shirts, with full access to your iphone or ipod touch screens.
Simple backpack design would save lives! Pack has a micro-filter cloth which catches nasty bugs. Easy spout folds and unfolds for no mess!
Thermal Sink/Tub Blanket
Remote control
An Awesome Baby Mobile with MP3 player so that the baby can listen to the music you choose. Converts to a carry a long plush when desired.
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.
A life-saving T-shirt. Looks like a normal T-shirt but it inflates like a normal lifejacket, by pulling a trigger.
Add some swivel to snowboard bindings. A swivel binding adapter between binding and board provides safe, easy manuverability in lift lines.
Weather/temp speaking alarm
Calling anyone who owns a car. The Easy Clip Retractable Single Grip Jumper Cables!!!!
A hidden Trash Can that is great for use outside of condos/apartments. Rather than walking to your community trash every time. Dog/Baby poo
Toilet Caddy, Caboose Caddy
Dry-aging steak equipment at home, we deserve great steaks at grocery store pricing. Equipment that could age 10-20 steaks at one time.
Air Pollution Control filter
Soothabar: a massage device that secures in a doorframe allowing you to lean against it with full body weight for maximum massage pressure.
REUSABLE "SWIFFER" COVERS. A Money Saving, Green Solution.
Ergonomical Multiple Bag Carrier!
PRO PIGGY BANK - A see-through glass safe for those that have it all. Motivation to save more by seeing it all grow on your desk.
Know-Globe
Powder packet that is sprinkled in the toilet before a...ahem...#2. It disinfects, cleans, deodorizes, and prevents splash, all in one!
kayak kover, a one size fits all, keeps you dry, easy to use, easy to store.
New Slingshot Tennis or other type Bat ball game: resub
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use this nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled!
A finger loop that attaches on the back of the phone for stability and ease of use but looks like a ring!! Give it Bling!!
Award-winning Hand Sanitizing Apron dispenses hand sanitizing wipes designed by middle school students.
Help store purses. Where do you store yours- are they everywhere? Thought so! Let's make a purse organizer for closets (can go on shelves).
VideoScope Mount an inspectionCam to your iPhone and you can inspect anything from your own teeth to the wiring inside your car's dashboard
SLIMLINE Cabinet Storage: Attaches to Wall,Only Seven Inches Deep, use in Entries,Hallways,Offices. STORE Shoes, Handbags, Folding Chairs!
dimmer extension
next generation joe-stick new kind of joystick that has greater activating sensors 3 directional movements + 3 rotational movements = 6
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Cartridge free printer
,thanks for your time.my idea is a hat or head band with dreds and the dreds are long blinking lights .wear it at concerts.sporting events.
The roof mounted vehicle spoiler (think Mohawk for your car) is the hottest way to customize any new or used vehicle on the market today
COMPUTER MOUSE &amp; PEN IN ONE
Mattel: LED Tangram Mat 2.0
A visual speed indicator, attached inside a carâ€™s rear window. This would inform the following driver of acceleration and deceleration.
ACGen
NO MORE DRY BIRDBATHS &amp; PET WATER BOWLS
ADAPTER
Baby Mobile with MP3 player so that the baby can listen to the music you choose. Converts to a carry a long plush when desired.
The locker fan: circulate air to dry your sweaty gym clothes.
Waterglass mobile charger works just like a sandglass It is an invertible sustainable mobile device charging system
PyraHub/StealthHub
Universal Smart Key
A product designed to make reading an e-reader (Kindle) or using a tablet computer (IPad) more comfortable and hands free.
Sport Cleat Slippers. Provides Pre-game cleat protection and Post-game cool, odor preventing footwear.
two in one pizza cutter with spatula. practical and quick, just slice,serve and enjoy.
Package Safe House
Supermarket Handbasket and bag caddy! Don't want to use a cart, and don't want sore arms from the handbasket or carrying out bags? Solved!
Posture sensing clothing (socks, shoes, shirts, pants, etc) that relays information to your smart phone letting you correct your posture
Autoshade
iPhone Secret Wallet Case
SmartSeat - Heated/Cooled
The Change Blindness APP
My idea is for a battery operated device to aid people in squeezing products,sold in tubes, out of the tubes in a controled manner.
CALENDAR CLAMPS - Put an End to Your Wall Calendars Curling Up With Style
Realistic, Miniature Whales &amp; Dolphins in Tank - Use App to Choose Different Swim Styles &amp; Tricks. Tank has Moving Water Background.
A small wifi enabled storage device that can fit into a shirt pocket. People within range can read and download what's on it.
A coffee mug, and base, with a material imbedded with a heat retaining substance. Both could be microwaved together, with the handle cool.
The First Hair Dryer, for Hair Extensions- No More-long waits for drying, lessen hard work of doing it by hand and most importantly privacy.
USB watchdog plug
Cordless construction microwave with weatherproof radio built in!
A strainer that can be clamped to a skillet or pot. Allowing you to use both hands to pour.
I call my idea "toilet seat extractor kit" extract 98% of the odors in the restrooms, can be used anywhere, schools, airports, homes,ETC
LED Charging Indicator Wire
Smart Crock Pot
Better Dolly
Disposable Guest Shoe Pad?
4G Wi-Fi Headphone Hotspot
COVER AND BAG PROTECTION
Outlet Light - Induction Power
An ipad/ipod/iphone case that functions as a case as well as an external hard drive.
Cylinder Dicer
Smokeless Candle Device
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App-enabled STOVE KNOB! Allow you for monitoring -Setting the time- &amp; remotely Turn-OFF! Safety First!
Spider Ball
Safe Can
Duct tape with small width (fraction of an inch) for precision repairs.
MiniCam to monitor and share your day by APP. Wear on your collar or shirt pocket. Get Amazed!
A plastic holster that can contain pruning shears safely to avoid losses. And at the same time may contain disinfectant inside the case.
Ziplock zippers with adhesive flaps. Would allow the user to make any bag a ziplock.
Rubber Duck Child Protector monitors infants breathing patterns to detect SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome).
A device that monitors the amount of water and temp of water while showering, as well as time in shower. Helps conserve water.
drinking glass cooler
Grabbing a food container/leftovers from the frigerator, opening the container and not being able to remember how old the leftovers are.
Solar Powered iPhone Cover to keep the battery charging when placed face down as the back of the cover contains solar cells.
The Amazon Kindle Gripping Bracket increases gripping area by bridging the keyboard to permit more comfortable and natural gripping options.
Enhance your Christmas Tree by using your Ipod/Mp3/Cell phone. Lighted Christmas Musical Ornaments.
Surf ToolKit
This is a surge protector made up of blocks which can be independently rotated to accommodate bulky plugs.
Make Tablet PC gaming better for more "hard core" games by designing attractive, pre-printed game skins with controls "beveled" in.
Power &amp; Cable Management Plus
Here is the answere to your storage problems. You do have enough cabinet and shelf space in your home. You're just not using it, Yet
Ghost Wifi Repeater
ABC's and Colors : The Getting Ready for Kindergarten Board game
"Fur Fighter" Vacuum Attachment removes pet hair from upholstery &amp; other surfaces: flexible rubber "fingers" gather hair into suction zone.
Non - Smokeinator
Easily pack and travel with suits. Roll them up! No wrinkles!
Text-Carrier: Carry Your Textbooks In The Grip Of Your Hand! Not Your Arm! Don't Buy A Backpack! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Color wiki
Pug Slingshot
SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS , avoid searching ,misplacing your cups and spoons have them all in one place ;)
Spork all in one with simple fold out knives in the handle like a pocket knife. Two blades: Steak knife, and straight edge. Easy flip out.
A Slim Close Quarters Electric Snow Thrower For Easy Handling On Steps, Paths And Uneven Surfaces.
Never plug a USB port in upside down again. A small adapter makes your USB port symmetric and magnetically attracts the connection.
A safe box for the beach that screws into the sand so as not to be easily removed from your area.
Sibling blinder
Make resting in a car, train, bus, or plane more peaceful with an adjustable memory foam pillow mounted on noise canceling ear muffs
Non-Invasive Blood glucose monitor connected to your smartphone with readings available on an app !
Now washing car is not lumber App based wiper Wash car with bendy and flexible wiper simply at any time.
App enabled painting color mixer. Just pick the color on the app you want and the mixer squirts out that color onto your palette.
OFFICE DOOR MESSAGE CENTER - Get rid of sticky notes. Leave custom message to anyone looking for you via app
Cell-Phone Charger that draws its power from a bike!
Storage ANYWHERE! Run out of space in your closet? Just moved in and don't have any storage? Use these stick-able hangers
Helmet ventilated that reduces heat in the head and gives more comfort, has an internal screen and micro holes on the outside.
Calling all Chefs!!! The new and improved cutting board / serving station!!!!
Small organizing drawers that don't suck. Won't fall over, modular, dry erase labeling, and a magnet holds every drawer shut.
Lawn Lightning Bugs: a net of outdoor, solar-powered Christmas/fiber-optic-style lights embedded in the lawn like lightning bugs/fireflies.
Dab-N-Clean
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When using a 'straw' for a drink that contains lemon wedges, existing straws do not prevent the seeds from traveling up the straw.
An attachment to a standard wiper blade that has a scrubber pad like the window cleaners at gas stations or a 3M style pad length of blade.
Managed Power Bar - 4 Outputs
Lost Item locator, no range limitations. Track pets, keys, kids, etc. GPS locator w/app. Call device to emit tones/lights to find if nearby.
Eyeglasses Frame Exchange
The Hidden Convenience Table
A simple boot dryer (no electrical or fuel needed). Good for gloves, helmets, shoes, and other stuff, as well. Uses an HVAC floor register.
The shower or sink stops draining. You try Drano, it doesn't work. Ahh! Plumbers=$$$$ Water doesn't compress, so WateRooter to the rescue!
Straw pops
Easy beach tote on wheels with umbrella holder.
Cell phone charger plug cover
Gogglesun
My idea is an insulated lunchbox that you don't need to ever purchase ice for, or place it in the refrigerator once you arrive at work.
Cool off your expensive electronics with a fan that can be custom positioned to keep the air flowing - extending their lifespan.
Insulated Drinking Bottle or thermos that unscrews from center for easy cleaning.
MAGIC BOX
MAglets
Origami Bag Holder: No more numb fingers or bulky holders! Working Prototype &amp; VIDEO! Featured in NY Times &amp; noted by Ben Kaufman!
VOTE now
Retractable collar leash
iPad Hanger,new design! use it as a desktop stand or hang it from any lipped or edged paneled furniture while no using it.
Changeable Art
In and Outdoor Slipper that you can kick off the hard sole so you can stay warm but not track in the ice and mud.
Reverse Tablet Typing
Tresses Sans Messes
"The Squirrel Jammer" keeps those Nutty Squirrels out of Your bird feeder for good. Invented by my 92 year old neighbor.
The device is called the back applicator or backappcha and will enable any person to apply all lotions to hard-to-reach areas of their back.
BATH SCRUB BUTT LOOFAH FOR THE ULTIMATE CLEAN SENSATION FOR THOSE ABLE AND UNABLE TO REACH TO DO A PROPER
JOB.
Magnetized mini-recorder/reminder on fridge. Records your instructions. Reminds children, elderly, anyone. Handy, useful.
Dog Toy Basket Treat Dispenser - Stop picking up your dog's toys by letting your dog pick them up instead.
Pivot Power 2.0! It's time to make Pivot Power join the rank of Smart power strips!
Adaptable tops & bottoms hangers grow with baby (newborn, toddler & early school years). Helpful size indicators to organize & maximize use.
Gecko Case
Hot pan
Last minute shot
A hair trimmer made specifically for trimming and cutting hair behind the ears.
More toddlers and Dementia patients will be lost each day this product is not on the market!. Be alerted if your loved one walks outside!
What's That? An app that lets you take a photo of an object and the app provides a description of what it is.
Sleep Pillow TM pillow
One Piece Pet Dish
Vertical Breadbox - Refrigerator Side-Mount
Rotate!
Twin -Functional iPad Case and App- merge two ipads together and unlock endless possibilitiesSafe Hit Hammer Ball - Nail Your Target Every Time! - (VIDEO)
HELP me stop audio visual media theft at your local library SOS.theft per year equals to millions of dollars of lost to tax payers.
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MAGNIFY YOUR MANICURE WITH MagniSpecs HANGNAILS-BE GONE GLASSES WILL ENABLE YOU TO EASILY SEE YOUR NAILS. NO
MORE $$$ TRIPS TO THE SALON
Entrance hall mag. wall caddy
App Enabled Directional Ambiance. A person or a group can control what they hear in a recreational establishment reducing overall noise.
ExcuseUS
Magical Drawing scales
App enabled Pad or Chair that senses your sitting posture and alerts you when your sitting posture is incorrect.
Test
actas GPS
Walk-Key Shoes: One shoe in a pair with a small slit with an inner chamber built-in to store a single spare key (house, car, locker, etc.)
Marshmallow by the candle
My idea is an USB-enabled device that acts as carbon paper when handwriting notes, letter, manuscripts, journaling, etc.
App enabled squash ball heater
I don't like getting wet when washing dishes!!
A bed sheet/skirt combo eliminating fitted bedsheets that do not fit well or the struggle involved with placing and removing bedskirts.
This is a 3 in 1 space saving under the cabinet Cookbook, Paper towel and Knife holder. That is out of the way but in arms reach.
Wet floor sticker
Bakers corner
My idea is a wind shelter in form of "L", in it's the corner comes out some Tissue like a box which protect yours things from sand.
Bubble Duck. Bath time fun! Keeps your bubbles alive in the tub!
This will change your kitchen forever! Check it out, you wont be disappointed.
In-house GPS
App enabled toaster oven
Modular Kid's Activity Table
The Baker's Buddy - As close to autopilot as a baker could ever ask for
A baby changing, facilities or child friendly App.
Connectable Cookie Cutters
The Food Sculpture
Not Again!!! Getting splashed when using your plunger? Yuck! Plunger with Shield will make sure it never happens again! Splash-Free Plunger.
Have mobility at your desk!! Clip-on plug can be clipped on any edge, desk or office related product.
quirky easy door opener- turn any door into an easy-to-use hand-free entry/exist system (AKA party door). Please check out the video!
Dispensers one for coffee-pads and one fore biscuits and others
The Toilet Cistern Safe and water saving device combined: Resubmit
#NAME?
A keychain craft item that attaches to the hole in your cell phone, or adheres in another way for the newer hole less phones, ipods, etc.
Family electronic planner, slim enough to stick on a refrigerator. Touch screen with ability to sync with smartphone calendar and reminders
" A New Take On A Old Favorite
Wink Sound Recognition
Earbuds with most comfort
Accordian Bed Wedge. Ratchets to desired height, so you don't have to do the multi-pillow prop. Portable, compact, adjustable, comfortable!
Get out of the dark with this multi directional and attachable mini bendy camera light for all pocket camcorders. Flip, Kodak, RCA, etc.
A clothes pole hanger that is easy to screw to the wall so that you will never have to look for a hanger.
Expandable 4- or 6-plug wall adapter, where you can pull out each individual outlet, so no outlet is ever blocked by a neighboring plug.
Ground lifts are great. Why not add an LED to make them glow. That way, you know its working, and you can find it in the dark.
Unpopped
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The adjustable dipper stick can fit to many different pots based on the dipper stickâ€™s adjustable features.
Battery saver
You could get a jumpstarter your car without going outside,opening the hood on getting your hands dirty.
Removable rubber grips for plastic glasses with no grip on the nose pads or temple tips.
SPRONGE. A Sponge that sprays disinfectant. A spray bottle and cleaning sponge combined for easy cleaning!
Swiss Army Ring for Apple devices.
Introducing Double Glass! It's a plastic cup with a divider down the middle so you could use the same glass to store 2 different beverages!
Camelbak with both hydration &amp; water misting or just a water misting accessory for Camelbak. Your pick. Please refer to related idea 480469.
A 5gal bucket, a toilet seat, filled with scoopable litter w/ an enclosure that can hang from anything. The Poolside Potty!
Pivot Power with Clamping ability to attach to desks, ladders, poles and up off the ground. This could be built-in or sold separately.
A shock absorber for dog leases that don't retract.
Fan with reading light that has a gooseneck arm that clips onto bed frame. Easily adjustable to direct it exactly where it is wanted.
At our last party, I watched the kids picking through the plastic spoons. I hope the one I pick isnâ€™t one they touched with dirty fingers!
An app on your phone that brings up every shade of colors.
Better Nut-Butter Machine
megrid
I have an idea for a silicone coated kithen brick. Stop the need for wrapping a brick in aluminum foil and keep nice pans from scratches.
Fun Fence
Want an inviting front porch, patio, or pool party. Try a seasonal slip cushion to decorate in an instant and welcome your guests.
Gesture Sense
WEIGHTS FOR MUSCLE REHABILITATION OR TRAINING (FOR DOGS)
flexible ipad/tablet holder
Even heating microwave oven
Wink Mini Thermometers
Slip-Flops
frost resistant plant cover
Electronic receipt organizer for the car with App integration.
Self watering planter with removable water reservoir. Grow healthier plants and flowers while reducing watering chores. Great for in/outdoor
A wallet that alarms when it falls from the carrier.
Extendable telescopic tubes to wrap your clothes, tablecloths and other textiles around
Im ending the uncomfortable sleep to keep a woman's hairstyle; view my invention www.talkhair.com/io Username: levon Password: hairpillow
Mega Mute
Did Dad take his pills today? Experience that dilemma? I have an idea that makes it fool proof. A pill case with a programmable dispenser.
A set of wireless speakers that are small enough to place (with some sort of adhesive or attachment) anywhere in your office, house, etc.
Create a closet door hung organizer with different modules to hold different objects from shoes to deodorant, can be customized
Primarily for strapless bra conversion. Turn those unimaginative, unsightly straps in to ones you would not be embarrassed to show.
Snobot
My idea is the Safe-T- Hammer A claw hammer that doesn't hurt so bad when you miss the nail and hit your fingers instead
Pivot Brush. Toothbrush with Pivoting Head. You choose the angle that's comfortable for you.
Perfect BBQ Tool.
Perfect Multinacional Socket
Femme Wipes
3 Piece Sports Bottle: Top holds fluids; middle section holds keys, change, etc. Bottom section can hold your favorite diet shake mix.
Need an app that blocks annoying phone calls and text messages
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Fashionable Smartphone CUFF STAND - Unisex cuff bracelet that doubles as a Smartphone Stand. Elegant metal or mix-n-match colors &amp; patterns!
The Real Beat Box
Refillable custom scent air freshener for Fans and Ceiling Fans. Be able to create custom scents for household fans and ceiling fans.
Iphone case with your keys in it.
Secure your items while you play in the sun! The Locking Cooler holds all of your dry items while you play in the water.
product/invention is a collapsible/adjustible car cover it is light weight and easy to use.
o
My idea is a transparent plastic bookmark. You can read through it without moving it. It sticks to paper. You never loose it ! Simple.
Suction Tab for Beverage Cans: Soda, Beer, Wine and Energy Drinks
SURFBOARD FOR DOGS WITH REMOTE CONTROL (BY THE PHONE)
Thunder Mug (portable urinal)
newer
The Mayhem
Create GPS unit that gives alert if inclement weather is expected on route to destination as well as "fuzz buster" capability.
Voice Pro
A wrist support that contours to the userâ€™s wrist, cradles, supports and rolls with the hand during keyboarding or when using a mouse.
See when your air freshener is running out.
A school lunch baggie, enclosed in tiny bubble-wrap, which protects food but also serves as a "popping" device to make a noisy, fun meal.
theft proof handbag
Godrilla quick drill and drive (original concept was a dual headed drill that went to UC, now an improvement of Half-time drill accessory).
Bike Chain cleaner, nozzle to fit on your high pressure cleaner (video link) Use Chain oiler just after(see idea)
SMARTSafety Security Light
Innovative Baby Bottles
#QCYCLE - Contest: Bike Lock that comes w/ *Bracelet KEY* Wonderful collaborative ideas from community! Invented by Debra Courtenay & WenD
Hot Spot Heater Vent, is a heater vent with an added heater and fan inside to warm the air additionaly before comming through the vent.
Wireless taillight
Outdoor Sink
Universal remote/Watch cuff with built in watch face and numerical keypad . Never have to look for your remote again. Stylish/techie in one
FamilyAlways Home Guard Censor
clays magic mortar bags
"HANG" easily on your bike and drive for hours, no matter your size and forget that uncomfortable bicycle seat
Turn those clothes right side out
A reusable container designed to easily &amp; securely store burritos and wraps. No more wasteful aluminum foil or messy rectangular containers!
Finally an organized wallet-a "Smart Wallet"! Wallet is a display screen with mini scanner to store &amp; view receipts, business cards,etc.
Tire Wear Maximizer
WINK Smoke Detector
Fruit Colander with a Twist!
In 1999 I had a severe back injury. Carring a Fanny pack hurt my back severly so I got the idea to put 3" suspenders on my fanny pack.
E-ink screen replaces paper agenda/calender. Syncs with iphone. Add other appointments.
The Octo-Pot Holder - Easily Transport Hot Dishes - Silicone Straps Secure Lids and Keep Dishes from Sliding in Vehicle - Easy Carry Handle
The Game Drop
Light-weight, hanging back door closet. Neatly store small and large things, utilizing the unused area behind your door.
A simple, stretchy silicone sleeve for iphone. Has a hand-band to prevent dropping! Good for bathtub texting/gaming and more!
Parallel Monitor
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Toilet Sick Pan
A reading light that follows my page!(made possible by flexible battery &amp; fiber optics/illuminated optical film/thin LED)
A button sized device that will wirelessly connect to your cell phone ringer, that can be worn and alert you to an incoming call or message.
Relaxicator stomach massager
Your standby battery is a laptop sleeve that unfolds into an ergonomic work station... live with out plugging in for a whole week? ;)
Mechanical help release
Hamper Hangar system for ease and convienence.
Wink water temperature control. From your phone set maximum water temperature allowed. Prevent children from getting burned and save energy
Hands Free Flush,, Don't awkwardly turn around to flush, use your elbow and avoid the germs.
Portable outdoor cart with awning over it. Holds snacks in various trays which have individual covers. Cooler on side to keep beverages cold
Keep Coffee Warm
A dish washing glove with a scraper built into it.
Let's make it easier for the elderly to help the elderly. Our wheelchair design will make it easier to assist your loved one. Teamlab
It is a hook that can fold up and lay flat when not in use.
Ice Cream Scoop has Built-In Syrup Nozzles - Make a Chocolate/Strawberry/Butterscotch Sunday from Vanilla Instantly as You Scoop!
Fiberglass Spring Oar for Skateboards & Caster-boards. Develop upper body muscles and look much more athletic. High Speed Safety Surfing
Geezaaaa
Awarding Tooth Brush.
Vented, hinged individual dry ice holder for drinks. Dry ice goes into holder and than drink. Safety because of no physical contact.
App-Enabled circuit breaker
It's a replaceable eraser, no it's a stylus that can fit on just about every pen or pencil. Now any pen or pencil can become a stylus.
InstantLunch=hot food without an oven Not solar powered&amp;no sun required Not mechanical, or electric&amp;no energy needed for heating at all
Counter top 1 gallon cold/hot water dispenser - also dispenses measurements such as 1/4, 1/3, 1.2, 3/4, 1 cup. Attaches to your gallon water
No Mask Drop Sheet
Speaker Case! What a simple way to have your phone's speaker increased up to 100% louder, more clear, and better quality.
Daily Affirmation Lamp Alarm
Dishwasher Automatic Opener for Air Drying
Microwavable Piping Bag
Defog your mirror with built in fan and keep it clean with this very unique product. The fog will be gone with Squeeg-On. No smudge, no wait
Hmm
SmartBuckle~ the vehicle seat belt that Notifies via smartphone when your teenagers/loved ones have not clicked before driving
storing perishable food eg: salads,cut fruit,vegs, in reusable containers is great unless you are out and its hot.
Collapsible Grill Cover - easy on and off.
boogie-busters night light
A spiral anchor that screws into the ground and attaches to handle of mower to elevate the base of mower safely and securly for maintenance.
Are you a busy woman who doesn't have time to sit around and wait for her toe nail polish to dry? You need the perfect pedicure shoe.
Lazy Divot Repairer
The scented Box Matches,it doesnâ€™t matter if you in the guest bathroom or the bossâ€™s officer working or just want to a nice smell
Tired of your newborn ruining their clothes and yours as well from having diarrhea. Well, this new design of disposable diaper is the cure.
Shark Tag!
The Time Out Chair
The Travel Generator Toothbrush. Uses a super simple kinetic charger. Your brushing motions power the brush. No Batteries Required :)
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Stadiums become resturants
DOUBLE DUTCH MACHINE - JUMP JUMP JUMP
This device is a must have for students and business people. It is a power strip with built-in flash drive connectivity, and wi-fi.
App enabled Bear, Dog, Panda, Barbie-doll: so kids actually have non-monotonous play
Carrying items to the beach/pool can be a hassle due to large towels, my idea gets the towels out of the way for more room and less hassle.
The DREAMCATCHER CLIP - A voice recorder to catch your thoughts in the car, the classroom, or on the go!
Hands Free Dog Walking - Guide your dog with a GPS collar.
Free fingers Bracelet-Handle
Cargo Pants Carry Holster
Below Inventions by (Derek Pater Australia) and (David Tyers Canada) equal 50/50 Air Tennis and baseball Drawn by David Tyers
Sometime i carpool in different cars and vans and i notice there are no backseat visor for the backseat rider.
Shopping Cart Shield
A Kitchen Brush That Flips Open To Become A Silverware Brush!
App Enabled Humidifier, once the water canister is emptied signal to the owner to fill it again, also set humidity in the home
An cell phone case with speakers built in to the flip top. This concept is good for outdoor/indoor activities and it fits in your pocket.
Bloqueador celular
Manage cord of Your Classic Headphones without anything attached to cord itself. Attach coiled cord to Your headphones.
Modern, Digital Wall Sconce with Mirror &amp; Speakers. Use with iPhone, digital candlelight, mood lights, etc.
Robo Bear
On the go iPhone wipes clean screen and phone anytime anywhere RESUB
Quick and easy way to season foods.Pick your favorite spices and twist them on.Great for kitchen or grill. "Spice Rack in your hand.Resubmit
Trendy vairiable light switch
New tv remote controller
8"W x 12"L Tray with 2" lip and a funnel in horseshoe mount. Sort, seperate, tilt tray and put leftovers back in container.
The Ionic Ceiling Fan Revolutionizes the Concept of Home Air Purification, eliminating mold/viruses more efficiently than any other product
A simple heat resistant device to both warn and protect people from burning their hand on the stove. No more burned fingers for kids!
Double Purse Hook. Now you can hang 2 purses on one hook or your purse and your jacket/sweater. Keep everything together.
Heat Phone Charger Ring/Watch
Charles and Ray Eames inspired desk top docking station! Goes great with Pli.
THE SAFEST, MULTI-FUNCTIONAL KNIFE BLOCK where the user can lock their knives in place, avoiding any unfortunate harm (UC RESUB IMPROVED!)
Sometimes your phone gets too hot, why not have a snap in cooling gel case
Cell Phone Amp: phone docking station to charge phone and amplify ring so you can hear it anywhere in the house.
The Faucet Timer
You Sunk My Battleship Potty Training Create paper battleships that are used in the potty training process for boys.
To improve the quality of the little dental floss box.
A coaxial connector plug that works similar to the Modular connector used in computer network cables and Ethernet cables
My product is to help parents to get their picky kids to eat by making their food fun! Sandwich Art decorates bread with drawings...COOL!
How was your walk ?
Power Strips - make them fit to your rooms decor rather than just being plain ugly-! fits all sizes.. choose color to suit your decor.
App - Dog Tracker
An app that can help you find your lost pet faster than posting up "missing pet" fliers ever will
Wi-Fi App Enabled Salt Mill
smart coffee machine
A smart power bar that lets you monitor and control each outlet.
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NFC Card for iPhone
Wake Me Up Switch
An iphone case that has a one touch extendable / adjustable shoulder rest.. Invention by Monte Hess
Flexible Zester Faster and Safer, dont take the pith, Get more zest in one motion
Let's reinvent the sandwich maker!! They have the same design for years! Let's give them new design, vertical, modular, dishwasher friendly
LazerTape
Whirlpool
A game as innovative as Quirky: In King of the Mountain, contestants are given 30s to be creative after receiving a prompt.
For a green globe, my idea is WE together build a Quirky Green apartment that's furnished by your green creations and my quirky eSTOOL Green
Blue tooth device automatically shut off texting while in vehicle. Programmable to specific numbers. Simple way of saving teens lives!
The NINJA MITT: A Cleaning Weapon. A 3-in-1 product that can be used in ALL areas of the house. It is an innovation in the basic sponge.
Coloring Book with "phantom" illusions, known as "subjective contours." Color inside the non-existent and imaginary borders.
Snack Mat: A mat the you can put under the car seat or ur child when they are snacking in the car
Everyone is creating new ways to go green in todays world, so I came up with a water saving multiple setting touch sensitive shower head.
A bedding set that doesn't slip out of place. The flat sheet never separates with the comforter. Never tangle with the sheets in your sleep.
sonic brace tooth brush
MAC SHADE SOLUTION ! SICK OF IMPOSSIBLE SHINE &amp; GLARE when you work outside ? Clip-on, flip out and enjoy working outside :) !!!
Not sexy, but useful! Rethinking the mailbox post!
Sock-A-Tack
2 way handheld radio equipped with a compartment that will hold a detachable n rechargeable flashlight. An inbuilt audio and video recorder
A cooler drink container that will hold 1 to 2 gallons of drink, be it water, soda, juice, wine, beer etc., with freezable outer shell.
runideas
Grit-less running shoes
A milk froth maker that is an insert for your thermos or insulated cup. Fill with milk, a quick shake then microwave.
Mobile Tool Washing Machine
Gaming Transaction Card
Corner Pull-up bar - Can be placed anywhere and at any height.
A Pre-Built Mounted Hook
PLUS+... the scale spoon that adds up every scoop. The weighing spoon with benefits! Accurately measure out for your favourite recipes.
HANDLE BARS that can be quickly removed and used as a BIKE LOCK!! Fast, Safe, and Mobile, break the lock break the bike!
I have a Spatter guard for a fry pan.
Shoes for all
A shelving unit that can be raised and lowered to the user to take advantage of the ceiling area space of a closet.
A tape measure with built in pencil sharpener and marking guides Quick and easy, Sharp lines.
Disappearing Dish Rack
Orgenizer File
Finally a wearable ice pack that burns fat. This pack is worn like a set of football shoulder pads for maximum effectiveness and ease of use
Sure Rise Alarm Clock
Lost key/wallet/purse finder
A foldable personal grocery/shopping cart with Bags, the bugaboo of carts. To create/commercialize a personal folding grocery cart.
#QCYCLE. highly visible cycle clip waterproof gater arm and leg reflectors. Winter is Coming! safety first.
Motorized rotating Cleaner, USE IT TO clean dishes/ other surfaces/ bath and home
Bags Balls &amp; Washers, its a beach game, a picnic game, a day at the park game, a great backyard game. Its an Old Fashioned Game of TOSS.
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The referee dog/cat deterrent
SILICONE KEY PROTECTOR FOR SURFERS.
BUGGIES - The Cute &amp; Functional Cords Organizer with Multiple USB Ports
A bike inner tube in the shape of an "I" not an "O" - Never need to take your tire off to fix a flat.
OBD II Car Error Code Reader App. Diagnose your own car.
Its a simple idea to make the most of what you have if you cant afford the latest sports/ helmet cameras.
Cell phone amplifyer will amplifye the ring as a home phone does to be heard anywhere in the house just as a home phone
3' plastic Bubble Blowing Bear that small store owners would hang outside their shops to attract customers. Easy to maintain. Example below
Flower Catapult Launcer - Launch Flower Seed Pods Into Random Places and Watch Random Flowers Spring Up! Sustainable Fun
Thin Bluetooth Keyboard Cover
A new look to collecting your pocket change.
Texting Claw
I have developed a "cupholder" large enough to accommodate the sustainable and reusable mugs/cups/bottles without spilling
Eliminate the chance of door dents to your car with a padded magnetic strip placed on the side of your car when you park next to others.
Microwave Plate Stacker
Power Cord Stretch
Anti dust mite stuffed animals
Public Restroom TP Dispenser
it is a paint roller type device by which a bug repellent solution can be applied to window screens and other things.
Glove Compartment organizer The GC-file is a way to conveniently keeping up with your gas and maintenance receipts in organize file system.
Always clean baby playground
Cordies Car Clip
Smart Bear
A social smart mirror used to share clothes or make new purchases based on the suggestions of your friends, the app, and/or retailers.
Solar charged WINDOW LIGHTS !!
A great unit to help dry your rinsed and wet sandwich bags so that you can reuse them over and over. Please look at the sketch.
I-Phone 5 Lightning Case:#Resub from 09/2012
Hot 'n' Cold
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
Combine the ruthlessness of a Dinosaur and the fun of playing in the sand and you get Dino Diggers.
Simple Straps can be used on anything. From Home & Office to Outdoor & On-The-Go these flexible straps will help you hang on.
Store pants and t-shirts in a box like compartment that has separate sorters, utilizing a sliding door. A handle attached for easy travel.
Add a dip for your serving bowl/tray! Add a dip container according to how many dips you with snacks. Inside or outside the bowl/tray
Perfect Slice Cake Cutter
A small, handheld Embroidery Machine that connects to the internet to choose &amp; sew names/words/designs/logos onto fabric. Or draw your own..
Smart Phone Light Amplifier
Always on hand
The Frige Freezer
bow, plate, cover combo
Smart pet feeder
'Drive' a remote controlled tennis ball to play keep away from your dog/cat! Tired of them bringing the ball back so quickly? Not anymore!
ORB: Set this lighted novelty toy next to your lava lamp, disco ball, and plasma ball! ------ VIDEO
"Dock Hand" is a device that assists a person entering or leaving a boat. It hangs by a rustproof chain and has a rubberized grip bar.
ease neck and head discomfort with a head hammock - just stick the legs in the sand and lay your head in easy, breezy comfort
Clip it on, and at the push of a button, the Cord Nibbler devours all power cables, retracting them into an adorable animal-shaped case.
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App-enabled Massage/Temperature Wrap -- Self-directed massaging where you need it the most
PitBands - Washable Sweat Absorbers - No more ruined, sweat stained clothes!
The Stay-Shut Bag
This micro-tray is specifically designed for single-serve frozen meals. Co/collaboration with Paulette Blankenship.
SHOWER POWER - A replacement shower rod system that allows you to transform the lighting and ambiance of your bathroom.
Easy Pull Extension Cords. Extension cords can be hard for anyone to pull apart. Can come in different lengths and colors! Resub 400 votes
Shoe Travel Case! Bring that extra pair of shoes without taking up space in your suitcase.
An Intimate Garment/Swimsuit Washer. Similar To A Salad Spinner. Small Enough To Use In Bathroom Sink. Soak, Gently Agitate, Rinse and Spin.
TAKEN, ACCIDENT, NO PHONE
Introducing the simple and cheap BlueB, a bracelets that lights up when you receive a text or call. Discreet, Fashionable and Functional.
SNORKEL GEAR FOR DOGS
Jeu d'Ã©chec Zelda
Use every cubic inch of that closet. A flexy triangle shelf for that dead space above the back of hangers for those not so-often used items.
It is:"FOOT CYCLE GADGET CHARGER KIts" for small, Portable. It's like bicycle but your leg, foot exercise while charging your gadget.
one hand support
The Handy Helper is all you need work vest, it does everything except feed you. no more walking up and down the latter
The Lucky Scratch-it Gad-get
Multiple Size/length character driven (or not) Children's Bath/Shower Towel.
Back-Pad!This is a product to help you put sunscreen or other creme on your back, when nobody is around to do so. Made of natural material.
Wireless floating Lamp. Combine with (Faraday Magetive law) Magnet effect and wireless charging power.
This Iphone Charger Uses Regular Batteries. For Those Rare Occasions When No Power Is Available. Camping, Power Outages, Beach, etc. Video!
A perfect water bottle for exercising! Easy to hold, easy to put ice in, and can hold your key, I.D. credit card etc. Never lose your stuff!
O 2 wind turbine
lit
Sump Pump Monitor
Burn Catcher means no more burnt toast! (now with auto shut off option)
App-Enabled - Real Time - Planet Earth Projector
a battery operated toddler pal, that moves, makes noises, plays music, flashing lights, it senses movement and moves away from it
Its an All-In-1 Office Tool! A tape dispenser, pencil sharpener,stapler,scissors,and storage compartments to hold paperclips,tacks,staples!
Echo (Tea Kettle Assistant)
Fingernail polish/Stylus **A completely redesigned packaging option for all nail polish products.
The pull-up table for pull-ups: coffee/dining/bar/desk/workbench/fitness... Grab the bars at max height for pull-ups or upside down sit-ups!
Donald Trump piggy bank
Pivot Power Mini EU converter. Convert and expand your plugs when you're abroad with this tiny travel companion.
Perforated Electrical Tape - Portion Control for your Electrical Work - No more stretched tape edges that peel off. No more using your teeth
Wrist Cushion Support - Eband
Protect and find your pet pal by locating it directly on a street view map by outfitting it with a light weight GPS chip fitted collar
Are you ready for your Smelly Dish Rag to lose the STENCH and have its own place in your kitchen? See my home made model and let's improve!
Bag glow balls
Hang your holiday lights anywhere with ease
Pushdown foamyball hand soaper
GlowWorm is a funky, chargeable led light that clips to clothing, books, hats etc.
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Sick of your Ironing Board being up for weeks at a time. This Ironing Board retracts into a mobile coffee table and hides in plain sight.
The EnerGeyser is a water bottle and replaceable filtration system with a flavored energy additive.
Revolving plug. I origionally thought of it for christmas lights but can be used when working with an electric tool and & wire woun't twist.
Face Off
Drive hook. A compartment that hooks over the top of your laptop. Holds your hard drive, iPod, etc. Prevents drops when you move your laptop
Mommymine and Daddymine snuggle doll, This is a stuffed human like pillow. It will have a printed picture of a child's mother or father.
Taco Plate Set. Hold and serve your tacos upright and hold your sides on the side. Keep the taco in the taco with these festive plates
SuperTransformer Outlet
Air Conditioning Storage Bag.
A Floating Cooler for you drinks and a Pool Toy for your children! It can be moved around using a remote control.
Lets Go to the Movies Play Set
Plate for TV evening or camping dinner
extended or telescopic razor
A Children clothing line that allows the child to use non-toxic finger paint to paint their own clothing.
Pet hair removal made efficient and easy! Handheld tool to remove pet hair from carpets and fabrics in your home or automobile.
Built-In plastic bag for take-out food containers
Cellphone, tablet, IPod, IPad Charm Finder + Remote Control Locator. Two way finder (Keychain + Phone)
my idea is a socker. a tool to help people with limited mobility '' chubbies'' with the difficult job of putting on socks in the morning.
Rotating-Jack: Prevent Your Headphones From Coiling! No More Cable Twisting! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Recipe Combo Card
Quirky + Mattel The Board Game
A pad with a pressure switch that fits under your mattress. When you get up off the bed it turns on the lamp you choose in your room.
Pimp Your Helmet - Kit
Itâ€™s a toothbrush that you screw in directly to regular toothpaste. It can also be a disposable toothbrush,ready filled with toothpaste.
ThirdEye - Always see where your child or pet is.
Smart Flush
LED kids bathing suits
â€œCool Carâ€ Car cooling system which uses GEâ€™s Piezo Cooling Jets. Can dramatically reduce a carâ€™s interior temperature.
Bug repellent caulk
RICE WEDDING (CURVED) POPPER. Long live the newlyweds!
A MODULAR HANGING RACK that holds coats and all the gazuntas in one spot!! Let's get organized! (Please see both visuals for concept).
A ball cap that heats your head Ball caps have a button on top with 6 seams running from it. What if in those seams were heating filiment.
stretchystraw,retractable straw similiar to a silly straw that you pull to sip and then retracts back to cup like coiled air hose
Shampoo and Conditioner Duo
TOAST DIARY - toaster which is communicating with Your I PHONE Calendar app, and every morning burns on Your toast Your daily program
motion sensor alarm held to a screen by magnets, if screen moves, the motion sensor sounds the alarm. This is for screens on doors windows
Bluetooth Amplifier Headphones:2 mini electric guitar amplifier speakers headphones shaped,App-enabled and for your ears only.
No baby left behind
Solar Secure a new app that lets you know your sump pump has stopped working. Don't worry your solar charged battery kicked in.
A stretch wrap to affix around a bath towel that will keep the towel from falling off.
Pressure Control Hose Nozzle
RESUB - Never buy different bungee cords again BUY ONE AND DONE! Replace these clips with safety hooks to make one cord fit any project!
The Double O's glasses allows your to zoom in an out, take pics an videos. Helps you to see words bigger when driving for directions ect.
Baby bottle sectioned in half to hold two different kind of liquids. Cap twists to allow half of the drink to flow while the other isn't.
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Stamped aluminum iPhone case.
Massaging hammock gently rolls massaging spheres across entire back, arms &amp; legs for a relaxing massage as you enjoy the outdoors.
A compact for the unused portion of lipstick that remains in the bottom of the tube.
Keep all your remote controls, video game controls and other devices organized on a magnetic mat.Providing easy access and loss prevention.
Ventu Extra Small
Gas Sensor
scuba diver communicator
CityScapes
A round notes holder because sometimes, there's not enough space for the straight ones. Dry-erase or magnetic middle area is a plus!
dry erase mini roller for coloring in larger spaces
space-age gym grips
The Portable nailstudio
PESE VALISE INTEGRE
Hands Free Grocery Saddle Bag
This giant enter button connects to the computer by usb and makes those dramatic movie scenes of slamming the enter key a reality!
Kids drink dispenser
Wizzy Whipper - a very efficient manual 4 quart mixer. Uses the same kind of planetary motion as the most popular stand mixers
"Shower-In-a-Can". For people who can't easily get to a water source while in hospitals/nursey homes, military outpost, camping, aid workers
Ad-To-Go
Super Smart Solar Charging Station For Electric Vehicles:App to charge from phone and alert you when it's done charging.
An iPhone gaming consoles kit..
Create alarm clock that we can record our own wake up messages. Alarm will run for 2 minutes then auto shutoff.
The Bike lift for balcony/decks.no more walking your bike up or down three flight stairs after riding. just push the remote up and down
My idea is to create shelving that you can hang in your closet. Made from sturdy materials that are adjustable in height and affordable.
Spider Punching Bag
Back lit illumination for any logo inside container or packaging of a product.
Pet/Child Safe Christmas Lites
The Hot or Cold
Side-Lying Pillow
Palm Tazer
Roxx Star Learning System. Play Instruments Easily. Guitar Frets &amp; Keyboard Keys Light Up Real Time to Show Where To Place Fingers for Songs
BABY STATION BACKPACK
DO YOU FANCY A SOFT DRINK?? Taste the new one from Quirky. Quirky can for Quirky people!!
Leveling String/measuring string to help you quickly hang things.
A simple way to mount your ipad and your iphone to your refrigerator, Ir would come with aim-able cameras to mount inside.
Custom rear wing spoilers for automobiles made from clear plastic/acrylic/Lexan with LED colored lights implanted in the body of the wing
Every pet lover hates the mess from brushing your pet. Now do it with little ease and little mess with the electric pet brush.
This cushion senses when you slouch, and vibrates to remind you to sit up straight.
Precise Temperature Cooking with Boil Buoy Designed Cooker
Robotic vacuum cleaner with self service charging station.
The #1 spot for wasted space for a closet, is right in front of the door.
Convertible Shopping Bag
Functional Laptop case that allows the computer to be use with very little to no set
Croc Charms + Twinkle Toes = Croc Blinking Charms. Collect, Make Your Own, Swap Charms, Keep Your Base, Replaceable Battery.
Cool Coil Cup
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Heads Up Baby
A 2-in-1 Bottle Opener. Now, you don't have to buy 2 and they come in handy.
Cutting board book. No cross contamination when cooking.Thin flexible, replacable boards magnetically attach into a book. See video. Teamlab
DRIVEWAY ALERT LIGHT
An extension cord that doesn't knot. It folds.
The idea that I'm bringing to you is called the "Holobar" This is a portable and convenient laptop contained in a simple tube design
Quirky's Clear Span swimming goggles just got clearer. Apply NeverWet to "Clear Span" to enhance visibility making it a more unique product!
A post anchored in the ground by a pressurized air bag. No concrete and re-usable for temporary applications.
Sunny
I would like to invent a UV sanitizing scrub brush and sponge holder. It would also provide drying capability to eliminate moisture as well.
A Thimble like item to apply to your fingers when you are texting. My "Fimble typer" will should allow you to text faster and easier.
Never let your lipstick melt in a hot car or on a hot day again! Use a COOL CASE and keep it fresh.
"Cyclone Breese" by Dalney
add a hat enclosure to car window sun shade(screen),use as an umbrella,rain coat or hat to protect from the sun and rain when not prepared
detachable handle bar for umbrella strollers promoting comfortable posture and extra storage at an affordable price.
The Milky Away
Hi, My idea is a hand held(detachable)two piece item designed to prepare/mix paints(all types)once the tin is open and ready to be used.
Strawberry straw punch
Usb Charger Plus
Automatic Bluesockmachine.
Child safety outlet
Garbage receptacle that holds roll of continuous feed bags to be fed through slot in bottom of receptacle and torn off as old bag removed.
DAILY PILLS TAKEN LID TRACKER. Wafer thin disc on pill lid attaches to any lid. Sliding, color-coded, numbered makes it easy to be accurate.
Digital Battery
Pop Out Handle on Insulated Travel Mug! Yes
PhatClip attaches to Xbox 360 & PS3 hand controllers, allows a gamer to have a rotating display window in direct view w/o impeding buttons.
Twin laser pointers on pointer finger replaces your mouse, no buttons. Lens in pointer determines movements and button push too. Wiggle!
Killing fire ants without using harmful insecticides.
Rag holder with solution dispenser &amp; pivoting extender. Reach larger areas. No need for gloves. Clean glass, furniture, disinfect counters
Night Balls, Bats, and Gloves
The EZsnap Pet Leash "The New Standard in Pet Leashes". A simple solution to a standard pet leash problem!
Led T-shirt. Write a message or draw something. SEE VIDEOS of normal led t-shirts.
KORKGAROO My idea is to have a multifunctional but also decorative bar accessory. The design is based on the shape of a familiar kangaroo.
*KICKSTAND UTENSIL SET*minimizes mess on counter.Also can be stored on rim of pan.Kick stand flips away **POSSIBLE UNIVERSAL
ATTACHMENT**
Presta Valve Cap - Now it's easier to open the tip when it stuck.#qcycle
RFID tag system for finding keys, wallet, remote, device, scarf, glove, coat, pills, the dog - anything you need to find in a hurry.
Keyback. A wireless two-part keyboard strapped to the back of your tablet device.
A sticker for MacBooks that takes the glowing feature of the Apple logo, but changes the shape to something more original.
I would like to invent a "Scented Furnace Filter" for home. Air freshners are costly and don't last long. Candles pose a risk of fire.
Ergo Ladder Rung Adapters
My idea is a pooper scooper that incorporates a bag for easy dog refuse clean-up and disposal.
What is the temperature?
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Real sweat control garment
Bathtub Buddy
lotion bug repellent
Solar powered vent clip-on car travel coffee mug holder / warmer
Make any pair of (sun)glasses waterproof! No more water drops that reduce visibility in the rain and no steamy glasses. Fits on any pair.
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
Have you taken out your holiday lights out of storage to find a tangled mess? Ever finished decorating and had too many lights leftover
LED table lamp, outlet powered with battery reservoir. Shaft pops out and shade comes off to become flashlight. Perfect for power outages.
The Movie Mini.
A chair which is comfortable to lean back. For those who have a habit of leaning. Itâ€™s now safe to lean back.
Clip on KickStand - for yard tools
portable dryer: had fun in the water took off my swim gear put it in the bag and turned on my portable dryer bam ready to toss in the hamper
Cordless Genius Power:Line extension for pivot power genius without the cord.With LED sockets &amp; 2 USB ports.
A light, portable/easily and quickly recharable 18 v power supply using an accessible brand of recharchable Lithium Ion battery.
Curling/Flat Iron Shutoff Dock
Crazy Cupcakes!
Home automation/reminder system: Schedule HVAC, security systems, radio, lights, alarms, appliances, etc. Configurable online and by remote.
Jukebox 2.0 il vient du future
A sword for all knights, pirates and rangers! This edgy new toy allows you to construct and recreate your sword to suit your imagination.
Choice between DRY-ERASE and Yellow stickers. Re-use. Yellows can't be.Great opportunity to even add an ad in permanent ink for promotion.
NEW!!!!! A case/cover for Apple devices that resembles 70's inspired speaker covers! For those that love music!!!
Computer Screen Comfort
Make a custom size planter. Plastic connecting panels . Expands vertically &amp; horizontally. Stores flat (less shelf space). Resub - 165 votes
mix-and-match kids accessories
A Hair -Band solution for Women and Girls with hair-loss/ short hair. Headband with hair sewn in and is easily made into a ponytail or up-do
THE INFLATABLE TRAVEL BOPPY PILLOW Folds extremely compactly for easy travel and inflates inside a Boppy cover, just like a beach ball.
My idea is a medicated pad that is breathable and absorbant. Its purpose is to provide relief for obese people from odor and skin irritation
Scrubbing Glove
Refrigerator diagnostic tool using smartphone app
Sili-Wrap: Reusable non-toxic lunch time solution! Silicone mats embedded with high power magnets wrap your sandwich and protect your lap.
Self Watering Planter that not only saves time and hassle but also covers up the ugly gutter downspout and makes the house look great!
iPod Case with built in hook to attach to top of purse
A cell phone case with a light source around the edge of both the front and back of the case using an EL light source for Skype and FaceTime
Fork,spoon handle cover that makes it easy and even possible for elderly and those with limited hand and finger use to eat comfortably.
This is a 1-U.S.Gallon Paint Can Holder. Designed to hold up to a full 1-gallon can of paint with ease and no straining.
Wheel COVER...TO PLAY MUSIC..FROM UR APPLE DEVICE, WHILE U DRIVE.
The Eco-Cube stores your Eco bags for quick and easy use. What a fun idea with a collapsible design that's portable, and easy to use.
funnel that clamps onto rim of garbage can to expand surface area to catch rain water for organic gardens to avoid chloriated town water
test
Bath Tub MOLDABLE CLAY BAGS
Keep your scale off the floor for more space and easy cleaning! Now works with any scale! Updated ReSub. :)
Ten Key Mouse
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Shopping cart handy Accesorie.
Refrigerator and Freezer Tempature App that will alert consumer of outages or defective appliance
Don't let crappy weather ruin your summer. Check out my cooler that shows the weather.
ladder outrigger
911 Emergency Restraining order alert notification. Panic or the need for silence reduces the operators ability to provide assistance.
Three 8" flat discs attached under the three legs of an easel or tripod.
A miniature USB plug connected to our computerized devices, enables us when stolen to erase / upload all our sensitive data from a distance.
Non-Disposable Straw- Turn your straw inside out for Easy cleaning! Heavy bottom keeps from floating & bends to sip last drop. Super Bendy!
Some sort of chip installed or stuck on item. Then a home base receiver to find it.
When you have to take more than one prescription at different times a day, this will help organize your pills. A Calendar just for pills.
iMesuring. Laser measurer to be connected with iPhone. Simple, cheap and efficient.
Ovens on !!!
Sock Lock
Wi-Fi video security system with 2-way audio! Use multiple units to cover all possible entry ways or other areas that need surveillance!
4ever Peg
Trash/recycling can that holds paper grocery bags w/handles, or plastic garbage bags. Can be clipped together in different configurations.
Wheeled Umbrella Stand w Brake
Amphibious toy trike. Make other kids jealous as you pedal on land and water and back
Smart Snow Measurer
self rolling earbuds
Every year at Christmas, I love decorating, but I hate fighting with the dang tree box. I think it grows the few weeks it is out. Its hell
TALKING TRASH WILL HELP KEEP AMERICA CLEAN! (AND KIDS ROOMS TOO).
Compare to pacifier wipes. Dorm/Camping Wipes-Easily wipe off cups, plates, silverware and etc when you dont have the ability to do dishes.
An Iphone case that has an 8 ball into the back of it.
reciprocating key/phone finder. An app on the phone and a device for you keys that will allow you to locate one device with the other one.
Children plate + interactive APP to help your child eat. measuring the weight of food left on the plate.
My shim levels or planes a drapery bracket so that the hardware is perpendicular and not dropping when installed on rounded window trim.
A kid's spoon with holes and a bendable handle straw which I call a â€œstrainer spoonâ€ with a midway wall molded in the center.
Keep your feet fresh in the summer heat with a shoe that aerates and drains. Has holes in the soles.
LED Keyboard Cover
HAIR-SENSE:product idea/name A heat generating whole head cap,steaming hair with conditioner on.A soothing eco-friendly cost effective cap
Everyone leaves tips, but what if you left a tip with a little style, something extra that said "nice job," or "well done!" The "Tip Jacket"
tea bag squeezer
Screwdriver set with snap on ratcheting T-handle. Gives every screwdriver in the set the power of a torque wrench with one snap-on handle.
Contractors Battery Station !
Pool Shower Volcano for Above Ground and In Ground Pools
Ice koozie
Universal IR-eRemote
LEGO INSPIRED WALL ORGANIZER -MODULAR BLOCKS hang Keys,reading glasses,scissors, pencils Etc. ~RESUBMITTED WITH A
PROTOTYPE
Combo Snow Blower/Lawn Mower/Leaf Vacuum
Smart Device FireUp MiniFactor
This Baby Belly Binder is the greatest and most impressive binder to keep your precious bundele of joy healthy and safe from abdomen hernias
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"3 BIN GARBAGE OR CLOTHS HAMPER SYSTEM" organize your life.Plastic,paper,waste OR whites, coloreds, dedicates for use as cloths hampers..
Freezable drink stirrers! These classy stirrers have a silicone top to prevent cold fingers and exposed stainless to chill your drink faster
E-CIG BRACELET
Selfy Surfing
A Different Take on the 2 Handle Chopping Knife
Washing-up brush and scouring pad together in one tool
App. Enabled Musical Cake Cutter! Choose songs from App. and send to Cake Cutter. Any Occasion. Cake Cutter Handle Lights Up Also!
Hide and Seek Kids app controlled Game.Hide the device and seek the hidden location using app with simple map/radar displaying location
Saving victims of Avalanche.An inflatable life-vest.The avalanche comes you pull a string life vest inflates around body and help u floating
A designer external hard drive(non-modern design)to store digital pictures. A black base with black block letters spelling FAMILY or JOY.
STEP LITES
The Luggage Closing Helper!!! For travelers all over the planet!
The sound lamp
Strike plate
To be able to record the measurement taken, by writing or entering it on the the side of the tape measure. Write on, right on!
'Drink 2 Go' Get a favorite 500 ml drink hands-free anywhere and enjoy it anytime, with this fun Belt-Clip &amp; Add-on Flat &amp; Flex Body-Bottle!
LED Stop Sign and Street Sign
Cabinet door handle drill
â€œBowl in a bagâ€. A storage bag that can be converted into a bowl by rolling the bag inside out
Stop dough abuse!
A miniature robotic car, the kind that children play with, that has GPS, travels in your garden to cut and spray weeds automatically.
"camel back wetsuit"-finally a wetsuit that provides a chance to NOT have to paddle in every hour or so to hydrate!
'Rag Tags'-for wash cloths, kitchen cloths/cleaning etc. Used to identify a current purpose and/or use by a specific individual.
An adjustable, wide angle mirror that clips on the frame of your monitor or laptop. Serves as "Eyes in Back of Your Head" while at work
A simple yet sleeky way to keep any room clean.Bring nature into the house while keeping your area clean.Space efficient and easy to set up
Wine Aerator - InBottle â€œThe Platypusâ€ Aerates an entire bottle of wine completely inside the bottle in just 90 seconds.
The Inflatable Puff Tent
App Enabled Dehumidifier, when it's full, signal the app. that it needs to be emptied, also set humidity in the air
A cooler with built in solar-powered fans! Cool off at the beach, fishing, sports events, anywhere!
DIGITAL SEAL STAMP
Push-Click-Punch jar opener. A spring trigger with ergo handle releases vacuum for easy opening. A stamp strip in handle to re-seal jars.
Teddy Bot
BackScratch/Smoother
My "Perfect Portions Baking Pans" have the inches marked along the length and width of the pan and the quarts marked inside of the pan.
To have a safe and convenient way to get mail from a mailbox that is next to the street.
âœ©âœ©Removable Wall Decals covered in Magnet Paintâœ©âœ© Great for office, dorm or home. Easier than Magnet Paint and REMOVABLE.
A Heavenly nature spa sound radio thats designed to create a atmosphere that will relax and pamper the user and give a spa like feeling.
ReSub: Moldable arms take the shape you want after 10 secs in the microwave (Plasticote/Polycaprolactone skeleton &amp; slip-free silicone skin)
The Plungenie is a plunger with a collapsible 36 inch pole, detachable splash guard, and a hidden 36 inch toilet snake.
Re-carbonate large bottles of soda. Soda goes flat. Design new bottle,or pill or buffer to re-carbonate soda without dilution or seltzer.
cpap hose hanger
No mess butter dish
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A Better Jewelry Travel Case
Presenting..."The Moose Rack." From frat houses to your best friend's home, this dish rack/party punch bowl will bring life to any kitchen!
Let's design the perfect shower hook! Showers and bathrooms never have enough space. Let's make a hook to hold shampoo, towels, and more!
Shark Bait!
Reversible Solar Curtains using sunlight during day and electric light at night.
Keeping receipts is a hassle. A simple scan could eliminate the issue, we could access the itemized receipt upon returning to the office.
Under water Phone kit, Surface and deep water. Take video in the ocean, pool, lake or pier and capture whats under there...
PLEASE VOTE :) -- A plug plate, with a LCD indicator letting you know how much electricity you're using (In approx. dollar amount).
The lazyreader
GRILL WRANGLER Add t-stat to the fork prongs can read internal food temps. Displaying on rear of tool
COOKIE STAMP:stamp in what ever message you want!
Roomba Pet Toy
Power On.A independent battery backup for your appliances. Built-in or sold separately to supply power where you need it and when.
The Sink Cutting Board is small, out of the way and simple Design Patent US D551035S
Flexi Barretes
have a sanding project well the sanding glove is what you want no more sand paper slipping out of your hand and no more scraped knuckles
Inflatable tree house
Dumbbells that are flexible. Straight, hooped or curved. Quirky Flex Weights designed by you for you!
Wear smartphone alerts on your sleeve. Don't miss another notification with an LED, Bluetooth wristband. Simple, affordable, stylish.
Wouldn't it be nice if stores that sold bottled water also sold packs of one time use, recyclable baby nipples for them too?
!!!RESUB!!! FLOWER DISH RACK...INSPIRED BY MOTHER NATURE. OPENS TO HOLD MANY ITEMS OR STAYS CLOSED FOR A FEW.
220 to 110 In-Wall Adapter
Sick of coupled socks returning from laundry cycle single? Foster commitment before they hit the hamper with Sock Vows Velcro Hearts.
Ecoessential dryer pillows.5'X5' poly stuffed, with essential oils to mix your own scent and anti static addative.
Invisible Dog Leash: Using radio frequency &amp; proximity sensors,allowing you and your pet to have a great time outside without running away
wireless creeper lights
Bring a little green indoors. Magnetic board with illuminated planters and plant lights
Hangovers suck. So does swallowing pills. We can fix both problems with this liquefied ibuprofen + water hangover cure drink.
Scratching post with adjustable circular feeding tray. Entertain and exercise your cats when you're not home. Floor-to-ceiling, removable.
Pivot Power Bar /no power cord
One Shot Steam Iron
Animal Speaker
Changeables: children's slippers which are as unique as your child is! Create new characters to go to bed with every night!
An INFLATABLE TRAVEL PLAYPEN that keeps your kids safe and contained outside while you enjoy not running after them! A parent must have!!!
Multi-Hook with a latch. hang your coat and any accessory with out it falling off.
Holiday Cooler. A round cooler with divided plates & ice packs for transporting leftovers home from holiday meals. Also good for pies.
A Viable Alternative to Plastic Chair Mats
My idea comes from the love of stuffed cabbage, however, coring cabbage is the least favorite part of my cooking experience
The worst part of folding laundry is matching socks! We have created an item that can help save time and frustration when doing the laundry.
RealSync is phone sync application that allows one to use their cell phone on their computer using a virtual version of their real phone.
Universal Screw Gun Butt Stock
Gant de toilette Ã rÃ©serve
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SIMPLY and QUICKLY remove the lint from your clothes dryer filter with one swoop of your hand. Use pencil ERASER materal with a handle.
This is a marinade tenderizer. It injects marinade into food and tenderizes it at the same time. It works best with cuts of meat.
Home, ceiling fan, Self powered by small fan, at the end of the, blades. It runs on a rechargable 12/18 volt Bat.Used to start fan.
Large, easy to store, swivel dish rack, flat &amp; foldable (20"x20" unfolded and 20"x10" folded).
EZ Bike Storage Lift #QCYCLE
MP3 Alarm Clock with Bass
PET LOVER? Then u know how much your pet enjoys fresh cold water! The ICE CUBE is the answer to sweltering heat! I have used these for 3 yrs
Electronic shelving plugs into outlet - additional hidden outlets/USBs &amp; internal cord storage- C photos - Render: simplyinclined - speaker?
Youhoo advertising temp tattoo
The LED Cyclops Power Adapter and Extension Cord.Have you ever wished that your extension cord was also a flashlight?Now you can have it.
No more Spilling Food! This bag assistant holds open your zip bags while you fill it with food and leftovers!
Ring support to all kinds of iPhone/iPod.
Solar powered easy id mailbox post in which the 911 address illuminates after dark for all emergency services to locate an address with ease
Wow Enjoy with fashionable and modern computer ring mouse
Like a sports bra, but for a pregnant belly! With underwire and straps to keep your bump from bouncing uncomfortably while exercising.
Beach towel w/ pillow size pocket at top. Fill pocket with sand to create comfy head support while laying out! Easily pour sand out after.
Split Stick Wireless USB Flash Drive: Wi-Fi, iOS and Android Compatible, 16GB/32 GB
Pan with Magnetic Cover
A remote controlled camera on wheels with telescoping stand. It's a camera, it's a toy, it's an innovation.
My Firefly umbrella will light up at the touch of a button on its handle. It will give a sense of security on a dark, rainy night.
Heated Windshield Washer Fluid:To Melt the Ice Right Off The Windshield And Defrost The Windshield In A Matter Of Seconds.
A Portable house
Wall mounted sliding dock for iDevices with inbuilt cord management
Loads of empty suitcases that takes up spaces and under utilized, unless we go on a road trip. An idea to utilize the empty suitcases.
joystick on a pitching machine
Anti-bullying stuffed animals. Eliminating bullying at the source with positive messages and teaching kids how to combat bullying
Cre-ATE
The purpose of this project was to design a manual can opener for arthiritic poeple, who enjoy using manual opener without getting pain.
Lovelights. Lingerie-inspired romantic lamps designed to produce soft, warm, flattering light for your love life. Let your Lovelight shine.
#Wink- A Bluetooth enabled Wrist or Arm mounted Smart Heart-Rate Transmitter.
The perfect to go mirror. A hands free mirror you can use at home or on the go anywhere for any purpose at a moments notice !!!
Organize your socks. Sock factory have it.
The idea is to help parents ease their babies to sleep by eliminating separation anxiety, by giving them images to watch at bedtime.
ILINE - SMART SHELF LINER OR TRAY - Lets you know when you need anything in your kitchen cupboard. Fully programmable!
Simple and necessary. A solar powered light on top of your mail box post. This will allow the snow plow driver to see, and not hit it
Tub-Buddy (Video)
Turn Signals for Bikes! [please add Suggestions for Influence]
Mute your pet's distracting squeaky toy! Easily turn on or off the squeak sound so you can enjoy a quiet evening once in a while.
"Clip on" to existing towel rack and slide your towels on, allowing air to flow on all sides with half the space.
The Back-Saving Paint Stand! With a portable paint stand that helps with the ergonomics of painting. Stop bending your back for your paint!
Hideagrip
The Handi-Hat is a solution for folks who don't know what to do with their pocket stuff when at the gym/activity &amp; only need keys/ID/phone.
Adjustable iPhone 5 Bluetooth car dock with built-in speaker, audio out, power, tilt functionality, and non-obstructive camera view.
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Single
Disaster Relief, Survivalists, "Preppers" and Homesteaders Cooling Vessel to Preserve Food when electricity is spotty or inaccessible
I had dream of linens.com
Portable cell phone case that allows you to print on the go.
JJ PowerBar
Install a small piezo buzzer in automotive continuity testers so you can hear continuity confirmation without having to look at the light.
CarWink plugs into the vehicleâ€™s On-Board Diagnostic Computer Reader (OBD-II) port to analyze data from the vehicleâ€™s on-board computer.
Consists of a two component system - 1st is a self tapping drywall anchor, 2nd is the hook component which can be screwed into the anchor
Imp + App Enabled Raid Drive: Plug Your USB Flash Drives Into A Hub To Create A Central Drive! Hard Drive Storage Is Now Flexible!
The Adult Sippie Cup... for public drinking at times when it's really not appropriate or allowed!
MY SOCK MOP Check out, you won't feel like cleaning because it is hocky like mop
A combo flower vase and ant farm. A transparent double-paned flower vase that can dual function as an ant farm.
Went to work again today with non-matching shirt/pants, happens all the time. Need a closet solution that pairs matching clothes...
THE WINDOW..regular window size and each square a screen, multiple settings, change Mountain with rain,Beach Scene.Hang Wall.Live Motion
the lottery winner device !!!!
Toothbrush UV light disinfect
Heat Resistant Silicone Finger Covers Fits like a thimble over fingertips
SKIN PRINT (Reusable tattoo)
Deer and Bird Scarecrow
Back to the drawing board. My Original Ring Pop for your EXISTING ICE TRAY. This way makes more sense.Kids will go Ape Shit over it!
Project to design an iPhone 5 paper dock that can be built in 1 minute
Optimum usage of bottled water
Frisbee style cam
Lucif Lighting Systems
A FINGER ICE PACK.... Yes! A icepack that wraps around your finger, attaches with velcro and still allows you to keep active.
Woof Whiff
every time u lose the remote in the couch or the chair its just lost when u cant remember wher u put it heres the new thing the wrist remote
Q-Robotic Vaccuum, a vacuum that cleans itself out after use and charges itself.Uses a shop vac like device to remove debris.
Portable, comfortable, adjustable height, stable seat that anyone can take into the surf, swamp, marsh, lake, river, or stream.
Suffering from back pain or discomfort due to bad posture while sitting at your desk for long periods of time? You need Shoulder Support!
A spoon rest that has a peel away layers like a sticky note pad. So you don't have to clean it every time.
Hanging closet basket, cubes that would act like dresser drawers on the ceiling of your closet.movement controlled via tiny/concealed pully
Software Project for Knowledge
A keyring with a GPS chip that sends its location to your smartphone when prompted and/or an alarm that sounds so you can hear your keys.
inscription iphone cases,that have bible verses,motivational quotes, and everyday sayings, printed on the back cover of the case.
Pre nup Pen
MobileHome
Dry-Erase Motivational Bracelets. Customize Your Drive!
A solution to hands free calling. The MEGAphone will amplify your speakerphone and incorporate a microphone to ease in car calling
iPad Stand, versatile portable infinite position and designed to last a lifetime
Stop abusing your golf clubs that aren't protected
A plastic table cover that by use of a drawstring secures the table,then using the drawstrings turns into a trash bag for easy clean up
Sleep mate or pillow partner
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Game/toy comes in shape of funny face wearing beanie. Records and plays back audio with 2 ways to play with sound. I call it Backwards Bob.
It's "Your Birthday!" Alarm Clock! Submitted by my 8 year old daughter!
A rubberized, stretchable, non-latex stip of material that is texturized which is used by threading into inter-proximal spaces to clean gums
The Power Belt is device with multiple sockets for heavy duty rechargeable batteries (normally used for shop hand tools).
CONTROL HANDS
A chute-like box that hangs on the wall or closet bar. Used to drop in your underwear or socks for east storage.
Imagine your own mobile mini recording studio consisting of just two simple elements: headphones and a microphone.
Ever bring your Iphone/Ipod/Ipad USB cord but forget to bring the Wall outlet plug-in? with one click of a lever, the tips interchange
Extend A Nozzle. For cleaners or a mister/water bottle. Reach into tight areas. Bottle stays level to extract all fluid. Clip to belt.
Screw sorting machine
Spotter Expansion (A Re-sub)
Bathroom multifunctional console
Toddler snack and drink bottle
massage sneakers
Toothbrush with Built in LED lights and dental mirror allows you to see where you are brushing
Smart shoes Marque sole shoes. show your favorite team name and colors on the edges of the soles of shoes. Rechargeable battery driven.
EATS Multiple Timer System
An anchor for floats that prevents them from floating away or being blown away by a gust of wind while making transporting floats easier.
A light, portable, ergo dynamic way of easily accessing and mounting the iPad in commercial aircraft cockpits www.ipaddeckmount.com
electric door Mat for cleaning shoes
Wink faucet lock. From your phone prevent little children and cats from making a water mess and getting hot water burns on hands
three in one = earphones protector + smart touch pen + signal lamp easy to use eaey to move easy to keep don`t worry about missing
Food Buddy
Multi use aqua, recreation, rehab, social product. Encourages, exercise, rehab, safety. You "bob" in water. Center of gravity supports you
This is a software app that starts your computer, initiates monitor, loads chosen programs, and idles your system until the pin is entered.
The Satellite Hook System: This unit screws into the bottom of a shelf or a beam and contains four hooks for multiple hanging purposes.
The poop crusher
iPhone / iPad case that holds Mechanical Pencils
*BOX KIT* to design T-Shirts and print them at home. Comes with Designers' Tablet. No home computer needed to design! DIY Quirky Style!
Better Black Box
Electric wheel system for a standard A frame ladder. Save valuable time and less wear and tear on your body.
Stick Balloons to the wall using the power of static electricity.No tap or glue balloons with last for a number of hours!CHECK OUT THE VIDEO
The Pumping Paci
autoshade
Evenware Metal Foam Griddle
Scale changing Engineering ruler with digital measuring lines. Also has ability to create custom scales. Never been done before!!!
Patented. An automobile accessory item that attachs to the mirror housing to clear moisture off the sideview mirror. US Patent #5868867
The phone wallet consists of a credit card case connected to a phone skin or battery cover/backplate for stashing cash, cards, and stuff.
Tired of always having to locate a utility Knife to open a package. I have created a card that transforms into a Plastic Utility Knife.
SPRAY IT YOUR WAY! (Re-Sub)
An ice chest with a fold out table and umbrella holder.
Kids throwing those expensive swim goggles on concrete deck at the swimming pool when going on the diving board? See solution &amp; prototype!
Front Load Magnetic Photo Frame - Switch pictures easy, no hassles.
(RESUB)Stylish iMac vault that you can keep on your desk. Lock/unlock via App
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A customizable closest space completely adaptable to the owners wardrobe.
Float Wacth
meditation mat
Um site de busca seleto oferecendo produtos e serviÃ§os como o google mas aceitando apenas empresas limpas e legalizadas a mais de dez anos.
Organize your elegant bag with a "Stuf-it" pouch made to look like fine lingerie. Velcro them together to line your bag or fit your needs
Dividable Backsack
The "Recovery Guard" is for the protection of incisions, cuts, burns just about any sore area of skin. To allow the area to breath and heal.
Cable identifier AND protector
Interactive Barbie House-Matel
Spinning Gym Rob
Simple, but practical
Water Deactivating Alarm Clock
Elevated cooler . No more bending great features . It is like no other. This is not a stool RESUB 353 views/330 votes
a case where you can hold you flash drives headphones and credit cards
eQuariam - Where the Pets Never Die
Towel with built in Canopy. Great for beach/park. Use for shade, work on laptop, keep belongings hidden and clean.
iPad Stand, versatile portable infinite position and designed to last a lifetime
The soda dispenser alows you to keep a cold soda on tap in the fridge for easy dispencing. Just place your glass under the spout and fill.
Wireless monitor output for Mac and windows based computers.
Collapsable/Size changing bakeware. So that you are able to cook for 1 if you need to or for roommates and guest too. All in one pan.
This is the Shirt Compactor--the only thing besides clothes and hangers in my closet is air. Compact. Press. At Once.
Noise canceling sleep earphones. A soft headband with thin built in noise canceling earphones
Inspired by a stress ball! A simple cell phone/gadget holder to use in your car's cup holder.
Heated Rug
Door Face Designs (DFD)
Outside IN Cat Box Tray
Crosslinked Scissors.

Get the handle out of the way!

Inflatable device that goes over babies head to protect while learning how to walk. Act as a "floaty" for toddler swimmers
FLIP POP Measuring cups - These fold in half when wanting to make a half serving of a recipe! NO MORE struggling...What is half of 3/4 cup?
A medicine pill bottle's cap that gives the time and warn you when you're suppose to take your medicine.
Bag Closer
Baby Toy and Keepsake: Sing lullabies to help baby sleep and provide a keepsake to listen to your little ones laugh. Also a sound machine.
In honor of Fathers day! CUFFLINKS that you can UPLOAD PHOTOS to.
a pre-moisten bathing towel, a 2'x 2' cloth already pre-moisten with mild soap to bath yourself. no water required.
An attachment to go inside your existing shop vac that filters the fine dust out though water so your main filter won't clog so fast.
â€œPlug-Camâ€ is a compact, self-contained, directionally adjustable, plug-in digital camera with integral USB and/or Apple Dock Connectors.
What's the HARDEST thing to get children to do? Take a shower/bath. The SHOWER KARAOKE machine changes ALL of that. It makes bathing FUN!!!
Bright Light Alarm
Tambourine Protector protects your hand &amp; leg when playing, just strap it on your hand or around your leg &amp; play without pain!
App-Enabled GE Hot Water Heater Leak Detector Mat &amp; Trough.
Check the odor of your mouth with this easy and funny-looking appliance. New level of self-confidence about your mouth hygiene.
Previously UC. 2.5 million sets of crutches sold nationwide each year! We can make a better crutch. Lets redesign this thing. We can do it
I like football, but don't like being cold. You know those reusable handwarmers you can buy? I want to sell reusable BODY warmer-vests.
Piggy Bank Plus
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Fold-Out Closet Table
The Quirky Grill- a jack of all trades. It's a pizza oven, smoker and a charcoal grill. Prototype built. Features! Features! Features!
An LED light fixture attached inside a purse, messenger bag, briefcase, etc. to see down inside the bag
Wear Stylus Rings for touch screens. For your i phone and tablet screen. Wear them on your fingers and thumbs. More accurate touch.
Chopping board that converts to bowl or strainer. Think 'Nest'.
Heated Mug &amp; USB charger
Pack M' to Go
Motorcycle Helmets &amp; Riding Suits made in Marvel and DC Superheroes, Star Wars, Halo Master Chief &amp; all the popular Cartoon, Movies &amp;
Games
Sometimes a guy just needs a little more length in his "Hammer"..to solve the issue at hand. Extendable hammer shaft with 3 lock positions
A key that allows you to check if you closed your home's door at a glance
X-Lint is an award-winning, patent-pending technology that improves dryer efficiency, reducing time per cycle and energy used to dry clothes
The monitor and keypad dust covers protect personal computers from harmful damage.
my invention is the snap on window for automobils its safe affordable and easy to use just need a bit of help ironing out some details.....
I like to ride my bike and before on get on my bike, I'll take the shoelaces and tuck them in my shoe.
Clean your tracks behind you
Sauce Maker
Triangolo
Keyper
Chill Saver
HEAD CINEMA - use your smartphone to watch movies individually in BED, PLANE, TRAIN ... PRISON :)
#QCycle Bicycle Safety Water Bag. Reflective with a filter water carrier for cyclists. In collaboration with Geoffrey Roberts
My idea is called The Odie Cap. It is a protective cap insert for head protection for sports, recreation, or work
thermo bed
"Divide-A-Bowl" A plastic bowl that can be divided with sections. You know when you're making Mexican food and you have a bunch of toppings!
Dishwasher Door Prop
The BACKING BUDDY
"HOOK AND GO" READING GLASSES. Small quick-release hook that is hidden until you push the button.
RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
What the Duck?! A goofy looking duck with a surprised look on his face screams through the air when thrown like a football!
App-enabled Hair/hand dryer Vanity Light. With flexible tube to easily move it around while you do your makeup.
A video game controller with interchangable buttons compatible with all consoles.
Singing WiFi Shoe Lace speakers using your smartphone (iphone) small powerful speakers,dancing feet, lightning music feet :resubmit
TUDO ORGANIZER: An organize mat with elastic bands to retain whatever you want. Hang in back door, hang it on wall, take it to travel.
Drivers sun armguard. Cloth pull on sleeve to protect arm from harmful rays yet leave driver with the option for short sleeve.
Spatula with a mist
the perfect toliet seat
I want to combine spinning rims with the greatest basketball player ever! The number 23 as the actual rim and the Jordan logo as the spinner
Back Seat Baby ChangingStation
Babysitting rate and help app
The Glove-Leash
A Sword Handle for Straws! Kids can play for hours with these things.
3D candy printer for home use. Kids kit. make 3D candy at home.Resub 294 votes!
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!!!RESUB!!! How about a dish cleaning and glass cleaning brush in one. Has a detachable head that is replaceable and can rotate 90 degrees.
MasterGate
A hook for lightweight electrical tools (idea came about from seeing plugged in hairdryers).
i created a very cool plastic display for creamers and sugar for the restaurant industry. There is 900 000 restaurants in Canada &amp; U.S.
Container lids keep utensils, napkins, sauces and dressings separate but together with the main dish. Use with many misc items. See video.
Forever Crate
Have an Idea for perspiration vest you wear when you exercise for running, walking, bike riding,for the gym
Cozy Hunter
adjustable weights using water, kettle Bell and others weights for gym use,
My "need to have" gadget idea: Serving spoon/fork with a build in scale to measure ounces/grams to better control portions during mealtime.
A window mounted FRESH AIR heat exchanger, removable interior element (cleanable) operates with small fan. Save Energy in Cold/HOT Climates.
An answer to all mechanics nightmares!
ARTISTS need a place to put damp brushes while painting. Hang a #1 script liner next to 2" brush with the bristles in the down position.
Electric pitter w/ different attachments (cherries, plums, olives, peaches). Prepare healthy snacks 4 the family in no time. Resub 158 votes
Self Tossing Ball
2 easy on 4" suction cups retractable clothes line for shower/tub.NO DAMAGE TO WALL.All other ones out there need tools to install.C PICS!
A large bath towel that people, especially women, frequently use to wrap themselves in.
The Garden Post
When it's time to walk the dog, the Pet Readi-Walker, the collar with a self-contained leash, allows you both to go out immediately.
Game Accessory Modules. Magnetic trays and drawers that can be stacked or linked in any arrangement for board game pieces, cards, dice, etc.
"The Apple Tree" Plug in your idevices using this cute power source.(resubmit with major changes-was in UC)
Travel Charger
The Washing Post - a simple way to wash your back in the shower without pulling a shoulder muscle with a brush or using an giant washcloth.
JackPack - Combine Safety and Comfort
The Bed Ahead; a 3 panel, portable fabric headboard/pillow cover
QUIRKY FITNESS LINE : TOTAL-BODY EXERCISE UNIT - THE NEXT GENERATION OF ELLIPTICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (RS)
I'm tired of my lamps always falling over in my house. It's not only annoying, but it's also dangerous.
A remote Control, with a LCD screen you can watch tv and change the channel from anywhere.
How Many Tupperware Lids Or Utensils Have To Die At The Bottom Of The Dishwasher? Use The Dishwasher Net. Save The Lids, Be A Hero.
Consumer GPS locator solution.
Can cooler similar to a silicon slap-bracelet; it could have a ridge that would fit under the container when closed.
funnel with adjustable hole
a cooler with clear sliding lids to keep salads and deserts cool and easily acessible for cookouts and tailgating
It is time to *Re-Think* how we eat our soups. *NEW* utensil for soup lovers. Don't you hate losing all that broth after wrapping noodles!
HealthPush
Solid-State Scissors: Inspired by chinese U-shaped scissors, and made from a single sheet of stainless-steel. no sharpening needed!
Computer Sound Bar W/Camera
Corner plant hanger. If there's a corner in a home that nothing seems to fit in, a corner plan hanger would make it look great.
Recipes Seen &amp; Clean! While cooking we keep your recipe cards right where you need them, while saving counter space and keeping them clean.
Swivel temple eyeglasses
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Eliminate pain in wrist/neck caused by using a mouse. The Perfect Angleâ„¢ platform positions mouse at a neutral wrist angle of 30 degrees
Just Frame It
Mini tri-skagg skiboard
RESUB 84% V/V Wireless earbuds that connect via bluetooth dongle to iPhone or iPad. MULTIPLE SETS CAN BE CONNECTED AT ONCE TO SHARE
MUSIC!
The Away Cooker
Baby Bandits! Bandit on the end of a bungie and suction cup. Clip around sippy cup, bottle, pacifier, baby toy. Suction other end to table!
Access the ports in the back of your iMac from the front.
Swimming pool too cold to enjoy? How about a pool heater for $150.00. I made a heater and had on my old pool for years without any problems!
This is a shower water temperature indicator. It will have a digital output that displays the temperature of the shower water.
A sliding hanger that allows easy access to individual clothes
iPad Stand, versatile portable infinite position and designed to last a lifetime
A durable cardboard bottle that offers the same function as plastic water bottles but has an enormously less harmful environmental impact.
Packable Back Brush
Navigate the social terrain of acquaintances, friends, and family. Move other player's pieces, interject, negotiate, and strategize to win.
Resub. my idea is a flexible led light that can be attach to the iphone, when extra light is needed.
Comb Scissors
Dog Treat App
If you lose your keys just press the button on key buzz base unit, and the device on the key ring will beep, light up and vibrate.
Hang the object using adjustable slider brackets that allows adjusting of either corner and not having to start from scratch or a divorce.
Beta Brake
coolcartoos.com tattoos for your car locker bike or any smooth surface. thousands of designs or create your own. self stick removable vinyl
An iphone case with spool-wound earbuds embedded in the design. Mechanics and headphone encasements are built into back.
I want to see what I'm typing without having to look up, just like I do when I text on my phone. My idea is to create a LCD readout strip.
It works while you work. Leg massage in the boot; why not, it's a battery operated massage boot that goes with you anywhere.
The Dagger: A steering wheel or headrest hook mounting system that, when inserted into the Quirky Cloak, will enhance the iPad's in-car use.
App Enabled Warm Mist Humidifiers, warn when empty, change settings (hi/low), add medicine, SAVE LIVES
PREP-BIN! Hate walking to the trash can every two seconds when you're preparing food? Have a mini-trash right next to you!
A light weight, hassle free, hands free flashlight that takes seconds to put on. Can also be used as a standard or stand alone flashlight.
WINGS a simple T-Shirt hanging solution, for those who love their T-Shirts but hate to fold them :) VIDEO (:
MULTI KNIFE FOR DECORATIONS AND FRUIT OR VEGETABLES CARVING (resub) Several penknives and tools in one product. Useful and
practical.
Dome shaped Greenhouse Protection for all your plants, fruits and vegetables
Socked-in
F.E.D -- FREE ENERGY DEVICE.
Fire Prevention
Indoor Cycling Mount
Quirky Feline Atrium. At least 21" wide and 26" tall with a view. An indoor/outdoor litter box. Filtered, illuminated, and litter retentive.
Stamp It!
Girls &amp; Boys Backpack with built in lunch kit container area, no more kids coming home without their lunch bag, it's built in to the pack
Hotel Guest Mini-Bar Vendor
HIGH LEVERAGE WATER HANDLE
Coiled Jumper Cables
Wallet Breakaway Toothpick Cards. Minty fresh convenience. Bonus: A great product for advertising on sleeve of card!
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Carabiner + Hook
Baby Stroller tipping preventer Weights for the front wheels or a kick stand (similar to a golf bag) that pops out at a certain angle
I See You and Want to Help You
With an app-enabled pet toy, your dog (or cat) can have fun while youâ€™re away!
Chip Clip that frees up shelf space and it ALSO submerges frozen food underwater to defrost faster
All-in-one toothbrush/toothpaste eliminates toothpaste wasted down the drain. Toothbrush/handle squeezes toothpaste through the bristles.
resub. and improved. suction cups with rod and hooks for fridge an easier way to grab those ready packs of zipper dairies,ham,snacks,etc.
For Former Blackberry afficiandos: An iphone case with built in stylus holder and stylus
Ice pockets! Pockets built into knee braces to hold re-freezable ice packs! No more drippy ziplock bags or balancing ice packs on your leg!
RESUB BENDABLE CONCRETE FORMS made from recycled plastics UNBREAKABLE REUSABLE ECO FREINDLY interlocking heavy duty money
and time saving
The remote control backpack
Opposing brush upright vacuum
Traveling Ice Pail,great for Tailgate parties,BBQ's,Pic-niks,Camping,The Beach,Family Outings,5 gallon pail with ice door &amp; tray at bottom.
Need an app that blocks annoying phone calls and text messages
Sometime we don't want to leave the house with a purse or a wallet.With this sock pocket,you leave the house with just your essential.
An Ice cream Scoop like Sugar Tongs : New design.
Clip the Cord
I would like to make a wireless modem that works on TVs
service solahart jakarta utara
We want to make a blanket or mattress pad that can create heat or cool down (aircondition) the user.
Playing a PlayStation, Xbox or WII does tie up your TV and itâ€™s not always feasible for two TVâ€™s in a home in a family rm,Time limit APP
Multi-Uses Hooky,Hooky Clamp it.
Onion-Slicer: Slice An Onion Without Smelling Fumes Or Having Watery Eyes! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A height adjustable pedestal table that easily becomes a coffee, lamp,TV, or dining table. No moving parts or hardware and needs no tools.
Storage drawers with pre attached vacuum seal bags that will allow the user to fit the exact amount into the storage drawer.
Ringo
Make storing cutting boards EZ. Behind the cabinet door chopping board holder. Over the door hook with cutting board holder. No tools needed
ready bottle
Do you wear glasses or sunglasses? I bet they're scratched! Most likely from wiping them dry. Why not use AIR to dry them?

WDITOT?

Body scrubs made out of food products. They smell great and make your skin feel great, too!
Multi plug extension cord
clip light fan
Back to Back Suction Cups
Sweet Dreams
A all new glow in the dark computer cord that connects to your phone to show your phone screen on your computer screen.
Rehabilitated bicycle tires, so riders can get a lot more mileage before they wear out &amp; the inner tubes go flat; still have smooth rides.
E-Charge
Resub over 150 votes, Stop dragging around your Weed Eater; Inc. Ball Technology into Head of weed eater no fatigued arms, pivot to maneuver
Eletronic Learning touchscreen lock for Toy box- Everyday it teaches the child through age appropriate screen prompts and rewards the child
Mini Portable Coffee Maker
APP FOR HOME SECURITY GATE OPENER ~Open gate using your phone-replaces remote -Trouble Shoots Errors , Tamper Guard
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WALL-MOUNTED RECHARGEABLE WET/DRY MINI VAC With BUILT-IN SPRAYER for Cleaning Solution - Use fewer paper towels.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY RS
It's wintertime! Put your ipod in your gloves and enjoy music without limits! :)
An umbrella stroller that you can cruise on; yes, it's a half stroller, half "longboard" skateboard! Finally, a fun way to push a stroller
Its a couch...Its a bed...Its a dining table. Put them together and you have the ultimate space saving piece of modern loft furniture.
SHAVING CAN RECEPTACLE WITH REMOVABLE DRIP CONTAINMENT CUP. NO MORE SLIMY CANS OR SOAP RINGS ON COUNTER
TOPS! based on my first idea.
Write lists on WiFi pad can access from mobile sources. Never leave lists at home on frig/desk. Hi-lite item for others to access. RESUB
KoolCable is a All-in-one Computer Cable, enable you to neatly install a computer and accompanying devices while combining several cables
Large Detergent Jug Rack
USB CASE
The saving fridge/ freezer
Dragon fruit hooks. Bring nature in your home as a functional art piece and storage
Warm bra (hot tatas)
Sink Divider Cutting Board that's dishwasher safe, easy to use, inconspicuous, comes in multiple colors and always handy.
Talk food menu
Pet Protector
It's a decorative way to dry bathing suits for large gatherings.
A fragrance emitter that attaches to all hangers embedding your favorite scents into the fabrics of your wardrobe.
Wireless voice activated iPad recipe projector device
Sun glasses that look like the eyes of aliens from outerspace.
Solar powered Winter coat - Resub
Laptops are too hot for laps! This rugged case protects the laptop when it's not in use and the user's lap from the heat when it is.
Jar LIDS also used as a BOWLS - excellent for camping but also everyday use
TouchBoard - Graphic &amp; Keyboard all in one !
a robot that cleans your entire house.
A toothbrush with the cleaning liquid in the handle.
Do you have any old antiques, a shrunk a hope chest or maybe only a bike. Lock it up with high security antique themed locks.
The Charge Protector
Cable Concealing Molding
RESUBMIT-was in UC)Musical Bicycle MP3 attachment.Load your own music. Music will play when you pedal.
Replaceable motorcycle helmet face shield protective film
Slip and cut
A redesign for the Flour Sifter; make it collapsible (Suggestions welcome
OverPants! When its cold out, everyone wears an overcoat. Why not OverPants as well?
Cribsheets
App-Enabled Solar Powered Rain Water Collection System distributing water directly to plants, only when needed, via Drip Irrigation system.
Mind Bogler
An Electric IMP staple.
Catch it, Weight it, Fishing Net with weight scale in handle with optional easy quick no mess release at bottom of net or or at the realm.
Never lose a thought! A Voice Memo Bracelet that works in tandem with iPhone app. Record then retrieve all your memos from the iPhone app.
Never have to play *follow the cord* again to find the right plug. Use PLUGTAGstics! No more sticky stickers,just slip onto any cord!
Get ready to get blown away in your bed these sheets will cool or warm you and the bed with a gentle breaze. No more getting into a cold bed
A slim, two-part iPhone case that doubles as a wireful-handset - when you're not using it, it's keeping your iPhone safe
Large Paint/Brush Kit that organize your paints,brushes,oils clearly for easy access. It can store up to 20 tubes or more of any medium
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Millions of Americans love to BBQ and would enjoy my product that converts a Gas Grill to a brick oven to cook pizza, bread, meats, etc.
lockable tupperware
Lit
See through spittle cake cover with holes for candles. Cover any size round or rectangle cake to keep any foreign objects off the cake.
Breathable ARM CAST that has holes or pores in it to allow breathing of arm. Permits air flow to your arm.
Thanks GE Patents! Attach this regenerative braking motor to any bicycle w/ motor damper! Patent covers "any electrically propelled vehicle"
A mechanism on the bottom of a pringles containers that brings them to the top like deoderant
Shelf snaps onto existing hanger rod in closet, making use of the inches above your clothes with no installation!
App.-Enabled Tile &amp; Grout Scrubber. Using App. map out the floor &amp; Scrubber will follow the path.
Extra pocket clips or snaps to your shirt, shorts, bag, etc. Can hold iphones, replace a wallet or small bag (resubmit)
Multi-purpose broom with microfiber ceiling fan duster and removable microfiber duster 'wand' built-in for easy cleaning
An application and docking station, which projects your social media, weather, and agendas, from your smartphone to your ceiling or wall.
Enhance the present lighting system for all cars and trucks.5th grader wins 1st place in science fair with this concept
Sticky Roller Dustpan
Wallet with a purpose
dust catcher
Tangled jewelry? De-clutter that dresser surface & flip through accessories like a book. Think mounted jewelry organizer + poster rack.
A square, durable plastic, battery operated, rechargeable, LED roadside flare.
iPad Stand, versatile portable infinite position and designed to last a lifetime
Start Quirky Fashions. quirky baseball cap with quirky brims and/or construction.Double brim,2 brims with 1 movable,short brim,insideout cap
Baby stroller. Rocking ability. Compact-brings baby closer 2 parent. Folds easily. Lighter. Much higher-doubles as a highchair. Teamlab
The sponge's squeezes holder, the only way to give off the water to keep safe and clean
wow now you have your favorite perfume with in iPhone case .
Space Saving Whisk and Masher
Portable Cassette Player
Smart Mirror
My idea is for an overhead wire bird detterent. A device which will stop birds from sitting on a wire over recreation areas.
A better bowl scraper that works!
Snow Paws
Meet the SkimIt. Remember how much fun it was to skim rocks when you were a kid? SkimIt is the plastic skimming pool toy!!! Fun Fun Fun
Removable Bottom Kitchen Trash Can, Simple Twist to Unlock & Lift Can Over Trash Bag. A lighter Method Easier on the Back. Double Swing Lid!
vashikaran spells 97808 37184
the bill collector
For injured athletes-ice packs that also emit heat at the injury. I want a strap to hold this on - and a switch to change the temperature.
Align a satellite dish with your iPhone (app-enabled + cable to connect to LNB)
Tangled jewelry? De-clutter that dresser surface & flip through accessories like a book. Think mounted jewelry organizer + poster rack.
Eco To-Go is an eco-conscious solution to having an all-in-one container for your after lunch/dinner take-out treats!
Inthe past every time I opened a plastic bag that didnt reseal I'D SAY now what

that why I invented Instaint container.

Taco Clips
A two-fold problem: People don't laugh enough and sometimes people don't have a good way to deliver an important message using humor.
VIRUS DEFENDER
Prescription bottle caps that each have unique little health tips, similar to a fortune from a fortune cookie.
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HANG YOUR PICTURES WITH EASE. Marks/Levels and sets the distance for hanging holes with ease. Slides in and out to adjust length. Firedude
A tool that cores the apple &amp; gives better leverage when peeling/skinning.
MATERNITY BODY PILLOW
Baby Bottle to Sippy Cup
Robotic power tools. Sit down, relax and let the tool do the work!
I like to listen to internet radio. If I'm out in the yard or in the park out of WiFi range it's difficult.
Modular Garden Trellis
CAN DO CHAIR
smart phone? cracked? scratched screen?not anymore.Ive designed a new case that completely encases the phone and has no parts to remove
Ladies, feel free to REJOICE!!! My idea is for a lipstick that loses it's color when it ends up on your teeth.A classic mishap is solved!
PiVot Power Senior: With 10 Outlets,power switch,power surge protector and 10 eject buttons,one for each outlet.Resub
Orbit
A rechargeable universal television remote that is connected into a base/hub.
On Guard
cooler that has hollow compartments on all sides-large ice packs from your freezer can be placed in those compartments no wasted space
You all know when you use your sweepers at home, all the stuff that gets wrapped in the roller on the bottom, well I have a great solution
I stopped using a waterpik because of the mess it made over and around my bathroom sink. Mine works in the shower, and is not electric
GPS systems can help us save money - heres how
There is no paper! This will not happen anymore with this app.
Lazy Telly Swirl Bracket
What if a towel could save lives? Simply add CPR and Heimlich Maneuver instructions to the opposite side of a beach towel.
Daycare Tupperware
Chain on a hook!
Solar Window Screen
Flat Screen Docking Station
I-Space Telescope for Ipad/iphone. View &amp; record what you see in space on your device. Finds the planet of choice
Racer's edge swim goggles
Fingy Thingy's
"NITESITE" is an to easy to use click-lite that attatches to any often used cord or charger so you can see where you're plugging in at nite.
Within
Leash bone - The best a leash can wish. Resub: 411 votes - Thanks!
Amazing Auto Cover
2x1Spoon and fork at the same time, Integrated the two together.See the video- http://youtu.be/kEYJrCBclx0
Snow googles that have integrated clips or snaps to hold a bandana on them.
Ever broke out in a sweat trying to get a toy out of the package? Toy packaging has become ridiculous. An all in one "Toy Packaging Tool".
A simple 1or2piece over the shoulder grocery bag carrier that slips thru multiple bags allowing bags to be carried on back and not by hands
App based hot wiper clean car glass in snowing days before your arrival.
VIBRATING ALARM BRACELET:An alarm that doesn't have noise. (could use in public places such as planes ,libraries,and in your work or more)
Gas/CO Sensor for Saving Lives
A toilet paper dispenser that doubles as an ipod charging dock with speakers, so you can listen to music/charge ipod in the bathroom
A phone/tablet carrying case with a screen cleaning mechanism removes dirt and fingerprints from touchscreens.
Build-a-dog-bed
ELECTRIC TOILET PAPER DISPENSER Just push a button and your paper is ready And you have a spare roll
Prevent Tears to Your Important Documents. Reinforcement Device Helps Stop Tears That Occur Around Holes From Staplers &amp; Hole Punches (RS)
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help eye hair color
Warrior Steak Knives â€“ For People Who like Red Meat.
Yes. The Pee Bag. For those lazy folk, who just don't want to get out of bed to pee. Why ruin a good dream, when you can pee in the bed.
Natural chew toy that addresses tarter, plaque and Bad Breath in dogs.
School bus child tracking system. ID card children can swipe and be accounted for while getting on and off their school bus.
Portable Cereal Caddy, eliminate boxes on table. Easy storage, more cabinet space. Air tight lid for freshness. Portion control cup measure.
icey toy treat
Makeup takes up so much space! Let's get organized
A battery powered and or rechargeable mixer bottle for protein drinks and other mixes. Removable base that can be cleaned and charged.
The Pottometer
Canâœ“as Headboard
iPhone Case with key clip.
The mesh
The Milcbra provides an opportunity for every baby to be breastfed,even if they were adopted or mom is too sick to breastfeed.Brand new idea
Modular hook system that enables precise, and easier, hook mounting including structurally unsupported surfaces (vertically or horizontally)
The "Tan Enhancing Glimmer Float". Like and even tan? Hate the white stripes down each side of your body, this is perfect for you.
All-in-one graduated cylinder
RGB LED Building Blocks
Reduced Computer Keyboard for one-hand use only while other uses mouse/touchscreen. Arranges commonly used letters and keyboard commands.
Wake Up! (WoL)
Solar Power IPhone
A holographic laptop keyboard. No more cleaning or replacing your laptop keyboards.
Uncomfortable due to the heat that is generated under your blankets at night? The solution is my innovative sheet that fixes this problem!
Magnetic cups that stick to the refrigerator gives parents freedom and kids independence. Let's take this DIY and turn it into a product.
Kid Kall
Kids Alarm - Toy Alert !
Rechargeable Camera Bag.
Design a 21st Century mini ironing board for dorms and apts, suction cup mount adheres to counter tops and tables, Iron Station Extension.
Dog Bath Apparatus
Kit that would allow you to send your iphone to the ocean depths and return it with a video of the trip. Resub
my new idea is a swivel attachment to an aluminum beverage can
SLINGSHOT that gauges the distance of your launch and videos its launch and dissent!RESUB with changes.
Like a headset..Shape the cord to bring the MICROPHONE closer and facing the MOUTH. Letâ€™s make an Accessory that does that!! Yesterday
Bottle cap iphone steady cam
Singers look no further, a PATENT PENDING device that will assist you to learn to sing in pitch by simply by wearing "Singer's Ear Aid
Plant Protector. Clear plastic (5 gal bucket shape). Turn upside down over top of young plants to protect from cold, wind and rain.
Presidential Edition Flag & Presidential Seal; Features All the U S Presidents In the Stars Of the American flag, with motion/music chip
Solarsit backpack
Basketball Board Game that uses marbles to score baskets
Cordless Ear Buds. Enjoy music without the hassle of a cord. Rechargeable, works with cell phones or any other headphone jack.
iPhone screen protector to help you see in the sunlight.
A three dimensional table top puzzle of an entire sustainable community used to teach children or just to look at
!=Dust
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Drain and strain hot pots without a pot strainer OR potholders. We are combining 2 products into 1, saving time, money and space.
FACHELLA..The umbrella for your face :) Enjoy a day in the sun without having to lug a big umbrella around with you! Fits in your pocket!
Shower Mate
Looking for extra printer paper &amp; ink cartridges? Keep extra paper right underneath your printer and extra ink in a drawer. THE PAPER PORTER
Magnifying screen/attachment for iPhone or any other mobile device. Magnifies the screen so you can watch, play, listen..bigger. Not an app.
The Phone Glove connects to your phone via bluetooth and allows you to answer the phone, keep your fingers warm &amp; look cool at the same time
MAVERICK COOLERS
Bracelet key holder. Do you put your house key in your shoe when jogging?. Never lose that key again!
Wall-mounted dish drainer and storage in one. Slots hold &amp; dry dishes upright while channels direct water to the sink or plants underneath
App-enabled tripod and app-enabled camera combo
Wall holder for blow dryer. 2- 4x4 sqs. attached @ bottom/latched @ top. When opened part that unlatches has opening 4 holding blow dryer.
Install this light alarm on any bedside lamp. Set your iPhone alarm for the right time and let your lamp wake you up *WINK*
Take 2 - Easy snap-on star-shaped coolant. Snaps on any fan. Has a gel coolant (lighter weight than water) and is reusable many times.
Handheld 4" rechargeable weed trimmer to go between plants. Pivots to reach around plants easily. Designed for the gardener to get in close.
GE Mobile Application That Tells You All Your GE Products that are Recycle
Tangram Trivets : trivets shaped liked tangrams would be both functional and fun.
Cell phone holder + shade
Pocket ties
BLUETOOTH ENABLED BACKUP CAMERA FOR YOUR IPHONE: No more worries about blind spots when backing out with your car.
A self heating travel mug that requires no electric allowing the user to warm, reheat, or maintain the temperature of a hot beverage.
Kitchen Hood
Have some fun with this App-Enabled ANIMATED BOWTIE: Control the eyes with your smart phone. WINK, BLINK or move the eyes into any position!
Roller brush cleaner
My product is a shelf, easy to mount. You can take it out of the box and mount it to a wall in minutes. Yes so simple but is it in stores?
Name Reminder
rapid wrist pass
Rotating 90Â° Outlet
Simplify cleaning your nice paintbrushes with fewer steps. Using the Garden hose/Wire brush combo tool.
Portable Aquaponics
Motorcycle fender &amp; gas tank covers designed to snap on over original fender &amp; gas tank like a cell phone protective cover
a spill stopper
Sprinkler Caddy
Disappearing elastic cinch sack for groceries etc.Reusable, machine washable,made of elastic material.Stretches for use, fits in purse
Three in one cake pan
Egg-cellent eggs all the time. Silicon and glass egg boilers
Hand brush groomer
No more wasting Smores-N-More around the campfire! Holds food securely so it doesn't drop in the fire â€“ great for all ages! Easy cleaning!
A portable wetbar that you can attach on the side of your pool or anywhere.
Detachable bottom cap for a mesh bottomed cup: so you can get a tinge of lemon in your water
Gas station nozzle latch.
The Turkey Frying Oil Gauge.Use the gauge to accurately measure oil and avoid disaster. Take the danger out of frying turkeys.One of a kind!
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Pockets of Memories
A App Enable Printer/Scanner wifi/Bluetooth take pictures from your cell when you get home will be Printed or Scanned and save your laptop.
Wireless turn signal system
Inside window insulation
Customized resistance exercise bands for common office chairs to enable people to exercise in the office during phone calls or short breaks.
boite pliable micro-ondable
EZ Sunny Side Up Eggs. A frying spatula that stores the eggs and just requires you to rotate to other side.
micrometer App to measure projects for industrial application.using pic.droppin
Backpack Shelf
motorcycle/bike safty strobe
- INDUCTEA - cook tea in Your cup with your jing jang designed induction cooking cap with removable tea strainers fitting on most of cups!
The worldâ€™s first TRULY smart case - an app-enabled, fully customizable LED grid that plays games, displays images, text, and much more!
Overweight kids? Use Portion Plates- 'green' paper plates with colorful compartments for USDA portion sizes. Working moms rejoice!
Trackerz - Line of various product for tracking all sorts of things, usage, people, and animals.
A temporary screen door
Simple idea location for iPhone lost at home or at work.
The Cool Cap
CRIB AWAY
Homerun Baseball Game
Pet grooming products covered with natural materials and cushion in order to make grooming easier and more enjoyable for pet and owner.
Pan with detachable handle
Antibacterial cases for mobile phones
Finding the perfect temperature in the shower is like trying to pick a lock, theres only a sliver thats just right. The Temperat fixes that.
Case Urgency
Breathalizer testing device.
iScale for your Kitchen. Transform your iPad into a scale machine. Measure all ingredients of your recipe. Make a fun time at the kitchen
Grab and Go Smoothie
DRAG N' CHARGE ; Recharge your devices where ever you are !!!
THE SUPER BOUNCE BOARD - Itâ€™s Kinda Like a Skateboard, Balance Board &amp; Pogo Stick in 1
Cuirass baggage
Frustrated in getting all the contents out of jars and cans while cooking? Waiting, pounding, scraping, while wasting time and food.
Back feeling itchy/dry Rejuvenate your back with the Shower Back Scrubber Matt. Has suction cups stays in place on the wall of your shower.
FaceTime with kids just got easier! This case helps you follow your kids around the room so grandma doesn't miss a thing!
Need to carry some items that are sorta heavy? Introducing the Foldable Box on wheels.
closet earthquake battrey/flashlight orgenizer. so u dont have to hunt loss batterys.u always know what u need to b ready,for a quake.
Here's a Great Idea For Parties. Griddle / Waffle Maker or Pan For Creating Edible Spoons For Appetizers or Desserts
Air-conditioning Mattress
THE TUBE car cord organizer PART 2.Cell phone,iPod,DVD, they all create a mess.NO MORE pulling untangling guessing or in the way. Teamlab
The Johnny-Lift
Big Cake Zig-Zag Slicer is a
A Universal Adapter for Light Bulbs- Eliminating the need to screw in, simply pull to remove & pop in place...VOILA! Good for Elderly.
Pivot-Jack (By Idea)
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popsiles for dogs
A Strap Coil for quickly winding up loose straps or taking up the slack in guitar straps.
SafeT H2O Sensor
A set of suitcases that double as a storage nightstand when not being used for travel.
Potty training will be easy and very appreciated by the adults doing potty training and the toddlers mastering this important life skill.
This is your any cup lid and press Just microwave you water fill the lid and press the lid is like a mug hug it fits lots of cups
Teach your kids how to put their shoes on the right feet, and make it fun in the meantime. Try Toe-Goes Shoes, the next wave of kids shoes
GE Smart Circline Bulbs
TABLE WITH FOUR STOOLS INSIDE (resub) Practical, convenient, useful.
Smart Handyman Storage Tool Chest w/Display window (App-enabled), what in your tool chest?
AquaGUARDIAN
We've all bought a headset for our phone, but how many we use regularly. Now a simple solution allows you to drive and talk at the same time
Keep Your Stylus on Your iPad Case
A long-handled tool to clean the bath tub with a removable brush and rechargeable battery.
Sand castle kit. Includes instructions,pictures,molds, and tools. A book of sculptures and how to make them. Kids will love this idea !!
Beverage Dispensing Kitchen Mounted Faucet
There's no mistakes or second guessing. This heat activated brush handle lets a hairdresser know which color was last used, so no mix ups!
Lose Proof Socks
STS(Shower,Tub and Sink) Bathroom drain de-clogger
Have several external hard drives? Would you Like to put them in one stylish, toolless enclosure. One power button, power cable, usb cable
The Monkey Strap is a Carry-On suitcase adapter harness that converts any carry-on suitcase into a backpack when it is attached.
AppE-Clothes hanging multi color rod - Reminds you to hang; Portion changes color based on what is hung (weight based determination)
27 magnetic cubes in different colors for building cool 3D structures. Build free constructions, Play by turns or take the 'cube challenge'
Eco Lids
Dry Food/cereal/grain storage containers that tell you how much is left in it by weight and send information to your app.
myPad Custom Cover
Two Hand Tools - The Two Handed Socket Wrench! Increased torque means an easier tool to use.
Oxygen Tank In order to eliminate panic, distress, or possibly death, my invention would be to place a bell/timer on an oxygen tank.
The Baby Bath is a very safe and loving way of taking care of your baby you never have to leave your baby again.
Commuters need a double-windowed ID badge holder. There are millions of people out there who need to show more than one ID.
The COOLSTRAW
Whole House Fan - Wink Line
Computer Laser Tape Measure
Travel Wallet
Hooks that can be hanged on top of bathroom mirror, supporting adjustable shelves, or one shelve,or wire connected to hook to hang staff on.
food storage containers with a freezer gel barrier. all differnt sizes and transparent so different colored gels can make them fun too!
a pocket size folding locker box able to lock Valuable thing (Like cell. phone) by the pool or beach.
E-ink Wall Calendar
The newest mouse by Apple is amazing, but doesn't fit well with long hands/fingers. It hurts to use it. It needs a redesign for larger hands
A controller that lets you play all the games you love without having to always swipe your fingers across the screen.
The sippy cup locator will help you find those elusive sippy cups immediately with only the press of a button.
Dog Catcher
Keyboard cleaner!
Are you tired of flushing a disgusting toilet with your hands? Here's the solution to your problem, my Hands Free Flusher.
floating snack tray/drink tray for the swimming pool/hottub.
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Hidden Push Door Knob and Lock
An iPhone case that unfolds into a larger keyboard. For your heavier typing needs!
My goal is to change the way America goes to the bathroom. My invention is "Bidet in a Box". An attractive,wall mounted moist wipes holder.
Smart Elevator
It's a hook. It's a clip. It's a... well, Hook Clip.
Swing & Roll Pitcher - Easily pour by swinging, then to roll to pass. Double lift lids to pour two different beverages. Good for Elderly!
"Ice Caps" standard hardhats combined with weather resistant fabrics to protect against falling ice from tall buildings.
A space-saving storage container that resides above the closet habnger pole and makes large or small items simple to store and remove.
e-blocks
ProdiGee is a mechanical doll know it all. Your child ask ProdiGee a question and ProdiGee answers the question. Video Demo.
I phone remote
Clear Smear a pocket sized easy, fast and safe way to erase the smudges off your iphone or ipad mini.
A beautiful acrylic shelf
Find My Wallet
Gator Sox
DON'T LEAVE THE SHOWER TO HEAT CONDITION YOUR HAIR. CONDITIONING HEAT CAP HEATS INSTANTLY AT THE PUSH OF A
BUTTON FOR INSTANT IN-SHOWER USE!
PET PANNIER. Take your pet with you in a safer and more prepared way.
App enabled Pet Cages
Accordion Tissue Box
Use your car key to control all your locks. You will need to carry only one key with you.
A drinking cup with a modified base to securely fit over the rim of a beverage can freeing a hand for the beverage server.
A bath sponge that disconnects from its long handle. Use the handle to reach the back, then disconnect it for normal use.
A lanyard that attaches to a baby/toddler's eating utensil on one end, and the arm of a high-chair on the other end.
tie clip and stylus in one
A small device connecter to your cell phone Turn it to a remote control for T,V DVD/VCR/Cable and satellite.
DJ RandÉ™m
Marvelous bra is for the woman whose cup size is different. Great for the breast cancer patients who have had a lumpectomy or mastectomy!
iPhone 5 Caramel Case with Apple logo window
I want my TV remote to work like a keypad so I can text using the TV - my 83 year old mom needs this.
collapsible towel holder. fold the towels and keep them close ready for everyday use. having guest? no problem easy access to the towels
Anti-Slip Soles. Mix crushed carbide particles into the rubber soles of boots, shoes, sneakers or any footwear. Creating anti-slip soles.
it should be something like a pair of pants. Outside facing the people do not understand.
Simple to operate, stable, locking devise to secure a wheelchair or walker while transferring to/from bed, car, bathroom, without slipping
An accessory that turns your ipad into a touch based monitor with a keyboard
!!RESUB!! SHOWER STATION EXTENSION. Place your shower head anywhere you want with this shower head holder that attaches to the station.
Connection
EZ-BAKE Cupcake Corer
Sleevease
Necessity for any CORN LOVERS! 3 in 1 base that can use a silk remover, butterer and kernel remover for corn off the cob!! Quick and easy!!
Boot Cubby with Drip Tray
Hang framed pictures on the wall with this new PhotoHook. No nail, No Tools.No Bending cheap hooks. Screw on wall and Hang in comfort.
Shovel dirt not water.
Plastic Soda, Milk And Water bottle crusher. Use this device to save space and get into the habit of recycling, and limit landfill excess.
a tool for those with weak or arthritic hands to help open those aggravating gas caps on your auto or truck....
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#QTOYS. a camera inside a yoyo. COMBINED CAMERA YOYO
Insulated Mug that holds a soda/Beer can w/ lid that allows flow and turns to close flow. Mug can be used without can and can top/flow cap
The Never Break Pull Cord
A battery powered caulking gun which is also a bar clamp. Introducing the Caulk-N-Clamp.
Spatula with a mist
Don't just hear your music, watch it! Move over Lava Lamp!Resub aug/12
Paper Towel Tube Insert that safely transports Knife, Meat Fork & Cutting Board. It also Hangs Paper Towel Roll! Great 4 Picnics & Camping!
Ear plugs/buds
LED Infrared Illuminating I phone case take pictures in total darkness
Screen door visibility magnets
Hidden Door Stopper
Car Seat Alarm
Phone Case - Virtual Chalk
FEET BREATHERS is a simple and effective new solution to combat Athlete's Foot, Hot Feet, and Smelly Feet www.FeetBreathers.com
The ultimate dog exerciser
Power Split. A 2 part power strip that splits and links by a 5 foot extension. Now plug stuff at opposite end of desk, home theater etc...
Bathroom Office: Single piece, sleekly finished table on coaster wheels to place a laptop or other reading material on when on the toilet.
Fire Lumiâ€”Lil fireflies or dragonflies that light your way. Ambient lighting for garden &amp; home. Indoor/Outdoor. Rhythmic pulsating wings.
A super thin and light beach towel that packs away easily and makes water and sand slide right off when lifted.
shower magnification device- for population that is agingWouldn't it be handy to have a fold-up stool on your bath edge?
Collapsible Modular Rolling Pin: Save Space Sans Sacrifice
elbow attachment for leaf blower
Fold Flat Egg Cup Holders that open up for egg and fold flat for easy storage in a drawer. Prototype made Watch Video. Re-Sub.
A Spring Platform Battery Operated Laundry Cart that aids is sorting and taking the laundry to and from the machines. Helpful to the elderly
BALLOON CHARGER can get energy from any source of compressed air! You can use it when comes the BLACKOUT :-O
An Android Based Thermostat (Proof of Concept Video)
Enjoy The Power Of Facetime And The Web Right On Your Television!
Cold head? Bright in the room and need more sleep? It's the Cozy Case! A pillowcase with built in hood! www.youtube.com/embed/sbRGtF87aUg
Vibrating Grooming Pet Brush
Piping away the time.
WIRED UP ! bracket mounts to top rear of monitor - holds cable ends when not in use. Cables become suspended and hidden behind monitor !
Something if the phone that will automatically charge the phones battery without a charger
Touch Screen Medical Strips
Cards to Go
Coffee cup on the go, It placed a coffee mug with the spoon attached to the lid, with this concept it increase sanatation, also mobility.
Gift Bow Tying Machine
Mechanical clam knife.Place slotted side lined up with knife. May have to adjust the height.Press the button and the knife shears the clam.
Egg Salad Bowl
Pivot Power Pods - A customizable Pivot Power, Add an Extra Pod When You Need More Power, Remove When You Don't!
BottleWeight is a weighted koozie that is rounded at the bottom to prevent spills. The neoprene foam makes it an effective koozie.
An Apple Bluetooth Device that attaches to keys, that can be tracked on iPhone if keys are lost or misplaced. Resubmitted!
An easily mounted lighting solution for blackouts, parties, camping and more.
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App-enabled sensors that monitor the condition of your chimney. Mange your chimney maintenance and send alerts for condition problems.
Your favorite sports team is playing,but your in a meeting or in church what do you do when you can't get to your phone.
Tired of thumb typing long messages? PULLEY-IT is a thin keyboard strip that expands and contracts from your smartphone like a tape measure.
Introducing...the LifeWatch which tracks personal goals with day count down/up mode on a practical wristwatch that's motivational...
I would like to make a device that keeps bread fresh for an extra 3-5 days.
voice recording cctv
An external touch screen monitor for iPhone that connects though Bluetooth
Let's create "Bigger and Brighter" Ions with more LED bulbs.
Kid Design Window Blind, let the creativity of your little artist shine through with their own personalized window blinds.
Quirky Cable.(resub) A particular cable organizer with its unique design. Who loves Quirky must have this product
Bring your bags
Saving Bottles
A collar, or collar attachment, that has an embedded micro GPS tracker used to track an important pet or loved one.
Cats love to snooze on open laptop computers. It's time they had their own laptop where they can snooze, scratch and be close to you
Luggage Locator
The Soap Pot Kit.
Looking for some summertime fun? You've got to try lawn comets. A great way to get some exercise.
Safe Drive Text Prevention Doc
High Chair belt and tether
The Core-Glider
Concept to help you know when and if mail has been delivered. Device will allow you to avoid unneccessary trips to the end of your drive
My idea is to make a sleeve out of a cottony fabric that slips over the blades of a ceiling fan to capture all the dust as they spin.
Have you ever wanted to take a device on a trip? Do you have to leave it at home because there is no way to use it on the go? Not anymore.
Headed outdoors and forgetting your sunscreen?. My plan is to have consumers "COVERED" with sunscreen available in all areas of travel.
Flexible silicone towel hot and cold. Made for sports like MMA, boxing, and sports that require quick recovery. Medical/physiotherapy also.
SUIT HANGER

- inspiration product = SWOOP

thermos kids lunch boxes.
I am submitting a suggestion for a waterproof carpal tunnel wrist brace. These get taken off when doing 'wet' work. The pain stays though.
Digital eBookcase
Magnetic hangers; Easy to hang; Easy to remove; Easy to slide; No need to remove your existing closet rod.
Portable Garden Tool Stand
Emergency home LED light for Police, Fire, EMTs. Seconds count, help first resopnders identify the right home in a emergency.
The Smart Grid Power Strip is the hub of your digital life, giving power to your gadgets, and information on how much power is used to you.
The "tablet caddy" will hold any tablet in a comfortable position while standing, sitting or reclining, hands free.
Party Popper Hats
PEN HOLDER, BUSINESS, SMALL PICTURES, ATTACH NOTE CARDS All in one product, multi-function
umbrela with little led lights at the end of the rods. on and off switch at handle,with bat. when it opens it lights up....if on
Super Comfortable Smart Bicycle Air Seat:With built in rear view camera &amp; App-controlled from smartphone.
disposable urinal- inserted bags regular and scented
iPager-iBuckle up, technology to wear ? The concept is a patented idea, to wear, wireless communications as Buckles !
HOT WATER BOTTLE TIMER/ALARM
"Flower Suspenders" adjustable indoor flower box hangs your flowers and plants at eye level in your apartment without tools or damage!
For the All Thumbs when texting, Tipz slip on the fingers (or stick on) & have a raised nub with an area smaller than the fingertip.
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safe step
A double sponge device that cleans both the outside and the inside of windows at the same time areas, safely, and efficiently.
Hurricane Drink Insta-cooler
A lock without a key
The TEA CLIP BUOY - Keep your Tea Bag Afloat. Tea Bouy changes color as the temperature of the drink changes. BUOY-YA!! BUOY-AKASHA
Transition Windows
Rid-A-Rash
Heated Ice Scraper
This is my attempt to solve and redesign the OIL FUNNEL use by private home use and or commercial from overflow
private laptop &amp; pc sunvisor
USB drive to remotely d-load/save files on a "cloud" destination such as email address,FB/twitter, iCloud, Dropbox and Yousendit ON THE GO!
RESUBMISSION had 119 votes in 4 days! iPhone bumper case with integrated charging cable.
EGGS STORAGE BOX. Two dozens eggs neatly organized and easy to reach. Looks good in your refrigerator and very functional.RESUBMIT 334 VOTES
SMART - Hydrator Reminder
Six Roll Toilet Paper Holder
Picture it!-based on the "floating picture frame" idea sqaure shape with "flip out hook middle" looks like a metal "I" floating on wood.
This is a hair device to assist African American women to duplicate a Doobie wrap themselves at home.
Mug made of 85% recycled stainless steel. Cools hot drinks to the ideal temperature keeps it at that temperature longer.
Road and air travel maps with main place names the right way & upside down to easily navigate even if turning the map when travelling South.
Solution For Out-Of-Shape and Obese Truck Drivers. Portable and Install-able Treadmills For Truck Drivers
Soap dispenser with timer to make sure that hands are perfect clean. Ideal for kids. Get rid of all germs and bacteria.
Electric Planner Lift attachment boot
A simple inner windshield inspection date reminder for cars. Reminds you of your inspection date before the police have to $$$$!!!!
My idea is a basket ball hoop that lights up at night and plays music.
Microwave food container with handle- the most effective and safest way to handle microwave cooking and heating.
Steady there! This playful Tree Themed 3D marble game is a fun &amp; challenging way to increase kids' sense of balance &amp; perspective.
Sleep Alert Bracelet
AnyPhone-Case. A case that adjusts to any phone. No longer need multiple cases because of phone size
Invasion of privacy has gotten out of control. Solution:create a lock to put over doorknob...so that people with a master key can not enter.
Mini Dust Pan and Brush Set
Wink Voice Light Switch
DOGS-DOWN CATS-UP (ketchup)
Apple-Apple Charger With Indicator Light
Max Push Up
Abc glass
poolside stand with hooks and trays for sunglasses, pop, eyeglasses, watches,etc-items that people keep close to them while in the pool.
Folding cushion with an outside pocket for cell phone, inside pockets for folders. Made of high density foam w/ a handle to carry cushion
E-Ink Tablet Cover
DVD player + Hard drive + USB outlets + IMP = App controlled WiFi station
Brooms are for witches. So, wouldn't it be cool to have an indoor "leaf blower" to easily direct all the debris on your floors to one spot?
Automatic lawnmower like the automatic vacuum that goes around your house.
Body pillow with fastening arms, head with cover and picture and recorder/playback device to provide personalized message from loved one.
I-pad holder for airplane seats
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Self charging smart luggage
Un-Tangleable SmartComb: Never Say "Ouch" Again! SmartTeeth Bend Back When They Hit A Snag to Eliminate Painful Tangles!
EAT-SEAT
Customizable AND Connectable AND High quality *Book Shelves
This is 5 in one very useful product for someone, who is in fields or love to travel - Telescopic Walking Stick,chair,table,cup holder,tray
My invention will help golfers that cannot bend down to read the green. You will be able to see the green at the worms level while standing
Dripies
Television Scroll Eliminator, eliminates being forced to view the unwanted scrolling information on the television screen during a broadcast
Car Cooler
BikePack is an easy and convienient way to bring your essentials with you by attaching the BikePack to your bike!
Keep wine as fresh as the day you bought it! Oxygen-free storage and dispensing of wine. Enjoy wine by the glass without ruining the rest
The AB-Streme Rollerglide
Smart Closet - Know what to wear and when to wear it. Also lets you coordinate outfits before you decide to put them on.
MASTER BASTER- basting is essential for cooking it helps preserve moisture & adds flavor to any food. Never need to open the oven door again
Opaque bag, with 1 time diaper changing supplies inside. Folds out to be used as a diaper changing pad, and finally as a bag for disposal.
An APP enabled teddy bear that speaks to you...tell them how much you LOVE them!
A bed pillow that holds your eyeglasses. How many times have you woke up and fumbled around for your glasses on the nightstand? Not anymore.
low cost, evaporative water Air Conditioner mat for a standard low cost fan, with water storage, please look at the whole photo (resub)
Water enhancement station that creates functional beverages from water, tailored to user flavor and health desires
Water/Light Smart Skippers
Flavor Ball! Turn your water pitcher into a flavored water pitcher! Imagine fresh Icey, Strawberry, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raspberry water
DonÂ´t smoke - save money! App
The Ultimate Quirky Composter! #2
App-Enabled Seed Spreader
TypeStiq - Remote & Keyboard
Pop tart saver
Upright Vacuum Attachment Wand for Use Under Beds, Dressers and on Curtains. [Proof of Concept Videos!]
Goats with horns, Potential problems with other pets small children and themselves. We could not find a suitable product on the market!
Ever filled a paddling pool with a hose, then spent ages boiling kettles to warm it? You drop this little heater in and it does it for you.
The Imac metal stand Turned - Inductive Charging Hub for Iphone, Ipod, and Ipad...
Accident Alert App
Enabled grinder/french press for coffee. The regular coffee maker got accepted, but what about us coffee snobs?
Dish soap bottle holder with a sink tools organizer! Proof of concept video.
EasyDrain: drain your peas, macaroni or spaghetti easy without half of it ending in your sink
(RESUBMIT FROM UC) Slim LED Night Light/Power Adapter! (VIDEO OF PROTOTYPE)
Beach Blanket Chess and Checkers Set
E Ink Smart Animal ID tag. Display all pertinent information immediately in one location for better chance of finding lost animal.
Kill or be killed. E.coli 0157 is hunting you. It's hiding... and waiting... Arm yourself. With Swipt.
Available Parking Spot Sensor
Hanger that collects water drips to prevent flooding but that also enable you to dry clothes, save energy, re-use water - A Green Closet
Over 200 vootes!Low Temp Shrink Wrap Covers for books. Uses your hairdryer! Keeps your book even safer from damage or spills! Not clear!
Bizzo
Roof Snow Removal
Suck and throw - This device will such the CO in your air and throw it away from a window, through an tillable inbuilt fan + iDevice Dock
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Pool ladder accessory stairs
iPad Desk Stand and â€œLap Deviceâ€ formerly the Butterfly
A messenger bag that provides easy access to an ipad or computer. No need to remove them for use.
Pants Clip for Smartphone
A Bracelet &amp; Hook. Unisex strong bracelet that doubles as a carrying handle! A helping hand whenever you need one.
SAFELY and EFFECTIVELY thank other drivers with MOTOR MANNERS
Pee alarm
When a child walks a dog,the dog can be distracted.Dogs can have a sudden burst of power and get loose. The child needs a backup assistant.
Freedom of doing any job that requires kneeling on your knees, the task list is endless. Comfort, saving time not adjusting straps.
A VestPack .. Vest Jacket with a built in Backpack
iPad Case with and Integrated eInk Screen
Musical Borders for kids room. Animal sounds, alphabets, you name it! Interactive Borders!
Precut and measured liner(with or without handles) for common size baking pans saves prep time and hassle. Liner will sit flat in pan.
PinKey
Secure Display for Golf Clubs
aminas
Magnetic Hooks & Loops. Using these you can hang more objects in more places! A great addition to well-loved Bandits!
Etch a sketch meets table top picture frame. Instantly crop pictures and add borders with a few turns of a knob.
It's a One Stop Tea Shop... Keep your tea's fresh/visible/organized with this Tea Bag Station. No more tea bag clutter in the cupboard.
Bluey The Bluetooth Bear
ThisWay
An iPhone sock that protects your phone. It has a snap button on top to make sure does not fall out.
Time Transforming Glasses used for walking tours of historic cities so that users can be transformed back into history while in real time.
Do you have your nuts and bolts organized? First ever nut and bolt organizer.
Relative to the Sun App
What is that one thing you need from an awkward situation while driving? To me is privacy. Introducing snap on tinted covers for your cars.
Use it until the very last drop of what you already paid for. Resubmitted
GE UNIVERSAL MODULE - Communicates to your phone or TV to control any GE sensor.
An inflatable battleships that you can ride in the middle of with windows that you can shot squirt guns at your friends.
A Lightning port adapter that makes more sense, it is also a kickstand and stand, and you can keep it on your key chain.
Pookie
Hello my name is Raymond Baumbach My product will allow people to use their iPads or other device while keeping their hands free.
Automatic Formula Maker
THERMOELECTRICAL SEMICONDUCTOR
Walker Boot
Have you ever thought about taking coconut water and eat its fruit without having to cut the coconut isso.Agora is possible!
Resub from 12/5/12 iPad/Mini iPad Easel Case. Play station for kids. Dry erase, storage iPad holder.
Little Litter Loo
VersaPhones: multi, interchangable-head headphones. Jogging?..change the heads! Relaxing?..change the heads! On a plane?..change the heads
Cut watering your lawn time in half. Sprinkler with a connection to add another sprinkler. No more moving one sprinkler around the yard.
Electrical Outlet Protector
Portable shopping cart leaning rest. Lean on your shopping cart in comfort!
Bluetooth that is also a hearing amplifier.
The idea tries to optimize the use of the protoboard, taking it to a portable level and the users can build electronic circuits anywhere.
Cord Wrap
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A baby monitor/mobile app that allows you to hear/see the baby, control mobile, speak to the baby and share the video with password.
Simply spin for a hook, ring or clamp.
HEAVY WEIGHT CUP HOLDER for your desk. It can be moved around easily but it doesn't tip over. It's secret is an iron core.
A more interactive automotive GPS unit.
HomeSlide
inflate a tent. this idea solves a problem of being in the open in any area. this inflatable tent is easy too carry lite weight easy too use
USB Wristband with LCD display. Resubmitted!
My idea is a device to attractively display cards or snapshots in an expandable manor; few or many. It can hang on a wall or sit on a table.
Tired of those flimsy hanging green folders? Here is a long lasting and colorful hanging folders with handles.
THE STOVE GUARD, PROTECTS CHILDREN FROM TOUCHING A HOT STOVE SURFACE OR FROM SPILLING A HOT PAN ON TOP OF THEM
A SHIELD FROM THE HOT SURFACE
Weighty Hand-Grip
UV Lighted Can Opener
Telescopic valance/shelf 24"-60" long. Fits above shower doors or curtain. Efficient use of space. It will make a bathroom look uncluttered.
Air Paint. Non-toxic paint in aerosol can that works just like skywriting. Different colors. Loads of fun! Concept used in memory training
Introducing Redeuce - the skid mark reducing disposable toilet seat cover for public restrooms!
Hereâ€™s an easier way to load a roll of toilet paper â€“ and get rid of that spring loaded bar!
Elevated Cat Feeding Tower - adjust the height and say goodbye to bending/kneeling ever again to feed your furry feline family members.
INSTA-Tuck Pants Clip
This is a revision of an old idea logoed tennis shoes for college teams already did it 20 years ago and had some great sales but no internet
Portable beach for boats
Iced Bottle
Business Card Reader/Translator. Converts Business Cards to Contacts - utilizes LinkedIn Software (Video &amp; detailed drawings inside)
Programmable-Educational Toys
Hook+clip or clip+hook or hook and hang or hook+hook or hang and clip or clip+ clip...fiuuuu! ok just hook it your way!
The fuel bib will protect your cars finish from gas and fuel stains and spills and pump nicks!
A variable geometry bike to study or have fun. How to understand and develop kids's way of creating and designing. (12 pics) Resub.
Must have on the table!! Mix container, is the fastest way to make your hot drink with the exact amount you like or give taste to meals.
Human anatomy game + APP.
Dogs need our attention now more than ever. Lets keep are dogs safe in the car in a car set. Dogs are a man's best friend.
Kid friendly Diabetes Lancet Pen that Vibrates when it pricks you. They won't feel anything but the vibration.RESUB Aug 2012
Day Trip Pet Bowl
Automate and control your electrical devices with your iPhone.
Magic Shovel
Carve Like a Pro! - Universal Adjustable Carving Tool for a Perfect Slice, Every Time. Prototype and Video.
Kids bringing the wrong textbooks to class and home because the book covers cover the title of the book. Here is an easy solution!!
Dog Gone Leash
A combined coffee table ottoman that suitable for smaller living spaces. Simple and innovative multi-use furniture
One small step for home-made Air Fresheners.... One giant leap for Smell-0-vision!
Suction cup bottle stopper
Touchscreen sensitive clear fingernail polish. Create Quirky fingernail polish to be able to type away on touch screens.
, umbrella with out a pole and add tabs on the edge that dig in to the sand , it's shaped like a half an igloo
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 7): Removable hooks for Christmas lights or outdoor decorations. No more nails/staples. 3m hooks for outdoor use.
Secure your drawers! - APP enabled drawer with backup power features. Uses simple AAA batteries
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Easy Presenter,put tools all in the retractable badge holder, including Flash disk,laser pointer,voice recorder,timer,Microphone,one button.
scanning letter box
Expandable "PULL-OUT" single panels, when put together help folding/organization. Pull-out function makes clothes tucked in back visible.
Utensink!No more throwing utensil in to the sink after useing them.Keep them in to the Utensink!Its make so easy dish washing time!Time save
Going to the beach/pool/gym? Take the most convenient towel ever. Uses: Seat cover, Chair cover, Towel, Ponchoâ€¦The list goes on.
Magnetic fan. A fan that uses magnetic energy.The magnetic motor is the solution to our problems with energy
Popcorn and soda: Best Friends
Walking Survival Stick
Chain Timing Belt kit for Volkswagen TDI(Turbo Diesel) Golf, Jetta, Passat
"Tape Mate" is a simple concept that stores and organizes all your tape rolls in one location.Great for Home,Workplace,Classroom,Arts/Crafts
It is a paper clip like no other. It can hold papers the same as a paper clip but has different shapes and colors that kids could collect!
mealz
shopping list checker
PottyNinja is a new convenient solution to indoor accidents and housebreaking. PottyNinja can train your pup to use the bathroom inside.
Digital Register
Lets make totaly defrent iphone case thats call ibox.ibox is full guarding against droping and damages the iphone.With multi functions enabl
A great solution for shoveling snow,sleet,ice,and much more .No more banding over for hard labor to get that types of work done! Snowx nojox
This is the only cookware has ability to do multi work.IT can be use for ,boil,cook,fry,and use as a strainer.Rite!0 degree to 360 its cool
The most uniqe organizer for the seasonings and spices.Lets see from down to the top and behind and beyond.How?let see how it works.stepup
HeadsUp!ElevRoadsideAlertAllowsDisabledDriverToAlertOncomingTraffic(Safety)EasilyConvertsToSportsFanIdentityPieceForGames/Events($$$)
a bowl with a cup holder attached together with a cup that fits in the cup holder with a top on them
An Outside Extra Hidden Key APP to Unlock the Cap! Hide your keys outside, but lock the cap or unlock the cap when needed!
The "Grate Chopper" a combination food chopper &amp; grater in one. You can now cut or grate any food safely without switching out any blades.
A portable outlet, it screws flush to the wall to give custom installation look and plugs in a permanent outlet.
Remote Bluetooth On/Off Button
Ether-OR
Toothbrush holder with a 2 minute timer that plays a song so you bush at leaset the recomended 2 min. Great for kids. Bright and color full
SCRATCH PATCH
Solar power fish that are programmable and function in a Pond, Fountain, and Aquarium. With the ability to jump out of the water.
Eggsactly how u prefer your eggs
Germ free birthday!
Cookie Tower/Bake and Go
Refrigerator Priority Tags
Lord On Board (bumper sticker)
A touchscreen "mirror" that allows for reflection and "reflection." (video included)
Easy and effective way to start your charcoals using a Weber charcoal chimney starter..
DATA-NET ABSORBER
ice cube tray with different style ice cubes
Water proof hearing aids
Wink intruder detection system. Motion detector, camera + alarm. Motion detector sends warning to phone, camera sends picture, sounds alarm
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Deodorant stains can ruin an outfit! My idea is a hand held device that utilizes the foam found on hangers that removes these stains.
Q-case. Wonderful features in a case with a cool design
Multiple-tap being composed of sub-units(outlet-hole's part), can be devided to each sub-unit, each sub-unit recombined to Multiple-tap
Sans Hands Umbrella This product offering is for a product design of an umbrella that can be used without hands.
Four indipendent hooks, cord/wire manager, bottle opener all in one.
Pull down storage shelf with an assisted lift to allow easier access and higher utilization of storage space to the shorter or handicapped.
SUN SPOTS and SUN BLOCK 6' circular and square terry beach towels. Never move towel to face sun again! Stretch out and never touch sand.
Backyard Buddy
Watch Me Mommy
A roller luggage with a compartment for your laptop on top and legs for it to stand.
HEAVY DUTY Bandits
Weather Station
Safe and friendly edible crayons for kids thats..
Neet Light
hard aluminum cover for phone
Air freshener Base board heater tape freshens the air as it warms up and acts as a dust cover with many great colors and designs to choose
Bracelet Fan. Provides relief in warm days. Includes a digital watch on the other side of the bracelet.
Microwave Minder
Totally toaster
Sound Effects for Bicycles for 5 to 90 year olds who ride a bike. Everybody will enjoy this on their bike.
Create panty hose with no-slip padding on bottom of feet.
toothpaste cover
a secure kitchen knife, which protects curious children from injuries.
Vehicle safety feature- pressure sensitive digital brake display system; helping drivers enhance reaction time to avoid rear-end collisions.
L.E.D Glow N the Dark Backpack
Waterproof stylish fanny pack that will protect your valuables when you are at the beach and want to go swimming or for a beach walk.
A beer tap with a patron facing video screen which communicates to customers.
Small electronic power inverters can power cellphones and laptops on commercial mass transit systems. There should be a one-size fits all.
Quirky Keys/Phone/Wallet Reminder: Before you leave it behind! A door alarm that alerts you when you leave without keys, phone, wallet, etc.
My product is called "Cooler Caddy". U.S. Patent #D484,003. Its a rack intended to prevent items from settling into the water in a cooler
A one touch multy-shape paint roller, that works good with straight walls and corner.
A drumstick with a switch in the handle. Wirelessly trigger a MIDI sound or activate hi-hat pedal. Great for disabled drummers or others.
The Make-Up Palette
Steel Toe Full Inserts that fit into any shoe or boot. Customized to fit your feet.
secure luggage bag
RESUBMIT: Clip-on USB Powered Speakers with Built in Flex Adjustable LED Lighting for Laptops and/or PC's.(Note: Only Left Side Depicted)
No PM Nose
My idea provides a simple, inexpensive way to provide lighting on deck/porch without expensive electric lines.
With Stroller Clip, your toddler can now enjoy a handsfree experience with your iPad/iPhone.
Utensils on the go. Great for picnics, lunchboxes, etc. Environmentally friendly!
An Ice cream Scoop like Sugar Tongs : New design. (re-sub)
Turn Down The Sound! Prevent Hearing Loss in our Children (Resubmit).
Happy National Bike Month! Protect bicyclists crossing high traffic streets with a whistle tone made with natural airflow. Ruben
Stack - Portable Hard Drive system that allows you to stack up hard drives without having to extra USB and Power cables.
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Carry-on bag with pump action vacuum storage.
This ceiling light/dehumidifier sends water to your toilet tank because it makes no sense to pour useful water down the drain.
E-mote
WiFi App-Enabled Coffee Stirrer
Happy Gums
RESUB: A screwdriver that has multiple stages in the tip so you have the perfect size every time! ONE SIZE FITS ALL!
Vertical space between cabinets and counters is precious! This system 'hooks' to the bottom of a cabinet to maximize that vertical space!
CPAP Mask with speakers. (Why doesn't it exist?)
Beach and Poolside Wagon for the family or couple spending the day pool/beach side looking for an easy way to haul everything w/o hassle
A gadget that transfers 'address book information' from the computer to cell phones, land line phones, etc.
Prescription pill bottle carousel shaped like a small bread box with the carousel concealed inside with spring hinged pill bottle holders.
Remote safety actuator control
Pour and bake cake
Have you ever tied your extension cord into another cord using a knot, to keep from them from becoming unplugged.Not anymore.
An alternative head or ear piece for iPhones that would solve the current draw backs with Blue Tooth Techology and direct connection devices
Hose Attachment Tire Cleaner
Trying to make your child as comfortable as possible on short or long car rides. Simply air up the bags and place their feet on it.
Ankle support socks knee high or crew style desigened to maximize any workout. Patented in 1995 to provide maximum confort and true support.
Back Roads Light Sensor
A baseball hat with solar film - keep iPod from draining on hikes, long runs, etc.
Solar Powered flagpole!
Inflatable LED Emergency Signs. It is the middle of the night .. FLAT TIRE :( You never know when you are going to need one.
One knife that is equally good for slicing bread and spreading butter.I am fed up with the two knife routine !
Blue Tooth Wireless Mouse Pad without the mouse.
Automatic Playing Cards Dealer: 360-rotating elegant & beautiful home piece for a fun and fast card dealing with no effort and no cheating.
A one multi-shoppers loyalty card that will replace the many cards from every store that people use to get discounts or points.
Talk To You Watch
RESUBMIT 4 times since 10/13/11-Bowl with built-in cup holder for one. Come on! You know you love it!!
produt detector
Fireworks show, camping, fishing,..A quick and comfortable way to kick back, anytime...anywhere. Together as a family or take a solo break.
Rasberry Pi Video and Audio interface module..there isnt one yet GET IN ON this Quick
HELP! My toddlers spill stuff all the time! *Gutter* is a universal table clip-on fluid catcher. Less mess on floor &amp; less ruined clothes.
Joggers Hand Weights
This straightening iron will revolutionize hair straightening! My iron is so easy-to-use and safe that it will eliminate the old flat iron!
Modelled Car's
Beach "All In One" Carrier
designer bracelet
if a child misses the bus, gets lost in a store,camping,beach, etc. They can call a designated contact. A significant option if abducted.
SWAG Device
Picnic Table Planters
"Tug Of Water" is a backyard fun water based toy for people of all ages.It's a unique twist on the old classic Tug Of War game.
SKI POLE SAFETY CAPS.
Measure your spirits, you make your home drinks taste to strong or to week, spirit shot cap bottle measures your units, looks beautiful tho.
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sanitarty cup holders
MOTION RINGS The old Hoop with Stick is back! Now an All in One Toy: Traveler Rings, Sand Imprinting Sections &amp; Flotation Device! See picts!
A heated baby blanket or winter jumpsuit for older ones runs on battery or rechargeable AC.
A hanger designed for long skirts and dresses.It clips onto the bottom of the garment and loops up through the hook in a snap.
Velcro straps are awesome! What about a general purpose Velcro strap with a hook on the end?
Single Use 'Zipper Top' Bowl
THE MOBILE EXECUTIVE
SCRUB-N-GRILL CASE
A cup with built in ice tube so your drinks never get diluted
Car Air Freshener + Wind Up Toy + Angry Birds = Awesome new car air freshener that can be used a wind up toy for entertainment
A very comfortable carry pillow that enables you to carry accessories when traveling or attending outdoor events etc.
The pie and desert cooler.
Shower back scrubber
Labeled Stacking and Collapsing Cleaning Bottles (Save Space)! Could go with Stowables as a Line Extension!
faucet coupling is usage for the water faucet to control the water usage let the water come out like shower. User friendly conserve water.
Beach beacon , ever see someone or even yourself looking for a missing kid at the beach? this divice will help find him/her fast.
Solution to effectively manage electronic cords that is childproof, blends with home decor and avoids plastic.
Digitally controlled temperature - baking sheet
Kinetic Motion Charger
Solar Charging iPad Wall Mount!
TriUnity for iPad and iPad mini. 3 panels, 2 folders, 1 case. 3 panels that unify your work, play, and life.
the expandable shopping cart
App-Enabled Programmable Grill Cooking Indicators. Place Indicators on Item Being Cooked. Phone is Sent Alert When Food is Done.
Mini Joysticks set
bicycle light moves with head
meditation mat
roof slider
Dog dental toy. Positive comments from professionals within original submission. Quirky, let's enter the ever growing pet industry.
Power Strip Cover
Tube-brush
Do you know anyone that has a birthday? Or, anyone who likes Beer? Walk in singing "HAPPY BIRTHDAY" with their favorite beverage. 6pack/case
Rod holder for Fishing with buckets.All kinds of fishing accessories but no rod holder.My rod holder works on all round and square buckets.
Retractable magnifying glass
You can achieve that perfect blowout without the pain or awkwardness of the fixed handle of a regular round brush. An ergonomic solution
UHooked! The Purse Hook that hooks on to tables firmly and notifies you with a beep if removed from the hook abruptly. Purse safety!
My idea is a wireless, long batterylife, interchangeable, comfortable, durable headphone system that will fit almost any helmet and work.
Razor w/ Razor Blade Refills Stored in Handle - Change during middle of shower, no need to jump out wet to get or shave w/ dull razor.
SNACK BAR BUDDY - a small food container with built in freezer pack to hold 2 snack bars so they will not melt or get crushed for under $10.
A White Cane smart phone GPS walking device app that:gives directions,senses how far people/buildings are from the subject.With OnStar
Headphone hand wrapper
BIKE &amp; HIKE LED LIGHT -Square LED light in Red or White light with 1" slots along edges, attach them to Backpacks, Bikes, Keychains, Etc.
Toothbrush name tag
Losing the tv remote, my reading glasses, my keys,computer etc. microchip stickers with base emitting signal to find.
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Two Tier Kitchen Sink Strainer. Collect all the leftovers before it reaches your drain.
Party dispenser, It holds multiple drinks, easy to use spout, accessory spot on top and handle that acts as a fill hose.!
quick wash- car wash in a box
Self-Propelled Folding Grocery/Laundry Cart. Pull up on Handle to Activate Electric Motor. No More Struggling With Heavy Loads.
Paint Roller Fuzz Remover
For Nurses, Surgeons &amp; Hospitals: A better way to keep count of instruments in the OR. Reduce human errors, law suits &amp; complications
Let's add a vertical handle to the Broom Groomer. For elderly people using the Broom Groomer is not easy because they have to bend.
Creating a bungee "web" on your fridge door makes emptying the contents of bottles quicker & easier-less hassle-saves time,energy & money!
Maximize the unused space on the back of the closet door with pivoting drawers.
The Ice Cube-A collapsible box made of ice packs that will fit in a cooler. It will cool 6 drinks by surrounding each drink with ice packs
Check out my self-enclosing, warmest robe EVER! No more zippers or losing sashes/buttons! Hood optional. Side pockets. Cowl neck adds appeal
Night glow toilet seat dual-clip: Never again make your hands dirty when you need to lift one or both the toilet seat covers even at night
Why carry several bags to the beach when there should just be 1. It is a storage, cooler, chair, umbrella, and blanket in one....bag!
Sox Locks
I want a funnel that helps me refill soap dispenser bottles without making a mess, or having to be babysat.
Men's ventilated boxers: made with sweat-absorbing quick-drying fabric, and specially designed to prevent conditions that lead to jock-itch.
HANDS FREE SHOULDER BUSHEL
Lets create a true colored band-aid for each skin color. Band-aid for every ethnic color. White, black, tan, etc.. Resubmit
Privacy Fence Hanger
A planting pot with 7 to 10 Watt 70F 110V heating cable inbeded in the bottom of a plastic planting pot 2, 3 &amp; 5, Gallon decorative pots
The Bottle Buddy
Shaking my dust mop is to difficult for me. Arthritis and sore arms makes shaking my dust mop to difficult So my idea is a clap dust mop.
If you have ever been on crutches, then you know its near impossible to carry drinks or other items without someone else there to help.
Smart clock
Solar Powered Generator
GRIP SENSOR! Your air conditioner filter sensor that lets you know when its dirty and when its time to be replaced.
Fruit-Bowls: Prepare Fruit Salads And Take It To-Go! No More Using Separate Bowls Or Fruit Slicers! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
The Casual Hanger an innovative unique futuristic product with a Rolling Letter Wheel,Date/Time incorporated for best closet organization.
I have an idea for a product it ataches to your hoodie string or using the neon arm bands no one advertises on this string
The booklight bookmark and magnifier does just that. It will light your page in the dark, magnify your words and mark your page.Resub
A serving tray that is designed with 6 inch sides and three dividers to help restaurants and bars save money.
Cart Clip
Wet and neat
App Controlled POWER CORD
OUTFIT FORECASTER
Perfect campfire corn every time. No overcooked or burnt kernals. Place corn in unit next to fire or hot embers. Let the steam do the work!
Easy charge
Magic Pen...ink will disappeared in 10 minutes
Decorative Storage Pillows~ Eco-friendly Fabrics
Click'N'Clean - A wall mounted rack for your broom, squeegee, rake, mop and duster heads that all click into a universal handle.
3 in 1 NAPLES BEACH TOWEL (Maybe more!!! After the Quirky community adds to it!!!
A GLOWING CHAIN YOU CONNECT TO PHONE. Clips onto your pants, purse, anywhere. Great for KIDS
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Super flexible rubber pad with a slip cover you can hook on a key chain for pushing/pulling public doors open. Turning on/off facets
Bicycle disk brakes are good until they get oil or grease on them when they become unsafe. Produce a light enclosure to protect the disk.
Let it Rain! Dog raincoat with built-in pop-up umbrella.
Take Out Strap
Ever been on the riding mower and the deck is to large to get in the gate. That is why we need to invent a hindge deck that will flip up
swell easy clean french press
Save a drowning child from thousands of miles away!
quick slide lock shoes, runners and footware
Conversation Lives! Texting Jammer prevents incoming and outgoing texting. No interruptive text messages. Works anywhere. Pls txt L8r
SRTIKEL is a single fold cardboard matches.When it unfold to extension for lited longer time.It gives Planty of time to reaches users finger
Mechanics take a look at this! Hate those bolts tucked away it hard to reach places with little to no room to swing a wrench? Problem Solved
A stroller that carries baby carrier car seats.
Wine glass/baby bottle dryer
Snap-It-Up
Grind-it Trash Can. Stick your garbage in can lid and it will shred it on its way down. Gives you and fam more room in garbage.
Safe and easiest way to chope veggie and much more!No mre cutting off fingers and nails.Dome is the most safest way to chope veggie,hearb,
Coolzip
a brush that has a gorgeous handle and that the bristles can be snapped off to change when the bristles get dirty.
"O" No problem.For kids to having easy way to eat fruit loops,cheerios,spagattios,ect.Easy for kids when mom and pap screaming!!Are u done!!
Bottom's up! How much lotion is left in the bottom of your bottle? This simple idea easily extends the life of your personal products
Time to reinvent the home/home office phone. A home phone system with an android based touchscreen.
A telescoping pole that will attach to a mounted housing with 2 "C" like clamps onto a snowboard. The pole can be light and easy to snap in
Picture Frame This is a dual picture frame where on one side you can put a picture and on the other side you can put another picture
Auto appliance starter; cooks your breakfast before you wake-up so you don't have to
Zip T
Optilight (Optimum Light)
E-Ink iPhone ipad/mini Case. Displays Images all day long with no battery use! Also great for taking notes and displaying notifications.
A basket/drop box with a magnetic backing that can hold small stuff on multiple surfaces
A Multi-purpose Personal Ice Chest with built-in drawer
SENIOR CITIZEN LINE/CAMPAIGN
ELECTRIC KITCHEN ROLL DISPENSER
6 modular hurricane lamps for camping or garden. design modified
A floating cooler that seperates at the middle, exposing a compartment that houses an attached built-in air mattress/water lounger.
A micro fan installed below the users clothes to keep the body to a comfortable temperature. This is for people that hate heat or humidity.
Add two clothes rods in a closet, mounted to a geared wall track on either side. Use a lever to raise or lower the two bars for easy reach.
Scanner &amp; Printer Desktop
Multi Writer
Salt Sprinklers for snowy driveways & walkways... Turn on to pre-salt before the storm, during, and after to make driving / walking safe!
Bake the perfect size cupcakes,cakes,brownies,muffins Silcone baking and cupcake pans with a fill to line indicator in pan
Superclip
A cutting board with sides that centers food for fast repeated chopping and confines food to prevent it from flying off the board
When people send gifts they cannot see the excitement of the receiver. With this website/app, people could video themselves.
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Remember how Viagra started out as a heart medication? Well, we have cleverly adapted a household item that fosters similar excitement!
A tape measure stores your measurements and finds mathematical solutions to common problems based on your measurements.
An over the laptop hook with a small slot to perch your ipod or other device as it is being used or charged.
Look Out PIVOT POWER, Here Comes a CATERPILLAR
Scan &amp; Track Groceries - Find Recipes you can make w/ available food, Track Shelf Life, Calories, Prices, Auto-generated Shopping Lists, etc
Smart Chair Pad with built-in weight sensor and vibrator. Pad connects to IPhone which tracks food as you eat and sends alerts to pad
The Finder Car
Make your recyclables into remote control vehicles! Endless creative play! (Paulette Jaques)
Bluetooth device kept in pocket that vibrates stronger then a cell phone. No more missed calls when cell phone is in purse or backpack.
Series of tableware (glasses, bowls, etc) designed to help users control their serving sizes, and help parents build healthy habits in kids.
Are your CocoPuffs filled with Coco Dust? Are your Frosted Flakes covered in fresh powder? Crumb Buster is the only cereal crumb eliminator
FAUCET TO FOUNTAIN resubmit
Autochanging impact wrench
Identicap
Now It's the time of VERTICAL PIVOT POWER Could be triangular, square or pentagon with one ,two or more stairs
Bath time shampoo chair
Now you can pinch the salt...SHAKER, that is! Controls the amount of salt before you shake or pour. Moisture resistant. Stands or Hangs.
Solar Powered Misting Fan
Knife Block &amp; Sharpener in One
*Glimpse* is an app enabled cute magnetic device that you control &amp; nana/family boyfriend/girlfriend enjoys. Add a new pic any time!
BAR-NONE This App will inventory all your house goods, also will allow you to sell your goods on Ebay or Craiglist, using your Bar Codes.
Invisible hook disguised as a decorative bedroom wall piece used to display your necklaces and bracelets using magnetic force.
Forget adjusting the bulb's brightness, twist the lampshade to get the perfect room lighting and look!
Imagine the panic of a parent who cannot find their child on a crowded beach. This device will alert parents if their child wonders too far.
Reduce the number of guns parents buy their young adult children! All we need is a device that makes the sound of a shotgun...Lock N Load!
Sensor controlled lock
Ipad holder attaches easily to bed, nightstand or chair.Relaxed reading while laying down or sitting.Alternative to lap/desk accessories.
Resubmitted. No more bending,straining your back or digging at bottom of hamper. The hamper with spring, moves with the weight of clothes.
Ecoair
Mattel Storyteller Projector
Easy Pour Screw on Bottle Spout with Pour Station. Making it easy to pour out of the bottle.
Closed watering can with easy side filling inlet with cap closure no more spills,messes or water waste Decorative designs and colors
A Suction Holder is used to put a bowl or cup in so you can cook without moving your bowl around the counter/knock your cup off the table.
Touch screen friendly band aid
ChillR
I embedded a big spring inside a regular trash bag.It allows the trash bag to stay open and stand by itself.great for picnics,parties,yard
REVISED Imagine using any pair of gloves with all your touchscreen devices. Simply apply this fast drying INFUSION to your gloves and voilÃ
Tire Pressure Gauge
Computer Headphone Hook
IceChest\AC
Folding desk or easel desk for multiple uses. (lots of pics)
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Truly flat, flat mouse. Who needs the mouse when you have a functioning mouse pad.
Plug Lock
The Dual-Function Serving Spoon. A combination of a serving spoon and a slotted spoon.
The Phlook a straight line hook that can support the entirety of ones imagination in nearly every which way poosible of ones interests.
A revisit to the classic analog clock, but this time it's ARMED WITH LIGHT. The lights go off and your clock-viewing improves.
It is an attachment for a big cooler that allows you to connect an umbrella to it, saving time and problems when you are at the beach, pool.
Three-piece fashionable trash container interchangeable to match any decor.
Two "Notebook Ends" on each side of your closet to compress your hung clothing allowing you more space for more clothing!
Laundry Basket with wheels and height adjustment.
A Snapon-Snapoff standard &amp; bow tie that are magnetically interchangeable by use of affixed magnets behind the tie knot and a collar lace.
Pompamatic
Lighted Leash-Collar
Heated thermos
Spare Underwear Kit - For kids and adults, this kit comes to the rescue when an accident happens.
Travel Ring-Holder/Keychain
Magneato- Magnetic dipstick and magnetic filler cap spots impending component failure by attracting iron, the most common engine wear metal.
An audio solution that plugs into the audio output of a TV with a push button will AUTOMATICALLY bring loud sounds down and quiet sounds up
SPARKLE-HALO LIGHT Small device creates Sparkle &amp; Halo around, for U &amp; Ur friends 2 promise something while hugging! Make a FUN
NICE MEMORY!
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
Disposable cup with Color Changing Thermometer. Let's you know when your drink is at the perfect temperature. Never burn your mouth again!
Simple, easy and inexpensive measurement of blood glucose.
Fight negative thoughts with the shock watch!
The Headache Clip! A quick and easy solution to instantly relieve minor headaches and or migraines without the use of medication!
Second Round : I had over 100 votes, let's go again. Garden Tenders will save many vegetables from rotting before being picked.
FUNNY SHAPED FRUIT AND VEGGIE KIT - Place these containers around the fruit and veggies as they grow and voila-Grow your own mutated product
Stay in Place cold/heat packs!
Lightweight, solar rechargeable battery, low light on switch, motion activated hand signals that fit over your bike gloves. "Signal Smart"
laptop: Compact design that expands keyboard and screen using HD projection.LT opens side by side/2x KB; pullup blank screen/ HD projector.
Track and Find Your Lost pets.
SlicePuncher
Tape Measures That Donâ€™t Bend
Vibrating watch/wristband for the blind &amp; deaf. They will now know when they are required, or when they need assistance.
Bathtub Faucet Escutcheon in Stainless Steel Instead of having it be cold water first having hot water instead. Perfect for taking baths
Stingray Kinetic Charger
A heated shoe stretcher for leather shoes. No more thick socks and a hair dryer.
A dispenser for flushable cleaning wipes in a public restroom. They would be located next to the toilet paper for a fresh wipe everytime!!
Calling All Runners and Anyone Active! Meet the Earbuddy An ear bud attachement system for all makes and models of earbuds on the market!!!!
Swimming Pool Pump Protector
battery operated koozie
Built in auto plunging system in a toilet that when engaged will provide the plunging action to unplug a toilet. A smart toilet with an app.
VERSEUR Pouring Spout & Cap storage.
Have backpain while cleaning floor of bath room or kitchen. Now clean it with out being tired or having pain in ur back..
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PC Repair Screwdriver Maginet
Resubmit: A Mini Quick-Dry Hand Towel Warmer for the kitchen. Lots of hand towels need faster drying time while in use in a busy kitchen
Lazy Susan - Long Dining Table
Peel and stick Christmas tree. Just like Fatheads you can peel and stick to the wall. This is a low cost replacement for Christmas trees.
A pool side chair / lounge chair that sit inside the pool along the edge of pool that can flip open and close as needed
Luminous, Hanging Closet Shelves -Interchangable shelves -Eco-friendly material -Any age/gender will enjoy this
The Men's TRAVELER'S WALLET!
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIAL
Cordless
USB KEY WITH EJECT BUTTON ON IT, if you push the eject button the safe eject procedure runs in second, no more stupid clicking on PC
Be a BOSS and Build stronger, taller sand structures, with this simple inner frame/sand skeleton. Go big, or go home!
The Bike Beacon
A spatula with a stainless handle inserted into a teflon triangular shaped blade with a removable stainless serrated edge for cutting.
A motorcycle helmet lock that sends an alert to your phone when cut or being tampered with. Also applies to bicycle locks.
The Top-hat charger
Add-on attachment for steaming garments in standard dryer.
No more loose chage in your pocket or your purse.
A TV screen that dims if left on and no one is watching - save on electricity.
A misting fan on a bendy stick that attaches to a common water bottle. Please help me by voting! ;)
Wink memories. App-enabled E-Paper picture frame cube. Change pictures from your phone, turn on / off. Open to collaboration
TV Dinner Warming Table
Lets change the way the world views a shower curtain by providing a product that only the person in the shower can see through.
Safety, visibility, and fun. The bicycle grip of the future has controllable LED headlights, turn signals, and more; all at your fingertips!
Shower cleaning shoes
Runners and Cyclists: Stash That Extra Layers with Compact, Spandex Pouch. Take the guessing game out of the weather!
Cup holder
Out of sight alarm.
app that flushes toilets and turns on sinks
My product carries small objects keys, water bottles attaching easily to crutches via the wing nut holding the hand grips on all crutches.
A tiny submersible water fountain that you create out of your own container for your desk, home, event or public space.
Charger With Auto Shutoff
App-enabled air/heat vent covers, opens/closes via app. Control air/heat flow from vents in each room. App detects when vents are closed.
upside down laser mouse
I would love to invent a beach chair that has a multi positional retractable hood to shade the face. Insulated cup holder , security pocket
Jackets have zippers for everything. How about gloves that zip to sleeves so you don't have to keep taking them off and dumping them out?
laptop design that doubles keyboard and screen area using high speed HD projection. (also submitted for electronic idea)
Disposable lawnmower bag
Lockable "tupperware" / food containers with a small, desecrate combination lock so that no one steals your food at work or at school.
Iphone 6 case with Stylus
Peek-a-Boo Stand
Umbrella Keychain
Cupcake Baking Liners with a fill to line indicator Line imprinted inside to make perfect size cupcakes and muffins
Where's my Wallet?
Water Pillow Better Than Bed
PCware Glasses all Electronics
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A Plug
This KIDS CHAIR Transforms into an ART EASEL or is it a KIDS ART Easel that transforms into a CHAIR? :)
A dog or cat food (water too) dispenser with room for the animals head above the bowl for not being there.
Customized towel. Each piece of "You", has its own piece of towel. Do not wipe Your face, with partof towel used to dry Your feet.
Enabled guitar effects pedal. Cycle through effects set on your phone. Eliminate readjustments bending over with guitar still strapped.
Eating at the beach is always such a pain.I want a clean place to eat my food! Instead of putting a table with a chair, put it IN the chair!
Electronic SIM lock + smartphone app
DUAL-USE REMOTE FINDER AND CLOCK
A device charger which attaches and detaches easily for your key chain in order to charge devices easily anywhere there is an outlet.
Vegetables' box is an automatic miniature box placed in your kitchen, just put in seed's tray, and few weeks later you harvest your crop.
IPhone 5 LightUp Star Wars LightSaber Stylus
HEAD CINEMA watch the movies, make video calls, listen to music, chat individually relaxing on the sofa.
Curly Q
â€œCool Helmetâ€ A cooling and communication bio-feedback system that is app controlled and uses GEâ€™s dual piezo cooling jet.
This Sled/Mold makes the perfect: Snowman,Castle,Santa,ect. With the smalest amount of snowfall fast easy fun and the sleds are fun too.
Ladies! Have you ever had trouble finding room for all of your hair appliances? Well, guess what! We have the solution to your problem!
A roomba(robot) for the car - Specifically designed to clean top surface and/or inner surface/seats
fun toothbrushes
See through Raft. There is a world under lakes, river, and ocean. Why not get a glimpse. Also adds to experience
My idea is to see automobiles, boats, planes, everything that you have a radio attached too have "RRW" a radio rewind button.
Musical T.V.-Wink
Flip Wash
Film your entire vacation, child's ballgame or family event hands-free.
A dog collar/retractable leash all in one. Just call your dog grab the handle pull and you and your dog are ready to go.
Resub 501 votes in 14 days."REWARD CORD" Have sold 200 to members in my gym. Need to make an entire line of convenient reward card holders.
Pivot Power Missing Link, expand your actual PP 1, 2 or 3 outlets &amp; USB with Pivot Power Links adding extra links to your actual Pivot Power
Add a "pinch of salt" quickly to your next recipe with these unique, squeezable dispensers. Works with herbs & spices. 2 design ideas shown.
battery operated electric blanket for baby stroller
Door Hanging Clothes Chute Baskets
Wink Remote Camera Pan Base
Plant Protector
A DVD player and Dock for your iPad or phone
Floating unit that heats and circulates water with an integrated iPod Stereo Dock
an iphone protective waterproof case, that will float if the device is drop accidently in deep water. or have it in a pool, will float.
Puzzlets
A screen that is either imbedded or unrolled to the inside of my car wind shield.
Multi Touch e-Cards Display
Mini Table Breadslicer
Sphere-tastic! your stuff here
What's in your kitchen that hasn't been changed for 100+ years? Finally a solution that brings it up to date with the rest of your kitchen.
Power Makeup Pencil Sharpener
Shoo-lacies
This is a wrist strap with hooks which extend out. Ideally to carry shopping bags without them cutting/irritating the hands.
On-Demand Popcorn Maker
Straight-line power links, app enabled, that instead of having all outlets together, u leave at each point just the number of outlets needed
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Put your beach bag to use! Inside your purse, your things stay in place with velcro straps. When unpacked, your purse becomes a raft!
Remote Control Lo-cater. How many times have you reached for your remote control for the TV or Cable Box or DVD player and it was gone?
A quick and easy hook where you want it where you need it. Great for the beach or tailgateing - anywhere you take your beach umbrella
The new "option" in food presentation, specifically pizza. For clear illustration, see the attached .png files
Non-Slip Furniture Cookies
The Eye Pad, a lithium ion rechargeable sleep eye cover which lasts for a full nights sleep/8 hours via USB charger &amp; new designs/colors.
Lycra form fitting Shirt/Pants with pockets that hold Ice/Hot packs. Relieve those sore muscles without having to hold the packs in place.
Bunch of electrical cords with plugs for phones,laptops,etc.siting on floor,then stick on a cord organizer holder and snap cords into slots
Practice putts that "break" from an inch to three or four inches on a five or ten foot putt. Also can be used for straight putts as well.
Chiminea Dollie
Solar based hitech wearable
Coffee Cup Cover to prevent spills in cars
All in one External Battery
Write In Charge
An "open source" spice rack accommodating most bottle shapes and which takes very little extra space in the kitchen.
Flying in the air, electromagnetic candle carrier that 'dances' at the air to the sounds of music and your app commands.
Smart Headphone
PIVOT SHOWER! The highly adjustable massaging showerhead. Water where you want it! Flex your flow! Pivot Power's long lost cousin!
Screwdriver with high torque and high speed mode. Changeable bit.
A remote control or switch to turn off all the power hungry appliances when you head out the door.
Liner Refiner
Half the size of a credit card, battery or solar-powered, under the pillow, next to the pillow, one-button talking clock.
Bed Cooler and personal AC unit.Beat the heat and save money Use's re-freezable ice cubes as coolant.Prototype built and tested.Practical
Cocktail Shaker Lid Stretches
a speaker with a dock on it.that hangs on your shower bar or door so you can plug your cell phone in and talk will you shower.we all do it
Fogging/condensation on your car's windshield can be annoying and dangerous. Instantly wipe it off using your car's windshield wipers.
A stylish snap on cover for wired shelving that prevent your clothing from getting the annoying lines/creases caused from the wired bars.
Shampoo-Dispensing Brush for pets. Bathing your pet will be easier, better and more fun! 10% to animal rescue charity
Store clothes with a hanger that spreads clothing items apart to dry them, or to keep them from getting creased in longer-term storage.
Perfect collar stay with fold
Just Enough Paste Dispenser
Frame Change is designed to change your frames to match your purse, shoes, clothes or any other design that you can think of
Children's Bicycle-Connected Walkie Talkies Linked to Phone App. Stay connected with your kids! Make Family Biking Safer.
Mobile tarp
Are you tired of bulky, heavy and ugly cases? A simple and elegant clip-on sleeve/case, clip it on to protect your smartphone or tablet
Got a picnic you are taking grandma's famous potato salad to but need a way to keep it cold? The new freezer bowls will solve that problem
SILICONE BACKSPLASH - Heat Resistant Adhesive Roll. Cut To Size!
Fear the water cooler no more! Refill your water bottles and be germ free! Stay hydrated the SAFE way!
1 handed page turning outdoors, in the wind! Need that other hand to play music or work? The magnetic sleeves protect my preist's Bible.
The D Terminal
One device to serve as a consolidated purchase instead of owning and managing several devices. One purchase = all functionality.
Innovative modern clothes basket with a sleek & classy design that deodorizes, PLUS separates laundry with a removable divider.
A lamp attached to the book as well as crowbars(pliers) which hold slightly pages
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All In One Kitchen Glove
App-enabled dressing
Boy/Girl travel cross-body bag
Shower Glasses
Millions suffer from SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER and many don't know it. Current light therapy options are horribly sterile in appearance.
Mini cart
Tea and Coffee Dispenser
Turn signals on jackets or vests. Cycle Signals need to be highly visible to the eye level of the driver behind the bike! Not on helmets.
A pool toy that helps skim leaves while they play.
Homeland security clear see-through backpack. Authorized backpack for events such as New years ball drops, parades, and sporting events.
With my idea you can safely exercise your dog while bike riding and end your dog crossing your bikes path which can cause accidents/injury.
Corn Holders with plastic toothpicks in the ends! I got the idea in part from Swiss Army pocket knives that have plastic toothpicks.
Dust Pan that folds in Half. Easier to dump trash in trashcans that dust pans don't fit in.
I always have to turn off candle by myself. So I introduce how to turn off candle automatically.
Boundary.. a silicone bowl divider, keep liquids away from solids. For those who hate soggy cereals, mix on the spoon as you eat.
PNEUMATIC MUFFLER ADAPTER -Inflate your tires, use pneumatic tools, power wash and more-all with this adapter that connects to your muffler.
GE-Quirky PowerAfrica
"Colorform" like static cling stickers to cover the annoying LED lights in our bedrooms.
Baby Bathbasket
An attachment that turns every ordinary lawnmower into a professional aerator!
This is an I-phone car dock which can be held on a handlebar of a car.
Stay on! Bed sheet
This idea combines a bean-bag with a flashlight to provide a stable and adaptable "platform" from which the beam can be directed.
The Entertainment Engineer: Tired of having a rats' nest of wires? Tired of having to call tech support to help you setup your equipment?
TOWER OF HEAT' Cook food faster and save energy at the same time! Place TOWER around a hot burner, put your pot inside IT &amp; enjoy! IT
WORKS!
Rubbish Bin with 2 Sensors and InBuilt Air Freshener Dispenser - Convenient and Hygienic, Easy for people on Wheelchairs, "keeps hands off
Gas Electric Refrigerator
I have a product that lets you and your partner independently control the amount of warmth that you desire to allow a good nights sleep.
Add more entertainment value to your Ipod,IPhone with the ear bud light show. ( RESUB)
Oil-heater clothes dryer
large disposable paper bowls
Cell Phone Charging Lockers (paid)
Small laundry machine that acts as a hamper but washes, dries, folds and spits out clean laundry onto shelves.
Universal credit card, "SwissCard", the Swiss Army knife of credit cards. Why carry multiple credit cards when you can carry just one or two
The Singing &amp; Dancing Candles. App. enabled Candles that sing &amp; dance for any Occasion!!
The only dual-function external light/camera stabilizer! Simply attach the light, screw in the device & you are ready to shoot!
Driving/exercise glove with attached sleeve bicep made from material that is UV 50+ protective and breathable.
Positioning and or support system for iPad, iPhone, or similar device that enables hands free operation while in reclined position.
Tangles be gone
Dreamer
A solution for messy, tangled, unlabled wires and cables for your TV, DVR,DVD, etc. A simple disc that winds up and labels your wires.
A toy to your pet play with it when you are not in home! It turns ON and vibrate/shake catching your pet attention!
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Synchronized Cabinet Locks
Smart &amp; safe kitchen stove knobs remotely adjust (LO-HI) what you cook or bake. Time/stop food from app. Knob detects smoke and shuts off
Resub.Head Cooling System Collab. with youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed to be Worn Underneath Hats etc.
Easy express bra
Glucose Monitor Sportsband
I'VE BEEN PICKING MY FINGERS FOR 50 YRS CAN'T STOP BEEN WEARING THUMB GLOVES PAST 2 WEEKS TRYING TO BREAK HABIT
SO FAR ITS WORKING
360 vision glasses
The D3
LED light display on ground behind and in front the bike rider
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser - Helps loosen the sugar for an easy pour. No more banging on your glass dispenser!!!
Vacuum handle for a bowling ball for people who have a handicap that keeps them from using the three holes. A button will release the ball
a socket wrench with an additional male end at the base of the handle.
Electricity Free Fan
The Reclining Beach Chair is like an airplane seat; it can be upright/sit flat and uses the mechanism we see in normal recliners.
app that cleans your toilet and your shower ...see video....http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oh0OdgjOdDk
A phone device or app. if easier that parents,or anyone can buy that has the ability to shut off texting while in a car that is in motion!
Boing Sneakers have a trampoline built right into the shoe - perfect for playing while getting fit.Spring-loaded with cool colors and style.
Inflattable Pool and Air Hockey Table. No more excuses mom that it takes up too much space. Easy assembly &amp; dissembly
Birth-Watching
Smart Cordless Pivot Power:App-controlled from smartphone to turn On/Off for power switch &amp; OLED sockets.
Self Watering Vase
Prevent the accidental damage to iphones ipads all smartphones and ipad or kindle devices. Thousands are dropped and need screens replaced.
Magnetic 30 cubic ruler
A wireless smoke/radon detector that sends a notification to your smart phone, if smoke or radon is detected.
BeActive WiFi
Emergency response / locator package (portable and app enabled) report a crash &amp; monitor your kids driving plug and play
I want a convenient way to pack my dogs food, toys, stake, and water together efficiently for outdoor activities and road trips.
No more "towel hump" keep your towel on the chair and keep your head burn free at the same time
Wine is fine unless its spoiled or has cork floating in it! A wine filter/aerator, and vacuum stopper for wine lovers.
Flip Up Baseboards
Trellis Building Blocks
Smart Phone and keychain locator. Smart phone / iPhone app which is linked to a key chain via the app.
Magnetic belt buckle
Fully adaptable (size and angle) cooling pad for MacBookS (maybe iPad too) with cord management underneath
Wide touch
STYLISH, MODULAR STORAGE SYSTEM that can be built to any shape to maximize space. Multiple usage including Footwear organization & Wine
Rack
Closet Database tracks time since an item was last used & where it's located. Use other less accessible, roomier spot for seldom used items.
The "Bumper Saver" is offered mainly for golfers and anyone who don their spikes when they are at the back of the car.
Under the Sink Smart Mat
CuillÃ¨re Ã boules de glaces
Projection Screen to turn any droid into a tablet
Corn cob peeler - adjustable width - squeeze from top to bottom ------- 4 design options provided-----prototype and VIDEO
I've invented a mini-shelf for iMacs. It will hold pens, pencils, jump drives, Post-it Notes, even reading glasses within easy reach.
Watering nozzle for containers
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wireless app enabled headphones that can be turned into speakers!..for private listening or public sound that connect to all devices
Tender Bumper
Hang Your Cords in Style! Hooks and color can add design and flair to a room.
Shovel with measuring ruled lines around it. Distance marked on the shovel, you can dig your garden, not your pockets for a tape measure.
It would be nice to remove makeup with a marker pen if it did not get so dirty so quickly, or having to buy tips. Here is the ANSWER.
Houdini Car Seat
Draw/write on file folders and binders. Dry-erase coating, rewritable.
Self-contained grave marker that displays hearfelt messages and short video or picture show.
how many times have you been hungry but you dont know what to eat? the idea is an app who randomly tells you an especific dish near to you
This hangar that is adjustable is for any size of clothes. Even your pants!
Free from wires while charging Phone holder that has charging connector in the holder and plugs directly into wall outlet.
Built-in bike camera system
Bijeani
I am resubmitting the ambient/forced-air glove/mitten/hat dryer rack that holds multiple items and dries them from the inside.
Model Train Track Anti-Knock Connector. Video + Prototype. Keeps track connected when accidentally knocked saves time in re-building tracks.
Reinvent the child seat into a simpler solution. Annual fatalities are 2K+ for kids under the age of 14;3 of 4 parents install improperly.
Fish Tracking Camera
Nightstand Multi Use Dual Lamp
Wall light switch plate with extension rod to make switch accessibility to toddlers, young children and persons in wheel chairs easier.
App Enabled Q debit card
IPhone holder in restroom while sitting on toilet
Reversible table topper. Cover the top of your table without hiding the beauty of your table with a full size table cloth.
Screen door alert
Quick Pinch Clamp
Laundry Basket with a fold down divider to separate clothes. Make washing or putting away clothes easier by dividing his/hers/kids.
Thousands of children are hurt or killed each year falling out of cars.Dogs as well,they jump or run out.What if we could help prevent that?
Hybrid LCD screen
Wink parental control. Control from your phone when your kids get to use the internet, cellphones, etc.
A hand-held Music Production Device that makes production more intuitive and ergonomic.
An extra set of collaspable shevles for the bathroom so that the clutter is removed from the surface around the sink, it's also mobile.
A fun and colorful meter device inserted into a melon. A smiley face turns color when the melon has achieved the perfect ripeness.
A computer monitor stand to raise the monitor 3 to 5 inches or more to eliminate neck and back pain. They made to slide the keyboard under.
Lazy Susan Table
RECOVALERTJewelry-A Special Line ofNecklaces,Watches,Anklets&amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin"Prompting QuickRecovery
ofPEOPLE
Aperture Portal Devise.
I have a Moth Dectector. With this invention it can tell the farms when to spray so they can kill the moths.
Smart Multi Pod Coffee System
An adjustable pillow with a removable bendable arm that holds your smart phone or tablet so you can interact with your device and relax
All-In-One Business Printer / Postage Scale Combo - Connected Directly To The Internet, See Your Order, Weigh, Print Label.
Ever have sewage overflow and flood your house in a sewage backup? Wax ring failure? Toilet flange with no wax ring and closeable valve.
Battery conversion kit
Touch sensitve Squeeze pen
Stick on Hooks that lay flat when not in use and swing out when used.
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Introducing a multi-gym concealed within a door. Door-Gym is ideal where space is an issue.
Self Charging Phone Case
Drill bit with depth markings.
Desktop Brainstorming White Board Tiles/Pad
Wallet Tracker
I have an idea that will revaluationize the fancy tire and rim industry. Let's light them up.
The Reversible Head Wire Brush
Cover that fits a standard kitchen garbage bin that is also a,garbage compactor!Steel Plate under the cover moves down to compact
WiFi App-Enabled + Amplifier Speaker(s) + Socket That Screws Into Most Standard Light Sockets.
Water your loved garden with your phone or tablet pc..
Eliminate Scratches on the Lenses of your Reading and Work, Horned Rim Glasses. Simple, Safe and Money Saving. Smart design of Frame.
Laptop power socket protector
This case has a small whiteboard on the back of your iPhone that allows one to write easy reminders and doodle in their free time.
Keep your chargers, well, charging and your timers on time. This idea keeps heavy transformers and timers from falling out of wall outlets.
Bubble blower handle that holds it's own fluid.
Ladder Safety Lights
A dog collar for "pulling dogs" with functionality without hurting the dog, or affecting the dogs neck hair.
My product is best described as a self-enclosing modular shelving system. Aesthetically it resembles any basic wood shelving.
ILY/ IRLY popcorn/cookie mold
stakedown cooler
Doesn't it freak you out when you see a bug in your kitchen drawer? Now you have to wash all your utensils all over again. No more
Enjoy a glass of wine, cheeses and good book while taking a bubble bath with a new Quirky tub tray.
convert a cooler into mist fan
I propose A fly alarm trouser, when a guy unzips he has 3 minutes to zip up before an alarm goes off.either a "ding" ding" or bell
A real television for Barbie
My Idea is a "CANE with a built in set of Grappling Hooks"
The cocoon is a safety product which works like bubble wrap to protect you or your loved ones from flying debris.
A battery pack that fits between an electrical appliance and the wall socket, turning any plug-in appliance into a battery operated savior.
Be safe with This all in one jack &amp; jack stand. The "Adjustable Locking Hydrolic Jack" is next step in safe automotive maintenance &amp; repair.
Strainer Mat is flexible to fit in any bowl. Great for freshly washed fruits like, grapes, strawberries, blueberries, etc. (Resubmit)
This "smart jaccuzzi faucet" with sensor bar knows your "perfect bath" and gets it ready for you!!
COLLAPSIBLE PET BATH TUB INSERT~ -mesh screen catches hair so it doesn't go down your drain~ -easy storage
Space Saving Mirror/Ironing
Sbulb
plexybu
Hospital Bed by single person
Portable and transferable clip that enables you to seal your notebook, novel, notepad but also help you carry post it notes, USB and pen!
2ND CHANCE. A phone case FOR YOU . Imagine the power curl, form fitting for your phone, pockets your money/cards, and wraps your earphones.
the MultiBrush
Every pet lover hates the mess from brushing your pet. Now do it with ease and little mess with the electric pet brush.
We live in a custom and accomodating world. Come sit down. Relax. We support you.
iPhone Speaker and Microphone Case with Clearer Sound. Improves Music and Speaker Phone Conversations. Could also be app-enabled.
Turn ANY mirror into a GROOMING/MAKE-UP mirror with this flexible L.E.D. FRAME!
Voice Recognition Software that automatically records and translates languages as you speak in text on your phone.
Smart Outdoor Patio Umbrella
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The ides is to seperate the battery from the tool, with a cord, in battery operated tools, such as drills, to reduce the weight of the tool.
bandit Family: cup holder with elastic!
Snap-On Box Fan Louvers 2
Dude, Get Away From My Phone!
Swivel cam for Apple or smart devices
CarPing: The car-to-car communicator for the masses. This low cost device creates a free info-sharing network with the vehicles around you!
Slider light switch in a form of scrollbar
Iphone dock that connects to tv. You can watch movies, videos, music, games, netflix, pictures from you phone to your tv.
Puppet Theater that you control from an app. Kids can put on shows to entertain their friends and family. Fun gift for the holidays.
I created an easy, attractive and inexpensive way to add comfort and spaciousness to your home's bathtub shower with a curtain accessory
Multi-Hang. The best hanger. Ever. **VICKY LAURSEN
FLEXIBLE HOOK SYSTEM. Flexible rods that retaing the shape and grip after bending into any form.
SHOE COVER DISPENSER that you can hang beside entrance of your home so guests can grab/wear a pair of shoe covers before entering your home.
leaf bagger
Sonar: Trace any Pipe or Wire
Block the sunlight from vehicle GPS unit screen to avoid non readable screen or attempts to adjust while driving which distracts the driver.
Have you ever had a cooler on a hot day and ran out of ice? Problem solved!
Pump Action Caulking Gun
Garage Anti-Theft Device
Having trouble sharing or finding chargers? The Revolver charges multiple HTC &amp; Apple Devices w/ built in retractable cords. Includes Video
my idea is to have a cover that will fit over fishing lures, with exposed hooks, that are left on the poles in transportation.
potatoe peeler
Multi-directional work light.
How about a "human hook" to hold those heavy grocery store plastic bags or ones from the mall with the strings that cut into your fingers!
resubmitted-530votes! quirky grip- An Multipurpose grip/holder/caddy that can help you in different task, please check out the video!
Rolo Paper Roll Dispenser
Cell Glove is a winter glove that holds your cellphone and keeps your hands warm.It keeps your phone handy and usable.RESUB
an all in one silding shower rack
Acme wire and cable. This is an app that gives you instructions on how to connect wired electronic components in the most efficient design.
COIL- an adjustable multi-tray system for long vehicle drives that can hold your portable electronic devises without those useless straps.
THE DUCE 1! Pull-apart 2-Piece IPhone-smartphone case that turns into 2 speakers! Coolest case since sliced bread! BIG SOUND/little case!
Nightlight Necklace
A rotating Corner Garment and Shoe rack with 1 week organized garment hangers on one side and the 15 shoe storage compartments on other.
200 million bicycles have been sold in the US alone and every one of those bike riders wants a less painful & more comfortable bicycle seat.
Shelter
A sunglasses holder attached to the front of your headgear or jacket/shirt for easy access.
C.A.S.S. UMHVair Sled
Curling iron holder
Watch your health and watch your salt intake with "SEE SALT" Disposable grinder with red &amp; orange dyed coarse sea salt.
For those who have Electric baseboard heating...An Electric baseboard boot and shoe dryer.
Line Extension to Kepler Kite! ***Bird's Eye View*** Kite...
I bet there will be a roll of this in every tool box. As a auto mechanic i get lots of cuts and use tape so why not a roll of band aid
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Life Buoy
{THE TIGER HAIR BAND} A Small elastic round band with teeth to hold pony tails
New generator design
A custom-fit iphone case with bands/straps to be worn on your wrist. Fit your wrist like a watch/bracelet.
Flash/thumb/usb drive that is designed in a case of your iPhone or iPod.
Fireplace TV
Get double the workout in a portable machine.Pedal your way to fitness. Pedal with your feet,also with your hands...burn more calories!RESUB
"I want to insert earphone to necklace" To carry the earphones are uncomfortable and Tangled lines is complicated
Babyâ€™s safety buckle, app enabled that prevents of parents to forget their child in the car.
You wear jewelry when you go out, why not to bed? Soft, sexy, original jewelry. You'll have so much fun you may not sleep at all!
Folding footwear to relieve the high-heeled Metropolitan Woman.
Bingo on board
HANGING DRESSER IN THE CLOSET: BRINGS DRESSER OUT OF THE BEDROOM INTO THE CLOSET. READ: MY SOLUTION FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
dust box
Better Brush
"Tilt 'N Spray"The universal spray nozzle attached to a rotating mechanism that spins up or down keeping your bottle upright while spraying.
Europa Pen
Lighted Backpack Interior
Against malaria (etc.) insects inside your house. A Wallpaper with metal grid like in Â´electrical shock fly swappersÂ´, fitted on ceilings.
The Future Pill Bottle. Compact handheld electronic PEZ-like programmable pill dispenser.
Basketball players sleeve. Keep it on, just pull it up, or push it down. Basketball players will love them! (Student B.S.)
Multi-Charge
"Replica" foam furniture
I would like to invent a compact refrigerator stand with drawer that would raise up to allow easy access.
I want to create an E-reader Case (may even apply to tablets) that is both ergonomic and functional.
An iPad2 smart cover adaptor for the original iPad. The millions of iPad1 owners will be able to use the smart cover.
My idea is to make a case that can hold two Blackberry phones. I carry both a personal phone and a work phone and find it overly burdensome.
An interchangeable gardening/cleaning tool. Save room and cost.
Play Modular Mall
leaf bagger
Customize your closte storage needs! Complete line of zipper attached expandable closet organizing products that are sized to need!
Carousel â€” the versatile infrared hot dog machine + see animation + A joint submission by simplyinclined and RickJ
Simple Key Holder
Medical Marijuana Grow Pot with window and retractable support rods. The flower pot hasn't needed to evolve until now!
Black (color) facial tissue
BOWL AND CUP combo. Keep your drink and food together or separately. Microwave safe bowl and cup.
"Busy Baby Burp Cloth"
RopeDancer,a timer which combines time and distance. Anybody in the kitchen will see from a distance the remaining time.Picture proto added!
Female Firefighter Gear
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
soappie
The project consists of a support where you can be hands-free carrying and expand the sound of the ipad. That has comfort and mobility
Bendy Heating/Cooling Pads
fazer um adesivo espelhado para acentos de sanitarios que seria fixado do lado interno nas tampas.
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Developed specially for people that need to exercise their feet but cant walk or stay on feet for a long time.
Keeping your water bottle colder, longer
This is a small round brush that will be used to clean/remove bacteria from the inside of the contact case. It is a one size fits all.
Pot Lid Triangular Handle and Cooking hook spoons
My product is a solar powered light up LED clip board. You can write in the dark and see where the pen meets the pad.
The innovative, patented, multifunctional "BOX SEAT" is definitely the "Coolest Seat in Town". Chilled storage,seating,and a dry compartment
SOOO COOL! BOOMPOD Amplified IPhone/Smartphone Case with Collapsible Speaker System! Get the most out of your music and speakerphone!
A pin or key chain type device that allows parents to locate where their child is in the course of their day.
A newly designed ergonomically correct pull-up bar that is multi-functional and still fits in a door jam.
Weighted to perfection!
hot and cold lunch box
2x Car Electrical Outlet + Manage Cables, All In One
RECYCLED SOAP BARS. NEW SOAP BARS FROM OLD SMALL PIECES.
Pains in your feet? Stand all day? The FootsieMat is here to help! Hitting pressure points in your feet, you receive a spa like massage!
A Frame that is damage proof, with a locking system on the back. Main purpose would be to hold something sentimental.
A magnetized case that comes wit heavy duty stick on magnets.You can hang your iPad from ANY surface.
POPOÂ´S DOG CATCHER ROLL
Last try...Retractable, reusable, hands-free list
Pet Crate Fan is app enabled to monitor and control cooling in crates or kennel. Option to make using GEâ€™s dual piezo cooling jets.
Handle to carry multiple plastic grocery bags at once. Saves multiple trips and the bags cutting into your hands.
The "DeckMule" is a tool for removing decking.
I'm a technician and it always a pain to carry small tools a long that have some type of power so my idea is a mini electric screwdriver.
Soap Dispensing Toilet Brush
Find Me Sticker Beeper! Have you ever lost something (cell phone, glasses, keys)? Problem solved
A compact Jam Maker! Makes fresh Jam from fresh ingredients easily. No more expensive,non-organic jam that's filled with preservatives.
LED light that is small/smooth, rectangle shaped with thumb print indentation to attach with thin dbl stick to back end of cell phones.
The vacubag plus a hangar.
Beanbag filled beach towel/blanket. Won't blow away on windy days and comfortable around the pool or any hard surface. Zipoff cover for wash
HYBRID orange construction fence &amp; SILT fence!! MINIMIZE costs and manual labor!!!
Ergo. An Iphone case with ergonomic bumpers that slide in and out. A better grip that is compact too!
An iphone or ipod case that combines with available DIY Apps to provide digital hand tools.
Car heater Projector
Custom Cruet - Your 4 Recipes
Harley Davidson ipod plug
Springy Phone Case
To stay warm, a hose that can clip onto a forced-air vent and SAFELY transfer the heat under a blanket on my bed or couch.
Auditory assist
Walk-it
Stick-0n mylar mirror near top of business door with logo, bright sign saying "Thanks for holding the door for me!" Nice, friendly touch.
Pimp my Ride-On
The Terry Locker, a mobile wearable storage unit. Your personal belongings during any activity.
Can use ipad as you are riding bicycle such as listening to musics and watching videoes.
TEETHING FLASH CARDS..A baby learns words long before he can speak them. So why can't I find flash cards that the baby can't tear or chew?
This is a fast food table for your car.
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Millions of people use wall calendars. Day Ja View is faster and easier. A calendar that practically writes itself. www.mydayjaview.com
C label
Quirky PhotoMosaic
Magnetic case for Nexus 7 or other mini-tablet for use in the kitchen/dining area. Cheap, simple &amp; useful.
My idea is called create your own nail designs. With this invention women can create their own unique nail design.
Key case that holds keys on top of each other in order of importance. Key slides in and out,one at a time
Have you ever been across the world and forgot to turn of your heat? This is an app where you can turn of your heater if your on vacation.
Hydrogen Peroxide room sanatizing fogger. Use in Dr ofcs, waiting rooms, day cares, bathrooms, home, hotel rooms any space you want to clean
TV remote finder
This insole incert Fresh air system will help keep your feet cool &amp; comfortable even on the hottest of days. This is a great gift for all.
What's in your bowl? Want to make healthy cereal at home? You'll never pay $8.00 a box again!!
A waterproof towel. Two layers absorbent terrycloth comprising a ripstop nylon center. The result: A bodyguard from the elements.
A toaster that is custom designed specially for Pop-Tarts.
A hair accessory organizer that keeps hair dryers, curling & flat irons neatly organized in the bathroom
TOPLAST
Ghost
PestPillars-Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 960+ Vts on all sub.** Videos Included**
Turn your Aquarium into a Water Show! App-Enabled Ornaments with Synchronized Lights and Waterproof Camera for Live Streaming on Internet!
Drink Coasters that open any bottle or canned drink.
No-Sow Jeans Crotch Patch
A strap or plastic mold secured to a tree/post that allows an attached leash to move 360 degrees around. Your dog can now roam, no tangles.
Weedeater bagger
the beat box jacket
The game of golf and the touchscreen mobile device markets are both growing at a staggering rate. Golf gloves do not work with smartphones
A positive invention, ABS brakes, have one major flaw. The lack of a screeching-tire audible warning that startles pedestrians to safety
Rollator X
A app enable "Dog Talkie"! Talk with your dog when you are not in home! See details below!
sound source detector
The Chameleon toothbrush
FILTER CATCH - I constructed an easy, safe, and clean oil filter removal design that I use for everyday oil changes on passenger vehicles.
Cushioned pad for baby carrier/car seat with dual sewn-in speakers attached to mp3 or recorder. Plays music/voice recording to sooth baby.
App enabled Story book Theatre let your kids see the story on the ceiling/wall while you read doubles as a video projector from your device
Biometric trigger lock
Do you know what's in your freezer? Or how long it's been there? SMARTfreeze will help you keep track of all your frozen goods.
A device that makes applying spray sunscreen to your back extremely accurate and practically effortless.
Cart Caddy: A holder for your iPad while shopping for groceries.
A redesigned paintbrush handle with a threaded hole at the end that attaches to a common extension pole for painting hard to reach areas
DIGITAL SCRABBLE! with APP ! for kids and adults! Your Smart Phone will count the points and verify if the word exists.
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 6): A messenger bag that provides easy access to an ipad or computer. No need to remove them for use.
A way to decorate, design, or write anything you want on your vehicle, without causing damage, and being able to change in seconds!
doggy or cat scrubber 3000
Pinhole Camera 2012. It has solar cells for power. Images are exposed onto an SD card.
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Bibability
Quirky Bag Line - A bag line that offers three main sizes. Each size depends on occasion. Easily transfers items to change color &amp; style.
Combine iPhone battery pack + wallet capacity
Vehicle security by Layktks
Patriot paper
Wink - Auto Shower control. Set time your shower time. Wink turns your shower on gets the water to your ideal temperature setting.
You can secure your cards. The dummy we record see the dummy board. layers are firmly put into the edge of the table
Bring Your Cat To Work Station
Is the closet under the stairs a mess? How about a chest that fits right under. This product fits right in and maximizes the space.
Locking extention cord. Do you have to constantly stop and re-plug your extension cord that has fallen out of your power equipment?
Familiar friendly shaped ornament can become the key hook that you always wanted; everything can be modified to suite necessities or taste.
Sample of artificial diamonds in different shapes and sizes to help purchase real diamond jewellery (especially for online purchases)
A Better Outdoor Christmas Light! Sturdy, short sections of lights easily connect together to create a custom look for your display.
a keyboard and mouse wrist pad that incorporates the use of ball bearings for ease of movement across a keyboard. Type much faster! SEE PICS
Necklace with Design that illuminates your neck area. LED lighted necklace. Will light up a pattern on your neck
Alarm watch
Faraday Wheel Sensor
"+" Shaped Lawn Mower Blade
Glo Pole
Toothpaste Refill for Auto Dispenser
Bluetooth athletic ball
My idea is plant guard it is a tripod with a dish at the base it has a pole with lightbulb, waterbottlefeeders, and plastic wrap for cold
GLASS BABY BOTTLE (with write-able surface) INSIDE PLASTIC BABY BOTTLE HOLDER (with built-in thermometer, viewing window, & ergonomic
grip)
SILICONE BITING HOOK, JUST PRESS THE THUMB AND SOLVE THE PROBLEM! EASY, TO HANG SYSTEM.
Powder Paks. These are similar to the Tide Pods or dishwasher detergent pods, but are filled with baby powder/odor eater powder (similar).
Handy long handle Back and Body Bath Washer. Switch it for an easier clean for those part of the body hard to reach areas.
A cooking vessel (cookware) with a flexible body, expandable for cooking use, and collapsible for storage or transport.
GPS holder for MOTORCYCLES, ATC, and snowmobile. Car holders fall off or get stolen, what about one that doesn't fail, but can use easily.
GPS tags that can be attached to childrenâ€™s shoes, pet collars and personal items with optional perimeter â€“ safe zone - alarm.
A new innovation in acoustic guitar design. A simple yet effective upgrade makes string changing easy.
Submit idea to 1 gasoline Co to sell gift cards by the gallon at that days prices at their stations.
BENTO â€“ The most flexible way to pack lunch. Stack up to six insulated containers into one simple, easy-to-carry package.
A sit that can be pulled out from a metallic queue structure so you can wait sitted on the line
Anti-germ door handle covers
SMART CLIP FOR PAPER WORK
rapid life saver in sea
App-Enabled Pet Door for Sliding Glass Windows,
Love travel? IPad mini travel case - Use the iPad mini every time without holding it!!
Line Ext: Skipper Pond
Know where your kids are at 9PM on a Saturday night? I do!! The COMPLETE glow in the dark nighttime baseball/wiffle ball kit.
Power curl with power. Wall plug + power curl
HELP ME - Le porte clÃ©
A 1 piece head rest with a donut shaped pillow so that one can sun bathe in comfort saving the neck from being turned to 1 side for 2 long.
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Daily Indulgence
Home Speakers Bluetooth Power
Clip bags with expiry date label. Digital scale display to program remaining days to expiration day.
Newbie Rollers
Introducing The Drone Rake,Remote Controlled Quadpro-copter Rake:Have fun raking leaves.WiFi &amp; App-enabled,With optional camera.
My idea is a storage compartment for your vacuum cleaner. It can work vertically or horizontally, allowing you placement options, hold shoes
a waterproof cover that blocks out sun and rain on an I-pad or other tablet that let's you see the screen in Sunlight
Introducing...the LifeWatch which tracks personal goals with day count down/up mode on a practical wristwatch that is motivational...
Have you ever wanted your shoes to tie themselves just like Marty Mcfly's. With the automatic shoe winder it can happen.
electric shaver attachment for iphone
Ever think where all we walk in our shoes, then track it in, into our homes. Our shoes might look clean on the soles, but thereâ€™re not.
'Shell On' snack dispenser set
Smart Sneakers: Bluetooth Enabled Sneakers That Measure Time, Distance, Speed, Length, and Height. Great for Active People &amp; Track &amp; Field.
Harley Davidson Vent Handles
Sticky Power
MultiCharge* Pack: Fits into existing TV remotes, old gameboys, etc. USB, Kinetic Generator and Lithium Ion Battery all in one!
UNite.
The Osborn Dollhouse: Influenced by the best mid-century design, this fun, engaging tool develops aesthetic awareness at an early age.
Camping and all-around cooking and eating utensils with a push button LED light in them to make the job easier.
A Portable beach Canopy with Cube Seats and a Rectangle Table all fillable with sand for stability. lightweight sand and water proof!
Free World-wide WIFI Access
This Idea puts a telescopeing rod onto a cell phone in order to steady it while takeing pics and movies.It also extends high for concerts.
Have a desktop with spare bays? Utilize that space to store essential install/driver DVDs/CDs with a bay shelf.
Fruit & Veggie Washer
Auto Calculating Tape Measure, push the buttons and it measures automatically for you!
Shoe Absorbent Pull Off Pads
Disposable and bio-degradable wipes shaped to cover fingers and thumb of either hand, in a handy container for public germ protection.
iPad case with a built in second screen - check Facebook on one screen and watch a movie on the other
Tired of tripping over shampoo/conditioner bottles that fall in the shower? Shampoo Bottle Bungees!
The doll is hanging on the pillow
Have a mattress retailer give away sealable mattress covers to people who need them to move.
When you can get your man off the computer, make the most of it with the sperm raising barrier! Inexpensive and effective,unlike your man!
power strip mounts
Virtual Sparklers
LOCK AND CHAIN COVER W/ALARM! Equipped with a loud audible alarm if cut into to scare would be thieves! Protect your hard earned items!
sleep car
All natural scented dog tags
Bluetooth GPS Proximity Alert
APP Enabled Rewards Machine - REWARD SYSTEM for Kids - Resubmission
a waterproof cover that blocks out sun and rain on an I-pad or other tablet that let's you see the screen in Sunlight
A metal iPhone case that locks like a vault when you lose your phone.
Vacuum dust pan
A case for Mac Laptops that incorporates space for A4 documents, so that they don't get crushed, and protects the laptop.
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when u go to the beach what is the num 1 thing you bring. A COOLER! but when u see how the wheels on the cooler play with sand u get regrets
sonic steam cleaner Home Depot
Bluetooth headset integrated with a cell phone case.
Add telltales to mace and pepper spray used for self defense.
IsoFlex
A toilet plunger with UV sanitization, and attractive storage container complete with built in drip tray and air holes.
Torch
The Tiered Egg Tray. A new way of holding your eggs in your fridge and providing more space for other items in the fridge.
Flexible Joint for Robotics
This idea whould have a rolling arm attached to both support arms to ensure the front end will not collapse.
MeasurePour*: The new super handy kitchen measuring cup and funnel all in one!
digital calendar
A 20oz dispenser/holder for your thirsty needs! It stands vertical and can hold 4, plus the one in dispense. making it 5 total
Swell French Press
xxxx
**Optimal** way to hang and store paintbrushes
Need to make sure someone else is awake? Send them an alarm!
Bath Tub Book Buddy
This is a case that turns into a piece of wood that goes under your computer and keeps your legs from getting hot from your computer.
"Sub-Zero" ----- Space saving calendar cube
A vacuum with a built in metal detector
The Touch Tip is for touch screen devices. Want more precision? Have sore writing muscles? Concerned about cleanliness? It's for you!
A digital laser ruler that is app-enabled for your iPhone or stand alone use
The unflipable koozie cup! It has a weight in the bottom and plenty of foam floatation so you can swim away.
An easy and fast way to hang your things from your garage rafters with no tools required. The weight of the item holds it in place.
Before Catching a Chill
SITLS 1- System
Leave your purse at home when you go out! This skirt will have enough pockets to hold all your essentials.
Door ajar sensor for refrigerator, freezer, closet, etc. New updated from my product 82696. Energy Saving, economical solution.
New Toothbrush: Every 30 days, this product; New Toothbrush, will sell 10 million units in USA, and 20 million units around the world.
Clean up with one scoop! Limits time exposed to dust. Empties into any trash can. Stores on box. Quick and easy.
water pic toothbrush
FLAT HOOK and RING SET . Unique! - - attaches to UNEVEN SURFACES!
An app that will alert you when your refrigerator/freezer door is open and did not shut/sealed shut
An iPhone case with flip-out/pivoting USB for charging/mounting without cables.
Baby Bottle Snuggy: Baby bottles bouncing out of buggies? Those stroller cup holders need some help! My snuggy will firmly hold a bottle.
EZ Mount Lever-It for ur tools
Midi enabled iPhone case for musicians. Keyboard style, drum pad, etc... Turn the back of your phone into an instrument!
AUTO HOT WATER BOTTLE FILLER.
Never lose or mismatch your socks again , put dirty socks in pouch n wash n dry then grab your color pouch that are your socks
Snack Packer
Automatic doorbell answering machine for registering any visitor during your away period.
LINE ITEM EXTENSION for NIBBLE! Silicone grips and a 9x13 pan
Mobil Robotic Car Wash â€œSpit Shine Robotâ€ will replace personal automobile cleaning, without vehicle leaving driveway, program and walk away
A Solar Bridge | A portable solar power device that bridges the gap between grid and solar power while teaching us about how we use energy.
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roof snow load sensor
Mya the Ultimate Friend
So what if you never had to stir a pot of soup again? The Pot Shot is the tool that you need, a enclosed pot stirring device.
Baskets to organize Lazy Susan
Motorized snow scraper
Save frustration and time when looking for stored items. Never have to cut open boxes, open lids. "Audio Label". Speak and record contents.
A toothbrush that has bristles back to back to allow toddlers learning to brush to brush both lower and upper sets of teeth simultaneously.
Frustrated from towels shrinking at the cross stiching ,my idea would stretch towels back into shape as well as prolong the lifespan.
My idea:"scrubby shower shoes".Why bend over and hurt your back and arms to scrub the floor?Let your feet and body weight do all the work!
Body Mass Index smartband device
Intelligent PLANTER
Push/Pull Cooler with Mega-Wide Wheel for ease while using in sand or gravel.
Spiders'web on your high ceiling or loft? Clean it using a high reach cleaning kit for a vacuum cleaner (cannister) no more mess.
Why do we hang up our clothes on hangers?! Let's roll them up instead! Quicker, neater and most importantly, a better use of space!
You can use Flexbone to make your Shuffle compact, easily controllable and more pleasant to use.
Food Tweezers
Bath Mat Foot Massage/Clean
car clearners that really work
The last time you went to the park with your dog, did you feel prepared to tend to all of his/her needs? Consider "Hikers' Best Friend".
Reinventing the scissor. It helps cut straight edges (ex. cutting a letter size paper in half). It also cuts the 4 corners evenly at ease.
Knifesliders. Knife storage collection that keeps a set of your kitchen knives one inside the other.
Temperature Watch Sensor
Roll out Beach blanket with carry handle,shade screen. Summer is fast approaching let's make a beach blanket/shade screen, single or double
Extension hook rail.Keep it smaller or double the length.
Automobile manufacturers seem to be missing an important tool for female drivers... A place to secure a purse so it doesn't spill!
Ergonomic Mouse (really!)
Light Up the Blades Ceiling Fan. Uses LED lights on the fan blades for a unique ceiling fan look.
The Ultimate Adjustable Hanger that fits any size clothing. Whether a medium or a 4xl it will all hang perfectly on this adjustable hanger.
Wireless earphones allow you to listen to music or other audio selections without earphone wires.
These app enabled speakers suction to Bathroom mirror, windows around house. Set the mood for parties, romance, even for babies nap time!
Car Rearview Camera connected to your smartphone via bluetooth! No complicated wiring, no need of buying extra screen for your dashboard!
Quirky staff this product will go world wide.These are mini fans designed to keep Flies and other pests off food.And are portable.
Cool Designed Mini Immersion Blender
App enabled tripod+camera - Change the tilt of your tripod with an app. Watch what the camera is seeing and take the pic.
The self-retracting cell phone charger is a flexible type of charger exactly like self-retracting tape measure.
Bring back Family Time-no cell
INTRODUCING SPEAKER NECKLACE!
'The drink waiter'. A wieghted circular grid for keeping ICEat the bottom of drinks.
A cake pan that creates a hollow center to allow you to fill it with candy and other items. Great for making a piÃ±ata cake.
2-Tier Jar
Pickup Walking Stick
No twisting and turning to reach your back. Suntan and dry skin lotions are expensive now be able to apply these lotions easily and evenly
Smart &amp; Safe Water Profiler
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Wink enabled DC Low voltage power strip. Surge protected, multi voltage output.
A sponge material to hold keys on top of regular hooks.Square design porous texture squashy to stick keys in like a stick pin.
Keyboard-Shelf: Organize All Of Your Important Documents Over Your Keyboard! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Appp enabled Solenoid valve for water control. Sprinkle your garden or fill up your tank with apps or preset timer
The entire contents of ones wallet, on a key fob. The same system as a credit card, but with the ability the hold unlimited. Replace wallet.
E-Z Pull-Out Retractable Beach Sun/Wind Shade! (RESUBMIT)
Tried to find something in a dark closet & failed? You Used a light and your head got in the way? Then the light up bar is your solution.
Easy Pour for Milk/Juice Containers. Leave your milk/juice in the fridge and serve yourself. Less hassle and less chance for a mess.
Warming Tray
fall damage proof boots
Quirky Pizza Container
A mixing bowl that has two bowls attached to one another. One bowl has extended piece of plastic that helps it to attach to the other bowl.
:: Novelty Bee (and Wasp) Trap that is shaped like a Soda Can. Proven technology. Nothing like it! ::
Guarden (garden guard)
Wireless Television! A receiver that plugs into the cable jack in the back of a television and connects with a router.
Thanks GE! Could This/These Be The Patent(s)That Creates The Connected Message Board? GE Patent(s) #7198533, #6566808, and/or #6800999 B1
Silicone PETAL DESIGN HOT MAT &amp; TRIVET for Microwave - stays in your microwave for next use. See PROTOTYPE &amp; other images
Pivoting multipurpose fashionable section sofa with 360â° revolving backrest, coffee table and electronic device connection docks included
LIGHT WEIGHT COLLAPSIBLE LUGGAGE.Storage it hanging in your closet, under the bed or behind a sofa.No more waste of valuable space.
Water spill on electronics or anywhere. Wipe with the "Thirsty Strip" , which will soak up all the liquid and moisture
Safety Driver
tween is me
Give your home network the power to handle all your new connected devices, now and in the future.
An SD Card Holder that you can use on your desk, or take it with you! All the ones I have seen only have the "take it with you" part down!
"Sit Flat" Stackable Beverage Containers. Save space in the fridge!
App Enabled Plant Feedback System. Your plant will tell you if it needs more light or frequent watering via apps, facebook or twitter.
Toilet paper that is also a flushable wipe. Why not put the moist into the TP and wrap it up in a cool pckg that looks good on the holder.
Universal keyring charm holds ANY flash drive. Keep It Safe + Simple. Hold on to your memories (120+ votes during a broken 'most active')Â
Closet shelves take up too much room, what if you could turn your shelf into a standup "cubby" style storage container in a "snap"?
A "Ledge-endary" Ledge!
Bumper Blocks â€“ a safe, soft, inflatable, modular playpen system that grows with your child.
GoGo Nails
ILY/ IRLY fabric all material
Nano Silver bread keeper. Keep bread fresh longer
Gas leak detector
Skin Fasteners
Vinci Video the Tank Engine
Recore
Carry your hook with you! A strong spring loaded toothed clip with a hook to hang towels or clothes in places with not enough hanging space.
Stretch On License Plate Frame. Just stretch it around the license plate edge, thats it. Can have advertising printed on it and looks great.
Footthrows
An app that's already installed on simple smartphones to explain how the type of phone works. It can also be used on tablets.
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Doggie den that converts into a bed/carrier. It's stylish and sleek. It mimics wolves dens of the wild. Dog will feel safe and secure.
Have you ever peeled a grape for your toddler in fear of them choking on the skin or hid from your child to eat a few grapes yourself?
WORLD'S BEST ROOT BEER FLOAT [VIDEO]
This is a beauty!! Measuring your projects can easily be faster, more accurate and less frustrating.
Eliminate Bike Theft via GPS
BANK FISHING BELL STAKE. DO NOT use a bell at the tip of your pole anymore!!! lets make a product to put a BELL on a Fishing Pole STAKE..
Multiple kitchen timers that use your television screen for the display.
Animal Ear Headphones! Kids earphones are popular...it is time for the pillow pet of ear phones to arrive!
steer'o'meter - Know where you are heading to! The device that will let you know the steering angle of your front car wheels
The iFan
QUIRKY New Voting System
Nail polish bottle roller
An all-in-one home theater solution that allows you to easily store and access all of your media in one place with all the features you need
Folding Mini Stove / Braai
Light switch cover to prevent accidental switching.
Rectangular insulated container. Good for school and work. Sits flat and you can lay your food out,no stacking like other thermal dishes.
No Damage Dog Tags
"Junk Drawer" is a hanging organizer tool for any room. It hangs from a hook or hanger and has clear pockets of various sizes for storage.
Golf Tees with adjustable stoppers! Find the height you like and "stick" to it! :-) Also would make it easier to put tees into the ground
An adjustable case that allows you to carry your iPad around your neck or under your shoulder.
I have an insulated, forked screwdriver that makes is easy to move wires out of the way in a crowded electrical box without damaging wires
Honda sold millions of Civics worldwide between 2006 and 2011. There is a good chance you own one. And all of them have the same flaw:
You can use this globular shaped flashlight on camping as well as in car trouble on the road.
Board game for use in a swimming pool. Waterproof, Floatable, Magnetic. Checkers,Chess,as a quirky community we create our own fun game.
MOTION ACTIVATED ALARM CLOCK (Save Money/Electricity, Sleep Better, See Better, Increase Your Melatonin, Reduce Your Risk of
Cancer)[VIDEO]
Moving table
New College Dorm Refrigerator. Round Fridge with Lazy Susan concept inside.
I propose to make a package of clear sheathes to go over the screen of a cell phone. Like the ones that come with new phones but 2x power.
Portable Laptop Desk/Stand-Mounts to chair, bed frame or wall.
easy clean gutter cleaner
SpongSquish
By squeezing a shaped silicon bulb device creating the air pressure needed to blow out the hard boil egg from its shell safely and cleanly.
A battery that lasts at least one week before you have to charge it.
Video /Photo Backdrop
A Simple way to clean road salt off the undercarriege of cars. This is a problem for cars anywhere the roads are salted.
My Buddy Planter
1/2Coffee&amp;1/2Water Travel Mug
Iphone 5 Case with a Built in 30 pin Adapter
Drill Vacuum Attachment
A simple "use indicator" for razors helps people track the number of shaves taken, and allows them to discard it before bad shaves begin.
The FAT MAT - an exercise mat that keeps you cool and tracks your exercise reps.
Poor manner's can make a child seem bad. When the truth is he didn't know the right thing to do. Who is teaching etiquette to our kids?
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Magnetic Christmas Lighting
Ice Cuber
An Iphone case that is more like a glove and has an extra battery.
Beach blanket that has pockets and 4 custom designed weights that hold each corner down to prevent wind from blowing it around.
Clip together pairs of socks, mittens, etc
The EasyGlyder leaf rake (Patent Pending) solves two problems with conventional rakes
Recycle bins w/adjustable crushers built on and reusable/washable bags. Crushers for both cans and bottles adjustable for small and large
Cool carpentry/woodworking tool for easily drawing scribe lines to accurately fit materials to uneven surfaces and set trim reveal margins!!
Product slowly cools the core temperature while working out. More time, comfort, and performance. Neoprene gloves and dumb bells. + studies!
Smart Ring Computer Mouse
iphone cases with the 12 different zodiac signs printed on back.
Wireless Storage Hub
HANDS FREE, SELF LOCKING variety use SAFETY HOOK that MAINTAINS TENSION.
The Auto Salad Dressing Shaker
Serving bowl with removable base. Base can be frozen to keep food cold or heated to keep food hot. base is like a jar lid screw it on enjoy!
Countertop dispenser for pre-measured baby formula and/or protein shakes.
SHRINK WRAP GARBAGE CAN - Place trash in this container and when full a shrink-wrapped bag is ready to be disposed. The future of trash
A pet microchip reader that attaches to an iPhone.
Here's a printer that doesn't use toner! Printer uses a pen or pencil to print your documents! Never buy toner again!
iphone 4 USB and power recharge device called iplugchargebox
Toddler Cup Patent # D531,452 S A cup that is used for children that transitions them from sippy cups to conventional drinking cups.
WINK+GE APP ENABLED Resb"THE KINDERCALL" Child Alert System w/remote/Bluetooth it's Check in time. App/Smartphone-other device
After seeing my 7th grade daughter, her over stuffed back pack leaving for school I thought this is brutal, do you need all of those books
Headley
Elegant glasses/contact case
Camera App Motion Sensor Floodlight Security which alerts your smartphone whenever the floodlight is triggered
Reading glasses or sun glasses with a phone receiver and speaker built into the frame.
simple one part elastic band conductive stylus and phone camera protector For those of us with dirty big fat fingers
Intel unveils Next Unit of Computing, handy computer board "NUC
DOUBLES A glasses case that allows you to have your regular and prescription sunglasses with you,plus a center pouch for repair kit. Video
Five Alarm Fire! - Alarm Clock
Eyewear retainer/sun visor
Sudsy
Iswalks
Earphone roller
Micro SD Card Dog Tag. Waterproof case, Slide on or Rivited on collar, holds SD card containing Owner, Vet, Rabies, etc. Information or pics
Cleaning tool
Quick, convienent,adapter to the millions of soda stream machines already sold
AQUATIC RIBBON! Colorful. Flowing. Fun. Gentle healing water exercise movements for one, two or more. Successful in therapy &amp; fitness.
CARRY IT ALL UMBRELLA. Umbrella with a wheel to pull and velcro pockets where colors are to store everything. Beach towels, sling chairs.
Adhesive Strip Bandage to hide the needle and to aim injury.
Dry Erase Ceiling Fan Blade Covers - Let your kids draw, slip on, and let them whirl.
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headset/computer glasses for ebook reading i.e. an Amazon kindle device to eliminate hand fatigue and outside world influence wile you read
Smart Collapsible Bodyboard:With GPS,IMP &amp; App to keep track &amp; inventory of your boards.
hardshell phone pouch with transparent front.
ReBOX: Eco-centric paper bag holder stores up to 80 bags in a 13in. x 20in. space! Encourage the reuse and recycling of shopping bags.
Taste apple juice instead of water from your bottle? Darn bottle slipped out of your hands again? Try a sanitary and reusable water bottle.
I propose a universal electronic dip stick for your car or truck. Retro fitting existing cars, Connect this bad boy to your phone.
COUNTER SAVER IN BATHROOM. ORGANIZER FOR MIRROR WITH SUCTION CUPS AND WIRE BASKET FOR LENGTH OF MIRROR.
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Alert when Kids are not in bed
easy ice cleats(resub)
Ventilated Towel Rack
The 'Found It!' re-adhesive device with an led&amp;speaker flashes blue/red &amp; beeps 3 times; a key-chain receiver you push to activate.
Digital electronic sign for advertisement, or pleasure, located on the tail-gate of a truck.
Boite de vis aimantÃ©e
Custom t-shirt press
UQ cover
SeaView Diving Mask, It's like Scuba IMAX!It changes everything,the ability to see behind you as well as front&amp;peripheral views is amazing.
Automatic vent fan for over the stove
Pivot Power Ladies PINK or Transparent. Charity Edition or Ladies Edition.
The Oriented Electro-Portable Toilet Rechargeable,Private, Hygienic, Disposable System,2KG,Include Water system for Arabs,simple&Cheap
All in one measuring spoon will eliminate the need to search and find the exact measuring tool. One spoon for all measuring needs
Soles with Holes! The water draining, keep-your-feet dry, Sandals/Flip Flops! No more soggy feet! Water drains thru the holes in the soles!
a product designed to make reading an e-reader (kindle) or using a tablet computer (iPad) more comfortable and hands free.
The "snap-fender" is a removable bike fender which can be completly curled up to downsize it. So it can be easily carried in a pocket or bag
sprahy
Inspectors of all Trades! Are you tired of being unsafe, back and knee injuries being in harmswaylook no further "Hit Away Device'is here.
Stove Top Counter N Serve
A reusable foil bag to use in the oven or on a BBQ grill. This can be used for baked potatoes, corn on the cob, marinating &amp; roasting meats.
Driver On Phone Alerter
Styling Instructions for You
clean vehicle pets away
Clean Baseboards and Wood Steps: Combination brush/textured sponge (or dryer sheet) IS the solution! Great Cleaning Line Product Addition!
this one, pivoting, adjustable arm, and accompanying accessories, can do the job of many devices.
Sick of having to change tools to pop rivet? The Pop-rivet drill bit will quickly and easily install pop rivets.
An umbrella, app enabled, connected through Bluetooth to your Smartphone, and whenever rain expected beeps to reminds you to take it.
A case all women need.
A DVD player with a built-in harddrive and enough memory to store downloaded dvds in one single machine, accessed by onscreen menu.
UV-Light device instantly and conveniently disinfects shoe soles, killing germs before entering sensitive areas.
"Lighten Up" window shade. Let in light while retaining privacy with the bottom-up roller shade; gain both light and privacy at low cost.
wifi lampshade
Inductive Hairdryer
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ily with lighted edge vp &amp; tty
iPhone5 Portable BigScreen Movie Viewer.
Star Trading Card Game
Cell Faux-n (fake cell phone)
Fashion Weights
A mini USB projector that plugs directly into your tablet, laptop, and phone plugs into your USB port. No need for bulky equipment anymore.
Delicates mesh washer bags are too delicate. *MAKE THEM OUT OF SILICONE* *No unraveling* & no tangled messes. Snaps instead of zipper!
Yoga Headband with earbuds and iPod holder.Ipod Headband with earbuds. Keep your hair up and your music on! NO WIRES HANGING!
Glitters-N-Glo Toothbrush
PIPING BAG SYSTEM; OPEN BAG-STAND: TO KEEP BAG OPEN + INTERCHANGEABLE SPOUTS. FREE HANDS, TO FILL AND TO
CHANGE THE NOZZLE SPOUTS
Personal Air Conditoner that is self contained.
"First Responder Smartphone App, Alert drivers of incoming Ambulance, Firetruck or Police Squad". Peace of mind in every ride!
Wire cooling rack with pull out sliding shelves
TRANSPARENT KEYBOARD WITH KEY FEEDBACK - See-through keypad with active key illumination.
The Winter Car Guard
VOICE RECOGNITION APPLIANCE CONTROL VIA APP - Control your garage, heating, A/C, lighting, power, security, and more. From anywhere.
Bake perfect cakes with Quirky Flat Top Bakeware. Evaporative ceramic side walls ensure an evenly baked and flat topped cake every time.
Jars with a movable base (solid and slotted) to move contents without utensils! Great for pickles,jalapenos,and more! Complete your kitchen!
Eco Utensils
Back Mate
Press and Release Ladle. Make it simple to scoop and pour your food into your bowl
Sports Collar Stays
In-ear cordless headphones created with soft materials that work in a short range with the transmitter (or app) connected to the iPod.
Give your Wi-Fi iPad 3G Networking
Tired of your dog missing his pad when he pees or lifting his leg to the wall or a house plant? Then I have an invention for you
Most advanced dog waste scooper to quickly &amp; easily scoop poop into a disposable bag hands free &amp; no bending involved! super lightweight!
SALT MIST!! Be healthey and happy. Use less salt with more flavor! No more SUPER SALTY last fry, at the bottom of the bag!
Stop sliding out of control on icy roads, Stop when you need to and quit running in to stuff because you are silding everywhere !
Baby Minder
USB@! Monkey key on USB stick!! Finally!!!
Drawer-Sized Baby Changing Pad
Take your existing smart phone and snap it into the back of a touch screen monitor. Now you have a fully functioning tablet computer!
A Sculpture. A hook.
Replace your wallet or card case with a punched hole and a splitring keyring or a screwpost to carry bank, id, and rewards cards.
A rectangular folding frame,covered with fabric,would be unfolded and put behind & over beach or lawn chair as shade. Legs into ground.
Chefs get exposed to excessive heat in kitchens. Idea will help improve the efficacy of chefs and also prevent probable occupational hazards
The Soap Station that eliminates shower bottle clutter and dispenses 3 shower liquids with push button convenience.
One Arm Broom
block eyeshadow
Keep pee where it needs to be with the "P" target! Any personality or politican can be available for use in your urinals!
Wallplates are light switch cover plates that add practical function to your space,and they already work with your existing light switches.
A self maintain pest control system that is mounted to the wall or ceiling of your home and fumigates the inner walls and ceilings.
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Convert a bed into a Recliner
RE-SUBMIT-EVER FORGOTTEN TO TAKE YOUR MEDICINE? Remembering to take 1 pill is hard but what if you take 6 or 7? You need the MEDIREMINDER!
To make single use medicated socks ( athlete feet cure, odor eliminator etc. )
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
Single pill dispenser
Its a silly goose shaped beach pale that stores water for play then distributes water to the beach for play in a unique &amp; fun hands free way
Hookless Frames
Combine the rechargeable razor and toothbrush into one product I simply set the razor on the toothbrush charger in the picture for example.
My big idea is a toilet brush where you can add cleaning fluid to it.
I would like to make a"Wind Shield".It will block the wind from any angle when you are outdoors. Of course this would be on a patio or deck.
A mat that transforms into a bag/sack.
A scuba mask with miniature waterproof, built in camera that enables you to send and store under water photos and videos. App enabled.
A locking Christmas ornament hook or hanger that locks both onto the branch and the ornament.
Introducing the Hanger Tree! This new product will help to store many more clothing articles by taking up less space than any other products
Belt and Boot Fashion Printer
A Better Kidâ€™s Cup â€“ The Cup That Grows with Your Child! (in collaboration with Steve Crockett) - ENDING SOON
The next big social web site is IMMORTAL ME! A place you can go to create a profile for yourself for all-time. Pictures, files, info, etc.
Scented Curtain Tie backs. Freshens your room without being seen!
Window Fan with Thermostat
Round towel that converts to Beach bag. Patented by me 17 years ago. Quirky can make it real as a build to BANDNETS or on its own.
Easy Lift Grocery Cart for Grammy. Helps her carry the groceries up the stairs.
Expanding/Retracting Jump Rope
PERFECT COOKIE BAKER
Hook, Hang &amp; Carry. Hook to your bike, hang from a tree, attach to your backpack. This adjustable hook is great carrying or hanging anything
transform beach bag
An app that can help you schedule your photo from instagram or any photo storage as your profile photo on facebook.
"Mops A Lot" Will save you time and money. Reusable Pads and use your own cleaning liquid. Dual Reservoirs. Video included
text blocker
Vacuum-Filter: Prevent Your Vacuum From Sucking Up Large Objects! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A hook hanger for purses.
Easy to use clip that holds Ethernet cable securely in its port whether the plug has a broken tab or not.
State of the Art electronic Yo-Yo. Analog + Digital. Old + New.
Vertical Closet Pole Storage Baskets that not only swivel, but also adjust in height from floor to ceiling and come in various sizes.
Two magnet heads linked together with a stick flexible on one side and fixed on the other side. Multiple sticks have infinit uses
PONY EXPRESS App Keeps the News on Time and off the front yard! Use this new Newspaper Bin with a recording system .
Hand pressing battery I made this for another project but it did not fit the bill. But its hot
camera watch
MODERN GAS STOVE
Bathroom scales take up valuable space. Enter the Murphy Scale. It folds flat for weighing, and pops back upright when you're done.
Bottomless Snapper
Kitchen Internet Device
Head strap for iPhone! May support buit in Headphones
Smart Pet Bowl
"Binder/Notepad/Tablet-Case" - Nothing beats a conventional pen and paper when it comes to research task or taking notes on meetings!
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I have designed a cooler that allows superior organization and it also will notify you when it is getting too warm inside of the cooler.
Chin to chest rest
Auto Light changing LED Sticker with in built motion and accelerometer/direction sensors for bikes/bicycles.
THE TV BACKPACK - a hidden shelf to store those XBoxes, Wiis, PS3s, TiVo, HDDs... behind the flatscreen!
Plants vase Water automatic dispenser
This is an I-phone scanner looks like a small plastic box, can take an I-phone on the top of the box and take a picture of documents.
Give the PRECIOUS GIFT of independence to quadriplegics and disabled individuals. HANDS FREE use of iPad, e-Reader, laptop, computer. App
Denture container
Duo Thermos:Opens from both ends for drinking 2 separate drinks.The bottom is moved to the center with 2 lids on both ends.Resub
Vroom...Maid to Order!
CardCarryMini
WING is designed to fix your iPhone to the screen of your MacBook
Furniture guard--- best way to keep your pets toys from going under your furniture (DogMlk)
A App for the Apps Control of all app enables devices even if their are not GE. A lots FREE single App this App the Master is not FREE.
Shading Contacts
Retractable Rear Bumper Bully
The lazy doorbell
Home Mini Gym for kids and adults - tough yet stylish.
I ivented a portable mouse pad that sits beside your chair. The top is padded and is adjustable in height.
Like a Buffer for your car - A one handed spinning bathroom (or kitchen) sponge. Creates for effortless cleaning
The Candle Cutter(Patented)is a hot knife that allows you to revitalize your candles, eliminating having to throw them out before their time
The perfect tailgating cooler. ..it has its own portable ice maker.
Reinventing the frying pan.
Solar powered air pump for all the blow-up toys, rafts and other fun items. Re-chargeable batteries and multiple adapters save your lungs!
My idea is an alarm clock with a sheet/pads that grip your mattress that will shock you if you don't get up out of bed and disable it.
IPAD SCANNER CASE - Full page pull-through or manual swipe for customized partial or full-page field scans.
One size fits all, people and body parts, flexible heating pad. Its simplistic design is able to target heat efficiently where desired.
The invasive aisian carp is overrunning the missisippi river- The invention is free range dog and cat food- and the creation of new jobs
Students Sized Smaller Pot Set with drying/storage caddy!
For making ice cubes instead of a tray they're made in a sealed bag. Bag sides are sealed together forming compartments like bubblewrap .
Motorcycle Air Jet Heat Sheild
Sunglasses/glasses HANGER. Very discrete/space saving/safe for scratch and can be very aesthetic
It 'a special type of flexible industrial packaging aimed at the conservation of snacks.
Multi-purpose storage containe
To sing you need 5% of talent and 95% of hard work. My device helps to exercise voice. Solution for amateur and professional singers
Tired of unwieldy spatulas &amp; ladles in your kitchen? Here is your solution! Spatulas and ladles with removable handles!
Bluetooth Cordless Handsets: Another Reason to Ditch Your "Home Phone."
What if the strap were the iPad's standby battery?! (made possible by flexible battery technology - See videos)
Toilet paper machine
sure sweep
A comfortable and portable chair of sorts with a fold-away table/desk to take outside and do written, computer, or book work on!
A scissors with built in left &amp; right handed level or compass for maximum accuracy &amp; precision measurement when cutting a straight line.
Hot Sauce Sprayer: Sprays hot sauce on food to apply more evenly than dripping from a bottle. Hot sauce is "hot", the 8th fastest growth!
Toothbrush / Flosser combined in a single, convenient and attractive design.
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D-type hook hanger
HOW LONG IN THE OVEN? I can't see the cooking instructions! Let me get my RecipSee! Ahh there, I can now read! no need to find my glasses!
open your closet door, hanging on the other side of your closet door, a long mirror,pull the mirror open and you have shelves.
Insta-Pockets!magnetic pouch gives pants pockets. Pouch stays on pants when magnet is put on of inside pants making the pouch stick.
Aura
There are many ways to clean your mop as you go. Why isn't there a way to clean your "Swiffer" as you go? Try the dry-mop docking station.
App Enabled Filing Cabinets. Lock &amp; Unlock Cabinets from Cell Phone.
New Bicycles 2x2
Moist TW Roll
Lunch containers with built in scale. Now you don't have to use extra bowls to measure.
French idea : eat balanced
Sleek Integrated Iphone Case+Stash-An attractive Perforated Case with tiny Vacuum hangers to stash your phone to any smooth surfaces.
Clip on ceiling fan led strip light set, Controlled by app. sequence, spell out words or flash.
Mini Mop Bottle Cleaner
My idea is for a beach Frisbee game. It is a led light up frisbee that floats and led light up wrist bracelets for 4 people.
ACE DUCE II! Dual stereo speakers in detachable 3-Piece IPhone-smartphone case! Coolest case since sliced bread! BIG SOUND/little case!
wedge-shaped hook mounted in the corners. flexible hook, which works as a clip.
After a battle with a bath towel not staying on a hook, the O-Towel was born.
A safer alignment pin for idustrial pipe fitters. Ease of extraction is a problem when dealing with industrial sized pipe.
Disposable high chair tray cover with animation print.
Best Shower Door
Eraser Brush
Combat Phone Cover: Now protecting your cell phone and yourself. A phone cover and pepper spray device in one
EVERYTHING wireless; wireless TV, wireless speakers, wireless modems, wireless lamps, wireless routers, wireless printers, etc.
Self cleaning bird and hamster cages~Japanese and Scottish Inspired Castles resub.
For your Bathroom or Kitchen. "LOW VOLTAGE HEATED FLOOR MAT" A transformer converts the supply voltage of 120AC to a safe voltage of 24 DC
Semi-permanent tattoo ink
in my view a self cleaning refrigerator could expand the concept of work friendly appliances such as the self cleaning oven.
Sand Shovel
Inflator + BlowerGun
Compact wine opener with pourer &amp;stopper suitable to pack on picnics &amp;short trips.
Small Stackable Appliances with lockable Lego like feet.
Go Pro Camera attachment for Ski Poles... Filming action made easier!!!
Light up the closet with LED ROPE HANGERS. Use as singles or in groups to cast light inside the darkest places of your closet.
TOBI TOTE
Small "L" shaped or angled USB adaptor to enable plugging in longer usb 'sticks' or devices along the side of laptop so they dont stick out.
A compost bin that tells us how much food we waste. Helps us change our bad habits.
This kitty food spatula spoon fits under the lip of the kitty can and allows you to get all the kitty food out easily.
Ever wanted to send that Text/SMS message discretely but fear being caught - not with a calculator that doubles as a TEXT/SMS device!
App-enabled Dead-Bolt Lock/Unlock- No new hardware- Goes OVER any existing deadbolt. Wink RS.
Towel Dryer - A portable recipient where you put your wet towel to dry.
App-Buffet Tray
Based on the ANDI index Dr.Fuhrman created for Whole Foods, I've perfected "Green Smoothie" the most nutrient dense packaged smoothie to go!
The Squirt-A-Pet
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Nibble add line for square pan for corn bread. Quirky makes a circle pan now let's make a square pan! let's do a taste test!
Double-stack Rack
Vertical magnetic make-up kit
Clean up your car with Cordies for the car, don't have to worry about the cords getting damaged with them lying on the floor of car.
Train like a hero! Picture a stretchy running shirt, ribbed and patterned over your chest, arms and back. Now imagine it weighing 10lbs
problem-solving template/diary
Oil-heater clothes dryer
Orange Wireless Charger with Indicator Light and Speaker for Android
READY Stylus - The ultimate stylus in form and function - sticks flat against device when not in use and folds into ergonomic stylus to use.
RADIATION METER FOR HOME: Detecting and controling electromagnetic radiation at home via an APP enabled by the phone
UC Resubmit "Massage balls" That you can heat in the micro wave or cool in the freezer depending on what your back really needs.
A long drawer cooler w/speakers + grill, so i can get a drink without getting up and power my ipod at the same time.
Have a headphone splitter built right into your earbuds. Share your music with friends while still keeping it private.
Smart Oven
Traveling Umbrella Stand for Easy Storage & Handling Whenever & Wherever You Are! Universal Detachable Retro Fitting Stand!
APPLE POWER FLAT MOUNT ADAPTER - to slim mount those apple power adapters flat on the wall.
Hamzan; A fully adjustable and portable stirring machine
Battery powered Clamp and Puller set. Great line extension for Quirky Rail. Introducing the Clamp-N-Pull, give your hands a break!
Location Headset
eating is a big problem for people who have a hands are shaking (Parkinson's patients, the elderly ........)RESUB
Quick Release Flattening Hooks
Telescoping fishing pole uses "easy thread" technology . Put your tackle on one time and everytime you are ready to fish!! No more hassles!
Create a cell phone technology that incorporates movement and light power generation technology so recharging can occur anywhere.
let's build something FUN. a LAUNCHER!
Color changing Post Its
blood pressure mouse
Shade / Hail car protector
Tired of making a mess when pouring baking soda out of the box?
Small chip that can be located by wireless signal iphone.
tiki-naa-swing
The BackSlider (video demo)
Bed Charging Station
My product is a disposable under arm perspiration shield. They would be made out of material like light day pantie liners
A dental mouthguard having a series of LED lights for periodontal use.
Portable chainsaw cutting wood,plastic,several feet long ceramic marble 45g to 90g. move left to right cutting stand stable head.
Table Hook + Combination Lock. Chic, Sanitary &amp; Secure. Bags stay on the table while you're away (buffet counter, dance floor, swimming,etc)
Pressure Splasher - a water device for the beach to help you clean sand off your feet.
Rubbish bin that opens automatically when our hand hover above it and kills bacteria with UV rays to kill germs and reduce odor
Let's make a backpack for all the great devices at CES.
Bracelet key holder. Do you put your house key in your shoe when jogging?. Never lose that key again. Resub 05/30/12 324 votes
TUB SCRUBS are the perfect way to clean your shower and tub floor mess free with out bending, kneeling or getting your clothes soaked.
A portable breath analyzer to detect Marijuana, now that WA and CO have legalized it for recreational use.
ice be-gone car visor
Candle making made easy. Forget cleaning the wax off ladles and thermometers; use this electric pouring pitcher and silicone candle molds!
a voice activated full house wireless speaker system so you can speak to each other form different rooms. Turned on by an app.
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playing against water
2 Stroke Oil Capsules
GE Patent:Computer Equipped Mobility Device. Apply This To Golf Carts. Share Course Information, Order Drinks, Real-Time Data, Communication
GROOOVED and Magnetic Silverware for the NEAT FREAK in all of US
Improved! Use a Ghost communicator so you and your ghost can both enjoy each others presence. RESUB
Japanese Inventions Style #1: Picture Frame On Wall + Money Box/Coin (Auto Calculate)
Patented pillow.stereo for Ipad ,with vibratior. mfg. overseas, USA. Deaths of partner/marketer ended everything. Willing to sell/license.
Electric Wheel
WooDIYs: DIY Wood Connectr Kit
Simple device, connects to tools, makes work easier. Do yard work without using fingers, with more power in less time, less pain &amp; soreness.
easy loading bird feeder
3D Printed- QUIRKY 6G WATCH
Mini LED Hooks! Light up anywhere with the ease of a hanging hook! The hooks become a lantern, tea lights, running light, closet lights etc!
Bootie Call- Creative and fun products for baby-Earnings to be donated to St Jude Children's Hospital
Light portable fence enclosure keeps toddlers & small children & pets from wandering off at the beach or lake.Keeps possesions safe.
Wink Car Unlocking Device
Vents installed in shower with hot air dryer fans
Your Social Media Terrarium thrives or perishes based on how your friends and followers interact with you online.
Ambient energy fueled electric generators provide electricity & AC @ cost of equipment
A scarf display that allows quick storage and retrieval in minimal space.
Block It
A faucet with thermometer
Lipgloss saver
This unique and innovative jar will take you into the future of candles, allowing you to remove stages of the candle jar as the wax melts
Smart Chair Turn on your chair before you turn on your computer! It self-adjusts and guides you to a good posture. Entry in Q+GEGarages
Abba Cursor app
Boost
Teddy bear, or any animal. Four limbs and head are stuffed with cotton. Belly opens, an attached fleece blanket folds out.
A lightweight aluminum pizza peel with a safe, non-stick coating on the surface-side that handles the pizza for stick-free movement.
Magnoid ------ Robot Construction Kit that Levitates and Moves. App enabled. Working Prototype inside.
POTTY HAND. A rigid rubber hand attached to disposable, bio-degradable natural fiber toilet brush. Eliminate the need for a rubber glove.
A detergent Drip Basin
A Elegant Charging Dock w/WiFi card reader &amp; battery in compact size.
All-in-one Garden tool, small shovel/trowel, fork, hoe, stem/twig cutter, and thorn Striper, re-sub
The " HOBBY BLOC " a Hobby Tool or Artist Brush Holder, is the answer to quick access and organization of your important tools. Works Great!
Bubble Duck. Bath time fun! Keeps your bubbles alive in the tub!Resub
Pet guardian.
A way to display your sporting team/event/holiday to others on your garage door! A great way to let others know who you support.
Exfoliation, never been better, faster. A new ergonomic dual action sonic vibration pivot brush that contours to the shape of the face.
The Hi/Lo Fork Gate Latch is designed to open/secure, with one single motion, both the top and bottom of a gate that uses a fork gate latch.
A rubber grip that fits over all of your metal or plastic hangers.
A small dog that won't sit still long enough to put his collar on. Add Velcro in the right places and it's quick, adjustable and secure.
Pre filled washing machine
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Missed It!
Until now, curious cats plus fragile window blinds meant a loss of privacy. With this, your cat can see out but strangers can't see in.
An app that would turn your Apple device into a trackpad for desktops (or laptops)! Link it to a computer and go to the app. READ ON.
Hydro-electric generator
Baby carrots buggy dish
Simple syrup in sealed individual packets. Granular sugar takes for ever to dissolve in cold drinks, this product dissolves instantly.
Wink HUB with Backup
Scrambled egg or a boiled egg? It's both! Check the video on how to scramble eggs inside their shell!
OLED surfboards:Change the designs of your surfboard at will with App from smartphone.
INDIVIDUAL FOOD WARMER, where microwave is not an option. Keeps food at a warm constant temperature while people eat. Maintains flavor.
Universal charger with retractable cord for cell phone and other small devices. No more messy cords and no more drawers full of chargers.
A dock/shelf/holder that clamps on monitor, fits many smartphone/itouch devices, keeps them in peripheral vision, reduces desk clutter
The Bag-it! is a stylish way to keep organized, protect your valuables or make it easier and cleaner to travel. Three sizes to choose from.
The beast
Smart Sewing kit case. Safe enough to store the needles and sharp stuff.
Rear View Mirror Retina Scanner with Mobile Apps
DIY.. .YARD GARDEN
Heads-up GPS navigation display for the windshield of your car which overlays your route on the windshield so it appears illuminated
Thermic. A bottle (thermo) that re-heat the liquids without electricity using Sodium Acetate. [Watch video to see 'hot ice' in action].
It's simple, lets combine two very useful products: A binder clip and a hook!
CLIP POWER
A better shoelace...Tie it once,stays tight all day. No loose ends. No more tripping! Easy for anyone to tie.
Cone
Solar Collector Window shades.
IBELT!! Never again will you fear the loss of your laptop, iPad, or personal DVD player due to in-air turbulence.Strap it in and breath easy
The gossip device - Looks and works like an iPod, but it also has a mode to amplify the sound coming from the direction one is pointing at.
Office Chair Wheel Protectors - Covers that would push Childs Fingers or Pets Paws (or tail) Out of the Way Minimizing Injury!
Cooking pot top that uses the rising steam to turn a lightweight fan that stirs the pasta/food. Never over boil water or burn pasta again!
Car Diaper Changing Station
When you all go home tonight was your dishes. Now decide where do you put your brillo pads, rags, and sponges. The Sink Mini Storage works.
Pots with built-in measuring
Mug Stir needs it's own mug, sugar bowl, milk jug and plate to make it a set to be proud of.
water trasnforming {purifing} organs,on nature designs - {items ~ jewels} within transparent crystal tubes or tanks.for drink &amp; shower use
A inflatable floating Beverage Snack Bar holds can beverages small bottles, snacks and also compartments for misc.items.
Family Entertainment Home Server w/thin clients. Microsoft surface, serving as a home server. Family uses thin clients.
Lappy Anti Dust Plug
Magnetic mounting case for your protective eyewear that mounts to the bottom of the lid of your saddle bags on your motorcycle.
hand free umbrella
ConnetaSA
Boiling pot with holes underneath which can open with a switch. Safer than pouring boiling water, practical and saves space.
ELECTRIC HANDHELD AUGER
The only Ipad mini case you will ever need. An all-in-one package!
The Hydrobell
Compact Docking station for smartphones and tablets (at the same time). Usable in potrait and landscape mode while charging
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PU.Truck Topper/Saftey feature
Baby carrots buggy dish
Police, Military, Gyms and individuals use freestanding body bags with no interaction. MY bag acts like a sparring partner and fights back.
dining table with storage
Car Seat Caddy - an extendable handle and drop down wheels for infant car seats. Makes quick errands a breeze while your baby catches z's.
Keep your bar soap hygienic, hang it and lose the slime! Introducing Soap-Hooks.
Custom covers for the upcoming Google Glass (smart phone glasses). Lets get the jump on the accessories. Big upcoming market!
Earth Day Futures calculator
App-Enabled QR Code Internet Search and Stickers. Instant product information - everything you need to know, on your iPhone.
Dippy Drive! A USB drive that uses dip switch combination to lock the device. Fun geek toy/gadget or novelty/marketing item for tech company
DUAL PLAY to DUAL TV's
a disinigrating sponge,it's made out of soap and exfoliating ingrediants that scrubs and dissolves
Crutches light up through a clear exterior frame, upon each compression step. Manual on and off will be determined. Equipped with audio.
Sippy Cup + Beverage Can = SippyCan. The easiest way to give a child a drink on the go without any worries about spilling or finger injury.
INSTANT DATE/TIME LABEL PRINTER:stick on labels for perishable goods. Stop wasting money! 4x6 size; uses standard labels; hundreds of uses
Tightan fat burners and energy booster, all natural
Configurable hook: dosen't look like a hook because of "designer look" and still provides the needed functionality with innovative base
How Dry Stick
A mouse pad that can you can strap to an office chair so you don't have to lean over the desk.
Clip on snack tray for above ground pool. Will hold a drink,food and cell phone.
Creating women's swimwear that offer no strap tan lines, creating a swimsuit with straps that allow for tanning.
In this growing digital world, preserving the hand script is so desirous. This Product preserves kids 1st master piece to wishes &amp; blessing.
Piezochromic soccer ball
FULL MOOD SUN SHADES
Decorative clip that clips onto a tea bag so it won't fall into your pitcher/tea cup/timer plus a measuring spoon for sugar!
a secure kitchen knife solution with transportable child-proof lock which protects curious children from injuries
Crusher/Mill for Almonds, Cashews, Pistachios, Walnuts etc, has multiple containers/cartridges for each, just attach them to Crusher/Mill.
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Mobile CO detector
La montre anti-agression
Pimp My Lunch Box!
Grilled &amp; Crunchy
A device that wet, shampoo, massage, rinse and dry dogs' body automatically while their owner cleans their head, ear, eyes and mouth.
The Sabrr Mark & Cut, the world's most versatile tape measure, allows Pros and DIYERs to mark & cut materials faster than ever before!
164/189V.Quirky Weight! W. that is also an alarm clock. You have to stand on it to turn the alarm off. it also measure w. progress everyday.
Filter briefs! Charcoal or some sort of changeable filter that can be replaced in a pouch in your boxers or briefs.
Pasta Stays, water goes - Universal flat strainer SET
Clear Storage Box "Cardboard Style" - No loose lid, open from top or bottom, built-in comfortable carrying handles &amp; fold flat when storing
Heated Foam Rollers. Foam rollers are used to treat tight muscles and knots. Add heat for efficiency and pain relief!
App. Enabled Misting System
I.d your H20 bottle with flair. At a party, grip the cool bottle while working out, and protect surfaces.
Keg Carrier
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Introducing I-Charge, a wireless charger that charges MULTIPLE Apple devices at the same time!
Visibility is the foremost cause of accidents when the sun isn't up. Let's maximize visibility with T-belt --&gt; Visibility = Safety
Touch Alarm Clock
Why try and hide something valuable when you can disguise it. The disguise...an "ordinary" closet hanger.
Turn any bag into a phone/mp3/camera charging station with a Solar Charger Patch
Food Cutting Board,with self-locking stability mechanism ...The surface is layers of disposable plastic sheets for dicing, fresh every time
Plastic straw that has the desired flavor incorporated into the material of the straw itself, inside and outside, with no separate additive.
Silicone zip closure heat resistant bags that store and transport hot food/items, are a giant hotpad for dishes, hair appliances and more.
Battery/Solar powered shake bottle with shake piston
stonetogo is a dice of whatever material - or added in an app - that will bring you where ever the dice tells you to go.
Count Down Timer
Child-sized, collapsible shopping cart that is light weight, parent-friendly and easy to use! Flat to fit in the car, adult cart or carry!
Custom Neck Brace Covers
A 360 degree Swiveling :LoopA Hook..A hook with a LoopA..Now either end solve's the problem of needing a hook to hold... :U name iT :))
Double cap sqirt bottles
Making fiber optics more accessible and less expensive.
The Ultimate Plug-And-Play Household Media streaming device!
NEW KITCHEN PRODUCT! Peel Shield & Scrap Caddy - SEE Working Prototype VIDEO! Could include a Cutting Board on Flip Side of this Product!
'Watch the temperature' Mug
In europe we have a huge problems for decades already with our very heavy washing machines. we needed light washing machines
The Billboard is not dead! It just needs tinkering. Take advantage of the largest untapped advertising space...THE SKY! Floating Billboards
Seasick bands are used to avoid nausea, vomiting, and motion sickness; or to enjoy pregnancy by relieving your morning sickness.
Shoe Glove
Sun Blinds
A bag you smoke inside that connects to a window opening and is put over you, completely sealing you in around your waist. Built in fan
Retractable Knife-Flashlight
Lid Lad
App Enabled Cell Phone or Cell Case that is Metal Detector; Find Lost Jewelry &amp; Change, all from the Convenience of your Cell Phone!
Bacon Grease Candle Making kit
Leaf / yard debris shovel: a x 3 deep sided shovel that removes a giant pile pile of debris in a fraction of the time of a standard shovel.
Bottle to Go. Have a bottle on hand, anytime you need one.
A Three Way Pastry Bag. Express your inner Quirky Creativity.
Headphones with the form of animals ears.
A small change purse with a 10-button programmable combo lock to protect your identification, personal item and cash against theft.
FAN-CARD a modern wallet for credit cards, and business cards organized and secure. (patent pending)
Drip-Resistant Cutting Board
Speaking toys
Freedom- Pivot Power. Another option for the range. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility.
Zippy Bags
Dome Curve &amp; Devide Keyboard - have the curve looks alike the roof of Dome Stadium - can be devided into left and right side
A tray like a highchair tray, made of strecthable material to slip on table. Sleeve like tray that slips on table, with carry case.
A waterproof iphone case made of vinyl sealed foam that floats. Just like the keychains that people use to attach their boat keys.
Thats what she said button
Men hate washing dishes, but women love men that help out. Market an idea that gives men dish washing gloves he's comfortable to wear.
IPhone 5 charging adapter that will plug into my IPhone 5 on one end, into my bose Sound deck at the other.
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Where's My ?
The turtle-pet treat holder
Have you ever shown up at your local park and the basketball rims don't have nets? Well now there's, "Nothing But Net
The beach towel that WON'T blow away!
TV Remote Redesign Selection by SHOW SUBJECT more like the Internet, as more people watch TiVo, YouTube, Hulu, etc. on TV's,
red riding hood iphone holder speakers with usb bag
Introducing The 4D ANIMATION SCREEN - For 3D You Can Actually TOUCH For A Totally New Experience In Entertainment - "Feel" The Magic!
A hook attached to a clip and clip has a magnet, too.
Sick of forcing your kids to clean up their toys? With this addition to any toybox kids will clean up their own toys, and enjoy doing it.
Interactive Language Learning Action Figure~ Resub. Let's Invest in Education
Detachable Garden Tools. #HD
I've invented a waistband designed for a mans swimsuit and casual pant, that makes every man look better by covering up the "love handles".
Clampable Clothes Weights: With clothes on hangers, put weights on pants/shirts and hang in steamy bathroom. No need to store iron/board.
A spring-compression curtain rod that is easily installed and removed on any window with casings. No drilling, no screws, no holes.
PILOT - Bike Navigation
Use your phone late at night and not have to worry about,if the battery dies cause you now have an extendable charger!
Car Seat Extender
Design standard flexible colored carbumbers to glue on your carbumper so it doesn't crack everytime you hit something.
Painters tape with a ruler printed on the tape. A ruler that doesn't move! pass a saw through it, wrap it around objects for circumference.
DROP-IT-NOT
W Y P (watch your portions) on hats shirts posters will remind all of us that if we just watch our portions and we will all be healthier
The LIFT OFF trash can for your kitchen.
This device reads your book to you while you do something else. Reads two pages at a time. Can save to MP3. Also doubles as a book scanner.
Uplet
Canned Water
Heavy Duty Multi Use Hand Carrier with Adjustable Support Shoulder Strap
A mirror attached to the back of your hand so you can simply raise your hand to safely see who or what is behind you.
TJ 2031 dress shirt.
Easy transplant gardening container. This is an easy way to transplant from a small planter to a larger planter.
Spell check apparatus that fits under hand written papers. Highlights words that are misspelled, letter reversals, & poor letter formation.
Presto - RFID Learning Station
SievePan. Cook food, retrieve it safely
Quirky Straws
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
TaTOO Machine
The K9-in-1
Foundit
Instagram Prints
LETS MAKE LOTS OF MONEY! Quirky Kiosk (Quirkiosk)Franchise kiosks which sell ONLY Quirky products more sales, more reach, more exposure!
Smart Outdoor Spiked Power
Unfolding Diapers Bag
Have chain mail like glove which would have small flat knives on each four fingers to hold the food when you cut it.Call it "Ninja Fingers"
Eeffortless rechargeable knife
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"Chopped" A quick easy way to chop your vegetables and slice your bread!
!! A dolly that is beach worthy for the cooler. Simple adjustable base that locks with screw bracket onto the base of a cool.
NEW TYPE OF 3D PUZZLE CUBE -Push or pull any section of the cube to align colors or letters. Sections shift horizontally and vertically only
Kids gps solar wristband..u can track ur kids anyware by gps...wristband use solar energy to keep gps chip running on always
I love Arnold Palmers, my hubby iced tea, the kids lemonade. I want PITCHER WITH 2 SIDES to mix and match drinks! Great for servers!
Hate to dig for measuring cups and spoons? My MAGNETIC BOARD attaches inside cabinet doors. Collapsible measuring cups/spoons STICK to it!
Pet food distributor box
Very simple, but works. CLOSET PINS! I did this to my closet few years ago needing to utilize a small space for my long necklaces- Pic #3.
Modular bed with work, entertainment, comfort and exercise modules provides tech friendly living/work/exercise personal space.
Lime to go
Liquid coconut oil dispenser
Dual LED Light/Triple Power Adapter Combo.Turn your regular ext. cord into a super cord. Now, you'll have the light, and some extra outlets.
Gardner's Helper, garden's, green house, potted plants. This tool is used for cultivating any size plant, with out DAMAGE!!!!!
Soft Spoon. Just like the Silicone Spatula but the size and shape of a regular spoon. Won't scratch kitchenware. Hi temp, colors, kid safe.
Multi size folding pocket wrench. Why is this not out there. There are allen keys,screwdrivers and knives like this why not wrenches
A thin stick-on digital clock for your cell phone case so you don't have to take out the phone and unlock or power on to check the time.
Battery Life Saver Smart Charger
Thermas that has both hot and cold compartments bottom unscrews so you can have a small snack or lunch top spout swivels from hot to cold
Capacitive speakers w/++Lo end
Tired of your headphones getting tangled.Retractable headphones solve this problem, by retracting into their own case. No more tangles.
ORGANIZATIONAL CENTER OVER AN OLD TOOTHBRUSH TILE OR NOT OR ALONE! EXPAND & ORGANIZE AN UNUSABLE SPACE IN
MILLIONS OF HOMES AND APTS!
HOT SCOOP
Outdoor string lights that you can change with each passing holiday or season. Controlled through a app.
LED T-shirt with Quirky's logo
Nyglow Stockings, be seen with glow-in-the-dark tights or stockings, where colour and design are all within your grasp. Be seen, be bold.
It is a pool float that tethers to the edge of the pool and other floats to allow for optimal positioning and includes water proof storage.
Universal timer (click on the picture)
How about a travel mug that doesn't slip and slide? Put a magnet on the bottom and wrap it with rubber. No slip! Stays put!
Monster High Carousel
Keys, Cell, Wallet â˜‘
USB powered coffee coaster, great for keeping a cup of coffee hot at the office or at home while working on Quirky ideas
robot help
Think a swiss army knife/jack-knife except for your keys. A locking, but customizable device that you can store all your keys on.
a cooking thermometer that you put in the meat you are cooking that tells your smart device what temperature the center of the meet is
plastic portable cup
Fresh food alert meter about a quarter size with a tiny blinking light with a reusable sticky back set to signal when food too old in fridge
The PhoneShade. Keeps phones from getting overheated when being used on dashboard as GPS device, etc.
Drain Protector
My Checkout
Receptacle knock out, "cookie cutter" that cuts perfect drywall light switch and plug cutouts with attached laser level and measuring tape.
I offer you a simple pizza killer quick and clean way to cut your pizza without you put everywhere.
Introducing a hanging door hook which hangs items on both sides of a door, instead of just one.
Reararm armband fixed umbrella
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Condensation on your icy beverage dripping on you with each sip? "Sticky Coaster" lets you refresh yourself without drenching yourself.
All in one contact lens case. For everybody who work long or loves to travel. A smart solution for the care of contact lens.
The idea is an accessory that prevents babies to lose their shoes and walk indefinitely parents to find the lost shoe.
Stackable Desk Trays with the Ability to Raise or Lower to add more space in between trays when needed
Turning a posthole digger into a hand trencher for low-cost sprinkler system installation with minimal effort. To lay pipe underground.
sound accent for an electric o
The bomb
Eyeglass case with a neck strap
Tent Stakes that light up. Not only does it hold down your tent, it lights up the surrounding area. Can use Solar Power. Resub.
Toothbrush Holder for HomeDe~
Novelty Toys At It's Funnest
Provides Sun Shade for commuters or everyday drivers to keep the sun glare off of their face. Also prevents skin cancer.
Expanda can
Travel mugs have lids requiring manual operation to work. Our's doesn't and represents the natural evolution in Travel Mug technology.
STACKABLE CAN DISPENSER - Load it like a revolver and push the button to get a drink. Make room in that fridge and get drinks quickly.
Solar Outdoor Umbrella Fan
A collapsable cup holder that fits in a side pocket of a womans purse that attaches to shopping carts.
Full-color high-resolution LED magic image wand with mobile phone file transfer using Bluetooth. OR, alternative to digital picture frame.
Very Simple, Very Useful â€“ The Double Swivel Hook
PIZZA CUTTING GUIDE LAMP
Bladders for travel cooler. Bladder holds ice and fits like a liner. It would also have a spout to use ice as it melts for potable water.
Paint Alchemist
The Snapbar System makes creating a ton of storage space in your closet a snap and it is super affordable!
Retractable Mechanical Pencil with Full-length Eraser
Bungee style dog collar to leash/tie-out attachment. Jerky dogs or leash tugs now with less direct strain on neck.
A stylus for iphone/ipad that contains batteries to give you emergency power when needed.
with a switch for the power
Bake and Rack Cake Pan
Powder dehydrator PD
Very simple and convinient Presentation tool!!!
3D Pen for Edible Treats
Gyroscopic Computer Mouse. This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Never forget your mouse again!
An Ant Proof Pet bowl. Ants are blocked from accessing pet food by a simple water barrier. Patent is pending....
no spill beverage pitcher
A tooth brush with bristles that can "swivel" in the longitudinal direction.
Easily and safely hang your handbag on a chair or table to avoid leaving it on the floor and reduce risk of theft
Mail scanner / Shredder with Wi-fi, no more mail clutter at your home!
Sump pump with in-line backup
AN IPHONE APP-ENABLED BABY PACIFIER THAT KEEPS TRACK,RECORDS AND GIVES ACCURATE TEMP IN REAL-TIME.
Leashed luggage. A luggage that you can pull around like walking your dog. Comes with 4 omni-directional wheel. Leash could be used as lock.
Redesign the Blender! Lets make it quieter, Include attachments for Spinning your Salad, Fat Spinner, and a personal cup for one serving
Tandem Clothing Hanger - create a 2-Tiered custom closet!
Utilizing your cellphone camera by making it the backround to your text message conversations when you are driving.
Ledge Hook - Adjustable hook for ANY horizontal or vertical ledge!
Att: All sailors! The "winch bit" fits any battery operated drills and turns your hand winch into a power winch.
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Cell wallet
Pyramid - A simple solution to jewelery storage.
Cooler Labels
Cuff Clips. Holds your pant cuff or sleeve cuffs from falling down. See Video!
Food Safety Gripper
Hot Surface Visual Warning for children
NFL Helmet sensor: Is sensor you would put inside of a football helmet to measure the helmet collision impact.
Trampoline Treadmill
Practical Toilet Brush! Brush on bottom to clean toilet, brush on side to clean the rim, &amp; hooks to hang on toilet to drain excess water.
Portable car changing station
If you are a pet owner or have a small child this product is for you. This device blocks your pet or child's path when a door is opened.
Adjust the thickness of your comforter with only a few snaps, resulting in lower energy bills and a better night sleep.
App-Enabled GE Hot Water Heater Leak Detector Mat &amp; Trough.
My idea is a water repellent wipe for sunglasses resembling a wet wipe which could be sold at water parks, pools, and sporting good stores.
A Bluetooth alarm clock built for two and many other great features
Play tennis at night - Resub
Mobile wheelchairs footbridge
Pachinko is a wall-mounted tie hanger that displays large numbers of ties on unused wall space along the sides or back of your closet.
Fruit Boards
Vertical tool solution, designed to attach to quick grip clamps or solid mount. Includes Drill holster and Parts/tool Bins. 90% Vote!
Triple Tiered Basket Cart - Manually Wheel or Attach to Bike.Good for School, Groceries, Laundry.Easy to Transport! Teamed up with Sonia
Dock/Stand/Charge for the e-paper watch PEBBLE from Kickstarter. Lets invent a awesome stand for the Pebble
Colder Keeper Folder Cooler. Keeps your food and drinks cold without getting squished or soggy. Need to store it in a small area?No problem
little black book
Protect your pet at night. ** VICKY LAURSEN
Individual Mess Kit
Heel zipper running shoes
Kitchen Bottle
App Enabled Snack Jar, obesity is a problem in the US, let working moms/dads open the jar for their children, measure how much they take.
Safety Cover and Strap for upcoming Google Glass (smart phone enabled glasses). Google glass will be around $1500. Lets keep them protected.
Cordless Christmas Tree Lights
What if you could siphon water off of your pool cover or empty an entire pool in a matter of 5 mins work? The Siphonator 5000 can!
Clip-on LED Lights for umbrellas at night and in winter
A Genie APP activated and voice recognition MP player that listens to your command hands-free
Shower water meter
The Surfboard: a portable/foldable 3 in 1 cushion. Chair, Daybed and Pop up tent!
The Magic is a self Heating and cooling vacuum flask that is app enabled.
firefighter helmet with scanner 3D to see appear environment on the glass mask in thick smoke.
Adjustable, flexible, easy to use, &amp; saves you space! What is this miracle idea you ask? It's none other than the Adjustable Shoe Holder!
It is a Backpack & Purses & Handbag Hanger Holder. It's hang all backpack and purse all in one.
A biodegradeable sponge type material with deoderizer built in. Its in the shape of a monster, you throw it in the trash can with the trash.
Messy car mat
Slip on silicone labels for toothbrushes, pens, brushes, serving spoons, and other long, hard-to-label items.
ChargeMate
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Various sized iron on patches made of the white underlying denim material that will quickly repair or enahnce your standard pair of jeans.
Easy roof climber
Outdoor electrical cord tie down to end frustration of cord being pulled out of socket while cutting lawn with electric mower
A sump pit water level sensor - Get alerted when water rises at a certain rate
Personality Pools
Simplicity TV Remote Control
My idea is a belt, with a deflated pillow,that fits over or under clothes, that inflates,or deflates at the touch of a button,for back pain
Watching TV with kids and suddenly there are scenes you don't want them to see?
Ice-Capsule 2: Drink Your Soda With Ice! No More Using Separate Cups! Drink Directly From The Bottle! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
I propose a tension based rod to connect theater style seats so that the seats don't flip up when small children are in them and a "Y" strap
Drink sleeve designed for cold drinks replacing a napkin wrapped around it with a super absorbent material which eliminates condensation.
Vehicle Automatic Baby Car Sea
Voice recognition multi-platform communications system with 3D holographics capability.
do you have potted plants and your animals are digging in them to potty? this can be used to prevent that indoors or out,prevent spills
Optical Corrected Smart Phone & Tablet glass or screen protectors.
"Jagged Edged Pick" This guitar pick will give you a more dynamic, awesome sounding, feel-good experience. Low cost, high margin product.
Ice bin with Lid.Keep your ice clean while in the freezer!Please vote!A less expensive way to the fancy stainless steel kind!
Rummy: U.S.A. FamilyBoard Game
iPhone case with folding optical zoom lens (similar to folding binoculars)
Quarter Tree
Fruit Holder &amp; Stand KEY CHAIN-Take a bite! Clean way to eat fruit! No sticky fingers! Keeps fruit clean if eating w/dirty fingers! RESUBMIT
Recording back up cam for cars
Bendable Bungee Cord, 1/2 Bungee and 1/2 Bendable
Warm feet in winter!
The Picky Bank! Guitar pick shaped "piggy bank" with stand. Holds change and of course, guitar picks
4 In 1 Dry Food Rotating Storage System With Individual Removable Containers. Store Rice, Flour, Cereal And Bread Crumbs In One Container!!
Sockets with teeth for removing stubborn drain plugs ~ primarily plumbing
COUCH COZY: Drinks Within Reach! (Click to watch 0:50 demo video of the working prototype.)
Ergonomic shelfed refrigerator
Sometimes you don't need the juice of a full lime/lemon, now LOAD, SQUEEZE &amp; REFRIGERATE the part squeezed lime/lemon AIRTIGHT, NO
WASTE...
Sleeve and hood towel for relaxing at the beach or swimming pool.
a product that allows an individual to put lotion on their own back!
Does your butt sweat when you sit for more than an hour or longer on that desk chair of yours? I have, and I've solve the problem.
VIVASAVE (LifeSaver - RESUB)
Pacifier which monitors temperature/pulse and BP and displays the average on your smartPhone (30% to Jone&amp;Jones for Inspiration)
Pet Owners,how about getting your dog clean easier and without wasting all that shampoo.
Direction Indicator
A cereal/soup bowl with built-in rubberized handle keeps spills at bay while watching TV, talking on the phone, web surfing, or texting.
Body suit
Charger w/ internal battery for Apple Devices that stores charge when disconnected. Charges your device when plugged in &amp; when unplugged
Hot Swapping iPhone Case
With the Pringles "Double Decker" can, the great taste of Pringles will no longer be out of reach or frustrating to enjoy.
App Enabled Aromatherapy
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My Light
CARRY-ON WITH INSIDE TABLE
Bird Feeder Cam
2 in 1: An electric blanket to thaw the frost on the car glass in winter, and a sunshade to avoid warm temperature into your car in summer.
Plant Pot with 2 partitions, one for soil plants and other for aquatic plants (Please click on the 2nd pic to expand).
A exposed closet that can hold on to a visitors clothing and he/she can use it as their own personal closet while they visit your house.
Sleeping Mask with Soft Vibrating Alarm - Phone app
STACKABLE CLOTHES DISPENSER -Load your socks, underwear or other clothing items like a revolver and dispense them by pushing a button.
Slim Lap Top Laser Printer
Calendar + Stamp = STAMPed â€œevery datesâ€ to remember those important days.
A Shelf Type Organizer that Hangs at the Very top of one of your closet walls. Upon the press of a button or pull of a lever, it slides down
Blu-Ray/PS3 case holder for the living room
A fun way for parents to store and display plastic grocery bags that are used for the disposal of dirty diapers in the babyâ€™s bedroom.
Resub 133 votes. Retractable extension cord that sits on wall (unlike other retractable extension cords that sit on the floor)
NetTester
Laundry Caddy
Smart Baseball Homeplate
Google Smartphone Glasses Charms (Blingits for the New Google Glasses)
Compost Caddy
FLIP HOOK saves space and evokes mystery, romance, and wonder. (Click to watch 0:50 timelapse video of the design process.)
They are paper coffee filters that have the flavoring embedded in the fibers of the filter.Flavored coffee filters
An attachment to the "stem" of beach umbrellas for you to place your lotion, drinks and other items so they stay cool, dry and sand-free!
my product will protect newborns while they are sleeping in their beds. It will be able to catch SIDs before it even happens.
Wouldn't it be nice to have personalized sticky notes just for new ideas!
1 Hammer Handle(shaft) and Multiple Changable heads, From finish work to Framing, all in a kit. Screw on / off changable hammer heads
Want a Fold-up SOT Qayak? Comment: CHIPS, "As a kayak guide I would love for this to go through so I can post my design ideas." Voted!
A flexible hdmi,pc,video etc. 2` extension to make flat panel tv installation and maintenance easier.Similar to existing flashlight necks.
An iphone case with a secret compartment built into the 'inside'. Young people around the world will love this idea!!!
Oh man! I'm in the shower and I forgot to grab a washcloth....AGAIN! NO PROBLEM! (Paulette Jaques)
Sing any harmony from your mouth and have it converted into the keys and chords on music keyboard lighting up white or black keys or both
Auto Umbrella
Quirky remote control
I have a fantastic idea for a wi-fi enabled baby monitor for smartphone app combo. I call it a "wi-cry baby monitor"
Live Together
cool your core
Beverage Intake Monitor
Shave-A-Potato
iPhone camera privacy clip
Smart Headphones with multiple ways of hearing your favorite music + recharges your music device!
CUBE-HOOKLE. A wired cube organizer with modular accessories that HOOK onto cubicle PANELS. Gives SHRINKING CUBICLES 3D office SPACE!
Control your entire house from anywhere in the world with your smartphone. App enabled electrical outlets will make it possible.
Drinker
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My idea is: A slide out keyboard on the bottom of the DVD recorder remote, like those on cell phones.
Accordion Speaker Iphone Case - Resub 95% V:V ratio collapsable speaker amplifier with you at all times.
App Enable Fire Sensors Protect Your HOME, ground stick sensor for the exterior &amp; fire sensor for Iron Oven stored Chemical Dryers Chimney
Baby Mobile/w Motion Detector
Place *Lullaband* around bottle to soothe baby while eating with a lullaby. Possibility to record parents voice to soothe with babysitter.
iPod LCD's are 2 small. Graphics r 2.7 to 3.5â€. My product magnifies the LCD on portable entertainment players.
A Swiss-Army tool for the tablet and smartphone warriors. Stand, USB, cable, more can be added....
"Lever Secure" Child & pet safety device no one has! Secure lever handled doors for toddlers & smart dogs. Millions doors/tots/dogs = $$$!
pillow head and neck
The pocket-sized stand securely holds tablets upright on flat surfaces with its suction cup base, eliminating a need for bulky cases/stands
iFlossy
Anjo
SwitchBlade
TV REMOTE that utilizes USB, Light Strip and a Kinetic Energy Generator: [MultiCharge*] Never change your TV remote batteries again!
Unique trash bag holder
this would be a toilet seat to remove odor from defecating or fecal matter.
Wheelie - Take the bags off your shoulder. Put them on a wheel with telescopic handle, extendable shelves and retractable cable with hook.
A piercing soaker. A container that contains saline water for soaking piercings (such as ear piercings) without spilling.
Silly bandz turned reminder bands that are words instead of animal shapes such as, "call home", "take meds" or "feet cat" in neon colors.
A fashionable bracelet for both men & woman. Inside a soft sealed compartment for the basic cash, your ID, and a credit card is attached.
My plan is to trademark the phrase, "I'm not judging...I'm just saying The trademark will be imprinted on hats,bags,clothing and marketed
DRINKING STRAWS DISPENSER with LED illumination. The straws will shine like fireworks and make colorful spots on ceiling.
Combined credit card and universal rewards card. Receive all of the benefits of retailers reward cards while only carrying one card.
the idea is to completely remove the strip behind your tv and secure your room
low cost easy to make cooker
College students deserve secure places to store valuables, too! Rise 'n Hide bed risers create small locking storage compartments.
reCycle Office - offers the solution to the sedentary lifestyle of the average office worker with a bonus of increased energy efficiency.
Smart Weight and Water Bottle combo - Bluetooth enabled - perfect compliment to the Quirky Revolve Jumprope!
A pocket size clip, with a hook, that can be place at the edge of a resturant table so a purse or a package can be suspended above the floor
ONE-CHAIN
Resubmit!Snow globe with built in mp3 player,alarm clock,snow blower, nightlight, digital photo viewer!This makes a great gift!
THE CIGARETTE MANGO FILTER
Google Glasses - A way to attach your smartphone glasses to your ipad or monitor when not in use.
Warm Awakenings
A device that fits on the heel of a shoe to keep the shoe from being damaged by rubbing on the car floor. Save a lot of money on shoes.
Resubmit: EZ Rocker, Automatically rocks an infant car seat! Can also be App-enabled. Proof of concept video!
Food container that warns of the oxidation cycle or about expiration day. You can select the type of food.
Freshy Clean
Keep em cool pet bag
Jumbo Scrunchies for sleeping bags that have lost their ties. Could be used for other large hard to handle items such as tarps and tents.
Clip-on / Removable Paint Can Extension Step
Maxbag adds new design to backpacks or bookbags. You can zipp on a different and personalised pocket to your bag and have it look different.
Magnetic hook for iPhone
Floating solar//rechargeable pool skimmer. save money and time.
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"Hands Cleanâ€ Lubricant Bottle Design. To ensure that never again will intimacy be wrecked by such a vital product.
I propose a dynamo with ac to dc converter that could be attached to car's 12V power outlet to charge car's battery for emergency start.
Emergency Flasher lights,Single use magnetic LED flashing red/orange lights to use by Police when a vehicle has rear lights not working.
An ironing board with both ends the same width!
universal charger with a female output slot.cell phones will have a different piece to plug into same charger.
A flexible telescopic tripod fits in automobile cup holder. fits most cameras and scopes. Stabilizes your camera and scope for better view.
Suporte para Garrafas
BedTime Monster Kits
Mental Wellness App.
USB snap strip
Smart Water Balloon Slingshot.
A new type of connector for quirky: SEE MY PROTOTYPE
My shoe will track my weight, my BMI, Amt. of steps, Cals Burnt Etc. Then Hook it up to Computer and find out if I'm being active enough.
While biking just push a button &amp; announce yourself with a recorded voice saying "ON THE LEFT" as you approach walkers &amp; they'll move over
COOL Container/ Freeze Cup
LMAO..WOW..!The baby said what?.."The Baby Babbler Translator"..Now you can understand what baby just said. Babble in, funny line comes out.
A slide shutter built into the lap top will easily solve privacy problem created by the presence of a "naked" camera on every laptop.
Simple modular components eliminate power strips, unnecessary cords, outlets, etc. and put power exactly where you need it
What if you could prevent your knuckles from getting salsa-y dipping your chips into a half-full jar of salsa? A jar with a rising bottom!
Game Changer-VGMM
A portable clothes line that does not need clothes pins to hang clothes.
Portable handheld doggie wash. Clean your dog yourself like a professional.
Hi,My name is William Wynn.I come up with a lighted creeper to use while your working under a car.
Ever been some place with no power and your mobile device dies? My idea for a compact retractable solar mobile device charger would fix that
A transmitter for App that continuously locates an individual (kid or adult) to help researching missing people.
WIGGLY STIX
A steak platter that is labeled rare to well done to allow you and your guests to choose the proper steak at a cookout or tailgate party.
squishywriter
Tractor Incline Stabilizer
it's an essential tool to clear away the snow from all over areas
Shoe Bag
Umbrella Dryer
â€œSpin Itâ€ is a small table with a variable speed circular rotating top. Different play discs attach to the rotating top.
App Controlled Car
LASST Wipes are the last wipe you have when visiting a rest room. Small enough for a purse or wallet and discretely sized. Take Anywhere.
DecoSheets
Smart Pet System utilizes "I-Convert" &amp; brings cohesion and exciting new products to quirkys smart pet line up
Specs PC - Revolution in portable computing. Weighing no more than a pound, with a minimum 22 inch screen, it's the Lap-Top of the future.
Snatcher! Salad Tongs that not only pick up the big chunks, but also rake in the delicious harder to grab stuff on the bottom.
Vacuum Filter Attachment !!!
App-enabled completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) and plant light
A snow shovel with multiple parallel lines of radiant heat runnig down the length of the shovel that help to melt the snow as you shovel it.
An auto down/up memory button for the driver's side power mirror for increased safety during nightime driving.
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A toilet bowl rim light that can also be used as a night lite. It will eliminate urine from getting on the rim, seat, floor and walls etc
I need macbook case bag with carrying handle desk table and airbag cushion.
Power Mower
Did anybody say the Pillow for Sleeping on should be rectangular? It's the Head that needs to rest on the pillow and not the body. Follow me
RESUB: Pegboards R so 1990. Its time2 use bands. Door/wall organizer with elastic straps. Get organized. C your stuff quickly
iDetector:iPhone 5 Metal Detector Housing and Handheld Case.App-enabled and awesome.
Better barrow
Athletes,therapist,trainers use foam rollers to release muscles!Why not use a heated foam roller to get the muscles at a more intense level?
Taser-Knife
Stovetop BBQ Grill
Roller Spatula. Allows you to scoop out the icing and "roll" over cake. Gets the job done quickly, and it still looks pretty.
Mobile device GPS Depth Finder
A better way to handle food scraps whilst cooking. Counter food scraps bin. 'One hand use' and self sealing.
SMART THERMAL DETECTOR
Charging Dock + Sanitizer in One. Why not?
The Lifesaver
I need to solve the problem of tangled ear bud wires. How to be able to quickly connect and use them and keep them safe.
Crying from Onion Fumes?
A slot or holder for under your desk or table to hold you're Mac laptop.
Feline Forest
Whether you have wood, tile or carpet floors, if you have a couch, easily access and get rid of the dirt underneath with The Couch Jack!
Visor cap extendor with velcro attachment eliminates the side window sun filtering past the short sun visor built by the car manufacturers
When you go to your local stores all you see is tropical scented detergents. Detonate Detergent will be the first maledetergentwithmanstaste
!Collapsible Storage Bins made with clear very flexible silicone. With desiccant deodorizer inserts (Travel size also for transport/hamper)
Keeping pot covers in place and not having them fall on the floor every time you open the cabinets where you keep your pots and pans.
NIGHT STAND ORGANIZER with TOUCH SENSITIVE LIGHT and ALARM CLOCK
Plastic Bag & Bottle Dryer Our system makes reusing your plastics safe fun and easy. Designed to hold all your plastics after washing.
Fader Pen
Window lift
Bee Clean Anywhere ( picture Bumblee Bee) My invention is a SMALL CLIP ON DECORATIVE carrying case that dispenses refillable sanitizer wipes
Movie Dog/leash handle.
The Universal Rechargeable Remote Control w/Locator &amp; Docking Station. It recharges and finds remote control when lost.
Air Pistol that shoots immobilizing darts. It's the ultimate personal defense weapon, and will change your life forever
Forever Tight Arms
Circulair
Days of the mouse are numbered. The finger mouse needs upgrade.
Ergonomic Hand Grip Egg Beater:Tone your forearm and beat your eggs at the same time,without hurting your hand &amp; without using electricity.
A toothbrush with a floss dispenser
Computer for Dogs!
Clap On Heater/Fan
separable twin sroller to two
Tree Tape
Simple Design Alteration So Stylus Pen Could Easily Be attached To Your iPad.
weight loss scale
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Don't you hate seeing a dog owner swinging a bag of poop around? Me too! Fashionable dog waste holder.
App Enable High Wind Sensors for ROOF...be ready for Tornados, Storms and Hurricane get COVER before is too late. SAVE LIFES
Cover for the kindle. That has small lights around the screen . With these lights you can just tap them to turn them off or on .
MAKE YOUR OWN JELLY/SILICONE iPHONE CASES MELT,MOLD AND CREATE
Why blow dirt, pet dander and other dust particles around your home with your portable fans. A dust bonnet or throw away filter collects it
A refrigerator with a different kind of drawers like a chest of drawers. Good for deli's and coffee shops.
side storage
Wrap your Apple earbuds around it! Part cord wrapper. Part sculpture. Function, meet form!
remote finder
Calling All Beach Bums... The Beach Buddy Beach Towel!!!
Produce a flag,similar to a sports flag,which tells other drivers that flagged car is being driven by a novice! Flag should be BRIGHT!
Frost Scraper
ELECTRONIC DOG GUARD
Adirondack Chair add on
BUGGIES - The Cute &amp; Functional Cords Organizer
SUN IN YOUR EYES? CAN'T SEE YOUR PHONE, NOTEBOOK OR KINDLE SCREEN? THEN YOU NEED THE iVisor!! Shield your phones and
notebooks from the sun!
My Baby Alert
a wall mounted holder for pantyhose and tights (modeled after a plastic grocery bag holder)
Round, Individual, Stackable Silicone Crushed Ice Molds. Fill mold with water, freeze, then squeeze &amp; watch the ice break into your cup.
POWER PLUGS !! ON OFF / VARIOUS COLORS DIFFERENT TIMES JUST PRESS TO TOGGLE BETWEEN TIMES
(+Video) "Self Control Bracelet", MUCH different than presented in Final!!
3 Piggies instills the habit of financial discipline in children by making saving fun.
Nylons that you can wear with thong like sandals.
Instantly Curl, Straighten or Color Your Hair. Could produce a new hairstyle on-the-fly.
Powerful pedal-powered Gatling water-gun will totally drench your pool parties.
Active Car Seat
Introducing "Scoop", the New and Improved Ice Cream Spoon, use your leverage to scoop even the hardest of ice creams
The Smart Sawhorse
Problem: Your Hamster Runs on His Wheel at Night Solution: Light activated hamster wheel lock.
BUILT IN RETRACTABLE EAR BUDS
Multiethnic Adhesive Bandages
Lite your bud. a solar power cigarette lighter
TIGHT-SPOT RATCHET WRENCH
Thick foam Koozie for the Red Solo Cup specifically fit to promote a better grip and structure of the cup while keeping your beverage cold.
Hosp.Patient rm noise reduction. Hosp are penalized millions $$ by govt. for poor noise scores. A engineered door jamb that reduces noise.
Mold Bomb
My idea is to solve the problem we face with little space to wash our cloths in apartments
Garbage can with a trap for indoor and outdoors for mouse and rat,they enter but they cant get out.
Counter Beer
Picture Driven Telephone
ItÂ´s a simple cable to charge the Iphone from Ipad from each other
A decorative, attractive colander serving piece set inside a "catch bowl" for serving fruits such as grapes and berries
Time for Summer get togethers. BEVERAGE DISPENSER with 4 SEPARATE DRINK holders with pourers around the base. Prepare drinks and relax.
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SUNARCH. An arch shaped shade system that pivots on tracks and moves as the sun moves in the sky, manually or solar powered.I have sketches
RotoPet - Your pet grooming multi-tool
Here's my new SlipWrench - Two pieces and it can wrench on all inch bolt sizes from 1/4" - 9/16" and all metric bolt sizes from 6mm - 15mm.
HEADS/TALES MATCH AND SPELL CARD GAME for kids.
Hide-Away Full-Length Mirror in your Closet
CLIP-ON DOOR SAVER
Lower leg cramp reliever
A simple storage container that uses space efficiently and can be accessed easily without unstacking and will not overfill or spill.
lampe intelligente
Glasses and Sunglasses with holes molded into each ear support side frame for threading ear bud wires through and attaching buds
Trashaway
A small devise that can be attached to household items, such as remote controls and keys, that indicates by alarm where they are when lost.
Disposable Straw Cleaner
Biggerlid
computer language
A secure parcel delivery box that can be installed near your front door. A visual indicator tells you there is something in the box.
An HD video experience that integrates with your treadmill/exercise bike, allowing you to run pre-filmed routes across America.
An alarm or alert sound that goes off whenever you open your car door with your sunroof or windows cracked open.
Progressive inside lighting adpated to outside brightness.
Drinking containers with pop on straw lid. Contoured open lid deters sloshing. Straws bypass watered down contents. Two straws for easy use
Organizes wires of gadgets using special annexe. It has a place for gadget which is connected for charging or to the computer
never Upsidedown Usb
Hook insert to existing screw anchors would make screw anchors easily converted to reusable hook mounts.
My idea is a device that you clip on your keychain that makes noise,lights up & vibrates when activated by any phone to help find lost keys.
spinealign. patented
"QUIRKY Enviro USB Charger Power Station" by foods produce Electricity strong enough 2 act as battery to charge iPhone & iPad Mini & iPad4.
Closet Sock Organizer and dispenser
Dip Screw makes eating chips and dip simple again. As the level of the dip gets low, screw the bottom and watch the dip rise to the top.
Adjustable bike seat post, the seat can slide forward and back using a simple spring loaded pin lock. Could provide added suspension #QCYCLE
A plug that you control with an app that let's you know real time your home electrical consumption, and helps to to save money on the bill.
No tip plant pot
Safe car
ANDERSON YAHTZEE is an exciting version of the dice game !It includes Bells, Whistles, and a new twist on the games final score.
Mobile case which holds google smart phone glass in a wrapping manner - Lens part of frame on one side, and both its temples on other side.
My Size Contour Pillow
An app enabled door lock equipped with a webcam. Lock, unlock, and observe remotely!
Water nozzle anchor
Weights for Lazies
Digital Kitchen Timer and Scale Combo w/Hook: simply hang, no counter space required, easy storage, fits in any drawer!
NetBox organizes your network accessories and cables and a professional looking charging station that blends with other desk accessories.
Peace of Mind Luggage finder! (know your luggage is on board/nearby) Avalanche Technology-multiple pictures+Video Resub(80% v/v 98 votes)
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Light-up Goggles with LED color changing lights. Kids will love this new underwater world of color. The scenery is always changing colors.
U.F.O.N.E. Turn your smartphone into unit. an anti helmet headset an anti flight snatch your smartphone otherwise call
Dead battery,Flat tire,Out of gas,flagging down strangers.Get back on the road alot faster increase your chances for help when stranded.
camera in action
Hot Pot 212F
Poop odor causes paranoia for a person with no pets. Pet owners have lots poop to clean. This product will scoop poop and contain odors.
Dream Catcher and Projector
A Pet Water-Bowl Strainer that keeps pet hair and debris out of the water bowl when used with a large one-gallon style water dispenser.
TOOL KICKSTAND #Homedepot
Finger Scan Smart Button
Play Safe System
Call me for little kids is a cell phone with only 3 keys. Two of them programmable with dad's and mom's numbers and the third for answer
a solar powered moisture meter for your potted plants and container gardens that alerts your smart phone when you need to water.
The Microflex
Words - Letter Cards for children / learn letters, words and counting by play! DOWNLOAD the working prototype and TRY IT HOME! 86% V2V!
Powerful wi-fi when traveling
Pad Go Round
Put your shoes away in a carousel like organizer that will help you access your shoes with ease.
This is an all-new new way of turning the stacks of papers on your desk into a bright, fun wall-mounted design element.
an Adjustable Sleeping Pillow, that expands and contracts 2 moving sections in the centre
Introducting the Universal Tight Grip Patent Pending 2013 This is a new modern way to have hands free carrying of items that use choose
Ever been locked out of your car? Ever been mugged? Ever lost or forgot your keys or wallet? Ever forgot your VISA card? Fix, Fill, Forget.
!!! The Ultimate Summer Footwear for Kids...Combining the form, function, & features of SANDALS/CROCS + WATER SHOES + RETRACTABLE
SWIM FINS
Remote PC/MAC Monitor Screenshare on a Mobile Device (Keep tabs on children's computer usage) - Resub
Salt & Pepper Shakers w/ adjustable flow & spread coat food more quickly & evenly. Easy to fill, stacking & can't knock over. RESUBMIT
A box or "pocket knife" that contains keys and you can slide each key out or open it up like a pocket knife. The Key Cube!
SafeTop
Back Pack Rain fly
Dog Tug of War
TETRIS moving shelves on wall
My invention is a cutting/carving/dishrack station which is: 1. Affordable. 2. 4 products in one. 3. made of 100% anti-bacterial plastic.
KIDS EAZY FREEZIE KIT with ZIP LOCK freezie bags. Kids will love making Juice,Soda,Yogart, even water freezies AT HOME, kids love freezies
My idea is a sticker type shape made from a non slip material to be attached to items to keep them from slipping out of your pocket.
Pivot Power Pad
Magnetic Earring Set
GOOGLE GLASSES/SMARTPHONE GLASSES CASE - MEMORY FOAM INSIDE - HARD CASE WITH BELT CLIP
iZoom
Pizza Spatula
Privacy Clip
Clean the bathtub with ease, with this detachable hose with nozzle. Designed to help you reach hard to reach places in the bathtub.
When your leaving work, the gym, or picking your kids up from school wouldnt you like a message! People can get a message in the car!
A fridge/whiteboard magnet, that includes a battery and a light-emitting diode, that when turned on will provide a blinking light.
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Motorcycle turn signals projected on the ground. Can also be tied in with running lanes. More visibility/safety at night.
Is your bathroom a mess? This makes it a sanctuary. A modular toilet paper organizer to also store books and magazines. Your own libery.
Prevent kitty litter box accidents and protect floor and walls with this simple container.
EASYSIM: a practical sim card holder, small enough to easily fit in your wallet, contains up to 7 sim cards and other small cards.
Hang anything in your shower with this shower cross bar. Works on almost any shower stall
DOUBLE HELICAL chopper/crusher
Keeper-like with a belt clip
ship in the cup
E-Z Pill Dispenser. A pill dispenser that sits upright, has six cylinder shaped dispenser columns lcearly labeled and available all shapes.
Golf Sounds App.
CELL PHONE CHARGER LIGHT! Makes it easy to find your cell phones charging port at night or in dull light conditions!
Safe car
The Trash-Ease
FLEXI [GEN 2.0]: What is it? A playroom stool, yoga mat, camping seat, beach lounger, travel buddy, picnic-goer. It does everything.
There are 700K strokes/yr. When patients return home in wheelchairs a gnawing problem is the wheelchair scraping doorjambs walls etc
Iphone case with stretchable pocket for cards, banknotes ,keys and more! Wallets are history with this case !
Domed shaped splatter guard that adjust to any pan size. Working prototype and video. see here. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wI77rvnJDqU
you are modeling your friends and family in 3d, before there was the souvenir photos now you have your time modeling in context
chartathon!! a chart/calendar that has all house chores. the chart should look appealing and fun for kids/parents,open,write names and work.
An electronic table coaster that will ask 10,000 random questions to help create conversations between guest or just you and a friend.
GPS Holder - Cup Holder with power cord storage in cup holder. Get that cord out of the way, be safe, help to prevent theft.
Plastic wrap edged with aluminum foil. Securely store leftovers and view the contents of the container without taking the wrap off.
Save your money. A Strip of Rip! Independent strips of RIPCORD packing tape. Product line extension. 12", 18" , 24" strip. Peel back paper.
An iPhone portable charger that eliminates the need to carry additional wires (usb, lightning connector).
Don't you hate when you lose you stuff like your keys or watch? Simply stick a small label on your item and an app will find it for you!
Silicone MINI BAG - attachable to any ZIP - use it as you want and when you need it!
An iphone (or any cell phone) holder that connects to a stroller or shopping cart that also has a drink holder and place for keys/wallet.
Dog (or cat) back scratcher
UV Light Dish Sponge Tray
Thor 2, add a heat element to ice scraper to melt and scrape ice simultaneously
Darth Vibrator
THE BLANKET &amp; A HALF REDESIGNED Happy Couple Creator! Best way 2 keep every partner warm! Many loved it Finalist in UC "WINK+GE
APP ENABLED"
What do you do with the olive pit?. 2 in 1 yin yang appetizer &amp; covered trash bowl (for used toothpicks, olive / cherry pits, etc
Vertical Bread Box: Would save kitchen counter space! Can also add another section for hamburger and hot dog buns.
Wallet Buddy
SHAVING BRUSH WITH INTEGRATED SMALL SPRAY NOZZLE, SO WHEN WE SHAVE THE BEARD WE CAN DAMPEN THE BRISTLES ...
(resub)
The ITheater... the ITheater is a device simular to glasses that have a place to snap you phone to, instead of lenses.
pH balanced skin care solution
Pet Alert - Let your dog alert you when they need something or if there is a problem
Countertop greenhouse for starter plants, spices (such as chives), year round small plants (cherry tomatoes) or exotics.
Action Camera
safe phone
A portable, snap together, toilet seat that can be placed in a large purse or backpack for travel, sports stadium events, concerts, etc.
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portable device that slips on existing doorbell, no more waking up baby...when button is pushed, second piece in homeowner's pocket vibrates
This makes Husband and Wife relationship happier and more peaceful. A talkable pouch apologize for your wife or husband in stead of you.
ChamberBox
The Scrub Glove
TAKE A STAND! : PORTABLE Anti Fatigue Cushioned Floor Mat. It folds into convenient size for people on the go
Suitcase,Carry-On and Backpacks with rotating &amp; expandable clamshell design so clean and dirty clothes never touch one another.
I've seen almost every game made, except this one. A video game based on being a police officer, or based on the show Cops.
Casseroles en 1.
Home Pop Can recycling!
The shoulder strap is the stand-by battery pack! ________________(made possible by flexible battery technology - See videos)
Help meet a need of children and those with limited mobility. Vote for this over-the-door EXTENDING DOOR HOOK.
NG tube holder
Flexible Earbuds / Headphones
Especially for cold climates/dark winter areas: A Seasonal Affected Disorder light necklace and / or cap.
little bitz
Smart Outdoor Pet Water Bowl
So Here's The Question. Why?
the Speedyhinge enables you to fix the screw into the frame and then lift the hinge on the door over the screw
Shower gel bandits Rubber bands with a back cover: safely close your shower gel for travelling and a suction cup to install it on any wall
A dog/cat hairbrush that attaches onto the front of a mini hand-held vacuum. The head of the brush would have slits to suck up the hair.
Child Booster Seat Foot Restâ€“Cut down on scuff marks (back of the driver/passenger seats) &amp; kids have somewhere to rest their feet.
Cyberoni is a new energy bar,cereal. pasta or soup made up of zero's and one's. It also could just be a name that's goes on anything.
No mess sheets
Ever had a dead battery in you lap top,ipad,or cell phone and no where to plug it in.A portable wind up source of electricity would solve it
Its called the "PreMote". Its a universal tv remote for pre-schoolers
First Demo USB Flash Drive + Lighting. Resubmit After 378 Votes.
Pool Pockets. Keeps your pool toys off the ground and stops them from blowing away.
Home Paper Maker
Reginald Receipt or Regee
Pendant Earphone, {PEP)
A safe to hide your valuables that looks like part of the water dranage pipes in your home.
Spending too much time searching for your keys? Well download this app to you smartphone,link with your new mini-key chain...problem solved!
sort-as-you-go bag
A sink (or bath) PAD with THERMOMETER function - check the water temperature at glance (uses liquid crystals to show the temperature)
Spiral Cutter for making curly fries.
The Pocket Breather
CU3ED
Pivot Power Cube! Pivot Power never looked so stylish! Totally customizable! Surge Protection in 3 Dimensional space with an awesome look!
Water conservation and re-use. Save money and reduce water usage.
A coat hook that also hinges to clamp/clip other things (like gloves, scarf, etc).
"Changing Oil Filter What A Mess" This is a big problem, when replacing the oil filter!
Outdoor Card Playmat
Like the original Space Bar but for recording purposes. Hook up all your instruments and devices. The ultimate at home recording studio.
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A retractable Kite String. Push button release and retract. No more tangled string! Kids enjoy the sport of flying kites again!
Shower safety pad
Telescoping irrigation head
Hammer Protection Hand Gloves
Mobilight
The Quirky (Stationary) Gnome. Need to light up a pathway? Solar GNOME PATHLIGHTS with spike to anchor them into the ground.
Laundry Basket Ball, roll! NPP
The "Coffee Magnet". A magnet cut in the shape of a coffee cup with a soft rubber branded cover that can bounce around in your loose change
Sprinkler sleeve
Introducing the bobble cup holder with handles.This cup holder won't fall over,have condensation,and is easy to grip,it also stays on
The "Totilla Toaster" can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner and more slots.
Convert 2 Dual Zone Thermostat
my idea is an exercise belt that has an adjustable compartment on the inner side of the belt that can be adjusted with air to customize it.
Fairy Tales
Keep your household cords off the floor away from pets and children, neater appearing, and no cord clutter. Resubmit last time only 4 views.
Dryer Breather Panel saves MONEY TIME ENERGY Life of the clothes dryer.
Auto, Home or Business window controllable tint. It can be set manually or automatic depending on the sun brightness. Fit any size glass.
Hom depot detail grill cleaner
Pool Party! With A Clean Pool - The Solar Pool Skimmer. Continuous daytime skimming to rid your pool of critters and leaves. Shows Temp.
WiFi Pet Bowl - Because Pets Can't Talk or Call.
Finally! A water bottle that you can easily fill, add fresh fruit, ice cubes or your favorite refreshment - flip over - and enjoy.
RESUBMIT from 2010 - The Jockey Pitcher - Keep your drink cool without the pool!
DIY Printable Shrink Wrap. Customize your water bottle. Print out images or names and wrap your bottle.
Smart Bubble Wrap Machine
Stack Attack Game(95% +votes)
pretty bright color wrist brace for my aching wrist in the rain. I don't want to look like I'm wearing a giant band-aid
gun tiger lock
TienPartou
PortaPlugs
WiFi Pulse Ring with GPS Tracker:The Ring is able to talk to 911 and give your location when you're having a heart attack.Resub 8 months ago
Smart Reminder
Salad Chamois - Towel Made Just to Dry and Store Your Greens Without the Bacteria or Waste.
This idea makes window tint more effective by keeping tint dark in the sun and clear (safe!) at night or during storms. UV sensitive.
QR cable tie for user manual
Transform your typical vacuum cleaner into an artificial intelligence robotic vacuum cleaning house maid!
A new tailgating card game called Mascot Madness. Two versions, pro and college. Challenging and fun for the sports minded person
Table hooks: you can use them to hang things on the edge of tables (or possibly even the side of a bed).
RESUB: Fruit Holder-Slicer device that can hold and slice a large number of small fruits (grape, cherry tomatoes or strawberries).
rolling cooler set, complete with umbrella, chairs, wide wheels, storage hold for belongings.
To get my coloring designs on a mobile app so people everywhere can enjoy 'COLORME' Art Spa mobile. www.DebraLeeMurrow.com
Door Cubbies are cube-shaped, lightweight boxes that "stick" to the back of the closet door.
Wind Driver turbine - series
ZipMinder is a digital aid for those forgetful kids oh wait, thatâ€™s all kids ZipMinder knows that as parents our WORDS SPEAK VOLUMES
No More Knotted Headphones: iCompact takes care of the cord for you
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Styrolamp
FIS (Food Information System)
App-enabled LED wall tiles
Secure your desktop computer keyboard + set it's optimal position.
Car Aoke " RoadRage has a New meaning, Sing Solo or together with Family and Friends.Share The Music.Enjoy the ride . Goodbye "Talk Radio".
app controlled heated blanket!
Worlds Smartest Mail Box
The Grip-i (pronounced Grip-ee) is designed as a better means to protect, hold, and add functionally to your iPad or iPad Mini
Ever chip your nail polish when doing dishes? every find it hard using a regular sponge? hate it when your hands/skin get all wrinkled?
pre-stressed golf shaft
Ice-Capsule: Drink Your Soda With Ice! No More Using Separate Cups!(See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) 3 DIFFERENT VERSIONS!
Magnetic Base with Fold Out Hooks/Clips and Pen Holders for any magnetic surface like the refrigerator or stove.
A device to prevent auto engines from stalling in some high waters and also used to aid in restarting cars already stalled in the water.
Hospital WIRING are a danger.
Retractable (Christmas) Lights
An extension cord (or adapter) that has easy replaceable "male" ends for when the the prongs are bent or broken off from use.
Store large quantity of your important papers and documents in very compact space.
Collapsible Martini Set - Bar-tini is portable for martinis on the go. Compact for easy storage.
A MULTI TOOL FOR PET OWNERS :) Tools specifically designed for pets. Perfect for on the go!
Warsh "Backwards R"
Touch Smart Tools
Clips porte couvercle
Pinky Secure
Cordless Hair Blow Dryer
Outlet Power Strip
An easier way to crack open coconuts.
Shelfie
Design a dishwasher door with a cavity to hold a large amount of detergent &amp; have the dishwasher dispense what it needs for each cycle.
A training program for nubs that is proven to improve game play, and a built-in ranking system that encourages better game play.
Instantly Curl, Straighten or Color Your Hair. Could produce a new hairstyle on-the-fly.
Kitchen Dryer
People love crunchy sandwiches and add chips inside. Welcome to the bread size chip. Also Veggie Chips for health concerns.
tabletop
Thermal Ziplock Bags
Lidz
The Spelling Pen and Pencil attachment- A device that has a built in dictionary
Over-Door Hook (adjustable for width)
New characters for EAH
Expand a binder
A multy use chair: chaz long, chair for inflatable liner pools and stair for pool
Fun shapes fruit/veggie cutter
Fluttercell
Turn It Up - Use a smartphone to listen to a TV or presentation. No more arguments over the volume. Everyone is in control.
Innovative lit running jacket powered by body heat/movements of the runner. Keeps you safe, comfy, and stylish while NEVER using batteries.
CHILD PROOF CABINET'S SAFETY LOCKS: Easy to install (less than 5 Seconds!)and operate safety locks for cabinets and drawers.
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THE POPROPELERD FRISBEE
App Enabled Beach Umbrella that auto adjusts according to changing position of sun and wind therefore protecting you from sun overexposure
Solar powered LED Lamp with detachable water purifier!!
upgrade the spotter
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 7): Removable hooks for Christmas lights or outdoor decorations. No more nails/staples. 3m hooks for outdoor use.
Keyless Entry Bike Lock/notify
Picnic for a week
A cabinet built into the ceiling that with the push of a button descends down revealing your spice rack.
Heated Cordless Pillows
Follow me TV
Removable Design Phone Case
Here is the solution for your problem, no more waste of time, or calling securitynow you can find your car only with the touch of a button.
Take what you see with a hose for your garden (with multiple spray settings) and bring in into the kitchen as a detachable dishwashing tool.
Twins bracelet or necklace that play sounds, flash or vibrate when the other is a certain distance away (great for keeping kids near you)
The Juggerknot
Auto, Home or Business window controllable tint. It can be set manually or automatic depending on the sun brightness. Fit any size glass.
Safe air fan(twin tower scroll fan) for our kids - sufficient air flow and high efficiency fan
"puppori" pouch for pet collar
What's in your kitchen that hasn't been changed for 100+ years? Finally a solution that brings it up to date with the rest of your kitchen.
Make it easier to to find your favorite tee in a drawer. Instead of stacking your mass amour of stuff and digging make it so you can see all
Trundle Chair â€“ Turn a chair into a bench using a stowaway extra seat (94756)
Flexible Laptopad
Open source Electric Vehicle kit, promoting local micro manufacturing using an inexpensive process. The People's Car of the 21st Century.
App-Mobile Advertising Vehicle
A simple stand to hold up your backpack with all the zippers open. You carry your whole life around in a backpack. Until it spills out.
Protect your Smartphone. Best place for the smartphone is,Lay It Down or L.I.D,a soft nonabrasive and washer machine safe cushion
Chofess
Charcoal Grill Companion
Gnat away cap
A Phone App-Enabled Fire Extinguisher that could help save lives,property and valuable belongings from burning in flames.
Hollow Cake Making Individual Molds. Fill cupcake pan 1/2 full w/ batter, then place hollow molds on top. End Result: Hollow Mini Cakes.
"Space Bag for Memory foam Mattresses, make moving easy"
(W)right type of hooks- Frank Lloyd would approve of the look of this hook system. This offers functionality and beauty.
Previous UC: Cooling Bandage: Alleviate the sting and pain for minor burns and abrasions with a cooling bandage! Re-Submittal.
Indoor Twin Infant Dual Bouncer Mover on wheels that is compact enough to go through interior door ways and throughout the house.
Outdoor decorative light system that allows you to change the bulb color by turning a dial, creating year round holiday decor!
Babyd
Home or Office Recycling Bin
Cardio Coordinator
Gadget Leech
Tired of detergent bottles or fabric softener hanging out on top of the washer or drier.Well then hang them up.
We find it very difficult to prepare the bottle in middle of the night without turning the light, disturbing/waking up everybody.
Iâ€™ve created a menâ€™s swimsuit with an athletic shorts liner as opposed to the traditional mesh liner that drives men insane!
Squirrel/Rabbit net repellent protector for potted and landscape flower bulbs.
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Smartlights
Magic Shovel
Dog poop storage bag and plastic bag dispenser all-in-one. Attaches to your dogs leash. You no longer need to carry your dogs poop!
The double nozzle spray gun
3oz Travel Liquor Bottle
Easy door closer
A chew-proof cage liner for small animals.
A clothes hanger with a pulley system: so you can Easily Reach Clothes on High Closet Bars. Or a universal hook w/pulley (see Visual 2).
Autopilot for Trains
Lucky Stripes
Articulated, Component Desk Organizer
USB Rechargeable Batteries:9 Volts,D,C,AA,AAA all individually USB rechargeable.App alerts when low and done charging.
SPARKLE-HALO LIGHT Small device creates Sparkle &amp; Halo around, for U &amp; Ur friends 2 promise something while hugging! Make a FUN
NICE MEMORY!
A cool water resistant silcone bag or case for mobile phones, iPods and mp3 players. So your expensive devices never get wet or sandy.
Port-a-Scoop: A Discrete, Sanitary, and Stylish alternative to picking up after your dog without using your hands!
Plunger with replacable disposable plastic liner
Weed Block De-Fence Shield
For Treat or a Stand Alone - Molds that have a message(ie. LOVE, Forever, etc) Chocolates for your Sweet 299 votes 323 views!
This is an I-phone case which has four USBs and a Micro SD card reader.
Expanding Childs Desk
Sushi Zen: A deliciously themed storage set to organize your office supplies!
Rules to Succeed
Garden Buddies
Jigsaw Puzzles that, when completed, a circuit forms and they light up and twinkle! People love puzzles, Lets give them power! RESUB
IPhones have skins, how about skins for the Raspberry Pi and the Intel NUC, Next Unit of Computing PC
We CAN make a new awesome CAR CLOTHES HANGER. If you want, this car clothes hanger would be a nice docking station! Please check it out.
A starry flashlight/night light Iphone case
MovieGenius
S'Not Coffee
The "Tug Plug" Pacifier Clip
The Throne
Ever try to scoop ice cream when it`s very hard, it`s a wrist breaker especially if you work in a Ice cream parlor.
Create a quick-disconnect or a cam-lock connection to attach a shower head in the bathroom. .
2 layered beach blanket. Top layer velrcos in 4 sections. 4 stakes in corners. Build in pillow for comfort.
Mystery Toothpaste - Parents will buy kids anything that might be beneficial and/or healthy. Kids always want something new and mysterious
CLOG NOT! A weight/mass sensing device that will alert you if your toilet is going to overflow-before the damage is done!
Multi-purpose chop &amp; serve
App enabled oxygen baby pacifier. No more nose tubes!
an adjectable clothes hanger one size fits all
an app that detect your sleep status (or it connect to a watch , can sense you Body information) ,then the app control the air condition.
Cars, by law, must allow 3 feet passing distance to bicycles. A device mounted to a bike provides 3 foot buffer & greatly reduces injuries!
Plumo-Flex
Sewer Grate Savers
Milk Crate 2.0 with bicycle specific enhancements.
Hot Wheels-Demo Derby-Football
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I have an idea of a shirt with buttons that you never have to button. Buttons on the outside and velcro in the inside.
A Quick Fix
Dig this a bracelet that you can download music onto.Connects by Bluetooth,shows the time connects to your smartphone comes in groovy colors
Use any lamp as a socket to plug your electronic devices.
remote multi-sport scoreboard
Timeless Safe
How about a decorative hook that allows u to hook many frames,no need to dig holes for each one!Plus u can rotate n slide them as you wish!
Missing Lids Pen Holders - reusable permanent pen lids that attach to different surfaces to stop lidless pens drying up quickly!
For movie lovers.A lift top coffee table/combo DVD storage chest.
Quirky The Game - Resub
BEACH TOWEL WITH FLEXIBLE SOLAR PANELS- ULTRA LIGHT, ULTRA THIN, ULTRA PORTABLE! DO NOT REMAIN NEVER AGAIN
WITHOUT ELECTRICITY ON THE BEACH!
Reflecting safety glow in a dark stickers on clothe or on your body
A backpack designed the way it should have always been.
Cord Pedal is a flexible item that adheres to the surface of an appliance, securing loose cord ends for neat and easy storage.
Motion Sensing Faucet and Soap Dispenser, ALL-IN-ONE Using GE app enabled motion sensor technology and timing
Robo-Range
lets save lives. my idea is a solar powered smoke alarm. current smoke alarms are ac with dc backup.with out electric your not protected .
Revolutionary note-taking. A simple tablet that brings to life our favorite digital functions while retaining the best of paper-and-pen.
The Ultimate backpack for your iPhone. A backpack with Speakers and Charger, built in the bag on top of the bag a iphone docking station.
Package Safe, storage box for small &amp; medium packages delivered to home by FedEX etc. Molded plastic with key lock securing to door jam.
Mailpod: easy, modern and efficient way to sort, organize and retrieve mails, and to take action on them.
Toilet Paper Ad Space
mouse pad friction bumper - - place this square border around your mousepad and as u move over it indicates that your going off the pad.
Mighty Mini power punch A/C
A wifi to RF converter. The iOS device connects to the device over wifi, and the device commands the TV or cable box.
Fresh Bar
Cutter9
iMac Storage Unit. Desktop tidy with compartment for pens/pencils etc, extra USB ports,hard drive shelf included and cable tidy.
paper spoon
MetOnTheLevelPartedOntheSquare
The Latin LunchBox : The Burrito Box Microwave Container, Heats Tortillas Just Right and Food is Hot Too
My idea is to create a kind of inverted visor-like wear to protect women in the hair saloon from the heat in their face under the dryer.
Car Personalities
Better Bungee Cord with Hooks that Fit Together like Puzzle Pieces
NailedIT Toenail Clippers
A device package for suntanlotion that dispenses from a pad with the remaining product in the refillable handle
Smart storm shield for windows
US
A device that carries/attaches to your tablet/smartphones that follows the user where ever (watching a movie, cooking, working out, etc)
CHEERS! Hard Cider Maker
iMetal Detector
I pad and I pod need easier access the internet.having to use wi fi is not always an option.
Bowls and glasses with measurements on them for portion control. Sturdy, dishwasher safe, and appropriate for casual dining.
Closet shoe storage is always risky. Wire racks let debris fall onto the shoes below. Solid shelves let water go just about anywhere.
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Change the form of traditional cable to the appropriate cable
An A CO2 charged inflatable cover to protect your motorcycle or automobile from damage during hail storms.
PottyPraise
Ez Hang It, hold and mark tool
Table jardin et ping-pong
No-Spill: Prevent Your Cup, Soda Can, Or Water Bottle From Spilling! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A beach chair/beachmat. This is a folding chair that can be folded down to lay on as a towel. It has 2 cup holders and 3 positions.
Snow shovel that completely eliminates back, shoulder, and arm pain by using the downward force of your leg. Watch video to see prototype.
self clean reflector
E.Z.ER POLE HOLDER,a simple way to set your fishing poles without the hassles of anchoring. No assembling, no hammering.
Design sleek Pop-out wall hooks
GARDEN TILLER / SNOW BLOWER
Retractable Power Strip Cord
A special clothes hanger: allow clothes to be softly streched after washing so that there will be no need to use drying machines or ironing
My 'Knife sharpening glove' invention will make life easier, not only will this product help save you money but it is fun and safe to use.
Lunchbox with electric / USB powered warming containers and folding tray. All you need for lunch in one box.
LAPTOP ON TOP OF YOUR treadmill A PLASTIC SLEEVE OR HOLDER THAT WOULD SNAP ON TO ANY TREADMILL,AJUSTABLE, CALL IT
SURF FIT,TREADMILL BUDDY.
COVER
Advertisement Transmitter
The Crevice Kiss
SWIVEL PULLOUT HANGAR! A hanger that holds multiple clothes such as pants without pulling the whole hanger out. CONVENIENCE!
Air assisted clothes drying rack. Combine the economic and cost benefits of a clothes drying rack with a boost from our friend electricity.
Wirebuds! Bend them any way you want and it keeps its shape so they don't get tangled in your pocket!
Hate picking out a new SUV or Car? Reverse these select options and value first APP.
Firefighter coats embedded with RAID codes and led lights for id purposes.
Ice-Capsule 3: Drink Your Soda With Ice! No More Using Separate Cups! Drink Directly From The Bottle! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Not for Seniors Only! Do you need glasses to read labels on grooming products and forget when they have run out? Try these(use with Hitch!)
Maul-A-Mole! Based on a traditional game, now the owner can challenge their pet to a game of reflex!
Toe Bumper
PIC CAM
A hands free shoehorn, never bend, put them shoes on...take them off with ease. Save the heel caps from bending.
Faucet-mounted slow drip water bowl provides constant supply of fresh water for cats. Attaches to vertical or horizontal faucets.
Device that alerts you when someone touches your stuff! Stop the Madness!
Stand Up Tape Measure
Have you ever used a back scratcher only to find that it just wasn't satisfying or the scratching area wasn't large enough?
Airplane Child Travel Cot
Home Hydro
Tired of getting pulled over just for having tints just to block UV rays. Put a stop to that with Transitional tint. Drive comfortably again
My product is the FlaskDrive. It's a traditional drinking flask combined with a portable hard drive
Cook Case
TravelWires
Bumper/5th Wheel Adapter
A cardstock "fan skin" that slips over a ceiling fan blade as a decoration, providing an easy way to decorate for any special event
Bedside Assistant
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Soil testers for your home plants. They alert you when your plants have become too dry and need watering or nutrients.
Flip Flops - the common beach wear. But here's the twist... they are called 'FeetFLOPS' because they have feet prints on their bottoms.
A two in one cloths hamper and basket with wheels and telescopic handle.
Sole Charger
Stay-put Fidgets are a band-aid type sticky back with a textured front. This is targeted to individuals who suffer from a lack of focus
Cover for outdoor trash cans. Made in several colors to blend with the environment. For use when the can is stored on non-pickup days.
A removable and adjustable face cradle for a standard bed. It slips in between the mattresses, and turns your bed into a massage table
Jack Buds
Barbie goes to jail
Expand the Comfort of a gel insole for the bottom of your foot to share the bliss for the entire foot climate control the experience as well
Acronym app
Spill-resistant wine glasses
radio tevo
Are you tired of flying insects entering your home every time you open the door?
HUNDREDS OF BOATERS AND FISHERMEN ARE KILLED BY DROWNING AFTER FINDING THEMSELVES INTHE WATER WITHOUT A
P.F.D. I HAVE SOLVED THAT PROBLEM.
JJ Pastebrush
Chair with removable folding stool &amp; removable folding TV tray. For extra extra seating and to store TV dinner tables. Resub 217 votes
To peel pineapples with minimal waste. Less waste = More value for your dollar!
It's time to replace that big old plastic remote control with a new sleek, modern, efficient interactive controller.
Retractable (Roll_Up) Erasable Whiteboard for Kids.
Iphone 5 Case w/30 pin adapter &amp; battery
EarTrans - earpiece translator
My idea is a all season cooler on wheels,
An Automatic Sunshade. Automotive sunshades have to be manually put up and taken down, and only cover the windshield, this one is different.
Exercise mat for Senior Citizens (app-controlled). It tracks/monitors their daily chair exercise activities.
This idea is called Faux Celebrity Caller ID. You choose a catagory-phone rings as the funfaker-then comes clean and displays real #.
An USB-powered temperature and umidity logger, built in a "pendrive style" case; It's software will be written in JAVA (for PC) and C.
â€œEaseltubeâ€ - tube for drawing, which is transform into an easel.
The idea is a web site that is a cross between freelancer and ebay People bid to work for stuff posted by the people wanting the work done
Stick it!
Re-uz-It Spray Can
Hide a key license plate or license plate frame with combination built in. Rubber cover to help protect combo from weather.Car&amp;house keys.
A baby crawl board - like a skate board with a belly saddle, bumpers & safety wheels that allow for safe early crawling.
CAPS pencil holder
A cap or safety cover for the top of an inhaler so it stops going off in your purse or pocket.
This is called the cube wall, it is made to float and can also be a dock interconnected with others. This is also a wall filled with water.
Fridge Magnet Pucks - With Clear Friction Pockets. Slide in Thick or Thin Notes, Photos, Lists - No falling, No obstructing! l
blade runner razor
Being a Die-hard BBQ-er I have always wondered why there wasn't something available to prepare more shish kebabs on a BBQ at the same time
Disposable Grease-catcher for George Foreman-type grills. Replaces the light-weight, plastic ones that come with the appliances.
"CarCan" or "CarryCan":briefcase-sized lightweight secure on carseat "john" with privacy cloak, supply pouches for inside car use or travel.
Measurable Painting Tape
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Let's Make a Stand...for MelonStik...New cool Quirky product needs an accessory to Stand The Stiks in the freezer. Rendering gets influence.
A Collar and Leash in one, a retractable leash lanyard that attaches to a dog's collar! The Colleash, allowing pets to carry their own leash
Keeps a steady hand while painting nails with a platform that holds the hand that is doing the painting
TRAK BIKE
sun screen shampoo
A Suitcase that can be separated into a two ways hand bags.
Calling All SNOWBOARDERS!!! Introducing the SNOWBOARD STRAP!!! Millions of snowboarders here on planet earth that would love this.
Venti Fan
Imagine a spice rack that knows all your favorite recipes and individually dispenses just how much of each spice is required for the recipe.
Induction Tool Bag
Step Assist
"LIFEWRAP" Bodywear
An Automated Ergonomic Risk As
The garbage can limo
Taxi, Bus,Truck, all driver no need holding iPad, iPhone while waiting in the car just slide in or pop in steering wheel Frisbee holder.
An efficient and sturdy DOG BOWL BRUSH that doesnâ€™t look like a baby-bottle brush
A short cut that reverts Upper cases into lower cases There is 1option: highlight the piece -Select Format -Change case -Sentence case -ok
Clamp Thing, with articulating hook and eye. It slides, fastens, under places like siding, window frames, kitchen cupboard doors, ladder,
GLOVVER - No more cold hands !
Gutter Electric.
Turn your Iphone or Ipad into Electrotherapy device and an effective pain management tool for less active modern lifestyle. Very inexpensive
App-enabled WINK* Hearing Aid: with built-in locator light, low-battery alert and location tracking.
Here is a handy, stylus, golf pencil, letter opener, cutter, keychain, clip, lens adapter, 2 stands and 2 camera mounts on your iphone.
Key Case - Leave your bulky keys at Home! Bring your Spare key with you when you go out at night.
My idea is to make a diaper for boys in the shape of a boxer. Just a few inches longer, nothing else will change. For bed time only.
A high frequency device that kills ticks and fleas
A reusable eco-solution for carrying your beverages. A coffee carrier tote to help NYC's assistants and interns get their bosses coffee.
A Racing Bib with a unique bar code or electronic strip programmed with the runner's credit or debit card.
Totem + Bandits + Tether Lasso = Universal Totem
Mirror Mirror on the ... Phone
Wireless HDMI for apple devices. Watch all your favorite videos on a large screen without using cables.
Beer Fun-nel
A holder/cover for a stylus pen built into the cover and stylus pen for touch phones that do not come with the stylus pen like the iphone
Try the all new and revolutionary 3-in-1 Guitar pick. The first 3-pointed, multi-thickness Pick that offers Thin, Medium &amp; Thick guages.
Pool Pods, Portable Poolside Lock Box. Clips and locks to fence and holds keys, phone &amp; sunglasses
The ONLY Emergency Light
Cool cup
Does your child take the dinner plate and flip it over? Those rubber bottom plates does NOT stick to the table. But this one will!
Tired of dead space in your kitchen and your bedroom closet, now thereâ€™s a solution, pull-out dropdown drawer. Resubmit 65% vote to view
Airlevator - ceiling mounted hanging drying rack that can be easily lowered for loading and lifted back up afterwards
Door clipper to stop the door from smashing your kids little fingers when closing or playing with the door.Parents will find it very useful.
Wheel Cart Gravity Racer with Lock and Detachable parts. Made with New and Recyclable parts. You design your Cart Racer Compete with family
Here's OUR big chance to help a lot of people who are either temporarily or permanently in a wheelchair!
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A rechargeable cleaning device for smooth cooktops.
Meat Mania!
My idea is a iphone or ipod extender that extends the item up and out from any charging dock with its case on.
Impact Strips: Shock absorbing thin rubber strips used to adhesively line corners, edges, and other fragile points of electronic equipment.
Lent-Vac
No more needing a third hand when bleeding your OIL BURNER with this Wingnut Rachet/bleeder tool!
POPI: le signal WC
Ergonomic and cool fork style masher, make mashed potatoes and guacamole with ease. No piling up on the other side of the masher.
A household extension cord that extends/retracts and locks in place to fit any length needed.
Safe Nail Clipper
Picture/poster frame that mounts on the ceiling
Hook A Spoon.. The spoon holder for when your cooking
Bed side table which also spins or locks into a platform/table that sits perfectly above you to use your laptop or eat breakfast in bed.
WALL MOUNTED CABLE ORGANIZER (for unused cables) How do you keep your unused cables? USB, network, A/V, AC cables and AC adaptors etc.
A mini (12") BMX bike made with parts tough enough to withstand jumps and tricks from kids up to teens. Fun, durable, and small
Yoga/Pilates Sock Grips
Bike and Garage hook, using a reel action, pull it down, hook item, it reels back up automatically
Prevent staph infection with HEMP covers for gyms doctor offices and any where else. Study proves hemp can stop staph
A gate that attaches to in-ground pool stairs to create a smaller, shallow "kiddy pool" area for small children.
Lazy Susan Brush Holder! Paint Brushes/Makeup Brushes/Tooth brushes... Brushes can hang upside down so makeup/paint wont run down the brush.
Apparatus to alleviate foot drop due to stroke/paralysis.
Touch My Feet Insoles
A battery operated mini-vacuum designed especially for sand!
BonnÃ©couteur
LADIES, NEED MORE LIGHT PUTTING ON YOUR MAKE UP, NO PLUG, NO BATTERIES, NO PROBLEM. A MAKEUP MIRROR WITH LED'S
POWERED BY SMALL SOLAR CELLS
Peanut alert
Filter arm
TREXPLER
Shower Knobs Suck... Let's make a shower knob that doesn't suck. Precise, repeatable, setpoints day after day, shower after shower!
App-Enabled BUTTLER
Mobile device clipboard
dirt saw
Silicone Vase w/ finger grip
Food bowl that can fold flat to turn into a lid for other bowls for food storage. Microwaveable (silicone)! Dish washer safe! Easy to store!
comb-shape hair iron
How many people like electric blankets? You don't always want the whole body to be warmed up. You just need your feet,upper or full body.
Lazy Pan... an overflow proof sauce pan!!! No more worries over cooking while watching children or multitasking, designed to not overflow
An outletcover/rounded adapter that allows cords to be freely wrapped around it while plugged in, keeping them off of the counter top/floor.
USB Port Extender for Under your Monitor
an extremely fine point stylus that works with apple touch screen products. (unique product casing)
An automatic pool leveler made from a fold out sand filled pad!
Lawn Debris Trash Can, HD idea
A nearly indestructible and customizable fire hose dog toy that has no seams to chew through and you can add or remove the squeaker.
A coaster for cups and glasses that fits around the base of the glass and up the side of it.Have the coaster stay on wherever you go!Vote!
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CANCOOL - Any Can Cooler
The Bodyguard Various styles of fashion bracelets to accommodate a universal pepper spray cartridge. Perfect blend of fashion/self-defense!
Honey I Made You a Spice Rack!
Bluetooth car lock adapter
Now you can have an attractive holder in your washrooms for both your toilet brush and cleaner together that your young ones can't open. Wow
A hanger designed to hold hoodies (hooded sweatshirts) securely even if the sweatshirt is not zippered. Can also hang up baseball caps
Parent Lock (car baby safety)
Shranimal
1080 - Universal, Multi-Use Hook, Tons of configurations, tons of uses, hang, carry, organize, children's toy, fun to play with. Take a look
GLOW IN THE DARK PANEL to create Instant Paintings with the touch of a Light. Kids Will Love to Decorate their Own Room.
Multi Out-let
Pony Pins is a better more efficient ponytail holder that is tighter and won't damage hair when released.
Modern Bedside Lamp with USB ports.
Hearing Aid Last Line Repeater
A "Wall of Hooks" that is stuck at the back of the closet, or on the sides, or on any wall. Hang neatly, toss on, it'll stay off the ground!
Benches that fold into itself to create cover protection from rain, bird poop, dirt or whatever. Always have a clean place to sit.
The Leash Alert. A simple "luggage handle wrap like device" that fits on any leash to alert people to not pet or distract your dog.
A giant "chapstick" style jar for condiments like as Mayonnaise, Jelly, peanut butter, anything you get your hands dirty putting a knife in.
Inspire Print Laptop
Magnetic Curtain
Beach Bowling. Sand fillable bowling pins.
Blackout Tape Dispenser for Office
Cornpot
The Perfect Sunny Side up Eggs pan. Make the sunny side up eggs with ease and don't risk popping the yoke. Cooks the eggs more thoroughly
Bath to shower
Iphone case with built-in small printer. Print coupons, text msgs, directions, addresses, maps, business cards, etc
Congestion in infants is not easily resolved. Babys breaths, houses menthol or eucalyptus in the baby bottle nipple ring.
Green, low energy bathroom fan
Shower back scrubber for people with arthritis. Soap dispenser when press against pad.
Cell phone case for lynards
Access Safety Monitor: motion sensor placed on a blind corner or behind a door to alert people of a door opening or possible collision.
Grocery sack garbage can
Plane-x
Beach blanket that converts into tote w/ pockets, stakes & pillows. Pockets on outside of folded bag. "Destress" the relaxing day at beach.
Receive text messages and alerts on your television. Get alerts and texts while using your DVD, Blue-ray, X-Box, or any cable channel.
"iPhone Edge" - 2-piece rubber iPhone/iPod case that has a snug fit onto the top and bottom of the device
The Sausage Saver, a hard plastic lid with a series of plastic rings to make cutting and storing pan sausage easier, and have less clean up.
Scented Children Toothbrushes
$1000 to someone who has a more efficient method of collecting debris! A dustpan that attaches to a trash can with NO bending required!
Let's make a kite that lights up at night and plays music!Fly your kite with bright lights and the sound of music!
Let's make BBQ session easier and quicker than usual. Multiple your skewer and cook those kebab at the same time.
Sneaker Freezer
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Now Hooks come in all size n shape-none meets our needs totally. We have to compromise to get by. The solution: Ultimate Flex hooks
Where is the Lint Roller? In it's beautiful container.
Splash of color! Colored H2O for water toys (ie water guns and quirkys new water vest!) Great alternative to paint guns!
An umbrella with locking, pivoting, adjustable shelves, hooks, and enclosed compartments.
EchoGlo
Beer Stacker Auto Fridge
Smart Laptop Case Workstation
Lets bring the Diamond loupe into the modern age! Easy to use portable device that quickly determines diamond features with simple picture
STITCH-IT (The Up to 5 Sheets of Paper, Electronic Eye Activated, Stapleless Stapler)
The Tri-Hook expandable hook
Are you tired of your trashy trashcans. Well here is the trashcan of the future.Trashcan and lid all one unit. Looks cool also.
A clip on attachment that turns your iPhone camera flash into a high quality precision flashlight!
A life jacket/belt for disabled children/adults or seniors to float in a completely upright position.
Knock-Down Dining Table
"Ugly Pole" Key Holder is so ugly you'll never lose it. That is the idea.
A salt shaker that only allows 1/2 gram of salt to escape each time you turn it over for portion understanding and control!
This hanging modular closet organizer will let you create space for folded clothes, shoes, or hanging clothes and will fit any size closet!
Recycles Reuse
Bendscraper
Cuckoo Catie Koo
Roll Up and Wrap Wrap
Grass Blocker
A mini pvc scuba tank with a mouthpiece that is filled with air using a bike pump for underwater breathing in a pool.
resubmit) A water proof electric shampoo/conditioner massage/scrub unit that dispenses shampoo and conditioner at a press of button
paint pad with a supply of paint, so you don't have to stop to refill your paint pad bottle attaches to pad with flow control
Stay hydrated Water Bottle
A roll for the flexi tube of central vacuum cleaner. These flexi tubes are very long because they are pluged to the wall.
Relaxation/sleep device
Hole-in-da-Ground Place Holder
The Dirty Pillow
Ultimate iPhone and iPad work/docking station with integrated speakers and additional USB charging ports for additional electronic deviced..
Picture Hangar That's On The Level.
Smart Lunch Box: Is your toddler bringing back all the food without eating the packed lunch? Won't tell you what's happening?
Wine racks take up too much counter top and floor space if you live in a cozy apartment or house. 256 VOTES SO FAR! (Read more for solution)
Create an app or a mechanical solution for cell phones so people are able to use a mirror in their cell phones at any time they choose.
Make your own custom flag kit including two pieces of 11" X 17" inkjet printer fabric transfer paper and base colored poly/cotton flag.
A carrier/kennel type apparatus that you can coax your kitty into, and it will give your cat a quick bath without all the drama.
Bed-shaking alarm clock
a coil spring with electric magnets in it to make it a intensely and fully adjustable spring could be used in so many applicattions
App enabled Media Player / DVD player for your car. Your Phone is a third screen to watch movie and control all player functions.
Pot Hole Avoidance System
Block out light and listen to music with the BestNight Eye Mask. It's a comfortable sleep mask with headphone ear muffs
A brewer (coffee, hot choc, tea) that stores user profiles. Programmed via a mobile app and saves brew strength and temp for beverages.
Many people feel that a shared tube of toothpaste is unsanitary, as bristles touch tube opening and cause germs to be shared. Problem solved
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To soothe a baby/toddler in the stroller without having to push or move it!
Social Media App Group-Pick
tubular vacuum dustpan
A flexible gooseneck like cable with set or interchangeable ends to plug into computers or flat panels. USB, FW, LED or cams on the ends.
Desktop setup for my android smartphone, with full keyboard (microsoft), (logitech) mouse and monitor Plug in my phone and have a desktop wo
Electric. Stainless steel sponge sanitizer uses steam to kill bacteria. Reduces paper towel waste. Sanitizes in minutes! Streamlined look.
I have an idea for a window vent to allow fresh air into an automobile.
Safety pins have a weak spot (see pic), where they bend and come undone, exposing the sharp point. Why not use a metal sheath to prevent it?
A Pet Buddy for lonely and bored pets while owners are away at work. Science shows our pet friends suffer mental and physical health like us
I've created a Flat Screen Television Wall Mount Protector for Exterior use with clear front panel. Vents for sound and heat.
BYO Automobile U-Turn Signal.
kugl - lighting with balls
EarPod attachment ; These tiny attachments use the ear-hanger to help you keep the Earpods in place even when they are being pulled.[2resub]
AutoFrame
Cat's Favorite Mouse Toy
Dog and Cat Trainer: pads that sense urine wetting and startle your pet. They can be attached to objects in the home to stop marking.
Kids IPad chair
Modular wall plugin
Sleep Apnea Mask does not form to face causing air leakage and is uncomfortable to wear, making it harder to fall asleep and remain asleep.
Kids for some reason love Laundry baskets.
Salt Watcher
Reinforced punches
iTube. Collapse/extend/ power-free. An easy, cool way to less 'tinny'sounds on your iPhone (incl.VIDEO ) (Images by Peter Frazier)
Sanitary slip cover for TV remotes in hotel rooms. A thin latex slip cover(like a condom for the remote) to insure germ free use of remote.
Jelly (jam) Spreader
My ideal is to bring the flashlight into the 21st century, with an app and the power of the mobile internet.
A new radio that always gives a perfect reception.
A way for dogs, which are under attack by other dogs, to escape
The Neck assist L.L.C.
Filter Genuis
App enabled bike lock which also warns you when your bike is being tampered with.
Knife block for your kitchen cutlery that is significantly easier to clean and sanitize (throw it in the dishwasher!)
One iPhone Accessory to measure dimension
.
a silicone 2 egg stand for boiling eggs.the dual stand will be covered in silicone and be able to be emerged & hooked on the edge of the pot
the mobile cup-companion! a cupholder that latches on to anywhere in your car and allows you to have your drink where YOU want it.
The original facebook was exclusively an ivy league social network that was fun and exclusive. I want to recreate that with a twist.
I would love to put a new twist on something we've thought. A quirky new way of enjoying soda pop, you can have your pop and drink two.
Bathtub book holder
Just Juice
Fashionable, elastic cuff-links look great and work with normal shirts. Put yourself in control of how high or low your sleeves are worn
Jelly Roller
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Thermas that has both hot and cold compartments bottom unscrews so you can have a small snack or lunch top spout swivels from hot to cold
A simple brick power cable management system for the rest of us with laptops... That also works for your IDevices - Resubmit
Vapor Press
An office chair that generates electricity when you scoot, swivel, and lean back and forth. Keep an iPhone charged with your wasted energy.
Central Steaming
A flat cast-iron pizza stone so users can achieve results similar to those of a high-heat hearth oven.
Introducing SCROLL CLOCK. This new type of stylish clock uses two scrolling belts; one belt is for hours and the other is for minutes.
SMART SLOW COOKER THAT STIRS
Milk Minder
Fan cooler
YOU CONTROL THE MOVIE ENDING install remotes into the seats at movie theaters. give the viewsers the option of what movie ending they want.
A device that sends alarming medical information (blood pressure etc.) directly to your physician or hospitals in case of emergency.
Flower Pot Hangers for Chain Link Fence - dress up your yard.
"lift-o-seat" is a ring that goes around the base of a toilet to lift the seat, similar to some trashcan lids open when you step on a pedal.
An LED with a proximity sensor that will let you know if you have forgotten your wallet or purse.
Undetectable bluetooth headset/earpiece for mobile phones. This device can be worn conveniently and easily without the geek factor.
Black Square
A scaling measuring cup. Take all that pesky math stuff out of scaling recipes down to size. Set the ratio, measure as normal, get it right.
LugBug
BIRD LOVERS! Tension Rod Bird Perch for any window in your home. No more cluttering their cage with toys! Now a safe view from the window
Alpha Shades
Invisible Stealth Loopits/Bandits
Handwriting correcting glove
BookJack
Mighty Monkeys pool cleanteam
Toilet Seat Warning System
The pet door that safely and enjoyably brushes and removes loose hairs before they end up in your carpet and or/couch
Loopy! .....The Silicone-Loop-At-Each-End Holder. Simple construction. More versatile than Bandits!
Reflexology Insoles
The Dyson for kitchen appliances. A vacuum powered food storage appliance keeps boxes of cereal, bags of chips, bread etc. from going stale.
Dog poop flag
Mist during the heat and warmth lamp at night. A app powered umbrella that makes summer entertaining a joy!
RESUB An iPhone case with Velcro on it. Make your iPhone wearable/hangable/accessorizable!
Baby/kid and pet proof those areas that aren't suitable for a gate or a play yard with FLEXIBLE (silicone) FENCING.
Beach iPad Cushion - cover, guard and a sunshade for your iPad or books while sunbathing. Enjoy your reading. Suggestions welcome!
Fruit Holder and Stand- Take a bite! A clean way to eat fruit! No more sticky fingers! Keeps fruit clean if eating with dirty fingers too!
Are you tired of losing shoes into the abyss of your closet? Are you tired of bending over and rooting around to find the shoe mate? Socks?
IPad Mini Sleeve/Stand made from aluminium with soft fabric inside. Looks stylish and is very practical and functional.
A plastic baseball bat set where the ball pops out of the top of the bat about 3ft. up allowing the child to take a backswing and hit it.
Pivot Garden Sprinkler
The first Quirky fan item - the modular key ring! Only carry the keys with you, you need for the day.
Flightplan
Modern Day
Dual purpose ballpoint pen plus a type of 'oral mist' breath freshener combined in one stylish executive type ink pen.
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Lets reinvent the Brita countertop water bin-Every time it runs low you cant get the last 10 or so % of the water out and have to refill it
Fresh Floret
Automatic Electric Blanket
Smartphone Charging-Timer
Amazing Wall Pottty Painter
Get that extra edge against the competition and dirty floors! No more slipping and sliding! Compete at your best! Shoe grip/traction!
And A Tablet That Makes Scents
Frost free wipers
A clear plexiglass dog house solarium to block the wind or rain and allow in the sun. A simple bubble design in three or four sizes
Picnic Mat + Bag= PicnicMatBag....Bring all your picnic supplies and food in this one bag that opens up into a picnic mat! Resub
Magnetic Flower/Boutonniere holder. No more holes in that nice material. Badges have them why not those flowers that's impossible to pin.
Shazam! Never seen before method in peeling hard boiled egg.. save all that trouble. Received Feedback but Eggstracker is 39.99! See Video
Switch: KEY EDITION - Get the utility of the Switch Tool with the everyday convenience of your keychain
The stirring cup
Profile is an alternative for the traditional nail clipper and a conventional emery board. Personal groming made easier, safer and fabulous
Introducing Duo-Latch, a double adjustable tying wrap type solution.
Free up the outlets! Quirky designed motion sensor wall hook that is a night light for bedrooms, bathrooms,sheds, garages, dark closets!
Garbage bag gloves
Pen mouse concept. A new, more productive and healthy way to use the mouse
Clothes Washer &amp; Dryer Combo
Desk Pal
Know When A Fish Hits 24-7, Sit Down-Eat a Sandwich-No Stiff Neck or Sore Eyes ? (Click This Picture)
Oral Health Sensor
Introducing the PATTY LOCK. This bicycle lock is a plastic coated retractable cable that locks onto the frame. Comes in diff. lengths.
Wireless Over The Air Digital TV to Coaxial Indoor Digital Antenna.
Recollection! Original social knowledge board game, now complete since last submission. 85% vote ratio last time. Needs publisher. See pics
Flightplan
Easier dog poop pick up! A better pooper scooper.
MAC BOOK PAD or CASE with BALL CASTER WHEELS! Glides easily and smoothly in any direction!
Auto Blance Bicycle
iWALL CLOCK. A new Clock Everytime by Clapping Your Hands.App enabled (Wink)
Survival laces
Outdoor tablecloths blowing away? Not a tablecloth with elastic like a fitted sheet! it grips under edge. Option for gathered skirt too
Hand Crank Rechargeable Batteries:Now you can charge the batteries yourself manually without using electricity.
A battery powered light bulb! Why? Need a light. Got a great lamp. No electrical. Now what? This bulb will light up ANY lamp safely!
toaster templates, Somebody takes your lunch, monogram your tasty treat in the name of justice and you can enjoy a bully free treat.
colored or customized designed frames or seal wrap for flat screen TVs/Comp. Using the same technique for cell phones and lap tops.
Tired of frozen fruit and produce! Adjustable plastic raised refrigerator bin liner. Resub 162 views and 140 votes 1st run 87%.
Hang more clothes in your closet! Hang more clothes with small extendable clothing racks! It extends out to fit any closet!
TADPOLE... a STACKABLE BABY BOTTLE!! Easy to store, clean and stack high to dry like TOTEM!
Finger Brush
VOLUME LEVELER
Variable Air Registers
You don't have to throw your shower soap pieces away anymore. Now you can use every little piece and save money. Use the sponge bag.
There's never a stylus around when you need one, have one at your fingertip all day long and at the end of the day just toss it away
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Home Cloud
Nursing Bumper
Cylindrical, large external storage drive that can plug into computers and Space Bar and that can easily be transported.
MAGNETRICS
Cell phone holder and cup holder Combo. Holds your cell phone but you wont lose your cup holder space!
Create a cell phone with a mirror either by a mechanical device or an app.
An exercise bike you'll want on show in your home Designed with the home space in mind and without any compromise to exercise functionality
The "Double Dutcher" is a jump rope for girls/teenagers who are the only child; only have brothers or in neighborhood with few children.
Two industrial strength suction cups connected by a chord that retracts into one cup base. Taught string for use in any sized shower.
Trunk Dividers let any car owner instantly create interactive box shapes that won't tip over when driving and lay flat when not in use.
Medication holder that holds water. Take your pills on the go. Collapsible for easy storage!
iPad Airplane Seat Cover/Mount sticks &amp; holds tablet on the multi-surface of backside of any type airplane (car,train) seat.
discrete earphone
A double-sided mirror that stands like a book and you can pull out and swivel to view either mirror, then stow back into place when done.
Laptop Clip on Note Pad
Remote Ringer
Introducing a breakthrough platform technology called iAPLi which removes failure from coloring hair and makes it easy, 14 other apps.guess
Protect your plants from the cold winds of fall &amp; winter.The warmth of the sun will prevent frost freeze damage.NATURES NATURAL SUNLIGHT !!
the PHONE SACK
App-en speakers.All speakers are playing the same music,but App can on/off different speakers and this creates different sound effects
:-O AIR CHAIR CLIP O-: = exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort + which costs nearly nothing !!!
A wireless digital keyboard.
For healthcare workers during airway procedures a wireless camera that sends video to smart device, for use during intubations.
WeWake is the new mobile alarm clock that lets you add up to four friends.
SENSOR-LADEN Writing Sleeve
Power Outlet extender
Go vertical w/ office supplies. Let's get clutter off our desks using unused space! Attach bins - cubbies - drawers to your desk lamp
PortaPactor
Prevent falls with this wearable light-up bracelet with built-in LED lights for the late night trips to the bathroom. *See Concept images.
STYROFOAM PEANUTS EVERYWHERE! Hate when package comes &amp; they end up all over My idea is to make them with a string connecting them
all
Most people use their hands to talk on their phones, so just make their hand the actual "handset"
discrete earphone
A Surge protector that turns off by a central remote(s).
Clipper
Dogs destroy chew toys so fast, their breath stinks and sometimes the chew toy makes their gums bleed. After a while toys and smell
A toothbrush with changeable brush heads and sanitizer/holder that kills harmful bacteria and protects it from other airborne bacterium.
Aqua Rings
What's worse than coming outside and finding your dog tangled up in their run cable or leash? Nothing, so here is the cure, the SwivelRun.
An anchor for the iPhone 5 that lets user wrap headphones around and completely remove for storage.
A durable date and time telling coin box that can lock with padlock for security for the owner and that can be opened any time.
One-Piece Outdoor Garbage Pail
Anti-tornado Ray Gun. Tired of those pesky tornadoes? Nip that nasty funnel cloud in the butt with the patented Gadgetron Tornado-X ray gun.
Magnetic Tackits - Use Tackit Magnetic Pins on your fridge or other metal surfaces
splitting oversized logs can be made safer and easier with an adapter for support of the oversized logs to be split.
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A mini greenhouse for those with limited space. Itâ€™s collapsible, reusable and adjustable so you can cover a few pots to a planter.
Keep your kids safe in the water. Personal floatation device harness.
GOOSENECK MUSHROOM UMBRELLA
Cone
Smartair
this a simple idea that painters will love a paint roller tray with a lid and a easy to carrie handle its called the PAINT ROLLER BUDDY!
Hair Caddy
Frame 4 ALL Broken Eyeglasses
Lounge chairs for tanning where the arms are adjustable to get the desired location and desired comfortable-ness.
KATA KATAâ€”â€”Headset Wire Winder
I am a former child slave from Haiti. My pruduct is an all-in-one bedding set with the illusion of a bedding look. 1 sheet with all 4 piece
An exercise device that can be attached under a desk or table that will provide enough resistance to tone your legs while seated.
discrete earphone
A handy hook that is used for keeping your keys. It works by replacing the bottom scew on any light switch cover with the hook.
Zippered mounted Christmas Lighting System. Zip on your seasonal lights in minutes maybe seconds and unzip them in a flash when done.
Slim external power bank for your gadgets that can attachable with your gadgets.
Mouth breather's friend
Grocery Bag Holder for Car Trunk. Includes Perishables compartment. Organize all your stuff neatly. Folds when not in use
Door mat and door sealer snake combined, a door mat with a under door blocker for cold air
An iPod/iPhone shower speaker dock that leaves the iPod/iPhone outside of the shower.
Fire Extinguisher with Bright Light &amp; Locator Tone which is Activated by Smoke/Fire Detectors
Dual baby swing
portable battery operated alarm on doors and/or windows to be used at home or away on vacations or trips.
PivotBag - Fold your clothes AND your luggage
Smart Gardner
The Car Safe
Kitchen and Bath Scrubbing Gloves, clean your kitchen and bathroom with ease with a pair of cleaning gloves with bristles built in.
The Anything Peeler
App Enabled Digital Body Measuring Tape and Scale - Track and manage your fitness progress and BMI easily!
Ergo-camera
A "club" to easily locate, pick up, and tee both a tee and golf ball. Watch My Prototype Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nq8bCaP4odM
Ever wanted to walk on water?well nows your chance.most devices out there today are machine like apparatus's but not self worn & sustaining
The "G-SLING"-only adjustable skateboard carrier with a "quick release cambuckle" on this planet!
HANG - TIDY - STORAGE
Doggie AC unit- allows dogs to be kept cool in the car while you're running quick errands around town
The first ever cloud portal key with the smartest thumb drive as the Key(JH
Cord Organizer - Singles
ShadowPuppet: A clip-on stencil that covers the iPhone's LED flash so that it projects an image.
A Retractable Kitchen Floor Mat! Rolls up when not in use. Super absorbent for when washing dishes! Relieves foot stress! Machine washable.
RoboMash: Potato Smasher
Collapsible pyramid drying rack.
Let's update the toothbrush holder to hold electric toothbrushes (they are made to stand alone - but fall over easily) check it out
Poop n Plunge b Gone
The Cereal Helper
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My dog brush takes advantage of the anatomy only a dog has (conical teeth &amp; wide cheek lips). This makes my dog toothbrush the best!
Sleepy Bear
Portable soother sanitizer.Keep your childs soother and bootle nipples sanitized while on the go!
Pluggable lamp
a belt around your waist that turns into a flotation device when activated and an alarm goes off.
Mirrored Mattebox for camera
NON-DAMAGING bag/purse "feet": Upgrade your bag while adding a level of sanitation too!
A device with a quick release cover which activates and frees a self-inflating helium balloon of bright design on a tether. Easy to see!
Learn how to bunt a baseball with this product. A simple velcro sleeve and special fuzzy balls make learning to bunt a ball fun and easy!
The efficiency and comfort provided by central air conditioning generated through a portable or window mount air conditioning unit.
I have a revolutionary idea for making an espresso/capp. maker of pro quality for a very low price.-A great prod. complement to the Waffler.
Restaraunt Menu Helper
A unique five blade shaver with a mini straight razor at the very end of the handle for a precise and accurate lining experience.
Need help with the door knob. Elderly have a hard time opening a door and new building codes require levers for people with disabilities.
several million foreign motorcycles do not have self cancelling directionals.this divice reminds them they didn't manually cancel the signal
ModPod, a modular way to combine your Ipod accessories. Stack your gadgets together in any combination. Great for work, home and travel!
Intelligent Brewing Unit
Real Live OPERATION GAME? You have to see this! Vibrating Shirt!
This insert allows you to combine ice therapy support and massage.Freeze the insert, place in shoe wear until it can be replaced.
Scented Case
Smart Air Purifier and Monitor
Meet the Wireless Step On IT light switch for Kids... Cant reach? No problem just step on it!!!! to turn the lights on and off. FUN FUN FUN
A machine to "pop" your upper back between your shoulder blades. Basically the opposite of an inversion table.
RESUB BENDABLE CONCRETE FORMS made from recycled plastics UNBREAKABLE REUSABLE ECO FREINDLY interlocking heavy duty money
and time saving
SUV &amp; Truck Topper Protector
An electric plug that when pushed in provides energy and when pulled out cuts off energy.
Waffle Burger Grill
Courtesy Light
Snowman trimmings in a bag: hat,scarf,gloves,pipe(male),carrot nose,walnut eyes,banana smile,3-4 big buttons,stick arms. Male/Female/child.
There will be a vacum under the tolet seat sucking the bad smell befour entering your nose.
Snap-able Garden Planters
A power cord for you vehicle that lets you attach multiple devices. It would have DC plugs (lighter),USB and AC converter.
WIREBOX the solution to the problems of transformers and electrical outlets in your home or office.
The P Hanger is a light weight Portable Purse hanger. A Purse hanger that can take the thought out of where to hang your purses!
THE KICK OUT CIRCUT BREAKER !
Beach Minigolf. Build your own minigolf course at the beach!
SMALL BATHROOMS can be a BIG PROBLEM for storing all you hygine, care and beauty products.Get rid of this problem with the new SINK STATION
Clean the inside of your toilet automatically, every time, without chemicals. Water activated UV cleaning strip that fits inside the bowl.
CulCharge vs Split Stick USB Charge and Data Cable, 16GB/32 GB
Birthday Balloons
"Henna Roller" A cheaper, faster & more fun way to apply henna body art. Many designs for most body areas!! Please see picts,comment & vote!
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STOP PETTY THEFT!Is someone- going through your drawers?Borrowing from your pocketbook?In your locker?In your suitcase?Taking your meds?
The Cat Carry and Go
Amazing Lasagna Pan
Purified Fountain Head
Picnic-Trays: Carry Your Food In A Picnic Basket And Turn It Into Meal Trays! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Dog Walking Stick/Billy Club - It extends. It lights. It shrills. It protects.
Wristband/necklace that contains roll of super-thin strong biodegradable synthetic tissues! Just pull a little tab and out comes a tissue!
If you have a Kindle4 or Kindle5, you will want this. Read on to know why.
A can holder that stores your room key & keeps your beverage of choice cold by use of mini ice packs. And it will NOT fall over!
An adhesive liner designed for under arms to prevent embarassing sweat staines that occur in men and women.
GE Electric Dish Dryer Rack
Every toddler hates being put in their carseat. What joy to be greeted on seatbelt a sweet-faced hugging softtalking, cheerful Belty Bear.
Branded
"VIRTUAL EXERCISE"
A Iphone head set that allows the user to talk hands free and allows the user to carry the Iphone around the neck comfortably.
Adhesive spring scale
Sheet Keeper
Remote page turner for Kindle or other e-reader.
Fuse Resetter App - No need to go to the Basement, Garage, Closet to Reset a Blown Fuse! Reset with Your Mobile Device!
G.E. Gems
A multiple candle holder/centerpiece for home decorating that can be fabricated of several different materials to enhance all occasions.
Energy Light Bulb
MINI ROUES +POIGNEES VENTOUSE
The covering will go over the earpiece and mouthpiece of the phone handle. A plastic (I used Saran wrap) covering, that is disposable.
waterproof blu tooth earplug or headphone, goggles for kids and adults pools or oceans, for checking VM or a call or chk on the kids
Kitchen appliances slider, slide appliances on your kitchen countertop for easy access and organization. Resub.
walk tech shoes
Cool Can Fizz-Stopper! No more soda waste. Keep your half full can of soda fresh with a practical, good looking can top. Like? Please VOTE!
Resubmit - Made it to UC with 330 votes: The EasyGlyder leaf rake (Patent Pending) solves two problems with conventional rakes
mop bucket w/ drain/mop holder
Use existing light switches to wirelessly turn on or off newly installed lights or other devices
Child's portable reading light w/TIMER. No more dead batteries. Head pivots up to cast light around room or can point light directly to book
Tower Defense Beach Game - Tear down your sandcastle with this bean bag catapult.
Grocery bag hang
A wide shovel like spatula to hold your bacon or other foods in your pan while you tilt your pan to drain the grease out.
A hardware tv reciever accessory for the iphone, ipad and ipod
Whole Home Energy Saver
People like to take the picture by himself. But, Due to limited length of arm, They can not take a picture in more long distance.
Twisty for imac
Have you ever left for work and thought oops did I feed my dog? My product automatically updates a widget on ur phone, so you'll always know
I have a pet retractable leash idea,
Water your plant from an app. A planter with a reservoir of water that includes a spout to water your plant on demand. Rusub
Virtual Supermarket
Pawsative Enforcer: Remote or close up dog training treat dispenser.
PowerKick - Boost kicking power for soccer and football, Get a competitive edge, Protect your metatarsals, integral to boot or sock
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Who wouldn't want something that helps them carry their beach stuff, doubles as a full size lounge chair, and folds flat for easy storage?
This is an illuminating device that can be attached to the side of the toilet. It is activated by an automatic single pole button.
It consists of 2 hangers with strong plastic sheets , which are placed in a wardrobe either side of a group of clothes then bunched together
Auto-Pen
How to collect rain effectively. Big Barrel Leafs - Foldable (Petal Drops GODZILLA STYLE!)
A car seat handle cover that cushions your forearms and stays in place.
Easy Hangers
Hair Broom for quick removal
GoOO Sip &amp; Eat Cup
Stamps to mark your food, when sharing a fridge through endless years of college. Did I mention they are magnetic?
A KITCHEN TOWEL HOOK for a double handle refrigerator door - so the towel doesn't get stuck in the door any more
Buddy lock
The DumFone
Shopping Cart with Electronic Tablet Attached to Cart Handle Enabling Shoppers to Find Items Right Away with Shopping App
Safelady
PUBLIC WASHROOM, No place to hang your jacket? Hang your jacket over the door to be stolen? Put your jacket on the high traffic dirty floor?
App-that weighs your Mail
Fully Transparent, Magnetic, Ergonomic iPad Stylus - Featuring a Magnifying Nib with Crosshairs for Accuracy.
A tool that makes hollowing out a bagel quick and easy. Reduce carbs and calories all while making more room for the good stuff!
My idea is for a basic flat shoe with the capability of transforming to a sexy heel-using a certain type of sole that a heel could flip into
Drink Carrier hangs around your neck during a concert or event. Paid for by advertisement and can be used by different businesses.
Fuss Free Runners Ear Buds (JH)
A device which monitors all electrical outlets, sockets and such. an an app that shows the usage of each socket.
Straight Liner Pencil
Digital Picture Frame-Scanner
Anxiety shirt with built in Walking harness.
THIS POT HOLDS IT'S OWN LID. The lid guides condensation drips back to the pot!
Eyeglasses case with wipes.
CFL Lifespan Extender
Eco Laundry Detergent Bottle
Locking expandable broad head
Disposable toothbrush slip with paste - hygiene on the go.
Attachment for a garden hose that's a long skinny tube with a pointed tip that you put directly into roots of potted plants - no lost soil!
THE "FLOATING" MAGIC MOUSE, for iMac
Centripetal force can have its way with any other groceries in the car ride home, but beer shall be free of its tyranny!
Mach10
Magnetic bowls and plates for infants and toddlers held in place with a magnet underneath the surface, making meal time fun and less messy
'Bandaids for Every Shade' of skin. An obvious product that isn't available on the market.
My invention is called "Mini Mash". It's a portable mini speaker that's attached to a key chain. It plugs into an ipod for music on the go.
To add another panel to the beach umbrella folding down causing the shade to stay more constant.Clampable coffee table, for your drinks.
fingertip toothbrush
Bionic Rotary Scrub Brush
Samboody Paint Machine
Wooden shower/bath alternative
No more tying you cords in a knot or running in the house to reset your breaker.This is the answer a cord lock with built in circuit breaker
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Spinning Sponge Soap Dispenser! Clean those hard to reach cups faster! Refill handle to dispense soap. Great for cleaning baby bottles
Phone umbrella
Thermo necklace/bracelet
test
Filtration can be messy at times, let us uncomplicated it! Easy Strainer - Eye-shade for lids.
If you have ever wished you have a pocket inside your jacket, shorts, or any piece of clothing or bag?
i-gauntlet or i-watch
The JE Luggage Tracker is a technological device used to track luggage. The device is monitored by a smartphone APP while traveling.
Bicycle, ski, ... sports mask
A sunblock twist pen to control the about that comes out with a carabiner cap to hook on yourself for easy access.
Stop using aluminum foil to cover your baking trays. GO GREEN Save Money! Use on all your pans and trays. A simple great idea
heart alert
A laptop-like plug in, where you plug in the iPhone and then have access to a full-size keyboard, screen, and additional battery life.
Science or Novelty toy demonstrating how to use water and gravity to create electricity without using any fossil fuels. No waste materials.
A LED desk lamp with integrated USB hub, SD memory card reader and iPod/iPhone dock.
Modular Workout ball! Becomes 2 half spheres , the pieces snap, suction, clamp, etc together, come apart for thousands of workouts!
A doggie door that fits in a sliding glass door.
Support your home team by "spelling out" a cheer for your team on any chain link fence with fence inserts- football, tennis, baseball - etc!
My Dog Tag holder solves all the the tag problems such as falling off ,wearing away and is easily changeable!
The "Luv Hub" is a bedroom essentials organizer that assists in avoiding awkwardness in those intimate bedroom moments with someone special.
Could Be Made w/ Wet Erase: kids color in Puzzles.. Blank puzzles that kids can draw their own designs and instead of what comes in the box
SEADLE - Seal the Saddle - Folding bicycle Saddle
The Quirky version of the most portable seat. A lightweight strong and easy to carry seat.
iStrap - carry, hang, hold
Lights switch chip
Temporary hanging whiteboard for Dance/Yoga teacher who uses rental studio.
**Buggy Buckle**
Impact-induced Bumper Camera
My idea is the FLIP MODE PEN.It is two products(disposable ink and correction packets/cartridges)designed into one product.
GUAC FIX
Better than a dumbbell, a medicine ball, a kettlebell... ORBIT is a free-weight designed for modern crossfit training
A collar that automatically dispenses frontline/advantix etc.onto a pets skin at correct intervals and has a vet visit,vaccine reminder.
Induction Retractable Charger
A lay flat beach towel with zipper storage that never loses its perfect rectangular shape so adjusting and situating is not an hourly task.
Auto'dress
Pivoting laundry soap dispenser. Simply pivot and pump once for small loads, and twice for large loads. No lifting those heavy containers
Egg Blower help you to eat boiled eggs quickly and clean.
Coffee and end tables that change to match your decor or just for a new look.Glass tops on each and 3 printed inlays/sheets made of plastic.
Solar Traveler
Combine Guy Fawkes with a gas mask. And other popular face mask's with a gas mask.
Access Keys Locked in Car
Living Art. Fiber Optics. Could Be OLED With GE Patent #7198533. Both ideas listed.
A customizable doghouse made out of modular Lego-like pieces. It could be made to fit any sized dogs or multiple dogs with 2 or more sets.
Grind your coffee directly into a My K-CupÂ® reusable coffee pod for your KeurigÂ® with this Quirky coffee grinder!
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System allows users with flexibility problems to put down or pick up pet's food and water bowls from the floor without bending or stooping.
For those of us who are hot and cold, hot and cold throughout our sleep, this blanket adjusts to our ideal body temp. setting.
EASY CARRY BEACH TOWEL-HANDLES
RESUBMIT "EASY SOAP" automatic shower system based on automatic car wash. It's a voice activated or a push button shower system.
Introducing the PATTY LOCK. This bicycle lock is a plastic coated retractable cable that locks onto the frame. Comes in diff. lengths.
KNIFE FINGER PROTECTOR. No more cuts on your thumb.
Smart Faucet:With WiFi &amp; App-controlled from smartphone.#Resub 10 months ago.
Undercover Glasses by KGB
MATRIOSKA 2 Getting on a chair has never been so easy. Chair with a step-stool inside, even with a small ladder included.
detecto smart bra
Dental floss with antiseptice on the dental floss string. It will kill all of the bacteria between the teeth and freshen your breathe.
chipset
affordable air cleaner/filter that uses water to filter in place of a cartridge/HEPA filter.
Miniature flashlight to light up the bottom of large purses.
TIPTRAY ULTRA GIVES A FAST,EASY AND EFFECTIVE WAY TO TRANSFER AND TRANSACT BUSINESS.
Touch-less tanning applicator. You can apply any kind of lotion to body ex back.Its handle is telescopic so it will collapse to be portable
Peggy G
Waterproof Flip Open Cover for Ipod and Iphone made of composite covered in colorful Silicone. Protect your device when its in your pocket!
Boxed Wine Bag Container
An iPhone/mobile phone car holder that function as a car holder, protective case and charger.
A backpack that allows you to attach all of your children's gear to one unit, making airport travel easy and convenient.
A permanently reusable gift bag designed to pass on to your friends and reuse. Saves time and money on wrapping and helps the environment
TP dispenser
CUTTINGPARTS
EchoLocator
oxy-funz
Phone Glove
Thin portable, flexabe, roll up weight scale that would send a signal to an app in your phone that would weigh you,
A non-lethal self device that is handheld and uses oleoresin capcicum (OC)foam that is UV dyed,and a loud air horn.
Quirky Design Tool
The Clip-on Fabric Case
The Tire Sleeve
Why use flashlights when you have your phone? Use iPhone/smartphone light to shine on all surfaces for night walks+photography+camping
rhth
Kids in car seats can't reach anything! Make a table or shelf for sippy-cups, books, and toys and strap it in next to the car seat.
The ANNIHILATOR DISH BRUSH has 3 cleaning surfaces, cleans itself and produces soap, this is one dish brush you might even lick afterwards!
Remove ice and frost from your windshield while still in the house with a battery powered heater and fan. Battery is recharged while driving
Perfect cupcakes all the time. Silicone/paper cupcake liners/pans with measuring lines.
La dÃ©simprimante
A light for your laptop's webcam. Better Video thru Better Lighting for Skype or Youtube. Light up your face so your viewers can see you!
WireBox
Calling all outdoor enthusiast. Have you ever lost a pair of sunglasses while doing outdoor activities? Secure them to your hydration pack.
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'icrib' The worlds first all-in-one 'smart crib'. Thankyou to all that voted! (Now edited on community advice)
SAVE YOUR DOG'S LIFE with the "Hot Dog" app. Pets wear a thermometer on their collar sending temp and repeated alarms to mobile devices.
Is this Milk still good? Now you'll know without the smell test
Eco Business Card Holder
Chair cushion
Christmas Lights that can plug into power anywhere along the length of the string with a female connection on either end.
Car Shades
A power adaptor that allows you to plugin your normal appliances and measure and estimate power costs.
A Drying Rack That You Shape Yourself!
My idea is a replacement cap for a prescription bottle that would allow you to count the number of pills taken and the time of day taken.
Energy Saving House Divider will save you money on your electric bill. It divides unused rooms to keep a room at your desired temperature.
Glo2Go portable illumination!
Safety Belt + Shirt Saver = No More Wrinkled Shirts!
My product is a walker accessory bag that is state-of-the-art in terms of attractiveness and functionality.
The use of mobile touch devices, are so widespread that today day become essential in our lives.
WHEEL AND GO!
EZ Clean Aquarium
You Drunk Your Battleship! Introducing the deluxe, fully functional "Battle Shots" party game
Splash Guard Bath Easel
Quirky really should make a Fitness Tracker Bracelet. Make it Social. Fitness market is Huge.
See-through cooler made of double-wall insulated plastic. Transparent top and sides makes it easy to see what's inside the cooler.
Crown molding with a twist. I have invented a new type of crown molding that is easy to design, build,ship and install
bendable broom.
In UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! 510+ Vts on all sub. Bring the Zoo to your neighborhood! Be Active the Quirky Way!
Sink Out of Sight
the every thing you want robot
IMPROVED 5GAL. TOOL BUCKET,LETS YOU KEEP YOUR TOOLS BETTER ORGANIZED AND EASE ACCESS TO ALL YOUR TOOLS IN THE
BUCKET.
Fruit and Veggie Wash Board
A retractable cover that hides when not needed for your chairs. Keep them clean and always good looking.
App to rate hotel cleanliness, food, roaches, bedbugs, service, etc. Timely w/photos.
CRITTER-POWER power strip(surge protector) with built in timers for each plug-in gives the ability to control multiple appliances
One easy to use product that can assist you in many different aspects of your putting game in golf
Mobile phone charger
An app / cable that allows you to transfer battery power from one phone (Android or iPhone) to another.
A compact, inexpensive, collapsible WIND-SCREEN for use on sunny but windy days at the BEACH.
mobile phone holder
A coconut plucking device. Plucks a coconut in less than 10 seconds http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wtuD2xAr8o
Wine Jaw STOP DROP. 3 PIECES MAKE THE PERFECT JAW STOP DROP. SIMPLE...THE DROP..RETURN TO THE BOTTLE WHEN U FINISH
SERVING THE WINE
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
Stand Light
ILLO Pad
VENT CADDIE
Never burn your neck,ears or forhead again! This protector is heat resistant, lightweight and easy to use. Can be washed and easily stored
Adjustable food table for pets that is adjustable in 2 ways, by height and the angle of the food dish.
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Zombie Apocalypse Emergency Kit! Seriously think about it, people will buy it, think of The Walking Dead fans! LIST PROVIDED IN DESCRIPTION!
Account Screen
It's a crankbait that will help anglers catch more fish. Most baits rely on sound &amp; vibration, this bait will release scent 4 up to 40 casts
I am thinking to create iCut for cords for our electronic devices. It is great idea to remove all cords behind your Tv or computer.
Anyone who works with a putty knife something you need a knife.
Toilet Product (Clean-n-Glow)
Neon Light Up H2O Slide
Experience the simple pleasure of line drying; the feel of clothes dried by the breeze.
Locked Your Keys In The Car - App Enabled Device Unlock Car w/ Phone
5.2 Surround Sound Headphones
Smart Snow Plow
LIQUID SILICONE KEYBOARD PROTECTION! FROM NOW YOU CAN HAVE EVEN ACOUSTIC INSULATION!
NFC Bikelock
Surf in your Sleep
Child Tracker teaching system.
a "portable safe" that can hold your keys/phone while your running/playing at the park, track, or pretty much anywhere.
Dryer Styling Hand
Rain Ramp (ending please vote)
Fashion umbrella
Metal cans of all kind have one great disadvantage, if you open them, there is no way to close them. Solution to the problem can be "hood"!
THE LIVE LIGHTER : Lighter without gas or flame for music concert / FR : Briquet sans gaz ni flamme pour concert de musique
Universal Dimmer/Regular light switch. No-installation required. Built in timer. Auto-on/off at specific time's or holiday's.
i-finder
Temperture controlled shower
Tired of the Regular Grill Marks on your Steak and your Pattys? Let create something fun for the BBQ person! Mark the Occasion!
portable solar cooker
The sand sled is an easy way to bring your gear/bonfire wood/sporting equipment out to your location on the beach.
AAA A BOOT ROD FOR THE DRYER
The app would go online on the stores website and give back to the person witch supermarket go to.
WINK Enabled WIFI Booster
Keyless Entry into your Home
Frozen Food Protection Capsule
USB flexible
The foot of the table which will less interfere with sitting or passing by,be very stable but easy to make, can be placed close to the wall
Separate lashes with 1 stroke after applying mascara! Looks like an eyelash curler with needle-like teeth that close, forcing lashes apart!
Casque isolant audio sommeil
Bicycle cargo rack
This is a shoe protector that fits most shoes including flats, boots and even platforms. Shoe fanatics will be happy to own "A-Shoe-Thing"!
Meet the Shower Head Thermometer Attachment!!!! Always know the temperature of the water coming out of your shower head.
An after-bath body dryer with no moving parts. Uses a common hair-dryer inserted into a vertical plastic column with air holes in the side.
A more effective dog waste bag! Get the job done with this glove-type bag that has reinforced "gripper" nubs to aid in scooping up doo-doo
Combination foil Cutter And Bottle Opener. Cut foil on wine bottles as well as open soda pop bottles with the same device. (Resub)
Study bike to help our students to understand and develop their way of creating and designing. (12 pics) Resub.
Virtual Window
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A eco-friendly doggy backpack that helps dog owners collect and transport their dog's waste, mess-free with no bags required.
hANGTY
Hanging closet cubes that connect like Legos. Build any configuration you want. Hang clothes below them.
I would say: I was tired of jumping over awkward, unattractive baby gates. I invented and my husband built the Pet Pocket Door.
Chargeable, electric, cordless coffee mug, app enabled, that keeps your coffee at the exact temperature you like, as long as you drink.
Brella Buddy lets you hold your umbrella &amp; coffee 1 handed, leaving the other hand free. ADDED BONUS: No more need for umbrella condoms!
The Multi-rack. Saran rap, reynolds wrap, wax paper or paper towels are conviently located on the multipurpose rack.
test
TP Buddies
The Flex Ring Hanger, Easy, flexible, re-sizable, multi-use.
seeks pet
Worm Casting Tea Bags
The Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitt, sticks to the oven door,fridge,microwave and more, use the one and only Magnectic Mitt(s over 200 votes
self propeled shoping cart
ADJUSTABLE NOT FIXED heat and a/c floor vent air deflectors-Direct the air flow where you want it
An office chair that warns you if you have a bad posture by vibrating or similar alert - "resubmit" from my entry on GE contest
BlueTooth Hub
3d Live Camera
Entertainment Travel TV
stove glove
Have several items of spice into one space. Ease and speed.
A teething necklace for mom to wear when baby is sitting on her lap.It would have 3 colorful teething rings so baby can keep himself busy
Art Cube
Q-SmartCoupon Pad/App uses IPhone technologies to scan store coupons and product information. Big TV show TLC: Extreme Coupon Show (RESUB)
A closet Prep-Station, designed to cut down precious morning time by organizing your outfits the night before.
Laser measuring device with smartphone app to record, calculate and create.
Connect both of your Dumbbells and make it a Barbell! No more time consuming switch weights from dumbbells to a barbell.
Commercial bathroom door and stall opener and closer activated by a kick switch, also for lids on public trash cans to keep you germ free.
App for water-sports lovers to rate beaches and waves, hazards, etc., for water sports. Incl. pics.
A circular clothes hanger with a fan base.
A protective case for Apple (hardware) aficionados, holding Macbook, iPhone and iPad in the same leather case.
Expandable Shady Paws/Shady Pets Canopy With Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric Resub.
Tower Power
Bluetooth Personal Alarm
Imagine having a mouthwash bottle top, you could drink from without that messy residue all over your counter or the bottle
my idea is a "safe" that can be attached to your bicycle to store your keys and/or cell phone while your ride your bike.
BeachClip
A plastic molded shield that hangs on the door of a pontoon boat to provide easy private place to urinate in public.
Introducing "Smart Pocket" - A compact and portable laptop accessory storage solution
99 Wholefoods in a tablet
Place your lemon into the cradle and squeeze - Totally New and Original Lemon Squeezer! the Chefs dream!
Personalize your car. Your home & office have photos of kids. your phone has a screen saver of your pet. But your car has NO photos.
Our family patented a hands-free human harness and dog leash system for those that want to enjoy walking and/or running their dog(s).
Pedal powered drink cooler. For cyclists who want a cool drink at the end of their ride.
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Decorative lamps or sconces with a charging base; Can be removed from base for use as a flashlight; switches to battery power in outages.
Tailgate Potty is the Porto Potty's best friend. For female sports fans who hate to sit on the toilet seat in public areas.
ON SECURITY
Fresh Eats
My idea is being able to move a plug and defy the gravity that extension cords are subject to. Why not move the outlet to a convenient...
Wink Document Reader/Projector
Driftboard
The ClipperComb. One device that is a nail clipper on one end and a comb/brush on the other for an all-in-one pet grooming solution
POP UP GIFT BOWS!
The Dump Dolly solves a common problem of emptying a large trash container into a dumpster or a trailer. www.dumpdolly.com
Garage Door Ceiling Outlet
Backyard Swing Set for Adults Makes Exercise Fun - with grown-up sized swings, monkey bars, teeter-totter, slides, rings, etc. Let's Play!
Illuminating floor runners
What dog does not love to travel. My invention is a portable seal-able and fold-able dog bowl.This invention is great for home or on the go.
A wardrobe-door storage. Made of one piece of rubber, just stick it and get extra storage space !
Baby Car Seat Monitor Bracelet
Forget the mess! Protection from the sun in one easy step! Introducing the "Sunscreen Spray Hut!"
Stow Away Blender
"The Growl Alarm" This door alarm emits a low angry dog growl when activated. This gives the thought of immediate physical harm!
App enabled speed recorder for automobiles. Keep track of how fast your kids are driving.
A revolutionary re-design of the plate. Simply curving the edges inward will help children, elderly and disabled keep food on their plate!
A belt attached to your child's bathing suit with a propeller to replace those uncomfortable water wings!
Lighted expressions
quick shower
NOT HOT! USB hand warmer/cooler. Low profile product that fits directly in front of hands that delivers constant warm air.
Cats are fun. Flat touch screen cat toy with fun games, bells, blinking lights, lasers too.You could possibly even download fun apps
Razor Ready
Black Mamba Car Phone Cradle
an concept that i saw in quirky for garlic peelers. I have three other concept ( home use, restaurant user, and industrial users
Infant Car Seat Alarm
Hot socks
Ever forget that you put your phone on vibrate? How about a phone case that lights up on incoming calls to catch those missed calls?
Teareriffic
transitional Windscreen shade
A color coded branding thermometer that stays in the meat while it cooks and reads specifically If a meat is R,M,MW, and well done.
Vacuum sealed bento box. Create your OWN healthy LunchablesÂ® with a system of reusable divided trays and a vacuum sealer. 3 days in 93% v/v
RESUB pad to attach to the mouse pad to keep your fingers

from irritation or burning sensation from friction.

A battery powered tire jack that eliminates 98% of manual effort, reducing time, while increasing safety when changing a tire.
App Enable Hand Tools &amp; Bag That Lets You Know That You Have All Your Tools In It With Out The Need Of Searching Through your Tool Bag.
Power Shower Scrubber
This is a set of gloves that have different tips (brushes, spray, etc.) that allows kids to finger paint without getting dirty.
Hide Away Dish Drying Rack allows dishes to dry out of sight and organized.
Vaccum-Sealed Waterproof Case To Protect Your Gadgets
Introducing Invisible Leash. The portable electric fence!
3 in 1 Charger for the iPhone, Ipad, and Ipod or Mac. All in one.
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Laugh Tard
GRAFFITI LIGHTS. Different torches with interchangeable color caps/shapes to Write And Draw in the Dark + App enabled camera.
Bandits Straps
EPI-TWEAZE
Our product allows you to maintain your beverage temperature at your discretion, using insulating material built inside an aesthetic design.
Just Us Packs
Smart Microwave/Convec. Oven
The "WEDGE-IT" Rear Wheel Bike Rack is, durable, rust proof, theft resistant, personal size, low cost protection. "Be Good To Your Bike"
I've invented a swiveling finger ring that mounts to the back of a tablet computer or smart phone that prevents the user from dropping it.
Backpack outlet
Drink &amp; Pizza Wedge
An aquatic filter that filters from below the gravel on the bottom of the fish tank which allows for easier waste cleaning.
Flybys it's a toy. It's teaching tool. It's art. Kids take from the desk out into the fresh air excising their imagination and bodies
Buy Wholesale Sunglasses
It's a laptop computer stand made of paperboard or plastic. It folds and you can take it along with the laptop. Mood cards add fun.
Solar Powered Composter
An app that will temporarily disable users texting ability while driving. It should be password protected for parental control for minors
Cobra Power. Pivot Power with a Cube Tap built in the male end. Now you can plug in power strip OR in wall outlet. Never Socket Block again!
Toy Duplication &amp; Construction Kit. Unleash their imagination, connect lego+playmobil+meccano+everything. Make your own unique Lego bricks!
Oasis Nights & Days: Light up lightweight pool net cover-tent for bug free atmospheric swimming with own water/sun powered energy source.
Over the door collapsable storage shelves for clothes, shoes, or accessories. Folds completely flat against door - creates more usable space
A 360 degree swiveling dog collar that doesn't tangle when walking your dog.
Daily Grind
asdf
â€˜Shapely Yoga Matâ€™ is uniquely carved in shapes such as cartoon figures, celebrities, animals, flowers etc.
ManyPix = a wireless device enabling immediate, one-button remote control of an iPhone camera.
RIGHT 'BACK
Pouring with Mason Jars just got easier
Back seat harness
A lock with an embedded GPS that allows travelers to track and lock their luggage, ensuring itâ€™s safe arrival at the destination.
Smart Screwdriver
Snow and ice melter. Forced hot air is blown out by a 2 stroke motor. It melts the snow with its hot air.
Wallet Waldo
Reusable and washable water bottle, with extra bottle cap for kids and toodlers. Save money and save planet.
CAP LOCK GUARD
Gecko Skin Holder for all your desk items. Just stick it on and it stays in place! Resub.
Turn your at home manicure into a professional looking one. This small disposable tool with an angled, liquid absorbing, head is the answer.
â€œLazy Susanâ€ Christmas tree stand! This allows you to place your tree on the stand and rotate the tree easily, no more hassle.
A foot pedal type device that would allow you to "scroll" on your computer hands free.
All in one, "Rectangular or Square" shape based... ruck dryer... in a mobile cabinet, with a handy top!!!
ORGANIC CARPET TO COVER YOUR TERRACE.turning. YOUR HOUSE COOL...ADD A NICE VIEW...like a yard...IN YOUR TERRACE,,!
Water subtracting bowl
Lapel pins that alert others that the pin wearer is hearing deficient or deaf.
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over the shoulder cord holder
A wall or ceiling mounted pest control aerosol fumigation system that fumigates the inner walls and ceilings of your home foundation
Bubble Baking Mat. Great for bakin' bacon!
Garden Budy Pick
Socklip
Glow Bumbers
ë©”ì´í¬ì—… ë¸”ëŸ-(Makeup block)
Affordable, easy to install , can be massed produced, at a very reasonable price. Every household with a male could use and afford one.
slack indicator straps
Wedge-shaped iPad Booster, soft yet disperses heat, compact 10"x10" size, held on with bands. Band on the back for carrying around 1-handed.
pumpkin with the stem long &amp; squigley a steaked to the pumkin. An imitation stem with green, brown and beige squigley's attached
keepmycozy
3 lite weight plastic coated metal shelves w/ air hole size and shelf thickness increasing as they go down. Rack will collapse for storage.
STEP-STOOL THAT RAISES/LOWERS WITH AIR PRESSURE LIKE YOUR OFFICE CHAIR! GET TO THOSE HARD TO REACH PLACES AN
ORDINARY STOOL CAN'T!
This is an interactive lunchbox with a whiteboard children can draw on.
Vacuum attachments are around 8" wide. You could cut your work time in half with a 16" But what about tight areas under tables &amp; chairs?
Locking dog collar and leash that lets the owner grab a cup of coffee while Fido is safe outside.
Flex Measuring Cup - A cup that measures solids and liquids in one. Flip inside out to guide you for half portion recipe measurements.
Baby Bath Bumper Pads
Stop wasting Post -its! They are costly,attach to just about anything except your dog or cat. Office use, write on food containers, etc!
Everyone needs a little rest and relaxation! Prepare to be soothed and pampered in the adult bouncing lounger!
kitchen tablet , laptop cover
Siquy
anti theft padlock
Bath Towel Cover Up/Robe (Think Snuggies) A cover Up/Robe made out of bath towel material to be used after a bath, shower or at the beach
Comfortable High Heels
Quick Connect
SWITCH-N-COOK
Wear your smart phone on a lanyard around your neck not in your pocket. A earphone plug type device that locks into the jack with a lanyard.
No more blue days! Effective treatment for Seasonal Affective Disorder. Compliments your dÃ©cor. 20 minutes boosts energy level and mood.
Robotic, Automatic, Dog-toy
Insoles for the new Skele-Toes running shoes shaped just like the shoes to make the shoes more comfortable for running
Golf Cart Sharpener
My idea is have a wire spring loaded collapsible vinyl oil pan, with a biodegradable disposable plastic liner.
An App-Enabled automatic small footprint craft brewery for home use. RE-Submit for Wink
We seen what is called a knee walker. He did some changes to it.With a few changes he turn the knee walker into a mini scotter.
Aero Ceiling Vent Unit
Do you have trouble seeing the road and the cars around you when you are driving into the sun and the sun is just about blinding you?
PRIVACY shield for laptops(Macbook). Lift from back and position it. Protect privacy during travel, in coffee shop or library. Added VIDEO..
Take Your Hair From Shower, To Detangle, to Style All With A Single Comb! CombDUO Instantly Morphs From a Large-Tooth to a Fine-Tooth Comb!
HookLoopMobile
Attach your iPad or iPad mini to shelf, table etc. and easily adjust the display angle and position.
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Fitness On the Go
An attachment at the bottom of a sliding screen door so you can slide the door open and close with you foot when your hands are full.
Location based advertising matching application which connects a seeker to a provider
Rechargeable. Flexible. Wraps Around Anything And Stays Put. Bends, Flexes And Holds Any Shape. All Clear Plastic LED Rope Light.
Are you always dropping things? Especially small things and papers. New 2 foot long "Quick Draw" picker upper will help you conveniently
Tuna can opener
Flexible NEON Glow sticks with magnets! Personalize your bicycle,locker,spell words on your FRIDGE,Wrap a Picture Frame etc.Lots of colors!
Uber Walker
The solution to our toddlers always breaking our game consoles.We have created a PS3 super slim wallmount that will be out of reach of kids.
The secret admirer.
An exciting new way to automatically neutralize odors in your bathroom. And it's Powered solely by the unused Energy in your toilet!
q
Over-the-Door Clothes Drying Rack.Rack will be made similar to the old wooden drying racks. Some of the bars up and some down on the frame.
When you need to apply formulations only to the scalp and avoid contact elsewhere...
A baby feeding chair that safely secures the baby with a flip up tray that surrounds the baby so they can't throw things on the floor.
Magnetic dog leash means no more bending down and fumbling for a clasp.
A divided slow cooker bowl
Chameleon wallets: wallets that have interchangeable covers so women can have their wallets match their purse without changing the contents.
Double Decker couch
The color-block two-tone definer is a flat sketch dual hue pencil with an attached eyebrow brush.
WorkOut Guide. Work out guide for beginners from A-Z. Includes your own data input areas. You choose body area &amp; just turn to the page.
Using the same technology of the blow up ornaments lets make the ultimate basketball trainer. This trainer will beat anything else on market
Bungy Web (ending please vote)
How to eliminate carrying a wallet with an iPhone? A case which combines both of these functions.
If a child gets left in the back seat of a car, a buzzer that goes off, similar to when u leave your lights on, to alert a child is there.
the pendulum
No bend over Toe Nail Clipper
SnapOn Flashlights for your shoes for when your camping. No more dark walks to the bathrooms.
Something something testing
Portable Underdesk Shelves
MESH DRYING RACK -turns into a carrying case.
Portable WiFi water valve
SPRAY-ON BIODEGRADABLE WRAPPING - Prime the package and spray with a latex like substance. The "unwrapping" is done by peeling the giftA multipurpose backpack/carrying case chair. The backpack unfolds into a chair or it can be a pull along items that unfolds into a chair.
Outlet-Locks: Secure Your Electrical Plugs From Children! Keep Them Hidden From View! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Control Monitor with integrated HDMI hub: Avoid re-wiring and skip annoying trailers and menus when showing movies in your home cinema
One-touch Shower curtain seal clip. Small magnetic clip stretchs and seals the curtain to wall by one-easy action.
Cube Saver: 3-in-1 Hole Punch, Stapler &amp; Paper Clip Holder! *Resubmit*
Multi-phone tablet
Bottle Ballz
Bocce Boom!
Egg Timer-Cup
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Calendar Board Sync Over WiFI
Puzzle cubes!! Have 6 puzzles in one. Will make those smart kids think a little harder
A keychain that holds Appleâ€™s Lightning Adapter, allowing for easy access to your adapter wherever you go.
I would like to create an app or feature on cellphones that automatically sends text messages at a specific date and time.
Bracelet essentiel
An ADJUSTABLE pill cutter that cuts pills in 1/4's. Nothing on the market that does this.
all in one alarm
No-No Cigarette Smoke Fan
Stay Put Socks
Anti rain windscreen
A passive in line filter assembly, that continually cleans the cooling system of you vehicle, which is easly installed in minutes
Fruity Booty Strips - Change your foul gas odor into a pleasant fruity smell
You wake up, another day of work. You're tired, thirsty. What do you need? An alarm that offers a cup of warm water.
Smartphone controlled toy vehicle, like remote control car,boat,plane ect. you control with your smartphone with camera and self navigation
Candles that smell like a variety of cocktails.
Media-Frame: Take Pictures &amp; Videos And Display Them On One Picture Frame! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Laundry hamper with 3 easily removable and transportable sections...one for white clothes, one for colored clothes and one for dry cleaning.
SELF DEPLOYING OIL BOTTLE SPOUT for pouring oil and/or other liquids. Unibody construction.100% recyclable. Virtually drip free.
Pot Hole Sealer
Clear Bumper Guard
Why is it that Mother Nature and our Digital Life Line do not get along? iLoc the inexpensive solution to protect your devices from damage.
invisible tape
How about an iphone case with holes on it that allows you to accessorize it. Resubmitted WITH changes!
Light Guard
laptop plastic batterycover
An ipad case that seems to be a comic book. An anti-theft system.
Charcoal BBQ pit that it's a lot of fun and cooks meat, fish, vegetables, poultry, etc, without the cook having to be missing all the fun.
A collapsing pet washing tub with ergonomic foam knee pad! Collapse and store flat, save your knees from the harsh ground and save space!
Are you tired of trying to find room for a loaf of bread, hamburger buns, and hotdog buns in the same breadbox? Here is a simple solution.
No pistol grip dryer here, just pure sex appeal! My hair dryer design is so visually stunning and beautiful that it's gonna blow you away!
This would be an entry door feature, similar to door buzzers, that would allow keyless entry into a home when a person's hands are too full.
Cooler Case: A thin skinned case with tiny aluminum tubes that run vertically on the back of the case to draw heat away from the phone.
Submersible Racer
THE REAL PORTABLE CHARGER
Tight Space Pressure Washer
A handle carrier for the new Quirky crate system! Pops right into the crate wholes on inner wall to be used to crate transport stuff!!!!
edible candles
make a "Ramen pot" for better chewy texture of noodles.
crock pot rack
iPhone case: wallet and kickstand in one case
This novel heated drying system allows you to quickly dry fine knits and sweaters without the use of a conventional dryer.
Tired of your trash bag slipping into a black hole of garbage? I know I am! A snazzy elastic band to hold your trash bag in place!
Water Saving Shower Nozzle
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An intrinsically safe light installed inside a vehicle's wheel well that turns on using the brightness switch on your dash.
Build-a-Braid
Unfolding Bookshelf
Digital Calendar Board
aircraft
Hi, I love tacos and invented a "u" shaped device that makes perfect corn tortilla shells with or without pre cooked fillings.
Tired of those boring arm slings and cast for arms and legs? Well now you can have fun &amp; glitz while you heal! With Sling-Bling &amp; CastBlast
Fruit Crank Squeezer
Umbrella Buddy
Magnetic storage under kitchen cabinets
A computer chip would be attached to an item, with an app on my cell phone that I could type in, resulting in a beeping sound to locate.
The Handy Boot
Defender
Ballz Skateboards - 360 degrees of fun! Do you have the balls to ride the Ballz Skateboard with the ball wheels?
A Cat Food Bowl designed to help your cat feed slower and more naturally. It makes them work for their meal.
This product has numerous applications in every household in the world. The plug assist can help anyone with that stubborn plug that won't.
This toothbrush dispenses toothpaste from a replaceable cartridge inside the toothbrush handle, avoiding a separate messy toothpaste tube.
My invention will allow consumers to be able to have phone conversations or await calls witout having to hold the telephone.
Beat-Colors: Let Colorful Lightbulbs Play Along With Your Music! (See Designs &amp;a Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Tattoo sleeves in variety of colors and lengths. With or without logos or sayings.
Bird Netting Umbrella. Stop birds from eating berries from your plants. Easy to install.
Sun/Shade Meter - Find the best spot for your plants!
digital panoramic picture viewer!! Circular display for all of our panoramic pictures. Would look cool on my coffee table
MR. QUIRKY! Inspired by Mr. Potato Head. Create accessories to personalize our IPHONE like Mr. Potato Head. SEE ACCESSORY IDEAS
Smart Mailbox
INVESTMENT FUND
SMARTInfant Feeding Bottle
an accessory that attach to your key chain, keeps your cable safe, and double as a wall charger
Title: Flavored Foreplay. Flavored edible paper with adhesive attached to anywhere on the body with skin so that foreplay tastes better!
One stop shop
Portable Paper Plate Dispenser
OCTO TOYPAL kid toy accessory to keep attached toys from falling off tables especially in public. No more picking up toys and no more germs!
U C I C U. A colorful dog collar with an adjustable light for dogs to check out the ground while walking at night and the owner to see dog.
An underwater and over-water toy that pulls you through the water. Battery operated so you can become a fish with a flick of the wrist.
Potable Precipitation: An umbrella that catches rain water and contains a filter that cleans the water before putting it into your bottle.
Perfect Insole Mapping Device
Efficiency is main element in the industries,space,quick respond,work flow ,flexibility & 1=2,industries have been taken over by "computer"
Window blinds. Why adjust the panels all at once? Why not adjust 2-3 sections, of variable widths, independently, & easily?
Dog Don't Smear My Window
LA SERVIETTE CHAUFFANTE !
Stumble Bun
clean soup ladle
Compact One touch device to alert authorities of distress with no internet required and very cool looking
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Convenient heating pad that will keep sports fans, parade watchers,outdoor enthusiasts alike both warm &amp; toasty during those chilly events.
WordsJustWrite is an electronic writing trainer device that gives encouraging and useful feedback in real-time to kids! Fun and educational!
Cycle Dash
sewing bobbin inserted in top spool of thread
VAC-DRI
Cooler w. backrest that folds out.
I believe in the need of creating a small size dryer where we can place few Shoes at the time.
Don't let your yoga mat weigh you down! It might be time to modify your yoga mat.
Self storing Bean Bag Toss, Ladder Golf and Mini Golf Board. Ground level flange for easy mowing. Give these popular games a permanent home.
Motorbike overspeed vibalert
A cat carrier that is collapsible, easy to store and more importantly, easy to get the cat into for those trips to the vet!
This reminds people their child is left in their car seat. It is designed to prevent accidental deaths of infants
Hot times need cold food. Bags leak and containers don't make it back in the cooler. A bowl with a frozen insert keeps your food refreshing!
ë¹—ìžë£¨ ë¹—(Brush Brush)
ANTI-BEDBUG Pet Bed - The 1st and ONLY!
Love Cereal? Then, you will Love this Idea! The Tupperware Bag. Dishwasher-safe with a Jar lid.
Chasing Christmas lights using 6 regular light strands. Use as a tree topper or wrap lights from the base to give a great light show
Back hair roller
A sleek and slim unisex dual storage compartment zipper pouch with protective screen film front and built-in damp impulse(shock absorber).
valve stem guide
Squints
Keyboard Tray Power Switch
Zit sucker
Hearing improvement
"Glow in the Dark" ACCESSORY KITS for FORT FACTORY! Collect them all!
After working out at the gym, you're all sweaty. To prevent sweating on your car seat, why not cover your seat with "Seat Down" instead?
MAGNETIC KITCHEN SET - attach your most needed kitchen accessories to a FRIDGE door and have ALWAYS ON HAND. Very cool and simple.
Closet Storage for the home office - Hanging File System
Ferris wheel shelving, app enabled, saves room and organizes your things in a convenient way, so you find &amp; reach them easily.
APP. Enabled Light Switch Cover! Program the cover to turn your switches on &amp; off @ certain times. Please Quirky, I need this!
E-luminate Case: a case desgined to better illuminate that E-readers like the kindle. Slick,fluid, a techno case for the techno reader!
Sticky Clock
Wall-Mounted Retractable Extension Cord w/Motion Sensing LED Night Light Combo. An LED Light is on the end of the extension cord plug.
Introducing Health Watcher. Great way to avoid side effect like headaches, Eye strain & etc, which caused by spend too long in front PC.
Collapsible industrial strength safety net. With high strength metal beams and an elastic, polymer and microfiber interwoven net design
Smartphone Clutch &amp; Lipstick
Multiple Charger Cable - MCC
idea is simple, have you ever floated on your back and a little wave or movement moved water to your face and went up your nose?
Dropdown shelf, for the top closet storage shelf that will allow access to out of reach belongings.
Four Digital Units to Hang on the Wall to change color and Show Time. App enabled (Wink)
A food storage container that can both tenderize and marinade meat. Dinner preparation made simple and easyâ€¦dinner delicious! Marin-Aid
Spare Parts Box
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MOM Boards... Messages On Magnetic Boards... in any color... will "brighten" every day for all Moms who deserve it!
Fibonacho
We will be dedicated to profitably spreading positive messages bringing people closer together using sport's poetry on a various products.
hands free nail polish holder
Eyebrow Wonder gives you perfect eyebrows without the hassle and time of drawing on each individually.
RollBlock!It's a Roll-On Sunblock.Nothing but Zinc Oxide and Titanium Dioxide in a convient,keep your hands sticky-free roll on ready stick!
No more tying the trash bag to the tent pole or car bumper while tailgating at your favorite game. A trash bag that stands on it's own.
A better way to brush dog's teeth.
SCARVES AND BELTS ALWAYS A PROBLEM. HOW ABOUT A SWIVEL HANGER APPROX. 2'X 4' FLEXIBLE PLASTIC WITH HOLES FOR
SCARVES AND SLITS FOR BELTS.
Cut and Seal is an innovative two-in-one or three-in-one product that neatly cuts open a bag of food, holds it opend and seals it when done.
Build'n'Pivot
The Shirror - shaving mirror
The ring thing
Dimstrips-Sunglasses for your alarm clock. Similar to device screen protectors, tinted &amp; trim-able to fit your alarm clock so you can sleep.
A portable plug-in.
Paper Bag Garbage Can
Quirky Phone/iPad Case with stand. You are in charge of how you want your phone to stand, horizontally or upright
Attractive kitchen storage boxes for aluminum wrap, plastic wrap, etc. Boxes are sturdy, labeled, and serrated edges won't fall off
Bracelets, rings, and pendants that hide a pill compartment
Want to create bras that are strictly for swimsuits or water . A strong hold easy drying swimsuit bra !!!! Sounds perfect in my head !!!
gitar use
USB MINI TOASTER OVEN
Digital Cake Topper
Quirky Beer Brewing Kit - First Multi-Brew Kit - Try up-to 6 Recipes/Batches at Once Without Waiting for Weeks! Monitor Process With App!
ìœ ì•„ìš©ì‹íƒ 3in1
A baby stroller designed for the mall. It has a table for a food court tray, a cup holder, and pegs/hooks for shopping bags.
The idea that I have will make it convenient to carry food and drink purchases through the airport without spillage.
ATTENTION ALL TRADES WOMAN/MEN. Hard Hat Retractable Full Facial Guard IN ONE. Hard hats and safety glasses go hand in hand.
Gardening water can with ergonomic handels, no spill rear fill, and configurable nozzels.
100 ft 'Tapeless' Tape Measure
Let's Join the Quest of Teaching Children About Engineering &amp; Spatial Skills-inspired by a Stanford grad 170+Vts. Render following
Expandable Clothes Drying Rack, for hangers or items. Foldaway when not in use.
Magnetic pen/pencil holder with metal caps. Attach the metal cap on pen/pencil's head and place it under magnetic pen holder.
The Utility Patented Ultimate Smoker Grill is new. A relief which allows the grill to become a smoker grill.
Motor App . for Dummies
A Sheetie Cover Up
Wrap a few sips of water in a small tube around a pill container
Where's a Sticky Note When You Need One?
A thin clear sheet that goes over your cake to avoid getting spit on and stops the spread of germs without wreaking the cake decorations.
motorized baby stroller
Self Sharpening utility knife. Diamond inset hones blade each time it's retracted or extended - blade stays sharp and lasts longer.
Home bathroom scale tester
A PLATE THAT SITS STURDY IN YOUR HAND(LIKE A PAINTERS PALATE) THAT MAKES FEEDING YOUR BABY QUICKER,CLEANER AND
MORE EFFICIENT.
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The shaving cream ring will eliminate shaving cream container rust rings from forming on your shower, tub, or sink! No more scrubbing, ever!
ATTENTION: ICE CREAM CONE LOVERS, my idea allows you to completely eat a ice cream cone, without getting a drop of melted cream on you
Easy mix
Watch wild living birds while eating / bathing at your window with our "BIRDS-BIJOU".
A rotating beach bucket that allows you to sculpt the sides. A hinge allows you to open the bucket. Carving tools for more creativity.
Inbody - refrigertor
Power wrap. Wrap your excess cord around the outlet.
VentClip
A fabric rollup cord stash. Each compartment labelled, cord or elastic to secure. Just like Mom's sewing kit
opp app store
Folding Shelf Drawer. Store items in the drawer while you place items on the shelf.
Changing a lawn-mower blade sucks. Tip the mower over and spill gas...jam your shoe against the dull blade while you grip a wrench. Awful!
Garden Protection Tent
A much better way to store beverages's cans.
Sit up handles
Toothbrush Cover - 100% Cockroach Proof!
App Enabled Wireless Blood Pressure Reader- Unsafe Reading Levels Sent to Doctors, Family, Friends resub. Q+ GE
Reversible USB Hub
Charging station
KNOCK KNOCK
Quick In-Sink Bottle Warmer
curved watermelon knifw
Custom cups for drinking tea in bulk, we present two types of finishes, one re-usable for other household and disposable.Practical and cheap
Install a small camera,rechargeable battery, cable & a 4" or 6" monitor on a bicycle to view the traffic approaching from behind.
Shower Seat Curtain
storage device under kitchen cabinet for knives. other small counter items.light weight material, install via suction cups under cabinet.
No longer worry about your BEACH UMBRELLA being: -difficult to carry -hard to push into the sand -tipping over -blowing away easily
Common idea can be described as: FROM {any destination} with {item name or something special from this place}. FROM L.A. with STARS...
Drain-Topper: Prevent Floods At Your Sink! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Auto Snow Plow
My idea is to get music to everyone across the globe in the bathroom. yes, the bathroom. In an elegant, cheap & inconspicuous fashion.
CARABINER BANDITS - more reliability
A magnetic whiteboard with lines to write a description of what the adjacent timer is for. To be placed on the fridge.
FLEXIBLE OIL FILTER WRENCH. Car care enthusiasts agree that very few tools are as poorly-designed as the common engine oil filter wrench.
Verrouille me !
Lamborghini
Paper that can be placed over the ipad which allows a fine tip pen to gather notes &amp; Transfer to Digital. No more big fat tipped pens
Awesome Bottle
A two sided tie,the same on each side and divided by a light weight liner.Stain your necktie flip it over and no one is the wiser.
This fence post repair device is designed to repair broken or rotted off fence posts at ground level, without removing the fence.
Electric Grill Grate Tool
NIVO
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Coloured foil, cut to size, stick them on my glasses to turn them into sunglasses. Stick on when you need them, peel off when you donâ€™t
Heated digging tool used to unbury candle wicks that are buried under the wax.
Diego alarm clock
A Quirky tank top with a pocket for her Smart Phone on the inside.
Magnetic plastic shoe boxes attached to two metal supports from wall to wall.The boxes looks like they are floating in the air.Easy to do.
A "fetch" toy that your dog won't lose.
Hands free portable FaceTime
The Bean Bag charger is a fun and appealing way to charge your device. It can be available in any patterns or colors.
Double Duo for two beverages in the same bottle.
Pill Straw
Harassment Bluetooth Camera App Sound included. Have your proof recorded on Smartphone.
Every kitchen gets this incident sometime- thumb gets cut while peeling a fruit using a sharp knife. Thumb sleeve protects the thumb
E-Band Aid /on all electronics
ARMRUNNER
This device would be designed in a way to allow patients and hospital Staff and Nurses and Doctors to voicelessly communicate with patients.
Do you drive a car? Have you ever dropped your keys, cell phone, or french fries down that gap between your seat and the center console
Nasogastric Tube Comforter
Mechanized Retractable Extender Arm for everyday use for the handicapped, aged, immobile and/or lazy!
Light Up Outlet Cover
every parent needs this door stopper, watch our short video to see why......
Smart phone back-up battery shaped like cool flashlight that is kept in briefcase, car or kitchen drawer for extended power outages.
Bad tasting medicine no more with the Rocket Sip. This product makes taking medicine easy, FUN, and tasteful.
arc shaped rods that adjust or fold for spacesaver,the rods have a shade that will cover from the sun,tips are adjustables snap-ons
FUN Tounge Scraper! The most important little gadget to have in your cabinet for fresh breath,good health and hygiene.
The Tie-Tote keeps ties new and crisp for longer. Removable cases allow for easy travel. Ties and accessories are stored in one place.
Infused Grilling Stones
Subtract water bowl
Millions enjoy the game of golf in all kinds of weather. This hat will allow them to play in cold tempatures yet be stylish and functional.
[RESUB] FRIDGE CONNECT: The smart way to manage your refrigerator.
Cookies and Milk Dunking cookie holder after dunking drink the milk with the handle that is a straw can also be used with cold or hot drinks
The Snowmelting Shovel
Shrub Pruning Apron
An application that allows smartphone, Ipads/Kindles, cars to be alerted when an emergency vehicle is approaching and from what direction.
Anti Theft Smart CAR Sensors will alert if your Car is Open or Moved because your Alarm &amp; Smart Key are not enough. See Video
Bluetooth Home for sale sign
This Angle Paint Brush that is meant to eliminate the use of ladder and scaffold. it is design to Paint corners and trim around obstacles.
A lawn chair that sprays a mist of water from the arms of the chair, back and legs that can be adjusted to cover most of the body.
Spin Shooter: App-Enabled Ball Toss Toy for Tots
A Smarter Lamp Control module. Use weather data to turn your lamp (or other device) on at sunset or on dark rainy days.
travel trash bag
Reusable Flying Signal Flare
a sandwich baggie with a built in pouch that also seals. prevent mushy bread by keeping meat separate or pack salad &amp; dressing all in one
BEST EVER! 2 lb stand up collapsible 2 sided travel mirror. Goes anywhere, stable on all surfaces, adjusts for height, view back of head.
A lounge (beach) chair with an open belly area designed for pregnant women or anyone who finds it uncomfortable to lay on their stomach.
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Want to record expenses but end up with receipts scattered all around instead? Keep them tidy, waiting for processing in a desk pen holder.
Using by this dish packaging band, you can easily and securely pack your glass dishes when you are moving.
Disposable Stove Plates
Bottle Yo Yo
Like the Hydra Duo? I do too,but have anyone thought about how to clean it?My idea is a clean two sided beverage bottle.
Fold Flat Funnel for Cars&amp;Trucks. Magnets keep it attached to vehicle's frame so it is always with you! No more oil or antifreeze spills!
Cooler with a Removable Water Container. Allow more room for other items in your cooler.
electro-magnetic accelerator
This is a concept of a toy Penguin which almost exactly looks like a real penguine and moves almost exactly like a real penguin.
Hand Held potato Chip/Fries cutter with multiple blades: maxi crinkle cut, mini crinkle cut and straight cut.speedy chop and cook, less fat.
NEW POWER STRIP adapted to the base of iMac
Shoes that Massage
Elastic map
pillow with a dounut whole in the center
Pandle Handle
Safe net camera
XBOX 360 AND PS3 CONTROL HOLDER
"Where Are My Glasses?" A small, audible protected chip adheres to eyeglasses, keys, remote controls, etc. linked to a base to help recover!
Create storage with STORE YOUR DOOR! A Sturdier Over/Under Door Storage Hanger for bathrooms, Garages, Playrooms and so much more!
Urban sandcastles! No more boring sandbuckets. Several different building molds inspire creativity as children build their own beach cities.
Mobile-Mote: Control Your Home's Devices &amp; Appliances From Your Phone! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Armbands. Rubber bands with flexible wire arms. Hang, hook, easy to wrap/unwrap anything. **See videos**
Songbirds On The Wire
"clip on" replacement seats for vinyl strapped metal framed patio chairs
Hand soap dispenser in SHAPE of hand - for HAND soap esp. at kitchen sink - one finger holds rings for those who remove them to wash dishes
An inflatable drying rack with a built in fan that also increases air flow around objects being dried. Very compact for storage.
Dripper/Dropper is a clean, simple solution to consolidating containers of like liquids. This saves money and is environmentally friendly.
I have a simple solution for a cereal box (example) when opened and its not easy to close it again &amp; again.
Bottom-of-shoe sanitizer
Empowerment Bottle
iPad charging cable enabling iPad to be charged &amp; used in Portrait position &amp; rest on the plug without bending/damaging the cable
Bench/picnic table/desk 3 in 1
Sergeant Weigh
Surfs UP!!! The reinvented surf board Rack System!!!
Safe Ride
Your son or daughter will never get lost on the way to their classes again! Campus Maps gives precise directions to students classrooms.
Working out is a sweaty business so by adding water or juice then Freezing the weights is a Cool way to workout.
STOP LIGHT DETECTOR
Highlight Objects/People in Real Life, Know Where Things are in the Dark
Battery Backpack: Has a rechargeable battery inside for highschool and college students on the go!
Assault Sprinkler. Make life uncomfortable for intruders when your on holiday. Hook it up to the house alarm and surprise the burglar.
A drying rack that can bend, fold and stack to fit in different areas and different laundry load sizes.
Tired of using tons of little containers for a cookout? My idea can help solve that, with a food organizer!
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The inside windshield scraper: a car windshield ice scraper with a concave blade for scraping ice from the inside.
Winter snow protective coating
SLEEK, ERGONIMICAL, LIGHT WEIGHT AND FUNCTIONAL. THIS IPAD STAND BOAST A TELESCOPING NECK, RETRACTABLE POWER
CORD AND BALL BARRING JOINTS.
Cupola (Dome) Pizza Grill - A ceramic wood fired pizza grill to make the most delicious Neapolitan style pizzas at home. Buon appetito!!
The ability to control the temperature of water coming out of any faucet.
The iFence
Photo Skin wrap for iPhone
Hi without a car i use a cart to shop,do laundry.but the wheels are straight we need the front wheels to pivot.Its hard around corners,bumps
Ear buds,I hate them when they get tangled. My solution is you wear them....read more.
Trading Card Insta-sorter
Swivel dustpans are hard to empty. Improved version. Now simply drop the dirt and dust into trash can with the pull of the trigger.
It consists on a new concept for male shaving and female depilation, where the old fashion blade adapted to the handle is replaced
Portable Web Cam, Light, Mic
"Auto Scrapers" is a new way to clear your snow and ice frosted windsheield using your windshield wiper motor on your vehicle !
O2 Concentrator Remote/App
Make-your-own-abstract-art
Protect home from theft
Fresh make up
A ring binder with integrated perforator. No additional perforator needed.
Thin gel stickers that goes on the top of keys of a computer keyboard.
Blunt Multitool
Baby and toddler clothes are tough to hang in regular closets. Modular pull-out hangers are more effective and holds more clothing.
Modern Canvas
Each year children fall to their death while others are seriously injured. The STC window can help reduce the number.
Active Apple Earbuds
The Bank statement credit card statement medical bill creditor notice protect your identity from dumpster divers with a fire brick.
A purse or tote with a digital picture frame embedded in the outer pocket, so the owner to change the look of her purse with an upload.
ELLIPTICAL HANDLE ADAPTORS
Velclose
This item is a laundry hamper with highly durable plastic partitions to separate various shades with embedded labels for white,neutral,dark.
A Drying Rack made from renewable Bamboo. It can be configured for different spaces.
A wagon that can hold many thing (coolers,towels,chairs,umbrella, boards,toys) and have wheels for the side walk and a flat side for sand.
RESUB; Can You Sit On Your Phone? - A Crush-Proof Cell Phone Wallet/Case that holds essentials on a Secure Clip or in Pocket
A Better "Bedazzler" with Extension Arm and App-Enabled So You Can Make Professional Looking Designs and Bling Out Your Clothes and Shoes!
Plants Need to Drink! Heres a Collapsible Plant/Flower Pot that grows with your plant and gives you a reading of water level. Seeds -&gt; Plant
A USB Rechargeable Flash Light/Drive Combination (NO VIDEO)
(Resubmit)Safe Jogging Lights. Walk and lights blink. Lights up when moving.
A pet friendly doorbell that lets you know when your outdoor pet is ready to come inside.
Water Buddy
Toothbrush Water Saver. Stop wasting water, Fill this special glass and as you put your brush under the nozzle a small amount is poured out
Ladies, this is For You, and By You Ladies mirrored i-Phone case
[RESUB] SMARTKIT: Instantly upgrade your car stereo. It's better than a carkit, it's the smartkit.
Polar Shade
Cooking pot with disposable cooking inserts... Put in insert, Cook, Throw insert away!!! Mess without the mess.
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A heated foot rest that consists of two pivoting comfortable heel slots to drop your feet into that sits on the edge of your coffee table.
Illuminate Your Lock, Not Your Keys!
Simple wire shelf bungee with a secure adjusting screw. Screw, adjust, tighten for multiple applications.
The Hip-Leash is the perfect training tool to properly teach your dog to walk by your side instead of drag you down the street!
Stackable Canisters: They would save kitchen counter space and look better!
STOP TO SMELLS IN THE KITCHEN
Baby Stay-On Socks -- Baby socks that donâ€™t fall off.
Vacuum Full Bag Sensor
The Doggie Tuggie
WC TOUSJOURS PROPRE
UnLOCK
Snap On Dish Dryer
The Multi-Arm
No-Spill Paint Base
Forever Permanent Marker. Standard "Sharpie" style pen with attached clear lacquer bottle (finger nail polish) Prevent writing rubbing away
5.2 Surround Sound Headphones
This SIMPLE idea will solve an everyday problem and help millions of people see in the dark. Please read my description & watch my video.
GUARD DOG mobile app yard roomba .shoots water or pepper spray
Meter-Ball: Record Your Speed, Distance, &amp; Height Of Your Football Throws! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Zero bacterias in ur toothbrush , steelstainless holder
Comfortable dog harness with lightweight & padded dry-erase cartoon bubble pointing toward the dog's head.
My Idea is to easily wash your entire back while in the shower.
All Around Tan
Skewed Skewer-You can flip each tine to allow grilling different food items to the perfect doneness and makes it easy to pull each item out
Driving video survillance
First of a kind functional iPhone case. The kickstand swivels forwards and backwards, so you can view the screen or the back of the case.
#SilicPad is a 3-in-1 pliable silicon kitchen area aide. It combines a temporary strainer, pot holder, and oven mitt in one!
Dusting Glove - I would love the community to design &amp; develop a flexible and soft vacuuming glove attachment.
[RESUB] TWISTUB: A space saving (food)container that expands with a "twist and pull up".
INFRA RED TRANSMITTER for i Phone to Control Your Home appliances.
A pocket version of a multi-panel makeup mirror for men to groom their ears and women to check makeup.
Device that alerts you your loved ones you are home, safe and sound. Great for Latchkey Kids too.
A personal ceiling fan on a chain/decorative cord. Made for small spaces and people who rent
Zoom In Glasses
Train your dog to fetch, don't let him train you!
Biceps Mirror
Space Saving Spiral Telescopic Rack!
I have a Patented Fishing Float #US 7,437,850 B1. See my video clip www.askpatentco.com. I need $50K to build the pre-production mold.
Heater vent that telescopes up into a rack. Either accordion style or some kind of transformer style.
Smart Video Note Pad
Tomato Cage Cover! Grow bigger Tomatoes! And gives your tomatoes a protective cover that protects from insects, animals, wind, and frosts.
A portable affordable water tower for the domesticated pools. Provides waterfall, squirts water and has a clone water drop.
Charged Wallet
Ballz Skateboards - 360 degrees of fun! Do you have the balls to ride the Ballz Skateboard with the ball wheels?
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beepr Bluetooth wristband
Smoke hood container (designed for use by children to allow them to wait more safely for mom or dad in event of fire)
An shut-off timer that can be attached to stove knobs allowing the cook to program the burner to turn off automatically.
Weather Alert Stickum
Barking Timer Doorbell
Time has come finally a new fascinating,exciting social network to give facebook competition.Meet EYE CLICK.The newest internet phenomenon
911 Emergency iPhone case: a tactical and functional tool.
Alien Planet invader
Food containers that have lids that tell you how long that they have been in the refrigerator based on their color.
Let's build an affordable, flexible standing tablet PC holder that can be positioned at various heights, enabling many hands free uses.
HOLSTER IS 2"X4"X5" DUPONT CORDURA OR LEATHER COMES WITH SHOULDER STRAP CAN WEAR ON BELT TWO PIECE BELT STRAP
WITH 2" SQUARE VELCRO SEWN ON
Walk In Shower from porcelain.
Receive calls to a mobile device (mobile/VOIP) in every room of your house without carrying/chasing down your device when a call comes in!
Support your favorite college and professional teams with Car Mohawk. The Mohawk for your car. In a variety of colors. Attaches to the car.
Ladies, cut blow drying time in half! Get a professional sleek and smooth blow out in minutes with the Blow Dry Box!
What is the best way to stop your garden furniture sinking into the lawn? Use the Chair Leg Coaster! Resub: 1st round 368 votes.Go for more!
The Eggcordion: Fold your egg tray as you use your eggs to save space
Tan-less FootWear: Water Shoes, Sandals and Flip-flops Tan through footwear that lets you achieve an even tan while walking or sunbathing.
Countertop rolling platform for kitchen appliances. Appliances sit on top of the Counter Scooter and are free to be pushed in any direction.
Let's keep it simple. 3 piece dry rack for your shoes, and clothing. Easy storage easy to assemble.
SnackShack is a large bowl containing 4 sections to fill with your choice. Great organized way to serve your snacks when having friends over
Ever Stack wet dishes really high in your dish drainer? Wish You had More room? Stackable Dish drainers!!
The App-enabled drying rack.
Hands Free Umbrella Holder
aqua switch
RESUB; Can You Sit On Your Phone? - A Crush-Proof Cell Phone Wallet/Case that holds essentials on a Secure Clip or in Pocket
This idea is to keep toilets fresh and clean using household cleaning agents with no dye and cannot be seen its located in the tank
The Super Stylus!
A shower wand, scrub brush, and body wash dispenser all-in-one. Eliminate the clutter in your shower with the 3-in-1 shower wand!
wall and ceiling washer
Cordies Edge - L Shaped (sticks to back side of the table). Optionally modular - stick &amp; expand; 300 v; 94% v/v; Revised after Q feedback
Sitting Activity Monitor
Load-N-Go!!!
iPad glove case.. It's a case with a UNO versai glove that use a Velcro glove that adhere to this case that has a Velcro backing on the case
Tired of inflexible, awkward silicone oven mitts? But don't want to go back to BURNING your hands with cloth oven mitts?
Measuring spoons can be messy and inaccurate. Use a button pipette to get the exact amount of liquid called for in your recipe.
An electronic key that works in a similar way to a remote car key that opens your front door (and possibly other doors) upon clicking it
Color crÃ¨me solaire
My idea is a cutting board that catches liquid and crumbs that fall off others
A stylish pen that displays the Date and Time at your fingertips.For the average Joe or the Business Pro never be without the time or date.
Lady's with thick ankles have a problem with ankle strap shoes, so my invention is the ankle strap extender.
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App-Glass Ceiling
"Textie-Talkie" - Handheld two-way radios with text messaging capabilities for children.
Grape Toothpaste Single Serve
Transitions Auto Glass
A stainless steel disc with a plastic center drive with common hand grater teeth throughout
Auto burglary/theft watcher
Keep your coffee hot with a ceramic mug topper!
Heater/cooler window screen
The Better Fly Swatter
ALERTE CARBURANT VOLE
Tired of your power tools never being ready to use. I have fixed that problem. Keep them charged organized and ready for use at all times.
Stay-in-Place Strips
Combo/Attchmt. Liquid Whiteout/Correction Tape &amp; Pen~ 10% Guaranteed toward College Scholarships 475+ Votes on all sub.
Lightning RF-Noise Harvester
A clothes drying rack that connects to a stairway bannister.
A real estate sign with changing pictures of the rooms inside the house. Much like a virtual tour except on the yard sign.
Comfort and soothe your poor hands and joints with a custom vibrating and warming wrist rest for your computer or office
Connect Your Phone To A Secret Wireless Device To Stop Theft And Gather Evidence To Catch Thief*Updated for latest Apple announcement6-12-13
MODULAR SOFA. 3 seat sofa plus 2 hidden chairs! See both pictures for a display of this space saving sofa set.
A versatile organizer for easy access to handbags,scarfs,belts,hats etc. Easy to mount horizontally,vertically,on rod or hook behind door.
This product has the potential to be purchased not only by millions of households, but by every company that has a public restroom.
Here is the new sandal sensation which will remove all before known. It only consists of a simple sole and a button.
EZ Open Door Bath Mat
Yoga Block-Box
Its a leash that splits in 2 allowing you to wrap the end of the leash around a solid object with out the fear of the dog running off.
Genie Switch Cube and VFHLAN
Meet the first saucepan splatter guard that morphs into a pour spout with the flip of a finger! The Splatter Spout!
Aros for sliding windows
Disposable showers shoes. Most convenient because you wouldn't have to bring them back with you.
My idea is to have a grill cover made with magnets sewn into it. Thus providing a grill cover that will not blow off.
le plÃ¢tre Ã©tanche
The Easy Up Cane
My idea is an app to prevent accidental 911 calls,every year valuable time is wasted on calls made by mistake to 911 call centres.
Ever been at the meat counter at your local grocery store wondering the following: How exactly am I supposed to season that piece of meat
4 color-coded compartments and matching lid for an all in one pitcher. Serving family and friends favorite drinks in style.
WiFi Camera Doorbell:App sends photo to smartphone.Was in Eval under Apple-accessories.#Resub with Wink
the fan air sanitizers will be hook to the cooler to kill bacteria inside the cooler.
window blinds triggered by mobile app.
This app will save you money or at least you do not lose more, for all of you ca.
I would like a sound alert, similar to the dryer, to tell me when the washing machine has stopped.
Satryan Ball Flying Disc
Anti bacterial UV lighting used in door handles(bars) and rails for staircases.
Idea improved please comment! Resubmit over 100+ comments 1st time/near 300 votes Table Top Game Great kid fun, families & dorm rooms
Smart Solo Rugged Power
A unique DISPOSABLE TOILET BRUSH with a unhookable, disposable and watersoluble waffle... no more dirty toilets.
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Truly Portable Dishwasher, No Plumbing, No Waste Pipe. Just Add Water.
sidewalk curb cutter/grinder
An iPhone case that has a mirror on the back. The mirror would either be a slide or a lift up case on the back of the phone.
BLUETOOTH POWER STRIP or not?
Sleek backpack made for modern technology. Backpacks are designed for books and binders, let's make one for tablets and laptops.
Use this mirror 2.0 to easily make pictures of yourself. This mirror has a build-in camera and wifi, to send pictures directly to any device
Support your favorite college and professional teams with Car Mohawk. The Mohawk for your car. In a variety of colors. Attaches to the car.
brush comb mirror combo
First Aid Life Saving App with step by step instructions, images/ video or voice commands to assist in life threatening situations.
Safe Drain
Case with flip out hooks that mount to steering wheels.
economiseur gel douche
Improve your storage, Expand the Pen Zen. This can be used in many ways and here are a few of mine.
FOLD FLAT MEASURING JUG
No more neckaches and lost keys with the beach blanket with built-in, inflatable pillows and storage compartment. Enjoy the beach in comfort
Tree Sap Remover
Measuring tape that grips onto what you're measuring, but not to itself. Measure anything without frustration ever again!
! A hanger for shoes so you can free up some space !
SityBiker
Hose head
Water bottle Tag, never wonder if that bottle was yours... Great for the gym / office / school
Billions of tin cans are produced Why not use that can to measure the milk or water you need to mix into the food that you just poured out
Digital Glow Water Gauge Bud
Baseball with gps/accelerometer. Pitchers see how fast their fast ball is! Without a person holding a radar gun. And so much more potential!
DecoBrite light ornaments
Photo Display Lamp Shade
Create a sensor that will notify parents if they left the baby in the car seat by mistake
CHILD proof Electrical Plugs. Features a patent pending lock and release mechanism. PLUG n' Twist
PORTE CARTE MAGASIN
App Enable Walkie Talkie Watch
iPhone Case with a Wallet that can be detached from the phone
Tired of bagging and raking leaves each year? Resubmit.
A device that sends alarming medical information (blood pressure etc.) directly to your physician or hospitals in case of emergency.
App Enabled Safe
Turn your dishpan hands into a set of green thumbs! Modern, Eco-friendly, countertop greywater herbal garden -now thatsa 1 spicy meataball!
Travel/Home organizational roll bag for pets. For on-the-go or home use.
3 simple pieces which by their individuality, can hold any ipad, iphone, ipad mini and even future products.
Lightweight,voltage converter for international marketâ€¦
Expanding Dish Rack! NEW CONCEPT! Stays flat on the wall until you need TO dry dishes, utensils, etc.
Easy Reach Shelf! Frustrated with hard to reach shelving? Easy reach shelf lowers for easy item selection and raises to storage position.
Do you hate sharing towels in the bathroom especially during cold and flu season?? Use towel clips to identify your towel.
touchpad screen/ camera viewer
Quirky Bandit- Minis
Window screen heater/cooler
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Power bar or wall adapter with built-in retractable extension cord, USB ports and more... Resub 314 votes
The DoorManâ„¢ is 4 devices in one package. It is a portable , Door Bell, Peep Hole, Voice Mail and Intercom System for your front door.
An iPhone case that has a back shell that rotates open to provide the utility of a wallet
Light softbox
Bath Tube Chair for the Handicapped
Clear Protector to Cover Recipient's Name/Address on Envelopes. No More Worry if Address Will Become Illegible Due to Handling or Weather
Reusable couch cup holder
Battery operated remote control flag pole. Push button and 2 doors open to unwind flag. Push another button to wind in and doors close.
douchette
THE ROLLING BAND AID Ready-to-use rolling band aid dispenser allowing customized sizing and shaping without the messy paper wrapper.
For Pet owners everywhere!!! A battery operated sensored brush.
Sometimes,Plastic bottle lid doesn't open easily .Keep trying to open but hurt my hand. Bottle opener + Plastic bottle opener + Photo frame
Agricola
Product line. "Signal" helmet version for cyclists.
A Cooler that is also a Shower
Kitchen refuse bin with securing clips. No more bin calamities!
A HAND MASSAGER. WITH A ROLLER ON TOP AND BALLS ON BOTTOM, OR BALLS ALL OVER WITH HEAT AND VIBRATION,
MASSAGING THE WRIST AREA AS WELL.
Cold weed killer
TETRIS the magic shoes or boots store system.
A unique, fully collapsible door lock. Lets fix the position of the door at four points, providing the desired position.
STARK H20. Quirky's 21st Century Water Pistol, Super Hero Style
An iPhone case with an LED flashlight that will allow you to record video in any kind of light and help you locate items.
stretchy headphone cords
Pool Hole
Nail tape design kit
EGG VEND - The egg vending strip that maximizes fridge storage uses a soft touch to the vending of eggs in your refrigerator (SEE PICS)
AG Removable Solar Cover Reel.
Safe deposit goes green: Indoor plant pot with a secret compartment to conceal important things while you are on vacation
Im a diabetic, when I go out to eat I need to take insulin with me. I need a small container I could put a loaded syringe.
HotShuMate
Trash Can with Hooks
A seat that will keep your back and butt cool while mowing the yard
They have a patch for those who wish to quit smoking called "Nicoderm". How bout something to help those who wish to quit drinking!
Fan Ice
Golf Club Camera - See your Swing up close!
Produce a device that would be installed in a car so it would be able to be set to a max speed that the car could do, password protected.
Vertical flat dry cloths hanger.
Sort-It-Out!
a doggy handle that allows you dog to open doors with its nose you just connect it to the door and you have
A house shoe for your shoes that collects all dirt, water, or snow, etc. This shoe keeps the floor spotless when woren around the house.
Headset Saver provides an innovative way to attach and secure wireless headsets to clothing or other objects.
A stop snoring, sleep hypopnea, apnoea, bed vest.
Helping Hand or Rub-a-Dub-Dub
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[RESUB] BBQUBE: A modular all-in-one barbecue system. Lightweight, compact, durable, expandable stylish and colorful!
Folding field chair with attached enclosing wrap device instead of a bag so it wraps to close like a "burrito" instead of bag to store/carry
Use a tranquilizer as a bullet to capture dangerous criminals alive without killing. This would be an additional tool for Law enforcement
Apple iPad Portable Wireless Range Booster, Hot Spot &amp; Car Dash Mount(Re-Submit)
waterproof rubberized phone, or tablet holder with high quality suction cups to stick to your shower wall, safety chain to prevent falling
Key holder with SIM card. When searching your keys, just call or sms the number from any phone and listen where it strarts ringing
Self draining plant stand
Ditch the wallet with a Credit Card and ID carrying case or sleeve attached to your smartphone. The digital and analog worlds come together
Straw 2 sets brush
This is a disposable container for events that include different types of dips and chips and different types of soups or chilis.
Under-Toilet
A walking harness for small-breed dogs that includes a gel cool-pack to keep the dog cool on warm days.
Amplify the sound of your Mac!
PLAY YOUR WAY. Build your sports kit any way you want it. Basketball, Tennis, Table Tennis, Volleyball, Football, Soccer, AWESOME!
Okay, here it goes. Its is called "Glambands: which are head bands with interchangeable pieces that clamp onto the headband.
A modern anchor mechanism/device that attaches to the underside of a floating water lounger/drink holder/decor item and prevents drifting.
A winter-glove for iPhone to make n receive calls using the hand like a phone, a microphone in the littlefinger n a speaker in the thumb.
the "Travel Gel razor". disposable razor gel inside the handle, after shave towelette pkg. single use all in one kit,for men and woman
HEMPDiP "A healthy alternative to tobacco". Put a pinch between your cheek and gum and enjoy a refreshin DiP. The juices are safe &amp; healthy.
Light Sensor cap
Self-Capping Highlighter/Marker
NFL sized football with grooves allows kids to train with the correct size and weight football.
The Ultimate Accessory...Simple, comfortable and stylish design allows wearer to hold both bra strap and dress strap together.
Electric Blanket App
The quick slice
Multipoint wrench for car wheel. With Gear. User could select high torque or high speed mode.
One day it hit me that if I can pick up after my dog, I should pick up after my cigarette smoking too.
Alkaline batteries (4 sizes) are stored in columns to easily show how many are remaining. We call it the Voltage Drop.
Yoga Mat Quote/Goal Holder
THIS PRODUCT GIVES WOMEN A EASIER WAY TO DISCARD ALL THEIR FEMININE ITEMS WITH OUT WRAPPING THEM WITH TISSUE.
SCENT TEX BAGS ARE HERE
Sometimes playing games on the phone gets boring. The idea i want to share with you today is a phone case that is a dry erase case.
Prescription Swimming Goggles
Removable Gas tank for lawn mowers and other small engines. Need to refill your mowers tank? Then take it with you!
Smart Thermometer
RUBBER-COATED LUG WRENCHES
iHandless
easy to "shoulder" backpack,can be placed over riding jacket, internal structure preventing "back-sweat", visible durability.
Wrench + Hammer + Screwdriver = Home Improvement Combo Tool. A unique mix of functionality for the cost/space-conscious consumer.
A personalizeable memorial grave marker/urn combo that you customize for your dearly departed pet's burial spot or to place ashes in.
Meet "Elastic Clothes Holder"! It holds together clothes rolled in a "burrito", placed in interlaced elastic hoops for neat storage/travel.
air, heat, movement, surface area. 4 things needed to make a uber efficient drying rack. Drying "Ark" drys Anything you need.
A stairs or handrail hook let you have a second wall of the house.
Fer Ã lisser compatible USB
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"Q-well" indoor plant watering can / backpack with LOW pressure pump, water use L.E.D. indicator, long bendable spout to reduce climbing.
Instant Product Finder
WINK Mothball Minder
No more digging holes in the backyard -- No more ruined Sinks -- Freeze your grease and dispose of it in the garbage
Im a diabetic, when I go out to eat I need to take insulin with me. I need a small container I could put a loaded syringe.
Magnetite/Petalite Plates/Bowls/Mugs that retain heat from the microwave, yet have cool edges for easy handling. No more burns!
Smart RecipeBuilder (App-enabled) - What to do when you have a little of this and that in your fridge and pantry? (Resub)
'kick arse' iced coffee
Beach towel that wont be gone with the wind.
"iSing in the Shower"
InstaEyes or WiseEyes - a clear film with person's vision prescription embedded on it, like contact lenses.
Sports themed pound puppies
Size-adjustable phone case that mounts on bike stems, easily attaches/detaches, and has a cover so biker can use touchscreen even in rain.
The hot and cold blancket
The Perfect Poncho! Rain poncho with sown in tempurpedic foam cushion in the rear for comfortable seating anywhere, anytime. Need I say more
Insulated Nail Caps
Gaming slot fan assembly provides a pleasurable gaming environment for the avid slot player along with a cocktail light for better service.
A Binder for Your Daily Newspaper, Be it Broadsheet or Tabloid
Portable sofa/chair leg rest
Magnetic kitchen Backsplash
Free Dog
Thinnest elastic wallet/case combo.Elastic material can be stretched to fit over ALL PHONES!Cover entire frame.Open to suggestions/comments
One-touch contact lens case
Weed puller. Is simple to use, with no moving parts to break or wear out. Good for the lawn, doesn't break down, and cleans itself.
Think Green. Think Versatile. Think Reusable. Simple two piece plastic box that dispenses toilet tissue paper - for your nose! INVISIROLL!
Collapsible Dog Bath Tub
"PeakIt" clips your smartphone to any baseball cap. Attach your phone onto the PeakIt case, clip it onto the peak of your baseball cap.
Paypass Pin
No need to alternate between the kitchen faucet and sprayer anymore, because this sprayer is now built inside the kitchen sink faucet.
Was under UC..revised! Know when your 2 litter soda is out of gas!
Quirky Bingo! Resubmit.
Extension power strip for charging up to 6 USB devices directly via AC, without a PC. It works as a night-light too.
A detachable electric starter for gas powered lawn equipment that combines the ease of an electric starter without the added weight.
Cheap Cheap
Glass bottles/bowls with a microwave safe plastic or rubber layer on the outside, making it health safe inside and wont shatter if dropped.
a portable seat carried backpak style hands free lite weight sits up in a second can be used by anyone any age. colors team colors or camo
Picnic knife set - knife with a child safe protective case that converts to a chopping board
Wink Water Level Monitor
Solar Ramp wands will save big money for the airlines
Safe Box Cutter is great but it must start at an edge... the market still needs a push box cutter that can puncture and start anywhere.
ex large reusable tea diffuser
sandwich holder for disabled. one armed stroke victims. rectangle shape can hold a sandwich or a big mac.pistle grip pushes out burger.
Stove Burner Covers that you CAN COOK ON. Never clean up burned on spills again. Turn your old electric stove into a flat-top.
Wifi Router Watch Kill App
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Ear-buds get so easily tangled. With a very simple design modification they can be tangle free, and potentially a great fashion accessory.
Fire -N- Ice Tray
A GPS/cellphone/camera with an automatic dial button to 911. A person under attack pushes the button to send the location and pic to 911.
This high-end full length mirror/jewelry cabinet is $209. This is the cheapest out there Quirky could make a cheaper version for $69.
my idea is to produce a transmitter that will emit a sound loop of dolphins in the area to ward off sharks for bathers ankles or surfboards
SHOPPING NAVIGATOR
Mantis Magnetic Head Hammer
Drying Rack + Laundry Hamper
it a reciver that you attach to all makes & models cars/trucks/suvs.use it for the beach/tailgateing/family picnics/i use it for fishing
Product: Mobile Assist Purpose: Ankle taping. Clamp to training table and then clamp around upper ankle. Take it with you when your done.
Please see attached file for project info.
Hand-free Umbrella. You can carry this kind of umbrella on your back and it can be easily take down and spread up.
A device that makes people efficient in their work by keeping track of their ultimate potential and deeper goals in life.
Instantly make any existing door a "Security Door" that only opens with a code or fingerprint scanner!! So many doors need this!!!
Sound Shield
BenchEssential
U-Toothbrush
Frutea is a way to infuse water with fresh fruit and vegetables.
Soccer Ball Returner
waterproof case with suction cups so you can use your iphone or ipad in the shower safetly
ALUMINUM KUBB: Watch The Video
CELL PHONE CASE CHARGER! Tired of going on a trip and forgetting your charger. Here is the solution a cell case that charges your phone.
The Whirley Bird
Video Mirror
sky rocket......a blast from the past!!!!
A LINEN DISPENSER that eliminates messes and creates an organized closet
Chilled Can Mug
Sheepskin armrest covers for your automobile, with a storage pouch and sleeve for your smartphone.
SMART TARP
Iphone Case with integrated USB cable...
This invention is designed to save space in the closet and have multi-uses as to which items of clothing it can hold.
Velcro straps are awesome! What about a general purpose Velcro strap with a friction surface strip down the middle and a hook on the end?
barbecue that fits onto your existing parasol/umbrella.
Storage Container with legs
Nu Shooz(RESUB)
Re-make the ball hat organizer hanger. Make the hat change that the hats stay on. Make a hook style attachment for the hat to stay on
Phone charger watch
animal weather stations
dinning that been inspected
An all in one kitchen spoon utensil with pivot movement allows 1 spoon head to be used at a time while the rest are stored in the handle.
GLASS BABY BOTTLE (with write-able surface) INSIDE PLASTIC BABY BOTTLE HOLDER (with built-in thermometer, viewing window, & ergonomic
grip)
Smart Cooking Range
I need a green mat (zeolite) to just put in the bottom of my vegetable drawer.
Tired of opening up your laptop and having a camera staring at you? Protect your camera and privacy by placing SpyGone over the camera.
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PINCEAU RETRACTABLE
CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT FLOOR OR DESK LAMP - Contemporary LED lamp design providing light at any height, direction and angle.
Need a dark room for sleeping wherever you go? SHADES is a portable, roll up black out shade that adheres to the window via suction cups.
The home run wall, similar too the Halloween and Christmas outdoor displays, watch the wall inflate into your son's own field of dreams.
Adjustable "mood lighting" via LEDs. An LED lamp with adjustment knob
Smart Water Bottle
It's Raining and we only have one small umbrella for 2 people! Don't worry! Introducing the 2 in 1 Umbrella. Always have a spare.
Ultimate water-saving shower
Dual Purpose Poolside Artscape or Water Toy... User decides! An attractive water sculpture can be lined with LED's for night effects too.
TabGrabr-universal, easy on/easy off tablet accessory that's more comfortable to grip and stands device in all orientations including typing
A Spatula With A Flip Activated Timer, Just Preset And The Flipping Action Resets.
Create perfect caulk or paint lines with painters tape that has a removable inner strip!Perfect lines everytime!RESUBMIT 355 Views/281 Votes
Cuckoo Catie Koo 2.0
App enabled food containers
dog bowl that keeps water cool
SqueegNgo - Now clean flat glass surfaces faster! This ultra portable 3-in-1 device combines a squeegee, cleaning liquid tank, and scraper!
Zombie APP, people walking around everywhere looking at their smartphones, movement sensor and alarm, new case feature or device
Ladies! Would you like complete your morning make up in five minutes and keep your bathroom or make up area a haven of organisation?Read on!
Alert Me CoPilot
Can't reach that spot on your back all by yourself? How about a All-in-One Back Lotion Applicator, Scrubber and Scratcher? Resubmit.
Unique New Tool! Makes life easier for plumbers, mechanics, maintenance people, and do-it-yourselfers. Inexpensive and practical!
A lighter that has a built in mint dispenser. Normal size as any other lighter but mini-breath mints are available to you for when you smoke
A cover to prevent water from spraying you when turning off an exterior water faucet. The water spray comes from the backflow preventer.
Beach/Camping sun/rain shelter, with solar panels on the roof. Shelter that powers peripherals using renewable energy.
A detachable, reversible saddle bag for a briefcase. The SB would have multiple pockets on one side and flexible solar array on the other.
Let's create a simple,safe,effective way to freshen a room.Candles are unsafe, plug-in refills are expensive, spray fresheners are so 1990's
A condom holder built into a custom wallet or an add on the can fit in the credit card slot of your existing wallet.
Reverse Flip Cover to save your time and get rid of your wallet
Polite Fondue Pot
I would like to take a simple umbrella and add a super lightweight and powerful A/C system to the inside and solar film re'charge from sun
The Shower Popper Radio is the easy, fun and convenient solution to spice up your shower. One push, one station, no static. It's a Popper
Peace Keeper Button
Smart fitness station
To pulp or not to pulp...
Vehicle condiment cup holder
Never Loose a Thing
an articulation from your team that address the outlined issues presented in your first window.
detectondes
Articulated Microsuction iPad or iPhone Stand
Paint Stick Adapter
Indoor Path Illumination
There are 8,244,810 people in NYC, 24 subway lines, 5,602 busses, 13,000 cabs &amp; Each year there are 1,654,582,265 NYCÂ subway/bus rides
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A Universal Battery System for Cordless Kitchen Appliances. Cordless freedom in the kitchen for all small appliances, without the clutter!
This temperature patch provides you with an accurate, current body temperature. Great way for parents to monitor their sick children!
This gadget is pre-set with 3 hours, and tracks the timeXtemp the dish is between the safe, based on the FDA guidelines.
baby stroller bottle holder made of velcro attaches to the stroller frame.
Keyboard wrist pad with wireless mouse. Includes the use of ball bearings which promotes typing faster with more comfort!! See Picture!!!!!!
New and Improved Laser Pointer, no longer just dots and stars, what if you could underline or circle? This is a PowerPoint Presenters dream!
Tilting Wind Turbine
Need bendable ice pack that conforms to the body in the area that needs icing. Plastic ice packs and bag of icecubes only ice small areas
Smart keyboard extension
iPad scanner case stand;Open it-draw/write &amp; see it appear live on iPad;Flip it back,place on a paper &amp; edit OCR scanned content on ipad
1,2,3-Point Soccer Goal
Have you bought 5 pillows looking for the perfect night's sleep? Here is the solution...PUMP-A-PILLOW.
Flexible external keyboard for smartphone / tablet Piano app
Reflective police uniforms that provide Maximum Visibilty when officers step out of their vehicle at night.
Does your desk look like this? I know mine does
The Cobbler organizes shoes in a sleek, customized, effective fashion. Streamlined and sleek design that maximizes space in an instant!
A way to store beverages's can and keep them fresh. Re-sub
bluetooth station
Invented by a teacher/mommy The Talk-N-Tote is a children's lunch bag that was created to promote communication between child &amp; caregiver.
Dry-erase food containers! Simply write directly on the container or lid to label it
Portable hardware biofeedback.
This will save lives! Introducing Wings of light. (Render by Vector)
waterproof satchel for tablet
solution for carrying your smartphone and tablet the mountain, forest, hiking, without putting in your bag
coat hangers (w pant hooks) connected together with wire Can be spread out and allowed to dry then folds accordian-style and hung in closet
Kid Safe
A lower wider soap dispenser, with a non slip base. Refillable glass with a rubber boot that fits on the bottom like a cell phone cover.
Children/Baby/Toddler tooth brush. I havent seen one that's all brush similar to the kind of brush head you use to clean their bottles.
All-In-One...Trash, Recycle and Pet Food Storage Cabinet. You need all three and this creates a simple and convenient way to organize.
Strobe light alarm Blind away, blind suspect canâ€™t see canâ€™t steal.
Toilet Seat Baby Safe T
Clear/translucent iPhone 5 case, for the minimalists out there, less is more! This is the case that is missing/needed in the case lineup!
on the way to school
online hotel booking sytem that let's YOU the customer "offer" the hotel what amount you are willing to pay.
Hi! I tried some tablets (actually i-Pad and Galaxy tab) in BB store today...and I noticed its not so easy to hold tablet in hand....so...
WireFrame is an iPhone stand plus cable management function as a decoration. You can just do your own border graphics creatively
Smallest connected camera !!
PetBottle is a pet/plant watering system which turns any bowl into an endless water for pets or plants. It uses a recycled bottle.
AÃ©lo aimant
I would like to propose the idea of a self ejecting paint roller.
ATTENTION ALL TRADES WOMAN/MEN.Hard Hat Retractable Full Facial Guard IN ONE.Hard hats and safety glasses go hand in hand. Feedback
please
HouseHold Minder
"Airplane Tire Saver"
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Shoe Sanitizer
Daisy-Chain Clamp
The travelling Companion is a remote control suitcase that can travel with the owner. It features a stand up, alarm and sensor button.
PAILLASSAIN
Upwriter
iPhone Case with Mini-Power Curl
can use for all makes& models cars/trucks/suvs that receiver can attach to
A baby changing bag and booster chair in one. Very simple and much appreciated both as a gift idea and by mothers of newborn babies.
Painting Drone - Resubmit
MY FIRST WALKER-KICKBOARD
A rechargable motorized folding beach cart to help you navigate through all that sand will all your beach stuff.
Mobile View Mount
Stackable Canister Set with easy access to interior. Easy to use, easy to store!! Better than existing stackable sets on market.
I love the idea of making jelly accessories how about adding ear wraps and cuffs earings with post
Cork Boards you actually like!
Bluetooth Hot Fingers Gloves
The Super Scrubber is a waterproof cordless rechargeable cleaning tool featuring multi-application interchangeable plates for every surface.
Detachable keys! No more difficult keyring removal and time wastage in moving keys or while copying
Modules de construction
Would be so cool to have GPS App for traveling in airplane. See something cool in air-know what it is, city/river/altitude/time of arrival
iPad Case with built in WiFi Projector:App-enabled, Resub.Modified with Blu Ray &amp; DVD player from my iPad Blu Ray DVD player ideation.
Low-maintenance high-fun fitness tire comes with this 2-hand handler and shoulder strap for this training tire design. Great for Crossfit.
PUZZLE SHELF - Slide your shelf compartments horizontally or vertically to re-position as needed. Or, just slide the compartment doors
Sorry Mary Poppins this Umbrella DOESN'T Blow! The No Blow Beach Umbrella - Clamps to Chair, Adjustable Arm
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
watching my girlfriends small french puddle trying to climb into her bed and failing so why not make something cool for him to get into bed
The SEAHOSS is a cycle built to be used in the water. Whether it be for transportation or exercise, itâ€™s a fun way to get wet!
Laundry hoop is an exciting way for kids to have fun cleaning their room by shooting dirty clothes into a basketball hoop laundry basket!
Yes, you CAN replace a light switch! No stripping wire! No contact with metal! No bare wires! No fear of which wire to which screw!
COLD BOARD (sushi prep &amp; more)
The Swiss Army Knife of the USB (Pencil holder, bottle opener, mail opener, what else?) (Thirtyacre)
Pet Water Bowl Dry Alarm: Chirps when the water bowl is empty. If you do your job, you'll never hear it, but a great reminder if you forget!
Kernel Kutter
Lose the Training Wheels. Bike w/ wide tire in back making kids feel similar to e/o else by giving them the same opportunity. No falling
Car Steps &amp; Footrest for Kids
Boy craft-Shrinky Dink 3D-Style model car/boat/train/plane kit. Build/decorate the car one size in 3d form and shrink it down and save it!
Brew your own freshly ground coffee in your Tassimo brewer. Unlimited flavors without the waste. Unscrew, pour in your grounds and brew!
Step for toilet seat
Hands up for the ipad arm
Ever had a power outage? This generator just runs on heat and produces no harmful gases than say - your gas stove.That's what runs it!
Motion Sensor Pool Alarm
Safe-to-Shift Lid
This case with be adjustable to fit any portable apple product. kinda like a snap-back but in case form
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A rear view camera for bicycles that allows you to see cars behind you with your smartphone.
The Beach Lock is a retratable cable lock you use to lock your valuables. Pull out the cable, place through your bag and around your chair.
The ADDshot is a mount for your Ipad. It can be mounted on any tripod, used on a desk and handheld.
Getting around after dark can be dangerous if people cannot see you. This idea will increase that safety margin and save lives.
My toggle switch limiters restrict unwanted or accidental ON/OFF use of an electrical wall toggle switch. Protect motion lights - appliances
Mouse Protector
Snap pants
An I-phone fan.
SPRINCKLER CADDY
Fan turns to follow you round the room. It has a motion sensor. No more sweeping empty air, or manually adjusting the fan.
App enabled Compost Tumbler
Eco-Efficient window or wall air conditioning.
My Necklace
Worried about your earphone cable breaking? An earphone carrying gadget that helps protect your earphones and power cable, and is a stand.
No Fight iPad Cover.Time's Up!
Automatic Toothpaste Dispenser
Portable container with built-in heavy duty pole for placing atleast 12 clothes hangers that are used after ironing with optional rollers.
Rear seat notification
Toilet seat/lid foot operated plunger. Curved arm (part of lid) holds air plunge, covers hole when lid is lifted, retracts when lid is down.
Trackable golf ball and a smartphone app that tracks it. Or compatible with golf apps that are already made.
Meet the drying rack of tomorrow, it's form and functionality finally combined for those woh don't have a backyard for those large dry racks
Charger w/ internal battery for Apple Devices. Charger functions like external battery when disconnected. Resub
Facetime:Stylish watch that conveniently carries lipgloss or other personal care products in a hidden wand. Can also be created as bracelet.
auto lottery ticket scratcher
My Idea will allow people to lay their bed skirts on their bed and not worry about the mattress messing up the skirt.
CREATIVE TABLE/DESK CLIP ! JUST CREATE MORE SPACE, WHEN YOU NEED IT !! EASY TO USE AND CARRY, PRACTICAL,
ECONOMICAL, ECO FRIENDLY
Self Destruct Jumpdrive
Child safety. (Worn on your childs ankle/wrist. It will give real time GPS location to your phone if a child if moving at more than 10 mph)
"POP-OUT" Large, medium and small muffin / cupcake cups silicone from one pan.
My Waistline Watch-er
Beach chairs: Low chair, normal chair, deck chair ... all in one! for different relaxing situations.
No more ice cream left on scoop .. using scraper attached temporary to the scoop..
A Wallet that alarms when it falls from the carriea.
Juggernaut Of all Bluetooth headset gaming,music &amp; phone call devices,I'll mail you a free acu uniform if you find a similar product .
stretchable
Shopping Cart Mug
A magnet designed for easy placement and removal of assorted items ..photos, grocery lists, to dos, etc. Won't disturb items already placed!
Menage a trois with a transducer, hearing aide, and an amplifier to counteract and cancel noises of the City at night.
Absorb Table is a product that absorbs liquid,sticky residue, etc. Either you insert cloth underneath the table or drain from the table leg
Baby Saver
N AIR BUBBLER FOR BASS BOAT LIVE WELLS ATWOOD MAKES ONE FOR MINNOW BUCKETS NEED ONE TO RUN ON 12VDC WITH A
OFF ON SWITCH LONG PLASTIC HOSE
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Portable shoe polisher
A squirt gun made low output, super accurate, and easy to aim, just for interrupting something unwanted that your pet is doing.
Tired of your battery dying? Has your cell or computer ever lost power during class or a road trip? Well you need the E-Bag!
Massage Booties
Introducing the hanger that you can hang wet bras,mens neck ties,lingerie when you hand wash them.You can hang them in the shower to air dry
Fini les aurÃ©oles ...
HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE [VIDEO]
Funk's toggle tool
Texting while driving
Wall adapter with built-in retractable extension cord, USB ports and more...
Re-useable ice cubes. Can be frozen, used, wash, freeze, re-use.
The split towel bar, improves towel pulling and setting.
The idea is to have a Wine Glass style cooler that keeps your drink cool such as White Wine Daiquiris at the beach or picnic.
Golf Green Blow!
A simple device for hanging a flat computer screen on the wall behind a desk. It liberates desk space and places screen at right height.
Navigation Key
Using Pivot Power to create a power strip providing large number of outlets in a compact area with the flexibility of Pivot Power. PP 3.0?
Wat-R-Saver
ClothesMill
Body tracking fan
Let Me See
TOUCHLESS and LIGHTED light switch. Turn lights on and off with the wave of your hand. INCREDIBLE! Sanitary/modern/easy to find/cool
3D dental printing
VEMO: Leave a voice or video reminder and get things done. [VIDEO]
#QCYCLE Bicycle mirrors with built in turn signals and bluetooth speakers.
iPod Nano necklace or belt buckle. Its already been made into a watch. This is the beginning of a new trend to use tech as an accessory.
Battery Pack Purse for Women--Charge your cell phone and bluetooth bracelet from your purse!
Stackable rechargeable LED lights. Take them wherever you may need light (reading, outdoors &amp; power outages) or stack together as 1 unit
A watertight 'messy cleaning bag' with attached gloves for washing muddy boots (or polishing) inside, with hoses for water inlet/outlet.
EASY CHAIR can be positioned in 3 distinct ways:1)Standard chair;2)Lounge chair and 3)Lying flat either face up or face down as desired.
Itâ€™s all about KICK AND BALANCE, a cool crossover between kick scooter, Segway and unicycle.
Popup Tissues from your auto's cup holder. So handy, safer for drivers-no fumbling. Refillable-affordable for every car in America.
VIP- a pen,pencil,marker 3n1!
Swing Computer Mouse
Grill Pan with Lid. Grill your veges, fish, garlic, &amp; eggplant with this great pan. Non-leaking pan so food won't get burnt &amp; keeps juice in
Sleep tight
A hand held cell phone holder.
Don't you love how cable companies keep changing the channels! I wish they just stop! But hey! Quirky can put an end to all that with this?
Talking Fashion Mirror
Car Seat Alert
Worried about losing your money,passport, and valuables when leaving the country? not anymore, meet "ghost vest".Hides under u're shirt!
The home engraving shop /hobby
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A glass or glass attachment that will make wine glasses individually float in the pool.
HIGH LEVERAGE WATER HANDLE
Student chair with wheels and locker. Easy to move from one classroom to the other / change classroom seating layout + keep your books safe
Eliminates The Gap Between Your Range &amp; Counter Tops as well as Elevates Your Cooking Utensils
HEATED + VENTED ULTIMATE DRYING RACK. Insert as many heated stands as desired into blower base. A motionless electirc dryer!
PERFECT-TIE KNOT-MAKER INSERT - Use this insert to tie your knot in a hurry and leave it in place to keep it perfect. Looking goodApproximation detector for cyclists. If a car is coming it emits light and sound to alert the driver.
The iPhone Handbag Tether (Never lose your phone in your bag again) Inspired by Fiance (Resub - multiple people trying to copy this idea)
Car Cradle
Adjustable, relocatable, removable, storage options for closet doors. Place hooks, bars or trays, inside or outside of closet doors.
BUG CAM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Retro '60s looking rounded head band that can turn into very cool looking wrap-a-round sunglasses.
Car Emergency Lights
Life Guard
Howabout headband reading glasses? You can look stylish at the grocery and see too! Just flip them down when needed
ereader math
Ultimate all in one cleaning tool
Finger Armor
When you read a book in bed is difficult to hold in hand. Propose a rubber band that keeps the subject at hand book without crashing
stratocongel
Wearable, mountable, shockproof, impact resistant, water resistant camera mount for iPhone / iPod. Turns your iPhone into a sports camera.
Introducing the all new tank skis:Skiing isn't just for the snow any more.Now you can ski on the grass,dirt,gravel,sand &amp; even sand dunes.
ReSub: Carry along swing!
Imagine a 5 drawer container with lids that contains the ready to eat food that you made$ for the rest of the week in your fridge! Savings!
A gerbil-ball like device that holds water for semi-aquatic turtles and other aquatic animals.
A floating pool-pong raft for your favorite "beer pong" game! Take the term "pool-side" games to a new level.....
Combo Bookmark-Pen/Highlighter Clip - securely attach a pen/highlighter to the spine of your favorite book while acting as a bookmark.
A app that let's you know how much power is in those batteries you have in drawers.( double A, triple A and C type)
automatic pet feeder
Open and Record
Automatically light up the inside of Chests and Drawers!
OLED Poster
Microwave Food Crisper Cover - Food cover with a fan to remove water during the heating process (use gears to increase fan speed)
Reusable Silicone Wood Chips! Use them to decorate Easter baskets, gifts, in a vase, etc. Fun decorative item that adds a touch of class!!
Would it not be nice to come home everyday and get a scalp/head massage. Now you can, with a remote controlled scalp massager.
KNEE PADED PANTS
Alarm Bed
NEVER miss your target with this LED Laser pointer light for water toys.
Nettoie-langue jetable
Tired of putting paper to cover toilet seats in public bathrooms? The new dry spray removes 99.9% of germs without wiping, spray and sit.
Portable device to pick up hair left all over the bathroom every day after basic grooming. Targeting women too embarrassed to leave a mess.
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Electric Gyroscope Toy - Kid Fun as well as a cool desk item for your office.
Relocate any wall outlet without any wiring. Cover base plate and second plate sticks to wall. Modified extension cord. See description
Laundry Organizer &amp; Dolly
cell phone/remote finder
MELODY SUCETTE
Measure As You Pour - Dispense In Equal Amounts Every Time
Itâ€™s a "Clapper" like device but responds to Bluetooth. Plug into an outlet plug device into it, bluetooth out of range device goes off.
Introducing - SPLASH! The Ultimate Misting Water Bottle! Auto misting based on heat/UV index! Telescopic tip and MORE! ULTRA COOL!
"The Kooler" 4 wheeled cooler with a hand break, allows you to go through sand or grass easily. Padded Lid, Ipod/Ipad Dock, Storage & more
This idea is to help keep track of your cards for your gifts. I believe a pocket for a card is a great solution.
This type of hanger combines style and functionality to provide a solution in saving closet space.
I have an idea for a pillow that will always stay cold.
Tablet computer stand
Smart Yard Sprinkler
One piece cover which fits over all ironing boards. Can handle sleeves/pants and any other kind of ironing without the need for attachments.
canette soda hygienique
a shopping cart with turn signals on it.
I-Strap Case. Wrap and Strap your phone case onto any surface. Great for attaching to bikes, bed posts, steering wheels
Glow Buttons
VERSATILE BATH CADDY/SHAVING FOOT REST/STOOL Collapsible,can hang out of the way,and has a caddy.
Mini ATM Bank
Stair Pulka - Device for carrying heavy objects up stairs of homes, townhomes for people of normal or diminished strength.
Don't wake up your significant other or infant with a bright light at night. A tiny light on your charger helps you see what your are doing.
â€œThe water bottle bracelet â€œ This is the accessory that has been missing since the conception of loop top closure for water bottles
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays, store displays. See Prod Comp. Resub 145 votes
Save space with these switch blade style, click to open cooking utensils.
Bathroom wall organizer
FLUSH OUT is a small container fitted with a fuel connector that you attach to your outboard boat motor for cleaning your motor after use.
Indoor GPS
A tummy shaper made of a sheer swimsuit material that holds in women's tummies while allowing the sun's rays to tan beach bellies.
Securidot
Motorcycle Saddle Bag BackPack
Game system bracket sleeve
THIS TRACKING INSOLES FOR SHOES WILL HELP FIND MISSING KIDS EASY MAJOR SHOE STORES WOULD TAKE PART
Finally! You dont have to touch the STICKY (full of germs) restroom door handles that other people open with out washing their hands.
"Modem Hold'em"
Resubmit-Musical Jump Rope. Jump to your own music.PROMOTE EXERCISE IN CHILDREN
Counting Crochet Hook
A smaller razor for fine trimming. This razors smaller size and smaller edges allow for shaving finer lines and designs with more precision
The Koozie Can
Snaps into phone audio jack. When buttons are pressed 911 is dialed. GPS to 911, texts sent to emer. contacts and siren of 116 db sounds.
Quirky cutting board
Simply a soap pocket built into a bathing device. This pocket will allow one to have a lather ready, soap saving tool in the shower or bath.
Smarthome-enabled Vents
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SHAKE SHOES
Beach umbrella towel skirt that doubles as a waterproof blanket and beach towel for multiple people to use at same time.
An ULTIMATE PLAYHOUSE/FORT/CASTLE may be the perfect thing for Quirky creativity
A water bottle/container that unscrews into halves for easy cleaning and also has extensions to make the bottle bigger or smaller fast.
OVERSIZED wind resistant beach blankets with holes in each corner secured by 4 sand anchors. No more messy, sandy towels!
Holey Shirt Preventer
A cereal mug that lets you eat cereal as easy as drinking a cup of coffee or soda
Let's face it! Kid's love an IPAD! Ipad mini is kid sized so lets build the perfect Ipad mini case for kids! #nevwet
Kitchen Pod Power Rail
flexible water blocker for in house floods
THE SMART CLOTHES BRUSH.
12 Outlet Rounded Triangle Power Strip. For those who need more than 6 outlets! The #1 Best selling power strip on Amazon has 12 outlets.
Just like the old saying, two heads are better than one, but in this case it would be two lids.
Give kids a toy simulator experience using an iPad &amp; our inflatable vehicle. It rocks, turns, spins &amp; tilts in all directions!
Mini Microwave Popcorn Maker (Thirtyacre)
Portable USB Music Player
Master's Voice
Regular Bike cables, 6ft long or so, loop back to their tails making them just a 3'loop. SnakeLock ties EACH end doubling its usefulness.
Electric outlet lock - Louklet
A app that let's you know how much power the AA's AAA's and C batteries have left in them.
#spotsv - MUSTACHE!!! The fabulous fashion accessory for ANY pair of glasses!
the bun and done
Soup Time. The disposable lid that your soup came in folds into a spoon. Enjoy
Apple People!!!! Meet the Double Charger!!!
A Blue Tooth Alert Station.
Lazy man couch
Capteur Domotique Intelligent
SO YOUR NEW IPAD CAN TAKE BEAUTIFUL PICTURES AND MOVIES, SO WHAT The darn thing is so awkward that no one will use it for that
purpose
Hi. My idea is combining the Frisbee and Bubbles together.The Bubble Disc. You can throw the Frisbee and seen Bubbles floating in the air.
A calculator that calculates time. Total time for a number of events. Time difference between times. Time between dates/hours.
Walking--or wheelchairing--through an airport with one's carry-on bag with ease. No pulling! No stress! No strain!
Itâ€™s a board used to give a heads-up to partners on our moods, and the houses, in a non-threatening manner.
This is a food plate which will hold your wineglass for you when in cocktails or in places you receive a plate with food but no table.
Carabiner Clothes Hangar
A two-tiered kitchen drawer insert for K-Cups and Vue Cups.
A machine that can count your daily perfect calories for your meal. An easy way to measure your diet without counting it every time.
pelle Ã roue
Its an inexpensive sonic blind spot detection system. It will reduce accidents while not annoying drivers with noises or false indications.
Exclusive Extra Shelf Spin Mop
The Shaggy Dog SprinklerTM! Like a dog shaking off water, it waters the lawn, keeps the kids cool on hot days AND appeals to Animal Lovers.
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
A hairdryer with a silicone comb built in. Silicone will withstand the heat of the dryer and be strong enough not to break on course hair.
Automatic grocery list, app enabled wifi recipe organizer totals all ingredients need for recipes you have planned for a certain period.
Redesign the belt, Use a dial instead of a buckle to get an exact fit. {Render By Peter Frazier}
Resub - 358 votes. Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc. Resub June 23rd 2012
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Solar drying rack for outdoor
Solar HD Outdoor Wi-Fi Camera
THE NEW FRESH WAY TO PICK UP DOG POOP. MY PRODUCT IS A PLASTIC GLOVE THAT FLIPS INTO A BAG NO MORE AWKWARD
BAGS, IT ALSO SMELLS GOOD TOO
Embarrassing odors in the bathroom? Burning up candles or air fresheners to hide the smell? How about a toilet with an exhaust fan built in?
I introduce to you all - Sandy-Wipe! A product that removes sand from beach-goers feet before climbing onto their blankets.
App-enabled infant seat rocker, Automatically rocks an infant seat, controlled from your smartphone! Resub.
A screen attachment for each players private use. Connects to the charge port of any Game Console Controller for the Video Game Madden.
Simple device that attaches to car seat to warn new parents via key chains or smart phones when they forget their sleeping baby in the car.
Super AutoBrush Cheers Corina
Support for BUSTY Runners
club sandwich slicer
pillow with internal headphones hear music while resting without hurting your ears
chÃ¢teau dÃ©viÃ©
"Smartbells" are dumbbells with resistance bands built in! Would make working out more effective!
Trashan
Eye find fish
The "Toaster Topper" uses the, otherwise waisted, heat from your toaster and allows you to keep your food and plates warm prior to serving
D-Hanger
EZkernel
I had a wristband and a pouch, attached them together by sewing, and made a wrist cellphone holder. By: Nahid Kojury.
The Green Mantis
The Fan-Rack. A collapsible cloths drying rack with built in fan.
Ergonomic kitchen mittens
Failing in getting things done? Need a reminder? What better than a portable reusable credit card size "notepad" in your wallet!
Thermal Muff for arthritis or injured hands. The product will allow the user to cool or heat their painful hands at the same time.
Window Solar Heat. Hollow oval metal stove pipe with solar fan which attaches to a window with four small suction cups.
Patty Pro Plus. Make four different thickness burger patties, skinless sausage, sheet cookie dough, meatballs, fill sausage casings.
Dominoes with magnets. The domino is connected and all combinations are possible. App enabled.
A disposable, reusable and washable liner for headgear, which is secured against the inner surface of the headgear by fastening means.
a stack and go crate system that can put together to make a suitcase or storage container
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.Resub
Easy Chopping
instant post
New iPod Nano case with cable storage
Retractable electric extension
CHARGEUR COMPACT
A backpack with several connectors to allow the addition or removal of an array of custom pockets (resubmit)
One Piece Scrubs. Great for Surgeons &amp; those working w/ sick &amp; blood. Don't bring your bacteria home take it off &amp; you are clean underneath
Multi purpose cane
Ceiling Fishing Rod Holder
Smart phone mirror
Motion Mattress
Introducing the all new Honeycomb Wall Adapter: With 6 outlet cells and a power switch in the center.surge protector.
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Sea Land Tent
"All these bags are heavy &amp; hurt my fingers to carry"(open purse) grab "STRAP PACKER" Hang bags on hook, put on shoulder. Hands free!
The Pill Popper
Simple French press like vessel that removes pulp from blended drinks. For Quick easy Pulp FREE juice. (My Prototype WORKS..check out pics)
Wall-mounted drying rack with RETRACTABLE MESH
Scented matches! Don't stink up the place just to light a candle. - resub. after 250 votes!
A new improved ergonomic pivoting beard trimmer/shaver with snap on/off catch for facial hair.
Pull-and-Pop Paper Clip Dispenser
wasted milk/juice in a sippy cup/bottle, keep it cool with a self cooling container! battery operated! will save you money for sure :)
More usable space at your desk- just clip on this lightweight cloth shelf and enjoy !
Quirky Easy Design Software for Inventors
Love and Cognac Dare to Pair
App-enabled smoke detector. Alarm go off giving a audio alarm on iPhone, tells location of fire alarm "kitchen". Monitors 24 a day/iPhone!!
Color Coded Moving Boxes
Butcher block would tip over when full of knives.We connected a long screw into butcher block, now it stands on its own.
l'ampoule intelligente
HOSTESS with the MOSTESS! Matching trays &amp; serving cart. Delight your company with your trays, and then bring out the matching serving cart.
Heat is a KILLER!!! Have you ever wondered if its to hot for you pet in the car while you run into the grocery store?
Mistband
Document file filing cabinet finder app.
Minimalist Hands-free Household Paper Towel Dispenser
Use a plug-in atomizer (e.g., Glade-type) to dispense and disburse Texas White Cedar Oil in a room to kill bedbugs.
Touch-Up Case
breakable/reconstructable bank
Peek-a-boo...I see you
The hot sandwich, pizza, lasagna, and otherwise flat food THERMOS.
Pest-free coozy using air to keep flies & other insects from landing on your open beverage. Provides a more sanitary drinking surface.
Warming bowl for pet food. Gently warmed food makes the dining experience a delightful pleasure for the pampered pet.
Getting dressed?-You rip off those new clothing labels/tags, remove lint or the junk in ur pockets? This is an IN-CLOSET HANGING TRASH CAN!
The Clean Can - All your cleaning supplies in one convenient storage container! Carry on shoulder or attach to mop/broom handle
The Bottle Vacuum -Use up empty water/soda bottles! Portable, quick, light & quiet vacuum. Use at college, work, home! Be green! TeamLab
A removable, flexible wire toaster basket with a heat-resistant handle for toasting items too small to remove without burning your fingers!
COMPACT CHARGER
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
A portable charging dock for coffee house and restaurant tables where tables are situated in middle of the floor or outdoors on patios.
leaf bagger
Natural Sunny Highlight Tool
Easy Reader Comfy Lounge Chair
STRAP N GO TRAY
Ð¢wo-headed toothbrush
Design Your Own BIKE HELMET Set. A Blank Helmet + Pens and Eraser. For Kids (and Adults) To Ride Safe And In Their Very Own Style.
The No Hassle Turkey Baster
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Store more clothes in your closet and still be able to move around. A portable telescoping clothes rack which slides left/right/in/out.
Wear-Buds
If you are confronted by a wild animal use the "Choyuby Charm". Release the skunk essence in the vile, a universal repellant.
Wheels for grass trimmers. Using a grass trimmer your yard could looked like mowed by a pro at almost no extra cost without the back pain?
Scrub gloves - heavy duty lined rubber gloves with scrubbing material on the fingers and palms.
Educational Play Book
Animal pillow for kids
DrinkPiece
A cookbook/ recipe card stand with magnifying shield &amp; LED light holds book open, illuminates it &amp; keeps it clean for easier cooking..
flapper fix
I never know where to leave my headphone for my mac when I don't need it anymore.
DOG / PET BATH TUB INSERT~ mesh screen catches hair so it doesn't go down your drain~ Collapsible for storage
**WINK RESUB** An app enabled safe or vault for your valuables. It doesn't exist...yet!

Collab with Paulette Blankenship

A NECKREST 2.0 - a book/iPad stand and a headrest in one. Inflatable for your comfort and travel
(Resubmit b/c of positive feedback) The TV Screen "Wet-Jet" Squeegee. A screen so clear, it'll always look 3D.
Walkright Nightlight
Portable baseball dugout hat/glove/bat rack built in to one board. Mounting hooks on back. Hat/glove hook can be improved with bathroom hook
Do you hate it when you run out of toothpaste ? Take the one from the other bathroom only to have it stolded back we repeate this over again
Fill Backpacks, wheeled suitcases will shelves and protected pockets to carry all sorts of things at once in a safe, clean arrival condition
Don't track in sand after the beach! This brush/roller takes care of it. - resub.
A new way to relay information to someone quickly and efficiently using a sensor in conjunction with Google's new Project Glass glasses
New fashion trend!! Skinny jean bib overalls. Sexy, fun, fashionable, undeniably genius.
Mobile Safety Box
What you got to do is get this wet stuff out of the way! you need to hang it, I'm talking from the ceiling.
A iPhone case that has a makeup compartment in the back of it.
Loop Guard Bird Feeder
New bicycle training wheels. With a suspension (the spring of the picture) to loosen or tighten according to the evolution of your child.
the college logo water chair. the chair is made of clear plastic, filled with water and contains college logo items, ex. logo helmets
"Don't Forget Me"Safety System
My Idea is for a lightweight motion sensor device. When a person wearing the pin sneezes an automatic prerecorded voice says bless you.
2 in 1 Locking Door Knob with Dead Bolt-Mounts the same as conventional door knobs with two set bolts.
A portable counter top, with trap door to store contacts or makeup, fits and covers wallmounted or pedistal sink to prevent messes
A simple, easy way for you to Reuse, Reduce, and Recycle
App enabled Simon Says individual bracelet buttons, have fun, move, exercise, compete.
Computer Wipes
Collision avoidance system for bikes! #QCYCLE
Quick Dry Shoe Rack
Hazards on
Magnetic Cup/straw Frig Caddy..tired of catching your kids drinking out of the container? GET-A-CUP CADDY is the answer! Convient..
Retractable, removeable dog leash for bike attachments. Current ones are not. Give dogs more room to run at park when you get there.
Automatic Beer Bottle Filler
Personal Strainer when pouring your coffee.
Wine Bouquet
auto on-off flashlight
Nail polish that changes color with body temperature(same technology as at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xted7Y-mVkU)
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A simple and elegant way to display your souvenir glass collection, reminding you of fine memories of places you visited.
Prosumer Cable Camera
SnackPack
SMART TABLE. Modern and Multifunctional Table With USB Ports,Light,Cable Holders and more! Can be used in bedrooms, offices, living rooms.
Spray on sole to let you feet be free and not feel the pain running on hot pavements or sand.
A wall mounted coat rack with large pegs for coats interposed with small pegs or hooks for keys, and a shelf for mail or other stuff.
Perfectly ironed clothes go in the closet but come back out wrinkled again! Let's put an end to re-ironing and keep clothes looking great.
Walkright Nightlight
Polish Remover Holder
Gated Patch Panel
New shoes, new jeans, night on the town, next morningâ€¦Shoe Blues! The solution is No Shoe BluesÂ®. A green product. (www.noshoeblues.com).
Airtight paint touch up brush
Under Water shovel
Ear buds and ear phones get tangled and when you yank on them they break or snap and stop working altogether and we loose them continually.
Fridge Fresh Storage Buddy
The Over-Bed iPad Holder (READ THE DIFFERENCE FROM HANDS-FREE HOLDERS!)
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
New hydraulic "back wash system" . Adaptable to different heights. Provided with rotating, interchangeable, brushes or sponges.
My idea is a pre-knotted, pre-tied necktie that allows the necktie knot to be personalized with initials,logos or insignia as desired.
C A R D: Electric Imp enabled credit card reader! No gadget hanging out of your phone, and could charge lower fees than 2.75%
My sudsing glove a 2 in 1 product will allow a person to bathe and cleanse the body without the worry of dropping a bar of soap.
XFoot is a joystick-based foot-operated gaming controller
Pop-Up Sterile BandAid
Toilet Caddy - A stylish organizer that sits on your toilet tank for reading materials and personal items.
THE U-TURN LIGHT
A humorous but practical product for anyone who has everything. Solves the problem of not knowing what gift to give a friend or family.
La poubelle de table jetable
SippyProof
An iPad dock with keyboard and mouse that converts the tablet into a desktop (and not just a netbook). Not an idea twentyboppers will get.
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos App Only, No new printer needed~200 Votes In Less Than 48 Hrs Thank YOU! Resub.
Origami Camping Toilet
CaraVino. Lift your (wine) bottles easily with this loop. Now you can lift more bottles with one hand.
Sense watch
A wall mount or under shelf pull out work surface.
hula hoop and jump rope in new
antihumidafier
ultimate bottle opener for sports fans. The capwedge can be used for any sport from soccer to nascar. in the hands of every sports fan.
Back pack with extensions
Beach Babe's Best Friend - towel sarong combo
drink beverages with ice cubes freely without ice cubes touching your face.
PET ECHO. RF (or other) silent pet locating device to locate hiding, sleeping or aged pets.
Toy squirt gun has a long water-draw straw that straps to your leg when swimming to let you play water-gun-tag Never run out of water. FUN!
Height adjustable clothes rod holders. consist of a pair (one for each wall)of rod holders that allows changing how high your clothes hang.
Jewelery cleaner that also cleans small beads and has an air-dyer. I can't find anything that works!
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Light up popsicle.Great for kids,teens,college kids &amp; adults.Maybe alcoholic versions for college &amp; adults.CHECKOUT VIDEO!
A better way to test/measure blood sugar levels without painful jabs, via a modified blood glucose level indicator.
2-Lipped "Frisbee" - Easier to Catch and Pick Up from the Ground for Humans AND Dogs
Style Tires
Toppit for poppit
WEED KICKER
My neat idea is a combination purse and make-up station all in one.
Quick and easy way to season foods.Pick your favorite spices and twist them on.Great for kitchen or grill. "Spice Rack in your hand.
ELASTILAMP - stretchable lamp - hang it anywhere you want !
A water bottle and a watch attached. The Wattle goes to the gym-beach-work-camping. Grab the Wattle-Sip your drink- Check your watch.
AIR STREAM\nAdjustable ventilator design interchangeable compressed-air sprinkler allows the diffusion unbounded air of creativity
HEXY Power - 6-Outlet Wall Mount Surge Protector - Like Pivot Power, You Can Actually Use All The Outlets.
SHOWER ROD CLOCK --------- How long am I in the shower? And HOW LATE is it already?! Just hook this over the rod and relax.
BATHROOM BUTLER - The UNIQUE solution to bathroom clutter. Infuse paper roll storage, waste bin, and toilet brush in one sleek unit. >>VIDEO
Keep your child safely on their bed through the night with this. Help children sleep in their own bed at night and feel safely snuggled in.
MedCheX - Did you remember to take your insulin? Eyedrops? Nasal spray? Fiber supplement? Calcium chew?
Resubmit)Accordion style trivet. Opens and closes to whatever size you need.
POWER ADAPTER WITH DIGITAL TIMER + APP
Eclipse
Ear Bud Holders to use when your jogging or biking so you can hear your surroundings. Holds your headphones away from your ears.
Expandable/Adjustable Vacuum Cleaner. Get More Distance for your Money's worth. Covers more width for larger areas. Adjust in all directions
IZIDRIL
Vinaigrette Prep/Serve Bottle
VertiStorage(Collab w/Jim F.)
Super String Party! Super String War! Super String Surprise! A Super Soaker with a Huge Party String Can as the Ammo Cartridge
Safe Drinking Water Maker
A rolling pin that emits flour and keeps your dough from sticking to the rolling pin and your hands.
The prong training collar is only effective if it fits correctly on a dog. A half link would help to make the CORRECT fit more likely.
harnais porte charge
Solar Panel Kit-You know how making a Solar Panel seems hard? This kit contains everything to make one &amp; has step-by-step instructions.
Non lethal anti burglars 'weapon', that activates garden sprinklers, when system senses intrusion.
Personal Escape Ladder
Toothache Gum/Wax
I-Support- An Ipad case with built in charging station for multiple gadgets (reference trek support)
Document file filing cabinet finder app.
Table top cigarette butt can. Why stand when you can sit on your butt while enjoying your butt. Fit for the most discriminating tastes.
New Smart Tires:App to extends &amp; retracts spikes.Instant tractions from snow,ice mud.#Resub 2 months ago.
Large size 3D puzzle dinosaurs for children made out of colored EV foam. Fit together with no hardware needed. Stand as tall as 5.5 feet.
"cooler" cooler! Portable cooler w side mount fan (outer wall cut w/inner wall intact. Batt operated. Vari speed. Detach 4 bottle mist fan
And Air Freshener you can't see that has a verity of fragrance changeable cartridges.
Resubmit- Cleaning drinking glassware,jar,cups.spinning manual washer what you need to keep it clean.practical and simple.WATCHVIDEO youtube
App Enabled Baby Cry Soother
Smart Wallet
Honeycomb Pivot Power : 6 Power Outlet Cells and a Power Switch Cell,Plus surge protector.
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Cuddle Guard
Toybox
The Reminder Bot II Phone App
TWIST POWER!!! Yes Pivot Power has a cousin and he is here. All grown up and ready to twist and turn to your desire.
To What Extent?
Water bottle iPhone sleeve. Holds water bottle and phone. NEEDED for the GYM!
Clip &amp; Fly Paper Jet!! Increase the flight, distance, &amp; control of any homemade paper airplane. Easy clip-on design.
DosD
A automatic disinfecting spray container for diaper disposal
A device that analyzes a medicine pill and tells you through a digital readout the name of the medication that matches that particular pill.
SYSTEME D'ARROSAGE VACANCES
Battery jump starter box with retractable & longer cables so it can be reach from the ground. No more struggle where to place it under hood!
Universal HOLE PUNCH &amp; STAPLER Machine! Machine that can make a hole or put a stape on any kind of document ANY place of the document.
Figure "8" pool/lazy river
One piece spandex folding chair cover modernizes seating to match any decor or activity. Fabric installs over folding chair without tools.
With The Perfume/Cologne Caddy you will never have to worry about breaking another bottle of your favorite fragrance ever again.
Ever go somewhere only to realize you've forgotten something you need? Let the "DON'T FORGET IT - GET IT" warn you before you go!
Dog gloves, I love dogs but lets face it just like us they dont always smell good. You pet them and they somehow want to like your hand.
Air chamber insoles
A pen that you can write down hand written notes on paper, recognize your hand writing character and save the notes on the pen's memory.
Your kid's closet have broken hangers in the floor? Save money with hangers that break away when the clothes are tugged on from below.
Automatic Bouncy Chair Bouncer
Mirror Ring. See your babyâ€™s face as you wear him in a baby carrier. Simple and easy to use, adds to safety and fun.
Computer Vacuum cleaner
Electronic Necklace/Pendant
Pet Stairs that disappear when not in use because they nest in an ottoman and pull out. Small pets, small legs, small spaces
Apple Airplay Speakers Bookbag
POUBELLE ANTI DEPRESSION
Tooltime! The Dowel Pin Puller. For straight / tapered dowels or other mechanic pulling job.
A universal cell phone charger/plug-in the back seat of the taxi that is

connected to the tv or credit card machines

A rectangular shaped single egg frying pan that makes frid eggs that stand out and fit well in long sandwiches.
Shape sorter toy with FLEXIBLE shapes to push through the shape hole, child remains encouraged to play, shoots out of noise tube to replay!
Security system for access to sites on the Internet. CAPTCHA "Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart"
An applicator for distributing melted butter throughout an order of popcorn (at the movies)
Turbo Grill Cheese
Fender v3 Takes a Stand
"I-Can" The can that can! Save your nose, save your car from used icky tissues in your cup-holder. It can save you in a bind.
**Amended and updated following comments received.Make better use of fridge space 1000 Votes total over last 3 subs.Pics by Peter Frazier
A sweat,dirt,mud,crumb,crud catching large premium towel to Keep Your Car Clean with simple foldover enabling it to stay put!
My inventions is glow in the dark bubble bath in varieties of colors and scents.
Reloadable Toothbrush
The Universal Cone will combine both disc and agility cones into one. This will allow instructors to have more variety with less equipment
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It's the easiest incense ever! A sweet smelling stick of incense with an easy-strike match head. The box serves as a stand and ash tray.
Trendy and cool ring/clip stylus. The ultimate greasy fingers solution and 25 million draw something app users can benefit from it.
An elongated toenail clipper with a directional pivotal head which can be locked into place in any position.
Baseball lineup organizer. Allows coaches to list, change order by simply swaping disks. Made for 10 players and hooks for sub players.
G-SUBS global safety batt syst
Hide Em when you need to
It's all about saving floor space and maximizing air flow. The "Web" uses high-strength suction cups with levers and an accessory fan.
wound up
Vacuuming takes at least 2 attachments; 1. wide 2. Narrow; a thin dagger that fits along corners and into couches. This idea is both in one
Umbrella extenders These attach to existing umbrellas shade for everyone
COUPON CODE PWRCRL -Free. Necklace clasp that extends so your necklace can be slid over your head instead of having to be clasped each time.
Lock your plugs to the outlet. Convenient disconnect and Child proof conscious. Plug n' Twist Outlet
SHOWER MATE
toPedal
My idea is a toiletbrush with a flexible tip ( in one way) to reach every underwater corner of my toilet
Tray/table for wheelchair bound persons. Same hight as arm rest.
Dread scraping ice and snow from your car? This lightweight scraper vibrates at high frequencies to make the process quicker and easier!
Solar Powered Bluetooth Speakers, Never Get Stuck Without Power Again!
App enabled Reverse Camera for vehicles. Can also aid in Blind spots accidents.
AUTOMATIC TOILET
My idea is a strap perhaps made out of velco to assist a handyman, contractor or homeowner doing a remodeling job.
Extendable kitchen pot
Resub ...GE can built this a 3 Second Ironing System ...a really blast from the past...idea 139642
Pluckies (egg-boiling Plucks!)
Chill &amp; Grill - Prep Station
Home Pilates Map
Be fabulous while getting fit!No time for the gym and still want to look great?Exercise and tone while walking,talking,working or on a date
Accept package delivery when no one's home - app enabled locker with camera/scanner to accept, store package. Mailbox for the 21st century.
Wireless pet trainer
Soapy Suddser! Just place YOUR favorite soap into the decorative soap bag -loop over your wrist, scrub, rinse and hang to dry!
Prevent Child/Pet Car Deaths
Lisseur de poche " Gjerek "
Covers going over a baseball/basketball/football. Raised textured grip. Training aids, proper hand/finger placement, for throwing/pitching!!
Natural Shade
"Hot hot hot!" says the kid. "I know honey, where are your sandals?" Mom chimes. Replayed a million times all next summer.....not any more.
A Pet Tag that flashes like a strobe light so you can find your pet in the dark.
This is an exercise walk(that is not the actual name) for gerbils, cats and possible small dogs. Shaped in a rectangle about size of a VHS.
A rack for belts.
A simple lamp that fits neatly in the corner of a room. Saving space and keeping the same light source. Perfect for dorm rooms
Possession for Oculus Rift
Water Paddle Chair
this quick access shirt will help women keep their body covered while breast feeding.
Desktop box or computer bay that is 7 port USB hub. 4 of the ports have interchangeable tips on retractable cords. 3 will be in the box.
yo-yo cell phone case
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Disposable adult and child bibs to be sold at fast food places driver and passengers will have protection for their cloths in the car
Chess 2:Battle Of Armageddon,The Game.Awesome Rendering by JJames.Resub
chewing gum douleur dentaire
When using an indoor grill/cooking fish meat on a skillet, there's smoke &amp; odor everywhere. Especially in cities! Let's freshen the air!
Non-Slip Grip Stackable Shatterproof Children's Cups. Texturized Middled. Easy to Stack. Easy to Remove One.
Shower mat with brush area that soap/herbs are inserted to care for your feet. Brush is close to tub faucet for easy rinsing &amp; for safety.
Back to the drawing board. My Original Ring Pop for your EXISTING ICE TRAY. This way makes more sense.Simple and easy to package.
Take your OLDER kid (or even mother-in-law) on your bike. Additional seatpost + foot surface. #QCYCLE CYCLE
A Alarm clock with a built in bluetooth speaker, and charging connector for both IOS and Android devices.
Improved Kitchen Whisk. No more clumped up whisk!
The Handy Hanger is a new ideaology of energy saving device, compact, and removable device
Camera tripod that is also a Monopod using the center support as single leg.
The Ice Chest needs re-invention! This ice chest has drawers, secret storage, and cup holders in the right place. Fixes so many problems!
loofah hooks
THE EASY MEATBALL MAKER
"Tug Of Water" is a backyard fun water based toy for people of all ages.It's a unique twist on the old classic Tug Of War game.
Gummy bear bracelets or candy bracelets Gummy Bears are easy to make gelatin Kool-Aid cold water a microwave 10 minutes in the freezer
Machine maintenance app Record Repairs with pictures Log date pictures completed,
On each side of the mower there would be a little trimmer type of deal that would flip out and trim as you mow around a tree, on the edges .
Wine Glass With Integrated Freezing Gel &amp; Built-In Coaster:
The idea is a novel ultra-portable vacuum compressed flip-flop/slipper.
New room decoration.relative to lava lamps and plasma lamps.can produce mind bogling effect.App enabled Table top Levitating water fountain.
Spool Suctioned cordmanagmentd
Hot Lunch - a thermos food container surrounded by heating pads for a true hot lunch experience at work or school! No more lukewarm lunches.
Mirror Box, 1 mirror ea cover w/lites, connected by flex tube, can be removed from cover to hang 1 mirror anywhere, flexes any direction.
COLLAPSIBLE TRUNK STORAGE SYSTEM - A collapsible bar platform can be lifted to provide a support for your stuff or collapsed flat
Motion box
A food/water bowl that can change hieghts to fit the needs of a specific animal reducing back stress and can clip on to other size bowls.
A cylindrical drying rack with a small footprint that utilizes solar power to rotate. Fast and consistent drying.
My water bottle
BlueTooth idevice worn on finger/as bracelet(ideal for yoga posture) records breathing time/ratio - similar idea eval (5 month old resub)
Small bag attached to your shoe laces to take your keys and card when exercising. It doesn't get wet with your own sweat!!
Motivational Hula Hoop That Speaks To You During Your Workout Come on pump 'em out- just another 50- and change direction this time
Variable cake storage container with handle
Adjustable, Integrated canvas storage system
Clipboard with Stretchy Wide Rubber Bands! Lends an extra hand carrying multiple things. Expands from letter-legal. Thin to stack & store!
BBQ app
Transfering stuff out of bowls and pans is harder than it should be. Just pop on this "funnel" and pour it out!
Auto Webcam Privacy Attachment
Wireless Home Security Camera
High-Friction Shoes
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Extendable Powerplug
Stretchy Swag Rings for kids. Collect them all. Trade Em, Show them off, and Jump with them
Auto-Trash Bag
Home HDPE Plastic Recycler
Tired of holding nails in your mouth or losing them in your pocket when your trying to hammer them in? The MAG HAMMER is for you
Condom Shorts! - Now you can have full protection against the other STDs that ordinary condoms do not protect you against.
Retractable Zip Line for Dogs
This stroller holds a combination of Kids,Groceries &amp; Laundry: Whichever combo you need at the time, this stroller meets the requirements.
Worlds most comfortable Knee Pads ! So comfy you forget that you are wearing them. No uncomfortable elastic bands around legs. They stay put
Wireless Button Presser
chest harness for portable dvd player to be worn by parents when they go shopping with children
Take standard 3 ring notebook. Put a sheet protector in and tabs disappear. Make larger subject dividers with rewritable tabs.
Handy mirror,make-up combo. One side of the tray is recessed in the shape of the mirror and stand. The other side has slots to hold make-up.
Trash Can with bag holder and dispenser
Poolside Towel Drying finally made easy and attractive! Fun hooks hang on the side of the pool, drying towels and organizing accessories!
Silicone pour spouts that can be attached to rims of pots/pans/mixing bowls, etc. for easy pouring into serving dishes
LaceUps - Colored, adjustable, elastic shoelaces for Chuck Taylors
OrgaCube is a modular closet storage system using interlocking cubes allowing you to customize to your needs and/or closet specifications.
spinealign. no more pain
brain wave interface
Infant car seat roller
When you open a window, a screen which is attached to the bottom of it, comes up so only the open part of the window is covered by a screen.
The Garage Door Saver
WAS UC. #QCYCLE. highly visible cycle clip waterproof gater arm and leg reflectors/direction indicators. safety first.
shoelace clip
The Ampbrella, a portable self contained emergency solar generator using a patio umbrella design. Keep essential electronics charged.
Massively Louder Sound from Your iPad &amp; iPhone with a Simple Innovative Case &amp; no extra Battery Power!
Levitating Case: Clear w/ Telescopic Legs. Rubber Feet. Dishwasher Safe. Reader Slide Bar. Ideal from Kitchens to School Labs!
A Manual Portable device used to crush up to 30 cans any size in 10 secs. Also can compact Trash saves $$ and time Plus makes YOU money
USB Router Port
Baby Mobile with camera. See your baby without them seeing you. Control what your baby sees. You change images and music.
siete.35
The folding waste bag hanger can use garbage bags of various sizes and occupy less space. You can fold the waste bag hanger not using.
Trash Wizard â€“ Works like the Diaper Gennie but for Trash!
No smelly cigarettes. Keep your cigarette on your lighter, airtight chamber, child proof snip on bottem to cut the cherrie off. So no ashes
A unit that contains and conceals all kittyâ€™s home and life essentials: litter box, food, water, and bed to keep them out of sight.
myClip merges a pen clip and earphone jack plug to keep your iPhone from slipping out of your shirt pocket when you bend over.
Flexi Lite...Introducing the combination of 3 products in one! Extend, bend and pickup. Even in the dark. Did somebody just lose their keys?
Travel Diaper n wipe
Alarm Clock Grenade
FLAT COVER (CAR-TENT) IN TOP OF THE CAR TO BE OPEN PUSHING JUST A BUTTON. HAVE YOUR CAR'S OWN SHADE!
Baby Car Seat Sensor
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Do you have bad knees and/or back? This idea will make your job a lot easier. It's a gardeners saddle bucket that makes it easy to weed!
BASEBALL\TENNIS TARGET BOARD
The Beach Chair Bikini never falls down and stays secure on your chair so you are not always fixing your beach towel, or chasing it
Watermelon Push Up
computer nouveaux
As an allergy sufferer, I am always looking for ways to quickly and easily reduce pet hair - introducing, the hand-held vacuum pet brush!
Take your tunes into the shower and keep track of time! An affordable single speaker thats rechargeable, portable, waterproof and wireless.
Know longer have your vision impaired by rain or snow, use "SEECLEAR" optical wipers.
Baby bottle which you can write on &amp; be easily rinsed off with washing or a label that can be put on the bottle that can also be re-written.
Hang Your HAMMOCK on Any Wall! Resub. after UC.
A Beach umbrella stand, with room to hide your most precious stuff: phone, keys, wallet etc. Go swimming without fear of being robbed!
Optical Bodiless Mouse. Good for people suffering from Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
CHOP N' DROP - THE KITCHEN CUTTING BOARD, WITH A DETACHABLE HANGING OR ASIDE COMPARTMENT TO BE USED IN KITCHEN
WORKTABLES OR KITCHEN BARS.
A Better Grill Cover ..... just pull from side to expand over grill.
A dual-pocketed memory stretch fabric used to cover and protect items like flat screen TVs, picture frames, etc. when moving or for storage.
EXTENDS WALL SOCKET. Sometimes you just need an extra socket on your wall
Why do we have to reach through the standing water to allow our kitchen sink to drain? Reaching through that messy water is the worst part!
Tray with build in glass-rack
dcx
Wrapping paper storing box
wind charger
Doggy Gotta Go!
fruit on the go
Bolo body massage roller. Consists of 12 small balls/ ; aligned in sets of 3 horizontally, 4 shafts and 2 axis to encased all 4 rows.
PET tag silencer.
Lasso
Electronic Control
make audio player with no wires hanging from side of body catching on surrounding furniture or other surroundings.
SEAHORSE Water Cruiser/Floater
Exercise is important!Simple & accessible exercise is needed. The â€œXerâ€ is a simple Floor based foot,leg & upper leg exercise device.
An odor eating machine that will continuously keep your shoes odor free. Easy and fast to use and you can stop the use of powder everyday.
Wink Thermometer. Strap thermometer (armpit) alerts u when body temperature is too high. Resub Aug 2nd 2012
An Electric Beach Cart that holds everything you need from beach chairs to cooler; making your family's trip to the beach or pool a breeze.
"FAN AIR FRESHENER" has an adhesive front that sticks to the back of any metal/plastic fan guard. Fill any room with your desired scent.
My idea is for children who are to small to reach the bathroom/kitchen faucets. This would allow kids to brush/wash hands more comfortably.
!Glove to keep you Cool in the Heat and Humidity!
Induction Plug and Charge
droopy the drone
EXTENSION CORD WITH DIGITAL TIMER + APP
Disposable/Recyclable Silverware made for Infants &amp; Toddlers. This cutlery has safe edges and makes feeding small kids on the go convenient!
Multi-Section Suitcase
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I lug/store my 5 lbs hot hair curler container everywhere-i.e. traveling. I suggest a light weight electric hair curler set you can curl up
Pet bowl closes for fat pets, opens for skinny ones! RFID
portable heated car seat
An application called "Honk" for smartphones.
Bracket Headset
Dust Free Litter Scoop
Toothsticks
The LED Lure Light , A Water Activated 3mm LED lighted lure attachment to attract and catch FISH!!!
Mobile phone holder for travellers which anchors itself to a laptopâ€™s USB port, so that the phone is suspended over the laptop surface.
Help me get my idea out to revolutionize air conditioners! Help me make them cool down your room more effectively, efficiently and faster!
Wireless Active Media Packages
Like the Porkfolio, but for serious change hoarders. I need a top/lid for a 5 gallon water jug that counts and sends what I save.
WINK product... Introducing the "CARIA". Automatic temperature sensing exhaust fan for you car.
FULL UTILITY PATENT " THE POWER GROUTER " Is a rechargeable battery op.apparatus for dispensing grout and thin-set into tile joints.
When your washing your hair in the shower hair gets all over your hands, our product gets the hair off your hands and not down the drain.
Sip N Snack Cup for Kids
Milk Thermos
Fruit Chiller - Chill &amp; Serve Watermelon, Strawberries &amp; Other Fruits. Timer With Chime When done
Wall-mounted Purse Organizer
purse light
Interactive wall calendar
Dust Blaster for Blinds
A vos courrier
Headphone Helpers lift the headphones off a childs head so that the speakers are over the ears and not hanging below them.
UPS Cable Box is a All in One Box to connect and protect all your devices (Laptop, Ipad,...).
Straight Edge Highlighter
Now we should not worry of freezing just take pleasure in nights of winter by app based smart hearth table.
Kettle Flask
Bike Sharing App that lets you know your friends are going for a bike ride but don't want to go alone and want to meet up.Earn GE Gift Cards
The ReWetOmizer. An atomizer for re-wetting solution, for individuals who wear contacts or with dry eyes.
A Literal Game Changer ;-) It is a cross between pool, golf, a maze and hockey. Click to see ROUGH PROTOTYPE IMAGES.
A fold-able skateboard that is secure, locked automatically, and it will be unlocked through a covered button.
A dog leash that trains the dog to stop pulling by using a shock system similar to bark collars.
Think revolving C.D. storage case.
My 74 year old Dad Patented the Wheelbarrow Power Strap and never did anything with it. He has beaten stage 4 cancer twice and now its time
eVisible Beacon
New! Solar charging accessory for Google Glasses, wear them and maintain your glasses fully charged.
il
A Flexible and Flat Vacuum Wand
Jump Shot - lots of **FUN** at the beach and in the garden!
Door extension cord
Imagine an area for those items after the rain! This would be for wet shoes, umbrellas, hats, towels, etc.
Define - Dictionary/Thesaurus
Bluethooth and thatÂ´s it
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Nest of shelves, easy to store flat or to be put up inside cabinets or wardrobes... in no time , adds storage space and keeps all in order
Multi-bay dock for iPod, iPad and iPhone with USB hub
A product that allows less-mobile people to have a place to put books, glasses, remotes, gadgets and other things without having to get up.
Cologne/Perfume Dryer Sheets
Wake Up Bed Puck
Everytime i wash my shoes,I want to dry them,but putting them in my dryer, sounds like i'm going to ruin my shoes or break my dryer &'s loud
Omelet Maker. Fill with eggs and filling, shake and set in boiling water. Perfect for camping or anyone who has a hard time making an omelet
App Enabled BED WARMER. Very recent UC idea with Market Value (3 weeks in Eval, denied just before Quirky + GE. Quirky Feedback below!)
Sore feet from work?Find relief walking across a rubberized playground surface?Wouldn't it be great if someone made shoe souls out of this?
Kool Storage Saver
Tea mug with tea bag holder and squeezer
Lipstick/Lip balm Chiller. Keeps your lipstick or lip balm from melting on a hot day. Small purse or beach bag size frozen chiller cases.
New Apple iPod Nano wrist band holder. You pop in the nano into a dock area of the wristband--giving you the coolest watch in the world!
Simple folding garment rod that saves space and keeps clothes organised. Durable and light to use. Easy to install in closet or wall.
as the dog squats to poo-poo we slide a L shaped stick with a bag on the end under his rear end, the dog goes in the bag.bag drop in garbage
Bendy-Cable: The fun and creative, yet simple solution to tangled and messy power cables. Just bend to fit in and/or around any obstacle.
Pop-up dog bath station. Bath your pet in the family tub without the mess and stress.
SMART GRIP
How about a smart fish tank that can tell you when the pH and ammonia levels are to the point the water needs to be changed.
One box, 100 different sizes. This expandable, stackable box will combine an accordion style file folder with the strength plastic crate.
Instrument connected soul
Roll out vegetable garden - Simply roll it out in your garden and water. Has layer of soil, seed, plant feed and weed killer
Stress Mouse
Compression Stocking Support
Universal Power Pod
A taunt dog leash that eliminates the typical leash slack that always gets underneath between the legs of the slow moving pooch.
Your fixed showerhead can't rinse the corners? This Shower Shooter fits over the head so you can direct the water and wash up your shower.
STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS:ULTRAVIOLET light PEN STERILIZER:Thousands of other applications worldwide. Kills 99% of the germs within
seconds
Golfision HUD (Golf Vision)
Salon Neck Pad
Therapeutic Hand Pillow made for all types of fabrics you can put into a microwave for 1 minute a it well keep your hands warm.
Motion sensored Refrigerator
People are always willing to buy things with pictures of their dog breed or cat and think people would buy sunscreens for their cars as well
Zip lock type closure w/ semirigid flaps w/ peel off tapes 1" below zip line that sticks on 2 sides of open original bag product for storage
The Hot Can
The smartphone blood sugar test kit attaches to diabetic's smartphone. Device includes finger stick and meter that sends data to phone app.
The goggles display your speed, the temperature,the angle of slope as well as optional features like time, barometric pressure,and altitude.
Vintage photo frame in which you can clip multiple photos at a time.Change your photos very easily when ever required.
Double barrel cellphone case compartment, holds a stand, and speaker
LED Flashing Drink Koozies!! Great for your next party or get together. LED Equalizer Pads built into Koozies Flash to the beat of the music
The Bike Strap - an adjustable carry strap for urban cyclists.
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Cell Phone Fiber Optic Scope
Make your own furniture when going to the beach! ItÂ´s as easy as making a sand castle! ItÂ´s cheap, easy, natural and comfortable
A portable solar battery
Luggage ID panel easily zips off luggage and bags for embroidery, monogramming, and embellishment, and zips back on when finished
.
Squirrel Vent Proof
Cube Dock That Can Display and Rotate Through Images on Each Cube Side and Display Messages, Texts and Missed Calls.
LET'S MAKE IT PORTABLE ~ Warm & inviting is a goal when sitting with family & friends on a patio around a beautiful, decorative FIRE PIT.
HERE IT GOES. AN EASY ACCESS SMOKE ALARM THAT UTILIZES AN ADHESIVE MOUNT, MAGNETIZED ATTACHMENTS AND AN
EXTENDED STICK FOR ACCESS.
Sterile credit card signing pen at the credit card checkout machine. Elimate contamination from a likely source of transmission of disease
Let's face it, it's hard to have just a glass of wine. Why not shape the bottle with a wine glass stem. Classy, convenient, and funny!
Undies for extra protection
Spoil Alert!
Nano Watch Band. Turn the new iPod Nano into a fashion forward watch. With a flick of the wrist check time, view pics, & listen to tunes!
Where's My Charger?!
orthopedic boot end-cover
A fun new outdoor game for the whole family. Great for tailgate parties, home parties or any party! **VIDEO** Resub 421 Votes.
Extenda "bowl". For small whisking and big mixing. Space saver.
Intelligent Desk Pad
A towel with wheels that may be used as a beach carry bag
A MAGNETICALLY POWERED CEILING FAN. (Converting magnetic energy into standard electricity) WATCH HOW!!
iStorage
Cat Ankle Toy.. Fun chasing game For cats.. Plz See DEMO VIDEO
A new and better USB hub/card reader
Viral Video Generator App
Floating Black Box
ItÂ´s a wrap-avoid item. Its goal is to hold any ear-phone wire "folded" in a very easy way, so the next use will be the easiest way
Multiprise eco-nomique.
The " I LINE " Use your smart phone as a hub for your land line phones when your home.Get rid of your land line. 1 hub = 4 cordless phones
Colander glass bowl
A simple rubber piece that adheres to the heels of mens dress shoes silencing the click clack noise they make when walking on hard surfaces
Chicken Wing Dip Cups
Catnip scented paper.
A nasal irrigation system that saves time and significantly reduces the risk of contaminating your sinus cavities with dangerous bacteria.
A spoon that chills or cools
ENTERTAIN &amp; EDUCATE YOUR INFANT with attachments to the inside of your infants stroller or car seat canopy/cover.
app enabled shower activation and temperature control settings linked to alarm clock mobile device etc...
Chop. Click. Chill. Chop your veggies up. Click tabs up to create a storage box for the food. Chill until you are ready to sautÃ© or serve!
Want to get some peace and quiet without having to compromise your style? Earplugs that are shaped like and designed to look like earbuds.
Universal REMOTE w/ no more Batteries!! USB cord attaches directly to tv and charges remote. Eco Friendly and Money Saving!!
The Wobb!i - Hand Drill Powered Wallboard Outlet Cutout Tool - Seconds to Cut an Exact Hole Quickly! - RESUB - 266-241 Last Time
Talking sign with proximity sensor warning potential hazard conditions to kids/others who can't read, blind or others not paying attention.
Glass Cooktop Protector
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A NEW GAME AND A NEW EXERCISER FOR CHILDREN. (resub) JUMP THE ROPE, ENJOY YOURSELF TRAINING AT HOME OR OUTDOOR.
Cell phone remote turns on lighting and other things from anywhere in the world
Stick your Ipad wherever you want ! It follows you in all your activities. Here is the â€œSpiderRestâ€ for Ipad.
The Quirky Water Bottle. Simple redesign offers easy cleaning, custom color combinations and much more!
Car Jersey's / Car Coats
Pillowcase with built in cooling system- enjoy a great sleep-even on those sticky summer nights-! Programmable temp- duration and alarm
Replacement Retracting Straps
Manneken for ironing
New &amp; Improved Mantis II
ever get tired of using basement walls to measure you kids height? worse, then move and loose their fun makeshift growth chart forever?
Using palm pressure points chart I suggest to put rubber "pimples" inside pets massage gloves/mittens.
App-enabled electric fence. Alarm go off giving an audio alarm on iPhone, tells you if dog has breached the fence. Monitors 24 a day/iPhone!
Tin can liquid liberator
Arcery Back pocket quiver
A silicone reusuable vented flat bottom steamer ziploc bag for microwave or oven : No more overcost steamer zip loc bags or oven bags
Sump Pump Backup System
App driven, portable door bell that can be installed at any door way or point of entry.
Telescopic with fold out racks. Put between washer and dryer. Space saving, high quality, easy storage when not in use.
Cat on pie pan. toy for rover. a cat with that oh shoot look in the face. and butt in the air.
Folding, portable Bimini Ring Toss (hook & ring) game that can be used pool side, at the beach, tailgating, camping, anywhere.
scented sunscreen
Tired of unsatisfactory chicken wing dipping? Wingspan gets the sauce on the meat of the wing every time!
RESUBMIT! Fridge UNDER-SHELF DRAWER - perfect for slim stuff/food like salamis, cheese, pastry, bacon... More space anyplace!
Pen mouse
You've got a dog,a cat? You don't sleep any more because you're afraid that your favorite animal escapes you. With 4in1 PTS find the sleep.
A new design that keeps beverages cold for hours, very stable, no condensation on nearly any surface and has two sides for team logos, etc.
Control, Option, Command
Over the sink shelf organizer with hidden storage for kitchen utensils, hooks for sponges,etc. Extra room for your counter space behind sink
Plug Hub for Pivot Power
Personal headphones with a one touch spring loaded recoile system.
Ketchup, mayo, mustard 3 IN 1, AUTOMATIC DISPENSER. SMALL TO KEEP IT INTO THE FRIDGE. TOUCH BUTTOM...ROTATE TO GET
KETCHUP, MAYO OR MUSTARD
It is basically a hallow tube extension approximately 2 ft long with multiple practical uses
An iphone case with gps tracker in case of theft or loss, because the battery ran out at some point.
NEW!!!!!!Lets reduce the number of annual infant mortalities resulting from co-sleeping! A mattress supported bassinet could be the answer!
Remote Voice Command for Dogs
Vacuum Storage Boxes - better than vacuum storage bags - they neatly stack up on top of each other without sliding, rocking or falling.
MAGIC BOX (CONVERTS YOUR TAPES AND VIDEOTAPES TO DIGITAL FORMAT) --- ALL IN ONE
'Wind-up' Water Level Tube
Portable Service Flag
SMART Wine Rack-Take Inventory
Headphones without the cord. Just two ear buds that you put into your ears like earplugs and play music from your mp3 player via bluetooth.
QUIRKYâ€™S WALK AND TONE FITNESS BAR OVER 100 POSSIBLE EXERCISE ROUTINES TO TONE YOUR MUSCLES
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A hand held, lo cost, automatic toothpaste (or other paste in a tube) dispenser, which uses a simple, pressurized cylinder to dispense.
A chair where the back has pull up, lock in place drying racks that you can hang and dry your clothes on and then unlock and fold down.
Iron blow bag
IPhone paper-clip-type HOLDER - attach your phone to a BOOK or NEWSPAPERS in front of you and enjoy hands-free usage
My product idea is to make themed toilet paper. The themes could range from a variety of things from holiday to Sports themes.
Pill Pad
SnoMore
Retractable Charging Hub. Charges all your Apple devices at one location with built-in retractable charging cords. Resub
a movie download with no late fees or mail returns. once movie expires it will terminate on its own.
Summer is almost upon us. Tumbler Sets with Insertable fillable ICE pellets. Just fill &amp; freeze,plug into the Tumbler &amp; enjoy a cold drink
A dog/cat bowl that is designed to prevent ants from getting into the food.
The Fun In The Sun Griller. A grill that uses the sun to cook those outdoor favorites. Solar powered grill.
Never ending energy in bouncy balls and comfort of your fav trainers combined. A bouncy ball rubber sole, creating a spring in your step
Wallet. Single card compartment on outside flap so you can slide the magnetic strip of your most used card without digging it out of wallet.
Proximity key door locks for home
a pop up retracktable phone case (like a switchblade) that will hold money cards and phone w/ a magnified view screen. stays secure in case.
PERMAPLUG is a unique device that allows you to join two cords together and keeps them from pulling apart while in use.
Colorful "Flexi-Pens"
Phone plug
A Cleaning Caddie that Holds Cleaning Supplies that Safely Locks to Keep Potentially Harmful Products Away From Children and Pets.
Shark Clip-on Speaker
Collapsable dish drying rack. Other racks collaps but not in your sink that can remain in your sink, giving you over 2/3 of free sink to use
Light A Match
Portable EV battery for
Rotating skewers
THE WAVE Body Scale-Roll 2 store/hang over towel rod.Easy pick up.Thin-no toe stubbing.Large digits. Dishwasher safe.Travel/College TeamLab
Handbag(iHandBag/iPurse) made to cased an iPad/iPhone/ebook then used as a stand or table on your lap or hanged on car seat to watch video.
A Urban Baby Stroller.
Universal bike bottle
Putting Laundry Away Is Annoying. Let's Fix That.
How can you infuse a room with beautiful, long-lasting scent without displaying an ugly room deodorizer? Why with "Fan-tasies" of course!
auto magic
The truly indestructible dog chew toy
Chicken Ices
Hello From Afar
No need to buy a whole new App enabled switch.just put this device inside you existing switch and turn the light on and off by your phone.
Children's bicycle communication device that allows parents to safely be in direct communication with their children while actively riding.
Sun Love Tattoos
My idea is a kidâ€™s toy disinfectant tool. My product will remove germs without chemicals or washing them, Great for electronics as well.
POOP lamp, totally not just another crappy gift ! With it's remarkable ambient poop light, you can add a spot of color to your desk.
ANYSCALE
Bag-o-Tricks
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Don't stress over damaging your wall from furniture bumping into it. These felt pads will protect your wall and keep your walls looking new.
Upscale Coffee Warmer. Keeps coffee HOT
Smart Toilet to Analaze Health
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
The Sink Party Cleaner
B&amp;M's Ultimate Tackle Box
You overslept again, somehow in your sleepy daze that off button sure seemed like the snooze. Time for an alarm that actually talks to you!
Fixing your leaky facuets quickly and professonally with out all the hassle.
life light
KIDDY UP: An Ipad/Ipad mini/Kindle HOLSTER for your car! Baby can enjoy the apps without touching. Perfect for rear/front facing babies.
Toothbrush with replaceable brush heads - to help reduce landfill waste
DOG-POD: a doggy walky-talky for dogs - communicate with dog in next room or miles away. Buy Base model or upgrade w/language converter.
Test
Grow Seeds Perfectly every single time with my new Perfect Seed Planter. You will use one seed at a time with exact measurements. Perfect!
A batting tee to teach youth the perfect weight shift and proper stride to power hit a baseball along with eye hand and foot coordination.
My product is a three racks in one. A two racks for hanging towels and the front rack with hooks, for holding a robe or other clothing.
"Snap On" Solution tank snaps onto mops and dusters!
A port extender for the iMac, usually hidden, but accessible from the front as needed.
Table bin.
The Password Stick
Shoerack with a wicker/matt cover on the top, which is lifted up and down by the pulley located at the back with the help of a button
i-Ted the next generation teddy bear.
A pool toy that helps skim leaves while they play.
A Greener Washing Machine
"BLOW &amp; SALT" All at the same time. an added attachment in the rear of the snow blower to drop snow melt or rock salt down as you go along.
Build-and-Go Baby/Kid PushCar
Select a Size Straws
Travelers carry-on luggage. Luggage with a seat!
Drain Strain
IMP/App enabled Beer Mugs! Customize with Names or Phrases that are displayed on embedded viewing areas!
My Patented Ergonomic Grip Strap has many applications and has been field tested and approved in certain markets. I would like to expand it.
Messy cords/strips. A central power cord/surge protector that you can have the individual plugs and cords extend away from a core unit.
Tech-Wallet: Safeguard Your Wallet With A Passcode! Prevent Theft! Track Your Wallet Too! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Ironman Style Earphones
Hamburger Patty Press. Make hamburgers the easy way! See Video
Tap for single-use ketch up
Drying Rack as a carousel rotated by the motor. Clothes will dry faster in motion.
LifeStat
Avoid hackers spying: A small rubber device, which is permanently placed on your laptops webcam. Flip open when you need to use the webcam.
Tablet Computer/E-reader floor stand. With Easy grip for any device, on a flexible pole so it can be positioned at any angle
Microwavable Cool-Touch Bowl
Heavy duty push pin clips. Hang paper from cork board without damaging or worrying it will fall off
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Wouldn't it be great to roll your vehicle window down on a cool day and not worry about bugs or debris blowing in? Screens would rock!!
Spray for Seasons
A multifunctional lid that fits snuggly onto your favorite pint glass.
Smart Device Screen Clone WINK
Plate and bowl combo.
Portable reusable bag organizer
Storage Above Closet Shelf
TRACK YOUR CHILD'S GROWTH ELECTRONICALLY!

App Enabled Wall Growth Ruler. Electronic (Laser?) Measurement.

Foldable rack
Easy Scrub
Doggy H2O
Rechargable Walkie Talkie Flashlights with Digital Readout Message Screen, App enabled to send a message from iPhone to Walkie
A multi purpose back pack for hot days. For outdoor people.
Helpful Hangers- Hangers that state each day of the week in clear and bold letters. Helpful for both the youth and seniors!
It is a condom like product made of soft paper cloth and cotton on the inside and plastic on the outside, for use on the penis after sex.
The CupCake Scoop
The flowers bloom when you enter the room with these Motion Sensitive Silk Tulips.
MATTEL RAILWAY TRACK LUNCH BOX
Never worry about your baby dropping anything again! Less mess! Less crying! Less germs! Simple yet effective, this is a need for any child.
Steel cable barricade system
How would like to change your flat tire almost as fast as the NASCAR pit crew!!!!! Dreading Changing a flat...lets get excited
MySwiper
This 3D Spirograph printing bot uses the same ABS plastic as many printers, but creates Spirograph-toy-like geometric 3D drawing shapes.
A ball you throw for your dog. When it gets lost in tall grass or ivy use your app to make it light up and/or chirp!
LED shower light
Disposable file foot scraper
A Heated Ice Cream Scoop, with removable scoop for easy cleaning. Great for retail Ice Cream stores.
Want to enjoy a frosty cold one without the caps getting everywhere, but you don't want to keep getting up? Use the better bottle opener.
Temperature Programmable Oven
Chicken egg yolk separator (wings are handles
Headset Microphone Cover to help reduce background noise for people on the other end.
A comfortable hand gripper for umbrellas. The weight of the umbrella rests on your fist for easy holding/carrying. Great for arthritis pain.
An inexpensive leash with a hollow section that allows the pet owner to store one or more dog waste bags inside the leash.
MINI-Squeak
Audible noise cancellation! Develop a portable, affordable device that generates a 'cone of silence' to save the world from crying babies!
a watch band for the current generation iPod Nano that has an integrated battery for increased battery life and ease of use as a watch.
Prenatal Patch
Cold Call Gloves
Brazil Breeze
LIGHT UP FLAGS. FLAGS THAT SHINE BRIGHT DURING THE NIGHT!
auto-dark arc flash shield
A freely adjustable holder for your e-reader. You can use it anywhere, from in bed to your favorite coffee shop.
â€œExpand-A-Tankâ€
The problem with belts is that the end of the belt isn't secure. It just hangs, and sometimes that can be a problem.
Master Potato Express
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Increase your garage space by purchasing a shelf with side panels as peg boards, hooks, magnet board and slide out shelves.
Knife Cleaning Brush
The Doggie Card
"LIte Out" is a piece of material made of dark plastic which can be easily attached to electronic equipment that has an LED light.
To teach children self motivating skills of organization.
Pic A Lid
The Invisible Purse. Much like the fanny pack but a slimmed down re-invented version that can be easily hidden under a shirt. Great for bars
A diabetic smart phone app one step further. The breakthrough: an adapter for the phone which can check your glucose through the phone.
Overhead stylish clothes drying rack. Hangs from ceiling over washer and dryer and allows easy hanging of clothing for drying.
I want to create an AC strap to wear around chest/back to keep cool in hot temperatures. For construction, police, anyone working hot temps.
Prevent frozen goods from sliding out of the freezer with this convenient Freezer Net
The Warm/Cool Blanket
Toilet Paper Minder
Candy-based Christmas tree flocking
Customizable dry erase sunshades for vehicles.Emegencies,sale of car,tailgating,kids can draw on it to customize.THE POSSIBILITIES ENDLESS!
GE Automatic Flip Food Skillet
Octo Power A new kind of versatile power strip.Held in place by strong suction cups.Stick it to the wall or floor anywhere you need a cord.
heel socks
A new cake/cup cake pan that allows you to fill the center with filling. Just place the two sides together poke your hole and fill away!
No place to lay hot pot lids and cooking utensils? Solved! â€œPot Lid Adjustable Ring Holderâ€! And â€œStove Top Cooking Utensil Plate"
A Backpack style child carrier to ease strain on a parent's back. Child can sit or stand, hold onto handles or mom/dad's head
Adjus-Table
Virtual Motor Sound Emitter
An Automobile Riser Cup Holder Assembly For Easier Cup Access While Driving. Plus 3 Taste Enhancer Holders i.e. Sugar, Creamer, Salt, etc.
Laundry Lock! Keeps clothes SAFE while doing laundry outside of home. Great for college, apt & city dwellers, hotel stays, etc...
Expandable Wall Cooler
Laser measurement device, with Bluetooth connection, app enabled that just by pointing on different points, measures distance, area &amp; volume
Convertible Water Craft
Imp + App Enabled Cups that change color according to the color you set on your mobile device.
Make a light that the shade can be opened or closed with a twist for more focused or broader lighting.
A device that scans my bills in and is linked to my checking account to pay them by the due date. Scan reciepts to organize spending
Simple childproof outlet protector that prevents toddlers from being shocked by pulling out electrical plugs and easily attaches to outlet.
Beautiful, Eco-Friendly, Pieces of Art, that help water plants, and much more!!! MUST WATCH VIDEOS, Working prototype! ~ Aaron
Smart Plant Waterer
Portion de purÃ©e/viande pourbb
Easy step ladder
Take a look... ---&gt; External SUPER charger for Smartphone, Ipod and more.
BugBot is your nighttime guard that scours the house looking for bugs (ex:Scorpions), and alerting you. Choose bugs to look out for w/ App.
distributeur de litiÃ¨re
Add a spout for easy pouring. Most half gallons cartons already have a pull tab hole Insert into existing to make pouring easier Improve it
Camtoon
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A cooking pan that has the built in grease separator, it is the simplest way to cook healthier.
4 Tip Stylus
Fixing your leaky facuets quickly and professonally with out all the hassle.
Portable Cleaning Wipe Cases -- for hand, eyeglasses, produce, stain removers, etc.
the tooth bracer
My multi use idea/prototype is an "Adjustable Stationary Catch Screen" that traps a variety of debris/bugs for easy removal from pool.
Child or item locator/identifier, gps enabled, can wear or attach to item, instant cell notification of location if detached or taken off
"Dots Wonderful" camera eyes!
Access the TOP SPACE in your closet with ROLL DOWN drawers! They slide down to eye level and then roll up. No more foot stools or chairs!
Imagine this: a back brace, but now a pocket in which you can put a warm or cold compress. Now you get support and proper cold/heat therapy!
Driving Behavior Detector
The Drink Band!! Keep your hands warm with your cold beverage.
Temporary Tattoo Printer
Stepper's come in a box of 12 and fit perfectly on each individual step.
Foldable suitcase for motorcycles (resub)
The Salami CAP
A stylish container to put pet waste in after you walk your dog.
THE I-STYLE. Just plug in your headphone socket to hold your stylus. Includes a Pen just for those days you need to write on paper
Measuring Insert Mixing Bowl
E-Pad is a foldable cardboard pad that serves as an auto engine spot check pad. Placed under auto engine on ground to absorb drips.
Talking about babies, it would be good if we had a diaper to advise us when they are dirty because this way we could better take care them.
adj height device 4 sprinkers
App enabled electro magnetic door stopper. Lets the door close by itself, or holds it. [Inspired from MichaelS's idea. Give him 50%]
Calling All Quirky Skiers and Snowboarders: The Glove with a Clock, Temperature, and Altitude built right into it!!!
App enabled Makeup mixer. Choose the color you want on the app and get the color of makeup you selected.
Buddy Bot
Magnetic Key Lock device that keeps your keys safe and protected while you are in the water, on the trail, or away from your vehicle.
Visu intensitÃ© de freinage
The Pot Tote: When you have a heavy food dish with liquid, this makes it easy to tote and still have extra hands to carry other stuff.
Hot day on the Beach? Escape the heat by using this stand to turn your surfboard into a sun-shade!
For those who work out of their car. A table which is secured via the car cup holder. It can hold a laptop, it is an instant workstation.
A wireless, modular adapter set which converts any corded handset into a cordless handset - (US Pat 4,908,847) called Cordless Cord.
Tote Trolly
We have all been in the situation where we wake up to go to work, only to find some sort of critter has knocked over the garbage can.
Spot Your Luggage!
Keyboard vertical stand (Create space for laptop/books on your desk);Doubles as keyboard lifter;Triples as cell holder;Cord Winder
Warning... this is not a slow cooker or crock pot! This will cook an entire dinner with only one dirty pot in less than 15 minutes.300+votes
Smart-Tender Glove
Simple, quick, and effective ear bud clips. Can hold buds behind neck, clips onto wire while listening to music. can clip wire to shirt too
Wipes your way. Biodegradable. Customizable. Create a custom sheet for a variety of things ranging from fruit/veggie wipe to dryer sheets.
Resub: WINK Dehumidifier! APP enabled Humidity Readings, Alerts, Suggested Room Location plus ERGO unit/bucket design!
LevelatorMower AutoHiLo Adjust
New SPICE CONTAINERS. Designed to fit in those Keurig K-cup coffee pod HOLDERS tons of people are buying for their kitchen
Universal attachment to Window blinds that would allow blinds to be opened and closed at a programable time.
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Climate is every day hotter. This will exists IÂ´m sure, this can help cool a home or office for free, doesnÂ´t require energy-money to work
A Backpack style child carrier to ease strain on a parent's back. Child can sit or stand, hold onto handles or mom/dad's head
CookingMixer
App enabled window and door monitors that tell you if you closed all the doors and windows or not
Stretch Planter
Black and white TWINS...THE SALT AND PEPPER....BOTH IN ONE MILL,!
Pegboard Shaped Closet Organizer that allows you to customize your storage using attachable board pieces.
Medicine Reminder
E-See Golf Tee Marker System
Problem: Sunglasses need readers for those who are far sighted. We need Reader Stickers that stick on our existing glasses and sunglasses.
STICKMAN DRINK STIRS
The Umbrelfie
An overhead bracketed hat rack that attaches to a shelf.
EasyTowel is a fast clip and release towel clip which attaches to any towel. For golf or other sports.
Moule Ã gÃ¢teau Ã fond mobile
I want to create a stylish, trendy water bottle with technology that enables it to track and log the consumers daily hydration needs.
BAKING EGG PAN for making Hard "Boiled"Eggs in the oven!
Kinked cords NO MORE!! Free spinning cords and outlets with bearings to keep the kink out of the cord!
Modular panel system with hideaway hooks that fold in or out to customize hanging arrangements for multiple uses.
Bluetooth walkie-talkie, app enabled, voice activated, without the need to press a button, for communication between bicycle riders.
Mini personal beach table. Size of a magazine, fold-away legs, pouch underneath & easy to transport.
Ever get sick of replacing broken golf tees? You don't have to throw them out anymore! The tee extender allows you to reuse split tees.
A weight loss meal planning website that allows users to select only food items they like. Site would then suggest meals based on that info
Touchscreen Stylus Caps - Turn any pencil or pen into a stylus
Water Flying Toy
Closet Creations
A device to assist all the ladies in the world that have fingernails to easily maneuver their credit/debit card in and out of gas pumps/ATM
DEGRADEUR
Is it a Stylus? Is it a Pen? It's BOTH! No more carrying a pen and a stylus &amp; switching between the two. Introducing a 2-in-1 Stylus Pen
Smart Salt Shaker - No More Guessing, Salt To Your Taste Every Time With Built-in Salinity Meter
Only have one pair of Uggs? Wish you had more? Boot Warmers: turns ordinary UGG style boots into extraordinary boots!
Say It My Way App
The Dip Wave
A sensor on body for measuring calories daily consumption and send to App menus proposal to loose weight or stay thin.
Side outdoor cameras for car
Looking for an exciting, fast paced, inexpensive game to entertain the guests at you childs next birthday party? Look no further!
preparation salade
Auto Tray that will replace the old style TV Tray, with collapsable legs that allow it to be portable, folds up for easy storage.
Teenagers (ages 10 - 18 ) spend too much time on games systems these days. Let build a technology to limit the time they waste on it.
"Edi" is a one-touch copy/cut,paste,and alt+tab keyboard accessory catered to business analysts and designers but can be utilized by anyone.
una bola de azucar del tamano de una pelota de golf hecha de azucar,miel y limon + algo k mantenga esa forma.
recyclabe/one use sack-packs
Swivel the rods and adjust the space in between. Hang your wet clothes on individual rods and snap them in the holder hanging on your door.
On the back of a diaper there is a small pouch with a pull tab that will expose some wipes to clean the baby before a new diaper change
Mouse Traps With Remote Activation Indicator Unit
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Wireless four fingertip input device to replace your mouse. Use only finger touches to move cursor or select, move, copy, paste, etcâ€¦
Crock-Pot w/ Time-Release Lid
Tubepactor great product not only for moms but for anyone tired of clutter of tubes lying around
A device that plugs into an iPhone that can detect pH, salinity, or foreign chemicals in a solution. It would run from an app on the iPhone.
beach love
Cover and speaker in one!
THE HOVER BUDY!!! Helps people use nasty public toilets without sitting on the seat. Also great for hunters, campers &amp; hikers to go outside.
SWIMSCOPE (resub) Fun swimming pool watertight periscope toy. [Can also be used in a tent or a makeshift house]
kwreport
Commuter - Cam
Metal Detector Appl features easy to use programs. This Appl is ready to assist you in mapping and sharing treasure from anywhere.
Digital Mirror -Next Generation clothes shopping experience where you can see all angle with simple gesture motion and share on Social Media
Tired of walking to your mailbox for no reason? My invention is an LED light mounted on mailbox to let you know when you have mail.
Warm Wrap
The Best Game Jacket!!! Built in the back is a 1 inch thick insulating foam pillow!
Water Conserving Garden Canopy
A Personal/Portable Closet Safe!
Universal earclip attachment for earbud headphones. This ear clip device allows ANY brand of earbud headphones to be cliped to ANY ear.VOTE
Bellow insoles for shoes
Fast Net
A portable holder to hang anything you need, whenever you need it. Keep the items you need handy right where you need them.
Find My Car app easily locates your vehicle in a parking lot or garage!
Portable cup coaster
This is a virtually dust free and safe way to remove and empty a wood stove ash pan. Prevent accidental hot ash from starting a fire
Cinnamon Shape Shaker
A drying rack which is slip-resistant, scaleable, compact for easy storage, assembly, and actual drying of clothes! Who would have thought!
Sick of loosing you AppleTV Remote?
Solar Paneled Window Tint
Gum alternative, gum massager
A USB at home credit card slide that inputs your card info when purchasing items on a website!
A removable, flexible wire toaster basket with a heat-resistant handle for toasting items too small to remove without burning your fingers!
Tea/coffee bag maker
Plug adapter that counts down time of supplied electricity and shuts off, you'll never leave iron on and have to go back to check again!
PATENT PENDING DARTBOARD - REVOLUTIONIZE the Dart World Featuring The Worlds ONLY Digital Graphic Ring - 200 VOTES IN 2 DAYS!
YOU'VE SPOKEN!
Pin-Plug: Pin A Power Outlet Anywhere On Your Wall! Just Use A Push Pin! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Inflatable Water â€œChicken Fight Gameâ€. Safe. Need only 2 players.
I love my SLOW COOKER but... I wish it had a few more options! Expand your cooking range!
Wink Speaker
Wired or wireless transmitter placed on a garage door that senses when it is open or closed and transmits to a key fob display (open/close)
Retractable Waist Leash. Store your leash in the belt. Increase the length or shorten it just like a retractable leash but for the belt.
My invention is a hideaway nightstand that allows a convenient place for night time necessities without taking up daytime bedroom space.
Gloves for handling slippery frozen food in a freezer. Built in Magnets allow you to hang them on the outside of a freezer or fridge
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"Exhaust Filter" for fireplaces and smoke stacks using G.E. patent #8178460.
SMART BAT
Nail Clipper with a transparent pot for a cleaner room
USB PORT SIZE FIXER!!
My idea is to create a simple plug-in on my coffee table to eat my lunch handy.
Post Pal - for farmers to keep leather and rope safe from the elements
cellphone case w lock remote
3D Toothbrush
Shower curtain liner that unzips in 2 spots for easy removal and cleaning. Saves you $ your back and water!Top could Velcro over bar...
Jump rope exercise system
Couette-housse
Do you have sensitive ears?"Well",if so you haven't seen the Ear-Slip! It's a clear thin plastic slip that fits on the back of your earrings
Removable Curtain Rod Brackets
New pegs clothes horse, without iron springs
APP ENABLED MEAT PROBE! Let the App do the Math! Know for sure when the meat is done! (Possibly Adding A Marinating Feature)
The ultimate beach bag, with room for all a family needs on the beach. Everything in its place, and no more sand on your keys!
Replacement ChestClip(harness tie)Ensures safty gives u the option 2 accessorize Available n ur Favorite Sports team,Hero character,or color
cast iron stovetop protector
A ceiling fan to cool your room, no wiring, no electricity, no batteries.
Craft Cutting Board and More
A sports bottle for windsurfing and cycling that has an integrated holder formed by arms that warp around the windsurf boom or bike frame.
Compact - Telescoping - Lantern. See Additional Pics!
A cholesterol meter that analyzes your blood for an iPhone. That can differentiate between your HDL and LDL cholesterol levels.
Headphone ready cell phone
Send Discreet Signals as Vibrating Alerts From Smart Phone to 1 or more people. Use for secret signals, synchronized moves, directing plays
SPORTS SWEAT RACK
Ever go to the restroom in your office and have to use toilet roll to cover the gaps in the stalls for added privacy? Meet Stallvacy!!
lumiere pour sac Ã main
Stress-less Toenail Cutter
RE-INVENTING THE BEVERAGE SLEEVE! No puddle, no-drip, washable, stylish, fits all beverage containers;(glasses, bottles, cans, mugs
Want to wrap exquisitely gorgeous, professional-looking gifts in minutes? If so, then donâ€™t just wrap it, â€œRe-Wrapâ€ it!
Molpel
Design a hand held Mono-Pad for an Ipad using a suction cup
do you think that snowboard bindings are annoying to put on every time you get off the lift? Well know you can just flip a switch.
A saucepan/pot made with four separate sections. Cook and heat up several different foods at the same time in one saucepan/pot.
An ironing board with a metal rod beneath it for hanging clothes as you iron them.
Salt and Pepper shaker that you can use to support your iPad, cell phone or tablet. Perfect for home, restaurants and coffee shops.
gps enabled mobile billboard - an iphone app and display for mounting on semi trailer, taxi, or bus
Ever want to be a handy man for your girl or kids? Remember the joy and accomplishment feeling as a kid when making something? BIG BOYS LEGO
A Full Grip Single Handed Rotary Dish Washing Sponge And Scrubber Combo. Elderly And Arthritis Sufferers Welcome. "A Display Prototype Only"
Toolbox with complete set of tools in individual compartments that sense and display on handle when all the tool are in place or if missing.
Modular Bra Pod storage system to help keep bra and pant sets together- (works for ties and socks etc too guys!)
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TIRED OF BUYING A NEW GAME OR MOVIE OR SOFTWARE BECAUSE OF A TINY SCRATCH OR IT FELL BY MISTAKE AND LOSING
MORE MOVIE WELL NO MORE.
Disney Courtesy Character Call
Bluetooth Wall outlet With Built-in Camera:App-enabled with face recognition feature.When it sees a toddler it will automatically shuts off.
Shade I A shade that protects your phone from the bright sunlight and harsh heat.
Broom Rake
Reusable plates that feature layers of "peel-off" film on top, which you can peel off individually after each meal. Save $ &amp; Environment!
In place of men wearing ties or bowe ties. I've invented the Joeban. A solid Badge shape of clasp that would fasten under collar .
An app that tracks an athletes heart rate using a bracelet. It encourages you to train harder!
Adjustable Kayak or one man row boat paddles/oars for Adults or Kids. Good for storage. Use as you wish.
Smart Alarm Switch
jauge eau chaude
Overheating Spacers
A brim enlargement accessory, to install at your current sport cap to cover both sides of your face in a sunny day ;)
Drying rack with about 2 ft. by 3 ft. drying service, that has a nylon mesh screen and a electric variable speed oscillating fan,
If you eat cake or pie Together. A special 8 pieces plate!
Beach Bag with Magnetic Reversible Board Games on the Exterior
A new Vacuuming Experience with some useful NEW tools and a NEW Vacuum Motor Saver!
Shelves in a Snap! Solve two common closet flaws with snap in shelves that cover that tacky ventilated wiring or unfinished hanging rods.
Sponge designed for cleaning utensils &amp; dishes better: Middle of sponge is open with "teeth" to clean. No folding the sponge anymore
Mama's Little Helper
Cupcake 3D Printer
Cubierta-volante antiestres
Multiflavoured DIY Ice Cubobs! Make different flavoured ring shaped ice cubes, stack together on this specially designed kabob. Enjoy!
Cylindrical baskets of assorted lengths and diameters to allow cooking small and non-traditional items on a BBQ using the rotisserie.
SELF CLEAN TOILET
A do it yourself custom framing kit which would enable the public to save greatly on framing of non standard size wall decor.
Countdown clock app
keyboard attached to the back of your ipad or tablet pc so you can lie in bed or commute on the train while typing away with all 10 fingers
Carbles. Toy cars + marbles. Collect and swap marble wheels. Load, shoot marbles and race down a kickass car run!
spinbag
A parent's dream-one hand free! Finally, you can use the remote control with one hand while feeding baby his bottle with your other hand
Wireless: Share. Store. Transfer Files on your Smartphone.
MY WATER - App enabled wristband/bracelet that vibrates at intervals reminding you to drink water &amp; track how much water you've had.
An inexpensive self-cleaning litter box that is operated by pressing a foot pedal(video)
Handy, flat, small business card sized tissue package that you can keep in your wallet. Because you are a man who doesn't like man-purses.
Alarm Sync
Do you throw caution to the wind at the beach, venturing out to the water -leaving valuables under your towel? No more! Just use a Twistsafe
My idea is electric plasma lights on a big trucks every independent trucker wants his rig to be diffrent and have a custom feel.
If your hands hurt from shopping bag handles cutting into them, or if you have cans rolling all over your car, you need a HandleMate or two.
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 9): A laser projected yardstick would make measurements quicker, more accurate, and simpler for individuals.
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Beeping Baby Bag. Each compartment is labeled and if bag is closed with compartment empty, bag wll beep. Personalize compartments on website
RFID Pet Door
Soft Knobs
This device can demonstrate what smoking does to a person's ability to breathe, allowing a classroom of kids to experience what it is like.
Can't see anything with Google Glasses? Check this out...
xxx
Spikes, shoes w/ hidden cleats
App-Enabled Interior Home Motion Sensors. Use for sleepwalkers/sleep eaters, pets needing to go outside or sneaky teenager.
New indicator (left/right) Flashing sequence for car,bus,truck and Motor cycles, for making a "U" Turn :Resubmit:
A phone app to streaming music, share photos with surrounding friends by authenticated ad-hoc WiFi network.
Dry your clothes from the inside out with a perforated tubular pole-arm system.
Portable 4x4 All-Terrain Hammock. A foldable mini-hammock that you can take to the pool, the beach, and uneven rocky surfaces!
The invention is a motorized spoon mount that latches onto and moves around the top edge of a large saucepan, stirring for the cook.
Grind-N-Press
A free-standing clothes rack that has a flat, hard top and sides that stands around 6 feet tall but retracts into a cube that is 3 feet tall
SEVEN DAY (and night) HANGING PLANT WATERER (spacebar-mike)
Book reader for all schools
Noise reduction
Rechargeable Remote control gate in the car cigarette lighter plug ...
Bigode USB cable cover
Glue Gun Cradle - No Drip
asd
Baby Stroller car rack
Safety First
A moleskin style notebook that enables you to keep an iPhone/smartphone secured within the notebook.
Cage train your new puppy with this adjustable cage and travel crate system. No need for multiple sized enclosures as your puppy grows.
The Ice Cube Tube
This is A cube shaped power with a rewinded cable. You can have many sockets in small area and short and long cable.
Want to clean your iPhone or iPod of bacteria and viruses with out using chemicals or adding new steps to your daily routine? iCleanDock
Get the perfect pic of your pet. Scrunchie like band with hanging dog/ cat toys . Scrunchie goes around camera lens allowing toys to dangle
Americans are big and getting bigger we need a toilet seat that can carry the load. Flexing and sliding seats cause embarrassing injury's.
Painlessly connecting you to another person's TV using a pre-printed information card
Reading glasses that you wear all the time, with no prescription in them. press a small button to change lens to your prescription.
Most have heard of the "Air Guitar" but nobodyâ€™s invented one. That's about to change. Everyone will want one when we bring it to market.
VITAL TOOTH WHITENING AT HOME + APP
Personal emergency survival capsule, for boaters, fishermen, divers, navy or any person whom spends time at deep sea. App enabled.
"Touch pad" mouse pad - Lets eliminate the use for a computer mouse.
Finally , those large messes are stopped before the large ones are created.Every mess grows gradually and now they finally have their place.
Marshall lok
Freezable drink coozie that fits both cans and bottles with a weighted bottom.
Sling_Itz offers easy accessability to all school paperwork and supplies...while providing an easy way to carry your three ring binder.
Receiver Hitch for Bicycles, attach accessories such as wire racks, coolers and more (see accessory list) quickly and easily.
The World Wide Walky Talky
Easy Clean Paintbrush!
Snow-Man Ice-Cream
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YIKES! I forgot to take out the trash!
Express Yourself Vinyl decals
Self adjusting solar blinds
This idea is THE SAFEST KNIFE STAND for a home, where the user can lock their knives in place, avoiding any unfortunate accidents and harm.
Box Cutter Pen Tip or Pen with Box Cutter Tip - Slide the blade in when not in use and lock with safety lock.
The liquor Ticker
Lock up your car keys to prevent drunk driving. A timer lock allows for a responsible decision to be made before you start drinking.
the drying rack could be use for indoor use only. It could to use inside bathroom, this way when it drips water we can fall into the tub.
Eyeglass lens where the prescription can be readjusted digitally, either directly on the frame or app enabled w/ a computer device.
Beach umbrella that shades like a tree. Palm shaped leaves for cover. Creates relaxing, dappled shade. Slightly flexible but stable in wind.
Three and one a flashlight's with a Recorder and a Tape measure and a that designed with four Leeds to brightly illuminate your works.
A Wink branded frameless screen for your fridge with a tile layout that displays your child's drawings, family photos, and even reminders.
The Snow Shovel-sled, prevents injuries to back, neck, shouldres...

With Shovel-sled, snow is not a threat

A mouse and note pad all in one. The Mouse "N" Pad can be in various shapes and sizes, such as animal faces, a house, baseball, football.
ALERTIFY - Food Expiry Alert
Beach Bum Treadmill
Solar powered Pool Skimmer
Laying on your bed and want to turn on the light? Lamp connected to wifi or Bluetooth enabled making it controllable through any smartphone!
TURKEY SELF-BASTER
Blindage contre givre
The Motorcycle "Pop-Cover" opens in seconds and covers any cylce in seconds just like a 'Pop-Tent'. And collapsable down to 12 inches.
A wall outlet Adapter with multiple USB connections on it so you won't need another oversized USB adapter.
Actually walk Easily in the sand! No slipping and sliding. - resub.
u.s.b hub holding case
A floating cooler with top cup holders that could easily attach to any floating object.
Why wait for the store to open to buy your workout supplements? while you could use quick supplements machine to buy at anytime any where.
A New Improved Pet Door and GPS Pet locator allowing only your pets entry, that also acts as a GPS locator if they are lost
" SUPER BACK BALLS " Can be "HEATED or COOLED" depending on what your back really needs. just lie on them and roll your way to comfort!!!!
A unique universal car seat handle that changes 360 degrees and can distribute the weight of the car seat into the whole arm.
Automatic power switch off
Baby Car Seat Danger Alarm
Kids homework TABLE STATION. Table, hidden chair, drawers, sheets compartmet, book or tablet holder,.everyting kids needs to do homework
Lollipop holder (small) ice cream cone/ popsicle holder(large).Prop your pops. 4 billion lollipops sold annually
Pendulum Painting. Make a kit to make it easy to Pendulum Paint at home! Watch a cool video I found!
Finger Tips
4 in 1 device for 1 gallon paint cans.Silicone ring to keep paint out of rim,magnet to hold brush,built in opener,silicone pour spout.VIDEO!
The one Bacon / Grill Press that fully fits multi sized pans. No need for multiple presses - this one adjusts to almost any size pan!
Night Walker
CAR VISOR ORGANIZER- with FM transmitter and a speaker/mic for hands free calling
Disposable brushes for the kitchen/toilet. Clean up wet hair in the shower, drain hole (and more) without ever getting your hands dirty.
Spray tan feet covers
Just Drive
Check on - (for the depressed)
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Smart Home package Locker
CAKE MAGIC! It's time to put the "wow" back into your celebrations! To view the product click on the blue folder under the image.
Electric Lawn Mower Battery
Qtales - A book of invention stories written and illustrated by Q community. Resubmitted!
que record player
The BooBoo Box is a bandaid organizer.Instead of having 3 or 4 boxes of different sizes, combine them all in one clear plastic box.
Background music remover
Electric over the door drying rack; use the smallest amount of door space to dry shirts, sweaters, small clothing pieces and towels.
BEACH ICE CHEST! EVERYTHING YOU need for the Beach! Retractable arms hold tall things poles-umbrella's and pocket rest!
Sun umbrella storage shelf
Tender-Knees; home choice of hardwood and tile in homes,Leave babies to crawl on hard and agonizing surfaces.
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT FAMILY KITCHEN TABLE - Adjust the table height for each member of the family without chairs, pillows or other measures.
Reversible 2-sided towel, each side having a different color or pattern so that it can be used in multiple bathrooms with different decor.
The BEST reinforcement for hole-punched paper. Repairs both sides of the hole at the same time. Creates strong permanent repair!
Playing cards with a friction surface to allow for easier handling by elderly persons and persons in rehabilitation facilities.
Housse de couette ouvrable
A solar light that offers decorative flair to flower pots.
Bowl which weighs food for pets so you don't over feed them. Has lights to indicate they've been fed. And how many times they've eaten.
A small sticker of some sort that can easily attach to your household valuables. The sticker can be tracked by an application on an iProduct
The 'HealthyMe' Doll. Think Tamagotchi meets Cabbage Patch Kids; but with an emphasis on health an nutrition. A toy kids can grow up with.
Phone Cone
Pocket Koozie
UZZ
Do like your hands clean? YES Do you like putting your fingers under the toilet rim to lift it so you can use it? NO Cheap,clean,effective.
FLY? HOW ABOUT FLOAT! THE PERFECT POSITION IS THE ONE THAT FITS TO YOUR BODY!
PoulDisign
The Wash Dryer
PrepCam - Keep track of your preparations - Views, stats, recipes, how too and what + app &amp; IMP
This dryer "rack system" incorporates moving air, a flexable design, and plug in modules for all drying applications.
FIRE! Bad enough! Worse yet if kids are on the upper floors of your home that can't use a ladder yet. How about a FIRE SAFETY SLIDE!
My idear is a design that is put on the front and back of a mylar balloon,it is specially desinged for memorializing lost loved ones.
Spaced out multi socket
A powerful handheld machine that strips the edges at floor strip jobs,where the big machines can't reach. To this day this is done manually.
Adjustable kettlebell which can have weights added and can be turned into a dumbbell or weightlift.
Soft plush sleep mask with built in speaker headphones and aromatherapy to aid in relaxation and help you fall asleep.
Comforter with Snap-on Sheet
Doggy Portal
Be a subscriber to Quirky and receive once a month one of his creations. I am Brazilian Excuse the mistakes of English
Card Holder Application
This product is a juice and soda dispenser for your refrigerator. You will also be able to dispense water and ice, like refrigerators now.
The Reel Canadian fishing boat 3'x 14" x 5" check kijijiB.C. ad#455330465 Fish from shore catches 2-4lb fish. Registered and Patent pending.
The PowerCube! Designed to provide a large number of outlets in a small area thus eliminating the need to plug multiple strips in series...
microwave scans upc code on box of food. That tells it how to cook product. Pop in food and push on. Great for elderly or dieters alike!
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The Acrylic House
We have come up with the idea to make the ultimate cocktail shaker and muddler.
A touch screen tv monitor, somewhat large in size, that would be connected to the iPhone via Bluetooth technology.
The Sofa Tent
Front Brake Lights
App-enabled, waterproof motion senor sticker for outdoor garbage cans/recycle bins, app will alert when emptied/blown away/animal invasion!
Astra
If Wink doesn't; Siemens will... Stop productivity loss. Wi-Fi enabled wide angle camera on fire alarm's manual call point.
Stylish raised pet food holder that includes storage for food and treats
Doc tested two years, NOSE PRONGS plastic Q tip-like swab hold ends bend an arc under hot H20 insert in nostrils at night, breath and sleep.
coinhunter,use mobile device capture the coin and paper bill currency, notify the value or post it for sell.
Hands Free retractable/rotatable grips device to read a book/mag, Kindle, iPad no matter if you're soaking up the sun on your back or tummy.
Preventing hummingbird feeders (glass/tube types) from freezing in Winter. Some varieties of hummingbirds do not migrate so need the feeders
Socks keeper & organaizer
A soft-sided iPad holder that you slip your fingers through to get a secure hold on your iPad without worry of dropping your prized possession.
Compact portable eyewash station seals off eyes has a single swimming goggle that allows water to be pumped in and out for flushing out eyes
Bluetooth Combination Lock
Your days at work are blue?. A little green to brighten the day. Monster planter for your desk (or kitchen, kid's room). Move over Chia pet!
Quadrille jardin facile
Simply the MOST COMFORTABLE case in your hands for everything you do with your device. Ergonomically placed contours to improve holdability.
Ponytail Tuque
Painter's Friend - When painting the pallet may not be close enough to be sure a color matches or coordinates now you can be positive.
Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
A stylish magnetic stand that will conveniently hold all your knives and other metal utensils in one place.
The Changing Wall
Save money on dry cleaning &amp; sweat less during meetings with a smarter suit - constructed with a detachable, machine washable, cotton lining
Thimble Mouse
Mobile home skirting protector,also can protect your beautiful flowers trees and any thing you wish not to be weed whack down.
The product that I would like to invent is the portable children seat cover. It would help parents when traveling with children on the go.
Entertaining jewlery
Slice N Grate "The Cheddar Shredder", Cheese Slicer and Grater in ONE handy kitchen tool!
Painter's Solution
Many pets like running on a treadmill. Exercise is good for their health. Also pets need brushing. Today these are two separate functions.
Everyone could use a small light with a photo sensor that lights the bottom of a purse, briefcase, backpack, or kitchen drawer when opened.
Cooler designed to slide easily across the sand, w/ retractable pull handle; locking lid; valuables lock-box; & other beachy-keen features.
Dry your cap/hat easily and fast without the mess of waterdrops or snow (incl. prototype/sample VIDEO!)
e-mali
TIME BOX. Time-release storage boxes set to open at user-set intervals. For impulse control or recurring dist - cigarettes, pills, allowance
Soft Soap Saver
Switched Remote Power Outlet
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The bag Handler
Threaded Plastic Oil Funnel
StuckUpSoap
Water spray beard/hair anti-stuck system. Water saving + cream saving/eliminating + end of noise pollution. http://youtu.be/O_83YuHKlVU
Bluetooth Steering Wheel Cover
The Viselift is a safe inexpensive way for small construction companies and home owners to lift tools or materials to an overhead location.
iLuminous
faucet coupling is usage for the water faucet to control the water usage let the water come out like shower. User friendly conserve water.
Real World Zombie APP Game, people walking around everywhere, smartphones, movement sensor and alarm, new case feature or device,
Dispensers one for coffee-pads and one fore biscuits and others
Add Geo-tagging to any Camera. First Memory Card with built-in GPS Chip! Consumers will Love it! Pros will Snatch it!
Beach Towels that double as oversized board games like Checkers, Chinese Checker or Backgammon
TOWER OF HEAT' Cook food faster and save energy at the same time! Place TOWER around a hot burner, put your pot inside IT &amp; enjoy! IT
WORKS!
To design a tracker chip on a tray or table for room service which will allow management track when the trays leave the guest room.
The Hanger Buddy. A simple addition to make better use of your current closet hangers.
Hands getting tired from holding up a heavy Kindle/iPad? Never again with this Kindle/iPad holder that attaches to anything anywhere!
Play street hockey anywhere now with a net that comes with it's own backpak. Taking the game anywhere...More fun, Less CARS!!!
Bar Sounds
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
Upright paper towel holder with magnetic top Stays secure easy to use decorative finials
Road paint.
Don't get a Man Purse! Get a Camera Case Attached to Camera
Tired of seeing innocent people get hurt in police chases ... this idea will stop the chases before they start
Heart beat monitor sensor
bookmark with pencil
i.Control is an universal remote controller for TVs/Players/Decoders/... + IMP technology + app !
"Spatuglove" -Heat resistant 5 fingered glove for cooking, especially grilling. Replaces tongs/spatula/oven mitts/ etc. Just use your hands!
Pot Ã crayons
I have invented a product were women NEVER have to dig in the bottoms of their purse and never have to worry about losing their pen.
Whats in the Bag Pet Toy
Wallet With light.
Want to take your eReader, IPad, or smart phone to the beach or pool? You need A waterproof case that's functional and looks good.
Rotating suction cup handle with four suction cups, can be used in the bathroom for safety. change hand position without letting go
A clip that attaches the corners of a rug to the floor so the rug won't slip or curl at the edges- NO MORE TRIPPING HAZARDS!
FeelLike LED
Smart Heater
Read Lying Down Hands Free! Complete neck, back & arm relaxation. Lightweight portable book or tablet holder with touch screen access.
BATH GUARDIAN-This device will protect the elderly, disabled or anyone if they fall while in the bath. This product will SAVE LIVES!
Serve Big In style! Serving wear for "big parties" that look good and keeps food warm without the hassle. No more ugly aluminum trays!
iBright
Anti-loss device
Pathfinder Clip on Flashlight
Completely Digital Keyboards for Desk Top and Lap Top Computers. No more food particles,dust,liquid damage e.g.beverages,or keyboard covers.
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Bath Buddy
The bikini extender will get rid of the bikini top "muffin top" and make your bikini more comfortable, fun, and attractive!
AIR-FRESHENER PRESS
Collapsible Tube Drying Rack with built in clips Hang clothes on swing bars, or hang on clips. a great space saver! Take Inside Or out!
Eyeglass hologram watch clip on. Simply clip small device onto arm of glasses and press at any time to view hologram time display on lenses.
UltraPower
ADJUSTABLE BED SHOCKS - The new frontier of bed comfort - adjust the firmness and height of your bed shocks via app
This is a positional hanger. The spring in the bottom of the attached pod would keep the hanger in whatever position you put it in.
Cell Phone Monitor Mount
"App enabled shot glass" Shot glass that keeps score! Great gag gift!
No Scratch Bacon Press
Non spill single handle tray with handle folding down into the tray like a coolers handle - Use only one hand
The Rain Drain - a better place to put umbrellas, raincoats and shoes when they're wet.
The attachable lid holder for pots and pans to help you while checking up or at serving time.
STOP WASTING FOOD! My condiment canister makes it easy to empty your salad dressing, ketchup, mustard and honey jars. No more wasting food!
ROAD RIG
Squash Ball Warming Machine
Sand Art Light Box Toy
Simple Loop
Media Perch
Bathtub Hair Strainer that don't clogged itself. Preventing backed up slow draining and costly plumbing issue. Shower duration clog free.
A smart phone case that is military grade shock resistant it floats it has two prop stands and has directional sound for better quality.
Universal retractable sun-slap for helmets. Use your sun-slap while Drive your motorcycle against the sunlight protecting your eyes
Making cooking less stressful and easy. Having all the spices you need for your cooking right where you need them; right around your waist.
A solar device only to power your air conditioner &amp; in off season give back to the grid to bring down your bill. Good for humanity peroid
the 2-n-1 Cargo/Bed cover
EMERGENCY VEHICLE LIGHTING!!! A flexible plastic sheet with Colored Micro-LEDs that sticks to the inside of the window.
There is so much more life in a coffee pod than 1 cup of coffee. The grounds left in the pod are an excellent fertilizer for seeds.
Lumi Hook- Two great ideas brought together as one amazing product. Combining the useful nite-lite &amp; 3M's amazing portable stick on hooks.
A handsfree umbrella
A fishing rod stand with tackle compartments and a built-in audible Strike Alert system. Never miss the big one again. 3 VIDEOS included.
Hang All Your Pants in One Fold-out Solution
Quick Change or Screw On Gardening Tool Set Combo: 5 Piece Gardening Tool Set Combo with 25"-37" Telescopic Handle & Non Slip Grip.
Make Perfectly Rounded Chocolate Covered Strawberries. No Flat Areas, No Mess. Foolproof With Oval Silicone Mold And Integrated Spikes.
"What The Chirp" The world's first smoke detector that let's you immediately find which one is chirping at 2 a.m.
iWatch, All the 7 Iphone essentials in one spot. Take your iphone confidently anywhere without worrying of losing, charging,or carrying it.
Ear Jax - Earphones with a built in extra headphone jack. Add as many Ear Jax together as you can and share one device with multiple people!
Cat Grabber
Cradle mouse wrist support
Phone Flip-HUD
Abunchi Cord Collapsible Crate 2.Never let those groceries or loose items tumble in your vehicle again. Large 16"x 16" customizable design.
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Mini Caulk gun, nothing else like it on the market, period! This one utilizes the "Caulk Singles" already in stores. Millions will sell!
Heat proof camera, installed within your oven, so you can check on your food, through your Smartphone.
Vine Product Line Extension: We all love our Craft Beer right? Introducing the Hopper.
Ceiling Fan Filter
Closet Chaos Control
A 'magic cooking pot' that talk &amp; show you while cooking, how &amp; when to use each ingredient, so you always succeed on your cooking.
Are you tired of looking for the lost TV remote? My idea will keep you from having to flip all those sofa cushions searching for it.
An eye-appealing AC unit that works by using ice cold water distributed along the walls of a home under glass panels to cool down the house.
Jumbo Eraser and Pencil Sharpener Stick - Good for large projects when lots of pencil is needed.
A beach chair that has a compartment in the arm to hide valuables. A security code is needed. Much like that of a car alarm.
Alarm Clock with wireless transmitter to send signal which can control multiple 'drone' alarms.
Snore Stopper app and device -NOT A MOUTH GUARD-(JH
Anti-Theft Sensors. Starting At The Manufacturers Level. Reduce Product Packaging. Real Time Tracking Of Products.
FoodNroll
Shoe and/or apparel storage system for bottom of closets that slides out to form steps to stand on to reach the upper shelves of the closet.
Warming paint or tile
A thin, dual wall charger for iPod/iPad. Ultra compact.
The Ultimate Portable Dynamo
Boo-boo doodles
Cold drink, warm hands
Heated Front Auto Windshield
App enabled perfume mixer. Just pick the scents on your phone and make your own scent.
Suction cup doorstop
Tired of bulky armbands? Afraid to store your phone and valuables in your pockets? Been mugged? No more! Meet Armed: Your Forearm Arsenal.
UHF antennas digital HDTV, digital TVs. Extraordinary performance in the UHF spectrum, from 470 to 806 MHz to serve anywhere in the world.
Hanging accessory pouches. String several of them together. Then you can fold them over and throw them in a bag for travel.
Keep your beautiful pillar candles burning and intact at the same time. No more out of shape ugly looking half burned pillar candles.
Interactive (Cause and Effect) Toys for Toddlers: Create a girl/boy band, auto shop and more!
TRASH BAG CASSETTE allows you to save time and stay awesome in bothering disposal process! Throw your trash layer by layer!
FM Nails-it stands for Fashion Magnifying nails.Magic instant help for reading glasses.Future 'must' product for the baby boomer generation
A beach towel that repels sand, water, and other random beach junk you might not want on you, or in your car later.
Universal key-chain remote control that can be programmed for use with multiple vehicles.
Glow phone projector case
A vibrator/lube dispenser that is easy to use. The shape of the palm for easy application and grip, squeezable so it doesn't drip out.
Let's create a craft tool for melting crayon art. That glues, melts and blows heat.
Kwik Lace
Findit or eFindit
iWristbuds / iBuds bracelet headphones. Bluetooth or wired earbuds that go around your wrist then detach to give you HD quality sound!
I HAVE AN ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH AND THE FIRST TIME I USED IT ,TOOTHPASTE WAS ALL OVER MY HANDS AND THE BASE.NOW I
HAVE SOLVED THE PROBLEM.
People who live in small apartments and homes need to sleep at night. My easy-to-use refrigerator muffler will quiet your loud fridge!
Need a few more extra winks while commuting? "Windowsleep" is the answer to comfortable sleeping whilst travelling to work or on long trips.
APP Enabled Ribbon Printer
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Work Bucket
Hard-to-reach outlet hidden behind furniture? Mount this retractable outlet(w/USB) in accessible areas + sleek extension cord when off-mount
WEIGHTED CUTLERY - The idea is to have a set of weighted cutlery that help to tone your arms as you eat.
Size adjustable, popup Paint Booth
A luggage trolley
Birthday Cake Covers
Monitor your vitals when you are sick 24/7 "Wirelessly" w/APP and IMP! Pulmonary, Stethoscope, thermometer, all in one~!
Appliques
App enabled Hair Color mixer. Just choose the color with your phone and let the device mix the perfect color for you.
A voice activated and controlled cable/satellite browsing and control system. Control/Browse your TV and cable system through voice commands
APP Links multiple iphones together to play music much louder when you're listening with friends &amp; link with TV Bluetooth for surround sound
Insta-Clothesline: A Simple Solution for a Hang-Drying in the Bathroom
Backup/emergency usb charger you carry with you that recharges through vibration. Always have power, and always generate it.
Wine oxyder
Wireless Christmas Tree Lights. With remote control(s): 1)Manual on/off; 2)Motion Sensor on + variable timer off; 3)Brightness control; Etc.
Vanish Bath Mirror Defogger
Add storage in layers by using the back of the closet door, independently swinging swivel arms & simple attachment rod - So easy to install!
Pet is too cold or hot but the pet owner doesn't know. Other than the pet giving us some type of signal like scratching on door.
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
A kit containing a fastener, a screw and a screwdriver, which is also a small LED flashlight, secured behind the PC case.
spantaparf
contact plate.
My first car information, maintenance, and expert advice self help book on how to take care of your car first, second, or last vehicle.
make only the base of the cutting box they are two diferent size and the cutting foil as well,have to be water proof
ShareBoard
Splash Smash
What if you could have a fitted sheet that would fold completely flat? With the "Fitted Flat" you can have just that!
the Diner's set
Add water heating unit or infrared solar cells outside high-pressure end to collect energy heat absorbed inside refrigerator, airconditioner
EZ Mug - This simple cup cover magically transforms any disposable soda or coffee cup into a sturdy insulated mug with a comfortable handle.
Fly Catcher
Wiener and marshmallow roasting stick!!! Use fishing rod to roast wieners and marshmallows!
HatCam
â€œSEEâ€ Whatâ€™s To Love With A Smart Oven! LQQK, COOK, LOVE! (Embedded Camera!)
Hidden bike lock - secure your bicycle and your saddle from theft without a big, ugly and bulky lock attached to your awesome looking bike.
Extends the life of any outside pool anywhere in America cheaper without permits or building expenses. Set-up and storage needs minimal.
Toolboard Redesigned - Lets redesign a Classic Toolboard/hooks system into a flexible modular Attractive Storage Solution.
Halloween 2013 Will Be Here Soon~ Let's get A jump start with the Pivot Power, MugStir, Mocubo etc. Costumes!
IPad sleeve and stand.
Re-vitalize your drink with this shake-to-heat travel mug...No hot water around? Tea is cold? Cold coffee? Not a problem. Technology!
knee charger for mobile phones
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Take the everyday, affordable toaster and get if OFF your counter top. A new modern toaster w/installation kit for UNDER THE COUNTER.
This is a safety factor at intersections giving drivers additonal warning of impending red lights.
peanut butter in a toothpaste tube
This balcony sun screen will create shade from the glaring sun and enhance privacy, allowing you to enjoy your balcony!
Peek-a-Bow
A highchair tray with a disposable liner that refills the tray after the used liner is torn off so parents never have to clean the tray.
Automatic volume changing headphones! If you are listening to music and walk into a loud area, the volume raises, and visa versa.
A hole punch designed to punch a straw hole in the plastic lid of your water bottle or disposable drink bottle such as Gatorade.
Bug Free laundry detergent
A convenient combination computer keyboard duster brush and microfiber screen cleaner with built-in stand. It's simple, sleek and portable.
apps enabled automated saddle adjustable seat post
A drying rack that is also a contemporary wall piece, its 2 in 1!
A universal kit of pool noodle couplers or connectors including plans to build different structures. Think tinker toys for the pool.
Hand-held vice grip style/plyers with an approximate 3 inch steel plate that clamps down and compresses out the oil from canned tuna fish.
Ring of Power
Motion Sensor Doorbell
RESUBMIT PREVIOUSLY @ LIVE EVAL: Paper to touchscreen and back with a simple press of a button with this innovative pen and stylus in one.
Eco Friendly Splatt Matts for puppy training...with TABS
App-enabled Food Color spray
Windeez
Smart Confetti Poppers
Cover those odd electrical outlets, Intercoms and oddly placed light switches with a piece of art!!! Unused space used for cork/key boards.
Walker slippers
Hands free E-cigarette system
Conductive Electrode Garments
MOBILE BUDDY
Stop Tripping...A cleat that clips on the tongue of a shoe that allows you to wrap your laces tight. No knot required.
No Sweat Tub and Shower brush
Multiple purpose lighter instantly changes from a pocket lighter to an extended neck kitchen, bar be q , camping, fire place lighter.
Fashion Shoe Tattoos-A decorative sole liner for ladies dress shoes.
App-enabled color sensor for toilets, alerts when toilet is dirty or has skid marks. Do not be embarrassed by your dirty toilet anymore!
Plants Water automatic dispenser. FILL with water every two weeks..then set time quantity..AND YOUR FLOWERS OR PLANTS WILL LOOKS
INCREDIBLE
Grow your greens with this indoor garden wheel! Attractive LED lights and drip irrigation systems make growing fresh greens fun and easy!
BEACH & POOLSIDE RELAX PAD w/i-pod,pillows,sun canopy features. Adjustable, flex components. lightweight/easy to transport w/massive appeal.
SWAT AND GRAB! Smack the pest with the Swatter, then use the Swatter like tongs to pick it up and get rid of it!
My wife and I are in our fourth home and only one of them has had ample storage space for clothing. Can you relate?
Straightback Backpack
A waterproof cell phone case that also charges your phone when submerged
Dice Ice. Dice Icecube Tray
'isurvive' An iphone case that contains a survival kit hidden INSIDE the iphone case.
The mini travel squirt bottle
Phone case builder
A tool to speed up the installation of television cable, telephone lines, or any type of wiring in a home.
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Flexible Scoping Personal Care Aid Offers Independence while bathing or showering
Smellssnuffer
barbecue inodore
Remote control locator
Finger/toe Nail clipper gently cuts like scissors when you clip-no flying nails/cracked nails,creates better shape vs half moon clip/storage
Toilet rolls take space. Hang them from the ceiling in a way that looks cool, is creative, saves room and lets you know how many are left!
Here is another 'spin' on the power strip. A multiple block, pivoting power strip.
Quirkiest Aquarium Ever! Infinity Tunnel + Aquarium = Living Optical Illusion Fish Tank
Ambient and or spot light LED globes. Multi adjustable neck for a spot light anywhere you need one or just enjoy the ambiance lighting.
Mocubo Chopper!!! Roll this cutter onto a mocubo tray and slice away!! Great accessory for the tray on on the main cutting board. (ruben)
Juice Maker
Read Text, Talk-to-Text, Voicemail-to-Text. App enabled sunglasses, prevents incoming text when driving. Future model cell ph-answer/talk.
All in One Nail Polish
COAT OF MANY COLORS. One bottle~ you choose the color or colors. APP ENABLED COLOR CHANGING NAIL POLISH.
The Ultimate Customizable- Modular Medicine Cabinet- Organize and arrange it according to personal, his/hers, pills/grooming/medicine, etc.!
Ear buds that everyone can use! Great sounding in-ear headphones are made of soft material from ear plugs to conform to your personal fit.
Echo Hose
Wall mounted or counter top flour and sugar dispenser. Dispenses MEASURED amounts you need with the turn of a dial. Use with any dry goods.
Closet organizer/storage with built-in mirror that helps you get ready faster in the morning. It's your very own All-in-one closet stylist!
Electronic Hide N Seek. A unit emitting a sound is hidden and located using only the sound. Winner is lowest # of seconds to locate the unit
Mini Baseball Bat Skill Set
What if every cord you plugged into an outlet could transform from a flimsy and flaccid strand into a rigid, strong and bendable power cord?
Bi-bag scolaire
The Quirky Board Game
Velcro Bottom Trunk Organizer with additional compartments and expand-ability. It can hold anything from groceries to the tiniest of things.
Portable Bleacher Tent
SMOKER BUDDY - Don't get ashes in your car anymore. Smoke it up!!!!!!!!!
Kitchen Kounter
360 Leash NO Hands
A drying rack made of pvc, wood dowels, clothesline, and clothesline. It folds flat against the fence when not in use.
A storage box for cheese that doubles as a cutting board. Keeps cheese fresh. Makes cutting quick and easy. No plastic bags needed.
AC/Heated blanket
goldilocks spoon
EVER LOST YOUR LIGHTER WHILE YOU ARE DRINKING? WE CAN FIX THAT! THIS COMBO WILL HOLD YOUR LIGHTER, LIPSTICK, KEY,
OR CASH AND YOUR BEVERAGE.
Clean toilet paper dust from the air at itâ€™s source using a fan and filter mounting on dispenser/wall.
Pop Up Gardening Box
Easyadapter
Hang em High by: RickJ
Cordies + Power Curl. Ultimate Travel Accessory for your cords!
Grab anything FOAM accessory for Laptops or Flat screen monitors. Go bigger for flat screen TVs
The fancy wine glass
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Heating bath pillow
One handed tape measure, give a squeeze, the tape shoots out, release to retract ,telescoping rubber column like angioplasti balloon,
Carrying a manifest loosely or on a clipboard is not always a secure way for a messenger. There must be a bettter way.
A knife that is part knife and part spatula.
Mobile Coffee Table
Learn PC typing with your ten fingers without lost time.
Cell phone web cam - Send live video directly to a website or another friend's phone
Occam's Razor is the first fully biodegradable razor head, and that includes the razor. Sometimes the simplest solution is the best solution
MULTI-PURPOSE BATHROOM CLOCK with iPod Dock, built-in speakers and mirror.
Pan-Drainer: Cook Your Food Without The Excess Oil &amp; Grease! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
A recycling bin which has a "Plastic Bottle and Can CRUSHER" attached to the bins lid.
Living Room projector people which make it look like people are walking around in patterns when your not home.
To invent a product that will alert people when they are leaving their children in the cars.
"Hitch Hikers" - Fun 3D figures that clamp to a trailer hitch or car-bumper. Limited quantities (like Beanie Babies) create buying frenzy.
Cell Phone Holder for the Side of your Computer Tower or LapTop . Holds cell phones while they charge.(Paulette Jaques)
I HAVE A "SPARKING BASKETBALL NET" THE BASKETBALL ACTUALLY SPARKS WHEN THE BALL GOES THROUGH MY NET, THE
FUTURE OF BASKETBALL IS HERE TODAY.
No Wires Electrical Outlet
No pets allowedI just need a cup of coffee, no more losing potential customers, "BARK" your dog, with a outside wall mount with collar.
Device/Press to make your own Biodegradable Coffee K-Cups/Pods with your own coffee grounds. Make several k-cups at one-time.
Universal True Hands Free Neck Holder For Any Tablet iPad Kindle Surface etc.(simple,practical,low cost to make,booming tablet market)VIDEO!
Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
Rechargeable potato peeler. Blades housed in a body similar to an electric razor for recharging. Plug-in wall socket or own docking station.
Dishwash prep and glass cleanr
WIFI Magnifier
Flexi-Bind
Hang your backpack and other items on the bus! School bus, charter buses, city buses etc!
Beverages Gas Keeper
Ever wanted to keep your objects on track? Don't know where you left your cell phone? I can help you! Check my idea out!
Drying clothes in revolutionary way, free, fast, easy, even decorative way. Plus very little material :-))
It breaks my lil one's heart to see even a wee bit of her yummy chocolate cake batter that's left on the whisk go to waste, not any more!
Portable swim suit dryer to wring out wet swimwear. Old fashioned rollers? Spin the water out similar to electric device at gym?
My invention is called PooPooPad(PowPowPad),design as dogs'sanitary wears.
Self serving Embroidery Machin
Wireless Battery Charger
Instead of round pop bottles, why not square ones? No rolling around in your vehicle, plastic bag, easier to store in the fridge, etc.
Time to Re-invent the Fan. The 360* Fan can be used by everyone simultaneously. No more "fan hogs", the 360* Fan is enough Fan for everyone.
beautiful teeth
Maxi-storage. Thin and Portable Mouse Pad with external hard drive built into it
A tablet like touch screen operated device that is used to order your meal as you wait for your seat and plays advertisements.
The Cordie Mini Wall mount organizer is designed to help organize your USB cords, earbuds, etc., safely on the wall with easy accessibility.
A voice activated TV "mute" device to silence commercials.I get tired of having to mute my tv commercials with my remote control.
Dustpan Garbage Can
An app that prevents you from committing social media suicide by delaying all postings for X # of hours(preset by you)
The Never Lost Wrist Band
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A gripping device similar to a vise-grip with rubber bumpers that would clamp on the edge of a mixing bowl making it easy to hold and tip.
Freeze Breeze
D Bunny Vac Ball
A beach/pool chair that has ability to expand into a lounger so it makes it easier to lay out and not have to lay on the deck/beach/grass!
Facial tissue dispenser
My idea is for a texting like keyboard that would be compatible with any computer connecting wirelessly or using usb.
Your child is sick?. Monitoring his temperature has never been easier. Strap thermometer (armpit) alerts u when body temperature is too high
A Beach Bucket set with 3 different pails and a template. Includes a bucket with a hinge and open ended pail for better design. [VIDEO]
Colored H2O water for water toys, Great alternative to paint guns! Kids will love it.
App for nurses Doctors and people at home to remind to take their prescriptions
An Iphone that has straps/handles to carry.
directional sound sensor RESUB
Ziploc-type bag with an open bottom containg an interior adhesive strip. This would turn most any bag into a self-sealing storage bag. RESUB
Wireless, Contactless, Magnetically-triggered iPod/iPhone Control Glove. **Watch the video**
All seasons
Pet proof barrier
Fully Wireless Xbox One Headse
arm/ hand folds down with the push of a button to wave at on coming bikers. "Hands Free Wave" . Interchangeable glove for different colors
Fit ID
SmartDrop
New shoes = blisters. What if we created an inner sock which would prevent blisters until your shoes had softened. Plaster producers beware!
never lost bands
I propose making a colorful take apart model showing the inside working parts of a computer so that kids can learn how a computer works.
Lawn mower conversion kit, app enabled. Converts your manual mower into remote controled mower that controlled by your Smartphone.
911 Pepper Spray with Siren
Smart Toothbrushes:With built in waterpik mini showerheads &amp; camera.WiFi &amp; App on smartphone.
Idea- A water filled walking stick that holds +20 oz. of water to rinse, drink or cool off with.
iPhone case has a ring to hang on the wall of the office desk. When you do not need it, put it in the case.
Doggy Pooper Scooper Clip for Push Lawn Mower that allows scooper to detach and reatach to pick up poop while mowing.
Gym Bag w/ shoe holder
I get frustrated looking in my pantry because the opened chip bags are on stuff and hard to keep closed. All the plastic chip clips are junk
power shovel
A protective iPhone case with an integrated set of tools.
An exfoliating brush that fits onto your electrical toothbrush. Get youthful looking skin and have space to spare in your toiletry bag.
An App controlled power strip. ie: 6 outlets (pivot power) Each individual outlet is controlled seperately.
Safely carry your medication on your key chain without having to worry about it breaking apart, getting damage or completely falling off.
Use drying racks in the house? cut down and freshen up your drying time
Smart Fishing Rod
Peep hole Expander
A hat that keeps the sun off your neck and also is equipped with a rally rag in your team colors and also acts as a shade for your neck.
PRIVATE TALK
Battery Charger + Pivot Power! Recharge &amp; store your AA/AAA plus other battery sizes conveniently w/out the eyesore like other chargers!
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A baby bib with an attached hood almost like a shower cap.
A hanger that collapses or bends in a way so when you yank t-shirts off of it, the collar won't stretch and become unwearable.
Don't you hate juggling your plate, glass, utensils, &amp; napkin at parties while you're trying to eat standing up? Well, here's the solution.
Boot Bling
A solar powered pool cleaner shaped like a waterlily. It floats and sucks in debree from the surface and collects them into a hidden pouch.
the yard guard
It is a fantastic way to avoid a toothache. Your toothbrush holder will remind you to brush at each and every night.
"Roll-Lite"- 18 LED lights embedded in waterproof vinyl- a self powered light source to suspend over a camp site/ hang against a wall.
A water bowl for pets during travel that minimizes spillage, yet allows water to be deep enough that the pet can lap it up.
Look familiar? Ever need to put something on a cork board but you don't want to ruin it by forcing a pin through it? We need clip push pins.
Counter Top Trash Bag
It's time to brush with Elmo!
Comfort princess slippers
Last line of defense, Self defense jewelry or wearable accessories. Personal silent alarm with GPS/911 locator (re-submit
electronic device you stick to an item you often cant find,linked to a remote, press the corresponding button, lets off a sound to locate it
GPS Health Watch
CyberProTexion-TM w/miniGPS/microchipped digiCAM Embedded Within"Prompting Quick Recovery of Your Priceless Bicycle,MotorCycle,Moped etc
Modular iPad rack
I call it The Toilet Sealer,pathogens can no longer enter your airspace via aerosol.
N-KURAJ - The mobile robot that reduces parents' stress by coaching the kids through their morning and bedtime routines.
Recycle PaperBag supporter
Personal UV Detector
Hip Sack
Green Hardware
D Net. Double rope storage net or web organizer.One rope - usual not-elastic and not-expandable , another â€“rubber elastic/expandable rope
I've always wanted hooks in my trunk to hang grocery bags. If I set them on the floor, they tip over!
I pad case for your hip
A simple clothes drying rack. Hangs from a door. Hinged top and midpoint for easy storage. Can be used with standard hangers.
App-Enabled Interior Home Motion Sensors. Use for sleepwalkers/sleep eaters, pets needing to go outside or sneaky teenager.
The Ice Station is a cooling fan for smartphones to keep the battery cool.
One"pimplelike"protrusion OnThe SideOf ACoffeeCupThatWillSupportTheJava JacketFirmlyinPlace.TheEndofTheJavaJacketWillJustMakeItOverThisBump.
Carry is the Swiss Knife of a girls' makeup needs. The Idea is to give them one consolidated makeup kit that they can carry on the fly.
Helmcush
A freezer pop cozy with small stuffed animal that has a zipper compartment in back for money.Fun way to Keeps kids hands warm.
the light of my life
Bring dishes to edible temperature faster and keep them warm on table longer: Heat absorbing and retaining pot holders.
Spray paint with a color range
My idea is to make a clothing line that is color proof or colorfast.
"Warning wet Floor" stickers that become visable in the presence of water
arm/ hand folds down with the push of a button to wave at on coming bikers. "Hands Free Wave" . Interchangeable glove for different colors
PIPE LIGHITNG - Safe, light, easy to assemble, customizable pipe lighting can fit anywhere you need it, and do more than a standard lamp.
Meet the temperature time pot!!! Its the pot that tells you the inner temperature and has a timer built right in!!!
Stoveir is an appliance that can cook some of foods that a microwave cannot cook
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WIFI Electrical Panel System
Adjustible Grabber
A solar Warming, odor absorbing (baking soda compartment), and passively ventilated see-thru outdoor shoe/rain coat/umbrella drying rack.
Digital photo album lets you view your photos like a traditional album, but holds multiple volumes and doubles as a backup storage system.
DESIGN A DEER AND ANIMAL WARNING SYSTEM FOR CARS,PRODUCTS OUT THEIR DON'T WORK TOO ! MANY PEOPLE ARE KILLED
EACH YEAR, LET'S CHANGE THAT.
Extension Cord With Auto-Shut Off When Cord Gets Too Hot. Hard Shell Protection Feature.
No more toothpaste tubes - Instead gel capsuls you pop in your mouth, it disintegrates leaving a paste or gel. Wet your brush and continue
ear bud buddy
An improved motorized spaghetti fork, w/ auto-stop weight detector; when weight stops increasing, fork full, twirling stops.
Car-Troller
PROTECT YOUR WRIST AND ARMS WHILE USING KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
Temp Cups
BB Cape
Infant car ride simulator.
Over the PC Monitor organizer. Free up desk space
The Link It Storage System is an easy, simple, &amp; sleek way to use the other wise wasted space on the inside of a closet or cabinet door.
A remote camera and speaker that allows the user to connect with the camera via bluetooth or wifi and even speak through the remote camera.
The One-Minute Instal Car Seat for On-The-Go Families
Free energy generator
Many New Yorkers use Citibike but hate providing free ads for a bank. Solution: removable restickable decals to cover the logo while riding!
An iphone 5 case with a design at the bottom that allows earbuds to be wound and be transported with the phone.
DESIGN A BIG SCOOP, FOR SCOOPING UP LEAVES. THE SCOOP SHOULD HAVE A LARGE BAG ON THE REAR.THE SCOOP ALSO SHOULD
COME WITH A NIGHT LITE.
A water monitor to tell you when you need to water your garden
A university based marketing analysis was completed in 2011. This is a unique product idea.
Foldable bottle --- Save space in your bag or travel case.
disposal and containment system for dog waste
Frothing pitcher with A built-in thermometer
a drying rack that can be set up with little trouble
The Ice Station is a cooling fan for smartphones to keep the battery cool.
Smart Deep Freezer Door Sensor
the personalized rotational closet, the idea to put all your things just in one closet and with a stereo for the iPod on the top!
ReMouse/ or ClickDraw Mouse
Snow Cover
Sticker to avoid beverage falsification,when the consumer take off this sticker fix a ink in the bottle with a word â€œusedâ€.
A milkfrother to be put on your electric toothbrushholder. Dishwashersafe and possible also to use for sauces etc. Cheap to be replaced.
New design for standardised ice cream pint tubs - cheap, disposable and insulated (to last the journey from store to home without melting).
20-2 timer
Keyless keyboard
THE CROSSEX A GAME PUZZLE
Hand Speed Wristband
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Kindergarten Starter Kit
Unique, versatile and safer travel tray
Pot-o-matic: One pot, and all the measurement cups one would need, all in one.
Customize your own raft! Use pvc joints and foam noodles to assemble floating rafts or chairs that personalize your pool comfort.
Six-shooter inspired hexagonal cylindrical mopping unit with spin-dry mechanism built-in
Tong Wraps or Tongs with Tong Wraps A simple little cylinder that keeps tongs closed for safety and makes kitchen drawers less cluttered.
A New 3D Mind Cube ! - Seems easy but not - Have to think 3D to solve - Progresses 3D mind of children
A device that mounts under the hood of a grill that emits enough light when heated to illuminate the grilling surface.
Toddler in Motion
UDock a universal mobile device desktop dock with a twist! Adjusts to fit virtually any Smartphone, 7" tablet pc even with case on! (VIDEO)
iRIS is a Wide-Angle Lens for your laptop webcam! Let your friends be part of the party! Let your college student talk to the whole family!
Lift up Comfort Mouse Mat Organizer and charger (use either down or up)
BEAM design change
Q influence notificationdevice
Colored and Flavored Popcorn Maker for your Microwave!(Resubmit from Nov 2011)
powered bevage cooler
Shut that door-youâ€™re letting the bugs in!I have observed one thing about most bugs. They love light. And lites are by doors (and guests).
A headset with the function of the data line. Only one line, rather than the two headset and data cable.Designed for iPhone5.
A hands-free arm band holder/interface for mobile devices. This can have multiple designs for different interests, needs, uses and styles.
Internet Access Protector
My product would help you organize your computer cords at your desk and keep them from falling off with a clip-like object.
Water Damage Saver
Allinone Laundry
I-Pod Nano Necklace made with Beads.
The Jersey Card Jersey: For Children and Collectors to Display Their Cards
Jean Jeanie
DESIGN A ENERGY EFFICIENT HIGH SPEED HAND DRYER FOR HOME USE.ELIMINATES PAPER TOWELS,SAVES TREES AND MONEY.
COST LESS THAN A 40 WATT BULB.
DVD Privacy and Protection Sleeve: Stylish, private and colorful sleeves to store and protect your DVD collection. Match your interior decor
Instant stake
Real-Time DNA Tester - Resub
Re-mold or Re-form soap bars
A legal device, which can be added on to the windshield & windows of your existing car, to fully protect passengers from UV radiation.
Do you travel a lot ? Always wonder where to put your toothbrush. This is the best thing since post it's. Peel & Stick toothbrush holder
Climb out of your closet clutter with mini stick shelves, shaped and look like climbing wall holds with different textures and qualities
Desktop Avatar Ornament. Customize skin color, hairstyle & facial expression from your IPhone. Look at pics
Controlled blast power gun
Never wear the same outfit twice! Coordinate with friends! Know what you wore, when and with what. App-enabled wardrobe sharing &amp; management
Adjustable Light strings that can be linked together to make any shape or words that you want. Battery powered LED can be hung anywhere.
Charging Wallet
This is a device to block the sun in a car where the visors cannot reach and prevent direct sunlight from blinding a driver.
Wheelchair that converts to a bed for easy changing of children or adults.
Twosome or a Foursome
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A unique fashionable compact attachable case that keeps hand sanitizing wipes accessible to you at all times, including a disposal pocket.
smart coffee mug alert user for phone call, sms or meeting; show the temp of the drink; allow user to customize the mug background
book projector
ADD A HOOK TO ANY POWER STRIP. Hang your power strip where needed.
Mini cell phone towers for cars.
welcome the SWELTER SHELTER. a "UNIQUE EXTERIOR WINDSHIELD SUNSHADE" Place the product around the passenger side mirror with the
toggle rope
Nail Clipper Catcher!
backseat buddy
iPhone charger doubles as SD reader. 1) Backup contents while you charge. 2) SD for your iDevices.
My idea is to place ketchup inside the little plastic tubs sold at most fast food restaurants only usually reserved for 'specialty sauces'.
SPICE DISPENSER.Allows u to store a # of spices & recipes be able to automatically dispense them with a push of a button!(Engineering done)
Hand mixer attachments that are collapsable made w/thin bendable metal,for easier storage,blades covered in silicone,heat resistant too
iPad 3 Has Heat Probelms!! "COOLPAD" My Idea is to make a case that cools the iPad 3 with cooling fans enclosed in a case
restful nights
Surely I'm not the only one who misplaces cell, keys, glasses, and remote! Those things have a way of hiding in the house! Resubmit
Charging Tap is a kind of a universal charger,it is available for iPhone iPad ,digital camera, MP3,MP4 etc.
Secure your coat accessories!
Headphones that a parent can "Chime" into. "Time For Dinner." No more yelling or banging on door. Message them via the headphone.
MIKU
Drowning Preventor Alarm
The SOCIALITE bracelet in reverse! Keep a kid from wandering too far from the parent. Two paired bracelets alerts BOTH simultaneously.
the world need a phone case/ id case that waterproff that is not just for the beach somthing you can where every day with out worry of water
carjack power by air canister
FOOTPOCKET Bed Sheets
18"wide to be able to stand in most tubs.36"tall to be at a comfortable work height.folds flat when not in use.smaller holes no demples !
A baby bottle nipple that will screw on a water and/or milk bottle when the mfg. cap is removed. A purchase at events &amp; for travelers.
SHOVEL BAG. LET'S YOU SHOVEL THE TRASH AND BAG IT AT THE SAME TIME !COMES WITH A NIGHT LITE,SCOOP UP THE TRASH
AND IT'S IN THE BAG. HA HA .
Built in "Sofa Tray" Charging Station. Can be stationed anywhere because of its portability
ALLinONE swimming T-shirt&amp;life saver for KIDS that: Protects from the sun /Gives comfort &amp; safety while swimming / Used as a life saver
HAND CRANK CELL PHONE CHARGER
Electronic Feeder
A Backpack Sensory Management System to help children with Autism, Pervasive Development Disorder, ADHD, or Sensory Processing Disorder.
Tired of finding ants, spiders, and small insects in your house? Rather than trying to kill them, keep them out with this preventative vent.
APP Enabled Safety Message Vest. Display your own safety message on your bicycle/motorcycle vest with your smartphone. (Resub)
Zip-ties and Rubber-bands that easily connect together.
Can't reach that spot on your back all by yourself? How about a All-in-One Back Lotion Applicator, Scrubber and Scratcher? Resubmit.
The Perfect Beach Glass
Light Window Blinds. Made of space age plastic or some type of super strong polymore. I would called the product "Blinds of Light".
Sunglass Eyelashes
Low-profile Gumby Powerstrip
Corn Cob Spinners! Spin your corn cob onto the butter dish for even, easy, fun distribution. Have a fun time spinning them to rotate to eat
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Travelers- Backpack Tent for Bike Riders And Their Bikes. Bike is used to support the Tent. Quick to set up and take down. Easy to pack.
A Quirky 'Fan Belt' to add to Quirky's swag line of clothing.
Why bother to have SO MANY remote controllers at home???
Would like to see a metal tool box with retractable wheels, and a retractable handle. 70 lb tool boxes are too heavy to carry.
Smart Blocks
Duck Tape And Dispenser
Plastic/Vinyl Tablecloth with Pockets. No more chasing wind blown items.
Aluminum Can Cooler.
Phone case that charges phone through everyday vibrations. Extra charging through normal motions and a method for emergency charing. GE tech
Table lamp charging station. Charge your phone, tablet, ipod, nook, etc. on your table / desk lamp.
Thor (Ice Scraper) Water Proof Case - It makes Thor look like a hammer. [ADD-ON TO THOR]
Get mobile on your bike! A smartphone bicycle mount that rocks ... over rocks ... and through the rain!
An improved smart screen door closure device which holds the door open for you and closes after you're out of the way.
NO MORE HASSLE - ALWAYS WITH YOU - A Credit Card Box Opener
The NOMSERÂ© SmartWallet
Helping Hands with attachments is an idea I invented to help me place a bolt onto a broken piece of equipment. But now its so much more!!
Eavesdropping headphones
EYEBANDZ
Bluetooth light switch! Will be able to turn on and off light switches with smart phones and tablets
Touchscreen-Friendly Spoon
Finally you'll be able to pick up that last line of dirt with the dust pan vacuum.
Disposable cellphone
Improved CAT SCRATCHING POST covered with rough material with an enticing scratching surface cats are more likely to use.
Children's Bicycle-Connected Walkie Talkies Linked to Phone App. Stay connected with your kids! Make Family Biking Safer.
App-Enabled Egg Spatula to be used on non-stick pans. Click on picture.
A portable iPhone tripod/ "swiss army knife" utility. Can serve as tripod for iphone camera use and a multifunctional iphone case as well.
Floating cast away raft with cup holders and submerged ice keeper,with umbrella,rope,radio. Pirate themed ship same application;motorized.
iPhone case with storage for EyeFi, SD memory card and an extra SIM card. A savior for international, outdoors, multi-equipmet users!
Notetop
Sidewinder plug heads
A spring loaded spacer clip that dries clothes FASTER! Improve drying on clotheslines or drying racks without adding heat or electricity!
grass digester- make grass soup then isolate the bacteria that cows rely on to digest grass and create a new food source
Tire shine shield
MAC BOOK PAD or CASE with "BALL CASTER WHEELS and BRAKES"! Rolls easily and smoothly in any direction!
Garden Water Weazel
lukes ladder
You are going to like this! My idea is for a beach towel that converts into a back pack.
Club sandwich slicer
ipod support that allows you to place ipad in viewing position without holding in order to read, watch movies comfortably in bed
A pair of socks that are towel material. So while you are moping or steaming the floor you are also drying it. There should be washable.
Sun Spots uses the sun's rays to increase the temperature in your swimming pool without using electricity and without any installation.
"I'm Driving" iPhone app when turned on will automatically respond to incoming texts and calls with "I'm Driving, will respond later"
Batterie Compagnon
Line Extension-Crate Toy Box-Using the existing Crate System with the existing wheels add a flip top lid to make a toy box for kids-Portable
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Extending Phone Charger
HOT AND COLD CUP HOLDER
To create a portable light weight drying rack in the form of a canopy/"tent" with forced air drying.
Cyclops an app for a smaller trail camera like device. For home,car,yard etc. Removable fronts for different applications.Battery powered.
Amphibuous kick scooter. Can be used on land/water. Great for exercise. May be pulled by a jet ski. May be an olympic sport someday.
Cylindric item storage holder in different sizes and designs eg preventing a bottle/can from rolling in a wine rack or during transport
Our Anywhere Comfort Back Cushion(TM) is the most adjustable and versatile back support.It provides ideal comfort & support.Compact Storage
It's a comfortable hat to use a massager for head how bracket.
Plastic Gridwall
Help Me Push! - An electric hub wheel(s) that will help people to push anything with wheels with detachable arms for use anywhere..
Coffee Thermos with Temperature Screen. Always know how hot the contents are.
Haut parleur smartphone
Tipi: It's a silicone earphone protector and cord management. Slips over earphones and wires and covers and protects.
Space Bar Line Extension-Added features to include-built in speakers, sliding keyboard tray and a light to see keyboard in low lighted areas
Drunkenness Bracelet
Simple. A pantry or over the stove/counter 18 inch wide decorative tin foil dispenser that is basically an oversized paper towel dispenser.
moving pads with swivel wheels to help move small or large things
Bluetooth Headset Converter
Fire smothering lid for with extended to stop cooking flames. Many people may attempt to cover the fire with a lid by hand risking burns.
Musical Zooblox Toy! blocks that connect together magnetically and make variations of animal sounds or other line extensions!
Never Lose Your Keys Again with The Magnetic Light Switch Plate! (Click to see the working prototype and two proposed design solutions.)
App-enabled stylus-locator. Find my stylus! Ever lose track of it? App will locate it for you!
Here's a simple innovation for a common product: measurements built into your shovel! Eliminating the need for a measuring tape.
Magnifying Glass Lens Top Portable Food Containers - Resub
A I Can Do It too Dog Leash
extender
Audio cable (Two 3,5mm male jacks) with build-in microphone:effective and cheap hands free adapter for mobile phone linked to car radio AUX.
The "SANDMAN": Sand stays at the beach, not in your CAR. THIS IS NOT a LINE EXTENTION!
Cooler Bag
Coffeemaker STORES and dispenses ground coffee!! Develop an app to control this. No more kcups! *****11 month old resubmit******
Chargers plugged in cost u $$ even though they may be done charging the device. This kill switch, has a timer to turn off when charged.
Where have I been
The Sink Sieve. The proposed product acts as a filter over a sink, catching trimmed hair and letting water through. No more hair mess.
An edge chorded picnic table cover used(when pulled tight) to secure the cover to the table and act as a large tie trash bag when finished.
Radio with car radio goodies
Motorcycle awareness : )
An all-in-one, stylish Hub or Dock for the iMac (More than just a USB hub).
Heart rate monitor alarm clock
VOYAGER V2 ONE SIZE FIT ALL
SLow that dog down
Hardwood construction toy that you assemble by wedging parts together into a cute character that also serves as a designer toy.
Charge Your Gadgets With Ease with the Flip Out Shelf Outlet Plate! (Click to see the two proposed design solutions.)
Universal sheets eliminates need to buy different sized fitted sheets. Top sheets convert instantly to bottom sheets.
Vertical conveyor belt style organiser. No having to bend down on your knees on the dark floor of a closet to try to see your items.
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A Beach Bucket set with 3 different pails and a template. Includes a bucket with a hinge and open ended pail for better design. [VIDEO]
2IN1 cable charger and Aux cord.This two cables can be attached together/flat cable/
Diet Belt
portable potty for truckers
Re-design baby stroller and make it collapse into a backpack for covenience. possible uni-wheel stroller design. All-in-one solution
Digital Wall Mounted Calendar
Tired of loosing grip on your PS3 joystick or wearing your thumbs raw and then you either missed your shot or the next turn on the track?
GRIPCLIP
loft-ss
Cap-Liquid Dosimeter
Partitioned Wireless Router
Ever drag a ice chest through the sand? (no fun...) Set your cooler on these BUGGY WHEELS and ZOOM to the best spot first! See pics!
I have MS.My right side is weak and I cannot hold or open things.I have designed a vice-like device that I use to hold things to open.
Diamond Nail Wand Extender
Silicone One Piece Pet Dish
DESIGN THESE PRODUCTS WITH NIGHT LITES ON THEM. ALL SHOVELS,SNOW SHOVELS, RAKES PUSH BROOMS MOST GARDENING
TOOL'S, ALSO GARDENING WATER JUG.
USB OUTLET CONVERTER: USB Power When You Need It!
"LIFT-A-LOCK" A home security device that stops thieves from opening sliding glass doors &amp; windows, see Youtube video:LIFT-A-LOCK
Adjustable portion control serveware, set the spoon/serving size. Mark the calories/protein/fat/carb/sugar on spoon. Great for catering.
Two in one laundry hamper and basket. Reduce clutter. Open to collaboration. Resub
Flexible Portable Speaker !! Attach To just about anything, Your IPAD, IPOD, Phone, Bike , handrail , shelving, table, tree or pole etc.!
My dog speaks and knows were he lives.
"Comfort-Bed" - an orthopedic foam "box spring" for your pet's bed...'cause comfy pets are happy pets.
Mooonbike is a new bike for kids with an easily removable pedals, allowing for the two modes of operation: Learning and riding.YouTube MOVIE
If you wonder whether you have taken your meds or not simply look at this calendar.
Green Beard Trimmer
ttwin
Cover up
Peanut butter, jelly singles (slices). Unwrap and place on sandwich. No need to spread.
Smart Duck:Robotic WiFi decoy duck with propeller motor,video camera eyes &amp; App-controlled from smartphone.
3D candy printer for home use. Kids kit. make 3D candy at home.Resub
Brush stroke eye color
Clip2create
APP controlled LED device acts as rescue light/predator deterrent/drop-off location finder PLUS MORE in one!! Motion sensor (see video)
Preventive Electrical Outlet
The SMART SPONGE. An everyday sponge that incorporates a indication stripe that fades as the sponge is used telling you to replace it
Tired of putting your mouth up to the outdoor hose to get a drink of water? Inline drinking fountain for your hose will solve this issue!
DUAL FOLDING TABLE AND DRYING RACK: Fold & Dry Your Clothes All With The Same Space Saving Product!
COFFEE STICK is a lipstick-sized coffee sniffer. Science says same as real coffee: less hunger, more energy, no shakes. Anytime, anywhere.
An inflatable beach/sunbathing lounger with face and breast cut-outs for comfort. Similar to massage table(that floats!)
An holster with compartments that you can wear under your shirt and have your iPad and iPhones in it safe.
Single-use Deodorant
PRUEBA
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new tattoo process-ink would be encapsulated in a magnetic dot-one side blank so you could make your tattoos appear and disappear at will.
3 in 1 Baby Travel Bag. Sleeper, full length changing table, diaper bag with removable changing pad. TSA ready.
An Easier Watch. That's basically it. You shouldn't have to contort yourself just to tell the time. (The blue folder contains a video.)
SAFE SEAT
An undershirt that can be worn under a regular T-shirt. Long enough to tuck in, yet short enough not to show under sleeves and a collar.
Mona For Toenails
QUIRKEY
build your own ice rink; add lights and color and its like skating on a masterpiece!!!!! FUN!!
FunCore
Playing Card Building Clips
Tired of walking in a store and not finding the items that you are looking for? Find everything you need with this store organizer app!!
Keep your kids warm and cozy at night with ComfortFIT- the comforter that fits like a sheet! Also makes making the bed every morning easier.
duo delice
Gravity feed bowl â€“ New slant on an old item. A bowl with an inclined bottom that channels contents into a deep pool for easy scooping.
It is time to upgrade. Cordless beauty tools are here. No more messy wires. Dock it when you don't need it - undock it when you do.
Stick on camera
An Auto Emissions Testing System (Utilizing Electric Imp Technology) - Resub
Paint can puncher
Design a modular, eco-dritech clothing rack made of the most amazing natural and recycled materials.
Leave a personal impression in the sand as you walk on the beach! Wear these "Signature Flops" with your name imprinted on the bottom.
A pet door that can be installed in an automatic garage door to allow only your pet cat to come in from outside for shelter and food.
Laptop Wi-Fi may cause defective sperm or low sperm count. Studies are now emerging stating these issues. We need to protect our sperm.
Smart Glass
new watch that would glow or hum when you got a phone call or e-mail. Ordinary looking watch that would be synced up with your phone
The common failure of a flash light is moisture getting in and causing corrosion. The Strap Light solves that problem and others as well.
Home Office Desk Bobble
REAL espresso, brewed just under boiling temperature at SIXTEEN-BARS of pressure -- on time, in your cup. You can even take it camping!
Organize your bathroom countertop and remove the clutter. Snap together just the pieces you need to fit into your space.
VisiBall
Eco friendly flea killer. No spray. Just uses water dish soap and a light bulb. new design removable water bowl. i just cant draw well
Gravy maker machine.
The Better 5-Gallon Bucket
The Power Plant Energy System
A safety device to prevent accidents for all emergency vechicles at intersections. Poilce, Fire, Ambulance.
Riding weed eater/edger
The PortaBuggy is a portable, collapsible, eye-catching, all purpose cart that goes anywhere you do &amp; hauls your stuff with style and ease!
Built in Vehicle Booster
Cool Brella
Closet Door Rubber Bungee Container Storage! Contain all your Stuff in your closet that you dont have room for,plastic bags, hangers,stuff!
Compact all in one pet feeder, hydrator.
Horizontal hanging bins!
Regenerative material
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Glass plates with removable silicon sleeve to make them cool to the touch when hot.
Gutter trap
Cutting Board and Scale
DESIGNER FIRE EXTINGUISHER for the home (most likely the kitchen area).
Enlight
Rechargeable Battery Butter Dish with temperature control dial. Recharger fits in butter compartment of refrigerator.
A bucket with a hook that you can have inside your car could hold garbage, or an iphone. Xtra Baby items. Good for working under your car.
Avocado Pit Remover
Finally, a convenient cane! Stores in purse or pocket, extends to full length. So no problem in restaurant, theater, friend's house, etc.
Changing the face of LEGOÂ®, MEGA BLOKSÂ® and other plastic bricks.
Urban Vertical Garden - Now you can Grow Your Own Plants, Flowers, Veggies &amp; Herbs with Ease in Your Small Urban Apartment, Flat or Condo
Wake Up with LED
SafeHome is a domestic safety equipment for fighting fire ignition from Classes A, B and C.
LIQUID LASERS - The First Water/Laser Game in ONE! Water Tag for Wet Time (Outside), Laser Tag for Dry Time (Inside) KIDS NEVER GET BORED!
Intelligent device to crack eggs and perfectly pouring eggs into egg rings! Makes everyone professional in eggs cooking!
A Better, Greener, Broom/Mop combination for cleaning hard-surface floors!
My idea is an alternative to the items used for "straw sets". Currently, women that desire small, defined curls use actual drinking straws.
Zippy Collapsible Bicycle Seat
sudokuPOP: Frenetic Sudoku on a Timed Spring Loaded Board
SKYE HOOK
My idea is to create inflatable â€œpoolâ€ balls modeled after various billiard balls.
Grillits
Changes made(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers. These are SINKING letters and numbers.
It's a simple adaption of a normal hanger with the additional feature of putting it upside down.
Shower Stopper
Make sticky notes out of anything! *Sticky Note Pen* allows you to write a note, attach an adhesive and then stick it anywhere!
Thermos rÃ©glable
Power Pause
Every pet lover hates the mess from brushing your pet. Now do it with ease and little mess with the electric pet brush.
A water proof, reversible toothpaste jacket that comes in a variety of sizes and colors.
VAC U

BAG

Folding Pizza Pan! Fold and put in your dishwasher. No more wasting all the dishwasher space with one pan. Start folding your pan today!
Dancing Drink
Micro foldable power strip and usb hub. Unit plugs into outlets or USB ports. Folding design allows compact storage and all charger types.
Sunny Dayz are small colored tags or colored plastic circles with the days of the week on them. They help with self dressing!
Power Ease
Record Sleeves to protect your valuable record collection. Outer sleeve fits over record case.
A portable comfy spot for the sand or poolside! A towel built to make you comfortable anywhere! It has rolls for under your neck and back.
Flip Flops with Plastic Zip Bag Stored in Heal - Contains flip flops when wet
Updated: Networking Business Smart Cards + App = Never forget another person whom you have met - Resub
A strap to keep many boxes together. A ebayers prayer come true.
Reading Glasses with Corral
Vertical hanging cloth strips with a mix of hooks and clips, which glide along a ceiling mounted track, acting as a second clothing rack.
Coming home late? Nobody available to feed your dog? Wi-Fi enabled pet feeder for those days you didn't anticipate being late for your dog!
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PrÃ©serva-kit
Pare Givre Chauffant
Bar-B-Que "Lift &amp; Light"
Baseball dryer/warmer. Weather is wet or damp? keep baseballs dry and warm in a heating pad device with pockets to hold balls during games.
What if roof vents could also produce electricity as well as draw hot air out of attics?
No pets allowed Sir, I just need a cup of coffee, no more losing potential clients, "BARK" your dog, with a outside wall mount with collar.
VGA Anarchy Adapter
Modular Submersible Well Pump
As Prescribed
E-Smoke gives you the fun of smkg w/o the hassles of smkg E-Smoke DOESN"T look like a reg cig. Itâ€™s compact, comfortable, FASHIONABLE
PizzaPro
Old Time Candy Maker
A special phone for tweens with advanced parental controls.
Hardware to Keep hung pictures and paintings straight and level. If bumped it will re-level itself along with the picture or painting.
Messages spoken into smart phone appear as SMS text on OLED display allowing communication between cars or remotely. Can advertise, too.
Airlevator - ceiling mounted hanging drying rack that can be easily lowered for loading and lifted back up afterwards
A module device for traditional fax machine to enable faxes to be sent via email or API for users of VOIP services. New life to old tech!
See-Through Toilet Seat: Flush before opening the lid if needed
3 FEATURE DOG COLLAR (Leash, Identification, Visibility) [VIDEO]
Electric Toothbrush 2x Power
A perfect water bottle for exercising! Easy to hold, easy to put ice in, and can hold your key, I.D. credit card etc. Never lose your stuff!
Chore ATM for Kids. Kids can submit money and Parents can use PIN to submit chore money owed. Money is split into Spend, Donate, and Save.
I'm proposing a common looking belt used to hold up one's pants, with a miniature GPS locator built into it's mundane looking buckle.
Smart e-Board: A big help for the working moms to aid teaching kids while at work or travel.
Frozen magic Shaved ice, frozen smoothies, shaved frozen fruit and blended drinks easy to use manual blender safe for kids to use.
StretchFit Canvas Art Covers
Mole_Vole Eliminator
Cotton swabs with light stickiness like a post-it note to remove impurities on hard to get places (like your ear).
An automatic sunshade that can be suction cup'd to your car window, and unfold with the push of a button from a remote on your key chain.
SofaGym
Plumbers Nightmare
Bath Crayons/ Our 50 States
RFID Baby Gate
Abunchi Cord. When you absolutely need those items to be tied down and secured. Includes carabiners,length-adjust sliders,& elastic cord.
There are now 3 million stay-at-home Dads*. (*Made Up Number The baby suitcase unfold as a diaper changing pad and bottle carrier
Cord Capsule.The new way to wind and store your earbuds.Different size Cord Capsule,for the cords you need to store.Many applications. Video
Infuse clothes with natural mosquito repellent in the dryer.
Clothes drying rack with drying fan that can be hung over a door or sits on top of bath tub for drip free drying!
make a floating pad can attach to a regular cooler on wheel also for regular floating.
Plate for TV evening, new shape with I-pad or I-phone groove. (re-sub)
DIAMOND BACK BOOKSHELF (Patented design/tool free assembly) [VIDEO]
Motion activated bright strobe simulates a camera flash and will frighten away would be intruders and taggers.
Bicycle-Headlamp-Screwdriver
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The thermostat shower, is an idea that you can select the temperature of your own shower just by a click.
STORE YOUR ITEMS !! CREATES SPACE WHERE THERE IS NONE !!
Attachable cord holder
A snow melter/blower to maintain always free of snow the alleys and streets. It can be used also to heat a green house or a large hall.
three ring paper saver
Outdoor Phone Charger
All in one device for easily measuring, leveling, and anchoring your pictures to a wall. All necessary tools stored in one easy to use tool.
Easy Spread PB+J Travel Pack
Flavored Golf Tees
The Arm Elevation Sling offers 3 settings for proper elevation above the heart for injuries and fractures of the upper extremities.
smart coffee mug alert user for phone call, sms or meeting; show the temp of the drink; allow user to customize the mug background
Eve the Laundry Folder
BATTERY OPERATED WEED SPRAYER. Let's automate weed spraying no more pumping up your sprayer. Use the battery operated continuous sprayer.
To help people with diabetes using insulin exercise more easily, safely and achieve their personal best.
*POWER STRIP* for the Do-It-Yourself community................ (Garage, Construction, Mobile Use, Office Tech Geek, Etc.) .....[0:40s VIDEO]
LCD bumper sticker for car window, image controlled by phone app, can be seen night or day and changed easily. 1 screen, millions of options
Think vertical not horizontal. Rack that fit 2x the amount of clothes wrinkle free and organized.Easy install.Add as many columns as needed
Silicone Corn Husks. Thin Silicone Shaped Corn Husks for making Tamales or any stuffed food. Reusable, unlike real corn husks that u discard
A multi-purpose drying rack that can be used to air dry your clothes and then conveniently store them in the closet.
No More struggle to find out the edge of the Clear tape.. Here i found the solution. Clear tape with LED inside.! It Works ;)
Wear glasses at the beach,lake no more losing them with slide on life jackets. You won't have to worry about them sinking they will float
There should be a pivet power for girls, they like to have girlish pink items to decorate there rooms. We should not forget them also.
COMBINE YOUR PHONE AND WALLET IN 1
how about a app that works as a Personal Lawyer or Advisor, this app will be used by both Lawyers or Defendants and anyone who wants advise
Universal Footwear Sizer
how to stop birth of Gay ppl
IPhone/Android device holder - Watch movies or TV shows without having to hold the device with your hands.
Custom modular pet habitat allows you to create a unique world for your pets!
Prosthetic Tree Limbs
app enabled pet clothes. Just like an electric blanket!
I pad case for your hip
Toy-low voltage set of colorful flexible components that be connected in various ways by children on various surfaces to form fun circuits
FOR ALL SHORE FISHERMEN! Cast baited hook, set hook, pull down line between 2nd &amp; 3rd eyelet about 18" put on SURE STRIKE.Fun to watch.
De-fog your bathroom mirror in seconds. Enjoy a clear mirror, even after a hot shower. No spraying, buffing or installation needed.
A Beach Bucket set with 3 different pails and a template. Includes a bucket with a hinge and open ended pail for better design. [VIDEO]
It is a ring made of luminescent metacrilate , it works as slot, guide for the hangers.
pack a closet
SHOE/BOOT LACES THAT DON'T FRAY 100% Guaranteed
Clone
Dual Screen Tablet Case Add an extra output screen to your tablet for movie/video chat/etc while using primary screen normally. &amp; extra batt
A Stylus that has a twist-off cap to reveal a battery pack.
Smart Skipping Rope
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Plastic water bottle twister for recycling. Just like a can crusher except twisted instead of crushed for water bottles. Saves space.
Adj restaurant prep table
Mommy Belly Bop
The Doorganizer. Brings a walk-in closet out to you!
It is a necklace for your phone that would hang down right past your ribcage and swivel.Please read on
Two-component quick-dry clothes drying system for hand washables and for when regular drying is inconvenient or impossible.
On your mark, set, go! Take your times like a professional. Countdown box and finish line detector.
LAYZER: a precision wall-mounting laser / wall stud detector that makes hanging anything a cinch!
Stop banging your frozen hamburgers against the counter. Use the BURGER SPLITTER and separate your frozen burgers in second with no effort
Would love a floating drink cooler, with room for ice and drinks inside. Also has place to hold my drinks on top and a waterproof radio.
Wallet Buddy
Bathroom Scale with built in retractable tape measure to measure height & weight (Great for tracking kids growth). THX for all suggestions!
Power Outlet Ipod/charging dock with speaker (image doesn't show speaker). 11 year old son's invention!
App Enable GE Walkie Talkie Wifi that communicate with any cellphone app or home phone. Parents will save $$
Gel-Wear
Low Profile Quiet Cooling Bracelet, GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jet technology. A USB Rechargeable Device, Truely Bladeless Cooling.
hdhddh
Share the love! Attach "Lunch Love" to the inside of or childs or spouse's lunch box, leave a message and let them know how you really feel
Sock pocets
An all-in-one Ultimate Cooler with a compartment to hold personal items.
ipeep
Folding business travel hanger
Paint protector
The Ultimate "Oh Sh*t Shirt" or "My Gooober Shirt"
The Power Monger
Pamper your dog while you bathe them
The Ultimate Water Bottle that Syncs with your Phone
Vented Easy Clean Crib Mattres
BETTING CAMS COM
It's raining and you don't have a dryer. Air-drying clothes takes a long time unless you use SpeedDry! Meet your new fan.
Note holders- they attach notes to the sides of the Mac
CRUTCHES - RETRACTABLE TRIPOD
The Expert Prank Camera, is an idea on a specialized prank camera for you tube prank lovers! it little and sticky for putting it everywhere.
Need a place to hang those bags or keep your to go upright while driving? Influence this idea now!
A helping hand system to hang medium and large size pictures in a snap...all by yourself.
Green Thumb
ROLL ME OVER
Lottery Money
14mL squeeze-in disposable ketchup apparatus.
EMERGENCY POWER #iPhone6
A dock for the Nexus 10 to charge, connect to an external display,allow USB acessories, an SD reader,using the tablets pogo pin
Projecteur tableau de bord
Have you ever used the trick to put your thumb on a water hose to increase the water pressure &amp; clean your ground - Lets make an attachment
Disposable Denture Cup
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When is a 'SAFE' NOT a "SAFE"? When it doesn't look like one. Re-Design of Idea after previous UC Feedback. Please look and Take Survey!
Don't remember where you parked the car? This will tell you how far it is and point the way.
Door extension cord
PC Lap Top Or other Devices like phones Ipads I phones Need total voice control. lets get a universal one
The Sock-Ring! Never lose a sock again and stop stretching the elastic!
Major Appliance Flood-Proofer
Doggie Nomess
half table w/center fitting for sizes: 4x4 6x6 Create Bisto eating areas plant stands &amp; storage Use at deck railings mail boxes wood fences
Shirt Repair kit
A beach umbrella with solar panels on the ribs that connects to a power outlet at the bottom for iPads or Kindles. Maybe called "Sunbrella"
GLASSWEAR. Glassware designed to WEAR custom fitted removable coasters. Snap on. Snap off. No more coaster fuss!
An independent dishwasher
Drop Down Cubby Shelves - Allows for easy access to items on the top shelf of closet instead of using storage bins.
Adjustable platform to hold the thing being hung, with adjustable arms to let you mark points behind it.
Colander with Clear, Screw-on Lid and Handles featuring Rubber Grips
Like to show off your pictures? Tired of surfing through your phone to find the picture you need? Well you need the Photo- Ring!
Elastic band with bag dispenser and vented compartment for odor eliminator. Band also secures bags from falling in and conceals bag overlap.
Tesla Extension Connector
All capsules espresso machine
Easy to install entry door alarm that will scare off burglars night or day-NO WIRES NEEDED.
Take a picture of your-self. Find the correct braid pattern for extenions and sew-in. Show client the outcome before the style.
CUT&DRY is a collapsible dish drying rack that doubles as a cutting board, offering kitchen utility pre- and post-meal!
G.E.- Oven Door Mechanism.
ALERTE SURCHAGE ELECTRIQUE
New &amp; Improved Mantis 2
Towel Clip that keeps towels from slipping off. Use in kitchen, bathrooms, and anywhere else.
Electric pitter (none exist) w/ different attachments (cherries, plums, etc) Prepare healthy snacks 4 the family in no time. Resub 158 votes
bluetooth earphones for tv
Swivel angle sponge mop to clean tubs\showers that have glass sliding doors. Liquid soap can be added to apply soap to the affected area.
BRIQUETTING PAPER SHREDDER - Give second live to Your old paper! Do not bother with big bags of shredded paper! Make fuel for hearthstone :)
Stylus which can communicate with app to locate stylus using sound and possibly light flash.
Protect eggs from breaking and leaking while boiling. This device reinforces the weakest parts of the shell, against cracks and leaks.
For travelers with pets, they know how hard it can be to keep everything organized, and make your pet comfortable. The Bark Bag does both!
Simply slide in bed storage for shoes, sheets, blankets and misc. No need to remove top mattress to install like the competition.
Modular Things on Bulb
This is a Box-End Wrench or Combination Wrench with a Magnetic Nut Stop to prevent slippage and injury. Watch Video Below!
A beach towel that can be secured to any sort of beach furniture, boat furniture, pool furniture, and even around yourself. No more hassle.
A hanging file label device that lets you move the label from side to side for easier file organization.
Modern Day Message in the Bottle. QR codes can be scanned via a smartphone to obtain data such as links, text message, or phone numbers.
A comfortable backpack for your iPad that displays the screen to people walking behind you. The screen can display an advertisement or logo.
Device finder
Breathalyzer Safe
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An economically priced handheld utility device that could help wash utensils faster, with lesser effort and save on water &amp; electricity!
PHONE BACK
JUMP ROPE BUBBLE MAKER.Pour solution in handles it comes out the rope.The more U jump the more bubbles U make. Exercise w/ fun. Part1 Barbra
Mini Plant Berm
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
This product will clean make up brushes in between application so that there is no make-up left in the brush.
The Ultimate Hanging Tool. . .Put all your hanging needs in the palm of your hand!
Folding inflatable bicycle that most parts made of strong woven cloth like material. You can inflate and ride within a minute. App enabled.
360 degree cat scratcher.
(((((((((( Self-Control Bracelet )))))))))) ... .. . Rate yourself daily, Until YOU fix your personal problems! . .. ...
TruFlavorWare non-metallic, permanent use flatware "Simply makes Food taste Better!" Enjoy pure, safe and uncontaminated food flavors.
Multi pasta BIN DISPENSER!..KeEp UR PASTAS CAPELLINI, FETUCCINI, PENNE, RIGATONI, SPAGUETI..all of them in one bin rack. Small bins.
Looking to organize your closet, but find the horizontal rods limit your creativity? If you answered yes, then it's time to think vertical.
Pet Carrier with a clear plastic easy open top.
An indicator on the front of a car indicating the vehicle will be going is a straignt line. not turning!
Men without beards, do you shave your face in the shower? You have mirror at home, what about the Gym or at the hotel when you travel
Multiprise Ã©co pour chargeurs
The Package Mailbox
"Perfect Roll" Dress Shirts
pillbox/condom and tampon box
The concept is really to stick it and forget about it.
NO MORE SHIFT KEY! A footpedal designed to help those use the shiftkey effortlessly! Great for the disabled, mentally challenged &amp; children
GE Fia for transport vehicles
Convert your Bed to an "office". Quirky conversion kit has it all. Swing in tray holds laptop, tablet, cell phone dock, remote and cupholder
All in 1 Beach towel
Clear your path with "NatureViewAutoTints"-see the difference like night and day! Dark to reduce sun glare(day), clears up for night driving
INFLATABLE OFF ROAD TRACK
The idea is a slider on a spirit level. So you can let it hang, while working the spirit level and on the ground.
Soccer Model
A way that you can draw on a case and design it your way. You put a little thing on the side and keep a dry erase marker there.
Parents: Never worry about exposed outlets again! This cover allows you to easily replace your outlet guard with a childproof guard!
Frost Tent
Windproof drying rack
Finally a Way to Clean Your Computer Keyboard!
Hang up objects on walls with ease, frames, blinds, pictures on walls, its a snap. Throw away the tape measure, and level, use Bubble Tape.
Tough spatula can slice/dice chicken/hamburger/veggies easily in my non-stick pan and not scratch it,still be able to flip it
VEMO: Leave a reminder and get things done. (Don't miss this great demo video - seriously!) [VIDEO]
I always want to make different size cupcakes but I do not want to use a second pan.
Three-dimensional measurement
Edible Paper Invitations.
Spray on diaper rash cream/ointment
Memo-like design for refrigerator magnets but that still allows designs on full front surface.
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A app that can tell if you have counterfeit money in you wallet. .
facial tube massager
Revolutionary Digital Calendar
(+Video) "3D ESP Robot", addictive toy for your soul!
Goodbye to bumbo seats, activity mats, and exersaucers! Introducing the safe, secure, portable way for your baby to play! The SOFA SITTER
Refrigerator tablet
Simple water pipeline
EchoFrame
GRIP-LEAD
Scute 2: Let's Upgrade The Scute! Let's Add An Attachable &amp; Detachable Storage Container! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
3d calander
Grocery Gripper
Problem solved! From dry land, to sand, to sea ,this baby stroller is the first to do it all with ease! Also snow friendly for year-round.
An Usb To Iphone/Ipad/Ipod charger with a revolutionary led, undestand in the dark where is the cable without turn on the light in the room!
Get every LAST DROP from your bottles with a Universal Flip Cap. No more BALANCING ACTS, just replace the top, get every last drop and save.
Flat-sided cups
Make parallel parking practice easier with an on-the-go temporary convex mirror at the rear of the vehicle.
BClock
Lifeproof portable mediaplayer
sleeping bag makeover
Glow CritterFolio's
Baridi Drink Chiller
Time Release Dental Adhesive
The Pearl Shine
The iPad/Tablet AV Adaptor Hol
"THE PAPER TOWEL SPRAY BOTTLE" A spray bottle that fits inside a paper towel roll,holding it in place while you carry one item to clean with
App requiring kids to log in and plug in phone in trunk of car to crank. Eliminates texting.
Best inventions Convenience is key. A Christmas tree that is already together, stores well and needs no assembling. Stress free Xmas Tree.
A wood butcher block knife set with a built in knife sharpener that sharpens knife each time you pull it out.
Peaceful Tennis Ball
007 Drying rack lets turn a common household object in an amazing dry rack :)
There are 2 types of kitchen oil cans, the stylish ones and the useful ones. This is the first oil can that combines best of two worlds.
Hold your tarps down on a windy day. Just fill the tube with water and connect to the tarp holes. For stacked wood and above ground pools.
The halloween bucket is a safe and easy way for kids to halloweening it has lights around the bucket
Invisibility Cloak :P
A tubular ball storage container that hangs from the ceiling. It is made of rubberized plastic and can hold basketballs, footballs, etc.
CLOSET ORGANIZER CUBES: My proposed design offers more benefits at a lower cost than what is currently available! [VIDEO]
The B.M.S.
Barbeuc'Partout
A 2 gallon plastic anchor. Large lid with scoop. Ring on top for nylon rope. Velcro on other end to attach to water raft to float in water.
a devise showing how various eyeglass frames would look on a customer's face. This would require a photo lineup of frames available.
Wind power! ...from the central air vents in your home?? Why not? Let's build a small turbine to charge phones or power a light. Qurbine
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A product to keep shorts from riding up in the crotch area.I would be a product you could slide over the inseams of your existing shorts.
Egg Slicer
USBling! Shine On Girl!
Resub: Broom Groomer Mini with Squeegee Edge. The squeegee makes cleaning up wet and heavy spills like mashed potatoes quick and easy.
Your BBQ &amp; Propane Tank Buddy
"Eat-em Up" Dinner Plate
The Spin All Luggage Glider
Plastic retaining wall blocks make building a wall a piece of cake, no more breaking your back lifting concrete!
Qpad
Everyone in the world is forgetful. Have you ever lost your car keys you glasses your wallet/purse tool toolbox electrical item, any item.
men's cologne wipe's
The Green shower
detector wallet
folding telescopic extendible dry rack with air holes. occupy less space while stored and dry clothing in less time :)
Door Knob Buddy
From pro groomer-Furminator is awesome product but dogs dont like the"tugging"- Pet your dog while de-sheding-trust me-your dog will love it
Under the Dome
Riding Mower Generator
The ceiling fan has been cooling people for over a century, now it's time the fan breaks the chill. Fan blades that heat and cool w/design.
A take to work bowl - a freezer ring would allow the liquid stay cold. plus, great for parents...no more spilled milk
Pack-n-play stroller. It is a play pen that converts to a seat. It rolls &amp; folds up like a stroller. It is the size of a double stroller.
magnetic (fridge) puzzles for children. can be pictures of items in fridge or fun things children can associate with. possibly double sided.
Sport drink or water bottle holder that clasp onto chain link fences. Keep drinks from being knocked over on benches. Adjustable to sizes.
cell phone for hearing loss
A floor mat with a built in shoe holder that can fold flat when it's not used.
Smart phone enabled pet - durable thermostat/intercom for a dog house. Believe it or Not, this is a real issue faced by pet enthusiasts.
Waterproof gadget holder
Strike-able incense are simple in form, manufacture, and are cost effective. It is a simple two step process using existing machinery.
Earphone holder that keeps the earphones attached to your phone.
Bird Feeder with Motion Sensor Digital Camera.
A personal USB/AC bottle refrigeration unit. (Keep drinks cold)
Dont have time to cook a healthy and involved meal? Dont find microwaves appealing? If you love your crockpot, then check this out!
Upgrade Chain
Chrissie's unique cross choker
a revision timer that locks your phone until you have done a set amount of revision
Silicon coin purse + wristband to carry keys, coins and other small object while swimming
A bluetooth speaker that looks like an antique camera, or a book, or a bookend.
Mac Book Pro, Air, Wall charger that is also a supplemental battery for on the go power!!! With USB charge port built in.
Onion Shucker - Slice and dice
Home DÃ©cor - Specialized Handheld Printer: Decorate Your Walls and Moreâ€¦
A decorative bracelet whose color and texture can be changed to your own taste. The color is copied from the clothing the user is wearing.
Lines extension_____ A logical Combination of two Q product lines to offer more choices to the customer.
Dominant cat eating all the pet food? Try this humane way to make sure everyone gets fed.
Anigilahi Curling Iron
1 Quart or 1 gallon perforated roll of adhesive stick seal wrap baggies. Way less expensive than a box of 50 Glad baggies - get 250 feet
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Make your own XXL (40 x 60 in) wall poster (or wall album) at home for only 10-20$! Read and see how! PROTOTYPE!
PLAYTiME
AIRPLANES DOG FIGHT PROJECTION
E-paper App enabled text bracelets. Display different messages &amp; graphics on an everyday fashion accessory. 2013 the year of E-paper. Resub
Lactation Station!
A pen you can wear on your wrist.
On the go!
A simple hanging smart phone holder on a shade chair so you can watch videos/movies/etc! Great for beach, sporting events, etc.
Turbo wind drying rack.
Blow minds with this wall art! This magnetic, modular wall art system allows you to easily create and modify your own mosaic art.
A led with a magnet(suction cups) can do many things
a film or tint that can be cut to size to fit the face and dim the brightness of the electronics in my bedroom and still read numbers
Develop a cell phone skin to replace my eight pair of glasses tucked everywhere. Skin strengths would range from 1.50 and up.
"Quirky Manufacturing Station" For Small Products at your own home. It will Help cut cost down for Manufacturing overseas.
Car Seat Rocker Converter
coffeetemp
New spoons! One spoon heats up, which is good for scooping ice cream! The other spoon gets cold and cools down soup when you eat it! VOTE!
The Secret Pen can be used for cheating on spelling test or passing notes in class. Press the button to reveal a secret compartment. James,9
I/E Transmit
Attach your child's pacifier directly to their clothing. No more bulky clips. Safer and more comfortable for your child, convenient for you.
Virtual Wallet of Today - Swipe All Your Cards into it &amp; Carry Just One! Extra Layer of Security your regular Wallet cannot offer!
Emergency Car Float
Tommy Tow Bar
Double Jack. What images come to mind?
A Bento box that includes a cooling compartment for ice water or ice to keep everything cool, and a serving tray for lunch with friends.
Crevice Tool with Brush
Double-Sided Peanut Butter Jar
InvisiTunes Wireless AUX Cable
Roolling bucket. A better and easy way to water your plants.
BED SLED. Dual rail system easily mounted in, easily removed from, the bed of a pickup for a specially designed hard golf bag or tool box.
A extendable, foldable stand with shelf & bendable clips, which will let one person position, mark and level the artwork
Smart fire alarm for horse bar
Laundry Chair. We all hang clothes on our chairs to dry. Let's make a multi-purpose laundry chair for unloading, folding and drying clothes.
resub: TEA SPOONS - Hot or Cold, it's Tea Time.
'Breathprint'
A single accessory (case) by which you can 1) mount phone on car 2) stand phone on table for videos/video conferencing 3) charge it
This holder attaches to the side of a hospital bed for a telephone, magazines and remote. Easily within reach by bedridden patients.
Simple. Smaller Ice cubes.
Adesive tape stencil to paint on large distances, then had the idea to create a tape that already comes with the stencil
Tired of losing stuff under your couch? How about a guard that is placed around the bottom of your couch to keep things from going under.
Tired of bagging and raking leaves each year? Resubmit.
Outdoor Pull &amp; Tug Dog Toy
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The Beach Pillow! Soft cushion for head rest with cooling agent, built in speakers with phone/ipod plug in and a compartment for accesories.
ZIP Wrench
Special robust cheese knife
Gas station pumps will be removing all the latches on them soon.
Grid Hanging Roll of paper that is ready to use by, arranging, and marking your arrangement on the floor and transferring it to the wall.
Phonemate
Introducing The All New Stemless Wine Glass With Built In Cooling Gel On the Bottom Of The Glass.#Resub
Emergency Night FlashLight that provides a place to plug in other devices without taking up space.
Solar panels on Roofs are ugly before fitting take a picture of the roof and produce a hologram to put over the panels to look like tiles
Safe Baby View
A better Doggy Gate!- More compact, Easier to store, Fits a larger variety of openings! Check out both pictures!
The Ultimate Device Binder. A multiple charging station , USB Port, Tablet stand, Smartphone stand, memo pad, and storage all in one binder.
PC Center - Monitor Stand
Ãœber soft-switch
Mixing Bowl with Divider
Comfy Handwriting Handle
Ever have a hard time with ice cube trays?! Fracture makes refilling convenient and it makes taking out the ice easy and fun! Check it out!
Field Cooler Duffel
Mattress Stand Up Kit Need a place to put the mattress when guests arrive and don't want it lying around.
Magnetic glass cleaner with rotating brush. http://youtu.be/XDjQvzLOQ8s
Stethocord, something similar
A showerhead designed to target the problem sinus areas of the nose and forehead for sinus relief while you shower
Flipping Seat
Birthday candle simulation device that allows for full interactivity, and has the ability to add downloaded themes.
The Extender Razor is a razor that can be used by male and female. It can extend to reach those hard to reach areas. Its easy to extend.
An ice cube tray that lets you "pop" out individual ice cubes through use of a manual "push button" under each cube. No more mass exit!
The Water Snitch is a product intended to help save water and energy while you shower. It uses a timer display and voice coach
A small plastic flower which will tell us whether or not we water our plants.
Panoramic smart-screen headboard has programmable sunrise to wake up naturally &amp;/or for light therapy. Touch internet access. App-enabled
Poppin' Popcorn
Pick-Pocket
*FITTED TOP SHEETS*
Sometimes you need to be completely incognito, unreachable, and unlocatable! With this copper phone case, no one can find you!
Auto-Rotating Shish Kabobs
An add-on device for table or chair legs to save your nice floor while not hiding the beauty of your precious furniture.
Tap Away
Keep your home safe, protect your loved ones, valuables, save money, this product will give you piece of mind towards your treasured assets.
STASH your small valuables,electronics,etc in your FLASHLIGHT! Then lock it, or secure it down with Quirky's Security Loop (not mine).
The power pack-a briefcase with a big battery inside capable of powering several devices at once-no more hunting for outlets
PAPER TOWEL CENTERPIECE. ROTATES AND HOLDS PAPER TOWELS, NAPKINS, UTENSILS, COASTERS, EVEN WINE!
Stretchy Rubber/Silicone License Plate Frame No Tools, screws, or nuts required. Just stretches on!
App enabled cooking ingredients dispenser. Download the recipe and the apps will do the rest.
Another combined Spoon Fork
Easily hang pictures without tools
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RESUB: SCENTED TRASH BAG CLIPS.Stop stinky trash.Holds your bag.Divides bags in bin for trash and recycling.Great 4 kitchen office bathroom
LEVITATE SHELF STORAGE
Smartphone Wrist Docker
Waterproof iPad or Kindle Case with INFLATABLE STAND is lightweight & comfortable for the beach or poolside!
No-Mess Paper Bedding Pads for Your Hamster or Guinea Pig. Easy cage changing, no messy wood shavings, absorbent thick one-piece pad!
Saute Pan with an extended side which can be raised or lowered for flipping and tossing ingredients. Prevents food from spilling from pan.
Credit Card CPR (CCCPR)
The SnakeSkin is an elastomer based product made to stretch and cover new or worn basketballs of various sizes for grip, protection &amp; logos.
Free lights
CutPactor
This tower plugs into a regular 110 outlet, it has shelves, a charging pad and USB ports. No more plugging devices through the house.
A pool/beach caddy that conveniently holds everything you need in one trip
Milestone app software compatible to build your timelines for any project or even family goals.
Daily medication container with screw-on lids prevent dumping out more than one dose of medicines at a time.
Take It, Shake It And Bake It! Spicer with four separate dispensers for a variety of spices. Easy slide up buttons for sifting or pouring.
The Ready Jack
People who are injured and wear a cast suffer from extreme itching do to dryness to the skin. This Cast Scratcher brings immediate relief.
Adaptateur prise USB
White / Infared light bulb
un gps pour les courses en mag
A Modular, Portable, Heat Durable set of inflatable stands, for serving hot food, drinks and beverage. Can be used separately or together!
Oil up Fill dispenser press down on top to release the right amount of oil to grease up cupcake,baking pans(pics give you the concept)
Ever almost been knocked off your bike by a car or almost knocked a rider off of their bike? iPhone/ android app to warn cars of riders....
My idea is called SPIKE AND POUR and will be used on cartons of juice or milk without a cap.
No step trash can
Sports equipment that registers your movements and performance and gives you tips on how to improve.
Backpack Seat Tent
Electricity Assisted Drying Rack - THE ORIGINAL
Many Peelers are with cutting blade exposed. It is hurtful if accidentally accessed. A new Peeler may avoid this problem.
Tripod beach umbrella that has a seat between each tripod leg. Sitters weight keeps the umbrella secure. Packs down into a compact package.
A bread toasting basket, like a grilling basket used to keep fish from falling through a grill. The bread basket would fit into a toaster.
Fold-A-Brush
Clean your tired feet in the shower without bending over! Introducing the Foot-Scrub.
Multipurpose AUTO RETRACTABLE HEADPHONES on you'r headphone case
handle free toothbrush
Stop screwing around! 30-Day Pill Dispenser. Stop unscrewing multiple bottles everday; fill it once a month; dispense only what you need.
A quick closet organizer; simply add pull down blinds/doors from ceiling to shelf. It keeps the clutter hidden while adding safety.
Clean &amp; Clingy Poop Bags
Bringing back Kick The Can with a twist!
Swift Bag
A coffee scoop that gives you all the information you need to make the perfect cup/pot of coffee
Want to clean your iPhone or iPod of bacteria and viruses with out using chemicals or adding new steps to your daily routine? iCleanDock
REMINDER FOR MEN TO LOWER THE TOILET SEAT
If you have to have nails and hooks in your wall for heavy items, make them decorative.
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Your name beach towel
Hard boil egg shell remover idea #2. a small air blowing hand pump, quick and simple way to have a perfect boil egg Watch video on Youtube
A beach bag and towel in one. Grab all your beach needs and get going, you're wasting sun time! It's a bag, a towel, and a bag again!
WNBA TIME
SafeText - A Device that disables incoming/outgoing texts and/or phone calls while you or your children are driving.
Too many cars don't have a LOW WIPER FLUID indicator light. We need an APP!
Portable AED/ Heart Monitor
Hang anywhere drying rack that can hold numerous articles of clothing. Collapses for easy storage.
Saver Washer
Store your socks neatly in order and out of the way.A retractable sock draw that clips on your existing cupboard shelves with compartments.
VisionFone
Hot Glue Gun Holder

What crafter wouldn't love a sturdy and colorful hot glue gun holder? It's stable and cute! Take a look!

Minimalist softside iPad Backpack. (with a lightweight rigid framework to protect it)(9 pics to explain attached)
Lets make a laptop computer bag that holds itself up! Using the same concept as a golf bag tripod would hold the bag up and accessible.
Liquid-proof Tampon string.Tampon strings may become saturated.A messy situation unless the string had been made with a water proof material
Hero Cards
iControl/iRing is a Bluetooth device that can maneuver/control similar how a mouse would do, but on iPhone's/iPad's/iPod's &amp; other devices
DrawerDoctor
Faux safety "exhaust" for electric scooters and motorcycles.
The 21st Century App enabled wireless door chime/ download your favorite music to chime and listen to it when door bell rings. Quirky+GE
Shower Head Expandy Hose
Charge on the Go. Device that generates charge from motion. Stays on your wrist. Handy method for charging your devices. Resub
Poste Ordinateur Portatif -POP
Door handle extender
Parasol
turning the cup holder accessory on cooler lids into a cooling station by adding a vent to allow cold air inside to cool your drink outside
Dish.Wash.Bot
This invention promotes comfortable sleep breaks allowing naps at one's desk or tabletop and features a clock radio and/or headphone jack.
Flat or hang drying rack
Inexpensive adjustable/expandable frames for art prints, posters and other print images that don't fit conventional size frames.
A self-powered illumination device for use with an infant feeding bottle. A "bottle-band."
PowerCurl for Apple iPad 10W USB Power Adapter
Idea pazza
Ugg boots are a blank expensive canvas. One that beg to be personalized and give it's owner the ability to make a statement of who they are.
Dry Cleaning Hamper that hangs in the closet with pockets to easily transport dirty dress shirts, hangers, and Reusable or Plastic bags.
SAVE LIVES! Lets Re-invent the EXIT sign with ultra bright SCROLLING LED and REAL TIME INFO ALERTS!Comments/suggestions welcome
Workout Time!
Tiktok
Do you use public bathrooms? Do you have intestinal issues? You now can feel fresh and clean on the go!
App paired device that allows you to monitor baby, toddler, or kids temperature remotely.
SIEGES DE VOITURE PIVOTANTS
Crashspec
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No wires, no batteries, just an easy 'counter and table top' vacuum cleaner! GREEN GADGET POWERED BY YOUR WILL! ReSub from Jan 27th, 2013.
pots and pans with division
Double Stack Shoe Storage
It's a pen,composed by an ink and two digital pen(three tips)+The DIGITAL SIGNATURE SYSTEM. It's lightweight, cheap and beautifully designed
A shaving accessory that extends the life razors by slowing down the process of moisture and corrosion which cause blade fatigue.
Modular electrical sockets for construction site.
"ABOVE" - the curved drawers for the upper closet, provide super efficient storage & convenient access to things
The Walkman flashlight
Waffle maker with custom designs via app. Think Waffle Maker + Pixit + Quirky Me.
A highlighter pen that dispenses clear-neon tape that can extend outside the book. This way you have a highlighter and book tab in one.
INSIGHT INK!tm A special ink that is printed on a product/ a sticker. Ink changes color and shape(timed released) to show expiration date.
Higher Ground
Smart Water Heater Governor
â€œYou've Got Secured Mailâ€ â€“ A mailbox that keeps letters and packages secure with an automatic lock.
TeeTools and Storage Devices
Dk Brown Colored Shaving Cream! The same shaving cream as your basic white colored,but designed to let men see how they'd look w facial hair
The Microwave Spatter Dome
Dry Erase Shoelaces
Remote controlled device that allows pressing or turning switches remotely. Hand is for illustration/fun only.
Self mixing faucet
A safety feature for handguns which can be installed at the factory or installed in weapon after market for about one hundred dollars.
Ever had someone borrow your favourite pen and not return it? And you forgot who it was? Give them an incentive to return your pen quickly.
A lotion/sunscreen applicator which is portable, practical and easy to use.
My first Quirky Re-Submission. These PODS are the future of Laundry so lets create the first case to carry them in. Nothing else like it.
Privacy Room Divider Kit for Hotels, Condos, and Houses
Take the guess work out of making cookies! The Perfect Cookie Pan guarantee's the correct number of cookies you need each time.
Increase sales by 50%.
Flip-Tip Screwdriver
Paper towels with an adhered plastic/wax paper backing to keep countertops clean after transferring foods cooked in oil and other liquids.
WASHER RICE
This is an protection case, with an earphone built-in. The case is connected to the P2 entrance, and carries the earphones on the back.
Para sus mascotas
Semi-permanent tattoo
Snap Shade. A universal snap on lamp shade that can add custom style shades to any room.
Covered motorbike
This is a child monitor that would click into the seat belt.It will work with or without baby seat. Too many people leave kids in their car
#wink.highly visible Protective INFLATABLE waterproof impact alert arm reflector/directional indicators. safety first for skate/scooter.
Inexpensive, easy to install, easy to see at long distances, Louvered signal device that shows you when the mail has run.
Rainbow Sparklers!! Amaze your kids &amp; make them smile!! Eye catching rainbow fire, easy to make, and won't be expensive!
Teach Your Porkfolio !
Triangular Spaghetti Container
Beach towel that stays in place. Re-sub 364 votes
Mirror Wind Turbine
DECO POWER - An over the wall Decorative Power Distribution System
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A portable dog litter box, Pooch-A-Potty. For use when dogs can't be walked outside by their owners due to inclement weather or illness.
A strainer for non-dumpable liquids (grease, etc.) with detachable catch cup. It sits securely on the counter and is easy to dump and clean.
Deskinect Utensil Utility Tray
Problem:Eyeshades/sleep-masks cause uncomfortable choking. SOLUTION:Easy-to-install, vented â€œshadeâ€ blocks light while your partner is up.
BRIGHT POWER ..find that plug with ease :)
An organized storage bin that hooks on / sits above any towel bar to add simple, sturdy, accessible storage without cluttering your counter!
Holographic player docking station for iPhone, iDevices and HVD
MAKE YOUR CAN A BOTTLE W/ DETACHABLE HANDLE &amp; SNAP-ON SPORTS-TOP. PERFECT 4 KIDS (TURN ANY CAN INTO A SIPPY
CUP) FLOATS - GREAT 4 THE BEACH!
Leaf-bag Opening Stablizer
Never replace a Debt/Credit card from wear and tear again.Card Guard prevents unscannable strips,and unreadable signature and security codes
The bracelet band that is also a stylus for your smartphone or tablet.Always at hand when you need it, trendy and cool
Waterfall Drinking System
Condiment keeper
Ball Launching Glove for throwing a ball to your pet. No more picking up a wet ball. It will let you throw further. Curved glove.
A miniature umbrella for your phone that plugs into the headphone jack and extends to protect your phone when using it in the rain.
trousseau de clÃ©s avec bip
When in Doubt
Personal Water Transport Tank
"TEE REPAIR KIT" (Sample-type box is below)Whimsical gift for Golfers. Clever, thoughtful,very affordable gift for Golfers.
Outdoor Light Bulb - Blackouts
GLOVE GUARD: Hands-free disposable glove dispensing system that covers your hands easily &amp; sanitarily without touching anything.
All cyclists have big problems when they need to turn away from the road where they ride with the cars. I invented the turn signal for bikes
Name: "the Life-saver" Description: a form fitting RING that will allow storing, access, and transmission info wirelessly. And Vibrates
Make your own laundry pods - convenient and save money
Coffee Lid
We have an idea that could help with the way we listen to our music. We call it "Smart Buds." Ear buds with proximity sensors built in.
FOLD FLAT TUPPERWARE
Car fender cover made like Tool Band-it. protect you car from scratches and magnetically hold your tools.
Disinfectant Body Spray
Bolderdash
Universal Stroller Divider. Peace and harmony while you exercise! No more fights. Easily snaps between seats of your side-by-side stroller.
The Chipper
Fold out wall craft/work space. Filled with Quirky products to help you stay organized. Outside is photo frames. Great for small spaces!
I personally need two different types of bathroom tissue at my (pardon my pun)disposal, and I think I might not be alone in this situation.
Induction Portable PizzaTop
EasyCeff came to ease the lives of people in the hour of cooking.It's a condiment container for 6 different spices and has a doser amount.
Always looking for more shoe space. Not anymore with The Closet Shoe MiNi BlinD. Easily put away and retrieve your shoes!
Rotating Cicular Spatula for use in the cooking and turning of items of food such as eggs,pancakes etc. Heat sensor and timer incorporated.
SMART APP THERMOSTAT
Self-cleaning glasses case
Portable Pet Potty is a harness attached to your dog that holds a basket under your dog to collect waste No dirty hands and no bending.RESUB
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Multi funtion Chair-Desk-Rocking Horse,a proven sucsess. Do a search on the web TriChair Sears, TriChair ABC and TriChair and read reviews
Milestone app software compatible to build your timelines for any project or even family goals.
The TeleShave
Nightlight with PIR (warmth) detector that sends signal to parents if a child is on his way to the bedroom. Stop your bedroomparty on time!
Mascara with an experation date
mobile charger for your mobile phone that is powered by harvesting kinetic energy from the wheel of a bike or baby stroller.
iPad Story Book Wraps. Imagine your favorite childhood books on your Tablet PC, surrounded by a colorful corresponding Big Book.
FANtastic shoes
No one cleans the roof of their mouth! My product for a happy mouth should be reached for as often as the toothbrush, it's the RoofBrush :D
A Gym Bag That Makes Life Easier. Separate your clean and dirty clothes. Make it easy to bring your work clothes without wrinkling.
Pat-a-Baby - a small pouch or soft toy with a battery-operated device inside that makes a thumping sound to resemble rhythmic patting
A new toaster without the same old mechanics.
The Ultimate BBQ Grill Brush
*Pocket Table Leveler* I hate sitting down to a wobbly table when I'm eating out. This folding card fits in your wallet! Working prototype!
Pet Game - WAM 2.0
Camera Stabilizer Strap
App Enabled Air Purifier
Hallelujah Hard Hat / light hard plastic or Kevlar insert attaches by Velcro into crown of baseball cap. Hidden protection for scalp + head
Elevating wheel chair
My idea is really a two in one functional case that supplies extra power when battery is low and is a backup drive for phone.
Baker's Bud
A trash can / barrel that has two sides. One side trash and other for recycling. In between the two sides, a place to store bags.
Window Garden
A strong, collapsible tomato cage ( winter storage). Full height 6 ft.
Rogaine Applicator for balding men with short hair. New dropper pumps proper dose into chamber and efficiently dispenses through sponge tip.
Spaghetti Vertical Boiler
self-chargeable phone case
Room Running Lights
sleep bag sheets
gadgets organizer: do you have eletronics and cables all over your house? Let's create a gadget organizer with built in quirky power curl .
Car seat alert
A messenger bag that holds the iPad and allows you to use your keyboard while you're mobile, also a mini laptop. Resubmit after 117 votes.
The warming bowl
Ozonated toothbrush holder. Cleaner, sterilizer. Toothbrush Bacteria killer for your brush and bathroom
MacBooks360' rolling base. For teamwork at school,office,wherever. Easily glides,slides and turns. Improved airflow under base.
Conversational change displaySmart thermostat/ Fan for your car. Even if you left the window open, your 15 minute trip to the store can turn into 30 minutes.
Resubmit: The HOT Dogger! - Eat in less than 2 minutes! On the Road, tailgating, at home, students, office, anywhere there's power.
SLEEPING ON YOUR FACE IS THE THIRD MAJOR CAUSE OF PERMANENT LINES - NO WRINKLES, comfortable &amp; maximum neck support
THE SMART PILLOW
Expandable Floral Vase Inserts
-Glow o' Board- Glow o' Board is a futuristic skateboard design, with new way to go forward
Garage Side Panel Bumper. Product designed to proect from dents/scratches while car departs/enters. Bumper protects mirrors, doors, bumpers.
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A MUST HAVE for every traveler! A memory foam seat cushion that is always there when you need it. The cushion attaches to your carry-on bag!
PrivacyCover for All size book
Power Outlet with Retractable Recharger. Charge iPhone, Android, Kindle, etc. When done, cord retracts into wall. Cord clutter gone! RESUB
Battery belt for power tools
Pretty Potty cover so you don't have to hover. Portable and fun for the woman on the run! Heart shaped with bright colors and animal print.
Microwave cooler
Meals on Crutches
Reboot
Duo duel. Duo is a great concept for single beverages. Many beverages are served side by side and having one bottle for both would be great.
Clean House Toybox
salt is hard to see for millions of people if it had some color it would be very helpful
Keep your stove top squeaky clean with The Stove Top Slicker, a heat safe, dishwasher friendly, silicone mat that defies grease and grime!
Night Baby Breathing Guardian
The Toilet Seat Size Solution
Pan Tilter
Oblique Spot-Trainer (Pat.Pen)
Moms - keep your princesses' skin pristine! Get sunscreen with fading glitter as an indicator for time to re-apply sunscreen.
overall sauna
A watertight electric heating pad with a washcloth wrapped around it, which creates an electric hot moist compress used to relieve pain.
Sunglasses,belts,ties,gloves,hats,umbrella,scarves, little hand bags,etc Moving containers on the rail attached to the shelf with magnets.
MEET ur NEW BFF: "PEGGY- the BAND GROUPIE" ! The ULTIMATE Storage system! She's A NEAT FREAK'S DREAM!
Cell phone base for home use.
Bluetooth power strip allows you to remotely turn off only certain plugs in the strip without having to go behind TV's and such to do it.
A double-top container that no matter how you place it is always ready to dispense the product without any shaking or waiting.
A locking bottle cap or lid cover that keeps minors out of liquor. Also protects bottled water milk and juice from theft or contamination
HYBRID Personal Wind Turbine Charging Station - Save money on cooling costs while charging your Personal Electronic Devices (PEDs).
Grip-Ez
Simple open from the top carrier with a clear plastic lid for easy loading and unloading of pet allowing pet to see out and owner to see in.
My solution to making hanging stuff on the wall easy is called The Hook Elf, it's a shelf that has cables with hooks at the end of it.
Pee-Wee
The name of this invention is called "Hair Fare" It's hair adornment accesories that light up, and they come in multiple shapes. Cross's etc
A shoe scrubber that does the scrubbing for you, so you can keep things cleaner. Step down and let the scrubber do the rest.
NO-TOOLS WALL HANGER used to hang just about anything.
Pyramid - A simple way to organize and display your jewelry
Smart Phone and keychain locator. Smart phone/iPhone app which is linked to a key chain via the app.
Quirky CONsensus Game stimulates thought and awareness while rewarding consensus building.Limited opinion times, then deadline for agreement
Electric locking pet door
tattoo tan
HomeDrone is a home security drone which can monitor home and yard from a remote smart phone App.
A mouthguard-like device for your top and bottom teeth, made of gel, wire, 16 electric spinning brushes and a button to press with teeth. :)
A funnel used for servicing small engines, lawn mowers
Key to the Breeze
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A sock clip - make the pair of socks stick together in the washing machine, in the tumble dryer and also in the drawer. No more sighs!
sole walkbaby, teach your baby to walk with you, spend more time with your children. these are the only sole power to do so.
A Gym Bag That Makes Life Easier. Separate your clean and dirty clothes. Make it easy to bring your work clothes without wrinkling.
Watch Your Step
Retractable LED light Clipboard.
Ultimate Exercise Motivator
An adjustable case that allows you to carry your iPad around your neck or under your shoulder.
One-piece crutch. More stable than traditional crutch. Snaps apart. Allows uniform forward motion as both legs remain fixed.
Laundry Cord
BABY BOUNCY CHAIRS' are great, but they don't bounce THEMSELVES! Like me, you have probably found yourself bouncing your baby. NOT
ANYMORE!
Tunedn is a patent-pending &amp; trademarked video enhancement application that will change the way people view and interact with online video.
Auto-Injector
My idea is a usb device made to store passwords, and important documents until you disconnect the device.
REMOVE THE FOG FROM THE MIRROR
Raft Storage and Drink Holder
Kid's Bike /back Packer
3 HOLE SANITIZER
New and Improved Scum Scraper
3-1 joshrover
Resub.A power bar with detachable LED light. Bar turns 360 degrees to keep cords from taking up space. Has USB ports as well.
Resistance Band Shoes! Shoes that are especially designed for New Resistance Bands which have One Handle and One Clip to go in New Shoe.
A 90 degree edged dustpan that fits into a corner. Now you can literally sweep your crumbs into the corner.
NO-ICE
WiFi/Bluetooth Countertop Pistachio Sheller (Could be used for other nuts as well)
New Method of Decorating Fingernails: Creates Matte Nail Designs
Pets tool, a portable container, easily foldable, for water and food.
Credit Card Cash Stash
A lay-down raft for the pool, but with waterproof sound-blocking headphones attached, and a waterproof area for your iPod or mp3 player.
survival pipe
A kids closet design that DOUBLES the available space versus traditional closets that leave remaining space at the bottom of the clothes.
The Teething Tee
My Hair Peace Designer Wigs
Finally! Carry 2 Drinks in 1 Container. Hot or Cold. The first ever Two Cup in One Thermo Container. Coffee in morning cold drink for lunch
A elegant, simple and cheap case to hold your iPhone, fitting your hand behind it!
Depth regulating drain plugs
Quirky App for Android
SAVE A CHILD
Vibrating/Pulsating wrist band alarm clock, battery operated, Wake to the soothing vibrations &amp; pulsations. Great for the hearing impaired
The perfect lawnmower!
Beautiful trash bags. Make trash bags proud with color, stripes, and polka-dots. Perfect for dorm rooms.
Oil funnel that attaches to the inside of the engine well with screws, or is attached to a line or some other item with plastic straps.
iPod Shuffle Speaker Cube! It's basically a pod speaker that you put your iPod Shuffle in. Resubmit
4 wheel, 4 person pedal power vehicle. Travel all around in a green, light weight exercise machine. Fun for your friends and family!
We need a way to display our growing collection of prints, posters, and pictures that is simple, flexible and not destructive to the art.
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iPhone Case Reflateable Bubble Wrap - Keep Popping Over and Over for stress relief
Bicycle tape chain lock in very small volume. Not necessary to wind a chain to the bicycle frame. The same principle as a tape measure.
Watermelon Racquet. Slices multiple pieces of melon with a quick release. Please see 2nd visual suggestion-The Push and Twist Melon Cuber
Smart iPhone USB Adapter Case
Car seat safety sensor warning
GE Smart automotive lighting
Stronger, Stickier! A Strip of Rip! Independent strips of RIPCORD packing tape. Product line extension. 18" , 24" strips. Peel back paper.
Scribble Scratch. Scratch Off Marker. The panel loved it, Please watch video. Not sure what happened. Post what you would use this for
Collapsible beverage hugger with snap on sealer lid. Fits in pocket or purse for easy transport. Seals in freshness and keeps pest out.
A universal type remote and room temperature compartment for your fridge
*LARGE STENCILS* for children to use outside with chalk! Encourages kids to have fun while learning. Sets could include animals, numbers etc
Steverything
Wink Wheel
The Snot Box is a convenient/hygienic way of disposing of unsightly used tissues. It's every parent's, teacher's &amp; housekeeper's friend.
My idea is to create a key head, for any key, with a small LED light to produce sufficient enough lighting for the user to see the keyhole.
Reinvention of FIRE - Holographic Fire! Can be used in any room, in any office. Quirky has decided to build a projector, let's use it!
Nimbus Pro-Jection
Dri-Butts Diapers
perfect nails, stick on nail polish guides(stencils),great for easily painting your nail with your opposite hand, great for kids and teens
PET DRYER 1-NT
ThermoJacket
"The All in One Bed Sheet"... A top bed sheet that is nylon zipper attached at foot of bed, to a fitted bed/mattress sheet.
"BlingThing"- Shows off your costume jewelry while keeping it stored and organized. Necklaces, Bracelets, and Earrings in easy reach.
Daily Pill Pulverizer
Hands free umbrella!
A small, portable trampoline to sit on the bottom of the pool. Also water shoes with springs on the bottom (see description below)
Emergency Vehicle Safety Strobe Light provides visibility ensuring safety while emergency vehicle is parked on road responding to emergency.
a waterproof cover that blocks out sun and rain on an I-pad or other tablet that let's you see the screen in Sunlight
Dry Erase Note Cubes
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
It's the ultimate screw driver. It combines a drill,hammer leveler and flashlight.
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIAL
Fan in oven bulb socket creates convection. Replaces the bulb with a small heat-resistant fan &amp;bulb. Even-heating of a convection oven.
A padding that matches your floor to put in kitchen or under your furniture.
Shoe caddy. Under the bed slide out storage for shoes. Get those shoes out of the closet and under the Bed. Nice easy to clean, roll out.
Smart Phone Universal Remote
Next generation business card - Touch your Q business card to theirs &amp; info just transfers to theirs - No need to store a hundred cards.
TP Gaurdian
Forward Motion Lights built into an automobile's headlight to alert other drivers that they are moving forward from a stopped position.
Lockable Multi-Joint Pliers
This Belt Buckle's Integrated Pull Out Strap Hold's Your Coat, Hands Free, Over Your Shoulder On The Go. Stop Arm's Numbness And Discomfort.
i have developed a system that will make you money keep you busy and is fun and easy if you have been made to retire or just need to work .
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A clip to hold Christmas lights on a metal roof.
Smart Cooking Vessel
The Smart Bar Weightlifting System records your reps, sets, weight, and calories burnt so you don't have to!
Baby saver
SUNEX-An automobile sunvisor extender.A plastic,shaded,transparent extender thst extends 2"to4"for added protection from sunglare.
The Plant Parfeit
chillcloth
StraightUP! is a helping hand that ensures perfect placement of wall hangings when your friends aren't around.
Clear Ear
Glow in the dark desposible underwear soft material that glows exposing the wearer's hind parts to light. Kill Jock Itch faster!
VISTA VOYAGER An Adult version of RoadShow Tablet/Laptop Case &amp; LAPTOP BAG will have appealing adult colors and textures (ie. leather)
App - Electric Heating Pad
Anti-theft Pen for Retailers
Make restaurant style breakfast sandwiches at home with The perfect (or egg-cellent) baked egg pan!
App enabled holiday LED shades
A glass with an inner tube of ice-pack gel to keep your drinker colder for longer
The Parent car seatbelt sensor
la gamelle balance
Gardners MUST HAVE TOOL, GIFT IDEA, gardens, green house, potted plants. This tool is for cultivating any size plant, with out DAMAGE!!
Seat Buddy
A consumer version of an electrical floor mop with a motorized spinning head for cleaning/shining tile floors.
Wonder how to carry both - your breakfast tea and coffee for your lunch?
POWER PANTS - static electricity generator built into the inside seams of jeans. Great for recharging small gadgets.
Inch by inch
LIGHTWEIGHT DOG RAMP To offer a lightweight ramp that is easily relocated to different rooms or for multiple uses. Nearly flat storage.
The Self-Watering Toilet-Top Planter
Solar powered air circulation in cars to keep them cool and fresh in places that have very hot climate.
MAC CASE WITH A BUILT IN LETTER HOLDER FOR TYPING.
Talk to your best friend with this radio receiver that attaches to your dog's collar/halter.
Illuminate Your Path- Fun LED Light Up Head &amp; Rear Tail Lights, Be Seen Resub. bicycle accessories are a billion dollar industry
Anti Shock Door Knob Cover
Live Scribe(live idea printer)
The Yellow Fellow safety sign
Easy Trash
Painting is often a messy job to do, time consuming and uncomfortable. It's time to make it comfortable and efficient with the 'Paintbuddy'!
Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers. Use with iPhone.INNOVATIVE!*RESUB* Wearable!
A device to maintain pressure in carbonated beverage bottles during use of the bottle.
Porte clÃ© compact
toothbrush holder
I've created the Camera Cabinet. For compact storage of camera bodies, memory, tripods and more. If you can fill it up, you have too much.
Appetite Enhancing Spice Dispenser
Our modern day high-tech devices all evolved from our past. Let's teach &amp; educate our children while they have fun at the same time!
An easily attachable to tray to any handle of carry-on luggage to carry a snack and a drink without spilling.
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Chair that lets you sit Poolside! sitting on the edge of the pool with your feet in the water can be uncomfortable and awkward...Until Now!
A litter box for pets with arthritis or hip/leg problems.
Adjustable closet shelves that can be adjusted without removing everything from the shelf. A single pull then lock lever= flexibility.
Zen Zone
LEVEL STUD FINDER <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5ATrDx9hD8" target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
ON CENTER
Have a 38x20x5 rectangle next or behind your grill. Open it getting a two levels table for all you need to cook with racks inside.
Car/Console Catchall Caddy
The "Hear-ring" is an earing with changable front designs with a hearing aid inside. For those who don't want a hearing aid that is visible.
A 2 part washing machine
Smart WeightBands - Snap to ANY weights &amp; Automatically Track Reps &amp; Weight, via app. perfect for weight training, P90X, Compete Socially!
Zit Disguise
The Tie, Belt, Scarf RollNStore is a roller attached to breathable cloth. Items are laid down and rolled, and stored in less used space.
Child Safety Heat Alert
Non-spill pet bowl
The Vortex Generator is an electricity generating plant powered by nature utilizing gravity in conjunction with angular motion and vacuum.
Lets your child create fun towers by connecting unique &amp; colorful shapes, each producing its own sound. Endless possibilities!
BeerFruit
Smartphone Snaps
Finally, an attractive and practical multifunctional dispenser that is simple. Toilet paper holder and air freshener canister.
A distinctive and simply designed flapper valve for a commode to save on water consumption and utility costs. No more "running" toilets.
Flushable Toilet Seat Covers. Dispenser not required. Best for kids, handicapped, old people &amp; public toilets hygiene. Economic, easy to use
Snap-together stationery multi-tool. Pick your choice of tools from a range, collect more tools as you go. Assemble in any order you like.
"Roller" glide w/ heavy duty RUBBER ball bearings--a plate or cup of some sort with multiple hard rubber ball bearings
Textsures
>>>Portable Person Dryer
Every second counts. Quick SOS
DEVICE TO BE FIXED IN A TAP AND THAT COUNTS THE LITERS AND STOPS WHEN IT IS PROGRAMMED. (resub)
Swypen'Give
Switch-Mayte turns a 2 person task into a 1 person job when installing network switches or servers. Save time and money for the company!$$$!
EZ CLeaner
Transform Mac Mini to Laptop - Case With Built-in keyboard &amp; Display - Make Your Mac Mini Mobile
le couvercle dessous de plat
"THE REAL STICK " My dog has all the toys.She still brings me back a stick from my yard. So if you can't beat them,Just join them!
Forget me not baby car alarm
A mini upward escalator that has a slinky that is forever going down it, but never reaching the bottom. Coolest desk toy ever
Uten Covers is a plastic that will be used to cover the handles of any size kitchen serving utensils, which will stop the spread of germs
new drug idea
Free from wet! &amp; Waste! This invention makes you free from inconvenience of wet umbrella and a waste of disposable wrapping vinyl
It's a real page turner. A jewelry storage container that works like a scrapbooking book with expandable "pages" of jewelry.
A GAS CAN THAT DISPLACES WATER. GREAT FOR LAWN AND GARDEN.
A camping tent with an acrylic transparent top that allows you to look up at the stars at night and nature during the day while staying dry.
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Throw Your Voice! Ball with recording device! Toss to your friend and they hear a message!
Remove pet stains and stink from carpets permanently without expensive equipment. Power of Emzymes. See description.
pie packer
Switch your shoes by season - see what you want, stash the rest in back.
Beach cart without wheels. Uses a track instead to carry heavier loads much easier.
Trash can that have 4 pedals, doesnâ€™t matter which position it facing you!!!
Amplify And Create A More Enriched And Natural Sound Quality. A Vented Earbud Neck Worn Assembly Amplifies Using 2 Sound Resonator Chambers.
Adjustable file cabinet
Smart Frame w/ wifi
Plastic tongs like large chopsticks tied together. Safe on non-stick surfaces. Market as "Bacon Tongs" but can flip/pick up anything.
Nosogg
I would love to have an answering machine that can give personalized answers to whoever is calling, by identifying them over the caller ID.
Smart arm.
If your car can make a sound when a door is open, why not make the same sound (or other) when the engine starts to overheat?
Economical Space Saver Indoor Clothes Dryer. Fits between the washer and dryer. Works in any laundry area. Humidity Sensor &amp; Fan
This fog-light for the bike is to help bikers avoid biking through unwanted terrain in the dark.
(Resub)Expanding Dish Rack! NEW CONCEPT! Stays flat on the wall until you need To dry dishes, utensils, etc. (Added New Images)
Shower head with automatic sensor that opens and closes
The product is a bottle cap that has two drinking spouts, like a Y adapter. Share your drink, but avoid the germs.
energy-saving :curtain for refrigerator.
A beach towel with a grommet at each corner allowing you to use stakes, sticks, or pens to keep your beach towel from blowing away.
Shelves that can collapse and expand to a desired height and includes a fold out ironing board that fits in the side of the unit.
The 911 Epi pen (EP)
An iPhone stand with a display that will show any activity that you missed while you were asleep
SWAVBAGS
Farm My Yard connects homeowners in cities &amp; suburbs with the budding urban farmers everywhere. Signs + agreements will turn lawns 2 gardens
Instant chop
Smudgless touchscreen
Fridge magnet white/chalk board together with pencil sized chalks and marker as a set
The WaterVac
Residential buildings are starting to ban smoking completely. Network enabled and managed cigarette smoke detectors are critically needed.
Make a remote app from your phone to your keys to locate your keys or phone.
CARMIX
Put pesticide [such as boric acid] in paint balls for better application in difficult areas to access by shooting them in a paintball gun.
Electric Laundry Drying Station - This unique drying station feeds a brisk stream of either cool or heated air over hanging clothing.
iBand Bluetooth Wrist Band Remote
Drying the face and hand.
Mobile device scanning dock
A PVC plumbing diverter that would allow control of two drainage pipes, one to the sewer one to your yard.
Phone case with storage space for ear buds and includes a stylus pen.Use touch screen phone without taking off your gloves.RESUB
A Pre-Heat in your Microwave Oven Plate, Dial the temperature you want first. Even make toast!
Ever wanted your own waterpark? Well here's an Idea to begin with. A water canopy by the pool or just on the patio.
ICELLRADIO A Car Radio That has Android Build In And Takes A Sim Card ford broadband internet no cell phone needed
A curler and hair rollers all in one.. no more curse words coming from the bathroom at 5am as your wife does her hair....its the Hot Handle!
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Want to hang something in the kitchen, bathroom, bedroom or garage? Here comes Glider Gang that takes the load neatly and in style.
Paper Gadget
Scrubby dryer/holder
BRUSH TANGLER: The hair brush that gets rid of those pesky tangled hairs with the push of a button.
Avoid wasting your time and money by overwashing your clothes. This simple solution for the common hanger will help lighten your load.
Truly get rid of the remote: Take smartphone remote control add-ons (dongles) and get rid of the need for attaching the dongle!
Symmetrical counter balance design helps allow distribution of weight and ability to carry up to six bags with one hand.
App. Enabled Tire Pressure Valve Caps. Built in Bluetooth to connect with App. Always know your tire pressure.
Gator Tarp
Expandable Jewelry BOOK - Expands as your jewelry collection expands and makes traveling with your jewelry easy!
Clip-in pocket case, water proof seal, offers protection in your pocket from scratches but allows you to use iPhone as designed with no case
Resub gel skin case with an elastic tether attached to your belt loop so your phone does not hit the floor when you drop it.
portable watercourse divider
Samurai Knife Rack
Blind Eye Webcam Privacy Flap
Dream feed is a pacifier with a nipple made to hold a half an ounce of milk to help soothe your baby and send them off to dreamland.
KeyPod where function meets modern design - See VIDEO - 595 Votes with 84% Vote Ratio
Downward retractable wall mounted storage for the high-unused space in your closet.
Create a method to hold the iPad comfortable while reclined and reading.
Stop slipping and tripping on extension cords.The stay put no trip extenion cord will lay flat and grip the surface.
New Bicyles 2wd
A device to pick up/ vacuum up all size bugs that has a chamber that they cannot escape from.
Convert Chair to Balance Ball
BOTTLE MESSAGE If you wish to give a wine bottle, add a card with your message
mulity-adjustment hedger
Do you lose important items like your phone, TV remote or keys often? This device helps you find them quickly! View the picture for details.
This will enable you to slip pillow cases on easily. Use the pillow press. Clamp the pillow in-slide into case quick release. You are done.
Electronic self dimming sunglasses. The idea is to have sunglasses with a light sensors. The glasses learn your settings and dim to taste.
Make breakfast and lunch fun!! With bite sized cookie cutters
A plastic or bamboo insert for ballcaps
Uber Elliptical Machine
Perfect Beer Pour Tool. Allows bartender/consumer to quickly pour a beer with minimal foam. The tool routes beer down the side of the glass.
Very Slim closet that fold clothes and stores them easily.
Universal Organizer
Black-box Assist
Bright, colourful, clip-on cord tags to make it easy to identify all your various electronic device cords.
Hanging,rotating, carousel style closet storage shelves MORE THAN DOUBLES STORAGE CAPACITY OF SIMILAR PRODUCTS ON MARKET!!
Self-propelled leaf hoover
Dentist Chair Patient communicator
Volume Recall Button
HANDLE IT - for Knives - An Easy Way to Add an Extra Handle to your Knife!
super tÃ©lÃ©
3D Laser Holographic Light Saber Projector:May the Quirky be with you.
Tangled jewelry? De-clutter that dresser surface & flip through accessories like a book. Think mounted jewelry organizer + poster rack.
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Skis B Gone - No Way!
Every longboarder wants his board to be unique! Instead of painting the bottom that no one ever sees, lets invent custom letter grip tape!
A glove, for everyday use, to keep one's palm from accidental and annoying selections while using the iPad or iPhone.
Wireless (App) Mini Speakers with Stretchy Band, partner with iPhone, slide easily over iPhone, wear around wrist,
E-learny
CyberProTexion-TM
Stuffed Blue Tooth Audio Enabled Toys a speaker inside a plush toy - play music or audio books to your child from your phone or computer!!!!
A new folding sled that is lightweight, easily portable, and easy to use!
Easily clean and store your garden tools. Introducing the Auto-Clean-N-Store. Garden tools with a smarter handle.
Ceiling fan heater
App enabled cover for small gardens when you think your area will have a frost.
Suitcase Organizer
This product will improve a hygienic dilemma every person has to deal with, cleaning the nasal passage.
A WRENCH. The Back up wrench is a tool to hold a back up ...
HomeCal
Laundry Bag for Sweaty Clothes
THIS SHOWER HEAD ALLOWS YOU TO BLEND ALL YOUR HAIR PRODUCTS WITH WATER INSIDE THE SHOWER HEAD, THEREBY
SAVING WATER AND UTILIZING 100%PRODUC
Locator Flag
My idea is to create a modern and sleak container that allows one to use paper grocery bags to collect and hide-away recyclable products.
Salsa on your Chip
CarSeat RainAway
Shower Curtain hook for your shower curtain hooks. No longer will your curtain separate from the shower wall while you are showering.
When staying in a hotel is frustrating having to watch streaming TV on my ipad or laptop with a big screen tv in the room.
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) with Moulded Hook for Oven Handle, Hook and mitt always have your mitts at hand with the hook over 200 votes !so far
Computer Cell Phone Eye Glasse
Throw Rug in a Box-stacks of lightweight textile rug squares, with finished edges, that jigsaw interlock, you can custom design your rugs.
A Bluetooth microphone that converts speech to texted shopping list, with an option to touch screen photograph operated instead.
Create custom shelving for your kid's closet in minutes...not hours! No hardware or hard work. ;-)
Rotating, reflective jewelry tower - this rotating tower features an elegant geometric design and drawers for beautiful and spacious storage
all in one baby high chair
A DVD shelf with LED illumination. DVDs selected over an App are illuminated by the LEDs in selectable colours to find them fast.
iPhone Holder with external Speaker for bicycle handlebar. Comes with turbine and dynamo for charging
An ergonomic sleeping pillow made from silicone that fills with air, replacing pillows that deflate or flatten out too easily.
Six stages of IMAGINATION (intoxication)(click on pamphlet)
Broom &amp; Duster
This Elastic "Container Collar" holds ALL (or some) of your measuring spoons on ANY container you need them for. Simple &amp; Cheap!
Mixing bowls with a handle on the bottom and gasket on the rim. Use to keep food warm, keep bugs out, cover baked goods, rest grilled meat
Cold Air Leakage Locater
Lamp Shade with removable scented Lamp Shade Liners - Heat of light bulb emits scent to fragrance room. Color options and machine washable.
iShowOff Iphone Case!! Now use a textured iPhone case to show off your style! The case shows the design imprint through your jeans!!
No-pull electronic dog collar
The Bike/Stroller pouch
Leg Saver
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Nail Polish Skin Protector â€“ Accurately paint your Nails not your Skin â€“ Reusable and Disposable
Pocket Scissors
Hard plastic bracelet with inside padding which holds hair ties, giving easy access to them w/o cutting off circulation.
Child Tracker
Caraoke, Karaoke for your car!
Baby boomers-retiring but not dead! A lap desk for our iPads, cell phones, and Starbucks! Fits on walker, pulls forward w/drawer or pocket.
This is QUBE. Be creative, DRINK outside the BOX! 77 V/V ratio... let's make it happen!
The Jewelry Diary. It's a lockable photo album-style jewelry holder.
I wish for people no matter what race,religion,or sex to be healthy. Drinking water called "VITALITY" water in a new form.
pantalon pluie rÃ©tractable
App-Enabled Cooling Ipad Mini Shell Case {Using GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jets (DCJ) which are as Thin &amp; Small as a Credit Card}
I would like to create a locator app.This app would be connected to my convertor, car keys, and ipod. When lost just push find.
A personal electric AIR CONDITIONED SHEET for the summer,that would have battery capabilities. ala electric heating blankets for winter.
Throw Like A Pro With Pro Passer!!!!!!!!!!!! Learn How To Throw The Perfect Pass !!!!!!
Oil and Vinegar dispensing salad tongs
Dual ipod/smartphone headphones. One line, four ear buds. Line would bifurcate at at spool, about 18-24"eighteen inches from earbuds.
A rod for hangers with a built in channel system which causes hangers to rotate allowing for more space.
Wonder Lemon Squeezer
The Lazy Shoesan - A plastic wheel stores shoes under your bed. Slide it's edge out and rotate to easily find any shoe. Save closet space.
Multiuse device, iPhones sanitizer kills 90.9% of harmful germs health, by UV light. Spaying and impregnate your favorite perfume
Stop portes qui claquent
Wearable Electric Tile Brush
picapate
Solar Powered Christmas Candle
A light switch or plug switch that has a built in timer and would have to be switched off and back on after a preset amount of time.
poignee sonore pour velos
Beautiful Contemporary Chair. Has received allot of attention worldwide in a short time. Has already been called a Classic by leading Decor.
The Survival Sweater
HelmTalk
She-Fly Pants/Shorts/Skorts
Car Seat &amp; Console gap Trap
Clean Freak's Friend...Here's a gadget that will blast dirt and water from hard to reach places. Pesky crevices? No problem.
App-Enabled Cooling Ipad Shell Case {Using GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jets (DCJ) which are as Thin &amp; Small as a Credit Card}
App-tote bag
Poolside Quickdry is a portably dryer built like a door frame that activates when user steps inside.
Mini washer-dryer for muddy boots. Don't ruin your washing machine. Washing boots in the sink is not the best use of time (or the sink).
A reusable / refillable plastic juicebox with a straw - it would approximate the size and shape of the familiar cardboard juiceboxes.
Telescoping Shelf Unit on a Rail
E-Z Pour, tired of making a mess on your counter tops and inside your refrigerator? This device will take care of that problem for good.
Bedbug blocker: A disk with adhesive backing that can be conically affixed to the poles in hotel closets to keep bedbugs away.
A clip to hold Apple cord adapter to cord when not in use. So adapter will not be lost and will be easily found when needed.
external sensor that detects signal from emergency vehicles interrupting radio with emergency message to driver
A simple toilet roll hook allowing you to place extra roll and hook it onto your toilet roll holder, no more fuss while toilet paper's out
HAND- HELD VACUUM PET GROOMER
Personalized Cellphone Case
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Customizable Bumper Sticker - Instant OLED Bumper Sticker - Display What You Want Instantly Form Your Phone To Suit Your Mood
Fitted Comforter And Top Sheets Great For Adults And Kids RESUB
A doorstop that's easy to remove by 1/4 turn or held by magnet, multiple colors ( designer)or match interior. Clean floors easily.
A shell on the moniter, that you can put your phone , pad or memo on it .
An app enabled digital picture frame that display moving pictures like Harry Potter
Pill Popper
!!! A Quirky version of a OPEN-ENDED PANT HANGER
Digital Bookmark! Type in your page number before closing the book, and you won't lose your page even if the bookmark slips out.
NEVER STRUGGLE PUTTING RUBBER BOOTS ON, just collapse and wear!
A toothbrush holder that hangs on the inside of a drawer in your vanity.
Baby nail clippers that are truly safe. Mine will feature a finger shield that is wedged between the baby's finger and the clippers.
Complex entrance hall wall caddy! Improved RESUBMIT of the popular magnetic keyholder from UC with new awesome features.
Knotted iphone headphone wires. Yes there are gadgets to solve this, but we tend to leave those things behind when we leave the house...
Re-usable Thick Cling Wrap
Spray/Pour Head for your Bottles. Use it for dinner, during sports activity, gardening
A simple modification of typical kitchen hand graters which eliminates the mess and annoyance of the food item entangling with the grater.
Radio controlled toggle switch. Wheel rim modified to engage toggle. Receiver stripped, can be decorated to go with the decor of any room.
two way spoon, half is small size and other half is bigger
Display your family, pets, or other interests on your vehicle using a small electronic display. A solar panel will supply the power.
Stop mischievous children from unplugging your electronics with a simple elastic plug holder. Keep your children (and electronics) safe!
Double sided plate
FoodPour: Turn any bag into an easy to use pouring and storage system. Lock the freshness in. No more torn bags or scoops with FoodPour
A flexible yet rigid loop that will hold wire pairs side by side or fold to make a circle.
Color Changing Smart Headbands
Siri in any room of the house
100% natural spray that eliminates under arm odor in a pump bottle. water, witch hazel, aloe, lemon essential oils
Changing the music volume (because of traffic, changing environmental noise) while running is a hassle, not any more, Runne(a)rphone's here
under arm pad The idea is some type of thin pad to stick it to your shirt for getting the under arm deodrant or sweat out of your shirt.
Wart remover
A storage/step ladder - Reach the top shelf without having to drag a nearby chair or buying a bulky stepping stool.
Diaper Dispenser for clean diapers and think of PEZ candy with an added foot pedal. The diapers will go in like the candy!
Turn your existing sponge into a dish scraper. Scraper slides over sponge. Multi edges based on what you are cleaning. Air dries sponge too
HERE is an idea. Lets make a clip for your cheaters. eye glasses
Grow Plate
Ultimate Dog Door Mat - Over sized,super absorbent interior door mat cleans and dries your dogs feet to keep those carpets and floors clean!
The solar-purse
coupe pommes en tranches
StoveMagic---BBQ flame pan
Convenient car buckle that saves time and frustration when trying to get your children buckled to go. They can now do it themselves,easily!
Towel squeezer - twister
Dough riser
Moody bulb
If you have a hard time with languages and learning takes to much time, this is the right device for you. Better than Rosetta Stone!
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Oven with App that turns on the oven to preheat to desired temperature from anywhere as well as remote cooking timer &amp; addl safety features.
Automatic UV Sterilization for Your Carpet
Shower Power
The Q Strap,a Velcro cord strap. Various colors, double sided Velcro, adjustable, removable, and can be used over and over again.
sirocaps
Make use of GE's available technologies to create the smallest, strongest, affordable gps chips for personal and public use.
A fruit wipe to sell at gas stations where fruit is sold. It removes pesticides and cleans the fruit in a small hand wipe.
IPHONE/ANDROID SELF PORTRAIT/VIDEO WAND Don't let your arm be the star of your self portraits and videos
Would'nt it be great to get all the leaves off the top of your pool in minutes even after a wind storm or hurricane.
Jewelry CHESS! That's right no typo here, it's a jewelry chest AND you can play chess. It folds in half for easy travel and has a bag too.
The belt~llet is for the outdoorsy type man on the go who likes to move lightly and in style.Width of credit card, detachable, dual-purpose
Pocket Boom
The spIder is a spider like handheld Ipad holder &amp; Stand.
Is it a table? Is it a rack? It's neither and both and everything in between. It's a simple versatile solution to your limited space
Magnetic Collector A device for collecting and movement small parts (needles, small screws) operating on the basis of magnetic attraction.
Uni-shovel
My invention is an integral clip moulded into the earpiece of your glasses frame to hold them securely in your shirt pocket
BBQ Grill is shaped &amp; looks like a Hamburger. This could either be a Regular sized Grill or a Mini Tailgate Grill or made in both sizes.
Make your own Disinfectant wipes and save money while being a little greener.
Fitted Sheet Folder
Here's my idea, be gentle. Simply- a remote controlled wastepaper basket for hospital rooms, seniors, and those unable to be mobile.
A screwdriver with changeable bits,and a built-in knife come with blades.
iPhone cases are too bulky and don't have a place to wrap the headphones. This case solves both problems.
My idea is a 90 degree laser level that inserts onto the corner of a picture frame.
jewelry store, it's a basic jewelry storage equipment, where you place your jewelry neatly in it's own designed jewelry place e.g.watch.
A clothes drying rack that has locking hinges to allow it to change shape to adapt to needs and space.
2 pillows in 1
LED Glow bulb. 30 second delay after the light switch is turned off. It would enable a person to turn off the light and safely leave a room.
Heart extractor
Vegetable Ninja
app enabled mechanical massage chair
Wrist straps for furniture moving. Alleviates strain on hands, rubber blocks grip small ledges. Adjustable so you can lift from any height.
Sunglasses are expensive if dropped in a water they are gone they don't float till now small bright inserts that keep them a float
Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
A BB-sized mineral pill when added to a gallon of cheap distilled water would reconstitute it into one of the world's great waters.
The New Pegboard - Behind the Door Plastic Tile Closet Organizer - Easily Holds a Variety of Accessories - Can be Customized for any Space
App enabled motion detector for backing of car (detects motion in back and under the car) and alerts with pic of moving object
A case that has a holder on a the back for earphones designed like a tape measure so you can pull out or take in the amount of cord needed.
Clip-On Umbrella Fan! Stay cool outdoors in smoldering heat and even in direct sunlight! Get instant shade and a cool breeze.
See comments below, please.
The spYke (aka Porcupine)
It is time to redesign the kitchen sink! Or at least the plumbing. Sink plumbing is cumbersome and takes up an enormous amount of space.
Plug Folding Wall Mount: So you charge your devices without long wires hanging from the wall to another table
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A teddy bear iPad carrying case for kids that's fun, easy to carry, and it also attaches to the headrest, and stroller
Smart Orthotics
Automatic Coffee Maker Thermos
DISPOSABLE DOGGIE YARD - stay away a little longer with disposable potty "turf"
Safety First! WINK Secure Battery Disposal Box. App-enabled - keeps it secure &amp; childproof!
To end the strugle, man vs flea(on pets) the "flea-line",6" adhesive tipped wand to pluck fleas off pets. So easy, touch, flea sticks, gone.
a GOOD, SIMPLE, & CHEAP idea. A koozie that will make your beverage colder.
A quick, easy, clip on labeling system that seamlessly (but not permanently) clips onto your cords?
The hook-holster for your bottles. The end of having to wait for the fluid to come out
A candle holder that continuously spins while also shifting the weight of the candle to improve even burning of the candle.
test
GRABBIT
No more dried and withered contact lenses! This case moisturizes your contacts automatically when you close the cap. Save $$$ and hassle!
MINI FUTSAL LUNCH BOX COMBO
A modular computer footrest and stand. Environment friendly, disability, child conscious. Artistic opportunities for foortrest and stand!
X-Drive Memory
Trio-Tray
Screw Gripping Screwdriver
Remove hair from carpet or other floors before vacuuming - Easier to clean and preserves the life of your vacuum and its belts and parts
Tinker stand, the simplest, smallest and coolest stand for your tablet or smartphone that may second as your earphone wrapster.
Modular kids rock climbing wall.
YO-SPOON Tired of your yogurt cup falling when placing it on the table with spoon inside? (works for all silverware)
Night-light bed post Toppers. Touch Activated. Recharge by plugging each topper into a (4) post Charging dock.
Swivel Toaster, a fun new way to get your toasted bread without burning your fingers.
A popsicle holder with grip that is easy for kids to hold. Round "dish" at the bottom to catch drippings. Dishwasher safe, easy to clean.
Pink Tape strips that exfoliate wrinkles, dry tired skin, and flakey skin, from acne or sun damage
IForgot
RAIN GUTTER POWER GENERATORS - Add these modules to your gutters and they will generate power when water will flow down through them.
Attachment for kitchen faucets to allow water to come out soapy and sudsy. No need for separate pumps, wasted dish soap, or spilled soap.
Decorative Play Sheet
DON'T FORGET THE BABY
attach a shelf, a cupboard, a tent or a painting? It is not easy to make the holes in the wall lined up right? i have the solution!
Electronic pool alarm that alerts when children are playing in a pool when they touch the water, before they get in. No splashing required.
My idea involves wrist/ankle-straps that attach to both your wrists or ankles, with a rubber resistance band that is attached at both ends.
Multi-Course Microwave Stand
My idea is a warming blanket you can use over and over again by just refilling the pockets on the blanket with 18 hr warmers.
Tooth Fairy pillow. Pillow 1/3 to 1/2 size of a standard pillow, shaped like a tooth, with a pocket on it for tooth/money exchange.
Ultimate bathroom mirror fog remover. No heaters, no coating..just peel the fog away!! Simple and Reusable
The Ultimate Dish Drain
Re- writable smart phone case. Express yourself
STORE your stuff at the RIGHT HEIGHT! ROOM BELOW for your sweater or purse! QUICK RELEASE! The last car organizer you will ever buy
Never step into a scalding hot or icy cold shower again.
Sun shade for front and back automobile windshield
Iphone-MacBook Pro charging and integration system.
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Pivot Power Mini Genius! It would be a compact, wall mounted smart power supply. Leave at home or take it with you!
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple mechanical timer and you have marker that will close itself.
Helping leg
In shower razor sharpener - Every stroke as smooth as the first!
Inverted Bucket
Child in Car Alarm
Peggy Hook - versatile organizing solution for use in bathroom, in kitchen, and inside fridge.
Pan w/ color changing handle
Dirty dish cabinet
A new design on the same old ice tray.
6"by6"hard rubber backed squares with pocket on top for any picture you want in them.
Un dispositivo en forma de ARO que se coloca ATRAVES O SOBRE el toldo (sombrilla)para aumentar la amplitud de la sombra.
An internet based pet feeding/treating system that works with a camera for pet lovers to care for their pets away from home.
Casserolle de prÃ©cision
This product is the solution to never having to give your dry clean only pants or shirts the "smell test" before wearing them. Perfect 4 QVC
Kids you'll love a "PHENAKISTICSCOPE". This toy takes your drawings, makes them move and come alive.
Keep your jewelry safe from scratches and tangles at the gym or while traveling with this small accordion style jewelry "file" pouch!
Stop it Coming and Going. Multi-function top of door stopper.
sun block driving gloves
I have created an easier solution for the older population to start their small engines( lawnmowers, small tillers, weedwackers etc)
Wire honeycomb. Comes in different shaped segments that can be attached and customized to fit in your closet.
Dog bed tent
Merrick Magnetic Motor
ANGELBOT - Home Sentry Drone
Individual flip-flop footprints. Design your own beach footprints. Rearrange letters and symboles.
I have an idea for a simple accessory that boosts up your phone's volume 20%. Without using up your battery or having to carry speakers.
The collar guard. Protect your shirt collar while travelling the globe on a long flight or journey
Cord Coil Wraps-Stretch Them, Bend Them and Coil Your Cords Together!
A power strip that has multiple individual power switches for each outlet in addition to the main strip power switch.
Testing
The Buckle BuddieÂ© a true hands free wallet, an innovative, sleek, compact, versatile, and inconspicuous little belt buckle
PASTA POT
Attachable Coaster so you don't have to keep coasters around the house to protect your furniture
Would You Like a "Quirky" Mug? (Q-Mug)
A simple stirring wand that rotates as you move the handle up and down.
Musical memory game
When The Sounds Around You Go Up, The Volume On Your TV Adjusts Automatically! An App Enabled Smart Sound Equalization Device.
Electric hand bracelet
Super Charge
Doggie Paw Wipes
The Java Hinge allows you to pour milk in your coffee without removing the lid. Using the java hinge prevents contact w germs on counters.
Reverse Answering Machine
**RESUBMITTED** The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
collapsible or zip-around suction cup grip for iPads, everyone knows ipads are not the easiest things to hold on to. "iGrip
The Bunk-Bed Movie Theatre
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PowerLinks! Snap together, lengthen and shorten to your desire. Put the plug links where you need them. Roll up or take apart for storage.
Hide a shelf
Steamer, StickIt, Steamette
MacBook laptop bag! Black polyester outer shell with gray canvas centers. 11" Macbook Air shown, would also fit 13" Air and 13" MacBook Pro.
A case for the iPad and iPhone that charges both, and has built-in stand. Makes using them while charging more convenient.
The Wise-Hammer is a hammer with a built in stud sensor in the handle. 2 in 1 tool. Patent no. 6978503
Tired of buying a new cellphone after dropping it and screen cracks try the new rubber grill cover.
A household recycling bin, with dividers (paper, plastic, aluminum) making it easier to organize for yourself and the collectors.
Security video camera like an apple.
Protect your table while working on hobby, craft or DIY projects. Cut resistant, waterproof movable work space. Rolls up for easy storage.
Magnetized board designed to look like a picture frame for your keys that hangs on your wall. Throw them on & never lose your keys again!
CANDY CANE ICICLE LIGHT HOLDER DOESN'T REQUIRED USE OF TAPE,TWISTIES TIES,TO FASTEN 2 SECTIONS OF CANE .PATENT
NUMBER D489,477S
Vacuum compressible shelving for easy storage and use.
Device to use the residue
A curling plastic/rubber coil that grips together 2 to 12 cords at a time.
A simple battery saving flashlight.
Bike light, sound and lock
A throwable Camera Ball with multiple lenses will shoot amazing 360Â° panoramic pictures/videos and revolutionize the way we take pictures
Perma-Shock-Stop tennis racquet shock stopper that wonâ€™t fly off again and again
USB Big Red (Refresh) Button. When your computer is acting up or slow, and you just need something to smack to get it going. Great gift
Odor and Wetness absorbed easily with this material. Shake onto the bottom of your trash can. No more smelly wet trash can.
The Holiday Trumpet
GE Patent #US6061388-To Be Adapted For Use In Direct Communication Between Emergency Vehicles And Private Vehicles. GE Said,"Think Big!" OK!
Adaptable power strip cable
FINALLY! - "Taco Topper Station" - All-in-One complete taco condiment PREP &amp; SERVING station!
aoisdjg oiajsdgo ijadsogij asd
Going out for the day with your child? Bring just one dose of liquid medicine with you (for allergies, pain relief, cough, etc.).
Mammie Jellies
Distance controlled video chat "dildo" attached to iphone.
Selfease
Climbing Camera mount. Lets your camera climb up poles/trees!
Floyd Rose Alignment tool! A small 2 metal piece tool that can help us tune and restring our FR guitar at ease.
A security box for tv remotes that goes on the wall.
Boogie board meets wagon meets human powered Skimster! Grab the strap and race down the surfs edge as the kids hold on and smile. See video!
A pneumatic spoon that delivers just the right amount of milk to the spoon head.
Combine a frisbee with a bouncing ball to get a fun toy you can both throw like a frisbee but it bounces too - a bouncing frisbee
As you sleep, "Pillow Buds" allow you to listen to audio in one ear while your other ear is tuned into your surroundings.
Toothpaste Glider
Juggle Master 3000
This attachment for ladies shoes will protect their heels from rubbing so they don't have to wear band-aids..
Pillow Placer
my product is an updated version of the dryer ball it dries your clothes a lot faster so it saves energy which means it saves money and time
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terry cloth elastic headband attached to a car seat with velcro on the sides of the car seat and velcro on the ends.
Find Gold, Silver &amp; other precious metals using your Smartphone! Just attach your Smartphone to this new Metal Detector Shaft and Screen.
The Sound Sleeve
Smart Hood
Alarm Clock Fan
Sweat-wicking bicycle grip
Multi functional minimalist cooking utensil that : barbecues, fries, cuts, scrapes, scoops, stirs, flips, pivots and picks up like tongs.
The Volcano Game - Rescue the exporers things from the Volcano without it errupting
A travel suitcase that will get you to the beach faster with two unique features; A detachable cooler and a fully detached beach chair.
Fishing hook made of 'dissolving suture' material... ReSub to share Pre-eval team's feedback, thanks again for votes and support! Best!
Telescope clothes hanger pole. It would have an easy push release button to make it easy to expand and to put away.
phone slider
A chewed gum collector used by waiters/waitresses in restaurants. It will help keep tables sanitary and also help service the customers.
Floating shoe rack for flat & high heeled shoes. Two options. Take a look @ pictures. Please mention your fave design in the comment section
Never have a dead phone, Mp3 player or GPS battery again!!!Plug in and charge on the go.Great for camping,business,Students or working out
The Hidden Wrapping Station
PowerWrapOutlet&amp;USB combines power strip &amp; USB charging / powering features into a product that can be laid or draped over a table, cabinet
Mobile phone power-sharing
Turn small bar soaps which householders throw away into homemade liquid hand soap with a chemical found in lotion.
Sheath for Kids
Popcorn and Chips dispenser for clean hands while using the T.V. Remote,mouse and keyboard
Mini Bar Mixer Station! Have dozens of options for cool flavors and drinks mixers. Have the coolest party in town
What did my kids say when they were sleep talking?
as a mechanic with the introduction of metric tools,its always been a problem of keeping them separate.An identification system is needed
Attractive inexpensive IPAD mounting Jacket w/ optional zoom lense allows for better camera and video funtion. For use w/ standard tripod.
Collapsible FLOWER pot = Transfer/transplant your POTTED flowers/plants easily
pre-sized see thru sealable pockets(w/thin foam pieces option to hang/post to) to stick on velcro pages in a binder that can be folded/hung.
Adjustable Earphones. The Silicone Rubber adjusts to all standard ear sizes for optimized comfort and listening. No more lost rubber tips!
Pop Up Clipboard Light. (Simple & Novel)
Block the sun when you move the visor to the side (door) window fill thegap that lets the sun shine thru.
Double the space in your closet by reducing how much room all those clothes take up! Use a closet curtain!
Headphone to Aux
Head and Aux
candles with self lighting wicks, have an ignitor and a pre soaked wic and at a push of a button the candle is lit,
Today I feel... Quirky! Tshirt
The Springnata is the 1st Personalized, Reusable, Launching Pinata Game. Checkout working prototype. Every child gets candy GUARANTEED!!!
The Four Phones
A stainless-steel mesh cover for a wine glass, conical shape ('vietnamese hat') preventing insects (eg fruit flies) and debris from entering
Ceiling fan wall switch that has a built-in thermostat. Allows you to set fan speed based on temperature and/or time of day.
RESUB-Glow in the Dark Wall Picture Frames. Colorful, Fun &amp; Trendy. Great for Kids, Teens, and College Students.
Ever been driving with the radio/music on (most people do), and get surprised that an emergency vehicle is on a potential collision course?
Bond Bowl
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USB Hub photo cube. Mix style and functionality
Electronic resturant menu
NO MORE CRUMBS between your car seats.NO MORE Disappearing personal objects in those black holes between your car seats.Color coordinated..
Moulded spinal heating pad
Take your old soap bits and create a brand new full sized bar of soap in 2 simple steps! What was old, useless soap is NEW AGAIN!
Resub. Got Kombucha? Brew Your Own. The Naturally Effervescent Tea Drink. Let's Save $ by Making Our Own @ Home.
POWERED STEP LADDER CADDY. Nobody likes going up/down a ladder especially if you are on high step ladder just to unplug power/change tools
Automatic glass faÃ§ade washing machine with steam principle.Only one in the world with this system.This is a good idea to invest.
A wrist band to remind us to take a minute several times a day to breath, relax. Preset to vibrate several times throughout the day
Laser Air Tag
cold/hot temporary food storage, bag-in-bag style w/o the bulkiness of traditional lunch/picnic bags for everyday,travel, hiking or camping.
A portable folding reclining armchair with an insulated zipped cooler hanging from each arm, a zipped compartment on the back and underneath
EuroScrub Exfoliating Bath Scrubber 3 Piece Set: Back Scrubber, Safety Mat/Foot Scrubber,& Beauty Mitt
WATER BOTTLE WITH A 1 INCH COMPARTMENT THAT YOU CAN PUT YOUR VITAMINS, MEDS,LOCKER KEY, ETC. LATCH EASY TO
OPEN AND REMAINED LOCKED
Cartoon Character or Animal Inspired Toaster W/Breadbox by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
An iPhone app that allows the user to change colors and shapes of text message bubbles.
Beach Twist is a updated version of traditional twister playable anywhere.
Shadow Play for Pets
Curling Irons Wall Holder
a Clear thick plastic floor covering that will cling to any floor covering. tear of one layer at a time, clean new unmarked floor.
Create a poster/board which is created out of a small meshing which can have pins stuck in to it which will allow for the jewelry to hang on
Remote control mouse kitty toy with a treat on it! Make her work for it! Natural instincts.
Wallets are bulky and there are a lot of people out there looking for a THIN wallet , my keychain product does away with wallets entirely.
Miniature robotic leaf blower, installed on remote control cart, GPS &amp; app enabled, cleans your pavement and yard, automatically.
Tsunami Proof RV
inflatable pool/sea mat with high quality deep ocean view or turn to a water bed or turn to an underwater toy
Minimalist Q clip/BLUETOOTH holder. Like Minimalist Quirky clip/Headset but for a Bluetooth + CHARGE YOUR PHONE &amp; YOUR BLUETOOTH
TOGETHER!
App-enabled Tabletop Tripod works together with your camera. Take time-lapse photos and videos, plus use your phone as a camera remote.
Google Glass Storage
The Grease Trap
Ladder on powered wheels
Life saving emergency watch
Selfie Stick/Tripod Combo
Come in play with Andy. This a big 15 feet tan dog with brown spots all over him in he has dark brown big hanging ears.
People mover for amusement parks, lakes, airport terminals, train stations, anywhere a great distance needed to cross or travel
This is a cable clip that utilizes a modular mounting system attach to various surfaces.
Travel Buddy
Rethink The Paper Lunch Bag. If You Choose Paper Make It Easier To Go Green. Paper Bag With Paper Pockets So You Don't Need Plastic Wrap
Rakefork
A fire blazes out of control. Too hot for firefighters. Enter the orb extinguisher. Load it with fire retardant and send into the blaze.
Ultra Low-profile window fans
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Spin Towel is paper towel replacement system which uses detachable, washable, towels and fits within a standard paper towel roll holder.
Car security
Signal Boosting Beach Umbrella
Adjustable USB Charger
Shoe laces that Audio Teach your child to tie their shoes with common sing along songs. Kids can learn to tie their shoes &amp; have fun too
A chair with wardrobe (laundry hamper) for apartments where you need to optimize space, but can also be a box to store objects or shoes.
Smart Grocery Bag-Knot Device
App enabled thermometer for cooking. Monitor the temperature of your food. Resub
Tender bottoms
The Couch Mouse Pad :For a wireless mouse when there is no room on the table.Strapes to your leg w/ nylon strap w/ velcro fastener
A heated shoe stretcher for leather shoes. No more thick socks and a hair dryer.
Smart toy for your smart phone! Great interactive toy for your baby/toddler! *Prototype and Video* APPS,APPS,APPS advertising for Quirky!
Upper Body WORKOUT! Exercise your upper body to total fitness. Upper core &amp; arm workout. The Sheet are also Mats to lay on. BUILT IN TIMER
Portable water bottle with two separable sections about a central "seam" to facilitate cleaning.
Mom booth
A small homing device, attachable to an object that one tends to lose. Upon activation from remote control, a noise sounds to aid location.
A skinny pillow.I sleep on my stomach and pillows raise my head to high.I need a pillow with half the filling.Can make pillow cases too
Who likes to clean rims of toilet bowls underneath the toilet seats? I have developed a disposable scented toilet bowl rim liner!!!
This is a Self-Lighting Beeswax Wick for smoking tobacco and herbs. Simply slip your lighter in the sleeve and enjoy chemical free smoking.
A bread toaster that is built into a counter with a lid that closes flush to counter and disables any functionality with digital controls
In the e-world, one uses dating and marriage sites to find their match. Lets make this happen in the physical world
This board puts a whole new spin on fitness. View the video and see for yourself!
CHERIE! OUR BED IS MOVING!System is placed under feet of bed and allows movements for the following functions: sleep, wake, pitching, etc.
special ink that glows as a thermal reaction when you pass your fingers over it
An at home eyelash/brow semi-permanent color dye kit with an easy to use gentle formula with lasting color up to four weeks per application.
INDOOR MOTION DETECTOR ALARM
The "Soap Saver"! A NEW device to save all those soap pieces you end up with in the bath. A soap "panini" press w changeable plates, BAM!
Flash Drive or Hard Disk? You won't have to choose anymore! Build your own modular Flash Drive Hard Disk
Disposable cutting boards
Socks Laundry Mesh: So you don't have to spend time pairing your socks together after laundry
1 toilet problem, Urine Splash.. "No Splash" is the total solution to urine splash, odor and calcium deposits from urinating in toilets.
Full in the blank book app
Wireless Wrist band speakers, App enabled partner with iDevises (iPhone) Simple Fun Wearable Speakers, for sounds on the go.
Play Kitchen App control
Cast Aid Drone Fishing Tool
Venus Housefly Trap
Stylus geared towards tablet devices. Has a pen-click function providing a duel large and fine tip surface, and easily switch between them.
An all in one Collapsible Ice chest, Canopy, and storage unit;One that would work beach or poolside. Folds to the size of a small suitcase.
Magbee. -Magnetic Frisbee
Luggage combo, consisting of backpack, briefcase and wheeled bag with joints to attach to each other. Flexibility for different travel needs
Ever wanted to know if the canned good you're buying is good? The transparent "watch window" lets you "see" into the can or container.
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(RESUBMIT)Conductive Corner Credit Card Accessory. STICKS to your credit card. No more touching screens or pens with GERMS! Over 220 votes!
Normal Button
RESUB--The Swivel Hanger. Changes from small to large hanger easily. Child to Adult Hanger simplified. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
HAND HELD SIGNAL DEVICE
Fun and affordable LED Projection System for your home.[VIDEO] Impress your friends and neighbors next holiday with a stunning light show.
Briquettes / Log Maker
Cutting Board Bowl
A Chain cover tube , made of clear plastic so you can see your necklace. Slip your chain or pearls in the flexible tube , bend and clasp.
Facebook Blocking and Unblocking Notifier
Conference Room Table Whiteboard. Marker board on lazy-susan So team at conf table can collaborate without getting up from the table!
Durable dog toy, with a hard rubber head. Interchangeable body extends toy life and offers pet some fun variations.
Bumper for corner or any area
Plastic bottle shrinker
Make use of GE's available technologies to create the smallest, strongest, affordable gps chips for personal and public use.
many times when cleaning blinds they are really difficult to clean.
A straw with a water filter located inside of it, for clean and pure drinking anywhere at any time.
Updated: Receiver Hitch for Bicycles, attach accessories quickly.90% Vote 3 months ago. 95% this time, New Pivot concept image
Double Trouble Shot Glass. Prefilled energy shot just add alcohol.
Watch Out Below! This AC Adjustable bar stabilizes and secures your window air conditioning unit. I need one of these badly! Resub
Collapsible Broom. Storage is an issue especially when its partner, the dustpan, is so small. Why should the broom be larger than dustpan?
RESUB: Quirky Bangle has exceeded expectations: Line extensions: Molds for rings/pendants/earring molds/barrettes/cool belt buckles/beads
Clip-Cut-Serve, the perfect cut. A clip with an integrated cutter for those pesky bags with cereal, chips etc. fresh and easy.
(RESUBMIT) Pamper your dog while you bathe them
The Ultimate Cooler
Pantone/CYMK Color Player
Tired of carrying tons of stuff to the beach and then forgetting something? How about bringing the portable beach party back pack.
Universal Remote control with Alarm system. (Remote control + Activation button)
FlexiCoil: The Quick-Twist Cord Wrap
Hi John: CONFIDENTIAL - For Job application purposes only: Door Mountable Towel Rack with extendable towel rods for maximum use of space.
Online Air Conditioner
Create a molded plastic insert to fit the standard tub/shower that will provide an even and stable surface to stand on. Preventing falls.
The Super Sweeper
Craving Colander. A snack size colander/container. Rinse,snack from,&amp; store fruit/vegies w/one container. No waiting on water to drain
I created a disposable hand warmer that covers and heats your entire hand. I figured out how to radiate heat to the palm and the fingers.
An ergonomically designed iPad grip and stand providing the most comfortable and secure way to hold your iPad.
Pop Up Crevice Cleaner 2 in 1
Talking dog tags
Fed up with burnt sausages under your oven grill, Lets make a small timed automatic sausage turner! Also works for Hot DOGS!
WINK - APP Enabled Steering Wheel Cover. Place Many Vehicle, Audio, Phone Functions Right At Our Fingertips.
LED Ice Lollipop Lightsabre Moulds for Kids : Make your own lollipops with LEDS up the middle. Handgrip controls sounds &amp; LEDs.
Printing keyboard
Trash Cans You Can Drain
MESH BOILER STEAMER STRAINER
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Charger tip cover
Golf Club hand warmer grip! Golfers can now hold a warm golf club in colder climates with or without the use of golf gloves.
CAR SUN BLOCKER
Reserve toilet paper
The Zipper Upper
Cat bath &amp; Medication Suit
Good Neighbor
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
Jewelry IN A BOOK, on the go, quick to find. Customize the pages, add images, and personalize the book.
Handi-Gloves.Tools at the tips of your fingers! Fits like a second skin!
Build a mailbox with a sliding tray, making it easier to retrieve. For mailboxes already established, create an easy to install slider.
Puppy potty caller
floating pool toy - Prisoner ball
My devise will stop the spread of droplet infections broadcast by coughs and sneezes. Its cheap, easy to use and disposable.
iPhone Speaker &amp; Microphone Case with Clearer Sound. Improves Music and Speaker Phone Conversations. Could also be app-enabled.
Universal retractable device for any plug-NEW Prototype (Idea submitted months ago-Sim. kickstarter product got funded 254% this month!)
A remotely deployed vehicle bumper protector
The Smart Toilet
Paint your mood with this mp3/iPod docking station!
An ode to my wife - photo corner pins. Put photos and papers on a bulletin board without making pin holes.
BreathEasy is a sleeping aid in case of blocked noses that allows you comfortable breathing through the mouth.
Heated Cutting Board - Because nobody likes to eat cold meat at a party, BBQ, or ANYWHERE! Get Warm,Delicious, mouthwatering, Juicy Meat!!!
Permanent Babytalk Digital Recorder. Never miss your baby's first words, ever again.
a beach chair that swirls around. Instead of the four legs one center pole and a round base that has the mechanics to turn.
iPhone Case with Retractable and Expandable Ear Buds
Swivel-Bowls: Clean Dirty Fruit In Just A Few Twists &amp; Turns! (See Diagrams &amp; Designs For Details) RESUB.
OVA 's unique egg shell design protects your bling on the road. Pivoting drawers of every size provide safe storage for all size pieces.
Shaker Cup Bottle Liner
Hungry after playing the beach, grill some burgers and hot dogs with cooler combo grill, easily expand grill from bottom of roller cooler
The Childrens Lunch Box Plate
Heat Shrink Floor Protection. Easy Safe Reuseable and Cheap!
I would like to suggest the case of round ear-phone string wrap and the transportation card holder.
This is a clasp that uses a larger than normal thumb operating mechanism on the dog leash clasp. It helps in cold weather or frisky dog.
Simple, effective cable organizer, compatible with various cable widths/lengths, lighted base brightens dark areas
CUP WARMER WITH HEAT GUARD
Zen Microwave Ovens:No doors,handles or buttons to push for simple living.App-zenabled.
Light processor for use in light computers and cell phones. Powered by Verizon fiber optic connection. No batteries. Less carcinogenic.
An ingenious expandable stick that helps you fit shirt sleeves in slim jacket arms, or boxer shorts in pants, without that annoying bulge
Pour mouthwash directly into your mouth with this mouth wash dispenser.
The new multipurpose Basket Buddy/Chillow. A comfy, fun, and easily portable seat and pillow combined for kids and adults ages 2-95.
Resubmit!Introducing the two bowl container.The two bowls screw together with a compartment that holds utensils.Great for moms on the go!
Easy way to get your eggs spread all over those delicious burek, bourekas, bagels, bread and pizza without the mess.
BIOMETRIC ANTI-THEFT CHAINS FO
No Mess Tuna Press." Extracts oil/water, works effectively, cleans easily, small/compact for storage, dishwasher safe, simple &amp; easy to use
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Modeled after the ever popular toy, the slinky, more so a robot than anything, the "RC SLiNKY" will usher in a new era of fun!
# RADIO SHACK SMART COPTER
Compartmentalize your hair care appliances. Protect your counter and your loved ones. Untangle those cords. Leave your home without worry.
Are you tired of buying disposable clothes for travel to prevent your whole suitcase from smelling like dirty laundry?
A cup cover with a compartment for milk, sugar,tea and chocolate in top of the cover.
A retractable power adapter for Apple laptops. Device would be feature the magSafe DC on one end & standard AC plug on the other.
CHARGE4EVER
A calorie counter app that can search restaurants around you and give you a list of meals available in order of their caloric value.
A Helping Hand
I want a refillable tabletop container for baby wipes that is stylishly designed, sturdy & will accept any refills from any brand of wipes!
Protectect yourself. Rethink eating out. Rim and utensil cleaner.
Put the accessories to the shoe helper and you can put your socks, your pants, and your shoes without bend your knees.
i-Boppie pillow lap stand------------most comfortable lap stand. Beds, couches, gaming, cars. Prop your elbows. Get cozy.
The handy jelly phone sling is a one handed phone accessory that is budget friendly fashion forward and useful for every smart phone user.
TiteShyt
Toilet Splash Preventor
Holiday lights camouflaged as trim molding to go around the eaves and windows of a house. When turned off, no one knows they are there.Resub
Fountain roller blind
The modern, portable jewelry box has arrived. Individual interlocking compartments with securing latches and foldability. Rear stands, too.
Anti drag trailer tail, inflatable polymer cone - to reduce the fuel consumption for up to 7%.
An app that tracks your golf ball on a golf course so you always know where it lands.
RÃ©gul'douche
The Glove: A koozie for makeup
Noble Element Tattoos
3-d printing for kids
mini color coded pin studs go into clothing labels to make matching clothes easier like suits ties and shirts,
A collapsable table tray that sticks to the side of your toilet so you can read, write, or have a place for your ipad or computer.
A device which reminds people that their child or pet is still in the car as they lock the doors and walk away, preventing needless deaths.
ScissorCaps
Put your headphone on this tubular contraption and turn it into a mighty speaker.
Hook up the hose, open the valve and wash away. You don't need to hold the hose or the dog! He runs away when you want him too!
Baby/Child Shower Head
Resub--The Broom Vacuum. 2 in 1 Sweeper Vacuum cleaning tool. More affordable version of the current models. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Leaf net
Plug this item into any wall outlet and it will convert your regular outlet plug into a multiple charging station.
Smart Home Message Board
Brush with retractable comb. Handle stores lip stick and eye shadow. Flip up handle lid has mirror. Storage in hollow brush head also.
Charge your car or phone in case of emergency or while parked at work with the Windshield Solar Charger!
Tire Blow Out is Imminent Alarm App on your iphone. For Nascar and others. Will save lives.
Neoprene Sleeve for Power Curl
My idea is a Cord Case
Need another outlet just POP one on! Q blocks. Sold in un-attached set of 20.
Seed Station
Kids Monster Detector. Kids sleep in their own bed and not the parents!
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Orange peeler
A lot of people have cordless drills. This is a kite winder that adapts to any cordless drill.
APP ENABLED COLOR CHANGING PURSE , WALLET,OR BILLFOLD. The technology is available.
Personalize Edible Party Favor
Jewelry organizer and travel bag, divides your everyday jewelry in three envelope type bags, carried them separately or together as one.
On Guard
a multi functional yoga mat that inflates on the edge to provide a flotation device while laying out.
Easily mountable "warm-up smart grid" to prevent snow/ice build up on automobile, traffic or outdoor lamps for enhanced safety.
A completely new and intuitive way to hold and use electronic tablet devices (e.g. Ipad) while on-the-go, at work, and at home.
Pop-Up Beach Towel with Anchor
FoldIt! is a clothing care system that is wall mounted. While not in use it can be folded up and hidden away by its decorative curtain
Wifi GFI
sous vide on the go
This device allows you to display your favorite logo or mascot on your athletic or casual shoes.
Power Pockets
They say millions of germs lurk around your kitchen, LETS ZAP EM, with a UV (ultra violet light) Kitchen Sanitizer.
A hands-free solution that allows you to enjoy your device by your bedside without the hassle of screws, bolts,clips,or adhesives.
Adjustable Range Caulk Gun 1
Case covered
Battery pack for cordless drills,drivers,saws,flashlights etc that has a six foot retractable AC power cord(110AC to DC voltage transformer)
swivel hitch
A hanger for your reusable shopping/grocery bags that attachs to a shopping cart.
My idea is for shelves that are collapsable and fit in your suitcase to keep clothes separate, folded, and remove the need to unpack.
The Stroller Sled
iWatch app-enabled, "battery case" &amp; "charging station"
I-Pad, NoteBook, Nook lap support
USB keyboard with blank circular keys that are more like flat buttons
Chub Rub Solution - roll on deodorant type item for thigh area that reduces chafing.
I have a dog training spray Stop!Quiet!Off! that stops barking and jumping up. Dogs don't like the smell and stop the behavior.
An interlock device which allows drivers to quickly and safely exit their vehicle without having to remove the key from the ignition.
Fresh Computer
#iPadMiniGrip is a case with a rubber slightly ridged back for securely gripping, holding of an iPad Mini. Don't drop it, grip it!
The SwitchBack
Make ANY headphones Wireless!
e-Shower
A solution to baby/security monitor static. We need monitors that network through a house's electric wiring.
I call it the "BOOGIE"!! It is a baby suction aspirator that comes apart for more sanitary cleaning.
Diner SmartPhone JukeBox
Robust travel jewelry case holds items in place to prevent damage or tangling, while looking sleek and coordinating with your iPad case!
Imp + App Enabled Raid Drive: Plug Your USB Flash Drives Into A Hub To Create A Central Drive! Hard Drive Storage Is Now Flexible!
Energy Saving Socket [ESS]
Protector for frying. Do not burn more. Adaptable to various utensils.
External padded sports helmets such as a football or hockey helmet
"TRU CUT" - hand saw guide
Sink-ease (pronounced: sinkies). A sink accessory. A storage solution for bathroom sinks. Basket with plastic storage case.
"INSTANT ERGO" - Arthritis makes holding small objects like pens difficult for 30 million with Arthritis. Heat-act plastic moldable sleeves.
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The answer to all Allen keys. no separate Allen keys, all in one tool.
Lost your luggage? Your bike? Your dog? Get "FINDER"- A GPS patch linked in your mobile or tablet that tells you where your belongings are!
Filtering Water System
Change the way you can make music just by using your body movements
Lock box for your Beach Umbrella! Secure all your valuables. Money-Phone-Keys -Ect. Clips and locks onto your beach umbrella
Business app
A multipurpose beach alarm clock,to help prevent over tanning and sunburn.
Smart Chip Reader Phone Case
#Pet Under the blanket! Over the blanket! Fleece or no fleece? Scratch pad? Cats change their preferences for napping places constantly.
LED floor mats / welcome mats / bathroom mats that light up when stepped on. Great way to find your way at night without disturbing anyone
EZ Learn Stencil Tablet
Magnetic car roof flag to help find car in crowded lot. Customized for theme (Disney for Disney World). Many options for uniqueness!
A family game for inventors â€“ Get Quirked!
Shoe-Cubby: Hang Your Shoes Like If They Were Clothes! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
submitting an idea for minimizing/controlling the amount of Mascara that comes out of the tube when you pull the brush from the container
Laptop Stand + Laptop Bag
Double Walled, Air Insulated, Microwave/Dishwasher Safe, Stain Resistant Plastic. Next Generation of Tupperware. Pics are proof of concept.
The Hydration Station: A revolutionary take on your average water filter.
Create your own food chain! Link animal heads together or make them consume each other completely!
Smart Grill,Smoker w/clear lid
Control this alarm clock radio simply by sliding your finger anywhere across it! Forget fumbling for tiny buttons - just swipe.
Filter coffee paper bulldog clip. Convert any electric water kettle into an instant coffee / tea / herbal infusion maker.
Double Earphones
Watering the Christmas tree can be tricky!I've got the solution Check it out!Please see other photos (re-submitted)
take five
Whole House/Apt.air freshener/santizer.Placed in return air a/c system.Air Activated
Smart Plant Watering System
Fun on the go for kids.
With this product you can take your headphones in your car in a specific place, preventing it from getting stuck in the seat, or lost.
Dartboard-basket shooting game
Magnetic, stainless steel canisters, with dry-erase spoons! Free your cabinet, spice up your decor, and know where your food stuffs are!!
E-tag
Let us control our computers and tablets with our existing camera or web cam millions of low cost applications could be applied...
A box which can be taken plate and cutlery. So, not having to eat in a lunch box.
Ever had your in-dash navigation stolen or heard this in your neighborhood? No more! This lock protects both your car and navigation system.
Fondue and Slow-Cooker in one compact and dishwasher safe unit. Makes fondue easier and adds the functionality of a slow-cooker.
Disposable Foot condoms! so you can leave the beach and your car sand free.
Emergency RFID LOCATION and layout STICKERS, Installed in homes, businesses, schools, etc. Layout stickers gives you layout of premises.
In Golf you must play the ball as it lies, until you reach the green. Why not take advantage of this golfing loophole? Clean the green!
The Jewelry Box that Hangs, Rotates, and Stows Away
Better managed shoe rack,
Tissue Clip Around
Charge or run iPhones and iPads from stove, fireplace, or camp fire with inexpensive thermoelectic components.
Now a desk organizer and photo holder all in one! Plus it has a calendar! Both can be changed and updated. It's always nice to see a photo.
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Do a lot of work on small items with your hands? Ergonomic crafters pad can help relieve some of that wrist and hand pain.
For grocery bags. A container that is placed in the walls of a home to utilize the unused spaced between the stud framing and the sheetrock.
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C &amp; vote!
Finger Tracker for Diabetics
How to store usb keys I how to find them quickly ?
Car Stability Tray
Air Blowing Towel Bar. RESUB - 393 Votes 1st Time!
RESUB-Refillable Baby bath sponge shaped like animals. Refill with favorite baby soap.
Ever wanted to carry an electronic with you to a public place but it ran out of battery? Check this idea that can revolutionize comfort.
Wink: Instantly Connected (to your old phones &amp; fax machines!). *ReSub into Wink
USB C Adapter
Eczema night mitten
In the average household 4 months, 120 days of our life, is spent searching for lost items. The Finder can solve this problem.
Flatpack Whiteboard
School backpacks with built in digital scale or with bluetooth alert system -No more overloaded backpack for our kids!
Square & round clear units in several sizes, for hard floors and slider bottoms for carpet.
Washer in Washer
Individual Snap-Closed Units . Connect and Stack To Store . Great for Traveling!
simple, easy, colored strip
A cell phone cover with a mirror and choice of make-up options incorperated in a flip open compartment on the rear of the phone.
When travelling and bringing flowers, they will arrive uncrushed in the adjustable travel "Bloom Tube" made from recycled plastic.
Green Tees
Outdoor,Lazy Boy style, furniture.Outdoor furniture is SO stiff and uncomfortable. Adjustable, recline-able,comfortable outdoor furniture.
Dog toy with treat/squeek inside, has small "toothbrush" bristles all along the toy to brush their teeth/gums while chewing on the toy
I wish (as my sisters do) there were plugs designed with holes in them that support regular earrings so they are not limited to only plugs.
One handle to rule them all. Reach for the utensil you need. Removeable magnetic handle for utensils.
I phone case with pendulum lens I phone case that has the ability to level and stabilize photos
Cord dispenser ~ Take a snap 'n stack type ribbon dispenser and combine it with a toolbox for ultimate cord management.
Lightning wall socket
MOTION RINGS The old Hoop with Stick is back! Now an All in One Toy: Traveler Rings, Sand Imprinting Sections &amp; Flotation Device! See picts!
Powerstrip Timer
An electric steam-injecting meat tenderizer, marinator, and rejuvenator
Carpenter Bee Foam
Use your iPad, iPad mini or any tablet in the shower or tub! Fun for kids and adults!
Halogen Cone
tÃ©tine to bib
iphone input device speakers 5 usb and 2 input headphone recharge
Fire Charger
*A HolidayTreeStand&Birdbath!* Flip upside down and mount to anything or put over deck railing! It might as well have another use, right???!
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers.
A portable lightweight conveyor belt that will allow you to move heavy objects like washers, dryers, etc up stairs without having to carry.
Toothbrush for all occassions. Mostly a toothbrush for when you are late, not at home or do not have access to any amenities... or no apples
Stackable, cubbies/drawers with locks, which fit into refrigerators for offices who have refrigerator theft problems between employees.
Clip it on
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Insulated scrubs
Easy read baby bottle
Sports Things
A self-retracting cable.
SHOE BAND/HOOK will ultimately replace the traditional shoe laces over a long period of time. It will be stylish and easy to use.
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this wi-fi signal receiver-transmitters!
Pre-loaded programming projects,Game apps,web pages etc. step by step directions show kids how to program. Make share and play with friends!
WINK Coffee Maker OFFICE EDITION! Add community flavor to your coffee break. Share recipes, text, add video, chat, interact, play!!
An everyday hassle solved! No more fiddling with the temperature in your showerâ€¦
Enjoy your music in rich surround sound at the beach or pool while also respecting those around you with this all in one music umbrella.
Introducing the Swiper!... A neoprene ipad/iphone sleeve with micro-fibre soft ridges inside. Greasy fingerprints are never seen again!
Expandable Power
clip onto google glasses on the opposite side of the screen to stretch eye muscles in oposite direction. "the jerk" fix- read below:)
A bubble umbrella that folds up so it is small and convenient to carry around or store, versus the big, long umbrella it folds into now.
See comments below.
walker sm/tm Great Vidio Game
Where did I leave my keys? Introducing a new wall organizer for daily essentials.
Lawn and Garden Sprinklers.Quirky Style of course. Fun ornamental critters that water lawns and gardens easily through "app"
The Pizza Seat - A Small and Simple Car Accessory That Will Finally Keep Your Pizza "On The Level."
SCOOPY
An Upright Luggage With Ergonomic Handle That Continuously Adjust To Each Hand's Motion As you Go, Ensuring Least Possible Stress Or Strain.
Hinged Pot Cover. Adjustable Pot Cover Elevation Let out Steam and Stop Bubbles. Keeps stove tops clean. Hold Cover Upright while tending.
A Folding Guitar Amp, made for local rock bands that play around town and donâ€™t want another heavy thing to bring with them.
Let your child create their own new species of animals!
(Smartwatch) 2 uses for everyone and 1 possible lifesaver !
Under Bed Hampers - Great for kids & dorms. Pushing dirty clothes through flaps by hand or foot. Remove from under bed & wheel to go wash.
cell phone projector
Buff / Polish / Wax Your Car with an App Enabled Mint Plus Type Device
A sprayer that won't spray at the floor? That's just silly! This sprays every bit of the contents, even upside down.
Swivel Shower Heads
Le serpent Ã chaussettes
Be Organized
iWatch battery case &amp; desk charging unit
Grab-Bag: Prevent Your Garbage Bag From Slipping Or Collapsing Into The Trashcan! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Simple environmentally-friendly "Can Crusher" that will look good in any kitchen and helps you to recycyle your empty cans.
There are very few beach mat products in the market and none of the them target a sand free surface in combination with laying comfortably.
A woman's stylish bra with a pocket inside for storing money.
A stylish simple and inexpensive way to hold my money and credit cards together in my pocket. I currentlu use plain rubber bands.
Keep your beach umbrella grounded with a anchor sand bag combo unit. Never have your beach umbrella fly away
Shower Shaving Sink w/ Mirror
Traveling Neti Pot
"All-Weather Windshield Blanket". designed to provide your car with year round protection against snow, ice, and destructive UV rays.
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A spring loaded cable spool so you don't run over loose wires when vacuuming or cutting the grass
poussette roues blocage auto
Treating Seasonal Affective Disorder shouldn't be costly. A DVD can turn TV (or computer) into a treatment light.
Goo Gun (Video)
MYLA - Making you loudly aware
MouthLight Flashlight Holder
READY
A cellphone case which is hot and warm like an electric hand warmer!!!!!!
Pre-Powdered Diapers
Long layover? Convert an airport terminal seat into a recliner with a backpack-sized solution. Comes in kid-sized solution too!
Revisions to:machine that work to clean all dust ionization(-)be thrown out and attach to dust and pollen and go back get cleaned by 5000v
Google Glass battery case for on the go &amp; home based charging station
Natural Sun Tattoo's. Temperary non-toxic tattoo's created naturally by the sun. Application is like a creative band-aid that peels off.
App to record short video messages(SVS)&amp; communicate through video messages. Video can also be send to fridge video magnet.
Securitits
Multi-Letter Opener - Can open 1-10 envelopes or possibly more in one swipe and collect chards to later dispose. Big time saver
Electrostatic sleeves to keep passports, credit cards, and driver licenses from being scanned illicitly.
Channel Vents: Cool the cabin of your car while you are away. For comfort, pets and irresponsible parents. Solar powered, no moving parts.
Imagine a vented hair brush attached to a mini vacuum so you can gently vacuum off dandruff as you brush.
Kinetic power for Apple products: iPhone, iPod and iPad. For an unlimited power supply!
Baking Dish and Pan Shield
Bluetooth App single speaker for hearing impaired for television, radio or any device better than wearing headphones. No cumbersome wires.
The ipad stand that adjust to your needs. This stand allows you to sit, lay or be in any position and view your ipad.
dÃ©sherbeur mobile Ã batterie
affordable,sanitary and disposable tasting/ measuring spoons for easier tasting and stackable like chips for maximum fit in containers.
Drinking straw glass
Cardboard Beer coozy
Coat Caddy: a coat hook for bags! The pictures are a very rough mock-up of how it would work when in use.
turn-around baby seat
iphone holder that can stick anywhere, to the side of your bed, on the wall, or even on your nightstand so it cant fall.
RESUB:Hair dryer with a built in flat head hairbrush.Converts 2 a round brush with a push of a button. 3 items in 1 product. SEE PICS Barbra
Medication Tracker . . . Did I Take My Meds Today?
LIQUID CURTAINS, fill up your double glazing with colored liquids. Choose your color, choose your height, every time.
Virtual manual &amp; technical support show you, on your Smartphone, how to install and use your new home appliances.
The Jewelry Jenie!
Grocery list magnet - Syncs with App
Microwavable Cool-Touch Bowl
Do you love Lego, wooden building blocks, or construction sets? How about a new system for creating soft, floatable toys, on land or water?
Towel warmer with a warm air chute that can be lowered and raised to direct airflow to hair, body and feet. Also acts as a space heater!
Inline skis Cross country skiing. The low-impact, total body workout. Nordic Skiing burns more calories that any other sport.
Whisk &amp; Rinse &amp; Stand don't you hate having to lay the gooey whisk on the counter... or having to wash it repeatedly between uses.
Timer Text
Mason Jar Sippy Cup
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Accents with Attitude Candliers are unique to home decor. Accentuates Candles/Holders and have many other home applications. Go Drab to Fab.
I just want a Quirky stress toy. Something firm and squishy. So I can squeeze it to smitherines!
Spit Cone
add-on pad to underwear for people with incontinence problem
The organized purse
Moldable Soap Holder
Tumbler &amp; Medicine Storage
Slider
Small rubber rawhide chew holder w/weighted bottom that always returns to upright position keeping your dog's rawhide chew clean/sanitary.
A Beach Toy. Open tubes that expand, bend and connect to form water channels from sand castles to the water. The kind kids dig on the beach!
iMusic Stand. Improved Music Stand Compatible with Apple Products. Read Sheet Music From iPad, Play Along with iPod or iPhone.
Black/Whiteboard Eraser Glove
Strong, flexible loop handle trash bag lifter that goes into empty trash can under trash bag to help to lift trash bag out of trash can
A unit that moves the 3 or 4 usb ports for Apple iMacs and Apple Cinema displays to the front or side of the units for easier access.
An enclosed compartment that houses both cords and power strip. You can also color code the cords for easy recognition.
A simple mechanism to convert old toilets to a modified dual flush system that is both cost effective and easy to install for the homeowner.
My invention would prevent stove and cooktop fires. The SMART SMOKE DETECTOR, would sound an alarm and cut power to the appliance.
Mosaic Wall Organizer. Dry erase, magnet, cork and bins...all pieces move for customization.
Are you on the computer all day? does your wrist hurt? If so check out this product call SUPPORT WRIST take it anywhere you go small &amp; handy
iPhone app for auto-mowing lawn mover with GPS tracking and real time video
FOOD STORAGE BAG DISPENSER
Portable car heater
Love dogs but hate the smell of wet dog? How about a dog harness/raincoat?
Jet Engine Cover for the nose cowl to prevent debris,birds from flying into the fan.App to open &amp; shut the air intake gills on both sides.
Pop-Up Pool: Turn Your 1 Foot Deep Pool, In To A 4 Feet Deep Pool! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Integrated safety plug plate
My product puts an end to finding magnets to place pictures, notes, lists, messages and invitations on your refrigerator front door.
Kool lidzz
Electro-Magnetic Tool Pegboard
Introducing ENVO. Never use too much water, ferilizer, supplements, or pest control for your grass. Spread evenly and conserve
Sun Rechargeable Batteries
cooler wheels 4-5"D & ground clearance of 1-2" rolling off the beaten path is hard & tiresome. Increase D to 8" w/ ground clearance 4".
no need to use batting gloves when using a baseball bat for optimal hand-grip and hand protection
Now no worry drip is full or not, app enabled stand alert nurse and doctor weather drip is empty or not.
Its time we get real about our shower curtains.No more tub grime,no more extra cleaning hassles,no more water escaping.ITS TIME TO REINVENT!
When the toilet seat is up, a glow in the dark sticker with the word "UP" is on the bottom of the toilet seat.
Grocery Bags - for Bikes!
ELECTRONIC-MECHANIC JUMP ROPE. A NEW WAY TO JUMP THE ROPE, NEW GAME FOR CHILDREN, NEW WAY TO MAKE PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY FOR ADULTS (resub)
Money Cleaner
Smart Stake/Grill Wrangler! An app tells you what rareness your food is. Medium, Rare or Well Done? Anyone can cook like a Pro!
Don't pass 100%
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Adding scales made of rubber to swim suit arms that open to water resistance.This essentially allows you to pull more water with each stroke
Smart Airconditioner Vent
Air Charge
ISN'T IT A PAIN GETTING PEANUT BUTTER &amp; OTHER SPREADS OUT OF THE JAR? DON'T THROW AWAY PERFECTLY GOOD FOOD!
SAVE TIME &amp; MONEY!
A necklace hanger that hangs in a closet & is similar to a clothes hanger but with several of those spaghetti strap hooks along the inside.
Bread-Pan: Toast Hot Dog Buns &amp; Sandwich Buns Without Folding Them Flat! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
This is an inflatable checkers board thats capable of floating on top water, now you can enjoy your favourite board game in your pool.
My idea is a heavy cube that you put in your toilet to save water. It's not a cleaver product idea it's about the message of saving water.
RollyCoasters - Adaptive furniture pads on the roll!
this idea is part of a feeding device. for disabled children/ adults. it protect their clothing and food is not waste. like a bid
Built in micro-fan to avoid vaho inside your helmet. The idea is to introduce a micro-fan inside the helmet that gets rid of the steam
Wearable iPad case
NO DIG MAILBOX
Multi Holiday Home Lights
It's 2013- We Still Have to Watch Out for What We Put in The Microwave. That's a Little Crazy.
universal smartwatch charger
Liquid splitter
An alarm clock that stays dim/dark unless you touch it or push a button. Let go and it's dim again. Bonus points if it's not the harsh red.
FunShade! Liven up long journeys with this - a sunshade which can be drawn on and wiped clean. Play games, draw pictures, destroy boredom.
White Board Masks
Ice Cream Koozie
A Dish Sponge that changes color when it's time to get a new one out.
Tired of crying when cutting onions?!? This cute device creates a barrier of steam between your eyes and those nasty gases!
Loopster "Wrap & Snap" wrangles the tangles.
Side-by-side Condiment Dispenser! One plastic bottle that could dispense equal amounts of two or three condiments. I.E. Ketchup and mustard.
Your standby battery is a laptop sleeve that unfolds into an ergonomic work station... live with out plugging in for a whole week? ;)
A Clean solution to an Audio problem.
Headphone case
Folding Yoga Mat to laptop size. Work is stressful. Yoga helps. Carrying your mat to the office is a pain. This mat fits in your briefcase.
A small solar powered device that will light up a stair step edge to help you navigate walking down or up stairs in the dark
Lawn chairs don't work on hills! At an out door festival I need adjustable back legs. Holes and pegs every 2 inches would be great.
Standalone! Minimal, Portable Dual Mode Stand Case With Bumper For iPhone 4/5
The Money Cleaner
P.P.Puddles is a Dog toilet box that uses a rubber mat &amp; flushable wheat litter. Eliminating the smell of urine in your apartment/home.
The Super Box Powerhouse
Corganizer/ cord-organizer
Gel Brush
Shape your cable into a stand. Cable cover that wraps around your cell phone or Ipod cable and you can shape into a resting spot.(Resub)
hybrid advertising broker
DUPLEX HOUSE FOR CATS (with central heating using the radiators)
A menorah tree topper.
HOME INSECT SHIELD - Safe electric band around your home's exterior base kills any ground based insects. No more toxic, expensive chemicals.
Dogs blocking your sun, spraying sand, moving your beach chair? Keep your dogs near you but off you with the Doggy Beach Anchor! *Video*
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Forgot to start the dishwasher before leaving the house no problem use this App enabled dishwasher.
All golfers ask 2 questions: Which way is the wind blowing? Is it a 1 or 2 club wind? My simple device answers both for under $10.
Two in One - Slid & Roll Shovel In the winter, it is a snow Shovel-sled; in the summer a rolling Wheelbarrow.
STICK-UP CUP hard plastic open top container apprx 4x4x2 Adheres to bathroom mirror holds items in easy to see/reach location.
Digital tape measure that uses the diagonal to calculate the length and width of a rectangular object -especially handy for measuring frames
Cup Support! A simple and mess-free solution to all unclaimed party drinks and accidental toppling of disposable cups
care glass transition
FOLD FLAT ORIGAMI DISH RACK
Dog Poop Glove that HEAT Seals Bags Close to use Same Bags Multiple Times not Just Once! No feeling hot poop in your hands. More Sanitary!
OHM ALARM CLOCK
HOLD-UP, the new era of cases. A cool case that holds up your iPad, iPhone and iPod for; car use, relaxing, etc.
Cosmetic bag case for iPhone
Disposable Table Cloth
Gas stove with a timer
THIRD HAND TOOL CADDY
This is a bandage to wrap around your finger tips with straps to keep them fastened on your finger.
Advertising platform for any company not just companies that use buckets. Just think of all of the paint companies, Home Depot.
Double Take. Use one baking pan for two delicious treats: Muffins and Cookies. See Images. (render by Vector)
Forget the hooks and the fish. Kids will enjoy casting out these miniature floating characters into the water and reeling them back.
"You CAN take it with you" jewelry storage solution. Keep all of your favorite jewelry pieces in a multifuntion storage/travel ready case.
THIS IS A FANTASTIC IDEA THAT IS GOING TO CHANGE THE LIVES OF THOSE WHO HAVE THE HABIT OF UNTANGLING THEIR LONG
HAIR WHILE SHOWERING.
Cord stretcher, a rubber band with clips that helps you stretch and organize cables in a cool and easy new way. Just clip and stretch.
Mondo Pull Tabs
Skateboard Hanger
universal vacuum attachment
Collapsible Cooker Strainer
Why isn't there a red emergency "off" button to instantly cut off all gas or electricity to the stove? This invention is a true lifesaver!
Sponge Holder and Squeezer! Plenty of sponge holders on the market, but none that squeeze the water out of a sponge!
The FIFO beverage fridge
Electronics for five-year-olds
A highly customizable jewelry organization solution, a box with magnets+grab-loops and sliding boards.*VIDEO*
Fun Child Proof iPad Rubber Case with Impact Absorbing Squishy Ball Corners for Protection When Dropped at Any Angle.
Burrito Cooking Cage
PROTECTING the very sensitive operating parts of your computer/tablet on their "insides" not outside. Nothing like it. "The Nesting Port"
A beach towel that incorporates two things: super absorbency and a detachable smaller towel (to be used to dry hair after a swim).
Keep annoying/distracting strands away from your face...
Disposable,flame resistant,leak proof pad for under your car in Condo & Apt. Garages. Oil spots = fines.
Digital Dispenser * Measure & Storage! For your baking needs!
Easier and safer way to communicate between ATV's. It's noisy with a lot of stopping and starting to check all riders. There's a better way!
iCloud9 - WiFi Blu Ray/DVD Player/Ripper + Cloud Storage - Watch your movie library anywhere, anytime.
An App-Enabled Toy Airplane capable to be controlled by touch sensor and moving sensor of a smart device.
SAGGIES
Table Top Dry Erase Board- turn any table into a fun drawing space great for kids. folds in half think of a table pad + dry erase board= FUN
Temperature-controlled socks
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Inflatable, adjustable, contoured head rest for sunbathing on your stomach. My neck gets stiff laying sideways while on my stomach!
The device allows the user to deliver a complete dose of what ever needs to be injected into a patient with minimal to no waste
Portable shower curtain rack for garden tubs. To be used for handicap accessibility. 4 poles with bars across top for hanging curtain.
Would you like to learn to roller skate fast? What if you had roller skates or inline roller blades that let you learn in 2 hours or less?
I suggest that a guitar tuning app be added to the Iphone ... also have a tuner for a Hawaiian (steel) guitar also .
FLASHBITE
The travel tea kettle is a travel mug with the ability to boil water like an electric tea kettle.
KIC- Keep It Crisp Pizza Pan
A tooth brush holder that is designed similar to a utility holder for your brooms and shovels but a mini version.
Rewritable + Reusable (Shopping, Sandwich, Lunch, Tote, etc) Bags. Check out video.
No More Soggy Food Cooler
visualize a ridged mat which contains randomly placed hard rubber"fingers." you secure it to a wall to use as a back scratcher.
Safety Feature Truck Topper
JONES...A 'cone'-based jewelry management system for your teenage daughter...organize and lose less jewelry!!
Travel feeding tray for children. Folds up for easy transport and cleanup (dishwasher safe).
Key Chain or case Tracker for a lost Cell Phone,I pod,I pad,...
Are you tired of messing with greasy lotions. This is a sleeve that covers the infected areas and does the work for you.
Mean, Lean, BBQ Cleaning Team. Four-Sided Grilling Tool to ensure your grill's cleanliness while you prep your Grill.
Costume DogSling
Self-Standing Arch Privacy Divider - Pull out in seconds. No Drilling. Not bulky. Great for dorms, office, elderly anyone who needs privacy.
The skydock allows portable xm radio in a vehicle. An on the go antenna in an attaching portable case would allow for xm radio anywhere.
Adapter to Use Keurig K-Cups in Most Regular Drip Coffee Machines. Same Convenience and Variety, No Expensive New Coffee Maker.
PLAY&amp;CHARGE
Car alarm remote button cover
Inside-out Gaming Mouse
Unsightly window air conditioners? No more. A/C disguised as a window planter box. Beautiful with a bonus, the condensation waters plants.
ok so this is a Drainage System small affordable and easy to install on any home,
compu-pal
Easy 1-2-3 add a light.
Easy Stir Food Container With Expandable Bottom - Stir Without Spill, Save on Fridge Space, Yet Have Room To Stir When Reheating.
App to detect and prevent Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) and do noise cancellation.
A support vest that a toddler wears while an adult supports the toddlerâ€™s weight with shoulder straps as the toddler learns how to walk.
Iphone Poncho
Spring-Spotter: Lift Your Barbell Without Someone Else To Help You! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
a beach chair would be great with a pocket to hold your ipod and super if it had self contained speakers mounted on the back of the chair.
Wall-Mount Modular Shoe Display
iPhoto Baby
iPad backback -a slim,functional, and simple backback which holds the bare essentials for those on the go: ipad, wallet, phone & keys
Travel Plugow
Water a large area without moving sprinkler's around or getting wet.
Squeak For Dishes: All-In-One Cleaning Tool
Coffee / tea mug with heatsink design. First mug ever that can keep your drink hot with any heating pad( plug-in or even the cheap USB ones)
Fish finder in low light conditions and legal. Fish are attracted to light. Bioluminescents is natures way. Glowing sinkers above hook
Blah blah
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TV watching eyeglasses
This idea would be a holder for iPhone that would make it attachable to the shoe mount of a DSLR camera.
BEDSPREAD FOR CATS (for radiators)
Hockey Puck with GPS type of electronics. The NHL and other hockey organizations can use this technology to confirm questionable goals.
A hot dog slicer using wires to slice a hot dog lengthwise (spaghetti), minimizing the choking hazard, but still edible out of a bun.
magnetic rod into the leg of barbie mattel doll and a magnet in the shoe to hold it in place.
Tempest
Meet RoofSweeper! (App-Enabled). Remove snow from homeowner roof. Render/Video by TheFactory.
Take the laser device from a high end gaming mouse and functionally transplant it to the tip of your finger for high precision aiming device
RollerRUG: No more ugly â€œclearâ€ plastic roller mats that just turn yellow over time.
Ladies and Gents: DATE YOUR LEFTOVERS! With one push, print today's date on a sticker for your leftovers! Or on clips for your veggies.
Vacation package
Who hates scrubbing the shower? That should have been everyone's hands. Don't scrub anymore, let the automatic tub scrubber do it.
A Adjustable Suitcase is my idea.
Multi-Function Phone Case
Combine the love of your child's favorite stuffed pet and blanket. A fun idea that will have your child ready for nap time or bedtime.
Make electric car to run forever with wind friction, install a horizontal turbine on top of cars which in turn make turbine blade to spindle
Versatile Cooking System
Vanity Station - Soap Dispenser/Toothpaste Dispenser/Toothbrush Holder/Hand Towel Holder all-in-one, that goes on counter or mounts to wall
Vacuum Cap "The Vac Cap"
BigShowerCap.com AFRO,DREADLOCKS,BRAIDED HAIR GETS WRAPPED IN TRASH BAGS,TOWELS IN SHOWER.TAKES TIME,FALLS
OFF,WET HAIR WET CLOTHES TILL NOW
Car Snuggie
Lifebuoy Launcher. When seconds count
Hybrid SUP Board
The Next Gen baby monitor adds the ability to control white noise. This aids the ability to create great sleeping patterns for children.
Multiprise sÃ©curitÃ© coupe-feu
PARENTS: With side barriers leading to a wide pocket, my custom baby bib's "Splash Zone" keeps spit-up on the bib where it belongs
Free your hands with a Backpack Strap Carabiner, and distribute weight on both shoulders.(see video of benefits and possible features)
Simplify one tiny aspect of your life. The curse of the wadded up dish towel. (or dropped dish towel).
Q-tips travel pack. Q-tip booklet (match pack format). For short trips or purse (make-up application, flawless nails, clean nose / ears
USB outlet adapter
Modular Silicone Cooking tray! Cook muffins easily without burning them! It's modular for you to serve individually.
Same base different middle/top layers; Make variety cake slices in one pan. Pan with divider top, and inbuilt divider chart
I have an idea for a dishwasher so that cups wont be turned upside down and items wont fall to the bottom and be melted or burned.
A soft disposable paper pillow case infused with camphor, menthol and eucalyptus for nighttime cold relief.
The product is a durable ipad case that quickly attaches to the center mount of bicycle handlebars. The mounting apparatus remains in place.
His and hers sheets. A hybrid cotton and flannel sheet.
Portable Clothes Rack
The power mat, a travel warrior power companion. Most travelers now have to deal with at least 3 different gadgets.
Wearable Tech: Playlist Tee
2.5ft solar charging/sound amp/mobile cradle stake. Click your device into cradle/charger and stake into ground. You won't miss tweets/calls
Comfy sleeve splint cover
multipurpose silicone strip
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Innovative grass saver for dog owners.
Charge your electronics with water! You save tones of money. You need the water bottle adapter, some water and you're good to go
Reel 'em in. Address the mess at its source: Cords on floor at Power Strips
Create your own barricade &amp; catapults and challenge your friends with Stockade!
A stylish locking laptop case that isn't bulky and ugly like current cases.
emergency life saver
Paint those hard-to-reach tight spaces! Narrow design and long handle make it easy! Designed by a professional house painter.
Scale, app enabled that recomends you, each time you weighed, through your Smartphone, what to eat, on your next meal and at what time.
Spot Fire
Steven's tablet
Annoying Neighbor dogs beware of: Dog Catcher! Sends an "instant" pic of "dog in the act of pooping" on your lawn.
Porte rouleaux wc
Transformable coffee table/storage unit. Change use and decor by turning frame and adding floor tiles/ glass squares/wood squares.
Beach towel anchor. Quick & portable sand anchors to hold your beach towel or blanket. Kids & the wind will no longer crumble up your towel.
0 Noise Hair Dryer
Universal highCHAIR IPAD HOLDER
My roomate has the annoying habit of putting his shoes in the dryer and I wake up to a loud banging noise in the apartment.
A SMART DOORBELL - a wifi connected doorbell that connects with your cell phone.
A kinetic/inertial exerciser for men. It uses the inertial power of a rotating mass to exercise muscles in the arms and shoulders.
3 drinks in one baby bottle
Snow Sliders
rendez vous
The Luggage Bus is a suitcase that converts into a luggage cart! The rack at the bottom slides out for use, and slides in when not in use.
Automatic pet water fountain
Cutting Edge
App. Enabled Ghost Pen. Bluetooth enabled, fake pen. Write on any hard surface anywhere, &amp; data will automatically transfer to App.
A fast and convenient way to see and access your jewelry using a rotating filing system and silicone fingers to gently keep things in place.
The present invention is an ecological pen. the eco pen casing contains non toxic fertilizer to put into the soil beside a plant.
Group like jewelry together â€“ organize and hang it in its own little â€œclosetâ€ or with clothes it will be worn with!
Storage/serving dish that keeps food cold, has the durability of Pyrex and is stylish enough to befitting a family potluck.
Small Hide-able wheels/sliders attach to bottom of furniture. Reversible, so 1 side grips floor, other side allows for movement
Keep your Toilet Bowl Cleaner with your Toilet Brush
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
Dogfriendly Anti-Pull Leash
App-Enabled Light Up Rugs! Add Some Tech To The Floor!
Radiant - Smart Heater
Wow,LunchSpBotx ,an insulated lunch box that uniquely unfolds,becoming a clean, circular eating surface. Or,if you will a great spot to eat!
Punch a Paper clip -GREEN- Modular
Organize your coins - A digital motorized coin sorter/dispenser for your automobile that keeps track of and displays a running total.
Everyone loves pizza, but not everyone loves the same pizza toppings. You need a pizza divider! (Click for pics and more info!)
caisson de cuisine coulissant!
35/100 - The Coffee Commuter
Smart Trampoline for Home
Sac Ã langer intÃ©grÃ©
Easy to Use Litter Box
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LED lighted dog collar that's controlled by your iphone.Change color, make it blink, circle or flash, type message like "lost dog", call.
A Randomizing Jewelry Box. Can't decide what to wear? Who cares! Let the box decide!
Peel-iter
Until Smoke Pipes, no one has found a way to get Smoke flavor into the center of the Meat. I have and it will change how you BBQ forever!
AL'X is a comfortable-beautiful-foldable-LOUNGE CHAIR for extra guests so they don't have to sit up high on those awful card-table chairs.
A high heeled shoe that folds into a flat shoe. The heel would somehow fold into the sole of the shoe to make it flat and more comfortable.
Adjustable dividers for customizing your shelf, drawer, and travel bag. Think tackle box meets good housekeeping. A place for everythingâ€¦
Child safety electrical outlet covers for in-use and out of use services.
moist flushable toilet paper
Passive solar pool heater to economically heat outdoor pools.
Over the sink mocubo! Less mess, less clean up, more time to do what you want
Get me out gate
ECLIPSE: (Revised. Prev. 138votes) Avoid bright sun directly in your eyes when driving. Sometimes sunglasses and car visors aren't enough.
WINK Earbud Skins
reduce the volume of plastic bottles in the trash.
Disposable drip bowls makes cleaning the stove top a breeze
Bench Press Arcade Game
Folding Cutting Board With Included Knife That Snaps In The Board. Let's Combine A Knife &amp; Cutting Board. Can't use one w/out the other.
Peaceful Paws
Easy table mat
Weed Eater Plug Clip
Fun Corn- Your Illuminating Corn On The Cob Skewers~ Collaboration with Mohamed Elsharawy Resub.
The Chin Hammock
Seed Rope - Quickly, easily, and precisely place plants in creative designs in your garden.
RESUBMIT)How big do you want your hole? Colander with size changing holes.Click and drain!Fruit to rice! Drain them all
Eliminate interruptions of sucking clogged hair &amp; debris out of your hard floor attachment during your vacuuming chores.
An umbrella that doubles as a towel drying rack.
The Ice Slicer
Bath/Shower Cabinet/Caddy
The "EGG CRACKER-SCRAPER COMBO" is a tool So you can crack your eggs without having it ooze down the side of your bowl.Then scrape it clean!
Ever get tired of chasing your baby's pacifier? What if you could attach the pacifier to your baby's hand somehow? Introducing: baby paw!
The "Blow Up Stool", for when travelling on a plane, train or bus when you need extra support for your feet and legs.
Cell Turn
TASTIES
Take the everyday, affordable, toaster and get if OFF your counter top. Toaster for UNDER THE COUNTER. Not a pricey toaster oven. RESUBMIT
CHAIN AND PADLOCK RFID NFC
Smart Bathtub heater
Removable Golf Club Heads to make those heavy golf bags a thing of the past
The rubber dishmat pulls out when you need more space to dry dishes-one tug later it retracts back into the unit- to leave counter top free.
Net that covers the rack in a dishwasher that would keep containers and plastic utensils from falling out and melting on the heating element
Ãgua [Ä-goo-ah] is a meditation and relaxation system that gives you the opportunity to live better through the magic of water.
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A belt trousers, where in front of belt buckle you can put the new iPod Nano of Apple.
A float with canopy one can pull over it so you can enjoy being on the water but shield your upper body from getting too much direct sun.
A skin cleansing scrapper for the face. No more lost micro beads, glorified white tape strips, or steal crater makers. But a true exfoliator
"Park" Your Dog Leash
Litter Box Hood
All You Need Is ONE
E-paper App enabled text bracelets. Display different messages &amp; graphics on an everyday fashion accessory. 2013 the year of E-paper
Cup/Water bottle /App locator
Super simple and safe method to load and then hold sharp knives in place inside the dishwasher. Magnets will keep them in place. So easy.
Emergency Sleep Kit! Don't get stuck at the airport without it!
KIDS BASEBALL SET WITH LEDS. (FOR NIGHT&amp;DAY)
Action-Camera-Lights â€” Outdoor Motion-Sensing Light with Camera and Audio Alarm
Picnic At The Sun. This product is perfect mashup between the traditional picnic basket and a solar oven.
MARBLE RACE MAZE
Pizza Box Plate
AC/Humidifier wall unit
THE MAGIC MIRROR OF APPLE FOR THE BATHROOM

Bluetooh thecnology - paired with iPHONE

Headphone-SmartPhone holder
Vanity Chair with hidden jewelry compartment that be removed for travel or display.
Computer Box
Hate to clean your gutters ? Clean them the safe and FUN way with the Gutterpult! Easily activated from the ground by anyone young or old.
Smart Ball! A workout ball that links to smart phones. Monitors your workout and helps you get fit!
Toilet Paper Holder with Tension. A gentle spring-activated arm has a secure grip on the roll, so you'll only take what you need.
I suggest applying the same technique as Scotch Guard, but one that is designed specifically for floor surfaces.
Resub - 358 votes. Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc. Resub June 23rd 2012
BEACH BURRITO, a combination spacious backpack and comfortable foam lounge cushion using the latest in folding edge origamiC technology.
Ergosâ„¢: Ergonomic iPad grips that enable natural, fatigue reducing hand postures while increasing flexibility for touchscreen interaction.
When you are in the office or visiting relatives going to the bathroom can be a pressing dilemma. its time to make number 2 odorless!
A STRUCTURED SOLUTION: clickable, stickable cubes that help cables keep it together and stay in shape
Dual sided head phones/speakers with bass boost instead of microphone and volume button/wheel.
Easy Pour Hand Scoop
What do you Do with your pet create. Turn it into a Pet house with an easy pet house kit. Eliminate the need to buy a dog or a cat house.
Accucheck type of portable checker,for homes,dr office and hospitals that gives you instant results of calcium,electrolites,potassium,etc
Plunger door holder
A vinyl-type lunch box that consists of two individually thermally insulated units that can be zipped together (one cold and one warm).
Imagine yourself as an elderly pet owner. Now imagine going for a relaxing walk without fear of injury from your pet constantly pulling.
simplants
Dream Recorder and Player
App to allow remote control of pool / spa functions. Turn on of heaters, skimmers, filters and even allow remote testing of water quality.
Drawer Storer Board
An iPhone/iPod/iPad/android case with bendable arms and fingers.
DRR Programmable Digital Radio Recorder car &amp; home AM/FM/Sat stereos. Record shows, music, voice to SD memory, pause/rewind live broadcasts!
YOU ARE ......
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"SLICE-N-SERVE" A really cool new way to slice and serve food items!..Video included. Renders/video done by "Vector"Please enjoy!So Awesome!
Help, Pac-Man ate my jewelry! Fun and funky, display and travel with hinged clear cups. Velcro lets you pull them down to pack and go.
Folding beach chair that transports all of your items for the beach or pool.
The modular snap on cable management system.
Stethoscopes harbor germs, killed by alcohol wipes dispensed from a wall-mounted wet wipe dispenser shaped like the end of a stethoscope.
Automatic Sound Man for the musical group / band that doesn't have a sound man. An electronic vocal and music sound level analyzer.
Tired of the backbreaking task of cleaning that tub?? I have the most and ONLY comfortable and convenient solution for you!!
Magic charger
Scented Dryer Balls. Have your laundry smell like fruits or candies! A few options of how we could do it. Scented oils, dryer bars etc.
The Family Channel
Cordies on the Wall
A DoorBell That Takes Messages as well as a snapshot. "Sorry I am not here,keep your finger on the ringer and leave a message for me Thanks.
DIY Silicone Concrete Moulds for gardens, walkways, a fun way to create a unique walkway. Stepping Stone Moulds of footprint/handprint
Privacy while you eat TM
DOINGyball--Paddleball on steroids! Digital. Scoring & sounds based on hit spot. Colorful. Durable. Customizable. Upgradeable. Rechargeable.
Tenho certeza que farÃ¡ sucesso por ser um produto que expressa sentimentos e gostos, e as pessoas em geral gostam disso.
potty mat
Perfect Grill
Thunder Gloves
Slip/Fall Training Device
Water bottle that is really for health
Timmer
Combination spatula and tongs that are safe for cooking with nonstick pans. Holds food together and has more control when flipping.
Morphing Digital Picture Frame. Flexible screen, many shapes. [RESUB]
No more disposable plates,cups,napkins or utensils flying all over the place. Enjoy your meal on peace!
Beach Umbrella Tent protects you in the rain, in the sun and from the outer world. A wrap around cloth that will protect in any condition.
3-in-1 HappyRub!
App enabled food prob/timer that measures salinity, acidity and temperature over time
E Racers TM
Keep them clean
My First Aquarium prepares your kids for the real thing. Animals, coral &amp; plants snap together. Fun until they're ready for their own pets!
No more smashing your food in the fridge to find some space! This is adjustable, foldable, and good for cabinets as well!!!
Training wheels for crawling! Crawling is vital. Therapists use this technique to encourage crawling. Now available at home. I'm a PT + mom.
WALK IN'S
wireless AV link
Foot Moisturizer Pads
Fluorescent Surgical Needle
Noisey distraction I Glasses are the solution, this is the next biggest thing since IPhones.
the swirl twirl
REMOTE METER READER - attaches to EXISTING meters so you can CHECK the consumption on ANY meter REMOTELY
Set of 4 leg coasters in tile patterns (rubber bottom). One tile has extension for flexible pole w/ 3 bowls/baskets for holding small items.
SOLAR INTERLOCKING ROOF TILES - App-monitored tiles to replace existing tiles and would either function in stand-alone or in a group config.
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The container for the quick and healthy breakfast.Saves time and money but the most important you have healthy breakfast on your way to work
my idea is a lightweight screen that would enclose an above ground pool. be supported by tubular supports that attach to pools the top rail
Hanger-Shelves: Hang Shelves In Your Closet! Store Away All Of Your Extra Essentials In Your Closet! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
JEABIG
Do you like that each time you get a shower you get the same water temperature? This is a tap that gives your prefered water temperature.
App enabled Air Freshener
LEDs in Back Packs ,(plain lights, colored or both). In some/all of the pockets/pouches, one/two on straps facing front, one in back, maybe.
Modern Music Stand: Modern Day Design &amp; Aesthetically Appealing Music Stand. Currently 10 Million Guitars Alone Sold Annually!
watch phone made easy
LOVE going to games? HATE uncomfortable seating? Now you can have the most comfortable seat in the house! Enjoy the game without the pain.
10 Items More or Less
Serving plates and bowls that you freeze! Bowls and plates that keep food cold and safe to eat. Great for picnics and parties.
The Worker's Lunchbox
FORGET ME NOT FLOWER POT
Easy way to tell your kids it is time to come home for dinner
Gadget 3 in 1. 3g Modem, flash drive and mouse receiver.The mouse is used at central and indicator fingertips, allowing multi touch actions.
Easy Line
Zodiac Playing Cards for play and fun. Great conversationals in a group.So what's your zodiac sign
Smart No H2O Main Freeze Valve
STOP digging garbage out of your sink strainer with your fingers.Bang it out with this Quirky Garbage Board that sits right under your sink!
The convenience of your mobile phone with the BIG SCREEN of a tablet!
OLD YELLA The Real Dog Whisperer! Teach Your Doggie How To Talk! VERY COOL AND VERY NEW!
Tired of txting w/ur big fingers getting in the way?Ugh!My template lays over ur screen and hitting the wrong key is a thing of the past
The Ugly Duckling
A "love pad" for 18 & over,you can throw on the bed to keep the sheets dry. similar to a crib sheet cover, but not crinkly sounding. sexier.
'THE LIGHTED RINGING DOORMAT"
A small lift device would make it easier to get from wheelchair to car seat, and maintain your independence.
Sun shade for front and back automobile windshield
Instant Can opener and Lid
Stress Counter
Play cards with your friends anywhere, anytime! No worries about the wind. These magnetized cards will make your game a "breeze
High-end, botanical floating chlorine dispensers for swimming pools would be a great alternative to kitschy dispensers currently available.
solar car blanket
Bobblehead Trainer
Re-Submitted Auto Marshmallow/Hotdog Rotisserie. A must have for camping trips or backyard BBQ. Roast 3 marshmallows or 2 hotdogs at a time.
Complete Carryout Bag
An indoor/outdoor door mat set that removes and isolates dirt and moisture. Easy to clean and reversable for multiple seasons or climates.
Combine a docking station with a cassette tape adapter for older car stereos.
Utilize your "dead" ceiling areas.
THE WATCH TOWER. Space-saver, watch storage solution with telescopic cases to store the desired number of watches.
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A PEN MADE FOR IPAD..Every stylus emulates your finger to use on the ipad. Making it impossible for a student,Bus. owner, Doctor to write.
This oval COOLER offers SLIDE OUT DRAWERS for food storage and a BEACH UMBRELLA built into the top.
Cupless mouthwash helper.Ditch the dirty cups and lids from your bathroom and enjoy a fresh,clean,squirt instead.Great for time savings too.
Travel solar power. Portable small solar power to recharge your batteries on cell-phone or laptop, or anything else that is electronic
This product would provide a way for a guardian to keep track/alert their charges at the beach via a waterproof remote activated device.
CADDY CAPS ---------- Grap your water - smart and easy!
BANG DANGLES - DIY Hairband accessory. Mix n' match with your own earrings, feathers or dangles to change the look. Collab w/David Quirk.
An Ipad case for kids and adults. 2 in one product. I call it iShare. Safe, Fun, Easy! Fun Fun Fun
PARENT MONITOR CAM FOR CAR~ So a toddler/young child can see parents face on Monitor in back seat
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows resub.
BarBQ Bacon Tray with a handle
FLOP-or-NOT
UV Light-up shades that fit easily in most standard sized windows to brighten up your gloomy day.
A multi-point (4) cooking monitor that is usable in home gas, electric, and wood-fired ovens that interfaces to an iPad or iPhone.
A USB Drive concealed in a stylish and designer money clip. Where you push the face of the attached lions and the USB pops out.
TENT FOR DOGS (with central heating using the radiators)
Finally, a better way to protect your clothes from baby spit up! This Unique design provides maximum coverage from baby messes.
fd
This is a nylon latch plate boot that will prevent torn pockets, and arm and hip cuts and bruises from metal door latch plates.
The Daddy Diaper.
PORTABLE POPCORN MAKER - Load kernels in the handheld container and initiate the heat cell in the lower end to get popcorn started anywhere
App Enabled Carry Pouch Safe
Introducing the microwave cover with a handle on it so it's easier to remove from the microwave!Prevent yourself from getting burned
A video game cd changer that switches games with the push of a button. It would carry 5 cd slots and would change the game automatically.
No more lugging everything from your car to the beach with a sand wagon. A wagon without wheels which glides easily over pavement and sand.
Glove Orbital Sander
Special glass bowl for kids (and everyone else). Let's give our loved ones toxic-free food with ease. Dishwasher and microwave safe
Bug Trap Cap For Used Water Bottles
You haven't heard of a Chable Lets make a Chair that also folds out into a table
Child's Car Seat Tender
A tough-as-nails epoxy in various colors that can be applied with a mop, paint roller, or common household items
Its time to beat the mailbox vandals! My new idea is about building a strong and rebuildable mailbox with easy to use parts to get started.
Smart Pump it up Pad
A needed addition to every home, my invention is an adjustable wall mount for components. A one of a kind adjustable Component wall mount
Retractable Ironing Board
Quick n Easy flag pole holder
Current Protector
Baking Tray with Handle
App Enabled iPhone and iPad Cases that are Key FOB Enabled and Disabled.
ICanRead
The Blackout: an iPhone/anderoid case with a lock system controlled by a breathalyzer. Set the limit and lock the phone until you're sober!
WOW a lollypop with a hole tru it that fits over any average size water bottle. so u can drink water and suck the lollypop at the same time
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Automatic Power Outlet Cover
App-Enabled Command Center. The best of both worlds - Modern technology embracing old school.
A multi-purpose drainer for everything.
Headphones with speakers inside earplugs allowing you to squeeze them and have them expand inside your ears.
Neoprene Front Baby Carrier allows for introducing Baby to Water and keeps Family playing together.
RESUB:Ipad Case with a Slot for Glasses(based on feedback many Ipad owners have glasses they use with the Ipad.)Need design collaborator!
Nasal irrigation accessories to make nasal lavage easier. Accessories: nose gasket, ingredient measuring spoons, protective bib, and case.
The "Hail Guard"
Car Washing Mitt with hose connection-15 foot long lightweight narrow hose with soap dispenser close to mitt.
Potato punch
This device is specific to the trucking industry and would cut the time a trucker would need to spend securing his load in half.
KIDS KNIFE GUARD
ThermoBento - (bento-style) Keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold! Oh yeah add your drink of choice in one convenient lunch box system!
My idea eliminates the need for stepladders for specific tasks.It offers convenience;improves personal and collective safety at home/work
A 4sq feet car washing mitt(forearm washer)to replace small wash mitts used today. Designed for a 36 billion dollar industry. Auto detailing
A Portable Pop-Up Mud Room Lets Parents Keep Floors Clean!
Sup Slev.A neoprene/ceramic adjustable sleeve with a handle that goes over soup cans.Has a squeeze retractable handle that adjusts2can size.
Beach Sun Umbrella with Solar Power charging capabilities. This would allow you to charge your ipad, iphone, blackberry, or droid, etc.
A simple means of securing clothing (jacket, shirt, etc) around the waist when not being worn.
Meet the Bike-Pack. A backpack that attaches to any bike and can be taken off and worn as a backpack. Its Functional, Easy, and Logical
The Postal Mate
Say GOODBYE to PHONEBOOKS!!!!! and Hello to a green solution.
CalendArt
REDESIGN THE SUN COOKER - ALWAYS BRINGS A REAL OVEN WITH YOU !! (see videos)
Cooking spice jars with twist bottom to remove excess air. Helps maintain the quality of your spices. Could be sold with or without spices.
rocket socks
Celly Pad - Desk/Table Top Phone and Cord Holder
Dry erase storage containers
Thermos Heat Carrier
Spotter Modular V2
Foot Pedal Pet Food Dispenser for Dogs and Cats - Your pet is the one who dispenses the food!
A photographers case for iPhone / iPod touch that will introduce a STANDARD format for interchangeable lenses (zoom, fisheye, etc.).
Battery life improver
A water pitcher that blends powdered drinks. No Stirring Required!
LED Fiberglass patio furniture. Turn any ordinary get together into an EXTRA ordinary one.
Order with ease,without rolling down your window,order your fastfood from right inside your car,thru wind,rain,or snowUse Speak E-Z everyday
Indoor Home broom scrapper.
A one stop shop for all your lotto tickets. JUST SCAN AND WAIT EITHER YOU WON OR YOU DID NOT, BUT AT LEAST YOU KNOW!
The Spoon Spot
A transparent pocket for your Smart phone,that securely clips to your belt, pocket or handbag by means of a reel of cord.
Bring a water bottle sized shower in your bag to the beach, pool or playground! Leave the sand or soil at the beach. Don't bring it home.
Stop Sexting (SS)
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ChopLid The frying pan lid that chops and stirs without being removed from the pan. No more grease burns. No more messes to clean up.
Power strip combo
Stylish space saving Cutting Board and Dish Rack Combination â€” a collaboration with simplyinclined. (view for more pics
A spring loaded athletic shoe, skate or gym shoe that can make you run faster, jump higher and skate quicker.
A spoon with a pivoting head for toddlers. This would bridge "being fed" to "self feeding", while avoiding hundres of wasted spoonfuls
QUIRKY BALLS
Les sacs poubelle Arc-en-ciel
The InstaFort is perfect for imaginative play. It sets up almost anywhere, and won't ruin your fancy Egyptian Cotton sheets.
Finally The Perfect Closet! A Beautiful Design In A Durable Shoe Box...
Chalk Wheels
Retractable Power Strip
"Stick the Landing," a catapult game that's like vertical darts!
The Bean Bag Rocker is a polyurethane bowl that supports a bean bag. It lets you rock in 360 degrees and the color combinations are wild!
Beachgoers, tired of sand blowing on you? Want a little bit of privacy while you read that book? Try the Personal Mini-Cabana & Beach Tote
Christmas never ends. Kids who love X-mas &amp; have a great imigination can take dolls, stuffed animals to the North Pole to hang with Santa.
iPLANTER - a truly self watering planter. Never need to water your plants again... EVER!!! Not only that, it will never over or under water
A device that (1) dries your hair, and (2) possibly straightens/shapes it. Set the setting on your phone.
Safely guide a sleepy person from bed to the bathroom and back with an automatic, low-level lighting system.
The CoffeeMaid: know at any time how much coffee has left in your insulated mug (and its temperature, too)
The Mini Mop: the World's Smallest Self-Wringing Sponge Mop
TRACK YOUR WATER INTAKE
Easy, affordable, practicle, I used cool whip tops to throw at my batters. This improved there averages greatly. Nothing out there like it.
Don't you hate it when you are asked to follow someone in your car at night and you're not quite sure if you are following the right car?
Crock-Pot: Automatic Mixing/Stirring attachment. Never let your nacho cheese get all crusty again!! ;-)
Computerized Checkout Scanner
Thermal battery
THE AIR FRESHENER/FILTER
Gadget Charging Chair
A Plastic squeeze bottle with dual chambers so that you can put your ketchup and mustard on at the same time. So simple it's ridiculous
Improve plug sockets! One push to hold in, second push to eject!_________ It is screaming for it!!! For wall sockets & power strips.
BootyMat
A modular multi-tool that combines the perfect pocket knife with your keys.
Two In One Utensil- Tuna Strainer With A Scoop
menory pen/flash drive
Towel Tower
*Eye wear/i-Phone case combo. That is, case(s) that create eye wear via puzzle-like parts parts.
Fix a broken frame easily with this simple new stick-on back.
Invisible Floor Shield
Easy grip 4 Blade Peeler for any size of Fruit or Veg all in one design. No need for several types of peelers. No need to change blades.
ANTI- TIP Device for All Ladders
Skinny Dresser Drawer or on the Dresser top Jewelry storage. It would be great to merge these two together for multi use.
A safe, beautiful, and economical walker for the elderly that will put its user into greater harmony with themselves and their environment.
A product that prevents small items from going under couches thus eliminating the need to get on your hands & knees to retrieve it - "Video"
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Hammock Swinger
Electronic toothpaste dispenser. Just push the button and the perfect amount of toothpaste is placed on your toothbrush. No more messes.
GPS Tracking Arrows
Have you ever turned on your computer while a loved one was sleeping or while in a meeting and have the Windows startup sound embarrass you?
Foam Legos
EASY-ON CUSHIONED WALL BUMPERS FOR KIDS! 30MM kids under 12. Parents can stop stacking pillows, this prevents unwanted "bumps in the
night".
in the winter or anytime you do not have a hose connected to your outside faucets on your home ...try faucet guard..to prevent costly repair
No more bending over in he shower! bending over is a thing of the past; witch can be hazer's for people with back problems. Keep up with your pedicures at
home, and save money at spas salons. Have smooth feet without the hazel.
Use your ring to make quick dial/start voice recording/activate hotspot/play music....in short, a smart phone remote controller
Cruiser
No More Mess- Roll of perforated Paper Placemats.
Extending Leg Lawn Chair
Grow light shelf
Playing a PlayStation, Xbox or WII does tie up your TV and itâ€™s not always feasible for two TVâ€™s in a home in a family rm,Time limit APP
My idea is a dry, flat, card table floatation device. Haven't you always wanted to play a drinking card game while you are in the pool?
No Gap Baby Crib - slide in mattress, with edges protected by inside frame lip. Plexiglass sides seated in frame groove. Swing open doors
A "Floor Mat" for elderly citizens that will prevent slip and falls from beds, sofas, and bathrooms. Prevention is the best medicine!
Lost pencils daily? I taped one to my right index finger; didn't lose it all day but...almost lost an eye. This pencil is thumb retractable.
A white-noise machine for newborns that recreates the sights and sounds they were accustomed to inside the womb.
Wireless USB Key Fob Wall Charger for Apple Devices
Gyro Spoon
Celalert
WATER PENCIL- Now kids can go crazy drawing outside with continuous water stream on driveway or sidewalk & will dry. Good, Clean FUN
Cube Dock That Can Display and Rotate Through Images on Each Cube Side and Display Messages, Texts and Missed Calls.
Knot-Ease Pillow
A Revolving, "Double Helix" or "Spiral Staircase" Design Structure for Earrings - Looks Like Modern Art.
Shave Can Coaster
Powerful Life Planner
Remember going to a public bathroom and kicking the flush because you don't want to touch it? Kick no more! Flush with your foot, gently.
Smart containers, bags, & liquid containers use to help determine when food products have expired or no longer good.
Why is not possible to share a Canon DSLR lens to a Nikon user and save some money? you wont need to migrate all your equipment or spend x2.
sound device resist any kind of weahter and climate conditions,floats by its own and could be adjust to any kind of swimming pool accesory.
With "Pick Me" opening a pistachio can be just as easy and enjoyable as eating one.
PetPal- The Toy Apparatus for Dogs/Kittens/Cats that keeps them entertained while You are at work or away-Better, More Fun, Innovative?
A space saver high chair with food & drink accessories that clip onto tray and easy to store on the chair.
Ready to Drink cocktails and wine for night clubs and bars. More time on the dance floor, less time at the bar waiting to be served!
MagnaBack
The designer Enviro-Mug, is a coffee mug that is biodegradable, heat proof, microwave safe, and dish washer safe.
At the heart of every idea lies the inspiration to make something thatâ€™s great...even better. Introducing: the new Pivot Power - Plus!
Wallet Card Ruler
Proximity Tag
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Kidie Cigs
Digital Lunchbox: For the tech-savvy child, a lunch box to be proud of! One can learn, play games, and leave lunch requests for mom!
All Table In One
HANGING HOUSE FOR CATS (with central heating using the radiators)
Cooking Brush w/ built in Squeeze Dispenser. Automatically dispense BBQ sauce/egg wash/butter, etc. No more drips from bowl to food.
Modular Jewelry Case
Shrink Wrap + Floor Button
No Hands! Motorized Automatic BBQ Grill Steam Cleaner / Sanitizer! Set It and Forget It!
Silly Goose Shampoo, Funky Monkey Conditioner, Lady Bug Lotion
Multi tip swiss army knife style phone/electronic device charger. never lose those tips!
WRISTBAND that READS your BODYS VITALS"VITAL+BRACELETS" Information be transmitted to Iphone/Apple Product-Jus Download APP that
comes w it
Iphone case holder for activity.
The Warm Mist Bottle
"push bulb" the new lightbulb
*WINK* First ever accurate biking calorie-counter. Accounts for HILLS and miles! How does it do it? A gyroscope! #QCYCLE
resub with a little change)Rechargeable Glow Sticks. Charges by a plug in light base Or Leave in your window.
trackable safe
Strobe Light for adversting
SANDBAGZ - nylon bags that stuff inside each other. Take them out at the beach, fill with sand, lock and keep your towel down in the wind!
BackEase is a microwave warmed, adjustable continuous back-and-seat cushion used to ease sore muscles, aches and pains.
Clip Anywhere Headphones
"REACTINT" Ice melting plastic "tint" for the inside/outside of your car windows!
Format Translator
A compact, versatile & modular jewelry storage system. Wall/door mount or stand alone. Maximizes storage space. Quirky styled. Video inside
Improved stem: best grip, locks the lemon, it does not falls or swing to the right or left
air out
A pool bag made of towel, to avoid carrying a towel to lay on the beach or by the pool
Old School ride? New School Gadgets? No problem! Listen to your favorite tunes on a bluetooth enabled cassette tape adapter!!!
RealBook - Kindle Book Case
A wrist-band alarm that will go off if separated from your very forgettable items such as keys, eye-glasses, mobile, wallet ..
Tired of wearing glasses to shave, to do make up? Adhesive tape that works as a magnifying glass.
HONEYCAPS: A charming way to serve HONEYCAPS as an extension for normal sugar or cane. It makes the serving more complete and luxurious.
We've all had this problem: Sweeping a floor with a broom and dustpan. Every time you think you have all the dust picked up, you don't.
This easy to use customizable cap allows you to apply targeted cold or heat to ease your migraine pain without restricting your mobility
fever temperature reducer, a simple device to hold a cooler gel on the body to reduce fever.
The All In One Beach Cart
How can you describe you product in only 140 words . Can I mail you my idea ? vincenzorobert@yahoo.com Write me .
intellegente barcodes
A shelving display unit for building block sets (e.g. Lego). The components snap together and have storage areas. They come in two sizes.
Ring Size Finder
For 20 yrs I have wondered why hasnt anyone invented a locater for eyeglasses, a small flat chip placed on glasses, a hand remote w/a clip
Carte postale lettre
Wrist Band Sanitizer
PediSole is a self-adhering protector for the sole of the foot for those who desire a light-weight cover with no mechanical attachments.
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Commute-a-suit! - Commute/travel on 2 wheels/feet with an on back suit bag that keeps clothes crease free + zipon washkit/shoe/laptop 'pods
Candle Warmer Countdown Timer
An improved version of an already existing product. My invention is perfect for everyone especially mothers.
A storage solution for my nail polish at home.
Paper Towel Door Rack
Knotted Phone Cables
Body Sqwasher
Ice Buster 365
Disposable fruit fly trap. Made of card stock paper, waxed on the inside. A cup and a cone, very easy to assemble and use. Reusable too!
Open All Opener
Sipper Snacker
Was UC-resub after great feedback. Wall mounted Smoke Hood Case Solution for kids(Smoke inhalation causes majority of house fire deaths
A socks and jocks hanger so you can see how many pairs you have in your closet at a glance
App Enabled Doorstop
credit card stylus
Bottle Inversion System
Check Engine Light? No worries a wire that connects to your phone and car and pulls codes from the car's on-board computer.
Expanda Pole
Static electricity lint and hair remover roller, A/C or D/C use. No more removing sticky roller sheets or wetting sticky ones to work.
Product name: "pet revive". A defibrillator, available in pet stores, that would administer an appropriate shock if your animal is dying.
The Towel Hugger
Embedding Application for Dummies on Smart Devices.
A container that will make measuring, dispensing, and preserving brown sugar much better.
Self Defense device using UV dyed pepperfoam spray to mark and stop attacker,loud air horn to alert,video camera and flash for evidence.
A Canopy for the beach or pool. Has convenient storage case, that doubles as anchor for the canopy. Made of thick mesh. Sized for 2 people.
Umbrella with solar panel and USB outlet to charge your iphone on the beach
Corded Power Adapter for Cordless Tool. Batteries Dead? Need That Extra Oomph or Unlimited Power? Fits Most Brands & Voltages!
With todays cost of groceries going up almst every day you can take the burger meister and make your own uniform hamburgers . easy
Prevent pets from scratching doors with a "door sleeve".
The Cooler with Skis is an All-Terrain Cooler. This Cooler will go on Sand as well as Dirt. Current wheeled Coolers do not move in sand.
App enabled smart ceiling fans that can be programmed to work in sync with your AC. Save in energy bills and keep cool.
Pre-Fire - Imagine a system that can detect forest fires before they start. And it's totally green, like the countless trees it'll save.
Flower Cutter and Catcher
We need more power outlets! It is time that hidden outlets come to us, not the other wayâ€¦
Go Doggie Love
ECO ENERGY
GOHealthy
LoliPick
A handless duck call.
Banging Baby Gear.
My product is called - Skip Rock Art. Old school yard game reinvented. Provides tools for a dramatic effect on fun and creativity. Perfect!
child car censor
With this invention you can start immediately painting and you have always a paintcorrector in your hands!
A Dry Set Silicone Spray with extra plastic frame.
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Automatic windshield fluid
Chiceti Pads
Make your dog carry the "Retractable Dog Leash Collar"
VEST-ELECTRONIC DRUM
Visor Board. Ever needed to relay an important message to another driver? Ever Had the need to jot down important mental notes in the car?
"Ger" A computer mouse replacement.It is 2011. The mouse has been around for over 3 decades... Its time for a new generation.
REMOTE KEY CHAIN TO OPEN HOUSE DOOR.
audio port control tv
Lets combine the spoon and the kitchen timer... Meet the Spoon Timer!
Secret Arrow
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
TELESCOPING ELECTRIC SCRATCHER for Back, etc! For all, but of special help to the elderly; arthritic, peeps with limited mobility
The "Cord Wrapper" provides an easy way to wrap an appliance cord for quick, neat storage of the appliance (or the cord) plus it's reusable.
Water recycle app that fully controls all water components and heating/AC and other items in the home.
A belt, unisex, fashionable on its exterior, a tape measure on its interior that detects changes in waistlines in real time for good health.
Phantom Fan - a blade-less fan hidden in a picture frame to match any decor.
The Sun Spot
Umbrella attached to a messenger strap. Hands-free umbrella.
Pet Food Maker. Re use your left over food waste by making your own pet food
Movable chiminea cart
Quirky Laundry Mate
Save your pet w/this tag
Stop Rusty Shaving Cream Can Rings in the Bathroom. Introducing the Shaving Koozie (See photo(s) for problem)
Pullout/Folding table w/ expanding legs & tent cover sliding rear of vehicle & stored in box rear of vehicle Shade/wind block/Tent
Siblings are finding it harder to keep their belongings out of the others possession. The Tween Lock prevents invasion of personal space.
My design is for a baby burp cloth. It is very absorbent, large enough to cover your shoulder and surrounding area, and does not fall off.
Microwave Platter with silicone handles that don't get hot.
Simple, easy, and effective. Place a holder for a bit of water in Tupperware, goods inside absorb moisture, keeping them soft.
Donâ€™t be afraid, mama pillow is close to you, lullaby, tell story and alert of night mare to parents
Prevent back and knee pain now
Digital food scale that wirelessly sends nutrition and weight data to your favorite food diary website or app
Snow Block Shovel
A self closing toilet seat
A device that is placed in a container and calculates the product remaining . Need more coffee at home? Find out anytime, anywhere
Laundry Detergent Dispenser
Lost & Found Key Tags - Simple & discrete tags that will help those who may find your lost keys or help you if you found lost keys
Handheld Laser Engraver for Small Jobs
dÃ©modulateur TV
Heated Car Cover
Dog training leash controlled by the owner with a button on the handle which, when pressed, gives the dog a harmless, yet effective shock.
Toilet Paper Carousel
Peek-a-Boo Quilt with pockets covered by flaps. Slide laminated pictures into pockets and watch your baby's face light up
SPIN FREE
Pivot Power Color Coded
Create a case with built in wall charger. Enables iPhone to be plugged directly to a wall socket.
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WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this wi-fi signal receiver-transmitters!
Resubmit.Decorative LED button with magnetic clip for your party! Light up the night
Smartphone PA System. Wifi operated device plugs into a PA system and allows access to anyone with a smartphone.
Total reflective pet collar!
earplugs w/alarm clock insynced for people who have issues falling asleep and hear EVERYTHING when trying to fall asleep
Mag-Na-Space Storage Armoire
The Instant Read Thermometer Whisk allows you to whisk and monitor the temperature of your food at the same time, with one tool.
resistance swim-trainer without gloves,mitts or paddles.
RESUBMIT(7/26/10): Reusable flip top caps for various drink/liquid containers(Gallon Milk, Juice Bottles, Water Bottles, Coke Bottles, etc.)
Headphones with speakers inside earplugs allowing you to squeeze them and have them expand inside your ears.
Reusable Tissue Holder
Take a look at you freezer. Now try and get something out from the back, i can guarantee you that 90% of you had to move things around.
Le Night Pad Flex
Did I take my pill? Never forget again! Place this am/pm calendar on top of your pill bottle and move the marker as you take your pill.
Fissur is a soft silicone rubber gripper for small items such as SD cards, memos and more.
Car Breakdown Sensor
Designer Coat Rack
Public Announcements to Text!
Folding Nipple for the Baby Bottle and Pacifier. Keep it from becoming contaminated when not in use.
USB display screen
Scorekeeper - Instantly Transform ANY Standard Basketball Hoop into Digital Score Counter
The ultimate Waterbottle that stores your smartphone, keys, jewelry,etc. while working out or in daily life.
remocator
A clip and stake solution that you can attach to the corners of a beach towel, blanket, or tarp to keep it in place on sand or the ground.
Using your unflavored coffee grounds you can Brew a pot or cup of your favorite flavor using concentrate packets in your coffee maker.
iLists- App enabled writing pad the sends info written over Bluetooth or wifi - auto send grocery lists, to do lists, etc
Beach wagon with large wheels,gliding across the sand. Deep sides to carry all the beach gear even the kids, collapsible,sturdy,lightweight
Personalized resolutions, mantras, goals printed on nonsticky plastic that adheres to windows, walls, computers, Ipods without residue.
It is difficult to style the back of your hair. I have a solution, a mirror that stands on the floor or counter.
A beach umbrella that sucks the sand.
Valuable Coins, Many people have jars of coins and some could be very valuable. What if there was a device that could scan all your coins.
Guitar buddy
Keep all the tools you need handy no matter the task. Customized for any specialty: Safety Tool,Medic Tool,Mani Tool,teacher,police,mom,etc
The Hot Rack
Case with built in LED Screen
Slim fitting high-waist leggings, a combination of a woman's girdle and leggings. Fashion meets functionality.
Stop breaking your toast when you butter them! Use THE W KNIFE!!!
A mirror that clamps on to a smartphone without a front facing camera that allows for better video chat.
Tub Tray
Easy Faucet Trap clean out.
The idea is to cut fruits and vegetables into different animal,bird,cartoon and other shapes for kids,to make eating fun.
Portable microphone and speaker worn on person.Small and light.Wired or wireless.
RESUBMIT! An organizing solution for stand up lunch boxes/bags. Keep your drink from smashing your food. Keep everything in it's own place!
a waterproof accessory that can be worn at the beach that holds keys,money,and cell phone. An Item that can be worn while swimming.
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Do you worry about loosing your child when taking them to busy location with lots of people ? The kids GPS bracelets is the solution.
A simple AM/FM battery radio in a hairspray size can, push the lid to turn on, turns off automatically in 30 minutes.
Eye-brella!-SEE YOUR WORLD!
Free energy ice maker
DUO Paper Towel Holder. Hold two Paper Towel in this interesting looking design. Keep one hidden at all times, but always have an extra.
Baked Hard Cooked Egg Tins. Don't boil them bake them. Eggs wiggle too much on the rack and in muffin tins. A baking tray designed for eggs.
This simple sculpting toy kit comes complete with bendable material as well as rigid pieces that connect the flexible units.
Scribble Scratch. Scratch Off Marker. Could even be a roll of tape. Post what you would use this for.
Small things fallen finder
An infuser that prevents tea from getting bitter without having to remove it. Just twist to close when youâ€™ve reached the perfect brew.
music play@TV commercials
Slippery Soap
FISHERMANS DREAM CHAIR. Allows every fisherman to perch above the waters surface, hoist their fishing pole, and relax with a nice beverage.
Makeup brush drying station
Keep your pooch slim and trim with the "K-9 Chow Time Pre-Measured Dog Food Feeding Bowl"!
As much money as bow hunters spend on their equipment this would be the next best addition.
My idea is heated earmuffs for outside winter activities.This item would consist of earmuffs with a pouch to slip in the disposable warmer.
ONE-PIECE TRACK-BASED SWITCHBLADE IPAD CASE -slide the IPAD along the track and it flip up or down.
A simple + functional way to display everyday photos, posters, artwork, etc without the need of a frame or board.
A bracelet/napkin holder two way communication system that is used in restaurants and other diners that will help better customer service.
magnetic needle nose pliers
Sockkeeper
Retractable ear buds built into your Idevice case!! Never forget them and never worry about tangled wires again.
A multi-purpose storage solution.
Turn your mug into a mug of the 21st century. Avoid dropping your cup of coffee or tea and make it easier and more pleasant to drink.
The iPlay Adapter turns the iPod Touch and iPhone into a console-quality gaming system.
Snap Attack
An affordable, convenient, odor-free "Sick Bag" or throw up bucket for children of all ages.
Superhero Syringe
Backpack straps with hooks to carry all your grocery bags at once. Carry 3 times as many bags with back straps. Car to the house in 1 trip!
EZ Mover Straps for Boxes, etc
Skateboard Deck With Rolling Bearings
Finally, a baby bib that keeps your baby clean. BibEcco is an improvement on the wheel. The design ensures the pocket remains open.
BUG FREE PET BOWL This food/water bowl provides the pet with water which acts as a "moat" to keep crawling insects out of the food bowl.
Hand Held Eye Contact Remover
Wash down your BBQ grill with ease, no more huge mess everwhere.
Give me a Break
Personal Shopping Cart
Remaking the Baby Stroller (One Wheel Stroller)type1
Keep your credit cards in our medal card holders to keep theifs from stealing your credit card info from inside your wallet,purse, or pocket
Collapsible Light Bulbs and Light Bulb Christmas Ornaments
a floating pool cooler station w/ two chairs that come out of the sides that float. the cooler has a beach umbrella, ipod dock and a table.
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My invention,single and multi unit umbrella water collectors.
A programmable VENT FAN that fits directly over, or attaches to your vents allowing better flow of HOT or COLD air. Keeping you comfy!
iPad/iPod docking station adapter
PLATE+ is a design oriented disposable plate with detachable cutlery made from a single mould. The cutlery can be fixed again as required.
APP ENABLED compact and portable exercise unit that mounts using vacuum cups for efficient wall support and exercising on the go - SEE VIDEO
Resub.A power bar with detachable LED light. Bar turns 360 degrees to keep cords from taking up space. Has USB ports as well.
Follow your steps!
ROLL N DRAW. Draw as U skate. Chalk attachment connects to the back of skates. Get kids exercising and develop their creative minds. Barbra
Hot is the new Cool
Sunglass hanger that hangs from your cars rear view mirror
A simple diverter to sluice garbage disposal waste to a compost pile. This is beautiful, safe organic matter that is now all wasted.
Musical Bandages
Fashion Plates
SANDSKIDDER lets you effortlessly slide across the sand with your stroller, cooler or gear. Super slick bottom &amp; straps securely hold gear.
Lawn mower caddy
Pet door insert for sliding glass doors. It is removable, will fit small to large animals, can be made from solid material or plexiglas
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Colorful Sunblock
Child drowning sensor
Tired of bending over to plug in your iron or vacuum? Let the bending stop with your purchase of the Straight Up by Quirky.
Thunder Dome
Who wants to walk to the beach or party at the pool with tons of things. I have the ultimate all in one answer. This is a must have.
Fold Flat Funnel for Cars&amp;Trucks. Magnets keep it attached to vehicle's frame so it is always with you! No more oil or antifreeze spills!
A dog scrubbing brush that screws onto the standard garden hose with a chamber to hold/push shampoo. No product on the market is this simple
The Bottle Prop!
a slip on cover for dogs bedding.
The Combo Binder
A super sponge made of a new age material that will change the perception of the sponge forever.
Save and extend the life of your razor blades! Can get up to 50 times more shaves from one razor! Save money! Comfortable shave!
Sleek -Ultimate Bathroom Caddy
Dance Shoes SuedeSaver
CinturÃ³n de seguridad portÃ¡til
Sleep Bump - Long skinny heavy pillow goes between couple 2 help each stay on their side of bed and not wake other with stray kicks at night
Classroom Door Security Device
The Bare Scrub - A back scrub for the shower that is anchored to your shower wall with large suction cups. Scrub your back as a bear would
USB Tree Snake LED light-brightens up a dark computer area. Just a fun LED light that looks like a tree snake coming out of your computer.
Harpies
BOWL SKINS! Use Silicone Skins on your favorite bowls! Your bowls will look great! Eat Soup-Chillie-pasta-ect. Without burning your hands!
â€œSafe Frameâ€ - A place to store expensive jewelry safely in plain sight.
Easy adjusting eyeglass frames
Collapsible Candleholders. Short, Tall, Big, Small you can have them all. Easily stow away in your kitchen drawer.
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No more lip wrinkling from straw usage!! Create a straw that widens and flattens at the top to reduce the development of lip lines.
Flight Buddy
Plane and Wait Pillow. A combination pillow to make your wait at the airport as well as your flight more comfortable.
A water bottle that can expand and contract for easy storage.
LunchSpBotx ,a combination insulated lunch box that UNIQUELY unfolds to become a sanitary eating surface.A great spot to eat!
Spring assistant. Spring helps to work with wires, it is easy to solder wires. With a compartment for tools.
PERMANENT PROTECTIVE WINDSHIELD, FABULOUS!!!!
DOUBLE SIDED SPOON with locking hinge that collapse into tongs.stir the sauce ...stir the pasta..long enough to rest across both pots
Clip on for sunglasses, easy way to handle your sunglasses when on the move. The Clip system stays on the glasses when you wear them !
Harina Anchoveta Consumo Human
Air Bed Alarm_No More Snooze
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Health Monitor Bracelet
Pocket removable closer
The iLluminati Clip ... combining the professional touch of a mounted flash to your iPhone. Your iPhone photos suck ... until now.
The Expand-a-Binder
Wind &amp; Wave energy Desalinatio
Dual ear peace system
A small bonsai-like 'tree' made of foam covered wire, it's bendable branches let you drape (and show) your jewelry to best advantage.
A truly Quirky idea! A measuring cap for olive oil shaped like an olive! Make it fun and easy to correctly portion your olive oil usage.
App enabled water bottle that will keep track of your desired hydration to encourage drinking more water
EXTRA SHADE...Pool and Beach Umbrella with Removable Retractable Side Panels. Un-Snap from Pole, Hang on Hooks and Pull for Shade.
Kids place their tablets in this desk &amp; transform a regular desk into a smart desk. Draw, color, write, charge, save, endless possibilities.
A pinata assembled by the children themselves that can be reused over and over...
car whiteboard
A Natural, cool and affordable sound enhancer stand for your IPhone.
New Box Grater Angled downward push pull sawing motion. Silicon base,no slip fear of knuckle grating. Old is new utilizing body mechanics.
Clothing for dogs that is made of a safe, natural, organic flea- and tick-repellent material that will protect dogs from the harsh elements.
Add Multi-Alphabet keys to your computer's keyboard that help to use special or diferent characters while typing in other languages.
A hybrid solar-powered tree and cell phone tower tree. Powered by the sun and completely off-the-grid.
Touch Activated LED Handrail
Pocket Pal PJ's
The Hot Box will heat your lunch without electricity. It uses the vehicles defroster to heat your lunch.
cleaning caterpillar
Car piggy bank
AIR CLEAN
Digital Carbonite
The Nanni
i had the idea to build a eolic generator and charger accesory for an electric car so that it can be nearly fuel free or fuel free .
NEW VIEDO RELEASE I invented a portable mouse pad that sits beside your chair. You rest your arm on the padded top with the mouse.
Inside vehicle 360 barrier to keep out unwanted deposits of sand both front and/or back also provides moderate sun protection for windshield
Bluetooth /radio connection with your car, app enabled, enables you when your car stolen to deactivate electric systems from a distance.
FLOOR SAVERS: Furniture Leg Coasters That Actually Protect
Reverse Sensor DOTS for vehicles. Blind Spots Detection. App enabled
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Closet Organization Drawer and Belt/Purse/Hat/Shoe Rack
The "MagnaBungee"(patent pending)consists of a powerful magnet rated at 95 lbs, enclosed by a plastic housing, with a bungee cord attached.
LED Light Band
Disposable toothbrush with enough paste in it to use for 3 or 4 days, push a button on handle sent enough for 1 use to the head. Fold it&amp;go.
Pan and roaster lids that are adjustable in height. I've seen collapsible buckets, &amp; colanders, maybe this could be similar in structure.
3D for glasses wearers
Gyro trimmer
Kitcheniny
Sloping Fencing
Fact: Dryer sheets clean pots, pans, fryers and casserole dishes back to sparkling new. Buy kitchen solutions to solve kitchen problems!
A simple, lightweight, beautiful, adjustable set of scoop-shaped "Fox Ears" -- a natural hearing aid, worn for fashion and to hear better.
Handsfree Umbrella
Food storage containers with lids that seal when storing food then store and stack when empty, with lids attached to container bottoms.
The dust buffer mop
A play-through iPad case with a handle to slide your hand through and hold it securely in one hand, and a shoulder strap option built in.
Power strip design that allows any size plug to be plugged in without covering over other outlets. Also has channels for oraganinzing cords.
INTELLITEE â€“ a bluetooth device that corrects your golf swing off the tee!
Handy-Sponge: Wash &amp; Rinse Your Car At The Same Time! No More Stopping Inbetween Washes! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Smart Solar USB Japanese Fans:Beautiful Japanese fans that double as solar USB chargers with 6 USB ports.
Smart phone upholder
Retractable Xmas Lights. Strands of small assorted color lights, encased in a protective bar. Retracted by a removable hand crank.
its a flyswatter that extens i made 1 from a cieling fan cleaning brush take the brush off and put a4x6 plastic head in place
Draw 4 me
SNOZE GAUZE
Single serve coffee brewers need a single brewer which can use k cups, tassimo or pods. This will enable consumers to buy at the best price
Electric Caster Wheel - Change the way things roll. 1000's of casters are sold a year-what if electricity helped people push what's on them?
Adjustable Multi-blade Scissor
Slender Compact Copier for home use.
a scraper on a stick with tubes that squirt out turpentine/cleaner by the press of a button for cleaning up dirt/ paint from tiles/counters
A Solar Station. The idea is to have a small solar powered device about the size of your hand to power smart phones and tablet like devices.
Easy transplant gardening container. This is an easy way to transplant from a small planter to a larger planter.
WICK-LINKED BIRTHDAY CANDLES!
Multipurpose Skates
THE I-PHONE UMBRELLA I-phone + texting + rain = Uh oh! With the I-phone Umbrella you don't need to worry about having a wet phone anymore!
The perfect travelling companion- a backpack that compresses its items when packed away. Compression sack to day pack.
bouches de ventilation jetable
Hinged griddle splatter cover
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Mc iPad dj
Mini Extension Cord Plug In that stays plugged in wall outlet for when you need it.
3 in 1 mixer
Merry Friggin Ho-Ho Magnets
App enabled toilet seat- programmable animal sounds when lifted.. a father's dream.
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Plug Hub line extension: Backup battery plus cord storage. Control clutter and add backup power.
An insulated bottle holder that easily attaches to a purse, travel bag, etc. A convenient way to carry a drink around hands-free!
The Squeezie Paintbrush. Great for small areas like trim and around windows!
A Modern EXPANDABLE Tortilla & Bread Canister with a SILICONE MAGNETIC FLAP SEAL which closes every time after opening keeping food
warm.
An expandable medicine cabinet carousel organizer system which allow convenient access to many common toiletry and cosmetic items.
App Controlled Defroster
Power Stretch. Extend, Retract &amp; Set Pivot Power. Adjust each individual outlet socket unit to where you want. Extends your reach of power
Adjustable size screwdriver
The Prescription / RX Cradle. Amazingly easy to use solution. 3.7 Trillion Rx written a yr. Video demo sells this idea! Resubmit 402 votes.
Avoid clogs and never touch icky hair in your drain again! The drain strainer captures hair and allows you to easily discard the mess.
i had the idea to build a eolic generator and charger accesory for an electric car so that it can be nearly fuel free or fuel free .
The Dream Fish Hook/Lure
Smart Mailbox Chip
Flora
Ring Pop Cakes. Silicone Ring Pops for the Oven. Resub.
A spatula with a round notch and square notches on the handle. The notches are used to clean mixer blades.
Solar Powered Power Washer! hand held Solar Powered Power Washer, no gas no need for a plug use it everywhere!
Where is this product!!!! Where is the micro-fridge that makes things cold like a microwave makes things hot??!!
Lawn care will be easier! This tool utilizes the power of your leaf blower to send leaves straight to a trash can/bag.(*see concept images)
2 part washing machine
The Bagger! My product is a utility that when attached to a tall kitchen drawstring bag, allows you to sweep or rake into the bag with ease.
Make a wish
An arrow/jewelry finder comprising of very small stickers that you can attach. These stickers will light up/beep when the base is pushed.
A fully customizable built-in, mirrored jewelry box. A jewelry box that truly looks like room dÃ©cor (built in like a medicine cabinet).
Versa-Tile
A 3 in 1 light, folding, compact portable car repair mat, kneeling, full length and fender protector there at all times as tasks arise.
The EZ-Tushy Shield is a flushable and sanitary. It protects your skin from touching the filthy toilet seat.
Slip over iPad / Tablet holder with Shopping list &amp; coupons on one side Kids activities / iPad/ Tablet on the other Clips on cart
Glowing Electrical Outlet
self cleaning grill
THE URBAN POOL. Ships in two pieces, boxed, bottom drain, no filter system. Cover. "Raft" size. Bright colors, hard sides. Just right.
Attached hanger
fastyrollup :hand and floor sweeper that all pet hair and fluff in a snap roll up into sausage without irascible hairs and dust
Smart home energy meter
booger brush
Solar Backpack Cooler
People have such busy lifestyles so having the ability to multitask while talking on your cell phone would be ideal!
RESUB: Make CRUSTLESS SEALED SANDWICHES and more at home. Inprint the top to tell what is inside (good for people with food allergies).
a "virtual" pantry and grocery store where items are scanned in and out for my usage based on purchase, usage, and menus
App that helps parents of young school kids track accurately their return home. No more wasted time waiting at bus stops. A safety net!
Anti-Tip device for any chair ...... strap, velcro or clamp on.
Lego sand: modular sand forms for kids and adults providing fractal perspective and creativity stir from basic geometrical forms
Body Naps Full body sized Wet-Naps
Create a digital bumper sticker that attaches to the back window of a car-the message is updated using a mobile app
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Do you wear glasses and have difficulty putting on eye make-up? Do you ever have difficulty reading tags or small print when shopping
Umbrella Stander
Automatic-flush toilets waste massive amounts of water. They flush every time you shift your body. We need to stop this misuse of resources.
FLAT LUNCH BOX
trim chaps
Glass lunch container, shows common food capacities: Â¼, 1/2, Â¾,1 &amp; 2 cups. Will help us pack the right amounts of different kinds of food
Using the SODIS, make square plastic PET one-side aluminum coated water bottles. Exposing them to sun for 5 hours sterilizes the water.
A collapsible and portable white board
Pop-up Screen
Scanning documents with QUIRKY SCAN DEVICE.
Showermate
i had the idea to build a eolic generator and charger accesory for an electric car so that it can be nearly fuel free or fuel free .
A cutting board that has a 'trap door' in the middle, so that it can be set over a pan and the contents dumped right into the pan or skillet
This is a App Enabled Shower Head that lets you turn the water on via your phone so it is warmed up before even going into the bathroom.
App enabled fragrance diffuser/mixer - Multiple scents change over time, or you can mix them with virtual faders.
A type of polymer spray that could be molecularly custom made to suit a customers needs. (hardness, grip)
A Multi-tasking WHISK that is Easy to Clean!
Whether married, living with a love one or just sharing a bed, we have all lost or stolen the covers no more! Hide a blanket inside another
Bluetooth headphones that covert to Bluetooth external speakers for your computer
Baby/toddler high chair easily folds completely flat-No need to take the tray off. Hangs in closet, wall, back of door-cheaper than the rest
The Bug Sticker
Wink-app enabled Pet collar. Train from anywhere without the need for an extra control device. Talk to your dog or cat from work.
Notepad on the go - A compact way to write and store your ideas fast and easy, any time of the day. Multiple ways to keep it close at hand.
permanent holiday lighting
A text to alert credit
the pig tail
Quick Release Pulley Housing
Keep baby comfortable, dry and just a tug away while enjoying the pool or beach with a new clam raft. You & your little 'pearl' will love it
Want some beer basted BBQ this BBQ set of Beer can sauce holders will do it for you.
Silverware rolling machine or rolled napkin shape that can be stuffed with silverware easily and quickly. No more hand rolling silverware.
TV is Never Loud
handle to carry plastic bottle
The colour changing kitchen.
Portion control sealable freezer trays 4 homemade ice cream. Need 2 transfer into a container anyway transfer it into this &amp; skip scooping
RESUB APPSTAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING
ONE OR THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD
Colander packaging for olives
RESCUE POWER PILL !!!
Stick-on, Sizable Shoe Grips
App scale:milk-beer-wine-rice
My idea is a device that simplifies installation of shower curtains on the shower rod over the standard bathtub enclosure.
Vented shoe rack. Shoes can get smelly, damp and wet. Vented shoe rack can dry and deodorize all your shoes.
Utilize Corner & Wall Space BEHIND hanging clothes with a Jewelry, Purse & High Heeled Shoe Shrine
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Dual shower heads like no other! Opposite end shower heads for simultaneous use.Enjoy a shower together,at the same time while saving time!
EZ-AutoFill is the last Auto fluid pump you will need to buy. It is cheaper, more reliable, less messy, has no moving parts &amp; multi-purpose.
The Code Finder
SoxStix
Keyless Entry Alarm Signal
Phone Chargers for the back of cabs in big cities! Provide users a way to charge phones when in cab and out and about in the city.
portable-power
Hang a picture/image in the corner of a ceiling. Cheap, simple, stylish, and very light. No drills, screws, nails, or permanent glue.
A thin hanger with several features allowing you to hang all the items you would wear to complete an outfit. Saves time and confusion.
Bathroom mat that lets your floor stay dry! Keeps your bathroom floor dry after you shower! No more water all over the bathroom floor!
A cooler that uses ice packs for cooling and also has slotted grooves so you can adjust shelves to store different items.
Getting leaves or other things in a bag is hard to do with one person. You need a third hand to hold open the bag when you rake stuff in.
TIRED OF TRYING TO GET YOUR CAT INTO THE CARRIER when it's time for the vet? I have just the solution.. The "Cat-N-Bag" Carrier.(SEE PICS)
The Bug Breezer
TRASH CAN THAT COLAPSES LIKE A COLAPSIBLE CUP! Don't let your bag get stuck in the can! 2 sizes..kitchen/ lawn. Leak proof.
No Stain Tumbler
my idea is to put flexible shelf adjusted with suckers into the closet
Transparent Painting Box
The MixWave is a portable, hand held mixer with an integrated powder storage container. Just place any spoon in the mixer and mix.
143 million Americans are struggling with a single issue: "carbage"- the little bits of trash like straw wrappers cluttering up your car.
LED Fishing Tackle Bucket
Wireless baby monitor earbuds liberates you to work/play outside while listening for your baby to wake up. Lightweight, small, and stylish.
I have Developed a Fertilizer Spikes Inplanting Tool,that makes it Ease using the Fertilizer Spikes.
Baby Pusher
Dws Buggy
This is a lead weighted water bottle used for weight/resistance training carried in the bike's regular bottle holder for a better workout.
Object Finder
I was a fat kid. I couldn't do bunny hops. I build a bicycle that would throw me up into the sky! It made me the happiest kid on the block!
A baking pan mold to recycle crayons. The molds would be both standard size crayons and jumbo shape. Could be non-stick metal or silicone.
Nod Off
a smart cup. tells you how you drank.if its water or beer just select it on the app, your choice. also tells you where your cup is.
Child's Time out Timer Two,Five,Ten and Fifthteen minute incraments Each time has a hour glass (colored sand)and colored mat to sit on
RESUBMIT (325 Votes): Expandable Water Bottle and Expandable Travel Mug. 3 Container sizes in 1. Refill less and Help the environment.
Automatic Goldfish Flakes Bottle that dispence few fish food flakes once a day
Jewelery box that offers: full overview on your jewleries in a compact space and ready for travel
ever had a power outage and have some your things damaged like TV system and don't know if the TV got damaged inside or the power cable.
Safe O2...
My daughter spent a lot of time on crutches. Her crutches were always falling over in class, so we designed something to hold them upright
Toilet Seat Siren
"instaSUMMARY" (APP-ENABLED DIGITAL HIGHLIGHTER): The integration of OCR technology to simplify the process of information compilation.
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My idea is an oxygen hose recoil. This product would be used by those who have the need to use oxygen in there home to aid their breathing.
Weighted half rope for indoor
this clothes hanger does it differently
De-Kernel Microwave Popcorn Serving Bowl is the one piece easy to use, easy to clean way to enjoy popcorn without un-popped kernels.
Automatic Solar Shade for Car
MUNCH PUNCH A fun and QUIRKY idea makes eating outdoors a breeze.

PLEASE WATCH OUR VIDEO!!

Condiment stick
Ice Ball for Dogs that will entertain them while you are entertaining yourself or your friends.
Water Bug - A fun & inexpensive way to automatically water your entire Lawn & Garden.
tablet harness/strap/bag. Use both hands on a tablet device when standing.
BACK SEAT DRIVER APP. This is no Monkey Joke! Helps Drivers Stay on Course and Out of Trouble!
Snuggie Bag
Easy iPhone Holder Case
*VIDEO PICTURE FRAME* Plays videos with still picture transitions. Editing capabilities. Please tell me your thoughts! Good Luck to You!!!
Leave the Dirt Behind! - Lawn and Garden Tarp With Holes - For Weeding, Leaf Collecting and More.
A Dumbbell that keeps your form, increases the effort required to lift it by turning the weight end. Finally the Full-Force Weight System
A personal USB/AC bottle refrigeration unit. (Keep drinks cold)
'DISHES FOR CAT/DOG CAGES"
Universal wheels - Easy way to attach wheels to anything eg: cartons, shopping bags, laundry bags, dust bins, non wheeled baggages etc.
Lumber Bag
The Wet Pants Hanger, do you hang dry your pants or throw them in the dryer to shrink?
Ballpoint pen with a ruler
child car seat safe
The water sandals and shoes!
Car AC/Heater duct extensions
You will be able to purchase an inexpensive protective cover to put over your glass insulin bottle to prevent breakage if dropped.
Freezer dog toy maker
Tired of all that stuff that constantly appears under your sofa cushions?what about a slide out tray to carry right to the garbage?(RESUB)
My idea is a compact pouch that inflates to a plastic portable back pad to use on any chair anywhere to help ease back pain.
The Smoke Bandage. An adhesive strip that can fix any tear/rip on a cigarette/cigar, just lick it, stick it, and fix it.
A massager (defining a new breakthrough &amp; advancing the capabilities of a modern massager) that now applies both heating &amp; interchanging.
A draw string beach towel used to carry accessories to the beach or lake.
RESUB App-enabled tripod and app-enabled camera combo
A peg board style wall mounted organizer. Move your pegs around to create shelves of different sizes. Space them out for individual hooks.
My idea is timed lighting. Lighting that turns off after a certain amount of time for those who forget to flip the switch.
Wet Spills? No Problem. Pick it up and rinse it off without spilling
Angry Quirks - Real Life Slingshot Game
Pizza Flip TM
A Solar Powered tent. The tent will be for camping or for mobility to live in remote areas.
Bathroom Fan Clip On Aromatherapy Scents Strips attach to fan cover when you turn on the fan it releases a fresh beautiful clean scent
Free-Flow
Adjustable size screwdriver
controller cup holder
B-NIT
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Automatic Parachute Deployment
invention that keeps your toilet seat kid up when you add a padded seat to it or a seat cover on it. I call it a stays-up bracket.
Easy Stud Finder - No Guessing
Color Changing Earrings (SPECTRA line extension?) (Resub to WINK)
3D interactive tv guide
Let's utilize the powered analog phone wall mount jacks in MILLIONS of households. 1. Phone caddy (powered?) 2. Night light
SoftSpotsâ„¢ are soft silicone cushion attachments universally designed to make any headband more comfortable and less â€œvice-likeâ€.
STOWABLES' BIG BROTHER! A heavy duty, collapsible, stackable, storage container that uses only the space you need.
Smart Baseball!! App. enabled Baseball detects pitching speed and sends it to App.
A visor for your iPad to block the sun so you can see the images on your screen when it's bright outside.
Sleep AND WAKE mask â€“ Sleep mask that glows to help wake you, because we need darkness to sleep but light to wake. Syncs with your alarm.
Crammed Clothes!? Use Closet Tongs!
Hands Free Shade That Moves With You While You Do Yard Work! Take the shade with you wherever you go!
App enabled Fishing pole or device to detect vibrations, movement, or jerking on the pole.
Camera showing other cars behind obstacles.
Star agent Hollywood
ELASTIC CAT LITTER LINERGolf ball stamp: Golf players have to mark their balls to indicate that you are playing your own ball.
A window fan that has louvre's that move up and down and side to side for directional air movement
'mmmm chicken....
All Apple People: Meet The IphoneHomePhone / blue tooth calling and VOIP all in one.
i had the idea to build a eolic generator and charger accesory for an electric car so that it can be nearly fuel free or fuel free .
Qwikpower
Grocery Cart Cover
Original Beer Cooler Launcher.
The Astros Calculator will determine the zodiac sign that would be your perfect match and to determine that signs that you should avoid.
a sound making tool reminding a driver upon opening a petrol/diesel cap of the type of fuel prior to filling up their car
POWER SAVING OUTLET That has options for different charging sessions It would have 2 regular outlets+on the side it would have 2 USB outlets
Like germs in your mouth? Get the â€œTooth Timerâ€. Countdown when to change your toothbrush using a convenient timer.
A small wireless speaker that can be used anywhere. Receives audio from a local source input or, it's trump card, Apple enabled Airplay.
!A "dry/wet" combo beach bag. Keep your dry/clean stuff in one bag, and wet/dirty stuff in the other; and detach to have two separate bags
Measure mix and pour any batter from cupcakes to pancakes all in one container.Thats right you only dirty one thing and it's dishwasher safe
Button-spring retractable power cord, shoulder straps and clips for carrying/mounting to provide efficient use of electric lawn equipment.
Example
Recycle-Reuse. Easy solution for air drying storage bags and more. Can be reproduced in plastic. Quick drying. Very stable design..
Energy Saving Surge Protector
Inflatable Fort Walls For Kids
EasyTeach Piano Keyboard
Sail Float
Glass jar or eco plastic container with a digital clock for cereal, flour, cookies, pancake mixes etc! Never wonder if your food is expired
How many times per day you run into the charger cord of your laptop? A simple short extension cord helps protect the charger cord.
RFID Proximity Quick Access Gun Safe with Silicone Bracelet or Keyring Fob
Brown Grocery bag organizer.
A simple space saving laundry container which assumes an amusing shape : ) when full. Color and pattern possibilities are endless.
The Wrist-light is a multi-Purpose illumination device which has Four LED Lights which face forward to get the job done in the dark.
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An umbrella with multiple add-ons to enjoy the trip to the beach! Add-ons like attachable towel hanger(s), cup holder(s) or book holder(s).
alphabet word t-shirts
Chisalt
Ipad Sunshade + Lapdesk + Solar Charging Station
Wardah's Smart Mug
Face Vac
Remote Control Phone Case
River Harness
A HandsFree Toilet Seat lift. Depress the FootPedal, And up comes the seat. Similiar too a Hands Free Trash can lid.
App-Enabled Fan
Over the back of chair Jewelry Organizer. It can be fabric, plastic or silicone and hook or velcro to the back of the chair, with storage.
An organizer for your car that would let you separate trash and other important items. It would be light, portable, efficient and AWESOME.
Self-filling canteen
CHEESE CLEATS. Holds cheese to make grating easier. Save the knuckles!
Slug Proof Garden Pots. Censor enabled containers deter most crawling insects &amp; notifies you that your crop is vulnerable to attack.
Safe windows
Imagine a fully equipped miniature pocketknife, with accessories, integrated into the back of your cell phone case without adding extra bulk
Device for applying touchup paint.
Rim over spray protector
Salsa, Sauce and Appetizer Container Attachable to dishes via clip for personalized use at the dinner table. The salsa mess is over.
, . Why not a MAGINFYING CYLINDER TO GO OVER OR SLIDE UP AND DOWN ON A BOTTLR OR CAN TO MAKE IT EASIER TO READ THE
SMALL PRINT
Pillow pumper
Hollow Soap: A full-size bar of soap formed around a hollow plastic core so you always get a nice big bar, at the cost of a tiny motel bar.
Piddle Pullup Pad
Automatic Air Conditioning Filter Removal with App Control Feature
I'd like 2 reinvent the water bottle for your dog when on walks. My design goals r to make it operable with one hand and can be personalized
iPhone case that easily hooks into a car air vent to lock the phone in place (bonus either orientation).Great for music and GPS when driving
Flags of Glory
~ POP UP , CLEAR , ANTI UV , KIDS AND ADULTS PARASOL ~
App Enabled Self Watering Pot
Telescoping rod that has a built in bubble level and markers to measure distance between hanging holes of a shelf, picture or knick knack.
River rocks on the bottom of your tub would look pretty inviting, but would feel pretty painful...Unless they are encased in gel!
Introducing the inflateable slip cover that slips over the top of the crutch for added comfort.This would be made of durable plastic/suede.
Your View
safer safe
Object Finder
tap it, nailpolish
"Doggone" is a collar with a chip in it that can be located using an iPhone app in case your dog/kid gets lost.
An adjustable pillow. You can adjust simply by squeezing a rubber bulb. I can never find the perfect pillow. This would fit everyone.
Post-it-Note Organizer/Holder
A modular arrangeable jewelry box with modern design and the ability to display all your jewelry for selection with an included travel case.
EXTRA PAIR OF HANDS is my product idea for playing cards due to arthritis in hands and fingers.
Expandable rib rack to accommodate ribs/chicken/turkey. Manage cooking space more efficiently for occasional simple cook-out or big parties.
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The Wonderwedge which stabilizes ladders has a handle for easy positioning and storage. Its dimensions are: 4:25x1.25x3.0 (inches).
The 1st MULTI-LEVEL Pool Thermometer that takes temperatures @ the TOP-MIDDLE & BOTTOM of the pool.No More COLD surprises.Monitor all
levels
Rubber seal bottom sticker knob...
Small/Portable charger that works when you enter a coin into it. for Iphones,Tables,Laptops Great to put in tables of restaurants or bars
privacy shade for shower
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers. SUMMER IS COMING!
COOL DUCKLING -- SOLAR POOL THERMOMETER + APP
Heat-activated magnetic LED lighting for toaster-ovens or conventional ovens
You like outdoor or trekking, here is the backpack that turns itself into a "Table for two" anywhere you decide to have your picnic
Interactive Shopping List
Bike jersey with large flashing lights. Lights on the shirt washable, comfortable, and bright. The power source would attach separately.
Refrigerator Magnet with LED
Wink enabled Automatic Fish Feeder
UNI-WHEEL COOLER
Smart Compact Fluorescent Bulb
Cord Capsule.The new way to wind and store your earbuds.Different size Cord Capsule,for the cords you need to store.Many applications. Video
WINE COOLER + APP
Your under the sink TRASH BAG in the bin gives up and you have to clean up the mess. With spine kit there is solution to a messy problem.
Use biodegradable plastic to make mulch.
Balancing a pool table is tedious,and usually requires a trained professional.With foot cranks attached to table legs,balancing is easy.
The ball shape cam can stream 360 degree seamless real time video. Simply pan your cell phone to the spot you want to see with no delay.
Sunburst Pool Lighting
Smart Heat
gel holder & foot rest for comfortable leg shaving in the shower. should be compact and attractive to prevent crazy leg acrobatics.
Quik Change Cup
plateau bateau
Bi-load washing machine
My mom always seems to have a problem getting out the last nailpolish left in the jar. The idea is to put a spring inside the brush holder.
Retracta pencil
design a remote camera for the national hockey league that will resolve any disputed goals!
NEVER RUIN FOOD on the BBQ again! Smart BBQ will cook your food to perfection!
Cane and Able
Soap Dish Liners
Universal APP-Enabled Dual Mini HD "WebCam" for Smartphones. Doubles as a Standard Webcam for use With Your Computer
Power and HDMI Cable Bundle. HDMI and Power cords attached for clean connection to the TV. Remember composite cables?, similar concept
winter tire cover/decal
Ladies you'll love this! Double sided nail polish pens. 1 side nail polish other nail polish remover. Or different colors on opposite sides.
IBRELLA II - UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT! Use any umbrella while sitting, HANDS FREE! Use @ games, events, bus stop and more!
USBowtie is a flash drive in a wearable bowtie form. this plastic object should sell for much higher than its manufacturing cost. sweet deal
A slow-cooker with a two chamber insert (pot).
ANODIZED ALUMINUM HIGH LIGHTERS (or other writing set)<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06sDSbojKSM"
target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
Unlike the current pin my Boutonnier/Corsage Pin is simple and much easier to apply. Just tightly wrap with floral tape. Patent #US6389649
Urban Camera Mount
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Storage by the Hangers - Surprise closet storage
how would you like to watch more movies, play games without having to switch between game Cd's and more the DVD Tower games and more.
Children's scissors with inch-marks... Cut the perfect inch every time!
HANG YOUR HAT HERE
CASEFAN BLADE MODIFICATION FOR VERY QUIET PC CASEFAN (OR OTHER APPLICATIONS )
QUICK Finder ( beep to find)
My Rows
Sticky throwing ball
two in one pizza cutter with spatula. practical and quick, just slice,serve and enjoy.
Flask-like baby bottle w/ formula storage and funnel to pour formula. Fits in back pocket and takes up less space in bag than round bottles
Better-Than-Ugly Post-Op Shoe
Collapsible bike helmet that can fit in your bag! Same length as an iPad. Light weight.
"Hookah safe" elegant plexiglass casing with LED lighting, rotatable base, and temperature controlled chamber for a royal hookah experience.
Caulking Stick
Imagine sleeping/resting on a long airline flight in comfort! Here's an adjustable tool that turns any airline seat into a massage sleeper.
AMTCOS Auto control system. Used for residential, commercial and Military.
Wifi booster and range extender for your smart device.
Lick your lollipop 360 degrees without the stick in the way. If you want to lick 340 degrees, easily pull the candy back onto the stick.
Pillowhead. Hat pulls onto your head with foam padding with a tubular foam padded neck stabilizer. Main use is for plane or car travel.
A wrist-mounted AM/FM radio that is waterproof. Able to bring your tunes anywhere, even in the pool or shower.
Something similar to the Pegit case, but the middle part could be a surf comb with fins key.
The "Rotating Razor" is the first razor capable of rotating its blades (cartridge), giving consumers new angles when shaving.
Solar Siding
Christmas Tree Quench
Fireplace Child Safety Screen
Vehicle Undercarriage Washer
Babyminder
The Auto Leash
Heated bathmat with Bluetooth
Memory Wizard
i had the idea to build a eolic generator and charger accesory for an electric car so that it can be nearly fuel free or fuel free .
Half moon shape furniture color rubber floor protector
Get your cat moving with BobCat, a helium float that dangles cat toys in the air. Toys bob and move as the cat chases and swats them.
HEY QUIRKY! Let's Give APPLE a Run for Their Money! This MP3/MP4 Player Offers Everything You Love in an iPod, But Adds a Very Unique Twist!
Q Clip Cap! If Q has a T-shirt, then why not a cap? It has a clip that won't make your glasses slip! This isn't just your ordinary cap!!!!
Create and project your own lasershow. Design with app. Projector as a separate divice or to mount on iphone
A simple product designed to help parents save time, headaches and money, while teaching their little boys better aim when potty training.
RESUB With an app-enabled pet toy, your dog (or cat) can have fun while youâ€™re away!
A sink with heaters in the side that the water doesn't flow through
World's Best Backscratcher
Finally!!! BREAD BOX with UV LIGHT and VACUUM - anti-molding and anti-drying at a same time (NO SUCH ON THE MARKET)
Carbomb caddy
Quirky bed fan
The Patch...for Pregnancy
(Resubmit)Eco Friendly Portable Drinking Fountain. Fits to any water jug, pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable.
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Tavel Masseuse
Adjustable Vibrating Petproof Keyboard Protector (fits all PC, Mac and laptop keyboards)
Rear view cellphone holder
Disabled Parking made easy..
Baby Boomers are a large and growing market. New homes have porches, but no handrails, so here is a decorative, safe, hidden handrail.
EZ Reach Shower Buddy
We all need wrapping paper. The dilemma is when we have paper left on the reel. The TWIRL HOLD will help conserve and secure your gift wrap.
Ultra bright LED headlight gives you the freedom to mow your grass when the leading experts agree is the best time, late evening or night.
MICRO-SUCTION Stand/Wallmount for ANY SMARTPHONE (2 VIDEOS-WORKING PROTOTYPE). Doubles as photoframe-looks great when phone
isn't attached!
It's a toilet plunger disguised as a Topiary plant. 'The Plungiary' discreetly hides plunger, while making it accessible in plain 'view'.
A simple product designed to help parents save time, headaches and money, while teaching their little boys better aim when potty training.
This clip will be able to stop getting loose in your back bag's strap.
For those of us that rent (hence no real say in our flooring situation) we need a decorative, easy to install and remove floor cover.
Easy pull spikes for anything you want to hold down! Anyone can use these!( Inspired by Quirky Power Pulls product )
Minimalist Wallet
The digital nose-would detect the level of particles one is emitting that comprise b.o. and bad breath (methane and sulfur mainly)
Zipper Tarps
Jewelry Box for every day use. Chose at the right time your costume jewelry or gem to use. Any number of pieces in the kits. For everybody.
Mirror App
The Pouch That Powers and Protects Your Small electronics. In cases of emergency when you need to be on the move.
The Bike Cuff
Re-animator
Smart phone wireless vibrating alarm wristband, it wakes only the person wearing it and not the whole house. Your family will thank you.
buttonless suspenders
*Ear bud stow card that slides in and out from the bottom, top, and/or sides of an i-phone case.
DESIGN NON STRIPABLE TOOLS SCREWDRIVERS, SOCKETS ALSO SCREWS BOLTS, AND NUTS
Decorative acrylic furniture leg caps that roll.
AUTO CHOP STICKS - A spring in the top of the chops makes it easy to control without the fuss.Plain and simple.
bathroom ,bedroom door lock ,this product lets you in without busting door down.
Power strips are often on the floor while in use, right in the territory of our voracious little explorers... let's keep them safe...
My idea is a solution for those of us who don't want to scratch our glasses lenses, without having to carry a hard case around with us.
COOLCAN,Silicon strap - cool down beverages in open water.A couple of cuts located in the strap to twist cans in.Easy way to carry towel,too
ONE MOLD MODULAR FURNITURE <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDUiBL6gLB0" target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
A kid's friendly app enabled color pencil/crayola/brush/highlighter stylus. Dial a color and a style with ease. For ecoloring books and more
Hands free Blow Dryer Door Hanger with adjustable Mirror for those who need both hands for styling their hair.
Cane plus Grabbers! Have your cane do the picking :)
Change the way you can make music just by using your body movements
Make that rolling portable grocery cart into a rolling utility cart. Back saver, time saver, plus making usage of an item you already own.
Decorate your tree with WIRELESS Christmas lights! No more red angry faces and...@*!%#&amp;~.. Never again unwrap the wire. So relaxed!
Cord Clip
Egg Whisking Cup
Disposable Condiment Covers
Solutions are meant to be shared, do you struggle every day matching and wearing the right colored socks? If Yes, then suffer no more.
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GoWarmer
ZapStrips
The spirel cake pan
Pizza cutter that cuts the slices even and with a clean cut with the push of a button, and best of all it folds for easy storage.
TRANS FORM
I am proposing to create a unique headband accessory that will finally prevent earbuds from popping out of ears.
Collectible Tiddlywinks! There are lots of games where kids like to collect different game sets. Lets Reinvent the Tiddlywink!
Spring-Coil grill crate cleaner. New concept, durable and clean crates better. Easily cleaned by washing or burning grimes from it.
Alarm Pad
Cell phone case with attached keyring. Allows you to find keys by calling your phone and assures that you have your keys handy at all times
Round UP personalize your closet organization system â€“ some assembly required....
Mop skates (improved-resub)!
Introducing a new way to stay cool! This innovative ceiling fan uses hundreds of silicon tendrils instead of hard blades. Safe. Fun. Quirky.
Red Box EncryptedFlashDrive
PC Mouse table.8x8 mounts to the arm of pc chairs.Swivel top,swings in and out for comfort and best position.Relives neck and back stress
Carrying Safely
A spout for mason jars! This easy-to-use spout screws on, allowing you to pour that batch of salad dressing or sauce straight from the jar.
shampoo loadable shower head
!-The Pandora's box of cotton dispensing. Organization, efficiency,Style for the easy release of Q-TIPS, Cotton Balls, Cotton Swabs all in 1
TEEVEE SQUEEGEE! Has a soft padded head and washable micro-fiber cloth for cleaning flatscreen TVs and computer monitors. Resubmit w/ render
A decorative key holder to hold a single keyset or key, or the flexibilty to organize multiple ketsets plus unlimited branding opportunity.
Catch a work place thief ever had your wallet or personal items stole at work, This idea would help catch work place thieves.
Hitting a golf ball attached to your poles line in order to get your hook and bait out further into the ocean
Carrier that will organize &amp; transport laptop, phone, pens, drinks etc. needed for meetings or classes in a compact configurable unit.
What do stoners and jewelers have in common? They need to weigh small things. I want to make a credit card size scale that lets you do that.
A simple and stylish way to store the pens you have lying around the home and office!
A jewelry box with 3-4 drawers and a top a area that holds your necklaces and keeps them from being tangled.
Magnetic Coat Hangers
Tumblr inspired clothes
RESUB:Band aid 4 kids.Once applied, band aid reacts with heat &amp; a character appears. Who will it be? Bear? Reduces kids stress. Barbra
3D christmas tree
Oh Snap! (Emergency Buttons) helps you refasten buttons, of any shape and size, that popped off your clothes in a snap! No sewing required.
A mouthguard-like device for your top and bottom teeth, made of gel, wire, 16 electric spinning brushes and a button to press with teeth. :)
Snap-on stackable vertical indoor small planters with handle for easy transport and built-in watering system (low maintenance).
pruning shears with hole that will catch under the thorns &amp; allows you to remove all thorns from stem in one smooth movement
My Sippy Cup Dater
the ifonejacker
Smart Cradle
Affordable, Modular, Stackable
When boating it gets tiring to hold a red flag high when there's a man down in the water. An automatic flag raiser is the perfect solution.
Rechargeable "Ionizer Ball" works for rooms, shoes, gym bags and more
SHARK TANK/DRADON'S DEN SHOES
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An App+Devices Idea has been added to this refrigerator with see-through sectional doors behind the regular door to save energy
SplashSail Shower Curtain
No Touch Diaper Cream Wipe
An inflatable pool mattress with built in battery motor and small propeller, so you can move around the pool without undignified splashing.
Smartphone smoke alarm
ARKIBOXâ„¢
It's time to change the way you get ready. Now you can keep your morning gadgets in one convenient location and washing will be easy'n'clean
Carbon Monoxide detector that releases it's own scent! It's called the silent killer because you can't see or smell it. NOW you can!!
Access all your favorite bathroom &amp; makeup supplies using this makeup board. I included my mom's prototype that she uses. resub
Sun Repella Umbrella
Smart electronics meet smart universal remote
Cooler with Rails to attach accessories (beach, camp, fish) Easy transport and accessibility. Add accessories for Repeat sales, 91.4% Vote
It is a necklace for your phone that would hang down right past your ribcage and swivel.Please read on
App-enabled, blue tooth, waterproof, sticking sensor to detect the water softener salt pellet level in the storage basin. "40% low", ADD!!
Glow-in-the-dark phone charger
ARM PIT SWEAT CATCHER
Christmas Lights without cable
Birds targeting your car where you park? Try this bumper (roof) sticker.
This is a clip taken so as not to loose when you're in a job that needs to pull the cord. He holds one another and if not pull loose.
4 in 1 Closet Organizer box, 4 ways to use one sturdy recycled cardboard box into a versatile closet wonder.
shoulder phone case
BODY SCRUBBER. Combines shower gel and bar soap together! Pump-action gel dispenser applies soap exactly where u need it.Easypeazy!.
iGCmeter changes the way of monitor your blood glucose and cholesterol, simply connect it to your mobile device either iOS or Android..
"App"Full Body Massage Mat (Pad) that is in connectable/disconnecting sections, for head to toe massage of aching tired joints.
Out for a walk in the evening. Are you tired of tripping over things and cleaning the yuck off your feet? Bring on the Leg Light!
Turn a palm sander that you use on wood, add a screw on extension pole device on the back and now it's also a drywall Sander.
Expanding Bicycle Basket
A tiny device mounted in someones car during winter or summer that acts as a fan to suck up smoke, while smoking without leaving odor.
!Toilet spritzer. This is a butt friendly fast drying spray that removes bacteria and or microbes on the seat before you sit.
An easily installed device that will automatically close a refrigerator door.
sloppy bun
The squat press is an exercise machine that intensifies squats by adding an adjustable resistance feature of 5-30 pounds making squats hard.
Wear Tech- Acoustic Jewelry
solar cell phone case
This clip gives your grocery list a secure place on the shopping cart handle as well as your refrigerator door.
Hex bit screwdriver set that includes crescent wrench, scraper, 1/4 ratchet bits and hex bit sockets. Click image for animated Gif
Song and Dance
cooler caddy
Fall leaves us with leaves falling everywhere! They can be netted up in a snap with a Leaf Net. (Circluar or rectangular shaped netting.)
"Ecological napkin" Decrease napkin use and stains of drinks!
car, carbon monoxide detector
ZUN: Portable Solar Cooker. Cooking food for free using the sun.
A Fan Duster You Can Be A Fan Of!
App enable star gazing glasses
Tired of losing count of how many laps you swim? Your solution is here! Resubmit
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My invention is a user friendly flexed back scratcher. The design helps you scratch.Simple to insert between your shirt and back.
A way to "clip" your dog to something without detaching them from the end of their leash.
Thin, plastic target (vintage halloween mask material meets the image of a colorful torso/anatomy) at shooting ranges around the world.
L.E.D Umbrella
BYOT - Smarter Office
wi fi plug
Colored salt
Liquid Dish detergent bottle sleeve.Stop hiding yor bottle coz its ugly.Hate transferring it in2 another bottle? SEE UPDATE TO IDEA Barbra
Cheese story: You have cheese, You have a slicer, You want to slice. Problem: It never cuts the cheese easy. Solution: Warm up the slicer.
RockChop
FORE !!!!! Lose another one? Let's build a new style golf ball marker w/designs - Flip the bird, Star, Peace sign, Skull &amp; cross bones.
Small device that can be comfortably attached to a diaper to monitor, detect, and predict a childâ€™s urinary and bowel movements.
A Fabric Covered Folding Footrest Or Footstool That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch For Easy Access And Use Any Time.
Teenager Alarm Pad
A FUNNY USB STICK
Grocery bag carrier!! Carry your groceries with ease!!
The Baby Brake
Hydrogen Sulfide and Ammonium Detector--&gt; It lets you know when your pet has gone to the bathroom. No lingering smells!
App Enabled Robotic Pool Cleaner, Rosie the Robot eat your heart out!
VertiBling! A mirrored jewelry cabinet with VERTICAL shelves that slide out. See all your jewelry AND yourself at the same time!
Duvet stuffer
App-Enabled Submarine Toy for Dogs
Now you can finally take photo's in the dark with your iPad. This Case has a built in flash which you can trigger with a touch of a button.
Eating Grapes, Cherries , Olives or Cherry Tomatos With A Fork
The Soda Straw
Research Buddy
garotas de programa sp
Kitty litter packaging is actually the kitty litter box! Lay it on the floor, peel off the top, and it is ready for use,with sifting liners.
CUSTOM CLOSET !!!!!
This product will be a high quality vacuum attachment or standalone product to remove the deep cavity in the dryer under the lint catch.
Coffee maker with automatic on
remotely covered
Hanger Attachment. Need an extra hanger when changing in a bathroom stall, the hanger attachment is two hangers in one.
School bags with wheels on it
Stylish and Sterile, you need a place for your bling, but what good if it aint clean. A lockable Jewelry box with UV cleaning. Quirkify
Elevated wound cover
WINDOW-SCAPE FILM - Attach this film to the window with the landscape, cityscape, art or your choice of design and change your view on life
Chips And Dip Together Forever! No more reaching! Less mess, more variety for dipping and a great-looking party conversation piece too!
A disposable coffee filter for people who use the reusable K-Cups
Vienna
A cute way to get rid of fridge smells, no more spilling baking soda, or having the ugly boxes in your fridge.
OverFlo - The Kitchen Sink Drain Plug With The Built In Overflow Mechanism - No More Accidental Kitchen Floods When Filling Your Sink
Easy Freeze Dryer (resubmit)
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Tailgate? Party? Perfect. The versatile design of the Acoustic Music Bong screams simplicity and helps flaunt your style with snap on skins.
iPhone rotating tripod/handle.
Speakers taking up to much room on your desk top? Introducing the Pivot Speaker, bend it, hang it!
RX/Express
Bubble wrap tape. Protect your belongings at home, office or on the move. Bubble wrap tape stays where you put it.
The Ever Clean Keyboard
Basketball return system: Play or practice like the stars, by yourself or with some friends, TruShot is the way to go.
A TSA approved travel jewerly box that converts into a jewelry tree organizer providing vertical, visual display while away from home.
Home builder's always put the toilet paper holder in the wrong spot. This will allow you to put the paper holder where you want,or need it.
RESUB: OVER 50 VOTES SECOND-TIME, OVER 100 TOTAL! "Thumb Cozy": cotton fabric thumb cover with a soft strap, to gently deter thumb sucking.
The Hot Air Lantern is a floating lantern that you can carry with you to the beach at night.
LAZER-TAG ATTACK TANK - The toy that chases YOU
Bubble Wrap or packing popcorn with candy inside! A yummy twist to your next mailed gift!
Heart Valve ToothPaste Cap ..... replaces existing cap so you don't have to take cap on and off every day.
This product gives a multitasking parent a third hand 2feed the baby who cannot hold the milk bottle as yet.Its quick easy &amp; very effective
Planter Bottoms (Pottoms)
Remote control device to turn OFF power strips when attached devices are not in use. Fight VAMPIRE POWER-lower electric usage/bills
Face it. You don't look your best on Skype or Facetime. Its the lighting! Look great with studio quality lighting attached to your computer.
BadBreath Detector for Phone
Having trouble digging out that 1st piece of lasagna? With our gadget, removal of the first corner piece of your dish is clean and easy!
Not to slide
Bicycle Signal &amp; Light System
Easy changed bag
Removable "Best-before date tear off stickers" on card board egg boxes, to replace on egg holder in fridge. No more abdominal troubles!
Self-threading dental floss
'Cord tunnel' for arranging cords. and you can use it by foothold under your desk. and it looks nice.
Have you ever changed the oil in your car and when you spin the oil filter off the oil runs down your arm and on to your clothing.
A fashionable, lightweight sole protector for basketball shoes. Matches shoe design with similar material. Durable bottom, yet flexible.
Your kids Food Too Hot, Then Cool It Down With this Battery powered Dinner Cooler,Just Place Over The Food And Switch It On To Cool It Down
App+Devices activated by sound, such as a cry or a bark to stay connected to LOVED ONES
App enabled Massage Belt, input to iPhone to personalize, get heat, vibrate, pulsate, when and how you want it. great for travel
Traffic Light Predictor
Art LED lighting that you can control and schedule with your Wink app.
THE WIFI-BLUETOOTH DOCK AIRPLAY ADAPTOR! Kind of like the Airport Express and Apple TV but plugs into the dock connector!
Transforming Space Saving Vanity: Fits on any existing bathroom mirror and provides a back-saving grooming experience.
Customized box units
100% Organic Bamboo Reuseable Cotton Swabs - 80 billion q tips are sold every year! Cotton Swabs were created 100 yrs ago with few changes.
Saving Elephants
Christmas lights that do not get tangled because of retractable cords positioned between the lights.
Redneck party face gag glasses
Keyboard Screen clip. Keyboard stores over your mac screen giving it more protection and you more space.
Coat for legs
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Carriage pad for the bottom of a cart. For kids that are too big for the seat, but still need to be in a cart.
Bobble Bathroom Scales - Use & Store Upright. Safe, Organized, Space Saving
A Smart Frying Pan Handle
Simplicity
Reduce Tire Wear &amp; Increase Safety - Add this Tiny Pressure Adapter to Your Tires and Your Tires Will Fill Without Trial &amp; Error
Key Finder
Candle Wax Catcher - Saves your table, reusable, and works with all candlesticks!
a smart cup. tells you how you drank.if its water or beer just select it on the app, your choice. also tells you where your cup is.
Urine test cup for at home use, Imp chip wifi enabled.
Ring Saver. A small product that can be placed anywhere to keep rings and jewelry safe when removed.
Pit strip
DECORATIVE WATER PROOF COIL WASTEBAND/POCKET FOR YOUR VALUEBLES WHILE YOUR IN THE WATER
The idea is to place a scent strip under the collar of Men's or Women's shirts. It could be a a lemon scent or you could spray cologne on
re-bud
The Accordion Tupperware Collection! Made to fit any space!!!
UPDATE//OPEN THE PICTURE FIRST!!!I found this lemon/orange juice carafe. You squeeze the juice in the top of the bottle and add some water.
Cook book hanger
Smart Sense SewMachine
replace Blinds, Curtains, bad view from any window add a new scenery with clear, frosted, coloured or textured glass in any design.
Double Cup . (resub) Â
The Pogo Platform it's beyond a Pogo Stick, It's like a bicycle built for two.
Disposable Cap Cordie
Voice Overs: A Party Game
Jar and Bottle Toppers. Tops so that we can use our emptied peanut butter, sauce, condiment and other jars and bottles for various uses.
Scented xmas trunk
Greeting Card Correction Sticker Sets: stationary stickers for covering up mistakes made when writing/ signing a greeting card.
Glare causes deadly car accidents. The Handi Visor saves lives.
Ice bag/container that makes and/or refreezes ice to keep items cold for you. A grape vine ice bag
Camera Smartphone app that takes document pictures and converts to text. Also in combination with portable scanner FAX.
Indoor Hanging Garden with grow lights! Similar to pot rack design but for plants!
Sunglasses are awesome, but they only make screens harder to see outside. Polarize them so that they don't make displays seem dimmer!
-H Shaped Lazy ToothBrush - It is a Toothbrush that will help you to cut down your brushing time by 1/6 or 83% of the normal time!!!
Trendsetting Onesie for Adults and Kids.
People use silicon for home projects but leave a big mess i have the solution multiple shape caps that help avoid those big messes.
CableSaver
the preventor
190 VOTES!Little kitchen gadget to help open cake batter bags, open sealed food boxes. Hangs on the fridge.Collaboration with Gyro.Resub
Tired of trying to push a shopping cart across a parking lot when their is 2-3" of snow or slush?
Heart Rate Monitor &amp; Display
Bagel Bite
Sandwich maker with unstick lever and bluetooth feature to tell us when our sandwiches are ready! Read more below!
The portability of Quirkys stepper is a great design. This shoe rack expands from 6 to 36 inches with one click
Dribbleguard Toilet Appliance
Wireless Heated House Slippers
Tea Kettle with PLEASANT sounds (such as bird) instead of ANNOYING whistling sound.
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Under-cabinet magnetic track system - customize your kitchen accessories
Educating with visuals lay out clear expectations. The visuals need to be real pictures,not printed drawings, durable and child friendly.
GEAR HEAD Novelty Hat and more for racing fans and motorsport lifestyles.
Child-Proof Window Lock
A bracelet for kids that get lost on the beach. it would sent an SMS (coordinates) and Email to the mobile phone of the parent/teatcher
Mouse covers both functional or cover that sit on mouse to show your favorite sport, team or college, or animal. Paws could be R/ L click
Shower Shade- UP when the kids are in the bath DOWN when you are in the shower. A new way of utilizing the conventional shower curtain!
How many women get raped and killed every year? Meet "Emergent Button" connects to your phone and calls the police for you!!
"Pawcet" Outdoor Pet Feeder
power outlet that can spin and wrap all cords together into 1 &amp; outlets can turn 360 degrees &amp; close automatically,surge protection,&amp;
Ultimate Hand Truck
QR CODES ANTI-VIRUS
Ergonomic table GRATER CHEESE...bring the freshness of hard and samihard cheese to ur table!..easy to handle for kids, adults..seniors.
SWIPED
Letting a pair of shoes dry outside leads to some type of bug ending up in it by morning. By putting the shoes in a small tent fixes this.
Script ideas - video games etc
Beach Towel Bag/Tote and Towel Anchors - Transform Any Towel Into A Beach Bag and Towel That Won't Fly Away!
Car alarms are ignored. Create a device to make irregular noises to attract attention: User customized so it will be recognized.
Lampshade Jewelry Display
Summer! Electric and Manual Self Rotary Skewer for Campfire and outdoor Cooking. The Skewer does the work."Practical, SAFE and Even" cooking
ChillyBox: A space saving portable refrigerator. A simple hybrid between a fridge and a cooler that sits on a power dock when not on the go.
Smart Time Capsule!! App. enabled. Sends location of where/when you buried it &amp; what's inside to APP.
Speedy
CRATE-IFY LUGGAGE. Modular luggage units, add wheels handles pockets dividers where you want them. ASSEMBLE A DIFFERENT BAG FOR
EVERY TRIP
talking bathroom scales
all ways having trouble taking your bike anywhere because there to bulky or take to much space in your car or in the bus. well no more.
The idea is to provide a safe base for placing a ladder against a house.
Best Travel buddy wedge with comfortable pillow inserts for the car,plane no more bobble heads or sleeping on someone shoulder fun designs
Electric Generating Toy Top - a Fun, Unique, and Creative way to transfer Angular Acceleration into Electricity
computer screen
SEE THRU DUST BAG FOR HANDBAG
TeenAge Notes
A wifi chair which can weigh you.
Velcro Board Game Pillow! The name says it all - family game night anytime, anywhere! A pillow you can play board games on and store easily!
Mosquito Net/Mesh Beach Umbrella by itself or att. to a Chair or to a Mat/Blanket. Or 3in1. Protection,Privacy&Security for the Beach
Big heart toilet seat
Food prep is messy.Make peeling veggies easier and cleaner. (Over 500 votes! Let's make this a better product)
Headphones that can also be used as desktop speakers.
You Got Mail
Shop43
IBRELLA! Multi-Function Umbrella! Use as Sitting Umbrella @ Games, Bus Stops &amp; MORE! No More Tired Arms! Cupholder, Radio &amp;
Flashlight too!
A Retractable Garbage Can(s) System that can be used so your can(s) will remain intact and organized every time garbage is picked up.
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Trips to BR w/nitelite you still look down to navigate.Combine a throw rug/runner w/low level lights is intuitive runway guide thru hazards.
INSTANT FREEZER CAPSULE
Smart Shower Head
Grand Kids for hire. My parents not able to do things around the house. Help with setting up computers cell phone skype christmas lights.
LOCK'EM BLOX
Faucets with a built in electronic soap dispenser. Handicapped assibility. Wave hand on the left for water the right for soap &amp; water mixed.
PureTasty Placdicators 4 Teeth
Savon en stick
An App+Devices to monitor the time that you are blinking your eyes to alert you that you are falling asleep.
A cool gel pack especially designed for car seats and steering wheels keeping these items cool for your return after shopping
RememberDbaby
A pair of glasses controlled by a button and 'i'eye-swipe, blue tooth device to pair with with handset to receive/make calls
The Powder Puff
Chair/table-feet 'socks' with a felt pad base and textile/foam body
Taking "Pedestal Don't Do Squat" Quirky product adjustable dog bowls adding in a towel holder,shelf and also a timed bowls.
Cupcake mix and pour bowl. Easy Trigger to empty contents from bottom of bowl.
Resubmit: Gliding Hockey - A portable table size hockey game that folds into a bag! ***VIDEO***
Self drilling beach umbrella. With the push of a button an electric motor safely and securely drills your umbrella pole into the sand.
OVERHEAD COMPARTMENT: much like the overhead compartments in a airplane which you could screw in to the ceiling of your closet
This one's for the ladies. Safe storage of your jewelry that's out of the way.
Smart coffee airpot for the commercial coffee service market measures/ displays the amount of coffee left and the freshness of the coffee.
A pet bed attachment for your bed! Allow your fluffy friends to sleep in your bed without forcing you into uncomfortable positions.
Novelty item only.

Anxiety Stick. A soft plastic moulded in the form of a stick with a desk holder with space for a sticker

Standalone device that can send/receive audio and video streaming without the need of an smart phone - App Enabled. (Re-Sub)
Mitten Menorah: Drying rack for mittens, hats, etc. Place on hot air grate &amp; heat travels up &amp; through pipes into wet/icy items to dry them
A lot of people have cordless drills. This is a kite winder that adapts to any cordless drill.
iPad glove case
8x10, 5x7, 4x6, 3x5 &amp; wallet sized binders &amp; matched to size plastic protectors (hole punched). Perfect for photos any size or flash cards.
Easy shower curtains
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Extinguishers like this can fail to work if they are not regularly shaken. (Don't let your next reminder be a fire).
Potted plant root aerator
Collard Greens a Soul Food Must Have, This Device Will Cut Prep Time In Half
Merry-Go-Round
Love Naturally
Tupperware Intelligent
Space Saver &amp; Cord Hider
A wall mounted shelf that holds hand sanitizer. A motion sensor on the bottom secretes hand sanitizer when you wave your hand below.
Solar Window Room Heater
Toilet paper roll flushes! Once you get to the end of the toilet paper, you flush the roll 100% biodegradable & dissolves in water.
A pull-down Sunshield for your WINDSHIELD that you don't have to stash anywhere! No time wasted each time you park!
how bout a cooler that has treys that come out when iam camping or at the lake or a beach were you cant put your food or drink on the ground
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Backdrive gives you pockets for your portable hard drives that hang from the back of the screen on your laptop. No more disconnected drives
Small, lightweight, portable solar powered boat. Design uses solar panels to create a canopy to provide shade and keep the battery charged!
The Stadium Egloo will protect you against cold weather in outdoor sporting events. Adult and Youth sizes and with NFL ot Team Logos.
a case that its not so hard to clean or open and do sent get dirty all the time.
Lawn Chair Shoulder Strap
A necklace rack made from natural tree branches. A solution to tangled necklaces, with style and flare!
Safely navigate your motorcycle or bicycle using GPS by linking a smartphone to a simple left and right arrow LED display.
Light links
It is a hand held device that can be made to use batteries, or electric. this is a picture of the device I use for my heels.
D-julian bidet
TowelViper
FireSmart
A cooler with wheels and a pull out handle with storage boxes that snap on the top of the cooler lid.
The most advanced Iphone and Ipod Game pad in the world. no more PS3 or Xbox the Istation Transformer is here.
MAX STEEL: THE BOARD GAME
SWIPED
Baby Assist
Solar Panel Adhesive Tape - Cheap Solar Energy for All Your App-Enabled Devices!
A soft-sided iPad holder that you slip your fingers through to get a secure hold on your iPad without worry of dropping your prized possession.
Coffee filter lid storage. One unit lid filter storage. Lid fits purchased coffee can, or make a base container with lid filter storage.
Start-Up your vehicle App
Mouse Pad Charging Station, USB splitter with cord organizer built in. Also hidden drawer for storage.
Blinking light for stalled vehicles AND Sword blinking light for checkpoints, street crossing especially for children and senior citizens
Hot Plate Holder
Portable &amp; aesthetic Ashtcontainer (Coffe thermo like) that retains bad smells and collects cigarret butts for a later disposal.
Indoor / outdoor floor system. Attics, Decks, Patios and Walkways.
LED nite lite shoes
Support important causes &amp; keep sweat out of our eyes. Use CUSTOM DISPOSABLE SWEATBANDS with a cause like BOSTON STRONG printed
on the band.
Bar Candy and sports fanatic
caster wheel surface to attach to furniture bottom and protect the floor while allowing it to be moved around easily by one person
SNATCH - WORLD'S FIRST SPRING LOADED, WATER ACTIVATED, AUTO SETTING BOBBER. Sets hook deep, no matter what! Set &amp;
forget...until SNATCH!
A Jewelry Storage made to look like a Book but it is a Jewelry storage;different kind and sizes with nice graphics stackable book jewelry ST
Notice food stuck inside the top of your microwave? Expanding/rotating Cleaing Ball can clean it for you.
Wearable leather phonecase
My idea is called the STIMBLE and it turns your index finger into a stylus by adding a stylus tip to the end of a silicone thimble.
tired of taking with your phone while driving knowing you could get distracted and have a accident well no more.
Lock and Key RFID
A digital camera shaped like a cylinder, half-inch diameter, six-inches long, with eyepiece. Hold to your eye to see what youâ€™re shooting.
WILL BE THE ONLY FOOD PRODUCT ON THE MARKET THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN TO BUILD MUSCLE - and an added benefit
IMPROVE BRAIN FUNCTION!!!
Qirkyland Books for Children
Dog Shower. The right height when taking your dog a shower. Organize all your dog care items in one place.
At last virtually any pet that can wear a collar can respond to people's cute and sometimes over the top affection to a stranger's animal.
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Clampy Thingy Doey
Bluetooth and USB Video Arcade; Allows you to play/upload games from your personal handheld or mobile devices.
Man up with the "Cool Belt"...Modular design that allows you to always have your flask, phone, and concealed handgun at the ready.
No more tangled juwelry box
iPod touch LOOP for your NECKâ€”just like people use with point and shoot cameras!
Protecting from harmful insects and some noise is the concept of the idea. It includes three options, No-insects, No-noise, No-boredom.
Look No More
GPS golf ball
Fish cutting board with foldable protective screen/shield.....etc Disappearing drawers....etc
Ladies are you tired of wet hair dripping down you back? A triangle bag will help keep you dry and it will stay secuerly in place.
Transform the classic toaster into a space-saving device
A product that attaches to the legs of an elementary school desk.Provides for much needed additional storage and better organization habits
Add, Like, and Follow Bracelets! Pick your style, submit a URL link which is printed as a QR code on the bracelet. These are Friendship 2.0
I phone video Snake lens take pictures and video with your I phone high up over the crowd and still have your feet on the ground.
The Restringer is a tool used to replace the drawstring on clothing, for ex: sweatpants, hoodies, gym shorts, pajamas, workout clothes etc
Hair spray Brush
A digital camera shaped like a cylinder, half-inch diameter, six-inches long, with eyepiece. Hold to your eye to see what youâ€™re shooting.
Lock/Unlock your front door with a remote?
kids animal gloves
Spider Web Removing Tool
PORTABLE WIRELESS CHARGER, swipe the charger into your pocket, swipe your phone into the pocket and let it charge.
Sleep Caddy
Simple way of removing food residue stuck in the tooth brush.
Virtual Remote
Retina Scan diabetic meter
Slap Happy String
FLEXI BUTTER SHAVER! - No more burning fingers pulling bread/bagels out of toaster. Easier to spread hard butter. Resubmit.
Automatic fire extinguisher fits inside of a wall or ceiling detects the fire communicates and sprays a nontoxic powder to suppress the fire
Internet connected Total Gym which automatically monitors your progress and makes suggestions on exercises.
Disposable cup diapers that you put in your car or truck cup holder. When you drive your cup spills drink on your shirt or blouse,pants
A docking station for charging the iphone. Designed specifically for use with the standard charger cord thats included with every iphone.
SMART series by ACUFIRST
Alarm clock with your recorded message. Exp:The message for my sons alarm is- GET UP! TEST TODAY! GET UP! Will repeat until he shuts it off.
Puppy playground!Fun bouncy surface,chewable rope edge,toys attached to the sides,a spot to nap underneath!Must see video,click blue file!
Modern Alphabet Blocks for Tots
this is what everyone needs Wireless Headphones no more getting tangled by that annoying wire - wireless and easy to use headphones.
CoverShade - ingenious cover
Light switch bracelet
Pet Food Guardian
Self heating cup. A cup with lid that boils or heats up water hot enough for tea or sterlize water by the sun's solar energy using optics.
Home media device caddy
Tent stakes made out of rebarb, 1/2" diameter, by 16" long, take an 8" bolt bend it around like a hook.
SOUNDKEY
A plain glass lampshade replacement. Use watercolors to paint designs that will be beautifully illuminated and can be washed off later
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Tackle Storage System
Share your music with your friends - two pairs of synchronized headphones
A 2 way waterproof communication device for parents and their children at the beach. Small device that attaches to child's bathing suit.
ChargeGuard
Stick&Case
The Towel Tag is a washable and customizable way to identify your towel from others.
Turn ANY mirror into a GROOMING/MAKE-UP mirror with this L.E.D. FRAME!
A measuring cup that clamps to the edge of a pot or bowl and has a release flap on the bottom to empty the contents
Say bye to those flies and do it in style " check out the "VENUS FLY TRAP
a holder that do-sent bother you and its not to big a holder that you can you can get you i phone with the click of a button.
Grenade Bug Bomb
Disposable bathroom trash can made out of recycled paper printed patterns that add to the decor of the bathroom. Throw it away when full.
5V Laser Pointer Phone Charger
folio 2.0
House Blanket
If Matel can make a toy version for Barbie's hair I can for us! A highlighting iron that just runs through the hair depositing the hair dye!
Xbox, PlayStation, Wii....; Here Quirky Cometh...!!!
A COMFORTABLE AND FUNCTIONAL UNIQUE FOOTWEAR ACCESSORY. REDUCES BACK-PAIN. IMPROVES TRACTION. KEEPS SHOES
AND FEET DRY.
A hand held (automatic) or plastic? ZESTOR. Zesting fruit is a B! Let's make this device to help all who need more Zest in Life and pies
Electronic Doorman App. Enabled Dual entry Chime Device and or doorbell. Residential and commercial applications.
Door Bottom &amp; Baseboard Covers
SPLATZ stick-on earpieces. They attach to and vibrate the mastoid bones to transmit smart phone audio output to the ears.
Introducing the KangaRoo-Saw. The handle of this hacksaw is a smaller junior hacksaw. Resub.
A Pimp's Case. A Mobile Office in Briefcase)
Sorter of cables. The big problem everyone who owns a computer are tangled computer cables that go to other peripherals.
Let's focus on fixing that Junk Drawer.
Propane Tank Turner
a case that its not so hard to clean or open and do sent get dirty all the time.
Protect
A much better circular saw straight edge. Cut straight lines more precisely. (Click for video and see how it works!)
"InstaScrapBook": A Scrapbook for Instagram users and iPhone photographers! A book we don't even have to write! :-)
Swimming child identifier
THE SLICE N STRAIN
App-enabled odor sensor bathroom vent. Vent comes on until odor is gone. App sends alert "sinking bathroom", "Stay clear", until "GO"!
Landscaping industry has been using Garden hose to help tie down newly planted trees. Its time to streamline the look and increase function
Think outside of the box, the jewelry box that is! My necklace hanger keeps the tangles out and keeps your necklaces in sight!
An outside mosquito net and screened canopy system, making an unique garden feature/oasis wherever and whenever you want one.
Pan that can! Get grease out of food.
Lateral Sliding Drawer Storage Module mounted to interior of the closetâ€™s sliding door for adding storage to the interior of the closet.
Device that will hold a book, magazine or Ipad.It can attach to a beach chair, umbrella or stick right into the groud for hands free reading
My Idea is to have a brush-less steady camera gimbal that you can just put basically anywhere and start recording steady videos.
The Sous Chelf. The ultimate modular shelf that helps organize your every meal
A rack to keep flatpacks tidy. Place this rack in the back or side of your pantry or cupboard to keep these in place.
AdjuStable Corner Shelf
A shelving unit to organize bathroom appliances that run on electricity. There will be power outlets to plug in to with surge protection.
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Internet/Cafe;Merge Quirky with a TechShop into an internet Cafe!Can be IN Every Major City.This will Put Quirky ON Map ALL Over the WORLD
tired of having to hurt your hand trying to open those plastic pakages that you have to cut with a knife and hurt your hand and so on.
Oh, My Aching Back! How about a Barstool with an Adjustable Footrest to relax in comfort?
Oven Eye
Pop-out Pool cover
Paint Roller Cover
Double Decker Egg Stacker
cat scratch protection
A sled or similar device that helps people to transport coolers on a beach or over terrain
Rod Hanging Shower Mirror
ELITE DOGGY DOOR....INSERT
Tangle-free Necklace Carousel
Super soft and supportive foam or memory foam floor mat.
"The Memo Tower" Memo toren waardoor de memobriefjes geordend op een toren geplakt kunnen worden. Inschuifbaar van Ã©Ã©n - vier verdiepingen
The Slider Divider
Beach trolley and recliner in one, rest on recliner after pulling those beach, camping, fishing, and picnic gear and essentials.
Running Out Of Room In A Small Space? MagNets Are Horseshoe Shaped Magnets W/ Nets!! Place on any magnetic surface. Fill w/ anything u want!
Hands-free faucet that functionally replaces all existing faucets with maximum energy and water savings. Patented system.
The Extreme Controller!
Compact jewelry storage chest that prevents tangling and discoloration.
TSA Proof Toiletries Travel Case, Store liquids and gels in hard clear case, carabiner to attach to bag: never forget to take it out!
Mini Carpet Squares 2" x 2" To protect floors & carpets from large chairs, recliners, faces upward. 4 colors
Write a message or a picture and it appears on the cup! Perfect for your partner, family who live far, friends or for yourself.
Beach chair that folds up into a beach tote/bag. Carry your stuff, then unload and relax...
Swimming safety belt for young kids that operated by lifeguard or parents when it seems that the kid is on stress at the water. App enabled.
Social icons Ice cube tray
Tired of having the shower curtain stick to you? Here's a solution for you!
SPAGO .. STORE SELECT & DISPENSE
Sunrise Projection Clock
SOFTWARE THAT TURNS YOUR COMPUTER KEYBOARD INTO A MUSIC-PLAYING KEYBOARD
"TP Helper" Moisturizer Spray
Self Boost
A fire/smoke/carbon monoxide alarm with wireless units that sound several random alarm sounds in a repetive manner or a personal recording.
Big plastic storage boxes for big framed pieces of artwork. The storage box would have wheels/lock/handle/it's collapsible.
Wi-fi open door sign with mess
Pressure base protectors for the legs of items on your hard surface floors.
Dynamic Duo-Grabber &amp; Coaster
The X-Factor
String Cheese Slicer: Think of egg slicer for string cheese so kids (and adults who love it) can eat perfect strings of string cheese.
Photochromic 'Spray on window tint' to prevent babies in car seats being exposed to sun-rays. Environmentally safe and easy to clean.
Electronic pool cue case
My idea is Beach Buddy. A mat you can lay on at beach. It has anchors on the end. And can be attached to eachother to make bigger.
App-enabled rain/snow gauge
SALAD SAVER LUNCH BOWL! No more soggy salad~ "just remove divider~ flip and shake together when ready to eat"!
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Rocket and transport
Taco party display tray and individual taco "plates/bowls" that keep tacos upright and provide an area for chips and salsa or soup.
Workout Gloves with a HeartRate/timer indicator.Include a removable ShamWOW type of material on the back of the hand to wipe your sweat.
never know if your charger is charging your iPhone well no more now you can see the power going into your iPhone device.
capPropeller
Padded iPad Cases! Will make using them more comfortable!
Gift Card for Slot Gambling
E-Paper Post-its
EZ Empty Can
LINE EXTENSION - Lets bring the Stake inside and make a version for cooking.
Release &amp; spread all your favorite sauces and marinades onto your meat with this BBQ tool. Heat Resistant. Resub.
Weapons product line
Flexible Jewelry Tree
When did I last change my shaving blade? A stylish holder to place the razor handle which tells when was the last time the blade was changed
App-enabled heating pad.
Twinkle Toes and Nails
A messenger bag that provides easy access to an ipad or computer. No need to remove them for use.
I suggest we create a Style File solution for shoes.
Tie of transparent material, Different colored pens
Jewellery getting tangled up is a real issue. Now availbale a combination of boxes guaranteed to make keeping jewellery easy and organised.
L.E.D. parachuting monsters. =) with slingshot.
Pasta plates that make the water run to the outer edge of the plate.
TOOTHBRUSH WITH PASTE IN HANDEL COULD BE ON A CYLIDER WITH PASTE PUSHED UP FROM BOTTOM
Security Window Shade - Going on vacation? You need this!
Doggie Moccasins
Wake up smiling -iPhone/iPod dock(with 4 wireless speakers) that projects your videos on the ceiling (with alarm clock) RESUB
It's a dock station for your iPhone, it's a lamp and it's portable!
Bottle Clip
carseat easy release
A Voltage selectable AC power plug Design (or Built-in AC Travel Adaptor
Smash and Go Laundry basket
Do you hate having coffee or tea that's to hot when it's first poured or to cold after it sits for a while? Well now its no longer a issue!
Modular Connecting Throw Rugs - Create any size or shape throw rug. Separate for easy washing. Can come in many colors or patterns.
New Recyclable Bin Garbage Bag
Hot Lid Round-a-bout
Snap on Heels:A high heeled shoe that has interchangeable outside covers. Base and cover snap on and off. 1 shoe, unlimited looks.
pop fly trainer (base ball)
Turn2 Turning Aid is a manual turning device that helps turn a patient in a hospital bed with the help of only one caregiver.
A case that has a flash drive built into it with an external battery.
My invention is the â€œRight Corner Clipâ€. This is a clip that can solve many different hanging and connecting problems.
urban coffee
This is a Sand Bucket with Hinges so itâ€™s easy to make a sand castle and transport
A movable wall-mounted or free standing mirror that has small fans in the frame to cool down people as they get ready for work or play.
Every man needs it, Steaming before shaving, the closest shave you could ever have ever
* RESUBMIT * The split towel bar, improves towel pulling and setting. from May 12th, 2011
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stylet lampe nintendo 3ds
Rubber Keyboard Holder. Make some room on your desk and store your keyboard when not in use. Illustration drawn
Keep'em Dry
I want to design wireless earbuds that work with your iPhone or iPad syncing with an app or plug in device.
Water Kettle Bell
E-Muffs or Music Muffs
Bungee Box
Pousette tout terrain
GPS message in a bottle. Track your bottle all over the world and get in contact with... Aqua-Geo-Caching
The Ruff Ruff Ruffle
"TOP YOUR MONITOR" Use the vacant space above monitors and TVs. PERSONALIZE, CELEBRATE, ANNOUNCE, VOICE, ADVERTISE,
DECORATE
cord buddy
Strawberry Stem Clipper. Easily cut the stems off of strawberry with a quick, safe, and easy to use tool.
Large Hanging Jewelry Box, Same ideas as small boxes jewelry comes in but bigger, with option to hang or carry with in luggage.
Soda-Reader: Prevent Your Soda From Freezing Into Ice Or Exploding In Your Freezer! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Plastic water lilies connected to ground of pool with ribbon and suction cups. Target for ball game, holds rinks + candles.
Holiday Candy Cane Maker Makes Reg. Hard Canes or Soft, Taffy Ones! Tons of Flavors &amp; Colors to Create Unique Tastes &amp; Designs!
A baby seat organizer with adaptable tethers to attach cups, spoons, toys so they can't get tossed away by baby!
A stainless steel travel mug with a microwavable plastic insert that can be removed. The sleek look of stainless and it's microwavable.
TRIPLE you packing space: A carry-on luggage with attached suction pump and vacuum sealable inside compartments
tired of having extra drives and not knowing what to do with them and all over the place well no more i have the solution.
Food Ingredients Mixing Bags Just Place Your Ingredients into a Mixing Bag Seal and mix by hand all without even getting your hands dirty
Fun iPhone Pog Maker. Make different Pog type inserts for the back of the case. Seal or not sealed. Reuse over and over.
Hologram Projector
PRONG. Double three prong outlet adaptor with timer energy saving feature with off/on button. SAVE MONEY SAVE ENERGY
cement siding install tools
Paw Pad
Bluntly put: Can the blind have the pleasure of free hand writing? of signing their names? the things the rest of us take for granted? YES!
Hardware to hold a smartphone correctly and at the right distance to take photos of your teeth. For checking the health of teeth/gums.
Product that emits visual and beep warn related to high temperature and low levels of engine oil in any auto motor vehicle.
Portable footrest
Tire Pressure Sensor (ANY CAR)
Eco pet feeder helps thousands of breeders parrots. Plastic bottles withdraws from the environment, prevents the degradation of the planet.
Stop cross contamination with The Finger Glove! Safely handle customer food plates without worry about bacteria, burns, or slip accidents.
Apple smart watch bumper
Recharge your batteries in your personal computer
I've created a Mirrored glass Modular LED-lighted showcase that consumers can customize to fit their jewelry organization needs.
Tornado Harness that attaches to the floor of a closet preventing someone from being sucked out of their home during a violent tornado.
Screen Connection,gives customers,a new way of connecting their water hose,telephone,cable,and eclectrical line,to there screen enclosure.
My idea is to design a shower curtain or floor mat with lit up fiber optic fillaments woven in to create beautiful, fun images or designs.
Self-cleansing toilet plunger
TOE-tal Comfort
Microwave bowl cover
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Grill sandwich makers with interchangeable 2 sided plates for both open &amp; closed states. Use them in open state too like a flat pan on stove
The best way to personalize your iPhone? With your own photo
My idea is for square holed, double-sided pegboard. Injection molded and would be free standing with plug-in legs &amp; hundreds of accessories.
Care Case
ULTRA PORTABLE Phone CHARGER. Same size as a key fob. Hit the button, the dock &amp; prongs come out, plugs into an outlet + Backup battery
Cold Pact Headband
A self lighting BBQ charcoal chimney. No newspaper, no lighter fluid just grab and go. Save time and money compared to traditional methods.
smart pump" shampoo pump that eliminates waste by only pumping the recomended amount needed, with a timer only allowing 1or2 pumps per use
USB stick that works with either a password or a physical key: Wonder what happens when a Quirky influencer meets the eventual fate?
This portable battery for mobile devices can be charged on a Qi-standard wireless charger AND work as a Qi-standard wireless charger itself.
The Sandwich Pocket
Powerchute with Built-in Wall Outlet Power Plug. Conveniently hang your Powerchute from any outlet. Power plug in back eliminates cord.
Cup holder that attaches to any above ground pool ladder including inflatable pools and permanent above ground pools. Solar lighted?
Golf Bag Pillow: Supports bag in trunk of car so clubs are not resting on one another.
A shower foot scruber when your feet are wet that is the best time to remove dead skin so an attachment at the front or end of the shower.
Wireless Hot Butter Knife! open to collaboration, my primary suggestion is included.
Year Round Lights
An app that will let you know who's home and can Send notifications and reminders when entering or leaving the house
Wall mounted flat laundry washing machine for single outfit, wash your clothes as you take them off. Cycle ends and hang them in closet.
Do you hate looking in dark for light switch or getting out of bed to turn off lights? Here's an App Enabled Lamp w/ docking station.
Steak Thermometer
The HEREITIZ is a device that will send a signal to a lost item (remote, glasses, keys) Then, a tone will sound to locate the item.
Directional microphone that follows the speakers mouth. It's time for better sound at the Quirky interviews/blog/evals etc.
Double Koozie. Don't just keep your beverage cold a little longer.Get it Colder,Faster too.Use your freezer and ice cooler a little smarter.
Car seat safety alert system
Resub. Was U.C. Now with new features. Jam maker that chops/mashes fruit, boils/cooks fruit,&amp; pours it into a jar automatically when done.
The Poozie
Kiddie Cam
No more forks! Handy Kitchen appliance, plug it in, and let the paddle mixers shred any meat product, simple and with no mess.
burrito sweat towel
SnapTrax. Simple cord management for unsightly cables. Stick, Collect, Click, Done
Inexpensive, simple, suction Clockwork Timers to show when the leftovers/other food in fridge will expire.(manual version of this is in UC
If you like the swiss army knife, you will love this combination key holder letter opener.
App Enabled Electronic Dart Board with LCD Display, design dartboard background, point amounts, difficulty, download, play w/plastic darts
Non-swimmers flotation. Waist belt(old water-skiing belt type) with another(like a noodle) under crotch (linked front & back).
The Eskidome: Starter kit for building an igloo. Includes igloo-shaping mold, PVC framework and instructions for building the perfect dome.
Lightweight,stackable/snap-able tray and mounting sheets snap/hold base.
This is what pet owners want and that is to make there pet as comfortable, fun, and excited as they can.
An app that alerts you when the power is out in your home or home area.
My mom always seems to have a problem getting out the last nailpolish left in the jar. The idea is to put a spring inside the brush holder.
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health strip
Wok/pan
Beat old man winter with Heated Flame Resistant Coveralls (FRC) designed intriscally safe for the Petrochemical Industry.
Sarcasm Font
A Wallpaper TV.
Portable Chiller
App-enabled garage laser parking system.
A see through protector for oriental rugs.
This is a DJ Bag. This bag can carry 10 vinyl records in safe. The record jacket can be on display at the bag during playing its record.
Christmas Lights Sleeve
Color, number, picture identified snaps on baby outfits. When changing an infant onesy we'll make snap alignment... well, a snap.
bathtub seat
Restaurant table with adjustable legs to prevent annoying instability for dining customers.
Never misplace any item anywhere on your property again. Be informed if particular items are moved.
Kiosk for Shoes, bling, scarves, gloves, etc.
The StepON light mat activates bright LED lights, getting up at night, using the restroom, checking on the kids, etc. No search for switches
Fire Flowers: artificial flowers that change to any color of the rainbow based on the current air temperature.
Got a text or want to read the news or results of a web search on your phone. But,looking for glasses is your first move. Well look no more.
Interchangeable do-it-yourself picture frame kit. The artwork fits inside a box with glass. The frame fits over the box like a lid.
Dog owners dream. Cleaning our best friend's paws is tedious. This is a safe, efficient, easy way to clean paws. No towels or dirty prints.
App-Lunch Board
cintre 1 branche amovible
Medical history app. app on the lock screen allows people to know your issues &amp; give you medical attention if the phone is locked.
Fenestra
A receiver build into the spatula/tongs/fork appliance that programs a chip that sends a message when the food is done.
shade ease
Wraps around on its own! - WrapCollar for Dogs. What a hassle it is, to place a collar on an excited dog, when you leave the house, etc.
A collar/leash connector w/ force sensor. After a warning only dog can hear, a beep tells human to stop. This teaches loose leash walking.
hot car child safety
A SOULMATE bracelet - find your soulmate. This could change the world! Read how
Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers/Racks/Shelves~Smell Fresh! Resub. 100 votes in less than 24 hrs.
Are You Sure Beeping Switch
Iphone to HDMI. If you want to connect your iphone to HDMI you need to cables to do so. Cant we just have one.
The Zipper Patch! Patch up a rip, tear, or zipper in style with this patch. No rips, no problem. Start a new style trend with the patch
Tv Remote that works like a cordless phone when lost push pager.jell skin protection.
Bluetooth Digital Picture frame: wirelessly plays slideshows from your phone/tablet/computer.
This product is based on a hammarock with two cylindrical coolers and the humbrellawhere you can hang a hammorock and have your drink cold.
Good Feng Shui is suppose to promote a harmonious flow of energy. A covered mirror/TV helps if not properly placed in the bedroom.
A bathtub blanket that spans the width of your tub, cinch and hang it out to air dry after.
A floating pool recliner chair. A chair that sits upright to socialize and then lies flat to relax. One product, two purposes.
Automatic bean soaker and cooker so that the hours of soaking and cooking dry beans is done while the user is away.
Voice Activated Pencil
Fridge Nanny
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
Powerstrip with a flexible but supportive neck that makes it easy to access outlets without having to bend down or reach behind furniture.
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COMFORT HAND PILLOWS! TWO SMALL PILLOWS TO SLIP YOUR HANDS INTO.
"InstaStand" - Ipad Case with hidden back compartment with inflatable wedge for comfort. Great for watching movies, working, game play, etc!
Measure and cut your portions. Don't fight over who got the bigger stake..
My idea is a pair of flexible body hair removal gloves used anywhere on the body, razors aren't too versitile. Can be used by men and women
doggie cater
Game Day Doorbell
Cambrella
Never forget your iPhone/iPad/laptop chargers in the HOTEL room or on the TRAVEL again!
a set of four small clips that attach to the inside of the washer and dryer drum to keep the item in place and provide even drying/washing
Schedule Device On &amp; Off Times
Broom-Vacuum: Use Your Vacuum's Suction Tube As A Broom! Clean Up Hard-Floor Surfaces! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Nozzle for milk or juice carton package
Shazam! Never seen before method in peeling hard boiled egg... save all that trouble now. See video. Resub
This is something every person that submits and idea on Quirky could use. Join us at http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002921895379
Apple corer w/a special blade that leaves a pocket, which creates room for a more well-rounded snack w/no mess or extra storage. See Video!
A Self Cleaning Shower Razor!
TIRED OF HAVING YOUR MP3 RUN OUT OF POWER WHILE YOU LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE SONGS NO WAY TO CHARGE IT WHILE ON
THE ROAD WELL NO MORE.
Stylish Biodegradable Caskets
Custom made game caddy with game-Pokeights for holding game cards and game pieces ,such as card games, Monopoly etc.
ca-po
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this Wi-Fi signal receiver-transmitters!
Text board
Smart Turbine Wheeled RC:Self charging,WiFi &amp; App on smartphone.
THE CUBE PORTABLE DRINK COOLER
Lint Roller- Uses static electricity to remove dog hair. No need to buy more refills.
THE PRECISION NO WASTE TOOTHPASTE TUBE WITH A TWIST.
doggy edible ice cream n bowl
Versatile, folding seatback organizer for airplanes and cars keeps all your essentials organized, safe, and within easy reach on long trips.
The idea is a device called EasySocks. It will help sort your socks and other clothing items so you never mismatch them again.
APP controlled locking diary that uses standard notebook refills. Keep your secrets safe.
Skate-ease
ShowerFit = The No Sweat Workout. What better way, to lose weight, gain muscle and not sweat ? Working out in the Shower and be done with it
iPad docking station fits into a school locker, a light color indication showing charging status, can be powered by phone line or POE
Spitting baseball pitcher novelty sprinkler head
A Resizable Shoe Rack
Envelopes with string to open mail like the Rip Cord-no envelope opener or knife needed. Great for Greeting Cards or regular envelopes
A wire brush that cleans your toenail clippers
A plush stuffed donkey with a band around its middle that says "Nice Ass!" Gag gift with double entendre name.
RIO
*Break Away* Friendship Case! Fun for Verizon Stores...and ...very QUIRKY!
laptop folder sleeve
A bottle CAP with a timer. Reminds you to drink water continuously throughout the day. Auto reset with the twist. For a healthy living
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TELALEVEL
No more tangled ear-phone wires when used with cell phone. Protective cover provides an easy, quick way to put away wires and earpieces.
Remote Bike Turn Signal
The smart printing pen drive
H2O weights
Hot N' Cold Picnic Basket
Change the siren on the smoke alarm to that of the sounds a car alarm makes. Several different series of warning sirens.
Wireless Finger Drumming Gloves That Record Your Finger And Palm Beats Directly to Your Phone or Computer. Battery Operated And Rechargeable
Can't Tell How Much Your Dog Barks While You are Not Home? Get This Bark COUNTER combined with a Bark CONTROL Device + App!
Neck and Shoulder and Upper-Back Drape-Over Massager
'Rest area' is an inflated folding modular picnic seats, table and shade, all packed in a cart, and inflated in seconds. App enabled.
Modernized coat/hat/scarf/glove holder-you choose what you need(hooks, pegs, circle for scarfs, mesh holder for gloves, mini hooks for keys)
A sweater dryer for quick drying sweaters which must be laid flat to dry. Especially in moister climates it is hard to dry heavy sweaters.
All in 1 hygiene tool for your teeth. Brush, paste and floss in item. Brush stores and dispenses paste and floss.
Regular everyday envelopes with extended perforated top so you can easily open them
Periscope Baby! Rest assured of a safe, comfortable child, without disturbing their sleep.
A telephone can pair your mobile phones by wifi. Family can answer the phone by the mobile phone no matter in house or outside.
Refrigerator bluetooth screen that connects to your iphone and let you know what you have in your foodventory. Shopping made easy.
the hands free back shower scrubber.
Pre cut citruses
A TRUE TRAVEL ACCESSORY: Universal Snake Mount (Surprised?) I'm Not...
An Evidence Remover or evidence destroyer purse/bag A tube 6' long 1' in diameter, weight 50g, cargo space 1oz. see g-aid.com for demos
XL plastic hangers
The ultimate Baking Form for the Tiny Kitchen
Frustrated golfer club
Qwench The Water Wonder Button
Many improperly take meds/supplements without water. Their is a convenient way to carry the needed water with you from home or office.
The Quirky Cookbook! Precisely measured and timed recipes (for engineers!) use all of the Quirky kitchen tools in the instructions.
Solar-Powered Purse Light green flexible solar panels waferthin light bottom flip switch tricklecharge portable electronics
Smart fiber optic top for zipshell with LED brake lights in sync with levers.App on smartphone
Rechargeable, mini, impulse digger for the garden, no bigger or heavier than a small hand drill...
A support STOP-BULLYING bracelet, internet or app enabled, push a button and anonymously light up all bracelets around.
Beer bottle protector (enhanced koozie)
SLINKY TIRE AIR CABLE
The Backpack Bottle Buddy is a BPA-free stainless steel bottle that shows one's own unique style as well as promotes preparedness in school.
campfire candle
A play off the "Thunder vest" called the "Happy hat". A fitted "headband" of sorts that covers the dogs ears and velcros under the chin.
OLED Motorcycle Tailpipes:WiFi &amp; App on smartphone to change colors or even upload cool designs.
pullup liner for adult diapers
BioRing
The Booty Cane is for those who must work standing in one place for long periods of time.
Mailbox Sensor
Roll float and Go Or #TLP62
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A Little adapter that you change the light sockets now in use. All you do is push the light bulb in and pull it out. I have applied patent.
A line-in cable that lets record audio on iPad and iPhone from external sources.
powdered lactose-free milk
SnapShop
Imagine you are running behind getting ready for a formal event. No problem for you because you have the illuminated glass jewelry case.
The "Bedside Tablet Mount ARM" allows the tablet to be viewed conveniently while lying on the bed.
Cut your pizza with One-der Cut! Cut your entire pizza with one cut. Easier and faster and slices are the same size. For home or Business.
Flexible pencil box / tool belt, fun to use, easy to carry and store
A saucepan/pot made with four separate sections. Cook and heat up several different foods at the same time in one saucepan/pot.
Detachable
Desk Cord Management Solution, manage all of the cords on your desk including telephone, computer, speaker, desk lamp, and printer cords.
Cup-holder Cooler
"Quirky Bear accessory" An implement for kids with an LED light that shines through the tip for brainstorming inventions at night.
Remote finder
Ultimate Prescription/Spice Rack (Carousel).Where's that perfect organizer to keep your prescriptions and spices straight? Feedback please.
Beer Beep - Notify when ur out
A water bottle or flask with a valve on the bottom to allow air displacement, possibly activated by button or knob
Password Thumb Print
Kitchen Rubber Gloves with velcro strap. Keeps your hands out of the hot water, by keeping the gloves from slipping down your wrists.
Lazy Shoesan (Lazy Susan)--A shelving unit that turns like a lazy susan.
Keep your wet bath towels fresher for longer!! The extra-large bath towel hangar gives that needed space for your towels to dry!
InstaHeat Toilet Seat
Ceiling fan that doubles as a light/mood source and as a 5.1 or 7.1 speaker set.
Multipurpose Hand Fan Styled Hood for iPad/iPad Mini with Anti Glare Protection and LED Lights for FaceTime Users.
Coil Caddy": This is a spring-loaded cord reel for your hair dryer, curling iron, and more which winds them up while hanging on the wall
A decorative strap, lined with silicone, that attaches to a cooler, bag of sand, or heavy object and keeps your umbrella from blowing away.
GroceryPad
Device or App. TO VOID USE smart phones or tablets AT THE family MEAL TIME. App or device can block smart item around table.
Holiday Security : Waterproof, Highly Secure, knife proof, flexible storage bag for valuables, clothes &amp; electronics when traveling around.
App controlled window cleaning robot
A large digital clock with sticky suction cups on the back to stick to a mirror. It needs an alarm setting that counts down to "leave time."
A metal flossing tool that can be re-used.
I have invented a thumb ring that has a retractable stylus that enables users to use texting phones.
Easy to reach wall mount for Shampoo and conditioner products.....take the hassle out of reaching for HUGE shampoo and conditioner bottles!!
A well lock bottle
Fridge Spice Rack--Magnetic refrigerator spice storage! Makes room in kitchen cabinets for more food, and does not take up counter space!
Collapsible bucket for the beach. Do not carry sand for home.
WINK Pond Aerator or Fountain
spitups
Spice Caddie
Instant Shelter for Car
A Two in one Yard and Gardening Tool. Consisting of a Rake and a Hoe Combination in one Tool.
Hammer your office
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"CROWN YOUR MONITOR" Use the vacant space above monitors and TVs. PERSONALIZE, CELEBRATE, ANNOUNCE, VOICE,ADVERTISE,
DECORATE
CORDIES with wi-fi router and usb hub and memory reader.
Unique Breakfast Storage all in ONE! Take it with you everywhere!! Maintains your breakfast with a fresh temperature adjustment technology.
Taking a beverage below the table surface means itâ€™s out of your way. Perfect for workstations, poker tables, workshops, kitchen counters.
An electronic listening ear that you can talk to, it can hear you, you can label it with the person you want to speak to, and plays back.
My idea is a make-up case that includes an led lighted mirror.
The GrillFold.
a bathroom vanity with retractable arms, so you can have the counter space when you need it and just the space when you don't. BEAUTIFUL!
TIPZ: "Give your shoes and clothes a better smell".
Cooler + Beach Chair + Umbrella
In-Shower Music Amplifier
SquatPot
A pippette shot set. Pippettes are used to measure out shots accurately, allowing bartenders to feel like mad scientists.
Tablet Organization
As a single dad of three children (9,6 and 3) preparing lunch for school; reminding them of important things is always a challenge. Tweetbox
I would love to have a single portion cake ball cooker! Have your cake in a single bite. Perfect for the home or office. (Ruben)
Self addressed reusable Priority Mail Pouch you can mail stuff back home from airport that you know won't get through metal detector.
Touch Number Lock
Security Collar for Cats/Dogs/Pets with GPS and Camera Surveillance - Spy 24 hours a day! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
HammerHANDle: Ease the tension and keep hammer more secure.
salad dish
A travelling jewellery storage bag with security and built in impact protection and space saving features.
Hoverboard:Rides like a snowboard over grass,dirt,sand and even water.Any surface any terrain,App Controlled.
Waffler Iron Liners .... easy clean inserts for your waffle maker like muffin cups.
Solar power with u, whenever, wherever, you want for your electronic devices.
The best adjustable Stilts ever from 5" to 32" making changes of height very easy.
A round gaget that attached to the bottom of your cup, at home or on the go.
Blow Phone Charger.How about a small tube with a small turbine inside it,when you blow, the turbine produces a charge and powers a phone.
It's a measured pourer for liquid laundry detergent. No more mess. No more guessing. Saves money by not over pouring. Reusable.
roller blades or ice skates that are inter changable take off the blades replace with wheels they sit on plates that are removable 0ne boot.
Remote Controlled Carrier/Messenger Pigeon! Attach a Secret Message and Fly It Across the Room to Friend or Family Member!
safeDguard 9 Volt Battery
Don't let your child's spit up get on your clothes again. My idea is an adult bib that will go over your head and cover your clothes.
Ultimate house party speakers for iPhone/ iPod/ iPad
Backpack rubber
SHARING BATTERY CHARGE An USB Hub that can permit you to share your battery power with others devices
Remote Pet Tracker
T-shirts hanger
MUSICIANS! Always losing your pick? This is a removable pick holder that attaches to ANY guitar. Its both sleek and fashionable.
Dog Brush- A handheld dog brush that collects the hairs in a container as you brush.
A bracket for painting doors, holds them in an upright position with an unobstructed access to both sides and edges.
Ski Wheels
I Buy Water and Soda by the case. I need a storage solution! Stack and Store water bottles and soda cans. Quirky please help
Super-soft sheepskin crib slat wraps replace bumper guards and prevent baby from bumping its head without impeding breathing.
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Joyn Floats - Pool floats that can be joined together to form chains and rings. Having a pool party? Why not make it IN the pool this time!
Feeding bowl for dogs &amp; cats - integrated splash guard, anti-slip feature, easy to clean, no need for two different products!
Customize Your Own Modular Shoe Rack! Adjust the height of the racks by shoe, boot or sandals.
The Nadda is a smart phone accessory that adds privacy to your cell phone activity while in public.
"Hair Chalking" Is The Newest Craze In Temporary Hair Color
STICKY PHOTOS
Mani/Pedi/Jewelry
A feature link to the phone and to remind them to take the medication to save elderly life by pressing a button or voice activated to dial.
The Smokeless Mirror! This is a mirror that is specially designed not to fog up even if the room is filled with steam!
Smart Toy! Made live eval! The whole panel liked it! Bill Lee loved it! Parents loved it! THINK LIKE A PARENT...That's the target market!
WEEEEE! BUBBLE MAKING BIKE. Attach over ends of handle bars. As you pedal bubbles come out of handles. Get exercising Part 2. Barbra
Grip Driver. A multi head screwdriver with a clamp handle and led light. Clamp under car, ladder, workbench, belt etc...
Siftable watch that takes pictures that can be sent to other Siftable watches, social networking websites, and shared with friends.
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this Wi-Fi signal receiver-transmitters!
ActiveSalad -- Time to build a better Salad Bowl for work and busy people on the go.
Indik'Moi
Not enough chairs for your guests? Turn a SIDE TABLE into an EXTRA CHAIR! Cool design! Save money! Less storage
Transformable and expandable memory card reader/USB-hub that brings freshness to the desk.
The "Ladder Lariat" will end your fears about your ladder slipping out from below you while painting or cleaning gutters! Be safe..tie off!!
Cleaning Supply Holder! Organize and Store!
Drills need bits, many kinds. They are small and easy to lose on the job. Magnets are inadequate to hold them. A pouch is much, much better.
Solar COOLer-Bag
Remote control white board
blues tooth (guitar)
BACK TO BACK SHOWER SCRUBBER
Double sized drill bits
Tablet Tote
A Cooler Safe for the beach or campground. Looks like a cooler but is actually a locking box for your valuables.
A durable flat led mat inside a water tight soft plastic casing/bag.With a thin film solar panel on the back for charging.
The CURL CUP HOLDER. wieghted cup holder. Get a work out while drinking.
A plastic saucer, thin, shaped like a group of eating utensels,perhaps printed with a logo, that is placed on your restaurant dining table
Multi use gloves
A "Float Grenade" is a grenade-shaped toy which is to be thrown in the air, after a short time pop open, deploy a parachute and float down.
Make and Bake Cookies with Secret Messages in Them for Friends! Great for Boys! Kit Contains Small "Oven", Rectangle Papers, &amp; Instructions!
I want to develop and market a baby monitor that has a built in poop detector.
Let's make plastic storage containers with wheels/handle/lock/collapsible.!Big storage bins get really heavy!
Tesla Ball Stick Shift for Hot Rods! ..or any car really =)
CD Player Book Cover
Spectacular garden music and light show, operated by solar speakers and lighting, according to the music on your Smartphone.
Pillowbath
Portable app enabled CA$H counter. Run your cash through and it sends the total to your phone!
Indoor plants watering system
Keep water melon and other fruits and veggies fresh, cold and free of juices that build up on the bottom of the bowl.
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This is a rotisserie-style shoe organizer similar to a giant Rolodex.
Hot Top-The Electric Table
okay, airlines permit 100ml... so, how much is 100ml?? No longer a worry with the liquid travel buddy! detachable/expandable...exactly 100ml
Scented matches! We have all heard of lighting a match to rid a nasty odor. What if the match was scented and at your fingertip?
runner's tee shirt
help to get traffic off interests for historic business and boost economy and also helpful 4 kids to learn about history when they can c it
Throw away that bulky keyboard case and click away on a thinner, cheaper alternative.
medical alert
do you have a lot of potable drives and do you waste power outlet space and have a lot of cables because of well no more i got the solution
Back Care Stool
Self rolling cooler
Quadpod: More STABLE than TRIpods. VERSATILE: Hold or hang MANY different devices! Last holder you'll need to buy?!
Brassard Ã Ã©nergie innovante
Penergy
I've made a mouthpiece for use by people with Sleep Apnea that prevents the compressed air from drying out the users mouth during sleep
Gap Spill Protector (GSP)
Flower Pot Drainer: Adjustable flower pot wall drainer that drains rusty water from potting soil away from the wall. ELIMINATING WALL STAINS
A neoprene band made to fit around your toe(s) to prevent rawness and bleeding after a long day at the pool.
A shoe compartment that fits under the bed and comes in standard bed sizes such as single, full , etc.etc.
Luggage Extension Tool (LET) - Move your baggage without a travel cart.
Are your mats leaving you feeling a little flat?
A lightweight foldaway Factor 50 Sun-Shade to fit Pool and Beach Side Sun-Loungers, to provide a safe environment for kids/babies to rest.
Wireless USB Key Fob Wall Charger for Smart Devices
'Style Stand, Gives You a Hand' - a flat iron, InStyler &amp; curling iron holder
"HOVER": FLOATING TABLE OR DESKTOP SURFACE - Give Your Laptop, Chess Game, or Dinner Tray the Illusion of Being Suspended in Mid-Air.
EMF Water bottle heater
feeding bra that soothes the breast with warming pads while feeding.
Convenient Mop Wringer
No more wasted makeup
Clean dishwasher indicator
A refrigerator magnet that doubles as a multi-purpose kitchen tool.
App that helps online clothes shoppers try any garment or accesories based on their personal picture.
Service Locator
Help us design a cutting board with built-in knife sharpener
"SteamScrub" Baby Bottle Steam Brush Scrubber for added sanatation while cleaning your babies bottles! Very Important for Babies Health!!
GPS Car locater
Rollerblade wheel covers to protect and assist when walking - similar to ice skate covers.
Nail Polish Idea #3: Nail Polish Ring Holder - Apply Watching TV, On the Couch, Riding in the Car without putting down a bottle.
Hands-free wall mounted folding chair / wall chair
Electronic vitamin/pill dispenser that syncs to your ipad/iphone-has an ap to send you reminders, dosage info,possible interactions, etc.
No more lame sandcastles or digging holes@the beach!No matter what your age, build 3D-sand creatures that WOW others with easy-to-use molds!
a pager for the tv remote and car keys
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A long, thin, retractable cable that allows you to lock all your luggage to yourself when you sleep in an airport.
A compact unit that attatches to the side of any laptop computer and folds out into a mouse pad/clipboard for travelers who prefer a mouse.
Roll-n-Stroll
Match That
Smart Lamp: Turn on/off with smartphone and change light settings. Also has a USB charging hub in the base! New feature too!
Hitch anti-rattle spring
Promote running around and playing with a ball! Kick'ems.The shoe attachment that makes fun noises &amp; lights up while you kick around a ball!
Stylus pen with lens cleaner spray and screen cleaning pad. Have handy all your screen cleaning tools.
Hair remover in your bathtub
RoboLock Electronic Bike Lock
A unique fishing tackle box that is also a rod stand and holder.
Easily clean your refrigerator or freezer. No spills, annoying slats, or need to take out drawers. Use removable lipped shelf liners.
Theproduct is an automatic re filling water bottle, powerd by solar cells uses dehumidifier to produce free clean endless water
A K-Cup Crusher. . .Reduce the Waste Space!
Timeâ€™s Up Baby Bottle
Still need bumper stickers?Don't want to deface the bumper on your nice car?
anylizer app
Simple ceramic humidifier that hangs on radiator....heat warms the vessel, water evaporates and humidifies air.
A candle holder that sticks to the wall but doesn't leave a mess when you take it off.
Safe bra cellphone storage
I have come up with a idea to solve the problem of incorrect bike rear wheel misalignment. The object will press the wheel/s into alignment
Collapsible ipad/ebook/ipod and etc. stand. I have become a spiral maniac, so many uses.
smart pill box
Outdoor or Indoor Pegasus Swing for Kids! Fun and Unique! Can Glow in the Dark! Cool!
Introducing Quench, the personal hydration system.
Christmas Tree Bong
Pet Bed that monitors the weight of your pet from puppy/kitty to adulthood via Blue Tooth.
Knife Wrench
App-driven PooPourri Dispenser
Privacy screen for license plate. License plate can only be seen from the rear, not from the side or from above or below.
Dalle bÃ©ton Bfup Ã Ã©nergie
Melt Away
App Controlled TV &amp; Play time. Restrict and manage kids from watching TV and playing their favorite game consoles.
BEER! BEER! BEER! BEER! BEER FLAVORING PACKETS!! Turn your favorite beer into a pale ale, amber, mexican, blonde, wheat, brown ale, etc
Zigbee smart switch / dimmers
a baby sitter/ high chair in one. think of the bumbo - it's a great baby sitter and comes with a tray too. add detachable legs = money saver
Thermometer and Barometer App enabled device.
Personal shade when and where you need it. Attached to your hat, it casts a halo of shade around you while you work outside in the hot sun.
A Space Saving Unique Folded Rubber Boots.
The Siftables swivel camcorder and camera is a picture taking device that can hold up to 3 pictures and videos, play games, and tells time!
Tapered tip and tail snowboard for aerial combat. Improved aerodynamics with an extra 90-180 degrees and a polymer core.
Design a device that can be attached to the bottom of all toilets that will guarantee the toilet is placed correctly on the wax ring. :)
Omnisphere
Plush animal with a two way wireless link which sends a digital "hug" to paired device which vibrates/flashes a "hug,â€when it is squeezed.
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The No-Mess Leveling Measuring Spoon Set with No-Mess Coffee Scoop/Clip. (original submission 3/25/11)
Rings and jewel support.
Gel Freezer Straws
Real Foodies Bring Cocktails.
A shoe rack that is also a step ladder and a seat.
Looking to replicate my straw based bed in an indestructible material that still provides my dogs with the same feeling of security
Smart Alarm For Bikes, runners
under desk leg exerciser
No Smell No Bugs Container
Ever wonder where to place expensive,decorative bed pillows at night? Surely, not on the floor? Decorative pillow storage that works!
!Zipper Assister. This snaps on the end of a zipper. It helps seniors, kids, or anyone that wants more grip on the zip. See picture.
Storing my Cupons
A modern, well designed medicine reminder bracelet for design-focused boomers.
RESUB: IF YOU HAVE A BABY AND USE A STROLLER, YOU HAVE HAD THIS PROBLEM. Stroller cup holders do not keep bottles from falling
out!
Sun Screen Dispensor
Wireless Extension Cords
A miniature air freshener
The carry-on style cooler. A cooler that looks and functions like a carry-on, but is beach/sand friendly and doesn't kill your back!
Alarm clock without a snooze or off button. controlled by a separate remote control that is placed in the shower so you have to get up!
Scriblies. Bracelet w/ removable markers. Draw some inspiration from it. Great 4 artists, children & young adults. Prototype & video inside
Dish washing device: combination sponge and scrubber on a 4" wooden rod. In one circular gesture, the sponge soaps, the scrubber scrubs.
Stamped/pre-holed tape measure that every homeowner, carpenter or handyman or handywoman needs to own! Never 2nd guess your measurements!
RING- Phone protective cover
MAGNETIC CASE
Silicone Pad with Magnet on One Side. Store Under Hood of Car with Magnet. Use to Easily Open Oil Caps and Radiator Caps. Always Handy!
shoulderaid
Break-Away Heels
Resubmit-Musical Jump Rope. Jump to your own music.
Battery Powered Fishing Reel.
A special arm board for dialysis paitents to be used during dialysis. This would illiminate the possibility of damaging the arm fistula.
Pool Star - Play games, chat or just relax on the water with your friends and a cold drink in your hand!
Space saving closet retrofitting rolodex style shoe organizer that hangs off existing closet pole. Introducing the Lazy Shoe-Zen. [Video]
Magnetic socket adapters, for spiral ratcheting screwdrivers, would allow you to more easily insert or remove bolts from deep areas.
Hello,My idea is to produce Original Box for CD. It can hold any number of CD, because is assembled of one repeating unit.
A rechargable travel water flosser that hooks up to a water bottle.
A portable kit for dinner and grooming.
a swiss army knife meets kitchen utensils - a spoon/ladle made of collapsible plastic that pops out, knife, fork,tongs, and more for camping
App enabled safe kids door
A spray on sunscreen bottle that can adhere to a window with suction cups or hang using a clip.
Smilely Puncher's
App-enabled High Heels. Now we can insensibly and gradually increase or decrease the height of our heels by iPhone.
Introducing the soda can lid so your soda doesn't go flat if you don't finish all of it.They are dishwasher safe as well!Keeps bugs out!
A photosynthetic t-shirt that converts C02 into oxygen. We all worry about how to help the environment. This is the chance to do our part!
Cleaning the barbecue grill is hard. Why not make a water sealed bag that you can put the grill in, soak in overnight and brush off easily.
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GARDEN VEGETABLE BASKET. Easily rinse your veggies before bringing them inside!
After shoulder surgery I couldn't wash my back. A brush stuck to shower wall with suction cups would wash back and feel great.
5 years of experience on "Oil Efficiency Enhancer" prototype outputs 50% more fuel efficiency under tests results with regular heating fuel.
Cane Finder
The Perfect Pitcher *Flow Control *Insulates *Preserves
Tame your Refrigerator - Find food fast!
Computer Garage
3 stage shredder
Noise Welcoming Earphone Adapter** - Dims the volume of any earphone allowing the user to hear conversations and important sounds.
Ice Easy
Shelving unit with divided cubbies that can be expanded by adding additional shelves and be able to attatch to a wall.
It is a combination of a hammock and a sleeping bag. Reinforced with ties on the end to attack to an object.
Beach, Pool, Surfing, Scuba, any Water Sport...... a Silicone Water Proof Wallet. Slim design, Bold Colors, wallets keep your valuables dry!
Bag with Induction Power Bank
Disposable Nose Hair Trimmer. Painless, sanitary, convenient grooming. No maintenance, cleaning or batteries required. Just Trim, Toss, Go!
Cap â€˜n Glow Halloween PAiL
refillable shower sponge
A transformer thingy toy
Super Smart Door Mat
App Monitored Volume Control Ear buds, set of earphones that sync and lets you know what you children are hearing and to what noise level.
Itâ€™s time to move on and discard phone alarms and clocks!
Fashion Accessory: Buttons + Magnets + Glue = Simply turn any NON-button-down collar shirt into a button-down collar shirt! [MUST SEE PICS]
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long
Barking dog collar
Electric Car Recharging Unit
Disposable or reusable waterproof cleaning gloves with cleaning surfaces. The different surfaces with include cleaning pads, sponges etc.
Tired of broken smartphone screens, losing/misplacing your phone &amp; having to spend time and money on a new one? Here's the solution
Hedge Cutter on Wheels
I want to create a video chat web site where the membership is just $2.00 and $1.00 for the trial price. If you look at other video chat web
safe driving bumper sticker
HATE washing your trash can from PESKY bag leaks? THE CATCH ALL EASY CAN. The trash can with a pull out drawer you can wash in a SINK!
Nail Polish Idea #2: Applicator Refillable Pen - Stop Worrying About Spills, Use With One Hand Watching TV, On the Couch, In a Car
The PrettyPALETTEâ„¢ is a product for travelers to carry their skin care essentials while meeting TSA and airline baggage weight guidelines.
The ultimate, yet affordable, pool toy collection unit for everything, both large and small, that your children play with in your pool.
Safe Light Dog Leash
The perfect affordable night stand. Great when price and space is tight. No lack in style or use. Great for college students and kids.
Toilet tank cover with side pockets for misc. items and padding so you can lean back and relax, would not cover lid for maintenance reasons.
No butt flicking and driving! Exterior auto ashtray attaches to side view mirror, keeping nasty cigarette odor out of car without littering.
The product is a cover for the nose of a running shoe to prevent melted snow or rain from splashing up and soaking shoes,socks and feet.
Rechargeable Hearing Protectio
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KEEP IT COOL... UNTIL LUNCH TIME! Self-Cooling Lunchbox, Unfolding Tray, No Need For A Fridge!!!! ~Many other features! (Re-Sub)
invisible sound
Holographic Projector Christmas Tree Stand:No need to put up a Christmas tree any more,project One.
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
Safety Key
Dog collars with waste bags
the Scoop Plow #1(1 of 3)
Donâ€™t put up with meter tampering! WINK App-device gauges flow of fuel into your tank &amp; displays info &amp; day's price on phone.
Two sided detangling hairbrush using nature's example to remove tangles and smooth hair.
EZdecker, easy deck staining
door stop wedge + cuddly stuffed animal = animal door stops!
Transformer chair for garden. Lounge hanging chair inspired me the create a chair that can transform into free standing or lounge one.
Tired of tripping over floor mats? You will never have to worry again about falling when walking on carpet mats This problem is now solved.
It's a watermelon. It's a juicer. It's both. Juice directly from the watermelon.
Sick On Mini Waterproof Led Lights for underwater color changing and mood enhancing spa experience in your bathtub
CABANARAMA - Cabana for private changing space by the pool or beach in fun fabrics and colors with matching accessories available
My idea is KUR-BOB Pans. Pans that you can use to make healthy buns and desert cups to fill with any of your favorite fillings.
24 Hour single hand clock that shows significant daily events.
It's called the "PIVOT." A clip on style case with a center that has a strap and will allow you to turn "PIVOT" the iPad.
Organizer designed to hold liquid laundry soap containers at an angle without tilting the container each time you pour soap in a cup.
WEIGHTED TABLET SWIVEL STAND
RUST PREVENTER
Lumio inspired Bluetooth Speaker
HOVERING SPACESHIP TOY FOR KIDS Uses magnets to make the ship hover while kids race the ship around a space racetrack.
Rehang
Water Balloon tier
! Size adjustable CLEAT COVER that prevents dirt from spreading after mud play. PROTECT those studs, TRAP that crap and KEEP things CLEAN!
golf uno
ESCAPE RAPE, my product releases an odor for ten minutes that smells like shit and any one knows odors can send a message, go away.
Dual Breeze
key board
Bottled Water Easy Lift
It warms/dries shoes.
Pop-open Beach Towel Makes Your Beach Setup Easy
Egg Cup With INTEGRATED TIMER ALARM
Somehow we have gathered tons of different re-usable water bottles. Pain to store/find cap. STACKABLE water bottles all use the same cap.
Heat seats
iPad leather portfolio - Full Sized Script version.
Don't Die. Illuminate The Best Escape Route In A Fire. Smart Detection and Alert System, Heat And Smoke Sensing. These Install Anywhere.
Cake Top Decorator that spins sprinkles and beads or even syrups over top of cakes, cupcakes, brownies. (By AJM)
Charge away
Instead of a bag clip, attach a screw cap to your bags for quick and easy access to its contents
A lightweight, protective cover that doesn't look ugly. ( It can hold 3x5 image on the back.)
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A manually inflated neck pillow especially designed for air travelers that employs a built-in, manual mini-pump.
Jaropus. What has a better grip than an octopus? Open those tough jars in the kitchen with a rubber kitchen monster-(fun and practical).
These are shoes to walk on stamped concrete while its still workable in order to fix problems or stamp them with your feet.
Complimentary Shoe Slippers
I do not do apps. But if I did,I would do the virtual bread board
Outdoor weather station
Ultra Desktop Cleaner
A Fan Duster You Can Be A Fan Of!
THE STYLE STATION LISTEN TO MUSIC WHILE GETTING READY TO GO OUT. ANY COLOR OR STYLE. THIS HOLDS HAIR DRYER
CURLING IRON FLAT IRON &amp; IPOD
Chargeur pour mobile
GYMFLEX
Turn Any Nail Polish Bottle Into Push-Button Applicator - Stop Worrying About Spills, Use With One Hand Watching TV, On the Couch, In a Car
A wireless camera flash to take better photographs.with your iphone!
Frosty wrap
! A FOOT/SANDAL RINSE PLATFORM that attaches to the front of lid of a SKI/COOLER than enables you pull out and rinse your feet anywhere!
Strawberry House Kit (Mini and mobile greenhouse)
Toothbrush, female injector bristle end. Injector male reservoir with stand, gravity, hydraulic, pressure feed downward. Clear line to view.
An interior motion detector inside the car detecting a moving child connected to the car alarm, horn or app." hundreds of children SAVED.
Countertop small appliance shelf system. A stackable shelf system for your kitchen countertop so you can neatly store your small appliances
The super filler glasses
Match That
Towels that can be heated by plugging in or with battery. No longer be cold when you get out of the shower or the pool
Back Splash Guard
Hiding 6' Power Strip Cord
A UFO lands in a farm field. Aliens take a liking to stock car racing. Alien Race. Remote control cars inspired by Crop circle phenomenon.
Back B A sured
Iclip is a universal ear bud holder that keeps your ear buds from falling out of your ears.And it self adjusts to all sizes.RESUB
A transparent drawer in a circular stackable carousel that spins easily for you to store and retrieve the shoes you have kept easily.
iPhone 5 a device too light for some. HEFT self adhesive weight system that adds grip, finely balances and finds your perfect heft.
Security Mute. Auto mutes your car radio when a ambulance vehicle is approaching.
This is a Thermometer attached to a Kitchen ladle that displays on a small LCD, the Temperature of the Soup or Stew being served.
A flexible yet durable bottle holder for bikes
This LADLE actually fits in your utensil drawer. It collapses. Introducing... THE FLAT LADLE
A smart phone holder that allows comfortable hands free talking while still having the ability to operate all phone functions.
App-Enabled ElectronicTimer
Tired of getting wet while attempting to open your umbrella and car door in a bad rain storm? ME TOO! Introducing The U-Cover!
make the knot with pivot power flex
A Multi-Flavored Cheesecake Maker Machine! Make MANY Different Cheesecake Flavors in ONE Pie! Great for Single People &amp; Couples!
Prescription Television Screen
Silence APP
GooseNeck Spray for household cleaning! Strap your bottle on your side and extend the neck to spray. Look it even looks like a Goose :P
SNAP ON! SNAP OFF! Charms for kids accessories such as rings and bracelets. Like Jibbitz for Crocs or the bedazzler (but not permanent).
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Use scrap fiber optics in bundles and feed them from outside to rooms with out windows for free natural sun light inside.
MENSE - Eink Calendar
Dryer Lint Trap Cleaner
Is your gym packed?!
Double-sided Travel Squeeze Bottle Container. Less items to pack on your trips. Add your shampoo, and lotion into on bottle.
Lazy corkscrew.No need to remove foil first-just screw in &amp; pull the cork (spring loaded cutter removes the foil too!(more designs included)
Full Face Safety glasses for bicyclist that also covers the ears to reduce noise from passing air and further increasing safety!
Rubber bands or transparent plastic covers that add a color covers your Siftables pieces, and add an extra grip and stickiness to them.
A fun and easy way to label your lunch with your name and date. So, when you come into work your lunch or drink will not be in the garbage.
ICEBLOCK .. Works like a Charm
Mop up liquid spills rapidly by using Plunger Mop. By pressing down on the mop the liquids are squeezed through holes in it's underbelly
The Roller Holder
Mobile printer that holds 25-50 sheets of paper and connects to the bottom of a laptop. Powered using the laptops USB. Designed for everyone
Safe Play 3000
A onesie with a second row of snaps on the shoulders and straddle to extend the length and double the wear time.
BOOM!Don't fight OXO! Leave Competition In The Dust! A dustpan w/integrated gel lint rollers for small dirt particles! No Trace left behind!
Food Saver In a Trunk
iPod pocket
Cathouses?fun prints, reusable, recyclable,eco friendly, stores easy and cats can't get enough.. or a blank an let kids make there own
Siftable bouncing or juggling ball toy and accessory holds the game piece in a bouncing ball that lights.
The SNACKBAG - a perfect car companion.
Front Loader Washers breed bacteria, mold, mildew and musty odor. Sealed door and tub design prevent water from drying after washes (VIDEO)
Facial Tissue w/ Small Gell Sanitizer Filled Pocket - Blow nose, wipe &amp; squeeze sanitizer out, throw tissue then rub to disinfect hands.
Smart Teddy
SOLAR LIT CURTAIN ROD/FINIALS...adds beauty and light to any room.. doubles as night light..solar strip hidden behind curtain toward light.
3-in-1 projector remote
couteau ergonomique
Reusable coffee filter with coffee measurements printed inside it. Pour coffee directly into filter &amp; get the amount right every time!
Lobster Fork: Eating Seafood with less mess, less effort, and more control. Pry open shells with inner sharpened tines.
The dual ended pacifier so baby can suck on either side. No "dud" side.
Lazy Susan (Rotating Shelves) Arts and Crafts/Hardware and Tools Storage Cart: Store items efficiently and find them easier and faster!
RESUBMIT-was in UC)Musical Bicycle attachment.Load your own music. Music will play when you pedal.For younger kids!I believe in this idea
BRUSHOOK. Simply hang up your paint brush, when not in use
â€œWATTSâ€ UP?...

BREAK LOOSE FROM CIRCUIT OVERLOAD!

Dry Your Wet Winter Gear with hot air from your home heating system!
Foot problems are very common. Measure the exact comfort level of your shoes before you buy them.
Dustpan with pocket
Siftable magnets are all you need to add to your refrigerator to play with them on a magnetic surface, and store them in the kitchen.
THE SAGGING GARDER BELT
Staple grab it, pull a stuck staple out without tearing the papers, or stabbing yourself.
the Verano Stand
Smart Shirt
If you ever find yourself stranded on a desert island, relax you have a Quirky survival cup. Enjoy the trip.
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Spend to much time picking up and folding laundry!!! My product is a laundry basket that actually folds your Cloths for you.
A Baby Stroller/Carriage that provides a super safe environment for a child. In traditional designs crossing a street puts the baby at risk.
Easy rotation key ring. Turn every key separately
App-Enabled Watt Time
App enabled E-Paper message board. Send a message to your board from your phone. Re-sub 336 votes
CLIP ON DOOR STOPPER
Pawpedo
HurriCam: Weatherproof camera in protected housing to document damage to property during a hurricane, especially in flood prone areas
The Scrubber Slipper
Lets make flat bottom baking trays to make your own "BAKED" not "FRIED" Healthy taco shells.They have 1 for Tortilla bowls.Look at pics.
When taking a steady photo with an Iphone requires a tripod. Why not have a tripod in a case?!
Running Push
The Perfect Burger is a simple way to make burgers. Simply stuff the meat in, close the lid and then put the pan on top the stove.
Herb Dehydrator / Flavored Herb Cube Maker . (resub)
Cooler with table
stayNear is a magnetic ear-bud cable clasp to keep earbuds in your ears, works with all types of cables including asymetrical.
Stand for Iphone and business cards. Also usable for scanning business cards.
Grocery list barcode scanner
The Pee Target! Yep, that's right. It's a floatable flushable target to help potty train boys by giving them an interactive aim point.
Having trouble resting on an airplane? The RestUp, is a carry-on sized luggage bag that doubles as a body support and pillow.
Solar Powered Pool Skimmer, most pools have skimmers, for that extra skimming,why not make a skimmer that is solar powered, w/cleanable net
App Butter calorie tracker
Touch your phone to your door to open the lock ! (using StampRocket - no NFC required ) connected lock for less than $20 !!!
Light Fantastic
Siftable air hockey game table to play an illuminated game with friends by simply adding the Siftable pieces to the corners of the table.
Case that keeps condoms safe in your wallet â€“ flexible to an extent but uncrushable with a slim profile
floor mat are used to clean shoes or cover floors. but what if the could be placed around the home to release good smells also?
A set of small jars and bottles that are used to store and dispense measured amounts of an ingredient. Like a high tech spice rack.
WINK VOICELINK Home Automation
Foldable Terrarium
Stop kids from falling downstairs. Portable light weight travel size gate. Small, easy to install and safe. can be used for kids and pets.
splat
A sock that is white cotton on the foot part, but from the ankle up looks like a dress sock for people in shoes all day and on their feet.
Smartphone Flashlight Stand
Makeup Brush Steam Cleaner! Finally, a brush cleaner that does the work for you &amp; sanitizes brushes in whole new way. No harsh chemicals.
iTalk
A pillow that's actually effective at blocking out noise. The pillow contains soundproof material and forms a good seal around the ear.
Porters best bud! A grill side table on wheels that stores spices, utensils and beverages -than folds into a suitcase
Storm shelter
Front door bluetooth intercom Talk to &amp; hear others by door with bluetooth headset, many uses! Don't run to answer the door, just answer it!
Sliding compartment on motorcycle bags that slide back so rider can grab things out or put things in, versus stopping to open bags.
A unique in-fridge storage device that wicks away moisture from "greens," and then uses that moisture to keep the greens fresher for longer.
A popular children Thomas the Train sets with wooden tracks are not compatible with the plastic rail sets.My adapter idea solves problem!
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Vocal magnetic 'refrigerator reminder board', app enabled, for family text / vocal / video reminders and messages.
Communications as " Wearable Technology " to accessorize, when NOT in hand. Wear them !
A combination canopy and beach blanket that adjusts to give more shade and handles wind better than a traditional beach umbrella.Easy set-up
Shower head or faucet attachment that redirects scalding water to the drain, away from you, when the water temperature suddenly changes.
Stylish medical ID bracelets designed around a QR tag.
WOW "Squeeze-N-Paint"!Just Squeeze and paint! All in one paint system!Large or small jobs,no problem!Awesome! Resub:540 votes first time!
SOOZERS... Scissors like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers... SOOZERS are ALWAYS THERE / HANDY.
When your stomach makes you feel in doubt you better make sure you don't let your toilet paper run out. Extra roll toilet paper holder.
New type of modular bottle crate finally easy to carry by children, older people and people using bicycles for transport.
Space Saver
Auto-Pneumatic Knee Kicker
RESUB "Q Brush" The affordable quick changing heads. You could buy a whole box of 24 disposable heads for your family. for pennies per head!
Memory upgrade 4 mobile device
A disposable/tear away thermal running shirt for needed warmth at the start of winter race events with easy removal as runner heats up.
Lets make a sturdy shower curtain metal rod that bends in the bottom of the shower curtain.No mold,shower curtain won't stick!
Vanitycap/ bottle cap
!MUSICIANS, ever play the Guitar/Bass and your fingers slip away from your pick? Attach a UNIVERSAL grip cover to solve slippage issues!
A battery powered wireless variable speed foot controller for computerized sewing machines eliminating the need for the cord to the machine.
SMART WALLET/COIN PURSE. The Portable Smart Piggy Bank Meant For You To USE &amp; NOT To Save. (VIDEO Included)
Pre-recorded sound box, block annoying noise with sounds of nature
Its the LUNA LIGHT. A Floating Aerial Light for Backyard, Beach, or Poolside Entertaining.
Siftable casing that fits around the iPad or and Internet Tablet and becomes a game board, with games that work with the iPad.
Towel ring holder.Dry yor hands then grab yor ring.Don't lose yor wedding ring down the drain.Suctions/sticks 2 wall/fridge/shower/laundry
LASER TORNADO LAMP
Hang your handbags! Display them with love! No more handbags piled up on a shelf or damaged expensive handbags from wall hooks!
Cookie Shape Locks
SHRIMP - EASE ( Resubmit )
Powered Riding Vacuum
"Badcam" Small wifi Camera sealed safely in a clear soft rubber cap of a Q designed badminton shuttle. Capture fun 'in flight' video(+app?)
Pencil on tape measure
Two by Four Paintbrush
pommeau de douche /brosse .
seed popper
Iphone case or(add on to a case) change dispenser
Portable Cryogenic Cooling Device
Bluetooth Armband Speakers. Play music & answer calls w/ your phone out of harms way. Be Physical. Be Active. Listen Loud. (App-Enabled)
Are you tired of loud noise outside your bedroom keeping you up? Easily make any interior door into a soundproof one! No tools required!
Sikatagz
STOP CHUB RUB &amp; SAVE YOUR JEANS! A product that can be applied to the crotch area of jeans to stop the material from deteriorating
Hoes met uitklapbaar achtergedeelte voor smartphone zodat je deze kunt neerzetten
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"The Tube" is a super sleek bike accessory for carrying papers, cellphones, keys, wallet and tools without the bulk of the average bike bag.
The auto reminder a child safety system that will save the lives of children and pets and also protect values left in auto's
Audio masage ergonomic pillow
This is a cable solution using an one side adhesive ribbon (coated to match the baseboard) to run a cable along the bottom of the wall.
The ability of UV light to kill bacteria is well documented, and can now be utilized in a kitchen cutting board for your family's health!
So you want to be one of the first to own a new QUIRKY CRATE. However, you have no floor or desk space to put it. Try the new CRATE GRID
iOwls. Sits on shoulders an owl. iPhone mounted on the front of the owl.
Stovetop Cover
Portable Muslim shower
fraz-catcher
support frontal pour iPhone.
Building Co detectors into garage door openers to ventilate an area when the CO level is too high. This could save hundreds of lives.
Make your own molecular mobile! Caffeine, estrogen, testosterone, you name your molecule. Great decoration for your dorm room.
The plastic bags are disposable and made of strong biodegradable or recycled plastic, has odor absorption and attractive color are fitted.
aero bubble dynamics
SILICONE BUMPER TAPE ----- Protect Anything --- The New Duck Tape --- Cut, Fit, Peel, Stick - Put A Bumper Anywhere
Focus Tracker
Ever get tired of getting splashed by dirty toilet water while using the plunger? here's the solution!!
Safe Kitchen Knives for Kids
To put my Siftables on wheels to slide them around on the table, possibly ball bearing or rubber wheel, then link them in a train.
Cooking, Grilling, and baking foods perfectly takes work and years of experience. Let the smart toothpick tell you when the time is right!
Solar Powered Rotating Display small motor can turn up to 1 pound! no batteries! Low cost about $3 per unit! look at visuals at Quirky!
A detachable collapseable Basket to snap onto the top of a cooler on wheels that can hold everything else on top of cooler,ie chairs, purse
A set of small plastic floats to go into the Christmas tree stand to give a visual aid for determining the water level in the stand.
I-pad holder on a 14 inch flexable conduit.Conneceted to a heavy duty suction cup base.Works on windshields and most smooth surfaces.
Essence of Woman
My idea is a 'headband' for a soup bowl.
Perfect Strain
The Complete Towel Station completes all your towel needs: Terry, Microfiber, Paper towels, all in one station.
The idea is to never stop imagining what you can do and to encourage you daily to improve the life of everyone.
Mirror Phone Case
Adjustable height ceiling fan
Clean up quickly and comfortably with this ergonomic Pooper Scooper With Self Loading Waste Bag.
Curtain Rod Solar Light: Collects sunlight all day by the window, turn it on at night to save money on electricity!
An inexpensive modern snow sled. It will accommodate one or two people in different positions by using recessed front and rear hand holds.
Sportsman Product. I have designed an device to carry your fishing rods/reel by adding a simple attachment to your trailer hitch.
A Led with a magnet(suction cups). You won't forget the important memo. Switch the flicker frequency when emergency. //RESUB
Overflow (attachments)
The â€œBathroom Dehumidifierâ€ is an apparatus affixed to the wall in the bathroom above the toilet tank, approx 6"-12â€ from the ceiling.
A shoulder holster that can be worn on the left or right side that fits your smartphone, hand-held videocam, mp3 player, or make up.
USD 3.00 disposable and cheaper smartphone charger The charger must charge at least 20% to the battery
Pocket Towel: protects valuables from moisture/sand, blends to thwart thieves. The extra weight also prevents windy towel taming/chasing.
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Take me out to the ball game with The Stadium Caddy. Food compartment, Cup holder, Cell Phone holder, Pennant and Ice cream holder.
I squeeze a brake on my bike, and instead of just rubbing tires, we wind up a spring mechanism. Squeeze again, and the spring propels you.
This device protects your laptop screen on flights from the patron in front of you who quickly reclines their seat. No more broken laptops!
The AirTree is a cheap and easy way to remove tiny particles of dust and allergens directly from the air.
Mirror Phone Case
BreadCap: A bread loaf topper so we can start eating that first piece of bread!
A day in the life... Record videos of your day in ten second clips. An eyeglass mounted webcam downloads a video to cell phone,up to cloud.
App powered telescope
Siftable Designer Clock, Alarm Clock, Carrying Case, and Charger all bundled into one.
Keep the shape of your wallet from small change by using this.
100% waterproof Neoprene surf/street/clubwear. Take your cell/cash/I.D and just go
Adjustable Lidopener. Strong, powerful and for all sizes of jars.
An adjustable pillow. You can adjust simply by squeezing a rubber bulb. I can never find the perfect pillow. This would fit everyone.
Dog toy that throws the ball to the dog when they set it in the basket, could be app controlled.
lunette+
App-enabled house wash, automatically clean the outside of the house with an automatic sprinkler system.
Split trashbag
Toilessence
Enjoy being able to fish off a Dam without discomfort using a "Dam Chair"!
A second sun visor for the car that works in unison with the manufactures so you do not have to keep flipping it from windshield to door.
Shoe Liner(z) made from biodegradable material infused with natural oils to keep your shoes/feet fresh clean all day, that is disposable.
Silicone walls divide/organize/protect dirty dishes in sink, great for soaking purposes. Silverware container helps store silicone walls.
LAZY TRAY. A hinged Lazy Susan that easily slides in/out of the middle of your patio table WITHOUT removing your parasol!
No More Dirty Paper Towels: The Paper Towel Pal is here! Protect your clean paper towels on the roll from wet, dirty, contaminated hands.
Smart Mattresses:With sensors to alert your smartphone that someone is sleeping in your bed when you're not home.(Resub)
This invention is for everyone! Heated windshield wipers! Hooks up to any car with ease and will change your winter experience forever!
Retractable Shock
Umbrella Stand only. For people who don't need a coat rack with an umbrella stand. Easy to clean and maintain. Durable: lasts a lifetime.
This a cell phone jammer that prevents texting both incoming and outgoing while driving can be mounted under dash
Gel Socks
Running late but can't go without coffee? Just grab your shower mug! It attaches to the shower wall and has a spout for easy access. Happy
Kitchen Gadget!: A hygienic tasting spoon for sauces and soups.
gratt d'eau
Trash lifter
Q-napkins, the new kind of napkins. JUST PUT THEM ON YOUR FINGERS.
Telescoping back "aid"! Apply creams and medicines when you're hanging out with just you!
SELECT A SIZE PAPER TOWEL HOLDER. Why pay more for special paper towels when you can get standard ones for less & easily do it yourself?
A juice maker that is built in/connected to the refrigerator.
Blanket Pup Tent
The ultimate bar training system for your home. TRX, Ring training, Martial Arts, Body Weight Training, Cross Training.
Furniture size Lego Bricks, with nature/modern colors (wood/rocks/mirror/etc) make your own furniture with Lego Bricks in furniture size
Home Petty Cash Control Box
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Car Alarm Alarm
Absolutely no more flipping like a burger at the beach. Clear beach raft with Mylar bottom reflects rays on hard-to-tan areas. Timesaver!
A dispenser which releases exact 4.25grams.Baby formula.Unit designed to minimize effort,time,mess & quell cries of hungry baby.
Imagine a baseball cap folded in half, covering the front of your car, with your favorite sport on it. It could be military, etc. Be cool!!!
Heat Charged Computer Mouse
Water restriction friendly soaker hose in the form of a roll out mat of a webbed design. More area can be watered in a shorter time period.
Revolving end table that hides shoes behind sliding accordion doors.
ice pithcer
THE TORTILLA TOASTER! a quick way to warm up a tortilla that doesn't make a mess, is quick and makes a crispy, doughy tortilla every time!
Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative and Make Them Last 4x Longer!
360 degree chiller
Cable/ ubs plug organizer
Positive reward LED watch or school desk sticker. Wand lights up 1 of 10 lights 1 at a time. When reaches 10 it lights up/spins/cheers/music
ACTIVATE THE POWER! - Old style high voltage power switch controls light switch or power outlet.
Wireless/hingeable/swiveling charger for an iPhone. Compact and no long cord.
An app or hardware that negates the sound of a dentists drill.
A shoe polishing tree that hangs in the closet.
A control for the surgeprotector that allows you to INDIVIDUALLY control the on/off function of each device plugged into the surge strip.
The Gauntlet- companion device
An attachable add-on to sound proof your toilet!
Ipad/MacBook urban camouflage case.
SCREW-SCOOP. An ice-cream scoop shaped more like a screw so you don't need til ice-cream is soft to serve it.
When one power strip is not enough and two are too many, plus you need remote access to turn it on or off... use the Add-On Genius!
This design can be made on any cellphone case. It is one of a kind unique and luxurious and it is built to last a long time.
LED Desk Lamp + Flashlight
TouchBoard - Graphic &amp; Keyboard all in one !
Shirt Collar Soap Roller. Get your Shirt ready for a wash.Roll a little soap and steam to the collar.
Do you have tons of cords but can't figure out where to put them? Here's the Solution. Resub
Cap Strap
Bluetooth Pic to Photo Frame
A golf ball marker that wonâ€™t mess up your friendâ€™s putt. Push a pin into the ground and all that sticks above ground is a flat string.
A multipurpose stylus that has a microfiber cloth wiper along the side and a brush for cleaning iDevices.
Window Anywhere
Waiters glove book
le "cache-carte"
Quirky Nation lend me your vote. The new &amp; improved car window shade. Easy to put up and easy to take down. Shade made easy for your car.
Wicki Jewelry Hanger
Snow Control Machine
A clamping device that allows electric toothbrushes and odd handle toothbrushes to attach to ceramic bathroom holders or wall mount.
The Half-Netbook! A computer with keyboard and mouse, but no monitor, for use with flatscreen TVs.
A child's car seat sensor that detects if a child is in his/her car seat while the car is not running and alerts the driver.
A screen attachment for each players private use. Connects to the charge port of any Game Console Controller for the Video Game Madden.
Bathe in the TROPICS every night!!
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Are you sick of having to touch the underside of the toilet seat when putting it up or down? The T-seat Handle solves the problem!
Poke Cake Punch - Popular poke cake tray that punches cake with holes - pour filling into attached tray - Voila!
tired of your inching and washing him all the time and still not certain if does pesky flees are gone or in your bed or even in your room.
My idea is a simple device that holds up your grocery bags and keeps their contents from spilling all over your vehicle's cargo area.
Poop Be Gone
a life changer!
Solar Charged Cooking Pots
Frame of Reference Cam Module
Web Grabber
Never forget again
Removable grab bars for bathtub surround. Easy to assemble stainless steel structure with grab bars for people who have safety issues.
Style &amp; Clean Brush
iPhone 5 Power Curl For Your Car
Adhrent carpet that prevent shoes to slip.
Venue-Ready Backpack With Built-In Cushion - Designed for Multi-Billion $ Sports &amp; Entertainment Venue Industry! Use for Outdoor Rec. Too!
Take the concept of a self inflating mattress, flip it and apply it to bulky carry on. Creating a self DEFLATING suitcase for bulky luggage.
Drink holder with retractable legs, for use outdoors while camping, hiking and golfing. Set your drink down on grass without spilling
The Beach Butler unfolded,safely rolls on a track(dbls as seat)a cooler,toys,on sand and stairs.2Lrg dry totes&umbrella in pull handle
Expandable Flower Pot made of a flexible yet sturdy plastic that can expand like the collapsible pill cup to make room for plant growth.
Aquarium water analysis device
Lighted Bath Mat
Deck Railing Bird Defenders
(ReSub) Easy Pour for Milk/Juice Containers. Leave your milk/juice in the fridge and serve yourself. Less hassle and less chance for a mess.
New iPad(3) cooling accessory - there are a lot of complaints that the new iPad runs too hot under stress (like gaming)
Reverse Dog Shock Collar
Meet the Cuppow's rival the Tower Stack,a canning jar adapter that's a double sided lid for your canning jars and a canning jar with a twist
Perfect poached eggs a problem? Bandnets the solution (well almost)
Bartender's Citrus Slicer
Airlines are Charging Ala Carte for Luggage While Limiting or Even Charging for Carry-Ons.. Travel Clothes, Huge Pockets Everywhere can Help
App-Enabled Fitness Unit. Exercise unit that communicates with your APP &amp; builds programs around your lifestyle. Smart. Social. Fitness.
Voicy - Speech Enabling Device
Keep your necklaces and bracelets tangle-free! Clear plastic jewelry sleeve that can be placed on hooks in jewelry boxes/jewelry armoires
A birding app for download, similar to the Shizaam app, that can be used to identify birds by their sounds rather than just their looks.
Chips On A Clip
A laser light that displays logos on vehicle hoods or doors. Anything from business decals to sports logos. Best of all, it's not permanent
turbo jet roller washer
Under cabinet revolving spice organizer
Dress Shirt Inner Collar Protector. Item has a smooth plastic side for neck to skin contact and a sticky side for plastic to shirt contact.
Wi-Fi Wall Mount Task List
Endless Editions - is an ingenious kid's storybook creation tool, that uses a "dual-book system" in order to create dozens of new stories !
A one step automatic water balloon maker. It fills and seals your balloons so you're kids won't have a need to bug you all summer.
No More Stinky Kitchen Odors - New Deodorizing Cutting Board!
Protective frying pan lid - well protects from spray of oil, allows to stir your steak w/o lifting lid and fits any size of pan!
App-Enabled Screen Saver with Motion Detection Automatically Shows on Smartphone, Tablet or Computer! Wink.
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Computer monitor frame to personalize your work space without taking up space.Moves easily if you change work stations or upgrade a monitor.
Smart home Lipstick printer
Quirky Pegit line extension! Expand the popular Pegit case for other iDevices! More Pieces! Non-Apple devices too!?
Balcony Hammock Table
How about a vacuum free floor mat for your car? How? A zip lock on the bottom that,when opened, allows the dirt to simply fall out! Sha-Pow
the batcher
Centerpiece Caddy
Memory card storage reader
design #2 for pedal mower
RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
Motorcycle accidents are on the rise. My idea is to mount a small 3-4 inch LED strobe light under the headlight of the motorcycle.
We send Birthday cards to the WRONG person.Lets revolutionize the greeting card business by SENDING BIRTHDAY CARDS TO OUR PARENTS ON
OUR BD!
Swiftâ€“ steel wool with handle
Safety Suits
The 'BACKHAND'..Free up a hand during travel! No more holding your travel documents when going through security or boarding the plane/train!
Smart Electric Futon Beds:App-controlled from smartphone to raise Up/Down.Also available for sofa beds.
It is a binder clip redesigned for wires the arms would be flat to accept command strips or Velcro.
Smart Solar Drone Umbrella
Save money with razor blades that stay sharp for years. No more cuts, scraps, or razor burn.
THE ULTIMATE KITCHEN KNIFE WITH DUAL BASE/HANDLE (One piece stainless steel knife does all the tasks of a regular knife block set and more!)
Develop a recyclable "plastic" nail delivery system for nail polish.
Iphone case (or a add on to a case)change compartment
AUTO CLOSING DRAWERS - Open one drawer and walk away and the drawer will close. Open a second drawer and the first will close automatically
Buddy Stand
Heat resistant lipstick holder
Stay Put Tarp
seria um triturador residencial de plastico pet,ou de papelao,leiteis to tudo seria feito em casa ja triturado,e ajudaria na sutentabilidade
Adjustable height pneumatic step stool
A floor mat with a built in shoe holder that can fold flat when it's not used.
Tin Shingles for a tin roof
Rolling briefcase with extra set of wheels or grooved rolling belt on back, so can be rolled up &amp; down stairs, without dragging it.
my idea is for a quick changeable side sprayer.That has other attachments.like a pan scrubber that also spays waster when using.
The Latch Pack
No More Lost Family Members, Bags, or Luggage!
An umbrella holder that mounts onto minivan roof rails, and can hold open umbrellas while parents load groceries/kids into their minivans.
Battlefield Blueberries
Banger Cap
Small durable keychain mirror to check your face quickly and discretely after lunch or before meetings.
Getting in a hot car is torture to fold and put away your sunshades that's why I invented an easy to install and retractable auto sunshade.
Your coffee is hot n u want it cold,your dinner is cold n u want it hot n no waiter in sight then it's time for CHILLHOT!The hot n cold vase
Haven't you always dreamed about a cooler that had a built in tap for either your alcohol or soft drink beverage... here it is..
Outdoor Sink ~ Spigot + Garden Hose + Basin (resub)
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Cookware labeled gluten free
My idea is a clear birthday cake cover! With slots in the top of the cover for inserting the birthday candles!! Lets serve germ free cake.
Concert Buds
(Disposable Coaster Cups) are designed to prevent condensation that usually happens with ordinary cups that leaves a puddle on surfaces.
Simple fishing hook that is tie free It uses a single hole at the top of the shank The line is pushed into the opening and locks in place
Wallet NFC - A wallet can notify you when you lose phone or the wallet. The wallet is bundle NFC ship and it's always connect with a phone.
Shower Caddy Cabinet
REMOTE CONTROL ELECTRIC WATER H0SE REEL WITH LITE, AUTOMATICALLY RELEASES,REWINDS THE HOSE EVENLY,
CONTROLLING IT HAS NEVER BEEN EASYER.
Multifunctional shock absorbent hands free dog leash. Hands free walking/running/hiking Walking two dogs at the same time Quick tethering
The Mason Mugger
Spot the Destroyer
TUBULAR SHOE ORGANISER. Clip and play tube shoe compartments where you can create your own unique design by adding or removing the tubes.
Plastic pencil cap with eraser at the end of the cap. This product is not pencil cap being made of totally rubber eraser
helper App
Guys no longer have to smell like flowers after doing laundry. This product combines detergent and dryer-sheet in one with "manly" scents.
CooLift!!Ready for summer! Cooler that's great for BBQ,jobsites,tailgate,etc. Don't bend over &amp; sort through ice water. Let's Raise the bar!
Attaching a suction cup to temporarily hold a pillow in place while traveling on a plane, in a car, bus or train.
Bath Product Reminder
LED Strips For Car Windshield When Stranded.
The Ice Cube-A collapsible box made of ice packs that will fit in a cooler. It will cool 6 drinks by surrounding each drink with ice packs
An iPhone case that offers a slide button to swipe your credit card without removing the card and stores 1-2 cards.
The iLid is a camera lens cover for tablets, computers, cell phones and webcams. It ensures your privacy and protects your camera lens.
Smart Water Bottle
Q Baby LCD Mobile &amp; Monitor. Play, promote sleep, learning, calming sounds and monitoring. See link
Floor Jack Stabilizer
A mini desk that attaches to your computer chair.
Quirky Folio line extension for iPad, iPad Mini and iPod! A proven product made available on more models!
C-True is an app for all smart phones, TVâ€™s and computers which allows you to see through the monitor by using cameras facing backwards.
Smoke Alarm Chirp Control
New way of creating Modular Storage Cubes racks. Flexible to form 1cube, 2 cubes, 4cubes, 6cubes, 8cubes...
3-in-1 Paint Tool -edger, sander, &amp; scraper!
An iphone case that lies down on the job, at ANY angle. Best of all it helps the sound too.
Handy Weed Sprayer Holder
Anonymia Luggage Skin: Worried that your baggage stands out from the crowd at a dubious destination? Anonymia: Camouflage for your luggage.
Multi RFID card wallet
Storage-Pans: Cook Your Food, Prevent Grease &amp; Oil Splashes, And Store Your Food All In One! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
HIDDEN COMPARTMENT MIRROR ....FOR LADIES ONLY. Ladies use round mirrors to apply makeup. Now..around the mirror .u can hide a lot items.
The Door Bell is an inexpensive audible alarm solution to the problem of "dooring" injuries sustained by bicycle riders in urban areas.
A child carrier that enables an adult to safely give a 3- to 6-year-old child a hands-free 'piggyback' ride.
AppEnabled Quirky Notification
Smart OLED Door Knobs:With built in IMP heat sensors &amp; smoke detectors.To warn you if there's smoke or fire on the other side.
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Improved Soup Bowl with shallow depression/reservoir. Last of soup gathers via gravity and the spoon fits perfectly to catch that last drop!
"George Foreman" Cooking pan:grease flows into the pan's handle.Handle comes off to pour grease out and to clean it.
Edge Lighted address
Iphone case(or add on to case) with button pocket to hold change
A device for protect people from cell phone radiation.
"The BobblePop" - A base for suckers, stick candy, &amp; popsicles. Prevents mess yes, but the most important aspect is "it prevents choking."
-----PUSH UP COUNTER------ No more holding the fist under the chest and counting!!!!! The future is here!! Resub: 326 Votes
The OakTree System
Scrub 'N' Spin is a foot cleaner and massager for your shower!
the easy leash
Boat Float
A shoe organizer anchored under the bed. It will provide easy access to retire your shoes at days end and retrieve them the next morning.
A 3" X 24" window cling with bright orange 3" block letters that reads "STUDENT DRIVER" to be placed in the back window of a vehicle
The ability to control the temperature of water coming out of any faucet.
New vibe on an old bathtub pillow. What luxurious bath is complete unless you can close your eyes and get submersed in your favorite music?
The Beeper
APP Plus Color Eyeware lets you change your eyewear to any frame color as well as change it to a pattern.
Phone to go
Portable flexible bed with a sliding shade to block out light.
PERSONAL CARRIER FOR ELONGATED OBJECTS (resub)
Butter Knife ButtaStandâ€¦ Ready to use and Keeps the butter mess off your plate.
An all in one adjustable, changeable Ipad mount with changeable end caps making it easy to attach to any surface
Imagine being able to shovel snow without having to bend. Just being able to clip little shovels to your boots and start plowing away.
Mount it, Power On, Plug-n-Play all through The Ultimate Hub/Stand designed specifically for the MacBook Pro and MacBook Air.
High-tech Hula Hoop
Wheel Overspray Protector
padded clothes hanger
Your child is sick?. Monitoring his temperature has never been easier. Strap thermometer (armpit) alerts u when body temperature is too high
it was a very hot day so i turned on the AC 10 MIN HAD PAST THE Temperatnure has not change so i invented worldsolution AC circulation
Air Control
Lightlock
FLEXIBLE PIVOT POWER ON CLIPS
The 'HANY'....hang anything, anywhere!!!
The Snap-Can is an innovative garbage can for the old and young. It will help reduce ripped bags, pulled muscles, and that annoying suction
Wireless Thermometer.
Beach Towel with a built-in Inflatable Pillow! No more stuffing shirts under your head to get comfortable. Really, you deserve better...
Brr-ettes.. hair clips with cooling gel to keep you cool and collected on hot summer days.
Sunglaseswallholder SGWH
Shower Station 2.0!!! THE SHOWER SPAA!!!!
Resubmit. 330 votes. Potato Mashing made a bit easier.
Quirky Smart Safe
YOUR INVENTION-SUPPORT KIT!
App Enabled Tornado Warning Attached To Smoke Detector - Alarm Goes Off /Flashes Light
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Joey, the sling with pockets!
A floatation exercise device for the water.
bladder door
A device that detects alcohol in i.e. drinks, cold meds, children's meds other items. . The device is similar to a straw-like item.
Chaussettes massantes
Hanging Household Gloves - Resub with changes! Using a metal clip and magnetic hanging board, you can hang any existing gloves you have.
Solar Charged In Car Light: So you don't have to worry about draining your car's battery, or use as an extra light in the car
Emergency vehicle awareness
Grilling pizza, cold smoking, and planking all in one kit
Dual Purpose Timer - Tells When Food / Coffee Was Made - Works As Normal Timer Too!
Electronic Bodyguard. Smartphone App w/ sensors for deliberate enhanced surveillance of self or family. Protection at affordable price.
4 Piece Towel Set
Earbuds with an adjustable piece that wraps around the ear.
Portable Drink Holder
Fold down chair from bathroom wall, to sit on to finish grooming.
42 "candle fires" are reported every single day in the U.S. Why not make the candle incapable of falling down and add unique scents to them.
Traction Sled
Auto, Home or Business window controllable tint. It can be set manually or automatic depending on the sun brightness.
Retractable Rain Shield (RRS)
A portable office companion for short business trips. This "bag" would be inclusive of necessities for short term stays.
Computer Screen "Cheeters"
Space Saving Double Tie Roller
Attachable Adjustable Handle!
Grill Wrangler and Thermometer
The Hidden Horse takes a conventional fold out clothes drying rack and transforms it into an ingenius piece of artwork.
Power Trim
The Closest You Will Get To Having A Butler. A Security Device That "Talks" With Your Calendar.
Pencil Holder: the way it should be! Keep Your Pencils
The vacuum-powered Spider Vac captures wall-scaling creepy crawlers inside a transparent capture chamber for safe viewing and easy disposal.
Lug Nuts Guard for car's wheel. Protect your wheel from being stolen
The "Double Bag" is a normal size reusable cloth grocery bag that inverts into a larger bag.
A garden sprinkler, app enabled that irrigates only within the garden area, regardless its geometric shape, without wetting sidewalks.
UC RESUB!!!Spring/gravity opening iPhone case. A protective case that opens with flick of wrist. Use case as handle for phone while talking.
Hangline add
Product to organize and easily read magazines.
Trash Bag Dispenser - It attaches to the outside of your trash can and stores/dispenses your trash bags where you use them!
A "No Finger Touching" PIE/CAKE Cutter &amp; Server!
The Door Holder , specially designed for leaving the doors and windows open.
Knives Shark
Stitch and Print Smart Sewing
windshield screen protector/decal for your car. screen protector will be just like the one on your cell phone just bigger.
A two piece paging set that allows you to locate missing PS3 controllers.
The ultimate crock pot that can be used to keep food cold until ready for cooking.
Mallow Sauce
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have you ever lost a dog or have your dog run away and look for him and not find him or have no idea where he could have gone well no more.
Dogs spend much time at home, need to urinate and defecate several times a day. A simple plastic tablet with vertical side its the solution.
A retractable oven mitt that attaches to the oven door handle. Easily allows its user to slip on &amp; off with one hand. Silicone oven mitt.
shoe geeked
Everyone is busy these days, spending more and more time away from home. This new container will change the way you eat, for the better.
Laptop with screen projector
CELLPHONE/CIGARETTE LIGHT
An analog clock shows time from diff.countries,cities around the world, helping students get time from home and love ones to communicate
Shopping Cart Wash
Guys are you sick of smelling like ocean breeze? How about rose pedals? Do you wish there was laundry products just for men? Now there is!
Shopping cart buddy.
A compact cooler. That has mini ice packs that line the edges. Large enough for a sandwich and yogurt but small enough to fit in a hand bag
The Protector driving glasses, glasses Sound Alert Anti Sleep Alarm Driver Alarm for Drivers Security Guards.
Remote control ball
My idea is to have a tastefully made area for the toilet paper to store. It could store 6 to twelve rolls out of the way.
Elegant bathtub book rest with a rail for hanging a small towel and a swiveling mirror. No more wet book pages or soggy cell phones!
Food spoilage detector
This device makes phone carrying convenient, stylish and allows people to show off their technology. Simply smart phone accessory
Wristband slappers with LED clock. New functional wristband craze. The wristband is also a clock.
Integrated system of wireless power/extra battery/cases/purses/bags for iPhone/iPad or any smartphone.
Yoga knees
A easy and fast way to combine your sunglasse and headset togrther , and also can upgrade your normal headset to sport headset
PLAY TIME! Automatic Ball Launcher for Dogs! What dog doesn't LOVE to fetch, now your pooch can play all the time
A Keychain with two locks. One lock as a loop easy to through holes can prevent theft. another as a D-type hook, fix it to prevent lost.
THE ULTIMATE KITCHEN HOLDER ---------------Save space: with the combined kitchen roll holder + cookbook holder. Simple, easy, always ready.
Multi towel bar with storage. Simply hook to existing towel bar.
DIY Handmade Cable Sleeve
Engagement Christmas Star
No more blown away Beach umbrellas! Installs in a minute, no bending over! Unbelievable demonstration video sells this idea, a must see!
Grounds Keeper
Wouldn't you like your pint of ice cream to have the taste and texture of just out of the freezer - welcome to the pint koozie.
Tired of running out of battery in your tools? This could change that and revolutionize the cordless tool industry.
Water Monitoring Unit
A car visor extension that will cover the full width of the side window, blocking the annoying sun from burning your ear and neck!
Full arm travel accessories Arm-band, put all personal valuables communication gadgets and electronics; have them anytime readily available.
LET YOUR POOL GUESTS BE GREEN WITH EVY WHEN YOU SHOW THEM YOUR lilyPad, A FLOATING ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM FOR
YOUR iPad OR SMART TABLET!!!!
Get The Best Deal
An Un-brella of sorts...cover & stow your wet, rude umbrella when you are inside
Dusty the dust ball. Collecting the dust for you. Plug it in and collect the dust, unplugg and the dust will fall off.
I would like to create a radar or infrared based device that will alert kids about oncoming cars and will also help to slow down the cars.
my idea is a oyxgen tubing retractor similar to dog lead that with a press of a button automatically reels in/out tubing as you walk.
Photo Streamer Picture Frame
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Silicone Pull Push Oven Rack Tool... Simple tool to help you pull out, or push in the oven rack without the worry of burns.
Popcorn Holder
Framed Wrist Oven Gloves
Window limits total light transmitted to a safe level without reducing light intensity from other objects in the field of view.
Expanding Belt Buckle
Give students access to everything in standard issued desks in schools by creating a drawer that fits, can be pulled out, and labeled.
Self-designed 3D CAR STICKERS. Customize your own designs with Quirky car sticker kit. Express and differentiate yourself
Seatbelt Safety Buddy
App enabled ceiling fan - table top/counter or stand up models
RideAlong Toolkit
MONITOR TIDY RACK - Utilise the space behind and to the side of your monitor.
The Equipped Guest: A Wedding Preparedness Kit for the Four-Legged Friend in Your Wedding Party
Smart Gun Rack
Cargo NET Ratchet in a Cinch! Instead of having to manually do one cargo ratchet at a time, why not have a net that covers it all!
Fun and simple way to keep track of your daily physical activity!
Chill N Bake Full Size Oven
App-enabled electric windows, open and close the windows in your home from your smartphone! Resub.
Name - Wall Shoes Magnet + Steel
Drink coasters designed to flatten uneven ground that you can pack in a pocket and take anywhere.
An inexpensive, disposable pad for wiping running noses, that adheres to a glove or sleeve and can be disposed of when soiled.
Visor Notepad Organizer Make a quick note, list, etc.
Answer this????How can we use ipad iphone camera during 2 hour concert hands free
prueba
App enabled doorbell pairs with phone/s, and when muted, vibrates only the phone/s. Why wake babies, or those sleeping after night duty etc.
The Neat Blender Bottle
Bungee cords are great, when you can find one. What do ya get when you cross a magnet w/ a bungee cord? BUNGEEASY! Right where you left it.
A DIY Computer Kit that is affordable and customizable to your needs. With a unique design so its your own and areas to place decals
Daily Packing Organizers
Charging pen
On Demand Portable O2
Wireless T.V. Earphones
A Paper Towel Holder That Actually Saves Counter Space!
Cami Care
iSpeaker
Flexible Unbreakable Golf Tee
With BED-BOT you never have to make your bed again. Its an all in one bedding system with compartments for six pillows, and duvet.
LED BIRTHDAY CANDLE
My idea is an UV Light container for the dreaded plunger in the bathroom. This will allow people to disinfect quickly and easily.
Articulating garden tools - a combination of fore-arm crutches, with a shovel or rake at the end; allows single-handed operation of tools.
Gas Stove Toaster
PIZZA STAR Eat pizza with your favorite star ... and not only. We customize pizza with famous faces or our photos.
Rice Re-Generator
Rite edge
Step out looking sharp and cool'wearing unique cut styled pants with contrasted cuffs, pockets, belt loops and complimentary coloured socks.
Produce a light switch with an on/off ambigram design.
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Retain your pair of shoes can take up much space. With this product, besides reducing the needed space, your room will be amazing.
The Roller Bag Charger! The charger for travelers on the go â€“ a roller bag which charges electronics using the rolling motion.
Digital Popcorn Maker.. Sync with your family movie scheduel!
Thick Grass Beach Blanket with Awning
A Bookmark For All Ages
Tea Bag Organizer
Never have your trash bag fall down inside the trash can again. Here is a trash can that quickly and easily keeps the bag in place.
ScratcherVac
No Feet
All in one turkey (meat) baster thermometer
(85% v/v ratio) Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set/adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
A swaddling blanket of layered cotton with punched holes for breathability to reduce risk of SIDS.
All in one product! Fits in any pair of pants pocket! A collapsible, air freshener, modular, useful, super small, &amp; comfortable hanger!
A shower curtain that has an inside mesh- liner with pockets of various sizes for storage . organizes and creates clear bath area.
An electric tarp that you put on your driveway before it snows that heats up and melts the snow away. Must drain-(elevate middle part)
Funnel With a Shut-Off - Fill Without Spill
Thin flexible work gloves, that are battery heated. Powered by cordless tool batteries. An example, 18V Li-Ion Power Tool Battery.
R/C Helicopter Obstacle Course Game - Swoop in, bank left, drop your chute closest to the bullseye &amp; you too shall be called Ace.
Its a hands free Ipad neck strap holder !
Rocking chair fridge+charger
padded clothes hanger
Food blocker to prevent food from going underneath the stove and refrigerator. Attaches to the bottom of the appliance.
This is the best shower or bath stall container for shampoo, conditioner and/or body wash! See if you agree. It can be wall mountable too.
Crossbow Kite
Extend a Straw. Short, Long or Medium you decide
3 in 1! Tongs, lemon squeezer, and nut cracker. SEE VIDEO.
Leaf Bagger
Measurement tools that use the 1/20th of an inch instead of the 1/16th of an inch to do their work starting with rulers and tapes.
Signal cases
3D fun with 2d slices (like refrigerator magnets): Quirky invention submission process inspired idea
Durable, refillable dental floss gun. This will take any dental floss roll and allow a small length to be exposed.
A tote bag with many pockets around the inside lining of varying sizes to hold different small items one would take to the beach or pool.
The Anchor Cam! Throw your camera over board and see what's down in the deep blue!
Portable travel vacuum with hose attachment for vacuum storage bags.
Taking our blood pressure with a finger device with app reading & keeping track for us!
A light weight, mini sized Bluetooth Headset is cool. But, a stylish, wearable and light weight ones is even cooler.
Resubmit!..The Pot Hat! â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ Very simple solution to save time and energy when cooking in the pot!
Phone buddy charger
Coffee cup with built in ceramic straw.This would be great for the elderly and disabled.
A SMALL MACHINE TO PRINT PAPER ENVELOPES AS GIFT OF DIFFERENT COLOR, MAYBE IN TWO SIZES. (resub)
The Ladder Master. It's an excercise machine (unpowered) that simulates ladder climbing while stationary. Provides a full body workout.
Remote finder
Magnetic Silicone Oven Rack Pull/Push tool, sticks to your oven door and is there everytime you need it.. Magnetic oven rack tool
Bottoms Up Basket
Electro turn
A portable kidâ€™s safety sign for street that warns drivers by displaying the vehicle speed and alerts the kids with an audible alarm.
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This device allows you to convert your cordless tools to continuous full power by housing a 110 to 18 volt converter in a battery pack.
The O-Ring for smartphones &amp; tablets! Never drop your device again. Hang it everywhere or use it as a stand. Durable and resistant.
On The Go babyfolio
GE... Say hello to magic mouse for the office computer , office presentations or for the home computer, &amp; home theater system.
ANTI AP APPOINTMENT KEEPER
A(attachment) for a "Stand Mixer".An attachment that you can put on the "Stand Mixer"the attachment is so you can pour your ingredients in.
App and Wifi enabled Robot - Build a robot, car, bulldozer, tank, crane, etc. Then use the app to tell the robot how to move.
a deep water volleyball court that is both portable and adjustable
Enough with expensive little containers of dental floss - let's create floss dispensers in fun colors & large spools of floss 2 go in them.
A home decorative lamp which can be disassembled into dinnerware for parties and the ocassional extra guests.
remote control metal detector
regulator protector (SCUBA)
ALL IN ONE DIAPER
The Wardrobe Malfunction Checker is a simple tool designed to keep the girl or guy-on-the-go looking great.
Voice activated Headphone(res)
Folding desk or easel desk for multiple uses. (lots of pics) New : video of prototype
Selfie stick with Flash
Your laptop or iPad never seems to be at the right height or angle! This laptop/iPad stand adjusts for the best ergonomic height and angle.
This socket is safe for children. It works only if you insert a special plug with strong magnet or using a special adapter for normal plug.
"Hot Toddy"
No-Tip Stackable Cups
Tired of having to shake your protein bottle ferociously before every supplement intake? The VibraShake does the work for in one button!
Utility trailer connector rusted,leg froze, wires rot? Get a Hitch Mit. The universal cover with Velcro fasteners that protects connection.
My boyfriend is constantly losing his collar stays - my idea is a small press that cuts old credit cards into the shape of collar stays.
Difficulty finding shade for your car.. now take it with you...
The Found The End Sticky Clear Tape Roll,for normal sighted and or visually impaired.
Smart Mattresses:With sensors to alert your smartphone that someone is sleeping in your bed when you're not home.
Outstanding revolvable shoes box, aesthetic and environment adaptable.
My idea is for a baby/toddler eating tray that locks to the edge of tables.
Smoosh Containers
Adjustable wrap rings, they help preserve your food on any container, instant lid and write/erase so that you can keep track of freshness.
A toilet paper dispenser that gives off a nice scent when you roll it.
TRANSFORMING SPLATTER SCREEN - Keep Oil Off Counters & Stovetop - full pan access while U add/flip/stir food! - SHORT VIDEO
Individual Fruit and Vegetable Travel Cases
Vehicle Text eliminator
Self-Cleaning Corn Brush. Lever to remove corn silks in one swipe!
Mobile USB Adapter
My hold down device is designed to haul long objects in a truck. It can also be used to objects like a snow machine or even a gas can.
Jog Pro - An iPhone/iTouch water bottle and armband In one convenient product. With slot/openings to store keys, cards and cash.
Baby Bath sponge squeezer. Automatize the process of manually squeezing the big sponge after a baby bath by adding a squeezer into the bath.
Spray bottle top with plastic tube that is flexible to move to all portions of the spray bottle with a weight attached.
Retractable door
AUTOMATIC CHOPSTICKS!, The "Chopst-X" is a chopstick that does all the work for you,Gently squeeze to grab food,with the comfort of gel pads
I Love Me! Doll Collection
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Rubber Snake Toy for Pets
Switch on the Air Conditioner though App Enabled device
RESUBMIT! One kitchen scissors â€¦â€¦.. with interchangeable heads ! Chop, toss, serve, pizza, squeeze, tongâ€¦ and more!!
*WINK* enabled radio-frequency lock status detectors for home and commercial security systems, conveniently displayed on any mobile device.
temporary and mobile door lock
Robot Pooper Scooper
PowerPods Surge Protector
finger nail tips for texting
Modular Pool Float. One float for any occasion!
Computer Base Help Desk
baby car seat is too expensive and childrens are growth. so car seat will be changed by baby's size my idea get free for baby size
A trash can that solves the age old problem of leaks, and handles the task of finding the refill trash bags. And, they come in animal form.
A new Bandit is in town, the Beamer Bandit
6" X .50" extension for disposable razors and reusable handles. Gently bent at the end, it allows for 180 degree swivel, or locks in place.
The phone
Tired of your headphones getting tangled up in your pocket? Wrap your headphones around the side to keep them organized and off your screen.
Micro iPad Backpack, Fully functional while INSIDE and protected. BT Speakers &amp; Backlit Keyboard
My idea is that an iphone earphone("Joint earphone") which the principle of human shoulder joint applies to.
tired of bending over and having everything fall out of your shirt pocket? try my new shirt with the swing away pocket and never worry again
Steamer/Boiler Caddy with Timer-Used to boil eggs, veggies etc-can cook different veggies at the same time-makes the perfect boiled eggs!!
Can someone PLEASE invent something that will help my dad,a stroke victim,open a bag of chips and/or a candy bar?It's heartbreaking to watch
Portable wireless color printer run on rechargeable battery, cylindrical with sheet width adjust from small sheets (photo sized) to A4 size.
KIDS SAFE..WINDOW GATE/ALARM
iPad and IPhone wall mount after plugging it in at night.
Interchangeable Massage Roller. Change up the pieces to soothe your aches.
smarpadlock
Portable Satellite lift
Double sided credit card
Traditionally styled cordless telephone where the keypad is on the desk, but the handset is cordless allowing you to roam around the office.
Twin beverage (wine) server that no other device quite like it exists. Beautiful conversation piece at parties. Please see the photos.
Wireless Charging floating shelf. Charge your gadgets with induction on a shelf that looks like it belongs in your home.
Iphone case with a 'tron legacy' style pattern which will illuminate orange or blue. Will also be Waterproof and Scratch proof.
DORM MESSAGE BOARD â€“ Spread the word
Earring holder made of a framed image that you decorate with your jewelry and hang on the wall as art. Push earring into foamcore back.
JobSeeker - a service that bring you job vacancies from companies located at place where you are(around u). The service uses your GPS-data.
Rid the wiring rat nest!
KANGAROO Aid Kit, turns into a stretcher, for transporting injured!
Large Pen Zens (and I mean big!)
DIAPER WITH SEALER BAG ATTACHED-After you change diaper, simply push diaper into attached sealer bag and close. Eliminate all BAD SMELLS
BEEP BEEP
Paint Can Scraper
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Hand-Pumping *INFLATABLE* Sprinkler! More Summer Fun By Redirecting Water!
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Set of drinking glasses that are all different, at last you will know which glass is yours &amp; it won't get mixed up with someone else!
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) with Moulded Hook for Oven Handle, Hook and mitt always have your mitts at hand with the hook
RESUBMIT)Bendable Fun Lamps! Change the look of your lighting again and again
Adult Disposal Underwear dispo
CafÃ© Cubes. Coffee is served to you in the most convenient form.
The Cocoon Comforter
Boat Hitch Carry System
Attachments on shopvacs that have a reversable scraping edge, that you can just flip over and get the goo off.
Everything Cover holder
Huge ultra portable sound speakers similar to jawbone's jambox, but in a functional case.
RV Crib Converter
Picking & washing vegetables is easy with "Hip HarVest Basket". Wear on your hip. Sturdy plastic. Removable strainer. From garden to kitchen
Internet connected Fitness Belt and app that measures changes in your waistline to give you a more accurate impression of how you look.
Not just a shoe organizer, but a total mud room solution. Incorporate shoe organization and mud tray, with a bench to sit and place things.
Unclutter your bathroom with a headband & hair accessory organizer! Display your headbands in a beautiful way and organize them too!
Tortilla steamer for microwave electric or stove. Dont eat DRY TORTILLAS anymore! ENJOY SOFT TORTILLAS , MOISTURIZER WITH WATER! See
sketchs
Light switch boot
App-enabled power outlets! Transmits how much power you are using per outlet and/or circuit. App displays cost/usage. Set alerts!
Baby bath floating bar soap animal shapes like animal crackers. Animal shape spongies. Clear plastic sqeeze bottled shampoo animal shapes.
Salad Bowl with Cutting Board Lid. Comes w/ collapsible drain for easy transfer of your veges down into bowl. Use it also for meats &amp; fruits
No-Pull Sheets
Love and Cognac
The SandMan
CAR PARK ENTRY OR EXIT TONGS.
germ free door opener
No trouble using the bathroom mirror after the shower, simply turn on the anti-fog mirror and a few seconds your image will be clear!
In a hurry? On the go? Grab a Bite, feel great! One bite snacks on a spoon anywhere, where you are! Enjoy what brings you joy in moderation!
Pluckies can be Quirky's better version of Eggies! Boil an egg without its shell with no peeling afterward! Patent Pending
MileageIncreaser
the golf tee made from compressed lawn seed and fertilizer. The tee area is automatically replanted by abandoning the water soluable tee.
A modular, expandable shoe storage and display wall or floor shelf system.
Voice activated recording device hides in pantry to record compile & print your grocery list. Wireless to printer or removable SMS Card.
A beach bag with water resistant pocket for cell phone,protected case for your sunglasses,and pocket for cooler.All packaged in stylish bag
charge station for car with a shape of a glass, it will include two docks for ipad and ipod, and also will include a space for cellphone
Car jack
DoubleWide PlugHub: A Jumbo Version of PlugHub, designed to conceal even more unsightly wires and electronic attachments.
A milk pitcher with a built-in or attach temperature thermometer for making espresso coffee.
Similar shape to power curl, snap the charging plug in the middle, wrap the cord around and secure end in a cord clip. Snap multi. together.
Device Locator
Instant pleasure or relief for stressed sore back muscles. Deep tissue massage provides extreme relief in minutes. Great for work &amp; home.
Travel Pillow
Something Amazing
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Tired of digging for food in your ice chest? This has slide out drawers to keep food separate but cold when on picnics, tailgating, or BBQ's
Over the Door Organizer for your all your devices, chargers, and accessories. Keep your room organized and neat
Motorized Ice Chest CART
This product is simple. Its subtle weight combined with its athletic fit provide an innovative reason for taking a jog-with your iPhone
PowerCurl Mini International
A Wall Climbing Paint Robot! {Saves Time for HomeOwners and Painters As Well}
The invention relates to a display device an emergency vehicle, that is equipped to alert the emergency vehicle is on display.
Whistling Spoke Critters
world class pressure cooker
Universal wireless car charger/fm transmitter with nonslip surface.
Mount a batch of receipts, business cards, sticky-notes or clippings on a sheet to scan them all at once thru a copier, no taping, no hassle
A barrier that can be set up at the beach or swimming pool to provide little children with a safe swimming area.
App. Enabled Cubby Track
A sleek case that monitors and displays the temperature of your MacPro to warn you when itâ€™s getting too hot.
Response Emergency Alert Light
CAMP OVEN Bakes, steams,pressure cooks, smokes ,griddles food on open fires,or charcoal grills /barbeque GAS/wood fire Induction, Versatile
A New Way To Hold Your Spices In. More Space efficient and designed to look great on your table. Stack it up or stick on anything magnetic
I been seen some issue on Candle. My idea name is: DIY Scent Candle Maker/Warmer. Its make it to be cheaper and comfort with money.
Cell Phone Interlock
I want to create a dog's water dish that will bark at me when it is empty. What better reminder than a dogs bark?
FLOOR CLOSETS... THE CURE FOR THE MESSY ROOM SYNDROME (MRS) WITH INNOVATIVE WARNING APP FOR EXCESSIVE PILE
UPS!
(90% Votes) Kevlar Mugshot Placard iPad/iPad Mini Case. Potential to be customizable/made so each is one-of-a-kind. DURABLE AND ORIGINAL.
Simple DVD player
Rolls of PERFORATED wrapping paper so it's easy to get the right size sheet without butchering the paper with dull scissors.
Wireless Charging Chest
Dispensable iPad Protector
Clean Cocktail Mixers
An app that can be downloaded on your smart phone which will have your credit card, debit card or banking information as a mobile wallet.
A fingerless glove that reinforces proper wrist position when throwing a baseball or softball.
The Expanding Double Umbrella. Use as a Single Umbrella or expand as a double umbrella. The TONG Concept!
It's time to enjoy the beach and community pool without dreading the loading and unloading process. The ideal way to transport your items.
Remote sound listener
Adjustable shoe rack suitable for the footwear of any size. Shoe holders are easy to rearrange without any tools.It saves a lot of space.
Calling All Gladiators, Weekend Warriors and Die-Hards! Ready to Take Your Pull-Up Routine to the Next Level? Have I got Something for YOU
Garbage Disposal Cleaning Brush
An inductive back or NFC BATTERY pack (similar to the mophie juice pack) all new phones are coming with standard NFC technology.Go wireless!
Speech glasses
iMac back shelfs and cable tidy, perfect companion with Stashboard.Tidy the mess behind your iMac while the Stashboard tidy's the front
glow games
Magnetic Under-Hood Collapsible Funnel. Inspired by Kat Devlon's Magnetic Under-Hood Silicone Pad
Accident free
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Pet beds start smelling in a matter of days. Wipe clean pet bed. These pet beds are very popular in Europe. Time to bring the idea to the US
Inhibitor of mobile phone frequency for cars
A case with a re-usable adhesive. Stick it to your windshield like a GPS, or your wall for extra space.
BITCOIN IN QUIRKY
App enabled SENSOR STRING buzzes when ball touches the net/lands on boundary line! Or even tie this string to BABIES CRIB, PET FLAP, etc.
IMPROVED TANKLESS WATER HEATER
Body scanner for tailored clothes. Get perfect fit jeans, bras, underwear, gloves, sport wear... you name it.
Workout Gloves (IMP &amp; App-Enabled). Motion, Pressure, and Tap Sensor Gloves for any exercise. Get a grip on any performance!
Set of Dual Purpose Tablespoons: A Kitchen Necessity
Walk-In-Shower Attachable Height Seat to fit built in shower seats that are to low to use except for storage of hair care products.
Cracker Sleeve Containers - Air tight, and secured for portability - 430+ Votes!
ChittKutter
Rest Room Beverage Holder
iPad and IPhone wall mount after plugging it in at night.
4 a clean bathroom storage/decor,storage station 2 hide filthy toilet brush,plunger,etc while having a elegantly designed outer as decor
A runners shirt that integrates a device agnostic pocket in the sleeves eliminating armband systems and containing earbud wires.
WATER DISPENSER for the pole(s) of your patio/pool umbrellas. A portable water jug which hangs up, off, and away from the counter space.
Nail polish applicator that is shaped like a crayon.
Active Heave Compensated(AHC) hyd. winch: no valves, accumulators eliminated, uncomplicated hyd. design, small hyd. envelope, short del'y
Reclining Sofa, love seat or chair with pop out platform so your feet don't dangle.
Do you love your cats but you don't like to clean the litter. My idea is the Harmony Litter Scooper. You'll love it and your cats will too.
Shleeve
Stretch to fit â€“ one size fits most â€“ replacement canopy for pop-up tent structures.
Hi everyone.the shoe dilema solved..it solves the problem of you,r shoes, all over you,r bedroom.it consists of a folding shelv unit
Nail polish bottle holder. Unique spill-proof way to polish fingernails at home or on the go. Fits most bottles. Nothing else like it.
Golfers Cloth
What are parties around the world missing, "BALLOON SPEAKERS". Huge potential w/ party planners &amp; people alike. Possibly concerts as well.
Ultraviolet Light "Space Bar" To Sterilize Keyboard And Mouse While Docked
Hangers for your flip-flops and sandals. Get rid of your clutter and never lose a sandal again
Simple System 4 Parents/Kids. Pour in Juice/Milk &amp; child simply goes into fridge &amp; grabs drink ready 2 go. No Pour/No Spill. Resub 260 votes
VITATEST
Happy Steer
Rotation outle
Smartphone gesture controlled Security/Surveillance camera - Pinch zoom, pan and tilt your phone to control the camera
complete cool house
NON SLIP Foot Sticker GRIPPERS for children's feet, so they don't slip while INSIDE or OUTSIDE of the tub! Make bath time FUN
A sports equipment organizer system which enables you to organize equipment by sport, and also take all sporting gear with you in one bag.
Wave Timer Brush
An extension cord that pulls out from the electrical outlet, but can re-coil back into wall with a simple tug. perfect size cord everytime!
A light retractable bike lock that is as strong as a kryptonite lock and at least 1/4 of the weight. Keeping a light bike light and safe.
Smart Handbag organizer.
The Ergonomic Shovel
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The "Recordelette" - a bracelet with removable charms that record music and messages.
No space in your apartment for a dining room table? Me either !! Wouldn't it be cool (and efficient!) to store a table up on the ceiling?!!!
3 stage brake lights
Camp On Hold
I can see this in the gas barbeque section's as a great cooking accessory or sold to restaurants. This grill holds 70 jalapenos.
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE TO THE TRADITIONAL ROUND UMBRELLA
Hot/Cold Stainless Steel Flask
Crank LUGGAGE COMPACTOR! Carry 2x as many clothes or more in the same amount of space! Carry on lover's dream! No Baggage Claim!
Retractable Shoelace Cartridge
Rechargeable ipod Wall Docking Station with Mini Speakers. Plug directly into the wall socket. Wireless ear buds option. No need for cords.
Turn Sunglasses to Glasses!
Umbrellas for dogs
No more recycling, spray or pump FixAFlat or any solution or solvent through the Recyler,the only can you'll need. Help save the planet.
The wheels
Low cost Paint label, big $.
Haley's mop socks
A padded headboard for your dorm twin bed. This will allow you to comfortably lean against the wall to study or watch TV w/o overcrowding.
Compact Tea Bag(!) Infuser with forced(!) circulation of the hot water through(!) the tea bags or through tea leaves.
Struggle free car seat strap
LaundroPod
Modern elegant vertical shoe storage which saves space and keeps shoes in full view, organized, and at your fingertips for easy selection.
A TSA valid strap easily tagged to the user coordinate including a scale with digital weight calculation and wifi used for locating it.
The "Side Saddle" is designed to fit standard pot sizes. Plant companion plants, like herbs, to provide beauty, repel pests and grow more.
Hot tub reading stand.
Love Sports? Basketball, Football, Baseball, Soccer, Golf? Here's a Spoon shaped like your favorite Sports ball.
Tired of getting a soda drink with ice that melts and ruins your drink i got the solutions ice soda or for any drink you get.
Alarm Clock Watch with Hub: Requires you to go to the hub to turn it off. Set the hub in the bathroom, ready to take morning shower!
recline &amp; recharge
A 6" square by 2" high small potted plant stand that repels most snails and slugs due to its thin zinc plating.
Disposal Quieting Sink Stopper
A hotel room key holder affixed near the door will minimize the stress of trying to find the key upon leaving your room or being locked out
My idea is pivot power too but it has different rotaion axis so that we can reduce prouct size and more effective to use big size adapters.
Sick of people turning around in your driveway? I am thats why I'm proposing a fake spike strip to deter meatheads from turning around in it
Modular iphone case - many possibilities, What would yours be?
remote app for digital camera
Catch Bag
Ride & Roll Crate - Attach rubber wheels & hook/handle. Hang on handle bars, remove to create handle to roll around. Shopping & Students.
A paired of app and spectacle to protect your privacy.
Breadbox Plus
A wet wipe saturated with herbicide so you could just wipe the unwanted weed. A systemic herbicide kills the roots. No damage to garden.
SOLAR POWERED FAN INSIDE OF BEACH UMBRELLA
Dizzy Ball
Dream Chaser A real device that allows your dreams to come true ...every single day.
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Safe Lid Travel Mug
It's an apple holder! Desktop accessory that simultaneously organizes your technology and your healthy lifestyle.
P. O. Box camra or sensor
The Un-Case!. When you only need to carry your laptop from one place to another, your Un-Case is the easy alternative.
Heel Sleeves
SWITCHBOARD-A REFLECTIVE SKATEBOARD FOR INTERCHANGEABILITY AND COMFORT.REFLECTS AT NIGHT AND CHANGEABLE
SKINS TO MATCH YOUR SHOES AND MOOD.
A modular gardening tool system to keep &amp; carry essential hand gardening tools, think of it as a GOLF BAG FOR HAND GARDENING TOOLS...
Christmas and BDay Pants
Eyecam Pet
Clean edges
Dishwasher Clips - Wash your dishcloths, sponges, scrubbies using the wasted space under your dishwasher's top rack. Sterilize, hangs to dry
A modular shoe organizer. Adjustable space distribution. One shoe goes behind the other in each pair, gaining depth into the closet.
No more goose poop on hands or golf club. That's "fowl". Grip guard keeps your golf grip clean when you have an extra club with you.
Lets take all of the sanitary needs for eating and put it in a easy carry pack for eating out or on the road.
Mystery Gifts
Extension Outlets
App enabled luggage tag. Know the location of your luggage from your phone.
A shoe ladder, a one piece modular unit.
Want to get back to playing like a kid again? How about a knee pad that is built in your jeans always hits your knee and eliminates straps.
Hummingbird uses gentle massage motion along with heat and low frequency sound waves to relieve the ear canal of water preventing infection
I want a plastic cup designed for toddlers with a suction cup base strong enough to prevent toppling over which would then prevent spills.
Easy slice pizza cutter. One blade serrated and second blade regular. Handle made to push down with more force.
ART-DARIUM (Katie C Challenge)
I phone case that works like the "Airee-naturally refreshing" idea
Imagine a bottle of water that is reusable, convertible, dishwasher safe, microwave friendly, multipurpose and fun! It could be a bowl too!
Laundry Soap Maker
Digital Pacifier Thermometer
A paint roller with a disposable paint reservoir attached to the roller, no paint pan, no drips from pan, little clean up
This Collapsible Basket Attaches to a Shopping/Grocery Cart. It's Design Helps Protect a Woman's Purse. Provides added Room for Supplies.
Waste bin with odor alert
Spring, summer and fall months are spent in sandals and flip flops, our feet tend to sweat and slip when wearing our sandals and flops.
It's a coat hook with a suction cup back that's small enough to take anywhere and strong enough to hold the heaviest of coats.
Zero gravity hot or cool pads
App Enabled Padlock. Unlock your school locker from smart phone. Eliminate key or combo. Allow remote access; alerts tampered/unlocked lock.
Tired juggling containers to work daily? Are you having accidents removing containers from the fridge or top cabinet shelf? Problem solved.
wart remover dots
Your Phone's Second Skin
Card combination game; like Quirky Against Humanity. Match two cards with objects and say what you would invent. Funny combinations.
KoolR
cordless outlet
Keep my stuff safe from thieves while I take a bath in the beach. A round carpet with steel flexible mesh inside, folds into a security bag
A compact, organized and efficient toiletry carrier
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Veggies Steamer with built-in Slicer! Push down the slicer to slice all steamed veggies by one step!
Horticultural Kitchen Garden Growing Device. With GE Patents 8058802 or 7898176.
a shoe rack that moves in a circular motion showing all the different shoes all you have to do is spin a lever
Magnet holder for stainless steel refrigerators. Everyone hangs magnets of some type on their refrigerator to hold papers or pictures.
Retractable, Flexible TAPE MEASURE with Interchangeable End Attachments to anchor one end: Clips, Magnets, Pins, Screws, Suction Cups
Handsfree toothbrush
Clear see-thru backpacks for high school kids.
PORTABLE Wii FOR YOUR LAPTOP
Mow Oil
Produce a reusable sleeve for baked potato corn on the cob to be used on the BBQ
Security price coder
The Outdoor Electronic Trash Compactor will be used to help keep the environment clean, durable, weather resistant &amp; environmental safe.
Pacifind is plastic with lights and sounds that goes in a crib.Pacigrab is plastic with sticky tab on back that goes anywhere.Grab and go.
Keep Em Close
The Clip. It is a back washer specifically designed to wash your back to clip to your wash cloth. It can be used to wash other things too.
"Star Trek Communication Badge" inspired Wireless Device to connect with the iPhone's Siri Application, Version 0.1
Clothe your Car
Rest hot pot-lids, safely and easily, alongside your cooking! With built-in spoon rests, keep the drips in the pan! No more burnt hands.
No Wander
Pool noodle to fit around the neck.
Modular carry on luggage suitcases that can be attached to each other, so you can carry up to 6 pieces (my own and cases of 5 kids) easily.
A light weight, compact, and comfortable beach mat that has a rip curl optimizing shade.
A remote controlled rover washer that crawls over any smooth surface, even upside down, having a skirt that can be changed, sponge, brush.
CULINARY PRECISION CUT
OPEN-UP Keyboard Case for iPad
JIGGY MAT
Secret-Knock Unlock
I-phone Hard Hat Holder.Safer than ear-buds. Protects your device &amp; enjoy your music,while hearing whats going on around you.
Healthy Smoothie in a pouch
Lightweight, portable, flexable, reusable chiller that can go from a hot day to ice cold without keeping it cold all day long.
RADIATION PROOF BAG / MURSE
This product is intended for anyone who feels difficulty taking a bath in rubbing his back.
Dry ice or smoke bubble machine for fun. Making bubbles filled with dry ice or smoke. Makes rings or donuts shapes too. See video
A2 Doormat,peephole(Geeves)
curl free pin
Quieter finger Cymbals
Kids are explorers and like to play with REAL things.So let's create a REAL looking phone so they are attracted and amazed with instead.
hoodini bodiless hoodie
A computer remote control enabling you to switch between browsers, sites, expand and minimize screen, scroll, etc.
See-through sectional doors behind the regular door to save energy and temperature loss on existing refrigerators.
Space Saving Luggage Packing system - modular compression units that allow to organize your clothing and compress them to save space.
PAINT POD - JUMBO kids paint brushes with PAINT filled easy grip handles.
Remember the belt clip for your keys? This would be a clip with a retractable line for your cell phone. It can attach to an existing cover.
Amazing idea for Flip-flops ! Flip Flop Tan Tattoos that leave designs on your foot when you tan! Words like bff or lol or pic of cat, dog
311 Votes "Etch-a-Sketch" / "Magna Doodle" Type Post-It / Notepad
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Umbrella pops out of a tumbler (which is also the handle). Pop back in to store your wet umbrella.
Ultra Thin Packable Blanket in Pocket. Large enough to cover you for a nap or to use as a picnic blanket - but packs into its own pocket.
I have developed a no spill cup holder for the desk/work enviroment that solves the problem of preventing spills from occuring.
Post Surgery Flash Cards
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
SHOT-LOC... This is an electronic device that will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a SHOT that is FIRED at a SOLDIER in the city.
sanitary cuff
THEIA
Tracker
Wrinkle smoothig bra
Combined Color Washer
Ear bud alarm clock
An App enabled SD Card Case for The iPhone! SmartCase adds storage to your iPhone using any standard SD Card. Powered by IMP!
Balloons with confetti, color of smoke, flower petals to release or pop in mid air. Used to celebrate events, occasions and celebrations.
SmartWiper
Cub Tub
Dog's 'parking' is a cage, app enabled, at the entrance to buildings where no pets allowed, enables to leave your pet while u are in.
Tee Right Golf Tee
Water balloons belt. Keeping water balloon safe without it breaks. Perfect for combining with launchers and other related products.
Ultra Compact Baby Stroller. Would be MOST compact stroller on the market. And people keep having babies.
A family on a trip with a baby crying for milk or pacifier. How about a nursing bottle with a bottom cap to hold a pacifier or powder milk.
Auxiliary Charge
Half sizes full blanket
STOP having a tangled up mess of electrical cords from a blow dryer, curling iron and hair straightening products. One handle fits all.
Stuck Santa is a pair of Santa legs hanging down in your fireplace night before Christmas with sensors to activate kicking a speaking.
Spinal alignment pillow
App Enabled Dryer Sensor
MagScreen is a paper thin, magnifying lens which increases the image size of small devices like iPhones. Allows for better movie watching.
Translating 2 way radio
Smart Carpets:With pressure sensors to alert your smartphone that someone is walking on your carpets when you're not home.
"Sniff-les?"
SMOKE-ACTUATED SYSTEM STARTS IN-DRYER EXTINGUISHERS, POWERS OFF, ALERTS, TEXTS &amp; CALLS YOU &amp; 911
Smart App enabled Refrigerator
kover alz
This is the Q pad. Protect your elbows from calluses and your clothing from getting holes in the elbows.
A better and less expensive cable tie with two loops, one for larger jobs and one for small jobs. The unused loop makes it easy to remove.
The shoe board - a metal sheet, covered in washable cloth, that hangs behind a door and has magnetic straps to hold shoes in place.
Convert your summer time blower into a winter time snow and ice remover. Add an over sized putty knife to the end of the blower.
Solar Water Disinfection Bag. Drinkingwater for everybody.
Example
Dragonfly Lumi â€” Dragonflies that light up your night. Ambient mood lighting for the home and garden. Rhythmic, slow beating wings....
The Lifeline Smartphone case
Bit Binder
Smart Phone Camera Assistant
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Backpack/messenger bag for your laptop, with built in and removable ergonomic cooling platform that can be placed on your lap or desk.
Fire Alarm Notification Signal
smartLocke
Redesigned Sugar Bowl. Sweeeet!
Quirky Lifetime Appliances
Love Pad
Extendable Collar for Dogs
Applying lotion or cream to your own back is a challenge. My product is simple to use and easy to keep clean. What I use is amazing. Yes.
Golf Ball Warmer
Two Minute Stall
The Squat Stopper
The tool EVERY gardener will want: The Rappotter. The Rappotter finally allows gardeners to re-pot seedlings the way it was meant to be.
The Lullabye Baby Bottle Sleeve featuring "A message from Mommy!"
On-demand lobster trap marker
Portable retractable tables that can be carried and set up in seconds Perfect for the beach or any outdoor setting
a shoe compartment bag with a pully like a verticle blind. The empty compartment can be pulled down to the floor level.
Cat window porch, Square , light weight, can come with many accessories fits in any standard window.Easy as putting in a screen window.
DIRTY DOG DIAPERS (DDD) WITH OPTIONAL "FULL LOAD" APP MAKES ANY DOG LOOK LIKE A WONDER-DOG!
A mini flashlight thing but instead of a flashlight you could pop in a PowerPoint file and show slides anywhere. Aimed at kids.
PR Calm
quick release button
GE Graphene Generator
I travel for a living. Going through the TSA checkpoints with the current travel containers that can be purchased is frustrating.
Better Breast Pumping
Fill-er-up Shower Sponge - Body Scrubber with Handle that can be Filled with Body Wash
Upgrade the standard fish bowl to this self-cleaning fish bowl. Easy to clean filter is held in a drawer. The fish bowl is re-born!
Cycle Simulator
what Prevent you not to drop your phone?(Touch phone Cases holder!We need a slot to put finger on the back of iphone so you cannot drop it
Your Bucket List Savings Jar
eyeglass finder
Nature Soother for the entire family! A crib-length soother with changeable scenes can be hung on the wall for older children and adults.
Helpful Handles
My idea is to change the functionality and versatility of the suitcase as we know it..by making it modular!
overall sauna
The SNAKE Charger: Flexible, HUGE capasity, portable charger
Everyone loves Polka-Dots! Timer Nightlight Lamp. Use as a lamp and a timer nightlight. Polka-dots go off after a certain time.
Home Phone On the Go
Digital Phone Cover
Design a road bike seat that is much more comfortable than any other road bike seat currently available.
The Kitty Korner
"SHIELD" Protect & beautify your hair while at the beach or pool."Formulas for the Coast" the only climatized hair care system on earth.
A night time blindfold with a set of ear plugs attached to the elastic.
A portable outlet, it mounts flush to the wall to give custom installation look and plugs in a permanent outlet.for hard to get to outlets.
Individual light-based alarm clock,working through glasses with RGB LED instead of lens.It's light waking up without bothering your partner.
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Designed to make a no hassle nail clipper. Nail clippings get trapped in the case, then you pour them in the trash. Share the idea please!
48 hours to find a missing person safe. Transmitter in connexion with GPS and App.
work out vest
Car seated kids safety
Sync-bot
A kind of hamburger bread that avoids its filling to fall.
Scale/Weight Loss App: Scale shows weight which appears on device that alerts you when &amp; what to eat &amp; what exercises to do
Shoe ventilation
Air Freshener applicable to any air vent! NO ELECTRICITY/BATTERIES NEEDED fabric softener like material easy to install and change
AppScale
mobile shelves everywhere for all
Water from the garden hose too cold for kids to play in? How about an Electric Outdoor Water Spigot Water Heater!
S-terry-o
Beach cooler generator
A clear re-usable and recyclable bag. Clear bag is tough enough for all recycling needs but can be thrown into washing machine for reuse.
Flex Light! Bright as a flood light, flat, &amp; low to the ground. Flex bottom that helps focus the light in different directions.
Simply Cover It
light up remote
Adjustable Add-On Shelf
Table &amp; Chair
Dive boots with turbines.
Kitchen rotating brushes, for plates, glasses, bottles and pans. Kitchen aid... powered by rechargeable battery!
Laundry hamper that fits in a closet with shelves. Design a laundry hamper that meet the needed capacity but able to close the closet door.
No more hair clogged drains. If you have long hair, or give your pets a bath in the tub, this simple idea will save your pockets.
Hands-free toothbrush with motorized bristles for the person on the go; also applicable for children and seniors.
I would like, scratch that. I would LOVE* to create a gaming headset that would revolutionize the gaming scene. Something every gamer needs.
Sleeping earplugs with alarm.
FourD
Never Forget me Car Seat
Heres how to avoid accidents injurys &amp; liability involving fly-weight vehicles. With LEDs &amp; some craftyness we'll save lives &amp; sell products
gyni pants..paper pants with the crouch and rear end out..( which is my sister (ALAWNDA RALPH'S IDEA )...im just helping her summit.
Wash-it-wand
Solar Blinds Water Heaters:Regulated by an App + IMP to make sure that you will always have hot water any time of the day.
Foldable parabolic high gain WiFi antenna
Elector Ejector
tired of driving and on long trips and having your drink become hot or your fold go bad because you cant keep it cool well no more.
room to breath
Resubmit, Dish soap bottle holder/dispenser with a sink tools organizer! Proof of concept video.
Current power strip products do not address the issue of power cord length. Nothing exists that makes the length truly adjustable.
I want to create a silicon bracelet for children, with a digital panel that contain their parent's phone number.
A modern looking salt shaker that keeps your salt dry.
A shoehorn-like device to install fitted sheets, will eliminate the strain of lifting the heavy mattress in platform beds (e.g., Ikea beds).
A line of themed plant watering and monitoring systems. A few themes, lighthouse, water tower, empire state building, windmill, church.
Dirty Slippers
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Clip-on Pocket
Getting tired of the pain of grabbing too many grocery bags??? no more stress on the fingers..Resubmit 84 votes and 143 views quirky wake up
Removable deadbolt door opener
4-fold accordion style folding screen with one side covered in cork and the other painted in idea paint dry erase so students can...
Musical Pulsars - They Blink To Music They "Hear", To Your Tune. Attach to Clothing, Hair, Shoes, Bags, Phones, Walls, Control with iDevice
Organizing spring
Just Like Mommy
Drop-N-Plop is the only real time, hands free dog waste removal product. The dignified way to clean up after your pet.
Good Neighbor Fence
Eye Torch
Trellis Building Blocks - Grow your trellis with your plants
Smart Cable Tags
A Children's Shoe Accessory for the sole of the shoe that leaves a paw print or other pattern as the footprint of the shoe.
! â€“ A device that CREATES & PRINTS QR-2D Codes in a STICKER format. Let us CREATE, PRINT, PASTE 2D codes- ANYWHERE!
Adjustable Height Stand for the NEW Mac Pro 2013 with Built-In Storage and Cord Management
Hi I think it would be a great idea to design a tissue box with a mirror attached on the outside. I always wonder after using one.
Sometimes you don't need the juice of a full lime/lemon, now LOAD, SQUEEZE &amp; REFRIGERATE the part squeezed lime/lemon AIRTIGHT, NO
WASTE...
Passport wallet with notepad and pen, self-adjusting time zone clock, and GPS - slim and convenient for international travel.
A multi functional bag-less packaging system for To-Go fast food products Eco-Carrier of compostable beverage and food containers No Plastic
Small device that can be comfortably attached to a diaper to monitor, detect, and predict a childâ€™s urinary and bowel movements.
Minimalist Key Wallet
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR
A large fold out mirror with built in lighting around the edges that attaches to the sun visor in your car.
Modular furniture / carpenters clamp. An expandable carpenters clamp with unlimited length and standard components.
Wink-Enabled Thermometer
Fire Lumi â€” Little fireflies that light your way. Ambient lighting for the garden or home. Indoor/Outdoor.
Snooze Baby Monitor
A new design bed pillow. A traditional pillow lies flat on the bed. This pillow doesn't work that way. It's customizable and interactive
Capo-attached Guitar Tuner
Test idea
Shark Master this is an underwater scuba or navy seal swim fast device.
Hat wallet: The idea is to design hats with a wallet built into the structure of the hat. You do not notice the wallet when wearing hat.
lyrics-pÃ©dia
Eliminate wet spots around the bathroom sink with an absorbent,quirky, fun ring around the sink bib.
Rain collector with plant watering system. Slow water release.
The AppCan
We love our pets.They are part of our families.When they get older they need help getting up or down to the bed or couch.Let's help them.
Scary Toilet Seats
Flashlight Phone Dock
#1 reason why people don't recycle is inconvenience. Imagine a solution that transforms any trash bin into a dual bin for recycling.
A coloured plastic box in which the shoes can circle from the front to the back. Those boxes can be assembled on top of each other.
Give Your Outlet Covers a Place to Hang â€“ A Collaborative Entry
Age Defying Hand Protectors
Emergency App Buzzer
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SELF CLEANING OUTSIDE CHAIRS
Framed Digital Wall Art
Create a mini stackable space saver for apple products since they have same measures, purchased individually to stack safely and looking coo
Smart Coffee
Jungle Jeans
The Throw Ball Shooter is a portable unique new basketball game that virtually anyone can play and enjoy.
Hand guards w head lights
Sorry Mom..... Didn't think of this idea until after mothers day... "Broom N' Mop!" 2 in 1 Tool that accomplishes all your floor cleaning.
What the Leatherman did for pliers the "Magic Driver" will do for screwdrivers. No bits lost or falling out. Revolutionarily simple!
Self Cleaning Comb and Brush S
Snow Free Jacket Sleeves!
** AN AUTOMATIC CAN CRUSHER **
Snapp amazing finger Nails
BIKE AIR-BAG PROTECTION -A special suit inflates the instant a cable connection with the bike is lost. Lives could be saved with this system
A Modern Iron
A horizontal, electric shoe placement and conveyor belt.
RESUB: Portable Outdoor Sink, Table, Rubbish Bin, Ice Chest, Trolley and more! I placed it under UC (PRO) now I hope the Community will.
The Portable Dorm Locker
The perfect tea spoon: attach a tea bag string to the spoon. No more tea bag string and paper label falling into your steaming cup of tea.
Doesn't it drive you crazy when trying to roll dough out to the right thickness. Well with this product you don't have to worry about it.
Toilet tissue dispenser that can be set to regulate the amount of toilet tissue that can be pulled out per pull. Set it on 5 or 6 sheets.
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Generator
OPENWIDE Spring-Panel, Trash Can expands to securely grip &amp; hold open virtually any size grocery or trash bag. A tight seal. No more messes!
360 Fan: Outdoor Version
stove-top platter oven
Beach Lighter
Go green, save the earth. At least one plant at a time. Recylce rain water, without doing any work at all.
Pillowjamas
Put this fretsaw assistant over the fretsaw to tighten it, so you can easily change the blade, while making a hole for instance.
INFLATE YOUR BEACH UMBRELLA
No more ruined jeans! Stop jeans from dragging on the ground with a simple solution and add style in the process.
LOOP-ON-CRATES. Stretch and Store.... and now, you can have it for The Milk Crate
Animal Kingdom Water Tubes
iPhone Climate Control for your Home
Auto Detergent Dispenser
Sound Bar or BoomTube
Remote Control Lock Opener makes life a breeze with the touch of a finger, you can open any lock or latch!
Parked BIKE identifier.
The first truly universal screw driver. Never have to exchange bits like other screw drivers or have to have multiple screw drivers.
Can't decide on what jewelry to take? NO WORRIES! This design has gotcha covered! A travel case that has slots for all your jewelry!
A GUITAR PICKUP that's flexible, foldable, waterproof! There are folding guitars and roll-up keyboards around, so why not this?
Ever struggled to remove a tightly stuck plug from a socket? Twisting a lever on the back of the plug will lift the plug from the socket
THERMO STIX OR CUPS COLORFUL COLLECTION OF DRINKING TOOLS WITH A HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEM THAT CAN KEEP A COLD
DRINK COOL OR HOT DRINK WARM.
BANNANAa
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TASTY TOOTHPICKS TOOTHPICKS WITH TASTE OF CHOCOLATE VANILLA COFFEE STRAWBERRY OR EVEN ALCOHOLS.
Self cleaning attachment for your grill, keep your grill clean with ease!
SHOE CUBES: Storage for shoes and boots of all sizes. [VIDEO]
Soft Wireless Microphone You can Hurl Around the Room - Perfect for Q Evals, Parties, Karaoke, Fun! Suggest Creative Shapes for influence!
Quik Attach Bedz
Storage On a Stick - Add more storage three different ways
Pool and beach. A fanny pack that is water proof. This pack would be very small and be able to store things like cell phones,and I-pods etc.
BlueCell
"That's Mine"
Electric heating boots
Hide-a-phone
No - Yolks
Bathroom mirror with iPod dock and speakers integrated into the frame.
Grip no slip
Spider Case the ultimate cellphone case to be hand free.
Placing an oversized pillow or a towel under an edematous scrotum in the healthcare/home setting promotes infection and is less beneficial.
Memo
I-phone portable speaker Yin-Yang shape, that also protects the screen from damages. (Resub)
Retractable Charging Hub. Charges all your Apple devices at one location with built-in retractable charging cords. Resub
Beacon Light is design for any type of vehicle to lessen if not totally eradicate road accidents that causes loss of wasteful lives/property
K-Cup Lid Remover. Save Coffee
Counter Balance ... The New Way to Organize Your Cooking
Sleek carry dental case holds toothbrush, toothpaste, floss, whitening strips, even water inside a convenient case with mirror & storage.
Brilliant method for restoring phone screen brightness back to normal when its been turned so low that its impossible to read the screen.
French Fries Press
Link It Up Power
A SMALL MACHINE THAT PRINTS SMALL RIBBONS FOR WRAPPING PAPER, DIFFERENT COLORS, SIZE AND WIDTH. (resub)
My idea is to create a little soft case only four sides with glues to hold it at the back of the battery cover.
Like to be hands free while being protected by rain? Hook your umbrella to the umbrella accessory, clamp it to anything and be hands free
Since we are in the midst of prom and wedding season dealing with putting boutonniere's on is enough to make anybody break out in a sweat.
Amp Cup
Shoe racks never seen to be functional, organizationally efficient, and portable all at the same time. Let's make one that is.
Laundry Helpers
HOLE IN MY HEART PENDANT
smart pools
solar cell phone charger
KNOX CELL PHONE CASE ATTACHMNT
Order with ease,without rolling down your window,order your fastfood from right inside your car,thru wind,rain,or snowUse Speak E-Z everyday
When you travel keep your toiletries safe and in place!
Reverse umbrella
LOTION TOWEL - apply sunscreen on your own back Easy solution to prevent sunburn on your back
4 in 1 fold-able cutting board In one hand can be used as four standard size cutting boards, and in the other hand it becomes very compact.
Creative? Handy? Crafty? This is for you! Whether you're building a garden trellis or a sex swing we've all failed at hammering nails.
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All-Terrain Bag Cart
This Umbrella Has A Rain Channel Built In. It Collects And Directs The Water Away From You.
Pool Battle
Instant Jacuzzi! Don't have a hot tub? Fill the snap on jets with water and you have an instant jacuzzi. Jets refill in action!
FINGER only BANDAGE
When you use a folding chair, usually you have an item(s) with you. But where can you place it? This can solve the problem!
Pit Pads
Don't Waste Your Honey - No More Crystallization. Refill &amp; Dispense Honey, Jams, Syrups &amp; High Viscosity Foods. Stick Deodorant-like System!
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
A device that allows a consumer to get every last drop of product from a container. Reduce waste and save money.
Charging Station
Solar Powered Rechargeable Batteries
Solar Yard Sign
Imagine a garden hose that NEVER KINKS!
No stoop, tall door stops will help seniors and others live a safer, comfortable life.
The Refresher
Rolling Gas Can
iphone 4 -3 input hubpower
Designed to aid people who are stuck in snow or mud. Fits in the trunk. Eliminates damage. Eliminates being stranded or big towing charges.
HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE [VIDEO]
ABC's American Inventor semi-finalist (2006). Disposable cat litter box.
Controlling Google Glass is a mess. A portable touchpad that slips right into your pocket is the solution.
A backlit placard used on vehicles transporting hazardous materials. In an accident this would save time identifying a hazmat situation.
SINK-VAC The SINK-VAC could be utilized as a quick convenient way to either clean as you go or for a quick clean-up after preparing a meal.
MessLess
Like a cat it always lands on its.....well its back. A slide in case in many different colors that protects the front and back of the phone.
Perfect 'Stache
Self charging electric vehicle
File Fridge is a space saving personal refrigerator designed to look like a file cabinet, keeping your foods safe and hidden from sight.
Decorative planner that easily clings to and peels off of any mirrored surface. Uses dry erase markers for your daily/weekly reminders.
Swab Brightness
ICE PACK HEALING SNACK
My idea is thin scented shoe inserts to place in the shoe while wearing them that soaks up the odor and leaves feet fresh
A sunblock spray cans extension that can let a user spray their own back side.
The solar chilled water bottle will let you keep a drink cold all day in the sun, by using solar power to self refrigerate.
Charlie's helper
A lcd screen mirror
Wristwatch Monitor Receiver - Syncs with Your iPhone Camera - Get Perfect Images From any Angle!
The 1Gun
FLYING..Traveling with drinks?? I had 5 flight's and not 1 tray/drink holder worked!!Here is my fix..A travel drink holder with option's :))
ALUMINUM KUBB: Watch The Video
OUTCH!!!STAIR STEP MOTION DETECTION LIGHT THAT LIGHTS UP FIRST TOP STEP AND FIRST STEP ON BOTTOM LEVEL. NO MORE
GUESSING IN THE DARK!
Blinded panic button
the GO Bed. like a massage table with an opening with a bucket suspended below. thin, vinyl coated adjustable legs and folds
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Print Easy
Moving alarm clock
Facial Plant Recognition
station flottante gonflable
Extension Bathroom Scale
A carry-on duffel with a detachable side compartment for splitting the bag into two. Put one part overhead, keep one under your seat.
Gutter Ball
Grass Trimmer
'Turbimbrella', is an Umbrella equipped with small, foldable wind turbine, at the top of the umbrella that charges your Smartphone.
Pencil Holder
DIAMOND BACK BOOKSHELF (Patented design/tool free assembly) [VIDEO]
BlackJack Toss, A fun new way to play a Blackjack game on a velcro target. Indoor and outdoor play. The ultimate party game! Resub.
A pocket sized weight scale for travel, to measures the body weight.
A New EZ Skylight! Bring in sunlight to your domicile, barn, tool shed, tree house or out building. Affordable kit requires no electricity!
Recycling bin with electronic, pictorial touchpad - buttons that kids can push to learn more what items can be recycled, and how.
used soap bar shape maker
POP UP Baking Sheet/Pan/Stand
A pan-handle extension that rests under and employs the user's forearm to lift the weight of the pan instead of just the wrist.
Wrinkle Free Shirts
How to brush your dog's teeth..Keep your dog's teeth clean by using this stuff!! And I'm sure it would be the best one of dog's toothbrush.
New Safety Angel Pro tracking device that will pair with your smart phone. This tracking chip will be embedded in silicone jewelry.
No more lost socks! Zip this special laundry bag closed, clip the zipper to the loop, and toss the ENTIRE bag in the washer and then dryer!
Water-Barrel Sprayer
Transparent paddle board
The problem is that fishermen who like to catch and release, are currently using a fish mouth spreader which damages the fish.
A waterproof cast that will help so you can participate in any water related activities and not get the injured area wet.
RÃ‰SERVOIR.
tire jack
Sleepy Head
A door knob system that connects to your internet that tells you your doors are unlocked or locked and locks you doors from your phone.
AutoEdge this tool is to sharpen skis/Snowboards metal edges with any rotary type motor, as well it can work without motor.
Back Hair Electric shaver
The toy belt
Case charge
DOOR KNOB SWITCH AND LIGHT WITH HOME AUTOMATION CONTROLLER - Turn light on, control other functions, with LED status
Turn any flash drive into wireless storage on the go!
KidTrack
Thumbuddy Loves You! Child's Wireless Sleepswitch: Child holds button down, light stays on. Child falls asleep, button released, lights out.
Design a thermos that is bowl shaped and/or rectangular shaped with rounded corners.
3D MARBLE ROLLER [VIDEO]
Bendable swimming noodles! a twist on the noodles that will make them stay on your kids. Use all year for building fun structures.
MeltBrush
A pipe which is hot, that allows liquid to travel though the core of the element to heat up quickly, efficiently and save loads of space!
Portable Camping BBQ with Attachable Folding Light. Perfect for Dusk / evening BBQ. Keeps the BBQ Grill well lit while grilling....
Clamp and Hook for oven mitts. Easily clip this onto any style oven mitt and then hang anywhere.
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CodeKing Industrial eBook-Codes:ASME,ANSI,AWS,MilSpecs,ISO,Specs, Prcdures,etc. Tchscrn,quadscrn cpable,kywrdsrch,wifi 4USE @ Indstrl plants
Lumbar Jack
Rid your home, RVs or businesses of flies without killing them (your choice). It is a baited, portable lamp with a vacuum system in place.
Utility Hooks- Have magnets to hang things in kitchen, garage, etc! More pics inside including sketch and photos. Resubmit
Sports bottle with built-in ice puck chamber.
Generador de energÃ-a en el Gym
A reading pillow 'assembly' that permits the use of existing (and possibly favorite) pillows for your reading / computing comfort.
Billions of people sleep in a bed each night, many in the same bedroom as siblings or roommates. Here's a solution for some privacy in bed!
The Sweater Organizer
Vacuum sealed coffee container and grinder.
Instant Roll On Turn Any bottle into a roll on. Reduce spillage and spread more evenly
Iron man light
Watering the Christmas tree can be tricky!I've got the solution Check it out!Please see other photos
Universal Pipe Smoking shaft
Press Cafe
horizontal bar 1+3
UpDate
Functional, attractive caddy for the kitchen sink. Matching dispensers for dish & hand soaps,cleanser spray & a spot for scrubby all in one.
TOOL & VACUUM POWER GRID [VIDEO]
SmartFan! Running a refreshing fan from your smartphone's audio jack, micro usb or iPhone power cable. (for iPhone and Android)
Commercial Airplane Parachute
Magnet Tool set
Sharp Knife
Aluminum iPad Case/Keyboard
Telescopic Phone Grip lets you hold your phone comfortably to your ear in a relaxed position during extended conversations.
Perma-temp Bath heater
PILL PAL
Charge iPhone 5 or other iOS devices with AA Batteries &amp; Lightning Connector. Works for iPods, iPads too. Takes Rechargeable or Regular AA
The wallet sized budgeting program. A card that can scan Upcs then deduct and save amounts for budgeting for mutiple accounts.
"Self Rocking Chair" (electric?) for keeping both baby and mama comfortible. No more long nights with a crying baby.
Mason Jar Dribble Proofer
A drink holder that snaps into your vehicles air conditioning vent.
tired of running out of battery and not being able to charge your phone or your laptop or any other portable device well no more.
Use your iPhone safely while riding a bicycle to navigate, listen music, register training, geocaching... and still CHARGING THE BATTERY.
SNOW PATCH FOR DOGS! CLEAN AND SOOTHE. This imitation snow patch will allow Fido to give himself a bath, the fun way!
CONTOUR PILLOW TO MASSAGE YOUR BACK.HAVE MASSAGE ROLLERS TO GO UP N DOWN THE SPINE THAT HEAT UP.AUTO SHUT
OFF TO RESERVE THE BATTERY LIFE.
LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS [VIDEO]
Lipstick that doesn't melt or smear.
BINDER SPREADER: get your binders stored side-to-site without the usual mess you got when you try to put your binders on a shelf.
Matching Set Of Funnel And Strainer "that attach to each other for less chance of mess."
Ipad PROTECTOR
Cannibaco
A switch with braille signs for the blind, signs may be on switch, or can appear/disappear wherever possible with switch/change position.
Scanner on Refrigerator
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Curtain Rod Savers
Lollipop Case
CAR MOUNT FOR YOUR IPAD, SMARTPHONE or TABLET. There is no need to buy a car-GPS system if a convenient tablet or phone mount existed.
Dont buy those expensive batteries,generate your own electricity to your remote control,for your satellite or video game controller,magnetic
Spoon honey 3.0. NEW IDEA! Soak it into honey, take it out and squeeze. Don't wait honey fall it! Resub 429 votes! Important suggestions
a device that allows the driver to pick up items dropped on the floor by kids in car seats without taking their eyes off the road.
Aquarium water quality monitor
"Love to Win", a gaming condom with a chance to win cash. Through a cell phone the code revealed by sex confirms the winning prize
Another Geek Backpack
Wish you could control more lights in your room with your existing light switch? No electrician required.
Carseat + crash-trigger airbag
help me to describe it, created for those who lack space or who want to win
ONE-SIZE-FITS ALL SUITCASE. Why have 1 small, 1 medium and 1 large suitcases when you can have all in one? Expand three sections selectively
Problem organizing your books not anymore with portable book racks...
Iphone Secure Air Vent Clip/Case with Air Vents to prevent your phone from overheating.
AppEnabled LunchFood Container
Make a device to attach to the bottom of a beach chair that allows it to rotate 360 degrees.
Picture mirror app
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
slime board
ornament wallet
Clear, compactible food storage containers with permanently attached hinge and lock lids!
A light up paintbrush.The perfect brush for artists and painters.The paintbrushes will have tiny bright led light that light up your work.
NO DRIP CUTTING BOARD
I TRIPPED THE BREAKER, AGAIN!!! DON'T "FLIP" OVER THIS!
MicroBake ware. Lined with material that emanates heat to have more of a baking effect, leaving foods crispy, not soggy.
The product is a barbeque skewer with remover &amp; tip protector.It allows easy removal of barbequed food and prevents injury from the tip.
Sanitize your keyboard then have the chemicals absorb into your pores? One use Disposable Sani Gloves clean/disinfect. Glove up, wipe, toss!
Portion Control Salad Dressing Fork. For Dieter's on the Go
Family Lock
EMERGENCY GPS/RF/NFC WRISTBAND
My idea is a "THE HANDY CLAMP UMBRELLA" i will clamp to anything. It will"EXPAND" 1ft to 6ft. "ADJUSTABLE TILT 360" Left & Right.
Super Grip Lock turns deadbolts into a privacy lock that can not be violated by any key, passcard or lock-pick see at www.supergriplock.biz
Mini Guitar Amp and MP3 Player. Play music, listen to music, and control it all from your smartphone!
Security Door Bill
Slide &amp; Charge
These candlesticks are IMP and can change to any color you want. Stop buying tons of different colored bulbs. Set 'em N forget 'em
Pen &amp; Corrector
Bed Sanitizer
Great BBQ w/o fire and smoke!
ANODIZED ALUMINUM HIGH LIGHTERS (or other writing set)[VIDEO]
Toy for a 10 Months Kid
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Numeric mouse
easy iron
Camera Shutter style cubbies for organizing. Use on the wall or your desk. Opens and closes with a twist.
Potted Plant Umbrella (manual)
iOS Conversation Recorder
Universal adapter for any type of coffee capsule for any Espresso Coffee Machine-ie, Dolce Gusto/Arno, Nespresso/NestlÃ©, Saeco/Philips etc.
The Vop
Fingertip Music Toy that has a small speaker on top of the toy and a switch that triggers drum sounds and synth sounds on the bottom.
More easily navigate and clean a room's dusty obstacle course with the flexible throat, dual-headed dust mop.
Medical Alert Bracelet
â€œThe Ringâ€ removes all hot bowls from your microwave without gloves and spills. Video demo sells this idea! Resubmit 452 votes 91% v/v.
A double sided washing bucket to improve cleanliness and hygiene by separating the clean soapy water from the rinsing water.
"Contour Square" Does it ALL!!
Simple,suction Clockwork Timers for leftovers/other food in fridge. (338 votes total over 2 evals). Manual version was in UC.
THE CLASSIC SCREWDRIVER SET REVISITED.
A toothbrush that dispenses toothpaste: The idea is to create a toothbrush that attaches to any toothpaste. Just screw, squeeze and use
The Bike Handler - Kids beg to ride their bikes/trikes but often tire of them - now the walking parents can control that bike/trike easily.
Shoe-on helperâ€¦ The shoehorn reinvented is a shoehorn with a â€œstay on shoeâ€ clip that includes a hook to also hang your shoes.
I don't wake up my baby anymore when putting him in the car seat and getting those little seat belts from behind him, CHECK IT OUT!!!
Tooth Fairy
Squeeze or Tap For Good Measure
SafetyNet
Wall mounted dettachable and portable hamper bin.(or other uses)Can be mounted vertically or horizontally.Use your imagination and have fun.
Portable mini flower pot holder with a suction cup allowing it to be placed anywhere on a smooth surface,kitchen,office..etc(see pictures)
Automatic freight tie-up device This is an idea about security device to tighten a fixe rope of a truck
I Spy Fish
Dynamic sun shade
One Foot Bath, Medical Boot
A app for texting, send text on a timer in the future bday etc for example want to send birthday wish at midnight can't stay up
GLASS BABY BOTTLE (with write-able surface) INSIDE PLASTIC BABY BOTTLE HOLDER (with built-in thermometer, viewing window,and
ergonomic grip)
"THE KITCHEN PRO" Make any Novice cook like a PRO! 509 votes first run! Up,Down,Left,Right..Nothing it cant do! AMAZING!WOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The OK Cup
Weed, grass, &amp; foliage remover
Zstand
Water chair
A device to stop flying insects entering your home which can be attached to an existing window without damaging the frame
An energy reactor that will accept any material as fuel. The result will be free & unlimited energy and removal of all waste on Earth.
SNAGG
the buddy scale
I basically wanna take the idea of a glass kayak and turn it into a see-through/clear Stand-up Paddle Board.
To put an electric stirring machine into a crock pot or any type of pot.
A wall-mounted, lighted, dressing table that folds away when not in use. Could even be mounted in a closet. Great for small apartments.
X-treme Remote,control with built-in speaker, Don't disturb others while watching tv.*Lets one person comfortabley watch TV while othersrest
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Deep watering system for trees puts water and fertilizer at the roots,Eliminating surface water, weeds and damage to landscaping &amp; sidewalks
SpinBuds is the fast, safe way to store your ear buds between uses! Push the button to wrap them in this portable ear buds storage device!
An attachable, portable shower head (or attachment) that softens your hard shower water with a rock salt system (pellets).
RESUBMIT: SUPER SIMPLE Slip on Stylus - One Size Fits All Pens and Pencils - Turn any Pen or Pencil into a Stylus - Sell in Colorful Sets
WORLD'S BEST ROOT BEER FLOAT [VIDEO]
Medicine Reminder Ring
iPhone Laser Beam Protractor
theater booster cushion
A Holster/Charger for Android phones.Androids die fast due to the apps running,with my idea that will be a thing of the past!!!!
Electric Guitar with built in DRUM LOOP/BACKING TRACK ELECTRONICS! Have a backing band through any amplifier!
EMERGENCY TRAVEL POTTY KIT!
Record turn table, app-enable
Flex Bar Fitness
illuminpotty
Body fat rolls collect sweat causing pain/rash/itch/infection. Older folks bed ridden would greatly benefit. Fold Pads relieve this problem.
SunSkimmer
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C &amp; vote!
Telescoping Nails
A product that helps new born babies sleep easier and more soundly while monitoring the babies movement and sounds
There are piggyback straps and luggage tags... Why not a Quirky piggyback strap-tag?
Light painting... hours of entertainment for kids. It is truly amazing what you can do with a glow in dark board and a laser or LED light.
Kids Project and Read
ICE BALL TRAY FOR HEMORRHOID TREATMENT.
Bendable marshmallow sticks
BABY BOTTLE with separate formula powder CONTAINER - for your baby formulas ON THE GO. Prepare it EXACTLY when you need it.
Rake and Grab! A rake with a claw on it to grab the leaves without bending. Just Rake, Grab, and Toss.
App enabled, tamper proof caps for alcohol bottles and RX bottles. Monitor if bottles have been accessed, perfect to monitor kids/elderly!!
'The Iron Thumb': Use it in stead of your fingers to put nails into position before driving in. Saves your fingers.
A Chargeable Power Strip
This very simple, yet miraculous tool makes cleaning the outside of your windows such a quick,easy and safe job
Baby Big-Bed Crib
Cook &amp; bake with ease using these unique dispensers. Select desired amount &amp; pinch to release ingredient from the bottom.
Ice Cream Cone Holder Now you can put that waffle cone down and enjoy it longer with this holder that starts out like a coffee cup sleeve
Sanitary Baby Change Station
Nimbus for Restaurants!
the "DeskPod" Ipod &amp; Iphone Dock, Speakers, USB Hub, LED Desk Lamp with Dimmer, Power Strip, Headphone Jack and Microphone
Elite Beginnings Infant Toy
Thru-wall solar cooker
App to watch your own TVscreen
A device designed to keep fizz in soda in those 2 liter bottles even when you get to the bottom of the bottle.
A mobile device holder that connects to your car visor enabling your passenger to watch movies during a long boring drive.
An open container to hold a messy cat's standard size litterbox, to contain errant cat pee and litter from reaching the floor and walls.
Make your plug fit you! Here is a power strip that allows unique design and function, as well as cord organization. Vote today!
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HOT TUB YOUR BATHTUB-DRAIN CVR
Text to speech phone calls
Cell phone system over ride
Most people forget to take their medication and using pill boxs or despensors can be difficult and time consuming. Lets make it easier.
An unroll-able suitcase that allows you to easily pack, stay organized and access your items while travelling, then repack easily.
Snarky Dish Towels! Wash dishes and clean while receiving scientific feedback! Messages change with each use and as towel dries.
Time Train app
PILLuminate! The name says it all! LIGHTED prescription bottle caps &amp; daily pill reminders help identify your Meds in poorly lit areas.
Smart Tape Measure it Sticks to the surface like an extra hand
elec easy
Doorbell App
360 Degree Conferencing speaker and multiple microphones with tablet or mobile phone dock for video conferencing
An App-Controlled, Dual-Zone Wine Cooler - control temps and lock the cooler from your phone!
Pull-and-Pop Paper Clip Dispenser [New Working Animation]
QMUG--QUICKER COOLING MUG
THIS IS A ONE OF A KIND "WATCH ME GROW PHOTO PROP" for FACEBOOK so friends and family can watch your children grow.
Ice Cube Snowman
Carry Your Phone In Your Boot In Style. A Soft Suede Clip That Attaches To Your Phone So The Clip Blends With Your Favorite Boot.
MedTime: Weekly Pill box with built-in audible &amp; visual alarm to alert consumer that it is time to take their important medications.
PowerCache
Tire Repair Caddy
Draw pad Tablet
The E-Switch
Most every laptop comes with built in webcam and microphone for video chat. How do you stop hackers from accessing them unbeknownst to you?
*The SKINNY Grill* Collapsible BBQ. Perfect 4 tailgating, camping, even BACKPACKING! Sets up, Cleans &amp; stores with ease! Only 5 pounds!!
Chess game champion twist chess
THE SECURE COOLER
Never again ask your friend or companion to tickle/massage you again! Enjoy the future of having yourself pampered.
iPhone 5 Car Charger with Cord Wrap
Easier and safer cooker and kitchen devices cleaner
"Bear Rub" Back Massager
the all in one washer has a rotating brush that dispenses water &amp; soap on a rotating brush and you can cut the soap off for just rinse.
Retractable Pivot Power
Elegant transformer
safety sunshade umbrella
Mail boxes are often taken for granted in rural areas until you have to replace one. This could be the solution.
Stash your Treasures INDOORS/OUDOORS inside this PLANT CONTAINER, which hangs or sits on the floor/ground &amp; has hidden, lockable storage
Solar powered phone charger
Fire place grate
The perfect meat thermometer can be placed into the meat prior to cooking, read from both sides when you flip your meat, and then labeled.
It would be an all in one recycling can! with different compartments for different materials.
With portable music devices taking over the music market the need for wireless, low distortion headphones has never been higher.
Vehicle Speed Regulator
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Smart Switch
Door handle door bell
Induction Light Bulb
Dog Leash w/LED/lights from handle to collar.So you can see people at night or before the crack of dawn so you don't hit them with your car.
Fingertip Sandpaper - Slip-on wearable sandpaper
A small design change to make it easier to remove old spikes from golf shoes and replace with new ones.
High quality velour, washable, removable, interchangeable snap on inserts for persons with incontinent problems.
A chargeable, on the go surge protector! Mophie-like functionality. Make EVERYTHING portable. Kindle, turntables, speakers, etc!
Novel Desalinization Method
The end to Christmas decorating anxiety. Cordless lights. Bulbs are adhered to transparent clips and solar powered inside or outside.
Resubmit: Wall mounted fish bowls in 3-d geometric shapes. Big tanks use too much room. Small ones are boring. Wall Fish!
Battery Boss
****Disposable Shaving Razors "Containing It's Own Shaving Gel/Cream"****
My machine would reclaim the leftover petroleum liquids found in every gas station trash can across America.
THE INVISBLE DOORBELL. Do you know who's at your house when you not present.
STITCH-IT (The Up to 5 Sheets of Paper, Electronic Eye Activated, Stapleless Stapler)
NoteClip - Easy as Child's Play - Render by Simplyinclined
The iCool Case is an insulated case for ipods,mp3 players,etc. that will prevent your device from overheating or getting too cold.
Apple power cord reinforcement
A one-size-fits-all canopy,attachable with clips/clamps and folds back, for all outdoor chairs, not everyone likes/can sit in direct sun
App Enabled Diamond Print
The perfect toothpick!!! Enables the user to get to the food caught behind your teeth.
Pet Chew Guard
Easy Clean Shower Head
Ma paires en deux
My idea is the cool wrist band which has pockets for reusable frozen gel packs to cool down after exercising or working outside in the heat.
Motorcycle Windshield
Lamp post cover
The Choccydoodle is a 3d chocolate doodler.
Pen w/opposite end stylus + mic &amp; app for notes on your "eDevice". On click/pinch app opens via Bluetooth automatically.
I sleep with hand under pillow - which gets numb soon and I change positions .Idea- Pillow with a channel/hollow space under it for hand.
LAPTOP BAG + VELCRO!! WHAT COULD BE BETTER!! A laptop bag with velcro attached accessories to hold cameras, phones, ANYTHING!!
Item solves the problem of towels, blankets etc. from being blown across the beach. It's light weight easy use to carry. Has Patent Pending.
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
Potato Mash-Stir,a potato masher,mixer all in one.Mash and mix potatoes with my one step,two action appliance.
Sunflower Watering Can: A Watering can that is functional and beautiful.The petals catch the water in your garden and are used as the spout
SPRINKLER MOVER
Perfect pedicure
myCal: sleek, digital wall calendar- wifi/3g enabled; Auto-sync schedules from all your devices onto one visible display for home or office
get your caffeine on topicly
Key Alarm
LIME WRINGER. Cuts the lime in such a way to maximize juicing. Just squeeze and twist. Drawing attempt #2.
Workout Wisdom
Hot Dog Coring Tool
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VEMO: Leave a voice or video reminder and get things done. [VIDEO]
Magic mask with pieces to be assembled. It is washable, non-allergenic, and non-toxic. You can color the mask with water-based ink.
POTTY TRAINING device that is designed to play music and reward a wrapped treat or small toy once the toilet is flushed.
Bed Side Pockets
Carabiner Hook + Cord + Clip - supplementary addition to Bandit family of products!
Children's Safety Glasses
Incontinbed; the right bed for your aging pet (DogMLK)
Flip/Gps
your printer run out of ink fast and you have to go out and buy and waste a ton of money well no more.
Charger Control and APP
The simplest, cheapest and most effective tablet / Ipad hand holder!
L.E.D. Shoe Clips for Runners
Wallet Breakaway Toothpick Card. Your teeth will thank you.
Toothbrush with erasable marker in handle to write on the mirror.
Break free of the hunt and peck! Totally blank keyboard with hidden letters that light up when you push a peddle with your foot.
These are four things we all hate: warm beer (or soda), spilled beer, flat beer, and cold hands. MUGSY eliminates all of these for good!
wireless usb, memory card slots, charging station and ipod docking station with speakers. Stores sim cards not in use also.
Lotion Applicator
THE WATER RECIRCULATING SHOWER This will save on usage of fresh water through out the world,could be mandated like the 1.6 flush commode
The coldest spot in many homes is around the sliding glass door. Plexiglass panels, foldable for shipping and storage will end those drafts.
Moldable Lid
Cooler that glows in the dark on the outside, lift lid to have it light up on the inside. Great for camping, late night beach fun, picnics
Twist 'n Dip
Fashionable heel support self adhesive pads.
Fridge Vision
Skipping-rope having gradations on the string. You can easily adjust the length of skipping-rope to match your height
Always Upright Pet Bowl
A GPS with two extra buttons, one for auto dialing 911, the other with the auto programmed number of the auto club.This mainly for seniors.
The Phone Hub
20 Minute Ultimate Spa Escape. It's a bathroom spa steamer, vibrating massage, and Jacuzzi foot scrub in one.
Coozer is a beverage Coaster that you can pick up, crack open and use as a Koozie. Keeps your beverage cold and your hands warm and dry.
A disposable bathtub liner that you can take anywhere.Convenient for travelers and persons with small children that are too small to shower.
Ice Cream Center
THE ULTIMATE FRAMING HAMMER [VIDEO]
Kitchen Fork with mobile teeth to clamp the food in the pan
Save the hand wave for saying goodbye and use the
functional kitchen sculpture in the shape of colorful mountain topography designed for drying dishes that do not fit into a dishwasher.
Want a quick and easy way to fill out your lottery picks? Then you have to try the new Lotto Pen, quick and easy, with no mess, no hassle.
Storage-bed that grow with your needs. It could fit to all : children, youth and parents. Re-sub. (8 pics)
App enabled Koozie
Happy Door
Complement Pivot Power with the Slide Outlet. No need to unplug to move a plug over to make more room.
Night Eyes
QUIRKY ARE YOUR KIDS INTO EXTREME SPORTS? UP FOR A CHALLENGE? THEN YOU NEED THE ROLLERBOARD! HOTTEST NEW
TEEN BOARD!
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SilentLock is a BlueTooth dongle for your SmartPhone. In sync with GPS, it auto-locks as soon as the phone speed exceeds a walking pace
Pill Pouch is a pouch made of leather, duct tape, etc which fits inside of the inner pocket of blue jeans and stores three or four pills
Get a good workout and exercise whilst playing a simple but addictive tablet computer game like Tetris or similar
DOME ONION SLICER HOME OR COMERCIAL USE. THE DOME PROTECT U FROM "ONION JUICE"DESIGNED TO CUT A SINGLE ONION
TWO oR THREE AT THE SAME TIME.
my product idea would use a pivoting version of the miter box so that one only needs to know the the final angle of the desired joint.
Foldout range shield to protect your stovetop from grease splatter. Dishwasher safe to make cleanups easy.
BUSINESS CARD HOLDER/DISPLAY (Carry your cards with you or stand them on display with this smooth and rounded, one piece mold case design.)
A universal alarm that will turn on/off car with a snooze option for every vehicle inside the car. Not like the others....PLEASE READ!!
"Blister Buster" A cheap simple blister pack opener for getting into those sonic-welded packs everything comes in these days.
An app to help shoppers provide their sentiments in-stores quickly&amp;easily helping stores collect useful data to improve shopping.
Infinite Personality Ring
What kid or teenager wouldn't want BLING on their wraps/bandage? Bandages and wraps are sold at Target! Great Quirky Item.
A Tough Plush Toy for Dogs
"Touch"fingertips.FINGERTIP TOUCH GAME GLOVE. Pull over your index,index &amp; middle finger for double gaming power on ipad.
We love our babies,but not changing time.So an internally scented mask with bunny,kitty,etc.exterior will make change time easy for you both
Mini Keyboard For Smartphone
New Tw!st on the iPhone Case. Lets make a NEW Dynamic Fun iPhone Case, outside layer filled with Liquid and Glitter. Check out Video.
A built-in, automatic windshield sunscreen for your car. It stores in the roof and lowers into place to keep the car cool and protected.
App. Enabled Talking Parrot! Control what the Parrot says w/ App. using WiFi. Please read more for all great features!
A water bottle holder that has a waterproof, clear plastic pocket so you can carry your smart phone with you when you jog or run.
When heating a bowl of soup in the microwave protect your fingers from getting burned and prevent "popping" of hot food.
Find your pen when you need it! Workspace organizers that keep your pens, headphones, notes, etc. organized and right where you need them.
A woman's Bra with a pocket.
Prop Light
THIS IDEAS IS A TARVEL FOLDABLE NOTE PAD WITH STORAGE COMPARTMENTS FOR ACCESSORIES.
ICE Health Information
Gift-up
The product is a barbeque skewer with remover &amp; tip protector.It allows easy removal of barbequed food and prevents injury from the tip.
Tired of not being able to find anything in your beach bag? How about the frustrations of your towel soaking everything in your bag?
Zip rolling, for Parking Garage. It's replicate able program with products support. See ZipRoller verity of Games & competition. +Jods
24oz and 32oz thermal stanless steel insulated cup to use in a motorcycle cup holders.
CRATES ACCESSORIES BRACE CRATES
Shoe organizer with easily removable containers you can leave out when in use
Calendar Stud
This simple idea teaches any Golfer to instantly putt more aggressively and with proper speed, thereby eliminating deceleration thru impact
Paper press to make your own cupcake liners. Take baking paper, trim and press it into a cupcake liner. Crafty &amp; fun for all ages.
Whiteboard Oganizer-Charger
MicroGlove
Overhead Helping Hands
Sea-Navigo for swimmers
A soap sponge with a soap reservoir. Designed to save money on dishwashing liquid soap.
Door hanger Shoe Storage/Organizer
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URine Trouble
A bottleopener on a beercrate
A sticker that says. "Please Dim your lights" That goes in your back window of your car. So the car following you know todim their lights.
An App enabled SD Card Case for The iPad! SmartCase adds storage using any standard SD Card. Powered by IMP!
The QUARTER CARD- same size as a credit card it provides a great place to carry extra coins- in a wallet, purse, briefcase, glove box, etc.
The borough in which i live has had several home invasions, so I wanted a reliable way to fortify my home. Thats when I came up with my idea
Introducing an inflatable, travel booster seat that easily packs into your baggage. No more checked bag fees for car seats with airlines.
Nail Extractor
Pool Safety App
Clip provides a convenient and clean place to store your SLR/DSLR lens cap when not in use.
Need More Storage Space? Door Hanging organizer with Multiple Divided Containers. Hangs easily over doors in seconds. Stores more stuff !
Recycled seatbelt coffee cup sleeve. No more paper, cardboard waste. Use and Reuse your coffee cup sleeve, easily keep in your purse or car.
Its a paper wastebasket in the look and shape of a basketball hoop with backboard where NBA team logos can go on.
App enabled home testing device to measure the LEAD in our drinking water, toys and paint! Compare with safe levels PPB...zero!
A toy campfire for sleepovers!
Universal toothbrush cup attachment that is more convenient, environmentally friendly, and more economical than buying paper cups.
Have you ever got ur car stuck in mud or snow and cannot take it out of there. Now do it with less efforts .
My product is a simple flash drive with USB and HDMI connections. Connect it to your computer, load your movies, watch them on your TV
SHOWCASE - A case where you can send a digital image via Bluetooth to an LCD screen on your case from any app on any Bluetooth device.
Automatic sail furling
I want Quirky help me to have a better watering can! I bought some for me and no one fits my needs. Neither in internet options. See
A Shiatsu massage for lower back. Mainly for women.
Use it until the very last drop of what you already paid for. Resubmitted
Dogies advertising vest take your best friend to work while you walk them
Stein thermos w insulating rim
Pillow Cart
Tab, bookmark &amp; note paper clip. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip bookmark, tab note. Resub 518 votes!
Trivia Checkers for kids
ROLERâ„¢ - The Round Ruler
Tree Pots
The Ultimate Kitchen Convenience! Smart valve for kitchen sink. Need 1-1/4 cup water for your recipe? Just dial in the amount and dispense!
The Smart Fit Sensor Vaccuum
Solar-Brella: Bring Electricity To The Beach! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Massaging socks
The ERGO-CB (with Patent-Pending, Trademark Issued, and T4 Tooling Complete)[VIDEO]
Grate/Store/Pour! Do it all in one Device. FOR THE GRATER GOOD
Mesh/net material with pockets on bottom that pool noodles slide in to make a raft then store away
Too much left over oily food? With this food &amp; Oily stuff separator dinner plate. Food is tasty till the last portion. Guilty no more.
"3 in one bar" is an excellent option to avoid space and youÂ´d have the same benefit as in three bars,(E-Z bar,Roman bar and a Regular bar)
L'etendoir malin
Porte pour lit Ã barreaux
ball cap with a fan
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The e_Sill is #2 recyclable, portable Smartphone and larger version Pad/eBook stand. Unbreakable, adjustable, collapses flat, and more.
TrashCan Hooks! This product is the solution to a trash can liner falling into the trash can. It's small, easy to use &amp; one size fits all.
A heating pad and compression panty for a woman's vaginal area to help reduce pain, swelling and drainage of a Bartholin's abscess.
Disih washing aid
In line Anti Tangle Connectors, for USB, Headphone Jack, Power Jack
LYFETYME Living
Polygon Buster---Instrument for Duplicating Complex Shapes. A quick and easy way to measure and mark material for covering walls, floors,etc
T-WEG Hydro-Electric Generator
My bathroom relaxation desk and dock - enjoy a newspaper or an ipad movie without the risk of drop it. just add it to your magazine stand
Audacious Bass Simulation
My product is an instant sizer for rings. Many rings cannot be sized and our fingers change size during the day, never lose a ring!
Early audio warning system / seismic sensor, tornado, weather. NOAA Alerts. Alerts you when you need it most. Night Light Audio System.
Discuss: The recordable flying disc. Say a message into the disc to record, throw it to your friends for them to hear. Why tweet? Discuss.
KINFE RACK .. CONCEAL ,MODERN , MULTIFUNCTION , lets build an amazing quirky knife rack !!!
Glow In the Dark Shower Curtain Rod with interchangable multi color tubes AND an attached hang dry line caddy to hang bra and slide curtain
Calculator Tape
The new Quirky toaster Crisp, should be accompanied by a Quirky Toast Caddy. If there is one thing I can not stand is soggy toast.
Bluetooth Heated Shoes:Waterproof,Anti-oder and App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad Mini.Also available bluetooth heated boots.
The cover table shoe
Revolutionary new energy idea
Bear It
App-Enabled Toilet Seat
Quilted Ragged Canvas Evaporative Cooling - better cooling while shading area .For strollers, hats, vests, canopies, tents and water bottles
Easy Paint System
My idea is to create a Leg Brace that helps to manage wires underneath a desk. I imagine the wire manager to fit different size desk legs.
Candle stove - no gas required
Washer Wedge
The Side to Side Rocker
Clear Cooler
A highly visual and organized method of sorting for recycling.
No more tardiness! The "City Scooter" will get you where you need to be on time and without breaking a sweat.
ADJUSTABLE CUSTOM ANNIVERSARY RING - Twist knob to display the number of years you want to display.
3D Press-On Nails Printer
This is a line extension of Quirky (Cargo)tm. product. A Cargo extension with Extensions + additional hook for wash cloth hanger !
Scented Oil / Candle / Wax Warmers With Timer for Automatic Shut-Off to Prevent Burning/Fires &amp; Leaving Unattended or On While Sleeping
My idea is a small pocket in a ladies bra!Thank you Steff Cooper 614-595-6676
Backpack-like straps with a locking hook free your hands while walking home with your dry-cleaning.
I-Phone squeegee is a cleaning tool that helps keep the phone glass clean.
Toilet paper &amp; wipes holder
Case with self-retracting (like vacuum cord) earbuds plugged in when phone inserted. Same width &amp; thickness as phone, adds minimal length.
fer Ã repasser pour bÃ©bÃ©
An automotive Window Wedge, to eliminate the collection of bugs/dirt that get caught in the rear window of any car forever!
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Recycle old Crayons in the a Crayon Forge. Melt them down. Pour them into new shapes. Use them again!
Women Love Shoes! A shoe that we can design and change the straps daily. We buy one platform, change the straps &amp; colors to fit comfortably
Imagine commemorating your loved one with a personalized, colorful garden flag on your loved one's gravesite.
The "Pet Rock" of home decor, it's the coolest way to show-off anything in your home. A malleable, memorable mountable synthetic sleek hand.
The Pillow Backpack
Daisy Drive: 8 flat flash drives that take up the space of a single CD. Easy to mail or share files. Use existing CD accessories to store.
Zibs Sound
Cup Handle Mitt
Recycler: Calculate The Price Of Your Own Recyclables In Your Own Home! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Disposable plastic tableware that can separate heads and stems to reduce plastic use while remains the product low-priced and easy to use.
Portable Noise Reducer
Safe Step Stairway Light
Refillable Sunscreen Spray
Create a portable shoe case with interior/exterior dust screens. Attached tower will hold all shoe care products. Store it anywhere!
Soap Again" transforms tiny useless shards of soap into full bars of "Soap Again"! NOT a soap making kit it is a soap reclamation reality
Hidden Security pocket
Panic Attach
Big Book Clip. Hands free contraption that keeps any sized book open while you read.
This tool is for those people who have lost a tip to a cue,and need a product to hold the new tip in place All one tool that stays together.
App enabled OUTDOOR outlet. Extension cords, motion detectors, Christmas lights, etc. can be turned on/off whenever from wherever
Rooter
porte velo pour voiture auto
Who hasn't forgotten to turn the stove off? Regardless of your stove, this new pressure sensing device will alert you when it's not in use.
The Simple SLR is just thatâ€”a bare bones digital SLR camera that is both affordable and stylish.
Foam Ball Roller! Designed to replace the foam roller used in gyms, chiropractic offices, and physical therapy centers.
Avoid data corruption in any external drive. Do you often remove your pen drive or external disk without ejecting it ? This is for you.
Wisdom Teeth Sweatshirt
Outdoor Table Top Gazebo
quick wash and dry
To protect the toilet paper in the water and water vapor. Easy mounting and safe protection cover
OASIS - A Garden in a table. Invented by LAPangel. Render by Simplyinclined.
App-enabled Vitamin Dispenser
Soda-Server: Have Your Own Soda Machine! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Campfire perfect temp cooker
THE HIDEOUT HUT
Laundry Magnet
The product sold as a pair of gloves and a warmer insert. The insert will be made out of beads that you can warm up via microwave.
Smartphone Microscope
LOCATION FINDER
Are tired of holding onto your towel while you workout? Stay Dry will keep you dry no matter where you are or what youâ€™re doing.
On The Go Wi-fi wrist band
Hang your fruit from your fridge! Magnetic or suction cup attached pouches that hold individual fruit. NO MORE ROTTING! (94756)
Protect and Prolong the life of your battery. The must have charging unit.
No-roll-Back WheelChair Brake
The Air filter with a handle.
Move Over!
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TOILET-FLEXIBLE URINE CATCHER
store a purse
Ergonomic Soft Pad Macbook Pro
In the bag magnets
Shoe Clip (Shoe Tie Lock)
Bluetooth Silicone Keyboard Purse:For carrying iPhone 5,Driver license,credit cards,cash.#Resub 8 months ago,Modified with PowerCurl handle.
UPSHELF detachable pole shelf
Super String Party! Super String War! Super String Surprise!(Resub)
Posable Christmas lights-You can bend them into shapes like a Christmas tree. Won't get tangled as easy, even bend hooks into them.
For Martinis! The "tini" straw! A collapsable little straw that fits in your purse. Different colors, patterns and styles.
Foot Rest Cup Holder!
A lightweight stick trolley that helps you carry your heavy bags when you go shopping, travelling...
Smart Plant Multi-Monitor
AC-CHP Unit
A square baking pan that expands (and contracts) to be a variety of different pan sizes.
One button temperature selector for your bath/shower water.One for each family member.
1. Problem; an inexpensive way for eldery, disabled and gardners with little space to grow flower, herbs and vegitables easily.
Battery powered windshield ice scraper heats blade for faster use without frost buildup and having to wipe off cold blade and get hands wet
Solar+ Wristertainer
Food storage container with cutting surface under lid... Cut leftover food, no clean up no scratched counter tops, ChopTops
Restless sleepers, you know - every morning the sheet is off the bed. STAY-IN-PLACE Sheets, they wont come off, secure until laundry day!
Golf Cooltop
It's a Better Pot = Faster Cooking Times, Less Energy Spent, Visual Measuring Cues
"Nail Painter's Tape" used in the application of nail polish to obtain a professional manicured look to polishing nails â€œat homeâ€.
How many of you have ceiling fans that are too high up too clean? Wouldn't you love to be able to press a button that would lower them?
all grip, no slip, soap holder
Perfect cigar cigarette lighte
TV Case
Turn used glass bottles into battery powered lamps. It uses two AA batteries to power a string of white LEDs.
Of all the parts of the human body, the most untidy and unkempt part is the umbilicus. I have designed a brush to clean the umbilicus.
Wacky Woop
no more tangled mess!
4 way gym shower bottle
Nut and bolt sorter
Spill Guard for Ovens and Microwaves
Retractable EKG cord
Boy dog pee pee pads
VIDEOTRAKT
A Simpler more affordable scooter trailer.
Wireless Shower Controller
Flex-Neck TV/Wall Mount for Wii, PS3, & Xbox 360 Motion Sensors
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Pool Genius
sprayed textured ceiling
So Fun! Temporary HAIR COLOR TAPE! Add Vibrant, Shiny, Color Changing Highlights to Hair! This is the Newest "Gotta Have" Product for Girls!
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Adj ChristmasTree/Plant Stand
FUN TABS. Connect them to make all kinds of functional things! Fun new toy! Clip them together and see what you can make!
LED Pre-Lit Rain Gutters
Officer Distress Unit
Men's Only lip balm
Oil No Mo
%100 Adjustable Drawer Dividers. Organize your drawers the way you want them.
Silicone Liner for cake pans
Injection site guide
lost and found
EMERGENCY VEHICLE EARLY NOTICE SYSTEM If you (the public)&amp; the Quirky Team do this, everyone can be proud. Think long term with
this.
Message clean!
A carrusel for shoes that goes into your cabinet. So you have everything organized and with easy acces.
POSITRACK WHEELCHAIR
Hold your digital camera like a camcorder! This device gives you true one-handed control and stability! Collaboration with William317.
Self Cleaning Goldfish Bowl - Simple, Clean with a Huge Market
EYES
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas / electric weed-eaters for lawn-care technicians.
PongFX is a ping pong paddle, with integrated electronics including a motion sensitive, programmable sound chip, speaker and LED array.
Surge protection adapter for the Mac Power Bricks
These are leather glasses that gets better with age because every pair is embodied with every nick, scratch, and experience.
The pen scrunchie: for an ultra-light, non-sweaty, writing grip. Adjustable to any size pen or pencil.
Smart fire detector. Put it in several trees and if there is a fire it alerts you, firemen, government... Less time between fire and alert.
Zen Cosmetics " Travel Cover "
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
Just about everyone needs a reminder to refill their bath/showering essentials right? How many times do you run out while bathing??
Pivot Power GO
Bake Shapes
Water Nag
A standalone countertop gadget that kids or others can use to quickly create memories by taking still pictures or videos of themselves.
Le BlocPhone
Samsung connect
The sleeve is easy to work,keeps branches from tearing bag,and easy srorage.No more struggling in the wind!
emulsionmate
The Ten-Ply Trash Bag
Sound Asleep - The Sleep Mask for Travelers and Home Use
Filtered soupspoon to avoid spots in your soup. For those who hate anything but liquid in their soup.
Love Connection Smart Watch
Concentric Portion Control Plates: Plates with elevated sides fit on top of each other for easier storage &amp; to prevent piling food too high
High-Sided Litter Box for large cats and cats that overshoot.
My idea is a frozen hamburger and hot dog seperator
Scissor style dog nail clippers (NOT guillotine style) with replaceable blades. #designforlongevity
From sprained ankles to broken elbows, icing and elevation is a common treatment and the IceLyft makes it easy and comfortable.
Mold a better bath: Portable gel-filled back and neck supports for the bathtub. The warming gel envelops stress points and adds to relief.
A need for a larger capacity drinking container, in glass, but protected,. The perfect one is a ball jar. 32oz. Protected by neoprene.
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Selling set/kit (in lots) including US-patented reusable pocket/flat floss holder(as gift) & promotional floss at $0.90 - $1.20 per set/kit
Wheelchairs should have a manual or electric device on the back that would go up and over to cover the person during rainstorms.
TALKING CALENDAR
Smart Door Bell (GE)
Tool Level For Drill &amp; Nail
VegeCuts. Insert any vegetable and get CUTS the way you want. Comes with multiple heads for different size cuts. Similar to garlic squeezer
Resubmit(4/26/12)Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors are life savers, but only if they work. There is a simple solution for this.
Brewed Coffee
Smart Candles
Kids/Teens/Moms! Out With The Old Silicone Wristbands, In With The New Daily Customizable iWristBand Digital/LED Silicone Wristbands! Sweet!
Big Walker; hands free, adult.
SMART LOUNGE
All Occasion Gift Basket
A bathtub fill valve that would shut off the faucet when the bathtub was full. Temperature control too. Notifies you when tub is ready
BBQ Chef Carousel
are you tired of waiting at a red light while there are no cars going through the green light? well then you need my new traffic sensor.
I have thought up a strap for any Snuggy or "blanket with arms." It would be two strips of velcro that can attach together.
Magnifying Reading Table
TOYS STORAGE CONTAINER
A Blanket Belt that will warm your stomach and back at the same time to help ease the cramps/backaches you get from PMS!
Savior Charger
Flight test! A hand-held paper plane launcher/gun. ***Prototype with video***
MY BACK BUDDY
Create a kitchen timer that is digital with 3 separate ring tones or Siri Iphone app instead of the 1 ring tone kitchen timers.
Peppermint Balls,just as moth balls deter moths,a peppermint ball will deter mice and rats. A pesticide-free solution to rodent invasion.
Automatic sneaker cleaner. It gently scrubs and dries the sneakers.
The "Doggie-Doo-All" is the ultimate leash attachment. It dispenses poop pick up bags AND hand wipes,holds your house keys, money and cc's.
The Happy Hook is born. My six year old daughter Elvira wanted her coat hook to be happy when she came home and sad when she left. Be Happy!
outdoor hose temp. selector
Baby Safe
Printed parchment paper for baking (e.g. cookies, candies)which indicates the location for placing cookies. Could be a grid and/or pictures.
Toiletcoverlet
PIVOT ADAPTERS FOR HDMI,DVI,USB,AUDIO,MIC,POWER, ECT....
Best Laundry Hamper
A Quirky Magazine
Eye Glass Holder
Double layer placemat with grid for crums to fall through
wall mounted 3 panel folding wall mirror with storage behind panels. Hinges mounted on top and bottom of mirror so edges can be made flush.
The Disappearing Toilet
A device to backup new files from up to four cameras and memory cards to a single large pen drive with a minimum of human intervention.
Roof and Surface Heater
New cereal storage container ensures old cereal is eaten before new replenished cereal and inedible waste is filtered for disposal. No waste
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Camera Mirror!! There's Way 2 Many Photos On Facebook Where Somebody Attempts To Take A Picture Of Themselves!! Lets Stop The Madness
Gentle Breeze Counter Top Styling Hair Dryer - An evolution in hair care for women and men! (Version 2 shown with rigid side vents)
Clean Up: Save Space and Reduce Mess! 3in1 Salad Spinner/Serving Bowl with Clip-In Tongs, Eco-Conscious Concept + Materials
credit card protection
!Vomit! That's the problem. Here is the solution:
The Lazy Shoesan is a stackable lazy Susan with three equally sized tiers. It has 4 cubbies on each tier and stands about 3 feet tall.
THE BEATSBELT is a new personal speaker system used with any smartphone or mp3 player. It is a belt with speakers built in. The newest craze
Sick of your bumper sticker? Hate removing it? Use a clear plastic sheath that adheres to your car and lets you swap out stickers every day.
Smartphone case with support
Put three prong male plug connectors in the base of lamps and sell female/male wall cord connectors separately.
It's an Extendable/Retractable Shower Head, Unclick shower head and pull, you now have 3ft. of hose attached to the shower head, retractable
Simple Automobile Windshield Shade 2 pull shades placed on left and right side car window, connecting at the center via Velcro or button.
Crates Ball Run set for kids - why should the big people have all the fun? -a collaboration with simplyinclined.
Smoke Alarm that Calls
*IceKabobs* SO FUN AND YUMMY! Fill included ice tray. Put on kabob and enjoy! 3 different flavor cubes on one stick! My kids approve!
Portable outside slipper. take up small space in travel bag. simple and useful.
Gym Rep Counter
My idea is a necklace worn by mom that can safely be used by baby to chew on or play with while the baby is being held by mom or other adult
NFL/NCAA football helmet light. This is the perfect accessory for every sports bar, man cave, office or child's bedroom.
Snow No Moe
PaciPopper
Crashing Blocks for the High Energy Kid
A sandwich bag that is battery operated to keep anything put inside the bag, warm until you are ready to eat it.
Home Recyclable Compactor
A stainless steal kitchen trashcan with front latch portion that opens out for easy removal of trash bag that prevents bag and back breaks.
Curvy Picks - The candy cane shaped plastic toothpick that gets to the front and back of your teeth!
FASTER, EASIER AND BETTER SILVERWARE WASHER. WASH SEVERAL PIECES OF SILVERWARE ALL TOGHETER USING BOTH HANDS
AND FINISH QUICKLY.
Cold Jacket- C.J.
Interactive 360 Digital Globe
Your garage, Chances are you also have an array of lawn tools, shovels, and rakes leaning in a corner taking up space. Clean it up. Easy up!
Brain Wave
Auto-Filling Bird Bath
Phone Charger &amp; Air Freshener
Bio H20. Spring water sold in a biodegradeabl box. Plastic takes hundreds of years to decompose which is ecologicially harmful.
Don't throw away that wine glass with a minor chip! Instead, renew the rim! (94756)
My Garbage bin attached to the Cabinet door under the sink uses plastic bag which is discarded when full for collection. Concern is plastic
compact photo scanner
Fed up of wire mess; Make changes to the wire rather than trying to add accessories which take even more space - Resub (80% v/v)
Google Map Client Tracker
CLIP-ON EMERGENCY SEAT BELT CUT-OFF MODULE - Cut yourself out of a stuck or extended seat belt by activating this emergency release.
Hold &amp; control your iPhone like a camcorder. This device gives you true one-handed control and stability. Collab with William317.
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An adjustable weight medicine ball. Saves money and space.
the innerfill is between the bicycle tire and the innertube preventing the innertube from getting a flat from glass and small particles.
Portable fan that stores energy it generates from being left out in the wind.
Self Created afirmations; hear what you most would like to hear about yourself in the voice of another. "I love you." "You're fantastic."
Floor measuring tool that simplify the act of measuring from tile to wall. Measure from wall to tile in place then place on tile to cut.VOTE
A push sweeper toy box that makes toy clean up fun!
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
Hair Clip with hidden App-enabled Video Camera. Safety.....etc.
App Enabled Versatile Lock
A life and time saver. Enjoy the beach no harmful sun rays.Very quick to assemble, 360 degrees follow the sun and very light to carry.
Combustible Charcoal Chimney. Portable, Single-Use, Charcoal Chimney for Picnics and Tailgating
Vacuum hair dryer
Remote Slouch Pouch offers a very convenient way of locating your remote or cel phone while in bed by not having to reach far.
Environmentally Friendly, Refillable, Unspillable Fruit Fly Catcher
An electronics case with a retractable charge cord inside.
Make almost any bottle into a sippy "cup"! No more spills! Screw on Cap or strechy elastic Gel! Maybe even cans/juice boxes! Resub! Went UC!
diablette
Bread and Bagel Bag Clip, tired of having to unwind the paper covered wire? Plastic square piece break, why not just twist, crimp and clip?
A Better Breast Pump
Garbage/Bag To Earth Compost Bin. To help separate food from plastic bags
Home Surprise Kit
Perfect Parking
Abstract digital images that can be reproduced any size on canvas or art board. Perfect for fitting that spot on your wall.
Cooldrink pet bowl
Smart Waterbottle stays warm!
Inkcil
Lamp &amp; Tablet docking station
I have come up with and addition to a garden cart that makes it easier to lift and transport objects. It makes gardening easier for elderly.
A dog leash that doesn't get tangled and twisted in Fido's legs on a well-deserved, muchly anticipated end of the day reward. The dog walk.
This product uses color matched caps to give touring motorcycle owners the option to ride with or without a tour rack on their tour pack
WiFi iPhone holder for bicycle
NoSnow
Sifter for powered sugar, brown sugar, nutmeg, cinnamon, and flour. Makes for even coverage. A bakers helper.
SEO'd B2B Networking Platform
Bread Crumbs
The Third Eye
Back Lit straight edge... lights inside highlight any gaps between surface and the straight edge.
instant template
SOAP TOWEL
TRUCK..baby/toddler/BUNK BED.TOY BOX.PLAY TIME.LADDER.STEERING WHEEL I MADE IT OUT OF PLYWOOD..NEEDS TO BE MADE
OUT OF PLASTIC TO ASSEMBLE
Device that attaches to a garage door opener. It detects carbon monoxide and signals the door opener to open the door letting fresh air in.
A combination stapler and tape dispenser
Ipod Downloader
Improve patient/resident outcome by giving recorded safety command while reducing staff response time.
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Toilet plugged-you need the Fast Snake Telescoping Toilet Auger-works every time-light weight-easy to use-no mess-use with drill or handle.
Clear Signal
Lighted hot ice scraper kit
Web linked educational 3D globe puzzle. Change the way kids learn and play.
Silent Alarm Wristband
A thin, collapsable, air travel sleeper that sets up with ease and is fully adjustable for maximum sleeping comfort in economy class.
A plastic kitchen faucet clip-on handle that allows you to move your faucet around without your fingers getting burnt when using hot water.
Solar System Replica Lamp - What? This does not already exist?! I challenge you to find one.
Low-maintenance high-fun fitness tire comes with this 2-hand handler and shoulder strap for this training tire design. Great for Crossfit.
Smart Pet Fountain
GLIDE as KNIFE SHARPENER new member of GLIDE family, clip on the knife when is the knife not enough sharp just slide few times and GO !!!
A simple drink cover to keep bugs out.
Persuasive pet reminder pet talks to remind you to do things you forget. messages other pets. Reminds. Inspires.Motivates.Reinforces.
Easy LED Light Strand
Titanium Tights
In a hands free world, Lapstrap makes it easy and safe to control a cell phone while driving. Very versatile, may adapt to other uses.
Smart baby monitor. Only activates in parents room for a recognized baby's cry of a chosen length. Sleepy stressed out parents no more.
All in one pool tester
RV Utility Hub w/Extensions
Every Patient Room in Every Hospital seeks the light for healing. Colour Boards with glass writing surfaces , in any color, will help.
GPS Sun Shield Protector
Alternative Lawn/Garden Truck
SHAKE LIFE: Recharge your mobile device anywhere & anytime simply by Shaking It (uses your Kinetic Energy) LET'S DO THIS!!!
WetEraza
My idea is having a beany stuffed dog/ cat of your favorite breed on your dashboard, for dusting .
*Makes* cable tie wraps (zip ties) of various widths and lengths out of disposable plastic bottles and jugs.
A mylar film travel mirror for shaving that clings to the wall of the shower. Rolls up in tube for storage. Great promotional item.
A flat fluid spray dispenser the size and shape of credit card. NEVER be without sanitary disinfectant, perfume, lotion, or bug spray!
Running cables in the wall I found media cable panels for TVs to be lacking - A modular unit that changes to meet your needs is what I want
Exercise at the gym or at home with pizazz or sit at the office in style by taking the plain colored exercise balls and jazzing them up!
Water Bottle Headphones Holder
Shoes that turn into spikes in 5 seconds.The spikes come down with a push of a button.Easy for athletes who play different activities.
Funny B the battery for me: Funny Battery for Toys
Solar Powered Plant Compost Barrel using rocks to grind up any organic material using yard and kitchen waste.
Quik Translate
Hair Bursts are the evolution of the clip-on hair extension. We've added a lightweight charm, such as a star or your initials, to the end.
People mover
Free standing tension pole with shoe shelves or stairs.
Bangle Bracelet Stand designed to stack and hold all your thick and thin bangles in a space saving easily accessible fashion.
Tidy Cubby
Ice Cream in a Bag.....Easy Ice cream making kit for freezer. Reusable. Video for inspiration.
Folding Dog Steps
NightCup
Easy fill shower product containers for travel with portable sealed carrier and mount.
stick'ez
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Fiber optic LUMINI board, for education or bussines.. help to write straigh..promove sales...
I would like to invent disposible cups that are attached to water coolers that have flavor in them.
Roto-Ramp Squirrel Deterrent
Mindcation
bottle cap with a tube in it so that you can have easy access to your water just open your water bottle and change out the cap
The I-stand is an Ipad stand that allows you to take it on the go. It has 3 removable bases. It uses a solar panel to charge the iPad.
The iPillow is a comfortable pillow with a very small embedded bluetooth speaker which allows you to stream audio from your favorite devices
PLAY BALL - ICE CREAM -kick, throw, bounce, hit, roll BALL and in 20-30 minutes you have DELICIOUS homemade ice cream! Fun for kids.
Bath gel ball (Pez like) dispenser.
Make any bowl into a spill-proof bowl with this attachable device. (94756)
can't burn ears
peg leg
A Bicycle-Tricycle Powered Ice Cream Maker. No more tired arms cranking the old homemade ice-cream maker. Now ice-cream making can be fun.
Kitty-Flip Litter Pan
Have a pen and pencil in one object. And we know that when we need a pen, a pencil and when we have a pencil, we need a pen.
RESUB ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested and would take everyone i could make
Thin lap desk,non slip area for cpu or tablet(to 15'6 in)slide out mouse pad.Clip/drawing board placed on the backside.Pen/pencil holder
Frame it
Sky Hook
localized Bath Fan Home Depot
Rise and Shine
Portable Drywall Recycler
Sednso Remindo
small portable insinerator with a built in 1 ton press, this would greatly reduce the mass and allow for more recyling add a carbon filter
Instead of a revolving tie rack, a revolving shoe rack.
Inch Worm inspired skate board,smaller children can imitate there older siblings by inching to professional skateboarder Tony Hawk Stardom
Backseat Buckle Brace
airplay / wireless hdmi connections for tablets and smartphones
2014 Intercom System
Fun Wearable Hula Hoop. Sits like belt. Expands &amp; contracts. Wear it to school. Innovates Hula Hooping &amp; adds accessibility. Proof Photo
self tightening shoes
Use my door and trim bag to cover your expensive door and trim purchase. Protect it from rain and sleet. Reclosable end. Long lasting
Leather repair/concealer. It conceals and repairs leather shoes with scratches.
HEADBANDITS
Maglite Handle Accessory - Mag-Handle - Adds handle to your Maglite, stop rolling around and more! Use as defensive or offensive baton too.
Silica Gel Card
Compact ToiletPaper Storagebox
You're stuck with a choice, soft white light or warm light. Advantages and disadvantages to both. Why not have both in one fixture?
"Hand Balloons" for kids to keep them safe from doing mischiefs when their mother is in the bathroom or busy with her daily routine.Resubmit
fun vegetable knife
Be Green, Save Green Meter
A wet erase iPhone case. Design your case differently everyday.
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A/C Open-Close cover
App-Snow Globe
Quirkytoy Lattice
A stylish coffee table that also doubles as a bar cabinet. This would be perfect for a person who likes to entertain but is short on space.
The ETS (EasyTurn Shovel)
I have a inovation that will make all others obsolete made a shim shoe that allows to walk level on any degree angle such a roof or angles
E-wallet solves problems for blind and visually impaired people, because US dollars are same size and without any signs or Braille letter.
Boost the output of a floor vent to cool or warm a room more effectively.Converts from a vent booster to standard fan. Please see all pics.
Back &amp; Body Buddy
auto doggy/cat door
Muscle building is time consuming and costly. ArmSmasher is small, easy to use. Teenagers to grandma in 3 steps, pull, push, relax...
Saftey Wrist Bands with Mace
Sump pump saver
Tapiscratch
use your iPhone like a GoPro!
WINK app enabled Modern style portable gas hearths.
Don't jump for the remote every time the volume goes up, especially during commercials. Let the product regulate the volume for you.
Detecteur de clÃ©
Safe Inlet
Dead Space - Shoe Closet Tower
TIRE WITH RETRACTABLE SNOW OR TRACTION STUDS -Close or open the locking wheel on the tire and the studs come out or retract from the wheel
Travel Bag With Solar Phone Charger
App-Enabled Whiteboard: Write Wherever, Whenever!
Carbon monoxide alarm that alerts you and opens the garage door automatically. Hard wired & wired with battery backup option.
All in One Home Detector & App
Landscaping and flowers are used to soften the hard lines of a house,but they really don't.I am wanting to make real corner flower baskets.
A mp3 player that is not only pleasing to the eye, but an enjoyable tactile experience in the palm of your hand, with built-in cord storage!
Flip Clip
Crutch Buddies
See your best self with the Affirmative Mirror. Start your day with your smiling face and an uplifting quotation.
pubspy - what will you find?
It is the new way to pick up your dogs poop wile you are walking them. No more plastic bags, no more touching and embarrassment, Poop Scoop.
Par-Soleil- Appareil photo
Shower Back Cleaner
Device for opening and closing a container such as biscuit, rice cakes etc. All products with round packaging.
mower cap
Shoe Rack
All Direction Space Heater
The V-Deficiency device is a device that can tell you when you are deficient in essential vitamins.
Twisted Seasoning
You say you want a revolution? We all want to change the world -- but finding someplace that sells hydroponic nutrients can sure be a pain!
For forgetful cooks, a heat indicator for your outdoor BBQ grill signals you that you've left your gas grill on.
El carro de compras calculador
A Free-Standing Closet
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Stand-Up Paddle Surfing (SUP) is the hottest aquatic sport that helps tone abdominal and leg muscles. Now you can enjoy this at home!
Turn your airplane seat into your own theater or game room. (Resub- strong appeal by flight attendants that reached out to me)
Auto Marker. Measure and mark at a touch of a button. Collaboration with David Tyers
Lazy river for your own backyard!
Individual Prepackaged Kitty Box Liners With Premeasured Quantity Of Litter. Quick Seal Drawstring.
IONISATEUR PERSONNEL zen 24/24
Korner Keepers
we all had those moments when we take a little Zzz an app device that will wake u up
Canes need a face lift. Open to collaboration.
CoilCord Technology could stop you from spending $ on cord organizers and time on untangling your cables!
USB Wristband with LCD display. Resubmitted!
for computer player
Novo
kids protect
Warm Wheel
Cool Hat
Fill me Silly
PlayersPod
Beach Water Cone Umbrella
Smart WiFi LED Bulb With Built In Camera:IMP + App-enabled on smartphone.
Rack base to keep magazines organized.
Bluetooth Thermometer
This is a heat resistant bolt in outlet cover that holds hairdryers, straighteners, electric razors etc., while keeping their cords neat.
Backhand flashlight/tool strap
Battery Minder + Organizer
ENERGY OUTLET PROTECT
Hide jewelry, valuables, electronics - in plain sight! Travel Tote rolls for easy transport. Hangs on hanger & 'hides' in closet!
a compost/ worm farm. The worms will decompose the food and make fertilizer.
A re-usable portable plastic beer bottle cap. Something that is able to attach to a key chain that will be with you everywhere.
NailKeep (VIDEO + PROTOTYPE)
Easy universal clip for your glasses, pencils, pens......and more
Surge protector with a timer
Add the ability to transmit just the audio portion of any device wirelessly to any device capable of receiving a wireless signal.
Post it note flow chart shapes
Dog Watering Stand
PowerStool: A mounting dock for MacBooks and iPads https://tinkercad.com/things/hUlWiLUXQB1-powerstool 3D Model
Iphone clip for people that workout.
Universal Battery Organizer Case for Laptops. Keep your battery stored, untangled, and wrapped up while charging your laptop.
Never lose your iPhone stupidly again! A case with a retractable cord which attaches to your belt, bag, or arm.
Heal My Heels!
--- Bed Bug Trap --free power USB charger, convert old wall network ports into USB charging stations, have iPhone charging options when there is a power cut
Nitro Fill
Gorilla Grip Pliers
Solar Cell
Blood glucose meter and evidential reasoning of insuline measurement recommendations for diabetic patients.
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Rightheight basket
Hate those hot nights when the other side of the pillow just isn't cold enough? Let's make a normal sized pillow that stays cold all night!
The iStand allows your iPad to move in any direction. The neck swivels and holds the iPad using a suction cup and has a 4 pound weight.
The Lorsh Pad brings comfort to mobile computing. Is originally intended to provide a comfortable work surface on any place.
Home Kombucha Tea Machine Kit
Computer file memory database
My idea is a shoe with a built in wireless hotspot. The hotspot is built in to the sole of the shoe.
Umbrella clip on for stroller
My design stops children from getting in dressers and throwing out cloths and using their dressers as stairs,
Warm Balls
To all dancers. Always be ready to dance with the dance shoe overshoe. It's smart, it's stylish, it's unique. You'll love it.
phone case wallet
Here is the ultimate Digital Portioning Scoop With multiple sized detachable scoops and a massive LCD screen for The perfect portion Control
To solve the inhumane and cruel procedures of debarking our loveable canine pets by creating a soundproof or noise reduction kennel.
Handy Phone Case
App enabled Pill Reminders
Thermo electric BBQ light This is a product that uses the heat generated from a BBQ to power a small but very bright led.
Plastic Bag That Stays Open
Easy to use 99.9% effective, re-usable/recyclable shopping bag cleaner.
Rainwater Collection, Storage, and Distribution System. Use it to make natural liquid compost fertilizer from rain and save water
idiaper
A compact organizer that hangs from the airplane tray table hook. Designed to hold/view an iPad or iPhone, hold snacks, books, mags, etc.
KIC-TAC-TOE
OFF is the ergonomic and aesthetically pleasing fire extinguisher that will put style into safety.
Portable modular 1 shoe storage units: foldable frame and 2-compartment nylon cord/ mesh basket with nylon outer layer and handles
An Iphone case with a money clip on the back or places to insert you drivers license and credit cards like a card case wallet.
Wiffle Ball Launch & Catch Game
Heat stroke sweatband
RESUBMIT 56 votes. Bluetooth light switch! Will be able to turn on and off light switches with smart phones and tablets
Back binder
Gamma Wave-Catcher
Tree; Hang your Mac Mini on your LED Cinema Display or ThunderBolt Display with Tree, a detachable snap on clip!
RESUB THE ANSWER TO PENCIL SHARPENING power drill sharpener every home has a power drill but cant find a sharpener heres the heavy duty cure
Lazy Alarm Clock
Spiral cord ear bud headphones
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
Sweat band visor hybrid for individuals playing sport who want sun/perspiration protection.
Double Sided Hooks - Hang/keep things on the hooks which are firmly fitted on top of dividing-walls or swing doors.
It's the Pee Quiet. Never hear them pee again!
Lawn Fishing
I designed a pair of zip tie cutters. The cutting end has a 90 to 180 degree edge on them. The tool would be of great value to workers.
My idea is for a travel cooler for a 2 litre bottle of soda. It would be similar to an old style metal lunch box with a hinge and a latch.
hamaca reciclada.
A big portable handle-hook to keep you to public transports with a pole, also you can use it combine with a usual hook.
Smartphone CO/Fire Detector
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A shoe organizer that is a vertical cylinder with three rotatable sections and small tunnels cut out of each section to put shoes in.
Protect your toothbrush with elegant style!
Accoustic Enhancement Dish
The toy storage and walking support for kids...
CARPETED SLIPPERS! It's Wall-To-Wall carpet wherever you step in these slippers, lined with actual carpet padding and real plush carpeting!
The Happy Hornet Hut
The Wheelchair Wonderbar(Side By Side Again)Everyone Here And The Quirky.Com Staff Should Check Out The Video.This Really Needs Be Made Now.
Neutralize Dog Droppings
Finally, a place for your soap bars. No more getting out of the shower to look for a bar of soap, it will be within reach.
no-clog toilet
Smart &amp; Sanitary Litter Scoop
Hide A Hook
Winter cast covers!
Medicine bottle which will limit double dose and/or you will not miss a dose
LED lighted faceplate. LED lighted switch.
Have you ever burned a hand trying to retrieve a HOT bowl from the microwave? Using a dish towel is unsafe, oven mitts are annoying.
An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
A Decorative Solar Powered Lantern that is also a bird feeder in one device
Paper Towel bowls
Leave the sand at the beach! Disposable wipes quickly remove sand that tries to hang around.
Bathroom device, side toilet attachment, rinse clean after toilet use. Use after women's monthly periods or just to freshen up.
The Toiletote. Its a case for traveling by car. Inside are a small mirror, toilet paper packs, soap, water spray, towel & toilet seat paper.
GET A GRIP- On fountain drinks. A 2 handled drink cup carrier. With 1 bucket type,and a fixed mug style handle. UPDATED,new versions.
Get kids & moms/dads creating things in the kitchen with VELCRO type closure aprons around the neck and/or waist for easy on/off apparel
crazy ball,which twists surprisingly. Ball that has an uneven, varying elasticity. internal batery batery charged wirelessly.
Pivot Power USB https://tinkercad.com/things/8l6xm6YZ29i-pivot-power-usb 3D Model
Electronic cooler. Portable drink cooler no ice necessary. Cooler has temp stages for drinks or food on the go. No more ice and mess.
Hide A Play
My idea is a portable, water gun designed to disperse dog feces just like rain. A toy water gun could be adapted. The pet market is huge!
Cups you can draw on.
The Stink Bug Invasion is here! The Stink Bug glove safely captures stinkbugs without chemicals &amp; is safe to use around children and pets!
A low cost folding screen/panel that attaches to the back of chair to block a messy background, glare or distractions while video chatting.
iPad SmartCover Storage idea For Headphones and USB Cable.Also has Kickstand for better viewing angle.New Prototype Made watch Video.Re-Sub
Bracket with bendable arms
Modular Shoe Rack made up of tiles. Four tiles can be put together into one shoe compartment. As many compartments as needed can be added.
EMERGING MARKET. Mirrorless cameras like Nikon 1 sell b/c they're smaller than DSLRs. They still don't fit in your pocket or bag...Until now
SHPORK (Shovel/Pitchfork)
Desk / Worktop Water Dispenser (and Pen Holder) - Don't swing from the bottle, drink from a glass and be reminded to stay hydrated!
SWOOP multi-use tool yard/pool
Pillow for your toes
Audio Articles Automatically Read Out Loud, LIke Audio Books, Regardless of Source, Be They from a Website or Electronic Magazine
"TOP DAWG" Leash Handle
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apple accessories is expensive. and coming new generation product, we have to buy new one. not think fair even apple's fan.
Plush animal with a two way wireless link which sends a digital "hug" to paired device which vibrates/flashes a "hug,â€when it is squeezed.
ballon pour bouteille de soda
The "Motivator" is an inspirational/motivational bracelet that has a personalized scrolling marque which encourages you to reach your goals!
Strained a finger while holding an umbrella&amp; bags? Now you can hold packages w/out straining your fingers,let all your fingers be usable.
SNACK RACK. Healthy snacks in your hands. Rack fits in the fridge or on countertop, and pods are reusable. Just refill the snacks and go.
NON-STICK PET DISHES (+MATS) Have to soak pet dishes to remove dried food? Yuck. Silicone layer in bowl + rim areas makes cleaning a dream.
Headphone Extend
PLASTIC PAINTERS POUCH with belt, works great when painting off ladders, stairs, similar to Carpenters pouch. carry paint and tools easily
Sani-fanni
Can Return
Fraud Free, Fingerprint Customer retention device, that will guarantee customers previlages are not misused by the company staff
Call it ipouch, kangaroo or smart pouch it takes care of your smart phone and gives you a much needed pen and paper. It's your mobile office
Adjustable Weighted Hula Hoop. Wear it when you exersize &amp; expand it when you want to use it. Contracts also. Proof of Concept w/ photo
EZ bulb extractor
If you have a baby you probably have a jumper and a stroller. Why not combine them into a single unit that can be used as either? Fun times.
A thin glove with a flexible hose and holes for suction that attaches to your vacuum. Dust your; wine rack,dog,cat,shelves,pictures, more!
Compact Windshield Shade
NO MORE WAITING 15 MINUTES TO MICROWAVE DIFFERENT ITEMS OF FOODS, NOW YOU CAN QUICKLY HEAT UP 1 TO 6 PLATES OF
FOOD , SEVERAL ITEMS AT ONCE
A sensor that would detect car movement and alert children playing in the street.
Sniffle stop
The problem with shoe organizers is a lack of balance between functionality and aesthetics. My product intends to erase this paradigm.
Doorbell-Security Camera #WINK
Dry not universal marker cell
Spotter outdoors
Expandable Gardening Support Tool. Adjustable Cage that makes Growing plants and vegetables more practical and convenient.
Luggage alarm system, Bluetooth. GPS / locator and app enabled announces you, when someone trying to brake into your luggage.
Clean-up Slippers
tsp/Tbsp/Cup freezer trays
A handbag hook that attaches to bathroom stall doors.
A discreet, unobtrusive, low profile device that lets one's partner know if they are "in the mood".
when business man take a suitcase and a laptop case together to trip. i wish to share the trolley and wheels system. and keep simple trip.
Smart air freshener is an air freshener which has a container with a sensor, and activated by an app, can bring joy and pleasure to you.
You lose your phone and attached to your keys is a button to make your phone ring and you lose your keys you can track your keys..
My Resaurant Diary
Perfect hotdog campfire cooker
Flexable Pool Vacuum Brush:It's a vacuum brush attachment made of neaprean type material that conforms to the Bottom and SIDES of your pool.
tÃ©tine gateau antiÃ©touffement
Disposable Car Mats help you to keep your car clean. They come in an array of colors and unique designs.
Toothbrush Holder + Floss. No MORE FORGETTING TO FLOSS. Please Comment!
hotel and home baths over flow because the water from tap is too much for over flow
Pen on Hand holder
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Generator w/ Solar &amp; Genius
Prolonged Sitting Aid
Portable grab bar that swivels. Can be carried from room to room and placed in small brackets mounted on the wall.
I-board
A toddler steering wheel and column with gear shift and pedals! Optional toddler ipad holder! The child can't drop their ipad!
Earbud headphones, each bud is independent, in stereo and can be disconnected from the cord base, each bud has a microphone.
Finally a "blackout blind" that really blocks all the light! Fastens along the moulding to seal out the light and stop drafts.
Quirky Totem Travel Mug for your drinks on the go like Coffee, Tea & Smoothies.
Banana ice tray
Power saving power strip.
USB PEN DRIVE are like our own digital life FOLDERS, should be CUSTOMIZABLE as POST-IT, with an immediate FREE SPACE FEEDBACK at a
glance.
Rainbow Measuring Cup Colors could appear when the liquid hits the marks.
Portable Summer Pet Shelter - Provides Shade Protection From Summer Heat. Tent Poles Have Built in Misting System. Easy to Put up and Store.
Flip - Front Edge Flip Spatula
All-in-One for Scrambled Eggsâ€¦. cracking, mixing, separating and pouring!! No More Clutter â€¦ and No more things to clean and wash!!
Fan with base that slides under chairs/sofas to blow air downwards have fan right beside you,not obstructing or in the way,PLEASE SEE IMAGE
Hat Check
Quick outdoor games for kids and adults with concrete graphics. Sticker-like graphics for sidewalk, driveway or patio games.
App-Baseball Cap
Easy net organization
App-enabled Pillow
Are you tired of messy Boil overs,The All "NEW" PanFan just clip it on the pot handle and turn it on,one speed,battery operated,rechargeable
Suddenly Sleeves
ANT BAIT PET BOWL
Keep your CAT/DOG inside your SAFE garden. Prevents cats/dogs from JUMPING over a fence. Easy to install kit. Fits ALL fences.
The idea born once I heard how much can hurt talking at the mobile having the phone stuck into my ear and close to my brain.
Best way to pour a beer?
Terry cloth bottle wrap.
PDA Disposable Pouch.Biodegradable, Flusable. Seals your PDA from bathroom germs &water damage(toilet),Forget those expensive plastic cases.
The desk or on the floor to put the CD Get moving.So not easy.Try it now for BPCR. Easy to vacuum and atmospheric pressure can move the CD.
Take a traditional adjustable cedar shoe tree and mount it to a shower curtain-style spring loaded rod to store shoes off the floor.
Resubmit Portable heating seat
PLUCK LINE EXTENSION! Lets add a Baster attachment for Pluck. Now it's not just for the birds :P
Let's make BBQ session easier and quicker than usual. Multiple your skewer and cook those kebab at the same time.
Hide-a-Hose
football box
The Sand City - Resub: 645 votes, Refined after UC - Thanks! New images added.
it will protect the bird feeder from squirrels
A sensory alarm clock that senses your body movement (between sleep cycles) and emanates a sound and/or odor that gently awakens you.
Cell Phone/Credit Card Privacy
individual adjustable picture hangers
THIS NEW IDEA IS A IMPROVMENT CHECKER BOARD GAME! IT IS A POSSIBLE NEW WAY OF KEEPING ALL CHECKER PEICES
TOGETHER WITH OUT LOSING SOME/ALL.
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SWIVEL/PIVOT POWER SURGE
I have a pet-peeve! No fur/hair on the floor with the pet-people brush vacuum. Even sucks the ticks off your dog. Its a win-win brush!
Concealed Hair Essentials Rack. Mounted in your existing towel hanger. Storage your hair blower dryer,hair brushes, hair straighteners,etc.
Waterproof Textbook Reader
doggy pee pee protector
Silicon sipping straws for metal and plastic travel water bottles.
A safety device that goes in between a window and the screen to protect your child or pet from falling out the window.
"Build Your Own" modular shoe organizer. Build your own compartments to fit the shoes YOU want to store.
A fork that is lightweight and durable. This fork will have a slanted edge on one side in order to cut food with and and indent on the shaft
Individualized night light that allows a picture of a loved one to be projected on the ceiling of a bedroom or any other darkened area.
With Fold out wrench you have a selection of wrenches or screw driver that lock into place.
Smart(er) Pivot Power Genius
Adjustable Hand Juicer
3rd Arm
Pocket Pizza Tote Bag. Lightweight bag with side pockets for soda bottles, zippered cover to protect food from the rain. NeverWet. (Resub).
Lock-em' swivel chairs
Love the Quirky 'Tap'. Now lets make a measurer and dispenser for liquid medicine bottles. A must have product in every medicine cabinet!!
Coolware
Electric stroller
protect your valuable dvds, blu rays, steel books, video games, cds, and any other form media with my hard plastic outer case that fit tight
Metronome breathing bracelet with light. Train people to breath properly for amazing health benefits!
Battery Eliminator convert your cordless tool to a corded tool
Butter Me Up!
Save money while developing children creativity and motor skill with durable, retractable, washable crayons.
A small, plain, waterproof, fireproof, portable fingerprint-access box in which to place IDs, travel docs, and other valuables.
How about making plastic straws and bottles out of a recyclable wax paper material? and plant seeds mixed in to the recyclable paper?.
A shoe rack that utilizes previously unusable space.It clips onto the shelf and hangs above clothing.It pivots up if desired.
Hula Hoop With Counter
Aqua Palette. Floating, foamy artist palette for children to play with in bathtub and swimming pool. Patent pending.
Salad in a Jar Layered Salad - Encourage healthy eating with clear non-breakable jars. Pack your lunch for a whole week - eat beautifully!
Create a Wink imp card hub, reduce smart product cost and create a true App enabled universal remote.
SMARTL - Spray My Air Restore Thy Litter - An intelligent clip on odor eliminator sprayer for your litter box. Sprays when your cat leaves.
Have a custom LED light bar in the same time as it takes to screw in a light bulb!!!
The cover up
This is an apparatus for studying the iris, but simpler and portable
App humidifier / dehumidifier
Prik-It is simply a needle/thin nail that pricks a hole in a water or juice bottle caps.
Sensor Pad for SLEEP APNEA
Have you ever cleaned the windows inside your car or truck? It can be a real pain, but with a window wand you could make it easy.
Water fountain
waterproof spray for leaky
MED-CODE
The next Big thing to hit Ipad &amp; Tablet users Paper thin LCD Ipad or tablet keyboards slides into and out of the back of Ipad or tablet case
App-Enabled Phone System that syncs your phone calls and voice messages to your cell.
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Hula--Fit
Outdoor Chair heated by Candle
ORIONIK
SWIPE LOCK VIA HAND FOOT OR iPHONE READER - Single or multi-factor access control - programmed via app.
A USB flash drive that doesn't lose it's cap and doesn't need to be worn around the neck as an odd fashion accessory. Clips to a key chain.
The Instant Garage keeps your car clean and protected with a portable, easy to use, lightweight fabric on an enclosed retractable spool.
I love my shoes and want to be able to see and access them easily. To do this I need VERTICALLY ROTATING SHELVES for my beloved shoes.
More Bounce! The classic bouncer gets Quirky.
Front Ports is a devices that goes on top of your computer, This has the ports in the front that plug into the back of a computer.
A tracking device built inside assessories (gps wallets) to help you find your item and programmable app.Product name (MEFINDIT
chilly willy
Komfy Kid
THE BELLMAN CADDIE AND LANDRY CART I HAVE DESIGNED AND ASSEMBLED MY CARTS FROM A PLASTIC SHELVING
SHELF
Where is Andy?
The SubGlove! A discreat palm glove that you slip on the subway, so you don't have to hold on to those germ-filled subway poles
changed based on your mood
I am proposing the incorporation of a mechanism inside the helmet that will alert a Quarterback when a hit is imminent.
In nature, plants love rain water. But most indoor plants donâ€™t get this basic life sustaining item. Instead, they settle for tap water...
extradrain tank 4dehumidifier
fuu
game cams
Auto Update
This is an external plug in battery holder for mobile phones which allows for a solid connection and fits in my pants pocket.
Multi-Towel Hook
Roasting Pan with Faucet
Have you ever spilled a drink in your car? Has handling a beverage obstructed your view or distracted your vision while driving?
Can/bottle jet-sprayer.
Comes with build in spots for necessary items, traveler size bottles and slippers, Travel Check Bag will make your trip easier.
Remeberance plant stakes, packed with seeds of their favorite flowers.
Micro Tie Downs... A micro version of the most useful fasteners in the world. A micro version of the strong, secure, adjustable fastener.
Pocket-size tool allowing one to tie a bracelet around their own wrist; a process that is long and frustrating for many people!
The Doublesided Underbed/Hanging Shoe Organizer with various size pockets
A folding cart frame that incorporates a laundry basket (or the like) that has a tri-wheel set up to navigate steps.
Public Cell Phone Charger
glasses bands
Paperclip Thumb tacks
birdfit
The Collapsible Champagne Glass.
Sliding Door/Window Lock Alarm. Includes Sound and Light Alarm to scare off the intruder!
The organizer has a base that is like a 4 sided spice rack. Each side has 10 slots for 5 pair. Slots adjust for shoe size. 20 pair total.
MacBook Power Adapter Shield
Picture and note dispensing unit. Need to post a few pictures or notes or even more. The Tongue dispensing unit can handle it.
Sticky Ruler
Uniman - spatial interior dividing structure made from recycled materials. Various sizes, body shapes, brands, collectible through the time.
SPRING LOADED TUBE CHAIR - Push a button and the seat cushion and base pop out. Push the release and push back inside the tube.
Pass the salt/pepper
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Reusable and washable stretchy film for assorted kitchen uses.
rota leeva
Top Cat Litter Tower
The Venus Fly Paper
block kangaroo
Swiss Army Crescent Wrench: Design Concept for iPad mini
"Baby Gates" are a necessary accessory in homes with toddlers or rascally animals. While effective, they are as unsightly as a page fence.
Disposable hair catcher for your shower drain.
Steady, steady! This playful Tree themed 3D marble game is a fun & challenging way to increase kids' sense of balance & perspective.
The idea is a wifi board for a fridge / work office so you can leave a message from your iPhone/android to family, friends and co-workers
A mens Credit Card Wallet that holds at least 10 cards easily accessable and can be totally concealed in pants pocket. NO PLASTIC INSERTS.
A solution to baby/security monitor static. We need monitors that network through a house's electric wiring.
door bell tone changer
Fire and Ice. Make your own ice lamp! Ice lamp mold, waterproof LED, and stand for ice that catches water from your remarkable lamp!
Mini computer battery backup
"Helping Hands" makes learning sign fun! Put on the gloves and have fun learning sign on your IPad
A pool activity detection device that identifies the number of bodies in the water and monitors their activity.
Phone Assistant Extender
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
moins de gaspillage
CleanHands disease control
Google Glass Strap with build-in connection cord â€“-- Protect your Google Glass from falling AND have a charging/connection cable at hand.
DAMN!! Never fails! Ready to drive in a screw, put the nut on, and down it goes! You could use this, if you had one.
A FOOTREST, for comfort on an airplane, that converts into a SHOULDER STRAP for your carry on bag - using seatbelt strapping.
A water bottle brush with an extendable handle that reaches the bottom of the bottle and compacts for easy storage in your sink/drying rack.
Persian Rug Robot Attachment
Magnetic LED Sign for Cars
Store your shoes in plain sight. Decorate your walls with a wall mount modular shoe display system.
supermarket/wholesale club cashier checkout conveyor belt drier and sanitizer.
Ice Tube Necklace. A cool 'necklace' for outdoors. Tubular design with gel-filled, flexible ice 'tubes'. Keep extras in the cooler
Storage-Bands
Eco Umbrella Clothes Dryer
Do you have sometimes insects at home? Donâ€™t like it? Me neither! The following proposal shows you the new electrical INSECT ASPIRATOR.
Never cook alone again. Meet Sue, the Sous Chef. An app, downloadable recipes, and how-to instruction has made cooking easier than ever.
Wink Driveway / Mail Alert
Greed
This is the cup that does it all. It warms or cools your drink, has a filter to clean your drink and a rubber grip for easy handling.
Car beverage cooler
Side Sling for desk. Holds laptop, notebook, iPad etc... Frees up valuable desk space!
Disposable Baby Bottle Nipples
My Easy Sheet System is a mattress "sleeve" and two flat sheets The "sleeve" has fasteners on the corners as do the two flat sheets.
A total of 5348 workers were electrocuted in 5180 incidents from 1980 through 1992. damaged extension cords or extension cords with their...
Automatic Rocking Recliner
Car Cozy
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App Enabled Barrel Bolt -Resub
Splashed in your pants in the restroom?
Pet-Nav.... A GPS located in the mircochip imbedded in your pet. If the pet is lost, stolen or strays too far, track it with a locator App.
Ear Warming Baby Beanie
21 St Century Ceiling Fan
MAGIC CARPET RUNNERS
The Cycoboot!" The waterproof, lightweight and easy Zip on/off Leguard that keeps shoes and trousers free of the chain, rain, mud, and cold
Inkless stamp pad kit for iPad kids will love. Each interactive virtual stamp transfers its image to an iPad drawing App.
A clip, lined with silicone, that attaches to a shower curtain rod keeping half the curtain rings from sliding all the way open.
Food stirrer to COOL hot food
Entryway bench with three rotating shoe storage compartments for a decorative, functional, and efficient shoe storage system.
$ redeemable $ Bags for cans and bottles
Quick install turn signals for bicycles riding at night.
A toothbrush holder for bathrooms that doubles as a portable toothbrush carry case.
Plastic paper towel holder with a clip with teeth on the back so you can connect it anywhere. Garage/Camping/Bed/(Anywhere On Anything)
Uptable stand helps you to use the laptop in the correct ergonomic position in a flat surface. High design and easy to carry, with 0.64lbs.
Shopping cart liners
Hose Tender
One Book Marker with multiple users. One Book with multiple readers at variable chapters! Resubmit.
My "BRIGHT" idea is transitional contact lenses. These lenses will transition into darker lenses in sunlight and lighter indoors,at night.
My daughter likes playing restaurant owner with me; she'll ask me what I want to eat and then make it. Idea: carrot ice cream and cookies.
No-Bee
Anti-lost &amp; drawn, now comes with versatile button/clip, allowing you to attach it at the way you want it.
Poubelle avec racloir assiette
Narcissistic Mirror
Off when out
Its a quirky solution to pen storage- and there can never be enough of those. + this one has 230 votes with half a day to roll!.
ShrinkWrap GiftWrap
LED lights in the form of flowers(silk etc.), candles and so on that plug into a base so that you can mix n match colors, sizes and shapes.
Universal wheels - Easy way to attach wheels to anything eg: cartons, shopping bags, laundry bags, dust bins, non wheeled baggages...(RESUB)
Stake Buddy
Shoe hangers. Frequently, people like to organize shoes. Current offerings are not ideal. Ex. floor dwelling racks or plastic pocket arrays.
you could use it after your shower or in the shower. the shaft and scapper would be made out of unbreakable and rust proof
A new approach to fitness and fun, a ring with a rolling ball that will make you keep the ball rolling! VIDEO!
CHESS SET--Using Quirky styling and materials, lets make a fun chess/checkers? set for EVERYONE! I can also write a pamphlet on how to play!
I phone wrist srtap
Portable wireless switch
PPP LED Holiday Lighting
Hi' my idea is a battery powerd hand held rotor brush used to clean the ear, not for use in ear canal but folds of the ears no more black hd
Reusable Sticky notes
A small radio/mp3 player with clock, wall mounted, that is motion activited to create ambience while doing whatever you do in the bathroom.
Car Sensor for parking
Have you ever needed to water your plants or flowers at night?Solar powered waterproof light that clamps onto your hose for illumination.
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cake/pie cutter/spatula. Aids in cutting average size pieces of cake and/or pie, the base, along with the sides aid in serving the desert.
Virgin Party Cups
car cord/licence plate mount
tÃ©moin temp. pour boÃ®tes frigo
iPhone cover
Anti Tip for Flat Panel TV
urban windmill
The concept is a a stand-protective skin that could be applicable to all handheld electronic devices.
APP enabled Serving tray with scrolling messages for any Occasion. (collab with CKLeming)
Outlet Reacherâ„¢
An app enabled drain rooter. Optional camera/light/IR would also provide visual image of condition of pipes and clog.
This is a small flexible floor mat embedded with LED's to help light up small confined work spaces, like under a sink or under a car.
It is a cross between pool, golf, a maze and hockey.
The ultimate two-piece shoe organizer. Stack them horizontally or vertically depending on your space availability. Perfect for all footwear.
A silicone iphone cover that has two prongs on the back where you can put your forefinger and middle finger into preventing it from dropping
IN-fuze
Push nailer for small nails.
Sand Slide this device makes it easier to move through the sand with your beach items.Like big coolers. Similar to a flat plastic snow sled.
4-in-1 Flash Memory Stick
cookie connon
SensiLock
Spare battery pouch for carrying spare battery for digital camera.
I call it digital imaging car window tint. Wouldn't it b nice to change your car window tint transparency or tint color at any time u want
Sani- ear buds
Night glow toilet seat dual-clip: Never again make your hands dirty when you need to lift one or both the toilet seat covers even at night
A bag that you can take on a plane , specifically designed to fit under the seat. Precise in measurements and design .
DUAL FUNCTION - TOTAL BODY EXERCISE UNIT (Together with http://www.quirky.com/ideations/565470 Makes a Great Quirky Fitness Line)
a recycle-bin that wood print out codes that every time person drops bottle in it that can be used on-line for free music or items :-)
COM-MUTE
Photosensitive auto glass that has UV protection built in and will darken or lighten to adjust to environmental conditions.
Busy Pants. For kids who are just in the sitting up phase or in a car seat. Pants with built-in toys and activities that cannot be dropped.
Turn any plate into a platter! Universal attachable device adds functionality to your dishes! (94756)
Hot Mochi (Heating Bag)
#QCYCLE. Safe Bicycle barbecue unit to attach to your handle bars or seat post or rear carrier.portable Tailgate BBQ
Garage CO safety detector
Rudy Bear circumsision care. A Sterile and hands free way to put Vasealine on a infant boys penis after circumsision
Optical kill switch for motorized vehicles senses the presence of the rider and kills the motor if the rider is ejected. This stops runaways
Stay Safe Shield
APP Enabled Bath on Demand
EarBud Necklace. for iphone and ipod
These Saddlebags Are Made For Scooters. The Difference Is, They Can Be Detached Easily And Used As A Regular Bag. Stylish, Secure, Sensible.
Introducing, "Grips"...the versatile, comfortable, performance improving addition to any tool with a shaft or pole..rakes, brooms, hammers..
"Made It" is an App that allows your phone to send text messages based on location to your loved ones.
Tamper Resistant ReceptacleTRR
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Tray Trolley. Lift/pull your boxes without destroying the content! This idea makes sure that the bottom of the box will not succumb!
Flashy Case
Magnetic Keychain
c. card guardian. gps, kevlar
An App+Devices that would monitor furnace, refrigerator, air conditioner and alert the owner in case of breakdown or in need of maintenance.
table size fly net that looks like those individual smaller nets. this will allow the entire table to be used with any size trays. for BBQs
Smart lightbulb
SHOE ZOO - shoe organizer with animals for children.
Empty bottles go straight to the trash, So My invention uses these things to accomplish 1 goal, To float with out using lung air!
The Trash shover
The Best Splitter
Doorbell That Calls Homeownerâ€™s Cell Phone *via Prepaid Cellphone* When someone rings the doorbell it calls you up using speed dial.
It's TRABLE! Create relaxing and ergonomic work and play space in the comfort of your favorite chairs. Perfect for all ages. Easy to store.
Video2Videogame Graphics
Sandals on a string
Aroma Shoe
Portable Power
Tired of losing your keys? Well now there is the Clap Key Control (CKC). Just place it over your keys and clap and then your keys will alarm
Do you ever wondered how your cat/dog sees the world? what he does when alone? A SPECIAL "KIT COLLAR" FOR PROCAMERA or iPHONE5 see the
video
DIY shower matt steamer.
Food grade oil absorbent toweling,for the removal of excess oils and rendered fat from soups, gravy bases and boiled meat.
Find my lugggage
DIY Customize your own shoelaces. Printer allows you to create one of a kind shoelaces.Resub
Everyday Selfie Camera
Introducing Twilights - A Full Line Of NIGHT LIGHTS With Brightness Adjustability, Rechargeable Battery Back Up, Light Sensor, On/Off Switch
Charging Cable
A dual window shade that provides room-darkening for the night and natural sunlight through for the day.
its colorful and twirly
360 degree shoe rack.
A lightweight, and adjustable messenger bag/backpack suspension system.
Sick of telling people to put the seat back down? What if it could be lifted by just stepping on a lever?
Cell phone 3.5mm jack antenna. Play your cell phone FM radio anytime anywhere !
Hang-on Birdhouse Platform
Free weight adapters that convert 2" diameter weights into 1" Diameter weight holes. No need to waste money. One size is all you need. Resub
3-N-1 Hi Tech carrier Undetectable Unisex Holster handbag converts into Urban, Luxury, or Sporty bag. iPod+iPad+iphone
The Y-Fi Charger
SNIPER BASKETBALL GLOVES! Handle and Shoot the ball better. SPORTS ACCESSORIES HUGE MARKET!
Bean Bag Window Mount for camera w/telephoto lens. A simple, light, easy-to-pack bean bag window mount for use with my telephoto lens.
Lounge Awning
Weighted, illuminated eyeglasses stand--Reach them quickly in an emergency or urgent situation without knocking them off the nightstand.
Velcremote
SLEEVE for iPhone
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Keep the CHANGE! A sleek wallet made for coins. Loves cash + cards all the same.
Maggers the magnet ended cable
Child Proof Travel
Create a breathalyzer device that will plug into any cell phone and tell you if you are over the legal limit to drive, Create apps on phones
To color the "thumb" of protective gloves used by nurses and doctors at hospitals differently than the rest of the glove.
An anti-fatigue mat combined with a reflexology mat to make the ultimate bathroom mat. Eliminate back pain & lack of energy with this mat.
Sticker tags for gift bags that you have at home and would like to reuse. Place tag on bag and remove the original tag that is already used.
Bill/Mail Organizer
WIPE IT DRY! Need to dry your derriere after you wipe. Now you can Wipe &amp; dry in one stroke. Half wipe / Half toilet paper.
Custome Nightlight
Prisons mandate that inmates have heavy combination locks to secure property. They are used as weapons. My lock is a safe alternative.
Hamburger Silicone Shape Tray. Get some help in the kitchen making &amp; shaping burgers. Comes w/ six burger molders that are non-stick. Resub.
Luggage Locater
Iphone 5 case with built in reading glasses.
Air Vent Lever Attachment (App-Enabled). Stop using chairs &amp; brooms to close/open air vents around the house. Simple. Easy. Comfort.
Reclaim speaker functionality
entertainment center
Mug holder adapter
Under bed pop up shoe display, for easy visuals and storage of shoe collection.
Ergonomic trolley.
3 Cup Measuring Pitcher with Insertable Measuring Spoons is a space saving/storage solution and a unique working toolset for the busy cook
Using your phone touch screen as a mouse/pointing device.
iPad View
A magnet would be used to hold the shoe to a metal stand...
A back pack which also converts to a table. It will be drawstring close, with a plastic square as the base, telescope legs, and waterproof.
quick release coax-cable
An alarm clock that automatically turns on the shower or bath when the alarm is turned off.
This is a Pen or a pencil for persons that do not have part of their fingers.
Starship sound generator
Wonders of the World Cams
The Flying tray. An extra tray/drawer/tube to keep stored your food in an unexpected space, just hang it into fridge grid!
Food bin or buss bin covers made of clear soft palstic for restaurants or commercial kitchens. 21" x 15" diameter
minnow trap
Digital Lava Lamp
A selection of menâ€™s and womenâ€™s wallets with â€œactiveâ€ credit-card pockets that prevent users losing their cards.
The Safe Sip
Ultimate Windshield
Dogmlk! Cat Walk Shelving Kit. Normally you have to build design it from scratch. Lets make some nice looking custom options for customers.
Carpet color changer
Dorm Media Pole
clip on or snap on wheels for regular crate totes and connectors to hook the crates together also comes with a handle to pull it around
Powerless? This wallet charges your phone. Don't leave home without it!
USB pour tous
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A motorized stroller. As a busy mom, I assure you that there are multiple days a week where I would use the heck out of this sort of device
Fitness wearable that measures weight lifted through pressure pads built into the glove, updates progress and links to social media.
Chisel Solution Kit
I-Swivel Case based on a antique picture frame
Cocktail tamper sensor stick
Snack containers (and/or dinnerware) with measurement lines
AM PM Fridge Light
A cutting-board that can be flipped over or turned upside-down so it can be used as a serving-tray or platter instead
The BEER BALL!
The fire resistant blanket would be placed over a house when a wild fire was near and the house was in danger of flying embers.
Stackable shoe cubes with easy remove DEBRIS COLLECTION TRAYS.
A backpack that puts the access points on the side facing the users back, making access during use impossible.
Access all your favorite bathroom &amp; makeup supplies using this makeup board. I included my mom's prototype that she uses.
A programmable LED message doormat
Handy sock/underwear washer
Iphone enabled stylus to shake hands while on the phone with each other. Shake it up and down and it vibrates on the other end.
Zapit â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Charge your batteries by rolling them in between your hands. As easy as rubbing your hands together.
Adjustable Kitchen Whisk
A Stylish, Portable Shoe Care Tool. Need a quick shine, buff, or help slipping into your new kicks without damaging the heel?
A traveling shirt case is solution for those travelers who want to keep shirts nicely folded and arranged in a suitcase or backpack.
Travelling Planter
Earbuds stow and carry
Wouldn't you like to have an ice/heat pack that pulls on like a sock. It will not slip off like a bag of ice. YOUR JOINTS WILL BE HAPPY!!
GEMINI: Phone &amp; Charger Finder
The Easy Booster Step (EBS) is a lightweight step to assist people with ambulatory difficulties.
Have you ever missed place a bungiee cords. If so I have the product for you It is call the Bungiee Box to hold all the bungiee's you need
Easy smooth feet
The Perfect Pair
Re-useable, freezable, squeezy food pouch. Easy way to feed kids on the go without the "throw away" factor.
My idea is "The Seat Cover"! You can use this seat covers when you go on plane, bus and trains. also to movie or any theaters.
Wheeled Moving Strap. A nylon strap with wheels. Strap it to anything and simply wheel it away. Wheels are movable/locked along the strap.
Household refrigerator that has a built-in blender. The said blender will provide ultimate convenience and more counter space!
KEEPING TOILET SMELLS UNDER CONTROL IS A TASK THAT EVERY HOME OWNER FACES. no batteries/ timers/out of sight-flush and
fragrence enters room
Magnetic Belt Clip with Magnetic Tape Measure Clip. Perfect for easy release of tape measure and clip goes on any belt.
GSEM Genital Self Exam Mirror
Still display your beloved fridge magnets with a framed section of "vintage" fridge door on your stainless steel fridge or on the wall.
Shoe Carousel
A simple device to detect if someone has been going through your drawers by using a timer to 'prime' it and various sensors to detect motion
Laser Pointer that can draw lines and circles of different size and operate as a mouse when swept over palm.
Shake and Baste
Quiet-Roll
Aspirations and Explanations
Never use paper towels again after using the restroom. Think of using a door knob that dispenses safe disinfecting solution.
My idea is a warm toilet seat,either electric,sensor or battery powered for those cold days and nights you'll need to use the toilet.
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Mom's safe cake cutter
Diet Doll
Sit Up Bar Weight/Weights - A new way of doing sit ups and lifting
Tickets sauvegarde
Make shoes more comfortable with custom insoles. Relieve foot pain, allow you to be on your feet longer. Possible use for 3D Printing.
ORGANISE STYLE CONCEAL PERSONALISE PRACTICAL MODULAR
Sock Keeper for the family. You need to have and keep your socks together and separate at the same time for each member of your family.
COMPAQ PADDED TRAVEL CASE FOR YOUR ELECTRONIC GADGETS, I-PAD, I-PHONE, pandigital, electronic readers and accessories.
Color coding your plugs with a small wafer of plastic you slip on the appliance plug to eliminate looking.
You walk into a restroom to the smell of lavender, unable to locate the source of the odor you are later told that it's the floor molding...
The world first light reaction hand punching pad with reaction lights that indicates punches with or without voice. Lights indicate punch!
A Lightning cable with a small flash LED so you can see when you plug in your iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad at night.
Skinny Cat Sifter
dajkfl
Talk To Your TV
Embarrassed by underarm perspiration stains? Peel &amp; Trust Deodorant Pads, absorbing wetness under arms protecting clothes from perspiration
FlexiFlash; FlexiLight
A Dry Erase Whiteboard with a built in sliding eraser.
Headphone light
Dual parking
These great mini shelves can stick anywhere in your home: Inside your kitchen cabinets, inside the fridge, where ever you can use storage!
Phone Case + Computer Mouse (Bluetooth). Use your phone case as a computer mouse w/ stylus for notes/drawing. No Batteries/No WiFi. (3-in-1)
solar powered crockpot
The Better Bumper Guard!
WriterÂ´s Pad
return air which returns the heat you've already made back to were you need it most .
Card Holder for Gift Bag
Over the door Dry Erase and Cork Tack Board in one, with organizer tray on the bottom. Hangs easily over any door, Students, office, kids
"The Lullaby" allows you to get your beauty sleep while traveling. Shut out light and bothersome noise. Protect your earbuds and iPod.
HomeBase
The 'HOT DOG' alert
Don't use matches or torches to start your fire, try shooting a few small â€œfire BB's.â€ Just as practical, but a whole lot more fun!
An instant wine chiller. People tend to store wine at room temperature but many varieties need to be chilled to be best enjoyed.
Resubmit: LAPTOP FOLDING BRIEFCASE. Like Detachable Picnic Basket but for LAPTOP.
A solar charged, LED lighted fiber border "Welcome Mat" that changes colors. A warm welcome for your visitors
Pest-Free Pet Food Dish
Reptile Building Blocks
FAST MOVING ELEVATORS
battery less hearing aid
CD/DVD Library
Home Defense The RP Clacker The psychological defense of a Shot Gun â€“ with the RP Clacker Best defense, is not offence, it is defense
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE lock. Uses a simple on/off switch to unlock when not used 4 security.Stainless steel rope ties pull to different lengths.
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An affordable stylus â€œcapâ€ designed to transform almost any pen into a functional stylus for capacitive touch screens.
wind-powered car
*Flip-Top Coffee Table* Table on one side Ottoman on the other! Easily switch with the touch of a button! Hidden Drawers!! Good Luck to You!
Waterproof idea board. I usually come up with ideas or to-do's while showering. Where do you jot it down?
Keep it together! 4 USB flash drives in 1 tiny, sleek, and modular square. Keep it all in one place, keep your data separate.
CAR TISSUE BOX: Just Add Tissues! [MOCK VIDEO COMMERCIAL 00:57]
DISPOSABLE CAR SEAT PROTECTOR- Infant carriers/car seats are cloth. They get soaked with urine. Line them. Problem solved.
Harvest Green House Gas. Methane from the ocean and the ocean cracks, caused by earthquakes tons leaking off San Diego California coast.
a self sorting recycle bin that breaks down the trash so it is easier to put in more and not have to put some in the trash.
An under-bed turn-table to maximize space and organization!
Bathroom Towel Ladder - goes over the curtain rod or hangs on shower door
my idea is to create/innovate the feet-massager. My idea is to create a feet massager, dividing left and right foot to be easier to use.
A refrigerator that can be mounted where an upper cabinet is located in your kitchen.
Bumper Sticker Mayhem
travel underwear
Aivvy Inside
A pop open Roof top cargo carrier that combines the characteristics of a soft top and a hard top carrier.
Plastic filament extruder
Smartwindows
Automatic Waste system
WINK Digital Jump Rope
(VIDEO AND PICTURES) Chameleon Tape will change color when exposed to air making it simple to find the end. And so much more...
iLock
Electric Garlic Peeler : Peel garlic in seconds. No more garlicky hands, eat more garlic, its good for you!!
buck shot jeans
Localgistics
Magazine Rack Shoe Storage PLUS MORE - wet shoes drip into boot tray AND you put away everything else you're carrying in one spot
Art &amp; Sole
Perfect for the family with pets on the go. Keep your pets happy, fed and healthy with PetPail. Go on those long trips, overnights and more!
Put some personality in your GPS and increase screen visibilty by eliminating sun glare! Put a hat on it !
Swim shorts have a back pocket - but no one makes a waterproof wallet for it. Gore-Tex type material and ziplock closures could keep $ dry.
STORAGE STEPLADDERI have an idea for an innovative integrated device (Spinach Squeeze) that can be used to both cook and strain frozen spinach with ease.
An app that helps people re-train their postural habits by disabling the phone when the wrong angle is used.
"Multi-functional Touch Wheel Remote Controller". Less buttons, more functions. Intuitive &amp; convenient way to control home appliances.
How to catch a thief. Catch bank robbers, service store robbers and robbers in general for mom and pop stores.
Lunch Lock: can you imagine a locking system that would work for every lunch box, tupperware containers, and even a paper bag? I can :).
Silent Treadmill
BBQ Baked Potato Basket, Eliminates Tin Foil Use, Bake multiple potatoes and have them ready at one time, Basket creates high heat steam
12 volt ratchet screw driver
Side Cordies
My idea's basically a giant, reusable rubber band that fits around the rim of your trash can keeping the disposable liner from slipping down
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Senior Moments
Variable Zoom Phone Case
MyBlock
Wookah.
Interchangeable Pendants/Lockets for Bracelets, Broaches, Necklaces, Anything
VidPod - iPad video support
Medication Vault
Handy pot that can heat/cook in the stove small portions of two refrigerated/frozen meals.
"Got Ya Covered" Utensil Hub
Temparature Indicating Stirers! Changes its color to bright red when a beverage is too hot to drink, and to a brown when safe to drink!
A small gadget neatly furls your cables (headphones, ipad, USB). Once wrapped the cable is extended by pulling. Second pull furls it back.
Adjustable shoe organizer with removal shoe pockets that adjustable for decreasing or increashing length of the pocket for size of shoe.
Turn Water into Wine.... wait no... Turn Wine into Vinegar!
Q/GE, Safety is #1. App enabled, tamper proof gun/riffle safe. Monitors when safe is opened/tampered with, Sends alert to your smart phone!!
Cap with Built in Ear Buds
Hand Bib is a small hand towel that velcros/snaps to the childs wrist while they are eating ice cream and other messy food.Simple solution.
The Cream, Sugar Trash-Tray Caddy - restaurant table storage of trash from empty cream tubs, paper from sugar pkgs, straws and Gum!
Color recognizable &amp; labeled self-adheasive tabs for remote controls.
Bottle of wine here, cork screw over there, and where is that decanter? Counter-top Wine Bar - All your wine stuff in one spot.
Turn anything into a flashlight
Bike base
New fashion: iphone protective band + old clock chain
Children's Toothbrush Reminder
Toilet Toys
Solar street/ highway
Scented Outlet Covers: Tired of Scented Plug-ins that Prevent Use of Outlets for Items Like the Vacuum? Use a Cover that Leaves Outlet Free
Digital Growth Chart for kids. Records and stores your child's measurement and weight and photo.
365 days of Romance
Drivers Side Sun Visor
Electric Fuse Puller
Can cooler no-spill lid. A soda &amp; beer can cooler sleeve with a rubber top and a plug the shape of the standard opening in a beverage can.
Polarized Carry Case: Case for your valuables that is made from the same plastic as polarized sunglasses. Now you see them - Now you can't!
Free standing, size adjustable, shoe organizer that outside has luxury fabric. for everyday shoes and the others.
! Hands Free, No Tangles + Full Control Belt Dog Leash that wraps around your waist +Safety Features + 360 degree motion control+ Flashlight
Better Marinade Container - Fully marinate Food and change the size of the container (multiple photos)
A two sided approach to removing stain; 576 Votes in 2(90% v/v) The ultimate stain removing machine - Can handle 17 different kinds of stain
New concept in round plate, incorporated into rectangular tray . plus 2 nice additional pockets for salads, side orders or deserts.
A vinyl sheet with magnets to cover windshield during snow storms. Also a flag colored orange to help you find your car
Infrared/Microwave Dryer
Cell Phone Light Sensor
touchables
Ever had a car pass so close to you while you were cycling that you could feel their side mirror brush your elbow? I invented a solution.
A set of smart clip-on for keeping the blanket in the cover at all times.
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Car-Top Coozie
I invented a battery operated back washer because it gave me independence,I can add soap or madication mounts to wall of shower.
A way to extend viewing monitor to Macbook, so that the user can be more productive.
My invention will change people's mind the next time they use an extended ladder to clean gutters, windows and hang Christmas lights.
Keep Tabs (BoomerangTM)
A floating shelf with outlets. For Decor/Storage/Covering an outlet - also increases the number of outlets.
Natural Elements Jewelry Kit
Babies, seniors, dermatology patients, sick of baby smell? Try scented diaper rash creams! Lavendar, fresh, hyacinth, spice scent!
Cooler Insert
Bear Scare - Pocket size, powerful protection against bear attacks. Perfect for: Hikers, Campers, Hunters and Boy Scouts alike.
Google GLASS FRAME CORDS with USB charging cable integrated. RESUBMIT
Introducing the robotic NailPainter,get Salon styled nails in a fraction of the time and price!
Text less drive more
Smart Shower Thermostat
Car Office Organizer
ECO L'EAU
My Baby Safe Smart Seat
automatic baby bottle washer compact eletr appliance sit on counter connect 2 sink 4 water to run in; hose connect 2 drain water out
A MODERN TWIST on ANTI-SPLASH for the stand up urinal, solving the unsanitary problems of an everyday occurrence.
smartphone controlled robotic pool skimmer/cleaner! turn a chore into fun!!
Yes, Smoking SUCKS, but... at least you can have a cool Ashtray!
Invisi-Clip
A sippy cup with a built in snack cup. Instead of your child having to carry both, they could have an all in one design.
a table equipped with elements that enable the automatic removal of waste that could be found on it,without the intervention of the waiter
Only one move for fixation wrench on nut or bolt! Only one change in wrench construction.
A Heat-able Basketball!
Color Changing Paint
Clip-on extension cord or outlet. Clip an electrical outlet wherever you need it.
An apt for your phone so you can order from the beer to bring it to your stadium seat and its paid with a credit card
This is a bracelet with a pocket for natural mosquito repellent.
Any pistol owner knows that if he/she needs accuracy, they don't reach for the pistol.....they grab the rifle. It's time to change that!
GLASSWEAR. Classy AND practical. MODULAR glassware designed to WEAR custom fit removable coasters. Snap on. Snap off. No more coaster fuss!
A lot of times we need to be encouraged into finding another way of doing things or that there is another way of doing things. Visual helps.
Waterproof slipper socks
Airlines loose 3000 bags an hour, which comes to 25 million bags a year. My idea would simply be adding a tracking device to luggages.
"G.E. Medical Segway" A rideable mobile medical record device! G.E. Patent Motors Vehicles #6873884 From one patient to the next with ease!
A Good-looking "Butterfly Iphone case provides phone stand + hanging on a bag + a storage for earphone //
"Shoe Stage with Toe Gripper" Simply remove shoes or boots, stick under toe gripper. EASY, neat, and shoes won't tip over. Protects floor.
Laundry Folding Space
An app that helps people re-train their postural habits by disabling the phone when the wrong angle is used.
AR is the future of gaming but currently the phone or tablet has to be held up all the time. That is history with the AR Gaming Stand.
solube sac
This device is used for squeezing teabags
Alarm Mate
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The ultimate Guitar Stand! Includes everything a guitar player ever wanted and always got annoyed with, but it is still easy foldable!
A twist on an ordinary doormat, can be the simple answer for discrete home security! ~APP ENABLED (Re-Sub)
Movie theater caddy
Portable swing!
The Poo Place
Bicycle, Wireless Hands Free Call Answer Devise, app enabled / Mounts to Handlebar, Bike and Talk hands free.
The Perfect Pizza Pan. A pan with crevices indented into it to provide you a guide to cut your slices evenly.
Get several classic and sexy bra styles with the purchase of one band! Expecting mothers, never buy an ugly nursing bra again!
Integrated universal telescopic umbrella sheath that extends from handle to cover wet umbrella, thus keeping any car, house, and office dry.
A marking system for your wine bottles, telling you what kind of food it suits best.
THE STEP VAC
Accordi Phone Case
An ultrasonic transducer for automatic descaling and cleaning toilets.
Resub: Ski Boot Heated liner
Attachable singing extension for toothbrush handle for kids, app enabled that sings songs / talks or say other things that kids like.
A bar that connects to a baby stroller so mom/dad can walk/jog beside their child so they can communicate with them.Separation anxiety gone
SteadyMouse lends a steady hand when operating a computer mouse. Graphic designer? Parkinson's patient? SteadyMouse rescues both of them.
An application that reminds you when to take your medication.
APPLY OIL ONLY TO THE SCALP(&amp; its hair follicles) WHY SUFFER OILY SMELLY hair, face, hands, nails, collars, towels, pillows, homes
&amp; LIVES?
Read my iPad
Perfume for your trash can.
BITRANS
Remote -shut smoke alarms off
Adjustable Stool
Jerry Can With attached wheels and sliding handle,(like a suitcase) built in or even removable to swap between existing older jerry cans.
TrixySalad
Aerosol Can Shaker
MyChild Bracelet
Meet Lazy Susan's cous LAZY CHOPLIN, A rotating chopping board with 'on board' space management, usability and multitasking features. ReSub.
Traveling Suit Jacket Valet: Itâ€™s the one and only traveling suit hanger for planes, trains and automobiles!
The Credit card sized USB cable for your phone or music player, keep it on your wallet...
People still love to read real books! As our population ages, comes a greater need for "hands-free" reading. My idea is "The Book Buddy".
The Smart Thermometer
"Sex Light" A portable dim lighting device combined with pre-recorded soothing sounds, radio, and or mp3 player.
Complete Water Station providing fresh water for Humans & Pets to use at the same time.
Continuous and live blood sugar monitoring for Diabetics. Device attached to the body sends a bluetooth signal to your smartphone w/an alarm
Wifi/usb 3D sugar printer/Cookie cutter, Cut out cookie designs you make yourself or download new ones. Comes with app for you phones.
Water Laser Light
The speaker Pillow
Cooling hard hat
Push a button Holiday Windows
Cabinet doors that automatically close on themselves. We always hate when we hit our heads on cabinets (and a lot of other things)
BLACKOUT
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Crankease
329 votes 90% v/v)HINGE.iPad STAND/cover-Unique, functional way to protect,view and store with your iPad.(Pics by Peter Frazier
A plastic "channel" that hangs from gutters opening from the bottom rolls &amp; unrolls holiday lights up &amp; hides them, electronically w/remote.
An extraordinary bouncy ball with different ethnics and genders features. A perfect ball to stimulate learning and exercising for kids.
Pre-printed stethoscope tubing that could be changed out depending on your preference. Possibilities are endless
SOHO Smartphone Docking Station with Full Telephony Functionality and Full-Duplex Speakerphone. To replace a traditional desktop telephone.
Introducing the â€œGarden Fertilizer Funnelâ€ It gets the fertilizer where your plants need itâ€¦at the roots! (*See concept renderings)
E.D.P.=Emergency Deodorant Pads which can be stored in a car without melting or applied quickly from the pull of your pocket or wallet
Customizeable Readers
Helps keep Saran Wrap from folding and bunching as you're pulling it out. Takes up little space and can store with the roll in its box.
I want to make a charging shelf.It will help to keep all chargeable devices in one place.
iPad backback -a slim,functional, and simple backback which holds the bare essentials for those on the go: ipad, wallet, phone & keys
Petattachables
The Hot Dog Roller
Key locator. An app that would allow you to activate a device attached to your keyring that looks like a charm.
Cloud Flash Drive
Stacking and side by side units to store food in fridge. Mix and Match. No more bowls w/tin foil, random containers. Simple (PDHINVENTIONS)
Baby-Proofing? Useful alternative to those darn PLUGS - I need a butter knife to get those PLUGs out! (Better than the 1 comparison)
QUIRKY PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
My idea is to use uv-light to sanatize keyboards. This would be a shelf or cover that contains uv tubes to cover the keyboard between users
Ergonomic form contouring sponges. Feel great in the hand and get into all those tricky crevices. Scrub easily and with less strain
Magnetic Square Pen, where would you stow? (resubmit deleted by mistake)
A collapsible table trestle which can be used for a coffee table as well as for a desk and it has an industrial chic. scissors lamps style
Extendable Hammer Shaft Handle
Self Cleaning Rake
Rolls &amp; Ziploc Bags Dispenser
Cover Protector against the bright sun-light on the screen of cell phones, and the privacy viewing of images.
BEVERAGE HOODIE
facuum (fan/vacuum)
Budlock
Scrub to the back, wall mounted by suction cups. You may have a concave surface. Silicone material with ripples to improve friction.
Klee-nup
Hands free iphone shoulder rest pillow. An iphone shoulder rest also a pillow.
adjustable toddle snack cup
This must be shampoo, that surface feels "bubbly" Hey, and this has got to be conditioner. Feel how smooth it is?
In-Line Snowblades used with snowboard bindings and boots on hardpacked groomed snow trails.
I want to create a portable snow melter.It will be a device either carried or wheeled designed to blow heat thus melting snow.
OffRoad stroller, with light treads that can climb stairs, rides on sand and snow easily than ordianry strollers.
StaticCling SodaStream Labeler
E.L.O...features a controlled BEAM of LITE into the EYE'S internal aspects too see / magnify the most sensitivities interior of EYE'S.
An iphone neck holder with an emergency lythium battery pack connection that re-charges your phone as it hangs around your neck.
UV Light Pen Holder
Adjustable Bag Clip: A bag clip that is easier to use and works better than all those little bag clips!
A garbage-can and dust pan all in one, made for the person who wants an easier way to clean up during or at the end of any messy project.
Touchscreen warming gloves
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A 'no lift' snow shovel that utilizes the same 'double curve' blade as some snow plows, so the snow moves to the sides, not just piling up.
Hydratation bracelet A bracelet your baby old people or you wear and is app enabled sending alerts to your phone when deshydratation rises.
Bag ideas feet
Elegant and simple iDevice cord management.
The Musical Temp Gaug Baby bt
The womanâ€™s invisible purse non slip shoulder strap
Have Fun and Control your dog at the same time!
Have you ever needed a way to hold a paint pail or wash bucket while on a ladder? This accessory creates a safe way to hold anything
A snow shovel with a heated edge and a salt dispenser.
Home Sake Maker Machine
POLLUTION ABSORBER
Tee-Ball Foot Placement Guide
Quadare
Broken? Reach for a Podweld.
Hand washing timer integrated into a foaming soap pump ensures hands get washed for 20 seconds to kill the germs before rinsing.
Slit Sheets
Hover Car
My idea is for a product I have named "Digits". These are stockings or sox that have a number sewn on the bottom of the foot area.
Collapsible PADDED TRAVEL FOOT REST to ease back pain.
Adjustable Hex Key Bit
Feeding / medication scheduler
What if I told you that I designed a top mount toilet seat handle that could lift one or both lids with no extra parts to clean? SEE VIDEO.
vibrating insert for baby seats, to help little ones stay asleep when the car stops moving
Magnetic Piranha Clothespin. Multi-purpose from clothes, and pretzel bags to reminder notes. A fun clothespin with function &amp; personality.
ICE COLD Drinks ALL SUMMER LONG. With the reusable drink chiller this is no longer a problem. Freeze it, place in drink, Ice cold drinks.
Solar powered Crickets!
Smart WiFi Wall Sockets:With built in camera,App + IMP facial recognition.When it sees a baby it will automatically shuts off the power.
i have a very cool trademark and graffic design , which any body could relate to. this would be the next big thing."OH MAN !", face design.
How do you like your toast? A toaster that toasts by color. Set the dial to the color you want and get a perfect piece of toast every time!
USB heart rate Monitor
Head lantern with two functions: 1. preventing bugs by air curtain 2. automatically adjustable visor when strong light is detected
Show"ear" Caps - The miniature shower cap, just for your ears for keeping out unwanted debris. It's the "Mini Me" of shower caps.
A time saver for us grillers.
Cat Box: Cat litter lasts 6 months- Difficult time sensing cat odor for 6 months- Not expensive- Save time, save money, 6 months no odor
Sink Dirt Saver (Video)
temporary security lock
PLASTIC HOOKS- The new design. If you found the same hooks on the market, please let me know- nobody until now!!!
MUDIMALS - thermosensitive changing colors rubber bath toys with "mud". Kids love to clean the animals and toys with water and bubbles.
ZOOM Glasses-Hands free binocs
Car radio DVR ie digital audio
two medium sized crates that are combined to each other, Which come in all colors where your shoes can be placed in once you open the door
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A heated mouse and keyboard. When I work on the computer in the winter my hands get really cold. A heated mouse and keyboard would help.
Driveway Safety Mat
RAMBOOTS....camping boots, with compartments to hide everything u need to survive.
App controlled rear back up camera
Cord Shortener
A sheet set that stays on the bed and eliminates the tug of war and fight for the covers partners and spouses experience each night.
Coffee / tea mug with heatsink design. First mug ever that can keep your drink hot with any heating pad( plug-in or even the cheap USB ones)
Go Potty Training Bikeâ„¢
Cheese to be sliced? Save time with your 'MULTISLICER' knife-cut 2/4 slices in one go. Removable blades and adjustable to vary slice widths
Deck-Clips with Canopy Ball Bungee connect into the spaces between patio deck boards. Secure items to deck for storm &amp; theft protection.
ZipDri! Make reusing your Zip-lock bags easy!
SLIDERS-spoons that don't leave a drop! Just slide the slider scoop to get ALL the product out easy! Great for meds, babies, measuring, etc
Swiftâ€“ Steel wool with handle
Whey Cubes
The all-in-one pill organizer, alarm, and water bottle - the perfect solution to forgetting your daily dose and struggling to chug it down!
The Lazy Shoesan :).....follows the same concept as the Lazy Susan cabinet
The CosiVest - Dental Comfort
Healthy Pockets
Tired of all those coasters everywhere and sticking to the bottom of your drinks our solution is Quirky's Hide Away Coaster stationary trax
The device transforms your old cellphone in a interface for activating remote control gates etc. It is plugged in the audio out and is safe.
Two in one laundry hamper and basket. Reduce clutter.
Home spa
Smart Kart
WenD Approved. Line extension to letter blocks. Number blocks that connect to each other and read out loud the answer.
Save money, time and that feeling of helplessness from hail damage to your vehicle with this inflatable car cover. Upgrade to remote control
Automatic aroma sprayer for the toilet
Late and rushing to your next class? It clips onto your book + holds onto your loose items so you don't have to.
Date stapler!
HOLDER AND PENCIL SHARPENER IN ONE - Pencil holder can be pushed forward to assist with sharpening by pushing button.
unlimited power for electric c
A simple, battery free, yet very effective device for indicating if mail has been delivered and if anyone in the family has retrieved it yet
Rotate Plug Adapter
Slice Right
Easy Cupcakes! Open Box, Pull out Tin with Mix in each cake holder, Peel off film and cook. Possibly License with Betty Crocker
The Lazier Susan: One-Way
Ever wonder what's in that container in the refrigerator and how long its been there? My idea is simple label maker that prints the date and
A shoe organization product that hangs onto the back of a door, and the shoes fit into pockets!
Pet heat wrap
Silicone slap on bracelet stand... simple and useful!
Easy Cut (Couper facile)
An iPhone ID/Credit Card case that holds up to 4 cards.
CORNR, the attachable battery powered LED light for the iPhone.
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Cool Bat House for Your Yard w/Cam to SEE Inside on Your Smart Phone! Keeps Bats Out of Your Attic or Eaves! Bat Guano is $$$!
Let's reinvent the BABY BOTTLE. Some of ideas: thermometer, thermo isolation, formula container, dosage control, anti-spill...
Pivot Power Compatable
Living with teens and an elderly dad with dementia, I need a 'device' or solution to "power out" parts of the house at specific times.
Fabric Wine Rack
A nipple attachment for babies who breast feed
Bobble Laser cat/dog toy.
Golf Ball Finder
New Idea for the Pillow Pet brand, a simple design consisting of the original Pillow Pet being combined with a sleeping bag for sleep overs
Dockforall
The Book Maestro
shaved crab
stop the closure of Post offices. lets get the fed's involved in recycling , everyone will recycle what is needed, if you reward that person
Individual medication dosage. Packed and sealed! MARKET - Caregivers for elderly adults.
plastic bags with paper towels lined inside for drying produce. can store produce also and keep moisutre down for longer shelf life.
The Smart lid/Smart zip
Cozy-Toes
A base for a patio umbrella includes a 12v motorized impeller powered by a lithium ion battery similar to those used in power tools.
Glow-tag
Hayley's Firestarter Kit
smart wallet
Cabinet doors that automatically close on themselves. We always hate when we hit our heads on cabinets (and a lot of other things)
Keep it Cool! With Freeze Straws, Keeping you and your drink cool No ice == no watered down drinks
Sitting umbrella extender
screen bling
HiddenBiz App Map
A pad that is sticky enough to use to step on and remove a shoe by lifting the leg, but non sticky enough to be able to remove the shoe too.
Digital Collection Box
A bathroom light(s) that slowly increases in brightness.
Kitchen In A Box
Surge Protector with mechanically amplified disengagement mechanism for alleviation of pain in arthritic-hands.
Hands Free Keyboard
Skylight with ventilation option (passive or by Dyson style fan) and a solar powered LED light for night time use.
Puppy Glove" Idea is a bag for picking up dog excretions. Bag has fingers which make it very easy for pick-up.
Smart tires
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
Waterbottle with Reminders
Comfort bands that can easily and quickly wrap around dumbbells and barbells to improve performance during a work out.
Bathroom Mirror FOG Preventer. Flat thin silicon pad that attaches behind or on front of the bathroom mirror to prevent fog.
Â»If you are planning to take your SUV on a cross country trip, you will need an efficient way to pack the back - how about cargo trays?Â«
Tired of that same old mouse design that's been around forever? How about a completely new design to make it easier & more flexible to use?
DEEP FILL YOUR ICE CREAM CONE! With this slightly conicle ice cream scoop
shim-sim
Add a unique ambiance to your Christmas tree with these Holographic Christmas Ornaments!
THE AQUA PUTTER IT IS A GOLF CLUP WITH A ACRYLIC CLUB FACE THAT IS WATER FILLED AND FOOD COLORING CAN BE TO
YOUR FAVORITE COLOR
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Car Pet-Safe Cooler
Writing and labeling areas for each socket of a power strip or USB hub. Simply write in the keyword or the purpose of the plugged in cable.
Keep your bathroom cup DRY!! Don't you hate when water sits in your bathroom cup and harbors mold!!
Environmental Kid is mini note book It is like a real note book in that it has the 26 keys of the alphabet and an SUB port
One Prong Power Adapter
"POWER BAR TIMER DIAL SWITCH"
Wash Away
Introducing the easy grip ONE-HANDED CAN STRAINER. Simply equip it, grip it, flip it and pour.
Don't get bothered with annoying visitors. Or unkown visitors. Only known people can ring your doorbell.
Multi Clip
Tower fan with shelves: Let's use the space on top of the tower fan to place and charge mobile phones, ipods with extra power outlets.
Bling Keeper
Smart sponge holder
STAPLE-FREE STAPLER-The stapler pushes through the stack of documents and folds the leafs out trough the last pages-just like a flower petal
490iX Signature Coffee Maker
Looks just like a trash can but contains different compartments to help sort your recyclables!
(THE RETRACTABLE BATH SPONGE) Feel free to watch my VIDEOS. I created a prototype to give you guys a better idea of how it would work.
"GIMME SHELTER" A Noise-Canceling bunker/bed designed for pets that are terrified of thunderstorms and/or fireworks.(See concept images)
The ZipStake - a Portable Doghouse for Camping and Long Trips
Attention-Flag
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
Ice Scraper
h20elec-mag impulse protection
Have the first peaceful Christmas EVER!No more worries,about fire issues.The Guardian Angel will save all of us from fire hazards.
The Portable Stand Alone Photo Scanner makes it easy to make digital copies of all your old photos.
Total Feet Warmers
Ever tried to calm a crying baby? Newborn wont sleep? The Answer for years has been Drive Them Around. This bouncer emulates that perfectly
MySaver: Designed Protection For Your iPad, iPhone, and iPod Cables, Called â€œBest Ofâ€ by Critics Launches Fall 2011
USB tracker, will let you know where they are so you never lose them again
Clip on Skateboard Light
Power with usb iphone
crime deterrent app: Tweet 911l threatened/witness possible crime, HitTweet 911 tweets photo taken, location, name mic automatically is on.
Easy Cook and Clean pa.
Mini brush with POP up mirror
ceiling fan deoderizer
Baby Bottle Holder Non Drip
Reciprocating tool, attachment
the" Gift Sock" is a tube of strechy fabric that comes in different sizes, lengths,& different colors, to wrap gifts for any occasion.
Adjustable Length Level, primarily for hanging framed items perfectly level with no measuring!
Cute tiny wooden magnetic plant pots to stick to your Fridge.
Stylus on a retractable cord
CALENDAR CLIP for Home or Office Who doesn't have a wall hanging calendar??? Check out a simple clip to use on walls, fridges &amp; cubicles!
Finally, after four thousand years, an umbrella that actually works! The solution: simple geometry.
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Ipad Mini/Nexus 7 car dashboard chassis to replace audio system.
A wine glass holder that sits on the edge of the tub so you can really enjoy that bubble bath!
My idea is the "Adjustacan." It's an adjustable trash can that can be fit into a large or small space, depending on the consumer's needs.
Combined forks for weeding. Two forks (one by hand/one by foot) can grip weeds tightly, and weeds can be removed easily by leverage effect.
A new Party Helper is born! The easy, painless way to tie balloon. Now, even your kids would able to tie the balloons by themselves.
Glow In The Dark Dog Poop!
App-clock radio
"little Tom" 4 color pen like
Teaching Clock
Retractable Wall Plug. My invention is a simple looking wall plug attached to a retractable extension cord in the wall with 24" / 36" cord.
A base for a patio umbrella includes a 12v motorized impeller powered by a lithium ion battery similar to those used in power tools.
DriveBuy
A patented condom that measures the length of a penis as it is unrolled. I think it would be a wonderful novelty product.
We need a practical hand held 'Roll &amp; Cut' band aid dispenser which a user can customize the length of adhesive for use.
New 3D Lego
This is a cup holder insert that controls the temperature of your drink at the click of a button on your phone and is portable.
Bracery
Weed Slicer
I lose my remotes all the time one button on the remote will flash and make a noise so it will be easier to find.
Collapsible Travel Laundry Hamper made with clear very flexible silicone with desiccant deodorizer inserts
Is your pet creeping under the covers and pushing away lovers? Well than you need the snuggle tunnel at the feet of your bed!
SHOWER FOR PETS AT HOME!!!
The Heelie is an attachment that can be put onto a high heel shoe. It comes in all shapes, sizes, colours and patterns.
Grill from your phone !
A Shoe Cubby that allows each cubby space to adjust to fit your shoe height.
I-PAD Privacy Panels adjustable no-peek panels that prevent others from viewing your I-Pad &amp; reading personal info when on plane, train etc.
A compact device to help people open pill bottles.
Automatic Bath Towel Warmer
Self draining dish drainer
Bowl-n-Strainer All In One
Cat Can
Panda Bear Roll Cake Baking Pan! Everyone Gets a Face in Their Slice of Cake! Fill w/ Pudding or Frosting! Monkey &amp; Teddy Bear Face Too!
Self-Cleaning A-E Robot Vacuum
The Yard Juicer
Beautiful, Eco-Friendly, Pieces of Art, that help water plants. UC'd 1st time. THINK GREEN! Updated. Great for Landscaping too! (VIDEO)
I would like a toaster oven/microwave that fits neatly in the corner of the counter to prevent what you see in the picture
Fresh Tooties
Dogs constantly need fresh cold water day and night. friendly reminder to refill and refresh dogs water bowl. App enabled
CHARGEUR PORTATIF MULTI
Is your passport's RFID data safe from a roaming identity thief? Yes - if you use the metal-enclosed passport folder 'RF-Safety'!
Mug-O
Mrs. Claw easily removes nails from walls without marks or dents
A coupon scanner/card that would save tons of paper and time, not to mention money!
Carbon Monoxide monitoring system that has an exhaust fan to the outdoors that comes on automatically if high levels are detected.
the e-b
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Home Locker Power Center
The Watering Reed not only protects house plants from overwatering but helps determine the ideal watering amount for each plant
Candles-in-a-row
Dog car restraint-Double ended locking clip-The prototype cost $2.50-Market size is 36 Million Dogs-States are requiring dog restraints
Modular Cord Organization &amp; Storage System
Introducing a perfect innovate functional footrest bench. The bench is the very best advanced solution to furniture without a recliner.
Electronic wine pourer. It pours the wine which is at the right temperature. Is blocked when the wine is too cold or too warm.
Cooker dirt protector
STOP ELECTRICAL OUTAGES By Using PROPELLERS that are out v balance to stop ice and snow from collecting on electric lines and breaking them.
GYRO-SIREN: While driving you hear an emergency vehicle siren but what direction is it travelling? Very disconcerting
POP-Cargo
Modular electrical receptacles and switches. instead of hiring an electrician pull out the old switch and plug in the new one
Lid of trash can acts as lever of the crusher to crush soda cans/plastic bottles. Crushed cans/bottles then fall to the receptacle below.
Amazing and Natural Cosmetics.
PerformRoulette
Clean your chef or kitchen knife safely without cutting your fingers by using the Table Clip Cloth! It's hands free! It's washable
Liquid Soap and Lotion Dispensers are messy to refill and always leave product that can't be dispensed! (CHEESY SKETCHES)
Sound, sight, and smell
Grease on your floor no more! The frying pan that strains and easily disposes of grease from your foods! Or those who like homemade gravy
Flood alert to cel phone
ShaveEasy Razor
Tooth paste Sensor Dispenser
BIN THERE: system of storage bins for childrens toys starting at birth and growing with child. Add bins as child grows and toys change.
Fold flat dish rack...Need an extra dish rack or would like to organize the dishes in your cabinets.
Take something ugly and make it beautiful. Playing cards never changed since creation. time to make them Beautiful with Gems and gold.
Camping Multi Light Combo Kit
Velcro puzzle
How nice would it be if your house could smell like this... with the touch of a button on a control panel or a app on your phone.
Sleep earplugs
Talk N Tote
Hot Sandwich Bag,an expandable insulated sandwich bag to keep your ham and cheese sandwich or 12' sub hot until you are ready to eat it.
Supplemental Insulation Kit
Now look after your cute little baby and do house work at the same time
Remote Water Leak Detector
App enabled coffee machine that makes wide range of different coffees, connected via Bluetooth to your Smartphone.
No more struggling to cary those heavy water bottle cases into the house! This water case breaks into smaller cases! Easier for carrying!
The under ground Water hose Holder. It has a small hole with rubber seal to push up the hose to the faucet. Large lid on top with crank.
PlastiCCup
eco friendly low pressure sprinkler system that puts water where you WANT it and not where you don't
A waist-high trash can for those who canâ€™t bent forward to remove the trash bag, has doors that open sideways for bag removal.
Lazy Shoe Spin is an under bed shoe storage system THAT SPINS. Just spin and find and spin and go with Lazy Shoe Spin. It's fun to spin!
iPhone screen magnifed to a 17 inch private home theater experience.
Highway Debris Removal
LED Light / Tool Box Combo
I see so many people looking for their phone when it rings and canâ€™t find it in time to answer the call. I have invented FAST-N-EASY.
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The Ice Scraper That Works
Catch all Whisk.
Hands-free dog walking improved!
Brilliant Balloon
It is a device made of form-fitting material that would cling tightly around the base of the spout on the bottle and form a dam.
A carry-on size luggage bag with footrest built in. No more lugging around a portable footrest so you can be comfortable.
A home Jellyfish aquarium!! Admire the beauty of the sea while in the comfort of your home. A live Jellyfish seascape on your counter top!!!
Just use it.
Baby/kid car seat w/detectors
The Gekko - An iPhone case with suction cups on its back.
MultiSign
A gadget that clips on top of a restroom stall door. A fabric strip drops down to cover the giant crack that lets everyone see you in there!
TOTEM CUPS Line Extension---let's create TOTEM BOWLS
This product allows you to bring your own reusable and collapsible take out food container with you so you can enjoy leftovers guilt free.
Everyone has a inconveniently located power outlet. Behind the bed, sofa or table. Easily move it to where you want it with my invention.
A cling-on MAGNIFICATION DISC for mirrors. Most women own a hand-held, wall-mounted or free-standing mirror for make-up application.
A snowbrush that swivells and makes steam useing water or snow
Soap Strip Soap Dispenser -- Get clean for cheap -- Let's build a money and space saving soap dispenser that dispenses strips of soap.
Portable Mac Charger!
Personal recreational flotation device anchor. "Anchors your way" is a plastic, sand or rock refillable anchor connected to a tether.
Closet Clothes Locator
It brings a polynesian atomosphere to your back yard. You have to see it! Most people do not understand it.
HIDE N SEEK PACIFIER IT is a pacifier that has a key chain remote push a button pacifier beeps. NO HUNTING FOR IT
Lotion Applicator
Sleep Focus
thermometre bipeur
Face mold ice sculpture shot luge.
Integrated laser in cell phone. Revolutionize the cell phone like the camera. How will you use it
Instant Room Heater
Flat (like an ipad) toys for toddlers/disabled children, to use on floor, wheelchair tray, crib attachment, or insert into activity table.
Sturdy under-mattress Kindle storage. Now when you're done reading in bed all you have to do is slide it in the sturdy storage holder & ZZZ.
The Fire Band
The ultimate in recycling! My device takes all of your combustible trash and creates electricity!
Fastest and easiest way to seal in less than one minute! Just put a caulk in a nozzle holder of a caulk tool and then seal it!
HOLDER CASE PLUS. resub Thatâ€™s the name of this handy and useful box for the kitchen or a picnic.
SHOE TREE. Design would include wheels and a central pole with prongs extending from the center on which to "hang" shoes.
The "Swifter Soil Sifter" turns unwanted soil into usable soil quickly and easily. Throw the dirt on top and the machine does the rest.
A baseball cap with a hole at the top for a ponytail
The Gluey By Karena
The male parts stick together and cause itching, chafing, pinching, binding and a host of other uncomfortable feelings.
Automatic Door Stop. Never worry about a door swinging shut on you again. This device ensures an open door stays open automatically!
A classic style is redesigned for the modern technobe like you. Maybe we should call it the iVest.
light strip with Motion sensor
The Copycat, Quad Flash Drive.
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Your shoelaces getting untied? lets fix it
The Sunscreen Shower
With the magnetic/adjustable cord and memory foam earbuds, this product is convenient, helpful, and comfortable.
Tissue holder with blinking LED (and/or) sound alarm. The alarm is on when there is no tissue left.
Resubmit, was UC. A portable table size hockey game. Can be used for multiple indoor games: air hockey, stick hockey, soccer. **VIDEO**
Prescription info obsfucator
Smart GPS via satellite: 5832465 and 8024082: Like vehicles download route, predicts/recommends battery utilization/optimization
Better plunger
Bluetooth Power strip/outlets
Non-threatening wildlife camera or binocular with fold out screen and moveable, adjustable lens operated with a knob and position grid.
Skirt Weight
EASY TO ERASE
Take Pivot Power off the ground and onto your Wall Outlet. Swivel Pivot Wall Outlet mounts Directly onto the Wall.
The Spatula Rest
floor mounted self cleaning retractable drop cloth
The invisible Iphone case inspired by idea of invisible bicycle helmet.I want the most safest case that have a same function like air bag.
LOVE boating but have trouble tilting your outboard? This simple foldup device is easy to attach &amp; makes tilting EFFORTLESS &amp; SAFE
A charger in the size of a credit card. That you can take anywhere you go to in you wallet,bag,or your pocket.
Retractable phone clip
Pump and Charge
Prynne: Ink-loaded Bike Lock
Self organizer/dispenser
When sending out "thank you" cards wouldn't it be nice to simply peel off the return address label they completed inside the card?
How long can you plank? Plank longer and safer. Get those washboard abs by planking.
Hand tools manufactured from sustainable or waste material! Now that's different, that's Quirky. Resub.
An umbrella stand that glows blue when rain is in the forecast - reminds you to take your umbrella
Obama â€œchangeâ€ talking animated coin bank
Portable Router with a screen
Leveraging the power of the internet, App-enabled and wifi! - Developed by "FuN EVOLUTIONz", a J.W. CONCEPTS company. Need a helping hand? How about a clamp designed to hold anything anywhere. I use my homemade prototype ALL the time.
Buzz Off Weight Loss System
Hey Batter Batter - Swing!!!! Just don't let that ball hit me on the head!!!! That won't happen with the SOFTBALL/BASEBALL DEFLECTOR
Magnetic Stirring Bars for Kitchen Equipment
Coconut cutter for any coconut size. (Whole or pre cut) get the juice and pulp.. Mecanism covered, to protect you from blade. Kids safe.
CatNapper lets you catch those sweet 40 winks while waiting in your car, riding on the train or hiding out in the supply closet at lunch!
A shoe storage compartment
Unleash your wild side with a Tribal print condom!! Appealing to both men and women and should be a visual delight for all who use it!!
Mod Headphones
Make your pillow the most comfortable and pain free night sleep you'll ever have. Finally a True Side Sleeper (pillow) Riser.
Create a case with that clips into the air vents of a car dashboard allowing you to see the maps while driving
App enabled Mini-3D Printer w/easy to use software. For the novice inventor, the ability to create a miniature 3D rendition of your idea.
Telescoping computer monitor prop up stick for your office work station.
The Tickfinder
The Segway scooter can finally live up to its potential as one of the greatest inventions by transforming the lives of those unable to walk.
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New take on the lazy Susan, my product has drawers for storage,attachable napkin &amp; paper towel holders,&amp; a place for salt and pepper shakers
Smart Home LED light's
A universal remote with LCD-screen and touch-control glass surface that displays the ORIGINAL button layout of any TV's original remote.
The QuikCLIP makes swapping out that moldy shower curtain liner a snap... literally!
A removable strap for infant car seats, so that parents can use their shoulders to bear the bulk of the load.
Safe guard your luggage for all your flights with the FLIGHT SEAL TRACKER against theft and lost items.
The Smart Shelf. A phone, ipod, flash drive, and usb hub
"THE COOLEST COOLER" Locking cooler!It stores meats,bread,fruit or anything separate from the ice that melts.With water spout/drawers!!!WOW!
washable laundry basket liner
WINE GLASSES THAT CAN BE WRITTEN ON - Never lose your glass again!
Soundless Soccer Ball
baby steps
Head & neck pillow with retractable sunshade! The smart combination for optimum comfort when travelling by car or airplane!
Spoon with light
I want a colorful slip and slide glide type container or tub that you can put your feet into and instantly have them oiled or lubricated.
A clip that keeps a pair of shoes together. Make carrying and storing easier. The clip could have a hanger for storage in closets.
An iPhone case that allows users to freshen up with some cologne before that key meeting, interview or date
My idea is to develop a pet friendly edible wrapping paper that Dogs/Cats can tear into without the fear of toxins and dyes.
Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set or adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
It is a thick rubber bladder that could be filled with water and would fit on the back of a freestanding basketball hoops.
SAVE YOUR SOAP!Use the Soap Saver to cut a 1/4'' slot in your soap so you can insert small,hard to use bars in it so u never waste any soap!
Qpon
Easy Cable Ties
ReSub: A quick draw iPhone holster located safely on one of the least impact prone areas of our bodies. Accessibility? Instant!
â€œMaking baby safety an affordable priority!â€ This most simple device will change your life and guarantee to bring a smile to your baby.
An extension cord that retracts! It hides when you don't need it, but stretches for the occasion. No installation required.
SaveMyLifeAlarm
ONION BASKET w/TRAY - An onion basket with a slide-out tray at the bottom to keep the floor clear of onion peels.
Water proof Idea Pad
The Perfect Fit
Fluid Dispensing Bracelet
A paint brush with bristles on each end. The smaller end would be only 1/4 the width of the larger end. Paint and trim with one brush.
BackPack/Strap Sharpener
STIRLING ROTISSERIE GRILL
A movement charging iPhone case, similar to the watch motion winders
Sensitive cushion connects with a timer to remind the seater to have break time, thus, avoid long time seating effects on our health.
A recycling auto counter, that universaly attaches to any bin or barrel to keep count of your cans or bottle passed thru it for cash returns
Always doing a mess when trying to get Strawberry Jam into a sandwich, Jam in slices could solve it.
The Broom, Dustpan, Mop All In One Cleaning Tool
Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative &amp; Make Them Last x4 Longer!
Firm see-thru plastic juice box holder that prevents your child's juice from spilling over!
Refirdgerator with two doors both possibly clear so you can find stuff. It would need to be in the middle of the Kitchen of course .
Soap "Mold" for small used remnant peices of bar soap to form a new large bar of soap
Krazy Quarters
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MySocks
An app that can locate lost or misplaced eyeglasses.
Bicycle with Kinetic Energy Recovery System (KERS) No Batteries, Fully Mechanical, Reuse Energy When Needed
Polish Remover
Lid with 2. Half and half tumbler
Opener for water and soda bottles and jars. Tapered- knurled grip. Adapters and easy grip handle. For use on tight fitting caps and lids.
Up Smart your Fridge
College is a tough time. After looking forward to (some) freedom, many students find it hard to stay organized.
Santa's Power Plant
Portable Humidifier. Turn your water bottle into a humidifier quick & easy. Great for the office, dorm rooms, travel etc...
Introducing THE COVER-RING , A "Ring Cap" (a small shower cap)to protect your ring's stone or stones &amp; prongs while keeping it sparkling!
mini led light for car door
WINK Stand Alone Space Heater
Traveler clothes suitcase book.
Recycling Organizer! Everybody hates sorting recycling, right? My idea is four inserts that fit in a standard trash can.
Big wood box to organize shoes
Immediately turn the bath/shower water on to your preferred temperature without having to feel the water and adjusting knobs multiple times.
Outdoor extension cord with built in heat wire. Both ends light up when plugged in. Great for your block heater on those cold icy snowy days
Tired of fussing with your combination padlock? Tired of looking for the small keys you can't ever seem to find? Try the Biometric Padlock!
Hill's Fork Decoy(Decoy Leash)
a long net Two people hold both ends of the net. They walk length-wise along the outside of the pool to clean the surface.
The iShade! When you are just fed up with holding your hand over the top of the screen to keep sun from glaring.
Mini Flat Iron (for hair)
Revolutionary computer keyboard! Has Tab key next to number keys. Great for anyone who uses the number keys a lot! Also add Tab the to mouse
Women Boot Slacks
Medication Safe and Dispenser
A fishing rod component storage holder,
Sketchbook + Pencil case.
Connect your heartbeat to your iPod, music is chosen that matches your heartbeat or hear music speed up or slow down as your heart does
Dog WeeWee Pad wAdhesive Strip
easy spray
The Slumber Tent
Mouse 2.0: Avoid losing headphones, flash card and USB drives all the time, have them always available as you store them in your MOUSE! (Ma)
A swivel based carseat! Wouldn't it be easier to get a child in and out of a seat that is facing you. Less strain on you, safer for baby.
A Refillable Fresh Ground Pepper Grinder that you shake down instead of twisting! Shake it like a salt shaker and get fresh pepper!
My product is a belt with velcro closure. Unlike a bulky belt buckle, which is unsightly under shirt, my belt produces a slimmer look.
Glass splatter guard for microwave. Plastic residue, pthalates, and BPA? No thanks! Reheat leftovers under a glass guard!
Automated Eye Glass Washer
Rocking Stroller - Automated
A container that keeps wine fresher, longer
Healthy trees and nice winter decorations.
Inactivity Monitor
A product that permit's a man to shave his own back hair,without having to ask someone else.
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The Bristle
line for loggers
Smart Toaster Oven Alarm
AC powered music mobile with swivel camera, mic,day/night viewing ability with Wifi signal for android &amp; Iphone thru downloadable app.
Detachable Headphone Speakers
Lanyard Measuring Tape
A two-sided gym towel where one side is meant to wipe your face and the other to be laid on any workout surface and will not slide
Call and Email Blocker
Extension bands for Carabiner Bandits. Extend your loop. (94756)
A Quirky Knee Safe! Safe Place for Your Travel Stash! Great Support for Aching Knees! Keeps Documents and Valuables Out Of Reach!
Having your wallet or passport stolen while visiting a foreign country will ruin a vacation. The secure pocket hides your valuables.
Clever & clean gadget combining a meat tenderizer with a seasoning dispenser, 2 crucial components to any successful dish or barbecue
LASER REFLECTIVE GOGGLES
New Headphone
SERVICE SOLAHART CILANDAK
Rechargeable batteries are great but, despite the advertised, they can't hold charges for a long time and may be ruined if stored uncharged.
Dessous de plat garde au chaud
My idea incorporates the logos/names of a persons favorite hometown sports team on one baseball style cap/hat.
the EGG shape Mini beater and mixer for every day use. practical and convenient. for a quick scramble egg.
Its the Facebook device. You can check your news feed, update your status, check your friend requests, and everything else you can do on FB.
APP AND ACCESSORY THAT NOTFIES PARENTS PHONE WHEN CHILD HAS GONE OUT OF RANGE. FOR PARENTS RIDING BICYCLES
WITH CHILDREN.
A small item to fit inside the handle of gas pumps to automatically keep the gas flowing until tank is full or desired dollar amount hit.
The "FLiP TiP" Stylus is a multiple tipped stylus. 2 swivel heads offering a fast way to change between the 4 tips with ease. (Updated)
My Idea is for a mirror that would remind you to do daily task like take medicine or floss, using a simple and very easy concept.
Let's beat NASA to the punch &amp; make a 3D Food Printer inexpensive enough to help end world hunger Let's Feed The World.(3D Printable Food)
Smart cereal dispenser
ReSub: STOW/RETRIEVE IN A BLINK! Wall mounted stowage device to push-fit pencils, toothbrushes, spoons, ladles, skewers, tools etc.
the "DeskPod" Ipod &amp; Iphone Dock, Speakers, USB Hub, LED Desk Lamp with Dimmer, Power Strip, Headphone Jack and Microphone
Book/Phone Leash
Where are we?
Permanent plastic wrap dispens
Clean energy lighting in households across America. No more electricity vampire appliances.
Bill protector
Mona Risa = Beautiful laugh this will happen when you realize you are helping the planet,saving cash &amp; keeping your teeth &amp; tongue clean.
Wagon with fold up wheels so that it converts to a sled for beach or snow. Easy switch from rolling on smooth ground to sliding on terrain.
Mobile phone detector
Furniture Protector
Caffeine Check (check mark )
BOTTLE CRUSHER WATER GUN (compactor). Kids crush plastic bottles while having fun!
A cork retriever: rescues a cork that has fallen or broken into a bottle of wine.
Shoe organization stand, for your room or walk in closet. The OrganiShoe Rack.
Plant Monitoring System
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ear hat
S.I.P. Shelter In Place
Growth Stick Folding Ruler for keeping track of children's height and progress
Bike Electronic Gadget Holder
Emergency Radio Takeover
Touch and Go Scanner
An power tap/breakout box for laptop computers that uses the laptop's own power cords to offer extra electrical outlets for printers, etc.
Artic Flops
A new speakers in top of the computer monitor, desighed for exceptional perfomance and simplicity.
Brainy Belt
A webcam cover for the built in webcams on the Apple ï£¿ Macintosh computers
App Enabled Wall Clock with Scrolling Messages - anything from I LOVE YOU to ... Walk The Dog!
PUTT PUTT PUTT for the fun of it!! AT HOME.....
Table-Edge Cords Management System [RESUB]
Double sided over the Door, Dry Erase board / Cork board, Double sided dry erase &amp; cork board is great for dorms, office, kids rooms,
Multi-function iPhone holder !! Only for easy way !!
Mobile Offer Electronic Device
Cat Play Gym! Modular Platforms!
Pull-down screens for car windows so bees and other insects do not fly in when they are open.
My idea is to turn a females shoe from a low heel to a high heel. Every women needs a shoe like that. I do have a prototype and a patent.
This is a product for anyone who has ever misplaced their keys, cellphone or remote. Eliminate the frustration you feel when you lose them.
figures with bluetooths
Fit360
Rally Caps
Get your laundry detergent directly to your washer. No lifting. No mess.
Mmmm.... these cupcakes taste so good.
Warm Feet - Happy Worker
Sleep Timer App
A disposableÂ lip balm product that can be used once (like a band-aid) for active sports like running,Â cycling, tennis, working-out, etc.
The TRAMP. The ladder redesigned to be a ramp when you need it. Unfold it is a ladder, fold it is a ramp. One tool two jobs. SEE VIDEO.
Microwaveable plastic container for food with water reservoir to prevent food from drying out in microwave.
Save whites from armpit stains
Anibowls
BoxAid
One handle many tools.
A device/app linking a home appliance to a cell phone or tablet that will notify the user of distress. For use with existing appliances..
Electronic device wire clips of varying sizes to hold and label wires from various electronic devices, like cameras, ipods, MP3 players
My invention is to help support your dogs while bathing them; especially older dogs and dogs with disabilities.
A clear plastic carrying case for each pair of shoes along with the major space saver case that will store up to 12 shoes.
An updated method to organize, store and carry your most important health information with you. We call it My Personal Medication Record.
TP hide -a -way
THE DOGHOLDER, the invention that keeps your dog waiting when needed, without having worries!
adsgaodsgji
Wireless Music Sharing
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Water balloons belt. Keeping water balloon safe without it breaks. Perfect for combining with launchers and other related products.
Solve carpet stains and odors with style by purchasing an easy to clean and functional area rug. Multiple sizes and colors to match any room
RESUBMIT)Funky wall art and stuff holder! Make it a eye catching design. Hang anything you want! 213 votes!
Butter Atomizer &amp; Salt Shaker
A power driven toilet bowl/urinal brush w/ a rechargeable-removable battery pack for home use or industrial use.
TBICI The Box It Came In
NO STEREOSCOPY (glasses) NOR AUTOSTEREOSCOPY (depth focusing), JUST PURE 3D TV
HOLOGRAM 3D PICTURE SHIRT
A Latent Solar Energy Collection Device can be located adjacent to any light source and the latent energy can be used as an energy source.
Shoe be new
Ultra Tight ipad case is a portable way to carry your ipad, phone, wallet, keys etc..
Lift-Up
The coolest place to dry your dishcloth after doing dishes. Keeps dishcloth in a clean uncontaminated place and dries to a fresh clean feel.
Cleanable Toaster !
Original design 112 Votes. A 1-U.S.Gallon Paint Can Holder. Designed to hold up to a full 1-gallon can of paint with ease and no straining.
Fun designed mini offices shaped liked briefcases with vibrant colors for the children that folds out into a lap table with organization.
Secondary Container to stop cat litterf rom overflowing onto the floor. It give the cat a place to wash its paws.
Thumb Cutter
A space-saving bottled water rack/dispenser for your refrigerator. Now you can stack the bottles on their side without rolling out of place.
iphone case key container.
Interactive Weight Scale
Coconut Juice Faucet:Fun and Refreshingly Delicious.
A wireless router for a cable or satelite receiver that can transfer the signal to another tv without the cost of additional receivers
Sharing digital media from your smartphone/laptop to a group of people
Lawn Thrower
vac mac hose
Prevent Airplane crashes.
SAVE YOUR GLASS! With Smart Phone Bumper Bands Bumper Bands will increase the survivability of the glass and help protect your investment.
Built in dehumidifier
Built-in car vaccuum
Rotary tool kit for cleaning in the sink. Kitchen Fixture.
Tire Lock
Cold alarm
Ultimate Soap Saver Dish would save your soap from standing water and grime that are typically found in the common soap dish.
A massager for the hands that you slip on like a glove. Possibly equipped with heat and battery operated.
Smart Home Key
The Fun Feeder
Smartphone Leg Strap
Smart AC Adapter
chanleg dock station
Locate-a-Safe
RESUBMIT) Birthday Candle Projector for ceiling! Must see this!Age or message on the ceiling and base...Change disks for each event
The Ultimate Wet/Dry Travel Grooming case! 1 part is removable for wet shower products. Hang it on the shower or set on the tub!
Wall & Ceiling Washing Helper
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Poppit line extension: Poppit bowl covers. No need to transfer food to another container. Cover and store your food in any bowl you own.
JOGGING WHEELS ON PICNIC COOLER..FLIP UP CHILD SEAT FOR TWO ON THE LID
Automatic, secure HDD formater
Catch-A-Thief!
Wireless earbuds buddies
Meet the Plastic/Rubber Blowup Pedal Propulsion Toy for kids. For use in/on Pools &amp; Lakes.. Fun Fun Fun
Flexible Health Monitor iPhone
A solar charging iPhone case with dock connector that protects and charges the device at the same time
A toothbrush that improves dental care.Our toothbrush has everything dentists recommend brushing and flossing.It has a compartment for floss
UV Welcome Mat
The reason I know it is the perfect chair for the 18 million people with mobility problems, I'm using the one I had made for me!
Anyone can clip in a few seconds a lightweight foldable pair of roller-skates to their regular shoes. compact. airy. agile.
Phone case with storage space
kool leash
This works!! My idea is to make a phone dehydrator! I've used my food dehydrator on the same phone 2x's. dried it fast and still works!!
Armrest pillow snuggy
It starts raining and you have clothes hanging outdoors? Don't worry, this clothespin alerts you!
A panic app. similar to what's on an automobile key chain. Also an app that would alert you to fire, smoke or carbon monoxide
Further and Beyond
A wall-mounted coat hook that expands vertically to create more hooks. For those with limited horizontal space!
StableBoy,latter holding system gets into those hard 2 rech places.There's more use as scaffolding or work-bench/ez-storage/fast-setup.
Travel adapter with more outlets - an all-in-one solution for charging multiple devices anywhere you go.
Watch with one-piece rubberised skin (including strap) that can be peeled off from case. Skins can be interchanged, with various textures.
Every year millions of electronic devices are destroyed in washing machines, lets put an end to this madness with my product.
Back Scrubber
Dice, the food slicer!
Smart devices as a computer Module Laser keyboard on the front, motion sensor mouse at top and projection display at the rear
Smart Hot-Tub Multi-Monitor
Plastic retaining wall blocks make building a wall a piece of cake, no more breaking your back lifting concrete!
Store 36 eggs and lose no existing shelf space.
The dragonfly
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Food storage container with elevated strainer basket to keep freshly washed produce away from runoff water.
The AirCommand attatchments to standard cardboard boxes: clip-on wings, tail and nose.
Smart Iron - turns itself off
Dual Child-proof Outlet Cover
ANIMAL SHAPED POPSICLE MOLDS
Germ spy
Grease/Oil extracting plates
flat round spinner on my garage floor so I can pull my motorcycle in on it and then simply spin it around 180 degrees to drive back out.
A trio of eco-chic bathroom sponges with its main purpose stamped right on it! No more wondering where that pink sponge has been (ick)!
School Days Box
Tea bag presser that hides bag at bottom of mug, and keeps stray leaves out of tea. Also lifts all broken cookie bits out of tea quickly.
The UV Weight Rack Disinfection System is a dumbbell rack with an upper portion which folds over the dumbbells and, when locked, emits UVL.
Rollo-dometer!
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Synced Home Calendar
SafeTipz
SmelloCover/Case : Scent from your mobile for the person or for the room.UNDER USPTO PROVISIONAL DIC 2012
Mag-Bag
Play street hockey anywhere now with a net that comes with it's own backpak. Taking the game anywhere...More fun, Less CARS!!!
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Door Lock freeze preventer.
Bi Colored Baseball/Softball
(RESUBMIT)Heated Toolbox.Cold tools when your working outside? Gloves to bulky? Problem solved.
backpacking chair
A bug repelling window screen that has all natural insect repellent added during the fabrication process.
EZ-BlindZ
An office BOARD which can transform into PING-PONG table.
Umbrella holder for balcony railings.
Audiophile Car Equalizer
Since we are in the midst of prom and wedding season dealing with putting boutonniere's on is enough to make anybody break out in a sweat.
external womb
Tired of ugly perspiration stains? Have a really cool shirt you want to keep forever? Tired of wearing undershirts? You need Shirt Mates
Bass Beacon
Quick release key ring. No more broken fingernails!
RESUBMIT)Child safety cones.Bumper retracts into the cone. No more rolling balls in the street
iPhone locking case - lock your iPhone to a bed frame, table, or other similar fixed objects using any cable or chain lock
A fine tuned caliper with digital readout that can tell you whether or not your pasta is cooked. It will have a database of numerous pastas.
Outdoors Utility Wand
This cushion senses when you slouch, and vibrates to remind you to sit up straight.
36 slice Apple slicer &amp; Corer with base to hold apple in place while slicing, cuts 3 times more and 3 times thinner slices than others...
Chivalry struggled while carrying hot dishes to dinner parties. There must be an easier way to carry these dishes. PS Nothing Grandma sowed.
Lights by the foot
Mesh N Fresh
Introducing "The Clamp On Wrench" This wrench opens to gain access over pipe or rod. Collab.W/David Tyers Resub. 400+ votes
CanDo: Get your **** in 1 bag
Trigger lock (Wireless) Allows owner of firearms to know when someone has unlocked it. Notifying owner via text message/call or both.
It would be a strip of plastic with dividers. You would slip your shoes into each individual compartment.
With more and more Ipad and Iphones being stolen there is a need/demand for this product.Lock your Apple product and keep your current cover
Pulsing water timer
Smart Switch
An fridge shelf insert that will hold wine bottles to prevent spilling and falling
A world travel adapter with retractable plugs, 3 American outlets (or any other Country/combination) and a USB port.
Change the Color of Light Emitted from Your iPhone's &amp; Mobile Devices' Flashlights, Cameras, &amp; Video Recorder Light Bulbs
Anytime Cake
"TRANz-TAB" IPAD AND OTHER TABLET "KEYBOARD+" UNIT THAT MAKES A TABLET LOOK AND FUNCTION AS A TABLET PC
(CONVERTIBLE PC.)
Create a safe suntan tattoo with time controlled violet led wrist band. Make a cool souvenir of summer! The best thing? it's temporary.
Shoe Spinner
Hair Dryer Organizer Zen
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Veggie-Mate: Divide any pan into sections so you can boil different vegetables in the same water, Saving electricity and stove space.
hook clothespin
Auto igloo
Double cup thermos
Hairbrush cleaner and tangled hair remover. Insert hairbrush that is covered in tangled hair into the box and pul it out clean &amp; hair free
Technician's Valet
Music Vibe
**RESUBMIT** Customize the way you keep and even carry your smartphone, glasses, etc. with BENDR a 10 x 1.5 bendable flex-band.
visor sunshade extender
Dogkercheifs and Catkercheifs
Penny Moss
The Glitterizer
Set up your portable grill to fit the right height for your cooking skills! TAILGATING! The set up is as easy as its name! GRIP-N-GRILL!
Have this old yellowish colour power outlet and want the look of a brand new one no problem. Power Outlet Insert Plug In. JUST UPDATED
Electrically powered air purifier that eliminates bad odors from the toilet bowl through a pair of exhaust hoses at an adjustable speed
Led luggage &amp; luggage tags. *--&gt;never lose sight of your luggage again.
Delete my Ex
Shaftless Condoms-A condom that is half the trouble! It gives men back the experience in which has been taken away with traditional condoms.
clic and paint
Smart Backpack with parts to be assembled. Everything that you want and need within a safe and organized backpack
Resubmit)Heart rate and pedometer wrist/ankle weights/(optional kettle ball weights
Around the clock baby bottle
A cellphone case with an attachment for my touch screen pen. The attachment isn't large and the pen snaps in. Never to be lost again
A "traveler chic" pill organizer that is compact and holds loose pills as well as blister packs.
_Multi can crusher_ CAN i Attach a CAN crusher to a trash CAN?? Im tired of drilling into my walls!! here CAN be the solution..
"The Butt Talks" The next big thing since Big Mouth Billy Bass!!
PUMP HELPER ROCKS (OR WEIGHTS)
WiFi/Z-Wave Light Switches and Outlets. Control manually or via App. Added security (send alert if phone isn't in range when turned on)
SWIVEL POUR - Now All Your Party or Dinner Guests can Pour Their Beer, Party Punch, Ice Tea, Lemonade, ETC With Ease
Go from having a fussy baby to a suckling stud, with naturally flavored or lighty scented pacifiers.
Social-Link
TruBalance
This product is a travel loofah sponge that fits into a water-tight tube for clean, easy travel.
Introducing the do not disturb sign with a sensor that activates a voice that says please do not disturb.This will keep people out for sure
Pocket Pill Timer Dispenser
Speak easy
Husband Guide Shopper
SOHO Smartphone Docking Station with Full Telephony Functionality and Full-Duplex Speakerphone. To replace a traditional desktop telephone
No more wasting shampoo or lotion at the bottom of bottles. Simple, no-mess solution to recover last drops from any container.
Baby Buttler
USB hub (Y-hub). It accepts 2 memory sticks and presents itself to the computer as 1 USB memory with combined capacity of the input sticks.
miniature voice recorder
This simple device locks and holds loose electrical plugs into the outlets, making for a safer, less frustrating, and secure power supply!
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Rambo Beer Sling
A grape vine ice bag
Here's a simple compact device to help your cargo straps hold the cargo without damaging the cargo, coming loose, or damaging your straps.
The Vertical Cooler; because it's time to flip it up!
Blink Reminder
The Language Learning Game
Need a brighten up a room? Don't want the hassle of calling an electrician? Try the battery operated LED Light Fixture.
A power strip with a geometry and multi-function and possible variations.Toy,lamp,vase.
Baby Bottle Holder
I have developed a makeshift product that TOTALLY removes any gum pain from a teething baby who is crying in pain. NO CHEMICALS! Very safe
Magnetic Popsicle Sticks for kids! A new twist on a building toy. Maybe made from recycled plastic?
The Last Drop
Record travel expenses using iphone as scanner.
Coloring Easter Eggs is Really Messy! Now You Can Cleanly Color Eggs with This Coloring Box That Works Like a Spray Tan Booth!
Crinkles-Be-Gone
Expand Stem for Liquid Spray
SHIRR-FIT Adjustable Appliance Dust Covers - Cinch &amp; Tie the height of the appliance for complete dust coverage for seldom-used appliances.
Laser enhanced fishing lure
Sink Divider Cutting Board
Inflatable Pillow/Water Container, A small inflatable pillow that has a thin inner membrane and a soft outer covering. Also used for H2O.
SOLAR POWERED ROTATING PLANTER BOX: Fresh is Best! Turn your limited space, best lighting area(s) into a maximum producing produce stand!!!
Pivot Power Single is in UC using my Quirky Pro free submit. Solves limited plug problems. Fits in your pocket. Video demo sells this idea.
A disposable, multi use strainer that will strain unwanted salt/honey roasted particles from the bottom of a glass peanut jar.
iPhone 5c SoundSpool
Temperature control cup holder
SEMI-FITTED BLANKET
TrimPaint Tape
YOGo Stick
Smart Valves
Keep Your Wine Chill, In Your Glass, While You Drink - Pliable Ice Pack Bands that hug your glass and double as wine glass tags.
Get your kids out of the house on a hot day. The Aqua-Tram is a custom sprayer made just for trampolines that attaches to any garden hose.
Childrens otoscope that plays music. Used to get kids used to having their ears checked to make doctors visits easier and more productive.
The Skimmer Saver
Pureflo
Waffle Maker with Removable Silicon Waffle Molds - Easy to Remove and Clean or Simply change Waffle Designs.
"The Deal" Finger Pen
Small video recorder,velcroed to the car dashboard. Takes one frame every 5 to 10 seconds to record if your child driver is texting.
IMAGINE WATCHING A DVD ON YOUR TABLET! -"TRANz-TAB" DV!
Garden Tools take up way too much space in the shed. Create more space instantly with the GARDEN CLIP STRIP
A sitting stool with storage space inside of it to store and organize your shoes.
White board dry erase cleaner with retractable cord,suction cup and board marker loading case designed for magnetic and non-magnetic boards.
Foldable leg/lap table (Bible size)
Cardboard Hole Puncher - Safe way to punch holes, no more poking holes with scissors. Can come many shapes and size attachments.
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Plus In Sockets
An innovative way for a crib design.
Google Glass hard case with rechargeable battery. Be able to charge your glasses while protecting and storing.
Isn't it a pain having to switch out you/your family's summer and winter clothes? This is a new way to store your clothes/seasonable items!!
A Collapsible Cooler that save space in your closet and can be storage anywhere. Inspired by Nest. Similar are made of fabric and don't last
Why do we sit in a comfortable office chair all day, but send our children to school to sit in a hard chair? Let's give them comfort.
Remember me
Beacon App hidden in the hard drive that can be accessed by Law Enforcement only.
Cling
Combined Safety Water pump + Air pump in one product ~. A Wair Pump. For Home, Garden and Beach. Resub.
Home Cell Phone Base Station
A football that has caught up with the times. With its laces positioned for perfect hand/finger grip, this is the next evolution in football
anti-slip pockets
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Dip, Tip, Screw and Brew in seconds. No Hassle Coffee Scoop for Keurig My K-Cup Reusable Coffee Filter. No need to fuss with measuring!
The Brain Freeze Spoon
The Wind Chime pole is a 10 foot pole/pulley system to raise and lower large wind chimes or upside down garden systems.
A less expensive kid friendly e-tablet that can be taken to school and used just for note taking with stylist. Replace spiral note books.
The Slip-Not is a device to cinch any flexible material and secure it to a fixed object.
A flip flop hanger/organizer that you can hang in your closet, to make it easy to pick the right pair.
Hot Storage. This is a behind the cabinet door hot item holder. For the hairdryer, curling iron, flat iron. Put them away hot.See picture.
The Portable Pet Pen
robotised mail box (physical)
blind entertainment
Bike safety 2 the max,Illuminate &amp; reflect conscious safety from top to bottom. Add a glow and away you go,day or night,ride in plain site!
Electronical Egg Bitter
an iphone case that covers the front with a touch screen magnifying glass.
REVISED VERSION - POWER BAR EXTENSION CORD WITH INDIVIDUAL INSULATED PLUG IN COVERS,TO PROTECT FROM
DIRT/MOISTURE WHEN 1 OR MORE NOT USED
App-enabled chair, sensor informs parents/boss :chair is occupied/free. App can calculated "chair taken" time per day for parents/boss.
Bottle holder with thermal gel to keep chilled beverages. Keep in the freezer before use.
A callapsable accordian style mixing bowl container with a pump dispenser. Pump out the exact amount of batter you need. No mess no stress!
Hair Tie Bracelet
Imprinter: Trendy Nail Wraps inspired by Johnson &amp; Johnson Band-Aid Classic Commerical
Standium-Work Healthier
Swing Golf Simulator
LIGHT CLIPS
Bracelet that connects to your smartphone app to alert you when it is time to take your medication.
Awesome QUIRKY Construction Toy Set! For our kids to learn quirky production cycle with FUN
Nose Nightie
STOW / RETRIEVE IN A BLINK
Bluetooth IWATCH with touch display. REMOTE CONTROL ACCESS to IPHONE. Read short messages without being rude. Keep Iphone in your pocket!
Take a shower!
ziplock back vacuum straw
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A 3-blade windshield wiper that cleans bug guts off the windshield with every swipe instead of just smearing them.
A motorized laundry basket that can climb stairs or move along a flat surface
Want to make your smart device a fun and beautiful piece of kinetic art while it sits on your desk at work, or charges at night? Read on!!
bluetooth connectivity for all t.v devices no more spaghetti junctions. and no limit on the number of devices connected like current T.V's
BIBBY The Adult Bib
Iron Cover
Power Bar with Built in Clamps on back of unit. Clamp it to work stations and eliminate all the floor dust getting into the power bar unit
Meet the Runners Shoe Lace Key Pouch.. It loops through your laces and stores your house key while you go for a run!!!!
Track your fitness and health through your headphones. Enable the headphones you carry every day to track your heart rate and other vitals.
Curved pill cutter/splitter - An alternative to straight edged razor blade pill cutters.
This rocking chaise/sofa has an off set back rest, one arm wraps all the way around, the other rolls up &amp; out. Small scale model and sketch
acheater enhancement
Convert your existing electric range into a FLAT TOP oven. Save time/money with a glass covered heating element form fitted for your range!
Game On
Working on my car my earbud wires kept getting tangled and knocked down.so it would be great if i had wireless earbuds and be worry free.
Vac Fender
Remember, tying a towel around your neck &amp; you're Superman? How about a kit with washable clothes markers &amp; plain white capes,shirts,hats?
A electronic shoe organizer,that's voice activated with digital picture of you foot wear.
I use a round bungee cord with plastic ends like a belt.I never drop my cell phone case or media devices.No plumbers crack when bend over.
(RESUBMIT)Solar Garden Stake with USB port.Bring to the beach!
Fully customize your very own underwater habitat with Personalarium!
Freestanding toiletry stand (^ on counter) with slots for toothbrush, razor, etc, folds closed to an on-the-go toiletries kit (from ^ to v).
Temperature telling visor
Luggage Cushioning
REFRIGERATOR COIL &amp; Dryer Lint trap CLEANER VACUUM ATTACHMENT Reaches to the back coils LED light so you can see what you need
to clean.
Antifungal Soap
A product that warms the toilet seat for comfort. Targets the ladies mostly but guys might find they like it as well!
directional sound speaker
Your family outing at the zoo is going along perfectly until your little one falls down and scrapes his/her knee. What do you do now
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Passive solar roof shingles
FINGERTRIP - PENCIL ALIKE FINGER STYLUS for iPad and other touch screens. Triangular shape is ergonomic and fits great into your hand.
Itinerary Speaker
Flying Styrofoam saucer. UFO for kids of all ages! Easy and safe! Fun to see and fly! Free flight. A real toy for fun and entertainment!
Egg-cellent: a small pan with a symmetrical metal top attached at a hinge like a clam, for frying eggs by simply locking + flipping the pan!
The Stressgard- The comfortable, easy fit nightguard designed by an Orthodontist to protect your teeth from effects of teeth grinding.
A shoe organizer that works with standard wire shoe shelves that can be found in most closets.
Shoe Orgnanizer
"TALKIE CASE" --- CASE THAT DOUBLE AS A WALKIE-TALKIE. PERFECT SOLUTION FOR THOSE IN NEED OF BOTH. EXTREMELY
DURABLE.
Toy Bumper
Carry-on sized suitcase with built in space saving compression bag and deflating foot pump included in side pocket
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Coaster Cups
HIDDEN JEWELS-JEWELS ORGANIZER
Eye Low
Electronic Tastebud Stimulator
PillPod is a unique, design-conscious, touchable, safe, and easy to use pill and vitamin organizer/dispenser.
E-Buds Case
Table Coat and Bag Hook
This is a kid's toy ball that emits an audible tone whose pitch is dependent upon the acceleration experienced by the ball at any moment.
30 Minutes MICRO RESCUE POWER
WINK Tread and Sidewalk Melter
Smart Filing Cabinet! Finds Files For You. Keeps Track of What's Put In, Taken Out, Dates, and More!
Never forget your essential everyday items again with the Space Station! Mount the board to the wall and accessorize away!
A mirror attached to the outside rear view mirror of your car, but angled forward to allow you to see around large vehicles in front of you.
Super Saver Mobile App
"RAiL-CaSE" FLEXIBLE, VERTICAL ADJUSMENT TRACK DESIGN FOR ARM MOUNTING FOR RUNNERS, JOGGERS, BIKERS, WALKERS.
Earring and Necklace combo.
water skis mixed meets cross country skis, two canoe shaped water skis that have a foot placement piece,
Write lists on WiFi pad can access from mobile sources. Never leave lists at home on frig/desk. Hi-lite item for others to access.
Shower Curtain Handles
Portion Release PiÃ±ata
walkie talkie phone cover.
Let's develop an exterior window glass cleaner more ergonomic and less dangerous to use!!
Solar dog clothes phone charge
smudge proof screen protector
Low-cost, portable, lightweight bed frame that is adjustable for ANY SIZE mattress VERY simple components; VERY simple to manufacture
illuminated headboard
The Head Hugger-a warm, cozy extremely comfortable pillow that creates a â€œnestâ€ that gently cradles the head in a supportive position.
Big Mute, Commercial Zapper
Present your holiday/Valentine jewelry gift in Finest Belgian Chocolate presentation boxes; a ring/earrings/necklace in a sweet edible box!
Improved Electrical Cord Reel
Reusable Bottle/Jar Label - No more mystery bottles of soda or jars of homemade jam!
The Spoke Wheeled is 3200 Years Old:It's Time For Quirky To Step Up &amp; Reinvent The Bicycle And Remove The Spokes from the Wheels,#Resub
DreamWave Pillow Case
Tired of cleaning up spilt milk from your counter? A jug cap with flexible neck and cover keeps the kids from missing the cup/bowl again
Ultimate Giftwrapping Tool - 3 in 1. PUSH to CUT Wrapping Paper, PULL to TAPE, & Use Side Lip to Curl Ribbon! Year Round Holiday Tool.
papier peint facile Ã poser
Imagine a relaxing aquarium w/o all the maintenance, and hassle of the real thing. Digiquarium is a digital replication of real aquariums.
We already have an issued patent on our invention. US 7677722
Electronic Scoring Horseshoes
SOLAR SAUCER YellowJacket trap
A wire less "App-Enabled appliance" , on wrist band.... to dress own AVATAR, helps to choose clothes, hair style, or home fittings.
App-Enabled Open / Close Sign. Every business needs a sign! Put it up high, change it down low!
Syringe Pacifier
You can't get rescued if you can't be seen! Self contained Hi contrast large Mylar balloon & helium pkg w/200' line w/reel 4 line retrieval.
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Blue tooth vehicle backup camera (retrofit) kit with Smartphone connectivity.
Convertible Loofah!
Soap Switch Nozzle
Portable Recording Booth
Waited for the air to clear after your partner has used the toilet? AutoTo-Scent fills the room with fragrance you love as soon as you enter
It's genius - Reusable Nipples fit water bottles already on the market! Babies get hungry. Parents need convenience - no worries!
COOK YOUR LUNCH IN JUST ONE PAN! This idea can make various kind of food at the same time in the same pan. WATCH THE VIDEOS BELOW!
Smart wall adapter
A cup that holds dog poop and has a snap cover. The user places the cup where the dog is pooping and snaps the lid into the cup to cover.
We feel people are tired of hearing and seeing so much negativity. Just the word "Relax" helps us "Relax". Our logo is positive, and edgy
The Hanger's best friend!
Good Samaritan acts as a bridge between all who drive our roads. As applications go, it is the first to do good for us all. Read on and vote
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Backseat buddy, table or kids
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen cooking unit calculator / converter. Not an app. Open to collaboration. Water &amp; Mess prof. Resub 216 votes
nettoyeur rouleaux peinture
"WEATHER-CASE" A DEVICE CASE DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND THE ELEMENTS. FEATURING A VERTICAL RETRACTABLE
/DETRACABLE SCREEN COVER /PROTECTER
SQUEAKI baby cleaning pod
rolling hemi walker
Life Guard
Comfort Spots. Cloth covered gel spots to rest your knee or elbow on while at your desk or driving in your car. Stick em on any hard surface
Portable Papertowel Cover, protects papertowels/toilet paper. For use in all vehicles (cars, trucks, etc). Folds and fits in purse or pocket
Shoe dresser. A dresser designed to go inside the closet. Short and with properly sized drawers to accommodate shoes.
Gutter Blower
OLED Phone Pens:With built in WiFi camera,App sends photos to smartphone or images from smartphone to be pen designs.
Tiered Backpackers Backpack
Golfcycle
My idea is a car organizer for kids with a built in shade for naps or blocking sun for playing games or watching videos. Named Kid Kaboodle.
A umbrella could resist strong winds and be received easily.
IBlock
A smart at home recycling bin center with removable bar code scanning Computer. An at home or on the go step by step recycling friend.
LapDesk, wood, tilt up and down, Holder keeps it in place, light, Bottom is made from TempurPedic with groves for legs, molds to your body
As an extension of sun glasses, the happy face is a shield made out of sun-blocking fabric. Screen pivots to block the sun. Easy folding
Luggage Locater
My idea is a shave or razor counter.The shave or razor counter provides an innovative tracking method when using a disposable razor.
Tablet Digital Companion
This simple device prevents injury or death, to a small puppy or human infant if it falls off a bed onto a hard tile wood or concrete floor.
These days nearly everything comes in a wipe, but not what I need most. A non-stick wipe to replace the spray lets me put what I want where.
The iFeel....bring a interactive 'touch' to your video chatting sessions.
First Demo USB Flash Drive + Lighting. Resubmit After 243, 311, 338 Votes and 378 Votes.
Express Net
Buggy Shield
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"TRaCK-CaSE" WIDENED ADJUSTABLE FLEXIBLE ERGO DYNAMIC "WASTE BAND" DESIGNED TO OVER LAP AND BE INDEPENDENT
OF BELT LOOPS.
Heat hands and feet by energy generated through movement during winter months and cold seasons
Bucket List on a Bucket
a safe box hidden behind a functional wall lamp, for jewelry, important and valuable documents and money.
Perpetual motion
Would You Buy this for $10 if You Saw it on the Shelf with the Trash Bags? I would. Reusable and Eliminates the Hassle Every Time You Empty
Klick N Lick
Prevent Tooth Stain Travel Mug
prevent lock/alarm goes off
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Portable baseball or softball hitting station, clamps onto any post outside but can be used inside.
Power cord retractor
Pro Gaming Controller
Hands down the best money clip ever!
Potty Eye
The Living Scrapbook
Buoyancy power source. Put a turbine in water and regulate the buoyancy of each oar as it spins through the water. It will move on its own.
Silicone Roll On Basting Bottle: Great For Use When Grilling In Doors or Out Doors as well as Baking Bread, Pasta Dough and Pie Crusts.
Second Spine: An expandable backpack that transfers its weight to the hips, bypassing your back.
The fire resistant blanket would be placed over a house when a wild fire was near and the house was in danger of flying embers.
Un-highlghter
Ankle phone case
WINK App-Enabled Locking Diary
LetÂ´s reinvent the toilet brush ! separate brushes for better cleaning, simple yet effective. (Render-&gt; Vector)
Safety box for hobbyists, to prevent tiny parts from rolling off the table, being blown away, or covered with dust, while being worked on.
Power Wind Turbine
Madmen single malt
One size fits all ball cap with side blinders for reading while in the sun at the beach or pool. No glare,reflections,or distractions.
head phones
Create a translucent shade that sets over a low voltage (LV) yard light. Create different designs for different holidays.
Motivational Projector
wireless continuity tester
Turn your own vacuum into killing sucking machine with UV attachment (or use as wand) UV kills germs,lice,fleas,dust mites,bed bugs-in 1 sec
Headphone Communicator
Augmented Reality Shirt &amp; App
Juice Box Portable Power
A reusable pill cap that reminds you if you took your pill(s) that day and what time you last took it.
A GPS-enabled tracker (small enough to fit inside a pocket or purse) which records location and start to end routes.
Nano-Suction Tape & Dots
Retractable Christmas Lights
A smart phone holder for the nightstand that allows me to use my smart phone at night without holding it.
EXTENSION CORD w/ OUTLETS on BOTH ENDS!!!
Self lighting wax candle or self lighting holder! Butane & flint Never burn fingers or have 2 turn ur candle upside down to reach it's wick
ALL IN ONE motorcycle full face shield that will protect face from rain, wind, dark. AND protect from sun glare at any time during the day.
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a kitchen compactor. just make everything smaller so you can easily sort the materials out.
Lighted seat belt plug in cover.
Picture Perfect! Hang your picture on the wall in the perfect place. Know with confidence where to hammer the nail in.
Receipts LOST and need if for return? One of its kind SMART Receipt collecting machine with scanner and bluetooth. Ultra compact in size.
Decor Subscription Service!
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
"Doggie Pal"
progressive tint windshield
I propose an adjustable flow, reusable filter cup for the drop in pod type coffee machines. This would allow for personalized brew strength.
"Frozen Flavors" Flavored Ice Cubes! Buy pre-filled and sealed. Frozen or unfrozen trays at store. Many flavor varitys for kids and adults!
Crater Pit
Get off the Phone! Here's a home-based phone system that is a headset which includes a dialing pad and caller id display.
Cushion bladder
The ultimate "green" showerhead: it's not just low-flow, it's sensor-driven
Cellphone case with credit card holders and money clip
pocket tissue holder
heated snow blower front
Seat Finder App
A Butter Knife that will heat up to spread cold butter onto a piece of toast. The butter knife can use a battery and have an on/off button.
Memory Box Clock, it remembers what you forget, and lets you know when your near it.
Juice carafe with variable sized filter for desired pulp consistency. One drink, one container. Twist knob to your desired preference!
Music Note Pads - Children can create melodies by setting a note to each pad then stepping, hopping or riding over...Slow or Fast...FUN!!
BOTTLED WATER. Traditional alternatives (refillable bottles) lack the simple tamper indicator built in to commercial bottles.
TV buffer
pivot power genius singles
If you hate messes, this product is for you. A simple non-slip, snap-on floor mat. Comes in different sizes and fits around any base.
Glow in the dark/lighted vases.Bring your vases to life and show off your amazing art work!
Custom Designs for Motorcycle
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A box with four compartments for storing shoes. Storing shoes is good but its been done. The question is how can we go one step further.
Mini Mitts
Travel Caddy gives you a place to put your fastfood while you eat it as you travel as a driver or passenter. No more food between the seats.
Calendrier Journalier ConnectÃ©
Poop Flags
Paper towel splatter guard! The frame of a round splatter guard with clips on the edge to hold paper towel. Adjustable size- fits all pans.
Control the volume of water and the temperature of your shower. Save thousands of gallons of water per month.
NEW Pivot Power â˜…
Pet Station
Dust under
La Poche Magique
Easy-Reach Tree Caddy
Intelligent Bike-light
You probably have to pick what you're wearing each day in the morning but with the every occasion clothes rack that's a thing of the past!
Steam Clean you clothes while taking a shower with the waterproof "Shower Steam Clothing Bag". Put all that wasted steam to good use.
Creating a cloth or flexible fabric material with solar voltaic technology integrated into it.
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Light product that improves our health,wellbeing,potency and prolongs our lives.Ideal solution for people with a sedentary behavior
Heating Sleeping bag / Blanket
pan collapsible handle.
Game lock app
Phone controlled doorbell
A IR spray device for control of varmints (deer). The device would activate anytime the offender was present with a IR spray repellent.
Baby Monitor headphones
Lifecorder
Decorative Clothes Glitter
toothbrush helper
ball handler
Wipe-U-Clean
Please do not vote... this is a revision for 2 other proposed people mover concepts, currently under UC
Multifunctional Picnic Basket
Block Heater Plug
Door Stop and Toy
Smart bottle/sippy-cup that tracks the amount of liquids an adult/toddler drinks during the day.
Bed comforter with zipper down the middle (hidden with fabric); you can unzip and wash one half at a time; fits into your washing machine.
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Pic Board
The Shoe Carousel or Shoes-Go-Round for under your bed, easy to use, minimal space required, out of site, excellent shoe storage.
Mini Monitoring Rover
Quick Freeze
StarRunner *Next Gen Running Machine*
Clear Bra
My patent-pending product is a water gun that builds air and water pressure via pump mechanisms fitted beneath the user's feet.
A wireless thermometer (thermocouple) and/or motion detector (accelerometer) to monitor your baby.
Installable, adjustable thigh & foot rest suspended under desk, ending the leg discomfort that goes w/ long work sessions sitting at a desk.
OUCH! A splinter. No problem. Plug your TweezerCam into your TV/PC and there it is on the big screen. In no time you have it out. Awesome
iPad mini screen and battery
Ergonomic mattress set that is raised up under your head an behind your knees for best support and blood flow while eliminating acid reflux
!Utility Board- Utilize the front of a Stainless Steel Refrigerator Door with a Strong,Slim,Flexible,Magnetic,Dry/Erase Board +suction cups
The present invention relates to a slipper which allows for optimal aerobic exercise for strengthening the body
Wall Mount dog Tug of War Toy
LapWrap keeps sports fans warm, dry &amp; comfortable at games. It has a padded seat/back, large pocket for keys etc, handwarmer pockets &amp; more!
CHILDPROOF WALL OUTLET ADAPTOR
Crypt Mini Wreaths
Make your room smell good with spinning scents. Freshen your house with a discrete fan air freshener.
Compact LED Worker's Light
Every hotel room has complimentary shampoo and soap.Reduce plastic in landfills by making single use shampoo bottles out of single use soap.
Traction Sox
A digital water control for the shower with personal temp presets. Everyone in the family can have their own optimal temperature.
A Kitchen Caddy that organizes all the items you keep at your sink. Soaps, cleaners, sponges and anything else you want at your fingertips.
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Auto Locator
As I watched my mother struggle to get the pot of pasta to the sink to drain, I came up with this helpful protector. A splash guard w/ mitts
Microwave Tray with"expanding to the sides"flexible handles, should lift any c-r out of microwave without use of any type of glove or mitt.
Wireless charging mouse via charging mousepad. It's surprisingly simple. When your mouse is being used on the pad, its also being charged.
Crossing Guard - A small, handheld device with flashing LEDs and an air-horn to improve pedestrian safety in urban/suburban environments
Secure Mobile
The SMRT Desk
A vessel that has a slot running along the outside. In the slot a heating element can be inserted to heat water or other beverages.
A soap wand with a detachable head so you can choose any soap figure I'd like. Easy to screw on figures of various colors, shapes and sizes
OLED Display Image changer
Are you tired of the falling cans in your pantry? Through the use of these different sized can rings; you can stack cans without falling.
Disposable Box Poop Scooper
App-enabled baby monitor
CLEAR TRAY TOP FOR BABY WALKER
A digital video album similar to a photo album except it contains multiple short video clips of special moments, e.g. a baby's first steps.
the toe Kick Step would allow for an extra 3 -3 1/2 inches for a slightly higher position in reaching objects in upper cabinets
Easy Tracking Arrow
The MUMbrella is an innovative umbrella that clips/mounts to the handle of any stroller to keep Mom's dry and in control.
precise liquid measuring cups on a ring.(1/4,1/3,1/2,etc.) These would be transparent plastic to distinguish from dry measuring cup partner.
Boom-a-rang Competition. A Boomarang that will tell you how far you threw it and how fast it is going. Compare stats for a fun exercise.
"WHAT'S YOUR STORY?": An interactive children's book that uses magnets to let kids tell a story 10,000 ways. 4MM customers born each year!
Slotted Spoon or Solid Spoon? Instead of two spoons see them combined. Get rid of extra cookware.
Cover all cold prep
Refillable travel-size toothpaste dispenser - You'll always have your favorite toothpaste whenever and wherever you travel.
Clear plastic backpacks for public events are becoming more and more necessary. How about an opaque, shear 'sheath' for non-critical uses?
HomeCare Finder
Universal Tablet Holder
Shoe rack? Meet coat rack.
Omnidirectional Audio Hat
A sleek and fashionable handheld flashlight that is also a stand alone lamp.
"Pill-Time" medicine management device......Buzz: "time to take medicine !"....... Also monitors whether the appropriate medicine is taken.
A velcro jacket for ratchet tie down straps. The jacket can keep the strap organized when not in use and keep the loose end secure during.
NEW LITTER BOX THAT ELIMINATES THE FILTERING PROCESS WITH THE PULL OF A LEVER! NEVER SCOOP LITTER AGAIN! SAVE
TIME, MONEY, AND EFFORT!
LOVE your flip flops but know theyre bad for your feet?A clear rubber band that clips to flip flop,then goes around ankle-no scrunching toes
Pretty Wrap
New Yorkâ€™s 7-round magazine capacity limit makes handguns useless, because most handgun mags hold at least 10 rounds; this is the solution
My idea is a window storage organizer for children, which can also double as a sun shade protecting your child's delicate skin.
Baby saver
E-MODE
The half belt
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safety in the work placeed
Portable personal battery operated snow blower used to clear a 12 inch path. Lightweight with rechargeable battery.
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Childrens Outdoor Movable Umbrella Made Just For Kids! Lightweight, easy to move (on wheels) and locks in place for sun protection on the go
Synth-Slicer G1
ROLLER bath mat
Better aeration for faster, more even drying...
Magnetized Shoe Straightner-Easy way to straighten out shoes in compartments by adding magnets to shoes and an activation switch.
Fruit slicer - slice as many fruits as you want with one push
Maya-go bracelet
The Gelbrush, Eliminate having to brush and gel your hair seperatley, The Gelbrush is the all-in-one answer.
Rechargeable Heated Mug
REDUCE YOUR RECYCLING STORAGE BY 50%.. A crusher that not only crushes cans but also plastic bottles. 2-liter to can size with one Machine!
Cake cap!
Cheese crust remover
A simple kit to transform your bathroom sink into a comfy bathtub for babies.
Code named the Hip-Sip, it is a wearable stemware holder, designed to be worn over a belt or pant top.
The perfect compliment to Houstons ToothPaste dispensing brush. Its the Kids sleep over kit. Includes the mini ToothPaste dispensing brush
Pups
Hinged light switch extension to allow small children to turn on their bedroom lights on or off without adult assistance.
The "Keg Keeper" is the mobile keg chiller: two chambers to maintain proper beer temp, a spigot to drain excess water, locking wheels!
Smart cutting board: easy to clean with 3 surfaces, tilts to capture juices, raisable sides to block spilling, &amp; a removable measuring cup.
An umbrella with an ice scraper/snow brush on the handle that can extend for hard to reach areas.
INR Smart Chek
Programmable Infrared Switch
Ping pong paddles with integrated score counter allows users to easily keep track of table tennis scores.
Reusable Strapping - Secure &amp; Easy to Use
LED light mat with changeable light colors to create different low-light environments
The Smart Bookmark
PanoCam
PowerPoint/Presentation Clicker: Watch and Ring (Wi-Fi, bluetooth). Have a hands free organic presentation,+ never lose your device again.
My idea is a simple light for the Kindle 3 to be used without a cover (naked!) and powered by the Kindle itself.
We need a application bottle for color that comes with brush on the bottom so when you squeeze product you can touch up your grey easily.
BE AWARE WALK &amp; TEXT SENSOR
Picnic Tote - Round picnic blanket that folds into fashionable tote bag. Setup picnic in a sec, pack all the mess in style once u finish
Toiletbowl Deodorizer
Tracker
Give your fishing pole a jerk and Ballure separates from your fishing line, inflates a balloon and rises to the surface with your catch.
Cooking tripod supports for new, safer campfire rings. Makes cooking over the fire safer by eliminating trip hazard.
Scissors designed for opening letters. It has a removable guard next to blade, so only cuts fraction of inch off the edge of the envelope.
Zip It
The Master Q Pit
Outdoor Camera (Socket)
What's Up Clock?
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Love Lockets are designed to hold one unpackaged condom, and are fastened to a: garter, armband, choker, bracelet, waist chain or necklace.
A secret stripper pole!!!! The pole is attached to the ceiling under the light piece...Maybe later can add a stripper pole that lights up.
Final answer to hailing a cab! Size of a large pen with a pull-out flag(similar to a shade)with the word TAXI on it. Collapse into holder.
Teflon coated Snowblower
Beer tap Lock
Thumb device to cut tape from rolls
Lock-out Electrical Cord
Kid Tracker
Aid'n Watch
The Plug Starter
No more loose chage in your pocket or your purse.
auto dimmible light bulbs
END of the LINE will save the planet's waters from destruction.
A pet bowl with raised bumps inside that will force your pet to eat slower and less messy, eliminating thrown up food throughout your home.
MODERN CANE WITH TABLE HANGER
A tray in the car with spaces to fit drinks and food items that could connect to the dash and swivel from driver to passenger.
Invisible throat mic redesign
Emergency light that fits between the light bulb and the socket!
Tissue Companion
Patchlight, the light-up network patch lead. Using a clear covering and EL wire, you can easily trace a single cable in a tangled bunch.
Wink Balance Board
HELLO - Bike Remote Control Lock - WHOA !!!! -keep on voting thx for supportAn arm extension for those self portraits. This can be made from light weight, inexpensive plastic and designed to fold into a pocket size.
Convertible Grocery Bag Pack
In-ear device that detects your heart beat rising and automatically plays soothing music to calm you and signal you to take a break.
BeStrongEazy
Digital Stained Glass Windows
Personal Wallet Sized Safe
Earbuds with sensor on the back that beeps if someone comes with in 10 ft. No more worrying if someone is coming from behind while running
Hummingbird perch
Remote control ski/snow shoes
This is a better child's wagon. It's stackable, extendable, and pull or push-able.
*Snake Weights* - Bendable Weight Tubes. Put on Household Objects - Broom, Rake, Tennis Racket, Golf Club, Vacuum, Lawn Mower, and Tone Up!
Revolutionary new concept in document shredding. Time-saving option to traditional shredder by eliminating the actual shredding
Ultimate Rowing App. Wirelessly race & log water + gym row workouts. Connects Concept2 Row Machine. Virtual regattas, better gym display.
Car top cover made of flexi foam -mounts or dismounts in less than 2 minutes- minimal brushing on windows and windshields on snow days.
Bag Stabilizer
GARD 'N CLAW garden gloves mimic the claws of an animal, helps when digging through dirt. Protection and reinforcement for each fingertip
For morning routines: Container that attaches to mirror with suction cups. A simple storage solution to hold contact lenses, makeup, etc.
a mug/cup that keeps the heat, but has a section for the ground coffee or tea at the top so you can brew your own tea and coffee on the go
Papa-Jacket for coffee cup
Flat Iron with Removable combs
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SHIELDS.an add on to any existing fence,bannister,railing.Why?Shields sun when you need shade, shields neighbor's junk yard, allows privacy
Quirky community invents life saving airbag to escape burning skyscrapers { will be the headlines in the news }... Its an airbag escape vest
antsafe pet dish
A better toothbrush
Soap Sink Clip-on #REALSIMPLE
Coarse
Hand Washables Washing Machine
Lego hand
Toilet Brush
Port
The all new revolutionary Spy Gangster Glasses code X-4. With these glasses you can film secret footage and zoom your vision far and close.
To keep chairs and tables from producing the annoying rocking and beverage spilling that is common to a floor that is not level.
Spice n hide
this is what everyone needs Wireless Headphones no more getting tangled by that annoying wire - wireless and easy to use headphones.
Corner Cutter
Resubmit!Snow globe with built in mp3 player,alarm clock,snow blower, nightlight, digital photo viewer!This makes a great gift!
The Original Greens King
The Back Up Buddy
Shower head with built-in sponge. Interchangeable for you to use your personal sponge.
Water bottle made of COPPER for added health benefits (Updated with modified designs
Proximity sensitive RFID pet training device â€“ Keep your pet off the bed, out of the garbage or off the couch!
TreePots are planters designed to fit around planted trees. The TreePot gives the illusion that the tree is growing in the planter.
Attractive Hamper looking convayor storage
Jump Rope Splash Buddy
A case that transforms your iPhone into a miniature projector with the use of mirrors! A solution to expensive iPhone projectors.
Keep birds from perching on your railings and ledges humanely and discreetly.
Outdoor Solar Recharg Station
App/ Software Email to Postal Mail one click brings your email to life. Send the email get the mail.
paper scanner for phone
Self-flowing Drunk
Ba-ba, Disposable Baby Bottle
A Sport Watch that uses multiple LED colors as a visual indicator of workout intensity (i.e. heart rate, calories burned, distance, etc...)
Moss Graffiti Kit. Includes spores, dried nutrients, and brush. Just add water, mix and paint on your surface.
Spresh Trash Can
2 in 1 pen and power bank for any cell phone.
A residential emergency escape ladder that illuminates the way to safety communicates to 1st responders during the critical first moments.
remote control pager
Shoe ferris wheel
Snap On Lighting Gel for CFL Lightbulbs. Get rid of the harsh 'blue' light and enjoy pleasing tones again
Pop Up Shower Tent
Goody Safe: A locking cookie-jar type container with a timer device that opens one compartment per 24 hour period, for 5 days. Dieting aid.
Add extra counter Space in the Kitchen or Office - Drawer topper turns any drawer into useable space...
The Soap Dispensing Dehumidifier - takes less space, takes away humidity.
Universal video/audio monitor mount requiring no drill, hammer, or nails for installation. Watch your infant without damaging crib or walls.
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Windraw
Provide a means for people to easily create and produce Kinetic art. This art appears differently as one changes their viewing perspective.
OLED cutting board. Backlight and useful information for cooking on the cutting board.
If you're a homeowner, how much would you give to never pick up a weed-eater again. Let's build a solar powered, guided lawn edger.
Safe Passage
Hand gestureing thermostat
I want to invent a kit for parents to use when their children need to use a porta potty would contain disinfectant spray, cover &amp;wipes.
Cylindrical tower with different compartments for family members, and seasons.
Warm serving plates for every meal. No hurry up eating before food turns cold. No additional preparation or cleanup time required. Low cost
Disposable food service gloves made better. No more dropping slippery food.
PlusOne.Com
Tag-Alert
A dispenser that allows food servers such as Subway and El Pollo Loco to put on their plastic gloves without touching the exterior of glove
Cable Shortener [RESUB]
Carmobi - a teeny iPhone driven race car where you actually see what the car sees. Investigate the kitchen from bed, for example!
App control hose/water value
Palm-Peeler!
Biodegradable Cigarette Filter
T.V remote control with built in speaker so you can hear the tv in bed with out disturbing your partner
Hanger Counter
Use any bag, RETHINK how you throw things out. Updated with Renderings!
One order of relaxation served.
RV /camper roof protection. Inflate to protect from falling branches.
The Retractable Hammock. Store easily. Added Image
No mess glue dispenser for Elmer's Glue Bottles. Just ejects a drop of glue at one time with trigger
Avoid hackers spying: A small rubber device, which is permanently placed on your laptops webcam. Flip open when you need to use the webcam.
Phone Tee
An app that displays videos to show fathers/parents how to do their daughter's hair.Hairstyles can be categorized by time, age &amp; hair type
POT POCKET; A spoon holder for a pot.The spoon holder slips onto the side of the pot,when the spoon isnt being used it rests in the holder.
A button Control locator that attaches to your TV and another small piece that attaches to the remote controller which beeps when activated.
GRILL SPATULA
My dogs love ice cubes! Let's make an ice dispenser that automatically drops ice into their water bowl throughout the day!
safety device for tub faucet
tree roller
MP3 Head Unit
We have simple design application intended to be used as a temporary fixture on kitchen counter tops to place hot pot lids during cooking.
My Idea is about ADJUSTIBLE SUNGLASSES. People wear sunglasses all year long. Fisherman to Snow Skiers, Men,Women and Children.
nail drapes
Music Reader
The Story Bear, a TeddyBear that tells stories to kids. Itâ€™s a bluetooth speaker with character...
Stop unwanted hair liter on bathtub walls and floors. Take control of your hair problem before you're tangled with a BIG plumbing problem!
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The Computer Patch
A helping hand and light for those hard to reach outlets in dark spaces. It's the a Plug Buddy!
Easy Works
No-Hanger Wet Umbrella Shower Hook. Leave it on year-round. Also hang wet clothing to dry or a scrub brush.
Milk dispenser. A must have in every fridge.
Eliminate scrubbing your bathtub with a brush. Get the Terrific Tub Scraper and see the soap scum peel away with ease.
Oval cup to fit the shape of a cookie better, to save milk and broken cookies!!
Peephole for a Camera-computer
Rice Minder
1 This invention concerns a piece of clothing with a system that enables the user to convert an anorak into a sleeping bag (and vice-versa)
Pour mouthwash directly into your mouth with this mouth wash dispenser.
The Teddy Bear Toy Box is a toy box, a toy and a functional piece of art. It will keep the toy room clean and keep your children smiling.
StandOn
dimmable pvc windows
Kumffy Koze
Perfect fridged designer stacked frosting w/ compatible cookie cutters-unwrap packaging of 12 frostings, pull apart, place design on cookie
PC Tree
self charging wireless mouse a mouse that capture energy used in moving it and charges internal battery
Foil helium balloons make great profit but the 30 kg gas can is heavy and expensive. Solution a mini can in the balloon. Click and inflate
Shower buddy
Shotgun Beer Cooler
UV Germ killer for vacuum
Resubmit:New Render, SQUEEZEBOX - Save space in your cabinets and keep your cereal fresher, longer! Render by simplyinclined
BATHTUB READING LIGHT: My favorite low light reading area!
A soft, rubber mat that features a highly-condensed array of small suction cups to adhere to the bottles of your various shower products.
Hands-Free Foot Polishing Pedi
Panic Button: A base station that can learn all your car's panic alarm signals and activate them from your bed or chair if someone's outside
A simple HARD IPAD case. Pull and twist to remove and stand. Quick to open.
Travel Backpack
Print positive and encouraging messages of love and hope on facial tissues , jokes and humor on toilet papers , work tips on paper towels.
Let's make shaving easier, cleaner, quicker, smarter and way smoother. let's also store our shaving products where they make the most sense
Never wonder 'did you take your pill?'. Watch out! With the CaterPill, the pill(s) are in the strap- This means they're always on hand.
Flower Power
Above ground pool shelf - attaches over the outside railing of pool, no force to the railing as the cantilever rests on frame of pool.
Road warrior business
A fan with a tube that clips onto your clothing, under your blanket, near your desk or anywhere you need some personal cooling off.
Condenser Evaporation Unit
Ultimate Phone Stand
UPDATED!!! Tired of your fingernail clippings flipping out all over the place? Try this fingernail clipping catcher (NEW Working Prototype).
Blusic
ThatÂ´s a simple, cheap end efficient SHOWER BOX CLEANER, made to clean between the glass sheets
Ever went biking and forgot your H2O? Don't worry, because that lake water will do just fine, thanks to your Pedal-Powered Water Purifier!
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A way of carrying keys in an enclosed, small and attractive holder rather than have keys on a ring damage other items in your pocket/bag
Fishing/Survival Pliers
A "Child Finder" set of watches for Parent and Child with a compass-like face on the Parent watch that points in the direction of the child.
Smart Pill Organizer
Multi Touch Pad Refacer
Mp3 wireless headphone
Flash Drive Secure Organizer. Keep multiple Flash Drives Secure and Organized.
A user friendly skincare/cosmeceutical organization system that will be attractive, resilient, easy to use and cleanable for any space.
MOBIC-MobileIntelligentCharger
Forever Christmas Tree
Is it a lid or a bowl? It's BOTH! It's a bowl AND a lid!
Wheelbarrow taking up to much space in the shed or garage? You need Back-To-Flat the wheelbarrow that folds in and out of a single sheet.
Pizza Baking Pan Set, for single slices, half or whole pizza, designed to eliminate the cutting of pizza and the other problems listed below
Indoor/outdoor wall mount 4 flowers/herbs.Designed by you.Horizontl rods hang from vertcal rod.Rod slids in/out to accomodate 4 blinds/fence
Pocket Knife Guard
Solar powered water condensing pouch worn on the belt
Protect Our Plants (POPs)
I have a Water Balloon filling system that will eliminate kids fighting who gets to fill up their balloon next.
XLR Charger
self running power generator
Stay Fit even on the way home
Small screen primitive or not depending, which shows your latest Twitter tweets.
find
Porch post, Railings, and balaster heat shrinkable coverings. Restore and protect your existing porch post and railings. No more painting.
All Terrain Fishing Rod Holder
Earbuds that pause when they are pulled out of your ears and play when you put them back in.
ALL-IN-ONE Wet and Dry Stacking Measurement Cups and Wet Measuring Spoon Set, 1/2, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1 cup and a wet cup and Tsp/Tbs included
EZ Trash Removal Can
Make your own wall! Modular pressurized canvas wall for apartment sharing/ spliting studio apartment or big room. Can match to any APT.
Foldable clothes hanger is a new design, increasing the functionality of a traditional hanger with movable arms
Custom Bobblehead Gifts
Charge all your electronics at once using this decorative multi port charger. This "USB Crazy" has many designs that you are proud to have!
Worldwidel Hotel I.D.
Air conditioning ducting that includes Corner ceiling fan system to promote more air circulation in the room.
WiFi Vehicle Climate Controlled:Now you can control the AC and Heater in your car from smartphone.#Resub 6 months ago
Who has never been annoyed by reading a book and having to carry it all the time? And who wouldn't like to use his laptop on a couch?
ALWAYS GLOWING- TV REMOTE
1st Invention: A triple toilet paper holder. 2nd: A soap hugger/holder. 3rd: a double toothbrush. 4th: A toilet freshening and airsystem.
Need a simple and cool sleever that attached on your sport bottle, and hold your iphone, ipod while doing your workout? There you go!
Light Up Fashionable Rugs - Turn your front room into a Disco!
BandAid and other wound care adhesives have been around a long time BUT in the same boring brownish color. Lets put some cheer and color
the TOMATO PLANT CRADLE is a 2ft x 2ft 1/2 moon shaped basket with 4 corner pegs keeps tomato plants suspended 6-8 inches off the ground.
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AIR ROOM MIRROR-heats and fans
A paper recycle container that office workers will actually use. It is a small vertical box which will fit easily under a desk to be handy
We've all seen the small desk digital picture frames. I'd like a large wall mounted digital picture frame. Stream picture seamlessly.
Recycle with a difference, craft your cans. Introducing the Can-Craft. Cut your cans into new shapes and get creative!
Different size lift-off lids for open bottles, cans, glasses or cups designed to prevent insects from entering container.
Sewing Pattern for Custom Dog Boots for all breed and all season.
A holder/case that straps an iPad/iPhone/iPod to the back of a car's headrest enabling a small child in the backseat to watch video.
Convenient and accessible way to keep your phone viewable and handy while working on laptop or PC. A dream come true for multitaskers!
Punch tracker app helps fighters monitor number of punches, strike % and punch force. Aids in training and makes the sport safer!
FIRE POLICE AMBULANCE EMERGENCY SERVICES WARNING DEVICE IS LOCATED AT EVERY HOME HELPS FIND THE RIGHT HOUSE
QUICKLY WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS
Never again be the schmuck who locked himself out of his apartment. Hide your spare key in a place noone will look: behind your mezuzah.
A sleeve(RJ45 /Cat5 plug)for a RJ45/Cat5 connector so that the Ethernet cable will go into the correct color sequence into the connector.
POWER BACK SCRUBBER
Find a remote!Push button remote with elastic band receiver fits on any television remote Elastic band pager beeps when button is pushed.
I was thinking to have a cube shaped coffee maker that used peltier effect so it can make hot and cold coffee.
kick stand for the bottom of a dresser drawer. When the drawer opens, a adjustable kick stand comes down. the dresser will be hard to tip
TeleProtector
Textboard
A cell phone that charges itself using solar power similar to a solar desk calculator.
Cool kid carseat
Easy Gift Wrapping
Glare shields
Inflatable tent floor
land shark
Multi-Zone Heating Blanket
Shower Shave
No More Utility bills
SMARTEST SHOE ORGANIZER
The Wedge
Instead of putting Plastic Wrap around your waist when doing Cardio Exercise, this is a top and bottom "Undergear" that burns fat Faster!
I have a handle for raking, mopping, and sweeping that leave's the consumer without getting blister's all over their hand's.Click on picture
Modular gardening tool system with perforated bottom to keep, carry and use essential hand gardening tools.
iphone wallet
The Ultimate Necktie
A simple robotic box that builds for your own needs with modular accessories. ROBOX, a smart, versatile robot that thinks outside the box.
iPhone Memory Cartrage USB - Add to iPhone when extra memory is needed to take pictures or video.
EcoDry
I SCOOP POOP FOR A LIVING! How about a pooper scooper/leaf catcher that has wheels and a pop in bucket or leaf bag. Please read in detail!
Be heard above the crowd!
CellSaverâ„¢ Clothing
iphone 4 en iphone 5
Blowin Smoke
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Ice chest to be used with box wine to keep it cold anywhere you go. Remove bag of wine from box and place in cooler with spout coming out.
ONOFF Switches for each plugs / PIVOT / BALANCED look / EASY REACH / NO NEED TO CRAWL AROUND UNDER THE DESK
My coffee assistant
Camp / Picnic / BBQ Cooler. This is a Food "AND" beverage cooler in one. This cooler keeps your beverages cold and separate from foods.
This patented travel size pillow and tote has a registered trademark "Pillo Totte" This made having pillows for travel easier to carry.
Plant Ice Tray-Slow drip method to water indoor plants. Less spills. Good way to measure how much to water...5 ice cubes every 2 days. RESUB
Thick, Solid, One Piece, Aluminum Monitor Riser/Stand at 6.5 Inches Tall.
iPad car stand.
We often need a brush and sponge for various jobs. Simply flip for either. See video in use.
Sip Caps w/straws
Dual Temperature Blanket
No Tilt Watering Can!
Door Latch Extender
Mini Teabag clips. Clip to teabag then it hangs on edge of the mug.
An app where you can control your refrigerator from your Iphone.
App-Enabled Child Tracker that's more accurate than anything on the market. Allows parent or child to send a call signal to the other.
Quick Clean Cat Litter Mat!
Recycling water: Simple filtration system takes used water from shower or tub and reuses said water in the flushing of the toilet.
The PurseMate helps women overcome the unsanitary conditions in a public restroom, providing a way to keep purses sanitary, safe and dry.
auto air
Circle TV
Flat-irons stretch out and turn up the fabric. The Iroller keeps the fabric in perfect condition and offers faster and easier ironing.
touchscreen tv remote 4 family
Never empty paint pot. 'The cream always rises to the top' , so why can't the paint. And no more getting paint on your hands or brush handle
My idea is a universal ash collecting canister for Kettle (Weber) style charcoal grills.
LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR English to Spanish or Spanish to English (or other languages)
Burger Patty Maker/Stuffer â€“ Want to know the secret to White Castleâ€™s hamburgers?
Water conserving product. To reduce the household water consumption for bathroom and kitchen faucets. CONCEPT Adjustable flow restrictor.
Cup O' Ice
Out-of-the-way and accessible, suspended, pull-down 'shoe carousel' makes seeing, selecting & storing shoes quick and easy
Men & Women personal templets for shaving private areas -shapes,numbers,initals etc. W/temp dyes & possibly sm razor,cream all in tidy kit.
Customizable Stuffed Animal. Add digital photos, alarm clock and even record personal messages. APP/PC/Bluetooth Technology
The "ICE CAP" thin cooling liner fits all hats and helmets. Keeps fans athletes military gardeners etc. COOL. Weightless battery operated.
ShowerCurtain w Shampoo holder
Laptop & file holder for corporate office bathrooms
Squiggle Spoon stays in place! No more spoons sliding off the edge of the bowl into your food.
Dawn to dusk Switch
PRECISION GARDEN DIGGING TOOLS
Taking bags of cans down to recycle. Reduce the volume without crushing. Introducing the Can-Gone, opens the lid, shreds the can.
Sink Mat with Removable Screen - Catches food minimizing food going down drain
auto plumber
Sunglass Cap
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Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
practical frozen teething ring
My kids love doughnuts, I love doughnuts. We make a real mess with our sticky fingers "Doh". Introducing the Doughnut Cone, stack and go!
See idea description below.
waterproof charging phone case
Milky Pacy
FLIP ME folding laptop stand resolves technical problems like lightweight, folding and portable stand.
TRAIL MIX &amp; GRANOLA WARMER + MIXER! DELICIOUSLY TOAST THIS HEALTHY &amp; NUTRITIOUS SNACK WHILE CREATING A
CONSISTANT PERFECT BATCH!
Shower Power
cord closet
Safety Soda Sipper
A digital picture frame unit that transforms digital photos to look like an oil painting in a beautiful digital wall imaging unit.
Torch - The umbrella redefined
! A Universal Smart Phone Kickstand Clamp !
icook: the new app that connects with your fridge and gives you a list of recipes that you could cook!! perfect, now i know what to cook!!
Biodegradable compost collector sheets that would be dispensed in the manner of aluminum foil or wax paper.
Merging bike power and the power of your phone to power up a vest for turn signals for a person riding a bicycle The vest would be optional
Mace w/ PANIC Button
We have mercado for our needs to vegetables and fruits. But when we have to shop for family for the whole week? We need a solution.Read all
FIRE DEPARTMENT FIRE PLUG AUXILLARY PORT ALLOWS 2ND FIRE ENGINE TO HOOK TO THE SAME FIRE PLUG WITHOUT SHUTTING
DOWN FIREFIGHTING OPPERATIONS
The Mi-T-Clamp the only 12 inch bar clamp that can open up to 48 inches! Great line extension for the Quirky Rail System. Resub.
Networked Battery Backup
Fan-Clock
Bluetooth car seat
Water bottle with a counter -- to keep track of how many bottles of water consumed during a day.
Liquid Interior Door DM-01
Memo, all your files in a card
How about an Outdoor Drinking Fountain that attaches to your spigot.
TishTuck
Ipad Sunshade + Lapdesk + Solar Charging Station
A pen that writes/draws on paper, or other surfaces, and shows up on your device. You can also control different apps/features on a device.
Bra-da-bling is an accessory that eliminates the need to hide bra straps or buy special bras for sleeveless or spaghetti strap outfits.
Pulsating Water Bottle
Google Glass Vitals monitor
accessory for the crock pot - adjustable belt with built in crescent shaped cup, a resting place for the lid while stirring/serving
A simple, no hassle solution for cord management!
I purpose to develop an expandable/stackable shoe organizer that doubles as a hat rack. Bendy/Malleable hooks will hold the shoes and hats.
LED Flashlight made to be held in the mouth.
The Warm Air Inversion Lamp
Resubmit 3 NO MORE DIGGING Is an attachment and or built in holder for cooler that allows you to connect an umbrella, connect and done.
Instant Mug Chiller
Dip Tips
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Lighted Level, lights up the bubble vials and the surface being placed on.
C.D.B...Craftsman's Drill/Bits in ITS Carrying Case will provide the craftsman everything for putting any HOLES on a remote project.
Hummus is a popular appetizer. my idea is to make it Like cheese whiz and name hummus whiz longer shelf snack on it any time
My idea is called Peek-A-Boo. It is a automobile sunshade with a transparent middle section. You can also add team logos for the fanatics.
Hang a hook, hang more hooks from that hook, and then hang other things from those hooks.
UNIVERSAL CEREAL BUS
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
Spring Machine I
Hard boil egg shell remover idea #2. a small air blowing hand pump, quick and simple way to have a perfect boil egg Watch video on Youtube
Handy Hi-5
Hands free Umbrella. A wearable hat Umbrella without hand carry for sun shade and rainy days.
Automobile umbrella
Can of drink getting warm? you need ice cubes that can fit in a can of drink. The Can-Cube. Summer is coming! Resub was live Eval.
Pet Fly
Non-institutional looking cane the size of a small portable umbrella expanding to, proper length, stability brackets, ergodynamic handle.
A sensor you put on your child , either on a lanyard or a key chain attached to a backpack or coat zipper . The app is attached to a GPS
I'd like a mac protector that has wheels / rolling balls on the bottom. I make marks on the table when i slide the laptop around
fitness equipment with electrical output for the home,stairstepper, stationary bike and possibble treadmill stairstepper highest output.
Perpetual motion
Find It
Stencil Brow
ipad or iphone holder
Skin protectors for the back of eye glass handles to avoid friction sores behind your ears.
police vehicle fast eyes
USB Building Blocks. The possibilities are ENDLESS - flying helicopters, T-REX robots, race cars. Let your imagination run wild.
Inertia
My idea is for a safer way to bath an infant! Take the guess work out of the safeness of the bath water! Vote for color changing baby tub!
Did you forget something
Buying Decorative Pillows for your Home is Expensive plus you can't always find what you want. Make your own simple, sew or don't, Simple!!
Hydrolight
Compact USB Adapter
Wireless DoorBell that allows you to record your own music like on an ipod.
App-enabled Thermos-Reminder
WINK App-Enabled Rain Gauge
Sleeping Bag W/ Air Mat
Rain water harvesting system. Can be used in disaster zones like Japan or right here in the USA when chemical free drinking water is desired
Electro Light Charging
A relabeling kit for removing labels on branded food jars (e.g., Skippy Peanut Butter jars) and adding a personalized, decorative label.
Clip and deodorizer for your shoes... Store, clip to your gym bag, backpack...
IMAGINE IF YOU COULD EASILY, QUICKLY & SAFELY CLEAN YOUR CEILING FAN NOT JUST PUSH DIRT AROUND AND ONTO YOUR
FURNITURE AND FLOORS.
Ahkwa
Designed for kids. It's the shoelace Repair Kit, Multi Tool repairs laces that break, repairs fraying laces, Add flashy charms to lace ends
SOFT FOOTBALL HELMETS
Automatic Multi-top-Opener
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Bored with the design of your helmet? Upload to Update. Introducing Flex-Heads, helmets or bodywork with digital screen surfaces!
The Grandchild App
"Room for a View" Expandable dress mirror.Picture front, easily slides down sections of unbreakable mirror. Facial view to full length.
Turn any faucet into a convenient sprayer with extended reach. This handy gadget will help you clean the shower and so much more!
Check to Find Out How Much Laundry Detergent and Bleach You Have
Bungee "Bandits" with male and female swiveling clamps that spin to allow various configurations and extension sizes-Customize your cord
Thing-finder keyboard
Ever come across a nail embedded too far into the wood to remove, try the Nail Trench. It will expose the nail so you can remove the nail.
Large water bottle carrier
Pond fountain capper
Wait Call
Hot Rock Glove
a short cigarette! i like quick smokes so the idea is instead of the packs of cig you pay 11? for just shorten the cigarette box and price
Treat Me Right - marriage help
The All-In-One Sleeping Baby monitor system, know that you baby is safe while asleep!
A small hand-held LCD television, USB/Wi-Fi enabled, with: MP3 player, AM/FM/HD/shortwave radio.
Vibrationz apparel
many people feel recycling takes up too much space and time, so why not compact it! a household size trash compactor for you recycleables.
A Dog Collar with GPS capability. if you pet gets lost you can find them on your smart phone or computer
Shower Vine: Waterproof, portable toiletry carrier drapes over shower head. No more leaving bottles at the gym, pool, dorm, hotel room.
ReFridge It Wireless Scanner
Introducing...the LifeWatch which tracks personal goals with day count down/up mode on a practical wristwatch that's motivational...
What Every Fisher Man Needs The {Cast Measure} tells you how far and how much line is cast out. Signals you when you get a bite!!!
Temporary tattoo printer placed on your body, uses colors used for temporary tattoos, and prints cool tattoos on your body. App enabled.
tele,typers
The Ultimate Cat Toy. Completely random. A 50/50 collaboration with Damael.
Hair cutting practicing model
Child Alert
Mess free, never stale cereal bags.
A portable mirror stand with lights and storage space.... use it any where!
Comfy Collar!! Hate it when your dog's collar slides off, or is too tight? Kill two birds with one stone :]
App Enabled Smart Wine Chiller
A stylish and functional modern LED belt buckle flash light which will help with everyday task in dimly lit areas.
Best listening experience ever
Chilled Pastry Board cooled by circulating ice water through tubing sandwiched between poly boards.Container for water &amp; ice, small pump
Pet Food Timer
Adjust your flip-flops to fit your feet perfectly! Easier than 1,2,3.
A cute soft semi flat stuffed animal used to swaddle a baby. The animal's arms and legs are used for swaddling. A combination pillow blanket
pan organizer board. module
A satin lined wig cap that is functional and restorative. Satin pillow cases are used to protect hair. Why not a wig cap?
The Dry Soap Cloud
Spare Zip Pocket, never have things come out of your open pockets again.
Smart Wine Cellar Manager
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A Suitcase that can be separated into a two ways hand bags.
Have you been working and cannot find a rag to clean your hands? Magnarag sticks to any metal surface.Never ever lose your rag again!
An waterproof sink accessory for your phone or ipad.
Our stylish fragrance bracelets for both men &amp; women release just the right amount of scent. (Quirky members will design so pics may change)
Phonetab
Hot stuff corral
Calling All Soccer Moms. Introducing Bum Chum the heated barley filled Bum Cushion. It's a great way to keep your bottom warm comfy and cozy
garden dr. e-z sprayor
EZ install bathroom organizers
freeze pipe
Braille Cane increases accessibility of places to the blind. Similar to smart phones, it gives the user secondary information about an area.
Eazi Clean
*****stock watch (watch hardware to enable you to monitor your stocks, cd's & wirelessly connects to iphone/ipad to track stock progress
Automatic shoe lacing
body helmet
meat/food cooking container
The bike safe, a locking bike compartment designed to hide and secure items that are important but not too valuable to leave unattended.
Adhesive hooks to stick on to the side of small trash cans to hold the handles of plastic grocery sacks that recycled into trash can liners.
CORE ROLLERS-Exercising major muscle groups utilizing actual ROLLER BALLS. Floor mountain climbing, core, complete range motion. SEE IMAGES
THE BOOK BOARD-A backpack that transforms into a skateboard or a scooter! No more back pain for kids due to heavy books!
Ok GE,This is a big idea:Bladeless Fan Jet Engines.App alerts of maintenance.
Shower Thoughts Board
School Binders that can be digitally designed by the owner. Introducing the Smart Binder, as cool as it's owner!
Balloon Savers - Easily Deflate &amp; Reflate Expensive Helium Balloons That are Special, Valuable, or Memorable
A flash drive that activates direct mirroring functionality on the iPad 2 (soon iPhone 5) to record video directly to external storage.
Magnetic Silicone Lid that connects on to cooking Pan. Pan &amp; Lid make seal using magnetism. Economical &amp; Easy Method to keep food covered
CAR TO CAR COMMUNICATOR
Car-Aoke! A combination of kaoraoke, Rock Band, and Soundhound games all in one, but in the car! Singing in the rain, singing in the car...
SECURITOR
New Way For Keys.ã€€Get Rid of Probable Danger!ã€€Keep You and Your Kids's Body and Sweaters Safe!ã€€
Put a sock in it
Power Chair lifter
A unit that holds a surge protector and keeps wires neat and gets them up off the floor and blends into your decor!
Jump It!
Team hats
QUIRKY FITNESS LINE : TOTAL-BODY EXERCISE UNIT - THE NEXT GENERATION OF ELLIPTICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT (RS)
Numeric keypad with number placement the same as a telephone
4 in 1 Wine and Bar Accessory
E-Tint
Totally wireless TV
A cleverly decorated and handy little contraption to save your little ones from bonking their heads on tables at home or out to eat!
App enabled Dog Collar, detects and alerts you that dog has picked up ticks or fleas, Early warning can prevent illness in pets and people.
This Gas adaptor is installed in the opening of the bottle and will sprinkle whatever liquid is in like a champagne shower.
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Door Ninja
Save hundreds of dollars a year by not throwing away that little bit of cereal at the bottom of the box.
On an airplane, have the tray on the seat in front of you pull down and lift up to use as a support desk. Lay your IPad on it for support.
fundies
My product is a freezer organizer made of stackable adjustable cubes with labels that will help you organize/separate your freezer foods.
Quick Shaver is an adjustable band lined with razors for an all around complete even shave.Can be used on arms &amp; legs, flat for traditional
Kitty Call: An app that initiates an interactive video call between cat and owner. An interactive toy allows the owner to play with the cat!
The purse poncho
Morning dew farm
Range fils ingenio
Writable Magnet Clips. Hook or Stick onto anything magnetic. Write and erase description on Clip. Reusable.
My item is called "GOLF ANGEL" it is a golf tee and ball mark repair in one. Golf tee on top but flattens and splits on bottom like wings.
Bud Buds - share what you hear
shipping solution-reuse boxes and large envelopes! plain brown shipping/wrapping paper that is contact paper...with grid on back
STOCK-IT! Shoe Box with visual aid. The box shows you what shoes are in and HAVE TO be put back in!
BALSAMIC vinegar nozzle fits most balsamic bottles-push-button stop/brake to control flow-drizzle at controlled rate--Renders by Dan Terry
Bathroom sink taps shoot out a smooth thin water jet that causes a mess if you waste water, encouraging water conservation. Could be artsy.
Skate Board Strap with a Pocket(s). Carry Money, IPod, Phone, etc. Speaker to plug into IPod, Phone, etc
A device that can be put in a fridge, that warns the user when the food should be consumed, no more wasted food
Boutonniere Holder
led keyhole illuminator... this would be placed over/on house or car key or any key u would need it on... :)
One apple doesn't need to spoil a bunch!
Noze Coze
Stop buying printer paper and recycling documents through the garbage. Introducing the Re-wite printer. Prints out the text!
Wink Cam, Security
Hug Me Pillow
REDUCE EYE FATIGUE AND STRAIN . iPad AMBILIGHT
My device retains the fingerprints of everyone entering a store, bank or service station.
Eye Pod
A very special way to draw Mandalas everywhere without paper and pencils but using only your finger!
The Dustpan Vac
Grate Shaker - let's redesign the cheese grater. Grate, shake-to-serve and store cheese and other food in the same container.
Exercise/ Activity Glove
Magentic Repullsion Helmet
Automatic subdued lighting so as not to disturb others.
Protect your head
Touched Up!!! An easy way to do touch up painting!
Save the world's water supply
To have a comfortable cushion laptop table to use in bed or in a couch with a gel wrist rest to give ergonomic support while working.
Shoe shlef with customizable height and width and small shippable pieces, that also transforms into an off season storage box.
Multi-chamber cleaning bottle
PROBLEM STATEMENT: What do you do with all that junk mail? BEST OPTION:

- Create Energy Logs (it's easy & creates energy)

The "Q"uirky GYM towel, a wearable Q shapped towel with convenient pockets for your gadgets and keys.
Disposable Carseat Protectors
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The FLEX is a universal suction cup stand that has a bendable and flex arm that can be bent to use on any version of the IPAD or tablet.
Replaceable bottle cap opened by press button for more convenience and to keep the gas in the bottle
Tilt Lens Adapter
Quirky is now developing a Reading Board Game. Lets develop an exciting fun filled Board game for kids struggling in Math. App Enable it
Ceiling Fan Light generator
Stud Finder/Wall Mapper Dozen 1/4" neodymium sphere magnets in 1/2" plastic disks with a single 1/2" neodymium disk magnet "finder".
Clothing that resists movement. Lose the dumbbells, exercise as you move. Introducing Flex-Clothing with a resistance weave.
Louver Door Paint Brush
Rubber Wristband watch - skiing/ snowboarding. Was submitted before as a glove w built in unit and was in UC/ kicked back for cost of glove
An infant feeding bottle with 3 rings scale: Hours, minutes, ounces. The rings scale will remind you the last milk refill and how much.
Adults only Cabinet locks
Acoustic Blaster
I propose a computer monitor with a built in overhead lamp similar to an old television set with a built in antenna that pulls up and out.
A corn on cob butter spreader. Put butter in holder, squeeze over hot corn and spread. The melted butter flows through holes. No mess.
SECURITOR
Rock'em Sock'em(-like) Robots: Keep track of wins, losses, hits and KO's with WINK!
Pocket-Gap: Give Your Pocket A Gap! No More Squeezing Your Hand In Your Pocket! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Electronic Tooth Brush + Application Software
Handyman Snap-on Flashlight â€“ attach onto any hand tools.
Donâ€™t get caught at the airport paying exorbitant overweight baggage fees charged by the airlines.
Ornaments that plug in to light strings can't transition to LED, and will become useless - a battery pack can power them instead.
IPHONE OR MP3 CORDS THAT ILLUMINATE IN THE DARK and make people around us aware that we have them in.
Mow Lawn, Exercise, Kid fun 2
The Bear Backscratcher
Voicemail number retrieval
UPDATED. Circular Cutting board w/ groves. Cut pizza/pie/cake evenly. Groves along w/ the power of magnets guide the path to straight lines
An extendable ladle that fits into every pot!
Car Snacker - small colorful molded plastic rimmed personal car snacktray with front scoop-neck, softwrap behind neck, one snap, brandable
Side Sweeper
steering wheel hand-warmer
Hair clip headset and light 2
Stop yourself from carrying your Apple products and even your ID cards separately. With this, all your essential gadgets are in one case.
bike - umbrella
How about a little extra memory for I Phone I pad and I Pod touch...
Innovative lawn edging system that is flexible,easy to install,durable, 100% effective and looks great. Both residential and commercial use.
Scented Oil + Function = Tranquility-inspired, bamboo-themed glass caddy & lotion/soap dispenser. For facial tissues and more.
OZONE2WATER
Beer Cozie that will CHILL your drink so it never gets warm. Interlock ice pack for the bottom so its always cold.
L.E.D Towel Bar, Shower Bar.
Coffee Genie*
Cuff Lengths" - Lenghten, decorate, or hide flaws with these attachments to pants, boots and who know's what else.
The Perfect Runner
Why do things twice? Marinade and it's ready to throw on the BBQ without any more prep Marinade Container has a grill basket enclosed.
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want to reduce your carbon footprint? but don't know how or where to start. with this package we did all the research for you. Â
sliding power outlet
Silicone stretch covers set of 8 sizes.Eco-friendly FDA approved food grade silicone. Good for oven microwave dishwasher freezer fridge.
Calling all Tool Junkies! A wrench with a little magic. Introducing the Genie-Wrench, gets in anywhere, just give it a rub!!
QeepStill. A tray with modular accessories, designed to reduce spills by children at meal times.
sno-melter
You can get your chip with the chip grabber and enjoy the dip all the way to the bottom of the jar without getting your fingers messy.
Convertible Work Pants
NOTHING LIKE IT. Set up this camera tripod with one hand by simply pressing and releasing a single button. It conforms to any surface
Standalone re-charging unit for spare smartphone batteries.
VERSATILE MODULAR BOX - Reengineered fridge storage box for leafy vegetables' long lasting freshness and tastiness / Steam cooker box
neat seat
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
Always searching for the remote control? Try the GE Smart Universal Remote with it's own app
Portable toothpick
H2'Ok
Retractable Stethoscope
Cigarette+Lighter Case Keep 7 cigarettes safe, snapped closed with your lighter. Ditch the drab pack and grab convenience.
Candle re-wicker
Cord Keeper
Easy Feeder
A container for washing and drying shoes
UB, Ubench (for urban bench?)
Universal detachable remote, LCD backing each button, unlimited macros/buttons configured in App, Micro USB w/attachments = cross platform
night light. carry it on your body when you go out at night. tied to a lanyard. neon color. fun and purposeful. be seen from a block away.
Hey Ladies,ever walk down the street on a windy day and all you can do is try and keep your skirt from flying up. Try the Skirt Weight
BClock
A personal pillow shade for when you're laying out in the sun and dont want your face getting hot and burnt, but still want a tanned body.
Modular Spotter
Finger comb for flat iron
App enabled Television remote control finder.
Power Window Viewer, flat screen,mounts 2 window like an Ipad in camera mode captures the view. Pinch zoom, pan, snap, record, Bluetooth
A container to dispense Make-your-own liquid hand soap (using soap slivers which we all hate to throw away). "The HANDSHAKE"
Beach Bag Blanket
Beer Flag
A low cost plastic baggie designed to protect a Smart Phone from water, moisture, sand, dirt, etc.
Set up this camera tripod on ANY SURFACE with one hand by simply pressing and releasing a single button.
This Golf Board Game sits well with those of us that still enjoy the game, but cannot make it out to the course lately. Uses finger clubs.
self lawn fertilizer
electric sharpener-vegetable
This product will revolutionize the way we hand wash dishes - easily attaches to the faucet for a mini pressure washer / scrub brush combo
Spinning Bathroom Organizer!
Couvercle mÃ©langeur
PORTABLE AIR HORN activated by user. No air canister to buy. Use with empty soda bottle. Store in purse, backpack, glove box. Get attention.
Why-oh-why can't I find a bicycle bag that has little wheels & a handle so I can pull it through the city? 'Cos it hasn't been invented!
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Spiffy Case
A baby carrier made of wide-weave mesh so moms can shower with their babies
Microwave steam-powered self-stirring container. A bowl that uses the by-product heat to push a stirrer around the bowl during cooking.
An iPhone/iPad controlled power outlet. Control almost ANY device you plug into it from ANYWHERE! Plugs into any existing electrical outlet!
The Ferrari of Protein Shaker Bottles: Durable and multifunctional (dry powder storage, pill storage, hand-cranked mixer, key storage, etc.)
Car TissueHolder and Dispenser
Functional clip to put notes, reminders, cards, station numbers, pictures, other decorations on any edge of flat panel computer displays
Tired of ab machines/devices that promise the moon but only deliver minimal results? Time for you to try Pristine Abs!
Alarm clock blanket! The new way to get out of bed, wake you up and get you moving! All you have to do is set the alarm on the blanket!
Fly Vacuum
Upside-Down Washer Dryer
Oil canister
Turning a posthole digger into a hand trencher for low-cost sprinkler system installation with minimal effort. To lay pipe underground.
MAGNIFY YOUR MANICURE WITH MagniSpecs HANGNAILS-BE GONE GLASSES WILL ENABLE YOU TO EASILY SEE YOUR NAILS. NO
MORE $$$ TRIPS TO THE SALON
Wrist auxiliary Screen (wireless) - Configure what is displayed on your wrist by a phone app.
Talking a small child anywhere can be exhausting. The stroller theater will keep them entertained while you get on with life.
The Nostril Grooming Tool is a disposable devise for dislodging and removing mucositys from the nostril.
Planning a trip or dinner with friends while you cannot view the calendar? Make it easy with the digital calendar and the FamilyCalendarApp!
A wireless GPS, life alert chalk board pointer.
Silicone Grabber
UpKeepers- Keeps Bedding Neat
Was UC Smart Trash Can w. scan bar code reader, label reader &amp; snap pic of the product that U throw away &amp; creating a shopping list in U app
IRON STATION that has an outlet with retractable cord built in. Always yank the cord because it isnâ€™t long enough? Not anymore.
Illuminate your door knob and deadbolt! - A stick on solution to help you unlock your door.
5 gallon propane tank holder. Keep your tank safer from tipping over and convenient cooking instructions on the lid with mechanical timer.
"Angel" Baby Co-Sleep Monitor!
App-Enabled Beverage Rack - Know When You Are Running Dry... Track Multiple beverages (e.g. beer, coke, juice)
My idea is simple, a de-fogger that will clear your mirror of fog when you come out of a hot shower.
The Munchie Mitt! This is an essential item that can be used when eating potato chips, popcorn or anything from a bag that makes a mess.
Picture hanging systems, which allow you to hang pictures with wire and magnets. Hang your artwork, photos, notes any way you want.
Heads Up
My idea is this revolutionary mirror adapted to the desired height and angle getting the most out of our visual field without effort
Compact, retractable extension cord. It reduces tangles and can be used at home, office or garage. Fits in a drawer or glove compartment.
Touched Up and Stored !!!! A great solution for long term paint storage and convenient touch up.
A wireless GPS, life alert chalk board pointer.
Tired of your/kids zipper getting stuck in your jacket? Never again with this strip of iron on material for inside jacket. Small pockets too
Heat Resistance Ear Covers
Song by the rain
Paper Towel Lined Plastic Bag
We can do better than this.Do you sleep hot or have a partner that does? Time to make a Quirky style bed fan, keep cool between the sheets.
Phone-jack utility outlet
Moon Wine glasses
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Furniture Moving Wheels Bar
Getting around by bicycle, wheelchair or mobility scooter after dark can be dangerous if you are not visible to motorized traffic.
Sorry Mom..... Didn't think of this idea until after mothers day... "Broom N' Mop!" 2 in 1 Tool that accomplishes all your floor cleaning.
iPad Caddy
Ketchup Minder
EZ Microwave Eggies
POWER through GLASS
Pill Pen. Just a click or twist to dispense a tablet. Still works as a pen. Option 2- Use on key ring
Collard, Mustard &amp; Turnip Greens Cutter. Use the same design/concept as the Graze, currently being developed by Quirky staff.
Dish washer space is always not enough. Utilize some available space for cutlery with another basket and now you have the much needed space
Pregnant Stuffed Animals
The Quirky Opener - a multi use bottle opener complete with 16GB USB Flash drive and LED flashlight built in.
Spatial Audio
Refrigerating Slow Cooker
An iPod or MP3 dock that sets mood lighting
After a mastsectomy there are usualy long drain tubes with a bulb thing to collect fluids.A short apron to hold the bulbs would be helpful
CIRCLE POWER STRIP A revolutionary new power strip for home and business use. It's made for you. Less Space. More Power. More Outlets.
App Controlled Family Calendar for the fridge! Edit a daily calendar on your phone and the family can view it on the fridge.
A Speed Square manufactured from sustainable or waste material! Now that's different, that's Quirky.
quirky Bluetooth low energyHUB
Music stored on your device will replace the TV commercialâ€™s sound right through the TVâ€™s speakers while watching live TV.
cold cup lawn chair
Deicing Wash for Airplanes around the world. Cold weather Airports (Increase Departure times, Increase Revenue) "Recycle" Deice wash.
The product being pitched is a three-in-one pasta cooking and serving tool!
Silicole Textured Washcloth
For all you bakers and cooks out there: This idea is for a tiered dry-measuring cup. It scoops cleanly right from the bag and has levels.
The device I built removes the heat from waste water the leaves the home, and returns it back to the water heater.
Solar power charges an air compressor pump; when the right psi is eventually reached, air pressure is released to create a "water geyser."
leisure centre/world saver
Tire rivets that emerge on ice and snow and go back down when not needed; all by themselves! Smart Rivet made with temp sensing memory alloy
Did somebody say bacon
Hail proof
Talking Dog/Pet Collar : A multifunction collar via bluetooth / sim to interact with your dog / pet.
ZOOM
Poop bag dispenser w/LED light
an APP name warehouse pal. Connects bulk shoppers to other local bulk shoppers wishing to merge lists split products. Women only.
SMART PANIC RING - A ring that alerts designated contacts that you're in trouble and you can't call for help. (picture not actual product)
personal interest calendar
"Check Engine Light" - Check what is wrong without taking it to a auto mechanic
A simple grooming station. A functional storage, charging and cleaning station! Can also be wall-mounted!
"THE CaROUSEL COOK'R" -"QUICK COOK'R FOR QUICK MEALS!"
Track Your Cat Microchip
Food Can inventory
Double truck rail bike clamp
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Mini All in One Kitchen
A light diffuser capable of attaching to flashlights, neutralizing the annoying glare.
A tv sensor bar that dims the display if children get to close to the tv, keeping a healthy distance for the child viewer and the screen.
Reusable Pop Bag!!! Pop! Pop!
The Digital Diagnostic Pupillary Measurer eliminates guessing and provides accurate measurement for medical providers and police.
A weight scale that you can control the setting from the top instead of the sides.
ADJUSTABLE HARNESS FOR YOUR DOG WITH LEASH THAT HAS SEATBELT CLIP THAT DIRECTLY CLIPS INT SEAT BELT OF ANY
VEICLE
Hold iPod Touch to your Ear Like iPhone with simple speaker to make Wi-Fi voice calls in privacy instead of loudspeaker. No software. How?
A retractable hand towel that clips onto your workout garments. No more forgetting, or loosing your workout towels.
Ready when you are
Tree Gun : Flower Pistol - Shoot Seeds not Bullets !
TRUCK CADDY
I would like to invent a shower gel dispenser that you put all your small pieces of soap in and it makes shower gel. It can have suction.
SD Slippers
Stereo-Love
MyHotPot Thermal Cooker turns any cook pot into a non-electric slow cooker. Uses residual heat to cook, save energy and keep kitchen cool!
Speaker Headphones
Trash can + seat combination. Perfect for small spaces like dorms, cubicles, bed rooms, home offices, etc.
VOICE ACTIVATED TEXT APPLICATION WITH ADDED FEATURES FOR WEB SEARCH
Ziplock bag with a straw (capri-sun). Parents can mix their kids' favorite healthy drink, or water, fill the bag and seal it.
Bad handwriting? how about a post it note printer.
Wink Pet Collar. "PET PHONE" Talk to your pets from anywhere with an app.
Pool skimmer rake
Shoe polish style applicator for purple primer cans to reduce spills, waste and perminant damage as well as clean, professional application.
Electric-powered Wall Baseboard Cleaner (Watch video)
The Casual Hanger an innovative unique futuristic product with a Rolling Letter Wheel,Date/Time incorporated for best closet organization.
Trace-its
A wall shoe net that is sturdy enough to be hung anywhere on the wall.
Table in a bag? Big table in a small portable package.
Create Your Own Extension Cord - Create length needed, 2' Sections, Wide &amp; Flat. Lessens tripping &amp; amount of duct tape used. Cord Mgmt
Clip-On Shade
CUTTING CHART WITH CRACKER FOR SEAFOOD
Finger flashlight and laser pointer.Small and easy to use. Hundreds of uses. You should have one in your home,office, car and purse.
The Green Score Card
Nautical Nozzle = a soft rubber cover for the top of your bottled drink/beer to be used on a boat ride
I propose to make a lightweight rubber bracelet like watch that will vibrate at easily set intervals for... wait for it... interval training
A tooth brush with heads that snap on and off. You could buy a whole box of 24 heads for your family, hard, soft,medium bristle.Quickchange.
Bathroom LED Screen and Camera
Hot Lipstick Mess
Viewmaster 3D new generation. Introduce the photo in the app and you can see it in the viewmaster. Perfect for trips and holidays.
21st century football helmet
A pet ramp for the home. Helps with legs and back.
Shoe Caddy
The app is for food shopping lists. The app reads the bar code of a product finds the info on the net, and saves it in a list for later.
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Whole House Fan w/ GE Controls
the HoverLight Bed
As children get older they have a lot of stuffed animals. Why not Recycle them into useful furniture. Usig clear vynle
SyncKey
Lock-Down - Safely Secure any Belonging - Retractable Strap - Secret Compartment - Push Button Code - The New &amp; Improved Lock
MIQ you wanted, you want VIQ and VIQu, shoot everyone over you, no one holding the camera. its purpose remove the cameraman
CURBÂ â€“ Tech's $5 Swear Jar
Imp Health Monitor
Electric Drywall Demolition machine is a quick and easy way to remove drywall. This is a great tool for DIY projects, builders/contractors.
Custom Stencil Punch. Using Pinpression-like technology, this punch can be changed and changed and changed with a push of a button.
The Adjustable ATV Helmet
Pro-Tan lotion
A slip-on light mechanism for a pen or pencil. Now you can write in the dark!!
OneEighty with External Harddrive enclosure: Extend your Mac-Mini with additional storage while it's sitting on the OneEighty stand.
Bird Deflector for Jet Engines
A "fire extinguisher" for your mouth after you eat spicy foods. Ingredients (secret) are in a small package (ketchup packet or vial).
The PoWell
Milk spoilage BLE HUB
reverse angle swim goggles for backstroke no more watching flags or craning your neck.
Handy long handle Back and Body Bath Washer. Switch it for an easier clean for those part of the body hard to reach areas.
iToggle is a bluetooth controlled power plug that would allow you to plug in any device of your choosing. The possibilities are endless!
The Shore Catch! A crucial fishing accessory that allows you to real in that big one while keeping both hands on your fishing pole!
Bed Sheet Rumple begone!
I have designed the first ERGONOMIC hair dryer eliminating Carpel Tunnel Syndrome in the wrist. Many stylist and pet stylist and home use.
Pulling a load of clothes out of the dryer and having a dozen pair of socks already matched up and ready to put in the drawer or wear.
Individual Stack-able Display Case to store one pair of shoes and its matching accessories: a purse or gloves etc.
Cargo-Rack: Give Your SUV Or Truck More Cargo Space! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
The SLUNGER
The Bendable Snake Fan (with Quirky Ions)A Fan that can wrap around anything! Cooling w/ Directional Lighting. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Single handed ice scraper. There are many single handed scrapers but none are ergonomically helpful, or use the power of your fingertips.
safety at workplace is everyone's desire accidents occur daily at work,solution, wearing reflective hard hat, prevent injury or even Death.
CORVETTE SHOW/PARADE DRESSING
This is for all the classic car enthusiasts out there that store their cars for the winter,and have our furry friends to deal with!
The big mirror in your bathroom or bed room is simply boring to look at. Add a flower vase to it with a plant or a flower - now it's supurb
Egg Stix - Instant Healthy Egg Snacks to go!
The refrigerator lazy susan. A turntable for each shelf of your refrigerator allowing you to spin the items in the back to the front.
Phone Shower Holder for you Waterproof Galaxy S4
Child seat app
Customizable Apple Earbuds (in-ear headphones)
Proximity Computer Lock
Play Tic Tac Toe Phone Case
Self-Cleaning Toilet. We have self-cleaning ovens, dishwashers, washing machines...why are we still cleaning toilets by hand?
Pressure sensitive pad that transmits data to an iDevice to count stitches in knitting. Alerts knitters when needing to change stitches
NFC Smart Lock.
We should have something that we can easily adapt to small/big places. Easily dismantled and re-built.
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A protective car cover, resilient enough to repel hail, branches and errant birds, yet easy to deploy over the top of a car.
Why not have it all in a floor lamp. Typical floor lamps are relegated to the corner of your room or wherever there is an outlet.
Soda-Sifter: Grab Your Soda Without Dipping Or Digging Your Hand In Cold Water! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB. (V/V:210/179)
Finish your cupcake to reveal a message inside the case. Eating cake just got even better!!
Shampoo/Conditioner comb
Laundry Wall - hide your laundry in plain sight [ReSub]
Foot Traffic
Have you ever left the hotel for a meeting, only to realize you missed a spot shaving? We have a product aimed at assisting you see.
iPlays App
A pulley system (including a small motor and remote control) to help senior citizens open and close their double hung windows.
No one likes tangled headphones. With this new device you will never have to untangle your headphones again.
Resub (90% v/v ratio) - An iPhone case with interchangeable straps/accessories to fit its many uses. What about a camera strap or carabiner!
Ihelperï¼ˆAuto Self-Rescue Toolï¼‰
Mitten Ease
A heated bra (in the front) to help keep women warm in cold environments without adding bulk or burning the skin.
A laser-assisted method for automatic windshield wiper systems. No need to set the wiper speed. If there are water drops, it wipes them.
In short, the big picture is to create and ultimately produce a cord that allows portable device users to exchange power between devices.
Educational Kit of the "DPC"
Instant cold water bottle
coat hanger with hooks to hold multiple pairs of shoes
Resubmit 296 Votes: Soda On Tap, for Parties.. Easily dispense soda 2 liter bottles of soda at your parties. No more spills! Easy Peasy 123Z
tetrapod opener
drop it game
RESUB-Glow in the Dark Wall Picture Frames. Colorful, Fun &amp; Trendy. Great for Kids, Teens, and College Students.
You can find rolling backpacks and ones with strap-on lunch boxes. Why is it hard to find one that is both?
Pet collar camera
#Apple iPhone lightning cable!
Double Sided Power Board
Baby-Bottle-Feeding-Nipple-Adaptor for Standard bottle threads,especially PET-Bottles.Turn every bottle into feeding bottle if necessary
Voltage Stick Improvement
Dog Collar With Built-in Retractable Leash
THE MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT HOODI
Prevent Beer Explosions
Tweezers with light (already exists) and a USB camera for getting those pesky ear and chin hairs or doing a self "tick check".
Keep My Baby Safe Smart Strips
Aluminum headphones made from recycled aluminum cans or bottles.
Patent opportunity! Universal Smart Phone Holder! Unique, Simple and Sleek! No more bulky plastic holder! Reduce risk of car accidents!
Table Lamp 2.0
TAKE A KID FISHING with the Safe Casting Youth Fishing Pole
A dog bowl that can be rolled up and attached to you dog's collar or harness. option it could carry water/food as well; camel back for dogs
soap bath sponge
Champagne With A Bang
An adapter that converts an electrical outlet to one with USB ports and an adjustable night-light while retaining its original functionality
The inventor of the Garden Putter cleverly combined the pruner with a spade weeder to make one tool he can grab and do his garden work.
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Keurig for the microwave. Coffee in 60 seconds or less!
Someone should invent a UNIVERSAL CARRY STRAP for beach chairs, coolers, tripods, picnic baskets or anything you want to carry, hands-free.
the heat exchanger
voice activated scale
World's 1st Dual Apple Thunderbolt + USB 3.0 Thumb Drive - 20x speed of USB 2. 2x speed of USB 3 - Now Mac Users Don't have to slow down 50%
Night Eyes
Handheld Egg Shaker a perfect handy mixer that also works as a suction cup!!
the "never lost" BINKY!
Did anybody say the Pillow for Sleeping on should be rectangular? It's the Head that needs to rest on the pillow and not the body. Follow me
Hello, From past problems, with loosing plywood from my pick-up truck, I have an idea to correct this issue. It's called secur-it.
MOLD OF SILICONE FOR EDUCATIONAL LOLLIPOPS. A sweet way to learning basics.
We want convenient in our daily living with less hassle cooking,cleaning and more convenient weekly chores. SMARTHANGER solved the problem.
Portable water pack for dogs
Mouth cover unit while eating
The Baby Wall Is A 8 inch bendable clear plastic wall that velcros or clips to your baby's high chair so they won't push food off of it.
mOrf~board
A slide out, backlit, bluetooth phys-keyboard for the iPhone allowing you to text faster and more comfortably without bulking up the device.
Like an instant cookbook in your hand.
Original and unique laundry hamper.
An eco-friendly way to modernize your light fixtures: a large shade that fits over the shell of a chandelier or ceiling fan (w/o blades)
A sink that flushes water down from the sides like a toilet. Or sink attachments that take a portion of water down the sides to flush waste.
Cub3s (Quirky Edition): Help Your Child Learn Numbers &amp; Math Problems! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Easy connect computer (E2C)
RESUBMITTED-The Lorsh Pad brings comfort to mobile computing. Is originally intended to provide a comfortable work surface on any place.
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Air Tight Storage Containers
Monitor sleep/exercise/sleep apnea treatment. An app to monitor readings.
The Iron Mate
CordWrap for cords keeps cables coiled. Silicone covered, layered stainless steel stays straight and auto-coils when bent or slapped.
White reflects heat; black (dark) absorbs it. Change your roof (Exterior) color for heating and cooling.
Digital Shoe Box
Wireless Phone Charger
With the IMP technology, we can revolutionize the medicine industry. Always know when it's time your loved ones take their meds.
Watch Your Meal
Plate Protector
Throw Me The Mike! Wireless Microphone You Can Toss Around Room - Perfect 4 Quirky Evals, Parties, Karaoke, Fun! Suggest Shape 4 influence!
Impact Sports Sensor
OpenKitchen - The first open-source kitchen showroom.
A tiny plastic square that sits on wall screw. Can be moved in any direction for those times you wish your frames actually they lined up
Mind Reader (kind of)
Plantyhose - Garden Garters
Bare bones trash can
Cooling head cap.
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Travel Makeup Mirror
Specific Photo Frame (Digital or Analog) for iPhone Panaramic Photos. See feature options. RS
E2Me
Imagine how many hoodies and sweatpants have gone to waste because of lost drawstrings. The KODS tool is the answer to this common problem
Spotter PANIC Button accessory
Pocket-Keys: Forget Key Rings! Organize Your Keys In Slots! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
A roll of gift wrapping ribbon that has a sharp edge safely hidden along the rim of the spool for quick and eazy cutting experience
Necklace style Water Filtration Straw. Survive in the wild and purify water as you drink. No huge annoying systems and iodine not necessary.
see above
Pivot Power- Evolution. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility.
Unique Breakfast Storage all in ONE! Take it with you everywhere!! Maintains your breakfast with a fresh temperature adjustment technology.
Mobile Scratch Eraser
Christmas Power Tree
Car Now
Picture toy Press N Spin re-engineered to work as a rechargeable lantern. Power generated by repeatedly depressing the center plunger.
Office mates "stealing" your food from the common fridge?
Wooden Toy Pyramid: Build a pyramid using 29 wooden pieces, much more fun than toy blocks!
Vertical power outlets
Meet the "Sportsshrine" an easy and flexible way to display your personal sports acievements. baseball, football, running, cycling..etc
Nail Striping Picks
Millions of checked luggage are lost each year from the airlines because of either human or machine error. This will never happen again.
GetUP Reminder
This black plastic collectable device makes the perfect wasabi/soy sauce mixture in seconds, no more lumpy wasabi. You know you'd use it!
Bacup is a Mobile Phone Charger that Saves Your Contact Details on Your Bacup Charger While Charging Your Phone
The MUG o TAP innovative product is adjustable to hold your drink on any surface ! It goes with you anywhere!Works as a car cup holder too!
Dome shaped Greenhouse Protection for all your plants, fruits and vegetables
Electric staple remover.
lighters with name
A patentable solution. LIFT the easy to reach spare toilet paper roll stand.
Accessory for pencils, better to eat a lollipop that biting your pencil. Great for kids and not so young!
TINY TOES: Fingernail/toenail polish designed for children
iPhone/Android under watch/bracelet enhancement. Caller ID, Answer Calls &amp; More.
Small Travel Kit
Eco Easy Christmas Cleanup
Modular Dishwasher Racks make it easy to load, unload and store dishes. Easy to set up for meals. Great for kids, elderly, and group living
SAFETY GROCERY CART
cosy toes
"1 BUNGEE" Never buy different bungee cords again BUY ONE AND DONE! Replace these clips with safety hooks to make one cord fit any project!
Spinning Solar Desk Top Toy
SPACE SAVER Laptop TRAY
The "Salad Utensil" features a fork and spoon in one. Stab the lettuce, scoop up some toppings, and enjoy the "perfect bite!"
A doormat that has a product that sterilizes our shoes when we step on it.
The rim cover is a protective shield for covering a vehicle's rims when spraying and cleaning the tires with chemical cleaning solutions.
Click N Clean Utensil Set
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Water Bottle Baby Nipple
Everybody feels stressed so why not have a calming palm massage by your Iphone. Hold it in your hand and let the phone do the work.
Simple, one carrying case for both GLASSES/SUNGLASSES and CONTACT LENSES.
The Rally Flag keys on the superstition of sports fans. Through our patented assembly the flag can fly inverted or be reversable.
TipClip
Aqua Pod Aquarium ~ Stress relieving desk toy
Phone Case you can in put your fingers(2nd,3rd,4th finger) so you wont have to hold it with other hand to use it.
Multi-pad
Stemmies
mayo,,catsup,,mustard, dressing,plastic bottles,that open with a pull tab on the bottom when bottle is empty so you can scrape the last 20%!
Baby toy organizer for car
Play pool with glass-like resin balls that contain steel balls that wobble A new challenging game for pool table players
CLIP

N STOP

My idea is to attach a hard plastic lid to a series of plastic rings to make cutting and storing pan sausage easier, and have less clean up.
Your child has skinned their knee. It must be cleaned but they are crying because it will hurt. You feel so bad but it must be done....
Custom covers for the upcoming Google Glass (smartphone glasses).(prev 311 votes) Lets get the jump on the accessories. Big upcoming market!
Who wants to drink out of some weird guys cup when you are at a party, I dont!! This silicone product will change the way we find our cups.
Flea glove
Our idea is simply to attach a mirror to a cell phone or a cover. It will reduce the clutter in purses and provide added convenience.
A foldable shoe rack that can be hung on the door or placed on the floor.
AN ALL IN ONE CLEANING KIT AT THE GAS PUMPS WHEN YOU GET YOUR GAS WEEKLY. INCLUDING CLOTH, SCENTED CLEANER,
MITT, AND AIR FRESHENER
ViceBox is an electronic willpower solution for parents, dieters, smokers and others to restrict access to items for a fixed period of time.
turn your iphone and android into a ipad with a magnified screen that is easy to use
What size is your foot?
Microscope for cell phone
Doggie Exercise Drone
The Butter Straw
RESUB! A simple, easy to use Prep 'n Peel bowl for your fruits &amp; veggies. Helps reign in those flying peels!
Friendly Fingers Book Pages
The Bath APP
The Perfect Fold
THE Q-UBE LAPTOP
Emergency light that fits between the light bulb and the socket!
22ndCENTURY IRONING BOARD, GE
Finger heat resistant grips to help you easily handle hot food or other hot items without burning your fingers.
An exercise band reel that neatly organizes and stores your resistance bands!
Smart Bottle: Keep track of how many water you drink, get a healthier body.
Soggy phone?! Try my cell phone sleeve/case lined with silica to remove moisture trapped in your cell phone or other handheld electronics
Animal Slings
My product handles both the "Ins" and "Outs" of owning a dog!
Little Tubby- short fat thermos with optional dual compartments small enough to fit in a regular size luchbox and leave room for other food.
Elevate your floor space with this shoe rack
A quick disconnect/connect clothes hanger eliminates snagging other items when you pull an outfit from your closet. Watch included video!
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Teddy Bears,Balloons,Flowers,candles,cards,Plaques,necklaces,bracelets,armbands showing condolences or expressing grief
Flashlight grid
Egg Cracker Kitchen Tool - Easily Separate an Egg from Its Shell! Also used as an Egg Shaker!!!
The "i FINDER"
Ladies, do you keep missing those important phone calls or text messages all because your phone is in your purse, backpack or pocket...
Butter Dish with a 3 Panel Flip-Over Cutting &amp; Buttering Board ATTACHED! Click on the Pic Please! Resubmit!
Fold Up Bar Stool
First electric toothbrush that brushes the RIGHT WAY- away from gums. Currently no electric toothbrush does that. No more damaged gums!
Mental Momentum
Hair color brush
In-Charge
SpringCleaning Rolling Storage
The shoe drainer
Breathalyzer (iBlow): users can monitor their intoxication and record metadata about the readings such as the time, date, and location.
Beach towel change
An Eco Friendly Ice Cream Bar - Use a sugar coated pretzel instead of the wooden stick. A "pretzicle" can be coated with sugar or salt.
IPod Holder
Water-Till: Cultivate &amp; Water Your Soil At The Same Time! Perfect For Gardening! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
HD recorder
Introducing Keeper v2
Shoe box tree where shoes store like new with water/sand filled base.
An adjustable hanger that allows you to adjust the length of the hanger according to the way you want and is easy to keep.
iPad Rolling Keyboard Case
166 vote Re-sub from a UC. Twin beverage (wine) server that Quirky said no other device quite like it exists. Please see the photos.
App for measuring calories consumption and make a menus proposal to loose weight.
POT AND PAN cooking lid that has a holding spot for the cooking utensil, at its time of being used, RIGHT ON TOP OF THE LID.
A mac case that has a solar panal under a protective, weather-proof plastic layer.
Qtales - A book of invention stories written and illustrated by Q community. Resubmitted!
SafeLift
i-Funch(all-purpose punch)
A battery operated heating blanket to use at outdoor events. It would be small enough to carry around, yet big enough to keep a person warm
"Paint Can Rubberband": A Stretchy Band you wrap around paint can, helps to wipe off excess paint from brush. Better than using side of can!
2ndHand GlassWorx
PetaBowl,Always fresh always mine! With PetaBowl your pet always has fresh food and you know they are the only one who has eaten out of it.
Where is the camera button?
The Doggy Pocket: A product to aid your dog in being independent/comfortable in your absence. *See attached pics*
Reader's Friend- The Reader's Friend is for those who read multiple books. I read 4-5 books instead of one-by-one.
Replace it with a sunroof!
Heat Beater
In line trailer light switch
Crushing cans at home can be a hassle for some and a game for others, either way you're shrinking the volume of recycling!
Pack and Go. My shoes are always ready to go on business with me. In my car or in my Bag.
HEar Gear
Refrigerators with built in USB charging station(s):With USB ports for charging all the smart refrigerator devices.
night fishermens cooler.
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RV Watch
A convenient spacesaving decorative furnature.A bed footboard unfolds to a desk,table,etc.to suit your need.Uses little space.None put up.
Resub (90% v/v ratio) - An iPhone case with interchangeable straps/accessories to fit its many uses. What about a camera strap or carabiner!
Drinking vessel with a step below the lip to make it easy to hold when slippery and for those with weak hands or wearing gloves.
Never forget key chain reminder system. #SPOTSV
Smartphone Through-Wall Imagry
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
Koder Keyboard
cool wave
Testing testing testing
Charge Your iWatch On the GO
Toy Cleaning Robot
Flower Pot savings Bank, deposit coins and flowers grow as your savings grow. Synthetic Flowers grow a little bit with every deposit made
FIVE SECOND WALL REPAIR!!!! Squeeze/ Dab/ Wipe Quickly Repair Damaged Walls
Cooling Rack with Fan!
Build N Balance
Crocodile Specimen Bag (CSB)
Yogurt(and peanut butter)lovers that scape and lick the edge/bottom of a cup/container would love a spoon spatula made of silicone.
(RESUB) Multi size folding pocket wrench. Why is this not out there. There are allen keys,screwdrivers and knives like this why not wrenches
Meter-Finger: Make Measurements With A Swipe Of Your Finger! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Perfect Spices
tampon pour tÃ©lÃ©phone portable
The MMDH/C!It is a solution to a problem that I have and if I have it others may have it as well? The Multiple Mobile Device Holder/Charger
Pieds de lit reglable
Using shredded soft plastic and resin, we can make a very light, yet durably Flexible material to make a board for building Like paper mache
Keychain Lint Roller
A refrigerator that has self closing or Automatic closing doors inside and out. stop family from slamming the doors.
Small, discreet cameras located on the outside of cars that you control from the steering wheel.
Fragrance Air Vent
Tripod Travel Toothbrush-Folds like a pocketknife for easy travel, air-dries like a toothbrush at home. Prevents germs and wet toiletry bag
Porte-cle a jouet autogonflant
Personal Potty Targets (PP Targets) are circular,TP discs imprinted with plane,boat,or other pics to encourage toddler potty training aims.
Dispositivo anti furto
Big Mouth Binder Clip. Taking this ridiculously useful tool and making it "special"!
Bookmark Pen
UFO Remote Control Drone
Defroster To Go
A tool/paint tray mounted on top of any step ladder that protects your legs from the discomfort of leaning against the top step too long.
This affordable, cost effective, simple to install and use product will save money and reduce energy consumption provding hot water.
A personal weather station that will monitor all weather parameters and transmit wirelessly to your mobile device via an app.
Orange rescue Balloon, carried in a small pouch with CO2 type cylinders filled with helium and 1,400' of tether line to find lost persons
THE FRIDGE CLOCK --- unites a clock and fridge magnets to provide more hanging space and the accurate time.
Car Travel Charger Deluxe
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Underwarmers. Electrically heated underwear that allows the user to keep warm without the need to heat the whole house.
I propose a mac case that has a solar panal under a protective, weather-proof plastic layer.
Cordless + Corded Power Tool by Quirky - Portability When you want it, Unlimited Power When You Need it! This can make Quirky tools DIY name
Wireless Data Storage Backpack
A SALT SHAKER THAT ADAPTS INTO THE TIP OF THE BEER BOTTLE. INSTANTLY DRESSING YOUR FAVORITE BEER.
Emergancy Alert
THE WORK GRIP GLOVES CAN HOLD TOOLS CLIPPERS WITH OUT DROPPING THEM ARE READJUSTING THEM TIME AND TIME AGAIN
IN YOUR HAND AS YOU WORK
Match Beautifully
fiber optic aquarium plants
ICE ICE SUNGLASSES-built-in cooling agent in arm &amp; nose rest of frame-AMAZING-relief of extreme sweating of face especially the eye area
Green Greeting cards w/seeds
Cable box, alarm clock and telephone lights are annoying to many people. With a simple device, â€œLights Out,â€ you can finally sleep.
The Retractile Car Seat Cover helps you protect the seats of your beloved car from water,sweat,and much more with only pulling one string.
i-pen case
I phone 5 case that folds open then folds out again one flap to the right and left to support laser keyboard.
Hockey Puck with GPS. The NHL &amp; other organizations can use this technology to confirm questionable goals.
The iGiggle satisfies babies, saves phones.Smartphone replica toy is waterproof w/ teething bumper,light up touchscreen & slide capabilities
Door Hinge Pin Hanger System
Bathroom Scales - Capture Weight With Your iPhone App. Stores upright (bobble or standing)
A liquid applied to soles of shoes making them non-slip. Revolutionizing workplace footwear and helping prevent environmental slip/falls .
Peel and slice without using a cutting board and cut right into a bowl or pot.
Message Timer
BBQ Grill is shaped &amp; looks like a Hamburger. This could either be a Regular sized Grill or a Mini Tailgate Grill or made in both sizes.
COOLEST Printable Digital Handbag an innovative invention with a flexible dinamic screen that captures all your pictures from your computer!
Bi-Polarized Sunglasses
The ultimate backpacking lantern â€“ Letâ€™s bring what this large market is missing!
Snack tray with cup holder
A cylindrical ice cube tray with shaped pockets that fill when submerged in water and an opening on the bottom that fits on a cup.
Tired of flushing your hard-earned dollars down the toilet? Then why not try â€œFizzie Flushersâ€ and make the cost truly worthwhile!
(RESUB) Keep things extra tidy around your desk with an all-in-one cable management system and trash can. A winning combination!
Charge All
ADJUSTABLE RUG PLACEMENT BACKING FRAME - Adjusts to any size rug
POPCORN SCRAPER
Sports sunglasses that are made from a similar material to what CrocsÂ© are made from. Light weight, form-fitting, unbreakable, and flexible
Sleep Timer for your Charger
Stylish and compact storage for wine bottles, wine glasses and accessories.
Have you heard of the Corkcicle? Very cool idea but has flaws. Lets make a better design that will not make a mess when pouring wine.
A rotating brush with an attachable telescoping handle to clean the shower and bathroom floors
Hate scraping ice off your windshield in the winter? Hate brushing off the snow? The "Tuck Your Car in Blanket" is the answer.
Install RFID chips in firearms, early detection by sensors placed outside buildings trigger an alarm that a firearm is present
This suggestion will allow ventilation in to the garage without opening the garage door.To enhance the ventilation you might want to buy fan
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G.E.-portable printing machine
doubler
US PATON PENDING CALLED THE HAIRCOLOR PEN. SIZE OF A MAGIC MARKER THAT HOLDS HAIR COLOR AND DEVELOPER
SEPARATLY INTIL YOU ARE READY TO USE.
LED Extension Cord:The cord has built in light up LEDs.Also LED USB extension cord..#Resub with 157 votes
Cell Badge
Smart ball (of any sport). You select an area on the app, if the ball goes out it alerts you. Safe for kids.
Smart Easel
COTS-Based Smart Home System
Body-clinging wristband of lights leaves hands free to work
Couch Patatoes Satisfied
Solar Shades
the nose filter does exactly that, filters any dust that you may breath.
Shoe Carousel!
Clutter Free Fridge Frame
Gun recoil may cause injury to the anterior deltoids, pectoral muscles or even broken bones. Answer: The Shock Absorbing Vest for shooters.
Too many 'personal care' accessories in your bathroom can look a mess. This product stores them away within a mirror mounted candle holder!
NEW Pivot Power
Invisatred
When your child transitions from a high chair to sitting at the table things can get messy! They need a placemat/table extension!
Double-Entendre Baseball Cap
Instant Vinyl
The perfect cut. Need a nail clipper that will give you the perfect cut every time. Short, medium or long nails.
A retractable cord for vacuume cleaners by either the push of a button or some kind of trigger on the hande to either wind or receive cord.
Doodle-it Window Sheets
Snow Shovel &amp; Salt Spreader
Drains have curves to retain water to prevent back-flow of toxic gasses. This eventually leads to clogging which can be difficult to remove
Mommy Straw
Tire Case
Car Brake Pressure Light
The most popular sport in America is football. This sport needs a toy/skill developer that is INTERACTIVE, CHALLENGING, and FUTURISTIC.
Stud Tape
Click Clips
Self-Cleaning Corn Brush
Light-Up Seat Belts
The Plant Genie
A kichen trash can that dispenses bags from a roll. It also has a stabilizer step to hold the can down so you can pull out the full bag out.
A small transmiter that sends a text massage to your phone when moved, Use it in suit case,car,motorcycle,back yard shed, ect.to stop theft
Breast-feeding is complicated.We donâ€™t know when child should be fed, whether the child is hungry?Left or right breast is ready to feeding?
App-Aquarium Scenery.
****BEST STAND idea EVER****

A sleek, sturdy case that doubles as a convenient, versatile stand! [For All of Apple's products]

A thing
Lost or misplaced your phone? The Sonic case and key chain can help you find it!
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A "PRODUCT GARAGE" based upon the old movies where the bookcase would rotate and behind the wall there would be a fireplace. Large or small.
The idea is to use a hook with lock and electronic password to hang your purse/bag on shopping trolleys while pushing it in supermarkets.
'Dry Box' Jewelry Armoire
LINE SIGNS: Magnetic signs to put on the sides of your car to let others on the road know you're traveling with a group of vehicles.
Propane Generator with Refuel
Confetti With A Metallic Quality So That It Can Be Easily Cleaned Up Using Only A Magnet And Then It Can Be reused!
G.E.- Smart Publisher.
Seriously? Time to make blocks more interesting and fun to play with. Light 'em up. Videos attached.
SPEEDY MOUSE
Wifi-enabled picture frames syncs with familyâ€™s phones allowing you a fast and sentimental way of knowing they are safe.
Scratch and sniff iphone case
Smart cover fore every smart Phone.(sun cap)
right time and place
It is a device built into the paint can to allow a way of removing the paint canâ€™s lid without needing a paint can lid remover.
Breast feeding mothers are you tired of having a sore back? This pillow will make the experience more comfortable for you and your baby.
Gator Poo Soap
Mac hidden (invisible) speakers for iMac / TB display, using channeled sound...
Shoe Go Round
Cable Management for you device cords stored in your laptop case or backpack.
Hand Held Dishwasher - Now IMPRESS your loved one by doing the Dishes!!!
have your pillows drool free no more stained pillows easy use, just line the top of your pillow with a soft, gentle adhesive liner
Active Employee Tracker App
Job Zillow
Unique Barbecue Kabobs!- Easier to load, hold and serve + Keep food hot/warm after cooking and free of flies.
Identification application
Resubmit: Fun case.Why not combine Quirkys PEGIT with the mix N match game we played as kids.4 iPhone or iPad/ mini.
Cut and Copy, a retractable craft knife and retractable fine tip marker with LED lights to help see intricate work easier.Concept video
Driveway snow melter
finally a solution to that shower curtain drifting into your space.
spin tv
eqqwe
Pinpoint razor accuracy in shaving is not just a dreamâ€”itâ€™s a reality with â€œRazor Laserâ€!!
Scotchlite University Stickers on your car and stuff! Swag On! Glow in the dark(forever with reflective material)ã€€For Safety and Look
Smart Door Display
No-Mess formula dispenser
A computer mouse that vibrates when the computer user gets a new email, facebook notification, etc. as to notify but not distract
Xbox360 compatible game glove
A paint brush that automatically dispenses paint.
Tug-O-War is a rope workout for your door frame!
Anti-clutter Table
Crank Case
A combination Blow Dryer, Curling Iron, and Straightener. Fewer appliances under the sink! 3 for the price of 1! Combine hairstyles simply!
Fire & water proof photo albums. This can be used to store old photos such as family heirlooms, obituaries and Wedding photos-dvd,cd,license
Kid friendly pitcher for their favorite drinks.
Double Headed Rake and Snow Removal Tool. 4 in 1.
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New fire alarm sprinklers
this idea would make things easier for women even men having the access of a mirrow in the palm of their hands
The "Battery Pack" is a iPhone case that holds an extra battery which will allow the iphone to charge if it ever gets low on battery.
Leash Light
An iphone, Ipad, carry case and charge station
Watch pole
Anti-Theft iPhone Case with internal or external retractable hook, never worry about your iPhone again!
In ear MP3 player (wireless)
App-enabled pet collar that notifies the owner if their animal is facing dangerous temperatures.
Smart Charge
Soda Machine Bottle Sterilizer
MULTIPRISE EXTENSIBLE
SHOWER CURTAIN with integrated SPEAKERS; by using waterproof speakers or a new technology called SPEAKER FILM; CHECK OUT VIDEO
It is a bowl that detaches from a cutting board with a trap door bottom for transporting ingredients from the cutting board to boiling water
Inflating Pool with Fountain!
no more dripping calls
Quick Square Tape Measure
Sonic Scent
Trashcan for cars
Grilling Prep Tool
My idea is called sand-hand.....a glove that is abrasive, or that you can fix an abrasive sheet to and sand more effectively.
Sweatbands that light up at night when jogging.
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
Men at certain age start to grow hair on their ears. Offer a smart self operating painless hair plucker that will leave your ears clean.
i-read you
APPLE TELESCOPIC HANDLE, to make the best pictures and videos (Remote control,double led flash,tripod, solar charger).
KEEP COOL PORTABLE MAT-use them under cassarole dish, sit on them at the pool, ball game or on the boat.AMAZING CONVENIENT WAY TO
STAY COOL!
iPotty
Go EggBeau! Vibrating Egg, Safe-Charger, App. Vibration adjusted by sliders or music driven. Spice up a dull meeting or commute. 'Nuff said.
Sunglasses with a "ridge" built into the upper sides that would direct sweat away from cyclists' eyes.
My idea is for a window screen or screen door that doubles as a bug zapper. It could be powered by batteries and a removable plug.
Fur Tamer
Access the ports in the back of your iMac from the front.
Umbrella Made With Flexible, Bendable Rods Instead of Wire Rods to Prevent Breaking So Easily
Having to drag your garbage cans out to the street. Not having a easy way move or to protect from animals. A nice looking cart.
Spoon + Spatula = Spoon-tula
Holey Christmas Tree
KD Shpoon
Cereal Slots
Padlock + Personal Safe = MiLock!
Do you ever use a hot glue gun? "Glue Gun Gloves" can protect your hands from burns while using a glue gun for any project.
clip on or snap on wheels for regular crate totes and connectors to hook the crates together also comes with a handle to pull it around
The USB-IPod-IPhone sync/charging cable BRACELET that can double as a wristband for the new Ipod-Nano-Touch â€œadapter sold separatelyâ€
Alternative expression of lights. Kids, teens, adults, and seniors love lights. Let the light dances with us.
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Resubmit from 7 months ago. Forearm sleeve for active people. With LED lights for safety great for runners.
power activated outlet
Solar powered phone case
An easily and quickly assembled temporary indoor shelter for people living in apartments and houses when the power goes out in cold weather
A sand-repellent sunscreen. This would transform the beach going experience into a non-sticky, sand free and enjoyable one.
Wildlife preventer shoe slip
Automatic silverware roller.
The Piggy Crank Novelty Bacon Bits Dispenser!!
A two-compartment water jug, with each side filled with your favorite drink, such as water on the left side and Gatorade on the right.
Astra Vista Umbrella
The Dryer Silencer
The GoPro Anchor Mount! Throw your GoPro over board and see what's down in the deep blue! DEPTH UP TO 180 METERS!!!! (UC resub 494 votes)
Clip and Carry
SCREW-HOLDING SCREW BIT: Keep Two Hands On The Drill While Driving Screws Into The Wall. [VIDEO]
Bubble Knife
Toilet Bowl Jet Scrubber
Cordganizer
ATELIERS BALANCOIRE 2014
Detachable - hook attached to an adjustable brace with an adjustable joint. You can attached adjustable brace horizontally or vertically.
A new way to ensure your most valuable and complicated art, electronics, mirrors, and shelves are hung accurately and safely.
TetherAll
The Air Mouse- This mouse don't need a mouse pad to move on but is a remote control device for your pc.
Felt for wood floors and couch leg or dinette legs and kitchen floor to keep them in place and from sliding
NEW kind of tooth-brush... Brushes all your teeth within 15 to 20 sec Handsfree instead of 2 minutes
The Tortilla Cooker can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner slots.
Jacket pants
Secure Dorm Stuff
a solar powered charger for my iPhone for when I go camping or anytime I do not have an electrical outlet.
Presentation software as learning &amp; remembering tool. Information is displayed in a 3D context and progresses along a virtual walk
The Cobra
A heavy duty grilling foil perforated every inch with holes large enough to let flavor through, keep food and rack clean, hold fish well.
Portable Thought Balloon
Cards for every store/organize with a key ring holds sleeves with holes that attach to the ring with alphabetical tabs. Flip easily 2 card.
Castle-Bucket: Make Multiple Sand Castles By Using Just ONE Bucket! Great For Children! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Easy feel hearing
NoGoSolo
The daily log with the handle
Vented Funnel
Device allows the user to listen, PAUSE & SAVE Live radio broadcast.Has a built in FM transmitter for playback on an exterior music system.
sink think UNSINKABLE!!
A sweat sleeve,made out of an absorbent,thin,stretchable cotton. Approx.7-8 inches in length covering the mid forearm to the midupper arm.
Touch up in any environment! A sleek-trendy bracelet with compartments that hold interchangeable makeup trays you can swap for any occasion.
Build-a-City Collector Packs. Kids collect mystery packs of 2-3 city features (houses, skyscrapers, stadiums, etc). Tradable/Collectible.
An absorbant, removable material placed on bill of batting helmet during rain to keep rain out of the eyes of batter.
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Aquanetz are fashionable water bottle holders that add style to your outfit. Accessorize your water with swarovski crystals and bold colors
Table Tether
THE AIR CONDITION 20%POLYESTER FIBER 80%POLYURETHANE FOAM MATTRESS,AND PILLOW
hanger/holder steam ironing
Pivot Power Mini EU converter. Convert and expand your plugs when you're abroad with this tiny travel companion.
I would like to invent an ipad dock that can attach to any stroller's handlebar for easy interface.
RESUB: Working late, coming from a class..lets build a BACKPACK with FLASHLIGHTS in the straps. This does not exist!92 votes/108views
Full Circle Heat
Door Knob Sanitizer
Have you ever wonder what's in your water @ public places? Wish you had a truly portable water filter? How about adding flavors like lemon?
Business as Usual
Cork Shooting Gun
Smooth writing for stylus pen. The idea is to add a wax tip that encapsulates the stylus pen to provide a smooth writing medium on tablets.
The dip master
Pasta "push up" measurement container.Put pasta in container-diffrnt serving sizes are on the bottom to be pushed up/pulled out of container
With checked luggage fees rising up & airports cashing on your every move, It's time for a smart carry on. A bag that can do more for you.
Personal Indoor Hover Board
RESUBMIT-Stop your pet from escaping when you open your front door
Magnetic Shelf
DIGITAL RECEIPT APP-ENABLED HARDWARE: Creates a digital receipt at purchase so that you never have to save a paper receipt again! [VIDEO]
Squirrelless Tree Wrap
CLIP-ON VEHICLE WINDOW CHARGER - Clip it on to the window, point the turbine forward and close the window. Charge your device while driving.
Bag Dryer Stand: Rinse, dry and reuse ziploc bags. The stand allows bags to dry. The stand rotates and arms open and close for storage.
Flame less rechargeable candles are great no worries some do have a scent, Lets make their chargers solar powered chargers.
Body Blade
RESUBMIT-Over 220 votes)Conductive Corner Credit Card Accessory. STICKS to your EXISTING credit card. No more germs
Real Simple Bottle w/Storage!
Stopwatch Smart Cones
App-Enabled Memory Stick
Smart Hide-A-Key
Design a flat power cord plug that flash with wall outlet.
Plate with built-in sensor that's triggers lights to turn on when weight on plate gets lighter.
Power your Lights &amp; More with your washing machine
A versitile, economical and time saving tool to aide in the installation of expansion tanks for residential and commercial boiler systems.
My Other Half

(Keychain)

The Ultimate Emergency Flashlight with integrated socket. Rechargable, Tracking System, Automatic On,shut off appliances through your phone!
The quirky hanger mates that keep clothes from slipping on any hanger! There will also be attachable belt and tie holders for any hanger!
Bunny Water Bowl!
Cell Phone Case with Lights
For the home chef, an easy to use, reusable, floating, washable, diffuser replacing cheese cloth in securing seasonings and herbs in recipes
A portable tool to melt snow and ice in small areas. Basically a leaf blower with a heating element inside.
EYESTALK - new chat concept
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protected game console, a solution to protect your console and your accessories when not in use, with the added bonus of storage solution
Go GREEN. Save electricity. Save money.
Velcro Cover/Case with accessories and multifunctions.
A sleek table receptacle for diners &amp; casual restaurants. It can house the garbage built up during the meal, then be emptied by the server.
MacBook Pro/Air case that has a second retractable screen! Sometimes you just need two screens! Look at photos for info
No Pain Paint Pan
A set of coasters with a bottle opener on the edge. Back from UC (Wasn't presented properly) Color changing surface? High rise rim? Cheers
Bath Support Seat for Parents
Toast Retrieval Made Easy
Every driver has a pair of sunglasses. How about a better and simpler solution to store them on the sun visor.
TIME-BOSS
Cell phone cover, like otter box, that has built in solar panel charger. This trickle charge could extend the life before you PLUG IN.
Wizard chess
I would like to see this a custom set of sheets one side a normal cotton, silk sheet the other side a flannel or jersey type sheet.
A patented, multi-functional, wheeled cooler.
Cordless Personal Heating Bowl
Skillet Strainer Combo
Household Incinerator
Iced Tea Utensil Double Mesh Spoon- All in One - Holds tea bags, lemon, mint leaves and sugar. The perfect pitcher of tea everytime.
Solar Jump Start Battery Pack
cool color coded labeled easy sort bins hopefully made from recycled or recyclable stuff have the bins all connected but easy to separate
2 Second Adjustable Bungee Cord. An adjustable bungee cord with a 2 Second Adjustment feature...FAST...FAST...FAST.
tie clip and stylus in one... Lebron loves it!!!
Lost remote control. Solution. Go to TV ( always find this) push locater device , remote beeps( has locater attached) Problem solved
Meet Bendi-Power, PivotPower latest cousin.
iframe: take pictures, upload them instantly and customize the way they look on your Picture frame with an app!!
Skate Shoe Protector: Any skater knows that shoes do not last long! So protect them with my shoe barrier that can protect them!
The Nutty Professor Toy
Resubmit - 222 votes)) Salt and pepper shakers with interchangeable caps and bottoms. (Video inside
New Modern Age Parenting tool!
Self contained power board with snap on LED letters to be attached to seasonal wreaths for personal greetings.
DIY Custom Hardware
Spatula-tongs
A Rear Fender Bike Trunk. Storage to take on the ride. Detachable to take inside. Cardboard Prototype. See photos. Thank You. #QCYCLE
Make your shoes more comfortable! By providing your achilles tendon extra cushion, you will have comfort throughout the day!
Collapsible Suit-Case (please see visual)
Wristband that monitors your pulse for your Blood press.,Sugar readings,an advice on food intake, reminders for medicine, use on Ipad,Iphone
Peek-a-boo Toaster
strip with cable mobile holder
Universal, simple and stylish cooking utensil elevators!
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnetic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags,touch the magnetic strips together Various colors and sizes
Walking Cane Grabber
Find any missing item in seconds!!
Magne POTS, At unusual places.
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Tired of inflatable plastic beach/pool toys not lasting! Not any more a new high performance inflatable material. Kevlar reinforced plastic
Transition Baby
THE CLIMBER: attachable wheels that are made and designed to roll up stairs. With a VIDEO of the special wheels!
Wireless Power in your Fridge
TV Mount Remote Control. Why get up to move your flat screen up down left right. Just point click and and get your flat screen perfect.
ITâ€™S A BROOM, ITâ€™S A SQUEEGEE, NO, ITâ€™S A BUEEGEE
If you swim then keep reading. You'll never have to count laps again. The lap counter will do the work for you. All you have to do is swim.
Portable Power Pill (3 in 1)
Seat Cooler
Tiger Striped lids &amp; Container
Legless Locker Shelf
Pen Stylus with Keyboard
My idea is a sleep mask with a built-in MP3 player, timer, and white noise generator. The timer would turn the sound off after an hour.
FunBand
A security clip for AppleÂ® products: iPhone, iPod, etc. that use the AppleÂ® 30-pin dock connector. Connector would be a dummy -- no pins.
Easily retrieve your misbehaving pet with a remote control leash that easily attaches and detaches to your pet's collar
Sick-Sak a convienent clean-up kit for when a child or Adult gets sick why away for home.
Orange Peeling Machine! Peel an orange with in seconds, no mess, hands free peeling!
Universal Baby Gate
Wet Hangers TM
Lost luggage can be expensive I would like my luggage to have some kind of tracking device .built in to the suitcase or in a padlock or tag
Language Translater
Small pivotal mirrors (or cute animals) with magnets on them. Stick them to the corners of walls in houses where the metal is!
Wink memories. App-enabled E-Paper picture frame cube. Change pictures from your phone, turn on / off. Open to collaboration
2 in 1 baby activity center + walker + exersaucer.
shop around
Pivot Power Travel. Make a Pivot Power that can be used on both sides of the Atlantic. Converting 120v to 220v and 220v to 120v.
INTELLOCK lets U in when key is detected, just keep the key in ur bag. Add keypad passcode to pump up secruity. A secure &amp; convenient lock
Split Screen Gaming
BEATS Balls
Introducing the taco salad shell maker.This shell maker has a heavy bottom to form the shells when placed in a deep pot and fried in oil
Scrubba Bubba
CORDLESS MINI KEYPAD - CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYPAD TO YOUR NEEDS!! CREATE the keypad that you like the most! make it easy and pleasant!
reusuable cup with plate
Invisible Leash
MULTIFUNFUNCTIONAL TOOL FOR BIKERS. 5th Prize GrabCAD and Velodroom Bike Accessory Challenge
UCradle, the phone cradle that will fit your phone(s). No more having to lay your phone down or buy a new cradle when you buy a new phone.
Mirror Wipers
Twirl Brush
Movie Box
My idea is rather simple and easy to produce. It is a toilet seat lever that can solve the major problem that men and women have.
Any container that is hard to empty the contents from the bottom
A flexible light foldable separator to be inserted in a regular canvas shopping bag.
Stroller Handlebar Seat
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Snow, Ice, or Rain on your side mirrors? Clip a "SIDE-SWEEP" onto your side mirrors and never have to use your hand to clean mirrors again!
A disposable seat cover that fits like a shower-cap on any size seat - movie theater seat, a greyhound bus seat, a car rental seat etc
Modern design keeps liquids in the bowl and out of your lap! Spill resistant shape works amazingly well for cereal and anything else! :)
This will never be attractive on a woman
WHATS YOUR MOUSE NUMBER? Mouse pad Adjustable Air wrist pad,Internet keys, 6 USB ports, Headphone jack, speakers and cord management.
Hands Free Umbrella
Give your invention a title?
The Executive Desk Trampoline is a trampoline for your feet that fits under your desk, so you can exercise in a fun and discreet manner!
Broken barrettes, always have elastic hair ties. Decorative barrettes will be made with hooks where elastic hair ties can easily be attached
A Standard Looking Beach Towel With A Locking Zippered Compartment And Motion Sensor Alarm. Feel Safe Going Into The Water This Summer!!
Babies don't like to be cold! Our warmed changing pad and pajama warmer keeps baby warm during the changing process.
fridge mate
Google Glass Camera Lens: Lens attachment for Google glasses to add wide angle, fish eye and macro lens effects to video and pictures.
Parent Homework Control
Easy egg peeler
Pill bottle alarm system - stop shady roommates from stealing medication!
Cell Phone Radiation Blocker
Steam and Deodorize
An inflatable bathtub liner / divider which enables a parent to use half of the bathtub for washing their baby, saving water and time.
drip gripper
Window sill dust protect
RESUB: Wireless Acoustic Guitar Pickup Transmitter. Most Guitar Pickups require work to install, this pickup installs in less than 30 secs.
17 inch metal bar with a 2 inch tab to slip over belt and a 3 1/2 T shape tab to fit into pants pocket
a light wieght easily transportable safe. with enough storage for jewelry, money, electronics, and anything else worth securing
Squishy Ball Holder Thingy. Holds your cell, Ipod, pens, cup....whatever you want! Can form into a bowl too
SpringClean Organizing Clothes
Crank-up CD and/or MP3 player. Portable and usable for several hours after a few moments of turning a handle. For blackouts or for travel.
increasing electronics goods, we have diffrents of cables. somtime you lost it or don't know where it is. i want to manage them correctly.
Always get home safe
plugpods are attractive, user-friendly electrical outlet &amp; power strip covers that synthesize design-forward organization with child safety.
Expandable Gardening Support Tool. Adjustable Cage that makes Growing plants and vegetables more practical and convenient. resub
Tatt-app
Wick-Pik: This all-in-one candle tool excavates a wick embedded in hard wax & restores the candle so that it's like new...Unearth the flame!
The Halo projects a light pattern of protection behind the cyclist (jogger, moped, baby strollers, pets, etc) to alert passing vehicles.
Handy Vacuum Dust Brush
The Quirky Hanger that won't fall down!
Remote pocket
This stylish toothbrush organizer will help you to keep your toothbrushes clean, dry and safe from bacteria.
Multi-Purpose Faucet
H2 Go
Multi-Function Glove
One Remote to control it all.
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*****Solar Battery charger Iphone/ipod/ipad carring phone case/pouch with overchage protection & colorful flashing lights that clip on*****
Convenient and Personal Bat Hanger for Every Baseball and Softball Player Who Wants to Bring Their Own Bat Hanger to the Field.
I left one with my chiropractor at her office and now I have several orders for people with bad backs. I would love to have your thoughts
An electronic training system for teaching our dogs to properly walk on a leash.
Edger
A smart Water Heater Plug Timer (240V) that can be controlled over WiFi with your smartphone.
One Wreath for all Holidays
camera watch
Lost item tracker
It's 2012 and the job is still dirty, messy, and very yucky! It's time to stop cleaning toilet bowls with the same outdated brushes.
Smaller sized COMPUTER CASE for micro-ATX motherboards. The mid-tower cases on the market are still pretty darn big!
bicycle pedals attached to your computer and a interface for the operating systems allowing them to become a controller, with feedback.
Insect repelling detergent
Garage Gate
we need to save water. taking a bath takes a lot of it, and just for filling space between me and the tub. lets make inflatable cushions!
Sensor patch
A round sweet bread baking container that has four separate cups to fill with bread batter that are fastened together yet an inch apart.
Toy Collector Vacuum
App-enabled mini projector that allow you to test paint colors before painting your walls, test many colors in seconds. no mess! Resub.
Banana rocking dual bike. 4 kids. mechanic to promove Workout fun indoor-outdoor. bright colors, sounds..the bike pedals r interconected
Arm phone case w/ Speakers
Cell signal boost? This cell antenna will boost your signal anywhere, in the car, home, office. Simple to use, affordable, convenient.
Paddle Pedal
Comfortable Baby Bath tub
A sensor you step on the scale that monitors your weight and body fat percentage connects to your iPod/iPhone so you can make a graph.
Rigid Compartment in Bottom of Farmers' Market Bag! {VIDEO}
A waterproof umbrella bag with wrist and back straps and a retractable hook and carabiner.
I need a board to hold ponybeads in place to create kandi patterns. Like fuse beads, but in multistitch or peyote. Sizes can vary or attach.
Automate Cleaning Tasks
Smart Cordless Pivot Power:Line extension for pivot power genius without the cord.Four OLED sockets &amp; 2 USB ports.
Two part four canisters for easy lifting. Pour in the 5lb bag, it unscrews in the middle to only lift half. Built-in sifter &amp; measuring cup.
Celebrity Castings - Pre-signed arm and leg casts with famous people's signatures.
An innovative solar paneled vehicle sunshade designed to keep the interior of the car cool while generating energy to power an electric car.
Brain Camera
Unique "Self" cleaning roller mop.
Baby On The Go
I would like to make our desk chairs more comfortable and healthier on our lower backs by combining a pilates ball and a desk chair.
Bariatric Belt
The "Bee Sweeper" would help the average homeowner contribute in a positive way to the environment by saving bees while mowing.
In all my years of painting I have allways struggled with light my prototype offers THE ULTIMATE PAINTERS LIGHT
Snap on Screen Extension
DRAW IT SHOW IT SHARE IT LIVE
LED Pinstriping decals for PHONES..vehicles...HELMETS(safety meets style) bikes..SKATEBOARDS and much more!!
Showering with "MIST" gives you a relaxing way to soap up or shampoo with the perfect mix of water to solution possible. Never use to much.
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A small clip on GPS device that tracks your visits around town sending coupons, deals and special offers to the places you visit most!
Alarm Clock Gets You Up Fast
Ultimate Dog Collar Or Dog Collar Backpack &amp; Also A Light For Walking At Night - Collar That Has The Storage For You. Please Comment
car seat- stroller combo
selling the fake cigarettes used in movies and mad men commercially. Many people love the action, the look and the feel more than the taste
Lip Guard for Wine Glass. Never worry about drinking from an unclean Wine glass at a Restaurant again!
Elegant sconce lighting sticks to mirrors for ambiance. Also windows inside or out for parties. Battery operated flicker or dim- How divine
Dev360View HANDS-FREE laptop, tablet pc, smartphone holder that works great in bed, floor, dorm, park, everywhere! VIDEO! (will be plastic)!
Digital E-Ink Agenda / Calendar that synchronizes with your ical, gmail, outlook etc. E-ink uses very few battery. Replace the Paper version
Infants get cough and cold and parents almost helplessly do their best while their kid has a scratchy throat. Well solution is here
Clean Earth Fit Energizer
Karsafe
A docking station that organizes your desk, eliminates cables and provides syncing and charging for three devices.
Solar powered heating and cooling system for cars.Leave your car set the temp come back to the same comfort. Cool in summer warm in winter.
stylometre
Eco Grill
Any Size Cuff
"Reflect Yourself" Web/Video !
æ–°æ„Ÿè¦šå…¥ã‚Œæ-¯
I have jewelry. I have a kitten. I now have broken jewelry. It's time for a solution.
Sound Ball
Bedside SAFETY TURTLE is programmed to your car alarm's frequency.
Sunsprint Battery Charger
Sunny Side Up Pan
Cas Shoes
Chronoware
Drink coaster w/glass holder
bubble machine and stroller
Easy loading your destination in to your GPS navigation
An extendable and rotatable power strip!Cool to allocate your plug there and there!NEW FUNCTION PIC ADDED!
Many blind people walk with dogs/canes. Some people are allergic to dogs so I have came up with a solution. A cane with a IR/laser sensor!
Environmentally stable firearms (mainly rifles) oxygen and water free storage bag.
Life Saving Glasses
grater for getting limes and lemons zest are flat, with this you just put the citrus in and turn, then turn citrus over and zest again
Desk Rest
Are you going to travel? Tired of a lot of charging cables and need to charge more than one device at a time? Read and comment please
Floral Band
Space Mouse
Macaa
Car Markers
MagHook is a multi-purpose hook with a suction cup side and a magnet side for attachment to glass, metal or any smooth surface.
EZ TP Holder
Cuff Your Tampon
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I have jewelry. I have a kitten. I now have broken jewelry. It's time for a plan.
Pocket Bag
Scrub brush that has body soap stored in handle. A few pumps and the soap comes out of the handle and into the scrubbing head.
Eco-Multipurpose Beverage container.
The Head Hugger-a warm, cozy extremely comfortable pillow that creates a â€œnestâ€ to gently cradle the head in a supportive position.
Squirt bottle that will work until all of the liquid is gone. Tired of the straw not staying in the liquid when you tilt the bottle?
Spotter Modular - Aka V2
T.V. Sound Equalizer
The new space saver power adapter, while other devices stay connected &amp; you gain 4 USB outlets. For home, work, hotels and airports.
Retractable ear buds
Is your pillow too hard, too soft, too low, too high? Introducing the perfect pillow, getting a good night sleep is important to our health!
Women let's get our feminine products out from under the sink to within reach with this product that disguises as a toilet tissue holder.
#LightBar is a set of LED lights in sections with flexible and bendable material between such LED lights on the bar. Portable 2, Emergency 2
I invented the all in one Travel Combo Toothpaste Tube Dispensing Toothbrush for people on the go! It uses a small Travel Toothpaste Tube.
total bliss
2 Tiered Juice / Ice Dispenser with Removable Fruit/Garnish container, ice scoop &amp; holder. Great for BBQs, Picnics, Bday Parties,
Schedule Sync
light life
Fit Water
Organize USBs with a bendable, organic, tree inspired design that fits in perfectly with your home or office. The possibilities are endless.
An iphone case that has a Bluetooth receiver built in to transfer photos or files.
Find the block toy
stock watch/armband that will program the stocks, cd's and other investment on e-bay or races, gamecards, etc that protect your investment
The Pacitizer- a portable sanitizer for when your child drops thier pacifier. on one side is sanitizer, the other side plain water.
No more recycling, spray or pump FixAFlat or any solution or solvent through the Recyler,the only can you'll need. Help save the planet.
Real Simple Fan Cleaner
Boomco smart targets
i2
MELON SEED SHELL/CLEAN DEVICE
My Maid
PERSONALIZED SILICONE POP MOLDS
A safer hockey stick (no cross checking allowed)
FeetSafeClean - Cleaning your feet in the shower can be dangerous and results in many injuries every year! No more bending over, balancing!
City Fringe
Never throw out a half drunk drink again. Attach DRINK RING to a BOTTLE or CAN so you and everyone else knows it's yours and yours ONLY
Exterior Car Shade
Perfect application of sunblock every time! Just press the button on the applicator, turn your back and you're protected. Beats sunburn!
Soundproof Ear Sock
Glasses. Phone. Keys. Keys? KEYS?!?
COOLER PONTOON! Simple and easy! Two pontoons connected by netting to make any cooler float. Drawn string to secure cooler and done!
Auto Open Oven Rack
The Balance Blade
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Safe Touch
An APP ENABLED DIGITAL PHOTO TOTE. Change your pics whenever you want via the app.
Cool your collar
Signs to be placed on suburban lawns.
Walle[Ti] Titanium Wallet
Wall mounted piece of art by day, and party planner by night. A drop down beer pong table that folds up into a work of art!
Transfomer Jackets/vests
Cut onions, see clearly and never shed a tear! Chic kitchen goggles with or w/out vision correction is a safe &amp; effective solution for all!
The third arm you always wanted for holding your Tablet/iPad in any indoor or outdoor setting that is collapsible for easy transportation.
Cozy Couples Comforter
Quirky's Vessel concept expanded: bring it down to size so that its great features may be used as a toiletry bag for traveling!
Glass cleaner for swim mask
Qtube- Quirky Foam To Tilt Your Laptop For Easier Desk Typing (cost to produce around 10 cents- gets the Q brand out there and big profits
Toothpaste tube orifice reducer: use less toothpaste and save money!
Bin Type Broom Groomer Dust Pan
yard golf
Sunglasses that fit into Google Glass
A corded hand held portable steam weeder. Consisting of a light wand with a small reservoir.
Trailer Jockey
Security Stickers: cheap tags to alert you when an item leaves your room.
Line Trimmer Varible Degree Edger Fixture enables a conventional line trimmer to be used to edge a lawn when attached to a line trimmer
Just Find It
A bin station on wheels with a place for each recyclable it could be made decorative enough that it could be left in the kitchen.
Quirky Screen Refraction Technology for Ipads! (Resub)
disposable hats
dsfsdfdsfsdgfsgfdgfdgfdgfdgdf
A water (filled) Tiki Table. (Small but can hold a patio umbrella).
When you turn on your fan the balls spin with the propellers making a colorful light that lights up room but gives enough light to sleep.
Are your lips cracked? Dry, chapped or sunburned? Introducing LIP CRACK. its so effective, you'll be addicted!
App-Enabled Blue Jeans
Beerhive
LED Triangles w/ strobe lights
Polarized Window Tint
Floss Case
Smart Files
Tomabox
Let's take advantage of the trend and make a push up cake pops kit. Why stop there let's make an ice cream cake push up pop kit!
ForeverFit
Walk- N -Roll
Better Laptop Lock
Swimmers goggles with ear plugs and nose clip/plugs attached. All in one set. No need to search for plugs. They are attached to goggles.
Cork Skimmer Redux
Discreet, tangle-free integrated headphones &amp; carrying case that can be hidden under clothes or worn as a fashion accessory.
Smell-Fresh Sponge!
RESUBMIT)Adjustable Children's Crayon Holder. Attach to arm.Keep them organized. No More Broken Chalk or Lost Crayons.Great in cars.
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Whole hand warmers Hand warmers that stick to the back of your hand leaving your fingers free for detail work
Rotating Toilet Seat
'"THE PERFECT SLICER/SERVER" !
Anti Snooze Case
eBox Dropbox
SkyHook
for surfers Ear covers made of wet suit material that clip on to your ears, with some kind of leash to your wetsuit.
Golf/Pool
Bath Toy Storage and Faucet Safety Cover!
Quirky Laniard for marketing. Every new inventor receives a Quirky Laniard for their keys and is sold in the store/used at conventions.
Grip-Footing: Exercise With Your Bungee Cord Comfortably &amp; Safely! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
avoidance app (name needs sug)
Introducing The Adult Version Of The Tricycle:The all new inline 3 wheeled cycle for up to 2 riders,chainless &amp; no brakes required.
Clip On Shower Thermometer
Test
charge
Glow in the dark pencil lead. Not the pencil, the lead glows.Imagine drawing your favorite picture with a pencil lead that glows in the dark
Snow Salt Shakker
SOS please
The 'Goal Board' to remind you about your weekly and monthly goals.If you are a family person this will remind your family duties.
Heated &amp; Cooled Keyboard
Hard leather case with stand for iPhone. Covers back side of iPhone with retractable stand on it.
Driver's Shoe Heel Protector
A Wallet Pen! Write All the Time!
Double Up &amp; Extenda Roll
Adevetisement Sand Roller
Quick Tear
Butter dish with slotted lid and chopping blade. It will make measuring and cutting butter easier. RESUBMIT
Lost key gps locator. Hook on keychain, and use the app on your phone to show you where they are. Multipurpose on a purse or in your wallet.
folding bike water gaurd
Greeting card collection mailer for recycling cards as part of the Kids Corp fundraising project (see StJudesranch.org Children's Ranch).
A scarf with interchangeable colors. It's a plain scarf with button on tassels and strips of different colors to match any color.
Santa's wrist band
A waterproof bean bag pillow would make bathing so much more comfortable in bath tubs that have no pitch.
Touch sensitive spray bottle
Bright lights while changing your baby are never good. But putting the diaper on backwards is even worse! Luminescent tabs save the day.
very small USB key + USB hub smartphone without monopolized the USB port of a device
Squats on a lat Machine? Save money &amp; space with this Squat Harness &amp; get a leg workout on your Lat Machine. Hands Free
Stop washing great ideas away! Ever get an idea while in the shower but you forget by the time you get out? iRecorder is the solution.
The Magic Memo Clip. One magic memo replaces 100's of traditional wasteful sticky notes.
A rubberized kindle case with light bars around the reading area.
leaf bagger
Removable 2 gallon containers that can hold different chemicals for different applications. They would snap into a 4 gallon back back.
Catbootie
Levitating Coaster Table
Decorative fence post caps for your property to emphasize what you believe in or own.Expamle:praying hands,eagle,tractor,animals,sports,ect.
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Adjustable Fruit Slicer
Senoj Kingdom
Ever wondered how to enjoy sun without putting sticky sunscreen on you body evey two hours.
easy carry/access pack case
Open Water Swim-Goggles so you STAY ON COURSE and swim faster.
The amazing "Soapy No More" will reduce clutter and soapy messes on your counters, allowing you to have a neat and tidy bathroom.
Digital Frame display special events like birthdays, Anniversary etc. Idea is to build the strong bond in the family by sharing the things.
Vacation sand display
Heated Take-Out Tote
Safety Bags for Broken Glass - keep your household safe by quickly putting broken glass in a strong pouch which can be sealed straight away
Insulated travel cover
RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
Break away trash canister. For easy removal of used bag and cleaning. Plus style!
Strollermate
Personal poker chip holders! There is nothing like them, and it's a common problem to be playing poker and chips are in the way or fall over
Foyer Shoe Storage
'Bendi' Towel Holder
NO MORE..food flying off sticks, losing the last bite of your food on a stick, sauces dripping down your sticks. Be in control of your food!
Alpha Pillow
Sliding Spice Rack
A shopping cart for easy transport that open and font.
Ramp Buddy
Shower Splash Guard(Rail) This is a rail running a reasonable length of the wall just in contact with the shower curtain.
Motion Sensor Desk Study Lamp , will turn light ON only or Light and Alarm in your room. Lets you know someone has been in the room .
My idea is a bathroom caddy. It holds your stuff and makes it easily accessible. Stuff sticks out to make your stuff easily accessible.
The pitcher won't get hit in the face when the player hit the ball. This would protected them from getting injures.
Front Loading One Touch Toaster that "Beeps" when toaster pops.Toaster sits on see through crumb tray for easy cleaning. feedback welcome
Crosslink Hair Accessory
Defeater the Ant b-Eater
Can't see home street addresses after dark? Problem solved. Stylish interchangeable LED home address numbers that are visible day or night.
zero water purifier
App-enabled pill dispenser.
Drink KOOZIE with FLIP-TOP LID. Keep your drink cold AND keep insects out.
#SwipeAWrite Write on the board with included dry erase pen and when done just pull the lever down to erase all! Great for the refrigerator
Over Door Extend Storage Combo
WINK Heated Outdoor Dog Mat
Auto-Shade
Smart Windshield Wiper:App alerts your smartphone that you got a ticket on your windshield.
CLEAN) Keep your sponge clean between washes with this UV Light container that stores and drys your sponge
Vitamin/pill dispenser that is compartmentalized, expandable/customizable and dispenses 1 pill with the push of a button
Fill a Brush
Ring Resizer.
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Napkin Holder/Brush
A Personal Pager/Beeper/Telecom Device That Allows Parents and School Officials To Communicate in Real Time In The Event Of An Emergency
Old fences are ugly! Why not spruce them up with some decoration and color?
Cylindrical ice cream scoop with spring loaded quick release.
Iphone case that conceals actual makeup, blush or eye shadow and lipstick stylus pen.
A shutter button remote for iPhone and iPad 2. The app will be a camera app that works with the shutter button remote.
Door Stop Animal Covers
SIDE SWEEP
Adjustable cup holder that mounts easily on any surface and inclination with temperature regulator!
Jet Engine cover
Leak Me Not! - Your Protection From Sheet Stains During Your Monthly Cycle.
Shark Tank just made a $300k investment in a electric unicycle. The Q-WING is a cheaper, better solution with a bigger market and options.
A phone case you can't lose.
Fully Collapsible Bakeware Set. Lets Save Room in our kitchen keeping all of our baking &amp; cooking dishes yet not taking extra space. resub
GPS glasses
IMAGN G1
Child on board
EASY TRAVEL BUGGY
Wink Accelerometer Sensor
Camera Wedgie
Tack frames for your posters
The Smart Water Sprayer
Smart-Sprinkler
Telescopic bucket. Bucket which can be set according to height.
BEANBAG SPEAKERS
The SuitCase Grillzzz
This is a Guaranteed not to slip Oil Filter Wrench. For those over tightened Oil Filters that won't come off with conventional Wrenches.
The TARP EDGER Lawn System
Tis You
Measuring bowl
Solar Outdoor Ornaments
What about a small but high power lens built into the case of an ipod or iphone positioned in front of the camera so you can zoom in or out.
Steam Pro
Show off your kids and your own accomplishments with less space. Hang them not toss them. A Decorative wall mount customized to your choice.
One-handed person can wear glove independently. This invention help user wear gloves without contaminating the surface of the second pair.
One of the most important things in life is a child, let Gripeze give you the piece of mind you need when holding your precious gift!
Like a Buffer for your car - A one handed spinning bathroom (or kitchen) sponge. Creates for effortless cleaning
Sticky-Band - Securely hold a plastic garbage bag in a waste basket or garbage can. 6 sizes to fit any basket. 6 colors to match any decor.
Sneaker pouch for keys, cash etc. Perfect for bringing bare essentials while jogging or in a gym. A helper for dorm or apartment keys.
suitcase becomes drawers
Introducing the glowing/light up car lock.This product will make it easy to find your car door lock at night.So many car owners will love it
Develop an iPad App where students can create their own Avatar to take them thru courses in History, Science, English and Math.
Collect all the Quirky Staff thumb puppets. Entertain your kids and yourself at home with this invention.
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Were You Being Sarcastic?
My idea is a pom-pon made of Easter grass. Eliminate the mess of Easter! I call it Easter Poms!
A wearable baby blanket with separate leg pouches that will not fall off of your baby
To make lawn bags stay open.
Pillpoppa - super handy pill dispenserÂ Â ++ VIDEO ++
Easy handle
Anywhere Crescent Wrench
efficient cooking pot
Directional Sound 'Headset'
ELECTRICAL POWER SURGE
What do you do when your USB charged device is about to die?? With this handy wearable solar power USB charger, the solution is simple !!
Bacne Popper
Hands free umbrella!
Comfy Seat
AWESOME FAUCET: Saves time and water when drinking and washing your hands! [0:45s VIDEO] #WouldWinDesignAwards
simple magnetic sign for the refrigerator this sign will give simple definitions and directions, what and how to recycle.
An attachment for the new Macbook Air charger
So very simple, yet so necessary! The world needs a HORIZONTAL toothbrush holder! Please read why.
Tired of losing your dog? Track him and find him by using an app on your phone that corresponds to his collar!
A lock that can be activated by any phone or manual code with a secret code with a timer to re lock after so long if door isn't opened.
Multi tap
perfect pizza
Audible Urinal Flush
Scorekeeper - Instantly Transform ANY Standard Basketball Hoop into Digital Score Counter
beton isolant leger
Animal Tracker
Mirror/ironing board combo
Double Chin Fat Melt Away!
Patent pending EZChange Rolled Paper Holders unlike anything currently on the market. Simple, relevant, practical, handicap/senior friendly.
CloudCloset
peanut butter jar twist
Perfect paper
CHOP BLOCKS - the stackable, customizable, space saving chopping block.
Pizza Pal
THE WAVE Body Scale OPTION 1-WAS UC made changes-FLUID/PRESSURE DISPLACEMENT 2 measure weight.Roll 2store.Dishwash safe.Gr8
4Travel. TeamLab
Convertible Phone Wallet
Reacher iphone Looker Finder
iPhone/iPad Treadmill Attachment Case
"CapeCase": A rubber case for your mobile device with a polyester "cape" to store thin materials or water-proof your mobile device.
Expand your Nexus 7 or Galaxy S2 or S3's storage with this device! Just push it in and have umlimited storage space for all of your files!
Ever wonder where your loves one are and how they are doing? Monitor your child, pet (or your valuable item e.g. car, boat, etc) anywhere.
Car/Motorcycle Maintenance Recorder. Forget about manual records when it is right time to change engine oil, filters, transmission oil, etc.
SPARKLING LIGHTS DINNER PLATES
A laptop case with a blackboard and/or whiteboard surface so that you can write in chalk/erasable-marker.
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A Natural Organic Fertilizer Pill Capsule or Tablet! Compressed compost or worm castings that expand and disperse in watering cans.
Placa protectora de dientes
Nail file + iPhone case = An Emery Board iPhone Case. Keep your fingernails text ready.
I have invented a garbage bag that stands up on its own. This garbage bag does not require a physical receptical.
Auto Bottle Opener
The Lazy Susan Service set
Travel pillow that straps to seat headrest, has compartments for hoodie and storage bag - providing you firm support and privacy!
Pet Pal
OverTheTop-Heat 2 with 1 flame
Forget Me Not Auto Child Minde
A nanny cam shaped like a beer bottle or keg
Mist sprayer for face that screws onto the 16oz. plastic drinking water bottles.
Beachy Clean
stackable plates! Easy to handle! Party friendly! Easy to store! Use daily, use in party days!
App-food push cart
Heavy duty clear, see thru, plastic Back Pack and Carry on Bags. 1of9
Push N' Slide Capo
ITS HOT! Do you need a footstool that is an ice chest for upstairs drinks like me? My TV living is upstairs &amp; my drinks are "NOT"! video :)
LED photo iPhone case. Take pictures in total darkness; try that with your iPhone! Video, pictures & concept sells this unique idea.
A sliding picture puzzle iPhone case. A classic game that will keep you busy for hours without draining your battery.
Forever Drip pan cover. Ending soon, can't believe this isn't more popular. Millions of people suffer from this problem.
Raff From Hail
1 out of 3 fatal car accidents our caused by excessive speeds. Boxy is device easily fitted to any vehicle and records speed and location.
A universal razor handle that fits all razor blade types!
Bowling Sandals
"Flotation Creations"-- Free-floating lighted pool characters!!
Sleep nail covers
MOTORIZED CURTAIN
Short Nap Pillow
How many times have you lost your car keys in the house? My new App Enabled Hardware will find those keys in seconds!
bathtub seat
Ear Plug Buds
Christmas tree lights cause headaches as they are sorted out, and fires as they get old and faulty. Even a broken bulb can start a fire.
Home Paging System. Have you ever not been able to find your kids when they are playing at friends homes. I have the solution.
This is a phone and/or tablet application that will revolutionize banking.
Moldable Eye Glass Case
A non slip silicon figure eight stretchy band to turn all your dishes into a portable dish. Can be used on a hot dish. 3 sizes build in
Introducing the New Quirky set of tools specially made just for bicycles: Q shaped wrench and Q Bolt and Q Nut.#QCYCLE
Solar or standard charging station for iPhone, iPads, iPod, and other tablet and smartphone that use USB to recharge w/ multiple USB outlet.
Inflatabra!
Eau De Parfum Stickable Swatches--Control when and where you wear perfume. Use your own perfume! (Collab. with Paulette Blankenship)
Pre-lit House Gutters
ReLeash is a dog collar with an integrated retractable leash.
Headphones connected to the Internet to listen to email messages and Facebook chat, listen to music read books online
DUI Car - Key
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Car Seat Stuff Saver
non-stick shovel
A universal size "Mood" Cell Phone Cover. Uses thermochromic material to change color like "Mood Rings". Easy to put on and remove.
small supermarket bag sizecase with attatched five digit lock that can store your stuff easily.
Candle holder with storage. Create a nice mood while being able to store small items. Buy multiple candle holders to create a spa feeling.
Are you the person with a clutter desk? Need a docking station that allows to quickly access your messages? Hate losing pens or pencils?
(RESUBMIT)BOBBLE BUDDIES! The new kind of Weebles! Kids toy! Bath time? Oh the possibilities!
expandable tow-behind trailer
Power strip and usb charging that you can get to. Sits at desktop level for easy reach and includes a cable holder.
Flip Flop Organizer
Poo-chopper
home security mag lock
Screen to keep children away from a bbq. Something fitted to any bbq, easy access for adult and be able to fold down for easy storage.
A shower curtain brush,bathtub and walls brush in one. Simplify your life and keep your bathtub and curtain clean!
gun table
Liquid measuring cup set inspired by dry measuring cups. Individual cups for common measurements - cups nest together - much easier to use
Nose Buds - Clean Nose Easily!
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos with the App- enabled Printer~ Quirky + GE~ 850+ cum Vt 93%
Foot Rest Plug Hub (cable organizer)
baby bottle with glass that can be removed to be washed with more security than traditional ones,where the brush doesn't arrives completely
Icy Micey.
Pez + Chips = One fun chip dispensing machine! A LAM CUNNINGHAM/Capone production = LAMP (((NEW Jay Leno Model))) (Resub 3)
Tired of selecting outfits in your wardrobe and tediously rummaging through your closet for clothes? Imagine an app-enabled clothes carousel
Self-hanging shower squeegee
A sheet that wont come undone, no matter how much tossing and turning or jumping on the bed it will always remain in place.
Tear-Off Shower Curtain Liner
Smartify your windows AC Unit
Window Security Rod
Travel salad for one. Bag with shredded lettuce and isolated pouch of salad dressing, croutons, bacon bits etc.
Reusable, self sorting, easy to clean, trash bag liner for those nasty recycling bins
A wall mounted or desk speaker phone with a one button 911 also with a remote device that will activate the speaker phone and call 911
My personal care goes beyond the bathroom and spills into the car. My idea is for a long and THIN tissue box that will fit in the car door.
Does your purse or duffel strap slip off your shoulder, like, every 4.3 seconds? You need Strap Trap!
It's good to have a place to put shampoo, rather than have it hanging off the shower head. There would be room for a candle or a plant.
The Pocket Golf Bag clamps outside pant pocket to allow a comfortable, quick way to retrieve tees, green repair tool, and ball marker.
Smart A/C Vent
Cool Shades
Hold Round Cutting Board. A cutting board with circular indentation to secure round produce in place while cutting. Optional slit.
Your Earphones: Plug Once, Use Always! Never Forget Them, Never Tangle Them! For your Laptop, or your Mobile Device!
A low cost self inflating airbed using a air cartridge, which you can use always without having a airpump with you, using spare cartridges.
Biodegradable small pet coffin style box for small pets, such as birds, hamsters, etc. A tag/label will be included, to write the pet's name
Car / Stadium Seat Heater
I have a rescue and retrieval device in the final stage of the patent process for water and land rescue situations designed 4 1st responders
Karaoke 2 Go
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Calorie checker
Want a dedicated Retro gaming machine? Has a PS3 like market place with games, addons,and save states.Plus anyone can upload content!!
App-basketball backboard
Plastic Pouring Spout Paint Cover Lid,
Pooch Pouch
Adjustable Dumbbells
Stand Up Periscope. A three foot, open plexiglass obelisk with a flat, 12" by 12" viewing window recessed 3 inches off the sea floor.
2 in 1 Ironing Board
rubber container for sauce
Frisbee Collar for dogs. Always ready to play! Just unfold and have fun.
Let's reinvent the sandwich maker!! They have the same design for years! Let's give them new design, vertical, modular, dishwasher friendly
ReCharge, USB charging device
ALMOST EVERY CAR HAS AN EZ PASS, IT'S AN UGLY WHITE BOX IN YOUR WINDSHIELD! LET'S HIDE IT!
Smile. You can simplify, streamline, and improve your daily dental hygiene with an all-in-one solution: toothbrush, toothpaste and floss!
The Fold-able, Ride-able, Push-your-kid-able, Push-cart Wheelbarrow
boo boo better band aide
Trash Bags on a Roll
Tired of wimpy, wobbly, UNSAFE 3 ring binders? I AM TOO. I want to make Stainless Steel Binders that dominate planet earth with awesomeness.
Who needs a cake? Why not pizza - or sushi? ...... CELEBRATE YOUR WAY!! ...... with the Birthday Candle Stand!
Christmas Tree Stand
bighug
Mechanical Disher Mixing Bowl Bowls made like mechanical ice cream scoops
Phone Caddy
eco Spoonie
I have a rescue and retrieval device in the final stage of the patent process for water and land rescue situations designed for responders
So many ideas-so few allowed submissions: 1) Media Remote Control 2) Kid/Keys Tracker 3) Cooking Temp. Probe/Mon. 4) Video Monitor
Smart Lamp
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
Appliques for your dinnerware.Make any boring set into beautiful set of dishes in seconds.They make them for tiles/backsplashes.Decoration?
Outlet Finder: Find Your Wall's Outlet In The Dark! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
cleaning products can not be used on new flat screen T.V.,s. Amalty layered clear plastic cover with removable layers solves the problem.
Pivot Power needs a Wall Mount! Great for mounting in a bathroom or kitchen! Extra outlets that don't take up your counter space or get wet!
Magnetic Mouse
A home decor kit. The components are mirror tiles in 3 color tints (clear, blue, bronze)in the form of rectangular and triangular strips.
Ever called your own number to find your phone when it is lost? Want to do the same thing for your keys, ipad, phone in silent mode, etc.?
Frying pan has grease reservoir, pour spout &amp; flap that closes for making the rest of your meal after fryin..Hambgr Helpr,Sloppy Joes,Tacos
Expandable Lid
I've upgraded the coolers that are hard to drain and store products. Theres a kick stand for easy drainage and a rack for meat, cheese etc.
An elegant QUIRKY style over the counter bathroom caddy with multiple uses, in where all your daily personal care products are handy.
Disposable Divided Bowl
WipeCozy is a wet wipe holder with a carabiner and integrated Velcro to attach to multiple items.
Built-in Bluetooth Charger
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Intelligent Paper
Zoreez Flip-Flops With A Leash
A compactor machine that pushes the paper towels down in public restrooms to reduce garbage bags.
Interchangeable watch bands and faces: A watch that can be customized in seconds to your own unique style
Ultimate transforming baggage
Color plays an important role in changing the mood. A paper lamp whose shade can be changed to change the color of the light & the mood.
Automatic Window Washer
Wireless Charger. No messing with LONG wire, just plug it in. short and simple.
Spurs
Tired of all that stuff that constantly appears under your sofa cushions?what about a slide out tray to carry right to the garbage?(RESUB)
Floor mat salt saver
Fabric Helper
Comfortable holder for I pad
FLOP - OR - NOT
Footie
snowmobile skate board,s
All dry erase marker users suffer from the same problem: tiny erase touchups are messy and inconvenient. What if the marker had an eraser?
Duster Buster : No-mess Innovative Duster Cleaning Tool - Connect to Any Vacuum, Suck Dust and Charge with Static
The Bed Holder
Thermos Cooler Cup Holder
TORA THE ADVANCE DOLL This doll teach you preschool
A cool utensil holder for your kitchen. Shaped like a branch with twigs to hang all utensils you need at hand.
"X" - mas Ornament
Grabber cane is designed to help anybody who needs assistants walking and picking up items without discomfort
Rocking High Chair. A high chair that gently rocks and keeps your baby calm while you prepare,eat,or share a meal or during any other time
A plastic tooth pick that has a slight angle on one end and a radius curve on the other end.
Strap the babies in the car seats and drive around until they sleep, sometimes impossible. A treadmill to have happy babies into a room.
Phone Display
A long flat safe with wheels on the bottom that can easily roll underneath a bed with a built in power adapter so you can charge electronics
Scoot around your garden leaving your clippers behind? Where are they? With retractable garden tools you gently pull bringing them to you.
The ultimate music stand!
movable sink filter
space saver work bench
Wireless-app-enabled Squirt (water) tank/gun platform.
Here's my idea and I can't find one any where,A small compted Keychain can opener for people on the go.
Living Ledge
An idea for anyone who cleans floors (janitors, maids, parents, grand parents). Scouring pad / cleaning pad that ties to bottom of a shoe.
I pad bluetooth
REFRIGERATOR EGG DISPENSER AND PROTECTOR -Place eggs inside the dispenser and turn wheel to dispense as needed. Stack other items on top
The Smate Baskete
Female Urinary Device (FUD)
Increased shower pressure
The Stain Tracker will help you find the stain you know is there but cannot find when you're doing the laundry.
Mindful Eating Coach (MEC)
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JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
This app turns off or dims the light in rooms that you've placed a metal dot enabled with Bluetooth. The metal dot will attach to a wall.
A hand scanner to aid in prevention of identity theft and sales of products and services that are restricted to minors.
A 4 to 6 sectional garbage bag labeled: plastic, aluminum, paper, glass, etc.
*Modern Floating Frame Magnets* hold anything in 1 spot on fridge.Fits any size.Keep 4 growing pictures of your niece one behind the other.
**Pop-out** outlet. Simply press and extra outlets are available. *User can charge iphone/devices on top area* Hidden and functional!
Toy Car Radio Control Override
An interface between a cell phone keyboard and a computer so you can text-type a document as if texting and download it to your computer.
Salt and Pepper Tilt nâ€™ Grind
Hot nutritious lunches at school and daycare.
Rain Gauge That Doesnâ€™t Freeze
Raspberry Pi
Prop Power Rugged with USB/HDMI plug ins, on the reverse side is 2 plug outlets (120)added Pivot Power feature to the neck,turns/swivals
Have you ever wanted a Bugatti or the pop up spoiler will this spoiler pops up when your speed goes to 60mph with a radar next to the tires
Faucet Protection
Concussion Reducer
Paper Scanner/Editor
No more needing 2 hands for a 1 handed job
Stainless Steel Stem product line extension. Max credit to original ideator. It's a huge hit, let's capture the rest of the market! RS 8 mo.
Baby Saver Wrist Band
Seed Spacing Tape
Spiral-shaped metal straw that you put in a hot liquid and blow to cool the liquid. Your lips are protected with a silicone nib on the end.
LIGHTSAVER-LIGHT FOR HANDBAGS
Audio wireless converter
My idea is the first High Definition Door or Window. It runs off a security sensor. It is life size only. And automatically turns on and off
noRot Film
Clip Hook (please see drawing)
box handle
Gotcha
Your phone is your remote. What we need is a simple device that will translate a bleutooth signal to ir.
Cardboard sun blocker for home window, with blinds or shades printed on the side facing outside to appease apartment or HOA regulations.
Small computerized chip that sticks to an item and sounds an alarm by remote sencor if taken out a door
Invent an at home automatic plastic / aluminum bottle and can shredder. It consolidates space. You can have a company pick it up from you.
360 degree rotating visor cap
GAS UP GLOVES.
Lie detecting hat
Alarm clock ear plugs
**Magnetic** Rubber Grips for use on pens/pencils, picks, probes, scalpels, modeling type knives and small hobby tools.
Infant car seats are heavy and uncomfortable to carry! Help relieve stress in your back with a gel padding that wraps around the handle.
In Rainy Places you get your shoes wet all the time! I just want to keep my feet dry.
freedom
Flexible Attachable Lighting
The Instant Shelf. This device is portable, adjustable and really freaking useful! Easily attaches to any bed or couch.
Portable Signal Booster Insert
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Portable Battery Generator
Belt Lasso
VEMO
Tired of leaving your keys on your tire or in your gas tank cubby...slip on the running ring and forget the fear of losing them forever.
College Cube Storage Furniture
tired of going on a trip with your family you want to take a picture together but you can't because you know someone will be left out
A way to securely attach gloves/mittens to your purse or pocketbook.
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
Get wet massage when you are in the bathtub and relax
VAME......a picture frame and vase with flowers all in one. Used as place card at any seated affair or simply a novel gift item.
The Beach Rake
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and save America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
The IN/OUT RETRIEVABLE ROUND WIRE NAIL.
Graphene USB Stick
The Perfect Snowman,3 plastic circles that opens going from big,mid to small where the kids can fill with snow and stack to form a snowman
Pivot Power - United Kingdom Edition
My idea is for small bundle of led lights that would attach to your toilet paper holder to illuminate the roll so you don't get "stuck"short
INTERGRATED SMOKE DETECTOR
Simplistic Modern Maze/labyrinth style shelf for entry way or closet. Fit any size and style of shoe. Could be modular/customizable.
Home Heat-Saving Curtain
iPad &amp; iPhone Body Holder for Personal Video Production
Universal Baby Highchair Tray Table with HOllOW SPOTS :)to place plate bowl and cup to prevent baby from pushing items off and making a mess
Clip-On Window Valance
Put your dirty clothes where they belong - under your bed! The underbed laundry basket pops up to go, holds clothes under the bed! See Video
hi-hat patch
cellphone in a bag! or hard case with touch screen front! any color!
Change Me!
NEW STAPLER. take the same old stapler and put a clear plastic top on it. then you can see how full it is, or ain't.
APP ENABLED DESK LAMP
Dustpan Vacuum Attachment
Face tracker
Killer BEacH WAGON 4X4 COOLER
Egotistic egg cup
Suction Flip Hook
A tailgate gun rack. Hangs over the tailgate or side of truck holds 3 to 4 guns is padded for hunters and target shooters portable and lite.
Aeroponic Air Mattresses
A power cord with movable outlets. You can have one cord going around the room and you can clip on more outlets where they are needed
Storage safe chair
This is a sleek lightweight folding lounging chair for outdoors. Great for students wanting to do homework outside, the beach, or sunbathing
Auto bag refill trash can
MAKING BACON! UN'COVER' THE SECRET!
Install Geothermal Cheap !
Foldaway Baby Bath
Poke'n Smoke. Recyclable sealed aluminum container with wood chips for smoking meat outside on grill.
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Indoor/Outdoor Weather Station
new board/video game,concept is poker scrabble using cards instead of letters,using poker hands instead of words
Doggy Tug-o-war Pole
Where iz it at?
Basketball shoe glove
Mirror an iPhone screen with a monitor or a TV screen, rendering the iPhone a controller when playing iPhone games.
THE BLANKET & AHALF REDESIGNED Happy Couple Creator! Best way to keep every partner warm Many loved it Finalist in UC WINK + GE APP
ENABLED
My idea is to have diff.sized bowls or platters that can be chilled in the fridge or freezer to keep salads, dips, etc. cold.
Modular cooler.Buy just the parts U need and create a rocking cooler.EG of accessories 2 buy:Table/umbrella holder/mesh bag/chair/ski wheels
Squash it flat! Send it back...A plastic bottle crusher saves space and motivates the owner to recycle all plastic bottles that they have.
The Cook's Clock
Travel easier with a toothbrush and flosser that retracts into one base much like a push button pen with multiple inks!
Programmable Light Switch
Designer bowling pins
Car Mode App
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger)
A Universal Phone Stand. Basic, inexpensive, and made to fit any phone.
Refrigerating Flower Vase
Ipod case with built-in retractable earphones. Never in the way, always handy, expanding to desired length without the usual cable clutter.
Ride or slide kids ride on car
i Shower
SPECIAL BOILING LID - designed to keep vegetables in water to reduce the boiling time. With a silicone ring , foldable.
Suntrak car visor
Toe Flosser
THE LIGHTHOUSE LED LIGHT UMBRELLA SYSTEM easily attaches to any existing umbrella and safely guides you through traffic and trails.
90 degree plug adapter
Fill a Large Container with Water from a Home Size Sink ... It's Easy with this!
The Loo Lock fits between the door and frame of a restroom stall to keep the door from opening, allowing you to do your business in peace.
Cute kids VITAMIN dispensers with Night Light &amp; Toothbrush Holder! They will NEVER forget to brush their teeth or take their vitamins again!
Muzzicle Puzzle
Turn any existing water pitcher you have at home into a water filter pitcher by adding my attachment...Saves money Barbra
vibrating belt
Fix for Eye to Eye chatting
Fluorescent Highlighter Tape With a Pen Barrel Design: Easy Grip, Easy Application
Modern and functional,created for organization above your fridge, but many on here want it for other uses too! render by simplyinclined
keep you're favorite plant alive all year long with in door sun that is attachable to you're plant pot and removable
Baby Cradle Anti-Bite
Are you like one of those people who collect to many business cards and can't buy enough holder for them. How about an post bind kit?
"OUTDOOR POWER" AN OUTDOOR WEATHERPROOF POWER STRIP!! WITH WEATHERPROOF COVERS OVER EACH OUTLET,THAT CAN
OPEN AND CLOSE.
Outlet cover shelf, holds all your electronic devices while they charge in an organized fashion
Propane Tank Caddy
A Different Take on the 2 Handle Chopping Knife
HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE
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Clothes for men 5'8" and under
MY PRODUCT IDEA IS ODORLESS COOKWARE. VERY UNIQUE AND MUCH NEEDED IN EVERY KITCHEN IN THE WORLD TO ELEMINATE
ODORS WHILE COOKING MANY FOODS
Book case
All in one Litter Scoop
If you enjoy wearing a hat, have to use a cane, or need an umbrella for foul weather I believe this convenient device is what you need.
Doggie Treat Shooter :)
Taunting Target
Cat Control
An app-a-day lowers your power bill. Innovative app and hardware that helps to lower power bills and make you and yours more eco-friendly.
The People's Clamp!
A Double Dual Flip Side Cutting Board with Removable Knife Holder!!
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
This is a Styrofoam cup with a concave bottom rather than a flat bottom, allowing the liquid to collect in center of cup.
child and adult simulator
THE LIGHTHOUSE LED LIGHT UMBRELLA SYSTEM easily attaches to any existing umbrella and safely guides you through traffic and trails.
A bib with a compartment/pocket for storing wet wipes.
PHOENIX For MacBook Pro and MacBook Air. Prop it up and keep the Heat off your lap! (Prototype)
MAgnoCharge!
L.E.D. ILLUMINATED RECTANGLE COMPACT WITH 1X, 5X, 10X STRENGTH, CLEAR MIRRORS, SPACE FOR IMPLEMENTS AND
COSMETICS, PORTABLE AND EASY TO USE.
Power Generating Luggage
A cover case shade device that can be used for an Ipad to keep the sun off the screen and also be used as a case top.
The Pud
Perfect Dog Nails
Candy Brush
Modular Drinking Water Bottles. Interchangeable modules that form a complete water bottle. Individual choose total size, top, base, etc.
EZ2CLEAN
Washcloth towel bar
Coaster Night Light
Pierce free Pushpins with a push in head to affix paper or other lightweight materials to a wall or bulletin board without piercing it.
The Shave Vac
Steel reinforcement Chair
Decorative Recycling Tubes for storing recyclable items, such as batteries, ink cartridges and bulbs, until they can be disposed of properly
Secure Education Station, secured to desk, key pad locking, 2nd locking personal compartment, flat writing surface, interior surge protector
Chopping board that converts to bowl or strainer. Think 'Nest'.
Folding cone holder. Stores flat for EZ storage. Serve any type of finger food at gatherings & parties. Resub (214 votes). Open 2 collab
The Greenhorn Caress massage table lets you give a massage to your spouse in the comfort of your bed.
iPhone Wall Charger. For multiple phones. You can even hang your keys.
a stylus that can draw up from a physical platform exponentially, removes limitations of screen, paper, canvas size for pen stroke.
LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS
Keep your head cooler. Fall asleep faster and stay sleeping longer.
The Rush Brush is a brush that hides a mirror underneath it's bristles.The handle stores a gal's lipstick or gloss. perfect for evening.
Solar Power/ElectricLalteen
Hard to reach applicator
Doggie Bags
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Find lost remotes in the house
Inflatable Fabric covered lawn/patio furniture cushions made to fit any piece of outdoor furniture with matching umbrella. Save space 2of9
Line Light
Automated damper leak choker
Secret Recipe is a low profile under cabinet drop-down binder for off the counter recipe storage &amp; ease of use. Slim, practical &amp; tidy.
A pair of high heel shoes but the heel is retractable like a telescope. Women can enjoy whatever size or height they like.
Ideal temperature cup
A harness or vest for a medium to large-sized dog that holds several (6) beverage containers so that the dog can carry them.
Do it yourself Plarn (Plastic Yarn)! Recycle plastic grocery bags into plarn to create rope, rugs, creative bags etc. Great family fun!
Adjustable "pie hood' that would fit over the pie crust to prevent it from browning before the pie is done.
Size Adjustable Air Mattress. Want more space on vacations, or camping??? Bring an air mattress and have spot to put it ...Finally.
EXPANDABLE BOOT TRAY. Extra guests mean extra dirty shoes or boots too. An EXPANDABLE BOOT TRAY will keep floor clean and save space too!
Burned cookies, muffins, toast? Don't trash them, save them with this simple kitchen tool, no more waste, ready to eat!
Lightweight glove that will massage the fingers with rollers, not vibrating massage, to help alleviate joint finger pain.
Compost Tea Pitcher
SnowAway
Donâ€™t pack a night light ever againâ€¦ turn your phone into a â€˜just-in-timeâ€™ motion sensing night light!
Water Only Is Boring. My idea: a fruit syrup dispenser, used next to watertaps and watercoolers at home and workplace. Watch PNG!
Solar Wind Mill Towers
Home cell phone base station
I'm a photo taker w/small digital camera, and I dropped it again. I need a "CAMERA CUSHY" like my indestructible one for my smart phone.
Smart Love band
Solar Charged Christmas Lights
Gem Guardian
deep shampoo bowl
PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 conference speaker for online play
COVER DON
I use my iPhone a lot and also have an iPad. I want a cable to plug from iPad into iPhone to charge iPhone from iPad's battery.
LEVEL/STUD FINDER/SCREW HOLDER
THE CABLE SLEEVE *** A solution to keep ANY CABLE TIDY ***
This invention is a simple way to convert an open back sandal into a slingback shoe.
ONE MOLD MODULAR FURNITURE
A comfortable, simpler way to shave your legs. It's a seating bench and foot rest pedestal for your shower complete with storage and mirror
Rubber Door Band displays name, address, message:Do Not Disturb, No Trespassing,Gun Owner,Beware of Dog, I am a Rebel, Republican Lives Here
SANDWICH MAKER â€“ NEW CONCEPT - Let's reinvent! Slim! Easy to store silicone molds can be changed and removed for washing
Arthritic and sport injury relief, seconds away, ' stay put' portable heat band design. Easy,Fast relief,...that can keep up with you !
A set of NESTED VASES for deconstructing bouquets. Turn store-bought bouquet into something extraordinary! Compact design for easy storage
SMART PILLOW
Picture frame + horizontal level indicator. You can put the picture frame rigthly without the help of someone.
P-ONS
Is that end boss impossible to beat? Is your wife telling you to stop playing that videogame? Vent your anger with the Stress Controller!
Just-in-time rocking cradle
The winter plant warmer
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The sour milk tester
The CRANIAL RELIEF BAND helps sufferers of TMJ &amp;/or headaches by inserting hot/cold packs into the band &amp;; without having to holding
them.
Nature Showering
Meat Minder
An income tracking app ( there a billion expense trackers but I need to monitor and keep track of my income)
Rollup Streamer Toy
Make your family eat much more healthy using the new guidelines.
A magnifier that can clip onto the door peephole so from anywhere in the room you can see who's at the door. Plus interior wifi camera
DRIED BOOGERS AS FUEL. "EVERYTHING IS DUST IN THE WIND" It's a great idea to pick!
Over The Door Organizer - Grid to organize stuff over the entire length of the door. (Last time received over 100 votes in first few days.)
Salads? chips and dips (and more)? Hate carrying a bunch of containers for them to a party or meeting then cleaning up the mess?
A simply designed portable "holder" for people who use canes.
Toilet Paper Dispenser that allows one to quickly change the Orienation of the roll!
Water Healing/Purifing Organs
An aesthetically-pleasing accessory that holds an iPhone and iPad back-to-back to each other while charging both. Device charges separately.
Best Beach Chair
My copyrighted idea is a MP3 capable hair comb/brush. Consumers can transfer songs from their computer to the product via USB port.
No Chase Collar
The E.G. Smart Projection System is one of a kind, it is projector meets Galaxy Note in a sense. Touch screen, web based, mini projector...
Power Outlet with Extendable Power Switch - Bringing the power switch to you
Stackable Heels
Commode Critter Catcher
ThermoRest is a heated wrist rest that is positioned in front of a computer keyboard providing heat therapy to the computer user. Patented!
Drag Your Walking Brace - Injury brace designed to roll for comfort. Rollers go in when leaning with weight. Don't miss out on influence
#realsimple SteamCleaner/Blind
safe tomato plants

byTitike

Creative Holiday Lighting
NoteBoard Media WorkStation
Smoke Detector &amp; HiFi via WINK
My idea is a divided indoor trash/recycle bin can.!This can allows everyone to separate trash on either side into for easy disposal of trash
A perfect water bottle for exercising! Easy to hold, easy to put ice in, and can hold your key, I.D. credit card etc. Never lose your stuff!
A New Take On Weather Warning Systems!
Orgariser Storage Cubes are sturdy, hard, plastic bed risers AND lockable storage containers in one product.
Happy Toilet
Prefabricated Multi-division Pan.Smaller divisions are hanged on the main(with handle)by means of micro-hinges + are stored one in another!
App Enabled Moisture Monitor for toddlers to assist in bed wetting
tooth brush" with softier brush or sponge on the opposit side of the reular tooth brush,for the gums and roof of the mouth
ERGONOMIC TOILET SEAT
An indoor portable dog bath that stands up in the tub, and captures dog hair preventing back pain and a messy clean up.
Portable Pet Potty is a harness attached to your dog that holds a basket under your dog to collect waste No dirty hands and no bending.RESUB
Le Smart weightlifting
Mini-many cushion
PAPER ZEN: tool for important small papers like memos, receipts, tickets, etc. which can be used at home, office and in your car.
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Pull down TV
An Electric Peanut Butter Stirrer (not for making peanut butter, but for stirring oil separated natural peanut butter).
Mirror/ ironing board combo
clip on cooler
PAINTERS EASY PAINT BANDS
Portable Barrel Shaped (upright) BBQ,1 half is BBQ the other half holds all the utensils etc,for Camping, Picnics, Barrel design blocks wind
Shower Diverter Restricter
If you shower or take a bath, here is a must have product. A bath towel clip.
Device attaches to tennis racket causing air resistance when stroking. Forces user to stroke properly and develops necessary muscles.
A residential lawn irrigation system that will periodically apply fertilizer
Introducing 2sync. The first wireless charging and wireless syncing solution for your Smartphone. Go ahead,Free your phone from the cord.
The 2 in one thermos
This device reads your book to you while you do something else. Reads two pages at a time. Can save to MP3. Also doubles as a book scanner.
ë‘ì† ìžìœ ë¡œì´ ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸í°ì„ ì‚¬ìš©í•˜ìž ëˆˆë„ ë³´í˜¸í•˜ë©´ì„œ..
Stackable Cookware
app for local shows
ERGONOMIC NAIL CLIPPERS
Automatic tv twister (ATT)
Cleaning Brush Gloves
Digital Keys Access Control Systems - more secure and convenient than keycards, no supporting infrastructure and so much cheaper.
Under clothing fitness device
Electronic L driver plate
HOP-SCOTCH SENSOR PAD
A water tight catch pan that can be installed around existing water heaters to prevent water from damaging finished areas.
I've invented a unique PET CARRIER . It combines the carrier, water and food dishes and a scratch pad all in one unit.
MOTION ACTIVATED ALARM CLOCK
The Eco-Friendly Vehicle Trash Receptacle
Keep your pets shedding under control, 24-hours a day with this static electric wall plug. Catch hair before it even touches the floor.
A pad that shield an infant in a minor fender bender. Attaches to the seat and faces the infant. Cushion infant during minor collision.
Trade Games
Transform your car's cigarette lighter into a secure power port. A locking adapter and polarized plug replace the plug your device now uses.
An iphone (Brief)case, this case is in the style of briefcase, when opened up will have compartments for your accessories and items.
You woke up a bit late and don't have time to drink your morning cup of tea - it's too hot and you have to go. Wait! There's a solution!
Magnetic Mount
TRUNK JUNK BUNKED!
Most dog pooper scoopers are for scraping the poo off the ground. Instead, catch it before it hits the ground
sanitize shopping carts
One-hand applicable chapstick.
A rear-view mirror with integrated dashcam that detects fast-approaching red lights and stop signs
Room Zooms
"MY GLOVE"
recyclable k-cups
A portable reusable cup holder that enables you to pick up coffees for a group without spilling on your front seat or your passenger's pants
Shampoo and Conditioner marker
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Road Warrior ES
KITCHEN CABINET SHELVING UNIT
You have a hammer, but need a mallet. Why not buy an add on rubber cover for your hammer, and create a â€œhalletâ€?
The DRAWERlock instant safe. A locking system that locks any drawer without screws, glues, or any fasteners without damage to furniture.
The "MyPlate Special" Plate and Cup Set that outlines the new food groups, including portion control, pictures and nutritional value.
How many women and men destroy one shoe but still have the other which is in mint condition? What do you do with the other shoe?
Wasting food because you forget about whats in the container or how old it is? I forgot how many calories are in this? How do i cook this?
The SIDE-STACK. A collapsible, horizontal desk organizer that makes sorting and accessing files/papers/folders fast and easy!
EASY TO ATTACH DOG COLLAR
text assist
A simple invention to give baby a way to learn to eat solds while reducing the risk of choking.
Window Sun Blox Gel Clings
BEDPAD!!! Are you guys tired of having back pain while using the ipad or laptop in bed?!! I have the solution!!! BEDPAD
The unique and exciting â€œQuirky Surfaceâ€ kitchen Top PrepBoard with attaching compartments!
Pioneered technology that brews your favorite beverage in a travel mug. Saving you time and money. Utility Patent 7318374
Artic Jacket
A Flask that has a built in shot glass for sharing and fun!
A pillow for all good people love to sleep sideways in the Bed but do not want to wake up in the morning with achy ears.
Fan Buddies a new way to clean your fan blades
Wireless charger Car/ Airport
Horizontal Oscillating Fan
The first way to keep brush clean and safe
'VAMP' FOR MEN
Kids love building a "box forts". Boxes are expensive and deteriorate quickly. We need a modular, durable and reusable alternative to boxes.
COMPUTER USB STORAGE BASE
Smart Receptacles
rack and pulley to hook onto bicycles and hoist them to the ceiling in a nearly 2 story garage Waist high control bracket. firm mounting.
Flip Headphones. No need to remove headphones, just flip the ears to engage with your environment and flip them back to listen to your music
FLY? HOW ABOUT FLOAT! THE PERFECT POSITION IS THE ONE THAT FITS TO YOUR BODY!
The "Late Production"(675-678) GE All-Transistor "Pocket" Radio Design Adapted To A Speaker Case.
The Coat Wrap
Changing the future of robotic
Cereal Dispenser, it's so easy even kids can make their own cereal mix
SURVIVE ALL PHONE CASE!!!
GripPad for the iPad gives a comfortable way for anyone to hold an iPad, with its adjustable grip you can hold your iPad securely in anyway.
Roller blinds/shades(for privacy) are plain white and dull. I would rather have them in a print of a stained glass window emitting color.
the coffee spoons
Summer bicycle gloves
My First Christmas Tree.
Notebook computer stand/cooler safe
Battery powered device that emits heat to inside of ears to ease earch aches. May also soften ear wax for easy removal.
grow a foot bookshelf
lace tying made easy
This is dangerous!!!
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Find me
Nail organizer,dispenser.Great for Carpenters,DIY, Hooks on tool belt easily. Eliminates those nasty finger pokes comments welcome please
Tissue Combo Box
P-BOTTLE 2
Safety Wicks* inspired by Smart Wick project: Disposable, self-extinguishing candle wicks. Limit &amp; control burn time, use with any candle.
Tired of vacuuming your car only to see crumbs in the crevices that vacuum attachments just can't reach. The "SLIM REACH" to the rescue!
With â€žfind my catâ€œ you always know where your cats are. The App connects your smartphone with the stylish collar of your cat.
Clip Your Cane - don't just rest it! Solves problem of rounded edges - clips to chairs, tables, grocery carts, everywhere you need!
A 'stapless stapler' is a stapler that staples your papers without staples. It just punches a miniature hole in your paper and folds it.
Laundry splitter
Adjustable Over the Door Hanger for Coats, Towels, Shirts, Pants etc..
Reverse Radio
Casque de rÃ©alitÃ© virtuelle
Training your dog or puppy? Hand held gravy ring sprayer. Zero carb, easy, fast.
Food Buddy
guide baguettes chinoise
Cut your Grass
Spreading knife stands upright. Keeps sticky messes off the table. Thick handle easy for kids and elderly to use. Could be a bobbler?
Windshield Defroster
Mary, the Smart alarm clock.
Thermometer/Distance Reminder
Hand Grip Strength Resistance Therapy Grip Device -Aging adults, Stroke, Hand injury, Sports strength, -App enabled Resub
Food Expiration Tags
Small size domestic portable Biomass CHP system, Render by Thrifty :) makes power hot water and cooks stuff while burning your trash
Treasure mAPP pings you clues based on GPS loc. assisting you in finding low to high value treasures.The harder to locate the bigger reward$
This idea is a dust and pet waste dual use pan/scooper.
CORDLETS with a new TWIST. Control, Charge or Extend your cables. Twist 90 degrees for suction. Built in USB.
my idea is a stubble catcher. It will prevent the messy hassle of a clean up after a guy shaves. Plus it will prevent clogged plumbing.
Compact Airplay enabled speakers that daisy chain together for multi-room experience.
ERGONOMIC NAIL CLIPPERS
Square dryer ball
Why hold your KINDLE (or I-PAD or SONY READER) ! Hands free is possible?
Moms: 5-7 year old child, tired @ the mall, traveling through airport, etc. Put your angel in a transporter that is made for their age.
GCI Technology
For the Cigar Aficionado . A portable battery (optional) vacuum sealer for your Cigars. Keep them in perfect condition while on the go.
Disposable plastic plate with a grooved bottom to secure plastic cup to. Plate and cup are now one unit freeing up other hand for utensil.
Cup holder tissue /sanitizer
The TP Hopper
Coloured Numbered Key Chain that goes with each door in your house.
Gyroscopic Skateboard - Take skateboarding to the next level!
Automatic Cat Litter Box Air Freshener : Clips On The Side Of The Box! A Fresh Spray Of Neutralizing Scent After Each Use!
STRIP EYELASHES WITH BLACK PEEL STRIP GLUE THAT ACTS AS THE GLUE AND EYELINER ALL IN ONE!!!
App-Enabled Therapeutic Facial Mask uses Gentile Heat, Sound, Light and Massage Therapy to Soothe, Relax and Rejuvenate Your Hi-Tech Spirit.
super simple sunglasses or simple super sunglasses
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"Plant House"
Smart engine block heater
Customize your school backpack
center point
App-enabled wireless programmable display button, that can be worn/placed.
google write
SMART Led Bracelets
water saving ball float toilet
A disposable/washable Pad for men that absorbs groin humidity to boost comfort in sweaty conditions: at work, sports or when it's just hot!
Bandage with alternating stretch and adhesive nonstretch tape segments
Rider
Protect your small valuables and electronics with the â€œSpider Guard Alarmâ€
VEMO
Kids backyard zip line that crashes into wading pool!
car roll blind
Shower Sketch
The Press-Crunch
Cook free of sitting fat and eat healthier with this economical alternative to buying new and expensive cooking pans..
A modular food carousel/Lazy Susan,with the ability to adjust the size and shape to accommodate a round,square,or rectangular table.
Tie-One-On!
Ergonomics made easy! A monitor jack stand lets you adjust your monitor to be the perfect height, while offering extra storage!
Training Socks. Socks with little loops on the sides like found on boots to help toddlers learn how to put on their socks
A study says your floor/carpet are dirtier than a toilet seat if u walk on it w/your shoes! Freshoes will steam bacteria away on shoe bottom
Condiment Dispensing Utesil
I propose an idea of a "small porch" covering that extends from the dwelling. Would have the appearance of a "Japanese fan".
Porte monnaie trÃ¨s sÃ©curisÃ©
Fridge Power Checker
Put your drawer on lock-down with this 8 x 11 lockable concealer for your valuables. No Safe, no alarms, and no image of paranoia.
Pet Hair Buster
Spread the Butter
THE bag
Modular Backscatcher
Modular shoe tower rack that can be used as a shoe hanger or as a shoe dolly in your room, add more shoe storage by adding new parts.
All-in-one circle spicer - your favorite spices in your hand!
Headphone Extender
Smart Ice Cube Tray
A boon for 235 Million Asthma Patients - Quirky's minimalistic inhalation spacer.
cargo bike trailer
Toilets with automatic toilet flushing sensors waste water and cause undue stress on users as toilets with these sensors flush prematurely.
External Battery Mono Detector
"Save a child" - saving children's lives that have been left,by mistake, in an automobile when the temperature is to hot or cold.
Quick Release Key
Endless Peanut Butter
Inflatable dog house
Paint Edges Or Lines Like A Professional Without The Needed Skills. A Vacuum Suction Assisted Paint Edging Tool. No Waste, A Reusable Unit.
Rotating Musical Bouquet
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Motorcycle caps roadflare
Spider Cider! Hot apple cider mix with candy cinnamon floating spiders in it. Would be a huge hit at Halloween and fall parties.
Key chain tracker tracker
A hollow comb that holds hair coloring dye can change the way you color your hair. Use several for a mix of different colors.
Tool &amp; Vacuum Power Grid
EASY SHELFING
Wall mounted hair dryer. All you hold onto is the hose. Keep the electromagnetic frequency away from your head! Safe for kids too.
An attachment to your doors, light switches or ovens that will give you phone alerts if things are on/unlocked as you are leaving your home.
Induction Charging Scribe
Smart Shelf&amp;Draw Refrigerator
Flashwatch
A pad strip for extension ladders, made from industrial peel off adhesive, peel off back, in 10 foot lengths, white hard rubber on outside
A ball that flashes and glows in the dark for playing fetch at night.
The Webcam Light! A device that lightens up your face when using the webcam feature on your computer. Great for Skype and iChat! Influence?
I TRIPPED THE BREAKER, AGAIN!!! DON'T "FLIP" OVER THIS! (Re-Sub)
Charge Me Up
A cup that gets hot and cold so you do not need Ice ever again and you do not need a microwave. Its a cup that you charge.. It's a glass
The ultimate mechanics glove will let you light up hard to see areas with light and magnetic fingers keep you from dropping nuts and screws.
A multi-sized lock box that comes in various sizes and attaches to a pole or leg of a desk or something.
Invent a strong locking sprinkler valve box to keep vandals from breaking pipes / valves, resulting in expensive repair and water waste.
DIGITAL CLOCK built INTO a FULL BATHROOM MIRROR. COLORFUL NIGHTLIGHT for kids and loved ones. Know the time while getting ready for
work
Transparent Wall Film
Need a dolly at the drop of a hat? The Miniature Dolly is on its way. It is super lightweight and fits inside a woman's purse.
Chad Bag
An app enabled type of device that fits securely on bottom of any grill gas tank that can tell you how much gas you have left in gas tank.
Bug Butler
Cell Floatie
Mechanical CPU Clock
The MATTEL Wagon 360.
Holiday Light Bands
Miniature shower rod containers for soap slivers, trash, hair, new soap bars, wash clothes, shampoo and misc items
The Ultimate Framing Hammer
Cordies power outlet dock w/ USB's and optional speaker. Shelf w/ cord & small electronic devices organizer + USB & power outlets + speakers
Juicy! If you're one of the hundreds of thousands of people that juice you know how inefficient the entire process is.
Okay, here it is, it's an intimate mat, a "get down tonight" sure sign! When you want your mate to "make it happen" this says it all.
Double Headed Iphone charger
Online Exercise
â€œKWIK &amp; EZâ€TM VERTICAL STEAM-IRONING BLOW-UP MANNEQUIN
The Accessible Home Compost
EKG ECG Monitor Electrocardiogram Display Looping Wall Clock
Customizable charging station valet, with built in USB strip for neatly tucked away cords.
NFC keyboard
The all NEW F2 an F3 Series hair dryers,F2 has a 14 or 18 volt rechargeable battery with charging station,F3 has holes in handle,EZ 2 hold
Portable cd ripper
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An adapter that allows an iphone charger to power another phone that uses a micro usb port. Very handy when your Droid or BB is almost dead
Touch-up paint airtight containers, much like a spice rack, with labels to write paint color and which room is painted that color.
Ecological Water Heater
Car ramps with built-in jacks for the do-it-yourself mechanic. Ramps will allow you to work under your vehicle safely and with freedom.
Beer Pong in the Pool!!! Here is a flotation device with cup holders and slide rails that enables you to play beer pong in a pool
A medical leap foward
The USB Outlet
Bluetooth and earrings!
App-Trophy Case
push button L.E.D. light for a building level, lots of times even outside you cant see the bubble in the level, with a push button light,
Spider! The product that will help you carry more than one item at a time such as groceries, shopping bags etc.
It's Sleek, stylish, and goes with any kitchen decor. No more trying to find space in your cabinets or drawers for saran wrap and foil.
Cap Shades Clip
USB receiver and mobile phone connector, that becomes a wireless remote connection for PC's.
Splash Guard for Pipi
iDisplay
Aqua-Puc
EXPANDABLE BOOK THONG
An adult shirt/ blouse protector that is clear and large enough to catch spills or drips while working, eating, etc.
Scuff Free Car Mat Pad
StaKool, the vent that will keep you cool while driving down the road,no ac no problem just mount,close door and your on your way.
Tee Up Buddy
Do laundry in your kitchen sink! The sink agitator will wash items too delicate for your washer, or when you only need to wash a few items.
Pouch containing nylon disposable gloves that can be conviently placed inside gas cap cover to avoid dirtying hands while refueling vehicle
Insta- Collar
Bluetooth Rain Umbrella
Video game console for you to create small time video games, Let creativity free in a healthy way.
light badminton
Stresserette
Folding table top ironing board. Hangs to store. Cooling iron storage with cord management.
Electric or battery powered vibrating(high frequency) X-acto or utility blade providing better controlled cut and easier to use. See link.
The market for helmets is a $Bil industry. Although there's been significant innovations in safety one unsavory detail remains unchanged
Double the Security with the Loot Bag and Organizer All-In-One!
Plugggg a new world where music/video/documentaries come to life on your: Microsoft/Mac/Android O/S MP3/WMA/AAC audio format.
Wireless weather station
PORTABLE ROBOT AIR CONDITIONER
stick on door damper
Light bulb burn out indicator
Ever wish passenger seat was a Lazy Boy 4 long trips?Foot rest 4 comfort and sleep,folds completely flat when not used-could be filled w/air
Portable and Interlocking Skateboard / Scooter Ramp Kits with Backpack. Great for Kids, Teenagers and adventurous grown ups.
Smart Door Lock
The Body Love, Your New Best Friend for in & out of the shower! Our generations Loofah with internal Soap/Lotion dispensing & a Massage!
Ever wish there was a shelf or magazine rack within reach of your toilet? The TP Caddy adds both to a typical toilet paper dispenser.
Entertainment scratch cards
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Cell phone safety string
Before lancing devices, blood sampling was painful to gruesome. My tweezer uses the same concept making ear &amp; facial hair plucking painless.
Sewing needles made easier to thread with just a FLEXIBLE needle head.
Elastic silicone cover
Water boiler/Tea Bag Container
A rugged iPhone case that has a clear back that is removable, under the removable back have a dry erase board
Hangover cure.
Camp Site Hanger
EASY CHANDILER CLEANING
Hot beverage mug
Battery Powered Hot Plate
I was painting a house for a friend so got paid nothing but realized how dangerous ladders are and especially on unlvl ground and thought
My idea is the creation of a bracelet like the lark that can count the calories burned along the day and work as a heartbeat monitor.
Hands Free Dog Walker
I would like to take a child trailer for bikes and convert it for jogger. The trailer would hook up into a back harness and leaves arms free
Adhesive sleep pads : helps sleeping without elastics around your head
An iPad/iPhone case that allows you to attach itself to a binder for ease storage and accessibility.
Pop Up Grocery Bag
Clear patch protecion fabric
The Spam Lovers Musubi master cutting board and sushi roller. In the US we eat 3.8 cans of spam per second
Robonurse
Universal carbon monoxide detector and garge door opener.
Moses' Keyboard
A one piece handle for the larger Ipod. Called: "Easy Grip Ipod handle.
A bank/safe that looks like a stack of old books, (History, English, Algebra). You know College students would not pick those up!!
Adjustable to any paint can. Brush wiper and holder. Spring loaded, can fit to any can.Resub
DÃ©co de cables Ã©lectriques
Avoid Burning Sand
hydration traveling bag
Rear horn
A small electronic monitoring device which, when activated, automatically blocks the volume on your t.v. set during commercial breaks.
Clear plastic switch covers prevent inadvertent/accidental use of electrical switches. Cheap to make, easy to install, blend with any decor.
360Â° Camera with Proximity alarm; remote control from Smart Phone to pan snap. Know who, where, and what is happening to your car.
360 POWER- fan &amp; heat tower
Cake slicer compact whit height adjustment.
Tablet Phone
Grill brush that properly fits and cleans V STYLE gas grill grates.
Groom your pet without the mess! Perfect organizer that folds away when done, keeping tools and hair away from furniture and clothes!
LED Color Changing Mirror
Easy Reach Power Strip
Ferris wheel books shelving, app enabled, saves room and organizes your books in a convenient way, so you find &amp; reach it easily.
Cell Phone Safety String
Rapid Radius a simple device that slides onto your tape measure. To help with your round projects.Has a convenient pivot. Concept Video.
Want a more comfortable Sandal? How about trying The sandal with a real sand filled inner base, This is not an insert,it's a permanent sand
iPhone Cover with Universal Garage Door Remote
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BabyOnBoard
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIAL
Toilet Paper Anti-Roll dispenser/insert - stop toilet tissue from rolling off onto the floor.
Bidet Comfort
Water pics really clean teeth well but they are a hassle to use. I have attached one to my shower. Pressure is thumb adjustable, no plug in.
No more reloading garbage can: just remove the full garbage bag and the handsfree bag feed will auto reload. Quick, sanitary and convenient!
smart phone band
Garden Hose that is able to bend to any shape you want and stay in that shape; wraps around objects and stays in place.
My idea is a pillow case with a steel thread pocket on the back that can be locked shut as well and a cord that can lock it to a bed.
A bed bug trap that is designed to go around the side of the mattress giving it 360 degrees of protection. Stopping the bugs in there trax
Does your current home recycling strategy lack portability and ease? Check out the collapsible recycling center for your automobile/RV/boat.
The Tubmate
MoodBadge - Share your mood. Easy. Anywhere.
External hard drive holder/divider with both standard and USB plug ports. Possible memory card reader add-on. *See Pics*
Create a pen that has respiratory pores that throw air preventing your hands for sweating while you write
Trunk Portable Grocery Cart helps eliminate multiple trips. For city dwellers with cars parked in multi-level garage. Also suburban homes
Want a cleaner and more effective way to scoop cat poop? Reusable mesh trays are the answer.
painted Faraday cage
Toddlers Love to Wander.Are you afraid of your little one wandering the house while you sleep ? the Alert floor mat and device
Ever ride on the back of a 4 wheeler and not have anywhere to hang on because the cushion is covering the back rack? Use "Grips"
Emergency Radio Interuption
This week concept "Dual Spooner". It's a cooking spoon + slotted spoon + pasta server.
LITTLE GREEN PILL
Wildlife App
Stray bullet protector
Sponge soap dish : Absorb soap moist and keep it dry
SecurityGuardian For ALL
self cleaning curtain
Shampanzee
First Aid Pouch Arm Band that consist of an arm band for medical gear, the first emergency responderâ€™s, lifeline for victims.
Sales of e-readers have doubled since Nov 2010 & continue to rise -- my idea is a protective e-reader holder for those who read in the tub
TITAN Water Bottle [US PATENT]
The smart shower
Car Tissue Box
Coating and breading dish/pan set for dipping chicken or fish into wet/dry ingredients.
A global positiong system (GPS) disguised as keychains. You'll know where your children are at all times.
A mesh style top bed sheet for those hot summer nights! Feel secure and comfortable with out being too hot.
The ecover allows you to show the world what you're reading on your ereader. Paperbacks may be dead. Book covers don't have to be.
Air writer
There is need for 2qt homemade ice cream storage containers. Air tight container should be stain resistant, BPA free, reusable, etc.
Movie Guide
Survival Ballon
FOOD IN A TUBE TO GO
I would like to beable to record radio shows in my car like I can record TV shows on my DVR so when stuck in traffic I can listen to them
Anteedoc le vÃªtement de choc
the glub
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puzzle the gem
Wireless finger thimbles can be used as a keyboard for iphones, iPods, laptops, and PCs. operate as keyboard in one hand.
TP Trapper
For all the mothers out there, think of how much easier it would be to press a button on a locator remote and be able to find your pacifier.
An control for iPhone for play the games offered by the app store
Introducing the Combination Rolling Pin. A French rolling pin and Rolling pin in a unique combination!
Golf Ball Tracker
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO]
The McKnight
If you love to bake, this will be the one item you can never do without...
A writing/goal board for the shower with a sponge eraser. You can map out your day during the morning and then evaluate in the evening.
Perforated Paper Lunch Bag
Kitchen Keeper w/ Louver Style Doors
Men are you tired of sitting wallet and Having your back and leg hurt from sitting on a hard wallet
Twist Tool
Power bar extension cord. (Heavy Guage)with individual insulated plug in covers, to protect from dirt/moisture when 1 or more not in use.
A mosquito free tent for an individual chair.
Pedal workout
Portable eye
Garbage Can / Dust Pan
I would like to create a smoke-detector/alarm that also dispenses a fire retardant/suppressor. using small CO2 canisters. for home use
Easy pour lid
Dabble Tissue
Rechargeable Battery Storage Case with Sliding Indicator. Remember if the AA's are charged or dead. Great accessory to Powerchute!
Portable circuit breaker
Ever Burned your hamburgers. Well with my idea you have a simple way to check them while they are on the grill. Check it out. Sorry no meat.
Furniture to play
Real-Time Indoor Utility Meter
introducing the "up-cup" it is a weighted sippy-cup with a built in straw that doesn't leak ever because it always stands back up.
A planter or herb garden with a locked secret compartment hidden on the side. Cactus, herbs, or some other hearty minimal care required plant would be
included.
Folding knives a pretty cool. Tomahawks are awesome. So let's make a folding tomahawk. This could be a awesome as it sounds...
I Submit For The Quirky Community To Design A Unique And Easily Changed House Number For Home And Mailbox That Is Lit By Solar Power.
MAGNETIC CEREAL BAG CLIPS THAT DOUBLE AS DISPENSERS. Magnetically unfolds like ipad 2 Smart Cover.Simply fold back flaps to pour
cereal.
We all have ideas. When is the most common time for those ideas to come. When we are sleeping. I bring to you the dream catcher.
automatic toilet vent system
Lampshade with interchangeable lamp harps.
NO-UNLOAD WHEELED CART.
O.K. This is simple but cool! It's called a "GARBAGE TUBE"! It holds Car Garbage. The cost .99 cents, It is Clean, Tidy, Disposable!
Safety tray quick easy safe way to deliver Drinks in a bar,home or party 10 shallow pockets for drinks allow safer delivery w/ a center post
MSG FINDER/MSG SUCKS
FINDME ALZHEIMERS LOCATOR
energy free blower
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THREE TYPES OF PARTY HATS THAT ALLOW FOR EXISTING PARTY POPPERS TO BE INSERTED WITHIN OR ABOUT THE HATS TO
DEPLOY STREAMERS OR CONFETTI.
Cursor Glasses The normal methods of positioning a cursor - mouse, wii pointer, 3d mechanical pad, all utilize the human hand.
Heat sensitive Milk Frother
Toast customizable designs
A hand held camera for your tablet/Ipad. The device is compact and has zoom controls, LED's, and photo capture button.
Be Afraid!!! Your data is at risk of being lost for ever!!! Scratched dvd's,failing hard drives. Use "Eternal Disc's"
Interactive revolutionary cooking pot, app enabled that shows you on a real time, how to use each ingredient, so you always be successful.
Inflatable rubber chair
Remote Controlled Flying camera ball (like Kino in series StarGate Universe - SGU) with a receiver, which shows the video (SEE VIDEO)
Bed fridge
An app that controls and mixes scents and sends them inside your house or workplace. Click and Smell...!
Wifi Work Radio
IMP 'ICE WHEEL'cooling steering wheel cover- APP ensures the wheel is cool to the touch when you return to your carSelf stirring pasta pot.
Car seat or device to attach to a car seat that notifies the driver when the driver door is opened that there is a child in the car seat.
Camera that can be connected to a network server and save all the video data in it. alert cops or erase video. WiFi capable.disable/enable
Beautiful-Dents
PowerWrapOutlet&amp;USB combines power strip &amp; USB charging / powering features into a product that can be laid or draped over a table, cabinet
My idea will save peoples' lives by reducing accidents involving Emergency Response Vehicles due to inattention & inability to hear sirens.
Fashion thermo bag
Carabiner Dry-Erase MEMO fob for purse or key chain. A note to remember certain events of the day or shopping lists, etc.
Magneto Futureshelving
My Cube. It is a storage cube.
Shoes Heating insoles controlled with app: set the desired temperature or choose self adjusted mode according to shoes TÂ°C
Perfect Server
THE CLAW HARMONICA HOLDER
VEMO: Leave a voice or video reminder and get things done. [VIDEO]
Bath Splash prevention mat is a lightweight rubberized plastic cover that sits outside the tub to collect splash while children are bathing.
This simple holder turns plastic grocery bags into a go anywhere Recycle Station. See Video!
Hate cleaning your dirty, smelly, germ filled, trashcans?!?! TRASH JUICE MIST! YUCK! You need this!
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
Lash and Liner
diabetic deodorant
Now you can ride your bike as long as you want in shaded comfort and without worrying about sunburn.
Apple Slicer and Corer, 3 Times thinner slices = 3 times more slices than others. Thin Slices Every Time. Quickly and Easily
Specific Photo Frame (Digital or Analog) for iPhone Panaramic Photos. See feature options.
Ipad bath holder, bring your books and music to life in the bath.
COUCH COZY 2-PACK: Why buy one when your couch will hold two?
Safety bike
Chicken ribs, SD card!!!
Portable Ice cream Freezer
Dual handle ipad case for use in a more rugged environment. Convenient and safer to carry.
COUETTE ZIPETTE
An electronic or battery powered file with extendable handle for pedicures. Sort of like an elect./battery operated toothbrush.
On a hurry, wash your teeth with this desposable toothbrush. Wear it on your finger and when your done throw it away. Toothpaste included
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GloSpex Next Generation
Mash up - Gitter Bug 2.0
Office to Go
"Closure" let's you relax
An RFID reader that is placed in your fridge or/and pantry and informs you what you need to buy
An unassuming drawer liner conceals a magnet that holds a thin metal lock-box to the underside of a drawer. Perfect for passport, $, jewels.
recycle water used from your home that goes into a tank readily available for filtration etc.. which could be combined with rain water
Kitchen Knife Innovation That Makes It Safer to Cut Through Hard/Frozen Foods.
Soft Glow Nursery Speakers
Kids sticking their heads in the refrigerator too long? Give them a Tweep! No App Required!
Christmas Light Sections
Cell Phone Igloo has an acoustic chamber projecting mood sound into a room, and, a frosted cover over which mood screen saver colors dance
Refrigerated vibrating bath that significantly reduces the time to marinate meats compared to the suggested overnight or 1-2 hours.
The Pet Frig is a mini-frig that all pet owners should have in their homes to store food and medicines for their beloved pets.
BOTTLE LID WITH CONTAINER, INGREDIENT DOSING DEVICE AND TRIGGER FOR FAST DRINK MAKING
Bluetooth Cordless Home Phone
What's your pet up to while you are away? Introducing Collar Cam! Watch on an iPhone/iPad or PC. Now you can see what your pet is doing 24/7
Spring In Your Step Mower
Retirement Cash Flow Mortgage
Coding/Memory Game
Microwave Protect Oven
D-type hook hanger
EZ-IV
**MAILBOX ALERT SYSTEM. It tells you when you have mail! No more trips to the mail box in the rain or cold for nothing! Easy setup and use!!
Suos Vide Crockpot Steamer
For all colleges a student receives a student ID. So have your student ID unlock a padlock that you can attach to ur closet or desk drawer.
Let's get this Party started
Handheld vac-a-poop,cordless pet waste vacuum,eliminates messy hands and odor,can be used inside or out,and replaces plastic bag pickup.
Folding laptop table converts recliner into functional workspace. Power strip is integrated for cord management. Table folds completely flat
Eggs-Ray Genie
Induction Ironing System
An attachable panel, and changeable panels with answers and some changable lettering which can be altered with your particular info.
The outdoor water station is for the outdoor enthusiast from camping to remote relief, free your hands! Prototype on VIDEO.
Rain tv 3000
yoyo drinks carrier
Ben Kaufman shaped dog squeak toy! Simple and fun for dogs! Great for any Quirky user with a dog(s)!! Possibly the whole Quirky team!!
Seeker
Hot Dog Griller
Pet Snack Station
Old School Styled Inter-changeable Wood Router
BEANBAG CAM
c
Safe and Sound
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Chair sitting alarm
Child Car Seat Warning System
No more smutty toothbrushes. No bacteria. Just hang your brush on the edge of... everything. Simple and clean, for home or on the road.
Bluetooth BNC
The Emergency Liquor Cabinet
SCLF LIGHT FIXTURE: Change Bulbs & Clean Light w/ No Ladder [VIDEO]
Laptop adapter cooler- It is designed to keep your expensive original laptop cool.
SHOE PROTECTORS
Solar heated shower sits atop car for beach goers and surfers.Private and easy to use to rinse away sand and change after day at the beach.
A portable wireless b/g capable alarm that attaches/locks to the door knob. Both a deterring alarm and a wireless gateway concept.
Cat and dog bowls outside are exposed to rain, snow and slugs. A lipped "plate" with attached umbrella eliminates frequent cleaning. :)
Pain reliever caused by the nose pads of glasses. Hair band with hooker or ear-ling shape weight can divide the weight of glasses.
A carrying case/pouch/bag for the Apple magic mouse and a track pad that can also charge the batteries of the mouse.
Vote for UNDERBANDS-Sooooooo many ways &amp; reasons to have in your wardrobe
Plastic Snack or Cereal Container with Dust/Crumb Separator, top / bottom openings, split decision in UC. Great for all kinds of foods.
milk jug top watering can.
The Power Tower raises the power strip to where you can reach it.No more bending over behind the couch or night table to plug items in.
compound flashlight attachment
Raspberry Pi case with a 20mm USB powered fan on top! Nobody makes a case with a fan, and that's not cool!
the pillanket
Receipts Holder
Automatic trash bag attachment when old trash bag is pulled out ! [OVER 225 votes !!! - 93% vote rate :) ]
Pocket Butler
Bro Jug
Portable Stadium Bleacher Seat Cushion w/carry handle &amp; side frames that slide forward &amp; tilt up to become Snack Tray w/Cup Holder. (By AJM)
SOFT BT SLEEPING EARPLUGS
A travel pillow with built in retractable Ear plugs or Earphones and a small pocket to stash valuables / Passport / iPod etc
Baby monitor app to work with the vibrating wrist band and crib motion monitor, to detect excessive motion or a lack of normal sleep motion.
Easy Lift Chair
Infinite Control
KNISLIDE
Train your brain with a biofeedback app that helps you 'tap into' the healing power and focus of a calm mind.
Woofleball! Tennis ball shooter 4 dogs. 36" tube with open muzzle and handle/trigger. Press down on ball to load & cock, then... WOOF!
A toy idea that will bring quirky figures to life by blowing air through them and allowing kids to trade these figures like baseball cards
Eggs-Ray Genie
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
The DeckHand is a tool to speed up the construction of a deck. It lines up the nails or screws on the decking boards with the joists below.
Parallel Hook
Retract-a-lace
Inflatable house
HOOK ALIVE
STEM 2 - [Line Extension] Drink FRESH juice from your citrus! RESUBMIT
A dog has to GO!!
Privacy Fan
Smart Flowers --No Watering Needed--Great For Those Who Are Pollen Sensitive &amp; Live In Urban Areas--Imitates The Beauty of Nature ++VIDEO++
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GPS Bangle
Monitor your baby, nanny, or house while you are away with all the apple perks and no extra services. Combine all your monitoring needs.
Herb Analyzer
One-Watch
The Shopping Buddy
Edging for flower beds made from recycled rubber tires with a flexible metal spine running through it allowing you to create unique designs.
No need to have a million pairs of dress shoes in your closet when all you need is one pair with a million design.
Mighty little Bike Pump... 60% Voted
Clip on *Digital* Magnetic Timers for Pans/*handles*. Perfect when making more than one meal at a time. Attach to fridge when not in use.
VANILLA EXTRACT MAKER Make any baking extract at home with or without alcohol! UNIQUE to Quirky is self-measure spout! MAKE-MEASUREPOUR!
Pet Pack for your dogs outings,fresh water, a bowl, snacks, waste bags, ball, it's a simple great way to enjoy the outdoors with your dog..
Power Shower
Grab N Go â€” Because spills don't only happen in the kitchen.
Child Alarm Device
Paint Roller that will eject (remove) the used roller cover without forcing it off.
Waterbox
ReSub: Moldable arms take the shape you want after 10 secs in the microwave (Plasticote/Polycaprolactone skeleton &amp; slip-free silicone skin)
PULSERA INTELIGENTE
Wrap &amp; Retract your extension cord around this wearable belt/ backpack. Use with extra long extension cords (painters and electricians
Dartboard Pancake Maker
Stadium heated seats
Parcel Pal...This is a safe and secure way for you to receive parcels. No valuable parcel left on you door step, subject to theft or damage.
You will hear it before you see it, so go long and don't drop the "ULTIMATE FOOTBALL BOMB!!!" STRIKE FEAR INTO DEFENSES. "AIR RAID!!!"
Zipline toy for action figures
Put a video camera on the dashboard and send a live feed of the road to an iPod/iPad so passengers in the back can see the drivers view.
Stand
A baby/toddler toy caddy for the bathtub with silicone/plastic pouch that attaches and hangs over the outside of tub. Fun/Functional
Christmas tree lights that you can hook on iPod and portable speaker up to so the light flash to the music.
408VOTES:Planter turns color depending on moisture level.One color when wet,slowly turns another color while drying.Serves as moisture meter
A real candle with whicks that run out so there is no need to worry when you forget to blow it out, but you still get the real thing.
3D PRINTER APP : Print 3 dimensional stuffs with tiny bricks and a smartphone
Lining that fits inside a hat to absorb the perspiration. Similar to a coffee filter with adhesives made from paper towel material
Intelligent Eco Lighting
Look your web cam partner directly in the eye instead of their face on the screen. Simple louvered glasses do the trick!
Bathroom Sink Mat
Rack for Guests' Shoes. Tired of tripping over everyone's shoes in your hallway?
Soft Edge
LaptopSqueegee
Versatile INNER PURSE - Accommodate (almost) any size purse! Change purses in a glimpse! Organize your stuff! More pockets!
"SuzyQ" storage above fridge
Winter time is a freezing time, what if we can pre-set the heat on our winter jackets, hats, and glove
HEATAC
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Quirky inventors journal resubmit
Portable lift to help cool your macbook or other rear ventilated laptops.
A customizable,nonpermanent skin that would fit on full leather cases that protect iPads, Kindles, Nooks and other e-readers and tablets.
EZ Grippers
Baseboard Duster Buster
ZOMBIE WANNABE!
commuter head rest....tired of having your head end up on a strangers shoulders at the end of your long ride to work i have the solution
Scent-Aid,Scented Squares,Fresh Again. Mini fresh strips for under your pits in different fregances for males and females small and compact
Smartware
Car Backs Backpack
Hyperacusis - Outdoor Device
An in-room humidifier that easily hangs or attaches to your wall.
Proxy Power
I think shoe designers should provide a variety of heel heights for the same upper portion of a shoe.
Bathroom cabinet with LED lights that lets you create different light environments for different times lived in the bathroom
Automated Moving Booklight
Retractable palm sized dog leash that is always on dogs collar and its quick to use.
Virtual Vibes
Bottle Block - A device used to hold bottles for one-handed opening or to assist in holding bottles while twisting off tops. (94756)
H2O HAT
Duffel Divider is a waterproof, pocketed, divider inserted into your duffel bag that separates your dirty workout clothes from clean ones.
mower trax
"Dogapult" Far Fetched Fun!
Exit Router
Steampunk Craft And Building Set â€¢ Like The Erector Sets And Modeling Kits We Got As Kids - With Steampunk Style
TELESCOPIC CRUTCH (resub)
Finger Access
Microwave/Oven Bacon Tray
Lets Reinvent the Kids Shoe LACE!!! Meet the rubber shoelace system for children!!! I call it the Fun Lace, Fun Fun Fun
EMERGENCY VEHICLE ALERT SYSTEM
Mommy's Little Helper
Light up Tooth Fairy mobile holds tooth at night and holds prize when you wake. Flies in circles
Grip Lights
Simple Dog Toy. Create a Ball, Bone, chew toy you can connect to your leash to create a Tug of War toy.
Rock blocker
Finger pad pc pointing device
Micro Positioning System
It is a stretchable phone case to fit all models
APP ENABLED WIRELESS NEBULIZER
Heated Flexible Rolling Pin with a vibrating feature and a outer cover with gel like material(possibly silicone)rotating roller Rechargeble.
Combination BED RISER & SAFE raises bed & protects valuables 15'PROXIMITY ALARM triggered if SAFE is moved too far from base
Listen to the TV through your APPLE device!!
COZY COMFORTER+TOTE combo for your CAMP, etc. CHAIRS. Be nice to your back/tush. Get help w/ toting your other stuff, too. Use at LIVE EVAL.
I live in Fl. Ice cubes for drinks -adults, kids don't last ,especially outside by the pool.
i-phone holder or bumper case to prevent falling from the pocket of shirts. It can also serve as a stand.
EMERGENCY GAS BAG
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#NEVWET a stylish collapsible safety Water Bucket Bag in different sizes to carry water in. with insulated electric shock proof handle.
Pock's
1 Dog Bed - That Can Be Made Into 2 Dog Beds. Need an Extra or a bigger Bed For Your Dogs. PLEASE READ AND COMMENT
Office Cell Dock Station
Bags Balls &amp; Washers, its a beach game, a picnic game, a day at the park game, a great backyard game. Its an Old Fashioned Game of TOSS.
Rain Rain Go Away-Backpack
THE FIVE IN ONE TOOTHBRUSH
Winks Controlled Pillow!
electronic cards
Sound sensor for head trauma
The Clock Tee
Flip-flop Shoes
â€œQ(C)ord Stentâ€ is designed to give some extra physical strength to the vulnerable connecting ends of any charger sync cable.
TOILETCHUTE is a potty training device giving male toddlers a way to deposit urine directly into the toilet without the risk of spraying.
Just fill it up and leaf! Water your potted plants when you're away. Needs no power. Based on a classic idea. Redesigned for modern looks.
DRY INGREDIENT MEASURE (In Process - I Need Your Feedback)
Cool item fits onto flip-flops to stop them wanting to fall off. Fixes foot fatigue and joint problems, and even lets you run in flip flops
Oil Tender
Introducing The Shaving Wizard! Amazingly removes hair from your razor, captures hair before if goes down the drain and saves water too!
A modern safe that charges electronics, notifies authorities and recognizes RFID tags for items outside the safe.
Are you tired of the same old Cell phone "Clips", Tired of the way that the current cell phone clips have to attach to your belts loops?
DIVoL:Digital Indoor Viewer of Landscapes:Real-time view of outdoors.Virtual Prototype: http://www.ideasupport.net/view/8jg5gan75128ulv6/
Is this my towel? Towel-Tags=simple-colorful accessories to mark towels for your bath,guest bath,hotels,etc. Soft fabric tags-easy on&off.
Treadmill/stationary bike with computer and Internet access. Work out and socialize or work.
The device support &amp; suspends ankles to allow a pedicurist to thoroughly exfoliate the bottom of your feet and heels
Not sure of a title yet?
Zoom TV
Facial recognition software is getting scary-good. I suggest a "Twin" club it searches the whole world for a face closest to your own. Join?
Add Flare and Color to your dull FlatScreen Border!!! Kids Themes, Sports Teams, Holiday Themes, & Fashionable Decor.
Calorie Counter Dinner plate
The Perfect Lotus
App-enabled indoor greenhouse
Cool Smart Glasses
Scissors Knife
Brunchy
Fresh Hair Brush
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
Space saving way to recycle aluminum cans and reduce trips to the recycling bins!
Want to cut back on smoking? Leave the pack at home. The LightClip is a lighter clip holding and protecting 2 cigarettes to take on the go.
Smart Socket with Nightlight
Screen Print Wand
A key chain device or small gps locating device combines with a mobile phone and computer app to locate lost keys, tv remotes,etc.
In Sink Soap Rack
An app that identifys Plants and Cacti from around the world
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Smart Candle
Cell Phones, IPod etc. FINDER When attached, helps people to find/retrieve lost items
The TV Snapper
Tesla Ball Stick Shift for Hot Rods! ..or any car really =)
Winter Dog Wear
it will protect the traveler on a ship from getting lost in the ocean
I hate WET FEET ! , in my WET SOCKS ! in my WET SHOES !
Wiser Visor lets you select from rows of 3/4" wide retractable strips to extend individually from the sides and bottom of your car visor.
Cam-whore perfect solutions, for any camera-enabled mobile device(iPhone/Camera). An extendable stick with flexible arm and 3.5mm cable
Charger Buddy/Buddies
Introducing "Stick it to me baby". An answer to every mother's wish to protect her child's clothing while eating or working with crafts.
UFO light. Fits in your palm and lights 360 degrees around you. Magnet base stick it on roof of car or anywhere you want to see around you.
"Sticky" soccer goalkeeper gloves, with the palms coated with a durable, no-slip silicone that can be easily washed to restore stickiness.
lunette de cuvette a pied
Bare USB stick with CAD file for 3d printer owners to custom print USB keys with various exciting designs possible with 3d printers
PenciNk
plat,assiettes anti-brulure
The Tote A List is a vinyl pouch with a clear front to store lists,coupons,ect. hooks onto shopping cart,and other objects.
mouse with wrist support
Lost your lighter again? From now on, Never lose it!
Automatic Food Cover
People who do gardening can attach 2 rakes by using this device to make picking up the pile of leaves more efficient and much faster.
CLIP-CLAMP your PIVOT POWER onto anything with this handy dandy attachment. Line Extension.
emergency sticker
Battery Powered Heat Source
Motorcycle or bicycle braking and signal vest!
Tardy Countdown Digital Timer
lawn mower bag liner. Similar to a trash liner.Insert inside the bag and when finished, just remove the liner from the bag and throw away.
Massage Master. Massage. Workout. Relax.
Easy password technology
I have an idea for making the xmass tree safer concerning fire using ornaments filled with halogen gas and water.
Safety Candle. Candles cause many home fires. All candles should be regulated to automatically extinguish after 1 hour to improve safety.
Resubmit -2 liter bottle holders. Bring them with you to the grocery store along with your re-usable bags (Paulette Jaques)
This really fun idea is a cocktail mixing unit that allows you to precisely measure out amounts of drink to make the perfect cocktail!
iPhone 5 flash and light
Paper Towel Holder Stores,Dispenses,Organizes,Saves Space Renders by Paulette Jaques RESUBMIT
Toothbrush stain solver
Magnetic backed pen with a timed alarm sounds when pen is not replaced on the fridge after use. Ensures that it is always in its place.
Real time guitar tuner
A digital WEIGHT SCALE characterized by a REMOVABLE DISPLAY, good for weighing luggage while filling it.
THE SMART CARSEAT
A better Bicycle Phone Mount for fitness tracking. No more cheap phone mounts to break. (Original submit 12/9/11
Aros Plug (Smartify your A/C)
GPS Children's Bracelet, Necklace, or Hair Tie
Snappy Ring Keeper
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bullet self-destruct
Aviator Wraps
Interlocking crates that lock with a key fob remote. Plastic crates are common @ college - these just lock w/ the press of a button.
The microfiber vacuum dusting glove/attaches to your home vacuum. Making normally dusted areas vacuumable. Pulls out and eliminates dust.
Padlock/Bike lock that Opens with Your Phone
The Spaghetti container and measurer is a way to store your spaghetti/pasta and measure. The cap will be a pasta measurer by cups.
Layers of mesh racks that can be hung in a cabinet or in the wall and folded up when not in use and out to lay flat to dry clothing.
Firefly levitating Nightlight
Introducing SPARKLE - World's Only Rounded Toothbrush! Easier Cleaning, Faster Cleaning, Fresher Breath! Manual &amp; Battery Operated Models!
Recycled Jersey's
Baby Blocker that is also a storage &amp; unit bottle holder
I have a few wild ideas...
Terrace-Collapsible Bed Canopy
A baby formula dispensing cover that fits over standard sized/shaped formula cans!!!! Why empty formula into travel container?
Flying Insect Repellent Fan
wd
Smart connected Pill Bottle (with IMP) that reminds a patient to take his medication through a connected app !
Multi-functional highlighter
2 in 1 abs and chin ups bar with attachable floor mat, monitor heart, count reps, time workout, wrist band app mat
An adjustable attachment to the shower water pipe with universal threads on the showerhead end that will take a standard showerhead.
The Magnify-cent Grooming Assistant, a camera and light connected to a LCD screen to see places (to groom) that you can't see with a mirror
For centuries people have relied on dogs to protect them and their possessions. The Dorm On Guard (DOG) is the next best thing.
Hat-Tats Beauty for bald women
SLEEPY TRACK
Puck Mouse
A flexable plastic pocket with dividers that clips inside your scrub pocket that oranizes your items could save lives when time counts!
The Ultimate "Mom Board." Syncs dates and TO DOs from your phone to a large board the whole family can see
SMALL FOLDING TABLE FOR LAPTOP
Auto winding guitar strap
Horizontal Toaster that cooks Versatile meals!
Stainless steel water basin and mirror and toiletries or massage oils and candles â€“ on wheels coming to me wherever I am inspired to care.
Windshield Deflector
multi-angle iPad case for kids
Paper bag wrapping paper
Do you love Christmas, but dread decorating the Christmas TREE? Here's how YOU can decorate your tree in half the time, with Easy Ornaments!
Earthquake protector for book
A laser measuring device that measures all the dimensions of a room in seconds.
A mobile motion sensor (able to be mounted on many types of surfaces) that is WiFi enabled. When sensor is tripped it sends electronic msg.
doable nail
"Tooth Paste Pistol" Incentive to get your kids to brush their teeth. A tooth paste tube holder / paste dispenser.
MP3 Headphones
Kinetic-Powered Vehicle.
Hail protector
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The next step in music tech! Records were too big, tapes too slow, CDs too scratchy, computers too laggy. Now Experience Seemless Listening
Smart Metal Detectors:App sends findings to smartphone.#Resub 8 months ago from Apple-accessories.
Cozy Toes
My idea is for the best picnic basket or cooler that you could ever own made with silicone parts.
Wrapster 2...so it'll work with the iPhone 5 and its redesigned earbuds.
An electronic meeting badge.
Keep water in your shower or bath where it belongs with Showerbean. No caulk or tools. Removable for cleaning. Universal fit.
Electronic pooper scooper
Instead of buying new Ball jars for canning, wouldn't it be great to create a canning lid that could seal those odd pickle/spaghetti jars?
Suck dust from low areas
Have your coffee-to-go at the perfect drinking temperature for hours - with the perfect temperature C* Travelmug.
urine pecimen jar
Laptop Case/Holder - Now more usable & convenient in everyday life
The Barcode Key Saver (Barkey-Saver) saves all your saving cards in an easy and stylish way in your keychain. No hassle just more savings.
The Jigger Mug/Glass allows you to mix a shot of liquid that is part of a Mug/Glass. Great for Jager Bombs or any other liquid drink.
I want to create a re-freezable can/bottle koozie which is flexible, convenient, and always ready for use.
Magnifying lens iphone case
This iPhone case is functional yet simple. The design of the case includes a cigarette lighter and bottle opener.
Ever get mad that your idea wasn't chosen by Quirky? Take the anger out w/ a Ben Kaufman squeezable rubber stress doll! Talks when squeezed!
Patty Grill Tong
Arm brace ice scraper
Wink Star
A barcode reader for ingredient inventory and meal planning. What meal with ingredients on hand? At the store, do you have it? Much more.
With the popularity of CFL light bulbs, my idea would safely recycle these bulbs. All materials can be reused.
CPU Trolley with Modem Shelf and Built-in Cord Management. Rolls out from under the desk to easily clean around & access your electronics.
A mirror that helps you to groom your external look while also providing internal styling; a confidence inducing device for motivation.
Dumbbells with weights that rotate like wheels. You can interconnect them to create a whole new exercise machine and a new way to exercise
A seat cover that uses alternating air pressure technology that will increase circulation and disperse pressure during long rides.
Quiet Toy
Ambient Headphones
Im designing a sleeveless shirt with cargo pocket, good for outdoor, themeparks, working at a hot and humid environment such as warehouse
A Rechargeable Flashlight, Nightlight, and Emergency Light
"Point N' Click" Wireless Fingertip Mouse!! Move your finger and the cursor follows! Tap to click! (Resub) NOTHING LIKE THIS EXISTS, CHECK!
ChillMe
tennis ball fetcher
The better cup holder
Solo snuggie
Compost Bin that clips onto any trash bin or sink... RESUB with 90% of the vote.
marijuana Detection Sticker
Sex-a-peel Bra Veils
Did you ever need a phone and it was dead. Well with this new power cord you can get power strait from your iPad.
Marriage Rings
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Hotel room Under Bed Lighted Inspector tool. Allows room inspectors and housekeepers to remain standing while viewing under furniture.
Walla!
MAID TO CARRY
App Enabled Room fan. Use your phone to control the fan.
You-got-a-mail sensor
Kindle light. Integrated light guide will distribute the light smoothly over the entire reading surface. Smooth with no hot spots.
Re-inventing dart game ... complete redesgin of board and arrow. Score reads using LED AND Light recepter. Glass made board.
Loving Memories Urn
Self heating food thermus
One of the most powerful platforms ever evented was the Ipad. What would be better? Two Ipads. A platform in the form of a book.
Safety pins that come in several denim colors for instantly hemming your jeans.
This is a safe, convenient place to hold your DVD's and games until they can be filed away!
The Furniture Jack lifts your furniture, giving you the freedom to access underneath, hands free!
iphone case key container
Gota de Miel (Drop of Honey)
All-In-One Plunger
A 3 or 4 flavored coffee dispenser (think 1/2 lb hoppers) that measures and dispenses the exact amount needed to refill a reusable Kcup.
The K9 alarm tells you when it's time for Fido to go out. The leash rests on it and resets it after every walk.
This is an idea of a software or app platform that allows you to perform Multi-google searches at once.
With the "secret" button on your smartphone you can simply change between friendly en anonimus calls.
JARTmedifind
Save-your-cell
portable 3d editor
"Peek-a-fridge" - see what's in your family's fridge while shopping by being able to "look into the fridge" directly from your smart phone.
A mirror that doubles for a camera allowing for a perfect pose in your picture
Thumb Drive Pockets
Powered Sports Pack
Child proof Hot-Water Sensor
Adjustable mop w/ side clip
A programmable remote-controller (e.g., bluetooth) for smartphones: e.g., photo/video of yourself (with others); with start/stop controls
Convert-A-Slide
Automatic shirt folder.Set shirt on upside down,pull down trigger/shirt holder,this makes 2 sides auto fold in,then bottom folds up-pull out
Forevergreen
No recycling center in town? Bought too much paint? No problem. We will take your old paint and transform it into a color you can use.
Small lot dishwasher option allows 1/4, 1/3, or 1/2 sized loads for faster turnaround, less water/ power usage by simple setting on control
World wide internet
An Iroomba type flash light. App enabled
An app specifically designed for reading tablets that shows definitions instantly by clicking on a word in the text.
It protects! This cover prevents unwanted actuating of your stove. Children exploring / Pets romping around.
Magnetic strips in ends of beach towels would allow them to snap together over railing eliminating wind blowing them away while drying.
Attached to the shopping cart handle. A price checking scanner that can add and calculate ITEM totals or subtract when scanned buy shoppers.
the Excess Breast Milk Holder holds the excess breast milk and provides protection to clothing from smell, embarrasing moisture and stains.
I hve been experimenting with The Fin Fuel Vaporizer for 10 years and it really works.
Paint Brush Station
Rug with pressure sensor that triggers when someone steps on your side w/o a key fob. This can signal a siren, cell phone, computer, etc.
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Fashionable Water Bag Scarf
Book Bag Charger
Cilantro Storage Container
Smart Fit Pen
Wink Stove Temp Control Burner
Sarcastic Font
Import CD's directly to Ipod using a remote device... no computer necessary!
App-enabled digital photo frame allows you to upload any picture (facebook/phone/image website) from your phone to the frame
lockware
The ease Cat Litter Scoop
Heel and toe microplaner
Quirky Vending Machine
Free electricity. No solar, No wind, No water,cars that never recharge, Houses making there own and even making subway trains replace deasil
Sunrise Alarm Light Bulb
APP Enabled Sure Chill Refrigeration Suits. Monitor the temperature of your cooling suit or sports helmet with your smartphone.
iPhone power control.
The ear bud buddy. Discrete headband to keep your ear buds and your where music it belongs. Comfortable, functional, and possibly stylish
Easy sweep
Voice Lock
Tablet Stand - works with iPad original through Mini. Simple, low cost, compact when not in use, stable on soft surfaces like a bed.
dissolvable sanitizer pods
Beanie Warmer
The Purse Nurse
bFlat Women shoes
Wouldn't it be great if kids could store toys in a bag that opens up into mat. Makes cleanup a whole lot easier. Resub
I microwave that stops automatically, without setting any timer settings, that delivers food at the perfect temperature.
Security Screen
Stick on BS
WeCog (theory invention)
My design is called Eezy-Access. It has to do with Menswear trousers.
Re-invented shot / bb's that are environmentally friendly, low cost, and equally dynamic for the sportsman. Win, win, win!
the razor saver will enhance the life of any disposable razor blade by 300%.
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
CoolTips
Take your laptop to the beach! This laptop bag has solar panels in it powerful enough to run your laptop while doing your work and play.
Air Sneaker. app enabled the long distance jump and high jump for an accurate feet.
A compact portable changing table for your baby. Safe, clean, and easy to carry. Fast fold out to change a diaper, fold up and done.
GPS with visual projection
Get Cracking Whisk.
Pay And Save Famine Drought Natural Disasters, Universal Global Wink Loyalty card using NFC enabled wallet/purse
Hair Collecting Pod for Shower- Minimizes hair going down drain and prevents family members or guests from grossing out
Paint with heat! A heat pen + thermochromic pad that changes color based on its temperature.
Tool Hub PowerPack
3 Tier Towel Bar, great space saver, hang multiple towels, Perfect for hanging your towel and floor mat to dry after shower. Comments
Universal guitar strap lock
Clay-On's! First it's clay like, then when it's hard it's a crayon! Mold your own Crayons.Two uses! Almost no waste!---SEE VIDEO!!
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Fair Draw REAL!
Thank you cable
Introducing the hanger that expands that fits any size clothing on it.Your clothes will also not slip off of this!This is a winner for sure
Porta- Fan
Cool Hat Band
Decorative disposable condensation absorbing pad for wine glass
Vibrating watch for deaf ppl
RESUBMIT) tape with shapes cut out in the roll. Then you can layer! Or even use as stencils.
Undercover Silverwear
Pet Tracker
A home facial.Add water(essential oil if desired) ,plug it ,set steam level,place close to face and in 2 minutes get a facial every morning
Spanner Gloves, with a metal lockable skeleton attached, so you can tighten/loosen hard to get to things
Easy Palm TV
The New Batteries Quirky + GE
Dining table trays that can slide on top of each other. Serving a table full of people? Collaborate to make it better. $100+ range product.
"Motorized Miniature Whisk" or the "Pocket Whisk" enables one to adequately mix or froth beverages inside their glass!
Dog Defender
A simple, inexpensive one-piece device to secure, store, or manage coiled objects such as electrical conductors or window blind cords.
semi trailers should have heated tail lights to prevent build up of snow on the lenses thus preventing rear end crashes and multi car wrecks
TV clicker motion sensor
Hate getting out of the shower cold? This bathrobe has heating coils in it. Warm and ready for you when you get out of the shower
Driveway Defroster
Bicycle's air engine, charged by the turn of pedals and brakes, and used when the cyclist is tired. App enabled.
The Cubes
Interlocking Chop Mats
Front Row Stadium Cup Holder
Gottalite
Easy Carry Drink tray
How to defeat one of the gardeners enemy's,Slugs and Snails.
WIFI Intercom-Lightswitch
The Defense Watch
The TyRail is a full body workout machine, designed for any person that wants to be healthy and exercise.
Resealable zipper tape for food storage.
Tempeture Sensitive Phone Case
Suck-it
The pet funeral kit, creation of a universal protocol for saying goodbye to a pet
Is there any way that might prevent a car jacking? Maybe there is. The Amazing Shin-Kicker Practically invisible - Mounts under your car
The Compartmentalized Thermos
Magnetic Palette
Retractable induction mat +
NEVER WATER OUTDOOR PLANTS
hardwired jumper cables
An Interchangeable Umbrella for outdoors. Change your Umbrella for the Season, the Holiday or just because you feel like it
"Brush-n-Stuff" is a new way to take along your mouth hygene accessories anywhere ! Great for home,traveling,camping even at the workplace !
A small pocket sized recharger for smartphone which is also a keyring. 'cause we are always on the go n extra 30% of batt life is lifesaver!
Leaf Gate
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Disinfectant door knob
save space
CLIP it STYLUS! Some functions on smart phones work best with a stylus. Most phones don't come with one! This one discreetly fits all!
Lemon-White Elbow! Completely natural way to lighten and soften your dark, callous elbows! One spray will get your elbows soft and light!
Dog Hair Removal
THE ROGERS RAKE 2.0
double wheel tubing cutters
Bringing MagSafe to iPhone, Android, and USB
Talking on the phone in public? Need some privacy? Then this new smartphone feature is just for you. It's as easy as the click of a button.
Mommy heartbeat mat
Cuff Locker
Custom cases. Make your own tool, jewelry, art supplies, cigar, bathroom stuff box/case. Shape moldable material in case then bake to set.
ABSORBANT PLASTIC WRAP - No more moisture build-up on left over foods.
EZ Nappers
SOUPER is a set &amp; forget soup making machine.Think bread machine for soup.Easy Quality home made comfort food.Far superior to crock pots
Google GLASS need nice FRAME CORDS. Might come in Google GLASS colors and have an USB charging cable integrated.
Flexible Phone Charger
Wifi enabled universal outlet
Bring the outlet to your lamp, tool, appliance, etc. Less mess of cords all in one spot. Items can be placed around the room or tool bench.
Glowing Dual Power Strip has five 3-prong and five 2-prong luminous outlets,with built-in cover,stretchable power cord,indoor/outdoor use.
Pill bottle organizer / holder
Personal Care Atmosphere - Bathroom, "The Back Shot"
Perforated title area for file folders. Now the tab title area cannot only be as long as you like, but where you like; left, right or center
Easy hand held voice activated timer that eliminates alarm clocks,stop and wrist watches.Talk into and thats all you do
Flexible OLED display peephole. Now you can view who is on the other side of your door with a full screen display.
Nu Shooz(RESUB)
Quicksnap keyboard for iPad
Turn your iPad into a Digital Photo Frame
Smart Sink, The sink that measures water for you, cleans dishes better, and can be set to an exact temperature.
FALL NEVER BED (FNB)
Resubmit: The Quirky Paint Brush... Bends/Pivots. Great for Those Hard to Reach Areas. Trim Above Door, Behind Appliances, Under Sink, etc.
sound booster
Usb and power outlet plug
A ceiling fan with no blades. LED lights integrated into the design. Using focused directional air flow to produce better air circulation.
MisFit Tray
WEAVE & WRAP Cooler Strips WEAVE in and out of your cooler or WRAP around your bowls. Flexible to Customize to fit your needs.
4 Tire Equalizer
Transform your Smartphone into a True Gaming Device!
iMac clip on stationery storage and clip on iPhone/Pod shelf
"Disposable" Lint Brush
My invention will keep you hydrated while you all performing any activity or just relaxing on the beach or in the park.
Desktop Organizer
Prop Power Hobby light/shop light/ambient back light (line extension)
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No more popcorn discrimination. The top 1% of popcorn shouldn't get all the butter. Bring butter to the rest of the tub! Butter for all!
My idea is a cup that holds cookies around the side and a bar to move up the milk, so you do not get your hand wet with milk.
Why can't Pivot Power and Plug Hub just get along? Create a power strip that solves power brick issues, has many features &amp; works w/Plug Hub
This hairbrush has a handle that opens up with a simple spring to reveal a compartment for storing hair bands, bobbly pins etc.
foldable usb
Perfect Yoga Sock
CuillÃ¨re Ã semis
power circle
Necktie Screen Cleaner
A two to four drawer cabinet with fingerprint access only with a back up password entry function. Only the unique fingerprint can access.
FutureBreak
Emergency Night FlashLight that provides a place to plug in other devices without taking up space. Always be prepared for a blackout.
All Purpose Gym/Dorm Shower and Grooming Caddy. Will never touch any grimy or questionable surfaces!
Resubmitted- It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
SafeCar External Speedometer
A I-Pad type device that you can slip your I phone in the back of that will allow you to use your I phone as a I-pad.
ISqueegee
This product is a modified pair of men's boxer shorts, that ensures 100% closure all the time, without fail, without any awkward moments....
It senses each plant's need
Amplify the light in any room with chlorine and water filled bulb cover, lamp shade or ceiling fixture. Conserve energy!
Wind chime made from clear plastic with led lights powered by a solar panel mounted in the top to be unique and "green".
Medium rare please, A device for the grill master with ADD. It would notify chef when the meat is perfect!
key ring attachments small cutter to open bags also comes with a bottle opener could be a line of use full key ring attachments
Ez Fun Fort Kit
Pet Food Fresh
feuille enveloppe
Automatic Locking volume.App-enabled volume (block) on music players, phones or computers.
SENSOUS-CHEF Kitchen Dashboard Package: Scanner Thermometer &amp; Scale plus web &amp; cust info go to iPad. Optimizes meal planning &amp;
execution!
EvolveCase
Best Paint Liner
A Pre-pressurizer connect a tube for painting.
Charger
- CUPPIES - My Toddler Inspired Idea - A Cup + Bendable, Twistable, Posable, Handles - Attach, Hang, Pose, Prop, Play, A FUN NEW CUP!
Rear View Lighting System
Two-Face Furniture Pads
Portable WINK Massage Pad
My product would allow any person who wears a hard helmet to never lose there safety glasses. Also, attached ear warmer.
A shower curtain with armholes helping to keep healthcare workers safe, dry, and protected from patients while assisting them with a shower
This product attaches your iPad or other tablet to the bathroom mirror so you can watch streaming videos while shaving or fixing your hair.
APP: Rethinking Darts. An electronic dartboard that offers a more accurate game without needing to put up cork-board or punishing walls.
My idea is to modfiy a retractable badge holder to hold a credit card that is swipable without taking it out of the holder.
"Cord Cleats" secure your electrical cords to the wall so they don't get pulled out or bent!
WheelGen
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A keyfob that instantly enables you to lock your mobile/devices from any distance &amp; set off an alarm to prevent theft at the press of a key
A plastic sippy cup with a tracking device so it can be found when the toddler sets it down.
Self Retracting Extension Cord
Oven Eye
Ergonomic Peeler/Scrubber
GE-7692878B2-Smart Phone Case, allows user to project a virtual keyboard on any flat surface, operations detected through image recognition
Find My Kid
Breast Friend
Worldwide App Controlled Toy Vehicles. Because pushing a toy truck is just sooo 1890.
Fun, effective device for natural family planning
Plug-In Speaker
built in solar battery charger
Sliding Ceiling Storage. Elegant solution to shortage of space in your garage/ storage closet.Inspired by kitchen drawers.See animation.
Most of us use the plain household trash cans for our rooms, bathrooms to office space. This new trashcan takes a twist on the convectional.
Coupon Keeper
Fiber Optic Steering cover
Angela's Balloon Tags
Become the Freddie Krueger of your kitchen with this glove that grates and peels cheese, vegetables and fruits.
A relaxing Bathtub/Jacuzzi Seat. Made of waterproof,memory foam like material with slip resistant traction underneath. Conforms to body
Multi-Bag Carrier. Turn the Ninja Claw into a carrier. Great for people with arthritis, and people who carry multiple bags.
Headphones + Phone Charger all in one... Why carry two separate cords?
Light up Antenna
Smart Garage Door Remote - a device that allows operating garage doors via a smartphone &amp; needs no technical knowledge or tools to install.
Seawindow Kiddies NightLight
X-wear
An organized for tea boxes to go in a cabinet and make it possible to stack neatly a dozen or so boxes of tea.
Number Two is a Portable toilet seat cover for women with interlocking plastic panels that could fit easily in a handbag.
Flyhouse
Rust stains in your shower or counters? Prevent them with Shaving Slip! It's a reusable plastic ring that clips on the bottom of a can.
Dual tone door bell
Game Controller COVER
Kitty Cool-Ade
Roll On Bandaid
View And Manage Content Stored on Your External Hard Drive Remotely - Without Having to Connect it to a Computer
Utimatly customizable tableset
fire alarm/music speaker +Wink
Storage Boxes Convert to table
The Kepler Plus
- - Quirky's Research Data = Holding Pet whilst Bathing is the biggest problem -Solution: A Pet Bathing Tether
Singularity
A Vibrating Blindfold for iPhones using Bluetooth Technology: This device serves as an alternative to waking an individual.
drink holder organizer fridge
Dust Collecting Pods
Air Flow Colors
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A 'Photo Sharer' that allows everyone to share the pictures they take with their smartphones at a party, wedding, conference or other event.
My idea is for a special plastic pen recycling bin/container to be used in schools and businesses around the country.
The Mattress Safe - with a stealth, padded, lockable zippered compartment to store your cash, iPhone and other valuables.
Ticker Bracelet
HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE [VIDEO]
vent cap for your hat to keep your head cool
DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SOCKS to go with your plastic poncho.
Ratchet screwdriver. The handle a star design knob. Width/design allows bit storage. Attachment for extension. Ratchet on underside.
your name,nickname,birth sign cut into a piece of chrome plated metal pipe with a neon light in the pipe making your name ect. shine bright.
DIY YAG Laser
Introducing the scale that talks/set's goals.This product keeps you motivated to lose weight and keeps track of your goals
Espary
HOTCOUCH : use your central heating to warm your couch. No extra heating cost!
Bag carry all
Fedges / Wlats / other? Help!
Sweet Feet
Have you ever forgotten taking a vitamin today? I knew it so i'm ready to fit your miss.
The Self Rub
Men's wallets are totally impractical, bills/credit cards fall out. There is no pouch for change, men have to carry change in their pocket.
Spring Forward
GOLF Swing Trainer
Eisen installed shoes.
Common sense
Lifesaver
Safe2Cross AutoH2O Lvl Sensor
The Ultimate Popcorn Popper
christmas tree watering gizmo
No more disappearing padlocks. Keep your padlock where you need it - on your bag. The "Travel Bag Padlock Pouch" is the answer!
#Make It Simple Cleaning Belt
Remotely Lost
pen with a microphone and a tracking device. Pen's can be placed anywhere. Users can download apps on to their computer or mobiles.
Expandable food storage containers. Full food in a container, but need to add more food in that container, expand it to fill up.
Flip toilet paper roll dispenser. With the help of a simple hinge, a single wall fixture can satisfy both over and under preferences.
RESUB ADD PROJECTOR CAPABILITY TO OUR IPHONE OR IPAD TO SHOW MOVIES,VIDEOS AND PICTURES ON THE WALL OR SCREEN.
Re-purposed bathroom floor mat with integral scale. Waterproof, app-enabled, and just plain cool.
Extended reach stapler
Windown Garden!! Live in small places and love plants? You can have your own garden
"All together kit" for makeup, handy because if you are in a hurry you are packed already. Just reposition and you are on your way.
Black Shell ( DigitBlackBox )
ONION BASKET w/TRAY
Stain proof apparel
Google GLASS needs a nice STAND and a CHARGING DOCK.
Crisis Control Panel
Shower Sponge. VIDEO!
pet travel waterbottle
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Cream Cheese w/bagel toppings
Portable HVAC thermostat .
Latch n Strap
nail/screw Quiver
Foot spa that utilizes a gear-driven rotating drum to both maintain (exfoliate) and revitalize (massage) afflicted feet.
SHOWER MIRROR WITH LIGHTS... A shower mirror that is fog resistant, lights up with popups for spot light, and has multiple hanging options.
Broomsky-Broom and Pan in One
Mesureur malin V2
Playing card shape/size poker chip set. Try putting in 50 poker chips into your pocket. Canâ€™t do it? Well this way you can!
Bend-a-Light: Position Your Lightbulb In Any Direction! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
A Super Power Strip which combines the power of Pivot Power Strip and Pod Power Strip with endless combinations.
Choose your own language to listen to the dialogues. A Voice version of Sub-titles for Movies.
Really Wireless Headphones
My product is a collapsible laundry bag that can be carried by handles, wheeled, or worn like a backpack.
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Dresser Lock- A Universal lock that can be put on any dresser drawer
Custom Pet Carrier/Crate. App Enabled. Forget leaving stereo or T.V. on all day...a crate with technology built in.
How to Catch a Case #Traveling
LCD ULTIMATE GAME COFFE TABLE
STACKS - tacks that stack.
SCLF LIGHT FIXTURE: Change Bulbs & Clean Light w/ No Ladder [VIDEO]
Onion Ring Carabiner
Closet guitar hanger
safetex disposable gloves
PowerLync
MULTI USE HEADBAND. 3 DIFERENT WAY TO TIE LITTLE GIRLS HAIR.
Fairy godmother's magic shower head; a shower head that reproduces the beautiful and dreamy transformation scene in "Cinderella"
Stoveir is an appliance that can cook some of foods that a microwave cannot cook
RV 5TH WHEEL JACK FOOT LIFT
My idea is for a simple product that keeps chairs from sinking into the ground, when sitting around a campfire or lawn party.
DOUBLE FOOD SKEWER WITH THERMOMETER ATTACHED
Mini ski jump - the Toy for children and adult. Launch the jumper so that he jumps the most farthest, measure the distance.
waist belt APP to indicate, if you are getting larger or smaller, also incorporating your goal weight
Instead of moving my head to keep from getting blinded by the sun,I would like a visor extender that is cool looking&amp;won't obstruct my view.
Find-It Tags: find your stuff
Mobile Phone Support for Bed
A docking station covered with a glass bubble that is filled with some sort of steam that can clean the germs located on the mobile phone.
Slidage
Film it all.
Locked box that attaches under the bed like a box spring. It's locked to the bed frame and or wall. Alarms+tracking if stolen.
A bra enhancing sexy support
transparent wound cover
DÃ©tecteur de fumÃ©e invisible
The Warm Butter Knife
Use this app to find your keys, car or just about anything
A study lamp with a secret.
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Automatic golf score card keeper, handicap calculator & golf swing analyzer
Graffik fence hangers
Cat Sofa Arm Armour
Buoy
Mr. Tonsil
E-Z REFILL TRASHCAN
GE Mixer Accessory: The MASHER
HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE [VIDEO]
Introducing the next generation of Pivot Power : Flexible & Extendable. Add as many outlets as you need (see pictures for more details)
A box fan that is washable. You wouldn't have to take apart to clean. Plug has attached cover to prevent shock. Lightweight and sturdy.
VOICE ACTIVATED SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY A Voice activated T.V. that controls your media center!
The enclosed bottom half of SAND CAN is weighted! It is a separate enclosed compartment that does not come in contact with the trash.
NORTHERN LIGHTS On You! Wink-App Device with Heat Sensor will start a Set of Rotating Lights to play On Smoke coming out from your Chimney!
Nail polish + stylus = A Very Stylus Manicure. Nail polish w/ special conductive foam/plastic/rubber particulates.
Find My Keys
Pro Gaming Controller PS4 Xbo
A simple toothbrush accessory to clean toothbrush bristles after brushing. Use to pick out globs of toothpaste as well. Clips on toothbrush!
Wiit (Where is It)
Keeping Children Safe
Automotive atomic clock
Self charging Keyboard
Heated freezer scraper, defrost your freezer in minutes. No messing around waiting for it to thaw and mopping up the water.
Build your fish thank
Anchor Rope Foot Glow
Chair that is also a concealed safe, sylish and decorative.
CodiTalk
Easy Rice Rinser
The Cool-Table turns your cooler into a table. Just release the legs from under the cooler, flip the top open and wow an instant table.
How many time's have you wondered if your garage door is shut?? I want a device/App that will allow us to check after leaving home!! :))
A set of 3 iphone case modules
We've developed a dual purpose snow shovel with ice breaking spuds and with a smooth rotating handle.
Save time by not searching for your lost keys! A new app that can track where you left your keys!
An electrical outlet, or bank of outlets, that can be turned on/off by remote or a key fob. Safety item to keep kids from getting hurt.
Standing up rake-weeder.Rake + movable weeding fork.Two tines allow rake to be pushed very easily into the ground for standing up position
A benchtop bin with a flexible frame that allows you to use a wide variety of bag sizes - big or small. Washable, easy to clean, stylish.
USB Rechargeable Batteries:9 Volts,D,C,AA,AAA all individually USB rechargeable.App alerts when low and done charging.(Resub)
MOBILE CHARGING STOOL
A WIFI RFID scanner, tag and alarm system for locating items within a campus.
Re Sub: With a choice of modes. Brake light on the front of a vehicle, making it safe for both pedestrians and drivers.
BIKE LIGHT Detach&amp;Lock
Doggie Bag Holder
Greywater Reclamation System
E_nuff
Pretty simple idea..a sock with a velcro pocket the size of a credit card
Pet-Tastic Door
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Wake Me Gently Sleep Mask
An accessory storage bin that hooks on / sits above any towel bar to add simple, sturdy, accessible storage without cluttering your counter!
easy portable shower
The silent key ring, a simple key ring that keeps your keys together, no more jingle.
Hair Tunes
New way to organize your belts; compact, portable, and sleek design.
Since individuals are unlikely to own just one apple product, what about a case that can hold multiple and their accessories.
A hidden scale connected to your smartphone. A scale you can use for example in a restaurant and watch and measure what you eat discreetly.
No more digging thru pile of coin with a smart personal coin bag that keeps up how much coins are in it and dispense the right sum of coins.
Swim with your fishes
"Aqua Dome" is anew stle of umbrella offering a interior ceiling nite lite and also a radio in the handle.
Dual-socket are two sockets in one socket/wrench with two different sizes at each end with thru hole to accommodate long or short bolt/stud.
Sand Free Beach Sheet
The phone throne. It is an elegant chair docking station for your moblie that enables multitasking while adding elegance to your work area
TOILET TANK GARDEN
Everyone wants to watch more programs on their TV set for a lower price.
Remote automotive windows.
Real Beacons Electronic Flyers
Kid-friendly plastic toaster tongs so kids (not toddlers) can get their own pop-tarts, waffles, toast from the toaster without burns!
Portable Car Cup Holder
Pneuma-clic
An upside-down spray bottle, with the tube removed, so that the spray head would always be supplied with the contents of the bottle.
Sticker Grip
Save the hummingbird! Glow-in-the-dark bird keeps real birds out of the biggest hummingbird trap in the world-your garage!
This is an EXPANDABLE PET CARRIER version of the idea submitted at http://www.quirky.com/ideations/567977. Check it out. Thank you
A small laser printer, 'stamp' shaped that enable you to 'stamp' paper or other materials with a print designed on your Smartphone.
Folding Shopping Cart Bicycle
Resubmit!Night light for children decorative art,webcam,changes colors,intercom, flashlight,plays soft music and projects images!
The Rapier Lid, named due to its likeness to the rapier (sword), combines a butter knife and a lid; turning lids into functional utensils.
The EZ out trash can will allow you effortless removal of your trash (bag) from the trash can.
Anytime earphone for iPhone
beyond the refrigerator
Customizable Bike Multi-Tool in a Single Piece - When Biking Weight is an issue. Why not just carry tools you need in a Single Piece?
Introducing the suction cup stand that holds tacos upright on your plate.Keeps all the toppings in the taco!No more sour cream spilled out!
Bite size Organizing-closets
A clear Plexiglas cabinet that can house your flat panel TV and a couple of shelves for other personal items. Hung on the wall.
The Interactive Eye
A smoke detector and carbon Monoxide which five sensors or more for each rooms.
Flower Garden Coffee Table.
Smart Dolly
Baby Monitor and Schedule Tracker - Keep an eye on your baby from anywhere and track baby's naps and feedings.
Adjustable pants belt
Citrus Scrubber (Real Simple)
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Riding toy Induc charger
Anyone who lives on the upper floor of a building or has to carry bags any distance knows its not fun. The Shoulder Strap Grocery Carrier!!!
easy shoe step in it and it closes up around your foot step on the lever on the back of the shoe to open shoe back up to take your foot
Blow up dishrack/cutting board
Motorcycle Locking Saddlebags
Long tail natural gas detector
Vehicular Vision Security!
CleanHD Silicone Mitt
Donut Carrier
Plastic Danglers to hang from rear view mirrors. These can in ANY shape - football, basketball, santa, etc. Watch battery and LED used.
Sachets cuissons en rouleau
Mouse
Flash
Yogurt plunger
Dog poop! What to do with it? I am certain that every single dog owner can relate to this problem and now there is finally a solution.
Iphone 3/3gs Case
octo muliti-lug wrench
Match Color or Number Domino Game - Teach kids of all ages colors, numbers. Classic game in jumbo size for whole family to enjoy! #toy
Home Printer for Ribbons. Print a message or images ribbons. Great for scapbooking! RESUB
Coffee Filter Support Ring
Time to Move App
Soil stick that you insert into the ground that determines which common garden vegetable or yard plant will grow well in that spot.
Shower SQUEEK
A kit of helpful household gadgets(notifiers, electrifiers, and devices)that help keep a busy home in check via an app for phone or computer
My Idea reduce, the use and waste of (School's) need to fill out and update information that stayâ€™s the same every year; ad nauseum
A portable NiMH charger that stores energy generated by movement. Use energy generated while walking or exercising to charge your devices
Want a hot cup of tea in less time? Use the Tea-Totaler to totally steep your tea in seconds instead of minutes!
Gum Safe
A wireless battery operated LED light fixture with a light switch remote control. Light provided where you need it no electrician needed!
Page Stopper!
ARGENTO BOOST - pillows and duvets filled with a special silver ions PET fiber.
Seat-Propper
Keep Calm and Quirk On - - - Quirky Marketing Idea
automatic monthly fish feeder
Are you sick of having to put your outdoor furniture cushions away or forgetting to do so? Throw pillows that convert to furniture covers!
Paper Holding Clips for Tracing on Windows or Glass Doors - Fun way to learn how to draw
Monitor lift
Flour/Sugar/Rice Dispenser. Dispense exact amount into BUILT-IN measuring cup, using dial. Adjustable expiration display. Lots of pics & Exp
1 Utensil 4 Mommy &amp; Baby - Avoids juggling 2 utensils when feeding baby. Add to existing utensil or Interchangeable spoon/fork or just spork
app-enabled anti fall device
Disposable Unbrellas
DRY INGREDIENT MEASURE (In Process - I Need Your Feedback)
A wifi enabled device to insert in your plant's dirt to detect the level of water & light that is optimal for that specific type of plant
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DORM PARTY = BOOZE + MUSIC ON LAPTOP. A plastic shield for your open laptop with touch screen DJ controls.
I would like to see a food chopper that adjust to fit over any bowl or pot and would come straight down and not at an angle when chopping.
MOUSE PHONE COVER
There is a new man's best friend. It's called the PettyLu! It is a covered box with vents that sits outside. Pet enters through a pet door.
Tacks with Slits (Please see 2nd visual suggestion).
Print on M&amp;M's at home. M&amp;M Candy stamper. Make them at home for any occasion! No need to wait!(T-7)
Heat tolarante silicon strechy band to turn into all your dishes into a portable dish. Use for pots, plates or any dish w/or without handle
Ice melter
Handy leather Pocket Saver, in different colors. "Be Chique" and save your garment from ink spots. Use for all pens, cell phones &amp; etc. WOW!
Decorative Interior air-conditioner covers that are washable and keep dust from entering the unit in months when it is not being used.
Cloud/WiFi Power Outlet
Custome Case
Stretch On License Plate Frame
Street Safe
Lights going out on your trailer? I have a solution plastic sleeve that goes around the pigtail at the bottom in the female end.Safety item.
Home Letter Storage box
"Sir Mixalots" are containers that mix / stir up liquids to foods keeping them refreshed.
Sonnerie PoignÃ©e VTT
DoubleJack
Four years of college means lots of trips back and forth. Glove box booklet pair for student and parents. Jot down the important info!
An airtight metal pet food container. Being airtight keeps the bugs out and the metal keeps rodents and pets out.
Black-box for mobile phone
New Hammer Concept
"Found" uses your phone to know where & when you got separated from your keys or wallet. It can also act as a remote ringer for your phone.
LED Me Remind You Water Bottle
speedicator
This is a pair of "blackout" glasses for star gazing. As you tilt your head upwards they will help block the surrounding light.
A Ceiling Fan that uses 0 energy through magnetic propulsion.Would never have to toss this out,as there is no motor.
An insert for a drawer that would have anchors that expand to lock it to the sides of the drawer using a key and a lid with its own key
Farm Fun preschool Education!
Aerodynamic bicycle helmet strap attachment deflects wind around the ear, reducing wind noise = enjoyable, safer and less music distortion
Knee Pads with Shin Guards for the active gardener
100% Wireless Cassette Adapter
Octopus Sprinkler. In the ground or in the pool.******* (I'm talking Life ~ Like)
Augmented Reality Room
Lights going out on your trailer? I have a solution plastic sleeve that goes around the pigtail at the bottom in the female end.Safety item.
Toothbrush Plus
Apple TV minimalist wall mount.
Loosen the Litter
Plant Diary
FindIt
Washer/Dryer Gap Filler
ON-Q Bluetooth Decoy Phone - Stop feeling silly by using traditional Bluetooth devices & feel like your talking again. Give one to the kids.
App-enabled completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) and plant light
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Bottle ready strip
Cellphone Extra
Bottles carwindow holder... XTRA SPACE TO hold drinks...on your way..or while u park..eat and drink...inside or outside of ur car!
VEMO: Leave a voice or video reminder and get things done. [VIDEO]
Desktop Holograph Generator
3-Way Patio door. Combination Sliding and French doors.
D-type hook hanger,a hanger with a D type hook,Can prevent tangled hangers, easy hanging on cloth rod, and hard to fall.
Roll-Up Power Strip. Charge, Roll, and store it away. Includes Standard outlet sockets and USB ports. Great for the Desk and on the go
NEXT GEN SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD
Hand Held Grater that converts to a bottomless measuring cup. So you can grate and measure directly on mat, or use to grate right into bowl
Safe Drop
No more shower curtain problems with Shower clip!
Condom Protect &amp; Store Wallet
Shower Karaoke Machine
Remember Me Ribbon
Stop Hot Feet on the Sand
Disclip
HIGH LEVERAGE WATER HANDLE
A small device that alerts you when your luggage gets close to you on a baggage claim carousel. No more fumbling to see which bag is yours!
car heater/ac
Computer Equipped Walkers For Seniors, Impaired or Injured People and Method of Connecting To a Network: GE Patent Number US6873884 B2
THE WORKOUT HAT
Ground level outlets for low voltage outdoor lighting. Lights unplug for mowing, activities or seasonal storage.
Make a shared closet a lot more secure and private with a secure garment bag (sort of like a closet within a closet)
Home security system designed to warn owners of approaching intruders proir to break-ins, and protecting property from being damaged.
Designer insulated asthema & diabetic cases protect medications from varying temperatures & sun exposure that result in loss of integrity
Lighters are very easy to miss place. Bracelet with a lighter holder.
Auto crack your windows
#QTOYS. a camera inside a yoyo. COMBINED CAMERA YOYO
Hookeys. Its metal, weights few grams, painted white to blend, holds 10 and 20 pounds, 2 to 5 minuted to install. 598VOTES 680VIEWS THANKS
Sinus Seals
Floss Loops
Slicer Tube. Faster. Safer. Please see my first ever video! Tested 25 cherry tomatoes and 50% faster!
A harness that fits on the back of the Ipad with a built in meshglove ..
Mirror for movie &amp; face
Speed Guardian
Sound Asleep - Your Bluetooth Sleep Mask
Pic-Stand
"The Buzzer Tone" Saves LIVES &amp; Stop Car Horn blowing &amp; Locating a loved one could never be easier. Action expands a Football filed. 3PACK
Baby Locator
The Napp â€“ Look Better, Feel Better, And Lose Weight! See Video
Condiment Koozies. Keep them in your freezer and stretch around your condiments. Keep your condiments chilled. Resubmit 28 views/25 votes.
Struck with how to carry CPU Cabinet from one place to other Place.. Here is a solution to carry..
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Beer Bottle Reusable Cap #spotsv
Chopsticks + a Straw = the CHOPSTRAW ! (fun for kids / allows you to finish the liquid in your noodle soup without a spoon)
your trashcan blowing down the street, the neighbors dog getting into the trash or the trash man not putting the lid back on the can?
One spy camera in the door smaller mini sensor cameras in out of sight areas. If anything is removed a light or sound will go off.
Women's ring or necklace that illuminates when their phone is ringing.
Travel Flip flops where you replace the decorative band that goes between the big toe and the other toes making it appear as various pairs.
Stroller Rack
Cell phones and electronics detector for washing machine. Stop your device from getting destroyed in the washing machine with this detector.
Bluetooth iPhone Theft Alarm - Owner carries a credit card sized bluetooth device paired with iPhone.
Duffel Bag
CyberLocator
Ear phone wires tend to be long sometimes. This wrap around plastic, will prevent the annoyance of dragging a long wire.
Modular wine rack system that can be used to store a few bottles or a lot. Rack can be sat on a table or wall mounted. Mix and match colors.
Wedding ring card
An Electric Heated Cover for Cars &amp; Trucks that sit outside in winter months.Plugs into 110-120v with a timer and you will not get shocked.
Tag-get
Solar Jump
SMART PAGERS : Web access and gaming make waiting to be seated less annoying for diners; provide service and marketing ops to restaurants
Hair Brush With Product Dispenser - Detangler, Gel, Conditioner, adjust the flow &amp; brush in. No mess, no inhaling mist, efficient, refill
RJ45 LED ID
Members Only Pet door
CLEAN TOWEL
Auto Fertilizer
Tablet covers or cases could came with an handle just like the handycams have or a neoprene glove welded on the back of these kind of case.
Design cream&sugar dispenser. Worthy of being in the center of your coffee-table.
dog tug-of-war toy that let's a dog play all day by itself. It's a spring loaded mechanical arm that attaches to a tree/wall and tugs back
Fuel saving device for automobiles.
Standing swivel rocker, for parents and babies. Allows parents to remain almost upright, and supported, while guiding their child to sleep.
Want to know how much you run/jog/walk but always forgetting the pedometer or you don't really want to bring your phone?
My idea is a water bottle which is linked to an applications that will tell the user how much they have drunk and where they have been.
Cheezdog is a series of unique household containers for kitchen, shop, bedroom etc.
The knife cake and grater is the perfect accessory for your kitchen.
Quick Car Sun Block, Aren't current windshield shades very bulky and not easy to store?
Wearable mirror
dont forget baby car seat
Tired of touching yucky, nasty, disgusting salt and pepper shakers at the restaurant? Keep those germs away with the condiment hugger
No More Untied Shoelaces. These tackified shoelaces have a special soft tacky silicone coating that keeps the shoelaces tied.
FRUIT CUBER. Maximizes all the fruit when cutting up a melon. Easy & Efficient. (Resubmit)
Tamper Resistant Plug Guard
Dust buster ginie
ECO DRIVING GADGET
Events Community
Automatic spice dispenser
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Flashlight Hand Weights
multiprise on/off.
Tool aloves you perfectly loosen the soil at your garden. It cuts small parts of soil like a knife so the soil is fluffy and full of air.
A device that keeps your pets off the couch that doesn't hurt or scare them, and can fold up and slide under your couch when you get home.
Re-attachable baseboards, crown moldings, and trim to be able to easily install and also to be able to remove for painting.
PenguinPower:Smart CordManager
Half Chap, Because you're going to lose it anyways. A lip balm stick that splits into two separate mini-sticks so you always have one handy
Imrpoveing Hot Wheels
Battling Rope Counter/APP
Resubmit!Introducing the bobble cat toy.It also has places to put treats in.Your cat with have fun playing with this and getting a treat!
Executive handgun storage box. 4000 stores inquired about buying. Rich wooden finish. Velvet interior. Once patented secret latch system.
TENNIS SHOES WASHER
Mess Free Compost Tea
Bike Charger
Lighted Cooler
Get those Diplomas Out!It's time to display your achievements! The PhotoAchievement mount is HERE!Available in wood/Metal!
Ultimate Outdoors Sunglasses
High Tech Back Scratcher with LED and internet-enabled close-up camera so you can see and examine your back with your smartphone
c-clampvac
Sitting Washer
A laundry basket with a cloth based laundry bag and wheels. It has a coin purse and a detergent bottle and holder for the bottle.
Bubble Blanket
Stylish Bottle Jackets you shrink-wrap onto bottles you already have to make them more stylish and re-useable, such as Febreeze bottles.
"THE COOLEST LUNCH BOX" A personal lunch box with drawer and slide out table!Resub 321 votes first run!
An hose adaptor with "anchors" that easily connects to existing sprinkler heads available in lawn & gardening stores. Pretty darn COOL!!!
App-tinted windows
RESUBMIT02: Are you tired of burning your finger tips on the wire racks of the toaster oven?
Ultrasonic de-icer
Vilow chill
My product is a disposable under arm perspiration shield. They would be made out of material like light day pantie liners
Expandable travel case for ties, belts, and other essentials that adjusts to fit and take only as much space as the items it holds require
Safe-T-Net
Patented washable eco-diaper
(Resubmit) A scooter that your child can HOP on, after reaching MAXIMUM Foot speed! Major Changes based on Community Collaboration.
Microsoft Surface features keyboard case- lets make one for iPad
HERE-I-AM
Selfaware Headphones
Steel Drop Tins!
Trash to toys, a fun how to guide for kids, showing different fun things you can do with soda cans and other products normally thrown out.
votacts app
dorm cam Camera is activated when the parties leave the room.
light graber
"CIPHER MISSION' . IMP enabled 'dining table' code game- all age groups can play together with same chance of win!(Get the family back!!)
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The Pour Bowl
ShredIT
Two Person Bathroom Scale
ChildSafe Curling Iron Cover
Application for professional meetings. Find the best job or the best employee faster.
Hand Held potato Chip/Fries cutter with multiple blades: maxi crinkle cut, mini crinkle cut and straight cut.speedy chop and cook, less fat.
EgoutSoft
Little Reminders
Worlds first non-slip table/ pet pillow. Go ahead put your feet up! Video demo sells this simple idea. Resubmit with a 81% approval rate.
Caliper Clamp, a spring loaded clamp with digital caliper allows anyone to measure items that would be difficult to do with a measuring tape
The "Wall Recycler" Decorative and practical boxes that clip/slip onto a bar on your wall.
What about an App that makes it possible to heat up the oven while youâ€™re not at home? Surprise your beloved ones with a delicious diner!
Blingz-Clip on Shoelace Fun for Kids and Adults!
ABsketball
Waterproof elastic sleeves you can wear like wrist bands then pull over your clothes to keep them from getting wet when washing your hands.
Next-Gen headphones
What's Your Charge?
This is a oval shaped cup made of microwave-safe material with a handle &amp; a lid with several holes,so when pouring melted butter it's even!
A low-cost security alarm that is triggered when a valuable item that has a tagged device attached passes through the dorm room doorway.
Security Alarm App/Hardware: Added Protection Wherever, Whenever Needed! Dorm Room, Hotel, Apt, Driveway/Gate Entrance, Pool Area and more.
Appealing to pet owners, easy to produce from existing materials, allows pets to entertain themselves, it's fun to watch them play, it works
Cigarette But Box
Store you keys inside your iPhone protective case
Knife Zen. Pen Zen redefined as kitchen storage block with hard rubber extrusions acting as magic fingers holding items in place.
App-enabled custom home number sign. Make your home number light up. Solar powered.
Home speakers for your mp3 player that look like beautiful flowers in a vase. Would you rather look at ugly computer speakers or flowers?
A robot that uses suction and vibration to adhere to bathtub vinyl and glass (if necessary) in order to scrub and clean it.
The pocket bra will forever change how girls carry their belongings. With a discreet pocket on the inside, this bra is practical and cute.
Spying on someone by hacking into his webcam is disturbingly easy. Just put the PRIVACY BAR over your built in webcam - it's that easy!
shop at quirky and get free TSPRAY IT YOUR WAY!
Neon violin strings
The One Tripper
A dice will decide the space you may occupy. You may remove any one of your opponents pins and inset yours if you roll the black side.
Snappy The Clamp On Drawer
Positive ID
Hammer action Nailsetting gun! Simply place tip of gun on portruding nail...pull trigger and heavy duty hammer slams shaft and sets nail!
Multi purpose headphones
tennis clay away
Quick Roof
The greatest table ever built.
iPantry: A iPad/iPhone dock with a UPC barcode scanner that monitors your entire pantry, generating recipes and shopping lists.
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back reader
Trade in your heavy college books for a student pad.
Rotating 90Â° Outlet (Resub)
STREET-LUGE is a three in one ride on toy, it is a skateboard, snow sled and also the STREET-LUGE.
Swiss army knife iPad Mini case. A case with all the functions of a Swiss Army knife.
I knew there was a better way to bake cheesecakes when using a water bath. In the past bakers used alumimum foil on the springform pan.
Retro Iphone Boombox
A telescopic rod with a hook attached ,a handle grip , a clip hook on the handle end to attach to your belt loop and a detachable magnet.
A Glass Baby Bottle that has a screw top with nipple and a bottom that unscrews also for easy and complete cleaning and sterilization.
Dual heating pads that I can slide my arms into to cover &amp; heat my shoulders like the sleaves of a jacket. Could be used on elbows &amp; knees
soda from tap
Potty Glow
eyelash 3D printer
Power Trip
Standard milk jugs are bulky. Mine is designed to lay down in the fridge. Different kinds can stack on top of each other.
Find-It Device
keepercleaner diaper
New hands free calling for iPhone
Tastee Teethers
magnet electrick charger
Music as Connection
Always Clean (Public) Toilet Seat! Toilet Seat made of Thousands of Clean Recycled Paper Layers, easy to remove like a Sticker
Sphere'O
Pant/Skirt Hanger with a huge clip. No more fumbling with latches!
electronic doorbell with connection to your mobile
A 10lb. bathroom scale calibrator in the shape of lower legs/feet. Handle on top to lift on and off. Used to assure/adjust scale accuracy.
a purse that can be twisted around a pole or a hook which can be opened only be entering the correct digit combination.
The Q-Pin is an ergonomically superior push pin that holds paper firmly to any tackable surface without piercing the paper.
Travelbag - can BE split into three bags - every has hidden shoulder straps.can BE used as one big one or three separate small shoulder bag.
Get the perfect temperature while you are covered by the BlanketBook. If you get warm, just turn the page! your girlfriend will be grateful!
Um...brella?
Barbecue Grill Cover that is right at your fingertips.
Tablet Screen Cleaner. It is a very simple and practical gadget to help you cleaning your tablet screen.
Vegetables' box is an automatic miniature box placed in your kitchen, just put in seed's tray, and few weeks later you harvest your crop.
Beer Bottle Opener Necktie.
Fridge-A-Peel
PHONEZ (Phoney)
Not Wall Mounted Opener
The music supriser
The LAST USB Flash drive organizer box you will need. Stores all the new shapes and crazy sizes.Stores up to 30 drives,also stores SDHC card
Smallest socket in the world, Looks pleasing, small, customisable, install the back box, then screw the plate then plaster, insert socket
Sound Assistant Manager - SAM
Scan &amp; Track Groceries - Find Recipes you can make w/ available food, Track Shelf Life, Calories, Prices, Auto-generated Shopping Lists, etc
Faucet mounted multi flavored juice dispenser
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Toilet paper dispenser that also dispenses wet/baby wipes to fix that "no so clean feeling" that most people experience when going number 2.
Break in new shoes with Shoe Rocker! It expands and contracts in target areas to soften and stretch shoes, making them comfortable to wear.
My invention name: JETPET WASHER WASH AND DRY MACHINE FOR DOGS AND CATS WITH WHIRLPOOL
Chewing or droops with concentrated flavor of food with vitamins necessary for proper development of the human organism.
Hamster Wheel Light
Rain Station
UC UPDATED TO REDUCE COST)Completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment / moisture absorber sys) Prevents mold
Idea is to use the existing dashboard icon that not only shows which door is open,but which seat belt is not fastened with led lights.
DishTowel Holder forDishwasher
Infrared Camera Smart Oven v2
Smart Fridge Sticky Board
Clean Mat
The Apartment Sofa
Tired of frozen fruit and produce! Adjustable plastic raised refrigerator bin liner. Resub 162 views and 140 votes 1st run 87%.
I would like to see a better grip on the handles of shovel, hoe, rakes, etc. by using a rubber grip to slide on handles of above products.
Want the joy of drawing on the go, but don't want the hassle of carrying cumbersome clutter? The "Aerobook" is the answer for you.
Cleaning Pen. Pen for tabletes. It looks like ordinary pen, it writes like pen, and it is simple touch compatible. But is feels different.
Christmas/Holiday Light Rods
GlucoWatch
Garbage Bag Friend
Carpet Cleaner Hose Cleaner
LES METIERS DE BEBE
The compliment scale
Stroller/Pushchair and Kick Scooter adaptor. (Patent Application Filed I WOULD LIKE AS MUCH FEEDBACK AS POSSIBLE PLEASE.SO PLEASE
COMMENT
Vertical storage units for cutlery and kitchen utensils. These units can be inserted into kitchen drawers and can be removed for cleaning.
Curbside
Under bed or desk roll/slide out safe.
Individual clip-on LED lights for indoor silk plants and silk trees.
iBell - a doorbell/intercom that wirelessly connects to your iPhone/iPod/iPad. Answer the door and control the door release from anywhere!
Bento Blox
Ultimate Beach Cooler
FlexStrip Power Strip-A flexible power strip that can turn corners. Wall mounting strips in a material like putty that will mold to corners.
The 360 Lift and Turn Flower Basket will enable gardeners to turn their basket 1/4 turn everyday to allow even plant growth.
Bacon Flavored Mayonaise
CLIP-ON FOOD/DRINK COOLER
Basting Brush with a handle to pour sauce, dressing, butter, etc. Once done basting, brush is removed and put cap on tube for later use.
Rooted Umbrella
*Resubmission* Slim, sleek, modern audio speakers that plug directly into outlets and receive wireless audio signals-dock as many suggested.
A wet shaving razor that goes on and on. Rotate the knob for a fresh blade! Introducing the Flex-Blade, a clean shave every time!!!
STAIN GLASS GABLE VENTS
iPhone utility case
Switchblade auto keyless entry
Coffee Filter Dispenser
A calorie counting bracelet that tracks calories, steps and workouts. The weight loss buddy! Set up your bracelet online or on your iphone.
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Cordless Decorative Ceiling Light with Remote Wall Switch and Interchangeable Light Stems
Drink out the Alarm Clock
pleated paper cover for heating food in microwave oven, similar to coffee filter; dispenser can attached to wall to reduce counter clutter
Stud Finder With Thumb Punch, Level, Laser and LEDS. A New Way To Hang Frames and Shelving.
My idea is really a two in one functional case that supplies extra power when battery is low and is a backup drive for phone.
Therapy Bar
'Water cannon' irrigates your garden from one spot, by 'shooting' the water through the air, to the exact plant location, app enabled.
Easy Speed
Bluetooth Keyboard with Hidden Compartment: to store your iPad or iPad Mini.Resub
safe made of wood in the sand every few meters at the beach. some kind of a water proof key, for keeping valuables while going in the water.
Sharknado Defense
EASY BED LINEN - a 3 part zipp for my duvet and pillow cover to help change my bed linen easy ( especially for older)
New "LIFT-A-LOCK w/Alarm" Home security device that stops thieves from opening sliding glass doors & windows, see Youtube video:LIFT-A-LOCK
A Pitcher that can hold Two Beverages.
Sinktop silverware dishwasher
Heated winter accessories
The SOUPer Ladle
The polester
Sleek Mini slide-on Bluetooth waterproof Ear buds for Sunglasses with optional two-way communication for all sports. Can you hear me now!
A iPhone App that lets you remotely shutdown the power or specfic power outlet at your house if you are out and about.
Ipad arm holder
The windshield wand
My idea is to create an adjustable leg rest that hangs from balcony railings.
Crates Missing Link - Modular Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Make Crates Much More Marketable and Successful
Before 4 FaceTime Adapter Case With Kickstand
This simple hand held object is a wonderful self massage tool. It reaches those hard to get areas in your neck and back.
Plug in app enabled receptacle with timer, on/off and excess cord storage.
Sodastream bottle koozie+hook
Envelope System Wallet
Beach towel that stays in place. Re-sub 364 votes
Elastic strap with clips on each end will go under your foot and clipped to pants/jeans to keep them tucked nicely into boots.
training pole
Information Office (I/O) Wheel
back saver back pack I developed a customized back pad after hearing complaints from people and what I experienced.
Create a stand for your i phone/droid , touch or ipod so you can watch and communicate hands free.Needs to be small and easily adjustable
Energy Hubs
shiatsu Massage mat.To make a massage mat to put on the floor of your home. lay on it with 8 shiatasu rollers moving up and down the back.
Multi-Station
Smarter Power
Improving the Pivot Power line! What if PP could show you in real time how much electricity is being or has been used and what the cost is?
TV Theater Wire Cover-Panel
Automated Shower Squeegee
Kids Car Seat Safety
Fun & Smart Toothbrushâ€“Mattel
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This product would be a cellphone size device (Tracker) with a set of wrist bands.
SQUIRT BOTTLE WRAP
Scaredy Cat Shower Curtain
Smart shower heads 5 in 1
The Full Spatula Frying Pan. A 2 piece frying pan where the entire circumference of the bottom doubles as a Spatula. Makes Flipping easier
I propose the idea of having either a lawn mower with a built in edger or having an edger attachment that can be easily removed.
Anti Drop, Hand Support for Smart Phones and Tablets that makes holding and carrying your gadgets more comfortable and secure.
Anti-fatigue, heart-saver snow shovel. Scientifically-designed shovel that avoids fatigue, back injury, strain on the heart.
A molded plastic food tray to set on the passenger seat of you car. It protects the seat while providing space for condiments.
ice dispenser cooler
Smart Weatherproof Keyless lock. Sync lock to iphone/smart device to lock/unlock keypad. Share keys with others. Tamper alert.
Live long and prosper. Don't sit all day! This is an all-in-one desk&amp;chair unit allowing you to shift through 360 degrees of positions.
Dust Sucker
We lick our fingers as we eat in restaurants, cafeterias and other places thereby passing germs the sanitary condiment holder kills germs.
Magnetic Modular Pillow
Air bubble remover for baking. No more banging your pan on your counter.VIBRATION STATION.
pocket underwear
Water Beads - Water Tracker
Tire valve caps for your cars tire that glow @ nite 2 indicate if yor tire pressure is low. A great product to keep you safe.
The Benchwarmer
All Together Now
Splash Heels
Speed up laundry drying times, and never lose another dryer sheet!
Feuillombre
Power strip (at Starbuck) unworkable. Pass-through power socketed connector, that "T"s to extension cord /w 2 / more plug-ins for traveller
Make a tool that gets the juice out of a can of tuna or other meat without making a mess.
The party industry is a 2 billion dollar a year business. Everyone loves the pinata game, with my invention you can play the game everywhere
Periscope Video Chat phone attachment - Give your camera phone video chat capability
Little girl jewlery set. Consists of thin polyurethane tubing in various lengths&colors. Various beads fit on(male & female ends).Reuseable!
The Duel Lip Plant Saucer. Save your hardwood floors, homes or buildings from water damage.
((( NO MESS SOAP TRAYS ))) --- NEAT &amp; CLEAN - YOUR OWN SOAP - YOUR OWN PLACE - NO SLIME - NO MESS - SMALL PROFILE !
Step up
Oasis: an intelligent, cost-efficient and elegant food and water dispenser for cats and dogs that measures and controls their eating habits.
benz tek... A back pack that is water proof an turns into a floaty raft air mattres an you can sleep on it. float on it an keep things dry.
Hard-shell lightweight suitcase expands with 100%
Kids Toothpaste Tubes - just enough toothpaste for 1 brushing! NO MESS
Some babies are very particular about texture and don't like the hard plastic teething toys companies have out right now.
"Chill Out Vehicle Cover"
Internet glasses Security
You Knead Me
Play Brick Bond
6-10 port usb power strip. not a hub, but an actual power strip that plugs into the wall and allows one to plug in multiple usb devices
Flexible Spoon to get all out
The PlanterPot
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Make Your Shoes The Perfect Fit. Silicone Inserts to Expand Tight-Fitting Shoes (Video).
Space Bar Print Pro
Photochromic Car Windows
Q.G.E.Touch Sensitive armband.
Refillable floss pick that dispenses a length of floss via a crank mechanism so you have a fresh strip for every pick.
Key Ring USB
indestructible ear buds
a beach towel with a pocket to hold your stuff to and from the beach or pool area. then unwrap and unpack and lay out.........
Resubmit)LED Building Blocks. Lights up when put you put them together!
Aluminum Can Crusher & Easy Storage
Better Marinade Container - Fully marinate Food and change the size of the container (multiple photos) Over 350 votes for this.UC before B/O
Pet Food Maker. Re use your left over food waste by making your own pet food
be more efficient with you business cards using an small dispositive which allow you to show, share, scan and organize the bussiness cards.
my idea is a plastic or rubber mat that will fit in side the toilet so you don't leave marks on the finish when rodding!
Is it time for a new silicone bracelet that actually serves a purpose? Grabber silicone bracelets may be the next kid's collectibe.
Roadside Recycling bin clip/hook to attach a recycle bin to a roadside trashcan for easy transfer to and from the curb.
Roll-On-The-Go Beach Chair
Solar night light
Archi-tablette
Anti-Vibrate... solid 1 piece, light weight, swing fast, heavy headed hammer. Two hits the nails is in, Hang it anywhere.
"Neat Sheets" is a new way to make your bed saving time and work allowing you to pull all sheets and or blankets up neatly at the same time!
Magnetic pen/highlighter plate
Don't drag your cooler through the sand at the beach, instead attach a couple of sand skis to the wheels and easily take it anywhere.
Safe bench press
LightBulb Glove
Collect pwr from waste battery
smartphones with survival covers that are removable to get thru airports. Swiss army knives variety the size of credit card
Rep Counter - counts exercise repetitions instead of you and syncs to a personal trainer app. You do your workout, Rep Counter does the rest
Foam-fit Self-Sizing Ski Boots
No noise blinds
Glucose watcher
HOMEWORK STATION for keeping all of your homework needs in one place. Roll the HOMEWORK STATION up to the table - get started on your work!
Home Depot Bath Fan
Slide-on magnifying lens / stand for iPod nano
Phone Protection Pockets
Bike Pedals with ADJUSTABLE Teeth on the Platform - Conquer Any Terrain! #bike
Liquid soap pump dispenser float to keep your bath soap warm and upright in the bathtub. No more fishing for the bottle under the suds!!!
Fun Funnel. Special cap design to pour contents easily! Good for any use, household or industry, sell in different sizes to fit all bottles.
App-Enabled Fiber-optic light displays. Holiday Blinger's
Child Saver
Fiber Optic Toy Guitar:Now Your kids can play music on strings of lights.Was UC,Resub since Quirky is ready for fiber optic now.Cheers
Easy grip 4 Blade Peeler for any size of Fruit or Veg all in one design. No need for several types of peelers. No need to change blades.
Articulating tractor hitch
I have designed a watering can that is extremely ergonomic with the primary goal of reducing shoulder, back, and wrist pain.
Full-featured, bluetooth stylus for better input to touchscreen devices
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guitar Grip
wink FLOATER. Water Leveler.
A traffic signal controlled by radar. Speed sensitive areas ie. school zones, hospitals, parks etc. Attach my idea to the existing signal.
Shoelace Light:Small LED light disc, run the laces thru. Uses lithium watch style battery. Have emergency light wherever! #spotsv
Tea Tumbler
RF ear tag
Ever feel like those big bags need a handle. The bungee handle can help you handle and carry them around with ease.
Future Calculator
Bowl Buster toilet wand w/ brush, handle, wipes &amp; new bottle for bowl cleaner. All attach together to make one single bowl cleaning unit.
Wall mounted Bike holder. Easy to install and very easy to use. Looks stylish with multiple swivel alignments to suit the environment.
Serving frying pan
single sock storer
Ready Hot system
Cash Register, Porkfolio Style
ReTread
What happens when you combine a protective carry case and solar cells?
Wall Mount Magnetic Dish Rack
Drive EZ Recorder
House Butler Smart Frame &amp; App
Glove w/ *gel in palm area* makes chopping a breeze. Love my hand chopper but when chopping a lot it gets uncomfortable. Is it only me?
Let there be Lights !
Vertical ingredient container. When there is a lack of counter space or in need of better ingredient management. Use unused vertical space.
The tool looks like tongs but operate in the opposite direction: handles come together and the blades move outward gripping the bird inside
Clothing Label Tape
Music playlist determined by target heart rate.
Help save the lives of multi-hull sailors by preventing capsizes that result in loss of lives
Shirt Garter
Cozy beanbag pillow chair stuffed with shredded clothing and household material
Ratchet lock for the average dorm sliding wardrobe. Finally, your Superman costume is safe!
Door Alert:Slim magnets. resist door opening when you've forgotten to lock door. 2-3 diff chimes alert acts of opening. POOL SAFETY!
A storage box with locking lid that simply fastens to the end of your bed with storage and sized pockets for all of your valuables
Insomnia's best friend? The bedroom alarm clock with it's stupid glaring light shoving it's time in your face, mocking you! No more I say.
It's a combination power strip and surge protector with a female ethernet jack on the plug end as well as the power outlet side.
Ultimate Showerhead
A handled,mixing bowl with mesh-screen bottom &amp; detachable bottom cover.Mix rubs,toppings,etc.in bowl.Remove cover;sprinkle with ease!
SliderG5
Large screen used as "facebook wall', hanged at home or office, enables you to post your thought, photos etc, at your local social network.
You can make lukewarm canned beer cooler in a flash. With Kim Joon Soo
Find Me Run Tracker
I HAVE A BEAUTY PRODUCT IDEA FOR LADIES THAT STRESS WITH HAIR. ON THE GO BLOW OUT. DESIGNED FOR HAIR THAT NEEDS
ADDITIONAL CARE. AWESOME!!!!
Use your Quirky Card to shop, buy groceries, fill up the tank, etc... and gain Quirky influence.
Rotary Bathroom Brush
to have a tool to stand a golf club upright around the putting green so it is visible when the golfer has to bring two clubs to the green.
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Mess Free Compost Tea
time out portable school desk
CONNECT BED
Power Plug Alert
Power Ride
All in one by-the-door organizer! Won't forget your keys and charged cell phone while running out the door ever again!
Treadmill With a Twist
Tablet Triangle
GANTS DE TRAVAIL LUMINEUX LED
!!! An Inventor's I.Q. - Trivia Game
Accurate Dispenser. Dispense liquid, powder or granular objects accurately. User adjustable amount
Expansion Pot mat
The tracker crossover
instant post
Customizable Carpenter Belt
App enabled electronic drum mats; Place anywhere - Record your drum beats; Change tempo volume etc.
grocery box
Every little kids favorite blanket to snuggle with, folds within itself making your favorite stuffed animal. "piggi in a blanket"
Leg-worn cleaning device to help the aged and hand impaired persons to clean the floor of bathrooms, kitchens, patios etc with less effort
This a new way to reuse recycled glass bottles to create incredible lamps!!
Little Orphan Annie Friends
Puppy Pod- ! inexpensive cover for a standard tennis ball- Watch 'em have fun- (see Minnie our puppy in action VIDEO with a prototype)
Jamphones
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
REMEDES DE GRAND MERE
Gym workout towel and membership card holder
Head Rest Phone
Swivel Socket
LightWindow: Wall-mountable "window" that brings real natural light to your dark rooms!
Lyrics with friendz
A doggie diaper made with a PEVA outside liner to prevent urine seepage on rugs and furniture. Make it like an infant's diaper.
A pacifier is a blessing when it comes to a crying baby until it falls out. I propose to create a pacifier that stays in place!
Non tip Rolling Outdoor Trash Container
Personal yoga supply carrier
The forearm hydration system. Your hands are free, nothing on your waist, your back, or your hands. You are just free to run, hike, or walk.
Hit the Boss
Easy funnel, it never spills.
Clip-a-bin. Clip + Bin + Lid
Stacked cabinet shelving that pulls DOWN to eye level for short folks! With a simple handle, the shelves descend, keeping shelves flat.
I'M GAME TABLE
Heavy duty CLEAR KNIFE. No more guess how thick you are cutting. See through makes it easier to see what you are cutting
On-The-Go Gulp and Pill Holder
Tortilla,tostada,bagel,bread,waffle,pancakes,hotpockets,potpies,mini pizza toaster,cooker and warmer and sandwich maker, an all in one.
Elevated Sink Dish Drainer
Spa Wipes for post-massage, with a gentle degreaser, to protect your clothes from massage oil stains.
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Equipment to be mounted on the car, with the goal of sun protection and advertising space..
The Big Dawg Bath Blanket
REAL chess board that tracks your moves so you can study old games, pick up games where you left off and have a record. WINK!
autofill for pool
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C & vote!
A device that allows you to talk hands free on a cellphone in a car without the expense of a bluetooth by attaching a phone onto a seatbelt
Blood Pressure, Arm Cuff with Docking Station and Application for Smart phones. Accurate reads, charting and history.
Rubber garden boots with deep cylinder shaped pockets on the outer side of each boot to hold small gardening tools.
((( INFLATABLE PERISCOPE ))) Kids will love the inflatable periscope! Great fun for children both in and out of the pool !
Snap It Server Ladle...for portion control. ONE ladle to serve all your needs. Space saver.
Laser Line 3PT
iPad mini Hand Strap case
The Next Generation Cooler
Bendable soft light
Vehicle Coasting Lights
PicRun APP
RoboFins
MAJOR DESIGN UPDATE! Rep-counter. Helps you focus on form by counting sets and reps for you. Subtle alarm sounds when finished.
HTC Dot View Case Handle
Heat'n'Eat Dishwear
Curved Lightning iPhone 5 charging cable, horizontal stand &amp; removable rubber bumper. Locks to phone/case, *Amazing* folding 6mm USB plug.
Smart Gun Trigger Locks
Introducing a case for safe window blind cords to keep your children safe. with Kang Ha Na
Sleep tight ( resub)
The future of headphones
You're doing everything else yourself these days, why not your shoes. Cut out and style your own flip-flops. One of a kind designs by you!
The SEED-KICK: The shake and grow garden caddy system.
Convenient drawer clothes hold
two person shower extender for the other side of the wall, so both people can be showering at the same time.
Story book Theatre let your kids see the story on the ceiling/wall while you read(very inexpensive &amp; no power needed)
Perfect Pizza Mini Brick Oven
Adjustable Elevated Cat Feeder
Shoe-In
Webcam + Laser Pointer : Monitor &amp; Play With Your Cat Remotely
Giant Modular Fresnel Lens
Fire Fan
Gardeners in the north need a reservoir/heat pump that has two hose fittings to fill a hose circuit and keep the water moving.
Hanging laundry on the clothesline now be a much more simple and friendly with the Robot clothespin.
Hand and wrist tired from painting with a roller? Introducing the all new Paint-Glove, lose the roller and paint tray. Put it on and paint!!
slice reducing golf grip
A simpler way to do electrical wiring which eliminates the problems of conventional wiring in junction boxes.
Electronic screen page containing sheet music. Screen would automatically turn to the next page without the use of a foot pedal.
Expandable Extension Cord
A fake text book with a built in camera, motion sensor, speaker, and wifi. Records and uploads video online.
Fuel-Door open sensor: Did I close the fuel tank door?? App enabled sensor to detect and remind you of open gas-door, cargo-box, roof box
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it an old product made new its a tablecloth thats fits to the dinner table like a fitted sheet
Pookie â€“ the plush toy that doubles as an iPhone or iPod Touch protector
A rolling stool that would have a locking top with water seal. Allowing a safe storage place for valuables and electronics.
Vibration Alert Mode with a 'Kick'; A cellphone silent alert that ID's caller by knocking like a door knocker, stock ticker, telegraph, ect.
Triangular clothes rack. Collapsible/portable/expandable. Very sturdy for heavy usage. Specifically made to throw clothes on.
#NEVWET Landscaping Paver Bricks, for custom walkways.
An oven rack puller and digital thermometer in one!
An easier way to carry multiple bags with one hand.
Wave Mop Bucket (Real Simple)
Bottlecap Pill Counter
Ice Cream Machine Type SacolÃ©
Have a soup bowl that you would not have to tip on the edge to get your soup it would have a built in wedge soup goes to one side.
A network device/adapter that allows a gas detector to send real time data over a WiFi network
Baby Formula Dispenser Caps
Electrical Plug With Speech Recognition Power Switch:Now you can use speech to turn the power On/Off.
Quick Change
Smartphone Projector
WiFi Doorbell:With hidden camera,they can't tell that the camera is even there.App sends photos.
Zen Buds
A device that take the work out of scrubbing dishes, Whether they just need to be lightly cleaned or need a hard scrubbing.
Touch Of A button
I've realized that many retailer's do not provide shoes for their clients while trying on clothing. I want to create a stretchable shoe.
Caps that can be used to cover head wounds that cannot be dressed with a standard adhesive bandage. One for night and one for day use.
EZ-BREW Self-Brewing Coffee Cup - The Coffee Cup that Brews It's Own Cup of Coffee.
Keep Your Sticky Notes Handy!
Woody case
RESUB -Qube Cleaning Silverware- No need to separate the way to soap it up then brush it, just one way for clean silverware
Metal hair bands in Blonde, Chocolate Brown, Amber, Silver &amp; Black. Metal hair bands in our actual hair color that will not break.
The bum scrubber
REAL SIMPLE SCAN AND SHARE
Use GE's Dual Cooling Jet technology to make a better aftermarket desktop CPU cooler, allowing computers to run faster and quieter! Video
Portable hose - condo living
A twin cup holder for cofee and tea cups that keeps them from tipping over and spilling. Also helps keep them warm, and prevents burns.
teach me to mimic
An ergonomic hand rake to help landscape your flower bed, use it for planting, soil leveling, soil grading, debris removal and weeding.
Solve the BIGGEST TWO ISSUES with gardening (seating, and tools) and make it all in one and fun.
An iphone case for shading and privacy with tripod attachment.
Kuerig Dispenser / Organizer
Case w/ flexible tripod legs fold or slide back into the case. Great 4 taking pics &amp; vid, as a kickstand &amp; desk stand. Resub 296 votes
A cap designed to dispense precise amounts of prescription medication, candy or spice into a hand or onto a table.
The Band Sleeve
Social Keyboard (LOL Keyboard)
Expanded GPS functionality - route functions, temperature, altitude, barometric pressure, one button point of interest pins, timer, etc.
Easy Dye Hair Applicator
An intelligent vibration dampener for racquets. Show the amount of vibration and head speed to improve your strokes & avoid tennis elbow.
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a motorized drinking wine or glass cup cleaner. with detachable sponges long enough to fit any size glass or cup.
The Ultimate Hassle-Free Travel Suitcase
ttwin
Pear-shaped Monster
The generator of bicycle brake disc can be used for IPHONE charging.
Kids GPS Tracking Watches
Sun Tattoos
The Swiss Ball; great but takes up too much space! A self-inflatable ball that can be stored in deflated state and reflated easily.
Drain Hair Catcher with Press Release to Dispose of the Gunk that accumulates. Release and Replace.
The Broad Ladder
Wi-Fi/Bluetooth Help Wristband
Dry Rub
I've made a prototype tool to benefit up to 200,000 coaxial cable industry workers in the U.S. alone. The tool is available on you tube.
Bathroom Noise Maker
iPad Mini In Dash Mount:Mount your iPad Mini in your dashboard with App-enabled voice navigation.#Resub 6 months ago.
HOLY CR@P... OUT OF BEER AGAIN! There's an app that tells me how many eggs I have left but why don't I have an app for my beers? (By AJM)
Commuter Cup-Holder
Coque carton recyclÃ©
Soap-Scrubber (By Idea)
SOLAR STICKER LIGHTS --------- Window stickers that self-charge by day and light up by night. Bright up the kids room!
Chug
Firefighter helmet with scanner 3D to see appear environment on the glass mask in thick smoke.
PORTABLE GENERATOR HYBRID
Is your mail box not visible from your residence? Get a message on your phone when mail has been received with the "Incoming" sensor.
Cell phone &amp; tablet desk stand
A toilet paper holder with flushable toilet wipes dispenser and fragrance sprayer. This will change our way of cleaning ourselves.
An easier way to plant a potted plant without destroying the potted plant in the process.
With this nifty gadget, you will never leave anything behind again!
PupCup. A travel tray with spill resistant water and food dish, mounted to a drip tray, with adjustable weighted cup holder attachment.
Lets reinvent the Boogie Board. Handles on the top of the board would make it much easier to navigate and better position your hands!!!
Electronic Shoulder Holster. Much like the ones that police detective's wear but this one would carry your phone,money,I.d. ear phones.
Globe Exercise Ball
Most drinks are best served cold. Wind-up tech is hot. Cool-boxes require forethought. Windy-wine is for every bag, car and camping kit.
Sleekest iPhone dock for portrait and landscape mode with popUp lightning port. Pop the lightning port out when you want it to charge
THE BOAT BRUSH BRA!
Garden apron with zipper pouch.
Latex gloves w/ elastic close
Resub-CORD WORM organizes cords:lights,appliance,media.Bends w/the curve of yor narrow profile furniture.No sagging cords.Thanks ME 4 render
Helping Hamper
Keep your hands off, heâ€™s "My $ugar Daddy"!! Novelty Sugar Dispenser
Bed-dana Blanket
Bug Vac
Graduated brake lights so that the driver behind you can tell how hard you're braking
Grocery Backpack
A pocket size case with refillable water pouch. Allows you to take your days supplements/pills and a gulp of water with you on the go!
Pill Flip Case
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Adjustable and lockable dog run cable system. Position dog in desired area to defecate. Release lock for standard dog run freedom.
Bluetooth earrings
Instant Vehicle Backup-Cam
Homemade milk, yummy! AUSTIN
USB ProDrive
Transparent filter for windows
MOISTURE SENSORS with mini transmitters. Sync with iPhone...track tons of info...including WHEN to water. Happy flowers!
O2 Power Blender
Wrapper
Beer Bottle Opener Bikini.
Wireless Webcam Broadcaster
EZ Tabs Coffee Filters!
TuxLift
Sun- Sox is a patented technology. They are sun protective sleeves designed as an alternative to sunscreen or hot clothing.
Win a clean fight and beat the trash down with this self compacting and unloading trashcan!
On/off fix for spray bottles
Neck pillow hood
Quenching BinaryPolar Molecule
No more tug-o-war with the beach sand! Easily navigate your rolling cooler across the sand with a set of universally adaptable cooler shoes!
My description of my idea is being able to stay secure and keep a watchful eye as to who comes in and what goes out at what time and day.
at-home car simulator for an infant car seat..use existing car seat, attach into the safe device, baby drifts off to sleep just like the car
"Back Ups" is a door hung back scratcher / massager for home and the workplace !
Suction cup cord organizer for the desk and wall
"iSave40" provides a simple solution to connect Lightning iDevices to all the current 30-pin accessories.
Wing Tub
Remote de-icer
Turn your iPad into a Digital Photo Frame
scented stockings
DON'T GO WIRELESS..... BRA replacement underwires, 2 part system to fix a bra with a broken underwire or wires.
Press &amp; Date Food Storage
The next generation XBox One Kinect needs a camera lens cover.
Army Man Thumbtacks. A tactical approach to organization.
Air free zipplock bag
Universal Remote Receiver
automatic baby walker...adjust to any desirable height (ALL SUGGESTION ARE WELCOME)
A QUIET HYBRID UPRIGHT VACUUM CLEANER. Cordless and noiseless! GE Patent# 8006917 and GE Patent# 8026638
My idea is a mouse trap that catches more mice and doesn't need to be baited as often. I made a prototype and it worked very well.
Now, you can take the spam out at one time. You can easily take the canned ham out by sticking this product into the ham. with Kang Ha Na
Spoiled Food Timer
App-Enabled Mileage Tracker
Bake for others/buy pastries/cakes? Cardboard pastry boxes can't RECYCLE once you get GREASE on it. Use my reusable/recyclable bakery box!
This gardening chair allows 360 degree pivoting access to the low ground for easy planting. The cloth gardening tool bag is very convenient.
Magnetic Headphones that click together and hang around your neck when not in use. Very Quirky, simple and easy to use!!!
A small/medium sized safe which only is unlocked after a built-in Month/Day/Year/Hour/Minute Timer had reached whatever time is set
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The advertising and cosmetics industry intersect at an unexploited hot bed where personal cosmetics and embeds in advertising join forces.
Customizable Stylish Multi-Picture Frame with adjustable slides - Fits Your Style
let,s harnest the power of the sun save water be kind whit mother nature. ohh! and save some mula on our monthly bills...whit a solar tower
Wink Pet Commander
I sub teach for k-12.When they have quizes/tests, they set up dilapidated folders on desks so they don't cheat. Lets make official partition
Squeak inspired Hair Brush Combo
MYsmoke Locked Box
The Pierced Ear Guard
"PowerScoop" through the toughest coldest hardest ice cream treats , like a hot knife through butter!!!
Pi. The Rolling Pin With More
Bed Alert
Always Neat Mouse Trap
Haute Cutting Board
Auto Jewels
RECYCLE TRASH AT HOME EASILY ALSO SCAN DEPOSIT BAR CODES AT HOME. RECEIVE PRINTOUT OR WITH USE OF APP A SCANABLE CODE FOR DEPOSIT RECEIPT!
Headless Headphones (Harman+Q)
A way to protect valuables with some type of multi-use security sensor.
A gun cabinet only an adult can open. It takes a simultaneous combination of height, reach and strength impossible for small children.
Ultimate Coffee Table. Charges all your Electronic Devices and Includes a Speaker System on the Lower Side. Portable and Foldable
Perfect Neck Trim
The Car Cover Deicer
Use Your Toothbrush To Squeeze Your Toothpaste! NO MORE ANNOYING SQUEEZING!
Wrapper
Mama's Help (easy style)
Little Dipper
Special Bra that carries money and credit cards
A Heart Rate Monitor for Kids, Approachable Fitness
Clean Oil, the easiest way to save money and protect the environment at the same time. Keep up this great idea.
Spring Trap Welcome Mat
Pet Paw Ink. Safe, washable, colored ink pads for pet "signature" on greeting cards; ink pads sold in all greeting card isles. Animal shaped
(Epic Fishing) 3D fishing MMO
Insulated pail
The Cool and Warm Dog Outfit Will help your dog keep Cool In The Summertime &amp; Warm in the Wintertime at the push of a button.
The Comfy Camisole
Pocketbook Bottomess PitlSaver
iPad case with stylus pocket
Joining Cups into a Bottle.
SELFIE CASE
Something that allows u to calculate how many calories u consumed/price u spent on things u eat or use. Keep ur self fit and ur wallet fat!
A locking locking system that works based on proximity of cellphone.
IP Equipment
Kitchen Garbage Crusher. A Garbage Can that crushes the garbage down, saving space, time and garbage bags.
'A Self-Dumping' Wheelbarrow. Pull a lever not your back... This one here does it ALL. Never buy another wheelbarrow.
Don't Bury your Xbox 360 or Playstation 3 by Fido!!! Keep them living with a cool place to stay. In the "Gamer's Station"
See it First
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Water / gas pipeline blast valve that shuts off your main water / gas automatically, on blast, fire or other emergencies, app enabled.
The Long Shot
Did you face the problem of different sound volumes when different people spoke while attending the live eval? Many similar problems exist
Home Allergy Tester
Waterized sliding board with three to four holes for sprinkler system to emit water to wet down users. New update, please read.
Car Changing Table for Minivan
Weatherproof WINK camera. See who's at your door, how your dogs are doing or what's behind your truck from your device. Versatile!
A corkscrew weed puller. You screw into the ground. It wraps around the weeds roots. Then you pull it out and the weed comes with it.
For the man who "looks" like he is sucking on his remote while watching television just like a baby sucks on their bottle.
Smart Filler
Cookie Sheet with built-in slider to loosen cookies from tray. Silicone handles on tray and slider makes handling easy.
Code Snake: Code Game for Kids
Concerned about someone breaking into your portable safe or taking it outright? Introducing CoolVault that resides in your fridge
OnGARD
Ever wonder what your pet is doing while you are away? This product will give you a chance to view the world from their eyes from your phone
Pouring Board
#spotsv: Shot glass molds that makes edible THEMED 3D shot glasses. Edible shot glasses in ANY FORM FOR THEMED party
Squish buds
Thumbgard
The Hinge Guard is a patented device that prevents hand injuries caused by getting your fingres caught in the hinge side of a door.
A macbook case that will be a standard case, but incorporate a cooling pad into the bottom to help fend off radiation and burns.
Clear Grated Cheese Container
!- Attachable tool heads set that connects to a comfortable handle to avoid having to buy sooo many hand tools
Bag Caddy trash bag holder clips on standard tall kitchen waste basket for convenient, easy no low bending when getting the next bag out.
Avoid the hassle and mess of removing a sprayer from the spray bottle when refilling. Use the filler cap to fill the bottle instead.
le moder f.f
MOCUBO AND PORTABLE MINI MOCUB
What Other Countries Believe
A portable laptop case with a handle that acts as a lock similar to a bicycle lock - it also fits other valuable objects
WINK - Blown circuit alert app
Imagine a pair of sun glasses that you can also use as a golf range finder. No more hand held.
Collapsible Kitchen splatter guard that folds like a pop up car window shade. Small size; easy storage.
H2Oi: Home Water Intelligence
Sleep my way
led lights for car mirrors (either Solar or battery powered) (APP controlled LED lights facing the traffic)HAZARD ORANGE FLASHING OR WHITE
LIFE JACKET aspirin iPhone case for the HEART.
The Battery Book
A photo album securely mounted on your refrigerator. Capable of holding family photos, children's artwork, takeout menus, notes, and more.
Fitness Monitor, a watch that you input your exercise, age, weight etc. The watch monitors length of time heart rate etc. Transmits to app.
Tired of dirty hands in the Qtip box ruining them all. An individual Qtip dispensing box, that would seal to keep them all sanitary and dry.
Hanging Doorstop
Salt Sprinklers for snowy driveways & walkways... Turn on to pre-salt before the storm, during, and after to make driving / walking safe!
Texting while Driving can kill. It's a hard law to enforce. Using your smartphone to keep car running will eliminate texting and driving.
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Disposable razors can be used more than once, but we chunk them because we dont know who used them or how many times they were used.
Computer Pals
Slim Pivot Weed Eater Mower
Sealer for air beds that would work same way fix-a-flat fixes slow leaks in tires. Could call it Fix-a- Bed or simply, Air Bed Sealer.
electric generator on bicycle
A new painting tool for edging. You put one color on one side, other color on the other, then just press it against the wall and drag.
Stainless steel cylinder that comes in different lengths/widths that make a perfect hole in the garden for planting/harvesting...
Boo-Boo Mitts
Laptop Case/Holder - Now more usable & convenient in everyday life
Solar Breeze Cap. Keeps you cool under the sun.
Page Flipper
Length Adjustable Cable Tie without Wasteful Part (Zero Waste Cable Tie)
Couch Potato Board game
Auto-Spinning toilet scrubber
Adjustable angle brush
The Take -Away Plate
Whizzy
Sun Shield + Computer monitor
Unique Cleaning Caddy- to hold all you need- and Let Your Wet Cloths Dry Too
Keyboard and mouse on touch.
Electric Toilet Plunger
I want to invent an adjustable pillow case that can be placed on a booster seat/ car seat, shoulder height for kid's comfort.
On the road again ~ how many chargers do we need? And only one cigarette lighter? Stop taking turns. This adapter charges multiple devices
Dock Station USB and Induction
Eggs shaker, the new way to beat the eggs.
Pet Ramp for older pets
(450 Votes so far)92% V/v 'STRESS!' A Pen Holder-big on Personality.Image by Peter Frazier Buddies well with ZEN- low manufacture costs?
Bluetooth Generator
Antimicrobial Bottles
My idea is a keyboard that addresses an important problem for people working with several computers and when typing in different languages.
Cell Phone Disguise
Pre-cut Parchment Paper
The Third Arm
A tray with built in cutter(s) - for used paper, bad copies, faxes, etc with writing on one side PLUS adhesive to create note pads - forms.
Magnetic based mechanism with an articulated arm designed to hold antenna toppers and be used on vehicles, lockers, refrigerators etc.
Portable,adjustable exercise device that mounts to a walker. Uses rubber rsistance bands to aid in rehabilitation and muscle improvement.
A mini bendable/posable USB sync/power cable, keep it with your keys.
Laser Gage
The "HANDL IT" is a paint tray carrier that is designed for ease and less mess.
Automatic high pressure trash compression device, that compresses you house garbage into 10% of its regular volume. App enabled.
Finger Nail Scraper
A stylus writer that fits and attaches to your finger, like a banjo finger pick. It can be worn like a ring until needed.
Technological devices aid expression. But you can't hug/kiss a text, IM, or email. This product sends/receives messages and be hug'd+ kissed
The JoistHoist is a tool designed to make it easier to conveniently lift heavy things into an attic. It's easy to attach to roof joists.
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Kids kabob pics.....
Love Cereal? Then, you will Love this Idea! The Tupperware Bag. Dishwasher-safe with a Jar lid.
A cool pair of running shorts with an i-phone pocket. I know there are arm bands and belts, but I just want to put mine in my pocket
The Catch It! Pouch catches debris resulting from drilling in hard wall surfaces leaving no-mess cleanup for do-it-yourself projects at home
Boost your productivity by using TimeBoxing, a little CountDown timer next to your pc will help you to focus and get things done!
Thermoflex
rake scratcher. help itching problems
Flip lid case for the Samsung Galaxy 4 and beyond Series of smart phones.
re -sub Solar Power Nebulizer
Cellular phone holster+battery
Electronic kind of Boil Buoy sends signal to iPhone which alerts
Nylon Rivets and Tool
Electonic Key Identifier. Allows you to scan your keys and label them for identification at a later date.
From now on, use toilet paper as much as you want with one hand. - With Kim Young Ki
Smart food scale
Breakfast All in One
Smart Purse
Ice cream cone redesign... give the cone a flaired out area at the top to catch dripping ice cream.
An ultra sleek tissue box cover that serves as an all-in-one photo frame to match decor and save on table top space.
Combine a power strip and a retractible extension cord. When I'm done with my blow dryer I roll up the cord but leave it plugged in.
#QTOYS &amp; #QCYCLE. affordable wistling wing nut dust caps easy removeable with mini safety light sabre for kids etc. please see pictures.
Glow Knob
My idea is a compact indoor extension cord. There is a huge need both for an indoor product for both the residential and commercial markets.
Make Your Own iphone\ ipad Case - mould your own case into whatever shape or form you want!! In all different colours!!!
Double retractable dog leash. Leashes are attatched to a circle on the handle. Moves clockwise and counter clockwise. No tangles
Toilet dispenser cleaner
Ergonomic spray bottles. Won't hurt your wrist.
The Heimlich Rescuer, heart helper to help victim's of choking weather in a restaurant or at home and heart attack.
Collapsible Modular Rolling Pin: Save Space Sans Sacrifice
Sound powered listening aid.
VINYL RECORD STACKING SYSTEM
EZ open pressure shrink Pakage
Water volumizer to increase water flow for any faucet or garden hose.
smart phone case
Screen Sheets
A RFID Iphone/Ipad App- Where's My Kids! Where's My Stuff App! RFID sticky label tags- inventory anything you own, even your kids!
Customer Loyalty Application
Aspirin (and other pharmaceuticals) pressed into the shape of credit cards to be kept in a wallet for heart attacks etc.
iPhone Chameleon Slim Case
pivot fork .
A plastic golf club accessory that fits in your pocket and clips onto your clubs to keep them dry and off the ground.
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Team-iPod! Is an iPod with a built-in FM transmitter, that can send signals to 1 or more team-iPods so others can listen to music with you!
Mems
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Chinese Box fold in to plate
Like a GPS system is used to track a stolen car, I would invent a smaller device that can be stuck to the things that I loose regularly.
Solar charger case
Baby Bottle Thermos. No more messy liquid transfers, bottle warmers, or waiting for milk to hit the right temperature. Always "just right.
shower magnification device- for population that is agingPronto Popcorn
I'm proposing we develop an awesome Quirky Tailgate Table/BBQ for those of us who don't have trucks. 12 New approved suggestions 304/333 91%
Clear View-Wipper Blade Cover
Submitted my my daughter.I always spritz her hair with water/detangler to get rid of bedhead before I comb.She wants the WATER/DETANGLE COMB
Child Tracker
everclear paper folder
Can cooler no-spill lid. A soda &amp; beer can cooler sleeve with a rubber top and a plug the shape of the standard opening in a beverage can.
Temporary Tattoo Print design
Zoomer Light
Walk thru shower curtain
An ice cube tray cap/cover that works with (most) all existing ice trays making it easy to pop ice cubes out and pour them into your cup
Mattress Pad with an opening on the side adjacent to the wall having a opening to store valuables.
EarTrans - earpiece translator
keep your feet warm and dry in your 'hunter' or 'hunter-like' boots! is what my new socks do for you!
Mini Portable Mixer
An attachment to a ladder providing to extend one of the legs when necessary to level it in an unleveled terrain. preventing,injury or death
A small plastic/metal add-on for the high heel shoes for women, that will protect them from being ruined by stoned road/grates on sidewalks.
Why can't people play bocce at night? Because it's too dark! So instead of lighting up the field, why not light up the bocce balls?
A light...
(Resubmit from 12/11 )Recycle bins disguised as functional stools for the kitchen. Space saver in the kitchen.
Solar powered key locator
coton tige ou il y a l intÃ©rieure de chaque extrÃ©mitÃ© du bÃ¢tonnet une capsule d'un gÃ¨le nettoyant que l on libÃ¨re dans le coton
child saver car seat
Re-usable plastic storage bottle eliminates clutter in travel/gym bags, shower stalls, and picnic baskets. Various sizes &amp; combinations.
Hard Surface Soccer Ball
Continuous Track Stroller
Stay Put Beach Blanket
Booby Trap
Static/Freshner
no jet noise
TRAVEL BATHROOM SCALE: Take your scale with you. Once the readout bar is detached, it's no larger than your flip flops (with pouch)! RESUB
ShoePantKonnect
Christmas tree funnel
Monitor your pet/pets while you are away at work!
use plastic bags,bottles to make small wind energy for residential communtiy Use a small fan make energy for the home store power like solar
Resubmit)Accessory for the BOBBLE BRUSH HOLDER. Easy Flossing. Floss ring that attaches to the Bobble Brush Holder.
A new dishwasher that does a better job of cleaning utensils with oil smears and sticky food compared to current dishwashers.
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Cord organizer foam rod with slits at ends to secure the cord which can be neatly wrapped and quickly released. Urban, simple, low cost.
Bed Sheet Centering
Rock'em Sock'em(-like) Robots: Keep track of wins, losses, hits and KO's with WINK!
Rake &amp; Scoop Done
Hear Muffs
In order to facilitate the writing of emails etc. we could create a cover that contains a silicone Bluetooth wireless keyboard.
Do you wear your sunglasses on your head like a headband instead of on your face? I do. Say hello to "Perfecto HeadBandz"
Ringerâ€” Smart Doorbell &amp; Alarm
Portapanel
TRASH BAGS WHOSE OUTSIDE RIM IS LINED WITH VELCRO plus a 10-foot strip of velcro for the can that is sticky on back which can be cut to size
PassThrough
Digital Pet Collar
Mystery Box Night-lite
Phone Holder GyroSphere
Monitor the electrical power being consumed in your house. Turn on and shut off appliances, lights, any electrical device from your phone.
Glo-Ball Golf Flagsticks
Have a "Personal Video Message Alarm Clock! Upload a USB friendly video and use it to wake you up!
A machine that makes the knot of the tie. With a phone app we can choose the type of knot.
Turn any light socket into an Apple AirPlay speaker. No wires to run. No additional transmitter.
Traffic viewer (the CoPilot)
Resubmit:BANDITS 4 YOR HAIR.No more pulling,triple threading of yor pony or bubble bumps on your scalp.Just wrap &amp; hook. Easy &amp;looks
great
My idea is a device to sweep roof gutters clean from the ground. The device is lightweight, easy to use, effective and affordable.
A small crate bookshelf that has a secret lockable back panel
Umbrella First Aid Kit
Heavenly Scents
Wifi range extender
Love scrambled eggs but don't want to deal with the hassle? Scrambled Egg Steamer Wand...Steam your eggs to a scrambled perfection!
GOT DOG,GOT DO DO,USE THE DO DO BAG TO CLEAN UP AFTER YOUR DOGS WASTE.
Band-Aids on a sheet, like stamps! Just added: Simulated injury video. Ouch
a Phone case for the belt, has a rechargeable battery to charge phone with mUSB, is also a base, easy to unplug from belt and from base
The Fong: It's a fork! It's tongs! It's the next evolutionary step in eating utensils. Resubmit--it received 377 votes out of 434 views!
Create a tridimenssional ( 3D ) automotive window film that simulates the driver is accompanied in the car.
Shoe light attachment
Gamer Glasses
The Bottle Ring
THE PLACE ANYWHERE SOLAR POWERED MINI NIGHT LIGHT AND FLASH LIGHT TOO
A bike path map-app showing, distance, rest areas, lighting, stores, food locations, etc., public transportation and their phone numbers.
DVR with sensor noise or the presence of SMS, MMS, MAIL photo alert. Just an infrared laser on the door with a DVR.
No more searching for you car charger plugs while driving! My device holds all of your plugs in place on your dash where you can reach them!
BoilingPointâ„¢ - electric kettle replacement â€“ more flavour in less time, using less energy [SEE VIDEO & MARKET STATS]
Slide'n'Slice cutting board: sliding parts for adjustable angles when cutting diagonal slices. Ideal for french bread, cucumber, etc!
Every time you turn off a device, do you unplug it? No, right? You are wasting money and energy. Let's rethink this!Read and comment please!
Natural Lemon Cleaning Brush
Screen/shield that eliminates glare(brights)from oncoming vehicles at nights and protects against pebble shatter.
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A bit driver with an internal bit selector
SOUND POWER
Smart Dual Air Intake Temp Fan
The Learning Wizard Wand Toy.. Just point the wand at clip identifiers and the wand tells the child what it is. Fun FUn Fun!!!! NFC - tech
"contact lens saver" is a contact case with a contact solution storage compartment attached and keeps the contacts constantly in solution.
Water conservation with a built-in rainbow, tube hose sprinkler with Led lighting, home and Garden dÃ©cor at its best
Build-A-Bank
Need an extra light in the car for reading? A solar clip on window LED light. Most current lights on cars are bright and distracting...
Audible ears
AERATOR WITH A ROCK ON THE END OF A TUBE FOR BASS BOAT LIVE WELLS 12VDC ON OFF SWITCH FOR DASH OR CONVIENT
LOCATION
Wall Mounted Adjustable Sprinkler System
cloth tailor tape measure connected to an app
A clear iPhone case with a clear plastic and rubber layer, a fold down, clear, plastic stand, and a detachable sound director.
Any easy place to rinse and clean out your recyclable products next to or in the sink.
When I have a donut I don't want the icing to smear the inside of a bag. I want the whole donut with my coffee. Enter the Coffee Butler.
nap mat cover
INFUSER AND SEPARATOR
Food Tubes - Syringe Skewer
LED Color Mixing Light Bulb.. You can tune it to get almost any color you want! Replaces the most common bulb (A19).. for the lamps everyone has lots of!
Digital Wall/Desk Calendar â€“ can be updated with iPhone and other wireless devices
Baby wet Time To Change Diaper
"Caulking Sticks," to make caulking easier. Would work like the cap of the tube, but be much easier since they would be much longer.
Modular fish bowls
Have you ever heard of liquipel????? Did you know that teddybears and liquipel would be great together?
Retractable Pet Leash
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
All in One Level
Underwater Pool Lap Counter
Bubble Bags
Catylist Band
RIGHT ANGLE DRILL DIRECTOR- Attachment for the head of a right angle drill, for easy calculation of the drill's angle &amp; penetration.
Dog Collar with Personalized QR/Barcode &amp; Display. Contains Owner's Address and Pet Info and Tracks Pet Information &amp; Sends Reminders.
The Ultimate Shovel - Ergonomic shovel with built in adjustable hand grip and shock absorbing spring for your feet
"Wash On The Go"
Universal Interchangeable Cord
A solar powered, portable GFCI outlet box utilizing a solar panel on the car & routing energy to the detachable box stored in the trunk.
Heated and Cooled Case for all apple products.
A PUBLIC CHARGING KIOSK! Insert money, connect phone, get a rapid charge lasting hours! Or vending machine: buy a charged battery "booster"!
Office Fridge Cubby Container
Tongs, tongs everywhere. Make tongs for pasta or meatballs out of forks and spoons!
App-Enabled Weather Station. Great for kids! Let your child learn about the weather with live info and accompanying explanations! WINK
Alzheimer's Day/Night Clock
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A STICKER GUN - STAMPS THE DATE ON PRINTED COLORED STICKERS Expiration dates for pantry,canning,dehydrating~ Many uses
iPhone Postage Case with Postage Weighing Capability. Weigh and send to wireless printer for postage.
PotLock
Resubmit)Fake veggies that float in the hot tub with you. Carrots, potatoes, celery.You will feel like you are in a stew!Jay Leno???
Toilet bowl deodorizer
Pro Stone APP
Medical alert bracelet that wirelessly connects to your iPhone and sends out a distress call to chosen contacts when the alert is triggered
Solving your cookie creating problems. It is a meat press for cookies, stamping a unique design on all your cookies.
Changer
A small safe with a battery-powered digital timer-lock which counts down to zero to unlock, to store money, cigarettes, drugs, or valuables
The Walking Dog Bowl
Its the EZ Rock Cutter! A tool used to measure and cut sheet rock with ease and proficiency. Durable and easy to use by the average joe.
A folding safe that maximizes security and portability.
Comfy Briefs
Converter or adaptor from old (existing) to the new iPhone connector
Modular headphones: Earpiece/plug components detach from cord under stress at independent connectors without breaking wire; easily reconnect
A Hidden Motion Activated Security Camera That resembles a Text Book, to watch over your area while away; knowing can prevent future damage.
Help smokers quit! A non-nicotine device that relies only on forced inhalation of air and nothing else. Pull in air just like smoke.
Drip Catcher
Up-Alarm: An Alarm Clock That MAKES You Get Up From Bed! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Personal security accessory worn on the fingertip that by touch, automatically extracts a full DNA profile of a criminal during an attack.
Donâ€™t get stranded at the beach due to the changing tides. Easily monitor your boat and the tides while relaxing on the beach.
Cam Buddy
Lets design earphones with adjustable rubber tips. They adjust to all ear sizes for optimized comfort and listening. No more lost tips.
A 2 piece card where the 2nd piece can be pulled out of a slit in front of a card that holds a gift card. Gift cards are becoming a norm.
Bandit Phone Case - Slick case with a band and hooks to wrap in either direction. Helps secure phone to things or things to phone.
an ipad case with a built in keyboard that you cover when not in use, a leather like material for the case with different color options
All-Wall
UPbrella
Swivel Stroller
Steering Wheel Alert Device
Spring Feet
U.P.S
Not even the Pluck can save this yolk. Need a clean break? Save eggs -- increase the success of the break. See second photo!
A universal fit, re-use plastic bottle cap that incorporates a rotating bezel-counter (think chronometer watch) to track daily consumption.
Hand shovels that are spring loaded. One shovel ontop and one on the bottom with your hand in the middle. Squeeze the handle to operate.
Adjustable Earphone. Silicone tips adjust to all ear sizes for optimized comfort &amp; listening. No more lost rubber tips! Resub w/ new feature
wireless transfer/charge pad
A warm sleeping bag that can be hooked on to a tree, like a hammock.
Organizer case for headset, in iphone5
No Ant in Dog or Cat Food
This is an "all-terrain" wheelchair uniquely designed to fit in the car trunk unlike other giant chairs that need a truck to transport.
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Attractively designed shower curtains with substantial magnets either sewn into the hem or placed in a pocket to be reused with new curtain.
Guitar stand that uses a wall plug as it's point of stability not a screwed in mount. So it is a movable stand to wherever your gig is.
A lock device that reduces the need for physical keys.
47 million contact wearers in the US need a cheap device to enable easy placement &amp; removal of lenses. My device does so safely &amp; securely
Clip On Lens for Dental Loupes
Fitness Cap
Simple right angle say bracket with soft but durable material so the cats claw could grip for pulling.
The Sofa King Petit Pet Ramp, a.k.a. â€œThe SKPPRâ€, is a horizontal and/or vertical storing pet ramp.
Accurately pour ice cold martinis, mixed drinks, &amp; shots while straining the ice, mint leaves, orange and lemon peels.
Lift-Assist
A boon for 235 Million Asthma Patients - Quirky's minimalistic inhalation spacer.
the folder holder
Thumbnubz
Mess Free Compost Tea
My idea is to develop a Styrofoam cup and/or stirrer that will indicate the temperature of the liquid youâ€™re about to put in your mouth.
want to use internet signal from iphone, similar to mobile hot spot but without extra charges.
Bar Of Soap Holder And Handle. Don't Fumble With The Soap In The Shower. Easy To Apply And Use. Secure Fit and Grip.Reusable
CAR TRACKER
It is an Ipad/Tablet case with a wireless keyboard attached to it.
The DO Mow
Sports all purpose drying rack
A smart suitcase that carries additional two large suitcases, app enabled; and together, it follows you automatically like a pet.
Washing sponge glove
Stroller Bagpack
peddle sled
Magnetic key holder
SLIME-Free Soap Dish
The amazing smartbag
Green foodies, parents: end your love-hate relationship with Ziploc bags forever! A system of bags to truly reuse, wash, &amp; store with style!
Groupvention:)
Color Flash Case for iPhone 4
A rake that grips leaves to make it easier to dispose of them.
For portion control,cardboard packaging for ice cream that is a cylinder shape marked on the outside of the container at 1/2 cup intervals.
Beach towel with eyelets in the corners and stakes to hold down towel to prevent wind from blowing it away.
Summer is here and that means bugs! Here is a bug zapper that's classier to look at and easier to clean.
Play Almost anything Card Deck
BOOKCASE AND SHELVES WITH MOBILE DIVIDERS (BOOKS HOLDERS) A useful and very practical solution. Look at all the pictures. (resub)
DIMINUTION COÃ›TS DE FORMATION
Seed spikes. Seeds are adhered to small spikes that can be pushed into the ground and then covered with dirt. Includes a patterning guide.
wifi enhanced garage door open
Salad Ice Cuties
Traveling Caravan Tracker
Milk Gallon Pour Spout
Flexible OLED display stereoscope. Now view photos in UMD or watch recorded content on a downloaded memory stick duo.
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hand DRYING STEPPER use your power step by step to dry Your hands...no electricity needed...this can bring some beneficial side effects :)
Old people plugin
Object locator
Cistern Measurement System
Now you see it..... Now you don't. Clothing that adjusts to lighting.
Real Simple Shampoo challenge.
The portable Lull Blanket's soothing lullabies and temperature controls prepare baby's bedding for the optimal nodding off envirmonent.
Over 50 million females in the US have an engagement ring. Safe to say, they all want it to sparkle! The Ring Steamer is the easy solution.
A stand with a heavy base with a 2 meter long flexible core that holds your iPad at any height and angle within 360 degrees of space.
Sleep Tight Nightlight
Frame leveler. Small level bubble that can be permanently affixed to a picture frame in a discreet location. No more crooked frames.
Pants are sagging now adays, but you cant run from the po-po with those low-riders. Nor can you get into most events. The "Gangsta Belt!"
I-Plan is an I-Pad cover that syncs with your I-Pad/I-Phone and displays an easy to see calendar right on the front of the cover!
K-cup Maker.

Make your own K-cups at home. This does for coffee what the Soda Stream did for soft drinks.

Shower Curtain Ventilator
Idea: Brackets of plastic plates can be mounted on the walls in the kitchen or elsewhere.
SLEEP TIGHT
Collar4Safety
Original style car knob covers
Mini-U Doll
Puppy Power Chord Protector
"Chunky" Slated spoons
Easy Pull Extension Cords. Extension cords can be hard for anyone to pull apart. Can come in different lengths and colors!
Decorating Fingernails With Studs, Rhinestones and Pearls Just Got Easier: Studded Nail Art Striping Tape On A Roll
Improve Night Light Band
COUCH POWER
Convert bio-degradable domestic waste into usable energy to heat and/or power your home!
Sink Partition
TELESCOPIC ALLEN KEY TOOL
App enable shower radio/faucet 2 in 1. Listen to you favorite music with this faucet radio
Mini Jugo - for building dollhouses, forts + castles for action figures, models, architecture, etc.
Find a new hidden place in your wardrobe! Folding Space that magically opens up to an extended space. - With Seo Yoon Jung
Quirky's Water Works - a clever, smart, creative& green out and about & on the go water product.
Fleece lined scrub pants.
Pyrex Glass to use in induction heaters (please if you have an idea up to vote state it, so i can go and see)(pass the word)
Gardening gloves with gel padded palms/pressure points
An iPod nano case (latest) w/ rechargeable and detachable bluetooth speaker w/ earbud holder and adjustable clip to stage position.
Jumping luggage with small folding fiberglass stilt.Heavy(for women) luggage difficult to climb the stairs,to put in the trunk of a car etc
Sanddome`s course game.
iPhone case with a rotating mechanism worn on a wrist. The mechanism enables the user to use an iPhone without taking it out of the case
Curb Gurds
Cafe Racer Seat
Contort USB 3.0--Line Extension. Lets update the Contort USB Hub with USB 3.0 for faster data transfer, and give it a longer USB plug.
We've all seen the small desk digital picture frames. I'd like wall mounted digital picture frames. Stream pics/movies/music.
Shoe Shields - Real Simple
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Charger with a 5 meter long cord insert in it what you can pull out of the charger in the desired lenght.
BBQ Propane Guage
The Button On
Rotating Electrical Socket
Brilliant bottle cleaner
Ty Dee Dog
Nail polish that changes color with body temperature(same technology as at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xted7Y-mVkU)
Mini Facialâ€“Cleansing Machine (Hand-Held & Portable)
A plastic bag container that allows someone to store grocery bags, reach in to reuse one and smashes them into a ball when full to recycle.
A chest/safe in which one can put their valuables and lock them whether by a key or a code and has a port in it for wires.
Golf Ball Tracking System
Iron Station with a build in cable reel. Plug in your iron / flatiron and get the job done. No more fumbling with a separate cable reel.
Raking leaves is a pain. After raking, picking it up and putting it in a bag, most remains on the ground. Why not have a rake that collects?
We've all missed the nail &amp; driven the hammer straight on to our finger when hanging a new frame. Now, use a comb. Press nail between teeth!
Containers (i.e. clay pots) that have plant nutrients embedded into them that migrate into the soil by watering.
Pump-activated wand dispenser with refillable reservoir and five attachments for application of lotion/soap etc. in hard-to-reach places.
Mobile Controlled Pet Feeder
A LIGHT, STURDY, INSTANT, TELESCOPIC SWING that goes where my 6 year old goes - INDOORS! OUTDOORS! EVERYWHERE! Can she carry it
by herself!?
Purfect Tuck
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE padlock.Uses an App to lock or unlock through Bluetooth.Stainless steel rope ties pull to different lengths.
IDEA: Smart card to view and store airline e-ticket information.
NewKey (Augmented Reality)
Less pencil! More Eraser! The eraser section of my pencil will have plastic rings that peel off to reveal another section of fresh eraser.
Total Fitness iPhone/iPad Set- a scale, heart rate monitor, measuring tape for BMI, pedometer, etc., and application for total fitness.
A modern wheelbarrow that is easier to use in everyway. Easier to maneuver, easier to balance, easier to dump
The adapable bike pole
Iphone reading clamp
Smart Circuit Breaker
Idiaper
Acupunture wrist bands that are not grey or black and made out of sweat band material.
Cell Phone Bluetooth External Ringer
Table-Spotter: Serve Food At The Right Table! (For Restaurants Only) (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Guitar-mounted pick holder
My new product idea is called Voi-la',,This is knife that contains peanut butter or any condiment of your choice in the handle area..
Camera holder around your kneck, flexible to fit any size kneck but sturdy enough to give you a stable clear shot. Padded for extra comfort.
No Recipts
A watertight 'messy cleaning bag' with attached gloves for washing muddy boots (or polishing) inside, with hoses for water inlet/outlet.
ANYMALS !!!
Solar powered water heater
The "Game Ring" is a new way for kids to carry their game cartridges. Tiny games and young children do not mix & some adults too!
Resubmit!!!The fly swatter that has a sponge to clean up the mess afterwards.This fly swatter extends 20 feet instead of just 29 inches!
Infant &amp; Toddler Carseat Alarm
inexpensive tangle free pet anchor dog leash tether
Vehicle Folding Seat Tray With Built-In iPad Rotating Mount:Resub
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Leaf Bagger Express
Ceiling fan to a disco fan
Fan Temp
EASY WASH FAUCET
Trucker Fitness
Lawn Mower Small Tree Cutter
Battery Operated Ceiling Fan
book printer
Decorative Compartmental Plate
Does yor pot slide while u stir/does pot handle cause it 2 tip due 2 the weight?Cradle rests on pan 2 weight it down & cradles your spoon
2 part biodegradable compost/trash bag. Put all your food stuff into the odor absorbing compost part and non food stuff into trash part.
Thermal Bath Blanket
Never be fustrated again from a cordless drill dying on you while on a job. Just plug it in and continue to use it while it charges.
The windshield wiper has one job... it wipes, The Windshield Washer Wiper will revolutionize the industry by having a scrubbing side:)
Necklace Closet Organizer (Displays Necklaces and Keeps Organized) Multiple pictures
Edible Food Color Ink Gun - Easily and Legibly Write Messages &amp; Words on Cookies, Candies, Tops of Sandwich Bread, Eggs, Pancakes &amp; More!
5 Gallon Bottle Filter
Imagine eating a small piece off chocolate, and at the same time getting your daily multivitamin? These should be in every chain in the US!
The PAPER CLIP. Clip your notes to your monitor while you're studying for quick reference.
Jogger/Walker Portable Ipod recharger - Resub
tattletail for tainted water
App-Coasters
Track Jack
Stylus PLUS
App-Enabled Coffee Table
I propose that putting a low heat light source on a timer in the vegetable section of the refrigerator will help maintain nutritional value.
MOTOBOX
Spa Exercise Bar positions the body in front of water jets to take maximum advantage of the jet power. Therapy as well as exercise.
FDA cleared Chin-Up Strips
The Clever Closet
Blood Pressure Monitor.Medical simple solution.
#spotsv Motion Mug, Redesign coffee mug eliminate spills and coffee rings, mug pivots on base similar to Sockets Qs push up product
A tool for Pick up owners to be able to grab items in the bed of the truck that are out of reach, without climbing into the bed.
Collapsible water bottle. Reusable water bottles are annoying to carry around empty and so many plastic water bottles end up in landfills.
Bed Sheet Washer/Dryer Bag
an iphone stand which could be mounted on the macbook or laptop screen.
It's Velcropak, a backpack that you can change so that it's organized the way YOU want it with customizable dividers. Suggestions welcome.
DOOR WATCHERS SECURITY SYSTEM
The Snugglie
The HGS Keepr is for everyone that has every lost a glove, hat or scarf. It simply attaches to outer wear&amp; the item you want to keep.
Photo frame "En Pointe" Double-sided photo frame stands on one corner and propped up by a flexible kickstand Flip to display side two
Pick Pockets, one pair of jeans with unlimited personalization. Removable back pockets with unlimited designs or logos.
Flat Charger - Flat lock L/E
AUTOMATIC STIRRER for pots &amp; veggie chopper in one.
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Garage Door Opener wall switch replacement enabled with Bluetooth 4.0 allowing control of any brand of garage door with your smart phone.
Avocado tool to halve, pit, slice, dice and scoop in seconds. It looks like an avocado and can be stored in the same bowl.
Teflon Pet Bowl
Chillnetic water bottle
Find your phone/tablet easily with a bluetooth keychain that rings multiple devices through an app, and also use the app to find your keys.
Pool Surface debris scimmer.
Coffee Collar
A wall clock with removable bezel that attaches to the wall, and has a built in smoke detector.
Perforated xmas/gift wrapping paper.
le NOLOSE
iDoctor
the mommy cup
Water recycling system for restaurants. no more thawing food with running water. Recycle using this state of art system.
(Insert Doggy Door) for sliding glass doors. No contractors, construction needed. Easy to slip in and slip out as needed.
Walk in and out of stores with icy parking lots and don't slip. Walk into a store and don't damage the floor. Semi Automatic Ice Shoes.
Grill Glove
Automatic mandolin - A device which holds a vegetable, and has a spinning mandolin base with precisely adjustable blade height.
Hard boil egg shell remover, with air blowing hand pump. a quick simple and faster way with out breaking the egg watch video on YOUTUBE
Hoover trimmer
INSTALLING A CIGARETTE ASH TRAY FIRE EXTINGUISHER FOR ALL VEHICLES.
Pick up leaves quickly, easily w/ a folding scoop. Folds in middle for easy storage. Finger holes, cushioned grips angled for easy use.
cellphone case + electric hand warmer Useful in wintertimes
Uni-sal TV-WINK Remote Control
"Ant Out" Pet Food Dish
Weave Baking Sheet
Never lose your all important chainsaw maintenance tool again
SafeTub
This is a novel idea to nurture kitchen creation and make JELL-O Gelatin, No Bake, Pudding &amp; Mousse dessert fun.
Turn your iPad into a Digital Photo Frame
a weatherised and water proof sort of blanket that can be rolled out down your driveway,plugged in and as the snow falls,melts as it hits
Find My Phone Remote
Smartphone Oil Tank Gauge
A wristwatch that has all of your medical history info. Writable from EMS or at DR's. GPS can locate this at the behest of a family members.
BrushPlus is a housing that holds and sanitizes your toilet bowl brush.
A backpack that uses elastic bands like Loopits to hold basketballs, skateboards, tennis racquets and more securely to the backpack.
Hate getting out of the shower cold? This bathrobe has heating coils in it. Warm and ready for you when you get out of the shower
Sink protector and a splash guard in one. When I do dishes in my "white" sink, I make scratches in it-and I get all wet. Rolls up when done
Bananner
Water-proof remote
Product line. Airlight kids version. The UFO lights and turns like the Airlight.
Story telling pillow with theme for kids
DRAINING BOWL
Clavier Porte-plume
vinyl siding repair kit
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iPhone RF dongle with universally programmable remote Open garage, control electronics
Camera lens privacy shutter
Pet potty training furniture protection
Modular Pizza Tower
A Rubber Pressure Point Back Mat for the Tub that Converts to a Floor Mat
Microfiber cloth that fits on finger and avoids smudges and finger burn when using touch-screen devices, while cleaning them too
Monitor Mascot
cycle-skating watch the video you are gonna love this.
spectator chair
The Sun Spot is used to block out the sun during sunrise or sunset while you are driving your vehicle while maintaining visibility.
Bottle Buddy
Case for cellphones(Iphone/Ipad/Ipod or any cellphone models)with a solar panel in the back to recharge your cellphone anytime anywhere
Cargo Onboard
Alarm watch
Wash and Toss
PLUG IN USB PORTS-block of 4
Modern twist, to an old school drill.
Fractions of a pot to stove coupled on base holder.
Every time it rains &amp; I get out of my car using my umbrella my car &amp; I get wet. Help design an umbrella with a longer rod or reshaped cover.
CLAWDADDY
We got a new puppy and he found the dirt in my potted plants irresistible. I made covers using paper plates or cardboard. Works great!
Mobile device thefts are on the rise as is Using them while in the bathroom! Secure your mobile device to your wrist while you use it.
Plant Monitoring System That Monitors, Prompts What To Do &amp; Teaches You How To Care For A Specific Plant : Sensors + Complete Care App
Retainer Pin Removal tool
A doll that is fun, colorful, changeable, small enough to take anywhere, and is eco-friendly, made only of recycled plastic...hooray!
App-enabled sensors that monitor the condition of your chimney. Mange your chimney maintenance and send alerts for condition problems.
Shower Sponge
my product is a roll and tote carrier for infant babies 4lbs-18lbs the wheels extend out and the arms extend out for heavy babies a strain.
Who's filming ? Not me ! :)
RFID tags can be applied to valuables and will allow students to use wireless scanners in dorm room to tell if something stolen?
Shoe plant. A product that takes your old shoe and makes into a planter for your garden.
Lunar Tape is a universal danger tape or emergency tape that has running through it LED lights making it heighly visable.
Wireless touch pad
I am god
A safety shut-off sensor controls power supply to an appliance to prevent accidental fires
Let's reinvent the thumb tacks with a hook that you can hang things on!This push pin is easier to pull out of the wall!
Laser Landscape Projector
Disposable, absorbent, smooth "Bidet Paper" similar to paper towel, to wipe out the remaining water after using bidets or toilet showers.
Anyone using a walking cane usually will have limited mobility. Walking canes should have as many uses as possible and safety features.
Make the bed FAST &amp; EASY!
Speedy toothbrush
Hydronic Fireplace Grate unit that can be connected directly to your home heating system or connected to an external radiator.
BBQ accessories hanger. Need a place to keep the accessories while BBQing.
RADIOACTIVE POOL
EZ Bag Removal Trash Can
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Phony
USB thumb drive with built in wifi that can login to a wifi network and map to a shared folder. Pc sees the device as removable drive.
Attach a handle/bar to the top of a Porta-potty to help women squat while using the restroom. It can be used for men as well if they choose.
Remote Control Coffee Pot. Start your coffee brewing from your bed.
Salva Pear Brush
Lift-Ladder: Adjust The Height Of Your Ladder Without Stepping Off! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Say NO to High Speed Chases = PUBLIC SAFETY,please read on!!!
There are lots of Product of the Month clubs doing great business. Why not a QUIRKY PRODUCT OF THE MONTH CLUB! What do you all think?
Call your Family!
Pillow Pocket
Pocket hair brush.Lets make this into a stainless steel version.My plastic one broke easy.No more plastic.Stainless steel would last longer!
Better Emergency Call Button. Electrostatic touch-sensitive button &amp; rechargeable receiver. Easily call for help! Batteries never run out!
Yuck! Hate holding onto handrails/doors in public buses, trains, stairs. Then use stylish antibacterial hand guards.
Toes/Foot Heating pad
Vertical magnetic shelving unit. Shelves stick to a wall plate with magnetic force. Great for tight spaces, kids rooms, and dorm rooms.
Kitchen Helper's
plunger/Toilet brush in 1
iPad couple, iPad friends, iPad showcase, iPad theatre... sometimes you want to watch video content together with someone.
Safety@home
BeachBall Basketball!
Spatula that turns and locks at a 90 degree angle. For a more natural hand grip and movement.
Point of Entry SECURITY HINGE.
Camo Can
Electronic Sticky note
cereal mug to go lets you eat cereal anywhere a car as easy as drinking milk keeping the cereal dry until needed no more soggy cereal
Invented a hemming device with a measuring ruler and holds the fabric and distributes the glue. (washable fabric glue)
Rubbermaid type trash cans with false bottoms (Hidden compartments on the bottom of the can).
Weasley's magic clock
Instead of doing all this screwing in the hose, why just be able to do a simple motion and start your watering faster
Hand weights with mp3 player and speakers built in. Lift weights and play music at the same time in one compact weight. Great for traveling!
A chew pen that one can enjoy chewing and biting on! It has a soft and flavored cap ideal for students, workers, and all other pen chewers!
StyroFoam Finger Heater Combo
Resizable baking pan - Make your own sizes; Becomes flat for easy storage
leaf bagger
Simple mailbox insert lets you bring your mail to you. No need to get out of car or contort yourself grasping for mail.
Primary premise, eyewear accessories that could help you find your glasses in the dark; and enhance them into a fashionable fun product.
App-Enabled iPhone/iPad/iPad Mini/iTouch case! Quirky LED cases allow you to display messages, images ,interact as an equalizer for music!
Number of Bead Packet Warning
Oven Viewer/Adjust Temp w App
The Hair Net
One Handle Many Tools
Wipe-A-Pedia Disposible Bath/Pool towels
Medical Schedule
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Beatify yourself at the comfort of your own home.
A VW beetle sized fish tank style filter, mounted on a concrete slab for each man made lake/reservoir.
Safety @ Home
Dual-sided blinds similar to venetians one side black the other reflective to passively regulate temperature in homes manually and via Wink
An Umbrella that opens and closes like a hand-held fan. Easy to open, close, and dry. Hangs easily when its half open as a semicircle.
Head Speakers with amp+driver
Shaded car window cling with sensored thermometer strip
New Power Cord Management Idea
Simple Load Holder
The Ultimate Entertaining Utensil-All in one Slicer, Grater and Spreader!
A convertible bra that comes with 3 sets of straps. Purchase one great bra and get three complimenting strap sets.
FLATIRON: Crease free clothes drying right from the hanger. If you like to iron: It's heat resistant and stretches clothes while ironing!
Skinny Mirror = Feel Great
Solar powered Winter coat - Resub
Innovating the Hammer. Any tradesman can appreciate the "handi" factor of this hammer! No more searching for nailsets!
To help hang ceiling fans and/or light fixtures, with out having to rely on some one to be there.
Sun-Visor Case
This is easy. Clips for your trashcan to hold the trash bag in place.
Quirky "Mind Map" Stickers Pack! Why virtual software, you make your own REAL Mind-Map!! + PDF visual procedure.
Keeps food and drink off of your clothing when dinning? a clip that clips to your napkin and holds it in place. no more ruined clothing.
Electronic Shoulder Holster. Much like the ones that police detective's wear but this one would carry your phone,money,I.d. ear phones.
Smart Refrigerator Thermometer:App alerts smartphone if the temperature is too warm to prevent food &amp; milk from being spoiled.
Automatic Paper Clip Dispenser
Teleport
Barbecue to Oven Converter
Man Cave Necessity
A winter pedicure boot that protect the clients feet from water , snow and slush but leaves the toes exposed so they can dry.
Reusable birthday/Christmas/etc. card
Germ free face mask
inflatable travel back washer
A place to store all gadgets, organize them and embed it in to the design of the workstation looking like another piece of furniture.
A kettle that tells me when the water is the perfect temp to brew a cuppa earl grey, jasmine, or java.
modular shelf: have an adjustable shelf to suit your needs and with the colors of your choice.(Resub)
Resubmit:The First Universal Pot and Pan Lid Holder. Lid Holder hangs securely from the lip of a pot/pan allowing upright positioning of lid
Mix, Whisk, Whip- Multi-function, multi-size, multi-speed, motorized mixing stick.
Dont buy those expensive batteries,generate your own electricity to your remote control,for your satellite or video game controller,magnetic
The Re-Enforcer
A control for a garage door that automatically closes the garage door at a programmed time and the ability to control with a phone app.
A pretty wall mounting locking pill case/medician cabinet that will sound a alarm till you take your daily pill.
The Travel Tray. A portable fold-down tray that attaches to most types of carry-on luggage, allowing you to have your own personal table.
The 30k phone
Save money! Don't pay for home repairs or lawyers, Fix that leaking air conditioner before damage to your home or wallet (slip and fall)
Ear Plug alarms
Whistling "Heli-bee"! Large scale maple seed helicopter that when thrown auto-gyrates to the ground. could glow..or whistle or blow bubbles
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PLASTIC HOOKS with holes for cable tie. Collaboration. Looking for a good storyteller.
Pookie â€“ the plush toy that doubles as an iPhone or iPod Touch protector
Everything fits charger
Self-Sufficient Headphones
Super cool Plasma-cut metal jigsaw puzzles..with a magnetic easel/display. featuring the amazing Hubble Telescope pictures..
Bark! Decibel Alarm System
Comp/Bag Privacy Cubby
Sheet Cake Cutter
ILLUMINATED DOG LEASH &amp; COLLAR
Some of the best pedicures come from crushed coral beaches. Why not bring these pedicures home?
RFID label placed on valuable items with a tracker attached to the door. Tracker starts beeping when an item with a label crosses the door.
Articulated Bicycle Seat
Disposable shampoo and shower gel bottles... A WASTE OF PLASTIC This isn't just one product, this is also the start of a MAJOR CAMPAIGN
The 4 in 1 cheese tool! A tupperware container, with a built ON cheese slicer, grater contained IN the lid, and a slide OUT cutting board.
Scented fire logs for different occasions/holidays. Flavors: Pine Cone, Gingerbread, Cinnamon, Sugar Cookie, Chocolate, Pumpkin, Apple Pie.
App Enabled Cell Phone Case that is Metal Detector; Find Keys, Lost Jewelry &amp; Change, all from the Convenience of your Cell Phone!
Candlesticks re- winding sheet
Protect your family from Smoke, Carbon Monoxide, HOME INVASION &amp; Loss of light due to power outage.
Redo the Hoodie. Every body loves the Hoodie. Drawstring with ipod buds! All Proceeds go to Trayvon Martin Family.
LAPTOP FOLDING BRIEFCASE. Work everywhere and keep your laptop cool.
Debbie Meyer Green Bags-cool,how about making Green Tupperware?Keep other stuff fresher-longer?SourCream,CottageCheese,LftoversPie,Lunchmeat
Head Protector
"Happy Feet" replace your bulky metal detector with wireless metal detector shoes!!!
Here goes, simple really. Concerning the iPad2 A simple design for securing the unit in use.
A case with a bright wrist strap.
Caramel(jelly) type toothpaste
COQUE SMARTPHONE ANTICHUTE
HAPP'n Headphone
Hand Held Powder Dispenser
eye glasses bluetooth finder
Water Level Control Module
Hangman Taco Dripper
Why not put thin tear away strips (like nascar uses on the windshields of their cars) on car headlamp lens?
Save money! Save paper! Waste less! Here is a paper towel dispenser which makes it easy to tear off only HALF a towel for smaller spills.
Loofah with Refillable and Flexible Reservoir to use any type of liquid body scrub or soap.
New bicycle training wheels. With a suspension (the spring of the picture) to loosen or tighten according to the evolution of your child.
Multi-Directional Oscillating tool, This would add a up &amp; down direction to the side to side oscillating tool.
A Battery that never runs out of energy/power! magnets create friction/thermal energy. This is converted into electricity
Syringe Assistant formed as a Plastic Injection-Molded partor or punch Pressed Fabricated part for various syringe types
Oven Smoke Detector
Sterilized Shoping carts
NoMore Back-aches Mattress Pad
universal utensil attachments - stand them up!
Quirky Board Game
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Removable or collapsible Instant Camper. A Universal minivan Bed&amp;Storage unit, RAISED BED WITH UNDER STORAGE made of Plastic &amp; or
inflatable
Hot Cubes
Resub w/ prototype video. Clear book Bandits. Protect your book corners. Bookmarks &amp; protects book corners. Removes cleanly. Barnes &amp; Noble
Secou'brosse
Transparent Headphones
Baby And Pet Car Alert
the back scrubbie sticks to the back side of the tub/shower. rub your back on it and it will clean your back hands free!!!
LA FONCTIONNELLE
the showervator
The Retractable water-hose is used in the same manner as if you were putting air in your tires at a gas station. No more rolling up hose!
Xtreme Yoga Mat perfect for better standing position and balance, better cushion and easy to carry as a backpack.
Hammer action Nailsetting gun! Simply place tip of gun on portruding nail...pull trigger and heavy duty hammer slams shaft and sets nail!
Wobbly Pops is a beverage holder/cooler that is like a weeble .You cant tip it over.No more lost beer they just wobble back &amp; forth.Itworks.
Finger-Glove for Touchpad
Kayak Dolly &amp; Kayak Stabilizer all in one.
shoulder strap pad/rain poncho
Under cabinet mounted pull down shades to hide clutter
iPhone Spider Arm
A beautiful Rain Barrel. The rain barrel that not only captures rain, but looks great on your patio, deck, or in your lawn.
Baby Bottle Cap Time Tracker
Eyeglass frames that are custom-colored (by a make-up artist!) to match your complexion, eyes, dress, cat, car, etc.
Double hinged screen door.
Formaudio Headphones
Great Pyramids, Taj Mahals, Eiffel Towers - Build your own 3D wonders with colorful LED tubes and connector sockets!
A full featured, unique form factor portable sheet music and iPad stand unit that allows for multiple units to be carried in a daypack.
Digital Bulletin Board
The Bandit
Provide fresh Cold drinking water for both human and pet, built in retractable bowl with 2 spigots for you and your pet anywhere on the go
One picture is worth 1000 words! Our idea is to create a small (6-9 digits) USB/BT add-on keyboard for emoticons of the user's choice.
The BETTER-Half Blanket
End to uncomfortable nose clips for swimming. Current nose clips are difficult to stay on and hurt. A new option: internal nose plug.
Hand Bib is a small hand towel that velcros/snaps to the childs wrist while they are eating ice cream and other messy food.Simple solution.
Auto Blinds
Candle Glue in a Tube
Power Clip
Approximation detector for cyclists. If a car is coming it emits light and sound to alert the driver.
SMART SOCKET - Wirelessly control any light bulb with the Smart Socket; A light socket insert that is controlled by your smart phone
If you are tired of your pets, or even your little toddler destroying roll after roll of toilet paper; then the tee pee locker is for you!
Do you desire to decorate/light up your property with outside solar lights/tiki but you do not have no earth to stick it in? Get "Light It"!
Housse de tapis (protective)
Functioning prototype made for CABLE STAPLES: A no-damage, re-usable, colorful alternative to tidying cables. More versatile than Cordlets
Fire Flowers: artificial flowers that change to any color of the rainbow based on the current air temperature.
Safety Alert Sytem
Hydro/Electricity Meter Monitor. Attachment that can be installed to your meter to provide direct monitoring from your smart phone!
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&amp; CLOTHING CLIP

PopStar/Popper/FaceMan
TOT-LADDER
Smart baby high chair
MAT ORGANIZER!!
Consolidate your window cleaning efforts into one GREEN tool! Squeege ME is a squeegee with a built in window cleaning solution spray.
ShieldCam
The â€œToilet seat Tennerâ€ VELCRO or MAGNETIC is for solving the problem of a lot of padded toilet seat not staying up without holding it.
Modular furniture, much like Lovesac, would allow you to make a sectional, chair, loveseat, or whatever you'd like, and change it whenever!
Multicolor keyboard
Grey water system kit simplified for individual home owners to purchase and setup on their own to recycle laundry,dishwasher and sink h2O.
Dorm room security lock box
FLOWERPOT that GREW out of an IDEA SEED. a 265-vote resub.
cookvap
solar headlamp. many backpacking headlamps have the battery pack on the back, but none exist (yet) that are solar recharged.
Save tropical plants from frost damage and freezing. Instead of wrapping trees/shrubs with blankets, save your time, lasso them with this!
App Enabled Dog Collar Tracer
Car Visor Attachment that swivels to cover the side window, allowing your existing car visor to cover the front. Extra visor extends down
Snap Happies-Drawer Organizers
Multifunctional tool. You can use it as adjustable wrench, two crowbars or for folding and breaking different things.
Foldable orthopaedic PC chair
a thing that you can put on your stuff and if someone took it out there dorm it would buzz. A kid can turn it off but only the owner can.
Formerly on UC. New concept for people mover, stand, kneel or sit and kick or push.FUN and EXERCISE. This is not your ordinary scooter
Paintbrush with a bendable handle. Easily reach around objects to paint. Paint at your chosen angle without contorting your body.
the fallible lighter
It's a simple gradual rising stand that holds both an iPhone and iPad, or take them both off to prop up a Macbook!
360classified.us - Free Classi
Can't afford an elite mattress. The Sleeping Noodle System turns any mattress into a stress-relieving, economical, ergonomic escape.
Talk up
Using nets to produce Giant bubbles to entertain kids
App Enabled Raclette Grill
A Natural Sound Enhancer Case For Your iPhone 5. Styled As An Ipad/Tablet Enclosure, Enhance's Your iPhone 5's Sound Quality.
The Dryer Genies
The Dipclip TM
A sticker that says. "Please Dim your lights" That goes in your back window of your car. So the car following you know todim their lights.
Let's beat NASA to the punch &amp; make a 3D Food Printer inexpensive enough to help end world hunger Let's Feed The World.(3D Printable Food)
Charge with Fire! Real Working Thermo-Electric Generator - Charge with heat, Any heat. 67% of Viewers Loved It &amp; Voted 140 Times!
car glass cover/anti-bug net
NEW BED PILLOWS FOR THE PAMPERED. NOT JUST INFLATABLE BUT ADJUSTABLE, AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
Car's passport. Passport is designed to store information about his car.
Optical Lens Solar Garden Lights: A solar garden light that uses LEDs inside the stake that shine up through a lens.
XODIGITAL
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An educational and fun toothbrush teaching toothbrushing and readiness skills by twisting two parts together to form a complete toothbrush
ALL IN ONE POT AND STRAINER
Piggyback luggage set. If you have ever traveled with multiple kids or multiple luggage this is for you.
better dust collector
The Upside Down Cup
Rolling Tree Stand
Snow Compactor
ScrunchE
AC BOOSTER
A well-made comfortable meditation chair. Meditation is amazing, meditation chairs are not. I want to make a great meditation chair.
Mini NoiseCancelling Headphone
Smart Racks
A laundry hamper combined with a security box. The box is in the base with access provided by combination lock at the bottom of the hamper.
O.K Quirky Peeps Let's design a small light that slips on/off your hands and can twist around to direct the light where needed.LOOK @ PICS
eboard
Light sensitive beach alarm. Bury it, attach it to your belongings and it goes off when pulled form the sand.
This is for all dog owners that have ever had to tote their dogs waste in a little baggy, Please watch Video, Link to youtube below,thanks
Tomato Saver
Wall mount wire holders that organize those electronic wires that connect to wall outlets
Look "Hoo's" watching! The Night Owl is the friendliest baby monitor ever. Keep an eye and ear on your baby without ugly high tech devices
Wall chair
School backpacks with built in digital scale or with bluetooth alert system -No more overloaded backpack for our kids!
PORTABLE HOCKEY SKATE SHARPENER
Clingy Ear Phones
UC-RESUBMIT-Redesigned! Container with bungees to aid in emptying the contents of bottles quicker and easier. MINI "CRATES"-MANY USES!!
I propose an idea of a "small porch" covering that extends from the dwelling. Would have the appearance of a "Japanese fan".
Interactive Fitness Band
It's a small caribeener with dog tags on it, that would solve the problem of switching dog tags from one fashionable collar to the next.
Micro-Hydro
A waste basket design for grocery store bags, with 2 containers. One for trash and the other for recycables, plus a slot for bag storage.
On the Wall Breath Mints
Manual wheelchairs are great for getting around, but they limit the vertical reach of the user. I want vertical movement but no batteries.
eInk eReader with indiglo background. similar in size to kindle/nook
Need my coffee
EVs need a clear waterproof silicone (or like material) glove fit protector for the charge port connector to prevent shock.
a laptop case and desk
Personal, Compact lawn Hydro-Seeder for the home owner. Expand new growth, fix unwanted burn marks, switch bags and now a flower garden.
nophone
Pizza serving tray that rotates
How often do you throw out 1/2 to 3/4 full trash bags? What if you could eliminate 1 trash bag for every 3 that you toss out?
The Senior Citizen Concierge Service, SCCS provides a centralized and well-coordinated "one-stop shopping", service for our senior citizens
Rain or Shine
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Say Goodbye to Tangles,Shortages,NumbEars,Always using your phones to change the song. Introducing the NEW WIRELESS HEADPHONES. No WIRES
Low-fat cooking, broiling, grease free. Enables food to be cooked while absorbing fat, grease, or oil, crisps the food and speeds cook time.
Frame Snowy moment
Iband a single silicone elastic band that stretches around the Iphone to protect the front back and sides.
LV Multi Circuit Breaker
Chop Zhui is a chopstick for people who is new to chopstick or for kids. Its easy to use and its about time America run on Chop Zhui?
Burger Buddy
Crockpot Basket
A Couch With Seats That Can Adjust At An Angle To Make You More Comfortable When You Lay Down. Angle Adjust Your Head, Shoulder And Feet.
Customizable Playard
Dynamic Dumbbells
Windshield Brush
Privacy friendly surveillance cameras
Purpose plunger
Enhance your Drinking Experience by using a Scented lid or Cozy. Your Olfactory Receptors in your nose enhance the taste of edibles.
Bluetooth sunglasses+earring
Poolpal
Food Wrap Station in a Drawer
Soccer Speakers. Kick 'em. Throw 'em. Float 'em. The most rugged of 'em all.
If you are a parent then you probably had or have own a baby stroller. The wheel on them are filthy dirty. So what can we do?
iWait
Ok, biggest and most annoying situation ! At the beach, you take out your sunscreen and now you need someone to apply it /spray your BACK.
Ultra-capacitor emergency/backup usb charger using GE current collector to increase longevity and add reliability for emergency situations.
Simply put, the idea is to create an all-in-one Qwerty keyboard/protective case device for keyboard-less smartphones, such as, the HTC Evo.
Beer dispencer
Picking up more rocks than poo using syphon? Flip/tumble the rocks and clean the water with vacuum. Filtered water goes back in tank
iFrame the smart digital frame
Shower Breast Inspector
BagelB Bite-Sized Bagel Maker
Soap Koozie
Trackable Calculator
charging port on landlin phone
The Cushy
Cool Care curling and flat iron holders
a brush that has a gorgeous handle and that the bristles can be snapped off to change when the bristles get dirty.
RETRACTIBLE PULL UP BAR IN A WELL MADE CABINET THAT WILL FUNCTION AND LOOK GOOD. IT CAN MATCH THE ROOMS
EXSISTING DECOR.
on/off wall switch for garbage disposals,by adding a(1 second on),with a (3 second off) feature..
An iphone case where you can create your own skin, store stuff, use other skins and more. It also has a stand for easy video wathing.
Cut-Resistant Finger Covers
The Baby Wall Is A 8 inch bendable clear plastic wall that velcros or clips to your baby's high chair so they won't push food off of it.
A desk/table cup with a suction cup to complement this new product: http://www.quirky.com/products/144-Voyager-iPad-Stand
Stealth by Harman
Shave Center for Men: Hot towel box with razor sharpener, razor cleaning well, shaving cream well, etc. Holds razor and brush.
UC RESUB!!Finally pet food management fit for the house. Integrated bowls, scoop, scissor storage. Stop tripping over bowl!!!
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Lets use electricity to pull urine into the bowl of the toilet and keep the splash back of urine particle contained in the bowlforsanitation
University laundry station. Divided sections for darks and lights. Built in backpack straps and wheels for rolling on flat surfaces.
strategic battle program
Silicone muffin pan disc
Pet Collar w/ Leds. Yes they exist but not with a light sensor, or a threshold sensor. These upgrades will greatly enhance pet safety.
I want an accessory bag for my wheelbarrow. Attaches to the sides and holds my shovel, rake, water, gloves, knee pads and small hand tools.
Kid's 'folower', is a toy cart that carries the infant's important objects, and follows the infant automatically, app enabled
Adaptive Hybrid ANC Headphones
long life battery
Midnite Bite
Butter softener
Tension Dish Slots
A massage device designed specifically for the head, with the same concept with the lazy boy.
The finder
Looks like an innocent USB Flash Drive, but is really an alarm triggered by movement.
CAN Coasters! A device that willl crush the can and make it safe enough to use as a coaster. No more buying coasters for your tables.
Lost Less Waterproof Wristband
Fun Utensil Grips! Helps kids hold on to their utensils. Fun designs!(T-6)
collapsible towel holder. fold the towels and keep them close ready for everyday use. having guest? no problem easy access to the towels
Create a one Chair Table Unit that can connect magnetically to other units to form bigger tables. Adjusting to Restaurant needs.
airline bag tracker
No Slip Cord Clip
Bring the organized world of iApps into the home to organize your personal belongings when you enter your house.
A back scratcher. It should probably have a aluminum extendable shaft and have a few different snap in attachments.
Times Square: Now your child can learn addition, subtraction and multiplication while having fun doing so. A must for every parent!!
App Enabled Remote Control Car
Tail Gaiting Avoidance System
Towel-B-Gone
cocoa caps
Water saving kitchen sink power sprayer with flow control switch. Triples the pressure with half the water. Dial in three different patterns
Do you hate tip toeing when you want to walk or run outside in any type of weather? Are you afraid of slipping to sprain/brake your ankle?
agenda numÃ©rique
DRAIN MAGNET or DRAIN GUARD
Weather resistant dryer
Historic Toys
versatile flower pot
A custom MASH-style signpost. It's basically a fun, decorative home or garden ornament. Enter your coordinates, and select your cities.
Imagine having that spa experience everytime you take a bath with no prep time to get everything you need. Go to the spa anytime you wish!
Solar Wireless Security Camera
a repair kit that allows the ability to kick a yard light and it will stand back up.
A sand roller that is guaranteed to get play time! Customizeable roller sections to keep them amused for hours!
A toilet seat assembly that senses the toilet lid position and provides a courtesy light and indication of lid position in total darkness.
Is this Wine still Good Sensor
a vacuum that flexes around furnitures by the elestic band that pulls the vacuum, inwards and outwards when press against the furniture
An old folks walker-like structure with a fabric seat for child in the center and hooks on the front and back to carry your shopping bags.
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Keep ur Tech Cool
Kid's Bath Tub Handle. Soft grip, but firm for good support when needed. Wraps around tub using suction cups. A fun and safe handle.
Fluorescent lighting is really great! However,I do feel fear of having one implode in my face while disposeing of them. It's not just me!
A New Innovative Laundry Basket that will Save You Back and Knees,
The Lazy Desk
Smart cat toy
It's empty
Handrails for swimming pools that cool themselves down with the pool water which would help prevent the metal from getting hot from the sun
Secret Pocket Towel
Light J's
House Cell phone
HOT BUTTER GUN DISPENSER
Broken Bulb Extractor
personal lazy susan
Magnetic push pin with loop. Hang photos & documents without damaging them or hang keys/jewelry/glasses/etc. What would you hang?
Tired of the time wasted trying to figure out how much oil to mix with gas for all your 2 cycle lawn equipment? I have a simple solution.
Boxed wine aerator! I want my boxed wine NOW!!! But it needs to breathe! A clip-on aerator is the answer.
By connecting rods at multiple angles, specialty bits that attach to the rods, and stretch fabric. We can make Modular Furniture.
I would like to take a simple umbrella and add a super lightweight and powerful A/C system to the inside. Clear,with u/v's blocked.
A foot control for ATV winches for use while plowing snow.
ereader screen scratch
Safety Cup
Gyro Jet Power
Resurge's Big Brother.
palo multifunciÃ³n
An adjustable hanging rod attached to the ironing board where you hang your clothes
Light bulbs that don't get (too) hot. GE patent with heat diffusing, light emitting surface. Less heat=safer bulbs. Prevent fires and burns.
Picture Frame Night Light
Skype viewer
Secure Lid
Finger protection @ doors
Santa's wrist band
Multi pot
A recycling station, no bigger than a kitchen garbage can, organized with pouches, hooks, and separate bins. AND you can write on it!
i want to invent a portable, system recharbale,wireless, hand n ear piece free devise for online gameing.target consumer online gamers
A waffle iron that creates waffles with channels for butter and syrup to flow evenly.
Daily Produce
Bluetooth single speaker for hearing impaired for television, radio or any device better than wearing headphones. No cumbersome wires.
The QuirkLite. Is this the best night, task or emergency light? Your help can make it so.
Grubby Paws are custom plastic &amp; wire ties that will make packing a lunch or snacks in a paper lunch bag more fun &amp; easy for young kids.
For multilevel homes with forced air hvac a closable vent for the air returns. Close the up or down stairs vents depending on the season.
Longlive Headphones/Earphones
EZ Read Recipe Holder is an adjustable height recipe holder made up of a suction cup, adjustable wire and a clip to hold the recipe.
Rinse Away
A super quiet massager with a hot/cold compress, that has an input for connecting to an MP3 player for music controlled intensity.
My Imagination Doll
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Personalize your Helmet! Programmable LEDs with mount! . From Motorcycle Riders to Nascar Drivers! from Fun to Advertising. STAND OUT!
This product aides in the painfully annoying process of transitioning baby from breast to bottle when mommy returns to work.
I would like to see a time release safe that you can set to lock for whatever span of time you choose.
Liquid Silicone Rubber. Heated Trivet or Hot Plate. Keep your hot food hot!
LumiVie
Hot Wheels Monster Jam Rack
Clothes Stopper
LazyHand
Orbital Bottle with Pump
No more lonely nights for your springform pan-the base will never be left behind again and is here to stay!
a hand powered trash compactor built into a standard looking trash can
Air Freshener on a roll. Tape dispenser "like". Use as much or as little as you want. Place anywhere. Discrete.(Think scratch n sniff : )
RazorCaddy
My Therapy Buddy
Have you ever had wind blow off the trashcan lid or raccoon get into the trashcan and make a mess you have to clean up. I have a suggestion.
Mechanical Swim Lap Counter
The conforming Ice Pack!!!! Or heating pack
Bring back home your lunch bowl and plastic utensil. Attach/lock together the lid and the bowl only thru the utensils on each side
"Remind me" device hanging on your entry door. I am sure there is iPhone app for it but you need to remember to take the phone with you.
stadium app
App Enabled GE Car Care Monitor. Reminds You When It's Time for Oil Changes, When to Rotate Tires, Perform Preventative Maintenance.
Shoe dryer and freshener
face painting idea
Paper towel stabilizer bar to prevent the whole roll from coming off the holder when pulled.
Entry Germ Zone
Meduza is a multipurpose device with great flexibility used as Headlamp, iPad holder, Ebook light/holder, Battery pack and Camera Tripod.
PicabooWorld
Easter eggs drawing station...
Digital Door Hanger
Poly Bluetooth Speaker Connect
Tietop: The Tie Protector
solar powered bug zapper, in form that would allow packing for camping. it collects and confines stunned insects for later disposal.
Humane Home Indoor Bug Remover
The GairStick Security Device
Protective snap on cover for CFL light bulbs...it would help prevent it from breaking and reflect more natural light.
Interactive Barbie Smart House
Reusable Restaurant/Take-Out Box Replicas - Reusable Shopping bags Caught on, Lets Move to Next High Contributor to Waste!
Movie Chair Mini Table/Tray that fits in the cup holder at movie theatre.Cup holder with table.Put your keys,candy,phone on it.
The idea is to have a portable and perfect umbrella stand for the outdoors or the beach.
Never loose your phone
A Grill Cover That Holds All Your Supplies
Decreasing the volume of trashes inside the bin without getting your hands dirty
Want privacy? Turn ON a white noise generator built into the light switch. For bathrooms with no exhaust fan, conference rooms, apartments.
Removable transfers of the alphabet and common words to stick on household objects to help babies and children to learn to read.
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HANDLE IT - So Many Tools it can Lend a Helping Hand to!
Battery Sharing Case
Water Saver Mini - Spotter L/E
Retractable leash double retractable leash with different covers the dog or the owner carries and tosses.
UPDATED IMAGE! Foldable Scooter turns into a Skateboard. Awesome
5 fruits
Clothes hangers with month and day wheels so you can dial in the last time you wore clothes and how many times worn since they were cleaned.
Solar Car Heating/Cooling
BLOCKING ELECTOMAGNETICS HOME
Stay Fresh Food Containers, plunger style lid eliminates air space in bowls stored in refrigerated. Traditional lid seats on bowls rim.
Music Combo Controlled Toys
Graphene Coated Cookware
Smart Lunch
This is hybrid between a toy car and car alarm small enough to fit as a attachment to the key chain or on the person.
Hand held iPad case with a glove like holder of your hand and able you rotate iPad on both landscape and portrait modes.
ALL PURPOSE MAGNETIC BASKET
Wireless Phone Charger (NoWi)
Optics video cam
THE WORLD'S GREAT DRINKING WATERS exactly duplicated by you for one third store cost. Same taste, easy to make.
USB microwave
Multi-Purposed Light Lamp
Hourglass-Type Clean/Dirty Expandable, Collapsible Laundry Basket
Put your Beach umbrella into dirt, sand and hard grass in less than a minute. No Bending Over!
poche recueil de lait maternel
Key-Winks
i want to create a umbrella for a rotary dryer.
A pre-measured pouring spout for liquid laundry detergent in several different sizes for all bottles.
One size fits all luggage!
The Chase Ball
EcoPlug
Control lighting w/new wifi or bluetooth replacement light switch. The switch is controlled &amp; programmable using a smart phone, ipad, etc...
Quiet Life
U Turn Signal
Stair Square Manufactured in Taiwan Need distribution for North America, can provide exclusive for the imperial version, :resubmit :
Protection elements for mobile phones, smartphones and media players.
Flavored Edible Cupcake Liners. Various flavors, textures and colors!
Auto Defroster
Oreo Dunker
Wind recycler...My idea is a turbine that is locked on top of the outdoor ac system fan.
RENATA'S PILLOW
App-enabled Security Strips
Chefs jacket with the shoulders and sleeves made out of fireproof towel/headband material so they can wipe their head with their hands full.
The talking toilet
Reusable K-cup Coffee Grinder
Towel-Pack: Turn Your Towel Into A Backpack! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
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Share My Juice ! Borrow Battery Life from another Iphone or Ipad and keep on emailing, texting and talking! Borrow to stay alive!
A device secured to your window sill with a suction cup, it prevents your blinds from flapping in the wind on windy days. So easy to use.
Retractable headphone case for Iphones
Chirp Chip locator IMPROVED!
Folding outdoor chairs with bags are a pain! The bag is convenient to carry, but what if the strap attached to the chair without the bag?
hhhjh
plastic dogbed frame and dog cushion n memory foam holder 38"x16"x6"deep attached legs 4"x2" bed 6"off floor
Shazam enabled premium car charger. Capture your favorite songs with a quick push of a button while keeping your eyes on the road.
I use a wheeled shovel to move snow. I use a seed spreader to spread salt. Combine them. No more slipping on ice. Safe, fast, efficient.
Mini-Squeegee!
Travel Odor Absorbing Sachets
ZUNO Speakers
A mini spray-paint kit together with a do-it-yourself manual for bikes for college students. Unique bikes don't get stolen
Magnetically Held Socks
SKYNI
Snowman making Robot
Never Spill from a Pot Again
Small "plate/card" for your keychain that chirps if you get too far away from your thumb drive. Impossible to leave thumb drive in pc.
Smart Contents
This is a eight or four removable bin recycling tower that is horizontal and swivels. The bins can be any mix of recyclable combination's.
scratch &amp; wash your back at same time.squart liquid body wash on soft brushes to clean &amp;wash your back by yourself
Super Scratcher
Ejecto Bed
The Beer Glove. Worst thing is getting a nice cold beer (soda) and before you are done it is warm but you still have to finish it.
Brake Sensitive Tail-lights
Girls &amp; Boys Backpack with built in lunch kit container area, no more kids coming home without their lunch bag, it's built in to the pack
Foldable Welly Boots complete with storage bag - perfect for festival goers
Less then 5 pounds more then 500 different exercises this makes XBR360 pound for pound the most effective complete body workout system ever.
Great MeatBall Maker
El Sombrero Burrito Plate holds your burrito upright. Place your burrito down with confidence! No more spilling your filling!
Reusable beverage bottles are an obvious way to protect the environment. But more people would use them if they were able to clean them!
Flip Stick electronic baton
Solar Pool Cover Catcher
The Write Easy
Candle Remaker! A candle holder that directs melting wax into a mold with a free standing wick.
Vortex - Your Leaf Blower Add-On That Allows You To Control The Flow
Window Candle Holder
A laptop (with or withour wheels)bag with A/C plug and USB connections inside so that you can charge your electronics while INSIDE the bag.
Spill Free Way to Fill Windshield Wiper Fluid Reservoirs
Roofing tile
creche en grande surface
A bar that connects to a baby stroller so mom/dad can walk/jog beside their child so they can communicate with them.Separation anxiety gone
Measuring Tape Glasses
"2nd set of eyes"
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Bathbags
The Cold Shoulder is a neck wrap with a bladder inside for ice and water. It is used to keep people from overheating.
Modular magnet. A set of identical magnets which would lay in the central magnet when they are not are used.
Doggie lights- Its a dog collar and leach that lights up with neon colors .
Beef ribs are messy. Licking sauce off fingers is fun, limiting goo on palms would be less clean up. Seamlessly eat while exposing fingers.
-Adhesive "slots" that stick to kitchen storage containers -Date tabs that interchange -Lets u know how long food has been in the fridge
Who doesn't want to reduce power consumption?. The market is so big that they ran out of zeros. So check this...(2 Images By Peter Frazier)
BetterMarinade Container-Video
Foot-operated de-fogging water spray for bathroom mirror. Don't interrupt what you're doing to wipe steam off the mirror, just 'step on it'.
THE POLYGLOT DOLL
The "Rack n' Roll" will allow women to listen to their iTunes while exercising.
Security Blanket: A tough water resistant blanket that covers your desk, cinches or clamps in place (lockable), and alarms when tampered.
My idea is to tone and get great abs while sitting in your office chair at work.
Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
A container for ketchup that can be used in the car that comes already filled (or a reusable one), that is attachable to your car window.
Gripi's! Throw away those slippers and slap some Gripi's on your socks! Dryer-safe (Silicone), fabric-safe (soft Velcro) and slip-free!
Rapid-Easy Car Cover
A bracelet that measures your skin exposure to the sun and recommends moisturizers based on your exposure level.
Bowl Spinner - Fits & drain spins any bowl. Pllace on top, flip, lock, squeeze to spin, pour & flip back. Easy clean & flat to store. RESUB
Comfort Support Oxygen Tubing
pump up air
Protect webcam lens from dust,dirt,&amp; fingerprints, ensure the camera does not view you if left on by mistake, and add a personal touch.
A space-saving all-in-one gardening tool with detachable heads that can be switched out for various jobs around the yard.
A Rugged USB 3.0 Flash Drive: Fireproof, Waterproof, Shock Resistant, Optional Encryption, &amp; Variable Storage.
Coffee To Go
MisterFace is my idea to add a misting face sprayer to Camelbak hydration pack and water bottle bite valves.
Done
MicFinder
An easy to install message board; a useful way to cover an unused, unsightly telephone wall mount plates for people who choose not to have land line phones
installed.
Dog chip app
Car Seat Proximity Device
Annoyed by the loose hair that sticks to you in the shower? Do you have a habit of sticking it to the shower walls? The Stick It..convenient
The Siftool
Wirless Waterproof Sport Buds
An ice scraper shaped like a concave triangle for faster 360 degree scrapping and easier grip to quickly get frost and ice off your vehicle.
Factory Unlock Iphone through official carriers though you are a second buyer of the Iphone at a lower price.
P-BOTTLE 3 proto round color
A custom iPhone case can show off your personal style as identity by the nation, and your state of mind by funny animals.
Park-a-Pet ! Are small kennels(cages) set up on streets(for pay) to "park your(small) dog" while making quick errands,in 15 to 30, minutes.
A redesigned cellphone cases and sleeves with a lightweight solar power system, that can optimized battery life of the phone.
Smart-Vent
Life Recorder Memory Marker
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DoubleSink
Magnetic Car Skin
Connect anything, Hang from anywhere. Mix and match suction cups, hooks, grasps, clips, anything.
Small and stylish QUIRKY Wall box shelf with elastic strings attached on the opening
CNC type construction tools adjust with a Smart Phone App.
OnHold Message App
nail gradation
Spray Paint Overspray Blocker
Curtain/Shutter Magazine Rack
Nurse Karen's Locker Shelves
je n'oubli et ne perd plus rie
I stick my hair to the shower wall when it gets stuck to my fingers.I need a pad to touch my hand to in the shower after washing my hair
Disposable insoles for shoes
Custom Skylanders (activision)
The wide heated bathing pillow with an adjustable headrest, and 2 magnetic/weighted arms that rests on the outside or shoulder of the b'tub.
Water/coffee aluminum bottle (baby future) attach to cleaning base w/ water/soap compartments, drain hose,heated pulse,safety latch & lids.
Detachable, stylized, protective points to prevent your sunglasses and glasses from getting scratched due to falls or apathetic care-taking.
Grippr
Not enough space in your fridge for the beers your bought for your party?Put them outside directly on your balcony with this special pocket!
Identify your keys in an instant with the Keyluminate. A plastic shell with light identifies your keys instantly by color, even in the dark.
IPhone is a beautiful device, don't cover it up. "Rim" is a guard that goes around your iPhone, protection without loosing its aesthetic.
re-nap
Convertible Car Swing
Pony cap
Game Locker - Keep Your Videogames Safe!
Fresh cut storage
Final Resolution
One Music
A Reusable Door Hanger base for Marketing Material, with a QR Code :Resubmit:
Max have a ride
SMART PILLOW
Traveling Pants Roller and Hanger, arrive at your destination with perfectly non wrinkled pants and there is even a portable ironing board.
Little Girl High Heel Shoes
THE NEW DYSON FAN!!!
I am proposing a portable mail Organization BOX solution that allows letters sorting orderliness.
A computer desk chair for college students. The seat cushion raises up to reveal a secret compartment. The chair has a lock on the bottom.
BUCKLE-App - A new fashionable way to carry (wear) your I-Phone.
Jar Pick - Stays suctioned under jar lid to help get food without spilling, sticking fingers or dirtying a utensil.
Extra Long Coiled Charging Phone Cord - Offers the flexibility to talk comfortable while you charge your phone.
TAME THE DREADED PUSH-PIN! Rummage to your heart's content and never get pierced by a stray push-pin ever again!
Resubmit:Stop abusing your laptop charger.This organizer stops bent cords &amp; chargers sliding off table.Stops overheating.See pics. Barbra
Color changing floor cleaning solution. Blue (or any color) when applied, dries clear. See where you passed the mop. Don't miss any spots.
Easy 1 person Portable Bridge
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Adjustable head cane
A crib insert that will prevent babies from smothering because of bumper pads, &amp; prevent limb injuries or entanglement between crib slats
Hot &amp; dangerous summer days, Sun Screen a must, children run, "MY EYES". 'Sight Saver.' Place colorful paper over the eyes, SPRAY &amp; SMILE
Urban gardeners UNITE! A new light-weight window "box" shaped like a triangle that fits any window and lets you use all your space!
Steam Razor
Real self cleaning gutters
TALLY-ENHANCED VERSION- TALLY ONLY HAS THE DAYS OF THE WEEK ON ITS BAND. ADD AN ADDITIONAL BAND THAT HAS THE
TIMES OF DAY ON IT.
Switchable Power Sockets for the Wall - (Electrical/USB/Car/Laptop) - Slides In Like Macbook Power Adapter
Wet and Dry Swiff Broom
Finger Shaver; Go Green!!
Lock Out
The Last Drop
up-dn toilet seat
Forget-Me-Not Walker
World's Easiest Car Seat
Non Mechanical Recyclables Sorting Bin! Metal, Glass or Plastic, just drop it in the same opening and know it will end up in the right spot
USBox
No more fights in the bedroom! The peace blanket will make you and your husband or wife having a pleasant and peaceful night sleep.
Heat windshield wiper
Upright Vacuum Attachment Wand for Use Under Beds, Dressers and on Curtains. [Proof of Concept Videos!]
Music Circle
Everyone is germ conscious these days, disinfectant products are everywhere. Why not have a wrist band with disposable disinfectant wipes.
Do you have a "traditional" hand WARMER muff? Does it REALLY work? I thought so. My MITT 'N' MUFF does because of the built-in mittens
natural resources
Click couch
LoveWatcher
Smart Bookshelf
Spiral Ratchet Whisk
A kit that allows fish to swim above the normal water surface into a clear vessel. The vessel can be of many different shapes or designs.
Dustpan with attached garbage bag. No more trying to keep leaves and other debris in the dustpan while transporting it to the garbage can.
Some type of quick drying spray/wipe of disinfectant.To hang on backpack, spray/wipe your mouse and key board to prevent germs at school.
Don't drop your iPad! Its hard to carry but this i-Sling bag will make it easy and safe - plenty of room for other items. Get an i-Sling.
Downton Toilet Seat
Hungry Hounds dog, kids game
THERMO SHIELD for your plants
Myscene
Small device that can be placed in any helmet or head band to monitor the severity of head injury/concusion.
Pick and Scrub
Foam Comb
I'd really like a silicone car cover. It would repel elements and fit snugly on the car. It would be durable, but easy to remove.
Aqua Charms - The personalized, trend setting, stylish way to keep hydrated. Clip one on and your H2O is ready to go!
Lazy Susan Wine Glass Rack
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Backpack with Built-in Sun and Rain Canopy
Tool Stool v3.0. ***(UC Resubmit)*** Folding step stool with attached organized tool storage on the legs on both sides.
iHUNGRY - A VERY HUNGRY LAUNDRY BASKET THAT DELIVERS FUNNY EXPRESSION SOUND TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG USERS TO
FEED IT WITH THEIR DIRTY LAUNDRY.
Poppy The Potty Training Puppy
Window Tinter Dimmer
Parapluie mains libres
The Roofing Protractor Resubmit
Portable heating seat that can heat up car &amp; also be taken out and use at sporting activities, events, etc.
"Love my Granny" dolls
liteolarm
FreshFit
Use your existing ceiling fan as a lively PARTY tool with clip-on LED strips.. Turns your ceiling fan into a spinning "halo" effect!
iMac rear projection clock
Hide Away Cleaners
fanbak
Knitting/Crafts Storage Ottoman
cordies stick
Better Basket Bath Cleaners
A device to use while eating in the car, allowing hands free, collecting food particles and preventing stains from spills.
Ironing Board Supreme
A lock box with a set of bars on the top and back which would open up and lock to give you an option to lock into onto a piece of furniture.
Sink sprayer that stops/starts with a foot control or infrared beam . Both hands available to hold dish. Saves water & energy.
a sturdy shovel that had a base, the shovel would be able to stand on its own, with a foot lever on it to force the shovel in the ground.
GAIN MORE SPACE IN THE SPICE CUPBOARD ~SPICES HANG FROM ADJUSTABLE TENSION ROD
Water recycle app that fully controls all water components and heating/AC and other items in the home.
PET Chewy/Gummie MultiVitamin
Hoseless CPAP Machine
Document file filing cabinet finder app.
Iphone Video Projector
Dogmlk! Jungle Cat Carpet Mats. Is your cat bored. Find that hunter, in your cat. Bring nature inside, Artificial Grass for your cat.
Toddler's cold plate
Door cloth hanger. Xpandible from 1 to 3. With new atachments: key holders, secret compartments, foldin pieces. keep ur stuf organized.
Cell Phone Case with USB Cord
Changing the block design of your standard bar of soap to provide a pocket where you can insert the sliver leftover from the previous bar.
SaniBuddy
Phare bike systÃ¨m clign'
Wireless Screen &amp; App 4 Droid
Flashlight iPhone Case
Storage cabinets move down from ceiling level to shoulder level for easy access and back to ceiling level again... giant wheel style...
100% Edible Celebration Candle
Magnetic iPad 2 holder
A recycling appliance, essentially a appliance the size of a dishwasher that will allow recycling of Paper, Cardboard, glass, plastic
A tie with a hidden bladder and straw so that you can sneak a few drinks at the job, or the wedding, or the club ... CamelBak meets fashion.
E-Reader Phone Case
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A stylus that has a cleaning pad at the opposite end of the soft tip and has a cap to keep the cleaning pad clean.
Eat breakfast cereal in the car with one hand while traveling. My solution is perfect mix of milk and dry cereal in a one hand container.
Cutting Board based on standard kitchen railing system. Plastic with knife-friendly surface. Two back surfaces with anti-slip material.
Clip on Computer Mouse!
2 in 1 heads up display (HUD) polarized sunglasses for Golfing and Fishing. All the information you need in front of you, in real time.
Condom Catapult
Machine-wash your cosmetic brushes in my 'toss and wash' mesh bag!
You'll be able to use every ounce of your lotion by inverting your lotion bottle into my unit, allowing every ounce of it to be pumped out.
Headache coming on, thinning hairline, stressful day? Well do I have a product for you. Introducing: The Temple Rub.
HOT SMOKY SCENT
LIP AND EYELINER TATTOO MAKER
LED Diving Snorkelling Mask
Bright Lites A-B-C's
Accountability Scale
BETTER BADGE
WINE SAVER
A shower head that automatically/by remote changes water-pressure and stream producing a massage-like or theraputic effect in the shower.
Picture Perfect Frame Hooks
Poky the Alarm clock
Heated Afro-Pick
Universal Kids Learning Mathematical TV Remote
Custom Lampshade Design Kit
EZ Key-chain..The "Q"Chain - Design allows the last segment of a spiral key-chain to hinge out so you can easily lift and insert a key.
Bed Frame Booties
Phone and Key Finder
The artic heat generating survivor jacket suit.This jacket will get you through the night, with energy left over,no more freezing,stay warm.
A voice activated touch screen digital clock that syncs with your smartphone
Paw-O-Matic
Zip-Lock Shower Curtain
my mail
Can Opener Spork
A perfume cooler specifically made to store & prolong perfume etc.Sleek design with an efficient interior and a design twist on the exterior
water proof ipod 4th gen case
Multipurpose Power Adapter
lock box
Self E - Ultimate selfie stick
ORBIT THE WATER
Opening Cutting Board
CRANK SPEAKER â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Portable speaker with an optional crank charger. For never-ending energy.
Arm Handkerchief Holder
A low cost flash drive made of thin durable metal with large file capacity that is secure on a keychain but easy to take on and off.
A way of converting a Mini-Van or SUV into a cargo carring vehicle, while protecting the interior.
my product is a roll and tote carrier for infant babies 4lbs-18lbs the wheels extend out and the arms extend out for heavy babies a strain.
Hot Wheels Zip Line
Holy Moley Lawn Mower
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PPG - 3 plugs -1 cord =
I think an electric shrug would be helpful for those who have upper back, shoulder and neck pain. It would help relax and comfort the body.
CAR HITCHING CAMERA
HomeFax
Stand Up Tape Measure
PRESS ON EYESHADOW MAKER
'Anti Kids' safety cord connector, with miniature electro magnetic locking bars, prevents dangerous connection &amp; disconnection. App enabled.
pivoting toilet seat-4 patent!
My idea is to create a box for sunglasses with case for mobile phone
led collier
A lockable metal box which has a motion sensor in it. Creates a loud alarm sound when it is moved without disabling from the remote key.
JUST THE FAX! Create an App Enabled FAX MACHINE! Send Outgoing Faxes, Receive Incoming Faxes!
Oracle
A portable and inexpensive standing desk.
cycle powered iPhone (or other electronic device i.e. gps) battery charger.
BEER EXPRESS
CARmmunicator
waxer
Senior Moment
Produce compost for your garden faster than ever while doing 1/10th of the work.
Imagine a highchair with storage! No need to clear out a whole cupboard for baby stuff, need a new spoon, new bib - no problem, easy access.
A phone case with a camera
Optional wired corded external camera with light.
Modifications to sunglasses as a novelty item. Eyes on the outside lens' with a 3D effect that blink when head is moved.
Picture Strap
RFID tags for hikers
Caulk Wipes
BEÃ†R MONEY
The Cooking Fat Catcher. Catch and dispose of your cooking Fat in an environmentally friendly manner. Not by pouring down the Drain.
By the Weigh
Self-defense jewelry. Handcuff key pendant, knuckle weapon bracelet, knife pendant.
Party Cooler
MAKE YOUR OWN DRINKING WATER!
no more snow scraper
A water spray bottle attached to a leash for the method to control, influence, hydrate while exercising a dog in training.
a swivel base car seat When you open the vehicle door you can easily swivel the seat out to you direction and put your child in the car seat
One piece female bathing suit that unsnaps/unzips a flap covering the female genital area so she can easily potty while wearing a wet suit.
SPARKZ
punching laundry bag
EZ PIZZA BOX- A pizza box which is easy to fold which will make it also easy to recycle!
Vacuum Sealed Cabinet Doors
! A CD/DVD cover, like an iPod cover, that will prevent scratches yet still be read by the player.
Hose direction changer for solo work. No assistant needed to prevent folding or twisting of hose.
Window Shade Luminaries
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Mobile desktop sits on the driver's side of the vehicle designed for businessmen and women who travel frequently or who "live" in their cars
Energy Shuttle Tower-How to produce electricity using gravity and air without using any fossil fuels and not producing any waste product.
Always With You Night Light
Slide to Del
Ultimate lunchbox! Pack soup, salad and/or sandwich all in one multi-use container.
. Reiser is a vertical power source and surge protector resembling a spiral staircase. Each step on Reiser would have a three prong outlet.
Hanging by a thread
snow off
Wireless eaphone
The Buddy Bracelet
HELP TO GET YOUR BABY TO SLEEP - A product that genuinely helps to get a baby to sleep will sell in the millions - This idea does just that!
Man's best friend best friend.
Phone touchpads, alarm control
Bag n bin! New home garbage management system that allows for more convenient, less tedious, and quicker replacement of trash bags.
WiFi Temporary Tattoo machine
Yes, at last a sample of the majestic SUP Poddle. After many years into sports what a great tool for fitness-workout-balance and a smile :)
NO SPILL PET FOOD SCOOP
PACK AND TRACK
air/water inflatable wristband aims at preventing wrist pain for computerholics that move between places.
Self-winding garden hose or retractable garden hose.
ECO-Bag: A Reusable, leak proof, and sustainable trash bag.
Bluetooth App single speaker for hearing impaired for television, radio or any device better than wearing headphones. No cumbersome wires.
PICKAPOOP - Let the streets cleanned, and so our shoes...
Battery Frying Pan (See the video)
The color changing baby milk bottle, always know if the milk has gotten cold or if its too hot! A large teat also ensures maximum comfort.
BMI Scale
Road trip! Don't leave anything behind and make sure it is still on the roof of your SUV, van or car when you get to your destination!
Checkoutself Handheld Register
Swinging Hammock
Clean-Board: Attach A Trash Bag To Your Cutting Board! Easy Clean Up! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
car seat on the go
Stop your pets from chewing up your cell phone charger cords and make power cords more visually appealing.
Clipit-n-gripit jaws
Increase the light on existing bulbs with slide on reflectors. Saves $ and reduces heat as it increases the light on lower wattage bulb!
"Affirm Me".
Trash can that has clips to hold the bag up and beeps when you forget to replace the bag.Also a foot pedal that sucks the air below the bag.
Drink Sleeve - Name Tags
Handheld Rinser (lettuce, etc)
Ethylene fruit rippener
DSR radio
Gel foaming water pick flosser
Lost the twist tie, have a knot in the bag;you tear open the bag OH no;Bagel and bread keeper is a better way to keep bagel/bread fresh
Runner Lines
Seniors & cell phones go together like oil & water; they just don't mix. Companies are making phones simpler to use but still inadequate.
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A "Bike Rack" that can hold your bike out of your way. It even fits in the corner of a room. Could be pulled up a track by a pulley system.
remote control attachment for outdoor sprinkler
Telescoping Marshmallow Rod
Dog Leash w/LED/lights from handle to collar.So you can see people at night or before the crack of dawn so you don't hit them with your car.
Roll simulator grass mat.
block channel on cable tv
For The Kids. Meet the 3 Stage Bike Trike!!! A Tricycle that converts into a bike w/training wheels, and than to a Big Boy or Big Girl Bike!
Six or so battery operated, radio controlled LED night lights. Any light can be configured as the on/off. Multiple sets can be used as well
Zoidberg: a bendy hair roller turned into an iPhone tripod and much moreâ€¦ UPDATE: Use it as non-destructive duck tape.
SOCKETS INK! Only socket holder that lets you write the socket size on the holder. Quickly and easily find the size of socket you need.
Coupon Kiosk
Phone & Keys Finder
DOUVET - A duvet for two!
Baby cry activated bed rocker
TEETHING FLASH CARDS... Babies can identify objects long before they can talk and they put everything in their mouths! Resubmit
Basement Flood Preventer
KOOMY
Power band! The extensible power strip. Some electical outlets, two hooks, an extensible rubber band and all your imagination!
Kids and even adult whine for juice, water, soda and snacks. What if there was a container that could fit more than one beverage and snakes.
Sweating sucks. I want to invent something that catches & absorbs sweat in the armpit. An absorbant cloth or pad, not a chalky deodorant.
Connect to your TV wirelessly!
A station for easy storage of the innumerable boxes of aluminum foil, cling wrap, wax paper and Ziploc bags taking up space in the kitchen.
COUPE-ONGLES Â« 1 CLIC Â»
If you got sensitive skin, I've got something for you! Sun Gard Sleeve's. They come in different sizes &amp; colors, easy to use &amp; care for.
Resub eChime - A digital windchime with different sounds and volume control which brings a nice rhythm to your home.
The Good Night Bowl Light
A Motion Censored Camera. You place the camera on a desk or on the floor next to the entrance. As some walks in it takes a picture.
Reusable Bathroom Shower/Bath Mat
Progressive power-Use any cord you want to power it! Place your power exactly where you want it-find the correct length cord &amp; plug it in
ReSub: Carry along swing! Can my 6-year-old carry it by herself!?
Baby monitor that makes a wrist band vibrate when baby cries. Only wakes up one parent, take turns taking care of baby and get some rest!
A salt dispenser app enabled that lets you know the amount of sodium consumed during the day / month and alerts when you cross the limit.
SHIELD -radiation protection
Bacon cooked in a pan is rubbery. In a microwave, it's uneven and messy. Baked flat is better. Baked vertically is best.
An Ice Making Tray, which is sized to make ice cubes that will fit into any beverage bottle.
Board2Bike Rack
Finally A Better use for Buns!
Resubmit: The Smart Phone Safe Case The Smartphone case, with feature for your keys and credit card's License, monies
Reusable outdoor trash/garden/construction bags.
POPPY App Enabled Wall Clock
RFID tags and a threshold sensor. Stick tags on your valuables and the reader will squawk when one 'accidentally' leaves your room.
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Have you ever had trouble tying your shoe laces? Attaching this to any pair of shoes will allow you to easily put them on without tying?
Im on my cell phone especially at home. I need a foam like old style phone receiver that my cell easily pops in so i can wedge comfortably.
Arm bands are fastening up sleeves, not being lumpy.
The Bed Breeze
Personal Ice Patch/sheet for long lasting cooling
Light Jewels
Plugins
Savory Oatmeal
Zipper Bag Tree
asaasa
The product featured is a recycling station that is customizable for spaces of all sizes that can also be designed to compliment your decor
A Carrying Case that contains a Built In Tether which is a Retractable Cable with Locking Mechanism
Nail Printer
LiSpr-2012: Secret Long Range Direct Line-Of-Sight Visible Light Communicators.
Breathable veggie container
COVER BAG FOR TOWELS!! Brings the towel with you in the shower (under water)! Perfect for gym, dorms, swimming pool, etc.
Booby-tube
Attache tÃ©tine sonore
Multi-Compartment Triangle Trash can with removable bins on triangle tips for recycling organization.
natural fly repellent you take a clear plastic bag fill it with water and because of refraction the flies stay away. hang it up and no flies
TRIO THE BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE
Come IN GET WET WITH ELLEY. This a tall 20feet elephant that has a pink skirts
Desk Social Media Counter
Clip on feet and illuminate the ground in front of you. Women will not have a head lamp mussing hair and will not have to hold a flashlight.
Safety Enhanced Electrical Outlet: Protect your kids and yourself from Electrical outlets
The Eyeglass Cleaning Case
Squeeze all of the smelly, fishy water/oil out of your can of tuna fish without getting it all over your hands or splattering your clothes!
A battery powered automatic hand sanitizer pump that is small enough to fit underneath a monitor. It is small and silent, perfect for a desk
Lithium Ion Powered Gas or Water Pump - Don't have to lug around big gas cans. Can pump water with cordless powered water pump.
Pots/skillets where the handle doubles as the utensil holder while cooking. Handle is shaped like a spoon rest.
Dishwasher Net
Air clean drive-way system
PeekaBoom!
Foldable portable Power Wheels
new plastic rubbish bin lock device and automatic release for bin empty : resubmit:
Find-Me Flag
Joe 6 pack (or 12 pk) cooler
I re-designed the clasic lobster cracker, but no only the style, also the way to do pression, to do everthing easy. And 3 diferent cases.
A great drink and snack holder.Great for movies, football games and more. Carry it all
WATER & FIRE PROOF ENVELOPE that hides, stores and protects documents. It's FLAT, weightless and STICKS to walls, furnitures, etc.
TRASH CAN SCENTED ABSORBING PADS (VARIOUS COLORS)
Wide Mouth Travel/Storage Bags solve the issue of actually getting a stack of clothes, bedding or coats neatly into a travel/storage bag.
Itemizer
Curling Iron, hair straightener &amp; hair dryer in one, with no attachments, save space in the bathroom &amp; be more efficient when you travel.
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Split-Case
bedazzled orthopedic boot
PET WIZARD
Cord Lock Utility Power Strip,
Heated Car Window Cover!
Vented, hinged individual dry ice holder for drinks. Dry ice goes into holder and than drink. Safety because of no physical contact.
Piggy Back Jousting!
Sink cleaner Bar
perfect Gent
Smart dishes that count calories and keep track with an app! Just scan the barcode with your phone!
Kitchen Power Strip! Hugs the wall, has an angled face for outlets and a short power cord. All those counter top appliances need power!
PhoneVisor
Manual Swimsuit Spinner
The snow person.It would be a way to create a character snowman.From celeb look alikes to cowboys,policeman,princess ect.All in a simple kit
Harman Clip
Decorative Staples! Nice shapes: Flowers, Birds, Nice Colors...etc.
No more lost socks! Save time. "These buggers 'click & stick together on their own." These socks are fun for Kids and a HUGE help for Moms.
A mailbox with an interior light!
Foldable Bag Holder
Voice Activated Toilet Seat (Cheaper &amp; works better than your marriage counselor)
A scuba mask, with built in camera with a wrist display that enables you to see on real time under water photos and videos. App enabled.
A device that registers how far your cat goes.
Paint Brush Cleaner
Detachable Hammock Frame
An instore modular that connects to an app on your smart phone that turns smart phone into a navigation system in the sstore saving time.
Conventional toothbrushes are not necessary when our fingers can do the job. No wear on enamel no toothpaste needed. Just use finger
NAILATOR
Rallonge USB pratique
Air Bandaid
Hair in halo that is worn just around the head. Glamorous hats and turbans will have your hair problem solved in less than three minutes.
Organize all travel toiletries in one place. You can arrange and clean up scattered toiletries perfectly. - With Choi Han na
different colored nylons
Shower toy
Safe Lamp - A desk lamp with a discreet, lockable safe as the base
Mini Clothing Iron 2Go
Nite Lite Hoops
I have invented a new tree topper. The lights are in the arms of the star and a mirror ball in the middle rotating to illuminate the room
Teaching tyke lights
A small safe with a digital keypad and automated lock that is disguised as a typical college dorm microwave.
WiFi Flash Manager-Need to copy files from a Flash Stick to SD Card? Or 2 SD Cards? Manage pictures &amp; videos easily without a computer?
App Enabled Ceiling Fan
Turn your desk into a garden with computer cables that look like vines. The backs of the leaves embossed with the cable type (e.g. 'CPU').
Desk organizer / side file
Roll on tattoos
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Phone-Case that doubles as a "crank case power generator". This device will hook up to the phone for small emergency charging.
velcro ice pack wrap
A small device with a built in accelerometer and alarm. Attach this to anything you want to keep tabs on. If moved alarm will sound.
Door Caddy: keep all your essentials in one place before you go out of your house/room.
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers.
WET (Wipe EveryThing)
Elegant inverted wine/spirit bottle aerator/dispenser. Just pop on a "Flou" cork, invert, turn dispenser nob to pour/aerate into your glass.
A bike lock that stays attached to your bike. Handlebar locking. Use iPhone to unlock?
Black light Christmas decor.
App enabled Wifi Doorbell with electromagnetic lock, optional camera. Dont run to door, check it on Your phone. Open door with one click.
You can find rolling backpacks and ones with strap-on lunch boxes. Why is it hard to find one that is both?
Notebook Nook Coffee Table
Cool Mouse Pad
Holy Guacamole Saver
iSunShade2. When using an iPhone outside in daylight it can be difficult to see the screen.
Charge our cell phones or IPADS, itâ€™s a device that uses batteries and has a USB entry point
The WISE STROLLER
Recycle for Charity -People have electronics sitting around deemed useless or old and all of this can be recycled and contribute to charity
A creative holder to display dinner/sushi/appetizer plates, using the blooming flower concept.
Hanging Tablet Stand
Space saving laundry basket that makes it easier to sort laundry
Key Locator
(Beautiful Bed) Easy off and on decorative throw pillows for any age/anywhere there are pillows.
Coffee-ice machine
SPIRAL SALAMI SLICER - make nice spiral salami slices for decoration of your plate. Just put on top of salami and twist. RESUBMIT. 432 votes
Ocean pool for kids with a picture siding that looks like the ocean - fake sand around the pool on a mat and even blow up sharks and fish.
My plan is to copywright the term,"The brain dead are alive" on shirts, hats, pants, etc. to bring greater social awareness to non-thinkers
Lighted pants clip
SEADUCTION FLOATS PRODUCTS
the plex gloves
Clean Nest Station
Soup Ladle/Squeegee = Squeegle
Fruity candy
My idea is to make pollution masks "friendlier" to the masses by enhancing and re-inventing them as fashionable gear.
Microfiber Ball Clean Pet Hair
Protect Your Ears with Knowledge
" Crazy Cat " Does your cat get bored easy, Cat toys that are interchangable that hang from the ceiling, no more picking up cat toys.
"THE KITCHEN PRO" Make any Novice cook like a PRO! Up,Down,Left,Right..Nothing it cant do! AMAZING!WOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
buy condiments. get thru tamper-proof seal, have to take off lid, another tamper-proof seal. Can't grasp small tab attached to foil seal.
Clip on key ring motion sensor cameras, and power outlet motion sensor camera.
Humii
Handle your plants better - literally - with the MugPot
RESUB: Game board box corners always tear, leading to lost pieces! We need CORNER PROTECTORS! Target could sell these like crazy! 157voted.
Mouse cat toy
In Home Health and Wellness Station, never forget to take meds, check vitals daily, adapts to home care medical equip- Compact 2'x3' Model.
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MIRROR MIRROR2
Smart Air Fresheners Using GPS
I'd like to see a "smart standing desk" that actually adjusts its height to accommodate whether you want to sit down or stand up!
Smart Bulb
Yarn keeper.
Drink fiery/icy drinks more safely by changing the opening of a cup. - Park Sung Hoon
MOBILE HARD-BODY CAMPER LIFT &amp; STORAGE STAND lifts &amp; stores your camper or hard bodied shell on/ off your vehicle, singlehandedly.
Deaths and injures stop with Light umbrella. To reduce investment risk pedestrians in winter dark days.
pendulum bed
REFRIGERATOR SAFE (charge and docking station)
"Charge and Print Photo Station" An iPad photo printer for pics and docking station for charging.
Hollywood Bubbler
Thermal Dynamic Microwave
Beaded dental floss
On point word search
NÅÅlight by Jasnigreen TM*
Antigravity Beds
self extinguishing Safety candle holder
Wall-pad automatic sponge-rolls back washer. put it in your wall shower, press a bottom, and lot of mini rolls will rotate washing ur back.
MeasurWare Set syncs your recipes. Measure cup, M/bowl, M/spoon &amp; M/canisters display the amount of ingredients needed to complete recipes.
I found a way for women to look good all day long with a small device that contains a lipstick, a blush, an eye shadow,mascara, and a mirror
Handle Your Plants Better (Literally) with an All-in-one Handle and Spigot
Tortilla-Toaster: Toast 3 Tortillas At The Same Time In ONE Pan! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Horse quilt tool
I thought that if there were a removable cover that would prevent the heat of the water escaping it would save water and heat loss.
Drill gun with belt pac
This is a folding fishing net. This is for the person that likes to hike or backpack to their fishing hole. And it fits IN the tackle box.
Between the Sheets Footwarmer
EZY Pill Pulverizer crushes pills into a powdered form with the TOUCH OF A BUTTON making it EASIER for the medicine to go down.
i lighter
refrig/freezer remote monitor
*Resubmit* Bug, Spider &amp; Mouse Trap. Large, vented top, has a long handle, a trigger that controls the bottom which opens &amp; closes the trap.
Document Finder (App Enabled)
Magnetic Toolbox
Watertight umbrella sheath
BIBERON 3 SUR 1
SpinBuds - ear buds storage!
iPhone Case Grip Tape. Never let your phone slip again! Perfect for Verizon, simple and low price product. Vote for influence now!
Outside Decorative windmill kit with solar backup that produces power to light themselves for holidays.
Wouldn't it be great to have dividers to create separate froyo mixes? Cookies &amp; cream to the left, banana pie to the right &amp; no co-mingling!
Coaster built-in glass
Magnetic Strip
Doggy Plow
TAC-CLIPS Don't put a hole through it, paper clip IT!
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INFLATABLE DISPOSIBLE RECYCLING BINS WITH INFLATABLE TOP. BOTTOM, FRAME AND SEPARATED COMPARTMENTS TO SORT
CANS AND BOTTLES.
Easy garden storage
How about a nice fashionable wipes case, with a pocket in the back to put diapers in so that there can be space in a diaper bag for a mom
No crack rubber toilet gasket
The "UTB - Ultimate Tooth Brush" Toothbrush head that screws directly onto a tube of toothpaste Paste is squeezed directly into the brush
Don't stretch your cords to the plug! Bring the wall AC plugs to you!
bag buddy
hand pencil
Increase efficiency &amp; support an ideal travel experience. A carry-on friendly system for personal products in a sexy, functional package
I would like to have a solar screen for mobile and tablet devices.
Smart Ring for Garbage Disposal. Alerts you when an object is present in front of the ring. Save your utensils!!
Its time to start thinking with your head. The new Purity Helmet has massaging spots to give your head a relaxing sensation.
The Chalkline Protractor Resubmit
Specially shaped and sized Press and Seal Wrap to fit Tsirts, Sofas, Kids, Car seats, beds, Anywhere you need a self stick,disposable bib.
The Broom Vac (Re-submitted)
This corner-wedge unit fits neatly into the corner and can be adjusted to utilize any height to make the perfect locker/storage combination.
Butt Wipe Carrier for Outdoors and Biffys
A combined Fruit & Vegetable Preparation Board and Dish Rack â€” a collaboration with simplyinclined (4 Images)
protect pc connections(iphone,ipad,imac......)
Digital Menu
Merge the balloon clip and LED light, any balloon can become LED illuminated. Inflate balloon and crimp with LED clip to seal.
Switch Pole
Petfood/snack/bowl management
Kevlar Duct Tape.Strongest Tape in the World.
Tape and Scissors = Tissors!.... It's THAT simple.
BB Bra
#QCYCLE The perfect affordable elliptical bike that transforms from outdoor to indoor no extra equipment needed.
Do you like having a stuffy nosed baby at night? With the vapor binky, you and your child can get a good nights rest!
SmartShade for Ceiling Lights
Lock Pocket
Lighted 110 Wall Outlet
Locking door refrigerator
The Long Straw
guitar key protector
Porta-Leash
RANGE OF MOTION SENSORS -- ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE IMPROVING? -Jump higher! -Extend further! -- IS PHYSICAL THERAPY
WORKING? -measured results!
couche pour pot de bÃ©bÃ©
A loofah that has an attached reservoir you can fill with soap. One squeeze gives you the perfect amount.
DeerStalker Drone works like a FishFinder! Hunt fast, efficient. Wildlife photos, animal infrared finder. Wildlife and Ranch management.
Lantern bag recycler. Bag that expands to look like a Chinese lantern when stuffed with baggies. Expanding neck makes it easy to empty.
APP Enabled Baseball/Softball Net - Records Speed and Accuracy! Pitchers, fielders improve!
Stop BED WETTING. Moisture sensitive pad and app. Track: time of occurrence, liquid intake, progress. = Develop prevention strategy.
WINK NFC Smart Reader / Lock
App Enabled SPOT/ENTRY Light
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Quirkiest MAGNETIC Cash/Jewelry box safe. What's so special? Its magnetic so hide it anywhere.
Here is FUSION! First Hair Dryer &amp; Hair Straightener in ONE! Coolest thing since sliced bread!
360Âº nite light beacon with app for voices, music or barking dogs! Lights and sounds to look/sound like someone is home.
The perfect gift for every driver you know! A Picture frame with a message of love. No more distracted driving-please!
Steering wheel hand warmer
MRE vending machine. (Meals Ready to Eat)
"Plus Power" Add or Retract the number of outlets being used on your power strip from 1 to 6, telescopic extendable power when you need it.
Let's get the brains at GE producing an electronic acoustic sound wave generator. Blocks unwanted noise. I need to sleep!
Chips Making Machine
Q Cellphone Lightning Cable
Classy Case
Industrial Strength Mat for Standing to Improve Circulation and Prevent Varicose Veins - In Collaboration with Andy Sam
Tile easy without builder
The Breakfast Buddy Cereal Cup
The LockLite A stand alone, remote controlled ring of high intensity L.E.D.â€™s flash a signal directly from the front door. No alarm Co.
A BBQ Grill attachment with a trash bag holder, condiment basket and extra work surface built into one.
etiquette stop bactÃ©rie
Bed screen.
Circular eyepads infused with cucumber extracts or other botanicals to simulate cucumber slices placed on the eyes at spas.
Illuminated Outlet/Powerstrip
Liquor &amp; Alcohol in a soda can
A water powered drill/nozzle attaches to a fire hose. It would bore though doors and send a mist of water droplets into the enclosed space.
+Lock & Load & Power :: Function like a trunk, look like cool furniture, and power your valuables at the same time :: Mod Trunk
Tupper-Plates: Turn Your Food's Storage Container Into A Plate! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
I have decided I want to invent a hand held extender. This can give and receive money at drive thru's and help with transactions at ATM's.
Personal Smartphone Tripod
Mug Sidecar. A vessel that hooks over the lip of your mug. Good for sugar, creamer, liquor, honey, lemon, discarding tea bags etc...
Glow Cups
My idea is to have an affordable auto water dispenser (TAB) that will automatically dispense the water from any water gallon.
SMART DIET
Lunar Tape is a universal danger tape or emergency tape that has running through it LED lights making it heighly visable.
Neon Hoop Ear Rings
Octopus Umbrella
A tool belt that allows the bag to slide around an outer sleeve AND an outer belt that allows the entire belt to rotate 360 degrees around.
helmet chocolate fruit station
carte de parcours
#NEVWET Toilet Seat, germ free design small (semi bowl shape seat) urine rolls off seat.
Manual to Robot Lawn Mower
8th RESUB-STILL big support 515 votes last time. At 10$ RRP? with low materials cost- its ACHING to get printing cash! pic: Peter Frazier
Deck Mat
The Transformer Washing Line from Indoor to Outdoor or the reverse A hybrid of a indoor and outdoor Washing line.Resub
Water-dissolvable trash bags could be promising for single-stream recycling centers. No bags, less energy, and less production.
PillowCase is the pillow with a safe inside! A lock anchors the PillowCase to a piece of furniture. Valuables are safely hidden away!
completely personalizable watch and coordinating accessories
CUBED
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The "No-Pain Push-Pin" Blood on your finger tips? Here come the safety map-push-pins.
My idea is a rack to hold plastic lawn bags so you can fill the bag without it collapsing on you. You don't need 4 arms to fill the bag.
USB Pen Drive protector with 4 compartments to hold 4 pen drives. Protect your pen drive
Dronzer
panorama cam
Magnet Messages
Smart Golf Ball
I am desperate for a flexible screen to fit in my windows of my vehicle so my dog and I can rest with fresh air and no mosquitos.
Grooming Tube
AridKicks
How cold is your drink?! They're fun! Identify your drink too!
Epic Fingernail Clipper & Multi-function Grooming Device
Soda-Tray: Serve Cups &amp; Sodas For All Of Your Guests In One Trip! Easy To Serve, Easy To Clean Up! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
RESUB.
Key chain reinvented redesigned as a soft CLAM, stop the jingling with style RESUB 400 votes...
BABY DIPPER - BUTT CLEANER
Pre-mixed wet and dry food cat food. Why should cat owners have to buy both wet and dry food and mix them at home before feeding their cat?
Monitor and compare your baby's weight, height, and BMI every time you change his / her diaper on their Quirky-made diaper table.
Freedom phone
Fresh Honey and Lemon the all Natural remedy for Common Colds, Weight Loss, Leg Cramps. Design a container that easily merges the two.
588 votes over last 2 subs-Rest legs comfortably at your desk.or gently exercise them (2 PICS) NOTHING like this on the market - unique.
*SUN DOTS* Solar powered emergency lights. Suction cup to window to charge. Place around the house for extra light during emergencies.
Pitcher Perfect Scoop
cover and protect dogs / cats when they get fixed by the vet.
Drainer you can put anywhere in your kitchen to drain dry your dishes. Also serves as a dish holder
Creat a fire pit from grill by lowering the legs on grill. Grill could become a wood, gas, or charcoal fire pit. Save $$$ and space.
Codpiece for men while toileting
Bathroom foot dryer
LEGO INSPIRED WALL ORGANIZER Hang small items such as reading glasses,keys, pencils,Create picture Frames and more
Formerly on UC. A truly adjustable dish rack system, add what you need, use them to set your dishes in your cabinets.
Travel Pillow Bag
Preyaway
Portable Cellular Alarm System
Ever entered a public bathroom, washed your hands, and been disgusted to use the door handle upon exit? Then the DoorBuddy is for you.
App App: Keep an Eye on Your Appliances!
TIRED OF PEOPLE LOOKING OVER YOUR SHOULDER WHILE YOU WORK ON YOUR COMPUTER? TELL THEM TO MIND THEIR BUSINESS
WITH THE I-SHIELD
Cone carriers
Basement Flood Preventer kit
Wristband Alerter
Ever draw yourself a relaxing and warm spa tub bath, and soon it becomes too hot to enjoy? Well no more, introducing the spa fan!
A biometric gun trigger lock. This would keep a gun safe from kids but allow quick access when needed for protection from possible intruders
Rolling Mop Skates
A pair of gardening gloves with retractable claws.
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Based on Navy and college experiences I'd say that the simple solution to this problem should be a built in or external mattress safe.
USB Pen Drive Protector. Protects your Pen Drive
Sports Score Blocker
A clear material that fits tightly over any size plate that can be pealed off after eating leaving a clean plate that doesn't need washing
Pan lid and colander two in one.
Silicon microwavable reusable popcorn bag that stores flat. Have the best of both worlds -&gt; healthy AND convenient popcorn.Just Add popcorn!
Real-zies
Nrevous Nellie
The QUIRKY COFFEE MAKER! Simply select creamer, sweetener, and Yes it STIRS and then dispenses into your cup! A collab W/ John Abrams
Can and bottle returns hate em
No more social embarrassments, lost items, or issues caused by unintentional unzipping of pants, bags, jackets, etc.
car talkie
MAG MINTON new feeling of contactless Badminton, stringless rocket, magnetic feeling, high speeds, more fun
Feel Safe Doorbell
iNeckwear: iPhone / iPod Touch accessories that charge while you wear, and provides easy access for frequent intermittent scratch-free use.
Practical way to store pencil Original way to offer flower to a friend We need pencil holder/stem vase we can clip on flat PC or TV screen
plug and play phone battery
Find my (fill in the blank)!
Instant Digital Art Gallery! Send smartphone/tablet artwork &amp; more instantly to 'dedicated' digital frames using IMP/App.
Tablet computer file folder
SELF-WATERING FLOWER POT + APP
Real Heroes Collection
a pillow that will support back and butt. back will have suction cups and bottom will have a fabric that says stationary in bath tub.
Hold-it
App-Enabled Motion Detector!
We've all been there; grocery checkout line sans reusable grocery bags. Now with the RECYCLIP, you'll never forget your bags again!
Lamp with Timer to Fade/Off
Door frame jam chin up bar /speed ball combination.
Dog chew toy that has a labyrinthian maze inside to hold treats, providing more challenge and entertainment to your cunning canine
A clip on sliding shower door that allows privacy waterfall effects between the doors
Easy Pancakes Pitcher!
Sock closet hanger holds socks together by pushing through holes. Washed socks dry this way, too. Picture is for idea, not actual size.
RESUB: Cord management clip
SmoKer. A metallic case that adds natural smoky flavor of your wood choice to any gas grill.
Concerns about constant aircraft emergency landings and crash due to bird strikes prompted me to design the "Bird Strike Barrier".
Motion sensor
Pinch
Baby scared of the dark when riding at night? No more with this glow in the dark car seat toy attachment.
Line extension - Cordies which clip/clamp to the back side of the table, hiding the cords. Optionally (modular - stick &amp; expand; L shaped)
The Horndle
Automatic Hook Setter
laundry bags like barrels with wheels that can easily and smoothly roll up and down stairs when getting to the washer/dryer in the basement.
Use tracking devices that will respond back to an radio signal or notify the owner if their item's location changes.
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Roll out Beach blanket with carry handle,shade screen. Summer is fast approaching let's make a beach blanket/shade screen, single or double
Homeowners will pay big money to never have to weed eat again. Adding an edging material along-side fences will add beauty and save time.
Sia-Pack The Siamese Bag
A child who can't tie their shoe. "SHOE TIE" will expedite the shoe tying experience. Practice on own and achieve success with "SHOE TIE"
Mess Free Compost Tea
Snow-melting gutter and roof cables that use weather data and sensors to automate themselves
Listen to a tv without disturbing others. Plug a small device into a tv and use the app to listen to the audio with your phone and earbuds
Push Notification Center
Instrument Stringing Station
App Enabled BED WARMER. Very recent UC idea with Market Value (3 weeks in Eval, denied just before Quirky + GE. Quirky Feedback below!)
A removable strap for infant car seats, so that parents can use their shoulders to bear the bulk of the load.
Temperate telling utensils
Beautiful Trash Can
Wifi Water Timer
Frost Remove Sticker
This is a true portable cell phone charger with prongs that flip down and a retractable cord like a tape measure
Men out there want to look good. Tough spot for men is the butt. Shapeless or lack thereof is an issue, this is a fix.
Patty Pan
Telephone Speaker
iPhone Bumper with Built-in 2 way Stand
Headphone Glasses
Press Button to Stir Pitcher
Christmass light storage unit that can also be used as an app enabled LAMP.
Expandable
My Garden Tenders will save many vegetables from rotting before they even ripen on the vine.
Ultraviolet light sensitive / reactive temporary tattoos - letting you know how much UV radiation you have been exposed to
Flexible Wire iPhone Neck Strap - Video tape hands free OR up high or low...OR just a great way to carry your iPhone!
Reduce your washing tags and sensor device :resubmit:
Swimathoner
I would like to design a car radio/stereo that would house an laptop hard drive so we could DRR ( DVR for cable) live radio for playback
Leak Locator for roof leaks
A pin for weight loss. This pin gives you Will Power, Confidence, Support, Self Control, and a Visual Reminder for a successful diet.
Overcharging damages cell phone batteries.I want a charger that has un auto shut off. It can stop the charge at100%. Prevents damage.
Bobble Hat Buddies
Move the handle bowl
Filtration can be messy at times, let us uncomplicated it! Easy Strainer - Eye-shade for lids.
Adaptive Headphone
Flexible Cup Holder
!..A make up mirror w/LED light that attaches to the car's sun visor..!
sheet tensioner
A/C Maintenance Warning Sensor
HeadCase
TOILET SEAT JACK: A FOOT PEDAL LEVER ARM PIVOT MOUNTED TO A FLOOR STAND AND TO A HYDRAULIC SWING ARM HAVING A
PLATE TO LIFT TOILET SEAT.
A trowel that has a small serrated saw built into the tip in order to cut through troublesome roots.
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Gifts To Go
A shell on the moniter, that you can put your phone , pad or memo on it .
Eco-Leaf Net
Power-Check: Check The Power Of Your Batteries! Know Exactly Which Batteries Have Power! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
TP Saver
Smart charger can safely charge two iphones at the same time and will automatically stop charging your iphone 3hrs after being conected
Bottomless Trash Can uses bagging tubes and a lidded hoop to place trash remote from the bottom of the bag. Great for small crowded spaces.
Reverse Double Hung Window
NEW BALL GAME IN TOWN! Loads of fun. Teaches kids social skills, and that there are consequences both good and bad, for their actions.
eZpZ Shove
Easy Toss is a bowl designed to backfire when tossing. No need for tongs or lid. Great for salads, slaws, etc...
N.O.L.A. - No One Left Alone
puffcush
What better place to store your stuff than under your mattress? Here's a drop down locked drawer that attaches to and under your bed slats.
i designed a way for my friend who has a vedieo and photo studio to control her lights and fans any where she goes she has a mobile studio
Bug repellent spray combined with bug bite relief ointment. You never realize you need bug spray 'til you're scratching bites.
Green wave, a signal organiser who pave way for emergency vehicles going into intersections.
A rubber foot scratching mat that discretely can be used to relieve intense itching feet while seated; provides secondary massage sensation
Silicone Cooking Apron
The Illuminator Toothbrush
Inhaler Hard Case
Back scrubber with Six rotating heads. Attached to the wall of your shower.
Shake N Fry Rubb
Snow belts for stroller
How many times have you almost rearend someone on a motorcycle.They are hard to see, let's make them seen by eveyone.
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
COCODRILLO; Crocodile shape Desk organizer.
Hangable shelf for routers, modems, external HDDs ...etc. Hide devices under the desk and save space. RESUBMIT. 374 votes.
EZView Sports Watch
Home Medical Information
Sunblock Face Mask Sheets for Kids! An easy and fun way to apply sunblock to your child's face. Choose a clear coat or a colorful design.
ALWAYS Keep Your Iphone CLEAN With This Conventional Case {SEE MORE PICS FOR DETAILS}
It's like POST-IT! but BETTER! It's a cuff/bracelet that provides you with important reminders whenever/wherever you go!
Power Wallet
Personalized Barbie
Flame-less Ear Candles! Earwax buildup is annoying, but using the Flame Candle by yourself is such a hassle! Now there is a solution
Count-down wheels trigger as meds dispense, the â€œMedi-Minderâ€ is designed to remember for you.
Hot?Sweaty?Gardening shouldn't and doesn't have to be that way.The one gadget you'll really appreciate while gardening is here.
Hello, From past problems, with loosing plywood from my pick-up truck, I have an idea to correct this issue. It's called secur-it.
Skateboard Meet the PoGo Stick... Lets make a skate board that bounces. Just push down and the board springs back up.
An easy-to-use car seat that expands into stroller with storage above the wheels. It would be called the Seatster.
LOCK YOUR CLOSET - Attach brackets to the closet door (with no screws) and lock it with a padlock
Garden Hose Cddy
Protractor headlight and arrow
Self climbing massage gadget
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Bring the SPA to your shower? The Back Spa eliminates the need to contort your body to properly clean and massage your back while showering.
pair of lightweight,WATERPROOF,pants, not rubber chest waders.that i can hike for miles and cross a river, yet casual enough to grab a beer.
CHORES
BED IPAD HOLDER.
here's a product that will save you tons of money protecting your windshield from cracks that form when stones hit your windshield driving.
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
App controlled but automatic arming control switch.
Cat Bed with Removable Liner &amp; Drawer - A cat bed that will last longer with an easy way to keep clean. Keeps grooming supplies together!
Rise Up
Make use of GE's available technologies to create the smallest, strongest, affordable gps chips for personal and public use.
Piggy Vault
Calling all bird lovers!Introducing the birdhouse and flower pot all in one.You can hang this or attach the bird house stand!
Lotion Warmer Wink
Lil helper
A shredder for compostables. Like a trash compactor but wouldn't compact as that would inhibit composting. Basic shredder with addons
Clothing for Bitty Twins
All in one Travel charger
"on time" bathroom beauty mirror clock to help ladies get ready in the morning - mirror with illuminated clock numbers on outer edge
daily selfie
Kitchen Pipettes
Million Lipstick One Pack!!!
No more bending over for at home pedis . Simply stick the BIG pumice stone onto flat ground and work those muscles while softening feet
Make Up Removal Kit
The Dorm Guard, or The Dorm Storm Guard, always standing watch, including camera, flash, and alarm in a camouflaged Book or toy?
Multi Purpose Cellphone Cover
REUSE (Deli Containers)
./. Divide and Conquer..Would :U like 2 garbage can's where you only have 1? Me 2 and here is how! "CLICK NOW" and look @ my prototype :))
Car Text/phone screen
Socks Clip maintain elastic band in a circle shape. Make the wash more cleanly and efficiency.
Smart Charging
iPad/iPhone case with integrated carrying strap. Vertical or horizontal use. Adjustable length. RESUBMIT.
Heated fender walls
A sauce and pasta spoon allows you to stir, taste, and strain
Carve Like a Pro! - Perfect Slice & Serve, Every Time. [Prototype Video].
CAT CARRY on shoulder mount
360 Strength Trainer
Fish Foot! - A fishing net controlled by a pedal on the deck of the boat! The fisherman's best friend!
It's easy to hang a quilt, blanket or tapestry on your wall with this invention. Your quilt or tapestry will always hang straight too!
DETECTEUR PORTABLE
First Demo USB Flash Drive + Lighting. Resubmit After 311, 338 Votes and 378 Votes.
smart Headset
Key-Card. A creditcard sized plastic card with a opening holding an uncut key. Get cut. Stick it in you wallet or hide it under a rock.
KEY FINDER Keychain w/ App
Design and develop a product to keep body temperatures from rising during fevers to avoid febrile seizures in kids. Kid friendly
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I travel a lot. And I spend hours in airports waiting. Sleeping. I want to create a backpack that doubles as a proper pillow.
Escape rope
Pocket Sized Backrest Support
Going to the beach with wallets and purses is a drag.Use a beach towel with designs on it that include a hidden zipper for keys and wallets.
A dark film for cell-tablets screens. This special dark film let u see your screen outside when the sunligth is to bright.
Reunite with your pet in case they ever get lost
A small suction cup first aid kit.
App enabled toblerone power strip where each pod can be pulled out
BLOX - 100% Effective Credit Card/ID Protection! Locking Wallet w Liquid Cyanoacrylate Inner Chamber! The Only Protective Case YOU NEED!
Space saving dining table: A dining table with a sliding rack below for plates, bowls, glasses, spoons, forks and dining mats and napkins.
Tuna Strainer
RollOut Portable Scale
Silicon pan holders/dutch oven holders with thumb tab to hold lid in place while shaking or removing from oven.
Rechargaable Vac dustpan
My windows to the world
The table is dirty! Dont let your chopstick touch the table!
pocket nipple
Thermal Blinds
Innovation meets tasty treats! This modular baking set provides fun tools to create a variety of delicious desserts in a different way.
Cake-pop baking set! Cupcakes are out. Cake pops are in. Little bites of cake, on a stick, with just the right amount of frosting.
Hang-a-Pivot
Pace Maker
The Multi-Bed offers 2 side-by-side elevated garden boxes, enabling those in wheelchairs or with limited space to access a larger garden!
Vortex Fan / Space Fan
Safe disguised as an end table for "in plain sight concealment."
Say GOOD-BYE to yesterdays DIRTY WAYS! And HELLO to ROCKIN a CLEAN pillowcase EVERY NIGHT 4ever! Its so EASY, even a baby can do
it!!!
A stuffed animal to hold Vicks Congestion Relief, or similar, for a child to cuddle and sleep with. No mess. No struggle to rub onto child.
Easy Cabinets. Compression rubber and plastic cups!
Standup Pushup 360 is a pushup device that allows people of all ages and fitness levels to get the benefits of doing pushup exercises.
Instamometer: RFID Powered
A child safety device for the vehicle that would prevent a child from being left in a car seat to perish in the heat.
Hinged cutting board with internal storage for frequently used cutlery
A Heated and comfortable Mat for the Bathtub. Makes the bathtub experience more enjoyable and fun. Soft and padded. Resub
D4USBD
Portable Umbrella Holder
Smart Hula Hoop
Hard to reach nuts and bolts are a pain to get out! Why not make a tool that turns a ratchet into a wrench?
Storage Pillow
Have you seen people spend precious of time looking for their dog's ball only to buy a new one? Here's a simple way to save time and money.
Mobile Portable Holder. Light, foldable, functional, easy to implement. I sure don't want to look all hunched over at 40; would you?
8 million Kinect systems sold! How many now have apartment neighbors complaining about the thumping from the jumping and running? Fix it!
Electrical Sticky Tape
Coffee Stay hot
Have you ever gone on a picnic and laid out the blanket, after a little while your arms get tired and your back gets tired.
Disposable Travel toothbrush
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Spilling ice trays again? No space to make more than 2 ice trays? My ice tray can help.
Some ideas are great, but some could be even better. My solution to the world interchangeable blinds because somethings should last forever
That space in the wall where your land line phone used to be can be put to good use! Line up family member's cell phones on a phone doc.
Floating Bluetooth Speaker Pod
Self storing Bean Bag Toss, Ladder Golf and Mini Golf Board. Easy to maintain and weatherproof.. These popular yard games deserve an upgrade
RESUB: OVER 150 VOTES TOTAL SO FAR! "Thumb Cozy": cotton fabric thumb cover with a soft strap, to gently deter thumb sucking.
A cone carrier & protector so that you can transport 4 cones full of freshly swirled or scooped yogurt or ice cream home from the store!
Winter Safety Wheel
Resub: WINK Dehumidifier! APP enabled Humidity Readings, Alerts, Suggested Room Location plus ERGO unit/bucket design!
QuicklyReal Simple origami box
Foldable eyeglasses fit in a wristwatch case. You will never forget your glasses; theater, driving, reading, they will literally be on hand.
Sandy's PLus SIze Aprons
Protect your backpack or purse during the rainy commute to school or work! Just use the hidden cover on your rain jacket or windbreaker!
Draw Straight Lines - A battery powered slide rule with a built in marker every 1/8 of an inch. Just put the rule to the wood/wall/paper.
hook on caterpillar treads
Solar Hybrid Mobile Charer
prUVent UV bracelet
wired AND wireless Mouse
Smart Lid
A container to keep your food (potato salad, cole slaw, etc.) cold while serving buffet style or picnic.
Electrical Outlet Expander that has moveable, sliding or pivoting, outlets.
Light hearts
Fun-E-Stix are plastic Popsicle sticks that light-up, vibrate and make sound when naturally held by the user.
I have a patent for the perfect replacement of the backpack. It's design allows for ergonomically correct transporting of paraphernalia!
Complete under-bed storage solution. Use every crack and crevice of space under your twin, full, queen, or king size bed.
Sprinkler Coaster
Long Lasting Dog Treat Lolli
Babby in the Car
I would like to see a disposable shopping cart handle cover made.
An iPad case for the traveller. The advantage is that the case is designed to fit a airplane seat, without having your drop-down table down.
Dog Guard
Strain-it-all. Strain everything regardless of size! This is the last strainer you will ever need. Use for fruits, pastas, rice, sugar..
Portable Pet Potty is a harness attached to your dog that holds a basket under your dog to collect waste. No dirty hands and no bending.
Lights and Sounds.. a floating mp3/Ipod speaker with flickering lights, no candles no problem, relax with your favorite music.
The Ultimate Entertaining Utensil-All in one Slicer, Grater and Spreader!
Brew N Store
A counter collector to collect scraps peelings and put in bin. No more peels on floor and dishwasher save.
No way to tie the trunk closed? Just snap the "Trunk Tie Ring" into the trunk latch and you've got a great spot to attach a rope or bungee.
Snap 'N Stack
tired of bending and stooping to measure plant/seed spacing? use the roller sower! insert seeds in a wheel w/ circumference fit for spacing!
Sand pencil. Write and ERASE!!
See moving imiges on cars Tire
A number coded type lock that fits over the existing key with an additional motion activated camera that sends an image to your email/phone.
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Vote for the product-less solution this round.
Soft and Hard Expanding Luggage
RocknRest
Plastic paper towel holder with a clip with teeth on the back so you can connect it anywhere. Garage/Camping/Bed/(Anywhere On Anything)
Gamblet
//FSK-washer// Small box for washing: forks, spoons, knives.
Lost Dog or Cat? NFC\RFID\QR Code Pet Collar. Get notified of your pet's whereabouts via smartphone\email\SMS\Phone
4 in 1 bottle (resub)
Assembly Storage
WINK-Door Security Bar
Here's a cool product that slips onto your favorite drink and instantly becomes a handle for you to enjoy drinking your favorite beverage.
Shed the training wheels safely, securely, and with confidence using the BIKE BUDDY! Kids-No more skinned knees. Parents-No aching backs.
IPhone case with high pitched siren that would be paired with an app.
Notify
Pop-out Hoops!
The â€œCool Bed Buddyâ€ Cools or warms your body while you sleep. A perfect pillow to hug for your sleeping comfort!
Toy Tether
Modular electrical sockets for construction site. (Re-sub)
Cup Clips
Laser measurement beam, Bluetooth &amp; app enabled. Just by pointing at different points at the open space, measures distance, area &amp; volume
Squeeze-Lock Food Storage
Dewarper
Adjustable, colorful, light-weight frames that snap shut over window screen material, making screen installation and repair totally DIY.
Nail Breeze
Sonic Bug Killer (or disorient
the 3 in One "Car Washer"
5 Gallon Piggy Bank
Bluetooth cellphone charger
Lighter Light! Get a Lighter Light Case to slide your disposable lighter into. Never get burned again while using your lighter as a light
Home Air Filter Sensor
Sentinel Robot Security System
Self measuring, tear as you use resealable packaging. Eliminate the need to buy zip lock bags!
TEA TREE OIL, ALOE VERA &amp; VITAMIN E OIL DISPOSABLE REJUVENATION MASKS
A floating board game holder. Will hold any board game, has a removable snack tray. Relax, keep cool, have fun.
Ankle Propellers - Under water ankle propellers activate when you put ankles together for an extra boost.
Bat for coaches to hit fly balls for softball, baseball, and little league, usually coaches can't hit fly balls they pop up the the infield
Personal Sleep Apnea Monitor
Crumb/Toy Catcher Car Seat Net
Snow Robot
Cute and Stuff - Refillable stuffed animals with fragrant potpourri for after-market, retail, and wholesale.
Under 50
A product designed to make reading an e-reader (Kindle) or using a tablet computer (IPad) more comfortable and hands free.
A self standing umbrella that prevents getting everything around it wet
Bucket-Wheels. Turn Your Mop Bucket Into A Mop Bucket With Wheels! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams With Details) RESUB.
App controlled, educational, user friendly robotic toy. Bend a joint, press "learn point" and teach the robot what you want it to do!
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Discreet plant watering system to water your plants, keep nutrients flowing for a healthy in house and office vegetable or flower garden.
The "JBL HDPHON" of Tomorrow
it is a plastic mold to put in freezer in many shapes and to be used as a ice luge for liquor.one by one foot molds for liquor luge.
A SHOWER HEAD TIMER you can add to any shower head to get kids in and out of the shower quicker. This would help lower water bills!
Crank Case
A matrix of mushroom-shaped, flexible nubs between which wires would be pressed to keep them organized. Attached with command adhesive.
Light-Fi Light Bulb Extension
Wiggl'ems..
Buffalo Wing Holders: This product will keep the user's hands clean while securely holding their wing (or other messy snack in place).
A grocery handle that provides two strong hooks, a cushioned handle, and an elastic strap for securing to inside of car to prevent spills.
a 100 gal tank cover for propane tanks that can be breathable and have elastic on bottom and top and comes in different colors.
The Ad-Subtractor
'Versatile screen' is a Smartphone folding layers screen that changes it size according to our needs.
APP enabled outdoor umbrella
New Self Defence Hand Bag and Man Bag :resubmit:
Control your music
alltamat cart
Easy-out trash cans
The Heater
Have a stinky laundry basket? of course we do.. The LB deodorizer and sorter letâ€™s you solve 2 problems in 1, sort and stink.
monitor shelf, usb, speaker,..
a small, handheld magnifying glass that adheres to your shower wall by a small suction cup attached to a short spiral cord.
A motorized timer controlled mouse cat toy. With a Triple A battery for power. The body would be wrapped in Kevlar.
Up to 385 votes!!!!Dorm Room Bed Tent with Storage and Lighting. Your own private cave! Please suggest more options and additions!
Easy to assemble/disassemble safe box with 3D pic.with paint,skunk scent when it's touched to the walls hard, 5 hidden suction cups
Human Power Conversion Units
Remote for alarm clock - make it easier to reach your alarm clock without having to slap around for it to hit the OFF or SNOOZE button.
Portable easel that attaches to anything.
A way to alleviate suitcase. Up or down stairs or place it in racks.
Flush-Mate
Diamonz In The Ruff
Barbie involve Family matters.
Floss toothstick. Reloadable flossing toothbrush. Easy access to all the teeth in the mouth. Includes prototype
Prep 'n Peel
dryer sheet bug repellant
SmartPrompt
NEVER STRUGGLE PUTTING RUBBER BOOTS ON, just collapse and wear!
Baby heat monitor
A space saving HANGER TREE for Purses, Bags and Belts. Holds up to 10 purses and 10 belts. Great for small closets no more wasted space.
Small, Inexpensive Embroidery Machine. Connect to smart phone/computer, choose an image, &amp; press start on the machine to embroider the image
Cooking Fat Syringe. Get the excess fat and grease out of your ground beef pan using suction instead of pouring it down the drain.
Salad Lunchbox - Expanding lid for easy shaking!
Smart water bottle
Quick Cruzr
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Targeted scapula's stimulation with heat and shock wave for total elimination of chronic's scapula pressure and pains.
Replace ugly charging bricks with fun universal chargers that look like miniature gas pumps. Line them up in a 'filling station'.
Chair-Table for Kids
Hand free pen/pencil elastic band that is attached to finger. You can type and use the mouse with pen still in hand
Entertaining Water Sprinkler
Easy-Steps Yard-Barn Steps
An adult training walker, to increase safety, independence &amp; self-esteem, in patients with traumatic brain injuries, stroke victims, etc.
Quick and easy corn cob slicer. Adjustable cutting ring contours to the cob and takes the corn off.
This is a container that tells what the condition of the food is inside it.
Watch the short video to hear how much this iTube improves the sound from your iPhone)(pic: Peter Frazier)
Picasso Digital Canvas
Dinosaur Bake Shapes
Half Bowl - Half Plate
Out of the darkness into the Light!! Babies car seats should have some illumination to sooth the child and the parent. A nite light for car.
Natural Cleaning Tool. Infuser
Toy Tether
Wink Wobble Scale (W/Lillie)
A metal canister about 6" high, can be square or round about 5" in die. with a 2 1/2" hole in the top. A small plastic tube.
Tranquility Bubbler.

Create a tranquil spa experience with calming jets of air.

A handle that allows the user to operate a small camera with complete control
12 toothbrush container for the year (Jan, Feb, Mar, etc). A years' worth of toothbrushes at a discount and remembering to renew on time.
Hot coffee all day everyday!! Electric coffee mug... aww yeeaaa
Lawn Chair with Wheels for easy transportation. Instead of carrying heavy lawn chairs, why not roll them.
Portable ash tray
Metro Bus Stop Helper
360classified.us Global Online
Toddler Timer. Sharing Time/Timeout Timer. Digital clock with whiteboard for reward acknowledment teaches children and aids parents.
Charm for your bracelet etched with your photo! Children, pets, wedding, mom, dad, endless possibilities! (Alex &amp; Ani; partner w/ RI firm
Reversible Cups and Bowls
Throw away your television remote control! Now you're cell phone has an app for that!
A two part receipt organizer system. One part fits in your wallet to collect receipts and the other part allows you to file the receipts.
Tissue Box Slide
Inflatable travel body pillow.
Hair Dye Marker
air sensors
Adhesive strips for power outlet. Help keep plugs in their place. Child safety and convenience for long term plugged in items.
Space Bar for TV and Consoles
Make use of the overhead area in-between the rafters of your basement: turn unused hard to reach space into easily accessible storage.
I make goat and sheep milk soap. The milk is from my girls and they are GMO free. The bar is full of lather and very relaxing.
A handle that allows the user to operate a small camera with complete control
Penzy!
Baby car seat entertainment
Temporary Motivational Tattoos for Sports for back of hands and lower arms." Keep your Eye on the Ball" "Stay Focused" etc.
One charging cord with multiple heads and retractable cord for electronic devices.
Magnetic Rubber Band is wounded around an item to be segregated/bundle together/attached to any metal surface. But can be easily detached.
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EXTRA Sim+memory card STORING
TOLED CHRONO- SMARTWATCH
Sales Bell That's Cool / Interesting
HandPump Air Can
Retainer Reminder
MY BUDDY'S FOOD COMPANION
An iphone case (inspired by nike flywire). The bands can hold anything that fits. You can pick your band colors to make it your own!
Does your air/heat vents get closed by accident by animals, kids or by furniture? Well I have the solution, "Vent Vice/Air Freshener".
Apple travel chargers
Jewelry Magnets to place between regular jewelry without a rebuild at the jewelry. Elderly and handicapped can buy and wear every necklace!
Walkabout Cordless Charger
Jeans Button Bib
Lets make using fresh herbs and spice easier. Small easy to use slicer will make it more likely people will add flavour to their cooking.
Shampoo/Conditioner Dispense Scalp Massage Brush.
Gutter-Liner/Shield Easy Clean
An attachment to an ironing board which rotates to iron each side of a grament
A portable night-vision-activated lens through which doctors can "see" the veins in your arm so they don't have to stick you more than once.
BoxGo Rugged
A Tiki torch that clamps. Much like a sconce. But it will just clamp in place not have to be screwed in.
Neck strap camera
Clear, wall-mounting station for iPhone or iPad.
It is thin sheet of two disposable cloths with a thin sponge pre-loaded with soap. Get it wet to lather, wash, then throw away. Voila.
New spoons! One spoon heats up, which is good for scooping ice cream! The other spoon gets cold and cools down soup when you eat it! VOTE!
Phone to Computer Morph
Microwave shielding foils: To be able to shield parts of food from cooking/overcooking/charring in microwave ovens...
Smart wallet
Flair mini! A comb that has storage! Has a magnetic interior and a mirror! Will fit easily in any bag! Invented by my 11 year old son!
Ammo Belt
Gripi's! Throw away those slippers and slap some Gripi's on your socks! Dryer-safe (Silicone), fabric-safe (soft Velcro) and slip-free!
Micro-Cartridge Multiple Types of Glue Pen reduces waste &amp; dried up glues. Lets you swop type of glue easily and accurate delivery.
Paint scraper
Spy Fish. The camera that has no problem blending in with the fish.
Easily Create a Clean HEM LINE on Heavy-duty fabrics, like Denim :: VIDEO
The Soda Fountain
Time Travel Simulator
Retractable leash w/key holder
My new invention is to change our age old Refrigerators. This new design Refrigerators will have, Counter Clockwise Spinning Rack's.
Inbrella- the no wet umbrella
Sunglass protector
Air-Dryer
remote control finder
An adjustable stylus using the same principals as the adjustable pen so that you can change the thickness of the stylus tip.
Modular/Lego-Like outdoor holiday LED lights. Avoid the mess of dealing with tangled holiday lights & save time with easy to install lights
Garden tools take up space and energy to lug around with you while you work, well with this interchangeable tool that's all in the past
Silicone bakeware with integrated structure around the perimeter
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App enabled seat cushion. Weight sensitive and sync to your phone. Alerts you in case you forget your child... cause it happens.
Holey Towel
Valise sous vide
The product is a decorative, and functional dog toy box that matches or nearly matches the room furniture.
RC SMASH*UPS
A square sprinkler for water conservation. Why do sprinklers cover a circle when most lawns are square. Stop watering sidewalks!
Kori Comb
Voice Activated or bluetooth Kitchen Timer
"Just Right" Thermo Pill
Got Kids! A simple storage idea for keeping clothes that can be worn again tidy and the "smellies" contained
Fold-up origami style iPad lap desk that doubles as an iPad case. Works on both table/desk or on chair/sofa and has multiple tilt angles.
Millions suffer from SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER and many don't know it. Current light therapy options are horribly sterile in appearance.
Out of the way Necklace holder
Cord Coil
Finally a way to get that last bit of Spray and Wash, sunscreen, mosquito repellent, etc. with a pump spray nozzle you usually throw away!
ClearReach
multi-space Bottle
Viso-Life Windshield
THE CANDLE DISPENSER ------- a tea light candle holder that functions as a dispenser for even more tea light candles.
Cookie-Shaped Earbud Case
Duck Call
This idea is for the recycling of waste OSB from constuction sites.
A bathtub heater - keep your bath a consistent temperature for as long as you're in it!
Time's Up Baby Bottle (RESUB)
Gardening gets u dirt on your feet. it would be great to have boots were you can put your shoes in easy by having zippers on the side
An easy to use pet litter box that is super easy to clean and maintain and does not require additional purchase of replacement pads.
Simple side table with function for easy storage ,â€œ Clipâ€
A minimalistic silicone band to carry your smartphone. Cool and trendy.
iMeasure
The Ultimate Hassle-Free Travel Suitcase
a vinyl flap, (preferably bright) that would be flush with the top of a beer bottle, basically like the upper label, but could be flipped
Replacement blade tips for lawn mowers
Stay Cool Water Bowl. The Stay Cool water bowl uses a ring of ice to keep your pet's water cold hours longer than traditional ice cubes.
Child Protection Detector
Rubber/Gel grips with magnets in them and magnet bar to help store kitchen utensils. Use existing utensils and hang them wherever you want
Digital Family Tree Sculpture
A TUBELESS BICYCLE TIRE SHAPED LIKE A GARDEN HOSE: 4 LAYERS THICKER THAN A NORMAL TIRE, ON THE INSIDE AND
PRESSURIZED AIR IN THE CHAMBER.
SCREEN PROTECTOR, DOCUMENT HOLDER, HOLDER FOR PHONE, TABLET, USB STICKS, CABLES, PENS, TABLE FOR STICKY NOTESYOU MUST SEE IT OPEN!
Sunglass Sleeves
Working outside with your laptop? Introducing the Dirt-Bag a protective sleeve that slides right over. Best of all type right through it.
HambHold, stop the mess, with the hamburger holder
Lock-Drawer: Turn a dresser drawer into a safe with an adjustable, alarmed clamp.
Drawer handle no needs hole
A handle that allows the user to operate a small camera with complete control
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SanitizingWaste-Bag Dispenser
Magnetic Bumper Sticker Holder
Rock solid dorm security? Protection from damage and theft? The ONLY suitable solution: Chuck Norris.
TREE ORNAMENT CREMATION URNS
cat-n-ball
Paint-holding Paintbrush
HONEY STAY GLOWING FACE MASK
Collapsible luggage lifter
Zeus Power Outlet
flash charger
App controlled finger print recognition door lock system for kitchen etc to conveniently and cost effectively toddler proof the home.
Cereal Container with Dust/Crumb Separator, top &amp; bottom openings, split decision in UC. Panel asked for changes, changes made. New Images
A sensor that sticks on car's speedometer to alert a driver when speed exceeds limit desired. When dial passes sensor beam it beeps.
Difficult if not impossible to keep a beach umbrella upright, no hole deep enough. I propose a portable two-part stand with side clamps.
Create your own floral arrangement and you don't have to be a pro! Grid your way to a beautiful bouquet!
Pivot Power Elite
A Makeup brush with a chamber to crush annoying chunks into powder. Apply the makeup directly from chamber through the brush.
A top for lotion/sunscreen/makeup tubes that dispenses the potion directly into a saucer to dab as little, or as much, as you want.
ok my idea is in the baby ind. this is a pacifire that gives your baby milk with on and off access.
Proximity Alert and Alarm
A garbage bin for your car
Foam/Gel dispenser for toilet paper. Moisten your toilet paper with antibacterial foam or gel.
Introducing the Food Timer: reminds you of how long since a food packaging/container was opened or filled. Eat the food before it expires!
adjustable picture hanger
Continum
Turn your smartphone into a wearable computing system, with lifelogging, live-streaming, data-processing, data-conversion, etc.
landslide probe
Make French Toast &amp; Eggs together in the toaster slots with pop-in drop-down container/cups. Crepes Pancakes or Waffles from Batter (By AJM)
VIBRRRRRRATING MOP
'Summer toes'
FREE Electric save on electric bills and have stylish Lighting Power modular portable adaptable generation system for the home and outdoors
Fix it on a 4x4 and get light
Modular Fan -Purify Heat Sound
Rotating Oven Baking Tray
/-METERMARKER-/ hardhat dreams: measuring tape with integrated pencil holder and magnifier strip.
if you have ever tried to tie up your partner, you know what a creative challenge that could be. This product allows you to easily do it.
Extension of the Cyclone slicer line to fruits and vegetables.
Heel-less Socks
Manufacture a product that is a retractable cord for pull down stairs. It could be manufactured new or retrofitted. Hopefully app enabled.
Plug that indicates that your phone is charged.
Harman resonate
An IPhone remote control that you can attach to your car's streering wheel. With a few buttons that perform simple tasks.
A tool that can attach to a wide range of ladders preventing injury and offering stability. Offering protection and safety when needed.
Mini extra battery for cell phones that connected into the ear plug hole, wireless, that can provide extra charge when needed.
Home identifier for those who make deliveries to condos and apartments; pizza, meals-on-wheels, weight loss meals, especially after dark.
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Smart water valve
WITH CRIME-RATE GOING UP. WHY NOT HAVE YOUR OWN GUARD DOG.
My idea is to create something that helps to measure the correct portion of spaghetti or pasta so you don't have to guess and waste pasta.
(SPARE TIRE BUDDY) MAKEING IT EASTER TO CHANGING A SPARE TIRE, TIRE ARE BIGGER SPECIALY ON PICK UP HARD TO LIFT UP
AND LINE THE HOLES UP.
No more digging between the car seat and console to retrieve that dropped coin, pen, or pill
PACKAGING tape from thin card board like paper with middle perforation to open boxes. A very eco-friendly concept. Solidly glued and safe.
Forearm Workout Machine
A hand held shovel that has drill bits attached to break up the soil,make holes & allows you to scoop out and hold more dirt in the shovel.
The umbrella cover isn't the only needed improvement! Once Q picks a cover, let's add this handle and canopy! RESUBMIT!
Quicker Picker-Upper!
CAMERAS (FOR SAME CELL) INSTALLED ON 4 SIDES OF A VEHICLE 45 DEGREES TO SERVE THE VIRTUAL TEST DRIVER FOR OR
AGAINST.
Solar
smart desk
Smart Auto preheater/cooler
Wine &amp; Humidor Protector
Hawkeye golf systems
Clear view screen for vehicles
Touchless All in One Switch
Chrome Dome
Wireless Charging Inside Car
( â€¢vâ€¢ ) A pitcher with a mixing plunger that you freeze. Don't dilute your drinks with ice. Cool down drinks fast! UNIQUE TO MARKET!
Private, Convenient Texting
This product is a backpack but, it has a massager in the shoulder straps and back area. It has many compartments and isn't bulky.
Don't you hate applying sun cream ? Wouldn't you rather stand in a booth on the beach that does it for you in 20 seconds ?
Cube
The InSlide -- Transform any staircase into a safe & fun indoor slide!
App-enabled small cheap Level-sensor. It could send a notification to alert the user if something go wrong.
All toothbrush holders collect a residue that is always difficult to clean! A removable bottom makes it simple to clean and is healthier!
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
TECHNOLOGICAL BIRD CAGE
A cord retraction device that can be attached to any mobile phone charger to ensure that the wire is neatly packed away when not in use.
Guitar Case Stand
Pixit collectible stencils for all Pixit users. Q team deleted this idea, can you tell me why? See comments section.
Auto, Home or Business window controllable tint. It can be set manually or automatic depending on the sun brightness. Fit any size glass.
We've all seen the ketchup packet. Let's enlarge the container and stiffen and serrate the plastic along one edge, incorporating a knife.
A portable way to sanitize mouthguards, pacifiers, whistles, or anything that is put into your mouth.
WiFi Travel Router,multi-Plug
APP Sign for Cars, Smartphone
QH Headphone Series
Have you seen the solar powered recycling compactor bins in public places yet? Why not design one of those for consumers to use at home?
Lover's Play Sheet
Bluetooth headset
A CORD management solution that gives a helping hand! Ease of plugging &amp; unplugging from a distance &amp; only unwind length you need! &amp;
MORE!!!
Good-Lookin', Fogless, Rotating Mirror of Epic Functionality! Perfect for the bathroom, workshop, and more!
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A cutting board that incorporates spice/sauce holders and a magnetic utensil stand.
Plain old plastic shopping bags, quirky style.
I am pleased to introduce my invention, E-Ringz By: Kim Wozniak. Looking forward to launching this product with all of you!
ì§€ì••
Home Abroad
Universal coins pouch!!! We need to keep our coins together for paying. This purse makes adjustable compartments for all the coins!
Toughest phone cases
foosage
Celeb-pillows
Back of the Fridge Drink Dispenser: Stop moving stuff around in the fridge just to get a drink
Breather ionizer mask
seat sanitizer a portibale little spray bottle you can carry with you for disinfecting toliet seats befor you use them
Pontdugard
The Neckster
SPF Dial
Double Use Luggage #RealSimple
Low cost jogging rubber bracelet with basic datas: chronometer, calories, heart rate and distance.
Burrow into, past, and through these sliding shelves to easily locate that missing something...'Slide'n'Find'
Peanut butter and Jelly Slice
Fix broken hinge on eyeglasses or sunglasses Made of small rubber tube and clear thin plastic adhesive strips that stick to frame
liquid retrivin bottle cap
Pizza heater
ALL-IN-ONE (External HD + Media Server + Wifi + Charger) Trips - Watch movies from any device with browser and have battery power to do it!
MY YARD TOOLS
Foldable solar film charger. Can be used as sunshade as well as iphone charger
A chilled hummingbird feeder that runs off of solar power.
Loopits extension for garage pegboards.
Hearing Assist Personal Microphone - Connect directly to you phone. Then can be sent to headphones/recorded/and turn the volume up.
Cat scrathing post
Dust Pan that folds. Contains dirt. Easier to dump trash in trashcans that dust pans don't fit in. (Resub from Live Eval).
Table basse lumiÃ¨re / prises
Occupied or Available Indicator on Restaurant or Business Bathroom Stall Doors.
lipstick organizer
Sport watch band
Gutter accessory to refill Flow-R-IV or fill watering containers. Go Green, rain refills your Flow-R-IV
Tool knob
SPRAY-ON BODY LOTION: the concept of "Spray-On Sun Screen"
Reinvent the Kitchen Timer! This timer tracks three times with a simple interface. Colored magnets attach to objects for a reminder.
entertainment bar
A Drinking Cup/Bottle Holder Tote Carrier!
Anonymity helper
Stop Car Ratlles
Under bed drawers
To identify your luggage at the airport - Colorful luggage tags with pocket for ID info. Saying: "My clothes won't look good on you."
Mirror oh Measure
klenestix
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Shower or vapor mist with this 18 inch Rain fall Shower Head, shower with the hint of a spa; relax with the sense of luxury.
Chap-Spray
Idea Removed from Quirky.com
! Modular Recycling Hub w/ detachable compartments that each hold Glass Bottles, Plastic, Aluminum (+crusher), Paper, e-Waste & Compost
Soakums
Save $ 100,000 toothbrush
Water Activated *Child Safety System*
NFC Phone/Tablet Case
M-Joystick
ear sleeves
My idea is a sunshade that you can use with the windows open or shut without having to take them off and can't be tampered with by the kids!
BBQ POD a reusable papillote
Portable tablet work station
Resub - 358 votes. Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc. Open to collaboration
The Wink Phone
Open your front door like you open your car door, with my remote keychain device.
Extensible Wallet: Short trip to gym? Going to shopping? Going on a vacation? Each occasion needs different stuff in your wallet.
Mattel - Expandable Board Game
An accessory that fits over your mouth and mutes your sound to enable you to have a private conversation without any eavesdropping.
Dogs who live with cats sometimes find the cat litter box an irristable draw. This system solves the problem quickly and harmlessly.
Other iPad stands are ugly or useless. This quirky iPad stand is not. It makes the iPad "float" in the air.
Areas without recycle pickups could use a drop off location in exchange for a lottery type drawing which would be paid out of % of proceeds.
App-taxi advertising billboard
Phone Case + Keyboard / Stylus
4 in 1 tool RESUB#1
Everyone wants bed making to be quick, easy, and without any hassle. We finally have the solution.
MASSAGE HEADREST BED INSERT: Massage table quality for a fraction of the cost and space! [VIDEO]
Provide Sleep assistance to those who need help sleeping, particularly when out of town. Pay per view in the hotel or own in your home.
Bio-mimicry at its finest! Inspired by a blooming flower, this lampshade will change the room's lighting when you twist it
Two in one laundry hamper and basket. Reduce clutter. Open to collaboration. Resub 166 votes
Filter Change Reminder
I was tired of my bathing suit bottom getting ruined when sitting by the edge of the pool. That's when I designed The Tushion!
C.A.K.E.
chopped speaker
I'd like to create a chef's knife that can be conveniently "defanged" for storage in drawers or to safeguard against kitchen accidents.
TABLE SALT SUBSTITUTE which has an appealing COLOR/HUE. This product is added to current table salt enabling eye-hand portion control.
Easy LEDs
POWERCUBE: a modular/stackable â€œpower cubeâ€ that allows access from all sides for bulky adapters.
Smart Water Bottle - App enabled water bottle that monitors how much water you drink and warns you if you don't drink enough
The smallest folding sea chair
Prescription Lens Phone Cover
Pack-N-Go for Active Families
Is your microwaved food done yet? These microwave marks will tell you!
The "Motivator" is an inspirational/motivational bracelet that has a personalized scrolling marque which encourages you to reach your goals!
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Glare Proof Screen Protecter
Plastic recycling bins placed on islands at gas stations. Bins placed where people are most likely to use them. Fill 'er up, and empty out.
The multi-use camel, sling or piggy thermal bag that keeps you refreshed using most beverage bottles.
USB Multi-faceted Cord
Scale, app enabled that recomends you, each time you weighed, through your Smartphone, what to eat, on your next meal and at what time.
A 13 gallon trash can with air holes in the bottom. This will allow air to escape the trash can while you place a new trash bag in the can.
Walk and Talk
Umbrella Flower
Product line extension for "Carabiner Bandits" A suitcase type handle with a foot long bar with several carabiners suspended underneath.
Remake My Lunch Box!
NEED MORE DRAWER SPACE? ANSWER: DRAWER FROM THE CEILING:An accordion set of drawers, that is spring loaded, to pull down from the
ceiling.
dÄ«pr-s Wall mounted diaper supply station keeping everything where you need it.
SHOT GLASS! Literally! Take a Snapshot or video while gulping down a drink. Share with your friends on any social media!
quite bag
One touch medicine lock
TIDY TOWER is a one piece food station for cats or dogs with the water bowl on top. Dishwasher safe food bowls open and close.
Portable Digital Engraver
Tattoo ink rack for holding ink bottles upside down
Personal Pedicure/Massager
Laptop is the treasure of every student (and us) Letâ€™s secure it in their dorm (but not only) in a non paranoid manner to keep it to hand
bottle sweeper
Glogo
a shopping cart that unlocks and folds down so you can slide your bags out,instead of picking up and over and down.
Garden rake attached to one foot for raking bare spots in lawn to plant grass seed.
Tag-it
RESUB -- "You Lift, It Counts" Utilizing the same technology as Quirky's upcoming REVOLVE, create a bluetooth-enabled dumbell system.
Two-Fold Soundproofing keeps the acoustics in and unwanted noise out!
Ever been lazy and tried to sweep up with your foot, well carry on being lazy and actually sweep up with your foot using the Foot Brush.
Power-Vents
Weighted golf swing trainer sock with LED alignment lights to visualize and correct swing errors. Allows the golfer to "see" their swing.
Internet Cookie Cutters
Sanitizer Bomb
Mirror/ironing board combo
Are you furstrated, given up for not have luck in catching fish in fresh water lakes, well do not be worrying help is here.
Wall Syncing Shared Calendar
Personal Access Card
Adjustable Broom
Bobble Salt and Pepper Shakers - Bye Bye Spilled Salt and Pepper! They stay up even when you knock them over!
POPPY- CROCK
Pivot Power V2.0 Extendable and possibly rotatable sockets give increased versatility Includes USB +Vampire power drain shut off too!(ya!)
Sanitizing Clothes Dryer
æ¯”è¾ƒå¥½ç”¨åˆä¼‘æž•å¤´
Tinkle Guard
Multi mulcher lawn mower blade, 7 inch disc with 11 cutting blades; eliminates bagging & disposing of yard debris, environmentally friendly
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EXIT NOTIFICATION: This product reminds you to lock your door when you leave.
Twistâ€˜Nâ€™Brush - turning dental care on its head!
Lettuce Tube
Smartphone case with a flip-cover notepad and pen on back. Sometimes you need to quickly pass someone a note, and don't have paper and pen.
Laser Light Siren. Have you ever been in trouble?
Spot on Carpet
cello bowing prosthesis
A collapsible, compact, portable dryer for cloths and sports equipment. Stop carrying wet cloths, shoes, sports equipment when you travel.
Safety Jacket
Quirky's "Clear Span" is even clearer. Are we struggling with Clear Span's uniqueness? Make it the first goggles with NeverWet technology.
Bandage Tapes!
Electrify a bicycle frame with a remote control allowing it to emit a shock to anyone attempting to steal it
Garage Cordies! Cordies style management for the garage! Easier to store &amp; keep your tool safe from falling! Give Suggestions, Ill Accept!
Double mop holder
Garden Hose Tire Guards fit snuggly under your tires and solves that annoying problem of the hose getting pinched under the tires.
Massage tired legs and feet on any surface with the Matsager. Each waterproof mat contains balls that work to relax your lower half.
Nursing Travel Rocker &amp; Stool
Patio Garden Tray
An organizational tool for the grocery cart that takes the list and coupons out of your hand and puts them where you can easily use them.
A pouch that made from a lightweight, waterproof and cut/knife-proof material that can be secured to a fixed item in the dorm
Go cross-country skiing - on water. "Foot pontoons" powered by heel pump gives you a different kind of workout. Could be fun, too.
Dash mounted emergency alert to alert vehicles within 1000 feet of approaching emergency response vehicle
A size adjustable metal safe that is convenient to move. There is a combination lock and the safe locks when the door shuts.
Seemingly endless snack tray variety without taking up too much room on the buffet table. Easy transport for potlucks and dishwasher safe.
SMART IR LED HEAT BULB
Power Strip/Plug/Switch with security code. There are many situations where you want to make sure your Power Strip stay where you left it..
- Heated Hair Brush I hate going to bed and not being able to plug in my phone in the dark. Solution, put an l.e.d strap at the end of a charger to light phone
Public restroom sanitary wipe dispenser for wiping the toilet seat. Fear no more drips and smears!
Kids drive in Theater
Dish Sponge Disinfector
Shower curtains and liners with plastic zippers so the old liners can be quickly zipped off and the new liner quickly zipped on.
dorm refrig. with cooker
Picture hanging marker
57c
Utility belt with Special Deck Holders for your playing cards and counters
No Movie Screen Behind the Seats of Your Car for Your Kids or During Long Trips? Use Portable Screens for iPhone &amp; iPad
Blast-A-Cast
Funny Apron and kitchen wear! CUI, Kitchen Witch, Food Chain Facilitator, Kitchen Bitch. Great gifts for the host dinner parties &amp; cookouts.
Remote for car cell mount
The Beverage Cooler
The Tennis Clock
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An inductive power cable that allows users to use an extend power to light, extension cables through thin objects.
A see through tube that connects to fingernail clippers and surrounds your finger when clipping your nails. No more nails flying around.
BOOKSMART, a portable diversion safe with motion sensor alarm. Personal protection from intruders. A vault to keep stuff safe AND hidden.
Smart shades
Portable hypothermia recovery pad. This device will apply heat to the body's core, and raise it to a safe level in remote locations.
THe Extreme Deal Finder
Soft Wireless Microphone You can Hurl Around the Room - Perfect for Q Evals, Parties, Karaoke, Fun! Suggest Creative Shapes for influence!
I see a swim suit, one piece and bikini. men's too with a can opener. Light weight aluminum. The attention you would get...
Purrrrfect Pet lowers blood pressure, lessens migraines, helps get rid of insomnia and stress
GoFish
Smallest Digital Scale ------ A Tiny Scale, App Enabled w/IMP, remove all electronics and use smart device for interface.
The Right Light
Disposable Toothbrush
Book Hook
Fridge bottle App thermometer
COLOR CHANGING HAIR TIES - Give Girls More Style
NO MORE SORE BOTTOMS from bike seats. This product will revolutionize biking industry. Imagine riding or spinning in comfort! No more pain!
A pot that becomes a kettle. For small apartments, why have both taking up space?
sensored condiment dispenser
Cake cutting mat
t
Quirky's Water Works - a clever, smart, creative& green out and about & on the go water product.
A PHONE app that Auto RECORDS YOUR INCOMING and OUT GOING PHONE CONVERSATIONS FROM ALL OR FAVORITE SELECTED
CONTACT LIST.
Eye Mask with Light Alarm
Quirky deck of cards: Bored of queen, replace with Quirky Queen
SLEEP PROOF MOUSE
A solar powered pond aerator that looks like it belongs in a rock garden.
Multi-purpose gloves with ATTACHED sponge for cleaning dishes, kitchen, bathroom, floors etc. Cleaning made easy!
Portable periscope for seeing over crowds. With cellphone holder at top to take pictures and video without holding hands up in the air.
Portable shopping list clipboard that snaps onto shopping cart handle! Holds shopping list, coupons and pen. Stay organized at the store!
Car Door Organizer
Stay Safe With Eye And Spit
FLAT PACK LARGE SECRET COMPARTMENT CHESTER DRAWS/BEDSIDE WITH LOCKING MECHANISM :)
Ear Buds and Jacketing that Light up in either Pulse or Constant Mode Colors for Safety for Runners,Joggers, and Walkers.
GrilleStones help you modulate the temperature of the grill by holding the lid open an inch or two. No more burned dinners!
Baby's love to rock &amp; have their bottom patted! Secure them in a cozy seat that can gently pat their bottom so you can tend to other things!
a better and cleaner plunger
Hanger that sticks on to wall and has separate sections fro folders, papers, ect.
Desktop Memory Organizer
Exact Match Card
Travel scale
Side Car
What to do with your purse, bag or camera case when you are standing at a bar or club and there is no place to hang it? The "Purse-Pod!"
Ding Dong Doors (Mattel)
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Big dogs have big mouths that tend to drip water everywhere and make a mess of your floors. They need a dish that keeps things clean & tidy!
Is *YOUR* Door Knob being turned?
Caddy a new device for storing every day small items And leaving notes. Great for kitchens.Keep it on the counter or stick it to the fridge.
Let's create a great-looking (and safe) gas mask that people aren't ashamed of wearing while using their bikes to move around the city!
Gift Wrap Caddy
Warning... this is not a slow cooker or crock pot! This will cook an entire dinner with only one dirty pot in less than 15 minutes.300+votes
Travel Mouse + Speaker + USB Hub Slimline Combo - Low profile essentials that fit nicely in laptop bag without bulging
Holder that holds wine glasses upside down. You can easily slide them im and out. Has 4 legs for easy maneuverability.
Window screens that filter the fresh air entering your living space. Screens are used to block insects, what if they also filter your air
Hot Door Indicator
Decorative power cord path
The Hush Button
High chair baggies
You Are The On Switch
The Inflatable Sock
Energy hamster
HIGH-INTENSITY CIRCUIT TRAINING USING BODY WEIGHT. Heart Rate Monitor Watch that Prompts you to the next exercise. Track results on
phone.
In UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! Mr. K said think BIG. 510+ Vts on all sub. Kids would Love!
inflateable sole and heel walking and running shoes. adjust the amount of cushion you want for the type of workout that your are doing.
Epic Fingernail Clipper & Multi-function Grooming Device
My idea is a collapsible water hose that automatically winds up into its container with the push of a button.
WALLA
My invention is a retractable dog leash with a built in ipod speaker dock to attach your ipods on the go.
Treasure Tracker
MORPHIE is a monster killer toy which will help kids sleep safe from nightmares created by Professor of Clinical Hypnosis at RGU Aberdeen.
Poop-Pad - Combination pad and expandable bag around it - thereby eliminating the need to touch the poop.
Clear Colorful Vison
Lets combine the plunger and toilet brush into a single functional device. resub
The DIY EZ Jig
AUTO SUN DETECT UMBRELLA
Hermes - Bluetooth Earpiece Combo - Imagine transferring data like a winged god!
A dual foam roller system that could tighten and loosen light a vice grip so you could massage both sides of your legs or arms at once.
Ergonomic Hydraulic Office Legchair to relieve circulatory leg problems for folks who sit at a desk 8 hours a day. Healthier for workers.
BACK TO SLEEP
Designed by budding mechanical engineers at Cornell, this new mug brings a level of convenience to tea drinking never before seen.
SpoonyTop
Skillet insert
Eyeglass accessories. A small thin non obtrusive device that slides onto the sides of eyeglasses and snap on, they will have small eyeholes
Need an awesome summer kick in your britches? The Little Nipper is compact, convenient, and can super-chill any drink instantly.
A small mechanism placed inconspicuously gives off a sonic alert when the bait line is pulled by adhering its strip to ANY object.
CompuClip
Travel Cat Tree
Solar powered car cooler
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
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The measure salt pourer attached on the regular salt can makes measuring and pouring salt quick and easy with one hand
Smoke Sensor app based
A carabineer that does more, it is designed to hold your earphones! A cool twist on a popular product.
Find the bug
Selfie
multi disc player for gamers
Moto sunscreen
The Maid's Helper is a plastic, hand-dumbell shaped device that reduces hotel maids' back injuries while making up beds with fresh sheets.
Telescoping decorating stand
Video game exercise componenet
Easy Dump Wheelbarrow, Taking the strain and pain out of work. No more having to break yourself down with mighty lifting, pushing, & pulling
Double Walled, Vacuum Sealed, Microwave/Dishwasher Safe, Stain Resistant. Next Generation of Tupperware. Was UC, Resub W/ Feedback Changes.
Frugaplug
Beach Canopy Towel
IPhone 5 APP Enabled Billboard Graffiti. Display artwork on your favorite public billboard. Create artwork on your tablet or smartphone.
The Leverage Wrench and Leverage Ratchet set...Need more leverage....EXTEND The Wrench!
TRASH CAN GROOMER
I would like to create a cuzzi for coffee mugs.
Deodorizing Compost System. That Combines Storage Bin and Tumbler and is portable for use outside and inside. With stylish design.
F-TOOL-Expandable Pipe wrench
Retractable Dog Leash You Can Easily Clip To Table or Chair Leg When Dining Out
Bent into Shape a mascara brush that bends (can be individualized to 45 degrees or 90 degrees) for quick and perfect application
Cell Phone Home Satellite
Flexible LED Lamp/Lantern
Use plastic pipe and friction seals, the tubes, hoses and sprinkler erector sets for the yard.
A Leather Case for the iphone in its protective cover, worn on your belt.
Quirky Beer Brewing Kit - First Multi-Brew Kit With App Monitor - Try up-to 6 Recipes at Once Without Waiting for Weeks! Resub w/350+ votes
Bookmark that holds your Pen or Highlighter (such as FADER), and a place marker. Know where paragraph you stopped at.
This Baby bottle will have internally the H2O and milk powder separately. You just have to rotate/shake to mix.
aircraft landing gear retrofit
Place a micro USB port on the spine of a hard back book that allows you to download an "e-book" and/or "audio book" copy to other devices.
Imagine this, kitchen or shop scales that do a running total of how many more items need to be added to reach a desired weight or $ value
Ideal teachers tool! Easy lesson planning.
I have a lotion soft rinseless hand towelette called WizardWipes. They are a almond scented hand wipe that kills germs. Very catchy name
vacuum trolley
belt buckle cell phone charger
Kim's Easy Tote Chair
Group Alert
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
Time MATters
Be safe while driving and using your cell phone. Who wants that expensive ticket or have an accident while holding your cell phone?
easy basketball for disability
Around the House BUG Vacuum.
Pocket Shield Clip
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Simple! It works! Golf training device cures the SLICE SEE your reflection PERFECT hand grip alignment PROS agree MILAR light harmless
An iphone battery extending case with integrated macro, zoom and/or wide angle lens that can be selected by sliding over the current lens.
Broom
SELF AIR, DO NOT LET DEFLATE
Smart Cabinet Tells You When Running Low on Any Supplies. Smart Surface Area-Sensing to Track Mixed goods! Check out details!
It's about time removing ice cubes from trays become easier than pouring your drink into your cup. Ice cubes with a top handle to simplify
Pay at pump vending machine
Headphones taking up too much space on your desk? Hang it from your mac in style! The best way free up some prime desk real estate!
The Bedchair Table is a high tech "bed table" that is often used in hospitals. Now this table with its high tech can be used anywhere
RealSimple Electric Rug Shaker
Vertical Electric Hot Curler Cubes Save Space on Bathroom Counter. Buy 1 for Short Hair, 2 for Med. Hair, 3 for Long Hair. They Stack!
iText
3 finger insta-glove
Porta botellas GÃ³mez
"Kill-the-Watt" - see, learn, manage, and reduce. Tells you how much electricity each item in your home uses. Fun meets Green.
Smart Impact Wrench
The Bluetooth Fairy would be a strand that connects to any Bluetooth an clips on to you so that you don't loose, break and use bluetooths
Vegetable Carpet is a roll of your favorite plant seeds embedded into a roll that would literally unroll their crops right on the ground.
Very simple ipad 2 cover, flip flop from the front CENTER and stands itself like a pyramid on earth Horizontally and Vertically at once.
AlwaysDry
Sometimes extension cords are a bit difficult to plug or unplug. This is the solution the ergonomic extension cord
PreFab Built-in Dresser/Closet
Toilet seat lid that cleans and sanitizes the seat everytime you flush or close the lid
A high quality composting barrel that is efficient and effective enough to actually sell!
My Wipermate eliminates bugs and grime from windshields by having both a brush and a blade on the same wiper frame.
Cookiecup A cup that holds your cookie
Grilled pizza doughs, frozen and packaged for retail sale.
Pager Smart Tag
BLINDER
Locator Stickers
P.O.T.T. - Pets off The Tree
Lockable Tracking Device
Binders with integrated organizational clips like Cliplets. Binders that help you organize your documents without making holes in them!
CORE +
My Miles
Stand for Kinect
board for jumping into water
Saw brake will electrically stop the table saw from rotating when the guard or the saw are touched by hand due to electrical conductivity
An ALL in 1 way to keep your contacts, your glasses and accesories!! Keep them TOGETHER, CLEAN, AT REACH and SAFE.
Car Key FOB Smartphone App
Magnetic cord keepers that are strong, simple, and reusable.
How long will it take?
Electronic Doggy Door
I designed a rolled canvas hanging system based on one that I first improvised.
a tool to lift hot dishes from microwave to countertop - oven mits r 2 bulky, dish towels awkward. Must grab plates/bowls not burn hands.
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Baggie Funnel
Wrist Band Device with integrated software,App, Skype, international languages. Connectivity to cells,tv, computer Voice control,and more
Super Smart Wall Outlet:Built in camera with motion sensor,eject feature,OLED sockets,2 USB ports.
Flag Bright
shopping bag carrier-to carry your shopping bags from the car to your house-kind of a like a golf club carrier
Standard gas grill or oven design conversion to add a pizza compartment with a pizza stone.
Protect your puppy from PARVO... Simple 4' x 4' portable pen that protects puppy from contact with germs in the grass such as parvovirus.
The Water Paw is a massage glove that allows water to flow through as your dog is massaged and washed. Easing the dog bathing process.
App-enabled Running Toilet Fix
Dog bottom cleaner
The YouPick!
The Ninja Koozie! Super cool looking koozie with a hidden talent!
Champagne opener
Type tone
Charles Trim belt
Tired of extension cords and music cables getting tangled? Wrap it into a "Wind-Up" and turn any wire into a neat retractable one!
Phone Sock - a cable tidy for your phone while its charging. it sits on the wall outlet and carries your phone and charger cable.
A bandaid that instead of having a picture of say Spong bob square pants it's a bandaid that is in the shape of subject.
The Hush Button
plug-in solar power battery
Vibrating heat massager that allows the user a customized fit.
Clips similar to Cliplets, specifically designed to attach to folders or binders. These clips would also work like tabs you can write on.
DIY pizza bite maker. Add any fillings you want, no mess or spilling or time spent crimping. USe different doughs for different dishes.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 228 votes
Toilet Plunger redesigned without the filthy splash and toil of conventional plungers. A simple design to attack the clog in a better way.
Gardening solved with a twist.Twist and Lock ergonomics gardening tools.
Self-adhesive cloth/foam discs that attach to the inside surface of a wristwatch case to prevent the watch from moving around on your wrist.
Safe-Cap
The Companion
Watch &amp; Pour Measuring Cup. Cup is slanted w/ measurements on Outside. No straining necessary! OXO HAS ONE BUT MEASUREMENT ARE ON
The INSIDE
BACON SAVER - Store your uncooked bacon in the freezer for longer storage, and easier cooking.
All-n-1 Solar Powered Umbrella
International GI-Joe's
Finger Stylus
With the hot weather bring out the pool, and water toys! RC shark! RC dolphin! or any other fish - what would you like to see? Please share
App X
Lunchbox Cube Fridge
Protein Coffee Enhancer
Reduce your amount of yard work! This product will allow you to cut your grass and trim/edge your yard at the same time.
Coolest iPhone charging station ever! To be made in white and black. Displays both time and received E-mails, messages or calls.
A POUCH TO ATTACH TO THE TOP OF A LAPTOP TO HOLD PENCILS, PENS, GLASSES, JUMP DRIVES ETC. CONVENIENT TO HAVE THEM
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
Restroom Survival Kit: Basic kit includes a travel size portion of soft bath tissue and a seat cover. Female versions available too.
Spinning can cooler. Ever go fishing, camping, or to the beach. You stop in and buy ice for the cooler and put the cans of beve (often
KerberoX- your SmartCeiling
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Cables= Tripping, Dropping and Falling no more with an extension cable that had a magnetic coupling on it with single line surge protection.
Document file filing cabinet finder app.
Child/Water-Proof Containers
auto snow blower
Sunscreen DIY
Utensil Tongs eliminate food from falling off while flipping. Convert to conventional tongs!
1.Take a walk 2.collect the energy 3.connect YOUR shoe insert 4. recharge YOUR iPhone 5.Or turn on heating function :-)
Strap Sac.For when you don't need a lot of capacity but you do need SOME. When a backpack is overkill,yet you don't want to carry in hand.
Over the door whiteboard
Anti-theft Mobile Charger
DRINKING STRAWS DISPENSER.
Pedal Light
Baby Food Pouch Holder
Ever tried using your iPad or Kindle to read or watch a video in bed, and you just couldn't get it in a comfortable position?
Bicycle Dashboard for serious cyclists. Complete with grips that monitor heart rate, mph, rpm, elapsed time, local time, distance etc...
BVPC
This phone cover is also a USPS prepaid shipping container, so the phone can be dropped in any mailbox and recycled at the end of its life.
A tool that can attach to a wide range of ladders preventing injury and offering stability. Offering protection and safety when needed.
An Ipad stand that's compatible with both the use of landscape and portrait orientations on a flat surface.
NOVELTY DASHBOARD COMPASS
My idea is to create a portable (lap-top) privacy (case) with filing system. for use on an airplane and public places.
Wings
TUB SHORTENER
A thin sponge that can be temporarily fastened to the shelf below the ice and water dispenser on your refrigerator to catch the spills.
iARM: iPad Swing Arm that mounts near/on the bed that reduces arm fatique and provide light source and power
Fast Food Chains
Novelty Ice cream scoop set. Set of two ice cream scoops, one masculine, one feminine. Beatiful and quirky novelty gift idea.
new spoon please see video
Smart Fly Swatter
Ergonomic Hydraulic Office Filing Cabinet for raising the bottom files up to a comfortable level instead of kneeling or squatting as you sit
A portable hydrotherapy massager! Pressurized streams of water and heat target areas of pain. Without the inconvenience of getting wet.
zenith
power bar with detachable LED
The tape cutter/scissors which leaves a mark/turns the tape a bit which helps in identifying where to open the tape from next time-401 votes
GPS Tracker and USB electric power supply for your bike - protection and juice for your ride-along electronics.
SKILL MASTER
Idea "Adjust-a-Bib" for any size bird cage. It keeps bird seeds in the cage . With the economy we can market to the millions.
GE Protect Deaf and Mentally Ill People with a Safer Alternative to the TASER An Electric Net is a safer control-able Restraining Devise.
Battery-Charger That Clips Onto An Overhead Air-Vent Nozzle In A Bus or Airplane Where Moving Air Drives A Propeller and Generator
Vegetable seed planter. A simple device marked to help the gardener to plant their seeds at the proper depth consistently & accurately.
Countertop Corn Shucker
Digital photo picture coffee table and/or side table with projector capability.
Handheld Shoe tip Maker
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Bathroom Too Noisy? A discrete way to go #1 and #2
The Smart Baby Rocker
spray director
The Scrub Shoe/Shower Brush
The Fizz Dispenser
Re-usable fake nails that girls can design themselves! Stick, color, erase, re-use!
Hang your poster without making holes in the poster or in the wall while making the hanging method completely invisible
Solar Charger Case
An "ICE" locket that holds emergency info, that can be clipped or hung on a person or clothing. Great for kids, joggers, anyone out alone.
cookie-diver
cookie cutter set. set of 18 pieces comes with magnetic cutter, cut up to 6 pieces per cut.
A light weight essentials travel bag that has a shoulder strap.
A plastic bucket cover with bristles in the middle and hose attachment, turn on water and run tools through to avoid rust with seating lid
VaniStation - Your beauty station anywhere
A large Countdown display over/between traffic lights, so you can see if you have enough time to make the light or you need to brake, NOW!
Self Charging Cellphones
Package Safe
Indicate your availability on the backside of your Macbook screen to avoid interruption in public or work settings.
Duo - Planter. A plant waterer that does both jobs of watering and misting plants. Simple yet effective and efficient concept
Ultrasonic Ice Cube Tray
Security Doorknob - Captures and records fingerprints of person turning handle. Biometric technology for identification of intruders.
My Simplest idea: Secured pin - with anti slip drop
iPad armature pivots &amp; tilts, universally attaches to any bed headboard, designed of lightweight material, speaker/hPhone jack syncs with tv
Decoration courtesy for umbrellas. It gives a point at the end of the umbrellas to keep the wet umbrellas from dripping. - With Jung Woo Jin
Waterproof Pockets Add-on: Attachable to ANY Swimsuit = NO MORE WORRIES having money and credit card on the beach
Stop Light Sport
Pull down mirror
A magnetic mat that adheres to the bumper when dogs,pets, or cargo is being loaded. The mat is removable. It can be customized.
CarCloset is a product that fits in the door pocket of a vehicle.It allows the user to keep items in an organized manner in their vehicle.
Consolidated Store Scancard
"iexpand Whiteboard"
Who doesn't like a good scalp massage; and now whenever you decide you want one? This product will help you relax starting with your dome.
SmartPool
School Bus Location Device.
Pencil, Pen, or Marker with Built-In Ruler or Tape Measure. Measure & Mark!
Hosiery with insoles built into it. All different kinds of supporting insoles will be sewn into the bottom of the hosiery.
Musical Instrument Hand Sizing
STOP Seasonal Depresson
Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
An attachment that would go on your sunglasses that would call or buzz your phone when you walked away reminding you left something behind.
PeeDe
Inspector Baggy! A Clear Plastic Sandwich Baggy for Children so they can easily detect if their sandwich has gone bad or not,mainly w/ mayo.
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SKEETER BEADS-bead necklace made of natural herbs. Warmth of your body releases scent, masks carbon dioxide, NO MOSQUITOES or BLACK FLIES
tee ball practice kit
I would like to see the perfect water drainer for the dish tray. Water ends up on the counter, which will eventualy ruin the counter.
SMALL FOLDING TABLE FOR LAPTOP
App to watch your own TVscreen
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple mechanical timer and you have marker that will close itself.
Teenager Lifesaver
A Couch that converts to a Game Table. Like a Sleeper/Sofa. Pull Out and Swivel around...add 4 easy legs for more height.
Minnie remote sold for tablets to fast foward songs, lower, raise or mute the volume, shut your Tablet off......
The Wastenot
Test1
A BlueTooth device that acts as a beacon with my phone that I can attach to my young children to make sure that they are are near me
a new way of mouse catching without poison chemicals metal traps that harm kids and pets. and can catch more than one.
Cleaning
Cool scent is a Air Freshener for house hold cooling fans and central air vents, a great breeze deserves a great smell.
Mocubo II or Mocumbo Extreme Some Improvements to the Mocumbo product or maybe just an extension of the product line.
The idea is a dish washing sponge that can have soap inside like the ones with handles but without the handle so it is soft and easy to use.
Device the Make LED TV "Wifi"
Heart-sync bracelet: a way to be linked to your friends or loved ones. Or whoever.
Smart Grill
Concept Hydra: Multiply Smart Phone/Tablet Charging Power and Save Time!
Sticky Fix for your Kicks! Kick foot pain with cooling menthol infused shoe pads and insoles packaged in an emergency kit like Bandaids
Canapy
The world's smartest alarm
scraper/tong/splatula
A shirt you can change make a few tops into many. REAL MIX &amp; MATCH CLOTHING. A license for this could be very nice.
Find Number game!
POP &amp; Freeze. Silicone Ice Tray That Makes Adding Ice Cubes to Drinks Easy. Each Ice Cube Gets Individually pushed out and released. resub
A redesigned litter box, that will reduce smell, cleaning frequency, litter tracking, and potentially elimination of all litter use.
Wristrixions
Rolled Watch
Talking clock/calendar
I want to create a "smart" outlet that automatically shuts off power to a device if that device does not need power.
Candle Out
Gin Lite
A dishwashing glove with a sponge on the palm and fingers and scrubing bristles on the tips of the thumb, index, and middle finger.
The Half-Mute button
Personalized Lighter
Starfish ball is a dog toy . Yua can make it as a flying disk or a irregular bounce ball.
Skin perfecter (different from primer). Fills or masks indentations in your skin from old or new piercings or severely enlarged pores.
Religious Image Flame-less Candle
small ratcheting mechanism attached to the shoe laces with a Click or a twist and the laces are tight and click a button and they are loose
In only one cooking devices, there are three, sandwich-toaster, grill table and mini-oven.
Comics maker Stencils
this is a test
Efficient Personal Cooling Device for hot weather. Don't rely on having an air conditioned car or room nearby, control your cool!
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A little to give
Redesign Flair Hairbrush so it can make it to Market - Please I Need your Help
kitchen knife with an insulated handle (wood or ...) with electric heater to warm the blade and allow easier cutting of frozen items
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
Now Older Kids Too Can Ride Shopping Carts While Reading or Watching - Roller Platform Attachment For Shopping Carts
Comfortopper, 4.home or hotel
A mobile APP that creates an index of every term mentioned within any of the social network sites that you choose to link it to.
A labeled container with the proper indentification is needed for Baby's "ready mix", "powdered", and Formula pumpted from breast.
Instant Glasses Frames
booklight bookmark RESUB
Caffeine Buddy
It's a towel! It's a bag! The best, most cooperative beach towel. Ever.
Lemon-White Elbow! Completely natural way to lighten and soften your dark, callous elbows! One spray will get your elbows soft and light!
A product that you use when pumping your own gas. It props up the gas pump nozzle's trigger so that you can fill up hands free.
BAKE YOUR EGGS
Wearable Strong-Field Detector
Universal device holder/stand/wrap-around. Items 2 lbs or under. Hold tablets, iPadâ€™s, phones. Wrap around anything or yourself
Toddler shoes that talk and teach!
caddie facile
You go out and shovel, but the snow is too heavy! The fast solution is to make the shovel smaller, this shovel narrows the "blade" size.
Green Dynamite
A Roll out Trunk Table, for all those Tailgate Parties
This is not a product but rather a game. It is based on ping pong but has several different rules, one is it's played sitting in a chair.
The Garden Rotater. Combine a rake,shovel,hoe and clippers into one rotating item to make ease for garden tasks! Save on space and money. :D
laser pen
FrameEase
It's like POST-IT! but BETTER! It's a cuff/bracelet that provides you with important reminders whenever/wherever you go!
A baby holding device that helps people hold infants. A lot of men are not comfortable holding babies, and kids are not so good at it.
Gel Coolant Workout Mat
Around the House BUG Vacuum.
Pet passed away, take long trips for work, at work all day, miss your pet, answer:"Pet with me"
New wave of stay cool clothing, Snap and re-cool after 2 hours
Baby Bibs that plays kids music to soothe the baby.
Retract
Holiday garage decoration
Bug-away Flip-Flops
Fresh Water Condensation Plant
Magnifier (logo) Plugs into USB (but not a flashdrive)
Chair of the Board
A new perspective on over the ear headphones, rather self explanatory, check out the image for details.
Lower your risk of blood clots
SMART DIGITAL TV ANTENNA
frying pan holder. single.
Tape dispenser providing 3/4" and 2" tape at one time to affix shipping labels.
The Easy-Carry Condiment Tray
Solar Snake
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Organizer for washing socks
ã€Balance cameraã€‘Camera + Roly-poly toy. An waterproof camera and always keep the horizon level !
A computer mouse that maintains the hand's natural/relaxed position. Rather than forcing fingers to extend, hand molds naturally over it.
Bean-Backpack
hardshell phone pouch with transparent front.
Unicus - one wheel, endless possibilities! A miniature unicycle that will jump, twist, rail and grind its way through the track you make.
Disposable Condiment Packets
Uniquely individual, personalized car alarm sounds can be found in â€œThe Alarmoryâ€!!
It's called a Web Blaster!! It's small and has a telescoping shaft.It sucks up spider webs and dust without lugging vacuum cleaner
Collar Guard
Kwik Lace was u.consideration
An electronic device for washing machines that detect a key fob or mobile phone and alerts one before turning on the machine .
Aqua Spa hydrotherapy treats your face to water's relaxing and healing benefits with warm/cool temperature contrasts and essentail oils.
Dont Overcharge
Pizza Perfect Pan
Turning IPad, IPad mini into a desktop computer, docking station
Four sided clothespin : 3D-Printable with brand-new material "RubberLike" plastic from i.materialise.com
A pen on a lanyard that can hang from your review mirror. Lanyard and pen could be printed with company name.
The "Night Writer" is a writing utensil with ink that glows in the dark. It can be used in an emergency as a toy or disposable neon sign.
Transparent Spray-Sunscreen
RE-USABLE DRINK HOLDER, save trees. Save the planet. This holder now is your best friend to hold everythin u need at your meal time.
New-age-Chia-esque tree stand for beginner gardeners to seasoned veterans. Grow wherever you want, whatever you want with the Me Tree
A modern indoor/outdoor lounge chair with ottoman for space conscious individuals. It's inexpensive, lightweight & durable.
Customize your school backpack
No Click Pick
Easy curtains
Automatic Pet Gate
The Rowdy Strap! A portable child restraint strap for shopping carts and public child seats, who's straps are often broken or missing.
In a Good Light
Wipe away your smart phone screen skeeze, UV sanitize and charge. All in one plunge, pause and pull process! Sorcery.
Strain and Serve Pot/Bowl. The Process of Boiling and Straining Foods has never been easier!
iPhone Charge Transfer
RollAway Hair Remover
Collapsible Pitcher with Spigot at the bottom. Easy Storage, easy Pour.
Introducing a simple golf training aid, The Anti-Sway Bar. It will improve anyoneâ€™s game by helping keep the head still during the swing.
Laptop &amp; Notes Grip
Beautiful space saving Hanging garden for your balcony.
Like a temp. tattoo, hickey art can use letter, designs, shapes, etc. connect to suction source & get a hickey in the form of your design.
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
An analogue clock that displays multiple time zones on one face. Adjustable to show any four time zones at once.
The Electric Weed Hammer...For agitating hard or dry soil for the easy removal of weeds and other buried vegetables. (See Picture)
SPOUT CAP
8-Way French Door Drapes
Folding shop-cane
Flip Down Display case
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Flying Christmas Tree Angel
Compact Instrument Recorder
A string of plug in electric heated hot massage stones
Baby Tempi-Shirts
This cloth will clean your glasses and phone, all while hiding behind a gentleman's dress tie.
The Cuisine Screen
a thin, lightweight elastic strap that attaches to the back of an ipad to fit one hand allows users to hold the ipad like a watercolor board
OrgApp
easy shopping
iTimer or Timer on Steroids
Affordable priced folding canvas chair made with a case to put the chair in with a handle and wheels on it to prevent shoulder pain.
83% (RESUB) Safe Ergonomic Pitcher. Eliminate spills and heavy lifting for family members who need assistance like kids or the elderly.
Power strip that conceals multiple charger cords. Charges multiple devices on one outlet. Wires hide inside and only male end is left out.
Voice Activated Kitchen Timer
AT 12.99 RETAIL AND COST UNDER 1.50 PACKAGED. 35 MILLION KIDS WITH LOCKERS, THIS IS A GREAT PRODUCT.
Flexi[fold]CUP - When you go on a picnic, this cup does not fall.
Over the shoulder bags with handles carrier. Say goodbye to excesive trips carrying groceries into the home.
A plastic, tupperware-like, storage unit, multicolored, with a wheel on the lid that incorporates the month and day the item was placed in
My product is an adjustable second "handle" for garbage and other cans to help move, lift and tilt them more surely and with less effort.
A Soap on a rope/wash cloth that hangs..No more soap going down the drain to fast!! Save your soap, with the all new rope soap holder :))
Vibrating Ice Scraper
The Quick Attach Outlet Box
Invisible Keys-Phone tether
Sugar, cream, coffee and misc containers with concave designed to direct contents to center for easy scooping. Angled scoop built into lid.
Travel Bath Mat with custom square pattern for easy folding, a hook for drying, &amp; rubber band to wrap around the mat to secure in place!
Load Watcher
Wine & bottle holder which lets you store opened bottles horizontally in the refrigerator & small dorm room fridges, without leaking.
Dry-Erase Game Box For Children
Wet mop with fan attached to quick dry the floor..!
iPhone 5 ALL IN ONE LANYARD CHARGER BUMPER SOUND ENHANCER
A Microwave Tray And Tray Cover, Designed With Surround Handles That Makes It Safe To Lift The Cover And Check Or Remove Your Heated Foods.
set it in stone
Ergonomic Handle for Kinect
Quirky Touch eReader An App Enabled that use multiples smartphones or Tablets, to send books or pictures to the New QUIRKY eReader.
my invention 2.o
a dish cleaning sponge for easy or hard dish cleaning
Baby Wipe Gloves. Wiping a baby's butt with a baby wipe, doesn't always work out the way you want. Avoid getting STUFF on your hands.
Solar&amp; snow &amp; ice rubber mat
Portable Intersection Camera
A travel bag that has an external inflatable layer that can be inflated (airbag) after packing to provide a shock absorber to your valuables
A snug latex finger glove on which you wrap your floss as you floss your teeth. No more pain of floss digging into the finger as you floss.
brosse toillette electrique
Pivot Power Genius Extenders
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A stand for my I Phone allowing it to easily read the phone while in the normal Apple stand sitting on the desk - recharging and linked.
Vehicle Motor Damage Alarm
A magical device to mount an iPad between the two front seats of your car, allowing all rear passangers to see the screen. Simples
PocketShave
Shoe laces that Audio Teach your child to tie their shoes with common sing along songs. Kids can learn to tie their shoes &amp; have fun too
The charger ports cell phones are always breaking an adjustable clip/stand that supports the charger port to extend the life of the phone.
prÃ©parateur de biberon
knock-- knock
Yard work can suck. That's why we need the "Rake Boost" This light weight, yet sturdy rake is powered with a micro blower that saves time.
Cozy, organic cotton oversized jumpsuit w/zipper back. No worry about hotel sheets cleanliness or comfort &amp; good for lounging @ home too
Pet Parents--Eliminate the mess after the elimination! Hate getting messy after cleaning up your dog's poop? "cleanPups" are bags and wipes.
Cordless Rechargeable Heated Ice Removal Tool - Ice Scrapers exist, but the Quirky community can design one light years above all else.
With earphones embedded in your iPhone case, you will never, ever have to deal with the annoying tangles of your wired earphones.
Broken Glass Dustpan &amp; Brush
pipe shaped torch
The self heating towel. Combine heat packs and a towel to give you a hot towel as you dry.
Quick and Clean Urine Sampling
the Big Bang vest
BOOK BED BUDDY!
Walking Cane Insert
A perfectly fitting shower cap - no worries about your hair getting on the way or wet - enjoy your home spa experience to the fullest!
3-SNAP 3D Glasses
A cook/stove top cover for smooth top cooking surfaces. Kinda like a gel mat for your cook-top.Of moderate heat resistance.
Tee it up
Window Silencer
Shovork - A mix between a shovel and a pitchfork
Toilets plug up easily. A modified in-sink disposal could increase suction and break up solids that plug the toilet. Great for businesses.
Strap pin bottle opener
How would Like to Change your unwanted CDâ€™s into works of Art!
Make hair care easy. Untangle cords. Compartmentalize your appliances. Protect your counter & loved ones. Leave your home without worry.
Baby's thermo bottle &amp; cooking pot w/ thermostat/temperature gage that reads and regulate the exact temperature of baby's formula.
Spring DeCluttering
CushionRun
The Original spit ball shooter! (this image does not truly reflect a final design)
Chip Funnel
Make spice lids(caps)with there own measuring lines so consumers don't have to stop and grab a spoon to measure. Its right on the Lid magic
Case for iphone or ipod which have on the top corner ball bearing or similar for smooth nice rotating.
slide hammer-nail bar.remove nails and trim,base boards without destroying sheetrock and other boards.one of a kind tool.very handy,etc.
Doggy Seat Belted Bed
Stubby Mug - Coffee lovers From steamer to spout - Guaranteed to fit between drip tray and spout No espresso cup req - Heat reactive!
This product was designed to give people easier ways of carrying, organizing, storing and protecting their shoes.
Harman Future Sound
Always workout together
Tailgate Lounge
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Wrap Plug To Help Stow Away All Those Not Needed Cables
Does writing hurt your fingers? Does grasping a mouse hurt your hands? FINGER MATES great for disabilities/strokes/arthritis/MS/fibro &amp; KIDS
Secure Click and Use Cutting Boards.
Selfie stick fan
Rim Shield
Ear Bud/BT- Ear Cuff
Device that attaches to a garage door opener. It detects carbon monoxide and signals the door opener to open the door letting fresh air in.
A wireless system from the handlebars to allow the lights to turn left or right brake located in a vest worn by the rider or the backpack.
A wireless box that you plug your cell phone into and use a "traditional" phone at home. All phone features used from touch screen on box.
battery booster
A house slipper that fits neatly into a weather resistant clog style shell. Step in - Step out.
Bracelet/Necklace/KeyFOB with low power Bluetooth/rfid + App fully encrypting phone. if device is more than 5 ft apart no access in or out
Winter/Summer LED bug light
EZ Weight Loss Plate
The docking station converts an everyday cell phone and allows it to be a mobile device as well as a home phone used throughout the house
The Battery Belt/Purse Strap is equiped with backup batteries that will hold power for your cell phones or tablets.
Hinge Hangers
Solar powered car cooler
sawzall file attachment
Trash Alert
The Snow Shovel that Heats Up! Some snow and ice is hard to scoop up because it is so frozen.This heating shovel will allow for easier scoop
portable retractable mirror
A spinning/rotating loofah sponge that massages and dispenses body wash:a spa treatment in a single item that also saves space.pure eureka.
KD Trek Pole
Makeup Mitt
Portable electric butter warmer, melter. A small electric hot plate, with a detachable creamer type device on top.
Wind-up flashlights! No batteries needed, a few LEDs, very light (ha! get it?? no, like, not heavy).
The Bluetooth Fairy would be a strand that connects to any Bluetooth an clips on to you so that you don't loose, break and use bluetooths
REAL SIMPLE-POCKET VACUUM
Interchangeable replaceable fabric cushions for strollers, car seats, and high chairs.
A backpack with a small, medium and large compartment. Each compartment detaches or attaches with velcro. Smallest compartment is lined.
A magnetic grid for metallic utensils with clamps for non-metallic utensils. This product will also have lights to illuminate counters.
An App Enabled Lock Box....Great for Real Estate Agents, Landlords...they can change the combination right after someone leaves the house!
BEACH-FEET BRUSH! to remove sand from feet when leaving beach! shaped like a flip-flop..attaches to your beach chair or bag.boogie board too
Wonder how to carry both - your breakfast tea and coffee for your lunch?
A simple laptop screen replacement that takes no screws or tech work.
Prevent Beer Explosions + Monitor &amp; Serve Your Beer or Other Beverages at the Right Temperatures Like a Pro!
golf rocks's its a family fun game 'a board game'learning while having fun with family members and friends.appropriate for all ages can play
COLLAPSIBLE TRUNK STORAGE
Cube Eyes
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An ULTIMATE PLAYHOUSE/FORT/CASTLE may be the perfect thing for Quirky creativity
Portable Herb Sprial (PHS)
You'll Rest Easy When You Have Your NAP! NAP = Neighbor Awareness & Protection A Fire/Safety Alarm that alerts neighbors of danger.
The all seeing DASHPHONE/PAD
Toilet seat built in lifter
Reclaim your valuble storage space with the new "MowHouse" That's Right Put Yo Mow Out and use your shed or garage again!
WIDE table for drill press
CRUMB
! A 5 foot hose with a build on attachments !
Page Flip
An app-enabled device that will alert parents if their children wander more than a certain distance away.
A dispenser for cling wrap that does not crumple the cling wrap and cuts off easily. Also clings to the dispenser evenly for next use.
Filtration can be messy at times, let us uncomplicated it! Easy Strainer - Eye-shade for lids.
The Handy iPhone Case
Hi my name is Tony, and my idea I've had for the past few year is one that I believe you all will like. Why because it save a life one day
Produce a black wood art frame 17x21x1-1/2 for kids art that houses 4ea 8x10 blank canvas's attached with velcro for easy change.
Handy Handle (Get a Grip)
DeskCal
Easy cleaning of surfaces when prepping food - the door hanging container is in the perfect position to sweep away mess quickly!
Swiss Army Spatula: How many utensils do we have in the kitchen? Tons! My product will condense the clutter and be cheap.
Stovetop app control
Easy Squeegee
Praying Mantis Prayer box
Portable Retractable Mirror
iPad case with flip down privacy screen cover/filter. Screen cover goes on touchscreen when needed and snaps to case lid when not.
Personal Ice Air Flow
Reducing speed retracting tape measure, Save the knuckles (JH
app enabled mechanical massage chair
ECO SCOOTER made from corrugated/hexacomb board. Eco friendly, recyclable, affordable and customizable.
A can crusher that crushes the can and has a attached trash can to it that will catch the crushed can in a bag for easy recycling.
Air Ring Shooter
LOCKING USB FLASH DRIVE BOX with LED flashlight + 100% waterproof and FLOATS plus covered with a business graphics/logo. YOU WILL LOVE
IT!
Wireless labtop charger
Babies need their own personal cooking pot. These would come in baby colors and be used for warming cold formula, and cooking Baby foods.
wifi flood alarm
Pumi's! Here's an opportunity to have a disposable latex glove with a ground pumice exterior. Saves time and money for your own mani/pedis.
BBQ GRILL SIDE ATTACHMENT TRAY
You can only go back and forth between two channels on your TV remote. What if there is a remote that can be preset to multiple channels.
Iphone Case with Box built in!
The Wobbler
This is a new clamp design which enables clamping of 3 way T and Y junctions. The videos and text below explain it in better detail.
SECURE Mobile Phone Bicycle Charger, "Accelerometer" triggered alarm when phone missing, and 6 foot Cable lock mechanism all-in-one.
I Jewel
Organizer Cents Coin Container
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Smart HVAC Vent w/ Booster Fan
refrigerator angel
Say whatever you'd like whenever you'd like with my sleek set of magnetic letters & symbols for your car. Bumper stickers are so yesterday!
my idea is to create a footwear that warms,cools and massages you feet without forcing you to be stationary or idle.
Flat power extionsion cord
Truck drivers throw urine filled plastic bottles out their windows frequently. My idea is a biodegradable container for truckers.
Your pets will never be far from your voice!
The Cookie Cutter Cookie Jar decoratively stores your cookie cutters right on the sides of your cookie jar for ez access. (Video!)
The Original Claw Mat
Stackable glasses, cups and bowls with flip up handles. Eliminates oven mitts when hot and saves space. Handle holes allow hanging.
Temporary Tattoo Printer - Option 1 or 2
GOING TO THE BEACH? HATE YOUR TOWEL MOVED BY THE WIND. MAGNETIC SAND STAKES. STICK INTO SAND ADD YOUR MAGNET
TOP. TOWEL WILL STAY ALL DAY.
Regular controller attachments gives motion sensor feel without the motion sensor and less the cost.
Cats Wisker Feeler
Playing a PlayStation, Xbox or WII does tie up your TV and itâ€™s not always feasible for two TVâ€™s in a home in a family rm,Time limit APP
Up-See-Z glasses
natural nutrition for diabetic
A brush or comb that allows gel or mousse to extract through every bristle. The product will evenly distribute throughout any hair type.
EZ Pad 4 Klass
A retractable, graduated tape attached by two stakes that can be used for measuring row width and seed depth when planting a garden.
A simple compact speaker alarm clock that an iPhone or iPod can plug into and rest horizontally.
Golf's Exotic Practice System meets all of the qualifications for an economical, enjoyable and beneficial product to learn to play golf
Back to the future Shoes
Smushed coins that collectible
Kayak Lung upside down breather.
Copy and Paste Pen
An audible finder system for remote controls. When pressed, a mounted transmitter communicates with a sound device attached to remote.
Cleanbrush
Charm for a women's bag or clothes that notifies them when their phone is ringing. (previous concept was a ring in UC with 200+ votes)
Cube Saver
Place mini Spying tracking device on anyone or anything to keep track of the situation do monitoring using iphone technology
lacespeed
Slipper Wash Mate
Gripper Stickers
Musical case
Aluminum finish stands that match the iMac! More pics inside. 250 votes, thanks guys!
Modular kitchen organization system helps organize you kitchen in dowers and on the counter. Made form nice, clean wood.
Cutting Board "Paper"
Attach your sharpening steel directly to your cutting board.
Yard Master
Ceramic balls in a inflatable pad, rechargeable and remote controlled . Optionally Hand operated!!! by a friend??
The most useful items for eating/preparation can now be found in one kit! A life saver for college students!
Beets Me Trivia App
IMP Drive Safe necklace alarm. If you are drowsy and your head droops while driving an alarm will sound to alert you. (Bluetooth option?)
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STITCH-IT (The Up to 5 Sheets of Paper, Electronic Eye Activated, Stapleless Stapler)
The Washer. Light weight,rotating brush and flexible wand and built in soap dispenser say's it all ! Clean your home,car,boat,or pool easy
Perilla automatica para estufa
smoke-a-bol
SD Memory Card Wristband
Safely transport CPU
The first self stick tape(usually known like scotch tape) with insulating gel built in.
A small bottle of hot sauce attached to a keychain. The containers are reusable but can also be swapped with different flavors and shapes.
Recycling plastic water bottles is common, but cumbersome. Aluminum can be crushed. Shred your plastic, compact it, transport it to recycle.
BookPouch
A FLAG POLE WITH FLAG STORAGE AND MECHANISM THAT WILL RELEASE AND RETRACT FLAGS WITH A PUSH OF A
BUTTON.CONVENIENT!KEEP BEING PATRIOTIC!.
Le Beurrier Thermologique
The Knotless Fish Hook ! All you have to do is simply slide the fishing line over the top of your "knotless hook" &amp; you are ready to fish!
Power Hub. A power supply extender that could be splitted into separate units.
Wi-Fi Music Receiver
CycleCharge
ePen
UV Protected Film Cut Outs
Pen + Bookmark + Stylus + Ruler = Feather Pen. It is the most comfortable writing utensil you will ever use.
Story of Life elastic twisttie
EYECLIP....A minimalist and Simple eyeglass waist clip.
We all seen the t-pain, and iron transparent phones and total recall hand phone and with todays technology we have can make a HandPhone
Slip over custom covers for new Mac Pro computers. Tubular design.
Smart Battery
An Ipad charging dock with land line headset for making Skype/VoIP calls...yes, just like that headset you had in 1980
Tablet/Reader Travel Tray or Tablet/Reader Case with Adjustable Legs, or snap on Adjustable Legs that Curve, Bend, and able to be pushed in.
Powerzip
Wink-o-meter
iCuisson Ã distance
Antimicrobial Copper Door Knob Decal Stops the Spread of GERMS.
A breathable glove with makeup brushes at the tip of each finger. These various brushes can be snapped on/off and replaced on any finger.
"iPhone LED light plug"
Pretty simple idea to help with some everyday problems. Masking tape should have inch and foot messurments stamped on the face.
Tapit
Protective covers for drip irrigation components; prevent rabbits from damaging the flexible drip lines connecting to the emitter barb.
GreaseVac: Easily remove grease from your pan safely &amp; neatly! Uses recycled containers to store/dispose of grease without the risk or mess.
Save a Babe
top/bottom opening windowblind
Make trap shooting pigeons out of bio-degradable, non-hazardous, seed or fertilzer for the land, or seed or grain for the wild animals.
How do you entertain your children while they are bathing? TOYS!!! Even better; introducing the water-proof bath HOVERCRAFT!!!
An iPhone case made out of thick seed paper board or any inexpensive biodegradeable material with a semi gloss biodegradeble coating.
Pillow Readers
RESUBMIT: Stylish iPad stand - This iPad stand would integrate with a stylish lamp or floor stand to support the iPad while sitting.
Pivot Power light
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Lets combine the plunger and toilet brush into a single functional device. resub
bicycle front wheel carry-lock
Laundry Made Easy
A hot stone massage could occur with small hollow stones which, when a powder or liquid are put inside it, the stone heats up and vibrates.
The Pen Vac
Build shelves - out of old books! 62% voted
A mouse pad with a slot for a pen and Post-it notes.
Metal-Free Stapler. Save the landfills while saving money on office supplies. No batteries, no refills, no jamming.
Drawer Divider
Mix-Phones: Mix &amp; Match Your Favorite Colored Earphone Cables! Change The Look Everyday! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
Artists' tool. assist to paint, sculpt, sew, craft, etc. Featured channel lock clamp design to fit table, doors, ladders, scaffolding etc
Never get ripped off by a mechanic again! An app controlled device that connects to your car and can diagnose any issues with your car.
4 USB Outlet Desk Organizer
Bottle &amp; Rain = Watering Can
The Nail Set Cube
remote finder
Dragon Ball Z Swimsuit
iPhone case that protects the phone and has a full qwerty keyboard that slides out and connectivity to the actual phone.
Self-cleaning coffee pot
Why must we buy multiple hand grip strengtheners for different weights of resistance?
Save a Babe Carseat
Smart exercise bike. Program the cycling stage in the app and the bicycle simulates it.
aimee
The i-phone4 has lenses that fit only that phone.. my invention is a cover for that would allow you to use the lenses on any phone.
a shell winder
the vehicle locator
We just use cell phones. My idea is to cover the ugly wall mount in the kitchen with a cork board with the phone mount on the back.
A product that avoids the radiation that affects the production of sperms. The supoort evidence is in Time International ISSN: 08180628
New, generation, improved, 2-in-1 snow Shovel-Sled and summer Rolling wheelbarrow--prevents physical injuries due to strenuous activity.
This product helps with keeping outfit jewelry, belts, and ring sets organized with the outfit by storing accessories inside the hanger.
Solar L-Case, trickle charger for iPhone and iPod Touch. True wireless trickle charging - freedom from the plug.
A hanging multi-tiered herb garden for windows or balconies in apartments.
'drop on' interchangable chrome organizer rack and accessory pieces. modern, sexy, organized! bathroom/kitchen/desk.
Seat Socks
Proximity Door Lock Key - Like the cars, but for home doors. Just have the sensor close to the door to unlock it.
Sweep it in the corner!! This is a 90 degree edged dustpan with a vacuuming mechanism. It fits in your corner and sucks up debris.
Hang the last banana! A banana hanger that hangs the bunch down to a single banana, keeping the fruit fresher and protecting from bruising.
Carseat Baby Detector
seat condoms
Shower mat with brush area that soap/herbs are inserted to care for your feet. Brush is close to tub faucet for easy rinsing &amp; for safety.
Ice straw:to have a cold drink instantly.
A Multi Lens kit that attaches to where a tripod (or digidude) would screw in. It will provide multiple lenses (old school and new school).
Golf Training Aid Improvement
Pencil Drive
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Pack-Desk
WEBCAM PULLOVER: Work from home but have an important Video Conference? Don't hassle with your suit, stay in your PJs. Use a Webcam Pullover
Have you ever had the wind blow up your skirt and embarrassed you? Well not any more with the all new Skirt Clips.
Candle Wax Catcher
An intermediate layer with built in gloves to prevent gaps between your skiing jacket and your gloves.
Wobble Spoons and Forks for Children
DRY INGREDIENT MEASURE (In Process - I Need Your Feedback)
Imp LED
is to make tracks for toy vehicles that allow for cross compatibility for existing plastic, wooden, megablocks train/car tracks.
Popcorn/Snack Grabber
Tape measured home runs using RFID technology.
My idea is a soft LED light attachment to a car seat/stroller combo that would gently light up the inside of the car seat to check on baby.
ON OFF plug adapter.
Pocket-Projector: Project TV Channels, Movies, &amp; Video Clips On Your Wall! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Dual Microwave with time sync
Arm leather bag
The Expanded Tag
Electric Stamp Applicator
Socks wash bag with compartments for individual sock.The compartment is color coded by pair and can hold up to 20 pairs of socks.
Freeze Shield are a fun, reusable and reliable source to protect weather exposed pipes in your homes from freezing and expensive repairs
Coins Plus
RADIO PVR. A MOBILE DEVICE TO RECORD AND PLAYBACK MUSIC AND NEWS. COMES WITH A PERSONAL PLUG IN.
A
Tired of having 20 dif. bottles of chemicals for cleaning? Why not put three bottles on one sprayer. You can have it switch chem. asuneed
wireless headphones
Dry Line
Instant bubbler
Wink GE Oven
Protect and continue your project! A laptop protecting shell with an attached fold out mouse pad!
Customizable optical pointer.
SCLF LIGHT FIXTURE: Change Bulbs & Clean Light w/ No Ladder [VIDEO]
paint can brush holder
Snack Minder
railmug
Auto measuring tape with MP3 Player, auto calculator, and measures and uploads the measurements to the cell phone or computer. resubmit
iSEE backup cam for your smart phone! Eliminates blind zones!
this invention is a amplifier for stereos that will not overheat and can be used for as long as needed without having to turn it off.
genital protector
Digital Ping-Pong Paddles with Built in Scorekeeper. Play Fast, Quick Spins, Amazing Angles. Win Point! Press Button. Repeat... WIN Match!!
MagFlakes car paint
83% V/V (RESUB) Safe Ergonomic Pitcher. Eliminate spills and heavy lifting for family members who need assistance like kids or the elderly.
Reel SAfe
A solar-charged toilet seat assembly that provides a courtesy light and indication of lid and seat positions in total darkness.
The Snake Pillow
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Heat shrink wrap (tubing) for my kitchen utensils? Keep NICE pots &amp; pans from being scratched, revitalize old utensils. Cool colors.
Bed Buddy Boost
Repurpose cassettes into CD holders for nostalgia! A frame has rods to slide tapes on using bottom holes. Separate tapes with 3/8" spacer
Find me, I'm lost, bracelet
Why have a shed full of hand tools that you have to go back and forth to get to? Why not keep them all with you with a simple changing tool?
A Had Washer can clean your teeth, face, and hair with high water pressure.
This is an idea for a more efficient keyboard, which helps people type faster and more easily. If you are interested read on. If not don't.
Tweetie Bird Fruit Feeder
Smart Water Softener System
Kid Straws
Smoke Detector w/ ID beeps
Why do we keep putting holes in paper to put them on cork boards? Here's the solution.
An insulated coffee sleeve for to-go cups.
UV SANITIZER HELMET
Envelope Sealing Pen
App enabled device that can connect to power outlets and/or light sockets that will alert the user that they have flipped the correct fuse
Automatic can crusher
Universal plug-in
Stress Reliving Mouse
bird prtection window solution
Do your loved ones, friends and families know that you are thinking about them right now? You can send them a signal! A LuvBuzz
TV Remote with Headset Jacks: Listen to TV programs without disturbing others or being disturbed by others in the room. Final stage!
DrunkDialer Pro
BT.RING - Access your door/phone/... safely
One-handed nail polish remover stick with removable sponge heads makes polish removal a snap! Stick is refillable with any polish remover.
The Pollen Protector
tape &amp; recorder
Locate Me
A handy device to open up plastic packaging.
Millions of men worldwide carry both a wallet and a pocket knife every single day. Carry your pocket knife WITH your wallet to save space!
Air-Palm: Keep Your Hands Cool While You Type! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Where is my remote?
Stick it power
strain refraining scrubber
Modular Wall Mounted Recycle Bin. Modern design with plexiglass window and bottom hinged lid to empty contents.
UNDERWIRE BRA problem? Don't buy new bra, Silicone Based Bra clip that will prevent/fix those annoying underwire that keeps poking out!
all purpose, all terrain, Geckskin tablet/smartphone stand/mount. Amazing commercial potential! FedEx purchased 9000 mobile devices in 2012
Convert any TV into a smart TV with a simple IMP powered USB device controlled by an app !
ECOBRELLA- Green Umbrella
3x3 clear reusable multi-purpose STICKY MATS.If my clipboard could STANDUP at my computer, how easy it would be to type this report!VOTE YES
Shower Hug Buster - Everyone loves hugs... except from your shower curtain. Stop your shower curtain from hugging you to death.
Picture frame key holder that is more secure and actually holds a picture, sends alerts when opened
Smart Laptop Case (w/ VIDEO)
Money Box For Banknotes
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No Sweat (Dripless) Bandana
Anti Fire cooking system
App Enabled soda can crusher
EDUBOT
Razor cleaner! No more holding the razor under the faucet to get rid of the hair gunk keeping you from a smooth shave.
On-the-go Baby Station
Cleanse and dry inside a sport bottle, decanter, vase, baby bottle in a new and sure way: Shake It.
Smart Dehumidifier/Humidifier
cocotte anti-brule
MINI WINDSHIELD WASHER KEYRING!! . . . . . . . . . Clean the screen on your iPAD, cell phone, e-Readers, etc.
Find Gold, Silver &amp; other precious metals using your Smartphone! Just attach your Smartphone to this new Metal Detector Shaft and Screen.
Boardgame market = $800MM. Some games are really complicated. We need a play mat to organize cards, dice, tokens, markers, etc.
A flexible, color-coded tube holder that ensures easy use of every dollop in any tube of paste with the ability to discern between tubes.
The Hood Rat
The Steam Shower Curtain
porte 180 degres
The Bed Master
An Electronic "Invisible Dog Leash" Lets say good-bye to leashes forever! A GPS chip will allow your pet to walk close to you hands free!
Fix water pressure at the tip of the hose, not the faucet.
Shoe Wipes
create a mini charger for iphone blutooth to replace the cord sold with the iphone, it would connect to a USB port in a car for exampl
HELP!My child (father, mother, etc.) is missing!A cellphone can trace but it must be on, battery-live and with its owner. !!Wearable GPS!!
Hang n' Dry
Cross Hair targeting for Pepper spray, tazer, and guns that appears only when target is in range.
School Memories Organizer
Power Scrub
Automatic Pill Pusher. Fast easy access to all your daily vitamins without all the hassle to open several bottles. Just press the button.
Soft split key board goes nice on an arm chair or desk soft and ergonomic no special chairs or cumbersome brackets just lay it on the arms
Reality Chess
Reversible/two-sided body/hair-style towel. One side is terry-cloth for drying the body and the other side is a cotton-knit for wet hair.
SHOWER SPACERS
Rubber Finger Protectors
Re-useable personal envelopes.Can be mailed over and over again.Stays sealed during transport,easy to open and re-seal for subsequent trips!
Rescue Ski and Hiking Pole
USB Stock Ticker (Java Applet)
Indoor portobello mushroom grower.
Critter Saver
A Water Cooler for FLAT walls!
Dream Catcher Force Field
Wifi + bluetooth Enabled Umbrella. Forecast for Rain? Handle glows blue + your phone rings when umbrella is separated from you (via app).
D'Cakes
Hydro lighter
Toasty Tater
Dispenser Stand for Liquid detergent or any other liquid that is dispensed in a large bottle.
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Home Free
My idea is a canister that converts into a syringe for filling up undermount sink soap dispensers. No more wasteful spillage. Quicker too!
Ã”te Ã©corce pour agrumes
Introducing the Industrial Bobble Brush! Always up for painting!!
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
Straw Scrubber
Cushioned sunglass ends mean hours of comfort for all sunglasses on the market while keeping sunglasses comfortably in place.
The idea is a "Reuse Before Recycling" station for paper used on only one side that collects, cuts and pads the paper into scratch pads.
Music anywhere via Wifi: transmit from computer/iPhone/stereo, receiver plugs into speakers 1+ locations. Bonus: extend your wifi.
Cookie/Baking sheet with built in spatula/scraper. One swoop and you're done!
Baby's poo detector
Easy Pool Light
Cover-Cord: Store Away Your Appliances's Excess Power Cords! No More Clutter! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Are your pants feeling too loose? Don't have a belt to wear? I have the solution for you.... The buddy gun....
Custom Armchair
Adjustable Neck Contort Power
Salt of the Earth Heat Treatment
Perfect 4 all ages Great 4 SENIORS! Volume Audio Regulator headphones. Prevent annoying volume fluctuations &amp; help hearing impaired.
Peel &amp; Stick Night Light Strip
voice command t.v. remote
Sucker Security Gadget Multifunction With Sucker position change
A versatile, compact & folding magnifying glass that can be folded/unfolded/refolded for ease of use & it fits in any travel bag.
D_looks
Hot Wheels Watcher
MODULAR Floor w/ Hidden bins
portable charger/speaker
Use this attachment, & the existing power of your push mower, to weed-whack around fences, walls and landscaping while you are mowing.
Egg white lover? Tired of tossing the egg yolk around in the half shells to capture yolk? Egg yolk grabber straight from pan or bowl.Video
Make any pair of (sun or regular)glasses waterproof! No more water drops that reduce visibility in the rain and no steamy glasses. Universal
QBowl - *Hold'em, Stack'em, Move'm*
Communication automobile communication light bar on the back and front of vehicles.
nitety lite
OnGarlic Kitchen Gloves
Dolly with multiple shelves
Wall or arm mounted urinal for home.
Teach kids to value their time, limit TV/video game time by making them pay a little for it. The Plug Lock sends power to TV, 30 min for $1
A fishtank net with no netting! A non-webbed, durable plastic transparent fish scoop, with a flexable frame.No more fish injured in nets!
Solar Blinds
Riiing
Handicapped Dog
Adding up 1.2,3,4 or more alternators on moving parts(axles)will make electric vehicle TESLA capable to run indefinitely without any charge
Pen Zen meet Knife Zen. Elegant knife holder holds knives in place with rubber fingers. Fits all size knives, insert is removeable to clean
Have you ever walked your dog and been attacked by an agressive dog or person? If you have, the non-lethal pet leash provides protection.
Climbing Camera mount. Lets your camera climb up poles/trees! (Quirky Blackout Resub 239 votes)
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Yes please cheese
Lightweight scrubbing mop
Ergo mouse w/horizontal and vertical scrolling buttons, previous/forward page buttons and zoom in/out buttons. No more searching for arrow.
Porfolio Coin Converter
breath and odor detector
Position Power! Props and hangs on to anything-Prototype works great! Rubber grips hold on to edge while the power strip hangs out of sight.
No smell protein bottle
Map puzzles
Truck rack with roll off bars
Rubber shaped bands are the craze. The potential for these bands advertising the name of a company, what it does & phone # or web site.
A small fabric cap providing comfort to the finger tip- improves use of PDA touchscreen technology- eliminates finger residue left behind.
Wind wiper. Rain free helmet attachment. Directs airflow creating a wall of air driving rain away. For every rider out there!
Cross the road safely with a handheld safety device that visually alerts drivers before they hit you!
booster seat to fit tots better in shopping cart,for security.holding smaller tots more securely from falling and possible snatching.
Hot Dog + Banana filler Stuffer add what ever you want in your hot dog or sausage cheese chili peppers or make a reverse corn dog.
Easy home calendar
Lotion Applicator for Singles
Sleek/Slim-line Flour Container with automatic sifter, a leveler, and measuring cup.
Let the seeds grow easily. Ecological and biological coatedseeds grow faster and better!
cooling blanket
Pickle Picker-upper
introducing the car plow
Bracelet that releases perfume
Insulate that fan in your attic! Whole house fans are energy wasters in Summer and Winter. My kit stops the wasting and needs little effort.
the tracker
Spit Up Cloth
Flavorless MultiVitamin Powder
We need a grooming kit for black men! This little known epidemic has inflicted black men's vanity and fear of shaving for ages.
Vegger
Family Table -Sectional Raiser
$ EXTREMELY low cost easily manufactured Smart Phone Stand (iPhone and other touchscreen phones) and Business card holder with company info printed
on it. =[ PROTOTYPE + VIDEO ]=
Personalized Soda Can Ornament
Wifi App Enabled Clip Cam
A Quirky Robe and Bath Towel Set
Clip on drawer pull handles
Recycled glass beads/gravel for fish tanks or decor on pools, walkways etc. Clear and colored glass is broken and tumbled to smooth edges.
Indicator Test Strip
Let's create a very cool "dog tag" or "Necklace" in stainless steel, or something shinier on them.
app enabled snow maker. Makes snow at your own garden anytime during winter.
Converge Wall Mount
Double sided Hacksaw blade
Ramps Made Easy
room camera
Enjoy hot food without burning yourself. Keep food hot in your dish and keep your hands cool while holding it! EAT. HOT. FOOD.
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Communication automobile communication light bar on the back and front of vehicles.
Modular Touch Switch
Pencil Loop
GE Eclipse
I've been juicing for years and I haven't been able to find a good way to store multiple freshly made juices. Enter the Juice Saver.
Faucet Temperature Bands.
Executive Tool Belt
Better Sleep Blanket
The Life-Light! LED flashlight with an electrical outlet that incorporates the energy efficient powers of both a Solar Panel & manual crank!
Illuminated Bicycle Barends
The "iFlask". A stainless steal travel mug or water bottle that has a space milled into the front that will hold your iPhone or iPod.
Cozy Cuffs
4 Square Mat
Cards that reflect and complement the gift chosen for someone through pictures etc. This idea, once patented, can be sold to large companies
Moon Pie Sink
wheel barrow tote
Solar MacBook Pro Charger Case
Vertical Salad Spinner. Takes up less space, and can handle long leaves of lettuce without having to chop them up.
housse siÃ¨ge auto amovible
A Unique &amp; attractive dust free spatula set holder that closes up...Inner sleeves hold the set in place! Doubles as a nite light!
Converge Inductive Qi&amp;PMA &amp;USB
Steering Wheel Heater
RESUB: A screwdriver that has 6 stages to fit any screw so you don't have to go back and forth to get the right size.
Trim and crown molding painter
Cell Phone Cover Mirror
Transforming Surge Protector.
The Heartbeat Pillow
iPhone cover with call notification. It glows or blinks in different colors for incoming calls and messages!
LogoBats: Bright custom stickers applied to batteries to handout as promotions.
Warm Wooly Bully: A body bag with a warm air blower to circulate warm air for heat any place you relax or sleep.Inner liner washable.
Mess Free Compost Tea
Smartphone Shoulder Holster
Car Karaoke Shout
Draw or write anything on this pad and send the information to any phone, multiple people
Quick Change Sheets-For adults and kids!! Check it out, you will never have to lift a mattress more than once in a while!!
Headphone Finder
heat shingle
Chilled Beer Flight
StressBall CellPhone recharger
Redesign swimmers ear plugs and nose clip apparatus. Combine the two for convenience. Stop losing ear plugs when in or out of water.
Quirky Smart Watch
Necklace case for mobiles
Universal easy access board game token compartment
A keyring mounted business card holder... A small and stylish Keyfob with unique micro-business cards hidden inside.
Cord Creations
App operated window opener
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Inliner
Remote Control Condom! But not what you're thinking...a clear plastic bag to cover hotel remotes so you don't have to touch them unprotected
Handle bar spin mirror folds in to be used as a LEDs flashing for turn signal or constant mode for night riding safety and security light.
Superfun Easy Confetti
Do you ever get tired of having a mess in your sheet closet closet. I do so why not have a sheet folder. Especially for fitted sheets.
Christmas Tree Nativity Stand
Add A LOOP
Luggage with collapsible shelves. Pull the sides up to extend the "shelves" which allow easy accessibility to all articles of clothing.
Off the rack reading glasses have one strength for both eyes. Now Customize your lenses for both eyes off the rack yourself.Save a bundle.
A bracelet/bangle that holds the Ear buds. looks like a bangle/bracelet but pull on the ends and it becomes a ear bud
ADD: Coin wrapper/Porkfolio
Soak 'n Dry
Long time, lot of my friends searching for beer with sipper, cola with sipper. It would be expandable for the whole world. Please think. :)
T.V and Computer Monitor Skins
Would it be nice if your mailbox had a light that came on automatically like your refrigerator door for when you check the mail after dark?
+Antibacterial Stickers+
Delight - Word game + Dices. All new mentally exciting word game. Was in UC, updated with reply to Q team's concerns. See comments.
App-enabled Electric Plug. Needs permission of another person/parents if e.g.children want to turn on "forbidden" electric device
Snow Tire Spacer
Twin Funsaucer
A calendar with a new paper folding, eg paper plane, to do for each day or week that will clearly show the company logo it is promoting.
Bendable umbrella
Coin For Memory
3IN1
Power Wrench
a temporary pocket in different colors, with 2 way tape that will not damage clothing. your logo can be added . . pic a pocket is the name
(New for 2013 MAC PRO) cord management will be needed,
â€˜Electric Bumper Stickerâ€™
Sun activated BATTERY CHARGING system use sunlight to activate iphone battery charger use iphone knowing you have illimited battery life
Stylish iPhone 5 Protective case
Your Garage Door Is Open!
The idea is for a horizontally mounted telescoping/extending toilet paper dispenser.
Kings Cup
Baby-Safe Alert
Children's Cylindrical Ride
E-Z Framer
Water powered device to wash dishes when there is no dishwasher. Attaches to the sink and uses the water to spin a wheel w/scrubbing pads.
NutriTrack
I asked that strange man sitting beside me at the coffee shop to watch my computer while I run to the restroom. But can I really trust him?
Ice Foot Traction Device: Traction shoe strap/cover that covers parts of the foot that come into contact with the ground when icy.
C.E. Cross Smartphone Device
Protein Ice-Cream (MassCream)
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CellBlock
PoÃªle/cass manche orientable
BATH TABLE-SIT BACK, RELAX WITH A GOOD BOOK, DRINK OR SNACK. OR GIVE YOURSELF A FACIAL NO MORE KNOCKING IT OFF
THE SIDE OF YOUR TUB.
Ruining your Victoria Secret underwear?Stop worrying about embarrassing accidents.This product makes you feel confident during your period.
Leaf Scoop
I have a prototype of a teeny wire tie that has a needle type point and can easily go through fabric.
iParty A web app HTML5 (cross platform) which delivers content about parties according to the geo location of the smartphone.
Indoor garden. Grows plants indoor even during winter time. No electricity needed.
Patio Glass Cleaner IMPROVED!
SELFIE HELPIE
Naughty Lover App
Personal 3D Glasses. With 3D movies & TVs being so popular these days, EVERYONE should have a pair of their OWN personal 3D glasses.
Smart storage room
faster Golf swing, longer shot
Hands-free phone hat for video
The Ultimate Serving Tray! One Serving Tray is all you need. Make it Bigger depending on what you are Serving. Add a leaf or two if needed.
It is a CD player that plugs into your ipod, iPhone , iPad
Rotating DVD holder
Refrigerator curtain
A portable, fold-able, full length mirror. itâ€™s a full body mirror that can be folded and transported at a moments notice.
Backpack Chair
Texting Break
No Spill Grip travel Coffee Mug. The screw on top has an open/close mechanism built in to a handle trigger. Its closed until you pick it up.
solar pacifier "Solafier"
How hot is your drink? Don't burn yourself again! It will keep kids safe too!
Don't be left without tissue, ever! Go ahead and want it, because you will need one.
trivet for cake decoration
wrist bracelet make up holder. You don't have to take your purse with you everywhere you go.
Table top charcoal grill that uses 20% to 40% less charcoal than other models. Provides aroma, flavor and cooking satisfaction of big grill.
I.C.E. Beariers
no-rollzzz thicker than a sheet but thinner that a blanket, has 2 zippers, which you would insert 2 roll pillows to prevent rolling off bed
Loading a barbell with plates is hard with it on the floor. Loading each side unbalances it. This stand will change all of that.
Tiny Usb Charger
Quiet dishes! Plates w/ a thin (undetectable) plastic laminate on high spots---music to the ears of restaurant goers within earshot.
Fan-Flatables
Solar Charging Drybox -The Drypod!
Chawawa Baw
"pump it up"
quirky locator: the most easiest way to find keys, mobile phone, TV remote controls, wallet and other small things that often get lost
eye spy dog or cat in the dark
Golfball allignment stamp
POP UP TOASTER PICK
A protection cap to protect the backside of your high heels from damage caused by driving your car.
On-The-Go Personal Assistant
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water car
A Key "Chain" That Actually Organizes Your Keys!
Whole Cord
A Can Crusher doesn't belong in hardware store as garage accessory.It should be in department store in the kitchen section as a necessity.
Geckskin all purpose, all terrain iPad/iPad mini/iPhone stand/mount. Car, plane, boat, kitchen, or bedroom it works on them all and more!
Lawn or garden underground irrigation mesh that releases water slowly and evenly throughout the day for grass, plants or tree roots.
An Iphone wallet/purse case with a shoulder strap to make the case into a cross-body bag. With a separate wallet section
A device in the car that automatically converts all phone calls & text messages to VOICE. Save lives Keep your business going while driving!
Lotto and Power Ball Cards
Automatic stroller swing, It's help you to keep stroller on move
Black-box Recovery Device
A mechanism that fits in a key chain, a battery to accumulate the power and an usb cable to plug it into your phone!Energy Anywhere!Anytime!
Ice (cold) cream
Technology is awesome, dead batteries are not. Be Awesome and stay juiced with PowerCube. PowerCube was created to solve a charging problem.
A hanging file folder tab you can see without bending backwards. Angle the tabs so that you can see them when you are above the file drawer.
3D scanner captures unique topography of the underside of feet. Scans are mapped into 3D model of soles. Soles are 3D printed. Shoes made.
Pollution Eliminator
Recharchable heating pad
New Smart Tires:App to extends &amp; retracts spikes.Instant tractions from snow,ice mud.#Resub 3 months ago.
The iPhone Handbag Tether
here's a product that would simplify your table and make it more comfortable
Techy Tissue
Bubble Breather
Tie Clip Click Back
Are you tired of having a drippy nose. Is it running at the worst of times when you cant find a tissue. Then try the drip stopper.
Clip your iPhone to your shopping cart or stroller with the iHandStand. [CG Images Below]
Snap & Go Leash
A case for your phone that hangs from your rearview mirror like an air freshener that doubles as a solar charger/holder while you drive.
I propose the toilet seat foot pedal. This is a great way to avoid those husband and wife battles over putting the seat down.
Cutta-Chain
Increase the life expectancy of razor/blades by multiple factors. Costing less than a single pack of razors. Easy, cheap, and convenient.
An iPhone case with a speaker on the back. Never leave your speaker behind again!
Watermelon Straps (with video)
How to protect your child from scalding with milk (hot beverage)? Use this bottle with automatic un/blocking of the nozzle.[VIDEO]
Use the motion of luggage and laptop bag wheels to generate power to recharge your smartphone while traveling.
Volume-adjusting earplugs. Control how much volume your earplugs let in to optimize your concert experience, flight or band practice
Continuous ink flow tattoo machine tubes
BluetoothWristband thermometer
Mobile Vacuum Dust Pan
We all seen back to the future in the cool hoverboard and we all wanted to ride one. Well Here is OUR chance. To have one built able to hove
Simple Scale
Finger Lite
pc flash
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A soap dispensing electric scrubber with brush refills that will scrub your feet clean in the shower without the need to bend or lift foot.
The Convertible
Slip-on necktie
Permanent Laptop Pillow
The Garbage bag table cloth
2-IN-1 HEADPHONE SET: Headphone set that can either be IN-EAR or OVER-EAR headphones depending on users activity or preference at the moment
Random app
This is an alarm clock that requires the owner to do a quick exercise to increase their heart rate to help them wake up.
Magnetic tool holder that can adhere to the side of your car. It also doubles as a tool bag holder.
A dog leash/collar that is retractable from the dogs end so that you don't have to carry the leash in "off leash" areas.
easy haul golf clubs
When Driving at Dawn or Dusk, this dual extension all day driving protection. Easily installed. Extending Horizontal and Vertical Coverage
Music and clothing combined to reach a bigger audience. T-shirts (concert T-shirts, etc.) with music available on the shirt.
AmpBox
grocery flyer app
Jump Around Jump-a-Roo
Hard clear waterproof case for Android &amp; Iphones that attach a surface mount (Helmet, Body strap, Bike mount, etc) for video outdoor sports
The cutest, handiest way to take the plastic off groceries, CDs, DVDs, and other packaging is the LaDVD-Bug. Tiny, effective and magnetic
Extension Hanger
Hobo Joe!
Interchangeable Wine Stopper
An ULTIMATE PLAYHOUSE/FORT/CASTLE may be the perfect thing for Quirky creativity
The XtraHand. A pulley that attaches to a stair handrail to help carry a stroller up and down a set of stairs.
Glow inthe Dark EmergencyDecor
This is a real quirky idea. A solar panel is attached to a meter and to a rock base to create Rock Power.
Hooked Christmas Lights
My idea is an alternative use for the led-light. Thumb rings made from elastic that have the features kids want! Think texting and beyond!
No-look neck trimmer guide! If you cut your own hair (guys) then this is what you've been missing! Trim your neck without any mirrors!
An Umbrella Washing Cover. Now you can just drop your favorite umbrella right in to the washing machine and it will come out like new.
Wink - Architects Toy House.
BandouliÃ¨re anti glisse
Easiest Car Accessory Wiring
Hugs your Boo Boo Fun Shaped Plush Hot/Cold Pack Holder Long Arms w/Velcro Gives Your Child A Hug on their Boo Boo while keeping ice/heat on
Power strips mean more cords. How about a power strip with an integrated organization solution.
Sink-a-Seltzer
Make your own, prepackaged seeds stored in biodegradable strips to get that perfect distance, line, and correct seed amount with each plot.
Slide 'N Seal Trash Bags
Get your bathroom organized.
Foot operated toliet seat opener with automatic closing feature. Similiar to a trash can with a foot pedal to raise the lid.
An Origami inspired, collapsable ice making container. It fills in the sink, won't spill, and makes a lot of ice.
The AB Machine allows you to roll your way to the midsection you always wanted while enjoying the smooth rolling and soft hand grips.
2nd-life Smart Phone Cover
"Bathtub buddy" for pets
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Vegetable-Slicer: Slice Vegetables Evenly, Quickly, &amp; Safely! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
cell phone shoulder rest
Pill-Storing Wristband
Smart Garage
Double Load Hamper
The Best Budgeter Application
Turn Plastic Bags into Rope With This Weaver
Open source salad dressing. Gift box of 5 salad bottles. The recipe for each dressing is on label on bottle & raised writing on glass.
Do you have sore aching feet!... Then here is a way to make them feel better!!!!
At Home Spa! Time To Relax! An electric mat where you can lay down on and heats up and vibrates to your preference.
sewing machine needle organize
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long
The Money Magnet
Set of square quart sized containers with labels. For touch up paint for different homes zones. They would fit together and include brush.
Robot garbage cans. Using a roomba like motorized platform, when trash day comes, your cans travel from your house to the curb.
Eye Contact
An app enabled wall clock
cell phone tv station
Hydro/Electricity Meter Monitor. Attachment that can be installed to your meter to provide direct monitoring from your smart phone!
Star Shower Holder
A touchscreen school desk
PAPER CLIPPER - Load straight wire and place documents inside applicator to get paper clips made and applied to your work at the same time
I asked that strange man sitting beside me at the coffee shop to watch my computer while I run to the restroom. But can I really trust him?
Shake 'N Charge
Step n' Slide
Umbrella 360
Hate losing my Tupperware container lids? Here's a perfect solution to that problem, Lid Folds around side and snaps in place.
PERSONAL INFLATABLE TENT
A revolving Shot glass/Bottle rack with ice bucket.
The Claw
My invention is anti-suffocation gear for infants. 60% of infants die yearly due to suffocation; help stop it. Vote this invention!
Scrapbook Organization
My Idea is a Laptop Cart that has a laptop cooling fan made into it. I call it the Ultimate Laptop Cooling cart.
I am addicted to TV and on the average, watch at least 3 hours of news a day. But lately, they seem to be adding more and more information
"THE-MINI WINE COOLER" WOW!!!!
BABY PROTECTOR- ALARM
ZAPEM, a mosquito killer for camping. Uses dry ice or vinegar+bicarb as CO2 source. Mosquitoes like CO2 more than any other cheap chemical.
Sloped Bowl
Wireless earphones allow you to listen to music or other audio selections without earphone wires.
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as dinner table candle when not using instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for cellar. Tons of [pics]
be trayed
Drill hole dust catcher
shelfies
Fiberglass poles fitted together in a concentric spider-web structure with an ultra-light rain resistant fabric cover to fit over the pool.
Pre-slice app enabled cake cutter
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Mac Pro Belt for external Hard Drives and other stuff
New Game! R/C "Leaning Tower of Pisa" on Wheels! Player Adds a Piece to Build the Tower &amp; Then R/C's It To Next Player! It Falls = You Lose!
Wine Chiller With Rollers
Change the electrical wall outlet connected to the light switch wirelessly...without spending lots of money on an electrician.
Control. Husband's. Gaming.
Child-to-Parent Text App
Indoor Water Hose in a Bottle
Side mirrors that automatically fold into place when a car is started, and fold flat against the side windows when it's turned off.
A protective housing for the Square credit card reader
Roly Poly Lamp
Bill Gates has asked if we can develop a better condom. At Quirky we can meet this challenge.
digital table
Flavored body jewelry
Add on a pocket to a pocketless shirt or sweatshirt.for your iPhone or cell phone
DISCO CORD. I donâ€™t know what to do with my iphone cord, its always in the way.
Finger sleeve for smoker
The Light Band! Button-sized light on a band or adjustable strap! For use on Pen, Pencil, Screwdriver, Drill, BG Meter (for diabetics), etc!
A better refrigerator, way more efficient, saves Money and Energy. Using the Quirky+GE Link, let's create a SuperFridge or Central AC system
Anti-Acid Reflux Changing Table or Pad
CleanCap
drink beverages with ice cubes freely without ice cubes touching your face.
The AutoPress
Smart Phone Credit Card Slider
THE STRIKE ZONE BASEBALL GAME
I call it the Halo. Its a sleek head wear to relieve you of that painful and nagging headache. A simple device with pressure adjustment.
protection pour selle velo.
An electronic key chain. These key chains recognize when in proximity of one another and either buzz or beep, or both.
Barrow Buddy
UC Resub! GE Wink Adj. Front and Rear Facing POV Collar for Pets with GPS and Camera Surveillance - collab w/ Andy Sam
Eyeliner meet PenDexter
Velcro Cleaning Brush
Battery Free Wireless Mouse
Solar powered sprinkler timer (Automatic sprinkler)
New STACKABLE cord/cable organizer.
Green Steam
Extendable holder for condiments to hold them upside down for easy pour.
Wireless Speaker and Charger
To catch the leaves that fall into our swimming pool, before the skimmer clogs up the pump. It is cold cleaning the skimmers in winter.
Mop with dispenser
Coiled oxygen tubing, makes it easier for patient to walk around and during transport. Retractable and expands.
Cat litter broom length sifting shovel, Clean out cat litter while standing - no need to bend down or handle soiled litter up close!
Car seat collector
Collabatory
Hooks that know how to make you happy!
A waist protector (Cushie)for people who lean out of windows (fast food servers) or over tubs (health care providers, mothers, pet owners)
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A comb that dispenses gel between the bristles. A product meant to help avoid the hassle of cleaning ones hands after using styling gel.
saniTIEzer
Kids like to move around in the slippery bath. Taptop is a protective cushion protecting them from the hard/ sharp surface of taps.
Hive (Try legally game a week)
Croakies for Google Glass
2 headed snake
Robotic earbud retractor
A way to give relief from the sun more securely. Freeing you to enjoy the outdoor event more and less on every little wind gust.
Hooky Boxes
My product is the best laptop stand. It's a foldable stick for under your laptop. Because proper angle and good air flow are important.
Imagine being able to take along a highchair that is like the chair you bring to ballgames that folds out and up and stores in a bag.
A water bucket with a wide rain collector attachment. You can attach and set out in the rain to easily collect fresh rain water
Tooth brush of the future
Drawer Joint cutter
How Awesome would the beach be if it only required 1 Item? This Invention is the Beach Chair and Bag Combo! Includes Speakers. Resub
Thread Feeder
Dish Pan Pal
Smart Garden
Cable Loopster - cable management for individual or groups of cables. Perfect companion to Contort!!
A floating, waterproof stand with built-in speakers and a water temperature display for iPads, tablets, and eReaders. The ability to watch movies, tv, read, surf,
shop, or email from the bathtub.
My idea is called the console cover. It is a cover for the center console of cars with bucket seats made of terry cloth and elastic band.Tks
Tough-Up
Let's park
Jumbo Kite
Baby Walker w/ Invisible Fence
Pumpeeze Bottle Pump
Light Weaver is not just a lighting fixture, it is an art sculpture
Goodlight
Floating Cooler
I do not know of anyone who likes to clean the shower or the tub. I want a gadget that can clean the shower and the tub for me.
Retractable hanging flower basket pull. can also be used for bird feeders
Enjoy FRESH ROASTED COFFEE FLAVOR at home. Keeps coffee beans fresh for weeks by displacing oxygen with an inert gas at a reasonable cost.
MiLife App
A key finder that tells you that the key and the lock are the right ones
The 21st Century Fork
There is still a need for a better dish rack that can handle, dishes, glasses, pots and pans. Presenting the Pyramid...
The Necklace With A Key
An app that will use what you have in your refrigerator or pantry and come up w/ recipes for meals
WetBand: revolutionize the way you store and access hand sanitizer, lotion, sunscreen or eye drops. Collaboration with Vector.
The Lazy Cook
Don't rub...HubScrub! HubScrub not only makes your car's rims look like new, but makes the tedious task of cleaning them effortless.
Scraper catch bucket
Mr. Soap Head
Chips Puncher Container
GLASS Mixing Utensils (Spoons for Kefir, Sourdough..)
Micro-fridge Coffee Table MFCT
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Sanitizing Fog
When using an indoor grill/cooking fish meat on a skillet, there's smoke &amp; odor everywhere. Especially in cities! Let's freshen the air!
Pamper your feet without the mess of water - use a gel pocket!
Splatter Platter
Recycle your kitchen sink water. Use your sink water twice, once to wash dishes and then to water the garden.
Make-a-Note iPhone5 Case with stylus/pen attached that allows U to make any temporary note, a phone number or a simple reminder, etc.
5.1 surround wireless outdoor speakers and woofer for iPhone.
A consumer 35mm film camera with a digital back, that allows you to view an image digitally before exposing the film with that image.
Having a newborn child means you'll be down on your knees a lot. My idea is attractive, ergonomically designed knee pads aimed at moms.
3 shelf bread and bagel box. Now you can store your bread and bagels together seperately. easy roller shelves, slide open with front door.
Quirky's Own Water/Moisture-Proof Laptop Case
Make A Moji
ApSmartLock controlled byphone
Mini Roomba for Table/Counter
A clear dry erase board - see through the board to papers posted on the back. Make changes and notes without writing on the paper.
clipper gripper glove
A simple desktop holder for phones, iPod's, business cards, etc.
swimmer's champion companion
Elevating bed frame
Dammit Ball
The ergonomic tool bag
A water bottle with a cap that allows you to dispense a water enhancer into the bottle (i.e. crystal light, mio) with the press of a button
A garlic press with no hinges. Much easier to clean than traditional designs, and also allows easy access to the cup to remove all garlic.
RESUB-Glow in the Dark Wall Picture Frames. Colorful, Fun &amp; Trendy. Great for Kids, Teens, and College Students.
Everfresh Containers
Wet phone saverâ€. Quick fix for a phone that fell in water
The Re-Soapdish
Dressing Room
Orto! A new fast buildable set to watering your vegetables in any shaped do you need, water control fast joint!
disposable Bathtub liner
Imagine a vented hair brush attached to a mini vacuum so you can gently vacuum off dandruff as you brush.
PLEASE TAKE A GOOD LOOK @ BRIGHTER IDEAS Reusable indoor fluorescent light bulb cover.
Sauce Pipette &amp; Skewer
Wire Caddy RESUB
Couteau coudÃ©e
Apparel Sizing App
A bathtub mat that maintains your bathwater at the perfect temperature.
Child Safety Cover for a kitchen knife block. The cover can be removed &amp; will snap and lock when finished.
Cam-oculars
CuttingBoard with knife store
ZipperUp Children Comforter
ever need storage for your pickup truck bed and found only tarps? This is a bag that locks and protects! Storage is as easy as rolling it.
Organizing all cables in an office desktop (mouse, power supply, ethernet...). All seems to be disrupted.
handbag in delta kite design
NeverDryMarker is better. The one used in your promotion video is built upside down. My design lasts longer, displays color on top.
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The Salt Shaker Cover
Find Your Dead Phone
Simple Automobile Windshield Shade 2 pull shades placed on left and right side car window, connecting at the center via Velcro or button.
**Baby-Nahnah** is a baby bottle shaped like a banana. A revolutionary design to help baby's with reflux and other problems during feedings.
There is nothing like this on the actual market, it most of make of plastic and usefull, it will make easier to travel.
Up/Down-Loadable Shelves
Egg scrambler-easy way to make scramble egg
Glow in the dark phone case
Night Light water bottle
Light Switch Plus Sensors
Solar Powered Home Variable Message Sign with Audible Alert and Motion Detection! Door or wall mounted, or use optional ground stake.
Mini-cure
Reusable straw for cold AND hot liquids. No more burning your tongue, mouth,or toxic melting plastic. Know when it's safe to sip or slurp!
Sealed Bag Opener
GLIDE as KNIFE SHARPENER new member of GLIDE family, clip on the knife when is the knife not enough sharp just slide few times and GO !!!
Kitchen iPad/Cookbook Holder
Ceiling Fan with Tilt Adjust Blades
Shelf for new iMac to store optical drive, iphone, keyboard &amp; mouse.
K-Cup Micro Valve
Eco Energy
Home-Wide Entertainment System
stationary, mobile stair stepp
HIGH PRO "Swivel" jointed spark plug wires.bend to any angle.keep your wires from heating up and melting to the exhaust or headers.
Popping Pinata
AIR BUDZ! Adjustable Pump up ear Buds for a better fit.
a utility knife that the blade heats up on
Universal fast food insulated lunchbox.
A scale that uses gravity like others, but instead of a spring mechanism there is simple physics.
Locked out of your house? Forgot your door key? I have the secure, safe solution to hide a spare house key.
A slip-on ARMREST PILLOW SNUGGY for the plane! A comfy, germ free way to get some rest on a flight. Many planes don't have pillows anymore!
Facial Recognition Door Opener
Smart Recycle Bins:With built in weigh scale.Know exactly how many pounds of plastic,paper &amp; aluminum have from smartphone.(Resub)
EZ Tunes
My idea is a universal silicon shaving station basin that hooks up 2 the sink's Faucet fits n the sink and washes the hair down the drain .
Garbage Disposal App: 2 Switches in Your Kitchen: 1 for Light, 1 for Garbage Disposal? Choose the Right One Each Time
mini Wirless button for Iphone
A 2-way lightning connector for exchanging photos, videos, documents, etc. between apple products.
Furball Feet
The "cold pillow" never flip your pillow to the cool side again.
un chore-ize teeth brushing
Spin &amp; Pin It
Wheel Barrow Support Belt
Got a big car and need a little air! We have the thing just for you!
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Bath Tub Suite
DryDock -- a durable, weatherproof, inflatable mattress to go under your camping tent to stay high, dry and comfortable while you sleep!
CLiC iT cap
Graduated brake lights so that the driver behind you can tell how hard you're braking
A proposed design for the parachute toy/target game invented by "Drokbach" and currently in development.
Dragon Athleti-Wash
Rodent Proof Wire Coating
Popcorn Stick
Go wireless and relax with a Bluetooth enabled Spa Pillow to hear soothing music.
From Garden to Sink: All-in-One Colander/Tool Caddy
DIY Beauty ingredient bags.
To create an app from your iphone that starts from your grocery receipt. The barcode will then upload to your iphone to create a food menu.
How about a Kid Friendly app or music source to eliminate cursing or inappropriate language while the music is playing? Resubmit. Wink.
SLIP IT UNDER YOUR BASEBOARD, THE TAB STOPS IT TO KEEP THE PAINT OFF THE CARPET. SLIDE IT SMOOTHLY ALONG WHILE YOU
PAINT YOUR BASEBOARD.
Ultimate Doggy Leash
Cooler with USB charger
A floating polytunnel modules for freshwater bodies of water.
Recycling savings account bin. Watch your funds grow as you recycle.
Measuring Funnel. Digital &amp; Talking funnel attaches to any pot. It measures the amount of liquid poured. Can be used for car oil as well,etc
Coil and Curl
LadderWalker
Bichou ! music partage plaisir
Bee Ball
An umbrella attachment that allows you to secure it for multiple uses.
Hit-n-Run
A set of grilling utensils with built in flash lights to illuminate whatever space on the grill you are reaching for or handling.
Create a water bottle filler for kids in school.
Swivel Shovel
TSA get in your suitcase at the airport? How do you know? Well with the suitcase sensor you will KNOW if they opened up your suitcase!
smart circuit breaker
Super-Duper Lunch Box! Features Include: Liquid Reservoir for Drinks w/ Pop Top, Built In Ice Pack, and Food Compartment. Lunch Made Easy!
uberplane
Need a piece of mind while pumping gas into your car. Here is a device that would fit in many Cars. life is full of surprises.
HLT Bike Covers
Spearrings
A wifi wireless fishfinder
Writes on any surface
Emergency Charger. ipod/ipad/iphone/iphone5 all in 1 charger, no cable, no wire, no power needed
Looking for something that's NEVER been done before? One handed, no spill, silicone casserole/pot carrier.
FIFO Storage Container
Coin holder for cars that allows you to type in amount you want dispensed. Never fumble for exact change at drive-thru or toll booth again!
Window Cornice frame/Pelmet
My idea is a product that initially targets pet owners. The product allows mainly dog owners to protect their vehicle seats or cargo areas.
Tub Scrubber Gloves! Textured gloves to help you clean your tub or sink easier. Bye to slipping brushes, palm pain, & unclean tubs!
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TEA YOURSELF ... This is a bath tea ball & sponge that allows you to easily create in your bathtub a well deserved SPA treatment.
Cover rain.
A coin that looks like a real coin, but is different enough for you to notice. Like when you get a foreign coin in your change.
My idea is a grid based soaker hose to direct water to a very specific area. you could connect several of these together
Masking Hairspray
Refillable Food Packets
Everyone likes surprises! The gift scroll dispenses gifts only limited by your imagination! It is a gift that keeps on giving.
Single Hand Controller for Mobile * Fits in your hand. Great feel. * Comfortable for intensive use. * Nimble controls on the move.
SOLAR POWERED BLANKETS
Kill the fire ant queen, and thereby wipe out whole colonies easily and effectively without going broke or poisoning the entire water table!
External traction warning
Retractable Charging Hub. Charges all your devices at one location with built-in retractable Apple charging cords
SAVE THE PLANET! Frying Pan with a valve and a funnel to discard the oil into an appropriate container.
Lil Bro
WASTE LESS TREE: Fun way to recycle your empty bottles. Illuminated bottle tree frame, doubles as a carrying devise to the recycle bin.
WaterWatch
SHOPPERCART
Electric massaging mat that stays in the bed. Go to sleep with a relaxing massage that slowly fades over a period of time.
Automatic Hammock Rocker. No more ropes ans sticks.
Give some NEW SHAPES to the bubbles. A revolutionary toy that produces foams/bubbles in desired shape (Inspired by "Flogos").
EASY PICTURE HANGING SYSTEM
App-enabled Quirky power products (Pivot Power, etc) app-enabled to track/control power usage in a home or office.
The sani
AQUATIC (UPPER BODY) STRENGTH AND FITNESS TRAINING DEVICE. A wrist brace incorporating a hinged double fin and locking support bracket
allowing resistance exercise in one or both directions.
Mator
Introducing the All-In-One Nail Groomer! Everything you need for basic nail care in one simple device.
PERSONAL SUN LOUNGER SHADE POD
test2
Keyless Entry Bike Lock/notify
Add your comments some will be asked to submit a suggest for influence! Lets help kids to build with plastic bottles- harmless, green,fun
apps enabled Linear adjustable socket that plug into existing socket. Now you can move your sockets along straight line.
Briefcase Charger Travel bag
Hello Fellow Inventors, Just imagine a back brace that's thinner, yet effective and has multi-color options.
ADJOINTE
Tired of juggling multiple bags on the go, or trying to unearth your phone from your schoolbag while on a crowded bus? Consolidate!
Have you ever woken up with a head cold, regardless of the season? Pillows, towels, hats, t-shirts didn't do the job. Head blankets can
Compteur d'eau pour baignoire
aisle finder
Upgrade your home with smartphone controlled, app enabled light bulbs that provide video, audio, voice command, light and more (Resub)
Indoor Pet Boundaries
What's in your kitchen?
The Q.Jogger
Microwave Oven Reinvented
FOR MUSIC LOVERS &amp; MAKERS. Making vinyl record as easy as burning a CD. This versatile turn table is for you. PROTOTYPE PICS
INCLUDED!
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STRESSED on the JOB/SCHOOL! Alleviate some w/"STRESS DALL" A small doll-like figure made of Stress Ball material w/detachable head/arms/legs
My idea is an UV Light container for the dreaded plunger in the bathroom. This will allow people to disinfect quickly and easily.
Extract the food smell out of your car while you eat. No lingering odors. Taxi, police, ambulance - if you work where you eat it's a must.
Domestick
Living Pictures
Kids wooden puzzle carrying/holding case for 3-4 puzzles and their pieces. Never lose those puzzle pieces again!
Ultimate Toy Car - 007
myHarbor
Small, simple Nightlight that saves space and money. Ideal for travelers. LED lights emit just enough light to find your way in the night.
ELECTWATER HEATER ON-OFF TIMER
The Parabroom(revised),a unique utility broom that reduces the time it takes to pile up debris...Saves time, effort and looks cool...
Multi Timer - Use it anywhere, for any purpose, by anyone. (see pictures!!)
LOOPITS: Outdoor/Pool Side
charging speaker
Ear Wax Umbrella
PROP-STRAW DRINK MIXER - Forget the umbrellas - grab a propeller and keep your drink mixed while you drink through the straw...sweet
SAFE DRIVE
The 2 Handed Screwdriver. This screwdriver is a screwdriver and a lever combined.
Secure beach towel in place.
GPS Gun Clip
Ultraviolet Light Protection accessory for sunglasses or eyeglasses. Give it or Wear it for advertising or promotional events.
Baby Bottle Cap
QBOX:Quick Storage Box/Drawer
Sick of tipped over waste baskets?The Bobble basked will solve the problem, weighted base will keep the basket always in upright position
That is a PDA Phone with a large screen at front and a "QWERTY" keyboard at back side which is also sensitive to finger touch.
Food container w/ built in utensils &amp; sauce/dressing container. Sunken lid doubles as plate. Taking suggestions for beverage storage option.
A safety device for motorcycle passengers.
Instant and custom multi-vitamin blend
Water Free Tool Box
Educational yoga mat for Kid's
Glass Palette
Wokitty
Slow Children at Play Speed Display Sign for Private Use
Sleep Apnea? Problem with memory? Can't remember turning off your alarm clock? Hard time getting up n wishing an extra little wake up call
Let's redesign the stupid old patient hospital gown. Problem: How to change the patient hospital gown without disconnecting the IV?
Duo Travel Pillow
Inflatable Helium Kites for days when wind may not be enough, or young kids that want to fly but too young to get a regular kite airborne.
The Ear-larm
leaf bagger
WINK Your Car Fluids/battery
NEW Wakey Wakey Alarm Grenade
House status center
The Radius Ruler that measures a circle or and curve. It has a fixed V amd a wedge that slides againts the object to get a accurate measure
STAPLER, TAPE, AND HOLE PUNCHER ALL IN ONE
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KNIFE SCRUBBER AND HOLDER FOR THE KITCHEN SINK. It will save you time and your fingers!! Keeps those expensive knives clean and sharp!!
Have skinny legs? The Cal-Fit-Natorâ„¢ will develop the lower legs better and faster than any machine in the market! NNzyme, LLCâ„¢
Extra Legs help Cats Walk Fast
Disposable Floor Mat/Rug
App controlled wake-up-light
Hot/Cold Plates with heating/cooling coils contained within the plate to retain energy within the plates and keep them at temperature longer
Doorknob Sanitizer
Snail Mail Reminder
Sink Sucker
Versatile Sculpting Tools
Fall arrest coveralls
LIFT out shirt stains
My idea is a backpack that has all of the needs of anyone.
Wipe for raw chicken. Easy to slip on hands.Adds no off taste or color. Clean inside and out with no water splashing germs around kitchen
The Tag Along is a battery opperated 4WD beach cooler designed to make going to the beach convenient.
Fast Stow earbud storage
"Alarm/Pa System clocks made by Quirky/G.E. Communicate to multiple rooms in the house!375 votes!
Scrapbooking tag storage
In an emergency situation there is a need for sanitary waste disposal. Both individuals and corporations dealing with the public need this.
SMART SELFIE 4 ANY MIRROR
HairVac - select reverse on hairdryer for suction
stuck grutch
Golf ball and Tee insertion device.To insert a tee and ball without having to bend over. The ability to load single/multiple balls and tees.
My Idea is a Laptop Cart that has a laptop cooling fan made into it. I call it the Ultimate Laptop Cooling cart.
This product will be the perfect indoor plant starter + transplanter for warmer weather. Handles can be used to irrigate each plant pod.
Play Candy Math
This invention makes taking your baby out to dinner much more fun and hygienic. This product takes advantage of existing infant toy design.
SANDWICH MAKER â€“ NEW CONCEPT silicone molds are embedded in machine surpeficie and can be changed and removed for washing!!!
Market a hand held rug and floor sweeper which is much more efficient for current and long term use similar but beats Bissell dramatically.
Rings Around the Pool
A 3 way cupcake dispenser that allows you to fill up 3 cupcakes at a time making it simple and faster to enjoy your delicious cupcakes.
Key chain reinvented NEW YOYO design
A planet friendly solution to the bulb vs. squirrel dilema. An overall no harm approach to the earth or to the animals.
Sweet box
Ever had someone borrow your favourite pen and not return it? And you forgot who it was? Give them an incentive to return your pen quickly.
safety alarm infant car seat
The Computer Doctor...a diagnostic device for your computer that identifies AND fixes the problem.
Cloud Ball
Lawn Tongs
iPhone Controlled Boat
Krazy Chickâ„¢ is a musical toy doll that runs in all directions while popping-and-dropping bright colored, moving eggs. NNzyme, LLCâ„¢
EyeTie
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!!Pomegranates!! Cut ,peel and press kit. For the perfect pomegranate juice
solar powered/and manual deer guard that comes up like a wall or fence from The ground at dusk and down at dawn made using fabric material.
THE POWER CLIP !!
To Be Determined
What if the strap were the iPad's standby battery?! (made possible by flexible battery technology - See videos) ReSub.
Making the world and people's homes and work environments healthier by making available a specialized poison ball meant for vacuum cleaners!
Anchors Away Cooler
"The Hole Solution", an easy to use seal which keeps out rodents, bugs and air drafts. It inexpensively helps with utilities and cleaning.
iDevice "remote" to declutter your desk. Leave your device out of the way while keeping a headphone jack, physical Prev/Play/Next & volume buttons
conveniently at hand
Sleeping on a bed or sitting on a couch that covers an air vent can be frustrating. What if you could direct and control the airflow?
Action Rod
camera in
Kids App. Enabled Telescope!!
Ever wish your razor was at a nice temperature every morning you woke up? Here is the solution.
Why do we all tug and lift a heavy trash bag up and out of a trashcan when we can simply lift the trashcan up and off the trashbag?
Smartphone Wall Charger Case
Alarm indicator remedies
App to track your tax free donations at checkout for filing taxes. Scan your receipt each time you make a $1+ donation at checkout.
Selfie clip for mobile phone
Seizure Saver
Organize and store your alkaline batteries with The Voltage Drop which displays 4 sizes of batteries. As you remove one another drops down.
If your pillow becomes uncomfortable then you either still use it or you throw it away and buy a new one.
This product is for people who want to avoid kneeling on a hard floor or physically can't kneel down but would like to during prayer.
Birds Eye View
Blinker Glove. Whip your hand blinker flashes allowing more visiablility from cars to see you manuver for a turn while riding a bike.
Folding Beach Cart
NO mess salt &amp; pepper grinder keeps your counter tops clean and free of extra grinders.
Back Pocket
For people that may be diagnosed with Parkinson's disease. Improve the classic water heater for the feet.
Plumbers Creeper
Combination of an external battery and a gamepad, in a slide-out case.
Easy Arranging, Adjusting Vase
Stick once and check baby's fever whole day.
Don't you forget me!
Do you love to travel but hate not being able to find anything in your suitcase? Here's your chance to change that! Own the organized case!
Birth helper
Media-Frame: Take Pictures &amp; Videos And Display Them On One Picture Frame! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Light &amp; Power Strip
The Scarfie
OFF THE FLOOR POWER STRIP
FLIP HANDLE-After you cook, flip the handle to easily carry & take food to church suppers, potlucks, a friend's home, etc. Lid can fit under
App enabled device that alerts me when my cat has gone! Could automatically drop a treat! Great for training!
Extenda Couch
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Customized Light Switch
Sketchy Sports!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers.
Drum Quick Tuner
A toothbrush designed specifically for a man. There are no masculine toothbrushes in the market. All toothbrushes have effeminate designs.
The Steam Roller Beach Cooler
Are you tired of always having to look for your tv remote? How about a remote paging/beeper system to help you locate your lost remote?
Condiment Packs Holder
Know thy garden! Soil composition tests in a hand-held, attractive, easy to use product. Stick it in; see what's there- i.e. nutrients
Never Low
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
Mechanics: Coolant Flow Meter
quarter once pure gold bar
Lightning Connector Charms!
ceiling fan holder
SUCTIONING CHEESE GRATER-Most cheese grating requires 2 hands. This only requires one hand. Great for handicap, elderly -See 3D Animation!
Let's create a DUSTER style cleaning tool to slide under &amp; on sides of fridge, oven, washer/dryer. Clean grime w/o moving heavy appliances
Simple(ST) iPhone battery CASE
Lawyers, Teachers,Students, Legal Pads are part of their lives, and mine, but do you use just 1 at a time? One Portfolio, 3-5 Legal Pads
Disposable baby/clean up mitts KEEP YOUR HANDS CLEAN DURING THOSE MESSY CLEAN UPS SANITARY HYGIENIC DISPOSABLE resub
12/12
No Mo Dropin'
LCD TV Protector
ShoePurse
Earphone Head and Tail Holder
Shoe magnet charger
Set the mood with this Towel Warmer and Ambiance Generator.
Inner tube propeller
eye n ear plug
Carrot peeler
Media Center Remote that can control multiple devices (i.e., tv, dvr, dvd player, cable box, etc.) as well as media center PCs.
A 3-in-1 belted hip-basket+colander that lets you pick, sort and rinse in the sink small vegetables, spices with the same tool, hands-free!
Custom adhesive bandages made on the spot for specific skin abrasions.
If you lose your keys just press the button on key buzz base unit, and the device on the key ring will ring, light up and vibrate.
Racker
Party Photo 360
Glue-on proximity sensor triggers visual and audio alarm if there're people/bicycles/vehicles in, or moving into, a car's door opening zone.
Swivel Shovel
AffirmaScale is a confidence booster for people who are scared or tramautized when weighing in on traditional bathroom scales.
A case all women need.
Two Cute Spoons; Fun, easy to use double ended spoon for new eaters up to big kids who love cool gadgets. No food will escape again at meals
Bluetooth Wireless Headset For The Blind. Bus shelters, Cross walks with Wifi connection to keep people informed of their present location.
Disposable Baths
RÃ©pertoire mdp sites internet
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box handle
The magic utensils washer
SOLElites Lighted shoes
Space Steps
Q Robot Workout
Find more space in the new SPA hairbrush. Mirror, powder, makeup tools. What else?
The AddVISOR--a second visor that attaches to your car's sun visor to eliminate having to flip your visor from front to side as you drive.
Digital Rubber stamp. Put words or line drawing in a space on your computer. The stamp gets the image via USB. Stamp with ink pad as normal.
Coffee mug for all restaurants
ever wanted a beer while hanging? enter a football that a beer can slide in on the side thrown to a friend, beer removed and returned.
The Frisbee Back
Vacuum Suitcase Packing Cubes
DIY Locking Blocks
My idea is to enable every Tablet, which has WiFi only capabilitles, the ability to connect 3G or 4G portably, to the enternet.
Always sleep level when camping with this adjustable angled air mattress!
Let's make a thermostatic rubber adapter to any pencil or pen to draw and write on any touchscreen.
fingertip bandage that looks like a thimble to cover the entire fingertip with two small flaps to secure it to the finger
Soda Pops
Safe &amp; Sound
The Hanging Plant Hugger! I designed these pretty and unique covers to dress up the hanger assembly on plastic hanging plant baskets.
Movie glasses, they're not like 3D Glass, they're Glasses that project movies, music videos, and tv shows into the lens.
Maintenance minded delineator
Ice Cream Drill
DrySpot
Babies always stir before waking. If rocked and hummed to between stirring and waking, they fall asleep again. A cradle to do just that?
Crock Pot Divider
3 in 1 Beach Ball
Fire safety belt
SMART DRINK GLASSES!
Power Cubes
A Better Way 4 Relaxing 2 Release While Using The Bathroom
Cat owners: Prevent tattered nerves & furniture. Shield the corners of sofas, chairs, & stools with ACRYLIC CORNER PROTECTORS!
To manage unsightly and unruly electrical cords by coiling them into a slotted round container of a color to blend with the floor covering.
STRETCH BAND HOLDER
Slap Power Single Outlet Surge Protector with USB Port
Beer Bottle Cap Launching Toy Pistol. As you open the bottle it loads the cap into the chamber ready to launch. Lock and load.
Modular Organization Station
Trashy
Tired of the mess on your bathroom shelf? The discount gallon of shampoo is too big for your beauty case? - Refill bottles for home &amp; travel
Gas Pump Glove
A lunchbox with a timer. It disciplines you or your kid by giving access to food stored inside only after the time you have set yourself.
CORD WRAPS-a power strip with reels for cord management. Store all the extra cord & put an end to clutter. 2 Models-pop up/stationary
The Snuggie For Feet: aka The Ruggie or Snug Rug
More friends?More tea's types
Trackable Universal Remote
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Window 'lock' adjustable jam
The sure fire way of keeping trash bags open when putting in yard refuse; leaves, branches, etc.
Flavored Coffee Splash Plugs
A social networking charm bracelet that helps you stay connected with your friends, family, and coworkers!
A roll up toothpaste tube device. Attaches to the bottom of the tube then twists up rolling the empty part of the tube into the device.
The Shake &amp; Ready Salad Bowl
Smart wrench for hard-to-reach areas
camera inside app control oven
Dynamo,cycle,battery,USB charg
Grater Bowls
Spring loading key chain
Toothy Croc
Freezy Peas
Vacuum Cleaner Kickstand
(93% view/vote ratio) Space Saver Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
This is a new sprayer tube that will enable it to draw liquid from a bottle, no matter which way the bottle is tilted.
Tired of buying many pet jackets, all different sizes, poor pet having a jacket, harness or collar on? Let alone finding the leash?
Ping-Pong Caddy
Hands Free Smart Phone Holder
ReadySetGo!! -RSG
Combine the best features of the standard 3 types of bike/air pumps to make the most versatile and compact pump available.
Perfect Salad
A Fishing Lure Shaped like a Person, who's pulled through the water by his pole, which is the leader. Uses Famous People. "HUMAN FAMILURES"!
Unique make-up container made out of PVC pipe ( could be molded out of plastic).
Plant powered desk clock
Pedi-Charge
Easy-Mount K9 Long Leash
The CHRISTMAS CADDY, a mobile and versatile Christmas decoration storage system
my idea is a metal cell phone case it covers your cell phone so it wont get broke or scratched it will save money on replacing phones
My idea is called forever ice. They are small ice packs about 1in. by 2in. They're filled with a blue substance that is refreezable.
Carry anything with CaraBandit Backpack Strap(with woven bungee bands &amp; hooks to vary lengths)(see video of benefits &amp; possible features)
We Design a vacum cleaner to install inside All vehicles made By All car dealers/ford, Toyota, chrysler... And so on.
Coffee/Tea mug with Temp/Timer
water fountain wi fi, App.
Keep Tabs
Water Bottle Squirt Toy: Don't throw those bottles away! Reuse, Recycle, & have fun! Line-um-up and reload in seconds! Gallons of fun!
This product cuts around sprinkler heads easily, neatly and allows room to remove the sprinkler with ease for cleaning or replacement.
Belt-Clip
A Microwavable Dripping Pan with a unique design that keeps sausage and bacon elevated so excess grease drips off.
Expandable i Phone screen allows you to expand viewing area
quick drain funnel
My idea and the new generation of hair dryers PROFESSIONAL! allows workers to perform their job with minimum effort
Nail Polish Caddy
Four compartment multi-colored recycling bin with removable sections for easy transport to recycling centers.
Berry Handy
A garden hose attachment that waters under the soil.
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Inflatable Window
Tradeshow Survival Kit! Customize each kit!
Ever had a restaurant salt shaker dump more than you wanted? Would colored salt help? The home kitchen creates unlimited sales potential!
Octopus - An App Enabled USB LED Lighting Solution (Resubmit)
Laptop Trap: low-profile laptop transport, security, and power system.
The Shower Caddy
SMARTBOT is not just any robot its a robot with human physics. controler video screen so you see what he what he see. Its like ur playin MW3
SunShine GlareFilters
App for busy parents. Scan bar codes of diapers, formula, wipes and this product will alert when running low.
HEAVENLY SCHOOL BAG. Turn your miracle school bag to seat, table ;a device on the side use as power distributor. Umbrella and lunch box...
Poo-to-Petals
fling
Tag Flap
Bowling buy phone Toy
1,5Lt Water Bottle cover
A place to keep important notes, envelopes, mail, brochures etc. It is shaped like a clam and operates with a simple clothes pin.
Pans that have built in strainer on the inside. On the pans handle there's a button that opens bottom of pan and leaves bottom a strainer.
A transplanting tool which can be resized to fit your plant and be used to dig a new hole, dig up a plant, safely transport and deposit it.
A body lotion applicator for your back: It would have a telescoping arm and a sponge like applicator that dispenses lotion.
It makes paint can storage simple. It cleans the brushes with efficiency and keeps the can clean especially those irritating outer-rings.
App Enabled Portable
Vertical 360 Outlet
Relax in your own private spa with this bathtub chair and shower head combo.
Science Meets Food, Home Dry Ice Cooking, Make your own Healthy FRO YO or Ice Cream in Mins + sorbets and chefy things for more advanced.
Rechargeable Vibrating Toothbrush Clip - convert a regular toothbrush into an electric one! Helps to clean your teeth &amp; dry a toothbrush.
Chamber
Air care
The Driblet Disposable device preventing drips running down wine bottles Use once and throw it away No mess No stains No laundry bills
ProductiveProducts= Shower Tab
A watch like contraption that is a children's water mister. A fun and vibrant mister mechanism could be attached to a wrist strap for kids!
When at the gym I find myself trying to keep my posessions close without having to get a locker. I created a gym towel with a velcro pocket.
Universal Serial Bus-Zone
Pen type Redeem Card Reader
safety lights for stollers
Ultimate Spa Robe Experience ~ Fragrant Neck Wrap slips in collar of your robe for a soothing, refreshing, spa at home.
A manual/power screwdriver
Decorative Patio Mister
.to bring the Spa into the house for health and beauty and save your money!!
A flexible, reusable food and utensil container set that tucks into your pocket or purse for dirty storage, in a drawer for clean storage.
DID YOU FEED THE DOG TODAY?! This daily feeding chart gives you and your crew the answer. Feed, flip the flap and Spot is a full, happy dog.
curved butter dispenser for buttering corn on the cob. butters corn a quarter of cob at a time. no knife, no brush, no spray, just no mess
Headphone alerter
Customizable Car Lock Sound
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pick up load stabilizer
Track It All
RESUB from 2011: Headphones for outdoor enthusiasts that amplify environmental sound and keeps people safe.
My idea Automatic dishwasher with a built in vegetable washer
Acrylic Sun Visor
Vacuum Sealed Tarp
ULTRA MOLDABLE BEACH TOWEL! create your form and find your position! make shadow or create a mini table, do not have limits!
Kids Bike, with pedal option!
What if journal article readers produced a one page summary of the ideas in the article and people voted for the ideas to be developed.
No Click Pick
Cable-enabled phone
The RAW Fridge
Bathroom Robot-Body Scale
Educational Movie Tray
BEÃ†R MONEY
Active Massaging Insoles: When your feet need a day at the spa (at your desk)!
BioPÃ¼p
Shower shelf, rubberized two sided suction cup mate that you place on your tile wall, This shelf you can stick body wash shampoo razors
Letâ€™s improve on the home door mat by creating a versatile system addressing dirt and moisture that can be changed with seasons or climate.
Silicone or Rubber sleeve to fit or slide over rakes,shovels,brooms etc.Would have groove or hole to place thumb into to prevent blisters.
Umbrella: 2 thin rubber or plastic disks connected by small open channels that form the ribs, edges sealed. Inflated by the handle, a pump.
Sleep-aid inspired by childhood memories of the mesmerizing light show in my bedroom caused by distant headlights and the pinhole effect...
The battery tester (multimeter) organizer which stores, sorts batteries on amount of charge &amp; dispenses based on charge
Cat Door Decals
iSun screen
THE PENIS WARMER
Pole based design construction for multiple uses. stable for use in playground equipment,beds tons of applications.
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple mechanical timer and you have marker that will close itself.
Dishwasher Reminder Sign
Gravity Shower
electric shaver attachment for iphone
RESUB: KIDDY UP: iPad/iPad mini/Kindle HOLSTER for your car! Baby can enjoy the apps without touching. Perfect for rear/front facing babies.
Wifi wireless sound
The Hanging Plant Hugger Fabric covers designed to cover the plastic hanger assembly on plastic hanging baskets.
Key-Hole-der OR Shoebox
TomRace
Ice X3 (Ice Cubedâ€¦X to the 3rd
lighting ring
Transform any shower head into a thick waterfall, making your home bathroom into a true homespa.
Baggage wight checker
Want Bubbles!A bubble bath dispenser!The perfect bubble bath everytime!Step1 Strap it onStep2Fill it upStep3 Let it flowStep4Lay back&relax!
Eat cereal on the go...ditch the spoon, but keep the milk
The one and only utensil cleaner attaches to kitchen faucet; the make baby bottle cleaners....
A machine that creates custom waterproof printed tyvek bracelets one can purchase from to make an If found bracelet for a child/bag.
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Barrel spring cord cages for appliance cords(idea could be adapted for ear-bud cords too) DON'T LET THE CORDS RUN WILD!
the Quirky Invention Challenge
A bathroom organizer for hair dryers and other electronic grooming tools. Features integrated power strip, manages cords, and stores items.
Medicated POPS
Barcode Golf Balls
A stuffed toy cover that hides your iPhone in a puppet and allows you to get candid videos without having to juggle multiple items.
A device located in the steering wheel of vehicles or in the ceiling of the driver side of a car which scrambles or blocks cell phone signal
BLOOM (Disc Organizing Device)
Snap-on kitchen Chair covers
Collapsable Sheet Pan Rack
Are the kids throwing their goggles on the concrete pool ground while going off the diving board? Here is the solution! Resubmit.
Invisible Dog leash
Uninterruptable power supplyap
A Heavenly nature spa sound radio thats designed to create a atmosphere that will relax and pamper the user and give a spa like feeling.
Crazy Scooter
Energy Hub- Power Ball
Millions of people buy water everyday.I propose to make water bottles out of hard candy.When you are done drinking the water you can eat it.
Smart thermostat for house's hot water tank. Learns how you use hot water and figures out when the water in tank has to be hot or not.
Finally Quit Smoking
T-BLOCK
The all in 1 Rechargeable tackle box with digital fish log and radio.
Kids ID Bracelet Kit- A rubber bracelet along with letters and numbers. Create your child's ID bracelet, incl name and contact phone number
The smart way to dry yourself after a shower; L shaped full body modular dryer which attaches to the bathroom corner + individual control
Stop your cat from eating your plants.....Decorative citrus scented bulbs to hang on plant leaves- 4 options
interchangeable baseball caps
HEALTHY CAT CHASE N CLIMB TOY
New Style of Purse
Perfect Shower
HalfWidth Utility 'Dish'washer
Here's a solution to keep money on you while at a water park or pool! water proof tiny wallets that snap on to the side of your bikini!
A product that twists and has a built in level to hang pictures + paintings in a perfect way.
The
Blanketed Hot Stone Massage
Beach Umbrella Weight Bag
BabyBobbler
Step Stopper
An adjustable storage solution to secure small items being transported in a vehicle.
UV + Solar + Tub Cover = Germ-Free, Hassle-Free Spa
underHoodie Saves Lives
Mobile Mouse IPhone Case
My idea is called " Easy Digger/Weeder" without blend to dig or hard work.
A wall mounted bottle opener that does not require screws.
An iPhone case that lets you slide your fingers in so you can text, call, play games, take photos with one hand.
Eye Cam
Garbage Bag Gift Bags-Perforated rolls in all sizes, holiday patterns, drawstring is satin bow ribbon. Buy it, bag it, tie it, and give it!
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SmartLash Mascara Timer
Multi-Spray Shower Head - Inexpensive yet very effective. Spray the whole body. Showers for 2. Screws in like a shower head.
I'm late
Dual Cereal - 2 Compartments
Have salt stored in the long handle of a snow shovel with a click of a button it would distribute/spread the salt while shoveling.
End of crazy hot pursuit
french fry dresser
Computer like device with the following attributes. No need for ISP or Web Host, Robustly secure, voting capabilities, Super fast bootup
Indestructable Smartphone Case
SHOVEL TO CUT AND TAKE A PIZZA
replaced a task with a time saving device insures great results newest, functional with branding cute to boot billions is its market
Tired of your shower head not staying fixed? Ever wished your shower head looked more like a bird? Then my "Wings" design is for you.
The Bedder-Massage.Its difficult for many people to kneel and give a massage at home on a bed, the usual place. A solution for home massage.
<b><font color=#800000>A Cord Wrapper-</font></b><br> I have micro USB cords everywhere. Now we can quickly and easily wrap them up for travel.
Millions of gallons of faucet water are wasted while it heats. A visually pleasing counter top bathroom water heater for daily shaving.
The String Rasp is the product that will remedy the lose of great tone to millions of musicians and potential buyers!
a expand cover that fit bowl, cup and glasses.flat top with 1/2 inch in eth middle on the bottom. 1/2 inch edge that fit over the object
Novelty - Clock radio, or simply an alarm clock, that flashes 777 and sounds like a slot machine hitting a jackpot when it goes off.
The worldâ€™s lightest, most portable yoga mat. Foldable into the size of an iPad, expandable into regularly-sized mat. Perfect on the go!
. Reiser is a vertical power source and surge protector resembling a spiral staircase. Each step on Reiser would have a three prong outlet.
POTTY-SANITIZER...This is a device that lets a small (chemical) fluid into the toilet bowel BEFORE a person PEES into IT... THUS NO SPLASH
A way of keeping remote controls that always get used together(like the TV's and DVD player's) with each other...
Compact dual purpose bathtub toy box
push-ups-o'clock
A knife with a squeezable rubber handle and a slit on the blade to help with the application of spreadables onto your bread of choice.
Free yourself from tangled outdoor extension cords (or other ropes/cords.) Cheap, easy, reusable - one tool solves all your tangles!
GUARD DOG mobile app yard roomba .shoots water or pepper spray
Flock Off
BETTER umbrella
Laughing Is Contagious
Imagine having a windshield sunscreen built into the pillars of your car. It would only take a few seconds to hook them in place. COOL car:)
Home Health Monitor
Headset without Microphone
My idea is a small battery operated waterproof LED light with a suction cup on the back; they would come in a variety of colors.
DRAIN HAIR CATCHER AND PLUG
PLAY GOLF? tired of bending over to push tee in ? w/ the "PLUG & PUT" & a simple push of a plunger handle the tee is push in w/ ball on tee
Soft shower threshold to keep water inside the shower when kids (and husbands) use it.
You almost got your favorite Console game beat, U go 2 town &amp; return 2 find U have been robbed, Xbox&amp;Ps3 R gone,U need "LOcking Wall
Mount"
iPhone Right-Angle Connector
JURASSIC-FORK - Your kids will not stop eating. Push button fork activates the dino's mouth, grabbing the pasta, chicken nuggets and more
The adhesive bandages on the market don't attract enough attention. My designs are bandages with surgical stitches, open wounds, and pocks.
A Portable Battery-Powered Full HD LED Monitor for the discerning Geek.
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AMPOUL'ED
Dock Charging
Road Worn iPhone. An iPhone or iPad case inspired but the huge trend for aged guitars. A wooden case featuring an aged look.
Handy Back and Body Bath Wash
Hot Grease Trash Can Clip-On
The Canada Grill Barbecue
Door View Cam
Gyro Cell Case
We found a Fold-Up SIT ON TOP Kayak Partner!!! Add custom colors, affordable.. and we hope competitive in the market! (See Solutions)
CORD COIL: Conquer your cord chaos! [VIDEO] #spotsv
Compo
A Holy Tarp For Gardening - Take the Weeds, but Leave the Dirt Behind!
Stealth Bomber Ear Buds
This disposable, biodegradable waste liner is put in the bowl before the toilet is used, and prevents human waste from marking the bowl.
A product desigend for the cleaning, degreasing and sanatizing of your microwave.
THE REACH
Leaf Tarp that allows for easy collection and transport of leaves and other yard debris.
Space Saver Desk organizer that attaches to computer monitor. Keep pens, paper clips, keys etc. where you need it. Right in front of you!!
CHILD PROOF OUTLETS!
Motivational Bracelet
A clam-shell lock box that attaches to the frame of a bike to hold valuables like cash, cellphone and keys with a combo lock.
Give your home network the power to handle all your new connected devices, now and in the future.
pocket charger
TV TIME
A lightweight, compact jar opener for people with arthritis or weak hands.
Easy and simple to use socket cover to prevent any accidental electrocutions.
Headphones with the form of animals ears.
Umbrella Wheelchair Attachment
EZ Kayak Glide-n-load
wireless headphonese
Hammer head shield -- a soft rubbery sleeve that slips over the head of a normal claw hammer. Can be branded, colored etc. Useful and fun.
App Enhanced Puzzles
My idea is to have storage for gabage bags close to the trash cans.It is a hassle to go to the closet or where ever to get a new garbage bag
Krispie Kone
BBQ charcoal chimney
SIPPY TRAY. NO SPILL drinking lap/tv tray. Fill a cell with drink of choice, snap in, and drink right from the tray itself.
Space Creator
Control For Your Mixing Bowl
App-Subway Car Ads
PLUG HOLDER PLUG
SkyScope
! -- Quirky Massage Stones -- "Stones" that are microwavable and reusable.
Car mirror cover
Cooking Oil Brush - Click Pic
Picture Frame Saver
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The babysitter can't reach us for an emergency, because my wife's phone is in her purse and she can't hear it!
An app.,"Ther-Mama", that takes forehead digital temperature readings.
Shirt Gap Ender
No more tying you cords in a knot or running in the house to reset your breaker.This is the answer a cord lock with built in circuit breaker
The "Ladder Lariat" will end your fears about your ladder slipping out from below you while painting or cleaning gutters! Be safe..tie off!!
SMART MOUSE
Removable, can be a variety of environments using IPAD bracket, similar to the SLR camera bracket
Portable Hand Washing Unit
New Age Hot Stones Massage Therapy Kit with carrying case and Hot Stones Massage Guide includes stones with hot/cold Gel Pack inserts
Wristband or necklace that has perfume supplier in it to keep you smelling great on the go. An air freshener for your body.
UltraThin Outlet Adapter
What if you could keep your rolling bags or backpacks dry during rain or snow. Then slip on the bag protector and keep rolling.
Space Bar for Flat Screens
I think that it would be cool to make a universal koozie.
Third Eye
Project line markings on the wall so you can position, straighten & adjust before you commit.
This Weaver Will Turn Plastic Bags into Rope for Tying Up Tomato Plants
Power Outlet Lights Resub!
Compact Recycling Trash Sorter - holds different types of recycling trash and looks great too!
Magma-Core
MICROWAVE-SAFE POPCORN BOWL WITH LID - NO PAPER BAG, NO BUTTER, NO OIL, AND NOTHING TO THROW OUT AFTER! SAVES
MONEY! FLAVOR TO YOUR TASTE!
Key stroke driven voice response app with artificial intelligence. Talk on the phone without uttering a word when you have to.
Functional rubber sleeve for the Iphone5 charger plug to provide comfortable grip and a wire wrap feature for a tangle free wire management.
Bandies is a head band that can be broken down into six smaller pony tail holders. Elimates the need for extra hair accessories.
Wrap Warmer
Dual Pouch sunflower seed bag for disposing of cracked sunflower seed shells within one package. Can be used for other products as well!
Bluetooth Vibrating Hair Clip
HamacFix
Where Mi-Tech At
Antifog Strips(film) for bathroom mirrors. Donâ€™t buy antifog mirrors they donâ€™t last; mirror comes with twelve strips.
Boxsprings ruffle
Personalized watch/bracelet with payment/ID functionality to be used in a network of registered businesses. No more lost wallets.
MAKING BACON! UN'COVER' It!
!!! A A A a way to keep bacteria down and make recycling a cleaner job.
hot water immediately
Cooler Pants
Virtual cycling
Last Tape Digital Media - this is a replacement for all mini-dv tapes in any camcorder, using solid state memory in a tape shaped case.
iPod or iPhone music/video amplifying stand. A device to stand up your device which provides acoustical amplification similar to theaters.
Do you avoid playing outdoors because you'll get sunburned? try the flap hat , removable flaps on both sides cover your face all the time
This idea is to provide an efficient means to do your flossing.
test 2 test
A better Funnel. Slope added to reduce overflows.
Make a mechanism encompassing a hearing aid that would include an alarm clock.
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PANNIER POUR CADDIE
Wink Blaster
Cell phone that works/acts like an old phone -- for senior citizens
Display your mood and take it with you -attach it to anything you like! Key Chain, Locket, etc. FUN, FUN, FUN! It also helps you make a decision.
The Leveler
The Portion Scale
**A comfortable case for phones and pods that would have a knob on the back. It would be an easier grip.
HOOP DREAMS!
Cellphone object sensor.
An air freshener that attaches to ceiling fan blades and passively circulates the aroma throughout the room.
Musical Guitar Fly Swatter
The idea is to create a board game for 2 players Plants vs. Zombies, an analogue of http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plants_vs._Zombies
Self-watering plant container with built-in reservoirs uses gravity to drip-water your plants on hot summer days. Encourages deep roots.
Massage pillow with heated balls inside
Jigsaw Puzzle Wall Decal. It's a restickable, replayable puzzle you complete on your wall to create a visually fun, attractive poster.
Puggle Portable Changing Table
Bears breakthrough in talking
SmartRun: A New Kind Of Smart
Stationary Hanger to organize your desk space- FREE UP your desk space with the help of this Stationary Hanger. Hangs right off your desk!
Storage solution for the millions of girls who wear hair extensions and who want to protect their wefts keeping the hair usable for longer.
Pull Tight Tablecloth
Hand Crank Rechargeable Batteries:Now you can charge the batteries yourself manually without using electricity.
A Custom Purse Organizer
The Drip Tray System for growing fresh herbs and plants at your window. Either hang or stand in front of your window.
Dry Erase Bobble Clock-Adults and Kids!!! Can be made in different shapes a train, doll, plain for kids Write your kids a Bobble Clock Note!
My idea is to create a line of modern do-it-yourself, non-permanent and cost-effective floating picture frames for art canvases.
floor lamp round only on the front the back, flat/corner shaped bottom weighted for balance but rounded in the front back flat/cornershaped
no lips cap
Um roteador para antenas wireless usb. muito usadas na internet via radio no brasil, que nÃ£o tem como rotear sem deixar um computador ligad
Coffee Me
Dubious restrooms? No Tissue Paper or Water Here's something for those JUST IN CASE moments
Inside window insulation
Paper towel or napkin holders for guest bathrooms with very little counter space (e.g. pedestal sink)
Dust mask
The Aeon / The Hyperion
GRILL SPATULA: Goes Under The Grill Grate To Lift The Food. [VIDEO]
It's a little 3" diameter pad that you keep on your desk while you think and rest your elbows on so your elbows wont get sore.
RealMoneyTree - YES! Money DOES grow on trees! Comes with 2 packages of RealMoneyTree seeds so you can grow your own!
www.RealMoneyTree.com
An app that talks to your GE appliances and lets you start them remotely, monitor the efficiency and power use and report back problems.
TALKING gloves @ Handsign audio translator
Ring Fit Washer
CELL PHONE Caller ID to TV
NoMo Alert
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Little kitchen gadget that helps keep your sandwich tortilla wrap from unfolding while you eat it!
Laptop Station
Auto Talkiephones
The "Neverfull"! The automatic anti-overflow device for above ground pools. Never bailout or siphon a full pool again after it rains!
"ON SALE" system for both retailers and consumers.
Leashless Dog Walker
The slip&amp;go slipper
For devices still using stylistic pen, instead of holding a pen to operate. A micro stylist pen clip on the finger nail to do same function.
DIY Lantern. Reuse any plastic bottle to make a lantern. Clamp or screw onto any plastic bottle
A talking mirror compact with voice recorder built in. Your husband/boyfriend records any message to you; hear when it opens. Cute gift.
No more bubble bottles. Water bottle cap insert that has the bubble stick and bubble concentrate converts recycled bottles anytime anywhere
info donloader
Don't you think your salad bowl should mix the salad for you? Cut your veggies put the dressing on it and let the bowl do the job for you.
GEOCACHE and smartphone APP
A NEAT WAY TO SAVE ON COLD SUPPLIES BY USING TOLIET PAPER TO BLOW YOUR NOSE INSTEAD OF KLEENEX.
The Coolest Cooler!
Baby Bib with Clean Flat Pouch and Removable Snack Pack. [VIDEO]
Con mirrors
Accurately measure, mark, and level the placement of picture frames and art, without all of the guesswork.
The Garden Plug-er is the easy way to dig holes for transplanting veggies, flowers or bulbs. It saves tons of time and labor on the farm!
SMART WALLET/COIN PURSE.
"Learn to Play App" Total time and parent control over all the entertainment apps. Resetting the balance between video games and learning.
A 3D puzzle safe that uses the solution as the key/code to open it would be both fun and secure.
Jump Rope Detachable BT Device
Robot for Dogs
SPATULA ATTACKS!! All Teflon pans will now giggle in glee knowing that thier nemesis will now be cut to pieces without a scratch to them.
Reusable Baby food squeeze pouch
The "Napper" let's you nap anywhere you can get comfortable. Instant darkness, instant quiet, dependable wake up service, collapsible.
Two-sized Socks
I call this product the Easy Clean Sink Strainer. You can use this product to keep you kitchen sink drain clear.
Easy-moving Pen Holder
APP ENABLED MEAT PROBE!
Smart Power-Fused
Smart coffee pot
ALWAYS UP KNIFE: Standing At Attention Ready For Use. No More Sticky/Unsanitary Handles Or Finger Grazing Cuts. [VIDEO]
Digital Banner
Time for equality for all classes of mail. A specially designed junk mail recycling bin will make first class parcels green with envy!
Take the look of expensive, complicated, track-and-cable hanging systems (like museums use) and make it into a simple kit for home use.
A Childs Suitcase , colorful, that comes with fabric paints.
A Beach/Garden umbrella holder that actually screws into the ground
Heat wrap for a gas gril propane tank. three versions,electrical,water bladder,and chemical.Electrical with gfi and heat cut off,with velro.
Heated "blow-drying mat". Replaces ordinary bath mat Keep your feet warm while gently drying your body.
Wearable soldering gun. Wear it on index finger or other fingers. With adjustable size for different fingers.
A Better Cosmetics Organizer
Bluetooth Earbuds
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H2O Refresher
Groovy Bottles
Mask & Mark tape. This Idea is simple enough. Put measured markings on masking tape so that users can easily tape off designs when painting.
Extension Strip (Exstrip)
MAGIC FLOATING CUBE - simply unfold it and you will have your personal platform! perfect in sea, lake, even in the pool!
Tip Grip
Stakes for Ornamental Trees
The Swivel Pedal will give you a comfortable bicycle ride and save your knees from rotational stress. It has smooth, ball-bearing action.
Headphones Tensioner
The Catch-All
Automatize the sorting work in the recycling process so more recycling can be done.
GlowGrip lighted door handle.
Stackable Stemware
A waterproof shoe bag made of two pockets, one for each shoe,with an adjustable handle to be attached to women's purse on their way to work.
Level your wall hangings before you even make a hole in the wall. 3-in-1 unit.
Too many coats on one hook? Coat hook adapter for your existing coat hooks. Makes one hook into 3 hooks or more! Prototype shown.
AUXILIARY OLED DISPLAY
Puzzle Picture Frame
Bikers Grocery Cooler
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
parking lot rule
The smallest and simplest smartphone stand and earphone sleeve money can buy. * VIDEO
Moving sucks, right? Luggage is bulky and expensive. But what if you had an affordable and disposable option to move your goods in instead?
The future in child safety!!
Fold-Back Baby Gate
When switching to LED-based lighting indoors, why not take it to the next level: simulating outdoors' "Living Daylight" with smart bulbs
FluTrap
Instant Heat/Cool for Cars
Balanced Meal Tray in NYC schools 850,000 styrofoam trays are thrown out EVERY DAY. Make flat pack popup trays recycled from old test paper.
timed calorie burner
The Pancake Plate â€“ Breakfast just got Easier!
AUTO/VOICE SPICE DISPENSER
App-Psychedelic Poster
A "top" "bottom" labeled fitted sheet for the bed. No guessing. No frustration. No snap backs. Gender friendly. Voila,right the first time!
U-Spray
These are three rectangles with no background, ie, three wooden frames each one bigger than the one that fit together or not, as you want.
Plugging something in outside of your home? How about a solar powered outlet or solar power strip so you are not paying for electricity.
Retrofit emergency backup LED lighting that hides in your existing ceiling lamp, turns on in outage, and is controlled remote fob.
Dry-Erase Case. Simple white board computer case/cover that can be clipped on and written on with dry erase markers. Stands up for display.
ROBOTUB....cleaning the hard part of ur bathtub..just turn it on...and the robot will do this hard job for u. Robot w/ pads and mobile arms.
No Guess Receipt Calculator
Cut your Pizza, cake, quiche in perfect slices with the new, easy to use spatula slicer!!
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soft again footies
Travel microwave
Fart Fresh Spray or pad
undershirt/pad/material super absorbent retains sweat. performers, singers, business women/man in Miami. not made for that market, yet.
ONE CABLE CONNECTS EVERYTHING - A composite cable similar to an audio snake that could replace long runs of individual cables.
USB Hard Drive and Hub
Home Alone Puppy
RGB Color Changing Lamp Shade
PEN -THE PERFECT NAIL COLOR
Company Growth Map
Support Stand for Smart phones
dock-side jaccuzzi chair bike
Temperature realeasing bev mug
It's a patch....,it's a pop rivet...,it's just Super! Taking the way we patch to a whole new level. Bike tubes to beach balls. Wow!
Everyone has bushes that need trimming. But, how does one compact the trimmings for easier disposal? Chopping and bagging is tedious
A good looking, convenient food wrap organizer. Provides easy access to everything from aluminum foil to saran wrap with an included cutter.
Active Mobile Extension
Digital luggage tag with text and QR Code for further information.
A telescopic pole extending from 8' to 12' with hooks and hanging bands to store/hang your stuffed animal collection.
Leave a message on your fridge without markers, paper or post it. Erase by peeling the pad and write your new message.
Wraparound Leftover Age Clock
Sweet-Tee
Small space for digital keyboard to hold laptop and pc keyboard or extra MIDI keyboard and mouse.
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
iRe-Charge
ultimate nightstand
HELP PREVENT OVERLOAD! Pivot Power adapted for use outdoors with weather protective caps,multi-hang options,app and manual program timer.
Waffle Maker Silicon Molds - Fun Shapes for Kids and Dishwashser Safe.
NON Embarassing shower cap
iPad Clip Anywhere Case
Comfort/Porta Desk
Plastic Cup with ICE Pouch
Auto Solar AC
Dry Cleaning Dog Brush
New iPhone Case!
my invention is the G.G Window cover it keep peeping Tom from looking in your home
Projection Boundary
HELLO MY IDEA IS THE NEW THINNER HOSE AND NEWCONNECTION SYSTEM, ONE ATTACHES TO THE WATER SPOUT THE OTHER
THE ATTACHMENTSNO LEAKS KINKS WOW
App-Enabled Beverage Rack
Video Conference Lighting
Light-Up WiFi Smart Keys Resub
Men's hair gel that styles and darkens hair. I now mix "Grecian Formula" with "Groom and clean", but a single product would be better.
Universal Hash Function
Patent-pending PlugItUp! & the patented, effervescent cleaning tablets are a paradigm changing solution to a guaranteed clean toilet bowl.
stud locator...a rare earth magnet with plastic clip handle...will guide you to nail or screw in sheeting
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Quik Spout
Hoverware is silverware with a built-in rest. It keeps both the table and the silverware clean.
Jump rope, but no rope, just hi-tech handles. All the health benefits of skipping, but no space or skipping ability required.
FLEXIBLE WRAP AROUND LED LIGHT
Jogger's Protection Package
Perfect Beach Towel
Koozie Pocket
Kids love rainbows! GET THEIR ATTENTION with a WET ERASE marker that makes each line a rainbow of color. Fun. Useful. Creative. $ maker.
Many studies show a glass of wine has good health benefits. Extend the health beni's to the planet! Recycle your corks - drink w/a purpose!
Why not put different "yard and garden tools" on the same pole to get rid of clutter? Imagine a very small locker to store everything
Themo cooling adjustable body wrap designed to regulate body temperature for extended period, made of comfortable material.
Most car owners have anti-theft devices. What to do with them while driving? My devices wind up in the passenger foot well. A very bad idea.
Drink Cooling Drinking Straws
Cool IT
Rooftop Melt Away
I propose a lufa or sponge that holds a bar of soap inside of it.
Prevent scratches to your glasses. Let's tweak and re-purpose the carabiner badge reel. Strap those Sunglasses to the Visor.
roller coaster
Take the guesswork out of planting seeds. Choose plant type and this adjustable, ruler-like tool reveals notches for perfect seed spacing.
There is a reason surveyors use a tripod base. It's stable on uneven ground. So,finally, here is a camping table that won't rock.
Adapter to automatically inform you when your pizza is ready to eat / safely turn off oven
CORD CONSTRICTOR - Flexible Cord Concealment- <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LsRhD31oOQ" target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
Peel & Stick Bleach Tattoos for Jeans #spotsv
Happy blanket
Individual rescue equipment on the water -SAVER.
A hydration wrist band that shows whether you are currently hydrated or dehydrated through 2 small lights displayed on the band
Truck bed extension
EZSheets (for college kids)
Exta long toaster oven
Total Drill
veggie garden roll, so fresh
Customizable Knife
Flawless Funnel
Teddy Care - Save a child
A pocket or pouch that would be placed in between the car seat so you wouldn't have to dig underneath the seats if you dropped an item.
All-in-one, light weight,Cooler beach tent with personal compartment. All you need at the beach. Cooler also for seating. Personal/family
A simple automotive roof rack addition that makes life easy for people that use them. This easily could be a mass market product.
The spoon re-invented to help you get that very last spoonful of deliciousness from your soup or ice cream bowl.
while bicycling i had my armband ipod wrap and begin to wonder how could i make this better,and people i think i have
Reading-glasses Case/Bookmark
door stop
Solar Powered Sprinkler Timer- A Collaborative Entry - ENDING SOON
Device at sandwich places that would automatically remember what you previously had on your last sandwich. Would be saved for future times.
C-Pap deflector. No more cold shoulder! C-Pap machines have a continuous air flow. Deflects continuous air flow from bed partner.
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Muscle Reminder
This invention would help you do ab crunches and sit ups without bulky equipment or weird contraptions that take up too much space.
Refrigerators Shelves
Smart Grill
WINK Outdoor Light Bulb Alert
WINK Motion Sensing Camera NET
Pilow transforms into Vase
Bedtime story,shadow magic
Reusable Towels on a Roll
The Spartan Door Gym brings a full Gym workout station in to your home, yet takes up as little space as a door gym.
Foot holding &amp; stabiliztion
Labyrinth X
Tool that allows you to place folded clothes on the bottom of a pile of clothes already folded without tampering with the existing clothes
Guitar and Bass Guitar holder that clamps to an Amp so you can put your guitar down between sets eliminating bulky full size stands.
Universal wireless phone charger for the driver's console of any vehicle. No cords or plugs mean less distraction and safer drivers.
Gategory: Geek Toy (like the ones on thinkgeek.com) Name: (Assymetric) Key Pair
Dog leash that won't get tangled in dogs legs while walking dog. Bottom 12" of leash is stiff and won't let leash line get under dogs feet.
Having trouble scooping your ice cream? A scoop with an ergonomic brass knuckle makes the scooping a breeze.
The Cord Keeper Its like a big clothespin pin that you can clip on and off the handle of a appliance to keep the cord neat when not in use
Simple universal charging dock for any iPhone or iPod device that works without removing 3rd party case.
Back Relaxer
My idea is a straight pin that would be a measure and a pin. When you are heming, one step, the pin measures and then pins hem in place.
Interlocking 2D wooden pieces that can be assembled to form an infinite number of 3D figures. Build anything you can imagine
Window Mounted Generator V2
Heavy duty cases are too massive and not convenient use. My invention combines the comfort of use with the high protection of heavy duty.
Adjust Oil &amp; Vinegar Decanter
No-Stud TV Wall Mount
Stirer machine
Humane Fly/Bug Catcher
My idea is for a shredder that will shred bulky kitchen garbage for easy recycling.
Keep bugs out of your drink.
A car sun-shade that charges the car battery via solar power. For cold climates, it could also power an engine block warmer.
Baking Sheet with CLIP HANDLES to keep aluminum foil & wax/parchment paper in place. Inspired by the clipboard! Could b sold separately?
Anirolls
Locoware
Easy frame. One frame can accommodate different size pictures and very easy to change pictures .
Spill Fewer Chips and Dip
Add a Marx pulse-generator to cordless power tools such as a right-angle nailer or an impact-wrench to make them Quirky 'pulsed-power' tools
Couch Table
Wearable Massage Headband
Fold Flat iPhone Stand 2d-3d
Ever flex
Packer fans get "cheese heads" to wear. Well I'm a Vikings fan. I want a cheese grater to wear! Though it could be sold at any Packer game!
cereal Container that let's you dump out those stupid crumbs at the bottom resubmit
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Dual action plunger
Front facing cameras are no on every device. It seems everyone covers them with tape or post its. They need a Camera Concealer.
Bread Thermo
The automatic stir device would use a electro-magnetic technology to stir a pot of food and end the need to constantly monitor the food.
Colored wood glue
Smart Carseat alerts the parent that their child is in the car using weight awareness, proximity sensor, and temperature readings in the car
The Corner Clutter Closet
E Toke
An adjustable hand tool that makes custom made cable tie wraps of various widths and lengths out of disposable plastic bottles and jugs.
Portable Sunshine
Cushion scales for measuring weight
M.I.S.C.
The Kid Konnekter is a safe, comfortable, hands-free device that keeps kids close to parents while in a parking lot, store, or on a walk.
A versatile storage compartment system for headphones, USB/Firewire cables, power cords and more to keep the tangles and clutter in check.
Mapvertising-Pool Tarp
Cars need a universal car clip with a container to secure coins in case of an accident.
Easily clean your refrigerator and freezer. No spills and annoying slats, removable lipped shelf liners.
Writable Paper Clips
Vertical Cord Holder
controller converter adapter
Think lazy susan, refridgerator organizer that makes room for more beer.
SWETSOKS soak up the drips that form on a cold glass or bottle. Check out the video http://www.qwiki.com/v/fYDt7JBj
Hand Fan
Kids going to sports, going a walk or a hike. It is a pain to carry your power sports drink. Attached a Carabiner to your drink no problem.
Aroma Time
A handle bar, or mount with rubberized/water proof casing for your iphone for recording just like the GoPro HD Camera everyone has an iphone
It is a water meter tap, that makes you aware of your water consumption, and allows you to save water. It can also be used for recipes !
Smart Circuit Breaker Re-Sub
Resurge Iphone Case
Shower towel heater
Boot, shoe socks.
This is an attachment to the Mosquito Magnet Machine which allows operation at a higher velocity and collect more stronger flying insects.
TOOTHBRUSH RUBBER RING
What's in your fridge
Clean Catch Specimen Holder
Cool hip colorful band or tool used to track, record & reward kids daily activities using a coach then entering info into a game kids play
A DUAL BACKPACK BLOWER WITH 2 WIND TUNNEL TUBES INSTEAD OF ONE. Because 2 is more efficient then one therefore reducing blowing
time in half.
A mould for interlocking concrete or mortor outdoor planter building blocks.
Let's reinvent the ceiling fan! Make it compact and efficient, no exposed blades, easy to clean, and attractive.
A Sandwhich Ice Container (SIC) you put the SIC in the freezer over night and in the morning put the sandwich in the SIC.
Paper Restorer smooths wrinkled or bent dollar bills, corners of important papers, maps, posters, and similar materials.
Cotton cloth bag filled with harvested field corn. It can made in varying sizes with fun fabrics. Reusable &amp; great for sore muscles/joints.
Adjustable Bed Wedge
String of TINY LED lights laminated in thin clear vinyl that has been frosted with various holiday shapes. easy on easy off Christmas lights
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Half Cup
super chop
Whip up the fluffiest eggs in no time at all with â€œThe Briskâ€ auto-touch reverse direction hand whisk!!
Paper bags at fast food restaurants need to be lightly waterproof & perforated so it tears open,use for a bib,lap napkin while eating in car
Warm Clap
RESUBMITTED-Jog-Lights.. Pair of small flashing L.E.D lights that hook onto the side of your shoes & blink when you run.
Cool shaped kids cereal bowls
A case for the iPhone and possibly other phones in the future that allows you to store your smart key for your car.
Christmas tree saver
Baby bottle holder
A Amazing Spa Massage Experience! Anytime, Anywhere! Head Massage â€“ Hand Massage â€“ Foot Massage! [HELP! Make It Quirky Worthy!...]
The Anywhere Solar Outlet
Sencell

phone special needs

The Q-cart. A gardening cart that has compartments for tools, mp3 speakers cooler compartment and a removable water tank.
No more overflowing recycling bins, removable recycling bin sleeve that can be folded and stored away when not in use.
Mini Portable Marshmallow Oven
SAY CHEESE...Slingshot camera. Capture not so great photos of your friends and family.
Water SVD units
Cookie 3d Printer
A cutting board that is elevated at one end with the non elevated end on the edge of the sink so that the juices drain into the sink
Wireless-ify your headphones
phone memory maximizer
Quirky Bandit- Minis
The Intercom is made to surprise. On the external side welcomes visitors found rarity - Kutuzov's eye. On the inside - the ear of Van Gogh
Fingerprint signature
KEYBOARD PROPER CLEAN
Power supply clips secure window chargers to window and door, transfers power for solar chargers as well. Can serve both at the same time!
Chop Box
Accessory for the fitness/exercise ball you already own. Make the most of it - expand it's strength training with one simple addition
The iPhone Handbag Tether (Never lose your phone in your bag again) Inspired by Fiance (Resub - multiple people trying to copy this idea)
Headrest pillow and sunshade! â€¦.... The smart combination for optimum comfort and relaxing at outdoor spa or beachâ€¦.etc!
What about a Radiation Detector badge or key chain???
New DSLR for Old Film Lenses
Paging device for household items that are often lost like keys, phones, remote controls, anything! Works just like a cordless phone pager.
PHOTOS ALBUMS AS HOLIDAYS GIFT
A popsicle drip pad that is easy to use, easy for a child to hold and does not require cleaning afterwards,be disposable low cost effective.
An ipad case can fit on any kind cushion or pillow. You can use the rubber band to back ipad or hanging in the chest.
blanket inside Cushion
Stop Slipping Out Your Flip Flops....And Getting Dirty
Lift up Comfort Mouse Mat Organizer and charger (use either down or up)
Green Back Pack
Regular toothbrush with removeable heads. Instead of buying toothbrush after toothbrush,replace the heads. Keeps plastic out of dumps.
Remote Wake Agent
Ceiling Book Projector
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DipSee
iSit
Cooling sun
Sweatband that slips inside a hat or visor.Why let sweat ruin your hat or visor,a washable headband that fits comfortably in your hat/visor.
Water When?
Ladder Leaner
test
Denti-Pen
A collapsible stand that holds your hairdryer in different positions to leave both your hands free when blowdrying your hair.
The Catch-it pet waste collect
A space and energy saver that is a convenient cold storage unit with easy access. You put it were you want it.
walk - safe
Magnetic Tool kit box for Tech
changeable colour buttons
GeniusTree
An adjustable telescoping comb for easy storage; to help get knots out of hair and part hair finely:)
PLAYING CARD HOLDER
Stove Nobber Off
Liquid Weight Lifting
It is a recyclable cleaning bottle for cleaning your house.The bottle can be used multiple times with your favorite cleaner.
Mini magnet strips on a roll, add a mini magnet to anything and stick it to any metal surface. Simple and easy.
How often do you just sit at the computer as the hours roll by? Here's your reminder to take a break at least every hour!
Go-Pro camera color case
3d scanner for Android Phones
Double Peel Stickers are great to put on anything &amp; give away, while allowing receivers to later peel &amp; stick it to an item of their choice.
Pencil Sharpener
a heat resistant glove so that women and girls do not burn there hands every time they straighten or curl their hair.
An iphone case with gps tracker in case of theft or loss, because the battery ran out at some point.
Kitchen appliances slider, slide appliances on your kitchen countertop for easy access and organization. Improvement on existing product.
Single surge protector
New men underwear. Men do the penguin dance in front of the urinal struggling through the slit in their underwear fishing for their private.
Dash tablet
TOOL & VACUUM POWER GRID <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nis9dKC2dmY" target="_blank">[VIDEO]</a>
FACTORY SEAL 3d PRINTER!
Bug Bite Band-aid!!!!
Q light - A light for Facetime. small battery operated that can be attached to ipad2, ipod touch or iphone.
Back to school pencil/stylus!!
Lightning Bug: The Flashlight with a Tail Light
The Never-Un-Pack: A suitcase with un-zipperable pull out drawers for the businessman on the go where time is of the essence.
Furry zebra case
SPATIAL FACIAL! Facial Steamer with Long flex tube/face mask. Allows you to lie down relax while getting steam facial. No more hunch over!
The metal puzzle piece (1 piece = 1 promo item). Everyone, who puts the puzzle together, may exchange it to $100.
Karaoke on Demand
This idea is an extended grass clippers that allows you to trim weeds and grass around the home without getting down on your knees to do so.
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SLUGGY-GLOO
SpineMinder alerts you when your posture is off the parameters you set. Pairs with phone app to connect to the net for detailed analysis.
My idea is to provide public places such as bars, restaurants, etc, with a multiple USB power strip that can be made available to patrons.
Have you ever gotten down to the end of a jar of mayonaise, sauce, etc. and you are trying to scoop the last of it out?
Booma-Ring
BUCKLE-App - A new fashionable way to carry (wear) your I-Phone.
Dr. Hook
Wireless Camera Ornament
Fitted and Cinch Tarp
Wall Mount Surge Protector
A portable folding hood that surrounds an iPad rendering its screen fully visible in full daylight while still allowing touchscreen input !
PetTasker
Say hello to the cool comforting quirky necky pillow, that comes with a noise blocker integrated with a head phone(music)n sleep mask.
photo frame
Portable folding chairs made with "sweat wicking" fabric to prevent clothes being saturated with sweat after sitting in them at sport events
Corded drill w/ detachable cordless drill! Combines the power of a corded drill with the portablity/versatility of smaller cordless drills
A USB cable for portable Apple devices that draws a small amount of power to display an illuminated logo in a variety of colors
Tender plastic coils manage cords and power adapters with supreme ease and flexibility.
Tape Dispenser That *CLIPS ON DESK/TABLE ALLOWS FOR 1 HANDED DISPENSING* Fits standard rolls. Space saver. Modern small footprint!
Magnetic?
A bluetooth device that clips/locks to car review mirror, Syncs with cellphone and blocks non-emergency calls/texts while driving.
Retractable cords on medical equipment: specifically all heart, pulse ox and blood pressure monitors used in healthcare. Nurses timesaver!
SeeThru Xmas Tree Stand System
Auto Stir
Recipe book stand
Current Events show us the value of a single Bandanna or Cotton Neckerchief to quickly control bleeding.
Virtual 2 Reality - RealGames
Bluetooth thought to text
Dad Stop Smoking. Put a sensor on top of his box that detects how many he smokes, to show him analytics and gamify it with quirks.
No more heart attacks or pain on your arms and back while shoveling the snow. You don't have to lift over and over, just push the snow out of the way.
All in one yard tool. I would make the handle telescopic with detachable heads(shovels, rake, etc.). Quick release heads would be a must.
Pedal simulates the sound of a drums to accompany the guitar (Faire une pÃ©dale simulant le son d'une batterie-grosse caisse)
ABrC for Elevators
GPS. Hat for protection against the sun and brightness to better see the screen GPS or smart phone.
Combo Brush On the Go
Recycle Plastic Bottle Melter
The CARPET DIAPER is a thin plastic sheet used under a highchair, that can easily dispose the mess made by the toddler and quickly recycled.
I.C.E.(acronym)Muscle T.M. app
Tired of always dropping your soap? Try THE SOAPY. THE SOAPY's elastic band will stay on your hand so you'll never lose your soap again.
2 Screen Laptop
Away from home too long for slow cooker recipes' cook times? Programmable slow cooker keeps ingredients refrigerated until cooking begins.
Handi Holder
Device that slides over your cell phone and keeps the phone 1"-2" away from Ear and Head for reducing radiation risk and ear discomfort.
A beach umbrella that has a telescoping pole vent holes and a solar powered ceiling fan.
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The CORD BALL - the Coil-Up Cord-Extension
Stair Square Manufactured in Taiwan Need distribution for North America Many already sold
Resubmitted: Smart Digital Wall Clock with features like TV program reminders, birthday/anniversary reminders and security camera
Easier PB&amp;J Spreader
LOCKOUT
Virtual Hamper
Sun Glasses soft pouch with belt loop. Pouch could also be used for iPhones. Or design a loop\snap that attaches directly to glasses
Modular Bra Pod storage system to help keep bra and pant sets together- (works for ties and socks etc too guys!)
Rotating Umbrella w translucent panels for sunbather's preferences. As the sun moves, you can allow as little or as much sun through.
Smart Newspaper Holder
Speed Brush
Shovel Cleaner
Manage your cords like a gunslinger manages bullets! Slip cords into multiple cylinders, space them out, stick them to the wall! Voila!
Dingo
Most peoples recycling bins are overflowing by the time the Recyclers come. This will free up that much needed space.
SMORE TOASTER
cut proof padlocks by impregnating the loop with thermal plastic making grinder cut wheels unable to cut the locks off as seen on storagwars
RoboKin
3D Cube, 5 Sided LCD Cube
Total Relaxation, Simply Toss Device In Bathtub, Enjoy Sight, Sound and Smell!
Proximity Activated Dog Collar
Lightning In A Bottle (208 V)
Plastic razor blade cover / protector.
Separate eggs Small frying pan
Bathroom Sink Organizer
A multi-purpose garden tool that can dispense water too. After you dig a hole for your plants, you can water them directly from the tool.
See attachment below (Pop-Up Retractable Driveway Lights)
Emergency evacuation system for multi storey building in case of earthquakes.
Rayz
Vertical Cordies
I-Hold: A holder for Ipads and tablets for airplane trips. Allow you to watch movies at a better position for your sight without neck pain.
A BROOM with a curved broom head that will RETAIN the captured crumbs you aimed to sweep!
Barcode Business Cards &amp; App
Textured Gloves with different Patterns to help Pottery &amp; Clay Artists. Various patterns help keep consistency along the entire piece.
Have you ever experienced a plug that will not stay in the socket? Frustrating! Well, PLUG-HUGGERS solve that problem.
Interactive Toothbrush
Why can't we make a auto flush for the residential toilet.
Modular compartments to address storing footwear, clothes that need hangers and can be folded.
Wink Smart Controller Hub
Telescopic-Like Hula Hoop
Fridge Item Tracker
Turn your iphone into a radio.
OUCH! Everything is too hot to grab out of the microwave. A Cradle handle will grasp hot dishes from the microwave Use it up OR down..whew!
5 in 1 Countertop Cooker
Compact Fireproof Safe
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Beach Buggy
Custom Furniture Dolly
MyFitnessPal.com kitchen scale
clean scoop
BattGo
I came up with a Hoagie bun meat press Its a mold and press to create a hoagie bugger Use other meats or eggs for a breakfast Hoagie
Weighted cup holder insert
contribute pertsonal humor to the zombie movie craze
Ice Cream Scoop with Claws. Scrapes up ice cream and still forms a ball.
Wood pellet sifter
Don't pay for compressed air canned spray to use @ your desk...
"SodaCap"
functional mobile phone case
Wireless Romantic Chandelier
A mold4used/too small soap bars.Collect & keep them together till u have enough2squeeze'em in a whole bigger/proper soap bar.Stop wasting
icky stickys
Enough for candle-lit bathtubs and plain aromatherapy! Let's expand the goodvibes of homespa with a CHROMOTHERAPY device for the bathroom.
DO YOU HATE STORING FOOD STORAGE CONTAINERS? NEVER GET HIT IN THE HEAD AGAIN BY POORLY DESIGNED, STACKING FOOD
SAVERS. STORE YOUR STORAGE!
You love flowers or fresh herbs and don't have space? No sunlight for them? Window garden: the green solution for urbans!!Vertabin inspired
tired of adjusting tv volume? The modulator controls tv volume so you dont have to turn it down when the commercials come on turn it up
Sky Table
Flag Football that Works!
A heated sturdy blanket to cover your car or driveway to prevent snow accumulation.
I want to make a shovel more powerful and ergonomic. My idea is to incorporate a leverage point so you can use less effort.
Get a GRIP on those tiny screwdrivers!!!!
Rotating double shower rod.
charging wire that has two layers of rubber coating and between the layers there is a substance that tastes bad to pets
a heat resistant glove so that women and girls do not burn there hands every time they straighten or curl their hair.
Baby's Starting
Bandaid Roll.
ZWEK - a multifunctional shelf
MEATLOAF--MEATBALL MIXER!!!! HATE STICKING YOUR HANDS INTO THAT GUISHY STUFF TO MIX UP YOUR INGREDIENTS? HERE'S
YOUR SOLUTION
The Finger Utility Knife is the most convenient tool to use when you need to open a bunch of boxes without misplacing your knife.
Shave with Accuracy
Double Collapsible Mop-Bucket
Automatic Poop Scooper
Tooth Brushing Cartoon Helper
Laundry baskets (horrid contraptions!). Laundry Roo (you're welcome!). Wears like an apron to transport laundry and a whole lot more.
Simple universal charging dock for any iPhone or iPod device that works without removing 3rd party case.
My idea is a white PVC insertable PVC fence post flower pot. This pot would fit in to match seamlessly with existing fence.
Baby bibs with a clip attached on the center back is ideal for keeping bibs in place to prevent their movement and better catch drippings.
Earphones that can be identified by touch.
It's a beach blanket that has one pouch on each of the four corners so there will be no need of finding things to hold your blanket down.
A plastic/rubber book holder that would sit on your chest for when you lay down to read. It props the book up to an easy reading level.
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DocuText: Text Fast, Type Fast
Women will love it .. Fancy and fashionable pair of bluetooth enabled hanging earrings with speaker and mic integrated on it
the never-ending bar of soap
The Shoe-Laser attaches to any shoe of any size and reads laser precision measurements. Great for contractors and decorators alike.
iPhone USB transfer plug
Tired of your Iphone, Ipod, Droid, Blackberry or any USB device dying while you are waiting for an important call, or in the class room ?
A sleek, modern, and mountable, MacBook / Laptop cooling pad. Mounts at corners to enable mobility and create airflow for cool computing.
Created a way to prevent dogs from choking on chew treats/make the treats last four times longer. easy, Clamp the bone to a crescent wrench.
My idea is to allow your iphone to scan bar codes on products as you shop then search the internet to find a coupon for that product.
Mattresses's raiser
Roll on adhesive for trim/ baseboard that easily peels off after paint is applied. Think rubber cement meets a white out roller on steroids.
Mouse w/ Interchangeable Cover
A collapsible measuring cup that collapses in graduated increments so it's an entire measuring cup set with a single handle
Food Glue
We have all gone to gulp a nice perfect glass of ice water but the ice kept us from gulping. The CupSlip can change all of that.
Tenderspicer
Do you want to relax in your spa and sametime use your ipad. Watch a movie, write an email, use internet. Your ipad is 100% safe in water.
Toothbrush/Dental Cleaning
Zip through floor cleaning with the Z-Vac and Z-Mop. The Z-Vac is light-weight, cordless, and quick!
Scalp and body massage unit with water jets, to be used in the shower, made with silicon.
Origami Holder - Line Ext
Adjam is a set of promotional headphones. A company logo could be placed on the clip. Few recipients would want to throw out free earbuds!
Undershirt FIFO Box. Organize and even out the usage of your undershirt. Applicable to other garments such as underwear, boxers &amp; uniforms.
WINK Induction cooker
Minion's web cam.
Wireless HDMI
A device that helps blind people navigate their surroundings.
A spandex sleeve from armpit to elbow to hold the excess sagging skin and fat ( bicep and tricep) together.
wifi battery
Child safety. (Worn on your childs ankle/wrist. It will give real time GPS location to your phone if a child if moving at more than 10 mph)
Smartphone FM Transmitter APP
Wifi wireless sound
a heat resistant glove so that women and girls do not burn there hands every time they straighten or curl their hair.
Flexible wash and massage
Cell Charger Ball
holder
Mp3 player pocket knife
BABY OXYMETER (BEAR SHAPE)
Digital Globe
Auto Cat / Dog Scratcher!
The clever Guitar
A cart with gel knee padding, a cantilevered chest support, large swivel casters to roll over any terrain, and storage for useful tools.
Never Lost TV Remote
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"Two Faced" Soap- A pH balanced soap gentle and mild on one side, exfoliating on the other. Save time and space with this multipurpose soap.
Mail alert signal
Custom Glow in dark Silicone Rope !!Create your own rope!decide the length, color, shape, text.. put it where you want! don't have limits!
On the side dresser organizer
Enjoy colours with a double-walled transparent vase. Fill its walls with water-soluble paint, pebbles, etc to match the flowers/decor.
"App"Full Body Massage Mat (Pad) that is in connectable/disconnecting sections, for head to toe massage of aching tired joints.
Close fit disposable sterile diaphragm covers (polyurethane) for stethoscopes to discard along with rubber gloves post patient consultation.
Mason (&amp; Steel) Jar Sippy Cups
2-IN-1. Toothbrush with dental floss inside the handle. No more forgetting to floss just because you forget to purchase floss at the store.
nano mobile phone case
Battery level scanner
Refrigerator Pebble Ice Maker
A hands free stroller umbrella holder is what all parents need to protect themselves from the elements when a free hand is not available.
ICE TOYS sm. Ice Racers TM
The Half Step
A face painting book telling what to do and what not to do when facepainting.
Cable Jewelry. Your cables deserve to look awsome!
Wheelbarrow with built-in sifter in the bottom. Allows for debris removal without losing soil as well. Solid insert allows for normal use.
Idea Removed from Quirky.com
We all know about shoe lifts that make one appear taller but what happens when you are at a place where people aren't wearing shoes?
Fresh Vents
My rug anchors are pins with a decorative, durable plastic tab that holds rugs in place on carpets.
Kegerator/Fermentation Chamber
Design a dry cleaning machine for men and women shirts. Women pay twice as much to have their shirt (blouse) dry cleaned than men pay.
Paint brush and roller shampoo
a heat resistant glove so that women and girls do not burn there hands every time they straighten or curl their hair.
A two piece adapter that will disconnect at the magnetic connector when the computer is moved without damaging the plug, port, or laptop.
Mind blower
Easy Cupcake
A plastic squeeze bottle that dispenses shampoo from one end and conditioner from the other end.Could also be used for other paired products
!!THE VIBRAFROG!!
Save lives
AERO MASSAGER -Hand held device that blows warm air out through tiny holes.U choose how much pressure and how warm and target specific area.
Hate that flat mouse on your laptop or netbook? Then the Pinkie is for you!! A small external mouse for your Laptop and/or Net-Book!!
A system for your shower that works like a car wash system, that can be automatically program for your kids, Rinse Wash and Rinse Again.
Ultrasonic Stain Cleaning Iron
Hang your backpack on the bus!
NIGHTLY BEACH SPORTS SET
The Shovel Claw (no relation to Sonic the Hedgehog item). A shovel equipped with a claw to grab and hold gravel, branches, piles of leaves.
Idea Removed from Quirky.com
The Save Space Phone Case
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APP Voice operated Samsung and Apple, other multi-Feature and Multiuse docking station, storage and TV, all home function system,
"Call Me" Card. Single use pens in a small convenient size. Cheap and disposable (recyclable depending on materials)
Thermalwater smartphone gadget
Graber
REVISED! Salt Sprinkler BACKPACK for snowy driveways &amp; walkways... before the storm, during, and after to make driving / walking safe!
Baked Bread Aerosol Can
20 sec. with soap to kill germs. Dispenser will play music, joke, when done rinse that flu down the drain! 20 sec. longer than you think
3 in 1 Innovated Wheelbarrel
fire ant killer
Typing teacher keyboard
Egg with rotating sides that matches Quirky concepts and rules. Good matches lead you to a good surprise. All about Quirky's philosophy!
Pots that Strain Without Having to Pour
Keep children safe around garden tools especially rakes. Take a look at the Rake-Box.
Desktop Coffee Maker for work
BATH SHELF / TRAY THAT IS STYLISH AS WELL AS FUNCTIONAL
Thin armored casual clothing
my product is a dustpan that fits into a household garbage can that acts as a self closing lid when not being utilized as a dustpan
Wrench-Spoons
A pair of sunglasses that can be used to cut fishing line, similar to the "life hammer's" recessed blade used to cut seat belts.
Perforated Electrical Tape - Portion Control for your Electrical Work - No more stretched tape edges that peel off. No more using your teeth
Utility Buddy
.:: Catch it Hat and Cap Catcher ::. Safety Device that links your headwear and clothing so you dont loose your favourite Hat or Cap.
My idea is a redemption kiosk atm that allows people to redeem gift cards &amp; turn their unwanted gift cards back into cash to spend anywhere!
REAL SIMPLE -LIT BOX-Storage
Finger Slim Computer Mouse
Harry Potter Video Pictures. No more still photos or digital images... but moving clips of people you want to see
Fun snow coloring
A retractable blade utility knife that cuts and scrapes. Life just got easier, take a look at the ZIG-ZAG knife.
Storage for all your hex bits. The good news you don't remove the bits to use. Take a look at a real Screw-Ball
Kitchen Sunglass Case
The Maw.
Wheelchair Toddler Roller
A table lamp that uses light and/or pheromones to trap and humanely kill moths and other insects. Also has a slideout tray for easy disposal
Personal emergency survival capsule, for boaters, fishermen, divers, navy or any person whom spends time at deep sea. App enabled.
Portable webcam for laptops
Remote Finder Television
SELF-EXAMINATION OTOSCOPE
A book on foot painting for fun, parties and somethong different to do.
Comfort breast pump
Is a case that has a sort of glove behind the Ipad so you can insert your hand into the glove and gives you better handle of the ipad.
Stretch-hanger
cell nails
Introducing the Veggie Cleanse! a handheld device used to wash fresh vegetables and fruits
Ever have a hurt leg in need of elevation? How helpful would universal, fold-out, adjustable legs be for that cast,brace,or walking boot be?
These filters are hard to clean with packed tea or coffee. A cleaner for these items would be a great idea and cheap to make and produce.
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Light Hitch
A calculator with quirky's logo on the back.
Keep outside potted plants from burning in the sun. This plant unmbrella responds to the harsh summer sun protecting plants automatically.
Cameleon Hardware are customizable handles &amp; knobs with a patented interchangeable design plate to allows anyone to create custom hardware.
Sunglasses that shoot beams of fire.
Verti-Hamper with drawers
Kitty Litter Scoop- long handle, no more bending over
MULTI-STATION - ALL IN ONE
No Vibration Aquarium Air Pump
Smartphone Intercom
Radioisotope Micropower Source
Moldable Cookie Cutter
Smart Hassle-Free Air Intake Fan Control That Delivers Your Best Room Air Temperatures. Auto Fan Speed Manager For Your Best Body Comfort.
Eat in your car like a pro! (the ultimate food tray for car, work and home)
Clips for the clothes in your closet so you can keep track of items you aren't using.
THE CAP CLIP
CamWedge
EasyCore/EasyRoll
Got ugly brown patches on your lawn and company is coming? Use Grasso, the Eco friendly grass spray paint that adds nutrient to your lawn.
I have a problem managing my â€œlay flat to dryâ€ clothing. There are wet clothes everywhere! I need an EVEN BETTER SWEATER DRYING RACK!
What good is a paper towel that isnâ€™t convenient when you need it? Letâ€™s make it handy with a shelf-like holder made from magnetic wood.
PLEASE VOTE ONLY If YOU would PURCHASE THIS for your home or perhaps a gift for someone that could use this. A Collab.with SimplyInclined
Topple-Proof Pint Glass
Create a comp. program that allows parental monitoring by preventing unproductive time on a game until an educational goal is accomplished.
App-en.. sensor with special tape. It could send notification to alert the user IF SEAL/JOINT IS BROKEN.Security, construction safety
Flame Out
Chess with removable Checkers!
HEY QUIRKY! Can we make pretty, fashionable, comfy bra strap covers you can put over your your bra straps? For everyday use, interchangable?
83% V/V (RESUB) Safe Ergonomic Pitcher. Eliminate spills and heavy lifting for family members who need assistance like kids or the elderly.
An attachable cane stand. This would allow anyone who uses a cane to be able to stand it up next to them while sitting.
Retractable Bracelet with charm of your choice in an emergency it will hold up the zipper of your pants Collaboration with Andy Sam
Disposable Cooler
A simple learning remote with timer for "sleep" or "wake" (tv/stereo/etc) that memorizes power buttons and blasts IR signal at selected time
Strain-O-Straw
Wheelbarrows don't go through the snow well and bad in the spring mud. they tip. nowhere to hold my grain bucket
Theft Chip
Lil' Cufflinks
Cut It, Served It Combo
Sleek, space saving speaker for you apple desktop. Pliable to wrap around the top corner of your computer with Small magnets to secure it.
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Are you recycling your cooking oil? The collapsible Oilster funnel is a simple and quick way to recycle this commonly overlooked resource.
Knife washer
Variable track and rail system to take advantage of unused space in the corners.
A sink water faucet attachment that allows you to feed a steady drip of fresh water into a reservoir for your cats to drink.
KNIFE RACK , EASIER TO CLEAN !! KEEP BLADES SHARPER !! MODERN, MULTIFUNCTION .
OXO made millions with 'Good Grips' handle designs; Quirky should produce OXO's same products with handles accentuated with Corelle designs
Remote Controller
my product are small contact lens cases prefilled with the solution of your choice that clip/attach to the hinges of one's eyeglasses.
Invent nice vertical stand that plugs in an outlet. Equipped with arms to neatly hang &amp; charge all chargers for cell phones, Ipads, Ipods
Core-Less Toilet Paper Holder
THE SPIN SMART ROOF TURBINE. A roof-top turbine connected to a generator that produces electricity for your home.
LED Ink Pens
A WiFI transmitting pod for dropping into wildfires to monitor escape routes or hot spots for firemen. Floods and tornado's too.
UPPER DECK TOOTHBRUSH WASHER
Disposable Puppy Booties
WINK LINE--- CARBY!!!!!!
SAUV'TAVI
Branded SOAP
A dispensor containing a waterproof self sealing bag to contain vomit in places that need containment. Hospitals provide only small basins.
Create one store rewards card to handle hundreds.
uBUZZ Bracelet
Velcro Deer Scent System
Motion Sensor Dispenser
Click 'N Listen
flexible caulk hose
Keys neat organizer
Quirky Chess (Dinosaurs vs. Robots) - A new version of chess with increased strategy and ability to "battle" your opponent during play.
The product is for women who use multiple electric tools to do their hair. It works like the tools in an oil change shop.
Children Straw Clip
An app enabled desktop aquaponics system for food production, decoration, and work environment improvement.
I call the product the "Resounder". This is a curved plastic adapter the redirects sound to the front of the television.
Adjustable pan edge saver
(85% v/v ratio) Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set/adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
A "food tape" that you keep in your kitchen and use to reattach broken ice cream cones, tacos, sandwiches, etc.
Windshield Sticker Shield helps protect your car from small nicks and bothersome dirt offering you layers of protection.
BAG BUDDY
Multiple USB Charger
Pet feeding bowl with a vibrator enclosed underneath for multiple pet families.
anti insect drain cover
Cat bed/over the door
Gamble Tracker
Spoon N' Go
Delivery of variable payloads via unmanned quad-copter to mobile app provided GPS locations.
Traffic Gadget Light Warning
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PÃ¨se caddie
SecureLife Emergency Monitor
STEAM SUIT
Save Water & Money with the Shower Pressure PEDAL! Green, Inexpensive foot-operated device that retro fits any shower. Solves many problems.
OM............. YOGA TOTE!!!!!
Snake Sneaks. Keep bugs and pesky rodents out of your garden with Snake Sneaks!
Modular, Scalable and Stackable shelves that fold flat when not used (great for shipping).
The shoe sanitizer!
A clear plastic pet carrier with wheels that has a large locking top lid. The unit will also be collapsable for easy storage.
A new squeezable bottle for Ketchup
Its a plastic or rubber strip 4 inches wide and about 25 inches long comes in different colors to match stoves. Crumb &amp; SPILL CATCHER.
planche a decouper penchee
iRead (RESUB)
Sensors in Professional Sports balls for exact measurements will eliminate doubt in making close calls
a cat litter setup that is 24 inches off the ground with a removable screen(wicker)lid and a ramp for access with a rubber mat to clean paws
My "Handy Impact Shovel"!
Dog Ball Thrower Bag Storage
Toy Barrier
Thermos adapter
NFC Keyless Door Lock
Scrape &amp; Scrub cleaning tool
Wet Scrubber - hand shower with 5 interchangeable heads (cleansing, gentle exfoliation, massage, micro-dermabrasion and pedicure)
Lawn and garden tool caddy for elder citizens.
the cozy kool
colored salt
A modular hanging closet organizer with dual facing compartments that rotate so you can store and access twice as many clothes & shoes.
"CAT" Collapsible Anywhere Tub
WINK CLENDAR KEY VOICE MAIL
This item solves the problem of towels blankets etc. from been blown across the beach and sand in the air. It's light weight and easy to use
This Product Will Improve the Rain Barrel Experience! 3-piece Rain Barrel Accessory Kit to pressurize & clean the water, plus hose holder!
A cell phone charger as smart as your smartphone.
Stop fumbling and waking up halfway, in order to find the snooze bar. The iSnooze alarm clock enters Snooze mode when ANY surface is touched
flavored sprinkles
I have a hat or visor that has a solar powered charger that charges cell phones,mp3's etc, while outdoors,running,walking etc.
BURN BUDDY, THE FOOD SAVER
wrongway stoplight
Refillable Cooler Ice Pack
"AquaScraper" for your Tongue!
Avertisseur alarme de voiture
Projector night light that beams up scripture or chosen saying onto wall or ceiling.
prise electrique indÃ©crochable
I sew alot and that requires lot of ironing. I am 59 and have bought lots of irons. You cannot wrap cords on irons and get them to stay
EVOO and Vinegar Dispenser
Memory Keeper
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I have an idea of a light weight folding ergonomic beach chair. It would fold into three with backpack like straps for easy carrying.
device for childproofing any furniture corner without damaging furniture, not removable by kids, can adapt for sides of furniture too.
electric or mechanical a can crusher built into a trash can lid or recycle bin......
Reversible Comforter with your 2 favorite teams. Customize the two sides of your comforter with your favorite professional teams.
Full-size baby bottle that collapses down to the size of a hockey puck for busy moms on-the-go.
CARPOD - Project your messages/SMS/info on your windshield
Decorative Screw &amp; Nail Covers
ROLLER SAVER
It's simple, Clean Hands = Less Germs. I have an idea for a wearable hand-sanitizing dispenser that is always accessible and easy to use.
We designed a straw that has the ability to release a mixer into a drink and also offer marketing value on the outside of the vessel.
Wireless Sound For Any TV
A toy laptop for babies and toddlers. Key board has 15 big keys that when hit, display animals, plants, portraits with pictures and spelling
BABY THERMOMETER MAT - measures the baby temperature while in bed and alarms you in case of fever
Shoulder Brace
Quirky Band plug n play Air Band a combination of cool tech so small kids can be in a band.VIDEOS A must see
A cute,attrative insulted holder for liter and half liter water bottles. Since no one likes to hold on to a wet,slippery bottle it is a must
Metal 3D Printer
This is mainly for people with arthritis. hands friendly. very simple. rotary and reversible when changing hands from left to right!
Cool Baby
The Perfect Connection
Elijah training cycle E-Cycle
lightsaver
A cross between a Dynaflex Power ball and an 8 ball. Give it a spin and ask a question.
My idea is to create an adaptable water filter that is portable to be used indoors or out doors and that can be hidden. Water= big market!
My invention is a normal looking pants belt that delivers all the USB power you want, none of the hassle you don't. I call it the JuiceBelt.
I get so tired of having to find the right tool to clean my stainless steel water bottles. Why not make it come apart for easy cleaning.
Introducing The All New Power Ring: With 7 outlets,power switch,surge protector,retractable cord and 7 eject buttons.
EZE Christmas Tree
PORTABLE DIAPER CHANGING STATION. When your airplane, restroom (especially men's), or restaurant doesn't have a changing table, you do!
Concave clip on Tv panel lens
Cooling grinder. 2 in 1
Aspirateur de donnÃ©es autonome
Hydrating/fertilizer tea ice cubes for houseplants and small gardens to provide nourishment and hydration for abundant production
Garment Kaddy - Picking up dry cleaning and transporting them in your car to your home closet, can be a painful and frustrating experience.
Smart Pet Bowl
SELF CLEANING MICROWAVE
power helper
Carbon monoxide detector opens Garage door, transmits text, and rings phone when levels unsafe to allow fumes to escape.
Fetus Sounds Recorder
SOFA FASHION. I like to change my sofa pillows like I change my sheets, but i do not have the space to store pillows.
Shower Pressure PEDAL conserves water & saves money! An inexpensive foot-operated device that retro fits any shower. Solves many problems.
The Money Braille Machine
Make your ZIPLOCK BAGS easy to wash in the dishwasher.
Expandable Sink Strainer
hands free tablet arms
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Standard type batteries AA,AAA, C, D, Etc... that can be charge within devices. Set your device on a charging pad, batteries and all & Go!
Closet tags for organizing and dividing clothes into sections.
Fing Shot
Keyring/pendant transmitter. 1 clipped to carseat or child &amp; 1 on keyring. Transmitter beeps LOUDLY &amp; sends text if child left in the car.
An electronic LCD sign sitting on the left hand side of your car dashboard. Messages like SORRY NO NO$ display easing non eye contact.
Why throw away water,detergents,softners,when you can reuse and save in hard times? Lower your water bill and have it to use at hard times.
Install 2 well-placed one-way air valves into a trash container making it not only quicker, but easier as well to remove or install bags.
iShade - Sun Protector/Shader for iPhone/iPad
ChargerBandit
Introducing wallet size toilet seat covers! Now you never have to worry about the toilet seat cover dispensary being empty.
Drill mounted stud finder.
Locking Pill Box
modular comforter&amp;duvet cover
A soft baby carrier which can be carried like a shoulder bag. the carrier will have built in pockets to carry other babt items.
toothbrush &amp; toothpaste
Solar Powered Cooler
Your phone is expensive. You should protect it. Wouldn't it be nice if you could decide exactly how that protection looked?
A silicon, weight sensitive clip on cell phone holder that attaches to the drivers seatbelt to allow them to use speakerphone easily.
Auto Shoveler
CoolBag
Gel infused dishes you put in freezer and put food in to keep it cold.Various shapes/sizes including sandwich.Prevents spoilage.Great 4 kids
glacier jr
The cure for the cluttered fridge. A row of connected magnets with an industrial look made from steel or plastic in silver, black and white.
A tough small cart easy to move around yard. Is able to adjust to fit around plants to keep plants from falling.
Digital World Globe
Corner Space Solutions (CSS)
Ecological glove to collect dog poop - made â€‹â€‹of recycled paper, Resin in the palms of the hand not wet. Fully recyclable, no pollution.
Enigma
car cap
Manual to Automatic car window winder
Easy Fill Water Battle
Williamsâ€™ Bendable Furniture
Has your car been broken into, only to find that there was no way to catch the thief? Protect your privacy, recover your property.
Floating Waterproof iPad Case for the Pool or Tub.
Smart Luggage
Charger Pouch
Tasty Gloves
Resub: Collapsible Flower Pot
Resubmit!Introducing the bobble cat toy.It also has places to put treats in.Your cat with have fun playing with this and getting a treat!
Prevent burnt barbeque
Travel Blanket with Sleeves
An elastic band that has a thermometer built in to be placed around baby bottles to know the temperature of the milk when defrosting
Clear tab insulation
Motion sensor Light strip. Light your path not just one spot.
â€œI Didnâ€™t Say That! And you canâ€™t prove it!
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BTOOTH SPEAKER WITH AUDIO OUT
Resub: iPhone/iPad cases with biometric (fingerprint) scanner for enhanced security and easy/alternate login
Is it possible to design an over the door drying rack with wrungs that swivel?
EYE Minder
Amphitheatre in the pan.Anti-grease Shelves inside pan.If food gets done,put it up on the shelf,so grease drips off and back into the pan
Ice-cube tray fixes a straw within the middle of an ice cube. This prevents the straw from popping out of your carbonated beverage-it works.
The Toy Scooper
FOREVER TOGETHER
Active Glare Control Glasses
Bill Gates Foundation's next generations condom - the Quirky way!
A toaster &amp; coffee maker that activated by your alarm clock with 20 minutes delay, so when you wake up your toast and coffee are ready.
PrintOrb Surface Printer
The Water Tracker is like a keychain for your water bottle that helps you keep track of how much water you've had to drink each day.
snapshot
E-Z Folding Chair Carrier
business card scan
A cardboard paperclip! Can be recycled or shredded with papers. Earth friendly clips. No need to pull them off. Simple and inexpensive.
Suction could be incredibly useful when it comes to ladders. Suction cups on top of a ladder could keep it steady and not slide to the side.
A Portable Phone Handset and Case for Protection Against Cell Phone Radiation
Ziploc Too
Portable work lights never stay clamped to anything. It's time to redesign this workspace essential giving it the functionality it deserves.
SCOOP E-Z
Bag in a bag. My idea is for an attached plastic (recyclable bag) to fast food paper bags to separate trash as such.
"Kwik Jam" door jamb repair-Wal Mart wanted.patent huge profit
margin.http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&amp;v=2VG6L0X0gkY
How many people lose a big toenail from running, tennis, walking? No sport shoe is designed to prevent this. Save a toenail/stop fungus!
An arm warmer for baseball pitchers. Especially on cold or cool days.
Let's invite Bobble Glass to the party!
Hat and glasses...TWO IN ONE! PROTECT UR HEAD..FACE AND EYES FROM SUN the hat style comes with glasses...but let u set urs anytime,
anywhere
Renuzit VICKS
It's deliciously gross funâ€¦it's BUG-A-GUM!!
SmartLighter Smartphone Case
World's Smallest Ice Scraper How many times have you lost your ice scraper or left it in the other car?
Trash bag stabilizer
Don't turn bottle cleaning into a day at the waterpark in your kitchen. The brush umbrella will keep water where it belongs, in the sink.
Paradise
Dinner pants
PIVOT SMART PLUS POWER CORD!!
Water Sealed Shower Curtain with rod that folds into corner wall with suction cups to prevent water damage on floors.
Retractable animal shape cord
Outlet illuminator
extended tube feeding bottle.
smart phone holder. thin magnet to back of phone. connects to base swivel. 360 viewing. colapsable post.thin base for stand alone.
Passing the milk has always been clumsy. Now pass the milk with a GET A GRIP two handled milk jug. It's simple, convenient and intuitive.
Car Key wireless owner recognition.
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"Lace Up Pencil Cup!" â€“ Customizable, stylish, functional, cost efficient, and recyclable. Want one yet? Check it out...
GPS Cart App
Cake Push Pops
Interactive Linked Whiteboard
America
Smartphone- and pocket-friendly key holder, that is almost the size of credit card and can even fit a plastic card for easy NFC management.
A safety cream/oil that one can put around the skin of their fingernails that's nail polish resistant. Allowing perfect salon nails at home.
Baseball Bazooka
travel take out containers
The website explains all..www.theoklahomadrill.com...It will train and teach proper football blocking and tackling technique.
INFINTY floating water toy
Baby tub with soap, lotion and towel storage. Invert tub insert for on the go storage lid. All the baby bathing needs in one unit
Let's improve the quality &amp; comfort of goggles, worn by most people in laboratory settings and workshops. No more post-project headaches!
Interchangeable, portable, dishwasher safe, heat resistant kabob food slider for single or double skewers, metal or whatever material.
SOLDER SMOKE ABSORBER FOR LESS
Saving Paper Dispenser provides tearing off a predetermined amount of paper from a roll with one hand, thereby reducing waste
New soap stand less messy. Save your soap.No mess on your bathroom stands. Water mess up the soap.it will help contain soap and remove water
The automatic fridge opener
A dating bracelet(a charm) that broadcasts your profile and mate preferences with bluetooth or NFC. If matching-a LED-indicator turning ON
Bagby Cart
Wireless, sleek and trendy headphones for the modern athlete. Hand held remote with free-form polymer integrated battery. NO wires, NO bulk.
Winter storm ice remover
Electronic Wall Calendar
Sick of finding over ripe fruit squashed at the bottom of the fruit bowl? Unique Fruit Magnets that are both decorative & functional.
un pot bien drainÃ©.
Rigid plastic see-through cover slides over computer keys with room for hands to type that keeps cats off the keys and nothing is deleted.
Picture Rail
QUIRKY PINBALL ARCADE
Suffer from carpal tunnel syndrome of just plain achey wrists &amp; forearms? Does your wrist brace limit your mobility? Try the T-Patch!
The first skyscraper container dedicated at your delicate food as pears and apple, for your cutlery, your eggs and what else?
Cell phone remote alert device
Talking Stick
Wine Traveler
Picture THIS!
Fruit Tree Skirt...Cushion the fall, Catch the fruit before it hits the ground...easy collection and fun for urban or farm trees
Knee & elbow braces/supports in prints: leopard,hearts,peace signs, just more attractive than black,blue,tan ones out there. Cho-pat style
Design a razorblade cartridge with the blades placed on an angle to provide a slicing cut, apposed to a chopping cut.
Custom coozies are too expensive! I need one that fits thin cans a regular 12 oz can and everything in between. Neoprene and velcro! Done!
The all purpose stick
tailgate shield
Piezoelectric LED for bikes
try my new suction cup it holds your DVD portable for you
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No Background Noise Microphone
Easy Trash Bags
There are dog whistles, duck, fox 40, but nothing like this product. This is a whistle that can be used by everyone in every country.
A Measuring Tape complete with levels for horizontal and vertical planes (Quirky 'Q' Shaped)
Pay My Debt
Portable Heater Stick. A quick and easy way to create instant heat. Runs on Lithium rechargeable batteries.Golf, Hiking, Football Games, etc
this is a great idea you only have to buy one size bungee and not 3 or 4 different sizes that you do not need an cannot use.
The iPhone5 Spy cam blocker case. block visual malware front and rear cameras
AudioProfessor
iPad carry case and holder. No need to carry your iPad in your hands. An iPad carry case that has legs to set up like a table when using.
Fast, fresh, extended food storage like you never thought possible. In your own kitchen, with a simple appliance and storage containers.
Flip Pillow
A Car Cover that can be put on a car on a press of a button. Puting a car cover should be as easy as opening and closing an umbrella.
WhirlWind Air Towel
(RESUBMIT)How big do you want your hole? Colander with size changing holes.Click and drain!Fruit to rice! Drain them all!
My idea is a device that will make scrubbing your back in the shower a much more satisfying experience! A flexible, drop-proof back washer
Kompostor Bag
Improving group text messaging
Laundry Washer Dryer Folder
Herbal Hair Care
Base to plug plenty of pendrives to create a big hard drive instead of having all of them in a drawer at the end of the day...
No Woops Glass
Multi-use Height Adjustable Laptop Rolling Bed Desk. Serves as a regular Computer Desk or craft table and even as a kids dinner table.
CLAMP with a LOCK - How would you use it? *Lock your lunch bag closed? *Clamp and Lock a work file? *
Luminous chess
Flatten disposable paper bowl
A key holder that can vibrate, beep or flash when misplaced.
This product will change the way people get around with childre.The EZ-Stroll is a motorized stroller.Very convenient and easy to use.
xtendible and folding spatula,
Kids personal dental trainer
Boot Belt and Shoe Belt
Metal detection built into a Laundry Basket. Never wash your phone, wallet, headphones, watch, ring, change again!
Ratchet strap for cargo tie down has magnets attached to the hooks to help retain for the person working alone. Keeps hook in place.
We have a gps on the neck steip,if he/she gets away from you. this product will make your dog esayer to find, and much more safter at night.
I want to design a work space for the top of grocery carts. What a better way to sort your coupons and lock your purse safely under it?
Car finger print detector
For people who have had their share of exposure to X-Rays, and want to limit other body parts, there's now an X-Ray skull cap for your head.
Sandsweepers
Get rid of clutter on your desk! A keyboard which doubles as an external Hard Drive.
Child Seat Monitor
A 2 1/2 inch durable plastic with a nice soft foamy head about 1/2 inch long and shaped with a oval curve to follow the line of the eye.
Prevent getting a DUI!!!! Do a test for Blood Alcohol Content on the go with a simple 10 second paper strip urine test.
Smart Outdoor Christmas Lights
Handlebar mono-pod mount
A gel locating micro chip injected at birth and dissolves at 16 that would let u track a baby/ child in your mobile device 2 find lost kids
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Portable pullup bar
LIFE WATCH
Promotional USB Flash drive that is not really a Flash Drive but an alarm that guards your laptop while you grab a coffee.
REFLEXTIVE
RainWaterHarvesting SolarRoof
Something to make gardening more comfortable.
My idea is a lamp that tells stories for children that can be thematic: heroes, bear or even a digital picture frame with images.
Gotta text when it's raining? Can't handle the water on your screen? Clip on your phone umbrella and text rain-free.
PILL DISPENSING REMINDER DEVICE for Seniors and anybody who has to keep track of many medication schedules
Ceiling Fan Cleaning Bags
Universal True Hands Free Neck Holder For Any Tablet iPad Kindle Surface etc.(simple,practical,low cost to make,booming tablet market)VIDEO!
Concealed Coffee Table
A dot keyboard (D-O-T keyboard) that helps make surfing online even easier by offering the top 10 .suffixes with the click of 1 button
Info Protector
iHold - iHold it everywhere!
App. Enabled Photo Frames. Change the Photo Frames anytime you put a new picture in. Can be used w/ Digital Photo Frames as well.
App enabled Fish Tank Tester
Creamer Calorie Counter
A retrofitting key less remote for your vehicle but can activate your car, garage door more importantly for some parents A GUN SAFE system.
Universal Multi Purpose Portable Cradle System for iPhone iPad Kindle and Smartphones Wind shield Mount,Wall mount,Desk Mount...
Mouse Phone (Not Mickey)
Toy-Life Sized Fort Kits
GRAVILOO (TP Dispenser)
EZ Sheets allow you to put your top and bottom sheets on your bed in 1 step instead of 2! In one step your mattress is perfectly dressed.
CD Peg: the classy CD/DVD organizer for the ultra-minimalist
Hands on Basketball Board Game that has live action and feel. Let it test your marble shooting skills. Fun for the whole family and friends.
Hi, I would like to invent a crock pot lid that can be used when transporting your food without it spilling all over your car.
Amazing Pumice stone gloves. Clean healthy skin. Let the pumice do the work.
"SeeFloor" Party Raft
A simple foam sleeve to fit on the leg of your bed to prevent that horrible feeling of slamming your toe and breaking it. Imagine the market
Heated Steering Wheel Cover
Pop-up barf bag for your car
Teenager Learning To Drive
Cat Bed/App enabled #AUSTIN
TV Stable Table with a slide out storage for IPADS and Note Books, Laptops
Shelf Help
Wear Tech - Sunlight Exposure
A Fool Proof Way To Loose Weight
Hot Stix
Adjustable Fountain Drink Hold
Hair Care Stand
Tearaway Cabinet Liners
child monitor bracelet
BlendIN-The Flex Blender Lid
Ergonomic version of a usual door handle, which gives the door user haptic feedback whether he should push or pull this particular door.
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Trackable Pepper Spray. When activated the pepper spray sends out a signal to local police, Onstar or alarm company.
A knife with a gel-filled center that you can microwave, which will let you cut frozen foods like frozen chicken breasts easier.
Cartop Cargo Pad
A grocery pack that has a padded side for jars and a separate cold side by using a frozen circular pack, & many more features! Read more....
Beach rackets, Tic tac toe, Quoits, Connect 4, Checkers, Chess and Tiddley Winks. All in one funny toy!
Finally a social app that will make you meet new people at any time and place outside the virtual world!!! This is a real facebook.
Dispensing Contact Case
TINT Tint is a new material that is applied directly to windows like a film. The film is able to to go from being transparent to opaque.
A CAMPING COOKING POT WITH HEAT-RESISTANT AND WATERPROOF FLASHLIGHT LID THAT WILL MAKE IT EASIER TO SEE INSIDE
YOUR COOKING POTS AT NIGHT.
Sensor at back of a car detects approaching vehicles. It will rapidly flash the brakelights if the vehicle is coming too quickly. Automatic.
Girls &amp; Boys Backpack with built in lunch kit container area, no more kids coming home without their lunch bag, its built in to the pack
A powered dishwashing brush
The G Seat
This thin, light weight retractable/adjustable visor sized table clips to your existing visor for meals, business, computer work-place area.
Multi Charger
Rotating head 3D toothbrush
Natural Flushable Wipe Dispens
Back-Timer
Crush cans without the hassle of a wall crusher. Simply drop and crush. Your cans are flattened and bagged for easy recycling.
Adjustable Dog Crate
CLIP ON AIR FRESHNER - gives a fresh breeze but stays invisible out of sight.
kitty ball toy &amp; nail groomer
portable cooler with a cooling engine/fan powered by a rechargeable battery.
Don't you hate it when you're trying to tear a piece of parchment paper, and it curls up on the pan? Well this idea is the perfect solution!
Disposable ego friendly Lawn Bags for Grass, weeds, etc., that is waterproof and seals in odors.
Earbud watch &amp; Phablet
Triangular-shaped and/or tubular-shaped bags, suited for pizza slices and/or sumarine sandwiches and other food items.
Kitchen appliances slider, slide appliances on your kitchen countertop for easy access and organization. Resub.
NO Butts About It!
Easy Egg Peeler
double chin reducer
The Button Stapler does just what it sounds like- staples buttons that have come off of your shirts and pants without having to sew them on.
Handle is Tripod Selfie Stick
Hey. How 'bout a wall-mounted meter showing real-time utility consumption and projected costs
App Controlled Retractable Cell Phone/Mobile Device Car/Wall Chargers &amp; USB/Auxillary/Mp3/HDMI cords
FRESH BREATH PHONE CASE
"Pickup Trunk" is an alternative configuration for a storage container for the bed of a pickup truck. Massive potential market.
!Portable Drinking Fountain thermos. Pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable. Stays Cold.
Something that everyone use in are moderan day world. Memory sticks. You can make a small memory stick like 512 mbs.
Sign On
Networked Power Outlet
A simulating rocking feeling you get from sitting on the train that makes you fall asleep.
Graham's terrible idea
Selfie Stick takes selfie pic
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c_throne. Natural evolution of computer desk, designed for seamless human-computer interaction maximizing comfort in extended computer usage
Forearm Phone Sleeve
Smart Scan Transmitter
Loopd
OIL, VINEGAR AND LEMON, WE CREATE A SINGLE BOTTLE/CONTAINER CONTAINING THEM, MORE PRACTICAL
Scented mask for tough jobs.
WHEELEDSUITCASE SCALE INTEGRED
SeaView Diving Mask, It's like Scuba IMAX!It changes everything,the ability to see behind you as well as front&amp;peripheral views is amazing.
Stay Put Moving Sliders
Turn any chair into a ROCKER. Great for parents with infants/toddlers that travel and cannot live without a rocking chair!
Stop struggling to find the socket at night. Here is the solution with an illuminated electric wall outlet cover plate motion controlled.
Ice cube mold overflow system
Chiller Wand
My idea is to make a suction mounted flexible solar panel that you could put into your car that would power a fan to vent the air in the car
VESA style Speaker Mount
EvenCook Charcoal Grill
3 in 1 iPad PenJump Stylus: A stylus designed for the iPad, keeping in mind the need to still use the pen as well as providing USB storage.
Reading Glasses App
STOVE COVER It helps you to keep your stove clean when you cook someting that after you eat, you dont want to clean up! EVERYONE HATES OIL!
retractable automatic hair curler -cordless, charger stand. hair doesn't get caught due to retractable bristles.
A hands free cel phone holder . Being able to video what you are doing hands free . A holder for you body . .
Your GuideLight in the absolute darkness! No need to turn on the lights to get where you want. Just stick it on the door handle.
A cabin for initial cleanness (weighed) of microcomputers and other electronic components.
A coaster where the glass sits on a non-rusting wire mesh that has an absorbent material underneath.
GRIP STYLUS For TODDLER
A spinning stand for the new Mac Pro which is designed to access ports on back easily with a cup holder like design for easy attachment.
Knuckle Gaurd
! Rake that OPENS/CLOSES bristles + Converts into a shovel + coverts to a tong during a windy climate pick up + Clog Free + Exp handle
Oculus Lamp
Adjustable socks
faux TILE
My idea for a must have item for EVERYONE. A hand held tape measure (lightweight glove or wristband attached to a sturdy tape measure.b
Duo-Harness
Tee & Ball pouch provides golfers with simple safe way to carry balls tees phone wallet & personal belongings on them as they play.
The Pivot Tape
EyeGlasses with Windshield Wipers. Activate by switch on side. Use during inclement weather such as rain, snow and sleet. Heat resistant.
Mailbox Detector-Alert System. I've solved the question "has the mail come yet?" and continual trips to the mail box.
Folding Bicycle Wheels
A mult-section cup allowing a person to drink multiple drinks in one cup. This cup would also allow a person to drink a hot or cold drink.
dogs speaker clip. app/wi/gps
Don't drill your wall anywhere
Resub: The Drumpad Doorbell, it's a small Drumpad functioning as your Doorbell. Make a beat on your doorstep.
A standalone voip phone and a wifi router all in one device. No more cell phone bill, with unlimited voice calling, wifi... all in one.
Newton's second law states that F=ma. In essence a safety helmet should decrease acceleration or redirect force in another direction.
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A cool inflatable stepper, workout while traveling... great for Xbox Kinect kids will love it, quiet and truly portable.
Line Ext: TRIO Quarter Rounds
No phones allowed!
A brush bottle washer just doesn't cut it! How about a washable/scrubbing material slip-on cover?
Knife Sharpening Block
Summer bed sheet with breathable linen .Wrap your body,it can protect you from mosquito,and you can breath freely.Wow,is it cool?
Family Message Hub
Tie Drops. The hottest new trend in men's or women's fashion. Sophisticated tie ornament clips to the top or the bottom of the knot.
Easy wheel stops
Bra-leeve
small clip on flash light that clips on the top of your shoe so you can see in the dark when you are walking hiking or running at night
Child Alert
Tired of loosing your pens,pencils, credit cards etc? Well then try out the utility belt.
Cross Contamination Eliminator
A non-electric, hand-wound sandwich / freezer bag sealer; wind, store, save money!
AppEnabled Wall Sconce/Speaker
customized tanning lotion
Fitted Sheet Saver
The massage bed is built to relax your muscles before going to sleep.
!Water Bottle MP3 and Storage Compartment. Put your money, keys or whatever you need in the bottom of your water while your working out!
ever needed a cutting board n cant get 1 out cause you have chicken or other food on your hands worry no more disposable board on a roll
movation mangets
A smart bike lock works together with an app to create shared bike pools
Self adhesive mosaic tile. Just peel and stick tile for a little splash of color, but removable unlike traditional tile. No grout.
Simple/Cheap Double sided pull out portable work station/organizer slides on/attaches to laptop monitor.Holds papers upright,stores anyting
Snow/ Leaf Remover
Take-out food tray-box, Carry drinks/take out food in tray from restaurant to kitchen table without needing help or spilling food/drinks.
A soccer ball, which laughs, swears and farts once you kick it. Ideal entertainment for youth or drunk office workers.
Fly Like Falcon
A multi-lens kit that can attach to digidudes or other tripods.
Transformable Coffee Sleeve from handle to mug in just an easy way!
Help baby sleep aid
A Hi-Tech Fashion Umbrella
Bluetooth Locker Lock
Write- on Flash Drive
Weight Scale Kitchen Knives
Method to avoid being heavily dammaged in a cloud of fog on a highway, with dramatical consequences, destroyed cars, several dead drivers.
iphone case plus memory
A small bar installed on the shower head wall approx. 2-3 feet above the shower floor to rest the foot on while shaving legs.
Poppin Pals
Ruff Terrain dog waste cleanup
upper dolly
Lcd privacy shade. A thin, flexible, static adhesive screen applied to windows. The screen is able to be darkened or turned transparent.
"Butt Hut": A portable rocket shaped cigarette ashtray/butt compactor.
Rather than fighting your dog to cut its nails, it can be fun to have your dog file them itself with this safe and effective toy.
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Spare Washer Fluid Storage
Wife is calling. Son is calling. Boss is calling, and you just don't hear the phone. I propose an app to solve this problem
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
With the amazing cookie dip-dip you can dip cookies into milk, without getting your fingers wet.
A plastic cup, completely lined with cork. No dripping sides, but best of all no need for coasters.
Bird houses of distinction. A series of themed birdhouses based on famous buildings.Taj Mahal,Empire state building, The Lourve.
A card for any occasion that allows sender to record audio message instead of buying one prerecorded or pre-written. allows more connection
COLLAPSIBLE PET BOWLS
Have you ever thrown your leftover soap when it turns to a hard to hold sliver? Introduce.. Shell Soap Press Holder!
cane caddy
A "panel" that covers at least 2 sides of crashed cars/bikes right after an accident, preventing trafic jams resulted by curious drivers
Clips pour les gants
Conversion Cups
CAR TATTOO!!
Are you always getting late to you classes and commitments ? if so, this is for you, with 30 different customizable alarms + light.
Learn 2 park
Skyscraper Tetris
sac poubelle PROPRE
A "J" hook that fits all mirrorsthe "J" hook is about 1" below the mirror w simply place the placard on the hook and lift off to drive
Office Chair Gym
Recycle Gun is air powered and shoots empty cans/plastic bottles at targets for games to make recycling fun.
A tool tray that suctions to the wall when working on a ladder or in high places.
Prsentation Marking Solution
Miniature Window Boxes for Your Window Box. Maximize Space Stylishly!
Gooseneck Shower Head. The neck holds its shape to position your shower perfectly. Excellent for showering your kid or pet. New render. RS.
Wire organizer clips with easy to remove slot.
Singing Mate
The Fish Extractor 3000
A signaling device be placed on the back of each vehicle alerting the vehicle in back that you are about to make a U TURN
The U-Customize It Bath Fan
Vehicle "NEST"
Ghost Dock
Fruit/Veggie slicer
Draw String Backpack with the Quirky logo. Multiple uses: gym bag, exhibit show bag (store other giveaways in a Quirky bag!), ect.
Short terry cloth cape with a removable thick padded neck roll. Children come in to visit with mom in the bathtub she can be covered.
Dogs LOVE US! This doggie perch keeps his head out the car window but keeps him safe and the car door clean. No more sliding across the seat
Bitcoin MINING device
hairclip holder, hawain style
Backstop, portable urinal
Smart Stove Knob
â˜…Closet space managerâ˜…
Soap-Scrubber: Shower Without The Soap Slipping From Your Hand! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Remove your headphones without removing your headphones
iPad Mini CRAFT Case. Just for GIRLS! One case plus three craft items creates three different styles and more! (Resub with revision)
Hamburger Paper and Plastic Holder Fan No more mess keep hot
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RESUBMIT: An iphone case that slides out creating an amplifier effect on the speaker side
Spotter that Thinks &amp; Responds
If you are tired of burning your ear lobes with hot curling irons and flat irons, help is on the way. No more painful burns and scars.
Fully Assembled Laundry Stand that stores in its own base. Great for apartments, college dorms, camping, the base also catches the water.
QUICK BELT is a new and innovative style of belt, that uses only 2 loops on your pants. Snap on quickly and go out immediately.
Nose plug filters are quick, easy to use just pop them in and work. No more clunky respirators that obstruct your view. Buy some today!
Stop wrestling your pet to shampoo ! A convenient bag that encloses your pet &amp; keeps you dry! No chasing! No mess!
Mac Pro Peripheral Pedestal
Tops to you
A lawn/garden tool to screen and separate lawn gravel from trash and debris. A rake that has a screen head allows pea gravel to fall out.
Breathing Pants Strap
Tool Stool. Folding Stool/Bench with storage on the sides to hold a variety of tools. Has a handle to carry and folds when you pick it up.
Daisy Cord
External DVD player for Tablet
Melting ice in ur freezer now make it easy and quick
Dog Master
A entirely new way to apply unique and dramatic design/art to walls while incorporating a unique but purposeful storage option to any room.
AC Filter Scents
Snow Eliminator will collect snow and blow it into super heated wire grid to vaporize then cool back to water for collection and disposal.
The product is a 3d foot scanner and weight distribution sensor; for any person to be perfectly measured for custom made shoes in seconds.
1 "HANDLE" 2 Great Kitchen Tools. Interchangable Handle, Deep Strainer Scoop, Deep Liquid Scoop. Strains-Scoops-Hangable-Stackable....
Consistent save
The 10 second delay text App!
My idea is a devise that automatically raises & lowers a laptop or computer screen/keyboard so you can sit or stand while using a computer.
Automatic Synopsis Maker
Clip Mat
Ever gone to the beach and you avoid being the one to put up the beach umbrella. Not an issue if we get this idea to move forward.
Elastic backpack cord - keeps bigger stuff in the backpack, prevents the zipper from opening and things from falling out, increases safety
Quick!Take down this phone #..write yourself a reminder and..hey..where are my post it notes? your quick scribbles have turned into a search
Chop &amp; Swipe Mat. For sticky foods like onion, chives, herbs, tomatoes, etc...
This is a standalone device to allow you to vacuum and bag leaves for fall cleanup in one step using standard refuse bags.
Eight small stick-on chips that will allow you to find any item you lost, with a wall mount finder that has buttons to find each item.
A cord or alarm attached to the baby's car seat &amp; to the driver. This will notify the driver that the baby is in the back seat of the car.
Smart light bulb, app enabled that senses entrance &amp; exit of people in &amp; out the room, and turns the light on and off accordingly.
A portable and reusable emergency pee device for toddlers in a car, on a plane, or traveling someplace where a bathroom is not accessible.
Portable smart e-calendar
How many times have you misplaced your TV remote, Car keys, Ipod or any important item. This house hold finder is for you.
A compass/ keychain/ letter opener / L.E.D mini flashlight.
JustInCase orig.pat. US5337933
A handle adapter made of flexible rubber (such as Pure Gum). Slide your hand in and no need to grip! Perfect for tired, hurt, aging hands!
Always Soft Butter
Waste not want not! Shampoos and lotions wasted in the bottom of their container are easily transferred with this simple connector.
Shopping Cart Shelf. Do you crush your food as you shop,pull out the retractable material shelf when needed and safely stack more food
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ITS NOT A SUITCASE, ITS A BED
Handicap accessible beautician chair with adjustable Foot rest moving either to the back or side and returning to original position
A type of padded sock and/or nylon hosiery that would enable an individual with narrow feet to wear standard medium-width shoes.
hey!theirs a better way for women to apply hair products to their hair with out their hands getting messy with dyes,perms.
Testing testing 123
Not broken wire Of electronic products for a long wire that you can use a special wire
Clip-on "Sound Scoop" for your iPhone CRANK IT UP! (*see concept renderings)
I have been in Law Enforcement and cops WILL buy this!! It could be inexpensive and only worn when needed.
Ins reg holster
eSmartFitnessMat
Fast one slice bread toaster. Usable as attachment on induction stove. (Mass) individualization with inserts which create logo on bread.
The Inflatable Back Scrubber
Power up
This innovations integrates most of the items needed in the shower such as the cup,shampoo, paper towel, soap rack, toilet paper etc...
Gum Saver Toothbrush
M3
Door bell Extension
Battery Update Move
Reuse fabric of waste to make a useful and ecological laptop case.
BATHTUB AQUARIUM: Fish shaped lights that project in your bathtub. Spin it and the fish "swim" around the tub! Great fun for kids!
Wheel Chair Round Up
ECLIPSE: (Revised. Prev. 384votes) Avoid bright sun directly in your eyes when driving. Sometimes sunglasses and car visors aren't enough.
Coffee will no longer drip on you when you pick up your cup!
Smart Sweat wristband
Vibrating Conversion Brush
Perforated Plastic Insert for standard size coolers, No more soggy wet mess or waste when your cooler ice melts.... this is so Cool.
PeanutButterJelly Tater Chips
Bluetooth/RF Arrow Finder - For hunters looking for shot deer or for arrow that went missing.
WRITABLE/ERASABLE iPHONE CASE... CUSTOM DECORATE AS MANY TIMES AS YOU WANT! TRUST ME, THIS IS REALLY A GREAT
IDEA! PLEASE READ...
INFLATABLE HANGER
A swim cap with built in earbuds and bluetooth capacity for listening to your music device while exercising.
Pet Hangers
Heated Thor Ice scraper
Simple design yet stong and lasting , cost should not bring it out of reach , saves time and effort
Cup Glass Protectors
Fridge Door Stop/Divider Clips
MAGIC PEN
The Spoon Pillow
An under the counter garbage can that slides out when the cabinet door is opened.
Laser Garden Plotter
Plastic plugs numbered as pairs.Accurately take apart complex wiring(elect),reassemble in minutes.RCA,HDMI,phone,etc.Patented concept
Tea Tower
Ergonomic attachable cushions (possibly with inbuilt clip) for Amazon Kindle the 3rd.
A tent which is also a boat. The idea is to design a tent which can also turn into an inflatable boat thus serving two purposes.
Sinus Bunny is a go green cotton made bunny rabbit for infants and toddlers that allows you to insert aromatherapy strips for babies
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The Knife Auto-Cleaner quickly cleans dirty knives with jets of hot, soapy water simply by inserting the dirty blade into the blade slot.
This idea will be low cost, disposable, made to fit all types of pie pan sizes.
PROaction Traction
Xtop: end distracted driving
Self Charging Bathroom Scale - Rechargeable Scale - No More Buying Batteries. Please Comment!
a mini keg cooler, coozie exterior with a refreezable gel lined interior just slide the mini keg into it, no more hot beer.
Flex. Fixed. Shower head Adapt
An easy to install privacy screen to use when in your dorm bed. Block lights when your ready for sleep and your room mate is not.
Rushing home for Fido's needs? Want your four-legged angels to have their own self-cleaning bathroom to use at their leisure? Worry no more
Touch Glow
Toilet lid that goes up and down without using hands, your HANDS FREE. Could be actioned by foot just like we do with the waste basket lids.
The iCall Family WristBand
Mechanical Filing Cabinet
cheap and simple solution to loss of the drinking straw in your bottle in cinemas, bars, at home...
Iced Coffee Pot! Can be a universal iced coffee maker and fit with your existing coffee maker!!! Everyone can make delicious iced coffee
Cleaning a garden tub/jacuzzi. Deep/wide hard to reach. Scrubbing robot or battery operated brush on telescopic handle. Great for shower to
Photo-cycling Frame
RESUB: BLADES FOLD DOWN APP
SlickGrip Phone Case
HandiBowl
The Washing Wand
Pet's drinking and feeding bowls that are acrylic/plasic with freezable liquid filled, keep in freezer prior to using.
Key Star
Able to tie your family dog up while you go get coffee,shopping,or have lunch with friend at a outside diner.no more tieing the dog leash
RETRACTABLE BEACH TOWEL TUBE - Easy to carry and use. Rotate the knob and the towel goes back in the tube. Pull the towel and it extends.
Brown Sugar Measuring Cup with Tamper
PROBLEM SOLVER FOR THE MULTI TASK TYPE PEOPLE LIKE MOTHERS WHO JUGGLE CHILDREN AND COOKING AND CLEANING ALL
AT THE SAME TIME
The UNDERWASHER
An inflatable pillow that is placed under the mattress that is filled with air by an electric pump.
Palerondack
AMTCOS Auto control system. Used for residential, commercial and Military.
Cat scratch pad and climbing system. Wall mounted - horizontal, vertical, diagonal.
I would like 2 develop an App that allows u 2 shutdown your car if stolen (jacked) can also be access by landline
Lotto Pen Vac
SHADOW CAST - Home Theft Deterrent: Cast moving silhouettes in your house while you're away to prevent break ins.
Utensil Thermometer
Bit Grabber
Customizable recycling bin with moveable partitions. Move it with retractable handle and wheels. Lightweight, fully collapsible for storage!
Cup Cozy
Espresso All-in-One Tool
Micro-filters that are placed in the nostrils to filter incoming viruses and bacteria helping to prevent flu and colds.
Simple
The Mi-T-Clamp the only 12 inch bar clamp that can open up to 48 inches! Great line extension for the Quirky Rail System.
Its kinda like reinforcement labels-but instead of circles there will be designs for your finger nail. Hearts, clovers, etc...
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Pivot power plus
aqua bell
Touch Screen Nite Lights. Set the time by touch screen. Never have to remember to turn on the nite lites at night.
This CLEAN BROOM will clear all debri from the brisles without ever getting your hands dirty. Attaches to almost every broom in seconds.
water ball
Playing Favorites
I dont know about you, but I hate earbud wires. I want to produce a good quality, completely wireless set of earbuds for a fair price $40-60
Silicone, reusable, super-sanitary sandwich wrapper. No more sandwich bags in the trash! No more icky reused bags! No more bulky Tupperware!
3 point sawhorse
Water and shade are not always enough for your dog inside and out. Keep them cool with a "Cool Doggy T-Shirt" made from cold cloths.
Pour-able cap for 2 liter bottles. So we don't lose all the carbonation and end up with flat soft drinks.
Phone Finder
Multi Cereal Dispenser #WI14
Porte-bougie funny
My child needs his own sink at his level.
Aircraft Trash Compactor Would replace the regular trash cart on the aircraft.
BIKE LOCK- Locks Tires and Frame! Handcuffs with Cable - Cuff front tire, thread cable through the frame and around a post, cuff back tire.
Useful Liquid Dispenser that is attractive, practical, and versatile. Can be placed on shower, bath, and towel pole, or placed on a counter.
Pivot Power Swivel: Get everything you can out of your power strip. Make all the outlets swivel as well as pivot.
Smart &amp; Safe Pill Bottle Cap
Phone Charms
DO YOU PLAY GUITAR? Are there ever potential song ideas that seem to instantly slip your mind while you play? Then this product is for you!
The Mark-A-Matic a chalk line box that can snap a straight line and chalk different measurements. Save time and use a Mark-A-Matic.
QUIRKY FITNESS METABOLIC SCALE: Reads Your Current METABOLIC RATE and Calculates How Long It Can Take to Achieve Your Goal Weight.
(RS)
Its a watch your Cooking APP in the Kitchen, direct video feed or snapshots
Universal Phone Finger Grip
We need to re-invent BATHROBES to make them Cool for School. More pockets, more functions as well as a cool Quirky makeover.
FM TRANSMITTER APPLICATION
Detachable Wireless Display
I call it the whip lash tool. concept from golf club flex shaft. For sledge hammer, pick axe, axe, hammer, most any swinging tool.
Spa-cial Home Treatment
Baby Babble Box
I am a Macbook stand that dissipate heat, hide all wires, hide wireless Keyboard & Trackpad, hold my buddy iPhone & iPad. And I am Handsome.
Simple Standing Desk Solution
A sinking drinking straw: a drinking straw that doesn't float up in a full glass of soda.
Clothes Keeper Suitcase
Touchscreen Cleaning Stylus!!! The stylus with a screen cleaning feature. Keep your touchscreen device free of smudges and fingerprints!
slim profile (under bed or on closet shelf) gift wrap cutter/dispenser with built in card or tag storage and adhesive dispenser
Digital Multi Workout MATY
Kitchen sponge with tear-away ends. Use middle of sponge to capacity. Easily split one sponge in two or more pieces, for variety of tasks.
App enabled Citronella alert dog collar. Use your phone instead of a remote to control your dogs barking.
It is well past time someone makes a revamped wallet for this centuryâ€¦ How would Batman or James Bond's wallets work? Here are some ideas.
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Da Vinci Copter Ceiling Fan
Carry a two inch "steel" on your key chain to sharpen your steak knife at the restaurant and make dining out more enjoyable.
Silicone Coffee/Tea Cups - Lift Coffee Cup Without Worrying About Getting Burned or Using a Coffee Cup Cover
App-Movie Theater Screen
appli coupons de rÃ©ductions
It is easily movable only with your fingers, along the existing path. Now, move a ruler with your fingers.
The Nozzles of spray can paint often become plugged up. Let's have a new cap design with extra Nozzles stored in the cap. Problem solved
Sling Tray-Fruit Holder for Fridge.
Reversible Cleats
The all in one planter does it all. First push down and it digs a hole. Then place the plants in the holders. Last attach the hose.
Curb Your Basketball
Skeet shooters would like to know the path of their pellets. If 10 pellets 'leaked' a white powder when fired, he could see the pellet path.
Smart Phone Fryer
Connect
A shelf for the shower to hold razors, soap, shampoo, mirrors(or a compact is what I use for shaving)etc. It brings the shelf to your level.
Create one sided sticky, and clear liner that can be cut to size of the surface of a microwave. No more cleaning.
Casual Tiedays-Black tie,made out chalkboard paint material.Draw designs with chalk on the tie
The first step to success is a good night's sleep. This is especially true in college. This product will aid you in doing exactly that.
Magnetic Pivot Tong. The spring and pivot action are provided by 2 magnets working together.
PIÃ‘ATA u can trasform + reuse
Chap-Ring
Designer plug in covers
iMovie Collection
Keep annoying/distracting strands away from your face...
The Blanky
BACK SEAT DRIVER APP. This is no Monkey Joke! Helps Drivers Stay on Course and Out of Trouble!
compact but powerful cordless vacuum for car that plugs into cigarette lighter to recharge
Porty Flash
Pop-Up Strainer Basket
nappy snaps
ipod jacket
WET/DRY TELESCOPIC SPIN BRUSH
changeable flip flop. The top fabric is connected with Velcro or snaps at the top and sides. The fabric colors are every color.
skin protection for the buttock,upper leg and knees from slide tackling and general falls designed for soccer or any sport.
Post-ItÂ® Note Printer
Introducing the bird bath with flower pot all in one!Attract birds and butterflies at the same time!This will make a wonderful gift!
Underground irrigation strip
Put the relaxing back into a relaxing bubble bath. This product will do it for you.
a flexable, padded arm attached to either childs car seat or automobile seat, which stops childs head from bouncing around while they sleep
Please vote! Everyone needs gloves with built-in scrubbers!
My product ia a scented air freshner spraying ALARM CLOCK
Turn a Weed Eater into a Mini Mower: 3 Swiveling wheels attachment &amp; adjustable height keep cuts even. Great for small laws &amp; tight spaces!
The Casual Hanger an innovative,unique,futuristic product with a rolling letter wheel incorporated for the best closet organization.
Door covers
Any App-enabled organizers(especially tool,jewelry organizers). Notified owner that item(s) is not in place ! Not forgot - has not lost.
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Coffee Spill Mat: A textured rubber mat placed at your coffee station for easy prep and clean up, featuring cup of coffee with steam logo.
CP Case Sanitizer
Circuit Breaker Remote
Melons three legs
Pen-Mouse
Equilibrius Gyro-Transporter
Gyroscometer
Twice as Nice
SCRUB NO MORE! NO MORE GREASE ON YOUR WALL! FINALLY A DISPOSABLE BACKSPLASH OF YOUR CHOICE OF A ROLL OF PAPER,
PLASTIC, ALUMINUM.AFFORDABLE!
Muster Buster
Multipurpose Laptop Table and
A sleeping gas canister and distribution system (spray nozzles) installed in places such as banks, airplanes or schools.
Magnified Document Holder
comfycush
Curl Again. Big Idea in a Small Pack. Moist towelettes in a flexible resealable package that can be used to clean curling and flat irons.
Baby Bottle Washer
Baby Fakes
Have you ever wanted to have wider shoulders to give you that true olympian v-taper physique but genetics got in your way?
A "Portable Boom Fan" it would have the same premise as a ceiling fan except it is portable.
Introducing the stamp that stamps dots so your children can learn how to write letters.This is a fast easy way to put the dots on paper
Seat Belt Cutter
"Rotten Rocks" Give them to friends, loved ones, or people you really hate. A fun and unique gift for anyone.
Folding inflatable bicycle that most parts made of strong woven cloth like material. You can inflate and ride within a minute. App enabled.
Bedside holder for laptop and tablet. Specially for disabled people that need to lay down in bed for long periods of time.
CAR SHIELD
Doorbell Key Light
This product is called KIDS SAFE GPS. An adhesive, similar to a bandaide, with the tracking ability as a lost IPHONE.
Personal Sleep Aid with internal auditory and visual alarm system
hanging cubical photo/MP3/cloc
Handle with Ease
Probe Thermometer
T27 #WI14
Tablet Page Turner
A small device that clasps onto your watch/ring that will blink when you receive a text message, email or call on your mobile device.
E-Firewire
COMMUTER SCARF! A hollow scarf with an inflating pillow inside - sleep on the train!
Silicone slip on brush or scrubber that fits on the sinks hose sprayer to help clean and spray dishs , removeable and dishwasher safe
Its a remote to unlock and lock your house with a light that blinks twice when you lock it
Carry all case designed to accommodate the multi- phases of the college experience, incorporates everything the back-pack canâ€™t
Pencil for writing on the sand. Kids can write with interchangeable pointers and "erase" with the top of the pencil.
Universal travel mug
Help!! I have lost my vehicle app enabled device gps.
My item easily attaches to any kitchen trashcan and has tabs to place your feet on to hold the trashcan down to remove a stuffed trash bag.
Enchilada Baking Pan, prep and bake contoured to nestle tortillas in each rib of pan, assisting newbies and pros, with tortilla recipes.
buckshots
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A device in your car that senses when your phone is within 3 feet and disables the phone, with the exception of emergency contacts.
Working space
Trim Pins By Moda Cosmetica
EPOXY-OFF reusable mixing cont
APP-ENABLE ANYTHING
Accessory Straw
The hook,and lure protector will sell in any tackle,and bait shop in the country,and will help anglers of all ages,when the fish are jumping
Mr. Stir
a device to reduce the frustration of trying to get the top button on shirts fastened. The one I made gets used with every necktie occasion
HOVR Blocs
FLOWER POWER â€“ Goofy Name, Serious CHEST WORKOUT! New idea for adjustable exercise resistance.
Smart Cell or iPhone & iPad stand - Sleek, non-slip fine touch rubber, tactile, practical key ring. Holds your phone so you donâ€™t have to!
What do you get when you cross a post hole digger with a pogostick = an efficient, reliable hole digger without the back ache, done.
An efficient 14 inch handle with a squeegee on the end curved like the side of a gallon paint can to scrape out every last drop of paint.
Clip on Tree Lights! LED/APP
Vertical blinds covering over a thin layer of styrofoam on the inside to to form a window barrier to ward off outside cold or heat.
Are you tired of fighting with the trash bag? I am! I want removing the garbage bag to be easy, quick, and possible with one hand.
Up-Up wind power toy. Fan driven race track allows objects to fly withing a defined or free airspace. Additional parts extends creativity.
A "Green friendly" higher capacity easy to use kitchen trash can.
The Squeeeze (Pressure Ball)
Illuminated circuit print seat cover, which it is power by a small 12 volt sound activated inverter that's plugged into cigarette lighter.
ADULT- SIT AND SPIN
This device will ensure that you never get another speeding ticket. It will alert you when you have reached a set speed limit in your car.
Bumper Boss
Easy kid Slide for Your Stairs
Panda Bear Recording/USB Drive
Improve your mood,immunity and health with my suction cup idea,Aromatherapy fragrance holder
life time rustproofing
The winter ended. What do I do? How do I keep skiing without spending tons of money on traveling? Oh yeah, Urban Skiing.
The Dorm Night Light - sleep while someone in your room still has lights on
A small locking device that fits over a bicycle wheel nut so that the wheel cannot be removed and stolen while parked.
LED Banner Roll: For sporting events, airport, roadside, and more! Easily rolls up for portability. Edit sign using app on smart phone.
Electric Stamper/Stapler/Label
Holder of ipad, kindle or even laptop... something i can place next to or clamp on to a chair, bed or exercise machine.
Silicone paint stir stick tool
Fuel Gauge for Camping Stoves
Quirky Words of Wisdom and Encouragement Talking Key-Chain, promotional item could even be used for a key product message, or announcement.
SLEEP BALL AWAKENER
Switch-Blade: Have 3 Knives On One Handle! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
MiPak
UV-Dish Brush Sanitizer
WINK Sensing Sensor
Portable, space utilizing, multipurpose rack
Oven Mitts 2.0: 5-fingered, app enabled oven mitts that include 2 thermometers for measuring surface and core temperatures.
20# LP tanks exchanged at retail look deplorable. Lets cover them and make them attractive.
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There needs to be a cell phone cleaner or wipes that can be easily carried around and that is safe for electronics.
I've made a keg scale that conects to the PC and gives the weight of beer left and the number of beers left in several ounce increments.
magnifying strip
Forget bulky beach/lawn chairs. This one folds to fit its own carrying case and leave your hands free. Its kid friendly too.
The stink stopper, the newest waste bin. Keeps the stink inside the bin!
Boot tip attachment. pull weeds simply kicking under the roots to loosen the surrounding soil and pull.
App-restaurant menu
Digital Message Board
COLD-NOse-MORE
WANT TO GIVE OR NEED TO GIVE A GIFT..CANNOT PICK UP ANYTHING APPROPRIATE?? FAMILIAR AHH? JUST SEND A TEXT WITH
THE E-CARD GIFT. BOOOM!!!
Hear Me Clearly
boo boo bandaids
Learn the value of Metric Game
gaurdian
Multi-pan lid made of metal and glass along with a spatula
Stretchable capsule for every type of recipient
The Ski Cooler
When my son is in his carseat he gets sweaty. I use icepacks in a towel to keep him cool. An icepack put in carseat w/o impeding the safety.
Over the crib changing pad
Sunflower Desk Organizer
Plastic Bag = Raining Coat
The Couch Mouse Pad :For a wireless mouse when there is no room on the table.Strapes to your leg w/ nylon strap w/ velcro fastener.
A recycling dustbin that turns kitchen waste into valuable compost!
Bracelet Blood Glucose Meter that interfaces with your smartphone: Stores spare test strips & finger lance. Medical ID info on band.
The available ponytail extensions use combs that irritate the scalp. My improvement uses a round clip to attach the ponytail painlessly.
Don't you hate it when you cut your nails and the loose nails go flying into oblivion? Say hello to the Nailtrap . . .
A pair of shoes for the knees of the "green thumb"community allowing gardeners to be on their knees for extended periods of time in comfort!
On Deck Quick Refill Pitcher
Turn your plastic grocery bags into trash cans! Made to go on a drawer or cabinet door, it doesn't matter what type of counter you have.
Bath Power Wash Wand
A special place for all your headbands. No more piles of headbands getting all tangled up, hang this anywhere and keep them tidy.
A large vase with a built in narrow vase. The inner vase is to hold flowers and the outer vase is to hold candy, stones or other filler.
SReminder
Is my ice cooler still cold enough? App-enabled device that monitors the temp within the ice cooler!
Forget-me-not alert for computer common access cards.
Start your day off fresh!
A/C condensing unit theft alar
Car Cooler
UNCLASP TO DRY CLOTHS
Boite Ã lettre intelligente
Multipurpose garden tool. No more using many tools, painful kneeling or damaging delicate plants.
Outdoor Fan for Dogs. Motion-sensor activated, solar w battery backup fan to lower temperature on hot days. Optional misting system.
A Modernized Desk Caddy.
No more nasty and germ filled tissue strewn about the house! Dispose of used tissue on the bottom side of the tissue box. Sanitizer provided
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babies and pets lifesaver...A METAL ITEM TO SET IN YOUR BACK car WINDOW.will let the heat come out..but will let fresh air get in.
Kiosk app
Strobing brake lights
The Lighter Clip
Restaurant Express
Bringing the briefcase to 2013! Keeps your laptop running for hours with a built-in rechargable battery! 90% view/vote ratio
Do you love milkshakes?Do you hate using a regular spoon or the trouble of getting the blender out?How about invention of "BLENDER STRAW"
Pie Crust Pro
Zipped up towel for sun bench
My Turn to Dry the Dishes
Shower shampoo and conditioner holder with a twist. No more waiting for the last bit of shampoo at the bottom of the bottle.
Sandals with mildly sticky bottoms. Pick up crumbs, pet hair, dust,etc as you walk around kitchen. Use wet paper towel to clean and resticky
Instant Massage Learning
The Chip N' Sauce
Ambidextrous Gloves
Finger flossers: Secure &amp; wrap your floss over your fingers while avoiding pain and slippage. Faster and more comfortable flossing.
A somewhat small device that tricks can be done with. A trick system with easy to hard tricks able to be performed, so anyone can do it.
plastic packet sealer
ELECTRICAL TOOTHBRUSH WITH WATER JET â€“ Get your teeth brushed and flossed in one easy step. 2 IN 1 DENTAL AND ORAL HYGIENE FOR
YOUR MOUTH.
Going green couldn't be easier! Do the environment a favor: save water and money with this water displacement unit for your toilet tank.
Ergonomic Gel-Grip Multi-Cut Pruning Shears!Cut small or medium branches without switching tools!It combines bypass shears and pipe cutters.
Propane Tank Buddy (New and Improved)
Disposable pooper scooper
Sani-Antibacterial Gloves
Baby Sock-to-Shoe Velcro
adhesive interactive reminder strip for med bottles. Avoid a potential medical emergency due to double dosing.
THE T.C.T.
Microwave popcorn controller
Tree Track for Dog Leash. I leash my dog up outside to play, but he constantly wraps his 25'cable around the tree.
Provide a spot heat source (through the use of a flexible hose to an existing heat vent) to a particular part of the body (Hands, feet,etc.)
The "Babe eBook" replaces traditional baby books by electronically capturing voices, photos, videos and text marking baby's milestones.
Entryway Shoe Rack
A clock shaped like a Bible that displays the time along with a corresponding verse. (3:16pm = John 3:16 bible verse displayed)
Car Door Bumpers
Auto checkout belt cleaner
Children's Bike and Skater Helmets! Fun and different than any other on the market.
SLiDErZ. a new liquor pourspout. U have a Slide action on top. spout closes and nothing can come out and no bugs can get in.
"The Garbage Snorkel" -- Stop suction from making it difficult to remove your garbage bags from your garbage can!!
A 2 or 4 inch semi-hard elastic band that rolls up your long sleeve shirts and keeps them in place and looking professional.
large hands cell phone
There's too many Business cards in the world, this piece of plastic clipped to your trash can makes it fun to get rid of them.
Student desk lamp. Is it a lamp, does it have power outlets, a clock and storage for pens/pencils/highlighters? YES and it's cool!
RIGID PLACEMAT AND TRAY. Quirky, let's reinvent the old placemat! Added functionality, modern and beautiful.
Take cleaning into the 21st century! This revolutionary brush will make your life easier! Get the job done because every second counts!
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dehydrated beverage
Where is the Lint Roller? In it's beautiful container. Resub 78% approval rate.
three-top*spot-light
A foot rest that can be attached to the bottom of a passenger car seat which springs up when you want to put your feet up and lounge.
sanitary headrest
MOMEYE (MOMMY)
Tea Bag Holder for any Mug/Cup. Stick it to your mug and wrap your string on it. Reusable.
Time traveller's watch: If you are a time traveller, you need this. If you are not, you can make your moments more meaningful with it.
Idea: To make one side of the pillow case flannel and the other side a cool cotton. You can "flip" the case to warm or cool. Thanks, Marty
Necklace Genie
Sticking toothbrush
Cardboard Cuties
Grocery Cart Accessory
The Bed Sheet Assistant
Tactile Alarm Clock.An alarm clock that wakes you up, not by sound, but by feeling. Clock that vibrates under your pillow at a set time.
to put remote button{velcro} on tv and buzzer or beeper on{also velro} remote

to beep or buzz what ever you attach it to.

switchblade key, no need for buttons to open/lock doors. to unlock u flip open the blade, you fold the key to lock!
Remote controlled mobile unit that waters the garden. Use with a hose or hoseless...
The One
Patio Cleaning with Ease
With 4 brush bits for the inside, outside, nipple and lid, a methodical, better, faster and easier way of scrubbing feeding bottles. Period!
Robotic Induction Charge Board
Bathroom Water Reclamation System. The water going down your bathroom sink can't be used for drinking, but it can fill your toilet tank.
No Chills...
open ended ratchet wrench
The Utility Patented Ultimate Smoker Grill is new. A relief which allows the grill to become a smoker grill.
lights anywhere
ICE CUBE BOWL TRAY THING
You could get a jumper starter your car without going outside,opening the hood on getting your hands dirty.
My idea is a set of pots,pans and skillets that stack like bowls. The handles are removable and snap on.
The Amazing Laundry Glider
BRICK POWPER
My idea is for a Fitted Disposable High Chair Feeding Tray Cover with a cloth-like feel to it.
Plastic Sports Beverage Bottle,
The Jammer allows you to have your home windows and sliding dooors open for air flow while providing a sense of security.
A clothes hanger that has one retractable arm, possibly spring-loaded that can be pulled out of the shirt by a loop on one end.
The Collapsible Cane, the answer for disabled people who have a tough time storing their cane out of the way.
Draining Bird Bath
The 3rd Arm
Metal RADIATOR FAN - Circulate that Heat! Add Humidity! Place under OR on top of unit.
A food safe, one-step, disposable, airtight, wax paper lined, zip-lock sandwich baggy and stretchable wax paper lined plastic wrap.
All-n-One Desktop Promo Gadget.Todays essentials in a fun, desktop utensil. Pen,Usb flash,Light,Scissors, Clock, Envelope opener all in one!
Device on Keychain Lights Up or Chimes When Near a Convicted Sex Offender's Residence. Child Walk By to School or Trick-or-Treat There?
Cooking Pots &amp; Pans with a built in Utensil Rest for easy placement makes cooking so much easier.
Never-lost Stickers
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Office Chair Assist: Rise Up
Keep Your Engine Cool
d
Beware! No More Leftover Batter or Egg. Introducing the Easy Food Remove Hand Mixer! Each beater gets fully cleaned with this innovation.
I present the SURVIVAL TUBE, it is a water tight tube with everything you need to survive 24 to 72 hours, or simply helpfull emergency tools
door saver
A ring that connects by bluetooth to your iphone/ipad which will vibrate if you walk too far away from the device for too long
In a restroom,just washed your hands.Then you have to touch the germ covered door handle.Not anymore with the CleanHand Towelette Dispenser.
Expanding shelf system
Finally, a permanent fix for those nasty weeds and back breaking spring dig for your annuals. Introducing the LAST DIG INSERT.
Wheelchair USB Ports - app 1% of the population uses a wheelchair. With digital device penetration, 1-3 USB ports adds modern utility.
Vacuum Storage Boxes - they work like vacuum storage bags, but flatten evenly without bumps. They neatly stack up on top of each other!
Child Minder
Video Intercom System
Why not make 'Pressrings'? They are plastic rings with a dragon claw you wear on your index finger to press tiny keys on cellphones, etc.
a robot tv
DriveHook
The product encompases everything one would need to clean up after dogs when they deside to do their buisness indoors. Very easy and helpful
Clip like product that can clip onto a table, highchair, etc that has 2 retractable clips that one can attach toys to so they will not fall.
Tired of buying costly small toothpaste tubes for your carry-on bag? Worry no more,just use this handy device to refill your tubes at home.
Beach Towel with weighted corners ........ keep your towel from scrunching up or blowing away while at the beach.
Crib Rainbow: Rainbow across crib or car seat, that can paly mp3 music, app-enabled camera and soft light.
Folding Bed Base 2.0
Razorpouch
Tired of beer and soda not staying cold. With the can chilling coaster keep your soda a beer staying cold
Add video screens to the back of any car by using an ingenious bracket that clips onto your front seat headrest supports and docks the ipad.
Frozen Eggs
Safe Driving
Save a Police Officer Life!

The Move Over one Lane Law Is In Effect.

Liquor Control System
Mess free peanut butter
Wedding ring that reminds of anniversaries and birthdays. THE ONLY WEDDiNG RING SMART ENOUGH TO SAVE A MARRIAGE!!
Hang Curtains on venetian blinds without the use of any tools.
ladies accesories organizer
Oh Snap! Snap off high heels
DOGS PEDDLE PAL L shaped bar easily and firmly clamps to bike frame. L end has 6 inch leash to attach to dogs harness.
Go CARd!
Need to go to the bathroom at night? Rug that lights up when stepped on, light off after minutes.The perfect solution for not stumble at all
CARRY-ON COOLER like your high school party when your parents were on vacation. quiet & professional on the outside - party on the inside.
Snap Date
Modular bins to arrange in a row, clustered, or used separately,with an easy to flip or attach handle, attractive design for open display
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The Package Delivery Receptacle is a container for receiving home delivery of UPS, FedEx, even USPS parcels too large to fit in the mailbox.
an extremely fine point stylus that works with apple touch screen products. (unique product casing)
Pet Tap
EXPANDABLE BOOT TRAY. Extra guests mean extra dirty shoes or boots too. An EXPANDABLE BOOT TRAY will keep floor clean and save space too!
Rainforest Shower
Easy to clean BBQ Grill design that drains grease away while cooking. (Updated Design)
Natural Boost: An iPhone stand and natural audio amplifier in a nice rosewood finish!
Wi-filet
Pet Robot.
Dog Retractable Leash With functions,
WATER STORAGE SPOUT CONTAINER - The gutter collects the free water and the spout becomes your storage container. Faucet at the bottom.
Vented towel rack. Heated towel rack dries the towel. Vented rack can freshen the towel, add fragrance and dry. Also freshen the room.
Pic and Track
grand slam roller massage
tea bag clip
Slip on over boots that reduces the risk of falling on ice
The Bed Guard
Hold furniture in place on wooden floors and protect floors from damage.
Cool pad
Personal Puzzle's
faire son puit
Earphones for MP3 or any other portable devices. Earphones have a shape of the stethoscope.
A Planting pot that allows the bottom to open up. This allows the plant to fall straight down instead of having to flipping it upside down.
CUBE shaped power plug extender&multiplier to plug your laptop or mobile phone charger at the office. It can also be nicely used at home
BPA-free rubber/plastic top that fits most canned food products, w/a dry erase top for labels, eliminating alum foil waste and food loss.
Pour &amp; Spray Oil Container
wireless power
Adaptable sim card
DIY Tools: Take the handle and screw it to any tool! Lighter and much more practice system. Handles adapted to different families of tools
Golf "Belt" - includes storage/pockets for: balls, stroke counter, club face cleaner, wash rag, tee holders, turf repair and ball marker
line accommodations
I invented a clutch handbag with a bit of a TWIST!!
Strength Grip Wrap
An Easier Way to Paint a Cooler: Customized Coolers for tailgates
Track a Wallet
Upside Down-zees bathroom, kitchen and traveling kit. Save money by getting the most out of your household products by eliminating waste.
A electronic toy box that rewards toddlers/kids for putting away thair toys.
Alert! Pet Collar Clip On
Blinding sun affected me while driving on 7/7/13 and immediately I thought why can't an extension to the manufacturer car visor be built.
Kids play board
Golf Ball Pro
Dish-washing gloves that suction onto glass and fine-china items to prevent slippage and breakage
The Backyard Umpire
Vine's BFF - Wine Stacker
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You can save tons of money,conserve water, keep your grass green & give your home a new look, easy to install and can be installed anywhere.
Spilling coffee/water/juice on your desk/keyboard/papers can be disastrous and extremely time consuming.
Eco water sprinkler, a sprinkler that has a square or rectangular pattern. size is adjusted by pressure to fit lawn so water is not wasted
Remote Projector
Garden tool &amp; rake stand, keeps tools standing.Prototype is metal. Plastic would be lighter &amp; cheaper. Great garden time saver!
Double Revolving Leash
fit up
Dish brush holder - cylindrical compartment with angled base - 25 degree angle tracks water to an open slit that conforms to the sink edge
Microwave Bacon-pizza-sausage tray. Microwave-dishwasher safe. Material: hard plastic. Color:white or pastel color. Price: under $10.
My idea is a device where you'll be able to see, listen and look after your baby through your ipad, Iphone or ipod touch.
Its so easy 2 screw the cap back on toothpaste but we r all lazy = messy counter. THE TOOTHPASTE CAP suctions on counter.1 easy click Barbra
This iPhone case attaches to your seatbelt, allowing non Blue-Tooth users to talk on speaker phone hands free.
Toilet tissues
No Phone Left Behind! Never forget or lose your mobile device again.
The Idea is to make Double Padded Socks, for better walkin,working,running, and just plain standing.
Keep Electricity Flow, Not Liquidã€€ Be Free From Capillarity
Pin ups
Save drowning baby APP and GPS
Pet Pack
Cheap secure inside bike storage for blocks of flats, using a system of tracks with pivoting, locking hooks, installed on the ceiling.
Spray-on latex work gloves! Allows for greater functionality and better performance compared to normal gloves for those detailed jobs!
Bald head shaver with suction!
CarPet
Iphone Projector
Do Not Disturb Indicator
The Motivating Weighing Scale
The morning news mug! Get the weather easier every single morning with this smart mug! Coffee drinkers love the idea!
The beautiful serving bowl set that you can prep, cook, serve and store in. You can even make pasta and vegetables in one bowl. It stacks 2.
OLED Headrests:Mirror what's on your smartphone or tablet directly onto the smart OLED headrest screens.
An App for your phone
Bath back brushes become old and dirty. Combining the bath sponge and a bath sponge holder that acts as a back brush
Play time
Thanks god I have warm I phone case, otherwise due to coldness my hand will get numb
N.O.L.A. â€“ No One Left Alone An electronic device that will monitor and alert when a child has been left alone in a vehicle.
Pillowwinks are fun evolutionary kid friendly butterfly shaped pillows for travel, slumber, relaxing, and most of all parents sanity!
Induction Car Phone Charger
Boron Nitride Coated Cookware
Have a baby in a major city? It's difficult to get strollers up/down apartment walk-ups & subways. How about a stroller attachment to help?
Whiteboard + Pinboard = WINBoard!
Just use it!Health Index check
OUCH! A splinter. No problem. Plug your TweezerCam into your TV/PC and there it is on the big screen. In no time you have it out. Awesome
Quirky Magazine - A Monthly Publication Focusing on Inventing and the Inventor Community - Including a Product Catalog Portion
Rounded drywall edge guide
An expandable vanity expands your small vanity bathroom space, making getting ready both safe, and sane once again!
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Ultimate Farmer's Market Bag, 2 for 1 bag designed for the best hands-free experience for farmer's market shopping and harvesting your own
AC power glass penetrator
The Ultimate Hanging Tool. . .Put all your hanging needs in the palm of your hand!
simple tshirt any color you like with a dark colored stripe over the shoulder like a seat belt ,it could even say Quirky.com on the chest
Suction Shower Travel Kit.Have your shampoo, soap, razor in a kit you can attach to any shower wall. Waterproof container, mirror included.
Patio Shade
The ULTIMATE PLAYHOUSE/FORT/CASTLE is the perfect entertainment for a Quirky kid. Make it easy to store and parents will love it too.
Riding Toy and "Gas" Station
Here's an app that will allow you to connect with your friends by a simple touch to quickly show eachothers availability to hang out.
Start Your Push Lawn Mower with the Press of a Button
Wine Amount
Save a life with the SAFETY SIREN. Stuck in an avalanche? Use the Siren to signal distress to rescuers with sound, light, and GPS location.
Damascus steel case (or aluminum with the look of damascus) The strength and beauty of an art form thousands of years old meets the iphone.
Detachabel fishing rod line guide repair,
Time tracks GPS watch
Slicing potatoes, tomatoes and other veggies very thin will be much easier with this!
TOILET WATER SAVER ATTACHMENT
Varipillow
The Better Fertilizer Spreader
SNACK PET! The Stuffed animal snack bowl! Munchi,NomNom &amp; Yoomy the first of the set!
Power lacing shoes!! Automatically laces you shoes
Do you hate flies and other flying pests ruining your outdoor party? A trash bag with a built in fly catching strip could eliminate this.
At promo events you often get numerous business cards. My idea is a universal phone/gadget pouch with a firm pocket for business cards.
Water valve that could be install under any water pressure.
self-powered Beaded Car Wash Soap to put on before a rain storm! "Spray it on, the rain does the rinse!"
New Rechargeable Batteries
Portable Lock box with Kensington Laptop Slot.
A soft cap hair dryer that you can put on your back like a back pack and while you are doing your household chores and drying your hair.
lost tv remote
The Other No Spill Ice Tray
Application for Mobile, "Ride Sharing", compares the route of the users, the price of the tour is divided between the ride and the driver.
Snappy Sheets
Retractable/Roll-Up Lights
PartyLine
Solo is a flexible and playfully interactive storage box.The drawers are strategically placed to maximize storage.
UV AUTO TINTING WITH COLORS
Introducing "The One Card"
SWIM TRAINER FLOATIES
Paint Squeeze Bulb &amp; Measurer
newconcept
THE FISHING BUD!
Slice open and flatten plastic bottles. A unit that would slice a plastic bottle lenghtwise, spread it open and heat it so it stays flat.
Novelty Cellphone Tactical Style "Gun" Holster - This is designed the exact same way a gun holster is, think Switchblade Comb.
Clamp with independent teeth. Lets you clamp onto round objects and smaller boards. Perfect compliment to Quirkys Rail system.
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Room Air Freshener Re-Invented
Anywatch activity monitor band
A decorative useful tool lets you know its time to cut grass or not! By measurement and color changing technology with moisture reader.
Post-it notes which could be placed on the wall and a pen which is always there for those who need to write something down!
Door Knocker App: Alternative to the Already-existing Doorbell App for Those Who Insist on Knocking on Your Door Instead of Using the Bell
support men where they need it most. Right in their swim trunks! Spandex support jock strap is sewn into these trunks! Comfort &amp; Appealing!
Lego Toybox Vacuum. Have you ever experinced the pain of stepping on a lego! I want to create a toy box with a vacuum and hose.
Airtight Secure Cracker Holder
Twist to Peel
Steam inhalation was great for our 7 year who has the atopic triad(Eczema-Asthma-Hyperactivity) We make a tent with a bed sheet &amp; chairs.
Time Buddy
Rear-view safety camera + tail-light for bicycles and motorcycles. Uses iPhone or Android phone for display, and sends video via Bluetooth.
Since we upgraded the toilet paper dispenser, it is time to do the same for the toilet.
the snow pull
Universus
Stop that Itch
A tracking device for children to keep them safe.
Brain Safe Football
Intersection Safety Light
DiSposable dummy..JUST CHANGE DE DOMMY NIPPLE!
Easy-Open Cap
Themed novelty doors for office cubicles.
Fashionable retro bags that is great for teenagers in high school or college students, its a 3-way design.
ClipTacks combines a clip with a pushpin for ultimate cork board convenience
The electric door mat. Everyone spends ages cleaning their house. With our door mat your feet will be clean before you get inside the door.
Baker's Silicone Toppers
Generate power by harnessing the mass movement of air generated by the passing vehicles. Using squirrel cage windmills in median strip.
Air Jacked
Wireless charging desk mat for mousepad, (Wireless mice, Keyboard, Cell phone and possibly monitor).
Dugout Pal is designed to hold all of the gear a baseball or softball player needs to play a game in a simple to use, easy to carry device.
Detachable bottom cap for a mesh bottomed cup and water bottle: so you can get a tinge of lemon in your water home(cup) and outside (bottle)
Universal Pivot Power
WaterWall
A small clamp/tongs for handling your CD/DVD/Blu-ray discs to prevent fingerprints, smudges and stuff from getting on them.
The idea: Electrical outlets and electrical switches available over the counter (such as wall light switches) that are app enabled.
Bang Bang Windshield Wipers
Novelty Cheese Molds
Zip Pac
Clamp on bluetooth device, answering device, hearing device.
Multi-Purpose Fingers Pad Kit
Self-adjusting wheel chock
THE QUIRKY CALENDAR,
Spiky Hair Sucky Thing. Why blow dry your spiky hairdo when you could suck it dry into fabulous spikes! Smear pomade on, and get spiky.
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A Silicon carrier key chain for the Square credit card reader
A pedastel fan with a motion sensor connected to the servo motor circuits enabling it to track or follow a person.
Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
Binder with a Punch
Keep flush with the walkway before it begins to snow, clear snow by opening apart like a door(motorized/foot operated)
Color lipstick machine
The Executive Table Top
Ladder Pad
To create an App to use with a mobile device that would shine a light similar to a black light to show how many germs are are surfaces.
Manual Coffee Portion Dispenser. "One Swipe of the Dispenser Lever" and your pre-set portion (for a pot or cup) is in your filter.
Dog clicker/treat bag and leash attachment. Attach the clicker to the bag, and attach that to leash. Juggle less things when training dogs.
Shave Mate &amp; Shave Chic
Hammer Design
ADD 3 INCHES!
Clumsy Chicken Blox
Cozy Piping
Oil Shutoff Value
A Fuzzy Ring Cat Toy is brightly colored and easy for cats to toss in the air, bat them around, and carry like a prize.
The first portable interchangeable battery backup system that lets you choose a renewable source of power to charge it.
Portable Tablet Printer!!
Potty Chair Meets Diaper Genie: Potty Chair with Disposable, Absorbent Waste Receptacle Liners
The Simple Cell
Flexible Storage Capsules that Collapse and Expand-Double, Triple and Quadruple Your Storage Space!
Attention apartment-dwellers! Three-comparment trash receptacle with individual, removable bins for separating your in-home recycling.
A device to melt down plastic grocery bags, plastic bottles, and other recyclable plastic and make other useful items.
Quirky Smart Watch - A smart watch created with the collective genius of the Quirky Community
Using the Basic Household Smoke Detector for More
Document photo tray
"Heat-A-Pita" Enjoy hot pocket sandwiches without any mess. Imagine a lunch of tuna melts or Italian deli heated in your oven.
Large Breast Seatbelt Comfort
Modular and stackable cord organization. Let your cord organizing solution grow with your collection of electronics.
Put quirky crates at WALL-CEILING CORNERS with the 'CrativeSpace' set of accessories to store things you need once a year, Kill clutter!
Sinks &amp; Tubs with Automatic Retractable Stoppers to Cover &amp; Uncover Drains - Never Remove Stopper Covered in Dirty Water or Food Again!
Storage for all your hex bits. The good news you don't remove the bits to use. Take a look at a real Screw-Ball. Resub.
2 Liter Storage
Dog food bowl control
A portable no hassle alternative to shredding documents that feeds documents into a low-frequency burner that leaves no mess.
Women's cosmetics make up a huge market . My Idea is a handbag or cosmetic bag which has a cool pocket or liner to keep them from melting.
Remember how annoying it was and is to clean up a messes. WELL I DO!!! I have a fun unique idea to organize pens, pencils, and markers.
A Gardeners Best Friend The 5 in 1 shovel (Round point, mulch bully, fork, snow and dog pooper scooper)
Dry-O-Mat
CUT SAFELY
Stable Board
A bicycle kids buggy that deflates to stow and inflates to go. Finally easy storage and quick set up with a bicycle pump! QCYCLE.
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Hacer un generador de energia libre, de 3600 watts para proporcionar luz en las casas de los indigenas.
Indoor sandbox which can be stored compactly when not in use. Usable in city flats, in houses at areas where it snows in winter.
Lose your television remote? Cant find your car keys? Would you like to stop looking for them? Just push the button and relax.
Timed Brushing.
SOCK-IT~Organizer for kids socks. Hangs in closet, socks are tossed in sleeves, Kids pull next pair of socks out of bottom. No more drawer!
automobile protector
Eye Cups
In a hurry? Get a "Quicky" - The quickest loading toilet roll holder.
Wire free Christmas Tree
SafeTkick
Slide out each compartment in this modular storage in the side of a fridge-Make use of the space between fridge &amp; wall.Grow shelf vertically
The disappearing laundry bag! Open/close like an umbrella and unzip(or â€™unwelcroâ€™) to use/store.
killer stain
Dream Chaser A real device that allows your dreams to come true ...every single day.
Blank Quilts Allow Everyone to Create, Write or Draw Personal Messages that will last a Life Time. Give to that Special Someone! LOOK CLOSE
Mini Duct Tape Keychain Roll
SHEETS OF SMALL DOUBLE SIDED SUCTION CUPS, CUT-TO-FIT items to keep in them in place. Hand sanitizer or soap, shampoo, or cream rinse etc.
Wireless Microphone Presenter
Game Console Keeper
RetractableDogLeashWithBrakes
Current mobile phone casings are dull and boring. Here are the coolest mobile casing designs you will ever buy in your life!
S-Cube
A beach towel that has an inflatable ring for the face when laying out on your stomach.
Neptune earpieces
ApSmartLock controlled byphone
Easy Grill
Earbeads
twisty
Click Stand for Motor Cycle
Smart Shower Facet Handle
Pushy - A safe alternative to pushpins
Cheese Slicer
Magnetic Catch
lightening the hair/tablets
All dry erase marker users suffer from the same problem: tiny erase touchups are messy and inconvenient. What if the marker had an eraser?
Window Blinds that require no permanent screwing or adhesive via suction cups. Perfect for renters and college students
A Car Umbrella
A hole punch designed to punch a straw hole in the plastic lid of your water bottle or disposable drink bottle such as Gatorade.
A hacky sack that connects to the Nintendo Wii. Play online with your friends or outside like normal hacky sack.
Smart Tree
Single Cup Coffee Maker
8.5x11" and/or 8.5x14" Recycle Bin
Universal iPhone action mounting cover/shell (can easily be mounted to nearly anything) - Video!
These scented sheets provide a new, convenient, and flexible way to put the luxury of scent wherever needed with low tach adhesive.
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The Sidewinder
app enabled Musical Toddler Sippy Cup. Load endless favorite toddler music in an instant. Does not exist.. Music Soothes The Soul
Rubber key labels that clearly indicate the keys' purpose. I would like to create these in English, Spanish and Braille.
A NEW PROTOTYPE THAT HEATS UP THE COALS FOR BARBECUE GRILLS FASTER AND EASIER THAN EVER. IT ELIMINATES THE NEED
FOR STARTER FLUID AND MORE.
Tired of spilling your windshield washer fluid? How about a refill system that plugs in like automatic home soap dispensers?
Poster Board Carriers
Hangers that glow based on weather conditions - letting you know which jacket you need
Degreaster
EDS BAG- USE OF A ZIP-LOCK BAG THAT ELECTRONIC DEVICES SUCH AS CELL PHONES AND TV- REMOTES ARE RENDERED GERM
FREE.
Keep Bananas Fresh Longer
Transparent GPS Visor
Cell Case Picture Frame
Introducing The Zapple.
Rv Automatic outside Mat
The Vertical Space Saver and Shelves is a unique way to use as much wall space in your closet.
Outdoor Trays Stand Organized.This is a Trays Stand to use with outside barbecue items,People can help there like a buffete style.
Toilet cleaning tab reminder
A small gadget that will attach a dustpan to a standard broom.
Give your body the deluxe car wash treatment with push button system that sends soap through shower head. Eliminate pesky bottle clutter.
Flipphandle allows you to turn and lock your handlebars 90Â° at the push of a button.. Works on 99% of bikes all over the world
TONGUE TIED: It's a Fun New Organization System
GFCI in-Line Plug Device
A/C Cooling Blanket
Snap In Filter
SwatMate "swat without the splat!" Practical way of swatting flies, or better yet, catching them--splat-less swatting. www.swatmate.com
Baby Come Back!
OnCore Smart Light Fixture/Hub
BUNK! A Trunk that is also a bed.
AnyCharger
COLD STONE
Paper adhesive cookwhare.Ã‰ just use and throw away. Let your pots clean without any work.
Dual Apple Charger Cable
Soap Holder for Home Depot
The Taxi Flag
Skin case for insurance card and registration.
Exquisite Metal Flowers that move (2 way memory metal) by the Sun/Temp. Flowers will "bloom" from the sun and close when cold.
Electric Shovel
The Attic Dolly helps you put boxes and other things in the attic without trying to climb stairs with boxes in your hand.
KICKBALL LAUNCHER
I have invented a gas handle and it will tell you how much gas you are getting. A lot of times the gas you buy is short.
Bra/Panties Protector and Organizer - the new patented Braganizer website: http://www.braganizer.com
HOLD: Hot+Cold Water Faucet
WORLD 1Â° Gaming device needs a REAL Pad!
MagnaMug
Moveable Shade
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Wrist Smartphone = 3iWave
My recycling Solution idea is called / name "Expandable Silicone Recycle Container"..
An ear muff to protect iphone/Ipod/droid users from cold weather while keeping their earphones on while out in cold, rain or gym.
remote control for home external faucet, via wifi and iPhone app to transmit signal to the device attached to the outdoor faucet
Sickle - The Bagel Butterer
app enabled musical baby/toddlers bottle, kids love music, load all the favorites easily to the app bottle Music Soothes The Soul.
Turn your baking pan into a cooling rack with a flip !
handicapped people need reacher/grabber to safely reach across hot steamy stoves to turn knobs on/off .
No Wash Tupperwares
SkootBox: Babies learning to walk don't need wheels - they need a safer, smarter way to walk while holding onto something.
A magnet board to put all your keys in an organized way, with words to help you divide them into categories, like "car", "house", etc.
A medicine dispenser with an alarm on it as a reminder to take medication at this time it could be for that particular day or for the week
A set of snap together shot glass shaped, containers to hold pills. Just dump the contents into your mouth all at once or a bit at a time
MY FAMILY BEACH FLAG
Strap 'n' Turn
Tiny Electric Screw Driver
Family Central
Helmet Cam
LED å°ç¯
A multi bottle vitamin/supplement dispenser
Kill vampire power by pressing a switch
Touch Calculator for innovative children. The Future is Now, children are smarter and smarter so letÂ´s embrace technology
After being married for 13 years I have learned, "You can't shove all types of clothes into the dryer!", "Delicates" have to be air dried.
Expressway
Flashlight color buttons
Most outlets are old or have been painted, instead of hiring electrician, "Reface plates" cover the outlets face too for that brand new look
A cool compress pads that uses electricity instead of having to refreeze it all the time. I am tire of having to freeze ice packs.
A portable fish tank
Pet Interaction
Induction Charging Hair Dryer
Topless and bottomless lawn/leaf bagging system that is portable, storable, adjustable and stuffable that makes lawn work tolerable again.
ALL-IN-1 MULTI-PURPOSE COMPUTER CLEANER: Vacuum+Sprayer+Squeegee+Brush &amp;/or MicroFibre Cloth+Mini Light. No More Separate
Products &amp; Kits!
COSMETIC MIRROR/IPAD HOLDER
dario security drone
Wireless Wrist band speakers, App enabled partner with iDevises (iPhone)Simple Fun Wearable Speakers, for sounds on the go.
Commuter Train Caddy
Extension cords that lock
App-enabled fire extinguisher
Life saving car child reminder
Ever want to help the environment with recycling? But that build up and lack of space just prevents you well here's a conscienious solution!
Shower Splats! Stick your shower gel on the wall!
Cash & card carrying case that attaches to the back of a blackberry or iphone. Now you don't have to grab both your wallet & phone!
Cover: for Neck Pillow
Dual towel: so you can use the same towel for drying hair with one side and rest of the body with the other
Cooking with Temperature Feedback - Coffee Mugs are just the Beginning!
Digital Clock, Smoke Alarm, CO Alarm and Wifi Extender.Place in each room and protect your home from the silent assailants.
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Advance toilet system for cruise power outage for room or on deck. can also be used for camping. Cruise ships can buy these for emergencies.
A car phone holder and charger with a retractable string like they have in phone shops. Just use and let go, it returns to the same spot.
I see a lot of new Ford cars that come with lighted cup hoplders. I want one for my car but can not find any that i can simply put in
App-Baseball Cards
Cool Car automatic shade system built into cars that lower at the touch of a button on key ring (like car alarm)all windows not just front
Personalized Cell phone alarm
I have seen the foot washer by jml how about the hand washer using the same concept of brushes to clean your hands. Great for small hands.
SafeDriveway Child Gate
A Plan For A Room
The body scrub shower head
Three sided flashlight
Tee &amp; Ball Marker Hat Clip
An Alarm clock Pajama tops and/or bottoms that could wake the wearer with vibrations and/or sound.
Motorcycle Safety Glove Watch.
Motivational pens that remind us of our goals.
Wireless Bluetooth Headphones
An accessory for the ipad to shield the sunlight from the screen, thus eliminating glare without diminishing visual brightness or quality
PRE-TUCKED BED SHEETS: Bed Sheets are a pain to tuck & always come un-tucked. Flat sheet and base sheet sewed together at the bottom.
attrape poussiÃ¨re
Easy way to weave long objects (for example, garlic) with 3 strings: 3 cylinder with flexible movement and stopper
The Photo Case
Ever want to show off your alma maters team colors? Want to look good doing it? Even better, look classy while doing it!
EGG VEND - The egg vending strip that maximizes fridge storage uses a soft touch to the vending of eggs in your refrigerator (SEE PICS)
Bottle Buddy
Hand extensions for stretching using both Rope and solid material. Extend your reach for stretching and increase your flexibility.
Speakers bluetooth - wifi multi use.
Bluetooth Pacifier Thermometer. Mobile health monitoring for your baby, hospital nursery or infirmary.
Can Me
My idea is a plate with a raised island on it, for a sandwich. Keeping in on its own island or platform if you will, it. Won't get soggy!
Pizza Roll Cutter
Suction cup + magnets! Hang posters, papers, photos--perfect for dorm rooms.
Baby Bandits
Touchscreen keyboard
! ! Recycling brings happiness ! !
Sokmate or Laundry Mate is a simple yet effect solution, to hold socks or sports uniforms togtehr during and after the laundering cycle.
Non-permanent,no digging required,light-weight,easy assembly. Flagpole rotates with flag in breeze Flag never tangles. Any flag 3X5 or less.
Receipt/bill OCR photo scanner
Simple smartphone bag that is lower cost. Everyone has a case for their phone, but very few have a small bag for extra protection.
De-thaw, expand, store leaky meat package, cover and marinate in fridge, use as cutting board, serve, collapse, replace & repeat: all in one
SELF-STICKING CALENDER,WITH SELF STICKING PAGES. NO HOLES IN THE WALL &amp; NO TORN PAGES,PAGES STICK LIKE POST IT
NOTES,CHANGE MONTH WITH EASE.
Smoke detector time out
By my side pets bed - The new pets bed that keeps everybody happy! Be close but keep your space! Resub.
2'x 4' foot vinyl electronic mat with a bulls eye for target practice.
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Mouthwash and dental floss? just like tooth paste and a tooth brush? dental floss that excretes mouthwash/liquid inbetween teeth as youfloss
Car starter
I'm tired of wasting bar soap.
So long soggy bottom
Bluetooth Guitar Speaker
A modernized charging valet station to meet the needs of today's family. Opens up similiar to a dollhouse to allow for plenty of space for all your gadgets.
iWatch2Necklace
...packing to fly means choosing between two evils - one overweight or two suitcases. But not anymore! Split before you check-in!
A steelstainless SILVERWARE HOLDER behind water faucet..TO DRy the silverware and plates u are washing...with a hose to drain the water.
iPhoneHome is an iPhone charger that connects with cordless handsets to make &amp; receive calls through your iPhone while it charges.
People Pods for Shelters
A loofah attached to a hollowed out handle which stores body wash and dispense it into the loofah with the touch of a button!
Reinvent the Laptop Bag
Underside cabinet storage system with attachable large metal surface and hanging magnetized urban containers/utensils/LED lights/rods/hooks.
No More Uncovered
BT Dual Earphones
Towel Warmer and Vanity Stool
RFID beacons control apps
it must be tiring when you have to bend down to put seed inside the hole,using seed plant pipe,you don't have to bend down all the time.
iSTYX is a stylus attached to your smartphone,tablet, and computer.
Completely wireless BluePod ear buds charge snapped in the included Iphone case at night with the same charger as your iphone. Wireless!
Stealth Hand Sanitizer Sanitize your hands without others knowing with your favorite hand sanitizer in a pocket/purse size dispenser
pet stay-away sprayer
Face Paste
trailer 5th wheel protecter
TushNToss
Secret Solutions.Bust enhancement no duct tape.Strong adhesive, skin friendly elastic band.One time use. Adjustable, Invisible, Inexpensive
Zippered Shower Curtain - detachable shower curtain makes it easy to remove and clean. Top section zippered, so no more messing with hooks.
Santa's Little Helper
Do you want your feet to be comfortable as wearing your favorite pair of socks while in or out of your house without getting holes in them.
Fiberglass(or carbon fiber) spring bottom shoes to increase jumping &amp; running. Compact &amp; fun &amp; good for working out &amp;getting around
faster.
The simple holder that keeps your smart phone positioned securely when using one of the many available apps to turn it into a baby monitor.
Develop an App for people to use in conjunction with their cell phone for credit card purchase approval.
Over the door Dry Erase and Cork Tack Board in one, with organizer tray on the bottom. Hangs easily over any door, Students, office, kids
adhesive tape easy to cut.
Tablet Pistol Grip 360
For the Quirky baker: From BOWL to OVEN! Make & bake cakes & casseroles all in ONE non-stick, collapsible, mess-free silicone baking insert.
Charge case
Dashboard Bluetooth camera App
My Pet's Cratle
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App Controlled Personal Drone
Childproof Cooking Sheet
Vitamin D Light for your Cell
SKIRT/DRESS WEIGHTS Keep your composure and skirt down on a windy day. AVOID FLASHING!!!!!
A metal divider for cat food cans, that will slice/measure equal amounts into halves, fourths or thirds. Can also be used for dog food.
Half Moon Spoon
Morning Clean Car
CleanIT
One Touch External Drive
Self Powered Flash Heater
123 Kettle
Gator-Waders.From the Everglades to the Amazon never worry about getting bit with Gator-Waders on your side and on your hide,adventure calls
Locker buddies
Keep track of all your digital photos in a way you can share them like an old photo album. Find a place to store and display your memories.
Add flags and lights on the front of a car or truck towing a trailer to let cars he is passing know that a trailer is attached to it.
Adjustable clothing hanger
Cool Pool
App-enabled gutter sensor for gutters maintenance. Let you know the condition of your gutters. Send alerts for problems. Resub.
Oxygen tubing coil and recoil to be used in the home to prevent the tubing from lying on the floor thus preventing falls.
CAMBOT: Video enabled hover drone that syncs to your phone via app and auto-follows you. Great for taking vacation or adventure video.
A Modular Bathroom Vanity Storage System. No tools required. Keeps Vanity Clean.
Foldable, lightweight table which blocks the COLD air from floor vents plus give you a table which your purse, ipod or laptop could rest on.
Pivot power mini Plus
A measuring cup that bottoms out. Stop pouring out your ingredients, just press and release from bottom of cup.
Loss prevention smart bracelet
A spaceball that uses suction to secure itself to the desk. This eliminates unwanted lateral movement of the spaceball.
Egghead (Fathead For Nerds)
Universal headphone cord retractor - Only takes a second to put on or put away Your headphones with no more tangled messes
Forget me not
The electric or battery operated "Foot Woosh" vacuums loose dirt and sand from feet. It is a box with holes, activated when stepped upon.
Crutches are the biggest burden....but what if it wasn't that bad. What if you could have crutches that had different accessories.
Mattel-Boomco Drone Blaster
Replicate your pet for his ashes to be stored for eternity.
2 in 1 Hamper (Handy Hamper)
TRAVEL EYES.Contact lens case &amp; solution holder 4 yor keychain.Take care of yor eyes on the go.Gr8 4 camping/beach/nite out/college. Barbra
Roy G. Biv Game: Teach Kids How to Mix the Colors of the Spectrum By Dressing Our Dear Friend Roy
School Multi-Tool
Letter/character shaped cable grip made with elastic material to tightly grip onto cable &amp; cable end for grip improvement and decoration.
"My Pet Talks" A remote box that allows your pets to seem as if they are speaking the prerecorded phrases.
Home *INVENTORY* system. Customizable TAPPERS!
EZ Garbage Bag Holder System Plus,
During a storm you lose power. No electricity and its cold inside your home. You need to warm an area of your home fast. What do you do?
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SEE IT!
InducBatt - Charge any battery
Wireless (App) Mini Speakers with Stretchy Band, partner with iPhone, slide easily over iPhone, wear around wrist,
Outdoor Pong Balls
Landscape Light &amp; Sprinkler
Be A Part
Can The Barking Dog
Beanie safe, head protection.
IRecycle Bin. Three Compartments, Under One lid. #1 For Batteries, #2 For Plastic Bags. #3 For Light Bulbs.
Easy Lift/Roll. A device to make it easy to move boxes and furniture with out straining.
A-1 Garden Buddy...Leaf-raking zen, no dreaded cleanup, plus a garden cart and dolly.
The NO BURN BAND is a 2-inch wide headband made of fireproof material that fits around the head protecting your skin from hot iron burns.
App-enabled drop-off mat for UPS, Fedex and other packages. Alerts you and let you know when your packages has arrived! Resub.
The SPATCHULAs very handy for us cooks, but the worst problem is not getting the bottom of bowl and corners clean of food. NO LONGER PROBLEM
Bug Sticker
A double sided suction cup smart phone holder so you can take photos without actually holding the phone.
Off-set the ends of auto jumper cables by 12 inches or so. That way, when they lay on the ground, the positive and negative do not touch.
Bag Trash
PERSONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE APP. On Star on your phone. Emergency help of any kind wherever you go! Medical, vehicle, any emergency
Suction Cup Magnets
Adapter that could turn lightbulb or appliances into wifi controlled device
Self-Clean/Dry Shower Door
A study at NYCU showed that the tops of soda cans are more contaminated than public toilets. A nifty little gadget could get that all clean
Home Gennie
New Coffee Pod Container
RETRACTABLE CORD OF MINI USB's
This product enables you to take your office with you. It allows you to have everything at your desk usable and on your person at all times.
Hologram Cell Phone Cover
GPS controlled horn
Cat Theater - A Cat Tree or Toy with windows for ipads or tablets. Turn on a cat game, slip the tablet in, and the cat has fun!
Women love high heel shoes. Feet are not so happy. Fashion stockings with padded heel and pad at ball of foot sewn in stocking for comfort.
App Enabled Smart Backpack
WRITE AWAY! Helps kids learn to write sooner. Like a compass but with 2 pens moving in tandem.Adults hold one end, the child holds the other
DISSOLVING TOILET ROLL TUBE that is environmentally friendly and when flushed cleans and deodorizes the toilet!
Cover hogs beware, A strip that slides under your mattress and clips to your bedding on both sides prevents the hog from stealing the covers
A bobby pin with a clip on top to securely hold flowers ribbons etc. If a bobby pin is loose adjust it without losing the flower etc.
MATTRESS EASY MOVER
Smart Bicycle Gears:WiFi Gears that shift by themselves automatically from IMP and an App on your smartphone.
The Groovy Glove Leash
have small space? little or no closet space? This caddy will hold all your brooms, mops, sweepers in any corner w/out falling all over.
My flip down accessory similar to sunglass clip-ons only with screens instead of lenses will keep your glasses spot free while BBQing.
Mattel-Boomco remote blaster
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Travel Shower Dispenser
Vented furnace register filter
Headphones that have a quick half-mute and full-mute button.
Wink Furnace Monitor (resub)
Pouch attached to a cigar clip via a retractable cord.
A webbing strap that can be adjusted to different lengths and put to infinite use, with a logo or a motto printed all over.
Crock Pot Top is a replacement lid that allows easy access to your food without having to take the lid off and makes serving alot easier.
Healthy cushion
No Worry Phone Leash
"Your-Turn" is an easy to implement, low cost, U-Turn signal that can be applied to any car. The solution will not require complex wiring!
A portable music device hands free strap that takes a new approach to headphone wire management and cumbersome device interaction.
Front Oven Guard.
Anti-Bug Garbage Can Spray
Finally a genious Bathboard. Can be folded to the wall when not in use and holds a basket where to put stuff.
A single point cane with 2 retractable legs hidden in the shaft! A release mechanism for the legs allows the cane to stand freely!
Typical leather phone cases totally envelop the phone for protection.
"Neat Sheet",removable, absorbent waterproof bed pad;stays in place; provides a fast and; easy solution to changing soiled bedding. VIDEO
"Hey Steve!" -Mute Headphones
Beautiful headphone holder saves your table space and keeps your precious headphones from falling on the floor over and over.
Can cooler no-spill lid. A soda &amp; beer can cooler sleeve with a rubber top and a plug the shape of the standard opening in a beverage can.
The Learning Breast Pump
The Freedom Knee Crutch
Collapsible Tissue Box. Never Waste a tissue again! The tissues are automatically pushed up to the top and readily available.
Upgrading embossing sticky lint roller
Heart AppMonitorBaby T-Shirt
DRILL TO DREAMING
Pole n' Ski Talons
ShopEze
Was in UC 250+ votes. Clarified, Improved! Please vote again. Pencil with Built-In Ruler. Measure & Mark!
Modular disc storage unit
A pet camera that is motion activated to let their owner know what their pet is up to while they are at work or away from home.
Back Off
The Product is a hail protector tarp for any automobile.
Portable Bed Divider
Roley
Scalextric game customised for cats and dogs. Tons of fun for you and your pet! Please see the attached Youtube links.
Friendship Finder
A timed nozzle system, that shuts off the water after a set time, for those who don't have time to wait until their lawn is done watering.
Promotional Video Game Accessories (ex. Wii Steering Wheels)
The head of the shower needs a brain. What's a (Shower)head without a (Shower)brain?
Sponge+brush+soap-3 in 1 tool
Bug zapper light fixtures.
My idea is for a cooking tool that allows you to customize the size of any traditional cooking and baking pans.
PRO- TEK-HAIR
There are tens of millions of dog lovers in the U.S. alone. Who wants to pick-up poop in a bag. The touch alone is unpleasant.
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The combination Knife Garlic Mincer saves space.
"LUCKY BEACH"The ultimate beach blanket towel. It has all you need for a fun filled day. Washable,comfortable,colorful and practical.
TICK EPIDEMIC. Are you tired of ticks? Just in 2011, there has been a 21% increase. Don't be afraid to hike in the woods anymore.
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors. Please comment
SPIKE PLATE
Freedom outdoor auto swing
Movie Strip and Music Strip
Push-less Jogging Stroller
Laundry Machine Plus
As in an automatic coin sorter, the AutoCycle bin has an inclined spiral with cutouts to sort objects as they roll down on their sides
by subway when using the IPAD, sometimes shaking, the IPAD fell off. Have a glove in the IPAD case,the IPAD more firmly in hand
The Soccer Trainer helps players work on passing,foot work and ball touch skills.Its portable, convenient and durable.
Ever-Lasting GlowStick. Shake to charge, press the button to light up the customizable multi-colored LED globes inside.
TVs and computers with translation and subtitling software so broadcasts in any language can be viewed with appropriate subtitles added.
Heat Pump Booster
At the beach + paranoid your stuff is getting stolen? Hide your treasures in the Water Bottle Safe!
Bathroom Mirror Blower
RESUBMIT..HITCHUP cam help
Finally, a electronic calendar that will last forever. This is the size of a normal calendar. You can personalize with your own photos.
children's book reading system
coupon bank
PORTABLE SILO - solves a problem of baby formula or shake powder transportation on the TRAVEL.
A car made from the same concept used in wind-up toys? The only kinetic energy-friendly vehicle.No engines, no fuel, low production costs.
My idea is to incorporate a suction device having a rotating capacity with a magnifying mirror.
Thumb Dial
Tired of spilling sugar and flour when filling the container? Finally a container that does the work for you, the Easy-Can
Smart bumper/window sticker
A large, electronic button, like the Staples "that was Easy" one, but this one says: "That was Hard!"
all in one BAG
Ziplock bags that can be opened from both ends (top and bottom) with a permanent crease in the middle, keeping the two items separate.
Building with 2x4 studs has just got a lot easier. Introducing the Mark-N-Cut tape measure.
An iphone and ipod case that is configured as a hand tool.
Expandable Floral Vase Inserts
EASY NAILS CLIPPER
Motorized fishing jig
Solar Powered Panels/ lights on the outside of Tents/ Backpacks to light up your Campsite at nite or help people find you if lost.
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roomjector gaming console
Want to get unnatural hair colors back to a normal color without having to bleach &amp; damage your hair? VitaC Color Eraser is here to help!
Little Buddy Talking Lunchbox
Outstanding Wheel &amp; Tire Cleaning Tool. Don't be the Notre Dame hunchback again when washing your car!
Bowl shaped ice pack
A portable cooler with sliding pull-out drawers in the middle section and large side cooler compartments for ice and larger items.
Life Alert Fashion
A device that can store your favorite DVD movies, that you connect to your TV. Turn it on scroll to title click and watch.
The Copy Paste Pen
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COUCH FEET HOLDER..keep under ur couch, or just pull it if u wanna rest ur feet. Keep ur feet high. Masager includer. Fit any coach.
Don't wet the wound!
Improve the process of lugging of your stuff back and forth from the garage or shed with a gardening tool storage caddy.
I want to create Band-Aids with a flap to add Neosporin or other antibiotic cream.
Laptop support and bag
TrowelGlove
wish list
Design a better ice cream scooper using the bounce feature found on golf wedges to get the perfect ice cream scoop. Inspired by a sand wedge
My idea is for a device that will hold an I-Pad, Kindle etc in front of me while I lie in bed or sit in my chair.
Tired of rust rings in your shower or bathroom? Let's create an aesthetically pleasing cap to prevent rust formed by shaving cream cans.
Reusable Nespresso Capsules
Double-cushioned flight pillow
Windscreen Warmer Deicer
Fire Fighter's Friend
Quick Draw Phone Holster, APP
Phone hold running glove
SHAVING CAN RECEPTACLE WITH REMOVABLE DRIP CONTAINMENT CUP. NO MORE SLIMY CANS OR SOAP RINGS ON COUNTER
TOPS!
A seat back organizer for airplanes and cars. Folds to fit into your backpack. Clear pockets, keeps all items handy and organized.
Smart Training Wheels for childrenâ€™s bicycles
Remote control finder, also car keys,etc.It would have 2 pieces similar to a wireless doorbell.Press transmitter to make receiver beep/flash
Steel Drop Tins!! Drop the Steel Tins over batter in cupcake pans. End result: delicious Hollow Cakes ready to be filled w/ yummy toppings!
Fashionable Grocerybag Carrier
Rapid Channel Changer
The Grillbrella
Button-Board
ODORLESS TOILET
Retractable leash with rotator mechanism allowing 2 or more leashes for owner to walk 2 or more dogs without getting tangled up.
Pyramid Magnetic Book Mark
Stop tripping! Retractable Oxygen Tubing - working prototype. Safety first, don't trip on your tubing!
Bird switch to operate TV
Emory finger band
Pancake/Waffle/shape Griddle.
Complimentary Heating System Control - A solution that will reduce the usage of fuel and will have an inmense impact for the environment.
Color Sand Art Flower Pot. New twist on kid art. Clear plastic container with kit of colored sand. Get kids interested in plants!
Solar batt. Charger for. Any tips of drill,,,,,18. Volt and 12. Volt
A map-based board game to help kids learn about world geography and cultures in a fun and interactive way
ELECTRIC HANDHELD AUGER
to have a electrical unit built that will not power the vehicle with there phone turned on.
Backyard Foundry
Chapstick Cooler
An light and powerful electric motor with lockable switch and a lot of accessories. Like a right angle drill for most rotating tool needs.
Car Tissue Pack
Q-Bike- move over Pewi
Counter Top Dairy Creamer Cooler, a small plug in device to keep creamer cold all day. No doors or lids to open
Much improved suction cups that stick a whole lot better and stick to uneven surfaces!
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An iPhone case that is a full mirror on the back with a low-powered light as a border.
Harman EQ Headphones
iphone earphone BUMPY CASE
See-through low-height dome lid: full and want to eat the left-over later? Cover your plate with this lid, can be put in the refrigerator.
A carseat that rocks baby when car is stationary and perhaps vibrates when car is on the move and does other cool stuff.
Portable UV light cell phone disinfectant
My Green Thumb enables children to grow a small windowsill garden from kitchen scraps.
A food storage container that can both tenderize and marinade meat. Dinner preparation made simple and easyâ€¦dinner delicious! Marin-Aid
safety bright pool light
I love salami and cheese and there are lots of choices. However thin slicing can be tricky and timely. I would like a SMALL SALAMI SLICER.
E-Wall
LTL Dump &amp; Drop Cart
Knife with a transparent graphene blade edge with a rigid steel core that emits light and possibly heat
Key Kaddy
Better Packing Tape Solution - To replace the standard tape gun. Three designs included: Electronic/Heat/Hands
A Flip-out Pen, LED, Magnifier, Key Chain Combo Enabling The 100+ Million Seniors and Baby Boomers to Easily Read In Low Light
PURSE SAVER
the soap saver
Hot Rod and G T 5.o simulator
The Watering Pole
LightCam with clamp
Laundry basket sit on floor and when need to put in washer higher it so you dont have to bend
TIPZ: "Give your shoes and clothes a better smell".
A cheap way to mount an iPad into any three-ring binder.
A see-thru pan lid that also has a built in squeegee to easily wipe steam away to help aid in the cooking process of different foods.
Fan Duster
The umbrella has been in its current form for over 4000 years. The Parapoly uses innovation to re-invent the umbrella for the 21st century.
A new inexpensive ergonomic headboard that can be slip covered via a web-site library. Kids market: novelties to "fashion" denim styles.
Quirky TV ball. A unit that inputs into all of the ports on your Tv, and brings them to a box that is easily assessable.
testing
This is a simple combination TV Refrigerator.
inspirational decals
Organic waste bin that eliminates odors, easy to clean, and looks sleek and contempory
The "Cable Claw" is an extension cord that grabs on to the male plug so you don't accidentally disconnect it.
Introducing a new and improved Water Bowl for Dogs with overflow trough, returning the water the dog laps over the edge, back into the bowl.
Adult Bib:to be worn over clothes when burping a child. Like a shirt, w/o the back panel. Insert arms into sleeves to protect from stains.
Telephone handset silencer
Dual Climate Bedding
Sponge Gun
Audio Waveguide iPhone Cover
Activity tracker/pen/stylus
The Sock Counselor
Arm Bracer for Smart Phones
Desk Bumper
Crayon Sliding Case
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HANDLE It! The Handle used to attach items such as garden tools. Less items to put away. One Handle Multiple tools for multiple uses!
In short it is an L shaped piece of metal, that you can hold in which ever hand you want to put your bracelet on. THE THIRD HAND
Peal and stick corner guards for iPhone 5.
+ Step Shovel 2.0 - snow shovel that completely eliminates back and arm pain by using the force of your leg. Watch video with new prototype.
Personalized temperature setting in water dispenser (that could be in a fridge) which is based on room temperature
CaulkGun:Pulls plunger toward spout 1cm/squeeze of trigger.Trigger in front for more precision and weight distribution-has arm rest-video
CLICK ON BLUE FOLDER IN PICS TO WATCH VIDEO PROTOTYPE DEMO. Carry fresh water, a bowl, snacks or kibble, and waste bags 1 system
Zip apart quilts, blankets and comforters - sleep cooler on your side of the bed while your partner stays warm and cozy!
Retractable dog barrier. Made just like the privacy screens in SUV's but with netting or heavier plastic.Special order for each type of SUV
Climate control paint
Easy-to-Use USB Cable
Lamp Shade Silhouettes
Ever have more people than can fit for your stroller? A stroller with pegs to fit an older child with a younger .Pegs fold up for you
I have patented the idea of putting a brake, stop, on boat motors. High traffic in boats would be a great advantage on the water.
Clear plastic board with attachable kitchen Utensil and tools using suction cups. Everything is movable according to the users needs.
Space car
Recycle me mate
Temperature Display Frying Pan
Auto-flush
A COMPACT YET EXPANDABLE SYSTEM TO CATCH APPLE'S WHEN THEY FALL OFF THE TREE! NO MORE BENDING OVER TO PICK UP
APPLE'S! SIMPLY EMPTY THE CAN!
Tool for wine enthusiasts. Round shape. All together: foil cutter, corkscrew, cork, illuminated base for the bottle or glass.
Spiral CFL bulbs are ugly, but you love the fact that you're saving energy and the earth? Then just cover them up with Lite Sleeves.
expression hanger,my idea is a animals head with a coat hook on the bottom when hanging your garment expression changes to a happy face
Snowman Mold
The Orb Mouse
Shower Silo
A simple slit in the spool cover for teflon tape used by plumbers and DIY handymen makes dispensing the tape easy and avoids tangles.
Gun buddy
Feel guilty about wasting water waiting for the shower water to get hot? So do I and I have a "white water" solution.
Portable picnic wine chiller with multi-functional touch screen tablet (diagram on jpg 03) and compartments for additional accessories.
straps organizer
Make your own PT or TP
The hula hoop in a can
Closable Paint Tray
Hands Free public restroom exit
Dimmly
Bike Storage Solution. Suction will lift it off the ground and out of the way.
Bed Table - Retractable
DÄ“va!! pivot mower
Compartment Cooler
tired of dedicating one hand to carry that coffee cup, water bottle,travel mug? try my invention to use only one finger to carry it with.
Drill Machine Stabilizer
A jewelry organization and display unit that hangs on the wall, accommodating earrings (both dangle and post), bracelets, and necklaces.
Shifter Snuggy
Assistive writing tool. Stress ball that can be attached to a pen. For persons with motor skills disorders or little children
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The easy hook on tie.
Auto Blindfold
SHELF and A-HALF
A double adjustable and collapsible microwave oven tray that can be used in all microwave ovens that does not have an inbuilt tray.
Soft Bands
A plush baby sound machine to record and store the sleeping sounds of parents, housing the unit in a plush bee and call it the "sleepbee".
What if you had an USB charger on your wall? At home, at work, hotel rooms... You could charge your mobile phone, ipad, camera, everywhere!!
Have you ever waited for an important call but had to go to a meeting? How about an app on your cell with a temporary voice away message?
DIY lamp spa light and music
Swivel-Bowls: Clean Dirty Fruit In Just A Few Twists &amp; Turns! (See Diagrams &amp; Designs For Details) RESUB.
Former UC now with recommended changes: An attachment that clips onto a spoon or other utensil so that it can rest on the edge of pot/pan
"STACKABLE BAKING SHEETS"
Multiple use umbrella, flashlight, personal siren, dog walking stick -ALL IN ONE.
long handle plunger
Fold down diaper bag/change
Hold2Night
Are the kids bored in the car? Make that long trip a little more exciting. Play the license plate suction game. The most states wins.
All-in-one Hamper/Washer/Dryer
Know where your kids are..A parents nightmare!
A travel soap dish with power suction to go straight from your bag to the shower wall to keep you organized in hotels or gym showers.
Height/Clearance detector
App-Wheaties Box
Kitchen fires are one of the leading causes of death in homes. This device for mobile phones could prevent these accidents and save lives!
direct light
Everyone knows the saying my washing machine ate my socks right? Sticky Socks will keep your socks attached at the hip, squeaky clean &amp; dry
SeeView Diving Mask ,so far in total 172 people have voted for this since the first time I submit my Diving Mask!
Mini Servant
Heated Steering wheel Wink,Imp
Cover your Walking Cane with a Decorated Shrink Wrap Cover. Change it often to match your mood. To remove simply pull the Perforated Zipper!
A puzzle piece flower pot, so you can transfer plants easily!
taser car mirror
Tired of putting your purse on the dirty floor at a restaurant? The Purse Protector is your answer.
Cooler cooler.
BUD PLUGS...Ha ha ha. Plugs that fill the hole! These are for Earbuds. Ya know headphones.
Scrumptious Leathr book cover
Stylish and compact storage for wine bottles, wine glasses and accessories.
A reversible foam/fabric ball/pouch attached to a key ring allows users to quickly enclose keys to keep them from scratching phones, etc
Hanging Bottle Planters
App-Enabled DoorBell!
No touch egg white separator. Cracks and separates the whites from the yolks six eggs at one time!
Waterproof shower cover for injured foot or lower leg that's bandaged or in a cast. Reusable easy on &amp; off with nonslip grips on outer sole.
Makeup Mirror - Holds, Charges
Universal iPhone 5 Dock
device prevent cramping fingers.
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Have you ever pulled out of a car wash thinking your job is done, only to have water stream out from behind your mirrors as you take off?
Magnetic tacks w/ mix-&amp;-match extensions. Vertical storage. Clip &amp; hold multiple papers. Hang keys, cords, earbuds. Your style. Expandable!
Modular Ice Cube Tray - Individualize Your Ice! Rods, Cubes, Blocks. . .Whatever, Whenever!
OwnDrone
All In One
Photo Imaging Tattoo Printer
Backpack umbrella and sunshade.
No Tracking Cat Box
CORD CADDY
Static plastic picker-upper
Tired of losing your(or Husband, Son/Daughters`) car keys, T.V. remote, just press the corresponding button and you have found what you lost
Baby Pacifier that help sooth teething, a water-fillable and freezable pacifier to heal a baby going through the pain of teething.
I-Ching Chow APP for iPhones
A very simple, slightly larger than a credit card thermometer and compass that would attach to the sun visor in a car with branding space.
Toddler Zipper Stops
Single use Infant/Child car seat liner. Protect the entire cloth cover of your child's car seat with this liquid proof disposable liner.
Magnetic Headphones
My garden needs a ground level,self-contained,electronic,or electro/mechanical unit that scares away rodents when they get too close.
If you have regular light switches and you don't want this one please tell me why not since I can't believe it. Seriously.
Mystery Box for Cats #AUSTIN
SYRINGE BOX-Reminder for people w/diabetes to take INSULIN. Box w/slots S.M.T.W.R.F.S. to place syringe.Much need for patients w/Alzheimers.
EZ REMINDER for your short term tasks. Just attach on a visible place and turn LED light - makes constant alert you have a task to do.
Public Restroom Lock
UPDATED! Lace Locks. Never tie your shoes again! Hide unsightly bow knots &amp; make your shoes look as good as they did on display @ the store!
Toilet manufactured with a built in automatic bowl cleaner and air freshener inside the tank. also a suite glass for easy refill detection.
Kiddie removes the brush and the holder plays a tune for 2 minutes to inspire the brushing process.
Sanitizing Lunch Bags for Kids (and Adults). Nuke bags in the Microwave to reduce exposure to fecal matter, listeria and other germs!
Australasian Pivot Power
Senior Beach Chair
Brown Sugar Measurer &amp; Tamper
Romance decision APP
ULTRA LIGHT GRILL
An iphone case with a solar panel on back to charge phone anywhere there is light.
Light weight, easier to assemble sleep pod for travelers and backpackers who have to sleep at airports due to flight delays, etc
A dripless wine pourer stopper which filters sediment and cork. Allows vertical/horizontal storage and a perfectly poured glass every time!
Measure Liquid DURING Pouring
Less work, less water, beautiful lawn. My idea combines decorative landscaping (fake) rocks and a water conserving lawn sprinkler system.
Easy zip on clothes.
Ballview - New way to watch sport. Micro cameras in footballs, soccer balls, bowling balls, volleyballs with wifi live streaming
Toddler 'Science' Lab
Wireless Earphones that connects to your iDevice.
a wine cooler shaped as a bottle .. keeps the wine cold for longer .. no condensation .. use for home or travel ..
Speedo Beer Bottle Opener.
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My idea/product is the Crutch Accessory Basket it is an innovative way to assist people who are on Crutches. It makes carrying things easier
Microfiber Cleaning Pad
Solar Powered Space Heater that conveniently fits on your window sill. FREE ENERGY! Resub after 645 votes! GO GREEN!!!
Self tinting windows
Heat Shrink Protective Film with Rubber Impact Protection A Ruggedised iPhone Encloser Improves water resistance &amp; impact resistance!
Portable pop-up catchment/watering system. Think of a perforated habitrail-like custom rain harvest/watering system. Rain drain. Sky gutter.
Sun-Band (for hair)
Adjustable box holder for easy packaging
Disposable bed sheets/pillow cases made of a soft cotton outside and absorbable substance on otherside similar to pampers/sanitary pads.
Organized Pegboard Toolbox
Window with a view
Knuckle-rubbers
A roofie detecting cup â€“ this disposable plastic cup changes color when date rape drugs are detected.
CARDTRAX
Deodorant Rescue
Tampon Timer Case
This shower rod lights up dingy stalls or fills it with mood lighting and music.
A simply and easy to use ice pop cutter for kids and adults...
StillPen pointing device
a digital app enabled... school year book............................
Dentophone
Jobs posted on map indicated by color dots. Press DOT shows all contact information.
If you miss a phone call, the device for you! The device is also a charger. Suitable for all types of mobile phones by pickup panels.
Are your swivel kitchen stools chipping your formica or granite counter tops? I have come up with a solution to fix this problem.
Power strip that gives power bricks a place to be plugged in while not blocking other usable outlets.Side plug ins fold in while not in use.
Interactive cooking pot, app enabled that shows you on a real time, how to use each ingredient, so you always be successful.
grounded gutter cleaner
Walking motion battery charger
Are those little pieces of bar soap too small? Time to take charge and capture them in a container that is functional and economical.
Tired of Croching having to stop to pull more yarn well the Yarn Holder easly spines to free you, it is a adjustable stand & can travel.
Gutter Hamper
Remote Finder
Extreme exotic cheepo PnS tile
Device for cleaning sinks
Individual Mobile Poop Station
More power for hybrid vehicles
Tea Bag Kits
Pill box with an internal layer of silicone "hairs" so the pills don't rattle.
Stylish Corkscrew, Candle, LED Flashlight Combination tool in four flavors.
The any angle-any height-no ladder hedge trimmer. A hedge trimmer with an extendable arm and pivoting head for hard to reach areas.
Grass/Leaf Bale Maker
PONK
USB Thumb drive with different removable memory cards.
A headboard docking station for any iPod, iPhone, cell phone, or mp3 player. Adjustable to any device, any headboard and any charging cable.
My invention is a #2 Liquid Lead stylus. It would look like an iPad stylus, with a sponge on the tip in the shape of a little bubble.
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Flow Control Watering Can
Digital Pic Night Lights
Hollow small scarf that houses cables and chords inside (earphones, usb cables), customizable on the outside, both useful and fashion
Micro-turbine wind power for city &amp; suburb homes, apartments and businesses.
The $50 bill pet ind. doesn't have an all in one Betta kit for the health and happiness for one of the top 5 beginner aquarium fish. WeWill!
The Ladder Boot. Keeps your Ordinary ladder more stable. Just fit on the legs of your ladder. Wider base more stable
Stick or harmony
A projection of a image over the table, transforming any flat surface into a keyboard.
Perfect Peds socks are for high heels and ballet flats. They are designed to not slip off your heel and won't show through your shoe.
Kickstand 360
Laptop Webcam Periscope
Detachable Laptop Monitor - Plug and Play (For damaged Laptop Monitor Replacement)
Protective adhesive film for cabinet doors and drawers without handles.
Create product / patch that could track any device quickly.
Floss Loops
Griller's Army Knife
Turn-table chopping board...
Ever tried to cut the perfect slice of cake? I have, unsuccessfully! What if you could do it..EVERY time, no matter how many slices.
Charging shelves / storage box
A case with vacuum seal technology. Flatten those plastic bottles, they will fit in the recycle ben. May also be used to flatten cans.
A functional iPhone 5 stand for around the home. Use it when your hands are full. Total access to buttons and touch screen, and it charges!
Greeting Card Holder for grave site a Plexiglass container for grave sights w/ metal, plasic stick or velcro.
Keep your power and yard tools from coming unplugged while you're using them. Attach Kordmate and keep your tools securely plugged in!!
MultiSpray: a single spray bottle that has four segregated compartments. This enables the user to choose between four solutions in a bottle.
THE KANGAROO POUCH PILLOW CASE! A BODY PILLOW CASE WITH FOOT AND HAND POCKETS. HUG YOUR PILLOW AND KEEP
YOUR HAND AND FEET WARM.
Have you had enough water today? Wirelessly track water consumption via a beautiful app on your smartphone! Sport-top bottles, cups, &amp; more!
Easily mounted bumper sleeve that allows different size bumper stickers without sticking them, sayings can be changed often.
ITCHY KITTY
Let's improve on the Crate. Introducing Cordies that attach to the Crate. Gives the Crate versatility with computer and tech.
A stick-on (rear/side) car window made of an acrylic sheet sandwiched between overlapping self-adhesive clear vinyl for temp. broken windows
For A Clean, Odor-Free Kitchen
Retractable Extension Cords
DaBib
travel smartphone battery case
wine decanter w/cooling gel
No Gopher Pots
a sock with a zipper to keep your phone, iPod, or other electronical devices warm and cozy.
3d hologram on your iPhone case:No glasses required
IPAD lovers!!! Convenient holder made of suctions cups! Take and put it anywhere: car, desk, wall, to the gym!
Weighted Express Elevator
Collapsible/Compressed and Magnetically Guided Picture Hanger (oversize in picture for better understanding)
Tired of kitchen scales, thermometers? Turn your smartphone into the ultimate measuring tool! Say goodbye to batteries and unit conversions!
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no mess bottle warmer
Exercising the brain simply makes people smarter. This product not only does just that, but it teaches rhythm as well as timing and is "FUN"
bv
Passing mirrors
Are women (or guys for that matter) ever curious about who turns and stares at them after they've gone by? Now they can find out
Proper and Efficient Wine Storage...in the Fridge!
Chop Safe
HappySmell
iPhone 5 case with integrated loop connector - use with loop - resub
A stand for my iPad that allows me to lie completely flat in bed whilst the stand suspends my iPad above my face parallel to my bed.
5-Step Origami Photo Frame
Keep Your 4 Legged Friend Hydrated While on the Road! A No-Spill Window Mounted Car Doggie Bowl that Gives Your Pet Access to Water anytime!
TV dinner out. MacBook dinner in.
apps enabled automated noodle boiler.
Easy Shade
Wink FLOATER / WATER LEVEL
A faucet that allows you to enter the desired water temperature. It adjusts hot &amp; cold water for you or notifies you of water temperature.
An iphone case that has a one touch extendable / adjustable shoulder rest.. Invention by Monte Hess...68% V/V Resub.
An expanding napkin holder â€“ a perfect fit for any number of napkins! No sagging or falling napkins! No wasted space!
Space saving under kitchen cabinet boxes! A way to utilize the void space beneath the upper kitchen cabinet above the counter tops!!!
No Mess Planting Kit In or out
Childtricity
Plant Moisture Sensors alert your phone that your valued plants need watered. (Re-resubmitted)
'The Wrap' attaches to the USB end of your iPhone charger. By mirroring the charger's prongs, you create a cord winder for the USB cable!
Color-Blind Washing Machine
organize and display your favorite sports balls on 1 stand with top ball supported by a single finger
Find My Phone
An attachment to the new Mac Pro that helps hold plugged in iphones, cameras etc.
My idea is to create rain pants, aka Raints. Made from poncho-like material, they would slip easily over your pants to keep you dry.
Port-a-loo
where's my remote?
People who wear ball caps backwards have been seen shading their eyes from the sun with their hands. Propose an attachable bill with Velcro.
Katchel
Sun-Free Deodorant
Just a reminder cushion
BRAINWAVE
Handle which enables people in wheelchairs or short people ability to open hoods on BBQ grills.
Velcro instead of snaps for newborn / baby clothes.
"DingleberryScooper" for cat litter boxes.
well here it is a lawn mower segway. it will have a weed whacker attached to the side and a flower planter on the other side.
Take the shade with you Portable Clip on any object,chair,stroller - Canopy Shade. Easy to clip on and take off
Blow up
No more leaning over the dashboard of your car and straining to see the stoplight when you stopped too close to the white line!
Student Cart
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Dragonfly
Advanced Corn on the Cobb holder - Resub
storage solution for glasses on a nightstand with built in charger for iPhone.
Shopping Buddy
The Stowcase
remote door opener
Go-Band
THE SUPER STREEEEEETCH BASKETBALL NET (Both fun and functional, when you make a basket the net stretches and snaps your ball back to you.)
FLAT MOUNT ADAPTER for every apple power adapter - usually those mac adapters stick out of the wall - now you can flat mount them.
Microwavable Bath Mat!
A silicone-coated, aluminum stove top guard that attaches by neodymium magnet and has slots for handles to keep toddlers safe.
Dominus
trappe automatique poulailler
A floating teaspoon.
Coffee mug with a detachable handle for Lefties or Righties. This product will blow your friends away - They may even have you certified.
A BBQ grill vacuum. Similar size as an emersion blender. To scrape up the charred bits from the bottom of the grill and suck them up.
Apps Enabled Automated stirrer. Could be attached to any pot
tournevis manu a chargeur auto
Ever have your car door handle freeze shut in a snow storm? Handle Glove slips over the handle and you'll never be stuck in the cold again
TÃ©l et mÃ¨tre laser
Write Stick
Pillow with Speakers and a place to hold your Cellphone/Tablet! Watch a movie in your bed!
Kids are awesome--but they don't have a volume control. Until now. My idea is a simple way to remind kids to stay below a volume you set.
Smart Nail. Its only reason to exist is to fasten 2 things together; it continues to pull for the life of the metal even after installation.
Jukebox Mode
Emergency Assistance
Cell phone Bumpers.
Fire Ant Bait Station
Bowls that have inside measuring lines for 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1c. Americans spent over $35 billion in diet products last year.
Simple tool to help you mark where the screws or nails go for items you're trying to hang on the wall.
My invention is called The Cleaning Glove. It's a heavy duty latex gloves which have bristles on the finger tips.
Kitty Kleen Products
Can &amp; Carry
Magic Pen
The coolest cooler featuring a slim waistline. My idea is a collapsible cooler with built in freezer modules that surround your cargo.
The end of dust in classroom !
wall plug-in painted light bulbs that cast image/color shadows on the wall.
antiseptic wipe that can be dispensed in a public restroom for wiping down the seat. Free or paid. Pay with credit card or iphone app
App enable doormat
Smoke in the rain!When mother nature rears her head use the Cigain,a special steel tube designed to allow you to smoke in wind or rain.
Ever spill your drinks on the table by accident? Electrical devices getting ruined due to drinks? Topple-Me-Not holder solves the problem!!
An electric mat on the roof to melt the snow off and down into the gutters incase of the roof caving in.
(RESUBMIT)No more stuck food or burnt food on the inside of your cooking pot again! Silicone Pot Liners.
Color changing silverware ( for Kids or for testing how hot food is
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The Next big thing is here the SMARTBEANIE is the transparent beanie that lets you change the desighn through an app or even make your own.
A website with laughs and laughter of all types: a group laughing, a child laughing, a titter, etc. about 100+ with excellent sound!
TOE CUSHION for SKI BOOTS - A gel sleeve (think pita pocket) that fits over your toes inside your ski boots to avoid toe jams!
A removable belt that, when engaged, deploys a height-adjustable plastic sheath to protect pants from rain. auto roll-up when not in use.
The no avatar image looks like me, my facebook friends all agree. Sorry not a product, but take a look at my picture and the avatar
Digital display dimming tape.
BEALS----BASE BOARD AND WINDOW
Driver Side Mirror 2-Way Spkr
healthy novelty cover
Magni Lid
Cardio Audio Cube
Resub. Feb.2012 Cutlery/Attmt Measures Meats Veggies Precisely Note- it might have been submitted before Glide which is being made by q.
My idea is for a rotating 4 compartment hand soap, lotion, sanitizer and dish soap dispenser that sits on your counter next to your sink.
Hate loosing food? No time to see the "valid thru", every week? Valid Date will help us to maintain control without wasting food and money
I have thought of a small plastic ring with a hook on the end to help people open up soda cans especially if you have manicured or no nails.
AX - APPLICATION EXTENDER! WiFi Signal Booster/Router for Your Smartphone Hotspot! Tether or WiFi! Battery Operated/Regular Router Too!
A reusable wine bottle tag that records product information such as the purchase location, price, vintage, drinkable date, and score.
magnetic vehicle
Cyclical Brake
Remote PC/MAC Monitor Screenshare on a Mobile Device (Keep tabs on children's computer usage)
What if there was a giant play structure/roller coaster shaped like a Totem Pole with touch screen learning computers and "kinect" inside???
twin phone charger
Sock Clips
iDevice Ethernet Sharing
Coffee bean air freshner
I Heart You
Corner external lamp. One lamp for external illumination of buildings exploiting as much light as possible from the bulb (270 degree angle).
App-Enab. Silent Alarm Clock
Smart Phone LifeGuard
Extra large paper or plastic yard stencils for birthdays, holidays and favorite sports teams logos.
A half spoon, half spatula, made from silicone to help you get every last bit of tasty food out of those hard to reach places.
An automatic recycling can counter with a simple, home friendly design that will make recycling cans for cash easy and affordable.
A magnetic or Velcro car cup holder extension.
A new Design for a detachable lamp that can be used as a night light/flashlight.that has a modern look to it
***SOFTBALL/BASEBALL DEFLECTOR*** Hey Batter Batter - Swing!!!! Just don't let those foul balls hit me on the head!!!!
Finger Bump
OPEN MOUTH SYNDROME
Since individuals are unlikely to own just one apple product, what about a case that can hold multiple and their accessories.
quack string quick recoil
Run-Wire
Manufacture a slow-cooker or crockpot in 2 different sizes and incorporating all features that different pots on the market have in one.
A grid of LED lights wired to an app that will light a large message in your car's rear window.
Open Freezer Catcher
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a Microfiber Tie
Shower Head Cleaning Cap
Cry-All-You Like Eyelashes
Center visor has two parts joined with small durable hinges. 1st part has flexible clip-on attachments. 2nd-visor w/Velcro for visor &amp; flap
Key Box that Locks
sunshield for the backwindow
NO MORE CLUTTER ONE OFFICE TOOL FOR YOUR DESK DOES IT ALL MADE WITH RECYCLED PLACTIC AND METAL
A plant protection system made of curved rods that are inserted into clear plastic sheeting or screen to warm and/or shade plants in rows.
USB Lighter Case
Personal Emergency / Panic Button. Push it and it'll call for help via phone and text message.
clip-on 3-D glasses
Range chaussure automobile
2 in 1 pattern hole puncher
foldable can shredder - recycling helper â€“ environmental helper - it's so cheap & easy to keep our environment clean.
Attention ! Green Classroom is coming and there will no dust exist in classroom in the near future !
THIS IDEA IS A SUCTION BOTTEM DOG DISH/BOWL WITH LIFT AIR RELEASE TAIL,
Storage jars or cannisters that utilize the underside of cabinets and shelves for the workshop, office, kitchen, bath, sewing and crafts.
asd
Customizes Eye Glass Nose Pads
A freezer that fits under a standard bed, holds two standard, or one king sized pillow. Used to kill dust mites and relieve hot flashes.
Digging holes in hard, clay soil is hard on the feet (stomping on the shovel), and painful on the back. My idea makes the task painless.
A reusable Advertise able Box Lock that locks the flaps of boxes together replacing none reusable tape and adhesives.
A human arm has an elbow for a reason. Mechanical arm extensions (grabbers and reachers) need them too!
Stack and unstack all your rings. Fun and easy way to organize and view all your rings. Stackable ring organizer keeps your rings together.
Belly Button Cover
This is to help people handling needles etc that could cause health problems.
Razor Cleaner
Your elderly parent can't see well enough to trim their nails. ClipperCam plugs into their TV/PC so they can see to trim their nails safely.
Spackle and putty knife
ilock for your lockers
A wine glass with a suction cup on the bottom to prevent that unfortunate bump by kids, pets or our selves!
Thermostat Wizard
A make your own re-usable bag kit for adults and children. Turn your plastic bags into your own re-usable works of art-so to speak!
Case for iPhone 5 with projector. With this case you can mirror the screen of your iPhone anywhere!
spooler/de-spooler
LED lights on the back of a bike riding glove with an easy access on/off button on the inside of the index finger triggered by the thumb.
iPocket ------ POCKET PHONE WITH CHAIN.
Kiddie Kamp Chair
Sonneur d'objet
An ipad mini mount for the car that fits in the cup holder so it can be used as a navigation device or play music through the car stereo.
Easy tote
Get rid of your landline with a cell/cordless phone set that gets good reception anywhere in your home.
No Kids Left Behind
This product creates a solid, rigid surface out of landscape rocks so that debris can be blown, vacuumed, or even washed off.
Clean ice drink grabber
No go tent stake
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Edible Tape
Quirky Lava Lamp- A long and narrow lava lamp
Chess to Go Family Board
Can you open this?.....Sound familiar? Open those tough jar lids with power of the kraken! Introducing the Palm Tentacle.
A reusable Advertise able Box Lock that locks the flaps of boxes together replacing none reusable tape and adhesives.
RECYCLED TIRE TREAD MOCCASIN FLATS
The classic color burst fiber optic lamp with a BIG twist... The LED-recahrgeable-twist-glowing-bars Lamp.
While driving west into a very hot sun, with the A/C blasting, my lap and left arm were still burning up. I grabbed the windshield screen!
SoundScoop is a clever iPhone 5 case that focuses the speakers' sound toward the person or people viewing the phone.
This Portable Capsule Clothesline can be used by pulling if only needed. If not used, this clothesline could be retracted.
Coated Pan-Fork to protect pan
Aircraft safety ensured: Mobile Apps to verify critical items like oil leakage, oil tank caps after an Aircraft Engine Maintenance.
LED candles that allow you to link up multiple candles of different shapes and sizes into one wireless network controlled from your phone.
A cake pan disc
Bluetooth Alert Router. Alerts the user to inbound calls or messages in hard to hear environments.
Create a cheese slicer that slices an entire 8 oz block of cheese at once time. Save time, save money, creates uniformity!
Travel Baby is a portable light weight travel companion. A modern bag featuring everything you need to take your infant on the go!
A magnetically floating LED globe that can be picked up and moved around. While stationary, globe is charged via magnetic induction.
Your favorite food wrapped in bacon! Bacon Wrapping made easy! This mat will save you time!
Run out of space on your Iphone or iTouch? With the new external Iphone/Itouch compatible hard drive, this won't be a problem! The iDrive!
Home or Party Drink Making and mixing machine (APP) kids and Adult Parties
Real Idiot
Bed Insert iPad Holder - Resubmit
Unknown lumber market
Lawn Tractor String Trimmer
Daddy's voice
The Virtual Wake Space Resub
Pool Relay
Carousel Coffee Table with 4 chairs underneath. With Remote control storage in the center and the table that can adjust height.
Automatic Bulb Planter â€“ No more bending, kneeling, drilling... inject bulb/ seed into soil with stand up tool, in a few simple steps.
Decorative clip(and/or stick on) on frame for perscription eye glasses that will change the look of a single pair of eye glasses.
Hot Amber Doll
First Ever Interactive Vitamin
Self cleaning razor that saves water. Pump the top and the hair is removed from blades. No more running water needed.
Portable Dip bar
Husband Wife Alarm Clock
This is a portable lunch box that by using water can steam the food inside in order to taste food at its best.
Bat Grip
Create a portable bike pump that allows the user to fill up a tire to a specific PSI via CO2. This is a SLAM DUNK invention.
Aesthetically pleasing, take anywhere, "Boxed Wine Bag Holder" with a built in aerator to improve taste.
WAAAAAA!!!! My Phone's Been Lifted! Or, Maybe I Just Can't Find It Cause It's On Silent.
A small multi-disk USB flash drive. It would allow you to safely organize and travel with multiple USB flash drives.
Wouldn't you love to have a personalized toy for your baby! Leave your little one a message that speaks through a treasured bear or doll.
Pet Stick
Wifi Dog Bowl
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Bathroom too small for a standing mirror..can't style the back of your hair..don't want to put holes in your walls? Enter the porto-mirror
Wifi/RFID/Bluetooth/ Pet Dish
U-moji
Virtual Paint
my car sunvisor was too short to cover the side window fully. I trimmed a file folder , stapled it shut and slipped it over the visor.
"Scam Guard" Card
A bathroom ipad/tablet holder. Watch TV and movies in the bath on your wall mounted Ipad!
Dental Floss Periscope
The Smart Phone Prism turns your phone into an ambient light kaleidoscope that brands your company logo as a shining beacon of light.
Reduce clothes dryer vent fires by reducing the length of the installed dryer vent hose and coat the inside of the hose with a non stick.
A baseball hat with the team logo,and with a scoreboard(led, etc) on it.
Universal Garbage Can Lid
An inflatable seat that children can use to see over the person in front of them when they go to the movies, games, theater...ect.
An automatic pill dispenser that you can put all your vitamins in or pills for you to take.
Activity center cats #AUSTIN
Hang an air freshening pocket anywhere to add a pleasant scent to anything .
iPhone 5's new power cord (aka lightning) and new headphones (with a cool square case) combined as the powercurl repeat
Snack station for the family. Easy fast fix for the munchies. Healthy and easily obtained choices. No mess, Everyone is happy even YOU!
Telescoping Grout Brush
I just want to see Aria work with the Crate system. Would be great for other Quirky products to work with this product as well.
Smokeless Pretzel Stick or Pen ..A smokeless cigarette that delivers nicotine without looking like a cigarette. Use in public, be incognito.
The ultimate Waterbottle that stores your smartphone, keys, jewelry,etc. while working out or in daily life.
Smokable Tape
Pivot Power Mini Projector
New Wave Super Pump
ì œëª© : ë§ ìŠ¤íƒ ë“œ
Lash-Evolution
RaceGlass
Heat Counter Protectors
Silicon pouring spout accessory that magnetically attaches to any metal pot/pan to make pouring sauces or liquids easy and less messy
Holy cross pendant that has a secondary function as scissors.
A Tap Light, with a twist! Rechargeable puck lights.
I would like to see a hunting boot that is solar powered to heat the boot up.
I would like to put shocks on the front of my push mower And or hydraulics to raise or lower the deck depending on the height of the grass.
FLAPPY BIRD TOY
Ez laundry basket
Carrying case and protective cover for the PlayStation 4
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap.
No more mess at the lake
Why is there not a plate-bowl? A dinner plate with a built in bowl beside it
Need More Closet Space?
Secure storage band - think anklet - for a few important items: key, credit card, cash, ID. Totally out of the way of thieves, and cheap.
A scooper similar to a flashlight design with a slide button on the handle that would release/open claw grabber to push into the ice cream
Speling Pencil
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Introducing Flexi-Lamp, the All in one, adjustable and reconfigurable Lamp, Turn it into a floor lamp, or a reading lamp, or end table lamp
Life jacket with built in lights and survival kit.Lights can stay on or blink.Survival kit contains all you might need if you are stranded.
Odor-block trash lid
Shower into sauna
Easy Walls
Sun Contacts
Beach sand!!! Wouldn't you like to walk barefoot through a nice white sandy beach. Walk in sandals that have white beach sand in them!!!
The Head Spinner
A deck umbrella fan that has flexible fabric blades and is powered by a rechargeable battery
wireless SKYDANCER built.
Cooling mattress
A credit card sized USB flashdrive, light with magnifier
G-I-A-N-T 1x14" yellow rubberband that is multi-functional: #1. as a game. #2. as an excercise tool. #3. as a garbage can liner.
Keep "tabs" on your items - never leave them behind with this alert system!
Retractable shoe heel.
TV mount, 2 poles, plate between 4 tv. Opt'l shelf for cable box. Poles lock to secure. Poles floor to ceiling with no wall.Cords in pole.
Mini Heating Dome
flexDisplay
A motion sensor hands free shower dispenser that dispenses shampoo, conditioner, and soap
A Reusable Pyramidal Tea Bag made from heat resistant bioplatic(PLC) with a slider seal for easily adding and removing loose tea products.
Zip-It!
Easy Wrap
220V/240V surge protector
Visualized Thoughts
The "feet" on chair legs leave marks on my floor, but not if they wear Phooties which will also be invisible and add to the decor.
cuticle guards
A tracking device that would help locate easily misplaced items such as your tv remote,by pressing a button on a special fridge magnet.
easy clean gutters
Ski-Sox
It's Time to do away with the paper funnel and it's miseries . Keep your car engine clean , no more spills.
Magnetic GPS tracker that can be placed anywhere (clothing, shoes, diaper, etc.)Keep your Children safe &amp; know their location w/ web app.
Stop smelling your toilet.
Weighing scale that can weigh a person as well a big box
Bag a Bully
Attach and space pressure-treated or plastic composite boards to quickly & easily make walks, decks, planters and other outdoor projects.
Retractable Phone Case
A simple product that amplifies sound, without an additional power source.
Ultrasonic and UVCutting Board
Cutlery Trio-Quirky Dining
Portable air conditioner
Car Cup Heater
Ladies-we want adjustable heel heights for shoes! Don't waste time trying on 5 pairs of pants &amp; 10 pairs of shoes. Adjust the heel height!
Non-spill pet bowl
A socket that will automatically switch itself off when there is no plug in it.
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Coolest cooler imaginable! This ULTIMATE cooler design has all the whistles and bells plus a few surprises. You got to see it to believe it!
Live Music Finder
Hand Powered Washer/Dryer
How about a baby wash bath cradle? 4 suction cups hold this comfortable basket to the bottom of the tub,
Chair cum desk
Fish Phazer
Interpreter On Board
Roughrider safety pin
My idea is a garden hose in-line water filter.
Transparent GPS keeps you safe
iPad and IPad mini spy Cam blocker case
Inter Nyet - Wi-Fi Off Timer
Big zipper
Happy Sol-ights
Imagine an iPhone 5 as an adventure camera. Record your downhill skiing, surfing the waves, or flying through the skys.
HoldeRoller
Jogger/Walker Portable Ipod recharger
Fitted Sheets.Input on "umbrella like product" to put into a fitted bed sheet as it is laid out on the floor to Fold NEATLY into a square
Longer Arms
Disenfectant Bomb
Baby bath
A new stovetop kettle that can boil water twice as fast as standard kettles, to save energy and time. www.youtube.com/watch?v=63lRAYSEx80
What the Neck Collared Shirts
Suctioned Game Pawns!
Personal Lighting Rod to channel off my Static Electricity
The Mustachio Mustache Protect
Toothpaste Neutralizer
Snap Bandage Wrap
Medical Angel Watch Detector!
My idea is unique call Cool Ball Hair Wraps. If you have lots of hair and stay hot hot , the Cool Ball Hair will keep you cool, it works.
fsf
Steadicam for iPhone or similar phones with camera. To make our homevideo more stable and looks more professional.
POTTED ORCHID
Thin Magnetic Stylus
ErgoCaddy, Easy Use Pill Caddy
Did your foot ever slip off the pedal when driving? Back into the garage door? or worse ! Simple Product Saves Lives Low Cost Mass-Appeal
Fiber Optic Electric Milk Dispenser:Lights up when you open refrigerator door,alerts when empty,expired,temperature &amp; freshness.(Resub)
Auto Window Remolt
The locking water bottle/flask
In and Outdoor Slipper that you can kick off the hard sole so you can stay warm but not track in the ice and mud.
Clip and Scoop! A Dog Pet Food Scooper with a Clip Incorporated to it. Scoop your dog food and Clip and Seal the dog bag after use.
A twist of flavour for Coffees
Change Temp
Nylon Net Heavy Weight Bag
WINK Controlled UPS
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Eliminate the "Toilet Seat Debate" Forever! Adapt technology from a â€œPedal/Step Trash Canâ€ (found in most kitchens) to toilet seats!
Jewelry styled earbuds that turn into a necklace, bracelet, or hairband to keep them untangled and out of the way, yet easily within reach.
Get rid of messy cleaning solutions or vacuums that are either too large or don't suck, and get a Central Vacuum System...for your desk!
Drying rack is consisted in the form of prefabricated modules to adjust the size of the modules as needed.
a quirky lava lamp that tells the temperature when the heat goes up it also has a zero gravity shape.
Rake Up
Collapsible Shelves. Storage and Space where you need it most.
All in one party tub
Cord Capsule.The new way to wind and store your earbuds.Different size Cord Capsule,for the cords you need to store.Many applications. Video
The Golf Club Caddy. A tube bag to hang on your golf cart bag. Hold your favorite "around the green" clubs. A warning sounds if left behind.
Crank It Up! Laundry hamper with stair climbing wheels and a manually cranked vertical lift platform for easy basket loading and unloading.
Jar opener (3 in 1)
Mobile Sound Amplifying Cup
Battery Charger With WINK
Easy-tie Eyelets
Gps for shopping carts!! Find everything in the store you need!! Gives you turn by turn directions and syncs with your shopping lists!!
Tabletop Ironing Board now with more features
Designer Wetsuit Safety Light
#Qcycle; A sleek, cool , lightweight and space-saving way to transport your bikes, the CycleChariot..! Collaboration with Kyle Dulan..
"speaker book": an ipod and speaker set disguised as a coffeetable book. there is a neat ipod jack and speaker on opposite "pages" when open
Cord Saver (for i-products)
portable way to sanitize items put into our mouths. Mouthguards, pacifiers, whistles, retainers, tops of baby bottles, etc.
ExtendAvisor ! Sun B Gone
Eat,Learn,and Play table cloths sets are designed for one important goal in mind to educate and building confidence.
STAY PUT BEACH BLANKET
The Avalanche is a rugged outdoor iphone case designed for snowboarders and skiers that is worn on the exterior of a winter jacket.
Putting potato chips back into the chip bag unbroken and untouched is usually a messy or time consuming job. Wish I had a chip funnel.
switch on !
The Electronic Goal Detector
Decorator Style Pull down stair insulation cover.Mounts under stair on ceiling. Easy install &amp; use. Stops heat&amp; air loss.withlight&amp; pull rod
Childs growth stick, instead of being stuck on the wall, take it with you when you move, write on it, learn from it..
Rice cakes dispenser
Older men find sitting on toilet with their scrotum hanging in water unsanitary-need sling with disposable inserts fitting over seat.
Trellis that can be removed and reinserted into the ground without a mallet or ladder. Never struggle to pull out a well driven stake again.
Interchangeable Fashion
Litter Squared
Deck chair drink / book holder
Web Ready Microwave Range Hood
Screen Protector Printer
With the crank out container you can, with just on simple turn of a crank make your container airtight, storable and accessible.
Mind the Gaps: Suction-mounted shades and insulators to help fill that awkward window spaces around your window-mounted air conditioner.
Soupy
Golf bag that is 2 pieces.1 for woods and gear the other for irons and putter.Allows to take irons to hit shot and leave bag/gear on cart.
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Power Nap Cushion Arm for Office Chair - for Quirky designers and other night owls.
PEGADOR DE GARRAFAS
The product is a removable acrylic flame protector that covers the lighter's flame.
File-a-Shoe
A Kindle Fire Case That Adds Storage, A Camera, Or Both!
Self-Cleaning App-Enabled Robotic Vacuum Cleaner
Four Digital Units to Hang on the Wall to change color and Show Time. App enabled
Find my pet
A Universal Umbrella Holder. Holds multiple umbrellas, removable base holds excess water from umbrella.
EARPHONES-HOLDER T-SHIRT OR SWEATSHIRT WITH POCKET FOR SMARTPHONES Useful and practical for all sportsmen and not only. (resub)
hate driving down the road in a snow storm and your wipers freeze up? problem solved get your set of heated wipers
Bag in the Can
Mini hole digger. A small,easily portable hole digger(much smaller version of a post hole digger).Easier, perfect size/depth every time.
LED + Suction Cup. Elegance and functionality of (battery-powered) LED lighting with the convenience of suction cups.
Smart-home modular system
Fashion gold and silver jewelry tarnishes quickly, it is ridiculous. Bring old to new with Fashion Gold, Silver or Clear Jewelry Spray.
Tree Skirt
of an Ac or battery operated shoe brush when user place their foot on the pad it begins sliding back and forth to remove dirt from footwear.
Wind powered power bank
Paintball Drone for Gamers
Clip with light and compass
Small containers of high quality paint for touching up scratches. Rebranded nail polish for concealing small blemishes in wood or plastic.
"GLOW" bedside Oversized nrg saving bulb ; multifunctional mood light !! multicolour,bright,dim,clock,usb,accessories,books
UV-CRUSHER - A trash can with a hydraulic press to open more space in the can and UV-lights for sterilization.
The Gift of giving. This "game" would make the gift opening more exciting for everyone. Tested and approved by all.
A late night toe stubbing on your bathroom scale doesn't motivate weight loss goals. A scale doesn't have to be a hurdle too
Trim-Track is a chair-mat scale that discretely transmits your weight to your computer when you sit down at your desk.
Rocking Stops limit the range of rocking chair motion; providing safety and reducing the risk of tipping and accidental injuries. (resubmit)
Double Bladed Kitchen Knife. Designed especially for vegetables and meatloaf. So all of pieces are the same size. Comes in three sizes.
Travelers Induction Cooktop
USB Ball Point Pen
parents and grandparents will use this device to install an umbrella in the ground at soccer games. it is easy to store and transport.
Promotional mini-satchel for flying with liquids. Throw out that worn-out nasty plastic bag, travel in style and support your favorite brand!
Nose Tampon
Make road trips more fun with an innovative way to pass snacks/crafts/etc. from the front seats to the rear seats.
The Night Light - Do you get home late? Find your way to bed without waking your wife and kids!
Smart Projector Alarm Clock
Piping Bag Dryer
Leaf it to me
A sleeping bag that blows up into an air mattress, don't carry two items just carry one. Any time you can reduce your camping list is a plus
Disposable Paper Colander
A 3 way heating travel bottle warmer for heating babyâ€™s milk, water or bottled food while on the go.
A pendulum structured bed frame w/ a quiet mechanical (wind up?) or electrical motor to perpetuate a gentle rock on a timer.
E-Ink Mood Case, Press a button to select your mood, requires very little battery power. Color screen or Black&White
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MY BABY IS ON BOARD SO BE CAREFUL! With blinking LED lights, this product is the best way to alert drivers that precious cargo is on board.
Modify wheel chairs permanently used in nursing homes, assisted living facilities, and medical facilities with a comfortable seat.
Animal swing and rope earrings
an attachment fitted to the outside car door windows,to clear fogged up windows
A trash/recycling receptical that is both easy to move on all terrains and immune from ravaging high winds that dispurse contents everywhere
Idea Pad. Quirky is all about coming up with the best ideas, so lets create a idea pad so you can keep track of all your ideas!!!
Device for supporting a person in a sitting position I came up with for trade name LAKLIFT tm it somewhat describes the nature
'Play-Misty' Popup Tent Kit
Quick Shaving Heat
Gps findable golf ball
A silicone vent pipe for clothes dryers with snap shut clamps for easy on and off so that it can be easily rinsed clean
Free light when there no power
Sink Divider Cutting Board
The "Wobble Stapler" Always a stand up product, good for home, office, and a great desk gadget for idle hands. Just throw it back after use.
Better-Than Ice Cream Cooler
Perfect our Lazymanâ€™s substitute for a LADLE and SPATULA -the ice cream scoop- by scraping out all the batter and reducing the drippy mess.
Sanitary Nose Buds
ONTIME timers
CAUTION: This submission exposes you to high levels of awesome which may melt your face! â€¢â€¢â€¢ Bottle Halver: Size Reducer 5:1 â€¢â€¢â€¢
Baby Fall-Proof Bed Sheet
The Quiet Chef
Laptop stand for a bed: does not take up bed space, attaches to the bedframe, contains a power source, snuggle up to lover not laptop.
Nail Holder and Punch in one tool I invented this about 2 years ago
I want to reduce the number of people killed/injured while riding bikes, wheelchairs and mobility scooters during low light conditions.
Any Cheese Dip Maker #AUSTIN
I would like to design a cover for laptops that helps charge/ extend the battery life of a laptop/ultra book by using solar technology.
Shock absorber for rifles. Takes away the recoil and kick from shooting rifles
A Better Litterbox! Intelligent side-entry design and open top take into consideration cat's shape and owner's desire to keep box clean.
Brewery
Shroom Cutter
Disinfectant Germ Bomb
Put your Beach umbrella into dirt, sand and hard grass in less than a minute. No Bending Over! See short video demonstration.
The WallFlower - A decorative way to make outlets safe for children while keeping them available for use. May also be used for seniors.
shower magnification device- for population that is agingUniversal Top TV Tray
CarboCase
Reading Glasses
A clip-on shoulder rest for umbrella. Comes with hook and string, could be used to hang broom and other cylindrical object
Geared operated Cylinder Covered Paper Towel Dispenser.
When the jeans are on the line
Tired of leaving product in the container or taking the cap off to tap in your hand. My idea finally allow you to get the product out.
TouchTop
I have an idea for a snow removal tool that can help people get the snow of their car faster. This tool is essential for every snow storm!
Are you bothered with having to put soap on a wash cloth, or pouring shampoo in you hand before bathing. Then Shower-Ease is your answer.
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RFID credit card protector
Dust collector bag for drill
techno bra
B(oxy) -- Boxed wine's new BFF. Aerate boxed wine by the glass! Simply snap it and tap it!
Tablet gaming is a heck of a lot of fun but a high-quality, non-invasive physical joystick would make it a good thing even better.
Key Case
Wrist Emergency Monitor (WEM)
Spatula and Whisk in One!
Partypoint: It is movable by wheels and turning by balls. Cooling insite by ice,electricity or solar. Diameter: 22 inch. Height: 70 inch.
Tweederz
shake-n-charge
Raisin Softener and Rehydrator
A device that applies cold to the nasal membranes and causes them to shrink allowing excess material to be removed by blowing the nose.
Total Fitness Band
Name That Dish
Boom - the phone boom box.
A duel sync dock (desk top) for Apple devices
Solar Hutch Stores and Charges Your Devices from any Sun-Friendly Window
Large Food Storage Container
A cluster of lights that turn your smart phone into a light weight hand held camcorder.
Disposable Measure Tape-Roll
Lighted Outdoor Sprinkler for Kids! Glow in the dark Sprinkler!
A device that automatically measures vital signs (blood pressure, heart rate), sends them through a mobile app and registers the data.
SMARTcase
I have a Patented idea and a website for it check it out here http://www.ideasupport.net/view/nung5rb69259zgeu/ Check it out
Memory foam infused cannula
Make pliers, Wire snips, and scissors more user friendly. Great for those with joint problems, and weak hands.
Cord Covers
Uber Grocery tracker
iPhone case has three functions. 1.beautiful 2.It can push home button without opening the front glass.3 can.help to stand more stable.
Mini-Cloak for the New iPad Mini coming this Fall
An attractive cord cover
Recycling Sorter and Shredder - Sorting and shredding recycling material (metals, plastics, paper) in small pieces to save space.
Ultimate BBQ charcoal chimney
Shower - Back/body scrubber brush, with extractable claw to pick up dropped items.
REVOLUTIONARY NEW TOOTHBRUSH
The Ear Foil
Decorate Christmas tree with quirky fiber optic lightsâ€¦
Boxing Twister. App enabled boxing pads workout.
portable pooch potty
one pull ez cell belt carrier
Trash-can with ventilation rim
Saving babies
Plant seeds without bending over and hurting your back! Plant a whole garden with ease! No more back breaking work! Fun and easy to use!
Ottoman that converts to a chair with storage space under the arm rests. Ottoman, Coffee Table, Chair and Storage all in one.
One mouse for two computers.Wireless Mouse with build-in switcher for two computers using two USB receivers, to eliminate the need of a KVM.
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Roll Out TV Screen #AUSTIN
Driveway car wash
Handheld showerhead holder. Has locking articulating arm to hold it high or low. Holder that can even hold handheld upside down.
A wet erase iPhone case. Design your case differently everyday. Play games, write notes, and allow kids to doodle.
Ceiling cleaner
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient for travelers and campers
Tornadoes!! 55 million in severe weather today! Tethered protective portable shelter proposed here!!
voice recording for ring tone
Recoiling Charger
Built-in tie down
Auto lock
Designer coverâ€™s for the spring shaped fluorescent light bulbs, Swirly bulbs are hard on the eyes letâ€™s clean them up with trendy covers.
Bag Belt is a seat belt to keep your groceries safe in the front seat, back seat, or trunk with just one click. Buckle up its the law!
a compactor that use recycling grocery begs as a trash bag .
THE ULTIMATE GARDEN TOOL,THIS TOOL WOULD TAKE THE PLACE OF THOSE HANDLES FALLING ON YOUR HEAD.THIS IS THE 5 IN
ONE TOOL,SCREW ATTACHMENTS.
LapProp
NEED A MICRO CHIP TO PUT UNDER THE SKIN TO TRACK MISSING PEOPLE
First Demo USB Flash Drive + Lighting (Make From My Stapler) Resubmit After 243, 311, 338 Votes and 378 Votes.
Garden pruning shears that will help make repetitious pruning comfortable and easy on the hands by adding a circular saw instead of a blade.
Sync-N-Shower
GoSolar
SAVE ONE SELF LIFE PRESERVER WATCH, a watch that inflates to become a life preserver,2 people die every minute from drowning so lets stop it
The Snack Sack
A Multi-purpose Ice Chest/Cooler for Two. Has built-in drawers.
A Drink Cozee with a Temperature Strip/Gauge
Two way telescopic curtain rod. Extends horizontally and away from wall to fit over all other curtains or blinds!
Yogurt maker-dispenser with colapsable fruit topping station included. Complete station for parties, birthdays, buffet style.
Parking lot meter, with a proximity sensor that lets you know through your Smartphone's app where there is an empty parking space.
LightsUp for online life
Easy fill Faucet
sock sorter
Awesome Interactions
Problem now is the kids don't want to leave the Hot Wheels at home! Introducing Tube-Racers, Hot wheels anywhere!!!
Bennie bed(bean bag) with speaker attached on each side
Grip Lock
THE NEW ERA TRIPOD! All-In-One - Super Efficient & Revolutionary!!!
Water Proof Heating tires for when it snows and rains.
Keyboard wrist pad organizer! Get rid of all the clutter at your desk!
Microwave with multiple door
We need to make a TOKEN OF APPRECIATION that represents a company's concern for its customers and really is a beautiful token.
Spotter for your Bike #Austin
Smart contact lenses holder. Keep track of your contact lenses. Good for your visual health. Resub.
PHONE LACE
A way of telling which bottle is the shampoo and which is the conditioner with out your glasses or contacts on in the shower.
Self cleaning comb
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If a great promo item makes you think, then a brain-teasing puzzle would be perfect.
Sharephones head phones
Cold Stone Luge for Coffee
Low profile cup/perferated sheet of cups with adhesive and optional hook.
a leash for ear worn bluetooth
iPhone 5,6, 6+ SHOWER STATION
Pollinator
Spiral Technology
Chubby Towel a huge towel that is 1" thick, with a pillow sewn in, and weights on each corner sewn in to hold it down.
MY FIRST WALKER-KICKBOARD --- resub
Let's redesign the electric caulking gun into an easy to hold one and smaller size so that can be use on the smaller job. Great for ladies!!
drug bracelet
Flexilume is a handy, compact LED rechargeable light for application on wheelchairs, walkers and other such devices.
With my product the shed will be in the tool. Combining a shovel, rake, weeder, trimmer, and many more.
The SAVED: Single Aquatic Ventilating Extraction Device provides emergency lift and breath for those trapped underwater.
Ideal for the photographer on the go. Credit card sized, SD card holder and reader. Carries 4 SD cards and connects via USB. Growing market.
Fido Plays Ball Solo
perfect color match
A rechargeable ice cream scooper similar to curling iron technology The metal scoop would be warmed via a filament in the scoop.
DRR Digital Radio Recorder
! HELP reduce child obesity by creating a TODDLER TREADMILL & WALKER in ONE. Bring together 2 products; A TODDLER WALKER + MANUAL
TREADMILL
Medical Ice Peas
Stick Cart
Dropping tools can be expensive, especially around engines and machinery. Never drop a tool again. Introducing the Web-N-Tether work gloves.
A GPS tracking chip inserted like Microchipping your pet and a downloadable GPS tracking program on your cell phone to track a lost pet.
Workshop Flooring
Xmas Tree Steady Ring
A child's car seat that dials 911.
All In One Socket Wrench
Magnetic drawing board-Work upright without your pages sliding off! By a pro-on-the-go who got sick of having a pain in his neck! VIDEO DEMO
All-in-One Ergonomic Nail Clipper with 4 Blade Adjustable Trimmer Head
App Exams
SIT RIGHT,stop straining your back muscles,this will correct posture effortlessly.BackPain care cost USA $26billion/yr,UK $8B,Australia 1.2B
Ever lost your glasses? This device discretely attaches to the temple of the glasses and allows you to locate them through GPS tracking.
A bag/satchel that can be placed on a wheelchair and moved easily behind/in front/next to you so you have easy access to your belongings.
Nancy's Bettr Dog Dish
Ultra Sanitizer
Vehicle back seat camera
Spring-Spotter: Lift Your Barbell Without Someone Else To Help You! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Vibration enhancer
Glass stirrer with color changing contents or Bendable stick with printed temp. gauge to let user know when a hot beverage is safe to drink.
Magnetic Camera Mount
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Remote Battery Disconnect
A ball pivot system to eliminate wire tears which happen from bending and flexing your headphone cables thereby saving you lots of cash!
App Enabled Motion LED Dots. Watch Your Steps.
Smart Remote Finder - Loose your remote, under the couch, desk, or bed, this will find it! 1 button emits tones and strobe to find remote.
SMART LIGHT BULB
A laser measuring device that measures all the dimensions of a room in seconds.
Telescopic Camping Pole that is lightweight, portable and adjustable yet sturdy. With pop-pins, it will stay in place! Cool attachments too.
KEY TALK
Wheels Away
Modular Pan
My idea is called solar blinds. It is a window blind that uses solar panels to create electricity to power most devices.
Stack-able or a side-by-side 3 bin area that has 3 compartments for paper, plastic & metal.
"Brew" - Solution for temperature control of the production process for homebrews. The product is for any area, like cooking or brewing.
Easy Duty is a collapsible bathroom bench to aid in going #2. Feet & knees are propped up higher allowing an easy and quick Bowel Movement.
Vibrating alarm clock pad. A pad that gradually wakes you up from more intense vibrations.
Naked Blur Costume
A smart Mirror. Know your style and the fashion now.
Auto Comfort
Yogi Hands to assist with practicing Yoga, stretching to the floor, providing support to weak hands, wrists, and overall hand to floor moves
Cockpit
sound block
Privacy Cover
Underarm Protection
Add more love to the meal you fix by shaking some kind of condiment on it. My meals are made with love and my 8 year old made a dispenser
The kids have been baking today. Found out we need a Glide for beaters! getting the batter off those things is a real pain.
"Shapeable" Suction "Cups!
ThermoTap
personalized shower curtain
gravgens gravity generators
The Soul Safe
App enabled home made design like Super mosquito/bug/pest trap with led light and added features for added bug attraction.
Leo-Cap ("Leo" after my Dad)
A tabletop flat press iron, with a storage case, used to fuse plastic grocery bags into a "fabric" that can be made into new items.
TOILET COVER WITH AUTOMATIC CLEANING AND SANITIZER WITH ULTRASOUND
Leave Your Precious Pet With the Sitter or at the Kennel With Confidence. Microchip Monitors the Emotional State of Your Pet (RS)
6 bar Soap holder for your shower.
Product Name- 'UnderKare' disposable plastic shields used as a barrier between a garment and the bare skin and/or clothing of a customer.
Make a light that the shade can be opened or closed with a twist for more focused or broader lighting.
Catch big fish with light line and equipment. This product lets children and anglers bring in the big catch with light line/equipment.
Redesign and extend handle of womens shaver.Allowing women to easily reach down leg to top of foot safely in shower.
QUIRKYCASINO.COM Real$casino games!Players win real$$ Advertisers pay the buyin$! streaming video commercials are displayed in corner of tbl
Safety tunes
Kids flashlight projector: Inviting all 3d printer hobbyists to have fun with this gadget.
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'Apple Heads!'a range of fun iPhone/iPod cases for youngsters- Slip on hair pieces that they will love!(they help protect phone too)
cat magnet towel
Airbelt
A pair of snow boots with retractible cleats or studs. Emergency rooms are filled with people injured by slipping on ice.
Child safety-FallignTV\Hot Car
Shock saver for children
The Sticker Stamper! Tired of peeling and sticking?! Why not just stamp the stickers?
Fizzle wizzle
Universal Bottom TV Tray
Hi Quirky: Introducing the ULTIMATE UTILITY BAND, Flexible,material,worn on the forearm:store school or medical supplies.THE POWER BAND
Finally a warm packed lunch for all of us that work outside. Bacon, and eggs no problem. Introducing the Pocket-Oven warms more than hands.
a weed killer using a common water bottle & vinegar
A PLASTIC GARBAGE BIN USING PLASTIC GROCERY BAGS AS LINERS FOR MAINLY KITCHEN USE.
Body Blow Dryer
Change your look without changing your jewelry with "Hidden Treasures"!
The iScope has Fiber Optic Cable to take pictures from above your head.
GYM Mate
Turn a simple glow stick into a cool, fun pedestrian safety device by adding velcro at each end to make a glowing arm band.
Carabiner keychain with an extra bar/hinge to keep keys from falling out. See picture. Other possible uses.
Perminatly installed outside programable holiday LED lights. Connectable LED lights can be programed to any color for ALL holidays.
Wall Scape
TRAVEL JUICER BLENDER MUG.Make fresh juice on the go with this handy travel blender mug it is ideal for the on-the-go lifestyle of today
Quirky Tent with a Matching Self-inflating Pad
GRAFFITI LIGHTS. Different torches with interchangeable color caps/shapes to Write And Draw in the Dark + App enabled camera.
Extend Faucet Hands Free
Clavier vert
Candles made from cooking fat
WCC (Whole Chair Canopy)
The BEST Sugar Storage Product
Sprouties
My invention is related to a toothbrush and tooothpastepaste combo with refills for and easy travel or at home.
Quick Snap Hair Rollers
Spindleless Toilet Paper Holde
Sun blocker for car The Sun seems to always be in a place that the cars visor does not capture, and if your short like me it never does!
Hip-hugging farmerâ€™s market bag: Create a stylish bag with removable sacks that will keep produce from getting crushed/bruised.
manufacture a garden hose wrapped in reflective mylar sheath with outer clear layer for protection,that will not get hot in the sun.
Hammer With A Soft Side - Hammer + Mallet + Claw : 3-in-1 Perfect Carpenter Tool
Liquid coffee
Double-Sided Jar
run a wire from the electric wall heater to a control box about 3 to 4 feet up the wall with a cover over it to operate the heater
BEST Clothing Protector "Quick BibÂ®", NO Velcro, NO More Reaching. Preserves INDEPENDENCE &amp; DIGNITY. For anyone who can feed
themselves.
Load alert
diffuseur de parfum 2 en 1
DRY ERASE marker that makes each line a rainbow of color. One stroke rainbow. EVERYONE LOVES RAINBOWS. Business to school to home to art.
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wireless charger
Hidden Drawer in Waste Basket
RSUB:AppEnbld Electronic Timer
Cant get your license or creditcard out your wallet because it's stuck or deep what about a sticky flap to attach to cards for easy pulling?
Glacius One
An ergonomic suction handle that attaches to plastic backed armetures that perform various tasks depending on the chosen attachment.
Remote Control Dedector
A headset to be worn at the theater or movies to block out disturbing annoying noise.
Smart Plant Cover
Smart Flash Food Freezer
Drawing/Writing Pad specifically for IPHONES AND IPADS!!!!
A retractable dog leash that allows the owner to slow the dog down instead of stopping the dog with a jolt by applying a brake.
THE WINE CHILLER REFRIGERATOR
Induction Executive Cordies
The objective is to develop a bath seat, aimed at all family. This project aims to challenge current productsâ€™ look, with good design.
Open Either End Jar
led lights for car mirrors (either Solar or battery powered) (APP controlled LED lights facing the traffic) (Resubmit)
Automatic Shut off for garden
A rack/shelf for the trunk of your car that creates space to store shoes, kids' sports stuff, groceries, etcâ€¦ Stuff that creates clutter!
The condom pillow case! You won't have to reach over and try to find a condom in the dark. Pockets sewn in the case liner that hold condoms.
Cable magic
Quickly make your own fresh croutons any shape you want. Cheese and meat shapes. Get kids eating salads! Introducing the Quick-Crouton Press
Portable Lighting Cable
Sound and light snow tube
Puzzle
"Vine" for beer
Apple Night Dock.Recharge and relax.Includes a built in speaker, stylus, hidden tray for glasses or keys,dimming night light and alarm clock
Mobile Text &amp; Talk Disabler
How many people need a little organization in your life? How about a fun fashionable way to achieve this.
NEVER forget another Birthday! Electronic fridge magnet to help people remember special annual events. More specifically Birthdays.
WINK Car Power Lock System
The Orbiter
Google Glass for bike riders
Collapsible Shaker Cup
RECYCLE/TRASH STATION. All-in-one,stacked,foot-powered can/bottle crusher built in,front-loading bins,footpedal lid,STAY GREEN my friends!.
App enabled Bike Bell and Light. Set volume, choose tone/sound signal to alert your surroundings. Prevent accidents.
TOILET COVER WITH AUTOMATIC CLEANING AND SANITIZER WITH UV RAYS
Cut any shape you want in the kitchen. Cookies, sandwiches, cheese, meats. The kids will love their lunches. Finally the Shape-N-Cut.
Matching socks made easy. An elastic band with clips attached to a hamper. Clip socks to the band. Put band in washer. Presto matched socks
Shoes that have a replaceable strip of coarse bristles that attach to the bottom of the shoe so you can swipe off home plate easier.
robot (Night Light and home patrol light)with smoke alarm and other features,with scan lazers (Resubmit)
Freezer Thaw Indicator
Hang one, Hang all!
Baby Bath Drain Guard
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My ideation is a Cork inspired Apple Line Product Case for iPads, iPods & iPhones. Incredible profit margin on recycled products.
Suction Shoes could prevent falls by the elderly due to injuries or illness which are the leading cause accidental deaths of persons over 65
Football progress measuring
Clip-Its
My Pasta Bowl will not only save on ruining your white shirt, but reduce the embarrassment of looking like a dweeb. John
To-go baby table bumper
KAELA'S CARDS! The Invention-Quotation Playing Cards. Quirky advertises inventions with cool quotations while friends &amp; fam. play fun games!
Thor For Your Floor
Small attractive SPRINKLER LIGHTS glow gently to let you see wet pavement before you slip and slide.
Clips for your laptop so it won't over heat.
Vinaigrette Spray. 2-in-1 spray for olive oil and balsamic vinegar. Lightly and evenly dress your salad with your perfect balance.
A travel book bag seat for a child. Acts like a backpack, stores a book, turns into a comfortable seat.
Running out of power outlets behind computers and T.V's. Introducing the Tentacle, an extra outlet when you need one. Feed the power!
Bug Off
Dominoes with magnets. The domino is connected and all combinations are possible. App enabled. Resub 100 votes 1st time.
Little Lint Sucker
For shopping carts need a small crate type container for drinks or small items. plus on top of the cart have half moon loops for more bags
What is wrong with your car?ap
Fabric attached inside of a woman's shirt to tuck under her bra wire to eliminate chaffing and rubbing us raw while jogging and walking!!
Heated Ice Scraper
Sterling silver or gold tube & back to cover cheap earring posts that cause infections. An inexpensive and simple way to accessorize!
PS4 Dualshock4 Lightbar cover
I would like to submit an idea for a new type of screw, bolt and screwdriver. I suggest these be called Isosceles bolts and drivers.
Kitchen Faucet Garden Wizard
Color Correction fluids
A bluetooth/wireless mic in ski handle that interchanges with ropes with a receiver in boat radio or adapter to fm transmit 4 communication
Sporty Bake Shapes!
Smart PowerSwitch for Dumb A/C
Massaging Ottoman, The Ultimate in Relaxation! Besides putting your legs on it, can also sit or lay on your back. Stretch and relax
Smart Arrow:App-controlled arrow from smartphone.Hit the bullseye every time,never miss the mark again.
My invention is a hand held seed planter. The planter would have a hollow chamber for seed and a sharp spear to dig a hole and depth chart.
A Sippy cup and a rotating lid that allows your child to drink the beverages (and amounts) you choose without stopping to change the cup.
An Apple Picker for Seniors
EasyScoop
Recipe Ingredient Scan
The finder
Soap with SPF. Certain soaps already have lotion, lets make that lotion sun block. Soap you let stay on skin briefly then rinse off
Share Brella with unique stand
A Beach Umbrella,camping tent, or back pack with a built in solar panel and a USB attachment to charge your cell phone or other product.
Pressurized Camp Shower
Mag-Capz a fun, interchangeable, safe for children, affordable, great gift necklace, you can collect, trade, and wear it! www.magcapz.com
WindoSTIX
Improved Window Screen Ext.
table bed
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Magic Pedal workout
Dock'N' Talk. A handset docking station. Play stereo with dual speakers or answer calls.
LED/App enabled case
Creative Chalk/Crayon Creation
SmartTemp
Fill a 5 gallon plastic container filled with warm water connected to a manual hand pump attach a plastic tubing clean dogs fur
Indoor watering can that measures how much water your plants get, with easy shoulder sling and long flexible spout for high reach.
ezshower
Stop Thief I-Luggage Band
A way to store beverages's can and keep them fresh. Re-sub
ddddddddddd
TOY FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE, TO WRITE WORDS OR SYMBOLS ON THE SAND WITH INTERCHANGEABLE LETTERS AND
SYMBOLS, FUN IS GUARANTEED
WHIPPED BUTTER IN A CAN!!! Whipped cream... why not whipped butter? it's made from cream..whipped butter in a can would be WONDERFUL
ANON
EvacuWagon - A wagon for evacuating toddlers and babies in a hurry. Babies from birth to two years old must be carried out of the building.
Q-vet
Saltwater evaporation device. Drinking water for everybody.
bug off windshieldwasher wiper
App-Car Interior
A LITTLE suction cup that could slip over the handle of a razor so when you finish shaving in the shower you could stick it to the wall.
This device solves knotted earbuds by attaching tiny clips to the back of an Ipod without impacting the sleek design Simple, clever, cheap
The Music Mat
is a water cooler with a soda cooler pouch inside and a filter on the lid with a hose adapter
3 in 1, protective case, tripod mount and Stand. The whole case is made out of rubber to protect the iphone4.
A hand held knife scrubber with built in sharpener. Users can safely clean sharp knives that are not dishwahser safe while sharpening too.
Chillstone Ice Cream - Bring ice cream parlor flare to your kitchen/party.
Non-Electronic Water Pressure Tooth Pick. Clean your teeth with the Water Toothpick. Operated soly by water pressure without electrictity.
Spongel - The Labeled Sponge
Paneling and Wallboard (Sheetrock) Quick Mounting System - Drastically Speeds up Wall Creation in Old and New Construction!
Induction Charging Flashlight
A no hassle Screw driver....One where the screws never fall out while working. ALso has OTher special features...see below.
Painter's Cart
3D Printing Vending Machine to make your own custom Smartphone cases. Upload your design and style to a 3D Vending machine and then pick up.
photo, Video Data Storage case (APP) Voice operated dictator for Photo's, Videos, Attachment or wording on photo's, voice recording,
Easy Reel
Steameeze
A under table pistol holster that utilizes a suction cup. Easily detachable, and can slide on a standard Picatinny accessory rail.
Wireless EarBuds
The Visionary
Sight Saver masks
Hands free kindle harness; relax your arms and hands while reading your kindle.
ExtensionX
PROTECORK its a new laptop sleeve reminder made out of cork. This new product has two strips integrated into de body of the sleeve for notes
I've created a hybrid electric version of the charcoal chimney starter which will heat coals quicker and much more evenly.
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The Shopping Stick (for lack of a better name) is just what I need when I go to the farmers' market.
Ambus
A rubber glove with a sponge molded in the palm of the glove. Perfect for washing dishes and cars. Gives you better control of the object.
Dirt sensing based roomba cleaner with aerial view via 360 deg camera on antenna.
A former UC,this UTILITY RACK creats much needed surface space over kitchen stove and more. A true MULTI-USE UTILITY RACK that`s must.
Zepher Step
Dot to Dot magnetic drawing blocks and features. Impossible to make a mistake. Create full size action hero's using cardboard. Magnet-Magic.
Loaded washer
Egg Minder Induction Charger
Sleekest cellphone &amp; card case
security windows
EZ Driver
"clip" a rigid dog harness based on a hair clip with a neck piece and a belly piece in one that would butterfly up and around the dog.
Magnet Broom
Travel Dresser
Truck Traveler is a convenient cargo solution. Simple water proof solution to move cargo in your truck bed without permanently mounting.
â€œAnti-Garden-Fryâ€ adjustable solar screens for home or commercial gardens.
Civvi-Flight Cap
popcorn friends
STAR MAPS - works in the palm of your hand.
Turn-me mattress
Its our time to take care of our world. Lets recycle our used magazines and turn them into flowers. The perfect gift for any special day.
Over-the-SHOULDER PRODUCE CUPBOARD
The Complete Kitchen
Reinventing the Bike Pump:(QCYCLE) Resubmit The Lever Bike Pump (to achieve high pressure easily) Drawing by David Tyres
How do you overcome the back breaking work of carrying furniture up several flights of stairs? The staircase climber does work for you.
This is a 1-U.S.Gallon Paint Can Holder. Designed to hold up to a full 1-gallon can of paint with ease and no straining.
Tortelleni maker mould and cutter.
PRINTER INK CARTRIDGES, I bet most of us throw them away in the trash!!!
Pants Clamp Storage
Wash â€œHand Wash Onlyâ€ items in your washing machine with this terry cloth â€œsewn-in liningâ€ garment wash bag.
Locate lost loved ones afflicted with dementia through F.I.N.D., the Forensic Identity Notification Database.
Bottle Tree
Car i-pad docking station
Cases, even the outer shell of all devices should be customized to what the customer wants.
Slice and bake dog biscuits
Rubber beak adapter for jars
My Idea is a high-tech Apple Ipad swipe key lock case and a swipe finder with anti-lost alarm.
Healthier Meatball Baking Tray
Sun print
Dry Your Clothes For Free With An Outdoor Zero Energy Clothes Drying Tent. *Easy To Install, *Lightweight, *Speeds Up Drying Time.
Beach Finder
A branding iron for denim jeans using a plastic branding device dipped in a bleach and water solution to brand jeans with various designs
Cross a cooler, with a shopping cart, and a parachute bag- What do you get? The ULTIMATE system that carries it all- for the serious foodie.
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When I traveled to different hotels I often had the same problem, no where to safely rest my foot while shaving my legs!
THE BETTER BINDER: Maximizing the function of the spine.
Smart Trainer Ball(GEpatent)
Sport Controlled Container
Sleek backpack made for modern technology. Backpacks are designed for books and binders, let's make one for tablets and laptops.
Walle-Tabs are identification labeled tabs which attach to all your wallet cards, including credit, debit, health/dental, gift, etc.
heated Fishing Rod
Snowball Factory...
The Story Bear, a TeddyBear that tells stories to kids. Itâ€™s a bluetooth speaker with character...
Hands free phone holder
Cosmetic vibrating brush.
TOEWELS are the only one size fits all washable stretch terry bootie for wet feet. Clean slippers with every shower every day. How fresh!
A key fob, a small hand held device, or a phone with a program that can be installed that scans the UPC's to make a grocery list.
ROYAL READER
Laser Line
An APP enabled Pad Lock. Lose the keys and those annoying combinations. All you need is your smartphone or tablet!!!
______an adjustible wooden notebook/iPad holder
A solar roll - a single charger for a whole lot of things
1 handed shaver cleaner
Automatic Lawn Mower
ratcheting corkscrew wine open
No-Drip Pour Spout Attachment
Baking/Cooking/Serving spoon SET, with measures of 1,1/2,and 1/4 cup. Options:flat bottom/built in leveler/color choices/hanging holes.
A cushioned handle device with hook attachments to make carrying dry cleaning items much easier. No more finger strain from wire hangers!
Nipple Cover & Warmer
Not strong enough to pull your baseboard? Old kitchen cabinets beating you up? You need the Equalizer the deconstruction slide hammer. Resub
A container labeled " BABY'S MILK " is needed for storing baby's ready-mix, powdered, and breast formula in refrigerator. Avoid Mistakes!!
Multiple dog leash that allows two or more dogs to move freely while being on the same lead!! No more tug of war for our furry little friend
StiQy String. Imagine you could draw a line no bug can cross. Ants, spiders, roaches! Ew! Stop whats bugging you. A new weapon against bugs.
Best Bucket
Collapselobra
Back Seat Referee (Austin Inv)
Screw-on, retractable sprayer adapter for kitchen sink faucet. Add on to any faucet! Spray &amp; stream modes plus water pressure adjustment.
I know of a way to help the millions of Americans quit smoking almost effortlessly and painlessly! Can you help me help them?
From bleak to chic. Finally, a stylish, modern, inconspicuous container for personal wipe refills. (air-tight and non-disposable)
Shield for laptops screen light containment and privacy.
Vandalize Picture Frame
Get-The-Fat-Out
Bed Skirt Stabilizer
I use small suction cups with attached hooks to hang a string of holiday lights and bulbs to my sliding patio window.
Green Pooper Scooper
Diaper in a diaper
A compact travel jewellery case, that keeps necklaces of all lengths, from tangling by multiple tie-down points.
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These frames feature an articulated hinge on 1 arm that that allows it to fold over the front lens creating a protective shield.
CHEER BANDS: Cheer Louder [VIDEO]
Smart CupHolder
Fold Power Saw
Hello (magic) "Q Ball"- the multifaceted sphere with all the answers. To drop the 8, you need a "Q".
Glow-in-the-Dark Safety Kit for iPhone &amp; iPods: Improve Visibilty of Pedestrians/Runners For Drivers Who Cannot See Them
The 'Manly-Pedi'
Easily find and keep your rake,broom,shovel,mop and more upright and in plane sight. no scuffing walls. STICK STAND keeps you items safe
A holster set up so that when a police officer pulls his gun it automatically alerts dispatch with his location so they can send backup.
App Enabled Dog Bed, Keeps Dogs Cool in Summer, Keeps Dogs Warm in Winter. Cool or Heat the bed from iPhone.
Replacement Rear iPhone Cover with integrated Solar Panel
Mbrella EZ Cart
The Beach Blanket Boom Box
Detachable Touch-pad
Expandable, 3 Section Recycling bin. Easy to clean, easy to store and light weight! Just POP and DROP!
The Cozy Camper
THE JANITOR
buddy bags
Body Sculpting Lotion that provides inch loss overnight
A magnetic dog food/water mat that works or comes with metal bowl(s)
A lightweight plastic eyeglasses case with very small suction cups to stick onto the gym shower wall right where I can reach it.
Sticky Suction. Suctions cups with mounting tape on back.
Splash Guard Lid
Magic TrackPalm Glove: Your interaction with Mac should be like your interaction with iPad
Our 50th Anniversary 'Mini-inspired' watch uses design cues from classic versions of the Mini. It would be a stylish and iconic collectible.
A "Q" key cover for your house keys.
To provide a compact, self contained, visually attractive and easy to clean chicken coop for people who want to raise chickens in the city.
ratchet has very shallow sockets so you can get into those tight places with no hassle and there will be no need for deep sockets
Get more chilled air with this new Air cooler. ( Is also called as Evaporative cooler, swamp cooler, desert cooler, and wet air cooler)
CRIME WATCH
Luggage Locator
For $10 or less, my basket reuses plastic grocery bags as a liner. Hooks on the outside of the basket holds the liner open and in place.
Voice operated dictator for Photo's, Videos, Attachment or wording on photo's, voice recording a fast way to document,
charger case
Revolving door squeegee
100% organic, non-toxic, recyclable and food-safe Wooden Basket
Spring-loaded Can Puch
Spillproof Lid For Any Cup
ketchUP condiment saver
Featherweight beach canopy attaches to existing chair via suction cups. Totable and usable on most chairs. No more sunburns. A must have!
toilet paper/wet wipe holder
dust light
The Patented Telescopic Putter Mounted to a Headband brings a new "Swing" to Miniature Golf. Putter adjust for different height players.
A money clip that is gorgeous aesthetically and designed to record your purchases by incorporating a seamless barcode strip like a visa
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THE WAVE Body Scale WAS UC -OPTION 2-hang or tuck away. GR8 4 elderly/disabled.Step&amp;roll edge 2 lift.Large digits.Dishwasher safe TeamLab
The army of drones - Scavenger Drone; MissionLess Gossiper Drone; Dream Drone &amp; Drizzle Romantic/Snow Flakes Drone. Which one would you
buy?
Check out my new kid's toy idea! It's an ankle bracelet style of clip on toy that is lighted and shows you how hard you're playing!
Triple Window Bankers Box
Couponing app for smart phone used to replace clipping coupons. Coupons stored on a card or an app for phone that can be scanned at store.
A molded black plastic part that extends out over the display to shield the sun on the auto display. See photos.
Watch Customizer
Drive Buddy
There should be a cheaper plastic based K-Cup holder/rack. All of the holders on the market are metal/wood and $25 or more.
Magic mirror
KISS MY BUTT PLAQUE
do you SHAVE your HAIR?.....well you dont need to CLEAN UP after, DONT CLEAN UP SAVE THE TIME here is a solution to save time after
SHAVING.
Pop-up Car Cover
4 in 1 bottle (resub)
Connecting the Red Line Laser with the turn signals at each end of the back bumper on cars, big trucks, and RVs to safely pass other cars.
Un Air Mattress
Versatile velcro organization board and accessories for your computer bag, purse, office, file drawers/box, crafting bag, closet, car, etc.
A pressure-infusion marinating and tenderizing tool that includes a manually-driven pump for injecting air through a set of hollow prongs
Monkey
Dog food 2 GO For when you taking your dog to the park, vet, or out with you.
Store baskets manage system to prevent from post -harvest lossesâ€¦.
Box-Fan Dehydrator Attachment
G.P.S SUNSHIELD IT PROTECTS UR UNIT FROM ULTRA VOILET SUNRAY'S AND BLOCK THE SUN FROM HITTING THE SCREEN,AND
HAVING THEM IN MULTIPLE SIZES
A bicycle kids buggy that deflates to stow and inflates to go. Finally easy storage and quick set up with a bicycle pump! QCYCLE. Resub.
Laptop riser bag. Rise your laptop to a more comfortable position. Adjustable height.
Introducing the "LOW-PRO-FILE" space saving innovation for anyone who likes to be organized. (does anyone not like to be organized??)
BE GONE!!!
An iphone warmer sleeve to keep it operational during skiing and winter activities.
Universal Sippy Cup Lid
Integrated Application and Iphone Case allowing diabetics to measure, monitor, and track blood glucose levels without using a meter.
process to increase visibilty
Dust Disc (Real Simple)
Back Buddy
The sound of a computer mouse clicking constantly is annoying, so why not make a silent mouse that doesn't make a clicking sound.
Bleach Bombs
Paint roller cover
CARBON DIOXIDE AIR SCRUBBER TO BE PLACED CAR TRUCK ONE FOR EVERY HOUSE HOLD IN AMERICA TO COMBAT THE EVER
GROWING THREAT OF GLOBAL WARMING
On vacation and looking for a place to charge up your device? Look no further than your own Self-Powered Generating Wheeled Suitcase.
A "Portable Augmented Reality Kit" that allows individuals to observe their surroundings in "Augmented reality"
solar power irrigation system
Cell phone Amplifier that plugs into the headset to amplify the ringtones or alarm so you can hear it anywhere in your house/business.
Fully mobile Turkey hunting Decoy. All other decoys on the market, are stationary. Lure the Big Gobblers to you With Robo Turkey
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Easy Reach
Airline seat like theaters have that spring up can ease: the entry/exit process, handicap access, cleaning, customer safety and approval.
E.B.B.R. Detainer
A phone stand that fits in your wallet and sits cool on your desk (or anywhere else).
A wireless cell phone car dock that contains an extra battery charge to supplement the phone battery and/or charge the phone when in need.
Some kind of heat/cold pack fits around cups or glasses. Heat in microwave or store in freezer, then snap around your favorite beverage!
Razors are fairly essential for most people over the age of 13. Preserve your blades with this product while being green
Key chain device that generates strong passwords plus a hint to jog your memory
Anti slip set, vacuum holder, to keep on balance glasses, cans, bottles and plates during navigation.
Smart Phone Mirror
every morning when i wake up and the sheets at the end of my bed have came undone.so i propose a device that holds on to the sheets in place
Spatula Whisk Combo. Whisk eggs, scramble, and remove with one utensil.
Ecological tray Compostable Recycling process simplif. Vessel space tapered to fit different bev.szes Easy handling
school foot stool
Protect your privacy with the Kinect Privacy Cover for your XBox One! Don't let always on mean always watching!
Never burn your tougue
Albatross
Tinted sun visor
Handyscan toaster..
Happy Jewelry
SINGLE FINGER SLIDE RULER
A Remote Controlled Boat Which Is Capable Of Capturing Images/Video Both Above And Below The Water Surface.
The Last Step Ladder Safety
My idea is to recycle used bath soap bars. You would put the pieces into a crushing device that would squeeze them together to make a bar.
Store and Slice Containers
A contour gauge that can also level odd shaped items. Introducing the Contour-Level. Resub.
Anti-microbial Durafoam mouse protector that prevents bacteria growth and odor.
put on the back of the IPOD 6 strings, that you can play your own music, record what you are playing with this strings.
Wouldn't You Like Photos Geo-Tagged With Your Older Camera Like New Ones Do? Add Geo-tagging to any Camera. Memory Card w built-in GPS Chip!
Quirky Bath Plugs: Plugs with big rings make them easy to pull out from the bathtub drain. Resubmit with render.
Smart Mood Ring and Jewlery
Tied of spilling coffee on important documents or destroying that new laptop? Let the Coffee Coaster help stop those spills.
New Beer Can
Pool Whirlpool Maker
The idea I am pitching is called the Trash Bag-it. It is a nylon pickup bed sized netted bag to contain individual household trash bags.
Solar Block-Out Auto-Blinds
Charging Splitter
current voltage multiplier
Design your own waffle
Wireless social headphonses
Suction Cup Travel Pillow
Flexible Wearable Lamp
Oil and vinegar sprayer
A electronic toy box that rewards toddlers/kids for putting away their toys.
Juice Containers take up too much space! Next product - a CONTRACTING JUICE CONTAINER!
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This shovel/rake caddy can be carried like a briefcase or attached to a wheelbarrow and makes carrying multiple long handled tools easy.
A tiered container gardening system that uses trickle down watering to share nutrients and a hydroponic water reservoir for the roots.
Ipad Stylus wrapped in a thin one-finger glove â€˜caseâ€™. Use as usual or unwrap, put on the glove and draw not making accidental lines.
Seatbelts save lives, but they would save even more if everyone wore them correctly. This solves the 'annoying scratchy belt edge' problem.
Digital Level/Digital Measuring Tape w/ built in marker. Type in measurement and click "mark". EXACT measurement with built in ink.
Floor Joist Storage Options
Caterpillar Cord Manager. Allow you to organize more cords then any other cord managers and bends any which way!
Hawk! - An Eye on Your Kids
cell phone retriver
Printed cable marks. Stickers of different colors. Every color for a different cable.
Motorcycle Savings Bank
Cake Top Cutter
A sidewalk edger that combines the best actions of various tools and the effort required to operate them.
Slipless Dish(es)
shoe odor free
USB Stick with Eject Button
Wine Bottle Cork / Opener
drawer organiser
Removable Kayak Stabalizer
Improved toddler lifevests.
SeÃ±or Whiskers Razor Guard
Memo clip with built-in voice recording module. Record a message or attach a note. Available in bright flourescent colors.
Lampfan-Why? Because I like a fan while I'm sleeping, and my wife doesn't. Fan and fan arm attach to top of lamp to make one unit.
Universal Lock App - Status, Lock and Unlock Anything From Anywhere
A multifunctional, multi-touch screen quirky tablet. It will be compact with the functionality of a large screen and full size keyboard.
A self-sticking photo & appointment card holder for the bathroom mirror that is held in place with suction cups.
ZIPTIE BELT!! It's a new playful, functional design to support your pants. It's a large ziptie that you may wear as a belt. (See Picture)
Iconsole Gaming System! Gaming takes a huge leap forward with motion controlled mount for your Tablet and Smartphone devices.
Paint Brush Cleaner
Cubicle refrigerator art
A remote EYE for your entertainment video components Like direct TV boxes. Set Eye beside television so the sensors EYES are with the TV.
RISING TABLE-adjustable height
Hidden Wing Rocket Plane
(your home Treasure chest), heavy duty box,water proof and fire resistant, with a GPS Locator maybe SIM Card? Phone Resubmit
Dehumidifier DogH2OFiltered
Self correcting watch
hi-tech boxing
Newzmonkeys reporter buddy
Save a Vac
Suds Safari Cover
A Water bottle that collapses. When you are finished with a plastic bottle fold it away to recycle later. Have more room in recycle bin.
Does your Year Planner look like a chimp is writing on it? You need a Murphy Board Planner folds down into a desk position for neat writing
Collapsible Storage Bins. These would reduce in size to fit on a shelf,fit in a car,maybe go camping or just save space anywhere! Many uses
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Using Highway traffic to power tollbooths using kinetic plates to store and reuse kinetic energy and power generators!!! SAVE US TAX MONEY!
Taking "Mocubo-One Stop Chop." Quirky Product. Creating lids for the storage containers will allow it to be stored in the fridge or freezer.
Make that umbrella stroller less painful to use by extending the handle length and allowing one-handed operation.
BIOdoll
Transparent, labeled, corner compartments for the tiny things every household needs, but sometimes rarely use. Where is it? In the corner!
New!!!!Baseball cap that is also a baseball glove!! Be ready for the home run or foul ball!!!
Emergency Panic Button
Umbrella tube. Keeps you and your car dry. Opens and closes into a tube.
A condiment spreader attached on the inside of the lid for convenient spreading and saving clean knives. No mess, no hassle.
Security alarm linked to an app on phone that notifies you to which door or window is opened in your house (and car).
A very QUICK Adjustable Saw horse with level. Be balanced be QUICK
TILT N MEASURE.Measure &amp; store sugar/coffee/flour with ease.No need 2 remove entire container. Just tilt open &amp; scoop Teamlab
THE REINVENTED NAIL TRIMMER
MaxiMat
instant curler
Infant Carriers with Wheels
Map-Ur-Clean
SOPE WITH SEED
Intravenous Line Organizer
Bath Halter for Pets: Plastic straps crossing over back and under belly of pet, 4 straps/suction cups attaches to outside/inside bathtub.
Plastic is highly recyclable, but very often it just ends up in the trash. Recycling "K-cup" coffee pods can reduce some of that waste.
Never forget to water your plants again. A modern pot that does its own watering.
Dust Roller
Bird cage type device that avoids air line crashes from Bird intrusions into Jet engines
Have dirty windows! Cleaning them a chore! You need the all new Window Cleaning Robot. Cleans windows all day even on the 30th floor!!
Phone App Voltage Detector
house cozy
Scrubby Mat A silicone-bristled mat attaches to the sink. Perfect pre-scrubbing hard-to-reach areas &amp; gentle on fragile dishes all-in-one!
socks organizer, 25 pairs,
ever had BEER POISONING,BLACKED OUT after one beer woke up 24HRS LATER with LOSS OF MEMORY you might have been drugged lets STOP
this madnes
the infant bosom buddy
Purse Nook. I want counters to be redesigned at restaurants and bars with an underside shelf to hold clutches and small purses.
Automated Liquor Dispenser
Imaging that you can have your windows clean by only pushing a button!
Ladder Foot
To heck with West Nile Virus! An outside mosquito net and screened canopy system, making for a garden feature/oasis wherever you want one.
Customizable Earbud Headphones
Chopsticks Dishwasher holder
A self monitoring vibrating bracelet.. that reminds super busy multi-taskers to eat something healthy every 3 hours!!!
pHook
Coaster with absorbent lining and an edge.
FURNITURE ROOMBA - mini robotic furniture DUST cleaner.
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Horizontal and handy
Koodie Catcher, 2011 version.
Ergonomic "Bladeless Ceiling Fan" for the modern age.
SmartYard.The smart attach for the outside water hose connection. Control ON/OFF times from any smart device/phone. Grt for watering restr
Display solid objects in this transparent 3D gel, shows them as if floating in mid-air. Also helps to preserve artifacts or souvenirs.
Porkfolio Induction Charger
Soap compressor. Compress leftover soap scraps into a fresh bar. Old scraps in, fresh new bar of soap out.
LED Strobe Light for SCUBA
Eat nuts, cherries, sunflower seeds? It is a hassle figuring out what to do with the shells or pits unless you are outside in the woods!
Commercials suck! In our technology driven age it's time to invent a device to get rid of commercials for good!
Static-Electric Dust Destroyer
CHAINSAW KNIFE
Multi-purpose Magnet Bikelight
Flip top photocell
WriteBoard - A Laptop Desk
Clip on ear phone
smart snake drain cleaning! every one at one point in time has had to deal with a slow or clogged drain,and being plumbers are expensive.
iPin allows you to interact with your touchscreen phone while wearing gloves. It attaches like a lapel pin to the fingertip of any glove.
All-In-One iPhone 5 Case that turns into gaming Handles (for games or holding on to) and a stand.
No Parking tickets on Hills Compass
Think about a bag which can be easily switched from the side or the back position to the front one and use like a table or a desk.
invent a portable AED defibrillator that hooks up to a smartphone using an app. Everyone can have their own portable AED at all times.
Selfie Smartphone Case
hand juicer
Emergency Keep Warm and Sleep Kit! Are you Prepared?
Quirky branded heat shrink tubing - This tubing can be used to prevent the cords on mac chargers from fraying.
Nighttime glasses holder
EARPLUGS to Sleep well without the worry of not hearing the alarm oclock, and without waking up people around you
Perfect Infant Bath Hommock. Folds out to use/in to hang on shower rod. Inexpensive and lightweight. Legs can adjust for desired height.
Healthy Energy Water (Austin)
Selfie stick belt holder
Custome sunglasses printer
Digital notepad/sketchbook for students
Cat posts and litter boxes can consume valuable living space. Combine these two products into one product I call the Pet Perch.
A 4 in 1 kitchen spoon utensil with pivot movement that allows 1 spoon head to be used at a time while the rest are stored in the handle.
Portable Hand Shower/Bidet
The product idea I have is for potty liners. Disposable liners to put in the potty chair. Anyone with a toddler would love these.
a soft foam top sponge that attaches to baby diaper cream so you do not have to get your hands dirty.
Complete presentation in a â€œbusiness cardâ€ thumb drive
Spoon-Smile
Hot dog Platter
A case that turns your iPhone into a very precise hanging scale. 0.1 gram -300+ gram capacity w/TARE function. Works w/custom iPhone app.
hrm... how about using one of those vacuum seal devices, to securely attach something heavy to a fridge? like a knife block?
This portable laundry station gives you space for folding and hanging a super full load while taking up little space when stored away.
Step Tracker Tamagotchi
dessert sauce pen dispenser
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Do your fingers get in the way when using apps on your smartphone. Are you constantly shuffling it around when playing games? Not anymore!!
Thumbtacks with built in LED lights to illuminate your posters.
New England Journal Of Medicine states that loose rugs are primary cause of people to trip and get hurt. Develop washable tape, Velcro packs
the initial idea is to make a ceiling fan to ventilate cold air out instead of ambient air, which depending on the local temperature,
Froth Me
High quality collapsible tennis racket that fits in an airplane carry-on. Standard lightweight racket that folds/slides &amp; snaps in place.
Modular Liquid Bins for Fridge - Refill while still in the fridge. Add as many as you want. Take out one if needed.
A SUBMERSIBLE crossflow hydro turbine electric generator, widget negates the pressure of depth! Environmentally friendly!
Nose clip/strip for congestion
SPLIT - phone screener deluxe
Screen Saver
inflatible bathing suit
Kid Tracker
ReSub Portable Battery Powered Charger for iDevices. Never let iPod/Pad/Phone die out on you again.
Wifi Thermometer
Create an electrical generating and storage system that is inexpensive to the consumer and 'green' enough to trade carbon credits.
Level UP (for children)
Door Holder for Cats and Dogs
Curb-A-Pier
Dogs are great. Dog poop, not so much. If you could FIND it, you could keep it picked up. Make it easy to see by coloring it!
Phone Case With Camera Blocker
a Residential Hand Dryer that is affordable, silent, aesthetically pleasing, and energy efficient.
Balancing board
HANDLE It! The Handle used to attach items such as garden tools. Less items to put away. One Handle Multiple tools for multiple uses!
"No Kitty" plant guard
Hide and Go Seek/Hot and Cold Game with a TWIST! Electronic game with color changing lights and sound.(**By Max Jaques**)
App-Enabled Portable Ice Maker: Tell Machine to Make Cubes of Different Shapes &amp; Sizes; How Much Ice to Make; Receive Capacity Alerts
Clothes peg with 360 degrees of clutch.
Apple is working on an I-watch so soon you will need a place to recharge this new device. A RECHARGING JEWELRY BOX HUB.
Silicon gel tape for the straps of your new shoes, bra, cycling shorts or any uncomfortable item cutting your skin. Read description pls
A garden bench that collects and stores rainwater with mesh seat and has drip irrigation connections around base with valves for watering.
Color-coded position mats for t-ball instruction that speed learning, keep kids out of the dirt, and assist in various coaching aspects.
I have an idea of â€‹â€‹a digital projector for iPhone 5.
Compress Hanger
Easy Tab
THE WIPER FLAG --- support your team, state, star, band... with a waving flag!
An inflatable mat used to level rv trailers and campers.
Scrub-O-Matic Liquid Soap Bar
Garbage Plus+! Tired of wasting expensive garbage bags with barely any garbage?! Garbage plus can help you!
Safe and Secure
The Bed-Room
a secret book safe
Hard-Sided Fold-Flat Backpack
Baking sheet that slides apart to become a Cooling rack. Bake on it as a sheet, Pull it out of the oven, Pull apart, instant cooling rack!
Selfy Staper
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Strings of holiday lights that have a manual switching feature that changes the color theme from one holiday to another.
Break My Code...
Mantis Bright and Rugged
Losing the fishing bait {clams} which is a very popular bait is very common annoying &amp;expensive when it's off you can't catch fish- MESH BAG
A hook that can screw into drywall, timber and metal studs. Finally the Combi-Thread. Hang items anywhere on the wall. Resub. Improved!
SHOE PS
The device is actually two similar devices--a tea bag/coffee bag squeezer and a presser which squeezes a tea bag/microwave coffee bag.
CAKE ARC! Turn any cake into a Birthday Cake! No Candle Wax on your cake! MANY Candles -only four holes! Expressions for ANY occasion!
Gardens we all have one flowers, herbs, veggies they all need water lets water with a bright printed garden hose
Refrigerate Shelf Paper
Invisabib
Smart food container with integrated food timer/countdown: reminds you when the food was put in the fridge (see pictures for more details)
The blessing can! A collapsible recycle bin that uses springs to safely compact trash and has a latch for a bottom release for trash day.
Motion/Temperature warning
Resizable blinds
Ice cream drip saver, 2 1/2 sleeve with a slit at the bottom for the stick. Market it in the freezer section near the novelty ice cream.
bottle wine container
#NAME?
lawn mower, trimmer, weed whacker all in one, geared towards usage on small attached home small lawns ( as are very common in cities )
Rocks glass that keeps ice and scotch apart from one another. Ice chills the beverage but doesn't dilute it. Mix water as needed with slide
Tree Hugger Seat
The Soap Recycler is a simple to use solution for reclaiming tiny soap bar chips. It melts soap chips into a full sized bar. Saves money!!
Save your brass and your ass! Use the Sportsman's Seat! Your best friend on or off the range!
Barcoded ID Key Ring Tags that will auto-ship your lost keys to your local post office.
Crazy Crossbow
Solar Tea Pot for outdoor activity. Wake up in the morning with a warm cup of tea, coffee, hot chocolate, water.
A small handheld device used by soccer/rugby referee ,that allows easy and very exact positioning of players at a predetermined distance.
APP ENABLED INDUCTION COUNTER or STOVE TOP GRILL
I want to prevent smelling the offensive odor that stools reek while defecating (it is serious guys!)
Blacklight Clip-On for Sponge
Net to avoid dogs dig
Out Floor Heat
EYE SPY ! .... A real or fake Glass Eye with the technology to take photos and video with an App !
Transplant - Garden Transplanter
Swim Safe Anti-Drowning App
Small Lawn Aerator
A baby bib that suctions to the underside of the high chair tray! Eliminates the dreaded Wet Lap!
Weed-Eater &amp; Sprayer
Introducing the air duster, "Breeze" . A swiffer with a kick in it's tail, squeeze the handle and blow that dust out hard to reach places.
Tyke Tracker
Smart App Poolbulbs
Multi-diameter anti-splash lid
A cute little all-in-one iPod case with key chain and car stereo cord.
All-in-One garden tool. This tool has a universal handle that allows heads to fit into the handle. Shovel, spade, fork, etc. would all fit!
Frost Free Cover for side mirrors. During winter frost and snow accumulate on your door mirrors on you car. Dangerous to drive this way.
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MINI Dual use Induction Pads
touch free dispenser for water juice and soda and beer.
What about a solar charger for the iPad, portable and green, the perfect invention for people who like outdoors but can't live without tech.
Rethinking the Toaster - Sandwich Maker kit - Toaster and Cutting Board all in one! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
An automatic adjustable extension tube/spout that attaches on to fridge ice maker outlets that directs ice in glass to avoid spills &amp; mess
Anti-germ Headset
magnaframe
GPS Guided Speed Control
Recreate "vintage" wooden crates &amp; boxes, as well as wooden wine cases for decoration and home furnishing purposes.
StaticCling SodaStream labeler
hot handle no more
skateboard wheels sparklers!
Fruit Picker w/ Chute helps fruit glide down making it a practical, quick, safe & fun way to collect fruit! Have 2 working prototypes. VIDEO
"Pen-free" Erasable Notepad that fits in your wallet or pocket, and has a slot for business cards and other "wallety" things.
lawnmower that has a blower/sucker don't have to grab a nother thing just flip a switch that's it
Max Cleaner
Universal Smartphone Holder & Clear Dry Erase Note Board for the Bathroom Mirror
TRANSFORMERS!More than meets the eye.Vacuums in disguise! DBLS as a trash can &amp; cleans the air u breathe.No need 2 store in closet. Teamlab
perfect pan dustpan covers
RESUB! A bottle/can dispenser that is perfect for your man cave, parties, or keeping your fridge organized!
Mobile App controlled Smoker
The Charcoal clip with the irrigation fuction . Let your BBQ more efficiency and less soot.
POP N BUTTER
Control Air Pollution: Car exhaust's emission level measurement sensor and analyzer.
SICK AND TIRED OF DRAGGING AROUND A SUITCASE???? IMAGINE CONTROLLING YOUR LUGGAGE LIKE A REMOTE CONTROL CAR!
Solar powered window light
Luggage Locator: If you are like me,its difficult to tell which luggage is yours when so many look the same on the airport baggage carousel.
The Charging Chair
The Quirky interactive tool system. The only hand tools that utilize the intelligence of a smartphone, iphone or ipod. Resub.
Walking stick with a grip.gets into tight spaces,picks up items without bending.makes everyday tasks easier&amp; faster.
E-Z Oven Door
Improved Popcorn container
Windows shake stabilizer
Screenless phone for wearable
relaxing remote
Chalk it Out!
Ipod / Ipad RULER STAND. Something that could be used everyday. Simple enough to be manufactured easily and inexpensively.
A Huggable and FOLDABLE Body Pillow for Display on a Bed!
A cool all-in-one essential gardening tool. Like a Swiss army knife approach but with gardening tools & with a cool sleek long so no bending
Keep your mouth shut
Porta-Ware." Portable plastic-ware that allows one to hang food items from their carry-on luggage or possibly a kitchen rack.
a Flying Car toy concept that can drive around, transform into a vertical take-off then transform into a horizontal wing airplane
safety Hammer Smartphone case (APP,GPS), that includes a powerful mouth whistle built into the case and sound panic button,
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Ever try carrying a mattress..? Not fun, but here's a way to move it without straining your back or tripping over it as you carry it...
Soothing baby safe disinfectant wipes
Hot Car Red Alert System
tandem training motorcycle!
Testosterone pump for diabetes
Lost my USB Drive!
i-alarm
Keep an eye on moles and other skin issues with Mole Mapper. Compares mole size/shape/location and keeps a photo record that can be emailed.
Cool Cucumber
Fabric Wine Rack
Picture frame garment hanger
Wireless circuit tester App for iphone, volts, amps, resistance. Test probes are Bluetooth, no cables, easier to use.
A contoured head sleeve with headphones built in designed for exercise enthusiasts and runners designed to stay in place and not slip off.
hometones
! Applying the concept of the Cistern and the Recycling and Storing of Rain Water to the FLOWER POT !! Reduce your water footprint!!!!
This beautiful cover magically transforms any coffee or soda cup into a sturdy, insulated mug with a handle.
Paint Brush Protection
Impact Strips: Shock absorbing thin rubber strips used to adhesively line corners, edges, and other fragile points of electronic equipment.
An adjustable footrest with a storage compartment beneath it to conceal and organize the powerstrip, cords and external hard drives.
hi tech 'sword fighting
Prongs are meat thermometer,hinged cover acts as resting plate, corner is serrated for cutting, easy connect options for tongs,accessories.
When a person is rooting for both teams that are playing each other he can wear the jersey that shows colors of those teams and their logos
WATCH MOUSE
Topographic Music Box
LETâ€™S GET THOSE KIDS OUTSIDE.
Dish scraper
Electric Scarcrow for Plants
Do not know the words to tell
Playing card 360 degree rotational tray mounted on a cart that traverses on an expandable linear rail.
Use a Laptop Anywhere
Baby Bottle w/Filter Pulp Free
BlueTooth Paci
Smart Tv
Couch Clogger
Contamination??we have the solution... we need to recycle the batteries that hurts our world. We have this amazing idea we call it "ECO GYM"
New face to the shower and/or faucet knobs that soap scum and lime are always problem, they also cheap, ugly and boring looking
!!! Vote !!! Dry Board Wet Eraser There is a simple way to make your white board white again...
Robowl
iPad Mini keyboard cases have tiny squished keys. This is a Full Sized Keyboard Case that wraps around the iPad Mini.
Introducing the Double Decker Cake Carrier! The space saving carrier that transports cupcakes, cake pops, &amp; ice cream cone cakes with ease!!
Reach heights thought to be unattainable, with the help of this useful grabber fruits will never be out of reach.
Do you ever get tired of a boring I-Pad case. My idea is a I-Pad case that has utility's in in for all your needs.
Secure Seal
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Easy mix baby bottle that is setup to quickly prepare a baby feeding using the appropriate amounts of formula &amp; water with a button click.
Play tennis at night - Resub
Squeegee Broom
Toss &amp; Teach. A hollow rubber ball to hold dog treats. Toss the ball. Dog brings back the ball. Open the ball give the dog a treat. Repeat.
"one time use" disposable shower sheet/curtain. A houseing with disposable sheets that sits above a shower.
Lost your dog? Hope you had the Dog-Gone Collar. QR Coded, trackable and App enabled. Find your pet quickly. Resub.
Controllable Pillow
Self Charge Video Game Control
Condom - is my suggestion. I am sure that it will be useful for all.
PackPlus
Vents with Scents will change the scent industry in households and offices world-wide.It has the potency, longevity, and safety to do so.
Plants feedback system
Ok Im tired of changing around photos in frames. The size is different now ,,its hard to get them straight. This is the coolest answer!
Cup holder insert that wirelessly charges your cell phone similar to a charging pad. Just toss your phone in for a quick charge on the go!!
Our idea is recycle using old or unwanted jeans to create modern and original bags that can be used for many different occasions.
a double-ended eyeglass retainer so people can wear two pair of eyeglasses around their necks without cumbersome entanglements
Brush paste
Home Depot BBQ Prep in a BAG!
quick realize
Mac Pro 2013 SPACE BAR. New Mac Pro arrives in Autumn 2013. Let's prepare.
An indoor floor mat that you step on and it light scans the bottom of your shoes and kills 99.9% of the germs before you walk on your floors
The Sink Mop Wringer
A wrench set, socket set and extension all in one tool. Finally the Skrench. Resub.
Carpal tunnel alert bracelet
Shark Repelling surf board
My idea is for a product similar to Neosporin (for pets) with a bitter flavor to prevent them from irritating their stitches or injuries.
Slotless Racers
Apartment dweller/college student with no car? Need to carry your groceries home? Use the Grocery Bag Sling. Stores re-usable bags. Teamlab
A document holder for all of us that don't have an office. Introducing the Closet-Doc. Take back your floor space, hang your documents.
An app to take a photo of anything and a stylus you can draw and change it in anyway. Save it to yor photo gallery to print it later.
Back Seat Child Checker
clip of some type under lid of product to hold scoop and keep the scoop clean and away from the product to be dispensed.
FOUL TOWEL A thick towel made from recycled materials edged with elastic to fit over any size car seat to absorb post workout sweat.
gel brush-comb, 3 in one
applicant supports screen
The 'Always Cool Pillow' is a pillow that is always cool and never gets warm.
Pop Up Recycled Cardboard Cell Phone "Garage" Park your phone in the same place at work or home.
Introducing the SPONGE CURE. This steamer equipped sponge caddy sanitizes your sponge as well as gets it hot, moist and ready to clean.
Laser Headphones
A practical, affordable, collapsible, lightweight, stow-able, emergency car cover for Hail damage prevention. Absorbs impact of hailstones.
A simple animal repellant that doesn't use electronic noise. Small decorative trinkets you can hang on the tree could sway and scare them.
Windmill for mobile charging - charge any device with a breeze.
design is for a deck rail flower,vegetable and house plant pot holder that locks down the pots and can easily be moved multi sized pot use.
Project'or
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Arm-Lift Tether for Pacemaker Surgery
Happy Birthday Candle. Unlike conventional alphabet candles, light once and the fire will spread to form the word "Happy Birthday"
Squeak For Your Floor
Single cup coffee brewer water supply.
UV LED light for your fridge, have a disinfecting light come on when door is closed, keep food fresher longer.
Adjustawindow
the courtesy light
A level with the ability to clamp to a work piece allowing hands free. It can also be used as a spring clamp. Finally the Clamp-Level. Resub
Stick On Holiday Lighting
A computer stand that mounts to your bed frame or post that is light weight, adjustable, tilts, swivels and folds down completely.
UTILITY BUFFET DRINK TRAY
Cube Fit
world smartest Heater submitx3
WINDOOR
GPS enabled Pet collar. Can track where your pets are and aid in training using your phone app.
LUMINATE
Laptop buddy
A combo Spoon/fork that has a slider that slide food from the spoon/fork to kids' mouth without entering an actual mouth to drop the food.
Tree Stump Flower Pot
imagine pregnant women showing off a picture of their baby's progress on their belly or any other art that they want to show off
Dog Time "Austin Challenge''
Multi-Bike Motorized Lift for the Garage with Independent Bike Selection for Lifting and Lowering.
Drain Saver
STORE IT AND FORGET IT YOUR MOST FRAGILE ITEMS WITH CONFIDENCE AND EASE! A PLASTIC STORAGE BIN WITH PROTECTIVE
EGG CRATE FOAM LINING INSIDE!
Dogs Safety and Training.Remote controlled ,App-enabled Ultrasonic Harnesses for your pet. Stray ,unwanted dogs repeller (from your pets)
Your Mug Mug
myChime - App-enabled doorbell that is programmed to play with any voice, song, or snippet that is on your mobile device.
Ring Guardian:a rubber ring that slides on your finger to help prevent your wedding band or casual ring from slipping of your finger
E-Z Appliance Storage
TBR = tennis ball retriever
WELL HUNG HANGERS forever remove annoying wrinkles made by the open notches for dress straps but also allow you to use the notch itself
SOLAR POWERED FOOD CONTAINERS
Take 'breaking' out of the back breaking work with the supportive workstation which supports your weight comfortably and keeps tools close.
Champagne taste but on a beer budget? Introducing the pourer that fits on a bottle top and actually filters your alcohol while your pour!
The "can't lose" golf ball
Camera Got Your Back Collar
iBag is an iPad skin with foldable strap but as thin as Apple skin.
Here's a green way to clean your aquarium by recycling its own water with less hassle than filling and refilling the tank
The No Sweat Shirt
App connected notepad ! Write/draw on the notepad and it syncs to an app so you have your notes on your phone instantly !
My idea is to create a universal TV remote control with speech recognition capabilities to allow easier control of electronic devices.
Use The Force, Luke.
"Promo Stamp" Let's make a rubber stamp with a witty saying. People will grab it, and will pass on the logo when they use it.
Fan Powered Air-Dancing Cat Toy - wiggles and bops for fun kitty shenanigans!
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An ultrasonic transducer
Silicone Steamer/Colander collapses for flat compact storage and to fit large and small pots. Adjustable vent holes for custom steam intake!
Laundry Bag and Sort
Pinball case for the iPhone5. Give it the finger.
Beach Tower
Fob Stop Child Alarm
Pillow hole accommodates your ear, conquers the last obstacle to a restful sleep! 2 products: The Pillow, and the hole-punch that makes it.
reusable candle holder
The Airy Lightbulb Fan
Smart flower planter
'Wood chips/Mulch' removal solution - we are going to develop a product line that will stop 'woodchips' from getting in your clothes!
Universal and detachable Grocery bag holder/organizer for a car, truck or sport utility vehicle.
The Saw-Chaser makes cutting sheet material quick, safe and easy.
A Trash can with built in dustpan door, broom attaches for handle to wheel with ease.
I-Case.... Silicone Keyboard Case for iPhone that adds an innovative twist to how you use your device....
back-up flasher
Rechargeable / Flexible purse battery to recharge mobile devices.
Stop damaging the contents of a package with a knife blade. Use a Blade-Stop and be safe. Resub.
The Ultimate Pillow. We spend 1/3 of our lives in bed - we deserve to rest on a pillow tweaked to provide the ultimate, perfect sleep.
Personal Media Archive (think DVR, but an archive for stuff you already own) to archive your CDs/DVDs/Photos in an easy-to-use set-top box.
Cutting hard frozen ice cream cake can be frustrating, if a cake server's blade was self heated, it would melt through ice cream with ease.
An IPhone case that ensures a phone lands screen facing up when dropped.
DuraDawg toys are fun, squeaky, virtually indestructible and hygienic with quirky, sturdy skins that are removable and washable!
asdf asdf asdf asf asdf
A door bell 'answering machine' / 'bouncer', app enabled.
put a disk or plate at ground level of sign posts, that way a mower could do the job of a weed eater or using chemicals
Car mirror defroster
Micro Beach Lounger
Touch enabled Smart Mirror
Personal Factory Whistle
fun in the sun matt-fast food
Smart Blade Handle
BBQ Wood Lighter
Flat microfiber screen polisher
Universal bike frame storage bag
Tool & Vacuum Power Grid
Dress Weights
Auto convertible top closure
Spray nozzle sink attachment for rinsing bottles and cans with minimal waste of water.
The Handsfree Whiteboard
Maze Ball case for the iPhone5. Amaze yourself! (race your friends?!)
The Hang Dry Rack for Small space like Apartments and dorm rooms.
Pickup Truck Playground
Boot Cleaner
Car vent clip-on magnetic / whiteboard.
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Watch your favorite videos on your tablet while in bed in any position! Wireless headphones you can wear to sleep included with sleep timer!
I hate to shop with personal checks so I use a debit card. This idea would make it easy to keep track of what you have spent on your card!
Multi-tensil
funny cubes! glow sound lights
The BALLOON and BALL whisks excel when light blending. Now both come together in The"Double B": a space saving 2-in-1 combo kitchen tool.
Baby monitor that send video to your smart phone.
My idea consists of a device to track ones personal belongings. I feel that this device would be essential to anyone wanting extra security.
Table Earbuds
Plants are expensive. Planting seeds is a more economical solution, but it can be tedious and time consuming. *** Enter, "the Seeder" ***.
sofa caddy
The gold magnet
Hex Hub
Redmond Rocket Baby Wash
Bottled water clip cap
sticker covers for the NOKIA
The Movie Mini.
Outdoor Iphone Stand/Dock
Outlet-Alarm: Protect Your Devices &amp; Laptops From Theft! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Pocket Protector
Folding solar wind turbine using copper bearings to conduct electricity during spin. Its quick release portable, storable, shipable energy
Food containers that don't have any lids to lose. Finally the pivot action Slider. Store plated food with ease.
Lighted DoorStop/Wedge
A device designed and optimized for playing the game Minecraft (minecraft.net) that is fast and responsive, easy to use and portable.
garden tool carousel
A wired pin to hang photos.
Famous Bra Hanger was created to help everyday woman keep the integrity and organization of their bras. www.facebook.com/famousbrahangers
We need to re-invent BATHROBES to make them more adaptable. More pockets, more functions as well as a cool Quirky makeover.
Smartphone Pocket
Barbecue x 2
Pool Vaccuum Detail Attachments will make getting those nooks and corners that the Polaris and other vaccuum systems miss easy to reach
Robust Compact Waterproof Interval Timer for CrossFit / Tabata workouts that doubles as the FIRST &amp; ONLY timer for swimmers as they swim.
A protective case for iPad bluetooth keyboards especially in the field environment.
publicitÃ© au tunnels des mÃ©tro
"Quick catch" will catch clothing items headed for the floor when taking clothes from the washer to the stacked dryer above.
Waffle Furniture
Corn whole back board
Hands-free contact lens changing station with built-in mirror and solution for the guy/gal on the go!
majicwand herbicide applicator
Power Cleaner
Home Depot Storage Bottle!
A docking station that organizes your desk, eliminates cables and provides syncing and charging for three devices.
Instant Shelf
Unique physical Music Visualizer !
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A screwdriver that has pre-loaded snap screws in the handle. Always the right fastener every time. Take a look at the Snap-Driver. Resub.
Silicone walls divide/organize/protect dirty dishes in sink, great 4 soaking purposes. Silverware container stores silicone walls. Resubmit
Cell Disabler
An integrated Li-ion UPS (uninterruptible power supply) and PSU (power supply unit) for desktop computers
Quit coutning coins at register/toll-nice coin purse knows you have 7quarters,3dimes,5nickels9pennies=$2.39-text in, dispences corect change
CONVEYOR BELT TOASTER! RESUB: ~200 VOTES! (Like industrial toasters.) Watch/adjust as your bread toasts, toast many pieces in a row, etc!
Warming hunting boots
Bring beach water back to your spot with ease! No more carrying a heavy bucket of water that just keeps spilling out. Great for little kids!
Snow melt mat
Modesty Clip
Handy Sugar
Adjustable Beer Growler
kick stand pan
Ipad/iphone suction stand. Great for trips, kids, showers, kitchens and garage surfaces. It can swivel for viewing & keeps your device safe.
Hydration Helmet
Pen & Label. A marker that attaches to small rechargeable rolls of label tape. A permanent marker with permanent label tape back-up!
LOOK MA NO HANDS!! Have you ever tried to watch a movie on your Smart Phone and had your arms go to sleep while on a flight or in the car?
talking recycle bin
The Baby Bungee! A retractable tether that not only prevents tossed toys from hitting the ground, but also returns them within babies reach
SMELL BE GONE (Better name?) Using stainless steel,shaped as a bar of soap on your hands to remove the smell of foods like onions.
Dustpan plus lint roller = 100% clean.
jar stuck
programa ble extention cord
Wireless Waterproof Suction Cup Mini iPhone Speakers, stick them on tile shower walls, tub surrounds, mirrors, bath walls
moveable seating
Cat's Bag Cats love to play in bags. Let's give them what they want.
Closet Clothes Separator
My idea is a disposable tool for cleaning, removing old paint from furniture and moldings - basically a Q-tip with steel wool wrapped ends.
Microwave Oven Balance
step motor
A battery driven programmed toy to play with your dog while you are at work (or want to sleep)
Cookware Utensil Holder
fingerprint scan med container
ENROULE NAPPE
Laptop privacy cam cover. This is a one-piece pvc injection molded spring clip that purposely covers the built-in camera lens of a laptop.
I use a wastepaper basket and instead of using a standard bin, a squarish bin with 3 or more compartments for plastic, paper and metal.
Booty Duty is a thick and foamy, portable, folding play mat for infants newly on the move. Holds to flat, hard surfaces, and cleans easy.
Stackers: Stack Your Plates &amp; Cups! No More Clutter! Organize Your Cabinet! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Finger tools
Selfiextender
The Mi-T-Clamp the only 12 inch bar clamp that can open up to 48 inches! Great line extension for the Quirky Rail System. Resub.
Air-tight food sealer with a simple to press the center of the bowl or cup to tighten it. 100% Leak proof, vacuum like tighten.
avocado 4 utensil in one!
Rotating faucet
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RealSimple Pivot N'Clean Brush
SPRING IS HERE EASY WAY TO GET THOSE LEAVES OFF YOUR YARD.NO MORE BACK BREAKING TOOLS ..BIG,SMALL YARDS ALL
KINDS OF YARDS SIMPLE SOLUTION.
Cast Stablizer
A new broom is here! Sweeping is finally a clean and easy job, push the lever and the dirt goes right into the garbage. No more dirty hands.
Spray on neoprene for Scuba divers. Spray on gloves/boots.
Strip Grips
WireFree Charging Station
ALL IN ONE TOOTHBRUSH HANDLE
WATER-SPOUT-BOT
Edge
Need to get into a tight area while cutting? You need the Expand-A-Saw. See it adjust by checking out the drawings. Resub.
a new bottle that holds condiments ketchup peanut butter ect. and is more afficiant
The Snack Catch
Dine Out Baby Travel Tray
Usb, charger or cable VEST. Was urc cable charger twist then broke?. So lets protect the cable with this Hard plastic vest.
Love being social with your Dog at BBQs, the beach, or even camping? Give your dog love for opening your beer with his Dog Tag!
Touch-CASE. iPhone Case that is a touchpad for your devices, includes left and right clickers. Resub
Pin-pad inspired organizer- The pins are retractable so you can customize it. Holds a wide variety of items.
expandable tumbler
Flea Comb Exterminator
Walkie-Talkie iPhone case
Flavor Injecting Skewers! Pour Flavor into the skewer top. Press button on handle to open flavor holes &amp; inject flavor from the inside out.
Cut Scallions, Chives, Celery, Shallots and Garlic
Sunshine Periscope
Self charging phone battery
THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS ARE CAST METAL. THEY ARE NOT OFFERED ANYWHERE. ALL ARE U.S. PATTENTED. THEY ARE A NICE
ADDITION TO ANY OUTSIDE AREA.
Flex Cart 2000
Bogo exercise shoes
A charger that lights up (or blinks) when your device is fully charged.
Car Wash Booster Bucket
Self-Charge Wireless Keyboard
The Green Pooper Scooper.
Can't see the cup holder in the dark? Spilling your coffee messing up your car? You need the Cup-Docker it will guide you in every time.
Perfect Burger Plus
***Game changing Stylish Headphone protection accessory*** With a changeable badge the accessory is unique and can capture the users style.
Auto segregation thrash can
The perfect meat thermometer can be placed into the meat prior to cooking, read from both sides when you flip your meat, and then labeled.
A device that attaches to any shovel, that can be set to measure your depth. shovel sold separately.
Police to Family 911-Alert App
The blowout wrap to keep hair looking beautifully done after taking a shower. Re-invent the shower cap for women of todays society.
Power Snake
Heated Unbrella
sTicky Plug. An outlet that you can stick on any flat surface - wall, floor, furniture, ceilings even. See crude drawing :)
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For those hot Summer days, how about a gardening seat with a fan inside that will circulate air through vents in the top when you sit down?
ICE POP COZY !! No more cold hands for the kids...No more wasting paper towels/ napkins. Made from neoprene. Reusable,Many cool neon colors
Over 500 votes! Imagine if Stem could fit on hot sauce, olive oil, vinaigrette bottles that would spray with even distribution on food!
Scent Releaser w/App
Magic Mirror is an innovative ANTI-FOG appliquÃ© that clings to your bathroom mirror, providing fog-free vision in the steamiest conditions.
Female Urine test Funnel
Don't lose the screws to your switch plates when painting a room. Use the Quirky 10 in 1 painters tool, storage when you need it!
RESUB With an app-enabled pet toy, your dog (or cat) can have fun while youâ€™re away!
Greeting Card Album
No Sweats
Harsh shaken
Combined task &amp; grow light.
app enabled kitch cabinet Lock
Baby table bumper
night walkers
Outlet cover with built in storage for phone/ipod/ipad chargers. No more unsightly charging cords laying underneath the outlet.
Lawnmower Cable Guide - Makes mowing with an electric lawnmower hassle-free.
THE CATHOUSE
Ear Amps
A scrub pad/scraper that attaches to your spray nozzle. It can be removed and sanitized in the dishwasher
Doggie Doorbell
LULA - Stylish bar stool.
Pivot Power Cube! Pivot Power never looked so stylish! Totally customizable! Surge Protection in 3 Dimensional space with an awesome look!
Brew and enjoy loose leaf teas without compromising quality or taste, and without making a mess! Already prototyped with real tea drinkers!
A wristband that will help you exchange facebook/google + profiles faster and easier. Just 'tag' them. You control what you want to share.
My idea is a small plate (disposable?) for toddlers with some type of adhesive on bottom to keep in place on table. Used for eating out.
The banquet/laundry business must need my idea because I know I would use them in my home ironing needs.
E-Bell
Dive Mate
Zero-Spill Gas Can
EMT First Aid Wrist\Forearm Kit - Let's Save Lives
A drywall anchor that can also screw straight into timber studs. Finally the Combi-Thread. Hang items anywhere on the wall drywall or stud.
Silicone Dash Tray with Bristles. Keeps items from sliding around as you're driving. Resubmit.
Pocket Ladder.
Laptop Billboard
A hand grater that features an angled base, allowing the user to safely grate at an angle, without worry of slips or cuts.
Eco K-Cup
Creative pool rope float
Do you have your carpenters pencil but no sharpener? Can't remember where you put it? Finally the Twist, a sharpener where it should be.
Follow Me!!!
THE FISHING BUD!
Plateau Pan
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Its time to get a new pencil sharpener. When you put your pencil into an electric sharpener does it sometimes always break? Not any more
GuessWhat
Collapsible, Multiple use mini cups: Jello Shots (Adult &amp; Kids) and for Dessert use. It's a freezable, reusable mini cup with cap. 3 fl oz.
I feel this would be an asset for the consumer and make their kitchen aid easy to manage while they are busy using this product.
2 Liter Drink Dispenser Add-On for Fridge - Can also have other side add-ons (juice/wine/etc) - Fridge keeps it all cool
Interlocking hardshell sunglasses cases. Carry one or multiple pairs at the same time. (2 design options inside...)
Retractable Cord Holder
Garbage Mate
Easy to set up alarm/surveillance system for home and for travel. iPhone App-Enabled.
Snowmobile/ATV fatalities are on the rise. I propose a neck guard attached at the helmet that can prevent severe neck injury or fatalities.
RGB Glow Power Meter
Remote control brake for small children's bikes that can be activated by the parent or by an existing invisible fence system.
Sundeck Sweeper Bot
Bow Wow Belly Rub
A storage bin that automaticly sorts the Aluminum Cans, Plastic Bottles & Glass bottles into the correct bin.
Control condom
a lawn mower where you can adjust the height to cut grass using finger controls instead of stopping the mower and adjusting the height.
Suction Cup Cutting Board: No more slipping!
An office lunchbox that hangs in your file cabinet at work. Keeps the office neat AND has special places for snacks and drinks. HSN/BBB/quir
Stop au encombrement des couverts sur la table : un bloc complet de couvert prÃªt Ã poser sur la table. design assurÃ©, hyper pratique.
My new invention,The Daily Simple Stepper 3000,Is a tool that can be incorporated into everyone's recommended daily physical activities.
Remote monitoring rat trap
A device to stop the neighbours cats using my catdoor! Magnetic doors are expensive, don't work well &amp; require the cat to have a collar.
The "Po-Bo" is a versatile bowl/pot/casserole/serving dish, in one, with 3 removable handles for cooking, serving and ease of storage.
Do you keep losing your carpenters pencil? Pencil getting shorter. You need the Sleeve, keeps pencil the same length and adds new features.
The Fan Cover
App enabled E-Paper message board. Send a message to your board from your phone. Re-sub 336 votes
Biodegradable instant garden
MOTION-SENSORED ELEVATOR BUTTONS AND PEDESTRIAN CROSSING BUTTONS
Cocoons
ball buddy
Hitting your fingers when you are toe nailing wall studs? You need the Angle a magnetic toe nailing guide.
Fly killing window screen
vacuum doormat
Buoyancy Assisted Swim System
A hanging 5 sleeve organizer to hold several types of styling irons with a hook to hold a full size hair dryer and cord holders on back.
A handle you can hook bags onto and in tandem hook them onto the car or closet door.
Do you need a regular socket? Deep socket? Wobble drive? or Hex bit? Introducing the Slider socket, the all in one square drive socket.
RealSimple: Clipable Wipes
MicronModulor backpack
Flat screen TV wall mount with attached speakers.
Piggy-dapter
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Drop your iPhone? Easy comfortable control,Securely handle. You can do 360 rotate Phone in your palm with one Finger with spin board case
A simple iPod, iPhone and iPad stand that also boosts sound quality for just a few dollars!
Don't know how much product is left in the aerosol can? Do you buy more? Finally the CanCulator, know exactly what you have remaining.
Cup/bottle holders for porch railings or decks.
First all-in-one basketball training aide designed for offense &amp; defense. Need: new applications, artwork, branding &amp; hip fashion ideas.
convertible magic lamp
Tote Tub
NWT Hoodie
The electric stroller conversion kit.Is your double stroller too heavy at the mall?Pushing your a loaded stroller kids and purchases YIKES!
Caution Stick..reflective w/strobe light/portable 4'tripod folding device that can be used anywhere for any project also great for your car
iBootleg: Plug-in device that legally downloads professional concert audio to your iPhone/iPad.
Submarine Racers! Bath Toy
Personal toilet seat covers
Alcohol System Detector!
Resubmit: The Smart Phone Safe Case The Smartphone case, with feature for your keys and credit card's License, monies
SmartBottle
Elevated Pet Bed with Slide-Out Steps - Now pet owners and pets can get a better nightâ€™s sleep!
Photo Memories In A Flash. Flash drive Display Case made portable and hang on wall Holds flash drives of photos with photo screen.
Big nâ€™ Lilâ€™ Suction Lights for EVERY occasion: Make-up on the go, power failures, holiday lighting, ambient lighting and so much more!
Lazy Susan Plate
Tamale Steamer
Oil eater! You will have a place where put your tuna oil and other liquind that you don't want to get on the sink!
Let's take all those iPhone-specific gadgets and allow any device with a 3.5mm headphone jack to use the it. Works with cars, speakers, ect.
I have a working prototype that makes an ice cream cone in the shape of a 'piggypotamus' and she fits in the palm of your hand.
The Desk Door
This product makes planting anything in a loose medium much easier/faster and consistant.
Glove Almighty - NEW Wrench-like Grip Glove - Grab &amp; Screw/Unscrew Anything Hard to Reach. Turn your hand into versatile Pliers
Dual-Liquid Interlocking Thermal Bottle -now you can carry your coffee and water or any combination of liquids in just 1 bottle.
Mirror-backed blinds
Vac Light
Cake cover candle holder. Now your kids can blow out their candles without blowing germs and candle wax all over everyone's cake!
refill
Not strong enough to pull your baseboard off? Old kitchen cabinets beating you up? You need the Equalizer the deconstruction slide hammer.
Apple Juice modifies standard mac power adapters with a portable battery attachment that can be used to power accessories on the go.
Cushion carrier
Master Remote for Car ACs
Water Slide Roller Coaster!
SquashBox. A COLLAPSIBLE LUNCHBOX so kids can store it in their backpack after lunch. Why should they have to carry around an empty box.
A shower guard that attaches to shower ledges by suction cups, preventing shampoos, body washes and other products from falling.
The Plastic Press presses the air out of plastic packaging like plastic bottles, boxes, bags in order to store more in your home.
GroupLock
Pet Ryder
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an electronic {wall} calendar/digital pic frame/voice recorder, touch screen,notepad, featuring:Highlighted [crazy dates] downloadable.
STICK N' TOSS
Cat's be gone. a simple funny way to let gardners get sweet, but harmless revenge on cats or other small critters that poop in the garden.
HOT SHOT POTS - Newest &amp; Fastest Way to Cook EVER! Forced Convection Pots/Lids! Very Cool, Very Green! Take a look, it'll blow your mind!
Conveyor Belt "Baller". Different sized ballers that spin like conveyor belt. Great for melons, cookie, dough, meatballs, etc...
An alarm clock that can interface to a computer allowing you to create an alarm schedule without forgetting to change it daily and be late!
Do your safety glasses fog up when you are working in the heat? Can't see what you are working on? Finally the Breeze, glasses with a fan.
Smart TV Volume Contoller
balance control weight belt
Compostable doggy waste bags with great design features- shaped like mittens, cute dispenser.
micro usb to iphone 30-pin adapter for ipod dock speakers to use with Samsung Galaxy (android) phones with bluetooth capability.
NO MESSpeanut butter dispenser
re-usable yogurt lid
Wifi and app enabled, sprinkler attachment. Water your garden from anywhere in the world.
Battery operated Electric Skillet
PoochToons
PUMP IT UP CAPE-REST never forget It on long Journeys !!!
The colour code watch
Bendy Broom
KITCHEN IN A BOX (The Induction Series)
Pocket Wheels
SQUEEZE & GO Shower Puff - Perfect for home or travel
recognition coffeemaker
Need to clamp a work piece in a vise? Only have your toolbox with you? Finally a toolbox with an internal vise the Smart-Box.
A 3-outlet travel adapter with character. Share power with friends. How does something so simple make so many friends?
Steam your garments right on the hanger.
countdown and temp bottles
Wall Games
A Telephone that is compatible to calculators and computers. Great for your finance and accounting department!
Doggie Door Opener
a NHL boardgame, 900 players, board, dice, everything you see in a real game is in our game, even fighting. goals passing, great goaltending
A new case for computers.
Game Accessory Modules. Magnetic trays and drawers that can be stacked or linked in any arrangement for board game pieces, cards, dice, etc.
A HANDLE THAT'S PURPOSE IS TO RAISE AND LOWER TOILET SEATS, BUT IT ALSO CAN BE ATTACHED TO WINDOWS TO FACILITATE
RAISING AND LOWERING.
Wash-Out,screen wash where a coloured liquid floats on top of a main colour so that I know when it's running out before it does. Any Colours
The Cold Back Pack
POWER WEDGE POWER STRIP Fits Snugly Along The Baseboard -Interchangable FACEPLATES Allow it 2 Blend Seamlessly w/ Any Decor -Adjustable
Cord
handgun safe
Grow herbs or small veggies in even the smallest kitchens - space saving Go-Gro planters attach to any window or other flat surface.
How many times has a hot dog or piece of meat got away from you while using bbq cookware? if so, bbq hands will change your life forever.
Stop the Gap
1 serving size preserved sauce cans with a key opener for lunchboxes and travel. It could be marinara sauce, Alfredo and etc..
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Stop letting pet yard cleanup be a hassle. With pet pal scooper your yard can be free of pet waste fast.
EraserEater
A modern, eco-friendly receptacle for storing laundry holds its shape yet is pliable enough to behave like a bag when being carried.
Drag Your Walking Brace - Injury brace designed to roll for comfort. Rollers go in when leaning with weight. These things are EXPENSIVE!
My idea is an attachment that cleans the leaves out of your rain gutters.
Torrential Washer/Dryer
Introducing The Drone Rake,Remote Controlled Quadpro-copter Rake:Have fun raking leaves.WiFi &amp; App-enabled,With optional camera.
Mitt-style microfiber duster that attaches to any pole you already have.
A flexible rubber cover to put over any oven handle, towel rack or door handle to stop dish clothes / hand towels from falling on the floor.
smart ring
Easy Home Network Storage
The Cool Cushion
FINALIST!! TWO NEW IDEAS ADDED! A 3IN1 highchair that has a detachable back, arms and seat that fit in the dishwasher. Vote!! THANK YOU!
A digital calendar that doubles as a digital picture frame and is the central information hub for any familyâ€™s activities
Green Bean Coffee Machine
S.E.C.s Bra
1 dog, 1 tag, but multiple collars. Try this sleeved dog tag attachment that easily slides from collar to collar without all the hassle.
JECTO - IPHONE PROJECTOR - Fed up of holding your Iphone while watching a movie in bed? Well now you dont have to !!!
Our new sunblocks include a coloring agent that will temporary "mark" the areas that have been applied assuring more even application.
Smart heater
KeyJingle MAKE SURE ITS LOCKED
hamper that has a pull out plate, so clean shts/towel can be put on the bottom,&amp; be rotated.Make it a 3- 6 sheet/towel size
Bottle Baskets
Light Bulb Ladder
Adjustable Roll Brush
suction cup,plastic bag and bend wire,forms a trashbin, it can be attached to many surfaces,uses many sizes of bags & carries more trash.
Why not make a product that filters residue from used oil in order to be recycled? Ready to use in 3 months. Save hundreds and be green.
Repair a hole in drywall in 3 seconds. Use the Hole-So-Easy cover plates. No filler, no sanding, no painting, no problem!
Heavy Duty USB charger
A tablet screen-cover that is also a physical keyboard. Light, soft, flexible and attachable on both sides of the tablet, based on magnets
"Practice Receiver" is a moveable, adjustable, & interchangeable new training aid to help anyone develop more accurate throwing skills.
The "Lazy Susan" is back but organizing your refrigerator/freezer. An organizational shelf system to eliminate clutter and expired food.
Sanitary Weight Bench Pad
Lost your dog? Hope you had the Dog-Gone Collar. QR Coded, trackable and App enabled. Find your pet quickly.
Axletric
A QUIRKY Sports wireless Bluetooth head and sweatband with detachable microphone that will pair with all Bluetooth compatible electronics.
Separating laundry hamper
Battery operated attachment (or new glasses design) for defogging glasses, (sunglasses and safety glasses)
Vehicle Wiper Blades restored to original state up to 10 times for under a dollar. Preserve perfect squeegee action with sharp blade edges.
Cube clock shows 6 time zones.
Bug stick, injection molded and refillable pesticide applicator for targeted pesticide application in sensitive areas of the home.
Quirky Catalog!
SELF ADVERTISING T-SHIRT
A guitar input/output attachment that's also a case for the iPad, a stand, and can attach to microphone stands for studio and stage use.
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AlphaDisk
My design is a shower wand cord keeper with a clip to keep the shower wand cord close to the wall.
cut-your-size training pads
E-Z Watering Wand
Vibrating TalkBox Toothbrush that projects buzzing into mouth for vocalizing / talkbox effect. Possibly include accelerator for pitch control.
Changing single razor blades in a scraper? Do yourself a favor and use the snap mount Rapid-Razor. Never touch a sharp razor blade again.
my idea is for a guitar pic that can replicate a "12 string sound" on a six string guitar.
A Really Smart Toilet.
Okay, you mothers! Tired of getting your hair pulled by your baby? Wish your baby had something to play with other than your hair? Mommycap!
Endless power
Louvered deck railing w glass slats (H or V)for beachfront open on hot days (breeze) closed on cooler days safety + full ocean visibility
A measuring tape with a blade that has maximum standout. Measuring on your own? You need the Arrow-Point measuring tape.
A compact 4-in-1 cookbook holder- a real space saver! On the counter, hanging at eye-level,on standby or compactly folded away.
DIY Poly-Sheet what we truly want is to restore our floors to their original finish less the professional, cost and time -1,2,3 easy steps
Doggie Doo
PET BORDER
Sara's Device Holder
THE ULTIMATE ATHLETIC TOWEL
Never Lost Pacifier
A coffee and tea cooling stir stick with thermometer! Tired of waiting for your coffee to cool down in the morning? You need this!
GOIL...Oil on the Go. A disposable wipe with chain oil to lube your bike chain while out on the road or trail, or in your garage at home.
ONE Card Universal reward, loyalty program for ALL stores & chains. One ID for customers to use everywhere.
Reusable Cable Ties - Pinch & Release Jumbo Cable Ties. Cable management, recreation, camping, sports, many more uses
How many times have you filled your gas tank and the gas fumes fill the car resulting in the annoyance of you and your passengers?
Kitchen Faucet Splitter: 2 Sinks, 1 Faucet? Turn 1 Faucet Into 2 For Multi-tasking at Both Sinks &amp; Uses By More than 1 Person
A magnifying glass on an accordion hinge (or arm hinge)with a magnet and LED to attach to your fridge to read small print (pill bottle etc).
If knitting or crocheting is hard on your eyes, then you need the â€œClear View, Follow-Thru Adjustable-Length Magnifying Enhancerâ€!!
Pets Magic Collar and Ball
DIY sheetrock hole repair kit using unbrella tech to duplicate plug for large holes. Anyone can follow easy directions,fast, saves money
Zipper Pull Air Freshener
Who left the fridge door open again. Frequently asked question in many homes. Mostly it's the kids but sometimes the adults.
pool cage cleaner
EZ-Stream
Top scientist took several golf balls and conducted tests on them. I have his letter saying it will work and is now affordable. Think!
laundry detergent saver
Cordless Little Dipper
weight mat
Thumb Keyboard
The Ultimate Fruit Bowl-it's all about CHEMISTRY (ethylene & CO2). Design embraces chemistry to help fruit ripen faster & stay fresh longer.
Power/Sync USB cord
Bath towel rack and toilet paper holder can be held in place with suction cups to attach to bathroom walls.
Cooking is something that many people think is fun and some do not like because of the hassle of moving dishes, pots and pans, etc.
Fill-N-Brew Coffee Filter
A system wherein a crystallized or saturated solution is sandwiched between inner and outer layer to form a rigid form but will disolve.
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GloveTrowel
Flexible and stretchable hose that redirects water from the bottom of a flower pot or caddy to more appropriate locations.
mobility scooter trailer chair
Children's travel case for toothbrush, toothpaste, mouthwash, cup, &amp; floss. Invented by my 11 year old daughter Sydney.
The 1st Kid's Learning Bowl! Prevent Spills and Keep Bowl Steady while Child is learning to feed himself/herself.
Stow poncho in umbrella handle
iPadMiniPointOfSale Be the store anywhere you want to be with this iPad Mini battery pack Point of Sale (POS) system! (Previous Eval entry)
Carbon Reducing Car Muffler
Need a longer skateboard? Cruiser, Tandem, Longboard. Introducing the Slide-N-Ride, any size you want.
App enabled LED Message Board to write any message or phone number, easy attach 2 dashboard/window.Be available when your car is in trouble.
Cake Pan Insert.
Floor Tile Cleaning Robot
Milk wink- lets you know your baby bottle is empty
Itroducing the purse with wheels and a handle.Tired of carrying your heavy purse around ladies.Alot of women will love this!
Tied of rolling up your builders line. Was it used to build the pyramids? You need the Smart-Line which utilizes a power drill.
I-pod cord guiding activewear
Lotion helper
Japanese Rolled Omelet Maker TAMAGOYAKI. Ideal healthy low carb meal. This hard to master meal could be made easy with a Quirky makeover.
Muslim prayers counter
Night Light / Safety Light
A windshield cleaner contoured for the inside of your car to make an easy clean spot free window
Ultimate Phone Charging Case
A Simple suction Handle/Stand.. We can easily hold our iPhone's or iPad's for taking Photo's/Video's/or just Talking..YAHOO :))
Take Two on One
It is very frustrating especially after you get old to keep your bedclothes . .the sheets and the cover from being tangled about your neck.
Sunlight causing problems while driving.
Fruits spatula-slicer! Special designed for watermelon, cantalope, coconut, papaya!.get the pulp easily. slice, KIDS SAFE. No sharp.
Heartbeat Haven
Shower head that holds liquid soap and or moisturizer
Staple Stamper-------- Functions as a stamp but is really a stapler
Homemade cereal machine
Poop picker
A big, bright button on your cell phone to automatically respond to texts while driving.
Terry Locker a wearable terrycloth storage unit,features multiple Velcro seals pockets for your personal belongings during any activity.
This is an idea that allows anyone who can type to play music on a keyboard--instantly, with no practice and no need to read sheet music.
Introducing the cutting board with detachable hutch,trash bin,magnetic knife and untensils holder,shelves,drawers,spice rack,bannana hook
Using a small scraper for a large area? Wish you had a bigger scraper? Finally a scraper that utilizes the spare blades, the Smar-T-Scraper.
The Mobile Mouse
instaFrame - A smart frame that beautifully displays photos pulled from your instagram profile. Connects via wifi.
Circular Ice-scraper
Helmet impact monitor
Apple earphones are cool, but hurts my ear! No more tears with a unique headphone (have also a nice music experience!)
Tumble - Phone Case
earphone on smart look
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Nite for parents
Clamping Suction Cup - Now you can take ANYTHING and put it ANYWHERE
Earphones that you can carry around and use without the extra hassle of unwinding or untangling making life just a little easier.
ADJUSTABLE protection for your furniture's feet - fabric circle with fastening device
A Keurig type machine for BABY BOTTLES! Powdered formula, the desire oz. of water and the bottle is mixed and warmed in 30 seconds!!!
Oil paint caps get stuck due to hardening. A cleaning clamp to remove the paint from the grooves and the cap. A reversable screw will clean.
MulTea (multi tea) is a tea pot + cup that is an all in one travel with you device. The idea is to have freshly done tea whenever you want.
CO2 detect/garage door opener
Having a hard time cutting squash and other types of very hard vegetables? Auxilliary knife handle doubles the force and halves the effort.
A thermos where you have coffee, sugar, milk, drink cup and a spoon all in one.
Remote Controlled Wheel
Motor Bike/Bicycle Chain cleaner and oiler device, that is permanently on the bike
Test
pet meal snacker
Stop Rust Stains+Razor Holder
Tea Spoon Auto-Cleaner
Alarm Clock Coffee Brewing
Storage With a Spoon: Measure Without the Mess!
Compatible Protective Equip.
Egg Boiler/Cup. A sleeve fits around any egg to be dropped into water for boiling. Magnet on base for picking up out of water.
Handy Heels
An All-In-One Portable Gardening Station! Tend to your Garden Easily, Safely, and Efficiently.
Belt that is made of 3 bungee cords or flat bungee material and keeps clasped together with the bungee "rubberband" tension.
Multi-tongs
Tomato Planter With Sensor
Counterfeit Money Notifier 911
App. Enabled "THAW BOX"
BBQ Foil Shapers
Talking HorseShoes- a guaranteed Blast
Modern app enabled clock visually tells toddler when they can get out of bed. Works as a monitor too.
Cut a better mitre. Use the Easy-Mitre the only splitting Mitre Box.
Children's Light Switch
The market for this product is vast; hospitals, phlebotomists, doctor's offices, service engineers, and for general home and personal use.
Pool cover
We throw away almost half of our food every year, nearly $165 billion annually. Stop wasting food with the Expiration Tracker!
My device is a vacuuming dust brush head that prevents small useful items that may be lying around from being sucked away.
Sonic Enhancer
HOME GAK MACHINE
storing perishable food eg: salads,cut fruit,vegs, in reusable containers is great unless you are out and its hot.
Only one basic item of cutlery and multiple exchangeable design elements for different occassions, e.g. christmas, easter, birthday,...
Glass tower
The Patient Saver
My idea is called the ultra sonic Dish washer. it would use ultrasonic soundwaves to remove particles from dishes.
A bag with a absorbing pad built into the bottom of the bag. For liquids that fall off of items in the trash.No mess left on bottom of can.
stove top cook covers
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Hands Free Paper Shredder
screen slider flat screen
The Tortilla Toaster can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner slots.
SubSealer
S.S.S. The Smartphone, Suction, Stand that seconds as an earbuds or USB power cable carrying case.
Trash bags are always slipping off the rim of the waste basket. Solution: A bungee band with a bead lock used to adjust the tension.
Adjustable Ipad holder that can snap onto a shopping cart. includes snap on riser for better home viewing. locks for safety. SNAP CART
THE PILLOW BED
-Tea'rmometer- A specially design tea spoon with thermometer to show temperature if its too hot / not
A Cosmo charm bracelet that has mini lip gloss, perfume, eye shadow, and mascara charms for the minimalist woman who doesn't carry a purse.
Self-watering for plants, which can be controlled manually or remotely with smartphone, tablet using the Internet of Things
Bleachers for Cans & Spices; See the Labels
Electronic room indicator
BBQ "brick" cleaning brush
So cool! When your kid sticks their hand out of the window it makes a melody! Hey Mom whats that kid wearing on his fingers? SONG RINGS!
A sharpening tool that can be used on any credit-card sized plastic to create useful single use knives/sporks for cutting and eating.
A small battery that allows you to charge up your device without any plug, for when your device unfortunately dies.
Cardigan Cufflinks
GUI for Acoustic-Elec. Guitar
Plastic container shedder. Reduce the size of plastic containers. place container in machine and it shedes it into tiny peices.
Thrown Object Locator Bag
Iphone to GoPro Headstrap
Mac Port Covers! Protect ports from dirt, dust, and grime. Made of flexible rubber connecting all covers together, just pull down to use.
Swimcap fashion
Plant parasol & feeder
What's missing from E-books? The sound and smells of real books. Read a cookbook and smell fresh baked bread. Gardening book? Smell Flowers.
PHOTO JUG - Photos are projected through liquid to display your memories on the outside glass of the jug. The perfect entertainer!
hydroelectric battery charger makes life easier no need to worry about camping in the Woods where there is water there is electricity
Auto air conditioner saves gas
Modern Designed Cassette Audio Adapter with Matching Case.
A "broken" item that can't be whole until the two parties involved meet and discuss the issues at hand.Functional for business and family.
Towel rack with drying blower
iPhone USB Adapter
Basket Buddies is a must have for everyone, Ever had your clean loundry fall or have a toddler or pet swipe it ? Or get wet transporting it
Downloadable washing programm
Intelligent Mailbox
Security Light Latch
Wifi Heat Vent
Quick Charge: Put your phone into a case, and then pull it out fully powered when you are away from home.
I hear about children and pets being left alone in the car in extreme conditions and that should never happen to anyone.
Meal-Server (By Idea)
A thermo belt and nail gun support, designed to wrap around body with a small bungie strap in front to attach your nail gun. Hands free.
PATENT-PENDING TITAN WATER BOTTLE (One Hand Operational, Chuggable, Carabiner Clipable, BPA-Free) - Manufacturer and Tooling Defined
[VIDEO]
The Wine Mate
WIRELESS POWER FOR CAR
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Quirky Coffee Press
A solar powered baby bottle cooler/warmer! No more cords/plugs/electricity required! Bring it anywhere!
Test
A hacksaw that stores more than a blade in it's frame. Finally a hacksaw and jab saw combination in one tool, the Top-Saw.
Meet the HooknHang closet storage and organization system. Add Shelf Space, Draw Space, and still Hang your garments!!!
Turf Nerd
A pot lid holder that collects built up condensation inside the lid during the cooking process.
Permanently Scented Jewelry
Hail a cabby the right way
The idea for t-shirts for adults and children. AND using the same words on a back cover with proper straps for adoptable pound dogs/cats.
Swimming safety belt for young kids that operated by lifeguard or parents when it seems that the kid is on stress at the water. App enabled.
On demand candle ambiance
Car Sun Visor Extender
Thermo-Powered Phone Case
iPhone, iPad Journal with a writing/drawing pad that is able to incorporate with all your idevices and more...
Shower curtain frame
A ratcheting wrench that does the work for you. Finally a powered gearwrench the Rapid-Wrench.
Serve Us Plates
THeat
push&push for saving energy
My idea is to put colored letters on each tooth of clear braces spelling kids names across their teeth. Who wouldn't want to be first!?
Hot? Do you remember "poorman's air-conditioning?" My idea can solve the problem easily. See product description.
Suction dishware - pet food bowl, baby bowl, and desk mugs that use a suction locking base to stay put
Have you ever wished you had a bigger screen on your iPhone? "EXTREEN"-you will always have a bigger screen for your iPhone. No ipad needed.
A full size high performance headphone could turn to a high performance Speaker.With a new technology expand the way you listen to music.
Bottle blanket! Fabric jacket that fits around the out side of a baby bottle. An educational product that assists in developmental growth.
Flash LED Clip Light
Microwave divided dish
Noodle Notes are fun flexible plastic notes with a dry erase marker and a VelcroÂ® strap to easily attach and remove from anything
Touch screen wrist watch that does everything the iphone/droid phone does. On a smaller scale.
Recycle bin with built in can, box and plastic container crusher.
wink/wifi home phone
Raw Roll, Coconut Roll
Precise Icing Decorator: To dispense controlled (precise) amounts of icing or other material on other objects like cakes.
iPhone , ipod , ipad docking
Brella-Magnet: Let Your Car Door Hold Your Umbrella When It's Raining! Enter &amp; Leave Your Car With Ease! (See Design &amp; Diagram For
Details)
"Knife Assist" Cut like a PRO!
Butterfly clippers
Ultimate power house
A clip with a suction cup that allows one who needs crutches to snap them into clip and suction upright against any surface when not in use.
Mag-O-Funnel
Gadgets &amp; Bricks
A transparent clip attached to a tape measure blade. Measure to the 32nd of an inch anywhere on the tape, magnify and keep the measurement.
Rain falls. Homes don't have gutters. Stucco becomes discolored. Yuck! How about home splash guards? Simple, n'est pa? Yes, it is simple!
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stamp your baked goods
tired of driving your car w/o fantastic vision? -- how about a windshield wiper that cleans 100% of your window?
Uninterruptable power supply (UPS) and APP for Pivet Power Strip
A folding utility knife that can cut, rip and scrape. The good news, it uses the standard two notch blade. The Folding Rotate-A-Blade.
Love fast food and usually get a bunch of condiment packets. What to get all that sauce the packet? THE CONDIMENT PACKET SQUEEZER
It is time make the power strip store excess electricity as it is on 24/7 regardless to store the idle current electricity and not waste it.
The Quirky Rail Mitre Box. Cut your 45 degree angles more accurately with the Magic-Mitre.
A level with the ability to clamp to a work piece allowing hands free. It can also be used as a spring clamp. Finally the Clamp-Level.
Charcoal Holder for Indirect Cooking on ONE SIDE of a Weber Charcoal Grill. No current product helps to do this.
CustomTool
Computer Monitor with Focus
Laser bracelet that projects a laser safety area for pedestrians, bikers...
Quickly Real Simple organizer
Labeled Switch Plate
Switch 'n hit
video phone
Screen Time Gizmo
GROOM*MATE
LINGETTE TOILETTE
A Button Stapler- Sew on buttons with a snap! Literally...just like a stapler, punch and go!
A Super Catch-All Baby Bib. Finally! No more mess during feeding time!
A Better Ferris Wheel/ Rotating Shoe Organizer that has drawers below for storage of even more shoes and socks, and a shoe shine kit
Make a can and plastic bottle crushing unit that sits above the recycling bin. Place your cans or bottles in the unit, step down on lever.
Dish cloth holder. Bioban infused plastic type flexible-mendable holder fits around faucet necks in order to neatly hold a dish cloth
GARTINI! When watering after a dry spell, the tension in the soil is so tight, the water rolls off the surface,Gartini waters the roots
SUN ANNOYINGLY IN THE WAY OF YOUR VISION AHEAD WHILE DRIVING EVEN WITH YOUR VISOR DOWN? Clips to visor with
accessorized holding pockets
Headphone Beat Pulse
A Smart Clock that syncs with my Iphone and clearly displays common or important information that I usually need to check my phone to see.
The Neat Trash Can
Tired of scrubbing the oven or range top? Don't want to scratch your work top? You need the Snap-Scraper no scratch and it stays sharp.
Small electronic device that can be attached to a baby's diaper and tell app that diaper needs to be changed.
The two sided color coded cutting board will help you prevent cross contamination and clutter in your kitchen while cooking.
The first effective tool to safely and efficiently remove leaves and debris from gutters while standing on solid ground.
Slope
Be prepared and never forget items at home The Personal Assistant Wallet A wallet for any situation that allows convenience with style.
power grapefruit knife
A decorative fence post cap that has the ability to water the flower beds and lawn. Finally the Aqua-Cap.
Make a cocktail, even with a beer stein! EVERY glass becomes a shaker with this bar tool: it has a vacuum stretch lid and a mesh strainer.
Support Pillow
Mobile Phone Wireless Camera
AUTO ROTATING microwave friendly rotisserie system for roasting, baking & DEFROSTING. EXTENSION to products currently in development.
ironing hair without burning
Boat in a Bag
Bluetooth Wristband with caller ID and vibration alert for active outdoor enthusiast. See who's calling without digging out your phone!
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Pet Direct GPS
An attachment for your tape measure. With the Tape-Skate you can mark, scribe, cut and it even works on glass!
PastaSleeve
urinal with noise button that triggers a tap with running water, to improve urination in men and inhibited prostate
An App enabled kitchen counter. Touchscreen enables you to look for recipes and surf the net while your cooking.
Ab flex toner comprise of chassis frame; slide bearings and lateral fixed units. Bars,legs, pads, hand grips resistance cord,sliders, frame
Paper or plastic...Well I choose plastic but what to do with all those extra grocery bags? Add them to a this great pet bed.
Vacuum all difficult-to-clean light fixtures, wall sconces and hard-to-reach areas not easily reached with traditional vacuum attachments!
My idea is called Slide and Serve. Its a product that easily and quickly shaves the corn from the cob onto your plate.
self extinguishing Safety candle holder resubmit
Cutlery that detects the presence of: E. coli, Salmonella, and other harmful bacteria. App. Enabled.
Iscan
Crowdsource Low cost wireless
Full Body Ice Suit
Digital Bottle Pourer
Remote control power disconnect for children's battery powered ride on toys. Parent can cut power to the motor and stop the vehicle.
Convenient Surge Protector
Eco-Friendly Plug-in Faucet
Bunk Bed Double Lamp
How low can you go?
PIMPLE SUCKER...BECAUSE PIMPLES SUCK!
Ipod docking station/alarm clock combined with a single-serve coffee maker. Enables people to literally wake up and smell the coffee.
iCOOL:Cools CellPhone/Tablet
Lose the Paint Can clutter! The Paint Saver system utilizes screw top plastic containers and a manual vacuum system to store paint better!
Worried about your children being around boiling water on the stove? Use Safe-Pans, the pots with handles that cover and lock the lid shut.
Ear Gear
My "Porta-Poochy" product is a transport receptacle that offers hands-free removal of pet waste.
You come home from work your tired and sore.You want to soak in the bath tub and the water will only fill 4in. when you lay back in the tub.
Keg-Style Drink Dispenser - pressure powered. fits in fridge or cooler. doesn't need to be elevated. seals tight for easy transport.
Simple/free option for fast food customers included with to-go package. Unfold the waxy paper, and fold up corners, create a disposable tray
Multi fashionable look, just one boot! These detachable, washable covers secure at your boot's base and button around the ankle.
APP ENABLED WIRELESS INDUCTION SINGLE, DOUBLE, or QUAD COOK TOP with TOUCH SCREEN MONITOR. eCoupled technology.
Working off a ladder? Using power tools? Use a Ladder-Snake power cord and stay safe.
ELECTRIC KICKBOARD- SCHOOL BAG - resub
#Real-Simple Cleaning Power
Toddler bathing platform
The Measuring Cap
Sani-Pale
Let's create the best Bubble Wrap Opener in the market. (Pls suggest to refine)
Back Pack Throne
Ultimate Dispenser Rubber oval bubble allowing easiest ever dispense of solutions. Convex topside can be attached to hold liquid soaps.
Pack-n-Go Xmas Tree Lights
A small case that sticks to the back of a guitar and holds about three or four guitar picks.
Add an energy saving lamp in a plastic bottle, then stick the bottle figurines or write some text on it. can be a decorative help recycling
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ROBOT PARTY! LED LIGTH, VOICE.
EZ Cuffs
Bottom Line Blocker
Non-stick drink napkin
Powered Cascading Wine Aerator. Aerate exponentially faster with great visual effect. Pour and return to aeration. Cools whites as well.
Personal Attack Wristband
All-in-one Measuring Cup. We can use a plunger to adjust the volume of the cup, like a syringe. There is a scale outside for fine tuning.
POP TOP
This idea allows easy access to tall vehicles,[suv's pkups}very portable,easy to store,reasonably priced. great for your emergency kit.
The "Fan" Chair
Universal next gen console backpack to store game cases, game console, controllers, and cords. Lock for safe and efficient transport.
Pop popcorn anytime without a microwave, stove, or fire!!
DNA Lamp
Sock Sack
Easy Pour Cap
Homemade Hard Cider Appliance
Dry Water Tables
Combine and iPod/iPhone Docking Station with Coffee Maker. Have a coffee maker in your bedroom; or a sound system in your kitchen!
A computer keyboard that can be customized for some or all of the keys. We live in a world where we expect things to be customizable!
Small directional mic for an iPhone - no more loud parent voices ruining the videos of your kids.
Reinventing the match, reinventing a lifeline. New concept where the sky is the limit.
SMART MODEM! 4 in 1 Modem, MP3 player, Flash disk, Card Reader
dishwasher style adjustable wire shelving partitioned to hold plates, cups ,and pots and pans.
Raw Potato Masher
A twist up style storage jar. Get to the bottom by bringing the food to the top. Get every last bit.no waste. no more scraping at the bottom
Can't remember what food portions are left in the boxes stored in the freezer?. Wasting time and money? You need the Portion-Minder.
Magnetic plates + bowls
Easy-to-maintain AQUARIUM! You will LOVE this. Have you ever been able to change aquarium water EASILY? Now you can!
Beach Boarders
Palm Held Potato Peeler
The square dryer ball is made of light weight metal with air holes to speed up the drying time the corners are covered with rubber.
Touchscreen Friendly Bandages!
Boonfit Magic Log.
With one zip the swaddle best vest allows you to swaddle a baby while also being able to change their diaper and keep them cool.
FLEXIBLE PEN-HOLDER (resub) It binds pens, colors and pencils together, it is also a desk pen-holder. You can put it in your backpack...
Extra Hot Water Storage
Disposable Collar Guard
Baby seat aleart
LUGGAGE SEAT FOR BICYCLE
Refrigerate pet water fountain
Using magnetic sign technology, a two part device which allows someone to haul a long extension ladder either on a pickup truck or a SUV
The Total Workout
Earring organization with one hand. No jumbled mess, no taking backs off post earrings and pairs easily seen. Fast take off and put on.
Paired bracelets link you to your significant other.
MOVE IT WATER BOTTLE MOVER
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Shred monster Gronk
Lunch bags and coolers that collapse flat: save space and get an instant lunch tray
Do reading glasses irritate you. You have to put them on and take them off all day or have to look over the top for far vision. I do this.
R/C and/or gps lawnmowers
DOUBLE SCRAPER
Digital dishes with message.Design your own dishes for occasions. Post a message to your love. Put a riddle to your child.
Wind Vehicle Generator-Austin
ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PROGRAMMABLE LAPTOP STAND (Sit and stand throughout the day while you work at your EHAP LAPTOP
STAND.)
Quirky-Designed Christmas Tree Stand & Netting Funnel for Easy Tree Set-up and Removal!
Portable Crafts
Erasable ART Paper - Use it over and over again - Save lots of Trees
Miniature Double-Sided Attachers
QUIRKY. Produce brilliant ideas and compete for votes before going on to finances, engineering, distribution, legalities, and production.
A fun, creative and entertaining way to disguise a litter box when you live in a space where said litter box must be out in the open.
There are surfaces that you
The pump lock
Keep Beer
Camera text script copier, Also in combination with portable scanner FAX.
Mini-Heated Keychain Square
WATERPROOF CONTAINER FOR RUNNERS Rectangle shaped, waterproof container to be tied to your running shoes. 2 compartments key&bill
Better managed shoe rack with seating â€¦
Plastic Bag Recycler that compacts plastic baggies into hard plastic blocks for easy disposal. Think trash compactor for plastic baggies.
I want different feelings! Everyday we brush our teeth,but the tooth paste normally needs to be used out for 2 months! It is so boring!
I have an idea for a drinking glass with a built in coaster on the bottom or a spacer so that the glass does'nt leave a ring on the table
Lazy Ladder
I would like to develop a line of battery-operated lamps. The lamps could have an internal timer & would turn on at the same time every day.
A wetsuit that has a CO2 cylinder built into it that will have a push button release and a depth sensitive release valve to inflate suit.
winter time is no fun for electronics. a Bluetooth winter cap
Glucose Manager (GM)
stove skins
Ear hanger for earbuds
Wireless power
Video Plates
This is a case that acts as a picture frame on the back of your phone that you can switch out with new pictures over and over again.
Listen to your ipod through your hand tool. Quirky entertainment.
Sticker Seek
PORTABLE BATTERY (INDUCTIVE)
The reinvention of the simple wrench. The Viper-Wrench an adjustable wrench with a twist!
The AROOMA
Independance Day for FIREWORKS
Resubmit An App enabled Quirky Modular Desk Caddy!
versatile bike cargo bay
A modern, versatile, design concise table tray that can attach to any existing wheelchair. Collapsible for easy storage and transport.
sac de randonnÃ© secondaire
Windshiled Wiper water
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What to do with the Dog Poo?
Cannabits
A set of silicone squares shaped like grass. Tool, dishes and cans will be hold by the grass stems. The grass can have different heights.
Leftover Controller
PERSONAL ICE CUBE TRAY: No More Ice Bin, Hassle, or Mess!
A bicycle with spokless wheels
Filling holes in a wall? Putty knife to small for the job? Got a small pot of filler? You need the Reach-Knife.
A hand held perforated bag or sack to hold all the soap chips & small bars you end up with in the shower that keep slipping out of your hand
Ice cream cone holder made of Dixie cup material with a tray to catch drips &amp; keep kids hands mess free. Can be sold to vendors or for home.
Keep losing items out of your pocket? Money, keys or valuables. Then you need the Pocket-Safe.
Safe Stove Burner
Polygon Wine Bottle Jacket. Secure the wine bottle during transit via flat-sided case instead of it rolling around. It doubles as a mat.
ICE SCRAPER SHARPENERâ€“Restore that nice sharp edge rather than buying new or struggling with a pitted old one that requires 10x the work
The SIDE-STACK. A collapsible, horizontal desk organizer that makes sorting and accessing files/papers/folders fast and easy!
TOOL (AND COVER) FOR POTS AND PANS THAT MIXES FOODS WHILE THEY ARE COOKING, IT DO NOT LET THEM ATTACK ON THE
BOTTOM OR BURN
A mood changing case. Case changes colors according to your body temperature or anything it touches.
Couvercle casserole Ã disques
Digital Discreet Pill holder
Clothes dryer humidity sensor
Fast and easy camera text script copier. Also in combination with portable scanner FAX.
The Smart Swing
GPS line guide
heartBEAT

BELT

Hands free hookup
HOOKS...On A Suction Cup!
The new Eco Friendly Lava Lamp. It's a light emitting ever changing sculpture.
A towel to throw over your head rest on your car/truck to keep things clean and cool. The towel wont fall because it has a slit at the top!
Spill proof snack container and sippy-cup. Unique to any other idea of the like. Animal themed, kids and parents will love!
Rock Spot
RESUB:WiFi Outlets and/or Light Switches. Control manually or via App.
Have carry on luggage double as a cooler.waterproof and insulated. remove your clothes, +ice keep drinks cold.when leaving dry out &amp; repack
Unique vertical wooden wine bottle holder, thick wood with angled holes, keeps bottles at proper angle and allows for labels to be read.
Nail AppliquÃ©s Printer
â€œLegoâ€ based kitchen organizer
Remote control palm tree trimmer. Free up dangerous tree climbing and the need for bucked truck.
Towel connected to water bottle by small magnet! Two key items in one to keep track of while working out!
A faucet adapter / aerator that converts to a strong stream to rinse disposable razors Please only a couple days left to vote!
The EasyFeeder
DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN OF DIFFERENT AGE . TOYS STORAGE CONTAINER, WITH TOYS AND STOOL, IT IS ALSO A TABLE TO PLAY
OR TO STUDY. (resub)
Bird Away Hat
Fan app
I have an idea for a sewing pen. Called the press and sew. If you can trace, you can sew using this pen.
Home Gardener
Loyalty Fob Smartphone App
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Smart Servers
electric windshiel wiper
!...An easy, cheap and effective way to manage cables...!
Lots and lots of shredded documents get recycled every day, but they need to be transported to be turned back into useful products.
DRY INGREDIENT MEASURE
Save a Life Ponytail holder & Visor with built in receptor that when submerged under water signals a watch worn by caretaker.
Workline Power Tool Adaptor
CABINET DOOR ZIP TRACK ORGANIZER! YOU MAKE IT HOLD WHAT EVER YOU WANT IT TOO! If you have cabinets then you MUST have one
of these!
The Greatest Fishing Lure Ever
The Spring Clamp has just become more innovative. Take a look at the Elevator-Clamp
Flashing Sinker
Ok here we go.Well my idea is to put a page button onto a t.v. that would be received by the remote control.So you can page t.v. to find it.
Locked?
2nd arm on a snow shovel extending from the middle of the shovel allows 2 hands to carry the load w/out bending over, reducing back problems
Sand Iphone/ipad cases
The socket set that can be held in the palm of your hand. One socket 14 plus sizes. Take a look at the Nut-Ball
Wink House Outlet
Microscopic Mineral Images
CREATIVE TABLE/DESK CLIP! CREATES SPACE! ALLOWS EASIER DRAWING, SKETCHING (..) WITH TRANSPARENT GLASS AND LIGHTS!
EASY TO USE AND CARRY!
The Screwdriver that screws them all. The good news is that you don't change different hex bits ever. Take a look at the Trax-Driver.
Love The Beach? Hate Sunburns? The Solo Shade is a quick and easy to set up shade that goes directly over your beach towel
Blow Phone Charger.How about a small tube with a small turbine inside it,when you blow, the turbine produces a charge and powers a phone.
CLEAN YOUR HOUSE-THE FUN WAY
Texter
I created a simple, intuitive way to playfully organize all the shoes which usually would lie around the house.
Affordable Home Dough Proofer
Plug adapter to "pop" your plug off the wall with a tug. Lets you remove your plug from around the corner without damaging the cord or pins.
Home Cellphone
Sawdust Gaiters
audio language translating device
Rug-A Riffic
Soupour Scoop
Stash your knick-knacks in the silicone gear panel caddy that straddles the gear panel of your car...
A digital wall calender that shows up on your wall.
WhitePen
iPhone Bumper Charger
Reusable Tag, Garage Sale Kit
bicycle trailer bike carrier
No Mess Paint Can Lid &amp; Pan
Let's take phone conversations to the highest level with real time Holographic conversations with loved ones.
Earring Earbud
Wall Mount Bottle Drying Rack
Click to Clean or not.
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Anyone with short arms and a vehicle with a deep cargo area would love these light weight, easy to clean, stackable ROLLING STORAGE TRAYS!
Nothing Ruins a Morning Like Stale Cereal. The Simplest Auto-Seal Device Ever Invented!
a bed sheet that has three pockets on each side, to make anything accesible in the night.
Create your own lunch-box... With this adjustable bungee you can take regular containers to create a lunch box.
NEW!!!Introducing the iPalette! An iPad case that allows user to relax hands while holding, but still have a firm grip!
The Smart Service Dog Vest-- Service Dogs need a revolutionary service vest controlled by technology and APPS!
Attractive garden ornaments that hold or disperse organic insecticides and repellents.
A Better Kitchen Blender -A solution to the typical blender jamming food at the bottom of the appliance issue.
Do you need a second bar clamp? Clamping at an angle? Introducing the Crossbow clamp, the only bar clamp that can rotate to where you need.
No More Missed Calls ! Wow ! Interactive Digital Bracelet Holds &amp; Plays Music Displays Full Texts Vibrates &amp; Or Alerts You Bluetooth Sync!!
"Big wheels keep on turning" is a idea that will make it easy to transport coolers, shade canopies, kayaks and more over rough terrain.
Suction Cups are great. We love them. But they are just that a suction cup. We've always wished for something more...
Smart Mirror Frame
CHARGING SOLUTION
Grip n' Whip - Aeration and Emulsification Domination! Just add ingredients and shake to make whipped cream, dressings, sauces, and more.
A flash drive that lets you know when it is getting full and does not need to attach to the computer to deliver the infomration
Recycle and Reuse Grocery Bags Storage Holder for Outdoor use!
Sur-fi
IRON CARPET CLEANER (Clean any carpet stain - anytime)
Venue-Ready Backpack With Built-In Cushion - Designed for Multi-Billion $ Sports &amp; Entertainment Venue Industry! Use for Outdoor Rec. Too!
"TWISTY" COFFEE A NEW WAY!!!!!
Out of "Gas"
phone charger cap
The AntiGram; Photo Disruption
Bright Snow Board
MiniGusher
Bye-Bye Wipes
Glove Rider
ForestFire Home Protection Sys
Retractable ball in baseball glove for T Ball age kids. Now the kids will be able to learn how to look the ball into their glove.Yoyo effect
No Regrets Tattoo Projector
Â¨Security BabyÂ¨ Consiste em uma cadeirinha com sensor sob o acento para colocaÃ§Ã£o em carros para transporte de bebÃªs e crianÃ§as.
A real simple idea, a shelf that you simply slide in between your couch and the wall. Shaped like a upside down L from the side view.
Kid's "goldfish" bowl
Digital Cake Baking Oven
Solo Treks,Adventure Travel,Group shots and "HERO" moments! Combine it with a GoPro Tripod Mount and capture all of it with the Hero Stick.
Storm Alarm
Suction Cup face towel, kitchen towel holder. Stick it to your mirror, counter, fridge, anywhere you need a towel. SEE IMAGE
My invention is a front zip circular bra, with no straps, similar to the "tube top", but with stronger material for breast security.
OK YOU KNOW WE HAVE ALL HAD IT AND NOW IT'S TIME TO MAKE IT COME REAL FOR THE FIRST TIME BELLYBUTTON DEODORANT
THINK ABOUT IT....
STORM ALERT!!! CAR STUCK ON ICE? YOUR tires SPINNING N ROTATING in one spot,ihave a solution, NEVER AGAIN will you GET STUCK
spinning on ice
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REINVENTION WHEEL, WHEELS AND CASTERS WITH ROTATING AXIAL SUPERIOR CHECK NEXT TO A FILM. Worth checking out.NEW
WHEELS AND CASTERS quirky.
Smartpack
A/C Vent with Filter containr
forget me not
No space for a vanity? An off the wall vanity will hang conveniently on your door. With a mirror and several compartments for organization.
SWIPE CLEANER
Casino Capers Novelty Products
Do you love pizza, buying it by the slice? You need the Pizza-Me a single slice pizza baker for home use. Use your own healthier ingredients
All in one shoe system! Holds three racks of shoes, hidden polish drawer,drying pegs, and boot claw. Oh,did I mention it has a step?
Wonder Wheel
Contact Compact
Car Seat Temperature Moniter
So wat it is a eyelash curler and wen u press to curl the water mascara will easily aplly on your eye lids while curling ur lashes.
Portable device mounted on vehicles (buses,trains,motorcycles)that use the momentum of the wind to power the battery or plug electric device
Never leave you favorite Pan or pot at someone house again Pot Luck disposable liners and lids cover and go.
Multi Strain
Retractable, wall-mounted towel holder keeps towels off the floor. Especially helpful for kids, elderly and the disabled.
An umbrella holder that attaches, via velcro, to the inside well of the passenger side of a vehicle. Collects the water so car stays dry!
DOG DOO DONE
CORE TOOL, the faster way to add or remove many tools from a wire.
Cruise-Control Car Light
Vacuum Cleaner Junk-Catcher
Pretty Feet
keep dry slipper
Easy tabs
I have this great idea for a women"s purse,I can never retrieve my car key"s.They are always in the bottom ofpurse.
Child Medicine App Bracelet
An iPhone case that allows you to draw on the back with wet erase markers, but also provides durable protection to the phone
Worry Free Products
hair blossom
QR Code Key Lock
The Havitall (resub)
Glove Dryer..uses no power source,excellent for firefighters,skiers and anyone who needs dry gloves
Make a protection screen for TVâ€™s. Something simple to hang over the top with a clear plastic screen to cover the TV screen.
shelf unit on display or in a closet, or stack them to the ceiling. display your nick nacks not your shoes when your in-laws stops over.
Make any size arc or circle with the easy compact - COMPASS MEASURE TAPE - A must have tool.
STINK BUG GLOVE! This glove will safely capture stinkbugs without the use of pesticides or chemicals and can be used virtually anywhere!
Smart &amp; Safe Medicine Cabinet
Target Tag! Wearable velcro targets and a sponge ball (get it?) kids love it! Also ball can be soaked with water in the summer for more fun.
AC coil cleaner
lighted porch screen
"Secured Pocketbook" Secure pocketbook when shopping,at the pool and beach, hospital stay, on vacation Stop Thiefs
light pail
"APP ENABLED SHOE COASTER"WOW!
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The No-Mess Coffee measuring scoop.
Fashion Sun Clips
Solar Grinder
First Step Security
Zone diet's containers for food with markings to get reference about blocks of the any food. Helps using "hand" with the Eyeball Method.
Tea Bottle with Timer
Fold up office chair.
Velcro boot organiser
This is my idea/invention. I see Lunchables in the store and have been thinking about a breakfast type of cereal in the same kind of way.
Collapsible Angel Food Cake Pan
Tumbling Composter
Twin Crazy Straw
Let's clean up! Multiple shower heads on a rope stick to smooth surfaces and lets you direct water where you want it.
A magnetic calendar that organizes when your food is going to expire. End up eating what you buy!
Have this old yellowish colour power outlet and want the look of a brand new one no problem. Power Outlet Insert Plug In. JUST UPDATED
Retractable headphones will not only save you time but also make listening to music stress-free! Attach device to your favorite pair!(Resub)
An app.,"Ther-Mama", that takes forehead digital temperature readings.
Sleeping headphones
UnderArm Medical BandAid with built in heat sensor.
Sliced butter
The Hitch Step
Hamper/Laundry Duffle
nail bit holder
Child resistant container for markers/pens allowing storage in convenient places.
Cars Rear Safe Distance (RSD)
FIND-A-LIGHT
Lawn mowers only move in straight lines. The solution is a ball lawn mower that pivots. Replacing the 2 back wheels so the mower can turn.
Use your smartphone exactly like GPS navigator with the suction holder designed specifically for your phone.
Beverage Lid Game ("BLG")
sdfasafd
THE SNOW-GRIP, IS METAL DEVICE FOR DISLODGING A VEHICLE STUCK IN A RUT OF ICE, SNOW, SAND OR ANY LOOSE GROUND
SURFACE.
ShoeHIVE â€“ Modular shoe compartments
Floating Walking Shoes
Tabb
Imagine yourself removing your toliet paper roll and replacing it with a spring loaded box of wet wipes This becomes your new toliet paper
Illuminating Piano Gloves
Gloveez! Non Scratching glove that protects and cleans all in one shot. Get stubborn grime around faucets gone with a swipe of your finger.
Fragrance Ornament
Back Massager attached to toilet seat Lead.
ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PROGRAMMABLE DESK/TABLE (Sit and stand throughout the day while you work at your EHAP DESK/TABLE.)
Procrastiquaffer/DawdleDrinker
THE YUMMI
Acoustic Mosquito Finder/Locator with LED searchlight
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Easy and advance digital table
Power Plant-er
Nook and Kindle cases that look like real books
No more prying out that drain plug with a knife! With a "Topsy Turvy" stopper, whether right-side-up or upside-down, it's easy to remove.
Breaker box with WiFi/cloud
A Bike Lock that is stored on frame and locks your bike's tires or pedal. No one riding away w your bike!
Waste bin easy remove
ever missed a phone call,text,email/fax/something that was very important to u then this product is for u presenting the solarpoweredcharger
A child's protective bicycle helmet with a camera built in. Get a Kid's Eye View of things.
cookout help'er
Dust Zapper
Germ Bomb
Wam!!! Cam
Battery Powered Plate Warmer
The Compact Grip
A folding or Collapsing Watering Can, A big Space Saver, Store it by hanging it on wall, placing in drawer,put on bookshelf or anywhere!
An "octopus" style USB, micro-USB, iPhone set of male charging plugs such that you could charge most any phone, headset, tablet all at once.
A simple picture hanging device that removes the frustration of mis-aligned pictures.
Pets Bowl Liner
Glarefree Windshield
Ear-Buds Music swap
Quick-Light Mini Candle
Disposable bathroom trash can made out of recycled paper printed patterns that add to the decor of the bathroom. Throw it away when full.
Fan blade disposable coverings
Invisible Power Cord
A crucifix-shape 4-way power board for plugs of all sizes with optional magic rubber band sculpture for a comfortable plug-pulling grip
Digital food scale show carb count, fat, protein, more nutritional info. Recipes for diabetic, low carb, low fat diet, app for recipe input.
bacon sponge
I HATE flies, don't you? I have a toy gun that loads a can of silly string; breaks the stream into 6 and knocks the critter out of the sky.
Pince autobloquante bouteille
Divided flat sheets with attachable blankets gives freedom to both sides of the bed for individual comfort and temperature control.
unspillable upchuck bucket
Easy PC-Pillow
ERGONOMIC PEELER/SCRUBBER (Two great tools in one now in the palm of your hand!)
bubble box
Chick-Brick Cooker
Stop wasting Post -its! They are costly,attach to just about anything except your dog or cat. Office use, write on food containers, etc!
Clamp Cable management
Introducing the "hole free" Christmas tree. These "filler christmas tree branches" adjust in size, and clip onto the trunk of the tree.
Extendable stroller handles.
GPS for GOPRO
Coffee Coaster
Shower Floor Decor, Slip Proof Decal Designs on a roll, that sticks to the tub floor, No More Mats! or Mildew. simply peel paper and press into position.
Its a cap for your flower pots that keeps them from getting frostbite in the winter, like a mini greenhouse!
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Install a nanny cam in children toys so parents view the whereabouts of their children from any where via computer or mobile phone devices.
Perfect Baked Wings is a rack with skewers that you can hang chicken wings from the Perfect Baked Wings which is attached unto oven rack.
A dishwashing machine with a sliding door, no more bending down to close your dishwasher or hitting your shins on the open door!
Restaurant waiter call center
CEILING CAT PERCH! Cats like to climb to the highest place they can. Placed at the maximum height to allow room between perch and ceiling.
Why not place back facing cameras on the back of the stop sign that records the drivers plate and sends a ticket to the offenders house?
FREE ENERGY (Austin)
A external hard-drive "hedgehog" that gives the possibility to attach your own USB-sticks to it and access them all over the wireless wifi.
Solar Powered Space Heater
iPad mini table top holder
Head Hammock
Christmas Tree I.V.Self extractable electric cord
No more pet escapes! A portable, expandable mesh gate that hooks on interior doorknob + wall hook prevents flight from home,hotel,anywhere!
Recyling Bin on Wheels. Save the Environment & Save your Back! A convienent and attractive cart to save,store, and transport.
Fast loader/battery for electr
Take charge of your cabinet space with customizable baskets. Pick, sides, adjustable bottoms, and accessories... put it together and organize. Yup, create your
own set.
Individualizing Glass Marker
Wall or Floor Shoe Stand with Fold Out Trays for each pair of shoes.
A better, general use suction cup.
New wine aerator
NO MORE SOGGY CEREAL FOR BREAKFAST! Crispee Bowl lets every spoonful of cereal be as crisp as that first spoonful of cereal.
An App that charges your phone 20 to 50 percent if not more.Sounds Crazy But Anything Is Possible.
Hot/Cold Blanket
KOVER KAPZ
RESUB App-enabled tripod and app-enabled camera combo
Fondue, Slow-Cooker and Rice in one compact, dishwasher safe unit. Make fondue easier and add the functionality of a steamer + slow cooker
candles scented and colored with different scenes pressed on the outer layer to match colors and scents such as holiday, season &amp; events.
Male Polish
car safe child
PoorMan's 3D Display(see video
television scoreboard
Door-Hinge-Hooks STORAGE STRAP
So you recycle paper, plastic, and cans... What about everything else? Can thrown-out food be recycled? Yes it can. Into compost.
Tilted revolving platform for your pots and pans, dishes and silverware.
Connect 4 with toy gun APP.
Bed Risers that are also a hidden safe.
Cargo Grips! Protects the cargo whilst keeping your ropes and straps tight and in place.
MY HEADSETHOLDER is an innovative product that helps to ensure driver safety and compliance with Hands Free Driving Laws.Safety&Convenience
Salt&Pepper- The Dinky Generation pratical application.
iPhone 5 Case With 2 USB Ports:For charging other smartphones.
The swiper
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Color Carton
Mr. Perfect! Perfect doctoring of your beverage EVERY time
Device attached to monitor.To track how much time spent with the PC/MAC for better time management &amp; other useful features eg-CPU Temp
Breakaway Ear Buds
Programming board game; teach kids the basics of programming: loops and iterations, while having fun. A valuable skill when they get older.
Baby Bottle Holder
This is SO HOT! Okay, perhaps just nice and toasty warm!
Translate anytime
"Kinky Boots"
Big Brother Monitor
The "Water Bottle" Bottle
Multi DVD Player
Shower timer
Laundry Genie
Mail to Go
Toilets have not changed much for thousands of years. Reinvent the toilet. Self cleaning and ability to select amount of water used.
A Face/Ear/Neck Scarf that is warm and stylish that doesnâ€™t steam up your glasses
Cake,Pie and Cookie set
Water Bags save a tree
Eyebolt turning tool
CLOSET BAR Lock Box! Can't be lifted, easy to "hide" & can be used in future apartment or home!
My idea is an cordless electric brush that has three brushes
Stick-On Extension
Tiki torch plant hanger Tiki torch plant hanger unique decorative and lighting option for any back yard or garden.
My product is a silicone washable cover for the microwave plate to ease difficulties with cleaning and prevent spilling under the plate.
Induction Charger Pad-Scale
Tire Posts
Syncronized telescopes and binoculars app so you and others can sight in on what the others are viewing.
BoBoBall is a ball shaped Salt & Pepper shaker which adds joy and fun to the dining table.
Lost earrings
LED Glowing stairs sensor
Venta Window Dehumidifier
Unique character dishrack
The knife cleaner: a safe and quick way to scrub, clean, disinfect your sharp kitchen knives without the danger of cutting your bare hands.
Collapsible Container Cutboard
Purse clip
Intelligent vehicle air condit
Mailbox organizational. place inside the mail box. The Separator N Go will organize the junk mail sales paper and envelops by mail carrier.
Mirror phone holder
Dynamo light
Transdermal Glucose Patch...Delivers stream of glucose to those with type 2 diabetes while they sleep
Milk-It!
Food Fresh strips is a product that manages the food to be used in your refrigerator in a timely manner.
Lawn watering. A gauge that tells you how dry your lawn is so you know when you need to water and then how much to water.
Compas-rapporteur numÃ©rique
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New take on the lazy Susan, my product has drawers for storage,attachable napkin &amp; paper towel holders,&amp; a place for salt and pepper shakers
Where's the ROMANCE, your PERSONALITY, the DREAM, the FUN! Protect your e-book and get that book, look, feel, smell OR personalize it.
Hose wingnut wrench
disco radio
Disposable heat-resistant scented bag for wood-burning fireplaces & BBQ grill. Easy to pull and toss ashes. Collaboration: Glad & Reynolds
Stick it in Pour Spout for flour &amp; sugar bags. Nice &amp; easy and Less Mess!
Keep your grocery bag in your car stay upright and in place all the way home with this bar or tube organizer.
Adjustable cup Holder
A Bluetooth microphone that converts speech to texted shopping list, with an option for touch screen photos operated instead.
Have you ever started the dishwasher and wished you could watch the cleaning process? Finally comes the transparent dishwasher!
Shears Basket
A case for your iPhone that is waterproof, weatherproof, drop proof and, oh yeah, has a suction cup on it so you can put it anywhere!
Laptop Solar Charger
Decorative TV
Bottle Throttle: block dust and trap fizz without the hassle of opening and closing the cap.
Bluetooth speakers shaped like vases
terrycloth apres-shower pants
An adaptor for portable air conditioners to be used in casement windows.
Automatic adjusting pillow
Multi-use NESTED Shelving: use alone or stack in tiers
THIS DEVICE HELP YOU HANG PICTURES ON THE WALL ALIGNING THEM WITH OTHER EXISTING FRAMES IN THE ROOM IN ANY
WALL. FAST, EASY AND PRECISE.
SmartThermoelectric CampingCap
Smart Window Opener
Bobbin Threading a needle made easy.
Double Clothes Hanger
TIDY CLOTHES HANGING ROD
App. enabled crab trap, that will notify you when your crab trap is full or has been pulled out of the water.
The light Bulb: Design A screw-type bulb with replaceable element? If the element is burnt, replace it and screw back the bulb!
STICKY HAIR elastic is painfull makes kids grown ppl cry when undoing hair,sometimes we cut the hair just to get the elastic out.. SOLUTION?
An All-in-One Dual Shower Head/Curtain Rod Combo that replicates a spa like experience of being enveloped in water from opposite directions
shower/bath thermostat
Individual Christmas lights
Drawstring bags are great for going to the gym, but when you put a water bottle in your clothes end up soaked. Cue AquaBag.
Mainly for the "KIDS".. after "using" the washroom. A friendly reminder to wash hands after "using". Also encourages flushing the toilet
The Amazing Veggie Glove
Guitar, Amp, and Effects in 1
Garden hose leak repair kit
magnagrill
Transform your dining experience through a device that caters to your individual tastes and opens the door to all sorts of exciting recipes.
App-enabled Archery
A Better Utensil Drawer Organizer with enough compartments for the types of flatware that families actually have and use.
Re-use your glass bottles! Turn soda, beer and wine bottles into eco-friendly drinking glasses with this convenient bottle-cutter.
Laptop Legs- stylish animal or modern art legs that attach to your laptop with sticky pads both elevating it and adding a personal touch.
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A standard toothbrush that includes special flossing bristles. This idea saves time and money by combining toothbrushing and flossing.
Cordies for circuits! We need it.
The Hand-Aid
Window wand
Snake Proof Gardening Gloves
No Fuss Easter Eggs
A glass that eliminates those annoying stem breakages on wine/champagne glasses by ridding that part altogether!!
Kleen-R Disposable Razor
A sound bar that doesn't take up space!Improve the sound of your TV without taking up room
Insulated Medicine Dosage Cup
This device can be installed in the existing septic or sewer system to prevent fluid backup in residence.
Smart ceiling home lighting
ION PAK
FINALLYâ€¦A basket made to greatly simplify putting away things around the house. Everyone cleans their own mess and easily!
A challenge to the all: Make this Prop Top fly! Two weeks ago my rough idea garnered rave comments and 99 votes. This time, make it happen!
Make using outdoor water spigots easier
gekkoPHONES Â¤ Speakers that stick to the walls. Put them on mirrors, windows, an iPhone/iPad surface, the shower, & many others. +vote4me!
Shake n'clean
I Wanna Hold Your Hand
Pulse File
Indicator on running shoes that show when time to replace.Use same concept as toothbrush where blue bristles r reduced when time to replace.
The #1 Eco-Friendly Double Lid Plastic Jar! " For the FIRST time you are eating the ENTIRE Product!"
night slipper
The 20 second faucet
Luggage tags should do more than just provide identification
Easy grip nail clippers
Blow dyer styling attachment
Hip Flasks are timeless, but they are hard to fill and clean, so let's create one that has a removable top.
bluetooth earphone gloves
Hate lukewarm drinks when ur hot? Struggle to carry everything when you hit the gym? This cooler/minipack is an ingenious one stop solution!
Self Wrapping Music Cords..kind of like how a tape measure works avoid the tangles and make it easy for musicians around the world.
Invisible Clocks/Wristwatches
Heated Swiss Ball. Aid In Workouts, Stretching, Healing. Maybe Its Simply A Heated Cover? Pop it in the Microwave And Slip It Over The Ball.
Portable, self-cleaning juicer
Smart Emergency Bracelet
No more reaching to the back of your cabinet to pull your cans to the front. This spring-loaded can dispenser does it for you.
blackout button
Combination Garbage/Recycling Plastic Kitchen Can-Instead of throwing your recycling in the garbage, toss it into the attached Recycling Bin
Creating a whole line of gardening tools with flasks built in to keep you from having to go in your house to hydrate! Plus a CLOCK!
Collapsible Snow Darts
90 degree iPhone power cable
WINK Self-propel Car Toy Car
inflatable face-down pillow
Easy wrap!
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Retractable, mobile shading system consisting of artistic design, light-weight frame, and resource-harvesting fabric (solar, wind, water).
Don't have access to electricity? Camping? Black out? Apocalypse? Here is a simple way to produce electricity using your own leg power!
INSTANT CLOSET-BAR HANGERS
P Minus
'Turbimbrella', is an Umbrella equipped with small, foldable wind turbine, at the top of the umbrella that charges your Smartphone.
Allas
Leave your phone? Attach a fob to your key ring and synchronize your phone. Separate the fob from the phone it will Scream for you.
Divider trays with lids and removable dividers
Do you need all those oil, sauce, and dressing bins on your table in a restaurant? Or do you actually want free space? Bundle them up!
Makes adding fringe to an afghan or pom-poms to hats easy! No more cutting cardboard. Comes in 2 sizes each with 6 options. No moving parts.
uFind
FreshnessDots
Plastic screen
All-purpose Smart Peeler
Do you trip over pet furniture (stairs )in your apartment or den? Clash with decor? Small breeds with short legs need stairs as they age...
Voice Up
Lawnmower selectable discharge
ITS CALLED THE GO CUP COFFEE ON THE GO A CUP THAT PLUGS INTO THE CAR CIG LIGHTER OR ANY OUTLET AND MAKES COFFEE
ON THE SPOT.
Flushable baby-wipes. Environmentally friendly, and just so convenient!
Window Shopper Stopper.
Kayak Storage bag
Collapsible Silicone Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure ingredients using only one tool. Stores Neatly and frees-up space. resub
The "GROUT GUN" allows users to mix their own grout, load it into the gun and install it saving tons of time and grout!
Kids - forget hiding things UNDER your pillow...a bed spread with SECRET COMPARTMENTS! That are locked by you with a SECRET CODE!
Fido Fork
Outdoor Home Water Fountain
The Lock Down Messenger Bag not only protects the valuables inside, but also insures that your bag won't walk away.
A coloful, reusable pinata. One that can be decorated to match any occasion.
Case with Sliding Bar Magnifier - Millions of Boomers with Iphones
Automatic Newspaper and Magazine tier. No more hassle of wrapping newspaper with strings and ties.
Bulb remote control
Smart Wall Clock--while preserving history with modern digital display
Refrigerated Sink
Floating stemware for pool/spa use. The stemware would be weighted/balanced to always remain upright.
shower body wash dispenser using technology of handicap suction handles insert body wash container into handle opening upside down for flow
rÃ©servoir d'eau Ã roulettes
Laser Marker
"The Hydrophobic Case"
Biodegradable Trash Bags
A Cutting Board/Table that suctions to your kitchen countertop or wall, allowing increased space for smaller kitchens.
A shock strip that activates on touch. Similar to shocking games and novelty items, but without the separates switch.
Find my glasses
A stretchable mesh type material that has pre-cut halloween designs that can be pulled over pumkins - includes carving kit
Car Lock that is small enough that fits into a cup holder. No more fumbling with The Club type deterrents which are less effective.
Plastic stepping stone grid frame that a ceramic tile can be placed in. Can be used to make a path
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SHARK TANK/DEN AUDITIONS Change the look of shoes by adding colors or picture insert into the invention and attaching it to the laces.RESUB
Raised dog food bowl
A trash bin with 3 compartments for trash, recycling, AND composting. Like the commercial ones except designed for home use.
Snoozler is a snuggly soft cacoon type sleeping bag for your dog to nuzzle and snuggle in. You can take it anywhere..home, traveling.
On time
Automatic air freshener dispenser that sprays from a mister instead of aerosol can. Your own scent, odor strength and less allergy problems.
"The picture looks fine...just need to hammer this hook once...twice...three times"...Picture Hanger shows how it looks &amp; where to nail!
REMOTE CALL
COLOR PRINTER FOR CAKES, BISCUITS AND MUFFINS. Decorate your homemade pastries with the best pictures.
Wireless Christmas Tree Lights
Bike light changes color depending on speed: Let others know how fast you're going. Use for safety or add to kids' bikes just for fun!
THREE SECONDS LEFT IN THE GAME LOOSING BY THREE POINTS! QB DROPS BACK THROWS A PASS TO A RECEIVER.HE MAKES THE
CATCH! TOUCHDOWN!!!!!
Translucent highlighting tape
Full functioning iPad travel 'home office' case. Keyboard,power strip,stylus storage, handle, dust covers, charging storage.
Lighter charge pack
Headphones: Built in Suction Cups to Place On Back of Computer/Places
Water Cone Diffuser
Gold Glow
Toddlers Books on a Blanket
It is called Easy Sheet. It is a toilet paper dispenser for single ply toilet paper in public restrooms. Its cleaner and saves paper.
Plunge Guard
ROVER is a roving camera eye to replace the fixed eye of the camera in your current smartphone.
Timeless Hanger - Holder
My idea is to put a micro camera in front of a stroller pointed to the baby , and a small screen where the mother/daddy pushes the car.
Eliminate broken sticky candy canes forever! Add a peel tab and peel away wrapper. Gum packs have them why not candy canes!
I would like to see a flexible fabric material or tubing invented that would cover a headset cord and prevent it from kinking.
Fuel oil app
SMART GLOVE WITH SPINNING PALM
Interactive Globus-ball, app enabled. You just touch a point and your Smartphone gives you all the data you need.
U.F.O.R.T. tree fort
Why don't broom and dustpan sets never seem to work together? Get rid of that debris by one sweep into the dustpan!
have you ever had the problem of where do i put my water bottle Now you know just slip it right into your pocket with a new folding bottle
Acoustic Guitar Phone Holder
Breath clear binky
Candle snuffer with a spray trigger. A mist puts out the candle so you can continue to enjoy the scent you paid for! No more smoky smell!
Commemorative Bottles of love for caskets.
X-Stand-Sit-SitUp Cross-Abs
Ebooks with Audio
LIGHT SWITCH/WALL PLATE BASKET Easily attach this basket to any electrical wall plate to keep keys and other items available and organized
Expandable Flower Pot made of a flexible yet sturdy plastic that can expand like the collapsible pill cup to make room for plant growth.
All purpose heavy duty anti theft anti lost rolling duffle bag with GPS
Intelligent dustbin providing carbon foot print of food+packaging wasted, cost potentially saved, comparing to avge households.
This device;the "Purse Sonic Alarm", helps to protect people' personnel properties and can also be used to protect the owner's life.
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The Sandwich Mate
An alert device to let store employees know that a disabled/elderly person needs help reaching or lifting an item from the shelves.
Closet Security Garment Bag With A Locking Security Hanger is a inconspicuous place to hide valuables and keep them safe from evil doers.
The Headboard Caddy
PIVOT SHOWER! The highly adjustable massaging showerhead. Pivot Power's long lost cousin! Over 200 Votes the first time! UC with me!
Sink Steamer (GE)
Smart Phone and key locator
A pair of Sound Activated Sunglasses with Lights inside the frames that Blink to the BEAT of Music and even to the sounds of your Voice!!!
Golf cart weather cab
Shovel n Sift: A Quirky way to shovel dirt and debris, but at the same time sift the dirt out to re use it around the garden.
Lets STOP stubbing our toes when we make our beds!! I've created a foam pad that fits snuggly around the wheel/leg of your bed frame.
Medical Companion
A device that will sanitize pens or anything that is used to write with
3D PARTY GLASSES
VitaRegimen
Revolutionary new soap 'dish' - Bristles hold up soap which means no more soggy soap or soap stuck to dish.
App enabled key ring.
EXPANDING SPATULA â€¦â€¦â€¦.. VIDEO!
Aquabundle
Let's stop breaking our backs to break up and shovel dirt! Imagine standing strait up while you use one foot + one arm to easily move dirt!
Help with a design concept I have for storing our garden hoses.
An iPad adapter with iPod male &amp; female jacks on either end, to use it on existing products made for iPod. Also a stand to put the iPad in.
Screen-doe
Scrub brush shoe
Ever get tired of doing dishes and then having to dry them to put them away? How about a new dish drainer that has a blow dryer!
Pain while sitting or need to sit for extended periods of time? Benefit from ergonomically designed solution to relieve pain/discomfort.
Make use of GE available technology to design Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
personal quite alarm clock
A clip/holder that can hold an iPhone that is in a Mophie pack
Faucet Glass Protector
Wallet That Keeps Track Of Credit Cards. If Card Is Out Of Holder Too Long, It Will Alert By iPhone
INVIZAIDE
SunSpot
Res-Q-Bar
Electric toothbrush
"Anti-Gravity" Drink Dispenser: Portable, Pump-able, Presentable. Suction Pump the liquid to your glass, instead of using gravity.
Door Cane - Helps open doors while wheeling a stroller through.
Double tipped Stylus for TP
let's build a cell phone for real men - with all gadgets of a swiss pocket knife like blade, scissors, bottle opener, screwdriver, wood saw.
Mow the lawn, auto-gather clippings, convert to natural fertilizer, apply to lawn--all with one machine. Good for environment and wallet.
Universal WINK PoppyDash Phone
Shower/Room BlueTooth
RESUB:Simple/Cheap pull out portable work station/organizer slides on/attaches to laptop monitor.Holds papers upright,stores stuff use daily
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Distilled water is in big demand and not always available. Easy to make, clean water on the kitchen countertop, control whats in your water.
The Tootsie Cushion prevents stubbed toes, broken toes, and lost toenails from bed-leg injuries in the bedroom!
Colapsable face umbrella. Designed thinkin in ur face. When ladies tanning .just put in the sand, and extend it much as u need.
In wall paper shredder
car horn alarm clock
The device could save people the hassle of cleaning up trimmed fingernails
Anytime Eats
Plastic bags with sections! Carry like items in one bag--food, vitamins, supplies-but separately contained in that bag. Reduces waste too!
Touchscreen salt water controlled aquarium
Helmets w/ blinker(LED)
SpecSpa
Runners/Bikers/Walkers Iphone case that will warn drivers of your location, that you wear on your back!
Portable Controller&amp;Recharger
Smart USB Auxiliary Port
Variable suction/ vacuum cups with measuring tapes!.....As you pull- As you hold firmly different pounds of weights!!
Mom watcher
No one likes throwing money down the toilet, not to mention walking around with crustys on there butt. You know it happens. This idea will
Smart Tension Pole with Tamper Alert. Securely fits the room on floor, desk or in wardrobe. Recharge your electronics, lock away valuables.
Ergonomically Correct Fruit & Veggie Brush! Clean Your Fruits & Veggies The Way Nature Intended - Without Cramping Your Fingers!
Recordable Doodle Board
Purse Poncho
A paper towel/toilet paper packaging with a handle so you don't have to poke a whole in the bag to carry it in the store or from the car.
Donut flags
kitty arow
Height adjustable chopping block on wheels lets you chop next to the sink or stove or wherever you need extra space.
animal hair collector
Get out the tangle of wires and stay from and limitless, w/ wireless earbugs. W/ great sound &amp; cancelation quality everyone will love them
DUCKY Temperature Monitor!
App Enabled Salt Sprinkler!
Meet Zippits!!! Fun Fun Fun for kids and their Backpack Zippers, Jacket Zippers, etc. Just clipm and zipm
House Saver Valve
collapsible towel holder. fold the towels and keep them close ready for everyday use. having guest? no problem easy access to the towels
Keep the hair out your ears
No battery button. By pressing a button on a door bell or remote. It generates enough elec to send signal to receiver.
Wink Musical Christmas Tree!
Lock your lunch
TOOTH BRUSH SANITIZER. A coantainer to dip tooth brush into to snaitize it from particulates and germs prior to brushing teeth.
Trailer Hub Heat Sensor
iPhone connected Baby Monitor
Venve is a new concept in cookware sets. A set of pans are placed one inside another. Enabled by the sliding and lockable handle mechanism.
A piece of molded sturdy plastic, that clips to the laptop. This will protect the cord, and prevent the jack from stress due to normal use.
My product is a silicone jewelery and acessory making kit
A cable for transferring power from a mobile to another. If you have an iPhone out of power and another one within reach, just connect them
Universal Battery Organizer Case for Laptops. Keep your battery stored, untangled, and wrapped up while charging your laptop.
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TV remote finder
KACE' B's PROBIOTIC DEODARANT
Attachment/Pull Up Bar-built in slots for Resistance Bands Millions of people use pull up bars / resistance bands together lets make it easy
Bounce board
Burger Patty Maker/Stuffer â€“ Want to know the secret to White Castleâ€™s hamburgers?
A Universally designed, fun and Dynamic Tablet Stand for Kids but So Cool Everyone will want one.
A garden sprinkler, app enabled that irrigates only within the garden area, regardless its geometric shape, without wetting sidewalks.
Attic/Garage Heat Detector
rechargeable remote w/finder
Shower Pouf Back-Scrubber
universal customer card
portable seat belt
App enabled smart signs for storfronts, consumers, that are interactive!
Wink thermometer that will control appliances. Warm your coffee to exactly 80 degrees! It will stop the oven when your turkey is done!
Outdoor solar outlet
Wireless LED Dashlight.
Find it!
GLUV-The Phone accessory u luv
This convenient bucket provides storage and transport of dog food as well as a bowl to feed your dog.
Protect the finger from hammer. and user's could adjust freely the angle as much as they want.- With Han Joon Hyuk
Transparent laquer that is put on teeth BEFORE drinking red wine to avoid embarrassing purple wine teeth.
The Power Tower is a revolutionary idea that intergrates 16 usb ports and 8 A/C power outlets to charge all your devices at once!
Pillow and a half- Better ergonomic design. Better for your health. Works well for stacking up because it automatically forms a wedge.
Hair Bite
DRIFT NO MOOR
Battery Share
Wireless Memory unit, acts like your own Cloud! stop paying companies for extra storage, do it at home or at the office or on road
Pee Wipes
Air-Purifying Clip-on Device
Potteds on the tree RESUB
Cordless Dual Action sander
The most natural, ergometric, keyboard: A keyboard with hands facing each other, as if picking up a ball.
The Better Butter Cutter
Speed Line
Parking Rollers
A backpack with solar panels that are used to cool drinking water inside.
hot case
Let's BLOKE UP the TEAPOT. Millions on the market but few reasonably priced TEAPOTS that would suit a man for the workshop or the office.
In my kitchen when I am making and baking goodies,I run out of space on my counter tops
Creative Mix -N-Match Planters
Modular heat/cold/soak belt designed for pregnant women with pains in very specific areas. Soothes pelvic pains, backaches and hemorrhoids.
What if there was access to a charging station in every single room in your house with accessibility as easy as going to a light switch?
Walking-Life Cane
fast food toddler sippiecup
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
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Retractable Car Cover Rack
This revolutionary idea replaces traditional toilet paper with; a container that dispenses disposable wipes for personal health & hygiene.
A toy for oral sex, It just slips over the tongue, formed curve holds it in place. Removable, it offers no clue to parents or employers.
Fashionable eyeglass holder
Simple lightweight foldable seating device excellent as travel companion.
A universal pump cap to put onto liquid washer detergent bottles to save from lifting and pouring into the washer.
A storage container for the ingredients of S'mores. Have everything open and easy to get to. Container will keep all fresh for next campfire
Pursuit of Happyness
handless doggie leash
Let's make an ottoman that serves a dual purpose: an extra seat for friends visiting your dorm room and a safe to store your valuables.
Hot/Cold color changing glass
Baby bottle caps get lost. If you put a keeper ring on the bottom make the cap top flat you keep the cap handy and stand it up when needed
Magnetic charger for tablets
Snowbot
Adjustable Plant Pot
Monitor your child's temp while they are sleeping and be alerted if it increases to your mobile device
IPhone 5C/Lite Case
An ergonomic wheel barrow that requires significantly less effort to move and operate by switching the order of the wheel and the stand
Heated Driveway System. Series of 36" square interlocking tiles allow heated fluid to circulate and keep driveway clear of snow & ice.
Court phone kiosk
App-Enabled Laser Show Drone
Tire caps that sync with an internal screen that will tell you the pressure of your tires.
Its a iPhone case that goes in your front dress shirt pocket with pens and clips so it doesn't fall when bending down.
THIS IS A NO BRAINER! BUILD *GLOW IN THE DARK* FORTS! w/accessory Kits for Q's FORT FACTORY! CREATIVE FUN for ALL AGES!
Line Extension
Wheelie. No more back pain
Knive level
Foldable front bike rack
Dove/Squirrel Rain Protected Seed Trough for the ground that tells you when seed in storage trunk is getting low.
Let's help people keep their tissue boxes ON their crowded bedside tables. Mine always get's knocked off. The SUCTION CUP BOX CLAMP!
Green Drips
This product is a 3d case
E-clip
Mushroom Pillow
The Gloved Wonder
Reusable, eco-friendly food carrier with food containers, plates, utensils and napkin holder all in one compact set. Convenient and stylish.
convenient wipes
Dorm ID is an RFID based security system that can keep all dorm items secure. An RFID sticker and electronic keypad/alarm is all you need.
Drill bit with color markings for depth. Know exactly how deep you are drilling.
NOTHING LIKE THIS TRIPOD. Set up this camera tripod with one hand by simply pressing and releasing a single button.
Customizable Arc Lamp
Kitchen PAN TREE like a hall tree or commonly know as a coat rack. The cooks pots pans are hooked on a peg/ short rod,lids like hats on top
Cardboard furniture for the college student or any one else who is cheep and on the go.
Air Handbags-The contents are easy to break safely carry portable handbag.
Herb and Veggie Pouches for Cooking!! NEVER dig out herbs in your food again!! Cook your Veggies in a separate pouch for each guest!!
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key finder
SECRET SPICE â€“ a hidden spice rack (or store other kitchen items) for that wasted space under your cabinet
Photochromic Windshield
RotaFeeder
Device Discipline
"Foolproof" Composting System
"COCKTAIL CARRIER": Bring refreshing mixed drinks 2 the party in a travel drink dispenser, leakproof, built-in stand, ice compartment & more
Clean Green Air Machine
This is a Neck Brace for animals post surgery/injury in place of the traditional cone.
The Easy Shower
Unified Medical Charting Sys
Heat Recycling Box
The Ultimate Compost Thermometer!
Massage-table-style pool raft with face-cradle built into the raftâ€™s pillow to allow for comfortable face-down back tanning.
leaf bagger
STINK BUG Vacuum -Bug Vacuum with Escape Proof DISPOSABLE Bags. Stink Bugs are NOT like other bugs! Solution that is NOT on the market yet!
U-FOLD-IT LEAF BAG: Paper leaf bag. Sold on roll. Tear off at perforation any quantity. Rake or blow leaves onto flat bag. Fold. Seal.
java on the gooooooo
EZ Nappers
" SECO " LETS DESIGN A BETTER DRYING RACK . SAVE TIME AND SPACE!
"Foolproof" Patio / Back Yard Composting Bin
This is a security device for children,teenagers,college students,handicapped people and women away from secured areas.
Roll-Out Paper Placemats
No more expensive belts gone to the wayside because of your waist size. Loosen or tighten your belt with Adjust a Hole.
Have foreign language translated while speaking live on the phone! The New Voice Automated Translator App is the answer.
Unique jewelry design,made of different materials to be unique.
Mirror App
Handphone with charge it self
Q.E.C.
DIY Recessed Lighting
Doorbell 2.0! Control your doorbell and get notified by phone when pressed.
Magic joints stick
Grill Gun
Low noise wheels trash can
Privasee -- An elegant solution to cover up your laptop / tablet's built-in "prying eye" webcam when it isn't in use!
No one likes losing their favorite pair of earrings. I'd like to create an earring back that screws on and locks in place.
Hands Free by George is a unique hair dryer which is self supporting allowing you the freedom to use both hands while styling your hair.
4 sizes of Trash container with anti bag slippage/funnel will help keep bag in place. Take them out side and build the perfect snow man.
GloBall - a compact LED push light with a suction cup. A mirror light in the bathroom, a reading light on a plane, train, or bus and more!
Earplugs that will play sounds like rainshowers,piano,ect.it will be able to block all sound & help you sleep, great for daytime sleeping.
The turning kitchen. If you have a little space in the kitchen.
Nail Polish Remover Pen/Cap
Just washed 10lbs of potatoes
Stevia Extract Maker
FlexibleTripod with Power Bank
Travel Buddy-Measures the dimensions of the bag you need to fill. Shows the 'WEIGHT' and the best fit into the big bag.
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No fumbling with 'belting up', strong equal &amp; opposing magnetic poles align and attract the tongue end into the buckle when in the vicinity.
PAPERBACK BOOK PROTECTER
Low level light strip (similar to LED in movie theatres) that shows old people where the step is in the shower to avoid injury.
Co2 door opener
24 pair Hanging Shoe and Shelf Accessory Storage Carousel. Breathable fabric, adjustable shelving, zipper entry, swivel hook, square design.
retracto cord
Pet vacuum
Direct Force muscle building fitness machine using adjustable hydraulic pressure resistance in both directions to maximize results.
Heres a new twist on an old idea. Its the new clothes peg to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors no more clothes dropping off line
view you
Mobile/Internet enabled plant care-irrigation system for homeowners for best results from the plants while minimizing waste of resource.
The Inner Neck Pillow
Boot smoothers-Stretchy footless sock like sleeves to slide over my jeans to hold them in place while I slide my boots on over my blue jeans
No shortage cords
Forgot your key or combination code? Here's an App Enabled Lock. Use it for your bikes, lockers, closets etc. No more frustration.
The Boost Brush
Premonition-Personal Sonar
Save lives! Variable strength brake lights directly correlated to braking strength. Cars brake lights are on or off, we can do better!
Sucking Sound Desk Accessory in honor of Ross Perot's colorful phrase from the 1992 Presidential Campaign or when work just sucks in general
Easy Grass Cutter
A new stylized handle bar with map insert for touring and a clock and maybe a battery opperated radio.
"The New Tip" A safety q-tip with a circular safety stop to keep the tip from going too far.
Measure and mark with the same tool
Transformable toys for toddlers! Caranimalz - Half car, half animal. Finally, a transformer that kids (and parents) can actually transform!
Universal mount solution for flat screen TVs that is small and discreet. Durable and easy to install for homes and businesses.
One hand e-reading
Personal Size Under Cupboard Blender
Grill Rack
Apple's new headphones don't properly fit the original quirky wrapster. This adjustment will fix that and make using headphones easy again.
A 21st century stamper. Normal stampers are as old as typewriters time for a modern make over.
This may change late night bowling for ever!! LED illuminated Bowling Ball - Great for Cosmic bowling nights. With Recharging base.
Smart Sling
Dog harness under belly pad
Replacement windscreen wiper blades that have a scourer or other rough material to remove bugs and dirt while driving from the windscreen.
laser guide
Ever wonder what weird stuff lie at the bottom of the ocean?? Send your phone/camera down to the the bottom in a mini submarine!!
Set square- integrated compass
Adopt a Family (for stuff)
collapsable rain barrel
Total Timer. A versatile timer for the kitchen. Held in place by a heavy duty magnet. It holds your recipes close at hand while cooking.
Koozie Dispenser
Stroller Rack
Auto Pourer
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Pitch And Learn is an exciting and educational Ball Toss game that helps strengthen your child's spelling & arithmetic skills.
Personal Security System
Tray with built-in clip: Don't let your napkins fly away when you are eating food outside enjoying the sunny day.
Eye Prescription phone cover
Sidewalk crack gardening for urban gardeners. The invention would support the plant at the base and distribute water through the crack.
Single piece wall mounted stowage device to push-fit pencils, toothbrushes, spoons, ladles, skewers, tools etc. STOW/RETRIEVE IN A BLINK!
The DIRTIEST place in your house is the toilet bowl. KILL germs easily WITHOUT chemicals! INCREDIBLE but true!
Water Cooler on wheels w/compartment for cups. Easy to clean bottom. Attachable to a bench or raisable / lifted for spout accessibility.
A realistic rendition of golf and a family game rolled into one! It contains all the joys of the game...without the high green fees!!
renewable energy- using light
stering wheel Table
Track My Catch
Compact, portable powerstation for laptops, cell phones, iPads etc. Stop leaving chargers all over the house.
Facebook emoticons
Imagine a single item that millions of dog owners will have to have!! It's a "Poop-n-Clip!" There is not one today on the market!
A "DVD Organizer With App" with NETFLIX like viewing of titles and dvd cover photo. Phone app that interfaces with a new dvd organizer.
Bar Stool Rollers
Trash bag holder
The Mini Chicken Couper
MY-PICS
Clip on suction pads for any shower curtain. Keep that water from escaping your shower.
I want a PORTABLE Battery Powered outlet that I can charge my phone,Ipod, Computer, or GPS on the go, in a Power outage, or in the woods!
â†’ Portable Dorm Locker - Modern, Functional, Secure
A hanging tag for the rear view mirror of cars to ensure the parent (Dad) doesn't forget to drop off the baby at the sitter / daycare.
Device mounted on shopping-cart pairs with smartphone app to deliver quick seamless shopping experience from info,scanning,checkout&amp;more
Nibs are attached to various size elastic bands to fit the fingers and thumbs in order to condense the amount of operating time.
Cell Phone Leash
Instant wine chiller. Chill wines instantly while you pour it.
Laptop with Dual Screens
Hedge Trimmer Bags
Stackable plant pots
Outlet Swap
Lost keys APP
My idea is an aftermarket laser sight for handguns that has the ability to record audio and capture an image when turned on.
Sliced Butter on a waxed paper
Push Up alarm Clock
Smart Susan
iPhone cable-less charger/dock
At A Glance Spice Containers
A flash drive that beeps when you forget it in a computer. The cap attaches to a key ring and beeps when feet away from the flash drive.
Breathe Clean air every day
Integrated H2OCanteen Golf Bag
An Awesome set of Drink Holders and Plate Holders that stick to windows, cars, any slick surface at Picnics, BBQ, Tailgates, etc.
To provide power in remote locations, this solution would allow eco friendly people a supply of off the grid power in rural locations.
I use baskets alot to organize everything especially hard to reach stuff. Have shelf size basket especially made for the kitchen cabinets.
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Electrical step dry mat
Dump timer shows the remaining time to dump waste. Useful for children to learn good habit to arrange, and also for some of adults.
Plate warmer that fits under your plate. It heats up sections for the hot foods to stay warm longer. View where heated by the red area.
Camera steady for smartphones
Dental Scanner
magnetized Hepa/filters for wall/ceiling registers. Forced a/c and heaters have filters,but most of the dirt accumulates in the ducts.
ElfBag - bag of the future
Ice chest with retractable cords in handle allowing you to tie your load. Yes no more lugging chairs, bags, use chest to carry all.
FruitOver - Smart Phone covers
EZ treadle scooter is for kids and adults that need exercise and weight loss, and at the same time having fun while riding a bike.
Cycle Shade
Retractable power strip
On line Gear Locator Sticker
#1 Winner product-Multi million market! Pocket charger station with retractable cords and universal wall plugs to use anywhere in the world!
Who doesn't LOVE College Football? We WORSHIP it here in the South - War Eagle!! How about Xmas Tree lights in our fave college colors?
Mobile app - Call Intercept
Gecko pads to hold your stuff in place in a new way.
Mug-In
A mitt/glove that holds your iphone. Introducing an iPhone Mitt Holder/Case!
A digital ruler with scaling option! No more hassles calculating real sizes from scales!
DIGITAL RECEIPT
Magic Beach/Pool Mat for children using the concept of The Aquadoodle. Children will love watching what they create appear and disappear!
Fur Wrist Rest
flexible led light for iphone
Mobile App - Aftermath
A "broken" item that can't be whole until the two parties involved meet and discuss the issues at hand. Functional for business and family.
protective the bike saddle .
RESUB!Don't fight OXO! Leave Competition In The Dust! Dustpan w/integrated gel lint rollers for small dirt particles! No Trace left behind!!
Electricity saver switching on by ordinary remote controller
Kids Keyboard
CLIP ON cushion for the iPhone or iPhone case to cushion the ear when using the iPhone or a CASE with a built in cushion.
melt away
Attaches to the garden hose. While watering plants, it opens on tilting &amp; closes when selected preset metered amount of water is dispensed.
Disabled children have difficulty understanding time. My timer displays a red colored area which decreases in size as the timer counts down.
Winclings
Water and sunlight powered car
whipped cream flavor dispenser
Personal auto assistant smartphone APP to keep records of your car's Motor oil, Tire pressure, Brake service, etc. (Resub)
Toilet game/training incentive for boys. Carnival style, water pistol race game. Hit your mark and the rocket ascends.
Everything Electronic Bag
Q Laptop Case, ......totally hip!
UNISEX MODULAR FITNESS BAG
All of us at one time or another forget to water our plants! "Chirpy" is an auto plant watering tool that chirps like a cricket when empty.
Qubey
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iPhone to Samsung or Samsung to iPhone power plug adapter
PAPER TOWEL RECYCLING/DRYER/DISPENSER-Saves money and natural resources-Allows repeated use of clean,wet,semi-soiled towels before
disposal.
SCANCAN!!!!!!!!
Hanging Swivel Clips. Great use of pantry space on all of those products in bags we buy (chips, candy bags, noodle mixes in pouches, etc)
Ultra-compact usb cradle. Recharges and supports your iPhone 5. First truly portable dock cradle on the market!
"Anti-Gravity" Drink Dispenser: Portable, Pump-able, Presentable.
When Landscaping the common garden rake is a good tool I thouht that it would be nice if there was a blade on the flat side of the rake.
Baby bottles that come apart for EASY CLEANING! Also allows you to have TWO bottles in one. Temperature monitoring for safe consumption!
Photo App Merge\Multi lens Cam
My idea is to bring to the masses a new cutting edge home furniture design. A center piece to compliment everybody's pre-existing couch.
Big brother
Keypad security
Pop-up Space Saver Indoor Clothes Dryer. Fits between the washer and dryer. Works in any laundry area. Humidity Sensor &amp; Fan
Wink Oven Thermometer
7day I.V. bag drip that hangs near your porch flowers to slow drip water keeping them healthy and happy! prototype and video- please watch:)
(heated fishing pole) warmrod
An iphone case that sanitizes the phone every time it is put back into its case
Portable extension cord
Window Kleen
Zip Balloons
2 in 1 lamp
Multi-Lids Stand
Lego-fied Sand/Snow Molder
Recycling the suns power! Power your yard's pond, small waterscape or other feature with a solar powered 110v-120v AC outlet.
An inexpensive tag/label that attaches to your power cables or any other cords for easy identification.
Medication expiry date printed in large straight forward print on prescription bottle lids with permanent ink.
GloveMag
An electronic sign/camera that alerts/photographs tailgaters behind you when they're too close. Works manually or by proximity detection.
Movie straw extender
This could be the new saftey standard in each home, school and office throughout the U.S The only one on the market for child saftey.
A collapsable Bag Tree designed to hold many purses, shopping bags, at a resturant or office, instead of putting the bags on the floor.
"A NEW TWIST" just FOR YOU!..Your Way,All Day,Anyway!..Reusable "Twist" bottom coffee Mug/Cup.Just add water,wait,twist,shake,and enjoy..!!
A cooling unit that keeps a Martini drink, a cocktail, beer, wine etc., cool while being slowly consumed.
mechanical carpenters pencil
tooth doll
An ambulance gurney mattress, that weighs the patient and gives you the proper doses of the medications you need to give.
Creating comfort stockings and socks by adding cushion/gel on the inside of the product to help with the support of the foot and save money.
Glove brush
"U Grip It" Fly tyer
Funnel for Zip-lock Bags
The drying mat
Rib & Belly Prowear
A simple snap on devise that holds the pan lids onto the Pan, So they can hang together from an over the counter ceiling rack.
Bicycle / Motorcycle Security
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Modular expandable sound making jewelry/Toy.Dime size "Sound buttons", each with distinct sounds. range of connectors, necklace, earrings...
Tape free measuring for the home. Ditch the metal tape and go digital and volumetric. Device stores and calculates all measurements.
No more wet gloves,no more soapy mess,get organized with a glove,sponge holder that hangs over the sink.Air dries gloves and sponge faster.
Designing programning
EZ PaperPens
Collapsible to go coffee cup
It's a vice? No, it's a bottle opener!! Clamp this vice-like unit anywhere for hands free bottle opening. Be sure to check out the images.
Balloon-launching shotgun/Gatling gun. Pump up and start some rubbery mayhem. Hooah.
The Bathroom Civilizer
Shin-eze
App-enabled electric windows, open and close the windows in your home from your smartphone! Resub.
Jewellery, keychain, stir stick , etc women can carry with them to dip into their beverage to test for the presence of date-rape drugs.
THE CLIP-ON STOPPER ---- a door stopper that gets clipped quick and easy under the door -- no drillings in floor or door.
Better, Cheaper Active Chair
Core Strength!
Smart phone tripod clip
Notebook/iPhone Case
Suction Pins
Wifi table-desk presenter. Now u can personalized SIGNS: " RESERVED"."1ST. MINISTER", "PRESIDENT" or reserved 4 family Diaz, will start 3m
Deal Hound
A soft Recovery Skirt to prevent a pet from biting, licking or scratching the lower half of his/her body - instead of a rigid, plastic cone.
Iced Coffee is really expensive and can taste burned or watered down. This product cools down your favorite fresh brewed coffee quickly.
seat sack
A plant pot vacation proof
1) Use smart phones like Iphone or Ipad as a copy machine by taking photos of the files we need to copy.
S.E.K.P.
The Cheesidor. App Enabled, Stand Alone Cheese Storage Box. Control Humidity And Temp. Warns If Going Bad. Gives Advice Too.
The Better Burger Flipper
The truEcigarette
Health Viewer
The Ultimate Cooking Tool!Gloves that protect from heat and cuts, fit like a second skin, and they're stylish too!
BlackJack Toss, A fun new way to play a Blackjack game on a velcro target. Indoor and outdoor play. The ultimate party game! Resub.
Transparent Panel that Fits Monitors for Postit Lovers.ã€€Keep Your Thoughts Closer! ã€€A New Aura for Monitors
Medi- Soother
Slimline Security Safe & Instant case for laptop and valuables.
Simple System 4 Parents/Kids. Pour in Juice/Milk &amp; child simply goes into fridge &amp; grabs drink ready 2 go. No Pour/No Spill. Resub 260 votes
Motorcycle safety is a big deal, let's improve it
curtain / blind opener
coffee air freshener
Mobile compact privacy case
Glow-in-the-Dark Pacifiers. Pacifiers are so hard to find in the dark - make it easier so you and your baby get back to sleep quickly!
Swaddle Bottle Warmer
Suction cup hooks.
Ice chest filter &amp; drain
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! Alkaline Battery Storage/Recycling. Organizes new batteries on top,helps recycle old batteries on bottom. Includes battery strength tester
Travel Safe Pillow
Inflatable escape chute to escape a burning building from the second floor.Perfect for babies,elderly,handicapped,&pets who can't climb out.
DISH WEB
Too hot to sleep. A cool night sleep is assured with the cooling blanket.
Dinosaur Power Stands. Looks like they are eating your iPhone and holding your keys. Cord wraps around their bodies.Plug in tail.
Perfume Forever
LED constellation book is perfect for stargazing! The star brightness correlates with sky making it easy to find them all! Family fun&amp;learn!
Plant Pot Sponge Dam
Campy
Simply slide in bed storage for shoes, sheets, blankets and misc. No need to remove top mattress to install like the competition.
My idea is for use by the military (I'm retired Army) It is a grease pen w/ a red light to read maps at night.
Pot Whistle
Heated Windows! imagine heating your house for free and not worrying about the fuel bill or drastically cut down your utilities
Multi color kettle.
Leaf tree skirt
Doo Doo Depot
Plastic bathtub insert for ages 1-4. High sides,grasping bar,and suction cup prevent falls. Conserves water. Keeps bath toys within reach.
Doggiwalk the helium balloon!
Easy Socket
The bread protector protects the soft loaf of bread in transport, easy to assemble at the checkout counter.
Standing Phonecase
Solder in a tube.
sanitary toilet bowl
Perfect Pillow
Leverage MilkMaid technology to measure PH in Pools and Residential Aquariums via Smartphone. So long to test strips and water samples!
STW by Mattel.
Cooler Table
Self ejecting extention cord. Push! Pop! And it's a wrap.
UNI to COOK
Self-Double Jump
Cabinet doors with a built in spice rack.
Space Saver
Everyday students and business associates are seated for extended amounts of time. They all fidget. Let's put something in those busy hands.
SilentBarmen - Beer can/bottle vending machine for use in busy clubs and bars.
App Controlled Personal Wifi Blimps for Earthquakes/Tsunami/Tornado.Power goes down still access family.
Biodegradable Disposable Socks
Ladder Wingman
Product expansion. Would you like more outlets on the kitchen counter. How about the Pivot Power with a GFCI breaker. re-sub
Chocolate Shop
Automatic Pausing Headphones
TOO MUCH TIME SLICING and DICING? SLICE in 1 action! DICE in 2 actions! Rule both SOUP and SALAD season and SAVE TIME! Here's HOW!
How often is your outdoor rug flipped over or blown away? Not anymore! Aladdin Outdoor Rug Weights keep your patio rug where you left it.
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WATERPROOF TABLET VISOR CASE Keep your favorite tablet safe from sand and water while you read in privacy. Built-in visor eliminates glare.
Cool Stuff
Easy Hole Saw
My Serve
Plastic Screw/Nail/AnchorMaker
Smart Wrapping String(resub)
d
HDMI to bluetooh! Connect any bluetooth enabled devices to your TV via HDMI Bluetooth.
Cookie Tupper
voile d'ombrage pour la plage
Got Chill? Take out the chill when getting out of the shower with this.
Zombie Bands! Like silly bands but each band will have a different zombie face or body part of a spacific zombie on the band.
my idea is for a suction broom to make sweeping soooo much easier.Never bend again to sweep up the dirt.
Stingray (The Stinger)
Glass cleaning bottle made from recycled glass offering organic cleaning solution in a variety of scents.
To provide peace of mind during one of our most dearly loved traditions,the birthday party. This idea eliminates the spread of germs.
Timed car warmer/defroster
Modular structures that can be inserted in the cabinets and re-arrange the pots and pans. This structures can be also extracted
RESUB. angle tip juice baster is what you need when baking and roasting this coming holidays, or any day. put juice all over turkey chicken,
Coffee filter dispenser
A tornado's approaching your house and you have nothing to get under. Get this tornado tent and protect against falling and flying debris.
Trail Cam Memory Card Monitor
this product will make it easier for anyone including the elderly to get their cooking utensils it may also be rolled into a closet
The Apollo Brewer
Pet fitness
Polorize my Drive!I
Fill the bottle with pills that you take daily. After you take your pills move the hands to the next day you need to take your next dose.
Trimskirt is an innovative landscaping product that helps keep mulch and flowerbeds clean from debris when trimming hedges, bushes or plants
The Pen-Pencil
A trash can with a retractable door so you don't have to lift the trash up and out just open the door and take it out
There needs to be more protective coverings for scientific calculators. Not any options out there to keep them from getting broken.
I've had this idea for awhile. An ART software program that replicates famous artists. Most have a signature style or brushstroke.
A quick release thumb drive key chain with a built in high power LED Flashlight that charges when you connect it to your computer.
Lunch Box Thermos
TORQ SportSling
Chill It/Heat it Chair- fishin
A record button on your Bluetooth head set that will record a phone number or address while busy. it could announce to both parties.
Magnetic Toy Roadway Tape
A Self Watering Window Box with suction cups! Goes in window but doesn't take up window sill. You only need to water maybe once a week!
EMEKS-PZERO-TIRE.A RETHINKING OF THE AUTOMOBILE TIRE,USING A SIMPLE DESIGN APPROACH,AND EXISTING TIRE INDUSTRY
INFRASTRUCTURE AND TECH.
A *Rubber Box* That's right...silly? no - smart! A Box that has rubber band like shapes/sizes built in. Funky Organization.
cart hammock
A hand held electric or battery operated vacuum that can be used with the very famous Space bags for packing suitcases for your trip.
Instant Beer Chiller
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Visor assist that extends down and sideways for the driver to block the sun from hitting his(her) face. With mirror option.
Gratitude Board. Encourage children, spouse, employees to use their words effectively and positively. Magnetic boards with movable words.
Custom computer freezer
Lotion applicator
Unlike normal stapler, you can move freely anywhere on the page. No staples required in Eco mode. Stronger hold in Staple mode. UPDATED.
Tag Tracker
3 Section Cooking Pot with 3 Option Pot Lid, Strains &amp; Drains, Pours, Closes while cooking. Turn Lid Knob for desired option. See Image
App-Enabled Submarine Toy for Dogs
Timer Heat Blanket
Overhead Tablet Holder
EZ Club Wash
glove gripper
App enabled Alarm-lock
Swim Tote (compartmentalized!)
My idea is for a quick release and quick to join dog collar and lead for those times you need to put the collar on quickly, without fumbling
Food storage bag hanger
Yogi Yardstick. This ruler helps you know where to position your feet on your mat for different postures.
Comfortable chin strap stablizer for bicycle helmets to encourage children to wear helmet and minimize transference of rotational forces.
Quirky Promo Clip to Hold a Sheet of Paper next to your Monitor
Meds on time
insurance card scanner
Laundry Room Uniform Organizer
The mug with handle-spoon, all in one and stackable
Rollers with four variable positions wheels
"Clean up on Aisle six!" A dustpan that will clean broken glass and liquid spills more efficiently using a highly absorbent PVA sponge.
Le rem'pote
Computer camera privacy with the new Camera Boot! It fits over the laptop computer to use just flip up or not in use flip down.
Gag Gift Baby bottles with alcohol themed design (Whiskey, Beer, Wine Cooler). Perfect for baby showers and new parents.
Dynamic Color Head Phones.
Load your pill box once a month. It has fourteen compartments for A.M. P.M. Monday Trough Sunday on four surfaces. Fill once a month.
Smart Helmet
Message Queue
Magic Ball
Baseboard painter
NO-CHAR Activated Charcoal
Tires safe 16 SOS
Porti-Portect device
my invention is the G.G SPY Ware the spy ware gold is to end crime
The ZipStake - a Portable Doghouse for Camping and Long Trips
a plastic bottle shredder to accept 6 oz bottles to gallon jugs to collect the shreddings save space the enviorment.
WINK Call-A-Pet (Keep Your Pet Out of Trouble) App. &amp; Collar.
A Red Neck Urinal is the answer for the man who has everything!
In Home Plastic Shredder
Custom Hula Hoop craft Kit for Kids and Adults.
step motor
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Are you tired of sweat stains ruining those pretty but pricey bras? Well, try using "brazees", the new idea in women's personal protection.
e z shelf
Modern design iPad stand
Electric/hybrid add ons
A broom that sweeps and vacuums at the same time! It's a broom with suction. Bristles sweep and collect debris. Then sucked up!
Roller blade for fine chopping
tv stand and console
Scented Bubble Wrap
All in one - garment/accessories organizer that helps women organize their outfits and accessories in a neat pouch for travel and home.
This is a complete package for a subliminal tape system. Both a CD and player system.Unique to the market place.
A cleaning bucket which prevents cleaning solution contamination which typically occurs when the cleaning medium (mop, spongeâ€¦) is soaked.
The Dual Peeler - Peel fruits and veggies in half the time.
Dual Spout Water Cooler
A self enclosed game that could be made very inexpensively and could be branded with any companies name and logo.
Sound Proof Kennel / End Table combo. Pets freak out during thunderstorms or bark all day? Give them a safe, quiet place to rest. VIDEO
Sand Slide this device makes it easier to move through the sand with your beach items.Like big coolers. Similar to a flat plastic snow sled.
Split Ender
SLIP STOPS FLIP FLOPS,1 inch heel,tough non-slip rubber,light weight,beautiful,clear aqua blue,hanging loop on heels multi toe seperators
BABY BOTTLE six pack. Prevent baby bottles from tipping over and leaking in your cooler with a simple cooler insert! RESUB UC &amp; 370+ votes!
cornerless quilts
Talking Photo Album
PIVOT HUB
A new beverage can insulator that does more, flip lid silences poptop noise in class or office. Close lid to prolong carbonation and temp.
Portable Grass Hydro-Seeder - powered by garden hose. Prototype works awesome!
The Chubby
Ever wish your cell would miraculously ring at just the right time to get you out of a boring/sticky situation? A tiny device to make it so!
My product is a thin plastic cover that fits TV remotes in hotels, cruise ships, and other places where TV remotes aren't cleaned well.
A foam cushion that is inserted into any pillowcase to keep your own personal pillow from flattening out as most pillows usually do
BEDPAD!!! Are you guys tired of having back pain while using the ipad or laptop in bed!! I have the solution!!! BEDPAD!!!
EUREKA! DECORATING WREATHS WITH NO HEADACHES. My lights would grip the wreath rather than wrap. Lights move and lock into place, cord
coils
table chameleon â€“ table with exchangeable and self-designable surface
One-Step Oil Distiller
Rogue Rachet Straps
Lightweight,absorbent scarf like towel to hang around your neck while doing cardio or running.Never lay towel on dirty machines in gym again
BikeSafe deadbolt bike rack
Mobile magnifier
CLING STRING
Make Smartphone Your New PC
Zip Vase, Grow with zips
Silicone pot pour spout addon - use it with any pot (Resubmit after 285 votes and 77% view-vote ratio)
Super Saver
Disposable Waterproof Skin
The Better Tea-Spoon
Warming Spatula
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Corner Guard - Protect your Macbook and keep the stylish look !
ha
Shower Stuffers
FISHING ROD (OR AN ACCESSORY TO BE APPLIED TO THE POLE) THAT WILL SEND A SIGNAL TO OUR SMARTPHONE WHEN THE FISH
HAS TAKEN THE BAIT.
Garnishing Straw
Portable Car Armrest
refrigerator dehumidifier
An Easy Clean Hair Brush with a flexible, removable tray.
outside solar light for house, like Reversible Outdoor Lantern
Pencil Sharpener Tape
#NAME?
A Christmas tree stand with built-in power strip that is connected to a water sensor to cut the power if the water in the tree gets too low.
Freeze Sentry
Dress socks that clearly indicate their color so you know which socks to grab in the morning without having to examine under bright light.
Funky silicon shower caddy/tidy - it won't rust! Strong, flexible and dishwashable
Triple Clasp for 3 necklaces
Bunny biscuit cutter + Box
Rake EZ
Cereal keeper
"True" Towel Holder
different color tires
Sand paper glove
A foot pump that allows you to use air and possible a mouth piece to control your computer keyboard
Crush It
Turn your IPhone into a perfect night stand clock with a motion activated stand charging unit, wave to display time or stop the alarm.
Beer keg turkey
a solar powered swimming iFish which analyses swimming pool water and sends results to an app to keep the pool clean and sparkling.
Work in a Cubicle? Class it up with adjustable Cubicle Picture Frame Holders. Hang from the top or stand from the desk. For Art and Pics.
Edible INK DESSERT PRINTER....Look at the pic...is handmade. I did it. Print anything from ur pc..or smart device...to ur dessert plate.
Wow! The ultimate cooking tool for home, camping, bar-b-que or school. Designed exclusively for humans who cook and eat.
POPCORN COZY A re-useable wipe clean cozy wrap to keep micro-waved popcorn warm/hot from the bag. Sell as multi-pack.
HANDY STRAINER
A gardening tool with interchangeable attachments to cover all of your gardening needs. It would also have a wall mount caddy to hold all.
HAIL NO! Inflatable Automobile Cover Protect your automobile from hail damage. When you can't get to your garage, HAIL NO! has you covered.
Folding Wall Base,retractable and rotating,save space, store, protect and display proudly your laptop,clears the desktop,use besides bed.
Car heater/ cooler
power generating bike
Do you have special eyes?! Calling all contact lens wearers. A new way to clean and sterilize contacts before use has arrived.
Fragrance imbued dryer sheets
iVolt is a universal "i" product charging station with bluetooth audio
RESUB: Child &amp; Pet clip-on immersion alarm system.
Need more fun!
Easy Blanket
Stickers you place on items with a remote that beeps as you are getting closer to the item. Like the game hot and cold.
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No-slip Horse Shoes
Cherry tomato slicer
Socks that stay dry or use Capillary action to remove water
Smart Tiki
Eco & Earth friendly handmade promotional products using the craft community and micro business. Cute coffee cup holders and other products.
FishWays: Free-Range Fish Kit!
Do you vow to use reusable shopping bags but forget to bring them with you or never have enough? Your habit forming, earth loving solution.
Magnetic Gloves
Counter top mop
store
A flashing, very high light beam, portable, to affix to top of vehicle for emergency stops along highways to alert motorists to move over.
A no-power fiber-optic display allowing a rear view mirror that folks could affix to a hat or a helmet, for byciclists, motorcyclists, etc.
Mosquito Paper is a flat reusable device which mimics body heat to attract mosquitoes and then uses a disposable sticky sheet to trap them.
ice cream float-pop the ball filled with a scoop of ice cream right into your soda bottle &amp; drink! soda flows and fizzes thru your ice cream
Track, cable and clip system for displaying your photos, children's artwork and posters. No thumbtack holes in the wall. Unclip and switch.
Pasta salt cube
Cellphone and driving, don't mix. I received Two $130 dollar tickets in a week, whats your wake up call
Toilet Tissue Fower Pot
Lava Energy
Noiseless waterbottle/insert-ever been walking or hiking with a half full waterbottle? It's an irritating sound when trying to enjoy nature
The Ultimate 4 in 1 Hi-Tech Key Chain. For the Modern Day Promotion Sensation!
A teddy bear iPad carrying case for children of all ages that's fun, easy to carry, and it also attaches to the headrest, and stroller
Broom with a Kickstand - I don't like bending over to pick-up my broom.
e-z folder
An IPhone case with a detachable card with screwdriver, bottle opener, wrench, ruler, etc
Quirky Muti-Charger Plug all bulky chargers without blocking any outlets comes with turnable outlet disks to allow turning chargers around.
Beer-Amid
Perfect Field
Easy Wrap Bowl (Kitchen)
Cutting weeds and killing weeds have never been easier until now. With this portable weed eater "weed killer" attatchment.Simply cut & spray
Electric Teapot Cozy
Quirky Screen Refraction Technology for Ipads! (Resub)
A man powered post hole digger that uses a corkscrew to dig instead of the twin blade design.
A wearable device that chimes, vibrates or shocks when the wearer says "Um," "Ah" or "Uh"
Eliminate The Toothpaste Cap -fits onto any toothpaste tube -Silicone tip dispenses and closes -Sanitary dispensing,rinse in hot water
Smart Door Bell helps to protect family and business from unwanted visitors.
Shoes for every occasion. Take away high heels for flat shoes.
Daily disposable toothbrush
DocuMouse
PALM PEELER -GLOVE MOUNTED POTATO PEELER / VEGGIE PEELER NEVER CUT YOUR FINGERS!PEEL AT AMAZING SPEED ! USES
PALM NATURAL SHAPE ANDFUNCTION
Mobile Meter Magic!! Feed that meter through the touch of your smartphone without having to interrupt your life to do so
ATTACHABLE IPHONE KEYBOARD FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED!
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16 Muliti-Plug Extension
Chaise Lounge Towel
Quick Defense Bracelet
THE COOKIE TREE
Kepp the door closed
Keep it hot
Battery operated ceiling fan to clip on a bimini on a boat, an awning on a camper or inside a tent that charges like cordless tools do.
A jar with two twist off sections, so when you get low on peanut butter, you won't get your hands dirty trying to scoop for more.
New and Improved DoorBell
SKIN CHANGEABLE WALL CLOCK !!
Remote Spatula Scraper
LIGHTED ACRYLIC CHESS TABLE - A translucent, and stylish, internally lit acrylic chess table for children or designed as fine home decor.
Have you ever had more than one box of noodles open? run out of space to store them to keep them fresh? have spilled noodles every where?
When my perennials didn't flower as planned due to heavy rain, I hand-made flower clips and affixed them to my azalea bushes.
"Hydro-Carpet" is an absorbent, watering material that goes under the soil when landscaping to prevent water loss and evaporation.
A training kettlebell for beginners, Soft variable weight kettlebell for convalescents &amp; elders, also transforms into medicine ball.
Inductive Laser Butter Knife
The A-MAZY-CAT
Hard boil egg shell remover idea #2. a small air blowing hand pump, quick and simple way to have a perfect boil egg Watch video on Youtube
Pen Friend
Pot/pan timer
Removable Car Console Liner
Bed Sheet Grippers
Hangers or hooks on a track you install in cabinets to hang your pots and pans on.
Pinion Pins
A circular grocery-carrying device that swivels with hooks and has an easy grip handle that holds up to 4 to 6 bags.
FX 5.1 Surround Sound
Portable Curtain Shade
All in one wireless smart headphones. Use for gaming. Use for music. Use to answer your phone.
Instant Banana Ripener!! Tired of waiting days for bananas to ripen enough to make banana bread, cakes and muffins?? Bake without the wait!
Bed Shim. Easily fix the depression in the middle of your bed with this circular foam system. Simple as a mattress pad!
Snow-proof Grocery Cart has hidden skis that can be lowered by foot pedal when needed, making the cart into a temporary sled.
Adios Numbers!!! Color changing thermometer. Better thermometer for easy grilling everytime, perfect meat.Goodbye numbers, hey colors
Space saving water bottle and soda/beer can shelf for cold storage in refrigerator that utilizes dead space.
An Iron (for clothing) that changes colors when hot or cold and has an automatic safety locking case that is heat resistant.
Colored Hair styling gel
Add a USB Powered Ice Cooled Fan To Your Workstation
Solar powered bridge warmer
Quirky Pillow-Pillow inside partially hollow pillow;Use individually or separately; Mix n match pillow material - 6 amazing suggestions(WOW)
Keep Pot/Pans/Lids Organized and together in your cabinet or pantry.
Sun burst Ball Mattel challeng
Cable Rake
Groom Station!ã€€Why only Shower Station from Quirky?ã€€
pair as popcorn towel gloves
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App-Enabled Water Filter. Be on top of your health and ensure that your water is fresh and clean.
I have created a dust mask that seals virtually 100%.Everyone has a different shaped face,and this concept protects you fast and efficiently
nucom
Taking Sudoku to a new level! Frustrated by extremely difficult Sudoku puzzles? Want to introduce children to Sudoku? kSudoku is for you...
Versatile rocking station for the stroller, car seat or just put baby directly on it with a soft pad. Replaces rockers and swings.
solar mailbox light
Taste Tumbler
One Pumped up Lock. A bike lock that can pump up your tires too!
glass tabletop cover
Hot pets love cold floors. Provide them some cool marble tiles, without having to remodel your home!
http://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/14673301881/ nurdle=A cylindrical shaped preproduction plastic pellet used in manufacturing and packaging
Versamock
USB bracelet / power cord for my cell phone/ any device
A wheelbarrow that dumps out from the bottom.
Quirky Card
WINK the best BRA Locator'sApp
IN TUNE WITH YOUR TEETH Provides a fun and entertaining way to brush your teeth, it can educate and or inspire your toddler.
Ever Ready Golf Ball Cleaner
Mobile whirlpool jet for hot t
My idea is a device that can be used by plumbers and homeowners to pressurize pipe lines for leak testing and unclogging drains.
Rotating Device to give you perfect BBQ corn.
Kosoku Duo - Tangle Free Dual dog leash
The crazy stuffy
iTunes Sports headphones for working out with small size booster. One for working out in a gym and the other for running.
Smartcart
Letâ€™s make a standâ€¦ for the IPhone, Android, Windows or alike and include a tripod attachment. *THE GLIF made 137k on pre sales*
Papoos Potty
Quirky Keeper Pal
This is locate your loved ones it's main function is to locate individuals that may have amnesia, dementia, autism, or any mental traits.
THUMBLES
Bike Safe
The litter-cage prevents kitty litter from scattering all over the floor.
Hair Blower that runs by light in the bathroom and will use the light to charge the hair blower using solar power
affordable mini microwave
FINALLY...an affordable/portable, FUN, indoor/outdoor game for ages 6-96 ! Introducing the Band-It game using GIANT bungee rings.
VertiGO - The vertical lunchbox that fits in your bag and keeps your food upright
A preparedness kit that consists of a water jug with items that pop out of the side walls, i.e. flashlight, first aid kit, solar radio, etc.
Net bag you hang on your door or hang in closet. Just put in washer,then dryer clean sock. You could also use for gloves, hats and scarfs.
make room
Convert anything into a non-slip item, or any surface into a non-slip surface, so things don't slip off work tables, shelves, drawers, etc.
Ultra Compact 8-in-1 BBQ Set. Knife-Fork-Tong-Matches-Thermometer-Bottle Opener-Spatula-Slicer all combined in 1. (Ma)
Roll on suntan lotion
Dog De-barker
PET bottle attachable in order to make easier transport, storage, handling and consumption of liquid/drinks. .
a standard electrical power strip/surge protector that just simply has more space in between each outlet so that all can be used.
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DARN THAT YARN
Incognito
RECYCLING GETTING YOU DOWN? NOW YOU CAN CAN CANS!
spill proof lid
solar power google glass
Smart Length Headphone Cord
A collar to be placed on Dogs or Cats that will emit a signal when distress indicators are detected.
Luggage stop
A second sun visor for the car that works in unison with the manufactures so you do not have to keep flipping it from windshield to door.
MY IDEA, IS A KNIFE TO CUT FROZEN, WITH A HEATER BLADE FOR AS MANY TIMES DO NOT WANT TO THAW A WHOLE PIECE OF
MEAT,
Protect babies from dying of SIDS. If SIDS is caused by babies suffocating on objects in crib's creating a mesh mattress will solve issue.
Wall Tape Remover
Encore. Recycle charm bracelet
A handheld electronic device that emits a signal creating the "speaker feedback" sound in a nearby vehicle whose car stereo is too loud.
A new twist to the promising Mingle Bluetooth Bracelet phone. With it's hands free version. It's convenient and safer when you drive
Potteds on the tree. You can put favorite potted on it. And each one have enough sunshine and water. -Excess water collected by the branchs.
Roll of Disposable Socks
Tennis Ball Track
Wrap a few sips of water in a small tube around a pill container
Tablet Fingers
To create a medicine box that, through an app, will organize your medicine and inform if you have the medicine at home.
A bowl with labels of the most common snacks. Each label would indicate the quantity that equals 100 calories of that particular snack.
Hydration System Dryer
No more mess at work.
Craft Play Mat for kids
Clip-on LED Lights for umbrellas at night and in winter (resubmit)
Pet casket
Better Baking Sheet
DOGS FEET ARE DIRTY!!! WHY NOT HAVE A DOGGIE FOOT SANITIZER. THEY WALK IN FECES AND PEE AND WHO KNOWS WHAT
ELSE!
The ONLY DIY Shelves Using Your Current Peg Holes in Your Cupboards for the Kitchen, Bathrooms and Entertainment Centers!! Baskets Optional!
Quirky multi-colored, different sizes recycling bins.
A drink/cocktail straw with a cone shaped bottom that has spikes on the sides to muddle citrus in a mixed drink, iced tea or soda.
test
The "magic condom"! An easy colorful and fashion "wearable" device that will allow everybody to the best use of touch screen disposables.
Bag beacon- luggage finder
Kid's 'folower', is a toy cart that carries the infant's important objects, and follows the infant automatically, app enabled
Collapsable Cookware
A card game of luck and choice for adults with stock market experience, suitable for 4 to 6 players
ImageViewer
knife (easy &amp; safety) tool
(Humanitarian) Capillary Action Device to turn Salt Water into fresh water, dirty water into drinking water,
The ANEMONE LAMP. Flexible lights. Gorgeous looks. Inspired by anemones.
Hairdryers and Straighteners get VERY HOT and we need a way to keep them safe n tidy so they don't burn others, surfaces and products.
Keyless Car Key Cradle (KCKC)
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eyes excited
Battery Pack Cooler
Umbrella without a handle
Spike Shields
Tailgate Tackle Box
ThunderSim: A simple analog device that simulates the sound of thunder to help recondition your petâ€™s fears in a safe natural way.
Mold your own cake decorations
Automatic, Electronic Car Sun Shade using new polarized film technology combined with a lithium-ion battery and solar cells to charge it.
Retractable cabinet shelf for easy access from all four sides and a means for reaching items that would otherwise be out of reach.
Knife Saver
Iphone 5 mirror case
Clean fridge-no hassle!Silicon fridgemate = curved edge flex-tray,raked bottom - dshwshr/frzr safe,fun colors multi sizes.Use-wash-replace!
No more hair in sink or bathroom counters when shaving!!
Fold Flat Backpack!
Grocery cart return
Everything you new for school
Bluetooth, clip speaker, answer your phone with the touch of a button, and program a number to call on an emergency.
Peeper keeper
Weed Collar makes weeding easy by shielding desirable plants from harmful weed spray. This light product is unique. See video and prototype.
Detachable Base Jiggler Mold
all in one
A toilet fixture for pets!No more scooping litter boxes or poopy backyards.No more "accidents" for older pets that cant hold it.
Contained meat tenderizer
Combination Cuffs these are key less handcuffs.Never worry about keys again when it comes to Combo Cuffs.
Power Parking
Tablet Projector
A universal phone holder that attaches to any surface so that people without nightstands aren't forced to sleep with their phones in bed.
A seed planting device, consisting of a hollow tube with a funnel at top and a spike at the bottom allowing seeding without bending over.
A small dishwasher for the office or dorm room that works without being connected to a faucet.
U-Grid (Utensil Grid) â€“ Declutter your drawers with a utensil holder that folds away under the cabinet
LADIES don't conceal tampons in bras/sleeves or pockets, a persblox fixed to washroom walls at work means storage,convenience + less stress.
This portable SOCK DRYER will warm and dry your socks in just a few minutes.
Door Pockets - Keep lids, utensils and more easily hidden
Infuse those flapjacks! Your pancakes will soak up the yummy goodness from the inside out after using this new pan!
This patent pending concept is to integrate a small Bluetooth earpiece pouch into cellphone cases.
Smart Undies for Couples
SVS (Stop Vol Sac)
The outdoor season is right around the corner, and with this idea it can make outdoor parties a whole lot easier. Check it out!! \(^0^)/
Bubble Bowl. Great look, better cooking, and easier to get at the food at the bottom of the bowl.
Reusable Perfume Patch. Put your scent on the patch and then put it on your skin. Licence this out?
Tea bag disposal
CAMELBAK + DOG LEASH!! - No more carrying portable water bottles for your dog!
Tool Universal Battery Adaptor
An automatic ground meat browning machine. The easy to clean, set it and forget it solution to cooking meat for tacos, sauces, sloppy joes and more.
rotating K cup Disk
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Flexible Watermelon Knife
Teraclip
No more dirty dish scrubber!
Office Chair Workout Station
Simple bike pump
â€œA lightly heated cheese grater. Making cheese grating much easier.â€
Ok, folks this is a fairly simple idea, I have trouble with my pet shedding all over the place. I propose that we tweak a normal pet brush.
CASH COW/FARM BANK 4 KIDS
MOSAIC tile case for iPhone- move the tiles and change the pattern.
A simple valve to be fitted at bath room and wash basin sink holes to prevent bad odor, cockroaches, mice etc from entering into house.
E.D.U. SMART
VSU
FUNNY Q DIAPERS WITH HUMIDITY DETECTOR STRIP - changes color when wet!
Game-Push your magnet (w/magnet)through your maze without touching sides, picking up "road hazards" or flipping your other magnet(2+players
Find-a-phone
Monitor your diabetes from your iPhone. You can check your sugar levels, trends and warnings easily through WINK!
survival power hot water tank
Fridge Display Case
SoaPal - The main purpose of this item is to prevent injuries from dropping the soap in the shower. A must for the elderly and others.
DVR on the Run
Time Release Septic Treatment
GE- Wink App Solar Cover
Battery Converter
A colander with a handle on top so that you can lower your dry pasta (or any food) into boiling water and then bring it out with ease.
THe 2 WHEEL WEEHOO--Apple/carrot/celery snack sticks Anyone?
The Western/Custom Belt Belt Buckle Hanger, creates an easy access and display for all your decorative belt buckles up to 4" wide.
Baby Carseat Heart Monitor/GPS
"I CAN HEAR you!!" iPad Case
Squeeze Coin Purse! Everyone depends on money so everyone will start using it!
Have trouble texting? Disposable textured strips worn on the fingernails provide greater control for easier texting.
The CanFlush! Toilet handle automatically flushes when the seat is lowered down. Ladies, never complain about the seat being left up again
Have you had the same frustration of never getting all of the pudding stuck to the bottom and sides of the container? The solution?
Poi nt "N " Spray
Hygienic UVL Toothbrush Holder
Battery operated crockpot
Wrist rest for mouse or keyboard in a handy bracelet form.
Our elegant stone-scape chlorine dispenser designed to blend in with your environment promotes child safety without sacrificing function.
honeY'Spoon
2 in 1 tooth brush and floss
Ringer
Hands-free magnifier for the visually-impaired to reads books easily. Neck-mounted lightweight frame with clips to hold magnifying sheet.
Underwear, Socks, Toys, Shirts, Pants Drawer knobs. Easy for kids to identify which drawer is for which and keep everything organized.
Sync Lock
K-Wear: Thermal clothing.
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Property essence. A granular product which is scented and is eco friendly. Can be used in mulch or on the lawn.
Packer Tracker
Efficient Measuring Spoons can get the last little bits from your jars - resubmit
Heads-up Display Cycling Goggles
Replace overcrowded, fixed-space, wall mounted coat and hat racks with a storage solution that adjusts to each task, user or household.
My idea is an inexpensive device to help you keep up with your iphone or ipod and also keep your device from being damaged when dropped.
Flexible Power
Add more entertainment value to your Ipod,IPhone with the ear bud light show. ( RESUB)
Umbrella car case - A case for transport the wet umbrella in cars.
Sanitizing floor mat
Pastry Board with grooves to prevent flour falling off, drawer for storing pastry cutters, detachable Rolling Pin. Simple, Useful &amp; Hygienic
Sports Yard Tape-Professional
Umbrella kite, kites that deploy like umbrellas. Umbrella kite is not the name but it is the best way to describe how it works.
Ear Mirror! To provide the user a hands free means to maintain vision of the ear while performing aural hygiene tasks.
Oh Sheet!
Tree Track for Dog Leash. I leash my dog up outside to play, but he constantly wraps his 25'cable around the tree.
The KEY & COAT SHELF organizes items taken in and out of the living space. It maximizes storage space with minimal material.
Locked keys in the car? Spare key too far away or doesn't exist? No need to spend money on a locksmith. Use the App-Enabled Car Locksmith
Disposable infant silverware
The Best Kitchen Tool Ever.
Safe fall cell phone cover
Console Cradle
An inflatable stool that fits in your pocket when deflated, made out of Mylar.
A on Mars
Digital Real Estate Sign
Magnetic organizers outside of a refrigerator reflect inside. Their positions are easily changeable.
Marvelous Makeup Mirror
Spatula-Spoon-Spatula (Anim-n)
Automatic Nail Shaper
Urine Collector
Headphone ear buds holder. Stop your ear buds from falling out or increase the sound by having a sealed fit.
Resubmit, Dish soap bottle holder/dispenser with a sink tools organizer! Proof of concept video.
Credit card swipe and hand scanner for the natural and next evolution to fixed store credit card reader.
Pots with recipes written on side of pot . Recipes you can cook in that pot!
Never ending coffee maker
very important hanger
Pass the Salt
Kitchen Knife Safety Block
Mini Extentsion Cord (Small)
A dog leash/collar/lock combo to secure your dog when you need to go into store so pet owners do not have to worry about them being stolen
Adjustable shelfs that work like slidding doors and reveals the next panel of shelfs
"Twist Off" Bottle Cap Opener for any bottle with a twist off cap, Promotional item, with plenty of advertising space.
Prepare for potential loss of power from storms with "Shades of Light" Let the sun supply your light through the night!
The Shifter - 3 Lenes. 1 Case. All Awesome!
No more bending over and twisting when attaching a garden hose to a spigot.
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A branded insert/adapter for holding beer/etc bottles in can koozies
Bluetooth keychain remote control speaker , Volume, Next, Stop, Start, camera button and more.
Hairbrush with pump and resevior incorporated into handle of brush to spray water around bristles of the brush while brushing hair.
Case for Macbook, iPad and Iphone, simultaneously. Funny slogan on it: "MacFreeq"
iSemelles
Mute Minder
Paint Roller Cleaner
2-in-1 Plug/Stopper Brush Combo for Pluck
Re-volution recycled bicycles
RESUB: Hygienic Tray - a new way to clean a Cat Litter Box
USEFUL BEACH BAG We avoid placing the bag on the sand, we have everything necessary at our fingertips
Single use dog shoes
The Motorcycle Luggage Rack
WiFi Security Observer
Convertible Caulker - Powered
squiball
Standard Shot
Unlock the power of your smart phone or tablet! Slip your cell phone or tablet in this docking station and use it as a laptop or desktop.
Hot car child sensor
Solar panel that acts like a windshield shade but recharges electric car while commuter is at work.
Rack to keep flat food packets tidy. Many food manufacturers now make their products in these packs which are untidy.
A Swiss army style knife, that has buttons on the sides that you push to have the tool you need come out of its place for ready use.
Keep your cup clean!
the bacteria shield/cap accomidate any toothbrush head protecting the bristle
An app, that when you scan the barcode in the supermarket, keeps track of how much money you have spent.
Dog gate for the back door of car or SUV. Keeps dogs in the back when you open your hatch back or back door,no more jumping out into traffic
Plastic Screw/Nail Maker
Mortar and Pestle Appliance
This Flexible glass becomes a normal glass when expanded. It can be easily carried in your pocket or bag. Reuse Reuse and save the Nature.
App-enabled Robo-Massage
Tired of gripping the wheel? Then you need the gel-filled â€œComfort Feel Steering Wheelâ€ steering wheel cover!!
sun shield
Plants Need to Drink! Heres a Collapsible Plant/Flower Pot that grows with your plant and gives you a reading of water level. Seeds &amp; Plant
Find Me
Enhance your garden with tiles that look like stone, sand or mulch with the advantages of no weeding, versatility, and easy cleaning.
Ladies Fashion suspenders
Angled Acuracy Measuring Cup
pHATches
App-Goodyear Blimp
T-bot. A small app enabled robot that takes out the garbage!
Amazing Quirky Character Product Series Easily Takes the PROMOTIONAL PRODUCT AWARD FOR BEST PRODUCT! Help Prove This Tagline
PLEASE Vote Now
The dream maker.
The Octopus is a 3 car device that is attached to a cars roof. It has panels that are not visible till deployed.
Light up your beverages with solar charged LED lit drinking glasses.
Hoverguard
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inflatable seat cushion inflated with a pump like a blood pressure machine. Made of vinyl and collapses into pouch for carrying and storage.
Smart Blanket
Smart Containers. It relays current volume against capacity to App. The app calculates depletion rate and ETA to zero volume. Q+GE!
smart nightstand
Ice-Stopper (By Idea)
Razor Blade Sharpener- Saves lots of money! Quirky you MUST SEE this idea and related videos!
App Controlled Bike Lock
Bluetooth Rear View Camera
Non-toxic innovative paint spray for pet poo. Imagine, a non-toxic enviroment and ppl friendly paint which masks color and odour.
Have your eyeglasses everywhere! Well lets

get organized with the iGlass Organizer!!! Hang them Stand them Display them

Turn any light socket into an Apple AirPlay speaker. No wires to run. No additional transmitter.
iPinata
umbrella with telescopic support :protects your luggage.(Resub)
Junk Drawer organizers
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser
A resized pizza cutter a person can use to cut their slice of pizza sized to match your fork, and added utensil to your place setting.
No Transfer Grass Catcher? No dumping grass clippings from grass catcher to trash bag!
Dry Erase Tape
A car cover that protects even during hard weather times!
Gas caps can be a real pain to get off and back on tight enough. This cheap P C pipe makes it easy for anyone to do it.
A normal spray bottle that can also function like a pressurized spray bottle providing constant, full stream of water without always pumping
weeder mower all-in-1
Build Your Own Bag
Pulp Fishing
We have cases for our ipods, iphones, ipads... why don't we have one for our laptop. Create a rubber laptop case similar to our mobile case
MRI secure wallet
Resub w/ prototype video. Clear book Bandits. Protect your book corners. Bookmarks &amp; protects book corners. Removes cleanly. Barnes &amp; Noble
A fingertip stylus , and a thumb stylus. use one or four. attaches to the finger like a guitar pic.leave your hand free.
Drink dont Drive
Dorm Den
For the mess that comes with sunscreen usage, I propose sunblock-coated towelettes, in a convenient dispenser for easy and neat application.
50 Billion bottles of H2O consumed annually in U.S. This bottle cap functions as a capsule for vitamins, mints, pills, or promotional use.
NO MORE GIANT SPILLS! Kid friendly pitcher for their favorite drinks.
A snowboard jacket with a built in face shield to protect from the elements that can be stored around the hood.
iHold
Invisible Basketball Hoop 2
something that can charge my phone when I am moving fast but without car lighter outlet available.
iChaufferette
pockets
Imagine never again a toilet leaking from a stuck flap running for hr.s/days. The need to stop this waste is universal. I have the answer.
Hooked on Air
A case for iPhone, iPad, or iPod that has a "return" label on it, so there's no mistaking who the item belongs to, if found.
A Flexible Ear of a Needle
Change the color of your Table Wear to match your mood or event using new Tech,from IGZO and Corning Glass,read links see the youtube,thanks
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Security Light w/ Elect Outlet
Sorter
Multi-Peg Toothbrush Charger
Forget Me Not!
Simple, needleless detection of life-threatening hyperglycemia for diabetics in one toilet flush, App-enabled.
Cupcake Liners w/ Built in Flaps. Pull apart flap from liner &amp; place fingers under flap while while eating the cupcake. Easier way to eat!
Reverse alarm clock
A clock with 12 practice golf balls around the perimiter of the clock. The balls are attached to the clock using tees. Pendulum optional.
Wiper Booty
Foam wedge-strip that lodges into the crevice between the driverâ€™s seat and center console of an automobile.
This Shield offers consumers a protective device for the nose area that helps to protect against damaging ultraviolet sunrays.
Micro-USB adapter to make your phone charger plug in at 90 degrees - just like a MacBook Air. Cheap to manufacture, and a huge market!
The Back Buddy is a care free way of conquering the chore of back maintainence. Rejuvinates by cleaning, exfoliating or moisturizing easily.
Q's CAR SUPPORT KI T!
Carry along mobile phone stand
App-World Globe
FLY? HOW ABOUT FLOAT! THE PERFECT POSITION IS THE ONE THAT FITS TO YOUR BODY!
Glowing USB stick
Bluetooth Smoke/CO2 Detector
Existing styrofoam takeout container w/ divisionary panel added, Divisionary panel having 2 sides - 1st for utensils, 2nd for condiments.
SnoBot
Measure and Mix Bowl
No more messy suitcases, backpacks or prison shanks. Toothpaste in a capsule. The safer, cleaner way to care for your teeth.
extendable fence
convertible bath/change table w/babytub cutout. Fill/empty pail. Xtra top converts bath table for clothing/book/toy storage piece. See video
Crazy eyes swim goggles
Anti Theft Zipper
"The slacker" is designed to control the keyboard on your phone by using the keyboard on your computer.
REMOTES REMOTES REMOTES
sdecrative lugnut well caps
â†’ Clip-On â€œWatch Pocketâ€ Storage Container for Blue Jeans
Ice Cream Saver Lid
deactivate cell case
Secure Comfort Hold Case while navigating phone single handily. Finger loop where you naturally hold phone.
The 3D Shelf Stacker pictures show unlimited consumer and business applications of this simple yet highly effective organization system.
Bowl in the bowl
Margaret and her magical crown
Cheat Sheet. A Boomerang Shaped product that will help solve the hassle of folding fitted sheets.
HOME FREEZER THAT FREEZE-DRIES FOOD...People are spending alot of money on MRE'S for emergency prepareness..DIY..with food your family
likes
Children Shoulder pack
safety light
Bunny-Free
!Tired of leaving your expensive sun glasses, camera, cell phone, etc. somewhere to be 'lost' forever? This will keep that from happening.
The Poo Catcher
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The idea is an instantaneous refrigerator that has the Ability to chill drinks in minutes, with low power consumption.
The "Purse Protector" is an elasticized clear plastic product designed to cover a purse. It would be available in a variety of sizes.
Give your keys a Home, plus a way to find them when they loose their way. Introducing the first Key Hook with a built in RF transmitter.
hospital gown expander
Sound to sight
A grilled cheese press with interchangeable image press plates. Image plates with lions, castles, cars, monsters,or any other kid theme.
LAPTOP STAND A reliable way to increase the air flow around the bottom, sides and back of your laptop to reduce over heating with lap tray
DENTURE POST IMPLANT CLEANING
Assorted steak and chopping knives with safety guard that folds into handle. Guard conceals blade from children.
Bringing together a combination lock and Tupperware to secure your food from unwanted hands!
The Findr
Rainbow sprinkler
Skeleton Key - use your keys!
A set of pet food bowls with a suction for a better life for your cat or dog.
The product is a device created to compact cardboard for easy storage until recycled.
A remote controlled drawer that slides forward and down/up for shelves that are too tall/short to reach. Drawer front folds out.
Selfie ball
Fits on any plastic bottle-Pencil sharpener, storage for 2 pencils, integrated tape dispenser &amp; storage compartments for paper clips, etc.
laser limbo
Shoulder Strap Bag Carrier
flat charger
What is wrong with your car? Car report app!
A spring loaded stainless steel tissue dispenser that can be reloaded with your choice of tissues.
Automated Paella Maker
TODAY-WE-PLAY [math series] Modular toys to develop cognitive skills for preschool children
Mobile Device Screen Spray + Wipe - All In One Cleaner!
Find your item anywhere!
Secret Talk
"HELP!! Someone Call 911! Oh my God he's not breathing!!" What if you never had to say those words again? What if it was all done for you?
Towel Warmer
Disposable biodegradable bag and glove for pet waste. the plastic tie turns into a handle.
Emergency Guide Light
Helioflector
Electrical Junction Box
The LFL Solartop lap top comp
Water Snake
A simple and elegant alternative to hanging prints and drawings without framing or puncturing.
Boys baby clothes
Sharger
Mr. Mister! Garden w/a low tech, cooling stick - stake into ground,velcro to a porch.Think portable fan+Water+solarpwr= ahhh!
Do you have your brand new kids boots waiting to be repaired? I have an inexpensive solution to repairing and preventing damage.
Flip chart marker holder:Small tightly clipped case with two holes, which will serve as the lids of and to rest the markers in at meetings.
WANT TO LOSE WEIGHT ?? QUIRKY WILL HELP YOU !!
The broken golfer
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The Garden Buddy tool offers multiple uses for an average gardener without requiring several hands or tools to accomplish a simplistic task.
The 360Leash that rotates 360 degrees around your waist. Now you can truly enjoy a stroll in the park without getting all tangled up!
Peanuts / Nuts Dispenser
Smart Lost and found GPS/Pager
Solar Charged Cell Phone solar panels(like the ones on calculators) attached to a built in battery help keep phone constantly charged
The Vegeta-Peel
Chewed gum container
SOLAR BEACH TOWEL
TIME-RELEASED DEODORANT PATCH: Finally Protection That Lasts. No More Sloppy Roll-Ons or Gooey Sticks. Non-Aerosol Refillable Dispenser
(RS)
Cat Litter Scoop Cleaner
Resub: NEW WAY TO TAKE YOUR PILLS â€“ new design on taking daily pills.
Customizable rug
A cooler that keeps ice separate from food. There's an ice channel, so you can drain water, re-insert ice. Food is dry & cold for days.
highlight and hear
Combo barbells & handgrips with barbells serving as wheels for ab-rolls. Lock wheels for elevated push-ups & dips. Combine 5 workouts
Spoiler Alert
Leak Me Not!
This towel is designed for a pregnant woman. It can be adjusted in size as mother's tummy grows.
Training ROLLER BLADE! SAME IDEA WHEN KIDS LEARN RIDE BIKe.learn from clasic roller skate to ROLLER BLADE! STEP BY STEP.TIL U
RIDE BY URSELF
A flat adjustable shelf that hangs from the shelf above that utilizes wasted space in the back below the shelf above.
Deluxe Fruit Picker
Disposable, Biodegradable, Eco-friendly and a great replacement to plastic stir sticks everywhere. Instead of Plastic, it can be PASTAIC.
My invention keeps the area around cat litter boxes and small pet cages clean, protecting the flooring and walls.
A helpful way to solve a problem is to "frame" it differently. That includes the problem: How to show kids that you are proud of their work.
Membership App
Since individuals are unlikely to own just one apple product, what about a case that can hold multiple and their accessories.
Fresh Food Counter. It simply count down days you have left to consume your food. Never again be confused if something is fresh or spoiled
Camping Alarm
Tired of seeing the coaches putting their play card up to their mouth so the TV cameras won't read their lips.It's called The Camera Shield.
A multi positional hands free hair dryer system that turns any bathroom into a private hair salon. Unique design makes it it functional.
"Keurig" 4 FrozenYogurt
Smart Makeup Mirror
Chewable Mop Head
RESUBMIT FROM 12/29/11-Do you hate opening the messy/hard to open food bags (dog/cat) and kitty litter? Add a spout and make your job easy
High Security Auto Ignition
Moist Wipe Holder
My bag
H2O Swirl
Your Auto Repairmans Nightmare
Core Factor
Voodoo-X. Do you have an ex-spouse, ex-boss, mother-in-law, or just anyone you'd like to get back at? You need Voodoo-X.
The Ultimate Junk Drawer Organizer
Baby Car Seat Alarm
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A back pack that SUCKS in leaves off the ground, and then turn a switch which BLOWS the leaves into a bag!
motorized surf board,
Can't ever find what you are looking for in the supermarket or box store? Ice cream or ice melt before you're done shopping? I've got a sol.
Shopping in seconds...
An iphone case with built in charger
A nail polish remover bandaid for sparkle polish. No more wrapping your fingers in cotton and tin foil! The bandage has remover in the pad.
Rocking Hands
garden tool hanger
Runner Anchors
Virtual TV Remote
Introducing Measured 1/2 Cup (or 1 cup) freezer trays, freeze that extra tomato juice, wine, liquid or leftovers in half cup measurements.
The Shaggy Dog SprinklerTM! Like a dog shaking off water, it waters the lawn, keeps the kids cool on hot days AND appeals to Animal Lovers.
A pre-packaged cat litter in a bag of 6-8 packs and a telescopic litter scooper eliminating the need to bend down and get close to cat waste
The 21 century super tool.
Disability walker aid. A device alerts the user when they are walking too far behind the walker.
"HD", The Human Desktop
PIVOT POWER RUGGED EXTENSION REEL
iPhone Bluetooth Mouse Case. Sleek case with optical eyelet, clickable left/right buttons and an app for scroll wheels and other goodies.
Pro Rucksack Germ Free Seat
Elegant ring that opens/closes easily, allowing you to shorten, lengthen and combine your jewelry. Nothing like this exists--see the video!
isaveum co2 system
Phone Cuff
Automatic dogie door
All in 1 Bottle: tea bottle, blender bottle, sports bottle, coffee mug, all in one. One bottle for all your needs. 136 votes so far - Thx!
Series of solar garden high quality speaker / lamps, Bluetooth enabled, that play your H.Q. music at the garden, while you seat and relax.
Just bag it
Outletwheel: Plug-in USB wall Outlet with 4 or 6 regular A/C outlets
RESUB: CHOOSE HOW TO PULL YOUR 4 WHEEL LUGGAGE - vertical or horizontal, whichever is easier!
Double-chamber Water Stand
phone printer X2000
Phone Talker
Stairs climbing wheelchair
Autograph camera
WHOLE HOUSE OFF WINK SWITCH
Reset infotower
Open sesame
New binder clip
Use the kitchen ceiling, add accessible pull down storage of all sizes with push/pull adjustable length coil. Can be removable & decorative.
The easiest bed sheets to put on a bed! Only 1 simple step. Great for beds against a wall, bunk beds and a huge time saver for hotel chains!
Dashboard Bluetooth camera and APP. Prove who caused the accident? Or started the road rage.
Honey, put the toilet seat down!
Create a rack to use in hospitals to hang infant mobiles, and strollers
backpack vacuum
iPad SmartCover Storage idea For Headphones and USB Cable.Also has Kickstand for better viewing angle.New Prototype Made watch Video.Re-Sub
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Earrings Drawer Organizer--Earrings are neat and out-of-sight. DO NOT VOTE FOR THIS. Found a competitive product too similar. Sorry.
Brain Builder
thermal travel mug with temperature set that is battery operated. no more cold coffee, tea or hot chocolate.
For anyone who's not a kitchen wizard here is a simple vegetable slicer.
Where is Grandma and Papa?
SliPODS
No clog, no sneeze, pet groom.
Multi-voice messaging boxes. To have a customize voice message for certain individuals.
(Resub #1) Recently UC! Revised based on Staff Feedback: Quirky Totem Mixing Bowls.
Lifeguard Alert
FRYING PAN POCKETS
Universal, slick and small, a smartphone gadget that, clips to your hip, attaches to your DIGIDUDE tripod and is a cool stand.
å¯å˜ç©ºé—´ç”µæºæ’æŽ’
AutoAlert Watch &amp; Body Monitor
Energy saving pot is made to keep energy inside the pot and to minimized loss of energy.
Ever smash a bug and need to clean up the mess? Now you don't have to do that with a Bug Catch and Release system.
Measuring Splash Guard - Boiling water/Sauce splash guard, avoid burns or stains. No more guessing, Measures, Strains, Lid & more...RESUBMIT
Solar/Graphene/OLED Floodlight
Task Art
A simpler, better, more fun way to floss your teeth.
A Hydraulic Recycling/Trash Compactor that fits any can, can be battery powered and plug in.
Make microwave cooking in your life easier with my new design microwave lid and food tray! Get a handle on it!
Don't Stare Care Logo, or I'm Quirky Logo for clothing and hats.I am tired of people staring at my son with Autism, maybe that will help !
My invention will eliminate neck and back pain associated with having to hold your tablet on your lap or other surfaces while working.
The All-Purpose Rotating Kitchen Rack: Collapsible Rack for Easy Cooking
Sleepy Flyer
BATH WOMB
My idea is for outdoor string lights. They will have specific colored lights that can be turned on and off according to the holiday.
Salad Bowl w/ Cutting Board Lid. Comes w/ collapsible drain for easy transfer of your veges down into bowl. Also for meats &amp; fruits. Resub
My bag warmer
Hate when your cat scratches your nice furniture? Protect it with stick-on scratch pads. No more messed up nice furniture.
Blum and Drain Flower Vase
Garbage can with bag dispenser
Modern hand dryer 4 yor home/business. Use on counter or remove base & install under cabinet or on your wall. Stop using paper-Save trees!
Introducing the Ropa. The first and only mini tabletop washer that not only washes and spin dries clothes, but also heat dries them.
Screen Specs
App-en OLED Eyes in Frame/toy
Clean Corners
A charging mat that provides a cool barrier between your lap and laptop It will auto cool and charge with a universal wireless charger
Contoured Spray Applicator
Theese 3 products will help carry the front wheel on the bike while the bike is mounted on the vehical. Go to www.wheel-riders.com
We bring home left-overs frequently and never know how old the takeout box is. Writing on some containers is inconvenient or not feasible.
Enlight your path...

[resubmit]

An iphone case with space for cards and banknotes. you could also put loose change in it.
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Spider Scoop: A spider killer/disposer that consists of a rod and claw that easily catches a spider in your home when you squeeze the handle
plateau multi usage
Wall-mounted toothbrush holder
Toy pinwheel that hangs inverted by a swivel hook and is steered into the wind by a rudder molded into the body near the pinwheel axle.
Iphone Dual Charger Cable
Wired Christmas Trees
Glow Body Art
Annoying Neighbor dogs beware of: Dog Catcher! Sends an "instant" pic of "dog in the act of pooping" on your lawn.
No Waste Pump
Sonic Slicer-Dicer: Effortless
New and Improved Bath Brush
Razor plus
A high-tech, multi-use pet carrier designed for smaller pets of all types to be ready to travel with all of the pet's needs in an emergency.
Control how you paint
tv remote locator
Fast &amp; Easy display set up
USB Charging Drawer
A angled hi thread count hypo-allergenic wedge style pillow to replace using multiple pillows to sleep comfortably and to ease neck pain.
A Nalgene bottle accessory. Once attached, pump air into bottle this will release a fine mist of cool water on you or your plants.
Hides the cords for flat screen TV's mounted on the wall
Car door hits protection.
A Pop-up Shrub Curtain that gently lifts and protects low lying branches enabling you to pull weeds or clean around from under them.
Snatcher! Salad Tongs that not only pick up the big chunks, but also rake in the delicious harder to grab stuff on the bottom.
Can Topper Koozie
A fingertip controlled joystick mouse pad. It lets you continue drawing by pushing your fingertip forward. Has pinpoint control for drawing.
Guardian angel
A device/app that allows your phone to stop charging when the battery is at 99 or 100%
fishing rod tee
Happy Meter
Tick Shield
Dot Com- The memo sticker
pet swiffer pads
Bug Roller
(ReSubmit) Avoid smudging your fingers when applying nail polish. Protect the skin on your fingers with a flexible wrap - the Nail Bumper!
Digital Measuring Tape extends on both sides- Adds &amp; displays as one measurement, eye level, minimizes tape bending &amp; Finds exact Center
Exfoliate, Massage and Drain
Ring Pop Cakes.
L-shaped USB
GUILTY! The biggest clutterer in the kitchen are Ladles, Serving Spoons and Pasta Servers. Time to tame the draw and bench clutter.
a rechargeable visa recycling gift card . would act like a savings account for recycling .
IPhone remote controller for safe driving.
This desk organizer is made out of sticks that create a safe grip around pens, phones, cables and whatever else lives on a desk.
Heated Bath Towel â€“ The First, Portable, Washable, Towel Sleeve, and Removable Heating Element Solution for EVERYONE!
A filet board with a clamp designed to swivel from a flat position to a 90ï‚° position would work for both pan fish and catfish.
Geo-based Automatic Security
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Handheld computer locator
Ride and weed
I call my idea the "SaniDome". .
A cover that can recharge a iphone through a person kinetic energy from walking.
A transparent pocket for your Smart phone,that securely clips to your belt, pocket or handbag by means of a reel of cord.
Home-made cinema travelling
Nfl team sweats pants.
A mac headphone input that splits into a audio in and audio out
This is a wallet that is incorporated into a super thin and streamline case for the iPhone 4, holding an ID, a debit card, and cash.
A retractable keyboard dust cover that attaches to your keyboard to allow you to quickly and easily pull a protective cover over the board.
FLIP CHARGER
Plant rings circle a plant & fasten with bug clips. Know where you've planted, what colors, where to feed, water & mulch, keep color going!
A GPS module for location look up and tracking that could be attached to school bags, backpacks, clothes or other accessories.
An adjustable bookmark that let's you know where you left off on a page.
Shoulder it
Sunscreen Station
I call it Dial-A-Drink. It's a pivitable base, on a cool plastic bottle, that introduces a new flavor each turn. Please let me explain more.
Sterile baby bottles and pacifiers that you can pick up at the supermarket, department store, theme parks or even the corner gas station
Kite That Cleans the Air!
I want to design a hearing / eye protection that will allow me to use my Ipod or cellphone earbuds while im doing yard work.
GPS Locator Pet Collar
Thermo InductionArmbandCharger
Snap-On Water Hose Connector
Thumb and finger tip protector. Protects from slicing or cutting your thumb tip or finger tip while you are chopping vegetables, etc.
ready pen
Back-packable stroller
Apple People!!!! Meet the Double Charger!!! Resubmit Had 295 Votes
The Plowl
BrushBuddy stores your paint brushes and keeps them ready to go with three built in features for years of use.
Ripe wine
Comfortable Platform Shoes....
I wish my inground,vinal liner pool was equiped with an overflow outlet line. incast of power outs,I would'nt be able to drain my pool.
Extenia
The Prone FlyPro uses a personâ€™s body weight and bungee cords to provide resistance targeting all major muscle groups in the body.
Pet Alert
A soft-feel coated magnetic mat that could be cut to fit for different sized cupboards, with magnetic spacers that can be repositioned.
An app-enabled calendar to sync up events written on a wall calendar in your home to your smart phone or tablet
A non stick blender insert that allows you to easily pour out the entire contents of your blender without the need for scraping.
Emergency Response Alarm
Clear View Refrigerator Shield Keeps cold air from escaping when opening the door. CONSERVES ENERGY! Resubmit from 4/2012
Iphone case with an attached mirror: tiltable to allow different shooting angles and slidable a few inches to adjust to len position
Vented towel rack. Heated towel rack dries the towel. Vented rack can freshen the towel, add fragrance and dry. Also freshen the room.
Mobigame
Frebreeze Scented trash cans. Possible pitch. Trash cans that have removable scent cartridges. Great for offices, restrooms, kitchens + more
Never loose your glasses
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Jewelry/accessories Tree
window mate
COOL KIDS VALET Getting clothes & sports requirements ready for the rush hour in morning is made simpler and fun.
MICROWAVE CRISP PLATE
Ted
RUSH, the party stopping game!
Remember building forts as a kid? Inflatable Fort Blocks let kids build bigger, more fun forts, without using mom's "good pillows".
Save a Life Escape Button
Mspot
The No-Leash walker- Allows dogs freedom from leashes and the ability to walk along side their owners like friends walking down the street.
Stop Useing Your Regular Diapers! WALLABY NAPPIES,,,The next generation do away with the familiar Sight, Feel, Smell and Airborne Pathogens.
Create a painting canvas or poster "door" for those ugly cheap full-length mirrors we all used (or still use) in college/high school.
Minha ideia Ã© acabar com o barulho que os sapatos fazem por onde passam."My idea is to stop the noise the shoes make as they go."
toliet paper holder
BathTub Connect
An appealing spice rack/pan hangar.
car alarm app
Built-in or an accessory for laptops, netbooks, tablets: Manual sliding cover that prevents being watched from a virus activating the camera
Take two garden tools - one is a hand fork and the other is a small spade. Connect the two tools by their short metal handle with screws.
Leaf Shredding Robot
PEDDLE POWER
Bail Pail
Heel Huggy
Suds Sponge has an internal pocket to host any bar of soap. This helps to prevent continous lathering throughout the bathing process.
WaterBall - Hose fits anywhere
Pyradock
Measuring Pot
MISTY SPIN
Support for removable mosquito net. Thus we have more space enrroscar without it.
Save Your Sole and Your Feet! "Outer Soles" - A thin but cushioned, removable, sneaker-sole pad, adhered to the bottom of hard soled shoes.
Wink Data Center
Wink Jack- Wirelessly Record your Music using Wink Technology
Portable/travelling Nasa foam mattress for babies - Just roll up and carry around.
Never lose clothespins-eliminates the need to reach into a clothespin bin/bag and searching for lost clothespins when they fall off the line
Dogerade
float or fly
I LOVE IT when my wife scratches my back. The sounds coming from me remind me of a bear rubbing against a tree in the woods. Hence the name.
A nicer way to store lint. Encourages recycling. Attach to dryer or wall. Could be made out of mesh and be expandable.
A 3-in-1 Speaker Docking System For the Mac Pro. Play Music from Phone, Ipod and The New Mac Pro.
defrosting eye wear
Heart it! Charm Bands, the newest trend in charm bracelets.
A manual paper bundling crate where you could collect your paper recycling and then tie it into a bundle without removing it.
With the help of GE, we can prevent home fires stemming from electrical outlets
Modular Case-Less Computer
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Cooling phone
My "pretty" pool cover is an eye-pleasing option bound to lift your spirits during winter months when the beauty of your pool is hidden.
Mouse Mount multi-light switch
The silent key ring, a simple key ring that keeps your keys together, no more jingle.
HAIR FLARE .**...Q&gt;&gt;DIY......
SPF Spray booth
Drawerease- The modular & stackable front/side opening drawer unit. Clothing storage & laundry management to optimise space, time and budget
Kitchens r hot and so r Chef Coats. Make a Chef Coat out of thin material that keeps u cool and is as repellent as the thick durable ones.
Orblet
PEN/PENCIL SOCK! Pensleeves. grips w Endless designs; sports, colors, or w/ magnet never lose pen w/ a little desk/cabinet magnet sticker
Fire sale site 4anything fast
Storage cabinets move down from ceiling level to shoulder level for easy access and back to ceiling level again... giant wheel style...
Over or Under TP
Babyâ€™s safety, app enabled buckle that prevents parents to forget their child in the car.
Cellphone procase should be invented or designed to carry pills,women makeup,cigarettes lighter and cigarettes, that we forget everyday.
BOOBS
Magnetic bar blade (bottle opener used by bartenders). Usual bar blade with additional magnet that attracts the bottle cap once removed.
FootJamas/FootJammies
Ipad Ruggedized Shade Case
Hair color dispensing comb
A spindle that attaches to the handset of office phones that rotates 360 degrees to untangle the phone cable. YES!
TriUnity for iPad. Prototype and Video. Three Panel Case- Separates into Two Folders.
buckless belt
A rack for hanging plastic zip-lock storage bags, which mounts conveniently to the underside of a cabinet shelf, or underneath a wire shelf!
Spray nozzle for hot sauce
A Non-Stick Sushi Roll Slicer to make uniform slices.A specific sushi roll lunch container, with seperated areas for sauces,ginger, wasbi
All in one grapefruit utensil!
4n1 surfboards and bikes
Modern, colorful totes for home recycling. A tote for each type of product with stackable, smaller totes for trash that take less space.
A reuseable, manually pumped can of conpressed air to dust off electronic equipment (computer keyboards) similiar to the Air-Hogs toys.
Never mix up cleaning sponges again! Cleaning sponges and cloths which are labelled with their purpose or use.
The VTC (vehicle trash compactor) is unassembled and with a custom install you'll never worry about trash inside your vehicle again.
Bi-focal helmet face shield
New innovative ways to put ads on airlines luggage tickets
Easy Switch
Style Assist
Always purified h2o from any faucet-No batteries needed for UV light &amp; filter:place over any drinking thermos/bottle on the go/home
Bookmark which will keep the note pad and highlighter/pencils in one place. It will keep the notepad highlighter along with book u reading.
Expandable Bathroom Towel Stand Stretches out to hold more towels when you have guests, contracts to save space when you're home alone.
Sweat pants, Jogging Pants, Why do they only come in S,M,L Small short, Small medium, Small long, Medium short, Medium medium,ect.
Pillow wrestler
Power Cylinder/ Power Tube
Printer that Communicates
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LID - IT...food covering
Baseball Cap,LCD Screen (APP)
Love old tin embossed tiles?Buy a roll and you could use it for:Scrap Booking, Borders, Chair Rails, and tiles for your ceiling/back splash.
limpiadores retrÃ¡ctiles
A Pentalobe Screwdriver so that people can access their Apple devices to swap out the batteries on their own.
A flexable/reuseable ring with handle that holds open a plastic trash bag. Perfect when your spouse or kids can't hold the bag open for you.
Mini Induction mat speaker
An alert system for a golf course which would enable someone up at the tee box to push a button and alert golfers of an errant golf shot.
The BONAâ€™SLEEP is an ergonomic pillow that provides a right alignment of the spine. Who sleeps in a good position has a better health.
Hate pulling that dripping wet sandwich from your cooler? Try this reusable waterproof bag for holding ice - keeps items cold and dry.
One Size Frames All: Introducingâ€¦ FrameWorks for Apple Devices
SOLAR AND WIND POWERED WALKWAY LED LIGHTS - Powered by both technologies they will charge and maintain light more brightly and
uniformly
Introducing Peel-off Paper Clips
TRASH BIN GROOMER
Phone/W Voice Recogntion Text
Bra Clasp Laundery Clip
STEP LADDER LEVELER
Portable Multi-plug Outlet
Painter's Pole
insulin pen travel pouch
The Vertical Ice Cooler
Night flashing rod
A new way to save bottles and cans by having a continer that crushes and saves them for you. GO GREEN!
une deuxiÃ¨me vie Ã la boite
Home Closet Safe
Armrest Trackpad/ball: a device that attaches to the end of a typical office chair armrest and provides a wireless trackpad or trackball.
Faraday Box Key Bowl
the wristbud is a stylish, durable wristband which solves the problem of tangled earbuds.
Resub.100% view/vote ratio! Smart portable radiant oil heaters...able to be turned on or off...up or down using smartphone.
Smart wire nut
Great for Germophobes! Blow out candles without getting spit (or other stuff) on the cake.
A Crutch Stand. It's an attachment to standard crutches that folds out so that there's always something to lean them on.
AOK
The Sun Disk
Floss &amp; Toss
What if you could turn the lights of your house on and off, just by walking through your house? (Video!)
chair boot
Perfect Pretzel Bun Maker/pan
Ever try cleaning your spa size bathtub? Yes, take off shoes, climb in and clean. Need long handle cleaner that expands scrubs and cleans.
Keychain Tripod for Phone
BUY AMERICA
Aluminum foil/plastic wrap/wax paper/dispencers/ singles/combo
Don't have room for a recycling storage solution in your small living space? This sleek over the door recycling center is for you!
DNA kit
Gyro Racing System
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Portable DVR hard drive.
blazing potato..
A barrier that will prevent you from dropping anything, or getting your hand stuck between your carseat or passenger seat ever again!
Tank &amp; Bottle Detection Device
Have you vaccumed properly beneath the sofa? Be sure through the camera-equipped vaccum noozle sending video to your smart phone!
A must for every driver.Keep awake and alert day/night.Audible,beeps,and LEDs with message.Handy device will keep you awake.No more snoozing
A roller shade or window blind that connects to your alarm clock and automatically rolls up or opens when your alarm goes off .
Wink Enabled Car Remote
The Cake Shield
Stink bug killer
Fresh Shoes
Once click Sugar Dispenser that measures and dispenses calibrated amounts of sugar as required by you
RESUB: Post surgery compression garments for pets
StoveTimey
Sock Organizer Xpress! (SOX)
SkeleSkin
Tail lite
Train your dog to stop barking using positive reinforcement â€“ Even when you're not home!
Pocket Landmark Locator
Heat proof stickers and adjustable shelves to color coordinate your pots and lids quickly. (INTERACTIVE PROOF OF CONCEPT)
A kit to make personalized purses, made of 100% recycled materials. Girls from all ages can use their creativity and help the planet.
A giant QUIRKY snow scoop. A snow scoop that the user loads up with snow or dirt, and the scoop empties itself by pressing the grip once.
a cool, portable, personal smoke & odor "eating" cigarette butt container, smaller than a cigarette pack, can be hooked to belt loop
Meet the telescoping head shaving or buzzing mirror.. For guys that shaved their head but dont have eyes behind their head
iPad Case - cover stand + silicon keyboard
Comfortable Secure Key Chain
Boil, drain, and serve your food with this one pot. Transferring food to a strainer is unnecessary. Resub
Phone controlled kids ride on
Laser measurement beam, Bluetooth &amp; app enabled. Just by pointing at different points at the open space, measures distance, area &amp; volume
New sight head band,Blind Aid
cake dish that slices. no more knives, messy slices, and EVERYONE gets a neat slice. I know I hate getting the crumbling one.
NEW CONTINUOUS ZIPPER TECHNOLOGY - Lightweight, two-piece, stylish, colored. One piece is being pushed inside another as the slider moves.
Office ear muffs. Non-electronic noise blocking earmuffs: sleek, thin, small and effective. Block out office chatter and look professional.
The next big thing? This is a thin 'iron on' or stick on fan-made of fabric/card. Kids wear on chest and 'pat' to push air up and cool face
the comma clip
Versatile Glasses
Positive Pauline Chatty Doll
H2O Doc
Cool pets
This is a earphones adaptation to any earphone for all people that love listening to music but after some songs they get earphone annoyed.
Sanitizing gel holder for your car. It would clip or stick on the inside of your car.
baby stroller fan, made from computer fans, var. speed, encased in flash light cyclinder, slots in cyclinder,using cordless drill batteries
Solar belt
Choices! Let children choose their favorite colors to "paint" their fingernails/toesnails. Easy removalable, changable, and always stylish!
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Adjustable BBQ Foodline!
My idea is coated weights in 10 lb. segments that are configured to fit the rails across the back of the stairs for above ground pools.
Rubber retractable and expandable trash bag
I phone strap and clip case, strap or clip your I phone to any surface to take videos, similar to Pose
listening to music but don't want to hurt your ear drums and be aware if an incident happens near by? The sonic headphones are the solution!
No effort foot loofah
phone controlled outlet
iChair and QiChair
A safe that has a clock built in and an electronic keypad so that it can only be opened during a certain time.
Pivot Power Adapters!
Sneeky scruncher
Spray Bottles Use It All
INDOOR BASEBALL
PIP-PREVENT IMMUNIZATION PAIN
Quit making those trips to check the garage door. Now a garage door sensor you can put anywhere in your house and close the garage door too.
Extend-a-Faucet
Store sugar, flour, cornmeal, coffee, cookies in the best possible way â€“ with no air. Handy â€œfreshnessâ€ canisters make this possible.
Automatic Sprinker Head Housing
Identified Person
My idea is called the snow melt. It is basically a headed leaf blower. it is ment to replace the standard shovel it melts snow.
Pillow with memory foam center to craddle your head &amp; adjustable infatable sides,top &amp; bottom to give perfect shape for your body type
Super syringe
Reusable twisting soda cap that keeps the fizz inside (it can be used for 20oZ, &amp; 2 Liter soda bottles)!
Smart Phone Case Speaker
Grocery Bag Holder for Car Trunk. Includes Perishables compartment. Organize all your stuff neatly. Folds when not in use. resub
A Light bulb went off,Finger dips,I recently had a mis-shapen frito scoop that fit my finger perfectly..shaped like a cone
1 fit all blinds
Car sun visor bag which contains lipstick, eyeliner and a see through mirror to help women do their makeup without changing the RV mirror.
GLASS TOASTER
App enabled iron board (or iron) - Never will your clothes or board ever get burned
Sidekick iPouch
PowerWheels Controller App
retract everything
A suitcase for shoes and shoe accessories. VERY IMPORTANT TO READ THE ATTACHED FILE
socle de parasol pliable
The Mach 3 of lint and animal hair removal! A brush, a lint remover roll, and vacuum all in one! Lint, animal hair no more!
Safety for convenient stores
Instabottle
Body wipes. A cool refreshing on the go wipe down.
Soap Gritters Hand Cleaners
Get a buzz when your team scores! A bracelet that vibrates when either team in a baseball game scores a run. Follow the game from anywhere.
The multislice cutter. A cutter that cuts into several parts in one shot ideal for pizza and other.
Brass Cartridge Catcher Pro
Save yourself when reading at the beach! A table that you put over your face while tanning to read the book on the bottom! Plus more!
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Are you tired of trying to find room for a loaf of bread, hamburger buns, and hotdog buns in the same breadbox? Here is a simple solution.
Remote Location Device
3 in 1 Laptop Cooling Pad
stringy cheese snippers
Simple staired pill bottle rack. I looked all over the internet, and there is only a revolving pill bottle tray.
AutoRewind power cord Cradle
Bathtub Plastic Drip Stopper
Door Mat Lights
Saw that measures the Cut
Neat Sheets No more hassle wresting fitted sheets dragging them across the floor Makes folding laundry quicker and easier
TODDLER BOTTLE STRAP
Case to hold 2 mobile phones
My invention/Idea is know as the KC (Kitchen Connector),The magnetic Suction device solution to un-organised kitchen utensils.
personalized fitted pen
Some breed of dogs simply cant tolerate the cold on their feet .But they won't wear any sort of foot covering. That's where paw pads come in
PORTABLE SUNSHADE MOVES LIKE A SNAKE THE SHADE IS LIKE WINDSHIELD SHADE CLIPS TO ANYTHING THE SHADE MOVES
WITH YOU YOU NEVER HAVE TO MOVE
Shared Listening
A disposable water absorbent bag used for portable toilets, training potties and bed pans.
Fast Cycle Laundry
Tape measurement with mark hole and leveler. Measure, level and mark precisely every time, no need to go back and mark again.
tennis ball snatcher
Incorporate a built in "in case of emergency" button on all smartphones.
Car Cellphone Blocker
digital calendar
Clear cube dome made out of recycled matrl easily attach to top ofc cubes, employee can work in a quieter environmnt without a personal ofc.
GloveLite, Work gloves made with two rows of LED diodes positioned on the front and back knuckles.
ELECTRIC OUTLET ALI-3
Mail Box detector
Hand Powered Garbage Disposal
The "Modular Spice Rack", stylish enough for Julia Child's Kitchen, awesome for your kitchen, and it will look good on HSN.
My idea is a clamp accessory for a power drill so if the head snaps off of a screw you can clamp it and simply spin it out.
mobile monitor
"Lego" Furniture. A set of modular pieces that can be assembled into various pieces of furniture. Chairs, tables, benches, bookshelves, etc.
WiFi Power Outlet
Identafly
The New and Improved Multipurpose Carrier! Carry your groceries, shopping bags, beer, soda, etc. One less trip to your car!
Deter/ Prevent Bike Theft Using Stealth shock tactics
Crates Desk and Shelf Kit
Clothes Iron Protective Cover
jewelry contain for hangers
Cabinet Door Spice Storage - A kit of velcro tins will help you organize and store your spices.
My product is a collapsible laundry bag that can be carried by handles, wheeled, or worn like a backpack.
Funnel foot pedal trash can
a simple led light with a push button within the poop bag holder. push the button and find the night time poops.
A two parts alarmed padlock for high value loads . The padlock to secure the trailer's door and the other part on the driver to alert him.
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the TOMATO PLANT CRADLE is a 2ft x 2ft 1/2 moon shaped basket with 4 corner pegs keeps tomato plants suspended 6-8 inches off the ground.
1 workout band, many resistances. They're marks along the length of the band. Place your foot on 2 marks, increase your weight resistance.
Spoon-Fork Switch
sdfg
take your chair on your pocket
Make Pivot power even better - add circuit-breaker switch and UPS system (provides emergency power to a load when the power source fails).
A cool, stylish, skin-tight case with a zipper on the back for convenient storage.
Modular Expandable Cabinet Organizer â€“ expands in two directions. Simple and functional.
EZ Lotion Applicator
Stomach Sleeper
Container Prevents Soggy Food
Resistance Adaptive Leash-leash with LED bulbs that prevents your dog from wandering off to the side. String of light at night for safety.
The Cord Caddy
A waist-high trash can
A big wheeled outside walker for rough terrain & tougher weather conditions to enhance elderly and disabled peoples lives in the outdoors.
Slapboard
Drift as a game controller! The Drift looks awesome but how cool would it be if my gaming console could leverage it?
Portable water activated air freshening tablet. Packaged like a roll of lifesavers and effervesces to freshen a public restroom.
Hoops! Mattel challenge.
3 in 1 phone case, with forearm band and car holder. The case would be interchangable between the two.
SeeSki, SkiSee or SkiBobber
Solar Air Conditioner
Changing a baby's diaper is hard, especially when they start rolling over. So keep your infant from tumbling off the table with Baby Chocks.
file folders with timer chips
save time shave
LOVE MACHINE is a "medical" device that permits remote "coitus" either alone or with a partner linked over the internet.
'The drink waiter'. A wieghted circular grid for keeping ICEat the bottom of drinks.
safe door
Pool Raft Spritzer
Iphone Case with USB ports and memory card slots+ pivotable flash drive on the back that turns into a iphone holder/support.
iPad Smart Cover Closure Strip
Oven Armor
Illusion Tint film roll
Market pre-cooked frozen ground beef for soups, chili or spaghetti meat sauce. A compliment for Hamburger helper, Manwich sandwiches,tacos.
Diaper Change or Alligator Wrestling? Changing pad cover with super strong velcro area to attach to a velcro vest harness! Stay still I say!
Ever changing kids puzzle board! Translucent puzzle pieces that when place properly on the puzzle board display a new image.25 loaded images
Aware Headphones
Human or cat food carousel for organizing all those dry goods that come in paper bags.
my idea is a back lit keyboard for laptops either built into the laptop or an external keyboard protector with the lights built into that
Test
Do you eat sushi? Do you mix wasabi with soy sauce? Why isn't there a bottle of "W" sauce already on the table? Premixed Wasabi + Soy Sauce!
Collapsible Sippy Cup. Easy &amp; Fun way to keep child happy and hydrated without need to figure where to store cup. Fits: purse, bag, pocket
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Infra-red wand POSITIONER
App enabled exercise/Yoga mat - Monitor your reps and your Blood pressure, pulse rate etc. May have a inbuild idevice stand
This mobile scoop allows one to clean up after their dogs when walking them without using your hand in a plastic bag and cleans up easy.
Tune up your guitar, app enabled tuners
COOL LID, HOT CUP
smart sensing oven
Inteligent multicharge with retractible cables. Alan Dias Quirky
Porty Plug The Night Charger.
Anywhere Lamp
A laptop or tablet computer holder affixed to the side of your bed so you can comfortably use your devices while you are laying down.
Cruise/College Companion
DIY Costume Mask Casting Kit
A hinged book-like organizer that can be adapted for spices, glasses, can goods, etc. for use in pantry, cabinets, or the refrigerator.
Self Powered Generator
The Shoes That Come Alive! is a unique and innovative product.The Shoes That Come Alive! is specifically designed to activate sound effects
reclining baby carseat
A camera system for Barbra Shops and Hair Salons that take multiple before and after pictures of the customers head.
Tilt-A-Bowl, the serving bowl that tilts up for easier access - sold in singles or a set of three nesting
Hammer Pole
The Cord Keeper
A Plunger (for toilet/tub/sink, etc...) that uses a hollow handle suction system (much like a syringe), to allow for more powerful suction.
Pull and rotate cabinet trays. You can mount your own cooking station having everything at hand and organized.
Keyless Door Managers - automatically Unlock/Lock to Open/Close house doors using a remote key pad and/or Code that also sets house alarm
The CLAPPER 2013, control your lights, TV, radio, without moving! Just use that phone your already on.
crib glow
Who can help?
A device where toddlers and kids can learn tons of knowledge and gives parents the opportunity to guide and control what they are learning.
Hat Hearing Aid What if one could put on a hat and hear better? No circuits, batteries, mice or outlets. Spend $20 and hear better.
A simple external solution that helps lock the thunderbolt cables to computers and peripherals would be a great sell.
EarPod attachments
Programmable Blinds
Mobile workbench with shop vac built in.Do small jobs without the big mess.Hold your tools and parts to repair items in a lived in home.
Small engine push button start
Auto Arm Cradle
Privacy Stall Door Holder Clip
LED Pinstriping decals for PHONES..vehicles...HELMETS(safety meets style) bikes..SKATEBOARDS and much more!!
Are you sick of having to put your outdoor furniture cushions away or forgetting to do so? Throw pillows that convert to furniture covers!
Screen Queen
"Mommy's New Babysitter" is what they are calling it. A play office organizer that keeps kids busy for hours playing "office".
Stor MUG Stir
An easy to handle container that goes in the shower with you to recycle water with.looks good.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ks5pO56EeX8
The Camera Bulb
Modular shelves (portable and scalable) for cabinets and pantries - No Installation Needed!
LCD Personalized Digital Coffee Table that controls ALL of your homes electronics featuring a Smart Touch Screen...Screaming Eval! ~kandi
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DEFINITION: A ceiling fan blade cleaner which attaches to a vacuum cleaner.
A headband for girls that change colors when in sunlight. Teenagers and little girls will love it! It will be a great new fashion statement!
safe seat
Smart Car Temperature Control
A funny Sand Beach Bike. (Re-sub)
Custom covers for the upcoming Google Glass (smartphone glasses).(prev 269 votes) Lets get the jump on the accessories. Big upcoming market!
PooperShooter
Coin Storage/ dispenser
Portable Fish Tank
GE Smart Efficiency Wash/Dry
You Need to stay Cool when you sleep.Not Sweaty We Need A Better Pillow and Sheet Set That is Cool and Wicks away Sweat Good for HSN!
Universal Screw Driver
Display Device
A game of solitaire between people based on timing, Based on who can finish a set of 2 rounds faster.
Yoga-Dog A comfortable, lightweight, weatherproof, fashionable, portable, easy maintenance, bed/mat for your best friend (or your dog).
Tired of everything falling out of your medicine cabinet when you reach for your Preparation H? Have no fear, the Cabinet Guard is here.
wrist band locator
GPS tracking jewelry for child abduction used with cell or computer application and a emergency 911 link for immediate response.
"The Rib Clamp" so your hands don't get all greasy when eating spare ribs. I envisage some kind of clamp that can hold the meat.
Squeezing the toothpaste tube in the centre &amp; leaving uncovered causes challenges in relationships &amp; leads to messy bathrooms - let`s fix it
A all in one garden tool for small gardens, easy to carry and use for small gardens or flower beds.
Club Finder
Meet the Projection Level.. Easy Easy Easy!!!! Project the level right on your wall...
Baby saver wet app. save baby.
A hard plastic clam-shelled case designed to protect and organize a single sandwich and associated condiments.
teething cover for phone
USB BABY
TabFit
A travel pillow / neck pillow thatâ€™s also a stand for iPads, tablets, and e-readers.
Self-cleaning shovel
All-in-one Water Bottle
Emergency all in one Sensor
SITTER MONITOR
The recliner everyone will Love:)
Automatic Lighting
Headphone + Speakers
Sex toy for rabbits
Adirondack Chairs Decals
Stretchy Strainer Covers
A solar Tree with a coin operated recharge station integrated into it
Easy Net
A sterring wheel cover that gets warm as you wait for the car to warm up, so no more freezing hands and a warm tushy.....
My idea is a battery-operated shovel. The pan of the shovel heats up once the on button is activated for the easy removal of snow and ice.
Bluetooth App Enabled Strobe
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EDENPURE TECH. FOR CAR HEATER
Grapper
TeacherTech
A pour top for gallon jugs.
A Hands Free,Hassle Free,Sanitary,Foot operated and Detachable Trash or Recycle can opener for all mechanically dumped cans in use today.
Painters helper
Fresh &amp; healthy termatic Meal 2 go: self heating chicken or beef bowl. This will be healthy and no more microwave or frozen food.
AUTO CUT PACKING TAPE
Gulf Stream
Surf / Water Shoes that work
Remote Finder
The Perfect Bottle
AUTOMATIC TENNIS BALL THROWER - Do you ever get tired before your dog when it comes to throwing the tennis ball?
THE SALAMI SLICER - manual salami slicer for EASY cutting of straight or spiral slices. Just put on top of salami and twist.
Design attachable (inner) kitchen cabinet/pantry door units, for organizing kitchen utensils so that you can free up needed drawer space.
!SEXY and ECO-FRIENDLY! Aluminum Body with Refillable Cartridges and Carry Band/Display Base. [VIDEO]
iTraveler - ultra independent traveler - control the device with your smartphone or tablet, GPS coverage all over the world
Decorate plastic coated tomato cages and trellises that are "vine-looking"; functional, decorative, and last longer than traditional ones.
zapster
jacketsun
Mattel Color ME Scroll.
Multi Level Dog Food Station With Pull Up Privacy Screen For Smaller Dogs. For Cats Too! If You Have Multiple Pets, You Might Need This!
One DVR/HD setup uses 446 kilowatt hrs/year of electricity, 10% more than a refrigerator! I have an idea to reduce our electric bills by 15%
Pez + Chips = One fun chip dispensing machine! A LAM CUNNINGHAM/Capone production = LAMP ((((NEW)))) ideas from Pencilsqueza! (Resub)
YAUDIO, Where my Audio becomes Your Audio, A Headset Based device, making "Personal Entertainment, Public! with two simple clicks.
bicycle stop light
A foldable character cap or hat operated the solar powered fan. Fun for kids and be a cool character or mascots.
Interact with your video game,become a talking character in the game with voice command,interacting with CodiTalk, advancing INTO the game
The Write Bite
Comfy Tub
Fruit Holder Stand
Ghost Hologram Kit! For fun occasions or to scare intruders away. App. enabled w/ motion detector, audio &amp; camera
Sticky Grips are ultra thin silicone stickers for those who hate cases and bulky stickers but want stylish customization and improved grip!
iPhone Travel Camera Case
Loofah Travel Case
This product is a new idea for the recycling mentality of the glass bottles. With this new option , we will reduced the pollution.
Screen Scroll: microfiber cloth laptop screen protector
The concept of the uv guard is designed to protect the wearer,s arm from the harmful rays of the sun while driving.
Lab coat with back pocket
Modular Inflatable furniture! Perfect for kids and dorm rooms! Build anything , it could be the crates of inflatable furniture!
safe roof measurement
Become a human hamster wheel! Charge your iPhone while biking.
COLLAPSIBLE TRAFFIC BARREL,A collapsible barrel comprising: top portion having a retractable light.
The best Idea for Refrigerators and why its not already on them I don't know.
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Swivel cam for Apple or smart devices
Roll With It
A cooling screen Lid has a fitted screen so the food can cool without bugs,dust,etc.getting on item.Plus no moisture on food while cooling.
Carpetech
Bud Messenger
The Woody-Saurâ€™s Family
TABLE HUGGIES-Stop the slipping &amp; sliding of table protection with a variety of styles-PASTRY CLOTH*CARVING PUMPKINs*DYING
EGGS*ARTS/CRAFTS
Binky Chain
Walk or run in the company of your pet, having him safely attached to you with this 270â° degrees rotating ring collar.
Safety Harness
I think it would be cool to have a glow in the dark personalized case
Recycle paper to make T.P.
White Noise for your pet.
A pegboard insert that would go in a drawer with wood or plastic pegs that could be configured in any desired way.
Wireless Dog Trainer
The SwivelDisc:A stylish & small software/cd/dvd/Blu-ray dvd rack.Hopefully one day the worldâ€™s top selling cd/dvd tower.(videos included)
Coin counter for car
real mail organizer. wi fi app
Compartmento bento: portable bento box w/adjustable compartments, customizable for foods of all shapes. Pack a different lunch day-after-day
A clip on extension to replace a broken tab on the end of a Network Interface cable.
cameragun
Raking leaves and getting them into bags for disposal is a pain. Here's an easier way to collect leaves and make it a pleasant experience.
Don't break your back!Backpack
safe driving device
Cool off with Iced Cold drinks and a set of Quirky's artificial ice + magnetized coaster no more diluting the flavor of your drinks and no mess while serving.
Tab-it!
the incredible hand
Squeeze Brush! Cooking Brush w/ built in Squeeze Dispenser. Automatically dispense BBQ sauce/egg wash/butter, etc.
Wall-mounted cooking utensil cubby to hold all of the oddly shaped cooking utensils that will not fit properly in a utensil drawer
Tweezers with Built-in-Light
Transition Ramp Mat
open sesame lock
I-PHONE 5 CASE with carbine clip that easily hooks to belt, providing protection while freeing your hands.
plato bebedero y comedero 2en1
The Food + Wine Bungee is a smart and creative way to store your food or wine, in fridge or outside of it!
An air blower that has a cold generator.The coldness generator will cool down the air that passes through, a problem in many existing fans.
An iphone case that includes an external speaker that plugs directly into the earbud jack
Love a steam cleaned rug but hate the dirty water residue left behind when you turn the machine off? Solution is here!!!
Necessary kitchen dispenser and molds to easily make Q gummy candy drops.
"Sublingual Aspirin Spray" - The fastest way into the bloodstream is under the tongue. Headaches & Heart attacks Aspirin Spray keychain?
Trigger operated hose nozzle...Wild West style. Quickly change from "mist" to "cone" to "jet" by adding a trigger and revolver mechanism.
SMART Fridge Notes
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U.S.O. Unidentified Sprinkling Object. Glow in the dark UFO/Frisbee with a glow in the dark water sprinkler system.
The Portable Art Studio
Don't leave your child (or pet!) in a hot car! It's FATAL mistake that's too easy to make.
instant stake
key finder
BudSleeves; a sleeve for your buds that comes in several colors and some can glow in the dark so you can easily find them!
iTech Teddy: comfort meets convenience in this plush toy that allows parents to program customized play lists and record personal messages.
The "copy and paste" program that is embedded in a computer to where you can obviously copy an item and paste it in a blank space.
POP &amp; FREEZE. Silicone Ice Tray That Makes Adding Ice Cubes to Drinks Fun and Easy. Each Ice Cube Gets Individually pushed out and released.
Hand Dog (MÃ£o de cachorro)
Measure tape integrated with Iphone!
Dude, where is my car?
RESUB -Qube Cleaning Silverware- No need to separate the way to soap it up then brush it, just one way for clean silverware
Salefido.com
Security Partner
A collapsible container/stabilizer to hold a gallon of milk, water, or two liter sodas while I'm driving so it won't spill in the car!!!
Make recycling bathroom waste easier and more attractive with a stylish dual bin can!
Car Booger Remover
Bamboo Fabric Outdoor/Indoor Beanbag Chair or Sunlounger/pad. Natural thermal regulator, eco friendly, anti bacterial, super cooling fabric!
I've developed an extension for a normal putter to convert it to a belly putter. Golfers could convert to a belly putter for 1/2 the price.
Tootsie-Dry manually dries the bottoms of your feet and between your toes with warm air
A small 5 volt USB charger using 110 or 220 house voltage plus 12 volts and with a flexible solar panel that pulls out like a window shade.
Open end wrench that automatically loosens or tightens nut.
PLAYMOBIL to LEGO adaptor pieces [&amp; vice versa]. Now Playmobil and Lego can play!
Pocketbooklight
A portable cup holder that has a thermal inside! It electronically keeps your hot drinks hot(ex. coffee) or your cold drinks cold(ex. soda).
Wink Occ/Vac Ceiling Sensor
The perfect tool to help your lil' slugger safely learn how to hit a moving ball. Consistant ball location and speed and NO CHASING BALLS!
Digital Refrigerator Calendar
Introducing "Match-Ups" the kid friendly shoe with a variety of designs for kids, eliminates the challenge of putting shoes on correctly.
Split Jar
Resub: 2 in 1 (shampoo &amp; conditioner) traveling bottle
Pivot Power USB Block
Home Court Entertainment
Fruit Fridgebowl
LED bookmark
sticketfindit
save"a"flush/is a green device
My idea is for a home massage headrest. Similar to the headrest on a professional massage table but the base slides between the mattress.
My invention is called Can The Barking Dog. This is an audible hand held device to stop your dog or cat from misbehaving.
Lamps and luminous announcements made of recycled mobile phone displays, cheap and easy to produce, consumes only 1 watt vs conventional 25.
1,2,3 CLEAN!
ADHESIVE STRIP WITH ATTACHED PLASTIC HOOK THAT CAN BE PUT ON THE BACKSIDE OF PEG
MERCHANDISE;CHEESE,CANDY,BATTERIES,ETC.TO MINIMIZE SHRINK.
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An up beat,and happy brand of t-shirts and apparel, featuring NUTZ - Squirrel, and his friend, NANNERS - Monkey. Always a positive message.
Have u ever made a whistle blowing a piece of grass held between your thumbs? This is a horn u cup in your hands to play tunes doing this.
Quirky Option
A SOLAR POWERED RING Strip CHARGER, for out or indoor use,the main design will be to cover the top of your Home and Resort Patio Umbrellas.
Device to prevent theft and forgetfulness of small but valuable objects, such as laptops, cell phones, wallet, purse, keys, etc. ..
Self cleaning roasting pan
Ergocpu private/business
Handheld dual-plate clothes iron for quickly getting wrinkles out of ties and edges of button down shirts.
tecno glasses
Realistic French Manicure
Social networking APP Badge
A NEW Concept in Dish Storage
Smart extension cord
Mobile Phone Remote Control
Dog Guardian Collar
Next Gadget
The frozen meat cutter! The world needs a simple kitchen means of cutting frozen meat, without the need to unfreeze the whole thing!
Solar powered light-up antenna ball for cars and trucks that shows off a fun dash of alternative energy and a wicked sense of style.
COLD DRINK/SPRAY FAN puts all the cooling possibilities in your hand. The ice in the drink even cools the spray. What's your style idea?
A cushioned insole socklet thatâ€™s thin enough to wear with high heels and conforms to the entire foot, providing comfort without slipping.
App-Fixed Wing Aircraft Ads
The ShoeHorn Cane
H.F.I.
No more e-pens to grab, just stick in your finger, a finger tip shape to use writing, attached to your cell or iPad made of flexible plastic
Portable Lighting Cable to quickly charge your iphone - Carry on your key chain or in a wallet or on bracelet
During an emergency at 2:00am, I was not able to reach family members who had only cellphones in their homes, even after repeated attempts.
Rock baby around the world
Lurocam
Handi-Gloves.Tools at the tips of your fingers! Fits like a second skin!
Garden Tools take up way too much space in the shed. Create more space instantly with the GARDEN CLIP STRIP
App enabled MEAT TEMPERATURE PROBE synced to smart phone. Notifies user when desired temperature is reached.
Digital Tape Measure Laser
Active Video Games
Votre vie au cinÃ©ma
Empty em' Up
Supercool
Plastic grocery bag opener
Sleep mask aka the knockout
A garbage pail with a set garbage bag in place after removing the previous one,a removable mesh and tiny bottom holes for any liquid passage
Rotating glass/cup rack for cupboards. Chic way to keep glasses off the bottom of cupboards while drying. Instant home for wet glasses/cups.
Whisk aid
Want to turn your ugly gray flat screen TV into a work of art instantly and inexpensively? Let Vision-skins show you how!
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A portable, over-the-door hanging perch for cats, because they love to sit or sleep at the highest places in any room.
Today cell phones have become the way to communicate. There can be a market for the charger. Air can be the medium to turn the micro dynamo.
The any faucet travel water filter. A simple compact water filter that stretches around any faucet. No more gross water.
LEGO kids Sketch Pad.
Mobile Awning
A fan like shield under your child's car seat so u don't have to try to reach back and pick stuff up while driving
A level for low light conditions (under cabinets,etc. My idea - to have a built-in light (LED's?) in each window with an on/off switch.
The real SnakeSkate: Use the slalom surfing movement to get impulse, instead putting your foot in the floor for it...
Toolset in Human Form. All tools you need for light repairs around the house. Sets on your counter in kitchen, dorm, apart, office, etc.....
the bowl
AN ADAPTING RED LASER TO FIND METAL OR WOODEN STUDS FOR DRYWALL HANGER TO FIT ON THERE DRILL SORRY FOR MY
SPELLING I AM FROM QUEBEC FRENCH.
holographic gamesystem
Sure Answer
Colorful panels that kids will use to construct a fort, a rocket, a tent, or whatever they can imagine!
Toothbrush with built-in Cover
Have you ever lost count of how many beers you have had in a night, well I was think if only there was an app enabled beer koozie.
Airconditioned Capsule
beat the heat
GRAVITY BAD BOY Hilarious and unique toy whose private parts move in concerto with the car's vibration,speed and turns.
Alarming Key Fob
A handle with a detachable head and multiple attchments to go on the handle (shovel,Rake,Treesaw,ect)
This is a rectangular box with a slot cut in the back side. Put the box over the hasp and you have your lock inside the protective box.
Horizontal and handy
Laundry End of Cycle Reminder
SAFETY CRIB. Total mesh crib that keeps baby safe from suffocation and injuries by getting caught between bars. SAFE FOR INFANTS/TODDLERS
Callet
A Durable Detachable Vocal Booth for Home Recording Studios
micrOven
Lotion Applicator
The TailGreat
Pour motor oil, engine coolant, windshield washer fluid &amp; other car fluids WITHOUT SPILLING. SMALL SCREW-ON NOZZLES like an olive oil
pourer
Accurate Dispenser. Dispense liquid, powder or granular objects accurately. User adjustable amount
Measure Right Bowls Measuring.
Pivot power with USB ports
Telecam-Caddy
Laser Lighter
Magnetic bath curtain
Stove,Sink,Cover Backsplash
Protection of electric cables, hanging between masts, from the overload of snow, frozen snow and ice.
QR Code Microwave Oven
Tired of the amount of time it takes to clear a table? Want to just toss everything without the meticulous hassle? With Tabag, now you can.
The Bum cleaner is stylish, attractable, and affordable for better hygiene without the cost of a bidet.
A device that will mash or scramble the contents of any baked potato without breaking the skin of the food and inject seasonings in it.
LED Faucet Hand Washing Timer
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Under-Sink CLEANING PRODUCT Storage - Lay products on their sides to maximize space in wire mesh drawers.
new normal umbrella
Introducing the Drone Painter:Remote controlled QuadPro-Copter with built in roller &amp; pump,Bluetooth &amp; App.Paint like the wind.
Drip Strip
RESUB APPSTAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING
ONE OR THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD
CROBIE MATS - Backdoor mat, Frig mat, how many germs are carried into your home simply by walking in the door or placing items in your frig?
railway gates
DriKix
EZ Comfort Arm Chair Wraps
eCigarette Flavor Tips
ThroneAlert
Does your heart break every time you see the news? Make sure your child is NEVER at risk for an accident by being left behind!
Imagine a bin where recycled material gets sorted automatically. Why do we want people to do things which can be automatically done.
A special water bottle which has tiny channels on the surface, water slowly evaporates from inside and it gets cooler by this way.
iPhone Directional Amplifier Case
Bore cleaning cartridges
Store flat brownie or bread pan with edges that easily snaps into place for use. Can double as extra or primary cookie sheet when flat.
Tech-Ump
Spray On Device Case
Overly Attached Wallet - a wallet that beeping/vibrating when taken away far from your smartphone.
Headphone Volume Limiter for Children
Electricity generation
Water where you need it !
This will not only decorate your garden it will prevent squirrels from attacking bird feeders.
Hair saver
lever controlled shower flow shut off valve.
Digital Audio Recorder (DAR)
Coconut Juice Faucet:Fun and Refreshingly Delicious.
Mud/Snow Skipper
Get rid of long waits at restaurants for your food and service from lazy waiters/waitresses!
Small connector for a notebook power supply that could replace a thick and heavy detachable AC cord.
Green Energy product makes cleaning EASY! Durable, machine washable, and dries quick! Use for many different applications. Try it!
smart sensing stovetop
FamilyTime
LipSTICK
Road Rage Diffuser
Spring-form tube pop-up privacy screen for sunbathing. Material blocks prying eyes, UV-A/B sun rays. Advertising potential printed fabric.
Hands-Free Cell Phone Holder
Home Safe Home
A foldable iPad stand that has a built in cooler (Resub 101/129). Extend the life of your ipad.
Easy-Flip Broiler Basket for Indoor Ovens ---- *Why flip everything with a fork, when there's an easier way?*
Lets be honest, no one likes raking leaves. Skip the hassel and go straight from leaves on the ground to leaves in the bag.
never have a problem again finding things in your purse with the glow light insert for your purse.
EZ pot
Relax. Who wants to always have to look up and to the right to see your Google Glass screen? Redirect. Mellow, Ohhmm.
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Red light Ring!
Increased power (10-15 horse power) with the AC operating on your vehicle. .
Introducing the mutifunctional cabinet.Please read the full discription of this product use and ideas.This is great for dorm rooms
Pulperz
Diaper Bag in your pocket
small music box that holds birth control pills and goes off every 24 hours and plays rock a bye baby
Meat Thawing Countertop Device
Bedside tablet holder
Body Floss clean and exfoliate by threading Body Floss through piercing and clear away dead skin, dirt and discoloration.
Anti Stubby
SANDWICH DRIVE AUCHAN
root touch up shampoo,
Pop-up Pond
Quirky Cup
a squeeze bottle that holds up to four different condiments. When squeezed, a little of each condiment will come out in combination.
Mini-Shelves
Recycling bins, that mesure recycled product by weight. bins talk & encourage kids after preset weight goal is reached.
Outdoor furniture cushions that have their protective covers in zipper pouches attached as pillows.
Blossom: Family & Me Mobile
Resub (92% v/v ratio) Finally, an ergonomic ipad keyboard case. A split design allows one to type without having their wrists too close!
Imagine a delicious meal. It needs just a pinch of salt. A few shakes of salt over your food and .... The food is now too salty.
WAG THE TAIL

#SXSW

Snap Tight Baking Pan. Pan Opens Up and Functions as a serving tray to gain access to your favorite cakes and brownies. Free up some space!
Electric Baby Bottle Brush
Put lasers that draw lines on the tip and heel of a putter giving you parallel lines to aim a putt. Use a handle switch for the lasers.
Lucky life, Jacket
Vibrating alarm pad
Beyond Smooth- Hair Smoother
Mailbox notifier
SOLAR POWERED CLOTHING
Water Exchanger
Wouldn't it be great if your drinks could stay hot or cold in your car cup holders?
CoreSistance
eCase - Write in the App, read on the Case! send messages on your friends Cases, make it trendy in a new way!
collapsible foldable recycling bin.Would make recycling a lot easier,faster,and will save you room when it's not being used. Â Â Â
Thaw Pad
Sunscreen Dispenser/Reminder
Fresh Growing
FUN Launch Catch n Fetch encourages your dog endless interactive independent play time! Come on Quirky ...let's play!
Spill-Free Cap & Hose for Windshield Wiper Fluid
An app that can sense when you make a complete stop in your vehicle.
Computer-free device that will allow you to scan your groceries at home, and develops recipes based on the ingredients you have at home.
NO MORE knots, safety pins or rubber banded shirt tails. Secure wraps and cinch in or up in-style with a strong magnetic clip or button.
Cooler Can
TV Space Saver
Automatic Staple Remover
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Box B Gone
Smart Hoverboard:Resub 377 votes.Modified with Solar Powered Bicopter.App-awesome.
Portable personal misting system that uses a compressor to generate extra fine mist for more efficient cooling.
Mighty Pack Towel
The Brake Check is a tool that enables the professional driver to check the proper operation of the brake system and brake lights.
Drop Diverter
Solar power backs for phones
You recycle in your kitchen, right? How about in your bathroom? Probably not. You need a Recycling Sorter that looks good in every room.
Adjustable Auto Ramps
Inventing disposable or reusable slippers or a type of sock that can fit on your feet that can mop/clean floors especially small areas.
Love watermelon but hate the mess? Now you can slice your watermelon in one inch portion sizes with no mess while saving the juice also!
The BEST cooler available: SANITARY, EASY-TO-DRAIN, UTENSILS LOADED and ERGONOMIC cooler.
I am a person who uses a wheelchair. There have been many times I have been out in the snow and could not move. have been burned by the sun
The Comb Dome
powered shaker bottle
A small device that attaches to escalator railings and simply keeps it sanitized.
Wall Book Clips -Safely displays books flat on wall to decorate wall as well as easily removed to read & put back in place when done. RESUB
Updated double sided pitcher! Put two drinks in one pitcher! Two handles to make it easy to pass around the table. Twistable cap, Ice slot.
Ziploc Bags can be a challenge to open, Lets design easy grip tool for opening bags, will aid Elderly, Arthritis and Carpal Tunnel Sufferer.
Auto Bag Replacing Trash. In the botton is a bags roll and every time you remove a bag, is replaced by another in the same position.
The Smart Brush is going to focus on removing all the annoying excess hair that is left on your hairbrush after daily use.
A sleeve that holds a precision screw onto the shaft of a screwdriver to install it. Would work well for glasses, iPhone, laptop, etc.
Smart Guard Secuity Safe
Wipe n' Twirl
The Wedge
Would you like to play your games in other rooms of your home without moving your whole game console and without using a portable game unit.
Open Device Rapid Prototype
Gas stove (top burner) controls that allow "fine tuning" of flame intensity for simmering, etc.
Germ free cell phone cover
Vent Extender
Automatic Hair Stylist
Pulse Fitness Clothing
Given that space has become a premium in urban environments, I have designed a multi-functional piece of furniture for a city apartment.
Access All of Your Kitchen Cabinet Without Having to Move Other Items!
Bare Natural
Bottle Drain Dispenser
Ultimate magnetic organizer
cell phone cabana
A (wind) shield for your car window, reduce the chances of rock chips by emitting a wall of wind in front of the windshield.
Smart Electric Futon Bed Frame:App-controlled from smartphone to raise Up/Down.
Automatic plastic vehicle dashboard cover controlled by key/keyless "on" and "off" position. No more manual windshield dashboard cover.
Baby crib with see through plexiglass walls. Holes for ventilation on sides. Adjustable arm holds baby bottle for absentee feeding.
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Dust Bunny Rake
ChapHolder
Oxygen Tubing Coiler
PhoneMan Cassette Player Case
Perfect Edge Egg Cracker
Fair Toilet Mechanism
Removable GPS Managed Ad
Still just have the pull strings to turn off and on your ceiling devices?....Well get this device to tech it up.
Window Rod
Next Gen. Facial Cleanser
Road Speed-Bump Detector allow driver to slow down in a arange of 200 meter before hitting any high object (hump) in the street (>10 cm)
Text messages for vehicles
Food container with adjustable/removable shelf insert and opening on both the top and bottom
Our idea is fairly simplistic, a pillow (pillowcase?) that won't rub your make up off when you nap during the day. Women, what a great idea!
The only functional bumper case, it clips, turns, flips, helps you take better shots. Simply functional
golf grip pressure indicator
Knob Bumper
A way to help people with diabetic myopathy, circulatory problems and other ailments of the feet, get a better nights sleep.
Beer Belly Keg Cooler Carrier.
The Inverted Helicopter Safety System is a rapid deployment device that allows a helicopter to turn upside down so that it may land safely.
Vibrating Cat litter scooper(rechargeable/plugs into wall outlet)
A covered litter box with a unique "entrance tunnel" that would contain litter box odors.
Virtual Treadmill w/Helmet
Universal Cooling gel velcro strap - Cool your wine, glass, can, cup, bottle...; Use flat or as a band; Folds into two layered gel -widen it
Citrus Sipper
PIOBOX (Power I/O Box)
Window contact paper alarm
Automatic Windshield Shade
A small compact composed of a mirror and either "G-U-M Soft Picks" or toothpicks for an easy, on the go cleaning.
Gemin-I
Iphone case to support wireless earbuds... so cute! Teens will love it!
App Med Bottle
The "Trouser Pocket Trap" prevents your mobile and other stuff from slipping out of your pocket without realizing it!
NESTING DOLLS 3in1 cutting boards.Dont have space 4 many cutting boards?Boards slide inside each other 2store.No cross contamination Teamlab
A dog collar with a built in, self-contained retractable leash. This way your dog is easily on leash anytime.
A blade-less ceiling fan similar to Dyson fan
Water-powered phone charger
Those of you with small kids this is for you! The BIG BIB! Most bibs are cute but they fail to really cover much of the baby or child.
Led T-shirt. Write a message or draw something. SEE VIDEOS of normal led t-shirts.
I propose creating a trash bag that eliminates the trashcan.
THE SPLIT-IN-TWO QUIRKY SUITCASE! Enjoy all the benefits of a big suitcase. But when checking it at the airport - split it!
Twisting fan
DEADBIN
automatic pooper scooper
myBiz Idea!
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SUV- Dog Sport Edition
Medium sized fully loaded ice chest with LED and three compartments for summer treats.
Find Me
Combining the power of a ricer with the convenience of a masher and easily fitting into a utensil drawer.
spanish to english on tv
Remote That Remembers!
Printable Nail Applique Sheets
Please Tweeze
Face time
A SOFT & COZY COMBINATION KENNEL & BED FOR CATS AND SMALLER DOGS
Re-invent and simplify flat head/Phillips screwdriver. This tool will save everyone time and money. One tool - no extra components.
A table top 'Dock' for those who've given up land lines in favor of cell phones.
Lower income families traveling by multiples on single bikes is common in large cities such as Denver, CO and West Palm Beach, and Miami.
wobble garbage can
Protective soap dish cover for the bath tub solves the problem for worried parents that their baby might bump their head.
WIND POWER SMART PHONE HOLDER
The new folding bag chair
Easy Access Vehicle Bike Rack
photo fame on right side and on left side a filing system with slots to hold camera clip, so you have one album and not 20
A cast iron Dutch oven with trip pod legs for camping with an enamel or porcelain inside for easy clean up.
Snuffy Smoke Stop
Posture shirt
A touchless cup cover will automatically open, wem your hand or your lips within ten inches and three seconds.it closer aumatically.
Baby on board music box
Stick'em Ups
A power strip made of 5 outlets that can extend and retract from a central spot, accommodating multiple appliances from around the room.
utilabox
Flexi-Vac, a new standard vacuum cleaner attachment for vacuuming nooks and crannies.
Solar powered snow melting mat
weather lighter case
Reuse plastic grocery bags and recycle hazardous items like batteries & ink cartridges at the same time with this innovative recycling bin!
A keyboard with an iPhone charging dock slide
Wishbone, spoon holder
Kids Art Organizer it's a Beautiful and practical way to show the best art work that your little ones make.
plant identification app
A adult-sized molded plastic bib with a pocket at the bottom to catch food and liquids for the elderly and those with special needs.
RESUBMIT:Collapsing flour sifter that can finally fit in2 yor drawer.Built in measurements.Slender design,angled head 4 easy scooping Barbra
Barrett style shoulder clip as an accessory. change short sleeve to sleeveless tee Accesories w/ beads or favorite cartoon.
Golfball Tracker
Spike BBQ Topper. Keep meat and veggies secure on top of your BBQ Grill.
rotating bookshelves
Child Alert
Washed or not?
The Retractable Track Toy.
Full Mouth Flosser
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Smart magnetic power plug
A personal cooling system using a headband and tube hooked to water resevoir when squeezed emits tiny drops of water on the head to refresh.
A travel mug for hot and cold drinks that has 6 compartments in the lid to hold powdered drinks!
Curly Cue
Vase Sleeve - Use with existing bowl vases or a pull plug drain bowl that could be sold with sleeve. Extends the life of an arrangement
Eagle Eye Road Reflector
My Idea is for Pet Paw Muffs, this product is for pets with long nails that live in homes with hardwoods floors, help to protect the floors.
A sunscreen self-applicator that lets you apply sunscreen to your own back without having to ask a friend or a stranger to do it for you!
Rock and Roll Charades
stayphone
LARGE HIGH-SIDED LITTER BOX
Strike!
Non-stick Latex Free Gloves
A medication bottle holder that will allow easy identification of medication and instructions.
Quirky Butter Infuser. Cilantro, sage, bacon, thc, garlic, honey, burbon, anything infused butter! Simplifies a popular but tedious task.
The FOLDER STAND - doubles as a folder and a paper stand for some uber-organized studying.
Windshield Wiper Snappers
Containr - For a smart kitchen
Quirky "BACK TO TOP" button
Pet Hair -removal- Brush !!
Have you ever had the zipper on your favorite pair of pants or jacket break? Thinking of permanent or temporary "do-it yourself" quick fix.
Bed Desk With Keyboard Storage
Never Breaking Lead
EcoSprayer - Manually pressurized reusable cleansing product container with continuous spray. Elimintate aerosols and product waste.
VaporPod - Compact Sponge / Multipurpose Steam Disinfecting Chamber
Pop Jet Style Fountain for the home. I just really really want one because they are so much fun and safer for little kids to play under.
The ballpoint pen, pencil and marker in one case (3in1).
The firefighter's tracking device. In a fire or medical emergency, emergency personnel can track people and pets in a emergency situation.
DogPuck
Finger tip band-aid
Instant Kindling- Completely waterproof, small and lightweight, perfect for survival kits and camping.
Select A Scent - Laundry
Stop waiting for your coffee or tea to cool before you drink it! Cool your beloved beverage w/out watering it down or changing it's flavor!
My idea is to somewhere put a "mirror" on our cell phones. Could there be a way to touch the screen with a pull down or icon on phone.
Putting sound phone app
TV Volume Control
Shoescales.com
IPhone Tripod Case
Strenthen your hands while doing any day to day task For any age or gender Help keep arthritis at bay and strenthen forearms faster!
Collapsible standing power strip. Folds easily with cords attached into a small container for clutter free look.
Pet exerciser and claw filer. Most pets do not get enough exercise and many are bored to death.
Shower/bathtub enclosure mural
Whole Mouth Clean
One-book Shelf
post surgical toe dressing
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singing diaper
BULLET PATCH PEN. Used to plug up bulletholes in gunshot victims so they don't bleed to death before the EMTs arrive.
Blood Pressure Car Lighter
Foam Paint Ball Shooter
3D art wallpaper (Resubmit)
door jam
A recycling can with a built in manual compactor ! Add more contents of recycled trash and use less bags!
After market bicycle helmet sun/rain visor with BUILT IN REAR VIEW MIRRORS on both sides.
Power Bracelets - Charge your phone or electronic device from any USB port.
Transitioning contact lenses that will protect your eyes from UV rays during all your waking hours, completely, and stylishly.
TV Sound Enhancer
Cat Condo
INSIDE THE BOX - Cat urine ends up in between the lid and base of the litter box. We need a box tall enough for this to not happen!
My idea was to create a more marketable invention for an existing product I believe that it could change the way we've been wiping for years
Dentistry warm water
camping chair sleeve/pouch that is a flat piece of material with long velcro strip on the side and ends. lay chair on fabric. role to close.
Liquid Counter (in loving memory of my Grandma K)
Mini Caulk Gun - not a resubmit this is a new design. You need this - another weapon in your home repair arsenal
A Colander that when inverted closes, seals the drain holes and reopens in the opposite direction as a Salad Bowl. Everybody has both, now 1
Linked Automated Timer Outlets
A small button with a big effect. We need something for kids they can push or that alerts a GPS system on their location. Help the missing
Polar Solar
Sand Off
App-Cola Vending Machine
anti rfid theft wallet
A Crumb Catcher! A reusable mat that goes under any high chair, in your home or at a restaurant, that saves your floor from messy kids!!!
Can I chill you now? Hand held and tripod mounted personal cooler/fan. The removable gel filled head can be frozen for extra cooling.
kids house turns carpet, chain
The 1st universal modular â€œcabinet kit of partsâ€ assembled in any number of options to accommodate all items & maximize space.
stand up highlighter
An attachment to your hose that lights up the water. Water your plants at night with this cool effect! It lights up the water making it glow
A compound bow sight to aid in shurer arrow placement on target.
"CORNER PICTURE HANGER" I created a device designed to allow any size picture frame to be installed in any angle corner between two walls.
This dual litter box would impress Archimedes and it was a unique way of looking at the problem. Thank you for looking!
Garden aesthetics
iPhone 4-5
The Squeezer
A docking system that fits beneath any lamp on a night table, providing a storage source with connection capability for electronic devices.
17" tall picnic/camping table
Shed some light with a battery powered CFL with remote switch to brighten dark closets/pantries that have no electrical power
Basketball sock dispenser
ISSUE: Using keys when one-handed (holding groceries), when time is short (rain, emergency), or in the dark. FIX: The Ultimate Key Organizer
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Automatic Silverware Roller
Warm Lotion Exfoliator/Massage
A Dead Sea pool in your tub!!
THE ORGANIZER. An office device used with stick-em notes to help you organize countless tasks or schedulings to optimaze efficiency greatly.
Switchable-Battery case
Easy to apply non-sweating patches for all your clothing. No need to feel awkward and embarrassed with ugly sweat stains on your clothes.
"Drop a treat" system for pets home alone.Preset timer.Treats fall out!
Turn off and on battery powered toys or other battery operated devices with iPhone using Battery Assist!
Screw On Citrus Squeezer Cup. Squeeze oranges/lemons easily with this portable juice maker. Resub
Retractable fish hook
Scented Furnace Filter
Smart Padded Floor Tiles.
Solar Charging Station for Electric Vehicles:Awesome #Resub 7 months ago.
Water Shoes with Flippers
Medic Alert
Keep your trip to the beach or pool simple and organized! A beach mat that wraps around a cylindrical vessel with your basic necessities.
A GPS tracking device designed to be used with the iCloud website and the Find iPhone APP.
Wish I'd had my camera
Roof Retriever
Easy keyboard ID
SAFETY UMBRELLA
flip-flip phone case's
Puffalicious Body Wash System
Toilet Paper Alert
A screwdriver head that uses thin rods that conform to any screw- this creates a truly universal screwdriver with no need to switch heads.
!'Flex-Bin' is a practical and space efficient recycling bin for small urban living environment.
Padded Breast Feeding Bra
Self Inflating Sports Balls
A clam shell style keyboard/case for the Upcoming Apple iPad Mini. This allows the iPad Mini to be used as a Laptop or Tablet. Versatility.
Holds ANY size cups securely..No more-cups too big, cups to small hassles..No more hitting the breaks and cup tips over. Q-Smart Products
4 in 1! Toothpaste, Toothbrush, Comb, and Cologne. The ultimate travel kit for men and could be for Women too. Great for small trips. Easy.
The Radar Handphone/Smartwatch
The Pit Stop is a simple covered bowl with a small opening in the top for disposing of olive pits. No more unappetizing pits in view
Sharable School notes
Color changing odor eliminator balls to know when it is time for new ones. No more stinky shoes, wasting $$ on replacement (or sniff test).
Fish tank acclimation kit
Extension Cord Vice
Rubber piece to hold upside down a liquid product that is too dense like conditioner, suntan lotion, etc. Use all the content.
app with a picture put in
Sun Glasses soft pouch w\Loop
The Modular Portable Wardrode
Smart Microwave Oven
Computer Equipped Walkers For Seniors, Impaired or Injured People and Method of Connecting To a Network: GE Patent Number US6873884 B2
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SUPER BULLETPROOF CLIPBOARD. This a clipboard made of 1/4 inch stainless steel or Titanium that is fully bulletproof, for police and army.
Stylish iPhone Strap
Color ME!
Ipod handpockets - make your ipod extremely visible when running!
Are you waiting somewhere out there? Warm up your hands with your iPhone: IPHONE HEATER CASE!
A simple solution that creates a better seal between the shower curtain and wall, preventing water from damaging finished walls and floors.
The Pool Guy
Home Coffee station an organization station for all your coffee and tea supplies in one spot.
AnyShape Digital Lawn Sprinkle
Key Lockable Food Storage Containers
Foldable Food Container
System to dry shoes/boots in your dryer, elimates that clunk and thump. A metal basket that turns with your dryer Please comment
Grip Grater inspired Handle/Prop Case for my kids' ipads/e-reader: THEY NEED a HANDLE
Bye Bye Bacteria. Here's a toothbrush that lets you know when you have really finished brushing your teeth. No more cavities!
People use the toliet everyday. I'd like to create a roll of wet wipes that can easily be dispensed from a roll just like a roll of tissue.
Smart Bottle
Bike Charger
Build-It Yourself Baking Pan. You decide what width, height, and size pan will be! (Kinda like a lego baking pan)
Bedding that is all in one (2sheets/comforter) and zippered. Your bed will always be made
Pivot-Brella: Position Your Umbrella At Any Angle! Don't Buy New Umbrellas With Built-In Pivots!(See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Multiple clothes hanger
Adjustable, flexible, easy to use, &amp; saves you space! This is the Adjustable Shoe Holder! It can also hold boxes, bags, toys like a shelf!
Grill dinner set
How many times you're in showerhead and need a pencil to write your ideias?I want to create a simple board to write when you take a shower
UNIVERSAL PAPER CLIP. This is a universal super-antenna for all kinds of electronic gear to pick up the faintest radio signals anywhere.
Easy transportable separate trash bucketsâ€¦
Inflatable Umbrella - It's a kind of magic, and you'll never use one of the old ones again.
The 1st easy to clean paint can accessory to neatly pour paint without the mess & remove extra paint from paintbrush.
Cool 4 school lap study-read-homework station bag. Keeps books, pens, laptop, drink and snack together when studying on the floor or couch.
Two Heads are better than one Nozzle. Pour for Two at the same time! Get your drink to your guest faster.
Mouse to ladybug or ?
A 'Party-In-A-Bottle' Absolutely everything you need for a fantastic party. All ready to go. In a bottle.
Diaper Bag Sash
Shoe back Gel for comfort
Solar Garage Remote Control
cooler-tube
Double paint or cosmetic brush.
Branded high performance thermal wicking Helmet Liners for all helmet sports.
SOMEDAY-each person will be in need of the use of a CANE-WALKER-military-sports in all ages groups-chiropractic-surgical-elderly world wide
A repeler-type nylon harness with a handle in back worn by toddlers to enjoy playground freedom. Caregivers can spot safely without stress.
Remote Control Door Opener
Vegetable Spin Dryer
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Cell Phone Car GPS
Circadian Alarm Clock
Open and Record
Bag clips which I can also use to VACUUM bags. Ideal for snacks, chips or any other plastic bag. Just press the vacuum pump after closing.
Smart Weatherproof Keyless lock. Sync lock to iphone/smart device to lock/unlock keypad. Share keys with others. Tamper alert.
Expandable Memory Flash Drive
Feel the Game
Microwave Shelf
laptop liquid cooling
A special binder thats small, but has space to hold papers from every subject so you never forget another essay again.
I know...I know...everyone is saying 'not another beach umbrella anchor idea'. I assure you guys, my design is different. Take a look.
Mowing your lawn can be simple FINALLY! Transfering the grass clippings from the lawn mower bag to garbage bag can be done ALL IN ONE!
Robot snow blower!!
Snow Blaster - Snow Blower remove snow, steams surface, vacuum excess water and salt drive or walk way, leaving snow free, completely dry.
Solar charging phone case
Beautiful Black Modern Contemporary Looking Perfume/Cologne Case With see through glass to see the Perfume/Cologne.
Soap/Lotion Dispenser that Secures Jewelry - Hooks/Holds jewelry while one washes/applies lotion. Minimizes jewelry falling on floor/drain!
The Snapper clamp provides a portable eyelet on a canvas tarp or plastic sheeting. It provides a tie hole without breaching the surface.
Soldering Bolt
Tote Light
Office Productivity Assistant
Bed Bugs Be Gone
Self-warming travel mug
A modular laptop case & organizer for all your school supplies that can be used with any backpack, messenger bag, or other carrying case.
Sta-put towel wrap
Paper ball
An interior motion detector inside the car detecting a moving child connected to the car alarm, horn or app." hundreds of children SAVED.
HOSE-IT-NOW
ALLIGATOR CLIP STRIPS. These are adhesive strips with electronic alligator clips attached, to install on the sides of your PC screen.
FOR KIDS A recycling POD with multiple compartments with pictures and a button with a wacky sorting song/message. Shreds Paper, Crushes Cans
Roller bag tow-along
T-spin Screw Driver
A piece of exercise equipment that would allow us to WORK OUT while WORKING! See Video
"Remote Renew" it is a complete decal replacement kit for keyless remotes for autos where the buttons are worn off or faded on the remote.
An acceptable Female Condom, "The Comdam", from latex, can be inserted hours before intercourse and allows the woman to protect herself.
The Idea is a tool
Induction Charger wristband
Power watch with charging cable for apple devices. Using the cable it can be the USB , power cable or connect line even the battery .
Cleaning gloves
QUIRKY TEA CUP - a special cup
WATER POWERED BACK WASHER
Ice/Hot pack belt, A belt of comfortable material with a container for a gel icepack or ice it's self, as well an option for hot packs.
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Princhess Chess Board
App-enabled Rice Cooker (Remote Access Connection)
Tortilla Flipper
My invention is called Clay Rob. It picks up any dogs "poop". Great for dog walkers to carry without the dog owner having to bend/hold poop
AUTOWATERER
Quick Car Sun Block, Aren't current windshield shades very bulky and not easy to store?
Cooling Bed that is provides relieve to Pets and is Pet Controlled. Our dogs suffer during warmer months trying to cool off, this can help.
Just Add Water Champagne Kit
SmartEye Network Camera
Unique Shoe Storage -For the shoe Lover in all of us - Hang em, store em, or bring them on your travels &amp; wonâ€™t get squooshed or smooshed!
Do you love walking your dog, but not his/her dog waste?
The face needs weight resistance exercise. Use a weighted pliable mask w/bearings and magnets to reach sets of musculature of the face
RESUBMIT w/revisions-Tree Hugger-Planter, Birdhouse. Multi use.Use on trees and porch columns/pillars.NO NAILS OR SCREWS(Max)
The Perfect Bookmark. This witty bookmark marks exactly the page and line to continue reading again. It has a sliding pointer.
LED lightbulbs, rope lights, spotlights, candles and more, all able to be linked together, programed and controlled from your smart phone.
Zippered shirt is a shirt attached with zipper. With this, you can adjust freely how much you open front side of your shirt with zipper.
stop stick
sculptures made easy
Sick Guitar Custom Protectors
My six year old has an awesome idea for you. A water toy game akin to hot potato. We're calling it Fail Whale for now. ;)
splash guard
Weed Tr-eater
The Potato Peeler automatically peels 6-8 potatoes in less than 2-minutes, thereby solving the #1 kitchen chore for America's homemakers.
Baseball bat grip extender
Quirky Pedestal - Big Dogs are tall and the food is too low, with this food pedestal dogs can eat with comfort. Owners can clean easier.
A Better Dish Rack that saves cupboard and counter space and allows your to never need to put your dishes away again.
Insulated Car Window Snack and Travel Tray-Close it and take it with you!
Powder Formula 1 oz scoop
Dog food guard. Prevent dogs from fighting over 1 bowl of foods.
Store, grind and serve coffee with this all-in-one "Coffee Master
Electra Plate
I want to introduce you to "GLO-LOCK", my idea for a glow in the dark night-light wall flip switch and sliding-lock all in one face-plate.
CyberPROTexion
Shoe Terries
The mini LP for CD
The womanâ€™s invisible purse non slip shoulder strap
Easy Astrophotography
SELF CATCHING FISH LURE - The lure acts like a trap: when the bait is pulled four spring loaded harpoons launch forward instantly.GAME OVER
A Dining Plate that Folds into a Bowl. [Convert-a-Bowl] (Yeah, I know)
The "Fast" Slow Juicer
Campfire Roaster Oven
Shower Steamer
Drop No More
Toolbox dividers, need a tool in the box, you'll know were to look for it! keeps tools in order! Time is money! You won't waste 10-15
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DrawCase for iPhone
Slider Case! Protect your iPhone and its ports with this case!
Wink Media Hub Mixer
A garbage can that takes itself out, literally walks itself out the door, rolls itself out the door, moves itself out or up to the door.
Easy Planter EP,No more digging.Piston system.Fill EP with seeds,push piston forward,then back,release seeds,close the hole and you are done
A Dog bowl with a dial attached to let other household members know if the dog was fed. It has all the days of the week including am and pm
Swivel Toothbrush! Save time and have fun with this vibrating swivel toothbrush. Hold in one spot while toothbrush moves for you.
UV MAKEUP BRUSH HOLDER
Organize High Heels with this practical and simple solution
air tank dolly
food warmer
Easy to install, inexpensive, attractive suction cups designed to keep toilet seat/lid closed so babies / toddlers can not open
Easy Routes
Wildcat Tongs with memory metal teeth/claws.When the claws are heated,claws expands like Wildcat claws for pulling apart cooked meat,poultry
TOILET BOWL CLIPPER
EZPass holder for motorcycles
The Super Stylus Pen
3H2Os ECO friendly water based product which makes any absorbant material completely fireproof,stronger,insulative,and UV resistant.
Cube
Pet Washer
Back-Pets
Inventory Management Scales
Joystick for the iPad and Android Tables â€“ Now have a tactical feel to the iPad on various games, especially the first person shooters.
Pack and Stash organizer
Super powers are a child's dream, right? Well, now you can fuel your child's imagination with "power" sleeves so they can save the world!
Solar Pool Vacuum
Lawn Outline Pattern Spinkler
Get ready for your race day with a flexible,fabric race bib that becomes part of your shirt!
Vented Beer Keg.
Quirky "Q" Stemware Hookies
(the "Kubby") Versatile â€œClick-inâ€ shelves that Hold, Store & Display your favorite and most needed items
A paper towel holder for places other than our homes - cars, garages, picnics, etc. Keep your paper towels neat, clean &amp; easily accessible
Wax powered Stove
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser-Helps loosen sugar to easy pour. No more banging on glass dispenser. Center dividers for 2-3 types of sugarsRESUB
Playstation/Xbox dust filter
An app enabled air freshener.
Animal Eyes Saves Lives
DIY Makeup Organizer
The Grease Caddy
EZ load laundry detergent
Does your dog get in the garbage? Keep your pet out of places it shouldnâ€™t be with this gentle and effective RFID enabled training collar!
+ Lid Mouth :: Conveniently Store Lids Under the Bowl :: Cabinets so Organized, Youâ€™ll Want to Leave Them Open : )
Business Card Reader/Translator. Converts Business Cards to Contacts - utilizes LinkedIn Software (Video &amp; detailed drawings inside)
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Furnace Filter Change Reminder
Stirring Kitchen Companion
hanging headboard caddy (resubmission)
Pickpocket proof wallet
3D Printer for Artists
A big red button with a webcam in the middle. Just by hitting the button- go live- let the college kid check in with things at home.
Tid-Bit Silicone Snack bags
The USB Snake! Take the famous toy snake design and add USB ports. It would be able to wrap around objects for easy access in tight spots
Smart Buzzer/Pager for busy restaurants with wifi/bluetooth connectivity to display menu and take orders while waiting
Velcro pocket for Golf skirt
A secondary visor clips onto your car sun visor and swings out so you can shield the driver side window and windshield at the same time.
Accessory for pencils, better to eat a lollipop that biting your pencil. Great for kids and not so young!
Animal Head Soap Dispenser
DIY SHED OR HOUSE you choose! Lightweight Interconnected pieces 1 person can put together. Let's Reinvent buildings! Insulated or without
Multiple memory card holder/protector usb pen drive. Holds up to Max 6 memory cards.
Art Engraved Sunglasses
Sportbike Highway Pegs
Sorbo keeps it warm and hot.
Kloset Keeper
Resizable Tuppers
Drinking container that won't tip over b/c it's not top-heavy/narrow-bottomed-if tilted, it will tend to upright itself avoiding a big spill
Never leave personal info stored on your thumb drive behind again! Just attach the "Forget-me-not" retractable chord to your existing thumb!
A Modern, Affordable Table Lamp with a Customizable, Changeable Shade. Introducing... the Chameleon Lamp!
Do you hate cleaning your cat's litter box,Tired of all of that scooping, well if you do here is the pooper scooper for you.
Karaoke for your Car, radio and voice record. Now you can sing along with your favorite artist, and burn the CD from your home computer
Attach a flexible hose heat sensitive nozzle to a regular fire extinguisher that could be placed in any room to put out a fire instantly.
App-enabled OLED cruise ships.
i-EYE
Solar Powered Fan with optional Lamp
Skirt weights hold a woman's skirt down so it does not blow up in the wind
A light filter for exterior car and truck mirrors. This removable polarized film can be attached to the mirrors or to front door windows.
Quirky Blueprint Maker
My Lil' Garden Desk Organizer
solar powered pwc
M.C. Escher Paving Stone Molds
Bicycle, Wireless Hands Free Call Answer Devise, app enabled / Mounts to Handlebar, Bike and Talk hands free.
Pre-threaded spools for string trimmer are outrageously priced. But properly threading spools, especially duoble line spools, are tedious.
Wireless Boogie Board Stereo
apple stylized laptop tray, similar to the concept of the imac stand that you sell already, but now make it for laptops
Redefining the BBQ Grill
The Purse Shaper is an inflatable plastic pillow that fit inside purses for storage. Deflates and stores easily. Protects your investment.
Breakfast ALL in ONE
Its a switchable lawn mower. You can put a mower, rake, or weed whacker. You attach and detach from the steel rod and handle.
Make cable tie wraps of various widths and lengths out of disposable plastic bottles and jugs.
No more hair dye on people's forehead and neck. Hairline strips that will prevent hair color/dye from running.
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Cord Clips: Wrap electronic cords around appliances and clip the plug to its own cord. Think vacuum plug. *See Pics*
4 in 1 tool
COLOR YOUR MASK!! A mask that's as versatile and creative as you are! Color and design your mask!!
Security Garment Bag With A Locking Security Hanger is a inconspicuous place to hide valuables and keep them safe from evil doers.
ONE-MORE-CALL Battery Pill
Glide Trashcan
Hypoallergenic bed cover
peer2peer cell phone
Eyeglass case with a neck strap
A towel or blanket with a waterproof middle membrane, so each side can be used independently. One side gets wet & the other side stays dry.
The ULTIMATE Dog Bed/Indoor Leash/Dog Bag/Dog Carrier! This Invention/Idea contains a bit of everything and can be personalized to your Dog!
Eat to the Beat
LONGSHOT
Idea is a Quirky Helmet Stand which promotes the message of using helmet for safety for the 2 wheelers. I have named it as 'Death Cheater'
The Spout and Spray. Easy to pour easy to spray. Re-sub.
Slab: The Mini-Monitor
The Lync1 Travel Pass (TL1)
Self-propelled router/engraver
Hammer cover
Have you ever set your keys down and can't find them later. Lost a cell phone, remote,I-pod or any small electronics.
Tool Bar
A multi-section bin for styrofoam items and things that the trash companies will not recycle (egg cartons, plastic bags).
Baby watcher
An two-part anti-child-abduction system that can stop or at least greatly deter abduction attempts.
Make your own Jelly Sandals made just like the jelly bracelet maker it is a perfect companion,add your own bling they are as unique as U.
I call it a double dock
Arc shaped wine bottle and glass holder rack. With space for wine bucket.
Stroll-Aire
911 Emergency Wi-Fi Button
Never touch a dirty toilet seat again. App-Enabled Toilet Seat Opener. Ladies, now men can never say they forgot to lift the seat........
Oven rack helper
Biceps Strap On
Weeder Beater
Sticky Bibs. A typical bib-shape with plastic back and absorbent front.Think dentist bib, except baby bib shape.Adheres to clothing no ties.
My mouse stopped working! Batteries died again...Batteries=$$$ If only the mouse detects a hand &amp; turns on. No hand, turns off. No Problem!
iPhone 5 Car Charger with Cord Wrap
Lid Fairy
Mats with attachable tableware
Spongia
Ever try putting a bottle of wine back in the ice bucket, or replenishing the beer cooler? It's a p.i.t.a- the Bottle Sleeve is your savior!
Movie G
A fun Multi Water fall for your bath tub. The child in the front gets all the fun, well no more. Adults create your very own spa.
Device you simply fasten to any straight-handled tool (post-hole digger, rake, shovel, broom) to make them easier to use and safer to store.
Round water carton
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Electromagnetic Wrench
Universal Bluetooth USB hub makes ordinary devices wireless
SmartCups (Revised): Paper cup with inbuilt thermal paper strip or ink that changes colour &amp; alerts the user that beverage is too hot.
Heated fishing pole handle
two gestures transformer mouse
A decorative bracelet whose color and texture can be changed to your own taste. The color is copied from the clothing the user is wearing.
The smallest, lightest folding bicycle ever invented. Carried by hand and serve you comfortably when needed. weighs 2.5 Lbs. App enabled
A trash cart, recycle bin combo that can be wheeled out as one. No more making two trips to the curb, especially in the winter!!
Mag-Attack! "Blast the Power to the People"! An individual graffit-blaster, paint remover in the form of a power-washer.
Muse
Trekking pole tripod
Sticky butts
Safety Bracelet
Hot lunch
Pontoon Catcher
Hairless
soap faucet
Waterproof bed cover
Lighting Plug Mouse for Ipad
A silicone reusuable vented steamer ziploc bag : No more overcost steamer zip loc bags, reduce your carbon footprint
TODDLER FENCE..infrared ACTIVATED. Let ur toddler play safe. If they cross the limit..BEEEEEPPPPP! special 4 beach Dont let the kids go far!
Orange peeler
Smartest Closet
Lights out
Qwerty with track pad
Dressing screen: Light weight, folds up, easy to store, compact for transporting. Block out your roommate light when you want to sleep.
Sanitary Toilet Bowl Lift Handle. Keeps your hands from touching the toilet lids. Attach anywhere on the lid, on the side or on the front.
Body-Joystick: Structural suit with buttons, sensors and vibration on body to control videogames and apps with body interaction.
Grippers
A movement charging iPhone case, similar to the watch motion winders
Air exchange
verglas sur la route
Now, tools for Spiral-cut-hot-dogs is Time consuming and great Pain. But from now, Put hot dog on NEW TOOL and Grab just once. That's it.
clean blade
GlideNClean for shopping cart
Freedom of doing any job that requires kneeling on your knees, the task list is endless. Comfort, saving time not adjusting straps.
Improve your batting skills
The DREGOS Apnea&NarcolepsBand
Tattoo Remorseless Ink
The SCREWDRIVER FLASHLIGHT. It's got LEDs embedded in the handle so you can see what you're screwin'.
A laser projected yardstick would make measurements quicker, more accurate, and simpler for individuals.
Stackable Boxes with Lable
ManBar
SafeBreeze - Keep your pets safe in the car - Fits perfectly in any car window, even curved windows
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No Slip Snow Grip mats
Holey hose!-Plunger/cap let's you reuse ur dead hose as a soaker. Punch holes and cap the end.Cut waste/save $$-deliver H20 right to source.
ITS A BEER KEG DESIGNED TAILGATING PORTABLE GRILL WITH HEATER LAMPS ON THREE SIDES.IN THE BACK THERES IS A MINI
DEEP FRYER/COOLER@unitbottom
PAPER CLIP TANGLES!!! Make them a thing of the past. Build the first true paper clip dispenser!!!
quicki meats
The Water Rock - Easy, Useful &amp; Fun! This handy helper is perfect for watering hanging plants, window gardens, potted plants and more.
Solve nasty mold issue in popular front loading washing machines! Develop simple, very inexpensive solution to keeping door propped VIDEO
MODULAR,ROTATING,SPACIOUS,MODERN sink organization station with removable drip tray at bottom for easy cleaning. Spot for hand/dish soap :)
2 in 1 Shower Brush, with body gel soap inside the brush. No more pouring soap to the brush.
no spill bottle top
App-enabled sensors that monitor the condition of your chimney for chimney maintenance. Send alerts for condition problems. Resub.
Cool catch
The LiquaLights LED lighted drink cooler/flashlight makes your drink glow up to 100 hrs on 3 AAA batteries!works on bottles,cups,and more.
FLAT Car / Cigarette device charger, which (could) also dock into compact wall adapter.
iPhone camera case
Cable to transfer battery power from iPhone to another iPhone or device
Underwear with side pockets. Side pockets would enable more movement without crimping passport and other travel documents and credit cards.
Headsup
a portable back harness/pack that would allow hands free use of an umbrella.an elastic "X" holds umbrella upright hands free
Animal Hats That Roar
Hover Shoes
Never fear, The NailNabber is here! With a clipper that catches clippings you'll never be struck by a flying finger or toenail again!
A toilet seat that automaticly returns to the down position after a man uses it. women will love it...no more cold rings
Sun Protection
Alternating Alarm Clock
Device you simply fasten to any straight-handled tool (post-hole digger, rake, shovel, broom) to make them easier to use and safer to store.
Smart Bluray/DVD storage Tower
With this idea short people can reach tall kitchen cabinets AND no one would ever need to bend down to reach stuff in their lower cabinets
CO Opener Alarm
A waterproof and protective case for the Beats Pill and the Jambox.
Adaptable Leash Handle
Bedside wall-mounted water storage device providing an easy way to get a drink while in bed with minimal movement or disruption to sleep.
Silicone Splash Guard for any sink or Bathtub. No more water on the counters, on yourself or on the floors from doing the dishes.
Dugout Bag
Meet Flexi. This little guy loves to travel. When he's ready to be a seat he bends, clips and becomes a comfy seat!
Designer style paper towel dispenser for the bathroom. No more drying hands on a towel with someone elses germs.
its a bucket with tiny holes all of the bottom.works well for getting the shampoo out of your toddlers hair and it fun for the toddler,too.
School bus alert
BEACH BAG MOOVING ALARM - FINGER PRINT ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION. reduce thefts on the beach when alone
Fan-O-Motion
add-a-visor
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Flat electricity
spread your love bike tire
Baseball cap computer mouse
Humane, Inexpensive Mouse Trap
self sustained emergency power
The talking spill containment tray (bowls NOT INCLUDED),,, record messages and play @ specific times for them while alone.
Automatic car brights
adults do not see the potential for packing peanuts as toys they throw them away . make them in fun shapes and they will be played with
The WalkJoyâ„¢ and WalkingHealthâ„¢ System is a patent-pending, FDA cleared to market, externally-worn device designed to improve walking.
The Motionivator: a motion detecting device that acts as a wireless switch for your TV; i.e. turns off TV if no exercise motion is detected.
Space Filler Table
ã€Foam &amp; Magnet Koozieã€‘Foam material can insulate your hands from hot coffee + Magnet prevent liquid in this cup from spilling out !
End the risk of spill, fall or break when turning bottles upside-down to get the most out of them while keeping it safe, organized &amp; clean.
My idea is a light switch for the bathroom that plays music, weather it be elevator music, jazz, rock etc.
Stop using plastic bags and go Green with the Pop and Shop Bag! It opens quickly, stays open, for easier shopping and a cleaner environment.
Spectulash
Disposable toothbrush
Aerogel Socks. Keep your feet warm with these Amazing Insulators. Uses existing technology. See Video for details
Flow Control Bowl
This is an easy way to secure two Electrical Cords together to prevent them from pulling apart as you work. Simple, logical.
EZ SHEET
Pilot Protector
A tube shaped hair remover for pet's hair brush.Insert the brush and then rip it out. Comes equipped with a brush to fit.
Over the Air Jukebox App
A pre-filled, disposable and recyclable hummingbird feeder.
Napkiminder
USB port helper
Window screen sized woven aluminum foil for grilling with no clean-up. No grill baskets etc... Just throw away when done.
Safetech Service Disrupter
A STYLISH MODULAR CRUSHER & RECYCLING BIN
Microwaveable Steam Ball IRON-EASY 4 last minute touch ups-no cords or batteries-SIMPLE! Gr8 for college students,travel & Parents! RESUBMIT
Tin Can Telephone
Coffever
Child Car Seat Alarm
Attaching a strap with magnets inside to the key ring will allow it to fold over a pocket, or purse.
Quirky Faucet: Two programmable presets for hot and cold.Set your favorite hot and cold temps once and be done.No more adjusting the faucet!
The Teen Driving Machine
Turn the new USDA MyPlate into a reusable lunch box kit. For work or school, it promote proper portions, nutrition, and good health.
H2Offme
My idea is to keep most sentimental items of deceased relatives in one place to keep memories alive.
X-Y-Zipper
Piecebypiece
Kickball Dispenser â€“ Tired of rolling the kickball to your child every time he wants to practice? Finally, he can practice kickball alone.
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A small, wireless, portable, surround sound speaker with a soft &amp; gentle exterior like a pillow, with small antenna that receives TV signal.
Human Air Filter
App enabled Dog Collar is the healthy way to keep your dog un pregnated. If you cant spay or neuter your dog at least own this collar!
90 degree tv
hamper/washer/dryer
Squirrel-repelling bird feeder
An ear iPod
a once a week (more or less as needed) pet grooming brush that is a flee and tick treatment as well. refillable. non toxic. recyclable.
A silicon bracelet that also contains a small concealable notepad/board at the wrist that conveniently folds open into my hand for quick notes.
Photographic lighting system for paintings and sculpture using available indoor or outdoor lighting.
DRYnFLAT: Crease free clothes
A pullout Spice Rack
Danaâ€™s Cereal Box Top Lid
Label maker for cloth that uses heat to attach letters. After ironing only the letters show ~ I.D. your backpack, coat &amp; the naming goes on!
Tired of losing or misplacing children's layers of clothing when on-the-go? COAT CARRIER is the answer!!! Simple idea for a simple problem!!
Folding desk or easel desk for multiple uses. (lots of pics) New : video of prototype (Re-sub)
Shake BBQ thermometer. No batteries, no worries! Shake the power module till LED indicates full charge, attach &amp; use as usual!
Snow Board on wheels
Portable back armrest
Laundry basket for disabled or
Test Invention
Buffer 2.0
Automatic Lizard Feeder
fabric to substitute paper like tissue, napkins, papertowel
Canopy Towel
Shopping list clip
Water Conservation.
The folding Christmas Tree
Pack-Seat or Seat-Pack Cooler
A simple 2 to 4 vertical bike rack to save space on your garage, base may be filled up with water or sand. (for added weight)
Spice tray- keep your spices in a kitchen drawer, 1 container 24 spices, individual labeled lids.
Incense ash is aesthetically unappealing. Contain ash and store sticks in a unique box with a washable, lift out ash tray. No more mess!
SHOWER SLEEVE - a place to keep your glasses when showering or using the bathroom.
This adjustable wrench is the first wrench that suits to all sizes of bolts and rigid enough to satisfy professional requests.
Being dehydrated at a large event SUCKS. Consider a skin patch with a pouch of hydrating solution administered into your blood for hours!
Toilet paper holder with compartment for refillable scented air spray. Conceal that air spray and have it handy.
Power outlet - sliding cover!
mysmile Â© Germ Free Smiles For All
I have found one problem that everyone that camps encounters. Air mattress always slips from under the sleeping bag. 1 unit makes sence .
Sun burn imminent warning sensor and associated app alert
key hole finder
Safe crate. Easy in/out without anything to walk over or get feet tangled up in.
HIDE -N-SEAT
In-Line Sprinkler Fertilizer
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Iphone case to support earbuds... Inspired in a climber! (it's bringing the earphones close to you...)
Mattel's Barbie Alpacas
The Smart Baking Pan
Hate to water mop your floors because it hurts your back. Use my invention to help save your back.
All you do is drop this in your drawer and done! The messiest and most disorganized part of your kitchen (THE JUNK DRAWER) is solved!
iPod case with a slot for housekey.
Tortuga, the Wheels keeper. It protects your walls from your bike's tires
land line phones carry a lot of germs from other persons talking on your office phone, especially sterile hospital regulated areas
Wheel N Go
vegi box
Mattel - Barbie Condos
Ninja Water Bottle
!!KEEP YOUR DESK TIDY!!
Wireless Recorder for Apple Devices. Keep your iPhone and iPad with you at all times.
Breathalyzer tests for strep
My designer trash can - functions well (unlocks) bold colors, detachable top and bottom,customize your own look...Unlock function and design
Window Wedgie
Ready for runny noses? kids and adult gloves with pocket built in glove with easy access to replacable disposable tissues. Easy sneazy fix!
Its a simple idea of to have a sweatshirt with a pocket/w logo.
the lawnwacker
Stroll N Play
The Water Saver
One clearance
It is new fashion accessory which solve a common problem and it is designed for users of clip-on sunglasses or safety/ID badge.
Correction fluid in a spray bottle, just shake and spray.
Eliminate face skin dead cells
Over the sink shelf organizer with hidden storage for kitchen utensils.
Biko airbag
Super Charged
Handler. An easy way to carry things. Helps you carry square boxes, grocery bags...
Underbody water flush
Space saving Broom/Rake Combo! We need both Rakes and Brooms. It Saves time, space and money, combining two products into one.
Anchor Headphones
The Dance Partner
1)Stop forgetting items for BBQ's and picnics 2)Stop sitting on dirty picnic table benches and eating off dirty picnic tables
Dog Food Seasoning or Gravy
A app to work with a door hanger. The hanger operate wifi..screen receive text imagen.
Auto opening appliance/cabinet doors free hands to better load ovens, fridges, closets, cabinets, microwaves, hampers, etc.
Finite Element painter: this device will enable almost anybody to create masterpiece paintings, including famous ones like Mona Lisa!
Condiment Dispensers - Make your next BBQ or picnic more organized and fun. Drop in ketchup and mustard bottles. Colors match condiments.
Birdicam
casque de velo gonflable
my idea is a spacing device for furniture. it keeps your furniture from sliding on wood or laminate floors.
Stairway Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure all your kitchen ingredients without the strain.. Resub
Blade cover
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Water heater preheater
The Towel Bar
Hot Shock
Frozen in Time
quick coffee chiller
The Luggage Brake
Wrist support on a kitchen sink plus a silicone ring around sink, no more wrist pain andc. also protect ur countertop from water spill
Musical Public Recycling Container - When recyclables are thrown in they make noise like a drum or xylophone.
Circular gardens offer maximum yield for minimum effort. But many structures are for square gardens, we need a more elegant solution.
Collapsible face helmet with ear protection. Protect your whole face in a new smart way. Easy to use and store.
Quirky + G.E. "Closed Captioning For Life". Help for the deaf &amp; hard of hearing. Now with voice to text translation! ReSub
wall mounted wine holder with adjustable angle. Wine will always face up.
Teacher Caddy
Most inventions save money some inventions save time. My invention saves lives. Install "KIDS" in your vehicle and save life!
Bottled Water Trays: So we can reuse water bottles easily! Refill empties with tap water and put the tray back in the fridge!
Round Table- A sectional food heating and cooling device
The finger ice splint allows you to ice your injured finger, while your other fingers and the other hand are free to function normally!
Clay Water Bottle
IPHONE GOLD WATCH.
Tamper evident Bev Glass/+
BEND & SORTS: An "Any-Size-Fits-All" Customizable Organizer. It's bendable, cuttable, and rejoin-able. ****see VIDEO****
Belly Geni
Grocery Guardian
Quirky (The invention game)
Trembling pen: Please see the video
Repair a hole in drywall in less than 3 seconds! Hole-So-Easy.
Reclaim some shelf space in your fridge!- and make your egging life easier to boot!
Birdicam
Coffee Station Receptacle for used K-cups and other trash (sugar packets, stirrers, filters etc) SORTED for plastic and wood/paper recycling
3 level shelf with three pull out shelves.
Soda &amp; water bottle dispenser that can be screwed on ur bottle. Easy to use and allows the CO2 to remain in the soda bottle and not go flat
Never track dirt inside the house again. Shoes with removable soles.
Bottle socks are musical sleeves that slide over an infant's feeding bottle,plays nursery rhymes to promote a better feeding experience.
Ironing Board Shoulder Flap
Bar Soap Recycler
Do you mix up charged and uncharged batteries? We need a desktop decorative piece that solves this problem.
Molding Glove
resub)WALKIE TALKIE Pillow friends. Kids are crazy for stuffed furry friends! Make them into Walkie Talkies! Fun for Sleepovers!
Neck pillow built into a hoodie or sport jacket with built in hand air pump for inflation. Personal inflatable arm rest for air travel
An IPad case that allows you to lay your Ipad on 3 different surfaces in order to interact with it.
Broom,Flip,Squeegee
The product has two parts. The magnet for the arm of the glasses and the magnet for the wires. Clean, simple and guaranteed to stay put.
Chipko - a silent leaves raker
shape shifter box
cutlery with special fork
Charge Station
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Don't down a tree, use leaves. Reuse, repurpose, recycle them. Our bio-bonding method allows making of bio-coasters dry-goods-boxes and more
CHANGE TABLE. A 3 in 1 Changing Table that CHANGES along with your child.
It will manufacture a different way of cleaning up after yourself after special events.
beer finder
A see through nail clipping bag. That you put over your hands when clipping your nails so you don't fling your clippings all over the house.
Waterproof wireless pocket speaker. Wear and bring it to party,beach,basketball. louder than iphone's built in speaker.
Better Tick Remover (people and pets)
Mat Tracker
The Power Ball
Watch videos on cellphone, talk w/ video on cellphone, or record video from your point of view and be hands-free!
Waterproof Bluetooth Music Speaker with microphone
The Cooling Chair
the unlimited ammo gun
Power Tracker Band
A suction vent to suck wet clothes from a washer 2 a dryer AUTOMATICALLY. Installed in between a washer/dryer or made 4 existing wash/dryer.
Numbing dental floss
Med-A-Gloves are a disposable glove that has a thin layer of a hand cream product embedded on the inside of the glove.
A Dinner Plate with a sliding pull-out bottom.
Always dry umbrella
CLIP LIGHT
A durable, hard, anodized aluminum soap travel enclosure/case/holder. Perfect for traveling, for gym shower use, etc.
#1 way to wash your hands!
Tablet Airplane tray-table docking station.Less stress on your neck when using your tablet on does long flight hours!
A pocket-size wheel that clips onto the back of skis and snowboards for easy transport.
Skip the clumsy little shovel, dig and plant with a pair of "claw equipped," snug, rubberized gloves. Close to the dirt, but clean and dry.
Soap Sleeve
Weave Washer
What does a lazy susan and a light bulb have in common? A great lighting system - check it out!
Spiral Wall Mount for Kitchen Utensils. Get the Utensils off the Counter. Adjustable Sliding Rail. Lever adhere and release suction cups.
Your Laundry's Calling
iMac rear cable lock/holder. Locks and holds the cables connected to the back of your iMac to prevent unwanted or accidental removal.
A cell phone case/holder in the shape of a soda can that is hinged to access your phone. Be on speaker phone and not get a second look.
App Enabled Solar Powered Sign
Elevate your Skewers on the grill &amp; rotate them with ease. No sear marks or sides stuck to grill. Slide 1 to back &amp; 1 to front of skewer
Iphone 5 Adapter Case 30 pin
better electric thermos
Sticky Wheels
Toothbrush Knocker
Can of drink getting warm? you need ice cubes that can fit in a can of drink. The Can-Cube
Whatâ€™s for dinner? Add-on modular shelving converts plain kitchen shelves to slide out style for easier food access and organization.
the holo phone
Smart Slicer Chef Knife
Dust filter powered by solar cells on the window! Get rid of the dust in your home by free power
Sanitize your pet's food and water bowls! A food and water bowl stand with a UV light to kill bacteria so the pets' bowls will be cleaner.
Lamp stand
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Cleaning Box for the Bathroom. Put wet, used toiletries in box to dry out and sanitize.
I have designed a kitty bowl that also works as a cooler....for turkey, milk, hamburger, anything you want to keep chilled during the day.
Compact Fluorescent Lamp(CFL) Safety/Recycler Device. These bulbs contain mercury, and if broken can be a serious hazard.
The Brush Blade
A slap bracelet, a flexible stainless steel bistable spring band sealed within a silicone blister pocket that dispenses hand sanitizer.
Same Idea ~ Different Twist ~ Attached metal edge with fins to all snow shovels. Less Cost/ Extends the Life/ Greener Idea/ Plus Safer
Hank-up for save pour of large soft PET softdrink bottles.
Hot water hose
Meat Syringe (Multiple Needles) Marinade Fast!!!! Great line extension to my other product in UC now. VIDEO
Cane step
The first hands-free rechargeable electric toothbrush mouthpiece.Motorized spinning brushes all around 2 ensure proper cleaning of all teeth
Gear-tie with Magnets
Tawishie Amonda
Klutz Perfume
FRESH FEET SHOE LINERS
A babies blanket corral. It can be used many ways but the main function is to caress the baby like mother's arms.
Solar/wind energy generator
Medical wrist watch or clock
â†’ Fully-Adjustable Desk Chair Cushion â†’
'Divide and Rule' is a flower shaped sortable recycling bin. Stylish and easy to use, you will love it even in your living room.
There IS a better way to manage the â€œlay flat to dryâ€ articles of clothing we all have. We can make a BETTER SWEATER DRYING RACK.
A sticker that adheres to the side of a pill bottle and displays whether you took your medication/vitamin/supplement and, if so, when.
Mini Blenders/Juicer/Smoothie Maker with flip straw and screw on lid
Automatically stops the power wasted by electronics devices while not being used. Save $4-$20 per year. Retail cost $40.00 Is 2-10 year ROI
Back 2 Front for iMac: Reach the ports on your iMac easily
beachcooler w/ foldup tabletop
A wind resistant lighter with a small heating element instead of a flame and rechargable or replaceable batteries
Superb Light is a UV-C small portable hand-held device, similar to a flashlight, That kills 99% of the germs.
Hangar, helps you to store your bike to a hook.
Snap on Measuring Spoons
Reinventing Astrolite!
power brick switch
360 SCISSORS: The Future of Food Preparation [VIDEO]
Une souris verte...
Sand detached
Toy Picker Upper
Quirky's making the COOLEST NEW IRONING BOARD - This SPECIAL COVER makes it MUCH BETTER, EASIER TO USE &amp; PRETTIER too
Nautilus Bicycle Sprocket
Bicycle pannier extension rack
Web: This Is A Stick Up
Grow with me PJ
COUNTER SWEEP
Parents Click and Toy Train Tracks Stick! No more exhaustive assembly and reassembly of toy train tracks
I propose a plug converter that is twistableâ€”allowing multiple tools to be functional at one time.
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A CD that helps pets relax. Can be used on any pet. Guaranteed to help any pet become less restless. Works on the pet, not on the owner.
Alarm clock & Charging Station... All in one. It's about time.
My idea is what I like to call "The Sani Panti". It is a full proof way to prevent and contain menstral/surgical leakage.
Hunter's animal locator
embout rÃ©ducteur de chaussure
"Blue Cube" a cool little 4 port USB hub with an on/off button.
Glass soup bowl with silicon lid. Lid can be attached to bottom to facilitate handling of bowl when hot out of the microwave.
SCREAM - a noise activated adapter that plugs in between a wall outlet and a plug turning any electric appliance to a voice activated one.
Light up Bed Legs
A small pocket you attach to your cloths.Holds your key and money!!!be bag free! Clip-on pocket
The water catcher
The Taser is now a powerful part of Law Enforcement Equipment Accidents can happen so a new alternative an electric Net may be the answer!
ELETRIC CARPETING! Lower your home electric bill. Heat rises why not put it under your feet?
Introducing Rockit, the backpack that you can ride Earnings to benefit St Judes Children's Hospital
Water bottles made from a carton like milk to eliminate the chemicals plastic causes. Water in cartons that will fit a baby bottle nipple.
A Key Fob that audibly alerts the owner of it's location when called from another phone.
Shower Curtain Keep Closed ++
charged designer belts
Universal Cell Phone Stand
USB 2 SD converter
Get call alert read message through your bracelet dnt worry if you cannot find your cell.
Gecko Grip Batting Gloves
KITCHEN CABINET SHELVING UNIT: Adjustable Shelves Serve Double Function As Cooling Racks For Baking [VIDEO]
A COOL multi-directional dual spinner wheel attachment. Letâ€™s add them to any luggage of any size.
accordion cart for recycables, it expands how much you put, flat when it's not used. Removable sections for papers, batteries, ...
Fold away Drain Board
Turn absolutely anything into sandpaper.Make sanding tools any shape-size for an exact need.good for gloves,wood blocks,and strips of cloth.
Fill and Spill Coffee Brewer: Improved Plastic "Cone" style brewer that will hold coffee grounds and water for proper brewing time.
Doggy Bag
crutch which uses a child sized running shoe as its base. increase surface area less likely to sink in soft ground, slip on wet ground
Looking to cover more area while vacuuming?We have the ideal universal attachment allowing you to cover more area in a fraction of the time!
Garage door ventilation system
Corncoction
A clamping system to attach garden hoses not only too the faucet but also to any other device you would be connecting on the other end.
space bars
Scrubber-X
the kleenex caddy. Simply attaches to a tissue box with a bag, where you can dispose of used tissues while you can't get to the trash can.
Toilet Paper Sanitizing Gel
Crop Circle
LOVE Shelf
Hard plumbed good looking drinking bowl with sensor to keep full and rinse for cleaning. A standard kitchen, bathroom and outdoor fixture.
ì–´í”Œë¦¬ì¼€ì´ì…˜ê³¼ ì•±ì„¸ì„œë¦¬ì„ ì—°ë™í•˜ëŠ” ìœ„ê¸‰ìƒí™© ì•Œë¦¼ì„œë¹„ìŠ¤
it's a soft washable magnetic panel with a trash can at the bottom where you can suspend or toss magnetic crockery and kitchenware.
Jeep Seat
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Multi-Purpose Cleaning Scrub
Biodegradable grocery bags.
TRASH BASKETBALL BASKET.
BACKPACK ORGANIZER &amp; LIGHT-Put things right where you want them &amp; you still have the big compartment for large items-pic is just
prototype.
Audio Bank Note Scanner
Motion Controlled Compost/Trash/Diaper Bin Lid allows you to use both hands while scraping plates, sorting trash, or handling the baby.
It's to Hot!.
Car Self-Scraper
Roll the counter bin along the countertop as you clean it; Slide the wedge to transfer waste from counter bin to main bin - Check animations
A visor extender can block the sun and prevent accidents when vision is obscured and also lessen sun exposure to the left side of the body.
From an Ordinary Baseball board game to Extraordinary one. Mine is a fun, hands-on, family-friendly, educational Baseball experience. WOW!!!
Toothpaste Brush
Toilet Tissue Dispenser
Oven Proof Convection Fan
A generic automatic light for cabinets, drawers, closets, ice chests, utility boxes, or any other enclosure you want!
Multi Vendor and Connection Build-A-Base Charging Station. Individual docking stations that plug into each other with only one power source.
Flat Keyboard
Cupcake Liners
Key Chain Organizer
Disposable ONE USE Tire Chains Made with Heavy Duty Zip Ties. Easy installation with the pull of a Zip Tie - Made with recyclable plastic.
HANGING LID HOLDER. Stores lids for pots and pans. Hangs from an overhead pot rack like one of the pots. Frees up counter and cabinet space.
In line garden hose water heater for bathing pets, with assorted attachments and shampoo dispenser. Geared for animals that hate baths!
Let's bring back the DOGGY BAG with a cool new look because everyone especially students are trying to save money and cut back waste.
Ceramic Panel Room Heater
couple comfort
Tired of key rings that take minutes to put on or take off? I am, and I have a solution.
The tub tent will make bath time fun and adventurous for kids, while saving you from the cleanup and cost that follows bath time.
"TALKIE CASE" --- CASE THAT DOUBLE AS A WALKIE-TALKIE. PERFECT SOLUTION FOR THOSE IN NEED OF BOTH. EXTREMELY
DURABLE.
Tech Bottle
A Car Seat developed to automatically alert parents and caregivers to children left in a vehicle. This product can save infant lives.
SmartDoorBell
pet fish feeding unit, operated by APP and camera
Kitchen Fork with mobile teeth to clamp the food in the pan (Resub)
Doggy-Down!
Flexible lamp. Use at home and travel. One Flexible lamp will replace the other many different lamp. A million variants of fixation lamp
ToolBox with Retractable Power
CoffeeCookie
Individual drinking water cabinet-caddy-dispenser that holds a case (32 bottles) of water
Changing Table carrier
Imagine a "Pitch-able Greenhouse Tent" to cover a gardener's plot, protecting it from the elements/rodents yet allowing for sun + watering.
Moldable Bicycle Hand-Grips
Surf Shoes for Dogs to protect their padded feet from hot beaches.
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THE ULTIMATE ATHLETIC TOWEL. Soft microfiber towel with super-stretchy paperclip loops. Clip or loop onto anything! It reaches for sweat
Smart Laundry Basket goes into washer/dryer and tells them what to do. Lid locks items in - no lost socks. Card tells how to best wash/dry.
RESUB: A cleaning kit consisting of a retractable handle, attachable essential cleaning utensils and a collapsible bucket.
Guitar Helper
Glove keyboard
A decorative "mini" paper towel roll, to hang in your guest bathroom. So that all your guests donâ€™t have to use your one hand towel.
Day/Night Side-View Car Mirror
Large soft mouse pad
GPS for Dogs
A sanitizer for silverware . Small enough to carry in a purse or pocket.
The Temperature Choice
Pets are lost all the time and that's why we see many "lost dog/cat signs". I had an idea to create a pet GPS chip when my dog ran away.
Auto Foot Pumice
Wing Fings
Tackling Vertical Space? Bring the vertical space to you, then put it back up and out of sight. This product provides the solution!
Well Water Alert
Not everyone takes the effort to recycle when its easier for them to toss it in the trash. Why not make recycling just as convenient!
Solarmobile
Why not attach a spiking roller to your lawn mower that can aerate the lawn better and effortlessly while you cut your grass.
Magnetic silicone cooler
Individualized fashion wrist bands, gloves and cuffs for the iPhone.
PBJ Yogurt Pretzels
Hako
Grids attached to walls of your cupboards to hold pot lids by their tops (handle). Magnetic boards to hold spices which pull out vertically.
Do you want to stay safe when using liquid drain cleaners? Why not make the experience safer for you, the environment and your sink?
Dogs constantly need fresh cold water day and night. friendly reminder to refill and refresh dogs water bowl. App enabled
The Wrist-light is a multi-Purpose illumination device which has Four LED Lights which face forward to get the job done in the dark.
Splash Delivery System (SDS)
Mac Book Leather Case, with detachble pockets, for carrying power adapter and usb hard disk etc. pockets only added one side for simplicity
cigarette tape
App-integrated two-piece home entrance alarm
The Cat Sink
Harness Shelf
The Bookstand
Electric power use monetary display unit,system is designed to show how much power is bring used in a monetary format.
â†’ Fully-Customizable Magnetic Drawer Divider System
The Illuminator Family
Deli Thickness Conveyor
I am in class, furiously trying to keep up with the lecture as I write my notes. Then my pencil breaks - where's the pencil sharpener?
Multiple Streams of Air
Sensor for bathtub
3 Ring Binder integrated with 3 Hole Puncher. How important is it for your child or any student to stay organized? CHECK OUT VIDEO
A wireless shopping list pad in every room of the home or office that syncs to a master list in the kitchen and to the list to your phone.
Camelbak for Dogs: 1-3L water hydration system/harness that a dog wears for comfortable storage and easy access when it is time for a drink!
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Fence 2 Go
Endless Marketing Possibilities 8 Children's story/coloring books 1st Animate, 2nd make endless products with characters.
Lunchbox with Induction heater
Beer Goggles.
A handheld press to punch paper clips out of expired credit cards, identification cards, etc.
"BRASS KNUCKLE" SCRUB BRUSH
Stirring utensil could make mixing easier and less splashy.
CLAWS RETRACTABLE FALSE NAILS
Water Healing/Purifing Organs
Some of my Quirky'est Ideas hit me while showering. The Quirky shower marker lets you write them all down while showering please comment
Chandler Water Cig
CORDLESS MINI KEYPAD - CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYPAD TO YOUR NEEDS!! CREATE the keypad that you like the most! make it easy and pleasant!
Guardian
A shoe Organizer that also Deodorizes your shoes.
Bolt-Stop will stop your dog from bolting, or running to chase something.
hard forearm
Disposable Sippy Straw
My idea is to have a measured, metered, food dispenser for pets.Can be timed. You load the food, set the time/s if your pet is fed 1x or 2x.
360 Degree Conferencing speaker and multiple microphones with tablet or mobile phone dock for video conferencing
A ideia Ã© o prÃ©-aquecimento da Ã¡gua do banho para economia de energia e dinheiro. O Ecoshower economiza energia em chuveiros.
A toilet lid acting deodorizer. Raising the lid, arms the dispenser and closing the lid discharges the deodorizer.
Fun Sports Items
a towel sundress and a shower cap made from towel material
Efficient airplane tire
Paw-Dometer
Phone Visor
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Onedersheet
Smart pad
anti-theft fuel You know if it lacked one or two liters of gasoline that you bought
SAUNA SPA EXPERIENCE-challenge
App Zap - Energy Efficiency
i-Wipes. A Clean and Convenient way to wipe the schmutz off your phone, or sanitize the buttons on your phone after using it in the bathroom
Medicated Diapers
Lengthwise reciprocating bed
Pool Socks for kids (Pox?)- a light netted fabric upper with a soft silicone pliable, drainable, tractioned sole for pools & hot sidewalks.
Instant beer/pop can chiller
Solar Genie
Clean all your child's toys even the small ones. No more sharing germs just your toys.
An organizer case (that changes form) for the bathroom where all the hot hair tools can be stored and plugged in hassle free.
U N D E R W A T E R***Trampoline***--For Play or Exercise! Large or Small, Inflatable or Legged,Round,Square,Octagonal--Open to Suggestions
The Hammer #HomeDepot
Double the space in your silverware drawer instantly! Individual containers take less space & keep silverware dust and bug free :)
Have you ever had the fear of your child playing garbage disposal Time to put a child-proof cap on use the GD-Safety Cap.
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Intercept your phone calls! be prepared before it happens!
The WristLit A Rubber Bracelet with LED Lights / No More Flashlights, Headlights, etc. Lets make this one a household &amp; workplace staple!
DRINKING STRAWS DISPENSER with LED illumination. The straws will shine like fireworks and make colorful spots on ceiling.
TOOTH POP!! Kids can't brush 3xday(school)...this Disposable, wrapped pop on stick 1/2brush,1/2 mouth freshening sugarfree mint on other
Bowl Tilter
iphone case that hangs from a car seat handle and allows you to adjust the angle so the phone screen is pointed in the direction of the baby
Dust sucker
A 2-way lightning connector for exchanging photos, videos, documents, etc. between apple products.
So many hair bow and hair tie making moms out there! Save time with a product that will cut and heat seal the ends of the ribbon.
DIY Beauty Mascara Machine
A reusable portable bread box
Helmets for all
Assisted Speech
Energy bracelet
Foot shaped shoe fresheners made out of scented dryer sheets
All the time in the world
GloBug Lightswitch
Baby Toy and Keepsake: Sing lullabies to help baby sleep and provide a keepsake to listen to your little ones laugh. Also a sound machine.
Play Grounded
A waterproof fabric wheel barrow cover. It'd be easy on/easy off. Prevents debris from flying/falling out as you travel around the yard.
Pivot Power meets Pod power. Single pod extension cord retracts/extends 15 ft for Xtra power needs. Pivot Power X. A "reel line extension".
Electric Ice Cream Scoope/kni
"Paint by Number" Candy Art Set in Chocolate or Colored Sugars! Ability to Paint ANY Picture on the Internet! Creative &amp; Tasty Gift Item!
"Shelf-UP"
You have real Mail (Mail Box) (APP) with camera and a false bottom to store extra Mail, so it looks like you are home
Customizable shoe rack. The rack is adjustable horizontally and vertically to fit any space. The rack can range from one to three tiers.
Sofa Support
Collapsible &amp; RE-USABLE Bottle
Busy Budds-convertible earbuds
Ever drop a small object where it seems impossible to retrieve, especially round ones? I have an inexpensive tool to solve this.
Bubble Wrap Noise Makers / Toys
Protect your valuable pots, pans, plates, servers, etc., from chips and banging with thick grippy translucent bags
Finally, a wrench for every job.
My idea is for a Steerable Snow Sled that has a hinge function in the middle allowing the rider to steer by flexing at the waist.
mulch and grass die that comes in a can like spray paint,revive your mulch or lawn at any time of the year
Bag Tree
World changing idea! No more tapping it on the table to loosen the product inside! Powered by the shaking
Select Clean Hangers
Automatic Diaper Changer! 'The Baby Bidet' Removes &amp; discards dirty diaper, rinses baby bottom, and applies new diaper! High End Product!
One-hand applicable chapstick. Resub. Made EVAL and came way too close for comfort. R&amp;D'ed for 3 more months. 265 votes last time.
iLuminate: Very flat and thin Dual LED flashlight with a silicone skin that is flexible and able retain any twist or bend
MY KID.com
World Traveler Globe
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Dear Gregg W. Steinhafel, CEO, Target Corp: Please Protect Me From Identity Theft &amp; Put These Thin, U-Shaped Shields on Your P.O.S. Devices!
Phone charger with battery
Scented Fan
TRIVET STORAGE
Baby Fun Arch
Head Band.
a balloon with 2 little stretchy "legs" or extensions at the opening that can wrap around and tie onto anything. it's quirky and functional.
Heated Foot CloudI
Instantaneous Pizza Plate Paperboard plates included in pizza box, no need of extra time or cleaning eat &amp; dispose Pizza not included
Swim Suit Spinner
The beach is great... until the wind picks up a corner of your towel and covers you in sand or ruins a nap. Influence this idea now!
a stable pet bowl that is easy to pick up for older folks, and hard for the pet to tip , hold, or spill water or food from.
Pickup Power Desktop Organizer
Lose weight plate. Phone Diet app. &amp; Set of biodegradable Plates(The size, depth, and portion sections)= the Perfect # of calories per meal.
THE HOTTOWEL
Smart strap
Pocket guide
HamperDuo
WINK Embossed Label Maker
! A Gum Massaging Toothbrush - that pets will actually like!!
Handheld recycling scale and label maker, ideal for home based recycling
Robotic Laundry Folding Machine
Infant car seat wheel kit
I've already written the product idea.
coffee drops
Tinker toys for furniture!
money trampoline toy
An adjustable garden hose guard, that moves up and down, based on how you pull the hose (high up, or on the ground)
Retractable A/C cover
Pod Lamps. Lamps that fold down onto their base to protect the light, make it easy to store, and the base itself is a cord wrap.
Wooden Tri-Stand for ipad and mobile phone to watch Youtube and NextTV.This dock is easy for storage and carry.
The Adjustable Pencil Eraser
Plastic Water Bottle bases are unstable causing them to tip and fall over. This bottle sleeve stabilizes them.Can be branded and logoed too.
PANTEX
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
The Graphing Notebook! A simple spiral notebook on which the back of each page is a graph, the user can do both graphing work and take notes
Smartphone Bike Lock
glove swipe
wall christmas tree
NO NICK RAZOR
Just started bathing &amp; realized you have a clogged tub &amp; wished there was a drain cleaner handy-Stopper with a drain cleaning brush below it
Power Pockets
Wireless Adapter
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GoldEgg
Meat marination in minutes not hours - tumble in all directions with the GyroTumbler
Use iPhone as an oscilloscope
A tray like the inside rack of a dishwasher, but with long square foam fingers instead!
BBQ Caddy
Smartphone robotic cat. youtube cat video's go viral for some reason? Lets capitalize on the cat!!! Digital Stuffed Robotic app enabled TOY.
Convert all you mini headphones into a Dr. Dre's beats noise canceling headphones, well now you can with the ADAPTOPHONE!
Mattress Mover- A mattress clamp with handles for easy mattress handling
A portable, rolling cistern to harvest rainfall. Reduce use of clean water for jobs that could be completed with non-potable water instead.
"Bus Alert", Adjust distance home receiver detects frequency waves from bus transponder, Alerts "Bus Coming" Reduces time in rain,snow,cold
INVISIBLE SMARTPHONE HOLDER
Change the form of traditional cable to the appropriate cable
Ladder Pad
Ultimate Chew Toy
Since individuals are unlikely to own just one apple product, what about a case that can hold multiple and their accessories.
Retractable Oxygen Hose
Protective IPhone case with a rubber finger ring on back to allow secure handeling, texts, and calls. Minimizing dropped and lost phones.
The Berry Picker to pick berries which are on apex height, this will help you to pick them (berries) without damage.
Tired of losing count of how many laps you swim? Your solution is here! Resubmit
TEAR-A-WAY BLANKET C INFOMERCI
Wipe & Wash!
Five-liter cooler container
Pot Buddy
Lawn games, like chess, checkers, tic-tac-toe, dominoes and others, with illuminated pieces for night time play.
Alligator Tarp
Washroon tool belt for men
a novelty can opener for any outdoorsman. it would look like a fishing reel
Cupboard illuminator with special labels/pen: allows user to fix labels onto jars etc which become visible in previously dark areas.
FORTUNE CHOPSticks
Web-like iPad/iPad mini/Kindle BREATHEABLE HOLSTER for your car! Baby can enjoy the apps without touching. RESUB
Charge &amp; Find It Remote
Personal Grilling Station - A central grilling station with attachable personal grilling stations
Double Cupper fits into cup holder, from below for stability, to allow extra cup holder for phones, keys, food, change or a second cup.
Punch! Punch!
The Quirky Travel Coffee Mug with integrated manual self stirrer! Can be integrated into normal mugs as well! Less washing, less garbage.
Never lose something important again. Be able to place a small attachment on your item and when you lose it you can track it easily.
gps undergarments 4 kids
My idea is a transparent plastic cover to the edge of the spare bathroom to minimize the risk of accidents.
Strainer Plate
Fun Faucet
Cart catcher
Reusable coffee capsule
maybe a leash that detaches with the click of a button so when they get to the doggie park or home they are out of here!
graphics tablets app
Flotation Anchor
My idea is a machine that will resemble a printer, or copy machine, for recycling copy paper.
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Driveway Defender
Luxury under the cabinet paper towel holder/dispenser.
Wireless, Contactless, Magnetically-triggered iPod/iPhone Control Glove. **MUST WATCH VIDEO!**
Styl-ish Mouse: Because sometimes we all need a stylus!
A simple gadget that rocks an infant car seat carrier when parents bring their sleeping baby from the car to inside.
WATER BOTTLE AND BOTTLE WITH GLASSES HOLDER COMPARTMENT.
Realistic toy phone will allow you to record personalized messages for each button.
MobileBeam
Hand held small battery powered garden/flower plot tiller. Should be about the size of a small loaf of bread and easy to use.
â€œSpritzâ€ Pressurized Watering Can â€“ For easier overhead watering with the versatility of a traditional watering can!
A clip for the larger cord on my charger to minimize the mess that inevitably comes with wrapping up my charger.
Warm Water Pipes
"Stomp" Electric Guitar Pedal
Refrigerator Tablet
Aviation Air bags
Ball-dowels and pneumatic gun
Kids want to help in the kitchen but end up making a mess? Not with a mixing set that anchors, shields, and shifts with kids movements.
Ever roof
Automatic Grater
Recycling paper & plastic is important, However, let's recycle something else that promotes a healthly environment ...
Electric Snow Scooter!
An oversize football helmet with a spring loaded collar.
Spread Mate
Floating drain pulls will float above the dirty water so you don't have to stick your hands in the dirty water ever again
PetLitter Catch-all Mat to Bag
Smart Phone and keychain locator. Smart phone / iPhone app which is linked to a key chain via the app.
Rush Hour Crystal Ball
Get Ripped
RE-SUBMIT-LETS MAKE LOTS OF MONEY! Quirky Kiosk(Quirkiosk)Franchise kiosks selling ONLY Quirky products more sales,more reach,more
exposure!
*Stylish multi-liquid hand soap dispenser in bathroom! Variety for you and your guests. Holds three different soaps of your choice! Yay*
Paint Stirrer - Fast/Easy Use Wrench/Drill - Efficient Operation Spins Stirrer One Way - Can The Other - Fastest/Best Paint Mixing! RESUB!
Potty on the go
"Pedal-Pal" is a pedal-mounted bike chain guard. Ditch the leg straps- now there's a no-hassles end to those grimey stains on your pant leg.
Built-in Necklace Microphones
Back Seat Menu
Cooling Sunscreen
"40 ounce koozie" keeps drinks colder. Easier to hold. Unique with your graphics on exterior. Hand loop built in to koozie for easier handle
INSTANT COUNTERFEIT DETECTOR
tool light
7" Touchscreen display that connects to your smart phone through HDMI/Bluetooth and serves as a GPS or tablet
credit &amp;debit card protaction
BabyBelt jumpstarts a baby's education while in the womb when it listens to lessons mom wants it to learn while wearing a tummy transmitter.
A smarter, environmentally friendly way to food shop is here. An expandable/stackable earth friendly "grocery bag" with handle and wheels.
Android Interactive Whiteboard
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SnapCord
a snap on adaptor for the bottom of the downspout
Vibe-Bar-Rator
iPad mount above bed. Folds down horizontal for use lying on back. Goes back against wall 4 use as alarm/clock/radio while asleep or in room
Carpet Alarm Clock
RBG
How many time have you heard that people can not get out during a snow fall, because the walk way is full of snow and they can't shovel.
Instant ramp to easily slide/drag luggage on a staircase when there is no elevator
Trick and Treat Collar
snow bail
A cat scratch post that can be used on both ends.
Work/school identity badges with built in usb flash drives. The card that gets you in the door also holds your documents.
"Lean Proof" cabinet organizer for your baking dishes, cake pans and cookie sheets. Adjustable rod with rotating clamps.
TV Commercial Volume Regulator
Travel case for razors
"Screwed Ear-buds"
The Side-Sweep
Led light iphone 5 case
RGB LED Grid Display
Q's LAWN SUPPORT KI T!
Wallmount above bed. Folds down hrzntl for use lying on back. Goes back against wall 4 use as alarm/clock/radio while asleep or in room
It can be so messy to groom the family pet. Handfuls of hair flying about everywhere while combing. We need a remedy for this situation!
The Sous Chelf. Your island prep station that hides and rolls out of kitchen cabinets.
I call the product the Disposable Condiment Baggy. Looks very much like a pastry bag but with a very useful and unique purpose.
Shoe hanger of all sizes The slope allows perfect drying faster and more efficiently, taking up less space without removing laces and insole
Traveling with friends using small portable bluetooth speakers? Split your signal with othres bluetooth divices to have a better quality.
Mouse Caddy: a colorful, furry little mouse-like pouch that connects to your laptop/desktop computer.
Carbon Monoxide Lifesaver
Hook Harbor
battery operated hot tub vac
An affordable lightweight one piece multi tool that you'd want to carry. A little something with lots of everything to get a whole lot done.
Chew Deterrent Head Phones
Thousands of salons and millions of women will want my "burn no more" ear cups. They will quickly become the must have item at the salon.
DIY Beauty Solutions Challenge
APP activated shower-head
U-Breaker
Smart Charger
Stir cup
!! A metal tube that attaches to a trashcan for an easy way to recycle soda cans.
Modular Swimfun Board
Tired of coffe grounds getting into the pot? Use an expandable ring to hold that filter in place. Easy to use and economically priced.
Flashing Light Leash
My creation is a plant (tillandsia, airplant) levitating in mid air thru an electromagnetic platform.
Piro!
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Improved Baseball Cap Button
REVOLutionary Refrigerator!!
RESUBMIT 2nd time)Magnetic/Suction Kitchen Towel Holder for Refrigerator.
A color coded branding thermometer that stays in the meat while it cooks and reads specifically If a meat is R,M,MW, and well done.
no more winding up an extention cord, no more kinks in cord next time you use it
mantis
If people could go relax on the beach everyday, wouldn't life be great? With your own beach room, people could enjoy it without leaving home
Digital Music Catalog
An unexpected storm has knocked your power out for several days and your water is not safe for drinking. What do you do
Skylight Nightlight
A card with your basic information, job history, and any other information that would go in a job application
What if laundry detergent came in portioned concentrated pieces instead of lose powder which is poured at an "estimated" amount.
Light the Way Shoemoulding
The soccer shaker is an ice cream maker in a soccer ball that comes in blue and white.
what the bleep
A hairbrush used in the shower to spread conditioner evenly through long hair.
Color-coded popcan tab slips! Fits over tab, makes it easier to open can, identifies individual person's drink -kids, parties, etc. #spotsv
Add a arm to the top/side of recycle bin to hold corrugated cardboard/pizza boxes in place for leverage & an edge to easily tear boxes.
E-Z Barrow
Stop bullying me!
Q Treat line extension - Easter egg layered chocolate maker. Makes diff shape easter egg chocolates with different chocolate layers in them
Car Parking finder. Rather than using a tag, the app would point you to where you car is, in a simple compass-like directions.
WE have the solution to plywood board ups on vacant homes and buildings. Our idea is recyclable, reusable, simple, effective and tough!
Wake you up being possitive
Smart Metal Detectors:App sends findings to smartphone.Resubmit
A simple parking aid that provides a visual indication when a vehicleâ€™s fender approaches a garage wall or other object.
Recordable memo reminds you of keys, errands, importants. Plays when you open the door. GE already has the door alarm just add the recorder!
Blue S.T.A.R. Bright
cable running camera
Pillow Shade
ManiPediMagic
Sandbags are used for floods. I think a strong balloon-like/latex material in tube-like structures would be lighter and easier to use.
Electronic Football league.
The Solar Foatee
the kitty sitter is a ball with sensors that activate when the cat comes near.
Custom Beach Blanket
Instant beer/pop can chiller
The Beathive
Back to basics
Complete dental solution for travelers -convenient, hygienic, travel-size toothbrush that dispenses toothpaste, floss & lasts ~8-10 uses.
Cuphook. A hook with a cup on top to hold things.
Futuristic Fish Tank
sneaker stack
A car trunk organizer that lets travelling drivers (e.g. college students or vacationers) know exactly how much they can fit in their car.
Extreme Snoring Solution."Snore Cave"! Have a look. This works! I use it every night.
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UV-C Germ Avert
French Fry Maker: Make your own frys however you like them. Regular fries, Curly,or Potato wedges
Patented a pet food tray that contains spills. Fits tight to the floor, has raised edge, built-in bowls, heavy plastic, dishwasher safe.
Auto wipers
Smart Trash Can
Don't bring all the rain water into the house. Remove rain from your umbrella with one simple motion. You'll be amazed how simple it can be.
Continuos
Smartphone Telescoping Arm
Fresh Ginger Press - squeezes the juices without the fibers!
Water Conservation II
Connect-up Bracelets - Charge or connect your phone or electronic device from any USB port.
A new way to plant your plants.
KINFE RACK .. CONCEAL ,MODERN , MULTIFUNCTION ,SAFER lets build an amazing quirky knife rack !!!
Tired of having the corners of your calendars curl? Our product will keep your calendars from going limp, and look amazing in the process!
All in one tool for egg yolk seperator, boiled eggs, omelet style scrambled eggs. Resubmit 2011 with improvements
home building shelter
Modular Shelf
Radiance
RETRACTABLE BIKE LOCK
skirt or pants holder
A spray causes irritation without permanent injury. A camera in the stem captures an image of your assailant. Protection + Prosecution.
Carry on-style, collapsible canvas playpen with pockets for essential baby gear for active mothers who need to lug everything one handed.
doggy vacuum
camping broom
PIVOTBAG - Fold and Roll - Luggage
Inner Tube Anchor
new low cost simple design shades for your window,to keep extra light out-easy to use works well ,had a prototype made
Ketchup &amp; Mustard Dualspencer
Lunch box w/ a freezable liner
Worlds first non-slip table/ pet pillow. Go ahead put your feet up! Video demo sells this simple idea. Resubmit with a 81% approval rate.
Purse key hook
Cell bungee for cell phones.
The Solar Stroller: Keep Baby Cool On the Go!
Quick Hair Touch Up Compact
Gardner's tool belt designed to improve ergonomics and protect individual tools!
a cooling blanket; to lie on for a cooled back, to wrap around a beer to keep it cold. it also has a 'hot' stand, for in cold winters.
Cup with the movable handle, that makes possible to put down your arm with cup when you in standing position
My idea is to provide a Small Personal Portable World friendly Ice Cube maker for Travelers because there doesn't seem to be much Ice abroad
A case that holds up to 4 iPods so that you can multitask. One can show video, the other email, etc. The size of an iPad but multiscreens.
Speak Out!
Word safe
Create a download reading app that has any person be the main character of a story. It will be about them &amp; all aspects of their life.
The Cellphone Leash. Never lose another cellphone, your keys, wallet or eyeglasses again! Put a leash on your valuable possessions
Enviro bag concealer/reminder
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Welding helmet light
Hold it!
Flask that save your space.
Bicycle Jersey with a purpose, motorist can visibly see cyclist turn signal displayed on back of jersey
Self accelerating body board with moving fins on the bottom. Driven by skate-board like zig-zag motion.
Cleaning Feet Mat
Poo pouch
Countdown
Your very personal media cloud
Silicone Dog/Cat/Bird Biscuit Baking Tray - with Recipes. Know what you're giving your pet...make and bake your own treats.
Blind spot detector
Swipe A Knife
Electric Art Brush Cleaner
Lectric Limbo (Quirky+Mattel)
SUN SHADE SLEEVE! Awesome for sun rashes/burns, truck/bus drivers, commuters, fishing,etc Attach any sleeve w/3 clips + adjstbl velcro wrist
The Spinnster is a device for completely extracting high-viscosity liquids from any size or shape of bottle.
WHAT IS MY PASSWORD
Ever worry your glasses might smudge or scratch from rattling around in an eyeglass case? This case has plastic clips to help prevent it.
The Car Hanger Curtain Shade. Hang your Clothing on this, or use it to block the glare of the sun.
quilt more
Bluetooth / WIFI (App enabled) Tubeless Stethoscope
A knitting needle with built-in end cap, allows you to tuck one needle into another:Simple! No needles sticking you and no more losing work.
Envelopes that organize and store your mail with multiple compartments
Pouring Clip On
The COOL CAP
TeleHand
Sunscreen in your back
Pepper Pen
A brightly colored, biodegradable, mitt-shaped poop bag that supports good causes with each pick-up.
you know how hair and gunk get stuck in the blades of a razor when you shave. No more with SHAVERS FRIEND never again have a clogged razor
Purse Light / Drawer Light / anything Light - Removable, Transferable, non destructive, easy to instal/install/adjust. Inside of Purse/Bag is flooded with light
when opened.
Pajamas featuring a heart rate/pulse monitoring system to help detect and prevent Sudden Infant Death System (SIDS) in infants.
A three compartment recycling bin that holds all your recyclebles and each compartment can be removed with an open face.
Battery replacement designed to fit wii, xbox 360 and playstation controllers with a built in calendar / timer.
Forehead thermometer app
gives a easy way to convert files digital,view,edit and manage your hand writing files or documents with out the hassle of a scanner.
The fitted sheet folder. Anyone who has ever folded sheets knows how frustrating it is to fold that fitted sheet neatly and easily.
Grandma's Fishing Soap
My low cost reusable sanding sponge handle makes using versatile sanding sponges much easier in many hand sanding situations.
Bed Skirt Panels...Martha Stewart would *LOVE* this idea!
Small hydro electric generator that connects on your faucets, pipes and water hose. Produces electricity for your house or business.
Desk comes with ready-made plugged holes all round the edge. Remove plugs to use holes for wiring, cup-holder, pen holder, ashtray, etc.
The Split Pillow
RESUB: Back 2 Front for iMac â€“ Reach the ports on your iMac easily
Carry alive
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Portable Protein Patches
Magnetic Fridge Door Dry Erase Board and Basket for misc. little bits (twist ties etc.)
High-Rise Squeegee
URSafe Enhanced SafetyDetector
Electronic Digital Showerhead
Showee Mirror
A cell phone activated collar to signal a pet to return home when he/she has strayed to far
i watch induc. charger stand
USB Wall Socket... Need I say more? Leave your adapter at work, and plug your USB device into your wall without the hassle of an adapter
Odor fighting, fruit fly repelling, natural scented disposable sheets. Drop one in the garbage and fight the odors and repel the critters.
Utilizing kinetic energy to "automatically" activate a non-aerosol spray, ridding restrooms of unpleasant odors.
Tools for gardeners and landscapers that have interchangeable heads.they would be joined like a p.t.o on a tractor.Maybe a rack with wheels.
if you love your dog and he or she stays in the house, yourbecause of the weig baby will require regular baths. no plumber, more money
Wrist band, with blue tooth vibration pad, that links to phone. Be alerted of calls, when phone is in a purse/ holster.
A license plate frame that lights up your favorite team logo.Could be calledâ€¦Team Glow, Glow With Usâ€¦for that diehard sports fan!
cane secure for disabled people w/canes wrap velcro around cane and wear a clip with velcro secure the cane to your side freeing your hands
Toilet Spill Guard
Gift Wrap Hanger. Hang your wrappers away until you need them.
Communication automobile communication light bar on the back and front of vehicles.
bottle caddy
The Power Frame
Dispenser for magic towels. Water and towels compartments. Magic towels r size as a mint, add water and they expand as regular hand towel.
Memory Box Clock, it remembers what you forget, and lets you know when your near it.
Glare blockers
No more losing your key
Sun, Sound, Protection
Temporary electrical installation ... when you can not break walls and ceilings!
The Hard Box
Floating Shot Glass
Electric pocket scooter
fertilizer injection unit
STUDYbuddy - Study harder. Study Smarter. The most compact and functional book stand on the market. Study anywhere you go. [ VIDEO ]
A strip of lights that uses proximity sensors, motion sensor, and leds to show position of an object by illumination intensity.
Fertilize/egg crate
luck dice
This sliding device works like a charm and the when one tries to push the Keurig out of the way they will really love this sliding device
lift wheelchair
Dirty screens are embarrassing but are very sensitive. They need special fluid and cloth. This case has an attached tube that both slip in.
Drinks To-Go
Portable Water Battery USB Charger:Charge your smartphones with water,App shuts off charger when done charging.
A Pet bed and brush that uses static electricity and acts like a pet hair magnet
Easy Eat
Tissue Organizer
Reinforced Stretchy Book Cover
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An app for Smart Phones called "I'm almost there". Text is sent to person when you are say 3 minutes away. Similar app-"It's almost here."
kitty sittin pretty
Plastic Drinking Bottle Compactor,squeeze the air from the bottle & then recap for a reduce size of 20% or less for the bin or garbage bag.
Cool Cabinet
Walker Warner
The traditional backpack is out of date and uncomfortable. Today's average student carries heavy loads, multiple bags and tons of gadgets.
Your pets personal self-activated portable outdoor cooling system.
Holographic player docking station for iPhone, iDevices and HVD
RESUBMIT Stop leaving notes on several pieces of paper. Digital electronic paper calendar w/ 4 notepads all syncs together.Get things done!
Kiwi Clutch
Sleep like a baby
SUN SHADE SLEEVE! Awesome for sun rashes/burns, truck/bus drivers, commuters, fishing,etc Attach any sleeve w/3 clips + adjstbl velcro wrist
It's time to block that sun. Being from a Military background I have driven all over the USA. Never able to block that one area.Lets do it
The green box
Portable sewing machine for quick sewing of buttons/patching of torn clothes. Headlight throw two laser beams to guide direction (Resub)
Listen to your mother, sit up straight son.
LIGHT SURROUND FOR TABLET QDIY
Medication Tackle Box System- This has to be made. It's absolutely needed by our seniors. It will greatly help patients and providers alike.
Can Saver
Develop an app the connects to a medical alert bracelet to track young children and adults that have dementia or Alzheimer.
A clamp for holding a VGA cable in a laptop to connect to TV or Projector.
My family needs a scrolling marquee in the kitchen or common area to communicate with each other! We are rarely all home at the same time
Home Healing Garden
Germ Bomb
Aluminum cross over for Iphone
easy baby swadle
NoNotebook
A heating/cooling vent cover that is controlled by a thermostat the vents open when the temperature in that room reaches a certain degree.
When you look over at your fish tank or aquarium, what do you see? If your forgetful, maybe a dead fish or lizard. The Life Light can help !
Create a series of unique, artistic Standing-O figurines for the greeting card, trading card, and collectibles market.
I have invented a "podium type prop" to hold a window open at a horizontal angle while cleaning it. Preventing damage to it's components.
GIVE A PASSENGER A LIFT ON YOUR BICYCLE! A Bicycle Rack That Contains A Fold-down Scooter To Accommodate A Passenger - Or Carry
Heavy Cargo!
Pet beds start smelling in a matter of days. Wipe clean pet bed. These pet beds are very popular in Europe. Time to bring the idea to the US
Knife Sleeve
Odorless Cheese Carrier
Clip-on, adjustable, lightweight computer table attaches to handle extenders of wheeled, carry-on luggage.
Weeding sucks! It's slow. It's dirty and it always needs done.
Table Top Fruit Holder. Hold Fruit on your table, that looks cool, based a Natures Design.
Electronic Mailbox System
Ez Pub
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Protect your valuables at the beach, by burying them! Airtight, sand &amp; waterproof safe that you bury in the sand. Combat beach theft.
Magnetic (Fridge Door) Message Device, no bells - no whistles - Just a simple way to leave messages for family, grocery list, appointments
Musical fan
The Baggie Buddy
Remote Controlled Pet Feeding Bowl. Give your pet a feel of their natural environment while helping them get some exercise and excitement!
Baking requires precise units, and having the correct utensils on hand. I suggest a nesting set of measuring cups that solve this plus more.
App-Enabled Weather Station
Car Helper
Spill-Free Cap & Hose for Windshield Wiper Fluid
"SAVE-A-BLADE" is about a shaving razor holder that dries the razor with a heating plate like the ones in deodorizers that plugs to the wall
RESUB: Vibrating baby pad. Use under baby in car seat, stroller, carrier. Gently vibrates and soothes baby. Plays music. Barbra
Trailer extension utilizing the back gate or ramp to extend the length of your trailer.
Flicker
Purify water bottle.
Magnet hanger
Twist Its are a stylish, easy way to make endless hairdos with its flexible material and array of colors and specialty prints
Cord-Stop Carabiners. Single-Hole and Double-Hole Cord Stop Carabiners. Reinventing the Bungee Cord.
Petite Hanger
Ever had something to unscrew and your hand gets in the way? With this channel lock it is a thing of the past.
Lemong
Awesome Bottle Topper
Designer glasses. No extra fee for glasses. Glasses that work for your vision. You look Marvelous! Reuse Reuse Reuse. be a individual.
The CarCoat
Ã©chelle pour chat
fingers,a kind of glove for thumb, index and middle finger so that u can eat crisps at your office desk
combination baggy and napkin
Baby ready 2 go
Olive Oil Rolling Dispenser
Moist Pet Food package- The odor and the mess are alwasys a problem with moist pet food. Solution: Use an edible pouch to package the food
Bike owners have issues with securing their bike. Having 1 lock isn't enough. I have a way 2 secure the whole bike with 2 locks, safe/secure
The "All-in-one-shoe" is the ideal women shoe. It offers confort and versatility @ once: you can change your look and your height by a snap.
Coat, Hat and Glove rack. All winter items in one place.
My idea is a coffee table that becomes bigger and turns into a dining table. The legs are adjustable and the sides fold up.
Save precious lunch bag space - how about ice packs you can drink from?
Odometer Surfboard
Plastic Free Coffee Maker
Children's iPad with Auto-Update Software and Hardware on each Birthday, Cloud-based network accessible worldwide, subscription-based.
No More URINE on the toilet seatã€€ Husbands Happy, Wives Happierã€€ Toilet Lever that has time setting
Fever Alert monitors your child and notifies you via smart phone if A fever present.Was under consideration
Dual Chamber Laundry Detergent/Fabric Softener Caddy (Fill-it-Grab-it...and GO!) (*See Concept images and information)
Insulin Protection
Hairspray Haven
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Vehicle Immobilizer with electronic programable timer _ I would like to make my son's car immobile between 12am and 6am on saturday nights.
Mattress Lifter
pillow travel bag
Beauty Hand Glove
The EZ-CART is a shoping cart having 4 sets of swiveling wheels and a telescoping handle for easy utlization!
Velcro Elastic Laces
resubmitting "dream pillow"
Vacuuming Dustpan
Power Cord Tether
It's On!
Small mp3 type player for baby. Space for downloads & preset white noise sounds. Has adjustable arms so you can attach it to stroller,etc
BugVac is a solar powered tubular vacuum that sucks bugs out of mid air. It attracts bugs with an LED light or can be used in manual mode.
App enabled dust bin - Tells you percentage empty
Protect your stuff with an incognito Security Garment Bag that locks on to the clothes bar.
An online journal / video diary / photo album. a premium service used to document your life and then present yourself after you are gone.
the idea of â€‹â€‹this case is to save you a few seconds drive that can change everything.
App Enabled Flag Pole
Rapid Rapit
INSULATED CAN COOLER/COVER I:flip COOLER to create 3D sculpted COVER or II:enclose can with COOLER &amp; a removable 3D sculpted
COVER
BATH WOMB II
Spot Me Buds
Ear Bud Neck Pillow for Travel
Fitted Sheet Tightner
an expendable foam ball with a velcroed pocket right in the middle of this ball large enough to hold the tennis shoes to put in the dryer
Motorcycle mp3 player/smart phone Case and Clip.
cooker with 'RACKS'
Baby safety and car alarm
Bluetooth USB flash drive for digital picture frames and compatible TVs. No more manually adding pictures to a memory stick or flash drive.
A drinking can (for soft drinks) that has a button where you grip that opens the drinking spout. Once the button is let go it closes again.
Life Saver Car System
Hooked Up
Tired of water getting out of the shower? Or pushing the shower liner against the sides? Solved: The magnetic shower liner!
Add flavor to a regular bottle of water using the powerful sense of smell. The Scent Flavor Water Bottle Cap.
App-that weighs your mail right from your Iphone or Ipad. No need for a Scale! Uses a Iphone case with sensors for accuracy.
Tire swing kit for the little guys. #upcycle
Easy wood joiner
Thermosub
Juicing is great, except when you have to travel. My idea is a portable juicer/blender/grinder that is small and compact with a travel cup.
TOILET GARDEN
shoes refresh box, smell new
HATE WASHING DISHES? TIME FOR A NEW AND SAFE WAY OF WASHING DISHES THAT WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND CAN ACTUALLY
MAKE IT FUN. "THE MOTION BRUSH"
Thermasmart
metal free trouser belt
Notify
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Speses Cases (Health Care)
It's like a regular potholder except it is easier and safer to use. It is the POTFINGERS!! It has the 3 middle fingers in one finger.
Jet power brush
A pet poop vacuum cleaner with a built in (air tight) compost chamber so you never have to touch, see or smell dog poop again.
Electronic Bday Candle. Make a wish & blow!The flame then turns into an array of colors,shoots a spark into the air & magically fades out.
Exercise boots
Pastamometer. Once you have a boiling pot with Boil Buoy, pinch a piece of pasta & drop this in to get a perfect batch of al dente pasta!
Portable AC for your vehicle.Stick anywhere in your vehicle.Recharge at home or your office.Don't have to turn on your vehicle to stay cool.
VAC NOSE looks like a rubber skin around the nose of a portable vacuum cleaner. But, when twisted, it extends and contracts in diameter.
Power Plunge
small remote for any laptop, computer, iPad, electronic device
NEW!!! With this rotating space saver your flip flops will never pile up in the closest and you won't have to dig to find the pair you want!
Bike mounted wireless proximity sensor with a receiver that alerts the driver when their roof mounted bike is about to hit something.
Chop Chop
A product to help babies become toddlers. A box with bracing and handles, designed to not topple over. Has toys on top and storage inside.
Bisbee Bridge 3 player cards
Handy Magnifier on Phone Case
Guitar Hero contestants need an easily transportable alternative to the â€œguitarâ€ used to play the game. Solution: The Guitar Hero Glove.
WiFi rear view mirror with built in video camera.Now you can video anyone breaking into your vehicle and see it online live.
Spread your favourite foods the easy way, with a knife that has the foodstuff inside it!
The Mahalo Finger Phone uses your thumb as a speaker and your pinky as a microphone connected to your smartphone - "talk to the hand"
An led lighted waterproof collar for cats and dogs. With photocell or timer so it comes on/ off at dusk/dawn. Possibly use solar cell.
SMART MOBILE PROXIMITY REMOTE
Voice Control Adapter
Leaf bailer-miniture version of a hay bailer with the exception that it bales leaves instead of hay,pulled behind mower.
App Kiddie pool heater
smart doggy door and collar
Imagine putting a device in your slippers and they tell you how much you weigh.The device slides into your slippers.Right when you wake up.
people who still iron there shirts, should use destilled water so not to clog up the iron My idea is to have a scented destilled water.
Use your iDevice to listen to your TV. Ditch the big head phones for late night viewing or hard of hearing users!
Pet Wobbly Ball
Plug in with no cord
A Pet Panel allows pet to come and go through sliding glass door. It made of 1/4" acrylic panel with pet door in the bottom.
+ Is your table overrun by condiments or medicine? Why not have a handy way to store them under the table? Aging BabyBoomers need a solution!
Bath tub door system difficult to install/maintain. Just shower curtain and you run the risk of spillage on the bathroom floor. Enter Magic
PLANTERRARIUM
Smart device for garden sprinkler - Sprinkles water within a rectangular boundary
Nature Calls
Spillproof Measure-right Urina
Digital operations
Adjustable plate rack.
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Store Your Cheese and Grater All In One Container. No More Cleaning After Each Use. Convenient, Must Have!
imPress
Easy Water
AUTO-FASHION SEAT OUTFIT: Finally a universally well-fitting, attractive,3-Piece Seat Cover that expresses Your Personality and adds Storage
Name Emergency Contact Device
Visible Blinkers
Double kettle
Diaper bag that's not a bag
Silicone Jello Shot Peels
A clock radio that wakes you up with a pleasing smell, not a loud alarm. You can wake to the smell of bacon,muffins,cookies, coffee!
Non-Locking Spring Loaded Wrench Holder. 6" in diameter circular rod, 1/4" in thickness with a spring loaded arm.
Soapscreen
A simple marker holder for Crayola markers with or WITHOUT CAPS (prevents markers from drying out). Also stores crayons and color pencils.
Moldable Scarf
carryout odor proof poop purse
Keep your dog safe without a leash. An electronic leash will use a corrective sound to warn your dog when he is too far away from you.
child safety outlet
Watchabee
Flower Buds - DIY BEAUTY
Bobble Iphone and Ipad case
Itâ€™s called the â€œPain Parkaâ€. Covers your entire backside/torso and plugs in for heat/chill.
Let's create an alarm clock that will prompt trivia questions and require users to get the right answer to snooze or de-active the alarm.
The product is called the True Clean Towel and it answers the question, which part of the towel is up. Keeps your face away from your groin
Kitchen conveyer belt
Card collectors are limited on options to display their collections. This device allows you to hang their cards in full view ALLâ€ˆthe time.
The Chapkin is a napkin that actually fits on your lap properly... like Chaps! :) Another possible name that could work would be the Lapkin
E-Cig &amp; Writing Pen
I would like to help parents or other care givers of children to be reminded if they have left a small child in a car seat, esp. on hot days
Selfie stick disguise
Toy steering wheel iPad mount-linked to mini Bluetooth cam on dash. Now they REALLY can feel like they're driving the car like Mom or Dad!
A game changer for your bathroom sink? Yep, you got it! Introducing S-Nozzle.
Carousel Tree
A faucet or pot-filler that pre-measures the amount of water youâ€™d like to come out of it before it comes out of it.
Finally, a way for the small-car owner to transport long or bulky items - without having to bug the friend with the pickup.
Place an ID on your child's footware. Also great for luggage and other personal items. No more "we have a lost boy at customer care".
refillable home fragrance
No more wall anchors
Emergency Vehicle Alert EVA
Digital Game Board
Floating garden pods for your fish tank.
The Connected Bike
No-Mar Wheel Covers
Overhead Car Light Blocker
Box of USB drives,which are cheap like old-time floppy disks-so you can easily copy files and give it to somebody,not thinking about return
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Lifesize Velcro Lincoln Logs
Submersible Water heater for tile saws Stops water from freezing Can be used for farm animal water buckets. 600 watt engery saver
face beach umbrela
The IPOD Nano caddy makes it easy to hold and carry your nifty new Nano. No need to worry about losing or dropping this small/cool device!
The new 3 in 1 breakfast grill makes hash browns, waffles, and transforms into a mini griddle. RESUB
wine bottles and glasses holding rack. Holds multiple wine bottles and glasses.
Edible Foam Maker &amp; Dispenser
INDOOR SHUTTER GARDEN Self Watering Window Garden! Grow herbs, flowers, salad greens, wheat grass for juicing!
Red Hot Cookie Sheet
wrapT - compact under cabinet 3 roll kitchen dispenser. WHAT? Why do we need this? Well, there isn't a good solution on the market.
L.E.D.Dinner Plates/light u-up
Modular Light System with a Bobble Base- Flash light,Lantern and light Wand / Stick Mini version too.
Sweeper &amp; Pet Treat Dispenser - Let your dog clean the floors for you!
An all in one travel food bowl, lunchbox / food, water and treats container for cats and dogs.
3 drinks in one baby bottle
Beanie Safety Light
Stackable multi purpose bins/baskets with swinging front door. See/access easily without digging. Do laundry/fold/stack and leave in bins!
Bend-It Bottle
3in1 AirMax Sleeping Bag
Groovey Line Cutter
U Turn Directional Signal
Dog Wine Gift
combined DrillScrewDriving bit
UV Sanitizer 4 Dishrag/Brushes
Holiday Lights
" Easy Digger with Weeder" without blend to dig or hard work and all in one piece.
baseball tee automatic load
A hose attachment with three outlets. Each outlet should have the ability to have the direction changed and rate of flow.
Two-Way Shotgun Doorbell
Tired of running behind your beach towel blown by the wind? This idea would keep it firmly stuck in the sand as long as you want.
what if there was a product that could keep your head from sweat during workouts you can continue on with your day without washing your hair
BATHTUB SADDLE~ all in one decorative storage mat for the side of your tub for bath toys, bath equipment and soaps.
wireless headphones
"Barely There" iPad Stand. iPads were designed to "get out of the way" of the user experience, here's a stand that does the same!
Floating Accessories
HOOPERS Earring Supports
INFLATABLE BEACH CAP
Tabletop Cardless Card Games
Hand Towel No-Slip Grips
A measured dollop of honey is encased in a container and is easily removable by an attached string or the container itself is dissolvable.
Digital Alphabetical Blocks
Fabric cutting board
mathematical operation by voic
A cooling headband.....look stylish, keep cool at the beach or by the pool.
LED Voice command sticky notes
Moving Boxes can transform to WALL SHELVES, STOOLS, DRAWERS or COFFEE TABLE etc...
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Medicine cabinet with a lock. Keep your family safe!
Dehydration-Wink
Smart Quirky Dog Collar
A toddler safety waist belt that attaches to a hands-free adult waist belt allowing for 180 degrees of movement with a adjustable cord.
< Check this out! > It's a CHAIR. It's a BACKPACK. It's BOTH!!!
Toilet lip
Cash Gas Pump
A screen for your yard which provides shade helping keep grass green while conserving water.
Poop to Poof. A compact electric pet feces incinerator. Gas can also be used. Instantly disposes of germy and smelly pet waste.
Self Cleaning Pressure Wash Juicer
Imagine an electronic auto bumper sticker that enable drivers to dynamically create and display messages from their dashboard or smartphone.
Volcano Sand Bucket
MOTION RINGS The old Hoop with Stick is back! Now an All in One Toy: Traveler Rings, Sand Imprinting Sections &amp; Flotation Device! See picts!
Rodent Computer Mouse
iMusic Stand. Improved Music Stand Compatible with Apple Products. Read Sheet Music From iPad, Play Along with iPod or iPhone.
This fan sweats so you don't have to. It is a standard tower fan with a water reservoir and internal cloth panel for evaporative cooling.
Collapsable taco holder &amp; more
Toast hot dog or brat buns on your grill without breaking them in half.
Trailer blocks
Saggy lids&amp;black under eye circles need an eye mask that can be put in freezer &amp; then worn at night. The cold eliminates the old appearance.
Rainwater
Macbook Air Thin Disc Drive
TravelStacks for dogs! Let's expand on a great idea and have a travel water bowl that works for both owner and beloved pet.
The Body Energy Bottle
The iClaw - an iPad/tablet holder that extends for use in many different places. Cook, play guitar, watch your favorite movie in comfort.
A colorful flexible silicone rubber tissue box dispenser for cars, dorms, travel - any situation where tissue boxes tend to undergo abuse.
Versatile vertical storage solution for dorms or rental apartments which utilizes a spring tension rod. No wall damage. No tools required.
Smart Shade Umbrella
FEED and KEEP CLEAN SET. Plastic or silicone mat with magnets to hold bowls in place. Brush and comb with easy removal held fur system
Remote Controlled Weed Eater
ORIGARGANTUA!
Self Stirring And Heating Mug
Here is a short modified cane to be used by the elderly or physically limited for gardening or retrieving items from lower levels.
LapPod: Portable and expandable workstation. Provides storage for work materials,other electronic devices along with charger accomodation.
Easy Clean Baby Bottle
Wristwatch organizer that hangs to help sort, organize, protect and store your watch collection. Easy view windows to pick style for outfit.
K KUP Traveler, Now take your favorite K Kups with you Camping or on vacation.Compact and easy to use just add boiling water.
Dot Com Internet Keyboard
Modular hair brush
Bowl-Ons!!
No more "WHAT IF?" Create your own "VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES" with a GoPro (type) device created by individual users &amp; shared with friends.
the go-anywhere pen holder
Make use of GE's available technologies to create the smallest, strongest, affordable gps chips for personal and public use.
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Needle Nest
Swiftly slice veggies without cutting your cuticles. A device to slip over the hand to protect you from a slip of the knife.
OctuArm
The BFWG: When you absolutely, positively, gotta SOAK every last mother fraker in the room. Accept no substitutes.
A Phone Case That Transforms Into a Steering Wheel Fits iphones ipads The sides pull out so you can grab on and take your phone for a spin
You've got your iPod, iPad, Flip, Zip and MacBook on your desk charging. Your roommate has visitors and you're about to leave.
Portable air conditioner for your car, for use when the air condtioning unit dies. Cost effective & will last for at least 5 years.
â€œ Solar Panel Iphone caseâ€ For Iphone 4, 4s and 5 case A solar panel could feed the battery to extend the battery life.
Have ever been driving down the road and the sun is right in your face? You pull down the sun visor but you still can't really see.
Reward employees for reducing healthcare costs and staying healthy. An app that reports exercise metrics back to employers.
Truck / Car Splash Diverter
Quietly silence the the noise coming out of your drywer when you forget to remove items from your pocket or the metal buttons from clothing.
I think this would be a fun and useful device.Kids would love it as a super-gift for a birthday or holiday present...Night walking more safe
Mower and Easy Attachment(s)
Don't waste time taping and then painting your trim. Introducing flexible trim paint. Just tape on the paint! Resub!
Rolling Composter
IRL Tagger
FlexLites - Twist and Shine
Adhesive bandage like tape! The most practical way to get it!
Body Squeegee
Snowboard Lift Support
I knew there was a better way to bake cheesecakes when using a water bath. In the past bakers used alumimum foil on the springform pan.
Mirror Magic
Temp indicating cookware
Nyte Board
Share DVD
!- Gym Bag that converts into a convenient seat and or table creating a LOCKER ROOM experience OUTSIDE - you will always have a seat!
Mens Clothing
Core & Balance Chair
Automatic Brights
stealth rider
Kindle-Powered Personal Fan Keeps You Cool as You Read!
Nubs-T is a new kind of adhesive rubber grip tape that uses long strips with nubs to enhance gripping on tools and household items.
Text Me
To remove fouling from boat bottoms with the boat remaining in the water
Get your credit/debit or any cards from your wallet faster like never before.
iPad/tablet stylish protective case/keyboard/stand. Set up the iPad like a laptop with flexible keyboard that is also the protective cover
Faucet LED Heat Sensor
The idea is a set of eyeglasses that re-direct your vision 90 degrees. Looking through the glasses you will be looking down.
Baseboard duster. Long pole-size of broom pole. In bottom of pole is a screw indented. Can screw in a brush. Used all people+handicap.
Bubble Buddy
biko airbag
reclining carseat
SOCK-URITIES. Pocket Socks
Identity Theft Remover
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Molded metal cleat cover
closest shave
easy hang blinds
Quick Stop
Letâ€™s design a finger dog toothbrush for the big boys.
MINI USB AMP
Rotating Heated Dish Rack
Linen Clipper
Voice Pins. Pin a recorded message to your board!
Travel Guard Lumbar Support for the business traveler, especially those airline seats - folds flat to fit inside your laptop carry-on bag.
A portable, lightweight, exercise device for core training: targets the abs by eliminating neck stress while facilitating proper alignment.
Pad cam holder
Mag-lev toy train/cars
A true universal smartphone mount. Mounts anywhere from the tabletop to the dashboard, windshield, car console, desktop, and kitchen counter
Invisible Dog Leash
Self drying travel shower bag
"Automatic Sunscreen", a screen that can reflect sunlight and protect interior of car from overheating.
This Product will prevent all pens and pencils mark on your clothes and book bag. Also it will protect the pencil lead.
Passthru nightlight/pathlight
seat box
Clothing Hanger that keeps track of the number of times you have worn the item and when it will need cleaning!!
A waffle iron with top that allows for impressions to be transferred safely & instantly to the waffle. Custom waffles! Have fun /add logo.
Imagine having a beautiful comforter that's magnetized down the center.
3D Food processing printer.
MANSCAPING KIT Perfect manly gift that men can use and women will appreciate. Now men can feel manly while taking care of unwanted hair.
DvD tower
A multipurpose stylus that has a microfiber cloth wiper along the side and a brush for cleaning iDevices.
Provide a continuous roll of adhesive bandages in a dispenser similar to those used to dispense postage stamps.
HeadphoneHat
Staying cool during physical activity in ultra hot weather!
Want to wall mount your Apple TV and get rid of that unsightly TV stand that now collects dust? Look no further than the EasyHang
Mercado Grocery Edition: Los Angeles is banning plastic grocery bags and charging 10 cents for paper ones. Line extension time!
Fashionable body weights for exercising. Pack as much function as they do fashion!
Mainspring Case
Scoot Or Skate Manual or electric powered.
Miracast Sunglasses
Solar Panel Cell Phone Charger
beached
Pickup Power Car Adapter
Wheelwalker
Omnipen
child-friendly hot dogs
key identifier
the pocket sized computer
Collapsible Insulated Canvas Bag for Front Passenger Seat that Snaps into and out of Seat
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Students: Rainy weather have you down? Keep your clothes, hairdo, backback & books/projects dry with the to easy-to-pack, hooded rain cape.
A Line of small office sport devices connected to PC. Stay in shape and workout with friends over Facebook/net while sitting at the office.
A laptop stand, made of wood, organic and clean looking product. Put the stand together in seconds. No nails, screws, or glue. Take a look !
BUFFALO WING GRABBER AND HOLDER. A utensil for eating buffalo wings and finger foods without the mess.
Lifesaving wristband for kids that protects against potential death or injury due to extreme conditions or when unable to locate child.
Reclining Child Car Seat.
All Inclusive Dog leash with collapsable water bowl w/water bag,waste bag dispenser,Hook for bags,LED light and reflective nylon leash
A project management tool geared toward students. It would essentially be an online agenda on steroids.
Toothbrus paste incorporated
360 degrees camouflage Spy camera for your car. Prevention of crime on public and school area.
iPad Hanger and/or Clip Mount
CARCONDOM
Oil Absorbing Hair Brush
Applock. A lock that is controlled by your smartphone.
Mini Baseball Launcher.
multi-mini night light power
My idea is a pet collar that has a nylon mesh sleeve on the inside surface that would contain store bought flea collars.
Broken Knee Gloves
It's a ruler that is also a pencil holder.
Iphone Case color steel
No more odor
Tub Tube
Mixing Bowl That You Control
LITTLE SHAVER
FireTower
Forever Case
I coffee maker
electronic trigger pull for pistols to prevent trigger jerk and bad there forbad aiming
Newspaper Window Cloth
Salt and Pepper Shaker,s: Each shaker represents a caricature, one of president Obama and one of Biden. Obama Pepper Biden Salt.
Universal voiceprint automation, by universal human logic syntexting of natural speech and wisdom.
Couple no longer have to fight over "hugging the cover" problem. Problem is solved with this invention. PLEASE help vote and comment. Thank
Hot? Waiting for that perfect, breeze blowin' through those windows? Try our "windowless" secure ac and vent it out your chimney!
Eye See You Eyeglass Repair
USB Wristband with LCD display. Resubmitted!
Fence repair bracket
The Wonder Mark is a precision, pocket-sized, drywall marking device for electrical gang boxes. About the size of a carpenterâ€™s pencil
Shade Maker
Work Lite
miner cart
Steering Wheel Desk Top
tablette /phone
Corkit-Recycled Cork Flowerpot
sweater glove
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A clamp to headboard locking night stand to keep your snacks, personal items and more handy and safe. 3 versions, not really a safe
Internet Storage
An extra wide back safe shovel with dual handles and body leverage support for plowing through snow without a snow blower.
Heat Up
Hi have a prototype for a device I use to crack,massage, and relieve pain on my back and neck without any help very relaxing simple and fast
Electrically powered and hybrid vehicles are friendly to the environment. Owners of these cars deserve to be rewarded and have more fun.
Carry-on Luggage that follows you through the airport!
Pop This
Shoe Fresh
!RESUBMIT! The Back Zip Backpack: An anti-theft, anti-bullying, pack that opens from the back instead of the outward facing side.
www.WorldEducation.com A portal that allows Anglo / English and worldwide people to learn a language online
Smart Storage
Magnetic Modular Organizer (MMO) trays or drawers, in which the parts are assembled like a Lego, but with magnetic surfaces.
massage yourself pillow/pad
VoiceActivated pauseNplay buds
WINK Free your pet
App-Dinner Mats for Kids
Strobe light alarm Blind away.
THE TOWEL RACK DOUBLER - Small dorm bathrooms never have enough towel space. Now you can quickly and easily DOUBLE the existing towel
rack.
maize &amp; blue
Ski boot walking covers. A shoe for your ski boot. Your not supposed to walk in a parking lot in your ski boot until now!!!
CAT GROOMING Toy Hair remover Easy storage ALL IN ONE
My idea is an adjustable strap made from safety belt material that adjusts to every size bed and helps you pull yourself out of bed.
PAW Patrol Rescue Squad
All-In-One Measuring Cup! The perfect complement to Portion and other Quirky kitchen products. Chic, simple design. Watch the video!
small chip that goes in with auto sprinklers and sends the moisture level to a main computer telling it where and where not to water.
Keurig Kleaner. A Keurig sized coffee pod with a cleaning solution inside that would clean the working parts of your Keurig Coffee Machine.
Reusable Liftticket Ties. All the ski areas use plastic lift ticket ties.. Tons of plastic being used. I have an alternative!!!
Shopping bag holder
An app with appropriate hardware to open and close the garage door and tell you its status
VacuTrim: easy, fast and clean trimming of your beard (or head).
Bluetooth Earbuds that also have an optional wired component No charge No Problem Bluetooth earbuds out of power - allow continued use.
Bike N Board gives kids the option to carry their skateboard while riding their bikes...!
Bizzy-Buddy child's safe toy companion for walking, running, sitting, exercising child!
Sketchy Sports!!
Picker
Lug Wrench Assistant
Solar GPS Pet Collar
Band aide that is secured to clothing instead of your skin. For example Similar to underwear liners with a sticky surface on the back.
#SelfieBackground
App Pool Climbing
Scrub Brush w/Soap Compartment
Cat Window. An enclosed window installed cat porch. Great for apartments where Cats can perch above the world below in fresh air.
Emergency USB Charger and Flashlight
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Four way adjustable plant holder for deck rails. Most plant holders don't fit properly, sag and only hold one size plant.
A small neck towel that has velcro closing pockets to slip in small gel cool packs.
Liquid Motion Phone Case
A decorative pond that provides a timed irrigation system with tubing planted in the soil and connects to your sprinkler system/hose.
iTransfer (updated)
Make cell phone headsets a personal fashion statement so that people will want to use them; therefore drastically reducing accidents.
My invention is the "funneladle." It will come in handy not only for a chef or sous chef but also for the home cook.
Instant-Reset Hourglass Timer
To create an iPhone cover with a back mirror an attachable telescopic pole
RESUBMIT from 10/31/11 - Crank-Case: Protect and Power your Tablet and Phone!
I'm a Dish!
Rain collector with plant watering system. Slow water release.
Sign holder with signs for every holiday! A simpler and less expensive way for people to share their holiday spirit.
handheld air comnpressor
Adhescable
Bathroom mirror defogger
Click and Screw
inflateable car cover
PediBoot
ALL IN ONE PASTRY KNIFE
Collapsible LED flashlight that is easy to carry but is sturdy enough to be used to be used in self defense. (i.e) police,correction officer
Backpack-tablet-workstation that keeps your tablet protected and safe from thievery then convert to a work station with a fold out keyboard
Smart Skylight Shades & Blinds
Bluetooth Dog Leash
A manual trimmer edge for grass
The portable chair/desk combo is perfect for a small space, It has a built in safe for your laptop and a detachable lap desk.
Faucet or water pitcher that dispenses vitamins. No more having to remember to take your vitamins. Just pour and be healthy. Barbra
Car Alarm Notifyer
On the GO charging solutions.!
Disinfect your Grooming.
Cyclops Body Suite
I propose a built in scanner on your personal computer so you can scan your credit card when purchasing and the information would be entered
small computer device full upload typing communication no ping run over wifi network a Hot Spot Augment Chirp Technology Secure no storage
Lift Kit
Mono ear stereo bluetooth
Quirky anti-Qwerty keyboard
double hose, dual hose, twin
belt hanger
A bamboo pet cave to give our pets a green place to relax in the home. A nature filled sack bed would be the finishing touch.
Whirlpool Bathtub Jet Covers. Rubber suctioned or other type of covers that go over jet openings & water intake of the whirlpool bathtub.
An ocellating fan with a wire or plastic holder for a damp washcloth.
I designed a Drink pitcher that takes the footwork away and creates options for moms, or others serving drinks to kids, friends or patrons.
A collapsible debris guard that mounts to floor at garage door opening,swings forward flat when U drive in and backward flat on exit.
åŽ»ä½ å¦¹çš„ï¼Œä»€ä¹ˆè‹±æ–‡å•Šï¼Ÿ
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Almost every boat has an onboard gps with lake maps. I want to apply this to land. Plat info on a chip to use in hand held gps units.
Giraffe is a flexible hands-free iPad stand versatile enough to mount to all types of furniture and perfect for movies, Facetime, or Skype.
Bath mount for Books or iPad â€“ want to watch Movies, surf or read in the Bath? Nothing else exists!
A fun, interactive, &amp; customizable TOY for your TODDLER that will entertain, while improving learning &amp; fine motor skills! PROTOTYPED
&amp; FUN
MightyMote -Smartphone in Car
Salinity Spoon shows sodium concentration while cooking or eating. Never ruin sauces, gravies, or soups again. Uses test-strip technology.
Flavored Creamer Packets
The Re-Duct Air-Duct
A 'Cocoon':- Waterproof, Highly Secure, knife proof, flexible storage bag of important valuables, clothes & electronics when traveling around.
Light switch by sound
Did you ever set behind a lady in church who could not see the back of her head. Hands free mirror would be used by ANYONE WHO HAS HAIR.
Wrap Weight for Busy People
Next Generation Baby Mobile
Colorful Mac Pro Cases
Introducing My LeafBaler Idea! (JH)
Expandable rib rack that can accommodate the amount of ribs for an occasional cooked-out/BBQ or big parties.
Extend -A-Trunk
GE-Holographic Solar Walklight
NamsaN H2O Disinfectant
The Tailgate Sidekick
The Sippy-Cap: A plastic cap with a rubber spout that snuggly fits atop a juice/pop can. Great for when you forget to bring a sippy cup.
A device to install hooks. It allows you to screw in hooks to hang various projects in ceilings or posts.
Locking alarmed privacy chest for the dorm room to keep items, valuables and food stash in. With a hidden secret hiding spot.
Herbie nourishes your favorite fresh herbs and looks good doing it. No more dead basil. Instead a cool herbal sculpture for your kitchen.
Attachable brims for hats
Simple environmental Protection for your expensive stuff... Simply a plastic pouch with a strap for your Purse/luggage/breifcase/laptop bag
small table with center leg for use in your yard,at the beach or camping
App-Auto Docu-Card
LCD monitor visor for backing
expense/sales record for pcs
Pencil Pocket
Collection of L, T and X shaped brackets that can be used with standard dimensioned lumber/plywood to create drawer inserts and bookshelves.
Have you had enough water today? Wirelessly track water consumption via a beautiful app on your smartphone! Sport-top bottles, cups, &amp; more!
Travel Laptop Second Monitor
Laser Beam Bubble Lights
A room partition that can be put together by the buyer that fits any room height or width to create a bedroom or office out of a living room
Toastal Delivery
"Snooze Cube" Set an alarm without opening your eyes? A Napper's Delight!
The Charged Suitcase
MANUAL FEED DOG BOWL: Slow Down Your Dog's Eating!
RESUB: Personal Battery Belt
A #2 pencil that doesn't require tons of scribbling to mark the scantron bubbles. A single swipe or "stamp" of this special pencil does it!
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Disposable cat poop scoop
ONDAGO
Lighted Walker
One Hand Paper Towel Holder
Cooling coaster for drinks
Let's Reinvent The Photo Album
Pocket Size Combination USB/Micro SD/Charger for Iphone and Ipad. Transfer Data/Photos/Music Between Devices Easily. Increase Storage.
A greenhouse that stores in the closet? Is up and running in 10 minutes? Has built in pockets for seedlings?! Say hello to "Pup and Plant"
"Icy Bead Pack" filled with frozen blue beads, this reusable pack is used to treat areas that are swollen, inflamed or painful.
The Stadium Garden An Innovative Outdoor Areoponic Garden that grows vegetables in limited space without soil. No Dirt? No Room? NO PROBLEM!
Quirky : App Enabled Bobble Brush UV Toothbrush Sterilizer with app enabled cleaning routine.
wifi thermometer
Tissue boxes have openings on top to get tissues. Put same type opening on bottom to accept used tissues. Convenient safe disposal.
Its an APP controlled car for a child's electric or petrol car, a direct blue tooth control or even just a brake feature
Arn't you board with the options to carrying your drawing supplies? Carrying your art board easier.
Make use of GE's available technologies to create the smallest, strongest, affordable gps chips for personal and public use.
Power Equipment Parkade
Power Tower
MyOneNumber
Inflatable Sofa with Projector
In The Navy-Boat Flags
AIR TIGHT STORAGE CONTAINERS: A Quarter Turn Keeps Food Fresh!
Counterweighted Bra
a wrist watch style vibrator,when another hunter is close by it warns you to be careful where you shoot.both are now vibrating.
An affordable wall mount/extender for iPad. For mounting over a bed. Pull down the extender to watch in bed. Push up when done.
A winter lawn covering fiber sheet with comblike attachments at the corners the covering fertilizes the lawn and improves pre/post care.
pool muscle training
Don't You Hate When You Buy Lettuce &amp; It spoils the day after its in the Fridge? Here's an automatic salad spinner to keep Lettuce Fresh.
This product would give drivers the power to monitor their speed levels and avoid running traffic signals.
BAXÂ© Superior Earring Backs
Which Door?
Stick and Store
cotton boot and shoe covers for doctors, dentists offices etc.
3 in 1 picture frames with glass and matted, interchange, interlock, Large, Medium, Small, get creative by using all as one, or 1 with 2
Smart Stick
Rapid/Better quality Cakemaker
UV Contact Case
RoboPoolSkimBOT
3 In 1 Bathroom Wastebasket
speed sign
Butter Stick
Zipper Wand
Handsoap Pump Dispenser
Existing AC controller
Grooming gloves for short/medium haired dogs, dislodges unwanted hair from the places a brush can't reach! Dogs love to be PET not brushed!
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HURRICANE HELPERS
Four or Six Shot Peacott
secondhand smoke eliminator
Earbuds are annoying. Dangling around your neck, tangled in a bunch in your pocket. There has to be a better way!
The weighted backpack offers strength and endurance athletes a flexible option for pushing their training to the next level.
Smart Phone Docking Station
Take a photo with your smartphone and send it to the electronic puzzle! Infinite puzzles with only one product.
Retractable lightweight super strong shopping bag contained inside a keychain fob.
Unusual for Quirky, but can be very profitable silent bedside urinal for men suffering from sleep apnea and BPH. No competition and needed
folding protection cover stove
My idea is a drink can cover made from non-toxic plastic screening attached to a foam rubber wrap keeping your drink cold and bugs out.
Ash vacuum
Snap on Strainer Lid for Cans
Tech Razor 4 x 4
Mini Razor for Thread n String
The ultimate refrigerator
Air & Lights, Crank or Pump air.. This pump cranks the battery with each pump, it is a LED lighted bar, an LED lamp and air pump. #QCYCLE
How does an "All-in-1" package sound?
Jet ski cruise control clip
An inflatable shower-shaped toy that can be filled with water which can freeze after a button is pressed.
A fabric laptop case with a storage pocket for computer and a flat top to rest computer on. Case buckles into straps attached to a backpack.
Mini-Mixer for Cement, ect...
X-tend your outlets4 times. With USB and style.
A heavy duty cable lock with a Kevlar pouch or a cool modern looking metal box attached to it big enough to hold a wallet/phone/keys.
Window air conditioner "turbo booster" uses condenser water to cool incoming air to save energy while using no electricity!
Wireless Doorman
Kids love to skateboard, but when they arrive they have to carry the board. This invention leaves them hands-free.
Quirky's honeycomb seasonings that are stored in honeycomb cylinders on a honeycomb shelf that can conform to any counter or cabinet space
Updated: Networking Business Smart Cards + App = Never forget another person whom you have met
iPad wall suction cup case
Familyfit
the doug jug
I would like to invent a gel insole with a pocket that could be inflated with water or air so that arch supports fit each person individualy
FIND YOUR I PAD
A clip which snaps onto a bra strap, above or beneath the adjustment mechanism, to prevent straps from loosening and slipping off shoulders.
Oops Stopper Bottle Cap
bath-move
Travel, Home & Play Crate 3 in 1; soft Crate, zips into Gate or Play Yard, all with the "smells of home" travel bed mat included.
A bendable thin plastic paper
Refrigerator Door Magnetic Album with Dry Erase Board, Marker, and Eraser.
I would like to suggest putting different color LED lights attached to ceiling fan blades for children's rooms and recreational rooms
Ever mowed your lawn and reached a fence and had to turn around the lawnmower? Now this problem is solved with the rotatable lawn mower!
Mocubo with trash section
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The ABILI-PHONE will change lives! SENIORS need a CORDLESS phone w/ AUTO-DISCONNECT (!!) and more ENABLING features for SAFETY
&amp; CONFIDENCE!
A plastic roll insert that fits snugly inside paper roll but goes to a sharp angle on two sides inside the insert, stops excessive paper.
My idea is a double compartment drinking cup for babies, toddlers and young kids. I want it to be fun, colorful, easy to hold and carry.
riding lawn mower shade
Massive Cloud connected HDD for All phones lot of Data music files videos pictures NO More bulky external Drives
Sanitary Toilet Seat
Take your Mama to a ride. Additional seatpost + foot surface. Check other photos (suggested by others) #QCYCLE CYCLE
App Enable High Wind Sensors for ROOF...be ready for Tornados, Storms and Hurricane get COVER before is too late. SAVE LIFES
I think that it would be great if umbrellas, lap top and purses could let us know when we forget them. I have just the thing. Forget Me Not
Snag free vitals sign machine
Hold your fruit with style. 3D Wall decor that doubles as a fruit holder.
The Windshield Debugger
Grow the best looking plants on the block! Fashionable, self watering container makes plant care easy and delivers great results!
MaxiCases
Car and wall smart phone adapter to charge your device!! 2 in 1!!!
Automatic Storm Dock Lines
Everything Shoe
The carbonated drink dispenser
Electric air hose
Tired of sitting near your computer with a mouse, limited to the desk? Rest your wrist on your arm rest with this mouse paddle!
Dry Rubber Glove
Evaporative cooling frozen clip on attachment to place on the front of an existing fan.
A shopping cart you can control while using your bike.
Every year hundreds of people injure themselves from falling on the ice. Now, you can salt the ground from the safe area of your doorway.
Go On, Git!
Enormous Magna Doodle- magnetic wipe board for home or office. Dust and smell free alternative to whiteboards and chalkboards.
See video. Wait for the sounds. Patient opens the medicine vial medicatates and closes automatically starting timer for the next dose time.
pin point
Iphone Charge Case
A container built into a wallet that accomodates needed medication. It provides a pill container cleverly built into the fold of a wallet.
E-Z Open: Modifies medicine bottle, enabling a handicap person to defeat the child proof mecanism , allowing them acess to the medicine.
Portable Automobile Roof Racks
Backpack
THE EASY SCOOP !
Cup-o-Joe
MCSquared
Its an All-In-1 Office Tool! A tape dispenser, pencil sharpener,stapler,scissors,and storage compartments to hold paperclips,tacks,staples!
Home security entry door peephole LCD viewer.Lcd screen attaches to inside of door over peephole.Motion sensor activation for easy viewing.
Fat burning cooling Vest-as seen on Dr. Oz.
Dishwasher Web
Lace Racers
Watermate water your plants!
The Grabbag will reduce the time it take to do the lawn; mow it up, bag it up, and put it up. Itâ€™s a simple design that will save time.
The idea is a wallpaper border with laminated pockets so you could add or remove your own pictures.
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Crypteur de conversation
RESUBMIT)Real Live OPERATION GAME? You have to see this! Vibrating Shirt
Cable from car to your phone and app. Find out error code's and why your Check engine light on, tune up your diesel, change performance.
confectioner sugar grinder, flour grinder-spreader saves the time, sugar, calories and stores at the same time sugar or flour!!!
Easy Breathe Tubes
SYAOSY
Never worry about finding a bowl to give your dog a drink while on a walk or run with the combined collapsible bowl and retractible leash.
corner floor to ceiling chase
Flower Power Center
No-wire Shower Rod Light
Electronic Pill Dispenser
Auto-drip outdoor spigot for freezing temps. Protect your pipes. Temp hits freezing, pipe starts a slow drip automatically. All mechanical.
Stand-Up Foot Wash
Snow/stormwater displacement
Liquor filled ice cubes! Silicone mold kit to freeze liquor inside cube of ice for punch bowl. Freeze fruit or juice inside for the family!
hour hive
Flip Quadra Copter Toy
The SNAKE Charger: Charge you GPS &amp; Smartphoe for days with this flexible, HUGE capasity, portable charger.
Flavor Floss
FOLDABLE pen-style XACTO KNIFE
A backpack with built-in subject dividers. VIDEO
OBD 2 CHECK ENGINE LIGHT TOOL
Introducing the hanging three flower pots.Attract beautiful butterflies on your patio and backyard!This is so relaxing and beautiful
Q-Bees. Tiny steel cubes with one sensor each, that transmit their data to your Iphone. (cam, seismo, thermo, hygro, mic...)
precut wax paper rounds to fit baking pans or a nonstick cooking round to fit my baking pan cake will not stick to cake pan
Easy Espresso Machine
The Don't Get Up
solar power laptop case
SMORKS - smart corks
Rubber Mason Jar Lid
irradecent toilet seat
iPad edge floater
Connect a pair of nail clippers to the inside of pliers. The clippers would rotate inside the pliers making it easier to cut to nails.
Power Sleeve
Crock pot Lid Cradle
Etch and draw
Cargo-Rack: Give Your SUV Or Truck More Cargo Space! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
A wrist sweatband for runners with a mini carabiner-like clasp to easily, yet securely fasten your house key.
Solar power boat lights. All looked up have 12V or higher wired applications. Like garden lights. Bright LED,can charge during day with sun.
Roll-on lotion applicator to put lotion on your body where it belongs and not all over your hands, clothes, and countertops
Comfy Luggage
Bottle stopper w/holes, fits in the end of water bottle; sprinkle plants, stop grill fires, or just for fun! Easier to use than screw cap.
No more over weight baggage!Just place your luggage over MATSCALE, the fine and light silicone mat that tells you how much your bags weight!
Water shutoff and leak alert!
I want to put carbide tips on a chainsaw chain similar to a circular saw blade,extending the life of the chain,with less frequent sharpening
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WINK x-10 interface
FIRE,...have you ever tried to wake a deep sleeper or a young child? this watch like arm band will go off to the sound of a smoke alarm.
Wink/App Enabled CatLitter Box
Children's Bicycle-Connected Walkie Talkies Linked to Phone App. Stay connected with your kids! Make Family Biking Safer.
Bypass Closed Caption
It's called "Hail NO!" It'll be something like a car cover, except that it protects your car not just from rain/dust, but from hail as well. Car dealerships would
love it.
perfect snap towel beach chair
Pair it Up Sock Keeper
Door Bell Calling
Solar Plane
Umbrella buddy
A flexible silicon tube with liquid and velcro that can go around head, neck, or anywhere for instant cooling!
Wasted milk and juice. A Sippy Cup that reminds kids to return cup to the fridge. Alarm on cup triggered by a temperature setting or timer.
THE REST
A Key "Chain" That Actually Organizes Your Keys! (With Simple Video Prototype)
Ticked Off
Smartphone/Tablet Solar Window
Instant SCREEN DOOR for your dorm room. Fun and functional. Install without damage to doors and walls. Add a lock for extra security.
The one and only - EXTENDABLE RETRACTABLE BICYCLE LOCK Sleek slim line design, Lightweight, easy to use. The Retractable Bike Lock.
TRACKR
Easy Picnic
A uniquely modular desk organizer with springs that reduces clutter by up to 80%.
CATS GONE QUIRKY! Customizable climbing activity wall for cats! Provides fun, exercise &amp; entertainment for your cat. Cat Lovers Please SEE
An Air pump attached to a backpack that takes the weight off when carrying weight such as books. The pump is on the side of the backpack.
Now you Sign it, Now you Don't
Toothbrush cleaner and sanitizer w/ holder. It's a simple design and a space saver. Anyone who uses a toothbrush will have to have it!
Little Sock Clip LSC
pen/pencil glove
MINI-SUN App Controlled Omni-directional LED Globe Worklight/Outdoor Party Light
Wi-fi enabled power plug
Anti Pull Collar for Dogs
Awaken Sleep Mask
Extra technology storage
Ever been blinded by the sun while driving? Its blinding rays seem to find the gap between visors and the space above the top of the mirror
Cooling Sleeves with pocket inserts allowing you to insert STANDARD gel packs to areas of body that need to be cooled down/cooling therapy
Mesh bag that attaches to pool deck or pool fencing.
Test
CRATE LIGHTS: Small, multi-directional lights that nest inside holes of Quirky Crates. Great for functional lighting and showcasing items.
A round headed tooth bruch. More efficient, gets the top and bottom. Could be swirrly multi colored bristles. Really good for Kids.Lets go
A portable air conditioning unit with it's own power source to cool off car interiors while they are parked in the sun.
Introducing the dog brush with the 2 foot handle.Prevent dog bites while brushing your dog.Dog groomers/Dog owners will love this!
Pillow Smoke/Carbon Alert
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WEDGIE!
Wiper warmers
AppEnabled Wall Sconce/Speaker
Safe to breathe
Glowing 3 and 2 Prong Surge Protector outlets,heavy duty,suitable for home,office electronic/electrical appliances with both 3&amp;2 prong cord.
Have you been on a raft at the pool and constantly bumped into someone or just floated off to the otherside when you wanted to stay.
Multi functional clip that fits into the handle of a SUP (Stand Up Paddle surfboard) the clip could hold a paddle or fishing pole
Reading in bed when it's cold.
An Auto Emissions Testing System (Utilizing Electric Imp Technology) - Resub
Full body towel
Ifruit
Universal Snow Plow
Pepper spray jewlry
Detachable Cellular Station
Embout clÃ© platepour perceuse
Light up luggage finder
A collapsing pet washing tub with ergonomic foam knee pad! Collapse and store flat, save your knees from the harsh ground and save space!
You can't learn if you can't write... let's redesign the manual pencil sharpener. Ergonomic, ratcheting, clean, and stylish!
Plastic fencing. Wood or stone effect in wood styles of fencing or stone walling with a natural look only rot and pest immune.
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger
there's millions of tea bags lost in tea pots every day. What if it took just a little clip to fix them to the pot?
Q-POWER 'Hammertime' A hammer with a concealed quick release nail holder + second handle with a pressure activated laser and a rubber top!
Anti radiation phone cover
Boot Bling
Park Smart
LipStaX/LipPalettZ
SANDBAGZ - nylon bags that stuff inside each other. Take them out at the beach, fill with sand, lock and keep your towel down in the wind!
Green Energy Science Kit: For children, adult hobbyists and/or schools in the sciences. - Resub (93% V/V)
A restaurant dining table stand for mobile phones (and/or other valuables).
glow boobs
COOL HEAD
This simple, quick and safe to use product solves the problem of "no handle" on the Oxygen bottles so many rely on for their breathing.
Dry and comb your doggy simultaneously after the shower for a VERY SMOOTH, CLEAN COAT! Save time and effort without freaking the puppy out.
A binder that separates all subjects including homework.
Solar Traffic Signals
A leather folio case for an iPad with holders for pens, business cards, and standard paper notepad.
Laptop stand that is made of wood, nice looking, organic and clean looking product. Built with slots that allow disassembly in seconds.
App-en sensor for Canned Food.If concave surface(closure/cover)turned into convex, it could send notification :something go wrong.2.Frozen
Pencil eraser replacers
Mobile Hair Dryer
My invention decreases ear infections by blocks water flow to the ears, while getting your hair washed.It can be used in the home or salons.
Carpet-cleaning slippers
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Dock your iphone/ipad directly on your TV
Rainfall Raft
Eye glasses retriever
N.C.C
Harassment Bluetooth CameraApp
Inverse hand warmer.
A pot/pan lid holder to use while cooking in the kitchen. I know it probably sounds simple and even stupid but this is what I need. Read on.
Like/Dislike, Thumbs Up/Down! So much of it going on! FB, Youtube! Put the power of "opinion" in people's hands!
HOT HAIR CADDY Hairdryers & Straighteners get VERY HOT and we need a way to keep them safe n tidy so they don't burn kids and stuff.
The Calendar Cubby converts a standard wall calendar into an enhanced monthly planner.
The Geier Wheel
A Iphone dock station specially designed to The Crate System!
Height adjustable,easy to clean dog feeder with a water bottle reservoir!
Create a split tape measure. Numbers on the top and marking strip on the bottom. Rub clean and remark for a percise cut! Final resub 93%last
An App to control the AC at home remotely to turn it on before you get home, and also set the temperature.
Juice Catching Cutting Board
Fridge Sips
Bench Press Spotter
appenabled OUTDOOR PIVOT POWER
Was UC. Water leak detector with wifi connection that sends warning to your smartphone in case of water leak.
Simple Standing Desk
Bug Spray Sunblock Combination
Toothbrush timer
Liberate sliced apples from wedge shapes! Now enjoy sticks, crinkle cut, and evenly sliced apples. Perfect for kids, dips and presentation.
Let the sunlight wake you up in a good mood: motorized window blind linked to your smartphone's alarm clock (app-enabled)
This is a breakthrough concept in football helmet design and safety that will help reduce concussions and neck injuries,a major sport issue.
A purse holder over the armrest of a car to slide a purse towar the back seat and be able to pull it forward to get something while driving.
Over the Door Organizer for your all your devices, chargers, and accessories. Keep your room organized and neat
Magnetic Clamp Light. It's a: Flashlight, Clamp, Clamp Light, Magnetic Light, and Magnetic Clamp. If you can't clamp it somewhere, stick it.
Wireless Charging Station.
galerie auto universelle
MediTrak / TimeTab ANSWERS THE QUESTION - "WHEN DID I LAST.........?" MediTrak / TimeTab is foolproof and instantly easy to use.
Smart grill
Trash CAN Helper
A slimming but functional elastic waist band for women to help keep their shirts neatly tucked in - NO ROLLS, NO LINES, NO UN-TUCKAGE!
Eazy-Figure
Cool Bed - A Home Microenvironment
A revolutionary pacifier which resembles Mom's nipple in shape and consistency for all those babies that refuse to take to generic binkies
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
The EZ HANG Clock makes re-hanging your clock a breeze.
BREATHING NOSE CUPS: worn to filter air fitting the two nostrils (like an ear phone) supported by a flexible cord placed over the ears.
shirt/clothes rail anywhere
Pocket Chuck-it
Gun scope that blacks out when pointed at a person - Help reduce Gun Violence or Hunting Accidents !
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Home Miniature Golf : Play a great fullsize Velcro Golf game with Family and friends at home. More then 100 courses to choose from.
SPHERE:

LED Omni Work Light

Toys Picker Upper
Ceiling Fan Air Filters
KINDLY DRIVING MESSAGE
EASY MEASURES is a series of measuring cups and recipes built around a lifestyle brand embracing HEALTH AND WELLNESS.
Fat Head Car Wash Head
WOMAN'S AFTERSHAVE
multifunctional dumbell
notto-sunglasses
Do you hate changing in the locker room? Warm, damp environments is a breeding ground for germs. Welcome the disposable locker room mat.
HEEL SAVERS are just that: they will save your heels! Click or merely step into them and secure them with a designer elastic strap. No worry
ABS Plastic Basketball Backboard with Net & 3 sponge balls, can be attached to any trash can,round or square,flattened when not in use NICE
Garden hose reel concealed in landscape rock.Rock opens up allowing hose to rotate upright.Hose easily pulls out then reels back when done.
PTP- Parent text prevention
Nab any drawstring knot with this rubber disc. Once it's on it stays on to keep your pants on! Just slide it to cinch it or loosen up.
Clip on magnifying glasses
Qi Matt for School technogy
Organize your yellow sticky to-do's! A "Sticky Tree" is a cool little device for those who are more visually motivated. For home and office.
Is an adapter that allows you to universally mount a P&amp;S camera on a metal external frame that can be worn around the neck with a strap.
wise energy
It's a phone that folds out to have a tablet sized screen. Think a thick Iphone that folds out into an Ipad.
FACE FRUIT/VEGGIE MASK/SCRUB
A preloaded app enable medicine chest which open in sequence at the input time and day. Send a S.O.S to the patient+caregiver/doctor .
Ice Cube Holder
Shoe Cups
Microfiber Pocket Liner
better packaging for bandages
RESUB-C UPDATED DESIGN! Think Trove+Converge=Wall Charging Docking station &organizer 4 those with no table space.Keys,sunglasses,dog leash
Slip on Heat Sheilds For Grilling Tools retro fit to your existing tools Hey could keep your Beer Cool too ! Makes You Grill like a warrior
Desi Diaper
Retro styled terrycloth Reverse Sweatbands that have liquid filled bladder, are stored in the freezer & worn on the head & wrists.
A safe way for anyone to exercise outside! A place to hold your phone, keys and ipod while running that isn't bulky nor tan line producing!
RESUBMIT: No More Worn Floor Mats! Get In-Car Heel Protection At Affordable Prices With The World's First Universal After Market Heel Pad!
Kids keep growing out of their clothes. These extensions are velcro decorated material added to the hem line of clothing pants, skirts etc.
feed the animals...not the ants
No mess cream cheese and no mess sour cream in a can. Just like cheese whiz but for cream cheese and sour cream. Simple and efficient!
perpetual car
prepaid winning loto ticket
Rolling Tape Measure With Detachable Handle. Detach from handle and measure anything easily without assistance. HOLD AND ROLL
Handbag organizer of interchangeable color coded cubes that attach to each other with velcro similar to how hair curlers stick together.
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Bolla is a toothbrush design, which provides people joyful tooth brushing experience by allowing user to blow bubble during cleaning process
spinning mailbox
Your head generates the most heat on the body and controls heat regulation. We need to influence that temperature in a fashionable way.
DockPorts
"E-Z" TWIST
Handbag with a long strap that converts to a waist belt when needed
Cranker
My idea is like Stance but not only for iPad! Instead of An iPad case, a Sucker where you can put your GPS, iPhone or iPod
Hay Net Holder
a small pillow with an elasticized band to secure it to a number of places on the body to reduce pressure. 10x5 in. stuffed with poly fibre
Single
No Rip, No Mess, No Fuss-Garbage Can Liner. Avoid the hassle and mess of changing bags.
Wall Plate Light Switch Timer
Use a fiberglass thermoplastic composite material to make license plates, textbook covers, signs and increase the r-value of sheet rock.
Men's E-Bow Shirts
Creature Cases - Pet Purses
Don't be robbed anymore!
Socks you dont have to pair
Hate taking that initial bite into a taco and having all the good stuff fall out the other end? Well I've found your solution. Guapo Taco!
Bendable USB Battery Bracelet for the Iphone, Ipod, and Ipad / Juice on the go!! NOT A POWER CORD-Resub 181 votes
Create a dorm shower caddy that is more versatile than any others on the market.
The Safer Peeler
MEMORY SNAKE -USB KEY You newer cranke in Your PC,You newer brake Your USB plug
EASY MEASURES is a series of measuring cups and recipes built around a lifestyle brand embracing HEALTH AND WELLNESS.
Dog-B-Fresh
Blackout Curtain
Hello Dollie! Turn any sturdy chair into a moving dollie in just minutes. Clamp on wheels are large and yet easily stored. Save money.
Wearable bluetooth barcodes reader/scanner
A twist on the FISHING HOOK It has a tiny slit in the eye,witch allow anybody to string a hook on a line after tying a loop in the line.
Earbuds Storage, Amplification
If you don't trust your Roommate, Girlfriend, Boyfriend or Siblings... HIDE your STUFF HERE! Check Out Video
Easily identify your cables
Yes
Ladder w/ Fold-In Drawer V2
NO MORE GIANT SPILLS! Kid friendly pitcher for their favorite drinks.
sandwich maker
Battery Transfer Strip
Football, baseball, tennis ball, kickball, volleyball, etc. shapes to carry books and pen.
A large cup full of ice cubes that air is forced through as a small personal cooler. A great idea that people will buy to use at the house.
Pet collar tag that trains your pet to stay away from certain furniture/areas using a proximity alarm.
I am an RN with 10 years+ respiratory sales management experience with Big Pharma. I literally have a solution to treat Chronic sinusitis.
Home beuverage gazeifier
Wire baskets varied sizes and varied wire sizes to put your plants in before planting that permentally protect plants from gophers and moles
water soluable washcloths that can contain any brand of soap they last 5-10min and dislove as you wash.dispenser suctions to shower wall.
MY PAD- a cool dorm room divider system. Floor-to-ceiling tension poles and fabric walls are easily assembled to create private space.
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no more overcharge
My Personal Dietician
Want to make lasagna? But do not want all the leftovers? Mini Lasagna pan. Easiest way to make a few pieces of Delicious lasagna.
Use pluck technology to suck the whole egg in,then boil in a special boiling pan designed to hold the whole vessle upside down in the Kit.
Camping Cam, App to iPhone, watch Campsite from the beach, canoeing, mini cam, motion light, siren. tree mount and magnetic mount
Delivery cart beeper
Story Pets. Interactive stuffed toys that talk to each other and the child They know when another Story Pet is in the room. Does Not Exist!
Custom Doorbell
Clamp and Glide: The clamp that allows steady clamping and sawing on wood with a circular saw or a jigsaw!!!
Screen Door
Mini Plant Cages! Same versatility as a traditional tomato cage, but on a smaller scale.
who shares anymore?
Grocery Store List Mapping
Sleep-eZZZZ Travel Kit
The Cat Haven â€“ Eco-Inspired Hideaway for Cats!
have you ever buried your fingers trying to get that last drop of sauce or cheese out of that microwave or boil bag ??
Prius Caddy. A caddy that would attach to the side of the middle console of your Prius with areas for sunglasses, change, phone, gum, etc...
iHeat
Tattoos model stickers
AQUATUSH
Dishwasher net
Crock Pot loaded up with digital slow cooker recipes. Displays recipes and knows how long they should be slow cooked for.
Safety Slider Electrical Cover - Don't have to keep up with little plastic plugs any more.
go everywhere with us. a cover that you can throw away(environmentally)price.It holds glass,ear phone. it is clear you can without removing.
iMac Ground FX. A multi color LED light strip that attaches to the bottom edge of an iMac to provide "Ground FX" for your actual desktop.
Adhesive bandage (Band-aid) with cool gel pack. For bumps and scrapes. Naturally numb wound. Store in freezer ready to-go. Good 4 toddlers!
The Solar Panelled Temple/Arms Glasses.
InLine Garden Liquid Dispenser
Soda Fizzsaver Supreme
TREE IV
Batter Up!A jumbosized glow in the dark plastic bat with storage for your balls in the bat.Just unscrew the end to take out 3 plastic balls.
Wheelchair mobile ramp
Dog boots that are easy to put on, and don't fall off. Most dogs adapt to them very quickly and LIKE wearing them. Keep salt away from paws
I would to solve the problem of packing a suitcase by using a built in electric or hand vacuum for a luggage set with a built in checklist.
Sorting socks sucks
Easy Read Ruler
Pre-loaded toothbrush
live voicemail
A semi-portable unisex urinal capable of saving 25-30% of residential water usage. When not in use, this urinal is stored out of sight.
I designed a toy that allows kids to link items like water bottles, CDs, DVDs, jar lids and many other household items to build anything.
A Quirky Modular Desk Caddy!
Keyboard-Shelf: Organize All Of Your Important Documents Over Your Keyboard! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
PASTRY COMPASS. Cut out any size round in dough with one tool.
DISTRIBUTEUR DE DONS
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My Hair Accessory Tree will solve your problem of having all of your hair accessories all over the place.
Caraoke= karaoke in the car. a head piece that has a small microphone attached, which you can hear thru the speakers of a car.
Tent-to-Hammock
#QCYCLE Meet the Retractable Bike Pedal Combo-LOCK!!! The lock thats built right into the bike pedal.
Small bluetooth KItchen projector for projecting recipes on the wall or the counter. Connects to your computer or ipad or any other device.
#QCYCLE Shock absorbing bicycle rim, spokes act as shock absorbers
Squeezzy Mouse
SMART Vehicle Cell, Msg Jammer
INSTAGRAMâ€™s design PRINTER
Garden Saver
A clean, no touch, biodegradable pooper scooper for dog walkers.
Transform those bits and pieces of your favorite bar soap into cleansing FOAM right in the shower stall. Recycle the bar. No soapy waste.
I would like to solve the problem of looking at an ugly 5 gallon water bottle in my kitchen with a decorative form fitting stretchy cover.
The ( dog finder), woof woof
Keyboard key extensions to help women with long nails type.
Thank you very Mulch !
Here is a simple, easy to install, inexpensive device for any vehicle to help you get the very best gas mileage possible on your car today!
I have created a bi-directional door boot. The boot can be formed into different shapes and made of various materials (wood, cement, metal
The Feedback App. An App that enables you to give feedback on a product immediately and anonymously.
Training aid for baseball players. Uses visual recognition and determines reaction time and explosive power to a pitch location.
Modifying the current dog leash so that if you accidentally drop it while walking the dog, there's a backup so the dog can't run off.
Three D T V( with out glasses)
An aquarium stand and lights that are like no other. Built for beauty to complement a home or business with fine furnishings.
RESUB 540 Votes "Desk Buddy" Use one clip for interchangeable holders around your work desk. Cup holders,mouse pads,snacks while working.
The Grate Escape
The accordion baskets/boxes, the growing, shrinking, adjustable storage boxes that may fit anything and anywhere.
Kevguard Protective gear
The Non-Tie Balloon
No Spill Grip travel Coffee Mug. The screw on top has an open/close mechanism built in to a handle trigger. Its closed until you pick it up.
cooler compactor
A soda can wrap to keep sodas cold while out in the heat. It contains a special gel and is kept in the freezer until needed.
Crinkle
Conveyor Turn Tray
LED Light for Kosoku Retractable Leads.
This is for all the noodle lovers out there who want a lid topper w/timer, to make making cup-o-noodles easier! Just set this on the cup!
GRU, A square electric output, for your vertical's problems
Ever been in an emergency situation where you weren't able to access your horn to avoid danger, or to warn others of oncomming obstructions?
Reflex Lee
dead phones and lost keys
Break the Ice:A cube to break the silence of those awkward moments.Press a button and bring up exciting questions to entertain any group
There's Quirky Wi-Fi Camera. And then thereâ€™s everything else.
Stickie Notes Printer
ECOBIODEGRADABLE DUSTPANS
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ÙÙSmart Traffic Lights
Bluetooth Purse Holder
E-Z Dose
Kamp-cup
kids computer building kit Makes building a computer easy for kids and makes minds grow while building the next generation of engineers.
Bad reciepts
Spider web bungee cargo bag, fill the void space on your bike with a stylish and usable web. #QCYCLE
A drill that digs into the ground and pulls out the dirt, to plant many flowers safe and effective.
A comfortable beach chair that has a cushioned look through head rest like a massage table with a storage pouch under the belly area.
Travel moist towelette dispenser, convenient, compact, clean. Never get caught in a public restroom without one.
Save space on your garage with the simplest Bike vertical stand to store your bike UPRIGHT. No tools required.
Motivational Cardio Clock Blocker: A removable plate that covers the timer on cardio equipment & replaces it with a motivating phrase or pic
It is a product that lets you lie face down. Is simple to put, just slips under the mattress, adjusts to the height and is ready to use.
Monitor/ intercom for house
Hack the Aeropress: It makes great coffee, some would say the best. But one clever contraption could make the whole process a lot smoother.
APPA reported top trend in the pet industry: the ability to reduce their pets carbon footprint. Pet boots resub with a new spin on materials
Vacuum Cleaner Dust Bumpers
Headphone YoYo
There is a real need for a GPS tracking strip for items such as home electronics, computers, and other valuables owned by home owners.
This cleaning supply organizer is called Rack It!!It hangs on the door of the kitchen or bathroom sink.It can hold all of your supplies.
Light Switch Extender
Color lipstick machine
In Emergencies,The medical team needs immediate information on you to administer treatment.These color coded tags will tell the story
Reinvent the radiator cooker. College kids with dorms would love this!
universal pouch headrest. put over car headrest and sleep all day.
rÃ©cupÃ©rateur jus de viande
Outlet Coveralls
Shark Repellant Magnet Strap
The Light Fork, a simple camping utensil with a built-in waterproof LED light designed to help light up illuminate a food container.
Pico Boy
Marble Fighters
Give your pet a shower without creating any mess with the PET BATH.
You'll be blown away by The windy winter furnace,the harder the wind blows the hotter it gets,free, and oil free, green energy never ending
A fully bendable arm that can be attached to almost anything made to hold tablets and can be adjusted to any degree, angle, and level.
Nintendo Phone. Access to the Nintendo Market capable of downloading games. It could be linked to other systems like Wii and the DS etc.
PortaChanger Portable baby changing table*Attaches to back side of front car seat*Folded down &amp; used by backseated parent or removable
The Fiber Optic Camping Tent. A tent lined with fiber optics to light it up at night. Just flip a switch and the lights go on!!!
ToolShare
Vegetable peeler that collects the peels in a container attached to the handle!
Furryclean
Paw Protector
Sleep n Play Panel attachment
Retractable eyeglasses (resub)
Runner's Safety Companion
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Feed canned cat food using this insert-after cat is done throw away! No more dried gross cat food lying in dish all day! Dish stays clean!
Protection Ripening Mat
Rc Helicopter Racing game with track. Helicopters only fly within the borders of the track. Fun Fun FUn Does Not Exist in this format.
EZ-BREW
A razor, a light, a button will activate both the vibrating movement as well as a soft LED that will illuminate the area being shaved.
RE-Volt
I want to create an Ipad holder for the car that would be quick to set up between the seats so the kids can be content in the back seat.
Learn to write letters and numbers doodler with light up letter and number display. Helps small children trace letters and numbers. Fun Fun
Call them...Shokkkers... for joint protection and flexibility. Before you get that new titanium joint...get a titanium joint wrap!
Fab Fabric Weedblock
Cleaning Q-knots. A solution to clean difficult spaces with simply a knot!
E-cigarette holder case for iphone!
Looking for a way to protect your arms from hard surfaces while leaning over the kitchen sink and bathroom sink?
Privacy stroller shade
Co Pilot
A stand kit that makes the new Mac Pro look like an awesome rocket!
Pedal Power
A Highlighter that scribes a translucent RAINBOW image with a single stroke.
Smarter-Better-Cooler UPS
Winterfied
HOME PERFUME MAKER
EYE ROAD
A CHILLED car bed for your beloved pet to go on while in the car on a hot day, while you pop to the shops or youre taking them to the vets.
Toy Lawn Boy
MY NECK HURTS!IM READING MY BOOK IN AN UNCOMFORTABLE POSITION! That's where study buddy comes along! Adjustable stand for
books!yes!
THE KID LIFT. Kids in car seats drop stuff. Now, you can safely get those dropped items back into your kids hands without distraction.
BUILD your own SMART LIGHTS
A battery powered, light-weight motorized broom for easy leaf and debris removal from walkways, porches, and yards.
blankieâ„¢ for the tub, takes all the guess work and trepidation out of bathing your baby while giving your baby a relaxing experience.
Weed-killing herbicide applicator that avoids spraying friendly plants- no more bending down to do your weeding!
Velcro Driven Animal Cover
Raised garden bed w/ watering
get the convientient carry case for ipad, laptop that doubles as a easy to use fold up stool that is water proof and provides advertising
3 in 1 :a kitchen Tongs , Spaghetti Tongs and lemon press.
A clip on ceiling fan blade/stationary fan air freshener. Clips to a fan blade or stationary fan grill/cover to freshen up any room
Floating Calendar
Changes color depending on the temperature of the water. Makes it very easy to run the perfect bath. Also acts as relaxing underwater lights
MOVE ON LADDER,and MOVE ON TELESCOPIC STOOL 2 patents keeping the user safety on high elevation while relocation.
Lipstick Cooler
School backpacks with built in digital scale or with bluetooth alert system -No more overloaded backpack for our kids!
I-Pod ear buds fall out,ears itch, Want style,top quality sound Keeping your ears and hearing healthier? NO Headband or Clips Unique
Exfoliating Facial Mask
i-Collar or PetDroid
Foldout storable yard playhouse and slide toy for small children. It folds up like a tent or a folding chair and stores inside. Fun Fun Fun
An ABC puzzle mat that lights up and makes the sounds of each letter. Get the kids started early. Fun Fun Fun!!! Yep its a Phonics Mat!
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Sleep under the stars with this tent! See-thru screen to keeps bugs out, place on top for inclement weather!
A patented ambidextrous glove made from any material, leather, cloth etc., in any size and color.
a www. and a .com, .org, .net keys on new laptop/computer key board. Will make surfing and researching easier.
The Pitcher Shaker
Baby Toy stacking rings that make musical note sounds when the baby stacks the rings onto each other!! Fun Fun Fun!!!
Magic Pen for iPad and iPhone
Arm pump
Volleyball Net Story
Handheld button sewer-onner.
Heated shakeable 1/2 cup ice-cream scoop. Simply shake it and the ice-cream scoop heats up. No plug-ins, batteries or charging station
Buy Smart
RÃ©veil familial connectÃ©
A Zip Line For Your Camera, Let it fly through the woods, or across a meadow, getting shots that you once thought were impossible.
Soothing sleeper
Spaghetti Snipers
A device that turns on your hazard lights or makes your headlights flash to alert others of a communication device in use in your vehicle
Undustdrilling
Imagine a Paper Towel Having a Kid With a Sponge and You Have the Spongel. Picture a Heavy Duty Sponge on a Roll Like a Paper Towel.
Sunny; the Sun-Buddy!
Bag of Plugs !
LittleBrother. A device that instead of watches you - it watches out for you. Secure camera feed, location enabled, pass-code protected.
Bug Water Bottle
The Tic Pik
16- 24" shower Matt with nipples, to massage your back in the shower.
retractable designer garbage bags that serve as household trash cans.
Net's Organize! There is a lot of Wasted Wall space in some Garages.Here is a Great Way to Fix it..A Net Wall,and it's Easy to install.
Phones for Grandma
Slim Speakers
Download water from atmosphere to garden plants' roots. Slow/no upload! .....DEW CATCHER BY NIGHT!..... .....SUN SCREEN BY DAY!.....
Magnetic Mounting iPad Case
Water Now
Watch your flow
Bean Bag throwing game. 5 Scoring Cylinders. Cylinders get smaller,more "valuable" as they are farther from player. Played inside/outside
Waterproof bike seat cover which can be stored under the bike seat or removed. The cover will protect bike seats from water damage.
Woman's self defense pepper spray hair clip.
The Washer Buddy
Foot pedal hose reel
A one of a kind transparent or see through shoe that could be made of maybe recycled material like going green of thing for the airport
Slide out outlet (track). Never reach under your desk again. An outlet that comes to you!!!...stop looking at my gf's ass lol.
Heated sleeping bag in bed.
IM IN HERE!!!
selfie
A red, miniature, lightweight, watch battery powered fishing rodtip LED light unit for surf fishing at night. A very bright - rodtip light.
A small tote bag that hooks to your belt loop securely and closes by a draw string
Call them...Shokkkers... for joint protection and flexibility. Before you get that new titanium joint...get a titanium joint wrap!
SHOWERIZE. Organize your SHOWER with interchangeable ShowerBlocks.Create YOUR OWN Style The WAY You want it. RESUB
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Sleep better travel alarm
Flavored SilverWare
Child heat life saver
Show your support for your favorite sports team while injured and having to use an arm sling.
Soap Saver Buddy
My lazy susan is a mess, so I came up with modular wedge shaped storage containers sized to fit a built-in lazy susan cabinet.
Introducing a helmet that does NOT mess up your hair. People all over the world are driving motorcycles and scooters without helmets. Help!
Flexi-Fit Stove Top Work Space
Beach cooler with a Twist
Mood Car
Lock Book
Moody Music
Cord Armor
Kinetic Bite
It is a case, which will protect your computer on a daily basis. It will also have a flat retractable accessory with the extra battery life.
Elephant Room Cards
All-Purpose Desk: Everything in Armâ€™s Reach for the Ultimate Student
NSA Proof iPhone Case
Introducing "ALL THUMBS", a drying mitten for your pet with a "universal" thumb so you put on the mitten, wipe your pet's paw and just spin.
This idea is not complicating at all its a baby's breath for flower arrangements or but this particular baby's breath is scented.
A bumper case for Ipad and Ipad Mini with magnets or sliding customizable backs depending on your needs, straps, stands, etc
The wireless solution for millions and millions of Vonage customers!!! No more wire connecting your home phone to your Vonage box!
Tower Toaster !
Chopping board which folds itself into a box;Place in fridge with leftover vegetables.Magnetic SnapClose 382 votes (94% success)
Want to change the color of YOUR cabinets but not sure what it would look like? Outline cabinets with COLOR CHANGING STYLUS AND APP!
Underwear shower nest
Transparent "Monroni" Sticker
(UC - Revised) Bluetooth headphones where the receiver can be plugged into your stereo, speakers, etc. Wireless audio everywhere!
A device or possibly some type of software that turns off radios and I Pods when emergency vehicles or trains are within 100 yards of you.
No MakeUp Sac is a nylon sac with velcro closing that goes over your head to avoid makeup on clothes and messing hair when changing clothes.
Have a gas station in your garage. Filling a gas can is a pain and using it to fill your mower without making a mess in nearly impossible.
Un-manned lawn mower
Keep Exercising! Pedometer/MP3 Player Combo. Dims Music As You Slow Down From Set Level Of Activity.
The Wing Trough is an elongated ramekin allowing an entire side of a chicken wing to be dipped into the provided sauce.
Filter Flipper
Kids Proof TV Remote
Baseboard Heater Fan(s)
pull out bed tables
Safe Ride for Babies
Personal garbage bag style for your car!
Custom Lunchbox Kit. Paper templates you can print out and insert into insulated lunch box with transparent front panel.
My idea is to make lightweight extending gardening shears that won't cut up gardeners hands and make it easier to cut their rose bushes.
It can be either a stress relieving ball or a pouch covered in suction cups that hold to any flat surface. Easily place anything anywhere!
Storage Branch and Column
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The ability to store materials in an organized, professional fashion, without constraining a desks surface area. Also provides an iPad dock.
Sink or Swim
i-Dri-Box. Similar but smaller than a food dehydrator for cellphones, iPads &amp; laptops. Dry's Fast! I used my dehydrator for 8 phones so far!
Animal care of all varieties just got easier! In a barn or animal shelter, empty those water bowls and buckets in a portable system.
Car roof couch
World News Globe - App Enabled
Sun disc. Light disc that does it all. No need to look for and buy many lights for different situations.
BFM Baby Formula machine
A baby carriage with a book stand
an iphone case that conceals a knife for the sake of personal protection.
The present invention is directed to the enhancement of the visual appearance of TVâ€™s, Monitors, Flat Screen displays such as LCDâ€™s.
Face mask mesh
For people who have difficulty putting on shoes - mechanism to hold shoe open to put on then snap closed for tight fit.
Cars and confined spaces? A very bad combination!
I'd like to invent a "wind noise cancelling ear shell for headphones" that will cancel or reduce the wind noise that derogates your music.
Double Sided Clothes Pin
A devise that carries multiple shopping bags at once so there is no need to take multiple trips to and from the car after a day of shopping.
Ever look into your mirror and wish it could take your picture? Tierd of seeing crummy self taken pics on soc network profiles? Prob solved!
Scat Pack
Cereal Box Cover/Cracker Lid which comes with adjustable lengths to fit other boxes.
A pen you can wear on your wrist.
Virus Bomb
Cool Down Pet Bowl
Wine Wetsuit - neoprene wine glass insulator keeps it cool, fits many glasses, easy on-off, slits to see your wine, colors identify yours.
Webcams are great. What would make them better is an optical zoom lens on a high-def web cam.
BBQ Tank Buddy (IMPROVED)
Headphones that sense moving objects (people, animals, cars) beside or behind you. They beep to notify you of an object's presence.
A ruler that uses bright colors to make marks instead of black hash marks. Eliminates wrong measurements because of getting the mark wrong
QSANDY: IPhone Charging Truck. In areas hit by natural disasters the truck can charge multiple smartphones and tablets with the Q-charger.
Repurposed bathroom scale/ floor mat. Please read description. i think this could be cool.
Indoor meter reader
Tired of getting food stolen out of your lunch box? Lunch boxes with a combination lock - either dial lock or standard lock.
Crimp-A-Lace is a small hand-held device that allows a person to repair a shoe lace that has lost its aglet (plastic tip).
dfgvdgvdg
SNOW WRITERS(RESUB)
Self-Feeding Soldering Gun
Cylindrical storage for silicon baking mats.
LuvU Bear
"Pencil & Easer UV Sanitizer Case" It kills Germs & Virus & Bacteria during Flu & Cold season during school year.
Every new parent needs the Binkie Giraffe - a simple tool that helps mom get baby back to sleep. Perfect for baby showers and birthdays!
Seamless Power Strip
An 8x10 decorative frame magnifying mirror for daily grooming suctions to a large mirror, stylish, less obvious than any on market today.
air conditioning with music
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Headphones that can be comfortably worn during sleep, won't move off the ears, and will not wrap the wires around your neck during movement.
Grab Your Bags
Hot lid holder
Charge your Gadgets with The Desk Storage Mat. Modular Storage for your desk. Protect your desk and store your items at the same time!
A fruit cup that doubles as a fruit strainer cup combo. Put the fruit in, rinse, eat. No more need to dump the water out of the cup!!!
One universal charger for Apple fanboys. Charges MacBook, iPad and iPhone using one outlet.
lets create a 2 in 1 bluetooth device that is flexible like your lifestyle.you will be comfortable wearing from the car and into the gym.
The Hottbox
self charging AA battery that capture energy used in moving instrument containing that battery and charges itself
All-In-1 Collapsible Bath Set
"PIN ON" BUTTON REPLACEMENT
Interchangeable picture iPhone
Let birds fly free indoor in your way!
Toy Picker Upper
A portable, light weight, free-standing frame to help bundle and tie yard waste such as branches, vines, tall weeds, etc.
Intelligent Sprinkler System: Shuts off sprinkler system automatically when it rains! No more hassle!
Carpet Velcro Towns and Cities. Kids build towns and cities with velcro carpet pieces I call them Stickums.. Fun FUn Fun!!! Resubmit
Wine Glass Topper-If you don't like sharing your wine with all those pesky pests, knats, flies, sweat bees, etc. then this is your fix!
Adhesive (or velcro) TRASH BAGS - ideal for TRAVEL (car, plane, camping,...). ECOLOGICAL, HANDY, DISPOSABLE... Resubmit after 151 votes.
Self Defense Shield. Ward off Bullets or knife Attack with Tablet Size Kevlar Shield. Why be vulnerable? Don't leave home without it. 6of9
Wouldn't you like to know the exact location of an intruder if one enter your home?
Was in UC last year- Skiers-Snowboarders: Was a Glove now Goggles / Clock, Temperatur, Altitude and Now Blue Tooth Controls Audio Devices!
The maker
blocks
The Household Smoke Detector
Posterior Safety Walker
Remote Control Toll Booth Coin Assistant - Keep coins together and never roll the window down again!
Umcoola
Pitch-n-Sweep
Oil filter quick disconnect for you vehicle no mess no fuss
A step-style storage system that stores against the ceiling and can be pulled down for access, similar to the way an attic stairway works.
No Wind NO PROBLEM!!! Meet the fan kite. A toy kite for small children that lifts off into the air with no wind!!! Fun FUn Fun!!!
Mighty Liners
A Stuff Plush Train and Stuffed Plush Train Tracks that makes sound and actually chugs down the tracks. For ages 1 and up.
Sets of birthday cards that 'count-up' to a child's birthday. Child turning 6 gets 6 cards. Are mailed one-a-day leading up to birthday.
SharpErase
Back Saving Laundry Basket! No more bending over and over again placing laundry in and out of washer and dryer!
Five piece detachable back pack
Garbage/Bag To Earth Compost Bin. To help separate food from plastic bags
A finger drummer kit with 5 finger caps that are a child or adult's drum kit.
Water Bracelet
Snowblast!
Spade with interchangeble garden tools. Easy to Store and Transport. Multi Use. SEE PICTURE
A solid piece of plexiglass with an smooth rounded edge that inserts between the mattress and box springs to hold the sheet in place.
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Bill's Big Bird Excluder
A "Shop Vac" / vacuum opperated can crusher making crushing of cans fun, safe, clean and easy. one handed op or attatch to a home vac system
Adjustable clamp that goes on any standard shower curtain rod, Keeping the shower curtain closed at both ends.
ZIGFIT : Easy-Go barbell attachment for safer,more comfortable and stronger bicep curls !
RUN or WALK stay connected without ever dropping your phone. Never missing an important call, email or text! No excuses go for a run.
SMART THRONE *A commode that discerns body waste from inapppropriate materials-will not allow flushing if not suitable.
Ever lose a cookie mid-dunk? How about a 2-piece cup for dunking cookies! Removable inner-piece screen to catch and raise any broken bits.
Chapstick Toothbrush
I have patented new technology. A ski boot that has full air suspension and heavy shock absorbing capabilities. Patent #2538931.
FaceLight
Dual Weather Solar Camping Pad
protect sucette
Heated Wiper Blades
This product is a 6 second timer that is used to monitor your heart rate. You push a little button and in six seconds it pops back up.
Bullet proof clothing line
A Deluxe Double Decker Cart for handy use to put all those gardening supplies in one spot and easily transport them around the garden.
LARGE color coded, labeled, stack able bins with handles for easy movement
A fishing pole Detachable Foam bumper. Some fishing poles are made with a bell shape at the end for comfort most are not. Here fishy fishy!!
Easy install fold out (takes up no space) wall Ping Pong practice and extra table with slide out Poker table options. Let the fun unfold!
App enabled Tape Measuring Wheel, Measure Distance by Simply Walking, Save Measurements, Compute, Convert to Sq Footage, email &amp; more
Women are fed up with men leaving toilet seats up. Solution. A foot pedal that raises and lowers seat.
A Foam barrier with canvas sheathing that fits between the posts of an above ground pool to prevent heat loss through thin metal wall.
hrydro blank
Dimple airgun pellets
Ladies-partner up your cell phone with your handbag. Attach this cell phone case to the handbag strap and always have your cell phone handy
Universal indicator. Is an indicator/instrument that can be programmed by owner to have a custom face?
SNOW TORPEDO,A BIG ZIZE SNOW PUSHER,WITH WHEELS,A PUSH BAR FOR 1,2 PEOPLE OR ATTACHMENT FOR A ANY ZIZE CAR WITH
NO EXPENCIVE GEAR
RESUB A digital calendar that doubles as a digital picture frame and is the central information hub for any familyâ€™s activities
door knocker /solar heater
Combination cellular phone belt clip and stand.
the baby tracker
USB PowerTap
Gel lined glove on top of a baseball cap "catcher combo". Use the glove/cap to catch foul ball, or batting practice balls, homerun balls.
Modul'arbre
Eyeglass finder
Storage Bench Vault
Have you ever tried to give your cat a bath and all you ended up with was scrathes? If so, they Kitty Mitts are what your looking for.
The Swiss Army knife of gardening is about to change suburbia. Think of having pruners, trowel, mini hoe, and watering can, all in one.
Trash bag holder
Rechargeable battery trackers: smart chips to monitor battery power levels and location.
Get double the workout in a portable machine.Pedal your way to fitness. Pedal with your feet,also with your hands...burn more calories!RESUB
Auto Coil Extension Cord
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Solar powered cooler
Can't close the door and run an electrical cord into the next room or outside. No more open doors to get the power you need in another room.
Vehicle Flashcards
Magnetic Switch LED Eyeball Light.When the door opens,Magnet moves away from the light, turning the light on; close it back,light turns off.
Garbage Can that lifts the garbage bag up by a foot lift. Makes the removal of the garbage bag much easier. No more pulling and straining.
A line of accessories like hats, wrist-bands, shoes and what not that will keep you cool even in the worst of summer days.
Chill Your Liquor
Multiple connectable displays delivering content in variable screen configurations with no visible border between displays.
ClipBright
Landscape timber couplings
Waterproof maxi pads
Safe Fill Cloth Dog Toy
Custom fit flip flops, inexpensive sandals you heat in a micro-wave, put your feet in, stand in them, make exact imprints of your feet/toes!
B.M.W = Brave Man's Walker
Beacon shoes
LUX Digital Handwriting Aid
A reusable water bottle that tells you how many 8 oz cups of water you have consumed daily.
Football Fever, board game
Golf Iron Helper. Practice swing anywhere. Reinforced 8 x 10 x 1/2 in. AstroTurf mat stenciled with advertising logo for events and gifts.
A wireless adapter that toggles simple on/off functions for household devices from a mobile device. No wait time for any appliances
With a hydraulic forklift and a manure bucket attatchment, my dolly invention could save legwork, eliminate lifting dirt &amp; mulch &amp; timbers
INDUCTION STICKY
!Ultimate Pizza Solution! Cut and store frozen pizza while it is still frozen, portion control, store leftover pizza, serve pizza, and MORE!
A Portable Privacy Den
Dog Walking Stick/Billy Club - It extends. It lights. It shrills. It protects.
KLEENEX AIR DISPENSER - Push the button or wave your hand in front of the dispenser and catch your Kleenex.
Odorxaust
ProStroke Shaving Applicator
Fitness Shaker Bottle
Nested stuffed squeeze Toys - Fun Fun Fun!!!!
The K1 Coffee and Spice Rack is a must for anyone with one of these machines who has tight counter space or who hates clutter.
Electric screwdriver
Tic-Tac-Toe Game (Xs and Os)
Tweezers that can grip and clip so that users can clip parts of the toenail that are difficult or impossible to reach with toenail clippers.
Spring-fed Nail Auto-Feed Hammer - Load up the clip with nails - Hammer away - Great time and finger saver.
Have you ladled hot soup from a pot, ending up with burned hands and messy counters? Enter the silicone ladle swiper, Swipy!
Cordies works great at home... but I need cord management for my car!
Hang a reminder on the front door so you take what you need when you go out.
A plug-in air freshener, with "rechargeable" scents, which also has a built in USB charging port for electronic devices!
Have you had times when you've missed a vitamin or medicine because there was no water or you forgot the the pill? I present POP&amp;SIP.
The Water Box
Golf ball finder
Fast and easy camera text script copier. Also in combination with portable scanner FAX.
You need your cords to go in multiple directions but not Knots. This one pivots so your cords go where you want them to go.
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Odor-Free Toilet
SWITCHBOARD-A REFLECTIVE SKATEBOARD FOR INTERCHANGEABILITY AND COMFORT.REFLECTS AT NIGHT AND CHANGEABLE
SKINS TO MATCH YOUR SHOES AND MOOD.
Luggage Thief HD Recorder
Portable Computer Desk
Tennis Racket Winner Spinner
Reinventing the kids tricycle - the reverse trike for kids. Hot Wheels and Radio Flyer move over!!! Resubmit 213 votes
Bicycle fishing rack
Smart shower head
Introducing...the Glueve! Its a Glove that has velcro on the palm so that you can attach an iPad or Tablet PC to your hand.
ipad car mount, that will cost less than $5 and fit any car.
Pamper your dog while you bathe them
Quirky needs to make something that makes it faster and easier for kids and parents to get shoes on in the hectic mornings. No laces needed!
Porto Float
Everyone loves beautifully polished nails. But polish on your skin is unslightly and hard to remove until now with The Clean Nail Wand.
The new Cheese Shredder.. Clamp, Shred, Comfort!!! I call it "SHRED" Resubmit 304 Votes
Self Stick Cup Insulator
Decorative frozen gel packs keep your food cold at parties. Infinite design options!
A five gallon water jug with a screw off bottom allowing for cleaning and easier access to whatever maybe contained in the jug.
Puppy Pull &amp; Toss
glow in the dark baby bottles
The wireless or wired keyboard with built in TrackPad for MAC!! Sick of replacing batteries? I am.
When one power strip is not enough and two are too many... use the Add-On!
Refrigeration saver
A battery pack for the Kindle Fire HD one of the hottest tablets on earth, its so hot its on FIRE... Extra Juice Pack
The Pacifinder
Pivot Power Line Extension: Pivot Power WORK SITE a more heavy duty Pivot Power that can be knocked around and used in construction.
The Deer Stand
When sleeping we all flip our pillow over to find the cooler side to rest on! Lets create something that keep your pillow cool ALL the time!
designing a water bottler/soda holders for gardeners or hikers.
The CORDinator. A small leather organizer to help keep cords, USBs, headphones, etc. from getting lost or tangled.
Absolutely Fun Modular Quirky Krazy Kitty Citty - Change Your Wall Configuration Hourly, Daily, Weekly to Keep Your Kitty Having Fun!
Record/transmit Electrocardiogram (ECG) information from your iPhone to your physician.
HATSHIRT...HAT AND T-SHIRT..2 IN ONE!...FOR A HOT DAY...U ALWAYS PROTECT FROM SUN.,!
Magnifying Glass Lens Top Portable Food Containers - Resub
Cell phone/ID lanyard for students. Students always need to hear or see their cell phone. Now they can wear it around their neck.
My Bucket Buddy
Versatile umbrella stand
Pasta Pot with straining bottom. No need to use a separate strainer!
diabetic 'skeeter
Vertical Train Garden
Voice Activated Heads Up Display GPS for any car, no more finding a spot for it on your windshield.
Calling all Tool Junkies! A wrench with a little magic. Introducing the Genie-Wrench, gets in anywhere, just give it a rub!! Resub
Stylus with iPad Holder
TAP ON TAP OFF
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Son Of A Hitch Modular Hammock
bumper shield
Snap Chair system: Who hates putting computer chairs and home office chairs together.. I DO I DO. Here is the solution.
Dragonland flyers alicorn
VACUUM BREADBOX
It's a liquid soap dispenser for the shower. You position the nozzle and spray your entire body, then rinse--no more need for bars of soap.
Toilet seat that slowly raises by itself once lid is lifted. Lid is heavy enough to hold seat down when closed. Cleanliness, no germs or pee
"Hot Head Heating Pad"
A Personal Pager/Beeper/Telecom Device That Allows Parents and School Officials To Communicate in Real Time In The Event Of An Emergency
Why cool down the whole house when you can cool down just your body. Introducting first ever elecric cold blanket.
La fin du pipi au lit
"CORD WRAP" with STORAGE! - Why waste wall space that traditional cord wraps create? Utilize the center space of coiled cords for storage!
Robo-Range
An engine that runs on water and has a traveling range of 500 miles before refueling is necessary.
VegSqueeze. Great for Cooks! Handheld and convenient vegetable chopper. Cut your vegetables easily. Insert and squeeze.
Colorful material with classy embroidered Fleur de Lis horses jockey jacket buttons made into wine charms wth embroidered matching bar towel
Hanger Hook
Memories
Wound Watcher Adhesive Bandage
all in one wash and dry
Two sided hair brush/nail clipper on reverse side.
drone alert app
Its Electric Boogie Woogie Ooogie - An electric tea kettle that has built in water purification like Brita with a charcoal filter
Snow Wheeler
3-in-1 Olive Oil Container
Auto-lining Trash Can
Christmas Tree Safety Device that automatically monitors and waters the tree to prevent a Fire Hazard.
Rollable cord cover that contains power, microphone, and ethernet cables, for use at conferences
Deck board spacer and drill template to aid with the spacing between boards and align the drill holes with support truss.
automatic "reload" for crossbows- a modifaction that can be installed on new or existing crossbows that features automatic re-draw.
App-enabled WiFi DVD Player So You Can Watch DVDs Remotely With Any Smartphone Or Tablet
Xmas Baby / Doggy Gate
Concussion Resistant Helmet
Moving heavy, bulky or awkward items can be a huge pain - and dangerous. Two security straps with connectable handles help you get a grip.
Work boot covers. Zip on and off shoe covers that would keep your shoes clean when doing lawn work. Keeps dirt outside, where it should be
A HED unit type device which can connect wireless with your computer, or some kind of music playing device, and can be moved anywhere!
Clean Feet Wipes
Casts?Shoulder Surgery?We have the shirt or pant for you!Surgery patients look fully dressed,comfortable to wear,painless,easy to put on.
Drive Thru Ordering
EARS
goutte Ã goutte pot de fleur
Expandable Utensil Tray
Hand-held v-notchers with a power system that easily cuts through sheet metal!
Bath gloves for animals With one hand you may scrub, massage and use a soap on animal's hair. Another has the water dispenser for rinse
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Pats Planters Peanuts - Fill half of your large planter with Pat's Perfected Peanuts instead of expensive dirt.
Attack that brick of ice-cream with a tool that forks it out. Ice cream has been around for a long time-now a new tool for an easy scoop!
house keys
The hover down
Bungee grabbers. A cool and easy way to grab your smartphone or tablet and add an attachment for many different uses.
Sno-Gone
Retractable eyeglass lanyard
INFANTS ARE AT RISK WHEN BOATING. A flotation device is needed to keep them floating, protect them from debris &amp; make them easily visible
A locker insert with a component to get bulky coats/clothes out of the way, making it easier to get at your things and close the door.
Toy Soccer Players
Easy Grip
Venus Fly Trap
Pet bed over register
ORGANISED LAUNDRY BASKET
Grill Guardian
Quick Shoe Deodorizing Inserts
Non-slip Ruler
to fill several glasses, quickly and without spill.
...PET BED PAD: Vote to give the pets of the world the comfort we get from our TempurPedic or Sleep Number beds.
Plate with fork/knife holder.
Save money, save the earth, and save your plants with a moat around your beautiful garden. A clean and earth friendly way to keep pests out.
What if you never have to worry about the whole process of washing, drying , and organizing your dishes. My product will do this all for you
The Bubble Wrap Koozie
toiletseat riser
Bowl Buddy. To prevent those annoying and nasty urine stains down the front of the toilet bowl. Plus no more puddles to clean up as well.
The cleanest baby bib ever! No longer will you have to keep a filthy bib on your precious baby or go scrambling for a clean one.
River Tackle
DUCK TAPE BAND AID
Unlock the door
My invention makes it virtually impossible to lose your handheld devices. It consist of two components that sound an alarm when separated.
Sturdy yet attractive wall mounted scratching pad for cats. Makes you and your cat happy.
Cordless, decorator lamps. If you float furniture you have to drape a cord across the floor which is both unsightly and dangerous
This is a way to wear use your earbuds with a small type fixture a simple headset made to hold urea buds
after-market or new , APP home Curtin/blind controler
Bag Buddy
Cooler for electronic devices
Inexpensive hands free computer "mouse" controller. Far more accessible than something like a Kinect. Is identified as a mouse to a PC.
A bicycle lock that doubles as extension handlebars when the bike is in use.
Chilled? Warm? Wrist/ankle bands with fluid centers. Microwave or refrigerate and they work like a thermos. Save heating/cooling $$.
My idea is for eye glasses that can be snapped onto your wrist like a bracelet or watch. Can be designed for women accessories too.
Candle Breeze/Candle Bra
Can something so simple help save lives? Read more below:
An adhesive strip, slightly raised that attaches to the sole of your open-toed shoes, to prevent your feet sliding, and toes hanging over
Series of parallel laser lights: very useful to help writing letters in a straight line.
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BladeSkinz
Hoop-less Fishing Rod
Vital Sign Tester
SilentNight
bucketnize
Charging Wall Device w/ Light
'Toy Web' for their playroom or bedroom. Let them stuff their toys in get the floor cleaned up fast!-(Toys cover the wall not the floor!)
Shoes warming device
Finger Blade Knife
Treat Leash! A dog treat dispenser /flexible ergonomic handle that attaches to existing leashes. Easy to bring a treat along for doggie!
FlexHold universal kitchen organizer holds all of your trash bags, tissue boxes, dryer sheets, swiffer and plastic bags...anything in a box.
Car Pal
An earring holder that resembles a stand up picture frame with the backing removed and replaced with a pegboard and pegs to hold earrings.
A household cleaning tool to make cleaning easier.
LAZY BLANKET
A lightweight flexible phone holder that clips on to headphones and holds the phone hands free in your viewing range.
GPS locator for all.
The SHOWER CLOSET..a light weight plastic or resin cabinet that mounts easily over your shower rim and hides all of bathtub/shower items!
l.e.d remote Christmas wreath
pen rule marker tape pencil
LOOPADAPTER for connecting your Hardware. Use the existing cables and use the inexpensive LoopAdapter(s). Fits Q portfolio! (like a glove)
Best Mousetrap Ever!
The Butter cutter
"Illuminate" LED light creating fan!The fan has a generator that will charge a battery pack in the day to use at night! Cool!!!
Unfold this case to reveal lap rest with built in cooling and the soft side rolls up to become a heated wrist rest with peltier cooler.
Collapsible H20 Jug
Portable agitator
Keep and Cut
Fitness Shaker Bottle
Voiture-tracteur
Lets take that cold air in your basement and transfer it upstairs.
WetPet - a pet grooming brush that attaches to a hand shower for deeper and more comfortable pet washing
Imagine having a pair of cutting shears that has a small amount of weed repellant or even fertilizer inside the handle.
Sleep Mask and Earmuff combo with Blue Tooth and alarm capability. Take away the unwanted noise for a comfortable sleep anywhere.
Simple sleep support for kids in car seats - a padded velcro strap attached to the car seat that keeps kids' heads in place when they sleep.
Gyro CUP HOLDER for car, baby wheel, travel... - inspired by Gyro Bowl.
Auto Cat Litter Alert
key finder
Razor Clean and Sanitizing Cap
Retractable Charging Hub. Charges all your Apple devices at one location with built-in retractable charging cords. Resub
A spoon that holds only enough ingredients to allow you to make a spill proof burrito. With burrito folding instructions.
TRAVEL GRIND-BLEND MINI
tangle free headphones
Facemask
A car-brella. Why not manufacture a device that sticks to the top of a car and can be deployed as a sun umbrella for a parked car?
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security tab
com-oil
Finally, a bucket you can use to put paint, stain, cleaners, tar on roof and much more that will not fall over or must be hand/leg held.
Odor patch
Capsule de douche
No hands clock plus reel clock
Nail organizer,dispenser.Great for Carpenters,DIY, Hooks on tool belt easily. Eliminates those nasty finger pokes comments welcome please
The less mess paint caddy is a easier way for children to paint at home or school without make a big mess
Heated Ice cream Scoop with interchangeable heads, easily scoop different shapes to your desired style of enjoying ice cream.
Double Sided Tumbler
Game
Flighty- Ultimate Flea Fighter
Bath tub temperature mat that changes colors according to temperature of water. Safe product for kids. Resub
Uncrusha-ball â€“ never buy another ping pong ball again!
A Simple Easy To Read Meat thermometer with hand heat shield!!!
PORTABLE CURRENCY READER is a small box with bright LEDs under a plastic cover. Simply lay currency on top and press switch to view bill.
Counter Grips
Need an extension or power strip? Put those extra power cords from computers and monitors to use! Recycle them with "Cordless" modules.
Bottom drawer of fridge pulls out on roller system, then rises up to waist level for easy access, cleaning, and viewing what's down there
Mega Phone Necklace :rebumit:
Alert a Call
iPhone Saver
Educate children
Spray and Brush
slip intelligent
Tip tray w/ magnifier bottom
Please keep your cold feet off your partner's innocent legs at night! And warm them in a toasty pouch on a blanket.
The Back Saver
Wobble Bobble Countertop Light
Toothpaste Squeezer
Some of my Quirky'est Ideas hit me while showering. The Quirky shower marker lets you write them all down while showering please comment
Hot Wheels Groove & Jam RC CAR
Closet Shoe Hanger - Organize Your Shoes
Bluetooth walkie-talkie, app enabled, voice activated, without the need to press a button, for communication between cyclists.
I want something to send me a text whenever my house or phone is in area subject to a tornado warning.
The Thumb Cuff
Pocket germ detector
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
LUXURY CHAIR FOR YOUR WINDOW
The Ultimate Phone Case
Super lock/bolt cutters
When most people hear a car alarm they just wait for the annoying sound to end. With this invention the owner would be alerted to the alarm.
Doorbell Devices-Plug several into various sockets and get an audible/visible alert so you never miss that important visit/delivery.
Automatic parrot cage darkening system. It will get gradual darker in the cage. The bird will go to sleep without making noices for hours.
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Convert billions of stability balls in homes all over the world into a aerobic punch bag in seconds. Ladies and Gentlemen, EX-BALL PUNCH BAG
A safety-shielding clipper attachment for lawnmowers, set above the cutting height of the mower, it allows the mower to tackle taller grass.
A backpack with a swappable hard bottom
Virtual City
How about a usb key for high school students!
Safty Car Cell
Very simple. A bicycle helmet in the SHAPE of an NFL football helmet (facemask and all). Safe and "cool"
A universal smartphone and camera mount for your car or bicycle, to record those scenic drives, or to document vehicular incidents.
Switch Switcher
Drop Down cycle work seat
Simple powdered or liquid laundry soap controller.
Basketball NET that you can open and close to store the Basketball! Be ready to play and donâ€™t say where is the ball :)
Your ram induction car WILL pass inspection.An ELECTRIC motor turns the blower. 8-1through12-1 compression by turning a nob on yr dashboard!
Audio speaks that are square !
Homkie Talkie
Viewable Doorbell
YOUR OWN PICTURE TELEVISION
softub
band aid dispenser
Road Illuminator
GymPhones
Pet clothing that looks like natural fur, for comfort without cutesy sweaters, or just to give your pet a new look.
The Glove rake. A hand glove with rake like finger tips that would be ideal for getting leaves or debris out from under plants or bushes.
Make the most of your garage's storage space with convenient pull down storage boxes.
European Power Pivot
Go Anywhere Baby Bib or GAB-B (pronounced Gabby) A way to make any napkin into a childs bib.
Pocket Umbrella. An umbrella the size of a credit card which can be carried in the wallet. [See other images]
How would you like to know you,your kids,and your personal belongings are safe when you stay in a hotel?
Dust
Software Similar to DRAGON. Sender SPEAKS into mic. Software verifies TEXT. SENDS(DIALS/Converts to TEXT)&amp; RECEIVES TEXT(Converts
to ORAL)
A FOLDABLE AND COLLAPSIBLE BABY FEEDING BOTTLE THAT CAN BE USED AS SIPPY CUP HAVING AN INBUILT THERMAL POUCH
WITH UNIQUE FLUID TECHNOLOGY.
dryer vacuum
Pocket Watch Iphone Case
Are you a hard working person thinking of great ideas? We all need the head rest to rest or think of the next big idea!
Have you almost ran into a car because you didn't know they were making a U-TURN?? Well my idea is to fix that problem with a U-Turn signal.
Soft &amp; Cozy Combination Kennel &amp; Bed for Cats &amp; Small Dogs (received 150 votes).
Just about level
Above Sink Tap Foldable &amp; Detachable Colander:So you don't have to hold and wait for draining or put it on another bowl to collect the drain
STOP YOUR STATIONARY TUB FROM FLOODING YOUR LAUNDRY ROOM. By using this simple device a wash rag can't clog you stationary tub.
App-Tattoos
My idea allows a persons sunglasses to be held firmly to their ball cap when not being warn.
Coffee spoon rest and tea bag/sugar packet receptacle.
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Elastic drip ring
Verre Ã paille intÃ©grÃ©e
Shred-Doc
Toe Jams / Sock Saver
La lovenette de toilette !
Electrical generating wheelhub
An electric, cooling, adjustable direction fan strip that attaches around the edge of your monitor so it blows cooling air in ur work area.
Everyone loves sweet and salty. I present the Quirky team with: Potaple Bacon Chips. Real maple syrup infused in bacon kettle chips.
SUMMER JACKET
A lightweight rolling ladder makes access to high shelves easier. Slides on rails suspended from the ceiling. Folds flat for storage.
WHICH WAY HOME? Backpack Clips tell teachers, school staff and kids how your child is getting home with easy to read, clear images!
Introducing the tea cup with Lid and built in straw.This will help disabled people and the elderly from spilling tea everywhere!
This device is so you can make personalized iphone case with your favorite picture or your favorite design on it!
The new 5 or 4 finger (optional) ipad holder case. It'll be sporty, versatile, and will make the ipad more accessible on the run.
Clean Paw
A clip that will attach the headphone chord fully to a top so that it cannot get caught on anything. Very useful in the gym
Heat Reflecting Umbrella Hat â€“ you wear it to reflect the heat away from you. It protects from heat, UV rays, and rain!
Dish Cleaning &amp; Drying Rack
Power clocks wirelessly
Hershey's Kiss Unwrapper
HotBody - Muscle Scanner
Mosquitaway
SMART-TAG: A penless non-toxic tag/label that even a 3 year old can use.
A natural fiber trim, that is laid around the plants base or the home with a insect repellent and breaks down to feed the plants, multi use!
EspressDisplay FlexibleScreen
BBQ Apron with removable sleeve. Stop the splatter and flames burning your arm when you get all fired up or reach to the back of the grill.
(VIRTUAL DESK)A CAMERA STREAMING LIVE WHERE THE PARENTS CAN LOG ON SEE THE CLASS AND THIER CHILD ACTUALLY
LEARNING AND WHAT GOES ON IN CLASS
Snack Sack - A snack bag with tearable sections.
PRO LICENSED LAWN LEAF BAGS
Audio Lighting
Gx PowerStrip
EarCase
A quick easy way to protect your extension cords from pulling apart. Working Prototype! Student submission.
Fortified Survival Bed. No More Stuffing The Family In The Bathtub. Have All Needed Emergency Supplys In Hollow Steel Bed Posts.

7of9

â€œSEEâ€ Whatâ€™s To Love With A Smart Oven! LQQK, COOK, LOVE! ~ RE-SUB ~ (Embedded Camera!)
ARM - Automatic Rescur Marker
This is a product that would almost eliminate the necessity of preparing (grinding down)teeth
No more messy paint cans! A simple solution to keeping yourself clean while you paint - and handy for closing and re-opening the can.
I present the MAY I TAG, It consist on a Tag with a 2d Barcode that can be scan with a smartphone that relates directly to your fB URL page.
*****point
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
Magnetic Picture Frames that stack, rotate, become a work of art. No refrigerator necessary!
App Wall Projection Planner
Safety Detector
The Laddest!
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A freezable cooling fan with swappable freezable inserts. The idea is an AC that uses the compressor in your freezer instead of its own.
Sneaker or Running Shoe that has a way to access toes from the front, and close back up - for foot drop patients with or w/out AFO braces
All Natural Deodorant that actually works.
cell phones require constant charging, BUT can't be charged when power is out! solution: a charging station which uses regular batteries.
~THE BEAUTY KOOL~ The first lighted make-up mirror with cooling fan to keep the user cool while under the hot lights of the mirror!
Tired of naughty, dirty and wet doorways? DRID efficiently stores and dries footwear of all sizes, and stores umbrellas catching any drips.
PawRamp360
Zoom In Zoom Out
couch potato tray
Plasma Screen Protector
Painted or silk screened replacement window screen.
This accessory concept is that the iPhone's push buttons is changed to a slide button. And a toggle button is changed to a push button.
this product fits easily into the waist band and uses the stretch of the material to obtain extra material to make buttoning easy.
Air Sensor to help A/C System
iPhone holder that mounts on the stem of the shifting knob
Electronic Dog Leash
Quick Curtain
Double Duty Thermos
The Breeze: An exhaust fan toilet conversion kit that vents into the sewer effectively creating an odorless bathroom experience.
Small physical devices that lock your phone when the phone is moved out of its five feet radius.
Comfort Bedpan
Bluetooth cassette adapter using kinetic energy to charge and optionally using AVRCP to control, like the old Griffin SmartDeck on steroids.
iSun it's a cross between a bumper, a case and a sliding qwerty keyboard for Apple's iDevices with solar cells placed on its back side
MUD DIRT DUST :( LETS LeAve theM in the garage :) No more wimpy or shedding mats that stay on your shoes & come inside with U! HeLP is HeRe!
Introducing, the AppleCup. "AppleCup" presents a great way to amplify the iPad & iMac speakers by redirecting the sound waves back to you.
Extension cord looks like wood
tech window curtains
TRAME triangular frame positions photos for easy viewing from one's desktop on BOTH sides.
LED Flashlight with Shirt Clip
My product is an easy to use, self tightening slip on shoe. No more loose shoes, the shoe tightens while you put it on.
Gutter Lifts, A simple solution for homeowners who wish they didn't have to pay hundreds of dollars a year to clean their gutters.
How about a wheel barrow with one, two or three tires that you can dump from the front or the sides without lifting the wheel barrow
Multi-Snack Baggies
TV remote locator
Toe nail polish with antifungal ingredients. Why not put clotrimazole or miconazole (antifungal) treatments in toe nail polish.
Auto Sharp' A quiet pencil sharpener with automated multiple pencil feeder
Comm
Female Driver Safety Alert
Group quick pics
Minuterie vocal, station mÃ©tÃ©o
App enabled LED charging case
Hand-held CHEESE MELTER
Pad Keyboard
The idea is to use a solar strip as is used on calculators on mobile devices like smart phones, tablets and e-readers.
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Swing Out Toilet Roll Dispenser - Swing out, up or down and extend. Good for handicapped, elderly and children.
Q-CAST - Multicast your audio from your phone to Bluetooth speakers
Power strip with remote Eject
Tired of your shower caddy slipping/falling? The 0.99 cent Grippy-Ring holds it neatly in place. 1 part plastic loop, 1 part shelf liner!
Having problems finding your disposal/insinkerator Allen wrench key when you need it?! Attach it by velcro to the side of your disposal!!
Non-slip adhesive nose pads for eye glasses, sun glasses and safety glasses. Thin oval shaped pads .187 x .4375 x .010.
EASY, COMPACT WAY TO ORGANIZE &amp; STORE 12 SD MEMORY CARDS IN A STANDARD CD CASE.
An outdoor extension cord accessory that holds plugs securely to a power tool. Leaf blowers, hedge trimmers, edgers, line trimmers, etc.
Solar Cup
Need a Hand
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
Drive Safe
Varmint proof perennial tulip bed: Order this and you get a dozen tulip bulbs in an 18 inch diameter protective mesh wreath.
Hydro Aeration Planter
A hat with a motorized fan on top that blows down onto you from above and keeps you as cool as a cucumber.
Posture Tracker
New Trash bin. Keep stink iside the bin.
Garage clutter on wheels, Design a modular garage cart for storing common garage items.
Kwik Lace hooks into your lace holes instead of having to take the time to thread each hole. WAS under consideration. RESUB
App-Enabled Body Balance: Person identification by footprint scanning, weight storing and synchronization with the tracking/analysis app.
THE HIDE AND SEEK BUDDY!
Door Chain without Creating a new hole on the wall. Replace the faceplate of the door jam that includes chain that hooks onto the door knob.
Bracelet, belt, straps hole punch kit. Make your own/customize (shorten, add holes) bracelet, belt, purse strap, watch band. Resub 357 votes
Garbage cans to store rolls of garbage bags on the inside top of can. Bags can be pulled from an opening on the ousde top of can.
Kid Personalized Matching Game
Wanna get tangled cords from yard work, Xmas decorating, PC's and music cords off the floor &amp; put away? Cord Stor'd makes it easy!
autographed selfie
Prevent colds forever by nasal douche. Wash down all Colds Causing Contaminants in your nose with a plastic flask and its special spout.
Easy-Mitre-Box
Mold-A-Man
Smell The Clock
Wills cool thing
Startup on-line entrepreneur needs an affordable machine to make air cushion wrapper for packaging, saving up to 25% shipping cost.
Bath Hat
WELD! !!!!

BY KYLE DULAN

A USB memory hub to plugin your old USB memory sticks combining the memory. The memory would be used for storage or increase PC performance.
My idea/invention is a earplugs container, that is attachable to a hardhat, all made of plastic.
smart shades.
The School Sleeve Pocket is a purse sized bag that holds your school supplies. It is a simple cheap and easy way to carry books.
Driveway Shed
Instant Illuminate anywhere small suction push on light great for inside cabinets,,drawers can be used anywhere you need a little lightRESUB
Hate losing your T.V. remote? This Universal T.V. remote control comes with built in locator and battery charger.
A cup with a compartment at the bottom and a spoon.for Multiple purposes either breakfast or snacks.
Trio Trashcan
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Multy uses Umbrella's Handle, a tool that helps you in raining day
Trim Buddy
Reciprocating Saw Adaptor
New Ring for on your Hand, Bracelet or necklace that is wifi connected to your Smart Phone,wallet and keys :resubmit:
Hot car survival
Stay clean n safe mouthguard
LCD Glasses- At Last! Be able to see your iPhone, iPad screen or any LCD screen under the sun with no glare or fading of numbers / letters.
Smart Suitcase
SMART MED BOX
The inflato case
List N' Shop
A fan clipped to your belt that traps cool air around your body. A Hands free way to stay cool longer while enjoying summer activities.
Limited Garage Space? Need more room for your favorite ??? The answer is Expandable Floor Shelves with unique features for garage items.
GE Healthcare, this one is for you! A health wristband for the sick person to keep track of temperature, vomits, restroom trips ...
Kids organizer set for durty cloths!..help kids to keep room organized. Choose drop cloth for type or colors! Decorate at same time.
My idea is really a two in one functional case that supplies extra power when battery is low and is a backup drive for phone.
Prose with keyboard light
Tired of those darn arm bands for ipods? New innovative solution that allows you to change the song from your hand! literally
Stop pushing two carts or a stroller and a cart when you can push both at the same time with this stroller attachment.
Programable neon car sign
Create a large hydration bladder that is designed to be placed in the bottom of an ice chest. The hose will run though the drain hole.
Introducing the EZ-Shelf.
Stirling Engine Generator
MODULAR PATIO SYSTEM-exterior living furniture. Modular "living" furniture incl. wall-mounted flip-up buffet with "living" frame; bar, etc.
Wall mounted fish bowls in various geometric shapes. Big tanks use too much room. Small ones are boring. How cool it is to have wall fish!
magnetic matrix tool holder
A clip-on shade for your laptop. Allowing you to use your laptop outdoors without the sun destroying the screen.
Feet Eze - A better footrest
Distant Selfie app with remote
Baby's Roller Coaster Ride
a must for home gardener
natural antimosquito pelet in a wash ball after you clean the clothes in a wash machine with this ball all cloth are anti mosquito repeller
iPhone 4/5 ALL IN ONE
Transformer Luggage boot
Chain keeps loyalty cards organized and off your key ring. Comes in many colors; personalize with charms & beads possibly sold separately.
Disposable, biodegradable microwave reheat cover (similar to a paper chef's hat) that fits over a plate to prevent spatter in the MW oven.
Grape Slicer- slice grapes easily and helps keep grapes safe for children to eat!!
Unisex Reusable Recyclable Shopping Bags with long strap for cross body option as well as regular short shoulder straps and Velcro closures.
SPAN - Resizable Cooking Pan! Clear Your Cupboard of 12 Different Cooking Pans. With SPAN, All YOU NEED IS ONE!
Medication Minder
The concept is to have an instant freezing kitchen appliance.
"Name That Hanger" Hangers
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Removable Card Case or Billfold for Wallet and IPhone. The product is a set or a package of Wallet, IPhone case and a removable card case.
The Child Locator
Gardening sleeves
Mirrorings
Bean Bag iphone case
It's a cornering device for dog runners! It's easily installed on your current runner, and greatly increases the range your dog has outside.
Hands free retractable dog/pet leash. I wrap it around my arm choose how far my dog can be and now I'm hands free.
Dual Square Tape Measure
Survival Wet Weather Poncho
Universal Music Share device
NEVWET rain/winter coat 4 my dog that covers her belly.Walking in city, her belly gets loaded w/oil from the street
Audio ID
For those who want to stayed tucked in bed all night, this duvet cover has heavy edges to ensure you stay warm and cozy all night!!
Bottle cap opener with a twist!
i imagine a stainless steel platter UV lamps to kill germs in glasses for the bar and discotheque as they are often poorly washed
Mattress in a Box spacebag
Rubber Husband
QUICK HANDS
THE CHEM SAFE â€“ Organize and Store DANGEROUS Household Chemicals!!!
Bio Stress Bracelet
The closet-stablizing pole will save you hundreds of dollars in repair cost.
'CyClonic Generator'
Right-handed micro wave
Umbrella Squeegie
Front halfs of 2 black cats one going left one going right upside down horseshoe in between cats with 4 leaf clover in middle of horseshoe.
smart Bicycle Helmet
Button Machine
My guess would be to create a fashable Item that also can be used to carry small items such as pens, pencils, post-it pads & cell phone.
3D Penâ€“Holder show as a sculpture on desk, ToolToy design concept present by design50
Use this versatile Freezer Gel Cup Sleeve with almost any size cup and keep your drinks cold without ice melting and diluting your beverage
Make it easy to charge, use, and play music in cars.
strip n dip
Quick Coupler De-Coupler
We see Moms and strollers everywhere sidewalks malls stores. They are loaded with stuff,give them a rest, with a Mothers knee boards.
Cool a drink in 3 minutes. While on barbecues we usually use ice to cool beverages, with a chemical mix and ice we can chill things faster.
Microcooler
To solve dangerous icy rodad walk work, enable delivery workers, house hold and children to walk safely in any activity during winter.
Disposable Brushing Kit
Tidy-Up-Shower
A strong deterrent for door kick-in burglaries that would alert the whole neighborhood in this event.
Smart Cover Case: A case with an integrated magnetic Smart Cover that protects the front of your screen and offers a folding stand.
THE CORD SNUGGIE..If you hate all the extra cord hanging around &amp; don't know what to do with it! Look at my solution. :__)))
Food Scale Chopping Board - Weigh, Chop and Cook
A sheet that wont come undone, no matter how much tossing and turning or jumping on the bed it will always remain in place.
device prevent cramping fingers.(Resub)
Smart Massage Pillow - Conforms to the Shape of Your Body - Vibration, Warmth and Entertainment to Sooth and Comfort.
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Ice Pack Tall Boy/Quart Koozie
Remote pock hang on TV
The Universal Kettlebell
AVION SOLAIRE
Everysmoke competition for smokers wishing to quit smoking with the help of a simple gadget
sprair
Always a big problem for little kids going back too school is the BIG BACK PACK , this solves that problem and is super cute and functional.
if you see the metalic part of a coffee machine is the reservoir for the drops flowing again machine have this part and always is overflow
iDry: The Moisture Cognizant Dishrack
Every life is worth saving
R.C. Drill Farm (Student1)
The most reported bacteria laden device is the TV remote. It is a disposable baggie type cover for the remote. It would cover the remote.
A fitness watch designed meet the needs of indoor training. A watch with rest period cycles, a vibrate mode and nifty key pocket.
Adjustable Cup Holder Insert for car cup holder. - Finally a solution to an irritating problem.[Resub]
Chidren can play +,-,x,Ã· what they want. each player(two) can choose one number of question. They are Item writers and gamers.
Bluetooth Steering Wheel Cover
A dot keyboard (D-O-T keyboard) that helps make surfing online even easier by offering the top 10 .suffixes with the click of 1 button
Never put your clothes on backwards again!
ClikIt, OrderIt!
Lorch Pad
DreamWorks Turbo inspired Idea for Earbud Cord Management
Window car defogger
TRUCK EXHAUST PIPE WIND TURBINE MODULE - Replace these vertical exhaust pipes with these turbines and make trucks more efficient.
Catch your clippings
LIGHT IT UP - Parking Assist
Safe Water
Pedometer For Your Mouth
Endless Light
Kevlar gloves impregnated with shear-thickening fluid to be worn under latex gloves to prevent inadvertent 'sticking' or needle penetration
This Iphone Charger Uses Regular Batteries. For Those Rare Occasions When No Power Is Available. Camping, Power Outages, Beach, etc. Video!
Watch with signs to help kids with slow language development to communicate on daily needs. For all kids display time w symbol. For trips...
Hands free, worry free shopping with your children.
Child Minder
A build to order stove-top protection film for a variety of manufactures and models making it easier to keep your stove clean.
Bird Spa
iron cable holder, wifi, app
A Wink branded frameless screen for your fridge with a tile layout that displays your child's drawings, family photos, and even reminders.
Porch Garden Pyramid
Writers' Typewriter
Bendable paint roller. specially designed to paint curved surface.
An end to texting and driving.
rotating electronic stand
A battery powered wheel chair that is operated (driven) by a spouse, partner or personal care aide, not the disabled person.
Fuzz Buster
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Secure. A new app. That will let you know your power is out as well as your sump pump furnace or boiler. GE can help restore power to help.
SMART LOCK
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
Thermal Pad (for dinnerwares)
corn-holer beverage holder
small speaker that clips on to your pet collar,with a small microphone that your clip on your wrist, to pretend your pets are talking
Lunch Cop are designer lunch bags that deter people from stealing your lunch at places where you share refrigerators such as work or school.
A quiet, hand-held vacuum device that can pick up and contain dog poo instead of handling it yourself.
TO-GO Cold Cup - take your cold beverages with you without diluting!
Garlic Mincer
Massage Me Pillow for your Bed
Red Light
Razor -Brush-Squeege Tool
Power Purse (and Briefcase) - a purse you plug in at night and charge all of your "must haves" for the next day!
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
SKID FREE-NO NOT THAT
The PadleSkate
Portable EMERGENCY traffic signal of sturdy construction for officers,EMS,first responders. Stows in car trunk . VISIBILITY &amp; EASY-UP IS KEY
An iphone, ipod or ipad protective case that charges the battery using your body heat!
Impact Strips: Shock absorbing thin rubber strips used to adhesively line corners, edges, and other fragile points of electronic equipment.
Body soap and a soap puff just about everybody has one. Why not have a pre-soaped soapy puff just add water.
Suds to Go pocket hand foam
Hunter the mouse
Coaster Locks
Foldable college furniture
Book Cop are my designer book bags that deter people from stealing your books and personal belongings from your book bag.
Bike back pack. Fits right in the middle of the frame. velcro will attach pack to the bike frame. The bottom of the pack is a lunch pail.
Want cold fare, anywhere? Traditional coolers are a pain to carry. Why not merge them with backpacks? The Thermal Cooler Backpack.
The Ring of Thor
The Poo Boo
A cover with folded legs to let me Use my tablet while iM charging my device like that Idont do any damage to the charger- .
This is my idea Chalk line reel with laser light. It is easy to find the right angle and chalk line it all at once.
power cord holder
display or key board brush-cleaner + usb memory.
Foot Pocket Blanket
A dog leash that lets you secure your dog easily to anything. 2 clip ends and several D rings makes it easy to fasten around any object.
Content Storage Device for Social Media
Bring the great outdoors home with a scented and sound fireplace device useful for all gass and electric fireplaces releives daily stress
Donut Soap
I never no wat 2 do with cleaning sponge after cleaning.It gets smelly if it does't air.LOOPITS+holder=cleaning bottle sponge organization.
KnobEase magnetic cabinet knobs are the quick and easy answer to changing the designs of your cabinet knobs!No drilling or screws needed!
Snappy Christmas Lights
Now you can organize and use USB memory sticks in one place! You can also connect your cell phone with computer.
A fun looking sink stopper / strainer with a ring that goes around the drain that has bumps on it to insure water always drains.
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My toddler loves my Smartphone Games. We need to make a silicone belt to go around all phones to hide the back, search, & home buttons.
Eliminate Gutter Icicles! Telescopic pole with warming tip to knock down dangerous icicles hanging from gutters
Poppy Moroc Pot
DRYING RACK for Bath Wash Cloth, Sponge, &amp; Dish Cloths: Eliminate Odors, Germs &amp; Bacteria.
Waking up in the dark to go to the bathroom? Here's PathAssist. A runner rug that lights up the area to guide you there.
a stylus that can draw up from a physical platform exponentially, removes limitations of screen, paper, canvas size for pen stroke.
Convertable luggage roller
Hair curlers today dont match todays hair styles! Telescoping hair curlers will heat hair from root to end. Double clip twist curlers=volume
ULTRA COMPACT PAPER TOWEL HOLDER FOR KITCHEN ROLLS. Transforms from a small 4"L x 1.5"W x 1.5"H cube to a full size paper towel
holder.
Magnetic wrist/arm band for ipod, smart phones, and other items.
Stylishly Innovative* Decorative Automated Toilet Paper Holder &amp; Dispenser
The 50 Yard Line
A trim to size gel pad for "thong sandals". Comfort for the balls of the feet.
Soup Spook
Grind - Smart Coffee Grinder
A candle by any other name. Candles create a wonderful aroma and add ambiance to any room. However, candles run out, this doesn't.
The Side sprayer pulse jet uses just your normal water pressure to turn your side sprayer into a more effective washer.
VENTED GARBAGE PAIL
Magnets - Bookcovers, Pencil Boxes, Lunch Totes... Much easier to carry, organize, and store.
Wine Bottle Safe
Save the Hot Dogs! Grooved Serving Plate for Hot Dogs or Corn on the Cob. This plate will safety transport your roly poly food to the table.
For multi-Apple product users. Reel the wire out to charge and put it back in afterwards. Possibly 2 lightening usb hubs?
Gas or Electric "Burner on" Audible alarm. When it senses heat on any burner, It occasionally beeps as a reminder burner is on.
Credit card saver
Save MONEY, FRUSTRATION
The Sifter would greatly safety and efficiency in commercial cleaning.the Shifter can also be adapted to suit the needs for other industries
Anti-yellow dust!
Hologram Chess:App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad Mini.Resub 8 months ago
Uses tubing and special boxing glove for the boxing lovers. Next best thing besides hitting the boxing bags.
Bathroom sink water fountain
Bed book holder
Find My much Loved, (CAT OR DOG) Collar APP, phone SIM, Scan the surrounds Camera and GPS Water Proof
Too hot? Too cold? Too much? Not enough? No more! Get exactly the right temperature and water pressure every time, with one touch.
Lunch box cubicles
watch an excellent reminder
adjustable shelves
Key Locator
Bass in a bubble
There are lots of people who have a job which requires outdoor travel. This Swamp Cooler jacket product will revolutionise Summer Travel.
The 3 in 1 Mug. Twist the bottom of this mug to morph it from 8oz to 12oz to 16oz. Save a ton of space in your cabinets with a set of these.
This simple strap system will make carrying a case of beer long distances easy and convenient.
It's a see through double sided plastic sheets, like dividers that fit in your text so you can write on them instead of in your text book.
Adhesive tape that when torn there is a color change denoting the beginning of the roll of tape.
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Eliminate incoming automated marketing messages on home phones. No detectable ring until it's determined that the caller is a real person.
This apparatus is a multi-purpose, waterproof and rechargeable telescopic bush used for anything from cleaning bathtubs to washing cars.
PULL TAB.
OPPS! I MADE A MISTAKE! I don't want to do this again! (Re-Sub)
Power strips are often on the floor while in use, right in the territory of our voracious little explorers... let's keep them safe...
Premium Insoles in Every Color
I want to invent a usb + A/C wireless adapter to charge the iPhone, iPad etc. without cables,This can and will save a lot of time
hot head
Wouldn't it be cool if there was a feature that enhanced the cane image in a positive light. A cane that lights up while you walk.
LCD hat with a screen to display messages, play movies, tell people what you're thinking Like Lady Ga Ga's LCD glasses, only on a hat.
Baby Safe
Ant repel stands / mats
Shoes ventilation system
A fan with an integrated ice reservoir that blows air over the ice,then a fan parallel to the first blows the air out into the room, FROSTY!
The Writable Type
A talking timer for kids in the morning so parents can get ready for work. It walks kids through different tasks in parent's recorded voice.
Washcloths with slots on one side for your fingers to fit in. No more dropping the washcloth!!:)Wash baby faster for less crying
Grip-it Don't Rip-it
Collapsible Mini, lightweight Footstool to take on planes, buses or anywhere you just need to put your feet up during a long sit.

8of9

A charger cord cover
A Better Dish Rack Revamped - save counter space and allows you to never need to put your dishes away again - 2nd place in the kitchen brief
Sanity Splatter Platter!
The 5 opener is a convenient to have in every house hold. Imaging your mom, sister, or even you can not open an air tight bottle of pickle?
Introducing the iSleeve, a decorative/protective sleeve for the Apple earbuds. Bling out your earbuds. Rock out in style.
Spray Bottle Ring - Hang on arm while cleaning, hook to store. Stick microfiber rag or paper towel through. Dry erase board use or Cleaning.
Allergy free visor
PIVOT 360Â° - Flex &amp; rotate your power!!
BOOK mARC
Pop- Up Surprise
The Book Hang
Libera
Remote Finder (can be changed)
The new and innovative easy shoe remover is designed for easily taking off your shoes while standing, without scuffing or damaging them.
The scanner checks
Doggie poop bag or shopping bag that you can "pinch" the tops of the bag to open it easily.
Headband or hat with built in gel freezer pack. Store in the freezer and take out when you want to wear it.
Necky
Alarm Clock Laser - A new type of alarm clock that utilizes Parametric Speaker technology so sound can be focused on just one person.
Medical Tubing Sock
The most effective and convenient treatment for a stye
Keep multiple username/password info in a safe and accessible small 1" X 3" memory stick that clips on keychain, fits into purse or wallet.
SOCIAL CHAIR A scissor lift seat that can be added to a wheelchair to raise the person up to eye level (or closer to) in social settings.
Movie ticket coder
Trueline Safety Vest
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Need iPad speakers but no space. Here's the solution. Over the Door speaker system.
Just Right!
Arthritic and sport injury relief, seconds away, ' stay put' portable heat band design. Easy,Fast relief,...that can keep up with you !
BABY DIAMONDS
JustNudge. iphone cover that enables data transfer (personal information, business card) to another iphone by simply nudging each other
The Perfect Bottle Maker
flexible cutting blade
Easy Glove
'Cricket' Finder
Cool off from above under this high-rise overhead sprinkler unit. Two images included.
cat scratch couch
Vertical blinds "socks"made of a stretchy, washable material and can be slipped on each slat from the bottom like a sock.Easy on, easy off.
PeepShoe - Run and Have Fun!
Clutter-free rack mount and cable management solution for home networking gear
Qstrip the odor eater/Airfreshener tape dispenser. Just stick to the stinkiest place your shoe, laundry, trash, car. Eliminates odor!
Electronic Curb finder Save you Money and Heart ache. The Dub Saver Saves your Dubs. don't risk High repair bills and Save on Insurance...
Handheld Electric Cheese Grater - finally an easy, fast and elegant way to grate cheese and vegetables of any size and shape!
This invention does everything! It holds glass, bottles,coffee cups, your pants,your keys,ponytail,You name it.It adjusts to all sizes.RESUB
I envision a personal pillow and blanket within a pouch you can easily carry on you when you travel.
New-Age Solar Folding Chair
Universal tablet holder wit hideaway, get/work conformable having to not hold a tablet device. Built in universal Stylus for a clean tablet.
Grocery Pantry Tracker
laptop report clipboard
Medical information card
Pill Minder Did they take Pill
Leaf Wrangler
Re-sub after 165 Votes!! Overcrowding in the Kitchen? Try a "Kitchen Caddy" and eliminate Kitchen Counter Clutter! SEE VIDEO!!!
Triang-U-Scrub
World Builder app
Rear Wheel Alignment Tool
Paradigm-breaking solution for jogging and hiking with your toddler. Hands-free, no-pushing, no hoisting. Easier, lighter, faster, safer!
forget me not
A Transparent Toaster! No more burnt toast! Toaster flips allowing you use horizontal, great for cheese on toast warming pizza. 798 votes!!!
A set of kids squirting rubber bath toys with an anti-microbial coating on the inside to prevent the formation of mold, bacteria, and algae
Do you work out a lot and need a quick protein shake! Check out this easy to use dispenser, which is perfect for you health nuts! SPYDER!
ELECTRIC CALENDAR
Changing Assistant
Sweet-Smelling-Sweat Pads That Slide Into Phone Case For Summer
DEGRADER
A set of 3 tool steel hardened 1/8" thick scribers from 1/4" to 2 in 1/8" graduations Can be used to scribe anything.
Magnetic Modular Hexagon Units
ECO Leaf and Paper Pulp, Home LOG system, burn this on your fires
A risolo for pears, apples and grapes. To Create Your Perfect Homebrew Wine
Custom Color Spray Paint. Resubmit.
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Vicious dog motion sensor
The internet, paired with mobile app, and a few bar code scanners to help account, organize, and replace your grocery or shopping needs.
A double blender that allows two people to blend and drink from the same cup and pre washes both of them all in the same machine!
Self-heating bicycle lock
hygiene toilet seat lift hndl
Collapsible lens hood
a indoor plant watering unit that can be operated with one hand, also being pressure based so no tilting. also long reach attachment.
Flexgrip Tablecloth
Still waiting for the dish soap to crawl out of the bottle? FLIP saves your time and stores a sponge for efficient counter usage.
BEST MODIFIER EVER for popup flashes for dSLR cameras. Working PROTOTYPE and video demonstration with side by side comparisons. MUST SEE!
This plate is a solution for finicky eaters who want to separate their food from its sauce, but are too old for children's divider plates.
Trans-power Socket
DUO EZ-Pants hanger, the perfect companion for SOLO, keep your pants on literally.... on the hanger with this clip+hanger combo.
1 Hammer Handle(shaft) and Multiple Changable heads, From finish work to Framing, all in a kit. Screw on / off changable hammer heads
My idea is to have a color reactive toilet seat &amp; floor mat that changes colors when the boys miss the toilet.
BBQ SERVING DISH THAT KEEPS FLIES OUT, keeps food warm longer, special notch opening for serving spoon to rest.
I'm learning HTML code and how to program. I'm sick of typing all the repetitive code. Lets design a keyboard with coding shortcuts.
Tennis Court roller/dryer
BODY PILLOW WITH SOUND
Have you ever been to a wrong floor looking for your car? You can easily enter parking location on this tag and find it as you return.
A WiFi enabled meat thermometer. It would be superior to RF thermometers because one could check status through a phone or pc.
Every toddler hates being put in their carseat. What joy to be greeted on seatbelt a sweet-faced hugging softtalking, cheerful Belty Bear.
Because infants curl their toes when you try to put a shoe on them; this shoe is easily put on, avoiding stress to both parent and child.
Roadshow for Adults and Mobile Office while waiting in the car. HANG from my steering wheel that can switch from my phone and IPAD, laptop
See through measuring cup
money-secured belt
App-Guitar Strap
Solar Powered Laptop bag. Utilize the light around you and use it to power up your electronics! resub with edit
Icy Pocket
APP: Garden Irrigation control from your phone
Changing stroller
"SMART EXIT", Re-invent the exit sign with ultra bright scrolling LED and Real Time Info Alerts!Revised after Quirky Evaluation last wk!
Table W/plate warmers
GripRoll
Plug In Areas
Overnight Charger
(Resub 282 votes, new info) 'isurvive' An iphone case contains a survival kit hidden INSIDE the case. 2 x kits - Urban kit or wilderness kit
Water Pots
App enabled wireless drive way motion sensor. notifies you in advance if someone is at your property and coming at your door.
Lighter screen
Hanger noodle
Bookbrace
3 inch tall several inch diam. circular plastic rings that snap together to create a taller dry storage container the lid is also the bottom
PreCut-Hamburger! No More Messy !! Enjoy Hamburger ELEGANTLY !!!
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Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
A house bell with a built in smoke and carbon Monoxide detector
The perfect travelling companion- a backpack that compresses its items when not in use. Compression sack to day pack.
A simple plastic strip with adhesive that is used to repair damaged mounting holes in vertical blinds.
FLEXI [GEN 2.0]
Counter Top* Baked Potato Maker
Don't forget the baby
Cool Touch Oven Guard
Folding Magnetic extention can pull the bolt out of a hole when unscrewed inside the socket and hold the bolt in the socket while starting
Gyms Galore
Apple TV and Mac mini projector cradle! Great for businesses and movie-rooms
No slosh water bottle Finally a way to run without that annoying slosh slosh slosh.
Pie crust edge burn preventor
Mini portable egg boiler
Zester
Universal No-Bottleneck Funnel
Waxing Pen, used for waxing eyebrows, lip lines, bikini area or any other area that is diffucult to create that fine line of waxing.
Simply drop a small scent diffuser sheet into the envelope style pocket in the back of your underpants and start feeling confident today!
Light-changing Lampshade
Finally a place for those bags of dry mixes in your kitchen: box with a dozen+ rubber bands across top ----------or anything else you file
Plastic dome shaped hood cover for toothbrushes.
Paging Remote Control
KITCHEN SINK SCRUBBER! Redesigned,resubmit UC
50 States/World Dolls having the same face that represent one human species... the attire would be unique to the State/country...
Glow in the dark zip ties, shake like a glow stick to activate!
EARRING ORGANIZER
Multiple bottle opener
Xbox One Kinect Kover
Bag your Bacon! Crispy bacon from the microwave in minutes with no messy pans to clean. 1 minute per strip! Bag it, Zap it, &amp; toss the mess!
Velcro based baby carrier
Wine Hats
I mouse
Oral hygienes are important, angling tooth brush bristles at a 45 degrees is optimal for removing plaque and other build up at the gum line.
Scratch my Back
Modern looking touch foldable synthesizer with auto scale changer
Universal Drill Bit -All Types
IPad as a reader for all students as an educational product.
AM/FM for the iPhone
Propeller shoes
Finally, a reality to your most shocking dreams: The Electric Quilt.
Wall mounted display strip for 9" dolls,stuffed animals, necklaces, etc. Most are tossed in boxes and not admired.
directional sound sensor RESUB
Shower Back scrubber
un couteau a enduit integrer d'un tournevis pour vis placo une rotation du manche a droite le tournevis sort une rotation a gauche il rentre
Easily clean a slimy mess on your floor e.g. mud,pet droppings,soup,paint.by freezing it solid by a Nitrogen Freeze Spray Can.no more hassle
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Straw Extenders
Never drink another cup of cold coffee again!
Watering Pot
cool cup holder
i-STOOL for i-phone, i-pad..... NO ACHE in hand, While watch the DMB, Movie ... withe those mobiles. -Unforgettable -Easy to carry
Coffee color chart
Sleeping on a plane? Liar!!!
SNAP TO IT
zERO Move Hero
Bulb Recycler
Natureâ€™s cables are beautiful! Letâ€™s make beautiful cables too
SecuReceipt
tape board
Universal hot shoe device for dslr cameras, intended to engage kids/animals through sound, color,&amp; light during photoshoots=more smiles!
Colorful edible crayons on which its mark disappear with just passing a wet napkin. Perfect &amp; safe for kids
The sticky wipe
A small parasol that is easily stuck in the sand to protect the face from the sun at the beach.
Wouldn't it be great to have a place to put your food while you're using your PC, without fear of spills or crumbs getting in the keyboard?
CarVent Cool N Dry WindowStrip
DRIVE EASE
Wall outlet that contains 4 outlets for the home - and 6 outlets
Pivoting Windshield GPS Mount
Sound anywhere, with this super modular Bluetooth sound system, keep all speakers in the unit or plug them around the house.
Natural Hair Coloring Gel
Removable vinyl artwork for vertical blinds. Express yourself easily, inexpensively, and bring life to your home. Even mix-n-match designs!
Cat/Dog Trainer Motion &amp; Sound
A simple and cool suction cup stand that let's you use any key. Make it your official key ring. And stand your phone anywhere.
massaging pacifier
"Goof-Proof" location marking tool. Simply mark it with a pencil and you're good to go! Best of all- it's erasable! (*SEE IMAGES)
pet scanner
Floss toothbrush
"The lazy Lab top"
Aromatherapy Blanket
Headphones/Earphones with integrated iPod-shuffle/mp3 player docking station. No more wires
A TEETHING SOCK, it would come calf length on the legs and the teether would be attached at the end of the of each sock.
clean cake
Ventilated Toe Safety Shoes
Touch of Service Device
Gutter Miter Template
TAPIS RELAX
Hands free toilet seat lift. Great for practically every business, airport, bus station,train station restaurant, bar, store
No longer put up Christmas light only to take them down six weeks later. Have them avaialable year round without breaking regulations.
Cool Touch Oven Guard
Power Strip
Transitions Car Window Tint
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The 2 in 1 Golf Tee Pencil !!
Earbud Saver
SLIDE ON STYLUS. make any pen or pencil work.
Rollerboard Luggage Wrist Save
It wraps around the seatbelt release button. It covers the button enough to prevent a child releasing it but allowing an adult.
@Paper Clip
roomate finder----roomer
Backflow Preventer Valve (BPV) Splash Stop, so you don't get soaked when you shut off your outdoor spigot - all homes have at least one BPV
Show off your kids and your own accomplishments with less space. Hang them not toss them. A Decorative wall mount customized to your choice.
Summary An utensil useful for pressing, straining, and decanting liquid from and storage of subdivided solid comestibles.
Lotion Applicator
Get a GRIP, the universal stand/holder for any mobile device when traveling/commuting. Don't hold it, mount it, on the GRIP!
DOGGY VEST
My idea is the car seat helper. No more squeezing your hand through that tiny hole in the back of the car seat with the car seat helper.
Self powered fan
Bleacher Crib
ELECTROMAGNETIC BASE FOR iMAC - FLOATING KEYBOARD AND MAGIC MOUSE of apple
No Lost Phone Ever Again!
GoLazy
extra port mouse
hiking vest power pack with everything you need
penut roaster
iPhone Car Cup Caddy &amp; Charger
Portable clip-on bike mirror
Bull Rider Cowboy Hat Helmet - Protective helmet with traditional cowboy hat on top made all in one.
Automobiles with magnetized bumpers to repel &amp; sense each other and able to demagnetize slowly if another approaches to fast for softer blow
HELIUM packaging PILLOWS
Stencil holder for airbrushing designs onto an object.
Pocket Shoe Cleaner
Phone Lock
Relapse - 2-player board game
C2P BATHROOM NIGHTLIGHT
Portable Hair Washer Massager
Quirky Eval Football - (Just produce one of these for Quirky's use only and color it Quirky Purple!).
interactive dj app
Hands free umbrella!
laptop with portable mouse
Well I have an Iphone 5 and I have the popular rubber " Nintendo Game Boy" protector. I thought you could turn it around and play for real.
Adjustable rigid motorcycle tie-downs. Push button adjustability
The SoapSotter
A camera device with varying angles, paired with smart phone, which will run two apps on 1 screen.
Tote/tiny/toilet/tablets/
Cell Glove (RESUB)
Ms. Freezee Koolee
Don't you wish you could take 3D photos or Skype in 3D at a reasonable price? Well now you can use your phone or laptop to do so!
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Coin holder that fits in car's cup holder.
#QCYCLE. Safe Bicycle barbecue unit to attach to your handle bars or seat post or rear carrier.portable Tailgate BBQ
Eliminate ugly HAT HAIR. It could be used in ANY hat. It would hold the hat off your scalp and prevent hair from getting all matted.
Pad Holder Glove
The sausage pricking wheel would be an ideal tool in every kitchen, punching perfect rows of holes, making grilling a breeze.
Eyemist
Resistance Abe roller
The Dip Lip Bowl: The ultimate dip bowl to bring efficiency to your snacking and maximize the amount of dip on each chip.
Golf Cart Crane
An attachable, flexible set of tubes to "plug" onto the bottom of a small dispenser plunger unit to glean all the liquid out of the bottle.
SOAP SAVER
Know Your Bible
Smart toilet seat
Suction Stylus
Crossover Lighting
A Peanut Butter Tube/Container that has a pressure pump to push all of the peanut butter to the top with a nozzle to spread the PB easily.
An improvement on the salt and pepper shakers now both in one bottle
Contact lens case with a 30 day/dial a day counter. Lens case has a simple dial to keep track of use for your disposable contact len.
Stop ruining your jeans by stepping on them. Use pants magnet to keep yourself from ruining another pair of pants. Great for clubs/parties.
EASY ICE - Ice tray with inbuilt strip that sits under the ice - PULL UP &amp; UNSTICK all the ice in a row. Easy &amp; logical !!!
Helpful Binder
Gas Calculator or GasCalc
"The SoupSpout"
Cell Phone Jump a Dead Battery
Too many Serving Tools! Use this combined tool one way for Pie, and spin it for Brownies
Station Wizard: An app that helps travelers find radio stations and tv channels based on their location. Also shows programming.
Leave Your Cat with Love
Real Laser Printer
Fire Tender Pole
Sun readers
Online shopping orthotics
A vibrating bed that can help you wake up in the morning, play music, help you relax and can give you massages.
MOM Boards... Messages On Magnetic Boards... in any color... will "brighten" every day for all Moms who deserve it!
Solar-powered smart watch band
I'd like to see a pair of scissors with a level incorporated to help me cut my bangs myself! I can never get them even, this could help!
AUTOMATIC AUTO FRESHNER
Table top wine holder with cooling sleeves
ALIENS Vs PREDATORS ON THE CHESSBOARD? Possible on the Holographic projection chess board, Video shows possibilities.
Shaving can coaster
RESUBMIT 124 Votes: The Half-Netbook! A computer with keyboard and mouse, but no monitor, for use with flatscreen TVs.
the silencer
--&gt; SODA FRESHER
Car Humidifier
LightLimb
MIRROR PHONE
inControl
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Full cover bib
Adjustable travel mirror allows the convenience of a wall mounted make-up or shaving mirror at home or on the road without bulk or expense.
Golfers caddy
goggles - Mp3 underwater team
Skateboard wheels easy clip
Dishwasher chopsticks basket
â€œActivTimer!â€ A cool, simple, ergonomic seat timer which helps the Desk-Jockeys and Couch Potatoes to stay Active, Healthy and Fit
iPhone 5 &amp; iPad 2-in-1 charger
Keep Your Shower Curtain From Moving &amp; Letting Water Out While Showering with THE SHOWER CURTAIN KEEPER CLOSER! NEW Render by
Peter Frazier.
The fan's nightcap
Bottle cap opener with a twist!
Bag Handle.
Mirror Mirror
A portable LATERAL headrest for use in home car travel and patient care facilities for all ages from 7 to 107.
Ready-to-Cool Beer Packaging
App-enabled video camera ,hidden in the semi-transparent decor mirror ball. Ideal for working parents.
Behavior Modification Shocker
Love salads but hate all the prep work? What if you could just slide a salad bar out of your fridge with your favorite salad ingredients?
Where's Rover or Fido Tracker
fire out on stove
The Stinky Bag
Seat Finder
Can Band
BRYL saftey glasses
Binders with integrated organizational clips like Cliplets. Binders that help you organize your documents without making holes in them
No Hands Needed Backwasher
The sleeve is the stand.A cool tablet sleeve that converts into a stand, use it for books, magazines etc.
Double-single blanket
Make Your Own Sprinkles Kit. Fun shapes and all sizes and colors. Holiday or party themes. Endless possibilities. Ingredients and templates.
Easy-Tab child proof-wall plug
CLIK" is the new medicine pill system for Quirky. Click one disc off for your purse or to keep in your car.
Emergency Response Silencer
Chalk Blocks: Make a mark on the other side!
Tired of having to hand dry your dishes? You can now dry your dises by the flick of a switch! You need an electric countertop dish dyrier!!
The Aunt and Uncle Toolkit
Clear Toaster
A digital stylus that can hold a dry-erase marker, as you write the information is sent to an App that syncs to a web collaboration site.
An app through which I can control various Electrical Devices like T.V., Washing Machine, Tubelight, Fan.... for On/Off purpose
Small USB powered AM/FM radio that looks like a mini jukebox
Magnetic auto-scrubbing dish washing brush that rotates 180 degrees for any job. Keeps both hands free to hold the dish.
ALTIMATE KITCHEN TOOL SET
A car stereo that has Itunes and Airplay!
Heatcooling cup
Hold My Place, Bookmark
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Wireless Charging Mat
senior male incontinance
Digital Radio Recorder for car
represent your quirky idea
Customizable iPhone case which consists of two parts. 1. Replaceable back panel. 2. Case frame with the back panel holding tray.
Throw away coasters
Bakery boxes are such a waste. A reusable pastry carrier. A safer, greener, more stylish way to carry your pastries. Mercado for the bakery.
FIREARM DIVERSION SAFE! As parents and/or gun owners, we need to have safer places to keep guns out of the sight of our young ones.
A "Voice Activated Home Network" device placed within a series of appliances that allows this network to work.
RFInD Remote Finder/Key Finder
Garbage Disposal Deodorizer
Hygienic seal
E-Z squeeze watering bottle. No more mess, no waiting to fill your glass globe plant water stakes. less chance of damaging the glass globes
Crispy brownie maker
Chargeable Briefcase
Earplugs for sleeping that you can program with music or nature sounds and also program them with and alarm to to wake you in the morning.
Night Light That Releases Aromatherapy to Soothe and Relax Children while Sleeping.
Garlic cutter
Variety of crossbody straps to convert purses for ease and safety. Match purses to outfits with colors, dress up with leopard print, bling.
Contractor Bidding Website/App
The "Lug Bug" which is similar to a battery terminal cleaner, but with brushes on both sides to simutaneously clean this part of the wheel.
SpongeFob -- The easy, no-mess clamp hanger basket that wrings, quick-dries and preserves cleaning sponges and kids' spongy bath toys.
Keep antibacterial wipes as handy as your paper towels. Wipe container mount for cabinet: easy access while food prep/cooking/cleaning up
Hands Free Lip Balm
Adieu repas au sol
My idea is A universal T.V. remote that you can program four or more preset channels. similar to a radio with preset buttons.
Golf accessory to hold short distance clubs together, semi-hard; collapsible that piggy-backs golf bag. Fewer left-behind clubs; efficient.
I hate changing my paint cup water! Here is a great solution! Saves water! Paint cup filter. Crafter's Dream!
Don't struggle opening zip-loc baggies, produce or trash bags ever again. Easy sticker, money &amp; contact paper separation. Stick and Separate
iPhone5s Pulse Oximeter
shoes tower organizer
an electronic cigarette was a good idea, but wat about an electronic cigar with up to 200 flavors
Childs Fork for learning, This fork will have the ability to pick up small pieces of food that the child can't pick up with the fork itself.
Modern Door Shoe
Fluoride Infused Floss. With good brushing and fluoride infused floss, the amount of cavaties will decrease along with high dentist bills!
$BILLION IDEA
A transparent Decal to put on your slippers and finding them in the dark. Lights up in the dark, and gets charged with light.
2 Way Adjustable Fan
Apple iPad Power Adapter that allows other adapters to be used simultaneously
Space Bar style Docking Station for New MacBook Pro Retina Display
Rolling Outdoor Buffet Cart-Updated Look! Various Types of 2-Part Containers Available Screw or Snap into Place. Fun to use &amp; customize
Drink Koozie/Snack Double Holder. Expand out to provide extra holder for your drink.
We need to have a remote control holder for the bedroom, one that goes on the headboard. Every one has remotes in bed, tv, dvd player, ect.
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Odor Eater Undies
The Steam Styler
Drink bottle 2-way
Solar Nutrient
Voice Recognizing Calculator
ReRinger reminder app
For a joyous,non violent,hopeful society:Scientists have spoken,technology has arrived..infant Brain development is the answer.
Bye Bye Dustpan, Hello Dustbox! A box with a front door that opens when you step on it's button.
SLEEKVAC -Suction hose for Car
Tired of your grocery cart rolling away or ramming into your car when youâ€™re trying to load your groceries?
The Soap Slipcover! This simple product solves the every day problem of slippery soap.
Kitchen Anchor
Heated Toilet Seat Cover
Real-Time DNA Tester
The Green Remote
master plastic pet dish with a lip around the inner side, disposable plastic dish fits into the lip of main dish.
Wash you car and spending an hour cleaning your rims then having to redo them after spraying on the tire shine? I've got a fix for that!!!
JustMeSpeakers
External, High Intensity Camera-Flash for Smartphones and Tablets giving better, improved Images during night-time and extended shoot.
SPEAKER BOWL that allows you to amplify and improve the quality of sound and volume of your smart phone anywhere...WITHOUT POWER!
Deck slat crud-buster
Self-orienting sundial. Attractive,fun,educational novelty that accuratly tells time by the sun.
An affordable docking station for the Macbook Pro that allows all usb devices to be plugged in.
Quick parking
Edward Snowden mask
PRIVACY. A device that allows only you to physically view what is on your devices screen even if someone else was to look directly at it.
Bendable Safety Pin. To conform to the shape of the materials that are being pin together ie clothes. Fashion-Garment industry, here it is!
New Self Defence Hand Bag and Man Bag :resubmit:
Toilet compatible Wheelchair
NEW CORK STOPPER. This cap NO NEED CORKSCREW!!!
I recommend a tall rectangular screen for a center stove top grill. It should come in several sizes and heights for various cooking items.
Smart WiFi OLED Bicycle Rims:IMP + App-controlled from smartphone to change colors make them blink.
Waspinator
Bottoms Up E-Z Opener
mommy mop
My idea is a smartphone or notepad computer cover with finger rings built-in for the hand that you hold it with.
Tape measure radio
Where is the post-it note when you need one. Hey why cant we have a message board that you can stick anything to.
I am 6 ft. tall. My truck is 6 1/2 ft high. Now I can wash the roof and entire vehicle without the use of a ladder.
Movable shower bench with hidden storage. Used for shaving in the shower as well as showering when sitting is needed or is just preferred.
You can handle it with this universal handle with hooks and connections for attaching elastic cords.
iToys, sets of personal accessories for your phone to express who you are. Double as silencers for the ring since they go in stereo jack.
stylus cam
This is the fastest and safest way to heal cuts scrapes and burns. Protects wound from anything that might slow the healing process.
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Socks-NET
Diabetic smart phone
DooDoo Bandana is for pet lovers. This bandana has built-in pocket holds disposable plastic gloves &amp; puppy wipes for easy feet cleanup.
Grip Strength Rope
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Flex Snap Jeans. A new blue jean that provides a comfortable waistband and snap on band of your choice for design.
Heator!
Personal SUBWOOFER for cars. A lot of people would like some bass, but would not do normal subs and amplifier, they're bulky and expensive
Wireless Power Hub
Robowl
A washer or dryer wink sensor , lets you know when clothes is ready.
I would like to have permanent marker attached to my packing tape! The all-in-one can be replaceable or disposable.
sheets come lose at night,ever pull sheet up over head feet come out, something to keep the sheets in place.Sheet buddy hold down clips
UNIVERSAL HANDLE - do not lose your grip!! compatible, practical, perfect!
food bowl alarm-clock
Quirky Stickman Posters Featuring You!
Pet collar with built in leash (retractable), for smaller pets
Nipple covers for the tanning bed. Nipples need protection from skin cancer (ouch). Also prevents natural nipple color from changing.
SAVE Our "BABIES" APP that ALARMS DRIVER of the VEHICLE there's a "BABY" OR "BABIES" in the BACK SEAT of the VEHICLE.*SOBA WITH
PURCHASE.*
ParkingKeeper
Not Yet Clock
I have a one hand husband that can not attach the leash to the harness,,, frustrating!! Retractable Harness
Easy see tape measure
Auto gas-o-matic
Medication Monitor
WINK Hurricane Shutters
A PATENT PENDING double sided insulated hydration backpack with TWO DIFFRENT LIQUID CHAMBERS,WATER FILTER AND MINI
COMPARTMENT FOR UR STUFF.
Finally a shoe that helps you walk right. No more skipping
The MobiBox is an ergonomic, portable storage device with adjustable compartments for small accessory storage.
KETTLE BOTTLE
Shakes staind easy..
Photo Mosaic - App Enabled - Picture Frame. A nice piece of art composed of 100's of smaller pictures dynamically changing.
Refill any off-the-shelf baby food pouch with homemade food or dietary supplements.
Vertical USB Multi-Dock
USB Cube Hub: 6 usb ports that FACE THE USER!
Salt water organic hand sanitizer.Hand sanitizers have dangerous chemicals you put on your/kids hands-Chemicals dont do what claimed-fooled
DRUG GLASS DETECTOR
Falcon wings a designed to show football fan appreciation. The wings are compact, easy to carry, easy to be strapped on and very fun to use.
Condiment Press
multi-size pipe bore cleaner
3-D Mailboxes ie A deer it's head is the mailbox it's mouth is where you put mail.You pull the horns to open.Tongue out means you have mail.
Smart Ruler with Sliding magnifying Glass. Wrong measures taken by lack of precision? Pencils, calculator , writeable surface and more.....
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Heated can cozy
"Safely Chopped" a quick, simple way to chop your vegetables
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled! RESUB
I would like to stop getting soaked. When raining hard &amp; us parents have to put our baby / kids in their car seat we get very soaked.
Massager cum comb
rubber work gloves with light
Attach any accessory to your mobile device using this universal rail system..make money designing accessories in quirky that use these rails
Under - Statements
Toddler Bath Spout
Soap spraying shower
Food-Borne Bacteria Detector
PV Integrated Cell Phone Case
Help tame the spread of flu and virus kooties before they get out of hand! Kootie Bust them!
Egg Carrier - Padded, egg-carton-shaped, cold-insulated, inflatable/deflatable.
A lawnmower that can turn 360 degrees without needing to lift the lawnmower of the grass, making mowing the grass a lot easier.
Bluetooth Flash for IPhone.
motorcycling greeting
Stick It
I was looking for a way to keep ambient drafts from uninsulated walls and ceilings away from the baby's crib.
The Floss Napkin
Youtube Music
RE-SUBMIT.My Garbage bin attached to the KITCHEN Cabinet door uses plastic bag which is discarded for collection. The concern is plastic.
The Gumshoe
The E.Z. lift would offer consumers a hygienic alternative to lifting the toilet seat by hand.
Apple TV minimalist wall mount.
CONTACT LENS CASE you won't lose! Carabiner attachment. Mirror &amp; Extra Solution Section for rewetting &amp; inserting. Please see images.
Poop-Be-Gone
Tattle Tale Tags
Loof-Alert
Screw Action Wine Stopper
LAUNCHEM!
A large foldable wheeled unit that expands to insert massage table for ease in hauling. Especially up concrete steps!
Rotating Bottle - Two in one! Save your kitchen space!
Spaghetti Measure Scissor
EmerCup
Backscratchers Pen
The String Rasp is the product that will remedy the lose of great tone to millions of musicians and potential buyers!
A zip lock bag that fits inside a cereal box
Grocery bag holder
My idea is to have a circuit that turns on your vehicles lights when you turn your windshield wipers
New Ergonomic Shape for Cleansing - This Luxurious Bath &amp; Shower Brush is Shaped to Caress the Contours of Your Arms, Legs &amp; Shoulders.
It is combining an I Phone with a magnified glass within a box in which the viewer can see the image on a larger size.
Portananos: an eco-cradle for babies made of cardboard, foldable &amp; easy to carry. Ideal for trips,visits to friends,or sleep at GrandmaÂ´s!
Language Translator
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The Electric Foot Scrubber
"Pure"
A baby split screen LED monitor with a vibrating bracelet.
A clothes hanger with sides that can be adjusted. Merely push button under the hook to fold down completely OR up completely.
portable bathroom
EyeCare
One example Las Vegas map where you are and what you are near,plug in wax museum,bus,etc.
Baby's Shoe Horn
Electricity needs on the wet places. The pools, beachs and open areas can not be suitable to use electricity.
e-Herb, e-Herb, e-Herb
My idea is the Laptop notebook with an printer in it.
STOP SPY WEBCAM
Power Extensions
Eco and mouth friendly, the Power Straw is the only straw you'll ever need. A sturdy plastic straw, with a powerful pump to help you drink.
Fingertips protector for use with knife and cutting board. Chop like a chef
Weedeater Light
Safelite Fire Starters
The smoke and steam tray for a BBQ grill or in the oven. Get ready for the juiciest meat you ever had off your grill. MMMMMMMMM YUM YUM YUM
Neoprene Playing Rug. Never hurt your knees anymore. Get rid of the small dirt parts. Shape it as a funnel to dump all the (small) parts.
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.#QTOYS.
RFID chips that can be added or built into toy cars. Receiver in track section can detect when cars pass over it allowing it to show speed.
my invention is THE SILENCER
Audio jack infrared LED for iphone and ipod combined with app (Smartphone Universal Remote)
BIKE POGIES with LED LIGHTS and HEAT.
Smart telephone
snacking cap
lawn mower wash buddy
SmartCalendar
Stick it to 'em! Now you can have your very own, "least-favorite" rear-view-mirror-hanging politician pin-doll! comes with pins!!
Music loofa
A sliding glass door with the screen built in at the top. The top of the window of the door slides down to have the screen exposed.
Small and tall garbage can that clips on kitchen counters
Vertical blind repair kit.
I am amazed by the response I have received form people state to state in addition to international tourist, regarding my unisex apparel.
Lip-print tissue
Pet Off: 10" interlocking square with 1/2" flat headed plastic spikes every 1/2" safe &amp; uncomfortable for pet to walk on. Keep home sanitary
Let Yourself Glow
Mobi-Theater
No one should want to run from their medicine. This could help.
Toilet Sign
Weigh Scale Kitchen Knives
Toast tongs need a makeover... make them wider, so they'll get a better grip. How about TOAST GRABBERS? Take a look!
Anti Impelled Gravity Device VACUUM SEAL your food with no specail bags or machine, no more staleness or freezer burn, you can use it while camping, fishing, on the go!
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Keep Flys Away
Slinky run
ArtParts
Bed Bugs, a pest that makes our skin crawl, yet they lurk on seats in many public places. Prevent the spread with this washable seat cover.
An app that logs heat loss from every room in your house
Newspaper Auto Tie Rack
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Smoke Alarm Locator
PATENTED biodegradable plate in the shape of baseballâ€™s Home Plate. Sales support Charitable Organizations that provide food &amp; shelter.
baby tool belt
Crack Core And More.The new way to core a pepper and crack an egg. Convenient utensil holder. Built-in timer and recipe holder. Watch video.
Wow
Digital Photo Album Coffee Mug
If the Swiss Army needed a razor this would be it. Razor, tweezers, light and a magnifying mirror.
Bebida~Quench Your Thirst
Sneaker Socks
the hedgehog
The Burkee Basket
Never burn your tongue again! Temperature-sensitive color changing cups that beautifully tell you how hot or cold your drink is.
Onboard pressure washer
Smart Dryer Conversion Kit
App Enabled Drink Mixer
Smart Ears
a case that can be fitted to any apple product. a solar panel, so you can use solar energy in case you don't have your adapter.
The Silent Keyboard Sheet
Prevent Scratches! A smartphone case that has a tissue holder built into the back to clean the grease off your screen.
Concerned your home, or car, CD player may see foreign objects from children playing. Here's a device that covers and removes the worry.
Pet Peave
A scrolling story screen for youngsters, a pre-computer learning tool.
All in one trash can
Never Measure
Dispenser bathing scrub
Seat Changer
Lets create Door Knob Expander! It's Easier to open for BABY and ELDERLY
Voice activated pet feeder
The Smart Shower
washer screener
Adjustable drywall/box cutter
Laundry Detergent/Softener tilting platform for easier dispensing when levels are low!
Closet Syle
FLEXI [GEN 2.0]
Sleepingpag
Start moving alarm clock
Crates Line Extension-Crates Desk-Create a desk by attaching to Crates and opposite side has Crate legs with a whiteboard/chalkboard top
Swimming necklace life-saver
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door sensors stats
Car visors
This is a concept of a toy Penguin which almost exactly looks like a real penguine and moves almost exactly like a real penguin.
My idea is the Onebrella. It's a self-closing umbrella that closes with the push of a button and you only need one hand to operate.
Upside-down Cross-body iPad Bag: Ensuring that your iPad stays with you when you are on-the-go in a convenient and safe manner.
Cartridge box w/inspector
Proximity Detector Bracelet
New indicator (left/right) Flashing sequence for car,bus,truck and Motor cycles, for making a "U" Turn :Resubmit:
This device is a must have for students and business people. It is a power strip with built-in flash drive connectivity, and wi-fi.
The Lazy Saver
N-Vents - Air conditioner vents with built in slots to insert hypoallergenic free flow filters which further trap allergens.
Clothes Hanger Retainer
Frost-away
Measure Squeezie. Recycle that water bottle you were going to throw away into an economical, and accurate measuring squeezie container.
Sleep Spa: Escape to your own personal oasis when you don this sleep mask w/bluetooth enabled earbuds. Distractions out, soothing sounds in
Ever stick a q-tip or applicator in your mouth before using it on your face? "Yuck?!" Saline pump-bottle w/dipping bowl: fun, hygienic.
POOL SHARKS! Trick out your favorite pool stick with these new pool stick tips. Take a look.
iPad STRAP CLAMP case. Cheap and universal solution that allows you to carry, hang, hold and guard your iPad. See pictures!!!
Butter dish with slotted lid and chopping blade. It will make measuring and cutting butter easier.
A GPS tracking device on animal microchips. The microchip can then be tracked via an app the same way other devices can be tracked.
Get It All Dispenser
Weather monitor placed outside your home. App displays your backyard info, local forecast, accesses weather maps with ALL devices info.
ARC- A modern chopping block &amp; magnetic knife rack. Keep it in the corner or separate the components for full functionality!
Coasters for your car
ceiling fan feather duster
COVER BAG FOR TOWELS!! Brings the towel with you in the shower (under water) and dry in the heat present in the shower
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather! QSANDY!
Electronically link credit/debit cards, keys, key fobs, wallet, purse cell phone, Ipad etc. via chips.
One motion Band-aid feeder. Result, happy kids, happy MOM
Child Proof Pivot Power.If a socket is not used on the pivot power,it should automatically close.Or specifically made cover for pivot power.
I hate looking for trash bags after throwing out the trash. This inventions sits next to the trash can and dispenses garbage bags.
IS THE FIGHT THAT YOU HAVE AT THE GYM MORE THAN THE WORKOUT??? do you own a tablet and struggle to do your cardio with it? this is
for you.
Wear the ELECTRIC STUN PALM DEVICE while you're out alone. Give an attacker a quick, painful, unexpected shock of electricity and escape!
iscale - It's useful when cook, when control mess for diet or when take measure of easily surrounding things.
Batterie Asus ZenBook UX21
Patio watermelon grower
Use the "C" clamp to install snap fasteners on your golf cart cover, tarps, etc. in remote locations. No hammer, vise, or anvil needed.
E-ZEE KIDS JACKET CLOSURE- CAN BE USED ON ANY JACKET WITH A ZIPPER -- MAGNETIC CLOSURE SYSTEM ELIMINATES THE NEED
TO ZIPPER EASY FOR CHILD!
New smartphone Drink Bottle :resubmit:
Clamp on portable wheels controlled by an app!
The Handy Nanny - a vending machine that contains all the things a mommy or daddy may forget! Get it, use it &amp; get back to living life!
Smart Pill Box
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It's a shower head that has a all in one shampoo and conditioner cartridge that go's directly in slot at the top of shower head.
I want to create a hand-held sun protection device that is lightweight , broad spectrum , and printed with contemporary art designs.
Reuniter! a program or app that can locate anything from friends and family to pets and personal possessions or valuables.
Blanket for 2
Collegiate reader
Smart Power. Real time monitoring and control of your home and devices, without high costs or future science fiction, today.
Equalizer Fan
Compressed Air Anywhere With Your Weed Trimmer - EZ-Link Compatible Air Compressor - Power 100's of Air tools. What's EZ-Link?! Check it out
A camera phone holder in the form of an inflatable transparent bouncy ball . beachball snowball.
Button-Hole Helper
smart phone app
A smart pen connected to your smart phone that lets you know if something has bacteria or viruses before touching it.
Smell Like A Man
Score keeping Toy Box to make putting away toys fun.
My idea is a screen that you would put over your computer monitor and you can write with a dry erase marker on the screen.
Nose helper
HeadLites
Christmas Tree
Convert your cutting board into an instant slicer and peeler with this suction cup knife holders.
Smell 'o' Meter
(REVISED)Home Tool for DICED PIZZA! QUICK! Enjoy PIZZA ELEGANTLY !!!
Mina ProMix
The idiot proof jÃ¤ger bomb
SOLAR LIT CURTAIN ROD/FINIALS...adds beauty and light to any room.... doubles as night light
Would you like to make cookies or a pie for dessert how about pizza but just dread rolling out the dough? Here is a solution to the problem.
staydry
Organize cords and hoses.
Torque Retention Bolt and Lock washer for Maintenance free mechanical Joints..!
The Soup Scoop Spoon / Ladle AND Sift / Colander in one. Kids like soup but not the pieces of vegetables. Sift them all out in one movement.
Sunroof UV protector and shade
Beginner's chop board
Finally an organic baby formula that tastes just like breastmilk!
beanie Buddy beanbag-Cute &amp; Comfy!my arms wrap around you I talk to you when you sit on me and squeeze my hand.Please read and comment.
MAGIC BONNET
I have bracelets that when I wear them the weight of the bracelet causes the bracelet to flip on my wrist,a weight on the clasp would help.
RESUB - Never buy different bungee cords again BUY ONE AND DONE! Replace these clips with safety hooks to make one cord fit any project!
Pivoting blade protector for kids ice skates. Prevents dangerous cuts from happening and makes one of the worlds dangerous sports a safe one
shoe polish can EZ open twist off top &amp; bottom suction cup under lid keeps can in place eliminates using two hands in applying polish
Water Light Coaster. Reaching for that bottle of water on your night stand, insures that you won't knock it over in the dark.
Belt Fastener to Prevent "Flyaway" Belt. Keeps End of Belt Flat Against Waist, Not Flapping in the Wind.
Don't throw your broken flip flops away again! Easily repair them with this Flip Flop Repair Kit
Driving Spacing
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air bag clotheing
Van Side-screen
Shadow
bullseye
My idea is the "follow me fan" which will follow the transmitter that i can either clip on my shirt or drop in my pocket
Radio Replay
A bar code parking garage system that gives you designated parking spaces so you don't spend time searching for a space.
Write in the air. Yup, you heard right. Plane with detachable pen? Write in the water?So many options!
Curvy Picks - The candy cane shaped plastic toothpick that gets to the front and back of your teeth!
This Anti Frowning device will help Avoid using Botox, Reduce forehead wrinkles, Stay younger looking longer All without chemicals...Read on
The clock fan
plastic pollution rediction
IPhone/Ipod Magic Mouse Case
An innovative personal care item that will be utilized by two separate entities within a targeted market audience
Add a built-in eraser to a standard dry marker to eliminate a separate eraser.
Furnace filter air freshener
App enabled device to measure the hormone levels or impurities in our drinking water. Compare with levels reported by water district.
Soda stream labels so that you know what you're drinking!
An App for I-phone to help you to find the right person at the right time.
Litter Box Scooper &amp; Dust Pan w/ Brush All in One - Scoop up litter and brush up litter around litter box, all in same bag to throw away.
Apple Slicer/Corer "Press" Device. A simple tool for slicing and coring apples for pies and snacks... without having to use force to slice
A bracelet that reminds you in a stylish by vibrating and lighting up.
I have an idea for an adult incontinence pail.
Favorite setting master app for all GE products (Washer, Dryer, AC etc.) + so many feature - Please read description
Ear Hanger [for EarPods]
LED Fireworks Display for parties, weddings, graduations and birthdays in the form of Disco Ball(s) and/or Moving Head(s)
Cell Phone Caddy
iPad Grocery Cart mount
hot scoop
Willpower Box
The Easy Wall fix never paint
A small, efficient multi-mode vehicle able to adapt to changing conditions and missions and still not break the bank.
Ever been mowing and had to get off and unclog it? My devise fixes that. Simple construction that makes this job simple and clean.
Smart Bowl!
Know when your breath no longer smell fresh with the new Bad Breath Alert. Just Knowing is half the battle.
This product a quick and revolutionary idea. It took thr street gutter and put it in the hand of every day people.
TV Remote pager
Batting Practice Tool
Garment Lift
Handheld Onion/Veggie Chopper
Non lethal effective net, snare, or easy use lasso for police to use to subdue the unarmed violent and unruly.
Grill attachment to automatically lift your lid so you don't burn your face.
A stand alone oval shaped (sort of an upright tennis racket) case for the ipad that can be placed on a student desk or employees desk.
flag cd stickers
Power Titan
An app-enabled calendar that you can edit from your iPhone/iPad/Mac computer.
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Non-Remote Controlled BEES that fly in random patterns. Throw them up in the air and watch the kids have fun and get their exercise!
AVATAR MUG KIT! Everyone in the office should have their very own avatar mug! ......................... APP + KIT lets you create at home!
Create attachment to ipod/i phone to hold ear buds folded up or wrapped around the devie base
Packaging Tape Visual Aide
A battery-operated HDMI dongle that plugs into a TV or receiver and can receive "Airplay" enabled transmissions from ios apps.
I grab 3 things when I leave my house: keys, wallet, &amp; phone. But w/ my asthma I'm forgetting the most importing thing: my inhaler!
Lingo Tango - The Dance of Words- Educational word game to encourage english language/word skills. Charades meets the spelling bee.
Pock-a-Bra
Not-so-hot-dog
360 degrees speaker for iphone or ipod with disco lights and directional sound sensor(RESUB)
Functional delivery box
Hand shape keyboardmouse combo
The most feminine case - customizable and classy
Salsa Spring
Quirky Sugar Spoon. Plastic spoon to sprinkle sugar on cereal. I always seem to spill sugar using a teaspoon.
Painless suture removal
The Ripe Tester
No more hangers on your dishtowels. Readily to hand whith one twitch- hung back with one grip. Also wellshaped to fit into designerÂ´s rooms
Hygiene Helper
Collapsible coat rack
iPhone 5 dock connector convertion. This small device will alow for everybodies previous iPhone accesories and charger to be used.
A wedge pillow simulating mommy/daddy's chest for infants to nap on to give mommy/daddy a break.
secure backpack
CRATES ACCESSORIES CRATES CORDIES
Inflatable camping tent with built in inflatable mattress floor (Built-in/attached Solar powered Fan keeps mattress and tent inflated)
L.I.V.E.S.
Keep your bathroom clean.The plunger is the dirtiest tool in the home. This is a functional solution to a dirty problem.
Introducing chIMP - Scan Graded Schoolwork or Notes - Then Tap Your chIMP Device to Another Student's chIMP &amp; Transfer Schoolwork or Notes!
Keep you children/pets safe! Geo-Fence is a bluetooth/GPS wristband/collar that will ensure your loved ones stay at a safe distance.
SOAPY SONGS! Who doesn't sing in the shower? More than that thought....see below!
Hunting fin with bluetooth tracker in it, to be found the arrow after shot.
DVD rack section for the Crate system
Multi Cans Graffiti Spray
magnetic tool board
Broken Toe Preventor
"Tucked" keep that shirt or blouse tucked in!
Auto hanging clothes hook
Office Bike Training Chair
Kid -O- Meter
Where's my bike. Bike Finder
hands free media device holder
ID card holder for easy flashing!No hassles of taking out the ID card each time to swipe it. Fits on the inside of the bag-secures the card!
Alert Forklift Drivers when a person is nearby. AND Alert the person when a forklift is nearby. Safety comes firts!
Intelligent Diapers
In/Outdoor ElectricOutlet Lock
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iBall. Multi-camera. Light. Speaker. Toy. Alarm. Most of all... personal security.
Cordless Rechargeable App enabled Bug Zapper. helps you enjoy life outdoors without irritating flying insects.
Sunglass Lens Protector
Rolling Kitchen Garbage Can
The Tilt Level Resubmit
Walking cane locater
SHAMPOO DISPATCHER
Illuminated working ring
mister cool! a mini solar powered misting fan with a clip attachment that can be attached to your beach chair, a personal misting cabana
post hole digger handles/stomp
BELLA - BEST WINDOW CLEANER
New Musical Genre
Toilet Paper Without Cardboard
T.O.M.
MILKY! Keep that gallon of milk fresher, more accessible and always in the fridge with this one-of-a-kind milk dispenser. Twist. Flip. Pour.
Better Shopping Cart
The Good News Network Channel
Forget me not
This rubber gripped handle allows the consumer to carry up to five bags in one hand from the grocery store to their home comfortably.
Pizza lovers, here's a one step pizza slicer that cuts all slices precisely evenly, quickly, and much easier.
Easy Carry Towel - Has straps on both ends for very easy shoulder carrying at outdoor functions such as beaches, parks, and concerts.
POOFPAK Litterbox Odor Remover
Wink Kitchen: A line of appliances pre-built with connectivity so that you can adjust their function wirelessly.
I want to make a styrofoam heating unit to warm Intravenous fluid bags before they are hooked up to the patient.
All Terrain Pedals
WASH &amp; REUSE FACE MASK
Laptop-camera Periscope
Calling All Runners &amp;amp Active people: Meet Zip Bud's A plastic clip on earbud holder for your zipper when running or being active on earth
Packaged Condiment Dispenser
KeyPS
Apple TV Hanging Basket Minimalist "Mount"
Wireless TV Glasses
Double Decker, Double Duty, Cooler...No more digging through the cooler to get to the bottom.
A bread bag (bakery) made of mostly paper that seals closed.
a heat resistant glove so that women and girls do not burn there hands every time they straighten or curl their hair.
after having heart valve repair done,stroke,drop foot right side needing cane to get around,going to beach again
Phone Lock
Laundry Hamper ELite. The hamper that does it all. Includes folding Ironing board.
Flag Finder
iPhone case that CONVERTS HEAT into ELECTRICITY.
The Wheel Sock
An iPhone Sticker Maker For Your Creations
TailgateStep
Wireless Home Alarm The purpose of this alarm is to warn you when a stranger gets close to you home when you are at home.
A mini 12VDC power strip with outlets and USB outlets for dash powered electronics mounted above/ behind rear view mirror like GPS &amp; cell. .
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Time leave the snow behind and jump in the water. How about a noodle sail that can be attached to river and lake tubes or used as a raft
My proposal is for a cheap ball point pen with a Xacto type knife blade built into the caps clip for cutting tape, paper &amp; opening packages.
Hate smoke going in to eyes? This idea is a lightweight mask that blocks smoke and filter for better breathing around smoke,bbq ,fires etc.
Tushe-EZ, or lolywipes Individually packed wipes to clean the seats on the public bathrooms,that are contaminated by little boys twinkles
My product is an MP3/Hydration carrying armband. NEVER WORRY ABOUT WHERE OR HOW TO CARRY YOUR HYDRATION BEVERAGE
WHILE RUNNING AGAIN
Plastic outlet covers currently used could be easily modified. The covers will activate when placed in the outlet and beep when removed.
POSTCARD WITH DETACHABLE MAGNET AND POSTCARD WITH DETACHABLE MAGNETIC BOOKMARK ONE POSTCARD: DUE
PRODUCTS IN ONE
Convertible Chopping board
Back Wiper
GPS for golf ball
You work while you pet fetches Combine the tennis ball launcher with the ball on a string. The device launches the ball for your pet
Dress Downs
EYEGLASS BLING. A WAY TO CHANGE YOUR LOOK EVERYDAY IF YOU WANT FOR VERY LITTLE MONEY.
toy hammock 3 tierd
Detachable sleeves
Refrigerator Clip
Fast Food Lap Protector
PoP ToP
Children Game = Turtle Town
VPC (Vampire Power Controller) - box/adaptor that gets added to a device that is known to stay on "standby" and suck power every day.
The Painless Tattoo Gun
Bike theft is a big problem. Locks can be cut. If the bike can be immobilized by a small locking device it could reduce the risk.
Too many trips to an empty mailbox? I've got t he right solution for you!
SPRITZ COMB! FINALLY A COMB THAT COMES WITH WATER FOR THAT BED HEAD MOMENT OR LAST SECOND COMB BEFORE A
DATE..EVER WISH YOU HAD SOME WATER !
Throw your worries away!
Blender with Strainer Tops
Roots
The Sweat Pocket
Industrial grade sprinkler protection for residential sprinkler systems. Protect your investment and lower maintenance costs. Easy install
Introducing "HINGE". Itâ€™s Impossible to misplace this lid!! New stackable bowl design with an attached hinged lid.
Pipe Holder Helper
A way to store beverages's cans, in fridge or else where.
Ding-a-Ling
retrovisores e vidros laterais, dianteiros, com um Ãºnico sistema de desembaÃ§ar.
Smart Phone, Tablet, or Computer Screen adjustment for reading glasses or eye correction compensations.
Going to a baseball game can be dangerous, especially when foul balls come into play. Watch your favorite team worry-free with a GLOVE-HAT!
Gym Membership Sharing (GoGym similar to ZipCar):
Cheap Wall Paper...No glue...No peel off stickers! Yes, Wall Decals exist...but not in ***Cheap*** Rolls to cover entire wall. $$$ Saver
Stop stressing about losing important items for travel, keep everything safe and hidden w/ "TravelBook". Perfect for study abroad students!!
An iMac wall mount with lights and 10 USB ports
Gourmet omelette kits for the busy person who want a home-made gourmet omelette without the fuss of preparation.
Dog Catcher! Safe and effective way to keep your excited pet from jumping on guest at the door or runing past them into traffic!
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Re-usable Paint Roller!
Learny
A pair of protective gloves that will not allow water to seep inside the glove while using them.
An elastic shoe lase with hooks on the ends that attach or elastic lases that attach to each eye individually and ends tieing shoes. Stylish
The "Calc-Remote"
Cafetiere with on-board milk
easy zip
My electricity bill is too high! We have solar lamps for our gardens, but why not for our houses? I propose a solar powered indoor light.
Long handled cat pooper scooper able to catch 2-4 grains of urine soiled clumping litter often left behind w/o wasting good litter.
Control Freak
Im Not A Shoe Fanatic But I Do Like Keeping Them Clean.Problem Is When I Drive, The Carpet Dirties My Right Shoe ALL THE TIME. NEEDS TO
STOP
The multi writing utensil is exeactly like the multi colered pen but has a highlighter,pen,pencil,whiteout and more
Want to have a ocean breeze every day of the year? Try these Fan Scents. different smells with a breeze of goodness
flushable tampon
This is an Idea for a small, silver dollar sized speaker that can strap to the handlebars of your bike or clip to your shirt or backpack.
Chocolate and Peanut Butter Cup Maker - Use Any Kind of Nut and Any Kind of Chocolate! Kids Will Have a Blast Making This Tasty Treat!
We need a suitcase with a pop out 360 degree wheel gear and handle on the flat side to stack multiple pcs. on top and avoid airport hassle!
The Greenhouse Tent. Its a Greenhouse that sets up easily like any dome style tent. Durable heavy duty clear poly plastic, door &amp; windows
Download a picture of your self add your weight and body type,try on outfits from different Name Brand store online
A rubberized phone protector with easy to locate side buttons on each side of the the phone. It also gives the phone a unique appearance.
Flavored bottle covers
Quirky Quotes: Book with quotes that members help write! Also details Quirky's process, the flow chart, etc. Would be "free" advertising.
No-Burn Bowl/Mug Clip
AIRCLEAN
City Pedal Car Concept
æµ‹è¯•
Its an all in one Diaper. I call them Quick Changers
Clip on Christmas Lights !!!
low shower
Hang Your HAMMOCK on Any Wall! Resub. after UC.
Trash can band
Print road maps on ordinary collapsible car windshield shade. Great for storage,promoting ease of use. No more folding,tearing or cursing.
Brace Pack
The i-ball is an embedded microchip that turns your game more fun &amp; collect data.First downs, strikes, speed, 3 pointers itâ€™s all tracked.
Anchor/Screw/Hanger All-In-One
NO STAND CHRISTMAS TREE
CORDIES, PHONE STAND AND PEN CUP- 3IN1
uv meter
SPOT ON!
Motorized Kitchen Chair
Simple Clip For Iphone
Zipper Beeper (or clipper) â€“ solution to unauthorised unzipping of bags etc.
The Multi-Plyer!
Pen Magic Marker
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Nail Art Striping Tape
An iPhone Bumper and Cord in One
Home Car Wash
Test
Desk lamp + radio / alarm clock + docking station + USB Ports + concealed retractable extension cord. Reduce clutter. Resub. 253 votes
App-Enabled Child-Proof Locks
Thermometer sold w/App.Taking babies temp should not be rocket science.Parent enters data &amp; it does the math. Calls the DR. RESUBMIT
Laptop Book Holder
When you go to a bookstore, do you wish you could read the titles without having to twist your neck? With my idea you won't have to.
Salad Helper
Cell-Mate
Auto Pillbox Dispenser
Clean Collar. Soft, pliable, disposable collar protectors to help prevent soiling, staining of shirt collars from sweat, oils, makeup, etc.
A doll that provides baby cats (and other animals) their nutrition.
Recyclable TSA Tubies
Cork Sprouts. Recycle bottles in a beautiful, easy way
KiddieKeeper Safety Harness
Recycle those plastic grocery bags by fusing them together! Make fun, quirky projects that will impress your friends! Start a home business!
The Fart Mug
Macho Diaper
Resubmit)Portion Control Salad Dressing Fork. For Dieter's on the Go.
Lost N Found
A 4-Color Dry Erase Marker- The best of the pen world, now on your whiteboard!
Jerk Off
Mini Mitts - Protection in a Pinch!
The thing is,is to avoid leaving your pepper spray and by having it attached leash you would never forget &amp; nobody would ever expect it.
Tired of your Apple device running low on battery while not at home? Want to recharge your battery anywhere?
Ladder Radio
Easy reach
HOT LIPS BATH SPONGE
I want 2 create a better way 2 CARRY Kids on our SHOULDERS that makes it Safe &amp; Comfortable for both child &amp; parents!Check Pics. Portable
Neck Pillow Yoga Mat
The web case,stick anywhere,and it becomes a clock, timer, or whatever else.Also has interchangeable parts that you can customize.
motorcycle golf bag holder
A small portable vacuum with a tube attached used to suck the mucus out of your nostrils.
Develop a protective case equipped with solar panels for tablets and smart phones. The equipment will recharge with ambient light.
My Lotion Saver
Click on the picture to see the lawnmower cleaning tool. If you own a lawnmower you could use this. No lifting the lawnmower required.
a pocket you strap to the side of your bed to hold your phone!
The hide-a-key doorbell! - an unsuspected hidden compartment for an emergency key!
Help us make the most comfortable non-slip bath pillow
Speech Recognition &amp; Voice Activated Electronic Door Lock: App-enabled,Open Sesame.#Resub 10 months ago.
Strugle on making the Bed youself n fixing the corners so lets save the back with a sheet that wont come off but easy for 1 person .
miracle pacifier
HealthyPizza is a combination pizza cutter and grease dabber. It uses a regular paper towel or napkin to soak up the grease.
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Spice Measuring Cap. Spice container with a cap with measuring lines to pour the right amount of spice in your food.
F and J bump stickers for virtual iPad keyboard to enable fast typing.
A Stylus That Keeps You A Head Above The Rest
Refrigerator Bluetooth Touch Screen Product Stock Management Device operating in combination with a mobile device application.
Anti-slouching Sock Holder
Dog repeller for runners
Collapsible, Hanging File Rack grows as you need it
Throwback
Safety Inspector Portable Video System. Perform thorough safety inspections beneath cars and furniture without getting on floor.
Put garbage bags on a usable roll, make them in nice colours and designs then adding a multiple roll dispenser that hangs off cupboard
Baby Bib Clip
FLIP-Watch with discrete pill holder inside. Simply flip it open to conveniently get your pills and vitamins. Watch can have pill timer too.
Tired of losing money, ccards &amp; needed items down the sides of the seat of your car Then suck it up in the bag and get it back easy and now!
SPIKE Dessert Carrier
The Garlic Peeler,has a small easy grip,rubber covered handle,with a metal chamber that opens where you load the garlic cloves.
Easy clean shoes
Craft Cab
An app where tv suggestions can be sent to a buddies tv inbox
CRATES ACCESSORIES CRATES CORDLETS
Food processor bowl paddles attached under the cutting blade pushing food back onto the blade to alleviate manual scraping of the bowl.
River rat cooler
App connected wrist band that locates your family and friends in crowded areas.
A Toilet Paper Toy that gives toddlers the enjoyment of unwinding a roll of toilet paper without wasting a single sheet of toilet paper.
Splash No More
Metal Detector &amp; Shovel Combo
Add cooling power to your laptop with USB HEAT SINK!
Electronic coupon holder
refuse all-in-one shopping bag system consists of fused plastic bags and by purchasing this system, you will be closer to closing the loop.
Ball (hitch) Cover
U Found it
DRAP PLAT HOUSSÃ©
Shoulder Saver
E-support
STANDING TOOTHBRUSH
Please look at the picture
The "Spice Right" lid measures exact amounts of spices. It replaces the original spice jar lid. Spin 360 degrees to release the spices.
Liquor spray
Wash your back like a bear! New idea on how to wash your back in the shower!
A shaving foam combination with 100% aloe vera gel
Purse Protector
Security for the lawless
For women with lumpectomies, radiation shrunk their breasts,make a bra with more material to fit the smaller breast(s).
Clap app to find you cellphone
Tri-Fi is software that is in DVR boxes to allow people to send recorded programs from one location to another on a peer-to-peer network.
Digital synced wall calendar
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Bullet resistant whiteboard for class-rooms that can be rolled or swung in front of the entrance to classrooms; a bullet-proof door.
bio tire
the belt says "You're Done"
Butterfly Visor
the remote-o
Cellphone Video Cap - Watch your favorite videos "hands free" while relaxing by attaching it to an extended bill of a baseball cap.
oil lamp
Bread Box - Inspired by origami. Warm, slice, serve, keep warm &amp; Stores ALL IN ONE. Folds flat for space saving storage. Resubmit. MOVIE!!
battery heated cup of fluid, attach a plate warmer to a styrofoam cup powered by a small battery or two, so that coffee etc would stay hot,
The "Knight in Shining Armor" is a metal pressurized/insulated cosmetic case that prevents cosmetics from melting/exploding when traveling.
Tired of having to fish your dog out from under the bed? Annoyed by reaching under the bed to retrive toys and junk? I have a solution.
HVAC Thermostat - Wink
Q-Bomb
Bendable spoon
Harold Quirky and His Amazing
Catch the Butterflies! Not at all like "Fun Flutters" These are Butterflies that fly RANDOMLY, NOT RC! Toss them in the air and have FUN!
Dynamic Macro Board
It is combining an I Phone with a magnified glass within a box in which the viewer can see the image on a larger size.
Zapz (Z)
bunz slip on shoes
To make jumping rope a more enjoyable experience, by developing a step-by-step learning process of jumping rope.
Cross Platforming Gamification website. Think mint.com for activities. Combining data from fitness gadgets, video games consoles an the like
Work to weekend shoe
Waterproof headwrap keeps neckline hair dry while soaking in a hot tub or spa bath tub. Also works great for water aerobics or exercise.
Remote Laser Pointer
voice activated 2 extra hands
CRATES ACCESSORIES MIRROR CRATES / VANITY CABINET /MIRRORED DOOR
Rubber Xbox Mic
Motivate Activity Tracker
Stain Preventer
A multi-color painting brush
Yikes Lite
Blanky Clips will secure blankets to the baby carseat, stroller, carrier, ANYTHING that the baby will be placed in and keep blankies clean.
Keep off the car cat! mat. A mat that easily fits on the hood and or roof of your car. You love your cat but hate the mess on your car.
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Never run out of POWER again with YOUR ELECTRONICS!!! On the Go! 2 Different Designs..
Kinky or Straight hair lotion
The Mummy
Sock Donut
key switchblade instead of the blade attach keys with small flashlite
Walmart,Costco,Superstore.Places like these need faster line ups.Get in and get out without having to stand in a long-slow moving line-up.
Dunk that cookie without dunking your fingers. No mess, no hassle, no problem. Pinch any snack with reausable dunkits. Dishwasher safe/fun
Interlocking high density foam L shaped blocks, molded in colors like dark grey and tan, that can secure any load in trunk.
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Motorized wind chime either LED or battery operated with LED globe in center
Ever wanted to hold a plate while eating in a place with cup holders but no plate holders? solution is plate with cup shaped base.
Disguise a tablet or smartphone in a notepad or sketchpad. Hide your tablet in a nondescript notepad for whatever reason. Protects too.
Flat Power
Imagine a vending machine that can rove around an area, communicate with customers and refill itself? Introducing the VeNDBot!
A 5 gallon plastic upright barrel for brewing beer. Most homebrewers use plain old 5 gallon plastic buckets.
This new case has a built in speaker in the back of the case that produces sound that can be turned on, off, louder, and softer.
colorful ace bandages. make the material used printed or colorful and oh, say something like van Gogh's starry night!
ICE BUCKET w/DISPENSER plus DRAINS WATER OFF ICE. No more dirty hands in the ice bucket! No more soggy water-filled ice. Fresh, clean ice
Interior Thermal Wall Covering that is Decorative and Removable
Breakaway Spatula has a built in scraper that easily slides out to tackle those feisty sticky recipes.
Laptop or Tablet for use in automotive diagnostics's and testing of Auto's, something that will work right along side GE Diagnostic Hotline.
enables iphone to display pics on wall...larger
The idea born once I heard how much can hurt talking at the mobile having the phone stuck into my ear and close to my brain.
App to use Quirky on mobile
The Hi Stryker!! This is a Fun Game that is Played at Carnivals. Why Not Make a Smaller Version for Children. Hit it Hard and Ring the Bell.
Puck Speakers - Speaker and stand - small portable puck shaped speakers that act as a stand for iPhone, iPad, and iPad mini.
TV Talker
detourmenator g.l.a.s.p.
Stop your MagSafe adaptor from falling to far away using one of your open ports!
Bidet In A Box
Internal Projector
Undercover Golf Flask. Never worry about the golf ranger spotting you taking a swig from your flask again.
Puppy Lock
Lug Buster- assist in removing lugs on car flat tires perfect for women or someone disabled who cant wait for AAA to have their tire changed
Perfect Ear Plugs
Toilet seat light &amp; odor
Friendly ashtray
Grass App that helps mow huge lawns, the fastest way, the convenient way or the most fun way. And helps to estimate costs and effort.
Steam clean your sponges/dish rags with this handy sterilizer, look at and read about how dish washers and microwaves do not sterilize.
A pair of protective gloves that will not allow water to seep inside the glove while using them.
Club tracker
Pinbulb
Head band curler guard.Prevents burns to top of ears and scalp perimeter.
A Timed Outlet you Wind Up
App-Guitar case
Enterprise level RAID storage device small enough to carry around in your pocket while still giving the option of several TB of storage.
Electric-Eye Toaster
ITÂ´S TIME TO CHANGE!
Zit-B-Gone
Set of fold out/collapsible camping bins that can be hung from trees or laundry line while camping: trash can,food,dirty laundry,grill stuff
Penstore for instructors and student. Do you get tied of carrying pens in a big box or a bag.Simple storage for students and instructors.
AT HOME PAINT STIRRER
CRATES ACCESSORIES CRATES ALARM CLOCK
auto anti accident gadget
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Beer-0. Like mio only for beer
Octo Power Router
Transparent luggage
The Auto Fill Toothbrush
Using a Velcro Strap with WaterProof Material to cover your expensive gold, silver, and leather watches, and bracelets.
Advance toilet system for cruise power outage for room or on deck. can also be used for camping.
LED bulbs w/ built in WiFi repeater. Reduce clutter. Re-sub 143 votes
Solar Mug - Have hot coffee, hot chocolate, tea, water anywhere on the go. Using the suns gift of light.
Motivational plates for the healthiest diet in the world
Nail swiper
Virtually "scribe" large sheet goods when screwing or nailing to a framed wall/ceiling or deck substrate. Great for hanging drywall.
Musical Sun Visor
The worst job a dog owner has is cleaning up poop in the yard. The "Poop Stick" is the easiest and fastest way to clear your yard of poop.
Solar Panel Sun Tracker
Carbles. Toy cars + swappable marble wheels and shooter. Collect a variety of cars then load, shoot marbles and race down a kickass car run!
Outdoor Drink Holder
Telescopic Power Pod &amp; Charger
Teleport instantly to your scared or lonely child or pet with video conference - Activated by sound, such as a cry or a bark.
Having a hard time hearing your alarm clock? Is your loved one tired of waking up to your alarm? The Pillow Alarm will solve these problems.
SOLAR REAR LIGHT FOR MOTORBIKE
A magnetic power strip for easy organization!
Upgrade your Game!Hide &amp; seek treasure hunting.Treasures with beacons and app to track em'.Great for kids of all ages!
Updated: Networking Business Smart Cards + App = Never forget another person whom you have met
Stylish iPhone Cover! Keep your iPhone stored safely in a stylish case with lock mechanism and small synchronized display.
a trash can that opens from the front instead of from the top.if you have limited mobility,you wouldn,t have to lift the trash bag.
My idea is a cover for the babies binky. I have noticed that babies sweat around the mouth while sucking on thier binky.
Stop Unwanted Smoking
RESUB from 4/20 I propose one like this-totally collapsible,can accommodate 1 flower or 12+-Putting criss/cross bands on top holds flowers
Snake in the Grass - Hoses
RESUB! A simple, easy to use Prep 'n Peel bowl for your fruits &amp; veggies. Helps reign in those flying peels!
Vertical ingredient container. When there is a lack of counter space or in need of better ingredient management. Use unused vertical space.
Retractable car reader
Playful Teachable Clock
Powered Road Board
Robot Field Painter
a machine that will clean the air from all dust. electricity that will separate tunizator of (+) and the (-) be thrown out of my machine
Forgot where you parked at the mall or the big game? No problem! Send a text to your car, and it sends one back telling you where it is!
3-D smartphone game with app.
Beastmode longboard wheels
A solution to baby/security monitor static. We need monitors that network through a house's electric wiring.
Apparel Stack Tower
tractor exhaust hinge
Pillow Blocks
shade ac unit outside
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Re _look velo.
Bag Gone, A convenient storage solution for grocery shopping bags. It mounts on your door or can sit on the counter.
Jar Screw
21st Century Japanese Suge Gasa. Same functional style as the original straw version, but in modern waterproof fabric and collapsible.
Leg up potty pads
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
An app where after parking in a large lot/ garage a QR code is scanned, upon returning the app will show the level and row of cars location.
finding glasses
refuse all-in-one shopping bag system consists of fused plastic bags and by purchasing this system, you will be closer to closing the loop.
iBeamer; iPad Video Projector
Computer Password App.
Baby Bottle Washer &amp; Sanitizer
Food Buddy. Interchangeable and connectable containers holding food Easy to transport. Keep warm or cold. Open slot for milk go into cereal.
Zombie Outbreak 1.1
In CASE of falling
Suitcase Workstation
Electronic Napkin Dispenser
Mascacurler
Social app Kids
resub-was in UC)Remote control car that draws with chalk! Make huge drawings. Make universal attachment? Maybe link to APP/Bluetooth
Stickyticky crib mattress
Simple pool toy that allows kids to act like a scuba diver and stay underwater for long periods of time!! See the photo for details.
A pet microchip reader that attaches to an iPhone.
Don't lose control! Stop getting crazy looking for your lost remote control. Quickly find it with our beeping stickers finder system.
I-Spy Intruder
This product prevents the knot of your shoe laces to become undone. It is Simple and easy to apply to the knot of the lace.
RESUBMIT: apply Band-aid with 1 hand.Similar to a tape dispenser or a tape stamp. Includes antiseptic. Gr8 4 parents/teachers/carpenters
The best way of always keeping your phone close to you with easy access at all time. At the gym or at home, Even at work. You will LOVE this
Easy Carry Shopping Bags
Safety Base
Hair brush with squeeze handle for hair gel
A power strip with velcro on the back for easy organization.
GUTTER MAID - Clean your gutters without getting up the ladder
Digital Calendar
A basic kit of small bottle of soapy water expanded to include kits with 1. toilet tissue, 2 paper towels and 3. deoderant
A ROTATING POWER POINT, NO NEED FOR A POWER BOARD BECAUSE YOUR BIGGER POWER SUPPLY DOESN'T FIT JUST ROTATE IT
MotorCycle Whoosh Silencer
BEST EVER Diaper Rash Cream
Too much STUFF in the trunk of your SUV. Need to organize? Get the STUFFENATOR. The only car organizer you will ever need.
writers help
the ultamate multifunctional 3 way fish hook remover.fast and safe.The whole family can use it.
App Enabled Hand Sanitizer Dispenser; the SMART Hand Sanitizer Dispenser
Body Wash Bath Brush
baby wipe warmer
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20+ Billion. . .That's right Billion! The question, how many hotdogs do Americans eat each year? Thanks for looking
mini-karcher
Rolling Band Aid
This is a wooden wireless keyboard and mouse holder, something incredibly useful yet not available for purchase anywhere!?
Modesty travel skirt
Vitamin Rack
The anti- ant bowl
CO detector car chager
Air It Out - Gym Bag
Roll Eliminator
a holder with a shoulder strap to carry your shopping bags from the car to your house or while you shop. allows your hands to be free
Coffee Shop Bib
GEL COVER DRINKS WITH TEMPERATURE SENSOR INTEGRATED ---(BOX AND SINGLE COVER)
Cannot find the item under your kitchen sink? With Don's Auto Under Sink light, you see the items clearly as soon as you open the door!
Bring Extra Pleasure To Eating!You Wouldn't Use A Strangers Toothbrush Would You?Does It Bother You How Many Mouths That Fork Has Been In?
The Hot Dog Messenger! Stamp a message or design in your Hot Dog!
The iFrame. Color E-Ink frames in various sizes. Your own pics or quality stuff from NG, or an artist. iTunes:musicians == iFrame:artists
The vase is in the room and the outside air shows and video reports
Create a screen cover for iPhone so that content can be read by those needing reading glasses.
Multiple small adapter plugs linked to smoke and gas detectors via Bluetooth technology. Lamps plugged into adapter can alert to danger.
sock locks
Universal remote control app
WeeWoodie Rembrandt Press
Dog Toy Surprise
Thermal Charger
Meet the new Quirky Ear-hook headphones personal cooler AC unit at the same time, great for runners and outdoors users, or 90^ summers.
Air quality dispenser
The " FLOW-R-IV " An IV bag that hangs on a post near your flower box to slow drip water through an IV line while you are away.
Awesome Folded Potato Chips
COLOR CODED COSTS!
Clothes basket with benefits
The Drop Net
The Grillcube
PupCup
Magnetic Alphabet Holder
Patio Door Alarm Bar
Flux
Umbrella with a LED light
Like the touchless soap dispencer with sensor that Dettol made, but the one I want you guys to design is a touchless toothpaste dispenser
VENUS... a handheld vacuum device designed to capture insects and spiders.
Wind ez
Detourmenator G.L.A.P.S.
Auto Seat Pillow
Under the hood paper towel
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
Cool Car
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Kevlar LED Bicycle Tires: Puncture Proof and The Knobs are LEDs.#QCYCLE
air pillow
iSwing
A DIY nail polish system with a clear base and a dry color palette that lets you mix your own colors, in your own amounts!
Shut-Eye Bedroom Clock
Ãœbrella
On a ladder much, this product adds depth to the steps witch makes a more comfortable and secure one,with no stiff ankles at the end of day.
Cell phone /cell phone case removable paint kit.
Outdoor Lounge Chair Cocoon
disaster master
Tired of using a towel to change at the beach? The beach changer will make this task easier then ever!
RESUBMISSION had 119 votes in 4 days! iPhone bumper case with integrated charging cable.
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
Patio Deck Painter
Stack 'n Store Ice Cube Trays
Calling All Skiers &amp; Snowboarders: Meet the new and improved Roof Top Carrier with Ski and Snowboard Rack built into both sides
MJ Jumper
Friday night Eyes there is press on eye lashes and press on eye makeup lets combine them. Press on lashes and eye makeup.
The Incredible Bikini! Triangle slide bikini with different size cups/push up pads for a more even look
Different colors and shapes but see through Removes and sticks it to any of your car window Blocks sun where visor does not reach
3D/U OPTIMAL TOOTHBRUSH
The patented Aqua Chair is a chair that features adjustable misters built into the frame of the chair for extreme comfort while sunbathing.
An Auto Emissions Testing System (Utilizing Electric Imp Technology)
Scan'bot
Picture Perfect Headstone
Crowd Sourced Government
IT IS PLUMBING TOOL AS A PLUMBER I THING THIS TOOL WOULD BE USED BY PLUMBERS.
Stick Bomb Toy Kit- Learn how to build an exciting, successful Stick Bomb (a kinetic contraption built with popsicle sticks woven together).
Fireplace cover
Control finder
child abduction buster
Life Staff
Modular Gym Storage System. Storage along the sides for towels/electric cooler, weights, &amp; upper shelving to hold fans, electronics, etc.
Improved Clothesline
Poo Illuminator
Fragrance Scent System
collapsing funnel for oil etc
Plasti Bag
App-Enabled Trailer Hookup !!!
Intelligent Baby Bottle
Wrist band sanitizer despenser
Super sized building cards
2 Liter Party Barge ---------- Screw hose on, set 2 liters upside down, fill with ice, pull pour spout. Legs fold 4 storage.
Bathroom tank set
A flashlight's with a tape measure and a radio that designed with four Leeds to brightly illuminate your works.
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Tee-Key Made EZ - Automatic candle (a.k.a Tiki Torches) refill system. Fill ALL your candles instantaneously. No mess, burns or waste!
Edge-Curve: Clean Every Last Drop Of Your Jars &amp; Containers! Use A Spoon With A Rubber Edge! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
2 n 1 Thermos
Time-locked food jar for diets
App enabled CrockPot!!! Control on-off, temp, and see the food cooking!!!
My idea is a walking cane that extends 8" via a trigger and internal spring, making it safer for the impaired to walk down stairways.
Water Pocket Bucket
App UV Robot Vac. Vac and sterilize your floors! Guided via infrared.
Soft solid cutter
Bath Battlers! Get kids into the bathtub with these squirting wash mitts.
GRID
Musical Security Blanket
A pair of protective gloves that will not allow water to seep inside the glove while using them.
Scenario:Parent arrives at destination and forgets baby who's sleeping quietly in car seat.Here is the solution!
Luggage Auxiliary Carrier
"MOTEtivated", a cats toy. A cats mouse with a remote activated squeak.
iPHONE INTERFACE. Charge your iphone and receive calls from your iphone in any room of the house and use your old home phone installation.
Portable, adjustable, sun shade. Good bye winter, Hello sunshine!
Sniff Me Goodnight
Tired of dropping those slimy little bars of soap in the shower and the waste of throwing them away? Solution-low cost Caddylac Scrubber
Hit the beach/picnic with a set of Towel Traps. Easily slip the towel/blanket corners into the Towel Trap and press into the sand/soil.
Mosquito alert
"What's That" App
Cordies with Retractable USB
Share Cups: 2 in 1 cup. The outside colored cup clips into the gray cup. Share a drink with friends
I start My Car
GPS Trackable Phone Case
Non-Lethal Firearm
Solar mobile grill. Large and efficient,minimal, and easy to setup.requires no screws. It all fits in a bag, that can be put on 2 wheels.
Combined 220v/USB outlet
Solar panel kit - Make your own solar panel. Choose shape/size/amount of energy needed &amp; the kind of port you need. Make any device green!
sweat stop
Seeing and smelling the signs of danger before extension cord causes house fire.
Toothbrush/Razor Holder: Holds toothbrushes and toothpaste, razors and shaving gel. Every bathroom sink needs one!
TALKING OUTLET SAFETY LIGHT. Notifies people in the house that their power has gone out. It would be a temp flashlight w/built in battery.
umbrella for travel.
A device that helps elderly and people who cannot form a strong grip to be able to turn keys and small items
APNEA PILLOW -No more Panic Attacks due to lack of oxygen &amp; STOP Hurting Your Hands, with 10 lbs weight of your own head using this pillow!!
"WiffleWiz" Smart Wiffle Ball!
Inductive charged hair tools
A product that can water several plants indoor for longtime. Useful if you go on vacation or you're too busy to frequently water plants
Corporate Bingo
Refrigerator cover. Cover a refrigerator with a fun color or design or poster or art. A magnetic cover. You can still use magnets on top.
Forever bulb
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PowerMat
Dry Storage You Can Sit On! - Indoor and Outdoor Use - Store: Dog Food, Dry Goods, Toys, Deicer, Salt, Gravel, Potting Soil and much more...
werwer
iPad, Tablet Metal Detector . Connect an iPad to the arm of a metal detector sitting in a position as the brains of the device.
Pillow/Throw
Reinventing the Needle. Threading the Needle has never been simpler.
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
natural peanutbutter jar
COLD (CO2LD) SHOT
motorized watercycles
Powercase. Ipad carrying case, holder &amp; stand. Stores your wires, notebook, paper, pens, and accesories.
Avoid painful pokes and snags from your fishing pole with a snap-on hook/lure cover that covers the hook/lure during transport and storage.
The all in one coupon binder
dim your lights with your existing tv remote, a dimmer switch with an integrated remote sensor that reads the signal from your tv remote
App enabled ultrasonic animal repeler. repel the animals in your garden in a way that only animals can hear.takes photos and notifies you.
PedAKAK
A 3 in 1 ice cold pack rotating beverage dispenser! No ice! Convenience! Sprite, Coke, Ice-T all in 1. Stays cold for hours....
Enhanced or robotic planter that rotates / shifts towards the sun, allowing for maximum energy to be received and utilized by the plant.
The lace case looks funky and can hold anything, not just for the iphone but for the ipad and the ipod!
Clampie - Clusters all your long, thin things such as skewers, ty-wraps, knitting needles, etc.
Resealable food storage containers with sturdy covers that have a built in plastic dial to set the month and day when food expires.
U-Tube toothpaste tube clip is a convenient way to keep your toothpaste tube rolled-up.
Keep your plugs away from your furniture with this outlet attachment that increases your standard double outlet into 6 outlets.
RESUBMISSION: Reusable, wearable coffee sleeve. Be green and fashion forward. A BEVERAGE BAND if you will.
Grid Tie Healthcycle
You've Got Mail
forest fire combine
Organic Deodorant&amp;Antiperspirant Sheets. Easy to carry, put some here &amp; there so they're handy when you need them,lightweight &amp;not messy
Interchangeable Pendants/Lockets for Bracelets, Broaches, Necklaces, Anything
Tired of hassling with coins at the drive-through or cashier? Introducing a miniature coin dispenser that can fit into a purse. Easy Coin!
The Sleeve Sun Protector is a product that protects your arms from sunburn and possibly skin cancer when you are driving.
Picture Pockets
Safe-Light Wall Plates
Air dry folded towels with existing towel rack. This creates airflow in half the space. UNDER CONSIDERATION feedback applied.
snap socks
Christmas decorations are plentiful for everywhere except your car. These removable stickers solve that by letting you decorate your car.
Computerized pizza oven
Slot Machine lovers Pressing the SPIN button just got easier. With this attachment, hold in your lap, SPIN &amp; relax! No more cramped fingers.
Solar Butterfly Flashlight. A new practical solar powered flashlight.With large solar panels that allow you to adjust to correct angle.
Digital Camera GPS Enabler
Socquetteschaussuressemifermer
Photo to stamp. Take a picture/photo and turn it into a stamp to use with ink. Digital image transfer?
The Fridge Smell Sucker
all tvs should come standard with a button you can push to paige your remote. to make your remote beep vibrate or something!!
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World's Best Egg Pan
Finally, a HIDDEN compartment on a headband! There are times when carrying around small items in your hands is just not plausible.
Handheld hairdryer diffuser and directional attachment made of heat resistant silicone that is flexible enough to fit any hairdryer nozzle.
A must for pregnant women!! Listeria found on deli meat causes stillbirth. Carry this in your purse to kill listeria and protect your baby.
MacBook Storage Case
Television remote page button
CRATES ACCESSORIES CRATES DOCKING STATION
Bandage Battery
A remote airplane that you can write in the sky with! Beginners can program what it wants to say and experts can manually draw the words!!
My pet cat was killed in my driveway. A horror that could have been prevented with a simple device.
Idea 8/100 - resub - [SPATULA]
ANCHOR WATER BAG
Reinvent the way we shop (New Shelf devices &amp; mobile app)
Install a thin light above car doors, on all vehicles, that is wired to light up when a seat belt is fastened, to help save lives.
meal solver app
An ironing board with a metal rod beneath it for hanging clothes as you iron them.
App Enabled Toothbrush: Kids can brush their teeth controlling a game while parents can track their brushing habits (SEE VIDEO)
pressure point massage tool
Mint Ring
A small dresser/nightstand that has a table that fits into it when not in use.
The sticky socks would be beneficial to anyone with foot pain or swelling.
paint can spout
Are you tired of that sticky mess on the cap and opening of your toothpaste tube? Now is the time to do something about it
INHIBISYSTEM TOOL
Screen tent or camping tent with door that opens &amp; closes w/magnets.No more zipping open&amp;closed every time u need to get in &amp;out of tent
App enabled digital TV tuner. while in commercial people can chat with each other and talk about the program they are watching.
CraigsList Alert website
Bush Trimming Apron
Need better spice storage? Whether you have 5 or 50 million spices, the Spice Chandelier is a smart &amp; efficient solution for your kitchen!
Beach-box
A single use disposable toothbrush, tooth paste and flosser for use at the office. Made of recycled materials. Use and discard.
A small load gravity powered clothes washing machine. This washing machine would be an eco-friendly alternative throughout the world.
Toilet Plunger redesigned without the filty splash and toil of conventional plungers A simple design to attack the clog in a better way.
Hi! There!
Coca cola app
Cord/Cable Clamps: To keep cables together down the line and in the middle of the cables.
Vegetables look great too. Why not create a centerpiece for your table where you can easily access and grow vegetables.
HAIR STICKERS!
Social Media IMP CUBE/ORB: A piece of art, showcases what you want. Beautiful image display of your social media feed.
Pet Scratcher
Small Microwavable Pitchers
SAFE-T-LITES
Squeegee press products. Squeegee all your favorite products to the top with my Squeegee Press!
Stack-able rechargeable lights. Take them wherever you may need light (reading, outdoors &amp; power outages) or stack together as one unit
A bicycle alarm.
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USB Stick that is also an iphone stand that holds your phone in 3 different positions. Prototype made.
Retriever-find remotes,glasses kids shoes.Adjustable strapes with chips inside help u find them. Choose ur own chime &amp; strap design. Time=$
Double Car Sun Visor
Security/Saftey Leash
The Quirky Electric Bike: Utilizing our bicycle accessories and technology. Quirky can reduce pollution by reducing dependency on cars.
Bluetooth Bracelet
A pair of protective gloves that will not allow water to seep inside the glove while using them.
TIME NITE LITE
COOKIE DUNKER for ANY of your favorite cookies, including sandwich, in cup without dropping it! Fun for kids and adults! No wet fingers.
Babies enjoy the different tastes that they get to try while growing! Why not add a little flavor to their teething toys?
blablalbalbalba
magnetic mechanic gloves
Crates- Hole size LED light for the crate storage system. Save your storing room! Make a statement chose your own colours for each crate.
Tablets Together
Resub, 88% view/vote. A standard broom with bristles that expand into a sharp configuration for easy access to corners and tight spaces.
Microwave Travel Mug
The Kitchen Drawer: Flashlight. Screwdriver. Pen. Pencil. Bottle opener. Knife. More. Click to change bits. Awesome.
Tap the Future
Turn your iPhone or iPad into a precise weight scale.
CONVERGE does not allow for syncing of devices with computer. Add a mircoUSB port to allow for USB connection with computer for syncing
An electricians screwdriver that incorporates wire looping; twisting and nutdriver capabilites!(see: 4 photos attached.)
STRAP RIGHT
Wi-Fi built-in stove can be controlled via smartphone away from home and shut it off remotely. Worry-free forgetting your stove on!
Cut your time in half when bundling sticks &amp; branches! Lay out the Branch Bundler, insert twine, load, fold in sides, tie up &amp; you're done!
Mosquito Net Fiber Optics or LED. Send messages in lights, to your neighbors
I find myself in the winter outside in my bare feet clipping my toe nails .Why not invent a pair of clippers that catch the toe nails ?
Computer screens capable of scanning photos, pictures, or documents so they can be properly filed or utilized in a program you're running.
Sipper Clips-Know Which Cup Is Yours. Color Coded Small Silicone Clips That Attach to Lip Of Any Cup Plastic,Glass Reusable Dishwasher Safe
Its time to evolve an old idea into something new. With this skateboard shape it will bring old tricks and styles to a new level.
Vending Machine App. Find. Pick. Buy. Redeem code.
Ribbon Lights
USB 12volt car chargers, should include a built in battery. Keep your phone charged longer, when car is not on.
Safety Line
Odorless Onion and Garlic Jar
The perfect pizza cutter that cuts through pizza with ease. Ergonomically designed for comfort and safety.
iLock - An App enabled lock to open your front door.
Safe Smart Phone
Creole spice bringing back the original taste of Creole food I loved in Louisiana. Wonderfull flavers not being covered up with hot spices.
On Hand! - an inventory keeping device with integrated software which scans UPC codes of your groceries as you put them away and keeps track
Laser projected ruler
What does a wine bottle foil cutter have to do with a banana? The answer is....
Retractable Wall Outlets
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Pillsafe
Ever go to throw away your trash &amp; darn it!... there's no liner?!! Pop Up Can, houses the liners right in the can for storage &amp; convenience!
Recycle Quick Stick
Beer Growler Cooler
â€œCough Ballz for Kidsâ€ is the safe, melt-in-the-mouth, flavored menthol cough drop for children.
A metal detector app for your iphone.
Quality garden tools that are lightweight, colorful, and arthritis friendly for women and seniors.
Never lose your toddler in a store again. App enabled pin on locational device.
Pacifier w small amount of addable baby safe food in it to give baby some flavor. Baby wont cry again. Resub
This pepper mill has a built in lid that opens when you want it and closes when you finish. No more messy pepper crumbs!
Multi-Powered Rice Cooker &amp; fryer.Main power-Electric,emergency power-Solar or Four D long life batteries.Ideal for temporary power outages.
A Swiss-Army multi tool for the tablet and smartphone warriors. Stand, USB, cable, add as needed Formerly under consideration! Thanks
Cover protection for iPhone made of silicone absorbs all impacts: anti-breakage and anti-scratch concept. Can't drop down on its screen
A wraparound mini speaker with combo kickstand clip for your iPod or Iphone.
Prevent Collar bone fractures in Front end Auto accidents.
LOX HANDBAG Hair Straightener - No Cords, Car &amp; USB Rechargeable for MEETINGS, DATES, HOLIDAYS &amp; &amp; GENERAL VANITY
How many times have you skipped flossing because it is not convenient? The flossing toothbrush has floss stored inside the handle.
Blue tooth vehicle backup camera kit with Smartphone connectivity.
Cap Collector
Just enuf bread for two!
Scan Business Card
tomato plant water ring
Got an STD? Stroller Tether Device.....that is. Turn 2 or more single baby/toddler strollers into ONE easy to push multi-child stroller.
Pots de fleurs toust azimuth
Quirky's Spin Roller Sponge Mop!
How To Floss With Just Nine Inches Of Floss - Directions Enclosed
female urine piece for cup
App enabled Garage Door Monitor and Control
iLock - An App enabled lock to open your front door.
Solar Powered Air Conditioner
A FINGER ICE PACK.... Yes! A icepack that wraps around your finger, attaches with velcro and still allows you to keep active.
Is your umbrella always safe and dry in the car or at home when you are soaking wet in the rain? Never forget your umbrella again
KEYS not needed any more , EXTREMELY simple machine could replace your forever need for keys.
With this pie server that adapts the number of people you cut and serve perfect share.
Biking Calorie Counter #QCYCLE
ProTekt -- a security device
BACKPACK MASSAGE (resub)
A cleaner you
Dual Lotion / Sanitizer Holder
Smart phone app to read gift card balances.
Pen. Marker and Pencil In One
Key finder
Everyone has to use the bathroom so when there done with the toilet paper you can use a mitten or glove style sanitary wipe
Too expensive to put your children into daycare? A GPS-Track system that traces your child when it's leaving a fixed zone is the solution!
Why load your desk with some many office tools. Why not have all your office tools in one. Let's call it Stationery Plus.
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Cat stripper pole. Let your cat give you a show! Adjustable pole to go floor to ceiling or in between doors. Vertical or Horizontal.W/toys
Vertical cutting board to help cut round food such as fruits, vegetables, and meat into even slices,. as thick or thin as you like them.
Self-balancing tire.
412 Votes - P.B. &amp; Choc Cups
Every NYC block is switching to Muni meters.My clear plastic paper weight holds the parking ticket in place on the dashboard.
Pressure Wash With Your Weed Trimmer - EZ-Link Compatible Pressure Washer - What's EZ-Link?! Check it out
cell phone amplifier
Nationwide Traffic/Roadwork Ap
OPPS! I MADE A MISTAKE! I don't want to do this again!
Corn Holder Handles without sharp skewers
Claw this
VIBRATING PRAMS AND CRADLES
coffee filter holder
Rethinking the cooling and refrigerating system in restaurants and other public serving places.
REVOLUTIONARY EYE WEAR product SAVE TIME AND MONEY!
suck and seal
Bike Lock Gripper
Gooey Ooey Aliens
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
dry in any weather
Tired of digging for food in your ice chest? This has slide out drawers to keep food separate but cold when on picnics, tailgating, or BBQ's
Paper separator
Hate using public toilets? Foam it
Personalize your earbuds with either Earbud Skins or Charms!
Balance safe for baby
911 Enabled Baby Stroller With No Service Provider Required
Lottery Ticket Scratcher
Who doesn't use a toilet everyday and touch the seat with their hands? We can provide an alternative seat that would be much more sanitary.
'Eye in the Fridge': An app which allows you to see in the refrigerator while shopping or planning meals.
Smart medicine bottle cap:App-enabled to open from smart phone.
A trackable golfball
LED gloves for biker
Pocket Solar System
Child Safe
Where do you keep your stylus? This stylus stays with the iPad using the iPad's magnets. It's thin and doesn't affect the sleek iPad or case
LASER BOAR INSPECTOR
Bungee Cord CONNECTOR
Nacho Fork
EZ Can Opener
Abdominal Heater
Ergo-Wheelbarrow
Switch Plate Alarm Clock. Replace your Face Plate of your Light Switch with this device to force you out of bed to switch your alarm off.
A safety shut-off sensor controls power supply to an appliance to prevent accidental fires
Control and see all the lights from the smartphones or tablets.
The ISLAND Pet Bowl
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Early audio warning system / seismic sensor, tornado, weather. NOAA Alerts. Alerts you when you need it most. Night Light Audio System.
Smart window controller
soft broom + leaf broom 2in1
Steering wheel direction syste
Lego Vroom Vacuum
The Table Topper - 5 disposable, heavy plastic tablecloths for use on outdoor patio tables that are secured by cris-cross bungie cords.
MAGIC WC
Fresh lock bag
Wireless HDMI cable so u can sit on your couch with iPod, iPad etc and play games, watch movies on a big TV without all the cords!!
A product tha will elevate furniture above the carpet nap level to prevent carpet from being crushed.
Pump-n-go
Laundry Lifesaver
shoulderbrella
X-learn
Caterpillar Drum for kids. Fun to play kit with 5 drums of varying sizes that produce different sounds. Antennas are the drumsticks.
a universal remote self programs to any device has a self finding page base and is rechargeable with a touchscreen display
Here is a regular computer chair that has built in parts that will covert it into having a extra seat! No more standing or sitting on laps!
automatic gum dispenser
A universal "Rewards" card (or a scan app for your phone) that you can registered to use at any store you choose to deal with.
Folding Muffin Pan
Credit/Debit card magnifier A magnifying screen on hinges that easily flips up over the screen when using debit or credit cards.
mouse chair
Headrest phoneholder, keep cellphone and headset in focus for backseat passengers. Material is transparent and allows touchscreen usage.
Vehicle De-Icer
Was UC.Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
Good girl/boy bracelet
Good Looking Solar Panels
RESUB Hanger Snake.Works w/existing hangers.Organize yor closet Hang ties belts scarves hats jewelry Gr8 4 college/apartment C VIDEO &amp; PICS
Homework Help
It prevents ceiling fans from wobbling. A small metal device that is squeezed together and wedged between the ceiling and the fan.
Crash Cam
Ready Trash Bag
An all-in-one workout for walkers! A weighted water bottle to use like a dumbbell while you walk. Waterweight + legs = workout
Contain4 is a solution for liquor enthusiasts and food-junkies alike.
Instant Drink Dispenser
Rubberized nets to keep excessive recyclable materials from falling out and spilling all over your backyard and street from wind.
Paper towel holder with protector, protect paper from getting dirty and wet. Kids will like it by adding cartoon images on it. UPDATE IMAGES
Slice N Serve! (Collab w/ Jen)
A new type of fly swatter. The center contains sheets of sticky fly paper that can be pealed away.
to have an audience in your hand
Gainey's Deadblock Game
detecting device
SMART CHARGE. Automatically STARTS charging once battery is almost dead and STOPS once near full recharge. For Overnight recharging.
I have found a way to shave nice, precise and with style without having to spend a lot of money on Gillette cartridges.
Iphone with retractable cord
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How many times have you tried to connect your USB, and then have to turn it around because its confusing. An adapter which solves this!
#HASH BAGS TRASH TAGS
the pivot
A green design solution through simple method to improve indoor environment quality, save energy, maintenance free, privacy, and flexible.
corderella cord holder
LAP COUNTER
Wild Forest Fires are on the rise! Let's help our brave firefighters, save millions of dollars in damage and more importantly save lives!
Nobody thought the "Snuggie" would catch on but it sold millions - here's an upgrade that isn't as embarrassing - Enter the "Couch Pouch"!
NON-STICK FRYING PAN WITH REMOVABLE GRATED RACK! Use rack to keep food away from burning crumbs/fat. Remove rack for basic non-stick
use.
Wall Generator
StattMatt.com floor mat to keep floors clean in homes and businesses, in designer colors for homes, or with logos to match businesses.
My product is an I phone cover that comes with a speaker that is stored in the phone cover and can be reversed to face the outside for use
Spread the news ,"Not the Germs" with Pedi-Cures"TM" , Smudge Free screen,don't bring the dirt to work,
Hook-Up!
Space Bar Print Pro
Make use of GE's available technologies to create the smallest, strongest, affordable gps chips for personal and public use.
A bookmark with a positionable arrow. Allows for pointing to the last place left off reading.
Easy Pass App
Bluetooth vibrating notification device for cell phones. The size of a quarter, easily fits in your pocket.
Multi-Projector System
Won't miss DVR
Byfold: All in One Notebook
Personal alarm clock
A metal or plastic flat pan on four legs with a hole on one end to fit over a coffee can to sort items.
A plastic box size of a shoe box with a clear lid that has a lip so you can slide in notes OR cut out box TOPS from worn out kids puzzles.
I have a Patent that captures insects without showing them. I feel this can be usefull Worldwide. There is nothing like it anywhere. TYYY
standing cloth changing cover
sauveur de tee shirt
The Pretzel Mug
App. Enabled Floating Device Placed In Gas Tank Gauges The Amount Of Fuel In Your Tank!
Smart Pet Cage
Honeycomb Solar Insulation
U-turn signal for vehicles
My very first baby stroller
imemory is an external memory for Iphone or any i-product.Simplifies the way you backup and share your files.(pics,videos,contacts,music)
Ingredients Storage Bottle with New idea can Solve contamination, spillover and time consuming problem.
Storm Stoppers
Fashionable Flat canvas laundry carrier. Washable clean surface on which to empty dryer, scoop up handles and tote. No more dirty basket.
The Standup Brush
SAND SOCKS - CRAZY COLORS AND DESIGNS SAME IDEA LESS EXPENSIVE TO MAKE - AIRPORT SOCKS
I've invented an I-Phone,Droid clip on holder which within seconds attaches to any kitchen cabinet. Watch TV, Hands Free, and read Recipes.
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Run Away Sock Syndrome? Not any more with the 3' by 3' sticky sock pad. Stick the un-paird sock to this velcro (the scratchy side) to wall
iArm
BRUSH AND COMB SPRAY
Magnetic Bracelet
Microwave shelf
Car Spotter
Sleeping Baby Carriage
eyecamera
Open top half of your garage door. Work out or work on projects with fresh air, sunlight, and privacy. Children and pets safe.
The Perfect Toilet Paper Stand
A swivel backrest/car seat is going to make the childs car rides more comfortable, keeping there neck and backs aligned and not strained.
People can benefit from an OTC computer progressive that allows for clear vision at the computer and for reading in one pair of glasses.
Our next journey, be original!
Cup with coaster and Cup cover - Just Flip and zip...!
HEAT-ARIA Heater -Sleek, light 2 carry, compact to store on shelf. Great for college, camping, work &amp; home. Easy 2 Clean, Helps w/allergies
chaulk dyed to any color
It turns out that neatness counts! Introducing a modular storage system with design options that keeps your bathroom counter in order.
EZ to clean and reuse washing machine lint catcher
Smoke detector battery level warning/indicator.
Wanna put lights up for the holidays with out the bills now you can enjoy the spirt with everyone else dont be the house without the lights
TAKE A HIKE
Disposable Sandpaper Gloves
New Age Approach to Help Parents Instill Healthy Eating Habits &amp; Car Safety Habits. Best Time to Teach Your Child is While He/She is Young.
â€œYou've Got Secured Mailâ€ â€“ A mailbox that keeps letters and packages secure with an automatic lock.
65 million Americans suffer from back pain. $100M/year is spent for relaxing the back pain. The simple solution is Spinal-Rest.
EZ Buds
Snap Scoop
Cord Wrap Cordies - keep and WRAP your cables on table
A water booty/sock that's so cheap it's almost disposable. The exact same concept as all the nylon gloves dipped in rubber except a sock
MissionControl *Multi (Media) Car Organizer* - Not on the back of the seats, but in the middle between the seats! The ability to pour the perfect shot by squeezing bottle pushing alcohol to the top of bottle. Much like act mouthwash.
relocate USB ports to the front of an iMac or Apple Led Cinema DIsplay where they are easy to access
Easy/Convenient earbud storage! ipod/iphone cover that neatly stores your earbuds! -Also, earbuds that pulse with the beat!
this would be a great product for retirement homes,hospitals, restaurants,diners,homes and any one that serves coffee, hot tea, hot coco.
Back-Up Fuel Tank
Fiber optic home lighting
digital photoframe photostream
My idea is to make a cover for your cords so animals can't chew them up along with those pesky vacuum cleaners that roll over them.
Quick Brush tooth brush
Holder for a towel without loop. Towel identification, every user, can have a other color. For hanging a other things.
A box wine ice chest insert made from non-sweating plastic will keep your box wine cold and also keep the box from getting soggy.
Magneto
Universal bottle holster
Indoor Kitchen trash bin that would spray deodorant into the trash bin each time you open the bin.
Sock Clips
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Collapsible fluid bucket
bed phone mate
Reinvented Water Soil Detector
Face Down Head Rester
hang and clip
video and working prototype IN-BAG dog food dispenser - also for kitty litter/bird food etc
Ultra-Efficient Pedal Kayak
Kevlar Locking Tires,Smart
Champ is a lamp with integrated phone charger and audio system. Listen to tunes &amp; charge up to 5 devices at once without leaving the couch.
Road Trip Bingo
Table Toppers
young coconut cutter that easily cut open the young coco either manual or by mechanical. I would like to make these available to people.
Wireless phone charging cover
Ultra low consumption, home heating unit; Using the renewable energy properties of Oxyhydrogen (HHO) and the efficiency of Stirling engine.
Grill Fan
Scooper Funnel Strainer. Easy Clean &amp; Low Profile.
key/phone finder
Eye-Level iPad HOOK
Remote Locator
Coolin' Coozy
Never miss an important call again because you cannot hear your phone ringing/vibrating. This is a huge problem, but can easily be solved!
Quick alerts
Expandable frame for devices that have detachable monitors bringing screen eye level, relieving neck stain from constantly leaning forward
car plate holder. display. led
Injury Reducing Chair/IR chair
Smart Shears
No slip sheets
Contact lens removal aid.
Medi + Basket
SNAKE SHOWER always flushes the dirt of a sink.
the casket basket
Do your hands stay warm in oversized gloves, or do you have to ball your fists up for warmth? Tight Base layer gloves
Smart Wash
My proposal is a solar powered cell phone case that charges your cell phone. The case will have solar panels and charge your phone.
The Cleanbrush
Bridal Bow Collector, Elegant Doll dressed in bridal gown, Stores bows from bridal shower or wedding gifts, Keepsake for the bride to enjoy
SunRun
Cup shaped teat foamer with supply cord connecting to end of dip cup to dip reservior.Foam triggerd button pushed with finger when needed.
Lawn chair caddy. Transporting lawn chairs to Picnic, Beach, Sports Events, Camp Site, Firework, and Parade. Where ever you like a chair.
Necklace Spool
Steering wheel drum set.
Memory Device Holder: Holds Multiple USB Type Storage Drives and Holder Retracts to Save Space
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10 ft. Ethnic Santa Claus inflateables 'Tejano Pancho Claus' and 'Big Fro Shaq Claus' in festive gear on the lawns for Xmas. Brothers always
All shirts collar stays
Toilet paper roll holder that dispenses air freshener as it spins.
T Shirt with a Jacket type compartment : resubmit:
Phone tint
The Prostapad is an improvement on a male incontinence pad.It eliminates the problem of a man walking around with wet circles on his croch.
A rocker recliner that rocks or glides in a reclining position. Rock yourself to sleep with a rocking recliner that will rock while reclined
"Get Off My Tail"
Portable foldout Solar Charger. It maximizes space efficiency, allows user to put it in a purse, pocket or on keyring with keys.
Mattress Pad Alarm Clock
GRASS TRIMMER ATTACHMENT
A device which attaches to a homes water meter which notifies the homeowner that his water useage has greatly surpassed his normal use.
digital water temp setting
Baby's swimming cap. It's a cap with sewn floating elements - styrofoam. Babies learn swimming with comfortable and proper head support
KidPS
Albert Nick name "Einstein"
LIGHT WEIGHT, LIGHTED, 15 FOOT TALL HOLIDAY DECORATION. No strings, blowers or stakes - installs in minutes, stores easily. ALL
HOLIDAYS!
pool safty
MotionDots are small accelerometers which can be attached to any person or object to record motion like exercise or number of repetitions.
A paper disposable custom fit napkin to place around a wine glass bottom part of bowl to stop drips from the condensation of the cold wine.
dual warmth blanket
Micro2013
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows
A baby stroller that can go up and down stairs as well as glide over most surfaces
Loofah with Pocket
Kid-proof shoelaces
Home party lights controlled by an app for custom light shows!
Melt right ice cubes
Charm Keeper
Lost and Found!!!
Chef's Edge
Squeeze bottles are difficult to get remaining product out. Squeeze tubes would eliminate mess and wasted product.
As a International cater dealing with fresh herbs i designed A DIFFERENT herb off to clean leaves off the stems PLUS it's a ZESTER,PEELER.
Teflon cook fork
A sports arm band with a battery recharger built into it so I will no longer have a dead phone in the middle of a run.
Keep Fresh Pouch For Fish. Keep Cold, From Market To Refrigerator. Indicator To Detect Freshness.
Meet the Wine Tree... Stores wine in a wood block and looks like a tree :-) Simple Simple... Store up to 9 bottles at a time
Squeezable Plastic tweezer like implement that is full of washable hair paint for kids to "highlight" their hair.
Fresh Herb Basting Brush with updated suggestion from Sonia!
Arc Generator
App Jump Rope
Extra belt loops! Decorative belt loops to dress up any pair of pants. Or for when you just need an extra. Can match jeans or dress pants.
The shower speaker
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TANK-TRACK-TREADS FOR GETTING UNSTUCK IN SNOW, SAND OR MUD. RUGGED AND EASY TO CLEAN. CAN BE ROLLED UP FOR
STORAGE.
Caffy Gum. A power packed flavorful gum with a boost of caffienated gel in the middle.
Search/recovery Splatter ball
Sachel Sling Strap All-In-One Electronic "Packberry" that we call oPryorKeep has as many functions as a Blackberry.
The College Scooter
Server Summons
WHISTLE TOP POT
Bicycle passenger monitor
Emergency Conveyor Belt Stop
soapett
Pass the salt? Lets put our shakers on wheels. (a mover and shaker
Tips - An Assist to Accurately Text and not Smudge your Smart Phone Screen With Finger Prints
Germ-a-phone! Everyone has a phone,everyone wants clean hands.Combine the two!! A cell phone case with a built in hand sanitizer dispenser
Cup Holder with cords organizer &amp; USB Warmer. Revamping the selling fast product - "DrinKlip Cup Holder".
'Xenon' Indirect Lighting Set. Light the lamps. Set the mood. All for good.
Power bag
My invention is a water bottle that is just like you buy in the store with drinking water or soda pop in it.
A completely clear, or any see through color, vinyl above ground pool
you have a bike but canÂ´t use it in rainy daysâ€¦ so frustratingâ€¦. Adapt your regular bike over a treadmill and pedal indoor
Oil Filter Funnel Drain
LEECH MEASURING TAPE Add-on with suction end sticks to 1 surface to easily pull back - MEASURE EASILY by yourself ! NO FLOPPY
MEASURING
Fiberoptic video camera ear buds that are app enabled allowing you to see the inside of your ears with your smart phone
Hi community! I had a problem of cruddy wall to wall carpet that I could not afford to replace. So i decided to dye the carpet.Cheap!worked
A personalized long distance running shoe addressing thier persoan needs..
Potato Masher that folds flat, easier to keep in drawer.
Sink drain - cleaner spout.
A smart baby bottle that tracks a baby's milk/formula consumption &amp; feeding frequency.
This product is a hair brush that has a device that facilitates removing hair that gets caught in the bristles of the brush.
Now you don't need a toilet tank cover. Most use a towel or cover to prevent items from falling off the slippery tank lid. Counter Tops too
Solar powered hotplate - for hikers. Uses a magnifying glass and the sun to heat your food while you are exploring the outdoors.
Built in Docks!
Flip-Flop Hanger adds extra storage and organization by providing a way to hang up flip-flops, and other types of flat shoes in a closet.
Cake Slice Tin
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Dark Light
Laptop/Keyboard Storage Organizer.
ESPN Bar Mode
CONVEX APPLE SLICER - to cut better by making the round moves like the spices cutter. RESUB
Chopsticks that are hollow like a straw so one can sip juice or soup when eating food with chop sticks. Handy, inexpensive and practical!
Ski-olored
Stainless Steel Mower Blades
Sticky Phone
Smoke detector that messages you if it goes off when you aren't home.
Professional cordless hair dry
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Round Slices of American Cheese
Smart Toy Blocks
PestPillars-Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 1,300+ Vts ** Videos Included**
All In One HairStyler
Coaster Cups
My idea is to develop a line of low cost greeting cards that fit into regular size envelopes. No more searching for the envelope that fits.
Contact Lens Defender!
Ketchup Container
Brush custom designed and patented to remove sand from you at the beach. Use on your body, pets, shoes or at playground after the sandbox.
umbrella closer
sock barrel
No more lugging groceries up to your 2nd floor apt? My device clamped onto your balcony could lower/raise a line with hooks via remote.
Hybrid/Electric Car Whisper
I've killed dozens of house plants. It would be great to equip house plants with a sensor that would send a text message or email alert
iPhone 5 Case with built in Solar Powered Bluetooth Mini Speaker,App-enabled.
Speed Trainer
The Pen Case
Baby Saver Car Seat
FLi Fruity Loops iNTERACTIVE
Solo Cup Lid
French curve projector
A thin, clear, sturdy adhesive strip that lines the bottom of your pant leg to prevent the fraying caused by dragging.
Humidity absorber "Infini"
Motor spins rods, non-motorized propeller toys fly randomly in the air one after the other. Kids catch them. Move over Ele-fun! Indoor/Out
Bugum Vacuum
Cup Holder For Serve
It's a very lightweight Rain boot unlike any out there. It's collapsible and will fit in hand bags, briefcases; suitcases...etc.
I soundz or something like tha
Glass Shower Door Towel Clip
A MacBook Pro dock that fits neatly into the base of your MacBook. Built in would be extra HDD's, battery, optical drive, USB's, Ethernet
a clear or silver nail polish contacting the skin that allows conductivity to transfer to any touch screen removing the need for a stylus
USB multi-port with cord management hidden within a vehicle cup holder. Provides a new cup holder with phone slots in its place.
odor free football gloves
OLED Bicycle Belt,Kinetic
swing arm flower pot holder
Bracelet Designer Printer
Suction cup add on Desk Drawer
Karaoke
Bungee Bowl for your transporting needs.
Cell Phone Leash
Plastic cup holders. Save plastic cups. Do not waste plastic cups in your party. The guests choose their plastic cup holders with a number.
The Spoke Wheeled is 3200 Years Old:It's Time For Quirky To Reinvent The Bicycle And Remove The Spokes from the Wheels,Ultra Cool Maximus.
Speaker case
a birdfeeder that zapps a squirrel with remote zapp on zapp off the zapper
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The Musical Bathroom Fan
drive with knowledge
A reusable baggie with a magnetic closure. A more environmentally-friendly alternative to Ziploc or Hefty baggies.
Stickyticky crib sheets
Glow Clothes
Wireless/Bluetooth Stethoscope
??
Windshield Wiper Repairer
A redesign of Outdoor Gear
I'd like a smart fish tank. A tank that can tell you when the pH and ammonia levels are to the point the water needs to be changed.
Auto-heated container for food and drinks.
Q-napkins, the new kind of napkins. JUST PUT THEM ON YOUR FINGERS
ICED COFFEE MUG! Turn even the hottest coffee into chilled ice coffee in no time!
"DRINK THE DRINK, NOT THE ICE"; COOL A DRINK W/O WATERING IT DOWN OR DRINKING THE ICE !
new type of hose
Mixable Nail Polish Kit
mom
LITE BRIGHT WORLD GLOBE GAME- The Question &amp; Answer Game! A GREAT LEARNING TOOL FOR ALL AGES at HOME OR SCHOOL
Introducing The All New Human Powered Treadmill Water Ski:No motor and no boat necessary.
pantry cam
Lifebelt Total Body Exerciser
Hairdryer Glove. Attaches to your existing dryer, and turns your hand into a dryer.
Shower Eyes (sm) are specially designed eyewear for use in the bathroom/shower that do not fog or rust, with wrap temples to stay on.
Precision Pill: Monitored Automatic Pill Dispenser
Find It! a small attachable device you can attach to things you lose (remote) that sounds an alarm when activated by clapping or cell app
Cushy feel grips &amp; more
La idea consiste en hacer un suplemento de plÃ¡stico, que alargarÃ-a un poco al actual quitasol de nuestro coche
SMART SUITCASE (with scales included) CONTROLLED BY THE IPHONE. --------- Autopilot mode or manual mode.
Folding Plates! Set of 6 with storage rack. Can use as back up plates or take camping.
ICE POP COZY !! Resubmit 228 votes.. No more cold hands for the kids...No more wasting paper towels/ napkins.Magnetic so they stick to frig
Whipped cream dispenser: A Toy plastic face that shoots string out the nose dispensing whipped cream pressurized fun, at parties, wedd etc.
Full Body Dryer
A small trash bin that can be put into the cup holder of a car easily removed and emptied out.
I-remote
Keyless home entry/exit
Holiday bubble gum candy canes
a lockable glove box for bikes that is bolted down to the already exsisting mountian bike rack i do have an exsisting model
automatic glove dispenser
The DASHiPHONE/iPAD
Ghost Protection
Motor Shade
Edibles escape
Anchor Bag
Placemat with a curved end that hugs around the end of dinner table to protect your baby from biting on the edge of a unclean surface.
Dog Brush Cleaning Board
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Garage Door Bug Barrier
Lazy Susan for the Fridge!
Sleepers- Toe sepparaters made of memory foam that are circular and meant to sleep in for comfort!!
A Puzzle Storage Case will keep your puzzle out in the open but no pets can scatter your pieces! My example in pics, not actual ending size!
Auto Relief
Toy shaped robotic cleaner with video game app - Let your kids cleans most of your house while they play - Resub into Wink
Cinch
Powder Flying Prevention
DUI FINDER
The #1 Selling Toy of 2013 Paper fortune teller FORTUNE FINDER COOTIE CATCHER
A washing machine which allows clothes to be on hangars as well. The goal was to prevent twisting and knotting of shirts and trousers.
Pince pour ventouse
Modern Toilet Paper Holder
Heated Toilet paper rod
A stand to put your phone on when filming yourself with it.It could be adjusted for any angle or reasonable height.
broom &amp; mop covered
The idea is a small Fish. Line to connect the Internet also contains a feature on the installation (wall. The ground.Table
Figurines for Collectors: The ten Kings of Atlantis, Poseidon (their father) and his wife will introduce the Atlantis Kingdom.
BEACH BUM
Grocery Bag Holder for your Car Trunk and Kitchen Table.......... I call it the Grocery Tower. resub
Fork friendly plates.
BI-FOLD reusable grocery bag that attaches to the outside of shopping cart to keep breads and other items from being crushed.
New Design Mouse
WALKIE-TALKIES MADE4 INSTANT CHILD&amp;PARENT COMMUNICATION WITH TRACKING CAPABILITY.KNOW WHERE UR KID
IS&amp;SPEAK 2 THEM WITH EASE.Open2 Colab
3-in-one/mirror.board.hangers
Pick up that garbage without touching it. Bending over to pick it up. The Pik-Up-Stik. The way it unload what it picks up is the cool part.
TENDEDERO GIRATORIO
Power Shield
Racken Wit
WATCH MP3 USB BLUETOOTH
Snap on medicine cap reminder
iDesign MyHouse
Necktune
Light On The Go
Mini speaker
DELUXE MASSAGE PILLOW! Relaxes you w/ scent, sound and softness! Pillow cradles chest, face and arms. Use for massage, migranes or tanning
rock a boat
An efficient and sanitary method for removing fat that accumulates on the top of soup, gravy and broth.
Roll~Control Baby
Cardboard Kits to go with the Quirky "JUGO" clips.
key finder
Funny Doll Bookmark
Turret Station Hair Station
a case for a ipad that easily attaches to the users leg with velcro straps.
Quikee Bathroom Cleaner
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Flying V Surge Protector
Toaster Buddy
Secure-It

or Soft-Safe

I have an idea for a nose filter for those who have allergy problems. Why not a breathable filter to be placed at the end of nostril
Charger,blow dryer,extension cords,TV,Xbox; what all these have in common? Cables, all over the place! Hard to separate; harder to organize.
Transforming Headboards!
TRITURADOR DE ALIÃ‘OS Y CALDOS
The Better Mouse Trap
Improve and upgrade the portion control plate. Make it easy to follow a good/healthy diet without spending a lot of money.
ROAMER COASTER: Coaster that can easily &amp; securely attach to different size/shape cups.
Um site de busca seleto oferecendo produtos e serviÃ§os como o google mas aceitando apenas empresas limpas e legalizadas a mais de dez anos.
I want to invent a 3D/Smart TV interactive software, videos, apps all interactive to help Pre-K to High School students learn &amp; play.
Far reaching sprinkler
Pump a Drink - An Easy Way to Fill Your Glass From a Gallon Jug
A plastic tank that holds liquid fertilizer and hooks up to your sprinkler system, feeding your lawn when the sprinkler comes on.
The Digital Polaroid. A device dedicated to sharing photos on the go with ease.
Child identity theft is in many ways more DEVASTATING than adult identity theft, must thefts are committed by someone the victim knows.
Wine Walkers. High heel shoes with wine bottle opener built in.
Flavored silver spoons
Screwie #inventionchallange
Mobile Electric car recharger
Have you ever needed boots where your feet don't get wet from water outside or sweaty from the inside? I have come up with a solution!
KLEENEX TISSUE/TOILET PAPER COZY - holds box of tissues on top, hides 2 rolls of toilet paper below. Great for small bathrooms w/no storage
Grocery bag car rack. Holds grocery's in place while driving,No more breakage,spillage,easy to use and durable.Easily stored.Save money to.
Ultraviolet light sensitive / reactive temporary tattoos - or electronic device - which indicate cumulative exposure to UV radiation
RESUBMIT-Multi-meal storage/transport great for picnics, field trips and workers on-the-go. No more tupperware messes. Carry All Easy
A wristband worn by both small children and parents/caretakers that alerts them if the child is under water too long. To prevent drowning.
Decorative Roller Tops
Coconut opener
These Magnifying Glasses are Made For Getting Objects Out of the Eye. They are Great for Applying Make-up and Trimming Your Eyebrows.
Shower Caddy Bag
Adjustable Coat Rack
Kool Pet Kooler
Automatic Recipe Inventor
the cooler net
Fly me to the MOON POD â€“a mobile indoor/outdoor mini-cabanaâ€”your room with a view.
A set of storage compartments that attaches to the back of the door. It also can be folded up &amp; used as a travel bag or for storage.
Quick-mount hair dryer holder
How many times have you wanted to see a pimple on an inaccessible part of your body? My personal flexible borescope even help you remove it.
MULTIBLADE SCISSORS FOR SHREDDING CREDIT CARDS, PAPER, and EVEN KITCHEN USE.This is a great new innovation to conventional
scissors!
iPhone 5C - Color Case
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Potty train your son w/ EASE by using these flushable sports (rival) logo targets. Starter kit comes with a stool of the kids favorite team!
Coupon Redemption Station
IPAD ADHESIVE BACK WITH NON-SLIP RUBBER-LIKE MATERIAL USED FOR KITCHEN DRAWER LINERS.
This product is fun for anyone by changing a look or adding bling to your look. Also it can be practical as well as small and handy.
SD Memory Card Rolodex
Garage Sale App
Ass Hole Novelty Car Horn
Kitchen Garbage Can attached inside the cupboard but holds bags like they do at the market so u just take out old bag and new one is ready!
I propose bulk toothpaste! How many empty toothpaste tubes must there be in the world's landfills
The combinator
Front Facing USB Port &amp; Headphones Hub for iMacs. Easy access to the ports you always need on a daily basis.
Bacchus and Dionysus Wineglass
Never Lost. Small pager with with micro electronic discs, you would place these disc on your keys,wallet or glasses to prevent loss.
Sour Milk Ruin Your Day?
SPONGE-HOLDER MAT FOR SINK
decreasing the risk of people tripping over oxygen tubing that is very long &amp; difficult to ambulate safely especially when using a walker.
SMART FRIDGE....
Resubmit)Nurf Plane launcher with bubble trail the must have summer toy.
Toddler moat
Back massager
A wifi monitor inside a picture frame or window frame that has a wifi connection to wildlife parks and zoos around the world.
"Fender flip" by Dalney
W-1 Laundry Basket
Automatic toilet bowl cleaner
You lose your phone and attached to your keys is a button to make your phone ring and you lose your keys you can track your keys..
A simple, cheap, effective solution to a common problem in the kitchen!
Animatronic Tail
Bilingual Alphabet Puzzle
Bluetooth Cellphone Charger
Overhead garage shelves
Smart Bicycle Gears:WiFi Gears that shift by themselves automatically from an App on your smart phone.
SafeCam
the double up
Dishweight: A flexible, plastic, impermeable, weight to lay across plastic cups and containers in the dishwasher so they don't flip over.
Singing stroller attachment
Stroller Handle Extenders
"The Lounge Mate"!
How old are those Leftovers in the Fridge? Now you can tell with this simple Timer/Countdown.
Hello Friends!!! Have anyone microwaved a frozen dinner lately??? The EXTREEMLY overcooked side dishes are now a thing of the past
Shoe stack
Trunk table for cars. It is a roll out table that attaches to the trunk and takes up minimal space. With drop down legs, custom built to fit
Humpy
CHIP CLIP....HOLD THE FRIES! or chips/snacks, toll ticket,parking garage ticket. Hangs from your rear view mirror
easy to install total security protection for you and family
Like toast and potato chips? Let's get them married! A layer of potato chips inside the toast slice.
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Campus Stockpile Guard
My ViceVersa power strip is designed to solve a multitude of problems that exist with the current power strip designs on the market today.
Baby Bottle Washer and Steam Steriliser
Soap handholder
A device that converts a power generator into a multi-use machine.
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
left hand glove with nails case and tweezers to facilitate holding the nail before the hammer.
mini baler
AquaFlex liquid measure device
The Solar Briefcase &amp; Backpack
Wail Warning!
NUT CASE
a mini usb lamp for people with laptops to illuminate there key board at night.
The coaster with a drawer and a bottle opener, all rolled into one.
Breakable Stress Vase
Openlope
Basket Bag
I Spy Kiosk
cleaning toy box
Bird Feeder Protector, MUST C
CHIP POKE Table Game
WI-FI BOOSTER ON JEWELRY Have always with you the ability to get online fast &amp; strong anywhere with this wi-fi signal receiver-transmitters!
Solar car cooler
Rat Attack
USB Memory Stick Alert
BYM (bring your medicine) Bag
PezÂ® Band-Aid Dispenser - Fast Delivery - Wrapper Removal - Easy As Candy - Kid Friendly.
Converge
Tripod Iphone case
WOW!!! FINALLY!!! A Ladle That is Specifically Designed to Fit a Pots Edge and Bottom at the Same Time Perfectly. Looks Weird But WORKS.
Car Chat
AWSUMBRELLA
The solution to your lack of storage and shelve space. Space saving shelves that fit inside the wall. Easy installation in any room.
rain and shine
Park Perfect
Microphone system for use in group presentations that allow audience members to receive the audio on their own smartphones/iPads speakers.
Double Open Ended Jar
Scrubber Duckie
Caulking organizer
Tie Google street maps to a monitor mounted on an exercycle.
ACTION SPORTS BRA
Carry plastic grocery bags with your Hobo Grocery Getter. Use your free hand for your keys to open your car door.
Levier-inspired pry-bar
Sock Chain
collapsible funnel handle off
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Baby Arch,a safe head,neck
Credit card sized stand for smartphone and tablets. Keep it in your wallet!
House Tour is a ap that can be used by anyone trying to sell real estate. Upon entering home it will prompt a guided tour of property.
Guitar Pick Ring! A ring that holds a few guitar picks. No more searching for picks, and make a fashion statement.
Oreo/Nilla/Graham Pie Crumble!
B.C. Adventures
A usb flash drive that has a female usb socket on the other end.
I live in Fl. Ice cubes for drinks -adults, kids don't last ,especially outside by the pool.
Tic Tac Mo
App enabled : Air Purifier + Furniture Duster = Dust Buster
Terrycloth dish washing gloves
Chestnut cutter
EZ Off Smoke Alarm
Virtual Sports Trainer
Zipper Buddies
Sticky Towel
The Milk Window
A Suction Holder is used to put a bowl or cup in so you can cook without moving your bowl around the counter/knock your cup off the table.
Students should not have to store their backpacks on the floor during class. It can also be used to hang backpacks and/or purses in places.
take a battery powered charger to the bottom port of your iDevice and you have another hour or so of power.
Do you wish there was a way to have perfectly baked cookies? No more burnt bottoms with this app-enabled baking sheet!
Retractable Wheel Suitcase
Zip Gripper
Handjewelry
the potato glove protects fingers and knuckles while peeling potatoes or using a cheese grater making hash brown potatoes or grating cheese.
Transformer Cooler Bodyboard
CAR DAMAGE/THEFT GUARD -Catch that "Hit and Run" driver or window smasher! WIRELESS IMP Sensor detects damage=alerts panoramic cameras!
Crate display shelving
iPhone 5S Enabled Lock
Magic Snake for toilets
PIG OUT!
The Shake bottle that stores a powder product up top and liquid in the bottom. Easy to mix no mess! No need for extra containers.
Rock Your Mouse Awake
LIFE MEMORIES
Your best friends cooler
Slap Band Universal Remote
Passifeader (passifier feader)
Bottle Ice Wrap. Keep your soda cooler for longer!
Pet Nursing Station
Turn your mug into a mug of the 21st century. Avoid dropping your cup of coffee or tea and make it easier and more pleasant to drink.
The Stowaway Aroma Teacup
Freedom suit
Shower Pods
Behind Seat Storage- p/u truck
Hotdog and Veggies Grilling Rack! Grill hotdogs or veggies and only need to flip them once.
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i Mulcherautomaticlawnmower+ap
Bike Wind/Draft Optimizer
Corner Cat Scratcher
Car Umbrella Clip
automatic pet feeder app
Hi I have an idea to create a child car seat that simply latches onto the vehicle seat. No need to use the incovenient lap belts or buckles.
How many times have you gone to the gas station and the pump handles are soiled to the max?! Introducing all new germ fighting PumpSwipes!
RESUBMIT-COOL LOCK-LOCKING CARABINER &amp; RETRACTABLE CABLE SYSTEM to lock up your motorcycle, bike, skis, snowboards, tools
and more
Headboard Projector
Fandemonium -Cstmizbl Fan Strp
Poolside Comfort
Attach&amp; Collapse Umbrella Bag
Back Saver Shovel Aid
Chinese tumbler mirror
drainplug installer/remover
A text message or app alert that sends an image messsage when someone is at your door step.
Calling all Golfers! Meet the ClipOn Degree Mesure. Clips onto your putter and lets you know what degree your putter is at while you put
Dog Bowl with removable freezer ring. Fill with water/broth, pop out of ring &amp; fits on bowl. Cool snack while keeping water chilled.
It is for boys that like Spiderman. It's a plastic hand of Spiderman that dispenses toothpaste, mouthwash, floss and holds the toothbrush
Lets revise the Otter Pop! Throw a tootsie roll in the Otter Pop and we have the Otter Chew. Marketing could be, You otter chews me.
portable table that hooks onto the seat of a shoppong cart, clip to hold your shopping list,caculator,pocket for coupons
Crock clamps for bungee cords, It will change the way you use bungee cords forever.....Open for sugestions... Please comment and thanks.
a device that allows many external devices to connect wirelessly to your android smart phone or tablet.
My idea is to improve the coffee sleeve,by adding a handle that can be pulled out from the sleeve it's self if the consumer so chooses.
PiVot Power Senior: With 10 Outlets,power switch,power surge protector and 10 eject buttons,one for each outlet.#Resub
Tank-Drainer: Drain The Water From Your Fish Tank In One Step! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Night Light That Releases Aromatherapy to Soothe and Relax Children while Sleeping.
This web-enabled customised fortune-telling, based on IT and sophisticated back-end software will be able to make individualized prediction.
Freedom Pivot Power. Another option for the range. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility.(resub 160 votes last time
What better way then to bring back the old Jukebox with style and a modern app called Jukebox 2.0!
Self Tanning Bathbomb
Consolidate your Toothpaste, Ketchup, Paint, and anything that comes in a tube or jar with a set of common sized connectors for home goods
Dissuader for cats. I'm sorry, but from now you can not make the poop in my flower pots :)
An inflatable and deflatable air mattress that automatically folds into an easy and convenient carry-able small package with handles.
Hot Car Rescue
Left the house &amp; forgot to turn off that appliance? TODDLE offers the only zero-installation option to control power outlets from anywhere.
On/Off Switch For Each Outlet On Pivot. Most Electronics Are Always On(Even When Turned Off) Allowing Damage From Overheating &amp; Power
Surges
the pet scrub
Smart bathroom! App-enabled sensors that let you know when you are out of soap, shampoo,toilet paper etc.
ICARD
CUP HOLDER TISSUES
Novelty Shoe Footwear
ICE CUBE BUSTER
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Redesign the Knife
A sturdy garden tool that is different. It has serrated teeth on two sides of a steel blade mounted in a wood handle and has multiple uses.
Perpetual Cards
Smart UVC cleaning wand - shows when the target area is actually clean and detects hazardous UVC leakage
Anti Clogging Drinking Straw. A small sifter cap on the lower top of your drinking straw will do the trick.
Easy Ginger Borer : Quickly turn &amp; grate your ginger from the inside, no peeling necessary &amp; no mess!
great watering can
Photogray Umbrell, Canopies
Ever want to show your friends the newest viral video on your iphone? Run into the problem of not being able to hear it? Add "LoudMouth"
Rolling rattan laundry hamper with recessed wheels and retractable handle, like rolling carry on luggage
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
a replacement for a standard circuit breaker that measures electricity and transmits the data via bluetooth to a wifi station.
Classic Sunflower-iMac inspired articulating speaker stand for iPad
APP FOR CONVERT YOUR iPhone IN A MOUSE (using the lens)
BabyAlarm System
Cardboard Laptop Holder/ Stand I needed a stand that would hold my laptop as well as my mouse, Xbox controller, and remotes.
turn your cell phone, ipad or tablet with the camera to borescope, spy camera or utility device to find objects in hard to reach spaces.
Have you ever flown in a plane with a crying child? My idea is a homeopathic solution to this problem.
solar powered window valances. Pick from cool designs.
The next generation condom. The condom design will have a very thin outer layer (In case condom should break)along with an inside layer.
It's a Hairbrush &amp; spritzer in one. For ladies and maybe gents on the go, add body and lift or firmness when you need it
Can't u have to contact me
Grilling Tray for steaks, burgers, and hotdogs. Better than regular trays or basic plates.
Apple Social Network
hollow mouse
Hate lipstick stains on your glasses after you already washed them. You should try one swipe of this sponge and the lipstick is gone.
Grow Hanger
Computer monitor cell holder
Multiple Deep Pot Cooker
Where's My?
Tape dispenser that cuts at an angle.So you can find the end easily if it sticks to itself.OR leaves a colored mark when you tear from roll.
First EVER Business Proposal!!! Looking for Investors in this product and service
Take your basic indoor garbage can but holes two inches from the bottom and the same with the top.
ReSub Portable Battery Powered Charger for iDevices. Never let iPod/Pad/Phone die out on you again.
Padlock, key or dial, that sends an alert to your smartphone when it is cut or tampered with. The same idea could be applied to cable locks.
Six can cooler
Stick it too em
Juice Pouch: Adaptation as a Cell Phone Holder
Bicycles were invented 200 years ago. 1 billion world wide. Cycling may be the best cardio workout, but the KorBike includes your upper body
My idea is to market a specialized line of athletic clothes for plus size women.
2in1 MJ'sStyler
Twist to go.
Plastic bottle/straw/top can measure any liquid. Vinegar, soy sauce, oil, lemon/lime juice, milk, water with just a squeeze....See video
a smart phone case that has a retractable belt that pulls out to go around your wrist or waist and clips on to itself.
LightAway is an innovative multi-purpose solar sculptural lighting device.
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WINDOW SHADES that express yor inner artist.Going 2 college?Shades have cool graphics that r fun.Maybe reacts 2 sun/movement or glow in dark
Boat launch assistant
Pancake turner with sides to place on a griddle/skillet for uniform pancakes or fried eggs
A baby teether and colorful toy all in one,keeps the attention of my 6 mth old baby.Soft in the mouth &amp;gives lots of hand &amp;eye stimulation.
Single Mini Coffee Tube
Nimbus skins
What to do with hands when running? Hands are sensitive &amp; have important cooling functions. Perforated, hollow, fan-cooled cylinders help.
Wobble Roll Kart
Four-wheeled luggage - with brakes! They'll never escape again....
A locking page so you can still give your phone to someone to use, but have your private app's locked.
The booklight bookmark and magnifier does just that. It will light your page in the dark, magnify your words and mark your page.Resub
Waterproof Swing Cover
Beverage Bullet
ZippaShades
wheresmafone
The idea is to alert you via an iphone app. about your car/house/business alarm sounding off.
Camhandle iPhone Case
An app or screen protector with magnification that acts as "readers" for those who need magnification but do not normally wear glasses.
LIMESLICE is the perfect lemon shaped lime/lemon slicer!! Cut Limes and Lemons horizontally to make fresh lemonade, and garnish foods!!
Employer Obamacare Beater
Fresh Seat
Hanger's Spacer
Cling-on mouse palm support instead of the traditional wrist rest.
The Ferris Wheel K-Cup Holder. A slim space saving design that revolves like a ferris wheel.
Milk Minder
"WiFi Personal Smoke Detector"
Perfume Clip: Insert or fill with your favorite perfume/scent. Pin the small round clip onto inside of Hats, Clothes, Shoes, Purses, Etc..
Timer Control Miquito Sprayer
UpScale is a New Place for Your Scale- Just Hang by Your Hands for a Second &amp; Your Weight Will Appear on Your Iphone. Oh... Chin-Ups Too
reelCHARGE: retractable phone charging electrical receptacle. Never lose your charger again -- because it's installed in your wall
The Poop Vacuum
Helping hands. There are so many situations when you wish you had more then two hands, three or maybe four. Your wish can come true.
Cookie Jar Alarm
GRILLS A RAYONS INFRAROUGES
Bluetooth Outdoor Deadbolt
Powered Entertainment Center
More efficient and cost effective beach chair swivel for any chair, includes a lock box.
Bye Bye Burning Eyes
Iphonesun
Bowling Tracker/Trainer
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
App enabled plant monitor. Let's you know when to water your plants and examines the soil.
Safe-T-Bar. A safe and secure device to detain detainees or prisoners while arresting or securing people. This can be used by Police etc.
Introducing the infant/toddler blanket coat! It is a blanket and coat in one. Cuddle with blanket and then put it on as a coat for the cold!
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Tooth Brush Holder
Pixit collectible stencils for all Pixit users ........... Revised with 2 design options
A soap dispenser you plug in or add batteries to create heat that converts your bar of soap into a liquid or a foam.
Sound of Zen over-the-head iPod Shuffle headphones let you relax or exercise without worry of getting jabbed, dropping or losing your iPod
Save it! Yogurt covers
Up &amp; Over Bathmat w/Storage
Get Smarts, quick, portable,Pop up, Changing room.Attaches to open car door/ Tailgate.No more exposing yourself in crowded, public restrooms
Colored salt
A baby pool with a supportive seat for a baby who is not able to sit independently but wants to sit and splash without being held!
The liquid soap easy one touch dispense backscrubber.. it dispenses the right amount of liquid soap at the touch of a button as it cleans.
Improved home plastic trash bag to reduce/eliminate odors/medical waste through an interconnected interior smaller bag which can be sealed.
Why is it so hard to teach children how important it is to brush their teeth? B/c whats the fun in it? Introducing the fun of ToothPaint.
Washable Sock basket made with rigid or semi-rigid material designed to store and and prevent socks from disappearing in laundry process.
Envelope Organizer for your desk. Keep your desk clean and neat with this item......
Automatic or remote two in one home + pool robot cleaner - cleans floor &amp; water surface (has removable floating unit). Toy for kids - Resub
Caps w/ Expandable Funnels
Case with solar panels!!!!!!
prevent valuables from getting lost
Home Depot Expandable Hanger!
Electric Panelboard with completely detachable cover
Lighted Gutters and Downspouts
shell flex
Awesemo had a great idea, which lead to ChunLee's great idea, which lead to this idea- the point is, Quirky should take another look...
(RESUBMIT) SCIENCE RULES! Quickly &amp; easily remove hard boiled eggs without that messy &amp; painful peeling process! Only open 1 side of
egg!
A lemon/orange squeezer with attachable container for storage and for juice collection. Squeeze directly onto food or store it. Fun and easy
A Nail File with a built in Stylus tip.
Watermellon Juice
the unprocrastinator
The collapsible pizza box
Single(Resub)
Night Crawler Bathroom slipper
Bread Proofer. 1 vented &amp; 1 solid collapsible silicone bowl, &amp; 1 round microwavable heating pad. Help dough rise even in cold conditions!!
MJ's Tamale Spreader
Eliminate Clutter on The Top of Your Fridge/Counters with MAGNETIC CABINETS + WHITEBOARD that Attaches to the Sides of your Fridge. (2 PICS)
Busy Baby Carseat
Pool Heater Siphon
Bear Your Soul
Wink enabled Automatic Fish Feeder
A vertical multi phone regular or induction charging station that plugs flush directly into the wall and holds the iPhone/cell phones.
How many times have you been out driving after a meal and need a toothpick or floss?.Many times I'm sure.. Solution- Interior Dispenser.
Ladder with built-in socket and plug.Household chores will be much more safer now! Can be used at work too!
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iPhone STRAP N STAND. Use as a keychain strap or cell phone strap. Doubles as a stand for your device.Thanks to M.E for render
A new design for a screw driver (bit, screw head) in the shape of a triangle. This will avoid the screw head from stripping or rounding.
Use Google Glasses underwater with purpose made outer Goggles.Design prevents potential damage to glasses or eyes,whilst in use in water
Most households typically have appliances such as television sets, CD players, DVD players, or VCRs accompanied by hand-held remote controls
A usage timer for ipad iphone etc... to limit time used by my kids
Liquid soap is GREAT!Until you get to the frustrating last 10% that won't pump and goes to waste!My solution fixes the waste and frustration
Stress Sensing Smart Watch App
Double belt sander
Brush'n scrape is a snow brush and ice scraper all in one for your car. No more small ice scrapers that leaves you wet and frustrated.
You Got Mail
Virtua tutor is the ability to practice whatever your profession is, no matter what you aspire to in a virtual reality setting. All ages...
eDog Tracker
Hello
The Vacta-pus is a multi-hose, vacuum attachment for Household, Commercial and Industrial vacuums.
Smart Binder
Bolt on electric valve for house main water valve with wireless sensors placed in house where applicable if leak detected shuts off water.
Smart TV remote control
TV Fade Out
Golf cart organizer. Keep keys, phones, wallets, safe and secure while playing golf.
Temperature reading toothpicks. Top changes color according to the internal core temperature of the food. No longer just for presentation!
Handbag Shoulder Grabber
aadfdfsdf
Bra Pocket-A pocket for your bra to secure your cell phone, ID, credit cards and cash. Important items are secure, discreet and sweat-free.
Key-Hallet
Treadmill Manual Snowmobile
Social Webber
Curter
Ready to reinvent the water pail? Waterbags will totally change the way one stores,carries,and distributes water in their everday lives.
RESUBMIT-SLIDE &amp; WRITE RULER-Worlds first self-sufficient ruler that has builtin line marker. No pencil or pen required.
CompactGreen
Egg Station for home. Many people love eggs as I do. I would like to have a egg station, just like the professionals.
Bib Ladder
Grass Chaps, for clean socks !
SQUASH "it"
App Enable Door Reminder
I NEED an automatic door opener for my house! Wouldn't you love to not have to worry about keys anymore? One click and you are in!
Fold flat packing tape sold by the strip or the box. Can be personalized with "Happy Holidays", "Happy Birthday". Buy box or envelope size.
safe lock
Spring loaded training wheels with ability to select and change to progressively looser spring tensions.
Feel clean and confident after a workout without a shower. Here's a product that will and leave you feeling clean, refreshed, and confident.
Super Fast Meat Cutter and Attached Kitchen Cooking Spoon! A Twofer! Great for Tacos, Spaghetti Sauce, Etc.!
Sleeve's for your ceiling fan blades.Tight spandex sleeve's with magnetic fibers to collect and attract dust.Its held on by velcro straps.
Plastic safety pipe installer
Chewker is a perfect fusion of Chess and Euchre. People are fans of both, and if 1% of fans were to buy it, it would be an instant success.
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Do you hate doing laundry as much as I do?This all-in-one in washer/dryer will do up to three loads of laundry while you sit back and relax.
It's a comfortable, tough and hand gripping PC mouse. The mouse is made up of tough rubber and tire grooves resembling cool tire tracks.
The Parker Marker
Drink Up!
Smash It
The Chopstick Convertor
FLEX - HANGER
Iphone case with clasp
gas grill grease gutter
BIG Cordies! For behind the TV. Line extension.
the perfect ump
Smartphone mouse
UPDATED: Get costly gels, ointments, ETC. thru TSA w/out exceeding the 3-1-1 limit OR ending up w/ an unusable mess on your hands.
self intangible electric cord
Smart Sneakers: Bluetooth Enabled Sneakers That Measure Time, Distance, Speed, Length, and Height. Great for Active People &amp; Track &amp; Field.
Comfortable boat seat
Backpack
Clear holster/pouch with hooks for ipad, kindle, etc to hang inside crib, car seat or stroller. Hangs safely for baby's entertainment.
bendable paint roller
Kitchen utensil tray w/detacheable cover. Keeps dirt, bugs, &amp; chemicals from contaminating kitchen utensils
A sink drain plug or suction cup with rubber cord and adjustable grommet that you can submerge frozen food underwater to defrost faster
A musical instrument for children which can't be played wrong. It always sounds good no matter how randomly it is played.
A device that assembles, folds, and bags, newspapers and delivers the bagged results to a storage area.
No Sail Away Garbage Pail
Shril location handbag
Resub.Head Cooling System Collab. with youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed to be Worn Underneath Hats etc.
SOLAR PANEL designed for one item use. 1 medical device, 1 computer, 1 heater, 1 air/cond, etc. Think power outages, poor folks, etc.
Hip pocket for phone to let a person see who is calling.Seam closest to ground is stitched. Other sides are velcro.Inside is a clear pocket.
Multi-use Lawn &amp; Garden Tool
Product improvement for a baby
Wifi enabled baby sleeping mat that monitors sound and movement.
Picture this..a 2 1/2 in. unique, compact,&amp; insulated cup holder that stakes into the ground at a beach, football game,or even a picnic.
The Pebble Watch - http://getpebble.com/ - is fab. BUT the watch band? Lets just say it's MEH. Let's create a great looking Pebble Band.
Flip Toe Socks! These will sell like the SNUGGIE Fashionable, Functional and truly QUIRKY. Nobody else is making a convertible sock.
Hose Attachment that allows you to spray colored water!! Spray your friends with colored water! Non-toxic/Non-staining/No harm to grass.
Backup Home APP enabled Lights
Hydromassage
Feather: a new way to lift and move things around. No effort, no back pain, simply insert heavy stuff inside a hollow ball and roll it over.
The device is a shirt, vest,strap on.has an inflatable air bladder built in.Prevents sleeping on back and reduces snoring. Washable,storage.
Another way to quickly find parking spaces with an app-enabled device! This one without the camera.
Digital WIllpower
Why not a Crates Headboard which would complete &amp; compliment an entire Crates System bedroom set? Interchangeable and new accessories
Quirky App
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Heel Strap
electrical tape holder
Thread (Spool) Clip
Johnny On The Spot /for dog's
Bicycle thorn brush
Grocery Positioning System
Jet
EZ-STEP Litter Box. The safer HANDS-FREE poop and pee solution. UPDATE: SUICIDE AND SERIOUS MEDICAL CONDITIONS LINKED TO CAT
LITTER BOXES!
Static Electric Powered Mouse
FadeInGel is a hair styling gel which gradually darkens grey hair but without the terrible smell or toxic chemicals.
sleevies
Bicycle Safe-Arm, A safety device that prevent cyclists from getting hit by cars! See Video/Render by Vector.
hail of a cover
Wireless Buds
This is a Child's Seat Cushion Made of Either Memory Foam or Gel. Specifically designed for High Chairs, Booster Seats, and Car Seats.
Small Storage by the Bed. Women will love
Floss built in toothbrush
Food Allergy Smart Device GE
App-Supermarket Price Labels
Little Dippers! Disposable Plates with built-in bowls for dip! Stacks like a regular plate, dip bowl easily folds open to contain liquids!
insatant sharp
The Electronic Sak
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
Provide a low cost, easy to assemble and transport regulation soccer goal using pop-up tent technology.
A Shot Glass top for your alcohol bottles. Replace your existing screw tops with a stylish screw top shot measure.
suitcase weighing scale
Produce a reusable sleeve for baked potato corn on the cob to be used on the BBQ
Stationary Spinning Bike with Virtual Goggles programmed to simulate the movie's uphills and downhills while pedaling.
Shaver Saver
Record driving habits with an app-enabled device.
Phone Pocket Bra
An App enabled remote control car for youngsters.
A plastic pizza storage box with a lid the size of a pizza box.
A Mine Detector that attatches to the bottom of a barrel of a weapon Its light weight aluminium and wire reinforced and easily discarded
The Snake Light
Love handles
Plastisol or silicon coated large metal spoons, forks, wisks, &amp; ect. Tablespoon size and larger for cooking in Teflon coated cookware.
Cold Pillow
Best Friend *Break Away* Necklaces/Bracelets. Child/Teen wears necklace - decides to BREAK it away and gives friend the other one.
My 9 year old came up with this idea of a super Mini led clip light, that you can attach to almost anything... I think it is cool.
Plastic molded razor handles for Gillette Fusion and Venus razor cartridges. This would be cool, nobody else makes these
Ever lose your charger or have a friend ask for one you don't have? Here's the solution: a kit of cable tips that plug into the main cable!
A supercapacitor leaf blower system vest mounted. Silent, 3 min recharge. Acts as emergency power source also.
Zipper press for needlewomans
Your computer. In your pocket.
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Imagine having an alert on when your food is READY when COOKING on FIREâ€¦ ! Never burn rice again!!! check out The NEVER-BURN-AGAIN
ALARM!
HI-TECH toys confuse me. I love Classic Rock and would like to have the best stations provided when I do a trip search or use a GPS device.
Aren't we all tired of ridiculous gas prices? Here is a mpg booster, using the energy lost from having a muffler! While being just as quiet!
Satellite Dish Cleaner to remove snow and ice in Geographical areas where it accumulates on the satellite and it kills reception to your TV.
App enabled wine refrigerator.
SOX FOR BABIES, toddlers, and pre-schoolers. decorated with big letters of "L", "R" in red and green. and the words "port" and "starboard".
layout master
Tee shirt for moms and dads
Important Stuff Locater
Brown Sugar Measurer &amp; Tamper
"Paypal" like collection method for school and sports fundraisers. Eliminate the hassle of cash/check/charge and travelling to collect $.
Baby soft silicon bottle
Deodorant Shelf
get going now
Silicone/Rubber helmet sleeves! Flexible, form-fitting and shock-absorbing impact protection. Will help reduce impact from the hardest hits!
A mirror decal to see yourself when taking a picture from your cell, or check if your hair / make up is fine.
Quettlebell: a graduated kettlebell for beginners, seniors &amp; people with injury issues.
A wifi enabled smoke alarm that acts as a wifi repeater to also increase wi-fi coverage around the home.
My product is an "Easy Cut Sicle" that will make cutting &amp; trimming with a sicle much easier and more practical than a common sicle.
Introducing the next big thing... the PEGLESS WASHING-LINE!!! No more pegs, easy to hang and remove items, you'll wanna hang the washing.
Shower scrub brush with fixed three foot or optional length adjustable handle with rotating elbow adjacent the brush for foot scrubbing.
Cereal Milk
Holiday Lights
hands free camera for phones
Four Link Suspension Kit
battery self-sustaining MAC
special suitcase that makes sure your clothes are perfectly ironed and ready to use, no matter how long the trip is.
CRATES ACCESSORIES CRATES POWER
BD Mens
Pasta Pusha!- (because not everyone uses a big pan to cook pasta spaghetti)
Charm
Light on reminder
app enabled motion sensor security lighting system allows you to located intruder especially when kids home alone or child abduction.
Popper is a board kit that allows user's imagination to build different configuration of contraption mechanism to pop balloons. See video.
CAR CAP to keep the extreme heat out and the snow and Ice from becoming a pain. Portable Bill board space while protecting your CAR.
Neck pillow bluetooth headphon
Bathe your baby without straining your back. No bending over or leaning over too far, causing strain.
Trendy handbag with compartment for variety gadgets. Easy to isolate from other stuff.
Flashlight Shoe attachment
The THERMOSPOUT: the adjustable faucet thermometer. Tests the temp so you don't have to. Never wait with your finger in the water again!
Birthday card
ReSub: Space saving gloves.
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Clear Flat TV
Create-a-cover kit
Floating bath station-for your razors, lotions, nail clippers,glasses in the bath.Allows u to be more organised and relaxed.NOW/W RENDERINGS
Corkscrew for fruits &amp; veggies. To assist when peeling, zesting, etc...Video # 2!
RESUBMIT 200 VOTES-KINETIC COFFEE MUG-coffee getting cold? Easy Turn handle for instant heat. Stuck out in the woods or away from power
Just Juice
The problem: Too many guns worldwide. The invention: GPS-enabled and controlled Gun-Locks. Thanks...
Sleep Tight Bear
RedHen Bag
iPad Mini/iPhone Car Case
90 degrees outside... the big game is on tv... don't we all wish grass could cut itself?! Well it can! Worlds first autonomous lawnmower!
An easier way to be able to read while sitting on the potty
GPS for Construction WHERE R U
Continuous circulation vent.
An intelli-microwave that records internal and external temp of food being cooked or reheated, also has a smart timer.
Shut it when it begins to snow. Open with motorized or foot/hand operated ratchet mechanism to move snow away!
App based camera system for your vehicle.
Vibrating Razor with Bobble USB charging Station:
Your dog hears the sound of your voice while you are gone all day. Stepping on the novelty toy with microchip inside brings instant comfort.
Travel Ware
Keep bugs out of your drink!!!
Fridge Fit Organizing Bottles
World wide useful invention! THE CREDIT CARD POCKET SAFE with 4 digit combination lock. Small, light weight and strong. Everybody needs one!
WEED TWEEZERS...Don't bend and break your back ... like a GIANT pair of pliers...get the weeds out of the cracks of sidewalks/hard to reach
Birthstone Ear Buds â€“ Sounds the Same, Looks like a Million Buck$. Resubmitted with 193 votes.
ADD PROJECTOR CAPABILITY TO OUR IPHONE OR IPAD TO SHOW MOVIES,VIDEOS AND PICTURES ON THE WALL OR SCREEN.
iTransfer
Kids Ceramic plastic/tile craft kit. Glass Vase/bowl/candle holder,treasure boxes,etc.
Car seat with wheels! Perfect solution to a problem faced by all parents of new borns! Its quick and easy with no extra gear required.
cardie
Power tub and shower scrubber. Clean up the soap scum and mildew easily anytime, even while using it.
Color Development: Crayon Container &amp; Dispenser Organized in Triplets. First Color, Second Color, &amp; then Third Color made by mixing #1
&amp; 2.
Tent Case
It is so difficult to spray a fruit tree and not get the spray all over you. The fruit tree SPRAY "BOMB" is your ANSWER to this problem.
when we are walking on road we could not see objects with out turning back.when it is in our wrist we can observe what strangers doing back
R
Aut0-lawnmower Super connected
Bling Your Crates - Personalize them with hip pictures, letters, numbers, words, bling. Great for College and Kids
liquid soap catcher
A car cover that is windproof like an umbrella with wind-release vents. And lightweight car cover for easy to put on and take off handling.
iDevice HardCases giving MacBookPro look - Make your iPad, iPadMini and iPhone cases look like MacBookPro
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A Bluetooth ringer for the forgetful person who constantly forgets to switch their cellular phone from vibrate to ring when arriving home.
Meet the Grill Master. Combines 3 grilling and cooking tools into one. Knife, Spatula, and Tongs. Grill Baby Grill...
An iPhone case with a holder for tubes of lip stick, or lip balm.
ToastyCellPhoneCase
Multi-Rotation power
Seal protector/mildew and mold
Grease Dragon
Wine saver
Hoop Shots
Never lost object tracker
Table Storage - Store your stuff flat and horizontal UNDER the tabel in no-time. (puzzles - newspapers - magazines laptop tablet etc)
A pot cover that is suitable for different size pots
Ivy X
A smart device that can alert a person when someone is trying to hack their home COMPUTER or a virus is being downloaded.
Can cooler no-spill lid. A soda &amp; beer can cooler sleeve with a rubber top and a plug the shape of the standard opening in a beverage can.
StoreTight W/D - Food storage container that has compartment for wet and dry (ie. cereal and milk) and a spoon holder in the air-tight lid.
Eliminate stale chips and bag clips,Wire tape that you stick to the outside of bags,Just roll the bag up and the wire tape will keep it safe
This produce combines the power of a wind generator with a traditional electric power car.
doggy pooh hover
WOW Check This OUT!!! the â€œSee Your Toast Toaster". This Toaster isn't Like Any Toaster You Have Ever Seen. 360 Degree View as You Toast.
Gel Socks
PULL-OUT BBQ GRILL - The grill and tray pulls out on a track through the front allowing for removal of foods while maintaining the heat.
A bike lock that permanently attaches to the bike
chairpak or flipit
Social Media Device for the feel good factor, A device which can be kept in SOHO which alerts about any "LIKES" happening about your brand
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
Tired of placing mulch in the yard with your hands. Dragging that mulch bag around. Well no need anymore with the lightweight mulch shooter.
Shower Phone Mount
Exterior auto light out alert
Origami Bag Holder: No more numb fingers or bulky holders! Working Prototype &amp; VIDEO! Featured in NY Times &amp; noted by Ben Kaufman!
VOTE now
Inside solar light fixtures.
Jar holder for older people or people with rheumatism who cannot hold the jar by themselves when trying to open it.
Attachable iPhone Case
XFactorGlobal
Necktie Tube: Stores ties separately in a cylinder plastic tube. Perfect for home or traveling. Better than a tie rack
Quirky gift card/voucher for specific quirky product/item.
I combine elastic wrap around head bands with hair comb or mini hair clip to keep the band in place.
Smart phone cases. Case options include expanded storage slot, an external battery and a solar panel all wrapped in flexible TPU.
Hair dryer stand on wheels
Vest Ease
No more stabs in the dark.
Bad cellphone reception?. Don't lose important calls again. LED bulbs w/ built in cell signal booster. Reduce clutter. Re-sub 143 votes
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Wonder how to carry both - your breakfast tea and coffee for your lunch?
A device that holds an i phone on a seat, making it into a TV screen.
"Tangle free Christmas lights"
Reusable Pizza Boxes
Golf ball locator. (not a viewfinder)
FUN FUN FUN!!! - Meet the Squeak Sticker for kids between the ages of 2 and 4. Just stick'm and squeak'm. - FUN FUN FUN
Invent a golf ball finder using a substance on the surface of the ball(dye or spray) that can trigger the GPS finder on a phone.
Campfire Heat Reflector
FindMyKeys: by Key-me
iPad mini Carrying Case with Incorporated Stand, Lightning Cable &amp; Earbud Management
Staircase organizer
Reversible and magnetically USB connector, similar to the apple magsafe power connector but for USB port
Cordies
Iphone attachment that allows you to take pictures underwater.The Camera be lowered into the water at different depths for viewing.RESUB
Ice Crackers
When you plug a device into an outlet the plug auto locks to keep children out of harm.To unplug a device, push a button to release the plug
iPhone Case with mirror on it for your need. are you a girl? you might need one of this.
Fiber optic Badminton Set! Badminton set that truly GLOWS in the dark! Rackets and Shuttlecock! Net could plug in!! Play into the Night!
Energy Hotspot
The Corner Scratch
Hands Free Toliet Seat
Knight Brush
Remote Light Misquito/Tiki Tor
Window fan smoke filter
Power Cube
not a vacum cleaner LOL My idea is to put grooves on door latchs to prevent anyone from using card to open a locked door. Have more ideas
Lifesaver garage door opener
Vodka Filter: make the cheap stuff into the good stuff for cheap
A clean WELCOME
Easy Pet/Animal Cage
angel light
Covered Power Strip
Longboard warrior backpack
Toilet Paper Tower: Put all or most of your rolls in at once. Never have to store bags of rolls in the closet again. Won't run out of T.P.
Hip Seat Child Carrier UpDaddy
Magnetic Shock Absorbers
Be a Jedi master! - Control every thing in your house with gestures
teether binky
Smart heaters. Portable radiant oil heaters...with smart technology...able to be turned on or off...up or down using smartphone.
Ocupo Charger
Extension shape cord
'Where-Is-My-Luggage' Tag
FOOTY SCRUBBER - It really works great! My crude prototype works, but ugly! Lets create something stylish,revolutionary and quirky. Resub.
RESUBMIT-Portable washer that inserts into any 5 gallon bucket. Good for college students to do laundry + HELP WORLD/FEMA DISASTER RELIEF
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Two in one laundry hamper and basket. Reduce clutter. Open to collaboration. Resub
The Toddler Switch
Toasty Tootsies
How annoying is it when the drawstring comes out of your pair of pajamas or hoody? Very! Well now you can re-string it in seconds! WOW
On The Go
A computer screen scrambler for privacy. You will only be able to see the screen with the special glasses that descramble it.
Cellphone/Texter tracker
Diabetic Tester
Milk in a 10 pack of smaller plastic bottles in the shape of the old fashioned-glass-milk bottles from way back.Carried like a six pack.
ECO iPhone Wall Charger
A new napkin holder that leave us happy to use it and that will bring more comfort in use and in the economy of paper, simple design.
Desert Seal
Interchangeable hat button
smart phone on a leash
How great would it be if you could communicate to the vehicle behind you? Touch a button and display to the driver behind you on a screen .
Easy Pet Meds
Lazy Lift
Color changing laptop cover/skin.Like the LC thermometer often seen in fish tanks, it changes colors depending on the temp
Improve the outlet size, by making it expandable, just like an antenna. From two plugs to eight plugs.
Invention â€“ SEAT BELT RELAXER I am constantly pulling my seat belt to create a little slack. This will create slack for chest and lap.
A clip to hold your Parking receipt in place on your dashboard. New parking kiosks use paper receipt that can blow away when you close door.
UV Light Sterilizing Toy Box. All toys slowly rotate inside. Security features. Minimize germs sharing. Collaboration welcomed
My smart idea is for people like me who love mustard &amp; ketchup on their hotdogs , burgers and other foods.
Airbrushed Cars, models and houses look great, so why not airbrush your Nails too? You can even add designs and patterns!
Stunter
2in1 carry bag for iPad. It's a light weight, stylish iPad carry bag, it's also works as sunshade for iPad.
Double cup. Â
Battery Nail Polish Remover
LET'S SOLVE ONE OF THE BIGGEST ORGANIZATION PROBLEMS!! ORGANIZE YOUR BAGS!!
Travel Plastic Bottle" with 3 compartments for body wash, shampoo, and conditioner or hand lotion, etc.
Snow plow with torches mounted in/on it
A battery operated LED light that is attached or built into a dip stick for checking your oil(fluids) in your vehicle, making it easy to see
HDMI To Component Cable
Anti-cat throw blanket - "Stay off my bed, Cat
Graduated brake lights so that the driver behind you can tell how hard you're braking
Re-usable Laminated Note Cards
New way to spread salt on the driveway WITH PROTOTYPE.
Mood Swings
iPhone and iPad Weighing Case that is app-enabled.
VERY low profile cabinet, attaches to wall for stability, weight rests on bottom front. Fits anywhere, everyone could use this! RESUB update
The Strolling Device Charger
My great idea is an indoor plant spritzer which automatically mists plants with nourishing moisture as surrounding air becomes too dry.
Secured hidden pocket size of credit card. Holds items alleviating need for purse, stuffing bra or inconveniencing friend to carry items.
A hollow urethane rubber type sleeve pulled over the handle of a Cane about 5-7 inches in length and about. 1/2 to 1 inch in diameter.
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Car Alarm App
Protective Trauma Device
Small waterproof push button voice activated device turning speech to text and send to any electronic device via WiFi .
Robowl
Detachable U.B.E.
Wall and ceiling mounted model monorail. Like a model train but a thousand times cooler! Actual invention is the system of rails and tracks.
disappearing dryer sheets
All In One Drill
Handy Case
A Wallet That Actually Works
Now you can keep curious childrens fingers from gaining access to dangerous power outlet ports and prevent pulling of plugs from the wall.
SpiderSucker
Non-spill pet bowl with access to the water even if it is upside down. Video included.
Resort Chair Saver
The Doggie Dispenser
One Way Privacy Blinds: You Can See Out, But They Can't See In.
Flash drive
Flyer-Stop
Ride &amp; trim
sand glidders
Adjust the direction of the air from your vents -- Giving you control of the amount of air flow and direction.
Licuadora silenciosa
Next Generation Weights for an enhanced work out. Professional water based weights with a vibrating mechanism, inteligent power at hand
Image Line
Touch less light switch is designed to turn on when you walk in the room. The sensor Would turnoff five-minute after you left the room.
A new vacuum seal machine that gives you the ability to divide a bag into sections like for a TV dinner.
Green Lawn Watering Device
Bug Off!
A tack with a light on it to high-lite posts good for message boards and work benches
Add to a Pencil attach extenders to those small pencils allows you to hold it and use if it were a full pencil, makeup lip eye liners resub
My idea is to hide earbuds in foam ear plugs, allowing you to listen to music, even when it is not allowed.
Dee Rolls
Wine strips
App Enabled iPhone and iPad Cases that are Key FOB Enabled and Disabled.
Stackable shoe rack trays with movable velcro straps: so the shoe rack is extensible and shoes don't fall off crowded shoe rack
Outdoor pet food housing with vinyl strips as a door. Allows pets to enter and eat and discourages birds from hanging around.
Stay Tuned Clip
Phantom Smart Projector
Would you like a pump dispenser for soap or lotion that NEVER clogs
stir-ring
The LINEMARK. Invented by a 9 yr old boy who loved to read, but didn't love his bookmarks. They told him which page has on, but which line?
Beeping Tags
DOGGIE DIARY METER.. Keep track of your best friends last pee, poop, and meal. Valuable information for all caretakers .
The medi flower stands on a desk or table to as a visual reminder to take your medicine.
A Universal Phone Stand. Basic, inexpensive, and made to fit any phone.
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The Double-Wide: A safer bicycle light system that makes your bike look twice as large, helping vehicles notice you and share the road.
Difficult to sleep on long flight ? A neck pillow with hood and bag combine all your need can solve the problem where put my iphone.
Cord-Wrap with Storage
Craft vacuum. Sucks up small beads, glitter, sequence and you can easily put them back in a jar.
"pneumatic valve stem-cap w/lanyard." keep tire caps safe while checking tire pressure. loop eyehole around valve stem, attach cap to tire.
ORAL HEALTH (OH) AT WORK
You ever drink from a water bottle and then lose your cap or drop it? Reusable unit that holds your cap while you are drinking. Simple.
Bassman &amp; Bobbin, T-shirts etc
My idea is a heater pad for your fishtank,it will stick to the bottom of the tank,allowing the heat 2 rise tru the water,safer,saves money.
Flex-Freeze
Hit:Me cones can be used on different events, which require slalom moves between cones. Each Hit:Me cone counts the hit itself and shows it.
Mow Buddy
Clearnotes
Cold Weather IPOD Glove
Prevent costly damage to your car or your garage and park in the same spot every time! The Garage Parking WizardÂ® is your solution.
MAGNA DOODLE BINDER- Combines a binder with magna doodle cover. Great for anyone from kids to professionals. Add homework notes,to-do's, etc
Feet ache? No one wants to rub them for you? Podnis (pÉ™Ëˆdnis) will, and it'll do it better! Podnis is the ultimate Podiatry Tennis Ball
UV Hand Rail Sterilizer
What's going on tonight? This phone app can tell you!
Adjustabe Wine Btl Rolling Pin
boardwiper
Kinetic energy charge bracelet
Passport gone while plane is leaving? Your Quirky ValueFinder indicates where your most valuable things are with one push on a button
Hand held electronic personalizable stamp. Ability to write what info to stamp(via stylus)transfers what you have written onto the paper.
A blanket that turns into a bed for dogs. Perfect for the car, the beach, going to friends and families homes. EZ 2 clean. None on market.
Umbrellip
A distress signal stick.
Tube Squeezer
Attachable soft ergonomic hand grips to put on the sides of your iPad. This would make it more comfortable and secure when reading/gaming
Bouchons d'oreilles rÃ©veils
potato legs
MECHANICAL VACUUM SYSTEM - push it back and forth and it generates vacuum to clean your surfaces with no power.Like a cleaning syringe...
Wireless Service Bell
The Safety Sensor
Adjustable shape, adjustable edge and adjustable inner core firmness pillow.
A bowl or dish plate can be heated and temp-maintained at 104-140F,mainly for kids/patients who need to be taken care of during meals.
SCROTUM WIPES
Baby Bidet
use a FAX machine with a cell phone. plug the phone line plug from a Fax into an adapter that outputs a ( USB connector) to smart phone.
Make-up Decals and Stickers Look like a celebrity! Quick with no fuss... Goes on the way you envision it every time
App Controlled Heated (or Cooled) Flooring
EZ Hanger
The Amazing Rake - No Leaf Stick Rake &amp; Scoop
Robo-Range
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A gas cap that alerts you when you've left it open
Cooling Soup Spoon
Keep children connected to loved ones even if they don't live close, by hearing and seeing them at any time of the day.
Rechargeable Outlet Strip
Beer Salt Koozie !!
Wind up bicycle. Like a child's wind up toy car. Winding is done by pedaling which compresses a spring and potential energy is harnessed.
I Bank Book
Introducing a Portable, noiseless, rechargeable, Hand-Held Nail Polish Dryer, dry touch-up spots or 10 fingers and 10 toes quickly
The ROUS
Use Mother Nature to keep Flys and Mosquitos off your food! This miracle indigo colored food tent naturally repels those flying pests!!
Change a pattern of a kitchen paper towel without changing the roll! Custom transparent sheets slide in a plastic sleeve around the towel!
A revolving disk in which you can place the iPhone in a slot that revolves to take the perfect panorama shot.
Spear adapter for hiking staff
Solar Charger
THE QUIRKY BRUSH - 3 Adjustable Settings Hair Detangle Brush
Completely new way to practice putting. Just like a video game but on a real golf course. Improve your putting and have fun.
Candy Stick Straws
Keurig like dispenser for cars
Retractable soccer cleats
Blow Safe
Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
Dual blinds
Wine App
PORTION UPGRADE. With one press of a button to release liquid into the Portion Spoon.
People change their backgrounds all the time on their computer. Why not do the same with your iPhone case A digital photo frame on the back
Better Bottle Opener - The most useful tool in your kitchen and medicine cabinet.
Soap Dispensing Foot Scrub - No Bending. Foot always on floor, safer balancing. Use arms to manouver scrubbing. Coarse &amp; Softer Side.
Vase with built-in stem-cutting mechanism. Cuts at optimal angle for hydration. No more mess, pricked fingers, scissors or knives.
iPhone 5 Clip Case Provides Storage and Hands Free Use [VIDEO]
Smart batler
Fader sticker placed on food item/tupperwear/eggs/veggies reveals days from purchase.Every 24 hours,covering disappears:reveals a new number
A handle to go on an ice cream tub that will allow the scooping of ice cream without a person's hand slipping on the carton or getting cold.
liquid flypaper
Golf Yardage Counter
Contractors &amp; Do it Yourselfers..This is the Toughest Nail Ever.THINK EVERY HARDWARE/BUILDING CENTRE IN THE WORLD. The Toughest
nail ever!
Windshield/front windows cover from overnight elements like Frost,Ice,Dew,Dust and Pollen. It is a cover with easy placement, on and off
COOKIE STAMP:stamp in what ever message you want!
SHEET SETS! I propose making the TOP Sheet FITTED, at one end! The women that I told of my idea, liked it!
Sniperzz
A plastic pusher shaped like a AA battery indented in the center to hold and push pills through the blister wrap they come in.
The Bed Bug Trap
TOWER OF POWER! A vertical power outlet concept.
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Star Arm
Tired of people driving in bad weather with no lights on? One simple relay will turn on lights a few seconds after starting your car.
Cleaning Sponge Brush
ShaverPod is a ergonomic shaver handle with a integrated LED light and suction cup bottom. It's designed for the shower.
An ice scraper with a tennisball for a handle.
Finally!! A product to clean out those little gross white things that get caught in the back of your throat resulting in BAD BREATH!!
flap screen
The heat resistance plastic ears, head band, and collar will protect tender skin while being fun. Colorful fairy ears amuse while being fun.
Scoop + Funnel = Scunnel
Swim your way to fitness! Pool Nuggetz are fun and "IN" Everyone wants them. With ease, count your laps and get rid of your pocket of Rocks!
App controlled long-life Ionization and photoelectric combination fire/smoke/carbon monoxide alarm with wifi video/photo monitoring.
3in1. i gardentoolshovelrakeho
a covering for pickups with toolboxes. its a shell with no sides thats gives cover to items in the bed and allows access to your toolbox
There should be a plug which can adapt from the new iPhone one to the old ones+vice versa-This makes charging, downloading+life alot easier
Outdoor Sink
Radio Ear Plugs
Paper cups tray
Laser projection turn signals that project arrows or custom shapes onto the road next to the vehicle or ahead of the vehicle.
Kitchen Spinner
SMART REMINDER
test
posture correction pen
The Car Seat Companion: A simple, specifically designed, passenger seat tray for holding items for those who work from their vehicle.
Qbook
Recycle and use
A home/office digital clock that only uses energy when prompted to display the time. Prompted through a voice command or remote control.
Love your iSUP?Hate putting that last but most important air in? Here is an effortless way to get your board to the exact pressure you need!
Diving Mask with Rear-view mirrors
Car Seat Video Camera
Garden Hose Redirector
emergency/camp fire starter
watch dog
Surface Cleaner
cloths in a box
Transfer your files from memory cards to an external hard drive directly, without a PC.
The one and only - EXTENDABLE RETRACTABLE BICYCLE LOCK Sleek slim line design, Lightweight, easy to use. The Retractable Bike Lock.
Smartboard
Replaceable Tennis Shoe Soles
Cushin Up
Thermo biberon la temp idÃ©ale
Easy Drying Stand
Snowman Tree
Inflatable above and below ground pool cover. Directs leaves and rain water to perimeter. Deflates flat for easy storage. Deters overflow.
Lego Keychain
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Parrots are popular;discipline problems are not. Fixing commonly used, poorly designed, T-stands remedies many problems &amp; the FUN returns.
Helpful HOSE that cleans DUCTS for you and yours to breath cleaner air. Contracting a Duct Cleaner is expensive. Dryer vents no problem.
Electric Thermo-juicer; extracts multiple the amount of apple juice... even extracts juice from sugarcane fiber, &amp; self cleaning!!!
THE TOWEL RACK DOUBLER
Finger Filer Puppets
QPAD
Budds
old and new car fuel guage
Oily facial skin? Special soap bar too bulky to carry? No problem! Shave some soap &amp; bring it with you inside of the reusable Soap Stick.
interactive windshield
baby carseat car simulator
Arthritis easy grip
A wine preserving vessel
The Lintner
Keychain Grocery Bag
WOW, finally a cool way to keep your food cold and safe to eat. These freezer bowl bags will mold to any plastic or decorative bowl.
Paint peel
Washing shower head
NO-MESS fillable pastry brush
Nasal Stint: A disposable device that is inserted into the nostril which expands slightly to allow for optimal air flow during breathing.
Towel jewelry holder.Dry yor hands then grab yor ring.Don't lose yor ring down the drain.Suctions/sticks 2 wall/fridge/shower/laundry
DAWGONE
Hardware for wall hangings. A nail or a hook for wall hangings usually leave most items unsteady and are likely to move and tilt and shift.
An adjustable and portable handrail for kids. A handrail that can grow or shrink with the kids as they are learning to negotiate stairs.
this idea is a Magnifier board this board can be moved in and out to get the right focus of your eyes,
Contact Lens Towel
This is the "shade it" a semi automatic car or truck windshield shader,it's very easy to use and install
Programmable doorbell
The Big Wig protects your kid's yard toys from the elements and keeps them out of sight.
E.T's Comb Home
Notepad Portfolio With Built-in iPad Case - So that business people don't have to carry the two separately
LED Solar Powered Campfire. Create the ambiance,appeal, and fun of a campfire, without the dangers and responsibility of a real fire.
USB Flexible LED
Next Gen Mist Fan (By WINGS)
Tint
Cell phone reminder.
Curtain Closer
Do you worry about your pets being lonely when youâ€™re away? This pet blanket lets them hear your voice and recognize your scent
paintball loader back pack
iPhone 5-stand/adapter that goes from regular dock (female) to lighting dock (male). You can still use that "old" speakerdock!
Transformer Hamtent Backpack
LaserTube Headphones - Harman
BEANBAG CAM
No more dog marking! Dog anklets w/voice warnings hooked to your smartphone, turn on when dog comes into house.
French Manicure Glove
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SafDrive
Display Case
SunBrella
Scissor Gloves
There's nothing I hate more than stubbing my toe on furniture, wall corners, and door frames. Here's my pitch for "Toe Savers.
Insta Grip: rubbery grip gel
CrockPot/ Slow Cookers Inserts for Baking- Reusable Silicone Cookware Specific for Breads, Muffin or Cupcake Option No Ovens Needed
A push broom moves snow easier than a shovel, but you need a curved blade added to the broom top to keep the snow from coming over the top.
Solar charger
Child Safe Medicine Bag
Magnetic Assisting Bike Mechanism - You will never get tired of biking again and as well as paying for gas or plugging-in for electric.
TURNAROUND
Hello 'Shoe pad'!
Hypoallergenic Lubricated Gloves to Heal Dry Hands. These Gloves Come Individually Wrapped and are a Perfect Way to Re-Moisturize Dry Hands.
Do you have lots of trash? You need a TRASH CAN that is PRE-LINED with 100 bags. Re-fills of 100 pre-nested bags availabe.
Always have your collar look New... Magneted Styles
Talk to me interactive Flower. Talk to it and it grows and the colors are vibrant. When you don't talk to it, it wilts and the color fades.
Always Reach
Luggage with comfortable seat
"Clean Lawn Mowers" Re-using exhaust! Using G.E.'s patent combustion method to reduce emissions and fight air pollution! G.E.PAT# MV8006653
RETRACTABLE/ADJUSTABLE/RATCHETING WRENCH WITH LED LIGHTING-Replaces 10 wrenches-GAIN LEVERAGE!LED lighting w/sm lith
batt and durable handle
blackhead remover
Baby's stroller air-conditions
SILiCONE CROCK POT LINER - Easy clean up with silicone liner, reusable over and over unlike the plastic one-time use liners.
One Plug Kitchen
SPATCHULAGRAD
The Deer Dart
la grille grille-pain
SpotIt
Military toothbrush hanger
Silicon Mobile Cover with stylus..
Disc Golf - Disc Finder
Pool Vacuum Cover Fasteners
This accessory solves a small yet irritating, stressful, and persistent problem every woman faces everywhere she goes.
Outdoor Solar powered workbench! Check out all my ideas-Josh Cotton
Motorcycle/bicycle proximity alert broadcaster and corresponding receiver app.
A zippable truck bed tarp! No more wet luggage, or trying to cover things up in the back of your truck! Just place, zip, secure, and go!
To create the first ever functional makeup brush rack that is simple and effective for use.
Retractable connector station
KidRest
CURAPP
Water Hose Wedge
An extension cord built into the wall, directly into the outlet! Pull out the cord to reach wherever whenever
stand up noo stoop labor garden seed planter that avoids stoop labors see web site (the garden seeder.com) shows the red sweater gardener
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A Healthy Pour
Discount Card App
Lighted Mat for Hopscotch or 4 Square.You choose lighted game from your iPhone or Remote.It can turn into a Party Dance Floor for Kids too!
FISHING ROD REPAIR COMPONENTS
Find your valuables.
la scratchibus
a nail polish brush with a twist handle or button that extends length of brush for easy access to polish at the bottom of the nail polish
iMeasure
Virtual sports field
TempComfort
E-paper App enabled text bracelets. Display different messages &amp; graphics on an everyday fashion accessory. 2013 the year of E-paper
Hang
Solar powered Winter coat
Was UC.Smoke mask container for kids that speaks YOUR CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS about what to do if there is a fire.(324 total votes over 3 evals).
24*7 Escort
FEEL THE BEAT THRU YOUR SEAT Chair cushion connects to your Ipod or musical device, At work? Can't crank it UP? Plug into musical vibrations
Feline feeder
Design Your OWN Phone Case!
LoadnGo
Blue t switch
I'd like to see a combination lock for a pill bottle top. NOT for life saving medications (like heart) but for medications that get stolen
Digital sticker printing pen,print expiration dates, notes and memos. Good for organising &amp; so much more...
A POCKET SIZED ROOM FRESHNER. NO MORE EMBARASSING RESIDUAL BAD AIR.
Dual screens on all IPhones. One screen on the front of the device and one full screen on the back of the device.
SmartShutter
Flavor Injector Forks
Cordies for the Garage!
Clothes catcher
Coast-Its
ALARM MY STUFF
A mesh case that can stretched to fit multiple Apple Products. One size fits all!
This easy-to-use Wooden Spoon Saver allows you to clean and protect your wooden spoons for use over and over again in the kitchen
Ã‰couteur Ã enrouleur intÃ©grÃ©
RESUB: Large/XL High-Sided Litter Box for cats that overshoot.
Shapable Hot &amp; Cold Wrap
Pedometer phone charger
Twice the torque jar-opener that is aesthetically pleasing! 1:2 gear ratio gives anybody double the strength for opening those tough jars.
App-Enabled Lactose Test
Under shirt sweat pad
A hotdog roaster/ digital thermometer. Heat sensitive sharp end, digital display just above handle. Battery in the handle.
skeeter teeter
Saver Dispenser - Put your toothbrush,liquid soaps, face wash, razor, others all in one place. Worry no more for everything is in place.
Salt Sprinkles
The Wet Web
Jacket Pets
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31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 5): A removable strap for infant car seats, so that parents can use their shoulders to bear the bulk of the load.
Cinder Block Wall Art for HD
Baby bottle teeter totter
Baggie Holder
A platform that fits between the mattress and surface under it that supports a mobile device which is commonly used as an alarm clock.
Resub from 4/8/12 Beach towel to put sand in, velcro shut,half of towel fill with beach necessities, velcro shut. Fold in half,now backpack
toddlers dozing off
à®œ.. Pig Shaped Container for Bacon Grease, Used Frying Oil, or Other Meat Drippings ..à®œ
"paint ball" swords
Smart Stickers
The Battery Pak
Zipcode Info Device(ZIPCODEX)
Laundry Basket with wheels and height adjustment.
The Iphone Tether II is built into an Iphone case. The tether is strong nylon rope and retracts at the push of a button.
Fresh updates from UC. With full app enabled or minimalist versions! E-Ink iPhone Mood Case, requires very little battery power.
Ever have a drink and nowhere handy to set it down? Let the BEVERAGE BUTLER or DRINK DAISY hold it upright safely on ANY surface for you!
Tuff Hooks
Bottle-feeding is not as fun for the parents as it is for the babies. Bottles shaped like musical instruments (saxophones, etc.) will help.
Smarter Air Conditioning
The Pedi Pull
Campfire fence
There are lots of dangers related to driving and texting. Have an app that lets you talk to text when needed.
Microwaveable coffee percolator. It would be a percolator to be used in the microwave for 1 cup of coffee or tea.
PlayStation, Xbox Coffee Table
GREENHAUS ~ LED Indoor Herb Garden
Bluetooth remote switch for all posible AC network powered devices! The future is here!
Frictionless Salad Spinner (for smaller portions) Utilizing magnetic levitation
Wifi Rechargeable Light Bulb:Now your house can still have lights during power outages.App-enabled.#Resub 8 Months ago.
Airfresh
Spoon/Fork Changer
Light Hangers
A smarter light bulb that can be adjusted to the surroundings or your mood.
RAPPâ™ª
android docking station
Keyboard that splits and mounts to laptop screen. So you can more easily surf/watch movies while you're lying down. Other applications too.
LED Welding Hood
IPad, IPad Mini projector device for presentation on a digital projector
PEARL- A COLLAPSABLE TOOTHBRUSH AND A SMALL TUBE OF TOOTHPASTE IN A MOLDED SEA SHELL.Disinfects after each use.
colored markers
Get annoyed with not being able to make tea you want where you want? Our tea tumbler would incorporate all of your tea needs in one lid.
Pocket sheets will provide easy access to your personal belongings such as cell phone, money,weapon. Foot pockets wil support reading form.
Stadium Poncho
Portable Privacy Dome
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Hands Free outdoor hinged garbage can lid. No longer have to remove/replace your lid when tossing out your trash or worry about losing it.
The air and water freshener
An electromagnetic open end wrench
Ever get rained on at a sporting event? This will keep you dry, add cup holders, and a comfortable place to sit
Flask that save your space.
AUTO PIN: works like stapler but 4 needles - pull Auto Pin along fabric line before sewing: needles dispence in a line. Fill w/needles
Lights on a trailer can be a wiring nightmare. Installing a retractable wire harness for the light connection will guarantee that they work.
A minivan console vacuum with retractable hose/ power ports/ emergency car starter/ garbage bag area/ and all the regular console items.
Freezer Bacon Keeper
Compatible with the Apple family: A digital calendar that doubles as a digital picture frame
Apps enabled Car Manager
MINI-Modular Raised Garden Bed
Wood Flooring Wedge system, For Beginners and Professionals. Very easy to use tool to tighten any size tongue &amp; groove wood flooring !!!!!
Tired of sand in your beach shoes?
Fluorescent Lighting Covers
RunAway
Humane Animal Trap. Catches animals without harm. Trap resets itself. Can be made from 2 molded parts. Totally mechanical easy to set/use.
insulated cell phone case
this my love design
Dryer buzzers and oven timer alarms that are connected to my phone would be great!
Health Conscious Chair-Reminds you with Vibrations if we are seated on a chair for more than 20 min-or anytime at a stretch to have a BREAK.
cut and tape
I present a support for smartphone for use on steering wheels, hands-free, close your eyes and ears, allowing you to use your apps safely.
nana
Toe Scale: Just put your toes on the thin pad, a slight heel lift and your weight is displayed. All this at 1/5 the size of a regular scale.
Convexion F urnace
induction heating electric radiator Â energy savings using an induction heater electrical (solenoid)
Super Smart magnetic ipad cover with Silicone keyboard and stand - 2 piece design!!
Light Enhanced Transmittable Medical Syringe with an integrated alternative, chemical light source to facilitate usage. (PATENT PENDING)
Mini Mower
Tired of carrying around wall chargers to school, work, or anywhere just to keep your computer alive? Here's a nice little solution :)!
SCREW-ON FUNNEL with air tube. 3 Piece set, with each one able to accommodate two different bottle screw fittings. An air tube is embedded.
Small WiFi enabled devices that keep you from losing your often misplaced items (ex. keychain, remote).
The smell of vicks on hospital masks cut to fit your nose.I tried it on my kids works good.No mess no clean-up.
Rotary Whiteboard Pen pot
no-glare
An iphone case with lighter!!!
Remote PC/MAC Monitor Screenshare on a Mobile Device (Keep tabs on children's computer usage)
USB cigarette lighter adapter, with cord management wrap! Reduce cord clutter in the car
Multi Utensil &amp; Pot Lid Rest
Compressed air jet with sanitizer wash plate or pan in less than a minute for commercial or house usage. No water needed.
Turn your shower into a bath
Lights for life
Snow Spoiler
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MuscleMate
Flex-Peephole
Cross-Tie your newspaper and other paper-based material quick and easy.
App + Device that allows for the measurement and management of house electricity usage. Reduce electricity bills!
Baby scared of the dark when riding at night? No more with this glow in the dark car seat toy attachment.
the lightning stick
Everyone has problems with organization of Ipod, cell phone and the earbuds.This simple organizer keeps all of these right around your neck.
Connect Cover: Never get unplugged again with this locking outlet cover!
Massaging Dog Wraps, Jackets, or Beds - popular for humans, why not dogs?
My idea is coming up with a better way to reduce cost of aerating a lawn. Renting one is temporart. Owning one is forever
Caveman Water and Fire System
Motivating Sweat
Quick grater
The Neckminder solves wintry problem. It is a simple, accessory which enables a person to close a collar snugly when the weather changes
The 1,2,3 Flip Brush
Bulletin board device that you can put on your fridge that syncs real time with a mobile app.
Caulking Gun Light
From the inventor of Quirky Sliders brings you: Camping Sliders!
Kick N' Swing
Nokia Lumia 900 wallet case
Turn any sunny apartment window into a 6 s.f. vertical garden for lettuces, herbs, strawberries, spinach, basil and other edible plants
Smart Spout
Smart head/Ear phone device
Happy Puppy Hydration System
Make laundry fun! The Laundry Ball offers a fun and interactive way for kids and adults alike to enjoy the dreaded task of doing laundry.
Eye Jam
Why pay for your pet's hair trimming when you can do it yourself. This one of a kind and quiet cordless trimmer is perfect for dogs or cats.
An attachment that plugs into your electical outlet...with receiving plugs...that allows you to turn on or off from smartphone.
A solution to open wine bottle without a corkscrew using the same principles of an old french method but in a more MODERN and EFFECTIVE way.
The "Sole Saver:" Keep your feet clean while going through airport security scans
People need more battery power now when doing outdoor activities they are using more camera and other electronic devices that need chargingl
iPhone don't Text and Drive
Rug to weigh your pets with smartphone app to track the weight.
Do you spend time by the pool, on porch, outside family events? Its HOT outside! Keep cool with this stylish and functional new Deck Fan.
safety cap
backpack
Thinking of You Network Rings
Cat Mat
Shirt collar clip
Super Swimmers" combine pool floaties, sun shirts and your kid's favorite hero
I have a Patent that captures insects without showing them. I feel this can be usefull Worldwide. There is nothing like it anywhere. TYYY
Magic pot
Service Swap Network
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Electronic signature
Coffee Ice Cubes
Hot Dog Pattie
Slip on toiletry organizer for home or travel. Holds shaving cream, brush, comb, toothbrush, razor and nail clippers. Makes organizing easy.
Induction Top Espresso Maker
Slide-On Picture Frame - Screw on same size as picture frame panel. Slide picture frame on panel. Secures from falling.
Magnetic Tool Holder
iPhone Pro-cam pack: Turn your phone in a mini camara with attachable lenses, flash magnifier and battery extender.
Elephant shoes
Cloud 9 shoes
Handy Cap Hook
Panic Alarm Phone Case
Door bell ring tone
my product will make mothers life much easier because with the push of a button a stroller will open and lock in place or close on its own
NEVER FORGET your electronics/items at home again. Charging station/storage box chimes/flashes at doorside when you leave home
Yellow Car !
portable water treadmill
IPhone BUMPER STYLUS
Perfect Cut Baking Pan
Parking Meter Alert App: No Longer Get a Ticket! Receive an Alert Using the Mobile Quarter Slot!
tasty temp
Tasty Bubbles
Visor Baggies is a plastic bag dispenser for your car. Use it to collect trash, carry in mail, or anything you want to get out of your car.
My two-part hair brush will allow you to remove all tangled hair messes from your brush within seconds!
Xtendz Power
App Controlled Projectors &amp; iPhones &amp; Devices with Laser Pointer Function
pitchstir
Save-A-Cat
Laptop Keyboard/Palmrest Cover
No more having to drain liquid from your tupperware container. This one has a drain already built in.
Pain Relief Tampons
Make your legs stronger by using this simple tool attched to beneath just your chair. You don't need to make time and space for exercising.
With all the new craze for ipads and other hand-held devices. How about an hand supporter that slide or sticks on to the back computer.
NO SNORE TEE!
CigiBank- The ashtray that saves you money. An ashtray that allows you to extinguish your partially smoked cigarette so you can relight it.
InstaBloon - Instant Ballon
P.I.C.
Kitchen scrubber sanitizer.
Bar soap is much less expensive than liquid soap and having a "shower puff" with a pouch that accepts bar soap will save you money.
Garden Buttons monitor soil.
JENNY IS THE NEW JAKE. Crates scored over diagonally to create perfect bookshelves and easy to reach toy containers and displays.
Ever WANT to get that extra from a jelly or peanut butter jar? NEED to get more from the paint can? Well! NOW you can!
Grocery bag holder for car
Funnel Top for Aluminum Can, now you can refill and reuse an aluminum can, with this unique snap on cap that has a funnel for easy filling.
School Connection
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Where's My Top
Aud-it
Mothers with BACK ACHES OR BACK PROBLEMS, you no longer need to worry about lifting your toddlers. Here comes the BABY LIFTER
Collapsible Sippy Cup
A scent synthesizer to generate scents emitted from a device attached to computers, smart phones, televisions and radios.
The All-Inclusive iPad case: For the serious iPad user! Check the features! Please check out the pictures and comments are appreciated.
Personal Errand Guide
Coil Counter
Remote Finder
Smart smoke/heat detector. Alerts you to alarms when you're away from home or in a distant room, sleeping. And bugs you when battery is low.
The Nose Tampon
App enabled Bobble Bone (already in Upcoming)but without interaction. New...Improved...
Drink pouch straw punch
FLEXI SCRUBBER conforms 2 shape of DISHES/VEGGIES.Finger pockets 4power scrubbing. Interchangeable pads.Scraper 4 dishes/potato eyes Teamlab
We need a phone for the dexterity challenged - arthritis etc.
BassBed
Flipping eggs is just a hassle with traditional spatulas. Introducing OVER-ECO E-Z...the easy way to start the day, eco and egg friendly!
Portable Outdoor B-Ball Floor
MAGNETIC Fridge Planter Pods-Cool pods that attach to your fridge for flowers, plants or herbs. Your fridge needs a makeover...its too blah.
Clips attached iPhone Cases
Autofloat
Fun transparent shower curtain, anti-fog &amp; gunk-repellent, with slogan/design across the mid-section to partly hide the showering person
Do not hurt your foot!!/shoes
Cheaper Makeup
iBRUSH
A watering can and bucket combo. Twist the spout and replace the lid to use both functions. The product is stackable so low shipping costs.
Light Bulb Changer
BICYCLE CARRY ALL
A pooper scooper that uses a non-halogenated hydrocarbons blast to turn the steaming tootsie roll into a frozen poopsicle, for the squeemish
Ultimate refrigerator
CANAIRE
Stay cool clothing
KNEELING PAD WITH STORAGE
This device finds and connects u 2 free WiFi while driving,cutting down on data usage,allowing computer usage in car.
Resub: Dog toy with treat/squeek inside, has small "toothbrush" bristles all along the toy to brush their teeth/gums while chewing on toy
shield antiscratch parking car
Thimb-tack: a rubber thimble like device with an indent you slip over your thumb to take the pain out of decorating with thumbtacks.
Deal Mate
Toilets have not changed much for thousands of years. Reinvent the toilet. Self cleaning and ability to select amount of water used.
Peek-A-Boo Changing Pad
Ready Razor
Passive 3D Lens Film to convert a pair of prescription glasses to Passive 3D Glasses.
automatic toilet cleaner brush
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FLIP HANDLE-After you cook, flip the handle to easily carry &amp; take food to church suppers, potlucks, a friend's home, etc. Lid can fit under
Solefit
Mental Wellness App.
Scupper- spoon with flat side
Collapsible Baby Ring Stacker!
Do you have Ishoes? I think not, because we haven't made them yet. Check out my Ishoes, they are comfortable and make a fashion statement.
Shower Curtain Adjustable Hook
Desk and chair set that optimizes space. Desk integrates chair with drawers. Open to collaboration
spare shuheel
Compact, Easily Adjustable, Customizable Storage System for Laundry Rooms and Kitchens
luggage converting to bed
Mini Coffee Press - Single-Serving French Press, Self-Contained, No Carafe, Fits Any Mug
Screw cap for 750ml bottle of wine with timing device, will only open every 24 hours and dispense 250ml at a time (max units for a woman).
EZ-LOCK HDMI Cable
Ergonomic Handle - Tape
Tracker Sticker
ladder levelor
Versatile food mat. fruit, bread rolls, eggs, cupcakes, beer bottles
QUIRKY WALL CLOCK
Color changing silverware ( for Kids or for testing how hot food is
pocket salon
EcoCrystals
Universal smartphone stand, wire bends for a secure grab by the tips. Adjustable and tripod friendly.
Never Spoil
We manufacture a simple secure harness to wear an iPhone or a cell phone on the center of our chest when we are jogging or hiking.
Best Travel buddy wedge with comfortable upright pillow for the car,plane no more bobble heads or sleeping on someone shoulder RESUB
Floor Cover for Charger
Heated Bath Towel â€“ The First, Portable, Washable, Towel Sleeve, and Removable Heating Element Solution for EVERYONE!
A small reusable banana shaped spray bottle for kids to receive their medicine.
Commercial toilet seat
A space heater that gives you the option to blow hot air directly at your feet first, then rises to warm the rest of your body.
Power Scrub
Sock Mate
Input/Output Headphone Splicer
The Pocket Internet Cafe
Keep your Eggs for Freshness and Hygiene in a cute and functional box. A first-in and first-out spiral to keep the freshness.
eye dropper glasses
Tag, Garage or Yard Sale Kit. Kit includes, plastic bags to protect signs, Markers, tags to price items, Yellow signs and guide to do sale.
Pop-up, Disposable "Grease Sheets!"
"WEATHER-CASE" A DEVICE CASE DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND THE ELEMENTS. FEATURING A VERTICAL RETRACTABLE
/DETRACABLE SCREEN COVER /PROTECTER
Soft Light Bathroom Rug
Hanger Holder
Stretchy sipper
BIKE CARRY ALL
Shock Absorbing Cake Table
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Veggie scrub and prep brush
Binder with screw link end locking ring. Stop the papers from falling out and from getting torn permanently
Wall Tracks (tubes) - Ball Launchers! Launch Ball into clear tube and enter into more tube tracks that twist/turn/gears, etc. 3M Technology
A Device that will finally stop your car door from being dinged while parked.
"Happy Feet" replace your bulky metal detector with wireless metal detector plates for shoes/feet!!! (resub with changes)
Two in one laundry hamper and basket. Reduce clutter. Open to collaboration
Magnetic Memo ( a line extension)
JENNY IS THE NEW JAKE. Crate Accessories: Converge/ Smartphone holder and attachments.
CORDIES 4 CARS!Taking the popular Cordies for desk &amp; home use&amp; bring sanity to the CAR Cables in the car.I have wires all over in my armrest
A nice silicon ironing board pad to replace the 'almost useless' pad that comes with the board. No need to add a layer for better ironing.
TARP GRIP CLIP
A case that lets your iPad stand without the annoyingness or restrictions of a regular standing case.
l idÃ©e est d intÃ©grer une mini alarme sonore aux serrures de porte,
SIGNAL ALERTER
different colored fire alarms
Remote Finder
App enabled device used as an access point for all Quirky Wink products to connect and communicate through. Could integrate wireless router
Resub from 1/02/12 Disposable plate with utincils attached to side for easy detachment.Still disposable/stackable.
A visual built-in weighing scale in suitcases, activated by lifting suitcase with a handle
screw sleeve for many sizes
page remote
Simple pet carrier with a clear plastic easy open top.
Strap It Storage "Home Depot"
Fruit Fly Repellant
'Ritas.......Margarita Straws
Wireless Baby Monitor: Camera + Audio that connects through a phone App.
Case Saver: App-Enabled Phone Case for iPhone 5. When Cord is Pulled or Button Pressed, 911 is dialed and GPS info is sent to authorities
Auxiliary Automotive LED Safety Flasher Kit. Contains front &amp; rear facing LED lights plus 12V connector.
Permanent Travel Bag ID's
dishwashing gloves that trap water and keep it from splashing all over the dishwashing person!
Want to cool down on a hot day, at the beach or on a long run. Yes! then slap on an instant cooling wristband! Good for kids &amp; elderly too!
App enabled Pivot Power. Manage off/on function of several electronic devices from your smartphone.
The GIRAFFE LIGHT. For the handyman who needs hands-free, versatile, and persistent lighting when a normal flashlight doesn't cut it.
Titanium cup lined with Teflon sleeve attached permanently to femur stump for above the knee amputees, with protruding rod as leg Skin seals
Pot holder pocket apron
rifle buttstock cushion
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. Lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out. Includes ice chamber
Mani Mat
'light' wallet
Stackable washer and dryer. Washer on top. When the load is done a latch opens and the wet clothes fall into the dryer and it begins to dry
Kool-Shade rolling cooler
greenhouse.
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THE TRASH CAN BUDDY
booklight bookmark RESUB
PORTABLE CLOSET LIGHT UPGRADE
Resub Feb 4 Magnetized construction ladder with equipment organizer. Attachments for for drills, nails, air gun,etc can be clamped to ladder
An app with reviews on specific foods/drinks/crowds in ANY locale. Find a place perfect for your hunger or thirst!
Electro Shades
The Incredible Bra!Each Cup is purchased separate for a custom fit at an off the rack price! Improves appearance for different size breasts
Glow in the Dark Pivot Power. Helps you know where your pivot power is at all times and adds an extra reason why it is so cool
The Humane Fly Catcher - Catch and Release flies, wasps, bees, and even spiders. Snag'em, grab'em, take em outside and release'em.
Sand-All
You no longer need Kevin Durant to clean your gutters w/ Gutter Release. There's a lot of gutters out there &amp; we want to release all of 'em.
BE THE PACK LEADER!!! This is the ultimate way to walk multiple dogs without getting all tangled up! Don't be fooled by imitators...
Fresh Flush
Edible Popsicle stick
Cool Hands Maximus
The JANITOR is a better trash can. Never load or seal a trash bag again.
The Smart Smock
Kick Stand for long handled utility items ~ Keeps out of way of where hands are ~ Slides into Kick Stand position for standing position!
cool binkz
A expandable, folding rake. Compact size for easy storage with an adjustable neck. And a Flashlight to help you at dusk.
Musicaddy: An extension for a music stand that allows the musician to work with an iPhone or ipad mini, and keep other tools handy.
smart phone water camera Resub
Bracelet assist stand
interchangeable power cord
An add-on device that reads your blood sugar test strips
mobile lab
Why is it that my favorite T-Shirt is always wrinkled?...Rolled them up to prevent wrinkles, A new way to roll and store T's
Seems plausible that there is room for some amount of hand sanitizer or water to be contained inside the plastic toilet paper roll holder.
Ultra Slim Wallet that attaches to the back of your phone!
Finally! Hammer with a sling out Nail Holder...... No more bruised or broken fingers.
Plant Monitoring System That Monitors, Prompts What To Do &amp; Teaches You How To Care For A Specific Plant : Sensors + Complete Care App
An adjustable head and foot board for your bed. Just like Kitchen tables with a piece of wood to add or remove to lengthen or shorten a bed
Formative Nano-tech
Smart Table
lighter/w clip
Create instant storage for your iPad, book or device with the bed saddle bag http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzesrM-Keac&amp;feature=youtu.be
Introducing the "Icelandic poop scooper". Love pets but can't deal with picking up soft poop ? Why not freeze it then scoop it. And Voila !
((SNOOZE)) We spend 1/3 of our lives sleeping! Let's do it better!
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzzZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzZZZZZZzzzz
We need more closet space. Here is a gadget that allows you to have two items(blouses, shirts, jackets, etc.) in the space of one hanger.
FM Transmitter Cell Phone Case
Remote PowerStrip
ROLL DOWN MOSQUITO NETTING PANELS.. attaches to ANY umbrella or porch with velcro strips. when not in use roll up and secure with velcro tie
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Gear Shifting Bike Pedals
Musical "Infant/Toddler" Sippy Cup. Sippy Cup that plays melodies, alphabet/counting songs, early educational use Music Soothes The Soul
text off
do your shopping without bag, no effort from store shelves until your kitchen cupboard! do it with your own cart and win money! thank you.
The Laptop Cooling Pad is a simple, lightweight and functionally clever accessory to any laptop.
Hot Java Spot
Resub from 2/1/12Why do coffee cups have handles? Check out the Hug Mug. Stackable, ceramic cup, mug just sits on your hand under "lip
Coffee Bags
Measure and project a persons body shape as a manniquin. Adjust a clothing pattern to fit a persons body.
Miniature Window Boxes
Entire Grocery Cart Cover
Simple Social Media Visualizer
Key Ring Brainstorm
Dual Gas Element Grill
The smart coffee/beverage maker. No more scooping, or costly kcups. maximize the potential of this machine. 13 mth old resub
Dishwasher Automatic Opener
Now you can re-purpose those 16 oz and 2 liter plastic bottles safely with my plastic bottle cutting jig. Safer for everyone that crafts.
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
This is an I-phone case which takes in a detachable comb and a mirror sliding out from the case.
Holographic Birthday Candles. Looks like a flame. Will go out when you blow on it. Holograms.
A pedal for any toilet, that lifts the seat/lid to the up-right position while a male remains free of the burden and obligation to touch it.
20% of people drop their phones down the toilet! Put a strap on your beautiful iPhone, not a case. Now your kids can use it safely.
Cup saucer &amp; tray parts, custom tray builder.
The sponge tee could be a revolutonary new way to tee up a golf ball! Wooden tees mark up the tee box and your clubs. Not the sponge tee!
The Natural Selector
With the Pup-Pad, you can decrease dog sliding and paint scratching without compromising the appearance of you're vehicle!
The Door Mat
The snug plug
Coin compass was design to make rings for plastic coin holder,and add the bling bling to coin collecting. Unlimited design ,color and size.
Solar Panels that looks better than regular shingles! They can be installed by anyone!
Tyvek Graph Paper - Washable Paper for Drawing, Designing, and Sketching.
We have made a quick, effortless way to spice up an athletes water. It's an attachable flavor container to connect to our original bottle.
iPad 12W Green Charger (shuts off when the device is charged)
The Holy Hockey Puck
A bar of soap that is 1/2 "beauty bar" and 1/2 deodorant soap.
Sand spikes for beach towels
World changing idea! No more tapping it on the table to loosen the product inside! Just twist and shake
Remote Control LEGO MicroSpy
Dazzle Nail
Make your man willing to change the empty toilet paper roll!
Detachable Laptop Monitor - Plug and Play (For damaged Laptop Monitor Replacement)
Food Guard
Family "Black Box". Fire proof "black box" to contain family estate and financial documents or a memory stick containing these documents.
Electronics Cord Cuff
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Small Hobbyist Video Camera
2 hooks at the sides of the shopping bag,it can be held open at the sides by the shopping cart.
Unisex Product for Weight Watchers &amp; Gym Fanatics: Absolutely the best way to Test Body Fat at your finger toe-tip.
PIVOT SHOWER! The highly adjustable massaging showerhead. Water where you want it! Flex your flow! Pivot Power's long lost cousin!
App-enabled Refrigerator Calendar- See your family's schedule. Every member can put in their entry via smart phone even when one is away.
Protective case with light assist for iPad mini
The beverage bottle that converts from an open top to sport cap. Simply pop sport cap from storage and pop on top. Seal out bugs.No spills
Dust free broom
Hula Counts
durable plastic case that holds 8 credit cards at once,20 buiness cards ,drivers license keeps cards from getting bent or wrinkled
Hands free holder for your Kindle, Note pads and more
One Touch Switch
Introducing Stem The Sequel, what if you don't have a lemon? Why not add an attachment so Stem can be used with a bottle of lemon juice
The Quirky Water Bottle. Simple redesign offers easy cleaning, custom color combos and much more! Separates for easy and total cleaning.
Regular slap band but with a transparent pouch where an ID card can be inserted.Would have the contact information of the child`s parents.
Magna-Shield Wiper Blades
L'Ã©talonneur de pÃ¢te
SMART ALICK
This product sales millions upon millions already today. One simple change will revolutionize this product. The glow in the dark urinal.
Kinetic Energy System to Register, Store &amp; Display motion accuratly. Improve yourself by knowing your own weakness. With APP.
Toliet seat bucket
Boil-Ball. A device that alerts you of boiling water.
Safe Text Cell Phone Condoms
A Power strip which has an AC-DC converter built in to reduce space and improve AC2DC conversion waste.
Outdoor lighting, app-enabled!
HEAD MASSAGE HAIR DRYER adapter
Counter Top Mulch fGrinder
App enabled Toilet Paper Stand
You can never have enough spots to hang things. But if it's temporary why put a hole in your beautiful wall or tree. Instead use "My Clamp".
Water bottle showerhead
Rubabac, Your Helping Hand.
Compact Partable Backstop
Density Smartphone Case
Flat Tire APP.
I phone Dust Clip
Tangram Food Cutter
Customizable PowerOutput
Employee Protector
Add wheels + a pull-up handle (as on suitcases) to baby's car seat. Car seat/baby carriers are heavy and very cumbersome as baby grows.
NaviGo iPhone Car Holder
GyroCool: Unique beverage cooler design.
A tool for medical marijuana patients that roll their medicine.
Crates; Straps and handles so u can carry crates like gym bag or laundry hamper! Naturally allows u to adjust them to ur specs..
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Pro Kicker
A "For sale" sign attached to a website with a 5-digit code that links to a description of the item. example www.sawit4sale.com
Chalk It Up
Baby blow dryer is good for traveling for babies and mothers on the go. This does not use plugs so it is 100% batteries uses. It is for baby
Programmable cabinet locks - the perfect solution to overeating and overdrinking. Set the time and you are done for the night.
The Calming Carseat
smart mouse
DigitalGym
Clip-Cap! Plastic water bottle cap that has a carabiner clip on it! Acts as a handle too
Big Butt Beach Bag w/cooler
Automotive "U-Turn" signal that indicates to others when a vehicle is making a "U-Turn" to provide for safer roadways.
Splatter Guard Innovation
light savor
LED shelving/ download coupons
Baby Cuffs
Light Reflector Attachment
Travel Tissue Case Holder
TENNIS STROKE COUNTER w APP
The Safety Saddle will help keep you in your saddle when your horse suddenly stops or fails to make the hurdle so you won't fly off
Movie Theatre Bottom Butter Ba
METAL PLANT/PUMPKIN HOLDER...Hang plants in summer...jack-o-lanterns in fall..circle frame,plate with spike,tightening screws to stabilize..
solo joggers wear to monitor their back for intrusion. If anyone approaches within inches it vibrates and ear buds mute to alert of danger.
Modular Collapsible Fridge Storage. Adjust the supports, the size, height, and width, magnetic connection. ability to collapse units
Fancy Dog Bow tie
Robo Chick A Clucking good way to store your eggs Fun for Kids Stores and Dispenses eggs with sounds movements
App. Security Alert
Light 4 inside your shower
fry 'n' dry
Wasteband
When apple decided to implement the new lightning chargers in its new products, it deemed all the old 30-pin chargers useless.
DRYFOLD! Are you tired of folding clothes from the drying rack? My idea makes the rack take care of the folding practically all by itself.
electronic pocket hand warmer
The Bug Vacuum
Live Window
Completely Wireless Earbuds
The Clean Machine
Being able to view the monitor on computer without the aid of reading glasses.
test idea. do not delete.
Idea and design for a better outlet protector. An outside door that locks, and inside turn tab to clamp device to outlet.
Folding Bicycle Helmet
Y
Air cooled/heated furniture
The Transitioning Windshield
My idea is to have a flat card that would attach to a sewing machine that shines a laser pointer light to help guide the fabric.
SAVE MONEY!!!!!!!!!
Rubber Easy Hanger
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"Anvil" a holster for your external battery.
Step bike
Cooling T Shirt for those hot days!
Glass Tiffin Box Steamer
A combination barbecue grill and table so the host and guests can stand around the grill.
Musical Infant/Toddler Bowl with Spoon. Base plays melodies, alphabet/counting songs, educational use, Music Soothes The Soul...
Earbud Skins
â™ª Thumb Drums or Hand Band - 5 Piece Musical Instrument Set You Wear On Your Fingertips! Use While Listening to Music Anywhere! Lights Up!
Design your own wallpaper
The Funky Skunk
iPhone that can open/close your garage door.
My idea is a slap on wallet that would come in different colors
The Y-POD bendable tripod
A Blast Box
Moms have dozens of patches to sew onto their kid's various uniforms. A patch attaching gun would make so much sense and save money!
Tired of plugging your cords back in because they always fall out? Problem solved, support the cord and take the load off of the receptacle!
Academic Tracker App
Muscle Mate
The Sock Orphanage is the perfect way to keep track of those lonely, single socks until their long, lost sole mate is found.
Power Strip Mount
LUMINESCENT JEEP LIGHT COVERS
ACCUBALL
Just in time for Summer!Inflatable table top for pools,lakes or beach.You can play checker,chess, dominoes with your family or friends.
Oxywatch
Scented A/C Filters
Self-Healing Ipad
CLEAR FLATSCREEN COMPUTER!!!
Cleaner .
Power Paint
Power Pivot with USB
Change Color
TÃ©tine sifflante pour BÃ©bÃ©
AUTOWAND
Shoulder Holster Plus
Privacy Window Breezer
decorative pill organizer
Smart Comb
Kitchen Crates - Stack Them Up
Short Handle Make-Up Brushes w/ Sliding Cover-Minimizes getting dirty, Stands, compact Store/travel &amp; closer to mirror while applying makeup
Spray n play
INFLATABLE SHOULDER PADS: Balloon like clear plastic, inner-tube plug on bottom with small velcro strap(s) (1 - more) to hold to hanger.
Flycatcher Windchimes @HD #HD
HTT-HOLD THAT THOUGHT
Soap Pouch
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Blasted
anti vol voiture air bag
LED Pinster
Another Round
semi hose
Any where clock
Do you have eletronics and cables all over your house? Quirky Gadget board: Photos panel Decor with spaces to keep gadgets on the back.
q
The next great cleaning product...introducing architecturally navigated products for the home
Stir Bar
Decorative Christmas Tree Fire Extinguisher: Keep your family and home safe this holiday season!!
Empty your yoghurt pack in an easy way, while you are preparing diner. Don't waste a drop. It also fittes half-liter packs.
Better Bike Coffee Thermos
Easy pole
ADD A HANDLE - So Many Hand Tools it can Lend a Helping Hand To - A New Design Concept of my Popular HANDLE IT Idea
See salt
Save the Parts sticker
license plate w tracking chip
DRIRON
Make Quirky Social!
Urban Jungle Survival Kit
That's my move
Brew Buggy
Emergency Signaling Device
rugged remote
I Ruined Dinner w/Stale Basil!
Track-fans
The single socks in your laundry room are lonely and BEGGING for a simple Quirky-fied solution to be reunited with their life-long mate
Gelcool seat cushion
Kitty Kit or Doggy Dole will feed and water your cat or dog. Optional litter changer.
Super Skinny Swiper!
apple slicer
Your days at work are blue?. A little green to brighten the day. Monster planter for your desk (or kitchen, kid's room). Move over Chia pet
Tired of all that stuff that constantly appears under your sofa cushions? What about a slide out tray to carry right to the garbage?
Have your cake and eat pie too! one serving tool for two shapes of cake/pie
ICING ORBS! Made out of marshmallow frosting. Pop on cupcake last minute of baking and done! Williams-Sonoma?
Auto Hat Rack
Pencharms
Phoozer
Tired of messy flower pots? I propose The Perfect Pot, double layered flower pot.
Feetbeats
A hard drive connector for hard drives from windows laptops and computers.
I'm Hot/You're Not
Modular Kitty Cat Tree: Customize vertical or horozontal set/add toys - kitty video. Each piece fits together like puzzle
3D Social Network
With an umbrella having so much metal, it can be dangerous when there's lightening. I'd like to develop an umbrella with no metal in it.
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Collar Extender
Caffeine detector
A Mac accessory that will turn your Mac in to a touch screen Mac. can save you money.
Wallrus Storage Elevation Sys
Fish Clip
PROBLEM: A tike drops their bottle/binkie/snack SOLUTION: Extra hand to attach to a stroller/carseat/table holding baby gear in place.
Away from home and need to turn your crockpot on for a few hours? Or running late and need to turn it off?
Smart Cord Winder
Garden Shovel Seed Storage
Traveller Bike Poncho
An ergonomically designed stylus.
Box Tape Dispenser that can tape flat surface and angled surface.
A Hands-Free mobile smartphone stand that is compact, portable, easy to use. Can be folded to keep in a purse, briefcase or glove box
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
The Stem Aromatic. App. enabled Stem Unit rotates a fresh lemon, inserts Stem in the lemon, and sprays zesty fresh lemon juice in the air.
Keyboard Keyboard
Lazy Bed Mode
the door will adjust to object's that may be caught between the door and the door frame I still a engineer to put it all together
Charging cords are to sort!
get it all
Water leak detector with wifi connection that sends warning to your smartphone in case of water leak.
TV Remote Tactile playground
SNAKE POOL CLEANER
A MOTION ACTIVATED SAFETY LED FLASHING LIGHT WITH ADJUSTABLE STRAP FOR YOUR MOVEMENT.JUST TURN IT ON,WEAR
OVER YOUR SHOES AND HIT THE ROAD.
photo/image search.
Double Duty Bandits
Basket/Drawer
SHADES: Sunglasses with changeable color frames
stem for vinger bottle.
Kung Fu H20
Wind Ears
The Vac-Can
Automatic Auto Switch
Cereal Dust Trap
Cleverly conceal electronic cords by neatly hiding and securing them to the baseboards and floor with an attractive and non permanent cover.
T- POSITIVE TRACK WHEELchair
Sport bag + Shade, a sport bag that opens opens up to protect you from the sun.
An in-cabinet organizer for pots and pans.
Dear Inventors and friends, It seems like I come up with something new just out of necessity. Introducing "The Soup Chugger".
Allergy alert
A highly effective and easy to use dog lock that combats the rising trend in dog theft.
speakers that clip onto your sunglasses and allow you to listen to your ipod or MP3 player while in the pool or lounge chair.
A male head scratcher that would consist of a telescoping arm with headboard clamp, small quiet oscillating motor with rubber like fingers.
Coordinate &amp; hang your entire outfit on one anti-slip hanger, right down to your stockings! A great way to stay organized and save space.
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OverFlo - The Kitchen Sink Drain Plug With The Built In Overflow - No More Accidental Kitchen Floods When Filling Your Sink
Chopping Mat that Folds Over Itself-Great for filleting raw chicken!
A Bluetooth enabled 'door bell' that announces you, through your smart phone, who is at the door, before you opens the door.
Stair Attachment for a 6ft Step Ladder. You can safely use the step ladder you already have in a stairway using this attachment
The Fuller Villa A Resilient Engineered Structure Formed Infrastructures for housing, commercial use and luxury off-grid accommodations.
Rainbow "Ramen" Noodle Soup
Wearable bike brake light
An adjustable dog leash that quickly and securely attachs to objects in public. Need to dig in your bag, run into a sidewalk store, no prob
FIRESTOP-wildfire home saver
cellular on the go find it
Business Card Dropper Bluetooth and APP enabled. If you want to grow your business or meet that beautiful girl. But are too shy to ask.
A case that conveniently stores an id in the back of it. It would be a clear slot in the rear.
Those who dream in caves ~ covered head to toe in your blanket. Create an non collapsible air hole - Breathe easy, sleep easy.
Keurig Descale Helper
Scented air filter
Quantum Electricity
SENSE-SATIONS air pollution particulate mask has a elastic fool proof air tight fit;Scented filter stops pollution,chemical,plague an virus
Shareable headphones
Dog collars with
Rave O clock
Today's Butter Dish: Simply, a butter dish that's big enough to hold the increasingly popular non-stick butter formats up to 1 pound.
Smart Tech Rain Gutters
Baby Vitals Monitor
Smart Wall Mounted OLED Screen
Dog Dipper
Roller Train
Easy can opener
Presenting a REMOTE HANDY HOLDER to prevent scattering of remote controls, improve convenience and is CUTE.
the fasttrack
Ready Leash
A hanger for all your belts!
Ann App enabled telescoping portable golf hole flag. Let people practice their golf swing with no fee!
Cereal2Go
My invention is the "Pizzarama" which allows pizzas to be stacked up vertically and rotate similar to a lazy susan
The Audio Deflectors for flat screen TVs go under the standard bottom mounted speakers on your TV and redirect the audio out to viewing area
Swing Blade
Adjustable Pump
"Footstep Risers" is a newer &amp; better version than the "Risers" pending by Quirky.com. This time around this will work for little people.
Pegboard drill holder
IBKING TOILET SEAT
Pencil case/sharpener combo
Band-it
Elemental Dragons
The no mess meat cutting board - Mocubo for Meat. Carve your meat without worrying the juice will spill all over the kitchen counter.
Doggy Cardio
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pop handle
THWOCKERS! A KINETIC ENERGY MASSAGE TOOL. A tennis ball attached to coiled spring held by a handle makes for a powerful satisfying massage.
Cut Down Trees - Remote Saw
Greenhouse Umbrella Dome
It's an after market strap that allows you to raise or lower you convertible top on your Miata roadster without getting out of the car.
E-Tip: a disposable tool to clean unwanted earwax. Earwax is trapped INSIDE the curves of the specially designed E-Tip. ---SEE VIDEO.
Clamp n' Spike
Light Bloc - a super-bouncy, waterproof, buoyant, rechargeable, stackable, fun-to-play-with accent light. 500 votes 1st round.
Dont lose it!
Orderless litter box
Band-Aids on a sheet, like stamps! Just added: Simulated injury video. Ouch
My husband built a game board that we play with cards. Four people can play. The object is to get all your men home 1st. Play with partner.
Tic-Tac-Doe
Re-usable squirt bottle has flexible "straw" with bouy on the end allows you to use last bit of liquid in bottle.Spray upside down/sideways
SUNPASS on your cellphone
Shower Head Glove - Wash With Your Hands Free - ENDING SOON!
CORDLESS MINI KEYPAD - CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYPAD TO YOUR NEEDS!! CREATE the keypad that you like the most! make it easy and pleasant!
Wrist dock
Share your music and video with friends. Stream media through a simple wireless device chargeable thru a USB port. Dump all the cables.
Want to know who is ringing your door bell while you're away from home. Want to know if you have a packaged delivered?
Handy Hanger a Problem Solver
Charger that you never have to worry about losing or forgetting ever again.
When babies eat, they don't just make a mess on the front of their clothes, there should be a bib that covers shoulders, mid arm and chest.
Trashcan Sensor
Refillable Canned Air - Finally an at home refillable solution for canned air. This will offer the same PSI as canned air and won't run out.
The Undie-Hanger
DJ Bluetooth
RESUBMIT AFTER UC with 80% votes VEGRUSH - SELF CLEANING VEGETABLE BRUSH made from steel / nylon. Unique mechanics to clean itself.
Diaper Doo
Ch-air
Deluxe Diaper System
Wink/WiFi Powered Speakers! Your Music can now Follow you from Room to Room!
High Leverage Water Handle
A series of glassware (for craft beer and other beverages) that can measure and display the temperature of the contents of the glass.
An app, combined with a Bluetooth IR light beam sensor that only rings your alarm clock if you havenâ€™t already left your room.
We need a solution to carry our grocery shop!! We have bags that are great, but carry all of them to car or home it's a hard task.
Remoteless TV
SMART LASER MEASUREMENT KEYCHAIN
The Virtual Wake Space Resub
My idea is a neoprene or soft plastic cover with suction cups on the four corners to surround and cover the ceramic soap dish in bathtubs.
Wall Outlet Charger with 3 in 1 Retractable Plug System and Added USB Ports
Save money and electricity without the hassle of unplugging your appliances everytime in your household or business using your IPhone/IPad.
R. A big game? Holiday photos? Sleepover? Whatever! The more IPads the merrier! App exists 4 videowall - but we need a KIT 2hold em steady!
The Duel Lip Plant Saucer. Save your hardwood floors, homes or buildings from water damage.
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Velcro Dog Collar Toy. Velcro attached to a dog collar and to a dog toy on a short leash. "Fun-4-One" for the dog trying to get the toy.
FrameLights. Picture Frames that Light-Up. Gives your picture more of a capture around the perimeter and is a cool addition to your house.
iphone case w/retractable buds
Stop the dirt...don't sweep it under the rug!!! We all need &amp; use gadgets that make our life easier and make cleaning faster and efficient.
Mini eye a small versitle digital camera and video that has many uses. Similar to trail cameras for outdoor use. Good indoors and out.
ComforCage
smart speedometer
Motor Chair Umbrella Harness
MULTIFUNCIONAL FOLDING TABLE
VEHICLE EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
Neutra-Fresh
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Transformer Bicycle: A collapsible bicycle that you can transform into a hand truck.Resub
PowerGen gym equipment
Swing Down Shower Curtain Rod - Makes changing a shower curtain or liners easier &amp; safer. Same handle to bring down also hangs a towel.
Drone 3D Race Course
Pocket Pals
Dual Faucet for Soap
Flex Duster &amp; Cloth Damp Mop
knob emergency system defender
Let's rock out some new Q t-shirts!
Jewelry Hideaway
Heated Windshield Wiper Blades that Can Be Turned On and Off Using Bluetooth. (inspired by Lam Cunningham's posting)
Volume-adjusting earplugs
New Induction Heating system
Add power outlet passthrough and USB ports to standard Mac power brick. Can also be used to turn a spare power cable into an extension cord.
SOLAR CELL PHONE CHARGER
A heat safe slip on cover/mat that fits over your metal grill plate. The End to Scraping your Barbeque Grill Clean with the metal brush.
Paddle board everyone can use
NO MORE MESSY, DUSTY BOOKCASE
Wink-enabled Glucose meter
SELF-BASTE...ROASTING PAN...So you don't have to keep opening the oven...letting heat out...Steam rises up thru tubes in lid..
The WaterWatch is a wrist watch with a perimeter outer face dial to monitor eight-8ounce glasses of water drunk in a 24 hour calendar day.
Have you ever had a tissue box in your car and it gets thrown around, gets in the way or messy? Have one in your cup holder-problem solved!
electricity transfer bike
The toilet paper box. Keeps bacteria and dirt off your roll. We all know paper absorbs and your bath is the dirtiest room in your home.
Peace of Mind
Live Store
Keep the elderly from falling My idea is to create a sponge on a stick for cleaning bath tubs showers floors from a standing position.
While having a green life this product helps you to store and move with a lot more security and space in a bike than ever before
Eye Cam
A portable hands free camera for your Iphone. Similar how the bluetooth hands free headset does for the cell phone.
My kids love to blow up my husbands latex gloves like a balloon because it's silly.Can Q make cute blow up balloons..animals,flowers,letters
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Spike n' Stick
Pooper Scooper
Share The Juice
Stick Coffee Filter Holder
Introducing the KangaRoo-Saw. The handle of this hacksaw is a smaller junior hacksaw. Hop to it!!
Bubble Cap
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Remote Rescue
Quirky Sound Space - a revolution in smartphone application that allows users to post virtual messages onto real geographical location.
"Free your TV!" This mount would add vertical movement to TV wall mounts. Imagine being able to go from eye level to couch level in seconds.
Dartopia -Best Dart Board Ever
A Spatula With A Flip Activated Timer; The Flipping Action Resets.
Sippy Name Bracelet fits on kidâ€™s sippy cup - has a whiteboard type area that can be labeled with name and drink type.
ID/Password file
Pullover Bulletproof Backpack Vest w/out Protective Hooded
A new way to fold a chair
Catch a Crib
Wall Brights Jigsaw Puzzle App. The game that keeps changing.
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle.
Going for a jog but no room for your wallet? A pocket on the back of your phone case for the essentials-Driver's Lic., credit card and $.
USB Amp and Volt Meter
AUTOMATIC BURRITO FOLDER
Hamburgers are very popular. The product I have designed will make making the right size hamburger patty easy for anybody.
It's nice to know when all your family has arrived home safely. App enabled.
Fridge magnet white/chalk board together with pencil sized chalks and marker as a set
Clip -On1.Speaker;2.Easy Grip
Day counter for kids. Helps them count down the days that are left to a date of your choice (birthdays, christmas, trip, etc.
Laundry Ladder and Yoga Strap
VTECH BUSINESS SPEAKER PHONE
Dog muzzle medicine administer
Flower Pot/Patio Umbrella stand. A large, heavy planter to support a patio umbrella or tiki torch, while looking like a normal flower pot.
Noise-Cancelling Headphones and Headrest that Change Color when Music is Played.
Design is composed of a knife shaped plastic utensil, with a thin elastic film covered cavity-backed handle storing spreadable condiment
No need to scrape the car windows again. 12v dc heater with 7 day programmable timer and oscilating fan. Plug into power port &amp; set timer.
Hair color service companion. Women getting hair color grab for anything (comb, coffee stirrer, her nails) to scratch her itchy scalp.
Hey all you handymen out there, tired of sticking a nail in the end of your caulking tube? Wouldn't it be nice just to have extra tips
An iPhone holder with a strong grip hook to hold the phone steady so it does not swing.
A new design in dog coats! It has no leg openings and fastens on the back. It can keep your dog cool in summer and warm in winter.
Gotcha
Stethoscope in the Classroom
bill restaurant presenter
Grill-Tachs
Bumper Advisor
Battery operated bathroom scale that transmits weight data to remote display mounted on door, mirror, wall etc.
an app that replaces the common car starter. by using the same connectivity that the iphone app to control a google tv uses
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Fiber Optic Extension Cord:With Bluetooth LED that lights up the fiber optic sleeve on the cable and changes colors.App-enabled.
USB 12volt car chargers, should include a built in battery. Keep your phone charged longer, when car is not on.
Sprinkle or tinkle
Jerry Can attachment. attaches wheels and sliding handle,(like a suitcase) removable to swap between new and existing older jerry cans.
Electric BlindzTM are inexpensive blinds that are affordable and easy to manage and operate.
A small portable soccer ball that expands to a regulation sized ball with just the push of a button.
4yy4y4
Always be hands free . Great for traveling,walking,hiking,shopping,search/rescue,theme parks, endless other outdoor/indoor activities.
My product is to make an underground coal miners way of work less aggravating! My style of sleeve is more comfortable and wont slide down!!
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
an iComb Case? WTF ? Move lever up, up go the Bristles, move lever down, bristles lie flat. An easy Winner. THIN and FLAT.
Wallet Case
Q-napkins
Flexible Wireless Headphones
Tissue box cap keeps tissues popping out of box down to the very last one. No more reaching in the box with snot germs on your hands.
Jiffy Pit Stop (for the gals)
The Oil Blade allows you to spread a thin, even coat of olive oil in your pan with less oil and less mess! Part spout. Part squeegee.
Lighted Telephone Headset
Never burn yourself drinking coffee, tea, or hot chocolate ever again. A removable cup sleeve with heat activated warnings if too hot!
Bicycle mount for led flashlights and other things. barrel rotates 15 degrees and locks.Cool look, no tools needed
Quirky eco t_shirts, slogans on eco t_shirts
Plastic pedal on floor that lifts the toilet seat when guys use bathroom. Similar to trash can lid pedal but attached to back of toilet seat
Iron Cuff
Glasses Clip Keepons
Doormat door bell
PET Wipes that target the removal of urushiol oil (poison ivy oil) from the coats of dogs and cats
Plug which allows you to control your home through an app
No spill soda bottle top
Hamburger Patty Press. Make hamburgers the easy way! See Video
Pour from a bag with ease and no more messy spills or rips!
Audio Timer a voice activated cooking timer. Just say what is being cooked and how long and the timer will keep track of each item for you.
Bicycle umbrella
the billie brush
Rainbow Bra
Piggy Bank Wall Maze. Watch coin travel down fun plastic tubes/gears...fun windmill type devices, etc...until it finally reaches the bottom.
CAN'T FIND THE HOLE??? THIS IS FOR YOUR KEY... IT'S A RUBBER TOP GRIP THAT ACTS AS A FLASHLIGHT WHEN SQUEEZED
"BlueTooth Navigation Earpiece" Everyone has some navigation on their phone or in their cars. But How can we listen to it in our ear only.?
Tired of wet boots,hats, and gloves? Place them on this stainless collander form and no more worries! Please look at drawing, took 4 hours:)
Don't you wish there was a roll of gift wrap that you didn't have to use scissors? Would you like a safer gift wrap for children to use?
The City-Slicker's Plot
Kids Kar Kap
Duo Thermos:Opens from both ends for holding 2 separate drinks.The bottom is moved to the center with 2 chambers,2 flat lids on both ends.
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Shower Space Maker. A simple elegant device that can greatly expand the elbow room in your shower. For both straight or bowed curtain rods.
Lace ups
Foil Sizer
Wound closure method
Solar Public Electronics Lockers. This is a locker for electronics to be plugged in and charged up for every kind of electronic out there .
Pet Perfume
E-Tape
A wet erase iPhone case. Design your case differently everyday.
Has the inside of your car ever frozen up with ice? Well you need the inside windshield scrapper!
An adaptation to the Xbox charger cord that will provide an ergonomic grip.
O'de Bass
No Sock Left Behind
i-transform iphone case - A built in projector copies the phones screen and projects onto the case extending the uniqueness of the iPhone
iPhone 5 Lightning Solar Blinds Charging Station:Also avaiable with USB port for charging other iDevices.
PORTABLE HOCKEY SKATE SHARPENER
debit card terminals for drive-thru businesses.
A digital recording pen that records everything that you write with built-in audio recording. A powerful gadget for the everyday student.
pillow with holes
Wireless notify when a drink is low, when toilet paper has run out , trash bin is full, pet bowl is low, guy at the bar needs another beer?
The City-Slicker's Plot
Keep "tabs" on your items - never leave them behind with this alert system!
Flashlight Cam. To remotely see what the flashlight is pointed to. Excellent for giving remote instructions. Q+GE+IMP.
hands free remote
le balai parapluie
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap.
Remember the Weasley's clock in Harry Potter? You could easily keep track of your loved ones with this device, like magic!
Smart Peephole Viewer
EDGR
Rodent Trapeze- Wink Pest Ctrl
Having a serving spoon that can turn into a slotted spoon by just a pull of a lever. An all in one spoon.
Child Finder APP
Hang or mount things easier, faster, and smarter than ever before. See attachments for easier, better detailed info.
EasyNail is a combination nail brush and sprayer to clean finger nails and hands.
The Sponger is an animal shaped sponge press that removes excess water and allows the sponge to dry without falling back into the sink.
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Shot Cradle
Reinventing how we iron clothings. Iron your shirt in 3 easy steps. (Watch the Video)
RC Gaming
Are your glasses bother you because they are on your nose? somkoetimes hurt, sometimes leave a mark?
Re-Sub invent/323975 from 2011
AN OFFICE AND TRAVEL BRIEFCASE WITH BUILTIN BALANCE LEG STAND THAT CAN BE PULLED OUT TO BE USED AS A TABLE OR
RETRACT TO MAINTAIN ITS SHAPE.
Attractive large Container use on counter to collect Kitchen Scraps, then place securely inside a Pedal Operated sealing Outer Floor can.
The Perfect Smartphone Stand
tire lift
Lighted razor &amp; soap cartridge
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Rearview mirror security cam
SmartKey
The Swiss Army Knife or Leatherman tool of AV/computer adapters. An integrated set of the most popular ones so you never have to dig.
Dryer sheet dust mop
A quite easy way to maintain cans and bottles in fridge.
Trifecta Dispenser
Never exit iPhone games or apps due to UN-intentional home button press.
pop ice
Easy to fold, less need to iron creases with Pre-FOLDED and ANTI-crease undershirts.
Do you grind your teeth? Nothing so far fits or works!
POUCH X BAG
The Quirky Baby Carrier! Tired of baby carriers that look the same? Wouldn't it be nice to have one that could fit any mood or event?
Play Station, 1, 2 and 3.
Abacus Microservers
ScanPoubelle
Stage Hand
Poo Vac
The Connector
Offices Abs master
Wind umbrella
LP Propane Tank Cover by Mary
The Real Security Blanket
fuzzy sneakers for girls
Portable iPhone Keyboard Clip - Clip your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch onto an Apple Wireless keyboard for a practical typing experience.
Heated and Cooled Case for all apple products.
Clippin' Plant Stake
Cmart Creeper
Previously Not Opened Up To Discussion &amp; Misunderstood at Eval: Save space/your back by going vertical! Travel bag w/built in legs/hamper!
Pickup truck bed invention
Rule of thumb
Corner Multimedia shelf
Bed sheet tightening belt
Beach sand and chidren are a mother's worst nightmare!!! My idea is a fun refillable powder-filled dispenser with a soft brush attached.
AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE TO BLOCK PEEPS FROM USING CELL PHONE WHILE DRIVING. TEXTING, TALKING, AND SUCH. BUT CAN
STILL BE USED IF REALLY NEEDED.
The little flap in the top section of the grocery cart-convert this to a touch screen digital coupon holder/scrolling advertisement.
A spoon and fork that has electrical sensors in the tip that detect heat and light up a LED when food is too hot. Great for kid safety.
Unite-App enabled camera allows you to connect.A new video get together to socialize or just view loved ones.Great to watch pets from work
Remote Controlled Dirt Bike
Finger Spatula
unloseable remote
Securing rear view mirror
Tired of greeting cards that have 8 paragraphs worth of fluff - that you don't want? Would you like simple, smart greeting cards
Sprinkle Water Saving
Clean, and safe energy production for the home is now possible! Introducing the D.U.P.O.G. Dual Utilizing Power Orbital Generator.
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Magic 9 Ball
LUMINESCENT TIRE COVER
Frustrated from towels shrinking at the cross stiching ,my idea would stretch towels back into shape as well as prolong the lifespan.
Baby Roll Barrier
The Cinema Subtitle Hat. Hard of hearing? Deaf? Foreign? Like foreign films? Want to practise a language? DIY google glass!
Safe microwave popcorn
Automatic toilet bowl cleaner
Golf ball retriever
The Pizza Pal
iPhone flip case with keyboard
Boom chair
Marker-length stud finder automatically marks when it finds it.Pull the marker across drywall, makes a stamp along stud - lights too.
a pencil that draws a white line for pressure treated wood. any building done outside-decks/exterior framing have carpenters with a pencil
An electrical bulb socket shut off switch the power automatically With a built in smoke, and are all carbon monoxide detector.
Hollow Handle Seeding Tool
Mirror Mirror
Bra Cup Rim Hiders!!!
Day-Vision Goggles
A snorkel that you can go 15 feet more or less, under water
Collapsable Basketball Net for Easy Storage.
A cage sleeve of clear, thin, hard plastic, that goes half way up the sides of the cage leaving the top half open for access &amp; circulation.
Taquito Maker!
Smaller broom features easier area access with longer reach ability. soft brissles will help clean blinds, bath tubs, showers, air vents.
Pivoting Level
grappler head
The Wheelabout Dance Floor!!!
Golf ball beeper
STYLUS &amp; EAR BUD WRAP/HOLDER

&amp; CLOTHING CLIP

Insta~Trac
Protective frying pan lid - well protects from spray of oil, allows to stir your steak w/o lifting lid and fits any size of pan!
Mobile Trimmer
Extendable Eraser Pencil
diaper holder
Plus de problÃ¨mes de clÃ©s !
One bag at the airport. One large duffle with small individual duffles for each family member all in one bag saves fees at the airport
Safelight for bicyclers
Xpandable Play yard
WATERWIZ
SippieBeer
Two-liter bottles can topple in the fridge - this simple plastic base, contoured to fit the two-liter's bottom, will eliminate that problem.
The Soby stent
Bulb planter
The"Shaver Saver"dries your shaver after you use it and extends the life of the shaver up to 10 its normal life and saves you money.
Sedifree Container
Skat Cat kit
find it
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Knee Board Surfer
rÃ©ducteur d'ordure
Inspired by the push in towel holder, This spice rack is almost truly universal as it holds most sizes of spice bottles.
Boredom Fixer
Non-Slip Sock Grips
Whether a career dealer or a small time addict your trading cards require reliable storage so to preserve future value. And I know howâ€¦
I want to create a iPad case which has a built-in bluetooth keyboard and removable mouse, and case charges everything up at the same time.
A poor man's pico projector.
(HOLO HERO) is a 3D hologram nightlight which gives off a real like image of any child's favorite super hero making the child feel safe.
Custom Alram Dock
Pie Crust Sizer
Home weather station that has a TV output to display weather conditions on a television or home surveillance system.
Leaf Catcher for Gutter Ends
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
"Flashlight" "Laser light" it's both..Kids will flip for this toy. The Flashlight, Laser light with trigger can rappid fire light anywhere
Seatware
Use 100% of your kitchen drawer's capacity with an expandable/modifiable utensil tray. Will hold most all of your kitchen utensils together!
Electronics- you love them, your washing machine loves them. Fight back with this alarm that detects ANY electronics entering the machine.
A pour through and drink through bottle and glass cover. washable and reusable. many different sizes to accommodate glasses of every size.
Carrying tons of stuff on car visor/glove compartment/etc? Nonrelective dashboard organizer holds everything; optional roll up sun visor
Lots of wrap ideas already but heres one that protects the buds and is thin like a pack of gum!! Made it myself!
Website &amp; app to vent minor frustrations, send a "hex" on the internet and a phone/tablet app to send "hex hex hex" to someone that annoys.
Flags of Glory let's you display any symbol ....any time.... Great for holidays, seasons, and party fun!
3 in 1! Microwave heat shield, ice pack, heat pack.
CELL PHONE SLIDE SHOW....I just installed flashlight APP and thought wouldn't it be great to be able to show pics on wall
Mixing bowl blender
Millions of gallons of water are wasted daily, costing money and energy. This can be avoided by The Electronic Water Saver Modular Adapter!
Have the major leagues (baseball, football,hockey) save kids lives and improve their public image. Give away cycling helmets with team logos
Water Bulletproofing
The tape cutter/scissors which leaves a mark or turns the tape a bit which helps in identifying where to open the tape from next time.
Easy Boat Loader
Carwash Shower Head
knife housing sharpener
Snuffer
Are you one of the 50% of all women that experience moderate to severe menstrual cramps? The 'Kramp-a-roo' has your pain covered!
OnTheLevelGolf.com
Traveling "WorkBoost" gardening chair.The "cheek seats" velcros to each shin. Walk and then sit while gardening, pulling weeds, planting etc
Pool Filter Water Comb - Water pressure is used to clean above ground A and C style Pool Filters.
Easily keep your sodas cold and carbonated with the "CANIT"!!!
Jogger/Walker Portable Ipod recharger
Cozy towel
Powered Lime Squeezer
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Smart Fan
smart garden cart
My invention is an inflatable cervical collar and head stabilizer for emergency use by Paramedics and others .
wheelchair leg holder
Game Changer ! Keyless entry using your phone ! Over 150 votes already!!!
Bathsuit
a simple, easy to use app that you can use to scan or input the liquor, it would sync to a computer program like an iTunes for liquor
Many hunters fall from trees hanging stands. Instead of carrying a tree stand up climbing spikes, the pulley system eliminates it.
Make plastic squeeze bottle product containers for ketchup, mustard, etc. more efficient, more green and easier to use.
Giddy Up Charger
Efficient razor
Innovative way to get a dream hairdo and perfect haircut every time. Show hairstyles using your photos; robot cuts your hair to perfection
No-show footie socks made of dryer sheet material. Disposable,inexpensive socks that leave your feet and shoes smelling fresh.
Nail Polish Brush Dispenser
Self watering plants
Car Climate Box
Hinge Tape (400Votes)
Hail guard
Hammer Nail Helper. Save your Fingers from hammer, and Get Precision
Waterproof electrical extension cord connection cover.
Nutella Oreos
It is a u-shaped tool slightly larger than a teabag to squeeze all the flavor out of a hot teabag without burning your fingers.
MAKE IT YOURSELF. Make your own footwear choosing different colours for quarter + upper + sole and join them. Be different, choose yourself.
Invention(Cuzie Kooler)plugs into your cigarette lighter and keeps your drink cool without having that cup of ice that will turn into water.
Cribbet
sanipieds, tapigiÃ©nique
A animal ball
Built in ramp
My idea is a sleek, low-profile way to attach paper items (coupons, tickets, etc) to your keys/purse for easy access, and awareness.
Lexan Transparent Mag Wheel:The illusion of levitation.The hub looks like it's magnetically levitating in the center of the wheel.#QCYCLE
THE BIG BOX- a play system for early childhood. Sturdy and safe shapes for endless hours of imaginative play. Stores neatly the biggest box.
When you go to the beach or lie by a pool u need something to elevate your head in order to read. I invented the "Beach Pillo".
Silly Statement Drink Markers
A cooler with auto ice maker that uses the recycled water. Includes power source and battery for in/out of car with portability of cooler.
Vortex Ring Portable Cannon
Hydraulic Heels
An air conditioner amplifier.
Up Your Cane
Large Magnetic Strip Holds Multiple Paint Brushes All At Once. Keeps The Paint Can Rim Covered And Clean For Easy Resealing.
Silicone nipple guards are pasty-sized nipples nursing moms can wear comfortably for 12-18 hours. No pain, dryness, leaks or breast pads.
You smell that, what has gone bad in your fridge? How about a fridge sensor that tells you when something has gone bad in your fridge.
dishwasher pod dispenser
A glow in the dark drinking glass with a black-light coaster to get the party started
MY IDEA 5 IN ONE IS SMALL VERY USEFULL GADGET . IT IS A KEY CHAIN HOLDER PACKED WITH FIVE USEFULL TOOLS.
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A Spring Wound Auto-Off Timer Combined with a GFI Plug to Automatically Shut Off Flat Irons, Curling Irons, Etc...
HVAC Filter Springs
allume barbecue Ã©cologique
Just checking or Welfare Check
. Do not miss your spectacles thanks to this spectacular spectacle case with pinchable side-entrance; horizontally slipped on your belt.
onthelevelgolf.com
Wireless Solar Cell Phone Charger for your car! Solar powered cell phone charger - ecologically responsible and no pesky wires!
Locate your phone, purse, wallet, glasses, keys ect. with a all in-one remote finder.
Sometimes a guy just needs a little more length in his "Hammer" Solve the issue at hand.. Extendable Hammer Shaft with 3 lock positions
magnet clips
The Pencil Point
"Family Court" Family Fun
My product is an inexpensive fix over current repair methods for homes or structures that have weak or damaged floor supports called joists.
Remo Terrestre or rowing Earth
Retractable Extension Cord
SEPARATE RAW AND COOKED MEAT [read my latest comment]
traveling with auctions
Decorative &amp; protective. Washs, change themes &amp; colors, prevent destruction of clothes &amp; furniture &amp; prevent leisons between digits
Keep your home cleaner and less toxic. Don't bring outside polutants and pesticides in on your shoes.
Smart Condom
UNIVERSAL iDEVICE BEACH ANCHOR WITH SPEAKERS &amp; SOLAR CHARGER, keep your iDevice out of the sand while enjoying the beach
Motion sensors connected to air conditioning units ('nuff said!)
Forget about air fresheners like Fabreze. Here's a more convenient way to make your house smell fresher through your furnace's air filter.
This idea is for motorcycles,scooters ect, it works on the same concept as the the segway, gyro on the bike keeps it uprite won't tip over.
Weighted Rainstick - Zumba or other classes are more fun! The weighted stick tones and adds variety to routines with gentle rain sounds.
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Shower Magic! Innovative shower head design provides a blast of soap suds directly from nozzle at the push of a button. Covers entire body.
You're proud of your LITTLE REMBRANDT. You want to show the work + you want to collect the colouring pictures. Use LITTLE REMBRANDT
FRAME!
market box with compartments
Why have your pads and tampons on the floor or stored out of reach? This sleek and discreet box stores them out of eyesight and within reach
All the 7 Iphone essentials in one spot. Take your iphone confidently anywhere without worrying of losing, charging,or carrying it.
Resubmit(346) VOTES. Simple, Light Weight, User friendly, Fashionable, STAIR CLIMBING DOLLY for household chores laundry, vacuuming, etc
Rechargeable power strip
COLLAPSIBLE, SPACE SAVING, SILICONE Splatter screen which also serves as Bowl, Plate and Pot cover
With the rise of electric vehicles, wouldn't it be nice to be able to park AND charge your battery at the same time?
Memory hat
Cutting board with grooves and a recipient cover underneath to collect crumbs and grains
Fog &amp; snow film
Self cleaning steam mop
Replace original jar LID with this one and use as a quick serving BOWL. No need for using dishes. Universal size. Improved after UC!
Ladder Caddy
Opposing Magnet - Car Bumpers
Updating the emergency fire pull station into a swipe/pull station allowing a smart phone to swipe and activate it.
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eco dryer ball
Its a pain to make your bed right? Especially all the little kids. You have company coming over and you need a nice looking house, quickly!
MyTemp Relief
Stop picking up poop with your hands when you walk your dog!
Universal bug wand/zapper vacuum cleaner attachment. Designed to catch and zap household insects using the power of actual vacuum cleaners.
Keep your bathroom vanity and kitchen sink area dry with ABSORBENT &amp; DISPOSABLE "VANITY MATs". No more stuffing towels behind the
faucet.
Rack It Up
Adjustable dog dish stand for large/giant breeds. Made from recycled plastic.
Are you recycling your cooking oil? The collapsible Oilster funnel is a simple and quick way to recycle this commonly overlooked resource.
Toaster Caddy
A smartphone charger/stand with a built-in surge protector.
Bureau Gigogne
see thru toaster
The Gateway. Car/Home security
There is no way to test and indicate fuel to oil ratios when mixing.A test strip or testing tube that will indicate the mix ratio is needed.
Magnetically levitating, self-contained fish tank. Because planets shouldn't get all the fun.
A product to celebrate Quiky's new partnership with STAPLES. Just slide out the built in tweezer/pliers and pull out the half stuck staple.
RESUB 542/467 v/v : Battery powered LED Half Lamp
NO Installation, No Holes Magnetic Baseboard Door Stops RESUB
Make the worst part of owning a caged pet easier! Taking up and putting down newspaper after your pet makes a mess is a pain!
Watch wearers rejoice! Choose from 100's of digitally rendered designs to suit your taste/moods. GPS! Takes calls too!
Cookie Jobster
for hybrid and electric vehicles - remote controlled device turns on heating/cooling while plugged in
Hand Sanitizer Bracelet, Ever get tired of looking for hand sanitizer doing work or play? Look no longer, its on your wrist KEEP GERMS AWAY!
Caffeinated Chewing Gum
35mm Digital Film
Screen Out Tool
Help save lives! Possibly your own family members. A simple device in vehicles that notifies over speakers if emergency vehicles are near.
"Pop Top" beverage seal
Complete odor eliminating litter box trash bin combo. Easy scoop and discard system.
"Fast Food" Insect Bar &amp; Grill
"App Spat" takes ointments off your hands. Sticky ointments can be messy and unsanitary.
Grocery getter
Tricep Bar
Quirky "Educational" Video Game Series: Spaceship child sits on with screen - exploring the planets. Sit on train - travel the world, etc.
Hammer Mallet Combo
La taza inteligente
Tired of tripping over step-stools in bathroom or kitchen? Use empty space under vanity or kitchen sink for a slide-out, pop-up step ladder
milk cap
App. Enabled Robot Toilet Brush. Self Cleaning System. Moves Around Track Back To Start. Vibrates &amp; Disperses Liquid Cleaner
I thought of an outfit for baby that would monitor the temperature when the baby was sick. All information sent to iphone app or others.
Increase Ipad sound by 65% with this simple Ipad stand Simpy stretch over your Ipad for Landscape and Portrait configurations. Easy.
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A new iPad called "The Backyard\Country Outback." This is a large (25 inch plus). Carrying case for outside fun. Sit back, relax, and enjoy
Space-Lights
My idea is a punching bag that wraps around trees, polls etc. train anywhere there is a straight tree or poll, streetlamp
DR. HOUSE - Electronic Stethoscope Bluetooth-Wireless + APP
SPRAY IT YOUR WAY! (Re-Sub)
Auto Pancake Cook 'n Flipper
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Using the power of gravity to produce power- Put those lazy dumbbells to work.
Balanceur de hamac
Bluetooth single speaker for hearing impaired for television, radio or any device better than wearing headphones. No cumbersome wires.
app that cleans your toilet and your shower ...see video....http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oh0OdgjOdDk
inventer un dÃ© (style dÃ© Ã coudre) pour tablettes tactiles
Keep your Socks Separated from your Wet and Dry laundry! It's the detachable Sock Hamper!
Millions of diabetics everyday test their blood sugar with test strips that are impossible to remove from holder..with"Stripick"it is simple
Previous PREVIOUS ADDED IDEA
Sperm Protector
Easy stow bean bag chair
There are Webcam Viruses that hackers can use to spy on laptops. We should make something to fit over webcam when not in use
The U-TURN LIGHT. U-Light
Prone to Comfort
Windshield autoshade
An utility pot cover.
FIND ME
The Muscle Kneeder
Wouldn't you love to just push a straw through the side of any carton.I dare you to find a comparison leave a comment.Any carton a drink box
Backpack Dryer for Vehicles
ceiling paint roller, no spill
A mood changing case. Case changes colors according to your body temperature or anything it touches.
Artful Screen Protectors
A smarter traffic light that can alert you (app/car) if you are in danger while approaching an intersection.
sun shade solar charger
Defrosty
My invention is a red Apple Rack shaped like an apple with seven shallow indented bowls for "An Apple a Day..." 16x16 see sketches/photos
Summer is almost here. Time to break out the BBQ Enjoy apple wood, cedar, or cherry smoked Kabobs and Hot dogs
Got a smart phone or tablet? Keep your wallet in your bag? You are a target. Protect yourself and your valuables from unauthorized access
smart thermometer
smart staple gun
BONKERS For Hair BLINKIES
InsideOut Backpack -A child/adult with developmental or special needs.It keeps/items mainly on the outside of the pack.
Clear top half of eyeglasses, with the bottom half being PROGRESSIVE magnifiers. Classic or contemporary designs. Also in sunglasses!
This is a "Solar Light Bracket" Designed to Hang Your Solar Lights off a Wooden Fence, Chain Link Fence, or About Anything You Can Imagine.
STEALER-BUST CASE. A Case with a tracking system for the iPad, iPhone, or iPod that has built in location if stolen or lost
Hy
Ultrasonic Grill Brush
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EasyCharger
easy trash
Hide away Broom
Abattant double fonction
Juicy,
Tired of your pants falling down during security scans? Use the pants cincher instead of a belt to hold up your pants while screening.
Plugeez
The idea is a caddy for a disposable razor that will Snap onto any shaving cream can.
Attachable Small Dehumidifying Agent
Stake accessory: a stake with a rare, medium and well done thermometer in the tongs, could be like a swiss army knive.
"TRaCK-CaSE" WIDENED ADJUSTABLE FLEXIBLE ERGO DYNAMIC "WASTE BAND" DESIGNED TO OVER LAP AND BE INDEPENDENT
OF BELT LOOPS.
Env. friendly water bottle which measures the amount of the water in a time period what informs you how much you drunk that day.
RESUB: Kids always tear their game board box corners, this leads to lost pieces! Drives me crazy! I would love to have CORNER PROTECTORS!
Organizer made of Cups
2" long magnetic tube to fit on any pen or pencil. Can be wrapped in colorful material.
Stars don't want to be hounded by the Photogs? Remember back in the 70's those tunnels we used to crawl in?
Sick of having your usb connections stick straight out of your computer. Wouldn't it be nice to have a rotatable usb connection fold flat.
clamp socks
Digital Drawing Sketch
You've got real mail
Sitting Disease Anti-Chair
The problem with this is it's easy to lose one side then you are out of luck. New pic illustrates concept and other possibilities. Resubmit
A suitcase which can measure its own weight. Avoid paying more for the baggage at the airport.
Elastic, silicone bands that fit on kitchen utensils to prevent falling into pots or bowls while cooking and eating. Reusable, washable.
O'Serrette
Do more with your existing social network - Build your list. Plan with friends. Do it.
Tablet Glove
Razor Blade Clamp
Beach Wagon
A wifi bracelet that hooks around your wrist, so you can get wifi any where.
A bird and rodent resistant dryer exhaust vent cover that is easy to clean.
Rotating pizza pan. Will cook pizza evenly everytime! (good for cakes, pies and casseroles too!)
A cloth hanger that lets you know wich ones are in use, and witch ones are free to use
EggMinder but for Baby Bottles
A MIRROR that rolls without breaking! Small for pocketbooks. Large for dorm walls. LOOK - Corning's Willow Glass http://tinyurl.com/bnv3wes
MiNi JELLo BOWLS mold - eat the entire bowl made of JELLo! Fill with yogurt, pudding, fruit, etc. Great for parties, kids will love
photophone
Cube
rainbow bra
efafafef
Mirror App to add to a cell phone or have this already in the phone technology. Access the mirror while shopping or to be camera ready.
ANIMATED FRAMES: (resub 94% VtoV ratio) Animations to bring your picture frames to life! Moving hearts, ocean currents, holiday themes, etc.
Cleaning the bathtub/shower no longer has to be a PAIN in the BACK!!!
The Site Switch
a plastic aluminum foil type box.you can put rolls of wrapping paper in it.then you pull out the size you need and tear it off.
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App-enabled noodle cooker
Kiddie-Cam
Oxygen Cigarettes. Oxygen shots exist already but why not incorporate the technology into a cigarette design for the gesture of smoking.
Adjustable and portable cup/mug holder. Anyone can use it anywhere at anytime.
SecureUSB
47 lost, 349 hurt, $217M gone, in dryer fires~* NOW SMOKE-ACTUATED SYSTEM STARTS IN-DRYER EXTINGUISHERS, POWERS
OFF,ALERTS,TEXTS&amp;CALLS 911
replacement auto sunvisors
Multi-tasking Bookmarks
a metro card reader that you can connect to your cell phone and use as a key chain holder find out the value on the card anytime anywhere
Cover Museum
Wind mangnet terbine
A retractable air mattress that completely covers the surface of the water in the pool thereby preventing drownings.
OUETU
fingermate
Bath Phone
Pluggle
Drug testing business cards. 100% donation to Stand! (Women's rights group).
new way to organize your living space and your office. the ultimate organizer. all you need- at the tip of your Fingers.
RC Torpedo Game
Pump up the music with a Collapsible Amplifier for your Smartphone. Stretchy fabric band fits around any smart phone to amplify sound.
Price Comparing Grocery App
TRUCK TAIL GATE EXTENSION
Nail Polish Dual Pen-Cool pen has dual compartments for nail polish and polish remover. No more being without one or the other!
Glow Print Ink Plus
Routers and modems crash. Unplug/Replug/Standup/Ugh. My invention resets your internet ASAP without manual labor, cheaply, and makes it fun.
Radio : pause/lecture
Smart Satellite On/Off Switch
ReUsAbLe MiCrOwAvE PoPcOrN BaG
Kit piÃ©ton Ã enrouleur auto
Toilte Seat Lifter
my idea is called Easy Mail a mail indicator that lights on when you have mail helps keep you from leaving the comfort of your home to check
solar powered phone charger
Learner bicycle to teach children to ride a bike in two (2) hours.
LOCK BANDITS - hang tightER. Better GRIP of items and Bandits themselves. More security, no unwanted releasing, no loosing... PROTOTYPE!!!
Cigarette Raincoat
We all like poof sponges in the shower. How would you like to have a combination: Quirky back scrubber, back scratcher / sponge holder?
Easy-Sleep Sleeping Bag
Car Crevice Cleaner
Steak Mate
Smart Nutrition Monitor
Key keeper, no more pocket holes and jingling. Simply slide the keys in and out....
pass-temps
"THE ILURE" WI-FI controlled fishing lure !!! NAVIGATING IS UP TO YOU !!! BIGGER THAN "BILLY THE BASS."
Winter Blanket
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O2T
Detachable Camera for Cellphon
Safe-T Stir Lids
Think about how it would be if you never have to switch the clothes from the washer to dryer again. The new washer/dryer combo does it all.
Emergency App
App-enabled Smart Oven.
Locator Buddy,Kid, Beer, Keys,
Building Blocks with different size Xylophone Music Panels. They join together to build the child's own musical system
"Airlight Installation Kit" for the new Quirky Airlight, install in any ceiling box or can light, with this kit.
Elephante (Elle-eh-font-tay)
Surge: EV Charging Cartridges for electric vehicles.
Powered Road Board
Joggers need flashlights attached so they won't have to worry about using their hands while they jog!
Home and office Milk and Creamer for your counter top.
Size It
Lighter Alarm
Leaf Pan
F-MIR
A cold beverage on a hot day would be great but what you have is warm and takes too long to cool. A "reverse" microwave sounds good, right?
porte bÃ©bÃ© rando
ITs a correction fluid bottle with two applicator tips. one is a fine tip point and the other is a bold tip.
Fridge Camera And Door Sensors Detective,Bar Code Scanner,Picture/Video Taken Of Users For Food/Drink Usage Data Compliance
Grilling Season is here. Use The Perfect Tool This Season To Sauce And Turn Your Meats!
Accurate Shooting
Call Wizard (Portable Dashboard Cell Phone Signal Strength Indicator &amp; Mapper
Large beaker with handle
CLOTHES CLIP
Automatic sink cleaner. Plastic flower dispenser hangs over bath faucet and holds cleaning solution that sprays out at touch of a button.
SMALL WHITEBOARD DESIGNED LABELS..Can place on the front of UR storage containers makes Labeling easier&amp;wipeoff when changing
out.Check Pics
Salt shakers that never topple over and never spill the salt. Customize them with sticker sets for special occasions!
Douceur Eco
Beach Towel With Sleeves Think Of A Snuggie But In a Beach Towel Snaps In The Back And Sleeves Snap Up To Create Pockets
iPhone 5 Lightning to USB Case:iPhone 5 case with built in cordless lightning to USB adapter,plugs directly into charger.
Time Will Tell! A clock that teaches children how to tell time by incorporating analog, digital, and audio indicators of the current time.
Self Charging Battery Case Powered by Moving Your Mouse on the Trackpad
My idea is called Recan.I,ve put a resealable top on a poptop aluminum can.I already have a working modle
Cell Phone Shelf: Rounded Rectangle Phone and Apps
FLEX Landscaping Level Pad
valise placard Ã roulettes
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Golf Putter Marker Holder
With this key rack, you can record a message ie "dont forget the kids art project" and it will automatically play when you grab your keys
WeepHole Insect &amp; Pest Control
Aerosolized Bleeding Control
FootBallz! Mini foot massage balls. Fill your shoes with a BUNCH before you take on the day! Massages, cools, relaxes and more...
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support pour aspirateur
Bitty basket
Let's Create A Miniature Food Dehydrator To Go With Our Juicer And Granola Bar Maker. One That Takes Up Less Space And Is More Accessible.
My invention is an inflatable cervical collar and head stabilizer for emergency use by Paramedics and others .
It's a butterfly belt buckle drilled a hole in the center, cut the center out of my existing faucet handle, glued it to my buckle. instal
Lightning charger bit with a mag underside that plugs permanently into the iPhone. Connects to a stand and charging cables magnetically.
A WIFI app enabled power supply extension lead
Soup Yourself
Sringos
a pool vacum that floats on top of water. this would float around a pool filtering all the dirt from the top of the pool into a bag.
Sliding Patio Door Drape and Vertical Blind Hook, no more having to move your drapes or blinds out of the way when you open the patio door.
retractil ,cobweb remove brush
Advanced Toothpaste Squeeze Helper Tool - Use all of the toothpaste in a tube (no need to roll or curl it under to get the last amounts out)
Crates! for the iphone
Walking your dog shouldn't be a drag!This leash-glove will make your daily dog walks so much easier!With a padded palm and pocket for bags.
OOPS!!!... MY LIFE
Whiteboard Iphone case
Kids Water Safety Alarm
Appli date de pÃ©remption
I came up with the Vacuum Mailbox. It is a vacuum tube (like at most banks drive ins) that would go under ground and appear in your home.
Sunglasses/Eye-Wear that ELECTRONICALLY changes lens color with the push of a button. The technology exists. Please read on...
Flex Fruit Juicer with a flexible membrane to allow rolling to massage and squeeze. Microwave &amp; freezer safe!
Every wanted to dock your Macbook? Now you can.
An inflatable bicycle helmet could be both an improvement over current plastic and polystyrene designs and fold up for easy storage.
Recordable Locket
Introducing The All New Human Powered Treadmill Water Ski:No motor and no boat necessary.
Air Blankie
Aqua Skinz
A storage container that has its own lid that slides inside the container like a roll top desk. The lid is always within the container.
(Bolster)- Safe,crazy,especially fun for kids of all ages and if you`re a kid at heart.
An App Enabled Bathroom Mirror Capable of Weather, Calendar, and Social Media Applications.
This is a hand exercise glove. It would come in light, medium and strong groups.
Wallet Sanitizer
There should be a button on devices that locates the correspondent remote control via sound, flash and/or vibration.
Safe Signal
Night Reader
App-Charms and Rings
SportLeash's hands free system harnesses your center of gravity in a sleek contoured chest harness to provide maximum convenience &amp; control.
Toilet brush cover, a clamp that goes over the brush as you lift it out of the toilet. This will prevent nasty toilet water from dripping.
Car Paint that Changes Color
Device for home gardeners to plant seeds uniformly.
support pour aspirateur
Sippy cups take up too much room! This cup folds flat when not in use. Now kids can easily enjoy a drink anywhere! Great for 1+ ages!
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Call it STACK-UP tumbler.Instead of bringing two cups (e.g.coffee &amp;water) with us, which most do, this two-in-one tumbler is all we need
Cell Glove is a winter glove that holds your cellphone and keeps your hands warm.It keeps your phone handy and usable.RESUB
I have difficulty making certain that my teeth are cleaned properly after brushing. No matter what I do, I can still feel the plaque.
THE "WISH WELL E-CARD" IS THE EASIEST WAY FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS TO SEND A WARM MESSAGE TO PATIENTS ACROSS ANY
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION.
HYDROGEN BOOOOOOM
Eyeglasses with a part to put your iPhone or iPod earphones
Bluetooth Heated Shoes:Waterproof,Anti-oder and App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad Mini.Also available bluetooth heated boots.
A plastic bubble to attach to an airplane seat to use when a baby is noisy
*EARBuds Holder* Keep your cords wrapped when wearing! Wear It, Clip It &amp; Wrap It! or.....Stash It! All-N-One!
Comfortable tableware
Glow In The Dark Cover for existing Keyboards apply stickers over appropriate Keys let the light shine through
A small compact easy to use and produce, Popcorn Grabbing Instrument that anyone can use; just push to grab, no need for extra dexterity.
boot sleeves
multi-cooker
An iPhone case that uses kinetic energy and ambient heat/light to charge the phone, extending battery life.
Salt consumption is leading to dangerous phenomenon: high blood pressure &amp; fluid retention. This dispenser will limit excess amounts. Resub
Heat-Proof Gloves for sanitation and protection that still allow for easy food handling/preparation both at home and in the food industry
Wiggle Waggle Cat Toy
FOOTPRINTS KIT...Beautiful Keepsake..bring home sand from this years family vacation...kit includes assorted size molds,glue ,instructions
Baby Gate + App. Never worry about the gate again! Works as pet gate too.
eating certain foods can be a real mess. Wings, ribs etc, it gets under your nails, your hands smell all day and it can be a real mess.
Stirling Engine heat based hotdog rolling grill. Summer is here.. Cook those hotdogs evenly every time!
UDDER Shampoo Dispenser OMG!
A Loofah Handle (Attaches to your loofah or wash cloth allowing you to get your back)
WINE'O 'Wine Butler'
A cocktail shaker top for any decorative pint glass. Underside of topper has a rubber seal, and top a small vacuum pump/release.
Tired of dropping the TV remote on the floor and the batteries scattering in different directions? "Comfort Holder" can help
Devices that automatically regulate/control things based not only on existing/local conditions but also on forecasts/data from the internet.
The Power Alert plugs into any existing wall outlet and notifies you of a power outage via an app on your smart phone.
Groove on Baby
rechargable mouse
Fantastic Luminescent Earbuds that are cool to use and make it easier to be seen while jogging or walking your dog at night.
My idea is scented, colored, rubber bracelets that kids could collect and trade. The possibilities are endless! The latest exciting trend
Children's toys that float in the water that parents can record their voice on for fun in the bathtub.
Snow&amp;sun car shield
Look-a-like website
Sol ~ Adjustable Ambient, Task and Grow light
Couvercle adaptable
Happy Plate
In between pillow
RESUBMIT-DIAPER BAG w/Pull Out Change Station- Works like window shade-the change pad comes out for easy/clean diaper changes anywhere.
Umbrella cooler. A cooler with a tube attached to it to help hold your beach umbrella.
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Change those ugly household vents to any color/design you want with this easy DIY kit
A retractable hat, tie, coat, and shoe rack. Why take up all that space with a traditional rack? Combine all four and make it retractable.
Attractive phone case, that has an auxiliary battery as well as a slide out keyboard for all those fat fingered execs and flirty texts.
A wireless charger for Iphone designed for businesses/airports/shoppings. Places with it will have the apple logo- Iphone Friendly place.
With the explosion of Apple computers to the market there is one consistent issue remaining lack of ports on the front of the monitor.
Anyone who has hair, especially women, have this problem many times . No more expensive sprays or products which coat your hair.
Mini-Vehicle A/C
SMART LASER LEVEL
liste des courses - assistanc
A solid hardwood iPad stand, laser engraving optional.
The Cranky Piggy
Porte clefs
A mans necktie which is tied perfectly, easy and very fast to put on.
Socket Lockit
No more leaky hose connections - connect hoses easily and bypass the frustrating threading. Without leaks.
UC Resubmit "Massage balls" That you can heat in the micro wave or cool in the freezer depending on what your back really needs.
The bike safe, a locking bike compartment designed to hide and secure items that are important but not too valuable to leave unattended.
â€œBlackJack Tossâ€, A fun new way to play a Blackjack game on a velcro target. The ultimate party game! Retailer say they want it!
Faucet Freeze Protector
An app-enabled device that will alert parents if their children wander more than a certain distance away.
Placemat with Built-in Scale for people who count calories.
No. 1 (RESUB) Say NO to High Speed Chases = PUBLIC SAFETY,please read on!!! There is 2 Different Versions!! PLEASE Check BOTH OUT!! Thanks;)
Turn your iMac into a touch screen computer. no longer have to buy a new touchscreen monitor. this will save you money.
Universal Table Edge Organizer for tools, art supplies, and so much more! Easy to clip to any table. This has a large potential market.
Sole Control
App enabled motion sensor speakers. Let the sound follow you around!
App-enabled drop-off mat for UPS, Fedex and other packages. Alerts you and let you know when your packages has arrived!
Slide and Store
Starburst Bar
Never leave behind anything again. A simple pager type device alerts you when property, pets, kids, or ANYTHING wanders away.
LED SkateLightsLithiumBattery
Cutting Utensil for Teflon Pan
Lu NEZ tte
A comfortable way of carrying multiple heavy grocery bags in each hand. A leather/lanyard wristlet with keyring &amp; one OR several hooks.
Cold Bowl
self-closing toilet seat
SpongeWear for Kitchen Duties
App Enabled Puzzle Pieces
Carbon Monoxide alarms for cars
Support de bÃ©quille moto
Windshield sun visor extender, will work when sun visor is not working.
On the job drill bit sharpener
Springstep" is a spring-loaded cane/crutch/walker. It absorbs shock and adds lift for users with lower extremity and back injuries.
mobile table top diaperholder
Save your zipper, garment, washer/dryer and SANITY with the ZipperTrapper. (Photos demonstrate how concept was derived
A Quirky tealight candle holder. I was thinking how to make a better, more unique holder. I think a pivoting one would be neat.
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The Searching Is Over. Save time and confusion with Cord-Inators, the iconic cord holders.
Efficient electric drive motorcycle, that can potentially travel thousands of miles on a single charge, a new alternator is necessary...
Disposable Designer Trash Box brings peace and mind in your home with designer looks, hides trash, and provides a nice pleasant scent.
A series of blue tooth cameras I can connect to my smartphone. Be able to switch camera from phone.
A Pepper shaker that WORKS! It can Close, Open and have 2 sizes. One medium and one small.
Digital Stereo Recorder
no no doggie couch fence
Expandable Phillips Tip
Smart Door Mat
Collapsible and expandable easy clean matt for under babies high chairs
BASEBALL GAME
Board?Ski? Comfort, breathing &amp; temperature is everything.Revolutionary jacket supplies air &amp; keeps snow &amp; wind off your face.No more
gear!
The IPYRAMID is an App enabled wireless Network media and printer hub that enables you to access your media and documents on your phone.
Minty Tongue Wipes for smokers. These are like baby wipes - only mintier.
iPhone Wallet Case
PipeVape
Beacon
Dog Leash w/ secure clip
Pill Organizer Notebook
Lets come up with a salt spreader hand held and 2 wheel push that shoots salt straight ahead about 4ft wide for sidewalks not broadcast 12ft
Gas Handler
Edible lollipop/pop cake birthday candles - put the lollipop/pop cake upside down - light the candle end
Squiddibles
Collapsible dry erase board for business, and school. Made of sturdy material to lay on floor or hang on the wall. Folds from 18x24 to 9x12.
Water Hose Guard
La clÃ© de la goutte.
Cookie Sheet Cooling Rack
Sandy
Paint! Canvas Paint by Stencil
Riggers Hand
3 inventionsâ€¦ Electronic textbooks with interactive learning, cell phone headset with extending mic./boom and a new life alert device.
Neat solution to hang your page-a-day calendar
This inexpensive flap attached to your present pet door allows entry anytime but no exiting. Once in, he stays in. Now you both can sleep
AutoTranslation App
kitchen bag
La Nouvelle PÃ©tanque
Find movie with favourites
"InFlate@Case"
Dial a Dose
Ladder stable
Telescoping Pilot Lighter
a tactile feeling record
Burglar Smoke Alarm Remote-Switch is a simple methodology to have all home Smoke-Alarms fixed to accept the remote signals to activate IT
Toothpaste pusher
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Miracle Trash Bag
Sick of cobwebs on your mirror
Rotating Gyroscopic Outlet/Monitor stand with USB storage and incorporating "Bump" smartphone technology
Multi-Purpose Collapsible Cart
i phone extra
Transformer Backpack HamTent
Syncronized telescopes and binoculars app so you and others can sight in on what the others are viewing.
Soap Saver
LAP TRAY for Wireless Keyboard and Mouse. Versatile, practical,and saves on mice puchases! Resub.
POWER POD A home for your Pivot Power. Organize your computer and devices. Inspired from nature. Space enough for just about everything.
Adapter that allows you to adjust the speed of scrolling of the pictures of Digital Photo Frames.
APP Body Temperature wireless Monitor for Children/Adults, lets you know when body temperatures are going up too high with phone alarming
Sick of water pooling in the bases of glasses, cups and bowls after the dishwasher cycle? Who knows what food particles may be in them.
STOP ELECTRICAL OUTAGES By Using PROPELLERS that are out v balance to stop ice and snow from collecting on electric lines and breaking them.
GE Smart Cooktop Surface, Imp Enabled. Use your smartphone to create your cooking surface + Control your oven! Like you were playing a game.
Postman Alert
Jug-Z
App. Enabled Baby Car Mirror. Control the mirror's music, lights and viewing direction w/ App.
Thermo Ring
Keyfob Repair Kit
Teaching toy, the right alignment of its cylinders opens the bonbon store to the dispenser. It is refilled through lockable baseplate.
Installing a port on a cordless power tool battery pack would enable it to be connected to an external power source (Battery station)
coque Ã panneau photovoltaÃ¯que
An atomic wall clock with a 15 inch screen diameter, similar to a tablet pc in thickness, with touch screen for settings, battery backup.
Energy Efficient Ovens *Reduce Heating Costs *Reduce Cooking Times *Reduce Environmental CO2 Emissions *Cooking Efficiency
Merry Go Brush: Toothbrushes stored in travel cases. Hold enough brushes for large family. Grab and go for travelers.
Bluetooth headset+iPhone Case
"Connect-A-Meal." No traditional containers create a personalized meal that connect on each side to form a personalized "plate."
HOME SIZED UNIT THAT WILL FREEZE-DRY FOOD..for emergency prepareness..NO REFRIGERATION NEEDED..DIY..with food your family
likes.Be prepared!
Squats with out the "squat"
Vi/o - A micro mobile handset
Safety Crumple Football Helmet
antifungal insole
Night Light Coaster
Listen to audio books, etc..fall asleep..lose your place..easy handheld device where you fall asleep and relax your hand and it clicks off.
Mobile car wash business targeted at condo &amp; office buildings. People can have their car washed within their own building which saves time!
RESUBMIT) No tack, no magnet cork board. Air Suction with the press of a finger will hold paper or photos to the board
Cellphone, tablet, IPod, IPad Charm Finder + Remote Control Locator. Two way finder (Keychain + Phone)
App for your phone: Aim your phone at a airplane in the sky and it tells you where that plane departed and where its going.
The Bath Bubbler
App enabled tripod
Extra Wide Utility Step Stool
Solar powered window shades that light up in cool colors.
Parapluie Mini et auto sÃ©chant
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cordless headphones
Smart gloves that turn sign language into speech! Quirky + GEâ€¦ let's help deaf- mute people :)
Electrical back Scratcher!! Why is one not available?
Cover-All's! A plastic cover with an elastic style band, that will cover any container and stay put! Cover and store or cover and bake.
thread management system
Cool Spoon. Mixing spoon you are able to put in the freezer. Cool center spoon.
Space saver under cabinet or shelf cutting board with utensil hooks. It's time too take back your counter space and end the clutter.
The Page-Pal is a paging system for finding lost items. A plug-in base unit charges removable pagers, keyed to their own tiny speakers.
This is a tangle-free dog leash. Walk as many dogs as you want because this add-on leash will not ever tangle!
Spider, its redeisnged clip with a notch cut to support the power plug on cell phones. be nice not to bend the metal or having it pull out
A spray-able dye that colors your child's body with a hydrophobic dye that is easily washed away with soap and gentle scrubbing.
Motorcycle Stroller Grip
White'n Bright
All-in-One Sporting Armband
A new way to clean your teeth on the run. The best part is you dont use hands
Retainer iPhone Case
"Magic folding board" You can easily and perfectly fold your all the sizes of clothes(from small to X-Large/from Kid to adult)
"rObocut laser"
Improved lawn tool storage
Solar powered WIFI Repeater / Range Extender. Take it outside to where you are around your house, turn it on and have qui(r)ckify Internet!
Enhanced nail - Hooks in the nailed surface so that it doesn't loosen. A better nail.
Remote Control Wall-Mounted Holder with velcro. Never again lose your controls. Keep them away from children.
OYA/Zeolite. Oya neutralizes Ethylene Gas.Ethylene gas rots fruits and vegetables OYA is the main ingredient in Debbie Meyers green bags.
Every Patient Room in Every Hospital seeks the light for healing. Colour Boards with glass writing surfaces , in any color, will help.
Baby feeding system resembling breastfeeding experience
AN attractive standard 120 volt home electrical box with a retractable extension cord for home and shop use in new and older homes in wall.
The Amazing Rake - No Leaf Stick Rake &amp; Scoop
Finger Mitts
Sock Scissors
Drink Healthy for Teeth&amp;Mouth
pootty stand
Have a forgetful parent? Use a 12x12 inch table device with senior-friendly screen. Alarm sounds, screen lists reminder.
App-enabled Rotisserie Oven
Chilled Beverage Table
Comfy Car Sleeper
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
This is a Lamp Stereo System that comes with two lamps. One lamp is the stereo CD player, the other is a wireless speaker with lamp.
Carabandit Pouch
test
The MINI-MOUSE pad would be a small rubberized adhesive pad that would attach to the right side of the frame of a laptop below the keyboard.
The V-Pillow
No more freezer burnt ice cream. Container for ice cream so it will prevent freezer burn.
The Smart Filter
A microwavable tea kettle. Stay cool handle when moving from microwave to mug. Collapsible for tea time away from home. Zen out in seconds.
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Perfect Temp Baby Bottle
RESUB - Level your wall hangings before you even make a hole in the wall. 3-in-1 unit.
Self-leveling Table
Idea is for Medical Use, for painlessly securing &amp; covering a IV (intravenous) site during the daily introduction of drugs into the arm.
Wireless gel bluetooth earphones, designed and adjusted to fit any ear for a discreet, no fuss, no cords comfortable music experience.
One simple word Textboard , a smartphone size keypad that can connect to any desktop or laptop wirelessly
App-Automotive Key Tags
Coffee Maker Station Caddy. Brew your coffee and get all your supplies from this one coffee station. Dispenses one cup of coffee at a time.
Glow in the dark switch labels. Don't wake up someone because you forgot which switch is what.
Stop Crime In Its Tracks. Get Immediate Help After An Accident. Save Lives And Money.
Carrier that will organize &amp; transport laptop, phone, pens, drinks etc. needed for meetings or classes in a compact configurable unit.
1st in the WATER Full SUN-SHADE PersonalPortable H2O Shade.Enjoy the sun then when U had to much throw on the shade.FitANYFloat-Video Inside
fer Ã lisser sans fil
Pet water bowl filter
R.I.P. - Smart Phone Time Capsule - Bury a Piece of Your Life Experience for Future Civilizations to Enjoy
Full-Featured Wall Outlet Surge Protector-- 6 outlets and 4 USB ports. Why should Belkin get all of the wall mounted power strip sales?!
Keep off the car cat! mat. A mat that easily fits on the hood and or roof of your car. You love your cat but hate the mess on your car.
Smart Phone App that calls friend or 911 with your GPS coordinates when you fall down and don't get up for a specific amount of time.
Elastic stylus band.
Hate cluttered showers with bottles scattered in each corner? Hate mounted difficult-to-clean dispensers? Here's a product that solves both
A mini heli/quadcopter that tracks and films you
â€œBlackJack Tossâ€, A fun new way to play a Blackjack game on a velcro target. The ultimate party game! Retailers say they want it!
App That Allows The Moving Image Sent From The Video Camera Of A Sewer Boroscope To Be Viewed On A Cellphone's Display Screen!
PORTION CONTROL DRESSING DISPENSER ~With pour spout and measured markings
Cup sized water boiler!
Sprinkler with Camera Control
quick tie downs
Retro 1948 popular mechanics shoulder phone holder lets reinvent this this item was sold for more than 30 years now we can use it for cell
My invention is an inflatable cervical collar and head stabilizer for emergency use by Paramedics and others .
Socks, hose &amp; tights for both women &amp; men that have gel pads built into the ball of the foot 4 comfort with heels &amp; dress shoes (DreamFeet?)
"Itsa" (Keeper Beeper) Stickers, tags, etc. contain chips that are activated by chosen Key on board. Press key -hear beep-find item
The â€œBosu Buddyâ€ â€“ Get the benefits of a ball chair wherever you go
Child Reward Candy Carousel. Secure the Candy Jar. Prevent unlimited candy eating. Unlock/Dispense with App
Wall Decal Stickers &amp; Drawer Line Sheets Using GE's OLED Sheets That Can Light Up (Dimmer Feature) When Necessary!!
Animal Easy Out
Chargeur Ã fil rÃ©tractable
The hair a-pull
Drink inspired pancake &amp; dessert syrup! Non alcoholic syrup in flavors like pina colada, fuzzy navel,mudslide,lemon drop,buttery nipple,etc
BBQ Ã grille coulissante
Hairbrush for "bedhead": take a hairbrush, put a reservoir in the squeezable handle, water wicks through the bristles into your hair.
PureTemp Coffee Mug
Universal Misting sytem
A Crash Box.A cloth caddy that fits over tissue box, Holds all meds,cell,glasses,tissues pop up in slit on top. Washable. house to car.
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As a chef a automatic sauce stirrer for LARGE pots would solve all the issues. Holidays would be simpler no worry about burning the sauce.
The earPOD would be a device that can hold music but can form to the fit of your ear so there is no hassle of having cords. or MP3 players.
A personal gas meter for your garage that will alert you when car fumes are above normal levels
COOLIE CUP FOR PINT SIZE ICE CREAM CONTAINERS.
Lightning to usb keyring, always have a usb cable with you while on the move
A refrigerator that cuts it's usual electricity usage in 1/2
Personalized car &amp; truck bug guards examples:phrase,name,art
The Smart Shopping list with bar code reader
Bike Holder
Goggles that come around from the back and snap in the front. No more frustration trying to get goggles on and it knotting to long hair.
Modular Raised Garden Bed
Lightweight, collapsible table opens and closes like an umbrella. Convenient for the outdoors. Extra indoor table for kids during holidays.
Bendable Silicone Prop Stand for your FLASHLIGHT. Bend it to match the angle you need for any job. Magnetic ends attach to lid of tool box
Kink Free Buds
chargeable Battery box
BRUSH TO GO
Armadillo Motorcycle Helmets
Glow In The Dark Keyboard
36" Heavy Duty Metal DEEP WATERING SPIKE. Made For Soft, Hard, or Very Hard Soil. Water Plants, Shrubs, Tress. Softens Soil 4 Easy Digging.
Windshield Wiper Refresher
The Daddy's Foot
Smartcase
Laundry Magnets. Listed as "Dark, White, Delicates, Dress shirts, Dress Pants, Sweaters, the list is endless
Outdoor appliance weatherguard
Have you ever wanted to totally black out your bedroom window? Inexpensive slats attached to the wall will solve the problem!
Bugaway
Electric Charcoal Lighter
iPhone 5c- Case with texture
RESUBMIT)TV tray Tables that can Convert to a Card Table. Tables come together to make one larger table. Easy storage
Know Thy Cord
The RockPod is a pod style rocking chair, that must be rocked to play music from your Ipod docked in it. It is purely a novelty. #QToys
Universal Auto-Translator
QUIRKY BURIED TREASURE BEACH SAFE.Until now when you go to the beach there is no place to hide your Keys,wallet,jewelry,Money etc.
I've created a fishhook that can release fish doing as little damage to them as possible.
This product is simple and unique. It's has more features and is easier to use. It's everything you want and need in one bag.
Pivot Power Rugged Outlet Plugs: A set of two strips with 3 plugs each. Protects the outlets in PPR's closed position.
Slow Cooker Bread Pan
Don't have a TV monitor in your car and want one? i want to create a sleeve for your ipad with build-in speakers that hangs behind car seats
IntelLock Automotive Security
Peanut Butter Squares
Add this stylish, modern, but yet functional look to any room where you need to hang clothes, towels or whatever you may need!
Heated Lift Clips
RE-sub RFID UHF active/Simi-active tags for hikers; updated redesign from feedback of live EV last year
Silicone Grip/ Splatter Guard
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back scratcher-massager
An accessory that takes usually unused space, offering a hidden place for power supplies and cords for your MacBook, iPad and iPhone.
Swiss Army Garden Tool!
Nite-Bowl, Toilet Nitelight
Their vote Counts
PeePal
The Breeze Lamp
My idea is for a purse that, when activated by a personal buzzer,gives off electric shock.It can reduce the frequency of purse snatching!
Measuring lid for pasta box - make it simple and easy to store and measure pasta without extra container and measuring tool.
A wristband w/ vibration function connected by bluetooth to a phone or any other device replacing that annoying alarm noise in the morning.
voiture locator
E-Z toothbrush
Introducing GE New Smart Tires:App-enabled to extends &amp; retracts spikes.Instant tractions for snow,ice &amp; mud from phones.
A Electric or gas vacuum like apparatus that collect leaves through a hose empties it into a bag attached to the end of end of the hose.
Under Vehicle Mat
The product will make sure to get people out of the toilet cleaner from behind, so that they will feel fresher, comfortable and confident.
AC Drainage Pipe Cleaning Methods... will eliminate the calls to AC Service Tech because your AC is NOT functioning and is YES... OOFF.
Improved Doughnut Carrier:Ever Buy a Dozen Doughnuts &amp; Have Them Stick Together or Not Know Which Doughnuts Have Which Filling?
RESUBMIT:DOODLE Digital photo frame saves 100's pics.Doodle cute hats&amp; messages on photo. It saves doodle. Gr8 4 parties/college/kids/family
Smart Cup
Carabineer pacifier with cap. Just clip! Super portable and accessible. For when you don't leave the house with much.
Mike usable ear-guide
Nxt2U
Customizable Childproof Kit
Visorless cap, does not impede perepheral vision,withstands strong winds,easy to store in pocket,more comfortable than a baseball cap, costs
Mini Crates! - Same look, Smaller Size.
Stylish cases for mobile phones and tablets that also serve as a phone charger using solar panel technology.
Express yourself, with ur ear!
CORDIES WITH LED's Built into Each Hump! Easy On/Off. Solar, Plug in, Battery or USB Powered. Can be on each Hump or every other Hump.SeePic
SpoonCup: spill resistant spoon with increased capacity, just slightly tilt it
KEEP YOUR PANTS ON! Or at least your belt buckle centered and secured to your jeans/slacks/shorts/etc. . . with the Buckle Clip.
Smoke Signals: The Smoke Detector That Communicates With Your Stove -- No More Turning Off Your Smoke Detector To Cook
Snap pics of your baby! This toy attached to a stroller or activity mat and snaps photos on command or at regularly programed intervals.
ConnectMeLight
Electronic Led Bumper Sticker
Circular multi unit plug with cord wrap tower with cord holders and a cover. Cover your plugs and cords for a tidy work area. USBs too.
A multi-cup coffee scoop. An adjustable measuring scoop that lets up get the coffee you need for 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 cups in one scoop.
The Fish Whistle
The most customizable Place for your iDevices a board and a few suction cup noodles. Configure it any way you like it.
FITNESS BIKES THAT GIVE BACK
Bowl with 3 partitions.Now drink Soup,eat starters and raw veggies in one bowl.
hitch view
Fishing Pro G Meter
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Peg Home Organizer! Remove sides of board and connect anywhere on inside to custom make your own organizer. Use it in kitchen, office, etc..
FLOWERS WILL ALWAYS DIE BUT A RECORDABLE CARD WILL BE AROUND FOREVER !!!PRESERVE YOUR VOICE/MESSAGE WITH
THIS CARD FROM ANY PHONE, ANYTIME
An app enabled safe or vault for your valuables. It doesn't exist...yet!

Collab with Paulette Blankenship

Lets combine the plunger and toilet brush into a single functional device.
Tired of always digging around or losing my lighters,I'd like to always know where it always is with a new innovative ring lighter
I have severe arthritis and can not cut my toe nails. Other's might not have a wife who will clip their toe nails. This will sell!!!
A stylish &amp; unique vertical stainless steel iPad/iPhone/iPod desktop holder conveniently stows your valuable devices. Save space! No clutter
DR. HOUSE - Electronic Stethoscope Bluetooth-Wireless + APP
A trash pail that allows you to pull out an over stuffed plastic bag (liner) with ease. Simple but effective.
Smart Hand Grip
A toilet paper roll center made of weak bleach. You throw it in the toilet tank when done. Keep the toilet clean and good for environement.
Don't Bag it, Burn it! Dog Doo Incinerator. No more flies and no more waiting for the trash truck to pick up those horrible smelling bags.
The Plant Shield is designed to protect outdoor plants and shrubs from the elements.No early spring/fall frost to damage your plants.
Reuseable container and make the sides and bottom double walled,1/2 inch apart. Fill with ice gel, seal walls, freeze and use.
Dolls with NFC chips embedded
Splashers
pacifinder
Oscillating tool adapter
Showcase photos, write msgs, tack post its, hold your tablet, use modular light/speaker on bendy arm &amp; track.All pieces are interchangeable
PROXIMITY LIGHTS: Only have your lights turn on when you walk by - not when everyone else walks by.
InfAlert wrist band
i SPi
STOP THIEF! -- Movement sensor=theft protector. Sensors on items in home that send alert if moved-TV, computer,jewelry box, safe.
A must for the avid sports television watchers! ESPN watchers know what i mean.
store rewards card app
Shovel Trouble Assist
Hotel size spray starch
Glow in the Dark DIY Sheets
gant tÃ©lÃ©phonique
Automatic Curtain
Selfie Stick for iPhone
Multi diameters drill bit
Galaxy port
Traffic Light Minder: A small device on your car dashboard that alerts you of light signal turing green or car in front moving.
Crawler Killer
Spybotics
non contact bumbers
Brilliant Baby Speakers
"Hairport"
The ball of light
Buggy Cup Holder
WINE BAG that lets you add Ice &amp; Salt to QUICKLY chill and stays on the wine for the duration.
Beach Pump Toy
Dry-Erase EXPANDABLE BOARDS for fridge,garage and other uses like in the offices, schools etc Convenient,economical and problem solver.
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Easy feed refillable pouch for on the go families. For people that make their own baby food and/or want to not buy prepackaged pouches.
Collapsible reusable bottle
Tired of having to retuck your shirt into your pants every five minutes!! How about suspenders to hold your shirt down?!
Safety Helper Chair Attachment
A boiled egg peeler that uses air pressure to remove the shell fast and easy. CHECK OUT THE VIDEO!
test
Disposable Modular Razor
BUDDY (ear bud accesory)
App-itizer Mobile app; users scan what they have on shelves and it will return with recipes on what meals can be made with what they have
Case with foldable arm to take self portraits. Improve quality of pictures thru better distance/framing of the image.
Elec-tree-city
Les chaussettes siamoises
Helmets for practicing various sports (biking, baseball etc) or motorcycling with built-in speakers/headphones. Connects via bluetooth
Heating housecoat
Beer Finder
Bottle With Built In Funnel
Dispositif de cuisson
touch-on" is an electric key switch idea that will be produced by making use of flexibility of silicone material.
Climate Carrier: Finally a way to transport both hot and cold things simultaneously in one modern carrier!
Teach your kids to dress themselves. Put out their clothes the night before on a poseable kid hanger. In the shape of arms, head and legs.
Keep your paint brush and roller from drying out between coats or during breaks. No need to wash your supplies until the job is done.
Quirky Bingo!
Wall planter that mimics a hand with a flower growing inside.
Dental floss changed; no more throw-away dispensers. Preserve earth, economically. #onedispenserforlife
A self-filtering oil bottle top made of filtering mesh, water bottle filter style that screws on existing cooking oil bottles.
ARIEL - pet BED with integrated THERMOMETER. Guardian angel for your loved dogs, cats, etc. Alarms you in case of pet's FEVER.
2magnets that atract to eachother to keep empty garbage bins in place.
DOCK-N-PRINT
Don't worry about scratches on sunglass or eyeglass lenses again! This easy to use lense protector is small, portable, and fits all glasses
Rainbow shower head
CapStraw
RESUBMIT)Changeable Kitchen Scissor Set."Click N Cut
5 Gallon Bucket Gardening Tool
Refrigerator K Cup Holder- A few magnets and some plastic, voila! Would save kitchen counter space!
Merge Beat Booster with Stash docking station. Merge other useful items with Wall Stash.
Plantr - A smart flower bed device. Connects via wifi to give you reminders, analytics and lets you show off your creations to the world!
Pull-Out Hamper (By Idea)
Sani-clip
FLIPSIDE PRO for tough cleanin
Candy Press
Necklace and bracelet keeper/untangler
know your image
Lime Slice &amp; Save. Slice the lime or lemon and and keep air tight inside this product
Car Vandalism Cam
Pillow vibrates when cell phone alarm goes off!
The bug threshold
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Slides&amp;open- two input power
Image Recognition Calculator
LED Pocket Projector/Speaker combo with touchscreen, Bluetooth, Wifi and HDMI for iPhone, iPad and Mac.
A camp style lantern or flashlight with auto off multiple timer setting feature.
Wonderful plug
Tree Gator
an app for cell phones that would scan the bar code on lottery tickets. Then report if the user ticket has any cash value.
Revolutionary necklace! Great for the elderly or non-ambidextrous - Magnetic Clasp Necklace
Bluetooth Balls/sticks
Coffee Scent Coffee Cup Alarm Clock, Sounds like coffee brewing before alarm goes off. coffee scent to really get you going first thing
Cruise ship missing persons
This is a small device that plugs into an outlet that has docks an iPhone and has an outlet in the same location of the original outlet.
Do you wear your sunglasses on your head like a headband instead of on your face? I do. Say hello to "Perfecto HeadBandz"
Wrapits are multi use and multi extension bungee cords. They can detach and reattach to expand their use.
Hail damage is expensive- even with insurance. Protect your car with this inflatable, reusable canvas cover. Stores easily, deploys quickly.
-Find it by your bed when you need it! Now store iPad/iPhone tablet/mobile at your bedside charged and ready to go when you are!!
A gps tracking device that is a size of a mobile phones sim card that you could put on anything and can be tracked from your mobile phone
Double Wall Coffee Cup
Automatic Watering Trough
Digital Baseball Bat Donut! The Bat Band!
Fridge Folio
glow close
ICE TOYS TM
3 Phase Drywall Cutter (manual
App Enable Meat Thermometer
Work Rack
Some people like their soda flat, either for mixed drinks, tummy aches or like my husband just plain enjoying a soda without the fizz.
speaker phone bluetooth clip
I want to have a glove that repels the odor of gasoline after filling a vehicle up with smelly gasoline.
Completely collapsible silicon baking dish set: great for storage............square, round, rectangle, loaf
The Handy Opener Key Chain.
BlueTooth Shower Head Speaker
Le sÃ©parateur de lit
SafeTLadder
Glasses/sunglasses holder for hats
Elegant iPhone Battery Pack
Painting a wall has never been so easy; Just squeeze and paint; Unscrew cap and load paint into this via a wide mouthed syringe
Food Container Inflatables
Lug nut Lock
Beautiful, realistic looking artificial fish that are made for a regular swimming pool for users entertainment &amp; pleasure.Adds personality!
A toothbrush with floss in the handle and toothpaste and the paste comes out the head of the brush floss comes out the bottom
CLEANING SET. WAR ON DUST.
A magnetic and flexible mirror that allows a person to check that brake lights and signals on trailer are working, without help.
"Snapshot" USB Plug Digital Camera. Take pictures and upload them to your computer, no cords required! More pics inside.
GlowTank An Interactive kids Toy fish tank For creative minds Let them draw!!
Bike sharing is everywhere, NY, SF, DC. Share a helmet? Eewww! Until Now. Introducing the Disposable Helmet Condom.
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Soaprush
Fork lift retractable forks.
Chair with drawer, removable folding stool &amp; removable folding TV tray. For extra storage, extra seating and to store TV dinner tables.
IF IT SUCKS-IT BLOWS! Portable BATTERY operated balloon inflater. The micro-vac turned inside out to blow up balloons at your next party.
a clip to hold your eye glasses/sun glasses when you are not wearing them, if you put them in your pocket they fall out if you lean over
Low Battery Flashing Detectors
Top Label for Pill Bottles
Telescopic blade handle
Easy-Tear sticky tape with tabs to find it's end every time and perforations to tear off pieces. No scissors or dispenser needed
Simple kitchen timer that beeps and alerts your phone. Great for those times you step away from the timer.
Cup Movers
A Dual Warp Around Cooling Fan
Secure Purse
Tour "FL" : rallonge verticale
Ice Pack Sleeve 4 Juicy Juices
Toilet Lid-Up
multi colored shaving cream
Pacifier finder
Invent stretchy (elastic) shoelaces to turn your existing cool looking tennis shoes into slip-ons.
Torpedo is a direct from container measuring device. It's narrow design allows you to get into places normal syringes just can't.
Hate picking out a new SUV or Car? Reverse these select options and value first APP.
Circuit breaker to outlet or light switch recognition
The REAL Survival Phone Case
BIG $$$
"Z" Creative, attractive and comfortable. Quick to switch colors and style. Shoes designed for all women for their convenience and elegance.
Where do you keep your stylus? This stylus stays with the iPad using the iPad's magnets. It's thin and doesn't affect the sleek iPad or case
PEN HOLDER for NOTEBOOKS
Low Battery Notifier
Ab Sphere
Up-Band Sports Accessory
Cleaning tool, like electric toothbrush but bigger. Good scrub head scouring pad, can be changed out for brush type. Rotations = less work.
Cell Phone Screen Magnifier
Outdoor LED spinning Christmas lights to decorate your roof top - add some flare this year! Could also hang from trees
Holo-Board
GO GREEN- Pedal powered type Segway. Smaller and weighs less.
The baby sling bed
Brush-N-Floss Timer: comes in different shapes/colors and favorite character with per-recorded voice, music/sound for brushing and flossing.
App Enabled Home/Commercial Wine Maker. Test for alcohol and sugar contentwithout uncapping and disturbing fermentation process.
Speaker-Plastic Padlock
Pulped
kids horse-shoes game. sounds.
Freezer with integrated emergency battery and app for send an alarm to the phone
Cleash
Golf Tee Club holders
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Touchscreen Video Projector
drinking straw holder
shower solutions
We can make a better Thermoelectric Beverage Chiller. Generally, they consist of putting a can on a chilled plate. I've got a better design!
non knee knocher pajamas
Stoveâ€™s drop cloth to protect stoveâ€™s cover and panel buttons of stove from cooked and fried food.
Share shows
Introducing The All New Open Japanese Fan Wall Adapter: Up to 10 outlets.
A flat screen monitor with built in camera to replace archaic infant car mirrors. include smart phone link for two way video.
Combo Pizza Butcher Block n Serving Tray w/built-in Pizza slicer n Table Stand w/built-in heating plate. Design by the amazing Peter Frazier
An attachment to an ironing board which rotates to iron each side of a grament
Banishes the tissue box! Quirky's PreciseMini REDESIGNED FOR THE CAR, holds roll in place for one-handed tearing. In Cup-holder or on Visor?
Windows darken in daylight and transform to clear at night. Window Tint On, Window Tint Off! Safe Day/Night Driving! See better all day.
App-enabled hand gripper
Smart Tape Measure it Sticks to the surface like an extra hand
OffRoad stroller, with light treads that can climb stairs, rides on sand and snow easily than ordianry strollers.
Quirky Markers for in the shower where kids could draw on the walls, and Adults could write there thoughts and notes to each other.
A RETRO-LOOKING SIDECAR FOR BICYCLES! A sidecar for kids that attaches to an adult bike, evoking the beauty of a classic motorcycle sidecar
GIFT GIVER APP
odor eliminator
magnetic belt
Tire Rim cover after car wash. Covers your wheels so no tire shine over spray gets on your shiny wheels. A big time saver.
Good morning Espresso!
Keep Your Food At The Right Temperature ...Gel Lined Silicone Plates,bowls,spoons and more
Happy Hygiene
habeder&amp;jalepno pepper flakes
A scarf with a pocket for insertion of instant cold pack. No freezer, no soaking in water - just instant comfort when hot flash hits.
watermelon's fhesh &amp; cut
Flexible umberlla
Captains chair armrest
Running a RED light and getting a ticket. You think you didn't and someone else thinks you did. I have solution that clears that doubt.
Privacy license plate cover
Smart Nightlight. LCD center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Take Charge!
corner chrismas tree
I am a person who uses a wheelchair. There have been many times I have been out in the snow and could not move. have been burned by the sun
MÃ©moDate
Supermarket Cart Seat
The Green Switch
Customizable Slipper Bottom Inserts. Replace the bottom or change the height of your slippers. Accessorize.
Sound Plug
App-en. tea spoon-thermometer
Glow-in-Dark Printer Ink Refill Kits. Refill empty ink cartridges with special ink for cool projects!
Smart Garage. Garage Door with Alert System,Camera,Timers, and internet or Bluetooth accessibility.
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Hopscotch Play/Rollaway
PARTY VALET ... COLD/WARM
Leaf Diverter Downspout Elbow
A small, decorative, mesh, chain-belt bag for waiste, iPhone holder &amp; etc., for clubbing! Sexy &amp; hot! No pocket? No problem! Pretty cool!
Cellular Phone Kiosk Charger
My idea is to create a new shopping cart that is more efficient to use, by putting small balls in sockets in the place of wheels.
Pan and roaster lids that are adjustable in height.
Salad Claws....Easy Method to get the salad onto your plate.
Vacuum Storage Drawer inside refrigerators. This will keep all veggies, deli meats and other things fresh without having to use vacuum bags.
App Enabled Ear Buds and Jacketing that Light up in either Pulse or Constant Mode Colors for Safety for Runners,Joggers, and Walkers.
Moist toilet paper on a row in warming dispenser so not only do you get clean but have a nice warm experience.
Disposable drinking straws with built in plastic filters. Keeps unwanted particles from going in or out. Goodbye backwash and un-wanted pulp
App-Enabled Smart Watering--Water your outdoor plants/garden while you're away...via WiFi
The best way to tell you about this product is to show you. go to Youtube and search Fotofeet http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1WWxUZr6oY
Cat-Proof Toilet Roll Holder
Power tub and shower scrubber. Clean up the soap scum and mildew easily anytime, even while using it.
Cut the ice cream that is frozen solid! The new scoop will make life easy.
Remo-find
Formula-to-go
Vegan/Vegetarian Party Picks
Collapsible trunk organizer for the dead space (odd shape area) in the back of your trunk. Could organize your shoes, tools,etc.
Earphone Leash
Large ultraviolet stands that would be at the front of supermarkets and other retail stores to disinfect canvas bags brought from outside.
Unique speed design allows the ball to pop up with a pop sounds, from low (short sprint), Med (medium sprint), and to High (longer sprint).
Create a quality, low priced, clear see-through backpack that is appealing to middle/high school students.
Sleek clip on speaker for the Mac PC
Keep your fridge handles clean from grimmy hands and sticky fingers with these silicone clear fridge handles.
Wall Smoother
Height Checker! Place on the floor and press the button to start at 0'0". Then raise to your person/object &amp; press button to read height.
Better massage. Lie on canves cot on floor. Giver lies on mat under you, puts hands up through strategic slits and massages you.
Super cool shoelaces that light up with different colored blinking lights from within.Example black laces with orange/purple blinking lights
Wink Enabled Sprinkler Head
Just like the bobble bush but fir iPhone or iPad
iPhone 5 Dock With Mini Bluetooth Speaker:Line extension for Core with built in built in speaker,App-enabled.
Sinus dry vacuum headache remover (For the millions of allergy sufferers)
Transparent Backpacks/Purses
WINE BUDDIES!! ADULT CRAFT RECYCLE KIT..Never drink alone again!!!They're really good listeners...and fun,too!! made from recycled corks
Whether you are at the beach, a party, sporting event or a 12 step meeting room, get your drink faster. Get a drink four times faster.
Hydra-heels
RESUBMIT)Interchangeable Massage Roller. Change up the pieces to soothe your aches.
iPhone Chameleon Slim Case
Sonic Pot Scrubber
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The Sock Butler will make the difficult task of putting socks on easier for any person struggling as a result of a medical condition or age.
My five in one bird feeder allows a true bird watcher the opportunity to attract and watch all species, large and small, except hummingbirds
Steering Wheel HandsFree phone
A peak-flow meter for iPhone
Fiber Optic Tennis Balls:Changes Colors accordingly to speed,App-enabled to calculate how fast you hit the ball.
Phone Charger w/ Cable Manager
MACE BACKPACK, for those who want to have control of an "attack" or "assault" if one should ever happen.
Vibrating Stove Saves Money
Frame-Photo
Airplane ticket bracelet
EZ Stow keeps pool vacuum hoses and toys snugly parked along sides of pool until ready for use. Keeps pool looking great and skimmers clear.
Automatic vehicle wipers
Plumbers little helper
Space saver under cabinet or shelf storage or mixing bowls with lids. It's time too take back your cabinets space and end the clutter.
Coffee Free Morning
Home safe that can be unlocked via your mobile device.
Flutec
H.T.L. - Handy Tele Lite
Running Out Of Room In A Small Space? MagNets Are Horseshoe Shaped Magnets W/ Nets!! Place on your fridge. Fill W/ Fruits &amp; Accessories
Are you tired of being shocked by your electric bill each month? What if your thermostat had a realtime read out in dollars.
I think that this will appeal to female customers. Beauty gadget trends are always something somebody will try once.
RADIATION METER FOR HOME: Detecting and controling electromagnetic radiation at home via an APP enabled by the phone
Hydro Shoes
Down the Middle Sheets provide the perfect everyday solution for couples needing their own space, and looking to optimize comfort in bed.
A ball that is hard to catch and fun to throw Adults &amp; Kids would have fun.
Shirt Pillow
Bowl&amp;Band Covers: Plastic bowl covers with adjustable band. Easier to use and less waste than aluminum foil.
SOLAR POOL SKIMMER. Welcome to the ARMY CLEANING DUCKLINGS. Resubmit to WINK
Kwik Lace hooks into your lace holes instead of having to take the time to thread each hole. WAS under consideration. RESUB
Premium 3D movie glasses
Powerbands - Case For Chargers
finally a product that will fit in every sears, home depot, lowes, and every other lawn mower shop in the world will want to carry and sell.
Cold Feet and Hot Feet in bed - no longer stick your feet out of the bed while your partner sleeps soundly
Tired of phone calls from blocked numbers or any ex? Say Goodbye! This application blocks numbers from any number you add to it.
A puzzle generator
Conditioner Comb for in the shower, it dispenses conditioner on to the comb to comb through your hair. Ladies make sure you see this one.
Floating Dog Toss. FDT
A REMOTE PC START~UP DEVICE
App enabled baby cap that monitors yours babies temperature night/day &amp; alerts you when temperature has reached a fever.
CombinÃ© prises Ã©lÃ©ctriques
Double Inlet Fuel Tank
The tips box receives money and prints or displays a thank you note with a positive message or a positive quote from famous people.
Shielding foils 4 MicroW oven
Have keypad at TOP of phone. No cramped, thumb-numbing texting or dialing.
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The new music e-reader. Turn pages with a tap, large 9x12 screen, backlit for reading in dark venues, and features a tuner and metronome.
Tired of sliding down your bathtub while trying to relax. This idea would stop you from sliding down letting all of you relax in the tub!
Marble "Wall" Tracks
spoonstraw
Automobile Tire With Built In Spring Loaded Retractable Spikes:Get out of any situation snow,mud,sand then back to normal on the road.
Network interface bridge for all Quirky Wink devices.
Wearable Resistance Bands
This is a handy folding lap tray for your car or truck. This tray stays stiff but folds up out of the way.
slotted fence post bracket
A mini vending machine built into the front of your refrigerator. Will create space. No more worrying about limited room for your groceries.
fashionable foldable cart
How about a single set of earbuds combining an audio (i.e. auxiliary) cord and headphones. No need for two cords.
Pantry Butler
Never burn yourself drinking coffee, tea, or hot chocolate ever again. A removable cup sleeve with heat activated warnings if too hot! Resub
Sticker Beeper
YAWNING, NATURE' S DE-STRESSOR
Cat food filled fast toy mice
Accospring bike tires never go flat
the hearing impaired communicate with their friends.
Eye Prescription Screen Saver
Every summer the news reports young people drowning in lakes or ponds. My idea make them safe with an on-demand inflatable - LifeBelt!
"RAiL-CaSE" FLEXIBLE, VERTICAL ADJUSMENT TRACK DESIGN FOR ARM MOUNTING FOR RUNNERS, JOGGERS, BIKERS, WALKERS.
Sleeve of Life
PORTABLE LADDER WITH SIDE SAWHORSES WHICH INCREASE THE STABILITY â€“ AND SIDE SAWHORSES TO BE FIXED ON THE
PORTABLE LADDERS ALREADY EXISTING
I'd like to see an attachable cup holder that can be placed on the armrest of any chair
Mountable iPad/Kindle Case
Multi Measure Set
Blink
007 Deluxe Nerd Coat
Quirky Crate building blocks for kids-6 sided-could be 2 inches by 2 inches square-Let your kids imaginations run wild-Colorful/easy to use
Self Cleaning Dog Cage
Better than Swiffer (creative)
Beer Locator.
Get quick, convenient, hands free access to your second brain (iPhone) with the iPhone ForeArm Band: access info like an NFL quarterback.
Snap on gardening toolset
Duckbilled Dog Muzzle
For the smokers, here is a great way to have an ashtray to use in your home, on your patio or in your car or boat, when your on the go.
cleansing pencil
Funky Smoke alarm front covers
Talking Baby Gate
gps golf ball
LA RAMASSELLE
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This device inserts into shirt sleeves and provides tension on the fabric. Beveled edges allow you to iron perfect creases into the sleeve.
A true pick-me-up
Small items attachment to washer and dryer. No more missing socks or anything. Made from stainless steel and attached in the drums.
Hollow clear acrylic wallpaper roller contains paste, just ROLL OUT!
Q app watch with real time messaging. Get severe weather alerts and other info. Looks like regular watch. Simply flip open for info!
On the Go compactor cart
no more spilt milk
The last computer keyboard you'll ever need. Antiseptic &amp; spill proof. Modern
Chest of Drawers Freezer
A glove for coaches in machine &amp; coach pitch baseball &amp; softball that they can put in their pocket. Looks like a patted batting glove.
A keypad lock comes with a fashionable bracket for your key. The keypad lock also opens up on side to store bracelet when not in use.
le sac Ã 4 mains
A kitchen trash can with holes on each side to prevent the suction pressure when trying to remove the trash bags. A no hassle trash can.
The Bubbler
â€œCool Helmetâ€ A cooling and communication bio-feedback system that is app controlled and uses GEâ€™s dual piezo cooling jet. For WINK
KIDS HAVE TO HATE SOGGY MICROWAVED FOOD!!! SOGGY FOOD WILL STOP NOW !!!FINALLY A MICRO-DISH THAT WORKS!!!
Ceiling Fan Cleaning Bag - Scrape the dust on your ceiling fan blades right into the bag. Micro-filter bags means no mess, no sneezes.
Smart Beverage Coaster
TheStretchPatch
Cats have not read the memo. They kick and track litter out of the box. Introducing a cheap, cardboard, cat litter containment system.
Garden Gates
merhaba
QuiRky Code: We could put QR codes on the product boxes. If a customer scans it, it takes them to Shop. I made this code, scan it, it works
iDetector:iPhone 5 Metal Detector Housing and Handheld Case.App-enabled and awesome.
Ergonomically/safety designed utility knife.Blade slides out of handle with push of button.Release button on handle,knife retracts in handle
The Great Pyramid Beads
Roomba Type Lawn Care Watering System.
Programmable lock, use car key
e-Pantry
Payments prepaid cell phone
picking up my computer 180 degrees 2 show my husband a web site or a picture of a grandchild
Livan
We don't stop using our smartphones when we get home, yet still use the same tiny keyboards we did while on the way home. That's insane.
Solar cloths dryer on wheels. Roll it out of your garage or keep it outside on the back porch. Plexiglass shell and door black drum inside
Warm Long Underwear
The one and only machine that "CLEANS &amp; DRYES" your dogs paws in a single step.
Pistol Grip Paintbrush Holder - with design video
no more spilt milk
The sensor shower head
"Bath board" combining a surface to put on stuff like a book and insulating the bath to prevent water getting cold too soon.
iPad and Computer case that stores paper with the ability to print docs from Computer and iPad when on the go.
Spring Loaded Cat Cannon
Hands Free ID
Soap Saver
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Lattice style grid gardening system that organizes and waters your garden. (JH
Print your own GIFT CARDS at home Any store, any design, any occasion Just keep this on hand for elegant, personalized last minute gift
Having a tough time seeing your handgun sights in low visibility conditions? Try these battery powered lighted fiber optic sights!
This board totally rocks! Step on it, and take it for a spin!
Crate Bead Cover Slip-Overs / Beads on strings hang over opening on crate or crates to keep things covered and groovy.
App enabled wind turbine
A Quick Release Jack for headphones. Use on your mobile device or computer and stop breaking them when you forget you're attached!
Dog water eternal. dispenser
PLASTIC BAG INDICATOR
A nylon strap, about 6 ft. long with a handle on each end. sold in quantities of 2
A sleek solar attachment that integrates to existing apple wireless keyboard. Charges itself from any available light source!
Shoe rack technology
Fold Flat Extension Cord Wall Adapter:Wall adapter that doubles as fold flat extension cord with 2 outlets and 2 USB extensions on demand.
Spider Vacuum
Edible Tape
RT:Remote flexible Touch plate
Ever try to play a game with people while trying to converse? Always forgot who's turn it is? This solves that with a click of a button.
*Ear bud stow card that slides in and out from the bottom, top, and/or sides of an i-phone case.
candlelights
idea for an app.a picture app.
Fun kiddie bathing sponge that has color changing abilities.fun for mother and child or father and child.
4-in-1 Chip Clip
APP-Seidon Pet Water Detector
Oxygen Bag
right Arm
Tv remote pager... Stop loosing your tv remote
Digital flash drive readout
Not everyone wears a watch but everyone will want to wear MY TIMER- a wrist band with a mini dial timer that will Ding! When times up.
Safety nob
Automatic Solar Pet Dish
Behind the cabinet door MOCUBO holder. Over the door hook with cutting board holder. No tools needed. Resub. Open to collaboartion.
BUTTER-CUTTER
Optic fiber driven remote display on the gas dispenser for pumping gas.
Water filter container with expanding top. No more waiting for the water to filter down. Just fill your container once to the top.
Quick Hinge
The Spout Collar
cellphone control gate
Essential Everyday Kit is for people who want their everyday items organized and handy inside a practical and portable case.
â€œCool Helmetâ€ A cooling and communication bio-feedback system that is app controlled and uses GEâ€™s dual piezo cooling jet.
Pilly the pill dispenser
EASY-CLEAN
Check strength of any muscles in the body and track them on the smartphone app.
Solar power heat light
Shedding-Proof Chopping Board
Watering Wizard
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Electric Plug Protectors
Confident Clean
App enabled basketball hoop - count hits/missed/averages. Takes video for analysis, provides hints
A MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS, AND PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN FOR RETAIL GASOLINE AND "BIG OIL" COMPANIES.
Easy Lift Air Conditioner
Chariot de plage comfort
Portable Outdoor Sink, Table, Rubbish Bin, Ice Chest, Trolley and more!
jam cam personalization pack
Chhj
Padded Power Adapter Sleeve. Keep it cool to the touch and protect your laptop power adapter.
Compact, portable, rechargeable, cordless refrigerator. Use as a normal refrigerator or move outside without a cord.
I always thought that holiday gift tags should read "love" not "from". I always cross out the "from" and write "love".
H2O Sand Blaster
Collapsing Laundry Basket, great for people that keep their laundry baskets on top of their washer and dryer, easy to fill, easy to carry
The Apple pay as you go mobile Wireless device. For travel, emergencies. Works like a Tracfone\MiFi and iTunes account combined
Happy Hippo - Time out seat alerts parent if child gets up before their time is up.
Sleep Tight Night Light
House shade
Nap Strap
Stay Cold Bowl
Multi-Tool For Nails or Eyes
CONCEPT BRACELET MONTRE
B Happy Pills
A World of Learning 3D Colorful Geographical Globe Puzzle. This could be used in schools and homes all over the world to teach geography.
Why toss out your old Apple devices? Display them on an Apple Tree instead. A decorative holder for your out of date Apple devices.
Sonic Pot Scrubber
Show your team pride while you charge your smartphone or portable device! Choose from NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB, NCAA, and Military categories.
Iphone 5 docking station for iMac. Clips on to stand and charges your phone without wires.
Spatula that raises in middle to grip foods to flip and turn over without making a mess. Then returns to original shape when not needed.
Popcorn Seed Sifter Bowl / Extra Large Colander
Does your koozie keep your drink cold? The Q-Z drink chiller will keep it cold, and even make it colder.
A flower vase with a hinged top with holes to place your flower stems. It helps to arrange the flowers evenly in the vase.
MIRRORS FOR BIKE HELMET
ink cartridge filling station
OPEN BLINDS - LIGHT SENSOR
muscle massage patch. Aid in temporary relief of muscle pain due to fibromyalgia symptoms.This patch will help relief muscle pain..
The Water Sling" A Great Way to Carry (Any) Drinking Liquid. Perfect for Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, or Anyone Who Enjoys the Great Outdoors
GPS in sport related balls
Spaghetti Doodler Gun, inspired by 3Doodler Pen and an architecture class! Also can be loaded with plastic.
This is an iPad Pillow and Accessory Holder!! Protection on the Inside and Functional on the Outside!
Convenient. If the iPad covers were made a little thicker we could carry everything we need including charger, headphones, and stylus pen.
EASY Kill Switch for your Car
Eggsheller
Millions of golf clubs are lost annually!! CLUB TRACKER will prevent this using RFID technology. Our tagline is "it's in the bag" - VOTE NOW
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A Simple Way To Utilize Dead Space In The Garage. A Sliding Track Clip For Hanging Extension Cords And Decorative Lights! UC Redesign.
An iPad case where there is a keyboard inside the front cover. It also has two stand slots to present the iPad like a notebook or laptop.
RX a unique dial a day pill dispenser - See VIDEO - render by vector
eyeglass frame self repair kit
Drag-Free Bike Power
DISSOLVABLE HAND SANITIZER!!
porte mobile universel
The ultimate beer can, double sided, reversed mouth can for the fastest smoothest pours ever!
AirKey a little pendrive for multy connection
Using a small scraper for a large area? Finally a scraper that utilizes the spare blades, the Smar-T-Scraper. Resub.
App-enabled carabiner
Smoothies maker that make your breakfast session a lot more easier.let the machine do it.
Collapsing Garden Tote
Doctor Who Inspired Fire Place Tardis
iPhone App that lets you check if you left home appliances on when you are out of the house.
no hazel easy to find wireless ear buffs (headset) for listening to ipod
Hard Hat
Line-locked phone That can send &amp; receive text messages also be a security camera for your home.
K-Cup frozen drink maker! Ice shaver + flavor cups = great frozen desserts and drinks.
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!! (RESUB)
The ability to check if your oven or stove is on when you leave.
A small triangular shaped sauce-pan that can fit three of them at a time, on a large burner.
AT LAST THE DISPOSABLE RAZOR ORGANISER STATION IS HERE FOLKS,SO DON'T DELAY VOTE TODAY.
No more stolen bikes! Bike lock controlled by your mobile device!
Gym Handy
This invention does everything! It holds glass, bottles,coffee cups, your pants,your keys,ponytail,You name it.It adjusts to all sizes.RESUB
Prep Help
In each credit card granted, would have a GPS tracking chip, or tag to trace the credit card to the criminal.
pc basic troubleshooting app
No Fog Bathroom Mirror
Remember the Thighmaster to exercise legs? How about a similar arm exercising device. Squeeze arms together elbow to elbow.
ECO-SAFE MICRODOME
Safety Running Machine
RESUBMIT-You are shopping at the mall, you turn your head for what seems like a second and BOOOOOOOM.....your toddler has run off.
Car maintanence App
This idea is called the iCamera which takes pictures and make videos.
Bobble Brush Toothbrush Cover to keep Fecal Germs away from our bobbled up toothbrush.
Clean
Portable doppler that connects to mobile phone for medical use. Doppler is currently used by vascular surgeons and obstetrics in large scale
Dogbrella
Switched rope LED Holiday Lights attached to a snap-in channel section built into your rain gutters.
The Dogzooka Fetch Toy
Rechargble battery/handle=comes with 7 CORDLESS KITCHEN GADGETS to plug into it ElectricKnife,can/wineOpener,beaters,wisk,auto stir,frother
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Protect your furniture from playful pet attacks! Made of natural materials, these fast on/off PetLegs protectors will not harm your cat/dog.
hand cranked lighter
Stack Attack Game
Headspeakers
Battery Operated Toaster
Holographic Dinner candle
Smart Hangers Choose Outfits
Universal tablet stand
Watering Plant Stake -- A Plant Stake that is hollow and hydrates plants for extended period of time.
window cleaner, steam, vacuum
Plane glasses
Conductive Tipped Band-Aids. When you have a Boo Boo on your finger tip. Great for nerds!
la tua camera Ã¨ come sei tu
An adjustable hanging rod attached to the ironing board where you hang your clothes
Bendy Pole Duster
The wallet will avoid you the problem of being robbed and the terrible process of cancelling credit cards and the paperwork to reorder them.
Phone Rings
Ever lose the t.v. remote, car key's, cell phone. O.M.G. I'm going to be late for work, miss the kick off or I have got to make that call!!
RESUBMIT)DIY Lantern. Reuse any plastic bottle to make a lantern. Clamp or screw onto any plastic bottle
Triple Purpose Foot Washer Scrubber Massager.
crepes partie table longue
Digital Bath Tub - No more overfilling the tub! No more soaking in water that cools down too quickly!
Magna-Hose
Digi-Globe
Light-changing Lampshade
smart camera
Watering Rod
Trying to tie a box with rope - 2 major problems solved. Completely new market! Clamps ropes while tying it around box; Handle to carry box
A 2 in 1 Unisex protective eyewear that can be used as a sunglasses during the day and a solar powered LED reading glasses at night time.
Excellence Injected Clothing
Flat screen TV &amp; LCD Monitor
"Macelet" Simply a bracelet that holds mace that's always there and quick to access and easy to dispense when needed.
Cargo: Purse Organizer
MATRIOSKA
Tool bucket for ladders
Have thumb feelers on front of soda cans so you can feel and tell that you are holding can correctly to sip.
A Wink App That Opens Your Home Door Via Coded Text Message!
GE Diabetes eliminate the lancets &amp; lancing device from the blood glucose monitoring system Include the ultra thin lancets on the test strip
Retract-A-Phone
iscan
Waffler
Heavy items to move and no trolley? Heavy objects to move along carpet or upstairs? Why not use existing straps and twist on wheels/sliders!
Boules WATERLIGHT
A spiralled concentric ice cube tray. The tube freezes columns of ice which break into small pieces and are released when it is twisted
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App device that allows you to monitor your furnace filter remotely.
Expanding Spatula. Makes draining/straining food much easier.
develop a garment dye kit. each family member has a color. The color is shot into the sock making sorting convenient, easy, hassle free.
The largest ethnic population in America is now Hispanic. Since most Americans are not bilingual this device could be helpful to everyone.
CRUSHED ICE TRAY WITH SILICONE LID. Produce crushed ice-sized pieces without a special fridge.
No more back pain from the "mattress crater" formed by two people in same bed! Memory foam mattress with supporting inner core.
Type and Go Tablet
Smart Portable Scrubber
Have you been stuck in traffic and had to you know GO!! Well now you can with magnetic attached portable vehicle screen
Wearable Mouth Guard Holder
Swimmers Aid Flotation Belt
Chatter Box FRS radio. A waterproof iPhone case that allows iPhone users to communicate where there is no cellphone or wifi coverage.
Power Genius -Control &amp; Charge
A digital photo frame app-enabled, built in the tomb instead of a normal picture,that is able to show memories of the deceased.
riciclo istantaneo
Ever stand at a party,food in one hand and drink in the other?Looking to set down your drink?That's where the"Freehand Cup Holder"comes in.
Beer marker
TouchPay
Have you or anyone you know have/had problems with your phone/tablet battery after you charge it and leave it on charger too long?
Chairmate - The Keyboard &amp; Mouse Work Station
Food pliers
Medicine Cabinet Organizer. Affix tubes below shelves, and increase the storage capacity of your Cabinet. A great way to use wasted space.
Simple Periscope like Device for Smartphones enabling better Videocalling &amp; Recording experience by converting Main camera as front facing
MTWS - Map Tacks Wood Shelves
Always Ready Scissors. Clips onto your existing scissors to keep them in a ready position.
Home Lie Detector
Office Athlete Chair
Do Not Disturb
ShabNN
Long live lace underwear! This protective yet porous "Lil Launderette" will let you hand wash your delicates in the washing machine!
Sidewalk Paver Weed Wacker
An app + sensor, that protect your mom from the leading killer of women, by monitoring her heart rate everytime she looks into the mirror.
The Help
Hand cover
Top shelf for placing objects on top of a flat screen TV which has a very narrow top frame and no room for anything.
Bed'Clip
A More Fuel Efficient Engine
Bluetooth Hands-free Device
F&amp;V Washer
Nitrogen Food Storage
Mobile Avertising
GlaÃ§ons pour gourde/bouteille
Kleen Jeans
Smart Phan
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Jeu "Tour de France"
How about a walking cane with grabber/pincher metal fingers located inside the cane. Has a slider that retracts the grabber when walking.
Protect pants from bike chain.
H2Otonomy
Sticky bag
trashbot
Visible Sound Level
Supplemental Sun Visor
MAGIC CLIP (RESUB)
Camera Body for Smartphones
Alternative Rubber Doorstop
You ever struggle getting that last little bit of toothpaste out? Struggle no more and keep it neat
Hollow Salad Tong Handles lets u pick and choose what you want on your salad. Nuts, Cheese, Egg, Bacon...Now Everyone is satisfied!-(resub
Rings clothes hanger
Breast Mit
Battery Heated Gloves
Clip-On Greeting Card Recorder
Cell Scents. Plugs into your phone to create an aroma around you. Kind of like a plug in air freshers for your house.
Heated Body Pillow
The Buckle BuddieÂ© A true hands free wallet and belt buckle in one, that's secure, innovative, sleek, versatile, for everyone on the go!
Waterproof Pivot Power
Pasta pot
go pro sticker kit
La Balance nutritionnelle
Transformer Jacket:A Jacket that you can transform into a One Man Tent.Resub
The Hair Visor
Preloadable Screwdriver
Fully Automatic Garage Door Opener for Swinging Type)! Easy to install, solid performance, very inexpensive compared to commercial units!
Five different golf shoe colors for the price of one pair of shoes. Interchangeable saddles or stripes.
Musical Bibs
Introducing an alarm clock you want to use--will not wake you during REM, only during light sleep.
Urincade
The Igloo
Egro Kitchen Trash Can..No more broken bags and lifting the can up to remove the bag. Simply open the door and pull out instead of up.
Shopping online is a great experience,until it comes to the delivery. Delivery system allows you to receive your deliveries when you're out.
POP UP CHIPS &amp; DIP BOWL
Texter: A Wifi texting device
Fold up shopping cart that fits into your suv!!!
The Dishwasher stay is versatile enough to use on both racks in a dishwasher to hold a variety of items in place and for other uses.
A family member or friend could be in need. Different lights for emergency. take care if their self or siblings.
See and Say therapist
Swiffer Mitts!
Self-shooting remote control and Anti-Lost for your iphone. Hand free for self-shooting and find your iphone. Blue-tooth 4.0 BLE mode.
LADDER BUCKET
ELECTRONIC Automatic hands-free toothpaste dispenser.
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Headband device to hold your smartphone at a comfortable position while lying down.
Pen to Touch Screen Pen
NoSweat
All-N-1 Finder on your Person
FIVE SECOND WALL REPAIR!!!! Squeeze/ Dab/ Wipe Quickly Repair Damaged Walls
This is a telescoping pole with optional accessories (a bird house, feeder, shepherds hooks, solar lights &amp; planter).
Sunscreen/Suntan lotion applicator with handle for those hard to reach places on your back. Or so you don't get oil or lotion on your hands
Smart Sprinkler
Telescopic Trash Grabber with Net. You don`t need to bend down or constantly reach the garbage pin.
THE HUMIDIFIER PLANT TUBE
Increase Headlight Vision
BRIM Modified
City under the ocean
Shoe proctection for counter heel and heel for woman shoes for driving. Those parts gets distroyed cause friction. Woman shoes're expensive
'RETROFIT' SAFETY DEVICE FOR PUSH PINS - FIRST EVER. Tame the dreaded push-pin! ReSub.
Newest Tool For Umbrella's Handle
Pivot Power Slim. Fits under low items. OR attach (hook or adhesive) to furniture so sockets face desired direction.
Navigation on smartphone
MacBook Air Riser No DVD Drive, Tiny Storage, only 2 USB ports, not a problem anymore....
RESUBMIT)WenD Approved. Line extension to letter blocks. Number blocks that connect to each other and read out loud the answer.
ATM Piggy Bank:An electronic piggy bank that allows you to deposite and withdraw money just like at the ATM.Resub
*Line extension submission* for Stowables design. Plasticware with double expansion.
2 in 1 woman high wedges shoes. Save your legs for the long walk on high wedges shoes
SMART CARD DATA PROTECTION SHIELD - The shield works like a sleeve to stop RFID data capture and visual snooping of card information.
(Baby)food-storage pouch w/tip,individual-serving size,ez-fill,squeeze-4-now-freeze-4-later,homemade food at home or 2-go,durable-reuse/toss
Vine Pour Spout
PUSH UP JARS
Its your typical Yoga mat, just adding 2 things. 5 inches to length, and a 4 inch headrest/triangular cushion for support.
Universal Power Cord System
Expanding Pen/Pencil Holder. Hold more things on your desk in one place than you can imagine!
Gel pads
Ultrasonic sensors in front of parking spaces with a open spot indicator at the end of the row for mall parking lots
Total protection for device
Customize the angle of your existing keyboard and mouse. Built in LED light, USB ports and gel pad. Pen and misc storage.
Miroir Anti BuÃ©e
Wire Pulling Rack
scrapper vacuum attachment
Drink&amp;Eating
Gripper Cane (You are welcome to improve and refine)
Green Bin Pellets
My idea is the electronic pool cue. A battery operated, pneumatic/ spring loaded device which will improve everyone's game and enjoyment.
Back to Basics Rotisserie
Mercedes-Benz teamed up with Michael Jordans. Jordan branded interior and exterior Benz editions. The Jordan symbol within benz hood emblem
Sliding Attic Door
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OPEN /CLOSE BLINDS WITH SUNLIGHT SENSOR NATURAL LIGHT - WORLD'S BEST ANTI DEPRESSANT.
Chocolate Chips !
A teething necklace for mom to wear when baby is sitting on her lap.It would have 3 colorful teething rings so baby can keep himself busy
Mouthpiece Pocket
Adjustable dock adapter for Lightning or Dock connector iPhones to allow better viewing angles and compatibility with legacy docks.
Heat extractor
Phone Tacky Spray
No More Tangled
App enabled oven
Indoor/outdoor crutch and cane slip-over foot covers. Keeps you from tracking mud or other unwanted things into your house.
Service Indicator Light
TouchKey Entry
o2 mousepad
pool algae attacker
Safely dry shoes in LESS TIME. No more BANG-CLUNK! Aridsols is a container to maintain the shape of your shoes while drying in the dryer.
This stadium blanket is hands free, warm, water resistant with a built in lap pocket.Comforable fit great for outdoors, sports, concerts,etc
Shred your Ex
Mailbox wraps
Santa Gets Run Over Inflatable
Lofty Laundry Basket
Weight Watcher
Stamp Out Germs. A device modeled after a stamp pad that can be used to apply disinfectant to combat germs in the kitchen.
note note
Digital Bumper Sticker
Shoes that store 1 TB of music. Streams from shoes to wireless head/ear phones. Has a USB port, with device for song bank. Sand/waterproof.
con-GE-nience Full integration of 1 app and GE appliances. Fully automate and connect all appliances and electronics in the house.
cache solel
LED for key
WEED WHIZ
gladiator betting
Never Lose Your Disc Golf Disc Again. Our Discs Will Be Nearly Impossible To Lose.
Reese's cake frosting
A Day at the Beach with a simple float that you can propel to race or have a water fight! Inexpensive to manufacture. Enjoy the sea.
The 1st ever modular single &amp; multi dog leash system! Walk 1-3 dogs w/ 1 handle! Build customer loyalty with add-ons, e.g. iPod speakers
Earbud container, keeps the cord tangle free, protects the earbuds/plug from getting dirty or damaged, and stays on the cord.
Need a dry and safe spot for your iPhone while sitting on the beach or at the pool? Fabric lounge chair pockets are the answer!
Split swivel handle knife
Magical Manicure
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
Strip Radio
THIS JUST IN: Millions suffer neck, back and shoulder problems from looking down at iPad to enjoy favorite programming. I have the solution.
WiFi Mood bracelet - App-enable and Ready for Action (or Not).
Recipe or instruction holder that clips or attaches to a cabinet door so cook can follow the recipe directly above the cooking surface.
Simple over head projector 4 reading in bed-read on ceiling/wall, read recipees in kitchen-project on cupboard/fridge or homwrk or car
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PowerPlay/Cliffhanger: a handy plug extension that allows bulky adapters or scented plug-ins to hang over and not block free outlets.
The Home Depot Seed Gun!
The caulk pen
single rubber clip- clip on any pole (updated to single hook)
cigarette finder
Sand Floats
Settee decorated
Wake mate
Administrative Bully Alert App
Phone Pocket Square
Slip on LED Light matrix for Hand or over gloves. Be seen!!
iPad Clapper Case
Cart Crash!
resturants inspected report
re-use coffee capsule
Automobile Joystick Steering
Multi Width Stylus
tangle king
Sprozzle
Centralight
UV Lined Germ Killing Toy Box,SleepMat,&amp; Room Cleaner.Daycare no longer has to be a germ nightmare Germicidal toy/mat chest/Room cleaner
Lint Roller + Fabric Softener + Stain remover = The Quirky Roll Fresh Lint Remover!! please vote!!
see it
1 1/2 cup measuring cup w lid
Distinguishing Pet Food Bowl
HamYak
Waterfowl hunters and target shooters NEED colored ammunition to claim targets and ducks when multiple shooters are shooting in same area.
An electrostatic dust cloth with an elastic edge to fit over any common cleaning tool
Round, pie-shaped puzzle divided into 16 pieces with hooks so kid can pick up 1/2 or 1/16 or anything in between.
no flood toliet valve
Adjustable Meditation belt, based on the basic idea that ancient meditators use with an option to adjust to get the most efficient support.
TeleRage
Heat me
(454 votes)The only 'in-orange' juicer that allows you to mash/juice/drink directly from the fruit- no need for a straw.(see working sketch)
A 3 level bedside table organizer targeted towards seniors. Holds key items: Eye glasses, wallet, watch, keys, cell phone and cell charger.
"Bring a Treat" bags
Stickable Napkins
Rock O'Clock! Dial changes playlists/artists instantly, play/pause/skip with one button, change volume with both. Wireless, no electronics.
Playfully Cordless Chargers
Home produce fermenting device
Four Square in Box
Wind Powered Charger for any electronic device. Could be fitted to a motorcycle, bicycle or even an automobile (or a chair on a windy day
For a complete description click on the link below: http://www.ideasupport.net/view/uqr8cd47825uy3th/
ear buds with light resub
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Pivot Power Car Charger/Adaptor, USB + AC/DC. Ben made it pretty clear he wants to get Q in this space, let's use the Pivot Power Brand!
Forkbrush
Siri Activation Button (possibly with bluetooth microphone)
iFaceU would be a remote controlled facetime app paired with cell data docking station.
Pediatric SteamInhalation Tent
Baby Keurig machine
RESUBMIT] Instant Roll On Turn Any bottle into a roll on. Reduce spillage and spread more evenly
Baby picnic playmat!
Mother's rainy day helper
Safety Vial
CRATES-Wall Mounts, save floor space and CReATE a whole new look. Fast and easy to install&amp;remove. Mount like shelves or as bins, up to you
App Enabled Cleaning/Grocery List Direct to your iPhone (not an ipad)
Dual function lounge
Nest Eggs - Exciting Giving!
Instant A/C
Another water bottle topper?!!! What does it do
Paint saver
Face Recognition Security for Devices and Apps
howdy hi hand
SpiceSmart
Saber light
Elmood
Fishing - Lure Safe
Resubmit] Summer is here and that means bugs! Here is a bug zapper that's classier to look at and easier to clean.
Hospitals ,complexes and collages get so complex. Give a GPS when you enter, punch on the room number and it will get you there.
Smart Solo Power
Cheese cutter stored inside the cheese box. Less washing and better slicing. A storage concept for food and even DIY.
Peanut Butter Marshmallows
Watch &amp; Pour Measuring Cup. Cup is slanted w/ measurements on Outside. No straining necessary! OXO HAS ONE BUT MEASUREMENT ARE ON
The INSIDE
Silicone Tongue Scraper
Contemporary/Modern Vegetable Holder with time/weight settings. Compartmentalize your Pantry Vegetables.
Digital poker chip set using Electric Imp. Set value for poker chips for ur cash or tournament game so no one gets confused!
This is an attempt to make life safer and decrease car accidents;
Egg yolk separterr
The Rock is a lightweight,standard, sweat resistant headband filled with a cushion which protects the head in sports not requiring helmets.
Device that filters the air and detects the presents of illegal narcotics without the need of a K9 dog for law enforcement officers
OLED Paperclip
Smart phone progector
Cup holder mount for easy phone access, charge and play music through car radio Never lose your phone in the car!
i want to make a case for the iPhone or for the iPad that is charges them while you walking in the street.
App that allowes emergency responders to communicate on emergance radio frequencies.
Bait Saving Bobber
A convenient, dissolving, medicated strip for women to help prevent bladder infection caused during intercourse. ***NO COMPETING PRODUCTS!!!
Kitchen Trash Container GROOMS YOUR BROOM! Line extension for Broom groomer. Sweep into pan UNDER the can! Lift telescopic handle to empty.
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Back pack Vest
Convertible Vacuum
betting Gladiator
tweeting mailbox
Scratch-n-Scroll Learning Pad
A system that smartens up your home heating/cooling system..and can be installed in 5 minutes.
Skylight - Solar LEDs
The little green can
No More Lost Easter Eggs!
Dog Sonar Collar &amp; Mobile App
Family "life alert" bracelet.
An app-enabled device that will alert parents if their children wander more than a certain distance away.
Instead of pan of water on the stove for steam, which is dangerous, use a filter like advice on the faucet to produce steam from the top.
I have invented a device to retrofit exiting single flush toilets into dual flush toilets. It requires no tools to install. Low cost.
Docking Delight
Never worry about forgetting your child in a hot car again! The use of my invention, The Baby Cord, will help save innocent lives.
Adjustable size luggage - changes from a carry-on to a full size suitcase.
CONSTANT CONTACTS: The First &amp; Only Fresh Unopened Contact Lens Case
Party in Your Pants
Slim Step
Automatic Book Shelve "Robot" with App + Imp Technology
Some bathtubs have no pitch so it's hard to get comfortable. A waterproof bean bag pillow will conform to any tub.
App-Enabled Electronic Cigarette. Be on top of your smoking habits by keeping track of how much you are inhaling, frequency etc
TeaTime
"Bowl Me Over" mixing bowl has removable cutting board bottom. Cut and chop with no mess &amp; no harm to knives. Great with slap choppers.
A Knife that has 3 knifes attatched kind of like a pitchfork but with knifes. i will be uploading a draft soon...
WOW! The First Toothbrush of it's Kind. This Toothbrush is Different Than Anything You've Ever Seen. A Spinning Head But NOT Like You Think
Induction Office Desk Coffee Warmer (soup warmer, tea, etc.)
Emergency clothing button kit.
Secured Sock Pants - SeSo's
A Baker's Twist
Universal Mustaches Pacifier
Intelligent Bluetooth-Headset
Automatic changing lightsensor
Safe Distance
Quick fill spray bottles, no funnel needed wide like a peanut butter jar lid Unscrew the leak proof bottom and pour in cleaner
Smart-Phone Fashion Wrist Band
Hi,love my 3 Min Mini Microwave!Small,Sufficient!Everything a bigger Microwave does just no Space to waste!Wall compatable!Fit yur fav cup!
Cinch Her
Potatoes alarm
My idea is a tooth brush that is hollowed out and has floss inside of it.
ROCK-E WEAR APPAREL
a device that measures your heart rate while talking or texting on the phone
The Multi-Slicer, with one press you cut many slices of vegetable,fruit,or food. removable tray where you place contents,&amp; safety protector.
USB Rechargeable Batterries.
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Power equipment like those used in landscape maintenance landscape equipment couldn't be less harmful to your ears and the environment.
A quick and easy lever action product that prevents wildlife from getting in my outdoor garbage cans.
Quicky Berry
Silent Feet
Toilet Seat Up Warning Light
App Cord Storage Receptacle
Wizard Light Wand
"FLiP FONE" - iPhone case that has a Bluetooth flip phone that attaches to the back. Reduce your electromagnetic radiation absorption!
Saving of light of TV
MEDECIN DISPO
Shipping package straps
Never Have Stale Food Again! This device easily attaches to any container, is reusable, and keeps food tasting great! Great for cereal, etc.
BUMP-A-STICKER
PiLoW WrAp
Want to eat something but it's unhealthy, use "Eat This" which gives you a healthy alternate with recipes and restaurant nearby for options.
Q-SmartCoupon Pad/App uses IPhone technologies to scan store coupons and product information. Big TV show TLC: Extreme Coupon Show (RESUB)
Trash can
holder for lap tops or phone
Bible Clock
A self-closing toilet seat and lid which gradually descend together after use.
Sliding down in your high heels? What if there was a wax that would stop your feet from sliding without degrading from friction or sweat?
Kwik Lace was u.consideration
automatic water shutoff valve
simple vac
Get 10% more out of your expensive beauty products or ordinary tube of toothpaste. Two zippers at each end of the tube are all it takes.
Lawn sprinkler that waters in a "half moon" pattern, this keeps you from watering a home wall, walkway or curb. Don't waste water.
Comfort Bra
Canine fur net
A wireless front door peephole camera with an app that allows you to see outside on Iphone/Ipad/Ipod or macbook
sBAND
Patefacio, Latin "to keep open" is effective in preventing mold and mildew growth in a front load washing machine.
Cereal Bowl with spout enhanced design for drinking milk from bowl, this is frowned upon by some as bad manners, I say why waste good milk.
Internet Dunk Tank Game!
Washrm Doorhandle Antibac Wipe
Keep Exercising! Submitted To NYTimes With Good Response. Pedometer/MP3 Player Combo. Dims Music As You Slow Down From Set Level Of
Activity
Consent embeded plug
Auto Party Hat
Create a silicone colander that fits inside each type of pot
Coffret essentiel des vacances
This is a mini sunshade, created to hang on your inside rearview mirror.
handy candy pencil
Pet training collar! Beeps when pet gets close to off-limit areas
Our ideal is called "Fire in a Bucket". This is a disposable campfire, the key word is disposable. There is nothing like this on the market.
High Pressure Sink attachment
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A RC car that plows the driveway without you actually having to go outside and shovel it yourself.You can sit inside and shovel from inside
Smart Stove
This Curved Melon Knife makes cutting watermelon, cantaloupe, honeydew etc a breeze. No more awkward cutting while removing fruit from rind.
Programmable "I Know Immediately Which Smoke Detector Has a Low Battery" Smoke Detector
Vacuum Packed Diapers
Quirky Inventors Guide - gift
step shelves
Smear proof hands with longer jars but unscrewable knife size lengths. Helps manufacture be more creative. Many home uses when empty.
3D Printer Makes Edible Food
Snap fasteners on a waist belt to prevent cell phones, etc. from slipping off when belt is undone for personal reasons or tucking in a shirt
A magnetized single shelf holds spice bottles you can put on the side of your fridge, which if it's like mine, is right next to the stove!
Finger Print Identification
computer deskchair
Can you imagine a line of square pots? And all with retractable cables? And beyond that, could also beautify the dining table?
Bicycle Generator
URBAN MASSAGING BAG
Magnetic fridge organiser. Hooks for keys, pocket for reciepts/coupons, USB picture frame, business card/mail/invitation/bill holders etc.
Laptop cord securing trap.
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
The lifter
The PenPal Pen Saver. Save your special pen from running away with someone else.
The Postage Paid Post Card
SHOWERMATE/ULTRA with MOTORIZED scrubber/vibrator and liquid soap dispenser. No more hard to reach areas while bathing!
CleanWalk
App enabled Car seats for children both toddler as well as baby car seats.
Acrylic Nail Scrub-Tub
Give me pause
Resub from April - (First person to submit Medium/Small/Mini Crates) Please vote for the original. Thank you
The Mommy Mirror
VERY Realistic Helium Filled Tethered Basketball- Teaches 1-5 year-old's Basketball dribbling skills. Super Fun and looks amazing!#QToys
Weâ€™ve all heard the tragedy; a parent forgets their child strapped into a car seat. This is an insurance that no parent can live without.
They are lighting accessories for your bike that do not use batteries automatically turn on when the light is not enough and easily install.
Induction Space Bar
Icing Colorizer
a shuffleboard-type stick with an elastic band that helps smaller kids push the ball when bowling. It would be placed in bowling alleys.
Electric eel- A dialable plug adapter. A built in voltage adapter.One piece of tech, that solves all tech charging problems.Necessary.
My PA app
FindMe Gps Unit
Sink strainer with tentacles
Disposable Frying Pan Liners
doigt de dentition
Chopping Board
Traveling Casserole Carrier
Sitting too much at work? Want to stand up while working? Wish your hip messenger bag could unfold into a laptop stand? If so, meet Standy!
Wheelbarrow trainer
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Camper Slide Broom
ThÃ© &amp; cafÃ©, 2 en 1
seat belt shirt
SmartGym
A new stopcock for use with larger bore chest tubes to allow proper drainage and the ability to flush it without breaking the circuit.
Bicycle Flat Tire Kit
Pet Flaver Water Plus
Cobra Extension Cord and Power Adapter. Triple Tap Angled Outlets, with LED Lights (Eyes), built-in Carabiner, and built-in GFCI for safety.
Waterproof Wifi Radio
PET BED - THERAPEUTIC HEATED WATERBED ~ FOR AGING DOGS &amp; CATS ~Comfort Arthritis, joint problems ~Nice for pampered pets too
SMITTEN MITTEN or LOVE GLOVE
Protein shaker that can open on both ends for easy cleaning. Also possible collapsible format would be ideal for storage in gym bag.
Home Cell Phone
Ever had a cast that rubbed you the wrong way? Eliminate the irritation with CoziCuffs. A soft feel while you heal.
Uni sex magnetic shoes, for comfort, relaxation, and waiting in long lines!
Double the efficiency of motors by attaching a tension coil to the drive shaft to first harnesses energy and supplements the fuel economy.
Power blocks! Intelligent, stylish and modular power extensions to meet all your power needs.
USB Storage case/dock, with blue-tooth receiver to access files wireless. Sturdy slim case,similar dimensions to a phone case.
Smarter Shower Control
Sun Soap
Jar Spatula
No spill bottle holder
LED Light Board
This product is a big USB with locks so people could not access important data from the USB.
A phone attachment that can 3d scan the food I eat and count how many calories and auto upload to a calorie counter.
Gutter Cleaner
papier dÃ©co aimantÃ©
MULTI-PURPOSE BATHROOM CLOCK with iPod Dock, built-in speakers and mirror.
CoatHook Ball
Mounted underneath a kitchen wall cabniet would be a vacuum with a retractable hose to quickly clean crumbs in toaster, untinsel drawer etc
A device which monitors soil conditions and uses weather data to properly manage a garden.
Teen Tracker
Here I am!
No more messy manis! Just dab on this quick drying gel before applying polish, then peel off once you're done for a perfect nail! Toes too
Emergency Water Supply
a device/app that is an intelligent safe secure alternative to traditional door and window panes.
Chilled Pillow
Grill Sandwiches, Crisp Leftovers and Toast in the Microwave. Portable Panini Resubmit.
Upright Long-Handled DUSTPAN with LIGHTS
Egg Slicer
Smart Pet
power strip as a clamp.(Resub)
Avocado Tool - Simple elegant design cuts, removes seed, scoops and mashes. Can possibly whip, based on previous suggestion. Resubmit
Fender Render
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EASY GRIP HANDLE provides a means for handling lids of butter dishes. It features an arch 1 1/2" high by 2 1/2" wide and 4 3/4 long
Extension to Verta Bin. Ceiling Bins!! have this be horizontal and attach to the ceiling. Could be used in home, garage, storage shed.
THE RUG FRINGE/TASSEL COMB - A Must Tool for the Anally Retentive
Bluetooth Wireless Vibration BarGrip Speaker - Adaptation of Design for Pose: Unwrap and Snap
Stow and tow
ZAP GERMS when youâ€™re away! Clean bathroom with UV light: Shower, tub, sink area, toilet. App enabled. UV SAFETY FEATURE. green product.
Kitchen Slicer
new idea for pencil sharpener. ergonomic, easy to use with out buttery!
Blow Up RC Helicopter Toy for kids Those little ones you buy for 50 bucks break after 10 seconds this one would last longer and be more fun
fun
toilet seat seal
additional handle for knife
An iphone case with a strap attached to the case that can be easily detached at one end to be tied around your arm for hands-free running
The roller mate plus
Invent a wireless USB for Backing up your data. Possibly going through bluetooth technology. Simplifying the use of data downloads.
CORK CREATIONS...RECYCLE,REUSE...Kit to include multiple projects...Basket ,bow,tic-tac-toe,cheese plate/knife,trivet,wind chime
The Tree Ring
Carry your multimedia stand/night stand/vehicle mount easily wherever you take your phone!
LITTER BOX HEAVEN" The BEST clean up SOLUTION for that nasty Cat Litter Box
Sanitize Your Soles
LRM Watch
iPad Air
Popped Corn Craze Game
rÃ©fricoffre
Cloud Library
Chips &amp; Salsa Set
iPhone 5 FlashBack, the rotating LED flash and microphone add-on. Allowing you to use the front camera for FaceTime and Skype in the dark.
sac Ã main " EUREKA "
An alarm clock with a mechanical or digital image of a child(selectable for boy or girl)to wake up by.
A vacuum for the car that plugs into the cigarette lighter and fits into the cup holder to suck up all the crumbs my kids leave in my car.
The Shusher
Pregnancy seat belt
Festive2
ToGozy!
pet access
Problem - you have a warm can of pop. Solution - drop a small non-toxic chemical cooling cylinder in the can. Result - a cold drink, a smile
A variable length hook at the end of a tape measure.
A waterproof to 100m clip on camera with 12+ yards of led light to see an area around your fishing line.
Again I left my Flash Drive in the computer!!! No more of that when your USB drive beeps evry 20 seconds from when files complete copying
Musical Baby Bottle / Toddlers Bottle.... Play melodies, alphabet &amp; counting songs, it's an early education tool. Music Soothes The Soul.
Anyone that uses a shower curtain needs this!! A better splash guard! Have you ever used one of those splash guards? Did it fit right? NOT
Universal All n1 Razor
BBQ Forknyf
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An easier way to pick up after your dog. Easy Poo Pick Up (TM) features thick opaque plastic and an internal pocket. Seal it and throw away.
A wifi, integrated camera and lock that calls your phone via video conferencing app when someone rings the doorbell.
S-W-A-Tsmart watch and tracker
Birdcage Catchall
Locking Center Caps for late 60's to early 70's Corvettes, Camaros, Chevelles, Monte Carlos and Novas, equipped with steel rally wheels
Dumpster cash
My Friend The Earbud Holder. Fun way to hold your earbuds while not in use. Use as a prop too!
Pedi Socks
Shower now can be iShower in iPad &amp; iPhone size you can bring your iDevice with you to have music, internet, notepad and much more with you
Fidgets keep children with special needs' hands busy &amp; provide sensory input. Fidgets need to be stored, but still carried! Fidget Caddy!
This apparatus attaches to the backboard and moves with you, you will never need to chase your shots again, all you need is your sweatband.
APNEA PILLOW -No more Panic Attacks due to lack of oxygen &amp; STOP Hurting Your Hands, with 10 lbs weight of your own head using this pillow!!
This bottle vest feeds up to 3 babies at a time.The mother now can relax without trying to manage 3 bottles.The bottles are leak proof!
Sew a blanket strip 1/3 size of master blanket same width,1/3 of the way down on master blanket, cover your shoulders,tuck blanket under arm
Simply a huge inflatable raft which placed over your vehicle,stops damage from hail! I call it Hail No!
FLAVORED SPORTS MOUTH GUARD allows for the attachment of your favorite FLAVOR EXPLOSION! Kids and adults play protected with FLAVOR
GUARD!
Introducing mini-CORDIES!Everything loved about Cordies all made into a mini-version of each model.*Extension line!Check Pic.
Tiny Translator
Lighted Holiday Autoplates
Heat Stroke Warning Eye Black Strip For All Sports
Easy Weight
Updated double sided pitcher! Put two drinks in one pitcher! Two handles to make it easy to pass around the table. Twistable cap, Ice slot.
Year-round holiday lights
Driveby Dating
An ipad clamp that clamps down on the front of your desk.
Hybrid Electronics and appliances. It will be a battery box with an invertor that plugs into the wall and your products will plug into it.
2x4 house truss plates
The Power Walk
On the Go Potty Training
Meet The ICE Bracelet: ICE (In Case Of Emergency) Rubber Bracelet with a bar code on it for Runners, Skiers, Kids, People/medical conditions
Home Task and Info Center
A awesome way for women and men to organize there shoes or whatever is in the bottom of there closet with drawers light and stackable!
Not To Alarm You
An app that would allow you to know when your car alarm goes off even when you're not near it.
BYE-BYE-KERNEL is a bowl that separates harmful unpopped popcorn kernels and drops them out of reach to the user.
Heat'n Spread! Electric Handheld Butter/Cheese/Chocolate Spreader! Forget your pan or pot and spreading knife! It's all-in-one, easy'n fun!
I would like to develop a golf ball with a gps tracker inside that can be viewed on range finders or gps located in golf carts.
High efficiency ring for gas stove burners. Prevents heat loss for faster cooking.
Oil/Vinegar detachable carafe
ROTARY TOOTH BRUSH
Desk caddie keep your stuff... A simple Slinky based stuff grabber... Cool and Quirky.
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Bath tube
Log Splitting holder for making kindle. Holds smaller log pieces making it easier to cut small slices. Compact design allow for easy travel
Cereal Milk
As sunglasses can automatically tint when you go into the bright sun,the auto windshields would also tint when harsh sunlight is present.
Create custom case for iPad and Mac case and customize at ease! Decorated case any way you want and change whenever!
Your achievements validator
Talking Toothbrush
Never-Dark Revolver Flashlight w/ multiple rechargeable batteries inside. Turn flashlight head when battery runs out &amp; switch to next one.
Mini Surround Sound Home-Theater Dock - Apple iPad w/horizontal docking for widescreen viewing.
Turntable Tunes
Custom cards!
Serrure Cylindre non voyants
iPod touch LOOP for your NECKâ€”just like people use with point and shoot cameras!
Magnetic wall outlet
A VANITY TRAY WHICH HAS A INTEGRAL COVER TO PROTECT MAKEUP AND BRUSHES FROM GERMS AND DUST IN THE AIR
corning ware saver
COFFEE SPOONS. Shouldn't they be as useful as their names? Instant Coffee as you like it. Shaped like a Spoon, they Taste Great
The Lotion Applier! It can come in different colors and ANYONE can use it!
The Half Size Tee Shirt
Faucet with a built-in dial combination locking mechanism to prevent children from making a mess &amp; getting hot water burns.
Genius in Bed
RUMMAGE SALE KIDS TM
station d'accueil MP3/MP4
Telly Application
Anti-fatigue Seat Reduces Pins and Needles from sitting too long. Studies indicate bubble surfaces stimulate proper blood flow.
The Clear Stick
Smart Reserve
Finally use peripherals on your laptop without plugs getting in the way--introducing the flat USB
Multi-USB-charger 4 Restaurant
It's a shower head that has a all in one shampoo and conditioner cartridge that go's directly in slot at the top of shower head.
Folding Lap Table
Thin Magnetic Stylus
A clasp that can be attached to any necklace allowing you to put a necklace on so easily it can even be done with a single hand.
PUNCH AND HANG CARD LINE A UNIQUE PUNCH THAT CUTS A SHAPE IN A CARD TO HANG.NOW YOUR
GREETING,HOLIDAY,BIRTHDAY,CARDS ETC.CAN BE DISPLAYED.
Don't you wish you could have wiper blades for the road during a storm ? The road wiper will send a hot air spray creating safe road.
Infinity Firm Pillow
A collapsible Ipad to the size of iphone to fit onto iphone sleeve platform, very convenient and lovable.
My idea consists of a simple plug in power pack that can be conveniently taken anywhere if need be, whether in an emergency or a picnic.
DVRaDio
Meet the Burgernizer! Now you can eat your burger without getting messy, its the ultimate burger organizer for you and your family!
Flip flop thong repair
Universal wireless adapters. To covert bulky wiring into a simple wireless connection.
Power Glider
Magic Carpet #HomeDepot
iphone next.999 silver /gold designer case jewel incrusted
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Cool can
Play tennis at night
[New member of the Glide family] Wash/Clean/Scrub knives safely with Quirky Glide Clean
Towels, etc., drying rack
Cheese Roll
Oven Rack App: Move Racks Up/Down with the Push of a Button. No Need to Open the Oven Door So Set Your Burn Worries Aside!
Adjustable Self-Guiding Hitch
For most people they can sleep in any of three positions, not so for those with shoulder or elbow pain.
Straight Bangs
Not around oven protection
YGL - Your Go List
Baby bottles only show the amount of fluid put in. Bottles should show the amount of fluid that has been dispensed as well.
Soci Bands
My pool needs chlorine tablets
Fridge Contents Viewer
Dog rolls ball thru hoop which causes treat to be released and dog to hear pre-recorded message. Ball rolls around ramp and returns to dog.
an iphone screen protector easier to fit less hassle use for longer
Skate or Date App
Meet the Trunk Organizer Kit that will fit any trunk!!! Stop letting your groceries roll around your trunk and fall out of the bag.
PROP POWER LUX
Safe Candle Wick Cutter. This issue needs a refreshed new product!!!!
Air Flow Mattress
A swivel eye bolt snap + a carabineer = Swivel Carabineer
Macbook Self Retractable Cord
A lanyard with a protective pouch to cover keys and keep them from snagging and discoloring dresses, shirts, and sweaters.
The future in formula making!
Secure and centralize all biometric soft locks using this Quirky Wink application on your smartphone!
An app that alerts you when the power is out in your home or home area.
no signal
Gripper knife
Human Sized Pet Bed
This is a plastic container with an inner shelf that allows the storage/transport of baked goods without having to stack them on each other.
*Pocket Piano* is an app enabled device that Projects a Piano/instrument instantly on any surface!
EVERYONE Can now read books. You only need to hold a smartphone that is connected to ReadImp, will read for you.
Mascara Mistake Corrector
Disposal Object Removal Tool
Windowstopper
palm scrubber
The puppy pooper
A way to keep a nail clipper from slipping around or off of fingers while using clipper especially at odd angles or positions.
App/device to assist with one of the most searched questions on Google: How to boil an egg! This App will get you perfect eggs!
Auto distress alert from phone
Pet Alert - Let your dog alert you when they need something or if there is a problem
Rolled Sleeve Tee Shirt
Sink Buddy
Electronic Kitchen Scales that access your favorite recipes from the web, and guide you through the baking process.
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Cookie dunking spoon
Eye-Glass Finder
Dress cube. Cube with zipper, buttons, velcro strap, snap buttons, etc. To teach kids to dress themselves. Made of foam and fabric.
Strap On
The Ultimate Rake. A Rake and shovel combination designed to pick up leaves and yard debris with ease. Patent No: US 7,703,822 B1
Leaf mulcher bagging system
The Beach Burro beach cart is a easy way to get all your stuff (loaded cooler, chairs) to the beach over sand, up and down stairs. Compact.
CCC or Cord Clutter Cordinator
SUMMER IS HERE! Let's remix the water gun to use water balloons or water bottles!!! RUBEN
Beach Weight! âœ‹ðŸ¾
Thirsty Pups
Low profile towel hanger
Text grabber
WEARABLE iPAD TRIPOD - Allows for hands free use of iPads, or iPhones for everyday use such as recording video or surfing the internet.
Transition clothing
Bras are a $5 Billion per year industry! Idea is for an app enabled inflatable bra! Video
Positioned Pod Power, Line Ext
CMA Nigeria
Pet Finder Bling
Fruit Fly Trap
Man Pouches
Bathtub Fountain
Eliminating or minimizing sciatic nerve pain &amp; having one exercise when sitting in a chair and office chairs.
Baby Spinner (Perfect for raspberries, blueberries, blackberries, etc.) - Let's make it better than a regular spinner.
Snowmobile jacket with a rip cord to inflatables inside. This jacket would keep victim a float until help arrived if fallen through ice.
Doggys Waterin Hole
Eliminate cord mess - Separate cord from ports; Create custom connectors connected with minimal size cord - Resub(Same idea just went UC)
Always Ready Baby Seats
Boat tracker
Freeze-dried, compressed, single-serve milk/creamer tablets in a 10 pc foil roll for camping or remote coffee and cooking. No weird chems.
the standallone
A solar powered photo dark room.
Picnic blanket with hard plastic surface! Picnic with ease!
Take a photo with your smartphone and send it to the electronic puzzle! Infinite puzzles with only one product.
Lost Alarm!
Combine a tablet handwriting app with Amazon gift selection- allowing people to handwrite gift tags, for more personal gifts and parcels
Eclairage rÃ©flÃ©chi
Splatter-free urinal.
Piezoelectric Phone cover
A suite of cordless kitchen tools based on rechargeable Li Ion battery packs. This same battery powers drink mixers, hand mixers, and more!
Weigh Yourself!
Easy Hanger
CRATES Betta Fish Bubble. Number one college pet.
I have a working device that returns waste heat from waste water, and returns it back to the water heater.
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A drill driven 2-in-1 aquarium cleaner.Rotating soft brush/oval foam removes algae,clean side glass.No chemical.For marine/freshwater.
Sea-Thru Aquatic Viewing Port
Forget phone case get a back
Ever rush to blow out your candles before the hot wax drips on your birthday cakes, desserts, and/or pastries?
Smart Tent Security Device
MPG $ / mile application
Auto Pilot Dethatcher
CamelBike
Seat Belt Caddy
A miniature aluminum tray to cook vegetables in on a grill.
My idea is to install removable trash receptacles on back of seats in movie theaters.
P-Tie
E-Z loosen
Infinite expanded partition It is a partition idea to expand and contract infinitely through the mutually different plastic module.
Air Conditioned Umbrella. How? A detachable base you fill with water, then the normally metal wiring is now tubing blowing mist at you.
PERFECT WEED PULLER
desk or table organizer
Incognito
Sports Positioning Systems
FLAT SCREEN TV SKINS
Universal Over The Door Grid Organizer - this will help you use the entire length of the door to organize things.
Rollerized truckbed extender system. Supports lumber/carpet/siding,etc. Attaches to tailgate, hinged for flat bed stowage. Prototype in use
NEW State License Plate Game!
A way to save documents using your ipad, complete with flash pin for device that can hold different amounts of memory. To fit the user.
A Wall Mounted Plastic Frame that will allow devices to slide in &amp; out with no assembly.
App-enabled Food Coloring
Liberty Phone carrier
Tip Toe
Smart Shield
Ergo Grip Pliers
Snow-B-Gone
Shakeable Lighter
Twin -Functional iPad Case and App- merge two ipads together and unlock endless possibilitiesSmart Fiber Optic for Wrapping
Protect you and your baby with the easy reach pepper spray holder. Features an easy snap on the baby stroller handle.
Fire charger
Embossing Color Carbon Paper
Skipping Stones that are good for the lake and fish. Allow grandfathers/fathers to teach kids 'How to Skip' stones across the water.
KIDS MOBILE PHONES .
Turn your ipods, iphones and other devices into on the go tv! a necklace that has adj. lenght and height holds phone directly in front of u
Built in measuring cup level
Smart String for Wrapping
Easy Go, Easy Come
Wouldn't it be cool if pins of Plugs/aparters/power cords would auto snap in/out when they are being taken out/put in a plug point
Safety stroller
U shape face Golf Driver
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Turbojet Frisbee
Hot shaving cream scuttle and brush kit. Invent an electric heating element to heat your mug. Make shaving hot!
Bed Caddy
Video SD (VSD) card
A digital picture frame doorbell with wifi web enabled capability.
Body temp control is central heating and cooling for the body.
Recipes made easy! GE appliances now sync directly with the world's best recipe apps. OPEN API makes GE the appliance of choice.
Device notifies on your mobile phone when household function, such as laundry or sprinkler, is started or completed along with energy cost.
Fun mix and match stuffed animals for children. Kids learn animals and use their imagination to create new animals. Collect them all!
A self cleaning blender that never needs to be washed, is always ready to make fresh smoothies, and makes dieting as convient as fast food.
Kids hate cold lunches packed for school, develop a rechargeble battery powered heater element built inside the lunch box. Personalize box.
Dishwasher Magnets
Pet owners know that pets shed and empty the contents of their stomachs under beds and on bedding when you least expect it.
Dust Pan Brush
(THE FOR GET ME NOT) THIS WATER PROOF PACIFIER CAN NEVER GET LOST, BECAUSE WHEN YOU CLAP YOUR HANDS IT WILL
LIGHT UP AND SING.
TeaSpoon+ : Your Multi-Purpose TeaSpoon Companion! Levels sugar or spices, squeezes a tea bag, pushes out icecream scoops or sticky food.
Silent Text
Flat/Bed Pickup Truck
Refrigerator Shelf App: Move Shelves Up &amp; Down with Push of a Button &amp; Adjust Temp
Replace the many membership cards in my wallet with one "omnicard" that offers the same benefits and provides real-time info to merchants.
Phone Case with Inhaler Pouch
every morning a have a big smile on my fase because a have slept the hole night true.
Dual Headed Toothbrush
Electric cooling/heating pad
A large Countdown display over/between traffic lights, so you can see if you have enough time to make the light or you need to brake, NOW!
Manage your sprinkler system with a wifi app enabled control panel.
Bark activated phone
Pivot Egg Tray
This is a test.
A Charging Mat That Plugs Into Charging Port And Case That Connects To Your Battery On The Computer so It Can Charge
Oxygen electronic cigarettes
A better tool for shucking peas
Eliminate Texting accidents NOW. An APP that prevents any phone with GPS from composing or receiving texts if phone is traveling &gt; 5mph.
Blow and throw! A modified tissue box with a compartment for disposal included. After you blow, you throw!
Simple and easy flood protection device.
Tail lights mainly on big long haul trucks but not eliminating anything with the new brighter and safer but cooler operating L.E.D. lights.
RC WiFi Cars, you can drive them with Android or iOS based device. Realtime Standings&amp; timings on the screen. Ready to ride &amp; race.
Automatic, Hands-Free Toilet Bowl and Sink Clog Removal Discs
Reading Sun Shield
An internal GB expander for the latest I-phones to increase storage space.
Skin Softener for Shaving
Door screen protector-from walk-throughs etc.A motion detector with LED lamps that will flash when people approach from either side.
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Wagon Dragon
The Oinker Radar Detector
Grocery bag carrier: Save time carrying the groceries to and fro.
Let's END the reckless behavior of texting while driving for good. The Protextor Guardian Angel will use basic GPS technology to save lives.
Radio/App that enables you to record/store live radio. Never miss your favorite NPR program again or just listen to Car Talk when you want.
App to set multiple waking alarm clocks from smartphone, that then sets the power-up sequence for high draw utilities and appliances.
IQ The Flavored Vitamin Water Brain Food for Inventors and Creative Minds! Nourish your brain with it's flavors &amp; enhance your intelligence!
My Invention is called the " Wireless Entertainment", voice command, screen display on one side, solar battery, USB plug in, charger.4-8gb.
Smart Eyeglasses
Heat and pour flavored popcorn toppings (caramel, toffee, cheddar, chocolate drizzle) - or popcorn maker that will add flavors and mix corn
All in one snack pack for hiking, walking, biking, any outdoor adventure. it's a hot or cold thermos with cup, a snack container, first aid
ELECTRONICS HIDER SHELF - Hide your messy &amp; ugly electronic devices in a floating shelf, which also hides and manages wires.
Twisteeze
Smelt
An external power pack for your ipad that has NO WIRES attached.
Flexible Spoon/Fork for Kids
Tired of dropping things off the edge of the mattress? How about a thin net that extends eight inches around the sides
An App Enabled CPAP Nasal Masks Senses Air Pressure At Bed Time And Sends A Reminder To Your Smartphone So You Can Get Proper Sleep.
A USB connected or even better a wireless hand held web cam lens that relays images to your tablet, iPad, iPod or even smart phone.
ligh's up the way
Ultimate Backpackers Companion
Chopped Salad plastic lunch container containing departments for dressing, toppings, and salad leaves. Mix everything for crisp salad lunch.
A Voice Activated Spices Holder/Dispenser! The Q-Smart Spice is App-enable to know what is missing, best combinations, where to buy, etc.
"Paw to Potty" Cabinet Handle - Allows a cat to easily open a cabinet door to access litter box. Title sounds like Port-o-Potty.
Patterned front, quilted possibly. With a thin cotton back or 2 elastic bands on left and right side.
Flexible Cooking Net
Safe ingress/egress
Artist Light Boxes cost too much, are usually bulky, and offer little to no accessories
The Exercise Lounge
stop cell phone thieves!
2 in 1 Mascara
apple-samsung twin charger + +
My idea is for a product I would describe as vinyl fence clips an good way to string lights along a fence hang flowers without screws.
All in one moulded rubber/silicone iphone turtle shell case that has a deep back storage compartment
Infant Fresh Food Feeding Bag
tablette planche de bord
Corner push pins - Pin photo to a bulletin board without putting holes in it. Notch between 2 pins holds photo in decorative frame corners.
Cartoo! A tattoo for a car! With the popularity of body tattoos in recent years, a tattoo for your car could be the next "BIG THING"! Cartoo
Car temperature, cooler, heate
CORDLESS MINI KEYPAD - CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYPAD TO YOUR NEEDS!! CREATE the keypad that you like the most! make it easy and pleasant!
Scent Sheets
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Friendsbook
Auto Clothes Folder
6 outlet power strip that can be a wall-mount surge protector, or folded out to a power strip. Outlets pivot to ease use of abnormal plugs.
E Z Mow
Solar charger adapter for handheld game system
Siren Alert
Stylo; Make your pen to Stylus.
LIGHT UP FLAGS.
Project your smart phone screen on any surface. Attachment projects screen onto surfaces like walls, ceilings, and car windows.
I'm Busy Headphones
"HANDLESS TOILET SEAT LIFTER"
My idea solves the "open access" your laptop camera provides any hacker with a virus. A 3/4 x 1/2 widget with a sliding o/c window.
Smart Cloth Hanger
DIGITAL PICTURE PURSE. Combine a picture tote bag, a digital keychain, and a stylish purse. Functional accesories for the tech crazed :)
family assist request
Expiration Alert
Auto-Off Extension Cord
Phone charge station that holds your pens/pencils. Have it charge your phone and hold your stationary items too. The Exec Look.
Ballcap cleaner
Eliminate Cereal Powder
microsaver
Easy Twist An Excellent Way for Seniors the Handicapped Anyone with Arthritis or other Gripping Problems to easily open Jars/Bottles Re-SUB
Lotion Dispenser
FLY-LESS FRUIT BOWL
Bluetooth LED Speaker Outlet
Improve skateboard visibility with a reflector belt placed around the board or on both ends, and a swinging reflector on the lateral sides.
The V Pillow
A secure fit electrical plug or plug extender.
Let's reinvent the toilet paper holder that sits on the floor by the toilet.Let's add a cover over it to hide and keep the t.p clean and dry
IMP (Inspired Magnetic Power) A small, magnetic resistance exercise system that is user friendly and has potential for peripherals.
Easy/Faster Hamburger Cooker
Flip your bathtub faucet into a bathtub fountain! Stop using a cup for your toddler's hair. Soft silicone to prevent bruised toddler heads!
Wanna smoke inside without the smell of stale cigarettes? With a flick of your cigarette in the automatic sented ashtray minimize that smell
stroll board
Built in air container
Smart repot bag
prise anti-arrachement
Sand Grippers
Wipe Clean Whisk
Slip Grip Handles
Help wheels that avoid motor drivers to fall and break their leg or loos is.
Imagine all of your food seasonings that you love to cook with in one container to be distributed evenly for that delicious meal.
READY-SET-FETCH. Keep your pet busy and healthy while you are away. They simply place their ball into a tray and it pitches it for them. FUN
Peanut butter sandwich maker
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1 "HANDLE" 2 Great Kitchen Tools. Interchangable Handle, Deep Strainer Scoop, Deep Liquid Scoop. Strains-Scoops-Hangable-Stackable....
Cookie Dunker
Color Changing DUCT TAPE. Hot or Cold will change the color of the Duct Tape. Now your Duct Tape Creations will be AWESOME!RESUB
Cigarette holder with a filter
Knife with safety bottom. Full plastics hand and body of the knife has a place for the finger.
automatic high beam shut off for oncomming traffic
Patent Pending: iPhone Case with Customized Grip Made by User: User Customizes Case Gripping Around Perimeter.
Hosting a party? Pass out individually unique clips that fit the top of cups glasses or bottles to help guests keep track of their drink!
. When installed by builder or homeowner eliminates the need for additional devices.
Silicone One Piece Pet Dish
Want to sleep in your car or on a plane in an upright position? Sleep aid(eye mask with head restraint) that prevents the head from rolling.
Telae Bedding
Alarm system that reports to each person a security breach in public places (schools, malls, ..) to be prepared for an emergency response.
window decorations
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
Plug in Outlet timer that allows the charging or use of a device for a limited time. A simple timer to prevent shorter battery life or fire.
Hair gel/sunscreen for men
2 Buckets that Connect Together Making One. Replace Water Side or Cleaner Side Independently of Each Other as Needed. Great for Mopping Etc.
Fitted Sheet Folder
A Bike Lock that is stored on frame &amp; locks your tire. Can lock on the rim not spokes! no worries about anyone riding away w your bike!
Why freeze in the shower waiting for the water to warm up when all you have to do is swing down the shower spray guard until ready?
Chilly Tray
Battery operated bathroom scale that transmits weight data to remote display mounted on door, mirror, wall etc.
A sock/tie organizer and hanger - A new way to hang things. Flexible projecting rods - Turn flexies up to keep items from falling
Shaving Cream Warmer
DIVING COMMUNICATOR - Send and Receive Messages w Underwater Antenna use with iPhone and App - In collaboration with Kathryn Brinton
Brush Steamer Cleaner! Finally, a brush cleaner that does the work for you &amp; sanitizes brushes in whole new way. No harsh chemicals.
battery base lapdesk
Razor,elect-snips,don't cut it and batteries sit,idle&amp;die barber/like disposable razor 4 nose,ear &amp; tight places. Trim it smooth,&amp; rinse.
Expanding Vinyl panel to fit window or door with an extension cord slot to run outside WITHOUT letting in the bugs or wasting electricity.
Take a container and fill it with water pour a certain amount of salt in it (depending on how much water) Place in freezer.
A watch like wrist strap case for the new Ipod Nano with integrated bluetooth! Unleash your workouts!
Six different styles of Sports game boards; Football, Soccer, Baseball, Basketball, Hockey &amp; Aussie Rule Football. Copyrights in 1999
Austin Invention Challenge
App enabled surveillance helicopter that can be launched from vehicles. Auto returns to vehicle at press of button.
Insulated Interlocking snack containers for kids. Attach as many as you need.
App-enabled chore chart
Round towel that converts to Beach bag. Patented by me 17 years ago. Quirky can make it real as a build to BANDNETS or on its own.
Much like a rolled up collar hood of a nylon jacket. Built in sole rim weather proof lace and shoe protector keeps your sports foot wear dry
Home Mammogram. Quirky + G.E. App-enabled.
Bracelet security for kids. Alert when it touches the water, alert to take sunscreen again &amp; others. Perfect for the beach &amp; agglomerations.
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M6V Cell Phone Charger
Variety of Tea lights design
Retractable Bike Lock Bracelet. Use on bike or anything you need to lock up. Lock your purse to the cart at a grocery store
KITCHEN COUNTER DISHWASHER
Shoe lace tier
Buoy Spice Infuser with timer. The infuser that floats and spices up your soup, stew, tea, etc. Includes timer and temperature gauge.
It's a tool to get exact measurement when you have desired angle simply trace on material; pros to weekend warriors can use floor to cieling
horn
SmartShopper Grocery List
Hanger with small counters on base of the neck to track "dirtiness" of item &amp; last worn date.
Just another ipod/iphone cover...with a twist: Its a public service announcement!
Swimming Pool Shade
A modified toothbrush is the prototype for a coffee grinder brush/tool that helps dislodge and sweep packed grounds from your coffee grinder
Cell Phone Cover Designer
Mesh Cones For Making Your Own Bacon Cones...other uses include pie crust &amp; pizza dough
Capture the drivers face
Austin Invention Challenge
Cool Stroller &amp; Seat
AUSTIN Chocolate 3D Printer!!!
sidewinder
AUSTIN-Smart planting guide
Picture Frames not lining up with one another? With this Adjustable Hanging Picture Frame Hook you can easily adjust its hook and height.
State Quarter Collector's Book
Flower Planting Smart Guide
No more cleaning cars covered with snow in the winter. Please comment or vote.
Nookie Knickers
What Is It? App or..What's-It?
Smart Outlet: It allows you to turn on/off power to your outlets. It can save you $$ from the utility companies by conserving power.
There's nothing better than a bag of frozen peas to put on an injury. How about an updated idea you keep in the freezer all the time?
a disinigrating sponge,it's made out of soap and exfoliating ingrediants that scrubs and dissolves
Wall mounted shelf plugs into outlets with extra outlets - my i-electronics and lava lamp, digital photo frame, electric toothbrush
DOUBLES A glasses case that allows you to have your regular and prescription sunglasses with you,plus a center pouch for repair kit. Video
TV/DVD Built-in Remote Pager
While standing on the ground clean out roof gutters using tubes/nozzle with air flow from standard leaf blower or shop vacuum exhaust.
sodaclip
Magnetic Dryer Sheet Dispenser
The idea is to combine an Iphone case with a vibration loudspeaker. With this case you can turn any surface to a loudspeaker!
Child tracker
THE ONLY VASE YOU NEED - made of two pieces that can be separated by a twist, and also you can flip it.
A tool bag that will hang where you need the tools. Step/extension ladders, scaffolding, even a two by four. Check out our video on youtube
The answer to your mattress blues! A inexpensive new way to make your mattress the right fit for you and your partner!
Still hitting the alarm? Inspired by a bathroom scale, this unique alarm clock forces heavy sleepers to get "up-right" and onto their feet.
Love warm cozy fires on harsh winter days but hate the filthy mess of cleaning out the ashes? If yes, then "Fireplace Liner" is for YOU!
SCISSOR &amp; XACTO IN 1 multitool
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App Enabled Power Adapter
Sugar Sure!
Sock Pockets!
lava pen
GARAGE PARKING ASSISTANT Equipped with Laser and motion detector
Hardened plastic semi-circular patterned to fit between the wrist and elbow. These are hold on by elastic type bands. Soft mat'l liners.
Reusable Adhesive that Attaches iPad Anywhere.
Tired of all that stuff that constantly appears under your sofa cushions?what about a slide out tray to carry right to the garbage?(RESUB)
App-enabled infant seat rocker, Automatically rocks an infant seat, controlled from your smartphone!
Cool-Lid No Spill
Pets Food &amp; Water Dispenser
With a memory stick that connects in to the charging port of an apple product you can hold extra data.
Need help moving a motor , claw tub or something very heavy? This hookes to any car/truck with a hitch and will pick up and transport it. :)
A tray that hangs on the top tray of a grill and can slide like an oven tray to give more cooking room.
Quirky Bath Plugs: Plugs with big rings make them easy to pull out from the bathtub drain
Rechargeable pocket socket. Charge a single outlet and carry it with you anywhere. Power anything, anytime. No wires or bulk.
It' s hard to see your computer screen in the daylight. With this great product, you will be able to see your computer screen in sunlight.
A bathtub caddy with waterproof iPad holder so that you can read while taking a bath.
Earbuds w/ noise-canceling mic
Chandelier Ceiling Fan
Robotic Garden Seeder
Case for Keychain Can Opener
Hygienic cleanse
Wireless Hard Drive Hub.
A home device that ensures compliant medication consumption, planner for appointments, and emergency beacon ala 'Life Alert'
Take A Stand
Musical Mixing Bowls- Make music while you cook - helps keep children engaged in the kitchen
Compact, multifunctional and stylish kitchen table which can be used also as living room table with adjustable ( hydraulic ) legs ( 4 )
Storage containers that have access from all sides, be transported easily and securely and can be stacked to save space.
Sync my Day
Portable Spice Storage with Kitchen Accessory Attachments based on a "chain" http://pinterest.com/pin/219409813068049772/
Roll-A-Mins
Pal pack
CUSTOM DESIGNED COMPUTERS: LIKE THE T.V. SHOW AMERICAN CHOPPER THE MONITOR, THE TOWER, THE KEYBOARD,AND THE
MOUSE WOULD HAVE A DESIGN.
Iced T Cup W/built in Steeper
Small Living Space Furniture Idea - a stool to sit on that transforms into a chat table. AND stores things too...
Stacking Food Coloring Pens
PHOENIX For MacBook Pro and MacBook Air. Prop it up and keep the Heat off your lap! (Prototype)
Kids Toothbrush with music Alarm. the toothbrush will have a clock/alarm bass self charger or AA+ battiers.
Custom arm and leg weights
â€œClassroom Security Alert Systemâ€ app-enabled system with base unit provides lifesaving communication throughout an entire school.
Simple clip will stop your vacuum plug from falling out of the outlet. It will also stop those annoying loose plugs from falling out.
cell phones with solar charger
WiFi Rechargeable Light Socket -N- WiFi Rechargeable Light Fixture:App on iPhone 5.
Banana Peanut Butter
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Protect your Car from Hail Dents - Avoid Insurance Claims and Repairs - Spread a cover over your car, pull a rope &amp; turn a valve. EASY!
Dynamic case that utilizes your phone or tablet accelerometer to protect your device from drop induced shock events.
App-Incentivize for Fitness
Date rape stir stick straws and cups that will change colors to alert the potential victim that the date rape drug has been put in her drink
Skooler-a cooler with "skis" that lay flat on the cooler and can be released to lay on sand so that it can be pulled easily on the beach.
Auto Umbrella wind activated and solar powered to automatically close and open your patio unbrella.To save it from high winds and damage.
Electric Shampoo dispenser.
Purrfect Scarf is a light weight battery operated heated scarf that keeps you warm indoors and outdoors.
The Big Chill gel pack freezer bag and wrap-around blankets, even body suits for firefighters to quickly chill what needs to be cold
lÃ¼ggart (luggage cart)
Adjustable toe nail clippers
MICROWAVE COVER you Don't Have To Take Out Of The Microwave! Lid rotates within itself. 3 Selectable Options: Open, Vented or Non-Vented
Fan Cleaner
Keep Your Sunglasses Firmly Attached To Your Baseball Cap.
Send any picture or image from your phone or computer to these bluetooth illuminated drink coasters. Any occasion, party or stylish look....
Magne Mitts
A large screen pad device that wirelessly interfaces with your iPhone data when you really need a larger screen to work on.
Duo TapeDispenser TapeMeasure
Wrist "watch" photo viewer + App. Scroll thru photos, download, delete, print from watch.
Smart Traffic Light
EasyMagnet keeps your shower curtain shut and still!
Snow gone
Motion camra auto player alarm
iPhone flashlight lamp
Fragrance A Go
Cigarette Butt Muncher. Device that chews cigarette butts into a dust. Similar to a pencil sharpener, lets finally rid the world of BUTTS.
Honeycomb Battery Dispensers
Savon Eco
Sponge-Pod
making a shower head for sports minded people such as deer,duck etc. also basketball baseball etc.
AUTO RISING TOILET SEAT Just push a button and the toilet seat rises automatically, no electric, no more lifting it by hand *Patent Pending*
Simply a suction cup which attaches to the side of your vehicle.It has two pivot points connecting rods that swivel to adjust height.
This product will eliminate the use of both salt and pepper shakers and making it into one . Using either pepper or salt
Do you hate sharing towels in the bathroom especially during cold and flu season?? Use towel clips to identify your towel.
Aluminum Can holders for at the beach. Kicked cans of coke all over the sand, its a mess. No more!
Sweat'NStore
Toddlers LOVE to chew on stuff, but hate to brush their teeth. This is a round toothbrush, with bristles on all sides, to make brushing fun.
Be able to test the chemicals in your pool or spa or water by attaching one end into phone and other lead in water and register chemicals
Mobile Inverter
Quirky's Pivot Power bar with work station clamps.Its a Quirky way to keep your Pivot power bar free of dust and off the floor.
Car ventilation system run by solar-power sun shades: Let the sun keep you cool
Vinum idealum
An internal lightening USB sim-chip for automatic re-charging of I-phones 5, and 6.
Laptop Wrist Rest
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Yoga mat holder: it holds your yoga mat upright.
wrist band for cell phones
Saves all the remains at the bottom of your bottles using a universal converter including stackable containers with lids.
NightLight 2.0. Lets improve the old night light, lets add a NOAA early warning system / seismic sensor. Turns ON when you need it most.
iPad Mini Headrest Case Housing:Headrest with built in iPad Mini mount,universal to fit any vehicle.
Resub gel skin case with an elastic tether attached to your belt loop so your phone does not hit the floor when you drop it.
Retractable WC Mate
Broken Desk Light F-I-X-E-D... AS a consultant to many CLIENTS over the past decade... I have noticed many desk lights that were BROKEN
An app for Wilderness Survival Emergency
A Safer snow shovel. Snow shovels come in contact with cracks, causing them to stop abruptly. Mine glides over the grounds imperfections.
A Sick Day @ Home is better than a Bad day @ work
Exoskeleton Climbing Gloves:Rock Climbing Gloves with built in exoskeleton hands for stronger grip and longer grip .
A toothbrush that folds in half and encloses the brush inside a closure that then turns on the small sterilizer.
4 burner cookware with glass l
The Mouthbrush
if u done any yard work u know what i'm talking about all the weeds vines and small trees growing in between the fences this dose the work.
Real Madrid vs S.Donetsk
Under Pressure
This lid turns any regular sized drink cup into a neat little trash bin for your vehicle! Go green and keep your car tidy!
A way of keeping remote controls that always get used together(like the TV's and DVD player's) with each other...
The pillowpet craze is still going strong why not make them heat up using a simple rice bag you can microwave that lasts hours Safe for kids
ALRIGHT SWIMMING POOL FANATICS SUMMER IS COMING GET YOUR SWIM SUITS ON, SLATTHER ON THE SUN SCREEN, GRAB YOUR
INNER TUBE, LETS GO FOR A RIDE
"Dream Machines" convert your crib or bed into a children's fantasy while sparing the cost or need to buy a dedicated play bed.
Do you Dunk? Mr. Dunk helps kids dunk cookies in milk and keep their fingers out of the milk.
Cord Condom
The SIMPLE(st) lid STOPPERS - prevent sliding (closing) of pot lid while cooking.
Grill Shock Absorber
Bathing Suits for Real Women
Speakz
Crossover Plus a Clip
An Electric bike horn that takes batteries and if possible solar too.
my invention is to detect electric current in swimming pools and spas. letting swimmers know of the potential death hazard.
Safety Video Spray
EasyPies - meat pies in easy to eat packaging. Articulated &amp; elongated foil holder makes pie eating as easy as ... pie!
fanny pack everyone needs one, the pack will be filled with toilet seat covers,toilet seat sanitizer spray etc.and strapped to your bare leg
An App enabled BUG ZAPPER! Keeps track of temperature AND number of bugs killed for fun! Control colour of the lights too!
A sharpie with white-out built in.
I needed a plant support system that would "grow" with a young plant, or support an established large sized plant without listing.
Logo
Cupcake Holders
Not again! I forgot to take the Laundry to the Dry Cleaners on my way to work! Why can't I remember? Now,....you can.
Trail Camera App
Clip a little light onto your TV Remote No more fumbling in the dark trying to change the tv channels
Little Hands
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Redesigned Ice Pick with a rubber guard grip and screw on safety cap for the tip. Market for home, bars and restaurants.
Stickers-with-a-hole for Crates -kids can personalize their Crates with specially designed stickers
GE App for Clubhouse to track golf cart use and abuse !
Measuring Splash Guard - Boiling water/Sauce splash guard, avoid burns or stains. No more guessing, Measures, Strains, Lid &amp; more...RESUBMIT
Cycle Pak
App-knives
match 100 for cancer
iphone/ipodsupporting sd cards
Using a clear plastic mold to make a snowman instead of the traditional way of trying to roll snow up into three large balls.
CPAP Hose Caddy
TRAVELLING IPOD DOCK WITH FOLDABLE SPEAKERS FOR THE SOCKET - A REAL MINI ALL IN ONE.
solar powered house numbers
A shower body puff with a detachable handle. The handle detaches to scrub easy to reach areas and reattaches to scrub your back.
Chrome/Mirror Tattoo inks: This is an ENORMOUS opportunity to enhance the art form in a VERY dynamic way, and reach a large, growing market.
I am inventing a hard plastic hat and helmet that can keep your head cool and protect your head. A hat and helmet that you can put ice in.
QuirkyGarden
Drywall patch. Repairing any size hole in a drywall can be messy and time consuming. This can be made very easy, with no mess at all.
Dual Phone/Blackberry Case
The D'licer. It can be used to dice or slice meats/veggies (raw or cooked)into even pieces. Just plug it in and let it do the work for you
Vacuum pak gift wrapper
An umbrella-type accessory for the iphone
Electric Siding Scrubber
The Tire Jacket
bottle juice sprayer
My idea is anear cleaner, the ear is one of the most sensitive, the ear cleaner is a device that would extract wax fom the ear without pain
GERMFREE TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER
iPhone flashlight lamp
Be kind to the folks behind
A Memorial VASE,to commemorate a loved one that has passed on.
The Ornament Stand can power or light an ornament for Christmas or any other holiday. Showcase your ornaments any place, any time.
bar hot sauce
"Squeeze-n-Brush' A new concept combining your tooth brush to the tube of toothpaste. Ideal for home , work place and travel ! Convenient !
Bobblehead Zombie Santa
Flexible basket that you can clip on a drill to capture debris when drilling! No need to clean after drilling!
Serving plates and bowls that you freeze! Bowls and plates that keep food cold and safe to eat. Great for picnics and parties.
Stylin tv
Plastic bags with an elastic cord that would cling tightly to the sides of an ice bucket as the ice dumps in the bucket.
Laptop that can print paper
SILVER SPORT GUARD, Bacteria fighting Nano silver infused Mouth guard for sports and night guard. This market is HUGE
Perfect Coffee Cup
Safety IV Medical Tubing
Have you ever wished you could swap out your high heels for some comfortable shoes just for the walk home? If so then you need Klams.
If you are a driver, it will protect your left arm from the scorching sun.
Dipstick Sensors
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Cell Phone Battery Charger
Putting Practice Ball
The E-Bagger
TracFone LG 500g Camera / Phone presently has NO functions [printed or electronic] to get the PHOTOS from the CAMERA to your computer...
My idea is to place a sticker/micro chip on pricless items that get lost that could be found by using a GPS code from your computer/phone.
Flat Pack Shelving System
Water plants remotely with app to send message when plant is needing water. Have water container in plant container.
lotion dispising back scrather
itouch pen
Two monitors for driver and baby so they can see each other.For security and peace of mind. No worrying about your baby and he'll see you
Dog Gone Application
Science Kits for the next generation Quirky Inventor Get the children to do their own research
singal hand bandage applier
Dual cabachon rings with your school or team or business colors. One size fits all! Show you team spirit College,NBA,NFL,School,etc
Expansion on the Rock Pot. An automated pot for heating water to correct temp, tip to steep and tip back after correct time has elapsed.
voice to word
ROLL AND SCRATCH
An anchor for floats in a lake or river or ocean. The line could either be build into the float or attach with a suction/glue on system.
Adjustable Multiple Monitors
showers on wheels
Ever made muffins, cupcakes or cakes that are different sizes? Muffin tins, cake pans and Baking cups need a built in batter line!
Solar powered vehicle cooling sun shade for the windshield. Peltier has heat ventilation hose to put through window (just a crack will do).
Q crate caps allow you to use loopits and hang your stuff securely to the sides of your Crate Keep smaller stuff in one area
Mix your own toothpaste flavor
The Ultimate Dish Drain: A unique innovative all-in-one design by Artist &amp; Designer FluffyCloud
EASY SHOP
Medical Records on/ iphone
Would you like to take your socks right from the dryer and match them without a thought? This kit is the answer saving u time
Finger scan car lock
This shirt is a V Neck cut down the front to be easily joined together by velcro "buttons" inside the flaps that is easily put on/taken off.
Automatic Grocery Belt Cleaner
EASYBABY
InShield
No measurement rice cooker
Transformer Paint Can W/Faucet
Chrome-a-tee
Kid's Carpet Sweeper
Let's go to market with the "Q-Soap Press!" People are looking to recycle, save money be green &amp; believe it, want a soap press! Quirky Yes
Precious cargo
buoyancy bottle
App-Neck Tie
Textured Finger Paint.
Fluffy Wind Stoppers Cancel out the annoying sounds of the wind Clip to earhones and small microphones for inst. your cellphone or headset
Projector alarm clock
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The HOT Dogger! - Eat in less than 2 minutes! On the Road, tailgating, at home, students, office, anywhere there's power.
water valve
horn
BATHROOM CLUTTER CARRIER. Has outlets for and holds all appliances. Put in cabinet quickly. Organize all toiletries. Trendy, not cheesy.
Carry On Bag Device Charger
Flexible NEON Glow sticks with magnets! Personalize your bicycle,locker,spell words on your fridge,Wrap a Picture Frame etc.Lots of colors!
Wrapster Plus a Clip
Algae Blaster for Swimming Pools - Connect your hose to the high pressure nozzle and blast the algae away!
This is a Baby cam 7 inch LCD monitor that's installed on the front dashboard of a car to monitor kids &amp; babies in a rear facing car seat
Tripple Squirt Bottle
A protective carrying case for your iPad and accessories. This is much like a small briefcase.
Repicket
Pitch And Toss
Look I hate coupons I would like to see a way that coupons that you clip on any day of the week be loaded on a card.
Motion Control Gaming Platform
Collapsing inbox/outbox
dis ifone
Calling all nail polish lovers! How about a storage container with individual compartments for each of your colors that you can customize?
Powder Pats
Easy Champagne Opener
Shower head holder for kids/vertically challenged.Suction cup shower-head holder placed at any height while using hose shower head.
Small cooler for ten insulin needles and two bottles to protect from germs, can wear in shirt pocket, can sell to VA and Social Security.
Teepee shaped "starter log" for the easiest campfire ever. Teepee allows you to add sticks/logs before/while the starter teepee is on fire.
Drone detection app.
Solar House Numbers
Toilet seat Handle
listening to music but don't want to hurt your ear drums and be aware if an incident happens near by? The sonic headphones are the solution!
Adhesive-less Smartphone Skin
The wide angle - flashlight
Real Estate Flyer Box that never runs out. A semi-permanent brochure remains in box when empty.
Hush Machine
"Sani-Safe"
Around the house we are always misplacing our gadgets, phones, ipods, tv remotes etc. A system like this would solve this.
Vino - App enabled wine rack. Tells when your wine needs to be restocked.
Car battery voltage monitor
A smart bread-maker
APrinter Iphone case
Large fridge magnet with 6 clear 9x12 clear compartments for drawings, photos etc., plus clips in the center for hanging notes, papers, etc.
BOOM BOWL
The Fiber Optic Camping Tent. A tent lined with fiber optics to light it up at night. Just flip a switch and the lights go on!!!
App-Enabled Christmas Lights
Facial Tissue w/ Small Gell Sanitizer Filled Pocket - Blow nose, wipe &amp; squeeze sanitizer out, throw tissue then rub to disinfect hands.
Traguide
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Spaghetti Canister w/ Side Access-Easy grab pasta from side. No tilting &amp; spilling. No stabbing under nails when full &amp; grabbing from above.
A fabric attachment that holds an mp3 player or i-pod onto most headphones, while also being able to zip up the wires onto the headphones.
A barber/salon cape w/ a clear portion giving the customer access to viewing their mobile device.
Tele-Bed
DENTAL XRAYS ARE UNPLEASANT AND CAN BE PAINFUL, AS WELL. SPECIALLY IF A CHILD IS IN PAIN OR WITH AN INJURY. CAUSING
A TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE.
Universal Dishwasher 3rd Rack
Easily drain your washed fruits and vegetables using your existing dishrack!
Spiral Staircase "Hideout" for Cats and Dogs. Each level serves a different purpose: One for food, one for sleep, and one for fun.
CUSTOMIZABLE BINDER WITH A MAGNETIC JOINT OR A FRONT INTERLOCKING SYSTEM
When you make the bed, tucking in the bottom sheet is a real nightmare, I propose bed sheet clamps to turn it into a painless process
The back massager
Musical Chair Pads!
My IPhone battery draina because I forget to close my apps! "AppCloser" will automatically close your apps at a predetermined time.
Protect Your Wireless Card From Getting Bumped or Broken While Using Your Laptop. Snaps Right On The Side Of Your Laptop To Shield Card.
Bags Balls &amp; Washers, its a beach game, a picnic game, a day at the park game, a great backyard game. Its an Old Fashioned Game of TOSS.
THE CADDY DADDY Instead of having the new soap bars in the cabinet 4-5 feet away. have a moisture resistant caddy for new soap
Lipstick Saver
Economical, use your own liquid soap, cost effective, everyone can afford the "Shower Buddee" ! It's the car wash for people!
Flea Ball
pre packaged powder formula and pre packaged powder juice for the times when your baby or child is out of food or needs a drink.
Solar Panel Bobber for fishing .
Vaginal Cleanser
Scrub-In: Medical professionals can now easy and confidently carry the things they need most everyday in their scrubs without fear.
laptop desk/bag
iPhone 5 Metal Detector Housing:App-enabled and awesome.#Resub from 6 months ago.
No more Fights Sheet
Many people find it difficult to wash their back thoroughly. Wash your back without a struggle with the hands-free rotating back washer
Easy Umbrella. Patented
Brush and Floss
FOOTSY - handy foot lever for doors, toilet seats etc. Keep those digits clean and use your foot to do the dirty work.
Fun Gun. Shady Paws/Shady Pets Canopy With Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric Resub.
Noiseless Radius
Tea Turtle - a tea infuser/digital thermometer combo that warms your heart while you warm your tea.
Pet Care Station
Voice to text audio RECORDER.Records your voice,writes your words,and displayes them.Any mistakes touch the word and simply listen to see.
3D Movies in any TV
Magnet Thermometer LED Lights
Easy Toilet Roll Holder
batcher
BabyCam App is a camera worn on your baby's wrist.
QR Code license plate
Perfectly shape the back of your neck without looking and extend time between haircuts! Shave along this guard and get the perfect neckline!
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APP controlled Boomerang, case
Phunkey Finder
Start Your Own Store App
A ladys high heel shoe that has a detachable heel. It can be worn as a high heel or a flat shoe
fog stopper
AIRBAG - Protect your BOTTLES with air
The garbage bag/can inserts will help absorb the excess liquid from things we throw away and miss to prevent leaking from the garbage bag.
Belt with exchangeable color
Window-vented Bathroom Exhaust Fan that senses moisture/humidity. Use with ceiling mounted too!
Dishwasher slide Cabinets
Raspberry Pi case with a 20mm USB powered fan on top! Nobody makes a case with a fan, and that's not cool!
Sunrise Alarm
An iphone5 case with a 30 pin adapter built into it
Test your knowledge, compete with other stalls or just play a quick game. Going has never been more fun. How will u do in the hot seat?
Handy Chip Handler
Fast Girl Panties A new and innovative panty design to help ladies/people on the GO feel fresh and clean FAST!
LA DECHARGE
Motor-bike kit
An application for smartphone (tablet, watch) that alerts the user when there is security breach in a public place (school, mall, other).
Mapvertising Hotel Umbrella
formal raincoat
Surf Trainer
Quencher
A Stereo Microphone For Digital Cameras (DSLR's), Millions Of People Have Cameras That Record HD Video, But, They Only Have A Mono Mic.
Planning a trip to a foreign country? An app that identifies an insect/animal bite you submit, and gives quick info for treating it.
Shopping Cart Foot Break
MANicure gloves
Food and smells
Magnetic Bird Spikes
Self-Wetting Comb
The world's smallest iPhone charger. No cords. Plugs straight into the wall. About the size of two packs of chewing gum.
No Heat Curls
ROSE A ECRIN POUR BIJOUX
Furniture like vertical charging station for all apple products.
Telescopic stablizer legs which attach to any ladder with universal joints at the top so that the legs can be extended for stability.
Tired of poking holes in your poster? Parents say you cannot hang things because it leaves holes in the wall? If so this product is for you!
Heavy serving bowls SLIDES on dining table. No more lifting and passing around.
Protect your family from bacteria and germs! How dirty are your shoes? My product, Sanitizing and Drying Welcome Mat all in one.
Address Indiglo
Light and Sound locator for remote control, cell phone, car keys any item. Find any item in your home, stores, movie theater or more.
multi Purpose work tray when using ladders 6 inches deep 6 inches out goes around hip to hip belt in back strap around neck
BANGO PUNCHING BAG
Alibis
a portable device that warm up beverages or liquids that work with batteries
Beachboard for the beach fun.
Tired of paint on your paint cans after painting? Unable to read the label? Does paint rub off the paint can on to other stuff
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Remote controlled lawn mower!
Rule Changer
Quick Visor
Special plate with shelves, filled with earth to protect homes from forest fires.
occupied magnet
Automatic book reader - "Read to me" or "Bedtime Stories"
Bathroom Hand Dryer that plugs directly into any existing outlet.
iWall charger
App enabled Quirky gift card sets
GArlic peelers for big users ( medium and big restaurants), using electric devices
Flashlight shine 2 directions. Can been seen by traffic from both directions. If a light fails you have a spare, you are not in the dark
Biometric Gun Trigger Lock
License plate holder made easy
Sometimes we end up cooking/eating in the dark, right? So why not sell cooking/eating utensils with a flashlight RIGHT IN THEM? "Brilliant!"
Remote Controlled Mouse Cat toy! App displays controls to drive mouse from Smartphone..locator beeper..usb rechargeable mouse
people miss out on radio shows they would could not hear due to timing on the show. In addition people cant hear a song again
Vacuum with built-in forward/backward motion retractable cord; portable clip-on version for traditional models.
The future of back scrubbers
Smart Jacket
RESUBMIT from 5/2012)LED light display on ground behind and in front the bike rider
horn
Remote control dock
Bluetooth Linked LightSwitches
Glowing Lazy Suzy
PACKAGE TISSUES FOR DISPENSING IN A COFFEE CUP SIZE PAPER CONTAINER TO FIT INTO A HOLDER IN AN AUTO CONSOLE
aura
Blood Pressure Wrist Band
Compact Attachable Paper Shredder: Shred a few documents at the desk without getting up. Empty the small can later
Zippable Trash Bags
Animated Phone Case
brosse Ã cheveux pour enfants
Palerette
Tank You
BONED! The Doggie Playdate app
pneumatic pogostick
Wifi coffee maker
Touch pad dart scorer
Hot &amp; Set
Shorty System
DISINFECT BOMB
8 pencils in 1 MULTI-PENCIL
SwitchGrips Wall Switch Caps
I want a longboard to be on the market that looks like a magic carpet. When someone is riding the board, it looks like they are floating.
Cook three items with only one
SCRUBEGE
Auto Tightness Hammock
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Stylus pen with lens cleaner spray and screen cleaning pad. Have handy all your screen cleaning tools.
Smart Cocktail Mixer/Shaker
Fine Time Pen
iPADKIDS. An Apple electronic device for children 3-6 years old. A specific platform for kindergarten children.
gd
Look Hook: a fun and convenient way store your glasses right on your bathroom mirror.
Redisigned Beer/Drink Mug
Safe mug
Just about every store has perk cards. How many can we fit on our keychain. And thay get screwed up in your pocket and don't scan.
Magnifier mobile phone cover
Automatic pool robot cleaner, which cleans the floor &amp; water surface (has a removable floating unit). Cleans home too
uTrack - Chalk Track- You draw the track and the car follows the line. Resubmitting the Chalk Car with a twist.
The Sewer Sentry
You know that moment when some stranger is wearing an amazing smelling fragrance, but you don't feel comfortable asking what they have on?
RECHARGE THE ) BATTERY IN EVs
Wake Up Pillow
A lightweight baby stroller that converts instantly, seamlessly into a backpack to make traveling with a child hassle free.
I am www.seebak.com. Want to add an (air/foam/neoprene) cushion to front and back of our popular motorcycle vests, for riderâ€™s safety.
Imagine jogging alone safe at night, walking to your car SAFE, never drop your taser or pepper spray again~ALWAYS SAFE Wearing DRAGON MITTS~
Hot Water Bottle and Covering for Pets -Soothes and Relieves Aches and Pains - Attention: Animal Lovers That Care!
Remote Control Pager
RESUBMIT)Adjustable Pad for ladder step for your knees to lean on while painting or doing maintenance.
Cold Crock Pot
Collapsible Weedeater Shield
Speaker Helmet
Hand Cauthen
Turn +calory in electricity
App enabled scale. Track your Meals, Weight, and Lifestyle.
stera-check a lancets
QuikPADs
Record a Video Message on a thin screen in a card which are then sent through the post for birthdays etc.. like a birthday card.
voice follower car
An elegant aluminum earphone keeper, keychain and kickstand. All in one...
Photo Frame with extra compartment to keep your secrete Items / Documents.. Etc
Structure Weaver Mecha
batcher for pets
Scarcrow whirligig
A new padding for sports equipment that lowers the impact of collisions by deflecting energy away from the central point of impact.
PressFit - All In One ScrewBit
Never Again
Flush it Clean APP/Clap!
Pivot Power Home Edition: No cord wrapping, GFCI, and no hole in center, but has USB ports and classic Pivot Power styling!
Swab Stics are colorful long handle stics that insert into the neck of your makeup or moisturizer bottles swabbing out all your product.
How to store or carry your fishing poles &amp; long handled tools? Don't lift it...roll it,recycle millions of 5 gal buckets, @ the same time!
Automatic Distributors 4 Pets
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Algae Air cleaner
Protective rubber gloves,longer length, hugs your arm with secure elastic, which seals the glove to your arm!
invent a pair of super heelys
BAXSTOP
SOAP SCUM! NO more hard scrubbing or harsh chemicals on your shower door. Shower Door Film. Like shower curtain for your shower door.
Glamour Push
F-U-Fly Swatter
The Better Toothpaste Cap
Sports Anti-Squinter Sticker
Plug these devices into any electronic ports, and your app becomes remote control - Get rid of remotes
Bag has parts of animal sticking out &amp; tissue to match great new way to give a gift &amp; quick to grab &amp; go. A bag to make you smile
Nothing is more frustrating than finding needles months after christmas is over. What if you could just pull the skirt up and trap them.
AN automatic email unsubscribe software to eliminate spam and "Junk" emails!
Lost&amp;Finder
Oven proof pastry mat
Tiny white/ivory, flower shaped, bird-edible (or biodegradable) confetti for weddings, celebrations, parades.
A new product that is integrated into Apple Iphone/ Products to help and make you lose weight.
tablet dvd player
Happy House Game, The board game for developing social and community skills in children based on the Happy House Game book (Amazon).
. Create a chair with a locking pin at the seat as well as the back for "flipping" to the opposite side.
"Light Weight" travelling handweights, on arrival just fill each end with tap water, empty to pack way. Keep toned where ever you are.
Bat Shadow
Verouillag iPhone et tablette
EasyLoad Drying Washer
The Dog/Cat flotation collar is designed to prevent accidental drowning of your pets. Don't come home to an accident that can be avoided.
A device that attaches a pen to a napkin so you can always scribble down your ideas
Stretchy Sleeve! The easy to use cord management system. You can now zip all of your cords together quickly with this stretchy zip sleeve.
Umbrella redesign not to break in wind. New up/down flower like motion closes naturally vs side-to-side parachute design that breaks.
Slide down
Bottled Water Doggie Bowls
Air Bed Tent
"HEATED AREA RUG" shag would be ideal because it feels nice between the toes...
Lost and Found
Better dog poop bag
Totem Ceramic Bowls
une table pour wc
Sleepy Storage
The Shove-It snow pusher/plow
My invent is water planter. Basically, water planter makes plants grow from water not from soil. it is good for small space, lazy dude
kikdsjkdc,klcdniplsdkkn,cxvcnvd,slk
A PET CUBE NAME Collar. Just like the Cube Name Bracelets, Now for the you pets.
Digital Shower/Bath Regulator
Mickey Mousemellows - Bring some Disney fun to winter hot cocoa and summer smores - Mickey Mouse shaped marshmallows. A fun family treat.
iCrib
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Soap Scraps. Every person in the nation has been impacted by the soap scrap problem.
XyloMUG
Non-contact Power Meter
Lower ur loft Raise ur closet.
ADJUSTABLE SPOON
Resubmit!â€¦. One pot for two flavors!! The lid with divider to close the two sections before add salt, pepper,â€¦etc!!
D-Tangler
Graduate Scrolls
AntiShark Bite Wet Suit/Boards
Unrippable skateboard laces made from bulletproof Kevlar fibers. No knot tying needed, no rubber laces. Keeps you stylish and worry free.
Laser Measuring Cup
Better Sunglasses Repair Kit
lockable child safe kitchen knob that locks &amp; opens like a medicine bottle lid. No ugly baby locks. Keep your kitchen looking like a kitchen
Always Right Way Condom
The Beach Bag
I have invented a device that will solve those embarrassing smells and sounds coming from your bathroom. Put your senses at ease!
Whats for dinner? App enabled portable food scanner-scan whats on hand app generates recipes
Battery converter kit
iphone mouse
Green Grow Light
Plastic grocery bags W/COUPONS
Tissue and Antibacterial band
A blender cup with a strainer
Color-Changing Bar Soap - Fun little twist to keep kids interested in hygiene. New colors are revealed as the bar of soap slowly wears down
Portable Bed side table.. Attach your bed. Use as a Table, Bed lamp, Clock etc....
Combo: Trampoline &amp; Velcro Wall for backyard fun
The Deck Hand
Were Sea Monkeys a Huge Letdown when You were a Kid? These Glowing "Jelly Fish" in a Tank are Way Cooler! Science Kit for Kids!
QuickStop Sand Delivery System
The most EFFECTIVE way to restrict todays teens with a time out from their phone!
HARMAN Clip-on Transfer
Hose sprayer to sprinkler
Nab any drawstring knot with this rubber disc.Once it's on it stays on to keep your pants on!Just slide it to cinch it or loosen up.
A protective sleeve for dog tags. Keeps the information from wearing off, especially when more than one tag is attached to dog collar.
Cup holder
Executive Power
AW SHEETS! Aw Sheets! the perfect product to aid in the proper folding of the dreaded flat or fitted bed sheets.
Phone Holder
Easy pull spikes for anything you want to hold down! Anyone can use these! 2 versions in pictures.
Rotating pastry tube. This makes frosting a whole lot easier and way more fun.
A mouse pad for the serious Inventor and.... the average Joe/Jane!
Flights comfort package.
"don't touch"
PERSONALZED TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER- Never confuse brushes again. Keep them cool and clean of germs. No gimmicks or chemicals just natural air.
Santi-grippers
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I have created the Sewer's Tool. A pocket knife-esque tool for all the Sewer's and DIYers out there. All our tools in one compartment!
Many patients can't put sneakers on. A hand held clamping wand can hold the tongue and sneaker in place-no reaching down to put sneakers on.
Phone case with notepad &amp; pen.
The Tinder Knife
PENCIL CAP CHAIN - Get those pencils organized - Fun to use, move, protect and store !
Laundry bag with a magnetic strip! hang the bag anywhere on the washer or dryer. Saves space,easy to load into washer or dryer RESUB
Pressure Equalizing Headphones
Balloon Stretcher. Stretches balloon out before inflating to decorate/personalize so it doesn't pop in your face.
The HANDIEST app enabled device in the WORLD. Switch off/on appliances, water flowers, feed dog... do (almost) anything REMOTELY...
The idea is putting a code on a trading card.You scan it with your phone and play as those players/characters.Your phone saves the codes.
TABLE TOP SMART MAKEUP MIRROR
L shaped mini corner robotic cleaner (Place it in one corner &amp; it cleans the corners of your entire home-wall to wall)- Goes below furniture
PONY TAIL HAT- Now you can wear a warm hat without a bump on the top of your head from your pony tail.
The PintNip
Parents - Save on spills when you hit the drive-thru or fast food restaurant! Here's a sippy style cap for popular kids meal milk jugs.
Clip-on Tank Skates:Transform your shoes into tank skates and skate on any terrains any surfaces,grass,dirt,sand,mud,gravel and even snow.
flexable squeegy for your pet to remove surface water. make it small,medium,or large to fit all size pets or one that will do for all pets.
Wart Hog: Power multiple "Wall Warts" [ubiquitous small, typically DC power supplies] from one duplex AC outlet
A plastic or acrylic mold bigger battery AA,B,C able to fit a AAA batt inside.
Resub.A power bar with detachable LED light. Bar turns 360 degrees to keep cords from taking up space. Has USB ports as well.
Sequence of images on a tunnelÂ´s subway. Once the train is in motion, you have a movie.
Smart Mug
An App based lawn watering system that checks the weather and modifies your watering schedule!
New gas BBQ lid
The MP3 Flying Disk "Frisbee" Will Play Your Favorite Music While You Play
Sausage Making Machine
Stash Spare Remote Batteries
I'm suggesting a tree limb support of various heights with a Y shape for home fruit trees so the limbs don't break from weight of fruit.
The TAPE SLING! The new improved and modern way to carry a tape measure. Do you carry a tape measure daily? If so then this is just for you.
Custom bath skins!
The Ultimate Lighter is 3 forms of fire starting. Refillable lighter, Matches and Magnesium strip all in one waterproof holder.
NEW Halloween Candy Dispenser
A phone mount for bicycles that builds on the popularity of rubber cases.
Artistic 3D Puzzles of classic sculptures and statues.
Wooden spoons with spatula tools stored in the handles to be used to clean off the spoon after each time it is used to stir a pot of food.
Put any size knife in it and put it in the drawer or safely store it on the counter top. When you pull it out, it sharpens!
â€œKWIK &amp; EZâ€TM Battery-Powered Toilet Bowl Scrubber
Ne cherchez plus vos outils
The Ornament creator works with the Ornament Stand to allow adults or kids to make an ornament that can light up, spin, or record a message.
Secure an AC cord to an outlet to prevent it from being accidentally pulled out
Play Yard Car
An iphone case with retractable headphones built into the case!
I'm always hot, he's always cold. Solution? Sheets made with 1/2 fuzzy flannel &amp; 1/2 of perky percale. Dual luxury in the same bed!
Locker-larm
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Art Glove Paint-Set - Palette You Can Wear - Adults, Kids, Artists, Home Decor, Customize As needed, Spill Free, Good Edits Approved! l
ULTRA-VERSATILE WORKSTATION for MacBook Pro/Air (or any other laptops). The FIRST all-in-one laptop stand! Prototype completed!
NO more scooping, measuring and spilling your favorite ground coffee when you are half asleep and in a hurry in the morning
Apple Store Employees Agree!!! Mac Mini Portable!!! Make your Mac Mini like a Macbook with this docking case with built in monitor!
Double-decked Shoes Rack
Hazard free driving in the worst conditions encounterable with anti-icer for your tires.
This concept is an extension of the Quirky Tech Tape product &amp; app currently in consideration, that provides more precision for smaller jobs
Puppy Patio Door
The"Courtesy Catcher"provides a convenient and sanitary receptacle for disposal of gum,candy,etc that a patron needs to be rid of in public.
A styrofoam cup that has a pre-sweetened Kool-aid sealed in the bottom of the cup. Remove the seal, add water and shake with attached lid.
CHECK IT OUT! Be able to communicate with persons who are deaf without knowing how to sign physically.
I am designing a bedbug detector. I have already seen the idea work This is badly needed as bugs are hard to find begin with
CORDIES With Mini Built In speakers, that Blast!Plug in your audio device to play music straight from your cordies wire organizer.See Pic
No more ugly squirrel baffles and rain guards for your bird feeders!
Ever give your dog a bath only to struggle getting all the shampoo out of your pets coat.
Remote Finder
Hiccup Diffibrilator
Smart Scents
Vacuum Pen Hair Trimmer
voice-activated music videos
Convert a power cord (IEC) into an extension cord
KANE SHOES a new concept over tradtonal cane and crutch tips.This altarraine tip gives maxium traction.the tip is now a tennis shoe.
parapluie de vÃ©lo
Race Track
An NFC door bell that allows video and chat(check description and pics)
Cleaner Ovens make us happy!
"A bike lock has been cut in your vicinity. Look for any suspicious activity. Do not confront anyone; take photo &amp; send to Snakelock.com
The Pot Sock is a water reservoir system that allows you to visibly tell when your plant is out of water. It is also a pot liner.
Quick Brush
Lets make some "bread" with a Quirky Bread Box! I have a few ideas to start out with. Suggestions welcome.
Stack, Store and Dispense 'K-Cups' the same way we dispense paper cups. VERTICAL TUBES! Stick inside cabinets,on fridge,to coffee machine...
This idea will RADICALLY change the game. It is capable of turning every home in America into an organic farm. With free fish to eat.
sweat headband
soundsecurtyre
Bicyclist Information Hub
Is your spouse keeping you up by snoring and bad breath in your face? Then you need Snore Wall!
App enabled modular fruit basket, with sections for different fruits
This is a 48oz Grenade Canteen. This Canteen Has a Flip Up Spout To Drink From. The Canteen is Great For Boy Scouts Etc.
Coffee to go
Graham cracker crust cookies
A Laptop bag or backpack with a built in power strip
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A whisk that opens at the end for easier cleaning(and licking!)also with a hollow handle with measurements for adding in ingredients evenly!
Latex Shoe Pads
Laundry Phone - Wink -Wi-Fi
The Ninja Wall Climber !
Wear a pool cleaner backpack (optionally inflatable), and just swim around, and this cleans the pool for you as you swim
Leverage
A Compression vest/jacket that simulates the pressure of a hug or touch. Vest will pressurize via control of user and offer calming effects.
To Go Plates
Reel N Roast
Edible Googly Eyes - Quirky Way to decorate your cakes &amp; muffins
Using digital photo frame technology. A padded hanging frame for rear facing babies that can receive downloadable visual/audio stimulation.
Earphones skip DJ chat &amp; ads.
App Alarm, Entry Notification
A simple bluetooth button that could be attached to one's driving wheel and used to activate SIRI's voice operated software.
Slick safety glasses
App to turn on oven and preheat to desired temperature remotely with cell phone from the checkout line or anywhere.
#1 fan
Parent pedal
Quick Cup
WriteLight
TABGRABR
Many people have a chopping board and a blackboard in the kitchen. Why wouldn't we combine those? It's easy, saves space and got the looks
"Cool Blue" Umpire Attire
Let's make a glove that is thick metal plated in the liner to protect your hands from saws and hammers!
Light 360!! Work with ease in the smallest of spaces.360 degrees of even light in a tough 6" clear sphere.A small space lighting solution.
Peg Heads
Fast Contact Lens Case
Doggies Waterin Hole 2.0
Clean like you never have before! You can even swap out attachments to lighten the effort needed to clean and scrub your problem areas away.
My idea is to have an electric remote starter on a car that you can set to start at a specific time each day.
Steam Fresh
Hairy Hat for Cancer Patients who have lost their hair
A handheld cleaning device with a ball shaped handle that would contain the cleaner, dispensing the cleaner onto a reusable towel.
Dog Facial Recognition Dog Door - Uses computer vision recognition technology to recognize your dog and then open dog door for your dog.
SunShield Phone Shield
Bicycle Umbrella
A night kite. A kite that would have small batteries attached to it so it lights up &amp; is mounted on a fishing pole-like holder.
With the rise of Facebook self photos have become a staple of tween life. Let's embrace that trend by creating a mirror w/ built in camera.
Lumen - A unique lantern that fosters creativity through fun and simple interactions. It is a charming approach to home-decor lighting.
Porta-Bench - Easy Workbench
People Tracker
Combo Milk Frother
Much like a rolled up collar hood of a nylon jacket. Built in sole rim weather proof lace and shoe protector keeps your sports foot wear dry
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Car covers. I hate putting on car covers. I have come up with a idea to solve this problem, It is called the easy car cover.
Blanket Holder
App enabled storage box - Counts items; Get to know if your kids are eating too much chocolate
SÃ©cuauto 360
FACE CRADLE FOR MASSAGES
Nintendo Classic to Wii/Wii U
It's 30 degrees, and I want to hold my wife's hand, skin to skin. How do I do that without getting frost bite? Put on the "love glove".
Walk and weed
Color and number coded plugs to help reconnect wires to home theater, DVD,DVR, or any item that connects to your TV after being disconnected
clothes hanger with a counter
RFID tag based water dispenser
Weed Scrapper
The Grill Holder Have you ever drop a hamburger or a hot-dog inside the grill while grilling, or need to spread out the charcoal around.
Hot Pot Handle Hugger with incorporated lid and utensil holder. Resubmit.
Driver Bin
My Apple or Android App software allows me to use iOS/Android touch-centric hardware as a touch-first user input device for Win 8 computers.
NEW Workout earphones Clipbuds which include a clip that attaches to your shirt! No more wires bouncing everywhere while you run, bike, etc.
Baby 360
A pendant with a recordable message,called PULL MY CHAIN,or something like that.With a message of just about any kind you can think of.
Recycling Bin with a release on the bottom, no hassle empties and saves bags.
DUPLEX TO 6 POWER INDICATOR
Battery Operated Desktop A/C
PicUrFood
T-3 Teeth
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
SEAFOOD COOLER
Cool device strap'n pouch worn around the neck. The iTouch is usable inside the pouch; remains with its owner and safe from misplacement.
Rock Pot, Paint brush cleaner
Modular heating pad that can be used on the ankle or back. Magnet therapy, heat and massage
Take your cereal and milk on the go with this "tilt and pour cereal bowl". Never skip breakfast again
Flexi Lid Splatter Guard
360 x 180 degree video capture and projection that brings life to your living room
WORKING PROTOTYPE&amp;VIDEO-iPhone case w/micro suction film on back. Allows you to stick phone to comp screen/mirror/window/glass
surface/etc.
In-freezer ice cream maker
Portable Beach Chair
Retractable Car Door Protector. No more scratches or dents from being hit by someone else opening their door and hitting your car.
Device 2 device power transfer
Pivot Power Nano Suction
"Paw to Potty" Cabinet Handle - Allows a cat to easily open a cabinet door to access litter box. Title sounds like Port-o-Potty.
Automatic cleaning mop
Wink-GE Smart EV Charger
WorkTable
Compressed air can with multi-bit attachment set for detailed car cleaning. Get dust out of those tough to reach spots
Electronic Security Mailbox
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Silicone Ear Protectors! Protect ears from sizzling heat when flat ironing hair, Dye when tinting hair &amp; chemicals when perming hair.
Waterproof adhesive Shoe Sole (Peel &amp; Stick) Pads: Add life back into those old soles.
Pool Water Tester
"LaundrOcaddy" carries all of your laundry necessities and attaches to any laundry basket for an easy and very light trip to the laundromat.
Bluetooth Bicycle Handlebars
"Electric Imp" a T-Shirt? Create an iTunes Playlist T-Shirt &amp; when worn, it plays those songs on your smartphone! Gift the Tee to friends!
Mapvertising Boat Tarp
Ice Pack Peas
Candy-Brick House
Inner Core Mug
App controlled light adapter
BedBand
ERASABLE MAGNETIC PAD is a REUSABLE silicone pad for making your shopping list. A neat idea that saves paper
dumbbell koozy
WiFi Cordless Projector That Plugs Directly Into Any USB Wall Adapter,App-enabled.Resub 3 months ago
The Remotizer
A friend of mine and I had a good laugh on the way home made the drive seem shorter. I suggested we could have a french man's accent on GPS.
Storage Vaacuum Bag
A Water-Saving/Heat-Sensitive Showerhead.
Dryers with Automatic Lint Removal &amp; App Control Feature
Travel water filter SMALL size. Never drink bad tasting hotel tap water again. Don't pay $10 for bottled water either! Read description.
Twist-let
solar port a potty
Games Up
"Stackable" Backpack - This backpack builds upon a base backpack. Various levels stick together with velcro strips.
electric plugin fruit bowl chiller
app to remind user to think peace on the hour.
the scoop
Batters Up. Fill Cupcake/Muffin trays with ease,no over filling,no more spoonin,no messy bags, Great for Pancake batter too... Batter Pump
Stop your bags from flying out or rolling around in the back of your car, truck or SUV. Secure them with Cargo Rod!
App Pack. App enabled backpack with led light and fiber optic material. (Lumigram) Be safe and seen at night. The Tron of backpacks.
Limp magnetic 2 of them 1 retractable of storage ear-phone and cable of refill iphone and smartphone
DRIVEWAY BLANKET--Metallic sheet w/embedded solar cells; place over sections of icy driveway/ sidewalk to melt ice in below freezing temps.
Reading Visor
JarJacker
PLIATROIS
Labels that stick on everything (clothes to iPads to tools), can be written on permamently, are waterproof, are are washable. 1000 uses.
Shower Glass and Stall Cleaner-Robot Cleaner App Enabled Spray and let the robot clean it for you
The Gym Lock
Think LiveStrong, Garmin, Nike ID, Music, Fitness, Everyday Life -- Combined
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
remote car center
Silicone Keyboard Case for iPhones. Lets make fun and usable case for your phone
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GOOGLE GLASS CHARGE CASE â€”â€”â€” It comes out this xmas! ItÂ´s the craze. It will surely need a case! And this one charges it too!
Connect Xbox to TV Wirelessly!
LegEase
Easy Clean
remote finder
GLOW TEXTS
T-shirt hanger
Measure-Up-Cup
Wireless phone case charger
Smart Boom A Rang Game
Hoop Dreams". Play in bed and relax. Easy set-up and ball return. "Nothin' but fun
Silicone dual scraper for mixing and food prep. Don't let "Glide" get lost package w/ this! 12 mo old resub 85% view vote ratio last submit.
Stop Home Invasion The RatSack
RELIABLE, ACCURATE High Temp Oven Thermometer w/ External Readout for Oven/Smoker/BBQ/Convectionâ€¦), NOT measuring food temp but AIR
temp
Hot\cold Herbal therapy Pacs. Create\Modify products currently on the market at http://www.heavenstherapy.com/products.php for a btter fit.
Cyber track
Life Shorts
You love running alone!? We need an adaptation to our music device to signal others that we need help if an emergency occurs.
Mute IT
brosse glasses-net
Resubmit this product with an upgrade. Now we have the paper cup holder, straw holder, paper bowl holder and even a cover and handle for it.
Project Life
Bluetooth Steering Wheel R.C
Pane clings of different designs(holiday,fav.teams,stain glass)precut to fit standard rectangular panes surrounding a main entrance doorway.
My son loves his BB gun, but it is difficult to load the BBs into the little opening.Funnel with tracks that swirl around the funnel to fill
Color Change Diapers
Influenza or just a common cold? A app with a test strip that identifies which one you have. No more wasted trips to the doctor!
water softener bags for wimps
Tired of messes in the Micro-wave? Here is the solution! The Micro-Cover, is a strong plastic, and dishwasher safe!! Clean Microwave, done
Apple IPAD Comfort Hand Grip(s)
"Handwich" is a new concept that holds your sandwich from dropping or dripping Ideal for dirty hand too !
3/4 inch skin insert for your tub to make it a softub. portable, non-skid, mildew resistant, thermal,many other applications possible.
The SIGNAL CONVERTER is a near field communication technology that turns your smartphone temporarily into a handset of a cordless telephone.
Weeby!
The Quick Release Grass Thatch
App enabled weighting machine - Stores your entire statistics
Cursive
Adjustable tape applicator
A spice grinder with changeable cartridges.
rechargeable &amp; battery power toaster for camping and travel.Lighter to bring along and save space.
Save water. Motion activated shower head. Open to collaboration
Your Earphones: Plug Once, Use Always! Never Forget Them, Never Tangle Them! For your Laptop, or your Mobile Device!
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A cheese stapler. Push to cut the perfect slice for a cracker. Stores in fridge to keep cheese fresh.
Tired of bagging and raking leaves each year? Resubmit.
Water Basketball Sprinkler
EASIEST WAY TO PEEL A POMEGRANATE!! see video
HATCHED EasterEgg Coloring Kit
Auto Umbrella wind activated and solar powered to automatically close and open your patio unbrella.To save it from high winds and damage.
Dual Compartment Dryer
ICE-FREE coolers used to avoid freezing hands and watery mess when looking for items.
water condition glass cup
Imagine a universal clip that holds up any size phone or Ipod when you're on treadmill or elliptical without clipping it on to your body.
Portioned Paperplates
This Little charm is amazing from 1940 It is time for it to see new life again.
control my tv and pc
Velcro Spacers, for your Laptop Cooling Fanâ€”allows for better cooling and makes laptop transportation a breeze!
A simple IPad and Ipad mini power adapter cable management.
Rising Ornaments are extendable trivets inspired by natural. It is fascinating to follow the morphing ornaments.
Small Cotton Candy Machine
A do all kitchen gadget that runs on two AA batteries,It whisks, grates, peels, cores and deveins. Handy and usefull all in one gadget!
toothbrush timer
Furniture like vertical charging station for all apple products.
QUIRKY BRAZILIAN CARNIVAL FEATHER CLIP FOR CAPS which can be used before / during FIFA 2014 World Cup and the Olympic Games 2016 in
Brasil.
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
Disposable body towels - good for use anywhere, especially the gym: no need for damp gym bags that become smelly from from wet used towels
DrySpin - Dish Dryer
blah
It's time to reinvent the napkin holder. MODERN NAPKIN HOLDER WITH ADDED FUNCTIONALITY: CURVED HOLDER, SWIVEL BASE AND
SALT AND PEPPER JARS
hand to hold anything!
Nuke
"Brew". Brew is the smart way to start your day. Smart single serve coffee maker responds to remote "Brew" command from iphone
Cube-a-nects join business cards, playing cards, art paper, into attention getting, fun structures. No glue needed. They invite you to play!
Keep your kitty grass in one place, so your cats can ejoy it..
back scratch mat
An actual butter knife that warms up enough to cut through butter every time, even when the butter comes right out of the refrigerator.
Cryin' over spilt milk or pizza stains on your leather ottoman? You need "The Couch Por-table!"- A low-boy TV table for fine TV dining.
Easy Shade
Easy wifi login
RE-SUBMIT) Domed shaped splatter guard that adjust to any pan size. Because not everything that splatters is flat
Tired of removing your shoes to put on rainboots? How about shoes that become rainboots with just two magnetic snaps?
Balloons with Wireless Sound/Music Activated Stickers and Integrated Re-Recordable Greeting Sound Module
Collapsible Silicone Measuring Cup. Easy way to measure ingredients using only one tool. Stores Neatly and frees-up space.
Stake leash
Trakrak
2drinks.1bottle -- SideBYSides are a convenient way to create mixed drinks with one uniquely designed bottle.
SELF SHARPENING KNIFE BLOCK, GREAT IDEA RIGHT? THE FEW THAT ARE OUT ON THE MARKET ARE UNIQUE, BUT NONE HAVE
CHILD SAFTEY LOCKS!! KIDS GRAB!!
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An intelligent ceiling fan DISPLAYS MESSAGES/REMINDERS via LED technology on CLEAR blades as they spin! MESSAGE "FLOATS"!
Electric blanket that turns on or off based on your body temperature. Be the perfect temp throughout the night *WINK*
. HOME DEPOT hard - core mixer
Application that handles electronic devices through an electronic module
Ipod Travel Clip
canebrella
FUN FUN FUN!!! Meet the 3d Magnetic Moving Puzzle Toys. Put them together, take them apart, Play with them over and over again
Touch Screen Keyboard
Portable Bluetooth/AirPlay Speaker System that can connect to a Wireless Subwoofer
A sticker that says. "Please Dim your lights" That goes in your back window of your car. So the car following you know todim their lights.
Always leashed
My idea is called the SPiN GRiP. The SPiN GRiP will rotate your iPHONE 360 degrees in th palm of your hand while secured to your fingers.
Automatic Fridge Door Closer. Save energy, food and defrosting. Works on any fridge. Great for houses with kids, seniors and the forgetful.
Provide an app for movie theaters that will allow them to survey movie goers as to which future movies will be gold or be a bust
I'm from a harsh part of IN and I've been stuck in the nasty parts. Don't let it happen to you. Try my Solar Panel Car Battery Charger
Rear Touch Device Navigation
folding ergonomic beach chair
A pen or a device to attach to a pen that grab my movements while I draw and send it to the app in my iPhone or iPad.
No screwdriver needed screw
prise Ã©lectrique enfant
Light up Purse.
Baby body bib
Ice Cubes That Come Out Easy!
A fashionable wristwatch that connects to your phone's bluetooth. Its purpose is to vibrate when your phone and/or phone's alarm rings.
A shoelace clip, fasten one shoelace to each side. Once together looks like a normal bow not. You only have to tie your shoes once.
"Simon Says" Electronic Cup Stacking Game - or adult drinking game? Test your skills!
Easy Hang
I want to build beneficial drones. My life-saving drones rescue drowning people, reach isolated areas to drop food, medicine, electronics.
Safety Lock for Women
Shaver Saver
GUTTER Leaf Blocker... will keep all of the accumulated FALL &amp; WINTER LEAFS from clogging up the GUTTER'S DOWNSPOUT.
Never lose a chip clip again! Always have the chip clip a finger tip away! The clip that stays on the bag while you access the content!
cellular remote
Bring Sunshine indoors
TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT Wasting time and water every morning when you try to adjust the temperature of your shower? You should love this!
Retrofit Kit for wall switches &amp; outlets that enables eLECTRIC iMP, app-enabled functionality for whatever is CoNnEcTeD to switch or outlet
Deer Fly trap system
Carbon filters don't work; your cat box odors need expelled from the home. The Cat Fart Fan provides constant exhaust of cat box odors.
juice or soda plastic bottle that can be folded and reused again
battery powered wagon
This is MegaPeg! Now it stays put, even in soft ground! Caribiner style hook so it won't let go in a storm.V2V is 83percent!Check it out...
USBhub keyring and phone stand
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My idea is to wirelessly charge your i-device without a large bulky wireless charging case.
Purse Security Device
Urban Fire Pit
Jumpstart Your Car using your iPhone or Android power boost.
Sharpening Knife Block. Just pick your knife, and put it back after use. It will not get blunt.
Realistic looking faux house plants and flowers that react to weather conditions, and/or personal fun settings! App enabled!
Marin-Aid-Izor
snatching
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
car window screens
Garden stool, dolly, and step stool all in one. This comfortable stool with back support is perfect for the garden or house work.
The kitchen knife of the Future. The Nano Knife utilizes micro vibrations in the blade to cut like nothing else!
Portable Art Board with storage compartments.
Bringing down the clouds for bathtime fun! Now you can bring the cloudpals to kids and make bathtime both fun and educational.
Sippy-Cup-Handles
A multichopper with sonic tech
Hands Free Turn Signals
Record To CD Converter
Ultimate Smoker Grill
An app that will solve any problem in the universe.
Chair tip over protection. Would prevent the chair from tipping backwards or sideways (when a child pushes themselves against the table)
Remote Catcher
Personal Choice Weight Loss
electric butter or cheese gun
Heat'n Spread! Electric Handheld Butter/Cheese/Chocolate Spreader! Forget your pan or pot and spreading knife! It's all-in-one, easy'n fun!
CubeScapes - keep your job, change your view. Change your view with CubeScapes graphic wallpaper. Fast and fun wallpaper for your cube.
A device that would save sprinklers from wasting water when it is raining or when a sprinkler is broken.
home automation system
Flameless miniature marshmallow roaster for those hot sunny day trips to the beach, back yard when you donâ€™t want or cant have a fire.
la sauce max
Simple Watering System that controls the amount of water that flows everyday. Great watering system while on vacation, Wicking or Drip
TuneOut App 4Online Radio Ads
Stylish wrist band that's a slim USB power adapter with colorful interchangeable USB bands for any device. Never forget your charger at home
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
Do you always get paint on your finger when you use a spray-can? This small attachment will solve that problem so you stay clean.
MicroFrost
urBAT: Ambient Energy Battery
Glow Pad -Glow in the dark
Line Ext: Non-Dog Pet PAWCET
Cat + Laser + Tic Tac Toe = FUN

Lure your cat to trigger your tic tac toe game. A table game sits on a table or mounts to wall.

Bottom Line Blocker
Mega lightning
An item that can hold open garbage bags of any size - Compact and lightweight, but expandable so it can be used with all sized bags.
Touch up Paint
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Chip Strips
Introducing the microwave cover that extends in height.No more food will touch and stick to the top of this product.Please read discription
Solar Panel Powered Lamp/Light Fixture makes the use of a lamp or light fixtures similar to a power tool but solar powered.
Kid Switch
PORTE-MAGAZINE POUR TOILETTE
iRead is an attachment that changes your iphone into an audio reader for your regular books.
Tripod golf flagpole
Leafy Teeth
A breathalyzer pen! A portable device that can be taken anywhere (airport, bar, club, and most importantly in any vehicle you get in!)
HOME DEPOT..dependable roller
Home freezer remote warning
Toaster Alert App! Your Bagel, Bread, or Muffin is Ready! Don't Let it Sit in the Toaster Getting Cold!
Frame V2 - shoot like a pro
shark repellant diving suit and other shark repellant products
la bÃ©quille Ã poussette
Introducing the RazTop: A laptop shell for the Raspberry Pi
The new and improved turkey baster no more hot spills with a constant flow
"Eat-n-Store" is a mobile utensil storage unit for your spoon ,fork and knife (and even a napkin if you like ) great for car , work and more
An application to control all your video game consoles, PS3, Wii, Xbox, etc... Play your games from your phone on your game at home.
toilet seat tab
Pin it Puddy
SmartStrap
WINK Wall Volume Control
App to select any existing photo, erase a section with a finger, then take a photo of yourself, putting you into picture.
prÃ©pare toi Ã postuler.
This is your any cup lid and press Just microwave you water fill the lid and press the lid is like a mug hug it fits lots of cups. Resub
New writable Packing Tape.... During sending courier or a parcel writing a address is more easy job now..
Hamburger Silicone Shape Tray. Get some help in the kitchen making &amp; shaping burgers. Use the tray to make burgers in oven, non-stick. Resub
I sometimes lock myself out of my apartment.Most apartment complexes can only have a welcome mat so I'm left with no real way to hide a key.
iPhone Keyboard
Electronic Domino Table
travel sleeper for sitting and sleeping while traveling. oval shaped folded like a taco connects to travel luggage for ease of use, storage.
A power strip in cube form, connect with other cube and make your own power strip shape. USB ports and extendable power cord included.
YOU TUBE SLOT MACHINE SEARCH
1 BOTTLE: 3 SIZE, EASIER TO CLEAN THAN ANY OTHERS AND ECOFRIENDLY.
resubmit)Adjustable appetizer plate. Serving tray with detachable sections.
Mothers helper
No need for bathroom fragrance spays - Toilet roll has it installed already
The window jack
Small enough 2 be a tab, big enough 2 replace the sticky note. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip tab note. Resub (286 votes)
Scented Shoe-Boot Shammy
Joke generator
Teen Permit Driver
Infinity Shadow Box
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iPhone case using wireless induction technology to enable charging between phones. Paired with an app to control how much charge is shared.
Dirty beverage can? Tired of straws? Use the clip on tongue to avoid all the germs that the can may carry !
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
Cater to tomorrows movers, shakers and innovators with this digital desk. Our budding artists need a space of their own. Resub w/more images
Drop Phone Saving Case
never forget calendar
Clearer Mirror
Food Scoop made of 2 elliptical scoop halves designed to scoop many types of foods; It's ergonomic, efficient, consistent, and fun to use.
Jogger's Safety Cam Sunglasses
Ultimate Umbrella: 8 LEDs, waterproof key/phone pocket, purse hook, high handle with shaft extension &amp; bag hooks, nano tech roll-off fabric.
Let's make life easier.
Chuck Box Grill
Built In Food Dehydrator
The Shower Dryer
App-Enabled Golf Clubs
Kid's Dining Out Utensils
Rechargable Power Pod for energy on the go.
Smudge free
Bath tub temperature mat that changes colors according to temperature of water. Safe product for kids. Resub. Let's prevent dangerous burns.
TOES EASE
Outdoor Solar powered workbench
"FIVE TONE BONES". a musical instrument for dogs. my dog loves his squeaky toys, but they need to be tuned to the pentatonic scale.
Never Flat Beer Disk
Storage inside your Ice Chest with The Cooler Pocket! Never let another item get soggy again and keep all the space for ice and drinks
An inconspicuous LED lighting system to provide the required UV light to individual INDOOR plants. Can be set to an automatic timer. 2 pic
tissue cup box
Shock Absorbent Bike-Tire
Fall detecting Medical Alert.
Introducing the pen/pencil combo.The pen has multi colored ink.The pencil comes down with just a touch of a button.Please read discription
Detachable Pouring Spout
NEW Clip-sters! The workout wire solution for those of you that already love your workout headphones! This is your cheap solution to wires
S-GLASSES ( Smart Glasses)
Smart Laundry Basket a 3in1 laundry basket that allows the separation of clothing at each use vs separation at laundry time.
Vinegar is one of the best cleaners. It's safe and effective even on rust save the strong smell. Challenge for Q -Brains to reduce smell.
Mow and Fertilize
Autoknot
Changing mat ready in 3 steps
Account register
Finger or toe nail printer
Waste Basket with Bag Clasp
Quirky Design
mobiliers sans vis colle clous
Carbage Bags, the convenient and sanitary way to keep your car trash free.
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Modular cooler
This is a universal idea that can work in a kitchens, businesses, tattoo, and piercing studios. New look / cheaper paper towels
finition
GLow In The Dark Pet Collars
One hand iphone swivel action in palm to switch between vertical and horizontal views without the need to bring in other hand for support.
Butter saver
Jumping spider prop
Can not dry your clothes outside or afford to buy drying machine -NO PROBLEM.
The Home DePogot Pogo Tools!
Handscale money saver
Easy Door
Soap Sliver Puff
Home Storage for Grains
Toothbrush with water spray
Cool Keys. No more sweaty fingers while on the computer. Keeps dust out of keyboard crevasses too
Fan Flash
Baby Check Car Seat
Make a Meal
Jogger Motavator
Children's Toothpaste "Pop-Ins". Pop in, bite down and start brushing. The no mess solution parents have been waiting for...
Designer Smoke Detector
New Attachment For Your Vacuum - Ever dropped something small and it rolled under a sofa or refrigerator? Use your vacuum cleaner to get it!
LOLA KOOL
Bucketmat effectively holds a bucket from spinning during the mixing process, while also protecting the floor. Injection moldable.
Quit Smoking! Grab the chewing gum instead. But if you must light up...
LevelComb
A spying PEN
This Gun Holster Will Finally Give You The Freedom To Wear Your Shirts How You Want Again, and You Will Have The Support Your Want!
Knife with flattop palm rest for cutting through those hard to prepare items. Use your body weight to your advantage &amp; relieve palm pressure
BABY ARMOR PROTECTIVE NETS
Multipurpose Garden Caddy
Digital scale for washer
Bicycle front fork turning lock
Archi' Bath Boat . The Archimedes's bath Boat that makes our kids playing with physics. (Re-sub)
sanitensil
Children's Sleeve Savers
For moms! a cloth carrier with fasteners that fasten to the harness of your cloth carrier but likewise fasten to your baby car seat!
The Car Recorder
Quirky Stem2 - Drink juice directly from a citrus fruit [184 votes/Resub], with an infusion mechanism on top to infuse sugar/salt slowly
How cool would it be to have your holiday lights to be interchangeable with just a one bulb selection ?
G FORCE GUARD smartphone app watching Your G force loads, if indicates big load equal to car crash sends SOS Message with GPS position.
Ballevelor - Simple solution to laying perfectly level tiles. Level tile is crucial. Put rubber balls in the thinset to keep tiles level.
Hammer Mallet Combo
MY PRODUCT IDEA IS ODORLESS COOKWARE. VERY UNIQUE AND MUCH NEEDED IN EVERY KITCHEN IN THE WORLD TO ELEMINATE
ODORS WHILE COOKING MANY FOODS
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Ipad/iphone Safe - Protect your device from more than the elements (siblings, parents or anyone who wants to hack it) plus it looks cool.
DiBS
remote automatic audio control
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
breath saver
EASY TO USE TIMER, for active parents, kids,&amp; self-employed--no waiting for numbers to cycle
Can cover
The booklight bookmark and magnifier does just that. It will light your page in the dark, magnify your words and mark your page.Resub
Add a resistance band kit to inversion tables
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
Kiss your cord clutter goodbye (with lipstick). Hook up with all types of charger ports with a twist!
Small lightweight removeable knee pads for work pants. On the inside of the pants, like football pants! easy to install and remove, comfy!
the trailer hitch ball and trailer tongue can be seen at the same time thru the rear view mirror making it easy to hook up
handy leash
MotorKid Alarm Clock
*i-Device Brushes for cleaning out dust &amp; debris from ports/nooks &amp; crannies, i.e. Lightning cable connector, Headset jack, &amp; etc.
TRUNK COOLING DEVICE
SHOWER POWER - A replacement shower rod system that allows you to transform the lighting and ambiance of your bathroom.
All modes of transportation (bicycle, motorcycle, cars) carry all sorts of signals: sounds (horns), beams, etc.). All except pedestrians.
Crutches Bottle Holder
grocery gurney
The Dar-ri-go
Pivot Power Sunflower: I had the idea for this design in a dream! It seems to combine Pivot Power and Pivot Power Rugged.
Above ground pool cover, that inflates, To remove all water, leaves, and muck from the cover. Making opening your pool a pleasure.
Duo Smart Phone Holder
An Angled Drip catching Dish Drying Rack with removable drip reservoir! The angle causes water to collect and conserve water for plants
OLED Wallpaper:App to change the wallpaper depending on your moods.#Resub 10 months ago,251579.
Pressure Equalizing Headphones
Dr.D's Core Training Device
A wifi digital photo frame
salty stew reverser
building with bottles
Power for Googleâ€™s balloons
App enabled Food Dehydrator
Space Saving Collapsible Rack
Drop*Counter Funnel
Weight Capacitive Scale
Vehicle 4-way Mirrow Cam
SHOE SHEETS! Freshen your shoes when they are off your feet
The Backpack Poncho
In car Keurig
App Enabled Bean Bag Chair
Baggie Rims. A lid and a rim that fits on baggies and zip lock bags
Solar Power Mobile Phone Case
You get pulled over by the police for a broken brake light, you know you have one broken but have been to busy to replace it
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Post-Dot
Crate Condo can house train your pet in a safe and sanitary way. It can be used from puppy to adulthood and can be adapted for many uses.
flo pool cover
App enabled discrete SAFE. Remotely check security on SMART Phone, and use it to open plus see who opens, and contents inside!
Double screen Ebook. Read 2 pages as a ordinary book. Also fit as a mininotebook, one screen shows a digital keyboard, the other the monitor
Snowman mold
A Folding Sun Shade, designed like an asian fan it folds to half the size of current designs. Perfect for car, train or traveling.
Car bumper air bag
Tiny Universal GPS Chip
RESUBMIT-Finish off those almost empty bottles. Hang upside down and let gravity do it's job.
iPhone digital pocket scale
iPhone Workout Buddy
Trash can with air escape tube
App-Temp tray
Soft baby bumper/crib lining shaped like HONEYCOMB. Ventilation and comfort for baby.
You have MAIL.
e~cig pocket clip
A coffee maker with a sugar dispenser and a refrigerated compartment that is a fresh creamer dispenser. Program for perfectly flavored cup.
This idea is a great way to keep bar soap from turning to mush in the soap dish. Instead of a solid surface, the soap rests on a net.
Store-card organiser
Back Pak Stroller Allows you to pull out the stroller when your child gets tired of walking,or you get tired of dragging your child.
Cutting Board/Knife Sharpener
Fraich'Auto
SOLVE THE BIG PROBLEM OF LOSING ONE SOCK OF EACH PAIR!! DO NOT LET YOUR WASHING MACHINE TO "EAT" IT!!
This fridge safety guard provides security with an added feature of a writing board. Attaches to side or front with magnetic strips.
MAGIC FLOATING CUBE
A lemon/orange squeezer with attachable container for storage and juice collection. Squeeze directly onto food or store it for later. Resub
Find and Seek
Mini modular universal speakers for phone/tab. Connect, make cool shapes, the more you stack, the louder the sound. See Revised design pic.
Scent Strips
It's called NITe.KiTe.The idea is that you make a kite that you can fly at night The support beams of it would be made of glow sticks
DJ Headphones with adjustable mini focused spot lights on each side to light up wherever the DJ is looking or working/
Window Sun Accessory
Disposable Snap Soaps - Video demo
Skin tag clips
Sunbrella
knitting in the round you have the size of needle and the size of the length.lengths interchangeable with the needles
To design a cap for people who get regular tension headaches. This cap would apply pressure evenly across the head and provide pain relief.
Soak your feet in a COMFORTABLE tub that is angled with soft sides that allow you to lean back and relax instead of sitting upright.
See Thru Purse\handbag
the little click
Feat Forever Soft Feet
GPS arrow head
Umbrella Fountain
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Outlet/Receptacle Screwdriver
Handy Hanger / Hang Buddy
easy laces
removable fretboard
Brush Brush-Paint comb
A beach towel that has holes in the corners (like a tarp) with detachable, clip-in plastic picks, so that it can stay in place in the sand.
who hates buying golf balls. EVERYONE my idea is to put a gps chip in a golf ball and have it interact with an app on your phone.
It is a bowl within a bowl. The bowls are connected. You can freeze water between the bowls. Salads are now afe to eat at all events.
OFFICE CRATES. Add filing folder, separators, pen holder, cubicle hanger, power bar etc. Customizable CRATES to organize your OFFICE needs
A small light placed in the back of cars to let other drivers know that you are using your cruse control.
No Touch Dog Scooper
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
sucking chop sticks
Cooler With Legs
The Mom Finger Nail
Watering Spouts - Screw on two liter or water bottle. Swing desired spout up to water &amp; other down to hold. Great companion to Pedal Drops
My snowman is a concept for the perfect family friendly way to build the perfect snowman. Store in minimal amount of space and recycle.
Hands Free Styling Holder
Garden Sled
Hanger that is able hold up to 12 pairs of trousers/skirt at once.
Tripod Cover = Waterproof Hood
Shock leash
Turn any bottle into a pump bottle and hang it in your shower! Good to the last drop with this pump/suction cup accessory!
Scotch Shipping Tape Rod
Paper Towel Dispenser that allows Easy, Safe, Fast cutting of paper towels to customized size. Can save up to 200 rolls/year.
lipstick holder
Transforming Heels. Heels to flats or flats to heels. Go anywhere and look great.
Port. Battery Pwrd Misting Fan
Converge v3
Who needs netbooks? Turn your mobile smart phone into a netbook.
Here's how to minimize the repetitive,tedious finger movements on PC touch pads; as well as have greater controll of the 'on screen pointer'
Standby
workout body suit
the soapet
An app enabled handgun safe that automatically unlocks when the ownerâ€™s smartphone is near by, allowing very quick access to the handgun.
Take control! Bluetooth gloves - tap your fingers on any surface to control your smartphone, apps, and games
diabetic bicolor Socks
A speaker + wall stand/holder that attaches to the power adapter to hold your phone, charge and get some beats.
TravelPower
A shoe organizer that goes in your suitcase with hanging capability. No longer will you have to pack an extra suitcase for shoes.
Alien Cartoons
Good Decision Chair
Personal Cupcake Cup
An app to keep track of fishing and hunting weather conditions,Gps location and techniques used.
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Handy Birds poop scraper
Pump It Up
Open Shelf Spaces are a burden 2keep organized for so many!I want to Introduce the 1stUniversal SHELF DIVIDER.That Expands both Vertic/Horiz
Nude Colored Diapers
Seat Belt T-Shirt
The TeleVIZR! To turn your existing sun visor into telescoping sun visor. Blocks out the sun that your existing visor isn't blocking out
Built in Car Vacuum
Bottle opener on golf cart.. millions of golfers drink on the course and use a lighter or the cart this will make things easy for them.
App enabled door locks. Never forget to lock your door, unlock for guests and kids when running late
CLEANING TOOL REACHER
Scrunchy helmet - Stylish Head Protector for those with medical condition which put them at risk for falling.
Swivel Hitch [idea of son]
Magnetic Ice Scrapper
Sleep Support for snorers to keep them from rolling onto their backs.
Feel safe walking about knowing the items you are carrying are secure. Easy to use theft deterrent leash for your handbag or briefcase, etc
An app that uses the gps on ur phone linked with ur home. When u get outside a preset radius ur home will go into energy saving mode.
Virtual Tag Sale
Power unit on bed frame that has retractable cords to charge your devices at night. And hide the cords in the day. Universal to bedframe.
Lighter pouch
Affordable Snow mobile skidoo for winter fun that doubles as a beach toy in the summer works in snow or sand
Sike (psyche)
Germ BOMB
ONION/POTATO BASKET w/TRAY
Sticky Soap - A Cold-Free Fall
HANDY SANI
have a base in your home to plug your cell phone into. it would amplify the phone to ring throughout you home
2 suction cups (appx 2" in diameter) connected by a 6-8" elastic strap to use on front load washing machines after use.
Wet wetsuits suck! This innovative wetsuit hanger is the world's best eco-friendly solution for drying wetsuits, booties, hoods and gloves.
What if my "Manicurist" could store my products, keep my products stable, and come equipped with a pull out drawer to do my nails?
FIND ME
An app enabled device for motorcycles. Sends alert to relative or friend's phone if a motorcyclist goes below a dangerously low angle.
T-Bot
Help the less privillegeds. Recent power outages in the Middle East and India and Africa. That should not happen.Designing a solution.
Don't want to buy a phone for your 10 yr. and under kids, Then a WiFi text only device is the solution (most schools now have WiFi)
Weekly Pill box, light that indicates which day/night needs taken. Alarm with flashing light to remind which time day/night to take pills
A Biby Bag. A Bib that is also a bag to hold your baby snacks, toys, etc.
Sunglasses Plus
Finally! Hammer with a sling out Nail Holder...... No more bruised or broken fingers. resub
Add a count down timer to the front page of social media sites like Facebook or Linkedin. If cooking while surfing, dinner would not burn.
FIRE DEPARTMENT FIRE PLUG AUXILLARY PORT ALLOWS 2ND FIRE ENGINE TO HOOK TO THE SAME FIRE PLUG WITHOUT SHUTTING
DOWN FIREFIGHTING OPPERATIONS
The Sausage Probe
PB Ease
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
Ecocan
Shopping Cart Basket
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Space Bar Desk Organizer + Extra Shelf for iPad
Chirping Golf Ball
Turbine Trailer
ShockBlock
Insect Killing Gun
Multiple trash bags inside each other. Pull one out and the next is already in the can.
The best way to soak that Doo Ring off the inside of your toilet is to get the water line above the Doo Ring! Do it with the Doo Ring Plug.
This is an Idea I came up with after losing a Microphone and a couple of XLR Cables from careless singers pulling the cables out of the Mics
big brush holder
Swat-A-Fly
bicycle seat soft cover
I discovered a design that prevents burning the bottom of frozen pizzas (and other baked goods) from the bottom of the baking pan.
de-cramper
A Spatula that adjust to your needs with a simple switch on the handle! Up to 4 sizes in 1 spatula!
MOTOR SOUNDS MACHINE
Methodical, better, faster and easier way of scrubbing feeding bottles. With 4 brush attachments for the inside, outside, nipple and lid.
Hot,cold water refridgerator
marker/pen with GPS technology that will identify golf balls and assist in quickly and easily finding errant golf balls. money saver/maker
My idea is a easy potato chip sealer.It's a 12" long strong magnet strip. place bag against fridge and place strip over bag
A replacement power cord for your MacBook charger that is thinner, wraps up neatly, and lets you share the outlet with a friend!
scenta-strip
Nic banquinho Modular
Shock proof electrical outlets that plug into the wall and adjust to different wall thicknesses.
iFly turns your iphone into an aerial viewer. Rotor attachment lifts your iphone vertically OR horizontally into the air.RESUB
A clipping stylus pen for the iPad Smart Cover to help mobility. (e.g. Moleskine Clipping pens to the notebook cover.
Save that Bread! Reinvent the bread box and keep bread fresh longer.
Let's Combine Salad Tongs and a Lemon squeezer into a compact and functional tool! Use it with fish/chicken etc. Resub
Compressed light
Pool Indicator
Child GPS
quiet shoe dryer
The Magnabarrel is a magnet mounted to the bottom of a trash barrel. A metal base will be needed to secure the barrel to an area.
A color coded chopping board,red on the front for meat,green on the back for Veg!.Raised edge the surface doesn't touch the counter top
Q-SHIELD. No more brushes full of hair. Hair shield will take care.
VISION FINDER
In a restroom,just washed your hands.Then you have to touch the germ covered door handle.Not anymore with the CleanHand Towelette Dispenser.
App enabled Bike Lock
Tired of tedious shower rings that won't quit slipping off your shower curtain? Move beyond them with "Shower Cord.
Forget me not alarm
The Folding Hammer. Fold and store conveniently.
The Headset Hanger
Multipurpose Twist Tie.... Mix-and-Match your way.
Dual K Cup Coffeemaker with Alarm
When is a Crate not a crate? when it's a Hamster run!. a collaboration with simplyinclined.
Parachute for Planes
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I Dig these Gardening Gloves
Prescription glass
Designer skins for watches
Grocery List Genie
Cozy Dry
Portable Toilet Seat Raiser
Summer Fun with JUMPSOAK! A jump rope with spray misters incorporated to it.CONCEPT 2: Jump Rope that releases Bubbles while Jumping!
H2S Phone
Pop-up Sails on Beach, anchored by sand &amp; sandbags. Fun for kids &amp; families to learn and play, great for events parties or outdoor exhibits
The Chakra Luminatrix enhances the allocation of the chakra system. The chakra system represents the mind, body, and sprit connection.
Honey Comb Collab w/JenJ
Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
Brush and Bottle in One
Tangle free multi colored designer earphone covers.
iPhones just don't fit in jeans pockets anymore. And belt clips aren't always comfortable. REDRAWN &amp; RESUBMIT
(Resub) An attachment to your Iphone that turns it into breathalyzer
How cool would it be if you could design your own rug. Each piece connects side by side and comes in fun colors
The Best Deal App
Caulk Nâ€™Save innovative new product converts a caulk gun into an air tight container this saves money,time and materials
Cell Strap
Tired of all those annoying people mooching off your pack of gum? Offer them a piece of this gum and they'll never bother you again!
Walking supporter
Toothbrushing now easier through use of an integrated toothpaste dispenser. Your favorite paste dispensed on brush w/ the touch of a button.
ã€Tube Stirrer ã€‘ Warm up Your Coffee ~^^~ Cool down Your Beer ! ( No Electricity Required )
DRIP CATCHER. Ultra absorbent terry cloth band for paint brush.
Resub over 400 Votes so far. thanks to you Tent with Removable Inflatable airbed/Pillows, tent floor with a pocket that holds the airbed
AMC'S THE PITCH VS QUIRKY'S PITCH who will be the next great contender? Only you can decide
Make a game called "Virtual Ancestry".Real data/pictures/stories/videos combined w/virtual places/times and GPS/map. No cartoons
Color &amp; Write Desk Lamp
Back Up
C.A.R.O.S
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Every waitress that I've talked to about this idea has encouraged me to pursue it, and to do it quickly. .
Flavored rolling papers. I like to roll my own cigarettes and there are tons of flavors of tobacco out there but no flavored rolling papers.
A portable dog poop container with carabiner clip that holds tied poop filled bags and clips on to leash.
Throwable Alarm Clock
When you need to apply formulations only to the scalp and avoid contact with other places... video shows the window of opportunity...
Caddy
Nerve tech
road side assitant genious
An iron with radio/usb/ipod slot included! Enjoy music while ironing your clothes. Open to comments
Hidden Key Chain iPhone Case
voice activated bicycle signal
Hands free baby self feeder.
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Pentergent
Stress Relief Toy
Shopping Cart iPhone or iPod Mount
Tini Tippi
Spare ware
BRACELET ALERT TEEN
Drive your car without keys
SAFETY NAIL TRIMMER - Reinvent the Nail Clipper! No more clippings on the bathroom floor, painful ingrown toenails, or scary nail clippers.
SprWINKler
Back Swabber
I would like to see a product invented that is similar to a temporary tattoo for scars. The product would be a temp tatto in skin shades.
Shopping Cart Bar-code Scanner
Hop Propelled Skate
.
USB charger hub
Octopus - The USB LED Lighting Solution - Now App Enabled!
MINI BLUETOOTH CAMERA FOR SPORTS
Touchscreen Stylus Caps - Turn any pencil or pen into a stylus RESUBMIT 5/11/12
A Greeting Card with Two Lives. Peel away writing area on card and envelope. Recipient can peel off address labels, note area, send it again
FLEXXIBLE MYRROR
Ice pack shorts
UMBRELLITE
Burger Holder will be light, plastic or cardboard it could be that the box where the burger comes in transforms into a burger holder
water merry go merry
Prevent that chaffed I- cord charger from splitting the rest of the WAY!!! Save $85 and the hassle of buying a new one! Icord splint!
Introducing "Hookz" ~ Simple &amp; elegant: over-the-shower-door combination washcloth + towel-holderâ€¦one on each side.
The Shovl - n - Rake
A remote controlled "car" designed SPECIFICALLY for dogs and cats. Fun, safe, tough, with replaceable "chew toy" tires, lights, and sound.
Ceintu'click
Qtales - A book of invention stories written and illustrated by Q community.
I enjoy bagels. However, they are doughy and hard to fill. We cut them in half and scoop each half, hence bagel scooper to do this easily
on our motorcycle, my wife can't see the scenery ahead. we want to put a camera on the front of a helmet with a screen on the back.
Outback Toilet Paper Holder
WINK- Unmute your phone from another device ! use it when you lost your phone at home.
Make spray nozzles that fit on 20 oz and 2 liter bottles
Kinetic Fiber Optic Tennis Balls: Trim Lights Up.The Faster you hit the ball,the more it changes colors.From Blue to Yellow to Red.
DVR Share
Break Your Face Plate
Great idea for an inexpensive Spa Shower that functions well, not easily broken and can be used as a vertical grab bar for boomers like me.
Power Flower
Aerator hose stand
Inverted bottle holder
I would like to improve the carpet seaming iron by adding 2 LED lights in the handle on the front and back of the tool to help installer see
Access worldwide idea
Power Unit Power Cord Adaptor
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Folders for text messages
A method to alleviate the itching in ones ears
Bouillotte en fourrure
Paint buddy opener
Cheap Flush
Pit Saver
Holy Plate
showing off your hats can be a hassle. small clip that stays in the wall with a thumb-tack or nail this clip will clip the back of any hat.
configurable power strip
Select-a-size Desk Organizer and keep cord from falling off desk
Linkylink
The Inspection Grabber
Cell Phone Fiber Optic Scope
Mini USB flashdrives
floating swimming goggles
Fever Alert ( was UC 0
A bench that has a hole to allow people to seat with their wallet on the rear pocket.
Scent Steps
accordian camper top for pick up trucks. guys would like one but most are too bulky and heavy for one guy to put on or take off.
HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTER
A magnetized windsock device activated by a remote on your keychain, placed on the car roof/hood when in a crowded parking lot. .
An iPhone case that gathers light to charge your phone while you are away from a plug.
Hot Cold Cooler
InvisiTouch - The fingerprint CURE - banish fingerprints forever! When people see these they're going to say 'why didn't I think of that!'
Easy Reach Pet Dish
Hair Styling Station
POWER HAMMER - features leveraged compression gravity cylinder along with no slip cavity impact surface. Get the job done quick and safe.
Key-Caller
512GB of storage in your wallet: the credit card hard drive that never leaves your side.
Fight negative thoughts or bad habits with the shock watch! Shock yourself each time you think of it (depressing, smoking, drinking, etc).
I live in sunny hot Florida and I am constantly turning my pillow over to find a cool spot. Design a pillow that stays cool against the head
Five Finger Mouse
Quirky Kids
Panmometer
cool seat cover
GLOVDRY..The Gloves Dryer. From the Inside of Cleaning Gloves to Your Winter Gloves. No More Moist Smelly Gloves Ever! {CLICK FOR MORE
PICS}
Shoe hotel
Bathroom beanie toss
Magnetic Window Squeegee
iPhone flashlight table lamp
Trim pet nails-tricky/bloody/ouch.FLAT NAIL GRINDER with Red Light indicator stops before you hit quick.Say no to clippers/cylinder grinders
plant support
Lo-tech Lunchtime Love Notes! Plastic food containers with funny and encouraging messages printed on the lids. Great for kids' lunch boxes.
Gradient brake light
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The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnetic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags,touch the magnetic strips together Various colors and sizes
Plastic molded plate for children, shaped and colored like a traffic light. This encourages children to "eat a traffic light" every day
Small portable weight that attaches to your charging cord! Are you tired of the phone charger cord falling to the floor when you disconnect?
Garden Lights recharge station
Remote Thermostat/Air Vent
Voice Pronunciation Adapter
All in One Wine Bottle Chiller/Opener. Chill your bottle of wine and open it in 1 easy step.
Light Up Podium Stick
Hand Print Scanner for payment
Smart Razor
The Tspooner
Pizza Box Kickstand For Travel
Jogger's Pouch
One Wipe
A padded lawn mower handle extender. They can use their body to push instead of their arms, intended for those who have issues pushing.
Simply-Service
Tired of scrubbing on your hands and knees to clean the bathtub or your shower wall? A EXTENDABLE BATHTUB CLEANING POLE MAYBE THE
SOLUTION.
GPS dog tracker
Iphone 5 case that converts your phone's port into a standard apple port.
You must have experienced the foggy mirror when shaving in bathroom. Here is an easy-to-use and cheap solution. Foggy mirror wiper!
A voice app for phones that allow you to dictate and send text messages?
Don't you think this is a practical idea and will be fun to market?
Fun mailboxes that will be sure to get a laugh
Keyboard phone
Speed up laundry drying times, and never loose another dryer sheet!
MOBILE A LA MAISON
The Yuck Stick is a plunger with a collapsible 36 inch pole, detachable splash guard, and a hidden 36 inch toilet snake.
A Lofa type scrubb pad that would adhere to the shower wall with suction,and by adding soap. I could scrub my back without difficulty.
soapy sink
Solar Shield- A great way to protect your expensive solar panels from unnecessary damage and flying debris. Dont let your panels shatter
USB wall socket.
Toddlers Sippy Cup that plays music, counting songs, alphabetical songs, Music feels good and soothes the soul, Toddlers will sing &amp; dance
Digital Backsplash Panel: Display Recipes. No need for Ipad or Kindle Stand. Read recipe off of backsplash
Worry free phone charger
Door Flags
Green receipt app
Hose Phone
lights out
Wind Extractor AR 07
â€œHelp! Please pass the trivet for me!â€ How about the trivets can always on the table but not take too much place on the table as well.
Limited sight awareness device
Hat clip
A protective stand that allows for use of iPad while cooking but keeps safe from food and messes. No more recipe books
JUMP ON THIS! Childhood obesity is at an all time high. Create a jump Rope with lights and music that will keep them moving.
Q-Sticks for soothing throat due to cough in small children 2 years and up.
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An easy to use lever to close two part windows without the hassle of slamming the top and lower to make sure window is closed.
TIRED OF THE MESS ON YOUR DESK ? PUT EVERYTHING IN THE NEW QUIRKY REVOLVE ORGANIZER!!
8 in 1 Game/Ball
Can't reach that spot on your back all by yourself? How about a All-in-One Back Lotion Applicator, Scrubber and Scratcher? Resubmit.
Wrap-able Headphones
MARCO POLO GOGGLES, lenses you CAN'T see through! A new level of the pool tag game MARCO POLO without the: "you looked"... "No I didn't!"
Ceiling fan attachment that increases the air flow(current) in a room.
Device that allows for people who don't have the time and are always in transit listen and answer emails by voice command for use in cars.
Plant Propagation Chamber
Recipe Arm Band for Cooking. Keep your precious recipe cards dry, and always at hand. Would fit 3x5 recipe cards.
eDuster - slim long light bendable hand held vacuum cleaner for dusting
warmease
Simple but o so effective Candle Extinguisher + Holder + Adapter.
Children's breakfast tray. The most important meal of the day with an interactive tray!
It makes paint can storage simple. It cleans the brushes with efficiency and keeps the can clean especially those irritating outer-rings.
Ipad Mini Photo Case, the best solution for those travellers who want to use their Ipad Mini as a photo camera. See sketches!
Port-cartes GSM
ANTACID PEZ DISPENSER
Charcoal dump pan
Thermostatic controlled bath
Bottle ID-Make it mine
Bath Shelf Zen
KeyBoard Ease
Smart Earphone Grip
Sunglasses Contacts
WEDGED - The Tenacious Lock Box WEDGIE - The College Version (Same box but more colorful and with a cooler name
Stave off repulsive smells with a nose mask that holds unique, fresh smelling cartridges. Can't turn off nasty odors? Smell something else.
Fruit stand
Tired of a stale cookie/ snack. Use this eco friendly cookie saver, and never eat a stale cookie again. Oreos, Choc. Chip cookies. ect.
Solar charging portable outlet! This is an outlet on the go that can charge through the suns rays! Never lose battery life ever again!
Inflatable sleeping bag/ tent
The Sun Pot is a solar powered moving plant pot for people with courtyard or balcony gardens which follows moving sunlight in a limited area
The Wahoo
No waste washing glove
"BINGO!" Button
Golf Cart SolarFan
My product is an I phone cover that comes with a speaker that is stored in the phone cover and can be reversed to face the outside for use
Instead of taking out all your toys and putting them on the floor, and then cleaning them up again, let the Toy Box Play Mat do it for you!
Cord Genie
GPS Golf Ball Locator
INVENTORY APP or EXPENSES APP
A pillow designed with a hole sewn long way through the middle. It will allow your arm to pass out the other side for more comfort.
Paint Roller Drying Stand
savedababy.com
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A koozie that has a small flashing light when you set it down. Never loose your drink again.
A Smart WINE Jug
Just a simple addition to the Crate Idea, make it so it holds Wine or Liquor bottles.
WATER FIGHT!!! These water arrows will make your game soar in the backyard. RUBEN
An app with a RFID tag to tell you if a child or elderly parent is moving around
Knottie Tie
Computer Surge Protector: A Quirky power strip specifically designed for use with computers! Please read! Resubmitted
Stubborn Mules
A universal baby pad that simulates a heartbeat and breathing for far more comfortable nights in those restless first months of birth.
Loteria With Friends
Anti Shirt Untucker
Nightlight base with temp control, to rest containers with liquids that we want to maintain fresh (colder/warmer) during the night.
FOODEYES
A USB Blue-tooth plug-in that enables your Mac to be compatable with other phones other than Apple.
Want your kids to have fun organizing their Toys? Giant Customizable Pals are the solution, puzzle box pals. Oganize and play.
portable formula dispenser
Travel Pet Crates
LiveTags: Self checkout App ! Checkout from anywhere in a retail store with your phone! No more standing in lines !
best pool vac hose holder
Lock Pads-Interlocking Trivets
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
MagicLum
THE ULTIMATE ATHLETIC TOWEL
four in one turntable
Roller Wrist Guard
Baby bottle timer
Quikie Quirky Two Piece Stool With Cup Holder - Takes up little space when stored away. Small-Medium-Large Children and Adult Sizes
Purse Feet. Jewelry Box Feet.
A real man's Band-Aid.No more wimpy Band-Aids.Band-Aid that looks just like duct tape and electrical tape.Duct tape really can fix anything
"Corkobot": Make a robot toy out of used wine corks
Quirky The Game
Solemate Snaps
Magnetic Shirt Button Repair
Ugly!Those red reflectors on your driveway or hydrant.Replace with Snow Flowers, the decorative way to help navigate your car or snowplow.
A can crushing, rocket launching idea. New motivation to recycle and clean up for kids.
Shower curtain magnet
Retractable Leaves Grabber. Perfect for collecting leaves from the garden without the need for bending.
Ultimate paint pail
Bowls of Air Diet!Our generations slap in the face to fad diets.Funy packagng with some1 takn a heaping spoonful of NOTHN-BowlAirSpoon incl.
Water Hose swivel
The no-spill coffee cup. No more spilling hot coffee on yourself, counter, and office work with the no-spill coffee cup.
Soapy Wipes
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Side-Sleeper Spine Aligner
Strike 4
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Blue Tag
Simple solution prevents wind gusts from whipping clothes pins and your clothes off of the clothes line.
Public Park Grill Shelf
App. Enabled Curtain Rods. Slide your curtains open and closed at anytime &amp; from anywhere.
Oven "Flip pan"
Hungry hollow ball finger tip stylus, cool, trendy, easy. Use as corner bumpers for your device.
App enabled sensors to help families track and reduce their water and electricity consumption. Can you use less than your neighbors?
The Baby Huggy is stuff bear look alike that can be used for baby.
Flashlight Phone Case
We're damn sure the sun is coming up tomorrow. Keep it out of your sleep with the PortFort. It's a visor for your bed w/ electronics in mind
Spoon Scraper.
USB@! Monkey key on USB stick!! Finally!!!
KEEP IT COOL... UNTIL LUNCH TIME! Self-Cooling Lunchbox, Unfolding Tray, No Need For A Fridge!!!! ~Many other features! (Re-Sub)
blackout light in the bedroom to the max eliminating light around the edges of the window
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Smart ceiling home lighting
The Water Safety Band can be used in all watersports to improve skier visibility to oncoming boaters after falling-keeping your child safer.
FILBOX
A faucet stopper will repetitively provide the desired water temperature with just a single turn of the sink's handle(s).
Hey, I am driving APP
I'll Eat my Hat! Oh NO what do I do NOW? The Eatable Hat! $5,$10,$15, Depending on size &amp; Type!GREAT for those Political Blunders,etc
Green Sink
Voice recordable ruler/measuring tape and mini digital camera.Just measure, record and listen. Or take picture too
Movie Pole
Forgetful or didn't wake up in time to remind someone? Or just want to say Hello! Use the time-delayed text messenger on your cell phone.
BBQ Grill Station! Place your BBQ Grill on this foldable station for the ultimate BBQ experience.
hands free to dry dry your
The Klearace Bag
RAISIN BRAN E-A-S-Y POUR
Plant Transporter
iPhone 5c Case Inserts
Tired of seeing broken bags of sand on that portable basketball hoop base on your driveway or sidewalk? Hide it with a fitted cover!
Quick tighening nuts for that over length bolt.
Prescription 3D tv glasses
Foot-mouse
Find My Bike Smart Phone App. Works like find my iPod or iPhone App - but it's inside your expensive Bicycle
"SAVE-A-BLADE" is about a shaving razor holder that dries the razor with a heating plate like the ones in deodorizers that plugs to the wall
NESTs: STOW/RETRIEVE IN A BLINK! Push-fit pencils, toothbrushes, spoons, ladles, skewers, tools... anything really! (ReSub: 28Jan13-88%v/v)
fan grill clips
Glasses/sunglasses holder for hats
Gardener Carrier For Spring Planting. Carry your seed packets and tools. Be organized and its easy to see your seed packets.
Dance/Off Mat
Wirelessly Control Your AC
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Sticky notepad add-on for iPhone
Tiny devices go between each plug/power strip and the wall. Devices are remote controlled and completely block the pull of electricity.
Colonial style PVC Flagpole kit. Almost maintenance free, never needs painting. Prototype in use for over 20yrs. Withstands 70 M.P.H.
Try it
A Motorized Lazy Susan for TV's. - Makes watching TV convenient from different areas of your home.
Skate Walker
Safety gear
The Soil Spear
Car window bug screens
Xtra-Handz
Complete control of outlets &amp; appliances within your house! Prevent the #1 cause of house fires! Reports in/shuts off via smartphone.
A wrist "band" that has "post it notes" attached to face. Initially marketed to nurses who constantly write vital signs on their hands
Roomie Rack
A headband, clip, and rubberband with a snap on it. That way you can snap different hair accessories on it. SAVES TONS of MONEY and CLUTTER!
Eyes in the back of your head
85 billion physical photos in 2000!! Portable Photo Scanner Fax Type Frame
Coat check scanner .. With this scanner no more losing Coats !!! You always have your number with you at all times
ACCURATE Calorie Counter
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
wristboard
E-Z Squeezee ~ Microwavable squeeze bottle
Keeping gravel trucks and dump trucks from losing rocks while traveling down the road and breaking windshields of everyone behind them.
Light-up Pet Toenail Clipper
a strip of 'Velcro' on the front/sides of a helmet. A credit-card-like piece with 'Velcro' on it can be placed in any position to block sun.
Longboard Light
Audience participation app/device to simulate clapping/whistling/etc. that comes through on local PA system.
Moms have dozens of patches to sew onto their kid's various uniforms. A patch attaching gun would make so much sense and save money
TeaSpoon+ : Your Multi-Purpose TeaSpoon Companion! Levels sugar or spices, squeezes a tea bag, pushes out icecream scoops or sticky food.
Palm-Peeler
"RINGTONE JAMMING RADAR" Automatic cell phone silencer for Theaters, libraries, church, concert halls,doctors office, funeral homes.
BLOOD GLUCOSE METER KIT for iPhone (ATTENTION NOVELTY: possibility of developing - app enabled MICRO CHIP IMPLANT)
Carry ME Coaster
Adhesive bandage (Band-aid) with cool gel pack. For bumps and scrapes. Naturally numb wound. Store in freezer, ready to go (Resub 370 Votes)
Mall Quest
Pee Drops Potty Training Tool
Extend-a-Stat
A handle for cell phones? Either a hard or soft (sturdy) plastic handle, running vertically on the back, to slip 4 fingers through it.
Brain warm ups
A set of storage compartments that attaches to the back of the door. It also can be folded up &amp; used as a travel bag or for storage.
Posture Alarm
IRONWORKSÂ® Utility Gear Sport
Port-a-Lab
My idea is to create a multi-use cases with additional wireless charging iPhone to be used on every occasion.
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Diaper Shorts
GamascreenA Remote Car Starter that Starts Your Car Via SMS/Text Message Password
Expandable Sink Strainer
Baby Fresh Diapers.
Frustrated from towels shrinking at the cross stiching ,my idea would stretch towels back into shape as well as prolong the lifespan.
Never drop clean clothes on the dirty floor again!
Cell Phone w/ Mounted Earpiece
A key fob that you can keep anywhere on you that will automatically unlock your house door when you turn the doorknob.
PHAT-TOP all in one entertainment extravaganza, combination lap top and projector, PHAT-TOP~!
Living room furniture
An app enabled speedometer gadget that you can attach to a pedal or ankle and play races and keep track of workouts.
To all guitar players: Tired of it taking forever to learn the fretboard? Slide on the Fret Clip and watch your practicing improve!
ease tree
GET YOUR PHOTOS AND DATA ORGANIZED FOR FAST RETRIEVAL. Media Carousel Flash or SD Type Card Storage automated carousel.
My pigment eyeliner
Baby Growth Measure
Armed to the teeth cord holder.For indoor and outdoor use. Make sure that you arrange the dangerous el-ric cord so you wonâ€™t trip over it
SHOWER BACK WASHER, swingout wall mounted, rotating verticle tube, adjustable height, replaceable scrubber, durable. Battery or electric.
iPhone Pocket Speaker
SMART Measurements -HOME DEPOT
Adjustable Door Strike
I would like to invent a grill tray that you can use for when you take something out of the oven or off the grill that way it does burn coun
Tiny phones
Where am I?
Freezer bracelets
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Fenzy Garden
Universal Shaving Handle. 2 Changable necks allow you to use any diposable razor blade.
MUCH NEEDED DEVICE! Oil/lotion Dispenser for your body. No more asking someone to put body lotion, oil, sun tan lotion on your back.
Control shower water heating system using computer and smartphone
The perfect Carrot peeler.
WiBugs- Wifi Signal Improver
Smart Kinetics, an app enabled training coach. Track motion, train for kinetic perfection with Smart fitness equipment.
Answer front door with smartphone intercom, works anywhere in house using bluetooth or WiFi! Don't run to the door, just answer it!votes=50%
case that is a docking station
Secure. A new app. That will let you know your power is out as well as your sump pump furnace or boiler. GE can help restore power to help.
Show-Your-Work Calculator
RESUBMIT: Portion Control Food Plate system is a great product to add to Quirkyâ€™s Portion Control Products.
My idea is a storage box which helps organizing those items what you don't use for a while. It is suitable in case you move house as well.
Quik-Locate
car window sign
Coored safety pins: black, white, blue, green, brown, red, etc. safety pins.
A breakthrough for women's sexual pleasure. Here's a novel concept for a new design twist on vibrators.
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MOISTURIZE YOUR HANDS WHILE DRIVING! ADD A SOFT DECORATIVE STEERING WHEEL COVER WITH LOTION BUILT INTO THE
COVER.
Flavored Pet Water
App controlled light switch
Beach trolley
This will make changing your tire easy safe and effective to do in a very timely manor!!! Imagine this!!!
Mini Automatic Bow Maker
TableFrame is a plexiglass picture Frame which hangs under any glass coffee table to display pictures.
No more messy manis! Just dab on this quick drying gel before applying polish, then peel off once you're done for a perfect nail! Toes too
The other Card reader
WEB Desk Accessories! Pencil/pen holder? Memo board web?
AUDIO MOTION SENSORS AMS
Aerobic Machine Buddy
Emergency Airway
Blow-N-Throw
ball throwing dog toy
Electric cord ladder
TIRED OF YOUR EARPHONES TANGLING IN YOUR POCKET OR PURSE....

Stop the tangle, stop the pinch, stop replacing!

The Quirky Board Game
"Sweat Face Jerseyâ€ is an interfaced basketball jersey, lined with a 2 inch strip of lightweight absorbent stretch terry cloth fabric.
Get a natural energy boost! No sugar! No caffeine! Wake up more easily in the morning, stay alert later at night. Clinically proven!
Old School shower kit has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
Add more entertainment value to your Ipod with the ear bud light show.
Beach Pockets! Holds all beach items at hand w/zipper/lock for valuables, spend time at ease with kids in water,hooked on cooler in sand.
Better MarinadeContainerVIDEO!
Apple "EYE"-wireless camera w/ silicone fitting lets you slip it onto binoculars, microscopes or use by itself
Crates Connector /Blanking Plates use whole or snap off what you need
Power bar with a clip
RESUB.May include the Veggie Grip(UC now) &amp; be made to fold/get compact by pivoting.Carrot(etc.) peeling plate. ShortVideo: www.goo.gl/ZnpJ9
sliderz
A one piece product buried inches in the sand allows you to jump at the beach like you were on a trampoline, you can do flips and tricks!!!!
Burial Stake for Cremation Ash
stanp! Up!
Color Wet Swabs
A comfortable pet harness made out of a flexible and tight fitting material There is a retractable leash that is built in to the harness
Introducing WIRELESS AUXILIARY CORD to transmit audiosignal from IPod,MP3 to cars speakers by auxiliary facility.
TastyTrace is a fully functional black ink pen that has peppermint flavored candy at your disposal. All you do is flip, twist, and enjoy!
Quirky Crate Closet System
prise Ã©lÃ©ctrique pratique
Bike turn indicator lights
I have made a mirrored shelf with two wallet size frames that would display four picture two through reflections my web page is at
Face scarf
Float Glass Graphene
Dicto-Pen: Pen &amp; Voice Recorder
Catch-a-Poo
Gps golf ball
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Men, Imagine you about to have sex with your new partner for the first time and all you thinking about is how long will I last.
Don't let a yam jam your drain! What to do about those pesky potato peelings littering the sink? Dam it with Sink Sock.
The Perfect Window Candle
Get double the workout in a portable machine.Pedal your way to fitness. Pedal with your feet,also with your hands...burn more calories!RESUB
A glove and mitten set that are disposable dust cloths. Disposable glove to grab and hold knick knacks while you clean with the mitten
HDD has part named 'header' to read data. But if you unplug the USBorSATA HDD, header stops and may cause big problem. How can we fix it?
CAR SAFETY LIGHT SHIELD. Use your phone app to surround your car with lights attached to wheel hubs. Never approach your dark car again.
Have you ever had to safely pull the oven rack out without a pot holder. I have the solution Its a handle with a unique hidden tool.
Solar-Powered christmas lights
a virtual licence plate. signal sent to car using vin # and monitor on front and back displays assigned number.
Mini Kitchen Venting System
Home Earthquake Warning System - APP enabled. LifeSaver, Evacuate on Time!
Imagine a peeler that peels your veggies in one motion, saving you time and the state of your hands. One motion and your veggie is peeled!
flosstensil
Calorie Counter
HotFloat
Acne kungfu
The Tire Glider will prevent the water hose from getting caught underneath the tire when washing your car to save time of back tracking.
Try This Golf -Connected Arms
Get rid of the messy looking cords and cabels behind the TV. This material pouch (rollup)will have clips to hold each cord and cabel neatly.
Capsole
medscheduler
Sports rolling locker
"Sloofah"- Self Soaping Loofah
Garment Suitcase w/ self supported closet bar. Open luggage, pull up/out bar, never move hangers! instant closet/easy travel/fashion&amp;fabrics
Piggyback USB Flash Case
Metal cones that come in different lengths and widths,that allow rain and sun in, allow beauty to show and keep rabbits out.
After-market app for social media sites that puts the image YOU want for each of your social media 'friends.' FB, twitter, linkedin, etc.
Rain shoe protectors.
My idea centers around the creativity of children. It involves using inflatable building blocks so they can create structures to play in.
Decorative Lawn Power Generating Pinwheel w/ Pathlight -Pinwheel operates generator, charges battery, photocell turns on pathlight at dark
I-Pet
Measuring Lids
Light a path
Narrow-Nozzle Hose
Remote Control Finder
Body Vital Signs monitor
TV SCREEN PROTECTER
The iTimecapsule
Remove the toys from iPad for book readers for students and add what is necessary for skill development
Gdghff
A simple, attractive, low tech thermostat locking system.
Sticky Sweet and Salty balls or just popcorn bowls
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Zip-pops
its a case that always falls facing up the screen
An Intelligent APP that works upon our EMOTIONAL aspects (KIND APP) , and help us UPLIFT our MOODs get relaxed and ENTERTAINED.
Eco Fan
My sons Tyler and Toby love to put a laundry basket on there head and spin it. Lets make a toy for children that will spin on there head.
R Less
RESUBMIT) any pillow the most comfortable pillow. Helps your existing pillow. No more having a bunch of pillows under your head
Holographic Projector Doorbell
Four timer
Dryer Lint Trap Scraper
BIG Magnetic Whiteboard for refrigerators. Instead of putting kid's artwork on fridge, let them draw on it! Use those suction cup markers
Personal Items Tracker
Meg-Sticker
End Solicitor and all unwanted phone calls permanently with a password protected phone line.
Snap Tight Bandage
exact-eye
The Bubble Shoe
Poussette Ã traction assistÃ©e+
An electronic scale built in to your Suitcase- no more overweight fees!
Smart Smartphone stand
Snow Treads
I have created a washable, foldable floor mat that has been amazingly helpful with preschoolers that tend to squirm around during naptime.
smart phone breathalyzer
Simply unplug "hard-wired" hanging lights at the escutcheon plate. Can be a replacement escutcheon plate (DIY) or original mfg. equipment.
Dislike getting out of your car and fumbling change for the parking meter? I have a great idea to save you time and money on costly parking!
Store your trashbags inside a small pack that sticks to the inside bottom of your trashcan. Simply pop open, peel and stick.
My idea is to have a bug zapper to kill bugs in your home. A small powerful vacuum with a cup like attachment. Never touch bugs again.
The "Bee Sweeper" would help the average homeowner contribute in a positive way to the environment by saving bees while mowing.
Anti Evaporation Cork! Keep your sparkling beverages from evaporating. Not a drop of soda wasted ever again. One cork to rule them all!
Knitting/Crafts Storage Ottoman
The Yonybell is fitness equipment that will help individuals to build up their arms, chest and back muscles.
3 in 1 Brush, Comb and Sprayer. Great for hair stylist.
WorldTech Safety Cam
Every Last Drop Ever wish you could use the last of whatever is left in the bottle of lotion or shampoo? How about a device that would?
A wireless alarm clock with wireless earbuds. The alarm will only go off in your ears so you don't disturb those who are still sleeping!
Childproof Egg Carton
Coffee Packet Maker
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
why not we add small dim-lights on top of ear phones to find it easily in darks without switch on phone lights
Motion activated pet Commander
Total control earbuds
Peeler Pal
Haul it ALL Fishing cart
listening to music on your computer and cell phone or mobile device is not very good
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Lock Putty
Pet hair grooming brush attachment for vacuum cleaners.Groom your dog or cat and gather all the hair and dander that is missed by brushes
Color Changing Sunglasses
"NIGHTLIFE VISION"
Remote Wireless Power Button for laptop/tablet owners that connect to a monitor/keyboard. Adhesive on bottom so you can stick it anywhere.
Shower curtain always intrudes into your shower? This wire embedded curtain once pushed it stays out of your way.
A kitchen Sink cutting board and protector. It's an out of the way idea to have a cutting board at your finger tips, ready at all times
Better than coconut water! Better than Gatorade! Better than Vitaminwater! Cucumber Water is the healthier, less expensive alternative
who doesn't hate taking down house Christmas lights? well here is the answer. ALL YEAR HOLIDAY LIGHTS...
ìŠˆí¼ë“œë¦´ (super drill)
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
Disposable Gym Shower Shoes
Product expansion. How many of us need more outlets on our kitchen sink. Why not use Pivot Power with a GFCI breaker on a kitchen counter.
What pills to take?
Paper grease sponge
Spar-Key is a way to store spare keys outside of your home or automobile with the added security of a combination lock.
Sand Slide this device makes it easier to move through the sand with your beach items.Like big coolers. Similar to a flat plastic snow sled.
Let the kids enjoy Movie night with without spilling drinks and with headphones Family movie night Lap top I pad station.
Spandex shirt with heat activated wax on inside. Person puts on the shirt, takes a hot shower to activate wax,remove shirt = backhair gone!
Found it
The ICE or Gelatine Ball Toy gun/crossbow, That's made to look not real, so its easy to tell its a toy gun.
Split Socks
App-enabled Juice Extractor. Nutrition facts informer ( Calories, Energy, Fats etc.)
Turn your lights on or off straight from your phone! Simply by changing the light switch cover.
TV sun / reflection shading
Car alarms that are charged by motion. never replace another battery. Licence to companies that make alarms
Rotating Double Shower Rod
Separate the cereal from the milk in this unique way. Feed both your kids with this dual bowl!
Shop Assistant! A fingertip wearable barcode and QR code reader
Bananas aren't green or brown, keep 'em yellow! Make Monkeys happy, fan removes the ripening ethylene gas for long lasting, perfect bananas.
Plastic attachment that has a standard connector for pool poles that you can connect or strap your water hose with high pressure nozzle.
Foot scrubber. New sketch, same great idea! Resub2.
Basically the idea is this: take the concept of the page button in a cordless phone and apply it to all devices using a remote control.
Ergonomic Hydraulic Office Desktop to elevate for standing vs. sitting. Allows office workers to stretch their legs with option of sitting.
Lock your cell up
do not call auto complaint
chaussure Ã©tÃ© personnalisable
Voice Activated Wiffle Ball
Christmas light storage holder
Surf Snouts
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Self Refrigerated Pitcher
Dual USB Charger &amp; Flashlight
Pot clip ladle wiper
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Intelligymsia
Smart Appliance Base
Sentry Turet for your lawn
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Lamp with retractable cord
This is an iPhone that has a built in stand that allows the phone to remain upright without a dock. RESUB.
Finally a Microwavable Cup With Strainer Top. Simply Microwave Ramen Noodles Etc. When Done Strain Broth and Enjoy Broth, Noodles, or Both.
Tired of shoes that do not properly fit? Why not use your mobile phone to make a 3D form for custom shoes with a perfect fit!
GRIPCLIP, an easy way to grip and then clip almost anything. Now you can really clip your glasses on you shirt. RESUB 166 votes thanks ;)
Baby + Grabber = Brabber. Brabber is a fun way to carry your toddler and grab when you need to! See video link below. Enjoy!!
MacBook Pro/Air case that has a second retractable screen! Wish you had this for March Madness? Great for work too! Look at photos for info
Wrist List
Does this smell rancid?
New innovative umbrella design saves you from getting drenched as you enter your vehicle (unlike those old-fashioned style umbrellas).
Smart wallet. A color coded wallet designed to help us manage credit card debts. Be a smart shopper
Tip Proof Drink Holder
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Never lose your cell at home
Use a personal heart rate monitor, cell phone with (GPS) and Bluetooth technology to contact Emergency medical assistance when you can't.
Ever opened a soda can or beer can and not finished your drink? best way to keep your drink fresh from losing carbonation or having spills.
Solar Powered Batteries
Spoon and fork combo,better than on market A handle with a spoon on one side a fork on the other press down tab for whichever you need.
chating APP for Christian
INSTA-WRAP: Stretchable fabric picture wraps in a variety of holiday prints, sold in sets of S/M/L with bow and ribbon accessories.
Smart Sprinkler Controller
clock app that will synch to your stove, microwave and other appliances. Can be used to set the time and as a timer while cooking.
Save your Cake
mesurez
Globe of Love
Twist-Up Dispenser
Dog Shoes That Trim Their Nails By Walking. Trimming your pet's nails is a hated task (by both pet and owner), Finally an easier way!
Alarm clock opening blinds
Easy Ceiling Painting with Laser Matrix Guide. Stop guessing where you have painted.
Keyboard Teaches You to Play Like "Memory Game" - Keys Light Up for Parts of Songs Until Entire Song is Memorized. Also Creates Light Show!
DactyloStiQ - Zapette/Clavier
Dual-Jack: Connect Your Earphones Or Headphones To Two Devices At The Same Time! No More Switching Jacks! (See Design &amp; Diagram For
Details)
cold jacket
The Doggy Camera
Hate carrying a purse all the time?? Wear a fashion accessory to carry your most important items gals! (without a fanny pack!)
ABS plus Multi Mat
multi light house number signs
Gyroscopic Computer Mouse. This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Folds up! App-enabled
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Car Windshield Wiper Saver
App. Enabled Lamp w/ color changing lights/dimmer/speakers. Plays music, has disco/strobe lights, etc. all controlled w/ App.
Bottle Cap
Wireless speakers clip to barrette or hair headband or clothes or hat - hear your music and still be able to communicate with people.
costume rÃ©versible homme
Multi-rating DVDs or Blue rays
dog cage out of way and pretty
Shoe Flings
Real Cycling speakers.
Dog collar works with GPS as a wireless fence and location device. C/W app gives phone alerts and ability to reset fence for portability.
Whiteboard Desk
Wink Electronic Message Board
Frisbee plates and cups game. For birthday parties or holidays with kids. After kids get done eating, they try to hit cups with frisbees
mesurez
I think if there was a case that is waterproof that can stick against the shower wall would come in useful.
Patio solar light with moisture sensors that show different colors to make sure you are watering your lawn properly.
One and three adults and the United States have blood high blood pressure Let's make a watch that read the blood-pressure.
Shoot like Mike! A shirt engineered for the user to practice the proper shooting styles of the professionals. Derrick Rose, Kobe Bryant, Etc
This 3 piece accessory kit will take a disorganized messy cosmetic bag and make it orderly and the items in it more accessible.
Cat Behavior Spray
Have you ever wanted to cook dinner and dessert at the same time, but don't have a double oven? The solution: stackable cookie sheets.
A hacksaw that stores more than a blade in it's frame. Finally a hacksaw and jab saw combination in one tool, the Top-Saw. Resub.
Crate Plugs -- lets "fill the holes" with this accessory to Quirky's Crates.
Dog/Cat bowl appl that will track food activity when you at home or on vacation. Alarm you that you are low on dog food.
Universal wheels - Easy way to attach wheels to anything eg: cartons, shopping bags, laundry bags, dust bins, non wheeled baggages...(RESUB)
Retractable Clothes Bar
Featherweight cordless powertools. Redesigned charging system. Tools 1/5 the weight. Extreme all day power. Wide range of tools. Solar/AC
Bike Rain Shield
Backseat Breastfeeder is a breastfeeding tool with a breastshield attached via tubing directly to a nipple that the infant can feed from.
A led cover for emergency and fun app-enabled.
Poopliticians
The Better Bandaid does not stick to wounds and gives air circulation for better healing while providing protection.
CAKE WEDGE. Slices thin to thick slices with one swoop. Easy transfer to plate. Keeps cake moist.
Smart LED Door Knobs:With built in IMP heat sensors &amp; smoke detectors.To let you know if there's fire or smoke on the other side.
Spray on Glove shrinks to fit
The Blackout Buster
Protect your shoes from the motorcycle gear shift.
A smartphone holder that clips or hangs onto car rear view mirror
With it you can connect up to 4 devices in your entries USBs, it features a central with RGB LEDs .It can be fixed by magnet.
The "improved treadmill" is preventing knees, joints, hips, ankles or back injuries. Those already injured can work out without pain.
My sunglasses get stretched when i take them off and place on my head when indoors. Usually i discard them and purchase new ones.
Fitted sheet that stays in place -- Snappy Sheet!
slim profile (under bed or on closet shelf) gift wrap cutter/dispenser with built in card or tag storage and adhesive dispenser
Luggage Loading System
IHolder
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abc
design refillable citronella torch canisters so that it is not necessary to remove the lid and wick to refill.
Inflatable bicycle helmet Easy to inflate and takes very little space in your bag/pocket after the air has been released.
Wireless Headphones
Shopper Helper
Splitzers: convenient, fun and decorative separators that can turn any bed into its own little private bedroom.
Wrist pets tm Pets you wear sm
Internet glasses with surveillance DVR pan and zoom protection.
Signal Of Survival - SOS kit
Phone Band
Jewelry display organizer! It's deco. Holds a great amount of jewelry and accessories. You see it, you wear it
Light Bloc - a super-bouncy, waterproof, buoyant, rechargeable, stackable, fun-to-play-with accent light. 400 votes in first 72 hours.
4+ plate server
Sound Environment Appliance
Whimsical silicon case with room in the back for your credit cards and license.
**** Mobile app that allows your mobile device to act as a key-less key!!!****
Mirror App
A coffee maker controlled by an app! Brew coffee when you want it, not when your coffee pot thinks that you do.
Lollipop Pencil tips. Just a sweet little treat while you're working. Like a push pop, but for your pencil!
CRATEOLOGY.Based on CRATE theme,create a line of furniture for home and office.Example is to make crates rectangular for wardrobe or desk.
No-Tree *Zipline* Structure for Kids! FUN! Please click on the Pics to Get the General Idea! Thanks
On the Couch or On the Go: Introducing... Cearup! The Cereal Cup! View Concept Video and Read the Description. PROTOTYPE.
Motion detection timers suction cup to pool every few feet.Start timer,as pass each timer-it stops.push last button to view lap on phone APP
Baby Food Minder
privacy art is a device that blocks signals or video camera through waves mainly for shows where the rule is no video and photos
digital magnefing glass for i phone
GOTCHA GPS Game Camera
I HAVE A PATENT ON THIS PATENT NUMBER 5686881 check it out at www.invention.net/ridout
"Tired of the little ones bringing in the germs" Prepare to stay free from communicable, contagious, and infectious diseases.
Where@? An application on a smart phone using the GPS to lead you back to your car, bike or regrouping point. Picture and time stamp.
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Left or right?
Dog and Cat lovers alike, will love knowing their "family members" are eating custom, Homemade, nutritious food with no preservatives.
Salad Nozzle Screw on Cap with Filter
Stop teen accidents caused by texting and driving, with this device.
Corkscrew bottle opener on a retractable chain on a belt clip.It has a quick release and room for a logo.
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Automatic dryer lint remover INDICATOR. Stop the 17,000 house FIRES that happen every year,caused by dryer lint!Attach to ANY existing dryer
Bluetooth Fiber Optic Wall Plate:Lights up when receiving incoming call or email or text.
UV cured paint for keys!
Frozen magic Shaved ice, frozen smoothies, shaved frozen fruit and blended drinks easy to use manual blender safe for kids to use.
Pet Hair Pickup
A Friendly Measure
Clean - Dirty Clothes Bag
Police/FBI hand held safety device to detect voices inside/behind closed doors.
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Shopping Cart Calculator (app)
Plug In Air Freshener with Timer! Program it to turn on and off whenever you want
Ever tried to sleep in a car? DRIVE a car long distance? Are you a restless sleeper? Have you ever taken soup to a Pot-Luck dinner party?
Sunglasses holder for the sun visor in vehicles. Glasses stay in place without getting scratched or broken. Quickly slide glasses on or off.
Contact Lens Defender!
iTraveler - ultra independent
The Cyclone Corn Peeler!
A expandable, folding rake. Compact size for easy storage with an adjustable neck. And a Flashlight to help you at dusk.
Cooled covered headband/hat
Solar Powered Hydroponics
I would like to create a more efficient body towel holder for over the door. The holder would have arms that swing out for easy access.
Washable Meat Tenderizer Glove
Don't you hate it when you get to the bottom of the lotion,handsoap dispenser and theres always some left at the bottom? Why waste it
Modern Antenna Fin Toppers
Resubmit...DIY KID TENT. SLEEP OVERS! Your Living room! Kids bedroom! ALL kids love hide outs and Forts. Easy COLOR CODED POLES &amp;
Bag
delivery service
Wet Wipe shelf for under the bathroom toilet paper roll to keep the dry paper and wet wipes together.
Be proud of your Quirky avatar and bring awareness to the site, and your ideas at the same time!
PONY EXPRESS App Keeps the News on Time and off the front yard! Use this new Newspaper Bin with a record system .
put a metal wiring inside of your windshield wipers to heat them so the heavy, wet snow dont stick to the window.
Small "L" shaped or angled USB adaptor to enable plugging in longer usb 'sticks' or devices along the side of laptop so they dont stick out.
Corner Christmas Tree
WATERPROOF BEDTOP COMFORTER/QUILT (PEOPLE BEDS). Prevents cat urine penetration on bed linens. AESTHETIC. MACHINE
WASHABLE.100% PROTECTION.
La quicktied Rallonge
All-in-One Notifications App
Laptop Qubicle / Baby Guard
The last thing you want to see when you arrive to baggage claim is your suitcase damaged. With this new idea, you can travel worry free.
print occupational designs on latex gloves in different colors for Chefs,grocers, dental,medical,technicians,mechanics,cleaning companies
Programmable, internet and mobile phone connected cooking range.
Compact Contact Card
Less pencil! More Eraser! The eraser section of my pencil will have plastic rings that peel off to reveal another section of fresh eraser.
StamPrint
Hold On Buddy/Girl
The Smartest Trash Can: reminds you on time via an APP when/if you have to take the trash out (weight sensor)
The Cereal Cup: the only product to eat cereal on the go. And we're talking real stuff w/ cold milk and crunch, not a candy-bar-in-disguise.
Dishwasher safe kitchen cloth
STYLUS-GYROSCOPE. Play some ipad Apps (iPsychedelic, iSplashes and so) by tilt-to-control a mini Gyroscope Toy moving around the screen.
Butterfly Pans are light, ergonomic, and are aesthetically pleasing. The biggest appeal is the small amount of room required to store them.
A twist on an ordinary doormat, can be the simple answer for discrete home security! ~APP ENABLED (Re-Sub)
Twisty Tie Dispenser/Stapler for goodie bags!
My idea is to be able to turn a laptop into tablet.
take and toss made better
Tired of FORGETTING your SHOPPING BAG? Problem solved!
PET CART
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Pool Siphonator
Stylish universal iPhone car dock: charging cradle, Bluetooth speaker, mic, AUX output, FM transmitter, multi colors, plastic or aluminum.
Car coffee warmer
RÃ©gal-four
product will have a red reflector with strecth material that eill fasten with velcro
Scraping salsa out of the jar sucks! Gets all over your hands and you waste a lot of it. I've got the solution! Anybody on board?
Soap and shampoo shower head dispenser. Soaps mix with water pressure to create lather. Turn soaps on to wash , turn off to rinse.
Kids 3 in one animal sleeping bag backpack pillow
Home burgler alarm
Coffee Table Cooler
Hive is a compact, vertical iPod, iPhone, MP3 music system.
a pillow top that has a hole in it so your head is on the pillow, but ear is untouched in the hole enabling comfy sleep for earbuds/earrings
The plug protector keeps your trailer plug safe from damage while not in use. Holds the plug while you back your boat in the water as well.
no mess fluid cap refill
Play along with music on your stereo with this WIFI Harmonica with a built-in tutor program!
Persaview
Use your tablet as your car's navigation! Elegant Frame + Suction Cup that can hold your tablet on the car's windshield.
Silicone kitchen thimbles
Using a spatula on a heavy mixing bowl? You need GOOD GRIPS! Great for holding on while mixing and pouring with one hand.
MEGA KEYBOARD
Magnetic case with compatible magnetic board. This board can be placed anywhere!
2-N-1 Toothbrush
Kids picking on each other? Stuck in the car and no way to separate them? Deploy the Car Kids Separator to keep the family peace
The Rad Drain Easy Tray, Great For Emptying Water From Radiators &amp; Anything Else Thats Holds Water To Outside Via A Drain Valve &amp; Hose
Pipe
train your way
A lightweight, foldable rain tote that conveniently protects your bag, purse, or briefcase from rain when you're stuck commuting.
A slap on bracelet (watch) with Bluetooth keyboard... type easier anywhere cool and convenient.
Need a step for your toddler who has to climb onto the toilet, but dont want a stool getting kicked around in the bathroom. The kid step.
Jelly DVD Privacy &amp; Protective Sleeve: Stylish and colorful silicone jelly sleeves to store and protect your DVD collection
I would like to submit my invention of a GPS FIRE AND SMOKE SENSOR .
Give your keyboard FEET! Keyboard feet help lift your keyboard to a more comfortable ergonomic position in style!
USB powered mini inflatable desk ornaments! Powered by laptop/desktop computer, customize for season/logo/team, whatever...
BAKE &amp; TAKE
Easy carry trash can tool
Key Finder
Soft,flexible,comfortable rubber band that holds the baby's head while he/she is sleeping on an umbrella stroller.Different colors &amp; prints.
My idea is a type of "goggles" that can project 3d images and videos along with astonishing FX.
COPY/PASTE in the real world: This hand-held gadget will copy something 2D and print it onto something else. Simply &amp; instantly.
Coil Stove elements that stick out are outdated. Why not come up with a new design that would change the look of your whole kitchen.
Smart switch auto turn bathroom exhaust fan on and off
iRead is an attachment that changes your iphone into an audio reader for your regular books.RESUB
Space saving bag that sticks to cabinet doors, so simple even a caveman can do it.
180m
Self dispensing toothpaste filled toothbrush! Away with toothpaste tubes and caps. Load your brush with your choice of tooth paste
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GO-Skateboard-Attatchment
Dental Loops
Safe Care Pools
protector axilar
Dog or cat made of cloth (available in different breeds)that resemble owners departed pet. Zipper underneath for placing ashes inside
I would like to create measuring spoons with snap on sprinkle lids so that when a baking recipe calls for sprinkling evenly you can.
Commercial Muter
The chair bag
A simple four-point backpack clasp system with selectable locking clasp for bike messengers, motorcyclists or any regular backpack user
TV series-How I met my Spouse
Coconut Juice Faucet:Fun and Refreshingly Delicious.
Balloon Caulk Gun with front trigger and arm rest.Every squeeze of trigger inflates balloon acting as plunger,moves caulk toward tip of tube
Double pane swimming goggles that won't fog up. Swimming is so much better when you can see.
An Ipad or tablet holder you can hang on the inside coat pocket to free up your hands
A Belt buckle with two clear LED lights.(Flashlight)comes in three styles, dress,western and casual.
Gardening Pants w/ Knee Pads
Silicone heat shield to protect fingers from being burned by hot toasters. The shield overlaps the ingress to prevent burns.
FLOWER GUARD-DESIGN VASE WITH LEAVES - tells You when needs water before the flower dies back
disposable ashe tray
"HANDY SANITIZER" :a flexible band of sanitizer bottle (tube) of about 100ml that is worn as a bracelet.
Chill Mattress
Iphone-IPAD/mini best cover
Normal, solid headphones that are surrounded by the same material used for sweatshirt strings. No more wasted time on untangling.
Just had my bike stolen. Had it locked up.I came out it was gone, lock cut &amp; on ground. Text lock would of alerted me in time saved my bike
Coffee / tea mug with heatsink design. First mug ever that can keep your drink hot with any heating pad( plug-in or even the cheap USB ones)
PhoneSide
This mini fridge like drink dispenser plugs in next to your couch or favorite recliner and works like a pez dispenser !
Fun games that get kids active. Rockem Sockem Suit that has a push pad hit counter. Encased in hard plastic, read on to learn more
Pickpocket trap
Retractable leash with textured/audible unrolling and color change as it approaches maximum extension.
Wouldn't it be nice to have a side blind spot warning system. When running, if a car comes too close while changing lanes, system auto honks
Frames of glasses with built in Micro-fiber cloth to wipe the lenses clean. Cloth hidden in frame! Check out my other ideas/Josh Cotton
Have you ever tried plugging in a apple device in charger when dark? solution is case with light located next to charger entrance.
While getting on or off the school bus it's difficult for us to hold an umbrella and help guide a wheel chair.
Good Wish Umbrellaâ„¢
Inkless printer
Padded iPad Cases! Fun and more comfortable!
Power Chair Rain Cape
Charge your iPhones and Android devices over WiFi/3G/4G and discard all those charging cables
Church collection app
My wall mounted charging station is the solution to charging devices! No more tangled wires, looking for the right plug and a free socket!
Windshield Magnifier. Located at the top of your windshield it brings road signs into clear view. Locate at bottom for cops to read tags.
Weigh me
The Favor Savor is to reach itchy backs! Hit the right spot and plus more! Its a 4' by 8'pad attached to the band. Never strain again!
Cleaning the soles of shoes before entering the house to prevent bringing in all the germs and grime from the outdoors.
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Customizable Fitbit wristbands
Don't you hate dirty water splashing up your butt when taking a poop? I have the solution!
Sleep Soother
Directional Homing Swim Goggle
THE 'BUG-ROLL'IS AN EVERYDAY USE HOUSEHOLD VERY CONVENIENT ACCESSORY FOR THE 300gms FLY -INSECT SPRAY CAN
WiFi Rechargeable Light Socket -N- WiFi Rechargeable Light Fixture:App on iPhone 5.#Resub 5 months ago
Quirky / GE Kinetik - Store excess solar energy as kinetic energy to be used at night or as a fail-safe during a blackout.
Iclip is a universal ear bud holder that keeps your ear buds from falling out of your ears.And it self adjusts to all sizes.RESUB
Infrared Clothes Dryer
The Soap Net Loofa. Turn your ordinary Soap Bar into a loofa. Scrub and Sud your body clean
Ski/Snowmobile the mountainside safer than ever before with the Avalanche Survival System! Have a life sustianing helmet and auxiliary pack.
Smoothie hacker
Meet W.E.L.O! A New way for kids to get their dirty clothes OFF the floor!Makes doing the kids laundry a Breeze.Suggestions welcome!
Steel (isolated in many colors) hook, you twist on a powerplug enabling you to hang a blow dryer or any hand utility difrectly to the plug.
UPC Grocery List App
24 hour perfume
SMART Driveway/Garden Lights
Christmas Tree Underlighter
2013 Electronic Mirror lets you see the back of your hair. It's a smartphone app called SmartComb/Brush with no limitations on location.
Guitar Fat Finger Extendors
The U-B-Safe USB cable is totally clear. Red &amp; black wires for power only. No green &amp; white wires. Prevents viruses/data-theft by USB toys.
Peephole Camera
A new 12" circumference ball for use indoors, outdoors, in parks, streets, by girls, boys, coaches, no gloves, breakage or new technology.
Simply put my idea is an easier way to clean tools that many of us use everyday. Im talking about our hair brushes and combs.
Potty Hands
Potato Dispenser
Birthday candles are ok but not awesome.... With birthday candle shots simpy make a wish, blow and start the celebration with everyone!!!
Digital Motivation Bracelet
LED keychain holder
Germ Free Cutting Board
heated butter knife
Storage Sharp
Watch videos from your smartphone/tablet, while in the shower. (And you don't need to waterproof it!)
How many Quirky-ies does it take to change a light bulb?
Laptop Gel Pad with Exhaust Fan attached. No need for USB plug. Lesser price.
I propose a receptacle that can be strapped onto the post of a mailbox that will allow me to dispel all of the junk I will never read/open.
Savings Bank with Electronic Sudoku Lock - You Can't Take Money OUT Until You Solve the Puzzle! A Different Puzzle Every Time!
Resubmit, reinvented whiteboard markers. Makes everything easier with just holding one marker instead of three.
Moat Bowl keep bugs from crawling into pet feeding bowl. The only way the bugs can get to food from floor now would be swim. Ants can"t swim
Wireless system messages phone/comp once doorbell is rang. Camera/audio is activated/recording allowing communication with person at door.
Every Measure Tape
Soft foam insulation sleeve, similar to a beer "koozie" sized for ice cream containers at home....
An alert on your phone that allows you to automatically reply to texts when driving
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GAS app,
Bec verseur pour cuisinier
Remote Caller
Brazen Bull Tea Kettle
AIRCLEAN
Home recycling compressor
The Snorkeler's Safety Flag
App controlled home monitoring robot.
MacBook Car Adapter
Shower Door Hook! Hook that goes over the shower door.
Squeaks BIG brother Power Squawk. Lets add some power to our cleaning line. Not everyone can scrub like they did in their 30's.
CleanCaddy
Universal Handle (250 votes; 90% v/v). Now advertised as universal Handle
How about an oven thermometer that won't fall over? You can move it to any rack in your oven and it will always stay upright and visible!
Smartphone Flipclock+Speakers
Doorknob Wall Cups
RESUB : The Burrito Box Microwave Container, Heats Tortillas Just Right and Food is Hot Too
Beautiful, well-designed nesting cooking pot/pan lids
Auto tune radio
Make eating peanuts in the shell from one lap size bowl easier. The idea is a single bowl with two compartments of varying volume.
The Auto-K adapter, a faucet adapter that fills your favorite K-Cup coffee maker.
Sleep and Go Footy Clothes
not to bang your fingers with the hammer trying to do some nailing around the house
APP Enabled devise to set on a car to help you fins it in a parking lot.
I want an adapter that has 2 set of prongs to add cords to without planning which end needs to be where. Like Christmas lights.
Smart doorbell that notifies your phone when someone rings the doorbell. It sniffs WIFI/BT signals and tells you who is at the door.
Multi Top Picnic Umbrella
Paint roller you can wring out like a mop for cleaning.
Game Cloud
Ergonomically correct paint/roller brush. Better handle, stay fresh pull out baggies in handle, screws to hose for cleaning from inside out
Helpful Oven Mitt
Holiday Celebration Lights
Car Vent Cleaner
A db (decibel) alarm. It keeps a room quiet.
Plug Hub Deluxe" Is A Modified Quirky "Plug Hub" With A Full Front Cover Designed To Eliminate That Gross, Fire Hazard Dust Accumulation
A silicone filled case covering designed to contain cell phones. It has an opening in the back to implant a DIGITAL INFORMATION UNIT (DIU)
Smart Playmate
A portable high intensity LED underwater fishing light. Great for attracting squids, and all types of different fishes.
Lightning Fast Scanner
An App Enabled Air Purifier or Ionizer! Control it from your phone! Have your room FRESH by the time you get home!
easy cap
An efficient water bottle for both active pets and their humans, with no parts to lose or bowls to carry and no loss of water.
thermochaufftc-usb
Adding a temporary tatoo of your favorite sports team to the clubhead of a Driver. I put a Gorilla on my White Driver and everyone loved it.
Save a Child
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Simple redesign of a common 'squeeze tube' thatâ€™s filled with household and personal care products to eliminate product waste and rubbish.
Never have that "I forgot it at home" moment ever again. An app using RFID technology that makes sure you didnâ€™t leave it at home.
Cable Median Barriers are an economic and effective means of reducing highway cross over crashes, what does this mean to first responders
Non stick barbeque plates
Inspired by POWERCURL Quirky product, the KITCHEN POWERCURL facilitates the act of winding wires from existing kitchen appliances.
BootStiX
CAZER
Shower Seal
Double sided silicone pan. One side for cupcakes and one side for cookies. Get 2 jobs done with one tray!
Fridge that can scans bar codes.
How cool is this. Gamers and video game enthusiast here is a controller i.e. PS3 style format with touch screen control commands. COOL!!!
Washing-up brush
Pot luck registry
A device that can eliminate the difficulties of auto focus and labors of manual focus for any camera.
Never walk on the back of your pants again! Keep your pants clean and dry with magnet power. Prototype works great, see Video
Cordies ashtray.
App enabled digital card for fridge (magnet layer at back); Sync imp nos through app into this card
Introducing the amazing SPLID! Not a splatter screen, not a lid, it's BOTH! Transforms to suit your frying or cooking needs,awesome.Resub
My invention would prevent stove and cooktop fires. The SMART SMOKE DETECTOR, would sound an alarm and cut power to the appliance.
iPad case that can work while eating pizza.
Why is there no DVR for radio, or at least a rewind function to hear the sentence I missed?
SLAM TWIST Spatula
Portable and Modern Beef Jerky Maker. Make Delicious Beef Jerky Now at home. Resub
Keep your beverages collddddd! Check it out. Keep beverages hot
Cobweb Remover Tool
My idea is a website/database for various causes, with a profile you can fill out with: age, interests, skills, time available, location.
Block Them
Crush garlic in a twist. (Resub 213 votes). Open to collaboration
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.#QTOYS.
Battery charge swap
Real Time Feedback for Running Form. Sensors in Shoe for Feedback on Footstrike and Cadence. Popular Natural Running Movement Will Love This
Magnet Organization Kit. organize basically anything. From kitchen utensils, remotes, to bathroom supplies. Huge potential
b-tected culer/fatt iron burn protection.
Automatic vent cover/or damper cover that opens/closes by remote control or push button on vent control panel. Control the air or heat flow
Stick your phone anywhere with the new "Suction cup phone cover"! IT is simply a phone cover with suction-cups built on the surface.
UV Dishwash Sponge Sanitizer
Freezer glass. A glass which keeps your drink very cool. A double layer glass with water between the two layers. Freeze it to form ice.
Stroller Cupholder Insert
The Sock-er
Cure for Urinary Incontinence
Under-Desk Exerciser-Massager
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I am?
A SUMMER MUST HAVE! BRA CLIPS. a little clip that you attach to your bra and thin strap Tee or spaggetti strap shirt. Conceal bra straps!
I have created an automatic patio screen door closure device.
Front Load Washing Machines Stink! I have an idea for a baking soda sachet bag you toss in the washer after finishing a load of laundry.
Clock - Less arms, more lasers
Automated Heart Beat taker. 'common vote its a great idea'
Goflykit.com(Secured by flight attendant) The filthiest part of plane the tray table &amp; floor. Make a kit to cover tray table &amp; floor mat.
X GROUP TEXT
"LiVo": Shoot From The Hip!
iFly turns your iphone into an aerial viewer. Rotor attachment lifts your iphone vertically OR horizontally into the air.RESUB
A college textbook e-book that personalizes its learning material to your interests and offers a new perspective if you read it again.
My idea is a dual pacifier with cover caps that soothe infants/toddlers and decrease the frequency of adults cleaning pacifiers.
Sports Widow Doll
Easy Flip Frying Pans" These Two Pans Make Flipping Eggs, Pancakes, and Quesadillas a Breeze. No More Broken Egg Yolks or Messy Pancakes.
The Home Pollination Kit
stickit...powerbar with a suction cup that can be moved anywhere that you need power, whether it's hiding your cords or for convenience.
One button iPhone/touch music control for car. Eyes on the road not on your tunes. 100% compatible.
plaque magnÃ©tique
Washer/Dryer Flush mount. Allows your Washer and Dryer to flush mount against the wall giving you more space in your laundry room. Safer!
Safety of a rear view mirror for your bike (sans mirror) - a sensor &amp; LED indicator that tells you if vehicle is approaching from behind!
Dred no more, no more nasty taste in your mouth. Flavorlopes, an array of tastful delicious envolopes in mutiples flavors. FLAVORLOPES
Transformable Work Tote to Carry-on TOte w/ detachable clutch for professional women on the go (The ideal sidekick for the super-woman)
Hate the check-out line? Why not scan your items with your smartphone - continue browsing, when ready press 'Buy'. Skip the check-out line.
AUTOMATIC KOZY FEEDER
camping chair pole holder
Arm buddy
Shower Rain collector that fills 2 lt PET bottles while waiting for warm water. Accesories to reuse water in other house activities.
Sensory Sleep Sounds
Spray Point
Signal booster - mobile phone
test
VIDEO INSIDE-The 1st ALL ACCORDION STYLE POWER STRIP Portable &amp; Completely Collapsible.COMPACTS DOWN to a small size of 1-2in
&amp; expands out.
Hot dogs from street carts are great but at home I have not found a product that can help to imitate the nice softness of hot dog buns.
The Smart Dip-Stick
VUS.(620 votes).For those times when you need some good downward force, but not a hole in your palm too! det. below-(pic by Peter Frazier.
Portable Mini-Cam with Adjustable Neck that Attaches to iPhone, iPod, iPad or Laptops.
Nail Art Design Set
Maintain the freshness of your 2-liter bottles of soda by pressuring your bottle as you use it. No more FLAT soda! Air refill cap does it!
Solar/battery operated wifi-enabled device for window-blind cord allowing remote or timed control so when you're away, a thief can't tell
Sky Hanger
I will give you a basic idea, I don't want to lose it to big franchise. Safety device for trapeze walkers.
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Instant Tarp
Emptibottle!
Pair of Jeans for 21st century - pockets on each sides for SMART phones and phablets with headphone wire slot from belt buckle to pocket.
a thermostat for your HVAC that acts as a CO detector and through cotrols shuts down all fossil fuel appliances when co gas is sensed
A folding,stretchable,detachable,hard plastic Weed Choker,each fold is 8-1/2"W X 12"L stretch up 5 feet long.Great for plants,veggies.
Keep intruders out of homes without looking fortified. Iron bars that screw to the inside window frame that look like Georgian window panes.
Resume Sticks: Low level memory flash drives that are inexpensive enough to give out as resumes, business information, etc.
WINK Home Management System
RESUBMIT Solar car cooler/fridge. Leave things in your car on hot days. No more melted sunglasses, melted lip balm or hot bottles of water
Outdoor Weather Sensor Device with App: Would tell you the temperature, humidity, dew point, and barometer from where the device is placed
Need a way to charge your Ipad/Ipod/Iphone in their protective cases in a dock.
Baby Bottle Integrate UV Lamp
A kit that converts your existing 35 mm camera, that now has no film, to the new digital format.
SUN DOG-- A SQUARE CUT PIECE OF GREEN TINTED CLEAR VINYL
Smartphone mounting strap set to hold most phones or small tablets, for hands-free use consisting of adapter that pairs with various mounts.
Bathtub cover
Glow in the Dark Camo Gear
Projectable/Digital Pumpkin
A clean and easy way to wash your back while showering by yourself. Fun for kids and pleasurable for adults. How many showers are out there?
toilet book shelf
SmartEye
"BIG" Dog that's "COOL" Bone) RE-FREEZEABLE Ice Tray you freeze with frozen BACON IN MIDDLE.*KEEPS DOG COOL WHEN HOT OUTSIDE,
CLEANS TEETH
Clean bottom of shoes to continue wearing inside the house.
Sac Ã pluie
Side Control
iPhormer
Easy Watch
auto headlamp glare reduction eyeware, to be designed for those who do not otherwise require prescription glasses.
Sanitized knife set with block
Control your house remotely? Use tablet/phone app to control appliances via IP enabled power strips/plugs. Light dimming option.
Heat keeper
platform with two post with balls on top mounted in two self centering bearings for doing push-ups with side ways and front to back controle
Outdoor Solar powered workbench
Programmable Surge Protector Stip with Timers controlled by a Mobile App (and/or Web App). Software can turn each outlet on or off!!
Trash can with trash bag bundles
K-Cup Coffee Kit
RAZOR WITH LED LIGHT
TAP FRAME - A tap-to-share digital photo frame.
Expiration date's in bar code.
motorized ladder
Water-Resistant Mirror
Recollection! BoardGame
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FUN, FUN, FUN, Whac-A-Mole Bubble Machine... A bubble machine for kids. Just Whac'M and the bubbles come out.
The Tri-Bottle Mini Air Freshener, Toilet Bowl sanitizer and instant hand cleanser
Socks laundry, no matter what you do, there is always a mismatched pair. A simple ring that will keep them together during laundry.
RESUBMIT Why load your desk with so many office tools. Why not have all your office tools in one with my product called Stationery Plus.
Pare--choc intelligent
Plunging Sushi Maker
Extra virgin Olive oil pill
Genius Laundry Organizer
Phone book for your car
Ever since I purchased my first pager, I never needed a wristwatch. And it left an odd tan line! So here comes the better beltclip watch
Has the airport ever lose your luggage? Someone took it thinking it was their's? This product connect to your phone to find it.
Call them with a Ring or Two! The kind that you wear on your finger! Check out both photos!
360 degree round paint roller
All in one shave
Auto Tissue Clip Dispenser
App Enabled Digital Thermometer Which Interacts Wirelessly With iDevice.
BIKE CAPS ! This will REVOLUTIONIZE the way bikes look just like hub caps did for cars.
The Retractor Bud is one step further than the wrap arounds ,etc. It would be a retractable clip-on device for your earbuds
App enabled lighting mirror
Message toaster.
Chopsticks for children and beginners.
Diabetic Meals
All in One Wine Cooler/Chiller
Your Mail Has Arrived!
The CrumBuster: a compact handheld vacuum is specially designed for tables. No more pushing crumbs around with a rag!
One at a time potato peeler
"Baby Bottle Topper" turns any store bought personal sized milk or juice into a baby bottle that is travel ready and convenient.
RESUBMIT-Make your own ICE RING POPS. Using your existing ice tray
Charging stand strip for iPads, iPhones, and iPods. Fits in front of iMacs, or behind MacBooks. An Apple fan's dream
The Kid Keep-In-Touch
Raspberry Pi Make-up Case with Inner Mirror
RUBYCUB
geek bag
The Crossbow, a compact personal squeegee, for car and home.
Peanut butter jar
WATERFALL PRINTER ON YOUR DESK - DISPLAY TIME, TEXT, TEXTURES - load what you want from your PC
players choice hockey league
Movie theatre trey
Collapsible Toboggan
Life and Health Monitor
"How-To Clean With Vinegar" empty squirt bottles and containers for natural, earth friendly cleaning and healthy living ideas and solutions.
My toilet seat cover is comfortable to sit on,very germ free as well as clean looking,easy to put in place and remove,clean and refill.
No More struggle to find out the edge of the Clear tape.. Here i found the solution. Clear tape with LED inside.! It Works ;)
Invested
Dorm Room Bed Cargo Storage
Rigid fold flat luggage. Save storage space by folding luggage completely flat when you donâ€™t need it. Unfold and snap for rigid luggage
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We make a cylindrical or round laundry basket that can be rolled down the stairs full of heavy laundry for safety instead of carrying it.
Color Game Chip
My idea is a self adhering lift handle that attaches to the underneath of any toilet seat and extends to the side to aid in lifting the seat
Custom Dumbbell Jumprope
Portable Drinking Fountain thermos. Pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable. Stays Cold. NO SILMILARS OUT THERE.
Charging Outlet
A lightweight dog collar with a built-in retractable leash. No more time wasted looking for leashes and no more lost or chewed leashes.
Coolest Wrist Case
Clamp on Cat Food Dish
On a plane it is difficult to sleep because you cannot easily rest your head. The Power Nap Strap holds your head allowing you to relax.
Stingray Bracelet
Rescue Ski and Hiking Pole
GAMBLING MAGIC RINGs
Adjustable Lamp Stand
Five finger freeze
A MULTI TOOL IPHONE CASE- HAVE A CONSTRUCTION EDITION AND AN ELECTRICIANS VERSION
Moving Day Sleigh
A Simple and quick way to install liquid stop leak in Farm tires etc. No mess. No loss. Fast Easy and possibly built for 5 dollars or less!
Quick Kitchen Unit Converter
Allow your cooler (ice chest) to air out with ease saving time, preventing germs and extending the life of the cooler
Xpand A belt
Control your bedside lamps from both the door and the bed at the same time
safe grip nee pads
POWER DISKS OUTLET
Freeze Band
USB Adapter Chiller
Stars &amp; Stripers, a 'flag'
Taco Turner
New Parents are you pulling your hair out because your little bundle of joy just won't sleep in that brand spanking new crib?
iPhone 5c- Case with texture
TV Clip-On Screen.
Tooth Timer
A roller shade or window blind that connects to your alarm clock and automatically rolls up or opens when your alarm goes off .
I was thinking about a height adjustable strip with a texture bristles or nubs that can be mounted on the edge of walls to scratch your back
scrubberroller
Ferris Wheel Wall Adapter:With 6 power outlets &amp; 2 USB outlets.App controlled for On/Off &amp; LED nite lite patterns.
A stylus with an adjustable grip for writing, sketching, and drawing.
BAND AIDS THAT COME IN DIFFERENT SKIN TONE COLORS.
DVR that transfers shows onto my IPOD, Android, etc. Complicated process exists right now. Lets make it simple and easy for everyone.
Temp testing coffee stirrers
3 sided BENDABLE and MOLDABLE toothbrush. Kids will have a blast bending and molding their toothbrush. MADE BY KIDS 4 KIDS Watch video
A SAFETY ACCESSORY THAT SERVES AS A PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS, TO BE FIXED TO CHAIR CASTERS AND OTHER
FURNITURE THAT USES CASTERS.
(6 suggestions accepted)Its a quirkyesque solution to pen storage-and there can never be enough of those!(355 votes total over 2 rounds).
multi platform support console
Toothe paste brush
We all have a favorite beverage that is carbonated but we fail to drink it all. This is a simple bubble on the side of the bottle you press
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Detachable Knives
Smart Secretary
Stand for a Mac with space for everything (designs on the way)
Multiuse household latex cleaning glove. We have a US patent on the glove design. Please go to www.gloveasy.com to see the prototype.
a thermostat for your HVAC that acts as a CO detector and through cotrols shuts down all fossil fuel appliances when co gas is sensed
Auto beverage cooler/heater
Baby bath pads (not wipes). Disposable, self-foaming pads, pre-moistened w/ baby soap. Make bathing baby EZ &amp; less messier for lil children
RESUBMIT)Keep your 2 liter bottles cold at your next party. No more warm drinks.Save money with buying bottles of soda not cans.
The Filter Whistle
The Bait Clipper is a brand new patented tool to bait your hook without ever touching the bait! Safe, fast, clean and amazingly simple!
Scown Booger
The ultimate roadtrip shoe bag
Drop*Counter Pitcher
Best Toothbrush ever Made
I propose a small hands free led light that either snaps on to your zipper or clips on your coat or shirt collar. All hands free in the dark
Problem Solved!
Ctrl + F in real life. Search up words or phrases for real-life things such as books and articles like you would on the computer but IRL!
Eat Me Tags
A timing device that starts on voice command and states time remaining or elapsed. This can also be a cellphone or tablet application.
Millions of women have cesarean births and cant hold their babies afterwards. Lets make a Baby hammock helping them nurse without the stress
Always On Hand Medical Wears
The Path Light Flashlight
bottle juice sprayer
LapDesk + PowerCurl = LapCurl
THE APP MOUSE FOR CATS
Don't Forget The Baby
Dryer vent cleaner
Phone Charger/ Car Charger
Text Stopper
The ball that says it all.. it's a talking tennis ball that you throw for the dog, the ball responds by saying things like - I'm over here
An air tight bag that makes it easy to maximize space for shipping, storage, or luggage. It has an air vent that lets air out but not in.
NON-SLIP Fishing Tackle box: set your tackle box on any surface of the boat and never worry about it slipping from rough waters or elements.
Hand Held potato Chip/Fries cutter with multiple blades: maxi crinkle cut, mini crinkle cut and straight cut.speedy chop and cook, less fat.
Iphone Case with a notch for metro card or bus card. You can put your metro card between Iphone and case.
Reduce the clutter in your pockets and keep your credit/debit cards and cash in a sleek design phone case
The Chameleon utilizes the space flush under the toilet tank to hide in plain site while still allowing it to be easy to get too.
A webcam shutter to stop the hackers from spying on you through your computer's webcam
REDESIGNED Clean View Mask! No more air filters in Ur visual pathway! Avoid accidents &amp; do more fine work at home/business! please C &amp;
Vote!
Precarious Fish Aquariums
change bÃ©bÃ© 100% sÃ©curisÃ©
Short Heated Extension Cord
tv bus
The Water Stroller
Children's Bunk Beds - Quirky Crate System
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Snow, Ice, or Rain on your side mirrors? Clip a "SIDE-SWEEP" onto your side mirrors and never have to use your hand to clean mirrors again!
Wakeup light
Listen to your TV without disturbing your partner through your iPhone.RESUB
Origami Pillow
A finger guard to fit on your thumb that is flexible so that when you are cutting vegetables in the kitchen, you won't cut your thumb.
Eliminate sore back and correct your posture while sitting at desk at work all day
Key hanger â€“ Finding the positive in the negative.
Magnetic Cleaner for Fish tank that is bends to clean any shape tank.Also includes a line to keep the other end from falling into the tank.
starchmate
Scan the barcode to get heating parameters such as heating duration and power level from the cloud. Then shoot the info to the microwave.
A single travel pillow for two people. Prototype made.
sofenza
How big do you want your hole?
CHILL LIQUIDS INSTANTLY
Industrial Flood Vacuum Truck
My idea is to make toe socks or tip socks, the whole purpose is to prevent womens stoking not to be torn by there toe nails.
WOW!!! Children Love This. It's "The Bathtub Tent" That's Right, Camp-out and Have a Bath at the Same Time. Children Will Beg for Bath-Time.
Find your remote control with a whistle!
Carry anything with CaraBandit Backpack Strap(with woven bungee bands &amp; hooks to vary lengths)(see video of benefits &amp; possible features)
My invention is the new game that is fun for all ages, races, and backgrounds. If you can bounce a ball into a cylinder than you can play!
Rain Water Generators
Ideal for car trips or taking your lunch to work or beverage.
Full Body Drying Booth
TIRED OF THE MESS ON YOUR DESK ? PUT EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE !!
Painting The Edges
square can
A covers for your cup or mug, come diferent zires and color.that open andcloses.
Combo Night Light &amp; Cup Holder for Toddlers crib/bed. Beverage is illuminated in cup holder in dark room guiding the toddler to drink.
Handy smock
Have your washer/ Dryer send you a message when it it done so you don't wast more time then you already have to.
Automatic Toothpaste Dispenser
Crosswaters Paints
Block furniture Block furniture is furniture assembly expressions using the block.
DOOR VALET Plastic locker type unit that fits over front door using 2 wreath type over the door hangers
Lid Fit
Dash board gage/audio alert that helps prevent tailgating/accidents by the gage/audio alerting you of the distance you are from another car
Mobile Phone cover that works as a bluetooth mouse for the computer
HAPPY FACE TOY/BOOK STORAGE
Want to... Sit in the darkness? Lower your monthly power bill? Turn on your Renewable Lighting System, and immediately "see" the benefits!
Wireless Mouse Keyboard charge
INNOVATIVE rear bike light
EASY? YES! Just do it and improve your office efficiency! That's "EASY FILE CLAMP" !
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The Meatball / Cake ball Syringe: Making balls fast and consistent in size.
iAquarium, remotely control robotic fish with your iPhone or iPad.
Cord Lock
360 degrees speaker for iphone,ipad or ipod with disco lights and directional sound sensor
This product is a gel cover for your stove (adapt to the model), instead of using the typical aluminum foil, to maintain it easily clean.
splatter stop
Raise your automobile acuity. Save money cutting 35%-50% of fuel usage &amp; extend the life of tires &amp; brakes even get fewer speeding tickets!
cleandrill
Cork'It
Automatic line winding earphon
EZ Switch Timer
A LINEN DISPENSER that eliminates messes and creates an organized closet
Ultra Slim Wallet that attaches to the back of your phone!
Mobile Phone Tripod-Grip-Cam Mount all in one for photography and videos. A secure grip or a tripod or a mount for action videos.
A power strip for the desktop, retractable ball plugs accommodate any charger bring the power to your device.
A smarter garage door opener that is connected and easy to use.
Charger Cover for iPhone plug
well lets do something that is extraordinary by using our fingers to carry our beverages by using ant science.
an eyeglass case with built in contact lens case molded into the top of the case
Portable Garment Bag Steamer. Transports Clothes while Traveling and Functions as Steamer. Easy to Take on Trips. Lays Flat, Less Space
Actions speak louder than words, but with â€œUnspoken Tokens,â€ you can accomplish both!
The Real Wine Stopper! A reusable Cork that also keeps your wine from rolling. Stop the flow stop the roll. Save it for later.
Car and item locator.
CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in the toilet area / HELP them keep clean &amp; healthy over the daily chores
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
Luggage Beacon
Sighte. interface Car Glass.
Multiple Headphones Connector
Day Snorkeler
Brown Sugar Measurer &amp; Tamper
Ti mec
No more inflating your pool bed, introducing the balls bed, easy and simple, relax.
Organize your wires using the power outlets! This new power outlet switch enables you to wrap your wires around it!
Meet the Pot Pan, And yes I know it sounds like Cat-Dog but its the Pan that turns into a Pot. Just screw on the pot top and boil away
iMac shelf
Freezer with integrated emergency battery and app for send an alarm to the phone
A phone case and key chain that can locate each other when lost
Outlet-Locks (By Idea)
Fun-Cup
Toilet roll Rescue
Luggage Belt with a Bag
Completely Customizable Quirky License Plate Frames Even AddYour Unique Stick Figure Doodle Avatars!
MAGNETIC IPhone protection : Stick your IPhone on any iron vertical surface
Hot Wraps
App-enabled doorbell and webcam-peephole with smartphone notification and remote viewing.
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A protective film disconnectio
Clip-On Faucet Soap Dispenser
My idea is for quick rescues on ice,lakes and sea.
drone de surveiillance
A shopping app that would allow you to search for something in a store and it would identify the aisle where the item can be located.
External Heart
App Periscope! Get a head start on other photographers and video makers, see above the crowd with a periscope for your phone.
Light up Piano\keyboards, guitar, and Bass to teach students. Piano keys light up to melodies that train students how to play piano.
grounds keeper
ubord
Run Inspired
Shoedometer
Smart Drinking Fountain
My invention is a motion sensor/ intruder deterrent housed in a birdhouse that emits the sound of a racking shotgun.
Learning Keyboard
Music orb
Meet the Spray &amp; Scrub. A sponge you fill up with Windex or any cleaner and it allows you to spray the cleaner in front of the sponge
low coffee shut off percolator
Power-Check (By Idea)
DAN TURK'S BOSTON SHAKER!!!!!!
avocado vaccum container
Your FaceLight
fer a repasser batterie
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
(Bolster)- Safe,crazy,especially fun for kids of all ages and if you`re a kid at heart. Re sub.
Baby Heartbeat Monitor
Multi-directional, non-slip tray with tablet holder, drink cups, and flexible arm for easy positioning.
FreshFoot
coqu'compote
safe med disposal unit
Light Communication Panels
Protect car paint from birds!!
Do you think that it is disgusting the accumulated hair at the shower drain? D-Drain facilitates the drain cleanup and avoids clogging.
Tri pod 4 the IPod, iPhone , iPad mini, iPad.
Store 36 eggs (or more) and lose no existing shelf space.
3 In A Row Light Up/Sound Blocks! Real Life 3 In A Row FUN!!!! #QToys great for Toys 'R Us.
Pivotable Power Strip Cover
It would increase the life of rubber flip-flops (like my $40+ Havaianas) and save $$$ by preventing the thong from pulling thru the hole.
FlexStand - a laptop stand that gives you better functionality and flexibility when you use a laptop on a couch or in an armchair.
Electric Car Extension Cord
GPS/watt per mile history for battery usage prediction
Ingenious golf ball retriever extends your reach using your own clubs.
Smart Transmitter
A portion-control cookie jar. The idea's been suggested before but, that's only because there's something to it!
Flip it, keep seat/pants dry!
Car table
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Apple power transfer cable and internal battery
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
Root Beer Float ready to go. Ice cream balls in a cup.
barcode price calculator
2flagit mailbox
Apple Antenna: The easiest way to instantly increase your reception!
There is an I-phone APP 4 Quirky, we need an ANDROID app now! Vote, and influence on the fly. Stay connected with Q
Phone Buddy. Sits on your car dash or console and securely holds your phone. Even works on your desk, table or bed. Stop fighting mounts!
Menâ€™s Do It Yourself Back Waxing System.Allows men to wax their back in their own homes.
I am designing a new type of iphone case that will be fashionable and and functional.
DOOR VALET Plastic locker type unit that fits over front door using 2 wreath type over the door hangers
App-driven Dog Treat Gun
An USB Surge Protector that goes where you go.
All purpose bucket. Pour, sift, funnel and measuring gauge.
USB Leash have a compartment for poop bags, and dynamo who produce energy used to charge your smartphone via a USB port.
WIPE Wine Bucket
It consists on a new concept for male shaving and female depilation, where the old fashion blade adapted to the handle is replaced
Too warm in bed while your partner is cold? Then the dual warmth blanket is for you with one half warmer than the other.
Psocks!
Dent Guard
I wanted my PC F1 driving experience to feel more real, so I designed a PC gaming table for that as well as general gaming.
Introducing the all new Duo Iced Coffee Maker:Ice maker &amp; coffee maker both in one machine,App-enabled.
A Coffee T-Stick! Buy a hot drink, pop in a temperature indicator stick; red, amber then green. No need to open the lid!
Belt Organizer
Safe &amp; Dry
Aria clip-on scented air filter. Make Aria an allergen reducer + odor eliminator.
Mattress Alarm
Contact Washer
App enabled device - Connect to any smart phones do your eye check up anywhere you want.
Smart Touch
Thermo-Smart Feeding Bottle
2 in 1 heavy duty dustpan/snow shovel
makeup binder
The Drop Stop
Quick Release Wheel Barrow
FluBee - keeps you shoe laces
Floor Scanning Laser Tool
Perfect Pour
CaCaO
Fresh Food Keeper for Pets
A patio lounge chair cover that takes the place of a towel.It would hug the edges of the chair so it would never slp off the chair.
The duo
Scented paperclips and rubber bands.
Microburst
App-Wind Sails
Buddy LED Pencil Case
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easy tools
Flavored Envelopes?
Remote bottle opener
pet lovers bed covers
Story Board
Meet: Soda On Tap, for Parties.. Easily dispense soda 2 liter bottles of soda at your parties. No more spills! Easy Peasy 123Z
Parking Wizard
A multipurpose turn signal ves
The baby doesn't eat. What if a frog feeds him?
Girls your period again! No more hiding your pad so no one sees or having to bring extra. This TWO in ONE MAXIPAD will cover you double time
3D HD DVD Player, MP3 Player and CD Player! Perfect for anyone and any family! Great for dorms, lofts and apartments!
Gaming Friend
Media Mate
Security Bar for Sliding Glass Door
AWE....ITS CUTE LITTLE CUPCAKE
The perfect product to store gifts for a baby shower.
Fingernail stylus
Glass Half Empty Bartend Alert
Tired of cleaning tree needles after the holidays? Your problem will be SOLVED with the new tree dispensor bag. Clean up will be a cinch
Tripod rod holder. Small, light weight, with V shape tip. Can fit into tackle box. Family oriented.
cradle cap kit
Flyswatter Cover-A cloth-like material that slips over and covers the head(business end)of the flyswatter.
Sun pass app
Never know what to do with your soggy umbrella case while your umbrella is in use? Store in INSIDE your umbrella!
Glow Fly Sticky
Tired of pushing a grocery cart with one hand and holding your smart phone grocery list in the other? Why not dock it to your grocery cart
Thermal Bathroom Scale
Gaurdian Detector
No more picking up tennis balls along fence line! A simple roll out or permanent angled plastic ball return. Spend more time playing tennis!
GreenStyle Wigs are made from recycled plastic bags. Bags are shredded, melted and used to create stylish wigs for cancer patients.
Bow mounted Shallow water anch
I would love to create cute multi-function clip-on pet wipe/bag container for convenience.
SOLAR STROLLER BOARD.
Secure Garage Door Opener........no chance a criminal could gain access to your garage (and house) by accessing your opener.....
Baby bottle pillow
A motion detector for the inside the vehicle
Was in UC-Reconsider this)Medication holder that holds water. Take your pills on the go. Collapsible for easy storage!
Smart Mirror
"Top manta"
Clean Cake
Bug Scrubber
Instead of just a coffee sleeve, hot drink lovers and coffee franchises will have access to a cup sleeve and lid combined.
Backpack with Lights
Doozey Dozer
TOTS' FISH'N BOAT
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Retractable Hubcaps
Duffle Bag Transformer
A Cleaner Toothbrush Holder
Low vision Solution: clip on computer screen magnifier.
Beck and call
GoGo Refillable Cosmetic Kit
A water bottle sleeve that not only insulates your drink, but can also be removed and used as a water bowl for your dog!
sun shade for cars
Imagine having a pen that can check your hand written spellings in the way 'spell check' does on a computer! No more fear of bad spellings!
A water shut off valve that will not let your toilet overflow continuiously .
Palm-Peeler
Dog leash and harness combo
STANDING WEED TRIMMER
Stapler pliers
Hook for shower curtains. To enlarge the space of the shower.
Tie Down Tamer
Uncrushable snack pods. Protect and contain your fruits &amp; snacks when on the go. Send them in your kids lunch boxes! Twist and Lock.
Smart Bird Feeder
Smart Flask
Bandit Grap with Nano Suction
Energy E-cigarettes
Pan Lid with Access Ports
Rainbow Bcaps
A dish with a lid that has a moisture adsorbing pad/layer to prevent sogginess. The lid can then be cleaned, dried and reused.
Inverted Shampoo Pump Station
Bumpers off Crib? Baby wakes because he hits his head on rails? Lay these on the side of rail to protect the little ones head.
App-Enabled Key Holder
App-enabled sprinklers
The BEST 2 in 1 Stroller
Vegetable garden water management system. Effectively water your vegetable garden deeply while saving water at the same time.
Wink enabled tablet reminder.
Convertible baby carrier stroller
Stained Glass Fly Catcher
Old Dog's Best Friend
create my dream ride
Use perfume or body sprays? Hate respraying during the day?Spray your perfume on perfume tabs and sick to clohes,cell,purse,etc.lasts 24 hrs
A reversible picture frame will allow you to show a picture on one side and easily be turned over to show a second picure.
My invention is a battery operated hand held nose brush that irrigates, massages and relieves symptoms related to allergies and sinusitis.
SPREAD OUT!Butterfly Chaise lets the top and bottom expand/fan open and snap closed to spread arms and legs and still store easily.YesPlease
Kitchen Range Cam
easiest way to clean your pets teeth. the saliva from your pets mouth will activate the toothpaste; just slip your finger in and that's it.
SOLE-R SHOE LIGHT
Dry Night Monster for Kids
EASE BODYCARE APPLICATOR
Window cling with motion-activated LED array for security.
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Specially designed to provide relief for aching muscles. Pockets placed for relief to the neck, mid and/or lower back and abdomen.
Waterproof MP3 Sport necklace with earbuds attached. download your songs and go.
Who is ready for Popcorn?
My invention is an oxidation sensor for wine stoppers or bottles. It lets the consumer know when a wine has gone bad and undrinkable.
A.L.T

Animal Locator Tag

Dial-A-Tip Cake Decorating Pen
Ever sleep on an air mattress? Ever wake and find your pillows have mysteriously disappeared! Pillowsaver keeps your pillows on the mattress
Hybrid solar-electric power outlets
Bicycle mounted system for hydrating and cooling a cyclist without relinquishing control of the bicycle handlebar to minimize distraction
Cube style puzzle game that doubles as a portable hard drive. Enjoy taking your files to and from the office or home!
MAXI PAD PLASTIC COVER THAT TURNS INTO A BAG FOR EASY CLEAN DISCARDING, OR DARK PAD BAGS WITH DRAWSTRING SOLD
SEPARATELY FOR TAMPONS AS WELL
Let's update the flash card!
Making a sealed cap for used milk jugs to store fresh water! This way you can keep fresh water to use anytime from tap water.
The Grand Stand
Chewable Pens
Foot powered baby mobile
iSandwich maker
Custom designed set of keys housed in a soft casing. Keys are self-contained, noise free, clean and protects your valuables being damaged.
painfreedog Dog walks comfortably without pain. Deva Doggie Aircast reduces pain w/o medication. Dog walks on air. Dog happily licks owner.
Light Up Frisbee
Use it again!
It's a cleaning tool for everyday cleaning. Helps reaching hard corners. Also it helps protecting the skin from chemicals.
Popn-serve.Turn2 ltr bottles into water cooler type dispenser.Slide over open bottle,flip over. Can add extra devices for larger gatherings.
Magic Flower Arrangement
"THE DRYER BUDDY"
LETS PLAY BALL
EL TACO STAND
EASE-ON PANTYHOSE legs can be put on WITHOUT TIGHT WAISTBAND legs are connected to panty on sides and back but not in front velcro front
Reusable Food Prep Gloves
A digital/audible pill tracker easily attached to all your pill bottles so you can track when, how many, why and how soon you can take more.
Lotion container allows user to reach the inch of product that the plunger doesnt reach. Attach an alternate pump when its upside down.
Spout Guard-Keep unwanted debris out of spout gutters on homes, like leaves and small twigs. The diagram shows two views.
Ink-Free Micro Mobile Printer for iPhone, iPad, Android. Print Coupons, Boarding Passes, Business Cards, Receipts, On The Go. Research done!
Countables
Millions of paint cans are sold in the US and around the world daily. All have the same problem. Let's redesign the can to solve it.
A "chameleon" cell phone case that protects but can also change its appearance! (incorporating GE patents)
The Meditation Place
"The Stubble Strainer"
Compression sock aid
Quick Access to Fruit and Veg
A pneumatic garden seat with retractable handles to help you change heights without getting completely off the seat.
AC-Bracie
Kilowatt Kounter
Clean Your Electrical Outlets
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Quirky rubber umbrella tips
Flash Drive with USB HUB. Flash drives should give back the slot they take. Hence, the Flash Drive Connect.
Credit Card Protector
NoRoll yarn holder
THE CLOTHES SCANNER !
iApp to close ALL apps at once
Self closeing easy catch beginners baseball glove with net pocket &amp; hinged palm. T-ball participation is estimated at 2.2 million players
Beata binder
The product is a decorative cover for your whole dresser (including mirror) &amp; headboard. It is an inexpensive way to redecorate your bedroom
Collapsible LED solar lamp
Wet Tips
Dashboard Picture Holder and Organizer is an organizer, picture holder and a friendly reminder to drive safely.
New type of cooler that has very powerful battery like laptop battery, has ipod output, cellphone charger, and keeps food very cold.
Why use flashlights when you have your phone? Use iPhone/smartphone light to shine on all surfaces for night walks+photography+camping.
Resubmit. Hard leather case with stand for iPhone. Covers back side of iPhone with retractable stand on it.
C.K.H. - Chef's Knife Holder
A duster that conforms and adjusts to different surfaces such as round or flat surfaces. It adapts to surfaces with a spring action.
Smart Stroller - Lithium Ion
Drive safe w/o accident
Recording car radio
Dwipers
Funnel Mop
ZIP BACK â€“ Phone Wallet Frame
iPHONE CASE charges iWATCH
Smart Iron
Next measuring device "Solo Tape" designed for "solo measuring"
App Enabled Baby Heart T-Shirt
Diaper Manager, A diaper disposal system that utilizes plastic grocery bags. The rubber gasket stops diaper smell and has built in storage.
Using your new smart phone app. and a chip placed in your luggage, to locate your luggage at airport or port of entry.
Green Go is a revolutionary bag caddy system designed to speed up canvas bag use when shopping for mass quanities of product.
Where Abouts
BREAD Appetit!!! When you bake or buy a loaf of fresh bread, be it long and slender or big and round, cutting it can be challenging... until
Compact W/D/D
The colorful fly Goggle collection are goggles designed to protect your eyes in all weather conditions â€œSeeing is Your Safetyâ€.
IllumiScent
Have your own table right with your laptop now with the Lap Bottom(tm)and always have a surface to write on anywhere!
The Bleeding Fishing Bait
For women,perfect for teenage girls for privacy that time of the month no carrying tampons or totting your big pocketbook to the restroom
Smart Closet Clothes Freshener
Dogs being too hot or too cold depending upon the weather.
NewCale
Have some fun w/ your weed trimmer w/ a universal trolling motor attachment!Take long rides up river w/ confidence,NO HEAVY DEAD BATTERIES
Cabinet Lazy Susan Child Lock
A shrub skirt that you can place around the base of shrubs/small trees so that when you trim them the skirt will catch all the leaves/debris
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Transformative cutting board
A makeup bib is what every woman needs who applys eyeshadow, you can wipe the brush clean between colors! Don't get makeup on your cloths !
Shower Sponge Foot
"Slots" is a storage device for that empty space on the side of your refrigerator.
"No-More-Lies" smart electronic sport fishing landing net displays both weight and length of fish when landed! Allows multiple fish species!
3 in 1 Cutting board
Make the skateboard more portable! Its a transportation for many, lets make it fit better in a backpack
Foldable Mobile holder
Want more counter space without moving your stuff? Attach this!
Attach a device like an ipod to yourself that "beams" out an image of something that is important to you. Sports team logo, picture, etc
The POWER SHOT
floor nozzle anti backache
I have patented, developed, and clinically studied a new treatment for migraine and/or tension headaches. United States Patent: 5700238
toy box u put in dishwasher
Handy hand Brush
Motion Sensor illuminated Door Knob.Ease movement in the dark,not disturb others with a light.Distance to activate sensor can be variable.
Musical Gloves: Gloves with fingertip pads that are assigned sounds through software, connect to computer through USB. Tons of possibilities
Down Blind
Sexy Photo Thong
Adapt A Tube
Tempo-Mat
Callcar
Light Switch/ LED Night Light with On and Off Switch, and a Dimmer. All in 1 Light Module for ANY Room in the home/work/office etc.
Exterior Fire Protection Unit
Stylish, reusable floss container easy to flip open/closed with replacement cylinders that include whitening floss for stains between teeth.
PUZZLE PILLOW PALS are unique interactive pillows for children to play, collect, and share with friends.
Stereo Bluetooth Speaker Plug
Robot dog
Mini Krankr and converter, extra little juice for emergencies and converter for those times you do not have the right cable.
BiteLight
Keep your eggs under the shelf! Inclined tray feeds eggs forward gently one at a time in channels. Easy to load and use-won't break the eggs
TOUGH on the go wine case.Basically indestructable ! Protect your wine bottle while traveling in the car,on a picnic, boat, suitcase.etc
Breathalyzer Vender machine
Have you ever heard a child scream when their fingers were crushed/squeezed in a door hinge? Never again..
Car Seat w/ Fold Legs &amp; Wheels
NoSew ZIpper
Disposable diapers with a plastic liner sealing diaper rash cream inside. Peel tab on liner to reveal cream, put diaper on without the mess.
EXTREME REMEDY FOR THE MOST COMFORTABLE SLEEP! This pillow allows a person to customize the size/pressure without loosing the softness.
a multi-USB travel charger and battery combination
UPDATED!! PROTOTYPE!! Wallet Sized Bag Holder: No more numb fingers. Held 25+ pounds! Great way for stores to advertise!
+++ Scoop &amp; Clean+++ The new and improved 3 in 1 way to clean your pets litter box. The litter box was never cleaner! Make your kitty happy!
Gps chip
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A side table.... Now come with tablet holder. Enjoy your coffee while browsing net or watching movies on your iPad with ease.
Chirp II Wake Up Call App alerts your friends &amp; family from Afar! Wake them up with different RingTones &amp; Vibrations! Change it up at will
An IPhone Case that contains grooves in the stamping so that buds and chargers can be easily wrapped around and kept in the IPhone case.
Rate my Resume
Golf Ball GPS Tracker
support tab auto universelle
IRS file storage container
BIKE CADDY GOLF CART is the first golf cart to be pulled by a bicycle
Tearless Sunscreen
A device to prevent auto engines from stalling in some high waters and also used to aid in restarting cars already stalled in the water.
With the â€œThe Clean Paws Cat Box Systemâ€ your cats no longer have to step in dirty kitty litter!
Portable electronic apparel to wash pans, gridirons, ovens and utensils, clothes and tennis. Resistant material, impermeable and anatomic.
The last pair of sandals or flip flops a girl will ever own! Soles with interchangable foot straps. Different colors and designs, change it
New style bumper for iPhone. Now we have the help of LED's so that you have your iphone more stylish and easier to find.
Press Pads
A cover case for electric iron that prevents the cord from interfering with ironing and providing ease of portability, storage, and safety.
Non-slip Padded Infant Playmat! For caretakers with wood, tile or other hard smooth surface floors.
Don't Sweat it, Sweetie!
Phone/Tablet Stand Screen
The For Sure Saver
Master Blaster Kid Carrier
New Driver Magnet
Knockout Rose Solution
Accroche becquille
Paddy Caddy
A Glow-In-The-Dark protective cover for Flashlights, Iphones, Ipads, Kindles, Net Books etc...
Cad Caddy
Mattress Sense
EasyPaint
Shower foot scrubber with a foot knob to dispense soap. Push with foot and scrub pad retracts up to a hanging to dry position.
Graffiti Your Car! Soap based car paint. Let the kids paint your car, then water will make it soapy to wash your car.
Pet beds start smelling in a matter of days. Wipe clean pet bed. These pet beds are very popular in Europe. Time to bring the idea to the US
Tracing Rule
If you are at a meeting and you have to pour many cups with drinks, it takes a long time and precision. Now you can do it in one step!!
Drawer Style Phone Case
Toilet Seat Light
"Booze Boobs" A bra that adjusts to any size(velcro) and has cups that hold refillable bladders to transport alcoholic beverages to events.
MBB (2 in 1- Moto- Brush - Blade)
Magnatic Wall Hanger
The "Comfy Cup" is a protective barrier between the athletic cup and skin, keeping your athlete comfortable, free of chafing and irritation.
Digital Picture Windows
Electrical Plug Detangler
Camera built into TV
Zipperware food storage container keeps the lid always on the container with plastic hinges. It flips open in center and locked with zipper
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Sole-Mate
4 in 1 device for 1 gallon paint cans.Silicone ring to keep paint out of inner rim,magnet to hold brush,built in opener,silicone pour spout.
Well-lit are incense with sulfur tip, similar to matches that lights with any surface.
RoboFish
A home theater projector that's project on the roof,you'll rest in bed in a confort position and watch movies, play games, read mails, etc
The Bagel Scooper!
Gutter guard clips
Prep 'n Peel
Eye Liner Stickers with Fun Designs - Peel Off Stick On
rodents stay out
A highchair/shopping cart cover that fits snug around cart and baby to minimize bulk and slipping and create clean eating surface for baby.
If Q can make a flexible blade, can Q make a shaver so I can shave my legs like that? Longer blade, more area covered,gets the curves
Brush n Floss!!
MyQue
Let's redesign nail polish containers to have the cap coated in a nail file material. No more need for a separate nail file. SEE PIC
THE PERFECT HANDBAG!!
QUIRKY OPENER
Hanging plant watering device
headphones?..no..Getlaidphones
Sock Saver
Entertainment-Cooler
trident nail for wood
usb
Add-a-Back
catch those crumbs and liquid spills. crumb stopper placed under high chair/swing etc. saves from vacuuming(go green) in between activities.
Creative Eatery
Smartphone and tablet holder combo - Think orgami... this holder folds in for your smartphone or out for your tablet. (See picture!)
Strap secured Universal Mug Handle. Transforms a variety of containers into cups, makes established drink containers more comfortable.
Headphones into a Tangle-Free Bracelet Accessory
Hands Free Toilet
Reusable Protest Signs
â€œZapBrakesâ€: Snap â€˜n Use, Hardy Skateboard Brakes! A Quick â€˜n Easy way to make Skateboarding Safe, Easy â€˜n way more FUN!!!
Make up wand for eyebrows
Keep your iPad, e-book reader or book dry in the bathtub and pool with a floating sealed see-thru case (resubmit of ideation of 10/06/2011)
2-in-1 Spoon
Cut the plastic to one per person - PoPP , make your wallet thinner and earth greener.
Leftovers Refrigerator Magnet
TV remote finder
Eave Trough Sprayer
A waterproof device operated by an ultraviolet light mechanism that sanitizes the bottom of your shoes.
Silly bumper stickers? Nevermore. Use your vehicleÂ´s rear window to portray see-thru decals with high impact messages that can save lives!
Cosmopolitan Sleeper
the drink sleeve
SURE-STOP Door Stop. Sure there are door stops, but bump the door or if your pet bumps the door... the door moves, especially on a windy day
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Easily collapsible beer can. After drinking the beer the tin can is effortlessly crushed down to a "chip" for easy collection/recycling.
Diaper With Wipers
Collapsible Spiral Clothing Drying Rack. Great for small apartments and college
Quickly remove pet or human hair from furniture cushions. A 2' roll of super sticky tape which you dispense just like a roll of saran wrap.
Quiet, Comfortable, Portable personal space for those times when you would like to be a bit isolated from the world around you.
Iron w/ color changing handle
Death Star Medicine Ball
Leaf Bag 2.0 -- No more bending, no more spillage, no more wasted weekends.
App Enabled Dog Silencer
Know your (pivot) Power!
Knitted hat that rolls up like a condom and is stored in a "condom wrapper" cover.
Squeeze Me
When standing around(be it waiting in line for something or for any number of other possible reasons)there aren't any places to sit.
power bar with detachable LED
Vehicle Maintenance Recorder. Forget about manual records when it is right time to change engine oil, filters, transmission oil, etc. Resub
The Perfect Hat
Birthday Cake germ shield
Electric car warner
Skip your barber and your wife. Now you can trim you neck hair on own with the "Protect your Neck" neck hairline trimming guide!
electric razor blades gel
A Video. â€œNo More Smelly Towelsâ€. Dry your towels faster and sanitize, kill the bacteria that are in them that causes bad smell.
The Backseat Entertainment Stand (BES) allows for an individual in the backseat to have control of his/her entertainment device-IPAD Kindle.
Easily apply lotion to all parts of your body with the 'Lo-Wrap' lotion applicator. Great for sunbathers and the disabled!
bag geenie
Jeckza
My invention would be to make a grate that you can place over existing grates on your stove that raises your pan 4 inches above your flame.
A device that you would attach to something, so that when you lose it you could locate it readily.
Mixfitsâ„¢ is a unique new concept in slippers. The patent pending â€œBi-Directionalâ€ design targets a diverse populations.
The Turtle Timer is a water timer for children's water-toy's. Step on the shell and the water starts, runs for 5 min, then stops.
CleanScreen
Cat furniture that accomodates all of a cat's primary needs: scratchposts, bedding, litterbox containment, high perch, and storage.
App mountain
Twister! the end of cable manual wrapping, a simple gadget to convert any cable into an always coiled cable.
For elderly using walkers. Reduce effort by a walker powered by 2 small rechargeable electric motors with hand controls like a bicycle.
Oasis' combines a two and a half gallon water jug and a backpack for easy transport.
ScribCalendar
Reusable grocery bag satchel for carry organize bags, velcro it to cart. Zip open to take out bags, store in car.
Novelty socks
An RFID system makes it possible to have a home unit that sorts and folds family clothing.
Power Strip Holder (Station)
Water clock
Solar laptop
Where's the sauce?
Multi-Functional Slap Band
The bandit
Shower curtain hooks with wheels - This product will make the shower curtain and liner easier to move back and forth on the curtain rod.
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A collapsible hand tool with changeable end parts (mini shovel, scraper, broom). Multifunctional &amp; compact. Perfect for your car or truck!
(Katie) AppEnabled Wall Sconce
Introducing the hand weights with built in mp3 player.Enjoy Working out/dancing while listening to music.Let's get fit america
Descent Rescue Device
A nylon,stretchy material that will replace wrapping paper.Comes in different sizes,colors and prints for every occasion Reusable, washable
Hang Dry
charge cell w/ kinetic energy
Creative storage to keep USB data cables(camera/mp3 etc) neatly available in one place with both ends visible to quickly find what you need.
I would like to have a pocket/purse ashtray. Something small with a tight lid to put cigarettes out in and take them with you.
Clean Air Nozzle (CAN)
Electronic School Binder
Digital Pantry
PUSH AND UP
Never plug toilet
I don't like my car dusty inside or out! Now I use 2 + tools to achieve a dust free car. I propose we reinvent the way we dust our cars! :))
Lotion Bowl
Retro-Fon-Alarm-Clock
assiette enfant
This handy electromagnetic wand will let you pick up small metal debris and release it into a trash bin with the push of a button.
Driveway Heating blanket that eliminates shoveling the driveway.
Under cabinet cookbook mount that extends, tilts and swivels. Can be used with cookbooks, loose paper, or electronic devices.
Juice Tek offers a mess and pulp-free, earth-friendly juicing solution to meet the needs of healthy-minded consumers with busy schedules.
Count Your Weight Reps
iLounge - Charging station
Monolith Moonscape Light
Eco Friendly Cardboard Bottle Kits
House Paint Shaker/Saver
Ever stub your toe on the wheels on a rolling chair? Ouch! Here is your solution: a soft rubber cover that goes over the wheels.
Solar Water
Listen to Mom, With Love
Adjust-a-Seat!
Smart watch sensors
Stand up paddle board transport system which is built into the board.
Smart hanger (APP-Enabled)
People with large waistlines have trouble with belts. It is time for a elastic belt that looks like a fitted belt.
Do you want to look neat, but hate dealing with crumpled collars? Those responsible for their laundry know the extent of the problem.
My Delivery
A box that wakes you up in the morning to your favorite song while it automatically opens the blinds on your window.
Bathroom Sound/odor Eliminator
Security Camera/Lighting Combo
Cancer, a devasting illness brings down ones body, and spirit. A female who goes through chemo/radiation feels stripped of her beauty.
Fresh Cat
my idea is for people with medical problem -elderly/disabled. The idea is an easy way to remove your information from prescription bottles
BOLO
Elec. Toilet Paper Dispenser
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Q shaped Quirky Clock
The ShoeWrap - This is an automated shoe cover machine that snaps on a shoe cover to keep dirt, contaminants, and water off of floors.
Centralized Photo Management
Do it All Baby Stroller, Feeding High Chair, Car seat, Built for 1 or 2 Children. Built-in Play Pen, the Mobile baby Care Center!
Toilet Seat Saver
Fake Bag of Peas
Prepackaged dog food to travel
High Powered LED Video Light
What a great feeling to crawl into bed and know that you are going to be comfortable all night! Male, female, young, old; all can be happy!
No Touch Tissue Dispenser.
New neat and easy look of laundry. Why carry so much detergent going to a laundromat with big containers? Just carries over your shoulder...
A spill-proof spout for milk gallons and/or carton juice containers.
Mozzie Be Gone!
Shish-Ka-Disks
Mono-pod w/Spike
help stuck wheel
Paint Brush Clip
Can't lift your feet up the 5" height of every step stool to climb in the SUV, taxi? My stepping system is the answer to that dilemma!
Protect your Deck
Water Pillow
Hand Crank Toaster
a website to help poor people like me get cool products without having to save up for it
Belt Embedded with Grocery Bag
Sock clips are invented but problem is still here. My idea is a rack for dirty socks. Place where socks wait their turn to be washed and muc
a bee sting relief ring. wear it whenever you are heading out into a possible "bee sting" area. easily available if you get stung!
Locking mechanisms of various sizes and designs to fit all faucets and eliminate the risk of childhood burns from hot and cold water.
The Super Reacher
We all know someone who does this, maybe ourselves, and itâ€™s time we acknowledge that showers and toothbrushes go hand in hand.
Display support for your favorite sports team, college, or company with a useful desktop ornament for the sports enthusiast.
Live saving wristband
Sunscreen Bracelet
A BACK SAVING Play yard. Zippers in the mesh-sides of the Play yard so there is a flap that opens up and baby can crawl in or out.
Ou sont mes clefs?
Magnetic Retrieving Attachment
IPHONE 5C 16GB ONLY QUIRKY
BABY SOS
e birth sm
We need a cell phone base that will let the phone in any part of the house or office ring on another extension.
Virtual Server
nailbag
Send Recordings
Wast Not Shampoo Dispencer
Wristband Remote Commander
The product I would like to create is a juice jug that does not need a spoon to mix ingredients.This will include a reuseable chiller aslo.
Coconut guillotine
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Car Solar Sun Shade Charger
Easycouette
a safe way to cut or trim hot or cold candle wicks without a mess in a clean and efficient way.
Toilet Paper roller expander
nappy car restraint
My idea is Vice Grips. Put a tight seal on those open bags you want to store.
Power outlet cover replacement and power adapter shelf! Perfect for charging electronics with optimal location to put your keys, wallet, etc
A THIN LEAD LINED POUCH FOR A CREDIT CARD. THIS LEAD LINED POUCH WOULD have A FALSE CARD NUMBER ON THE OUTSIDE .
DVD Collection in a Box
I came up with is a take on the popper scooper. A biadegradeable bag. For all pet owners who have to pick up after love-able pets.
Shampoo/Body Bath Bar
Let's Reinvent the Garden Hose Nozzle! I present to you the "Hydra" concept.
Fast Funnel
bluetooth receiver for speaker
cellwallet - ALL together
Milk Smart Jug
DESIGN-a-saurs are dinosaurs that have appendages that can be interchangable with other dinosaurs. You create your own toy dinosaur!
Permanent jumper cables
Motion Activated Balloon Launcher and Water Gun Game - Great Way to Play In The Summer (Or chase animals/kids off the lawn
Automated Trash Bin
The Phone-Wallet
Smartphone Speaker Case
Lenses for your device
The "Right Hand Bag" sits in the passenger seat of any car and holds all the things you would otherwise put on your passenger seat.
Arm chair caddy/organizer/
Get your creative juices flowing! Ever had or heard about a problem that needed help getting resolved? Let's develop "WE, THE JURY"
Shut-app
CU SAFELY: IS A NEW PRODUCT! 5 X7 MAGNET(S) SETS THAT ALERT DRIVERS THAT TWO OR MORE CARS ARE FOLLOWING EACH
OTHER ON ROADS. GIFT FOR ANYONE
Touch TV
Weigh-As-You-Pack Suitcase
Multi Colour spray paint
Snail mail phone integration
Stretchy Bluetooth Speakers
the bed head fix
Self Powered Generator
All Grown up Barber or Salon.
BROSSE A DENTS 2 EN 1
Battery insulation sleeves for the World! I held a charge in a common alkali cell for 10 years. One battery. One bulb. One Decade.
Self-Opening Car Door
A car seat that turns comfortably and safely on either sides to allow easy access to rear seats.
Tired worrying when your pet gets out the door? Worried about when your pet will come home safe? Try the "Home Safe" gps microchip locator!
I'd like to be able to toast nuts and make grilled cheese sandwiches in my regular toaster. How about inventing a shell to put in the slots
US Powerstrip/Euro Plug
Aidabulb
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A power strip/surge that allows you to slide whatever is plugged in to make the space necessary instead of unplugging &amp; plugging/child-safe!
Hands Free Keys - Never again will you struggle with where to put your keys while at the gym, walking the dog, pushing a stroller, running.
Middle Man trash can unit
a/c handler timer with scent/order dispenser use any air or liquid scent located on the outside of the air handler (Homeowner installed).
grocery barcode reader
A plexiglass book stand that curves over the reader's head while they are laying on their backs allowing hands free reading.
Scalp sunscreen
Steyer Lighting System
Fm Transmitter App
ALL WEATHER VEST!Summers are getting HOTTER-Winters Colder. Suffer NO MORE! My vest can help control your body temperature and
confortable!
Rollup Scale syncs to Phone
Citrus fruits, so tasty, so good for you and such a pain in the ass!How many people would enjoy more of them if it were easy to peel 30sec
La "control box"
ProtectMe safety sheath
Dog powerd Charger ...recharge your electronics (smart phone) and a necessary built in flash light.
A grave site marker for human or pet. Plays video Pictures &amp; sound. family/friends comments/nartive. Actually see &amp; learn about them.
I just saw a horse being exercised on one of those machines that lead the horse in a circle. Scale the size of this machine down for dogs!
APP-ENABLED DART BOARD!
Antivol fixe de selle velo GPS
rub scrub
Wallet Card Tabby
Solar panel umbrella which powers a combination ice-maker/cooler, plug-in and cooking unit for camping, outdoor activities, military/medical
soap press
Coach for men target
Antiseptic hand sanitizer dispensers at bank teller windows.
Perforated parchment sheets
Emergency Phone Battery
Do You Enjoy Cooking in the Kitchen, Barbequing Outdoors, Camping, Fishing, Working Out, Hiking, and More? "The Clipper" is a Must Have.
Solar Grow
Sofa catcher
This idea is what I like to call the Jet board. It is a boogie board with a type of turbine, 'looking' part to it that propels it.
easy fill
A Roller Coaster for your pet carrier. Just place your pet carrier on the Roller Coaster, strap on, extend telescoping handle and go!!!
Shade It Light Dimming Film
No more fingers inside the dish. To be used in all kind of events. Possibility of innumerable designs (size, weight, shape,material,color)
The perfect winter product for all vehicles. makes removing all that snow much easier. In just a few minute your vehicle will be snow free.
Picture This!
Music Multi-Caster
Metal nails with an organic protective coating to prevent problems from pests such as termites, ants, and silverfish.
New Barricade Warning Sign
PortaBowl: the bowl with a handle. Your solution to sloppy cereal, hot soup, or any tasty snack on the couch, in your bed, or on the move.
Immoveable/moveable mouse
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Shirt collars always firm, straight and looking amazing!
3D Imaging Doll of Your Baby
super portable
MY IDEA IS A PHOTO FRAME OR MIRROR KEY CABINET. ATTRACTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL!!
The idea I would like to introduce is basically a new take on the taser/stun gun.
Easy to handle for Iphone or Ipad and other mobile appliance. It's another my hand. Easy to attached for it. reading and gaming
Calcu-Clicker (Math Remote)
Smart Paper Product Minder
Sticky,Disposable Masking Tape Measure."stick it N measure it",1"w,5 rolls pg of 24",36",48",60",100"sticky tapes,durable,waterproof.
Bring your personal 'Quirky Crate Trolley' for shopping. Your Quirky Crate trolley can fit easily in your car in its compact form.
The Rear windshield wiper, making it available to all who wants or needs one.Enhancing driving safety in rain, snow, or with a dusty window.
Energy Freedom inside Home (Videos available)
Laptop Case Assist
My idea is called Nurse &amp; Go, a portable nursing station for breastfeeding or breastpumping mothers.
The game is called â€œFrisbee Stickâ€ itâ€™s a fun outdoor group game played with 4 sticks, 1 frisbee, 4 drink cups and 2 teams of 2.
WEB PROTOTYPER
The itop is the end to clutter and binders!!!
The noise of our dogs nails on the floor is 24/7 and very, very annoying. This is a simple dip or cap to cushion nails and prevent noise.
blabla
A thin absorbent selfstick pad with a nonslip surface that tucks inside your bra to hold a cell phone/ipod while walking exercising etc.
Active Defense Band
This product will help keep the interior of your vehicle cooler while parked in the sun.
The automatic ladder, just one step and go to your desired height with the press of a button.
Thumb Sucking Prevention
Modular Clear Silicone Muffin/Food bakeware/cookware/cold ice cream sherbert!! A hard clear silicone tray holds flexible clear silicone cups
Stress Free Laundry!
A round coaster that switches to either hot or cold temperatures. Keep refreshing drinks cold or coffee, tea, and coco hot!
Safely and precisely trim your fingernails and toenails with QuikTrimmer. It's easy to use on yourself and others.
Spray Bottle Hanger!
Tired of clunky ice cube trays? I propose an ice cube tray that can be completely dissembled, so each individual cube can be by itself.
Magnetic Clothing Buttons
Hickey Jig is a calibrated tool for guiding a router, mat or glass cutter, or just a pencil in a perfect circle or ellipse.
happy yogurt spoon
Doggie Door - Electronic Sensors- A Doggie Door that only lets Rover in and out. Keeps out other pets -skunks and burglers
ILLUMINATED POOPER SCOOP
Lazy Susan keurig cup holder
Fire Starter Kit
Restaurant Buddy
Pocket Bra built in pocket
App-Enabled Blinds
A sink stopper that is easy to remove if it gets stuck in a knob-side down position. Issue mostly impacts garbage disposal systems.
If I told you I invented a moisture resistant application that helps to minimize and/or eliminate wood rot would I capture your attention?
Man Wash - Man and Car Cleaner
Hi my name is Jene Robinson I have this idea that is going to change the sex industry as we know it
women who are tired of looking for hair scrunchies or hair ties. A brush or comb with pegs on the side to hold them in place.
2 in 1 Whiteboard Magnetic Clip and Pin - Easy to Grab, Position, and Organize.
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KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
PT Roller Ball
TV screen
Pull Up Bar + Resistance Bands
One Odyssey van hatch left up, scratched by garage door coming down: $500. One Pilot hatch open? Dented and scratched: $600. End this now.
can opener brush
THE NAVEL BRUSH- A BRUSH DESIGNED TO CLEAN THE UMBILICUS. HELPS RID BODY ODOUR, KEEPS THE REGION CLEAN AND TIDY,
PREVENTS FUNGAL INFECTIONS
two units one on keychain the other on child once signal is lost at 10-14 ft a sound on keychain would be heard cant leave the child in car
Handy Snap Fastener Kit
Proximity Sensor Phone Block
Garage Door Silicone Knob Sealer: Silicone knob that attaches to BOTTOM of garage door to spot-seal expansion joint gaps
"Oh say can you see" lighted flag pole kit. The flag pole design has multi-colored lights built into the pole itself.
adjustable foot rest
A modernized HOOP ROLLING toy, that can get our children more active, glow in the dark, magnet sticks, LED lights and rolling sounds.
Tippy Tamer
Road Hazard Scanner
Let's reinvent the soda bottle cap. Make it easy to remove, pump up the soda when done, and have a pressure gauge built in.
a computer or work desk that raises up to work standing and then lowers down to work sitting.chair goes under the table when your standing..
Simple and necessary, nonporous SANITARY PRODUCT WRAPPERS save on plumbing, cleaning, and expensive toilet paper (typically used instead).
Portable Pet Potty RESUB
Survivor Case
Family Time
Snuff self diifuse candle
Back pain genie
Coaster 4 Nightstand/ Parties
a cigarette holder that clips to a cars sun visor to hold one pack of cigarettes. I call my invention the "PACK RACK"
A portable security device prevents theft of belongings from campsites/beaches/openspaces where nothing available to attach normal locks to.
Popup Tent Anchor for Decks
SolarBracelet
Finally an easy way to to take your powder supplements on the go. Perfect for protein power, creatine, and pre and post workout powders.
Washing uncooked chicken
Fire Extinguisher Notifier
All-in-1 Glucose meter/tracker
Self propelled skateboard
My idea is for a razor extender. 6 to 12 inches in length and would snap on to any razor handle for a man/woman to shave legs and back.
Children always have their hands where they shouldnâ€™t be, Some adults also. Fingers need to be protected and homes should be child proof.
temporary tattoo reminder. Have you ever written something important on your hand or arm only to have the ink bleed or smudge?
Height-Adjustable Laptop Screen.
I have an idea for hot/cold, machine wash/microwave mitts for rheumatoid arthritis patients, usable with/without drugs for pain relief.
A toilet roll "inner" that cleans the bowl and doesn't go to land fill. This product will do both. No more complaints about the mess.
headband case it's a box that has a pole inside that lays longs ways; for a person put their headbands on. pole removable store accessories
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The Sleep-with-Me Dream Pillow
App-Enabled Toaster
A in-shower vacuum hair collector. With a push of the button it will take care of the hair without it going down the drain.
Power Runner
Pool float Mini motor
iPhone case that has a pop out pocket on the back. It can also double as a stand for viewing video.
Head Light protector
Anti Left-Overs Toilet Brush
Make-up Glove
A stick-on device with remote to help find items such as glasses, keys or whatever you seem to keep losing. Remote causes stick-on to beep.
PowerCurl Executive +
Clothing for sleep AND yoga wear. Wake and move directly to your practice - comfortable, warm, stylish, uncomplicated.
The Finder
The Ultimate Framing Hammer
THE Face Warmer
Memory magnets
A solar powered e-reader cover reducing dependency of using a charger, extending battery life, and giving dependability of a paperback book.
The leaf chopper
A light up door knob! It can either stay lit all the time or maybe only when you need it, my point is this idea can be spun a thousand ways!
a Bra with a pocket for my cell phone with moisture resistant comfort support and a safe lining for raditaion of the cell phone
spill proof lid
1/2" cpvc used as caulking extension there are several out there that cant withstand the pressure of the caulk gun plus the force applied.
Get a Grip
Any level golfer training aid improving putting. Targets huge national/international golf audience of 61 million golfers who love training.
A revolutionary state of the art tubular paper shredder. Ideal for everyday office and personal usage in all businesses.
HEAVY DUTY T-P
Laptop dock for smartphones that plugs into laptop's USB. Easier to use laptop and smartphone together, and keep the phone charged.
Night Writer
Quirky said think big!Bluetooth Stove, gives you ability to turn your stove on or off.Alerts you if you left home with it on.
SmellWell trash cans
Universal USB Port
NEXT MOUSE is a wireless computer mouse the uses touch pad technology similiar to the types currently used on laptops.
Funnel with an adjustable stand, with an attachment for smaller bottles. i just hate waiting for thick things to go down into the bottle.
Tourney
durable plastic case that holds 8 credit cards at once,or holds 20 business cards ,drivers license keeps cards from getting bent or dirty
Stackable Safety Plug
Silicone Paint Roller Tray
LED Price Strip for Stores
A RECHARGEABLE SAFE CANDLESTICK! (avail in different colors &amp; flames)Currently only sold in market as tea lights a/o battery op. SEE VIDEO
Go to www.vapormist.biz and you can see my patented (11/2003) machine in action.
good nite sleep pants
"Hooter Helpers" or bra inserts, for the less endowed. An environmentally friendly,non-surgical and very affordable alternative to flat.
Car starter alarm
Stop Throwing Umbrellas Out! * New umbrella just broke? Fix a bad tip or protect them all! *** Glow-in-dark * Colors * Reflective * More *
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It is a cell phone pocket or box that plugs into an electric outlet. The outlet could be either on a backsplash or countertop.
Walkway heater mat so we don't have to shovel. Everyone hates to shovel the heavy stuff and the danger of slipping. Solar/electric combo pwr
my product is a basketball that also can be used as a training aid for boys and girls who are just learning how to play basketball
Solar portable iPhone charger! The size of a keychain. Charge it under the sun and plug it in your iPhone whenever you need backup power.
Walk on the beach without getting sand in the Shoes. Shoes adapter to walk or run on the beach.
Cross Corkscrew
"Beer By Bottles" is the next best project for college students, bar owners, and beer enthusiasts.
Hankering
Twofbrush
Baby Food Spoon Holder
ChargeLite - Cell Charger/Lite
heartnecklace
Portable Beverage Blender. All parts are safe, and easy to clean. Multiple power source options. Never shake a beverage on the go again.
Reusable Cable Tags Cum Ties
Single Cordies for Blinds - Keep the Kids and Cats away from those cords
This moderate way of storing coloring books is a must have product for everybody.
PhoneCase with Easy ID
Rent and Rescue a toy sm
Hang Tight
Speech Recognition Faucet
Storage type mirror
a rake that changes size to rake those hard to reach areas
Kid's vibrating flosser
Cord Retractor
Automatic Cat Litter Box Deodorizer. Motion Activated but waits until cat leaves the box until it sprays deodorizer.
Self Recharging System
Procil
Recovery enhancing post-surgical drainage pouch allowing secure, comfortable movement, eliminating risk of the pouch falling or swinging.
App Enabled Recycling Bin
My invention allows you to update and customize your cabinet doors and drawers, change styles, colors or patterns easily and inexpensively.
A great utensil product for us to enjoy any size snacks better without making a mess with our fingers.
Grater gloves
An odor eliminating toilet seat that traps, absorbs and eliminates odor at the source, before it spreads in the surrounding toilet area.
My idea is to combine a Tablespoon with a teaspoon so you only need 1 device. I call it the Teablespoon.
A new better innovative pizza box made out of a special compound or better designed to be easily folded/discarded while economically viable.
Bed risers on wheels - to elevate beds on metal frames and have storage underneath.
Portable Drinking Fountain thermos. Pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable. Stays Cold.
Smarter Medicine Cabinet &amp; App
Adjustable-handle round brush gives more hair styling control &amp; options - easy on your arms; better for your hair. Salon styling at home.
Whiffs(R) is an invisible ultra-thin, flexible, disposal underarm perspiration guard that ADHERES TO YOUR SKIN blocking both sweat and odor.
Improved Nimbus!!!
So the idea is speakers with storage space, speakers on the left and right with an open space in between to store DVDs, CDs, games or etc.
A pet dinner mat where the bowl stays in place until you are ready to move it to fill it with food /water or to clean.Please watch video.
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Keep your faucet temperature where you like it!
The Shower Mirror
The Medusa
Glove Case for ipad
Kinetic Cycle Lights - Shoes
LOBSTER STYLE HOOP EARING HOLD
A filtered burn barrel. This would allow you to burn your trash without putting harmful pollutants into the air and reduce landfill waste.
EZ Stock Saver
Introducing Water Lily - Modular planters with a self collecting, reserving rainwater system &amp; self-watering system. Welcome suggestions!
Pan Pal
Outdoor robotic vaccum
Imagine a bowl children love to eat in and plates that amaze your dinner guests. Imagine no more, we are going to make them here at Q!
the "Spillgetter" is an vacuum attachment that picks up spills and pet messes into a separate easy to clean container. It also cleans spots.
Shower air squeegee
tire traction caterpillar aid
electric pizza slicer
Quick Cool
Loomenosity
fruit fly trap
cake cutter and server
Instant Backrest
Divot
Tornado -Huricane Shelter. A Tornado -Huricane Shelter Bldg that will protect you and your family when the storm arrives - Keep alive Safe
Pop-Up Retractable Driveway
the rapid pants
GLASSES HANGER
Car safety for your dog
The Diaper Basket ! !
Take an ordinary tape measure,on the side where the co. logo is,replace with blank space,used for writing down measurements with a pencil.
Bright Eyes wipes are saline cotton rounds that gently dissolve "sleepys" from tired morning eyes. Perfect for adults and kids
Mop with short string. 1 inch to 1 1/2 inch strings. Made like a sponge mop. Built in wringer of separate wringer and tray.
Box carrying belt to take the weight of what you are carrying, off your back and onto your legs and still be mobile.
Versatile Truck Bed
Road Magnet
Texting while driving!
Musical ZZZZZZ's
Rim Advertising or R.A.Design
A simple wall mounted chopper with blades and electric motor that reduces size of plastic bottles by 90% for easier storage and recycling.
Paper Clip Dispenser - 2 Designs Presented [ANIMATION] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Find your keys, glasses, remote, ipod, and more, in seconds with this small wireless beeper that can be heard from anywhere in the house!
Portable charging station with hidden cord management that pops up ready to use.
A back scratcher that will relieve your itch anywhere anytime. Simple to mount, and easy to use. For all ages
So tired of cleaning hair out of the shower drain. How about a "garbage disposal" for your shower drain
3-D Covers
Cook it right
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SCREW-HOLDING SCREW BIT: Keep Two Hands On Your Drill While Driving Screws Into The Wall. [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
carte de visite verte
DRAINOGALBE
The Simpul hanger is a low cost garment hanger that allows the user to insert the hanger through the neck simply and quickly.
remote rescue
Wireless climate control vents work by area. A vent senses room temperature. Vents close when rooms reach desired setting and redirect air.
Send a reminder/message to your child's watch.
QUIK solution for hanging wire and tied down!!! Manage small wires with ease! Great tool for holiday light decoration
Kitchen Chair Slip Covers for kids, they are made with a vinyl fabric for easy cleaning and have designs on back for your child
HANDCRANK PHONE CHARGING CASE!
4Way App-Enabled Hose Splitter
CarStickers are erasable car window stickers that kids can draw pictures on for display with waterproof markers.
Click &amp; Brush
solar cooler lights
Good quality brushes should be used time and time again! Don't let your brushes dry out or become ruined by sitting in water.
Smarthoop
The shoe clutch is a fashionable accessory to carry a different pair of shoes when your five inch high heels have worn out their welcome.
Laundry Basket/Mat (name: Laundry-Mat) It is a laundry basket that unfolds into a mat.
Colored tires for cars.
I need an electric-powered water-based agitating fruit &amp; vegetable washer/spin-dryer. Organic,green &amp; natural. I want a Maytag for my food.
Router and Modem Shelf
Screen Out
Ramp-It
Handless Leash
Meet Comfort Bear. Sound activated Teddy. Mom (or Dad) records song or loving words. Baby wakes and cries, activating soothing voice. Zzzzz.
2 door mailbox
Wireless Communication Device
This hand held kitchen aid is a cylinder with a strong suctioning mechanism and a fine mesh filter so you get the grease but not the meat...
The KidPad is an iPad case allowing parents to hang their iPad from headrest posts AND prevent wandering hands from interrupting the show.
A car windshield thats infra red and allows you to see in the dark.
Solar hybrid clothes dryer
Touch Keyboard
A product similar to tupperware with a waterproof removable divider tab in the center. Allows you to take wet and dry products on the go.
Garbage cans are foul places. Why not turn them into cold spaces?! Inside, Outside, and ultimately, for Commercial use, as well.
App Enable Coat/Scarf/Hat Rack
Another take on Headband Glasses. Sliding sunglass inserts on a headband for girls. Detach/Attach/Swap easily. Ending soon, vote now!
** AN LED LIGHTED BIKE HELMET COVER ** Riding your bike at night can be hazardous. Make yourself VISIBLE.
Flight Deck Cellphone case
New Ice Cream Scoop
Trailer Hitch Camera to Phone
Motorized beach cart
iCePad
NanaRack
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AUTchOum
Gutters that have hooks/hangers built into them so you can hang xmas lights on them everyear without removing the hooks each year.
An outdoor receptacle for dog waste that eliminates bringing smelly dog waste into the home Disguised within the cavity of the mailbox post
Cute dog collar,Nylon strap-velcro to close,very large Flower or Bow colorful,glue rinestones to center of Flower or Bow, make for dogs
An exercise seat that is placed on an office chair and you do simple repetitions while at your desk...the ExerSeat
The OutrageHouse, a way to express everyday life Outrages, especially those that impact you personally, in a safe non-violent manner
CAAZORII LapDesk
Miss those photo booth strip pictures from somewhere awesome you visited? Ibooth printer can turn your Iphone photos into just that.
Digital Wall Calendar
The Perfect Pitch Putter Golf putter using a reverse pitch blade that starts golf balls rolling forward more smoothly and accurately
luggage without noise
App-Enabled Scale Mat
tracking demented elderly
Kid separator
Mag2C MagSafe to USB-C Adapter
EVERYONE NEEDS THIS A BACKPACKLIKE GROCERY COMPARTMENTJ/CONTAINER HOT/COLD, EXTRA LITE EASY STORAGE KEEPS
HANDS FREE NO MORE BRUISED ELBOWS!
Don't Sweat It!
Fast Pitch
Ice free wipers
Vertical Garden in your House
App Enabled Coffee Pot
Pivot Power: junior-safe
A portable lamp with a twist. Ever had to get light in to a tight spot or end up needing a flashlight but need three hands to hold it?
iPhone SD Card Case
shelves that stick to the wall without leaving marks and can support up to 25 pounds
Floating Sunglasses
my BIG idea is PCA Pack/ Pain Control Analgesia pack. Its for terminal cancer patients who can control their own pain, like an portable IV.
POT HOLE , RADAR DETECTOR.
OneTouch Protein
Motorized CPU dolly
No Tie Balloon
Making electric power by a car
Easy Light Christmas tree.
stay in pacifier
Rally Twirler
tongue tamer for SNEAKERS
I'm introducing the SOAP PRESS! This is a product where 2 pieces of soap are blended to one. This will save people money. $$$$$$$$
1
We can help people to experience a form of renewable energy in a daily, meaningful, personal way: A mini Personal Solar Water Heater! VIDEO
Childs car seat with 2-sensors 1-detect child in seat &amp; 2-temp in car. Seat will have cell phone imbedded to text,or alert parents or 911.
Lay and Stay
Pivot Power Lego
3Doodler - 3d printer kit
Lawn mowing app
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Wall plug 2.0 (UK Version)
Use Phone with ANY GLOVE
Crank-Case: Protect and Power your Tablet and Phone!
sculptural set of dishware. Saves cabinet space, decorates at the same time &amp; no dish rack needed.
switch it all on
HandySpoon &amp; Warmer - Don't Stab it Grab it! Eat easily w/ HandySpoon - Thaw frozen solid ice cream easier w/the warmer - No knife jabs!
Instant pillow for shams
Refresh Deodorizing Strips
BEER TV
The Cellphone Leash. Never lose another cellphone, your keys, wallet or eyeglasses again! Put a leash on your valuable possessions
Pocket Patch: Adhesive pocket
Digital Recipe Box
Wheely
Ideal Vehicle Software
String Around Your Finger App
Front Baby carrier/ backpack diaper bag combo. Baby in front, diaper bag in back.
Art &amp; Function! Every girl needs a beautiful artistic and protective burn proof plate for her bathroom counter to place hot hair irons on!
Great for active families! A simple compact water bottle rack that allows you to PROPERLY air-dry your water bottles &amp; thermoses.
Tired of rust rings on your counters &amp; tub? Try Cannies, a disposable plastic sleeve, in assorted sizes, that a can fits snugly into.
Customizable playing card holder for individuals of all abilities! Straps to arm/hand for those with limited hand/wrist/arm mobility.
The "COOL JOGGER" cooler
Water Saver
A multipurpose kitchen rotatable towel rack.
VOL CONTROL
monorail Ã suspension
App Enabled Bath/Shower
Water saver
Have a pipe installed at home that makes electricity with moving water.
STUFF LOCATOR
"snore no more" pillow. Unique design supports the neck and gently tilts the head back to open up the airway and reduce snoring
The Oxy-Axe
This auto accessory lets your car's A/C keep your beverage can cool while driving. Let the A/C hold the can and cool it at the same time!
Bluetooth music adapter for your car stereo. Be able to link your iPhone or bluetooth music device to your aux port in your car wirelessly.
IPhone Case w/ extra batt&amp;connector that will work with ALL Aftermarket devices NO more removimg iPhone out of case to work w/docks-RF inc.
USB Qi Charger
hairy hair brush cleaner
Swifer like bottles "Refiler Spout" Tap into all proprietary bottles that you would otherwise have to buy over and over. Save on environment
App-Enabled Game Controller
Foldable Flat Extension Cord
BABYCONNECT
STOP WRITING ON TUPPERWARE! A simple date setting device that attaches to any existing container to monitor dates like made or best before.
Baby Bump Stethoscope Belt
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A simple way to shut off ALL the lights in your house! Imagine one switch at your front door that shuts of all your lights, no more guessing
The best sauce since Tomato Ketchup or Ali Oli. The universal appeal of Tomato Ketchup combined with the garlic phenomenon that is Ali Oli.
Wall Jewelry Organizer â€“ Donâ€™t waste more time trying to find your pair of earrings in your jewelry box or untangling your necklaces.
Eazee Reach
Front loading wheelbarrow for home yard work, gardening, and construction.
Pen with letter opener
Harmon - SwitchBack Comforts
Save on the AC this summer,with THE FAN BOOSTER

Many colors to choose from, will fit any decor,light weight and easy to install

Workbench cluttered with jars for nails, screws, connectors, etc? Here is an under bench solution to free up valuable work space.
Invent 2 devices that monitor where children are, elderly people, special needs people, and so on. One device for the hand and one monitor.
"GET-LIT" 12 volt Signs, sporting logos, customize whatever you want it to say! All while seeing it at night on the back of your vehicle.
A vase that keeps your flowers alive! automatically waters your flowers at your desired settings. so you never have to forget again!
Removable, Reusable, Washable and interchangeable high heel insert for all heels including open toe and boots.
A different twist to peg boards to dress up that garage and hang tools to keep them neat and orderly.
Put the SpillKiller cup-stand on the food tray and then put the cola glass on it. No more cola spills while carrying the tray to a table.
The T-brush, or Brushmate, is a more practical way to brush your teeth. It makes thorough brushing easier than with the typical toothbrush.
Compact, stylish work station. Carry as backpack or briefcase. Great tool for presentations, journalists, public speakers, teachers &amp; more.
The DNA of shoes
verre pillulier
When it's raining, there's no need to get wet when stepping in or out of your car. The Parapluie umbrella will cover you the entire way.
Reading Glasses Holder
Medical tape
From flats to heels in seconds! Customizable and transformable shoes to make sure your feet never hurt again.
Baby bottle timer
"HOT STUFF" - hot beverage mug
CLIP ATTACHMENT for EXISTING serving utensils to prevent them from sliding into bowl,pot. Extension to Broom Stopper! RESUBMIT-273 votes LT!
Herb Dehydrator ~ Dry your extra herbs ~ Share some with your neighbors
A container for carbonated beverages that you place the bottle into upside down in your fridge. No air escapes and no extra room taken up.
Create a handheld Battery Operated Outlet with a USB connection, for the purpose of charging phones or plugging anything up.
A bi-fold and/or tri-fold wallet to keep 2-3 "I" devices (IPhone, IPod Touch) in one convenient, protective case.
Easy Glove
watch battery on-off switch
Dice baseball
Boring Dinner Saver! Novelty napkin rings than open up into cartoon characters to play with. Breaks the ice and entertains!
Clean Sweep
A pool toy, fun float with a plastic gel filled blanket. In bright neon hazard orange, sun yellow, lime green, hot pink and electric blue.
Multi-Holiday String Lights
Bumerang Blanket
A Zipper like oven pull tab that prevents you from burning your finger tips and makes it easy to pull out hot wire racks!
HARMON - Dox
Multiple people using the same soap bar is not hygienic. Lets improve the bath and shower soap so it is more hygienic and functional.
A 2 inch adjustable headband that can measure wireless eeg's. Can be very usefull during seizure monitoring and sleep study monotoring.
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The Solo Tent: A tent with an internal light that allows a person to read whilst their partner sleeps in darkness.
Multi-pliers. Ratching pliers that can be switched to be an open end wrench, or a vice grip type tool. Can be switched to sae or metric.
Pull Down see through non glare 1" to 3"inches car visor to block sun from front window and drivers side window.
Lawn Locked Pet Dish
Recyclable retractable plastic sheet that reduces area in a vehicle increasing the effect and efficiency of heating/cooling system.
Alpha Carrier
HATCH 2 leave the serving spoon in the bowl and close it
color out
Lost Key Locator
design it to elimate getting grass in flowerbeds or the pool when weedeating during the summer months.
BIRTHDAY CAKE COVER . STOPS GERM FROM BEING PAST TO THE BIRTHDAY CAKE.
One-Piece Name Card Holder
Resubmit)VertaBin concept for office supplies or crafts. Small tabletop organizer.
Automatic nail clipper
Alpha Carrier
Roll With It
Let's make bunk beds fun again! the iBunk is here! No more uncomfortable positions to enjoy a movie or a book from your ipad!
Clip on Vac
Are the gates locked? A glance at your wireless status indicator will let you know LOCKED or OPEN before the dogs &amp; kids go out in the yard.
Bicycle with a battery. The battery would be charged by using a generator and by using solar panels in the structure of the bike.
Vacuum Cleaner In A Can-replaces Air Dusters that simply move the dust around. Often these cans are expensive and only work in short bursts.
APP ENABLED "AUTO READER"
Toasty Car
Clip on Surge protector/outlet
Everyone gets indigestion. A single dose package of Arm n Hammer soda in a small glass of water does the trick!! No more boxes and spoons!
Shopping bag carrier
cotillons programmables
It is a banding tool.
Square Cylinder Engine
Alert me
Taco Shell and Tortilla Toaster! Warm Tortilla's to a nice crisp or just to soften up that cold soft shell. No mess, no microwaved chewyness
Magnetic Dolls for the Wall
razor handle
This product makes watering simple and easy while also conserving water.
Cross cultural symbol
NO FOAM!Perfect Beer Pour! ,either a angled funnel type that mounts on top,or a base that tilts with weight of beer poured! Or a keg version
Solar Powered Folding Chair
Postcard App
Vehicle Document Organizer
Mobile Detergent Laundry Pod! Giving u total freedom from detergent boxes and bottles taking up shelf space. 1 Pod = 9 laundry needs in 1!
BUNGEE BABY
Condiment serving cap
My idea is a small homing device that could be placed on keys, cells and remotes. When lost push of a button and the item beeps until found.
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A GPS stand that is compact and portable, one-piece, and has the ability to adhere to your dash or console without leaving a sticky residue.
OpenTab
karaokÃ© pour copilote
BABY BOTTLE HOLDER with built-in thermometer, viewing window, write-able surface, and ergonomic grip (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
StarClacks are based on the 70's mega toy clacker craze. However, softer StarClacks light up and emit cool electronic sounds when clacked.
Temp Controlled Mug
Automatic juice&amp;cake companion
White undershirt for man with boobs ! with elastic band sewn, that it doesn't move ! 60 % of the man has this problem! to look flat again!
Labor picture
Inexpensive Swedish curf blade
Sweating is OK in the gym....not OK at a business convention, or wedding, or formal event. My product hides embarrassing sweat marks.
Unique swiveling, double suction cup, device for cell phones. The Swinger
Cell Phone Power Control App
My sons vent case has a shoulder strap.Why not make adaptor like backpack straps that you can attach and remove as you feel/want is needed.
Tired of wasting latex gloves? The Glove Remover will save your gloves and your money! A great gift for your mom and great for your kitchen!
A outdoor game for adults, this game can be played with more than 2 persons at the same time. and the winner is by points,
Ever get tired of storing all those DVD's? Well I do have a solution that might be better than buying a new storage container.
"Mister Quirky" Plush Toy Doll
FOOD ICE PACK WITH STRAPS. Keep the cool where you want it to be.
Remote controlled bait
MOUSE with a USB port for a PEN DRIVE!
A pressure sensitive stylus for iPad or other capacitive touchscreen tablets. It adds a third dimension to drawing on a tablet - pressure.
Univ Blower Rake Attachment
ScreenGuard: A snap-on cover to protect the smartphone (iPhone) screen while placing the phone in your back pocket, backpack, purse, etc.
Twirl-screwhook
Covers for your sneakers. When it's raining/snowing put disposable plastic covers over your sneakers. Have them in a little bag w/clip
How can a college student fit everything they need in too small dorm room? Wall usage is the only way, but most dorm rooms are cinder block.
Waterproof Keyboard
A pager for the tv remote. This device attaches to the tv and another to the remote so you can find the remote when it is lost.
Disposable Adhesive Shirt Collar Stays - Collars acting stupid? 2 sided tape keeps collars in place. Shaped &amp; preforated to fit all types.
Magnifying Glass for iPhone
Automatic Hammer Striker
DIY Custom Handles and Knobs
Magic ABC Block
Colorblock shower curtain hook
Bubble Fussion . . Saves the person on Gas used by their car/truck and gives them better gas mileage and uses up Carbon dioxide
Resubmit: QuirKEY LED
No more trying to get one more squeeze out of the tube! No more of that last drop coming out &amp; looking at you then disappearing back inside
Two Ended Flashlight
Donut-like lid rests. Stack pots, pans and casserole separately or with their pots, pan or casserole dish. Stack them as high and as many!!!
Let's create an inexpensive and portable camera stabilizer for our smart phones, so you can capture professional and shake-free footage.
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Jack Rabbit Lil Bites (LB) produces bite size portions of food. Handle with circular multiple blades. Works like a charm to cut up food.
Burger/Sandwich Pocket
lockawall
A set of free weights that are stackable to save space.
Outlet Reel
Online Solar PV Brokerage
Rain Bow.
ADAPTABLE RINGS REDUCER
BIOMETRIC ANTI-THEFT CHAINS
Electric Garlic Press
Portable Generator Tent
Shopping Scooter-Bike
Cart Tarp
Lite write
Fancy Flush Toilet Handle
No Mo Sno is a car cover that causes snow and ice to melt when it comes in contact with the cover.Safe for animals and the environment.
Horizontal shaft umbrella
Read holder
It's a leather cell phone holder with tab lift that clips to virtually anything. No more missed calls. Practicality meets fashionista.
Easiest all-in-one shower cleaning device. Thoroughly scrub &amp; RINSE shower clean with ease. Extended reach &amp; rinse-ability corner-to-corner.
Expand your lap 'catpacity' with the world's first pet friendly laptop stand!
ATM keypads are identified as one of the top items with contamination concerns. My product is pocket sized button pusher to protect fingers
Add Remover
Wireless Mp3 Shoes
New type of cleaning spray bottle (For kitchen, carpet cleaners, etc.) Makes cleaning easier, does use the 100% of the liquid content.
SIM Public Phone CARD
Lighted Joggers Jogging suites using Light tape,and sounds to protect the wearer while jogging at night.With prerecorded warning sounds.
Quilter
Anti-Shed Cat Collar
Water Fountain Straw
These scented sheets provide a new, convenient, and flexible way to put the luxury of scent wherever needed with low tach adhesive or not.
New Frame for doodle
Patented Zig zag design Pending Pant Zanger hold 5 pair of pants Double pivot design allows for easy access 5 horizontal bar
The Internet Power Sequencer looks like a 4-outlet power strip, but it provides power to all your internet devices in the correct sequence.
Popularity Indicator Hanger
Fido Temperament Vest (FTV)
Light up Stickers
Screw extractor
Tong Scrubber
EZ Harness - Dog Collar Attachment
Ball of light is a self contained hand free 360 degree LED light source in the shape and size of a large marble with an unobstructed views.
App-Axe or The Jimi Hendrix
Parents, No more mystery how much baby drank during night feedings &amp; between burpings. Elephant in the room that helps you through the night
Inflateable Body Board/ surf board with an optional booster pack
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Individual *doses* of Oral Hygiene - Toothpaste and Mouthwash.
Smart Snail Mail - App/gizmo
Shoes and Feet Sterilization system A system for disinfecting the shoes or feet without the use of messy reservoirs of fluids.
Braided Mat Rug In Patterns
Simple but transcending.Double sided cooler to keep your food and beverages cold but not soaked in melted ice!
Catheter Monitoring Device
The Detector
The Ultimate BBQ Grill
Non-aerobic adjustable tension ankle exerciser, builds ankles, calf's, shins, achilles tendon also helps with ankle sprang and shin splints.
Happy Dog Spa
Car windshield frost shield
Enhance your mental and physical health with the ergonomic, malleable phone case made of the same material as a stress ball.
The Al-K-Hol Cup
ALL IS GOOD - good milk sensor
How about a dish cleaning and glass cleaning brush in one. Has a detachable head that is replaceable and can rotate 90 degrees. With Holder
pet identity
The Roadside Message Board is the latest in roadside safety and communication. It was invented to help stranded cars left on the road
Computer reading glasses
The Water Fall Fire Curtain. Drop a water curtain around your home to protect it from forest fires. Similar to water falls in restaurants.
Resubmit)Enhance your Christmas Tree by using your Ipod/Mp3/Cell phone. Lighted Christmas Musical Ornaments.
Safer driving
Best Alarm Clock Snoozer
mosquito protector dog collar
2 Morphing Vacuum attachment; one you squeeze by hand from round to flat, the other goes from 8" wide to flat dagger using mop handle gizmo
Cooler float
Vacuum Filter Attachment !!!
Quickly &amp; Easily Collect your Ingredients needed from your Refrigerator by using this Innovative Tray with Built-In Hand Strap &amp; More! :)
FLEX POWER
AIR D,J .
Stake, but smaller and dishwasher safe
Wink/Smart Delivery Box
IMPROVED SOLAR LIGHT COLLECTOR! This IMPROVED light collector uses a curved hollow collector to catch the sun no matter the suns position
Never leave your electronics/items at home again. Charging station/storage box chimes/flashes at doorside when you leave home. resub
Portable Tent Dryer
manicures at home
Have you ever arrived at the beach on a beautiful day and the first 20 minutes were spent jamming your umbrella into the sand? Not anymore
nouveau rideau douche
House Key Security
My idea would eliminate the key ring. It would consolidate all your keys in a holder which would identify each key. Easy to carry all keys
A cat litter box scooper that requires no bending or kneeling!
Rubber-tipped Swabs
Fleece fabric with High School names/teams. Not just professional teams. There are thousands of High Schools in the United States.
Bathroom Mirror Defogger
Tired of manual feeding your pets each meal? Do they eat each others food? Leaving town and need them fed? This automatic feeder does all.
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Car-Sitter
EMERGENCY FLASHLIGHT UNIVERSAL REMOTE. A remote control for your entertainment system with a flashlight incorporated into it.
The times of cluttered cords running rampant are no more! This item will shorten the cords to an ideal length so the excess won't tangle!
Eyecanrecord, a hands free camcorder eyeglass frame,fits over eyeglasses allowing the visually impaired to record videos without editing.
USB Keyboard blast bacteria with UV light.
Resubmit-Musical Jump Rope. Jump to your own music.
Ice Cap
Quadcopter lawn mower
fishing rod carrier
Expandable Wheelbarrow. Bucket capacity and handles expand match the job. When finished contract the handles and bucket then store.
My idea is for an umbrella that can be attached to a baby stroller or shopping cart via a flexible stem.
air conditioned baby stroller
CameraCap
Electro-Static Tape Gun Roller
Place this foldable height extender on any table and you will create a raised work area eliminating back aches and fatigue.
Do you have sometimes insects at home? Donâ€™t like it? Me neither! The following proposal shows you a new electrical INSECT ASPIRATOR.
Sleek case for your chargers during travel.
MAGNETIZED REFRIGERATOR POCKET POUCH ORGANIZER FOR EVERY DAY LIFE! Neatly stores your cash, bills, keys, coupons, etc declutter
your kitchen
Adjustable Pad for ladder step for your knees to lean on while painting or doing maintenance.(Paulette Jaques)
Imagine a device that looks like a memory stick but with USB on one side HDMI on the other. Load pics via USB, plug into TV, play slideshow.
The Unbreakable Vase
Glamourous "tatoo-clips". Bijouterie (or jewelry), which can be attached to any part of the body, without buckles and straps.
ROD HOOK&gt; A window blind accessory to store the adjustment rod out of the way, creating a clean undisturbed look to your horizantal blinds.
Stay-rite Duvet
a Christmas tree Stand,( miniature House) tree is fixed in chimney, endless decorating Idea's inside lighted house and outside as well
Paddies
To aid in prevention of burning ones hand on a hot skillet or pan handle after removal from the oven. Can be used by all cooks.
Shopping Cart refrigerated
Really Bad Inflatable Santa
bounce ball for trip to bath.
SeeMe Runner's Light
Over the years I have found that power strips can be a pain to use so I have come up with some Remote Control kind
Boot Buddy
Backlit license plate
3 piece insulated stainless steel H2O bottle that's fully dishwashable!Separate into two 8 or 16 ounce cups with handles. Hot &amp; cold drinks!
Directminder
Weed EZ extractor
My idea is to build a camara that has a keyboard so you can type the name of the place the picture was taken after the click.
Socks Matching
A Freeze Wave
The Dog Spot
Visible line scotch tape
Build it yourself board game.
Herd Hemp Baling Twine
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5th Wheel Elliptical
Fitness/Wellness mat w/ adjustable pockets for diferent size foam rolls, stretch strap &amp; yoga brick all wrapped up in 1 easy portable roll
Accordion Blackout Window
The Closet Light - A motion activated, battery powered, LED light fixture that is mounted inside of a closet to make it easier to see
A wastebasket putting more.
Netis
App enabled event calendar
Desk drawer for students with shove in type of desks, carry out containers for several plants at nurseries,or kids under the bed toy drawer.
Light sensor
I have developed a tension curtain rod that grasps the outside of the window frame rather than pushing on the inside.Patent pending 11551889
Stream
remote finder
Comfortable fashion On-the-Go: Stylish, wrinkle-resistant outfit that comes in a compact-able package that fits in the bottom of most purses
A GPS to be installed in Golf balls which would help locate the ball with an app in in an Ipod.
FOOTWEAR with LIQUID CHAMBER for providing WARMTH to the FOOT !! VERY COMFORTINGGG
Bedwetter Sensor and App
Travelerâ€™s Bar Soap System
Garage wall minder
Clothes Drying Bag
Toilet Lid Flusher
Couponing Binder for grocery Cart.Fits on top of cart to act as a table for a flat surface to look through your coupons.(Paulette Jaques)
No more transferring clothes from the washer to the dryer! This washer/dryer duo does the work hands free. Just preset and go
Light Laptop Mouse Pad that slides both ways,providing a different work surface on any place.
What if you could play kite under the stars ? Kite made â€‹â€‹of a flexible frame and washable sailing flight, all is phosphorescent.
"BRIGHT ON" high-tech bicycling gloves incorporate unique, flashing LED lights to provide extra visibility &amp; safety for turning in traffic.
Frame with level embedded. This will make it easier to know if a picture frame is straight without having to get a level from the tool box.
HOW TO MULTI-TASK WITH A SKILL
Add-On Trash Bag Holder
Baby Bobbys
Bert's Beavers
I just had a baby 5 months ago and i wish carrying breast/formula milk was easier.
BOWLS/CONTAINERS YOU CAN PILE UP AS WELL AS STACK, depending how you place them. I have some handy uses for this - more suggestions
please!
Polarizer Lens Window Blind
Phan Tom Smart Bathroom Fan
I am one of many 40+ people who use reading glasses. I need an ATTRACTIVE case that I could pressure clip to the outside of my purse/book.
Are you tired of losing your lighter? Keep it were you need it with your cigarettes, on your wrist, or any place you need it.
Snap your cleaning wipe in place and no more pinching/pushing. The frame opens easily and snaps back in place holding the wipe(s)securely.
SpaceBoots
Smart Wiring Terminal
LEARS. To eliminate the frustration of headphones coming off. To consolidate an MP3 and Interval Timer/Stopwatch onto speakers.
Are you ready to move in and out? Boxes that can save your PACKING and UNPACKING time!!!
The Crawler Clip is a soft-plastic clip that can clip clothes and hold them in place for babies learning to crawl and walk.
LED Outdoor light
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World's Warmest Long Underwear. Only 5mm thick, water proof, wind resistant, and form fitting. Zero degrees out? No problem!
The new and improve 4 in 1 with remote infant car seat. It will rotate 360 degrees, vibrate, recline, and play lullabys.
THE MINI FAN WRIST WATCH.
Shhh I'm on the Phone
My product "the sock-sort system" is a simple 2-part adhesive Velcro attachment system that is applied to the bottom of each sock.
conduit connector
Shimmy Mop
Fingerprinting Safety Mat
Dishwasher cutting board
Plants' feeder
lorem ipsum
The SURE SHOT Glow In the Dark Citrus Scented plastic elongated ring for the RIM of the toilet bowl.
Leg-up Helper
Hate traveling with toothpaste, floss, AND a toothbrush? Use a toothbrush that automatically dispenses both so you carry less.
!ReSUBmit!..Broom expands to adapt to your room.It funnels the dirt to the center of the broom which saves time and makes for easy pick up.
Christmas Light Bar System
Quirkify my COAT RACK! Space saving coat rack with hat/key holder pegs. Two tone light and dark woods look nice
Stop running back &amp; forth. The combo quilt/changing pad lets kids crawl on 1 side and has a wipe-down pad on the other. Just flip &amp; change!
Coolerair
Simple Pill Dispenser that tracks when pills are taken and eliminates need to open pill bottles each time. No programming required!
Biometric icase.
School Bus Tracker
Hair and jewelry organizer for girls. Hip and efficient at the same time!
TuckGrip are strips that will increase the grip between your pants and shirt helping you to maintain a sharp professional look longer.
Your cars temperature fluctuates drastically when unoccupied! Solution to the hot sun, a compact solar powered AC unit that fit in your car!
Micro Meal Saver
Privacy Smartphone Case, APP
Car storage bag
My idea is a removable suction cup holder for the iPad with an adjustable Velcro strap for all size hands. Now holding an iPad just got easy
Gloves with scrub
Litter box that toilet trains cats. A kit that after 3 or 4 steps would raise the litter box to the height and shape of a real toilet.
Straigerhten
Greeting cards should come with a self adhesive backing.
pivot power that cacle is not fixed and get loose
Mend A Screen
A corded adapter for 18 volt power tools. Everything else can be used while charging, why not a cordless drill?
Luggage that has Wheels that pop-out and extend the axle to better balance and stablize the load when walking to and from destinations.
Glow in the dark chess set pieces illuminate in the dark also can be battery operated to light up board with a switch on the side of board
WEAR FAST
illuminating coaster
Newest &amp; safest crib bumper. My bumper keeps babies safe comfy &amp; holds cribs together Parents will not worry one bit while their baby sleeps
Bumpers for kids scooters. How many times have you or your children bumped their ancle on the sharp edge of their scooter?
Grabber" is a double spatula for grabbing, handling, and supporting your food without dropping it, letting it fell apart,not making a mess.
Milk Tracker
Texican Products
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App-Enabled Hot Drink Maker
shopping bike bag
Mini Mini Kitchen Dustbuster
SafeTape
Innovative Wine Bottle Carrier and Stand that not only keeps the cork wet but is essential in safely transporting a bottle of wine.
Instant Copy Paper.
ToiletLid Footlifter
"The Ready-Mote"
Chair with built in game storage. Sit in comfort and play then store your games and system.Locking for parental control.(Paulette Jaques)
Want cleaner air? Tired of Dusting? Let the "Filter Fixer" do it for you. It removes pollutants and dust automatically. See how below.
Tame your Frames! Quickly, easily change the look of your picture frames! 3 (or more) stylish picture frames stored in one!
Fridge SmartCart
Resubmit)Adjustable blanket.One Thick Blanket turns into 3 thinner blankets.COLLEGE BLANKET
EZ Draw-er
Reinvent the Stapler. No metal staples. No jamming. No staple remover required
Shoelace Clip
A LEGO Board to transport Lego projects from one place to another.
B-Ball Blocker
Why must I settle for a poor toaster. Why can't the toast lean over so I can dig out my breakfast. I guess it can.
Imagine ur child growing up with a S.T.E.M. advantage over their peers A small robot teaches numbers, counting, arithmetic musical relations
Helping hands wipes
Bathroom Toiletry Smart Mat
Install electrical devices wherever you want, without the cords always being tangled up and accumulating dust. Introducing the Power Cube.
Bandeau maternitÃ©
iPhone case with "push-in/push-out" finger loops: Securely hang onto your iPhone while taking pics, then return the case to normal size.
I would like a CAT LITTER SCOOPER with slats small enough so waste doesn't fall through.
Back up camera
No Install Sliding Door Closer
EZ Wash
Tire Letter Stickers
Break away tray for high chair
Wind Assisted Electric Car. Sustainable energy from a parked car
ENERGY SAVING VENT COVER FOR CENTRAL HEATING AND AIR UNIT THAT IS PLACED ON EACH VENT TO KEEP ROOMS AT
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE AS DESIRED.
360 Rotate NO DROP Phone Case
milky ways in your child room.
control the internet world
Batterie-solidaire
Frame for magnetic souvenirs
ZIP SNAP
Find your keys or find your phone!Re-inventing the keyfinder keyrings! Excellent TRON disk design, remarkable high technology.
bluelight
Tackable extension cords. Run cables in a tidy manner or a fun and graphic way to play with power. Make your power play
ARROW HEAD BOARD
a NEW KEYBOARD FOR pc THAT HAS NO cAPS lOCK OR sHIFT bUTTONS. iT TYPES IN lOWER cASE WITH NORMAL PRESSURE, uPPER
cASE WHEN TAPPED HARDER.
Homemade Pizza Tool
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Glowing stairs
heads Up display
Rugged Luggage
No more water bottles, just fill water in the arm canteen made of a durable material that straps around your arm. Just keep running.
DC multiple power supply
Cell Float
Light foot Pro Slipper
Apple Drop is an electronic device that captures the essence of the New Years celebration in the comfort of ur Home/establishment/Bar/Club
Don't you hate when your wet clothes fall to the floor when you open your new front loading washer? This wheeled basket will help!
Snore Gnome More
The â€œRolling Resumeâ€, A vinyl envelope attached to your car holding your resumeâ€™. Big neon letters invite passersby to take one.
Mop Bucket With Wringer
Easy-open Thermal Container
Nice background &amp; protection when Web Video Chatting &amp; More! Attach to an existing chair or free standing. Great 4 HOME &amp; COLLEGE
STUDENTS!
My Bling Rings
MY idea is a test kit for consumers. The test kit would test items for lead in the products they purchase.
Protect your sofa and other upholstered furniture at night and when you're away from home. We love our pets but not on the sofa.
The Tread Desk
Dash Dock
Resubmit)Butchers Block and expandable cookbook holder.
a holder with a shoulder strap to carry your shopping bags from the car to your house or while you shop. allows your hands to be free
CharmFresh
Porch Snugger. To seal void between porch and trailer or 5th wheel that cannot be permanent.
iPhone Wall Charger
THE PERFECT HANDBAG!!
Tap in.. And enter
Heat Protection Ear Caps w/Neck Attachments_protects ears/neck from hair/blow dryers, flat irons, etc.and chemical burns. Caps Disposable.
Hairlines
Vented filtered ceiling fan blade collects dust and freshens air.
BatVac
These scented sheets provide a new, convenient, and flexible way to put the luxury of scent wherever needed with low tach adhesive or not.
Bath-Mat Aeration Platform.
cook wine holder station
Clay to Crayon when dry
Projection in your Palm
STICKERS WITH SYMBOLS QUIRKY
Disposable eco-friendly Glove designed specifically to pick up your dog poop on the go
Mouse USB Drive: Looks and works like a regular mouse but can store your files like a flash drive and accept other drives and memory cards.
Power Reach or Power Snake
Tunes for Toys
An electricianâ€™s tool that incorporates pliers, a side cutting tool, and wire stripper to do the whole task with a single instrument.
kids chalk glove
Undercover Stress Relief
Raising Refrigerators/Freezers efficiency, thereby reducing power consumption, saving electricity and cash.( might be out Q's realm but...
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Steam Free Shaving Mirror. A shaving mirror with a compartment behind the mirror where you pour hot water to stop the mirror steaming up.
A great new idea for the ice cream scoop. A rechargeable battery powered ice cream scoop that heats up when you squeeze the handle.
Hello Ben, ,a tool that puts a beveled edge on sdr pipe Please Help, Just a stone's throw away from happiness, John MacFadyen (203)650-1112
porte clÃ©s ouvre anneau
Hair brush that releases hair gel or water at the push of a button. No more gel on your hands. Convenient when brushing your kids' hair.
Moisture Absorb Rice Cell Case
Video Game Storage Solution
USB Cell Case for Iphone 5
BUILT-IN REMOVABLE COMPACT MAKEUP CASE BUCKLE THIS IS THE PERFECT GIFT FOR THAT SPECIAL WOMEN - SHE WILL
ALWAYS BE READY TO GO OUT WITH YOU!
Privacy talking anywhere with you.
Dangle Magic
The coffee shop stirring stick re-invented. The stick would be a spiral, wide at the bottom, skinny at the top. You spin the stick to stir.
YOGA MAT INSPIRED BY YOU . . .Write your own inspirational message, goals or insert a photo of loved ones into clear sleeve on your Yoga Mat
Laser Cube
PROPS MAGNETIC
Home grocery inventory system
A TV remote control locator
Wire Cover!,all colors in a split elastic fabric to put all GPS, CELL, IPOD, wires in one cover to match your interior of your vehicle.
IPHONE 5C COLOR EARBUDS
When you draw (or write), smudging will occur. It gets all over your hand and paper. The Smudge Pad prevents smudging, and adds comfort.
The "Sling", Is a Rescue/assisting type product.It allows on/off piste rescue capabilities and ski and snowboard carrying capabilities rated
Clear adhesive magnifying strips that turn sunglasses into reading glasses.
Aria recharging based that have a function like auto vaccum. Move 360 degrees and come with remote control.
D-WoBlur
Metrocard Scorecard
EASY BACKWASH
Cat dog house
Memory Stick Cleaner
Triple sided toothbrush
New cars: Make it impossible for kids/pets to die in unattended vehicles.
My idea is to have a metal, mesh sling or basket hooked onto shopping carts. I have lost many small items.
television wireless dock stati
A swim cap with built in earbuds and bluetooth capacity for listening to your music device while exercising.
Earphone earmuffs
Is that clump of leaves and soil at the bottom of your pool giving you a nervous twitch? Easily remove debris with the pool syringe.
Electronic Nail Remover
Pass-the-Salt
This is a hand held adjustable wrench that fits a wide range of sizes and grips nuts and bolts harder as you apply more force.
A line of parts used to turn your pumpkin into a pumpkinhead! From spiders to MM's..your porch full of pumpkins is now full of friends!
Every body loves the Hoodie. Well, It just got better!
Auto Reflection
fil tondeuse Ã©lectriq
Automatic picture hanger. Hang pictures perfectly every time.
"watch out for me"
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Minimalist Dish Washing Kit
KELLEY COOLBOX, it fits in the back of a truck bed like a toolbox but one side is for tools and the other side is a electric cooler
Under the Hood Tool Tray RESUB
Resubmit)Portion Control Salad Dressing Fork. For Dieter's on the Go
My idea is a mini mask that can be used when traveling on airlines.
A plastic film you stick to your phone face that would enable you to see your phone contents without the aid of reading glasses.
Fragrant air filters. Scented candles create too much hassle. Fire hazard, clutter, expensive, etc. This product will be in every home.
Twist Tie Dispenser &amp; Cutter
Jumper Cable Tether
Vinegar Gel
My idea is a pressure washer for the tub that universally connects to any shower faucet. why wipe when you can PRESSURE WASH the scum away?
The CORD BALLS ---------- The new kind of cable extension
Nub Stopper
valuable coin detector
Tired of lifting that awkward gas can? We need a can with extendable pump for home use. Fill mowers, ATVs, jet skis, generators with ease!
Manly Misters
Grabber, a simple frame with elastic bands than can hold anything for you. car sun visor version or personal version, grab and strap.
Hair Spray Brush
Dishwashers and washing machines will be able to store an entire box of detergent and dispense the appropriate amount per load.
Spill n fill is a "glass funil'in order to divert the flow of water to facilitate the filling of large containers with mineral water.
THE ONION CHOPPER! Don't cry, keep your eyes dry! Also keeps you from getting onion on your hands
A safety buckle for child car seats that ensures that a child isn't left behind in the car.
Puppy puller
Car Radio Timer
A soft, washable water pouch for kids that will attach to a belt loop. Easy to fill, and comfortable to wear. So kids can stay hydrated!
smart camera lens
PilotChopsticks
Anyone can WALK ON AIR. Wrap nylon mesh around repolarized magnet's &amp; place them w/n the soles of shoes. Reducing shock on the knees &amp;
back.
NeedKnot will advertise your company logo or show your support for your favorite team in plain view from your necktie knot!
Lose weight-one size.Gain weight-another size.This can organize your closet to see,at a glance, which group of clothes will fit you today.
Shotgun Beer Koozie
Smart Seasoning Spoon
Literal measuring tape. Clear Scotch tape with measurements on it.
The detachable wall plug with special box with retractable extension cord.Theres no need for extension cords any more!
Freedom cell belt
Left handed white board marker
Quick release rear bicycle hub. This idea allows the rear tire to be reomoved without having to remove the chain and get your hands greasy.
Now Available at Home Depot!
propane burner used to keep food warm
magnetic schedule board
Multi use TV dinner table. Looks like furniture. Extendable swivel out ledge for more surface space. Ipad arm. Outlet. Barbra
smart phone tether
Plush Brick Couch for pets! Line extension, if you don't have room for a full-size or want to get a matching one for Fido
Pedal UP &amp; Dn ladder
Sock Saver
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Who wants to get on their knees to adjust the heater in every room? A wireless central control panel for baseboard heating is needed.
move-a-mow
My mailbox guard protects the mail after it's inserted in the mailbox. This protects checks, credit cards and consumer identity from theft.
Cooking app
now days we need all the help we can get to save on our electric bills.My idea will help.Its a pretty simple idea and is easy to install.
Dental Kit Organizer
I want to create a brush and comb (or a combination of sorts) to help get through long haired pet hair mats. Something easy and humane.
A fast and easy way for lowering the temperature of any beverage in 5 minutes to at least 5 degrees C.
test for the rod
Snap! Snap! Secure! No more extension cords coming undone. Problem &gt; Solved.
IDog...a smarter collar.
App enabled vibrator
TOUCH SCREEN COMPUTER KEYBOARD
Vehicle Bottom Heat Vent
PopUp PosterPal
Fan-tastic Fort
Sharpening knife block
Stick and Pick
A device that measures how much sunlight an area in the garden receives, in order to determine the best spot to plant tomatoes.
A length of pipe with a slip resistant grip on one end to provide leverage to loosen lug bolts on a tire.
**Patent-Pending** THE ULTIMATE FRAMING HAMMER [1:15 VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
(Resubmit)Tablets and phones charging on the floor? No more!
Emergency Vehicle Alert System! Enjoy riding windows up &amp; music blaring; secure that you will know to pull over for the fire truck
iSWAG iPhone/iPad Wrap &amp; Guard
A lightweight vest with a pocket for ice pak. That gives relief from heat fun and easy to wear. I would buy it. This can be around forever
I would like to see a sturdy, durable, adjustable level to use for daily use. Must be able to score a straight pencil mark across laterally.
The Ceramic Emergency Hammer
Katie: Iremote
Stratus soothing headrest.
Wireless Charging
StackJack is a set of headphones with a jack you can stack another headphone plug into. Share the Music, Not the Earwax.
A DOCK THAT TURNS YOUR LAPTOP INTO A DESKTOP/MEDIA CENTER
This little cube with its three different sized holes serves as a stand for many items. Call it the Quirkycube!
This is an amazing idea that everyone will love.
You know how everyone LOVES cake. Well, my idea will have a better influence on LOVING cake. It's called the Spitstopper-Safe Cake Blower.
new deadbolt that can't be kicked in even with a law enforcement battering ram
Headphone Helpers lift the headphones off a childs head so that the speakers are over the ears and not hanging below them.
The Sticky Silicone Fly Swatter. Swat the fly and keep it on the swatter until you rinse it off. Just like the Sticky Silicone Roller.
Gone Potty
Tie-Tote
Portable window awning to reduce summer solar heat gain by up to 65% on south-facing windows and 77% on west-facing windows.
Tired of mops and brooms falling to the floor every time you prop them up against a counter top or wall? So am I A: The mop &amp; broom condom.
Pampering Pod will attach to nail and pedicure stations so salon customers can use their favorite gadgets in a sanitary, comfortable way.
Nite-light Kane
Soda bottle water gun
Have you, or your kids been called on to raise funds for a school or org. Here is a way do this and show your teams colors !
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A simple, elegant, and cheap, scrapbooking paper punch holder. These simple racks organize and display most sizes and brands of punches.
"BIKERBAG"_ MAS
Increase driving comfort and safety with ergonomic steering wheel attachment.
everyone could have a locator beep or differnt signal so they could find their car. older people have older cars or no security system
Catch the wave FUTURE LOOK sm
Introducing the spoon that has a sharp knife side for carving melon,pineapple,avacados,pumpkins and watermelon.Just carve and scoop.
CUTE DISHWASHER TAG w/design, Red-Dirty one side, Green-Clean other side, attach w/suction cup Magnetics won't connect to some dishwashers
BioMouse
Color Changing Glasses for Car
help
Extend the life of your shoes and keep them smelling fresh! Use the three-phase ShoeSaver to reduce moisture + bacteria + leave them fresh.
PLUNGER KING
Dryer Zipper End Covers
Mittic: The compact mitten
Flexible Umbrella handle
Small dissolvable strips flavored by the wine (think Listerine strip packets) attached to the wine bottle for people to sample the wine.
It is a modular system that can support bikes, ladders, strollers, hoses and many other things, if you storage area has exposed trusses.
Yoga mat with built in padding for wrists and knees.
This unique toothbrush holder hangs over the sink to allow excess water to go directly down the drain,preventing old water from collecting.
Modifies the glasses case so that when you put your glasses away at night you do not lose them, or have to spend minutes searching for them.
A Toothbrush stabilizing holder w/mini footprint. Can stay attached to brush or counter. This would be marketed to adolescents and adults.
Updated: Shower Seat that pushes shower curtain out of the way for you. Lots of visual diagrams. Adjustable and Sturdy. 200 votes!
Milk jug pourer
WAGGING CLEAN
Kids travel pack/bag
10 key app for smart phones
Wake-Me-Up Knocker
Cellphone holder. Won't fall off, drop, turn phone upside down. Stops theft, credit fraud. 4 billion phones worldwide, huge market.
Rubba-glove-glove
DREAMMAKER MAKE A DREAM WITH SOMEONE YOU LOVE ELECTRIC/BATTERY SWINGING HAMMOCK
CAMPSIDE,LAKESIDE,DECK,SUNROOM SWEETDREAMS
Earphones with Built-in Earphone Adapter - This allows another to listen to what your listening to with their own headphones.
Potentia Wireless
Light Pen
Biodegradable watering bottle
Waterproof Blanket
Snaps are cool! Replace your buttons with snaps! Good for kids and those with disabilities. Allows 1 shirt to have many looks.
Screwbud #inventionchallenge
Folding Plate with matching Silicon Cup.
Power hand held push broom great for snow and debris,with a rotating power brush use your drill to power save time it is a great scrubber
Electronic Cigarette Pouch
Strapple is a case for iPhone that is able to combine multifunctionality with discretion, without taking up much space.
GET A GRIP- On fountain drinks. A 2 handled drink cup carrier. With 1 bucket type moving handle over the top,and a fixed mug style handle.
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A dog dish that has a build in towel for the mastiff kind of dog so after dinking water it will dry it's mug so it dosen't drip all over.
MYKITE
"THE NURSER" Nurse your baby
Box pillow
N/A
Velcro sweat band
aftermarket car grille
Remote It - Providing the ability to make standard household electronics (lights, fans, decorations, etc.) remote controlled.
Faucet with front command
Atari Shaped Chair. Render by The Greatest Artist Ever
SunScreen Back Applicator
Reuse RFID tags, for everyone
SafeCar Dry Sleeve
Butt Box
OPTIFIND" GLASSES YOU NEVER LOSE glasses that have a chip in the frame and come with a base like cordless phone.
Trucker's Smart Board
Charger for multiple phones
Tiki alarm gadget--Stop the preditor before he enters.
Created with a strong intent and awareness for children and parents to be responsible in personal environment and giving a hand to others.
Uterine Protease.
Slicing is made easy on this cutting board with a groove
a lense cleaner sheet dispenser on the back of my cell phone,a re fillable lense cleaner sheet package for tablet, cell phone
A roll of tape- one side to stick to surfaces;the other is covered in a plastic film,when removed reveals mouse glue to capture those pests.
KEEP or TOSS FOOD DATE APP
THIS MADE IT TO THE FINALS SO LETS DO IT AGAIN! Design an umbrella with an offset center so the user is in the center instead of the handle
Window Wordz
Craft Kits are a big hit with kids. Buried treasure! Dinosaur Egg?
Robo-Range
AIRCON
Unisex Hair Coloring Pouches
!GASH GUARDS! Wheelbarrow protection pads for the nose and legs. Universal, fits all wheelbarrows.
ingrediants tracker
Snap-on CFL bulb cover- looks like a traditional bulb &amp; is tinted to provide a soft white light- energy efficient &amp; aesthetically pleasant!
Sofa Saver
Custom Arm and leg weights
spice wheel
paper towel mitt
I propose a folding chair that can be folded even further AND has a handle for easy carrying.
A spring loaded smaller wheel that springs down in front of the front tires of your car when it starts raining. For anti hydroplane safety.
My idea is to have a dental floss dispencer in every resturant's restroom, no more embarrassing spinach in your teeth during conversation!
Multi-USB travel charger, with 10W output (i.e. strong enough to charge a tablet), but collapsible enough to make it good for travel.
A mesh/wire flexible body type of hanger with retractable sleeves to use with my clothing steamer. Pants hanger with retactable legs.
Forearm grip builder
WetYur Wipes
OCEAN WAVE POWER KIAK KIT
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Kitchen Genie
FEET DRYER
Rubber Controller
A shower insert w/Glade Plug-Ins and Pez Candy like features so that users customize an efficient and seamless showering/shampoo experience.
Home Depot Sink Liner
Cell phone cases are great for when you might drop your phone but I say lets not drop it at all!
The Flopp Stopper is an adhesive strip that "attaches" your heel to your flip flop to stop the flopping noise.
battery envelope for univ batt
Bluetooth mobile storage
Problem: My bra straps showing w/ tank and sleeveless tops. My invention is a bra with exchangeable straps, sold in a variety of colors.
Gripander
Paper Mit
I dont have any night stands in my room. But i have 3 remotes and a cell phone with no place to go, my boyfriend ends up sleeping on one.
Keep-it-fresh Guacamole
La pantoulum
Portable cooler with drink dispenser let's you grab the coldest can from the very bottom. Shows when time to reload your favorite drinks.
Comercial Women's Toilet
Introducing BUPTIAD, Blow Up Pool-Toy Inflater And Deflater, for Pool and beach toys, With BUPTIAD, easy to inflate and easy to deflate.
I Grab
A paint brush suitable for use on my deck or for window trim jobs that has a screw on handle in the same fashion that a roller brush does.
The Butt-Res' Chair
A "Whizer Whizzer" a convex electric rotating cleaning tool you attach to your drill for cleaning tubs, toilets, floors, walls, tires etc.
A product that stores an artificial Christmas Tree in an upright position with all the decorations left in place.
Check this out
Waterproof case
The "RAGA MILL" is an improved grinder that would save users time and energy in the kitchen by quickly and efficiently pulverizing food.
Toilet wipe motion sensing lid
The Bar BQ Buddy(this name is not cut in stone)This is a free standing stand alone LED Light with attached hooks for all your accessories.
Trouv'tout
Cordless Lamp
Handy Wipe Holder
Rock Buddy
PERFECT COFFEE MEASURING CUPS
USB Drive Case
A long overdue upgrade to the garbage can. Taking out the trash no longer has to SUCK!!! Literally
self cleaning apparel
Detachable rear windshield wiper for older car models that do not have wipers
Headsets for cell phones, forget it! Here is the latest in cell phone technology . Let's bring back some of that good ole nastalgia.
Lawnmower Transport for Bike
A wireless fishing system designed to aide the ice fisherman! The most innovative product developed which will dominate the industry!
Diagonal Silverware Organizer
Sippy cup lid holder for dishwashers. No more struggling to fit the lids in the dishwasher. Fits between rows and securely holds lids.
AutoTint
Ladder sack barrow
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Carry your bike stuff, make a statement
Life Saver Chauffeur
ScreenSaver
SOLAR POWERED POOL HEATER/CIRCULATOR.floats on the surface,draws cold water from under the surface,heats it thru tubes, returns it to pool
xBand allows you to expand the flash memory of your apple devices using one or more microSDHC cards.
Redline Shield
Digestive wellness belt
QUIRKY KNOTLESS for shoes and slippers. Forget knots forever with a simple and inexpensive mechanism. New features!!!!
Resubmit.Modified,My idea is a REVERSIBLE,FLAT,OUTLET SWITCH PLATE with removable decorative sticker.Great as added home decor.
" RAZOR LAZOR"
Bendable Silicone Clip
A womans bootholder that holds shape, saves room, extends and holds boots together.
I will create a clock that gives a restful sleep by accurately and comfortably reading brain activity and the completion of a sleep cycle.
Leaves your home smelling fresh with your favorite aroma all day long.
Cavitation
Valise portant dÃ©pliable
Multi-Size Measuring Cup
A "reverse shadowbox" that disguises fixed items as thermostats, key pads and electrical sockets placed in an awkward location.
The Lil Bit: Hang this handy removable push button dispenser on your faucet.
Recessed Speaker Fixture
Forecast Wind Chimes
Flexible Phone-Camera Extender
Half a Sphere Phone, Tablet Prop Support and Plug Organizer. Props your device up to get a better view and keep your device plug in order.
The products at bath are all mixed and is difficult to find your favorite shampoo, conditioner and liquid soap between so many others .
A "stance" like product but for the iphone 4/4s! A telescoping arm that goes into your cup holder and adjusts to different heights/angles.
Qi Receiver for Laptop/tablet
Party Cake Top
get the door !
A Pen That Charges Your Phone
Compartments for handbag
all in one dental unit
Fanny Fan
Smart Sunglasses
idea for ceramic workers
Sign Brella
The light-stand cup holder, is a cup holder that clamps(or clips) onto a light and holds a drink.
Doodle Me: For children of all ages sharing their artwork as a unique custom made piece of art, cutting the endless use of wrapping paper.
Watch Your Back.
Magnetic crystals for lamps
surgeretract
-Mobile theaters - Rubber headset which holds a mobile device to comfortably view movies, sports, and tv hands free!
Two Way Headphones that allow others to hear what you're hearing. Push a button and switch to external speakers so others hear music also.
Tortilla Flipper
Save space and mess. Use lid as chopping surface and as a lid. Great for preperation of small meals.
Safer U key
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Bag Dryer
It's time Quirky made a grill
Hybrid Pillow
Accessory for the BOBBLE BRUSH HOLDER. Easy Flossing. Floss ring that attaches to the Bobble Brush Holder.(Paulette Jaques)
Toilet Cover Cozy
Safety aid for busy families . Providing children, parents and teachers an easy way to monitor transportation on a daily basis.
Bird Netting Umbrella
App-Bird Bath
RIM-GO, NO MORE DIRTY RIMS!!!!
My patented idea: Foldable Sawhorse. No more clumsy wooden or heavy metal sawhorses that take up a lot of room and cause storage problems.
Wifi Bracelet
A battery operated pooper scooper. for small/medium dogs. Scooper sweeps doggy poop into a custom plastic bag that seals at push of button.
The Cabinet Saver would provide comsumers a simple and efficient means of maintaining clean cabinets and protects them.
CHANGE FACE
The "Whizer Whizzer" an electric rotating cleaning tool you attach to your drill, for cleaning tubs, toilets, floors, anything at all.
*Refill* Couplers that transfer toothpaste (or like) from one tube/bottle to another. Comes with various sized couplers &amp; empty bottles/tube
life size replica of historical events in history which are displayed on lawn (raising of flag on Iwo Jima) displayed on veteran day, etc.
Child Safety Beacon Car Seat
xxxx
A HANDBAG NEEDS A "LED" LIGHT,LOCATED INSIDE OF THE BAG,SO YOU CAN FIND AND GET WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR WITH
EASE.LIKE KEYS,MONEY,GLOSS,ETC
AQUA-LEASH
An inexspensive,convenient,and safe way to clean-up broken CFL light bulbs that protects you &amp; your family from harmful mercury vapers.
My idea is called Man-Aliners. It is a panty liner for men made out of cotton, plastic placed in men underwear to maintain dry and clean.
Ultrasonic Wine Aerator
Never lose Key Chain Chirper
Water soluble travel products.
Non-contact Power Meter
Tour de France suite
a book bag wit a 1 person built in design umbrella attached to the strap so when it rains u can have a hands free umbrella.
Color Time clock
a portable, collapsible mirror which unfolds in an "accordion" or "venetian blind" fashion, directly out of its carrier/ hanger.
HOME DEPOT..peg board loopits
The Heat Bin
Inexpensive disc golf basket:)
Hard plastic home toilet paper holder. Casing wraps directly around the roll and holder for all wall mounted toilet paper. For cat owners.
GPS "Bonnet" shades the face on a GPS. Smaller, but similar to the folding shade of a pram. Low profile, stows easily, elegant function.
Illuminated hair drayer
Small square speakers placed around your home enabling you to listen to the same tunes wherever you go.
Three Dimensional Gameplay
A customizable shed, delivered to your home, with what a child needs birth to the age of 2: diapers, car seats, (optional) clothes, food
Safety Vehicle Stopper
shopping list
WARMED TOILET PAPER/WIPE DISPENSER WITH OPT DISPENSER FOR SANITIZED WIPES 2WIPE SEAT OR HANDS OPERATES VIA
BATTERY Patent Pending
Fast Dry Wall Mounting Pin
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"PREG BED",short for Pregnancy Bed, a mattress with a hole so that pregnant moms to have a choice or can only fall asleep on there tummies.
a lense cleaner sheet dispenser on the back of my cell phone,a re fillable lense cleaner sheet package for tablet, cell phone
It's a hot summer day and you take your dog to the park for some Frisbee or ball playing - now a convenient way to hydrate your pet.
Walking Water Weights
Protector for frying
clef a fond plat
App-Enabled Reward Cards
Worm Cam
Rim coverups. Flat coverups that lock to the inside of vehicle rims that feature designs/templates, or LED lights. Designs 3-d/holograph.
Warm facial cleansing cloths. A warming unit using pre-moistened cleansing/make-up remover cloths to better remove dirt and impurities.
Stretch &amp; Collapse Your Loofah
App-Enabled Weather Station
Buddy Tie Down Strap
accessoire caddie
Smart power feedback &amp; control
WILLARD - the smart wallet
Sockro
A portable vacuum hose extension and multi attachments kit which modifies any car wash vacuum for longer reach and thorough cleaning of cars
Post It DoorBell
UNO-DOGGER All-in-one dog and master fitness, hands-free pack to exercise your best friend and award him when youâ€™ve jogged your miles.
step toilet
I'd like to make a website which exists as an ongoing opensource, community regulated collaboration between writers and musicians.
Easy on X-mas light solution
FLIP IT Storage Bin...Top &amp; Bottom Lid! No More Digging! Clear, Easy Label, Stackable, Collapsable, Hinged Lids! No More Scattered Lids!
A holder for a baby carseat that converts it to a baby swing.
Creative Bath Cubes
You can have 4 different drinks in one Container easy removable Containers for refill/cleaning Carousel bottom turn right to your drink
No Touch ELETRIC FRYER
"The Baby Safe Seat" The seat is designed to alert parents when the temperature rises and child is left in the seat. Via Key Chain, GPS, 911
Calorie control scales
BLINDS EXPRESSION
A water bottle with radio for tunes, built in pill carrying case, and an alarm to remind you to take your meds!
The Bluetooth clip on that has caller id and speakerphone. Leave your phone in your pocket and answer your calls like Dick Tracy. See video
FLEXI [GEN 2.0]
Do you hate tugging a bulging bag out of your trashcanâ€™s too-small opening? The solution is a trashcan that opens on two sides!
The Camera/Video Picture Frame with instant playback for party guests to watch videos they just made!!! Remote for group pics at weddings.
Binky Clean
Bath Tub Faucet cover
clef a fond plat
Wireless Charger for Electroni
shopping list
Everyone from nine to ninety will want The Stone! Practical yet quirky! Manufactured from river stones to gem stones. Multiple applications.
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My dishes
Pull out signs for Sporting events, Political campaigns, protests, any where a logo, slogan or quip needs to be displayed.
Self-cleaning Hair Brush
all-around tooth brush
Smart Wine Glass
Second Skin finger Grips
Dribble Caps
Learning in a Flash
Gutter Spout Cleaner
LETS MODERNIZE THE FINGERNAIL CLIPPER!!! They haven't changed much since they were invented in 1896. More Kid and Elderly Friendly!
Fitness Watch Band
The MOSES Umbrella it's the chance to reduce the irritation you get in rainy days. It's the common umbrella, but much better.
rings for typing on mobile
this is my idea of a hard hat that helps cool you as you work...this will help cut down heat related illnesses on the job
Washable Shoe Tree to prevent shrinkage.
Now you can open your front door with a hand held remote control! Just like your car-just point and press for a quick and safe entry!
Juicer "presses" left over ingredients into a bar. Put desired ingredients into juicer-makes juice, presses left overs into healthy snack.
A rubber band with an LCD countdown timer and LED Status indicator that wraps around a baby bottle to tell when formula has gone bad
Dye Stick - They have Stain Remover sticks (or tubes). A dye stick (in common colors like black, navy, brown, etc) would be very useful.
GPS or signal transmitting, self powered, small insertable device that tracks people / kids. Permanent/fixed and/or insertable.
Kids grow at rapid rates. So why not account for their period of rapid height change by create a simple clipping solution for pants.
BEACH CHAIRS you fill part sand (base bit) and part inflate with air(top seating bit). ELASTIC STRAPS hook to your parasol to anchor it.
Flat screen swivel with remote
The Computer â€œWrist Assistâ€ For relief of computer mouse attacks.
Come back ball!
Golf club urinal
River Turbine
portable transportable
Wooden futon hurting your elbows or getting water stains? Metal futon look plain and boring? Dress them up with slip over arm rest!
Window sill planter that sides back out of the way so you can close your blinds and you can still enjoy your plants.
Pic-a-flame Torch Lighter
Pawsative Treat Dispenser
Universal speaker box with a 2.5mm jack that can be hung from around the neck, pointing sound upward while still aware of sounds around you
My idea is for Clog Socks. Most clogs are backless. Socks with a pliable, waterproof heel area would protect the heel from rain or snow.
Keep your counters clear!! With this product you no longer have to take up needed space when cooling baked goods or letting your meat rest!
Patented deadbolt can't be kicked in even w/battering rams or compromised eliminates multiple locks on doors. Keeps bad guys out...Period
Tablet Case with Cord Mgmt
HUGGILLOW
Solaris
Collapsible Bottom Trash Bin
Solar PAINT
How many time have you gone to the gas station and smell the flumes and all most thrown up.
Umbrella Roll
iRemind
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Hate having your earphones wrapped around your ipod or iphone and always getting tangled leaving you spending minutes unwinding
smart chicken water bowl/feeder - never let your chicken thirsty/hungry - alerts you when water or food are needed to be refilled
Introducing the Quirky Ride-on Retro Flying Saucer, shaped like a flying saucer with wheels, lights, sounds - Solar Powered accessories
Attic Storage Hook
a portable cleaning devise that cleans auto windows all around.
Dog leash with poop bag holder
Winter in 10 weeks! My Dish is going to freeze over again!!! De-ice it safely and easily from the ground with a can of 30 feet de-icer!
BUNCHABAGS is a uniquely designed shopping bag that incorporates 5 shopping bags into one lightweight "stop rip" nylon tote!
BLUE SHOE BANDS soccer training tool. Blue band slips over off-foot cleat. Coach shouts BLUE SHOE instead of LEFT FOOT, kid kicks.
automatic car cover a car cover deploys with the click of remote button from a long narrow box the width of the front of the car.
Jouets Ã mÃ©moire de forme
Joe to Go
Brainjots, is an erasable magic marker with a magnet to hold it to the medicine cabinet. It lasts on the mirror through steam until erased.
All Terrain Pedals
the coat hanger dispencer
No more dropping that burp cloth or having to switch it from shoulder to shoulder! Save your clothes and your time! Please Comment!!!
saut gain de place
PREGNANCY SAFETY! Women would appreciate the "Ivory Tortiose Shell". A combination belly cover meets football armor meets turtle structure.
My idea is to solve the problem that most people have in the shower to reach every part of their back, knees, and feet without bending.
THE THUG DOG CONE
Do you hate waiting at the stove, stirring until the pudding or the rice pudding is done
An inexpensive, hands free, electronic magnifier to help the aging, diabetics, and others with degrading vision regain some quality of life.
A "pooch potty" to hold plastic bags.Slip bag on,hold under fido's tush doing his"thing",then unslide.Poop falls in bag,tie,toss.Easy&amp;green.
Solar siding
DSLR &amp; EVIL cameras are BULKY! 2 part case w/detachable lens section lets you put it in ur pocket or bag - Mirrorless Camera Sales are HUGE!
So simple, it is laughable. Nothing more than a cushy pad to make your R/leg comfortable against left side car console.Velcro attached
personilized door signs
Speed, ease, convenience...Words not usually associated with the chore of moving, until now. I introduce to you the SmootheMove!
a device that looks like a table tennis net with soft lining along the edges and a pan with soft material lining.
Smart orange juice machine
Flexible Plant Support
A container dispensing hand sanitizer or hand lotion with the push of a button and wraps to the inner portion of steering wheels.
iPhone slider case
Cane/Crutch hook. This attachment is a closed HOOK you strap/clamp onto a cane or crutch to carry small items like a key or small wallet ETC
Potato Punch
Night-Glow Net
KoolPlates/Edge wants to attract the business of companies who desire to have their logo, name or mark literally in the face of consumers.
Save your picnic from annoying flies. Natural fly repellent outdoor table lamp.
Silicover
SHELL TOE CASE W/ LACE GROMMET
Tuff dog football
A Standalone coffee maker, not pulled out from under a cabinet to fill with water. Fill pot with water then the coffee, relax, anticapate.
I would like to create a mini travel space heater that can fit into my luggage. I am a flight attendant and it has to fit in my bag.
Lamp with uninterruptible power supply, surge protector, power meter, retractable extension cords, USB ports, and emergency LEDs.
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Puncture proof plane fuel tank
Flexible drink lid
Bark Alert
My idea is MAGNETIC Christmas tree ornament hooks. These will be GREAT for all trees. Ornaments will NOT slide off branches. Time 2 upgrade
Underwear Washer/Sanitizer
My pillow gets hot I have to turn the pillow over to the cool side.
ScrewDriver for ScrewHole
Selective Sensor Pet Gate
My product is a hose filter that would attach to any garden hose and filter out the hard water to give your car or windows a spot free rinse
Kinetic Frisbee Charger
REFLECTIVE TAPE for CLOTHING that can be EASILY APPLIED and PEELED OFF after use and be REUSABLE. Perfect for KIDS and JOGGERS!
app controlled veggie garded
Artsy Coat Hanger
Do you forget your Ipad,Cell Phone, or Tablet charger at home? The idea is an Ipad, Cell Phone, or Tablet with the charger built inside!
BETTER BROILER PANS FOR TOASTER OVENS! Ideal for small apartments, dormitories, etc. Stainless Steel same as regular ovens. Batch family
A spring loaded light device, that snaps on the top of a travel mug, pop can, beer can. Fits on any container that has a top lip.
Quirky The Idea Book chronicles the development process of all great ideas on Quirky community. A story teller behind all Quirky inventions.
PONY-BAND! A combo headband &amp; ponytail holder that keeps your hair in place while exercising. A soft stretchy material that loops in back.
Automatic Toilet Brush in Seat
Magnetic Propulsion Chair
pee pad sensor and treat dispe
my idea is an Advertizing Balloon you buy this Kit fill up the Balloon and elevated it in the air 200-300 feet people on the freeway Can see
Grubbermate
Cool Temp Sense T-Shirt Heart
We need an effective hands off way to brush a dogs teeth.
NEW SOLUTION FOR FINGER KNIFE PROTECTOR, THE NEMESIS OF KNIFE-CUT aka THE ANGEL OF COOKS
Back Brush Soap Dispensing
Sports Bag w/ Towel
Cold feet? Do not worry,just put on these Warm Slippers, plug them in and enjoy,in the car, at home or in a hotel while traveling.
Prepaid Airline Suitcase
Combination shoe rack/boot tray for winter/mud seasons - keep mud room organized and all shoes clean. Easy clean up with removable trays.
The Scrunchy Silicone Snack Pac goes directly from the freezer to the microwave or oven with your favorite leftovers and is easy to clean!
car mat saver
faucet replacement handle
A baby monitor that can travel along tracks either on a wall, or on the cribs ledge, letting parents monitor their child from every angle.
Underwear forming the figure.
K-KUP KLEANER KARTRIDGE
Snow free sprinkler
display-ur-tee
Blue Glove
Thin Extension Cord - for Safety and Aesthetics
What did you say? A RUG that acts a VACUUM! Yes! No more vaccumning the floors twice a day. More time spent with family! CHECK IT OUT!
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O.T.A. - Oh, The Awesomeness
stickem up!! is a two part devise to let you shop off a list hands free.
toilet seat knobs
Perfect Shower
Individual place settings
smart TV universal remote
A makeup bag that not only holds makeup but has mirror attached that can be put in a upright position for makeup application or grooming.
Have you ever driven all the way home only to realize you forgot to pick up milk?
FalconCam
Mobile Device Charging Station &gt;&gt; Double Decker.
Cleaning Brush Bucket
Portable, detachable, stroller/car seat, adjustable temperature warming cover that would be solar powered,lightweight,attach to any car seat
A new way to carry all the items in your pockets. A side of the leg holster .
BOAT BUDDY
Fully wireless headphones, for rugged outdoor fitness/recreational use. Headphones will act as a male USB to drag music in from iTunes.
Find My Car Flag
Krazy Keyboard
The big idea is a golf tee that disolves back into the ground, but my real goal is to complete the dream that my father started.
Multipurpose Dog Poop Device 10/30/2011
Heat retainer pad
Ban-dit
ByeRazorBurnâ„¢ - Digital Shave Counter is a revolutionary product which keeps track of shaving blade usage.
Variable Volume Container
Desperate Desk Hanger
tablier de pluie pour scooter
Laptop casing and protective carrier folds out to form a rigid lap desk
Electrical outlets transformed to USB outlets nationwide. This supply power to recharge and charge. It would recycle its own energy.
The "Drop" is a water bottle that has a large personal compartment running the length of the bottle, from top to bottom. . . See more below.
A portable, storable utility sink that fits into the shower or tub. An extra sink when you need it! UPDATED
Security Camera for home/offic
Electronic Fireplace Screen
Stovetop Grill
The Brunger is a two-in-one bathroom tool with an elongated handle, to which a plunger and toilet brush head can be easily attached.
jack in the box
Multipurpose container to display and sell a dive regulator, then it snaps on as a safety device protecting the regulator from dirt/ damage.
Multi-function BBQ Tool (Resubmit)
Hands Free Shopping!! Simply attach this lightweight device to the handle of any shopping cart, clip on your list or phone and go. So easy!
The Topping Trove. A storage container with separate sections,12-16 that holds a "collection" of toppings for salads, yogurt, oatmeal, etc.
The TABGRIP allows one to comfortably hold a touchscreen tablet or a phone while on the move without straining your fingers!
The Fruzii is a cup that infuses water with fresh fruit and vegetables- 100% customizable and perfect for on the go.
Quirky Milkmaid for wine! An app enabled decanter that lets you know when your wine is spoiled. Could work for white wine when refridgerated
I propose a floor to ceiling tension rod system (similar to those used in bathrooms)to mount wicker baskets for den and bedroom organizing.
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A fragrance work-out clip designed to enhance gym workout while simultaneously masking the unpleasant smell of other workouts around you!
Style and safety work socks
UV LED Glowing Floral Vase
Credit Card Casing,(CCC)-slip your gas/credit Card(s)in an aluminum casing, w/ a clip, able to attach to key ring,purse,belt loop.
ear bud alarm
Oatmeal Bowls keep oatmeal warm &amp; ice cream cold. INSULATED Silicone bowls w/tray-lids that swivel open just enough to eat out of (RESUBMIT)
WHOLE BACK SCRUBBER. ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED AND WALL MOUNTED. DITCH YOUR BACK BRUSH FOR THE SCRUBBER
THAT MAKES SENSE.
the remote to unlock your car doors, there should be some type of sensor to alert the person that their car alarm is going off.
I'm here pub app
"Scroll Color bracelets" Allow you to scroll to the desired color you want to match better with what you're wearing or what you like best..
Collapsible Car Booster Seat
20 oz plastic bottle cap with a built in straw that has a cap. Could also be done for Gatorade bottles.
Power Dome
fathead buddy
Ever have your mail box door rust off &amp; the only way to fix it is to tear apart your brick surround, install a new box, then rebuild?
Laser Light Eyeliner
Jams Jewelry is a wrist weight that looks like a fashionable bracelet.Make Every Move Count!Look fabulous, while getting fit!
. Exposure to sun or UV can make scars more pronounced My idea would be an adhesive UV blocking tape for tattoo cover and surgery scars
Eat popcorn without all the mess and the germs!This simplistic container gives you the control in a new cylindrical form. No napkins needed!
ZapKap
Compact, rotating rack for storage of mediators for guitars, business or banking cards, and similar things with the platter.
The three-prong back scratcher, just a little idea about getting to three points on the back instead of one with the back scratcher.
Disposable 3D Strainer
universal garden motor
Recovery 21 is a fun-filled Board Game which introduces users to the tools, language, of individuals in recovery from addictions.
I can't tell if a picture is hanging straight or is tilted to the left-- and I am betting I'm not the only one! What if the frame had levels
light ball
RACEHORSE
TAT Bag Take-along Teacher The quintessential teacher bag should be wide enough to hold papers,tool and a laptop.
Quirky Business Cards for Us
Illuminate Best Escape Routes
Smart SNOWPLOW for your DOOR
Easily Collect your Ingredients from Fridge! Set &amp; Clean Table! Serve Food! Tray with Strap &amp; Magnets to Store on Fridge &amp; More! C
Drawings
PowerUP - Power Your Life!
Pet Feeder that you can feed even When you are away
Resub I still like this one: Meet the temperature time pot! Its the pot that tells you the inner temperature and has a timer built right in
Have you ever found yourself climbing up and down ladders every time you need a new tool. Install the "Giant Ladder Hook" and climb less
glassesfinder
A leaf vac connected via a long hose (think very long laundry hose) to a large garbage can.
A medicine cabinet door magnetic organizer that holds everything you need to look nice in the morning rush.
Tripod Satellite Chopsticks
The only binder that helps you use your smartphone or tablet to perfectly and quickly backup and organize notes.
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Baby Bassinet? Repurpose UNHAMPERED! The Easy-to-store baby basket!
Lingette rince tÃ©tine
Magnetic Post-it notes. No waste, no ongoing costs and no creasing or scrunching. Environment-friendly organization for the 21st century.
Peace Maker. No More URINE on the toilet seatã€€ Husbands Happy, Wives Happierã€€ Toilet Lever that has time setting
Name "Steal-Free Sheets". Solves problem of having enough material to cover your body and your bed mate. Solves "left out in the cold."
My ideal is a warning system that reminds people driving a vehicle transporting a child ,that an infant is still strapped in.
Flying Whale Suit
I Track My Health
COLLANT ANTI-AMPOULES
Ring your lost things
Marchepied-Malin
Cell-phone docking station on the back, large touch screen pad on the front. Ability to use your phones data plan on a pad.
Shower curtain extender
WHERE"S MY CAR!!! NOW YOU KNOW, WHETHER STOLEN OR BEING DRIVEN BY A FAMILY MEMBER. ***CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTER
TRACKING/LOCATION FINDER***
The Coolest Cooler
Ice cream packaged in see-thru,recyclable,resealable containers.easily stacked/stored/dispensed/frozen.Sized by existing dip scoops.Spoons 2
A "bolt on" cart handle for industrial Rubbermaid style carts to make them more ergonomic
If you have back or hip pain it could be caused by your billfold/wallet. Introducing our doctor recommended T&amp;C HideAfold billfold/wallet.
My retractable dog leash stinks. If the cord gets wet the enclosed case it retracts into is like a tiny green house for mold and mildew.
"Pure" Fitness Water Bottles!
Keg with Window
The SCOMB: a comb that dispenses diluted shampoo or oils on the scalp for dry hair/scalp. Can also be a motorized scalp massager.
MagneSafe
Feed 'Em
Tofu Press
dont loose your phone
Wipe &amp; Swipe Doormat
A small triangular shaped sauce-pan that can fit three of them at a time, on a large burner.
Golf Club Alert
egouttoir sechant
Tie-Down the back flap of your necktie without a tie clasp. When the loop label falls off, the Tie-Down is an unseen, inexpensive clasp.
A plastic cover placed on a debit/credit card to protect it from wear. Optionally, shrunk with a hair dryer for permanent protection.
Tap Shut-Off at Hose End
Mount small LED lights near center brakelight at the rear of a car that identifies if a driver and/or passenger has buckled their seatbelt.
Panoramic Baby Twin Stroller
Fresh Food Keeper
Smart Shades
self cooling bottle
Sturdy, no hardware shelf system for use with any wall mounted flat screen bracket to organize AV components with versatility and ease.
Two-Sided Soap
Presbyopic Sun Glasses Lenses
Real estate&amp;political signs. Sign displays person or object's actual height(optional)on both sides,digital display,LED lights,moving parts.
Sealable Pet dish
A gym shoe with an interchangable bottom. Instantly change your street shoes into baseball spikes, running, and basketball shoes easily.
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RA Band
Bluetooth Alarm for phone
Tag A Luggage
Pen Zen-like Wallpaper or Tile
I designed a planter that is two peices and snaps back together around a pole, mailbox, or table umbrella.
2 in 1 changeable earpiece type
Clean O'matic
A father hands his 11 year old boy a baseball stat pad after a game. The boy looks at the screen and sees his game and season stats.
backpack laptop
Gear Bag.
Keyboard helper
NEW Mini straw sized coffee/tea/etc maker make 12 different cups use a fraction of the coffee a coffee maker uses can be carried in a pocket
Baby teething toy with interchangeable cold end piece with a handle that doesn't get cold.
Need one, affordable coffee pot for two that makes two decent-sized pots and fits on a small kitchen counter? It doesn't exist but it could.
Boot Strap Storage Boots
Outdoor Fan Fin
My idea is a beverage label that keeps drinks colder longer after it has left the fridge,it is made of a thin gel that acts as a ice jacket.
UPDATED!!!Flat/Curling iron cooling pad/bag that protects surfaces from high heats w/ Non-slip grip Also stores combs/hair accessories
Helicopter Safety Device
soft sidecutter pliers
Quirky Crates: Face Covers
How many times as a woman, have you gone to someone's home, or hotel and its the time of the month? A discreet cylinder that fits in corner.
Corn hole husk
Hydroelectric Home Generator
Clamp-On Christmas Stocking Hanger
GPS device/software: alerts drivers that there are emergency vehicles within their vicinity. Saves lives and $$.
Sound Track Kids Clock
The Nail Saber
"Eat on the Go" is for the passengers of the car to eat safer and have the ability to put the food down and not make a mess.
The amp-brella is a attachable, durable and easy to put away umbrella that that keeps equipment dry while working in the elements!
iPad powered hand warmer - Line extension of the USB powered hand heater
Easy Fix
Adult Bed Tent
Vision
Note Taking Smart Pen
Wink Central Headquarters
Adult or child's SLEEP MASK with beep or vibration to wake you! Cat naps are good! Kids can take charge of there own naps!(Paulette Jaques)
Portable pliable stand vÃ©lo
Instant carsharing
Wayout is a life saver
Eye hook drill bit
Make a safe play box for kids without sharp corners and they can write or draw and wipe it off when anyone is ready.It's called My kids box.
Toilet with two buttons on the top. first button labeled as 1. second button labeled as 2. Buttons control amount of water in toilet.
" Quick Pic Kit "
Easy Garden Hose Grip.
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Iced Coffee Go Go
trash can bottom
Study Bible Encyclopedia
No More Twisted Up Power Cords
Bloque tete
Portable Step Stool for grocery/package store shopping. Would also hold reusable shopping bags.
Sky Sscope
LED/LCD pull out screen. If you are like me and lack time, space and money then buy two screens in one. Need space; pull out screen
Instant Cold Drinks
The SHOULDER SHREDDER is a system that adds resistance to your standard set of push ups by keeping your deltoids in a contracted state.
Ladder Step On
Hereâ€™s your Out Of Sight Sponge Caddy. No dirty sponges on your sink top. No loose sponges sliding around in your kitchen drawers.
Portable audio amplifier
Backwards alarm clock
Auto-toilet cleaner! The 'Bowl Bug' will rotate around the rim of your toilet while spinning bristles clean the inside/outside of the bowl.
Safe Soda Cap &amp; Drink
Tie rack and organizer that keeps ties off the floor. Holds ties securely to inside of closet door. Keeps neckties organized conveniently.
Children Boot Mats - boot mats for winter that are colourful and/or printed with licensed Disney (cute) images for your mud room or lockers
AnCords Away
An iHome for the iPad 1 &amp; 2.
For lost or misplaced phones, this gadget will make your phone alert you by a sound, light or flash if you walk 10 feet away from it.
Tinkle Beam
train your way
Universal HDTV padded sack bag
Bicep Buddy
Recycling plastic bags idea. This "Itty Bitty Bag Bag" is simple, inexpensive and portable. Carries about 8 bags. See the video!
MultiColor Light Bulb
Two liters are Too tall! Now, those awkward, heavy, too tall 2 liter soda pop bottles can stay cold in your fridge...you just push a button.
Puzzle / Money Box combo. First easy steps into geometry?..
"shoe socks" or "silly shoe socks" for kids..a stylish and convenient rubber protection from stains,rain or snow..4 m,w,kids teens&amp;tweens..
Adjustable Wrap-Around Earbuds
Super Multi tool.
large combenation square
A package of toilet paper where the last roll is colored as a reminder to buy more.
Teenage Driver Monitor
Combo Hands Free Dog Walker
A Better Dish Brush. One that stays out of the filthy germs floating in dishes in the sink. One that drains and dries and remains hidden.
We've created a reusable drycleaning garment bag (thegreengarmento.com). We need to create a hamper frame that breaks down to 16" pieces.
App-Enabled Trailer Hookup !!!
Meter Stick Compass
sticky trap the surrounds wheels of cars in storage or the whole car..
"My Bottle Cap Golf Ball Marker Hand Press".
Acquire TV Remote Controller
Sink splash guard
Are you tired of being strangled by your seat belt shoulder strap? Use the trippy clip to keep your shoulder strap in place.
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Tackler
Runaway Raincoat
I have spent many hours looking for my kids library books, it would be great to have a devise that I could "click" to instantly find them!
Handbag Pocket Charger
Everyone who has been faced with the daunting task of painting a house knows the frustrations that come along with it,this product helps.
Ergonomic Infant Car Seat
Hello there: In 1988 I invented the super chip clip with blue prints.
Key(easy) is a solution for bulky keys &amp; eliminate excess weight for your pocket or purse.store all your keys in one unit slide your choice.
My idea is a pear shaped infant car seat. This design would help millions of parents to carry their precious baby with ease.
Variable Brake Lights
Ready-Pad Workwear. Work pants w/pockets at the knee with removable pads for intermittent or all day knee work.
A GPS-enabled app which communicates with the car and prevents accidents when major change is predictable in the trajectory
LED Leash
Container of popcorn with a sieve to receive the grains of corn that did not burst and excess of salt.No broken teeth or excessive salt.
Golf Cart Cigar Holder
gobuds
Squeaky Clean Window Washer with automatic sponge retraction and anti-leak side control, NO FLIPPING or ROTATING REQUIRED.
Fruit Markers
Virtual Cross Word puzzle &amp;.
Therapeutic Sport Sandal
Penselet
IT'S A SNAP! Have your hot coffee or tea last longer sip after sip with this specialty designed mug with snap-on rechargeable warming disc.
Graffiti fighting paint
intelligent storage, automatic shopping list, alerts when anything runs out
EarPillow: COMFORTABLY listen to MUSIC with your HEADPHONES while on a CAR/TRAIN/PLANE trip or lying in BED. Perfect for LONG TRIPS
&amp; SLEEP
(RS)Collapsible accordian style mixing bowl container with a pump dispenser. Pump out the exact amount of batter you need. No mess no stress
It's time to burp the baby, where's the bottle go? In an expandable, armrest bottle holder. Works on chairs, couches, even at the hospital!
Tong Tong its Tongstacular! The Tong with a knife incorporated to the end of it. Cut your food and pick it up with the same tool.
MINE
Car Security Shade
Baby saver
Tea Clip Tea Bag Holder
Shake the can, set it down, open the paint. Ohhh, I forgot the screwdriver to open the paint can.
Here is a dog house that takes worry and concern out of the equation. It offers vital and life saving heat during cold days and nights!
LEGO-ish Wallpaper or Tiles
Rechargeable Bottle Scrubber
Gardner's best friend! Garden's, green house, potted plants.The tool is for best for cultivating the plant, with No DAMAGE!!!!!
Nylon attachable/detachable suspenders for pantyhose. The tops of pantyhose and leggings often role down, so attach these and hold them up!
Kitchen Garbage Zip Lock Lid
Hands free jogging stroller adapter. Portable and universally connects to any stroller!
Retractable Cords Vital Signs
An Instant Touchscreen on your existing computer screen. Just attach this device and your monitor becomes a touchscreen.
Glove of natural massage
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Quoffee. Simple custom coffee. Two Zip-Mix pull tabs add your preferred blend of creamy-sweet to any flavor. Shake, brew and be on your way!
Intelligent water boiler - save energy - control it remotely!
Smart tap - no burning, reduced consumption
The Brush Buddy - durable paint brush protector for professionals or amateurs; prolongs brush life; keeps brush in original shape; easy use.
A meat cutting/carving board with a "well" to catch juices and which is dishwasher safe.
DOC CAM
Blinking Fire extinguisher
Wall Calendar with Erase Board
The "GOTCHA" Small electronic locator system. One for the key ring, and one portable, for home or travel.
A lightweight backpack with rip cord that releases a one-person 'life boat,' which lifts the person out of water to safety, within the raft.
Wood Cone Speaker
A toothbrush head that screws onto any standard toothpaste tube in place of the cap and is used until the tube is empty.
Perfect pie slicer
FIRST SLICE PERFECT
WEDGE-IT
Rugged-Outdoor Smoke/CO alarm
Yeti Snowbrush
Medical Information Organizer System. List information of patient. Includes weekly dosage board and pill containers for medications taken.
Lets Combine the Trashcan, Broom, Dustpan and a trashbag dispenser all into one system. Find everything in one place
ReUsable Pots for Plants
Create a base that supports the weight of the rider &amp; different bike types to give the same results as an expensive excercise bike machine
Descarding a pizza box is inconvenient. My appliance will roll the box into a cylinder and cut it in the middle for easy disposal or recycle
Skinny Mirror - Floor length mirror that makes you look slightly slimmer. Great feel good tool if on a diet.
App Enabled Jug Stirrer
Wifi Signal Splitter/Booster
A device that turns off your Garage Door at night. Keeps unwanted burglers out.
The Lamp Dock
Interlocking tiles that provide hooks and grabbers. Fun, modern system for use in your entry, garage, dorm, kitchen, closets, garage +
Twistless
book holder
Citrus Fruit Squeeze with a universal adapter that attaches to most bottle tops - Easily shake and mix bottle after adding natural flavor!
fork-knife
Mixer
Mini hot wing cooking system allows you to bake, roast, grill, or smoke 24 wings at a time &amp; takes only 6" X 9" of oven or grill space.
Screen pro 1000
The gas glove, gas nozzels contain the most germs of anything we come in contact with on a daily basis.
Soap Bar: Grip n Scrub (GnS)
When baby proofing, you no longer have to ruin your wood or glass with adhesive. My product would protect your children, and your furniture.
Phone powering jumper cable. No phone power? No cable or power source? Just connect to a power donor phone willing to jump your phone.
Rudolph Shuttlecock
"Green" Towels made of seemless flannel by pre-weaving cut edges to have fringes use less initial material, save space, water, and energy.
Meet the Wrist-Lit a product extension for IONS. A bracelet / metal slots for IONS to magnetize onto to really have light where you need it.
painter's tape dispenser
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Shop-Vac Handle Attachment
Cancer/medical records App
A disposable bib made out of diaper materials. It absorbs all the baby drools, keeps baby chin and clothes dry then throw it away when full.
Smart Storage
DEER LOVE TO EAT MY GARDEN. I BUY REPELLENT TO SPRAY ON PLANTS. REPELLENT VERY SMELLY MESSY JOB TO PUT IN SPRAY
BOTTLE THEN APPLY
Smartphone holder case
Locking Chip Clip
Financialville
A simple timed sitting pad/cushion on top of your chair helps you avoiding health problems from prolonged sitting from daily desk work.
Power and transfer hub for Apple products: 2 dock connectors, 2 firewire, and 4 usb
A container to hold all the stuff I need when I get sick. It should look like a tissue box cover and have a handle so I can take it with me
String Board
Infant Feeding Pillow for your arm; Nothing but oversized sleeve/arm band with pillow attached to support infants head during feed.
The flash wand is a flash light and signal wand for motorist policemen firemen search and rescue personnel for night use in all weather cond
PIVOT SOLAR LIGHT FOR SWIMMING POOL or LANTERN STYLE attaches to the top edge of above ground pool, adds nice ambiance to your evening
swim
The Cutting Edge Board
A special green mix to protect horses from stable falls and injury.
Ready for another ruler idea. Lets make the ruler even more useful/convenient. The pencil/eraser/sharpener case in a ruler.
An under the visor organizer for the car. Stores your grocery list, coupons, gas receipts, note pad &amp; pen, cell phone mount under the visor.
Tablette Ã douche: "DOUCHY"
Bluetooth Iphone/Android/Blackberry Ski and Snowboard wrist strap.
Snap-on Open End Wrench
Creating City Wear as an alternative to the current standard sport jerseys and other sport apparel.
Double Lid Cooler
â€œName That Tuneâ€ or â€œEntitledâ€
Solar GPS charger
Sanitary Vac
Furniture Forms - Adjustable Life-Sized Furniture Templates Place it. Size it. Envision it. Make it happen! - 'Patent Pending'
Tic Toc Anywhere
GET CREATIVE TO TAKE OUT GLASS, MIRROR, AND WINDOW CLEANING. No more carrying Spray, bottles, paper towels, step ladders.
Office Bellows Air Duster
Air travellers are allowed a computer case and a bag. Why not have your electronic case serve two purpose- as a case, a foot rest, stand.
More Trash in the Can
All Terrain Wheelbarrow
Watermelon Wizard!! You've got the "Melon Master" How about a work station to accomodate watermelons!! Let's not leave these big guys out!!!
EASY TEXT FINGER
how many times have you had somthing tip over on your deck?A a glass table,or shade awning,a plant well here it is,the deck hand anchor
ScreenSaver
messy toothbrush toothpaste on the sink? no more wasting expensive toothpaste. Use the Toothbrush with intgrated tooth paste container.
Bumper guard
I need a Man Can ! A decorative holder for wet wipes - ( "baby wipes" ) that is designed for use by men/adults, with flush-able wipes.
Stay Cool Coozy
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A photocamera with Wi-Fi/UMTS/HSDPA/LTE connectivity, that automatically uploads photos/videos to "the cloud"...
A power strip that isnt just flexible like past models made but can extend efficiently as needed.
Caretaker/patient Fun wireless personal pager transmitter/receiver,night light, with choice of sounds for alert.Easily seen/handled/heard.
Cordless Drill - Revived!
Use this stroller design to make the least expensive, lightest &amp; easiest fold-up chair on the market. These strollers are so easy and simple
SmartCloset App and Hangers
mechanical rubber soap dish
Laser Baseball/softball net displays balls/strikes/walks when you throw the ball through (or not) the adjustable lazer strike zone-Phone APP
Smart Container!
Ultimate pet carrier for smaller animals. Designed for the comfort of an animal lover on the go. Keep your pet cool or warm while traveling.
Power Genius -Control &amp; Charge
the achilles healer
Protect those holes, no more germs or dirt!!! These headphone covers slide up instantly when storing in pocket, bag, desk.CLICK ON PIC!
What's black and white and cleans all over? Recycled newspaper! Clean your dirty windows with a ROLL of recycled newspaper
Glowing Stones
sheet pockets! sewn in pockets on each corner toward head of bed. topside. never search for remote among sheets again!
THE OUTWRITE PEN! A PRODUCT THAT APEALS TO ALL ON A GLOBAL SCALE. it's an ink pen with whiteout on the other end of it. Hence the
name!!!
iRender
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
Turn a Flash Drive into a mp3
Christmas Tree Projector Stand
My product SWITCH-A-DISH was the WINNER of a NATIONWIDE TV show, "HOMEMADE MILLIONAIRE" made for TLC and developed in
partnership with HSN!!
By my side - pets bed
SHAKABLE HEAT CUP: Coffee, Tea, Soup, &amp; even Baby's Milk can all now be kept warm while traveling, WITHOUT plugging in or using
chemicals.
Brew for Two
Disposable Wash Cloth
The idea is a personnal/wearable air chiller worn by the user. It is a simple design to be worn around the lower back or waist area.
Safely remove dust from computers and electronics Short blasts of air + a washable dust head made of fine cloth for between tight surfaces
SOLAR OR PEDAL powered camera for bikes. Video or photos while you ride. Video camera for bike. Rechargeable?(Paulette Jaques)
Nail Decals For Dogs
Bag Alert hides inside your luggage and notifies you when it's coming up the carousel at the airport.
Measuring cup with a swing around handle to easily level off ingredients. (Render by Paulette).
Make wine preservation easy!
A batter bowl/mixing bowl that has an integrated magnetic rim to keep utensils from sliding down into your batter/marinades.
a smooth ride
Quirky temperature-measuring thermos or mug. Sick of burning your mouth? This new thermos will tell you just how hot or cold your drink is.
!SEXY and ECO-FRIENDLY! Aluminum Pens with Refillable Cartridges and Carry Band/Display Base. [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Comercial Women's Toilet
cat life saver
prise portable autonome
Would you like the convenience of neatly displaying your favorite photos, childrens stuffed animals, caps, or scarves, etc... in a fun way?
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eco frieldly paint brush
Handy Yarn Holder
Automated Dog House
Its a roll-up skateboard!- and its doable- (i$$$n't it?). design mechanics sketch attached.
A proud &amp; stylish booster seat for our precious elders who love to go out but canâ€™t see the screen or stage, or reach most of the table .
2 sided bed blanket/sheet. That will accommodate 2 different body temperature at the same time. One side thicker/thinner to help couples.
UniCycle Stool
Extension cords In a Snap!
Cat Tree Feeder
Where do you place your glasses when you sleep at home, away or on the road. You can place them in a safe and protected eye caddie.
Stairway Adapter for 6' Ladder
A longboard skateboard that uses centrifacle power through a Rev motor,much like those on rev-up toy cars.
Safety glasses/dust mask
Time Saving Tape Measure
Magnetic Bracelet
Pet Secure Treat
I'd like to invent a balloon stapler, so that you don't need to tie balloons anymore instead you'd just staple the balloon air tight.
GreaseME!! Brush and grease your hair without leaving your hands messy. All in One brush
VersaVolt
Frisbee Goal Game
dealer paper plate sleeve for holding a paper plate where the license hangs, with a zip lock plastic bag with holes at the top for screws.
A mobile workout system using 2-3" retractable lanyards set at weight tensions desired by the user, attached at the waist, wrists or ankles.
A new way to negotiate prices
Marinade Injector Pump Bottle
Cornbread buns
Bicycle Spinners LED
Gaming Chair or Bean Bag? The comfort of a bean bag chair with the option to plug into your Game System. Speakers. Storage. Cup Holder.
How many times has your spouse lost his/her wedding band? How many times have you had to replace it? Fret no more! Track &amp; find.
Stop ticks in their tracks
Magnetic Generator Heated Suit
Movie Food Holder
The big world
MP3 Headphones
DeEnergizing tweezers, you are saying what? This product can be as common in the electronics industry as finger cots and ESD bags.
Green Switch
Miniature episcope projector
RingerRestorer
This garden rake will never fall off the handle or break and is interchangeable to become a garden hoe, a leaf rake and a push broom.
Playoffice home is a multimedia workstation for usehold use. This product is a innovate furniture with a lot of attractive features.
Solar blanket bungee
Magnetic Kayak Paddle Holder
Wireless Micro USB charger
Picnic Tote, for Rug &amp; Lug
Cool-Pave
cliche Blaster
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A kids shoe that sings a song teaching kids how to tie their shoe that lights up giving verbal praise when their shoe is on the correct foot
A portable multi-positional charging cradle to support your iPhone/iPod/Android while you travel or anywhere you need extended battery life
Pants Landing Pad is a protective barrier between your clothes and the public bathroom floor. Keeps your clothes off of the bad stuff.
App-Stirring Slow Cooker
2222222
Better View Safety Helmet
Turn anything into a "sticky" note! Whether at work or home, conveniently hang your pictures, documents, grocery lists, or notes anywhere!
Chub Rub Jeans
magnetic snapback
Ironing caddy with the cord guide.When you are ironing your clothes will no longer tangle up your clothes.Starch holder where you can store.
Smart Home Phone
A suitcase that has collapsible whls. Push the handle down and the small round wheels go inside. Pull the handle out and the whls come out
Your beautiful mirror
Safely Slice Too-Thick Chicken
Bag Buddy
RESUBMITTED: ThinBase
Foldable dishpan
Twist Tie and Suction Cup
ChargeBand
Plumbputt Ring
How many new moms track nap time,how long your baby sleeps, eats, diaper changes, dr visits, &amp; daily TO Do's - Now is an easy way ...
Tippie-Toes: Kid Vanity Mirror
Caterpillar couch
MAGNETIC LED LIGHT- with 180 degree rotation
Portable dog poop claw w/built in pull thru bag dispenser attaches to a leash never feel a warm poop thru a bag again
Anti-sun cover for tablet/ipad
Bag-loving Trashcan
Disposable packable any time 1 time use individual mouthwash packet. For use anytime anywhere on the go. Perfect for hotels,gyms, C-stores
Singing Jump Rope
NOW here is my idea, an air freshener that would connect directly to your ceiling fan/fans
Mood Music
ESlider: Power Slider
The Circular Driven Linear Induction Bicycle Pump is a new Revolutionary manually operated hand held device that will replace bicycle pumps.
Digital Turntable
Introducing Window Concierge!â„¢ a worldwide automatic window cleaning system! Let Window Concierge!â„¢ do the dirty work for you! - Â©
Sensor Light
This is a motor driven lift, that will lift you out of your chair, from the ceiling.
Ultimate Carpetrake
Witching Tree (Black)
Have several items of spice into one space. Ease and speed.
QUIRKY Construction Toy Set! For our kids to learn quirky production cycle with FUN. Resubmit
Round hamper w/handles fits into washing machine/dryer, goes directly into wash-then hamper goes into the dryer-take it out and fold clothes
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Trying to imagine your paint swatch on an entire wall with your wall art can be tough. With this app, you don't have to use your imagination
Cooler Keeps Smartphones Safe
Balloon
Toasty Clove Warmers
The Watering Plant
a phone case with a small refillable lighter and pocket for cigarettes.
This Golf Training Aid will help you to hit more fairways and greens With Quirky's Help Our AIM is to get your game on course!! Aim em Str8
Pivot Power with Speakers
An attachable outrigger on kayaks or canoes. Purpose is Versatility. Folding for storage, parallel with the side of craft.
Silicone Paint Brush Band
Shower Temperature Controller
Holy Water Spritzer
Retrofit cars in a way that when the windshield wipers come on, the lights automatically come on as well.
Earphone Holder Case
The Eco Marker System is the only reusable refillable dry erase marker in the US.
This blender has a center shaft that attaches to the top and bottom of the blender with extra blades for blending. Safety latch for lid.
Perfect Cupcake Maker ** VICKY LAURSEN **
LayoutTape
Fridge grocery board with App
Install black and orange Halloween lights. Then, in November, flip a switch and enjoy your already installed red and green Christmas lights!
A Personal use device which enables and regulates proper and efficient human breathing in order to maintain the health of body and mind.
Two ideas, but similar themes. Wipes for sunscreen application and also, wipes for mosquito repellent.
I-Holder
Motorized outdoor lights
A regular skillet with a top that you could add inserts to make it a grill, a domed insert to allow grease to run off and a steamer insert.
A telescopic device that attaches to the wall to hold your blowdryer. This would enable you to be hands-free to style your hair.
Beverages Mixing Device
design it to elimate getting grass in flowerbeds or the pool when weedeating during the summer months.
The Hooby. The hoodie that doubles as a baby carrier. And the perfect gift for moms and dads to be!
OMG! I have a job interview in five minutes and look like crap! But I always have my cell phone and now always have my CellComb with me!
My idea is to create reusable and biodegradable quart size bags for your airline carry on 3-oz liquids or gels.
Handles.
Indoor/Outdoor Mechanical Push/Shop Broom. Imagine a push broom that operates like a power broom attachment for a tractor or skid loader.
AIRE CAST
Are you tired of still getting wet every time you get in your car in the rain, even when using an umbrella? If so, check out the Rain Guard!
Edited - Draining Shoe/Boot Rack.Great for mudroom or next to front door. Shoes on lower shelves protected from dripping.No puddles on floor
A car cover that prevents ice from building up on windows in during winter!
Stroller Safety handle bar
Professional Sales App
Weeds would like to kill them all. With the NukeWeed all your sidewalk weeds will vanish. No harmful chemicals or heavy lawn equipment.
A plate that protions controls food by 3 different colored and sized areas. Largest for vegetables, medium carbs/grains, small protiens.
Let's party every year!
Stove sitter!
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the
t-shirt cargo pockets
Effective and Expandable 4 in 1 Shower, Shade &amp; Snow Q~brella/q~brella Guaranteed 2 NEVER Flip Up Again!
Tea Lovers Rejoice!!! **DOUBLE MESH** Tea Infuser. No more bits of loose tea in your sips :)
Pool in summer Greenhouse in winter! Could be a cool project for kids to help and watch things grow! In collaboration with Andy Sam
House. Sprinkler system
The Ease of using Keys!
The hidden mains plug
Wonder-full Bra
Baseball helmet/rear flap
LED BOCCE BALL (LEDs in the bocce balls light up to show whose ball is closest.) (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Whole Home Deodorizer
Meet - Broken Window Band-Aid Ever seen a car with a broken window and either cardboard or a plastic bag taped to it? Here's the solution
Thunderbolt Display Cable Dock
Shower floor scrubber - without using your hands
A cell phone holder that is attached to a retractable cord and clipped to a woman's purse strap or book bag.
AUTOMATIC SORTER/ ORGANIZER FOR HOME ITEMS
High-Low
Bed Bootees attach to the bottom of your bedposts and stop annoying and potentially dangerous critters from crawling into bed with you!
Flare Gun
Simplify bottle time! A light weight Thermos w/ a digital themometer &amp; water level window holds water at babys preferred temp, for on the go
electroball
A new type of connector for quirky: SEE MY PROTOTYPE
Stress Free Couponing
A deodorizer ring that would fit over the top of outdoor smoke stand receptacles would correct the offensive odors from used cigarettes.
IdealVolume Software
Grocery guardian
brain input taser
Portable electric/battery pump
An attachment to existing faucets in your home and elsewhere which shows you a numeric reading of how much water u used per use /per month.
The Chill Down
My idea is to design a belt that has the ability to also be a shoe horn. I already use my belt as a shoe horn but it needs improvements.
The Gentleman's Wipe
Traveling hand iron
Spending more time cleaning paint brushes than painting? You need a bucket solution to preserve your brush until your project is complete.
iHealth system
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school &amp; university students who can keep track of them.
The Non Slip Dog Collar. Finally, a dog collar that stays in place and that your dog cant slip out of.
earbud savor
At Home Paint Matcher
Couvre livre Ã©lastique
Liquid Pregnancy Test
PORTABLE POCKET FOR UPPER ARM FOR IPHONE/CREDIT CARDS AND CASH,HAS DEDICATED AREA FOR A PEN.
Stretch this, Not the Truth!
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A portable station for all of your gift wrapping supplies. Just roll out your Wrappin Trolley for all your gift wrapping needs.
Flexible LED Light Pad
Invisible toilet lid
As the child looses their teeth the parent can easily secure the tooth in a soft clay based display in the shape of a smile
Being a lake fisherman i thought it would be great if i had a solar powered trolling motor with a battery as a reserve for sunset.
Nail polish remover
medicine cabinet mirror 1 door on front a reg mirror,flip open reveals another mirror that opens to reveal the magnifying mirror. handsfree.
Floor Joist Storage HOME DEPOT
product with rE-USABLe cloth that makes leftovers last longer by absorbing condensation before it drips back in to the food.
Water-operated weed removal device digs out weeds deeply, cleanly e.g. dandelion. It uses no chemicals and locally aerates lawn when done.
Les "mouchettes" pour bÃ©bÃ©s
I love houses with big pillars But I have always thought they might be nicer with a lighted locking showcase display built into the pillars.
Organizer work station caddy aids people w/ diminished hand function to do every day activities, for millions, a treatment supplies kit.
Do your beach towels blow off your deck? THE DECK TOWEL CLIP is a plastic/adjustable clip that will SECURE YOUR TOWEL TO ANY RAILING.
Evolved drying rack
TapTimer computer accessory monitors sitting time and aids in reducing certain health risks. Huge market and promotional product potential.
Stick All Find All
Snuff Can with Bottle Opener
Tapered coffee cup holder to hold the tapered part of a cup so it is not pron to get knocked over....
Pringles Can
Lemonade Stand
QuirKontrol (WINK)
Travel-Shell
PicLine
Shopping Made Simple
A removable permeable sink cover that turns the sinkâ€™s space into usable counter space, while not limiting the use of the sink's water.
Bottle holder
Hanger tab for easy labeling of clothes with graduated clip for use with most hangers &amp; glow in the dark tumblers for dates &amp; categories.
Meet the Crayon Compass.. Help small children draw perfect circles without the sharp and dangerous compass tip.. Fun Fun Fun
Magnetic Earring Set
Front loader washers smell &amp; mildew when closed up and not in use. Gap the door about 1 in. to let air circulate, no more funky smells.
Hassle Free Head Cover
Solar Bicycle Seat &amp; Mudguards
Ergonomic, Hands Free, Wind Resistant UMBRELLA &amp; MORE! Makes Getting In &amp; Out of Car Easy, Hangs &amp; Hooks, Water Cup Avoids
Indoor Puddles.
Scented Sniffers
Keep them safe Bracelet with Stylish changeable Covers With Gps Tracking to give Parent give you peace of mind
An electric appliance that will efficiently cook/heat at least 4 tortilla's at a time. Also makes crepes and other toasted foods.
Earbud LaceIt
Build aGlobal FUTURE COUNTRY
A box that is vented w/uneven bottom would stop quick drying out or moisture absorption, reheat &amp; eat. Perfect for student, wedding, renters
The ManStand
easy dig
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A Toothbrush combined with a flosser so you will be encourged and reminded to floss everytime you brush.
The Dutch is a stand alone unit that is designed to be attached on bottles of compressed liquids in the event that the stem break.
smartool
Questionar phone or Tablet APP
Go Box Go! - Base w/ Wheels, Pedals, Steering &amp; Brakes. Attach box, cut &amp; decorate. Attach more for train/coaster. Remove wheels for sled.
Insta-Ramp: Carrying heavy boxes up and down stairs is dangerous and hard work. Insta-Ramp converts a stair case to a temporary ramp.
Smart Pillowcase
Scratches and dangerous slips and slides can ruin a trip for you and your pet. With the Happy Lappy you and your pet can enjoy the ride.
Back Saver
Security fish!
Standard cycling aerobars for my bike, but with armrest pads filled with gel that can be frozen to keep me cool, &amp; heated to keep me warm!
Mattress Mover- A mattress clamp with handles for easy mattress handling
Dockter
Wrist band w/remote for calling children or adults. Re-submit.
Critter Coffins
Convert your thumb drive into an MP3 player (resubmit)
This "Over the door Hamper Caddy" is unique in that it helps in organization of living space and eases the chore of doing laundry.
Wire Kit Smart TV (HOME DEPOT)
Solar Grill
A idea the will get the laptop off your lap. lapbuddy
Blender Blade Attachments
Item Locator
Helmet Break Light
Motion activated messages
Make a device to organize a pair of socks or similar material(s) ...before, after, and while the socks are being washed in a washing machine
Self-Charging Flameless Candle
My product idea is call the 'Soap Gard' a soap shield that tremendously lengthens the lifespan of your bar of soap in the shower.
Body dryer/Hands Free Hair Dryer/Robe and Towel Warmer Dryer hangs on back of door, has multiple adjustable(open/close)air vents. Timer
Back pack chiller
Foldable Pizza Box
A gas grill "tank-valve-open" reminder alarm to prevent the frustration of discovering that your propane tank is empty due to leak down.
Bicycle/ Motorcycle helmet with turn signals and brake lights on the back of it.
laptop screen pouch
Sequel to Siri as iPhone host.
Shower proof iPad case &amp; dock- Watch Spongebob while you Bath, shave with the front facing camera, tweet, listen to Bieber, and watch cribs!
Large Magnetic Dolls - attach to wall and dress with your own clothes. A toy that is also a nice room decoration. Endless Fun and Creativity
Self warming plates and serving dished to maintain proper hot food temperatures from serving throughout the meal.
Cell Phone / Earbud Holder
Keylight
Vote for these spice containers. We need them for our K-cup coffee pod racks. Adds convenience, saves space, looks great.
ELECTROLY-SHAVER
A keychain with a sencor in it so when you call a number from your phone the keychain beeps or you can download anything or make an app 4 it
HairSupply
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Cutting Board Caddy
Bike fender with bellows
Cell Phone with No wrong way to hold it. Reduce single hand movement and you will drop it less. Microphone and speaker system on both ends.
HardSnooze!

Every night you set the alarm ,and every morning you snooze &amp; snooze?! Check this!!

ZIPLOCK HOLIDAY BAGS
Anti-Burno
Fire safe gate
Take a line level and embed it into wood or plastic to create a 2-piece system for hanging perfectly strait pictures, mirrors, etc.
Dog Ball Thrower with Ball Storage, and Tug of War Capability.
Q-Stick for Roku
ETape
Slaminator
DIABETIC SOCKS WITH A MASSAGER.THIS WOULD BE PERFECT FOR BEDRIDDEN PEOPLE,PEOPLE IN WHEELCHAIRS.PROMOTE
CIRCULATION AND REDUCE BLOODCLOTS.
Garbafrige
Tired of batter sticking to your whisk and then scraping it all off with your fingers into your mix? Try the new improved whisk- Quisk-it!
App-Enabled MobiToilet*
Tupperware that throws out the dirty gutter design in lids for an attractively clean way to seal and serve.
Detachable Workout Phone Case
For anyone who drives a lot, this is the combination tool that's going to make things just a little bit easier.
I am just sick of scrubbing bottles! My idea is an electric bottle scrubber &amp; nipple brush with recharge station!Yay Moms!
Healthy Neck Pillow
Bungee Skrungee
mean words are action hurt the brace-feel-let should do just as its named.You have the thought of saying something you snap bracelet &amp; feel
Dip Net w/Light, Fish, Crab !!
Super Cool Water Coolers
My2Go is a stylish, re-usable doggy bag and restaurant buddy with women in mind: nested containers, water resistant,and many other features.
housse portable multifonction
A clean straw is a straw that an be pulled apart to be cleaned all the way through. This way no residue can form from protein drinks, etc.
Cell phone outlet charging holder that makes it easier to save energy. No more having to unplug the adapter and pack away 2 save energy
WindSolarPod
Dateline Ohio: For us guys, we are always trying to make family life as easy as possible. A baby diaper changing table/wall unit for us guys
Shock
Who does not like the cold side of a pillow to relax or heat on your back or neck to rest? The Preferred Temp Pillow would allow this.
Electrostatic Eraser
Resubmit the bird bath with flower pot all in one!Attract birds and butterflies at the same time!This will make a wonderful gift
Latex public shower socks
My idea is a drill for both, corded or cordless. It will have a red light pointing to the front and will turn green when drill is leveled.
Stolen Bicycle Locator System
Peephole Sling
Puck
Vertically Adjustable Peephole
Speed Drinker
Organize Makeup the same way you organize jewelry.
Ring Flasher
ECubes
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Patterned masking tape
Get rid of messy egg pealing, Kids will love to eat hard-boiled eggs in different shapes such as cube, star, heart, flower etc.
Corn Hole Cooler
Oven Waffle Maker
A portable hook/multi-tool fob for opening doors that are in public places. NEVER touch a germ infested door again!
PSA to show inspirational stories which exemplify where people are stepping up to make a difference in society. Humorous, non-generic.
Wink Home Automation Switches
SCREAM this morning? It was YOU at the sight of your sock &amp; undies drawer. I have the possibility of 1 size fits all storage solution!
Hole in One
It's hard to find proper storage. It's time to combine the concept of jigsaw and boxes to be able to create custom size and shaped storage.
Rockin LED Speaker Bulb
Double sided condiment bottle! no more two different bottles when you can just use one for 2 different condiments
LED Speaker Outlets
Need to set your cell phone down while in the bathroom? An e-shelf prevents it from falling on the floor, keeps it germ-free &amp; dry!
kW'nek 360Â°+
A device much like the boppy - but better, this one self-feeds the baby! It may seem calous, but this is a real problem!
Luggage with embedded registered microchip for tracking. Phone App tracks bags anywhere and sends text message if luggage is tampered with.
Mattel: Fine Motor Development Toy
Need a quick and simple website solution? Whether for your business, club, or hobby, WebIt is the easiest way to get It on the Web.
verticle blind repair
Flexible Measures
Garment Liners
Toilet Seat Warmer
"Bait Bullets"... A fish formula that can store in biodegradable plastic balls to shoot out of a paintball gun.Let's make chumming easier.
dresser catcher
cooler heat reflector /look similar to an umbrella/ made to fit inside of cooler handle or top /material will reflect heat away from cooler
PC Wrist Charger
Crutchella ella eh
washy wash muilty head squirt
A more efficient, cleaner and better PET water dispenser! This design can be used for any size pet! Make it easier to take care of your pet!
Color changing alarm clock
wedge
The Spot Speaker is a communication system providing customized audio alerts to the pet owner when the pet needs attention.
Strap-Hangerâ€™s Delight! An accessory strap easily connecting your own shoulder bags together. Carry your loads with more comfort and ease.
Halloween / Christmas Lights
Absorbing strip that fits in any hat to protect it from Sweat stains &amp; odor. Absorbing on one side &amp; light adhesive on the other.
USB powered keyboard&amp; mouse UV Sterilizer
That's too hot! Portable microwave platter, sturdy 360^ detachable handle, for lifting hot bowl/plate. Lifts from microwave without burning.
50 birthday candles connected one inch apart by one igniter string. Place exact number of candles needed in cake, just light first candle!
GPS for your KID! KidWatch is a two piece watch set, one for caregiver, one for child.Preset distance, if child goes past it,watches beep.
lo cate a balls or rusty balls
Electric Potato Ricer. From Hash to Mash, Potatoes made easy! Add a removable motor to do the work for you. This is not a food processor.
Sure Stir
Metabolizer-Pedometer. Beep every 3 to 4 hours. 11/04/2011
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Spray/Pour Head for your Bottles. Use it for dinner, during sports activity, gardening.
2D iPhone 5c Keeper Cases
Eatable rubber band or tape to put around a sandwich so it won't fall apart, it could be salty, sweet or have different tastes.
Bed Corner Cat Scratch
An innovative device that adds beauty to cars,suvs,trucks wheels lugnuts.A automatically controlled device.No tool needed for to install.
"Leak-Proof Shower-Curtain": Replacement assembly for all current shower-curtain designs which leak water onto the bathroom floor.
Baby Roll
Collapsible Bucket
TagLight
Shot Cup
Resubmit dog brush handle that extends up to 2 feet long.Prevent dog bites while brushing your dog.Dog groomers/Dog owners will love this
A thermostat for a heating and air unit that has a motion censer and a timer combined.
A unisex hairbrush that simplifies the tangled hair removal process and can adjust for short or long hair. Great for pets, couples and more.
Sponge Disinfector
Horizontal Toaster - Toaster and Cutting Board all in one! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
Sponge with Rubber Centre/Corners-No over asserting yourself,breaking fingernails,hurting fingers,helps clean quicker&amp;get in corners easier
Footsie
All Time Game Play
Tool Tracker Tags #HomeDepot
Underwater Auditions
I wasnâ€™t happy with the tongue cleaners on the market, so I set about developing new product, which is more effective than any other.
Armor batting glove.
Never will burn with coffee
This is a remote control toy that has big teeth. Everytime it hits a wall all the teeth break and fall apart.
the coffee muggie huggie
OnTime Clock
Eco- Wraps
A 3-in-1, spray-based, salad dressing dispenser to "make-it", "serve-it", "store-it". Combines portion control, functionality and style.
Protec-Tour
My idea is for saftey utensils.Similar to a ring pop.A disk is fixed behind the top of a fork,spoon,straw and toothbrush.To prevent injury.
Back Support for Teen Drivers
Nusiance Phone Call Blocker
Grill Watch
iPAD TRAVEL NOODLE
Germ analyzer
Cooler or cooler insert that compresses around the items stored to keep them secure. Full or half-full - items inside are safe and cool.
Gift EnvieÂ®
Cluttered break room refrigerator; problem solved. Extend your lunchbox legs down to sit over others, not wide enough just widen stance.
Cereals fun spoon
"Real" Finger Teether
Turbulence Charger
My Cup Warmer (MCW)
Steering wheel grip
A lunch box that has built in ice pack on 4 sides and the top. This is a best way to get the most space out of your lunch box.
AcroText
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Nail Snail
Amazing Breakthrough!!! Anti Wrinkle Face Lift Tape!! For all of your facial and neck fine lines and wrinkles. Reverse the signs of aging!!
A laundry bag that allows you to sort your clothes, dispersing the weight, and making it easy to carry.
Find your luggage like finding your car in a full parking lot!! Just click and your bag will play your favorite song or just beep
Future faded ink cartridge. Reduce the use of paper and recycle old documents. Respect Planet Earth and respect its sources.
We all know you eat with your eyes first. Placing food on skewers is as popular as ever. No need to display them flat on a plate anymore.
I'm tired of sitting with tippy-toes on floor to prevent laptop from sliding off when I travel. Laptop/Ipad travel desk.
Anti-Spy Xbox Kinect Cover
Website that works
I think a creative line of "Sucks To Be You" greeting cards would be a great idea.
Silicone Paintbrush Sleeve
A solar powered Bluetooth hands free car kit.
Tongue n Groove Paintable Wall
iBarber
RESTAURANT N TOY CHANNEL sm
Easy to attach LED Mini's for switches, floor obstacles, or anywhere that could use some visual attention. Place anywhere you need them.
Toilet Brush with dispenser
AUCTION WEB SITE
The Shower Shield is a low-cost, throw-away design that gives a shield (barrier) from shower curtains when you travel.
An iPad Case that enables you to mount your iPad in the middle of your cars dash. Letting you use your iPad as a media console in your car!
Free your neck..
Resubmit the inflateable slip cover that slips over the top of the crutch for added comfort.This would be made of durable plastic/suede.
Hammerhead Scooter
Residential Rat Guard
smarkey
Resubmit 1/12)Kitchen Sponge Accessory. Clip On Scraper.Or Embedded scraper inside sponge.
Meat..MMM.. Tender &amp; Juicy
Puzzle Viewer
Having problems with crawling bugs on your picnic blanket or crawling into your home? Why not use the Blanket Bug strip and keep bugs away.
Pre-Filled Water Bowl
Prim-a-brush, a design for a toilet brush for cleaning under a toilet bowl rim. The brush follows the profile of the bowl under the rim.
Foot launched flying machine
Got Gnats? I do and I hate them with a passion! My design uses a funnel that screws onto a jar for the gnats to go in and not come out!
Hands-free mower
Caught in the rain with nothing but a purse? Great news! Introducing the RainShelter Purse- protecting you from those unexpected showers
The Albumemorial
Keep sand at the beach and not in your home or car with this remover for all over body use. Great for dirt and sawdust removal too.
Smart Rotisserie Cooker
Sleeve Please
Forget Me Not
No spill interactive kids placemat.
Quiet Car
Lamp w/phone charging station to limit bedside table clutter, hide unsightly cords, enable use of phone alarm and establish charging routine
A 4ft tile spacer stick which eliminates the use of several small tile spacers. This ensures consistant spacing and easy removal of sticks.
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Improve on the design of eyeglass straps. The current straps on the market do not stay in place and break very easily.
Hair lightening device resembling a flat iron (with UV bulbs similar to tanning beds) using UV to highlight hair the same way as the sun.
A Quirky travel mug that has a tea bag holder built into the side so you can have tea on the go that isn't too strong.
WE ALL HATE KNEELING TO USE DUST PANS.IT REQUIRES 2 HANDS-ELIMINATE the HASSLE and BE SIMPLE.I-SWEEPVAC, a simple broom
that SUCKS LITERALLY
crisple
Hold plates and cups to your picnic table with a tablecloth that has built in velcro slots. Plates and cups are held secure by velcro.
Giro Suncap
Clear Guitar Case - Clear guitar case in the shape of a traditional guitar case to display your beautiful guitar while having it protected
bug scrub
CalendÃ¡rio Gestacional
housse voiture anti-grÃªle
A laptop assistant: Hard top (w/recesses to keep cell &amp; MP3 player handy), fan, USB ports, storage compartment for laptop &amp; for accessories.
Have you ever had to clean your shower curtain?It's a pain to unhook the hooks to get the shower curtain off;probably why they get so dirty.
Emotional pain is hard to express and that is why I create -THE LOVE IN THE DUMP- card. More info on www.loveinthedump.com.
The Wallet Finder
Super Duper Pooper Scooper
Hate broken luggage zipper pulls? Our replacements attach easily and come in 4 colors! Don't wait! They are being zipped up quickly!
Everywhere Drink Cozy
HydraKnoodle Beverage holder
Hoop Hangers transform bulky basketball hoops into festive decorations for any occasion.
"Floating Party Pants" Good flotation devices that float you at a comfortable level
Save on power bills with a power plug that uses a motion sensor to automatically turn off appliances when no one is around the house
Toilet Paper Warner
Funky
Oder Armour
Flip-Sea
strainspatch
The BOOKMARK light. Book reading light that is flat ,no bulbs tiny batteries for power,can be a book mark and a book light.
TSA Punch Dummy
Talking Medical ID Device with Panic Button for Severe Allergy Sufferers and Diabetics
Food/water dish that only opens for your pet via collar signal. Keep racoons &amp; other animals from eating your outdoor pets food. VOTE!
VideoPortal
The Ultimate Bread Box,stainless steel,stores six or three different breads/bagels that tilt for easy access.
Drinking glass bug protection
healthy shopper
Tired of tilting your laptop screen back and forth while on a video chat? How about making just the laptop camera tilt up and down)?
Motivation T- shirt
COLOR YOUR MASK!!
Automatic sanitizing spray for toilet handles. A quick drying spray that is triggered by motion. Maybe a similar device for door handles too
WATER DOG THE KANINE KLEANER FOLDABLE SHOWER MAT THAT OPENS INTO A DOG WASH STATION ZIPLOCK STYLE CASING 4
GLOVE INSERTS
Are you an avid cookie baker, making different shaped cookies, but don't want the bulk of a lot of tools? Try the Tri-Scoop!
Cooking apron LED lamp.
Let's reinvent how to reduce the #1 choking hazard for children around the world, with a new, improved, and fun way of cutting up hot dogs.
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App-Restaurant Pager
storm gaurd
The Quirky Dozen ~ Crates Storage for Organization Gather decorations from closets, attic, garage or teachers unite
Soccer Ball Pitch Machine
I designed a one of a kind forklift cover
Smartphone Internet Sharer
An electronic device that locates lost or missing items in the home such as keys, phones, TV remotes and other common daily used property.
Dice on the Beach
The Bear Tree (Back Washer Shower Mount)is most effective way to wash and exfoliate your back in the shower.
Compact, self-contained bathroom floor mop. Mop heads, handle, &amp; cleaning solution all attach to base. Mid-week cleaning a little easier.
Plastic device for ordering electrical wires.
I would like to design a furniture dolly which is unique to taking any kind of furniture or appliance up a flight of stairs.
LOOK!!! A REVOLUTIONARY COMPUTER Controlled HAIR DRYER that is FASTER, QUIETER, and More EFFICIENT than Anything You can buy
Today!
Necklace for itouch and iphones. There are basic rubber versions with a lanyard for kids or a jeweled/graphic version. Never lose it again.
Shut it off
The WOOKA BOARD.Works like a skate board just a little larger.It has padding for knees.The rider kneels on the board pushes with hands.
Two-Fold Soundproofing keeps the acoustics in and unwanted noise out
entrance door snow cover.
Gardening Tool
Divide and Conquer..Would :U like 2 garbage can's where you only have 1? Me 2 and here is how! "CLICK NOW" and look @ my prototype :))
phone app/ gps applications voice selection from nice to very rude or sarcastic from stars/comedians/nfl/nba/sports stars
FINGERTRIP - PENCIL ALIKE FINGER STYLUS for iPad. TINY &amp; COMFORTABLE. Triangular shape is ergonomic and fits great into your hand.
â€œSave&amp;protect your golf clubsâ€no more falling golf bags at the take offa Clip-on device that will secure your golf bag to the golf cart
Breaker App
Best Keychain Ever
As The Crow Flies/Crowdometer
Elec. Toilet Paper Dispenser
Emergency preparedness carryon
Bed - My idea is an adjustable strap made from safety belt material that adjusts to every size bed and helps you pull yourself out of bed.
Broom Groomer Adapter
Bath Time Fun blow em up and watch em go, bubbles moves, Duck, Boat And Ball Giggles Galore
App-Kitchen knife Block
App i-Helitrapper
Unleash all the hound dogs!!
App Enable home &amp; car Freshner
Dry/Wetfood Separator Food bowl container. A bowl to keep your food from getting soggy while at home or on the go.
morning light wake up call
An adjustable four wheel attachment that converts any traditional suitcase into a rolling multidirectional suitcase.
Mini Arias: A USB powered mini Aria fan, and if possible make it for cars solar powered too.
Its a fitness gym that fits inside a truck about 70" inch inside the truck. Its a workout bench where you can work out every part of body.
A face mask that can be worn when sick that infuses moisture, medication/vapor or aroma therapy into the lungs while protecting the public.
ICB Interactive Cook Book
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LIQUID AUTO-MEASURE SOLUTIONS - 4 Designs Presented [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
2step Nail polish remover
Safely remove dust and particles from sensitive electronics Short blasts of air from a refillable and safe to use air can
renters friend kit
Robo Paint Stirrer
Backpack Organizer - My child's backpack is a mess (BOTTOMLESS PIT). My creation is a fabric, washable, backpack sorter.
Wire Shelving Accessories
A velcro closure knee/leg warmer worn underneath the pants that does not require you to take your shoes off to put on or remove.
Bluetooth D-pad
Fossil Finder
An adjustable arm that allows you to use your iPad on the couch, in bed, standing, or at your desk.
Golf is arguably the most popular sport in the world. My product is portable and organizes/dispenses golf balls and tees easily and cheaply
regaltou
Kitchen rags with the days of the week on them to keep bacteria and illness away from your home and keep your kids healthy.
Distance
What do you get when you cross the iPad with the Xbox?The Digital Touch Boardgame!Now you can play board games using touchscreen &amp; 3D!
Hat and sunglasses - together as one.
MATHKNOWLOGY (A Math Game)
Let's nip this in the bud.Water, sandbags to hold your portable basketball hoop is over.Pound these stakes into the ground to stabilize
Safe Stove
Color Change iPhone Case
Sanitizing Welcome Mat
Voice Alarm Clock App
Virtual Magnifying Glass
Keep your cell phone safe in the bathroom, bedroom, or kitchen perch it on the wall like your old house phone!
The concept of a Notebook or I-Pad, where the driver would pick up guests going on a tour. The guest would sign the waiver and be off.
Two in one cutting board. Slide off top one for second cutting surface. Avoid cross-contamination. No extra cutting boards/ rinse to re-use.
SWOOF
A hose that you can attach to any faucet that will rinse the soap off the walls of the shower after you clean them.
ParcMarc is a device integrated into your car's remote key chain that enables you to record where you parked your car in a public garage.
range clÃ©s USB
EXPRESSION BOTTLED WATER-Labeled bottled water with different expressions that enables a choice of expression for that moment.
The Leclic is a plasticholder which involves a small magnet to hold your readingglasses.
Warming Sweater
Rock Your Look
Turfmill
SHOWER TOWEL WARMER LOW COST WARMER
Lite Up Safety Vest
A modern, modular way to file papers! Its a wire shelf that holds any sz folder &amp; can transform virtually any wall into a vertical office.
Fan Me :)
Head Phone cord holder, easy &amp; simple but effective way to avoid pulling the head phones out of your ears while working out
Best Bacon Cooker
Scale Skins for home &amp; on the go will help with portion control weighing how much food is put on/in table ware &amp; showing amount consumed.
My idea is to have a video game in which you are the umpire in a baseball game. Make the calls yourself. Your turn to get booed.
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Beautifully designed aluminum wallet with spring loaded credit card dispenser. Displays license and swipes card without having to remove.
Gripper Pencil
Resubmit the tea cup with Lid and built in straw.This will help disabled people and the elderly from spilling tea everywhere
Allow the iPad and iPhone to use a single internet data connection.
Reserve battery power system, this one is set up in a flashlight
HOTPOT
Arm&amp;Elbow Cushiees 4 Planking!
A swiveling telescoping stylus that attaches to smart phones allowing one to video above crowds without stopping video by accident.
"Comfort Crunch!"
Cell Phone Theater
portable salt sprinkler. wi fi
The Pivot Power Tower
Rake &amp; Broom
Mobile Restaurant Ordering
Fresh-Fridge
Paste Makes Waste- NOT!!! with these fun, cute and whimsical toothpaste dispensers!!! A novelty for all ages!!!!
App enabled Fire Place
Answering Machine
The Fire Exit ladder is consealed in new construction, inside the drywall. It is always in the same place and children, adults can use easy,
Razor Case
welcome home
A chest of drawers refrigerator that uses outdoor air through a vent instead of pre heated 22 Celsius degrees air to save energy.
Cast embellishments
MyLiPhe Case
It's back!!! "Orb"-The Desktop Power Strip with 6 receptacles angled to allow large block plugs &amp; 360 degree pivoting light
Box Corral-Med Cab Orgnizer
Mouse Paddle allows you to sit away from your computer, resting your hand/wrist on chair.
Electronic Home Doors/Windows
Ramen Noodle Cooker
Bulb-it! The decorative compact florescent light bulb cover that mimics the look of a regular bulb.
Ergonomic and Productive-"Completely Integrated Wireless/Bluetooth Keyboard with a full-service Trackball Mouse and Retractable Number Pad.
Build a plastic shield to cover a serving tray to keep the server's hair from swathing your entree.
Environmentally friendly, compact, foldable, inflatable container for bringing home restaurant leftovers.
We need a modern window cleaning tool which doesn't use messy liquids; a one pass mechanized squeegee-like wand to remove all dirt/grime.
Resubmit the quirky beanie hat.Get this cool hat and help quirky advertise.Guys love wearing these hats.Get cool with quirky
Surprise Gift
Trash and Tissues
1+1=1. Gloves + Stylus = gloo. Type, sketch, browse your IPHONE, HTC, LG, Blackberry Storm etc with ease.. Gloo fits on any glove any finger
touch up paint in a towel
PoignÃ©e porte sacs de courses
Smartphone â€˜rainbow caseâ€™.
Smart Christmas Lights
DIY HELPER
One Handed Scissors
Defrostee
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Create more space under your cabinets, Magnetic pad placed on the inside of your cabinet doors holds all those odd shaped pot and pan lids!
The Original Ash Eliminator
My idea is to make a product that will be safer for babies. It is a new design of crib bumpers. The white pillow represents the mattress.
BIG BAD BUYPLANES!!!
Focus and throw
The POPCORN MAKER with a twist. Includes a HEATED MIXER for all your custom spices and home recipes. Push button mixes butter and spices.
An iPod docking station that has all of the great party accessories. Party lights, disco balls, strobes, and even a fog machine
Black out tape is a quick, easy, &amp; inexpensive way to darken darken a room so you don't have to use a bed sheet.
voice recognition door unlock
Wash Tunes
Laundry Helper
Clearly Perfect
Baseball Buddy
Shower Water Mediator
Introducing the Super Spatchulah A spring loaded, 2 flipper spatchula.
The KEYFINDER is best for all people who's sometimes search the keys or something else. Ring it by the phone and find it in moment.
I have an idea for a toilet bowl scrubber that spins sort of like a electric tooth brush only bigger. It is battery operated (Rechargeable).
Quirky Touch eReader
A set of gloves that also function as an effective ice scraper. Keys to success: 1. They look cool, like normal gloves. 2. They work.
This is a Four Prong (Each Prong Fold-able) Duster Made For The Crate System. Dusting Made Simple. Use Either 1-2-3 or 4 Prongs at one Time.
Auto Windshield Cleaning Pad
Most vehicles look plain, they lack a sense of identity; I would like to give your vehicle an identity that reflects the owner.
360 degree vision wearing my "Wrist Watch" will help you be aware of your surroundings while not losing sight of whats in front of you.
Reversii
This roof cover protects the interior of the car, keeping it cool and avoiding harmful UV rays.
Inflatable bicycle helmet
Augmented reality app
Message Received
Quirky Crates File System
Premium Props
Clothes Steamer/Press Combo
SUPER DOG HARNESS
remote furniture lifter
Carabandit Pouch
Ipad app: Photo flip &amp; Label double click on photo it turns over &amp; you can write on back pic where it was taken date etc
Voice Duplicator
RhythmStrips are disposable, drug-free solutions to maintaining a healthy heart rhythm placed on the skin in Chinese acupressure locations.
birds eye veiw
Soaker Tray
Quirky Wormz
A See Through Sun Visor
Imagine a world where an unsightly humidifier does not exist. Where table tops are free. Ahh yes a Wall-Mounted Humidifier. Brilliant.
FUTURECHURCHTRADING.COM
Commercial eliminator
Gym Buddy Towel. Over the shoulder gym towel with pockets lined with water resistant fabric and velcro seal to keep belongings safe.
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Rechargeable Lunchbox/Coolers
A desk lamp with a USB docking charger station for your device to recharge!
Tired of scrubbing oven cookware? Use pre-formed cooking insert liners. Cook and clean up the easy way. Make after meal clean ups easier.
Home Depot Snap2gether Tray!
Wirelessly Charge Your Apple Products
EAGLE EYEGLASS CLAMP is a new eyeglass holder which holds one or two eyeglasses and can be attached to the clothes.
Juice Box Cooler / Koozie
iPen
USB-to-Socket
Bar Bar Marchine for Hummus
My Potty Stick Idea! It attaches to any toilet seat to lower &amp; lift it instead of grabbing the seat with your hands!
AirDrop Enabled Flashdrive
Cell phone finder
Rake Glove for Scooping
Industrial Strength Mat for Standing to Improve Circulation and Prevent Varicose Veins - In Collaboration with Andy Sam
Transform cup of pens. Transform cup of pens you have change useful space and number of pens.
Mug with double bottom
HOT KNIFE
CHEAPSKATE
Create a product that helps you find your keys ( or anything you attach it to) while also serving as a flash drive.
Aloe Vera Toothpaste
The Magna Adapters, protect your gadgets port and USB cables from constant pulling and plugin.
Accordion Paint Brush Cover!
Kompakt Laundry Bag
Attach this to your key and never forget to lock your door again.
Modular Game Controller
The Bacon Dome
swiffer sweeper floor attachmt
Grab-On/Strap-on Anything, with this adjustable elastic bands and holder tips that can grab and strap almost anything.
Furry, Fun &amp; Fuzzy Band-Aids
Enlarge the pull tab opener on cat food so it can be used to scoop out the cat food.
blind weight
The "Git-a-Grip" Glove, designed to fit easier on and off. It helps the handicapped to protect hands with wheelchairs and sports enthutiast
Ever worry about sweat,heat or water ruining your Iphone when you cycle, at the beach or poolside? Water/temp proof POUCH for your Iphone.
A Smart Life
iPhone Is Safe
Never lose a button again with ButtonEX Threadless Button Anchors!
Traffic Safety LED Head Band
Turning a garden table into a colorful Christmas tree, or transforming it to a bright tree all winter long.
The Mail's Here! App
Paci Protector
The Blankson Bookmarker is a device which allows a reader of a book to "mark" the very last sentence of a paragraph that they have read.
FAN-tastic - App enabled fan
Movable outlets
the anjobag
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Electric Car Charging Robot
A simple and easy to use AC Adapter brick cable management system that works with most adapters... Including the Ipad
The hand perch
The Better Baby bottle
Portable cleaning supply basket. Carry it through the house, then roll it back under the sink.
Sophisticated &amp; customizable carrying case to organize all your peripherals (such as headphones, adapters, converters, chargers, &amp; more)
Urine Collecting Device for Urinalysis.
Imagine Breaking down it's snowing or its very hot.With my mat you'll have a soft surface with warm/cool air flowing making you comfortable
Tumbler Straw Brush
Window holder props a window up. 8 x 3 in, hard plastic. Two sides. 8 in side figure is standing. The 3 in side, figure is lying down.
Kids need a toy wakeboard! The Wave Rider will allow kids to stand on top of it and ride waves or simply jump and play with it in the water!
Multi-USB Charger
People pick up &amp; bag leaves every fall. They even hire others to do it. Teens &amp; older folks view this as a tiring &amp; inconvenient chore.
Green Mulcher
Kid-Mail
Snubbers protect yachts from damaging jolts at docks, but they suffer from UV damage. A sunbrella cover protects the expensive snubbers.
Always there hidden step stool
Bicycle Rain Poncho
Pogo Plunger: A hand and back friendly adjustable-length aluminum or steel toilet plunger with two-handed, padded pogo stick type handles.
Easy Peezy is an absorbent urine pad kids wear in their underwear at night instead of pull up diapers.
Stack and build your own enclosure for fish, bugs, tadpoles, and more. Customizable and fun. Perfect for kids and betta fish enthusiasts.
Water Ski Flag/Strobe Light
Aquafit
Royal wash
Smart belt buckle
Vac-u-crap.Instead of picking up your dog's feces in a baggy why not use a portable handvac with icebagtype receptacle.Large version availbl
Dominoes on the Beach!
Hot Key
Shower dual cleaning tool, scrub, wipe and refresh made simple.
Silicone Wallet Guard
TELESCOPIC WASP BEE KILLER
LED Lit Personal Lubricant
Dental MOHT, pronounced (Moat)
Stop the chopping mess! Fruit and vegetable juices can drip off the cutting board. How about one with a trough and a pour spout?
EZ Safety Syringe
oily no more
Lunch Locker Passcode Locked Tupperware! Never have your lunch or snacks stolen by gluttonous hands again! Great for dorms, work, diets etc!
Do you spill a lot? It's impossible to spill with Cup Cradle! Cup Cradle allows you to safely have drinks on your bed or couch [gyro tech]!
Apartment Buzzer App
Iron Thor
A business card size mobile phone charger that lives in your pocket and stores kinetic energy when you move.
Attach disposable waste bags to your tissue box.
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disposable travel toothbrush with toothpaste in handle.
Piggyback Tack. Two Tacks in One.
The First Self Contained Hidden Car Seat Cover.
outdoor lumminated holiday and personal announcements sign. stored &amp; display,s 16 2x2 pannels dipicting all holidays &amp; personal milestones
The Barber Bib
Tummy tight
a better pot lid for the kitchen. this design is simple yet solves mineral deposit problems.
My product, Shower Pockets, keeps the many products you use in the shower organized. My wife's 6 bottles of whatever &amp; my bar of soap
The No Fly Guy
Crushed-Ice-Tray: It would be similar to a ice-cube tray but designed to make crushed ice instead.
redesigned "snow on your car" remover. NOW a ONE PERSON TASK.
Name brand infused seat covers
The electronic sticky note
Stops makeup from growing germs. **VICKY LAURSEN**
Mini GPS Tracking Sticker - Never lose your flash drive, keys or cell phone again
Flat earphone adapter cable
Remote Controlled Live Animals. Intended for GOOD not for EVIL.
S2T water conservation system
Hit Finder
A bathroom counter top unit that turns bar soap scraps and pieces into a new "Quirky" bar of soap.
Electrowheel
Stereo Cabinet Wire Cordie
Backpack with clear section
Checkers on the Beach
What happens when Aunt Sally takes the foil off the birthday cake you hand delivered? The frosting sticks to the foil! How embarrassing
Leather Wrapster
YoungAthelete EarringGuards
Disposable sink liner goes over the bathroom sink catches facial hair while shaving or trimming beard. Used in the kitchen sink also.
xxxx - duplicate
I call this idea a "safety bar" for the kichen stove. It covers the knobs on the stove.
Intelligent lid
A winter hat with built in skull covering ,which would wrap around the back side of head and rest above the ears. made of a plastic mold
Dog Bed with attached Toy Storage Pouch
Cowboy Sandals
Improved measuring tape, make it translucent, add exchangeable components to the end of the tape and cut a thin line through it length wise.
I wish to replace the rubber end with a new end, instead of having to buy a new stylus every time. Great for the handicaped.
sanitized litterbox rug
The TARPKLIP is a two piece plastic clip for grasping fabric/material.
Never get COLD AGAIN!
A cute and fun way for kids to bounce around.
zoody tm
Cold Bottom
Can Can (Combo Desk Accessory)
App enabled car seat warmer.
VEMO: Leave a reminder and get things done. (Don't miss this great infomercial style demo video!) [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
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Talking Globe
Halo
Eye Glass Bandit Personalize your gerneric readers when several pairs are lying around. Find your glasses instantly with color bandit.
Wrist Roller
Ultimate Wifi-enabled Flash Drive - back up SD cards for extended camera use plus send and receive files wirelessly anywhere, anytime!
Portable Diamond Theme Carrying Case charger for cordless Hair Styling tools.
Sick of holding your laptop bag while you ride the subway or use an airport bathroom? Protect your laptop and bag with bag feet.
A see through tube that connects to fingernail clippers and surrounds your finger when clipping your nails. No more nails flying around.
Collapsible Party Jug
The miserable inconvenience of experiencing a flat tire on our vehicle. Do you recall that stranded, isolated &amp; lonely feeling?
PRISE DE COURANT FACILE
RipenFast!
"Man Opt." Man Opt. is a holistic male birth control device. Utilizing heat therapy on the family jewels has in practice for hundreds years
computer mouse safe box
Rechargeable iPad/tablet stand. USB ports. Doubles as adjustable, minimalist, futuristic carrying case using hinge/reverse.
Extra insulation for refrigirators and deepfreezers is necessary to reduce the energy consumption, being 17% of the household electricity.
Laptop Cooler With High, Mid, and Sub Woofer Speakers. No Additional Accessories Needed!
ButterBox
Tabletop Bath Fan #homedepot
rock a baby chair
Loopits With Hooks
Glitter tubes and jars are messy. There isn't a widely available way to organize and store. Here is an idea that is functional and small.
Keyless entry device for cars
This bathroom organizer allows you to store your flushable moist wipes conveniently above your toilet paper roll.
Cave Socket Cover
Attach magnets to your stainless steel refrigerator. Get back that real estate for photos and coupons.
Goodbye, neck pain and hot thighs! Comfortably watch stuff on your laptop in bed with this adjustable, retractable arm.
Need a third hand while styling your hair? Wall-Mounted Blow Dryer is the solution!
A shirt to keep you cool in the summer!
The 'E-Z FlavR' bottle filler. An easy and speedy way to fill water bottles with store bought, bulk containers of your favorite drink mix.
Wood oven pizza at home without paying an arm and a leg.
Kitty's Delight
Scented filter
Perfect size cupcakes every time! Cupcake wrappers with a fill line on the inside. Can have many different designs,colors on the outside.
A combination of a sleeping bag and an air mattress that is small enough and light enough to carry in a purse or bag.
A tablet and/or smart phone case that allows the device to attach to any surface for viewing.
Hands free back scrubber [the BACK BUFFer] Never forget or give up trying to thoroughly wash your back again without paying a fortune
Pee measuring
So you think you can pole dance? Everyone can now! Just plug in, push a button and spin within (or out of) control.
Neutralizer kills odor, bacteria, fungus, molds, germs etc. for clothing, kids toys, pet toys shoes/boots for home/work/play.
kills germs and bugs from your hairbrush! Everyone can use this.
cruche d'eau fun!
This is a roof truss spacer with an integrated pre set air gap system. Allows faster, safer truss installation.
RESUBMIT)Scented Curtain Tie backs. Freshens your room without being seen
Multitasking Egg Cracker
Baby my phone
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RESUBMISSION!! Bounce Back is a product that deflects your dogs toys/tennis balls back out from under the couch saving you time and stress!
Shopping cart cover
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
The Ziblee
Quirky Quick Flush Plunger pumps up and with a Quirky Quick pull of the trigger it burst air into the drain, battery operated or manual pump
A portable microwave oven. It is the size of a lunch box. Portable, Battery powered, and rechargeable.
Store rainwater using an attachment to your downspout
Voucher
a lense cleaner sheet dispenser on the back of my cell phone,a re fillable lense cleaner sheet package for tablet, cell phone
Adjustable Screwdriver Tool
Floating Picture Frames.
Diabetes:Epidemic. Smoking:Always a problem. Bad breath:No one approves. Solution:Cinnamon toothpicks. Do you know they exist, probably not.
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
Dense tubes to insert in speaker holes in an effort to lessen the EXTREME noise of children's toys and increase sanity of parents worldwide
AMACA an hammock sistem to catch petals and leaves before they fall down to improve take care of flowers and help in condominium, less mess.
Comprinter
Make S'MORES with ease outside with your new mini s'mores table.Foldable and easy to store! Fire Pit Accessory!(Paulette Jaques)
Internet Security Light
Quick Bike Seat Cover to Protect Seat From Rain.
'DontchaDareDisturb' CamCover
A white board that has layers of dry erase film that can be peeled off and attached to another surface, just like a giant sticky note.
moskito web trap
Sterling silver or gold snap earring backs allow you to snap on trendy costume attachments without the risk of irritation.
Bluetooth backpack
SPACE-SAVING BOOKCASE PODS. Expandable, stackable, portable. Easy to take books out/put them back. Quirky alternative to bookends.
Introducing the skewer cooker, just stick the "skewer" into the meat or potatoes and cook. The conductivity from the metal cooks it quicker
The CO2 Winter Wonder Jacket
POWER PLANT. Camouflage Cable Box for ugly power strips
BLING hem fasteners.Temporarily shorten pants &amp; sleeves-no sewing needed.Gr8 4 growing kids or u want 2 wear flat shoes &amp; pants r 2 long
Flashlight LM
The Better Sling
Usound25
Smart Glasses
iPack turns ur IPhone into a chest-strapped, HANDS-FREE 1st-person video device. Now, no hands needed to document &amp; share ur wknd adventures
The Quirko is a very useful and playful LED light for reading in the dark, in blackouts, camping or just when needed extra light. A mascot..
Home Energy Monitor (HEM)
Beach Chair,Watch the video. Small Light weight easy storage, easy to carry anywhere .You can bring to the office and after go to the park.
Easystake is a ground stake which holds a solar lawn light stake. It allows the light to be easily removed for mowing.
Here's an innovative idea without much competition. . . a single serving cooker for rice/oatmeal/couscous/pasta/beans/cream of wheat/etc.
A "Bathtub/Jacuzzi cover" to keep tubs that are not used regularly clean.
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Do more than just protect! Protective laptop shell that expands in both directions, and also features a small topside storage.
Auto Tray
Create "high end" interior design kits for kids school lockers-packaged together - unique themes &amp; names trendy- fit standard locker types.
Mobile Paint Tray
Wind Proof Picnic Table cover
The Ultimate Smoker Grill
Cool-Lid No Spill
Tangle-Free Ear Bud Holder
Sardine de plage
App-Enabled Digital Calendar, To Do List, and Message Board - For a more organized and productive home.
Finally, men and women can sleep with the same comforter even though they have different body temps! This comforter has two distinct sides.
Elementary School Safety Line
My dogs STOP snoring when they're sleeping on their backs SnoreNOmore Bed is shaped like a taco to encourage them to stay on their backs
Nail Designs
The Cool Sipper (290 Votes): No more warm beer ever. insert the cool sipper into your drink and it will instantly chill it.
Pedal assist/electric bicycle
the infinity strip
coffee table with a keyboard tray that pull out or a roller top that slides to reveil the keyboard and mouse.
Wirefree Electrocardiogram
My idea is a "cigcase". It holds 1 and/or 2 cigarettes. Its so you never have a crushed ciggarette. Sealed shut its odorless. Many colors!
My idea is to have a face rest that would either come on a lounge chair already or could be attached to the top of the chair.
My idea is for a BETTER Garbage Can that is easier to load/unload and is capable of holding more trash!
Marcher sur l'eau
Speacup
Flossing tool fits all. It bends to all mouths. Flossing time is cut by 75%. The Floss is pre-knotted; infused w/; Fluoride, scope or mint.
gunk shield
Lost-Pet Alert Locket plays audible owner information with timer activated loop recording and strobe light for night detection and safety
Spot Free Me
Paper Yard Debris Bag Adapter
Auramatic
A Vertical Roast Rack for chicken that is functional, cool looking and easy to clean and store.
A simple solution that keeps a phone looking as it should while protecting the lens of a phones camera while thrown in your pocket
What's my allergy?
confort'hair
Horizontal Bottle Container
Imagine tupperware with a dry erase space on it! "eat by 10.19.2011" or "Kids please eat this for dinner"
Roll-a-Long
The MAILBOX light! An automatic light to attach to and illuminate the inside of ones mailbox.
Biometric 3D Mouse Wristband
Personal Auto Analyser
You've Got Mail!
A bendable, moldable over sized beach towel, when sunbathing on a crowed beach, bend each side of the towel up six inches to create a wall.
Titanium Duct tape
vampire shirt
Amazing cloth foot cover that you wear under shoes!
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Catch A Rare Bird
Electronic Fitness Pogo Stick
EVER WATCHED YOUR CAR GET PELTED BY HAIL? THINK ABOUT A CAR COVER WITH SUCTION CUPS THAT LIFT THE COVER UP, SO
THE HAIL "BOUNCES OFF"?!!
Tangle-Free Ear Bud Holder
i have an idea for an invention its a portable retractable blade worn on your finger that way when your cuting boxes or cuting tape its easy
IF YOU ARE TIRED OF ALL THE SLIMY MESS THAT BAR SOAP LEAVES ALL OVER THE SHOWER, BATHROOM COUNTER AND MORE
PLACES, HERE'S THE SOLUTION
Digital Play Caller
The portable chair umbrella(Chabrella)allows people to be outside with shade,while sitting comfortable, and having all your necessary items.
Suction Cup Holder
The invisible pocket. a pocket you can place anywhere inside clothes. carry your money-cell phone- keys. Heavy duty magnetic discrete sack.
Radio Memory
STOP SHOUTING AT ME! I'm not deaf. A decibel meter that activates alarm when the shouting passes a predetermined threshold. Argument over.
Phone-grip
Do you have drawers full of cookie cutter shapes that you only use once? Try this product and eliminate all the added expense and waste.
Running out of power: Battery packs enclosed in a belt, w/adapters for the majority of hand held electrical devices i.e. cell phones etc.
Minimals
The Cool Roller Pin
A compact life saving tool. Meant to help people save themselves. A way to move from floor to floor avoiding danger and remaining safe.
My invention is simple but very effective. It will help all those who use it. Using a belt clip,c-clip,and swivel.
Backseat basketball game that attaches to the back of a headrest in a vehicle. Backboard and hoop attach to headrest for children in back.
Packet Wacket Keychain
GPS Unit Cover - Sun and Dirt ProtectionCar/ Boat/ Motorcycle windshield/dash mounted, color co-ordinated. Prototype photos enclosed
CAR SEAT STRAP FOR EASY CARRY
SKYNDLE â€œTHE WORLD HUMAN GREEN VOICERâ€ A skype enhanced kindle type â€œtextbookâ€ to use in and out of classrooms.
A child/baby car seat airbag system installed under the carseat deploying a "cacoon" like strucure to stop flying objects post crash
Your clean air
The HAIL NO! Weather Protection Blanket, a foam/bubble-wrap filled, waterproof tarp, will prevent damage to vehicles and other property.
Attention pick-up truck owners.Keep all your shopping bags from getting wet or scattered around your trucks bed by using the Bag for Bags.
Electrical outlet extension. Need outlet (temporary/permanently) under tabletop. Just easy stick individual outlet and use. Hidden solution
Set of Four Canisters, WITH ONE Clickon HANDLE. Use the canister where it is, or grab the handle click it on and carry it to where you want.
Non-dart target game for all ages. Take anywhere, play anywhereâ€”indoors or out. Easy setup, simple rules. Most points wins the game.
Pool light.
Mattress Grabber
Umbrella handle with flip-up shoulder support (1) relieves arm strain and (2) adds stability in the wind.
Emergency Vehicle Detector
Hide A Phone
Easy Clothes Line
The expand-a- backpack
THE CLASSIC SCREWDRIVER SET REVISITED - 2 Designs Presented (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
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Cel phones need to have a retractable ear bud wire that would be spooled inside the phone to eliminate tangles in the current add-on system.
Hook on cellphone Display
Shopping Cart Phone Holder
A mini car cooler powered by the sun. Easy to install on any car window in different sizes. It keeps your car cool while your away.
AIR VENT DRYER Use ducted air vent to dry clothes efficiently. Vents air directly to clothes. Expands or reduces to take various loads.
babies tub divider.collapsible
Robot Suit for Kids: Sleek plastic armor pieces easily attached with velcro straps. Customize with self-stick decals and snap-on accessories
LED Socket Extender w/ Battery
ZipHer
Stethoscope condom
Take handwritten notes from your computer screen accurately and effectively without looking down at your piece of paper.
Single Pill Travel Container
+ Keep It Neat Charging :: Power for USB Devices that is Sleek &amp; Convenient
Jack Grips
Perfect Bicep
Lean Dock. An organic design and truly universal iPhone dock.
parapluie ecolo
Shampoo w/Sunscreen
Intravenous light machine
Piano Chord Flash Cards for Beginners Individual Flash Cards for each chord to Visually locate where to place your Left and Right Hands
quick and easy snow removal
This would be called an Allergy stick and it would be made for people who are sensitive to certain foods.
do you think that snowboard bindings are annoying to put on every time you get off the lift? Well know you can just flip a switch.
Belt Buckle Conversion
Drip Sensor
Slide and Find
Create hot/cold pad to keep food at best temperature with same material used in pain therapy (beads,gel,clay) &amp; placed under food container.
teether hand strap
Vampire (or phantom) power reducer
I have been thinking about a tablet device specifically for today's busy home chefs. I envision it as the "Kindle of the Kitchen".
Smart Snow-melting Cables
Beach shoes that look like lion feet and leave tracks in the sand as if that creature were walking or running on the beach.
More fun than velcro! The pattern and color combinations are endless! Fun to express yourself with style!Easy for any child to do themselves
4-way Smartphone Case: Protector, Battery Extender and Wireless Headset /storage. Smartphone extended battery case, that has an integrat
The Proof Planter protects potting soil from kids and pets while being sleek and stylish. Parents, pet owners and everyone will love this!
Ever make your morning coffee and discover your milk has gone bad? This product will keep milk fresh
Lint brush roller you place fingers in to get lint off clothes,furniture,curtains,anything that collects hair/lint/lint balls.No handle
stackable soap dish
Ostomy Swivel Ring
Random Word Generator
ipad3 built in flash case which can function as a light for your ipad3 &amp; for the 5mp built in camera with the 1080p HD camcorder
Power outage digital timer to indicate possible spoiled food in refrigerator - captures cumulative outage time while homeowner is away.
frog beanbag chair
My idea is a frying pan with a groove or channel on each top side for easy pouring of used oil to a bottle or container.No funnel needed.
Slender pants
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Whiteboard Hand Supporter
I want to stop neck strain for sunbathers with a retrofitted head cradle like that on a massage table for chaise lounge type pool chairs.
a recent definitive study showed 5,000 people are hurt each year by falling out of windows,most of whom are children.
Wet solution blind slat cleaner cuts cleaning in half. Squeegy them clean, one slat at a time. Both sides of slats cleaned with one swipe.
Interchangeable Light Fixtures
Remote Controlled Flying "Hand/Claw"! Pick Up Lightweight Objects at Point A &amp; Drop Them Off at Point B. "Fingers" Move to Grab &amp;
Release!.
BEEPING TOM beeps or buzzes you like crazy when you leave your cell phone, tablet, wallet, purse, laptop behind. Never lose them again!
LED Building Blocks. Lights up when put you put them together!
One Button Car Radio Recorder
My idea is an attachment to office chairs that would allow you to sit longer without having the leg pains of being stationary.
sshhhh!
Solar Paneled Wind Mill
Stop texting and driving
Cooling Fans
MASSAGING PILLOW is a unique pillow that fills a real need for millions of consumers who would like to rest in comfort,its user-friendly
Ice shield
SNOW WRITERS
Cellphone Printer
Poop Scoop Throw a Way Dog Mess Clean Up Kit Disposable Bag Shovel Loading Stick No more Dog Mess on your hands No more ugly shopping bag
Neck warmer
GPS Guided Grocery Carts
I propose a night cover for a Cam Walker. A Cam Walker is worn to stabilize a foot injury. Germs can get into your bedding from the walker.
rechargable, plugs into a cigarette lighter in your vehicle and/or vessel.has a built-in red strobe light for a downed skier
Shell remover
Self Loading Grocery Cart
TyOn: Bunk Bed Bumper Pillows
The Stomach Plate
Instant Walk-In-Closet
Ladder caddie.A safe,quick and easy way to carry large extension and large "A" frame ladders long distances indoors and out.
The tool used for doing shakewood shingles, straight edge/withseat(lip) with adjustable settings and level bubbles for installing shingles
CD To Iphone/Ipod downloader
hair ring
ARE YOU AFRAID OF THE DARK? The Auto-Dimming Night Light will eliminate pre-bedtime anxiety! - My son helped me come up with this idea.
lets invent 2 natural &amp; organic toothpastes that prevent 2 major issues? Mosquito bites and post alcohol bad breath!?!
Nab any drawstring knot with this rubber disc. Once it's on it stays on to keep your pants on! Just slide it to cinch it or loosen up.
A hummingbird feeder that looks like real flowers will attract these bejeweled guests and make your space more beautiful.
Love croquet-but can never tell where we're going.Let's make NUMBERED LED CROQUET FLAGS, LED balls, LED mallots, LED wicket-play at
nightTOO
Bloc note course
Hide the wires that come from your mounted TV to your componenants.A unit that is easily installed by any person with minimal DIY knowledge.
Basketball Returner
For people who like to read in bed, resting on one side or another, glasses that can be adapted to stay in place.
Peephole Privacy Cover
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A ring that goes around soda cans and bottles to keep them from spilling over. This would keep it from spilling when placed on the couch.
All-in-one self-defense retractable dog leash. Fill the hollow space of the handle with pepper spray activated by the touch of a button.
Corrective eye wear: As your eye prescription changes so does the contacts or glasses your wearing. So no need to get a check up every year.
Pencil Ruler
myphonesaver
Plastic milk jugs and box-board juice containers are heavy and awkward. Sluice lifts and guides these containers as you pour.
Smart Wrist-Ankle Weights
SONIC POT/PAN/DISH SCRUBBER!!!
Invention includes tank -like tracks located on the back of suitcase and adjustable handle to allow for ease when navigating stairs.
LED light up end table or bedside table with built-in swivel iPad, iPhone, iPod dock and storage.
Boil-N-Press
One-Handed Party Plate holds your food PLUS utensils, napkin and a wine glass, cup, can or bottle. Inexpensive one-piece molded design.
Personal Cloud &amp; Safe
CoolGrips: Cool Your Core Temp. See Research and Video.
Portable Surfboard Workstation for your Laptop/iPad. An organized mini Work/Play desk to use on your sofa, bed, outdoors or while traveling.
Recycling/Hazardous waste Enforcement Device. This device is activated when a dumpster or garbage can lid is opened to inform what can go n
Have papers ever fallen out of your book? I have a solution, a removable folder that attaches to your book and is quick, secure, and strong.
Diamond Mount
Tidy Bed
Dual Sided Personal/Rechargeable Travel Iron:
Under the hood paper towel
Smart OLED Tape Measure
Organize batteries, it can even recharge the non rechargable, save money and dont throw away dead batteries
Stylish Disaster Kit. No hiding your ugly disaster kit in a closet or hard to reach place. Hide it in plain site accessible for emergencies
This lid turns any regular sized drink cup into a neat little trash bin for your vehicle! Go green and keep your car tidy at the same time
Do it all LED kit Has var. LED lights that turn into flashlight, emerg.car kit Attach to ur helmet or bike.CONSTRUCTION,KEY CHAIN IT GOES ON
Rechargeable wireless earbuds - no wires - just lightweight sound
The Long Distance Relationship Watch, for couples living in different time zones.
Leftover Containers With App
It is a adapter for micro SD card to SD card. It fit perfectly to your Macbook and Macbook air's SD card slot.
Night Time Diaper Topper
organize your school locker with,two panels wood or plastic, holes for shelf adjustment, add shelves,
Water Walkers
RESUBMIT)Bobble Marker Caps! They will keep the ink from drying out
Do your hands hurt?? Well worry no more with Easy Carry. An effective carrying clip that holds your bags and leaves your hands free!
A mini-washing machine specifically designed to clean dirty underwear! Every parent is tired of dealing with their childs poopy underwear!
Do you think it's enoying with the cords when you want to move around your floor lamp? Well, here's the cordless floor lamp for indoor use.
Dry Umbrella
Decorative ipod players. Different animals, shapes, and sizes. Great for all ages and they make fun presents! You can set them anywhere!
cache vue nature
Hand lotion Bolte
collant femme incraquable
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What the heck is this thing? BAM!! It's the SwissArmyKnife of holiday tree stands. Your old one is just clutter now. See what ELSE it does:
Heads up
Advertisement shopping barrier
Snow Shade
Disposable cloth to wash your back, long pastic handle. Disposable or removable cloth eliminates the growth of mold or bacteria.Video
Party straw lites
StayPut Electric Heating Pad
Phone Hygiene(Anti-Bacterial)Protection Covers: Purpose:Prevent telephone germ contamination at the office and the work enviroment.
Meeting the quota for your daily water intake can be a hassle and a lot of guesswork,with this new innovative idea measuring becomes useless
App enabled kitchen containers
smart phone collision alert
Steam your garments right on the hanger. U-Steam is a resubmission with enhancements from the steam rings comments &amp; feedback. Thank you.
Heat Isolation Storage
Tired of a soap bar or glove slipping off your hands while you are trying to leather up and exfoliate? This bath glove solves both problems!
Flashing lite kids back packs
All natural Lavander Air Freshner - keeps the air fresh and the insects away - WITHOUT USE OF ANY KIND OF CHEMICALS.
wearable &amp; lightweight leaning seat. Wear it like a belt. Legs/back hurting in "having to stand" situation? Just retract a pole &amp; lean on!
A shopping cart that has a door , lift so that I don't have to bend and fall over my cart to get stuff out of the bottom, it could collapse.
Buy online - get it same day
App Enabled Park Assist/Alarm
A backpack that is comfortable, versatile, and stylish for a variety of users eliminating back sweat!
Back scratching vest
BEER CAN TOP - FIRST HYGIENIC BOTTLE DESIGN CAP FOR YOUR CAN. LOOKS FINE ALSO WITH BEER.
RESUBMIT)Reusable straw lids for mason jars.
Tater Bottoms(tm)
Automatic dryer lint remover INDICATOR. Stop the 17,000 house FIRES that happen every year,caused by dryer lint!Attach to ANY existing dryer
A screwdriver with storage space for screws inside handle would be handy. Pull out drawer could be magnetic to keep screws under control.
Toilet Snake That Does Not Scratch Toilet Bowls. DIYs Need Not Worry About Costly Permanent Damage To Toilet Bowl From Mistakes.
My idea is an insulated baby bottle cover that comes with a strap so you never lose the bottle at the same time keeping the bottle warm/cold
Button Cover Cuff Links
Mens personal care product. Because, there are times when a man needs a product strong enough to clean and mild enough not to burn.
CleatCleaner
Water Brush
iLyf | The Modular iPad Accessory System - Your iPadÂ®, your Life. Sophisticated well-built accessories, that use a simple mount mechanism.
The Mirror App
The Nag Button
This is not a left handed world so why not help to make things a little easier for those of us who are? Please help me invent this product.
Watering Can Extender
easy cleaning litter box,bottom opens up by leavers on the handles dumps litter right into garbage bag underneath box,
The easy, fun way to get candid photos of your new baby and and capturing moments you might have missed.
RESUBMIT)A travel book bag seat for a child. Acts like a backpack, stores a book, turns into a comfortable seat.
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Custom Bra by you. Want exact support/comfort/cleavage/workout wear? I have a friend who uses more than 1 bra or wraps self w/1st aid wrap
Collapse-a-bottle
Get Crackin'
Reusable Q-tip. A plastic stick with a small sponge on the end.Different shapes and sizes. Made of sponge material to be washed and used
insole anti smell
Signal Seeker
BAG-AWAY SYSTEM is a revolutionary re-usable TOUGH VINYL grocery bag system that replaces disposable plastic - WITH A STORAGE FOR YOUR
TRUNK
Easy Flosser
Remote Finder
who says you can only brush your teeth at home in the morning / bedtime ,My dissposable finger brush fits in my wallet ,i can brush anywhere
My invention is a Sand Sifting Shovel. A scoop shovel with screen in the center to scoop up poop, twigs, and other items from your sandbox
Hand-held CompuVac let's the user see the dirt/dust sucked up through the clear flex-hose.No more blowing bad dust from chip to processor.
Is your underwear drawer a mess!? Here is an organizer for your underwear drawer, it's like a desk organizer, but just for your undies!
Make cleaning fun! Your teenager will want to put their laundry INSIDE the Basket. SCORE! ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Are your reading glasses aging you? Then wear COOL READERS, hip &amp; affordable unisex magnifiers that can be worn at the gym, beach &amp;
beyond.
Write-highlight-utility knife
My Idea is a file that will fit in your mouth to grind down those pesky sharp protrusions that lacerate your tongue and inside your cheeks.
Smart Start
Toilet plunger &amp; brush holder with ultraviolet (UV) sanitizer. Make the toilet brush less yucky.
smartJar - intelligent storage
The magnetized LED light - attach a light conveniently anywhere onto your clothing and shine the light wherever you need it
Daring Dolly
Storage/freezer bag holder that keeps bag securely open in an upright position.
RESUBMIT! Never Spill Your Soup (or Cereal) Again! --A Collaborative Entry--ENDING SOON!
Shrinking milk carton-space saver. 1.5 million gallons of milk sold annually. Potential for significant revenue.
Maintain appliance appearance with the use of Appliance Handle Guard to prevent hand/finger prints on Frige/Oven,etc during meal preperation
Buoyant Bed
How about a retractable easel for children? Easels provide creative and educational experiences. It can be stored and pulled out easily!
Leftover Lovers Stickers
Baby Gates" are a necessary accessory in homes with toddlers or rascally animals. While effective, they are as unsightly as a page fence.
Labeled FAA-compliant travel kit - take the guesswork out of travel
NITE-LITE w/Brightness KNOB is used at night w/small glow to see objects on floor and dim for kids sleeping. Some rooms can be brighter.
An iPhone case for Kids. Designed to add extra protection while making it easer for kids to handle and hold.
Headphones with the capability to adjust by length cord would be winded in a case the case would attach to phone adjusted to desired length
Steering Wheel Seat Mount
Today's work style is making us sit at a desk staring at a monitor hardly moving our body for the most part of our day causing health issues
Fire extinguisher app
Doorbell message system
cigarette smoking is getting expensive,so anything to save a little bit of money would most likely be welcome.
A battery charger for all your needs
Clean Train Ticket HolePuncher
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Mold-A-Pillow
The "poochie bag"! This bag is made from reclaimed fabrics, have pockets, straps and bling and is used as you pick up after your dog.
Bike laser maps
An Interchangeable and Modular Poster &amp; Art Framing System. Frame your posters and artwork quickly, easily, stylishly, and without damage!
"the Cord Clam" is an elongated shell that locks two extention cords together and also waterproofs them.
Warmer for spray bottle in salon.
Replace those hard to open jar lids with this.
The new 5 in 1 mop, The "Crank and Roll." Does Floors, Walls and Windows, without a rinsing station. Also dusts and waxes. See how.
Coconut Faucet
the little anteater
E-menu
Lap Table: It can hold your drink! No more balancing plates on your lap with your drink on the floor.
wireless oxymeter
I believe that a dry erase, dual sided, reusable sign would help contribute to a green movement. It would communicate evolving ideas.
Raccourcisseur de fil
E-ink Photo Frame - a better, lighter and more affordable electronic photo frame.
Personal train, plane or bus air vent attachments that allow for customized climate control.
Inflatable gazebo. Easy and elegant entertaining in the yard!
RESUBMIT)SURVIVAL Trekking pole. Walking Stick Survival Kit.Great for Geocaching.Perfect for hiking
Pool fill hose holder. Keeps hose from falling out of the pool and getting covered in mud and grass, and making a mud hole in your yard.
Battery eliminator for all 12 and 18 volt or 24 volt battery dewalt or other brand power tools. I put A power supply in the battery case
Lets Reinvent the Hair Clipper. A Hair Clipper with one attachment that can adjust to a specific level.
frech fries crisper
Acrotexting
play cards hand free, product allow you to play cards without having to hold cards,free to eat, drink and move about without hand folding.
convient carseat
A dispenser for shampoo/cond. like soap dispenser. Have it refill with bags of product to save on plastic bottles and less waste of product.
Spec Ops/Diving Knife with light that illuminates the bottom of the blade to make it easier to see what is being cut in low light situations
a hat you sleep in, with removable ice packs located on the fore head, left and right side and the base of the head/ neck area.
Heated Pad Lock
Over the sink drying rack
A beeper for you TV remote, so when it is stuck in or under a couch you can find it by pushing a button the TV to locate it.
Vertical Caskets
Cant see out of your 2 side mirrors? Clean them off with one hand. Materials/price cost effective. Never second guess lane changes again.
Mobile HairDryer(Salon Style): It operates on a AA battery pack and include a soft bonnet/cap attached to a flexible detachable cord/hose.
iSpeak
DARK FADERS-photochromic sunglasses(get darker in sunlight)the lenses come in any color like black,brown,blue,grey,red,yellow,pink or green.
Want Professional, New Looking Stairs without painting? The "Stair Capper" comes in colors. Just trim for a perfect fit and staple it.
RESUB 72 votes Quirky Faucet: 2 presets for hot and cold.Set your favorite hot and cold temps once and be done.No more adjusting the faucet
Canary
Here's an awesome new spin on an old idea. Safety locks that incorporate boitechnology.
Protect Window Screens from a Cat's Destructive Claws &amp; Prevent Escape, Injury and Death of Cats - Electric screens that shock when touched.
Me - Pastry Chef. I need a poaching boot for springform pans that bake in a water bath - Hello - nothing available.
Create a line of functional, sexy, environmentally friendly undergarments designed to discreetly absorb fluids from Light Bladder Leakage.
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Prop For Garden Hoses
Four Time Timer
Gym locker audio alarm that videos person opening door. Suction feature secures alarm to locker shelf/wall. Key fob activated/deactivated.
High Altitude Launch Platform
iPad Case for the Apple Bluetooth Keyboard!
Ever had a bowl of soup or cereal and had a problem getting the last spoonful of noodles or Raisin Bran before it gets soggy??
Under-cabinet track system
Love cats? HATE litter box smell??My idea is a window box litter box that fits in your window the way a AC window unit does. No more smell.
Shoe Rack/Laundry Basket Combo
light and easy shopping cart to have in our car boot that has the same sistem as the exam table so we wont carry any shopping bags anymore.
Deodorant
A Dual portable laundry Hamper,It seperates dark and lite clothes and allows user to cart it to wherever,effortlessly
BAND ON THE RUN (in honor of Sir Paul McCartney). Riding in the car just got FUNKaaay, Children. Your car is now a DISCO. Let's jam.
Reduce,Reuse&amp;Recycle=transitional greeting card 1)a card 2)a prestamped detachable postcard 3)a cut out gift tag 1 4 all &amp; all 4 green
Portable Leg Rest Chair Pillow
Foldaway microwave spatter guard that is right there when you need it, but conveniently stays out of the way when you donâ€™t.
Sliding Dry Eraser for White Boards with 1 clip on each end.Rolling wheels for easy moving. Handle with liquid dispenser&amp;marker holders
Two Pan's.
Lint-Liners. Stop scraping lint from your dryer's lint catcher with you fingernails Lint-Liners will simply lift the lint away. No Mess
FORGETLESS
REVOLUTIONARY way to Control ANY BATTERY POWERED device in your house with a wireless remote. Turn on toys,lights,radios,cameras.SEE
VIDEOS!
The Shankee
Dry dishes, dry countertops, no stress dishwashing
Band-Aids on a sheet, like stamps!
Have 100's of broken crayons? Crayon Creations. A mini oven lamp with cool molds to recycle your crayons. Plus use it for candles, soap....
3 in 1 Painters Tool
cubicle/desk connector panels
Evaporative Cooling Pet House
Multiple Phone Charger Adapter
Multiple-Basket
The True Pocket Umbrella
Neu Computer
poop anywhere
Crank Jumper Cables #Homedepot
A touch screen film that adheres to your TV screen surface and connects to your tablet computer for touch screen capability big screen style
Positivity Points (App)
A multi-use hammer that can become an axe, mallot, etc. and has nails, screws, and other tools in a compartment inside the hammer's handle.
Portable unit to call your cell phone when it is moved. Put in anything you do not want people looking through or moving.
car seat shelving system/drop blocker.
A junk(or other)drawer completely custimized by you to fit YOUR NEEDS. Interlocking segments allow you to place partitions anywhere-any size
Shower Phone Case
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Imagine no sticky mess on the counter, scissors that open flawlessly, and children having fun opening their favorite Fla-Vor-Ice popsicle
Credit Card Shredder
Bottle ID ring, designed to identify your generic water or sports drink bottle. Slips on the bottleneck, fits in your pocket, customizable.
The Traveling Assistant
Love Bloomers
A sport-water bottle for the hiker with a pet. A cup screws off the bottom allowing pet to drink water from cup.
Multi Loops useful 2,3,4 loop bands to strap anything on your wrist. The next silly and support Wrist bands combined!
I want to create a cell phone case that has a solar cell on the back. Simply turn it over outdoors or in a bright room to charge the battery
Placing an adjustable Bottle holder/feeding bar on infant seat when on the go or any where to make life more convenient for parents.
My idea is to create a reuseable gauze bath sponge with in insert for a bar of soap. You will have constant lather while washing up.
1,5Lt Water Bottle cover
FRUITS ON THE WALL!! No space to fruits? No problem, let's hang them on the wall. Not just oranges and apples, but all fruits
A self refilling water gun that allows for an indefinite supply of water for use at both the pool and the beach.
Menu Blackbook
Luggage Scale
This is the Share. You didn't charge your phone and you have 5% battery, while your friend has 100%. You whip out your Share and all is good
The Lady Seat
New hanger. Instead of using six hangers for six tank tops, why don't we just stick them all on one? Great for other items as well.
Better push-ups
Can Clip
kcup undercabinet storage
Electric Car Heater
TaskFlo
A Coffee cup that will reduce or eliminate spills when the cup is in motion
Expandable Gift Boxes
Are you tired of having a giant buck of cooking utensils? Whisks, rubber spatulas,etc...What if you could have all of these in one?
Now you can thoroughly clean and scrub every inch or your back without any reaching whatsoever.
Hydration dog bracelet; giving youre pet enough water for long walks,or those long car drives!
Arm-A-PillowÂ©
Dynamic Braille. A device that dynamically displays braille by using a flexible surface and using pins or air to "create" the braille.
Photograph Shower Curtain
Automatic windshield washer tank refil. Ever try washing your car's bug splattered windshield and the washer tank is dry, problem solved.
Proximity-based "leash" for cell phone. Smart phone = expensive. Ever set your phone down and forgotten it? Bluetooth watch vibration alarm.
Hemp Canteens
Let's reinvent the shower cap. A more efficient shower cap design that can appeal to a wider audience and be used outside of the shower.
No more plungers that don't ever work or worst of all splash disgusting water on you. Check out my example picture.
A four compartment shopping cart organizer that you put your groceries into while/after shopping and allows easy transport into car &amp; house.
DecapiEGGtor
Children's Tylenol ICE POP - Easy to dose, and even sick kids will eat them up. Pre-filled or Prepared by Pharmacist at time of dispensing
I would like to develop and design a smart stove. This stove has the ability to monitor cooking and reduce the incidence of kitchen fires
massage wear
the fresh air economisor is a window fan with power louvers that automatically opens to bring in fresh air when the temperature drops to 65
Toilet Lid Fan
Quirky Computer Case: There is room in the market for a well designed and user friendly computer case. Please read
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Hanging Shampoo Bottle Caddy
Stroller Skiis
Crock-pot Attachment
A device to deter Rear-end autmobile accidents by rapidly flashing your breaklights when you are breaking rapidly or suddenly.
Seat Helper
A device that keeps ice packs cold and hot packs warm!! The top of the pod glows when you push on it! Take a LOOK! SOLVES MULTIPLE PROBLEMS!
FASTEN YOUR PHONE BELT - simple rubber belt adjustable for every phone dimensions with multi-functional ergonomic ear on it.
Flexible measuring cups
keychain with symbols more usual to use electricians and technicians in the industry
ç‰™é½¿é€ åž‹åˆæžå…·åŠŸèƒ½æ„Ÿçš„æ¼±å£æ¯
Ã¸ No more broken yolks. Now your eggs can be cooked and flipped to make perfectly fried eggs every time.
Turn Your $10 SHOP LIGHT Into A $10,000 LIGHT FIXTURE! [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
uNbrella
Electric Toothbrush for people with limited manual dexterity. Ideal for the elderly and those with rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia.
The Shower Cap: Revamped. More efficient shower cap design that can appeal to a wider audience and be used outside of the shower.
Finally! Something to combat a stinky bathroom, better than any air freshner! A toilet that removes odors BEFORE they enter the bathroom
Heads Up 360
Screen Genie
RESUBMIT 104 VOTES!!! QUIRKY the ball is in your court! Design SLOMO :- Slow- Motion Balls for toddlers to develop hand / eye co-ordination
Tinkle Tote
Sneeves
Whimsical &amp; artistic Kids Arts &amp; Crafts Chair. Made of clear acrylic material. Holds colored pencils, crayons or markers.
Hydrophobic Cup/Mug
Button Jewelry for Men
Sweet Denial,the very first vegan cookies made with heart healthy olive oil. Healthy cookies that do not taste healthy. You've gotta try um!
Having tried other comfort insoles and had them not work I though about comfort again. Maybe i should use memory foam for an insole.
AC Vent Speaker
WOMAN IN LABOR! Design pink and blue baby shoes light. WOMAN IN LABOR! People see why you are pushing so they don't get mad. WOMAN IN
LABOR!
Job waiting, app
I lost another earring! My design, Earring Grippies snugly fit on earrings' posts and hold them securely in place!
Top sheets and blankets that have fitted corners on bottom end so they do not pull out at night when you sleep.
Calling All Parents! - The Future Trash Can! - For STINKY Baby Diapers &amp; All Kitchens too! (Think Fresher and Cooler!)
An easy solution to your earphone &amp; tablets dilemmas
Stove Blanket: A fire and heat proof cover to put over the stove top when done cooking. Would prevent little kids from getting burned
Let's create a simple phone, without buttons just to connect with the computer, for clean calls with skype. Simple as that!!
Mixtape Vinyl Records
RESUBMIT TO WIN! Are you tired of climbing stairs with all your luggage? Let's make a smart suitcase!
iPhone Tripod Case
HandEGrip (Updated 8-21)
A simple privacy wall that will attach to both sides of any laptop computer using clips and will be a shield on both sides of the screen.
The No Burn Flat Iron
System which adds a haptic feedback to PC mice and gives to computer ability of physical communication with user.
A nostril cleaning tool with microban anti-bacterial technology. The discrete sanitary way to pick your nose.
The Cuddler
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Pool Alert
Seasonal Yard Light Globes
A multi-pocket band that can be worn on the arm and/or waist. Can carry iPhone, money, keye(s), ID. Secure,flexible, lightweight.
Shopping Bag Return System
safe-to-go
A prototype for a helmut or separate LED device that can be attached to a cyclist helmut that will communicate their directional intentions.
App-Supermarket Price Labels
A Salad Forky
Battery Emergensleeve
Public Transit Sanitation
This is a combination support system for doing sit-ups &amp; a cushion support holder for your newborn baby. Post pregnancys sit-ups w/ baby!
Decal fly paper
Dippy
Soda Grabs
The idea is simple: use a human-powered bicycle to charge AA or AAA batteries. Promote health, sustainability, and efficiency in one product
"SmartStir"
A device that can scan an item's barcode and add the item onto a grocery list. Then once your ready to shop just grab the device and go.
My idea is an insulated baby bottle cover that comes with a strap so you never lose the bottle at the same time keeping the bottle warm/cold
An easier, safer, more satisfying,faster, convenient, money saving, cool and just plain better way to administer eye drops. EZDROPPER.COM
Blind Eye
An athletic shoe holder
Anti Graffiti Paint
Identity theft happens in many ways I'd like us to eliminate one of them. People scanning credit/bank cards without the owners knowledge
Never forget to medicate again. An Inconspicuous watch with built in storage container. always on you, holds a days worth of medication.
Dryer Valet
Pretty Portable Parasol
Recessed Stud Power Strip
two sets of pliers put together to hold 1/4" dripper tubing and hard plastic connector and then squeeze to insert connector into tubing.
My ideal is a hair weave helper. It'll keep you organized while you're weaving your customer hair.
JUST MARRIED/Graduation Custom made plastique for cars. Peelable plastic that sticks to glass or fiberglass on cars or windows
The Key-per
NoSpills Decorated bottle liners: decorated with food grade color so parents have a visual cue that the liner IS IN...or know it is missing.
BatteryOperated Vacuum Dustpan
MyMALL (App)
football helmet
Darth Vader Chlorine Floater
Open Bookcase Bookends
Portable folding tray enables you to carry food and drinks at events without making a mess and easily stores in your purse or jean pocket.
Keyboard Tray Station
have you opened up your 3 ring binder and are shocked to see that you have stuffed all the pockets full of paper?
Tired of spilling sugar,flour etc.. on the counters.If so check this out. Canisters with a twist!
Bed Blocks
A simplistic push button gps location reporter keychain that interfaces with a software program to replace paper vehicle logs.
Table edge cover
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What do you do when a homeless person is approaching asking for money? Awkwardly avoid? or give $ but feel bad for supporting addictions?...
HOT SUMMER DAYS...create an ICE CREAM SCOOP BOWL to mix in toppings like oreos, fruit, nuts and more! Eat in Bowl or Scoop on
Cone[REDESIGN]
Condiment Keeper
Fridge Fresher
AB ACTIVATOR- a lightweight waist band improves core strength, posture and balance- a gentle reminder to engage abdominal muscles all day
Motion marvin
Retractable cords
Using the technology to absorb liquid in diapers,or the absorbing properties of the sham-wow towel to make car and van cup holder coasters.
On the go Crockpot
TV frames are boring, are black or silver and rarely match a home's decor. Millions use cell phone covers, why not beautiful TV frames?
IdentiClip
The Mailcatcher
SMART TOOLS - HOME DEPOT
Biometric Hand Gun Safe
Speaker case
Sanitation of entryways
aesthetic air conditioning
Baby "burp diaper" &amp; Bib that stays where you want it, when you want it too. Easily removed while baby sleeps or buckled into the car seat.
DIY Wrapping Paper Printer
The toothbrush is a niche for many microbes, transfered from your mouth or the environment to the brush, use mouthwash container to maintain
A weighted, velcro and elastic water proof bag with draw strings that catches anything that falls between your seat and your counsel.
Blind funnel
Filtre Ã cafÃ© doseur
Generator cover
Life Mate Smart Watch
Adjustable toilet
Save time and keep baby close by bringing Baby in the Shower with you. Baby Sling Holder for Shower and Bath. A convenient soft mesh carrier
The Pocket Potty
Bicycle Wallet
Vel &amp; Go
The Dictionary App
Under Cabinet Accordian Style Organizer.
The Catio mounts a cat door through a window, provides cat lounging surfaces, and breaks the line of sight from outside into the house.
Spot the dog &amp; win a kiss(from the dog, not me LOL)Dog bed with toy/supplies storage.No more tripping over Squeaky.SEE PICS.RESUBMIT. Barbra
Wall panels that produce soft glowing light.
Automatic Adjusting Waist Belt
Digital Greeting Card
WiFi Router Table Lamp
cane secure for disabled people w/canes wrap velcro around cane and wear a clip with velcro secure the cane to your side freeing your hands
Brilliantly light a Xmas tree in minutes, remove in seconds, and NEVER a burn out! Safe, cool, energy efficient, &amp; never a tangle.
Bike Carrier Plus Home Trainer
Dual purpose, adjustable face rest on legged structure with platform (midway up legs) for aromatherapy/breathing during back massage
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This glasses lens go up, at a touch of a button. The purpose of that is so you don't have to take them off. To look at something at close.
I call it silly sneakers.Aaaa! dont get excited.This sneakers are for kids.Are you upset about it?Relax! lets we get a pair for the kids.
QUIRKY community we need a quirky APP to invent, vote, and influence on the fly. Stay connected with Q
Small Monitor with detachable keyboard - made for the future Quirky PiP and other accessories such as smart phones
Quirky Sketch
Sleepy time
Carbon Fiber Futon
Blue Jack
Don't be left out of fundraising for your child's school or scout troop. This is a social app for stay-at-home / work-from-home parents.
Whats hard as plastic, can be thrown away and 100% organic? Coffee Mate! No more wet pants, dresses or leaking cups of Java on the plane!
A Quirky Design Challenge: I improved the toiletry bag, can you outdo Timbuk2's design? Gauntlet thrown.
High Pitch Noise Absorber
Electric / battery operated, callous / dry skin remover for the hands.
TV Covers
handle clip
Turn TediousTasks In2 a GAME!This gadget is ur Spoon full of sugar,that helps the task get done while having FUN&amp;Earning a Reward.Open2Colab
My "Double Dog Dare You Leash" keeps my two dogs from turning me into a "wishbone" on walks the way they used to on two separate leashes.
Developing flavored envelopes when we lick them. Mint, cherry, strawberry, etc. The ones we buy now are disgusting to lick!
knife spoon
Gyro Dog Cup Delivery
A Quirky Logo shaped pencil topper that has an led light in it to be a wonderful and colorful distraction.
Chandelier Cake Stand
CUSTOMIZABLE MINI KEYPAD
#Homedepot Microwave Dryer
ROAD TRIP CADDY Collapsible luggage in a box. Pack ALL necessities in ONE hanging unit. Fits in box, wheels like luggage.
Tether Dog or Tether Tot. Attach a leash to your wrist or waist. Prevents runaway dogs &amp; toddlers. Go hands-free, let go without letting go!
Roll-on Grease #greatforbraids
Elevator doors sticky cover: a striking picture split in two halves to decorate the common space. Designs: two kids kissing, pinup gils.
It's Laundry Day
2in1 Emergency hiking poles.Most injuries that occur while hiking are knee or ankle related.These poles transform to a pair of crutches.
Steri-board
A Better Box
Wrench with lock position
LOTION TOWEL - apply sunscreen on your own back Easy solution to prevent sunburn on your back.
An adhesive bandage with a blatter similar to a plastic disposable ice cube bag in the middle. Filled with watter and sealed like a ziplock
Manual litter box mimics auto litter box.Pull litter rake along box with wheels/rails on outside of box, dumps waste into bagged receptical
Instant Cobbler
Instantly and easily expand and organize your drawer space.
Clever Mouse
Baby in Hot Car alarm
Trim Square
A bendable tape measure + all the bells &amp; whistles of handymans tape meausure, folds around corners &amp; comes with light, case &amp; more!
A gel lined "Ziplock" ish bag that keeps food items, such as cold cuts, fruit and veggies, cold - so as not to spoil.
Electronic watchdog
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Refriger-oven
Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. Resub votes: 147 1st time, 139 2nd time
Oven Mitts 2.0: 5-fingered oven mitts that include 2 thermometers for measuring surface and core temperatures.
Nail Guide
E^2 flashlight
Doggy Handbags" Biodegradable doggie poop bags in the shape of a hand/glove that would be easier to use and environmentally conscious
Flexible BoomBox
Sound Card
Corsage cup - a velcro fastener for corsages and boutineers. Just stick the flower into the holder, which would attach to the garment.
Adjustable Rolling Pin
HOP ON MATH
TSA for your silverware
Pooch Perch
Food Mats And Accessories Makes Meals A Learning Experience. Child Centered Design Visually, Tactility Stimulate. Its A Playground For Food!
Sandless bags
Wrist Watcher
Expandable Fuel Can
Do you commute to work? This innovative back pack/suit hanger will free up your hands and make your commute more comfortable!
Easy food control
quirky XMAS LIGHT STORAGE SOLUTION
Rechargeable battery-powered lighting. Uses battery power until it needs recharging, then recharges, then reverts to battery power again.
GARDEN APP
Wrist saddle holds smart phone like a watch. Much less chance of dropping your phone. Re-positional so you can use it at any desired angle.
Medical marijuana is legal in 16 states States with 12 pending-THC medical electronic cigarette. No joint necessary.Cancer Patients in mind
Let's redesign the hammock, machine washable, no flipping, sway freely.
Ultimate Desktop Organizer: Includes stapler and tape dispenser. Holds pens, paper clips, post it notes, and has scissor holder.
Polly Blind
Pillow Strip
Painter buddy slides thru ladder rung and locks in place to hold your paint can and brush, putty knife, elec sander etc. Has magnetic strips
Router w/ iPhone5 Connection
HandyV
Keyboard Jewelry Protection Pad. Are you tired of constantly scratching &amp; damaging your valuable bracelets and watches while you work?
Design electric pet collar to keep pets who don't get along permanently separated from one another so you can leave pets alone unsupervised
DUAL FOLDING TABLE AND DRYING RACK: Fold &amp; Dry Your Clothes With One Space Saving Product! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle,partition in bottle keeps them seperate products,pump action dispenser, ECO FRIENDLY REUSABLE BOTTLE
Fridgerator Choo Choo
Take Better Camera Phone Snap Shots - Create a device to steady your hand when taking pictures of yourself. LINE EXTENSION FOR POSE???
The Hex Beach Towel
You can never eat chips and study at the same time cause your hands get dirty!
Love it or shove it
Pet Food Preserver
Wifi Oven with Oven-Cam
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What about a game that could be played on the top and/or sides of Crate? The game pieces could be like checker or chess pieces. Cratemate
A software enabled American Flag pole with a telescoping pole which can make a house mounted flag fly at half staff.
HTC Rhyme's Charm is the right idea, with the wrong implementation. Let's ditch the wires and use Bluetooth instead. And not just for ladies
The Projector-Lamp: A desk lamp that can function as a projector. Simply light or project to your desk, your notebook or walls A-La-Batman.
my idea is based on somebody trying to steal your car and how you could know who steal your car and where is your car.it's a mini camera.
intercom phone
Char
Tech Talk
absorbo plates
Anti-Radiation Cap (Protection from Dental X-rays)
Hose flask
Water SVD Units
App-Enabled Baseball
The Little Ear Razor
Butterfly: Wings 4 your phone
Tree Topper Fire Extinguisher
Tactical Glove Notes
NEW! Car Cupholder Popup Mini Trash Bag Canister fits cupholder-mini trash bags rid trash in car and are dispensed from top like tissues
Solar-Powered Junk Mail Shredder that attaches to your mailbox and immediately converts your junk mail to recycling!
Do your car doors fill up with fast-food wrappers and receipts? Here's a trash bag designed to fit into the compartment on most car doors.
Minipli
The Smart Shooter
App-Enab Storage Device Reader
Plinkys, a patent-pending, customizable, craft flip flop. Customize to compliment your outfit, sporting event or just about anything.
Tool free oil drain plug
BBQ Griddle &amp; Baker
Stun Gun Water Bottle
A modular standing/sitting desk for the tech savvy minimalist. Designed for Macs.
Headphone pillow
Adapter for head phones, cell phones and wireless phones. Easy to attach, will reduce outside noise and you will sound like a whisper.
Pacifier that glow
The Bedside Massage Table promotes correct spinal alignment and allows the user to breathe easier while receiving a back rub on a bed.
Electronic Yoyo
Hand Held Citrus Juicer
Shoe savers are a cheap light vinyl elastic cover one size fits all throw away. Clear and snug around the ankle similar to surgical booties.
The Dual Zip Baggie
MotoSignal
"The black square"
Cramped for office space? This CHAIR CADDY gives you additional space to hold notes, clips, magazines, etc.that would normally cause clutter
Introducing the light up talking twister game!This is great for parties!Great for night entertainment
Pillow deflates to wake you up
ULTRA MOLDABLE BEACH TOWEL!
TALL STATION
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speakers attached to the side of the notebook screen. Attach manual. It does not occupy space and avoids falling boxes. Bluetooth enabled.
Holophonic Relaxation Pillow
Da-Boot bowl burner
3DS Wrist Charger
My idea is The neverlost universal remote control that has a recharging station and beeps whenever it gets lost by pressing the lost button
Ethnic colored bandages
U.S. Patented t-shirt/baseball hat combination/conversion, Patent (no.D3833890)a t-shirt when turned inside out becomes a baseball type hat
Card Tabs for Wallet
Canning jar 2.0
This is a small pet car carrier that utilizes a space in vehicle that does not interfere with passenger or cargo space yet keeps pet near.
Car seat alarm
A pill popper to get open your pills of a blister pack so you don't have to get the chainsaw.
fancy pants active wear
Easy to clean hair brush with bristles that retract into the head.
A mini-camera, a transmission module, and a monitor. The mini-camera is installed in a brush head of the toothbrush.
Resubmit the hanging three flower pots.Attract beautiful butterflies on your patio and backyard!This is so relaxing and beautiful
Ergonomic iPad Holder. Attach this to your iPad to hold it for prolonged periods of time without fatigue.
THE FRESH SIT toilet seat
"THE DIAPER DUNKER", it's like a salad spinner only it sits in the bowl of toilet - clip the diaper in &amp; give it a spin while flushing
Dirty door knob dispenser.
Smart phone app controls speed
Car shoe shelf case for carrying in the car different kinds of shoes for each special occasion. In order to avoid mess or unecessary smells
THE IDEA IS A STEERING WHEEL DESK FOR TRUCKERS,SO THEY HAVE A LEVEL AND FLAT PLACE TO DO THEIR PAPER WORK, WE DO
ALOT!
Niki
My instrument/nozzle helps anybody suffering from arthritis, carpotunal, and stroke victimes shampoo their own hair daily or as necessary.
This product can solve your worst fear of public bathrooms, with one simple product. Its win win situation for the public and the business.
Stress Reliefe System
Swypeze
Glo rail
I wanted to design a vented backpack with a fan and rechargeable battery pack for my accessories, like mp3 player, cell phone, etc.
Save Lives with this Deep Fryer Turkey Tool (Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
The Perfect Pour
Beverage Chiller
Time to invent extra space. I'm talking about extra countertop space without buying a rolling/stationary island or remodeling your kitchen.
Do It Yourself digital photobook.
Driver Anti sleep app
Everyone loves edge brownies. My ALL EDGE BROWNIE PAN makes every brownie an edge brownie.
No more stumbling your way to the bathroom at night! No need to turn on those blinding lamps or ceiling fans anymore! Great for anyone!
Battery powered oscillating fan would be a unit powered by two 6 volt batteries connected in series to produce 12 volts w/7 inch fan.
my old car apps
A fun carry on bag that can double as a ride for toddlers.
RESUBMIT .. A Smartphone bendable pal that can protect your smartphone by grabbing the corners, use it as a stand, watch and USB maybe.
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Mobile-Android battery backup
Water-Proof Laptop Case
Baby shade that universally attaches to all strollers. A zipper down the middle conceals a thin fabric that drapes down to protect the baby.
Active Wear For Seniors
I propose an internal device that tracks stolen iPads, Kindles, cell phones, etc.
A Space-saving, Rotating Bathroom Caddy. Press, Pump and Go!
Tethering system for flat TV
This durable, storable and waterproof tote on wheels is PERFECT for anyone who needs more than 2 hands to bring stuff in from the car!
Sip
Updated,thin plastic,fold up rain booties/galoshes.fit in purse/ briefcase.packaged in small pouch.Great for travel,work,sports.
stick on pocket , to hold mp3 , phone , has ear plug holder and top flip . to keep lite rain off .
Late for work Run out to your car its freezing out You have to sit there for 10 mins well your windows defrost. What a pain! now your fired!
my invention is a line of beautiful lighted and unlit Christmas tree toppers designed especially for artificial Christmas trees.
Use wasted countertop corner space for utensils in tubes - longer in the middle, shorter on the ends, raised to fit larger items underneath.
A BPA Free Water Bottle with built in Fruit/Tea infuser or ice holder. A fun and easy way to transform plain water into a delicious drink
Soft light - UV LEDs housed within a photo-luminescent 'light bulb'.
Sight word wack-a-mole game to help teach kids how to read sight words in a fun interactive way. Kids would quickly pound the words.
A Tape Plug!
Kumquat costumer
Yuck. Plastic bowls upside down and full of dishwater! My invention clips to a dishwasher rack, holding down plasticware during a wash cycle
Test
Auto Sprinkler System Remote
The Working Sonic-Screwdriver
No more looking for a flat headed screwdriver and only finding a Phillips finding the right head for the screwdriver with the heads miss.
Heater/Air conditioner
My idea is an umbrella that can hook on to different items like shopping carts, strollers, cane and walkers or even hold bags
BABYcry
Laundry Hook
The Lap-Top Front-Pack
Foldable hook for women on the go. To be used in public bathrooms, allows you to hang your purse on, and/or keep the door closed.
Easy Bottom Sheet
SMART CAP
The durable versatile Gutter chute is a collapsible chute which resist tears and rips. Great for collecting debris, leaves from gutters.
The Wire Sizer
STEP LADDER JACKS
FreshKlip
FlashCard
Skate Pack
Thin and Flex Game Controller
spy-pod
Papidoux, hydrapap
Make the skateboard more portable! Its a transportation for many, lets make it fit better in a backpack
SMOOTH SPOON
bicycle baby stroller combination would have a standard rear wheel and a smaller front wheel to accomodate a baby seat over the wheel.
Retail Store anti-theft/survey sensor system If your store has problems with theft, then here is the ultimate solution to your security.
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Do you use a dog crate? How would your dog get out in a fire? My idea is for a dog crate door release activated by your fire alarm.
Heat Blocking Hair Dryer
Waimanalo Horseshoes
App enabled plant music stake
Purse Chair
â™¥ Sweetheart Alarm â™« - Wake Up to Music or Words Chosen by Your Sweetheart, Friend, or Relative from Anywhere in the World
A line of watches that you can connect to a computer via usb port to allow watch owners to upload personal pictures to face of watch.
Breakfast Bunch
Drive Up Vending machines that consumers will put money in machines from their vehicles to purchase soda, water, milk, snacks and newspapers
Help create this product so you and your spouse will be able to keep your monthly receipts, keys and bills in one, convenient place
RESUBMIT: 292 votes. Do you use a fork or kitchen utensil to pull your ovens, wire rack in and out to prevent you from burning fingers.
Laser Lazy
App-enabled Grill Thermometer
Don't roll out earphones
TubBub
Do you remember getting stuck in the winter time? The portachain can you out of that predicament by creating traction on a slippery surface.
A collapsible cooler to store ice and cold food and beverages.
#Homedepot Magnetic LED Lights
Idea from my Mom: A better tanning chair. Wider so you can stretch out arms and legs. Has a 15 min kitchen style timer and a bottle tray
rechargeable UV balls that make your food last longer. Throw them in leftovers or even open drinks.
Office Suspension Chair
Finally a pop-up toaster that closes to ensure safety for your children or clean from contaminates that might enter through the openings !!!
The Squeeze Hammer
A simple piece of rubber or silicon on the neck of a utensil to prevent bowl damage and noise.
Lighter- flame protector
A wheelchair with a mechanism on the handle to row and guide the chair. Prevents contamination of hands and provides arm exercise.
The Perfect Church Notebook
Underwear Glide
3-Piece Nesting Storage Container Set for Pizza Leftovers! The Pizza Market is a 30 Billion Dollar Industry! I Want a Slice of That!
Total system to reinforce homes against tornadoes and avoiding the destruction. When a tornado sucks up the roof, the home is weaker.
Sound Bender Case/Stand
Transformer Backpack Guitar
Wrist Pain/Carpal Tunnel issues while using laptop/PC? Gel/Foam Wrist Bands will ease the pain. They will be Ergonomic &amp; fit wrist perfectly
Perfect hair for your face
â€œSCOOTER FOR SEATED MANUAL PROPULSION" Patent Number 7,832,746. For handicaped people to help them walk and in a normal upright
position.
This is one of kind dog toy has flashing lights and flavors.This dog toy has ability to keep dog occupied for long time.A great toy for dog.
The Power Cube is a square shaped surge protector with sixteen outlets. It features detachable, extendable and retractable outlets.
Break Away Cordies
Garbage Energy
You can now go shopping with more than one child and have somewhere to place your groceries.
Wifi-enabled Picture Frames
DIGIT KICKS! 4 Kids- Just like Black Olives on ur fingers- fit rubber sneakers or glittery heels onto your fingers and begin to globe trot!
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Stop and Jot
Click Me Chip and Dip Bowl
Wall Power USB
We NEED to create a pollen catching and quarantining machine for our homes. Allergies are a nuisance to many, let's help them live easier..
PEC1000
Cardboard Arcade Cabinet Kit
DynamicProForm Basketball Shot
Washer/Dryer smart phone alert
Universal Remote Control
THE "EASY BACKWASH"
The Sleep Seater is an inflatable car pillow that keeps a person safe while sleeping and traveling and also can be used as a water toy.
CordiStore- The answer for all who value their cords and desire to find a way to quickly and efficiently gather them and store them.
Mirror you can draw on with your fingers? Fun Mirror!
Golf ball that makes noise, so you can find it more easily.
Decorative screen protectors for an iPhone, iPod, iPad etc.
Universal Goose Neck Tablet Arm. Clamp. Tighten. Enjoy!
How many times have you tried to pop a pimple but you couldn't get enough pressure around it for a good pop? Now you can with the Zopper!
if there was a pad inside a laptop bag that wirelessly charges the laptop while walking while its off an you charge the pad, 10hour charge.
Wifi Timer
COOL SOLAR LIGHT WRAPS AROUND PATIO UMBRELLA POLE! Provides beautiful glow to your nighttime patio table using solar energy.
Reversible Belt w/ hidden pac
Laptop Battery Saver.
PoponPocket
WATER DISPENSER APP
Disp. silicone paper strainers
Wireless Charging Station
Mini undr desk trash compactor
Tripod
No tip no spill no blind spots drink cup/glasses
movie back
never burn your tongue again, with the new lid thats displays the temp of the drink in the cup!
Car Buddy
Hands-free, clip-on free, LED reading light that always brightens the right spot. This reading light is efficient and fun to wear.
5mg Benadryl (Diphenhydramine hydrochloride) for dogs, as reccommended by 3-Vets for my Chihuahua, cannot be found, anywhere.
Fast cooling device
The concept is as follows....The Detangler brush. It is a brush that contains a fluid much lhaving a built in spray.
Spray Brush
MOTORIZE T.V bracket YOU'LL BE ABLE TO ADJUST IT TO YOUR NEEDS &amp; (motorize TVs)
Woman's LEveL app
ARIAS series 1
HandyBrush
Gardening made easy one square at a time. Vermicompost sandwiched between recycled paper and weed mat squares quickly create a new garden
Hose/plastic tube attaches to any sink spout-Hose goes around top of sink-Disperses water on sides sink to wash hair/toothpaste down drain
No Touch Doorbell
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Wireless Remote Controlled Webcam
Heart rate and pedometer combined with wrist/ankle/kettle ball weights
Tell Me Teddy
THAT'S MINE!!! The main purpose of this handheld tool is to iron labels onto children's clothing and accessories.
Most car windshield sunshades can be difficult to set up. This sunshade is a simple two-step installation.
Finally, an All-in-one credit card. Stop carrying around 10 cards and just enter your card information into the One Size card.
App Enabled Self Watering Pot
I have an idea for an adjustable picture frame for the home, home/office, or office that has the ability to attach to different surfaces.
A multi-section money clip with labeled categories for cash budgeting on-the-go. Section ID by color, stick-on / magnetic labels.
portable denture tooth brush
The"Solar Rim Glowing Net" is a modified basketball hoop and net combination. It would feature a lighted design which would enhance visibity
Golf swing analyzer mounts to bottom/top of club-measures swing and compares it to perfect golf swing on your Smartphone-speed/club rotation
Ipad Arm Holder
QR code sticker printer. Connect your documents, locations even physical objects to the web with the click of a button. Home or office use.
Scrubbie Mini
App-Enabled Oven
Light - Up Fan Balloons
Ice Vest for Rapid Weight Loss. Our bodies burn calories to fight off cold temperatures...lots of calories. Wear it when you walk or jog!
Mouse+qwerty keyboard=qwerty mouse. Integrates a keypad into a computer mouse. A wireless, handheld keyboard and mouse in one.
Fast Vac
freeskiing
A flushable toilet bib that fits around the outside base of the toilet to catch any liquid waste (pee) that doesnâ€™t make it in the toilet.
Mark the mounting hole on the wall with the back side of your picture frame - install the picture without previous measurement
eco-poubelle
Rake that helps the user pick up leaves more easily, without having to bend over to pick them up.
Revolution Bristled Vacuum
Folio v2
Swiss Army Style Flashdrives
Novel Muscle Massager
Friend or Foe?
A 'road salt shaker' for use by home owners in colder climes to evenly disperse road salt on driveways, replacing used ice-cream containers.
A brain-teaser game challenging your friends to see if they can balance 6 nails on 1 standing nail.
Lite Deco
A cool plug in the wall flashlight that turns on &amp; beeps loudly to inform you of power outage.Waking up late for work SUCKS!,we all done it.
"Rock" Water Ring
WORKBELT FOR HOMEMAKERS, A PLACE FOR CLEANING TOOLS ALSO PAPER TOWELS.
Trash Can Holder(RESUB)
dog walking collar w/ built-in leash. never have to search for a leash again.stays on your pet perfect for walking more than one dog/time
App-Enabled Flash Drive
Hot Sauce Antidote
The Travel DESK/BRIEFCASE all together carry your laptop,Retractable handle one side and inserting wheels and now you pull it like luggage
Paint Chameo
Skinny camera
A pedestrian rain shelter on lamp posts at crosswalks. Display space on the shelters can be sold to offset the cost similar to bus shelters.
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Digital Window
Bracket that attach to a metal fence post. I have a Patent on this product. ã€€
Pet Lovers Sponge
Teach your kids words and how to spell while having fun! Learning toy for all ages, it will last a lifetime!
Picture a futuristic, stylish and cleverly over-sized shade hat made of SPF approved lightweight sturdy material folds and packs easily
Disposable Dish Towel
Bookworm
My cheap portable weights are designed for beginners. They are collapsable dumbbell weights filled with sand or water.
My idea is called Potty 123. It is a fun toilet paper dispenser for kids who are being potty trained. It teaches and conserves toilet paper.
Ever slept with someone who is hotter/colder than you? How bout a blanket that is warmer on one side, so you can sleep under same blanket
Christmas ortiment that opens up to put list of what your child recived that year.
Bike power
Tired of being locked out of the backyard when the string breaks you can use this idea.
Pet Net
Battery dead? cord your cordless. A converter that plugs into the wall and also into your cordless tool. this allows you to finish the job
Exercise Chair - Easy To Exercise While Sitting On A Chair
The "LAM-Belt" Speaker Belt. Crank out those tunes
Digital Box
Cake'm, personalize your cake. Incredibly versatile, lightweight silicone cake mold Cake'm provide a great alternative to standard bakeware.
StuffHound Stuff Finder
Weather Cover/Case sensitive to atmospheric moisture.
What is 2 Crates + Glass top =

? The answer is Coffee Table Quirky style.

Super Duty Cart
A weighted, velcro and elastic water proof bag with draw strings that catches anything that falls between your seat and your counsel.
Sleep in the peace and comfort you need without ever missing your alarm with the ELITE SLEEP noise cancelling head band with built in alarm.
Lighting Dimmer
Turn Windows Into Bricks/Stained Glass. Soft, 1/3(?)" Y" by Z" Stickers Filter Light, Create Privacy, Make Room Beautiful. No Curtain Needed
A Powerstrip with a wall-mounted Light Switch control for Easy On/Off to more easily disconnect energy wasting electronic devices.
A wing cutting board.
Nail Snail
Portable Flexscreen Computer
paint caddy !!!!!!!!!!!!!
A Reversible Round/Square edge Ergonomic silicone scraping tool for bowls, pans, etc. Fixes to fingers for flexibility &amp; simplicity.
Car-Go
In and Out Portable Pet Door
A simple wall mounted compressor with lever handle that reduces size of plastic bottles by 90%. Bags store each type recyclable plastic.
MWP is for Microwave Wax Paper
Portable "LED" Glow Scroll
cleaner
Adjustable Dumbbells for women
Automobile Cell Phone Jammer
STAYPUT Padlock
WATERING FROM UNDER GROUND. POLYETHOLENE PIPE 1 FOOT SQUARES PLACED 1 FOOT BELOW THE GROUND SHOOTS HIGH PRES
STREEM STRAIGHT TO TH ROOTS.
Kids Bowl or Kids Tumbler
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The TeamTower is a customizable, tower-shaped, can dispenser for sports fans. It's the 21st century makeover for your boring mini-fridge.
Welders mask wireless music.
MY IDEA , IS THE CAR WINDOW SCREEN. FOR ALL VEHICLES .
A Custom Button Kit, with a tool as easy as a hole puncher, to apply fashionable buttons to clothing, replacing their existing buttons.
CATSRUN
RESUBMIT Bracelet to signal your child. Great for the beach/pool and for outings, neighborhood...etc
Pet Safe Dog Collar
Baby bottles have damging effects on the health and beauty of your child. Lets invent a bottle system that promotes health and beauty.
CURVING

KNIFE

Bathroom hand towels. Stand up paper towel holder 1/2 height of kitchen paper towel holder/ designer paper towels 1/2 height also.
The video keeper is a usb drive linked to a touch screen remote that downloads your already dvr recorded movies to usb drive.
Rockin LED Speaker Bulb
Cordless Power Pack
Action Cut! Pizza party, Slicers are sharper than knives, Only cuts if you pick it up and push it, A Pizza cutter to avoid painful cuts
Your Place Your Music
Clean your ceiling fans without the dust falling on your head, no more standing on a ladder chair etc.Ideal for all ceiling fans.
App-Enabled Microwave
illuminated headboard
Integrated Keypad/Mouse. This keyboard uses the keys to move the curser, rather than having to move the arm to a mouse or pad.
Lamp w/sleep timer and alarm.
The Quirky "Shower Station" designed *JUST* for kids
Magnetic Clothes Hangers
Forever Drip pan cover. Millions of people suffer from this problem. re-sub because this needs to be made.
bracelet enceinte deluxe
Solar hat -phone charger
Remove the Yuck Shoe Liner
Electronic golf scorecard
Cleaning Hub
Luggage Train
ENERGYM
!At the beach,how do you hold your plate,cup,&amp; eat at the same time? I only have 2 hands so I had 2 find an answer. I need a bigger cup!
My idea is for a slicer that has perfectly sized segmented slices that can be used to slice a round cake or pie.
Food Boost Mop
The Double O's Glasses
Box for kids to hide in and under, hours of creative play. Peek holes and hide n seek door. Bye cardboard box with your papercuts and mess
Which eggs are ready to handle? This Egg boiler and holder has a visual temperature indicators to eliminate the guesswork.
Why can't Pivot Power and Plug Hub just get along? Create a power strip that solves power brick issues, has many features &amp; works w/Plug Hub
BabyStay Child Gate
Floating Dock Patrol
COOL YOUR LAPTOP! Folding feet that easily to attach to the bottom of ANY laptop or iPad to increase airflow and cool your device.
A strong suction device that holds heavy stuff up and won't slip. It has adjustable zip cords to hold any shaped container or toothbrush.
NO MORE STINKY GYM CLOTHES! Here is my solution: plastic, biodegradable bags for stinky, gross,and sweaty workout clothes.
App Enabled Status Board
HangShaper
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Pouch Squeezey
Battery powered electric butter knife. Heats up enough to melt and spread butter on bread, muffins, etc.
Point to Jesus The Christ
Adjust-A-Cart is a shopping cart which comes with an adjustable bottom floor that can be raised or lowered depending on items being loaded.
My 12 year old son was losing his stocking caps,so we cut the top off a hooded sweatshirt about ear level and sewed on a stocking cap
Shower Buddy is a back scrubber/washer, with storage for shampoo,conditioner, bar soap, with built in mirror for shaving.
Coke flavored alcohol
canlÄ± tv izle
Evaporating Cat Litter Box
Don't Spill Your Liquid Medicine Again! Hooded Spoon For No More Spilling!(Paulette Jaques)
Facebook/Twitter/Quirky notification QUBE - check if you've received notification without looking at your computer/iPhone
never dig to the bottom of the icechest again
Virtual Indestructible Mailbox
SCREW-LIKE CHAIR
STORAGE BOX WITH BAG DISPENSER
Nail polish bottle gets the last drop due to 15% slope on bottom, exaclty where the brush sits, and are designed to be stackable.
GARDENING BAG
Letter opener on pen or mechanical pencil
My idea is for an electric mattress pad/bed warmer with the connection cords at the top of the bed instead of at the foot of the bed.
My puck substitutes the original puck. In That it is constructed to roll over asphalt,concrete streets and gymfloors.
Glucose melts
Putty that matches your paint save time frustration and steps in wall repairs.Just 2 simple steps and your wall repair is done!
Ladder Leveler
â€œ5th Friendâ€ is an easy to use device to make hitching a 5th wheel trailer a snap.
A sanitary, moisturizing liquid or lotion with vitamins that you spray on you toilet paper for you last wipe after using that restroom #2.
Laundry basket safe! Where would you least expect to look for your valuables? Not in my stinky Laundry. Lets make a safe hidden there.
Don't waste UNUSED DRAFT of air in your rooms. GO GREEN. SAVE EARTH.
Istorage Usb Attachment
To extinguish fires on meadows with flattening cylinder vehicle that presses on the flames with its ice cold cylinders.
WATERING CAN
Wireless Christmas lights
Info YOU MUST HAVE EACH TIME YOU VISIT A NEW DR. List each med you're taking amt,times per day. You also must list all supplements
NB/Tablet PC Radiating Booster
A shoe cover to protect the toe of kids shoes. And enhance performance of skater skateboarding. skaterboarder get whole is one shoe.
BACK CLOTH - Dispenser contains towelettes saturated in lotion that you can rub on your back OR A BACK WAND-Pump with lotion, sponge on it.
Ceiling Fan Air Fresh Module
Roll, Spray, Play! "SonScreen"
Cup holder clip
The power cord that will solve it all. We have designed the PowerSLURC to reside in a class of its own
Poppit Cookie Cutter
Ying Yang Table and Couch
Contact Lenses For Allergies
Dog wash bag
The Quick Shaver
SAPRULE
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A portable collapsible easel capable of storing and setting up supplies for painting, drawing and digital work efficiently.
Economiseurd'eau
Perfect Coffee Creamer
Comfortably capture the heat you paid for. We drain the heat/$ during every shower. CAPTURE that Comfort in this Radiant Heat Rug!
The bed buddy
Hard work shouldnâ€™t be hard on your body. Busy Feet is a pad that you can dance, bounce, or just stand on while working. Get on your feet!
Get clean on the go without getting messy! Travel Tubes are easy to fill, donâ€™t leak, are easy to cary and hang to dry.
Little Light Music
WATCHOUT - Smart bracelet that alerts when you're 5 ft. away from your phone
Rope-mill
Outdoor event, need chairs! Too heavy and hard to handle. Not anymore.
Instead of blowing or raking leaves, just place these mesh nets around the yard, let the leaves fall, and pick them up.
Attached Dust Pan
Cuff lint remover
The Pocket Sock
Voice activated shower! Use blue tooth enabled devices to turn your shower on and off!
A tool to facilitate the teaching of medicine in OR. Is a device with a mirror on top. Medical students can observe what surgeons are doing.
TV Glasses
Universal Travel and Car Kit! No matter where you are or live, stay connected in any place of the world with just this Quirky Solution.
Disguise those ugly vent pipes on your roof with a Vent Disguiser. Cute animal covers slide over top of the vent pipe to add uniqueness.
They have spray chalkboard, spray whiteboard so how about SPRAY ON PAPER. Great for kids and crafters. Spray on, peel off.
Keep MUSIC/PAPERS secure to stand from blowing wind/air &amp; ONLY ONE HAND needs to turn pages. Double-Sided Magnetic Clip &amp; Long
Center Clip.
Can I scrub from any direction
the new way of making A perfect Pancake/cake of you favorite characters use on any stove top
USB Wall Adapter Heater
Nothing worse than bunched up sleeves under a coat or sweater..my idea is a sleeve gripper.
Crushable Water Bottle - a water bottle that you can crush flat to put in a purse or gym bag.
Remote disabler
Job site table
Ever have a hard time breaking and peeling the shell of an egg or just wish there was a faster way to do it! Well now there is.
PEDAL PIVOT POWER
Shapeable Animal Balloons
Food saver
Screw on Half-n-half teaspoon measuring pouring cap: Dishwasher safe, never overdose (or underdose) your cream again. Great for diets.
Cake N Cupcakes!
Tape Finger: Rolls of scotch tape that have adjustable roller in middle, so you can fit it to your index finger. Also has cutter at end.
Carbon fiber stool
"Candles for Men" a selection of novelty candles designed for men, FRESHLY MOWED LAWN, MUSTY GARAGE SMELL, THE DOGGIE DID IT.. etc
Charging stand/player that is adjustable so you can leave your protective cover on your IPad or iPhone when placed in the cradle.
Warning Bottle Fashion and trendy idea to help people to drink water. A Design bottle is linked with a fashion bracelet that bips on
Pivot Power V2.0. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility. (Includes USB charging capability too)
The Wall-y-Desk
Kitchen dispenser and holder
Find my pet App and GPS collar
Re-usable Window Sealer
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Remove tree leaves and small debris from your yard WITHOUT BENDING DOWN repeatedly to scoop them.
Zippable Trash Bags
shower shoe
smart shopper
CHiRP
UTENSILS WHERE THE HANDLES CLIP OFF - The Kitchen KLIPkit!This makes it easier to wash, load in the dishwasher and store!
Automatic Canned Cat Feeder
Lift a bit
Sanitizing Lunch Bag
Love Bloomers
Device Locator Cuff
Divers Buddy Signaling Device
#usb#fingerprint
A little indicator button the size of a penny that goes from red to green
Thumbzies
A water proof picture frame with suction cups so you can mount pictures in your shower (this is for print photographs, not digital).
Children's swimming goggles with air sensor
Cup and Sandwhich Laptop Case
Grandma, Tell Me A Story
UNIVERSAL VACUUM CAP
Hunter's Mobile Closet
Better Betta Bowl
The Wonder Leash
The Carbage, a garbage can for your vehicle. A durable waste bin for small to mid-sized trash. Self-contained, and easily removed.
Online Parenting Book.
Flag Saver
QUIRKY Q GRILL FLIP , BASKET.
A chair that's light and compact but within seconds has an added benefit of cushiony softness (including adjustable lumbar support).
sony bracelet phone watch
Boots keep water out, but Foot Bath Boots hold water in.
A baby cosmetic carrying case filled with refillable bottles 4 baby shampoo, baby powder, baby bath, ect. A convienient, money saving option
Sandals that turn into a shoe or a boot made of neoprene. Comfortable, soft, washable and fast drying! Shoes with infinite possibilities
Don't apply mosquito repellent. Wear it
Creative Cone Shaped Popcorn Holder, allows the sharing of popcorn with Friends. Ads for upcoming movies could be placed on these cones.
Bluetooth Button mic for shooting video on your iphone or hand held version. Also Great for Karaoke ya I said it
Pin Clip
hanger tags
An on-the-go toothbrush screwed into a disposable mouthwash reservoir. No paste to rinse, no mints, gum or furry teeth! For Pocket or Purse!
Kitty Claw Nail File
tÃ©tine bÃ©bÃ© gÃ©olocalisable
the "i-squeegee" a cleaning device for cleaning your ipad and iphone in one "sweep" just like a regular window squeegee
Changeable sports event sign.
Decorator Window treatments without the decorator price! 2 minute video attached
Reinvent adult training wheels to be ergonomic and stylish. This product is for seniors and disabled people.
A universal kettle bell handle that will fit onto every dumbell made. Its very consumer friendly and saves space, money and time.
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Kid shoes that come with a pack of special markers that can be used to change the colors of certain parts of their shoes.
No More Pocket Dialing Phones
wheels in motion
A device that catches spiders and disposes of them without ever having to squish one in a napkin only to find that you didn't get it! Yikes!
Back Speak Driver
To avoid bio hazard i am proposing to pack cigarettes filter down in the package or design pack with option to open from both sides
Dashboard
Dishwasher safe sleeves slip on standard food containers to catch drips and cover messy bottoms, keeping refrigerator shelves clean.
insulated bed tent
Funnel Basketball Attachment
The cube
Planters, vases, and flower pots printed with famous artwork.
smelly tissues
Was in EVAL now 261 votes. Tired of boiling water? Come on and join the trending craze of oven baked eggs. Bake, Ice, Store and Serve.
Kids will love picking up their toys with this remote control bulldozer and dustpan to help them clean up. Check out the video!
uneversal'nyy slow acceleratio
With a push of a button you can turn that family car into a performance car that you have wanted when you want it and back when you don't.
My idea is for a compact, self-contained, powered boat. The boat is inflatable and in inflated by the same engine that powers the boat.
Quick Dish Wipes
Komfort Krawlers is a kneepad designed to provide children the freedom of movement without pain and discomfort.
Adjustable Touch Flashlight HD
Jeans with Side Pockets
Safety When Flying
A permanently installed retractable sunshade integrated into the left &amp; right inner car windshield posts. The 2 shades meet &amp;clasp in center
Urinal wipes
My Ideal is a printer 4 Bottlcaps/stickers with template insert it will allow users to Adjust add text to the images
MULTI-TOOL GARDEN ACCESSORY - Rake and spade all in one hand held tool! Makes gardening easier don't have to carry 2 separate tools
Kids Wagon battery powered
A new unique line of earmuffs (Sport's Ears)for all sport fans.It's design would make it an instant hit within the sports apparel industry.
No Kink Drain Snake Replacement Cable
Scene Saver
miniPhone
DRESS &amp; HANG IT JEWELRY
Miniature BBQ Grill
Quirky GE Wink Remote Speaker
Mass Market Hot Soup Vending Machine,Recycled Materials,All Natural Ingredients. Works anywhere you find coffee.Cup has seed on the bottom.
App-enabled light therapy
Cool, fun-looking power outlet "hubs" for electrical cords. Figure-shaped or 3-D plaque style for existing receptacles.
The Gro-cator Grocery Locator
Smart Toy Box
SAVE A LIFE! Don't let another vehicle occupant die needlessly from heat related injuries, by being accidently left alone in a vehicle.
Tired of car air fresheners that dont perform? My idea is to design an air freshener that plugs into any cars cigar/cigarette outlet.
DOOR HINGE w/ BUILT IN STOP
Everyday women go to work in high heels shoes and when at work their feet hurt.
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Scarfs with built in sleeves for 8hour warmers with option of essential oil aroma therapy vapors to target pain, tension, flu and freezing.
Suntan Powder
Connect USB Devices Wirelessly
A food chopper that attaches to the top of any bowl or pot. No extra containers., food goes right where you need it.
Dunk it
Save stuff from phones to USB!
Boot Drive
Flexible Portable Speaker !! Attach To just about anything, Your IPAD, IPOD, Phone, Bike , handrail , shelving, table, tree or pole etc.!
Increase of efficienty of dieselpumps by preheating the diesel oil the same for gasoline cars. Reduce consumption and COÂ²
The All In One Unervisal Broom
BOTTLE BENDER
UndiePhone
Auto-Off Extension Cord
The Hanger Reinvented.
This is a futureristic potty trainer for todler, very unique and simple to use with three dimension that saves you time,stain and mess free.
Doggie water bottle
Keyless entry number pad for any car, not just Ford. Program attachable pad to send factory keyless entry signal. Never be locked out again!
Space &amp; Storage solution utilizing unused attic space! Pulls down from attic into any room! A space solution for small homes,apartments,etc.
-Computer Keyboard for Elderly and Visually Impaired. -1" each lighted keys -ONLY the alphabet, space bar, enter, backspace and shift.
My cocktail pick "holder" is a piece of art that holds up to ten drink stirrers. It's artistry design is both beautiful and functional.
Pull Around Bag
A pen that has the ability to recognise your voice and spell out the word in its side. Could also be used for emails if you say the word
Metal Detector for Iphone
U-shaped Toothbrush. Flexible head with bristles. Brush front-top-back of teeth at the same time! SIMPLE. Bristles on top to use for gum
Belt for kids with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization. License to crocs Jibbitz..
Resubmit the birdhouse and flower pot all in one.You can hang this or attach the bird house stand!This would have fake silk flowers/no water
ELF or Eye Lash Fan is a perfect fit for the lady that uses mascara. ELF gently drys mascara with tiny fans &amp; detachable brush on eyelashes.
Clip Cord
Running With No Cords
Themed travelingYard Sprinkler
My product is a unique writing instrument with the nonwriting end designed to easily press the tiny keys on small keypads such as phones.
Ever wear a hat to avoid the rain or snow messing up your hair or chilling you to the bone? Now it's soaked...where do you put it to dry?
Motorized "Stem 2.0.1" for Oranges with PulpControl
An easy, stylish, INSTANT, room divider. Manufactured of heavy gauge paper that expands like an accordion. Removes without a trace.
laclÃ©sonnette(avec entrÃ©e usb)
Bacon Pad
Bear Aware!!
Home Emergency Beacon RESUBMIT
Take your drink anywhere
This game changing cleaning solution will change the way the world cleans, polishes, and sanitizes, and, it's a simple low-cost product!
Finger Print
Swimming Pool Tester
A lightweight portable stop sign with chase lights around the letters and edges for use by emergency crews in rural areas.
PopCornBuddy-disposable/reusable Pop Corn bag holder for movie theaters that fits in arm rests used advertisement space.
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They are called shark shorts. They are designed to look like various sharks and have gill slits on the front to side of them.
Intelligent headphones
Sensory Medication Reminder
Double Ramen Noodle Bowl
Kitchen Appliances Slider
Slide IN Ledge Frame!
Your Charity Your Choice
Grocery Backpack! Keep everything cold as you walk back home! Also you can use as regular backpack too!(Paulette Jaques)
Doggy Recognition door
A small vending machine to house keys and combos for banks, only accessed through dual control, producing computer print out for autitor.
Cell Phone Finder
save our home fire fighter
Make Iced Coffee without Ice
Flip Mops let your feet do the cleaning! Silicone flip flops with disposable cleaning pads attach to the bottom with velcro.
Trash Discriminator Device
Wearing gloves and clapping for your favorite team is muted, but with my gloves you can stay warm and cheer all day.
Digital Book Cover
icemaker
Hunting or Picnic chair Ideal for kids who cant find a seat at the picnic table Great for hunters with a disability
fast
Size Right Dispenser
#car#drowing#saver
Contort 2.o...new and improved
De-clutter breakfast with vertical jar spoon holders! Saves space around the table. Moves easily with the jar. No jam spillage. No mess.
hand tools with magnetic strip
Monitoring cup.
Producing electricity cycling
Plant Ice Tray - Slow drip method to water indoor plants. Less spills. Good way to measure how much to water ...5 ice cubes every 2 days.
A 2 in 1 cooking pan with a custom fit splatter guard that flips over &amp; also doubles as a frying basket. One pan, many uses. easy to store
Unique phone case
Silicone dual scraper for mixing and food prep
Toaster Knife
The #1 Jump Rope
Mini Photo Frames. Switch them out! Trade with friends! Stick them on your lockers at school! Wear it on your wrist or on a necklace.
Beach Buddy
Slip'N'Slim Soap, for slip'n'slide fun! no more haveing to use dish soap! &amp; no more. burning in your childs eyes. read more on this page.
collection of styrophome and paper table wear plate, bowls, cups, of sorted sizes and colors.
Sink Splash Saver
Money is full of germs! My idea is too put a UV bacteria killing light in cash registers,atms,personal box to put your money in with uv lite
Puless
Power-saving Quirky PivotPower
My invention is a hands-free dog walking device that allows you to walk multiple dogs with the ability to carry all dog accessories needed.
support screen
Automatic window tint on your vehicle.Side and back windows.Just like some prescription eye glasses darken in sunlight,lighten at night.
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Silicone Gripper &amp; Spatula Combo Tongs: This product will be a great addition to your Kitchen, Grill or when you need both at the same time.
Tired of your shoes kicking your dryer door open or getting beat up in dryer? Here is a solution that will fix that
Top Hat Photo Rack
Collapsible Plate Warming Oven heats dinner plates to the optimal temperature to keep food warm and tasting it's best!
CONE SAVE-DROP
Solar panel screen protector
PASS WORD APP. PHOTO. GALLERY
Does this make me Look...?
The all in one holiday light
Hate that black stain that gets on your light-colored shoes and slacks when driving? Disposable shield for your floor mat prevents stain!
Camping Cups
HEY LADIES! Ever on a date or in a meeting, look down at your legs and realize in horror, "OMG, I missed a spot!?!" Grazor to the rescue.
Noiseless Dog Collar
A timer based, plug in security device that creates the appearance of a TV being on when you are away.
Auto Cooler
Stylo encre - effaceur
Rip Currents can happen at anytime! we put on life jackets in boats...seat belts in cars..we need a more affordable rescue belt for ocean...
High pressure air wipers
Bottoms Up/Op Cheers glassware
SAFEZONE
Toothbrush with built-in reservoir to hold water in the handle for easy rinsing after brushing.(Paulette Jaques)
Pee pedal
Kindershtick
Suction on Iphone case
Highchair Booster Cushion - Customizes the chair to the Child
Air Pump Suction Rods
Two liters are Too tall! Now, those awkward, heavy, too tall 2 liter soda pop bottles can stay cold in your fridge...you just push a button.
A way for paraplegic's and quadraplegic's to drink water or drink hot or cold fluids.
Brusha Now
A Heated Coat
Heavy Earring Support to prevent pierced ear from becoming stretched. Earring is attach to this product, shaped behind the ear.
Memory Extended Phone Case
TvSATRemote Control Cell Phone
Hate Installing Blinds/Curtains. Lets make a product that's easy to install and change to either blinds or curtains on your window.
Babies love looking at light/sound. My idea is to have a thin pad of LED lights/sounds that attaches to the underside of a car seat shade.
ALREADY PICKLED DILLIED JUICERS.
WATERRING
Moulded in-ear headphones
can't bend over to put your sox on, my 2, 2ft. ajustable handel would do the job
eKeyper
anti fall device
Foot masseuse
Whistleair for your ac/heater filter, a round disc snaps on ac filter, whistles when its time to change filter!
Tennis Launcher w/Carabiner
Shower beverage holder with slot for handles. We have all enjoyed a coffee or cold beverage in the shower but not had a good place to put it
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Golf-tee placement device that also ensures the tee is exactly vertical, resulting in easier use, more consistent play, and longer drives.
Distracted driver app.
Tumpline Cap
Easily shorten or tighten any tie-down or length of material with a Universal Ratchet System for rope, cord, webbing, etc.
Child safety receptacle plate and plug cover with lock.
Never need Help installing a ceiling fan again! You will never have to do another balancing act on a ladder and installation will be faster!
CUTTING BOARD - STRAINER
iPhone Bar Dock
talking pet I.D. collar
Homegym. The complete fitness center in a box
CORDIES PEN AND CORDIES KIT
Flush the toilet alarm!
Translucent netting to capture pesky acorns that are too havey to rake or roll with the leaf blower. No more saying "Oh nuts!"
My invention is called "The Bionic Arm". It gives the user a different way to workout their arms instead of lifting heavy dumbbells.
A cartoon character swinging lid trash can that helps motivate/teaches children to throw things away (adults like it, too!)
Self Lighting Cigarette
Play Around Safely!!! A beautiful well designed bracelet that our sons can use in order to help parents locate them permanently via GPS.
Golfer's towel
A walker with a tray so a plate of food, beverage, or anything can be transported, while keeping both hands on the walker
Prevent Sudden Infant Death
Insulin app
These scrub brushes will clean your logs, porch posts and round porch pillars. They will get the job done faster and more effectively.
hairless cup of joe
Strong portable air filter plugs into a car lighter or other source to rid exhaust, odor, mold, germs and viruses. Cleans 100 cubic ft.
Move over Lite Brite. Lighted Bending Noodles. Use to spell or make designs.
iPhone flashlight table lamp
PORTABLE BABY BOTTLE WARMER: Warm Bottles Without Water - No More Wet Messy Bottles! [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Mr. Fixed
Phenomenal Prenominal Phone Mulitipanel screen telescopic closure of phone. Can be produced with present tech
Easy Jack O Lantern
Two pedals on a mount that attaches to the floorboard of the passenger side of the car. Tension adjustable. Elliptical like. Exercise in car
Baby Bottle Brace
Dot Com- The ultimate memo
THE LAST THING YOU NEED IN THE MORNING IS GROUNDS IN YOUR COFFEE
Meat Minder
Reward based task manager app
Dog won't try to catch a Frisbee? Add a favorite snack and stand by! â€” collaboration with simplyinclined.
peon
Match-tip Birthday Candles
Huddle Up
Smart Dish
Retractable/Telescoping Gutter Cleaner. BE SAFE and Clean your gutters from the ground!
QUIK BAKE Cake Oven
New style travel pillow, place on shoulder position your head and fall asleep, sitting up anywhere, folds up and store in a sunglasses case.
train your way (reminder)
Baby monitor walkie talkies
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Sweater Pet: A Jacket for Kids that can turn into a Stuffed Animal.
The "Terry Towel" back washer is a full-length, plush cloth with rubber tip bristles in the front and a thick sponge for back support.
My pillow transporter provides a practical way to travel with your favorite bed pillow from home, without taking up space in your suitcase.
the reminder
Balance de cuisine ultra mince
The â€œTcarryâ€ Tablet pocket: There are many gadgets to handle tablets, except the convenience to carry them hands-free, when not used.
The Better Marriage Blanket
Easy sip
Cooling shoe inserts
Urine Collecter for your Pet
Dog's muck bag. People ask to dog's owners to get off the pets muck, if don't law sanction you. When you have take it where do you..
"The Truck Caddie" Here in Texas everyone drives a truck, but the problem with that is keeping your groceries in one place in the truck bed.
Invisible Watch
Emergency Flip Flop. Stowed at the bottom of your purse.
CANCool
My idea is for a blind spot warning system for road bikes, mountain bikes, dirt bikes and even your 2 year olds bike with training wheels.
Quirky PiP - Mini computer inexpensive what everyone wants now! Eggplant Purple colored case? You decide that part of it!
Organize your entire spice collection in only a couple of inches of space under a cabinet or shelf.
House Party App
Memory foam whole body bathtub cushion. Imagine resting on body contouring memory foam with back and neck support in a warm bath
Dog Home Dental Ball
Extendible, portable kiddy toilet seat to help as kids grow and you travel around. See Video!
Microwave Quick Chill
HangItRight
ARE YOU SICK OF NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND WHAT YOU NEED FROM YOUR TOOL BOX QUICKLY AND EASILY? THEN CHECK OUT MY
CUSTOMIZABLE TOOL CARRIER!
Consider using a cordless hair dryer or hot air brush. The small battery is rechargable in your electric outlet. Great for travel or home.
The Sun Spot
It would be so cool to have an extension cord that has USB ports to charge up your PS3 controllers, ipad, ipods, android phones.
Post-aids - Flexible OLEDs
Ever feel like walking just isn't enough of a workout. How about a bungee chord connecting at the knees to create a greater resistance
CARRY and then SIT &amp; DISPLAY your iPad on your lap ( for the bus/train/car/plane ride) w/ a sit-or-carry SWIVEL CASE w/ removable arm strap!
On wrist bracelet Multi-Tool
A 3 in 1 tooth cleaning tool for kids. A basic toothbrush with timer &amp; dispenser with the right amount of toothpaste each time of use.
UV safety
A fun timer for the bathroom!
Entrepreneur's Exchange
Mardens Lap Mate
All-In-One Workout Bag
In a hurry to get clean? Shower Smart times your shower as soon as you step in and will use soft LED lights to let you know when time is up!
QUIRKY MATTRESS PAD: The inexpensive solution for a sagging mattress. Comes in different firmness levels to be adjusted further by the user.
Multi resistance workout band
Cabinet Can!!! Easy removal of cabinet trash.....Trash cans designed for cabinets.
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convenient &amp; sanitary way to open and close toilet seats .
Resub-218 Votes Meet the Open-Close Knife Block! Holds knives and closes so small children dont get ahold of your very sharp kitchen knives
CUT SAFELY- 2resubmit+submit=1555 votes!!!
Make your skateboard, bicycle, or scooter GLOW! A device that easily attaches to kids' riding toys and illuminates the ground below. VIDEO!
Toothbrush sanitizer
JAVA-GLO TRAVEL MUG
Keep it clean and lift
Dual Microwave Elavated Grill
ERGONOMIC BROOM DESIGN - PLEASE SEE! Adjustable handle extension makes it easier to control, less twisting, easier on back
The Running Punch
Its the best painting tray save you tme and energy, it allows you to have all you painting supplies at reach especialy when using dif colors
a single use, handy amount of dental floss + mouth rinse contained in a small pouch or cup to be used after eating or on the go
A screen protector for laptops and cell phones that's a magnifier so text is easier to read.
Vertical GARDEN TOOL Hanger
Extra loud Kitchen Timer with L.E.D lights. Just in case you forgot.
Solar powered cars
DÃ©tecter les bactÃ©ries
Smartphones STOP hitting floor and breaking, it works in any material, any phone case, for men and women, a must have .
M&amp;M Potty
Forget me not Lunch Bag
A multi changable shoe from day, the beach, or to evening and interchangable high heel.
Swiss army for kitchen
Provide DOG OWNERS and Puppy OWNERS' friends, with a high quality Pet Restroom or Portable alternative at a fraction of competitors' price.
"HEAT-OFF". Heat shield for planters; root protection.
MIC CHECK - Microphone Wipes
I need a regular wallet with a built in hard backed sleeve for holding my business cards.
Indent- The Ipad/iphone case
THE ULTIMATE WALLET (The comfortable and secure way of carrying a wallet) Carries: Cellphone, dollar bills, coins, id card &amp; credit cards
3 and 4 Prong Combined Electric Dryer Cord and 3 and 4 Prong Combined Electric Stove Cord. Please vote on this product! Your opinion matters
Spotter PLUS
"The Liquor Cube"
Candle-lit flower vase
Wine &amp; Carbonated beverage preserver. Handheld device which preserves opened bottles of wine or carbonated beverages with Nitrogen or CO2
Growler Power
Ever change a tire in the rain? What if you had a magnetically mounted awning that kept you dry while changing it. Simple, but effective.
A raised license plate mount. Raised one inch from the car you can add mood lights behind it. An Accessorie any car buff would buy. car mods
Check/Credit Card Receipt Presenter - a sleek, inexpensive, wind-proof, gravity-proof credit card receipt holder w/band to hold any pen.
Lower Back Massage Roller.
Nolz Fraction Chart is a visual and hands-on tool that makes learning fractions easy and fun. It's ideal for elementary school-age children.
SEATBACK BACKPACK
BACTERIA DETECTOR REFRIGERATOR
E-Wallet. Be On Top of Funds
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Need somewhere for easy storage and access to TP or feminine napkins? Over cupboard door storage for TP rolls w/ shelf for feminine products
Toilet seat hinge protector
Name: strappeez A loop that goes over the heel of a women's shoe, then up the back of the shoe and has a small buckle at the ankle.
dust pan vacumm
"Airlight" Party
Six in one tool system that would make multiple projects for the homeowner and contractor into simple projects while saving time and space.
GOBELETS A SIGNE DISTINCTIF
Vaporized Hand Sanitizer in a(refill)canisiter that is trigged by(motion)waving hands over canister no mess to clean up.
Mattress that is a fifteen minute can't-turn-off physical alarm, maybe by vibrating; absolutely forces you out of bed at designated time.
adjustable portion serveware
This LOVED1 (ONE) ID band/bracelet is designed for emergency and life threatening situations-with name,last 4 ssn,blood-type,next of kin.
distributeur de savon
Lost-Pet Alert Locket plays audible owner information with timer activated loop recording and strobe light for night detection and safety
A portable, inexpensive bidet.
Wrist flashlight
stackable plates! Easy to handle! Party friendly! Easy to store! Use daily, use in party days!
Stay-n-Place Pool Float
Make sleeping in a car, train, bus, or plane more peaceful with an adjustable memory foam pillow mounted on noise canceling ear muffs
Retractable Power Cord
Window LED - Driver to Driver Communication Safely communicate with other drivers. No more hand gestures.
The Plug Hub Trash Can!
High heel shoes down to the nail! embarrassing as you walk own the hall... Don't you wish you had a quick fix?
ARM STRAP water camel pack!! why not have a camel pack but strap into your arm. 12 oz water pack for your daily runs!!
I can provide a remote control transmitter and receiver, for a one-time price of $6.50, that incorporates featues from an existing product.
REUSABLE SHOPPING BAG TREE!
Auto-Follow App For Drones
Washer/Dryer combo
App-Enabled Intercon
Holy pancakes!!!!!!
QVAse - Size adjustable Vase
Adjustable Earbud Cords
The Capture Seat
Cereal and cracker box topper
flexible paint roller
Plastic Notebook (Green Idea)
NET TO KEEP PLASTIC BAGS
Home Hydro
Reinvent the bicycle helmet with AIR BAG
Bug Out Tab
The Clip Mat - a new housebreaking method - no more anxiety-inducing crates, easy-to-escape pens or stacks of newspapers.
Find the best rewards card for the occasion when you check in with your phone on Facebook or Foursquare!
Clean Your Shoes
A smartphone stand with a built-in surge protector.
Sprinkler Yard Gondola
Different size curling irons are used for different size curls. I propose a heated box, with various size irons and and a detatchable handle
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an electronic toothbrush with a 2 minute timer with tooth paste inside the handle that can be disbursed into the toothbrushes bristles
Voiced Memories
My product is called 'The Flexor'. The device stretches your body while you watch TV. I have a prototype. It's increasing my flexibility.
Pill dispenser
Iphone handle,stand,charger
Lawn Comets
distributeur de savon
Vacuum Seal Jars, with Twist. Prevents food going off keeping quality &amp; freshness, without need for refrigeration
Super Scrubber
ROB AND DYE
The "Flatulence Deodorizer" everyone can use one today!
House Slipper Alarm. An alarm that will definitely get you up and stay comfortable wearing it.
USB laptop clamping plug: Plug your usb cable into the clamping plug, then plug it into laptop. It secures your USB cable so it stays in
POWER EGG: Extra power for kitchen appliances! There are no power outlets made for the kitchen, lets change that
Instant ice maker / cooler.
CELLO-FOIL
Water waste (not waste water) preventing shower device.
HearMeNow
key genie
An attachment for pool floats to keep you in place (attaches to side of pool). No more need to keep an arm/leg up to avoid floating away!
STICKY PAD HELPER
sick of cords getting in your way from your vacuum cleaner, weed eater or counter appliances? a portable retractable cord is the answer.
eFishing Rod and Camera Jig
pesto packets
Have you been camping, to a picnic or an outdoor party and wished you have more ice? With this portable, battery powered ice maker, you can!
Smart Filter Minder
test
This cookware extends.Turn a cooking pot into a frying pan.Made of non stick metal at bottom/heat resistant ribbed silicone at the top
Everybody uses 5-gallon buckets. From construction to yard work. With the help of Handlemate lifting and handling heavy buckets is a breeze.
Talking Wall Adapter
The Claw
EZ-Water Pet Bottle
Weed Wackys
Smart Pot
Unbreakable SunGlasses
LED for Umbrella.
The Condo Hallway Muffler
Koozie Counter
A stylish cadet style hat that deflects electromagnetic radiation, relieves headaches, improves mental performance &amp; shields EMF radiation.
Hot towel
construction guru
The distance between Points A and B is not a straight road on a map.Run the "Map Runner Pen" over it to read the exact distance.
Bookshelf Power Strip. Useful and disguised!
Light Charge for Phones
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APP-ENABLED â€œZONEâ€ STORAGE MAT
Tension pole closet is a unique way for anyone,especially college students to create a nice mini closet where ever, whenever needed.
Tissue box with compartment. Hide your woman stuff in the open!(paulette Jaques)
The adjustable bottle. Its not just any type of baby bottle, this is one that you can make larger as the baby gets older.
Semi-Secret Case Closed Phone Charger for your desk. A case which opens up and your phone can go inside to be charged.
I fish bottom tight line fishing for catfish.I use 3 poles at a time.I miss bites cause of whatever.SNAP&amp;SET Holder,Set the hook hands free.
THE BRIGHT IDEA PAPER CLIP (Search: JARED JOYCE)
GPS Life Guard
SLIP ON CAP
Large Salad-bar/Stir-fry/Vegetable storage container with compartments (8-12) of adjustable sizes. Vent, moisture barrier, ice tray/chiller.
Multi-use-umbrella
A TABLE CLOTH that has the elegance of fabic but the durable convenience of a flannel back vinyl table cloth, that will not slide off.
Fashion Safe Pins
Customizable clothes shelf.
PattiMake
I have been looking for drawstring plastic trash bags for the bathroom, car, office and bedrooms.
Circle Towel
Green heater
Pills Counter: This is idea is borne out of the fact that Nursing homes use spoon to count pills that are not in blister pack.
The Shoe-heel-gaurd
finger fixers
Rim Squeegee
Baby Hammock Bed
Hand held extending shower head;with rotating exfoliating head!
Eyebrow waxing paper station. Cut your strips with ease. Keep it sanitary.
Christmas lights for EVERY holiday! Hang your lights only once and set the dial for the holiday/season colors you want to light up!!!
Hand Crank Toaster Oven
the trapdoor
the 'DRAG BAG'
"The Gas Gripper" :in good or bad weather a device to allow you to fill you gas tank w/o having to stand there until the tank is full.
A Curtain Helper
"The StrataGlider" Kite!
A thumb sucking solution. A small knit glove or gloves with the hook velcro at the end of the finger or fingers prefered for sucking.
what to wear
No More Using Metal Paint Cans
Gloves that cover your middle, ring finger and pinky with a magnet inside of it and a case for your cell phone that sticks to it.
My Library*
Single Finger Glove
Bath time baby
The plastic lap food box/cup holder with bean bag bottom that contours on your legs when you sit this in on your lap.Great for movie time!
easy bobby pins
E-etui
quirky novelty glasses
123 Lace Me a Learning Tool for all Children growing up. The experience shoul be fun when learning to tie shoes.
DU Hat
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Wrist Band Device with integrated software,App-Skype,Wrist device at-the-ready easy access. Are you cooking?Free your hands.At The Ready
PCPEN
I want to build a self-generating power station that can be used to generate power for a variety of uses.
Everyone needs a bit of daily self-affirmation. This little mindfulness egg would enrich your mind with a fortune and nose with incense.
Earbuds Universal Reel
Battery Power Exchange
easy cone easy ice
As a technician in cosmetology over 20 years,new product line requires mixing,my product cuts time and damage to techs hands(carpal tunnel)
Sports Bracelet or case that attaches to your wrist
Bracelet Vigilance
Propeller Tack! Even tape will be jealous! Reinvented Tack.
Better sound from your Iphone
Baby Air Cabana
RE-SUBMIT (130 Votes) Patio Heaters are energy wasting objects. This solution reduces the waste of energy and is easy to use and install.
Children can stay cool in a pool while playing with their favorite toys on a built-in terrain of mountains, waterfalls and winding trails
Headband for little girls with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization. License to crocs Jibbitz.
There is nothing like this lost keys gadgets, let the Gadget finder find them with real a stand alone RF-ID Tag locator, finds your stuff.
UNIQUE FISH ORB FOR BACKYARD PONDS
Peelable toilet seat
Swivel base for the Space Bar
SLIMMERS: MEASURE SUCCESS!! Writable tape measure to track progress. WeightWatchers/SlimmingWorld advise: measure inches not only pounds.
Easy POV cell phone holder
Wireless Earphones
Wireless rechargeable battery packs for hearing aids. The elderly must have a hard time doing this, so just place on a charge pad and voila
mobile business card holder
"Triple Bladed Knife Set" Slice and Dice 3x as fast. Whether 3in1 knife that expands or interlocking knives, great for Home of Restaurants!
Gym Mat Sheets
Folding dual iPhone charger
Ice cream scooper measuring exactly one half cup, it is also your bowl. Handle becomes your spoon, it measures 1 Tablespoon.
Gas water heaters start 100s of fires every year and many people are hurt &amp; killed each year. There is a very simple solution. TAKE A LOOK!
Stop leakage of RI water
HEATED STEERING WHEEL COVER (WIRELESS USB)- Keep Hands Warm While Driving Cold
A simple wall mounted shredder that works like a juicer and reduces size of plastic bottles by 90%. Bags store each type recyclable plastic.
Remote outlet switch.
Instant Trash Bag in a Bag
dental work
NEW DUSTPAN
don't you hate it when everyting in your suitcase is wrinkled? solution: rol up clothes around a tube where you can still put stuff in.
piano bell
No more intertwining of your earphones of any type. SIMPLE, EASY, CHEAP AND QUICK SOLUTION. THE EARPHONE HOLDER
The Baby Decoder
when i urinate i lift the seat.my idea is to have a way to lift it without touching it using a pedal device like found on some trash cans.
recently able to justify product due to the explosive use of smart phones and ipads, coupled with QR Codes. www.infinitymemories.com
Sour.
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FROZEN PIPETTE
SnowGo
Footwear with digital display and vibration alert
Easy Answer
NEVER SPILL YOUR DRINK AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Pak N Snack
Security&amp;Reminding Patches
Hot water lock. Prevent Burn. Save Kids.
dfg
Screw It Shot Glasses
The Cart caddy is a clear plastic bin that attaches to any shopping cart to hold small items to help make shopping more convenient.
Aromatherapy Showerhead &amp; scen
BIRD CAGE
cache lumiÃ¨re
Eating outdoors in the hot sun ? no breeze anywhere - with the UMBRELLA TABLE U GET 4 BUILT IN FANS AND 2 UNDERMOUNT LIGHTS
W/TABLE ON TOP
Mate Spreader
**Let me ask you a question,have you ever taken your children out for pizza &amp; wished you had a pizza slicer? Check out my portable slicer!!*
Super Money Saver
Vehicle Distance Alert
Expandable Lunch Containers
Kevlar Dog Bed
Find my keys
A Better Windshield Wiper
The Perfect Tile, Grout &amp; Hard Floor Cleaner;Cleans Tile &amp; Grout, Sanitizes &amp; Polishes,Works on Walls &amp; all floors.All in One,Easy to
use!!!
Its a hot summer day, and you put on your solar powered Panama Hat. Solar powered motor spins a ducted fan built into the top of the hat
pack stack plug
Bungee octopus tool organizer
"Hand Rest" releases discomfort/tension in hands/arms. Can use in therapy for stroke victims, PT, watching TV, &amp; great on a tight neck.
Garden Pants That Make It Easy To Sit And Rise. Pockets To Hold Tools And Water.
The Writers Buddy
Airpad: two awesome portable devices (Macbook and iPad) bound together using a case that Quirky community designs
Attachable cradle with handles for cooking utensils that get hot in the microwave or oven. My inspiration was the string turkey bird lifter.
Sign holder with signs for every holiday! A simpler and less expensive way for people to share their holiday spirit. RESUB Happy 4th every1
Reusable Tape
Smart microwave
Sliding Cutting Board
Reusable coffee/ espresso drink cups sized for the users beverage of choice. Enjoy properly sized cappuccino, macchiato and Gibraltar to go.
Smoke Break
It's a rechargeable heating pad with ace style to wrap around where needed. With temp control, removable cord, cold insert, and a liner.
Remove &amp; scratch
back pack lunchmate
Natural Gas Sensor
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Mousey' idea for laptop because a slight touch on the pad changes the screen. It's frustrating. We want the mouse back and get full control
Don't worry about having to carry a spoon around for your yogurt or baby's food anymore. Here is a container and spoon in one!
Upholster furniture in less than 10 minutes. Do it yourself with no tools and no training. Professional results made easy. It can happen!
globalpositioningarticle (gpa)
An automatic giant (6ft) bubble maker that blows warm air into a large soapy hoop. The hot air would lift the balloons.
Smart Oven
Touch-Cars #RadioShack
Smart Dispense
An insulated visor mounted eye-wear case. Keep your Sunglasses Safe &amp; Cool while stored in your car. Please this check out!
Knock On Wood
Universal dock insert that will allow your iPhone or iPod in its new case work in nearly any docking station you own
Dog paw cleaner
Don't Overheat Child Seat
Stand up cooking spatula with built-in drip catcher. No spoon rest needed. Makes cooking a breeze. Grab and set down easily when needed
Pitcher based on the old style marble bottles. Automatically seals the opening of the pitcher. Has multiple uses indoors and out.
Pregnancy Lounger: A lounge chair with a hole in the middle so that a pregnant woman can lay on her stomach and sunbath.
Are you tired of having your gym bag constantly smell? Are other deodorizers just to small? The Stincboard deodorizer and is your solution.
Utensil Holder with Rings
QUIRKY â€œSTANDARDâ€ IP MODULE
Solid splat pad
Mobile Monitor
BROOM THAT YOU CAN DIVIDE
Free thinkly
Thimble Stylus
Ceiling fan cleaner. Open/close clam shell design, soft/pliable. Large bottom to catch falling dust. Extendable pole. Washable covers.
The new Hoopster
A kitchen guru's dream come true. A rice cooker that can cook two different kinds of rice at the same time. Everyone is happy!
Flexible Blade Mango Slicer!! Get every bit of juicy mango off of that darn pit!!!
no picnic is complete without the Picnic Helper.
Noise Cancelling Pillow Muffs w/Vibrating Egg Alarm Say Hello to a Good Night's Sleep &amp; Good-bye to Noisy Neighbors - Collab w Andy Sam
A audio convertor box (Pure Word) that delays tv programming to minimize or eliminate offensive language on televison
Vehicle visors that are made so that plastic tinted "shades" of varying density can be inserted.
Easy Go Waders
Gecko skin wallet/case combo.Elastic material can be stretched to fit over ALL PHONES!Cover entire frame.Open to suggestions/comments
Convertible 2 wheeler Roof Top. Rexine/fabric convertible (folding) roof top for every climatic condition - a Shade.
Black Shield
JakPak
Recent previews to DVDs. No matter how long the DVD has been in stores, the previews will ALWAYS be current.
Instant jig head
Phone Charge Mount/Cable Mgmt
CELL PIN.. cell phone holder...Cracked screens?.. I dropped mine in the dog's water bowl! Pin with metal plate with velcro on top &amp; on cell.
Gears 3000
tweetpen - finally a pen that takes notes + updates your social status with 1 click! Perfect for conference, workshops and ideas on the go.
Selective pet door
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I have an idea for a wind sensor for patio umbrellas. Wind comes up umbrellas closes.
Imagine if you could hit a snooze button on your baby monitor, to give your baby just a few more minutes to fall asleep.
Packaging Made Smarter, Traveling Treats Cereal Bag
A comfortable hat for outdoor winter sports with built-in headphones, a drawstring top and a mute or pause button on the outside of the hat.
Child/Pet proof tp dispenser
Tesla clock
Little Johnny T. P. Alarm
Spit-up 'N Catch
Travel dumbells/kettleball
Kudos Band
Freeze Can
Hem Master
Knottz
Waterbottle Fire Starter
A mobile Video Gaming case, providing protection, a TV for anywhere gaming, storage for controllers, video games and any accessories.
Eggyoke the babe transporter/Cradle shaped like an egg.
Office Desk Spinner is desk organizer combined with cup holder. It spins 360 degrees so you can easy access to all your desk accessories...
A product that allows 3D glasses to be worn comfortable with regular glasses
The Footmouse
The perfect novelty gift for your favorite caffeine junkie. Just in time for the holidays an IV drip for coffee.
Push Up Battery Recharger
Boot, Shoe &amp; Glove Dryer
test
"3Ohm-let Spatchula" Quirky's first ultimate expandable, 3in1 Spatchula, perfect for flipping Omelets, pancakes and grill foods. Namaste'
your pictures xmas ornament
Roll-a-Gate
Cereal or other food boxes SERVING ADAPTER. The easy and economic solution to keep your cereal fresh and easy to serve. KIDS FRIENDLY!
Revolutionary new way to apply sunblock esp. those hard to reach places like your back with the all in one disposible package
Projection Smart Watch
You don't have to wait by the saucepan while cooking anymore! Adjustable, fully automated motor-stirring for any type and size of saucepan.
glassware with built-in condensation guard
MoodBoard
Nevermelt Lip Balm/Case
App Control Fire Extinguisher
Silverware Blow Dryer!
Food Shape Grips
Telescoping/Angular LevelRuler
Car seat sound
I've addressed the common problems with toe nail clippers. which are size (4 in.+), corners/edges and deburring (emery) Here's my idea.
Dracula Sticks Or Trail Pipes
modular, stackable dish dryer rack. Have more dishes after the party? Use more modules!! Need more space? Use them stacked!
Magnify Horse Shoes
A "memory-foam" type padded strap that you can attach to your weed eater/grass trimmer.
Double Golf Travel Bubble
centrifuge Water launcher
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Kindle Reader Rack
HAILmet
Traffic Buster 2000
Above ground pool winter cover domed shaped by flex tent poles. Keeps rain water off and safer for kids and pets.Like dome style tents.
One Step Laundry Machine
Portemanteau Ã coulisse
Simple
Wax Warmer in LED Candle
Plug Trapper.Remove electric plugs.Prying wedge holds &amp; separates plug from wall or multi-outlet adapter. Pincers encircle hanging cord.
Funnels are used for transfering products. There could be two bowl sizes, with a variety of interchangeable tips.
Pet Apartments space saver
Livingroom furniture with exercise bike hidden inside
iTouchCal
A personal safety device disguised as an advanced car key. The device is equipped with a pepper spray canister and video camera
Collapsing Clothes Hamper
telescopic handles strollers.
WATER PROOF ELECTRIC HEATED JACKET LINER with Hand Crank Battery Charger to radiate heat through resistors for warm and small flash lights.
A BBQ grill fork or spatula whith a handle which retracts to open and reveal a hand fan to easily and safely blow air into the fire.
GPS RUGBY (AMERICAN FOOTBALL) TRAINING BALL . Check statistics rotation distance parabolic ect....
MEASURE SIDEBURNS
Elevated Dish Drying Rack
Anti-V motor
The Refillable
Video Conference Laser Pointer
STRIPPER POLE COVER: Vertical, Hinged, Column is like a clasped "bracelet" pole. Stylish/functional solution disguises pole when not in use.
Wall massage pro
The biggest fish ALWAYS gets away. Never miss another whopper. Ice fishing pole holder &amp; spring-loaded pole holder will increase your catch.
I want to sell attachments that fit the wide vacuum hoses at car washes made with recycled paper.
Suction Cabinets.
Grannys Mop Head
This is the newest addition to the spearfishing family! It is a miniscule spearfishing crossbow with a reel and line to bring in the catch.
La Multiprise Intelligente
Simple Surge Protector with Switches for Each, and one master switch. Save Energy, Save Money
Ever left your phone at home; or in the store? To bad you didn't know you lost it until you got to your destination.
Day Lock
Oldtimer Pain
What if Bagster had a Top?
Dog Necklace/ Collar
Lets remake the old waffle iron the way Pivot Power remade the power strip! COLORFUL, FUN, USEFUL, UNIQUE and AFFORDABLE.
Do you own a bed? Of course you do. Do you have a Bedside Caddy to keep things handy at night? Not yet. But you should.
Tabby Toy
Bird Alert!
Sleep headphones
An emergency back-up gallon of gas, for those times when you accidentally run out. It fits in the spare tire compartment of the car.
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COLANDER CLEANER
iPoo Hands-Free
Assist the disabled and the senior citizens, an easy way to stand up from the chair, no coil loaded or metal mechanism lifting devise.
The Sound-Enabled Mirror
The Soap Umbrella, a small version of an Umbrella with sharp, short pole to stick on/in bar of soap prevent water erosion.
3D U-pipe for measuring
Braided fishing line snipper
5 Way Upgrade To Tape Measure
Plate Movers
Shan Computer Case
Tire Repair Caddy
Ear-foliator
I want to create a blood sugar raising tablet that fits easily and safely in a wallet. The thickness of four credit cards.
SEE SALT (BLUE TABLE SEA SALT)
Juggling 15 bags at the mall? Debating how to get grocery bags upstairs without making two trips? Try the hands-free tote solution instead.
Fast finder app
Traveling Shower Caddy that hangs from the shower knob and dispenses right from the bag. Great for dorm students, gym showering, and travel.
EXPANDABLE EXTENSON
Flexible Mason Jars
Wish you could rewind your car radio like you do on your TV DVR. With Rewind Radio you would be able to skip back 5 minutes or more.
Stable Table
No hook in the restroom stall? No problem. Now you can hang your jacket or purse without a hassle. Credit Card Size! MAGNETIC!
USB Tower
More efficient hair tie, bundler, cord lock, or shoelace tightener. This lock grabs cords and strings and will not slip or loosen.
Wi-Necklace Music Speaker
lisseur de poche
A convenient, easy and fun way to dry and store children's wet snowgear. It can stand alone,affix to the wall or hang in a closet.
Multi-function ladder pad. Protect walls, floors and gutters with one accessory not three!
Dealio
Solar USB Phone Charger Watch
spray cap suffocation
DayBoard
TRASH-VAULTâ„¢
The Media Cape
The PowerStar
My idea is Bluetooth jewelry. Braclets, Rings, Ink Pens, Lapel Pins. They would link to your cell phone.
ROLL &amp; PEEL a new fun approach for the job of peeling potatoes and more!
BathStash
AWESOME FAUCET: Saves time and water when drinking and washing your hands! [0:45s VIDEO] #WouldWinDesignAwards (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Digi-tips
Roofie Proofie
BLIND can SEE! Wrist band+hearing device Wrist band emits frequency like radar or car sensor tech. surround sound tech. in the ear piece
Cleans your sports bottles, &amp; mouth piece which is hard to clean. Anything else that's hard to reach with a sponge. 3 interchangeable pieces
A lot of stuff can get stuck under your couch/chair. The Couch Goalie stops it (toys, dust, etc.) from getting there in the first place!
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Perfume/Cologne Swatches
Quirk-o-meter this item will save you $$ It will measure your electricity &amp; tell you how much you are spending AS YOU SPEND NO MORE
SUPRISES
Rolling, Outdoor Adjustable Height Table with Plantable Tray Insert-2 Heights! Tray insert usable for candles, fish bowl, floating flowers
Portable Changing Room/Shower!
The Frist Quirky Virtual mouse that you Control only with your eyes.
A foot lever/rest to hold electrical power strips down on the floor while unplugging a cord.
GlowInTheDark Cutting Board
"Power-Push" for Wheelbarrows
I want to design a line clothing around a silky or specially designed fabric which retards hair, lint, etc.
My invention is a washing station bed that can be used in any hospital or nursing home to give a patient a shower.
Remote-controlled Smoke Detector that saves lives and conserves energy and most of all, reduces worry.
PLATO LOCO
flexable spray can extension
SOLAR POWERED CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
Sunflower Desk Organizer
Simple transmitter/receiver on each car for traffic detection. Capable of at least a 2 mile range.
Self draining vase makes fresh flowers last longer. Empty water easily. See Ventu http://www.quirky.com/products/97-Ventu-Strainer-Bowl.
SHARK TANK/DRAGON ( RESUB)
RÃ©veil bracelet
SpiceStacks - a simple, effective and elegant solution to herb and spice storage.
Halapeno Hangers
Skate Board Strap with a Pocket(s). Carry Money, IPod, Phone, etc. Speaker to plug into IPod, Phone, etc
TUGGY
fiche electrique docile.
Portable Wireless Mouse Pen
It would be a coffee warmer/USB port. Keeps coffee warm and can charge and sync multiple devices plus storage for everyday office supplies.
Male Pee Water Saver
Solar Gloves
Thermal Cell Phone Case
Applicable to all vehicles(conservation)fuel,operating cost. Applies to manufacturing, privately owned fleet vehicles. A physics concept use
App-enabled watering system
Digital Place Marker
Perpetual Energy Receptorâ€™s(PERâ€™s)capture energy. A motion detector spins a rotor/magnet to get the most energy out of a single movement
Mommy's Hands
VIRTUAL TOUCH PAD - Hand to Hand Touch via Internet in real time. An important thing missing from skype is the ability to touch loved 1s.
Dry Erase Stamps for Office tasks and Home!!! Stamp pre molded dry erase words or characters like a smiley faces on your dry erase board
Vibrating neck massager that connects to your iPod,iPhone,mp3 (plays music) . plus alarm to help you wake up!
E-Reader Airplane Holder
Imagine running through the airport concourse with your suitcase FOLLOWING you! No more worrying about tripping other people!
Salad in a Sack
Instant Slip-on Drawer
Bluetooth Whole House Sound
AppEnabled Wall Sconce/Speaker
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Color LCD Beer Tap Handle - USB synch/re-charge @ night. Display tap brand, specials, ads. +(Bluetooth broadcast to mobile phones?)
Bar soap saver
Side Bin bags feeder
Swim Noodle KnoodleKnuckles
A body sponge with a refillable soap filled handle that provides the sponge enough liquid soap when the user triggers it.
It is environmental friendly. It does not require gas or oil. It can be used in emergency situations. It works like an alternator/car system
So you don't know if that sex toy is clean? You can use a disposable "Sexisleeve" sanitized cover that fits any size or shape vibrator/dildo
Trinity
Cell phone locator. A misplaced cell phone &amp; dead battery or phone on vibrate equals disaster. This device attaches directly to cell phone.
Cumi Goreng
Tac-Cam
"Peek-a-Boo Stapler" - a stapler with a see through plastic insert in top enabling user to see the amount of staples left in the chamber.
A wetsuit that will aid in any watersport emergency, plus additionally be used for just been safer in the water.
A wheel rescue tool
Ziggy Bands
1
Whats for Dinner? Who is doing what chores today? A new twist on the old Magic 8 Ball!
Traffic Disputer
"Binkie" Never worry about a stain again!!
Cup Shaped Car Vacuum
Portable table &amp; chair set. Camping, outdoor use. Lightest and most compact. 70" diameter table folds into 35x8 cylinder. Up to 8 persons
This product is a garbage bag dispenser/space saving storage unit; for garbage bags, and is a space saving trash bag holder.
Multiple Alarm Clock
Water proof earphones
MobiShelf
THC Flavor Stick (Rx Dosage)
APP ENABLED PRESSURE SENSORS
The Guardian Collection
Septic Fence
A Laundry Sorter for Young Children is a cabinet having indications for sorting laundry/clothing in a manner recognizable by young children.
FLOWER GARDEN SPRINKLER EDGING
Remotely adjusted dog tether line. A unique way to give your dog freedom but also restrict them without having to go outside.
Kong toy feedback insert
my pure wool sheepskin fleece dog coat would keep your dog safe,warm and very fashionable on their walks in cold weather
A grip for the strap of your purse, laptop bag, carry all or any bag that has a shoulder strap to prevet it from slipping off your shoulder.
A small GPS device that is traceable by YOU, the OWNER, 24/7 via a website and hidden anywhere you choose.
Listen to Sheet Music
MMA Baby Mittens
My idea is a problem solving set of ipod headphones that do not tangle when they are sitting in your purse or backpack.
A 2-in-1 dish scrubber that straps over your hand, and offers more scrubbing power.
The first actual 24Hr safety/security for you and your vehicle. NO MORE! agonizing break-ins and false law suits Bad people will fear this.
Broom Groomer Teeth
misguided incoming fire
the right plug
Baby Monitor Perimeter Notify
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Added accessory for the Sticky Bands; in conjunction with Carabandits. Check out the pictures.
My idea is a talking door mat. And what i mean is a door mat that would lite up the word ( welcome ) or say the words ( welcome ) exc..
Drool absorbing PJ's
Extendable Hanger
A toaster that has vertical or horizontal toasting abilities by rotating the body and toasting slots.
The Lonely Worshipper
Hidden Key Holder
THE SUCKER SAVER : If you have kids then you've found a half eaten sucker stuck to your carpet. This gives their sucker a home!
Magnetic End for Vehicle Block Heater Cord: The concept being to create an adapter or complete replacement that connects magnetically.
T Shirt Style Workout Shirt That Provides Ease of Removal
Finally! The CORDLESS HAIR DRYER allows you to dry your hair just about anywhere AND gets rid of the unsightly "cord mess" in every bathroom
Living room scent bottles
WireBox
Restaurant Table GermGuard
Women Heel Adapter
Digital Car signal Indicator
TheStrollerfan attaches to any stroller top,has 8 built in fans and 1 face fronting fan that keeps air circulating during a walk in the park
Smart Pot
zip line
Blaze
Keep your heirloom photo albums and scrapbooks safe by storing them in a fireproof photo case.
Safer Back up driving
Shelf "lift". Levering device lift for rear/second row items. Shelves built connected but gradiated or slatted.
baby bottle locator disk to be molded into bottle with matching perforated strips with magnet or sticky back for adhereing to surfaces
I'm a barber and I am frustrated DAILY with my clipper, hair dryer, flat iron cords getting tangled &amp; twisted all day long
Chill Pack
Squeegee knife
Toughcase
Fishing Lure Protector Case
MIni anti dust Plug hub
kljklj
New Parent App
A face cradle that would allow people who sleep on their stomach relief from the neck and shoulder pain caused by sleeping on one's stomach.
Crying Sensor For Moms
The Coupon Butler would electronically store chosen coupons, making couponing paperless.
a sleeve is needed either plastic or rubber so umbrella pole's fit snug in the stand.
Did you ever wish you could solve life's problems with the click of a button?. The answer is right in your hand. The "Guardian Pen" is here
Add a horn to make your IPAD2 videos, games, music, and podcast a better experience. Plus making it easier to hold w/touching the screen.
App Enabled Picture Frame
Collapsing dust pan! Direct the mess!
Birthstone Ear Buds â€“ Sounds the Same, Looks like a Million Bucks
Do you have a desire to make your old fireplace look cozy without burning wood or wasting electricity? Does that fireplace seem dull?
It is a small oval shaped piece of metal with one opening that is used to hang pants, ties, jeans, hand bags, school bags.
finger football
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The Accuwalker, which is a device that tracks when and how long your dog is walked. For families, dog owners that use dog walking services.
Peanut Better
2in1 HOSE functions as a weeper hose and normal hose. A easy to operate valve diverts flow b/w the middle normal hose to outer weeper hose.
Spray on diaper rash cream.
Mulitple types of fanblade covers. From eco friendly to disposable.
Moon Walkers
A COMPACT LED LIGHT that can "Hang" out with you ANYWHERE and ALWAYS SHINE Where You Need It.
high efficiency tent
Older people may have difficulty starting their cars with lack of wrist strength. This gizmo gives the leverage they need to turn the key.
Baby Toy Wrist Bungee
womanideas.com
Based on consumer feedback the marriage of wallet and smart phone case provides the utility and value that's lacking from user needs.
Pant legs on public restroom floors? YUCK!Secure your rolled up pant bottoms with elastic bands secured with velcro. You may be seated -YAY!
Smart Baggage Claim
Mother's fret no more. If your babies bottle gets over heated, simply take the termaspoon and stir the formula. It stays frozen in freezer.
Tie Magnet
low cost green house
Portable Baby Bottle warmer
THIS IS A HARD PLASTIC BOARD(RIBBED FOR STRENGTH)FOR REMOVING SNOW FROM SIDEWALKS AND DRIVEWAYS.USE WHEELS
TO GO DUMP LOAD OF SNOW
BothStroke Razorhead
Ultra thin contact lens case made for wallets so men can always have their contact case on hand. Easier to keep track of. Great as a backup!
Upwrite Key Wrangler: Upgrade
Stool or back of a chair
coffee cup
SCHOOL BUS GPS ALERT SYSTEM. IPHONE INTERFACE/APP PROVIDES TRACKING, ETA AND/OR ABILITY TO CANCEL PICK UP
INCREASING ROUTE EFFICIENCY
A safety device that disables SMS whilst the user is driving their vehicle.
Phone cases housed with a stylus to make texting and operating touch screens faster and easier because of fingers touching wrong keys!
Charity Bank
toilet seat cover upgraded
Ultimate bicycle accessory
Students will never want to lose or chew their pencils again after decorating them with scented stickers! These are also sharpener friendly!
Swap Tawps
clasp for shoelace
Garden and Pet Octopus
Meringue minute
Cushion trackpad
Air Drum Sticks
Loft&amp;closet elbow high always!
Faucet Temperature Guage/Alarm
My big idea would be a new game called Target Tennis. This game is tennis with a twist and could be used by the young and the old.
Product is the " Pac Mate" a sleek, light weight shoulder HOLSTER with several varying size pockets for carrying many small items.
PIZZA FLIP TM
Melt-o-mat
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Internet cable mask
Decorative Fly Catcher
Handle Timers
Expert system
Locator Braclets
Reading Gadget: hands free bed/chair book/iPad holder
No more bending vac pooper scooper
Toilet Plunger Buddy
Solar Panel hood for hybrid cars. After market hood for popular hybrids, plugs into charging system. Charges your car while your at work.
"SHOWER HEADS AND HAND SHOWERS THAT ARE STUDIO REPLICAS OF MICS". THE SHOWER HAS ALWAYS BEEN OUR STAGE AND
NOW WE HAVE OUR MIC TO SING OUT.
A Better Matchbook
Outlet Off
Add A Column
NO MORE SPILLS
A a bumper sensor band that goes on the back of vehicles specifically big trucks to alert when objects especially small children are around.
PolyBlok
The Best Shower Curtain EVER
Heavy Duty - Retractable wire holder keeps garden tool wires out from underfoot
Crate Pet Carrier! Collaboration with Lam Cunningham
All in One Computer Cleaner
The SIMPLE(st) foil DISPENSER
Instead of desk chairs having wheels on them that break a lot and need fixed. The wheels need to be a large ball bearing so it never breaks.
Levitation Chair
A silicon stand for your roasts. Avoid cleaning metal roast racks.
Savon Ludique
Rescue Flash
Peepers
A silicone case for your car remote to reinforce key ring.
Eco-friendly, colorful cart carriers are a long-term, organized solution to the grocery bag dilemma. â€œGo Greenâ€ at the grocery store!
Palm Number Generator
ERGONOMIC NAIL CLIPPERS for Babies, Adults, &amp; Pets [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Heres a simple and sleek Kickstand attachment for any mobile phone!
CollarCoat
Time to clear clutter around your bathroom sink with my caddy.With room for your needs and off counter installation,it's time to tiddy up
A weight that can be pinned (like a clothespin) to the bottom part of linen - more specifically, bed sheets and tablecloths.
Disposable crate for recyclables, made of recycled material, suitable for recycling, to be desposed in a single stream recycle system.
Multimobile player console
"Celebrities Hang with Me" App for smart phones. Choose from a selection of celebrity image "cut outs" to paste next to you in pics.
GRIP
Timeless Clock
k-cup shells that you could fill with your own coffee.
Watch your piggy bank "grow!" A novelty bank for kids.
MISSED CALL INDICATOR ON WATCH
GoProÂ® Head Mount
need to run into a store but fear someone might steal your beloved dog... you need PAWS OFF, a leash and collar that can be locked up safely
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Collier lumineux pour chien
I call "Sweat Styxz" it is a porous swab that lies between your buttocks and absorbs moisture from heavy sweating,simply remove and toss.
vel-badges
Metal Stem. $9.99 all day. Please vote if you would buy one.
Pivot Power SmartDesk!!!
A buckle that can be removed from belt without taking belt off would speed security process @ airport
Touch Pad Light Switch
A pop-up cup for a golf course. When you hit the ball in, with the click of a button, your ball automatically pops up for you to catch it.
Antimicrobial handle covers/grips - hands stay clean when opening dirty garbage cans, or when grabbing a subway pole/grocery cart
App that helps people remember movie quotes, songs, poems, etc just by speaking a few words, with GPS facts about the authors, artists etc
A childs thick book printed on soft velcro, and various sturdy pictures are attached to the book to make it fun, interactive learning.
diaper with 2 wipes in pocket
findme
LED fabric, which can be used to create Hi-Vis waistcoats, for Police, Motorcyclists, Horse Riders, Toddlers, with changing messages to suit
Plan B
Grammar Police Ticketbook
Drill Stabilizer
A Cat Box that Doesn't Stink
iPhone speaker chargingstation
niga turtle
Attachable dog leash
Everyone has a cell phone, right? Why not have it serve a dual purpose by also holding your photo id, your credit cards and your cash?
find your lost keys/tv remote
Flexible Keyboard MOUSE with wrist assist. Think flexible keyboard for Mini iPad
Remote Control Breaker Box
The Amateur Pro is the ultimate Do It Yourself video device that will take you step by step through your motor vehicle Diagnosis/repairs/ser
i-sound
SLEEP DEPRIVED?? Light blocking eye glasses that dont allow sunlight to penetrate w/option to plug &amp; play music while sleeping, relaxing
Sponge Clip
Motivate Yourself To Exercise Longer and Harder. Pedometer With Earbuds. Dims Music As You Slow Down Or Stop. Set The Level Of Activity
WindKnack
Self driving garbage can
Water metered to plants
Winter Stop Leak
Sunscreen Tattoos-SPF certified tattoos for children. Let your child decorate themselves, while protecting them from the suns harmful rays!
A customizable cellular home alarm system that's programmable to call the homeowner's cell phone directly. No expensive alarm monitoring!
My product is a patented weed guard invention. Easily secures to fences, buildings and other structures to prevent unsightly weeds.
My idea is to create a product that would be attached to the outside of office cubicles in order to personalize the cubicle and add some fun
This is a Silicone rubber Flexible Finger Gripper that Protects the Fingers from hurting.3Pockets 1 each for 2 fingers and 1 for Thumb.
Used in conjunction with any standard toilet the Comphortstep has assisted many individuals with complete noninvasive personal elimination.
camshaft variable transfert
Bath Gel-Ball(Pez like)dispenser, that is also bathroom dÃ©cor.
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Touch up painting marker/pen that can be filled from back side with your choice of paint ,with a roller applicator or choice of tips .
Resub]Groom Station!ã€€Why only Shower Station from Quirky?ã€€
Don't Leave Me!
real pokeball
A warm, waterproof "sleeve" with a window that allows you to hold and use your smartphone in severe weather, without the phone getting wet
PaperTowel Flat Dispenser
The Putt Wipe
the massager
Stirrups for an Electric Scooter for those who have limited feeling or no feeling in their legs/feet so their feet do not slide off scooter.
Google Refrigerator Calendar
Spit -Tin- A Better place to Spit. By: RickJ
Support
An Easy Way to Reach Those Pringles - Give them a Lift
Electronic Rolling Pin
A tool dedicated to breaking through ice in your forgotten frozen bottled beverage. Allowing you to salvage your drink.
Intelli-Skin
Don't look stupid holding your smartphone in the air. You need a mini cellphone tower/case.
Luggage with built in scale
Busy Lap Mobile Office
Inspire.Motivate.Daily
Skirting Issues
Royal Dreamer Pillowcase
CosmeCap
Find your car that's in a dark parking lot in a click.
Collapsible Egg Carton that works with different size eggs and frees up space in you refrigerator. Awesome for boiled eggs and coloring!
Card and Receipt Holder -Keeps receipts together with card used. Easy and fast way pull card and put away receipts. Never feel rushed
The Cart Caddy A cloth sleeve velcros over the handle of a shopping cart to keep hand germ free with a hanging pouch for coupons,small items
Water-saver
Bag yard leaves using an adjustable cylinder no bottom bag stand that allows easy bag removal.
Link Cups
No more Spillover! Lets create a permanent Coffee carrier
A power strip where each outlet can be programmed to turn on/off any day of the week and any time of day. Great for holidays and vacations
Mower Flag Caddy
a locator disk to be molded into a binkie(pacifier)with matching disks on perforated strips with a choice to use sticky back or magnetic
x-tra comfort socks
Premium Quirky Service Needed!
A multifunctional hair dryer that gently blows out of the sides of the barrel as well as the front without losing the velocity of the air.
Eat lunch and use your I-PAD too,up and away from spills.With a repurposed body work suction cup.Easily attaches to most smooth surfaces.
Have you been to the beach when an umbrella has uprooted from the sand, starts rolling your way or have you chased your own? Let's make one!
Motion Capture Android Phone
Nesting Flashlights.Multiple flashlights for family or team,all-in-one, compact,stacking LED discs,charging base,portable power.Wow!RUready
Released exhaust suffocation
Taco shell (hard shell) redesign. The redesign looks more like a flat bottom scoop than something that has two open ends.
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Customized Car Emblem on the front hood of your car similar to a Mercedes Benz, projecting pride in yourself, family, business, association.
Mealtime Short CUT
AA Medallions/Chips
â€œiCorky Tattoosâ€ for Smart Phones/iPads &amp; other electronic devices.
A compact, washable, and convenient way to store water bottles at sports events with enough room to organize an entire team's drinks.
Steampunk sun dial watch
Wouldn't it be cool if there was a feature that enhanced the cane image in a positive light. A cane that lights up while you walk.
Stop Smartphone Thieves From Even Thinking About It!!!
A stroller that heats or cools your child. Gel filled tubing in the seat and back area. Runs on batteries. Imagine the possibilities. Vote
Owner finance App
Cell phone bifocal lens
The Total Office Workout. Do push ups upright while sitting at your desk and other workouts.
Food tube, Fruit Tube, Yogurt Tube and Freezer Pop Tube all in one. Interchangeable tops for different foods..reusable pods.
The easiest way to clean burnt stuff on the bottom of your grill. This summer enjoy the fast and easy rechargeable handheld "GRILL-A-VAC"!
Case
This is a product that simplifies the process of measuring for doors, screens and flooring, saving time and money.
Advertising Kites
Geek Slob Pad
Danika's
blindstop
BATTER SYRINGE! Simple solution to measure out even amounts of batter every time! For pancakes/cupcakes/muffins. Mix, suck &amp; squeeze out!
My idea is a detachable canopy for a baby's crib.Could be done in any color or design of material easy attach and to remove with velcro .
Looking for USB Splitter for USB Headphones! For sharing music or skype together.
Driving &amp; Texting Prevention
The idea is to have comfortable headphones that are cordless/wireless/bluetooth that are mainly for sleeping with option sports use.
Electronic surveillance "Watchdog" pets for the handicapp,deaf of blind that barks and flips when a 'visitor' approaches the entrance
Food and Water Dispenser in One: A pet appliance you can fill with food and water that dispenses as needed. Keeps water cool. None out there
No spill FLEX NECK Oil can
Floating Spirit Board
Taxable. A simple way to snap a photo of any transaction or action which is taxable throughout a year and send to cpa or upload to turbotax.
Fun Cubes,bathtime ice toys.Plastic molds in theme shapes.Boats,Easter eggs,etc.Fill w/water,add toys,bath balls,&amp; freeze.Enjoy at bathtime
O Brush
Universal intersection camera for vehicles. Never be scared of blindly driving into intersections again.
Retractable Faucet Aerator
This is a leash-belt designed for comfort and ease of use while running with your dog. Simple and easy to adjust leash length on the move.
Battery Mosquito/Light Camping
The Techno Ball This is a bowling ball with imbedded LEDâ€™s and a small PCB. Imagine mid-night bowling with this coool tech ball
Ice Ball Dispenser. Cue Ball Sized to keep your drinks chilled. They have the trays, why not create a stand alone machine to make Ice balls?
For parents who travel, customize an 'advice of the day' calendar for your school-aged child, ages 7+, who will start every day with you.
Child tracker
Ever have a pounding headache but no pain medication on hand? Never suffer another unnecessary headache with the iPhone Pill Case.
BibBibSnapSnap
A audio convertor box (Pure Word) that delays tv programming to minimize or eliminate offensive language on televison
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BUSINESS CARD HOLDER &amp; DISPLAY: Smooth and rounded one piece mold case design (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Loud Voice Alert Ear Piece
vel-sleeves
USB Rechargeable Batteries
Light-Lock. A combination lock that lights up when you turn the dial.
Future Pins
Ultra Portable coffee maker
This multiple marinating injector saves time and effort to enhance the flavour/juiciness of meat -penetrates and uniformly distributes sauce
Recall my txt message!!!
The cool blanket
Noise Cancelling Windows
ONE MOLD MODULAR FURNITURE [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Photo Gallery Wall Application
Purchase your wrapping paper with bows included! View the video to see . . . conveniently hidden inside the roll are matching bows!
Turn any sunny apartment window into a 6 s.f. garden for growing lettuces, herbs, strawberries, spinach, basil and many other edible plants!
Convertible Handle Stand for Luggage covered in Utility Patent Application #12/652,436
BOOKWORMS: Big covered rubberbands to use with paperback books. My Grandma uses rubberbands with her paperbacks, these would be nicer
Plastic flower bexes-es fence and defence against inundantion.
This's a towel with two holds on the top and two grommets.The towel hangs on two magnetic hooks.Change the decorations the same as your mood
CleanCap
Heated steering wheel cover
Imagine having a lot of small toys all over the floor New fun way for Children to pick them up and Store them no more bending over
Electronic Dog Kennel Walker. This product is an automated dog walking service in the comfort of your own home!
BLADE-BOWL the bowl cutting creator
Infinitely huge format printer
GREET-A-LIFE
Lock Watch
Seize o' Pen!!! Overcoming diet stigma when you go out to eat. Enjoy the ease!!!
Disposable helmet liners
COSMIC ROCKET SM TOYS .
Ice Cube Retainer
fart pills
My idea is a lego picker that is very skinny to get a lego piece off when you didn't mean to put the piece onto the piece you wanted to.
Roller Guard
Hard Floor Broom (hardwood, tile, laminate, linoleum, marble, etc.)
A retina-searing, flashing safety light for the back of your motorcycle that activates as soon as the two-wheeled death machine goes over
an ultra thin heat resistant ear cover w/ blue tooth. Women spend 10-60 min. under a hair dryer and styling devices can get up to 450 degree
Pot Top
water bottle ipod holder
Save A Sock
Pop-Up Pool (By Idea)
Car Blindspot Camera
iPad Orb. A soft, plush &amp; malleable iPad/tablet viewing station (pillow) with BUILT-IN SPEAKERS for comfortable viewing and listening.
Twist-On's
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Wild Weed Marijuana
BUB or Baby Utility Belt....
TV remote control that automatically keeps the volume at the same decibal when commercials come on.
Smart Power Switch and plug
Door Lift Wedges
Time Light
Cloth Stack Differntiator
Childs Car seat, Backpack and Stroller all-in-one. Traveling with small children is now Safe, Simple; And Convenient and YOU are in control!
"Kitcen Armour" - Pro. Apron
A pull down See Through tint non glare that clips to your car visor to block sun from front window and drivers side window while on visor
Standing in line to show my photo ID or get my credit card out to pay for my purchase and can't get it. Use card pulling assistant.
Boogie Board to Floating Chair
Sponge B Clean
Picture it! A mirror of any size that allows you to take a picture of exactly what is seen in the mirror...yourself, your outfit, anything.
Power Protection Cover that will fit standard surge protectors and our very own Pivot Power!
Save the trip
NO MORE SPEEDING TICKETS! Ever been speeding you did not even realize? By placing the Speed O Meter it will alert when passes the set speed.
1.1/2foot hawk, this solar energy motion detected bird makes sounds and moves to keep away birds and prodators
CHAIN AND PADLOCK RFID NFC or
Solar powered fan for inside your car, that attaches to rear view mirror, to help keep your car cooler when parked or attach to lawn chair.
Dancing Ballerina toy - Rolling plastic flower with handle. When child pushes, it opens and the ballerina inside of it spins to music.
App-Enabled Flip-Flops
clean grobottle
Can Cooling Pad
Smile! Smile, because your wire mess disappears from the table. Presenting WireEater!
Dashboard stand holds ALL.
Need some info
Take off your bra
pulistappa
Cube Tube Toppers - Line Extension for Cube Tube = Fun for Kids! Character tops for making pop sickles and frozen fruit treats
24 hour blood sugar monitor
Cool-Lid No Spill
Never lose your baby bottle cap again.
A sleep hat with an integrated bluetooth speaker for music &amp; mic as monitor for 0-12mths babies. Link with any phone as a remote control.
Sound activated sensors that detect when an emergency vehicle is approaching your vehicle. Installed in vehicles around the world.
Third eye
Can't see out of the back of your car? Here is something that might help.
poo gone/ Dog waste disposal
Sonido (spanish for sound)
clips to stop bra straps from falling off shoulders with sleeveless tops can also be used in hair and something for tops with sleeves
The Shower Flower
REPORT IT!!!
Attempt #4 Hands Free Umbrella, Wind Resistant, Opens/Closes Quickly, Light &amp; Compact, Great Protection, Great 4 Quick Errands! Watch Movie
Shoe Odor Removers
Leave Oncer
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The Plug Popper helps remove electrical plugs from outlets. Great for senior citizens and sufferers of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.
Food storage plus a built in lock equals no more stolen lunches!
My idea is meant for women and is a funnel like device that is used to help urination in the standing position and the item is flushable.
Bite Me! - The Twerky Jerky.
Special Inserts For Cube Tube. Make Festive, Fun Shapes With Your Ice. The Creative Options Are Endless.
INCFORSALE.COM
The Candy Bank is the first treat jar you can safely keep on your counter or desk, only dispensing your preferred amount of candy each day
LED Earbuds
An Eco-friendly GREEN humidifier which works without any electricity. Extremely energy efficient,Low cost, No operating cost,Noise free.
Crank and Print
Baby Bathtime Booty Bumper
The Lottery ticket Scratch helper keeps that ticket dust from going all over your house, car or store. Its a great way to not make a mess.
Kevlar phone case
Iphone case with solar charger built in. Push a button and two more slide out from behind and now you have tripled the solar charging power.
Wireless Wrist Band Speaker(s)
RollerMop. The Funky way of Mopping your floor. 2 RollerMop heads are clicked to your feet. Share Mopping Stunts online. "Everybody Mop Now"
Solar powered air freshner for the inside of your car, that attaches to the rear view mirror, or in any window of your house.
Sit-Up Mat (By Idea)
Easy Sock Identifier
VACUUM STICKERS - vacuum ANY plastic bag.
"Crushable" Tent is fun for kids and easy for parents. The easiest setup and teardown ever
Password Protected Cookie Jar!
This product is a garbage bag dispenser/space saving storage unit; for garbage bags, and is a space saving trash bag holder.
All in one cooking pan where the handle is a spoon. Keep sauce in the pan where it belongs and keep those counters clean!
Comfort cushion
DOGGY DISH
RESUBMIT: GET READY TO MOVE A WHOLE LOT OF SNOW EASILY WITH THE HUMAN POWERED SNOWPLOW. LET'S GET IT GOING
FOR NEXT WINTER.
Multi-Charger, One Cord
Reinvent the water jug in the fridge to make it EZ to use with one hand without removing.Similar to dispensers on fridge doors. open2ideas
Do you forget which ties you bought for your suit as the seasons change? Do you have trouble distinguishing colors? Tie-To-Suit can help!
EasyPush
Wireless Prepaid
computer bag that opens up and becomes a desk with speakers,and portable charger.
Dual Drinking Cup
Next Generation-Ice Cream Scoop
Start over Salsa
V.D.C visual drive cam
Cabinet Door Mounted Foldout Step Stool
Blood drawing bracelet put it on and remote control from camera insert needle on , blood fill in capsule as needed for autism kids
Square Rigged Baby Wipes
One of the worst things to experiance is spilling hot coffee or a cold drink while driving.
Zeroflame
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It's crazy how much lotion, conditioner -any thick liquid actually- that we all throw away because the pump can no longer reach the product.
Ringtone door~ Idoor
Remote Mower
Build Better Key Ring for those who have to carry larger set of keys. No need for multiple rings where keys get tangled. Stop the jingling.
Mouthguard/retainer lined with beneficial paste to be worn nightly for healthy teeth and gums, whiter teeth, grinding protection, etc.
Green wheels
Are you tired of seeing ants destroy your picnic? Then why not take the Blanket Bug Strip along. Keeps crawling ants/bugs off your blanket.
nail polish remover towelettes
See through Inflatable cushion
Residential Cord Reel (34/100)
Gecko skin picture hooks
Tablet and Laptop Pillow Bags
e-devices charging case
CheckIn
The ever last
Prevent fires in your home! Product tells you when dangerous items are plugged in; all in one convenient location.
All business class plane
Don't carry kids jackets they don't want to wear or tie around waists! Use this jacket with snaps on the sleeves, wrap and snap! It stays!
My idea is a retractable power cord. similar to a retractable dog leash, but for your car charger or home charger for your phone,iPod, etc.
The Collapsible Tennis Broom - removes standing water and debris from tennis courts and props up center of net to correct height
Covered Plastic Melon Bowl with Removable Footed Basket
Resubmit: A Multi-Tasking Dough Scraper Set for bakers! Compact, easy storage.
Design From a Supply Line
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. For parties, weddings, holidays to decorate store window displays, etc. See link
Glare-Blocker
Frame-less Picture Frame. Four corners that hang any picture.
Bicycle GPS and ALARM (phone)
A high-def mirror monitor for beauty-industry to see in all angles in high-def also zoom in and out and take pics and profiles of clients.
Fleece sleeves that wrap around the chains that hold swings- good for cold weather and for germ prevention.
Driveway finder
Backpack &amp; Pals
Projection Clock
Bike Guardian
Led design tale light helmet
Re-use old eyeglass lenses
We have designed protection for doctors and nurses, professionals so that handicapped people will not be able to hurt them when at a visit.
Wireless ear buds
Rip it!
Pee-B-Gone or urine diffuser
System comprised of a holder for cups, color coded ziplocks and clock with color coded face for easy dispensing medicines and supplements
vel-buckles
Universal To-Go Coffee Lid
Every woman needs a Hygiene Helper! Keep your feminine products protected and discreet with this all in one carrying case.
Laundry assistant
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Screwdriver with bit holder in handle! Unscrew the cap on bottom to reveal bits clipped in. Take the one you need and put cap back on
Turn stairway into attractive storage space. The shelving in the attached photo is stationary. The drawing shows a pre-assembled concept.
A personalized souvenir jewelry pendantâ€“ snow from Mt Fuji, sand from Waikiki, water from The Great Barrier Reef.What's in yours?
Magnetic Wall mount for HD TV's. This will allow for easy detaching and reattaching.
Roll-up clip on sunglasses
DoorMat w/LEDLights,Snds,Music
Slip resistant crutch tips
Fone Booth (modern)
Permanant/diposible utensil holder to keep utensils from being put on bacteria contaminated/dirty surfaces.
Smart In-Home Door Locks w/App
Back To School! Dorm Seat taking advantage of space, another seat for you or a friend to lounge around in!
How often do you use Q-tips? Most likely everyday however they can pack wax in your ear and it takes 2-3 to get all the wax out.Not anymore.
Magnetic jewelry rack.
I keep misplacing things . I need app either on my phone or a separate device or both to find these misplaced items.
A Net that clips under a refridgerator shelf. Made for fruits and veggies so they dont bruise as fast as they would on a shelf or in a draw.
Anti ash cigarette cover
Neat tv
My idea is a compact porta potty, something to be used at parties, camping trips, road trips, and much more. It can be folded as a suitcase
Tire Art
Baby-Go
Flash Pen
Vitamin D Windows
A garden rake leaf remover
Wink App Enabled Deadbolt Lock
Ringtone door
The gameing tree will allow you to put the video games on the felt tip slides with out the bulky gaming case.
Corner Lamp
My idea is called Snap Back Trash Bags. My bags fit snug around the trash can because they have rubberbands in them.
Tele-Hoop
ceiling fan, useful, aesthetically integrated and multipurpose
Mr. Shadow &amp; Mr. Light
Sunglass Buddy
Hula Oops
Glow Together...Socialite" Packs of 2 necklaces. Give one to "Special" girlfriend/boyfriend or a friend. Collaboration with Debra Courtenay
Drunk Driving Preventive Key
Idoor
A web connected pill dispenser where schedules to take pills are entered online by users. Pillboxes track if a pill was taken that day
seizure alert braclets
Weight Loss Scale/Cookie Jar!!
The Bayb Feed Bag is a strapped pouch that is used to carry a baby bottle. It is used while feeding a baby or use to carry a baby bottle.
coffee cubers
Lower Back Massage Roller.
Plug Trapper. Without pulling on cord, Prying wedge separates plug from wall or multi-outlet adapter. Pincers encircle hanging cord.
LED alarm clock with voice recording, sprays water/mist after you don't wake up from snooze.
æˆ‘çš„ç¥žå¥‡å°æ¿å‡³
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Cooler Slide
Watermelon smoothee spout
iPhone speaker case
Pen-CIL. Make a pen with pencil as one product. Possibly ADD a ruler also.
digital travel bracelet
ballons des surprises.
Power Accordion Power Bar
Simple plastic case that holds cigarette pack and lighter. Keeps them together and more protection for cigarette pack.
Allows you to store opened condiment and salad dressing bottles in your refrigerator in an inverted position so there's no waste or fuss.
NO MORE BANG!!! BANG!!! - Rubber keeps door snug from banging against door frame when wind from open windows comes in.
Suction Cup Wired Pen Clips: Clip any pen to the wire and suction cup. It makes sure there is always a pen at the desk
Solar Powered Cat Toy
The Sidekick
ModPutt: Modular Putting Green
Oven Attendant
FLOOR ROCK CLIMBING MAT.
iSling Finally a way to carry your iPhone no matter what you have on.The iSling is a masculine,low profile and protects iPhone from elements
Sporty TV Stands
A better way to protect your electronics with style and functionality. The "EGG" a power source with an edge. "Please comment"
Tired of sweating in the summer? How about strap-on, armpit gel packs contoured to seamlessly fit your pits
GREAT CAT TOY! Four birds perched on there own stick attached to one base. When cat bats each bird it makes a sound.Owl,seagull,crow,rooster
Air stream
This lens is the size of your screen and attaches. You will have adjustment like binoculars to focus to your eyesight.
A decorative wall mounted container to hold and dispense the kleenex hand towel box.
25' retractable one piece cell phone charger that gives you longer reach. The one piece retractable UNI LOCK EXTENSION 25'
iP2K Turn your iPad screen into a more Kindle-like reading experience with a tinted, plastic, snap-on cover.
A support to put the shoes to dry safely.
A lamp made up of four hinged, LED-embedded, aluminium arms that can be folded and set for four different types of lighting.
"APP" ETIZER WEIGHT LOSS/GAIN
Easy See zy
Bouncy Jammies
Quirkys very own hands free combination hard surface vacuum cleaner and floor steamer.NO CHEMICALS,Safer for the environment,one less chore!
Find my doppelganger
Coffee Pot. Can we have a more easy to clean coffee pot?
Shock Lock
Wearable barcode scanner
Solar recharging phone case
Herb grower
Perfect Nails
Remotely lock and unlock the front door to your house like you would a car!
Meat Syringe Marinade Fast!
Solving the long standing problem of losing, sorting, finding pairs of socks. Keeps them together from leaving your feet until back on feet
Sweet Meat!
Power Mover Allows power to plug into either side or the back of their laptop, secures it and props up the laptop for cooling.
Helping hand towel
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Non Sliding Sheets
Video touch headphones
My idea came after becoming a mother I noticed that I couldn't do it all by myself, I needed both of my hands. This will solve problems.
Handbag Hanger
A pen that improves penmanship!
The Party-Pooper
Wheel Chair Cover Domes
Lets design a "re-destructible" dog toy. Some dogs/puppies always want to destroy things, give them something made just for that reason!
water color palette with water container. Don't forget your equipment anymore!
TRUNK COOLING DEVICE
C'est Moi! I look great!
This product is designed to aid in cooling durning sleep. The air flow matt would go on top of the mattress, between the sheet,for air flow
THE DEECLIF HOL-STAN
The Wipey: No More Streaks
Baseboard Scrub Mop - Clean dust crusted baseboards with a form fitting L shaped microfiber scrubbing mop with convenient extension pole
Beat the Heat Bag
Crowd Fund Software Saving $$$
Glitter Brush
You'll always have your sunglasses and earphones at hand with this convenient all encompassing wristband!
Instead of having a clutter of handles for different tools, all you need is two handles for a broom, mop, shovel, rake, hoe, a push broom.
The shower SUCTION CUP WALL. Stick all your products to the wall-no more clumsy bath units. A wall for the whole family! Various sizes.
Corner Saver
I want to create a booty for the heel of a womans shoe, that will protect hardwood floors. Similar to a surgical booty just teeeeny tiny!
HomeScapes
Meet the Long Board with some style.. Long Board Skateboard with cutouts so you can see the ground as you ride. Multiple pattern options.
A method to increase the efficiency and the delivered power of windmills thanks to airships.
A new square device that can upload and download money from your bank account to a visa gift card through the use of an app on your iPhone.
An ergonomic strap that keeps your thumb from falling off of the analog joystick on any video game controller.
the cat lure
Leak Stopping Sprinkler Heads
Reusable driving/golf TEE
Wake with the Sun Blind Motor
Carve Like a Pro! - Perfect Slice &amp; Serve, Every Time. [A MUST SEE Prototype &amp; Videos].
No Paper Digital Target
This product will keep car door open securely while you put stuff in the passenger/back seat No more 'dinging' other car that park close-by
T-tips
Spoonlight
Designer Diapers
dust pan vac
Magnetic Wrench Set #HomeDepot
vegetable cutter
crib hopper stopper/ baby gate
Beach towel dryer for the beach. Just hang to dry, no more wet sandy towels on the ground.Sticks in the ground.
Time text
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Fanbrella- stay cool with the umbrella with a built in fan!!! Solar Powered, plus sprays mist! tip lights up with color of your choice.
GÃ¢teau de couches
A table cloth clip which is adjustable and fits thick tabletops and plastic tables.
We used to have handkerchiefs for runny noses-now we have kleenx. We used towels to clean messes now we use paper towels. Paper sheets!
Yard Guard
A Teddy bear or character type doll to serve as a dedicated device to record and play in 15 second increments. Senior year, Weddings, B-days
car door ever squeezed your fingers ?? my idea is to put another stopper like the stopper that holds the door when you open it .
Perfect Household Sprayer
Perfect Seasoner
NoFlip
"Look Ma! No Hands!" Hands Free Presentation Remote- Don't be restricted when presenting.
Pool Stretcher, swim forever!
Palm Held Potato Peeler
Let's create JuiceMaid--a line extension for Milkmaid. Orange juice can spoil just like milk can, so let's design a smart jug for juice!
Earbud Buddy
Com - Glove
Go go sand
As children growing up there was the thrill of catching fireflies on a summers eve. My suggestion is a firefly nightlight &amp; touch lamp.
The Aux Box
Dental hygienist recommend a water jet in lieu of flossing. What should you do when you are on the go? The â€œSquirtâ€ Oral hygiene jet!
Mowbag
Quarterback Cam
web-enabled health tattoo
Lets a Ultimate Spork/knife combo. One plastic utensil to combine the fork, spoon and knife. Great for BBQs
An electric robe is a convenient way to take the comfort of an electric blanket on the go. Using a battery pack, warmth is a click away!
Swivel Projector (Team Idea)
The invention would expand on the limitless capabilities of the Iphone by allowing it to act as a wireless mouse for laptops.
No more bottles in the shower! A single container with storage for shampoo, cream rinse, liquid soap, toothpaste/brush holder all in one.
Snuff
A picture frame that is modified so it can be hung over a thermostat in order to hide it from view thereby improving the appearance.
Fuel anti-drip for cars trucks and more.Don't you hate going to fueling; station and gas drips; on your paint not anymore with this device.
Fine It
PLASTIC Q-TIP THAT USES THE MECHANISM OF A GLOW-STICK TO RELEASE NAIL POLISH REMOVING LIQUID TO BE ABSORBED BY
THE COTTON! HAPPY MANICURES!
No hassle bottle cap
Flag law.Flag for right front fender car.Proper way.Top searchs say Senate.gov m.wikihow.com/Display-the-U.S.-Flag
RPGYM
STORE YOUR FLOATS AND POOL TOYS IN CARGO NET -attaches to side of pool, keeps your inflatables from blowing around the yard risking
puncture
MG3 LED Safety Vest
Yagua Zoom by EMRF
Void Cancel
ASH IT!!!!
Slept late again? Missed a meeting? Not when you need a KEY to turn off your ALARM CLOCK!
Trailer Buddy
Baby Lotion and Wipes Warmer Skin Care Organizer. One simple unit that warms lotion and wipes, holds skin care tubes and night light
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I-VIZ
Micro Suction Tower
UMIIX
Magic Strap
I like to call it "Soul Sweeper". Basically it is a swifter with elastic/sock to be put on hands and feet.
Magnified mirror &amp; magnifying glass on one small, heavy base with 2 long gooseneck arms. Strong LED lights. Portable (rechargble batt's)
eresable markers
Say whatever you'd like whenever you'd like with my sleek set of magnetic letters &amp; symbols for your car. Bumper stickers are so yesterday!
Wireless Cell Phone Ringer
Condom Installer
A new full contact sport based around a customized ball like the physioball.
SNOW MIZER
A more Powerful Electric Whisk
Pencils with pencil point cover.....and not just a cover but a sharpening cover. Have a sharp pencil at all times.
Light Sensor 360
RESUBMIT:Tired of scuff marks on your great pair of shoes.Then the Quirky Heel Saver is for you!!Protect your shoes and make them last.
ScoreBand - Scorekeeper
"Dog Bath Care" Keep water and soap out of your pups eyes/ears. Teach them early on, that baths are fun, w/no more soap sting in eyes.
Automated water melon slicer
Count Your Weight Reps
underwater headphones
child and toddler safety seats have the young one sitting up. need one that will allow mom to turn seat into lying down position (sleeping
Electronic Business Card
Don't tuck that pencil behind your ear, in your pocket, or in your mouth again! Now that tape measures holds those pencil and notes for you
Aromatic Scented Bed linen and Pillow Case liners of your favorite scent are inserted under the sheets and inside your pillow case.
STAIR CLIMBING LUGGAGE
bubble brush cover! That will prevent damage to your car!
Broom N Stick
Candle wick trimmer
Are you or your loved one tired of losing the callbell while in bed at the hospital? This product will keep everything neat and at reach.
Instant Pet Locater
Customizable Bumper Sticker
Skunk cap
"Hand Rest"-hand/shoulder support has hand covering w/adjustable strap at wrist-takes weight off your shoulders, stroke victims,PT,watch TV.
Talking Shoes
Beach bag w/built in changing poncho. Offers complete privacy any time, any place. Wet clothing and sand are confined to bottom compartment.
Kudos Band
Oprah,would love this!Bubble bath,I would always throw the soap under the running water.I designed acup-like dispencer,attaches to faucet
Eye Opener
Inner Core Mug
A back to school Pack that contains an all new organizational feature that will help students during school and extracurricular activities.
ç”µè·¯è½½æ³¢æŽ§åˆ¶å¼€å…³
The buss pan
Self-Lifting HandTruck
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Hello nature lovers.Need a storage building?Tested for years on our property PVC plastic pipe and plastic wood storage buildings.No Wood.
TIS the Season.My idea is GLOW in the DARK Holiday Lights. LIGHT BY DAY GLOW BY NIGHT. Any Green Quirkyâ€™s?
Flash drive alert
Grip-Eaze Car Seat Adaptor
Tri-Colored Aerosol Whip-Cream
Invisible Cane
YOUR Best Body Gym in a bag
Put on the coffee!
A MR. POTATO LITE BRITE HEAD THAT CAUSE THE PIECES TO GLOW.
The AUTOSPICE DISPENSER would allow you to store a number of spices and be able to automatically dispense them with a push of a button !
What do black toenails and a rolling chair have in common? Look here for an answer and a fix to this common problem.
Interchangeable tops and bottoms for a cookie jar.Do any season or holiday you want!Kids will love these.Great for parties too.
Reinvent the BBQ accessary stand. We need a place to put our BBQ accessaries when BBQing. A compact convinient place to put everything.
The Ultimate Kitchen Manager
Ever fallen victim to a leaky cup or had to carry two cups to keep your child happy? With our 2N1 Sippy Cup that's a probem of the past.
SMOKE-O-LET
Nighttime book projector
A complete line of disposable paper or plastic dinnerware that will stay put and not get blown away in the wind at your next outdoor dinner.
My invention is an exciting new skateboard that is designed to let anyone even beginners ride like a pro skateboarder.
Time to Reflect
BABY PROOFING A ROOM? Here's a product that should be in every building, home or office. The Safety Outlet. Zero risk of ELECTRIC SHOCK
Foot scrubber that lessens the chore of cleaning dirty feet. No need to bend over or balance on one foot when washing your feet.
Bike and Talk hands free
Cost Me App
Aroma Alarm Clock
Don't steal my pen!
Audiobendr
Sprint Strap
bob bob
Clean under your lawn tractor
A Leaf Blower/Vac/Mulcher attachment that allows user's to rake yard waste right into garbage can or bag with out using one's hand's.
Portable Stand Up Desk
Trailer towing aligner
Battle Box #EducationalToys
SAFELIGHTS
A picture hanging device that allows the individual to make fine-tuned adjustments while it is on the wall without making new nail holes
Temperature sensitive mobile device case. case color changes with temperature of the device.
Portion control salad dressing bottle. Plastic bottle with 2tbs reservoir on top to measure serving size.
Apple Recharging Cord Modification. This side up!
Ever been bitten by a snake while weeding? How do you get to weeds in large landscaped areas without walking on your plants.
A sturdy re-useable plastic freezer bags you could wash and re-use It would have to be thicker and more airtight.
TV Remote Finder
Free urself
Mobil House Thermostat
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A hand operated fruit/veg slicer/wedger for the home, drinks/hospitality/food industry, also (smaller) students/singles...HUGE POTENTIAL!
EASY SERVE &amp; STORE Double Lid Storage Food Container...Keep FRESH &amp; BUG FREE when using outdoors too!!! EAT OUT OF THE
CONTAINER, DORM LIFE
What if instead of carrying a backpack and a sleeping bag, you carried a sleeping bag that doubled as a backpack? Try the Zip and Strapack!
The CRA-TUR
water hydrater
Window Magician
Super man pill
the posterizer
Reflect-a-Thought SuctionNotes
Attachable bifocals
Baby Safe
Photo Frame Security Alarm Cover allows you to mount your photo over security alarms. Hide Boring alarms with one of your precious photos.
Ceiling Fan Safe
FUTURE brand Social networking
easy clean toilet brush.
Having a Get together?Need more space to throw away your trash other than you regular trash can?Introducing Hoop the Portparty trash Holder.
Disposable sneakers
I would like to develope a retractable hook on the handle of the umbrella so my hands can be free to do other things
For Sale Sign &amp; Info Holders
Reading glasses no more! No longer do you need to wear your reading glasses in public! This lightweight portable magnifier is all you need
fURRY fILTER
Thunderbird Feather
Stroller steering mechanism
Twist Storm Window Handle
Nanotech Chewing Gum
Home and Back Shopping Cart
Solar Panel Umbrella
My clothing product is a pair of pants with boxers sewn in the waist with belt loots, that appears to be slacking.
Mobile/Cover Solar Charger
A FLIP FLOP LINER SIZES,COLORS,DESIGNS TO ENHANCE FLIP FLOP DISPOSABLE
Multi-use suction machine w/ rubber nozzle-used by sewers/crafters/parents to clean up dust or pick up tiny things ie: beads, parts, Legos.
The Ice Cup
Splash Guard that protects you, your cabinets and floor.
A plastic marathon sipper lid to fit over Dixie cups. Makes it easier for runners to hydrate during a race and volunteers to hand it out.
Cardboard easy organizer
A hair clip holder with retractable ear buds for the iPod nano.
A large grooming tunnel for your dog.
While trying to move a wheelbarrow without dumping its full contents, I came up with putting wheels on the back of the wheelbarrow.
Xbox Kinect Paranoid Case
The Beach Comber
Disposible sterile phone covers for hosp patients and the or. Most germs are found in phones and doorknobs in hospitals
A garbage can insert like the store plastic bagger holder. It would allow us to use the same system at home.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
Rehab Stick
IceCream Double Wall
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Ultra Portable Beer Pong Table
Lightweight
UFO in the garden
Why eat extra fat when u don't need to? Degreasing sheets for the microwave is what we need to absorb all that extra grease.
write a software program that will make the phone incapable of sending or receiving text while the phone is moving faster than 5 miles mph
Carry-All Vest for Seniors frees up hands for stability. Roomy multifunction pockets keep essentials within reach &amp; aids with forgetfulness
Jobsite Electric Microwave. Steel tube exoskeleton! Weatherproof. Rugged control knobs. Heat drinks and meals while on a remote job.
A slick waterproof cover and holder for hospital syringe drivers to enable comfort for patients whilst showering / bathing.
Ultimate Spooning Pillow for Watching TV On The Couch.(Paulette Jaques)
Flakker jacket
Trash and Recycle Carrier
The Wash to Dry Slide - Transfer your clothes from front loading washer to dryer without dropping your clothes on the floor
Double Tap Deadbolts
The Smoke Detector Fan
A cell phone holder that fits on your finger without the worry of dropping your phone while doing other tasks.
A baby Onsie that has two snaps on either side of the neck so you can attach a custom bib and other accessories like a paci or teether.
Slurpeeze
A device that will hold and quickly load a pre-measured amount of coffee into the Keurig K-Cup Resuable Filter at the push of a button.
CardGuard CreditCard Protector
straight hook
Swivel Lock Coaster
The "Under Cover"
earphone keeper for outerwear
Under Table Sound Proofing
"SOS" Save Our Swimmer Armband A comfortable armband with an easy accessible "pull" on it to be used for ocean/lake swimming.
walkers being used by millions I dont know of many add ons to make things easy for older people like a snap on light.
Outdoor plant weed barrier mat
Are you tired of getting in the shower and picking up soggy soap. With this new soap dish it will fix all of that.
5 bolt lug wrench
Hands Free Interval Photography enjoy your days events without stopping to snap photos repeatedly,set and go, then download &amp; edit.Simplify.
Creme Rinse Brush
This is a Washcloth and Sponge Rack Combination. A Simple Carousel Design That Will Hold Multiple Washcloths, Sponges, or Both.
DON'T BE A VICTIM
Toothbrush Sterilizer
Heated Car Cover
" Treadboxing", Is a portable exercise device that attaches to the bars on a treadmill, designed to give an upper and lower body workout.
vibrating alarm clock/headband - sounds nuts? it is - but my wife hates my alarm going off (I use the phone to wake me up
Hair Care Hideaway a invention for organized bathrooms,eliminates bathroom countertop clutter by organizing,concealing hair care appliances
Tick Glow Spray
Weed away
appme
RESUBMIT:Tired of scuff marks on your great pair of shoes.Then the Quirky Heel Saver is for you!!Protect your shoes and make them last.
EVERYONE CARRING CHAIR ON SHOULDER PLUS COOLER AND EXTRA THING TO HAVE A NICE TIME ON OUTDOORGO EVENT IT
WOULD BE NICE TO HAVE IT ALL IN ONE
Portable hanger
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Chick's Cord Clip
The 3000+ is a multimedia system that can be used to play Xbox 360,WII, and PS3 games.It can also play DVDs and CDs, with blu-ray feature.
Sani-Sak
Bluetooth Media Sweatband
The Sound Off
Pressure sensing socks.
Xerox machine
Recycle and Reuse!!! Gift Bag Storage and Organizer. Keep your bags as good as new! Ready to use in seconds!
Pool &amp; Jacuzzi WaterTest-Kit
clip&amp;drink
Digital rotating greeting card displayer and scanner
Color Play Mix n' Match
Snap-on stackable vertical indoor small planters with handle for easy transport &amp; built-in watering system. Low maint. Resub. Open to collab
The customizable poster-lamp
protect all in onel
Scuba Diving Boat Finder
Wi-Fi Gate
The remote contolled camera and video device. Pass the remote around the party and let your guests take candid pictures. Also group pictures
Parking Spot Finder
A "Dispoz-A-Bowl" pet feeding dish with throw away pop up liners a no mess product. liners perpetually purchased
Pizza warmer bags with a light at one end and a clear slot on the top to put the receipt which has an area for a signature which is stiff.
Spice Rack attaches to inside of cabinet-spice jar storage organizer Storage shelves pull out and flip down for easy access and storage.
Wet cardboard box lifter(beer)
Helmet Cam 360
Self-Contained Plant Watering
Soft drink fountain
Store more on the shelves you already have with the SHELF STRETCHER. Stack taller and deeper without items falling off.
A toaster with a touch screen panel on the side. You can draw a picture or design and it prints it onto the toast.
Home depot leaf plastic bag
invasive weeds locator app
Google Glass-APP-IPHONE-Video.
dÃ©coupeur de pizza ou tarte
It's 2am in the morning, you are not fully awake, the baby is crying and demands his/her bottle, NOW! Bottle is ready in seconds, NO MESS!
D-Energy
A retractable line, achored into the ground, that easily clips onto your outdoor trash can so you never lose your cans again due to wind,etc
Rocky's Bourbon Beans
Missing Shoe Finder
Pill dispenser for different types/sizes of pills that dispenses 1 pill at a time or count a number of pills out for you.
Easy empty pet food bowl
Using a kitchen knife is a problem because food sticks to it. My idea is an attachable device to solve this problem.
FABRIC/SILICONE Planting Tray
frame for tablet pc
The grabbag is a shopping bag carrying device,which mounts to any shopping cart and allows for easy loading&amp;carrying of many shopping bags
Jeans Case
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Ever gone shopping or the movies and want to take your food/drinks in but you just can't? Now you can with our "foodie ladies purse tote".
The kerneler
I have designed a door defender to protect car against dings and dents from other cars in a parking lot.
AWESOME machine
Fitted top sheet for sheet set
Nalgene large tosmallmouth cap
The Show is Back App
Times Up
Multitasking while you play videogames. This is going to be a small adapter, that will hold your iPhone into your Xbox controller.
The smart tray
SprayCombo
Diet Coach is a Digital Player placed on a refrigerator so when opened it plays educational tips on good Health/Diet/Words of Encouragement.
open parking spot finder
Balloon pop alarm
the ultimate pt holder
Drinking glasses, with grooved silicon pads at the bottom. The silicon pad will prevent ice from sticking, no more ice falling in your face.
Follower
Home STD testing made easy. Lets you know your partner(s) sexual status in about 5 min. Detects HIV, Herpes, Syphilis, Gonorrhea, &amp; more..
A silicone index finger ring computer mouse.Comes with multiple usb's so you can use on multiple computers. Is naturally ambidextrous..
Screen Door or Window (w/pet door) Attachment - Clips On to Existing Screen Door &amp; Door Frame or Window Frame. Expandable. Retail $19.99
Mini Aria: A small USB connected Aria style fan that clips onto computer monitors. The USB cable could wrap around fan just like big Aria
Salt/Pepper/Spice Container Automatic Shaker. Stack Ups, Dial Opening on the Side, Cylindrical!
Drawer divider insert built like a tackle box. Organize that junk drawer.
Itchy Stick, the extendable, bendable, super-satisfying backscratching experience. Rethink the old, stiff, too dull, too sharp, tool.
Remote Control Box
Toilet paper holder that functions similarly to Precise. The toilet paper rolls freely, then locks in place when it's time to tear it off.
Mount for iPhone 4, 4S iPhone.
Hm depot expandable plant pot.
COVER AND BAG RIFID
Electrically heated plate.
Leftover Locker
Ear Bud Cushion Racks
Guys, looking good was never so easy! Cut clutter and get out the door faster with Mod, the sleekest way to organize your grooming products.
With the need to save money now we buy detergent and softener in bulk heavy containers. Liquid dispenser for easy access and and safety.
The Quirky Paint Brush... Bends/Pivots at Handle. Great for Those Hard to Reach Areas. Trim Above Door, Behind Appliances, Under Sink, etc.
Three-in-One Toothbrush. Named it "Layered". Keeps you from changing your toothbrush every three months to avoid bacteria. See more below...
The Perfa-doodle pad is a combination writing pad and scratch pad. Allowing one to make side notes or doodles on an extra portion of paper.
Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc.
Tea/Coffee Bag Dead simple a fine mesh bag with a velcro fastener. Pop in the tea leaves or coffee of your choice and brew.
Six-eyes. One eyeglass retainer that accommodates two pair of glasses.
2 sided toddler toothbrush
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Pool scrabble
A device that locks your window ac unit into place by bracing it between frame of window. It locks from the inside, preventing break in.
home car wash app control
Famous Building Stacking Toys
SNUGRIP - hold musical scores
A medicine dispenser that will alleviate the medicinal taste making it easier for children to accept their liquid meds without stress.
The Home Outlet Alarm plugs into the outlet and your item plugs into it. It will sound if power is lost or the item is unplugged.
A heated mat that can be placed on my desk or work area that can warm up my lunch or leftovers.
The Temporary, Easy to use, Energy saving Sun shade for Apartments!! NO nails,screws, staples or glue and keep Blinds that come with Apt.!!!
Cup holder that is portable packable and stylish that hangs on the side of a table which allows you to place your cup in it vs. on the table
Windows that are solar cells
The dog frozen treat maker allows you to easily make a refreshing and engaging treat for your dog.
awesome machine 2
The perfect incense burner's is what I believe to be the world's 1st electronic incense burner. Your desired scent and or smell any time.
extra thick whiteboard marker
Disposable Protein Shakers! Stop wasting time washing and spend more time replenishing!
Swiping Curtain Closer/Opener
Universal Key - Just like a universal remote for home theater, this is a Universal Key for all the locks in your life.
World's Best CatScratcher!
three point tractor hitch
Bicycle Blindspot Detectors
No more mowing the yard!
Sleep Mate
SOLAR MECHANICAL LIGHT
Park Port
Cell phone compartment
WON (Workout Now)
An app to find your keys or pet.A coin size Q trinket sensor with led,sound and a radar to locate your lost property using your smart phone.
Cordless Baby Bottle Warmer
Touch-screen human interface device will take the place of standard mouse in standard PC setups permitting use of touch-screen applications.
A watch that could measure the temperature outside or inside and/or showing degrees of water in a bathtub, ocean, lake, etc.
DECORATIVE BACKING FOR PIERCED EARRINGS.THESE DECORATIVE FASTENERS ARE VERY ATTRACTIVE
Multi Outlet Extension Cord
Secret Diary RFID
birding binoculars 2.0
Sock Buddy (no more strays!)
alphapotato'er
No more dropping that burp cloth or having to switch it from shoulder to shoulder! Save your clothes and your time! Please Comment!!!
CHANGE Table
Double drawer cookie jar
Pin lock
tool csrrier
WIND GENERATED MELODY
AN ATTACHMENT TO ANY LEAF BLOWER-A PLASTIC SLEEVE WITH A PLASTIC PRONG IMBEDDED IN THE BOTTOM WHICH FITS OVER
THE BOTTOM END OF THE BLOWER.
WORLDS BEST BASTER, its a home use product as well as restaurant,bar and grill,and could be used for whatever sauce u want to.
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Meet the Slider Task Clip... Clips onto any manila folder or packet of paper and shows you what phase of a project timeline you are on.
Dental Floss with fluoride
Homemade Hummus just got easier! A hummus specific machine that after making you serve from the low dip bowl with lid.
Bathing Safety Harness
Kiosk 3D Printer
Pet Bowl With Broomlike Handle. Never again bend down to pick up and place your pets' food and water bowls.
Grill Rake
under-wear for watches
Automatic breast feeding pump
Kebab maker
My invention is a baby bottle warmer blanket.
Vitamin Powder
An air mattress with an outer gel layer, highly resistant to holes and leaks.
The Goldilocks Broom
VEHICLE EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
App Enabled Aerobic Step Bench
Mouth Piece to increase face muscles and jaw strength.
Stop destroying your walls! Successfully level, lower and heighten window curtain panels with ease using the EZ Bracket.
Ultrasound Food Thermometer
Coon skin cap w/ a twist
PUNCH A PICK Stop adding floss piks 2 the landfill Millions use these every day &amp; toss.Why not punch a pik from yor plastic/cardboard trash
Traveling across the country,a radio station that will give the history and present day facts of the area you are passing through.
Computer, 60 minute timer/keyboard light to get me off the computer on time. Allows you to set a pre-determined time for notification.
Jiffy Pit Stop (for women)
super stroller
Botanical Essence Beverages
Security&amp;Reminding Patches
Shower Save
A manual drawing board similer to "Etch a Sketch" except with a variety of colors to "draw" with. You draw by turning the knobs.
A reclining hair shampooing chair for the disabled and elderly with a semi circular neck rest that support and stabilize the neck.
my product is a pair of knee pads that are like no other. the pads are very comfortable. you adjust them once and never again.
Bottled Drink Personal I.D.
Gel patch that once applied becomes diaper rash cream.Can apply to the diaper or skin.Helps prevent the mess of applying normal rash cream.
PASTE BRUSH
A flash drive that does not need to be plugged in. All you need to do is set it on a pad and it will connect automatically.
The Perfect Pour
This idea is a 6"x12" paper, odor repellent, biodegradable receptacle for tossing feminine tampons or napkins.
App Enabled Bumper Sticker
Wireless Chargeing
Computer KEYBOARD CLEANER that uses a HAND PUMP not a can of compressed air. Carry it anywhere, not dangerous, not wasteful.
Rotating Bike Handlebars
IPAD GRIP and TRIPOD No More slipping out of your hands or smudges on screen. Allows you to tightly hold on back &amp; strap in! Set up on table
Blind Spot View
The toilet paper dispenser/ organizer. It is compact, has a clean look and has a space saving design that can be utilized for any bathroom
Bathing suit water-proof
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Wide span shaving
give me a foot please
3 teens argue over their toothbrushes.Initialized toothbrushes.Waste money throwing out once-used.
The Digital Cradle
Golfers no longer bend-over to pick up or dispence their golf balls by using a cylindrical tubing that both ejects and picks up golf balls
Portapillow
Keep Cookies and Crackers fresher long outside the original packaging...
It would be great to be able to buy pretty paper bags in colors designs for small waste baskets, germfree,nice small, recycled paper
Umbrellamister Handheld umbrella with a mister attached. When you need shade and cooling mist all in one. Stay cool watching sports.
Lighted compact
An easy solution to organizing storage underneath your bed. Items sit onto platform then wheel it under bed; simply pull it out when needed.
Cuddle Buddy
Clean Bags ~ Happy You!
EZ ratchet - an easy to use alternative to traditional ratchet straps. weave the strap into EZ ratchet from the side.
I would like to see a pump dispenser for my salad dressing bottles. One pump would dispense exactly one tablespoon or 1/2 serving.
Solar powered automatic car sun shade. Easy to install. Open to collaboration.
Resubmit)Office/Computer chair with storage. Under the seat and arm rest compartments. Back of chair has attached pockets
oil strainer
Window Guard
Soothing baby massager glove/puppet will build a loving and secure bond with your baby. Babies love soothing vibration!
A new kind of skateboard / or scooter that uses mechanical advantage so kids can have more fun using less energy.
Electronic Cat Bell
Diaper Alert
Cover Ups unslightly outlets with a decorative box thats mounts on wall,close to hide plugs &amp; other cords, hole on bottom of box;breathable
Indoor Dancing Xmas Decoration
Soap/shampoo/conditioner dispenser with suction cup holding power-fill it, stick it or move it anywhere on shower wall or tub
The Mail Box Protector (MBP) protects road side mail boxes from snow thrown by high speed snow plows. Thrown snow damages mail boxes.
Cell Phone Solar Charger
It is a device worn by people to keep dogs at a safe distance when needed. It uses sound not heard by the human ear,but annoying to dogs.
A CONTAINER THAT HOLDS PEANUT BUTTER IN ONE SECTION...JELLY IN ANOTHER SECTION...AND TWO PIECES OF BREAD WITH A
PLASTIC KNIFE TO SPREAD.
App Enabled Jumping Jack Mat
This is a simple alternative to the clip lamp. Instead of requiring a structure to secure onto, this requires nothing but a wall.
Solar Christmas Lights
The Cluckle is a combination belt buckle/clasp that holds your pants up. Pant loops are hooked by tension straps attached to the Cluckle.
Magnetic Tool Case
familytab
App their brush time
Shower projector&amp; video screen
Grocery Buddy
You can use stick velcro on watches, ipods, iphones, ipads, and cell phones and attach them to the velco band, like a watchband, on wrist.
Block Box powercube
How about solar lights that come in different colors
First Alert Reflectors
"Pillow Talk" un-alarm clock
a soft chair cushion that snaps onto the side of the bathtub coming in colors and crayon design for children and adults
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le taboursac
Smelly Feet
Stay firm doggy bowl
Pro-Wallet(phone and wallet protector) Using RFID technology to protect your smart phone or wallet from losing or leaving it behind.
Cake painter
my idea is a ring that holds lip balm or lip stick instead of perfume in a top that opens up
The "Pump Tent"
Robot pig
My Invention is Called the "AB MAXXX" A Revolutionary way to workout your abs, gluteus, hamstrings and quads.
Tired of hunting down fingernail trimmings after you clip them? Why not a fingernail clipper that catches as well as cuts
Folding fry cone holder. Stores flat for EZ storage. Great to serve any type of finger food (veggies, fries, etc) at parties or gatherings.
Bear Safe Locked Trash Cans!
Exercise Jacket and pants, for inactive and/or office types who dont get a chance to go to the gym often.
Surf Stack
International com device
Need a printer and material sheet to make my own embroidery and/or applique pattern design.Designs not limited to store bought pictures
Universal remote cell phone
I have a solution to the problem when using an herbacide in a garden to kill the weed and not your plant. "Wickey Leaker" does the trick.
Wash,message and buff your feet in the shower without falling,slipping or standing on one leg!
change card
LIXEIRA DECORATIVA (DECORATIVE TRASH
eye phone
Staple backed buttons. For those times when you just don't have a needle &amp; thread around. push through and bend back. perfect for traveling!
Clip on wireless screens
E-Bowl (e-cig hookah)
rubber/vinyl ear plugs
clip rope
PILLOWS, BACKPACKS, PURSES, MAN CAVE WEAR, RAIN GEAR,INTERIOR PILLOWS that converts into a WARM SOFT HOODIE. KOZI
WEAR
Neck Aid Carryer
off road
This product will your life little easier by carry whole lot of bags.
Pivoted Security Fence
The Quirkiest Alarm Clock ever! LED "lit fuseâ€ visual and sound effect" complete with â€œKABOOMâ€ sound alarm.
Bracelet GPS pour enfant perdu
Pool Tool
Voile de protection
Disposable Mason Jars. Functionality of a â€œred cupâ€ with the timeless look of the ever-popular Mason Jar.
Travel-Shell
The MediWhere
Shaking my dust mop is to difficult for me. Arthritis and sore arms makes shaking my dust mop to difficult So my idea is a clap dust mop.
Plug Light
Private Tom (as opposed to Peepin' Tom) - Simple and cheap way to protect yourself from unwanted visitors
372 Votes Resubmit! Quirky, Why Isn't This in U.C.? Nesting Kitchen Measuring Cups w/Measuring Spoons Incorporated into the Handle Ends!
Luggage Divider
Dual Screen Viewer (iPad)
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Soda - Beer Spin Chiller! Spin warm cans in ice and enjoy cold beverages in less than 60 seconds! **VIDEO REVIEW
garden hangers
Fridge Magnet Face Cam
SLeeP TIGHT TV
expandable shopping bag/eco
Eternal Rest
A silicone hand that affixes to the underside of a tablet or a ipad, to allow you to use the device in any position
wind power to charge electronics with a usb port for your bike
SafeNSecure
SmartPantry Scanner
Want your child to look at you while you take their picture? The Lens Friend will grab their attention just long enough to get that shot.
Surfboard Speedometer
BELL WELCOME
Have you ever wandered out to the mailbox multiple times to find it empty? The mail alert system will beep in the home when mail is there.
CellBoost is a handheld, portable cell phone signal booster with a rechargeable battery and solar panel.
Crockpot Freezer Bag with zip!
Vehicle Roll Up/Down Visor
Naturally Fake
A pacifier for fussy babies that is available in formula flavor for babies and fruit flavor for older children.
Guru
Bluetooth Workout Headband
Deodorant Reuser
Have you ever wanted a fence "sometimes" without the hassle of having one all the time? Here's your solution: The InstaFence
Chap Huggers
Can-Counter
Sensi-Container
Cooled Shock absorbing outfit
Phone Charger Necklace
STAYPUT Padlock System
A GYM TOWEL THAT IS EASY TO USE, TO DRY, AND MUCH MORE FLIXIBLE THAN THE TRADTIONAL WAY TO CARRY A TOWEL
WHILE RUNNING OR WORKING OUT.
Always With You Grocery List
The Ez Reach Razor makes it easy to shave those hard to reach areas.
Meet Static Electric DogVac Brush. Makes hair on your dog stand up while you brush / vacuum dog hair away. Makes brushing your dog easy
Dig Deeper with Better Digger
Under Cabinet Cutlery Storage
Voice activated power ON/OFF device.
Eco-friendly solution towards our biggest problem of no more plastic bags when going grocery shopping. Mother nature, stores &amp; you all win.
Toilet Paper Cover Top Spiner
Solar powered lantern tent stakes with lantern that is removable to use inside of tent or wherever extra light is needed.BIG SAFETY ISSUE.
A cold therapy foot sock that covers the entire foot and ankle. It would be made of a gel material that would stay cool for several hours.
Stay Cool Floatie
Lug for grocery bags
Pirate Treasure Hunt
Wonder Brush
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TV message alert frame
Modular Cord-Wrap Power Strip
"KEEP YOUR DISTANCE!" Your driving and the car behind is dangerously close.Press a button, and a display lights up in rear with the message.
Toddlers have 2 or 3 push cars they rarely use because no one wants to push them. Whose got time to bend and push? You do with The U-Handle.
CORNER CLIPS!!!!!! Much like binder clips, only for the corners of your document, corner clips are a great alternative.
A sound diminishing cabinet for all the noisy kitchen appliances. A place to put your coffee grinder, juicer, blender and other appliances.
Spider &amp; Bug Nabber
The Rad Drain Easy Tray, Great For Emptying Water From Radiators &amp; Anything Else Thats Holds Water To Outside Via A Drain Valve &amp; Hose
Pipe
Easy Shopping
Casle
The Fun Life
Swim Lap Counter!
Wireless Projector Wall Outlet
A weighted, velcro and elastic water proof bag with draw strings that catches anything that falls between your seat and your counsel.
Universal Cradle for iDevices
My idea is to create sleeping bag or ball to make travelling for long distance more comfortable.
e_Sill
big spoon rest
A lint brush and wallet in one with a seamless design so that you never have to worry about not having a lint brush handy to clean your suit
Bald man's sleeping cap. should come in different colors and have wording like "nightcap?", "hot stuff","sexy man", etc...
iPhone 5 Anywhere Karaoke
Improved Petal Drops Product that adds Action and Novelty
Revamp Bath
a bathroom freshner that adheres to the so very often missing closet flange bolt cap
Clip on mister.Beach Chair Mister to use with any chair. Keeps you cool. Clips on anything!
Drying rack for your washed Ziploc Bags. For installing inside cabinet door. No nails needed!
Parents -Teen Driver App
See me Reflective Safety Belt with Lights can save life's. patent pending
Hydrogen Car Fender
Ever wanted an iPad but because you spent $400 on an iPhone can't afford to buy one? transform your iPhone into an iPad with this screen!
An applicator that allows you to apply lotions or oils to your back or body in a smooth even amount. Can be used by one person or more.
Kids medicine dispenser with built in timer and alarm tells you when your child can have their next dose.
Organize your kitchen "bits &amp; bobs" do you have small items or parts to kitchen items floating all over your kitchen cabinets? if so read on
Plastic Telescoping Picture Frames: Regular frames are EXPENSIVE! I propose a much cheaper and more casual picture frame that is adjustable
Bic makes over 1.5 billion lighters a year Quirky should make a lighter refill station with set of lighters that are always available&amp;full.
Marker Dispenser
Roots Pressure Cooker
Lid for pop cans that snaps on easily.
Armpit Pads
Popcorn Bowl with built-in cup holder for one.Add lid to keep popcorn fresh. Foldable for space saving storage!(Paulette Jaques)
Rechargeable gift card app
Gym/Sport Key Holder
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Velcro Knee patches for Babies
ashleylindsayjeans is a unisex company based in newyorkcity our goal is to bring premium denim in to a unisex feeling for both men and women
Oil Level Sensor and Indicator
Side window shade for autos. Shade is thin enough to be wedged between the window &amp; weather strip.
Super Market Madness
The Commode Companion's design fits securely on the leg of a portable commode and holds a roll of toilet paper in place.
Umbrellite
Poop away
Help store purses. Where do you store yours- are they everywhere? Thought so! Let's make a purse organizer for closets (can go on shelves).
power bar and retracting reels
Hard plastic container with handles that a large juice can (48oz) would fit into. Could be solid form or just a frame.
apps enabled bread toaster
Backpack light. A set of blinking lights that you can wrap around backpack, helmets, waist, bikes.
a BUBBLE that will float in your pool or the beach. With you MP3 device inside keeping it safe from water but close enough to hear&amp;enjoy
Guard your drink
Removable, reusable, and portable pop/water/sports drink bottle cap on a keychain. When not in use the bottle cap would collapse and be flat
The Lawm Elite
Sleep With the Fishes. What's more relaxing than sea life? Why not go there as you drift off? Portable ceiling projector for your bedroom.
Travel Compact Fireplace set
Smart Clothes Hangers
Mop and Dry floor faster
"Life is quirky.... live,love,invent!" I would love this saying to be part of Quirky's logo, on mugs, t-shirts, anything quirky!!!
Crate Kid's Desk - Let's add a flat surface to write on &amp; craft paper roll holder so kids can use their imagination &amp; express themselves
Toilet Auto-Seat: Saves your relationship by going down
The Music Studio App
Vertical shoes holder that can scroll shoes boxes in order to have them properly stored, but keeping them easy to see, compare and pick.
Not-Real-Paper Cup Paper Cup
Walk Energy
The Push-up Mat
Item Based Location Reminders
Make your speakers go WIFi!
A hamper or laundry basket (plastic) that contains compartments to separate whites from darks, socks from underwear etc.
A one piece balloon configuration that creates balloon arches in seconds while only having to connect to the helium once. Great for events!
sac Ã vomi-pipi de poche
Turn Signals for Bikes! (former Top5 with a staff score of 9)
Pocket Rag
My portable design allows users a practical and convienent solution for their needs.
U-Charge Phone Charger
Reusable name tag which uses static electricity, great for companies that go through thousands of name tags.
Here's a quick and easy way to thoroughly marinate chicken, pork, steak, and lots of other types of meat. Simply press down and cook.
Lunar Lights
SHOWER CURTAIN MAGIC
A completely foldable easy pop-out baby bed to safely &amp; comfortably tuck your lil one anywhere without worrying they'll roll over
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Gun eLocker
Nutrition Bullets
HIDDEN STORAGE COFFEE TABLE - 3 Designs Presented [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Fork U Lock
An Adjustable curtain rod that bends at the center,has arms that extend, locks in place and has feet at ends to prevent sliding.
Hide My Face Security Hat
We can transport cheap electricity over great distances at practically a fraction of the cost with cable thanks to compressed air technology
App enabled door-bell
NOPALES
Iron-on Smartphone Pocket
Wet-Light. A waterproof push light that attaches to any surface. Use while shaving or light up a dark bathroom or anywhere you need light.
Home depot drill/shovel tool
Schedule matcher app
The Beica Bar! Portable pull up bar that can be placed just about anywhere for immediate use! perfect for outdoor applications.
A ski/snowboard helmet that has a face shield to protect from impacts as well as freezing temperatures.
Bluetooth Phone for iPad
Toothbrush with Built-in Tooth Paste &amp; Tube...Refillable &amp; Replaceable Head. Prevents Germ Spreading in Household. Great for Traveling Too!
SELF pin SELF,EMOWERMENT,LIFE,FULFILLMENT I wrote a book called "STALKED" within the book is a picture of the pin
Coin counter
The potential for this product is huge no more damage to trees and shrubs no need to spray or hand weed
100% hard boiled egg
refill sulotuion
Electric fly proof pet dish that has a small fan that creates an air curtain over the dish through strategically placed vents on the top.
Two-Handed, Ergonomic Bow Saw. Inspired in the aftermath of hurricane Isaac in Louisiana. Two hands are better than one!
Hurricane Globes are an intricate part of any home decor or event. My idea is to use seasonal self-adhessive film to decorate the globe.
HATE LIFTING THAT GRIMEY TOILET SEAT TO USE THE BATHROOM FELLAS? HATE COMING IN CONTACT WITH SOILED TOILET
SEATS LADIES? PROBLEM SOLVED!!!
Flexible/Adaptable Sunshade
Re-Stickable Drop Cloth
The Best Martini Glass
Love kids? Hate SIDS? The Baby Breeze is a small fan which can be affixed to any crib to help prevent tragic sudden infant death syndrome.
I would like to introduce the Portable Ride Escape.
Ice Bucket Table
Cake Slicer
Clean Stream
Eponge
Kitchen Sponge Sterilizer-a beautifully designed sponge bathtub that gets filled w/ water-hydrogen peroxide. Includes sponge-soap scrubber.
Hacker/duffer hound
Create your own pencil/pen storage on most surfaces. No more lost writing utensils for you or your kids.
Earn Your Tech
Removable End Easy Access Baking Pan
My idea is to create a sippy cup lid that will fit the plastic water bottles that come out of vending machines.
MAGNETIC KITCHEN SPONGE
cargo net tie-down
Drink packets Dispenser
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Yarn stopper. Plastic. Design resembles a staple with a modified back about a centimeter wide and small teeth on the underside.
testtest
â€œLocaterâ€ A two piece product; one is mobile and audible able to attach to moving item. Second part is stationary so you can activate.
flexlight
"Toliet Plastic Skirt" Cover your toliet base from Rim to floor to maintainm clean base, for quick and simple rinsing and cleaning.
Hidden Egg Roll
A warning device in cars that flashes when there is a fire truck or ambulance approaching.
Soda POP
A better way to solve such a creepy problem as mice in a house.
Garden Staking System
What do you open YOUR paint can with?... right,,,something else, to loose on the job, or go looking for...
Pull-down temporary shelf to clear counter clutter, freeing space. Attach to bottom of cabinet - pull down to use, push up when not in use.
APP Enabled Car Alarm Signal
These are cleaning products for children. We have four pages.
Lotion warmer
Travel USB phone charger / light switch. Triggered by a sound you can record (ex your phone alarm) Portable and programmable to any phone.
Skype-Mask
An insert to adjust the size of rings.
Belt Buckle w/ retractable earphones inside... either with or without the belt.
BangSimple...The kid-friendly protective guide for hairstylists and do-it-yourself parents that simplifies the job of trimming bangs.
Painless Thermos
Carro dobrÃ¡vel para compras com organizadores dobrÃ¡veis. EcolÃ³gico e econÃ´mico
Reinvented Trash Can
y
Solar Photo Lampshade. Spins on solar energy to spin photos. Looks like a film strip spinning to show photos.(Paulette Jaques)
trackpad app
washable lint roller + sweater pill remover = clean/fresh looking clothes. Take care of lint and pesky, pilly, fuzz balls all with one tool.
Car Locator App
Scoop da poop
The Aquarist's Glove
have you ever had the promblem in the kitchen when you're cooking food and it starts to burn and your fan is not cleraing out the smoke.
It's a Windshield Warmer.No more fighting the water hose, or scraping snow early in the morning. Just shake it, roll it up, and off you go.
tortilla making, consumer friendly small countertop version of the old washing machines automatic roller to feed your dough in!
A Better Pasta Fork
The E-Library
mommys arms
Home depot garden tool stand.
Restyle that old tp roll. Turn your toilet paper roll into a pop-up dispenser with this toilet paper cover for clean and healthy living.
App Enabled Scavenger HuntGame
UV Bubble Brush. Keep it up and clean!! No more germs
solar port a potty
Trailer safe
Ahh! Wouldnâ€™t it be nice if your childâ€™s teacher got the same messages you sent with your kid to school?
From Garden to Sink: All-in-One Colander/Tool Caddy
Want to protect your child from germ infested grocery cart seats A disposable cover to provide a safe environment for your little ones.
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UV Sportswear Separates
Easy to use Roof Cloak which is design to cover the roof, mirrors, windshield, and other windows of a vehicle when its snow, and or ice rain
lawn stencils
dry sleeves
App-Enabled Light Switch
No more dried up contacts!
Have shoes all over and around the hallways, stairs or entrance? Hide them with a lazy Susan style shoe rack disguised as a plant pot.
â–² Vertical Tabletop Toast Warmer! â–² No More Cold Toast During Breakfast or Brunch! â–² Cordless â–²
Fireproof,waterproof,lightweight notebook size and style document case with a combination lock on the side.Especially for emergency kits.
6 Function Ruler Slap Bracelet
Introducing "Shoet-Cases" (pronounced Shoot-Cases), Shoe storage inserts with Odor Guard, for usage at home or during travel
Pocket Curtain Bathroom Helper
Iced coffee is in it's early stage's of growth. Now is the time to cash in and we have the idea that can do that.
RESUBMIT Give your nuts a kick Tired of ordinary nuts/popcorn? Y-not make them finger-licking good w/ a roasting &amp; flavoring system? Teamlab
Google Map Multiple Locations
An item to catch the dripping snow and water from your car that is set at an angle to drain just outside the garage door.
IEat
box of light
The Hammertwist
Tree Stand lap belt
Easy Pull Tab on Beer Can
Karaoke in your car played throught the radio and displayed on the windshield. A device plugs into the auxilary port. I call it Caraoke!
Alarmee
impact hammer
Am I Hot Or Not?
A small product to either attach to the cord of a vacuum cleaner or the cleaner itself to put constant tension on the cord.
Desk paper trays are huge, lets redesign them! My idea is a plastic book style case, where each "chapter" section holds 20 or so papers.
Most people have a bit left after they have swopped out the toilet roll for a newbie.. Where do you put yours?.
Lunch Safe!
One step, no mess pooper scooper. Clean and easy
A pedometer size nutrition tracker thats portable tool to enter all intakes of food and will tell what nutrition has been satisfied for day.
Tagg'em Wire Tags
A set of indestructible child tracking bracelets
Golf Wrist Activator
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas / electric weed-eaters for lawn-care technicians.
Design packaging for greasy deli sandwichs that tilts the 2 halves downward to draw grease out of cut part keeping bottom slice unsoggy.
Allow the iPhone 3GS to support video chat with a periscope lens case. A case that uses mirrors to turn the rear facing camera forward.
The Miracle Comb
White Elephant Delux
USB Wristband with LCD display
USB, EXTRACHARGE IPHONE CASE
Urban Plastic Bag Carrier
TURBO PAINT
The Gym Caddy: zipping in and out of the gym, avoid the locker room, keep your valuables close with the gym caddy, keys, wallet/cellphone
Otto Perfecto
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"Expanded Seating". For special events, like Super Bowl, be able to expand your seating with a durable chair extender, connector. Fold-away.
A Mouse Pad with a channel all around the edge to tuck in the power cord.
Hammer that stores nails! Semi-hollow handle can keep nails of any size. The bottom of handle has swing out cap
RFID Aluminum Sheet
Micro stourner
I want to create a stroller that turn into a stander where the babies/toddler could also stand! Tired of sitting now they can stand.
In-pan cake layer maker
i want to make a water hose that has a built in heat tape
Wish your vintage 120mm format camera could be converted to digital use? This is the device for you! Snap it inside &amp; you're good to go!
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and saved America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
Retractable bracelet leash
Resubmit with Revisions-Swiveling laundry soap dispenser.Simply swivel and pump once, twice or three times-No lifting those heavy containers
web-enabled health tattoo
Digital Dancefloor
Submarine Fish Feeder
PantryPal
Clean fabric softener. Just toss this small ball (in a pleasing scent) into a downy ball with a splash of common vinegar in your wash cycle.
A toilet seat and small tank. The tank with air to flush and the seat is equipped with water and air hose to wash and dry.
SawThru Sawhorse
The Reverend Rater
TMJ Relief - there are no products available in the world to provide relief or remedy for chronic TMJ.
Big kid handlebar
SpamErang
My shower curtain idea has plenty off space to bring every thing you need into your shower &amp; has a magnetic slit door!
Slip&amp;Sip. Soda/Beer (anything canned) silicone colored identification tabs.
The Running Punch
an app that allows you to control your tv from your smart phone
Cookie Spoon
Girls, have you ever had a PROBLEM walking in heels due to the lack of stabilty they give you? Steady Step will easily solve that problem!
CLICK ON BLUE FOLDER IN PICS TO WATCH VIDEO PROTOTYPE DEMO. Carry fresh water, a bowl, snacks or kibble, and waste bags 1 system
"Protectaside", are magnetic sheets that protect the sides of trucks, suv's, vans etc.. from everyday wear and tear from sratches.
Bottle Neck
SubReel
eyez
Your solution for restrooms - Toilet kit: Retractable hooks to hang your bag,stores toilet paper,pads/tampons and cleaning wipes
Space saving PICNIC TABLE ACCESSORY!(Paulette Jaques)
Alarm Easy
Oktopus Docking Station
An ipad cover like the Cloak, that also doubles the life of your ipad with its own battery.
Vegie Grill
Lughandles
washable lint roller + sweater pill remover = clean/fresh looking clothes. Take care of lint and pesky, pilly, fuzz balls all with one tool.
Tru GYN
Safe De-Vice. A Safe that you can store your kids Vices (i.e. video games, snacks, phones) Only way to open is to answer questions.
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Two phone carrying case
Let's take one pair of heels and turn them into two pairs!Removable heel transforms heel into a fashionable wedge!Different colors/patterns
A ceiling fan on a retractable cable that decends from the ceiling for cleaning and lightbulb replacement.
Golf grip correction
Tired of forgetting which water bottle is yours? This is a personalized name cap that fits over you're existing water bottle cap.
Vacation? Just add water!
Anti-Burst Hose
Surf Caddy
A baby hat &amp; bib Connector that keeps it attached to the clothing so that it won't move and cover the baby's face.
A zero edge monitor with magnetic edges, so two or more monitors can be snapped together to make one single larger montior. Single cabling
Safely Spray Wasp Shield
Shower Multiplier
A motorcycle jacket with a built-in airbag
25 lb concrete anchor tub that enables portable canopy users to secure the canopy legs to the ground and raise the height of the canopy.jlc
My device will allow people enough time to find an area of safety in the event of an impending earthquake by forewarning of ground movement
My idea is speech dolls that are designed to teach or augment speech therapy. I am a professional speech therapist/articulation specialist.
App-enable monitoring alarm
Make any toilet an auto-flush
Customizable Modular Lights
SURF board STRUCTURED WITH INTERCHANGEABLE COVERS EMPTY, DONE WITH ECOLOGICAL AND RECYCLABLE MATERIALS,
DUCTILITY, FURNITURE AND BUILDINGS.
vibrating dog/cat bed
Hand Glove Cell Phone Holder
Illuminating rug that lights up providing a safe area for residents to walk when they get up at night.
Switch-A-Roo Bathtub Playset
Portable hockey
Zig-Zagg
Graveyard drapes system
portable car aircoditioner
View Blocker
BRiskBRush: Breaking the mold the way manual toothbrushes/holders are made forever.We threw in a combination and locked out the competition
Roll your luggage over stairs
No polished skin
Colored and Flavored Popcorn Maker for your Microwave!(Paulette Jaques)
Stainless steel soup spoon with a silicone bowl, or with the bowl coated in silicone.
Drip free fuel nozzel
Bladeburst
A beach umbrella that sucks the sand.
The Slippery baby is a product used for added safety when bathing an infant. There is nothing slippery than a wet baby!!!
It is a disposable baggie with a toilet cleaning mitt inside for public bathrooms. You put you hand inside and invert the bag back over.
Beauty Bag for the Gym
Doggy Carryon Poop Pouch
smart phone chin strap
Waterproof Shower Paper Holder
The TESSA
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C-CAP
Pet toy finder
Wireless Guard
Flimsy, paper-thin water bottles are here to stay! This sleeve makes them easier to use,prevents spills + are senior citizen &amp; kid friendly.
A 2 piece comforter attached with snaps. No more taking it to the laundromat because it won't fit in the washing machine or dryer.
Digital Pen
Mommy's Helping Hand
Clear Color Crossovers
Pee pods
ApEnab Auto-Fil Pill Dispenser
Travel Mug Knows What You Want
TIRELIRE POUR VOITURE
Bethink
Pulse Tech Bluetooth
Connected Guitar
Clean you dishes without water. Use a pre-packaged wipe to clean your dishes without water or a sink.
Keg Cooler
Shower Magnifier, for people who wear glasses. In the shower, place product under the magnifier so you don't mix up products.
mp3/phone
Slight add to the pen with a suction cap
PSI Tire
Wacky Scarf
Pre-baby pants
YOUR Best Body Gym in a bag
HEXA USB Extender
PGU- Portable gaming Unit
Reload Matrix in your own Yard with "Bullits"! Dodge them (like in Matrix) or catch them (like in Kung fu Hustle).
hot swappable battery 4 phone
Never get caught with your windows down in a rainstorm again with remote car windows.
Kitchen Utility or Silverware Drawer Organizer
Washable combo insole socks.
2 Zipper Sleeve
Silicone cover for hot straightening or curling irons, that includes an attached band with a plastic snap to keep cord rolled and off floor.
The wonder of flight seems to amuse everyone of all ages. I invite you to enjoy the videos below and support it with your vote. Thank Q.
Insulin app
The Enlightened Alarm
WORK/EAT DESK For Crates - Flat surface for desk. Roll out small table in front of desk, side or front of sofa Great 4 college &amp; apartments
NFC Monitor or NFC Base
Turn a box fan into an oscillating fan with this base. Use the power of the air to make the base move so there is no need for more plugs.
Clip-On Skates for Tennis Shoe
Can't Watch TV without it Bike
IDEA Food Specific Cooler/Lunchbox. Make a cooler that keeps food COLD longer without the hassle and mess of melting ice and soggy food.
Pivot Power Professional
Detachable and adjustable shelf for various crib types
Tablet Case Plays DVD Movies
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Running in the winter is fun but when breathing cold air into warm lungs after the run is a killer, I introduce the Thermal Breather!
Flat Pen
Glowing lighted Dance costume for kids, similar to the costumes used by Team Illuminate on America's Got talent.
Picture Pal
RESUBMIT)Measuring Cups, Measuring Spoons and Sifter all in one.
Pop up napkins
Discrete Wink Camera
THE CHAIRBAND This comfy device will become your new best friend. Slide the bands around your shoulders and attach easily to your chair.
Magnet fan
i-life. A portable electronic recording device that records your entire life, all day every day, creating a video diary/record of your life
Clean and Screen: This sunscreen shower head attachment gives a new meaning to sunbathing!!!!
Unique stirring device works in a microwave oven while it is on. Stirs, cooks, evenly heats a soups, pasta, noodles, sauces, custard.
aspirateur retractable
"Ride-N-Squeeze'
The Sport Hub. It's a hubcap cover with sports logos or custom designs that remains stationary as the tires rotate.
Touch ear, receive phone call
A strap that wraps around an infant's upper torso and monitors their heart and movement with bluetooth tech, to sync with smartphone/tablets
Smart hair iron
Do the carpets in your automobile ever get dirty? How about a handy portable carpet steam cleaner to quickly get your carpets clean again.
Cellphone screenguard thats magnified.Can have a variety of different strengths.Made of material of oilchange reminder stickers.Cut to fit.
On-The-Go Phone Charger
Condiment containers for lunchboxes.For ketchup, Mayo and salad dressings on the go without the mess.(Paulette Jaques)
no rest without stress
App-enab.Self-watering Planter
Do you have OnStar in your Vehicle, What about on your motorcycle helmet? Well now you can!
Tool that pushes or pulls rubber boots out of the way and hold it there without damage. Ideal for tight spaces. Saves time and frustration.
Restaurant Service Light
CMVM-Child Mobile Video Monitor:This device will be placed on the dash board area of the vehicle used to monitor infants from the back seat.
Helmet Cam 360
A baby car seat and carrier. The base would have a base with hidden wheels making it mobile.
Wake up with the word of God
Child Tracker(school/day care)
Security Case
Multilingual Online Community
If your concerned with the raising and lowering of a toilet seat with your bare hands, than this problem solver is for you.
Split keyboard mounted directly to arms of office chair. Reduce or eliminate RSI by mounting keyboard halves directly to chair arms.
The pet-vac,Its a hand held vacuum with a pet brush attachment for brushing your pet.with a removable canister for containing the pets hair
Tail-gating shot glasses
A baby car seat weight sensor that communicates with a key chain alarm.
Dome shaped Greenhouse Protection for all your plants, fruits and vegetables
It is a clock that serves as a multitask reminder for your duties, it will have an innovative method to force you to do your pendings timely
umbrella pouch
A clothe hanger that can hold 10 hangers, so that when hung up it takes a quarter of the space and still leaves your clothes neat and tidy.
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Digital Photo Wall
Magnetic or suction Organizers Kit, many sizes, many types, quirky design! Use in your kitchen, office, laundry, bedroom, use anywhere!
rechargeable Mouse
Aluminum foil bag
Jewelli
My idea is for a hanging jewelry storage unit that will hold ALL of your bracelets, rings, necklaces and earrings in one uncluttered area.
Adjustable Earplugs! No batts!
Headboard Clipboard for your ipad, kindle, book etc. Read while your comfortable in bed. Clipboard Rotates 360 degrees and includes a light.
Pro-Lace
Neon Color Clip-on : NeonClip
Sing Karaoke in your car with this MIC cup holder stand. Turn your vehicle into your stage.
Take d Weight off Ur Shoulders! Breeze 2 Work / College / Ur Connecting Flight @ Airport etc. Scooter+Backpack! &amp; Recharge Electronics...
Cigarette case cum lighter
Bionic Dog Chariot. Walking your dog is so 2000! Now you can take your Xtreme dog on the run...
Adjustable Earbud Suspenders
Clip a Spout... on any bag. A clip+Spout combo for your cereals, snacks and more. A resubmit/rethink from almost 3 years ago.
Night Light for toilet bowl, Motion activated blue light attached to the back of the toilet tank. See the toilet when the lights are out.
Fobe Finder
An LCD to Clip to the Back of a Laptop So When Your Toddler Skypes With Grandma You Can Follow Him Around and See What the Camera Sees
Scrub Mate
Bed Buds
Imagine standing on shore and fishing where only boats can go. This device can let any angler cast 300 ft. into â€œprizeâ€ fish territory.
iPad with a phone
Book holder 4read horizontally
Macbook Power Adapter Cover. Protects it from scratches. Makes it more comfortable to hold when it gets hot. Personalization.
Have you ever had a deviled egg and it is sitting in water and messy?No more! The raised dimple deviled egg tray.
Printer Ink&amp;Toner cost? - APP
Thunder bubbles- a toy for kids at bath time- make fun while in the bathtub with a instant bathtub full of bubbles for the kids .
The Lit Handbag
Your cell phone has tens of thousands of GERMS and maybe fecal matter! UGH! Now you can safely destroy those germs with UV-C lights.
This product will save space by doubling the storage capacity within a smaller footprint. Excellent for organizing neatly and dust-free.
A small bracket that slips over an iPhone charger and allows you to dock an iPhone. It also provides space to wind a cable.
Make Simple Syrup Sticks
Flip Flop Pro
apps enabled egg boiler
multi-functiÃ³n cleaner
Bendable, poseable Alphabet characters! Kids can learn and have fun at the same time. Each alphabet letter will have bendable arms and legs.
Swiss Army USB Multi-Charger
Delayed Message App
smoke/CO2 alarm link to phone
The PairBeam Caregiver (sm)
Fruit or salad bowl cooler
A collapsible bicycle to be able to compact into a trunk of a small car!
dominos multi-couleurs
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Inexpensive version of a "Wide Angle" lens to allow cars with backup cameras to see a wider peripheral view behind them for cross traffic.
Medical Information Data Card
Climate ComfortApp
Natures Nest
My idea is a tanning bed face mask. The mask would use the heat from the tanning bed to open pores and release a facial cleanse.
Handy Scissors - Letter Opener
Recliner for infant car seat
iPad Wall Charging Dock
First Ever Silent Alarm Clock
The idea is disposable,plastic/latex socks,offered in clear or multi colors, and multi sizes, like the gloves, and small or large quantities
A speaker/microphone that goes on the outside/inside of your car so you can order at a drive-through when it's raining and not get wet!
No flip BBQ charcoal stater. No lifting. Push button discharge of hot charcoals. Controlled discharge. Even spreading. Less fly ash. safer.
This device utilizes the air pressure expelled from the condensing unit of a central air conditioner.The air used to turn a small generator.
Self clearing, self sharpening, manual razor for shaving
Exercise for Entertainment
Laser level+Laser distance meter = Laser vertical and horizontal level and measure (x,y). Have your frames just where you want.
Sound enhancing iPhone case
Replaceable Store Cart Wheels
PRINCE ABS is a form of weight filled with sand it would provide resistance against an individual movements when performing various exercise
3 Second Ironing System
Feedback Activity Management
A simple idea to help you hang pictures with ease.
Credit Card Cash Stash
Shower storage also expands curtain clearance. Pivots for desired positioning. No need to purchase expensive curved shower curtain rod.
Ghost lights
Ever been frustrated with untucked covers? Here is your solution. Magnets will secure the sheets so you will never have to be cold again.
SPLIT POWER
Ticket Scratcher
A bathing suit bottom for women in the style of bicycle pants in bathing suit material.
LOST your BIKE? Your LUGGAGE? Your DOG? Buy "FINDER" - A GPS patch linked in your mobile or tablet that tells where your belongings are
Dancing Candles
HangIt
Labial shield device, also known as an "Anti Cameltoe" device. I currently have a patent but need to know how to produce, market, etc...
Ever wanted toast or a toasted bagel from a vendor and you were unable to? Because they didnt have a toaster
Easy Cleaning male Razor for shaving.
New Spoon combined with Fork
L.E.D.Clips.
EVERYTHING BOOMER APP.
I present the walkinglaptop The RobotLaptop it walks around and u can open up the screen and the keyboard.it uses solar-power Please vote
Golf Golashes
Time Machine Watch
Mail Box Receptacle locked external receptacle and locked internal receptacle to secure small packages and daily postal deliveried mail.
A Phone Jump
the new dryer ball
The idea is a lighted bubble on a level.
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Toaster Brush
Fixie Stix
PP 2X3 Battery Charger
Wall plug multi-function
FingerMouse
the umbrella spatula
MultiFace Sneakers : same pair of sneakers with different colors everyday using hook-and-loop fastener (Velcro)
POP TOP
Car Floaties !Just drive on, lock clips ,inflate, done.Light weight chains and durable rubber chambers lift your car up in any water.
Portable Hand Dryer/Massager
Sad Momma
Quirky Flash Drive Easy Store
Scenes, Your Own DESIGN-er dishware. Do you have a set of dishware for each holiday or celebration? WHY, when you can buy one set of Scenes!
Frost Peel
A small portable device that quickly turns any baby carseat into a swing that rocks them to sleep!
we have added bags to carry everything we need for our activities comp, gym bag cooler this will eliminate having to carry multiple bags
Smart Dispense
Programmable Computer Mouse. An interface that engages all five fingers and sports four programmable buttons.
ColorWindow
Exchangable Bottom Slippers
F n' A diapers
I CREATED A DEVICE THAT WILL AID THE HANDICAP SO THEY WILL GO HOME WITH CRUTCHES INSTEAD OF A WHEEL CHAIR WHICH
GIVES THEM MORE INDEPENDANCE
make cleaning gutters easier. How about a pole with a mirror and a scoop attachment so that the user can clean gutters from the ground?
Flip Table
Super Water Bottle
Feedback Activity Management
TOOTULOOZ TM
New Baby bathtub. Current designs break your back or are too small. Bath must grow with child/be fully adjustable. Parents need this...
A uniquely designed pacifier that always lands "nipple" up. No more washing with soap and water EVERY time it drops on the floor!
Sound of ferrari for bicycle
Soap Saver
A cordless, rechargeable crevice wand. Giving you freedom to move through the house without being restricted by the hose on your vacuum.
We have developed a device that will peel hard boiled eggs in less than 30 sec. Its hand held and there are no other devices like it. cost$3
Home Depot Cake N Cupcakes!
Objects shaped like hands in various gestures that replace a rear wiper arm on cars.When wiper is turned on,makes hand waving motion.
Color Changing Case
Gold Pure Gold
Tumbling â€œUncle Samâ€
Times Up
Latch On Curtain Mount
Time Bloks
PERFECT FORM
I'm tired of having to buy or make shelves for my collectables. If only there was some way to expand or shrink a shelf.
this is a unique one of a kind product that is fun for your four legged friend it's physical and mentally stimulating your pet will love it
liquid scale
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caffeine body wash
Make eyeglass prescription films to go over electronic device screens (like I phones, etc.) to match the eyeglass prescription of the user.
Sick of deer and rabbits eating your garden while you sleep? Put this motion sensing air "freshener" with animal repellent in in your garden
Foggy mirror after taking your nice hot shower? No problem! We have a fast and easy solution for that
Defend and apprehend! A new self defense spray with twin nozzles. #1 shoots mace #2 has skunk spray. Blinded awhile &amp; marked for easier I.D.
The mini Abs crunch machine...
If a small hydraulic jack can lift 50 Ton doing a small effort, why can't it move a car?? Can 50 Ton of strength move a car?? YES
My idea is called the migraine pillow rap. It is a wrap that blocks out light, and sound comfortable enough to sleep in and moves with you
Eye glasses that float! Not with side or rope floaties, just eye glasses that will float whenever they leave your face while in water.
Practice Golf mat,
The Interchangeable heels! Same pair different style heel or front shoe design. Clever, Unique, and Stylish.
Water Weight ankle/vest weight
FlapWrap
Beep - Beep!
Banana Cat Furniture Saver
Tooth Paste Brush
The Grill Detector
Make-up application tray.
BBQ Humidifer
Erase with your fingers! Fing-arasers. The next sillybandz! Eraser that slide on your fingers!Cool designs, colors, shapes. Collect them all
Political Chews are dog chew toys resembling our polititians. Barrack Obama,George Bush, Romney, Perry, etc.
Make the Crossover iPhone case for Galaxy S3's.
Mirror Clear Defogger
Programmable Volume Control
Macbook Pro/Air Power Supply/Adapter scuff protection rubberized silicone case
Plunger Plate
VibeApperals
Mosquito Killer
A shoebox that has a see through panel on the end for easy shoe identifying and storage. When purchased they will come in this box.
shop pal
Hide a web
Umbrella and retractable leash
Tired of looking for a dish towel when washing dishes? Try the Nozzle Niffter. It attaches to your retractible spray nozzle. It will save $.
FUTURE WORLDS TIME TRAVELERS
BACKACHES WEIGHTING YOUR LUGGAGE? Never More! Buy MATSCALE, a light silicone mat that tells how much your luggage weights, without
lift it
The Tea Bobble helps your tea release more antioxidants by continuously dunking the tea bag for you.
Step On It!
A silicon/rubber protective "cap" with a magnetic center that fits over a metal lock keyhole preventing moisture or debris from entering.
ultimate bathroom trash can
Windshield wiper blade cover (guard or wrap) to prevent blades from freezing against the carâ€™s windshield in snow, freezing rain or sleet.
Scale Adapter for pets
Dog leash attachment that holds a tennis ball, or racquet ball.
Sweet Script
"No Burn Zone Band" is a heat and fire resistant elasticized band around hairline with ear pockets shielding user from hot utensil burns.
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Christian Education concerning the importance of the resurrection of Jesus Christ in toy-teaching-simplicity. 67% of U S say it is important
App-Enabled Lazy Susan
"ITS MY TURN, ITS MY TURN!!!!" Now they really know when its their turn...
Cancer Patient Safety Pants
Heat Kills! Save the Life of Your Electronics - Silicone Mat with Ridges Keeps Things Cool
Hate having your personal hygiene items displayed in your shower for everyone to see? Look no more. Meet the Shower &amp; Tub Caddy Enclosure.
While driving, USATOUR will entertain me with a voice tour guide of wherever I am. Town history, demographics, points of interest.
SPLAX
Fast dishtowel dryer - For restaurants and kitchens - Minimizes the amount of laundry
Dish Soap Wipes
The UNIVERSAL Sports Arm Strap
Key Finder Device and App
"Fuel-o-meter" used to help regulate the amount of fuel that is used to heat your home. It reminds you of the amount of fuel that remains.
FUTURE TIMETRAVEL TIME SHIP Sm
Jake's Assistant
Cookie Cutter Stacking Pencil
A compact automobile lift, with a pneumatic hose attached for easy removal of lug nuts, which allows the user to lift a vehicle's weight.
Tupperware plates. Makes storing leftovers a breeze. No plastic wrap, no switching containers, no extra dishes to wash. Saves time No hassle
Hotel Code Keys
Super folding trolley car.
Smart Pad
Mr. Umbrella, is a combination of a personal MISTER and an UMBRELLA. Keep cool when your under your own personal misting system.
Houdini Pendant Chain
solar clam shell is a solar powered continuous charge battery pack that encapsulates a smart phone powers and extends battery use with no AC
Water-Proof Phone Forearm Band
Laptop sleeve that doubles as SELF-inflatable lap desk or seat cushion. Lightweight. Great for students, travel, bed, car, commute, outdoor.
my idea is Automatic Body Wash dispenser.This product will free ur bathroom from bottle cluter and will help in stopping the spread of germs
Piquet de parasol anti-vent
A shampoo holder that saves space. And also saves shampoo.
Traveling Fishing Lure
Adjustable and lockable dog run cable system. Position dog in desired area to defecate. Release lock for standard dog run freedom.
Kevlar Keeper
My-Fi
Fast Girl Panties
The Tech Gadget Folder
Convertible heels
Lets make a pitcher that is easily used by the whole family plus portion controlled for the younger kids!
A cell phone screen protector that also provides a clear view of your screen when you are outside in the blaring sun!
The Garage Noodle
THE BRIDAL BIB is a stunning adult bib made of satiny fabrics, lace, pearls, rhinestones. No more worries at reception about spills on dress
Stubble
Almost Flat Sieve Spoon
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Simple, two-position toalet seat lifter solves disagreements and strife between the male and female members of the family in many households
Is my car closed? Where is it btw?! Do you lose time and sleep with these questions? Not anymore! TCS will take care of it... and much more!
Sit to Stand
Keyboard holder with Speakers, LED lighting, USB and Auxiliary Power Jacks for Headphones, Cell Phones and Misc. Built on Gel Wrist Pad.
Wink Angle Sensor
Remote control lounge chair for high-end hotels. Plush, comfortable and easy to use.
ONE POINTS CARD!
Highly compact, light-weight, stable tripod for iPhone/iPad with independent pan and tilt locks.
Boil Lid
Easy barrier fence
Lighted truck rails
air purifier for baby's crib
Marco Polo Goggles
Toilet wash
How many times have you eaten cereal or soup and left the milk or broth in the bottom of the bowl? I don't eat the liquid it gets dumped.
Pick-Up Cargo Net
Security Vacuum Bot
The concept design is for glasses for people who are visually impaired to help them to see or locate obstacles.
Prati'cables
MuscleTreadsÂ® massagers
Surround Sound Bed Risers
!!RESUBMIT!! Toothbrush with floss built in. No more looking for floss..Why? Because it is in the toothbrush. YEAH!
Peace of mind TV
Shoe Stretching Bags
HAVE YOU EVER WASTED HOURS LOOKING FOR YOUR KEYS OR CELL PHONE AND CAN'T FIND THEM? GET FLUSTERED,
AGGRAVATED AND ANGRIER BY THE MINUTE?
No more lost pets. Introducing pet gps collars. Gps will notify owner of exact location of lost pets via cell and home alerts.
Water proof television
My key Locator
The first actual 24Hr safety/security for you and your vehicle. NO MORE! agonizing break-ins and false law suits Bad people will fear this.
Smok'N'Gum
A bendable ten foot pole.
Resubmit)More Space On The Picnic Table? Picnic Caddy. Keep your cell phone and Ipod safe from spills too! Table Bin.
Attn. Dog Owners: Wouldn't you love a safe, cheap, convenient (and non-gross) way to express your dog's anal glands at home?
QUICK CHANGE
App Sprinkler System
Bored, lonely cat no more
Metro Case
Barbecue Fork has Wooden Pepper Mill in the Handle! High quality fork has a temperature readout and becomes your pepper mill with a twist.
every pet owner needs the { pet snack pack } this carry's food and water in one container. compack
BabySafe portable sterilizer
Picture Solar LED
Tattoo Aftercare Reminder App
TubeBud for Tangle Free Earbuds. Flexible enough to fold in your pocket. Resubmitted after 237 votes.
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Portion Ware
Cabana Rails
superdirectivity alarm clock
brfgbgbg
A three in one Tablestand/Storage/Tackle box that compacts to the size of a brief case.
Gentle Breeze Counter Top Styling Hair Dryer - An evolution in hair care for women and men! (Version 2 shown with rigid side vents)
Narative Software
Switch Socket
Seat Pocket Catcher
"Dishpenser"
Fresh-Aid
collapsible grill
SparkUp Shampoo &amp; Conditioner
NO MORE BACK PAIN! This "seat" works! It relieves all the pain and pressure that is put on your low back &amp; sacrum while sitting.
Save the Planet by 3D printing
Everyone use the travel coffee mug and forget that they placed it on top of their cars and they drive away losing their coffee and mug.
Egg holder
It's called an Altee. It's an all season vehicle that u can interchange parts for every season to enjoy an all terrain vehicle.
The vase pump
Was in UC - Resubmit w/Q Staff's 1 Question Answered Herein! Fine Tip, Self-Sharpening, Ergonomic, Retractable Crayons!
1 Gallon CounterTopWaterCooler
Clean Shot
Easy trash bag replacement
Ever been late for work or an event because you lost track of time? Well, you don't have to be anymore with the plug in Bathroom Clock!
At your disposal
You talkin' to me? People apparently love talking to dogs..my idea is to have them talk back.
Little Boys Potty Training must have! Disposable,yet decorative, contoured bath rug that is urine and odor absorbing - like a "Piddle Pad".
this is a unique one of a kind product that is fun for your four legged friend it's physical and mentally stimulating your pet will love it
No one wants to eat alone in the dark especially your new baby.
STOP WASTING BODY WASH!! A fill-able liquid body wash holder that you use just like a bar of soap.
Delicious Highly Concentrated 100% Natural Cranberry Lollipops-For Kids &amp; Adults-Effective for Urinary Tract Infections
LED non-retractable dog leash. Have LED Lights woven into the material that make up the dog leash.
Ketosis Sensor! In every Low-Carb, Carb Cycling Diet, there is a chemical change in the body that causes fat burn. This will detect it.
Finger tip glove repair,primarliy for work gloves. An adhesive patch that could easily be placed on the tips to repair worn through areas
Cast protection
Ever woke up in the morning with your fitted sheet off? My idea will solve that problem. A zip up fitted sheet is the solution.
A Trash can with built-in (not bend) dustpan, broom snaps on and has a telscoping handle to wheel with ease. No lift trashbag door.
Feedback Activity Management
Boo-Boo Tattoo
A national contest to incent fashion designers to deliver a line of casual clothing made for wheelchair riders.
Game-New twist to "Tag": Run around the circle, can only change directions on the designated spots or middle. Kid who is "it" has to tag you
Our worst enemies are micro-organisms: virus, bacteria and fungi. Between they and us,the crazy nano-robots of Brazilian e-nanos family.
Let's make it NOT impossible to push start an automatic transmission car. It could save lives.
Proposing to implement the "blanket warmer" system into bath robe. Plug bath robe before taking a shower find it warm ready when youre done
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MixitQuik is a tool that mixes ready mix bags of cement/concrete in 60 secs. or less without power or gas and saves time and money for all.
Wearable potholder
The Vibe will buzz your son or daughter as he or she wears any color they choose. It works like a pager but tells them to come home or call.
Rollerblade Trainers
Flavored Toothpicks. Aren't you sick of those mint or even worse wooden toothpicks when leaving a restaurant? How about fruit flavors?
READING EYE GLASS HOLDER/clip/carrier. You are not losing things yet, but the DAY WILL COME. Where will your reading glasses be?
Easy Clip Network Cable
DO TOY+SEAT BELT
It is called the the Smart Wallet.It is a wallet with a battery back up device built in the wallet. For charging Smart phones I Phones.
Silent Alarm App &amp; Device
Simple place the card dispenser in your hand then put thumb on roller and roll out a business card.
Stingray-wifi to go. Wifi device that looks good and also doubles as an external drive.
Extra Bathtub Play Area
Quick Clean K-Cup
Dry-Erase "Patches" attached by magnets, for a fun customizable look.
EMF Blocking Bag/Cover for Electric Company Smart Meters. This bag/cover will block rf radiation emitted by your smart meter.
The Charger Box
ionic double toothbrush
CFL Bulb Covers - Youâ€™ve just Run Out of Reasons Not to Use CFL Bulbs.
N E Where Deck Bar/Table
Relative or coworker's favorite sports team lose the big game? Get them a box of Sports tissue! A tissue box with their team's logo on it
Wicharge - Transfer charge from one iDevice to another
Tennis Cube. Why? Dogs Can Play With Toy Indoors Without It Going Under Furniture All The Time. Outside, It Will Bounce In Unexpected Ways.
Quick Fix Damaged Car Paint
The Braid Cap
Bumper for iPhone 5
The bag Lady Trash Can
Paint Stick w/Paint Slider!
A hair clipper that fits in the palm of your hand. This allows you to buzz your own hair by just rubbing it around your head.
manteau lumineux
Whether your Sitting on the Train, couch, school or walking or standing. have your iPad or tablet comfortably in front of you hands free!
Inflatable Comfort Pillow. Pillow has an inflatable core surrounded by foam sleeve that can be inflated/deflated to your own firmness level
Inflatable sticklabe Toy piece
Period Emergency Kit (PEKpak)
Cushioned Slip and Slide! It's all fun and games until someone hits a rock or thorny patch in the grass. So lets try a padded slide!!!
The Solar Heated Memory Foam Sleeping Bag is the most comfortable, warmest, and potential life-saving bag ever!
I love soap bars, hate the gunky mess they sit in while using them. I need a great looking soap dish with a purpose.
keychain duzs tool
Paws off couch defender
360Â° Ice Cream Scooper
Cooled Heavy Blanket
s cooler
The double knife! Cut the exact same size of cake slices repeatedly with no effort.
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device viewfinder
this is a unique one of a kind product that is fun for your four legged friend it's physical and mentally stimulating your pet will love it
binkie finder
Entry door lock which is blue tooth enabled to allow users to unlock entry doors with mobile device
Solar powered indoor lamps.They make them for outdoor,why not have a lamp where solar powered panel is detachable or on window-free energy
The easy access, easy seal counter top dispenser for spoons, knives, forks and misc. Access all with one twist. Seal from pest and germs.
Spatula with a mist
Easy Access Pill Cup - Easier to handle and swallow.
Complete Sun-Blocking Glasses
FindMe Phone Cases
Our skateboard shoe will have a replacable toecap and sole. To save time, money and be able to accessorize. Skaters will love it.
This iPhone holder for your car is easy to attach and easy to put away.
a sucion tip with attached tongue retracter
Coffee Dripper slipper
BounceGuard
A collar that raps around two condiment bottle necks. Standing one bottle upside down on top of the other allows bottle to empty.
Chair Rollers..add wheels to any chair
Smart Camera Cash Register
Rake Head Cleaner &amp; Bag Holder
an electric interception timer
no taxes
High Efficency Thermal Pot
Most innovative Flash diffuser in the market.
Emergency Windshield Wipers
Fleels
The Earring Closet
A simple modification to the standard paint roller, which allows the easy creation of custom painted patterns and textures.
SmartCharge
PERUSEASE, The best way to compfortably shop for books or documents.
Pot and pan lid storage: SEE VIDEO
Stuff
Pano elÃ¡stico - Elastic cloth
Alternate hot/cold compresses for sinus headaches nREALLY helps. But its not easy to do when sick. The Sinus Relief Mask makes it easy.
Help Reduce The Anxiety Around Taking An Inhaler For Children With Asthma. Redesign The Inhaler, Or Design A Cover For The Existing One.
a dog or cat collar that lights up and beeps off when you push a remote control button
Hard Shell Case Rotate 180 Remove from case place on top of case in an enclosed clear frame w/openings for Charger, etc Combination Lock
Disposable Toothbrush Pack
raisin drops
This device is used to communicate to office colleagues working in cubicles to please be courteous and 'DO NOT DISTURB' when the flag is up.
antivol bluetooth
A cool and enviromentally friendly Gadget, that blast snow and ice of your car window in seconds.
This is juvenile; yet in my late 20's still think flatulence is humorous. Want a digital fart grader.
Pixlet
Mobile Doorman Flexible Setup
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4 in 1 dry erase markers? Eliminate so many markers lying around.
Flash Magnifying Case
Homework Rewards App
When your child out grows the car seat and is now in a booster seat, you want them to be comfortable if they fall asleep in the car.
A Coil Flashlight with batteries in one end, a rubber coil that you can wrap from the wrist to the finger to help get into tight areas.
Soup Bowl Ice Pack
A wheeled suitcase and a luggage pushcart in one. No more $4 cart rentals... you already arrived at the airport with one.
Wifi Wrist
Saddle Caddy
Water bottle holder/dispenser
Spring loaded toilet paper dispenser. Tube holding 6 toilet paper rolls, spring at the bottom pushes up dispense rolls and attach to rack.
LunchSpBotx ,a combination insulated lunch box that UNIQUELY unfolds to become a sanitary eating surface.A great spot to eat!
"The Skinny candle" the scent from the candle curbs your appetite.
No more fighting in bed! A quilt that's perfect for couples who have one person who is always cold and one who is always hot. A split-cover.
The Velcro Fastener Comb cleans Velcro fasteners fast, easily and inexpensively without damage.
Laptop Travel Carry Bag!!
Replace those old fashioned window and door sheer curtains with upscale, light diffusing, patterned, heavy gauge paper window shades.
Wireless Earphones (With Wifi)
Solar Motion Light
THE POTTY TARGET
Drawstring hook
DON'T FORGET CANDLE
-- Baby Socks That Donâ€™t Fall Off -- (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
iPhone Dock Called "iDash"
Gift-Scanning Wand
Family Folio
RESUBMIT)Lighted Outdoor Sprinkler for Kids! Glow in the dark Sprinkler
POP UP
'A Ball of Hooks' A ball with 6 mixed fixed &amp; retractable hooks/rings for flexible use in 3 planes, to bind, hang &amp; wrap things.SEE VIDEO!!
The door to your room missing a lock? Attach my EZ Twist Door Lock with no extra hardware. (The Lock Bug!)
Pen Texter
Child Medication Schedule
QuietBed a Sound Canopy
Squash seed scooper
Turn your MacBook into an iMac. The idea being a toaster style dock that you could slide your MacBook into to convert a monitor into an iMac
BED AB MACHINE strengthen abdominal muscles. Adjustable strap hook bottom of bed. Top attach your feet. Situps,leg lifts in comfort of bed.
Electric ducted-fan powered paramotor for a paraglider
catcher bottles
FOGHORN STOP/RUN
Poop tube
Smart Speed Bump
Functional Ceiling fan copter
Matt Heater
Take Five.
Lace Bracing - a band in the loop of sneaker / shoe tongues to keep the tongue centered
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charge safe
BFFCaddy. For YOU and YOUR BABY! Freezer Caddy to store flat breast milk and home made soups. Flat freezing is the solution.
Tub faucet,hand shower and replaceable,spinning brush to clean tub.No slip and falls stepping in the tub,or falling face first in tub.Great!
Cell Case w/ Pen Compartment
The File Puller - The drawers are full causing injury to the staff. The files are over sized &amp; difficult to move in or out of the drawers.
SeeMe Safety Strap
A jumper cable for the iphone that allows you to charge your battery from the battery of another phone.
Never buy air freshner for the house again! Instead, try Scented HV/AC Air filter. Candles are dangerous, sprays don't last, oils are messy.
Humidity Delivered
Back saving Bendable Broom
DoggieFlap
Dream Car Cover
Wearable Audio Security Sound Alert Device for Children
Never stale
POPUP
Vendor Scanner
clean pedel
Strapz
my idea is to make a hidden pocket in a bra for females, with a zipper to hide money cellphone and anything else that we may use..
Solar Panel Mobile Cover
a new brush of bathroom
TargetHomeDepotUp/DownTrivet:)
What to do with all that snowboard gear. We need to have a better system for organizing all of our snowboard gear in one place. Stowboard.
Wondering what to do with those old Memory Cards? Now you can combine them to create a USB flash drive!
Enerâ€“G: Your portable pedal driven power source. Charge your phone, mp3 player, etc when you ride...also have a continuous light source.
A tire that has shocks where the spokes should be so that way we get rid of the inner tube on the inside but have the same affects.
No EMF Phone Sleeve :)
Keenan's .50$ cellphone stand
iPad, tablet keychain stand
Bed Side Light that charges your Devices (USB ports integrated) ENDING SOON
Emergency phone power!
Tub/shower stickers that display the temperature of the water in the shower or tub as it changes.Can be colorful shapes or mats that inform.
The Fuggetaboutit. A spring amd magentically operated toilet seat hinge and/or lid.
functional Pocket Iphone case
A band that ID's ur drinking glass (concept similar 2 wine charms) the band could have a name, saying, etc - put on glass/cup to ID it.
Boob Lube
I think having onesies that are velcro Would be so helpful when you have a wiggling baby you don't have to try and line up the snaps.
RESUBMIT: A collapsing baby bath. Hang on the back of bathroom door. No more bulky storage problems; built in storage
Fully customizable diaper bag that allows you to add/remove exterior compartments, adjust sizes of interior compartments, and accessorize.
tree pod
The Bra-ster...cozy zip pocket that velcros to inside of jog bra or regular bra and holds ipod, phone, ID, keys to keep you hands free.
Perfect Pizza Slicer
springy car cover
Mismatched Sock Solution
Magnetic clothes hanger.VIDEO
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A set of new automobile cameras to view tires when parking against the curbside to prevent the ruining of your expensive rims and/or tires.
Skip to the beep
Mattress with replaceable "pods". Pods can be pillow top,foam,air adjustable and any firmness level. Pods are easy and cheap to change out.
Disposable party ware
L'Accordion Paint Brush Cover!
Retractable Ear Piece clip That becomes ART. Protect your Bluetooth and never miss place it. Get a Call pop it in your ear. Always near.
Washer Detergent Reservoir
Ergonomic, Universal, and Versatile. Grip + stand for any tablet or e-reader without any reconfiguration.
Home Depot Rake w/Bag Storage
kiddie guard
Aromatherapy Showerhead &amp; scen
Kerr,s Jerk Rotor
Safety umbrella that will increase visability on dark rainy nights by illumination. Be seen with the BriteBrella
A you fill seasoning shaker inside a detachable utensil handle: spatchula etc. add your own seasonings in the top easy to change and clean.
Kitty play bed
Slosh-less Water Bottle
A simple solution to clean the insides of dirty bottles. A spray of water comes out of the spinning cleaning brush and scrubs bottle surface
Skull-i
Cosmetic Timer
Suction Cup Pet Bowl
Personalized tracking system for laptop,cell phone,keys,books,glasses, jewelry,flash drive,camera,etc. through cell phone app and computer.
An Ipad case w/stand that has a storage slot for your stylus so you don't lose it. Flips open like a steno pad.
LED Light Cell Phone Cases for iPhone 4S and Droid Razr, the #1 and #2 best-selling phones. Time to update the Beamer
Pizza stone sandwich
TIME SAVER SM
Portable outdoor island. Extra grilling prep space, supply storage,and utensil hooks. Extra counter top for BBQ grills and outdoor kitchens.
Safe, comfy PET-IN-PLACE makes it possible for small pets to play and roam the yard, while making it IM-possible to squeeze through fences.
OZVAWT
Magnetic angle pin
The elderly and post surgical patient can feed/water thier dog safely and easily. Use tube to pour the dog food down the pipe into the bowl.
Reaction label on plastic water bottles that change color in intense heat to warn of carcinogens getting into water and warn to not drink!
LAGRA
Vinyl illuminating runner underlay. Step on it and edging LED's light up. Will accommodate new or existing floor runners plug in or battery.
Crutch Handle Covers
SPYGLASS
Improvement Product
Circular Chair
Stop A Drop! Catches the drops of urine left on the floor when males use the toilet. Disposable. No more constant cleaning! No more smell!!
Body Brush
it is the first portable wash,rinse and dry machine for pets a all in one
Augmented Reality (AR) Channel - Catch the Next BIG Wave!
Box that hangs on the wall.Opens like a book.Vertical shelves inside with special hooks for earrings.Holes for studs.Trays for backs.Lori
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Oil change app
Apollo Shade Tote!
Squeeze N Spread
my cocktail pick "holder" is a piece of art that hold up to ten drink stirrers.it's artistry design is both beautiful and functional
No more searching for that sticky note. Get the sticky notes off your monitor, or desktop and stick it to the sticky note board.
The Riz Charger
MIkeMe
Find My Home App
Spring Shock Driver Golf Clubs
Car Stereo Receiver with Integrated iPhone Docking Station
Make your writing experience comfortable with this ergonomic soft grip! Please suggest colors or design if you feel like! student gadget?
Filament material recycle
THE REVOLUTIONARY HAT RACK: Hang more baseball caps in less space with this new design. Also, hang it on your door or on your closet rack.
GuitarStar
Baby Bibb made of super absorbant microfiber on one side and waterproof material on the other in super hero colors called "souper slurper".
BeachBode Revolutionizer
BABY MONITOR THAT CAN BE USED WITH LCD,LED SCREENS, IPAD,ITOUCH,ANDROID PHONES:3 OR 4G PHONES,LAPTOP, DESKTOP
EhWannaSip
E-Z Change Trash Bag System
Carbonated Vodka
A flexible fabric "cold-it" bowl- It flattens for freezing, then opens to cradle your serving dish keeping foods chilled much longer.
1 DAY LEFT!!! Love going to the beach but hate getting into your car with sandy feet? Just open your trunk!
Passe temps simple en voiture
A small, wearable, device,self-programming for tilt sensitivity and vibration, that reminds me to stand up straight whenever I slouch.
The new way to charge your Iphone ipod ipad no more carrying cords and big Wall charger When at home plugs right into a Wireless dock port
Projector
Got an itch to scratch? Use the Multi-BackScratcher with its 5 versatile heads and telescoping handle that adjusts to a 90 degree angle.
washing machine/dryer
let mesure
Worldâ€™s Ugliest, and Most Energy Efficient Lamp!
Plug-and-Pay Car Charge Station - Self-Docking Park &amp; Charge Kiosks. Sell your Electricity. Patentable, Huge Licensing Opportunity
WEDGE--A triangular-shaped hamper that fits in that useless space behind your door. Resub.
WatchDog
Imagine your deck lined as a beautiful garden. A deck post pot topper creates your own backyard design right on your deck (no yard needed).
The reverse microwave
Electric Futon Bed Frame
SNAPSDOWN - A Knitted Cap for your Headphones.
Handsy Bike Light
This is a Sun Shade for a car/Truck
I LOVE to braise meats and veggies? I dont love removing items from broth. A dutch oven lined with a removable strainer would be PERFECT!
PILLOW TALK
This water Xhose shrinks to a compact 1 pound hose.Can Q turn it into an AIR HOSE for air compressors, nail guns, any air tool - see video
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A drink coaster that works!
Photo album from â€œbrag book size or largerâ€ that can be converted/unfold into â€œoneâ€ standing or wall mounted framed picture.
Bigger is better. Get your corn holders now.
OctoArms
Static- Iphone/ipad case
This product will help any homeowner or landscaper make sure a new or crooked tree is absolutely straight and plumb.
Weed Collar
Minimize beverage waste, water bottles, juice bottles, soda bottles all have 1 thing in common.....they all have/need a cap.
A wall dispenser to hold/sell: 1) Box w/sz 2 diaper &amp; baby wipe; 2) Box w/sz 5 diaper &amp; baby wipe; 3) Box w/Depends "panty" &amp; adult wipe.
Dog owners clean up after their dogs on walks, then we have to carry the FULL-bags. An alternitive is, the dog carries that on it's leash.
DUST BUNNIES
seau-bidon pliable et bassine.
Metal Waterproof SD Card Tube
Bobby Socks
iOS Powered Perfume Atomizer
** ZIPPER PULL NAME TAGS ** Never lose another jacket/lunchbox/backpack again!
CC GLASSES FOR MOVIE GOERS
Sheet-Strap
Charm call indicator light like htc's - for all cell phones in different colors and shapes!
I like to do long distance horseback rides, hiking, and jogging... It would be great to have a water &amp; solar charger backpack together.
iPod Touch Internet Case
Charge your gadget anywhere!
Temporary waterproof precise targeted application for camouflaging exposed roots on scalp in a mascara-type process to "de-skunk" part line.
Virtual Interactive Closet
Shopping Buddy
Finally, a soothing solution to dry, flaky and itchy skin. A purely organic soap product made from a combination of all natural materials.
Smartphone's top display.
Bathtub Jet Scrubber: Battery-operated,rotating,circular brush for gently and effectively getting all the gunk out of bath or hot tub jets.
Have you ever been on a late night job that requires a keyboard and computer? It's really annoying to have to wince and try to see the keys.
Inflatable compact umbrella in nice design
Care-Tip Gloves
EZ - THAW - meat de-froster
Smartbook
White Noise Ear Plugs
Wireless cooling/heat pitcher
Flexibroom
Don't be stuck with that old outdated bumper sticker anymore .NOW Just slip it in the bumper sticker home. I'm about to tell you about.
Call no giving it that easy
My Bath Butler
Motorcycle safety is a big deal, let's help make it better!
Hot scents
WifeAlert
Phone retriever cases
Stuffed animal with hidden journal for kids! (Paulette Jaques)
Hand Mini Wrist Tripod
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ZOOShoes
"Indoor Cat" Health Station

Timed Sunshine Therapy

Sweetater dispenser

Mineral Water Dispenser

Orthopedic Cushion

A portable, non-battery operated, easy-to-use protein shake mixer that actually blends well. Everytime! A must-have for gym rats
MeToy
A shade or Visor for the window behind the rear view mirror of your car. Cut the glare visors don't always do for dawn and dusk
SUPER HERO T-SHIRT
Home depot smart steak flipper
EZ 2 find
Scraper that attaches to the bowl that allows you to clean your spoon of the leftover dogfood that is caked onto your spoon.
Chicken Wings Ramekin
Quad Vacuum
EASY TO ATTACH DOG COLLAR (Leash, Identification, Visibility) [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Pedicure Boot
ROLLING PIN COOKIE CUTTER-The more efficient and easier way to make cookies! Rolling Pin Skin!Just slide on and start cutting
Clutter Master
Fresh Feat
Fold and Hang Weight Bench in your closet. Provide more space in your room.
Toilet Bowl Ventilation System. Removes the smell at the source and vents it out of the rest room.
Gaming Headset
PiCon POWER
Music (audio) Driven Electrical Muscle Stimulation
TissueMinder
THE STOOL THAT KEEPS YOUR DRINK COOL. Carrier/seat that holds your drinks and other items. See image.
Endurance bicycle seat(more power). A seat with w/a rear pop-up endurance rest. Made up of light weight aluminum parts.Good for touring bike
Head or Bust, a secure Canister in the shape of the dog Breed. The top of the head or the base can unscrew to allow you to put the remains.
Alarm clock with a remote stop button that can be placed where YOU need to be to start your morning routine and finalize your waking process
Roller Soap TM
A cookie sheet that guarantees the best of both worlds for all cookie connoisseurs...soft, ooey, gooey centers and crispy, crunchy edges.
All in one dry station!!!! A free standing coat rack with a fan forced hot air to dry coats,gloves,hats,and a boot drying station on bottom.
retractable jumper cables
levitator
pneu intelligent
Smart Golf
X-mas Tree Rotator
Cylindrical container with lid, for cooking utensils. To keep them clean, clean,clean, in a small area, looking aesthetically appealing.
Hate Ice Cold Gloves? TOASTY can help. It is designed to warm a pair of gloves in just seconds. Never leave with cold hands again.
The Six Shooter Spice Dispenser-Grinder and Organizer: All the spices you need in one place, ready to go.
Cord Keeper - A Retractable Vacuum Power Cord Box! - No More Messy Vacuum Cords - Keep Cord Out of the Way When Vacuuming - Clips to Vacuum
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers. SUMMER IS COMING!
Date stamped sticker for food items. Easy labeling to help answer â€œis this still good?â€. Q Logo on every fridge!
wristband To-Do-List
FED UP WITH YOUR PARTNER HOGGING ALL THE BLANKET IN BED? This is where we draw the line (quite literally)!
Drill/stud finder
The Double Pitcher
Easy Cleanup Tarp
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Ear plug alarm "clock" - Helps you sleep and wakes you up on time
Toilet-Trees When nature calls, never be embarrassed to have a movement in any bathroom. A toilet cleanser &amp; air freshener with style.
POKIT
Modular Thermal - Practcality and versatility on carrying types of food
La colle carrÃ©
Cats change their preferences for napping places constantly. Here's a cat bed that has a few select options available all in one place.
Fresh slice
An Attachment that makes your Umbrella Hands Free! The attachment is collapsible and Hairdo friendly. Stay dry while being Hands Free!
Diaper Changing Mask
Homework and signature App
Leaf rake broom. Rake then flip to a broom. Yard Work Just Got Easier! Great for driveways!(Paulette Jaques)
My idea is for a pool cover with a sewn in air pillow attached to the underside of the cover. A one step pool cover.
Toothbrush Gaurd
Top bunk bed bedding
Cell phone easy holder
Rotating Brush
Beaded Iphone case
Friend sms
The BathBuddy is the ideal fun-time and safety product for kids. This amazing device will insure safe and bubbly-fun baths every time.
A dog carrier that allows you to carry your small dog comfortably with you. Please read further for info that causes this to make sense.
Fun shaped staples that will keep the corner edge of your paper down flat and can be in various shapes, logos, etc. *functional &amp; creative*
A "Post-it" like pad with thicker, coaster, printed designs for use in the kitchen and/or bar as spoon rests and coasters. Coasters Plus
tap water electric turbine
Spring Loaded Child Safety Gat
Sniffeez - a better tissue
Prenatal Education Speaker
PATENT PENDING - Hand held battery or solar-powered hot dog fork cooks hot dogs, marshmallows on a rotisserie has telescopic arm for length.
PYRAMIDS (REUSABLE) TOOTHPICK
Slingshot adjustable uplighter
Aqua-Puc
Remote control finder
Air-Bag Utility Vest
Method of gripping tools, sports raquets and covering for hot, wet applications.
reusable fan blade covers
Yin Yang Cup
Mommy hand
The Flower Pacifier
Watch your piggy bank
Toilets can be scary! At least to young children when the toilet has an automatic flusher. Keep the toilet from flushing with Flush-Ease!
Stasis
Renewable energy techniques
Retractable Extension Cord Box. Just plug in the box and pull cord out and when your finished the retractable cord pulls its self back in.
Pressure Pad Alarm on mattress
My idea is to create a baby chair that will have a compartment to house the standard wet wipe packs, or custom made packs.
Poopster lets you clean out poopy undies with ease. Features a rise, soak and wring mechanism.
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Fun with CHAIR HOCKEY- even WHEEL CHAIR? Here it is! 2 player Hockey. Yes two players can play this game by hand and S c o r e! No Chair too
Cloth headbands but they have a small zipper in the bands. The zipper is used for storing bobby pins, elastics or money.
My idea is for a temporary privacy fence. This will be an easily set-up fence of approximately 6' high for times when privacy is needed.
Individually Wrapped Charcoal
Utensil scrubber
larger holed toothbrush holder
Duo - sheet music display
My pitch is the ABC. Active Business Card. A card the size of a pocket calculator that plays a dynamic audio/visual presentation for clients
Simple Sk8 Caddie
Wind Guardian
REcycled PLASTIC, stylish, stackable, washable, in/outdoor chairs for any yard,party or a business. Various fun colors or more traditional.
A Roman Numeral LED/LCD Clock
baby arm
come to japan
Automatic Snapping Wrench
criminal alert for shop owners
No more blurred photos - Image stabilizer for point and shoot cameras
Heated shakeable ice-cream scoop. Simply shake it and the ice-cream scoop heats up. No plug-ins, batteries or charging station.
GARAGE DOOR SCREEN- customizable screen fits on the home exterior. ventilates heat from automobiles while keeping debris and insects out.
A pullout coffe maker station that has compartments to keep everthing you need to make your coffee/tea in one place like filters etc.
Renewable energy techniques
Shower Curtain Bubble
Smart App Baby
Swiss-Style Utensils
Its the middle of winter and you find yourself waking up to 2ft snow on your deck/sidwalk. Why not prevent that pile up with the heat tarp?
Computer Cozy. A cover for the flat screen on your desk to disguise it's techy appearance when not in use,also protect it from dust,
Klip N Zip
The Radar Space Blanket serves as a survival tool for a lost person. It will assist search and rescue personnel in locating a lost person.
Balloon jewelry for kids
The Punching bag that bobbles.
Dr. App
A pacifier that makes noises as its being sucked. Music helps a baby develop and keeps the baby quiet. Parents and baby both happy!!
Grill with Proprietary Divider
Freezer Friends Boxes
SOLRetractor USB Charger
Pocket Frisbee a portable frisbee thats easier to carry when youre done playing with it
Smartswitch
Rock Don't Roll
Self-sterilizable thermos
Back scratcher &amp; Bath brush
Girls, have you ever had a PROBLEM walking in heels due to the lack of stabilty they give you? Steady Step will easily solve that problem!
"Latch-it" auto trunk tie down is easier and safer to use than elastic cords, ropes or string Snap in Hook to bottom Pull to tighten
A wall paper costum ( diferent colors for backround)with many pictures in different angles representing favorits moments from your life
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Magnetic Dart retriever
Clickr: Couch Embeded Remote!
my idea is for people that can not bend over to pick up there swept garbage and never miss place there dust pan.
It seems I was a few months late with this one, as something matching it's features is currently being developed by folks in white coats.
Warm Wheel
Check Deposit Station 4 phones
A dustpan like shovel, safe for car finishes, that easily scoops snow from your car and allows you to toss it away in one easy motion.
Combing the alarm clock and lamp! A way to wake up easier in the morning with the aid of the light and have less clutter on the nightstand!
Transforming Briefcase Scooter
It's an edging for along fences and at the base of decks and other structures which prevents the need for weed wackers. For a clean cut.
Portable Board Game
hangr
Perfect Connector
startrek lazer tag
An overflow device that attaches to your pots for when you are cooking and water boils over. Let it catch the overflow and no more mess.
Compacting Garbage Can(Home)
Auto Baby Bottle Prep System allows parents to schedule milk to be warmed and formula bottles to be made avoiding fitful cries and waiting.
Disposable shoe liners - like "panty liners" for shoes....keep your feet dry, eliminates foot odor, and protects the life of your shoes!!
Collapsible Paint Can W/Faucet
BUDDY PARKING APP
Waste Not
Bungee "Bandits" with male and female swiveling clamps that spin to allow various configurations and extension sizes-Customize your cord
Is Quirky world wide? (Idea for Japan) if you are familiar with japanese culture they do not wear shoes in the house!
RightRest
Watercolor Sunscreen
Permanent mounted kayak wheels, no need to carry around a kayak cart that needs to be assembled, dissembled, and stored for every use
Hurricane Shower
KneeRyder Motorcycle
Smart Kitchen Canister
Use your feet to draw. Chalk Shoe Attachments.Great for motor skills!Keep kids active!(Paulette Jaques)
The Text Terminator
ICE MELT SPRAYER for every home. You donâ€™t even have to step off the stairs to spray. No more lugging bags of icemelt. Spray-Melt-Now
A car sunglasses holder that does not required both hands to place and remove sunglasses.
Fog and droplet free shower mirror for those who shave in the shower. A waterfilm keeps the mirror clear.
From a bar stool to a chair. One seating device with two seating purposes. Adjustable snap button legs make this device easy to use &amp; adjust
cetlock
Mother father bracelet kids
Worlds first non-friction magnetic powered fan that could save tons of electricity, money and also be used to store useable electricity.
DIY Soffit Kit
Revolutionary Multi Tool: Miter Gauge, Saddle Square, Clamp &amp; Glue Assistant in ONE. More Accurate 45 &amp; 90 Degree Lines. Saves Time
&amp; Space.
Digitized art for the masses.
What's the most important factor in medical treatment? Time. Timeliness is proven to save lives. The "Retractable ECG" is the solution.
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****Apple Seed's*****
A unique fun product showing your support of your favorite team, cause or hobby, also a good way to find your car in a large parking lot
NFC Mouse Pad
Online receipt storage service that ensures you never lose a receipt or invoice from a retail store again. Avoid disputes around claims
Styli Pen Std Pen Pen has Sands from around US and possibly the world and a chain that connects the pen to your product
SWELL
Handle that can attach to ANY shower sponge, making it a snap to wash your back.
My Reel Buddy
Cup/Bowl smartphone holder
Design backpack you can sit on!! Airport friendly with space for your gadgets!! You don't have to sit on floor when airport is crowned!!!
Turbo-flo
USB Organizer
LADDER BRACKET
i want to make a laptop charger case that is powered by solar power, something like the iPhone solar case.
Headcase" xtreme travel pillow, this is a compact multi use hand mounting pillow with lots of extra features like no other. "UNIQUE
No Fire Toaster
Remember Me Box
trashy hookers
Who has seen goofy photos of people where they're shooting picture of themselves on their camera phone? iwand tool will take awesome pics.
Writeable Easy clip on Zip Tags. Attach to zips to label whats inside, and/or replace broken zip tags
a sponge with built in soap
a way to quickly find things we always seem to misplace..tv remote, car keys, eye glasses,etc. no more searching for that remote or car keys
Senior Brain Training
TOOTHPASTE HOLDER
Squeeze-n-Shape
MiniScrub
Dry Soap Box
Night Sweats
The Aggression suppressor
SOUND ACTIVATED LIGHT SOCKET! This product would turn any light fixture accepting a standard bulb into a sound activated light.
Round Mini Bread
Freshen your entire home at one time. Make your home smell amazing without candles, scent spray or plug in devices. Always working
Clothing valet that irons
How can we help students, long-distance lovers, patients, gamers, bookworms, and movie connoisseurs enjoy multimedia while lying in bed? .
How do you know if your hanging basket needs watering?
Fully Illuminated Bike Seat. The base of the seat is fully illuminated and has a lit text on the back saying I'm On A Bike For Night Riding.
The Life glove able to take your pulse, blood pressure, body temp, sight a fracture, and keep record of your vitals in the palm of your hand
Hide-Away Doggy-Gate
SPEEDOMETER TRAVEL TRACKER/SPEEDING NOT AS FAST AS OFCR SAYS/SPEED UP4A 2ND AND GET TCKT-NOW U CN HV DEFENS
RPRT W/DTLS-DRATION TIME-SPD PP
This device will allow a consumer to page a universal remote control for TV/SAT/CBL/DVD like a cordless phone.
App Enabled Cocktail Maker
Drip Irrigation Protector
Smart Crock Pot
( Moto-clipper) Electric nail clipper with fast motor cutting action.
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Sleep sensor
Bring the track to you shoes
Direct replacement light bulb, includes built-in emergency light, automatically detects power failure, retains use of normal on/off switch.
A multi-funtion retractable leash for 2 dogs.
QR Code Medical Id Products
Happy Socks
New idea for a old piece of equipment, a kettle bell handle that fits any dumbbell or door way, it has extending arms and exercise bands.
Wristwatch sticky-note holder
Shelving system for floor-level cabinets. Shelves swing out and upward to you - letting you access everything much easier.
Wristi-fi
I would like to sell a 'cone of silence' for blenders. ItÂ´s simple, cheap and useful. To avoid noise in bars, bakeries and at home.
Spam Handler
MINI face "Loofah" with antibacterial coating + stand. Fill with your favorite face wash and enjoy cleansing and gentle exfoliation.
Never Trip or Fall or Step on Toys (legos)In the Dark With These Shoes and slippers that Have Lights illuminating the path in front of you.
ToPpit Drink Topper
Antivol bluetooth
It is a bathtub insert (liner) that fits inside a standard bathtub and is completely waterproof. It's reversible and machine washable.
Concertina fit all lens hood
Home Bacteria Tester
Stove Control Saftey Device
Terracotta fridge 4 fresh vege
Dual-purpose Coffee Press
An umbrella storage device that fits on top of a car that holds the umbrella in an open position as you enter/exit a car then acts as storag
"Be Hold"=Beverage Clip attached to rim of Party Plate for any beverage container, glass, plastic/paper cups, beer bottle to Hold in 1 Hand!
internet Holy Bible with conc.
ParkingSpotFinder
CO Detector Garage Opener
Adaptable ear headphones
Double Twinny bed
The Toilet Tab
Large Paint/Brush Kit
Progression
In-Tune
The Solar Stroller: Keep Baby Cool On the Go!
Multi-layered Sponge Mop Head
desk tablet
Dry jeans faster while camping
Just for purses! Attractive Designer Liners keep linings undamaged and clean. Made of recylable paper with handy pockets!
Specific Function of invention: The Pin Me Down Beach Pillow Towel is an innovative 4 fruntional in one towel
Rolling Gardens. Portable, wheeled garden containers square, rectangle, different sizes with detachable handles to move around yard freely.
toilet tissue protector
Crossbow foot guard (Video!!)
Quirky USB Multi-Charger â€“ Charge cell phones, smartphones, iPhones, iPods, and More!
Porkfolio meets EURO
Space Saving Lunch Tray for people who working in cluttered workstation/desk. 90 degrees turning strong clip to clip on partition or table.
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Portable totem.
TIC-TAC-TOE GAME SQURES PLUS
Tie Protector
Provide a device that would make texting easier,faster and possible for most who would not be able to text otherwise.
A Wifi operated Power Strip or Plug that enables on/off functions through communication with smartphones and computers.
MOUSEMATE
A standard deck of cards that allow you to play all of the classic board, dice, card, and word games. Also is a system to make your own!
Power Drill that Pushes 4 You
Step Clean Slippers
A sturdy Grill cover that will withstand the weather and is easily put on and taken off.
Amazing Grease Remover
Doggie Safety Collar
Ball massager w/ 6"-12" handle
My idea is for a extension cord holder designed to hold smaller cords and keep them from being tangled, with easy storage.
Water bottle identifier
Bathroom Mat Aerators.
Click
Multiple animal food storage bins with scoops, each holds up to 30 pounds of food. Bins are removeable and sit on a platform with wheels.
Mason Jars
LIFESAVER SWIM SHIRT- A UV-sun swim shirt that has an under-arm instant inflate band. Inflates by CO2 button, mouth or...? Pers. Float. Dev.
Snow measuring is boring! Have fun with S'NO LIE MEASURING. Snow measuring "sticks" shaped as Dinosaurs, animals, or skyscrapers!
Are your outdoor cushions looking worn or dated? Save money by covering your outdoor furniture cushions with fashionable slipcovers.
Say bye-bye to bottled water and hello HIPPo the â€œHuman Irrigation Portable Pouchâ€, the eco-friendly way to transport and consume water
Anyone who likes a challenge will love to play this. Multiple vert. &amp; horiz. maze carts to master. Beneficial as well as entertaining.
My invention combines a tarp with bungee cords sewn in,allowing for ease when tying down a load or moving. No more guessing or tangles.
Cheessors - Don't mess with my cheese
Home depot seeded sticks
Funbrella
Lakeside Hang It
Football fans need SCORE BLOCKER! A small device that attaches to your TV that has a retractable ribbon that covers up the scores on bottom
Chocolate Writer
the google game
SilverwareWolf. Washing silverware sucks. Take silverware rack from dishwasher &amp; lay into silverware drawer in one move. Get on with life.
Flexible USB Extension Adapter Cable - Mount Devices 180Â° and Prevent Damage.
Compact Fluoride Water Filter
USA PATENT . TIME SAVER VAC
Dust Buddies tm
phone reminder
The Inflatable "Tent". This idea is easy and quick when camping in the woods or your own back yard. No need the use of poles any more.
The Cell Shelf
Hands free tablet/phone holder
TV remote with locator
A pivoting iPad stand that attaches to your computer monitor. Now you can easily watch movies, make calls, text,and more without the clutter
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DVD/CD shelf and display
A clothing line called Frames so you can frame your tatoos and show them off. Cut outs like a picture frame only cut out in the clothing.
A bigger Petal Drops to attach to basic universal sized plant pots or make new plant pots with the Petal Drops built in to catch rain.
The Shoe Magnet &amp; Shoe Maggies
A revolutionary camping cooler with a dry storage, a slide out cutting board, and a built in bottle opener. It is called 'THE WAY' cooler.
Mobile Reader Support
iPhone/iPad connector clip for dual screen usage. Works horizontal and vertical at great angle for two touch screens running programs.
The Tiger Tiller
Closet maximizer
Neutralizer kills odor, bacteria, fungus, molds, germs etc. for clothing, kids toys, pet toys shoes/boots for home/work/play.
This is an Under the kitchen counter Ipad/tablet holder that can swivel and fold back under the cabinet with or with out the tablet.
Sniffles
In-Tune
hang on
Busy Bee Vest
jalapeno popcorn oil
to help us track down our every day things that we need. Like our car keys, through using a reverse pager. So when entering a code, it beeps
Coil of Safety Cones
INDIVIDUALY BIO-WRAPPED MASKS!
Easy Clean Thermal Round Brush. One solid unit, no more barrels falling off
Diaper Change Baby Clean Tube
ATOMIC PAPER CLIP-A cool paper clip that can attach,organize &amp; seperate multiple documents. Endless possibilities with this one. Take care!
WINK Butter Minder
Kitchen Digital Calendar
Lace Cleaner
preventing a child from over heating by monitoring a childs temperature, using a blanket or onesie.
MY Commercials
ScanHunt
Lightning Kevlar iPhone5s case
For Bikers and runners - A Display that syncs to your iPhone. An App on the phone controls the information shown on the display
Smart Pressure Cooker
TIRED OF WEARING GLASSES to shave, to do make up? We have the solution: an adhesive tape that is a magnifying glass
My idea is to have anti bacterial cover for shopping carts. Hoping this will help stop infectious diseases being past from person to person.
Sunflower Desk Organizer
Pressure point reliever
Mighty Strap â€“ The Ultimate Hand Tool. Gain increased grip strength, comfort and mechanical advantage.
Charge your phone, tablet or laptop while you use them on the couch, and gain easy access to difficult to reach plugs.
A trombone case with wheels, and a backpack-type strap for easy carrying. Almost everything has wheels nowadays. Why not a trombone case?
WORD RINGS" - each ring has a letter or number so kids could wear up to 10 letter words on hands/toes or both. Different colors-sizes.
Have you ever been really "thirsty" on an all-inclusive vacation and needed a way to carry more than 3 drinks back to your friends?
IPAD BANDS
Garden Seed Chaff Separator
BOOGER BABY'S : A series of 40-50 plastic BB's that are stored inside a 5-6 high inch plastic nose. .
Long Handle Oven Cleaning Brush: Has a long handle to keep your face away from oven so you're not breathing cleaning product fumes
BaBy Therr-Monitor!!
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Turn any mason jar into a salt or pepper grinder with this simple screw-on pepper grinder attachment!
Clean Crack
Folding laptop stand
Cashier's dirty coins washer-cleaner
Hands-free toothbrush
Handy Pen - Pencil Holder
An internet based process or a smart phone application that fosters the creation of free market solutions to typical govenment services.
B2B (Back to Basics)
A simple device that allows youngsters and disabled persons to easily and safely pour drinks from heavy containers (1 gallon, 2 liter).
Bar minimum workout gloves
Lumbar clutch
Unique modern design brings forks, knives, and spoons together in an EYE CATCHING compact package that is very comfortable to hold and use.
Proline Sport Chair,combination Office Chair and Exercise Chair all in 1, work out at work, Arm Rests can provide multiple Exercises.L@@K
Taller man
Keep track of your medications and don't ever think twice whether or not you took your daily pill
Robmesafe
A Bluetooth watch that not only has caller ID and shows text and e-mail notifications, but also allows you to read full text and emails.
Human powered video games, an Exercycle with a generator and battery that powers a video game platform and video screen.
Have you ever had wind blow off the trashcan lid or raccoon get into the trashcan and make a mess you have to clean up. I have a suggestion.
jumBlur is the first mini I.D. protection key chain on the market. Perfect for hiding personal data on mail, bills, ATM receipts and more!
Having HEADPHONES to listen to TV is great, need to TALK that person? They can't hear you with them on or off. He/she is still DEAF.
Chain Link Fence Protector Restrict grass from growing up through chain link fence for a clean manicured look Added animal protection
Protective eye glass wear and hand/arm shields to protect cooks from hot oil splashing in eyes and on hands.
Stinkbug trap
Hologramstruments
Cell phone backup camera
Post-it Pen
quiet mouth
Car cleaning sponges and brushes that actually work for what they intended.Make cleaning your car quick and professional with the right tool
Nails holder-upper
3 in 1 vanity dispenser with nail brush holder
No More Unsightly Cat Litter Boxes!!!! Now you can transform them with our unique, fun, charming and decorative Litter Box Cover and Liner!
Automatic Change Cash Registre
Green Self recharging Bike Light With USB port to charge your phone/electronics Light charges two ways Solar and Friction-less generator
This Glow in the dark Shampoo for your pet could save his life.
Writing App
RESUBMIT-was in UC)Musical Bicycle attachment.Load your own music. Music will play when you pedal. TOYS R US! ASK BILL LEE AND KATE H
Shihts
An inexpensive, roll-able, store-able stereo component shelving/heat sink when unrolled forms an adjustable "shelf" between components.
A heater system that gives you peace of mind, helps you keep your money and helps you live comfortably all at the same time.
Sweet Seat
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At a wedding just before the Bride enter into the church, the carpet roll is rolled out for her to walk on.
Ideal pots and pans
Soap all gone
gCAP Sunglass Holder
My idea was to have an alarm that would fit in the ear. This would be loud enough to wake me but no one else.
A bike helmet that is stylish, eye catching and filled with features, it's a helmet you want to wear every time you get on your bike.
Out of Milk? Check your phone
Airraider freshener
Electronic in-room dining menu for hotels that allows guests to visualize their menu item, appealing to more senses thus increasing sales.
snap
Convert any Lace-Up shoe into a velcro shoe.
Phone case with bottle opener
Backpack Shade
The Soother Kit
Credit Card Sized Screen Cleaner - Quirky Cipher Made With Cleaner More Useful
Baseball BP Caddie
MY idea is a IPAD cover that can be hooked up to the back of the headrest of a car so kids or rear passenger can watch a movie.
I would like to build an office chair using cotton "duck' material for industrial and manufacturing applications.
New toothbrush system Combines brush and paste in one, no separate items Eliminates messy application Versatile Economically friendly
Tired of Dusting? Want cleaner air? Let the "Filter Fixer" do it for you. It automatically removes pollutants and dust. See how below.
Organic, all-natural lipcolor/lip balm that can help you control your appetite
Flower Bulb Storage Reefer
The FistFighter
RESUBMIT: Ergonomic Lap Work Station with Wireless Flexible Spilt Keyboard and Mouse and MORE! GREAT FOR STUDENTS IN DORMS TOO!!!
SNOW WRITERS(RESUB)
Self-opening and closing container helps keep your food fresh and increases serving convenience - especially outdoors.
I want to make a stylish hoodie which gives you the ability to sleep comfortably anywhere! Interested? Read on :)
Modified pill bottles cap for OTC and prescription medicines that track the day and time of the last dose taken.
I would like to make an I-phone case which allows you to use the port on the bottom of the I-phone.
Mount it, Power On, Plug-n-Play all through The Universal Stand/Hub designed specifically for the MacBook Pro and MacBook Air.
A sit on the kitchen counter disposable dish washing cloth, contained in a pop-up box. Citrus scented can be used for multiple other hh uses
MAGNETO . Opposites Attract . Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist Let Magneto Hold on to ur; Keys ,Phones ,Cameras..
Now riding scooters/skateboarding at night is possible, SAFE and COOL with led glow lights mounted to the bottom of your ride! Bikes TOO
The Ultimate Teacher's Aid
KITCHEN SPONGE DISPENSER
Small, sleek dongle that allows an iPhone/iPad to charge from any magsafe cable - which you already have for your laptop. Extra cables suck!
Remote-controlled cooler carrier. No more dragging a cooler through the sand or straining to carry it. It follows wherever the remote goes!
Black Out Computer
Dog Gone Walkin again, HEY DAWGS, This is great for all your peoples, Carry fresh water, a bowl, snacks or kibble, and waste bags 1 system
Refresher wine-champagne
RecycleSpace
App Enabled Smart Toy
power bar with detachable LED
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I want the perfect hair dryer. Light, comfortable to hold, heat efficient and space efficient, with a retractable cord and folding handle.
Max Light
Toothbrush that holds the toothpaste in the handle and with a lift of a lever the toothpaste is dispensed into the bristles.
Wood/Laminate floor kit
Nightlight Station
VOiCE
Grab Straps
Stop cleaning your floor with dirty water. The idea is a 2 compartment mop bucket that keeps the dirt out of clean water. Bestbuckets.com
trimmer attachment
Kangaroo Hand Sanitizer
Multifunctional XX GUM!!! Feel FREE to give EVEN STUPID suggestion for use... ;))
People love their plants,flowers and landscaping I have a idea to protect them from the frost, being that the weather is so unpredictable.
BREAST FOR DADS
Intelligent modern umbrella. As they are always left behind,they flip with the wind and you cannot see through them,My Idea:
Lego Saver Vacuum attachment
SAVE LIVES NOW!!! Interior Tornado Warning System. Can you hear the tornado sirens if it's too far away, you are sleeping, your TVs too Loud
Portable shopping cart
Wifi braclet
You've washed your hands and about to touch that "GERMY" door knob. Grab that wipe hung above that handle. Now you're germ free.
Clip-on photo holder for LCD computer monitor. Easy to attach and move. Accommodates vertical and horizontal photos.
Beach towel stays
automatic stroller rocker
The child's cough-drop-on-a-stick quickly soothes a cough AND eases a parent's mind about the danger of choking on a cough drop.
Hot Tags
CADRE DIFFUSEUR
Portable Wireless Alarm System
Dancing iPhone Case
tablet or ipad holder for baby
Two of a Kind
Educational Learning Tools for Adult with Developemntal Disabilities 3"x3" wooden or plastic with Survival signs, Bill of Rights etc.
sheet music app
Sport Bottle with Flip Funnel. No more spilling ice cubes when filling.
#Depot Voice Command Faucet
Lunchbox/purse condiment caddy
Window Washing Helper
Sensor your Trash 4 Valuables
Cooling case
iGlove
Bank card with balance
Sidewalk Marketing
Finger Touch
trailer light power inverter
MisterBrush: Free up your hands and time with the brush that acts as a spray bottle as well, holds detangler, water, hairspray or any liquid
My Idea is for a triangular snapping clip that protects your dress shirt collars from fraying at the points while in the wash.
A telescoping document holder that holds documents (lyrics) at eye level for more ergonomic reading while entering data or singing.
Perfect Iced Drink (PID)
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Fob Guard
Bake Shapes Minis
Car check.
light up earbuds and silicone wires with nano technology. RF Signal is enough to excite nano particles to light them up.
Bateria HP COMPAQ 8510w
NICKRING
Adjustable EasyClean Hairbrush
Upward Arc Faucet
The Gripster
EzRoll oxygen tank holder
OLED Toilet - display Images on inner/outer surfaces of the commode or urinal. Accessorizing restrooms, and fun at sporting events.
Snap-it
ChaÃ®ne Crayons
Dryer to Drawers
www.thepaddler.us
QUAD - The 4 Compartment, 4 Ga
Lego Play and Clean Up Mat
UV Contact Lenses
Power pan
myCloud is a wireless flash drive for todays ultra thin, portable, and expensive tablets. With the ability to read/write on USB/Memory Cards
Pet owners like convenience and novelty, spending billions each year. They will LOVE mini-packs of dog treats to buy anywhere, any time.
iPhone 5c Case
The idea is to market a rubber ball as an exercise tool for exercising neck muscles. It can be similar to the hand squeeze ball exerciser.
Tired of trying to get the last bit of yogurt out of the bottom and the sides of the cup?(Paulette Jaques)
What is the best way to stop your garden furniture sinking into the lawn? Put a garden paver under each leg? No! Use the Chair Leg Coaster
Is running with a stroller awkward? I'd like to create a stroller with separate handles that also reciprocates like normal running mechanics
RAIN for INDIANA C-O-R-N... CORN needs million gallons of GOD'S RAIN'S each year... GOD left RAIN'S in lakes for the CORN [sprinkler]...
toilet seat handle, no more touching toilet seats, no more touching germs.
Toolbox Buddy
A power/pressure washer with a self contained water tank allowing use without a faucet/hose connection. Could be used virtually anywhere!
THE PLUNGER GENIE
This is a one size fits all trailer ball kit.
CHAUFFE ASSIETTE INDIVIDUEL
Does crate need power? Let's plug in its!
NFL Tree Skirt with Led Lights
Multi-pad Comfort Zone
Medi-Fresh Bottle
choesdesp
kit cache fils mural
Cool harness
iPhone/iPod/iPad Cradles â€“ Sync, Charge, Look Great Doing It Crafted from reclaimed hardwood, each with a beautiful and distinct feel.
Auto Window Screens
cool cap
This is a Voice Activated Page Turner And Illuminator. You put it one page before the one you are reading and when you say turn it flips.
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Who hasn't painted a room, only to find that the color is all wrong? Live with it or re-paint? Paint-It Note will change how you paint.
Lighted Cat Box
Nail Clippers that fold FLAT to the size of a credit card
Stitched holes in a hat/visor on both sides so that a pair of sunglasses arms can simultaneously be inserted to hold your sunglasses.
Hand Crank Rice Washer
helicopter recovering system
WE ALL LIVE INCREASINGLY BUSY LIVES, AND WE ALL SPEND WAY TOO MUCH TIME LOOKING FOR THINGS WE JUST HAD, KEYS,
CELLPHONE, REMOTE, GLASSES.
Pan lid that stops overspills
Sit up shoes
BELTS FOR BUSTS
The itSoler
A cutting board that fits over any size sink with perforations for drainage. Same item flips over indented to become a flat colander.
Brush N Paste
petit rÃ©cipient d'eau plat .
Windowsill planter that sides back out of the way so you can close your blinds and you can still enjoy your plants.
Unique, versatile and safer travel tray
Apply skin lotion on your back... by yourself! It's easy, fast, effective and for everyone. Must see video!
Storage around your Computer Monitor. Eliminates having paperclips, pens, scissors, post it's, etc. from lying around on your desk!
iPad hard rear cover which redirects sound from the rear speaker and retains use of the OEM smart cover
Stylish, Simple and Smart, the "Smart Cup" is an overdue convenience to the coffee addict. This eliminates common problems through design.
!At the beach,how do you hold your plate,cup,&amp; eat at the same time? I only have 2 hands so I had 2 find an answer. I need a bigger cup!
It would be great for us who sew to have a spool of thread that's designed to actually hold, an inset matching bobbin in the spool itself.
Adjustable Beer Pong Table
Eliminate the clutter and mess of conditioner, shampoo,soap bottles in your shower with the 3in1 hanging touch-free shower sensor dispenser.
Customizable athletic shorts with belt buckles to accentuate your character or zip-off legs to go from casual wear to running mode.
BUBBLE CHARGE your cell phone or iPod safely encased in a clear plastic `bubbleâ€™ conveniently plugged into any wall outlet, high or low.
Safe-T (It's for your dog!)
desk magnetic bulletin board
End pant and skirt pucker with the perfect front closure clip! A redesigned binder clip will be the solution to this oh so common problem!!
Hat Hooker
food shopping friend
" SCRUBBY-DUCKY" a gentle washing toy for bathing your younger children.
Removable Reflective Covering
Next Gen. Scrabble Board
Quick dry hairdryer
A small dresser/nightstand that has a table that fits into it when not in use. RESUBMIT 61 votes
RACETRACK
drip catcher
I invented a better way to do pool water testing by attaching tester to a handle so I could dip and retrieve without getting down on knees.
remote caddy
pong gone
Drat! I forgot. Now what? A THAWING RACK a piece of aluminum large enough to accommodate family packs of vegetables, meat and frozen dinners
Phone or device that will automatically disable call/text while car is in motion, only 911 can be dialed in the event of an emergency.
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Garden/Walkway lights that represent your favorite team or holiday. Light up your yard and let everyone know your favorite team or holiday
Surround Shower (PROTO/VIDEO)
Save the babies ! Protect infants from being taken or locked in a car during super hot temps. Great for the disabled, elderly or pets too.
MyEye is a front door "peep-hole" for the 21st century! A tiny digital camera w/ motion sensor, announces visitors' arrival via smart phone
ShopVac Direct Drain Attach
couch-a-chair
TAILBONE PAIN? Gel padded discreet spandex shorts lift and relieve pressure, NO more carrying donut pillow when traveling or suffer in pain
Shoulder Pad or Ladder Pad
Small LED light that attaches to your antenna of your car, activated by your cell phone via Text.Light comes in many colors to find your car
Pet Viewer &amp; Life Recorder
Scissor Sheath w/3 attachment options:Simple, cheap and effective way to keep scissors at hand,also to keep them closed in storage &amp; travel.
The Formula Funnel is a fast, convenient way to make a baby's bottle! A light, easy to dispense, disposable ziploc funnel for baby formula.
WIFI Laundry
Band Aids that open and close
Bike Light Gloves have powerful LED lights on each knuckle providing bright illumination in the direction of travel and improved visibility
PET TOOTHBRUSH
Muzcycle
LIGHT-FINDER=a flip-up prism or fresnel lens on the dash. Seeing a traffic light above you with your visor down is impossible.
noise keeper
App Enabled Post It Notes
Tire Monitor
A bedside handheld device dock with timer charger, keeps devices safe from being stepped on, fully charged and prolongs battery life.
NIGHT BADASSMINTON
BedFan
WINK Oil/Radiation Heater
Lighted Chair Tie Decoration
FridgePad
Music Genera Accumulator
SmartFan,digital &amp; Independent
Elevated Soles
NEVER AGAIN Throw Away Bottles Of Lotions, Soaps, Hairspray, Etc., Before They Are TRULY EMPTY!!! Finally, Use All Of What You Paid For!!
Imagine Breaking down it's snowing or its very hot.With my mat you'll have a soft surface with warm/cool air flowing making you comfortable
hands free toliet seat lift
clip&amp;drink (complÃ©ment d'info)
Databugz
Everyone who has a pool hates to check the skimmer basket. My idea is a removable skimmer basket handle that allows you to easily clean it.
MailBox Alter
Hosiery House
slide out tray RESUB
Food stickers
Cell phone "soft ear" earpiece
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Reverse A Lopes
a sturdy christmas tree stand made of extruded plastic with four legs for stability and insulated to keep tree in a natural environment.
ZOE - bracelet with liquid perfume
Petit dÃ©jeuner nomade
FULL BODY SHAVING GLOVE - REVOLUTIONARY- Time saving new way of shaving your body.BE DONE IN 30 SECONDS,no more cuts-touch
sensitive shaving
A small air freshener that attaches to the top of a ceiling fan blade.
stool-type expansion.
Lever operated hand grinder. Grinder from pipe shop with a lever and gears inside to move grinding teeth. Grinders stick. This one won't.
Ease Feeding Frustration (Includes Video Test)!
Flip ice cream onto pegs pushing down on wooden base. Fold up hinged plastic sides to store until ready for slicing.
Lawntilizer
See where your feet are going in the dark. A light for your shoes/ankles. Put the light where you need it most, AT YOUR FEET, not your head.
snap-on bluetooth covers
BBQ Season Sanitizer, this is a water/vinegar mixture which is supplied in a spray bottle to sanitize your grill when cleaning.
Smart Bin- voice activated trash can and tells you when you need to change/take out the trash.
Universal Memory Flex Nozzle
plane wing safety barrier
Thew translator
Salt and Pepper Cutlery!
"Soft Store"
Electric cleaning tool. Like an electric toothbrush but bigger. Good scrub head scouring pad. Rotations = less work.
Bendable Tree
A Drink Stirrer made out of ICE. No more plastic in landfills
BABY LOVEY FINDER
paint drip catch
The Tick Detector Wand
Self Drying Bowls to complement Quirky's TOTEM cups. Extend the idea to bowls.(Paulette Jaques)
Brush Plus Mirror
BEEN STUCK ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD?COMMUNICATE UR DISTRESS-EASY 2READ,STAND OUT&amp;STAY SAFER!EASY 2
USE&amp;STORE AWAY.CONSTRUCTION SIZE.SEEPICS
heartwatch
ertyuikl;
BedKoozie Cup Holder
TAKE 2 My idea is for a bathroom shelf unit with slide-out trays a retractable plug and 3-4 electric outlets. FOR THE MEDICINE CABINET-LESS
Easy Reach Power Strip
Blaze
multiplie selective
Everybody falls asleep on road trips! The Slumber Pad allows any bed to gently lull you with soft movement too, with settings and auto off!
toothbrush with concentrated toothpaste supply in handle.A touch your finger on the handle it releases toothpaste into bristles for one use
TV Remote Light
Coffee Ring
Microwave Safe Cutting Board
Musky Quick Organizer
Jar Organizer
CUBE BAG HOLDER help you manage those grocery bags in a methodical way by easy storing them and reused them.
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Hanger Hood
Beachbag alarm
baloon drop
Floss Dispenser, works like a scotch tape dispenser. Sits on vanity top. Refillable. Marble finish or team colors, characters or logos decor
Apps enabled noodle cooker
Venting Room
WheelTier
The product is a phone/tablet case cover that has molded slots to accommodate a variety of things (i.e. tweezers, key, small tool, pen).
Massage Dimmer
Bicycle with Kinetic Energy Recovery System (KERS) No Batteries, Fully Mechanical, Reuse Energy When Needed, Proven Concept, More details...
Easi Tote
Meet the Bubble Wrap Toys. CheapO toys that can be purchased again and again and again!!!! Endless Possibilities. Cars, Boats, Dolls, Etc.
Broom-Mop
Sore Throat Pops
Ready Plate
The Mighty Mortise
a mitten toilet wipe that is flushable have no contact with any mess a plus for kids or elderly Clean yourself with ease A must in all homes
4-1 bike maintenance,training station,includes bike rack portable stationary bike training stand,work station and turing stand,price 150.
The Paint Caster
Apps enabled egg boiler
VELCRO JERSEY! A jersey where you can change the number or logo. No more buying multiple jerseys with different numbers.
MagSafe the saver - MagSavior
Ever get sick of getting your fingers dirty after eating chips? Well now you don't have to worry because there will be a sealed wipe inside
Smart Eyez &amp; Earz
Push Up Pucks!
A small device which can be attached to any object in order to measure the time &amp; (optionally) temperature the object has been exposed to.
If you can HIGHLIGHT why can't you LOWLIGHT? (and have them both on the same pen)
BAR BECK'YOU
How far can you throw? Because I'd like to know. I have made it easier to do that. And not only that, but play a game while your at it!
Manipulatable Name Tag
clothes protecter for children
Universal Slingshot, a better way to hold your smartphone for those memorable shots. Retractable, stand, and tripod friendly.
Have a small child? Keep a stool in the bathroom for sink use? Tired of tripping over it Solved: Folding stool for kids hooked to cabinet
iCaliper
A jewelry piece that keeps you on top of your Appointments/Birthdays/Important dates while keeping you looking good doing it.
RESUBMIT)Pool Pockets. Keeps your pool toys off the ground and stops them from blowing away.
Eartipz
I love my pet - I hate picking up hot fresh dog duty. Bring your key chained cool duty bag with co-2 spray to freeze the duty-quick pick.
Soap Fuser "fuses" old small/used bar of soap to a new bar. Use 100% of your soap. Soap lasts longer, not wasted, saves money. TiaCoco.com
3 in 1 Wastebasket Home Depot
Flip-flops or shoes that slip between toes cause blisters and discomfort. What about a Dr. Scholls-type product to fit the offending toggle?
DIGITS like gloves with conductive finger tips using a coating with graphite pigment as the conductor.
An all-purpose stick-on paper napkin to protect clothing. Ideal for the elderly, toddlers, and others. No more baby bibs around their necks.
Smartphone Charger Locator
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WallRocker
Ignite
SPIN-VERTIZER
Outside holiday lights that you never have to change or take down. Just turn a knob and Halloween colors turn to Xmas colors. Solar option.
Audible-Location Tape
ok you now how we have heated seats in winter well what about summer when the seats are so hot well now we have cool seats works like heated
Musical Jump Rope. You load your own music! MP3 Jump Rope. (Paulette Jaques)
Adjustable blanket.One Thick Blanket turns into 3 thinner blankets. COLLEGE BLANKET!! (Paulette Jaques)
For the next generation of artists - connect your pens, pencils, crayons, etc. to draw complex, multicolored linework.
Telecap is an innovative way for us to keep our cell phones handy even when we are in the shower. No more germs and backeria
Travel Shower mirror for shaving! Conveniently rolls up &amp; holds razor to TRAVEL with you! Re-usable mirror for extra-close shower shave.
An "ULD Bracelet". "Under Water Electronic Lifesaving Device". In distress, hitting the button alerts EMS to your location in the water.
The Weight Plate
An organizer for your bras. Hangs in your closet and is easily accessible with several pockets for each bra.
a wall cellphone charger that has a piviting bass.no messy cords and is interchangable to charge any type of cellphone.convient universal.
Tired of leaving rust stains on your deck, patio, or car mats? The "Tank Buddy" covers the rusty ring on the bottom of your propane tank.
The get out of mud card
spoon type tea spoon
No Mess Lunchbox
Universal ladder tool holder
Micro-Suction USB Stick
SmartWatch Baby Monitor
Transition Truck
The biggest fish ALWAYS gets away. Never miss another whopper. Ice fishing pole holder &amp; spring-loaded pole holder will increase your catch.
The Comfy Napper. The kid's travel pillow that really works. It helps children take a nap while traveling.
Mixing beaters that can be used on our expensive non stick cooking wear without scratching. Also can be used on a whisk to save our bowls.
Roll-within Refrigerator Doors
Cleaning belt for Quirky
Sun Showers
Treat'N'Launch
My dogs love ice cubes! Let's
A silicone type bracelet in a yet to be determined colour that will signify to others "I am actively seeking a relationship"
a device that will let the elderly,the handicaped,little people, and children move shower head to any direction without reaching it.
An iphone case with a pocket that has secure closure on the back of the case. Just big enough to store a debit card and/or cash.
Mag Zipper
Vibrating Iced Pacifier
retractable leash that retracts even when shortened (via a 2nd retracting mechanism?). leash color change after 6 ft. (cities &amp; parks).
Turning an iPhone 4S box into a mini-Steve Jobs memorabilia / desk shrine (PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY)
My idea is called, "Shopping Cart Liner" It is a liner for all shopping carts. Made out of water proof material, with an elastic band,
Color On THe Run
SLAM IT! The 4 important tools everyone needs for everyday household repairs...SLAM, LEVEL, ADJUST AND MEASURE!
Matchbox spray
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Gift Wrap/Craft Cart: Convenient and Portable plastic gift wrap storage cart on wheels. Gift wrapping supplies right at your finger tips!!!
Elderly/disabled Adult Monitoring System, using land-line phone and/or internet to communicate emergencies and needs.
TRIM BAND
Easy &amp; Safe Baby &amp; Toddler Walker *No more back pain or worry for you *Minimize falls &amp; Getting Hurt *Fold to make compact *Keep
baby close!
carpet hole punch
Computer tech Memory tech book,
Coupon Card
Shoe Style Equality: Same shoe design for women with different heel height requirements.
QUIRKY VIRTUAL MOUSE
freshapp.les
Glow in the dark Cooler &amp; Lite
Digital Puzzle
parental information receiver
My idea is a shaving/makeup mirror with your prescription built in. Shave or put on your makeup with perfect vision each and every time.
FONT-ASTIC!!!
Luxury Indoor Tent
Mobile Mobile
Sandwich Divider
Rrxrxr t
Temperature controlled window shades that extend and retract automatically with temperature changes.
carry on air conditioner
Bike-Connected Walkie Talkie
Repassage sans gÃ¨ne du fil
Tired of cleaning the pool? The "Foot Wash" can help! Cleans grass and sand off feet before you jump in the pool. Residential &amp; commercial.
SMART MODEM
12"x4" styrofoam bowl in assorted colors like simular products that are on the market. Great for easy clean-up.
Personal Collapsible Shopping Cart W/removable bags that snap into place/fold flat until you check out bag and go push cart directly in car
Finger Saver
The Gel Glove
BBQ Baked PotatoMulti Basket
The SilverwareWolf
EMERGENCY BRAKE FOR BIKES
Dumbell shaped Refillable water bottle. One end has a flip top for human, the other is covered with a removable rubber pet drinking bowl
Semainier intelligent
My idea centers on the relaxing bonding experience between ourselves and our pets. It's a way to enhance TV viewing with our cats and dogs
A NEW TWIST ON THE STAND MIXER AND BLENDER
Flatten, infuse marinade or make Fun kids shapes in meat with a re-designed motorised unit based on pasta roller.
Always have a pen handy with a PenPoket -- a sticky-backed silicone sleeve for keeping a pen right where you need it!
Shazmi
A knife block cover lock that ensures protection &amp; safety in the kitchen. This is a lockable guard which covers knives from being in reach.
How do you apply scalp,hair root dressing and a scalp massage without leaving your hands all oily and greasy. The dress as you go comb.
An inflatable disposable tarp to quickly cover yourself from rain. A quick release of gas to inflate and float the tarp,then tie down.
Printed Shirt Tags
Push Pet Brush
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Toothbrush with toothpaste storage handle. Incorporate a check valve with a small pump on handle bottom to feed toothpaste to bristle head.
Vibrating Alarm Wristband
Charge your cellphone or ipod anywhere, anytime day or night!
U GOT CAUT!
Home Guard
Recipentory
Pocket charger station and external battery with retractable cords and universal wall plugs to use anywhere in the world!
Invinceable Suction Cup
Rotating Cap for Dual Ketchup and Mustard Bottle
Giant S'more Shaped Container
BYE-BYE NASTY NOSE HAIRS... with this disposable razor with a handy nose hair trimmer at the end of the handle; safe, fast, &amp; necessary guys
Potty Genie
Edible Popsicle Sticks
"Vest Strips"are a removable thin foam adhesive strip that sticks to the inside of a ballistic vest(body Armor. Create air flow and comfort.
Tie Clip using high powered magnets to keep them in place. There is no limit to design. The magnets would be hidden from view when worn.
visor organizer
Simpview
TEJJ Constant Torque IC Engine
Perfect Children's bowl. Kids + Meals = Mess. Less mess on the floor and table means more food in the mouth!
Home Security
Bath towel body clip
You're a singer, but some of the songs you have not rehearsed, and you don't have them memorized, that is where Tella Glasses come in!
Pizza Box Recycler
I have an idea to invent an "extension" to products that cut waste and permit access to "last drop".
My entertainment device controller puts kids on a screen time diet, rationing the amount of time they get in front of any screen.
My idea is based on my experiences in the building materials business for the past 30 years. It's a take off on the ladder mitts product.
Kid/Dog Distance Alarm
Handle
Ultimate Utility Light
Shake It Flashlight
Enhance your Frig! Turn your refrigerator into a talking point with a chalkboard OR whiteboard cover; Just like on "Good Luck Charlie"
Privacy mesh
Friendly Hand in rainy day
All in one magazine rack and toilet paper holder, fits in small space, portable, store 3 rolls, eliminates hanging toilet holder on wall.
Listen to your music everywhere! You have your headphones with you all the time, right? Now use them to connect to any audio system.
Green Guide-Way
Head wobble
Introducing the shampoo bottle with a cap at the top and a wide cap at the bottom.This is great for getting all the shampoo out
Add the element of chance in offering rewards or disciplinary action to your children, so they cannot guess what you will or will not do.
No-tuck dress shirts
Touch Water Faucet
Water Works! Botany Bodyguard!
Basters are not efficient. If the liquid was captured into a reservoir and then turned over, the full amount of liquid is available.
3-n-1 swirl caffine station for coffee, tea &amp; cappuccino
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Bird Debri Screens
A canvas sidewall shingle bag/ gardening bag, and a Velcro finger magnet
Databugz
Why are all ottomans the same height? Chairs are different heights, so are people - lets customize the ottoman with a motorized adjustment
Connected Fan / Heater
Solar Air Purifier That Fits On Your Window Sill
Qube Alarm Clock
Lotion warmer that anyone would love. A battery operated accessory that can turn any dispenser into warm lotion dispenser. Great for infants
New kids activity table. Chairs have storage using Crates.
Small green garden water feature powered by solar cells and/or wind-catching vanes. Unit on only with sufficiently stored energy in battery.
Waterless DIY Home Urinal
A Simple DIY kit to keep items from falling through the seat crevices and gaps around the center console where items always end up.
Transport skis sans contrainte
Fold-able Basket/Tray: The concept is a storage basket or tray that can be fold for easy storage
An iPhone case that protects and holds all of your stuff too! Perfect for holding your I.D., credit cards, &amp; cash when you hit the streets
Cool Ride motorcycle gear - helmets and gear that cools or warms a motorcycle rider's head and body.
Swivel
Hair Tie Hanger
Power Share
Very simple. A stapler with a see through case so you can see when the staples are going to run out.
Being able to record or play back live radio in your car just like a dvr but a car stereo has the same features
K-SOAP
Cat/dog collar that has an electric sensor to set off a harmless high pitch noise only they can hear so they stop eating each other's food.
Laundry Don't Wash Your Phone
DOWN WITH THE BORING UNIVERSAL DOOR HANDLE! The UNiversal: complex yet simple, crude yet elegant, unique yet universal.
Dock &amp; Watch
4 in 1 Painters Tool!
Hide and Squeak
This idea is a more elaborate netted sponge: half wash cloth and half net. You can slide it on a back scrubber and also use the washcloth.
Mobile Pizza Oven
This machine sharpens driver bits like Philips,Robertson and Standard. Saves time,money and you're ready to get the bit working in minutes.
Magnet/Suction Phone Case
IQ Slicer
WristPOD. Like a tripod but connects to your wrist.
device to remove squeeze tube contents such as toothpastes, lotions, and creams when amounts remaining tossed because too hard to get out
Moving a baby from a car to a stroller, a stroller to a car, or from an airplane to a rental car requires 3 devices. Lets do it in one!
App-Enabled Curtains
KFC Pups
How about a DUAL use trash can? One side will be used for trash the other side can be used for recyclables. Saves space, cuts costs.
My idea is to create plastic coverings that are attractive for furniture legs that prevent puppies and dogs from chewing furniture.
Pooper-Scooper-In-A-Bag would provide a sanitary means of dealing with pet waste.
Automatic Dog Ball Thrower
Want to see in the dark?
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Digital Travel pack: Hygienic mat, New waterproof and chemical-proof plastic sleeve design and a microfiber cleaning cloth for devices.
A suitcase with a retractable hinged cart at the bottom that extends two of the wheels to carry more travel items.
Swing Stick
Extendable Snorkel Idea! Accordian style snorkel extends up to 2-3 feet with a rebreather and bouy at upper end to hold snorkel out of water
ATTN! Lunch Thieves Beware!
Home Vending Machine
off road roller
Micro-Suction Cord Management
Wind proof pipe
Sound Dots
"Bubble Bath Bubble Decorater"
Bluetooth text service
Lap Phone
The Handefender - A product that provides basketball enthusiast a more accurate way to shoot and dribble a basketball. youtube: handefender
Lets design aeroponic/hydroponic basketd for hanging-plants. Benefits are healthier plants, less watering and less pests.
Dog leash Able to administer BOTH positive reward AND negative reinforcement Able to do both one handed very easy button method
the Fat Away Pan
TEJJ Cycle
Transfoil is a device that is meant to help reduce the energy needed (electric, gas, etc.) to propel vehicles by harvesting passing wind.
fragrance sun blocker
iPlug - The smarter charger
Rotating Loufa Disc/Bristle Disc Shower Head
A water hose stored on car
Imagine a laptop stand designed to suit your Apple MacBook, that incorporates a battery, to keep you going when outside.
Formula Funnel
A series of connected tubes with slots on them to slip chords of appliances into that are plugged into power strips to keep them organized.
Its time to redesign the tools used to decorate cakes such as icing tips and bags.
Resubmit: Silicone Gripper &amp; Spatula Combo Tongs: Great addition to your Kitchen, Grill or when you need both at the same time.
Magnetic Door Pads
Pie Top Cutters
My idea is a shopping bag that separates items from grocery shopping such as eggs and yogurt and milk. No jumbled mess in one bag.
VAC-U-PACKET
SockEasy
Tablet Wrist Rest
RE-USABLE Dental Floss!! Be green when cleaning pearly whites! Stop throwing away $$ on dental floss that is only used once.
Glute trainer
The Super-Mini Tabletop Spotlight
Round scissors
Produce Cleaner
My idea is a simple, effective, and portable fire safety prop that can be utilized anywhere as long as there is a power source.
Make Recycling Easier - No More Empty Soda Cans to Store or Collect - No More Dirty Recycling Bin to Clean - No More Wasted Closet Space
Magnetic sponge cloth
SmartZone Cooker
le parapluie mains libres
With GolfTree your golf balls, tees and markers are always organized and easily accessible.
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Gotta halve it!
STOP! Sofa cushions soft and losing shape and support?Stop using plywood and silly plastic slats under them.They are not the solution
I wear a tie to work and a lanyard to hold 3 different ID cards. What if my tie could hold my IDs? What if it had pockets? It's a UtiliTie
Locking Sunglass Case: Can also store cash and jewelry in them. Good for travelers or people on the go.
Glovarm
Never Forget - Charm Braclet
No screws needed if you use this for putting projects together.Its a great help for people who find it difficult to tighten screws or bolts.
iPatch
Attachable Eraser for Whiteboard Brush with Mechanism for Increasing Surface Area! Never use your finger to erase anymore
Toilet entertainment device
Bomi Smart Scale
Breakfast ALL IN ONE
Curl-Her
Tired of making a mess? Don't have the time but you love to make your dog happy? Then this idea is the perfect solution to your problem!
Let's create a device that helps to improve personal safety. A GPS tagging device that can alert your loved ones of personal distress.
Ice Chest Water Cooler
*Cover up those Storage totes* convert your storage totes into functional furniture w/ a tote cover. *Hardtop cover for a table...
Truck Coat Hanger
Fully recyclable 'paper window' envelope
RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC BLANKET
Smart popcorn machine
The lost of mobile digital devices,(cell phones, tablet computers and the like) whether from thief or carelessness is a global phenomenon
"Mister Quirky" The Board Game
Import your pictures from your camera's SD card to your smart phone's micro SD slot. Help design special case to go with it! See video link.
"BAG WRANGLER" "BAG BUDDY"
DRY ERASE IPHONE CASE, Change the case as often as you change your clothes, one cost a million designs,turn your iphone into self expression
Touch keypad
An inexpensive,clean,simple and expandable way to hold cables hanging from chargers of phone, laptops etc in place and keep the floor clean!
Pick Your Pop!
Wearable stylus / tie clip
I want to create a line of jewelry medallions to wear and also to hang in home or garden based upon the crop circle designs &amp; patterns.
Le Propartout
Reverse camera view button
Sit-it-here
No Struggling With Wonder!
Tap To Set Alarm Apps (for iPhone, Android, Blackberry). Come back from work. sleepy. Tap apps. Alarm set automatically. Sleep.
iPads &amp; TABLETS: STAY HANDSFREE WHILE COMMUTING &amp; ON THE GO..A Must for students,techies &amp; kids. 20 MILLION
iPADS/TABS WILL BE SOLD by Dec.
Perfect Length Christmas Light
Self-Cleaning Car
Versatile, The Multiple Stainers Pot. Versatile, various and usefull.
EasySurvey
SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE CUPS AND SPOONS
Intelligent Rapid Reader
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Carbonate your water bottle with ur fave soda soda flavors. Add an effervescent tablet/powder to your water &amp; have a cold carbonated drink.
Balloon Savers - Snap On Valves to Easily Deflate &amp; Inflate Expensive Helium Balloons That are Special, Valuable, or Memorable
I have designed a quick and easy solution to dealing with those nasty self-serve gas pump nozzles that we have to deal with daily.
Paint Brush w/ POP OFF Handle
The Easy Drink Holder
Peephole-People Guard
Pen holder + Book marker
App-Enabled Blinds
Fresh Air + Peace &amp; Quiet = Purrfect Sleep (nod)zzzzz. Night Table Air Cleaner w/ Comfort Noise Control. Permanent Washable filter.
Screw Leader
Forget Heavy, Short, Expensive Cat Scratching Posts! This new stand allows kitty to S-T-R-E-T-C-H, is lightweight, and cheaper to purchase!
Eye camra
Pizza delivery man can't find your house! Solution: a thin, lightweight, detachable LED sign to hang inside your window to guide driver.
Time-out" is the modern "punishment" method.Consistency is critical for kids so I introduce the washable &amp; 100% portable "Time-Out Towel".
Euroconector Problem!! Your euroconector to the TV, VCR... is disconnected easily. SUCTION PAD MECHANISM, Be Connected For ever...
Inflatable Cloth for Emergency
A carrying case/ work space for paintings that are finished or still wet. This portable painting case acts as an easel and protector.
Smart Phone Case
The Wonder-brush
All women dig in their purses for everything! A new "OutPurse"(OP) design will allow women to access everything instantly, hassle free.
A device that incorporates multiple office supplies into one and makes office related tasks easier and more accessible.
Seasoning popcorn popper
Cable Tamers, a simple yet elegant way to organize and tidy up cables, (USB or Power).
Polish tracker
Artsy Toothpaste squeezer/Toothbrush Holder. Lets make it fun and useful!
NOT SURE IF YOU TOOK YOUR PILL TODAY? Daily Days of the Week replacement cap for your prescription med bottle w/ toggle arrow day indicator.
DIY SHED, Dog or Cat House Lightweight Interconnected pieces, So easy your grandmother can build it! Insulated or without
Smart hospital wheelchairs
touch up paint in a towel
Morning Light Alarm Clock
Check your lottery tickets with the bar-code reader on your phone.
Big tray area of cup cakes- or prepared food you don't want compromised by cling wrap? Need an inexpensive easy solution?
Necklace Clip
Keurig Coffee mat
The Baby Bottle Trumpet
Over priced! Spent to much! Have to put something back! Not enough money! Calculate It! The Smart Way. The "SmartShopper" way!
A tooth brush holder with a drip hole in the bottom to drain water from tooth brush
Have you ever forgot your headphones at home? We all need iPhone case that also holds headphones! No more leaving your house without both!
App to De-Clutter Social Media
NFL Night Lights
Breath Spray Phone Case
DIGITAL Etch a Sketch? KEEP WHAT YOU DRAW! Download it onto your computer! SAVES PAPER!(Paulette Jaques)
doing Testing
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A patent pending product where you can Cutting and fertilizing the grass at the same time.
Spice Wheel
Smell-less seat
Serving dish with a grid divider. For those times when you just want some more sauce from your marinated roast. No more dig and mess.
Plastic-chair covers
WALL CALENDAR STAND
WatchMe
RE-SUBMIT "Pool Inflatable Shooter/comfort Re-Design Lounge bed." Inflatable Shooter come with water gun &amp; paintball gun over summer.
Easy Flow
Data Harvester (Data storer)
A 20 dimension photograph ball and photograph pyramids
Movies On The Go
The Untangler
Adjustable broom w/a coiled shaft that wraps users forearm acting as an arm extension, ideally used with a dustpan w/a vertical handle.
Travel washing organiser
Cell phone alert system that would warn people when they are about to walk away from their phones. Sound warning or vibrate wrist bracelet.
A energy drink containing 1,3-dimethylamylamine, niacin, synephrine, and caffeine.
KIDS MATH GAME "APP ENABLE"
HeadphonesWireless+LocalChat
Iron.Bag - Safe iron storage
Pumpkin Seed Remover
PRESERVE YOUR OUTDOOR WOOD FURNITURE!!
This application tool allows the person to apply cold crack sealant neatly, quickly, and standing upright.
Portable steam hanger
Tired of using uncomfortable TV trays or coffee tables to use your notebook or laptop? This desk has the power to give you comfort.
View Bus Apps
I would like to see a world where party thrower or multishoeowners can have a shoeless sprawl in their foyer where the process is automated.
A paint pan that you can hold in one hand or with a shoulder strap that has everything, a paint brush, a roller and rags.
smartphone case w scanner
Peel and Grate
Winter Pool Buoy
The Filter-Fan combines the ordinary box fan with a forced air system air filter.High performance cooling and air cleaning/filtering in one.
Keys Finder by Moblie App
Stop wasting soap and prevent soap scum &amp; getting mold on the end of your tooth brush!
This is the only one of its kind to prevent touching the toilet and getting germs.
On board Cruise Ship Phone App
Quick Sleeve (patent pending)
Laser-Go
AutoPilot
360 Humidifier
360 Mist
Portable Pool Staircase
TRAILER LIGHT SYSTEM TESTER!
Recycle plastic bottles and ANYTHING else made of recyclable materials, re-form the material into gutters (residential and commercial use).
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Rain Gels are a New Waterproof Fashionable Packable Stretch shoe covering that will protect flats and high heels without compromising style!
poche goÃ»ter rechargeable
The "Snap-together Transplanter" is a two piece, separable planter pot which eliminates root shock. Various sizes to fit growing plants.
Tender Bottoms-Diapers for children and adults that have a ventilation system to help prevent/heal diaper rash.
modified frying pan
Using disposable cups is a common pratice by the world. my idea is a caddy for disposible cups.
multi eco
App ended Pacifier Thermometer
Cell Phone Wallet Bracelet &amp; flexible credit cards
GPS for jewelry and wallets
gas and fire sensor
RollPen - iPad fine point pen
An attachment for a liquid soap pump dispenser that helps to get the remaining soap out from the bottom.
The Spout and Spray. Easy to pour easy to spray. 75% of lookers voted, let's go for 200 votes this time, thanks! Re-sub.
Clean Water Buoy
Easy Push-Up Hopper
Sleep Watcher
The purpose of Fun-A-Gram is to educate toddlers and young children in a fun way as well as keeping them active.
Portable foot Nanny
quirky used in all languages
Never forget to floss again! ...flosser built into toothbrush. Sleek design. Market of 1 to 7 billion. Massive dentist endorsement.
A Quirky you invent it game board,it would be fun to play and learn the process at the same time.
The Ultimate Key Holder! Store and organize your keys on your person with fashion!
RÃ©fridÃ©rateur tableau blanc
Hey, dogs hate soap in their eyes too! Hair wash visor/shield blocks water &amp; soap from dogs eyes during bath time. See all pics
A foam rubber pad With LED light strips inbeded in it you lay on workpad and it lights up workspace.12v or 18v drill battery source 4x6 pad
Anti-static yoga mat
The Ultimate back washing system is a hands free soap dispensing unit, that has interchanable heads for multiple purposes.
SQUEEZABLE SQUEEZER
Cordies USB Caddy. Add a USB holder to Cordies and make it even more useful.
Flour canister with built-in sifter and measuring cup.â€œImproved Viabilityâ€
Remote app
Very thin jack
booklight bookmark RESUB
I believe a small inexpensive GPS Unit attached to Supermarket Trolleys would save supermarkets a mint ...as they lose a lot annually.
Tabletize
iLicence
A fire safety product for those concerned about the safety of their animals.
Cell Phone Speakers
RE-SUBMIT "Expandable -Collapsible Recycle Container".. It is easy to storage not using. When you're using it expand &amp; easy to sort recycle.
golf ball finder
Hook, hang and store under your hanging garments and above your shoes.We want to use this wasted space.
Rubber duck thermometer &amp; app
USB sized extra iPhone battery for when you really need to make a call and have no battery left.
Camping Tent + Air Mattress (attached to the base) = Comfortable Night under the stars
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A lit up LED â€œbumperâ€ sign that attaches to the rear window via suction cups.
A Onesie Hoodie for Baby. Mommies would have the ease of dressing baby in the most popular onesie with the convenient hood attached.
Comp U Cup
fruity pencils
Universal Coffee Mug Lid. Ever want to take your favorite coffee mug on the go? Well now you can
Everyone has had an event to attend or host that has the ugly folding chairs. I have designed a chair cover that slips over unlike others.
A heating pad glove that has heat coils wrapping all around to provide even heat all the way fore-arm to finger tip. Eases pain &amp; arthritis.
Funnel Top
Cardiovision
Fast Cooling
phone cover camera HD
Pocket Ruler
Chicken Little Mini-Rotisserie
Colored "white" out
Bake With a Grip
I am mom of 3.I come with a baby bath tub that rotates,reclin and has a padding that can easily remove and wash,suction to keep it in place.
Snow Sledge Inverted
App programmable LED DOOR MAT
Hidden Kid Tracker
The Restroom Revolver is used to remove bad smells in toilets. Loaded with matches instead of bullets. Pressing the trigger inflames them.
An attachment that clips on to any flower pot that will water the plant on a timer basis.TheWaterSprayerWillAppear inTheFormOf a decoration
le pinceau Ã©colo
Combination Reading Utensil &amp; Stylus for Tablets. One side microfiber, one side capacitive rubber. Boost reading speed, or use it to draw.
Iron Cover - No more ruining the bottom of your iron,ironing board, or clothing.
An attachment that changes your plain pair of sunglasses into a handy stand for your iPad or tablet.Comes in various colours for the masses
Garden faucet attachment that turns into a FILTERED drinking fountain.(Paulette Jaques)
FAILSAFE BABY/INFANT DEVICE
SQUEEZE ME! An easy to refill, easy to clean, squeeze tube in 2 sizes; one for travel, one for the kitchen and unique gifts.
Stackable, freezable, microwaveable and dishwasher safe Pie shaped tupperware about one inch or so left over pizza containers.
Ipad Fun Case with Keyboard
Introducing the bobble sippy cup.The cup won't fall over and get nasty germs on the top.Kids will love these and so will there parents!
THE SUN SLEEVE! A car visor that, when the visor is swiveled to the side, extends to block out more sunlight coming in from the side.
Newly designed cooler that will make trips to outdoors more enjoyable and less strenuous on body as it transports easily on rough surfaces
We have a better way to sort, carry and prepare laundry. Wheely Fast Laundry separates your colors and whites, and is slim and portable.
Resubmit.Glowing Dual Power Strip outlets w/ 3 &amp; 2 prong power connections,outlet cover,stretchable power cord up to 12 ft,indoor use only .
Breakfast Buddy
Sun Block Booth
A portable turbine system that can be easily relocated across multiple vehicles/areas that stores green energy in interchangeable batteries!
Quirky Faces!!!
Solar mobile cover
A 90 degree edged dustpan that fits into a corner. Now you can literally sweep your crumbs into the corner.
Ever wanted a virtually painless, fast, easy TATTOO that you could do at home or anywhere?? Design your own, can be permanent or temporary!
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It is a picnic bag a level..
Accurately measure everything in your kitchen with this handy measuring cup. Built in leveler ensures a solid measuring each and every time.
Automatic Music Page Turner
Glowing Plant Coaster (stand optional
Portable Makeup case
stick pivitor
Vertical/horizontal ladder
Hate to see your child asleep in a car seat, head lolled, chin mashed to chest? Put an end to toddler sleep slump with the Snooze Noodle!!
Inforcer
kiddie shoe string lock
Wirelessly select where to listen to your music, from the same amplifier.
NO MORE FIXING OR REPLACING YOUR MAILBOX IN TRAFFIC.With my invention the EZ Mailbox Mount you can assemble in the safety of your
garage.
Expandable Hanger! A hanger that expands to fit a shirt. No dent shirts or clothes on floor Hanger that grows from child to adult shirts.
"PLATE - MATE"
No Waste washing Glove
Hose Bucket
Family Coin Banks". Coin Banks that look like family members: dad, mom, son, daughter, dog or cat.
Razor Blade Squeeze Bottle Holder. Holds your razor and gets the hair out of the razor with concentrated stream of water.
Bluetooth Socket Extension Fan
Screen pet door
Cool down quickly with this device that contours to your neck and helps you stop (or prevent) sweating in a rush.
An iPhone charger that holds your iPhone in landscape mode to use as a clock/alarm clock on your nightstand.
One more life
I'm am a vespa rider in San Francisco my idea is a vest or light jacket you hook up to your lighting system on the scooter or motorcycle.
Electric Cord Plug Puller
STROLLER CELLPHONE MOUNT
Yoyo Like
Fantyhose
Shopping Cart Smart Phone Dock
Extendable Portable Retractable Vacuum Duster. Rechargeable battery with base with swivel flex head
arm master
The Dionysus
Better MarinadeContainerVIDEO!
Craft Beer Glass
**PATENT-PENDING** POWER STRIP FOR THE D-I-Y COMMUNITY (Garage, Construction, Mobile Use, Office, Etc.) [VIDEO] (Submitted by:
JARED JOYCE)
hate in the winter when your wiper blades stisk to your windsheild well i got something for you the heated wiper blades
Pan with foldable handle
Titanium Mortar&amp;Pestle CampCup
Inversion Towel Rack
Automatic picture hanger. Hang pictures perfectly every time.
Arcade gaming workstation
Energy Blasters the toy
apps enabled lock protector
lito blanc anti chaleur
A retractable oxygen tubing
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Edible cat toys. Give your cat a multiple treat - something to play with that won't hurt them if swallowed.
A twist on the old finger skateboard that lost its luster. (And got confiscated by your teacher.) Fun to ride, comfortable to write with.
Pop flavors
My product allows you to lay on the floor or a bed on your stomach and receive a back massage without having to turn your head to one side.
chicken shapers
Shower Sense
INFANT CAR SEAT VIBRATION SYSTEM keeps baby asleep when the car stops by vibrating the seat. Attaches to any model car seat, playpen, crib.
Wrinkle free travel. Clear tubular compartments in suitcases to pack clothes then click in place into slots built-in suitcases.
The Soapy Shower !! A device that fits over a shower head and dispences liquid soap with the water
Dosettes nettoyage automobile
Triple drinks jar
Introducing the table cloth that has velcro straps that attach to each other underneath the table.The table cloth won't blow away
This is a Seat Cushion Made of Either Memory Foam or Gel. For High Chairs, Booster Seats, and Car Seats. I Can't Find Any For Sale.
CREATRIX
Tired of dragging out the blower or broom to clean off your deck, patio or porch? Flip a switch and turn on the Baseboard Blower!
Thermal phone case
Baby Soft Footsies
Let's Tank It. A three piece toilet set. Made from sports logos, faux fur with animal prints. A tweek of a design made over 30 years ago.
Bread Magician
Grille Lid Lifter
DRY ERASE IPAD CASE, Change the case as often as you change your clothes, one cost a million designs, turns your ipad into self expression!!
The Brush Cup and Brush Bucket
Compactor Shredder
EGG/BEVERAGE HOLDER! Save space in your fridge for your drinks and eggs. Now you can store your eggs anywhere without breaking them.
Plastic organizer for the trunk of your car or SUV. It would be a plastic, foldable organizer designed to keep your grocery bags upright
THIS IS A vacuum that you wear. It is light weight and you wont have to drag this up staris and down since it is compact and portable.
Augmented Reality Stickers
universal caps
Eat Healthier without the hassle. Soup, Salad &amp; Sandwich Container all in one. (Paulette Jaques)
Putting Plug
Second Skin Sac: Size adjustable insulated water bottle holder. Keeps your liquids cold/hot. Bonus storage space included on the bottom.
A multi-tasking box, connectable with other boxes of the same type, allowing easy storage and transportation. Forget bags and trolley carts!
Flower Pot savings Bank
The shoe jack
Mood Meter visual band
#Katie:Weight Sensing Backpack
Never use paper towels again after using the restroom. Think of using a door knob that dispenses safe disinfecting solution.
remote child bike brake
Fleeing vehicle radar locator
Pizza Maker
Vertical pull up/push up bar
Wipe Organizer*
!!SipIt!! The first mug, cup or flask that maintains the temperature of the liquid.
self-aware files (that keep track of their own lifecycle)
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Thumb Taps; Colorful slip on thumb points for accurate tapping on correct letters &amp; #'s everytime.Carry them on elastic wrist band,included.
Shampoo Stickers
Needle Threader
Have you ever wanted to use your outdoor space, but found the sun to be too restrictive. Wish you had a retractable pool shade
Lost Child Preventer
Car Finder
Ever had the problem of switching between your glasses and your prescrition sunglasses? No longer worry with Day and Night Sunglasses.
Choose-n-Lather
New Way of giving your House The smell you want No more Buying sprays only last minutes hook this on your furnace vent Last for months
All Season Holiday Lights
Wheel Ripper
Mommy hand
Hinged Silicone Saddlebags!
Wee Catcher
Pano elÃ¡stico - Elastic cloth
Foot braking on ANY bike with rim or disk brakes.
Craft Catcher
L is for LEARNING...to Drive!! Let others on the road realize your predicament and theirs...
Baby Space
A frozen gel pack that is flexible and stays put when wrapped around any body surface. Won't misshape in freezer and its hands free.
Personal Drink Cooler
Back problems? Knee problems? Still gotta get the laundry done? My basket can help get your laundry to its destination with less effort.
Sound Garden Drawing Pad
A stylish icepack that is molded to fit the back of a neck &amp;/or forehead. No clips no straps just a molded icepack that securely fits
THE EZY DRAINER POT
Soda DeXplosionizer
"Whirlies" Why wait until the Fall to watch Maple Leaf seedlings drop like propellers, when you can see it all year long.
Strapt: at home fitness resistance harness. Increases resistance for P90X, Insanity and other fitness DVDs.
Pasta Serving Size
Y-shape/Trapezoid toilet plunger. Purchased a new toilet lately? Or have a new home? The round toilet plungers do not work. See pictures
A cookie dipper that allows you to put two cookies in instead of one, and has a built in straw.
A keypad that connects to your keyboard/laptop so you can program your top 10/20 text shorthand (like www. or .com or LOL) for quick typing?
Hear what you want when others are around or other things are on in public places.
rotating buddy seats...
A device that can easily help layout stud walls on 16" or 24" centers for construction.
A new ergonomic design for Nasal strips that fits inside the nose and dramatically improves breathing and comfort
Keyhole Illuminator
Serious Hydration for Serious Athletesâ„¢ - The Right StuffÂ® is based on a NASA patented technology for human hydration
Coaster &amp; Bottle Opener Combo
I call it a double dock
The "Chairside Office" is a combination desk, book shelf, file cabinet, and computer work station that turns a chair into a compact office.
Glasses GPS
Easy Job NOW!!!!
Toast-Doh
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Digital Pantry
Don't Wake My Baby!!!
Modular Stair Shelves
Earbuds with SHAPED CORD !
Ergo steering wheel
Decor Fiori - an acrylic vertical living wall application of different sizes and colors for indoor and outdoor
cool gear
The Kindle Fire will sell MILLIONS of units by years end! Lets make a lightweight, stylish protective case with removable battery boost!
salve(s) container
Levitating Meditation Cushion
easywipe
Scratch 'n Sniff Crayons+
Eating Well
Lave piÃ¨ds sÃ©niors pour douche
iRest my legs anytime,anywhere
Ice cups
Add a vertical lid stand to a spoon rest: when it's time to stir there is a place to put the pot lid; capture water dripping from the lid.
Kitchen Coordinator
Phone Case With Camera Blocker
GE App-Enabled Car Headlights
The All-in-One Clipboard
SMART POST-ITS
toothbrush timer &amp; monitor
Most people will experience back pain at some time. While I was pregnant, my back hurt all the time, I found a simple but effective remedy.
Microwave Turntable Stop-Right
Aerosol can extender - For spraying oils-paint-bug killers-with out a ladder User can reach over- under or above hard to reach place .
BLUETOOTH DEVICE (OR WI-FI)
Light fixture with detachable lights, rechargeable batteries, and grips. Lights charge on fixture and can turn on/off together or apart.
#Home Smart EV Adapter Cord
ELBOW ROOM for everyone! A portable, affordable, comfortable ARM-REST add on. Perfect for PLANES, TRAINS, THEATERS, SPORTS EVENTS,
etc.
Caregiver Alert, Home &amp; Garden
Eco-Safe Refillable Deodorant
Light up your iPhone-- The iPhone case that illuminates the device's glass face.
HEART NECKLACE
App Enabled Smart Clock
h-usb-and (USB in hand)
Umbrella with Adjustable Light
The best contact lense case ever!
after sitting on a pair of 3d tv glasses there was no way to keep them safe and to display them thats why i made the vertical 3
Shopping with a Sleepy Toddler or Infant is SO difficult UNTIL NOW!! allow your sweetie to lay down while you get your errands done
A sterilization dryer.
A keychain monitor that connects to your car alarm to alert you that your car is being tampered with or opened.
Diaper Organizer*
Portable peripheral device(s)that communicate with smartphones. Device would have camera, microphone, speaker with capability to transmit.
Real Simple, underware that look like jeans so that when kids have their jeans below thier butts I don't have to look at it.
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MOCUBO PORTABLE (resub)
Serving spoon-strainer combo resubmit. Simpler execution.
Glow in the dark balloons
Do you use more than just salt &amp; Pepper at the dinner table? (Paulette Jaques)
running light bulb trucks/car
Picture frames are a pain! A concealed level and hardware make this easy to mount your frame and crop your home pictures.
My Chime
Tangle-free necklace holder Easy access to your necklaces in your jewelry armoire. Keeps your necklaces from getting tangled with each other
All guitar players need one . In less than 15 seconds the Standolly "hand truck" trasforms into an adjustable instrument amplifier stand
Nap On Time
Finger tip dusters! Dust hard to reach areas or nicknacks with ease! Microfiber! Washable! Suggestion from capone: dusting glove option.
Cube pencil holder
Charge your gadgets at the same time with JUST ONE compact and easy device. Keep your room or your desk free of tons of USB chargers.
meter reader
Blender/Rapid Chiller
Portable, illuminated, collapsible with magnifier bar chart holder mounted for knitters, crocheteers on tray with shallow drawer for tools
Flavored powdered coffee creamers loaded with protein and other essential minerals and vitamins. Morning protein intake is vital to diets!
Watermelon Cutting Mat
The Phone Case Charger
NoTrip Outlet
Baquette Container
Wheel Rolling Pin
Snugglezzz! Comforter &amp; Duvet
Ignition Control Device
No Drip Frying Pan
Our idea will dim the lights on your Christmas tree, allowing you to create your perfect atmosphere, anytime, anywhere.
"Flareware" LED BBQ Utensils!
TV Flickr device that goes around the users thigh much like a hairband - it's adjustable - always easy access- right at your fingertips.
Paper Towels Without Cardboard
Prati'cables
Keep it Klose is a sports bra with a full inside pocket and key hook. Kik is designed to hold your items for when you need your hands free
Dry Erase Magnetic Dart Board w/white dry erase magnetic front surface. kids design,color, draw any images they like,then play safe &amp; fun.
Le Clean'Table
Electric warming container to keep food warm between cooking and eating! Would have a lid and would put food in after grilling or cooking!
POTABLE PRINTER
5G solar clam shell: It is a solar power clam shell that snaps on a hand held device. Solar clam shell charges and extends battery life.
CalmMommy
Detached under cabinet pull-out draw system that can be used in the bathroom and/or kitchen, holding beauty supplies, pots and pans.
Adventures Of Clown-face
Sweet Freeze
It's 2011 and the venerable hot dog still doesn't have a dedicated utensil (as far as I can tell). Let's right this injustice.
SNAPPY VAC
Smoke and Fire Detector with Bright LED Emergency Lights.
Nail polish vending machine that allows you to create your own color, name and label it to make it personal
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sports concussion sensor
tired of using 20 keys only to find that the key you were looking for is the last at the set of keys?
Pivot Power 2x3 Weather Proof
Electronic homework app
Abacus-style massager equipped with slidable massaging balls. Use it anywhere, at home at the office or on vacation.
Yo-yo charger
Another silicone-based wristband solution for earphone management in smartphones, tablets and music players? (e.g. iPhone, iPad, iPod
Doorbell/ Camera/ Intercom App
Self Watering Planters
A see through toaster
Dice Cubes
My idea is a special turntable which it will use for organizing all flexible packing that there are on the kitchen.
Wiggle Wash is a easy and fun way to clean your favorite pets. No more reaching for the bottle and giving your pet a chance to bolt away.
An easy to use and inexpensive plastic ring with a spout which attaches to a gallon paint can to allow pouring paint with ease &amp; no mess
Superstar
My fingers HURT when I carry my dry cleaning! We need a cushioned twist tie that wraps around where I put my fingers. Hang hook for car too.
New Aerodyne Golf Club
Remote Control Locator
A powerwalking hand weights with motion generated light,front is white light the back would red for night Joggers.
Cookie Algebra, Cookie Math - kids, students, age 5 to College can learn now.
My idea is for a multipurpose card (The Kyn Card), similar to debt cards that minimizes tons of bills, and the time it takes to shred them.
The Split-Key Case
Baby feed counter
Personalized Balloon
A self-making bed. Manufacture a box spring (that can fit under any standard size bed)capable of pulling your sheets and bed cover straight.
Oder eating toilet
The idea is to design a pair of ear buds so that you will never mix up the left and right again!
Aircleaner for everyone
A pet door deoderizor and brush... A disposable sheet that will clean and brush your pet each time it enters or leaves thru the pet door.
iPhone 5S multi use case
SCENTED LIGHTS....A string of christmas lights that are scented with bulbs that are like mini Glade plugins...Varieties of scents..
Power Parasite
Fake ears, that are earphones
Delish-Ice
Oxygen tubing in the home is a tangled mess. Tubing on a travel oxygen bottle catches on everything. I want to make reels to contain tubing.
Replaces the broken locking clip on computer (RJ-45) cables used widely in Information Technology. Saves computer patch cables!
Pacifier/Milk Bottle Combo. Bottle empty? Just twist off the bottle and convert to a pacifier without bothering the infant.
Toy Picker Upper
Quirkys, Meat thermometer fork with slider. Accurately checks all meat and easily slides meat back on the grill or on a plate.
Mechanical shop fan
Contrast Video For The Blind
Adjustahh tooth brush
Not a shoe, its a ToePort! Millions of people live in their homes barefoot. Bare feet and cold toes under your computer desk? Buy ToePorts.
KOOL KLEAN
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After blow drying your hair you look great but the bathroom is a mess! Let's fix both at the same time!
The Cargo Mobilizer is a shopping cart with fold out wheels that fits upright into your trunk. Easily transport groceries,etc.
There is a known lice problem on the chairs of movie theaters. Introducing soft, washable, colorful fleece movie chair covers.
Keurig Vue - Shorter Base
Rape protector
needs suggestions !!
Quick-fly lets you change your fly in less than a minute
Jug of Energy
No bad noises doggie ear plugs
Shake your own cocktails in flight! This compact shaker, strainer, 2 glass set makes you the bartender using mini bottles anywhere. Cheers
Pet Feeder
Remote Pets
Key Keeper
Curtain Art
No soap is 100 % sure so why not make it fun for kids and important for hospital to know and feel clean or bacterica free
Rolling, no-tip tomato planter
The Burn Blanket
A cup that cools itself using depressurized air. Either cartridges, tank, or base to recharge. Also uses the air to make a cool breeze.
Mercado Mini for Kids ~ I shop using my Farmerâ€™s Market bag, kids can make healthy choices, too. Peter approved product extension
stove map
Variable Caulk Nozzle
a plastic aluminum foil type box.you can put rolls of wrapping paper in it.then you pull out the size you need and then just tear it off.
The Privacy Stall
Have cats? Hate to sweep the loose litter off the floor? Have a cat that won't use enclosed boxes? Kitty Litter Guard is the product for ya!
Grocery price compare App
Silent Hair Dryer
Digital Text Pop-UP reminder watch that discreetly vibrates and lights in the dark to alert you of business and personal daily routines.
Listen In App
Info Stamp Toy
Typical dryer hoses:they rip easy or collapse at the bend.Why not a heat resistant,flexible silicone hose in different lengths and colors!
Bio degradable,recycl skirt for x-mas tree to catch dying falling pine needles inside the skirt and tie up bag with tree inside and discard.
MOPWIDE
Crock Pot Top is a replacement lid that allows easy access to your food without having to take the lid off and makes serving alot easier.
Innovative Phone Case
LES "MOUCHETTES" POUR BEBE
Pizza Flip tm Cooker PATENT
SAFE COM.
The E-Z Rack is a portable storage rack for automotive vehicles, trucks, boats ect... that can easily be stored when not in use!!.
Wet urine stains on pants are a bummer. Pee Guard protects against unsightly, embarrassing mishaps
Rimmed, self supported waste bag holder that keeps the bag open for leaves, yard waste, gardening, light construction, or garbage disposal.
Solar Powered Neckless Charger
QUIRKY MATTRESS PAD: The inexpensive solution for a sagging mattress. Comes in different firmness levels to be adjusted further by the user.
Light Fingers
Introducing the E Z Crawler baby training system. Baby strengthens mentally and physically while participating. fun for the parents too
App enabled WiFi Ceiling Fan
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Confiture facile
MINI PLANCHA POUR CAMPING
Lazy Cat Dish
Light bulb cover for recess ceiling lights that will reduce the cost of replacement bulbs and is more environmental friendly. see PDF's
You place the parking slip you bought on the car dashboard. U come back &amp; find a ticket because the slip flew off when U shut the door.
ComposteCube
BBQ Height Adjustable 4 Rack's
Help with Naming and Tagline Voting!
Gas Play Station makes it fun without battery, you can bet your child will enjoy interaction with it, and it won't become a dust collector.
Universal Tablet Mount
Baby boomers need their own line of hair products!
Peenut Pals
White-fi - Whiteboard for college dorm doors that you can update while you're out. This will be on every single freshman's dorm room door.
Magnetic Cylinder Engine
World's Greatest Baby Bottle
24-Compartment Mesh Hanging Baseball Cap Bag (think Sweater Canvas) Translucent to display your favorites one per slot, pivot twist hanger
USB Adapter Home
Flannel or Not?
Shhhh! Pet Clippers
Paper Towel Cutter Holder
I want to provide a place to digitally store children's art and where you can put it on basically anything &amp; have it shipped to you.
Electronic Bill that lets the customers split and pay for there own checks at restaurants.
BAMBINO COAT: Easy to put on Coat for Babies. Goes on Easy as a Poncho &amp; Snaps into Place to Fit Like a Cozy Coat.
K9 Quenchers
H2Go
Whant to drink your opened bottle of coke as it was like first drink? Gas Retention Device increases gas retention in carbonated beverages.
Battery (or AC) powered bathroom towel hook with built in adjustable timed fan to assist in drying towel between showers.
The Tortilla Cooker can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner slots.
A Children's hoodie bath towel with footsies from a Toddler's size to size 8/10, for boys and girls.
A RING MAYBE YOU WEAR THAT HAS A BUTTON THAT CAN ACTIVATE A SMALL BUZZER THAT CAN ACTIVATE TO A LOST
WALLET...ETC
Corona Jewellery Stand
"le Pouce" bottle opener
A simple, inexpensive alternative to the traditional laundry basket which is flat and stores neatly, with multiple marketing opportunities.
A UV electric toothbrush which applies UV directly to teeth and gums while brushing teeth, destroying bacteria and viruses on contact.
Everyone loves the milk that's left over after eating breakfast cereal. I want milk that tastes like my favorite cereal, at grocery stores.
Disposable baby food pouches are popular, but expensive! Finally, a REUSABLE baby food pouch to help save the earth and wallets too!
Burgers exactly as each guest ordered. Guaranteed.
Decorative Hand Sanitizer Dispensers for your home.Fun Kids Hand Sanitizer Stations for homes.(Paulette Jaques)
"K-cups" are popular and people like coffee accessories. This is a K-cup holder that would hang so as not to take up counter space.
Fingertip moistener actually at your fingertips-Have the moistener attached to a wristband so it is always available.
POWER.LOGIC television set. Television with built-in power outlets. Television becomes a power source for dvd players, vacuum cleaners etc.
Free Weight Phone Case
Drain Cleaner Snake (WINK)
QUIRKY CANDY! Shapes are of popular Q inventions! Great for advertising!(Paulette Jaques)
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New Snack from old product
MODERN TOILET PLUNGER
SHRINK IT! You buy clothes, they stretch and get baggy, what do you do about it? Buy a liquid or powder that restores its size in the wash.
Plastic Safety Children that will be standing on the side of the road so that drivers in your neighborhood slow down.
mini goal soccer kit.
Child foot measure mat
Try a 2 piece magnetic cupholder to lock a cupholder into place so your plastic drink cup cannot blow away. It works on any outside table.
Tracker
Go Green Get Lean! Power your computer while pedaling at your desk. Got Kids? They need to exercise before sitting on computer for hours!
Goob Tube
BOBS is a battery operated back scrubber. Therapeutically massages &amp; cleanse,self-lathering bristles,rotating nipples,revitalize muscles.
Build a sand buggy with a luggage rack,is light weight goes through the sand with ease and fits in the trunk of a car.
Smartphone case with SD card
Rotating Movie/Game Library
Food &amp; Goods Donations App
This invention does everything
cdool
HOLDER FROM WRITING DESK This product from the design much simple one can contain various pens, stilografiche, pencils and matite sphere.
Spring feet
1,5Lt Water Bottle cover
Have you ever taken a hot shower on a cold winter day, you soak up the warmth as long as possible then rush to your clothes?
Flexible Sun Shades
Butter Dish with a 3 Panel Flip-Over Cutting &amp; Buttering Board ATTACHED! Click on the Pic Please!
Flexible, stylish and protective stand and case for the tablet (iPad, Kindle). 1 Problem, 2 Solutions for stationary and on the go use.
Smart Light Pods
telephone alibi
MARKING POINT-SIZE YARDSTICK
GITDGLs (pronounced "giggles")
Tongue Tied
Straight Jack It Tangle-Free Ear Buds
Mini Bladeless Hand Dryer WINK
HOME HEAT SAVER
Toilet seat sterilizer
Gas Buddy
Next big wearable hit for kids!Collect and trade!(Pauette Jaques)
The guardian
Tired of heat coming in thru your windows? how about a screen over your windows with a great design and can be removed with ease for winter?
THE JOHNNY CART is a vast improvement to the Traditional Personal Utility Cart; it's ease of use will comfortably appeal to EVERYONE.
Bag Pack Sweater Hook/Clip
Pet-Safe Tinsel
Make mascaraâ€™s that have these oils in them:Coconut oil Argan oil Ojon oil and other oils.
SUV REAR MOUNTED CHILD SEATS
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Modern coat/hat/scarf/glove holder-you choose what you need(hooks, pegs, circle for scarfs, mesh holder for gloves, mini hooks for keys)
IMAGE FOR CHEAP ICE TRAYS
screen savers
Find My Drink "Tab" &amp; App
Wash &amp; Wear Dummy
Shelf and transporter for grocery bags from store shelves, to checkout, to car, to home using one easy to load and transport device.
Sork Forkoon? Spork was taken.
OLED Clip On Sunglasses.
Glow-Bee! Inflatable camera flash diffuser that replaces attachments, lightboxes &amp; umbrellas, weighs ounces, and fits in a pocket. Globies!
Tired of cleaning your "tobacco" out of your water/smoking pipe, cleaning your screen, or making a mess. Well say no more.
Auto Raising Men's Toilet Seat
CARPAQ is a light weight, portable, simple to install, roof mounted (no roof rack required), self inflating, expandable CARGO CARRIER.
Slap Wrap Bottle
The friend back
Hanging jewelry, purses, scarves or menâ€™s ties
Briefcase Drawer
Bottle Snuggi absorbs moisture from cold bottles, can and cups. Great for car cup holders, backpacks and sports bags.
Extend-a-visor. It straps on to a car visor and it can extend to the side window to block the sun from side at the same time.
new art discovered by me
A germ fogger (similar to a bug bomb) with a non- toxic disinfectant like Lysol, to use in large enclosed areas like daycares or airplanes.
Alarm &amp; Record System for next day. Ex. Good morning today is Monday 2nd and you got to do, Conference, Interview, Schopping, Birthday party
Fruit Flavor Savor
Flex Grip
WINDOW CLOSER is a device for closing windows automatically. The most useful place for a Window Closer is in bedrooms to provide comfort.
evo and soy sauce chips
Diabetes warrior
Spring loaded picture frame that doubles as a shelf/table for cocktail parties or displaying trophies.
A tray for furnace air filters to make installation and removal easier.
Got You Covered - a disposable headrest protector with multiple uses: airlines, medical offices, theaters, any seats with any type headrests
The Beach Reader
Pet Burial Tote
shopping cart ads
Personal garage for your motorcycle
IPhone Lariat. This lariat would either put around your neck or clip on to your clothes &amp; prevent your phone from dropping from your neck.
A version of Quirky Cordies that clips on with a spring loaded clamp.
Remote finder
A device that will alert you when you phone, wallet, keys, handbag, or hand held devices are more than three feet away from you.
A 3 in 1 bottle for individual sections to use for shampoo, conditioner and body wash. You can do a 2 in 1 or a 4 in 1 with lotion added.
Desk platform
Cold weather piano gloves.
PORTE CLEFS GEOLOCALISABLE
halloween mask sanitizer
post pal
Home Energy
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Organize batteries, even recharge the non-rechargeable, save money and don't throw away dead batteries!
Throne of Games
Fort-ify
boomer Bra. for Double dd and above. this bra combines the comfort of a sports bra with the shape of an underwire to wear all day.
Variable Diameter Sealing Lid
Resubmit)Laundry Basket with Collapsible or removable Dividers.
Cream Atomizer
coupe express carottes
Under construction.
2-IN-1 Nap Mat and BackPack
A WALKIE TALKIE FOR EXPERIENCED DOGS. IT WOULD BE WATERPROOF,SMALL AND ATTACHED TO THE DOGS COLLAR.
The bug ins plug ins and billy bills mailbox grafity art lights collection sets are for your indoor and outdoor lighting needs.
Ever been in the dark with your cooler? Put a trigger LED light in the cooler,when the lid opens light comes on, when shut it goes off.
Grilling Temp.-Sensitive Light
Giant Beak-wasp killer/swatter
"Swiss Army" Versatile Sucker so many things to mount no idea what to buy Suckers Reborn and Morphed the does all sucker.
Keyboard Stepping Stones
Pill Tool. Here's a device for the elderly, handicapped and all of us to easily open blister packaging without injuring our fingers.
Hydraulic aircraft trolley
Hand held scrubber accessory with a heavy duty plastic handle to use with the Scotch Brite Easy Cleaning Pad and the Mr. Clean Magic Eraser.
Alarma de fiebre
Spreader Measure
A FLASHLIGHT THAT CHANGES TO A TABLE LAMP.
adjustable phone protector
Have a pen and pencil in one object. And we know that when we need a pen, a pencil and when we have a pencil, we need a pen.
A soundproof drape/pad that is customized to fit on doors and velcro onto window frames to prevent noise from getting in and leaking out.
Garden Hose Water Heater
Tablet Belt Case / Lap desk
battery saver
Nature's Perfect Grip!
ABC's and Colors : The Getting Ready for Kindergarten Board game
Biodegradable K-Cup coffee container saves millions of plastic containers from tainting landfills.
Design Anywhere: A super-cheap dry-erase board that folds up to the size and weight of a few index cards.
Power Flash Drive
Flavored baby pacifier with a digital readout that takes baby's temperature too.
Power To The People
O NO!! Hold on to your seats!!! another great CRATE idea! Get those pottyseats off the floor! CRATE with hook to hold seat &amp; bookshelf
Sand Spa
forget-me-not
cosmÃ©tique personnalisable
The drainable fish bowl/tank with a bottom grate and drain would enable one to empty the dirty water and debris without scooping or dumping.
A lapel microphone for radios that adjusts volume based on the ambient noise level. First responders or factory users never miss a call.
This is an unique idea on an old product that has been on the market for many years.
infant-in-car alert
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Magnetic Stomp Pad
Arm Grabber Rescue device #1. A life Saving water rescue device. Nylon or wire mesh to grab the arm via the Chinese finger puzzle concept.
SOLAR LED LIGHT YARD SIGN YOU CUSTOMIZE WITH YOUR OWN MESSAGE! Regular signs are BORING! Custom design your message w/
wireless technology.
Emergency Storm Helmet â€“ Hexagonal Strength and Inflatable Portability.
App For Your Fan
Efficient Personal Cooling Device for hot weather. Don't rely on having an air conditioned car or room nearby, control your cool!
Chopping-Bowl (By Idea)
Vacuum Cleaner Bag Sensor
â€˜Exercise wearever you goâ€™ is an exercise suit that has strings attached, allowing you to stretch and move concurrently.
Key Fob Guard
EZ Whack It Replacement Unit
A compact tool to slice produce directly into a recipe.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
Mommy Trainer
tangle free headphone wire for cellphones! imagine answering your cellphone without having to detangle the wire on your headphone first.
ASW(Always Smooth Writing)
Sock Monster
#Katie: Video/Pic Tag Device
genetic plants reinvented
Self brushing tooth brush
kKEYMASTERstation/alerter
Smart Fire Pit Heater
Electrical outlets that are hidden behind a faceplate within the wall. Better child safety and dramatically better cord management.
Sink Splash Guard
Anaconda Cord Manager
Dear Scuba Diving Fan!! This device can help reduce the rate of decompression sickness &amp; drowning happening
The Cargo Mobilizer is a shopping cart with fold out wheels that fits upright into your trunk. Easily transport groceries,etc.
A;simple,cheap,portable,convertible,adjustable box for your desk,to adjust your lap top height."Please Rise" healthy box and stop sitting.
A NEW YEAR'S TIE! A tie that has a ball to drop down to light a small sign that shows "Happy New Year", then changes to the new year.
Monitor Your Child's TV Usage
Phone to Phone Charger
Phone call indicator/ phone locator watch. A watch that connects via bluetooth and flashes a light when your phone rings, also locates.
Staples Running Low
A freezer bag that holds a pizza box
office master
Fans have one flaw. They only blow in certain directions. Time for the future.
The idea is a baby strap/handle which would allow for a parent to pick up a child quickly and safely.
Security for your valuables, latch-strap attaches to your possession. Sounds an alarm if valuable picked up. Catch the thief in the act.
When pigs fly
MC QUIRKY create your fastfood
My product is an on-demand baby feeding bottle that mixes formula with water while baby is fed.
d*LIGHT*ful... No need to hold a light while you're working, whether its under a house, over an engine, in a closet, or attic, you'll see ez
Rave/Concert/Event Backpack
Disinfecting House Bomb
Kitty Litter Dispenser- Nimble
Parking Pal
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Sherpa Sheet, Sherpa fabric is used to create a fitted Sherpa sheet as the bottom layer of your bed making contact with your skin.
Multi purpose cooking vessel. A non stick cooking vessel which can be used as frying pan, Sauce pan ect...
REMODEL JEWELRY BOX FOR MEN, a tiny closet to hold menâ€™s jewelry: Watches, watch straps, necklaces, earrings, rings, etcâ€¦
Ghost B-Lock
A holder for your french fry container from the drive thru. Hangs on the door the way the original drink holders did.
Brainyac Doll
Airplane Passenger Parachutes
Battery life monitor
Quit fumbling with plates and bowls. How about a simple plate/bowl hybrid for cake and ice cream, cereal and toast, soup and sandwich?
Two n' One Stroller
A lampshade that has glow-in-the-dark characteristics. It acts as a nite light once it is off and slowly darkens as time passes.
a hypo allergenic pen.or jsut a portable pen that you can sign the credit card or atm terminlas at stores.
creative ceiling
Cigafresh Patent US 7614402 B
a dividing system that adjusts to any suitcase, so your clothes and items are always organized for happy travelling
Camping Transporter
RESUBMIT-Stack and bake cookies, cupcakes, biscuits, muffins Making and baking takes a lot of time-Bring baking to a whole new level!
Contractors need to keep that saw dust, tile dust, paint, spakle dust, etc out of their smart phone!
Adjustable desk
NFL Cookie Tins
Organised pen pot
Wedding dress air conditioning!
Keep Soap Bar from becoming Slimy and Pasted to Soap Dish.
LET ROAD SIGNS SAY IT! DID U EVER GET CUT OFF,WANT 2 TELL SOMEONE THERE TAILLIGHTS OUT,OR SAY-GET OFF THE
PHONE.THEN U NEED ROASIGNS!!!!!!!!
IR control center in house
Scalers (smart containers)
â€œ3SPHEREâ€
An MP3 player that will attach to the spine of the photo albums, so you can listen to your favorite songs while looking at photos.
Tiny Smartphone glucose meter plugs into phone(wireless?).Sends data directly to App.Reads/stores blood sugar levels.No more glucose meters.
the ezskimmer, swimming pool skimmer floats and has the skimmer head (net) perpindicular to the pole thus more cleaning power
Display storage unit/bench
A plastic bag with a tube and mouthpiece for sipping that can be hung on an intravenous tree for ease of drinking for hospital patients.
RFID Gun
The TV Diner
Computer spreadsheets are not always long but are now becoming wide. I would like to put an extra roller ball where thumb goes on mouse.
PerReminder
Smear on sun screen sponge applicator,sponge is wet,getting every inch of skin.Squirt bottles/aerosol bad on windy days,lotion bottles messy
Rugged Camp Pantry - A convenient way to carry all the supplies you need for your camp/cabin kitchen w/o it getting all jumbled in a tote.
Loose Nut Alert
Stylo analyseur d'Ã©criture
Within Reach
A retractable, lightweight pull cart. Easily carried with an arm strap before operating. Perfect for city living.
No Slip Grip Finger Tips...
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DONT LOSE YOUR PHONE EVER AGAIN !!!!, your phone holder or holster will vibrate or whistle/chime if youve gone too far from your phone
Steam both sides of your garment right on the hanger. Flip a switch and the steams changes to the outside for when you want steam the inside
Microfiber WristBand
Hate it when the tissues have fallen back into the tissue box? Let gravity do the work and never stick your hand into the tissue box again
Coffee Dripper slipper
Peltier effect drink's cooler
Make Friends! Chain Reaction Toy For Beach/Yard. Use Water As Initial "Push". Similar To Game "Mousetrap". Modular Pieces. Glow In The Dark.
Circular Power Strip
Kitchen iScale
Sunphones (head phone,snglass)
Wireless Mixer.
E-Reader purse
Cereal on the go
Multi Function Cell Phone Case - Here is everything right where I need it-with my phone. No more tangled cords, battery dying or lost Stylus
baby gear/ lil tuffy
App Wall Projection Planner
Puzzle meal tray
I'm Okay Mirror or Skinny Mirror: Mirror designed to make you look a bit thinner, a confidence booster when getting started in the morning.
Indoor Tent
The Cookie Dunker
Watch + Tabata + HRM + MP3
Outdoor Heated Extension Cord
video rearview mirror
Book Jacket Clips
UFO Fun
QUADRUPLE STICK, USB X 4 DRIVE. Improved Split Stick solution.
tree ease
Limp chargers a thing of the past! Users can now plug their phone in with a flexible charger and levitate their phone to where they need it.
SELF RETREATING TOILET SEAT
Adhesive Backed Paper Towels
MASSAGE HEADREST BED INSERT: Massage table quality for a fraction of the cost and space! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Solar Panel Cooling
Laptop stand with cooling pad, storage trays, and usb ports. It lifts, cools, stores, and powers.
Commode lid handle
preserve gas in 2L soda bottle
Transition tint Glass Windows for your home, and Car.
RESUB:Contact lens case&amp;solution holder 4 yor keychain/carabiner 2 bakpak.Care 4 yor eyes on the go.Gr8 4 camping/beach/nite out/college.
A role of cloth towels that last ten times longer than paper towels and fit the same size dispenser. Should tear off role just like paper.
Solar Heated ice dam unit. This baby mounts and forget about. Plus in the off season provides power.
Hot Seat
fiNd mE aNywHeRE
Quirky Mail Order Catalog
Pet Watering Device
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STOVE-TOP AREA MEASURED WATER SOURCE for recipes!! Stop sloshing water from the sink across the room! Now it's close by, and pre-measured
Floatee Pants! A life vest-like pants made to support in-water fun activities. Leave your upper body free to fish, sunbathe, relax.
Broom Groomer Swipe
App RC Vacuum
Smart phone Solarpanel Cover
Pants off the floor
HERE IS SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT FOR WOMEN TO WEAR, WHEN THEY WANT TO GO OUT AND BE ALITTLE MORE EDGY.
TIGHTS OR NYLONS WITH TATTOOES.
Quirky Radio: musical artists submit songs that are then voted on by community with the chosen songs made available for sale.
An attachment to use smart cover on iPad 1 that attaches correctly every time.
sdsasdas
Mankind's Best Friend!
The idea is a telescoping snow removal device for your vehicle or SUV. It folds flat and out of the way. It encourages safe driving.
Razor Cleanser and Sharpener
Rake with Bag Dispenser
Dual Chamber Counter-top Soap Dispenser with storage area for nail brush or sponge
Shake N' Make
ECO FRIENDLY FAUCETS with smart flow control. Will lower your utility bill &amp; contribute towards a greener Earth by saving gallons of water
Trunk Buddy
UNIVERSAL LOOP - the no-sew, machine washable loop that could be attached to any fabric. Stop draping and start HANGING!
Why do sugar cubes have the corner on coffee drinkers? Canâ€™t non-dairy creamer be cute, convenient and stackable, too?
Protect hands from burning
Q-Power Bank Case
Never lose your TVâ€™s remote control again! Push the button on TV and your remote control will beep.
The ultimate tomato slicer! No more crushed tomatoes or uneven slices.
The Dump Pump
Spray Bottle Roller Applicator
Bidets hygienic cleanser removes debris and leaves personal parts soft, fresh, odor-free and promotes a healthy clean and fresh feeling.
UC RESUBMITTED: TABLE BUTLER! The Lazy Susan specifically for the Rectangular table tops. Easily get whatever you need on the table.
ShieldCar
The ultimate and clean design bathroom rack
The world needs a 12 to 20 volt dc variable power supply that plugs into a 120 volt outlet and has a "universal" adapter for cordless tools.
I see an attractive pill case for those of us who have to bring multiple pills in or purses/briefcase; discreet, secure and lightweight.
The Incredible Shrinking Jar
A battery powered cup/thermos that keeps coffee and other hot beverages hot
Interchangeable grommets
Shoe and Toy Finder
The Holdster
Tired of Ironing/steaming? Get a Steam Closet! Hang up clothes and steam them in this portable closet to get wrinkles out!
stop stove fires a plugin flashing red light by stove
Personal cell phone charger that you keep in purse or pocket or keychain. Just in time for when you are about to lose cell battery life.
Bluetooth earpiece storage capsule-style keychain fob.Easy,single-handed,pop-top access.Comes with wind-up cable storage in base.No zippers!
Crossover Holds Your Props
Tick-ler Tick Remover
Touch Tunes
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Animated Finger Parrot
Wallet transparent extender
A two finger puppet toy! A 1/4 glove that allows just the pointer finger &amp; the thumb into the puppet. A toy that can't be drop or lost !
Neat Swabs
Have you ever missed a Cell Phone call because you didn't hear the phone ring? These animated "toys" will light up and move to notify you!
Truth or dare Chess
Total Care 3000
cell phone shades
"FILE" TILE
Wedge Shaped Soft Cushion Pillow that Holds iPad. (and iPhone, TV Remote, Paperwork, etc) Rests on Knees while sitting in bed or on couch.
Solar Phone Case
Second Chance
Whats wrong with this picture???
Anti texting &amp; driving device
inflatiable wig stand
BRUSH HAIR DRYER
Auto Desk
Inverted Snow Sledge
Basketball Outdoor Storage
Directionally Reflective Paint
Five O'Clock Shadow
Locator ring promo gift
This product is a little cube containing a battery and an extendable cord. This makes it possible to charge a cell phone anywhere.
Christmas light detangler
Everyone has a messy junk drawer, I propose the Drawganizer. It collects your junk in different sized bowls, easy to access stuff and clean.
APP Enabled Birdbath/Feeder
Water the Christmas tree easily. No more bending, stretching, or getting poked by needles. Easy Water lets you water while standing.
Tired of losing your wallet? Want something that won't slip out of your pocket- yet waterproof, compact, lightweight and durable? Read on...
Doggy hand puppet toy
THE OCEAN POWER BOOGIE BOARD
Modular Circuits
AquaLace
animal finder
Temperature Tuner
Ladder Step Extension
Prop-Up Bike Brake
Bed Raiser/Charger
portable heater
Flasks may not get used by all, but millions have received them as a gift and mine is unique. The classice "best man" gift and now golf gift
AM/FM Radio w/rewind feature
Caxi Tab
Purse Dome Light
Paintbrush handle with changeable brush heads. Makes cleaning the brushes easy and convenient. Stores together in a plastic case
The Christmas Wand bring the tree to life. Using standard infrared TV clicker technology make the ornatment light up, sing, and dance.
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Automatic Humming Bird Feeder
stack able washer dryer units with side laundry basked attachment. two separate bins that are mounted on the side of the washer and dryer.
a single use, handy amount of dental floss + mouth rinse contained in a small pouch or cup to be used after eating or on the go
NFL Ornament Candles
GrapeGrab
Naughty Or Nice Candy Machine
refrigerator sanitizer
A multi-purpose "tarp-like" cover designed w/a draw cord mechanism to quickly cover &amp; protect items.(e.g. outdoor furniture,equipment,etc)
Twin charger
An amazing portable power station?
Chalk Gloves. Chalk at your fingertips! (Paulette Jaques)
Find It
Regrowth applicator to make applying hair dye on regrowth easier, cleaner and more cost effective!
Bathroom buddy
Pulic Rest Room Soap Dispencer
Smart Home Phone
Solar light covers!
Baby Carriage That Turns Bed
Trash barrels with an attached, adjustable length plastic bin to hold the box of trash bags, back of the barrel where it's less noticeable.
Pasta Strainer Lid: Hold on top of the pot and pour out the water, easy and compact.
Track Ball
my friend finder
Kids clothing hanger for independent dressing! Hanger for a whole outfit. (Paulette Jaques)
Santa cell North pole anytime!
uweather
Musical Chair Pads!
A plastic light weight crystal clear shipping bubble that functions as a greenhouse during shipping. Two parts, male and female.
STOVE-TOP AREA MEASURED WATER SOURCE for recipes!! Stop sloshing water from the sink across the room! Now it's close by, and pre-measured
Transparent BBQ Grill
Want to save time and money.. We now have "Butter on a Stick Letâ€™s all have a minutes silence to the butter knife..
UC UPDATED) Completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) Prevents mold. Resub 165 votes
Scooters basket on floor in space between seat &amp; front of scooter made of compressed spring. when in use spring is released &amp; basket open.
TARTAR REMOVER
OC BEST BEACHBLANKET
Cool Spoons
Hip Toss.. A little simple and silly game of catch, with a ring toss and paddle ball option.
bed pillow separater
water tester
A power snow brush that will operate in single speed reciprocating motor to clean the automobiles. titled handle for easy reach of roofs
Fishing Scoopnet with Light
Word tally counting pen, with large display and highly sensitive sensor, used to count words at a high rate with most accurate results.
My Idea is a mobile phone ring extender.It is a small box or a platform you can place your phone in.It contains a preasure sensitive switch
Contort Line Extension--Includes VGA, Firewire, and Thunderbolt, ports to allow it to function like a portable docking station
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Here's your chance to use the Disposable pop up trash bag for spring cleaning,raking leaves,or any other needs.Finally work alone with ease!
Doggie Tracker is a Sm Magnetic Dry Erase board for the frig to track Dogs daily needs.Never ask again:Did the Dog eat?Was the Dog out yet?
ultimate case
Do you own a pool? When you remove your solar cover from the surface all the debris and leaves slide right back into the water to be skimmed
Spiral Garden
Student's laptop desk
Garcon
challenge school quirky
A generic light weight plastic glove etched in a roll that could have hands slide in and pull out one size fits all.
disposable lawnmower bager bag
USB Production
Snow &amp; ice everywhere but nothing to drink. A black ziplock bag for collecting and melting snow with a chemical heater will save your life.
Foldable Snow Shovel
mail box alarm
Garden pruning shears that will help make repetitious pruning comfortable and easy on the hands by adding a circular saw instead of a blade.
Cabinet Handle Covers
A.I.A. ~ Alert Info Assistant
USB Power Strip
Foam Dart Gun and/or Water Gun utilizes air pumps under users' feet to pressurize air canisters that are rotated between foot pumps and gun.
SAVE LIVES NOW!!! Interior Tornado Warning System. Can you hear the tornado sirens if it's too far away, you are sleeping, your TVs too Loud
SunFun sunscreen markers are a fun, safe, inexpensive way to make sure your children are putting on their sunscreen.
Chopping Board with Gutter
Have you ever opened your laptop and wondered is there someone watching me? Not anymore the Webcam Muff Cover at your service.
WhiteBoard Marker / Laser Pointer Combo
Antiperspirant Deodorant Patch
LADIES TAKE A LOOK! "SQUEEZE BRUSH" Just ad your favorite leave in conditioner or Gel or? and brush your hair NO MORE TANGLES! or pain !
Measuring cup liners and/or disposable measuring cups and spoons: stop rinsing with each change of ingredients, or wet-to-dry items shift.
Dressing Mirror for previewing and picking out clothes WTWT "What To Wear Tomorrow"
Ear Bud Sport Clamps
House Alert
Programa de FacturaciÃ³n online
Set of three wheels placed in a triangle that can attach to any other wheel to transform any wheeled product into one that can climb stairs.
counter glass
EYEGLASS HOLDERS CLIP &amp; HANGER
Funnel Vision
JeenzBRITE
Heat your scented oils or air neutralizers with your hollow pot and pan handles. Unscrew cap for scent and replace cap to wash. 2birds1stone
New Look on a Tub Mat....
Luggage with Inbuilt Cart
Cord Center
Stackable rechargeable LED lights. Take them wherever you may need light (reading, outdoors &amp; power outages) or stack together as 1 unit
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#Katie: App Enabled Toothbrush
Ditch the Brick!
Machine washable absorbent crate bed for puppy training, wet or incontinent dogs. First layer faux suede material,2nd layer Shammy material.
RESUBMIT-Stop your pet from escaping when you open your front door! (Paulette Jaques)
Solar Street Lights
My idea is a travel shoe case for women. It will hold up to 8 pair of shoes and have a extra compartment to hold stocking and etc.
The bra pocket
ECO-FRIENDLY Light Bulb mounted scented cartridge. Aromatherapy Scent is activated with light bulb's heat,DON'T NEED TO BE WALL PLUGGED.
New Style Surround Sound
Dustpans just don't suck. Clean up the impossible messes with the VacuPan.
RainBrella is a fun water toy combined with a useful umbrella for kids
A safety button on the Kitchen sprayer. Just like on a drill you have to depress a button before the sprayer sprays.
Reusable hand strapped lint roller, made of silicone material so there is no need to keep buying rollers made of paper, just to waste money.
Removable side door protectors with a magnetic backing to prevent damage from other opening car doors.
My â€œGreenâ€ reusable celluloid wraps extend refrigerated produceâ€™s Shelf Life beyond 3 weeks! SAVES MONEY, TIME GA$!
Water Maker
Separate your slick from your stink with a dual compartment gym bag with spots to separate your clean work garb and sweaty gym digs.
Build-A-Reef
Scope lens cover for color blind.
An accessory to crates that will make them smoothly turn around - so their content is accessible from different sides!
Big Belly Solar Composter -- The next joint project for Quirky and Mack Molding
Hand cultivator and weed cutting hoe combination
Golf Club Groove Cleaner
Oh no. You lost the remote control again! never lose your remote again with REMOTE ON A ROPE.
Flexible Remote Support
Redefining the BBQ Grill
Table Skins are a modern, easy-to-clean, affordable alternative to old-fashioned tablecloths. Comments and Questions welcome!!
App Enabled Home Audio System
PowerAll Cord
Laying tile in bathrooms and kitchens can be a super creative venture but the grout application process makes it a daunting task. No longer!
I would like to make a line of colorful toy stuffed animals that has preloaded stories,music,and math to stimulate babies to toddlers minds.
Motivation Belt..nothing like a good trainer that gets in your head..
Next level golf clubs, designed to fit each individuals swing. No more one club fits all. Have the right clubs, for a better game score.
Makerpen
Stick-On Holder
Light Show Box
Smart NFC enabled pet door
Air filter to freshen your home, apartment or office. An air filter that cleans and scents the air when the air conditioner is blowing.
Outlet Cover Remover
When you need a break to WARM-UP AND DRY your feet from the winter games or working in a freezer the DryBox is the anwser. DRY IN 5-10 MINS.
Great Choper
For learning and FUN! A pad of tracing paper (and App?) that attaches to the iPad. For children to practice writing and drawing skills
AIR POCH' OU DEO POCH'
Small LED lights are mounted along the edge of a wrap-style velcro sleeve, allowing any tool to also act as a flashlight while in use.
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Camo ammo would be a premium ammo with a unique look: the bullet is camoflaged in either a desert, tiger stripe, urban, or woodland pattern
Match your Clothes Gadget
This is a flat ice pack that is hard plastic, so it freezes &amp; stays flat and won't leak like gel type ice packs and keeps all items cold.
Wireless connected bracelets
Parapluie bienveillant
Water counter
dont want to damage your car seat with sweat or dirt? floor is dirty and you want to do ground execises? pop open sweat pad helps...
Attachable grass trimmer
COCONUT KIDS TM
My idea is to create a simple tool which will enable quick and efficient transplanting of single small plants, such as basil &amp; other herbs.
Was UC - Ribbed retractable dishmat. Pulls out when needed and drains to sink- When dry pull to retract back into case.
App Enabled Message Board
Free-Parking-Lots App
A universal ADHESIVE kickstand for any phone. Like Blingits, it will attach securely and unobtrusively to the back of ANY phone. STAND UP
Toilet bleach dunks
Laptop touch screen
PoopAlert Diaper Monitor
Slice your cake and serve it, too! Flat, bendable, metal server with a serrated corner to cut &amp; serve cake, pie, ice cream, &amp; lasagna.
1 direction of umbrella.
Adjustable Christmas/holiday lighting to fit any situation or space! Adjust each section for any situation!
Plungerizer
Hey Quirky! I have a great idea that will appeal to all flooring installers, construction trades, etc. Can u say Home Depot and Carhartt??!
Let's make a iron that bobbles.Let's prevent irons from falling over burning clothes and causing fires.This would also have auto shut off
GIFstrip
TABLET iPAD HOLDER - Attaches to your body. Now WORK ON THE GO EASILY AND CONVENIENTLY
using a repositonal sticky dot, allows player to switch from lead to fingerpicking without stoping. pricless to editing,locks pick in place
STARGRILL
Whiteboard Seating Chart
Double sided knife set to save space and make chopping/cutting easier and faster.
Waffle Float
Peekahboo TV Art
SAVIOR
Not enough room under your car? Drive up on a Robo-Ramp. Then use an ordinary drill to raise your car an additional eight inches.
Digital frame photo case
Foot Fix Footie
Area rug corners: Small piece of sturdy anti-slip interfacing applied at the back of four corners to prevent corners from folding overtime.
AIR BABIES TM
An iPad binder/portfolio that will make the perfect workstation for all.
un repose tasse,tasse spÃ©ciale
Naughty Or Nice Candy Machine
Nintendo DS game cartridge dispenser. Parents no more nagging! This will store, load/unload with the push of a button. A no touch solution!!
LOCKDOWN
Changing Umbrella Handle.
Sweet Freeze
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Conserve energy and cut cost. Your hot water heater is the 3rd highest energy cost in a home, so lets invent a programmable thermostat!
Bobble Bottom. The soothing chair.
Accu-Drop
Opend wrench
Super-slick plumbing traps
Toilet seat kids shortener
The Piggy Trimmer
Foldable Grill Utensils
A flexible sleeve that can slip over pivot power (and other electrical power strips to cover and manage cords for safety.
My idea would be to have a vehicle receiver to pick up on the pitch of emergency vehicles(sound waves) to serve as a warning.
OPEN THIS FILE AND LOOK! LEVEL PET BACK SEAT PLUS RAMP!!! NO MORE LIFTING A HEAVY DOG PULL OUT A RAMP AND SIT ON
LEVEL PROTECTED BENCH!!
stand up alarm clock
Tart Tamper
Time to Breathe
Low-Tech Grocery List Pad
BBQ Baked PotatoMulti Basket,
dosasac
Wall-mounted pill dispenser. No need for stiff hands to open tricky bottles; load your meds monthly &amp; they drop into your open hand at will.
FIN'EEP (FINd + kEEP)
Rechargable USB hub
Door Knob. Not home and someone stops over? They can leave a recorded message via your door knob! *Collaboration with Paulette Jaques
SlopeCutting Board
portable funnel
Extendable child car seat base. Avoid months of back aches and pains by attaching your child's car seat out of the car and then lock it in.
Mix-n-Match 3pc Ring Set for Kids! This is Like Mr. Potato Head for Your Hand! Fun! Check Out All the Pics! Licensing Possibilities Galore!
RESUBMIT) vacuum. Sucks up small beads, glitter, sequins and you can easily put them back in a jar.
Never again will anyone eat or drink your food without asking you.
Zip It Sheets
I would like a coffee pot that brews two separate strength of coffee
trash can solution
One of the things that elludes most of us is BEING ORGANIZED, well the Tapler will help to solve this issue. office clutters no more.
Comical GPS driving comments
Chicharon Chips
Got an iPad? Then GettaGrip!
The Gas Grill Guardian
A new gadget that Artist in every genre of music can use to sell their albums to help bring back value to music and albums.
Modular HealthBar - design your healthy way of living!
Razor rinser
sticky broom/stickysweep
A Cutting Board with a slide out drawer to hold the knives
Using the same concept as a wrist sling shot, a device that would allow the user to stabalize video from a camera or smartphone.
Snap-on Inhalers
The drawstring grabber
Car cell phone signal jammer/disrupter.Parents and business owners can rest assured knowing that calls or texts wonâ€™t be a driving hazard
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Shot wash
Are you looking to be a receptionist but your Words Per Minute is like 25
Can't see or reach under your bed or couch to get something that rolled under it?Now You Can!Adjustable flashlight grabber!(Paulette Jaques)
Padlock with Alarm
A decor/mountain plateau that creates depth to your aquarium. A natural way of creating layers for you fish.
Tired of the mess plants make in your car? Try a plant carrier that buckles in like a child seat that you can place plants in. No mess.
Lasting Shoe Deodorizers!
This product combines two proven types of flashlights into one very convenient and practical flashlight.
Dry Erase #1 Foam Fan Hand-Entire hand front hand is dry erase material. be creative and Cheer.Change image for each game/event/person.
Expandable DISH RACK
Door Bell Discovery
H2O HAT
Pat Pend: Child/Pet Monitor. A thermally sensitive warning circuit added into a GPS / GPRS / GSM / CDMA / Satellite transmitter/transceiver.
Briquet sans gaz pour concert
1 million knee surgeries performed on dogs each year in the US. I developed a stretch adjustable legging to protect the knee after surgery
poolside misting chair
Coupon Tote-N-Go Coupon binder sets on podium that hooks on cart basket, leaving space for items you don't want damaged, like eggs.
AQUATRON FINS
Sprayable Lemon Juice
There's a well kept secret, beach goers. Baby powder removes sand effortlessly. Let's repackage baby powder in a creative way for the beach.
Magic Roll
TABLE TOUS TERRAINS
Instantly transform your Exercise Ball into a comfortable Lounge Chair, and then back into an exercise ball!!
Training Timer
Hedge Cutting Sleeves
Meet the Spherical-Wheeled Scooter/Skateboard 2.0! - Super Fun 360-degree movements
Robe Warmer
Baby Birdie Friend
12x18 MAGNETIC GARAGE DOOR VISITORS PARKING SIGN which indicates to arriving guests where to park in a driveway accessing a multi-car
garage
Fingerprint reader on the key
water bottle that can be hung on your headboard or on the wall above your bed, with a tube and shutoff nozzel dropping down for easy drinkin
A pee pad for the toilet to catch "misses" which also blocks odors.
Square Disposable Corner Trash Cans! (replace germy reusable trash cans)! Reduce floor trash by attaching to wall. Close &amp; dispose of box.
Easy Up
Disposable, storage containers
Tie Travel Case
Toilet Bowl Cleaner &amp; Plunger with Retractable Telescopic Handles - Store bathroom essentials discreetly and with minimal space
Pixi Projector - an accessory device for your smart phone or tablet. Allows images, movies, documents, etc to be projected onto any surface.
"BEACH TOWEL WITH BENEFITS" will solve going to the beach with your car keys, sunglasses, cell phone, camera etc.
Real life Sketchup Mark Tool
Good to the last drop! A device to collect the last of a product that does not completely flow out;then save it in a covered container.
The tent sun reflector will reflect up to 97% of the UV sunrays and 95+% of the energy radiated by the sun making life more comfortable.
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hair tool rack
Plant Watering System
Let's stop homes from being burned due to wild fires!We have car covers, we have boat covers. Let's figure out a house cover.
Clear soft Plastic shoe samples for infants. Visually see how new pair of shoes fits on their feet.
portable elec pencil sharpener
Product administers half-wrapped bandages, ready for immediate use, like a Pez Dispenser
Draw String coffee filters
"Collect poops"
JUST HOOK IT MATE, SHE WILL BE RIGHT. Yep.... all that crap on one hanger that you can take with you and chip on to any hanger.
Fork lift camera
Bagel Chip Maker. Slice &amp; Bake! (Paulette Jaques)
Measure up ruler
Syllables! - A fun educational word game for children and adults! Roll the dice! Choose letter tiles! More words with more syllables win!
My Ideal is Turning a 1 sink tub into 2 making it so you can wash and risen as if you had 2 tubs saves on Water
Flashdrive Attachment
A wearable device that allows the blind to sense the environment around them by converting video into tactile feedback on the skin.
External Hard Drive Holder
A built in light switch/timer than can be manually set rather than the existing electronically programmed ones.
EZpeeZ
My idea is a hydraulic toilet seat lifter that lifts up with a foot pedal then after 30 seconds goes back to original position.
John's box
Storm in the area? Electricity out? Your alarm clock has a battery back-up. Does your coffeemaker have one, too?
self-aware files (that keep track of their own lifecycle)
A plug receptacle that locks out electricity with a key. The plug would feature LED lights to indicate if the eletricity is on or off.
Shirt Pocket Phone Protector
PIM Precise Inside Measurer
Reserve battery power system, this one is set up in a flashlight. A Patent has been issued.
WOW!!! a Mixer Ball Specifically Made For Mixing Powdered Formula in the Baby's Bottle. This Ball Will Mix Any Powdered Formula With Ease.
Perfect Cupcake Icing Machine. The machine Handles the design so all you need to do is decide which nozzle to use. Compact for home use.
Wheelbarrow Scooter
The Surigate Animal
Huge bully
The Perfect Trash Bag
while driving on a highway you notice another driver with a bad tire. how will you warn him?wave your hands?yell out the window?
So my idea is a toilet that has a retractable water-less urinal.
A carseat that alerts the driver that a child remains buckled in the vehicle after vehicle has been turned off.
A hinged, cantilevered attachment for a standard handtruck that allows one person to easily move stacks of stack-chairs.
Smart Vase App
Jeepers, Creepers, Where'd I Put My Peepers? ~ Set of 4 Wall Holders for Reading Glasses! ~ Hang One in the Kitchen, etc. ~ End Frustration!
Snap Attack Alarm
Breathwell Shirts
Transporting fast food in a heated light weight collapsable container with a cord that plugs into a cigarette lighter for heat control.
The easy way to clean mud, dirt, snow, or dog poo off your shoes. Scrub with one side and rinse with the other.
Laundry Organizer
Go Go Gadget Arm Extender
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Brush Sponge
Flash Drive Ping Pong Paddle
Little Chef's Stove Top
The perfect ergonomic hand crank pencil sharpener!
The Fatal Attraction Magnetic
What if you have gloves to expose your fingers or your whole hand without taking off the glove?
My invention is a update to the typical key hook you put your key chain on! by using magnets!the metal in the key rings being the attraction
Fan Scents are adjustable, refillable devices that fit atop a blade of a ceiling fan and freshen a room easily and continuously!
Interlocking travel size bottles that suction to shower wall individually or attached. Can also be used individually for out of shower use.
Backpack with a convenient pump built into the pull out handle. It Allows you to pump up balls, tires, balloons, or anything needing a pump.
Indoor/outdoor lights that have a switch box to allow for changing and holding the color schemes for various holidays.
Micro Tents Microwave Food Co
a 4 leg chair all legs adjust seperate to be able to sit on a hill side or any un even terrian for hunting ball games etc poss battery heat
EarClip
Leaf Bio
Smart socket
The Spooning Pillow let's you sleep closer to that special someone without your arm falling asleep.
Automated Chimney Sweeper
RESUBMIT: Ouch! this is what happened to my dad when he stepped on a sewing pin. Introducing sewing pin magnets/clips. No more poking pins.
â€ âœ¿ â âœ¾ Flowerpot w/Built-In Composter for Deadheading! FREE Soil! No More Mess! â€ âœ¿ â âœ¾
A baseball cap with a wistle underneath the brim. This could also have a dog wistle instead.
eee
laptop screen pouch
Ride on Luggage for kids
Stroller Clip
New!...Flexible Rotating multiple plug options Surge protector/Power strip! Rotate until you get to the plug you want!
Rash Away Bottom
Invisible Power Cord
Snack Anyone? A fun way to keep kids entertained.
Can't Sleep In? Want to? Featuring touch night lights, storage compartments &amp; a privacy barrier, Everyone needs a Tuck-N-Duck!!!
Twain
AN EASY WAY TO HANG A BIRDFEEDER OR BIRDHOUSE IN A TREE WITHOUT GETTING ON A LADDER. HAS A SNAP RING ON THE END
OF ADJUSTABLE RODS.
Wireless Wearable Monitor
socket extender
Bendable Wooden Spatula
Piggy Wipe
WAKE UP DOCK
Baby Safe
MULTI-UTILITY STATIONARY DEVIC
THE FRIDGE CUBBY would look like a tic-tac-toe board &amp; would create compartments inside of office fridges allowing personal space for food.
KITCHEN CABINET SHELVING UNIT: Adjustable Shelves Serve Double Function As Cooling Racks For Baking [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Smart wine stopper
My idea consists of creating small self contained ecosystems for individuals to enjoy anywhere. No care required and take up minimal space.
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Shut-Off Hose at Nozzle End
IPlay
Ruit Robot
Smart watch
Homesdepot and Lowes all sale buckets and a bucket it just that until now! Makes a bucket more usable, saves your back and your recycling!
Smokey fire alarm stopper
Sports Watch Sleeve
Warning! My artwork is terrible! Give YOURSELF the perfect fade and eliminate your dependance of barbers.
Automatic Icing / Pastry Bag
For use in the salon sunless tanning booths; "FOOT &amp; SOLE" disposable peel &amp; stick foot soles to protect soles of feet from getting stained
Wall plant pot.Magnetic or not
MorphMirror is a portable, break-proof mirror which expands to form a full length mirror. Small version could fit in a purse or bag.
What time is it? Tiny clip-on projection time piece shows you the time on upper corner of your eye/sunglasses.
Plaque with the words, BELIEVES IN, in the middle. Pic on lt, someone very important to the individual. On the rt, individual's pic.
Was UC- Simple ,reminder discs for leftover/other fridged foods.
Artist Paint Brush w/Light !!!
My invention is a hands free dog pooper-scooper that is small, easy to carry, and requires no bending. Only the plastic bag touches the poop
WIRELESS POWER SUPPLY MODULE
Create a MP3 capable doorbell system that plays your favorite music tunes that you download from iTunes. Add your favorite playlist, Enjoy!
Beautiful *Layered Salad Bowl* Combines Style and function. Place desired condiments on inside rim. Sorry, not collapsible ;) High end.
table wedge
LÃ©ger Band
TissueMate
VENT FILTER COVER
AIR SCARF! Convenient-has soft molded tubes that inflate into a neck support. Deflates &amp; houses eye covers. Switch out colors of scarves.
Create little adhesive strips that will then sync with smartphones to give you the exact location of each individual strip.
A ceiling fan that does not need to be electrically wired. A completely rechargeable unit that needs no expensive wiring to be installed.
My idea is a broom that would have a scrapper on top of the pole whether it be plastic, metal with or without a cover.
Two Tablet Case/Folio
RESUBMIT): A simpler, universal way to hide ugly, potentially dangerous, excess electrical cords on countertops.
Great Smelling Car!
Horizontal Suitcase Hanger! Keep the iron of your clothes intact during travel! Fits - Any Suitcase Any Size!!
Easy way to stock beer
Product is the " Pac Mate" a sleek, LIGHT WEIGHT shoulder HOLSTER with several varying size pockets for carrying many small items. Hot!
Screen2go - see more !
Hair Brush that drys hair by pulling water into the brush. A method of effectively drying your hair without damaging hot air or electricity.
transforming bed
Sponge mop that would conform to the shape of house siding. The handle would be telescoping to reach higher areas without using a ladder.
I'd like to invent a universal "Parent Handle" that would attach to any brand tricycle, big wheel and big kid bike with training wheels.
Butter in a solid packaging
Always Losing your Lipstick lid?? Well that is over! Inventing a Magnetic Lipstick Lid!!!
NFL Deck Of Cards
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FROZEN STRAWS
A combination metal clip and stickpin, ending the pain from getting stuck when trying on clothing for fittings or lost pins. Easy to use.
Self adhesive mosaic tile. Just peel and stick tile for a little splash of color, but removable unlike traditional tile. No grout
(VIDEO) LETS REDESIGN TWEEZERS-I have tried this out and it works much better than current tweezers on market. Check it out and see!
Multi-use LED table lamp
Artist Pen, Pencil Set w/Light
La De Da
Typesure
End broken box &amp; game closet clutter with boxes for games/puzzles with a clear sleeve on top/side to slide in the lid for easy recognition.
Cooling Top
Move furniture/appliances effortlessly. No silly pads. Leverage does the lifting. Pivoting fulcrum and swivel wheel does the moving!
Retractable Scooter Seat Cover
The Tad-Pole
Bobble Brush Line Extension Idea ~ Shave Razors Bobbles Men &amp; Women Not all showers have a Shower Station (college dorms, etc.)
head phone
No more hosing out mud and water from you car floor mat. It's disposable, toss it, it's cheap. Universal fit from semi flexible plastic.
Rotisserie Baster
Glow in the dark Cooler
Mix your bagged salad with dressing when you are ready to eat. No more soggy salads or condiment spillage.
Refrigerator Lazy Susan! Organize, store, and bring forward!
Moto Wheel Lift
Personalized magnetic face toy
A Desk Lamp with Power and USB stations.
PLAYERS CHOICE HOCKEY LEAGUE
Pivot Power + Locking mechanism + Plug covers = Child Proof
My idea is a roll of tape that aids in precisely laying out stud walls for construction or helping to find studs behind existing walls.
Extra Tab
Shade and Feed plants! The shade made of plant food. Water top when you want to feed. Shades and feeds at the same time!
Shakerware
Extendable Hammer Shaft Handle
Tip-Not Cooler. I have a simple solution for a tip free insulated water cooler. Make the bottom larger than the top.
Eye liner 2 en 1
Remote Controlled Tree Trimmer
a simple light switch cover that keeps access at the main switch and provides accessibility for kids with a fun size switch at their level
Dissolving Dry Cleaning Hanger
Tired of doing so many dishes? Here is a solution to help cut down some dishes. A mircowavable plate that folds into a storage container.
Plant Rabbit Protection Fence
My idea is to repurpose my gas tank cap for my motorcycle not a stick on compass but to actually have the gas cap be the compass.
THE POWER CUBE Decorative Table Top Charging Station with Multi-Power Outlets Perfect for Conference Rooms, Office, Kitchen, Family Room.
App-Enab External Hard Drive
Inventory/Survival app for mobile devices that will keep track of inventory and tell if each goods will expire, give estimates on rations...
Safety Mat. Not an ordinary bath mat. This is one that will save kids from being hurt.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
Lift the last dust
The Cold Shower Avoider
Swim Coach Stroke Rate Counter
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Fender Bender Bumper
board for writing on notebook
wok ceramic
Golf bag with 12"drop-down panel in the front. A stationary post, centered, would make it possible for the strap to hold it on the golf cart
A blanket fitting a mattress like a sock. Fleece? Zippers on one or both sides for easy bed making. Never struggle/stretch to tuck blankets.
Watch pole
Beer pitcher fitted with removable magnetic ice cores of different themed shapes/colors.
A dog trimmer that with an extremely SHARP surgical steel blade that will NOT cause pain or crush the dogs' quick/pulp.
Consists of modular power strips that can be fitted together to increase the number of sockets with a single power cable.
Rake Stake
App Enabled Shower Control
Sealable coffee filter pouch. Fill with your own favorite blend from home, seal for brewing later in your hotel room when traveling.
A "cookie cutter" device for outlet holes in sheetrock. sheetrock is not see through, a device for precise cutting.
Z-Chair: Small portable spring action seat that will help elderly people easily stand up from seated position. No mechanical spring needed.
What do you think of when you here sun shade/visor for your car; hassle, hassle, hassle. Let me make it easy,fast &amp; fun for you to use.
Global translator
rain pro
Snap-on Web Camera Cover
Mobile phone case with GPS
New to Town App
Busy.... child always in the way. Here's a MiiTab, a great effective way to keep your child busy, learning, and supervised.
more space garbage bin
A silicone based cover for the bottom half of a laptop to cover the touchpad to prevent random cursor placement during typing.
Love the smell of weed? For people that like the smell but didn't inhale!
Safety Spoon
The talking LunchBox . Your child will smile when they get your note at school. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Toe Caps!
Have you ever wanted to send a message to a car behind you? Introducing, ***The Rear Window Messenger!*** Come check it out!
fitbit flex watch band
Mini dryer and mini blower.
Plant Pot/Rescue Ladder
Leaf Baler
Flat Free Tires
kitchen helper decals
A support for Tablets/Laptops, to use them also while lying on a bed or couch on a fully horizontal position
XM/Sirius Turbo
Tuna Can Open Press
Multicolor Cellular phone outlet/car chargers.
Mattel PlayDesk
BBQ Tank Buddy
shuhu
Removable Heels - Shoes
Car\Truck rear window laser display. Useful to convey quick messages that blinkers, hand gestures, or yelling out of the window can't.
Back of the door towel dryer
DRYER LINT Sucker!
Baby swing that's just a frame which a car seat will fit on. Baby falls asleep in car, stays asleep with motion of the swing, very portable.
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No More Shaving Cream for Men
These inserts come in different shapes made from silicone or foil to fit the pan, easy to reuse or recycle after use. No more scrubbing!
Dehumidifier Water Recycler
Flat-screen or Ikea box won't fit in your car? Door supported, nylon harness fits any vehicle and safely transports items on side of car.
Portable blue-tooth device for your cell phone
Closed end wrenches and ratchet wrenches that do not slip past the nut.
Revolving Cord Management - Turn your cords in the right position. Always enough space for each cable. Even in corners. Outletmanagement.
Adjustable Christmas lights! Lights that snap together along the cord to give you the perfect length and look!
Aerosol diaper rash cream would help keep parents from having to get too close to the diaper end of a baby.
Ball Tracker
The Drive Nâ€™ Dine Tray is a reusable and recyclable in-car food tray for eating on the go
Touch screen shower!
Commercially available split flat sheet for beds. This will eliminate the constant battle for sheet real estate while sleeping.
The long and short cord
Cover your stuff with a Tarp that has a nice design. A collaboration with Paulette Jaques (Resubmit)
GE Enabled App for Google Imag
3 in 1 Chopping Board
springdriven generator
Clothes Heater
Toothbrush + Tootpast 2in1
Find My Disc
The Carbage Pail- A simple and effective way to keep trash off the floor of you car, and out from under the feet of your passenger.
Redesigned umbrella! Hands free,with handle? Channel water away? Light your path? Integrated retractable,soft sided,always keep u dry cover?
Revolutionary new way to apply sunblock esp. those hard to reach places like your back with the all in one disposible package
Hospitals/nursing homes use styrofoam cups for patients to drink from,they have to hold the straw to give a drink.Cup w/ hole to hold straw
Car Camera System
skateboard grind anywhere
screen focus app/software
One charging dock for all mobiles that sends calls/music to multiple handsets by bluetooth; different lines for different mobile devices.
Adjustable extension cord
WITH A PERFECT mix BETWEEN SOFT STRAP AND HARD COVER, it is the phone case which helps people hold their phone more securely and sturdy.
Personal life raft spheres would be compact, economical, and save lives.
A Lanyard for your Smartphone
Fist Assist: The Fist Assist screwdriver with constant contact functionality is a new take on the T-screwdriver with interchangeable bits.
Community Watchdog Bulletin
Wink Robotic Motors
Always keep your beverages in cans fresh by using this product's built-in resealable top/tab. No more stale or wasted drinks!
Projection-light
A hooded container for toothbrushes. Divided, to hold more than one. Not totally encased so brushes can dry. Easy to clean.
Ever spilled a soda,fitness drink,bottle of water on your desk,in car,on a treadmill or jobsite. You need the universal no-spill bottle cap.
EZ Dose
Table Top for the Quickie Quirky 2 Piece Stool
Plateau diviseur de tarte
2 in 1 laptop amd projector
Don't misplace/drop/scratch your glasses, no need for extra chain/rope connection piece or holder/case, all-in-one glasses and connectors.
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Watt I need
Pivot Power meets crates
Garage door open alert system
A BREAD SOLUTION Inspired by ORIGAMI. Warm, slice, serve bread, keep warm &amp; Stores ALL IN ONE. Folds flat for space saving storage.
MOVIE!!
SOLAR MICROWAVE
BEACON Plate Holders
Business card printer
A BEACH PALE YOUR CHILDREN DONT HAVE TO LIFT TO EMPTY. NO MORE WATER SINKING INTO THE SAND UNTIL YOUR CHILD
HAS A CHANCE TO PLAY WITH IT.
Adjustable Desk Hook
Non-slip dishes. Outside of the plates, bowls and cups would have a textured, so that when you are washing dishes they are easier to hold.
Safe earring backings - safe for children, safe for you.
telascopic sewer line for R. V
Multiple Bottle/Glass Carrier!
convert--a- grill
23,000,000 men have to pee 2X + per night. Aim Lights would be a pair of LEDs that stick to underside of toilet seat to help correct aim.
The Auto survival kit for lost and stranded motorist:containing a flexible solar panel and all the necessary emergency equipment to sevive.
Pain free leg wax
Multi soap shower attachment Fits where the shower head is and put the shower head back on. Twist to select, lift to turn on/ off
I hate washing my hands in public restrooms. You have to touch that germ laden spicket handle(s)and hand towel dispensers. Ugggggh!
A container that would encapsulate a plastic soda or water bottle using the threads on the bottle. For 12 to 20oz bottles one size fits all!
Wrist Counter "2 Be in the No"
DUMMY PHONE PEPPER SPRAY
Sensual, lacy, colorfully adorned attends in varying sizes for girls and ladies.
Smart Helmet
CLOSE TO COOK. OPEN TO BROWN. Roasting dish with louvred lid - No need to remove dish from oven or burn your fingers uncovering
global thermometers inventions
REdecorate
My idea is a baseball that will help you throw certain types of pitches. For example fastball, Chang up, curveball, slider
DLP Projectors: TV tuner/cable ready/WiFi/USB/HDMI using Fiber Optics to project picture or conventional bulbs. &amp;Superb Sound Capability
Flex compound
Im amom of four what i need is intercom capabilities on the tvsI would like to be able to push a button on one tv and get my kids on another
The Stop Alarm
35mm camera converter
End To Ear Piercing, Keloids, Split Earlobes,Heavy Earring Pain and Metal skin allergies/infections.
Personal Heater Pro
Ever try to pour a sauce into a measuring cup and make a huge mess? Here is a sauce pan with measuring lines inside of the pan
Pocket Iron
Chill-n-Serve picnic/party containers. Simply designed containers w/ lid, handles, write-on label, &amp; a freezer pack compartment underneath.
V Belt Clip
Reach Out
Golfball Marker dispensor
The ultimate desk and cable organizer. No longer worry about tangled cables and figuring out which cable is for which device.
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Resubmit. Solar Power Rice Cooker or Fryer takes your rice cooking and meat/fish frying outdoor.No electricity needed.
Cell Phone Panic Alarm
Iron board for pants
A smart phone holder in a shape of a neckless, where women can carry around their necks, orin a form of a pocket on a shrit, or blazer
EnVue (Neckit) a lightweight cell phone holder/necklace that supports use of phone as an e-reader or for watching videos while hands-free.
Cushion cup holder!
STEM 2.0
Cannon Loader
The Smarter Cover is the Ultimate iPad Case. With 2 panels, the thin leather case acts as a keyboard and stand while protecting the iPad.
UPS compatible powerline eth0
Flush to step out
Thousands of flaggers and construction people get killed every year! I can stop that and get more drunk drivers of the road too!
Fruity fresh.
A reward system for meeting peopleâ€™s fitness goal.
TIRE TATTOO!Personally design your own brand of lettered tires, a DIY way Co.Name/Logo,Sports team,web site,etc.possibilities are endless.
Cordless Kitchen Tool and Scrubbing Attachments.We just made scrubbing dishes, glasses, pots, pans, bakeware, tub, and tile a little easier.
PUNCTURE PROOF GLOVES FOR PET GROOMERS, SMALL ANIMAL HANDLERS, DIABETICS AND MORE ...
Check-Out Line Selector
Orthopedic boot made with easy to use clasps instead of difficult thick velcro straps. Extra cushioning inside, optional small ice packs.
The books are not done for adornment, nevertheless, nothing embellishes so much as they, within the house. Check out the pictures!
Sentinel
Reusable collapsible Paint Shield for interior and exterior painting.
hdfences
Solar Heat Extractor
Dinner table conveyor belt circulating the serving dishes around the table.
Telescopic Cloth Hanger
Headphones that charge your phone or music player while you are listening to it by using the integrated solar panel. Quirky's next hit.
ANYWHERE CORDLESS LAPTOP CHARGER:Tesla coils in plugs at both laptop and outlet charge your laptop from virtually anywhere while plugged in.
Beerzerks
Expiration FOOD tags!!! Set and forget um. They count down the days till expiration and warn you by beeping days before you waist food.
ew
Modem to Switch...let's talk!
Problem: Homeowners always forget to change air filters because they are either not in normal view and or because of long expiration dates.
Identifying shampoo from condi
The take-anywhere, hang-anywhere, easy access diaper bag/purse hook
Key Management Box
Ear cuffs
A wooden planter stand. I've constructed my stand out of 4x4 cedar, topped it off with a finial and constructed feet for balance.
Smart Bathroom Mirror
Glass fishhook
Steamy Secrets
4Square
Travel Multi-Plug. A Plug we can carry around for travel. Plug in multiple devices.
Car Engine Dictionary
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Pince-nez eye patch
Tape dispenser for BIG tapes
Has food spoiled in your garage fridge because the outlet tripped and you didnt notice? My idea,to create a plug in alarm for a GFCI outlet.
L.E.D. Purse light rope installed by user after market. Turns on/off automatically as purse is opened/closed. Available in multi colors.
LAZY SUSAN FOR INSIDE FRIDGE
Butter cutter
Computer towers are susecptable to Dust and Pet dander that causes it to overheat, How about a Filter to reduce the dust into the computer
A ringing device installed in a remote control that can be activated by a button located on your t.v. to locate lost remote control.
Don't loose that flash drive! Clip on Flash Drive Holder for your Monitor.(Paulette Jaques)
Microsoft Surface Tablet Interchangeable Game Controllers/Covers - Switch the tablet's keyboard interface for various game controllers.
Boat Porta Potty Liner
Tomato Tree provides better support for indeterminate growing vegetable plants by making the structure conform to the plant, not vice versa
swivel charge
Hold Any Flashlight Steady and Aim Light in Any Direction, Completely Hands-Free!! Great for Car, House, Camping, Hobby &amp; Crafts
An alarm clock with remote off switch that is placed anywhere in the home. This guarantees you will get out of bed and not abuse the snooze
Smartphone Safety line
Cell Phone Hub
Soft cloth doll with recorder incorporated inside her to leave up to 1 minuet message, resembles either child or mother, insert picture
Sun Block Spray Booths
cure cancer
Driver alert "Infant Present" detection-device(s) for the back seat of all new child-size vehicles.
Sink with control on removable
Share Hearing
Pivot Circuit Breaker
waffle cone scoop chip for ice cream
Daily disposable litter box
Easily readable handheld inside GPS units purchased, maintained and provided by hospitals, malls, cruise ships etc.
This flashlight transforms into a hands-free tool that lights all... (we are considering "lyteALL" as the brand name. 300 million sold...
The Snake Bite Cure
The Clean Can - All your cleaning supplies in one convenient storage container! Carry on shoulder or attach to mop/broom handle (94756)
Soft &amp; Cozy Combination Kennel &amp; Bed for Cats &amp; Small Dogs - New Design After 100s of Votes &amp; Recommendations
Aluminum Foil Flanges coated w/thin insulating material prevents power outlet covers to get painted during walls touch ups and full paint.
The Pipette Luggage
Its a window with a screen attached to the bottom of the window that pulls up and is only visible when open allowing for unobstructed views.
Anthor idea is grindz.A shoe with a metal plate.Like the name aplies you grind on rails,curbs,or anthing else that might need some grindage.
Creating a Chip/Tracking devices for Firearms. It would either be a add on piece or mounted piece on the gun.
A screen to fit water bottles so that you can put ice into the bottle and have cold water come out of the bottle and not ice when drinking.
Detachable Camera Lens Cleaner
PERSONAL DOG PORTABLE POTTY WHERE EVER YOU GO TAKE YOUR OWN DOGS POTTY
Stylus clipper on your earbud. Accessories for you smartphone or Tab and it holds your earbud and a kickstand for your smartphone.
Bracelet Key
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Arctic Cubes Chilling System
afa
Uuuuuultra Compact DRYING RACK
Tea Tongs
Ditch the deadly 2 piece balancing act required to enjoy a comfort meal of soup and sandwich. Turn a 2 piece plate into a one piece plate.
Wristband Remote Commander
Window blind
CHARGE-IT-UP
Make up Timer
SLAM! *A regular aquarium fish net, with a bottom that can be opened by trigger to release fish gently and conveniently during transport.
The Golden Egg(Vortex Mixer)
A freshener that clips onto the toilet bowl, which gives a visual/audible alert that the seat was left up and a night light for night use.
Smartphone keyless remote lock
The Car Flagger" helps you locate your vehicle in a crowded parking lot with a raised adjustable flag that fits in your vehicles window.
I want to join the "Green Revolution" by inventing a disposable toothbrush head to eliminate the need to dispose of an entire toothbrush.
Shirt Saver Sleeves
A walking cane that doubles for a tool to pick up dropped car keys, newspapers,things laying on the ground that you need.
Make Use of Unused Overhead Space! Clothes Drying or Towel Holder Triangle-Shaped Rack Attaches to Ceiling! Fits in Corners!
Power Wedge/Lamp
Lift and Tote is a device that will lift at "least" 50lbs and move it too!
Are Noisy Window Air Conditioning units keeping you up all night?! Now you can stay cool and get a good nights sleep without all the racket!
How small does your shower bar of soap have to be before you are entitled to a new one? Let's take cost and waste out of this equation!
Electric Car Charging Solved
The time wasted finding that cold beverage in a dark cooler is over! The Illumacooler has arrived!
Stylus wrap
Fresh Out The Box New Sneaker Smell Hanging Air Freshener
Sock Stamper
(Resubmit)The smoke and steam tray for a BBQ grill or in the oven. Get ready for the juiciest meat you ever had off your grill.
La baignoire portable
slippers with light
testing
Medical Scrubs
U-turn car 'lights' similar to hazard lights. A button in the car would turn on a U-turn shaped light on the head &amp; back lights of the car.
Little cleaner
Idea: to have arms (gorillapod arms) that will hold/wrap any phone/device; the other end be arms w/ a suction device to mount to windshield.
Chair whose wheels can lock.
cracked skin file
anti tief mode in LED TV
PIVOT POWER FLEX. (resub)
Supermarket Solution
Flushable Potty liners
Denatured antifreeze
Electric Shovel
Keyboard quick
Foot power! Shoe clip that actually powers you while you walk!
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Comfy Hand Pillow
A self propelled dog toy that entertains your dog for hours all by itself.
Auto Key Remote/GPS to Locate Auto No Battery charged while driving thru key ignition How many people have lost their car inthe Parking Lot?
A drinking vessel that glows from within. It can be used for entertainment purposes or safety.
A protective pad that when scratched by a dog's nails, creates the same frequency of a dog whistle so that he stops scratching the backdoor
The "sure tuck" will help keep your dress shirts tucked in. It is a tight elastic band lined with rubber and neoprene that goes over shirt.
"Touche!" to this set of fireside marshmallow roasting swords. Don't burn your hands dueling those flames!
smart shoes
Cheese Grater Storage Bowl
Table Lamp Socket with USB
I have invented the "WIZZ!!!!", a self dispensing utility sponge device, that will change the way the world cleans!!
See through toaster
"ActivTimer" Timer for Fitness
Musical Chair. A chair cover that plays music
A compact umbrella with a flexible pole to increase coverage area for small, compact umbrellas.
Labeled Blue/Black Dress Socks
"iMOB" - Card Style File storage and easy sharing tool for your apple devices and PC. Both USB and Apple dock connector.
DRY DOGS- velcro inserts with sock like material that you put in sandals or flats &amp; put in washer when dirty. comfort w/o sweat or dorkiness
The Home Organizer Bag is designed to contain in a single location many your household items that are easily lost or misplaced.
Nostrils drain plug
Ultimate Home Grill
Hook that straddles shower curtain rod. Outside hook conveniently *hangs towel* inside hook would have *time display*. Collapses in half!
No more damaged cell phones! The ergo case is made from memory to provide extreme comfort, grip and all around protection.
Peaceful Plane Seats
Resubmit Flexi-Lamp, the All in one, adjustable and reconfigurable Lamp, Turn it into a floor lamp, or a reading lamp, or end table lamp
Iphone Strap
Reese hitch add on
Specks Shield/Guard..
Mobile Reciept
intelligent micrwave oven
Satisfy the preferences your family for a morning drink - have coffee, milk or tea, ready for pouring by choice from one handy utensil.
Buying App
holographic books
A NEW STROLLER ATTACHMENT FOR EXTRA DRINKS AND OTHER ITEMS.
Do you have a deviated septum, nasal obstruction, sleep apnea or snoring problem? Try NOSE TUBES! Safe, inexpensive and 100% effective.
HANG Start the week ahead of the game
Millions of american have trouble cleaning their backs and this product would allow them to scrub their backs and have fun doing it.
Plywood Cutter Idea 2
Double-locking
Dogs are man's best friend, but not when they have muddy paws! Idea: A rug that teaches the dog to wipe it's paws using a treat mechanism.
burn more calories. RESUB
asdf
A stationary bike geared toward kids
De-meltifier
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asas
Upright movable Raw Hide Chew Bone Holder! Just Clamp it in and Let them go. Non slip,ball and socket maneuver with washable cover.
Coolest Stretch Resist Band!
Thief Relief- Home Security
Wear-It Bottle Opener. Snap-on bottle opener that you can affix to your favorite Tee Shirt, Surf Shorts, or the brim of your Baseball Cap.
Claspy is a portable, pocket sized, entertainer for your toddler to preschool level child.
servi'men
An insulating container for the efficient use of dry ice in coolers. It will keep the cooler from freezing, and make dry ice last longer.
A unit that sets off a signal to notify you or where keys, wallet, eye glasses, etc, located in your home thru the application microchips.
RESUBMIT: How can we help students, long-distance lovers, patients, gamers, bookworms, and movie addicts enjoy multimedia while in bed? .
Wouldn't you want to have something in your car to warn you if you are about to hit the rear end of the car ahead of you? Check out TAGAAS!
Multi-Juicer. Save time by juicing up to 10 limes, lemons or oranges at the same time. Without the seeds.
Wheels for a Chair
smart pad lock
My Ideal is a Adjustable Cover for the Back part of any necklaces Sick of your Hair Tangled in your Necklace.
Mad Lidz are an oversized replica helmet worn on the head suspended from springs that will turn the average fan into a bobble head fan.
Retractable Extension Cord
Hookah Tap
Automated Mold Prevention System for your shower. NO MORE MOLD!
-7 gallon capacity, stainless steel -Uses the sensor technology -Space saving garage/slide open lid -Powered by batteries
Coffee Ground Dispenser
No Pour Milk Measure
Safety Outlet Cover for Home
ReadDry
Cord management when vacuuming is frustrating. A device around the cord extending or retracting it automatically would solve the problem.
Box Perforator (can be an attachment for a pizza cutter) - perfect for easy breakdown of pizza boxes and big cardboard boxes
Remote controller power strip
Electrical Outlet Cover
Worried about sharing a tube of toothpaste? Or just tired of the mess a tube of toothpaste makes under the cap after a few uses.
Vortex
Get Down Towel is a custom manufactured towel with hardware designed to secure it down to a boat or lounge chair while sunbathing.
PowerSK8. Skateboard light set
A combination of an electric charcoal starter and a chimney starter. Put it on the grill, fill it with charcoal and plug it in. Cook sooner
StopLight LED bracelet
Bingo Ball&gt;Carry Less Be Light
My idea is about the hookah that is work with electricity and does not need to wait for making charcoal for hookah
This is a "steamer bag" to put in your shower that steams the creases and wrinkles out of your garments while you shower.
Customized Pet Collar.Let your pet's collar reflect their personality! Included with the collar are accessories to personalize the collar.
Tired of holding the hand held shower head while filling your baby bath? just connect it to the bath and keep both hands free!
Potty Trainer: Is a paper product that can be placed in the toilet to entice children to go potty and eliminate the cost of diapers.
Strong grip Tray
The Headphones of the future.HQ sound, waterproof, all touch screen buttons, wireless that works with all devices and totally customized.
HotShotz Crappie Jigs
Nanny Soap Maker
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Never wash your kitchen counters again!!! This extra-large cutting board lets you prepare food and then your dishwasher cleans up the mess.
Measure and Lose
A lock for books, folders, etc
Glide for Batter/Paint Sticks
Clip this, to that. Finally a double-ended clip!
Motion Wheel Pro - An accessory for the iPhone, iPod Touch, or any other gaming and media consuming device that contains built-in speakers.
slide out tray RESUB
I loved my cute new gloves until I couldn't grip my steering wheel! My silicone grips will turn any pair of gloves into driving gloves!
Marquee Bracelet
Open Sesame
Eco-bathroom
Scrub n Suds Bath Brush RE-SUB
Steamer Caddie opens at the top for spoon and teabag. Indention ring on the bottom fits cup which seals and steeps the tea.
Cocotte mÃ©lange minute
Shower Chair with Adjustable/Removable Drainage Tray Similarly Looking Like a High School Student Desk
Quirky Phone Case
WiFi enabled smoke &amp; CO detector that plugs into a conventional outlet and sounds an alarm on your smartphone when there is danger.
A cell phone docking station that connects to other wireless handsets. All ring with the cell so you have more handsets/options to answer.
Swimming pools are costly, pool sweeps run on pump(electricity) lets go Green Solar charged robotic sweeper, leafs and sand sweeper
Smoke Rings
My idea is for a personal garage car wash. A robotic arm, inside a big, strong bag comes from the ceiling, covers and washes your car.
LifeTimer clock
Magnetic windshield cleaner
My idea is a ignition interlock device disguise in the form of a fast food cup with a straw to blow in.
While You're Gone
Gym a go-go
Ringtone door
Biomass to biofuel
Limited Space?? Adjustable Sofa Arm Table that Converts to Laptop Tray Sliding Design Keeps Laptop Cool and Provides Hard Surface for Drink
THE NEW ERA TRIPOD! All-In-One - Super Efficient &amp; Revolutionary!!!
ReSubmit from 02/28! Temp Hair Color "Tape"! Add Vibrant, Shiny, Color-Changing Highlights to Hair! Can Change Color from Indoor 2 Outdoor.
Iphone Laptop
Cordinizer
Holiday/Christmas lights you put up ONCE and leave up, and with the flip of a switch can be changed for ALL holidays throughout the year.
Disposable Cuttingboards
An HEATED Ice Scraper/HandWarmer the size of a Credit Card
Power Strip with E-App Monitor
Cellphone Scanner
Never lose another item with RFID technology! When you leave an item 10 feet away this device will immediately alert you!
You Got Mail
pre soap sheets for dishes and or pre soap sheets for hand washing
Lollipop holder (small) ice cream cone/ popsicle holder(large).Prop your pops. 4 billion lollipops sold annually
Smart Towel Holder
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Stackers wall guides!!!
Web Browser for Roku
A tiny RF chip that attaches to an item (sunglasses) links electronically to a keyfob.
TWEEDLES HIGH CHAIR
Bubba fountain
Are you struggling to "hold" your "KINDLE" in your hands....wouldnt it be great if you only had to slip your hand into "The Strap"!
Gloogles-swim goggles &amp; clock
The PlayTray for SkipBo card players facilitates moving the game around the table for access to the draw pile and the four playing piles.
TabletFlip under-cabinet/wall mount for iPad style tablet with complete protection, speakers, USB power connect, sleep function for ipad2
Belt best friend
Creme for cleanheads
App-Enabled Car Heater
Smittens &amp; Glovelies
Tablet with 7-10" screen and usb port to attach a memory card reader to view pictures in greater detail. Great for Photographers on the go!
Invisible dog
I HATE WIRES!!! An elegant solution for wireless earbuds that are charged and always with me. I can't believe this idea doesn't exist!
The Quirky Cord Hanger
I want to be able to CHARGE my laptop WIRELESSLY. I want to come up with a devise that can charge electronics wirelessly.
Crutchvertising
Digital adgustable gooseneck vehicle sign for communicating with other drivers on highways .
Winter Baby Transport
Comfortable water bottle carrier. It should be adaptable to different sizes of bottles that can be found in the supermarket.
Take Out Coffee Cup Insulator
Provide a vehicle oem GPS that will improve customers safety and help maintain the value of a customers purchase with Wireless GPS transfer.
App enabled Reminder Dude
iPhone Bumper Stylus - Remove side section of iPhone Bumpber to us as a stylus. It's right at your fingertips.
Tooth Cam
Rodin's Thinker on toilet
Pancakes are a kids best friend! Pancake maker with interchangeable character/shape plates! Dishwasher safe coated with non-stick material
Bathtub backrest for tubs with vertical backs; lightweight, collapsible, supports the whole back, not just the neck and head.
PadWalker, The Waterproof Leg Case/Bag, iPad/Tablet Holder, With Possible Solar, USB Recharge Battery And Kneeboard Clip!
REASONONG WHEEL;Spin creates dimensions of a problem;Outcome random circ for learner to solve. thinking tool Help from AI= on line game
UNI TAP
no more bending
Ggyroscopic handlebar grips. No more pain or numbness, adjust and lock on the fly for optimal comfort. Adaptable to all handlebars. #qcycle
RelationTL Ring
a rack to keep your keys ,wallet and cell phone all together so you hope fully always know where to find them mounted to a dry erase board
Inflatable Umbrella - It's a kind of magic. Resubmitted after UC: Issues from Q.Staff addressed in the solution Box (at the bottom).
Wheelchair Leg Protector
Much Better Refrigerator
Casse tÃªte du cadeau idÃ©al
Remote less electronic dog collar trainer: this invention allows you to teach enjoyable leash walking to your dog from the very first day!
Inflatable paddle boats/pedal boats for summer fun!
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Dock em'
Miniature cities: Interactive playing board composed of miniature cars and vehicles, roads, bridges, traffic light, houses, sensors, Etc.
Digits Nail File and Buffer
Interchangeble iphone and ipad cases.Iphone/Ipad Case with multiple slide-ins. One great case with a slot for all sorts of possibilities.
UC IDEA (not chosen APRIL 10th 2013)) RESUB TO WINK: MEDICAL KIT AND APP FOR Phone. SIMILAR NOW IN UC! ????
Bin Box
The Octopus
Toy Train Set flexible tracks
Table Pocket
A FOLDABLE YOGA MAT to fit in any handbag, eliminating the need for those bulky, heavy, rolled-up mats that we lug around everyday!
A smart refrigerator.
Easy grip devices for pen(cil)
Phone ball
Lighted Flag &amp; Banner Ballast - Give Proof Through The Night
Archi' Bath Boat . The Archimedes's bath Boat that makes our kids playing with physics. (Re-sub) (new = a video of the prototype)
It's the time of year to turn off your heat and open the windows to let fresh air in.Unless you suffer from allergies.
The at a glance reference page will hold business cards and personal information in a neat clear form for instant review.
Better Drain Stopper
Vitamin water tablets for your pets. Each tablet provides the right balance of vitamins and minerals to provide optimum health for your pet.
Easy rinse and drain bowl
Keyless entry! Hands full with groceries, kids, simple say "door open" and the voice recognition opens the door. Fits standard doors.
Quadruple dog leash
Door Latch Fixer
"You be the Judge" board game
Reusable containers with magnetic lids for easy storage of the lids. Kit would come with a mountable magnet to place on cabinet door.
Collapsable dish rack resubmit
An applicator that would come in store bought hair dye at home kits. It has a feature that parts the hair and brush for easy application.
Mommy Bath Helper
Retractable Headphone Holder
Washer Dryer Combo Have you ever forgot to change your clothes over to the dryer? Why not have a washer and dryer combined into one unit!
Being in pain all the time is no fun. Taking a heating pad or cold compresses everywhere can be awkward or impossible. Why not wear them?
Picture in Tablet
Getting leaves or other things in a bag is hard to do with one person. You need a third hand to hold open the bag when you rake stuff in.
Hard to open jar opener: Some jars and soda bottles are hard to open. Results from the bottle cap being to tight or from having oily hands
Find my stuff, attach a small chip to keys,remote, books, glasses, etc mount base unit on wall, tap corresponding tab lost item will beep
Stiff-E Aphrodisiac Drink
Headphones Desk Clip that keeps your desk clutter free &amp; your headphones safe and secure.
BrakeSmart
Premises nowadays use less materials. Walls have more voids. Fastening fixtures is challenging in hollow walls. Wall plugs need a twist.
Touch Ups
A Laptop Desk for your Toilet
a rain booty! a shoe or boot shaped waterproof plastic such as polyvinyl chloride that would fit atop and protect the wearer's shoes and soc
Wireless Headphones
Fun and simple way to keep track of your daily physical activity!
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Rotating Stylus Pen. A stylus with rotating heads of different sizes.
ECOBRELLA-The world's greenest umbrella. This recycled material &amp; bamboo made conversation starter also picks up trash like a litter stick!
Functional fitness--- all in one Plyo Box
EZ Bed Headboard Cover
Quirky Road Sign Cover! It's simple and easy. Have you ever seen a road sign with an "awkward" cover over it?
Fiberglass patio furniture with places for tea lights that can light it up.
CalenShare keeps your family's multiple calendars together and at a glance.
Don't let your obnoxious alarm clock wake your sleeping family again! A gently vibrating alarm strapped to your arm wakes you and only you!
KEEP THE CARBONATION IN YOUR SODA OR BEER CAN FOR HOURS AFTER OPENING THE CAN WITH A SIMPLE VACUM CAP
To create an exercising machine which stimulate all swimming movements at home combined with bicycling for legs to burn maximum calories
Home Fire Blanket.
iPad pencil case
bluetooth device that can save lives
Movable IPad Mount
Windshield badge holder
Auxiliary blue tooth plug for vehicles. You normally plug in a wire from your AUX to your IPod, IPhone ,exc. Instead use it blue toothed.
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
The ultimate in beach/picnic/tailgating/party/outdoor fun
Survivapole
If you had a way to carry that huge, heavy ice chest, hands-free, to your picnics, beach, or favorite party, would it be worth $20?
A blanket that snaps down the middle, allowing couples to sleep more comfortable by giving each side the option to use their side or not.
Signal Shirts
Portable iphone/ipad charger
CUSTOMIZE YOUR BAR SOAP! Imagine receiving a guest or even in hotels, surprising with their names written in soap!
Cargador de bolsillo
Watching the Taffy Machine at the Boardwalk is Mesmerizing and Cool! I Want a Taffy Puller at Home! Look at Inspirational Video!
Simplify the laundry process &amp; stop clean clothes from falling on the ground when moving to the dryer w/ this simple expanding wash/dry bag.
SockMate
iMAC: POWER STRIP INTEGRATED AND ADAPTER TO RETROFIT EXISTING DEVICES (RESUBMIT)
A clock reminds u time flies!
alwaysThere
Remote-control anti-carjack
Baking Pan with handles that are removable. No need for for mittens!
Instant fast food
Minimalist shrinking beach towel bag. Works like one valve vacuum-bags, but custom-fit to the towel and with handle and accessory pockets.
Digital Golf Score Keeping.Keep score and submit instant to handicap system.Replace traditional scorecard. Manage games and matches.
Omelette maker. a ten inch by ten inch square TEFL (non-stick)skillet Pan with a metal handle work in over 2-4in half moon 1 &amp; half deep
The Inverted Helicopter System
Sparkling Flower Food
App-enabled Coffee Maker:First submitted 6 months ago under Apple_accessories now moved to Wink.
JRI Brain Phone
peon
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Pizza Play Mat for Babies
Puff V
I envision a bicycle pedal powered fishing pole which would ideally enable women to participate more easily in sport/ocean fishing
UN-CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in toilet area. THIS HELPS them to keep / clean up the area.
Shoes with interchangeable heels. They will include 2 or 3 heels of different sizes and lengths to suit any womans mood or occasion.
Horizontal Sewer Release Valve
Improve your digestive system with this device which counts the number of times you chew. It is said that one must chew 32 times!
Cell-Block
WRAP-A-ROUND BIB/TRAY COMBO. KEEPS BABIES, YOUNG CHILDREN, HIGH CHAIR, FLOORS AND WALLS CLEANER FROM DROPPED
OR SPIT FOOD, SPILLED LIQUIDS.
The spaces between fork tines harbor sticky food pieces. A good cleaning tool would eliminate food borne illnesses and contagious germs.
No-Waste Roll Up Dispenser
A Sleep Apnea Mask has large tubes and a large machine to push air. Design a mask that is battery powered independent of tubes &amp; restraints!
Nipples on high alert, uncomfortable shoulders, feeling sticky, hot and wet. Is this yoga or is this torture?! We need a better yoga bra!
LOCK LIGHTS
Controlling multiple devices with and app and a bluetooth communication device.
Cozy Back of the Couch Daybed for Felines and Canines
Embarrassentry Early Warning
Flip Up Nipples For Baby Bottles &amp; Pacifiers
Phone Charger Cord Clip
A no strangle collar for dogs of all sizes. Using magnets to secure the dogs collar so it breaks away if caught on anything or during play
SEMI TRAILER TRUCK, WIDE TURN, LED SWING OUT SPRING HINGED SIGN BOARDS. passive or manual all electric plugged N 2 existing signal
system.
the Test Stomper -- a fast, no-fuss #2 pencil substitute for test takers
Case that gradually lights up, as messages fill up!
A remotely controlled ball 18" dia driven by 4-wheel unit powered by AA batteries. Remotely steered with variable speed, stop and reverse
Why am I holding a plastic bag full of dog poo on my walk? I need a airtight easy opening plastic DOG COLLAR POO BOX. Let them carry it!
Auto Loading Drill
Have an infant who is fascinated with your iPhone? The plush case will allow your baby to play with your phone damage free.
Aerial Chair. See over the crowd. Make easy repairs. Even great for hunters. Easily mounts into your trailer hitch receiver and up you go!!!
Sandwhich Warmer
Golf is frustrating, How about lowering your score? build a putter w/ a leveling bubble in the shaft? Read the break,&amp; it's in da hole folks
Snack and Drink: A nice way to snack and drink on the go
The Cook Book. A book style color-coded cutting board set that stands on its own. No pesky holders to contaminate with germs. detachable.
USB Hub with Cordies organizer for your car.
App-Enabled Water Flow Meter
Soda-Keg
e-Signature Ring
a holster for your power adapter - mount to walls, desk, etc.
cut ez
Glue-on proximity sensor triggers visual and audio alarm if there're people/bicycles/vehicles in, or moving into, a car's door opening zone.
Ice Cream Finder
App-Enabled Cooling Macbook Shell Case {Using GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jets (DCJ) which are as Thin &amp; Small as a Credit Card}
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Painless, invisible leash for pet walking and training.
easy fit
Slider Ceramic-Aluminum Handle
life saving hot car baby alarm
Smart Rugged Power Wall Adapter:App &amp; Cordless,with OLED sockets,surge protector and power switch all controlled fron smartphone.
Pizza cylinder
GarageScreenArt
HEATED YOGA MAT
COOL $ CLIPS
Colorful Packs for Your life
You have the blanket, cooler, sunscreen and umbrella. You have just laid down when sudden gust of wind turns your umbrella into a UFO
slide by
PORTABLE BUS SEAT BELTS...With so many tragic bus accidents, we need to come together &amp; make a safety belt that is portable and easy to use.
COLOR CODED MEASURING CUP -most common recipe portions color coded &amp; divided into sections, easy to remember where to stop without
eyestrain
Necessity for any CORN LOVERS! 3 in 1 base that can use a silk remover, butterer and kernel remover for corn off the cob!! Quick and easy!!
Enjoy Your Music And Videos More, Surround Your iPhone 5 With Enhanced Sounds, Add Liveness To Your iPhone's Audio.
Weight Loss Monitor
Automop
Headphone Amp
Bug Bite Zapper Takes Out the Itch - Ice Cold
My idea is to invent a small price scanner for grocery carts! It will tell the customer exactly what they will be paying at the register
Hooded/Cape Umbrella Cover
The Home Depot Storage Hanger!
Introducing Dry or wet Erase Tape, tape that you can write on, but also erase and rewrite if something changes. Put this tape on anything.
Unlocker (WINK)
When animals get spayed, the worst part is the dreadful cone afterward. This specially designed cover makes recovery less stressful.
Cant find wallet and you are in a rush to leave? This new wallet has a chip inside that sets off alarm when pressing the button on a remote.
light, I always need light, night lights, emergency lights, camping lights this makes light easy and convenient, super handy
A 2-Stage Toilet Flushing System: Stage #1: Gives a partial flush. Stage #2: Gives a full flush.
Fence with Mini Wind Turbines for supplementary green energy source. Q+GE!
Do you hate sharing towels in the bathroom especially during cold and flu season?? Use towel clips to identify your towel.
Smart Containers. It relays current volume against capacity to App. The app calculates depletion rate and ETA to zero volume. Q+GE!
Saute or Stir fry with ease
Groove Tool
A top like attachment to large soda bottles that prevents the soda from going flat after opening .
instead of the pivot power bar, make extension cords that are 6" to 12" long then you can use the existing power bars you have.
Using a battery operated ice cream scooper
Bring earphone wherever iphone goes. Attach an earphone case to iphone as an earcap (so the case can be plugged into iphone).
Thumb Print Car Entry &amp;/or Start for Zip Car &amp; Other Similar Car Rentals/Car Clubs &amp; a New Accessory Feature for Cars in General
The Over-Bed iPad Holder (READ THE DIFFERENCE FROM HANDS-FREE HOLDERS!)
The little one wants to just sit while waiting: NOT TO BE CARRIED. NOT TO PLAY. Have a collapsible aluminium stool in your handbag.
A salad bowl that makes it impossible to over-dress a salad. No more pools of salad dressing at the bottom of the salad bowl either.
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Microwavable Drip Tray Plate. Now you can microwave your food and allow the oil and fat to drip into a compartment. The Healthy Solution!
Zephyr: Cool &amp; Connected. Portable inline USB fan folds flat to protect blades. Goes w/ Ember, Converge, Contort, Spacebar, PPMini, Ray, etc
Hanky Tanky Haner
Cat Bed with Removable Liner &amp; Drawer - A cat bed that will last longer with an easy way to keep clean. Keeps grooming supplies together!
anti breakable screen protecto
Bottle Cleaner - A finger tip flexible scraper to help clean the inside walls of an almost empty bottle. Resubmit.
unclutter
APNEA PILLOW -No more Panic Attacks due to lack of oxygen &amp; STOP Hurting Your Hands, with 10 lbs weight of your own head using this pillow!!
waterproof case and water proof cable bag fleixble
To have a solution that is sprayed in at the factory on the bell end of PVC piping and fittings to make it easier to dry fit the products
Utility box puncher
IR EASY INSTALL LIGHT REMOTE
Docking Stations take up TOO MUCH ROOM! I need my desk space. Let's get our charging stations OFF the desk and on the WALL! Resub March '12
Magnaspecs
Retractable Suitcase Wheels
Portable Music Microphone. Sing along anywhere with your favorite music! Kids love to sing. With this, they can without TV or HiFi set.
The Overboiler
Magna-TIES
Toodler shoe teather
I noticed all the diaper changing stations at local restaurants &amp; retail outlets do not have any type of barrier between baby and station.
Worlds first non-slip table pillow. No need to buy a old man chair just to up your feet! Watch short demo video.
Fart filter
App-Enabled BBQ Grill
Trailer Hitch Lollipop
HOUSSE FACILE
A hook that attaches to your kitchen faucet to be used for colanders and watering plants. There may be many more applications for this hook.
Makeup Mats
The Foot Bag
Cell phone cover with stylus
Tacky Tags
My idea is a mood bracelet that is linked to a cell phone's blue tooth that updates your status on a network program Facebook,twitter,atc,.
Adjustable desktop Monitor
LED Key Adapter
SAVE LIVES NOW!!! Interior Tornado Warning System. Can you hear the tornado sirens if it's too far away, you are sleeping, your TVs too Loud
sticker lens
The Red Dome
An ultra miniature adaptable tripod. Attaches to poles, rails, trees, benches, chairs, etc., or stands on a surface.
PackACooler
Wine Bottle Crazy Straw
The iCharge All, Book 'em Dano
Smart Laptop Battery Charger
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Remote-control anti-carjack
VIRTUAL LAND LINE
Pivot
" Smart" Audio Head Phones
Drink funnel! Pour 2 drinks at once
Salt-Peppered Knife with peeler, Revolutionary simple knife
thermele
Human Trailer System
Clique cles
A sensor material pollen.
pick a pocket
iDip Spitters-create a perfect size, shape, well marketed (licensed)semidisposable, inexpensive plastic bottle for spitting chewing tobacco.
It's the most affordable Christmas Tree you'll ever buy. Set up and storage are so easy, you'll think you're cheating.
sCrunchie-Ratcheting Scrunchie
Roller blades need hand brakes. Nonworking versions have patents, but aren't marketed. They work for bikes! Let's re-popularize the sport.
Remote control pad. This would keep your remotes together, on the couch or in the bed. Other remote holders do not have a practical design
Smoke Cessation Aid
Suitcase Space Saver
Transform from Roller Skate to Roller Blade in one.*Collaboration with Debra Courtenay
Right side out sock tool
Rodent Barrier Foam
vape pipestand/ e-cig station
Got door dings? Here is a simple, affordable &amp; convenient way to avoid automobile door dings, which are costly, unsightly &amp; frustrating.
hoodie--ice melting car cover
Infant Safety Item for Sleeping
I have a product that everyone can use and will be helpful during the winter months. It would help young and old alike, and save time too.
Natural Potty Pad
My idea is called Personalized Ligting Messages/Advertising. My idea can also be used to string a "Happy Birth Day MAZI" message together.
Zero-Waste Cable Tie
Bag it and Tag it. Custom made luggage tags makes the baggage claim fun.
Blanket Warmer
electro jeans
This is a dolly/cart used to carry groceries. The dolly/car has baskets that can be taken out and put them back in the same fashion.
Glasses Holder- Secures your glasses to purse straps, backpacks etc. Ready access, also preventing to be misplaced or damage between uses.
PET TOY COUCH GUARD stops your dog or cat from always getting their favorite toy under the couch.
Anyone using a walking cane usually will have limited mobility. Walking canes should have as many uses as possible and safety features.
Plywood Cutter Idea 1
Adjustable Picture Frame Hanger allows multiple pictures to be hung across a wall with easy vertical adjustment. No more adjusting wires.
Campers! The solution to keep bugs out of van,truck,RV! Screen covers the driver &amp; passenger door.Leave windows open day/night for air flow.
Racing Urinal
The hook and latch is so 17th century. Time to upgrade.
Car Locked? Add keypad button.
PEEpod
Winter pipe plug
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VERT CHESS - Vertical Chess Board â€“ Awesome Conversation Piece AND Classic Strategy Game! Added Final Magnetic Demo Pics+Desktop Concept
Hang a hook, hang more hooks from that hook, and then hang other things from those hooks.
a soda can opener that makes it easy for every woman without chipping off her fake fingernails always to have with u on your keychain
Slide Out Keyboard Bottom Storage. Organize your desk space.
Mobile Power Supply (MPS)
armchair reading
Portobello Mushroom/Recipe Kit
Multi prise Ã©conomique
stackable plates! Easy to handle! Party friendly! Easy to store! Use daily, use in party days!
handler
Pet Grooming Glove
The Angry Hang up App
RESUBMIT-3 in 1 BROOM/BRUSH/DUSTPAN-Lightweight broom with detachable brush and dust pan nicely incorporated into the base of the broom.
Forearm Flask
Smart Fire Alarm- tells you if its good/bad smoke.
Easy Food Thawer
closure can
Smart Phone Transit
Bedside Night Light Rug
Secure Beach Towel
Waterproof,2 zipper, cool bright beach colors i.e. pink,sky blue,orange,lime green ; bicep elastic wallet.Keep valuables safe from thief
SharpoEraso
easy solution for sunglasses in car
CWC (ConnectWear) Clothing
Introducing the IPHONE UTILITY CASE. Sure the Iphone does everything but does your Iphone have flash drive, a nail file, flash light, more?
Home Depot Make UR own Handle!
Stop chipped windshields.Install container at top of semi mud flap to catch stones. Driver empties. Walmart 1000s of semis=huge opportunity.
Smart Bike Cyclometer
silicone sleeve for ecig
LE BALEINEAU ANTI-GASPILLAGE
"ReVeal" Counterfeit Detector
~EPIC PHONE CASE~
The Right Shot
Food expiration timer
"I Touch" Â Â clean finger tips to touch to text to type, too touch screens
Tired of having to hold your media device when watching movies or videos?! Now it can be as easy as slipping on a pair of glasses!!
Light-changing Lampshade
The BOTTOMLESS CUP Reuseable cup sleeve Made of fiberglass/injection plastic Protect hands from hot drinks Add Strength Advertise
All N One Wash &amp; Dry Machine
Prescription bottle caps with built in date/time clock (a small digital watch). Re-sets to current date/time after opening. Beeps to remind.
collapsible flowerpot
No more squirt bottles! Keep your Cats off of tables &amp; counters. Quick training product works great! It even works while your away!
ab machine
The retractable Pocket Leash is just that. A very small, very durable leash that can be conveniently and comfortably carried in ones pocket.
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Band-Aid dispenser
Don't forget your earphones! Not in you pocket with your keys, wallet &amp; change. Maybe you lost them somewhere.
car hazard reflectors
Lets add to Quirky's range of hangers. Towel hanger for your face and bath towels. Will hang several towels and no more falling off.
smart shoes
Digital Accessories Pack:Finger Stylus/Stylus with multiple tips,Touch Screen Mouse, Digital Device Stand
MULTI-SPICER
Mini Reusable Condiment containers to go. Bring your ketchup, mustard, special sauce with you to lunch.
SleepRite Mask
cushie tushie
Optical 3d glasses
Smart crockpot &amp; freezer combo
Window screens for cars, has finally been perfected. My screens are easy to install, and easy to remove.Put them in,5 seconds,out in 1 sec
Phone Lanyard
Forgot to charge your phone before going outside to hike or bike ride? Don't worry,Be Happy!with the hat that charges your phone on the go!
French Fry Holder For Vehicle
The Laundry Game! Less stress, less mess! Feed the hamper your dirty clothes for points! Please comment. RESUBMIT with changes!
Use my invention as napkin/pen/book/lamp/mail HOLDER, POD for camera/cell phone/iPod, COASTER, pot/tie HANGER + MANY USES!!! Video and
pics.
The incredible waist cinch, :)
Cell phone pocket case
WARNING!Submission sexual in nature,click away if uncomfortable with topic.Device to keep a prophylactic rubber in place during love making.
Hooks would be connected to a spring loaded handle to be retracted and extended when painting ceilings with recessed lighting.
Retractable Seat Protector
Pooch Potty (aka 'Doggie Diaper') is a revolutionary and eco-friendly way to walk your pet without having to scoop up evidence!
Baby Sleep Safe
Cable Labels
Creating a single filter that will allow you to use the keurig coffeemaker with any ground[coffee from any country.
Coque sans soucis
Nutritional water for pets that promotes health and well being. Available in markets vs. online for public awareness and easier access.
Stove Burner Control
A water dish for dogs that have beards or dogs that slobber a lot when they drink. The dish has a covered top with a hole in the center.
Window Remote
dildo shifter
Instant Fix-A-Bed (c)2011 Immediately refurbish existent mattress. Solution for sagging bed, deterioration, sanitary needs, adjusting, etc.
Unicard and Unireader
Wrist Watcher
An adjustable striker plate for exterior doors to reduce air loss. Ease of use and low cost are main features. Payback can be very short.
Oregano yard cart
Fingerprinting gadget
Fully Modular PC
A one-hand controlled dish/mug that dispenses one mouthful at a time of a food that requires 2 hands (cereal, oatmeal, pasta, thick soups).
Standing to fish and stooping to access my tackle box or bait is hard on my knees and back. I need a BAIT STATION- a raised tackle box
App secured drawers
A sleeve to put a juice box in that prevents one from squeezing the box too hard, resulting in the contents coming out once the straw is in.
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A bed that has a built in pillow that can be removed so you can put your arm in the bed. you will have a better healthier night sleep.
T and T Tech Box
The central scent vent
a fancy garbage can that looks like a big flower pot or is just a flower pot the size of a garbage can and the saucer can be the lid.
(RESUBMIT) The Kindle Fire will sell MILLIONS of units! Lets make a lightweight, stylish protective case with removable battery boost!
Quirky reinvented the laundry hamper, but why not the laundry bag? For those poor souls (like me) that live in apartments. [Pitch inside].
Smartphone rearview mirror holder. This device would clamp to the rearview mirror on any vehicle to enable the use of GPS via smartphone.
Comfy Headphones
The smellanator
a pillow alarm clock which is only heard by the person sleeping on it.no more dog barking or sleeping baby waking up
RESUBMIT)Magnetic Popsicle Sticks for kids! A new twist on a building toy. Maybe made from recycled plastic? Over 250 votes
Take the Flash Card to a new level.
Easy frame. One frame can accommodate different size pictures and very easy to change pictures .
Just make a case with the nail file on the side of the case.
Cooling/Heating cup holder
Beer Finder
LAPTOP KICK STAND: A Small, reliable way to increase the air flow around the bottom, sides and back of your laptop to reduce over heating.
Plug Hub XL
A place to store empty beverage containers on coolers, boats, vehicles etc.Keeps area neat and clean.No more sticky bags full of containers.
Cam-Block
the TABLE CLAWTH will fit any shape or size table and stay in place! 2 layer design is stylish for any occasion and protects the table.
No bugs going to crawl in my cup. Cup with a surface that bugs can not crawl up. Koozie? Picnics? BBQ?
Coffee cup on the go, It placed a coffee mug with the spoon attached to the lid, with this concept it increase sanatation, also mobility.
Click It or Medic!
"Safe Watch"
The iExplore is an ipad accessory for children to use as a tool for outdoor exploration of the natural environment.
Garage Slip Cover
Germ killing dust pan. UV light, smart surface, enclosed compartment to capture dirt and bugs. It's been 115 years, lets update the dustpan
A plunger with retractable, sliding toilet brush in the middle. Use a plunger when you need, twist the handle to use the brush
Bike Helmet W/ Light for sight
Polar Pack Pillow
Large Insulated Bottle Carrier
Expandable USB powered hub
Record Calls - Phone Case
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM POLICE CORRUPTION WHILE DRIVING W/A "BLACK BOX" THAT STREAMS DATA LIVE TO THE WEB.
GREAT FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES TOO!
the free computer mouse
"THINK INSIDE THE BOX!" An innovative exercise tool that uses prize incentive. http://www.tbjproductions.com/movies/motivaterweb4.mov
A book with simple phrases/pictures to assist those in nursing homes, hospitals etc if they cannot speak and are too weak to write.
No More Rubber Chickens!
Bottle Shredder
Connected Timer
Have you ever been camping and had to pack all those annoying plastic utensils? Well here is your cure! The Sportacus
the scale of the future will change the world by convincing people to weigh themselves more frequently
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MESA SE LIMPIA SOLA
Pivot Power with Speaker(s)
3 in 1 Kitchen Tool
I am a nurse at the loca hospital. my idea is for a better spo2 finger probe. my probe has no glue it uses latex free finger glove.
Pillars of Sand: Teach your children equivalencies such as fractions and percentages with these attractive manipulatives.
The most easiest and simplest way to keep organized tooth brushes.A great way to keep air dry the tooth brushes.A brand new way to organize
I live in France A EUROPEAN multijack power plug that stretches or bends so adapters don't interfere with other sockets.
Sheets made of soft, stretchy fabric that can fit twin, double, queen or king sized mattresses. One size fits all!
Slim Desktop Supplies Tower for Office needs. We only need ONE pen, pencil,eraser etc at a given time so why do we have umptin of them
Straight-a-Head : Prop up text
Etendoir Ã linge Ã tourniquet
adaptateur secteur sÃ©curisÃ©
MulePACK - Universal Backpack
Hotel California Toothbrush
A Dual visor to block sun from front using the existing visor and an add-on visor that blocks sun from the left-side and corner of the car.
The Conditioner Comb holds conditioner in the handle and when the handle is squeezed, the conditioner is released while brushing hair.
Steady Scope
This is a hard plastic panel for removing snow from sidewalks and driveways.When panel is loaded just balance on wheel and move to dump area
Water Dog. Manâ€™s best friends water bottle that both you and your dog can take separate drinks from.
Attachable thin physical keyboard onto iPad screen where the virtual keyboard pops up. Now type as you're on a computer!
Underground tent stake - better than usual stakes used. Proto-type is made and it works all the time. Will demonstrate, so email us.
Voice Activate Spice Dispenser
Large Food Storage Container
Most laptop stands are expensive $30-$50 or more. Lets make one for $20 that also has a unique feature, drawers in front to store stuff
Lux
Insta-prints
Buisness Milage Documentation, No Problem.
Instant Replacement Plug for CAT5/6 and RJ45 Cable Plugs. Everyone uses computer/telephone cables. Everyone has problems with broken plugs.
GO-GYM
LOCK Ur Door From The Outside With A Flip. UNLOCK Ur Door With A Round Key head with ease. Helping U Lock The Door and Off To Work Easily!
Secadora de superficies
Smart Fridge Magnets
Self-Cleaning Toilet Brush
Reality is not everyone is proficient in texting on touch screen.Many of us could use some help.And will go an extra step to avoid errors.
cyrano
The idea combines a hanging shelf with a built-in ipod dock and radio and speakers. This eliminates the issue of finding space on a shelf.
The name of my idea is stick it 'n find it. As the name suggests, it's purpose is to find what you "misplaced".
Flameon
Double Walled Glass Coffee Mug
Garden sprayer with sprinkler stand/ attachment.Just fold down the stand and place in grass to automatically become a sprinkler.
Car Warmer: A simple heating device with a mounting bracket and a timer to warm your vehicle in the winter, before you even get out of bed.
Cup holder organizer
A GREAT MAKEUP CASE .Swing out compartments with a pop up magnifying mirror, 7x or10x. Resemble a piece of luggage.approx.
Smart Solo Rugged Power
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An automatic snow brush cleaner with features of steam for quick defrosting,and adjustable handle for jeep and van roof tops.
Back cleansing system that hangs in shower just add your'e favorite liquid soap and orbitle rotating brushes will get hard to reach places.
A SOLAR-POWERED WATER BOTTLE CAGE! Eco-friendly, universal, powered by the sun, easy way to keep water cold on bike rides!
A razor that dispenses shaving gel from a detachable cartridge that is also the handle... saving space especially when traveling.
"SEE" SALT
Dog Watch collar
Auto Tinting Side View Mirror
A plush inflatable travel size pillow with built in marine grade stereo speakers that attaches to your digital music player/phone.
Need a device to enable Bluetooth Head Sets to be set to the televisions at bars and restaurants
Wireless/Cordless Power Strip
BABY FOOD STORAGE for RECTANGULAR CONTAINERS â€“ Parents/Crafters/Work Bench Storage! Jewelry storage! Reuse! Eco
Accessory with a fastenable clip on the end of a tube that lets women attach to a zipper, pull closed, and release with the push of a button
Extended Toenail Clippers
Resubmit)Possible Line Extension? Mocubo for Bread? Keeps bread fresh.Justin G. approved
A dashboard gel pad with a mini peg board, customize it to hold anything!
Car finder-know where you park
D'FUNK UR FOOTWEAR: A sub-zero ice pack that fits inside your shoe. It fights odors, stops athletes foot and helps relationships last!
Car Alarm that Calls CellPhone
Weed-eater Line Spooler
This is putting all your seafood in one basket. Add water(with salt)and let it sit for 5 minutes. Lift the basket clean and purged seafood.
Create or build a solar panel into the bill of baseball cap or hat. Be a great way to charge phones, itouches, shuffles and more.
A portable, lightweight and compact "Personal Hygiene Device" for use in an EMERGENCY when visiting a public toilet facility.
Simple Intercom - a small wall surge protector with built-in wireless speaker. A base transmitter is used to broadcast voice or music.
Antimicrobial handle covers/grips - hands stay clean when opening dirty garbage cans, or when grabbing a subway pole/grocery cart
My product holds a babyâ€™s head back when they fall asleep in their car seat. Their heads can be held back secure and safe to stop injuries
Go Pocket!
bravo shoulder straps
A new total body workout machine that will tone the body in all the right places. From the inner thighs to the waist and up to the neck.
Everyone can change the ceiling/wall lighting to anything of choice without the need to schedule a electricians visit.
The HeadHone
Medical Bed Tent
Collapsible Bean Poles
Mini Compact Eye Shadow/Light
Remote Control Fans
Wiper Glasses
EasyCap
Smart defrosting for car
Cup cooler
Gyro Chute Whiry Bird
Selfie photo frame
A camara with a nice flash, Carl zeiss lens with zoom, a web browser, wifi and touchscreen. so that you upload on the fly, for less than $99
help app
A multi function portable security device &amp; app to monitor smoke, fire, baby sitters, contractors, kids and pets via your smartphone
WINDY GARBAGE DAY.Its a pain to have to find your trash can.Could be at neighbors or 500 yards away.I think wind resistant trashcan can help
Mobile Truckbox
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Hybrid Eco Gen
4 in 1 Board Game! Lights up in the Dark Basketball Hoop/Dartboard/Quack Hunt/Alien Target. Just hook on to your door and have fun!
How Many Cats Do You Have To Feed? Expandable Cat Food Dish for Multiple Cats!(Paulette Jaques)
Read me a Story sm
***No More Mess*** No-Tip Dog Bowl and Rug System. Tired of cleaning up tipped over dog food and water bowls??? Here is the solution!!!!!
Create a modern looking POP UP POWER STRIP to hide UGLY OUTLETS by popping up &amp; down when not in use and too adjust for different
adapters.
MONSTER CHICKEN: Cook moist and flavorful meat. This simple gadget will help to bake chicken, turkey, or duck to perfection.
Who's cord is this and what's it go to? Cord accessory and storage. (Paulette Jaques)
App-Enabled Bags Game
Baby locked in car alarm
Talking on cell phones while driving is prohibited. The "SEAT BELT PHONE HOLDER(SBPH)" allows both hands on wheel while driving. Be Safe!
Foldable Leaf Bag Holder
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Glow in the dark
The Cereal Sipper: A cereal cup with an insulated bottom and a separate attached top that contains the cereal, when you drink they mix.
Strobe light hardwired to security systems. Police/Fire/EMT able to save critical time and locate victim/fire faster saving lives/property.
Pre video family fun Bringing families 2gether playin the bakyard fishrman Players cast a replica fish towards a target mat w/ point values
Color My World: One in ten men are color blind/deficient. A cell phone app and/or hand held device would read, match colors for shoppers etc
Protect your family from electrical shock and potential fire hazards caused by loose fitting electrical plugs.
A stick on bracket for curtain rod or cafe rods.Made to be like the command strips so they can be changed at will and whim!
Perfect portion cookie dough trays! Bake up fresh &amp; uniform cookies easily when you need them.
Dress/Business casual leather belts featuring plastic belt buckles that don't need to be removed in airport security checkpoints.
Place Mat with cup and wine holder with erasable marker surface. Stop the spill before it happens. Customize the mat by sliding a picture.
A design to install a car's thermostat into a radiator hose in 5 mins using 1 screwdriver. Any vehicle, any temp thermostat in any location.
The easiest way to provide dental care for your dog. Keep it simple!
WE HAVE PURSE ORGANIZERS, WHY NOT BACKPACK ORGANIZERS? WHY BUY EXPENSIVE BACKPACKS IF WE CAN HAVE A SIMPLE
ONE AND BUY BACKPACK ORGANIZERS?
Is your cookware killing you? Cookware that kills Free Radicals created when food is cooked could be the solution to a healthier lifestyle.
Shark Razor &amp; toothbrush set.The razor will give you a tight shave in the tight spots.New experiance brushing while keeping your mouth clean
Hungry Hold'em
â€œHave you ever jumped into a swimming pool, tried to swim, but found yourself tangled up in the automatic pool cleaner pipes?"
Inventor's Mug: A writeable mug (whiteboard or blackboard) with an attached writing instrument to help you capture your best ideas &amp; designs
blade-cycle wheels
Convert round door knobs to lever style without costly total replacement.
The Pill Pistol is an Easy way of dispensing your weekly medicine into pill containers with Accuracy, and Control! No more fumbling pills!
Tires (so to speak) for a kid's big wheel that adhere to the wheels providing increased longevity and traction.
STOP with all the expensive devices that keep you awake. Take a nudge from a loved one and stop SNORING.
A simple, low cost, front-facing car video device optimized for passively recording accident information to protect drivers from liability.
Are you tired of looking at the same old patio umbrella? Changing the color, pattern or theme will be easy with my umbrella duvet cover!
LED Vehicle Sun Screen with pre programmed messages through the vehicles computer for rear and side windows.
the threaded millenum tooth brush with 4 or more cartridge with removeable tooth brush head each tube will hold 1 1/2 oz.
Gasoline is a major contributor to ozone depletion. With the non drip nozzle less gasoline is spilled when getting gas at the gas pump!!!
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Sitting around the fire in your camp chair. Your back is freezing and your front is roasting. Move forward=2hot, backward=2cold. The fix?
Poo in one hand
Key finder
iPhone CASE
Lighting.
Smart Park
Benchtop Tool Doc
THE UMBRELOT
Shower rod with bright radio module / wi-fi for listening to music
TARP-IT
Waterworld Musical Instrument
Yummi Duds is a fabric softener geared toward kids and teens. Makes kids clothes smell like cotton candy, bubblegum, cupcakes or babypowder.
Wifi-repeater
Fit any bottle spraying top.
Tired of slips and missing cooked spots when you turn the skewers of any food on the grill? Here are the solutions: you get perfect taste!
Broken blinds? Easy fix!
TALL TISSUE BOX HOLDER WITH FOAM AT INSIDE TOP HALF OF BOX TO HOLD TISSUE BOX IN PLACE WHILE ALLOWING ROOM TO
HIDE SPARE TOILET PAPER ROLL
The Pantry
Bracelet Snag. A weighted cord/chain with a hook to hold bracelet in place until you can hook it.
Wallet with auto-rewinding cord attached to inner pocket or bag secured with pin.
jiffy jar holder
The Voodoo Doll
Resubmit-Innovative Wine Bottle Carrier and Stand that not only keeps the cork wet but is essential in safely transporting a bottle of wine.
RE-SCENT-IT is the universal scented oil REFILLING KIT. Customers save over $100 by refilling their own home and auto fragrance diffusers.
SmartCooker
The Parent Helper
KidNees
Modular, Scalable and Stackable shelves that fold flat when not used. Perfect for customized closet storage or shelves.(great for shipping)
Easy Bubble
Soccer Shade Mom
A Special garbage bin that measures the amount of garbage in it, and releases a lottery ticket every now and then.
Bugless Suntan Lotion
A writable case for Kindle or Tablet PCs. Decorate your device with your own imagination and use it as a small whiteboard when needed
pee curtain
Use the Toilet Paper Stick Storage to save precious bathroom storage space! Store 12 roll packages of toilet paper in a small area
Short Stablizer: FLEXIBLE STRIP OF PLASTIC MANUFACTURED INTO INNER INSEAM OF LEGS OF SHORTS/ iron on patches that stay stiff after
applied
Mister Umbrella is a multifunctional umbrella that protects from the rain during spring, yet shields sun &amp; mists water on hot summer days
Neoprene Ice Pack Wrap for Baby Bottles, water bottles, and other popular beverages. Wraps around bottle, keeping entire bottle cold
my idea is a two tear horizontal window blind that you can just open the top half to let the sun light in and leave the bottom part closed.
The Gap Grabber a revolutionary car accessory wand with a detachable/ re-loadable adhesive on the end similar to lint roller adhesive.
A snow shield to prevent the snow from falling on driveways so people never need to shovle snow from their driveways again.
Square shape acrylic cover
Grill Fire Watch
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A natural, biodegradable paper filter added to my wire mesh K-cup reusable will make it green &amp; clean, and me serene.
Throw away your dish sponges,scrubbers and holders. This idea is basically a kitchen sponge or a scrubber that stores its self. See Pics
Music Stix are mini sticks that contain whole albums in mp3 format. No downloading necessary, just plug into you mp3 player and play.
The Tea Timerâ€™s winch automatically removes tea bag from the tea after a preset time to make a perfect, unattended pot of tea
Student cell phone dock
idea comes from martin luther king and the dream i thought there was a way to honor dr king and that is to have a wreath in his honor
The tablet and cell phone holster. A tablet or ipad bag with holster fits around you shoulder, waist or solar-plexus.
A revolutionary cooking pot set which resolve storage and spoon rest and covers rest problems!
Stuck in the snow? This product will help get your free quickly and with less risk to your vehicle.
A collapsing pet washing tub with ergonomic foam knee pad! Collapse and store flat, save your knees from the harsh ground and save space!
Power Table - (iStand Revised) - charger/power table
Only one product kills 99.9% bacteria..Bleach. DRY MIST travel size cans, kills on contact! Avoid viruses by spraying public surfaces.
BIFOLD DOOR REPAIR BAR
Bike Tow Bar
Christmas Tree Safety Belt
spreader rack
adaf
Safety Purse
The detergent pump.Buy Laundry Detergent in Bulkâ€œSave Moneyâ€and Pump into your fill cup with easeâ€“no more mess or lifting.
L.E.D. Sound Emitting Headphon
Why buy a new surge protector when you can just add XtendX to plug your oversized power adapters. No more blocked outlets!
Solar/Chargeable Heating Blanket
Flipster
A Baby-wearing Bus Bumper--a frame that goes over a soft baby carrier to protect an infant from injury while on public transportation.
NAIL POLISH REMOVED QUICK AND EASY! Just WET COTTON, Stick to nail and sit and relax. Keep your fingers out of the acetone.
Solar Cell Charger supplement your device battery with a constant charge with a solar panel strip that adheres to and plugs into your device
Doggie-No-Dig Collar
Portable cord holder
"Can I get over, please?" Back window LED sign with sayings to communicate with other drivers. Easily control your sign with an App.
Cool OLED Trash Minder
Developing a filter inside your homes AC unit that is reusable. Using material that is similar in development of cold air intakes for cars
Pressure Point Heat, Think LiveStrong Bracelets, or the newer magnetic wristbands with a twist- HEAT. Air-activated silicon bands/bracelets
2/12 RESUBMIT-EXPANDABLE ROLLING PIN SET-One rolling pin that replaces all of your rolling pins. EASY STORAGE.
Talking laser measuring tool/device that announces the resulting distance out loud AND via LED display.
Avalanche survival device that tunnels to the surface automatically leaving a breathing tube for the buried victim. Then a beacon on surface
USB charger Time switch
X/O Darts. Simple but fun. Two games in one.
Stereo Compatible Bark Deter
PooGuard
Steak Temp Saver
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
GenieBags
Paw Caps
The Citrus Hooker
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Law Enforcement ID System
Bumper Car
Laptop Palm Pads
Pump No More
Alarm boom
W.O.A.H. is here!!! (Wall Outlet Adapter Hub) Pivoting multiple wall outlet adapter with surge protection, nightlight and cord control.
Safety Eye
Live Bait Zipper Why use dead artificial bait no hooking mess no casting let the bait naturally swim and caught fish unharmed for you!
Silent Shade
Get the freeze sleeve containers that can fit into your existing food containers or water/beer bottles and keep them COLD!
My idea is to have a staple collector attached to the staple remover to trap all of those pesky little deformed staples.
Sick of shirt collars creased flat in your closet? By your dry cleaner? Return their circular shape with a heated collar former over night!
This is a batting tee in a bat bag, with adjustable upright, and shock absorbing spring coil.
Wireless Acoustic Guitar Pickup Transmitter. Most Guitar Pickups require work to install, this pickup installs in less than 30 seconds.
Book bandit. Book elastic. Use as bookmark or to protect book corners. Open to collaboration
Take your dog anywhere without a leash! GPS powered app that works like an invisible fence with a compatible shock collar.
Are you forgeting your thumbdrive everywhere you go? Do you forget it at the house,and you need it NOW for your meeting in a few minutes.
Bomber Cooler
Variante du Quarto en couleur
Easy hanger
FREEBIE
Scavenger Hunt Kit
Are you an electrician,machanic or all around handy man?Try not to lose small parts like c-clamps,screws,bolts etc.Glows in dark,magna matt
Door-Mounted Dispenser for Quick Access to Cereal, Dog Treats &amp; More
Athletic sneakers with interchangable sneaker tread, through metalic thread/snap-fasteners to exhaust product use and fashion versatility.
Ever tried to make a snowman when conditions were not perfect, or make one out of sand? Impossible right? WRONG if you have a SNOWMAN MOLD!!
A simpler dustpan. This dustpan allows you to pick up larger piles of debris and more easily place it into smaller containers.
Pet Vet Kit for Kids! Includes Magnifying Glass, Nail File, Brush/Comb, etc.- If Chosen, 100% of MY Influence Goes to Animal Charities!
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Drain scrubber
Custom Baby Bottle Nipple
Center Hoist Rescue Helicopter
Killer Retail idea
An innovative redesign of the iron meant to ease the pain of many and help the rest of us hate it a little less.
Smart Phone SPF
Fur goodness sake
Electric Utensil Decontaminator - Utensils spread germs. Disinfect through heat - Save time, water, sponges stop the spread of germs!
A silicone band to assist in the handling of wet slippery soap bottles. It can be textured, colored, and stretched to fit any container.
Shoes like Heelies(shoes with wheels in the heels), but instead, balls, similar 2 mouse trackballs, so one can roll in any direction.
Magnetic cable adapters for personal electronics. Easy connect and disconnect. Prevent component damage from sticking or jerking.
A writable water bottle. The surface is made from whiteboard or blackboard and it has an attached writing instrument. Catch every idea
Sealable dog poop bag makes it much easier and less messy to handle your pet's poop.
A proper blood pressure can mean the difference between life and death. A curved BP cuff will fit better, and ensure correct read.
A golf ball with a GPS locator strip on it. Invent app. for cell phone to track ball. GPS strip will have code to enter into app.
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I Miss Ya Charm
The world is germ conscious. My idea is to have a floor pedal or button to flush the toilet. No touching the toilet!
Remote control stroller
Precious time is spent hunting where you left your hot coffee cup. A cup bungied to a holder on a waistband would save your sanity &amp; hours.
Wink Rear Windshield Wiper
Talking laser measuring tool/device that announces the resulting distance out loud AND via LED display.
The Power Station
Battery Belt: Leather belts that have integrated battery power that can be plugged into cell phones or any mobile device.
A different way to wind energy
Extension cord/power cord with under voltage protection
RESUBMIT)Funky wall art and stuff holder! Make it a eye catching design. Hang anything you want
Bat grippers. For those things that are just better suited hanging upside down. perfect for drainage, saves counter space, &amp; fast reaching.
Replacement USB stick covers
Back relief pillow
Perfect Tension Bands
The Va-Poo-Rizer. Foul odors and germs are vacuumed out before they escape the toilet bowl.
fold n grow
walk free
Screwbuddie#inventionchallange
BACK ON TRACK-I suffered horribly from back and sciatica pain. Using our devise,3 times a week for 10 minutes,has relieved most of my pain.
Switched On
ATOM-The paper clip organization system-Use individually or snap together for all your organizational needs. Bankers, Brokers, Teachers, etc
The idea is simple: an inflatable mattress that fits around the wheel arches of your truck bed.
Park and pay from a prepaid account. No more looking for change, dealing with credit cards, or putting paper slips on your windshield.
Stop Rust Rings from Shaving
ice dam
A simple designer approach to use hammocks in a new way. Letâ€™s start by redesigning the Fruit Bowl into a flexible,convenient fruiter.
Knotted Dental Floss
FUTURE TOYS sm
Resubmitted No need to have someone Hold A flashlight when you need to be under the Hood My ideal give you Adjustable lights so you can see
I'm a landscape company owner for over 20 years and know my employees, competition, and everyone utilizing these blowers would benefit.
Attractive food storage that can go from the freezer to microwave or oven with removable/reuseable inserts to write date and contents.
Zephyr: Cool + Connected. Flat folding personal inline USB fan. Goes w/ Ember, Converge, Contort, Spacebar, PPMini, Ray, etc. (Resubmit)
Sticky Feet for the beach. No more burning feet on the sand. Waterproof. great for people that don't like shoes or can't wear flip flops
Band-Aid Dispenser! This would be an quick, efficent way of dispensing band-aids quickly and easily.
Simple yet effective piece of needed attachment for all vehicles that use a/c or heat. Will make driver comfortable much quicker.
Programmable Bike Horn
My idea: a childseat safety sensor. Sensor would alarm in the event a child was left in the vehicle for an unsafe time. Thus saving a life.
We have an idea for an artful, classic, lazy suzie spinning display board with removable reservoirs to display anything, and anywhere.
Couch Lifter (1/100)
New form of advertisement
Freestanding stand for the Samsung Galaxy S2 saves you holding the device when talking, watching movies etc
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Interactive With Pet Anywhere
IRS Money-Back App
Stackable coffee or tea cup
Central Vacuum for your car! Ever need a vacuum for your car when you are away from home, what if it was built into your car...
I want to invent a machine for an easy clean up, when you are walking your pet. This will eliminate waste being left behind.
A modular stackable charging station for laptops, cell phones, cameras, camcorders and anything else needing a charge. Uses one wall outlet.
Magnetic tool holder for any workbench. Holds tools and other things with ease. No organizing or looking through toolbox needed.
A foldable cart that fits neatly into your car trunk; groceries stored; the cart unfolds as you pull it out, wheel right into house.
lid pill organizer
Vented towel rack. Heated towel rack dries the towel. Vented rack can freshen the towel, add fragrance and dry. Also freshen the room.
PYRAMIDAL POWER OUTLET
make your paint brushes last longer.get the brush comb and clean all that build up off your brush.especially near handle.why not add a hose
A swivel entertainment center, mounts to a wall(stud) under or around mounted flat screen TV for DVD players, Cable boxes etc.
Garden hose attachment to tell you if water is left on.Green product..tells you how much water you used.
Color Coded Elec. Plug ID Tags
Ever wonder what all those keys on your key ring go to? Find an old key in a drawer and have no idea what it unlocks? Here's the solution!
SmarterWare Food Storage &amp; App
Non-electronic noise regulating earbuds. The faster wind forces spring loaded chamber closed. Highway speed-closed. Stop sign,open.
Potty-Train
A cell phone protective cover that has a small solar panel, like the ones found on calculators, to help keep my phone charged longer.
Wall mounted internet connected LCD calendar. Shows appointments, holidays, and birthdays. Shows pictures, current temp, and weather.
Cookware Cover Strap
put a barcode on car license plates that can be read 300 +/- feet by laser in a police car lessening the time that it now takes by computer
Stops makeup from growing germs. **VICKY LAURSEN**
Small case that neatly holds the iPhone plug, powercord and headphones. Possibly incorporates Wrapster. Includes detachable iPhone case.
Best Breath Keychain
WOW Finally a Convenient Way and Place, to Put Your French Fries While in your Vehicle. This French Fry Holder Fits into the Cup Holder.
Grouting tape
Flash Floodâ„¢
CUTnHEM
Talking laser measuring tool/device that announces the resulting distance out loud AND via LED display.
Quirky Perfume
Driving is a stressful activity. Measuring stress will provide the driver with real time bio-feedback
Soggy Bottom Dehumidifier
quik cut
Compact Magazines and books
A bike mister. This is a simple battery powered water-mister to attach to any bike. It would simply spray a fine mist when the button is hit
What's better than ice cream cake? Ice cream cake that doesnt melt!Imagine a frozen serving tray that will keep your cake cold and standing
Xbox Controller Wrist Charger
MILK JUG UDDER. Pump that would fit most 1 gallon milk jugs. Ideally it would be a squeeze pump like an udder, else a push pump would work.
Cell phone,Carkeys,Wallet,iPad,Mp3 Player,Reading glasses Finder. People often forget where they kept them and keep looking for them often.
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Solar Power Cube
tired of having your extension cords ruined by the wheather, an accidental spill or accidnetally unplugged if someone steps on them?
Give yourself a hand! The Baggie Stand holds your baggie upright and open so you can use both hands to fill it up.
Foldable shower basket/caddy that will collapse and lay flat in the bottom of your gym bag!! Saves space and very convienent!
Make any battery powered device solar cell powered without changing anything.
A small decorative vacuum device in laundry rooms which cleans lint baskets. Eliminates releasing dust particles back into your home.
Compact Cinnamon Stick Grinder
POWER OUTAGE, ITS LATE AT NIGHT, NO PROBLEM YOUR BEDSIDE LIGHT HAS A RECHARGEABLE BATTERY SO HIT THAT OTHER
SWITCH AND YOU HAVE LIGHT !
Time to make handwashing easier on the parent and the kid! This product brings the water, soap and the water on/off in reach for the kids.
A battery-operated emergency space heater, no fan to use up the battery, but with infrared or a heat coil in a protected, reflective area.
FOILED
Proper Personal warmth
A small pocket you attach to your cloths.Holds your key and money!!!be bag free! Clip-on pocket!
A wireless headphone that reduces the amount of space you use on the table.
Monkey see monkey do. He'll hang onto fruits, chords, cellphones/accessories. His strong grip tail will hold onto any edge and any heart.
Escalators all over the world run all day long, why not install a sensor at the bottom and top of the escalator to save power/money?
Personal Airline Security Metal Detector. Say goodbye to embarrassing buzzers at the Security Line.
Magnetic Utility knife/holster
FRIDGE LABELING KIT - Organize by categorizing. No more finding old food hidden behind milk or how old are these meatballs? Saves U time &amp; $
The Claw Shovel
Daytime Portable Score Ticker
'Arched' Steel Tape-Measure That Will Not Bend Or Fail When Extended Outward So One Person Can Measure Across Wide Gaps And Uneven Ground
This is a morning alarm designed for older children who are independent but need reminding about the time and what they should be doing
Ace Hair Detangler
Bird Cage Easy Clean
5 IN ONE BABY BOBBLE - Nipple, Sippy, Straw, Snacks or Spoon * No Spills * No Air * Heat or Cool * Extra Milk Powder Storage * Easy Cover!!!
Re-usable vinyl clingy that covers the automatic flush sensor on public toilets. Stops flushing errors which occur with small children.
The Lazy Hungry Man
The Hygiene-Away:a stylish bathroom appliance that discretely houses feminine hygiene products and dispenses toilet paper and wet wipes.
KVM+Multi-Screen Switch
WATER damages more property than FIRE! (7x's more) So, why are you risking your property and possessions? Alert! You need Drip Drop Bot
Spice Mixer-one shaker 4 choices. Use one or all large flakes or small. Season it all. One for the grill, one for table, one for stove.
Why hassle with cleaning your new flat screen tv. When you can easly slide one of my collegiate covers right over top.
The Conditioning Comb
Optic Fiber Wire Headphones used for transporting audio and video that can transmit light as well.
Acrylic-ware
This device is design to prepare your babyâ€™s bottles for you
Led sensor light that is activated when a ladies purses or handbag is unsnapped or unzipped.
Smartphone Doorbell
SUPER MAN BULLET PROOF SHIELD
Reaction Time Trainer
Recipe Cards are the Thing of the pass Have your recipe read to you while Preparing them Grandma can record her favorite Recipes for you
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A spring loaded rubber mailbox and post with a weighted base that could be buried or sit ontop of ground.No more having your mailbox damaged
Hide your cables in your wall! This new device allows a clean, in-wall conduit system for hiding cables to your devices. Working Prototype
Introducing...the LifeWatch which tracks personal goals with day count down/up mode on a practical wristwatch that is motivational...
POTENTIALLY YOURS
My dog likes to leave us presents in the house and I pick it up and flush it and come back and can not find the spot to clean. "See Spot".
Sleeveless Undershirt
Pencil Erasure Band
I would like to develop an interactive board game, called TwitFace, designed after the social media sites Twitter and Facebook.
The collapsible clothes hamper in a smaller size and with a variety of materials would be a great alternative to the store grocery bags.
Christmas Laser Light Show
A glove with a hole which exposes the face of the index finger, allows a person to keep their gloves on and have access to a touch screen.
Magnetic compound ball
Add-A-Hoodie
A foot pedal keg pump would allow you pour your drink at leisure without worrying about the hassle of pouring, holding your cup and pumping.
Travel Cosmetic Brush Set - Four essential retractable brushes hidden in ONE decorative fashion container (the handle). A Women's Must Have!
Smart Security Camera detects movement in a driveway or at front door. Instantly, still images or video are sent to your SMART PHONE or TV.
Perfect Collars. Holds collars not only straight, but perfect angle.
Thin Bluetooth speaker for Ipad that can slide in and out behind the Ipad. Increase the Ipad audio quality.
Porta-Ware." Portable plastic-ware that allows one to hang food items from their carry-on luggage or possibly a kitchen rack.
Ratchet Taco Card Form
Automatic timed drapes
Last drop catchers! Don't you hate to see that your sink is covered with the last drops from your hand soap.
"AquaAlert"
Turning a favorite lunchtime game Kickball into a board game Fun for all Play as teams or 1vs1 roll the Dice get an over the fence an out
Tomato Paste Saver: When a recipe calls for 2 TBSP of tomato paste, the rest of the can sits in the frig and is thrown out. Not anymore...
Scrubbing Gloves, hands free gloves to clean dishes and other items that need washing, cleans lipstick off coffee mug really fast
Ever lose your keys or lock yourself out? A machine that will save your keys on a worldwide network that you can get back by logging in.
ice pack glove
armsaver armrest
Sterno - Hate the fire risk and smell? How about a lithium-ion battery operated alternative to keep food warm? All the benefits, no risk.
freeze pack refrigerator
DAVID l data storage
The Perfect Oatmeal dish for measuring, microwaving and easy cleaning.. No muss no fuss, no spillover
Indoor Household Dust Blower
Microwaves need a cool down functions for Hots foods that just came out the oven that will burn your mouth and to cool down a baby bottle
Magnetic cane retrieval.button on bracelet to activate as needed &amp; never ask someone to help if drop.crutches where possible.hospital safe.
Move-Phones
Do you ever struggel with lawn mowers! If so this is your product!
Study Buddy
Light up case.
LAPTOP CAMERA COVER-Do you ever feel like someone may be watching you through your web cam? Some put tape over it but why not have a cover?
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My idea is to install a filter in cars to filter the pollution cars put out into our environment. Its a cheaper alternative to electric cars
Dual purpose nightlight.
we travel with our dog everywhere so i glued a dog bowl on a travel coffee mug and now our dogs water wont spill.
Lets design a solution to a problem millions of office workers are dealing with every day. A new and more ergonomic paperholder.
Vibration comb
Garden gloves with detachable sweatband to wipe face; reinforced finger tips to prevent dirt in nails; and callus and gripper pads.
The Yoga Game:Benefits are flexibility strength posture and health such as organs BP circulation immunity. Benefits include family time.
This product securely attaches electronic devices to the hand via use of Velcro, a strap and a plastic back piece, enabling hands-free use.
Travel Size Soap Dish
RESUBMIT)Easy to BOIL and SERVE Corn on the Cob.Line extension of COOP. Was in UC, Improved with suggestions and collaboration.
Thermal strap on
Stiff &amp; Bendable USB Extension
diaper freezer
My SCREAMING BAG. Who never wished one? It's the Quirky big chance to shake the world!
I holder for spices or Kcups. Push down and it reveals a holder for utensils or stirrers. See Image
Bicycle Finder
SUPER BRISTLE Lunch Box
Camera Koozie
Folding beach chair for sand and sea! This is a beach chair that doubles as a raft or floating chair.
Leaf Buddy
This product holds the toilet seat steady and will also fix existing toilet seats that slide sideways allowing the user to fall or get hurt.
Before leaving home I always waste some minutes looking for phone, wallet, keys ... There should be a thing/place where they belong together
Phone saver!
Solar Panel made of Conductive Glass using the same silver-colored receptors as reg panels w/solid graphite conductors frm DC 2the inverter.
Carabiner Flip Top
EASY GARDEN DECORATION
Digital license plates or DLS
â€œKool Sheetsâ€ is designed to give you a cool, dry, and comfortable nightâ€™s sleep. Optional Hepa filter can be easily installed.
A small tamper that sleeves or buckles at the end of a shovel to compact soil around the root ball of trees shrubs. A shovel accessory.
protect and charge
Modular Plant Trolley
Heater Nomad
Ever had the problem of your iphone/ipod cable not reaching? Simple. A coiled Iphone USB cable!
I wonder how hot my food is. Wonder no more! A set of Utensils that lets you know how hot or cold your food is.
kitchen utensil organizer
Proposal - adhesive tape to be PERFORATED at every 3 cm mark. Backing to be made of paper for ease of tearing. tape to have designs.
Hang Christmas lights one time and never have to do it again - lights stay up all year but are covered when not in use!
Desktop Water Cooler/Heater
Trick battery powered light bulb-shaped lantern. Looks like a regular light bulb but it doesn't screw in--it's a battery powered lamp.
Adjustable Picture Frame
retro-flair
Brown sugar packer
"Ultra-Clean," Ultraviolet sponge container kills bacteria on sponges to ensure you don't transfer germs to your dishes &amp; counter tops.
Door Diverse
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DVORAK/COLEMAK Adaptor USB
LE SAC ON NET
Laptop Rest
Additional Retractable Glassware Straining Space
iphone dock rest adaptor
Hate your indoor cat's litter box but don't want to cut a hole in your wall to put an exterior box in? Well take a look at this.
Food Cooling Fan With Timer
Snow boots for kids that have an animal track on the bottom. Girls get ponies and bunnies ect. Boys get wolves and raptors.
Club Tripod
Wireless headphones
PC HiFi
Oven Gloves
Automatic Wet floor warning, as the floor gets wet from a mop or winter shoes, the floor should change color or post a message "WET!""STOP"
We all know that water is a necessity of life we can't live with out it. My product could save billions of gallons of H20 per year.
My device is used for watching video on smartphone without hands by means of fixing the device on the user head so that your hands are free
X-Ray Comfort Band
My idea is for a baby diaper with an adhesive pull off patch. Inside the patch would be 3 moist baby wipes.
An electrical safety plug that makes plugging and unplugging any type of power cord safer and easier for anyone.
A jar spoon! Coooollll!!!!!! No more tilting the jar! No more sticky hands! If itâ€™s in a jar â€“ this is the spoon to use!
CFL Bulbs - Transform Regular Energy Saving Bulbs to Decorative &amp; Make Them Last x4 Longer!
RESUBMIT FROM 12/29/11-Do you hate opening the messy/hard to open food bags (dog/cat) and kitty litter? Add a spout and make your job easy
A vehicle sunshade which we can fix in place; simply pull down to cover our windshield, and slide it back up when we are ready to drive.
Child Safety Alert system worn by child(ren) and parent that sounds when there is a distance greater than desired w/ phone locator app.
FOOD BUTTON-ordering fun&amp;fast!
Portable two button controller for phones. Micro USB plugs into the phone and you have much more free space on the screen to actually play!
Pocket-knife style with removable micro-screwdrivers - Keep them nearby when needed to repair / adjust electronics, sunglasses, etc.
A baby double bottle with thermometer between bottles. Busy moms with multiple kids. no more wrist tests for temperature
MP3 Wearable
Lockbox with ALARM for Beach
Rapid compost maker
The Drinker's Toolbox
The Leg Pillow
Extra Wide Utility Step Stool
I'm tired of having to insert a new trash bag into the trash container whenever I take out the trash. Why can't a new bag already be there?
Microfiber lined compact umbrella.in a case Shaped like a raindrop.with drainage hole at the top. Keeps umbrella dry with every use.
Auto Air bender
Universal HDTV easy move case
Patent pending product that would alert motorist to the presence of people utilizing a assisted mobility device, bicycle or jogging stroller
On the toilet, want to do a puzzle and can't find your pen? How about this toilet paper holder with a pen/pencil cup! Simple.
Spellbinder
You want your kids to learn while they are playing a game? Educational Games a must! (Paulette Jaques)
Pull lever dispensing in the shower. Cap that can be used with all your bottles. Attach to shower station. Great with Quirky shower station.
Universal TV Remote Control with a Built-In BlueTooth Telephone. Also includes Rechargable Docking Station with Unit Locator Button.
A bread box that sucks the air out to keep bread from getting stale or spoiling.
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Window Vertabin for Plants - Line Extension - Let your flowers and herbs get sun! (Team)
Proximity, line of sight, anonymous communication feature built into a cell phone using the existing technology present in a remote control
Soap Sleigh
Umbrella Clothes Line
Urethreticle Toilet Crosshairs
Toilet Tabby
Ratchet for Hex Wrenches
4-Prong Flip Flops
Bedside Buddy
An insulated portable water/feeder for pets.its lightweight snaps to belt collar etc.whenpull built n bowl down food or water is dispenced
Suction Cup Loofah Bath Baby!
Cord organizer with integrated, low-resolution (640x480) LED projector. Great for entertaining, as a night light, and it still tames cords!
Save Baby Lives- A Much Safer Child Stairway Safety Gate. A New Collapsable 4 Leg design that cannot be pushed over causing death. See Video
Lock/Unlock your cell phone or mobile device using your very own fingerprint.
Wetsuit for kids with built in floatation foams.
EASY POUR 2012! HANDLE WITH CARE. Pour your drinks with ease without spilling. Attaches to bottles, cartons, and jugs.
Don't forget to take your daily pills ever again! With the Pill Belt they are always with you, separately organized for AM, Lunch, PM, etc.
Quirky Bobble Drink Cozy
Better Electrical Cord Reel
See attached
all collapsable measuring cup
An interlocking/stackable book like safe that has a programmable countdown timer that would open when the time is up.
Finger protective wear and dispenser. Dispenses single finger cover when finger is inserted. Full protection when touching any surface.
Dip 'n Sip
Have you ever wanted an alternative way to flush your toilet at home from fear of not knowing what kind of germs would lurk on the handle?
Digital Measuring Tape extends on both sides- Adds &amp; displays as one measurement, eye level, minimizes tape bending &amp; Finds exact Center!
PERSONAL ELECTRIC GRILL WITH BUILT IN MP3.
LINE EXTENSIONâ€“LOOPIT POT:Give your walls, windows or mirrors a new look! Use 4 flowers,spices,pens,brushs,cooking utensils....
The Portaprompt is a sleek, affordable teleprompter that many can use on different occasions to effectively present a speech.
Wireless Electrical power for all "plug in to outlet " items!
The Air Director can be used in your vehicle where your sun roof or window is.
phone and tablet projector
A cell phone case with a mirror compact built in with possible LED. Mens version would have a slide back cover so its more discrete.
Dish Washer Genie
Stand Alone Kitchen Magnifyer
This Heated wine glass keeps your red wine at the perfect termperature to enjoy its full aroma and flavour whether you are inside or outside
Squash Carving Tool: A carving tool designed specifically to safely simplify cutting a squash (butternut, spaghetti, acorn, etc.)
Augmented reality/Children hold code up to a webcam/website and learn as they play games with math facts/vocabulary/etc. Edu. billion $$ biz
Travel dental floss with UV light and toothbrush holder. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Lap tray for children features cup holder for glass or juice box and recessed area for plate or bowl to eliminate spilling, side pockets.
New way to bake your potatoes! Cook up to 3 at a time with no foil or plastic wrap in 7 minutes, design change could hold 4 or more! GREAT!
A B C Letter Press for your child's Toast. Can include different shapes and numbers.
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A Case for any cellphone, that adds a non-dedicated button along with a battery extender.
DOGS LOVE TOILETS. Porcelain/Ceramic toilet-water bowl that has a filtration system that filters fresh water in when flushed!
Remote Cozy
I need a new APPLE SLICER up in here! (Paulette Jaques)
Grey Be Gone!
Theft Resistent Pouch
Ever hit your thumb while trying to hammer a nail? The solution is the cheap and handy Nail Magnet, keeping your fingers safe.
NEW LINE: Quirky GARDEN Crate SYSTEM! Build the Ultimate Garden Shed! Start Off Small and Then Expand to Make Shed Larger!
SPHERE: LED Omni Work Light
Integral Dual earphone.
Pressure sensitive Mesh/net that can be situated in front of your television for all major consoles for games like golf or baseball.
Co-Calendar
A telescopic pole with a sponge netting/squeegy at the end. A lever to ring the sponge dry so it can be collapsed for easy use and storage.
Smart Headband
App ID Me
Ever get tired of your decorative outdoor flags ending up in your neighbor's yard or in the local yard sale? Get a flag stopper.
The Back Moisturizing Wand
Redesign the door latch so it does not automatically 'latch' when the door is shut. Have it so that the latching is an optional feature.
dish strainer for bowls
Treat your feet to what they deserve - a thorough cleaning in the shower without the need to stoop over and risk a slip and fall.
Pet Bowl Liner
A portable pop-up tent with a floor that can be inflated into a life raft/dinghy or mattress bed.
A fireless lighter, that you only have to push a button to get enough heat to ignite a flame, similar to a wind up flash light.
Charge your phone or music player while you cycle.A Docking station powered up as you cycle. A docking station on your handle bars.
Prius Billiards (pool) stick with cue tip that when broken or worn out, is replaceable within 15 seconds, rather than the standard 24 hours.
1st&amp;GLOW! A flag football set
Everest Body Balloon
iGlove
A car radio that also tunes into the sound on TV stations so that I could at least hear a TV programme even if I can't see it?
Skin Scanner for Melanoma
Tools and Treasure tech box
electroreach
A device that can magnetically mount to a dryer and filter the warm air into a house, apartment or anywhere there is a dryer.
A travel bag for the professional makeup artist. It's waterproof, has easily accessible and visible, compartments, lightweight and chic.
Seeder Spike #HomeDepot
multipurpose wireless massager
PS3 systems are great, having to replace parts not-so-much. The parts in use everyday, The Thumbstick, needs protecting!
Crate Games. Let the Games Begin.
Car Laser Snow Melter
small dual purpuse proximaty sensor,capable of sending a siganl to a small reciever on your person. or cause you (phone) to ring. I need 10
MakeupMe
My idea is both recreational and could be used for the medical field. You would put on these insulated sunglasses cooling off your body
An I phone stand which is portable and conforms for different viewing angle. It can stand and be hanged at different places.
Lil Diva's Hair Caddy
moveind car DVD player
Baby Bottle Warm Up
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NeverMessy Paint Brushes
Safety Snap
A step stool that folds up into the cupboard underneath the sink. Great for toddlers. Stays out of the way when not in use.
1-Click windTvow
Fall off the skin nail polish. A nail polish that won't stick to your skin, only your nails, in case you mess up.
Did anybody say the Pillow for Sleeping on should be rectangular? It's the Head that needs to rest on the pillow and not the body. Follow me
A "Transitions" window film for the front windshield that acts as a sun shade for vehicles! Never have to unfold, untwist or put up again.
The Yard Wrap
Use the holes in crates to play games - your Crate becomes the actual board.
A personal crossing guard. Kids playing sign with car sensing! This sign warns cars of kids at play, it also warns kids of upcoming cars!
Non-slip grip state flag cutting boards! Chop your veggies on your state flag- great for display on your own counter or a thoughtful gift!
Order and pay for your coffee from your smartphone! Arrive at the store with your order ready, no waiting in line. How? they have your GPS
My product will keep ants and other bugs away from my pets food. It does not harm the pets, doesn't smell, protects the pets food and water.
A "Q" shaped Paper Towel Holder (in profile) that is done in either stainless steel or extruded acrylic.
Snap Lite
a coaster that has tiny wheels so it can be easily moved
INSIDE/OUTSIDE SLIPPERS - Are you tired of changing out of your house slippers just to go outside to retrieve your mail or your newspaper?
Heat Sensitive Oven-Top Guard
My idea is called the Strollpak. It's a stroller that when not in use folds up into a backpack that a parent can wear on their back.
Put water in the sink for dishes? Does it get cold too soon? This is the answer
i-pod wilderness recharger
Laundry helper for the elderly
SprinkleSense
NO MORE TEARS , brushing knots out painfree ..
la bra-ket
The Home Depot Fridge Carpet!
My problem is ruining the heel of my shoes. They get scuffed or water damaged while driving when pushing the brake and gas pedal.
Knock your socks off with "Chair Socks". The ultimate,durable,machine washable,reusable,slider, glider "fits like a glove" sock for chairs.
MacBook Air Desk Clamp Stand
Dry dusting cloths (disposable) that fit on your feet or over shoes to keep your wood/tile floor clean while walking around your home.
Colored salt. For all those you are told to reduce salt intake, how do you see how much salt is sprinkled on your eggs, potatos, etc? Color!
Motorcycle Gadget where you can make/answer phone calls or turn on/change music. By Using voice it is the easiest and safest way.
lawn knome
Automatic trash compressor
Thief catcher
TP &amp; Wet Wipes - by your side!
*Self-Moistening Contact Lens Case* No more dried &amp; withered lens in the morning. The cap moistens the contacts as it's snapped on.
Snapit stay on the cable clips. A better way to coil your cables and organize them.
App Controlled Vibrator
EXTENDA-SHAVE Disposable razor extension for shaving back and lower legs and ankles, ideal for those with mobility problems
CHAIR DOLLY. Instead of storing away your dolly and taking up space in your storage, lets give it another use as a CHAIR.
heated snow shovel that heats up with heater coil
rubber mate
Tacky Dots - Permanently Tacky Self-Adhesive dots for use Anywhere
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ThumbLight or FingerLight. Flexible finger glove with watch battery LED light or lights. Pressure sensor in lining turns light(s) on/off.
The â€œToilet seat Tennerâ€ VELCRO or MAGNETIC is for solving the problem of a lot of padded toilet seat not staying up without holding it.
Jump rope wall thingy
A shield on each side of shower curtain to keep water from splashing on to floor while taking a shower and the curtain attaces to it
My husband always steals the blankets. I need a blanket that is much longer and zips together at either end. It would be a blanket band!
The Perfect Bat +
Tried of The Tweezers you buy Getting Worn out and unusable to Puck you Eyebrows? With this Idea you can Twist to make them Grip
Card-to-Reach
How To Tell Youâ€™ve Been REALLY Bad Inflatable Santa Decoration. Have a sense of humor? Been really bad this year? Decorate your roof/lawn.
automatic window opener
Crate Ball
Expandable Lawn Sprinkler
Digi-sign
Record your favorite radio show or catch up to one in progress for your home or vehicle with the programmable ADR (Audio Digital Recorder).
Pet Caller Collar
My idea is that of a simple adjustable hookah bowl comprised of two attachable parts in order to allow for maximum access to its contents.
Sticky Hands/Sticky Feet~Clean Up Time Is Play Time! Get the Icky with the Sticky!
(Blanket + Pillow) BP
A skylight directed into fiber optic bundles, directing light throughout a home or office.
Shower Water Saver
Good day. My idea is to manufacture a shower head where you can load skin conditioner into the head and mix with the water.
The Corner Stone
A small wireless device that connects to your bag/purse which will alert your phone when it is too far away thus protecting it from thieves.
Frost blanket to protect tender plants. Light weight compared to a towel or blanket. Dries quickly if becomes damp. Adaptable sizing.
Bowl with handle that has room for bread/crackers/cookies - eat meal or dessert with one dish - and no burning of freezing your hand.
phone alarm bracelet
The Urban MOMbrella for moms on-the-go that attaches hands-free, to any stroller &amp; neatly collapses to protect the mom from the sun &amp; rain
A small container that will sanitize baby products using UV light.Santizing such things as pacifiers,baby bottle tops,sippy cup lids,spoons
Is holding your phone wearing you out? Then wear your phone. Safe, adjustable, convenient holder comes apart and folds up to go with you.
Collapsable Tray...Easily Collect your Ingredients from Fridge! Set &amp; Clean Table! Serve Food!
This sneaker is a one-of-a-kind specially designed sneaker created to serve four vital purposes in addition to what a regular sneaker can.
The RangeCane
My idea is to create a box for sunglasses with case for mobile phone
After doing our laundry, our clothes still have pet hair and fur stuck to them! I have a solution!
Electricly Heated Hats
The desk with built in cubbie holes for your everyday office supplies. No clutter, no mess, no distractions.
Smart Circuit Breaker
anger odometer
This is a mini picture shelf. You can put photos on your wall with or without a picture frame. Your photo becomes more a part of your home
The Watering Hole
A template cable/power cord wrapper where your hand is part of the template. The cable does NOT stay on the wrapper. You only need ONE!
INVISIBLE TRASHCAN
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This is seemingly earphones attached to a music device which is in fact a power supply. The earphones conceal lights to shine in the ears.
Charging Wire Enforcer
Happy Potty Training Pants
An easier to use Tower Bolt, this improved tower bolt focuses on reducing the effort required to lock/unlock a door with a tower bolt.
Safer Ladder
baking pan rotator
Color changing surgical sponge
Hands free toothbrush
Capacitive tipped ski gloves work by generating a small electrical charge from a rechargeable battery. Charged by the sun!
123tennistee
The Windshield Swiper. The windshield wiper that cleans and last much longer than what's currently available.
Better Bungee Cord/Tie Down. Flat and Wide with screw on interchangeable hooking options. Carabiners, Velcro, Snaps or Hooks.
A storage system for in drop ceilings!
Tetra is a Fantastic Product. But sooner or later the Pen will run out of ink. Line xtension: Sell replaceable Pens. 4 Colors in a Pack?
A better refrigerator, more efficient, better for the Earth and your wallet. Combined with my other RF idea, we could create a SuperFridge
Bake Trap
Blow dryer for straight hair
the hot shovel
Dorm Tower
Cheerful Saline Bags
Smartphones is part of our daily lives. Best place for the smartphone is,Cushion of Love,a soft nonabrasive and washer machine safe cushion.
Laptops are becoming smaller and faster but heat is daily problem and available cooling systems are often ugly and not portable.
twist lamp
Cup Cusy
Custom photo wall paper borders. It is a roll of border wall paper that you simple apply to your wall and stick your favorite photos to.
How much weight?
Protect your pet at night. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Biodegradable flush-able potty chair bowl liner with fun charterers and colors.It also could be adapted for use in hospitals,nursing homes.
180 Degree Potty Training Seat. Encourages kids and helps potty train faster.
Zapinator
Ballpoint Retractable Stylus
A life jacket that has built in water proof speakers.You can hook your Ipod/MP3 player. Listen to music while doing Summer water sports.
Door diverse
Space bag Vacuume
Have you ever had to rush to clean up your kitchen &amp; didn't want any eye sores out?! Well that's where the Cabinet Rack comes in handy!
collapsable/compact suite case
The Treepee protects your plants and trees from the harsh Northern Winters. Made from recycled plastic, the Treepee saves trees, literally!
A FRENCH PRESS BLANKET! Cold coffee is enjoyable--in the summer maybe. What happens though when its not summer and you have a french press?
Photo-Motion Switch
Parasoul
KULTURE MAGZ ARE CULTURALLY INSPIRED MAGNETS MADE IN TRADITIONAL MOTIFS WITH POTENTIAL OF EXPLORING
UNLIMITED CULTURES
The book shelf that hangs on your toilet paper holder. Turn your bathroom into a reading sanctuary.
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A Better Lower Back Massager thats portable, rechargeable, and allows you to get a massage standing up, sitting or lying down.
RESUBMIT)Magnetic Picture Frame with Dry Erase word balloons. Great for Dorm Rooms
In home banking system
Beach Tree
Mattel: H2O Pod
Voice Finders
Creation of the G-Mobile.Rugged-multi powered wheelchair (option of being hand,leg, or electrical powered) for those suffering from MS.
UK/Ireland version of pivot power.
Forced air supply vent covers, with built in fans to draw air and increase air flow. Dual fans run on AA batteries;made of plastic.
TENT w/ built-in AIR MATTRESS!
IT'S A WHISTLE
Sink Hose Retractor, an inexpensive device to prevent the sink sprayer hose from getting caught on stuff under the sink.
Ignored by a busy food server? This light-bulb system controlled by the customer lets your waiter (&amp; his boss!) know you need his attention
Ipad or any Tablet PC carry handle / kick stand for ANY Touchscreen tablet, without SCREWING OR GLUING anything to the device, ruining it.
RESUBMIT)BOBBLE BUDDIES! The new kind of Weebles! Kids toy! Bath time? Oh the possibilities
Lave vitre aimantÃ© 4 en 1
Smartphones head holder
SITTER MONITOR(RESUB)
My idea is to have cell phone covers thats change colors with your mood, almost like a mood ring, but for your cell phone.
The Photo Guard is a battery-powered, portable, digital image storage device capable of backing-up and storing your vacation photos.
Greek Chic S n P Shakers
Kid friendly case for iPhone is made to limit what little fingers can access. 3 settings: all use, blocks home button, blocks screen &amp; home
All Seasons Holiday Lights
The three F's...Fun,funny and fantastic! I have developed a unique style to an old idea. Window dancing dolls, for ages 12 and over.
Light Up Tables
Ashford Shopping Cart Scanner
R-unleashed
Dice bindi
Weather Picture App/Frame/Glob
Flip Down Picture Book
Grippy leather iPhone5/5s case
Low Profile Christmas Lights that are powerful and bright, but thin and discreet so that you set them up once and leave them up all year.
attic pool heater w/o water
Collapsing flour sifter that can finally fit into your drawer. Built in measurements. Slender design &amp; angled head for easy scooping.
arcade savings account
Catch All Dust Buster
Make Fresh Coffee Anywhere
Smart Schoolbag
A GREEN BEAN TRIMMER CONTAINER
The Popless Skillett
Cabinet Lock - Wink
MOTION DETECTION MESSAGING MIRROR, WHEN WALKED IN FRONT OF WILL PLAY PROGRAMMABLE MESSAGE ON MIRROR AND
VOICE SAME MESSAGE.
Shoe dryer Designed for tennis shoes and some work boots. Toss tennishoes in the washer then into the dryer, in 30 minutes they are done
Obesity is a huge problem for our pets. The Pet Portion Control Feeding Cup will save you money and improve the quality of your pets life.
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Bad posture? Tired of slouching in your chair or when your walking? Be able to sit up straight in a chair and walk with your chest out.
Men do laundry,and there are NO manly scents.How about detergents, fabric softners, and dryer sheet that smell like men's body spray?
Electronic notifier device, thats sends either a push notification/email/text message to your device, when your laundry is done.
Accurate Temperature Control
Whisk with a disk.
Waterproof Microfiber Pouch
Efficient laptop cooling
Buddy Pillow
Shiz-It
Tired of dropping or losing your phone? ZIP-IT is a retractable clip w/ a usb connection at the end to attach your phone! Clip anywhere!
Connect any two extension cords, or any tool or equipment to a cord. permanently or temporarily. make your connection water proof.
An LED light in a red transparent cover with a wireless sensor that can be activated by 911 or life alert systems as an emergency indicator.
touch-pad enabled cover for iPad. A touch pad surface is added to your iPad cover.
Rolling Bike Trainer
timer candle
Perfect Portions food measure
It's a disposable tablecloth, that turns into a trash bag.
Home electric, generation system powered by burning dried, crushed plant material, pellet-sized, creating steam for an electric turbine.
Reinvent the umbrella by removing the metal skeleton inside with one continuous spiraling tension rod. Much like a tent
Handestand
Car/Semi truck Sensor strip
Traveling Toiletry Tumbler A durable plastic roll up case to store your toiletries. Case rolls up around hard plastic middle cylinder.
Keep-N-Charge
my product is an all use excersize machine that can excersize virtually any muscle in your body as well as being light weight and portable.
J Hook hair pin; updos simple design easy to use holds the hair works great on longer hair better for anchoring the hair/holding in place
"Remote Soap-on-a-Rope" Take bathing to a whole NEW level.
Warning... this is not a slow cooker or crock pot! This will cook an entire dinner with only one dirty pot in less than 15 minutes.300+votes
Mutli Use Cleaning Sponge - Clean Large Areas and Small Crevices with one sponge
A metal ring that fits over the top of a soup pot and has a removable/washable "sock" attached for a one step way to make clear stock.
Adjusting Height Drying Rack
Automatic Kitchen Canisters
Ma B.A.
"Santi-Grab" is clean way to touch all of the dirty public bathroom door handles. A box of Santi-Grabs allow you to open the door cleanly.
On the Go-Go Warmers
Younger, fit folks might not get this, but I suffer from a condition that causes very limited mobility. This product would enhance my life.
Socket Sizer Adapter
PowerChess
Why open the top of a dog food bag or a sugar, flour or rice bag? Why do that when all you have to do is add a spout and pour in seconds!
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
I'm a chef cooking for guest but dont do dishes 3 houses later 3 chipped granite counters.A rubber mat to protect the front of the sink area
One key to fit all locks, use the same key to open all the doors in your life, from your house door, to your office door, to your shed door
My idea is to developp an low cost vending machine which works only with pennies and distributes goods on a pro rata basis.
Onion Slicer
Child Proof App
Toilet roll and wipes caddy. My kids love their wipes but leave them all over. So why not have a home for them as we do the toilet roll.
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Pizza toppings on both sides
Locating"SILENT" phone. Develop an APP, to make a SILENT phone ring,you dial your num. and **.Phone responds like a BEACON- you locate it.
The Hang 2 dry reminder for Items in the WASHER that SHOULDN'T be put into the dryer. Magnetic, sticky back or Velcro pad".Don't dry baby"
Automotive Wind Meter
A door with a notch cut in the top so that a window mounted fan system can be inserted as if it was a window.
Plugging in iPhones in the dark is made easy with this cable, which has small LEDs embedded at the connector to illuminate as you connect
Invention for Business People. A Coffee cup with time, alarm, &amp; weather. Never be late for a meeting. Always on time. And know the weather.
Auto clean slider gunk from computer mouse improving accuracy, extend slider life, eliminate difficult &amp; nasty job forever. Storage dock.
Free weight adapters that convert 2" diameter weights into 1" Diameter weight holes. No need to waste money. One size is all you need
Car Comfort Extreme!
Lift Up
Tablet on the go. This product will help you use your tablet while you're moving or walking. You won't have to hold them anymore.
Shopping cart handles = gern central you have to touch them wouldn't it be great to have a cover that quickly slides on with accessories too
Wouldnt you like to not have to touch the toilet seat to raise it up and down. How nice for both the women and the men!!!!
Keepin' Luggage Nice
Baby Blurp Emergency Lights
Single-use air-freshener bomb.Think "flea bomb" or "smoke cannister".Small=bathroom,car,dorm room,hamper,closet; large=dens,bedrooms,etc.
Sportsmens Buddy
Headphones that won't fall out
Something needs to fill the space next to toilet paper rolls.A small doughnut shaped container holding potpurri/ other scented products.
Resubmit. Collapsible lunch box and collapsible beverage flask when collapsed will create space in backpack or 4 work; built in spoon/fork;
PORTABLE SPINNING CLOTHES IRON &amp; STEAMER-Flat/Upright*Removable Steam ONLY Wand Option*Hang 2 Store, No Cooling Needed
&amp; Great 4 Travel
A clear topped "pod" that a person can lay in to gaze at the stars comfortably or used to just escape the world in your own little space.
A Personalized Rubber Bottle cap that will fit any plastic/glass bottle top. Different colors and symbols personalize your bottle.
Bluetooth Electric Guitar Transmitter: One device plugs into guitar, another one plugs into amplifier. Amp device receives guitar signal
China paper books
SODA SAVER: Two-liter bottle tap. Screw on, pump up, and push button to dispense. CO2 is never released so soda doesn't go flat.
Lets rescue the punch bowl for those celebrations. Two things need to change, handling and that last drop of punch.
Upgrade old software
Disposable Pill Reminder
It's Christmas time! What about a wooden Christmas tree,completely disassembled, modular,environmentally friendly and practical? Amazing!
Disposable bathtub liners made of thin plastic that fit most average tub sizes, as well as kitchen and pedicure sinks.
Laundry is fun with Laundry Buddy! ** VICKY LAURSEN **
The best Cheesecakes are baked submerged in water. A silicone wrap on the outside of the pan would keep any water from creating a soggy mess
Katie Finger &amp; Toenail Printer
Toilet Water Saver
coque gliss
Smart speakers
MULTIPRISE A DETECTEUR
Dishwasher Organizers
There is a hail storm on the way you know you are safe inside, wouldn't you like to feel the same way about your car?
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extending charge
Zen Flat Bottom Garden Cart
machine aand stencil for haircut design
Lego vacuum
Skinny
Eat N Drink Thermo Cup
A battery heated sports glove is for year round sports. It keeps hands warm without compromising the natural movement.
PEG TECHNOLOGY, no dish rack! Tired of taking food to a party and having no way to carry multiple dishes at once without spilling?
Just a Sleeve/Pitcher's Sleeve
Pedi-Pod: a hands free foot washer, scrubber and exfoliator for the shower that eliminates the dangerous position of balancing on one foot.
RESUBMITTED - MODPower: A Software controlled via USB, modular AC/DC universal power supply.
Piggy Bank for Crate. Unscrews, fits in any angle, top, sideways or bottom. Keeps loose change or any other smaller objects.
Illuminated/glow in the dark "Baby on Board" sign/window shade! Let other motorists know you've got your little ones with you at night!
A Smokers-hutch as indoor fumes will exhaust out a dryer vent flexhose to a window insert.Fire retardent box,switch&amp; a door keepin stink in.
SKYPE WATCH
remot control DSl- Router
Sippy Snack Cup. Eat and drink from the same cup.(Paulette Jaques)
Utility tags evaluate the utility(benefit) value of any product that they appear on. They tell the consumer whether a purchase is worth it.
Personalized Pencils with Spanish names for kids/students.
My idea is a car coin holder and retriever. No more loose change in the ashtray. And an easy way to retrieve spare change with a key pad.
An ice cube made out of plastic that has water or some freezing agent in the middle of the cube. No more watered down drinks. Re-useable!
The Help Wanted App
Hinged Hard taco
Does your cell phone battery die too quickly? Here's the solution to extend the life of you cell phone battery.
Grater,chop,and flip..The New inside out cutting board
NEW PET BED. various sized cushions with an over-sized snap-on/off top. the dog or cat can easily get in and be warm, or hide, or play.
Pocket phone
No More Sheet Tugger
Movie Pole
Noiseless Blender
Internet radio for Cars
The Team 3 spout cooler
Includes video!! This is a device that will allow current fishing nets to adjust into 3 angles.Currently there are none that allow this
Why buy multiple size containers when one food storage container can fit your needs?
Fast Food Strap
Resigned to The Old Vacuum No more cleaning hair from the Roller as powerful as a shopvac open bottom will pick up just about anything
Portable DVD Player with a MP3 Player When your child goes on long rides here is something for them. Instead of taking Multiple items.
Emergency hail protection. This foldable hard plastic or strong foam pad can be applied in seconds over windsheild and rear window of car.
Toilet Desk for your Laptop
Velcro Safety Pet Harness
butt sense a pad that fits inside your underwear that smells like apples or peaches or flowers now your farts really smell like roses
Total Visibility
With my invention you can resize and reuse the same frame to fit any picture, big or small.
The Toilet Tank Flip Lid
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A bike lock that can either attach on handlebars or under a bike seat. It's lightweight and is great for bikers who don't want baggage.
OMG back in your life
Electronic Cord Organizer
Stop holding your cell phone with 2 hands to video something! Hold your cell phone like a video camera. (Paulette Jaques)
GUM PAPPERS
Seat Caddy 4-way stretch net material that slips over your car's passenger seat allowing for easy and convenient gadget storage on the road
SpoonForKnife: A double sided spoon and fork, with a butter knife that pivots below
Double Walled Wine Goblets
TOUCH SCREEN RESTAURANT MENU IN EVERY LANGUAGE AND SHOWS PICTURE OF EACH FOOD AND WHAT IS IN IT.
Sterno gel in squeeze packets(like ketchup packet)to use in the outdoors to start a fire-ESSENTIAL TOOL for all outdoor enthusiasts
A super portable air humidifier that fits in your pocket. No more problems with dry air. Great for travelling.
Void Ice
2nd stage cereal nipple
Phone Joke App
FLEX HEELS. Maintain beauty, style,and comfort.Just make it more convenient.Convert High heels to Flats and vice versa. Simple,but Effective
Watchbands that fit
RESUBMIT - Introducing "Hanglets". Turn ANY hanger into a "cascading" hanger with a simple hook you slide/clip onto the neck of the hanger.
I want to create a patent for the 12,16,24 oz, /2L soda top bottle that allows the plastic cap to attach to the plastic bottle
StrollTech
Segmented Shovel
Modular Obstacle Course
Eccentric 3-D Tiny Treasures are small, sticky-backed glass decor pieces featuring much-loved items (e.g., ladybugs, flowers, paw prints).
Flash Drives with Movies Rather Than DVD's/BlueRay Type Disks; And Develop these new drives to fit cellulars/tablet/TV ports/Store Info.
The Urban green machine. A small flexible, energy storage device for the urbanite ! Place on inside of window,come home and plug in !
Child Seat Alarm. Our cars have all kinds of bells and whistles. If the child seat has a warning buzzer, no child will ever be left behind.
Build and Stack a Room/Cube Building/House Build your house/building room by room stackable cubes can be built upon and decorated in time
Soda can cap
It's always hard to brush your whole mouth and be quick about it at the same time!! It looks like it's time for a new toothbrush!!
House shoes that pick up dirt!
Use a modified "shake flashlight" as a friendly competition in a bar/nightclub.
Moisture Wicking Dress Shirt
Circle of Light
Cheap Mobile with Galaxy Spec
Flame Resistant Tent
The "BLOW-N-GO" would consist of a newly designed,lightweight, plastic, rechargeable hairbrush with hot or cold hair drying capabilities.
Attachable BBQ Grille Timer
My idea is "RE-USEABLE GIFT WRAPPING CLOTH".Eco-friendly.User friendly. Square cloths made, in various sizes,with a bendable wire frame
Dog Ball and chain
resubmitted Let the Razor do the work. With my Design this Retractable handle and new pivot design goes with your curves gives a close shave
Press a button on your Key ring and your house unlocks. You just walk right in with the same ease as getting into your car.
My idea is to make a sticker that can easily be applied to any glove that allows you to use the touch screens on phones.
The Wall Pocket is a sturdy, convenient and easy to clean storage shelf for your electric toothbrush or any bathroom electronic device.
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Let your toddler sleep in thier car seat with out the pain in the neck! Other products don't keep the babies head from falling forward.
Ultra-Sonic Detailing Tool - If you demand perfection while cleaning complex surfaces or crevices then you will appreciate this tool!
A "hoodie" case that allows you to see the screen of your iphone in the sun or bright lights
With the press of the button on the TV. The remote will emit a sound enabling you to locate it.
Texas Holder
ephones
A folding ice cream scoop! Save valuable space in your drawer
Dishwashing Helper
Curling iron that will make different size curls increasing size from the tip to the base. Curl sizes 1 inch diameter up to 3 inch diameter.
Caulking Expandable Tubing
Let's create a Kaleidoscope light for home parties!! Something portable, that could be projected into walls producing chilling effects.
You already use a stirrer when adding cream or sugar to your drink. Why not put the cream or sugar inside the stirrer? Lots less waste.
Children fun interchangeable ornament bracelets that comes with real bugs,flowers,sharktooth,seashells and so on embedded in acrylic-resin.
find and claim
Outdoor Smoker's Chair
Better pans for grilling small food on a bar-b-que - sliced onions, veggies, etc.
Flash Pro- The electronic device will allow for students/anyone looking for a quick way to review notes/study all on one device.
Rubber ball stool...
Wire Carousel Display Stand
Devense Pepper Horn
30 sec. self-checkout
Wireless Earbuds
RECORDABLE WINE CHARMS for your glass - Record a personal message for your guest so they know it is their glass. Fun for everyone!
Moistureizing lotion and or suntan lotion wand. Reach your back with ease. Great for EVERYONE!

YOU GOTTA HAVE ONE!!!

Surge protector with the ability to add multiple outlet links to fit the users needs whether it be one, seven, or ten.
Auto Wrench
A scale with a digital display that can be mounted on the wall.
my invention is called the "partyball" this is a inflated ball and it has a secret water proof compartment inside.
Bowling Shoe Cover Improvement - Styled like a Croc Slipper Option #2 also for Homeowner, gardner, anyone going in and out of their house
Refrigerator space saver! Five tall, thin, washable, removable, pourable liquid containers that stack side by side to eliminate bulky jugs.
The Dolly Chair
Funnel-Colander
Runner's version of "camelbak". A "thinsulated" pouch zippered into back of shorts &amp; resting in small of back/top of buttocks &amp; waist.
MOTION ACTIVATED ALARM CLOCK (Save Money, Sleep Better, Reduce Your Risk of Cancer)[VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Music Recognizer
Safe Eggs
Visual clarity at a moment's notice. A fold/drop down visor system for automobile driver's side. It will have different lense options.
A telescopic heated ice scrapper. To remove thin ice and frost. Adjustable for the job and collapsable for the easy storage.
Office Product: Desktop Adjustable Length Tape Dispenser
To buy or not to buy?
Spark
The first actual 24Hr safety/security for you and your vehicle. NO MORE! agonizing break-ins and false law suits Bad people will fear this.
Quirky TV receiver
Shake-N-Heat
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Redesign of the lawn mower.
Clear Measuring Tape
Christmas lights that are made of reflectors. An alternative to electrical strands of lights when there is no electrical power close enough.
Water Rider
SWIVELING BEACH CHAIR: Spike it into the sand.
Unit 7
Mommy Comfort Doll
The Kozy Koozie is a mitten attached koozie that keeps your hand warm and your beverage cold! No more fears of having your can slip!
Smart Clock w/ DVR control
A bicycle to aerate the lawn.
SILICONE MUG LID!! Keep your coffee or tea hot all the time! There area coffee cups lids, why not coffee or tea mugs lids? Let's do it!!
Sun Screen
Large shopping bag that fits the cart re useable and saves on buying individual bags
MISTER CHAIR Sprays a light mist over your entire body while you relax and tan. Turn your yard into paradise and beat the heat this summer!
Car Accident App Cell Holder
Get notified that you just received a message on your phone. Don't wear a bluetooth headset, wear tiny a bluetooth notifier that vibrates.
Massage table with built-in laptop tray.
A washable or disposable car seat and stroller liner.
The ultimate meatloaf pan
Fish and Hook
Disposable Pumice Strip
I NEED MORE THAN ONE SPOON REST WHEN COOKING! How about a spoon rest that fans out into multiple spoon rests?
Fart Assassin is designed to clear the air in your bed. If you have a smelly sleeping partner then this will improve your relationship.
A sand board of picture game.
My healthy back system allows for natural spinal disc decompression using gravity without having to hang upside down.
PeaBrain
Solar Panel Sun Shade
Keep yourself and your morning beverage warm as you commute to work on those cold winter mornings
"Mis-t-fire" an expandable spray unit that is triggered by thermostat or wind spraying water and or fire retardant over property.
The Corkscrew Drillbit. Place the bit in your cordless drill. Sqeeze the trigger forward. Now reverse to pull the cork out.
Renewable Energy. A way to convert the energy that is produced on an elliptical to AC power and introduce back into the electric grid.
I want to redesign the domestic ironing board. Making it easier to handle, store, and more user friendly.
Shower Star
French Fry Cup Holder
smart game controller
Is your kid safe; no worries with the new synclet you can pull up an app that will show the metal pulse tracking, key locking wrist bracelet
Wireless Remote Controlled Webcam
stop the pain!!, stop the slipping!!, get a grip, with FLOSS GRIP!!
Take something that practically everyone uses, and upgrade it to provide an important additional use. The item I speak of is a backpack.
A water bottle with a counter device built into the lid to monitor fluid intake; and also a removable clip for easy transport.
Aria clip-on scented air filter. Make Aria an allergen reducer + odor eliminator. Resub (165 votes). Open to collaboration.
Pro Tuner X
Fish Bag
Computer and flat screen shelf bracket. Think people would like to be able to display pictures or what ever, like the old console tv's.
By combining 2 existing technologies,cell and conference phone, we could provide Corp. America with a vital tool for conducting business.
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To be as clear as possible, this product would be the combination of a leaf blower with a rake. Goal is to maneuver leaves in rocks/pebbles.
Speakers that can be placed either vertically or horizontaly and inclined in any way.
THE BIG PICTURE Script Analyser Software
POLITICAL SOAP BOX!! take those new crates and use them for political Soap Boxes! great for parties, BBQ's, 'hood gatherings. need to talk?
Cat Attack Mat!
Have babies? Young kids? You need corner critters. Just like the original corner protectors but now in great animal designs.
1000 SOLD! Passenger on motorcycles,jetskies and snowmobiles now have a handle to hold. It makes it safer to hold the bike than them driver!
The "Clip Collar" provides a comfortable haircutting experience by preventing hair clippings getting under collar and causing irritation.
Quirky Lights! Multicolor and unicolor LED christmas/party lights. Choose between one static color, spectrum color changing, or multicolor
FING-ERASERS. Erase with your fingers! Make erasing more convenient. Great for artists, or anyone that uses erasers alot. Cool designs!
DIY motion sensored "Remember- To Do" window clings.
Paper Utensils
disinfect + adhesive plaster
Quirky Filter! This is a sleek, effective and efficient home air purifier that costs less than $50!
Tired of getting soaked getting in &amp; out of your car? Use this retractable car canopy and you'll stay dry while getting out that umbrella!
Shaving Shelf
WiFi Digital Bank
I would like to make dual purpose earbuds that disconnect for use as a 3.5 ml auxiliary cord (car use).
A brush that inables the user to precisely apply liquid product to the base of animal fur. Targeted at the ilimination of pet odors.
Magnets have been used for everything from toys to building materials how about using those magnets to give you unlimited amounts of power
Junk Drawer/Unused Cord organizer - Organize all the unused Cell, Game and I device(s) cords and adaoptors in your junk drawer.
A light you that clips around you dogs collar so when he/she pees/poops you can see it
My idea combines a soap dispenser and separate water tank incorporated into your typical lunchbox / cooler.
Nail Polish TopsyTurvy organizer is small but mighty-can hold 12 polishes on each of 4 sides-has inner storage container 4 manni/peddi tools
Active, Autonomous, Self Compacting Trash Cans - Self Contained &amp; Rechargeable, Uses Compressed Air to Compact Your Trash
The Cooling Tray
I really cool belt that will hold the gangster pants look up without the wearer having to constantly pull up or hold up their pants.
Problem: Uncomfortable knee pads. Solution: "Kneel-Ease" knee pads that offer wearable comfort, kneeling comfort, and ease of mobility.
JEWELRY CLOSE HANGER STORAGE
This solar grill is stylish and affordable
Magic Cube
My idea is for a foot pedal that lifts the toilet seat up when pressed and gently lets it back down when it's released.No more p on the seat
Spill-proof Microwave
It's a BREEZE! Portable &amp; Collapsible beach caddy with handle to secure in sand. Holds your beverage, lotion, magazine, book, Kindle, phone
NEW/ERGO WHEELBARROW HANDLES-Improves balancing &amp; weight distribution &amp; lowers muscle strain on the hands/fingers. Lift 10x
MORE WEIGHT!
Flex Shaft
Here's a chance to break into the BILLION DOLLAR pet industry. Pet Puppets allow you to play/wrestle with your dog without the scratches.
Prank Candle
A golf swing trainer used to strengthen muscles and build muscle memory so that you can hit the ball straighter and further.
Bag a Soda. Sodas have a bad habit of spilling over at the most unexpected time, especially when you bring them home for the first time.
Remodeling Wall Restore
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Fun Ski Pole Accessory
"Sun Signs" is an insulated Double Sports Bottle, which holds 2 different fluids, in one unit, along with, a hands-free, carry along tote.
Wallet Glasses
Picture frame self leveler
handsfree wearable Ipad holder
MEGA CHEK GAME BOARD
Remote Thermostat
Fun Build- A- Raft for Beach
Lunch box cubicles
Disposable Dog Bowls. Made out of milk carton material can be tossed out after each use. Different Colours and prints and sizes availible.
Whole house air freshener connected 2 ac supply duct. Wireless control unit mounts near AC thermostat 2 let u select smell and level desired
SLS - "Saving Lives Sensor" A sensor for all vehicles and motorcycles that prompts a vehicle of an approaching motorcycle.
EggiesÂ® are a sensation. Why not try NON egg-shaped, NON patent-violating boiled egg molds? Stack 'em, cube 'em, and or just have fun.
A slipper for people who have weak ankle muscles. The slipper will keep the foot up and prevent the foot from dragging on the floor.
The E-Z Pizza Cutter
Ok here it is. A LCd screen that mounts in your home that converts water and energry consumption into real time dollars and cents!!
TV ReMote Finder
Edible stickers to make faces on fruit and veggie slices. Let your kids play with their food!
Driver/passenger seat extension for better leg support and added comfort. Way overdue for taller drivers or passengers.
removable compartmen container
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
Tie Clip using high powered magnets to keep them in place. There is no limit to design. The magnets would be hidden from view when worn.
USB Plug and Light that recharges and connects to a key chain. Use to light up your laptop keyboard.
App Enabled Air Purifier
key and remote finder
Reduce injury and speed up recovery with The Perfect Stick
How about having a smartphone pocket for a construction hard hat. You can listen to your music on your smartphone with out any headphones.
Emergency Information Card
Turn an unused power socket into a picture hook or key hanger.
Do your things keep falling off the medicine cabinet? How about shelves that stay in place, pivot, and are better organized!
Manual Dust trap
Wireless Bluetooth headphone router that allows me to actively switch between 6 devices,i.e.(2 Computers, Cell &amp; Wired phone, media center)
Clean and freshen up your armpits with a cleaning towelette and antiperspirant wipe duo that's small enough to fit into a purse or pocket.
Curtain &amp; Blinds Rise N Shine
Self-Lowering Timed Toilet Seat Accessory. No power required.
E-motion
Busy feet, finally a cool under desk â€œfoot restâ€ to not only rest your feet but also to keep them busy, Busy feet = Happy feet!
The Hidden Agenda: Storage for the underâ€“surface of a desk.
Pencil and eraser on same end, no more flipping your pencil.Sudoku friendly pencil with eraser.
Easy Clean Sandbox. Clean sand dirty sandboxes in no time.
Resub: A toilet with an overflow safety lever. One lever flushes and a second closes the water intake in case of overflow.
Cube Display-inset drawers.
Put tape on window for painting and get the corners without lifting the device from the glass.
No slip tall garbage bags!
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shoe bag
A sleek sink organizer for the dish wand. Dock the wand, keep your sanity.
Tailgating Warning Light
Courage the Cat will allow your child to sleep peacefully in their own bed. A stuffed animal that is combined with a flashlight in its tail.
A USB Dog or Cat ID tag that is waterproof and shockproof that stores your pet's name, contact info, Vet phone number, medications etc.
Portable Sanitation Device to reduce infection rates of communicable diseases along with biological/chemical warfare for the military.
How do YOU drain GROUND hamburger grease? Frustrated? Stop using paper towels, hot water, spoons,strainers &amp; use my healthier GROUND
GREASER
Ever wish you could read a woman's mind? This calendar can give you a glimpse into the unknown. Smart phone App?
Solar panel PATIO and/or BEACH UMBRELLA. Has AC plug with 2 outlets and 1 USB. Power up! Has dimmable lights and speakers for your iPhone.
A magnetic key strap. A long strap that hangs from your neck for car keys etc but that has a magnet on the part behind your neck to separate
Super Umbrella
Dooms-day 12 escape bubble
Exercising at the gym with no concer for pain or discomfort. Total elimination of discomfort on the knees. Rotating disks has save the day.
Anti-Fog Bathroom Mirror
Hot Flash Unit
This swizzle stick can save your life!
A chef knife that has slits in it so you can easly cut stick
Removable inserts for your coffee thermos. Never have a dirty mug again! Thermometer insert tells you when to sip and when to toss!
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas / electric weed-eaters for lawn-care technicians.
a camping chair that has adjustable legs so it can adjust height or become level on a hill, or in any unlevel terrain.and it would be heated
Prevent Foot Amputations by using this Bath Water temperature warning MAT.
Pencil Light
A connector to transmit photos from an iPhone/iPod to photo developing kiosks located within photo centers.
Never hang your a picture to low or to high. A sure proof method to get it right the first time.
Fingernail Catcher
The Ostrich
Fisherman? Then you've either had a fishing rod stolen or you know someone that has. Here is a portable and inexpensive theft deterrent.
A proximity sensing key chain that beeps whenever it is more than 10 feet from your phone or wallet to keep from leaving anything behind.
Fridge Magnet Step Stool
If you've ever fried a turkey,you know what a mess it makes.This idea will eliminate the mess and fire hazard associated with turkey fryers.
App-enabled yoga mat.
Re-Inventing the DustPan! Comes with an extendable/collapsible handle and brush. In the middle is a hole with a garbage bag......READ MORE!
The DoorManâ„¢ is 4 devices in one package. It is a portable , Door Bell, Peep Hole, Voice Mail and Intercom System for your front door.
Ice Cream Scoop and Spade
Add a high end entertainment/navigation/communication system to any car with the iMouse controller (+ iPhone/iPad) all for only $59.99
Easy Store and Use your foil, plastic wrap and baggies. Magnetic wall unit to store these products. Keeps them at arms reach all the time.
Coffee Pearls. Marble sized, hot water soluble spheres which contain a variety of sweeteners and/or flavors.
Double Push Broom
INFLATABLE DOME - ABOVE GROUND POOL COVER Solve the dreaded chore of cleanly removing the cover of your above ground pool!
bluetooth Aux
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Pocket Sanitizer Liner will help prevent the spread of germs.
bill visor
A silicone pouch that can be placed on the side of any bowl to provide the extra spot you need for dips, sauces or crackers.(Chris Withhart)
Knowledge is Power
My idea is an extention heel for those with a short leg problem. It's a small tip that can easily be attached to the heel of your shoe.
Pill Popper.. A new pill "bottle" that makes taking you vitamins and pills a snap. Works like PEZ container. Why mess with bottle caps
This flexible box is a very simple and easy to use! May be made of recyclable material, can be used everywhere! Simple to store.
Sink remote Lid &amp; delid
Printed paper straws
Ergonomic Work Seat
My idea is to see a locator device or an app for your childs sippy cup so you can find it, wherever your child threw it.
Pixel^3 Watch
The Tardis
Portable Self Inflating Tsunami Survival Bubble.
Microfiber shirt that reveals a design or pattern when wet (e.g., â€˜sweatmarkâ€™ technology).
All-In-One Soap maker turns scrap soap into new.Gives the option to make liquid or bar soap. Add your own fragrance.Done inside one unit.
CALL ME -KEYS FINDER- KEY RING
Call My Keys
The Rain or Shine Visor - keep dry while getting into/out of your car in the rain, keep shaded when it's sunny
Transfermors
Holographic Display
Solar Powered Dash Heaters! Never scrape your frosted windshield again! It saves you time and is much safer than driving with it frosted!
Reminder
Quirky Crate Leveling, Shelving, Desk, Closet, Shop, Kiosk Adapter Kit broadens use and stabilizes the attractive component design package.
My device fits easily in your pocket or on a keychain, and will assist in keep you and your family from getting speeding tickets.
Electronic Regulator Gauge. Replaces standard 1 Â½ inch diameter contents gauge that displays the capacity of the oxygen in the cylinder.
Create a IPAD Software projecting play by play from the on field cameras to the device eliminating paper usage on the field, NFL, NBA League
Spiking sensor &amp; wristband
Imagine a hunting tripod that can allow you to quickly post up on a tree to take that trophy animal from any angle! I present the Tree-Pod.
Outdoor "Christmas" type lights which automatically changes color to many holiday color themes year round. Put up once, decorate all year.
The Neptunebrush is a replaceable headed toilet brush. Disposable perfumed paper heads are clicked onto a handle used once and flushed away.
Built in umbrella in backpack!
This idea is to provide continuing comfort and piece of mind to family members after the internment of your beloved pet or family member.
Calendar Clock
My idea is for parents who spend alot of money on cereal for their kids. With the high expense of cereal today this product will save money.
"Fits the Need Container Brush
iPhone/Pod Sound Projectors - Need phone speakers to be louder &amp; don't want to wear earbuds. Gr8 for Elderly, Toddlers &amp; Group Sharing
Line item extension for Renew..Roll of ONE A DAY micro fiber towels to replace paper. Thirty per roll, twelve roll bundles, one year supply.
Color Coordinated Cord Clips
Squeezy bag
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A non-cheap non-plastic mobile phone with ease of use, minimal and simple buttons. For seniors, non tech savy and simple users.
FLIP HOOK [0:50 timelapse video of the design process.] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
golf lawn game
CleanPuck
Sticky Tees! Create the perfect shirt in seconds on adhesive canvas paper. Print it, cut it, wear it! Wear a new shirt every day.
Make Aria or any stationary fan oscillate with an oscillating turntable.
Arm pit napkin
A wash station for contractors. A portable sink with filtered hot water. No more contractors using homeowners sinks or flower beds
Tired of getting late or stressed about lost Car Keys, TV Remote, Wallet, Cell Phone?. FOUNiT finds your item with one press of button.
Rainbow Loom accessories
Car Ringtone Alarm System
Toilet paper gloves. Gloves made of toilet paper in a roll you put on, wipe then flush. Your hands stay clean. Replaces a standard tp roll.
Highland-ers
Toothbrush* Station
You're out it is hot or possibly cold.You're running on the beach and return to your area wanting to feed your pet, where is that dog bowl?
This is an active mug that uses a rechargeable battery and microcontroller to maintain a drink's temperature for several hours.
12v Automotive CO Detector
Drop Toys (i.e. paper airplane, water balloon, parachute, etc) From Your Kite In The Clouds with the Quirky Kite Runner.
Cut-out Curtain for Bath Bench - Ideal for the Elderly and Infirm while showering so the floor does not get wet
Easy to read measuring tape and rulers LARGE BOLD NUMBERS makes reading a breeze
Step with shoe, all use kit
a cup holder on the outside of your car door where you can place your coffee cup/big gulp while you open the doors and onload your arms.
My idea is an improvement on an existing idea. It is to have sidewalk/driveway lights with exchangeable covers. Holiday or sports themed.
WiFi Security Siren #Wink
(keep it kooler) a base with cooling device, two cylinders, a cap. plug and car adaptor. used in home, work or car. jessiesr94@yahoo.com
Light Scissors
Speedy puck
Medical Bracelet
Safer &amp; pleasurable condom
Shower mate
Flexible Extension Camera
A Toilet Seat that when closed flushes the toilet forcing the user to shut the lid! (my cats like to play in the water).
Resubmitted No more fumbling through Card or recipe books to find or read A recipe Now you can have it read to you. store 1000 of recipes
To invent a pacifier vending machine, that would not only despence several types of pacifiers but also a sanitizer.
FIT TATS
Misty Fan
APP ENABLED LED SIGNS
Enjoy a snack or two with this simple &amp; versatile snack dispenser. Perfect Quirky Community Project for design, materials, name &amp; marketing.
"The Security Bar" Stop thinking if I locked the sliding door or windows. With the Security Bar in place you can stop worrying.
Battery Operated Tooth Brush That Brushes Every Part Of Every Tooth At The Sametime
Golf Tees with adjustable stoppers! Find the height you like and "stick" to it! :-) Also would make it easier to put tees in. RESUB 99 votes
This is a credit card protection card that slides into your wallet to protect your credit cards from being scanned by a thief.
Introducing Wired Tape - the Duct Tape of the 21st Century, embedded wire strands in the tape make it impossible to loosen (tape and wire)
A bowl and a cup that is built into the tray of a baby chair. No more worrying about cleaning up spilled food or beverages.
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NEW EasyRead Cooking Thermometer! The reading will tell you "Medium Well" simply for perfect, consistent cooking every time! Also Dual Use
RoboFish
The ultimate camp cooking system. A smooth pressure cooker/saucepan that obtains certification as a bear resistant container.
Beer Pong For Crates. WE MUST COLLABORATE! I WELCOME ALL SUGGESTIONS
This could easily be global. The Golf Glove Patch,sticks to the lower part of the glove(the part that wears out the quickest)
Paint Brush Opener
RE-INVENT Wood Burning Pen
Smallest Fryer - with just 1 cup of Oil. Why waste 1/2 liter or 1 liter of oil to fry small items?
The â€œICE BUCKETâ€ is an ice bucket made of ice that you can customize for any occasion. Gets everyone at the party talking. A must have!
Shaving and beautifying Under Cabinet Light. Brings light to shaded chin and nech areas.
Approach, prepare and sit down on a cold seat with your bare exposed? The Heated Toilet Seat. Your seat could be ready for your bare asset.
Popsicle Caps - detachable
"My Own Caddy" is a lightweight stainless steel golf club stand to be used when away from the golf cart or around the green.
Beyond stacking, bolt together milk crate system Build stable storage units, or furniture. Registered holes or slots and low profile bolts
Home Charging station - one place to charge each and every one of you handy electronics!
wall tile game/wall sized LAMP
Push Knob Entry! Enter any closed door effortlessly. Quicker and easier from youngest to oldest.
A neoprene Smartphone case with Velcro Flap enclosure on back to keep Credit Card, ID and money for those times at the beach, Boat or play
Laptop frame
A Unique Social Media Platform
A-Tee Golf Alignment System
Clean Freak! Does dirt on your bed sheets drive you crazy? A sticky pad that you place on the floor and step on before getting in bed.
Snaptext
UNI SPITOONI A spring loaded ,spill proof lid that would screw on to discarded water,soda bottle. People who chew tobacco,SPIT HERE PLEAS
Body Bag
Ending Soon !! Quirky you can do this !! This product is a computer keyboard cover that lights up when needed.
The Ultimate Kitchen Wall Organizer
Prosto 3D Paste Printer
Kinetic Gauges and Earrings
A simple and easy clip to place over the camera on your laptop so you don't accidentally embarrass yourself if the camera is on.
A doll like creature or sticker that looks like whatever a "Golf God" would look like.
Dont throw that broken or bent cigarette away use Ciga Tape to fix it.With different colors and flavors make your cigarette unique.
Battery Checker
Rock Salt Thrower
Vehicle Office Organizer
'Baby Crawly' Hand and Knee pads..Lightweight, washable pads/ gloves to protect your little ones hands and knees while they learn &amp; explore.
House finder for emergency vehicles or pizza deliveries
Easy Text, is a way for people with big thumbs to text faster buy not hitting all the keys around what you want. Fits in your pocket
A calculator that easily clips to any shopping cart (groceries or target/walmart) and keeps track of spending. No surprises at the checkout
A mirror that can take a picture of exactly what the person in front of it is seeing.
AWESOME CELL PHONE Strap/sling. PERSONALIZED strap around neck/across body can be handsfree and can dress up/down. Can be inside clothes.
Removable handle for use with mixing bowls or similar containers to facilitate manual holding or lifting for easier pouring and scraping.
I had foot surgery and realized that the cast didn't protect the toes. I designed a guard that very effectively protects them from damage.
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It's a motion dectector reminder device that plays a recording of your own voice when you trigger it when leaving. "Don't forget..."
A wooden platform on which to put the apple wireless keyboard. A metal wire extends to hold the iPhone and iPod touch! Type with ease
Watch your piggy bank "grow!" A novelty bank for kids which reacts to being filled.
My purse always hangs like a limp balloon. My idea is called a "Purse Puffer" to shape your purse &amp; keep it looking like a purse.
REMOTE FREE TV - with a combination of motion &amp; voice you could control your tv without having to search for the remote.
Cozy Collar Covers Coordinated with Products for Pet Owners.
Para-Case
Toiled Lid Up!
Remote Car Seat
Flat Top Salad Spinner. Fits on any bowl. Easy to clean and flat to store.
An exterior door strobe light on emergency vehicles to provide visibility ensuring safety while emergency vehicle is parked on road.
This hand held pitcher has a spigot and a pour spout.The spigot allows the container to refill drinks without removing it from the fridge.
How often have we wished for a third hand while doing painting projects? I have the answer to this wish..and so much more
A cell phone case that monitors your heart rate and displays/tracks it on your cell phone while you are running or working out.
Pooping made fun! The QR codes on toilet paper will provide the users with FREE apps, coupons, lottery, and fun content.
Stylish pocket style gas mask with secure with velcro. Designed to look like sunglasses on the eye area.
measuring cup/temp gage
In Hawaii we have plate lunches where you have food that need`s to be cut and scooped.
a wheel with a marker on it that marks stud lay-out in 16'' and 24'' increments. will save time and money. wish i had one
Collectable Teddy Bear: "ADMIRAL BEARRAGUT" with uniform. Teddy Bears amongst most collected toys. No stuffed toy or teddy bear similar.
Cool Cap
POCKETBOOK STOLEN! Worry about yours in the stores? How about a quick simple lock from your strap to the cart to deter thieves. POCKALOCK!
Finger Hair Straightener
"Kick-off" Shoes for Kids and Adults... anyone who loves to kick off their shoes or needs a more secure easy-on, easy-off "hands-free" shoe.
THE "EASY CARD OUT", is a easy, fast way to pull your cards out of your wallet. After some time in your wallet the card seems to stick.
TEA SPOONS - Hot or Cold, it's Tea Time.
This invention will let people, when they are home to know when their cellphone rings and to answer it from any room.
Douche Warmer (aka "Warm Shower") : a convenient system to warm douche just before use
mealnotifier
Art/pic that you see when the TV is off, but is invisible when the TV is on. Add pic frame so your FS TV look like a piece of art when off.
Wash to Dry
This invention is called Besure. The idea is to protect your buttocks from a potential nasty, or wet toilet seat. The material water desolve
2012's. Walking shoes with sensor that measures fitness and health!
Like the Iphone has a silicon skin, toiletries should too! It would make items look uniform on the counter &amp; match other bathroom decor!
LENGTH-adjustable OVER-THE-DOOR hooks are the new organizational tool! Robes, towels or jackets within easy reach of tall or small owners.
Laundry hamper rolls like a ball to make it fun and easy to transport dirty clothes from upstairs bathrooms to the laundry room downstairs.
Travel booties
Salad Lifeguard:Soggy no more!
Bottle Sleeves - Write large quick instructions, avoids reading fine print every time. Helps raise bottle if stored in back of cupboard.
Let them eat Calzones!
USA Today rpts. 55+% of US workers eat lunch at their desk and 45% bring lunch. Be honest- who hasnâ€™t taken a nice container of leftovers
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The Diaper Dipper
L.E.D. Light Safety Backpack
Disposable Shoe Liners: Designed for girl's flats to prevent foot gunk from building up when you don't want to wear a sock with your shoe.
Duffle Bag Transformer
Anti-theft Shocking System
Never worry about MOLD on your shower curtain again! Disposable shower liners allow for simplicity and in addition prevent water leakage.
A device that conforms to women's anatomy to allow them to do clean catch urine samples and retain their dignity and not get pee all over.
ReaL cAPS LOck
Real eyes
Holding your kindle/tablet/ipad isn't as easy as it could be!!
All in one pedicure bath and foot file that allows you to perform your own pedicure while remaining seated with no need for bending over!
World's Best pooper scooper-NO bending over or carring messy bags.Cleans entire yard with one trip to the garbage-easy clean-up and storage.
Handy Cap Plus
! kidPad . The Kid Friendly iPadÂ® Case , Soft, Squishy, Made with Kids in mind. Adults will like it too.\\\
Stackable power strips
Custom Rubber molded refigerator door handle guards. Infused with antibacterial agent. Germ free surface. Easy to clean or replace.
Fans that Freshen and Kill
POWDER APPLICATOR. A handy 3 piece device used to apply baby powder to the body. Simple and solves all your powder needs, without the mess.
Window or not?
Restaurant Electronic Table Menu. A touchscreen menu that allows customers to view and select food, request condiments, drinks...
CORNER PULLEY
STORE MAP APP
Gain unlimited bathroom counter space/organization for beauty supplies. Lay beauty case over sink/cabinet and stow away-xtra electric plugs
Cell phone Finger Grip. Now you can lay down and relax while using your cell phone without losing grip.
Quack Patrol
my lotion buddy
"Character Water Balloon Launcher Game" - Taking water battles to the next level. Hurtling balloons into the sky hitting opponents targets.
Backyard Beer pong
Tupperware that has a sensor system to detect and spoilage.
How many times has your wife, girlfriend, fiance,or friend dropped nail polish all over the floor? A portable Nail Salon would stop that.
USB hub-tidy
Easy TV Changer
Reversable silverware it has two heads from jelly not mixing with peanutbutter to no tuna bits in mayo helps making food cleaner and faster.
Winter+Salt+Car=RUST! But not with "SARAN-IN-A-CAN" - clingwrap in a can! Spray your car before winter - peel it off in in spring.
Freedom leash
Second Brew! Utilize your used coffee grounds to feed your houseplants and outdoor foliage.
A SpaForkGhetti!
My wifes idea (Phyllis) is to improve the lighting of the american flag (it can be used on any flag)when displayed at night.
TouchTAP | Why pay over $500 for Delta's Touch Sensitive Faucet plus installation cost when it can be achieved at the fraction of the cost
A Pringle Picker. A utensil that easily picks a pringle chip from the long pringle tube. Keeps you clean and the tube germ free.
A compact vacuum for the car
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My idea is Solarskin/ solar cover that is able to be attached to your iphone,eproduct,kindle,nook,or laptop ,similar to a solar calculator.
Slaps
How about turning your cars windshield into a high definition street projector/mobile hdtv. Even real life looks better in high def!
The always missing, awkwardly designed, phone charger. Why not clear your car's clutter by minimizing the cord, even when in use.
The Expand a Binder
My idea is a toilet bowl attachment (game) that motivates a child to use the toilet.
Voice wave cleaning factor
My idea is simple, the use of a cleansing foam that is dispensed onto toilet paper for a better cleanup and a more hygenic cleaning.
TentSafe
Save babies lives! Introducing Tummy Alert. An infant monitoring device that detects when a baby has rolled over in her crib
A headband is attached to an elastic band that fits onto your cell phone. The headband is placed over the head and phone is held hands free.
THE ALL DRIVE... IT TURNS EVERY SD CARD SIZE INTO A THUMB DRIVE
Reusable Chinese Take-Out Boxes! Everyone knows the shape makes rice taste better! Inspired by the reusable coffeehouse style cup
Mesh bottom sandals for the beach and water. When sand collects between the sandal and the sole of your feet it is not very comfortable.
Chocolate melting bowls
BlueWord
Trampoline Spring Tool
My Idea is a Key Fob or Jewelry that is a life Alert that uses Bluetooth or Sync to call 911 no call center just pair to your phone and go.
Flip Top or Disc Caps for Milk
A mattress/mattress topper,made of memory foam, w/ a U shaped(open end at top) breathing opening for people who sleep on their stomach.
-The Pet Spray Guard- Used for your pets litter box- Yes no more peeing and litter on the walls or carpet!. PROTO TYPE PICS.
CAT SCOOPER
Fire Pet Door
InstaMorph Headphones
Tennis balls only last an average of 2-3 months. Wouldn't it be nice to double it's lifespan? This inflation device could help!
KIp-C

Kinetic Ipod Charger

New and Improved Flashlight, with motorized beam adjustment, switch forward, flashlight is a focused beam, switch backward wide spread light
Plastic socks
Romote Control Case
the voice stamp
Meat Sear!
We don't wear the same clothes everyday, why wear the same prescription eyeglasses? Use Quick-Connect Frames that use one pair of RX lenses.
THE MAINTENANCE MONITOR ASSISTANT! THIS DEVICE IS AN ELECTRONIC MONITOR AND REMINDER FOR SCHEDULED
MAINTENANCE OF YOUR VEHICLE.
Greenhouse pod
Mailzin and Mail Server: two products that make getting the mail easier and less stressful.
Personal bodywash kit
sgswh
I have created an organic pesticide to use in place of chemical pesticides for a healthier product and a happier consumer.
TV Siri
My wife likes flowers. I like to smoke. The flowerpot ashtray allows us both to have what we like on the table at the same time.
Temp Fork
Eyeglasses cleaning pen gets the job done, especially when you are away from home. No more lint, fingerprints or scratches. Barbra
utiliti* is a multipurpose wallet-sized iPhone case that'll bring order to the clutter in your pocket/purse ONCE AND FOR ALL
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Bluetooth proximity light. Great for your porch or anywhere you need light on demand. Battery operated or plug-in. A LAMP production.
seed
Remote Control Locator
Mug,cup,glass,plate,made for every day use or disposable for businesses that show the actual temperature of what is being served.
Pizza grippers
Better Sink Strainer is easier to clean. It has small filter holes. Instead of fitting the drain typically, it curves over like a rainbow.
POV Instructional Camera
Cheapest Table PC
AÃ©rateur appareils high-tech
A roll up shower caddy that houses all essential grooming and personal care items to take inside the shower with you.
Innovative dress hanger - raise the effective height of your closet by 6 inches so long dresses can hang free!
Electronic Diamond Ring Enhancer Embed a LED into the a diamond ring so it will illuminate the diamond from below for spectacular sparkle
George Foreman brush for cleaning the GF grill.The brush: a short handle and a 6in head to hold the heat-resistant flat tipped bristles.
Got an itch to scratch? Use the multi-backscratcher with its 5 versatile heads to ease your every restless request.
le contener propre
night light walkway
Introducing HANDLE IT..A universal silicone cover for door handles to prevent from burning your hand during the scorching hot months!
Drunk Dializer: Attach this device to your cell phone before a night out and you will never regret those drunk dials or drunk texts again.
It's a pop out cup on the front of the french fry holder, to hold ketchup, mustard or any other sauces. To fit all french fry holders.
have you ever eaten ice cream, right out of the round container? Has your hand gotten cold? My idea is a glove or mitt to hold the container
KeepSayâ„¢ is a simple to use keepsake quality digital voice recorder. Words from a loved one as a treasured keepsake.
Notice how the straw on some baby juice cups never reach the bottom?My straw extender fixes that problem. Can be used on other bottles also
Vault Luggage
Heated booties or socks for warm feet before and/or during bedtime
Altruistic Door Slam shock Absorber for Home
Scan all your loyalty tags, pull them up feature with LCD display. Add a mini LED light and bottle opener and you have a tool with purpose.
DryStep is the step you take after taking a shower to dry your feet. Will help elders and people with back problem.
Garage Sale App
a device to silence the fasten your seatbelt noise.
1 suspender going across your shoulder from back side to front hooks to pants, add-ons ,to carry phone smokes etc,call it gangster strap.
Smart EV Solar Charger Pillar
dghd
Never move your bed away from the wall to fix the light cord on your night stand again. Short colorful attractive easy to install cords.
Purified spring or glacier water or combination of both. Can be double or more purified, reverse osmosis, steam distilled, or ph enhanced.
Use your laptop at the beach or pool without the worry of damage. Built in cooling system. Water resistant case.(Paulette Jaques)
Safe Shield Sanitizer: The #1 solution for filthy screen on iphones, smartphones, ipads, tablets + any other eletronic touch screen device.
Retractable Clothes Rack
Design a kids beach chair that holds your beach toys.(Paulette Jaques)
Tech Light Covers
Camp Companion 4 Your Clothes
Fun-du! Fondue Pot
rain barrel catcher
TOO MUCH JUNK
I have a plan for a "bed buddy"- a body pillow that is heated and simulates breathing.
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Automatic doggy gate on the door, retracts &amp; magnetically seals. can use a remote keychain when u are on the opposite side of the door
This is a hoodie/scarf. It is double fleeced, solid color on the inside and your choice of design on the outside of the hood and scarf.
Sink Hook
Screen for good back posture
A housing for fire extinguishers w/ designer shells to match your style. Together let's make fire safety cool &amp; keep your family safe.
People said iPhone is more than a phone. Then this case is more than just a case. An amazing case to make amazing iPhone even better!
Tupperware Warmer
KNOW AT A GLANCE if someone has been BREACHING YOUR PRIVACY with SPYDROP.
WATERMARK will reduce the number of disposable water bottles used, while also helping to reduce the spread of infectious disease.
The Teddy Bear Toy Box is a toy box, a toy and a functional piece of art. It will keep the toy room clean and keep your children smiling.
Easy Sheet Pan Covers
{The Glow Rod} or {The light saber} A fishing pole That lights up so u can see it when night fishing
The T-zo Orbiters 4 and 3: Scientific Oddities
a very thin durable and pliable way to cover old and damaged patio and household tiles. a huge savings compared to tearing out the old ones.
Calender Clock
extreme concert lounge
iphone/smartphone table gooseneck and clamp base. Set up your office wherever you go.
Imagine comfortably sitting or laying in bed using your Electronic Tablet of choice hands free for as long as you want.
Razor with water glass blade This invention is for a razor that uses a water glass instead of metal for the blade and teeth.
A SOLUTION for problem of lack space in the clothesline. Lightweight, simple and practical.
Spatula with a mist
clip clop
Stair Chair, A foam/plastic chair which would mold with 1 or 2 porch steps in the design so the chair will sit perfectly for lounging on it.
DISH WASH SINK STATION. All your dish wash cleaning stuffs neatly organized in one convenient station.
Paint Identifier
SMART Dehumidifier
Eyeglasses Stem Quick Fix, NOW
Solid Shot Target
Hair freshner!!! A brush that allows you to add hair freshener or a detangler.This brush can be used throughout the day to keep a nice smell
Flashing Brake Lights
Power Sun Visor
Recyclebelt is an attachment to waste disposal units that enables humane collection of second-life materials (bottles, cans, etc).
A tailgate for P U trucks that unfolds a&amp; lowers to form a ramp to load mowers, etc. into a PU. Would unfold like a safety gate for stairway
An Iphone case that has the ability to store your USB charging cable so that you make sure you never forget it at home or work.
Redesigning the power and HDMI cords, with magnets. No more tripping over wires or having to walk up to the outlet and pulling the plug.
Pill Bottle Tray -Neatly organizes bottles on counters, cupboard or drawer. Handles to pull or stack. Open space for other items/paperwork
IMPRESS IM
Poli-Squish-Ins: Palm sized foam stress toys shaped like the head of different politicians.
Kids help cleaning
A chair that you can sit on a hill, on a slope, fully to sides and back and forth legs
Dad I can't find my ipod My idea is a device that would plug into the data port on the ipod and emit an alarm when a remote button is pushed
keyfinder
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Storage Wheel for Hair accessories or Office desk supplies. (Paulette Jaques)
Open or Close?
Combo - Wireless Mouse &amp; USB Flash Drive
ANTI-PAIN ELECTRICAL APP
No droid application exists for elementary math that includes adaptive learning, multiple levels, and is correlated to national standards.
Retractable vacuum cord. Cords are always in the way, you drive over them and have to whip them out of the way. Not efficient, or fun.
Dish Gloves. Dish washing gloves made with dish cloth material and/or scrubber. 100% washable. Wash your dishes using your gloves only.
Graffiti is O.K. (quirky inventor Vicky Laursen)
Breather ionizer
The Harness PowerSystem by Capone. A Series
Pliers for cutting off extending screws,nails with enclosure so the piece that is cut off is captured,making the cutting much more safe.
A dual-purpose waist-belt that serves as a tournique for emergency personnel like Combat Medics and firefighters who work in the field.
I took a paper plate and glued a shooting target on it. It could be sold to Target as their exclusive product, or to a sporting goods store
A kick stand for lawnmowers, similar to bike kick stand. Connected to the side of the with a wheel/claw attached,for cutting areas not flat
Drywall re-texturing over-spray device which is used to illiminate the need to mask and cover an area where a patch needs to be re-textured.
Thermometer Teapot
LunchBlox!
"GREEN STRING" - Biodegradable weed-eater string made from environmentally friendly material.
Each Select Clean Hanger allows you to select Green for clean, Yellow for slightly worn, or Red for time to dry clean, repair, or donate.
Relaxo holder
FILTERING WATER BOTTLE
The invention is a system for locating and preventing the loss of personal items within a geographic zone.
Auction Agents Alliance
3D iPhone Mouse
Transporteur de pots de fleurs
See thru Back Pack
Bicycle Helmet laser HUD
Individual on-off pivot power
The Auto-Controlled Vacuum
Self Programming Microwave
Rain Clean
Container garden to extend the height of a flower pot to create a cascade affect. Inserted into a pot held into place by potting/top soil.
Portable Healthy Snack Fridge
Trundle style side table for your bed. Hooks to bottom of bed rails pull out when you need it then tuck it away.(Paulette Jaques)
Wireless bicycle brake light with accelerometer to activate brake light.
Can you be sure that the weather station will alert your family to seek shelter? Be certain with a new alarm system that detects tornadoes!
zipper up
Stove top magnetic lock, cook top lock for metal pans...utilizing simple electromagnet with regular pots/pans, prevent child scalds.
20-20 eyes
RESUBMIT, THE ADJUSTABLE MAGNETIC POWER GENERATOR. THIS IS TWO PLATES (ONE STATIONARY) WITH MAGNETS MOUNTED
WHERE THEY REPELL EACH OTHER.
Get me that job!
cafÃ© voyage
"Glass Catcher" A colorful and decorative open eye glass holder which attaches to the side of the refrigerator or other hard surface.
Bologna helper
Portable/carry laundry basket w/ dividers for different clothing items, with a hanger bar over the basket. Clean, dry and hang immediately.
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AUTOMATIC CAN, GLASS, ALUMINUM, AND PLASTIC BOTTLE CRUSHER - recycling and trips to the curb stink! Do it less often with a volume
reducer!
A wallet which has the same feel as an iPhone 3G, holds 5-8 cards. It hides its profile well and feels smooth in your pocket.
Expanding Flesh Plugs - Body modification has never been so easy
HIDE YOUR WALLET,KEYS,PHONE and other Valuables while at the beach.A stealthy unique way to hide your things when you hit the water.
THE KEEPER! A beeper for your keys. KEEPER uses a special App on your cell phone sending a GSM signal to the KEEPER attached to your keys.
Pivot Power Backed Up By Air
If your kids have to walk to school or the bus stop then a hands free umbrella built into the backpack they are already wearing is a must!
When I go to sleep every night I find myself waking up with my arm half under my pillow and half sticking out in the open not covered.
Portable Charger
voice 2 voice language translator (looks and fits on the ear like a bluetooth)
Convert an Elliptical/Treadmill to generate and store electricity. All those hamsters, I mean people at the gym could be making electricity.
Ball Jar Infuser
All toilets seats are the same size but not everyone has the same size...posterior. I propose an adjustable toilet seat.
Where's my bus?
Gum Shoe
Nutritional Weight.
A product specifically designed to remove Super Glue from skin! Great for moms because of all the craft &amp; home projects done with their kids
Ever been fishing and the fish are biting everything but your bait. Well the solution is the clear fish hook. The fish only see the bait.
Prone to Comfort - Beach Buddy
A portable conveyor belt
My idea is to create 1 size fits all shower slippers that have scouring pads for soles to be worn while showering.
Ant Free Picnic Table
Pee For Points
Fuel Guard
GPS chip/strip manufactured in or affixed to lost/misplaced items:Hearing aids, eyeglasses, etc but with remote beeper you can locate it.
BATTERY OPERATED HEATED GLOVES!! Gloves that actually serve their purpose through innovative design without un-needed thick insulation!!
A keyboard with movable keys for optimum customization. Move them wherever best suites your needs for gaming, faster typing, etc.
tAILGATER TABLE
crib lights/baby lights
A MP3 cordless receiver adapter for your IPod, TV, Cell Phone, IPad, Laptop, Desktop, etc. for a adapter to a headset without cord to hear.
4-port USB wall outlet that plugs in to existing 3 prong outlets.
Revolutionary new way to apply sunblock esp. those hard to reach places like your back with the all in one disposible package
Toastler
Cheap Belt Alternative
Carte de fidÃ©litÃ© universelle
A convenient new way to measure and scoop spaghetti. This adjustable utensil has 4 variable settings. All in one scoop makes it easy.
Big screen TV to vanity mirror
Resubmit)Too many coats on one hook? Coat hook adapter for your existing coat hooks. Makes one hook into 3 hooks or more! Prototype shown.
no mess meat carver
Snot a Shirt
Like to snooze your Alarm. This alarm clock has a remote module that sounds after you snooze the alarm multiple times. Never Be Late Again.
I have a concept for a skate "buddy" that will help teach anyone to skate.
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The clip-on capture device saves notes and sketches made with your own pen and paper. No more digital pens, special paper, or bulky tablets.
Smart plant pot
Porta ipad 4 para tucson ix35
Road Snark
HeloLamp
Portable Phone Charging Device
An extended fold out car sun visor constructed of polarized sunglass material
My idea is a simple one. Make an alarm clock the size of a hearing aid, that fits comfortably into your ear.
a two compartment baby bottle that allows two products to remain seperated until needed and then mixed with just a twist of the bottle.
VÃ©ritable Ã©conomiseur d'Ã©cran
Natural Leaf Kitty Litter
Smoke Alarm Picker
Radar Detector App
Uhmmm...Because it makes sense.
Whiskula
Solar Heating Cover for Swimming Pools. This product takes the typical bubble wrap type pool cover and increases the heating efficiency.
BETWEEN THE SHEETS BED FAN - the low cost alternative to air conditioning and ceiling fans.
Mo - Line Mirror Grid
IQ Card Holder
Full Lipstick
Two extension cords in one. An affordable option to having to buy several extension cords and splitters.
What's for dinner?
Flip-2 way surveillance camera
The SPICE RACK/KITCHEN UTENSIL CAROUSEL WITH ADJUSTABLE TIERS. Add your condiments on the bottom tier if needed.
Mac N Cheese bite pan
Don't let your credit card be stolen!
A slide-in container that will collect drippings from meat, fish, sausage and the likes of it when using the oven in your kitchen.
.Resubmit! Baking Pans with inches marked along the length and width of the pan and the quarts marked inside of the pan
It's cold outside and your kid wants to ride a scooter or bike. A hand muff that stays on the scooter or bike keeps hands toasty warm.
Walk the Hall without the fall! You like the looks of high heels but not want to trip on things! Here are the Quirky Heelster collection!
Sonic Boom Cannon
dependable shade
Never miss a call.A vibrator on wrist watch/band.When phone ring,it vibrate.Also it can be fashion wrist band or pendant or even alarm clock
iRuler
Incontinent pet products are slim and LEAK! My idea is a reliable pad and liner so pet owners can keep incontinence under control easily.
App-Education Board
I have a patent on a solar and wind combined device. It is called the Environmental Power Generator.
Portable Tablet Desk
Book bandit. Book elastic. Use as bookmark or to protect books. Open to collaboration
Shower Film: An easy to clean clear film to go cover certain areas of tile in your shower making them water proof and grime proof.
SMART SHARPPENCIL
Shoe String Clip
Hairspray and a hairbrush: A must need for every woman. What happens when one is out of reach from the other? Chaos in the bathroom!
Universal Induction Stove Eyes
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iPhone Car Backup Camera
Broxers
New twist on bath, back scrubber. Long handle with toothed,spring-clamp end holds net puff,sponge,luffa or cloth. Reaches everywhere easily
Easy Access Drink Dispenser. Dispense Right From Carton. Keep In Fridge, Stackable. Take To Counter/Picnic. Cover Slides On, Holds Ice Pack.
headband wallet
Solar Panel/Sun Shade that mounts on laptop display, telescopic poles &amp; rotating joints allow freedom of movement to position toward sun.
Neverlost Golf Ball
Redesign sun shade protection for beach/pool. A Beach Bag with collapsible sun/shade! Watch VIDEO for prototype
Spigot Flow Valve ThumbControl
An Illuminating electric multi socket power strip with a USB charger that looks like real fruits, such as lemons,oranges,apples,
Easy Cleaning Bag of Toy Balls
Small Bathrooms always lack in storage. Why not utilize the back of a toilet tank as a nice shelving unit for a small light storage bin!!
Cord Robe
color coded sticky tabs for keyboards for @ and 2 use 2 colors different colors for each letter and number
Safety needle and Easy Thread
A baby crib air purifier that attaches to the crib and quietly, efficiently cleans the air where your baby sleeps.
Are you short? or a teenager just beginning to drive..you need a car visor with an extended hard plastic tinted slinding downward panel
My terrific dog-e takes me for a walk every morning...in the dark. I created some amazing lights for her! The other dog-e's are jealous!
NFL Garden Stones
ab partner
A computer mouse with a switch to turn off the computers automatic sign off or sleep mode.
Squeeze Tube Clamp
Electronic Toy Box with Digital Display. Eliminate the hastle of your child removing every toy in search of that special toy again.
Go paperless in style with cloth kitchen towels and napkins piled neatly on our beautiful dispenser in the kitchen and table center piece.
waterproof case small &amp; light enough to hold 3 keys and 3 id cards on a chain. clear window on one side to flash id.
Clipboard Umbrella
keeps pizza in a box dry and crisp, also allows pizza to be lifted out of the box for serving without burning your hands and is recyleable
EZ-Cast has a cup design to hold onto the bobber so when the reel button is pressed and released you get the perfect cast every time.
"Birdy Alerty" Cat Collar
entire home/office deodorizer that utilizes the central air unit to disperse the air refresher/deodorizer.
IL FORNETTO - Your own portable solution to the best homemade pizza experience next to a $2000 wood brick oven or trip to Italy. Eccolo!
WATER FROM AIR TO ROSES
Resubmit. Here is a short modified cane to be used by the elderly or physically limited for gardening or retrieving items from lower levels.
iPhone Studio Lamp
My idea is an air drying device that will allow you to eliminate the use of towels by air drying.Attach it to your shower so you never freez
Razor Clear
Put all cards into one
baby safety shower
EAT ME! An assortment of edible shot glasses. Let's do some shots!
A bag that hangs on the back of the passenger car seat that has multiple pockets to hold all the junk/trash around your car.
Kitchen Rest
The Kitty Twister
The Slip-A-Not! is a puzzle (think Rubiks Cube), www.slipanot.com. The most incredible puzzle ever. Only one way on and one way off.
Relish Dispensing Lid
Sink Plug Fits on Plunger
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Interior Thermal Wall Covering that is Decorative and Removable
Disposable Cell Phone Covers. There are tons of hands-free gadgets, but sometimes you still need to hold your cell phone to your ear.
Under kitchen and bathroom sink storage/organizing unit. Are you tired of the mess under your kitchen and bathroom sink? Clean up your act
A Third Hand? This device attaches to a baseball cap button and holds tape, nails, screws. Other attachments are poles &amp; cartoon figures.
LADIES, no more relying on your hubbies or BF/GFs to zip up your dresses for you! Be "Miss Indepedendant" and use this dressing aid!
A system for revolutionizing the efficiency of, and organized collaboration on, pressing medical research.
Extend-A-Cord. Retractable extension cord in standard outlet. Replaces existing outlets or used for remodeling and new builds.
A glasses frame with a built in alarm to help find when lost. If your in the vicinity of the glasses and push a button the alarm will go off
PWR Bakeware
Wise Box Huggers
Memory Stick Organiser
Ingredient Mixing Spoon
A lightweight carry with you mat that converts sink consoles/tables into a confy solid changing table. A changing table in all restrooms...
"Call Me" is a wireless pad placed by the front door (by the door bell?) and is programmed to call each resident's cell phone or land line.
The CABLE TUBE houses your cables and supplies power as well.
Smart Ball! A workout ball that links to smart phones. Monitors your workout and helps you get fit!
App-enabled message board
With the Minishelf, you can keep your items organized wherever you are - in your home, office, even in your car. Just peel, stick, and use.
Guess Who APP
A dynamo charger that doesn't generate from a hand crank, but from casting and reeling in a fishing line from any regular fishing pole
A case for the iPad, iPhone, and iPod that charges all, and has built-in stand. Makes using them while charging more convenient.
No Tie Tarp
Bread Box that dispenses one bread at a time.
Shower system water conserver. It works the same as a water hose that has a loose nozzle. Water still flows through but a fraction comes out
3D TV screen instead of the glasses. The cover screen will be a detachable lens that can be placed on the front the TV to watch 3D.
Kitchen trash can 21 gallons or greater that would not break the bank. Why buy the 30 gallon garbage bag and not use it.
Trying to force cut sewing patterns back into their original envelopes sucks. Suck back with the vacuum-pump Pattern Pocket!
Wide mouth jug opened/closable top.Holds male urine until time the urine is emptied into stool and is flushed with solid wastes. Saves H2O
App-Enabled Pet Escape Alert
A retractable apex that will back out screws .
Portable fountain that is not subject to theft,vandalism,freezing. Low cost compared to conventional perminent fountains. A sanitary sysem.
An accessory for skateboards. It's a magnetic cap that goes over the wheel bolt head on a skateboard Press the center button and it lights
Tire go flat overnite? A quick remedy is available. Utilize air already available to inflate the tire. Simple, easy, no chemical needed.
Don't let work be a bore! An office chair that allows you to slide in or magnetically attach graphics to spread some cheer.
NEVER be bothered by solicitors again! (Friends may need re-training. You may too!)
Tired of fumbling in the dark for that darn lamp switch? Cover it with the ButterFli! One simple twist and she turns the night to light.
A car window shade to keep the sun out but when it rains it can flip up to protect you from the rain while buckling your child into car seat
Sanitary Snacker - a home or office candy bowl whose lid only opens after dispensing some anti-bacterial hand sanitizer into the hands
Stove Top Knob Timer
Smart alarm for freezer's door
Hand cranked power charger for iphone, ipod, ipad, etc.
read-better APP
Garden BBQ Umbrella. **VICKY LAURSEN**
180 earmuffs with bluetooth capabilities.
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Smart Insole (Shoe Pad)
DISPOSABLE CAR COVERS! Car covers get filthy over time, so imagine removing your biodegradable car cover &amp; just throw it away! Please VOTE!
A revolving strainer/colander drains and cleans your food faster without any hassels.
Shimmer Switch
i have an idea that i have had a preliminary patent on. I have also tried Invent help with no luck at all. My invention is called Celifresh.
Extra $$$ in your pocket!!! Spend less on your baby/child!
MODPower: A Software controlled via USB, modular AC/DC universal power supply
Track and Field Levelized Crossbar.
An actual pillow pet bed that can be connected to other pillow pet beds!
radio pig tail)
Wink Groceries Board
I want a 20 pack cigarette charger.~
SAFE KNIFE CLEANER
Drug,Chemical Test Strips for Alcoholic or Regular Beverages. Added layer of security to those in potentially vulnerable situations.
Easy Eco-Icingbag
Tired of hard to clean aluminum sports bottles? Here is the solution.
Micro-suction Corner Guards!
On the go Knitter's Backpack
It is a covered toothbrush holder with a UV light inside to kill germs, opens with touch of button and easily comes apart for cleaning
Cellphone Extention Jack
New cake decorating kits that can turn any cake into a themed party centerpiece.
BOBBERS: Safely and comfortably keeps your sleeping child's head in correct alignment during travel, and puts an end to a pain in the neck!
Solar-panel mobile case
3 in 1 picture frames click it
Easy Salad
RESUBMIT-Stop your pet from escaping when you open your front door! (Paulette Jaques)
The Picture Frame with a creative side. Stack the layers in any order to create the look and sizes that fits your picture and style.
Arcade Sofa System. For the gamer who wants to play in comfort. Comfortable, functional and durable.
Multiple slot light weight voltage converter for Quirky international market and electronic products coming from overseasâ€¦
Unique massager feel like hands, feet easing your tight back and shoulder muscles while you just lay on it, relax like you forgot you could.
Bagbrella: a lightweight waterproof cover that fits over your handbag, briefcase, shopping bag and keeps it, and its contents, dry in rain
Shower Flower II
Lego Eater
Baby beanie bumper
Stove/Dryer cord adapter (2 sided) 1 side 3 prongs, 2nd side 4 prongs. Buy 1 adapter that moves with you, no more changing out cords.
NEW! Glow in the dark Multi Colored Blocks
GPS / Smartphone's visor
SURVIVAL IGLOO
Neoprene Shower Turban
ratcheting oil plug wrench and integrated funnel. no more burnt fingers or hot oil down your arm.
Software Application integrated in USB for the Hearing Impaired for Tutorial and other scripts on the web. Words scroll across the screen.CC
Reflect your Stair Cases
Laptop Webcam Cover
Solar Building Panels.Prefab for home outside walls. Heat resistant to NASA standards,Commercial Grade Construction for Home&amp; Business.
Eye Scan Lock
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A glass lid with centered bubble handle would allow you to choose to stir consistently or with a time delay and would work with current pots
Silicontainers will be resistant safe for all party, pot lucks, instead of carrying huge pots and carcinogenic plastics for your food.
Do you find yourself digging your hand into the jar of peanut butter and getting more on yourself than your utensil?
Biometric Bike Lock
a bidirectional bottle opener
Chuggle
Back scrubber for the shower that uses the washcloths you already own.
Comfy Me A Seat
BABY BIB: w/ Clean Flat Pouch and Removable Snack Pack. [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Society Saver
FInally a weekend bag that will conveniently organize your clothes, accessories, shoes, toiletries, and electronics. No more missing items!
Shopping isle app
Newton's second law states that F=ma. In essence a safety helmet should decrease acceleration or redirect force in another direction.
POTTOPS elastisized caps with custom frame which stabalize on rim of any flower pot to expidite and extend growing season, &amp; prevent rootrot
BlendUver
Safe bench press
Need a charge for your cell phone, try a solar powered cell phone charger. Charge on the dash board of your car, or on your travels.
Scoop and Cut
Blind Buddy
A disguised credit card with electronic sensor will send a location signal via app once activated. Never lose or misplace your wallet again!
aew
Low Voltage Ground Fault interceptor (GFI), to prevent kids from getting shocked from plugged, cell phone, computor etc. charging cables
A hand held mirror that catches every angle! Using one mirror sometimes isn't enough. Try this four-way foldable mirror.
The Root Saver
Catching a cab has never been an easy task. Now cacthing a Cab has been simplified by just raising your arm with the power of the Cab light!
Matchbox Style Realistic Toy Trains for Kids. Collectible, Educational &amp; Compatible with Popular Train Tracks like Thomas &amp; Chuggington.
App-enab.Self-watering Planter
A gym shoe basket that attaches to the holes inside any dryer; shoes don't get damaged; hole inserts can be adjusted by sliding inserts.
New Shaver Design
Lid Locker
HUGS! The blanket for kids!
My idea is back scrubber that uses an everyday wash cloth that can be replaced after each use making it more sanitary .
Corner Roller
Oh haul yeah!
E-Z GLOVE!! Device to slip on sanitary rubber gloves, hands free via a vacuum. Reduces bacteria and infection for health and food industry.
Abanico de aire humedo
Mini Universal Appliance Cord Wrapper
Trach Clear
Garden Debris Scooper - collecting debris more efficient, Saving time, NO bending, NO heavy lifting required, Easy for users of all ages.
Plastic arch placed on the leg (above knee) facing up to which a smartphone is connected easily while driving.
Support parapluie
the S-crumbs collector
Medi minder
Laffy Taffy and Popsicle sticks have jokes. Tampons and condoms should too! Joke on the wrapper, punchline inside.
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Sunglass holders for your car
Thousands of plastic bottles or thrown away everyday. Why not make bottles into lamps, and utilize a two fold purpose. Recyle and go green!
Universal Smartphone Holster
Stop the wind catching the corners of your towel &amp; flicking sand everywhere! Slide these on &amp; lay down in comfort with your towel secure.
Touch Screen external keyboard folds up the size of an I-phone made of Gorilla Glass with a stylus, keyboard or notebook mode uses bluetooth
Cant find perforated strip on security seal on products?Cut it open w/tweezer-like product.Put ends together to cut the inner silver seal to
Thermostat per phone type
Presenting the Tailgate Topper. It is an NFL mascot inspired rooftop luggage carrier shaped like the mascot.
Clear-Well Technology.System will automatically keep vehicle wheel well area's clear of snow/ice build-up.All with the push of a button.
Forever Remebered
Decorative garage door skins. Millions of people have dented metal garage doors and can't afford to buy a new door. Botox for garage doors!
Earbud Zips! Earbuds on a spring retractor (just like a tape measure!) No more wrapping or untangling: just push the button and go...
Funnel w/Screw-on Strainer
A smartPhone headband viewer. This is a flexible plastic headband that fits around your head, while holding the smartphone in front of you
USB iTunes Redeem Card Scanner
Motion-fueled piezoelectric phone/iPod cover that charges your device while you move. Perfect for hikers/tourists/city dwellers/gym/joggers.
FOOT FLUSHING MADE EASY! Did you know the majority of people refuse to touch the handle on the toilet with there hands. They use there foot
My product is a mix between a insect fogger and a disinfective, you can disinfect a room with a fog bomb,Imagine fogging a room with Lysol
Wireless Cordcorder is a camcorder with a 3 foot cord between the small super magnet million mount Lens / housing and AA battery sender unit
Do you own a pool? When you remove your solar cover from the surface all the debris and leaves slide right back into the water to be skimmed
Movable tube
STOP TO SMELLS IN THE KITCHEN
Virtual Reminder
This is a new way to hang pictures when you have to align a group either top, bottom or centered.
sanitation seat
LAYOUT TAPE... Clear plastic, or regular paper, tape that is marked for stud or joist placement with red, green, and blue lines.
Ipod Nano 6th gen watchband, with built-in heart monitor, that straps tightly around your wrist and monitors your pulse as you work out!
Decorative Power Strip Box. Hide unsightly clunk of plugs by plugging them into this decorative piece of furniture which is a power strip.
Why since we can remember have we as consumers have had to put up with wind blowing our towels away and causing us heartache at the beach
Collapsible Tray! - Stores FLAT
A Step Stool that gets itself out of the way.
Skinny Fridge 2.5g milk cartons wide Pulls back toward you Reach in both sides Major space saver Half size of normal fridge.
Spraybottle collapse preventor
Removable sleeve for driver's left arm. One that claps on and easily folds for storage. Prevents sunburn and pain to driver's arm.
New Air Tight Sealing Garbage Can Lid. Issue - Outdoor garbage cans - no can on the market has a lid that seals in air tight.
CHILD WATCH GPS
AquaCliq - A Waterproof Bluetooth Remote - Allows users to Play/Stop/Pause/Skip and see Artist/Track info while in or near water.
(The Sure Shot) Billiards Playing Device. No struggling to hold the pool Q.
Electronic Drawing DisplaY
Color changing nail polish. (I like candy).
iLevel
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Multi purpose pencil adapter
Thermal air freshener for car. use car electric plug for device that electrically heats small incense that you can turn off/on.scented tabs
I, propose to develop a headset that will allow communication with people of different nationalities on a real time basis.
Engine Performance Tuner App and attachment cable for the iPhone for gas or diesel engines.
Laundry can be a long process especially when there is a big family, therefore why make it a hassle when you can have it organized already?
Make a game with bio-degradable rocks that you can skip on the water and hit floating targets. Also make them glow in the dark. FUNNN.
5' expandable box file binder saves upto 30% filing space and costs. Use one box file instead of two. Trade 10' filing space for max 7.5'.
Belt Buckle Car Rescue Tool
Fortune dry-cleaning tags. You pull this tiny paper off your clothes everyday. A fortune inside turns the mundane into something fun.
A portable, reusable cup that collapses in size. An exoskeleton supports an interior bladder which compresses to the size of a hockey puck
Anchorman Sponge
All-in-one retractable leash and seat belt latch plate. Go from walking your dog to securing them in a vehicle with the push of a button.
Ipad Label Maker
Mini CO2 Soda System
Stop rolling
Quick Cord Fix
iPhone zoom case
BUTTERFLY TUXEDO BOWTIE
Tired of wet feet or being a prisoner to your rain boots? Fear no more cause you can rock your favorite shoes with water proof shoe covers!
Simple iPhone holder for the car that is supported by a hollow cup holder insert. Provides easy access and is easy to use.
Simpson's Poster
Mail Drop
No electricity or maintenance Photoluminescent light bulbs (creating lighting for houses, camping and other outdoor activity)
3rd row vehicle seat lock
Electromat
A ground pressure mat.
Sick of lousy service in restaurants? Server disappears right when you need them? Help me, revolutionize the restaurant service industry.
A foot lever to hold electrical power strips down on the floor while unplugging a cord.
Load your airsoft gun magazines quickly, easily, efficiently, and save money by capturing spilt BBs for re-use. Be clean &amp; green!
Finally!!! A SPORK With an Exceptional and Very Functional Spoon and Fork. There is No SPORK Like This one on the Market. Click on Pic.
support tÃ©lÃ©
basket football
Plug your cell phone in to a home charging "base" that then wirelessly connects automatically to several "dummy" phones in your house.
A STERILE, PLASTIC CONTACT LENS APPLICATOR THAT ALLOWS A NEW USER TO REDUCE THE APPLICATION LEARNING CURVE
FROM WEEKS TO UNDER 3O SECONDS!
Amazing Eyelash Curler
Magic Music Maker
Skirt weights are easily applied to any skirt by magnets. On 1 side a decorative cover of different weights,on the other side, a magnet.
Attach an Umbrella
Safe Life
Sticky footprint sole that adheres to the bottom of your foot for beach,spa or pedicure.
Connect your car to the internet. Via browser; access GPS,remote start,engine-diagnostics,alarm,windows,locks.
Electronic Cat Fight Deterrent
A personalized blanket with life size pictures of a fictional characters, such as a princess, a sports figure, or a personal drawing/photo.
Hey, itÂ´s the ipad arm
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Moisture sensor for (adult) diapers
Transit Card Reader
Drink coaster that catches drips. Prevents condensation from getting everywhere.
Screwdriver for continous work
NFL Mailbox Covers
The 3D Print Recycler
Vertex Shower curtain slides horizontally but raises vertically The curtain can be stored raised for many reasons. Can use on standard rods.
Redefine the world wide practice of intubation. The only guaranteed airway is an intubated airway. Do it efficiently the first time.
Cabinets been taken over by sippy cups and toddler dishes? Keep losing sippy cup pieces? Organize them with this storage solution!
This is a simple L shaped attachment to any chair leg in order to keep your child from tipping the chair back. Save chairs and kid's heads!
GoGod hand sanitizer is hand sanitizer in which one of the ingredients is purified Holy water. The water is blessed over and purified.
Big idea with simple solution! Let's help our children and grandparents to enjoy their favorite cold drink
A new look at a product basically unchanged since 1925, the can opener. I propose a ground up redesign inspired by the wrench.
safe extension cord
Remote Control with Alarm
Automatic french fires maker
App-Coasters
The Snack N Sip Cup Combining a Sippy Cup and a Snack Cup for Toddlers into one item. Promote as "one less thing".
A tri-fold 5'x4' 3/4"thick corkboard for cutting fabric,and various shaped pins having 1/2" prongs/pins to hold pattern/to fabric/to board.
Stretchable Mouse Tail
HIDE YOUR TOILET PLUNGER &amp; SCRUBBER WITH STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY with the HIDDEN PLUNGER TOILET PAPER ROLL
STAND.
Simple idea to prevent AC smelling bad!Getting rid of the smell after it arises is no easy task.Why not a simple idea that prevents it?
managable sized solar panel for charging laptops and more.
Micro Allergen Reduction Air Filters for AC unit which is made of metal/plastic in which just change the duster/filter cloth and save $$$$$.
1 = charge a phone, 10 = power a T.V. 10,000 = lights a stadium, 1 million = save a village, 1 billion = a country. GRIP THE POWER. By LAMP
Hello quirky I am Korean.Sorry, do not speak English. The shower is a product of relieving discomfort. Please look the picture please.
Robo kit
This simple product will keep the tail end of your neckties in place, without having to use a tie pin or clip.
Rubber sole that protects bottom,sides of shoes from grass,mud.Velcro closure strips front &amp; rear.Easy on-off. No more dirt from garden.
The Cooking Pot Lid Cinch completely eliminates messes and spills in your car while taking your home-made food to friends &amp; family.
NoMESS kiddichair
How many razors blades does it take to get a clean shave? 2,3,4 or how about 5 with a lubrastrip. 2 will do if you angle the blades!
Create an interactive dance video game where a person will be able to load their favorite songs to the game instead of the pre-loaded songs.
Desk Cube organizer
A universal digital remote control that handles all of your media devices, TV's, DVD Players, BD Players, Cable and Satellite boxes.
Electric sweater
Epiphany Bible~New way of discovering God's word. Great for someone who is just discovering the Bible or someone who has read it 100 times.
A BOX THAT RECORDS AND STORES ALL YOUR CDS AND DVDS COLLECTED OVER THE YEARS.YOU COULD STORE THEM IN ABC
ORDER OR BY TYPE OF MOVIE/CD.
The Roadside Assistant gives you cover and light when and where you need it. Then collapses and puts away neatly.
A rigid mouse pad w/ a beanbag bottom &amp; a magnetic, wireless mouse that won't fall off the mouse pad. It can be used at any angle.
Los Angeles is banning plastic grocery bags, and charging 10 cents for paper bags.We should make a bigger grocery bag that goes with Mercado
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A luggage tracking device that you put on your checked baggage at the airport that makes it easier to locate your luggage at baggage claim.
parrot perch for laptops
Kiddy Camera
A device to be used in cars that will prevent texting and calling except in cases of emergency!
iPad TrueBrush
Send a fax from home using your cell phone connection instead of a land line.
Freshtray
THE INCREDIBLE RAINING GARDEN, a 91 gallon raised container garden with a dual self watering system, rain to drip with the flip of a switch.
Find My Stuff
Medication Container with Time
Aero Bath
This a modular key chain system that can be attached to the belt on the waist, a waistband on a skirt or a pair of trousers. Easy to use.
Electric Hydraulic Car Jack. (Connects to Auto Accessory plug) Easy push Button "UP" or "Down".
This idea is to have and autographable golf ball that is bigger than an actual golf ball so that you can acutally see the signature.
Fence Post
INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION SLEEPING!NO MORE BOX SPRINGS,ADEQUATE BODY SUPPORT,ENDLESS BED FRAME OPTIONS,ALL WITH
HIDDEN INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION.
Battery Bracelet
Figurine Cell Phone holder that makes loud sounds when phone vibrates. Louder than alarm on cell phone. A bible,dog,cat,horse,or character.
Wi-Fi App-en digital price tag
A slip that has ruffled,pleated,or lace fabric at the bottom to lengthen the look of your dress or skirt! Both in solids and trendy designs
Grapnel
safe bus
I have a sanitary way to lift the toilet seat to get leverage without touching the bottom of the seat or the porcelain bowl.
Diaper Changing Pad and Scale
3S Ballistic Shield
tecnology ahead of its time, a motorcycle helmet that shows images on your visor to you in the helmet but maintaining your current vision.
ANYMALS! --------- Mix Animal Figure Toys
A 'BIC razor' type (cheap, sleek, dependable) of a solution for ladies slippers/shoes to function as spare/emergency fix.
gutter cleaning tool
A video of various favourite NHL team Zambonies cleaning the ice, instead of people showing a fake fireplace on their tv.
HotDogChili-to-go
Flexible Extension Camera
My idea is a CAR WIND TURBINE. small wind turbine is used to generate electricity to charge various devices in the car, with out drag.
Garage Door Extender
ALL OR NOTHING LUGGAGE. Tired of not being able to transport multiple suitcases? This idea will help you transport multiple bags easily.
Introducing the VOP! A simple way to make your cleaning chores faster and easier!
redsign an allen wrench the metal crews need to be longer the ends, magnitizes. an led light on each end
Men can't iron. However, men can get classy pressed shirts in minutes before work or a special event. Just place, plug, and SteamStr8.
Umbrella with a LED light (Resubmitted)
Willpower Timelock
Athletic dress sock 100% white cotton sole, heel and toe married to any conventional dress sock fabric and color from the ankle to the top
The Nifty Sifty
Cheap under $75-50 no frills IPOD/tablet like device, apps preloaded or uploaded from parents computer for kids to play on
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Child Charm Locater:Keep your children close by while having them wear a decorative charm receiver that uses a small key chain transmitter.
Adjustable Bandage: Pull flap to apply more pressure. Bandage helps stop continuous bleeding. No need to risk removal to make it tighter.
Can't find your BMW car keys?,the TV Remote? local store, or your Smart Phones? Well..Look no further! NavRing/NavCarp the next Siri?
Wire-Whisk with a disk.
RESUBMIT: Solar powered bicycle radio! At least just an AM/FM solar powered bike radio.
smart bicycle lock
Conical Support Stand. Object to attach to anything roughly linear to form a stand, ie: To base of crutch allowing for free standing crutch.
Squeeze, Spread and Store! Spreading spreads easier...
A VOICE MEMO RECORDER WITH PLAYBACK (set on sensors) by your front door for those little reminders we all need before we leave the house.
Seasoning Rolling Pin!
Golf Ball Finder
Reality: many men sit to pee, particularly older gentlemen. Unfortunately,the gap between the toilet and the seat allows liquid to escape.
Remote-controlled rabbit ears TV antenna to receive local HD TV stations that are broadcast for free after cutting the cord to cable TV.
The idea is a type of baby crawl board. Like a skate board with a belly saddle, bumpers &amp; safety wheels that allow for safe early crawling.
Football Cam
Desktop Tripod Stand for Ipads
Subliminal Video Overlay
The ReWind cord customizer keeps clutter off of the counter and makes cords instantly retractable.
"THE SPONGE STATION" The Easiest Way to Have a Clean Sponge Ready for Cleaning at all times without constantly throwing them away. Re-Sub.
A pyramid shaped device a few inches long that slides on to small digital cameras on sunny days to cut the glare on the lcd screens
ALL YEAR BEAR!!! Parents, Grandparents, Aunt, Uncles Babysitters and etc. Can use the bear to entice children to behave throughout the year!
An all-in-one nail care instrument with different manicure tools, all in one piece, a complete manicure tool.
Rotating Barbeque Rack ADD On
Spinable Pylon Cover
Small slider window's for a garage door !
Bug Blades
Liquid IDs
psychedelic: a fun run through tunnel for children, that can show graphics and colors.
Kids Bike wheels in the way, or maybe your own bike wheel. easy storage wheel case
Car Seat Video Camera
Macbook Tough Exoskeleton: Flexible, Lighter, and Stylish. A rubbery/silicone shell that only covers the corners and outer edges.
Kid's lunch box attachment to hold tissues, napkins, lip balm, sanitizer, money.
My 6yr old designed a combo spoon and chop stick, The Chopspoon. A prototype was made from Black Gum for testing. Pictures attached.
PSYCHIC SHOWERHEAD
Two Tone Towel
Undercarriage wash
An Umbrella that has Bluetooth and GPS capabilities, allowing the user to make phone calls, enjoy music or use GPS under it's protection.
Over the door Dry Erase Board
NEW SELF BRUSHING CAT POST! This product allows the cat to do all the work and the owners to do nothing. The cats brush as long as they want
Buddii
coffee flavor saver disk
Potty training your dog just got easier. Helps the kids take responsibility! Creates a schedule for your dog! (Paulette Jaques)
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the bluvac
RESUBMIT: Quick Change 5 pc Light Gardening Tool Set with one 25"-37" Telescopic Handle &amp; Carrying Case(Quirky Staff Please Review).
Buckle Extension
A Flat panel with sensors inserted in your physical Mailbox that detects mail,Also a smart phone app that notifies you when mail comes.
The product is a bluetooth device that is password protected and when installed a phone app would open your car.Sold via online,retail,phone
store-it-tee
iPhone Handle--The solution for making long calls more comfortable!
Solar powered lawn-mower robot
Never worry about losing sight of your kid in a crowded area again! 'Baby GPS' will alert you when they stray beyond a designated distance.
Home Depot Double Potting Trug
Never clean a table/kitchen/stove top again!Screen protector like disposable peeloff top for stove(aluminum foil)&amp;table/kitchen(plastic)
Duo Rice Minder &amp; Rice Cooker
Blind-Guided Shoe (Shoe Front)
Personalized Kid Reminder
Diabetic Foot Ulcer Shoe
To create a towel warmer that uses the same heated water you shower with. heated water will travel to the towel rack and back to the shower.
Fan-Tasti-Qâ„¢ Handheld BBQ Fan
A motion sensor pod for the Iphone 4/4s that interacts with your every move, making video chatting or taking pictures seamless.
Door Handle Saver: Making somekind rubber or leather soft strap with an attachment to help pull open a frozen door, saving your handles.
Vroom Vroom Baby Sleeper
My idea is a contact lens case with a built-in dial (much like a stitch counter) to count the number of times the lenses have been worn.
My product is a versatile camera holder/stabilizer for use with the new SLR Video cameras that will cost very little compared to others.
Adjustable Sheetrock square (T-square) that adjusts for angle cutting....with built in adjustable cutter.
A new twist on the same old umbrella's. How about triangle and square design umbrella's.
Gutter
Youre hurt in the wilderness, help passes so close but doesnt see you! Deploy my idea instantly youre visible for miles day or night!!
Dumbbells / builtin mp3 player
Inflatable Inch Soles
I'd like a dog collar that has a GPS that I can turn on when my dog goes outside, pulls a Houdini and decides to roam the neighborhood.
Escape Fire from 2nd floor or higher THE FIRE Chute attaches to the window in case of fire, the chute is released Sit &amp; Slide to safety
The multi-sport shoulder pad
Anti-Vibration Mat/Silencer for Mobile Phonesâ€”Temporarily silence your phone's vibrations without having to change its settings
Adjustable standing table
Body Cleansing Kit
Smartphone/App controlled beach cooler! Don't lug your heavy cooler from car to beach, drive it! Sand too deep? Sand too hot? No problem!
charms for rainbow loom
AppleBound or AppleGrab
The Shiska-Bobber A large fishing bobber with removable columns to hold food in position to be skewered. Also a non-bobber model
The Guardian is a new generation in monitoring that can be used by infants, children and adults. there is nothing on the market like it.
Swivel Spoon: Less Baby Mess
Home CheckUp
This device is compact and fits any car with an ecu.It is easily installed and pre programmed not to exceed a specific speed. ,
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I designed a pair of jeans that have a v cut in the back for girls to showoff their lower back tattoo
Electronic Tool Box, never find out at the last second when you need a tool that it is not there. This smart box keeps you organized
Shot Glass That Always Returns to the Upright Position
Cell phones can cause cancer. Use a retractable wired headphone and speaker attached to Cell phone cover, and protect yourself :)
White is BORING! Shouldn't our Apple connectors be as exciting as our iPhones? COLOR! SPARKLE! PRINTS!
Telescopic Smartphone Stand
keep up with technology with the Music drive! a small efficient way to carry, transfer music and Videos,on a digital flash drive.
Cool Cosmetics
Qyk Style
WristCall
Magnificent &amp; Sanitary midair or anywhere Bug Swatter!
REF. BOTTLED WATER ORGANIZER
Auto whisk contraption? Fits any pot-Adjust the width, depth, and turning radius of the whisk. Battery operated. Collapses for storage.
rubber band with handle
Laundry Basket with Caddie: The extra basket caddie holds laundry detergent, fabric softener, etc. Great for college students and apartments
plate for spoon
We have Thermometer and other meters for various things but none to check GERMS of all kinds. We need a GERMOMETER.
Cooling Container Preserves Food - Technology Ext. - Man can not live on water alone - For Camping, Cook-outs - No Ice Necessary!
The Next Facebook!YouWebUnlimited!Webmerge with Back office.Twitter,Facebook,Linklin,YouTube in a multimedia website. FREE on up
The BookBook case is beautiful but the lack of protection leaves a void for a better design. Lost my satisfaction when my screen cracked
Sleuth Box Aquarium Kit
Attachable Car Plower
MANUAL FEED DOG BOWL: Slow Down Your Dog's Eating! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
#Depot: Vortex Leaf Blower
Safe Quick Clipper
To cool the butt area of a commercial driver[bus driver/truck driver] who sits for hours at a time,using the air supply of the vehicle.
USB Laptop charger cable
Bag belt.
my idea would save the lives of babies and small children...
Finally a hair dryer that doesn't scare or burn kids! Shaped like animals, settings for parents to use, or for kids to do it themselves.
A tool allowing 1-handed release of Child car seat lap buckle using slight hand sqeezing pressure instead of thumb pressure
A stylish wristband with built in USB
Latex and vinyl gloves are designed for single use, and are so destructive to the environment. My idea: biodegradable single use gloves!
A device packed in luggage, activated via smartphone upon arrival at airport, the App displays location/proximity of luggage.
LED Skateboard Truck Headlight
Ladder tray: I built a tray and bolted it to the top of my ladder.
Portable power for cordless tools. Carry around power to lengthen capacity of cordless tools.
C LIPS
Save Trees
Men, now you can lift the lid with pride knowing you won't splash the walls and floor when standing at the toilet with BAM'S Splash Guard.
cell phone as a hologram
Silent Wristband Alarm
Iphone gaming controller! Corded or Bluetooth
nails /arm C Cover/ tape stan
A trash receptacle in the shape of a dental implant. Accessories include a cover screw or healing abutment as the lid.
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Transition contact lenses
A small GPS patch placed on any object/person/pet, synced with a phone app, then object can be tracked if lost or stolen.
A bed sheet, that has your pillow case attached to the sheet, so that your pillow wont fall off in the middle of the night.
Attach the head of a weed eater to your lawn mower or lawn tractor via a magnetic mount to be run off an 18volt battery pack like a drill.
A sensor in automotive vehicles to sound &amp; provide direction of approaching emergency vehicles. (as well as possibly reduce radio volume).
Grippy Allen Keys
Wink Space Heater
A car radio that has an iPod slot instead of a CD or cassette slot. Thus no more wires or cluttering up your car. Simply slide the Pod in
Universal Attachment for Any Tablet including Kindle, Ipad and even to Hold Books. Anywhere you are sitting. Built in Sleeve/case stand
ALLIGATOR HANGER HELPER VVVVVVVVVV A simple way to hang pictures or shelves that is fast easy and level. VVVVVVVVV
VTI tm .Virtual Tire Imaging
SOLAR SHINGLES- Remove bulky solar panels, add a tax credit to the shingles you already have to have on your roof.
A microwaveable one-cup coffee maker that is easy to use, easy to clean, and brews delicious coffee in just two minutes.
Vampire Stapler
There aren't many pens or writing implements for people with debilitating symptoms in their hands. Let's get these folks writing again, now!
I'd like to create frosted glass keyboards that are illuminated by bright red, yellow, blue, and green lights.
SELF DRIVING CAR
A food container or wrap that would allow only UV light to enter to kill molds fungus and germs on foods like cheese ,fruit ect .
Ibracelet
App-Glass Ceiling
Movie Muffin
A hand held spray attachment to connect to your spa or jetted tub. Like on a shower or sink. Targeted massage therapy.
Emoco+
Video greeting card
The J Hook. Keeping your pants off the floor.
(Resubmit) Bathtub Toybox, third time is a charm!
iPlant
Bicycle Safety Wand
Soup n Sandwich Bowls keep soup warm w/ Sandwich plate-lids swivel open just enough to eat out of. Also good 4 Ice cream/chili/chips/oatmeal
GARLIC'S MOST CANCER FIGHTING ENZYME IS ALLINASE! Don't destroy it's nutritional value! Use Garlic Gizmo for fresh garlic on hand every day!
Coffee mug with built in mixer, leak proof lid with ability to sip from any area, and also a temperature sensor to never burn yourself again
An iPad dock that clips securely onto your shopping cart, providing easier access to your shopping lists and recipes.
Up to 240 votes!)Modular Floor Seats.Pad your bum while you are on the floor.Stackable Cushions.
Wouldn't it be great if you could tell how much water you are using while you shower, the time and how much the water costs per gallon
A polycarbonate inner skin on a doll impregnated with a UV reacting dye that turns dark after about 15 minutes of unimpeded UV exposure
Pot Saver
Illuminating snowboards, boots , poles, helmets, skateboards, ice skates. Show and Glow while you do your thing in the dark on the slopes.
Look, it's a recession lets save money by controlling our power output.
Dateline Ohio: Imbedded, personal GPS device...stories of people lost in snow storms, children being abducted, etc. Can you lojack a human?
UltimO.. The ultimate
This is a simple and convenient Bookmark. Rubber band material, with holes to hold the Pen or Stylus Pen as per desire.
"Cash Sales Calculator" A caculator for anyone dealing with quick, mainly cash sales (i.e., salesmen, flea markets, garage sales, etc.).
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My idea for a invention is lego glue. Lego sets are really expensive and break apart easily.
May the way for Ambulance
A clip, clips together your sheets blankets and comforters that automaticly makes your bed
Sneaky Feet Glow Foot Prints
Plug your favorite Football team! Replace the cigarette lighter in your vehicle with your favorite Football Team Helmet! Go Giants Go!
Night Glowing Numbers
Finger and toe nail device that allows you to cut your nails and NOT have then fly al over the floor or where ever you are cutting them..
Hour of Power ... any device!
Vehicle Recharging System for Electric Vehicles
Remote Finder
The expandable light socket, this is where you can put any size bulb into a light socket and it will adjust to that size.
Motion sensor camping lantern
Quirky improvements
"Digital Radio Recorder" For a car, you can use it just like the DVR. But its in your car.
iPhone Cooling Case
Jacket that got even warmer!
A BIODEGRADEABLE PIZZA BOX WITH THE ABILITY TO NOT ONLY BE RECYCLED BUT ALSO KEEP THE PIZZA WARMER AND ABSORB
LESS EXCESS GREASE.
CONVERT-A-STROLLER. Take a regular baby stroller, with wheels not made for jogging, and convert it into a 3 wheel jogging stroller.
Travel bottle that fit. Can be taken to the bathroom as a single object,not as many objects-fall easily. Can be kept together or separately.
Windshield FROST and SUN cover.A simple conversion of the existing folding interior foam cover,allows for all seasons of coverage.
Stylish stick on kitchen and bathroom hardware that's removable with no mess. Perfect for rental homes and inexpensive home improvement
Small and compact "prepSafe" Knife cradle holds dirty knife (all sizes) while prepping food; retractable drip catcher keeps surfaces clean.
Magnifier Screen Protectors
Device that turns your cell phone into a lockable deskphone w/ Speaker-phone, charger, handset, headphone jack &amp; larger message display.
idevice beacon
Gaming Watch
Millions of jack-o-lanterns of all shapes and sizes need to get 'dressed up' for annual Halloween festivites. Ghost Wax is just that ticket.
Versa Spoon
Stingray-wifi to go. Wifi device that looks good and also doubles as an external drive.
I'd like a dog collar that has a GPS that I can turn on when my dog goes outside, pulls a Houdini and decides to roam the neighborhood.
Fried Chicken...ever bite into a juicy piece and loved the flavor left on your lips? Fried Chicken Flavored Chapstick is your answer!
LotteryHelper Go buy a ticket Pick3 wait for lottery results enter your lottery ticket information into Lottery Helper device to be stored.
Suraj
My idea is an oral hygiene product designed to be used to cleanse the tongue leaving it healthier and invigorated.
(Portable speakers) Laptop Speakers don't sound very good. I would like some portable speakers that would:
Timely Reinforcement Dog Training Device: Are you tired of your dog pulling on the leash or having to constantly clean up pee spots?
A compact &amp; convenient hands-free carrier designed for walking with shopping bags, allowing improved mobility and flexibility to daily life
A remote control programable snowblower.
Do you Coupon? **Vicky Laursen**
Integrated Sprinkler/Pathway lighting. You have sprinklers and you have outdoor pathway lights. Put them together.
brosse wc elecrique
In a wireless world, buying devices is expensive.Now it doesnâ€™t have to be!Control any home appliance/device wirelessly with these outlets
The apple slicer makes snacks or cooking with Apples easy. From salads to deserts, slicing has never been easier.
Dishes washed are all touched by the sponge which may be full of germs. Be sure to sanitize the dishes in the rack with this steam sprayer.
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Air Lift Auto Jack
Car Air Freshener
Ever had that fly come into the room, and went stark raving mad trying to get it? Now you can - without poison, mushed bug guts or praying.
E-Z S'mores
See Salt Sea Salt
BABY BUFFERS....Rubber Wheel Covers for strollers eliminates the impact from bumps in the road.
EMERGENCY-ARROW
handy O pen
Bottle/can opener for arthritic people and women with long or fake nails that opens cans, plastic &amp; glass bottles. Portable and convienent.
Portable Mobile Stand
Shoes? Too Many? In the way? Not any more! SHOE STRINGS organize and clean up the clutter.
If baby cries your wristband vibrates alerting you. Helps when entertaining friends and at night one parent need wake to attend to baby.
Make all after market cords retractable. Use a spring loaded device that would reel in most cords i.e. TV, computer, coffee pot
Beach Chair Towel holders, easy to clip on, hang sunglasses so they are not in sand, Secures towel to your chair on those windy days.
"AB-SOLUTE PUSH UP" (ALL IN ONE) Patent Pending. Never have to buy many different independent exercise products again.
Manicure Spa Bath for Professional use of Artificial &amp; Natural Nails Spa Services. Women globally have their nails done in salons everyday.
No more annoying misshapened toilet paper rolls that won't turn/roll evenly on the "axel" of the roll holder!
HELP FOR ANYONE WITH ARTHRITIS IN THEIR FINGERS, ANY NUMBER OF OTHER MEDICAL AILMENTS AND FOR SIMPLY THOSE WHO
CRAVE ORGANIZATION AND COLOR!
Outdoor Rugged Yapper
Shaker Ã usage unique
Heated gravestone. Using solar technology to melt away snow and ice from a loved ones grave stone making it easy to find with peace of mind
my idea is for the women out there... we have all been dealing with maxipads that ride up after being in place for a couple of hours.
How many times at a party do you wonder which "red solo cup" is yours?
Snowboard/Ski Unlimited Music
A mini rubber jaw clip (1/2 cm) that limits the pump on soap and lotion dispensers. Translucent, flat tab design or cute shapes.
Electric cooling bathroom fan. Alowing a person to cool the face down to apply makeup or use an electric shaver. Fan placed over mirror.
La brosse cheveux multistyle
Wireless Auxiliary Dongle: Replace Your Car, House &amp; Device's Old (Aux Cable), CUT THE CABLE &amp; Play Your Music Wirelessly W/ ??? You
Name It
ultimate elecric pole
A childrenâ€™s helmet with a safety lock mechanism that prevents the child from removing the helmet without adult supervision.
WOW!!! A Children's Fork and Spoon That is Easy to Hold, and Will Also Adjust to Any Angle Needed, for Each Childâ€™s Individual Needs.
I call them taco sticks. These are sticks you wedge into the taco to keep it from closing while cooking them in the oven.
Plant seedlings using a manual post driver and a 2 inch diameter pipe, cut to a point. Forming a hole just the right size for each tree.
Bathroom Clip Hanger
A slip-on net of lights for Christmas trees that comes in different forms (i.e., regular, blinking, colorful, etc.).
Ok my idea is to make a cube thatâ€™s plugs in to your aux of your car stereo or your house stereo. The cube would sync up thru blue tooth
Easy Brie-Z Poop Bags
The SUNBRELLA! A Solar Powered Beach Umbrella that allows you to run/recharge all battery powered instruments! Shade and Power all in one!
Multiple Phone Charger
Bed Bug Bed Set. Non-toxic, and don't waste over $1000 dollars on experts-as I have! It'll be affordable, convenient, &amp; effective.
H2O node
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Reinvent Velcro - reinvent scotch tape. Velcro and scotch tape have millions of uses. Combine the benefits of both into one new product.
Cuffinups
Home Wireless Time Server
#KATIE Device Controls ALL
EATING CEREAL ON THE RUN
Gel skins for electric plugs and light switches around your home. Different colors available
Power Whisk Bit
Create soft or hard cover/case for iPhone/Droid credit card swiper to protect device from dust/dirt and damage.
Survival is easy on land but not in the ocean. My whistle blows under water and will keep sharks and other predators away from you.
De-icer Spray &amp; Scraper
When we misplace cell phones, we call it to find them.This item will provide sound,light, and a stationary port for better location.
Remote, dynamic retail Pricing System. Thin LED (or optional)display that can be slid into "lip" of shelving vs. printed labeling process.
EzPan, a wok like modern frying pan that allows you to cook ingredients with different cooking time in one pan without having to remove them
A small in wall lcd screen/alarm clock by or part of your light switch. It will dim the room and gradually brighten in the morning as alarm
E-INK iPhone cover
This idea is patent pending in Korea. If this idea is selected by Quirky, I will yield possession avery rights to my patent.
A battery operated butter warmer. A round 2" x 3" base with an on off indicator light. Round butter dish with rubber side finger grips.
Tired of your dog refusing to eat their dry dog food? Here's the answer.. Pour some WAGTAIL Dog Sauce over their dry food and they'll eat!
Corner Sweep
A Harness that provides unobstructed mobility that teathers to a pool ladder, deck, or and rail that allows a swimmer to swim endless laps
New idea
Pad On Wheels
App enabled Tape Measure Wheel
An electric bike that can gain energy through charging the battery, solar panels (on the bike), and generating energy by peddling.
Sextickers
Table armoire pliable
HEATED LAUNDRY BAG: Somewhere to be and no time to fold? Avoid your clothes from wrinkling with an electric heated laundry bag.
STOP! Read On. A compact solution to organize all your kitchen storage bags and rolled product (foil, etc.). Easy, Neat, Free up drawers.
"RidARoach"
SPRING Garden Caddy **VICKY LAURSEN**
The Crust Cutter
Ever burnt food because you got distracted? A Self Stirring Attachment to fit the most popular pot sizes on the market is the idea.
MAGIC LAMP
Where is that recipe? Is your recipe box overflowing? Here is your answer: My recipe box. It's electronic and fits under your cabinet!
Diabetic Hypoglycemia Alert
Download application
Billionaires sm
Vest Pack
Wonder Office
Index finger micromouse; users always remain in contact with keyboard and it eliminates a typical mouse, pad,and the area required to use it
A light fixture for your ceiling fan that harnesses the spent energy produced from your spinning fan blades. A green idea that saves money.
The Key Assistant. The Key assistant will allow people with limited use of their finger joints to easily open the most stubborn of locks.
decorative Photo hanger for vehicle. Allowing a person to display favorite photo in car, out of the way, yet visible to everyone in car !
Calculator Cell Phone Case
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Bounce-Able Phone Case That Bounces Similar to a Rubber Ball
Save An Infant From Being Left in The Back Seat of a Car. Weight Sensitive Alarm Repeats "Baby on Board" Every 5 Minutes. Could Save A Life.
Height adjustable hair dryer
FEET CLEANER
A PEG-CLIP. A food bag clip that clings onto the bag even once you've unclipped it.
Half a cigarette--Now that smoking is not permitted indoors. You just want a quick fix and its to cold to stand out for a whole cigarette.
Retractable Christmas lights! No more hanging up light, just pull them down!
MonsiBlocks â€”RFID Enabled Fun
Strobe light hardwired to security systems. Police/Fire/EMT able to save critical time and locate victim/fire faster saving lives/property.
key holder K-slider
Redesigned dishwand that will allow you to wash dishes without having to refill expensive dish liquid every time you lay down the device.
Wireless over the earbuds! No bluetooth. Transmits like a fm tuner and will work with any device that has a head phone jack.
COCONUT KIDS TM . and Friends
My idea is a football visor that will be infused with the players contact lenses or glasses prescription. I call it the X-Factor Visor.
Bido game
Moisture detector and alert system for clothes on clothesline/dryer. Prevents sun damage and saves time.
Trash Can Animal Repeller
This is for the people that smoke inside their car, it will help to keep the car ashtray clean and min the odor also to keep ashes blowing
Green portable drink holder, like the disposable fast food resturant's drink holders, but reuseable &amp; foldable.
Develop a hand held phone that can monitor vitals blood pressure heart rate simular to the gym a metal strip or ear phones to an app
Pivot Power Plus
Solar Outlet, the power strip that runs on solar power.
Windshield Retractable Defroster A retractable screen with heating element(similar to back window defrost),concave shape,connects @ corners
Beautiful
Pod style mixed drink and wine cooler maker.
Never again lose valuable data or risk having unauthorized individuals access sensitive information. Experience unsurpassed data security.
A worktable that flips out from the passenger side of the bed of the truck. Can be used for tailgating too
4everCold Mug
RE-USE YOUR SANDWICH BAGS! Aesthetically pleasing sandwich bag hanger/drier for those who like to be eco friendly and cost efficient.
KATABALL, the bowls game evolution .
Bucket w/lower Storage Drawer
Case for smart phone that can carry credit cards and license. Hard plastic rubber membrane. No need to bring your wallet or purse tonight!
Phone utility telling users GEO location of used number based on prefix defined by ITU-T. User can save money knowing where he calls.
PowerFan
This my idea for a biodegradable leaf catcher it will come in different sizes depending on the size of the trees on the property.
Sink/Bath Safety Grips
Spray on solar radition reflective home and business roof coating.Reduce global warming and power bills at the same time...
Tired of searching for your toddler's lost lovey that he hid someplace random like the cereal box? A Lovey Locator will find it in seconds.
STAY PUT" Is a spray on product used to prevent things from sliding around on the floor when you step on it. To prevent "slip and falls".
The idea is to add a small battery and charger to a LED nightlight. A small light that stays on when the power goes.
Accroch'table de jardin
An app for a mirror on iphone
With this new product Iâ€™m looking to facilitate the breathing to the persons without any medication or any respiratory machine.
Life saving crime reducing device which enhances public saftey.
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C NO PEE
GRILL SPATULA: Lifts The Food &amp; Scrapes The Grate. [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
A walkie-talkie-camcorder.
Automatic Dog Collar Light
Fly no More - Umbrella Sensor
The Perfect Edge-Up! Crisp Clean edging for haircuts! Perfect for the modern professional Barber!
anyshelf or shrink shelf
HYGIENIC Hand Towel
The Elevation Pillow
idea on how to put holiday lights away neatly.
3D Drawing for Fashion Design
EZ-Lift No more aching back.
Every year there are accidents due to the miscommunication if a car is making a left turn or a U-Turn. That problem is solved with U-U Turn!
SOLEIL - Light up your life with a combined task and grow light for you and your plants by KALAdesigns, render by simplyinclined.
The First CONVERTABLE 'deep well' drink coaster that converts into a heat resistant, space saving trivet.
Dry-Erase Case
Keep The Piece
Car door scratch free with a pad behind door handle materials protecting finger nails &amp; not scratch the car's paint over time.
Fruit shaped and scented soap inside a prosthetic skin. Peel away the skin (i.e. orange skin) to reveal the fruit shaped soap.
this is "teeth strip" the strip form of toothpaste, no more messes, no worrying about leaving your toothpaste behind while traveling.
Rear-facing car horn - Alert those drivers/pedestrians behind you when backing up.
Laser Pavement Snow Melter
GTS-PEN
Hair cutting system. Select hairstyle, scan your head size. It starts cutting and vacuuming automatically adjusting in length. Hands free!
Do you dread shoveling your driveway in the winter? Many people would appreciate a way to make this back breaking task disappear entirely.
Tea and Coffee
Work like a pro - Small tip extendable Stylus for your keychain!
Perfume Mixer and dispenser
STADIUM CADDIE! A portable "TV" tray for convienantly keeping refreshments off the ground and from being knocked over at the game or show.
Pocket Doc
canray
Beep-o- diaper
Portable deodorant strips: Refresh yourself while youâ€™re on the go. Individually wrapped designed to fit in your wallet or purse.
Parabolic hearing aid glasses for the hearing impaired so that they can single out the voice of the person they are talking to.
Portable Power Strip
To have a HDMI receiver adapter for Laptop, Desktop, any HDMI Cell Phone and have it be cordless to receiver to a TV or Computer Monitor.
PeeClear
Stretchy Grip Scissors for kids - The grips will stay on the fingers, for a safe and easy cut! (94756)
(see attached pic of a simple type stool) to be attachment to a Barber Chair. And while you are there please add outlets and storage.
Diving Mask
Send unwanted texts or calls to inbox automatically with no notification while still being able to be notifed by a select few of contacts.
The Nap Cap
putter caddy
ProtÃ©ge-caddie
I have created an attachment to the widely used "Swiffer" that triples it's cleaning surface, utilizing the same pads and "Swiffer" tool.
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anti- impacte
fry order ketchup holder
Bravo Belt
A silicone cell phone case with finger grips for easier handling and a separate attachment for a headset to go hands-free.
A Red Neck GPS that works as a true GPS and also speaks to you in a redneck manner. Example:Hey dipshit, y'uns have half mile 'fer yer exit.
THE PORTABLE AND CUSTOMIZABLE HIGH-HEEL SHOE, which lets the owner change the heel bone based on what occasion and following fashion
trends.
Organizer for office, bathroom or kitchen with digital photo frame, speakers and LCD screen that bluetooths apps to phone or USB to PC
Hand Held Roller Paint Brush
A net that is attached to the back of the dishwasher racks with clamps or S hooks then stretched over dirty dishes so they stay secure.
Ladies are you frustrated with the slip `n slide rubber garter belts that take forever to adhere to stockings? Use magnetic snaps instead.
A travel shower caddy with angled shelves to hold small bottles and other toiletries. Dishwasher safe plastic folds into a compact shape.
Display Lights
Fence Post Shelf
A moving camera
Bathroom sink fixture that is connected to faucet water lines automatically provides perimeter rinsing water streams when water is turned on
Balsa ward
Bluetooth Padlock. Enter passcode using your phone.
Keeps curling carpet corners down
Bag It
Wrapster Pro. It's Bad A$$
Memory gel foam head phones
Toilet Seat Warmer, no more freezing seats, no more screaming, the lid will keep the seat warm, can act as a thermo for your back.
Motorcycle alert system
keyring
City issued garbage container badly cracked. Costly replaced. Repair kit = plastic material, glue, little application tool. $ in heart beat!
My ideas address two areas: 1)Saving money. 2)Living green. I buy in bulk and reuse Quart freezer bag,so I made a ziplock drying rack
Magnetic Cordies
Tissue Pouch- A wrist band that holds tissue
Ice Cups
Piece 3/8" thick 3/8" wide it slides over the end of a tube of toothpaste. Slides up the tube pushes all the paste to the Top
This is a disposable strip that contains mini packets that hold a balm that could be a 30-day supply of deodorant, perfume or cologne.
Takes Off Christmas Ornaments
Fruit Chill &amp; Serve - Watermelon, Strawberries, or Other Fruits. Timer With Chime When Cooled
Baby Night School
The "Roller Toaster" An (Affordable) Conveyor Toaster for Home Use. Most Conveyor Toaster are $400-1,800+ Lets Make One That's Affordable.
STORE POUR TV
Toilet flusher that you can personalize.
Hi. My invention monitors whether Your garage door is left open. Unlike other monitors it has an audible chime in the home to remind owner.
Kinetic Fiber Optic Bike Tires
Entertain your small pet for hours with the ball that rolls on its own! The soft, outer webbing and durable shell is unlike any other toy.
Bluetooth ringer
Kitchen Genie
Need more outlets? Current Quad outlets do not solve the problem of big adapters? Meet Quad-Flex bendable and "collapsible maybe"
Heating Gutters
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A talking stick is a COMMUNICATIONS TOOL. Centuries old (Proven) Native American Indian device re-purposed and re-imagined for modern usage.
Ugly Boot &amp; Glove Dryer
A pet carrier with a baywindow pop-out for vehicle windows,allowing your dog (or pet) to safely stick their heads out of a moving vehicle.
Combination Micro-Safe.
Disposable Baby Diapers with Baby Powder conveniently in them
Slide &amp; Scoop Food Scooper
Hands Free Door Stop
rake brush
A golf ball and golf club head cleaner. terry cloth and fleece towels that absorbs and hold 4oz of water or solution. I have 3 sizes
Car Seat Safety Alarm
Cranberry, Apple, Grape, and Fruit Juices are TOO CONCENTRATED! Check These Options Out! Save Money &amp; Get More Drinks Out of Your Juice!
The watch
Peel &amp; Stick Keys!Self-adhesive glow in the dark paper-make your keyboard glow in the dark-using these pre cut glow in the dark stick-ons.
ADVENTURE BACKPACK
WAKE UP TO AIR! Or music.. Stop waking to an annoying alarm. This fan is the perfect alarm clock. READ MORE AND VOTE.
Animal Repeller
The Lap-Tot is a harness that hooks onto the airline's adult seat belt and provides protection for toddlers during sudden turbulence.
My concept is a small device that can be attached to the back bottom of any framed wall hanging to keep it perfectly level at all times.
No Worries
I have tool designs that either save space,time or improve accuracy and save money.It involves circular,hand and mechanical saws.Adds option
My invention is a small chain with clips at each end to hold your necklace in place and stop the clasp from falling to the front.
Smell removing toilet lid
Tired of the mess of tangled hangers taking up space in the laundry room? The Hanger Bin organizes your hangers in a convenient bin.
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters &amp; Numbers. (Paulette Jaques) SUMMER IS COMING!
Lighted Lace Curtain Panels
Pillow Maps
Butter and Cheese dish AND slicer in ONE (Thirtyacre)
MAKE-UP MACHINE
Build your own Keurig Holder - Think Mosaic for K-Cups
Nonstick Knife: Chop Easier
Pivot Power Remote
The PLANT FRISBee makes caring for your plants easy avoiding spills. It makes transporting your plants from across a room quick and easy.
chill stick
Clear EZ flush out raingutters
CardSock Magstripe Booster
INvisaTINT
Essentials Positioning System
Doggie Doorbell
MySight
Petal clock
A 2 liter pop/water bottle carrier cloth tube with a nylon shoulder strap with buckle,used as an unbreakable,low cost high volume canteen.
TOMATO CAGES (Heavy Duty)
Rapid-Tuning Pitch Snare Drum
Make your coffee taste better than ever with this all natural flavor enhancer. Looks like a small tea bag, containing natural ingredients
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Excess Cord Wrap Power Strip (CHARLES AYALA)
Toaster with bread burn off protection. No more burned toast.
collapsible laundry basket. folds down flat to 3 in. or less, or scissor folds .
A USB device that is app enabled that transfers data from iPhone to Mac or other desktop.
Find it
Wireless AC Extension
Holographic Advertisement
Maglev enabled chop sticks with fork/knife hidden, sipping straw, optionnal S and P dispensers and waiter assistance request signal sender.
A device thermostatically controlled located between hot-water and cold-water lines of bathroom to conserve water.
A stylish necklace and pendant that a wedding band or engagement ring can attach to when you need to take it off.
Paper Clamp For Thick Stack
You can communicate with your loved ones that are in a wheelchair while you are pushing them.The Wheelchair Wonderbar. (Side By Side Again)
PAST TOP 5 IDEA! The UN-Brella: Revolutionize rain gear! An alternative to traditional umbrella. No sharp edges, no mess, folds flat.
Thumbnail USB device for laptop uses motion like XBOX Connect, eliminates mouse, allows you to control your screen with hand movements.
Organize your accessories on customizable space.
Making the world a pretty place 1 crack at a time. A photo-resistor buzz a warning that a unwanted view is exposed. No pants on the ground.
Efficient Water Temp Gage
Extendable Hammer Shaft Handle
Ever oversleep for class, work, or a flight? Need an extra boost to get up? How about an alarm clock with a spray of water?
The Green Gas Light is a device that when seen(green for full gas, yellow for half-full, red for empty). It has a float-type sensor in tank
QR entertainment
la tonte easy
Dog-Gone-It
Resubmit! I love my tablet, but at a cost of $800, I would hate to drop it or be jacked. So I came up with the "Tablet-Leash".
USB Plug Powerstrip
Ipod Nightlight with rotating shade for babies room. Illuminating patterns on wall or ceiling.(Paulette Jaques)
I've tried everything to keep my shoes from lifting up. My invention will prevent it and no one will even know it. Women will love it too.
Inflatable 4 Person Raft w/Detachable Canopy! Protect from Skin Cancer/Sunburn while on the Lake or River! Includes Tow Rope! Fun for Kids!
The acoustic guitar accessory you can't live without. A shaker, strapped to the back of your hand to give more str-struh to your strum.
This is a ratchet wrench with a telescoping handle. Often you need a little more leverage than a typical 6-7" handle provides.
A switchable AC power supply that allows you to run battery powered devices(games, toys, etc...) when you are out of batteries.
BABY ON THE GO
Mommy's little helper, infant support blanket.
Putting Answer
The Toy Worm
At last, a toothbrush that comes clean after rinsing! This toothbrush allows for bi-directional rinsing for optimum cleaning.
iMout Smart Storage Containers
I Michael F Villalobos invented the Hockey Puck Sports bottle and with a Hoockey Stick straw holder to match that holds 220z.
chilling electric bottle cover
Animalarms
Smart Socket
The new Swater System Helps, save gallons of water each year.
ever wake up reach for a glass of water only to have it spill? you need a "HAN-DEE" a flexible and portable arm c/w a non spilling bottle ;)
Desktop retractable USB charging station drawer: Put it under your monitor and plug in your devices while organizing your cords.
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Expanding ramp that you put over your wires so you don't trip on them and make your computer fall
Pocket Boxers
flow stop
A decorative attachment easily fitted around any shower head to create the appearance of a flower.
Earthquake proof cabinet latch
cold air controller
GAME NIGHT JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT MORE INTERESTING! Crossword Puzzle Wall Mosaic! Build a puzzle, invite friends &amp; family over
&amp; have fun
A can sanitizer that sanitizes your beverage/soda can/bottle after being dispensed from a vending machine.
share the Global FUTURE BrandCell phone battery streamlined w solar-charging panel &amp; protective skin w tethered flap to expose the solar panel for charging as needed.
A sensored laser light to entertain kitty.
A fan, battery operated,fits on top of the floor vent,which is hollow inside so the air can pass through the blades &amp;cools the room faster.
Tongue Tamers
SLIP COVER BIKE SEAT AND REMOVABLE BIKE RACK/ TOTE CUSHION
Future and past music combine! A music machine/stereo that plays records, 8 tracks, cassettes, CD's and an iPod dock all in one stereo!
Dog baths made easier!
HotShuMate Cell Clip
Washer dryer auto switch
Bre and Meka's Skellies: Baby and child rattle with a unique design and numerous features
Camgle
PLAY MAT
Sketching,coloring or doodling. A portable childrenâ€™s art studio. Roll out plain paper or pre-printed with favorite cartoons to color
mp3 headwear holder 4 runners
Steve's Swivel Bill Hat. We've all done it, turned our hats around backwards &amp; left a dorky hole on our forehead, but now you don't have to!
BLACKOUT The Eye Sticker that will block out the annoying light during sleep. Changing a Novelty item to a functional item.
Pivot Power Orange
Jugo Clip Clamp - Jugo cardboard clip on one side and clip clamp on the other. Where bed sheets/blankets and cardboard forts come together
quirkytradesmen.com
Glow in the dark Cooler &amp; Lite
Baby Bottle on Demand
As the sun rises each morning the sun comes through your window heating your home saving you money. If you remembered to open your blinds.
2 in 1 Headphones. Use as a headphone or prop on your desk and use as speakers.
E2E - Find your next partner
Cover me in ink
Wrapster 2.0. Pressure sensitive clock built in to casing. Unwind to keep time, and wrap up to turn off!
This is a safety bag for anyone to use. Let's people see you during the day &amp; at night. Very cool looking and easy to use.
The T-zo Orbiter: A scientific Oddity!
I'd like to see tension-mounted burglar bars that go on the room side of the window and sound a loud alarm if anyone just touches them.
Cut, Wash, Spin Rinse, Drain, Toss, Spin Pour Your Lettuce/Pasta Salad &amp; Store! All with 1 hand, less space on table &amp; Fridge! No Wilting!
SMTWTF Germ-Free Kitchen Rags **VICKY LAURSEN**
Make it easy to clean glasses and baby bottles with the spinbrush that mounts to the sink with suction + a slide out handle for none mount
Stay hydrated while keeping your hands free when you are hiking or exercising using this modified plastic bottle.
RESUBMIT-Bowl with built-in cup holder for one. (Paulette Jaques)
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Voice Recordable Alarm/Reminder Clock
i have a inexpensive why to keep your feet dry with a disposable boot liner
VELCRO won't stick? Straps won't stay? Renew VELCRO fasteners with an easy to use and inexpensive tool! Use on any type of VELCRO fastener!
container stabilzer
Inflatable Motorcycle Helmet
Affordable solution to home Air Purifiers. Box fans built to enclose standard home air filters.
TV Remote Locator
I am no engineer, the one thing i do know is that I am a tired mom. Tired of cleaning the toilet. My idea is to have a collapsible urinal.
Bracelet emergency
Monitor Markers Turn your electronic monitor into a dry erase system. (Thirtyacre)
Tap / shhhh
The I AM WORKING alert
myAdventure
Straw Brush;It would clean the small parts of kids straw and no spill cups Mom's need a way to clean the small parts of straw and sippy cups
Plastic wheel/bar/block that attaches to your cube (magnetic, pin, sticky) with red, yellow, or green flag to announce your availability.
Tool for installing toggle bolts. Once the first bolt is tight the remaining bolts must be held back with your fingers. No More!
IPAD mount for car. The Ipad app that will get you miles per gallon, navigation, Hands free phone and radio/Ipod/Pandora/satellite music.
COLOR MODULAR NICHES TO ORGANIZE YOUR STAFF. USE THEM IN SHELFS OR DRAWERS TO PUT YOUR TSHIRTS, YOUR SHOES,
UNDERWEAR OR JUST TO DECORATE!
MINI PROPRE
taxi light umbrella
RESUBMIT KE.NOTE Digital Mobile All-In-One Office brings together two prominent items of our everyday life Digital Media and Home Office.
Stud Finder/Marker/Level AllN1
Revolutionize Shoelace Fashion - shoelace tip multi-color options, customize your shoelace tips to make a statement; repair &amp;replacement too
Disposable shoes 'gloves'
No Boil
Minimalist iPhone Case
GPS Locator
bike seat cushion
A crib sheet and bumper pad in one. It has one opening and hooks with velcro . the sheet is cotton and the bumper a breathable material
Funnel Filter
BBQ Baked PotatoMulti Basket
Brush Attachments for garden hoses with standard brass fittings. A hose brush cleans dogs, birth baths, concrete messes with one hand.
A Bluetooth integrated device or application that can automatically notify emergency response personnel in case of an accident.
Baby Rollaway Car Seat
Scoop No More,litter sifter. A light,non-stick sifting attachment that is inserted under the litter in a litter box &amp; eliminates scooping.
Cover Mic
Solar Battery Charger for iPhones, iPods, and USB Devices lets you charge your electronic gadgets anytime and anywhere.
Aridif
A potty that makes potty training fun! Effectively turning potty pain into a potty game.
Spray head that controls flow of paint from thin to wide stream.A dial on side of head will change from a detail line to a wide mass spray
Mini Paper Towels- A Shorter, wider roll of paper towels in decorative prints for use in bathroom, nursery, table-top, outdoors and more!
a rechargeable power source that atatches to a snowmobile helmet for the heated visor that removes need for a cord from hemet to snowmobile
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Sweater Pet: A Jacket for Kids that can turn into a Stuffed Animal.
Purse Pocket for phones
"Find me" is a holster that has a built-in sensor that clips onto a cell phone. Moving 5 feet from it will activate the alarm (beep/vibrate)
refillable water jug
A small compact device to store all DVDs on. No more DVD boxes, everything in one device that you are able to take anywhere with you.
Sink Divider Cutting Board
Retractable cell phone charger cord (Heavy Duty).
Up Cup
A day hanger is for every person who wants to know the exact month and day of the last time they wore an outfit, pair of pants, or shirt.
Threader
It is a Motorcycle Helmet holder , it holds Helmet's,glove's,Key's and it can also hang your coat's and Vest.
The super socket is the one socket that replaces over 30 std &amp; metric sockets The unique design allows 3 claws to tighten around the bolt.
Electrical device to hold left over slivers of soap, melt them down into a liquid form to make a more usable bar of soap.
Vasectomy Cooling Shorts
A cool board game to increase interest by kids to learn math! It is like scrabble, but utilizes numbers and symbols such as =, +, -, x, %.
auto/truck headlight leveler so no more night blindness by headlights out of whack
Set and Mix
Mouthguard WaterJet: Quickly clean your teeth and gums by combining the fit of a sports mouthguard and the power and cleaning of a water-jet
Taking your XBOX to mom or dads every other weekend? Maybe Grandmas, vacation? How about a simple travel case that sets up as a tower too!
DC Automatic Transfer Switch
Draft No More
-31 OUTSIDE TIME TO LOOK FOR THAT EXTENSION CORD TO PLUG THE CAR IN!! SEARCH NO MORE!!
Have it all bottle
Water bottle cork, which is a spray at the same time. You can drink water and make a refreshing mist while sporting.
I think I have a very marketable "high tech" accessory that would be easy for Quirky to produce and bring to the future "everyhome" market.
We use disposable dishes, utensils &amp; food containers among others because they are hygienic, inexpensive and convenient. Why not strainers
Suction Case
A keyboard/mouse in one. Also wireless. Also extra keys to allow you to preset them to any do repetitious task.
RAZOR CADDY gives easy access to hair grooming items by a device around your cylinder of choice with selective adapting rings of your desire
not forget
Everything is controled by remote these days. I would like to see a page button (like on a cordless phone) on every remote control made.
This is a hands free back scrubber,attaches to shower wall with suction cups and is mildew resistant.It can be designed in many shapes/sizes
Arm Gardener
Pcf portable fitness
hingedSupport for your pan lid
Hello, I always cringe when I see a parent carry a stroller with child up or down the subway stairs. Don't you I
Engaged Ears
Add two keys to the numerical box of the computer keyboard creating an easy way to create financial entries.
To avoid sun blindness, install a pull-down shield in the visor made of acrylic (used after eye exams) to promote safety @ prevent accidents
MAGNETO . Opposites Attract . Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist Let Magneto Hold on to ur; Keys ,Phones ,Cameras..
GE Link Bulb Diffuser
Emergency Siren Informer
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Dirty Diaper Detector. No more guessing whether you are smelling gas or if the sleeping baby really has a dirty diaper!
Alcohol in Breast Milk Sensor
ShoePurzz
Glow in dark bicycle helmet, built in speakers in bottom edge by your ears. Solar cell built in top for charging and bright led light .
CellPhone Car Remote
Autobib
Worry Free Stuff
Adjustable Coffee Thermos
Bandits Minis Clip ons can be collected and traded kids will love this.
Pocket Emergency blinker
Pitcher Press. Add some cut up fruit and press the juices into your cold water pitcher for a refreshingly natural drink.
The Flip-n-Flow is a must have removable accessory for your Igloo or Coleman push button beverage dispenser allowing hands free operation.
Do you use your phone endlessly and your battery dies out fast? Well now here's your chance to gain back your battery! The Go Charge!
Backup app
Switchable knives
Talk to notes
Ice Scraper &amp; Umbrella Holder for the car! We can't control the weather but we can control how we deal with it!
"foot" ball massage
Spice Collection
Sprinkler for bottle
Cube clock shows 6 time zones.
auto detergent and softener dispenser inside the washing machine so that it can dispense right amount for each load
I have invented a totally new paddle. For canoe or kayak or any other boating activity. It resembles no other paddle anywhere on the market.
fdsfdsfsd
Pants with pouches on the knee area for inserting different types of knee pads.Would be nice to insert pads,forget they are there and work.
Messy cords under your desk? Not enough outlets. How about Modular Power Strips, just snap them together.
A second feature for blue tooth telephone headset devices that would amplify what others nearby are saying for better hearing.
Easy call
Portable coffee cup handle
Wrap your sock around the cylinder and push into the heel of the sock. This will open it wide enough to shake the powder in.
Brew Baby
Q T Caps
Its a simple and effective expandable accessory that can be utilized with all 3-prong fastner folders and file folders allowing more space!
Remote controlled power strip. Plasma TV cost 92.00 a year in electricity without ever being turned on. with 45 second timer, safe shut down
I work on more than one computer at a time and I want to create a bluetooth mouse that can toggle from one computer to another.
Convert wired headphones to wireless headphones
From Burr to Sweat, hands are the safe driving force for our cars. I want to submit my idea for the cool-warm steering wheel cover.
Separate Overlapping Shower Rods for Center Entrance, Helps Sides Stay Close to Keep Water In &amp; Makes Changing Curtains Easier &amp; Safer.
extension bionic arm
Odor control plastic fold over bags measuring 5 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 1". Fold over only, no zip lock victims with arthritis cannot use zip lock.
Ray Gun Squirt Gun the beam of water from the squirt gun lights up just like a "Ray Gun"
BLUE LEDS KILL BACTRIA
Mazik's
Going In Style
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So Cold- Solid ice Water Pipe - A stiff rubber mold that you fill, freeze and reassemble to make countless frozen smoking devices.
Magnetic Picture Frame with Dry Erase word balloons. Great for Dorm Rooms! (Paulette Jaques)
A zip lock bag zipper without the bag. An adhesive strip below the zipper that could affix a bag of potato chips, etc making it resealable.
Meet the 360 Degree Rotating Kitchen Spoon Rest!!! Most people have 4 burners on their stove and only one spoon holder. 4 spoons 1 holder
Most people forget to take their medication and using pill boxs or dispensers can be difficult and time consuming. Lets make it easier.
Reusable water balloons. Fill them, throw them and then fill again.
A delight for dining tables! Instead of junking your table up with straw and jelley wrappers etc. you can toss trash into under table bins!
DOUBLE BLADED CHAINSAW. Save time cutting firewood!!!!
Slide out roof. A panel either aluminum or plastic that mounts to the roof of a truck topper that slides out the rear with fold down legs.
Improved hair/bobby pin
Duo-Furniture
Move 1,000 pounds with just 10 pounds of force. All you need is a vacuum cleaner, leaf blower, or other air source and the blow-sled.
Garlic Peeler
NEVER-EVER clean hard-water toilet rings again!
Ready to make your best first impression? For home or travel, the Hook Hanger Portable Valet simplifies your life. Get ready in record time
It's a new crutch design. It eases the body pressure caused on the user. It also allows for exercising the injured leg over a period of time
A mobile phone accessory similar to a Bluetooth headset. Worn on the tips of your little finger and thumb for making calls more fun!
water nipple
I would like to see a recessed ceiling light bezel or ceiling fan sconch with a fire/smoke detector built into it and hardwired.
T Phone
Shhh baby
Smart Nightlight. LCD center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Smart Power- energy management
ProtÃ¨ge caddie
Interior Invisible Fencing
With the running shirt velcro pocket you can attach different sized packs to the shirt to carry keys, wallet, etc. with comfort and ease.
The Smart Brush
Inverted Bottle Fridge Rack
Take Home Kart
Seat Caddy 4-way stretch net material that slips over your car's passenger seat allowing for easy and convenient gadget storage on the road
A PS4 Hard Drive Stand
Imagine if your notebook cables could be organized in just one place, with one piece, that's the idea behind the all new Cable Lock.
Easiest Hamburger Patty Ever!
New style gallon bottle for fluids that wont roll around in car while driving.
Stungun Armour
App-controlled box fan
pet feeder
Sanitary Toothbrush-Cup Holder
We married the step action lever system with a 50qt cooler for quick and easy no hands access. Also, we added a topside ice saver liner.
A 360 degree Swiveling :LoopA Hook..A hook with a LoopA..Now either end solve's the problem of needing a hook to hold...U name iT :))
An easy way to pack a lot in a small cooler, it's the COOLER-KOOZIE. COME HAVE A LOOK.
Pimpavision
a remote and a web site that you can download from this web site that has specifics from all the items that require a remote.
The Handhound lost item finder, a handheld device you point to search and find items. Proximity to item adjusts the audio/visual display.
From Wet to Dry- A kitchen dish rack that drys your dishes in seconds.
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Never clean your pet's slimy water bowl again. Use a biodegradeable, disposable dog bowl. Replace it in 1-2 days with a fresh one.
old iPhone = home surveillance
The Plyo-Sled
N E Where Deck Bar/Table
Smart Tire Pressure CAPS! WINK
App-Enable Pet Treat Dispenser
Oh my god, where is my car?
SMARTY PANTS-A line of pants dipicting intelligence. Print an " A+ "; a picture of Einstein (Endless possibilities) Parents will love it.
water slide shoes
Tired of trying to spread hard butter on soft bread?? How about a knife that has a warm blade. Ice cream cake, Ice cream scooper etc
Vaporized Hand Sanitizer in a(refill)canisiter that is trigged by(motion)waving hands over canister no mess to clean up.
Screw apart shaker bottle
My idea is the ZIP WALLET. It carries cards, cash and phone in such a way that they are easily accessible and returnable, all with one hand.
Bike Frame Storage System
cup to take pill at right time
Canning Tamper
hand free scanner able to hanging or magnet on the cabinets. This is mainly for organizations who need to put barcode on the application.
This product snaps onto spray cans and holds the little straw used for pinpoint application of cleaners and lubricants.
Cordless fire stoker. NOT a hair dryer!!! There is no such thing as a cordless hair dryer and it doesn't blow hot air.
CONDOMS CONDOMS CONDOM CONDOMS CONDOMS CONDOMS CONDOMS CONDOMS
Autosaver Temporary Window
Car/Outlet Cell Charger
Stop misplacing those eyeglasses! No need for cases or eyeglass-holder strings around your neck. My Katch-all wristbands will hold them.
easy-open baby bottle
A sleek/stylish shirt clip that holds earbud wires in place, protecting them from friction/tugging while moving. No more yanked out earbuds!
Flexible, Dual or Multi-lens attachment for smartphone or camera. Create blended, unique photos at the click of a button.
shoe hole fixer
Protein powder dispenser
Hooded Goggles: I need some goggles with a built on hoodie to keep my eyes, nose, ears and kneck protected and warm. Completely covered.
There needs to be a bandage that is steril and completely water proof to cover the incision so that a preson can shower soon after surgery
ModularSolar
headboard caddy
I've invented a safe and natural refrigerator deodorizer that is 10 times more effective than baking soda. No fragrance, removes foul odors.
Steam Katcher
The All In One Landsaping Tool is a series of tool heads which is attached to a interchangeable telescoping handle.
A safety stethoscope. Using the concept of a break-away lanyard. The stethoscope would break apart if grabbed by a patient.
TOOTHBRUSH+TOOTHPASTE
No more tugging, Press Easily Release Adaptors from Power Strip...Easier Reach, Power Strip that Arches off ground...Pivot Power inspired.
An economic satire boardgame based on the financial crisis, a mad dash to get bailed out before you go bankrupt. Only the rich survive!
Looks like round topped bedroom table but it's actually a shoe carousel that brings your shoes right to your fingertips. For Spoiled Only...
Golf Cap (Digital) Level used to assist in reading Putting Greens (Slopes).
POWER EGG: Eggstra power for kitchen appliances! There are no power outlets made for the kitchen, lets change that. RESUBMIT
FORMER TOP 5: A bed pillow with a hard inner storage chamber. Use it to store your phone, your eyeglasses, books, and more!
A lightweight cover to throw over your tent to block the sunlight. it should be waterproof, yet let air through and fold up compactly.
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Quirky Mirror Lite
Illuminated coasters
No More Programming
Get That Child
Public Toilet seat cover
Ear Translator
Your teenager is a new driver. You want to trust them to follow the speed limit and go only where they say they are going but....
Xmas Tree Jaw Clip:THE SOLUTION TO CHRISTMAS-DECORATE THE TRUNK OF YOUR YARD TREES IN NO TIME! Simple: a giant jaw clip with
Xmas lights.
I want a home thermostat that will automatically detect when I'm home or away via my smartphone.
Padpen Stylus
Osprey Designed Alabama Power
SmarterCart
There is a need for a retractable dog tie out . A retractable dog leash with a hollow handle that would fit over the tie out stake .
Elated Covers
Audible Remote Disc Locator
Have a toilet that wonâ€™t stop flushing due to a misbehaving flapper? Donâ€™t fight with it..just put a ring on it. A toilet ring that is!
New Paper cup dispenser
Refinement Of Fruit Hammock. Container To Take To Garden Or Market. Handle Converts To Strap For Carrying, Stand For Washing And Displaying.
Coffee/Sugar Dispenser
The Stray Feeder allows people to feed outside cats, while not feeding raccoons, skunks or possums!
The "EASY CATCHER" a device that catches pet waste using disposable bags that easily slip on and off.
With Weather or Not high heel shoe covers you can wear your favorite heels no matter the weather.
iPhone 5 totalProtect Brushed Aluminum slider case with speakers
Credit card locator
mini mouse
Wink - Alert!
A PURSE ORGANIZER - a beautiful lazy susan for purses! Merchandising Carousel for shoulder bags or hand bags or wristlets.
Expired Frozen Breast Milk Bag
COMBINETT
Snowboarders we all know some who has lost their life in a treewell or avalanche.This is made for us by us to save your life or even my life
A TV that requires a Sim chip would do away with dishes and cable boxes. Would opporate simular to cell phones.
Packable Poster Tube
INSPECTION, REGISTRATION stickers on your car windshield, leave paste marks?? Never paste them straight?? No more with this simple solution.
Grill Cover Holder A hanger to hold the cover of your grill when using the grill
Re-usable tinted film to darken electronic LED displays that shine too bright.
Resubmit. 200+ votes. "Mommy and Babies" Stuffed Animals (and/or bath toys). ..Get on board, suggestions welcome.
Lo-fat chocolate and vanilla pudding in squeeze tubes, just like GoGurts. Call it Port-a-Pudd, Tube-ing, PushPudding, PuddingSqueeze...
Portion Control Wizard
Freedom-Companion to Cellphone
Manhole that adjusts it's elevation for ease of installation to any grade, when a road is resurfaced can accomadate the new level perfectly.
realtime data
my idea is a blowup vest with a tube near the front that could be used to breath through if avalanche, whatcha think?
Parental Control
Make any old "straight" power cord or cable INSTANTLY COIL ITSELF, tangle-free. Ideal for travel or working on the go.
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Frein Caddie
A wrist brace/holder for phone for easy use while cycling or running. Perfect for using maps while cycling keeping hands on handle bars.
This product has 2 parts. Part 1 is a censor that detects smoke &amp; carbon-monoxide levels. Part 2 is a sleeve that receives signals.
RESUBMITTED* Furniture Cushion Re-firming System: Designed to replenish lost firmness in the cushions of New and/or gently-used furniture.
Ultra-Bright Rechargeable Push-Pins
Lotto PENcil
Flip Down Readers
A universal clip-on footrest that will fit most strollers. It may be adjusted up and down and it will recline for a maximum comfort.
Free energy from the ocean current. Lets turn oil rigs in the ocean to clean energy!
Magnetic iPhone Connector
Shotgun can tap
Les pailles amoureuses
Tired of scraping your windshield from snow and ice. I can make sure you never have to do this again and it will save you money.
Notebook with plastic sleeves designed for a 3x5 card that can be edited and printed with a word processor.
Ski goggles that protect your nose. Standard style ski-snowboard goggles that instead of just resting on top of your nose keeps it warm.
Rid yourself of those nasty, stinky, sponges and scrubbies and get.....SCRUBBER GLOVES! A rubber glove and scrubby in one!!
Where Is My Phone? WIMP cellphone finder attachment.
Humorous Toilet Paper Dispenser. From a characters mouth? Toilet train your child faster, by encouraging them with hero or villain faces.
PVC chair
These interactive adult toys have adjustable girth, depth, and tempo control for both men and women via a subscription internet service.
The SKINNY suitcase! Less bulky, lightweight, and very practical!
Portable Docking Stand
Use the cleanest spot in your kitchen to help the dirtiest spot. Will sanitize your sponge for FREE!
A way to apply flea/tick killer to your pets: A fabric glove impregnated with pyrethrins which you rub on the animal's fur.
automatic CD/DVD Cleaner
PLANCHE ROULE ' N DEROULE
Pressure washer gun that does not cause serious fatigue to the wrist. Cushioned support brace and velcro arm strap allow for one hand use.
No one wants to drop their washcloth on the hotel shower floor. Fear no more with wrist strap-equipped washcloths!
pince tÃ´le plastique
An earpiece holder for your car. A "fake" ear that you can sticks somewhere so you won't lose it.
The perfect running watch! This watch combines time, stopwatch functions, and wireless music enjoyment all in a small, sleek design.
Cooking Utensil Resting Tower!
Mommy &amp; Me Alert Bracelets
Playing cards with multiple games on it. Wherein you can play different games with one set of cards.
WatchDetecSeism
SOLEIL II--A table-top mini of SOLEIL. A combined task and grow light for you and your plants. Desktop
MP3, headphone/earbud holder
The Fruit Pucher
Drop sound
A self-propelling ball! This ball rolls, bounces and spins all on its own with no external moving parts!
A magnetic umbrella with flexible arm lets you attach it to your car when you're trying to load groceries or put a child in their car seat!
Chair Assistant
A simple tool/parts tray with magnetized sections for holding small metallic parts for easier storage and retrieval.
Create inexpensive universal waterproof clear pouch for Tablet/E-reader devices all sizes. Let user use these devices anywhere near/in water
My Idea is a New Design 2part Water Cooler (jug) on wheeels.
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The Invisible Push Up Bra
The Auto Digital Air Inflator/Deflator Gauge enables a user to input a desired pressure (psi) and it automatically inflates or deflates!
Orbiters 7 and 9
Portable Make Up Kit for your Office or Your Car
(RESUBMIT from 9/12/11) Keep your TOWELS, BLANKETS, PICNIC TABLE CLOTHS, ETC in place. These work on ANY SURFACE!
2 and 3 Liter Bottle EZ Pour Cap (or any standard bottle), no more splashing, just tip and pour smoothly, great for parties and BBQs (kids2
I have a fix to prevent laptops from overheating due to dust buildup in the fan. Dust build up can ruin a computer/lose unsaved documents.
Bluetooth Keyboard combined with Magnetic Folding Cover for iPad
CRATES LAUNDRY BASKET INSERT - Crate accessory hides all your dirty clothes! Just remove and take basket to the laundrymat! Great for dorms!
Solar Flagtop Ball Ornament
COWBOY TOOTHPICK
Tired of your sleeves falling down when you roll them up your forearm?
Retractable Extension Cord
Tracer guard
This Comb fills with any product like gel, conditioner or any other hair product. With a push of a button it applies the product while using
Sleep sack that you can snap different blankets of various warmthâ€™s to so you can keep your baby comfortable in changing temperatures
Suction Bowls
I propose a Circular beach towel with draw strings on the outer edge that when pulled can convert the beach towel into a duffle bag.
Decorative Frame w/Storage
cover for laptops like they have for cell phones,a silicon cover to prevent spills in keyboards but open for ports, design specific slipover
Imagine combining a megaphone with holographic technology so humans could see what they say in real time. Prepare for the **Holovox!**
Dialated Nasal Sleep Mask
Squirrel Problems? Feed the Birds, Not the Squirrels, with the "Proper Stopper." See below.
Need a step for your toddler who has to climb onto the toilet, but dont want a stool getting kicked around in the bathroom. The kid step.
gloves player the new gaming
DUAL GLIDER
Universal Makeup Review App
Let's make a waterproof, protective "clippable pocketâ€ to carry items like umbrellas that are wet/can spill/are prone to condensation!
Cordies Plus Index Tabs
ELECTRIC WALL HANGING LOW POWER BLANKET FOR THE WALLS CUT WINTER CHILL FACTOR DECOR DESIGNS, SAFE TO
TOUCH, EASY TO HANG
Chair Socks, for chairs with 4 legs. Worldwide working and home chairs. Begin to move your chair smoothly in all kind of floors.
Problem description: Helping out peers with activating their wearable vest/devices when they are not able to.
utility knife with pencil
Add-on desk drawer for your electronics with integrated charger/USB.Â Â Free your desktop!
Auto-deploying dryer cover
Cards for Care Givers
My idea is to have a mattress foundation with 3 dresser drawers in each side of it for extra storage it is wasted space. Thank you.
We all have heard of the sippy cup. Now we have the Wa Wa cup which is two sippy cups in one.
Always clean toilet seat
Cooking spatchula with detachable spice handle for seasoning.Optional spoon and stirrer attachments.Spice handle stores your fav spices.
BedBasket Bingo ! Store stuff near bed near, neat, and off floor :) GOT 137 VOTES !
Case for headphones
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A magnetic ice cream scoop to keep the scoop by the ice cream. Stick it to the freezer.
reversible socks
Lasagna Spatula: Has a spring loaded squeeze handle that raises the top spatula. Cut like normal, then squeeze handle to raise top spatula
Sno-Bro
Shock Absorbing Shaving Razor. Search Shock Absorbing Shaving Razor on Youtube-this will explain the function. Thank you.
Remote Motion Switch
Lighted Safety Rug
Cidez - earpieces of rx/non-rx eyewear with different colors, patterns, etc. Try different looks DAILY or switch up/out with friends!!!
Cream Cheese Spreadstick
TAPIS DESINFECTANT AUTOMOBILE
Occupancy sensor light switch
A bra that has interchangable sides (cups) to accommodate the different cup sizes of each breast. Problem of over 90% of women!
A removable heel. Go out in sexy heels and when your feet start to kill remove the heel and turn them into cute flats.
I purpose a device in a car activated by emergency vehicle and letting the driver know an emergency vehicle is near by.
Love Fried Food but gets soggy quickly?What about a Wire Rack Serving Tray/Plate that drains the oil to help keep your Food crunchy longer.
No more concrete or sand! Easily install vinyl water fence with rain catcher. Collect usable water while allowing ice expansion in winter.
"That's what she said" game
Self Stirring Pot
Pot lickers: these are soft plastic wraps that cover plant planters to change the look of the planter for a celebration,season or new decor.
A hands free jogging stroller. A stroller that you can go jogging with without the hassle of holding on to it.
Adhesive Humidity labels (RH)
an oil filter removal wrench that turns and tightens from a handle under the clamping portion of the tool
smart phone fresnel
Self-Measuring Tape
Imagine a Dual 12" to 17" Cast Iron or Teflon Breakfast Skillet w/ two cooking sections! cook two items at the same time!
A bag for bikes, belts, and shoulders! Bring it along wherever you go, its versatile and stylish!
Open Safe
A Cool Quirky Inventors Kit. Could be for one or more family members. They could purchase online or in stores.
RESUBMIT: Clip-on USB Powered Speakers with Built in Flex Adjustable LED Lighting for Laptops and/or PC's.(Note: Only Left Side Depicted
Rubber/Gel grips with magnets in them and magnet bar to help store kitchen utensils. Use existing utensils and hang them wherever you want
Suffering from Mary Poppins, clutterful purse syndrome?
Poppit Mega Melon
Toy Belt: a velcro belt for children which has several retractable plastic or fabric "caribeeners" attached to hold toys.
QUIRKY APP
It is a cover made of a metal that covers a gas stove top. You would put it on your gas stove to mimic the electric stove with a flat top.
folding bathtub
natural mosquito trapper
Tupperware that has a dry erase outer surface. As you reuse, you can write/erase on the outside the contents and the date to throw out.
This is a safe, clean, and easy to use Lever-style Apple Corer.
Show support for the environment with 'EnV' T-shirt that says... 'GREEN WITH EnV -- Green with the Environment. Front side: Green With EnV
A walking cane with grabber.
Easy Call
Retractable USB socket hub for cars
Everyone uses tablecloths indoors and outdoors. Form fitting tablecloth would help you set up your get togethers in no time.
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The Perfect Shopping Purse. Purse That Accommodates All The Needs Of A Shopper. Cup Holder, Easy Access To Wallet/Phone/Hand Sanitizer.
Proximity device for small electronics.
NEVER LOSE A CELL PHONE AGAIN-Your wristband beeps when phone is more than 10 feet away-can adjust range! Great for children that wander!
Kitchen cabinet banana hanger.
Spraying Butter
The Ticket Treasury
Slightly upgraded box fan. Add a filter for cleaner air. Slightly smaller openings to keep small kids fingers out of blade area.
Disposable Patio Furniture Cov
Easy socks
Swimming Pool Math Set and Game, Floating signs (-+x/) and numbers in the pool for swimmers/nonswimmers, anyone can have fun learning math.
Bottle tipper. Get every last drop with this decorative stand. Fits all different sizes/types of bottles.
Never carry grocery bags the same way again! An intuitive solution anyone can use.
Space saving Fruit and Veg. Cutting Board/Dish Rack Combinationâ€” a collaboration with simplyinclined.
A "latex/plastic/waterproof/etc" glove that has scuff pads and/or sponge embedded/glued into the disposable/reusable glove fingertips/palms.
Relo
fridgemate
Purgatory Preparation Package
The Phone Pharmacy
TV Remote Light
Pet Collar Flea Collar
NoseFlow
Wear your sunglasses during extreme water sports like surfing. Elastic band that attaches to ANY pair of sunglasses and keeps them safe.
Power Ladder
The BILIAPHONE is headphone project,inspired by the ergonomics of a ball; solving the problem of the speaker that comes off from the ear.
Introducing:the most hygenic, splash-free mens urinal(according to physics).New technological discovery. Men will agree to it's performance!
At a work area and your elbows and/or wrists get bruised and ache from rubbing on the desk? GelBows!
BagLess BackPack,Can Also Use Like Dolly.Carries Virtually Anything. Has unlimited uses both commercial and personal. See Images
I would like to create a iphone/ipod locator case that flashes and beeps when you press the remote on your key chain to help you find it.
USB Power Cord
Dual screen cellphone(front/ back)Flips open and joins together to view larger picture for videos etc. Surf on 1 side answer call on other
Monitor Shelf attached to the back of your monitor for hidden storage. Need a place for that Powerbook, hard drive, powerstrip etc...
PowerHouse
Brosse Ã dents verticale
survival slingbow
A USB controlled device + software to automatically control the charging of a laptop.
Cooking grease! How do I get rid of it? Everything from frying bacon to submerging french fries.Eureka a biodegradable container with a lid
Chief Cooker
A Wobbling Baby Bottle Holder! Are you as tired as I am of cleaning up milk form the bottle spills? We can solve this aged old problem now!
Crates Flat Panel Peg Board - Maximize bathroom storage
Introducing the First Universal Pot &amp; Pan Lid Holder-Lid Holder hangs securely from the lip of a pot/pan allowing upright positioning of lid
The idea is to develop a product to store leftover pizza that is convenient and easy to use. It should keep the pizza fresh and moist.
Quick-dry Laundry Rack
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pet collar devise remote controlled when activated will release an enclosed cord , and owner can get the cord and catch the run away pet
PlugItUp! is a patent-pending toilet bowl cleaning system that allows a user to easily soak the bowl clean and eliminate heavy manual labor.
Smart Cart
Sun Shield
"PinPal" ATM Pin Protection!
K-Cup coffee filter press.
The following idea is to prevent the problem of damaging your sink when shaving.
Tired of missing your mark in the middle of the night? The battery operated motion activated illuminating tissue box cover will solve it.
Retractable Headphone case for Phones and Music Devices headphones that disappear into a case and are usable at anytime.
Pince Bouteille
The Brain Wave Controlled Computer would be a computer uses brain wave to function via headband or headset instead of a keyboard and mouse
ARTIFICIAL MOUNTAIN, WATER.
Lemon Acid Soap
A hard soap in a plastic deoderant container. It's that simple.
Wall clock with usb entry that you can change any moment the background board behind the pointeres'there is option to add audio/sound/
Portable rechargeable headlights for a push mower, rototiller, boat, car, truck or farm vehicle.
plate or bowl combo
A small batter supplied slip over the edge of the eyeglasses arms that would beep or buzz when you press a button to find the eyeglasses .
To make the most versatile,durable,sturdy,high quality and perhaps the last lunch bag that you will ever buy.
A totally portable elevated stand for hunters. A decked out, camoflaged scissor lift or boom lift that could be pulled to an exact location.
Universal Charging Table
(Re)Heat food IN THE OVEN ON YOUR PLATE. Made like silicone BAKE-WARE (Cookie Keeper's trays), this DINNER-WARE eliminates the baking
sheet
PEGBOARD JEWELRY HOLDER
Install a transmitter in your hand bag, have a receiver on a wrist band. Wrist band buzzes U when you forget to pickup your bag when leaving
A flashlight that lights up two directions at the same time and can split in two. Note: didn't realise Quirky had Lumi... pays to check
Device that will hold multiple sizes of Trash bags and doesn't require using a garbage can.
A lug nut wrench with a movable light in the center that can swivel depending on the lug size you need.
A tool much like a " Golf Spike replacement tool", to assist in snapping buttons on canvas.
Every have problems flipping your food in your frying pan? With this you can flip like a pro and not worry about the mess
Heating pads are great for a pulled muscle but so hard to keep in place. My idea is a light weight heating vest you can wear.
APP ENABLED STEREO HEARINGS.
Breath Water, its water that freshens your breath. Need gum or a mint? thirsty too? Want fresh breath and hydration...BREATH WATER
snowbroom
Sassy's Magnetic Wreath. A two sided, reversible, magnetic wreath that comes with bows and magnetic attachments. You choose the attachments.
RESUBMIT-Grocery Backpack! Keep everything cold as you walk back home! (Paulette Jaques)
Magic Pencils Eraser
Fabrication Template
Night table lamp that holds everything you need by your bed in 1 tidy unit.
Pierced Ear and Pierced Naval Cleaner - Simple and easy way to clean your pierced ears and navals.
This idea is a relaxation device that gives you all the benefits of meditation and overall health, eliminateing stress from your daily lives
A(Pop Out Cup Holder Cooler) that has Pop Out Cup/Can/Bottle Holders on the side not on the top That Pop out like in Minivans.
Resubmit from 4 months ago)Inflatable cups and bowls for camping or hiking. Space saving.
RECOVALERTJewelry-A Special Line ofNecklaces,Watches,Anklets&amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin"Prompting QuickRecovery
ofPEOPLE
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FASHIONABLE FLOTATION CLOTHING! T-shirts,short pants, arm/wrist bands, belts swim trunks etc. that help you float during a water emergency.
Nom, Nom, Nom! Cookie Dough PASTA for Stir Fry! Serve with a Scoop of Ice Cream and a Swirl of Hot Fudge Topping! A New and Tasty Treat!
Lightning Fabric Charging Cord
Sports armband water bladder
Luggage Cart Maximizer
2 finger spray cap for paint, household products,etc. After spraying for a short while fingers get weak. The TFC1 tm By M La Voie
smartpad laptop
camÃ©ra pour motard
DVD/CD Stand Display Decoratio
An extension cord for home/industrial use. Ext. cord has an outlet grouping which can separate and extend further with self retraction back.
Texting disabler
Solar charging case for iPhone and iPod touch.It charges your iphone/iPod on the go and protects it as well.No messy charger wires anymore!
Wity is a card-shaped smart phone stand.wity has exactly same size as the ordinary credit card, making it effortless to carry it around.
Sportsfans4sportsfansw/neckstring/w teamlogo,colors or players.from hi-school 2 collage 2 pro lite wt w/intermittent L.e.d.&amp;audio
back wash brush
It is a fire extinguishing device. After market product that lies across an engine in case of fire. Device burns &amp; chemicals drop on fire.
Easy Sheet
Take an ordinary cell signal blocker with 10 foot radius and have it activate and deactivate with a simple code only I (or owner of car)know
Game Changers Soft Strap
Clean Sample is a way to try as many real paint samples as it takes to find that perfect color right on your wall without paint on your wall
Recycling grass bag
Pitch Perfect
VertaBin concept for office supplies or crafts. Small tabletop organizer.(Paulette Jaques) **I do not expect full influence**
Safety Audio cord/cable/wire
Disposable Toilet Doilies placed around the base of toilets, will keep bathrooms cleaner, protect floors, reduce germs and nasty odors.
Door Buddy.
Dont loose the catch of a lifetime. A quadruple or treble hook that is spring loaded and flares out when the fish bites the bait.
Combination table leveler/ floor and surface protector
A fashion accessory but not only a fashion accessory but also a school tool. This design will be a wristband but can also a pencil sharpener
Transportable dishwashing machine that fits in your sink. Goodbye prune fingers, gross dishes and nasty sponges I have to touch.
Shrub Jug
baby barf rag plush over waterproff for dressed up moms silver/gold pinstripes rosettes in corners.other colors optional
Truly Modular PC for $150. A simple to build DIY computer.
Sink Tools Organizer
Ice and cramped freezers don't mix. Let's construct a tray that curls into a cylinder that can be filled with water at the top to store.
"Dip and Drive" ketchup flap
Ball point pen with touchpad stylus tip. There is a hole in the end of the tip for a pen to come out.
SI2P
Sirs; Trucks have their spare tire holder under the bed of the truck. My idea is simple. A shelf, similar to a Slide-Out Keyboard Shelf.
The Dry Reed
Hat Locator
Modular Cake Pop Holder - Ever have the issue of decorating cake pops and no where to put them. Can be used to store and transport easy!
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I propose a bathroom night light that is motion-activated, turns on gradually, and only emits enough light for a person to see the target.
SAFE SIPS
The Safety Belt
Reminder
Need to control the use of an electrical product? With this product you can take any electrical item with a power cord and limit its use.
A solar powered motor with a universal connector attaches to blinds that opens them when the sun rises and closes them when the sun sets.
Don't struggle pulling the trash out of the trash can. Just easy lift it out with an Easy Lift trash can. No more suction holding you down.
Summer Fun! Recyclable water bottle combined with crushing, caulk gun capabilities equals one kick butt squirt gun.
WASH YOUR BACK! . A 2'x3 square shower curtain attachment with retractable handles emerging from the each side of the mesh cleansing mat.
Visor Up
Awesome folding bike helmet
Compact travel size toilet seat for toddlers with retractable legs and seat which will hover the child inches above any public toilet
Photo Projection App !
Mirror on your phone
Koozie/Insulated Beer holder on a 12" to 24" flexible arm to provide a wide range of motion. Arm be mounted on a chair or wall
Our lamp will never fall down and despite your attempts to drop it, it will surely get up.
My idea is to have windshield wipers pump out the fluid from the actual arm of the wiper so that it spreads evenly over the entire area.
toilet stop
Boxer underwear with a pocket on the outside to hold a condom. This would stop the search and recovery of your wallet in the dark.
Airbag Solo
CPAP / BIPAP sleep medical equipment is unsightly and takes up room on a bed stand. No more medical equipment in view.
Hotdog/Marshmallow poker
WIRELESS,BEAM TRACKBALL FINGER MOUSE! A convenient mouse that is highly effective and helps those with Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.
iTrim! The idea is simple it's a beard trimmer that fits on the bottom of your iPhone. Never have to charge a portable trimmer ever again!
A workout skirt that has NO built-in boy shorts underneath.
Outlet Re-locator: This is a resubmit
The vagabond, backpacker, corporate jetsetter, and vacationer. What if you could save space instantly, with a simple solution? Compression.
The Easy Christmas Tree has limbs/leaves/needles that all retract back into the tree trunk itself. Easy setup, take down, and SAVES SPACE.
Music traveler
Do you color your hair? must see VIDEO **VICKY LAURSEN**
The Wet Willy!! stick a wet finger in your friends ear!! watch everyone laugh, great fun for all ages, other apendages available too! joke
Dryer Heat Recycler Bag!
Solar powered blender
A simple contraption to keep my shirt tails tucked in.
Keep multiple username/password info in a safe and accessible small 1" X 4" memory stick that clips on keychain, fits into purse or wallet.
Tired of the same old bathroom pedestal sinks? Then make your bathroom come alive with these animal shaped pedestal sinks.
Brand idea
When diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes This diabetes tackle box allows you to leave the hospital with everything you will need for 30 days.
STOP DRIPPING ON YOUR TABLEWARE AND EVERYWHERE WHEN YOU USE THE SOUP SPOON!
Saving Water Easily
Heated and cooled child seat insert. Every Child up to 70lbs is required to use a child seat. In summer they are too hot winter too cold.
A product to keep a batters back foot from moving. Step into the pitch keeping back foot planted. Basic fundamentals at an early age.
Bug Repellent fabric softener
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Device Locator
An ANTI-CONDENSATION sleeve for glasses and portable bottles.
Solar Power Lamp Post with a wrap around Flower Basket. no electrician needed.The glow of the light will illuminate the flowers at nite.
poigne ergonomique tablette
Automatic Relining Trash Can
Snowpack Defender
Got cold feet? Literally--My feet are always freezing and I would love to have something to put under my desk to warm them up.
Sport Bottle Lid Storage
KleerDash - Powered GPS Dash Mount, No Hanging Wires! Also holds a variety of hand held devices. Removable Rechargeable Battery!
Stop Phone Use Device (
A laundry basket with wheels and a retractable handle to pull it
Introducing the "Plumbsie" the undershirt for professional tradesmen that eliminates plumber's crack.
Hand Pedaled Jogging Stroller... A total body workout for parents with tots in tow.
This simple device will make your driving more comfortable,possibly your desk chair and any area where you rest your elbows to work or play.
Echequier electronique wifi
Smart Hand Puppets
Privacy Clip
Majic Button
Split stick mini
!!! An Inventor's I.Q. - Trivia Game **VICKY LAURSEN**
NFL Ceiling Fans
Digital touch screen calendar
Litter Box Ledge
Portable Ethernet Cable
Resubmit/Redesign Swimmers goggles with ear plugs and nose clip/plugs attached. All in one set. No need to search for plugs. Straps included
Shelf-Help
Computer camera follows your movements.No need to sit directly in front of computer.Put camera on computer,wear tracking button/microphone
FUTURE ISLAND sm
THE BALANCE PUSH-UP DEVICE
Under carriage ramp kit. Adjustable width ramps lock into place allowing you to load anything from a dolly to a four wheeler.
TV remote speaker
A smart grocery list. A small touch screen tablet that keeps invetory of household goods. Syncs to smartphones to upload the grocery list.
play drums or guitar easy
On Track Apps
Le bandeau RELAX
pivot power 3d
Who likes windshield frost? It's a recurring inconvenience we all deal with in the morning after getting in the car. Eliminate it now!
Quirky r making light up wall decals.I want cool skin/decal 4 my laptop/Ipad/Iphone that lights up/glows/hologram moves/responds 2 music/3D
NEVER LOSE SOCKS AGAIN! An all-in-one washable/dryable mesh bag that hangs on the door with zippered pockets to keep your socks together.
Let's make a combo lapdesk/laptop case, with built in storage! Folds out for resting on armchairs, folds in for easy carrying or knapsack.
Solar Light Fixtures
Square Paint
A combined laundry storage and transportation vessel allows this continuous domestic process to be quicker and neater.
Laptop Eye Patch prevent someone from accessing your laptop camera. a clip with different lenses that slides across.
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finder
Text arrest
All in one sliding measuring cup!
Take eco friendly bike generators to the next level - using human energy to solve an energy crisis and solicit good health as well.
The "U-ROD" IS FINALLY HERE!!!-CURVED SHOWER ROD SUPPORT
Cahier de Maison
USB to 110V Adapter rechargeable battery. Has the shape of a fuse that screws into a fusebox. Allows household items to operate wirelessly.
Real time adaptive, environmentally and communally connected and aware watering systems for all types of Lawns and Gardens.
Power Adapter for all iproduct
Personalized Phrase Changing Affirmation Bracelet-A decorative bracelet that you can personalize as you wish, when you wish.
Kids scared of the Boogy Man? Get a can of Boogy Man Away spray! A glow in the dark, non-toxic, non staining spray.
Musical Pulsars - Blink To Music They "Hear" or To iTunes. Attach to Clothing, Hair, Shoes, Bags, Phones, Walls, Control with iDevice
Introducing a cup that you can record and erase your name so you never forget what cup is yours.These will be a hit at any party.Please read
My idea is for a glass water filter pitcher, one that would break down into 3 pieces (4 counting the filter) for washing.
ITEM: Hemodialysis Wand Holder PURPOSE: Reduce contamination, improve cleanliness, storge unit USAGE: Worldwide MATERIALS: Plastic
CLUB CONTROL
Suction Cup Silicone Sleeve for Pens or Pencils
An all in one electric desert maker, with changeable baking plates/molds. You would be able to snap out the baking plates and change designs
Pen &amp; Note Key Ring
laptop holder for truck drivers
Hand mixer attachment kit (whisk, dough mixer, etc) made specifically for the power drill.
Hidden Earring Holder
Automatic water saving device for the shower that attaches between an existing water outlet downspout pipe and existing shower head.
PASSING WAVES
laser distance meter for Phone
Efficient Tool Tote
A bicycle helmet that lights up with LED lights. The main purpose is to increase the safety of the helmet by making the rider visible.
An AM/FM radio for the home that has preset buttons just like in your car.
Pencil sharpening cup
4 in 1 cell phone CASE
After fighting ants for years that were getting in my humming bird feeder I figured out how to block them, and they quit trying and go away.
Fly Away
RE-VISION
MULTI-HPH is a 3-way mixer headphone: your own voice and two aux-in. One device need no cables, more, can be set up for intercommunication.
Sippy cap forgot your kids sippy cup at home slap on a sippy cap to any store bought bottle of water and don't worry about spilling it.
(((Resubmit - 222 votes))) Salt and pepper shakers with interchangeable caps and bottoms. (Video inside)
RESUBMIT) Lock box for your Beach Umbrella! Secure all your valuables. Money-Phone-Keys -Ect. Clips and locks onto your beach umbrella
A broiling pan where I can easily turn my chicken/chops/ribs over all at once.Two broiling pan "tops" latch together to flip food over &amp;cook
A pen sized signaler uses fiber optics, ophthalmologist selected LEDs for night, any weather,alert police,hail cabs,signal danger. WANT ONE?
Shower wall back scrub
Sexy Snap.
Heat Nana
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Quik Clean Glove
HandsFree Retracting Dog Leash
Cant find a tissue while driving? Are you wiping your boogers off while you drive because your tissue box is unreachable? Say no more.
PencilCube
Relax with a view. Our adjustable "chaise lounge jack" raises your lounge chair just high enough to outmaneuver that pesky deck railing.
multi-unit tablet pc docking/charging station and organizor. A CD tower looking device where you slide your tablet PCs it charges them all.
A simple, Quirky shaped, magnetic, rotating sign that tells you if the dishes in your dishwasher are clean or dirty. Never be unsure again
How about a cleaner way to eat your food in the car on the run? The Car Caddy allows you to drive safer with a stationary food tray
ilight
Wall Plugin Lava Lamp Speaker
reinventing the way you wash down walls. reinventing the swiffer so it can be used on walls instead of a bucket of cleaner &amp; rags.
Tired of grabbing multiple items to bath/shower when traveling. Here's the Scrubbie good for on the go, outdoors and your own bathroom
Sentences in a book/nook had a "touch-code" to allow different voice or dialects ( like an Irish accent reading a St. Patrick's Day book) .
Cat-Sized Airbed
Round Ball Patio Lighting
No more"DROPPED CALLS"..literally! The ring grip phone case helps hold your calls.It doubles as a stand for table top viewing convenience.
DawggieGoPak
A fully plastic belt for clearing through airport security checkpoints
Pumpkin Holidays
Queue
Wheel driven razor
stool or bar chair
Non Extended Fire Ladder Vehic
Pizza Cutter and Serving Slice
iFinder
The magic rod!!!
Magnetic earbuds holder
Tinkle Tunes
Allows plastic handled supermarket totes to be used as household refuse receptacle &amp; attaches in a non-permanent fashion to kitchen drawers.
Foot Operated Sprinkler
Paperless Receipt App
Ranch House Extend a Rake
REUSABLE BATTERY JUMPING UNIT
EASY MODELS MATERIAL
Spin with assurance. No more tipping cereal boxes. Space-saving pie-shaped storage bins organize Lazy Susan shelves better than rectangular.
We put a new spin on an old game called Kick the Can. Except our can is oversized, soft and for all ages.
Magnetic Hair Stopper for shower drain.Won't rust or collect molds,easy clean-up.Stik n attach to any stainless steel drain.
Make your own Scented Window Clings!
A hard-shell Iphone case with built in speaker amplifiers &amp; sturdy pop-out prop to hold phone up in varying angles of landscape position
Helium soft drinks
Massage Mat
hello all a hookah lighter thats electric, can last more than 40 minutes, a dia of 1.5-2" , HT of 2-3", temp needed 200 degrees F. portable
Pot-o-matic
This unit will call someone for help. It has NO monthly fee, and there is only a 5 cent charge for each call made. It's Indestructible.
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Excellent gift, for all who spends much time at the computer.
Time to replace those silly strings and silicon wristbands. Wear STREET SIGNS accessories, CAUTION, ONE WAY, STOP, ETC... SIGNS to express.
Flexible Sun Shades
Rubber ball stool...
Usually kids have their own bathroom &amp; have a theme like Cars, or favorite team. Restaurants could have their logo on the toilet handles.
A novelty item that adds a little comedy/fun to the bathroom. Flush the toilet--and get applause (or other sound effects). Configurable.
Telescoping Kitchen Step Stool that Folds Completely Flat.. Less Storage space needed. Stores easy.. Simple Simple..
This Baking Pan Comes With "Both" a Regular Rack and a Small Screen Rack for a Variety of Appetizers, Fish, Etc. Separates Food From Grease
Lotion bottles the consumer can't obtain all the product of the lotion when it gets low. I want to submit having a bottom opening to get all
Freebak lunchbox Food safe
Quick-Message Wi-Fi by Quirky
A disinfectant "bomb." It would work much like an anti-bug bomb or fogger, but would spray disinfectant over your surfaces to sanitize!
Mugmate
Know your surgeon.
Raking leaves is hard but bagging them is worse. This device makes it a breeze to transfer leaves from ground to bag.
Smart Wrapper
Do you have a laptop computer? Do you use those big bulky fans. Not anymore! Laptop computer USB PADS. Keep it Portable Cool.. 1/8 space
Clean &amp; Free
Vacuum/Pressure Storage Unit
A multi layered fabric pet bed top that crisscrosses allowing the pet to burrow and get warm and cozy.
Make compression T-shirts for men even better by adding chest enhancers for the pecs (chest). Look better in clothes - feel more confident.
POP Cover Stand â˜…
Outlet/Light Swith Illuminator
Skype Crystal Ball
Text an appliance to start up while you're at work, in bed, or on vacation! It's just as easy as having a clapper for lights!
Tired of not knowing how hard the driver in front of you is braking? The Pressure Sensitive Braking System (PSBS) ends this worry forever.
a easy conveyor for your attic. instead of the steep stairs, so treacherous, you can easily put the stuff you don't want away fast.
3 in 1 Baby Jump Suit
CleanFlush
Chip Bowls for Home/Tailgate Parties in the shapes of your favorite team's Stadium - Soldier Field, Notre Dame Stadium, Wrigley Field, etc.
RCS
Revolutionize your game of basketball at home with your very own score board backboard!
"Rejuvewick" The Wick Scooper!
The great convenience of this product is relevant to the fact, that the safety features, valiantly out weighs them.
A cord clamp. My idea would be to create an anchored clamp for any cord size.
Stay fit headphones
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. Lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out. Includes ice chamber!
Men, have you ever spilt something on your tie and now you have to take it to the cleaners? How about cleaning at home with the "TIEdy up"
Trunk Knob
Plastic disposal measurement cups. Sold in different sizes and quantity per pack. Similar to the plastic cup we use for drinking.
It's frustrating for a crutch user to manage them. My device keeps the crutches together so the user can focus on other things. Like walking
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FLATIRON: Crease free clothes
USB Hub Hideout
Spiderpad
Be all/End all Cabinet Child Lock. This lock will eliminate the need to put new holes in your cabintes when installing child locks/catches.
A Mini Mirror Scraper for use on your driver's side mirror on cold mornings. Works where larger scrapers do not and is easily accessible.
An emergency USB battery charger using shake power...
"Troika"
I refer to my product as "wire circles." It is simple spooling of excess wires similar to those found behind most computers.
A genius idea that'l change the way you dunk, its a draining container. holds biscuit or cake then dunks into cups. Drain, pop tray and eat!
Vacuum wand secure sleeve
Brite Ride
Spatu-poke
Do you love chips on your sandwhiches? How about a sandwhich size chip that you put on your sandwhich, just as you would a piece of cheese.
The EZ Flow Penetrating Scalp Brush Brush has flow of air from the brush handle that pushes contents into the cylinder of the brush
Doggie wind blower
DOWN WITH FLAT SODA ! ELIMINATE MESSY SODA SPILLS ! WITH A REUSABLE SCREW ON SODA SIPHON THE KIND THAT WAS USED
ON THE OLD TIME SELTZER.
I call it a double dock
a dog bowl that screws into the ground. DOG WILL NEVER TURN OVER WATER OR FOOD AGAIN!!!!
Magnetic Tackits - Use Tackit Magnetic Pins on your fridge or other metal surfaces
Haloo - mobile device
Water jug multiple spigot
Mini BBQ set for traveler. Combination of mini stake, sliders and porter.
iBookMark (ThinkTank)
Collapsible Towel Holder
"Mr Cuban Coffee"
The Heater Massaging Floor Mat = keeping feet and body warm coming out of the shower, massaging and revitalizing your feet and legs at work.
car cover for winter, so you don't have to clean snow or ice on car. Cover should be like slippery so snow will not stick.
"Meet the Farties"
Your little darlings always running off with your Zune or iPhone and you can't find it?Find it again with an echo-locator protection case!
Academic Papertrail
These space-saving canisters get baking ingredients off your countertop, and dispense precisely measured amounts at the push of a button.
A NEW EFFICIENT DUSTER FOR VACUUM CLEANERS The Duster that cleans the dust from light objects and from the surrounding environment
What about a station in the mall, Walmart, etc. that you can fully charge your phone, for a small fee. We all need a jumpstart now and then.
periscope pour mobile tablette
A mobile-milker, if you will! A breast pump IN a bra!
NEVER lose your cell phone under the bed again!!!
Create an App that makes cell phone screens turn their color to that of a shiny surface to become a mirror! Abe Simantob
Do you have smelly hats? What if you can deodorize your hat while wearing it and keep it fresh using an odor eating, fragrant, fabric tape!
AUTOMATIC CELL PHONE DEACTIVATION SENSOR which automatically activates while a vehicle starts specifically designed for safety while driving
Many people who watch 3D movies cannot watch them for a long period of time. Looking at 3D cause headaches, dizziness, and sickness
Extend the life of fresh cut flower arrangments. Device filters water in arrangment, supplys nutrients, and eases changing of water.
DVD player that has a button to removes/beep out profanity and adult language, giving the Parents back the Parental Guidance - PG ability.
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A small iPhone/iPod charging/speaker system specifically designed for the bathroom or kitchen plugs.
A Iphone charger you can shake then connect to the phone to give it a quick charge if it dies again a couple of quick shakes and it charges
Dogs are like children to a lot of people... Let's mark the memorable moments in our dogs life with a CHARM COLLAR
Baby Bottle Dishwasher
Refrigerator Drawers Left Open
House Mop Slipper
Cabinet Holder
Re-usable bag with handles to transport a christmas tree into the house (and back outside) without getting pine needles all over the house.
Bike C02 Canister w/pressure
RE-SUBMIT Your shampoo and conditioner in one container. Just flip the top to open and turn. Save space, save time, save confusion!
Easy Clean Fishbowl - saving lives one fish at a time!
Medication Reminder Watch
The Toppy is a small pad that adheres to the bottom of a box of baby wipes to assist a mom while breast or bottle feeding an infant.
Reflux Rid Baby Crib
super glue self defense spray
Ice Skating Training Blades - Easy install! - Adjustable! (ScottJ)
(USE CASES PROVIDED) Travel Tray...converts to a TV, Laptop or iPad tray. Unique design allows use in/out of the car for kids and adults.
holder
helmet foam
Heated Outdoor Patio Rug
Feet Walking
Sweep + Curve = "SWURVE" A brush that curves depending on the situation facilitating better collection of dirt with an attached mini brush
Do not take your eye off the ROAD. 180Â° view of your surroundings.
Driver &amp; Passenger Controlled Exterior Vehicle Air Bags
Smartphone Rear View Cam
Rotator.
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet on the Pivot Power 2!
FINGER TIP TOOTHBRUSH
Cat Corners - to protect furniture from cat scratches. Longer lasting life for your furniture and better alternative to declawing your cat.
Know when it's time to add salt to your water softener.
Xtend--the paint sponge that goes behind toilets, stoves and refrigerators, without having to move the appliances!
Want a collage for pictures but they don't match, you want it vertical it's horizontal buy the new Magnetic Interchangeable Frames
Let the Christmas Tree Auto-Watering system solve the problems of keeping water in your Christmas tree stand without spilling or crawling.
Straw Cover Sip/Cap
paint wrap
Do you have a smart-phone? This may be for you!
Collapsible Baby Seat for Bike
Wikon
Almost everyone use their finger to dig their nose clean. Using water to clean your nose is difficult- my product is designed to clean nose!
Les MÃ©li MÃ©lo
Teach correct baseball/softball swinging mechanics with this great teaching aid for coaches and parents.
"RAVE" Black Light Phone Case!
SAFETY LIGHT
Keep Your Drinks Cold Longer with the Twist On Freezer Insert! Great for hot days! Glows at night!
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No hole celling lamp
Save time, accurately measure 1.5oz to wash every load, &amp; eliminate the mess by using a laundry detergent dispenser.
A smart phone app that coordinates and suggests combinations for your outfits, based on weather, occasions and holidays. Links with stores.
Low frequency alarm clock with light show. Many people have hearing loss or just have trouble getting up. My Clock will do the trick...
www.lifehacks.com
2X4 Framing Clamp
There is nothing like this listen to your music as loud as you want and keep out deafening back ground noise safety ear plug music buds
Foot Saver
Knifies, cordies like product that organizes and reduces the risk of injury by knives laying around.
The U latch
Every iPad user knows that feeling of horror when you drop it. Stop the drop with ShoulderIT.
Secure your stuff in your Car. Seat belt secure a box that holds your kids stuff, groceries, your mess.
Unicus - one wheeler
I want to design a hearing / eye protection that will allow me to use my Ipod or cellphone earbuds while im doing yard work.
FaceMask Fashions
A retractable canopy that covers a patients head on an ambulance stretcher for protection from rain and privacy.
BEACH UMBRELLA TABLE that holds any beach umbrella in the wind.Keeps your drinks,keys,wallet,suntan lotion,sunglasses,food off the sand.
Fire Fighting Figurines
Playing off the popularity of the "Pet Rock" from the 70's... my idea is the "Pet Pebble". A smaller version geared towards kids.
calender clock
***PLEASE CONSIDER! This is a wallet w/ velcro release for the ID. No longer do people have to struggle taking their ID out of their wallet!
Personalized Helmet shaped Hair cutter &amp; groomer which is adjustable and cutomizable through software.
helicoptere
a wireless vest that connects to PS3, Xbox360, and wii. the vest works with shooting games and vibrates when you get shot or die.
Never Lose Your Keys Again with The Magnetic Light Switch Plate! [Working Prototype] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Retractable USB Hub for Your Car - Easily Distribute Power to Multiple Devices at Once - When Finished Cables Disappear
Point Pockets
A Serious Shepherd Hook
Hate snow getting in your car when you open the door to get your snow brush? Me too! I've made a rack to hold my snowbrush outside the car.
a device for slicing an entire can of jellied crnberry at one time with no mess and even sclices
Imagine, a simple device for your automobile, voice activated to track your miles for reimbursement or a tax deduction from the IRS?
UNSNUG-A-LUG, The Flat Tire Changing Savior! Trying to change a tire but can't get a lug nut off? Here's an affordable, simple solution!
Attractive, Washable, Reusable, Removeable Microwave Liner Large market, easy to make, and inexpensive!
App-Enabled Door
TaT illusions
The average household has multiple remotes nowadays. My idea is to create a holder that will hold these remotes and video game controllers.
no more eye glasses
Idea keeps the heat or air cond.in the front of vehicle. Clear plastic lets you to see out rear mirror and helps front heat/cool faster.
The Buckle BuddieÂ© a true hands free wallet, an innovative, sleek, compact, versatile, and inconspicuous little belt buckle.
OUCH DADDY!! My Daughter wants Quirky to make a NO PULL HAIR ELASTIC
Every 1 Second 4 Cans of Spam are Sold. The Spam Extractor Makes Getting Spam Out of the Can a Breeze. The Spam Slicer Works Perfect. Re-Sub
SOOZERS... Scissors are like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers/SOOZERS are ALWAYS
THERE/HANDY.
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Bamboo balance bikes for toddlers and young kids! No pedals help to focus on balancing which makes advancing to a regular bike easy! GREEN!
tired of having a wet towel every morning with the towel clip grip you can easily hang and dry your towel on the the shower curtain pole.
Insulated pouch
Night time driving glasses.Mostly clear but with the upper left corners darkened gradually.A slight turn could block oncoming headlights.
A more efficient way to prepare mashed potatoes. No peeling required.
Tweenies
Handee wash
I built a skating aide -skateraide to help my son skate on ice w/o my help. I made more skateraides for friends so they could skate together
i'd rather not expose my idea any more.
Tired of dragging around an extension cord for multiple hardware needs - try this retractable rechargeable USB and laptop outlet "button".
Footwear with inbuilt digital weighing machines
ROO-TOTE--IT HAS POUCHES! Introducing the next generation of cosmetic, travel and shaving kit carriers!
Don't waste paper! Use line extension to Precise that applies similar technology to the toilet roll. Due props to Gideon, the orig ideator.
Get rid of the shower rod and its rings with an Automatic Retractable shower curtain.
The idea that we are working on to is to invent a cover that would go across your shopping cart at the local grocery store to prevent germs.
Smart phone hand handle (Strap behind the phone)
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" &amp; 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
SAY GOODBYE TO BULKY KEYCHAINS! INTRODUCING "MYKEY". NO KEYS'S TO POKE YOU WHILE REACHING IN YOUR BAG, NO
SCRATCHES ON PHONES.HOLDS 4-6 KEYS
Phone Sensored Light.
Glass Pot Lid Holder
Magnetic nozzle
Glow Pole
Engineering toys that are specifically marketed to young girls. Think KNex in Pink. You can build your own unicorn.
Power Brush
Forever Shine
Desktop Board Utilities For Mac Users or PC,optimize the access for connections (USB, Memory reader, audio) bonus light to keyboard only
The perfect steak
The ReWind Tool Box puts an end to hair styling tool cords having their way with the bathroom counter.
Foldable Indoor/Outdoor Superman Swing for kids.
One of my biggest frustrations is trying to read menus in dimly lit restaurants which leads to my idea of a menu illuminator/magnifier.
hover bike
A Potted Plant's Replanting System, For A Healthy Replant. It Protects Your Plant. The Soil Is Kept In Place Around The Roots Of The Plant.
"The Party Plunger"
Fishing Bait Gun Launcher
Vac Adapt
RE-HEEL
A tape measure but with string! Measure then wind it back in, or cut it and use the string as a guide. Has digital readout-great for corners
lawn mower drink holder
Cowboy Traders Beware
We have an innovative one of a kind, new retail product, FREEZE-GRIP. It is a holder for a 'FREEZIE' and other frozen tube treats.
A plastic film to attach to the window of your oven door, to hide the stains that form in between the glass that you cannot get to.
TRAY. BEVELED SO THAT THE GLASS , BOWL ,FORK,KNIFE AND PLATE DO NOT MOVE
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A Trampoline assembly tool which painlessly reduces the number of people required to assemble a standard trampoline, from two to one.
Construction injuries due to blind spot on hard hat. Re Invent the hard hat it's a serious problem with the hard hat design. Please comment
Don't like the hassle that comes with painting a room in the house? Try Paint Panels, the square panels with your choice color and be amazed
The Energy Shell
I would like to make oral hygiene faster and more effective.
2 in 1 finger/toenail clipper
bicycle phone charger
Zombie training target that will move, until the vital zones are shot. It is the upper torso of a person with pressure switches. Video
The Lily Feeder
My idea is to improve the distance an electric vehicle can travel by installing high output alternators to the axle shafts
My idea is to hang the gps from the rear view mirror with clear rubber bands. It is a lot closer to the driver and easy to see. It works.
Stop bullying now! I propose the creation of an anti-bullying audio/video recording device worn by our kids in the form of a neck piece.
Bathroom cleaning made easy.
DIY Tiny Containers
Regular old plastic pitcher divided into 2 sections. 2 kinds of drinks in one container.
100 votes!

A STANDUP DESK ATTACHMENT because sitting down all the time is not good for us,standing at your computer is healthier

The Sticky Lint Glove - the most hand-y way to pick up dust and lint, and clean-up is as easy as washing your hands
Flashing LED dog collar.
Ever sit on a cold car seat? Then you need HOT SEAT! A heating pad, to enhance your driving experience. Never sit on a cold seat again.
Impact resistant, waterproof leather purse/brief case for ALL electronic tablets devices, IPADS, mobile phones, credit cards, and currency.
Instant balloon animals and shapes. Just pump them up and no twisting needed. The next big thing for kids, watch out silly bands!
Bed in a bag with split sheets, blanket and bedspread or quilt.Never loose your covers when they want them on and you want them off!
Clear Version Of Defender
Quick BibÂ® Clothing Protector
Track on Track
Tired of damaged mail boxes due to traffic,road work,farm equipment,or vandals? Or just trying to find a mount to FIT under a new mail box?
You ever try to use a garbage bag on a windy day? It is truly awful! Here is the Baggin Bucket which allows any garbage bag to stay open!!!!
BandBar
The bobble wet floor sign. Prevent falls and slips.
Microwave Steam Cleaning Bag
An inductive mat that will be used for the miniature Christmas villages, replacing all of the cords that are required for the house lights.
security sling
automatic toothpaste dispenser.
A toothbrush for cats with a smaller head &amp; slim designed that will easily slip under the cheek area allowing easy access to all the teeth.
Stackable rechargeable LED lights. Take them wherever you may need light (reading, outdoors &amp; power outages) or stack together as 1 unit
Checkmate bedbug annihilator
Spotlight Iron
DVD Movie Tree
Multi-Console Gaming Remote Charger Dock: Charge PS3, Xbox360, and Wii controllers together
velcro tennis shoes
Beer Box Bottle Opener
Connect
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Tweezers have been around for 3,000 years without much change and they've been pretty good. Now there is a change and it's a lot better.
A hot knife can cut through anything faster, why not build a lighter that can slip onto the base of a knife? Flames run over the blade
Traffic-Light Heat Sensor
Alarm clock slippers! This invention will require you to put on the slippers and take a set number of steps before the alarm shuts off.
Go travel
invisible friends tm
Stop wondering if you remembered to shut the garage door
A RECYCLING CRATE with individual containers that makes sorting, storing, transporting, and disposing of recyclable materials easier.
The idea is a frame with a net that fits in front of the pool skimmer inlet, so hands do not have to reach into the skimmer basket.
eyeglass flair, replace lost or unattractive screws for eyeglasses with a decorative pin for function and added design and uniqueness.
Ouch! this is what happened to my dad when he stepped on a sewing pin. Introducing sewing pin magnets. No more poking pins. Barbra
Love the feel of sand between your toes but not in your snacks, water bottle or cell?
Floating Cat Shelf with interchangeable carpet covers (video
Simply rotate for layered cake
Ladies if you plan on getting breast implants you'll need The Bossom Buddy .for your Post surgery Comfort.In The Healing Process.
Electronic dog protection
Finally, an easy way to remove those Christmas tree light bulbs without having to twist or pull! No worries about breaking the bulb off!
Smart phone food thermometer
X cord
Double curved shower curtain rod - more room to shower and facilitates drying of the curtain.
Card wire
The Perfect Pairing
Never look for a table or chair again. Keep your iPhone safe and within easy reach while you're charging it
GADGET TO JOIN PLASTIC BAGS
Korner Klip
How a bout a silicone/rubber cover that has finger sleeves or loop for iphones, smart phones and game controllers.
An infant/toddler car seat that swivels &amp; locks in place every 90 degrees. this decreases the back strain of putting a child in the car.
Pedal-Power
Make bath time fun for your toddler! TubDivider lets you use only as much water as needed. It is safer, quicker and wastes much less water!
EYEBUY
Solar USB Wall Adapter
Tea,tea,tea
Resubmit! The Charcoal Barbecue Tagine! This is an added bonus to your outdoor cooking experience!!
MultiFrame
Men, finally a urinal screen that prevents the embarrassing Splash Back when urinating.Design flaws in existing screens exacerbate S.B.
Stopper + vine.
NO Rufi
Capaci-charge
Papersaver Roll is to be used on a table at the Dr's office or hospital to save paper. You use ONLY what's needed as needed.
Do you hate painting? My paint holster holds your paint/brush/roller and clips onto your belt for easy dipping of your brush or roller.
Ever tried balancing your laptop, or quickie meal, on your lap at the airport...what if you could turn your carry on into a small table!
i want to invent a box lifter. just slip under a box corner and lift. its safe and give good support.no more trying to find the perfect grip
The Keeper
Retractable office cube door
Iron steam cleaner
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I've Got Happy Feet! Tap Slip-Ons Turn ANY Shoe into a Tap Shoe! Tap Dancing is Fun &amp; Kids Will Get Exercise! Option to Light Up When Tapped
Modular Backpack
Bicycle chain tightener
P.O.M. BAG "Peace of Mind"
My idea is a half or (hair top) wig for women who are bald at the top of their head.
A single plug, split double surge protector, designed to provide power to end tables adjacent to a couch or bed.
Bag Transformer
The Mommycom
Counter Protection Pad
Emergency / Outdoor Hairdryer
Auto electric sign board. Ever pass a truck hauling a load and the tarp is almost ready to blow away... maybe onto another car..crash..
BakSeat
LOOP HOOP
WATER
Travel Coffee Maker
Jeep owners need a thermal barrier between them &amp; the roof.It keeps the heat out,like it does when you put a barrier in your windshield.
Perpetual Birthday Table Cloth. Memories/gifts/guests can be written on the Table Cloth each year creating memories and a great tradition.
Quirky...... Not another log i
The sheet with instructions
Ur drivin ur car before 10AM or after 4PM. Visors rn't gettin it! AH! A handy, flexible, extendible, positionable, sun-sized shade.
NoSearch
Puppy Potty Pouch to catch dog waste. An adjustable pole with a loop on the end to hold a biodegradable dog waste bag.
Rubber Necker
A permanent rainex incorporated into the glass of all vehicle windshields, possessing a deicing component for winter as well.
Shower Clock
App-Enabled Window
A clothes hanger that allows you to hang twice as much; reduces closet clutter and increases space for more clothes!!
Transformer Clip On Tank Skate
masque Ã rasage douceur
Beanie Style Hat with Hole and Slit in Back TITLED: "Bun Ready Hat" or "BunRedi"
Plastic bag or tote carrier with retractable stand. Place stand in shopping cart,hang filled plastic bags on hooks, grab handle to transport
Utensil Holder
"U.V. Toilet Sterilizer" Clip it on, germs be gone!! Light sensor to switch on when the seat is down!
Minimalist Shoe Insoles! These insoles are upward sloping. They give the benefits of minimalist footwear, in any shoe you want.
Stack and Roll will make stacked up chairs to move around easily with no harm to your floors. Stack them and roll them. www.stackandroll.com
This set of lids and caps make it easier for those with arthritis or weakness in thier hands to open and close anything they are on
Camsock
This would be a nylon or linen type cover that goes completely over the bill and rest of a baseball type cap to show any team logo or colors
My idea is to install a shock adsober in a shoe. The energy transfer will reduce the impact on the person wearing the shoes.
Flipit is a fun/easy/convenient 2 in 1 condiments dispenser. Squeeze ketchup on top and just flip-it to get mustard on bottom.
prescription cell phone screen
Toilet Wet Wipes dispenser. A pop up dispenser. Antibacterial, cleaner, fresher! Every Bathroom Must have.
A way to prevent passengers from moving while resting or sleeping in a car. No more sore necks,bumping or sliding around while you rest.
Drywall Assistant
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They sell a band aid tape dispenser, but why don't they sell it with antiseptic? Stamping the tape on will make it easy with 1 hand. Barbra
Key Organizer
EZtracker- Simple wristband with built in gps tracker and clock with time, suitable for children, handicapped, and elderly.
Smart Shoe Rack
end of soup
Pre wet towel
Reading glasses app to assist you when out and about and you forgot to carry around those clunky reading glasses.
The SKRUFF !!! Surf board and skate board hybrid. Surf straight off that big wave right onto the beach! Quirky + Extreme sport= SKRUFF!
Pooch purse a purse that hold a foldable crate for when you unable to hold your pet. Flexable crate in a style of a fancy purse.
Flavored coffee 'pops'..assorted flavors..require no refrigeration..handy convenient..for that extra flavor.
Tupperaware
Washing and rinsing dishes is something that everyone hates. This product holds your pots, pans, glasses etc. so you can rinse and wash them
A automatic disinfecting spray container for diaper disposal
A Headband Designed Especially For Children to Prevent Water/Shampoo From Getting Into Face, Eyes, Mouth and Ears During Bath Time. Re-Sub
Never dig through your handbag for your cell phone again! A wearable, fashionable blue-tooth paired bracelet to answer (not make) calls.
Whiteboard Strips for Computer Monitors: No more post-it notes all over! Saves paper and allows more space to write
A light weight kid stroller you pull (maybe strap to self)instead of push so you can jog hands free. Kind of like the stroller for bike
Frozen Coasters. Keep them in the freezer and the top side can be used to help keep your drink cool while the bottom is a standard coaster
A shaver with disposeable cartridge if at the end of handle where you put the cartridge there was a light and push button for power.
B-Pad (Backpack Heating Pad)
Handi-Scan
RACK O' RIBS GRILL TOOL turn the entire slab of ribs while grilling! Don't risk dropping a rib into the fire! Safety turns slab w/o breaking
Ceiling Fan Filters
Organize your hanged clothing in separated spaces you chose. Jeans in one place, shirts in another, coats etc. No more wrinkled clothing!
MUSIC, SUN, BEACH &amp; PROTECTION
Bungee Plant Hanger. Easier to water plants that are "hung".
Cold frozen Cup Inserts
A TV remote with a paging system so if it is lost you can page it and follow the beeps until it is found. similar to a cordless phone.
Street Roomba cleans outdoors
Steel picnic table on wheels
REHAB-A-BAG
Silicone WindshieldWiperblades
Drop
Lintless Paper Towels
BATHTUB AQUARIUM
Self molded toe pad for women in order to provide support and comfort to feet while wearing high heels.
I noticed everyone in my office who has an iPad have to always hold the iPad with both hands in order to do things with it.
It will change the way you think of bras forever! With all the contribution from women, this thing was a brain child of all women in pain.
USBbands Pull open, push in usb wire, and it snaps back closed. Fits up to 5 cords and makes your wires more portable. Anyone cad do it.
My idea is a solar-powered electric bike charging station. Think bike rack with plugs and a funky roof on it that contains solar panels.
The *Wish Wand* that Kids &amp; Adults Use to Blow Out Their Birthday Candles! Keeps Spit, Germs, &amp; Bacteria Off Birthday Cake! Fun to Use!
No Child Left Behind...in Car
wet wipe adult container
Cover up ugly ceiling fixtures with this! Flush Mount Ceiling Ring fits around existing fixture. Drum shade with light diffuser clips in!
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no ladder needed paint brush
Large mixing bowl with attached measuring cup and measuring spoon. Measuring cup is suspended in the center of the mixing bowl.
Wallpaper Genie
Water filled massager
A better infant bucket carseat
No more bulky baby wipes containers. Diapers with a pack of baby wipes attached, simply remove pack, clean baby, then put on fresh diaper.
EasyWash NoBend CarWash Bucket
No Tangle EarBuds
Lets create an inflatable car cover. This would be something you keep in your trunk folded up and use when damaging hail is in the forecast
Flash LED Clip Light.
Portable Detachable Speakers
Snappy Sox, Always Find Your Sox in a Snap!
Hail Guard
SAVE YOUR KIDS EYES: monitoring device that turns off the TV picture and sound when your childern get to close to the TV screen.
Ice scoop that drains/light
Safety Outlet/Power Strip - Adapters are attached to standard power plugs which allows them to mate with a magnetic safe outlet/power strip.
iPhone case with built-in side facing cameras
Light fixture with hidden fan
This is a virtually dust free and safe way to remove and empty a wood stove ash pan. Prevent accidental hot ash from starting a fire
Magnetic STICKY support
The Future of Sports Wear is Here!Portal SPT! Hoody w/FaceGear &amp; AudioChips. Hoody &amp; t's that Glow in the Dark &amp; Light Reflective
Accents.
An adjustable dish drainage system that fits in any cabinet for easy out of the way dish drying.
2-in-1 sonic boom plug
Ceramic Shaving Razor
An attachment that, instantly transform your house broom into a powerful water jet scrubber.
Iceless Cooler
Tablet holder and beyond
Ever had a sunburn on your back on that spot you just couldn't reach with your hands? Perhaps if your arms were longer?
The Reversible Sink Strainer.
Shutter Case
Doggy paw cleaner
How about an All-In-One sleeping bag, tent and foam and can be easily folded into a backpack for fast convenient backpacking!
AUTORRADIO-SISTEMA INTELIGENTE. VIDEO-TEL,PANTALLA-LCD,CD,DVD,NAVEGADOR,IMPRESORA Y FAX con antirrobo
integrado.Comandos de voz y tactil.
Expandable file with a twist. Double sided so that you can have A thru Z and on the other side 1 thru 31.
Safety Handle Knife -------------------------------------- The picture is 1/2 of my OXO Poultry shears - http://tinyurl.com/oxopoultryshears
iJohn is the bathroom iPad stand. The first stand created that allows you the freedom to enjoy your iPad while using the restroom.
The Gate Keeper device and collar will keep your dog from running out of an open gate or door &amp; prevent your pet from being lost or injured.
Please comment! Reading Light for eBook Reader Compact size and powerful light.
This is a self adhesive writing disk that can attach to most tape measures for the purpose of recording and transferring measurements.
help for diarrhea dogs
Bottle ID
Nevermind. It's been done.
My idea is to design an inexpensive, light, sturdy, collapsible acrylic vase that can be folded flat and included in the cut flower boxes.
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Bible cases and covers for Christians/Catholics to use smartphones/tablets (iPhones/iPADs) during church service to be less intrusive.
Hanging something on wall?Placement of holes is key."Tap It" fits into holes on back of item to be hung. Tap it makes the mark on the wall
Toter Cover for garbage toters. Some people go to great lengths to store/hide them. Lets make an easy to put on and take off cover.
My idea is how to keep your earphones neat so you are no longer bothered by a tangled cable. It is a small design to keep your earphones.
Its a wall/car charger, which contains a battery that will hold a charge as it charges your phone so you can charge your phone anywhere.
Contact Info Eater
The thermalbath is a stand alone unit it reheats your bath water to save hot water or keeps your bath hot long after hot water has run out!
Virtual Dollhouse
Goof Ball Mania - The Greatest Game and Toy combo that kids love to play. Its based on America's # 1 social game beer pong but Kid friendly.
Panoramic Snapshot
Pic Quiver
ScratchText Tape
Clip Case; a smart phone case with a built-in money clip - securely holding your ID, credit card, and some cash.
Want Easy Access to your Mac's Rear Ports.How about wanting to easily Plug a usb drive or a headset without having to reach around the mac.
PIVOT TABLE/DESK
This is for use in restaurants,nursing homes, medical, personal, and any situation you want to keep your clothes clean when eating/drinking.
Has your bar soap ever run out just after turning on the water in the shower? Then you drip water all over trying to get more soap!?
GET TO THE POINT MICRO MASSAGE
baseball hat with non rusting metal in lid and or cap any magnetic objects could be attached to show off your personal style
my idea is a basic winter headband that has a hole in the back/inseam to be able to pull a ponytail through and stay in place.
Based on weed sprayer, but used for sand, mud, snow sludge, etc.Decorative jugs - Beach blaster or Mud Blaster. Keep that car or house clean
FORMER TOP 5: A combination Blow Dryer, Curling Iron, and Straightener. Fewer appliances under the sink! 3 for the price of 1!
ALL SMILES
Christmas Tree Ornament Hanger I designed a ornament hanger that actually grabs the tree branch with a claw design rather then hanging
Lets reinvent the toilet paper storage stand the multiple tissue holder!
Splitting firewoods easily, deeper cutting and hard hitting, lighter double hitting axe head that splits hard stubborn firewoods easier.
Solar Pack
Water Spot Eliminator
The split liquid pitcher. Have 2 different liquids in the same container. Added fridge space, server could pour H2O and tea from 1 pitcher!
Mac Headphone base
Selfie Putty
"First Time Rider" to teach children the motion of pedaling a bike. It is a pedal that has a handle where parent can push and rotate pedal.
Tub Strain + Drain
Bottle with funnel built in
I love my tablet, it's light weight and versatile; but with $800 invested in it, I would hate to drop it. So I invented the "Tablet-Leash".
Wall Outlet Cover - Home Depot
The simplest reminder ever for the three things you need to do every day at your desk: When to Look Around, Walk Around, and Snack!
Silencer for heels
Floating Game Controller
REINFORCED POOH CONTROL DIAPER." An insert which conforms to your baby's shape and prevents pooh from spreading to unwanted areas.
Weight pillow for Crossfit
Music Mood Sensor
My idea is to install a shock adsober in a shoe. The energy transfer will reduce the impact on the person wearing the shoes.
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SCRIMS USA
Change the temperature of your home remotely! A wireless thermostat that can be programmed via the internet. Great for real estate agents!
Glove on a Cap
Night-time luminous beaker, cup, mug, that you can see in the dark. No lights to wake you up. No mess. Different styles, colours, designs.
My idea is a mini-mobile camera that streams to the internet live. You can broadcast live from wherever you are and others can see it..
This is a simple way to change those annoying "old-style" two tap (hot/cold) into one tap, so you can get a comfortable water temperature.
interchangable toe and heel
Stop the waste! REUSABLE mesh bags for FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Billions of clear plastic produce bags end up in landfills each year.
Bicycle Bubble
clothes that produce energy transforming movements into electricity
MAGNETIC DEVICE CHARGER
Retractable Solar Powered Cell Phone Charger Keychain. Now you can charge your phone anywhere without plugging it up, including your pocket.
Motorized curtains. They make motorized drapes and shades, why not curtains? Raise your window curtains horizontally with a remote control.
Windpower beach umbrella
Emerald
Individual Serving Pack opener
CUSTOMIZABLE POWER STRIP! Outlets "click" together + ALSO come with multiple sized cords to space the outlets for convenience where needed!
Teach correct baseball/softball swinging mechanics with this great teaching aid for coaches and parents.
the pou picker
Tactical Tire Cover. Rear tire cover with MOLLE system and pouches in different camo patterns! Black, OD, Woodland, Coyote and much more.
Stove cover
The Quick Snip is a compact product which streamlines three tools; tweezers, nail clippers/file all in one. Well groomed and on the move.
Multiple shower head shower caddy there is nothing like this, people spend hundreds for this type of shower head configuration
Safety Usb/Lightning
This invention is an electronic transmiting device that would allow authorities or parents to locate a missing child, adult or pet.
A Better Commuter Bicycle
Card Minder
New Energy
Touch ID Gloves / Digits
The Neck Pillow That Rocks!!!
Help me remember when I last changed the furnace filter and when I next need to change it.
Electic Current Indicator
Popcorn Bib-Bucket. A bib for all ages that holds your popcorn so you can relax and watch the movie. No need to hold your popcorn anymore.
Digital frame plus Sound
Retractable Bluetooth Camera
Bounce Back is a product that deflects your dogs tennis balls/rubber balls back out from under the couch saving you time and stress!
Pleasant wakeup alarm: Converts bedside lamp to simulated sunrise brightens in 20 minutes, increasing melody ending beeps. Ideal for kids
How would you like to reduce and prevent the chance of bruising while deadlifting?
A series of LED lights in/near the brake light of a vehicle showing the pressure applied to the brakes. Simple solution to a fuel crisis.
Being cameramom stinks! Focus on 1 kid, miss action elsewhere. Film the field, lose your kid. Laser tag the kids, the camera does the work!
An electronic device holder WITH 2 GRIPPING flexible wire HANDS on each side. One end holds the device, the other side grips around objects.
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Adjustable Belt
Weed Whacker Push Mower ClipOn
TUB WALK IN DOOR KIT INSERT
Intelligent radiator
speedster duck
heated windshield wipers to clear up fronst and ice from the windshield
Design product packaging to be used as a collective BENEFIT for users and those in NEED. Reuseable to help sell PRODUCT and help our PLANET!
DOUBLE HEADER SCREW DRIVER
Number Scanner &amp; Calculator
Catch spiders and bugs
Extension Cord Links. If you need a short extension cord, use 1 link. For a longer extension cord use 2 or 3 or 4 in a row.
Utensils travel kit- fork, knife, spoon all in one!!!!! removable.
Energy Sports Drink: All the electrolytes of a sports drink, with half the energy blend of energy drinks.
Universal retriever/cleaner +
NOSE HOSE...INSTEAD OF THE STRIPS ON THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR NOSE TO HELP YOU BREATH, THESE GO INSIDE THE NOSE TO
INCREASE AIR FLOW.
bug rope
pockets
A front loading washing machine. But this one, when it is done washing it automatically turns into a dryer.
The Snow Blanket.- You will never have to shovel snow, hurt your back doing so, frost bite, slip, dig out your garage, purchase salt, again!
Pic Haunt.An app that automatically(with little direction)Creeps friends out by realistically placing a haunting overlay within any picture
Ping-Pong Cage
A cutting board with a built in sharpener will eliminate dull knifes at the cutting board.
RING-a-LEAN
PEN WITH CLICK-LOCKING CHAMBER FOR DAILY MEDICATION DOSES - IF MADE WIDELY-ACCESSIBLE THIS WILL TANGIBLY
IMPROVE MILLIONS OF LIVES
hologram advertising
Convenient Cup
Everywhere Vacuum Tip!
Driver to Driver Communicator
Connection Multi Headphones
Picture to weight loss
"Easy Kicker" is a small modifying tool to a standard "knee Kicker" used by carpet installers to stretch carpet edges over tackles strips.
Furniture Saving Shock Collar
Cut And Copy
Long Neck Water Spout
Cat or animal feeder
Stackable Numbers
A cordless, rechargeable crevice wand. Giving you freedom to move through the house without being restricted by the hose on your vacuum.
A punching bag like no other..
A portable box containing chargers and cables for up to four personal electronics.
Power Sphone
Excessive water use moniter.
A wide mouth spout that attaches to a stand with a disposable bag inside of it for easy pouring
We merge a digital frame and am urn. It could be as small as a locket with some ashes from a loved one with a simple photo to as big as ne
Need storage above the toilet tank? Crates Mini will take care of it neatly. Store bathroom necessasities and more
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Danceproof bottle for tap beer
Bike handlebar mount light that flashes for safety but keeps a solid beam of light on the road in front of you with essential readouts.
Over a bil gallons of fuel is wasted, bils of lbs of CO2 is released into the environment and 25,000+ auto accidents occur from one thing
The BIG CHILL de-icer everybody wishes they had! CLEAR frozen windows easily w/ this fantastic product! De-icer fluid is in the handle
Make you're bath tub water deeper, quick and easy. Enjoy having the water finally covering more of your body while bathing.
You've seen the foam roller and you've seen the rubber/plastic combo.This product combines the foam roller with convenient rolling handles
It's not ABC gum, It's BAC gum
SnapCoaster
Better Headphones/sweatbands
Universal Remote control locator for your TV remote!
"First Time Rider" to teach children the motion of pedaling a bike. It is a pedal that has a handle where parent can push and rotate pedal.
Healthy casino cards
Empty Shampoo Reminder
Song Catcher Car Radio
USB / Car Lighter / 3 Prong outlet adapter for wall outlet. (Paulette Jaques)
Designing Software-I am so amazed at Quirky submitter's graphics!!Just type in words and choose desired graphics to build your design/image.
Have you ever changed batteries on your kids flashlight? What about a flashlight with built-in timer? This will keep your kid happy!
DAMN-CANT FIND MY CAR KEYS. Now you can find them 1-2-3 Just push the button on the remote &amp; the micro chip on your keys will ring
Quirky, let's make a *NEW BEACH TOY* A Boogie Board that kids can sit on and try to ride the waves!
The SEAL/GRAB/HANG CLIP. A Tong like device used to Seal up your bag and can also be use grab the content out of the bag.
Motion sensors in conference rooms track &amp; tansmit room usage online to minimize vacancy rate &amp; improve floor space utilization efficiency.
I'd like to develop a product for coaches, scouts, &amp; parents that can take video, measure speed (radar gun) and act as a stop watch.
Changeable zip-on covers for boots! A 'base' boot with zip at the edge of the sole to attach covers made from different fabrics/ colours.
Ketchup/Mustard Squeeze Dispenser Bottle. Great for picnics. Divided lid allows for dispensing ketchup or mustard only, or open both sides.
idea is about saving lives,how to make every driver ,passenger wearing seat belt,by being spotted by police officer from far distance 100+
Virtual Concierge
Vacuum packed carry on
Large shower caddy. Able to hold lots of bath accessories including toys for the kids.
Twisty Poo
Hand grips that allow your fingers and forearms a break from the strain of moving awkward furniture, boxes, and products. Click on picture!!
Hair Drying Wand
PP Boats
Easy Peel Clear Tab Tape - No more scratch peeling with nail or figuring out how to tear. Fits any dispenser.
Easy Cake Flip
An Emergency Alarm Wrist Band. When Being Attacked or in an Emergency who has time to reach in their purse or pocket for their Alarm. Re-Sub
beats wrestling ear guards
Moisture detector plastic tray ( say 12"X18")that can be placed under the sink and collect moisture and prevent moisture damage to cabinets.
A small scented delicates hamper with storage for assorted zippered mesh bags to wash and dry delicates with the care they deserve.
Safe Pajamas
Disposable sink cover
Quiet hand dryer
wind turbine car
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Glow in the dark Toilet seat that automatically lowers after being raised for a few minutes. No more nighttime eye strain or upset wives
Quad Scissors
Cord Connecter- Easily fix a lamp's broken power cord. Simply place both ends of your broken cord into the connecter and WHA-LA... It WORKS!
Sun disc. Light disc that does it all. No need to look for and buy many lights for different situations.
Personalized Clock
Its for halloween, You can safely make a pumkin face without using a knife to crave it.
Kid Electronic Tether
FIRST CONTACT FROM MARS.
Accessory for boat seat that holds tackle, drinks, etc. Attaches to seat for easy use while boat is stopped or moving.
Sun powered fruit dryer
A wireless mouse that comes with a mouse-pad that acts as a wireless charging pad simultaneously.
Never worry about slipping in the shower again while trying to wash your feet. This is great for adults and kids.
A detachable drawer for a laptop would not only come in HANDY, but would also be a nessesity to the laptop user that does a lot of traveling
Tab Strapper
Biodegradable Dog Water Bowl LINER. Never carry a water bowl on walks, hikes or dog parks again! Liner comes in rolls w/a carrying case.
Make a custom size planter. Plastic panels that connect 2 each other. Expands vertically &amp; horizontally. Stores flat, takes less shelf space
Colander Spider
A Luggage system that doubles as a storage/shelf unit when placed in home.
Vacuum Clog Eliminator
The iMuff is a an inline microphone muffler that cuts wind noise that can ruin a call on a cell phone.
Kids will love it in the tub, parties,camping or at sleepovers. Adults will love it while relaxing in the tub.
Stick On fireplace
Sometimes it's tricky measuring things. Now its easy with a digital tape measurer with magnets to hold onto metal
Ultimate Backlit power and USB charging AC outlet expansion. Allows 8 USB devices to charge simultaneously. Expandable rotatable AC outlets.
Splitting firewoods easily, deeper cutting and hard hitting, lighter double hitting axe head that splits hard stubborn firewoods easily.
Cool Comfort Cushion
EcoDouche
No more picky kids! ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Life Sized Jenga
Tv remote pager
This pet carrier is mostly for cats, and any pets that get nervous at the Vet's office and will not come out easily from their carrier.
An AM/FM radio for the home that has preset buttons just like in your car.
car instant cool system
Do you have a swimming pool? Ever had a critter drown in your pool? You need "Critter Step"! It allows any critter to get out of your pool
Bracelet Buddies
Wee No More training diaper for Puppies and Adult Dogs
PRODUCT DESIGNED TO BE FAST AND EASY FOR ORTHODONTICS BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THIS. EASY TO USE, ONE OF A KIND.
Cake holder cutter server.
Sonic Harvester
deleted
ALARM CHARM - keep track of your kids. Tracking charms for kid's shoes, bracelets, hats. An alarm,alert and/or GPS.
Solar Panel Car Sun Shield to charge your electric car for general use or in emergencies.
Solar Pool Heater
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Virtual Bumper Sticker
100% Canvas ironing board folds in half like Director's Chair. Lightest, thinnest ironing board for storage. Goes w/ Enfold &amp; Unhampered
Matt's Stats
Grow UP not OUT for Easy-Care Gardening with The Skyscraper Garden Trellis. This is a kit that allows gardeners to grow plants vertically.
BUY FAKE PASSPORT BRITISH(UK)
Collapsible Tea Kettle.
SacSaver
My pack
Wireless action sports h/phone
The Think Light
Soapy squeegee
Heated Rims/wheels
A new approach to a simple product; the trash can. This inexpensive item will make millions of lives easier! So simple and cheap I'm amazed!
Useful, essential and multifunctional. It can be used on the shop windows, for travel and estate agencies, in office or at home.
Quik Translate
Its a Back washer and massager mat apprx 2x4 that would att to wall or door of shower w/ suction cups on back.
LEG PULPIT
A lightweight, foldable, transportable and safe hoisting/crane tool, which can be used by home owners, construction, health and military.
Magnetic fridge whiteboard
grocery list app
Don't throw in the Towel!
Finally, a way to get accurate measurements from your measuring tape.
Add ornaments to the top of shoes affixed to the shoelaces. Buy all your favorites to spice up your shoes and impress your friends
Wi-Tie! Many kids struggle to learn how to tie their shoes, but with Wi-Tie, they can use a fun phone app and light up laces to practice.
A fun way of enjoying a soft drink float. Takes all the mess away; no foaming over the edge of the glass. No mess for moms to clean up
Temporary TEETH BLING. Temporary stickers for your teeth.
Modular Mugs
pouch--watch movies in comfort
One squeeze and you'll be in love! Your ketchup &amp; mustard bottles just became one! Choose ketchup OR mustard, or BOTH. Simply flip &amp; squeeze
i play alot of xbox,call of duty. millions of people play on xbox as well as the ps3. when i play i use a headset and they always break.
Household Water Re-User
Suck it up! Pencil eraser without the mess!(Paulette Jaques)
The "Floor Bib"! Catch unwanted messes/spills. Under the high chair, nurseries, daycares, etc. 48" around with a draw string. It's a Cinch!
Shoes that always match
Garbage bag holder for tree. Adjustable bungee type strap with 2 clips.
Introducing Stinky Feet, Feet for your garbage can, so you can easily pull the garbage bag from the can. Step on Stinky Feet and Gently pull
Mobile devices all need power. Then we just plug in anywhere to get it. Imagine the cost. Now the credit card reading mobile power meter.
Ear Buddies
SunVisor
Stork-it
Pipe monitoring system
Quik Chek Visual
Disposable bathe-towels moist/fill with none allergic body soap to take with you to the gim or to camping, no more carring soap and sponges
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Wiper lift. To lift wiper blade off windshield to save the edge from bending when not in use. Also prolong the wiper edge.
Desk top or work surface clutter problem can cause misplacement of parts/items.
PetCricket - Water Dish Alert
Double-handed cup
A portable baby changing station for on the go. It's similar to a collapsable fabric bin. Made with sides to keep your baby contained.
/// MEASURE MARK CUT ///
iSanitize
Plug it in
Magnetic Smart Board
A branched tube
Portable, rechargable battery holding device that will power a cell phone while biking. It attaches to a bike and extends phone use.
Collapsible basket or tote.Use in your vehicle to keep things from falling over or store toys/ groceries/etc. Easy to store folded.
Precision Air Pillow
Electric Battery Plug
Windshield Wiper Sleeve
THE WEDGE, PREVENTS SPILLAGE OF YOUR COFFEE , WHILE DRIVING.
Check Out
Hate the nighttime beauty creams mess? Goodbye ruined pillowcases. Quick and easy protects the pillow while asleep. Simply wake up and wash!
Whoopsie Infant Cover
The most versatile mount for your iPhone or smartphone. A protective case, belt clip, desk stand, mirror mount, and vehicle mount.
a car diagnostic app for the phone and universal hardware to read what your car needs without getting ripped off at the mechanic shop.
Hombre Presence
Phone "SLAM" App.
Cat phone case
My pocket
Lightweight helmet with voice activated GPS, bluetooth, and digital dashboard for riders safety, plug and play module for all vehicles.
Wash &amp; dry clothing machine
Perfect Hotdog Bun
PROBLEM Tired, Sore, Dry, Allergy, Migraine, Sinus eyes (Thirtyacre)
This will allow babies to rest at night while they are going thru there teething process!
Clear Glass Digital Picture Frame - I would like to make a Digital Picture Frame with a clean look. No frame behind the pictures.
Tabletop iPhone Stand with mirror for self video recording
EZ Stacker
Developing a reasonably priced arrow nock that can be tracked with GPS technology loaded onto a smart-phone to find lost arrows or game.
Find my car app
Hang On
A universal formatting usb thumb drive that automatically erases data after a preset time. For video and game rentals or sensitive material.
Multitasking accessory
twin straw
Perfectly Spaced Garden Plants
Sun in eyes while driving. My visor can easily attatch to any existing+designed into new ones.Folds down,sideways,out and covers both sides.
Folding Litter Box Curtain
LapKase! Cover case and bag all in one for your Macbook pros.
roll on top for liquid bottles
Bullet-Proof Backpack
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SAVE LIVES! Lets Re-invent the EXIT sign with ultra bright SCROLLING LED and REAL TIME INFO ALERTS!Comments/suggestions welcome
With the advent of touchscreen technologies in this connected world, a Digital Touchscreen Whiteboard in office cubicles seems necessary.
Locking Lunchbox
Quick Cooling Handles
Hang your glass cups
Light up a Christmas tree in 5 minutes with a net of lights. Light nets can be customized to any size tree with net extensions that clip on.
shoulda said..
Find My True Color
Begin the Quirky Energy revolution. 1st product: Heat supplemented wind turbines.
_Please READ !! OFFICE FOOTREST needs REDESIGN !!!!!!!!!....Millions of people are uncomfortable! A very simple non-costly solution!
Street Greed
Traditional pet stairs are expensive, bulky, ugly &amp; not adjustable. This fully adjustable pet ramp lets your pet come &amp; go as they please!
Laptop tray to be carried with the laptop &amp; having an appendage on the side for a wireless mouse. To be used when using a laptop on ones lap
The FACE-CASE! It turns a rear-camera-only smart phone into a video talking phone via integrated mirrors when used with apps, such as Tango.
A fashionable and hygienic way to carry q-tips in your purse or pocket.
My Parking Spot:
CORNER CLIPS Much like binder clips, only for the corners of your document, corner clips are a great alternative.
Slip'ry Slide
socks that can be opened from the bottom to cool feet at night or to apply spa creams or lotions to soften feet
gilda's hands on feet
A shopping cart with a hinged front end that rest on a car bumper forming a ramp allowing easy sliding of bags/boxes from cart to vehicle
a Iphone 4/4s clip on case that can charge the iPhone itself and a case internal battery with a solar panel on the back of the case
Introducing MOLED. A License Plate Frame with a built in Motion Sensor and LED Lights. Most frames do nothing. Put MOLED to work for you.
Reading light mounted on Glass
Southern Comforting Sounds. To help you sleep with sounds of the south. Box Fan- Window Unit- Dogs Barking- Football Game- Tornado
Swivel Kups!!

K-cup organizer thats like the famed Swivel Store from "As seen on TV"

Clothes Air Conditioner
QCOMMUNITY does your lover sleep with your ARM &amp; SNUGGLE nightly but half way thru the night your hand feels like a THOUSAND needles .
Child/Adult toilet step stool. Retracts and extracts for simple operation. Quick release for easy cleaning. Contours to bowl out of the way.
RESUBMIT)Mini key chain manual shredder. Shred your receipts on the go. Turn to shred.
Easy Measure
ROTATING PANEL THAT A FLOWER POT SITS ON,THIN,SOLAR POWERED,WATERPROOF THAT SITS INSIDE A WINDOW TO GET
FLOWERS BLOOMING ALL AROUND PLANT
Double door cooler
SAVE the EARTH by putting garbage in its place People spend a lot of time in their cars and accumulate garbage don't throw it out the window
Silicone Lunchbox...Sanitary and Dishwasher Safe! Keeps food fresh longer with removable hot or cold inserts.
Tailgate Heat Barrel
EASY PACK SUITCASE! divided into sections and labled with for everything you need for a trip. See that have what you need as you pack!
Glass Thermometer
Mini mouse and keyboard for cell phones.Wireless.(Paulette Jaques)
Cooler that transforms into 2 (comfy) chairs &amp; a table that adjusts to 2 heights. There will be 2 coolers, so 1 can be used for hot foods.
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Lappy Lock! Stop unauthorized use and theft of your laptop computer
Resub 131 Votes Meet the Crayon Compass.. Help small children draw perfect circles without the sharp and dangerous compass tip. Fun Fun Fun
SPA Buddy
Tablet holders/mounts for golfers to bring their iPad/tablet computers on the course to utilize existing Golf GPS Rangefinding programs.
A quiet, small, handheld water extracting device (sort of a vacuum) that allows you to dry your pet without scaring him/her.
Golf clubs short distance traveling carrier. Affordable, lightweight, safety belt, weather rain cover and collapsable base carrier.
Computer Remote
A collapsible emergency container. container fits in the empty hub cavity of a spare tire in the trunk compartment with spare tire.
Water-Saving Shower Head
iPhone Chameleon Slim Case
REAR
The Kitty Cafe stops the dog from getting in to the cat bowl, leaving the cat with some peace and quiet from that darn dog.
4 in 1 smile
This is a device that eliminates discussions about which side has how may points, and who is winning/losing in basketball pickup games.
Bottle holder that holds multiple bottles, multiple sizes and securely holds the bottles in place, even upside down, to get the last drop.
Resubmit.A BASEBALL CAP with built-in visor-type pocket under the visor.Hidden pocket is for hiding cash,ID's,credit cards.
The Socker
A childs "Tippy Cup" with a swivel lid weighted so the mouth piece part on the lid will always be at the bottom of the cup.
ID theft worries? A "sharpie2erase" to the rescue!
SunGlider
Powglass
An adjustable length and width tiered dish rack that attaches to the wall and folds down creating much needed counter space when not in use.
doolittle device ?
TorchLight
purse lock
A better way to add flavor and moisture to chicken, duck and turkey. A gadget that allows addition of flavored liquids while cooking meat.
Double Skates
A loofah with a gentle facial scrub attached on the back to help exfoliate your face without damaging your skin.
my idea is a baby washing cup. kind of a flower watering can condensed into a cup for gently washing off babys. alittle shower for your baby
leash belt
Check out this idea
A phone application or built in feature of a cell phone, which allows a driver to be in driving status, alerting incoming calls or texts.
Donâ€™t want to use a spreader on a lazy Sat morning? The â€œSqueeze &amp; Spreadâ€ to the rescue! Jam jar and spreader combined in 1 package!
Cool Toes
Stop your child from texting and talking on the cell phone while driving with a transmitter that jams signals when ignition key is "on".
Rainbow Moorings
Have you ever had a hard time pouring juice/soda/milk from the original containers (2 liter, 1/2 gallon and gallon sizes) CHECK THIS OUT!
WEIGHTED CELLPHONE CASE
A stand that sits on your dashboard to hold your Cell phone or GPS so you can see who is calling or directions without holding it!
Gear Net
UC--Arm and leg velcro wraps to protect your kids while they learn to ride a bike! Wrap anyones legs!
dry-erase tupperware.

the whole container would be writable- so you can scribble wherever you want for easy labeling and cleaning.

REVOLUTIONARY NEW WASHING MACHINE! AKA, the "Squashing Machine". Every 5 seconds the "squashing cycle" recycles and filters the water.
Battery TV
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Windmill-pumped bottled water. Zero carbon footprint, with all its natural minerals from the Ogallala Aquifer.
ice cream cooler Cooler big enough to slide in a Â½ gal ctn of ice cream For picnics &amp; parties at State Parks on hot, sunny days
Paci-Snack Pack
Simple snap-on wide angle lens to turn your Mac/PC built-in webcam + free video software into $1000+ professional video conferencing system
Retracable ipad/iphone/ipod flat cable. 5 M length. Rolled and unrolled repeatedly. Ready to use. Open to ideas
Cup holder condom
EZ-Shelf Organizing System
"Sani-Caddy" sanitary tooth brush caddy! Fits tooth brushes of most sizes! Keeps away bacteria, hair spray, and toxic cleaners. Portable.
PEANUTELLA
Beach Blanket Bags are 4/6 empty beanbags in iconic beach shapes.Fill each w/ 1-2 handfulls of sand,place on each crnr of your beach blanket
Pressure sensing toothbrush
Hide your laundry from Mother in Law.
Don't you hated when you can't swat a stupid fly. A flyswatter is too slow, but wait, a handled fly vacuum is faster!
a watch that tells the time, date and weather report
This is a pop or beer can. When u tip it up to finish,it only has to be about level with your mouth. It will have a design inside.
Shoe-band! Can you imagine an exercise shoe with resistant bands on them. Allows you to exercise anywhere you want at your convenience.
Car Toy Net
Working dogs are always charging off into the undergrowth. Wearing a collar risks it snagging, resulting in them being trapped.
Wireless Ear Buds! Same concept as bluetooth 2 cell phone, but instead ear buds that sync to any music device in house/car/party&amp; Multi Sync
Agilifreeze
Tired of spending hrs in summer watering the yard. New design in water sprinkler saves time, water, and money.
Resubmit-DIGITAL Etch a Sketch? KEEP WHAT YOU DRAW! Download it onto your computer! SAVES PAPER!(Paulette Jaques)
" HAYSLIP ELECTRICAL UNIT " New improved way to provide Electrical power to your Home or Business
Kombid is a game of cards. The player must guess the hidden card of his three rivals before they guess your card. You need to think quickly
A set of containers that lids have a easy pump for removing air. It is easy to get a good sealing container, but not one that removes air
Use the power of the sun to charge your products on-the-go. No wires. No mess. Just clip onto your pocket + put your device in your pocket.
iPhone Case that becomes a Stand, an Earbud Holder, an iPhone Hook, an iPhone Grip . . . Flexible Wings allow it to Transform.
Spiderweb accessory kit
â€œ Dumbbellâ€ Laundry Bottles Letâ€™s get millions of people in shape all over the world while waiting for laundry to finish.
Portable MusicianGym
Dish Drying Shelf Concept: folds away, not just above the sink but anywhere. Antimicrobial pad. This design will improve in the next round.
Appli-dezine = Large Vinyl wraps/sheets in various colors to allow for changing a white frige/dishwasher, etc to another and back again.
Its about M.E.
The Smart Dish Rack
The Fan blanket. A cordless waterproof electric blanket with a rechargeable battery that any sports fan can take with them to the stadium
WANNA MAKE ICE FROM YOUR WATER BOTTLE?
USB cable belt
When adding new folders you need A hanging file label device that lets you move the label from side to side for easier file organization.
Power cord "system" for Christmas lights that can be customized to fit specific applications.
Window screens for cars, has finally been perfected. My screens are easy to install, and easy to remove.Put them in,5 seconds,out in 1 sec.
Score every time. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
The QuirkSter Night Stand! Its one of a kind and perfect for the people who use their tech as much as I do, even in bed!
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Russian Doll Toy you bring to the beach fill with sand to become weights for blanket. This could be the 1st Quirky product with a face!
The world's most discreet flask. (see video in description)
LED Phone Jack Light/Indicator
Level Goggle -AR
Hair-n-One dries and styles with just the right amount of cool or warm air flow that won't damage your hair.
Floor Glide with Velcro Slider
Elbow Pillow
Flavelopes flavored envelopes. Lets get kids excited about writing.Sleepaway camp,vacation,holiday's.Let's KIT the old school way.
A tent designed to fit the rear of a hatchback car (specifically Toyota Prius, but will fit other similiar sized vehicles).
Fuel jug pallets
NO MORE WORRYING ABOUT KIDS FORGETTING OR LOSING THEIR KEYS. A DOOR LOCK THAT OPENS FROM ANY ONLINE DEVICE.
THE SAFETY DOOR LOCK APP.
Keybaord Shutcuts - WINK
Wifi Tree that improves signal
a collapsable storage bin(rubbermaid)for the home that would allow people to choose how much of the bin they use, no space waisted.
A website/forum that would allow users to buy vehicles together at the same time to acquire large discounts.
Editor Laptop
Showering with an infant can be dangerous - slippery. I have an idea for a harness that you wear(similar to a BabyBjorn)in the shower.
These are stylish, jelly filled, silicone bracelets that support your wrist everytime you text, draw, write, or type.
The Digital Calendar Floor Mat. Tell you the time, date, holidays and program events.
A squeeze bottle for Nutella
Bug Catcher
Wiffer
Remote Key Chain, Have you ever misplace your keys? Don't worry! Just press a button and your keys will appear. Save time, and less Stress.
TV Screen Protector
Ultimate reader's chair
Phone Clone, stripped down touchscreen bluetooth/IOS device that are versatile, app enabled and can become anything you need!
Cutlery Cleaner
Lovers Umbrella
cheap lifting body aircraft.
Plastic Bottle Chopper
This product is a clip that snaps on your toothbrush to remind you when to change it.
beach'n pillow
Stop Cold/Hot Hands Forever!
Caulking Hook Up
Cheese Nachos Nowâ„¢ is quick &amp; convenient! Remove wrap, pop package into the microwave for 30-45 seconds. Cheese melts evenly over chips!
Steep Hill Stroller
All in one Art Easel! Storage for everything your little artist needs all in one contraption!
Phone Case w/ Wire Storage
Ultimate Extension Cord Clamp Light. The Instant Project Work Station. It's a 4 outlet extension cord, powerful clamp, and an LED headlight.
Share TV
Puppy Eyes
Electrical plugs are Prehistoric. make a adapter tha plugs in an outlet, and likewise for the device. Easy in/out! Clip in and out!
Phone,Wallet,Keys? A simple phrase, but what about garage door? An application to your smart phone telling you if you door is open or closed
I'm an RN for yrs and we always have a problem w/bedpans! They stick to skin even w/powder on them. Add raised bumps to allow air gaps!
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Do you hate the hassle of holiday decorations, especially when its freezing out. Now put your decorations up right from your computer.
Portable Pet Potty (RESUB)
Hands Free Car Beverage
Water Bottle Cooling Evaporation Sleeve - Military Inspired! (ScottJ)
Accordion Can
THE LEAF PAN. We all have dust pans in our house for dust and trash. But the leaf pan is similar except it is made to gather leaves.
LIGHTS OUT!
collapsing 1 liter water bottle
1 It would consist of two co2 cannisters (used on diving suits) Add them to a double tourniquet with clip on connecters (military ems item)
The Plug Folder
Stair Lift
The Core Balancer
Power of Travel
Coffee? or Cola? HOW ABOUT BOTH!! The best of BOTH WORLDS in ONE ICE-COLD CAN! CafeColaTM is the first EVER,CARBONATED
COFFEE BEVERAGE!
Skateboard Hubcaps
do u have a weak shower and not feeling clean when ur done just add a power head and owned ur shower again feel clean be clean easy to add
A remote locator pager system for TV remotes. Gives audible indicator or vibrations to locate a misplaced TV remote.
We all have to Paint a bedroom or 2 or even other rooms throughout our homes.Cleaning paint brushes suck! Even prevents us from continuing.
bgsdgzdfg
The Pace Weight Scale helps you track weight, body fat, and BMI measures and displays your current metrics in relation to your goals metrics
My product will save people a lot of money by keeping foods fresher much longer than any other device on the market.
step up sink cabinet
Curl on the Go a hair product for women that can be carried virtually anywhere Battery operated, rechargable base. Hair Curler &amp; Flat Irons
Tangle
Stop the potty training blues for both the parents and children. Reinvent the sippy cup by adding and a potty timer.
easy piano
like coiled cables except make a cord about 6 inches long this short cord will attach to computer hardware or appliances in the kitchen, tv
How many of 4 eyed friends have gone thru the agony of broken presciption eye glasses, so far gone beyond repair, until now! Glass Aid
NIFTY NECK TIE
DOG LEASHES WITH SPRING ACTIONS DIFFEREND SPRING TENSIONS FOR DIFFERENT SIZES DOGS
RESUBMIT-Popcorn Bowl with built-in cup holder for one. Stackable for space saving storage! This will be a huge seller!(Paulette Jaques)
SodaSaver
Trash bags with a wire ring around the top to easy open and stay open to easily fill then twist top to tie and have handles
Toilet Alarm
Self watering flower pot
A universal baby bottle nipple cover that protects the nipple when not in use. it will stretch to fit on any bottle size.
A traditional calendar that rotates instead of turning a page, allowing people to always see future dates even at the end of the month.
Hologram Chess:Resub Now Modified with App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad Mini
Firebox Coverlette - 3 partician that opens into firebox to cover soot, beautifying effect.
electronic child pacifier
Thirsty
Wind powered charger
Put an end to clutter in your refrigerator. These simple fridge shelf dividers make organizing easy.
Cruise Control Steering Wheel
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Tub Buddy
P.I.P Covers - Poo In Peace
Algebrazium
Sponge,scrubber &amp; soap in one
RESUBMIT-Automated Pet Trainer
Snooze Remote
mesh comfort
The Zing-It is a tool that shoots a tennis ball primarily for dogs. Playing ball toss has never been so fun. Need color options, Zing-It?
Wallet or purse lost or stolen? Find it with a built in GPS tracking chip.
sofÃ¡ beliche
solar music
Light up your hard to see house numbers! This is easily attached to your home and can be painted to match. It's Solar! No wiring required!
The pickshit
Winkie
Extra (Exo) Cuffs
A better way to do push ups
expanding rims (wheels)
ECLIPSE: Ever get the bright sunrise or sunset directly in your eyes when you're driving? Sometimes sunglasses and car visors aren't enough.
Smart Kanka Grill
PRIVACY TOWEL
Heads or tails
Soup n Sandwich Bowls keep soup warm w/ plate-lids that swivel open. Good 4 Ramen/Ice cream/chili/chips/oatmeal - 5th resubmit
Stop the yucky nasty feeling of picking up dog poop with a plastic bag, you need a leak-free disposable and environmentally friendly scooper
Bicycle Handlebar Stash
Portable,adjustable cup holder clips on chair arms, carseats, wheel chairs. Squeeze spring clamp,open,adjust to widths.Slots for 1-2 handles
Do you hate riding on a wet bike seat after it rains? Then Saddle Shield is a solution to your wet-bottom problems!
The Lazy Susan Service set allows food access to people seating at the dinner table w/o disrupting others or being disrupted themselves.
Fish'n Cuz'n
Solar powered water trough heater for livestock in fields that have no electrical power source.Gives them access to fresh water in all temps
Spagatula-Measure.Scoop.Scrape
So 1000's of children/people go missing every year and we can track a car or laptop that get stolen but we can't track a person ?
I want to create a wireless Ethernet cable, ending the need for families with only one desktop to buy a wireless USB adapter and router.
Poster Of You
Babachew - The only baby teething toy of its kind that delivers much needed nutrients during a time of very fickle eating due to mouth pain
Spend countless minutes at the gym trying to line your bench up evenly with the smith machine? Perfect form is imperative but what a waste
COUCH CUSHION POWER PILLOW!
He's the answer to effective weight management. The PORTION PLATE. Don't guess how much you should be eating or the proper mix of foods.
Roller blades with shock absorbtion that aids in self propulsion through a scissor design that creates a faster, smoother ride for the user.
Designer track ball mouse
A safer cutting device with retractable adjustable blade depth in CLEAR or colored body and bevel for ruler use. MANY IMAGES and Info
Device to remove foil seals
FingerTouch
Coat Clip (resubmit)
Wave Shower
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Storage cubbies with a front panel that opens
Quirky Model App
SAFE AND EASY ANIMAL CARE
Boo boo strips
Are you suffering from Back Pain, Headaches, Neck Pain, Stress---The Ergo Reminder can help. The first ever Ergonomic product of it's kind!
Secure Duvet Cover
I'm not a lazy person by any means, but sometimes I'd rather stay seated instead of moving from seat to seat. The Self Flex Sofa can help.
TailThem
I device that allows both men and women to pee while in their car because of heavy traffic due to an accident, construction, or iced roads.
The product is simply designed to have less stress in the morning. This product collect all accessories in one place.
Shape your cable into a stand. Cable cover that wraps around your cell phone or Ipod cable and you can shape into a resting spot.
Salt substitute that will be a placebo for salt lovers so that when they use salt on everything they will be using less. Or colored salt
QCYCLE Bike cover.Unfolds from itself,stays attached to the sack it's in.Always attached under seat.Unsnap and pull over your bike.
Mobile Lap Desk Lunch Tray
A silicone covered slap wrap bracelet band with reflective core and LED lights that strobe, flash or remain solid.
crime prevention
a 150 - 200 liter fiberglass water holding tank that will supply hot water tanks with acclimatized water to save energy = $$$$
Antenna Plane
stopglop
Portable Lawn Mower
Simple Pencil
E-HYDRATE
Public restrooms are nasty. The more public the more nasty! My idea is to silence bathroom sounds and unpleasant odors forever!
Quiet Time!
Social Media Photo Protection
Cheap Home Monitor with phone
My idea is called "BOUNCY BALL". It is a ball that keeps on bouncing for as long as possible due its high ability to continually vibrate.
Do you struggle waking up on time and don't feel fully awake? This product can help. It's combines an ALARM CLOCK with a JUMP ROPE!
The Blinds Saver/Silencer will save and silence your rattling blinds once and for all. Must have for everyone that have blinds of all sizes.
" HATrods"
FOLD-ABLE 4-WAY LUG NUT TIRE WRENCH WITH ROTATING SOCKET HEAD It is a lug nut wrench that fits all size sockets for all size lug nuts.
Color Me R-ight!

Know which ear, before you draw it near.

Your wife is watching, three bags of open mulch all the sudden the load shifts. Laughing while you pick it up!
Temperature-control storage for sensitive electronics (like cell phones and laptops) protecting device and data from extreme cold and heat.
APP ENABLED PICTURE FRAME
A shoe storage solution that optimizes space.
SeaView Diving Mask
Eye Glass Vault
With this mattress pad you never have to worry about cold sheets or waking up sweaty again! Heating and cooling make sleep truly relaxing!
this is a magnetic funnel holder to aid in the refueling cars or light trucks where you would need a third hand to hold the funnel.
This is an iPhone case with a TRANSPARENT ID Holder. Efficient for Students and Professionals entering buildings in a rush.
Ink be gone
MAGIC CLIP (RESUB)
Technicians Toolbox System
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"The Gluve" - A protective glove to wear while using a hot glue gun.
Fuel Sentry
Kids Fun Flavor Dental Floss
Cut your fishing line safe fast and easily, with a rod attachment device lightweight and reusable on all fishing rods.
Water through a tube to the end of the brush. Mouth wash optional
The Incredible Chase
Access the world of apps on your wrist. Wrist iPhone holder. Wear your iPhone on your wrist, yes wear it, and look good!!
Modernization of Laundry! No more, wrinkled, smelly, clothes! Very simple device!
HealthHub App
A lifter for the 5 gallon water container. Make it easier for everyone to elevate and place them on the water cooler or home dispensers.
Have you burned your hands on pots or pans? These color changing handles let you know when the handles are too hot to touch with bare hands
HumpeeZ
A dustpan with a sifter feature for outdoor use that separates the sand/dirt you want to keep from the debris that you want to throw away.
The CLICK N' COOK for baking! Use the different attachments as you need them! Let me know suggestions for more attachments!
Triple Lips is a compact lipstick holder which holds 3 mini lipsticks in one convenient container.
We have come up with a tripod hunting stand that attaches to your ATV.
Adjustbale Padded Chair
Recepit
Extending Break-over Bar
Spray on nail polish..Need I say more...
Finally a Christmas Tree that doesn't have a space requirement. This Vinyl tree sticks to the wall and the bulbs glow for a warm ambiance.
Single item countertop dishwasher. Cleans your one coffee mug, juice glass, etc. Light turns green mug is clean
Shopping mall Vicinity Shopping
MAG STRAP BOTTLE HOLDER
Angel - Child in Car Reminder
Make a dry highlighter. It's erasable, doesn't bleed thru a page or smudge what you are highlighting. It works in a dispenser like wite out
Linking Stroller System Grows to Your Family's Needs
Non-stop Mop
Eliminating back and knee pain, by using a leaf tunnel for yard clean-up.
When is YOUR birthday? We need to reinvent the birthday candles to LEDs, Singing and Animate! (Thirtyacre)
solar power using thermocouple
SET IT, DON'T FORGET IT! Wish you could get things accomplished @ home while you cook? This simplifies &amp; removes the worries of cooking.
WINK enabled Speakers
Biodegradable Weed Trimmer Line - Stop millions of miles of shredded toxic nylon line from getting into the lawns - Green benefit that sells
Surprise artificial plant
Condiments Packet Opener
Pot that stirs and cooks your candy. It has a built-in thermometer with an alarm that sounds when candy is ready. Has a built-in pour spout.
Strimmer strobe light
With the growing number of young teens drinking while driving or just speeding. This unique device will keep our youngens in check.
How would you like to have one wrench that can have two different sizes on it at one time? Or any size for that matter at the same time?
THE SNOW PLOW SHOVEL. Bad Back? Dont lift snow, push it. A tilting/angling shovel head that throws snow out of your way like a snow plow.
A dust magnet that is attached to the top of a fan blade. It is the shape of the blade and sticky on both sides.
Tired of cleaning stinky shoes? This shoe rack organizes your shoes and comes with deodorizing slipcovers to keep your shoes smelling clean!
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PowerÂ³ or PowerCube: A multiple socket outlet in form of an X which can be folded into a stylish and space saving cube.
Since the economy is so depressed many home owners have decided the best way to improve their homes is to paint.
It's a new funnel design which allows liquid to free flow
Disposable rain cover for umbrella strollers. An inexpensive necessity to be sold at theme parks and stores worldwide! Biodegradable dryness
Retractable Headphone Case
How would you like to have a timer you can control from another room or across an industrial kitchen without having to move it or touch it?
Power Carabiner
Small electronically controlled sound emitters for wallets, keys, TV remotes, medication boxes, whatever items people tend to misplace.
Grinder for nuts and spices.
SOCKS CLIP for Washing Machine
laptop carging case
My Idea is to decrease cold weather related accidents. With a simple and economical retrofit of existing infrastucture.
I needed a better, well improved mousetrap! The simple mousetrap was not working for me. I had an idea to improve it and I did!
An Umbrella that can protect the individual from the elements (sun,snow,rain, wind) while serving as portable heater or airconditioned space
Men's Room Toilet Seat
PAINT BRUSH with PAINT IN THE HANDLE, great for small detail jobs, pour paint into handle, squeeze button to disperse paint to brush tip
Mini-sized, lightweight and retractable dog leash that can be attached to most collars and it doesn't need to be removed.
PASSIVE RFID stickers to help you find your stuff. A collaboration with inventorscorner. The magic word is "PASSIVE". WaveMark technology.
Gentle Stretch Pillow
For all those messy, long, unwanted, tangled cords... a removable, adjustable, automatic retracting system. It will fit onto any cord.
Muti- knife
calcu- plus
**RE-SUBMIT**Flexible Mesh "Blanket" protects and barriers your belongings stored on car seats from flying forward when you stop short.
I live in Arizona and I think that self tinting windows on cars and houses would save a lot of money in the summer.
Make laundry easier with a hamper that goes in the washer and dryer.
Frigid
Tired of going out with your toddlers and on long trips plus not wonting them to use nasty toilets? Then here is the perfect soultion!
Treadmill With A Twist
Compressed Air Fly Swatter
WINK Remote Car Starter
light-bookmark
Stand Out on the Highway
Wouldn't it be great to be able to create maternity clothes right from your designer clothes in your closet?
Child protector
Ideal Baby stroller
A laptop cover with a built in hood that can be used to prevent glare on screen and can prevent others from looking at your private work.
A simple atachment to a hitting tee.No need for picking up balls anymore. Can be easily put on and removed.Can fit in the smallest of places
Every kitchen needs this: a functional fridge magnet, where u enter expiration dates of specific food you just bought. Save $, reduce waste!
Expandable Oven
Door hanged closet- No more messy clothes look on doorsrun cars &amp; appliances hydrogen
Electric Assist Shovel
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Sloppy Pocket
DON'T FORGET THE MILK AND.....
Raincoat with adjustable room for backpack (has 2 vertical zippers on the back that can expand your coat for your backpack to stay dry).
IN-Reader
OBSCURE Cable Enclosure
RIGHT OF WAY, a traffic control system that eliminates the danger at intersections when an emergency vehicle needs to get through.
A cool, inexpensive way to display disc media and protect data.
Mechanical Eyeliner Pencil
Smart Band Aids
The life saver
toilet paper holder
Robotic lawn mower. "Mow"Bot! Solar charged device uses trim line or laser. Memorizes blueprint of cutting patterns. Yardwork is a breeze!
Ne plus perdre sa tÃ©tine
Dual dial date stamp for documents (received on - due on) or for food/tupperware/baggies...purchase date/spoil date. could be dry erase
Scrub-a-dub Bug
DON'T THROW AWAY THAT TOOTHBRUSH! EXPRESS YOURSELF WITH DESIGNER ECO-FRIENDLY TOOTHBRUSH HANDLES
w/replacement heads and individual holders.
Digital shower head thermometer that gives an instant readout of exactly the current water temp. Can be put on any existing shower head.
Dirty, dusty, muddy shoes? No problem with VacMat. Walk in the front door, step on the mat and voila! Leave your shoes on...they're clean.
INSOLES for men and women shoes made from all natural material with therapeutic values, Odour elimination. Needs Q STAMP. Appeals to all.
Updated Two Tablet Case/Folio
Gull-wing door method bathtub
MyAir-Personal Oxygen Mask
SLAM TWIST Spatula
Home invasion! Call 911, go for your gun only before you unlock the safe or remove the gun lock you have been shot or stabbed repeatedly.
Unapparent, ultralightweight, injury preventing, comfy, reusable soles allowing you to run or walk seemingly and feelingly barefoot anywhere
A "barbie" or Doll that has cancer.
Highlighter has 3 types of tips that are put in position by rotating it, like the multipurpose pens/pencil combination. See pics for info.
NO MORE MESSY/BULKY POTS AND PANS. STORE THEM TIGHT AND ORGANIZED!
I would like to have a toothbrush with toothpaste in the handle.
A foot lever you can install on a toilet to allow hands free flushing. It will attach to all styles of toilets including push buttons.
a zip strip on bags of chips to make the bags easy to open
You ever get tired of traveling and always looking for a power outlet. Well here is a great solution to solve your problem,"The SolarCube.
Fun disposable paper on examination tables in physicians examinations room. Coloring, fun activities like tic tac toe etc.
ProtectiV ConnectiV
I or Eye scan security
LED flash light gloves
A universal app for checking the balance on gift cards
ADJUSTABLE HEELS for ladies
Child tracking/locator shoes and accessories. Trackable sensors or chips built in fashionable shoes, belts, wristbands,watches, etc for kids
(Q)ontrol! Bluetooth keychain remote for smart devices! Controls your music and camera!
A christmas tree stand that is fully rotatable which can intermittently lock in place, Which makes it easy to decorate.
oval, thin, hi nutrition wafer. starch wrapper and flutter drop from airplanes to disaster victims. all eat and biodegradable!
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I hate putting down 13 bags of products i've just purchased to open the house door, do you? Well meet the NoKey.(The remote door opener)
MULTI FUNCTIONAL FLASH DRIVE / WIRELESS CONNECTION! Mini USB(Cell Phone)-Standard USB(Computer)Built in Voice Recorder / LED
Flashlight.
Grease seperating spoon
Shine a light on that menu! A salt shaker with a light in the base serves as a convenient flashlight. Also a cool home gadget!
Rechargeable Electric Ice-Cream Scooper
Coffee Table Charging Station
Quirky Invention Game &amp; App
Dog ID tags made of silicone rubber to eliminate loud clanking noise when dog shakes. Similar to Lance Armstrong bracelets but other shapes
Teratights
Whoopie Golf - Outdoor game that uses a basket ball hoop, shoot, and used golf balls. It's a game for all ages and gets the kids outside!
A motion and noise activated noise maker to keep your child sleeping through the night. No more waking up to turn on the noise maker
Telemarket calls, bill collector calls. Want to get rid of these guys. Call dump makes this happen. The ultimate answering machine.
Did you leave the stove on?
Keys on a Band - Holds keys on wrist, arm or ankle. Great for joggers or runners. Never lose keys again.
Have you ever had any ache and wanted and ice pack or heat pack? BUT YOU DIDNT WANT TO SIT THERE AND HOLD IT The Sticky Ice or Heat
PACK
Yard Sale Tag And Scan
Spy Ring Camera. Uses Micro SD card.
Mesh Hanger Clothes Wringer
Tidy Treat
Make use of GE's available technologies to create quick focus, weather proof lenses for iPhone 5
Lap Leggs
Heel Huggers Shoe Straps
Portable automobile laptop.
WiFi Water Shut-Off System
Dogpeg
The WipeRite Sponges
Wind energy from Automobiles
A rubber laptop pad for your lap. This is a simple solution for the problem of a hot laptop. Protect your legs for cheap, and stylish.
Brake lights
Indo board like set up that provides a variety of exercises balancing options for games and physical fitness routines with the Wii.
THE WAITER APP
Heated Cake Spatula
MULTINOZZLE SPRAY TUBE for painting round objects like pipes, pillars, fences... Don't waste the PAINT. Save the NATURE!
Portable predator elimination
Remote Continuity Tester
Wheel Brush
Visual Data Transfer Tracker
"CARPAD" a triple layer of protection for any car,boat,truck,or motorcycle. A weather coat for your vehicle.
The iasel is a ipad easel for artists where the ipad mounts in and has a 360 rotation but stays stationary and has a quality art stylus set.
Pizza Slicer/Storage Container
Clock Radio Picture Frame
New Quirky Sort Function
A bathroom toilet paper dispenser that has an extra roll ready and waiting to will solve the problem of running out of the necessary tissue.
Confidential communication system between patients and pharmacists to boost efficiency and patient satisfaction with pharmacy visits
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Lockable Child Tracker
Child abduction monitor
Smart Timer!
NITROCOLD
Cat-Safe
Hide your messy &amp; ugly electronics in an attractive &amp; decorative basket, which also hides and manages wires.
The new electric pedestal
The purpose of my product is to stop underarm sweating from being seen for people who sweat excessively. Now you can finally be stain free.
CLEAN POUR PAINT CAN LID
Save-a-Knee
Introducing W.E.L.O! A New way for kids to get their dirty clothes OFF the floor!Makes doing the kids laundry a Breeze.Suggestions welcome!
Cat Blanket Restraint
Fastest Fall
Dashin' in the Dark
Mirroring Display
A redesign dog collar. A collar and a leash always have to be combined. Eliminate that step (Leash + Collar = A collar with built in leash)
A wireless webcam with two way voice and pet correction. You can log on to a website, view your pet, hear/speak or discipline if necessary
Chairpacktable
Last Kingdom Game (A qualifiable name) is a game played with battle ships in water. Objective is to conquer the crown of the enemy ships.
Phone Charger Case
Barbers! Are you tired of tangled cords? Are you tired of stepping on the cord while cutting hair? Retractable Clippers is your answer.
Pet Hair Repelling Couch Cover
Let's make all bbq utensils adjust in length for easy storage.Just push down to make it shorter and pull up to make it longer.
Not a new product, but a VAST improvement over any currently marketed. Know any guys who shave their back? They WILL want one of these.
Some pets nibble their food. Some eat everything in sight. Pleading with them is silly and crying is just weird. This, however, will work.
Plastic Tile Trowel System! A base with interchangeable trowels, floats, etc of all sizes made of plastic instead of metal to avoid rust.
Pressure sensitive break lights.More you push on the pedal more lights will light up.If you are slaming on the brake a outer ring lights up.
Never Leave Home Without It!
Harvest a big game animal and your all by yourself? Just use our lowering cargo carrier designed specifically for the outdoor enthusiast.
The flower sac
For tablet users, we need a tablet fixture for the use in bed.
Modified version of Quirky's own Power Pull: Cheaper, lighter and flexible.
Easy Up Pet Feeder
Smart Shoes--Built in pedometer and scale. Track how many steps taken each day and how much you weigh. Can turn off the scale part LOL
Pocket friendly key case/chain
My idea is a electronic spring loaded cigarette case.With built in lighter
ULTA
Adhesive Printer Ink
Express Yourself
Energy Multiplicator
A simple laptop replacement screen that straps on top of the original screen and plugs in through USB. For broken screens, Just strap &amp; go!
easy street cross system
Cartoon/hot wheels/etc. toilet handles could match the bath decor and help make kids more interested in potty training.
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GUMMI TOE EMBELISHMENTS. In vivid colors &amp; prints with flowers, sparkly jewels, etc. Great for the beach!
Electronic consent form
store basketcycle
cheap, easy to stick on the wall, and you can hang whatever you want on them
Step on toilet seat
THE IDEA. IS TO PUT SOME POWERFULL LED LIGHT UNDER YOUR DRINK WHEN YOURE AT A NIGHT CLUB these converts a simple drink
into a glowing beauty
The Silent Pillow
Collapsable baking pans
The RefrigaDater-a simple way to put the purchase date everything you put into your refrigerator!
Where is it?
My idea is a product to aid in the cleaning of wildlife such as turkeys, geese, ducks, etc.. Easy to store and easy to use.
a short belt -that fits thru 2 belt lopps instead of wrapping around waist- can be desin without limits in style an buckels an braids
Electric plug w pull-out cable
Adjustable Gardening Cage
There should be a round protective cup shape holder around the nut cracker (as shown in the picture).
E-book Page Turner
Microphone-adjustable earphone
Retractable earbuds and usb cord! No more carrying around messy wires It's all wind up in your phone case!...we shall call it Blue Ivy..lol
The Water Case
power outlet that can spin and wrap all cords together into 1 &amp; outlets can turn 360 degrees &amp; close automatically,surge protection,&amp; UBS's
NO MORE BRUISED FRUIT.Fruit bowl with raised edge for softer fruits to sit on top.
COFFEE AND A DONUT.. It's the thermos with a twist cannister beneath for snacks/donut you name it. have a coffee and a quick snack in one
Towel Caddy
Carbon monoxide garage door alarm opener. It replaces your garage door opener and will open the garage door when exhaust fumes are detected.
Stem Beacon
Ear Bud Easy Case Attach
Hi Im Anthony my invention is a glow in the dark light switch for children learning to go potty
clear the the frig of magnets
Ending soon! Finally a compact way store your reusable bags in your car or purse, no folding or cramming required!
Parking Slots
The spoon hanger in kitchen...
Pure Purse
Garbage bags w elastic draw strings that fit snug over any wastebasket.
temp tooth
Single Player Ping Pong Table
Footwork Coach
La pÃ©tanque du 21Ã¨me siÃ¨cle !
"The Butt Talks" The next big thing since Big Mouth Billy Bass!!
Touch screen nail polish
All-In-One Soccer Sock
pep out mouse
Improving energy efficiency of hermetically sealed reciprocating air conditioning compressor
Everyone likes a HOT BUTT... Heated seat cushion utilizing conductive fabric!
Pivot Power Genius Plus
"Shoe Lace BUDDIES" Cute tiny animals to add to your child's shoe laces. COLLECT THEM ALL and TRADE THEM.
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Pen trough with LED lamp
sleeve to fit over your fingers to use with your smart phones that your cell phone doesnt get fingerprints all over the touchscreen.
WaterScoop
Volume governor on TV.
The Beach Wear_it Towwel
I would like to make a refrigerator magnet map of the United States. It would have all removable states in full color that fit together.
Monitor Anything
Alarm Light Strips
A sleek, comfortable, light-weight silicone wrist band to contain lip balm in an easy to access compartment. Never lose your lip balm again.
Paper cup rings
A patent for a multifunctional exterior window shutter that offers security, privacy, solar energy and aesthetics.
Bed Sheets Made Easy
This product(idea) of mine would be a gate/fence with/without wheels and put aside after use, with/without insert for additional privacy.
Organizing many Sockets.Labeled custom backboard imbedded with Neodymium magnets sized to match socket.Quick and easy to find sockets.
OpenSolar
Finger icy pack
InFuse-Z
iPhone/iPad Extend Mount
Empower the consumer with the best posible price for shipping and the make getting a job as easy as moving a package from A to B.
winter cleaner sprayer
WiFi Blinking House Number
Add a ( .com ) or ( .net ) key on the the QWERTY Board on all new computers sold. Change your PC settings to change to .ed / .org / ect.
Race track scene play table for you little racing fan
QUIRKY MARKET
Painters paint brushes last longer with the brush comb.clean all that build up off your brush.especially near handle.And why not add a hose
Wheel-Phone-Holder
Coffee Paddle and more
Finally, a detachable comforter, two separate blankets at night so there is no "blanket hog" anymore. Any color or design imaginable!
Hang window lights for every occasion-ONCE! LED light strands with multiple possible color combinations. You pick and program to celebrate!
Rounded Paint Stir Stick
Self Standing Walking Cane
Pressure Drawing Mat
Reading Time Light. A baby alarm clock with lamp light that dims to darkness. Timer for both sleep &amp; wake. Babies ease to sleep and wake.
Pocket Piggy Bank
Tele-adjustable kid car seat
No Sagging Sign
Uplift My Coffee Creamer Jar!
Lets revisit a Quirky product and make it better.. The Lift 2.0
SoniqCase - Smartphone Case
Smart Alarm Clock With Brains
Tired of those early morning commute coffee spills? The "Glow Joe," works on coffee container lids and can be marketed to all coffee shops.
Trash-Can with a built in bag dispenser on bottom of can with sanitizer compartment on the side
Hammock for Your Feet!
The "Bath Blanket" is a cover for the surface area of a bath tub designed to block the heat from escaping, thus retaining a hot water bath.
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Ever wanted to have extra hands for your wheeled carry-on. This device will help you in moving efficiently from one place to the next.
DryBag
APPILL
iFly resub
WINK Photo Frame
Waterproof Flip Open Cover for Ipod and Iphone made of composite covered in colorful Silicone. Protect your device when its in your pocket!
Laptop Hinge Helper
Picture frames that can go on walls and tables that can easily be moved, or adjusted.
Adjustment Level
It's a BREEZE! Portable &amp; Collapsible beach caddy with handle to secure in sand. Holds your beverage, lotion, magazine, book, Kindle, phone
Single Serving Packet opener
Hand Mixer with Timer
Your phone is about to die and you want to plug it in to charge, only to find your power cord is gone.Avoid this by personalizing your cord.
easy ice stick
Shaking Bed Alarm
Snow Mo'
Green Smoothie Vending Machine
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser-Helps loosen sugar 4 easy pour. No more banging on glass dispenser! Center dividers for 2-3 types of sugars RESUB
An adjustable support device for underneath garbage disposal units. Because heavy garbage disposals will rip off your undermounted sink!
CORD BALLS 2... Has 4 USB outlets (two on each side). Inspired by the original Cord Balls idea.
Hand held shower head w/built in ball valve for on/off and water pressure controll.
Surge Protections with adjustable pull out sockets the pictures, will explained the rest.
catrachoman
you know how hair and gunk get stuck in the blades of a razor when you shave. No more with SHAVERS FRIEND never again have a clogged razor
Iphone Charger
dog know no!
sonar brush
Fake Goose poop
This double stroller allows you to convert back and forth from a wide stroller for jogging and easy walking to the long narrow version.
Its Mine, Electronics ID Tag
"iLantern" Lantern for iPhone
Don't loose the use of your USB port while using your memory stick. A memory stick/dongle that has a USB port on the back.
Prevent chimney fires and over-heating damage to expensive woodstoves with an alarm to wake/warn you before dangerous temperatures occur.
Credit/debit card protector
"Play Loud" the Fun way to Share / Trade &amp; Play Music &amp;Audio files. Specifically Shaped USB Sticks that ONLY fit into "Play Loud" Player.
This is an affordable light switch with a timer built in. Never forget to turn off your lights again and save on your energy bill!!
STAIR LIGHTS...faux moulding/trim with LED lights hidden underneath... PREVENT FALLS...Easy to install...peel and stick...blends with decor.
Coffee is a dish best served hot. A rechargeable battery in a heated and insulated cup keep you going in the morning slow and afternoon go!
video defender
It's finally here! A tilting towel rack. Towels dry faster. Great for large families or when you have visitors. Hotels will love them!
Sole Charger II
INK JET PRINTING CALCULATOR
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Misting cool tan
Are you tired of going on long flights &amp; not sleeping a wink? Had a stiff neck for your whole holiday? You need a hood travel pillow!
Talking Doll App Enabled
WALK IN WATER is a way to be in the water and get away from the side of the pool, feel safe for anyone with a handycap, surgerys, blind,
Hollow Salad Tong Handles lets u pick and choose what you want on your salad. Nuts, Cheese, Egg, Bacon... Now Everyone is satisfied!
Do you have post-it notes stuck all around your monitor? Attach ScreenNotes instead; a U-shaped dry-erase board with mini pens &amp; eraser.
Big Bandits ! Supersize Bandits and Carabandits and add a lock+key to secure bindings.
Courtesy wave (thank you)
A device that will flash Christmas Tree lights and play your recorded voice or music when the live tree has absorbed all water in the base.
Hand warmer for that cold hand on the computer mouse. Slip hand in/out easily for typing. Mitt has bottom opening that fits over any mouse.
Connects to the home faucet and raises the connection point to make it easier to use. Has a faux stone finish on the outside.
I am sick of my headphones getting in the way when not in use. Where to put them? Hang them on the computer - tidy and accessible.
My idea is an ipad, iphone or cell phone stand that attaches to a stroller.
Chain Drive
CROWN MOULDING/TRIM MADE EASY. Get a digital reading of any wall angle that converts saw bevel/tilt settings needed for the perfect cut.
Tired of tipping the pot of pasta to drain it? Then this is for you! Introducing Drain Out !!
An arm cushion for acoustic guitar players. It forms laying on the upper front edge of the guitar, where the strumming arm rests. Comfort!
Non-stick silicone topper
stackable casserole dishes with flip over lids so you can put on top of each other in fridge.
NITE PAK. A LED backpack for night travel, solar gadget charging, and futuristic fashion. (CHARLES AYALA)
App Enabled Heated Pet Bed
Poker game that you can play in the dark. A kit that comes with cards chips glasses hats that all glow ire descent for hours.
Personal shopping cart
SCRUB and GO
A flash drive with bluetooth transmitter with a designer case receiver that warns you if you forgot to take your flash drive with you.
This is a snowsuit for babies. It has slits inside of it so that the straps fit easily on your baby without readjusting all the time.
Secure Fueling
iMac Port Wrap-Around
"My Treasures" is a keepsake album that encourages people to inventory all of their favorite things with a photo and a written description.
College Ramen Cup Appliance
The germ buster
Behold! The Backpack Bike Rack! A wearable bike rack that you can take with you anywhere. Perfect for one-way trips or roadside emergencies.
INFLATABLE CAR HANGER - Much safer solution for rear passengers. Also much cheaper.
The Trash App
implifier &amp; inductive charger
Automated Tongue Depressor Dispensor.
Back Relief
Disposing of condoms safely and securely can be difficult.Condoms are one item that â€œIn the Momentâ€ may be tough to dispose of.
A foldable two-wheeler hood
Never lose your golf ball agai
I have a passion for outdoor flags. I have a suggestion for flag manufacturers.
A product enabling a person when lying on an air mattress in the sea or a swimming pool to stay in the same place without fear of drifting.
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Reinvent the sweatband. Fashion Friendly?(Paulette Jaques)
Bucket list app for face book. A section to advertise what you want to accomplish and experience in life. Your friends will envy your goals
My "Wall Hugger" electricial outlet is a home or business wall outlet built slightly protruding from the wall, the outlets are at 90 degrees
The Lumber Cart Saddle Bag
. A retractable extension for the power cords of electronic devices.
Remote Retriever
Adonit Jot Pro soft nib extension
TYRIM
WOOLY - Exclusive neck warmer
Lawn Mower Buddy
+I Can Haz Pet Dish :: Get All of Spotâ€™s (or Fluffyâ€™s) Food Out of a Can or Pouch :: Pet Dish Combined with a Spatula
SILENTIST Silent Dental Drill
The beach screw is the solution to keeping your towel and other items in place when you go to the beach. No more chasing towels in the wind!
Garden Swing that Folds in Half for Easy Storage. Allows You to Put Your Feet Up While Swinging, Unlike Traditional Garden Swings!
Motion Sensored Hand Sanitizer Mister for you car!
USB Snake Hub! Line extension of the Power Snake. A USB hub with 4 ports that can "snake" around the desk and computer
Walk-UP-Stair-Foot-bath
"Anti-Flo's No Shows"
A SAFE, EFFECTIVE way to learn to walk. Babies are curious and daring! Help your child learn to walk safely!
Suds shower nozzle
BBQ 2-IN-1 GRILLING TOOLS
My idea is a wall mounted LED kid's height ruler with built in memory.A ruler like frame with LED light up display and memory capabilities.
Instantly CHILL a can or bottle! Have you ever been stuck with a warm drink? WATCH VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5EXMIOFpas
An Automatic pill dispenser. You can set different times during the day for it to release with an alarm to make sure you take your med's.
A big /maybe 3-6 foot fabirc sunshade that hovers and follow 3-5 feet above you keeping you from getting a sunburn.
Portable take-apart crib made of corrugated plastic, cardboard or similar for trips, emergency, lost homes, hospitals. Zero to 9 mth babies.
The product is the integration of a massage pad located within the back and shoulder straps of a backpack
Hair-styling doll head with replacable hair. Now children can make lots of different haircuts, not risking to ruin the doll's look forever.
The Green Thumb
iPod, mp3 player, or cell phone battery dying too fast while listening music? Do you want to customize the sound of your music?
Air down there
My idea is an oval shaped object with a string passing thru it.You flip the object, tightening the string, pull back and forth on the string
BPA-Free Silicone Seed Trays
Hair clipper with camera
Are you sick of holding on to your open beer case at a party like a small child, well not anymore, who you gonna call, Beer Pack!
5C Case Rubber Band
Fart in a can
self darkening car windows
Color Magic Pill Case
Umbrella with built in stand
Cell Phone Case with a slick wallet compartment. Provisionally Patented, Will keep on the go basic valuables handy.
Decorator Window treatments without the decorator price! 2 minute video attached
My idea: a pet collar with a built-in retractable leash and a cushioned ring to pull out the leash as needed. It would be called "EZ Leash.
A phone that can be used as both corded and cordless. This will eliminate the need to buy both corded and cordless phones for a household
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Ladder with Power
Fitted sheet folding helper
Waterproof hand-held metal detector to find gold in the Sierras! Dive in rivers to find nuggets!
Unbreakable Glasswares....
Girlfriend Compatibility Test
It takes the "toot" out of your shampoo or body wash by lifting it off the rim of the bathtub. Also lets you use ALL of your product.
Smarty Herbs
A beverage insulator that will fit over one and one point five liters bottles to keep liquids cold.
DISCREET TRAVEL PILLOW: Sleep Soundly Without Being Embarrassed About How You Look! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
An adapter that allows you to charge your iPod, iPhone, iPad using your macbook charger.
I just took my plate of food from the microwave and the edges are hot,but as I continue to eat my lunch I find the middle is still cold.
Now you can have a cleaner, neater and more functional medicine cabinet. Grab the squeeze tube you need when you want it. get yours today.
Outlet Re-locator
Laundry basket with side storage for hangers.
What if we can text without having to look at our phone? We can use our thumbs to touch fingers in certain position that would mimic key pad
iNanny
A main unit that has 10 individual locator buttons to remotely search for the missing item as attached sensors would beep loudly to be found
Wireless Wrist Band Speaker(s)
Waking up to the sound of frying bacon with the lingering smell of the bacon or the aroma of coffee that is heard percolating. GOOD MORNING!
A self-standing angled shelf allowing gravity to pull all of the residual laundry soap to the dispenser spigot. A 30* shelf is the key.
Finding a golf ball
KP Support
Inflatable beach bed bag
Enter the new age of the mouse pad...Possible help for preventing carpal tunnel syndrome...also a whole new look &amp; feel to computer work
I thought that that it would be a good idea to have a single hanger that hangs down and would hold around twenty tank tops.
Bluetooth Meat Thermometer !!
Solar Lighted Bobbers--Fish with it during the day, and when it gets dark you will still be able to see the bobber
Super Straw
The Deep Freeze Mug
disposable ceiling fan blade covers. can be make in array of colors or scented. use in commerical kitchens would protect blades from grease.
folding walker
LID SPREADER. ABILITY TO SPREAD WHATEVER, WHENEVER. KEEPS SPREADS SANITARY AND SAVES ON TIME, DISHES, WATER AND
MONEY. ITS SO CONVIENENT!
rebar ty
Stick-Its
Eliminates the mess associated with changing an oil filter. The Oil Filter Tap, with a T-Grip handle. Drains oil filters with one hand.
CABY Baby Transportation
A levitating computer mouse! It eerily floats in the air, with a bit of a bounce effect in the up and down direction.
SLEEK WALL SWITCH PLATE with LED NIGHT LIGHT (Battery operated). Power off? No problem! you still have light! obviously safer than candles!
Tiepods: Easy, modern and efficient way to Organizing, Display, Store and Retrieve Ties. Each Tie pod can store up to 6 ties.
Nail clipper with magnifying glass for easy visibility while cutting toenails along with attached receptacle for catching the nail clippings
Portable foldable 'flatbed' cart: A cart or flat surface on the go. For bringing in groceries or for use as a emergency roadside surface.
Magic Earrings Board holder.
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Toddler Tarp
Tired of smelly sneakers? Why not put a deodorizer slip under the tongue of the shoe
Keep your home doors open using slip- and stick-on magnetic components. Uses existing door stop and installs in seconds!
Mini Headphones
Bike Saddle with GPS Security
Solar Power Instant Messaging
How do you hold your Tablet? The Tablet Tab is a grip free way to hold and re-position your tablet or smart phone comfortably!Sleek and thin
Tempera-Sure
Light a toilet
Self Tanning Barbie Doll
A clothing protector for the elderly as they eat. Its made of double layered white quilted fabric. Its 18x40". It has pockets for weights.
Clip hair for women made â€‹â€‹of paper. Modern, sturdy and beautiful. Can be made from recycled material.
Toddler winter coat with attached gloves that only a parent can remove. Gloves have less chance of getting lost and little hands stay warm.
Recover your stolen bicycle from the any police property room....Locate your camera from any pawn shop by using C.E.P.A.R.S.
Inventory Assistant
Pivot Safety Plugs
simply put peanut butter or peanut butter and jelly in a modified or un modified caulking like gun
Robotic 4 rotor auto duster
2-HOLD
I need a small heated pathway (size of a slip-n-slide) so my small dog can do her business outside in the snow (snow melts on the pathway).
Garbage Shedder
s
UNDER CONSIDERATION silicone knife that helps teach kids to cut their own food! The adjustable loop helps position index finger safe on top
Flush Connection Plug
A solar phone charger that goes on bike. The sun would charge the holder, so when you come back you can plug phone into mount on bike.
Germ Bomb
The Ultimate Crib Sheet with built in Pee Pad Pocket. Its a crib sheet with a pee pad pocket for potty training. Easy on Easy Off!
Car Seat on the Go! Car seat that has retractable wheeled under carriage to reduce strain of carrying both baby and seat.
THE DRAGONFLY TWITCH LURE
Its a pin that has a key hook, light, a small display of up to date lotto numbers and a metal top to scratch tickets
Don't touch that DIRTY DOOR HANDLE! Introducing a one size fits all clear plastic glove treated with an antibacterial solution to kill germs
Disappearing laundry bag...
I have a concept for a mobile phone with a silencer attachment that allows you to carry on a conversation without being overheard by anyone.
A customized plastic fishing bobber in the shape of a football, basketball, baseball, Nascar, etc with college and pro teams logo and color
Seed Waiters: Grow When U Want
Plastic dispenser,with belt clip and roll of peel-off matching numbers inside for applying to doors and hinges.
Glo Bones
a ladder x 3 . 3 ladders in one! light weight.
Recipezy
Designed by a Montessori teacher, this clothes rack will aid with independence in the home.
Handy Mouser
a recycled cardboard tray you get in a fast food drive thru for your order to hold a drink and meal that sits in your lap for spills
A collapsible dish rack that is equipped with a fan to dry dishes quickly and can be stored away from the kitchen counter in between uses.
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Disposable, "that time of the month" nighttime underwear geared towards girls and women, in fun styles and patterns.
Soft toothpicks
Shoes and boots shapers that has a slot for interchangeable air fragrance. Each set will come with a stylish stackable box for storage.
Mini Garlic Chopper
Hate cheaters on Words With Friends? App detects if opponent is using cheat app against you on Words with Friends.
A step stool that doubles as a bath toy container and bathtub slip resistant mat holder, that can be stored on the back of any cabinet door!
Insulated Bottle and Can holder with built in mug handle(plastic), instantly turns your Bottle or Can into a mug, and keeps your drink cold.
Detachable Electric Extension Cord. Use it as much you need it, save space and design as you like it.
desk clean up
vacuum dust pan
The Ultimate Bed for your Cat!
is a backpack attach with a hose at the end of the hose it has a pistol and when one pulls the trigger salt comes out
A foam collar to go around the neck and support the neck so a person would be able to sleep in a chair or in their car.
Pasta Scoop
REEO (Electrical Organizer)
Dry Mouth Sleep Snorkel
EZ-Store Space Saving Utility Lawn and Beach Sled.
iD Bracelet
Password Scanner
"Rack in the Sack" is a saddle rack that collapses into a tote bag. It can be used as a chair. Comes in many colors and can be personalized.
Non-Stick Chef's Knife
sun tatoo is designed in different patterns i.e. the shape of lightning bolts, hearts, zigzags, up/down angles, and in very bright colors.
Sock ball
A bracelet with a loud voice yelling help to attract people for help,&amp; a simple switch of a button calls 911 without your harasser knowing.
Refrigerator Saver
Drink box, easy to clean. This drinking box would open like a book so it could scrubbed out after a fruit smoothie or homemade juice.
The Flamingo Lamp
The Tupperware Freezer will keep your food cold for hours! No more spoiled food on camping, picnics, and lunch breaks!
A removable recipe/cookbook holder that hangs from a cupboard. Open the door, slip in the holder, close the door.
Are you an audiophiles that spend $$$ on earpieces to get high quality sound from your smartphones or MP3 devices? This product is for you.
Calender Kids TM
Measuring Jar Scraper
Portable speakers with a rugged twist
Concentric Cooler (15/100)
Tessellations - Wine Glasses designed to fit together perfectly to save space
Carrying items to the beach/pool can be a hassle due to large towels, my idea gets the towels out of the way for more room and less hassle.
My idea is called the duo phone app. If you have more than one phone number (personal/business) it allows both to ring on the same phone.
Power Pinch is a plug adapter for your devices that eliminates power consumed by devices not in use otherwise known as standby power.
A Flat Stylus for Crossover
Do your kids always stand too close to the tv? Use this electronic device to automatically shut the tv off when your child gets too close.
Ambiance
Personal Hand Dryer. Quick and germ free.
Reshaping long pillow
A long time ago in a galaxy far away TV remote controls were outdated. The future is here. Solar. Wireless. User recognition. Barbra
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My idea is stackable serving dishes.
A tattoo created by the sun. like a candy cigarette in a kids mouth "SUN TOOS" allow kids/teens to pretend they have a tattoo just like you.
"WRITE CASE". This product is a 'dry erase' case for your smart phone that enables you to write and erase notes directly on your phone case
GPS/Checkout device on shopping carts!Locate any item in the store along with quantity.Scan it,drop it in the cart. Checkout at your cart!
ORB Ceramic Sphere Vessel Sink
undercarriage cleaning aid, cleans the underside of motor vehicles helps cars last longer, ,
STOP! - a more effective way for law enforcement to make a car they are chasing stop regardless how much the target wants to get away!
The Tissue Friend
SOLAR TREES
Just a simple solution to a everyday problem. A trash can that is easy to clean. Please see images provided.
Cellphone Case Holder
I would like to make it easier for people on crutches by using a shock absorber like what you find on the front end of a bike.
My idea is clear polarized glasses for night driving to dramatically reduce glare, especially on wet roads.
Resistance Training Kit
Colors Of Christmas Remote
The Bi-level Pillow is designed to allow you AND your partner to enjoy a night in watching tv or reading without blocking your view!
BACKSPACE - The IPHONE Case with a Hidden Compartment and Mirror with LED light. Store your CC, ID, Make-Up, etc.
Bottle Cap Faucet
Plugins
Cozy Rise
Stand Sweater Keeper
TRIANGLE HEAD SCREWS WITH MULTI-BIT SCREWDRIVER SET. Tired of stripping sCrews? A triangle head screw will out perform any other!
Portion sized dinnerware with veggie/fruit/carb/protein portion size divisions on the plate. Doesn't fit in compartment, you can't eat it.
TIME IS RUNNING OUT! Toddler Table Activity Pad- Keeps toys from being dropped on the floor keeps toddlers entertained at meal time
Quirky WINK WIFI Product HUB
The vacume sealed, fridge container. I would like the vacume suction to come from the lid. What about those leftovers, lets keep em.
Trucker mate
Car Breathalyzer
the hot drink server
A flying rawhide dog chew! Shape and bend the rawhide in the shape of a propeller, place it on a stick and twist! Call it Chew Fly?
nano mantis for reading in bed
Litter free juice box straw
I propose glow-in-the-dark toilet seats and faucet handles for people who don't want to turn on lights during the night.
Cd cleanser
A sun shade, a cover and a stand for a tablet. 'These are not three separate devices.' Are you using tablet outdoors? It is an idea for you.
The Icecalator Ice Dispenser-clean, fun and easy. Portability, sanitation, unbreakable parts=clean ice 4every1,everywhere.www.icecalator.com
idea provides users with a storage console and armrest for use in bed. it is a retractable platform that can be mounted to your headboard.
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school; university students; who can keep track of them.
Looking for a way to keep cool in the summer, Something versatile stylish and practical everyone loves? My Mist cool pack is the answer!
Recipe card holder can be attached to kitchen cabinet doors. This way you can glance at a recipe at eye level while creating your meals.
Do you have young children who keep unzipping their coats? We should invent something that doesn't allow children to unzip their jackets!
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Build boxes like speaker boxes placed around a room to create similar temperatures and smells as what is being shown in a movie.
Jenga Junction! An exciting new twist to the popular stacking game. Tongue and Groove design allows for stacking up AND out!
Blood Pressure Tracker w/USB
solar powered or battery powered electronic DICTIONARY (built in spellcheck) about the same size of similar (solar powered calculators)
I hate that I am adjusting my collar on my button up shirts. I want to make a support for any collared shirt that will keep collar stiff.
Lockable Dog Leash
On the fly switch to control the loudness of a motorcycle exhaust. Allows a motorcyclist to have instant noise control.
Distance
Under Chair Hanging Storage
BLOW UP TAPE MEASURE that can be RIGID or FLEXIBLE depending on your needs,Stands up straight on it's own. Store notes &amp; dry erase
surfaces!
Personal Air Chiller
Universal battery cover replacement for tv remote controls.
Figured I would throw in my umbrella idea :) Simply slide and choose level of coverage. Canopy opens wider and wider and clicks into place.
Safety drone
Kleenex in a cup
USB flash device + 1080i DIVX HD Compressed video = HDTV Screensaver! HD Theater Sized: Clownfish Aquarium, NatGeo Sunrise Earth, ect.
Pen or pencil gloss
App Controlled Bulletin Board
A bride's worst enemy = RAIN! You don't want to ruin that dream dress or super-model hair &amp; make-up. The Bride's Best Friend (BBF) can help!
Drying racks. While useful they have limited efficency for drying sweaters...But if AIR can to flow thru clothes time to dry gets cut by 1/2
A pulley for carrying.
Good to the last drop! Transfer that last drop of expensive lotion, oil, or WHATEVER to a more appropriate container.
A cell phone case or pad that charges your phone on the go, wirelessly. As your battery drains, the case charges the phone by contact.
Charger-Speakers
No More Cold Fingers! Warms hands in two places. Turn the secondary blade on to help loosen compacted snow and ice for easy removal.
A shish kabob skewer that holds the meat and veggies in place when you rotate it on the grill.
Version 2: Flexible STUDENT/PROFESSIONAL 5 Star Universal Digital Notebook and flexible/connectable paper clips.
POWERED STEP LADDER. It is 2012. Simple question...Why would we not have power outlets available on the top of a ladder?
Mr. Soothie
ATM stylus/card holder
Are pets have miro chips why not are bicycles??? Track your bike rides or find a stollen bike. Small enough to be placed anywhere.
Freekey
Personal fruit harvester- An extending pole from 7'-14', capture net, a pruning cutting tool on the end of pole to cut fruit from trees.
On The Go
Server or pc cooler
big washable pet hair remover
MODERN INSTANT DISH DRYER - Dry your dishes instantly after washing.
Hand sanitizing bracelet that promotes good hygiene for all ages.The flexible bracelet is filled with sanitizer spray for your convenience.
Keyboard for Treadmill Walking
HIDINI ! Toilet Brush Simple way to keep toilet brush off floor / mostly hidden / and less bending to retrieve !
Flat USB Charger for Crossover
Bath-alarm
Ever get tired of dealing with a hot pillow while trying to sleep? I've come up with a relatively simple design that uses physics help.
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Shoe charger
Handee Cutter
Heating Pad Hood for tention headaches, migraines, neck and shoulder pain.
Disguise ugly vent pipes on your roof with a favorite animal or personality.Slide a raccoon over your vent in summer or Santa in the winter
Shelf/Decor Building Modules
Personal Less Touch. A personal pen device designed to avoid skin contact on any public touch screens everywhere. Keeps Germs Away !!
I have invented the "Aqua Drinking Nozzle" Makes drinking from your garden hose safe and easy. A simple idea that works!!! I use mine!!
Ketchup Holder
Relieve back/joint pain, gain flexibility, tone muscle! Inversion / Chin Up system for small spaces. Free standing, portable, adjustable.
Infant/child car seat with a sturdy retractable handle and retractable wheels underneath it.
An app for smart phones,would give the user the ability to record a different phone voice greeting message for each individual phone contact
Tired of your trash cans blowing away or being left by the side of ther road by garbage men? CAN CAGE will keep your trash cans in place.
Organic savory energy bars as an alternative to currently available sugary sweet ones. Think sun-dried tomatoes not chocolate chip crunch.
App controlled scoreboard
Deer attracking lure in automatic sprayer
Modular Cord Organizer
Your baby's next big teether! Babies love to bite on hands so why not make it into a actual teether?! Hand shaped characters babies love.
Shopping Cart Bumper
Lit up Legos
Soap keeper/ soap saver
Hides your phone, money, ID, credit card(s) and passport on your person
the no sand beach bag
This is a puck light with a clip-on holder for hands free light.
Its a Grabber hooked on to a antenna hooked to a key chain. so if a old or handycap person drops something they can pick it up easy.
Mouse Buds are a spring-loaded cord holder which connect to clothes and reduce the tension on ear phones so they won't fall out of the ears.
Magnifying screen w keyboard
THE COMFORT CUSHION! FULLY ADJUSTABLE CUSHION THAT MAKES ANY CHAIR YOUR FAVORITE CHAIR. ADJUSTS FOR ALL
SEATING.
Finally a way to organize those hard to manage Lazy Susan corner kitchen cabinets!
STEP Golf &amp; the Slotted Driver
Food Leftovers Timer Containers
glass induction fryer
Interlocking pegboard pieces with attachment options that don't leave holes in the wall.
Romantic Light Revival
Wink Meat Thermometer
Porta-Potty Papers
I call my product the Crumb Catcher. It is easily and inexpensively manufactured through vacuum formed plastic and rinses clean.
Give yourself a mini massage in the shower while you wash. Hand held washer. Massage knobbles &amp; silicone bristles. Soap dispenser. Barbra
Credit Keeper
Combat bathroom clutter with this retractable vanity organizer
Reinvent the toothbrush. totally new design. Gentle on gums flexible for any dental condition. Hooped bristles World Wide distribution.
Hand held Wiper
Cuticle Clipper Reinvented. Cuticles are round, but cuticle clippers are straight? The Round Cuticle Clipper is shaped like cuticles.
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Strip ME
Eliminate pet liter odor with a liter pan pet system. A pet door connects to a small outbuilding housing the liter pan and liter products.
Smallest Table for Smartdevice
Disposable Sox
Noodle Fork
simply put peanut butter or peanut butter and jelly in a modified or un modified caulking like gun
WINK Home Solar Power Kit
Let your small pet get some exercise! Play with your pet and it won't get away!(Paulette Jaques)
Automatic Floor Registers For houses w/o HVAC zones, allows individually vents to close/open with easy control based on time of day
An led lighted glove to illuminate the nail revealing the surface area that is safe to clip preventing pain/bleeding for your dog.
The perfect solution for people who live in small spaces and want to be fit, have style, and still be practical. A workout bench/chair!
Meat marinade, tenderizer, liquid injector combination :No extra dirty dishes for marinating, tenderizing and flavor injecting. All-in-one
Squat n Go
Waterproof Mat that fits under any dog training pads, potty pads and convenience pads
Tablet holder
SIMPLE SCHOOL SCHEDULING SOFTWARE. For principals of public high, middle, and elementary schools all over the United States.
Dangle Berries
Sunglasses comprised of plastic frame and fabric interchangeable straps. These sunglasses are unique and look great.
A.B.C Advance Baby Carrier
Double Sided Frames.
Create your own Furniture! Chairs, tables, bookcases, your imagination is the limit! Customize more with faceplates (padded,wall mount etc.)
Combined lavatory and Urinal. Urine splashing minimized in homes aircraft and schools. Less noise when males stand and pee (most time)
GPS Pacifier
Converter.
The "WalkPad" is a mobile treadmill for your desk, living room or travel
The Recline-O-Bed. When there are not enough beds in the house place one these in each recliner you have and you have just made another bed.
iPhone 5 Lightning watch: A charger with you at all times.
Power Pow-ch
evolution of the Christmas Tree Stand. Easy and reusable.
Integrated Driving Reminder
Cartski
2nd chance
"Warm Fuzzy"A cuddling toy (Teddy Bear)for children/pets that warms your loved one during sleep or anytime they need a warm cuddle from you.
Periscope for your digital camera...
Dryer Scent Cover
All-In-One Unwanted Marketing Smasher. Strike back against annoying cold calls, junk mail and SPAM! (ScottJ)
TOAST DIARY - toaster which is communicating with Your I PHONE Calendar app, and every morning burns on Your toast Your daily program
Is there anything more disgusting than pulling a hairball out of the drain? My idea is to make a retrofit hair shredder that fits in drains
Metal mesh protective sleeve for hedge trimmers and other power tools. No more accidental cut cords, No more re-wiring jobs
Carry your infant safeley up and down subway stairs. I cringe when I see someone struggle with a stroller with a child in it.
Jack
Multiple and Universal Electric Toothbrush Charger !
Kitchen Appliances Slider
Easy open patio door
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A umbrella for your car door that keeps you dry until you get your personal umbrella opened
Great idea to keep shampoo out of toddlersâ€™ eyes. An adjustable clear plastic eye shield with Velcro straps. Best of all, no more tears!
Only two dumbells 2 to 40pds
The charger case
Car Lightsaber
Easy out trash can
The bra COLOLISO is a nightly use avoids the appearance of wrinkles caused lap overnight. www.cololiso.com.br
Life Saver
Clip It designed a fashionable solution to losing the drawstring in one of your favorite pairs of pajamas, sweats, hoodies, or shorts.
No Mess Legos
Sweater Keeper
iPHONE PHONE CASE WITH BUILT IN WIRELESS MOUSE-Or use it with your USB cable when charging phone on laptop! Easy...Simple...Smart!
The "Petdow". removable pet window for apartment living. apartment structure.
Quirky Member Investor, Buyer, Seller.
"Where's my dog (kid, cat)?!" Everyone carries a cell phone. It would be great to have an app with chipped clip-on to immediately find them.
Color Ease
Get more out of your chapstick. Let's make accessories that attach to the chapstick cap: flashlight, emergency whistle, pill box, what else?
A cord for the iPhone or any major cellular phone in which you plug two phones together and transfer them a certain percentage of battery.
Angel Band
Shoe soles with endangered animal or dinosaur tracks. 1% of proceeds goes to Endangered Species Act.

"Animal Trackers"

Interlocking set of color-coded cutting boards (designed to look cool and save space doing it). No more cross contamination!
Shopper stick!! The easiest way to carry your heavy grocery or shopping bags. Sugestions welcome
This product keeps your credit card ID safe from RFID (radio frequency identification) theft without the need to purchase a new wallet.
Big thick frozen straws made from same material they make freezer packs out of -twist/pull "post" out so liquid/liquordrink melts asya drink
Never want to mess up your spouse's coffee or have to ask a guest and then try to get it right? This coffee machine will do it all for you.
Flat Pack Shelving System
Its a music stick. An mp3 player kept off the ground by a stick. Perfect for the beach. Just stick it the sand and tunes are safe.
Wheelchair Gap Filler
just shut up
You are at the bar and your phone is low on juice. Ask your bartender if you can please use the Bar Phone Caddy to charge your phone.
THE READY TO GO CART IDEAL FOR USE BY CAMPERS,TAIGATERS AND A VARIETY OF OUTDOOR OCCASIONS. HOLDS EVERYTHING
FROM PAPERWARES,FOOD ,DRINK
Towel Marker
Want to reliably and safely clean that toilet bowl? Here's the answer the Automatic Toilet Bowl Cleaner Dispenser. The easy way to clean.
EarAlarm are comfortable ear plugs that have a built in alarm clock so you don't risk not hearing your alarm while sleeping with ear plugs!
A watch that displays the time with a laser. Like the alarm clocks have. You can display the time on the ceiling or wall at night.
More power to ya! Keeps your plugs from coming loose and unplugging
milk dispencer
This device is a collapsible tube dispenser. The collapsible tubes can contain toothpaste, paints, cosmetics and glues to name a few.
Potside+ Counter Baggie Holder
The ultimate gamer. This game suit will let you literally get in the game. You will feel everything from shots to hits to simulated inertia.
Build a Kendall (similar product) into workout equipment,eg Treadmill elliptical, stair climber.Upgrade ipad hands free telephone MP3 player
For Cell Phone Users: Lets end the issue of germs on cell phones, battery life per charge, and moisture damage and save you money.
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Fob password/pin number storage device. Infrared light from fob database is projected on the password box or surface. Type password/pin
Smart Thermostat
3 Tiered Dish Drain
TV Sleeve
Mail Alert System. No more wondering if you have mail in your mailbox. Alerts are sent right to your smartphone or computer!
smellphone
Quick, clean, toothbrush holder. Toothbrush faces down to dry. No holes, no tight spaces, fits easily on countertop. Easy clean.
K-Cup Maker
Cat wrap nail clipping blanket
Energy Band
KITCHEN SINK SCRUBBER! Redesigned,resubmit UC
Bathtub Saddle Storage Mat
Millions of homes everywhere have remote controls. This simple locator device will have you using your remote instead of searching for it!
Power shoes
Abs Trainer
Magnetic Frame Hook
Now you can open your front door with a hand held remote control! Just like your car-just point and press for a quick and safe entry!
2ndCell - an inexpensive, waterproof phone that uses bluetooth to connect to your safe, dry, expensive smartphone up to 30 ft away.
Therascrub is a therapeutic hands-free back scrubber in the shower. Helps everyone healthy or disabled in the shower.
a motorcycle helmet
Plumber's all in one tool which consists of cleaning brushes with tilt head for easier access,flux n brush,removable cutting wheel n solder
Some people with poor motor coordination aren't able to vocalize clearly. This is solution to help them communicate.
Sun Swatter
Current U-shaped home massage pillows tweak the head and neck backwards unnaturally. There's a better way to design a home massage pillow!
the Butt warmer
An indicator on food containers that lets you know if the contents are safe to eat or if they have gone sour.
una puerta a la vez
A flashlight with a laser pointer attached to it. It is very use full on construction projects in dark area's.
Butcher knife and cuttng board organizer that rolls in and out of a kitchen cabinet and keeps sharp objects off kitchen counters.
slider eyeglass holders
Attention Singers Introducing the KARAOKE JUKEBOX Home edition. Don't worry about quality and sound or selection ever again.
Laptop Camera
Have beautiful even dazzling light displays in your windows without the cords,hooks,tape,or suction cups showing.
Frying Oil disposal bags. Pour in, seal and throw way, store it or for recycling. (Paulette Jaques)
Let your frisbee do more mind boggling tricks. Climb higher, turn sharply.
Small USB powered AM/FM radio that looks like a mini jukebox RESUBMIT
iPhone Make-up kit case
Antenna Skins
Laundromat ATM
Relieve your stress by punching the person who annoys you the most! Try this inflatable punching bag with interchangeable personalized faces
Smart Socket
#NAME?
Hand Bib is a small hand towel that velcros/snaps to the childs wrist while they are eating ice cream and other messy food.Simple solution.
cold air coming in around old doors that won't close because their bowed.

lower utility costs and help secure doors
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Presenting, The Pick-it-up-stick! With one swift motion the dog poo is picked up and sealed in to a plastic bag. Clean, smooth and shit easy
Permanant marker sized vacuum with a slot on the bottom 2 place a coin, scratch ur lottery ticket, and suck up debris as u scratch.MT if ful
Babyâ€™s need a pacifier to calm them down at one point or another. So, why not a "Biblical pacifier", designed with your faith on it.
RESUBMIT Waiting 4 Render. Now your arm will outlast your pets desire to play fetch. Just step down to load spring, hit trigger and launch.
Remote back clip
Wooden Photobooth Frame
Here is the new child saftey deadbolt! Never worry that your kids could sneak out the door or let a stranger in.Easy to use easy to install.
The Straw Pump allows a liquid to be "pumped" through a straw without sucking on the straw. Click on the folder below to watch the video!
Monitor Your Electricity
Instead of collecting rainwater for plants, collect the water that is wasted while waiting for the water to get hot
WORLD PET CHIP enable you to keep track of your pet wherever you are checking the map just like FIND A FRIEND app
Perfect Line Scope-For the Perfect Putt!! A putting tool that will give a senior golfer the 'Line' of vision lost with lack of flexibility.
Fill Multiple Water Balloons
Borad slips
WINK Laundry Room VENT Sensor!
Hate germs?My grandma had cellulitis because of blood pressure cuff...A disposable covering for the cuff, just like we do for a thermometer.
INSTACHARGE
BEER PONG = HUGE market. Beer pong = fun. Beer pong = DIRTY CUPS from dirty floors and animals. My idea is a to have an attachable washer.
Poopari Diapers
The Clean Ring
A device to be inserted between a shower head and the input water pipe to dispense shower gel and shampoo on demand into the water stream.
Ill Tools
My idea is a modification of an aquarium vacuum. The scrubbing attachment is what I believe sets it apart from from the others on the market
Invisible/Portable Dog Gate
Do you want to eliminate rotten fruits on bottom of the bowl? or save money on your grocery bill?
How can you be sure that you and your family is protected when checking out at the Grocery Store from Selmonella and other viruses.
My product is ultimately a skateboard with built-in brakes. It has two wheels in the front and one wheel in the back.
Corner Coat Rack: Hang coats and have a shelf in the corner
"THE NEW WAVE"
Purse Guard
Everyone wants souvenirs, especially free souvenirs.
Don't use a dishwasher for it's sole purpose? Many of us cough up $200-$500 for it? How about an alternative? The dishdryer!!!
Store, grind and serve coffee with this all-in-one "Coffee Master"
AsPrescribed
Device held in place by a velcro strap that contains a TELESCOPIC-piece of plastic[or metal] that straps on to luggage.Device is a caution.
Metal Body Slot Cars offer more realism in detail and handling than cheap, plastic that cracks, breaks and bends. Metal Bodies are better!
A line of Charity Cards that allows you to attach your credit card to it and round every purchase to the nearest dollar and donate it.
Carry dry cleaning/shopping bags/misc without leaving marks or causing stress on joints by using a comfortable handle,50% strap/50% handle.
Travelling Extra Hand
Prescription lenses that are able to be snapped out of frames in 1 piece and snapped into different frames for variety of looks and colors
A device that helps to insert, remove and pick-up push pins
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I want to create an iPhone/iPod button blocker that would allow kids to use them for games and entertainment without getting into other apps
Product is a magnetic cap that fits on any existing ratcheting combination/box wrench. Turns a ratcheting wrench into a slim socket wrench.
MULTI TOOL LAWN CADDY WITH QUICK RELEASE HANDLES
Lunchtime in schools create mountains of clear and brown trash. Bulky lunchboxes suck. The FlatZeroBox folds flat and generates zero trash.
How about a nightstand with a concealed bat for investigating those middle of the night noises.
Animal Headphones
Baconware
SALT REMOVER WIPES. Easy, portable way to remove stubborn salt stains from your boots!
Parents &amp; teachers!I'm a second grade teacher &amp; need a strap to keep my students crayon boxes closed!No more spilled crayon boxes in room 8!
Project glasses
COLDBOWL is 2 bowls 1 snaps inside the other The inside bowl holds food can be spun keeping contents cold, the outer bowl holds ice &amp; water.
Take Tack
A kids' shoe whose molded sole leaves animal prints! The Cougar hiking shoe, Antelope runners, Duckie boots squish webbed tracks in the mud.
The idea: means to generate electricity using gravity as "fuel". There may be a deal breaker within, but I have not found it. Lack space.
Have you ever left a golf club on the course? This can be an expensive mistake that is avoidable with a retrofit club sensor solution.
A sun glare-blocking attachment made of material similar to sunglasses onto a car windshield to block the sun glare from driving difficulty.
KIDS/PETS DROWNING won't happen with "HEAD ABOVE WATER" float device.A tether leash, grip handle for quick easy pickup and carry.Adapt 4kids
one piece headrest and lumbar back system. to allow you to sit in comfort at your computer. No more sore neck...
Now you can peel small fruits and vegetables in comfort and ease with greater control and precision.
Handling/lifting a toilet seat. We actually have the same problem in 2 different spaces with 2 different solutions. Thanks for reading info.
Lets Create a Cup that Does NOT leave a Ring Stain on table
IKnow Charging Station
Bag Mag
Intelli-Light. An advanced brakes that allows drivers to see how hard brakes are being applied in front of you and it could save your life!
Life saving home thermostat that will shut down source of Carbon monoxide and circulate fresh air when danger is detected.
Mobile Window Ashtray
Solar Energy Backpack
Hate having to play the outlet shuffle to get all of your hair devices plugged in at the same time?
Insulating sleeves for plastic cups that are waterproof and unique! You won't have to wonder which cup is yours anymore!
Bluetooth Speaker Watch
RESUBMIT-Retractable Outlet! Always Reach Your Outlet Without Cords on the Floor! (With Video Prototype)
DOG BOWL MEETS ICE PACK!Great for outside during Spring &amp; Summer months or or year round in the house.Would come with 2 ice packs.
Pimp yor shoes like a pro.I want 2 bling my shoes but I don't want 2 look like 2 yr old did it.Stencils/decal/tape/fiber optic/iron on/charm
A line of natural, plant-based deodorant pouches sold with and without a roll-on REFILLABLE dispenser for very sensitive skins.
THE OUTDOOR HOME SECURITY LIGHTS WITH THE MOTION DETECTOR ON THEM. PUT A SOUNDER, SOMETHING THAT MAKES
NOISE ON THEM
Supermarket Hand Baskets with wheels on one side, and a telescoping arm for when baskets get too heavy.
No Spark Jumper Cables
Sports Bottle
Smart Iced Coffee Machine
Razor with adjustable swivel-locking head. More easily shape beard, hairline, and other body areas than with conventional straight razors.
Every golfers little caddy. The Lil' Looper is a multipurpose tool that will help organize and enhance every round without leaving your side
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HD 1080p Secure Luggage Camera
RESUBMIT! THANKS FOR THE PREVIOUS SUPPORT! Pest-Free Bowl: Your Petâ€™s New Best Friend! --A Collaborative Entry--ENDING SOON!
THE X BAR installed infront of police cars,emergency vehicles.pressurized with compressed air.with lots of applications.
Give your dog a great looking and convenient dog bone dispenser. Fits all milk bone sized bones. No more hiding an ugly box out of site.
Set up a Internet network site where people can find other people to car pool with.
Fabric softner and Dryer sheets scented for men.
I think we have ironing all wrong!Heat also needs to come from underneath.How about an "ELECTRIC BLANKET" FOR IRONING BOARDS to aid
ironing?
Playing the Ps3 and the controller goes dead? Having to wait until your phone charges to walk around with it? Charge while you play/talk
This is a foot lever that lowers and raises toilet seats.
Quirky eco t_shirts, slogans on eco t_shirts
Phone control
The lightblocker glass
For Apple Macbook laptop computers. Soft rubber strips that fit over the edge of the Macbooks where people rest their palms and wrists.
I am not handy, but my wife wishes I were. This device will make it idiot proof to hang a level picture or art piece on any wall or post.
Left Handed Notebook
A toothpick holder that attaches to your cabinet. Snap your toothpicks on the holder and keep them in place. Sleeves for toothpick holder.
Improve your storage, Expand the Pen Zen. This can be used in many ways and here are a few of mine.
Cellphone Hanger
Ever lose the little red tube that comes with a spray can? forced to spay without it and make a big mess!
Zed
GPS locator for everyday use, at home and on vacation. Easily know where your family members and friends are.(resubmit
Finger Flippers: Flip food in a hot pan, on a BBQ or in the oven. Finger Flippers protect the thumb and index finger from getting burnt.
Magazine holder in towel rack
App-Enabled Anti-lost Patch
Kinetic Mouse and keyboard
bluetooth stereo shower curtain
Clip-Strip Outdoor Xmas Lights
The Eyebrow Stamp
STRolling Suit Case-The standard rolling suit case actually designed for your child/ren to ride. 2 sizes - "Double" and "Carry On"
Re-charge me
Introducing the "TOTAL SCAN" A shopping Cart equipped with a bar-code scanner that keeps a running tally of your purchases prior to checkout
The Password Reminder
Hairdryer Wireless
My Boot Cover prevents wet boots &amp; feet while power-washing yet maintains integrity of work boot tread. Rubber boots let water in at top.
How many pens have you thrown away because the caps have been lost or left off the pen? Introducing Flip Smart, the built-in flip top pen.
GearPanel caddy for cars et al
Storage space solution. Storage shelves that use absolutely no space in the room. They are inside the wall. One piece plastic insert.
Most motor vehicle fires are caused by overheating of the brakes! A Universal Remote Brake Temp Sensor with Color Display is the answer!
Bluetooth earrings
a piece of plastic about 2 1/2 in. long and 1 1/2 in. deep with glue on the bottom.
Hello, i have in mind a hanger, (clothing hanger) a little bit unusual compare to others.
an adult vibrating bouncer chair like the baby bouncers it will be calm and relaxing with massage and non expensive chair like the baby one
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Sanitized toilet seat
POWER FLOWER - cute power plug with 3x STANDARD PLUGGS, 9x SMALL PLUGGS, 1x USB, 1x IPhone, 1x Micro USB
Just as it is time you need it the most,you cannot find your remote! Where is the remote?
The perfect fit headset!
A Convertible Ladder-Dolly,2-in-1 home equipment,extend/adjustable,heavy duty frame,retract to 18"L X 15"W for easy carry on and storage.
Touch"less" shaving cream. The shaving cream that requires only the distribution by the brush, no longer a messy hand needed.
Introducing a stylish buckle that holds your ID, credit card, money and a small lip gloss or other item.
Coffee, soda, and food leave grimey deposits on the tongue. Scrub them away hands free in the car, office, or home using the "Taste Buddy"!
This product allows people to safely and easily disconnect appliance connectors without touching them or pulling the electrical cord.
Swag for your wheels! A wheel cover that lets you support your favorite team, advertise a corporate logo or display a different message.
i was eating pizza and grabed the crushed red pepper and sprinkeld the flakes on not hot enuff. so we make hot cruched habbanero,gost.ect
Paw activated food and water bowl with retractable lid. (Think of a foot activated trash can). The lid creates a tight seal when closed.
Hook and loop
The 1st Anual "Toilet Bowl"
Game Day Box
A Band-Aid with time sensitive vanishing ink designs on the top to let kids, parents, and adults know when to change a Band-Aid.
Eye-Glass Locater
The Green Switch.Swichplate has standard vertical switches and 1 horizontal switch below running to outlets for a "hard off" to save energy.
Presenter's Pitch Peels
"Easy view jewlery organizer" Store your earrings in pairs, your chains untangled and your rings secure. In full view and easy access.
Yoga Arches
Portable Pull-Up Bar... Take this item any where you go, by simply tucking it away in a bag and work out any where you are.
Ever played with Glow In The Dark toys and the only way to recharge them was to go inside and wait =( Never Again! the Glow Box is here!!!!
fun wheel
I owe my friend some money, so I have the simplest way to send them the money instantly. no more checks, wire transfers or meeting them
Digital Calendar
Toothpaste cubes or strips - A dry form of toothpaste you chew, then disolves when activated by your saliva. Start brushing. No mess!
Meet the Roomba's long-lost cousin â€” a remote-control helium airship designed to dust high ceilings.
Track Treads
Spice It
SNO BLOW SHOVEL,Push and blast snow away with 120-235mph winds.attaches to any back pack blower.100% UNIVERSAL 100% RECYCLED
PLASTIC
Not a confident swimmer or too embarrassed to wear the bulky pfd Wear this stylish swimming vest - not your traditional bright yellow vest.
Padded ArmChair - Mouse Pad for arm of chairs like recliners.
Holler Back App
Replacement rack for standard dishwasher with inner tubular structure to adjust w &amp; h to accommodate what is being placed in dishwasher.
Votive Candle Holder. Swirl-Like Opening (like tornado) For Lighting With Match Without Getting Burnt. Hollow Bottom To Contain/Hide Matches
Fire-Resistant Dryer Bag
Rake, Broom N' Tamp
A shredder thats shaped as a sphere and once it gets full it expands.
HOLD IT! Tired of all those cords falling off the table or getting tangled. Worry no more!
Locate
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Automotive Instant Heat. Hot stuff from cool ideas Using current technology we use the car's power source to alleviate foggy iced windows
Are you tired of getting "cold feet"? Are your tacky socks really doing the job? Heated rugs. Put away your socks and blankets and get one!
WINK Home Draft Air Sensor
An improvement on KOSOKU
Seed Planter-Hollow tube that can be extend from one to twleve inches with a clamp at the end to trap and remove soil for the perfect plant.
Self watering Christmas tree stand. Container houses the battery and pump,top part houses the water. Hose to tree stand that has water float
A golf ball with a locating device! Never lose your ball again and take the frustration out of golf! Pays for itself over time.
Ever bought a new pair of shoes, worn them once and wished you could return them? With removable rubber soles, you can return them like new!
Cylinder Ice Cube Tray
An adjustable harness that would attach to the exterior of a shopping cart allowing a child to safely stand on the end of the cart.
Card Games
The Party Charger
Hops Drops Beverage Enhancer
Gotta have ipad Air/RetinaMini
Guilt-free candy dispenser: crank needs to be turned to dispense candy. # of turns corresponds to calories burned per serving of candy.
Sunglass Life Jackets
CoolBrella
Hooker Helper makes it easy to get that bra on quickly and easily. No more tugging to slide it around the waist. Great for plus sized women.
one day i nedded someone to hold the ladder no one around. so the idea is A RUBBER THICK MAT with two channels to put ladder in
The BIG clip
The world needs a "clapper" for eyeglasses. Something small enough to fit in the frame, but loud enough to find!
No more pinch
Hang It There !
App-enabled food scale - record intake directly into your phone...New platform for app developers.
The Gas Cuff
Time-Out Toy
Grocery Totes: A Handle for carrying Plastic Bags and things.
USB charger turned fashionable jewelry
FreeHOLD360Â° - An ergonomically designed portable iPad/tablet holder that offers 360Â° flexibility and adjusts itself around the user.
Big Fat Syringe holds enough baby medicine to avoid refilling tiny syringes every time baby needs a dose. Dose-meter ensures correct dosage.
Resubmitted Imagine Breaking down when its very hot/cold now you'll warm/cool air flowing making you comfortable no more holding a light
Crazy Cat TP Protector
Think of how many bandaids a child receives during an immunization visit and the struggle of the nurse to place each bandaid.
A system that plugs in or attaches to a wall or kickboard which identifys a quick pathway via flashing lights and beeps to the outside.
Cereal Topper
Replacement rack for standard dishwasher with inner tubular structure to adjust w &amp; h to accommodate what is being placed in dishwasher.
Gurney style Grocery cart
dry string
Food Art Swiss Army Knife
Home Mapping App
Teens have their own sense of style! These T-shirt bands are the latest trend.
Fizz Whiz - A removable mesh topper for glasses that allows you to pour soda or beer as fast as you want into a glass without overflow.
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Perfecto- Mallow
Get rid of FAT, UGLY HUSBAND pillows &amp; stop sliding pillows. Hook a pillow to the headboard with one of a few different concepts...
Ceiling fan snaps
Backup camera monitor visor.
A washable hard plastic sheet with one dozen cookie cutters permanently attached for each holiday.
theft proof purse hanger,for hanging off slot machines,millions of women get there purse riped off,they have no place to put there purse.
5-6 Gallon Rolling Utility Tub
Resubmission from ID phase.Custom strip with *different sized/*shaped* modular pieces* fit different size plugs. Build it to fit YOUR needs!
Expanding Waste Bin!
Lost Finder
Conserve energy wasted by transformers. Control any electrical component from a convenient location. Add a switch to switch-less components.
Vote Now to Buy It Next Year!
Mobile (plugged) Carport
Bathtub Toybox, Bring it home! (JH)
Ive developed a product that Barbers &amp; Beauticians been waiting for a very long time. It will save them a lot of money &amp;time.We know time
Doggy door control
Keeper: Keeps a Charge
FluShit
A small, sensory piece that snaps into the bottom of any car-seat or detachable carrier that *vibrates* to instantly soothe your NEWBORN!
My idea is to have a power supply for cordless tools that uses household 120v electricity connected by an extension cord.
urine luck
Skulls and Bones
Memo Paper Roll - For those who want to write the memos in different way, whether they are in the office, kitchen or any other workplace.
Team Logo Bra, Panties, Swimwear, Pajama's, Pasties for Women to Support Sports Teams. Football, Basketball, Baseball, Hockey, Soccar...etc
Iphone 4/4s compact mirror case. Protective iphone case with a compact mirror on the back.
Easy to use sprinkler timer. A timer that knows your climate zone, if it rains, when is the best time and how long to water, it saves water!
Pressurized Sleeping tent: Helps you sleep when it's too hot, or too cold, or too noisy, or too much light.
Magnetic Fridge Child-Lock
FUTURE PRINCESS TM
Three colors of eye shadows, but only given a two-sided brush? Get a brush that can have one color per side so there is no transfer.
G-BRACKET
Utilize 'broadband over powerline' technology to 'track' stolen electronics. i.e. when the thief plugs in the item, it 'calls home'.
Tin Rim
Adjustable Baby Bassinet
2-in-1 laundry basket helps keep your whites and darks separate without taking up any more space
TOGY
Cutting the cheese! Take a block of store bought cheese and use this device to make slices out of the block. Healthier than processed.
Lets put an end to the tragic news stories of people that were killed by carbon monoxide poisoning in their garage. This would save lives!
enrouleur ZIG ZAG
Trash Caddy makes carrying and moving heavy trash cans easy and extends the life of existing trash cans which saves big money!
Re-decorate Your Refrigerator! Save Energy! Save Money! Help the Environment!
XS4 Extra storage 4 extra stuff. My wife and I drive pickups and want xtra storage.Have an enclosed storage to bolt in place of the bumper.
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Privacy please. Simple idea to ensure you're only seen when you want to be seen. Because they are watching.
Spray
Put your iPhone (or smart phone) on a leash and never loose it again. Have it tethered right to your belt or clip it anywhere you want.
Party Bulbs - compact DJ laser lights, strobe and disco lights that screw into any standard bulb base. Nightclub ambiance for your home!
SymphonySpeakers more than just a bunch of wires and stationary traditional speakers. Concert quality for your laptop.
Bobble Desk Accessories Set for Kids/College Students/Professionals: Add a bobble base to some and bobble look to non-bobbling accessories!
NEW Pivot Power
Variation on the product Tether - just without the glass holder part, to extend posts so plates don't fall over/hit each other in the DW.
Connecting Laundry Hampers
pack stack plug
Leg Space Shopping Basket
Don't forget your kid !
Dateline Ohio: I need a car window covering/shade that keeps the July sun/heat out of my car and the December ice/frost/snow off my windows.
All in One Spackle Knife
Tighten Ice Skates Quickly. No need to laces as this device uses a Ratchet Method
A mobile security system which can be moved from location to location It would be electrical with a battery back up and motion activated.
Tooth Paste Pin
Boy Baby Doll
I call my idea "toilet seat extractor kit" extract 98% of the odors, I have being using it for two years and it work!!!.
The inflatable tent walls act as a barrier from outside noise and temperature. As a double pane window, the walls are filled with argon.
It's as hard to stop smoking as it is to start flossing. Jittery? Yeah, I'm about to floss. Pairing Brushing(Easy) with Flossing(not fun).
Smart Fishing Reel--Electronics and sensors tell you how far you cast, and how much the fish you caught weighs. Add more fun to fishing
Have a mouse problem? Shreads of steel wool mixed in caulking or expandable foam makes a mouse proof seal that's paintable, easily installed
Spaghettle
Vino - Wink and Ge + Quirky
The Swibble is the next evolution in USB technology. It is an extension cord, and a rotatable docking station. Colors can vary also.
THE BUTT BUDDY! A CIGARETTE BUTT-CAN USEFUL FOR SMOKERS. (GAG)
Stimulate the mind as well as the body with playfully designed Little Tummy Tucker
Nutella Ice Cream
Multi- Cases
Baby carseat ALARM, SAVES LIVES never leave your child in the car. Lights,horn, bell and whistles .To let u know u left your kid in the car
Wrist Band Device with integrated software, App,Skype, international,languages.Are you cooking,gardening or jogging?Free hands.At The Ready
Cordless steam and dry iron
A Unisex Ring Pen,conveniently handy at all times.
Say bye to batteries and plugs. Say Hello to the Environmentally friendly Sunflower USB Charger that will charge itself through the sunlight
No More Clothes Pins. With Clothes Grabber we eliminate the clothes pins and give you 2x more room on the line
Move your files with the touch of a screen from hard disk to hard disk, hassle free, no computers needed.
Spy Fly
Soap Shaver-Fresh brick soap everytime you shower.Shaves a layer of soap in your hand to keep the brick soap fresh everytime you use it.
An electric razor that has a "dock" that "refrigerates" a special razor head! No more razor burn for men and/or women with sensitive skin.
A plush stuffed animal that changes temperature using thermochromic ink in order to indicate a child's temperature.
Stretch to fit tote covers
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Tired of bulky step-ladders but step-stools don't always do the job? Why not combine the two! A step-stool that pulls up into a step-ladder!
FreEnergy
Automatic Windshield Sun Shade
My idea is called the "CHILLMAX". It's simple. Making a hammock that rocks itself but it also has a battery for outdoor. 11/29/2011
Practical Juicer
watch out! It's hot!.
Go Green with a surge protector,built in a light sensor.SO whatever is pluged into it will turn-on at Night and off in the Daylight hours.
DIGITAL RECEIPT APP-ENABLED HARDWARE: Creates a digital receipt at purchase. Never save a paper receipt again! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED
JOYCE)
Sports cone: Collapsible, reversible, and wind-resistant, this cone is versatile, light, and easily stored. A must have for field sports.
Create a more humane pregnancy test by showing a digital image of a woman holding her possible future baby if the results are positive.
Use a brush glove to make dish cleaning easier!
collapsible drain cover
flavor savor
Here is how you get your money's worth out of toys for your kids. The solution is the Toy feeder toy box. Keeps parents and kids happy.
Portable Manicure Caddy
Makeup Caddy
Bobble Brush 2.0 = Integrated spherical base, Ergonomic handle &amp; Removable bristle heads
Commando Clash
Kids love destroying their Lego and Knex creations as much as they like building them. Here's a great Demolition Kit that can bring it down
Reading glasses 1/8" seamless narrow line of vision to help prevent lost of balance when multitasking Headband design No screws Comfort
No Ice Cooler, w/blue sheets that drops in the walls,folds to store in freezer perfectly. Under consideration twice (3rd times a charm.)
Illuminate your animal. Light up your dog W/LEDâ€™s Safety is # 1 for your dog, better visibility, drivers see your pet. lot of fun LOL
jet fuel saving idea for airlines
golf flag stand
I want a travel mug/ sports bottle/ drinking thing that is REVOlutionary. Quirky challenges convention with the RevoPod!
wireless sensor for electronic devices . tvs dvd etc also for x-mass decorations and lights no need to hire electricain to hide wires
DUAL CELLULAR-LANDLINE BASE
A keyboard which looks good and is easy to use.
*NEW IMAGES* Apple slicer that create slices to hold peanut butter and caramel. (Thirtyacre)
Solar Safety A solar fabric device that charges during daylight to provide a safe ilumination at night .
App Enabled Pool Monitor
Spice Mixer-one shaker 4 choices. Use one or all large flakes or small. Season it all. One for the grill, one for table, one for stove.
Paint Pour spout with integrated stainless steel filter
The Mouse-Book is a simple combination of two everyday items, the notebook and mousepad. Mousepad on the outside, notepad &amp; pen on the in.
porte maillet batterie
Introducing sand weights.These weights fill with sand so you can adjust how much weight you would want in them.These would be leak proof
The WIFI outlet or WIFI switch.What it does is link up to your computer and let one know how much load,heat and cost being charged.
Medical appointments tracker
Minibar vending machine
grid spoon for disseminating
Ladies,out to dinner,dancing? High heel converts to low on swivel/hinge. Locks, creating a lower heel dancing/casual/more comfortable shoe.
Portable Electric Blanket
Ultimate Toilet Tissue roller. One end open so roll can slide on with a snug fit. Has bearings for a smooth controled roll. Spare rolls.
Invisible Chord
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Do you text faster than you type? Is your computer keyboard your enemy? Wouldn't you love to type like you text? We have the solution!
With the summer's getting hotter this would be a easy way to stay cooler on a walk, at the beach,Keep the sun off as well as a cool breeze.
A/C Motorcycle Jacket. It's summer time and time to take out the motorcycle, but ohh boy is it hot. No gear for me. Wrong! Be safe and cool.
Adjustable Plant Lamp &amp; Pot
LE FILET ANTI CHUTE FRIGO
Mail to the future Why wouldn't we give the possibility to everyone to deliver a letter or a parcel to someone in the future
SECUR-itty
Blanket cutting made easy
SkiBuddy: An easy-to-use magnetized foam holder that saves your Skis or Board from sliding off the side of your car while you suit up.
Basketball opponents made of soft foam that move around the court like the Rumba to help players practice better when there are no players
Luggage door hook
Countertop small appliance shelf system. A stackable shelf system for your kitchen countertop so you can neatly store your small appliances
A Iphone cover/skin, with an integrated hard case full enclosure for wrapping earphones. The hardcase can be detachable from the cover.
glow in the dark plastic covers anything from windows to cars at night use on planting beds green houses good for outdoor games at night
Redesign Underwire Bra with a healthy support.Replacing the underwire with sculpted bamboo.
BRIM. The baseball cap liner that retains and shapes your cap.
PILLS-OFF: removes pesky pills from woolen clothing
An ergonomic adjustable office chair that has the spinal area of contact, including in the seat, REMOVED. A design with protective function.
Alcohol K cup for Keurig
Do It Yourself, iPhone Repair Kit. Under $10 dollars. No more cracked glass. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
The Handi-Cane
a "multi car phone charger'. it plugs into the car and has two phone chargers protruding from it and has usb capabilities on the side
Flip Cooler
A device thats compatible with your code reader, scanner and usb that keeps a history of it to make diagnosing, buying and selling easy.
This is A Special Toilet Seat withÂ AirÂ Filter Vent That will make your life smell Much better :-)
iPad Collapsible Keyboard Case
Automatic Lock for a Job Box Tired of passing keys around to keep your Tools safe now with BOXLOK getting to your tools is at your fingertip
solves the problem of gift-wrapping complex shapes simply, consisting of a flexible tubular stocking held in a desk top dispenser.
Eco-mesh grocery shopping bag with focus on compactness and light weight when stuffed into pouch. Carry in purse or pocket - avoid bag fees.
A visual and audible device which alerts the driver when a siren or train-whistle is heard. Great for teens, hearing impaired.
Water your garden or fill upp containers (drinking water for farm animals or the pool) with a set volume without having to supervise it.
No need to use coolers, shoes, bags, and radios to hold down your beach towel or beach blankets from flying off while you are having fun!
Body Wash. Think automated car wash for the body. No whirling brushes but soaps and moisturizers dispensed through the shower head on demand
Wouldn't it be nice if you could buy a frame, look at your wall, decide where you want it, simply press it in place &amp; know that it is level?
SWAT AND SWEEP! Always have to grab paper towel to grab the bugger? Not anymore just swat and sweep onto the swatter and toss in the trash.
Protective Tablet Sleeve
P.D.H... Personalized Drill's Holder is GREAT for getting the exact drill for the exact DIAMETER of HOLE... very efficient/professional.
Remember how you hit the last good golf shot. No guessing about your positioning relative to the ball. Repeat what you just did, no guessing
A centralized video system that is designed for large theme parks and popular tourist areas. The stills &amp; ride vids are put on one video.
Spinning Spices Dispenser
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THE FART FILTER 5000! IT'S SO FUNNY AND IT ACTUALLY WORKS! COME AND SEE HOW YOU CAN TEST THIS PRODUCT IDEA RIGHT
IN YOUR VERY OWN HOME!
Your dentist ask you questions when your mouth is open? He's holding a titatium sharp instrument that could cut the US deficit in half?
A holder for flashlights that you can stick anywhere. Example behind your entertainment center or maybe your nightstand.
release water/hair products into hair while brushing combing in a more controlled way
A reversible outlet switch plate.Its flat,made of durable plastic,two different color finish each side of the plate.
new way stereoscope
MODULAR MATTRESS
Power Table
Ring Saver
Plug your USB devices directly to power surge protector without the need for any adapters. Relieve yourself of those USB/Power adapters!
Shoji iDoor
feedings catcher
A solar panneled cooler, which harnesses the power of the sun, to keep drinks/food cool and retain their temperature. No need for ice!
Wrap-Around Hot Water Bottle
Align cabinet catches easily yourself without measuring!
SOS BALLOON for backpackers, hunters,snow mobilers, X coutry skiers boaters. When you get hurt, lost or broke down. You need to get help.
Dual Camping Rocker
Pure Air.
USB OUTLET CONVERTER w/ Storage Shelf: USB Power For The Rest Of Us! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
A cure for cancer the cloning technology that we have today can clone the blood cells and extract the cancer from the cancer patient.
"Jazz King Cane" Ultimate walking stick - for the active!
I call my idea the "Sight Lite" it is a small battery powered led light with optical sensor that clips on to the back of the commode.
A scooter that your child can HOP on, after reaching MAXIMUM Foot speed! Affordable and perfect for Target! NOT ELECTRIC
New Pencil
lynk
The Auto-Clip.. This is an automatic "paperclip" applicator, much like the auto stapler. Simply place the papers in and it applies the clip.
Dryer Ringtone
Baker's Dozen Cupcake/Muffin pan- eliminates tasting a treat and then leaving only 11 cupcakes/muffins to present to guests.
A lockable box that can be bolted or chained to your porch that a Fed Ex or UPS delivery person can place your packages in and lock.
Jelly Gel
The DoorManâ„¢ is 4 devices in one package. It is a portable , Door Bell, Peep Hole, Voice Mail and Intercom System for your front door.
my idea is a cell phone belt clip case that will act as charging dock/cradle and charge on the go.
Imagine a good looking, leather belt that doesn't get worn out and cracked and you'll never have to worry about poking your own holes again!
Disposable Travel Toiletry Pouches Kit. Set of caps/dispensing tops with disposable pouches that attach and can be discarded after use.
Hooked On You
This isa case for the iPhone 4/4sThis case has built in speakers that connects by bluetooth with ur Phone&amp;and plays music whenever you wish!
Mirror, mirror pick my outfit
A two-handled, insulated drinking mug with lid. The inside of the mug is divided by an insulated material, so TWO different drinks go inside
Be a responsible dog owner! But... for you small breed dog owners... use my small dog breed (or puppy) poop bags! Smaller bags, less waste!
The power 6 sided cooling power for the first time A foldable soft ice chest interlined with gel inside Just fold flat stick in freezer
SPA Time Shower Curtain
Dryer vent hose filter
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BRIGHT LED LIGHT DEVICE TO HELP first responders to locate home of emergency quicker therefore saving lives and property. HELP THE HELP!!!
I think I have found a way to make an effective Flying Saucer design. First step, Create an RC version. Final step, change Aviation forever!
The Tote'em is going to help you carry and mangage your recycled grocery bags. It will store, hold and transport, making shopping easier.
Business vehicle advertisment:LED magnetic/adhesive. Get more attention and customers with the WOW factor. Type with phone-download graphics
I am very tired of people having to prick their fingers or having a tube running through their stomach when they check their insuline levels
Inflating Chest waders. If you take on water you can pull a cord and the waders will inflate a tube to keep you afloat to avoid drowinging.
My idea is a hydraulic, hand actuated (like a bike) braking system for inline skates.
A 360 degree household fan. A fan that would have a powerful, constant stream of air in any and every direction, 360 degrees, at all times
Flat tires can happen at anytime and in the worse cases at night.My idea is for a tire iron with a flashlight build in to it.
Iphone Diva. iPhone case with mirror flap.
Do you hate parking tickets? YES.Now you can be sure to have quarters on you at all times.Dropping something at a friend's isn't worth $25!
JockScents - My truck cab stank like a bear so I came up with the idea of an air freshener that's a miniature jock strap/athletic supporter.
Ever wanted to share that perfect gaming moment with your friends but never have an easy way of capturing the footage. here is the solution!
A compact solar powered heated fan that will clip onto the visor of car. On a timer to run every 5 to 30 min or to be set by driver.
Toenail cliprs w minimum 18"-long handles for ppl w back,hip,or leg problms(lyk me) who cant bend enough to trim toenails by themselves.
Alarm Clock That Briefs You
A thumb cranked/kinetic energy bicycle flashlight. works just like a bicycle bell, except its a flashlight. eco friendly and easy to install
Liquid Sunglasses
Mug It, A handle for cans, nalgenes, and every other thing that does not have a handle.
Protect crawling baby's knees from scratches and burns from floor, carpet, yard.. with "Baby Knee Pad's"! No competition on retail shelves!
COOLWAVE
EGG ZELANT
Tuna Smasher
Ever go to take out your trash bag its so full? You stand there pulling up the bag, trying to hold down the trash can at the same time?
Small hair brush (collapsible bristles) with hair spray nozzle on the handle; folds in half. Fits into your bag or purse, great for travel.
â€œSOLAR POWER SAFTEY HELMENTâ€ is modifying a stadard hardhatby adding a small fan assembly to the hat
Smartphone car entertainment system. My idea is to turn any car and smart phone into a movie theater. Could also work with tablets PCs.
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger
Hate reaching cords across tables, chairs, pillows, and bodies to keep laptop plugged in? Extension from power port on left to right side.
piantbrush cleaner
With safety concerns going on today and kids being hurt and wondering off further from home. lets make an alarm for when they go too far
MOTORLESS GENERATOR
Museum Wall
Shadow midnight &amp; mr. Darkness
H2O Track Me
THE END OF THE LINE (the dust line)
Best paperweight ever
OOPPSS - SEAT'S UP
cream n sugar bouillon
This idea came to me one time when my dogs nails needed to be trimmed.
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redesign claw type hair clamp for curtains and drapes. color coordinated beautiful figures like butterflys,flowers, cats,seasonalTIBACTASEL
SILLY ARMS: Fun extensions of your arms that will have both kids and adults high fiving with laughter.
You playing a show..oh no a string breaks no worry FIRST AID GUITAR STRING RESCASE to rescue..presto! new string ..rock on!
Smart Hoverboard
smokescreen
Lace Douille!
electric hand held wire stripp
Power Strip with both outlets and USB ports with plugin or solar options
water-saving valve
Disinfectant Bomb
The Wrap Caddy (WC) is a caddy that holds commercial and home sized plastic wrap boxes. It has a slot on the end for tape and markers.
Rechargable LED emergency/power-outage lights with optional night-light that doesn't occupy an entire power outlet
Bread Bag
Supply Strip
ElectronicÂ pillcase that fits in your pocket and vibrates/alarms with sound 4x per day when it's time to take your medicine.
Wrangle
Protect Your Jewels! Safety glasses combined with ear muffs to be able to protect ones eyes and ears at the same time while doing yard work.
Radio, possible to watch
MugStir: Heats It Up
DYI Custom length LED trimming lights for Home Decoration for the holidays.
the rainbow dryer
POWER SHIFT: Bendable cording combined with outlets that shift to 3 positions; Top, Left, and Right. Resubmitted.
bottle opener cozy
Fresh Air Clothes Dryer
Electronic flavor cup
Wall Organizer
BabyCup
My idea is a device that you can connect your gaming console, cable TV, HDMI, DVD, etc... and that it can be wireless transmitted to your TV
Mini Stool is a portable telescopic folding stool! It is easy to carry and use in various situations and places!
Car Mosquito Sheild
Modem Hold-em
Everyone hates matching socks. Now you never have to match them again. Find one sock and you will now find a pair.
I think I have found a way to make an effective Flying Saucer design. First step, Create an RC version. Final step, change Aviation forever!
Egg Heads
the innovation of extra room used on motorcyles,bicycles, mopeds etc.etc.
See behind you Sun Glasses
The shooting star is a rubberband launched ninja star, or disc with a star painted on the side.Glow in the dark or light-up spinning fun!
Lifeguardâ€“Get this life saving gift for all your friends and family. Small, compact pouch fits beneath driver's seat. (Not to scale)
Finder case
KickStand
Create a digital scanner for people when grocery shopping that sets budgets, tracks costs, and stores purchased products in a database.
A way to easily cover your car windows during a snowstorm. It can be time consuming and difficult to scrape snow off of windows.
Lettuce slicer
Solar powered battery charger. Leaves and the flower pot is made of solar cells. Workings of battery charger is housed in the flower pot.
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Life Chest Vest..Why carry a backpack that doesnt allow you the freedom to adventure? You never know when you may need emergency items!
The Guided Bullet
One-step dry wall screw anchor
Another fun handheld electronic game!... Logic Puzzles!
Germ free water bottle
A skewer that you can cook a wiener and a biscuit at the same time over an open flame to make a "pig in a blanket".
A soap dish with a cover to protect from the shower
MULTI USE TRAY WITH ARTICULATING ARM...Hundreds of uses. Clamp it to a tree, beach chair, umbrella pole, use in the garage,crafts.
Hate white deodorant marks on clothing? Rub with this grippy fabric ball with different colors and textures for different garments-Washable.
Universal Replacement Pump for lotion etc. Save more $. Empty that bottle. Fully self adjusting to fit many bottles. No more upside down!
Shower Curtain Separator Adhesive Strip - Prevents mildew growth from wet curtains sticking to the tub! (ScottJ)
Automatic Door Stop and Door Snake - Stop drafts and reduce wearing on floors while keeping your snake clean.
Action Figures Come to Life!
Auto Umbrella
Wall Monitor 1.0
Burger Flipper
universal remote charger
Toilet Seat Comforters fit any toilet top providing lower back support for anyone in the restroom. Created to match your existing decor.
Solar Powered Beach Umbrella
Split Free
Wi-Fi Caller ID
CAR TISSUE BOX: Just Add Tissues! [MOCK VIDEO COMMERCIAL 00:57] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
A device that can automate the rinsing, seasoning and cooking of rice.
Use golf ball dimples on other things to increase their movement efficiency in the fluids they travel through, or vice versa.
Break the Seal! Never pull hard on the fridge door again with this simple product.
The Doorway Dip Bar works with any of the doorway pull-up/chin-up excerise equipment on the market. Easy to install and remove for storage.
(clean soles) tray that holds a cleaning solution and lined w/rough surface to clean soles of shoes. mat that dries the shoes.
The 'Side Swipe Sensor' is an attachment to the outside of your car which will beep to alert you that you are about to be cut off.
During water line repairs, solder pro lets you glue or solder plumbing fittings even when the water won't stop dripping.
Made of Recyclable materials, these environmentally friendly Shape Sorters will teach our little ones how to take care of their planet!
This small device has the ability to render digital camera/video useless creating a bright white blip wherever the device is worn.
Computer mouse built into a glove, allows users to wear a mouse that would not interfere with typing w/ customizable buttons by "cording"
Bottle up
Sensi-bowl
Black Retractable Pivot Power
in
Reminders on the go for kids or adults.Accessories can be programmed with reminders to help remember daily tasks.Gps,MP3,AM/FM included.
This product is a simple floss handle with a roll of floss already in it. The roll of floss can be replaced once finished.
Elastic /rubber bands to go around your thumbs with pencil like tips to make it easy to text without mistakes, like a stylus on your thumb.
Lower your electric cost with One Lamp! Too good to be true? Not this time! Eco-Friendly &amp; Recharging Lamps! A Happy Alternate Source!
A device (cell phone, etc.) warmer/cooler that can both charge and maintain a stable temperature, despite vehicle temperature.
I'm jumping on the band wagon! BOBBLE BUDDIES! The new kind of Weebles! Kids toy! Bath time? Oh the possibilities!(Paulette Jaques)
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THE UV-DRY A towel rack with built in UV light sanitizer. The lights would point downward so to the whole towel when drying. Total home.
Tired of loose cables around your TV? With the Cord YO YO wrap those cables up and snap as many as you need together to keep cables neat
How do you turn off your Christmas tree lights? How about a decorative on/off switch that doubles as an ornament. Easy to find, easy to use.
Multi-Hang. The best hanger. Ever. **VICKY LAURSEN**
Testing 123
Riding Lawn Mower Roll Over Sensor With An Audible Alarm! Gets someones attention in the event of a serious roll over accident. Saves Lives!
An attachment for electric clothes Dryers that tells you when clothes are dry by measuring the humidity of the exhaust air. Saves you money!
Gym buddy
Podzz
Mirror nail lacquer
An angled outlet plug adapter.it has to be slim so something can fit as close to the wall as possible. NOT AN EXTENSION CORD.
The Window Spiffer does for windows what the Swiffer mop does for floors. Cleans the outside of windows from inside your home.
3D stickers light up
HIDDEN EARTH-MAGNET MAGNETIC NECKTIE PIN!
Have a nasty sunburn/burn? Want relief without the pain and mess of a lotion?? The Aloe Cloth allows the same relief but in cloth form.
small led light built into a zipper on coats and/or other garments. In addition, sleeping bags and possibly tents.
The new way to charge your Iphone ipod ipad no more carrying cords and big Wall charger When at home plugs right into a Wireless dock port
L'accroche-tout
Stand up i-phone case - this i-phone case stands like a picture frame to allow for hands free movie watching, reading, Face Time, and more.
A website that allows users to post cash rewards (payable via paypal) to the person who gets on video any sort of stunt or action they want.
True Pen Flashlight
My big idea is what i like to call "key to-go", that attaches to paint brushes and it is a tool that many won't be able to live without.
Picking up trash on windy days? This outdoor trashcan never tips over, with bungie cord lid strap to keep animals out or not lose lid
The Doorbrella! An umbrella that you can attatch to the inside frame of your car door that opens with your car door!
Cup-A-Bowl: A Portable Snack Bowl with Slide Out Cup Holder to put on shopping carts for your child to eat and drink while your shopping.
Gas Cap Helper (Inspired by my Mom, who has hand arthritis)
Don't leave me Â¡Â¡Â¡
Sleeve-Hem
I thought of a way to help my younger sister type without looking at the keyboard. The Mycro Typo Glove also played a part with helping.
A lift/jack that can be used to lift beds, couches, etc. with ease, and without having to lift it oneself
BABY PILLÂ´S
Popsicle Stick Hole Punch / Notcher. Allows kids (and grownups) to make small structures like with Lincoln Logs.
TWO-IN-ONE TRAVEL MUG.Holds both hot &amp; cold beverages at SAME TIME! Or, SIP-N-SNACK, use one side for beverage, other for snack = kids
too!
TEXTICLES :)) TEXT SHAPED PAPER CLIPS @ , to sort your documents, leave message, mark, give warning ....
Body scrubber with pump-action gel dispenser, applies soap exactly where u need it,while holding it at ANY angle! Resub
Electronic toilet smell eliminator,uses small one piece unit and works with the design of the toilet no hoses nothing on the seat
My Soothing Nurser is a uniquely designed nursing bra designed to sooth mommy while nursing her child.
PiezoCover : Piezoelectric Case/Cover charge your cell phone with the movement. UNDER USPTO PROVISIONAL
**Design a blanket w/ bottom (foot) acting like a cap that slides over the sheets (similar to a flip to box) so sheets stay tucked in place.
CarProtect
Paint Brush Cover. Save used/unused paint brushes overnite or use next week. Eco-friendly...Keep out of landfills, rivers and streams.
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Attach film easy
Does a car ride put your fussy child to sleep? Baby PODS will simulate the effect of riding in a car without leaving your home!
Double-sided toothbrush
SpinMount - a portable &amp; adjustable smart phone holder to mount phones on your steering wheel so you can use your phone while driving.
The Travel Comfy Mate provides support, portability, and comfort, folds up for carrying. Weightless, simple, but yet so effective.
Keychain Digital Password Safe - remember only one password instead of 30
Blind Spot Monitor
Pizza box has tear perforations so you can fold it up and throw it away. It also has tear perforations so you can punch out some plates.
Chair Booties are made of elastic material, holding snuggly at the bottom of the chair leg, stopping the chair legs from scratching floors.
The PenWell
THE DRIVING SIMULATOR
toilet water saving device
Shower Water Temp Sensor with Electonic Tone. Tells you when the water is hot. Saves Energy for each second you get in early.
Water proof container
Small device w/flashing lights w/magnet 4 top of car roof. Yellow flash help, red danger, green on cell phone! all drivers see your status.
couple earphone
The problem; Pluging in items to a electrical outlet that is behind something or in a poorly lit area. Solution; A backlit electrical outlet
WINK Space Heater Fire Sensor!
DISPOSABLE CAR WAX WIPES Quick, easy, no mess. Simply Pull a wipe out of its container and apply to your vehicle. Then throw away when done.
Set of AIR-TIGHT food storage containers, their LIDS made with plastic cutting board material. Lids can then be used for slicing food.
Magnetic bi-fold door latches. For single and double bi-fold doors.To keep kids from damaging and opening bi-fold doors.
Pillow bits. small pillows that attach together to create a bigger pillow using Velcro can save your neck and back
The Go Seat - the first truly portable stool light and flat enough to fit in your bag and take along everywhere you go
clear up counter space with a decrative and safe knife cabinet, made to match any decor, budget, and cook
I-BBQ
Car Seat Catcher (CSC)
Mosquito Sucker II
I need a removable temporary adhesive applique for the bottom of my rubber-soled boots so they will slide across the dance floor!
Take any outdated single hulled oil tanker - cover the surface with solar panels - put a desalinization system in it and create fresh water.
screenRx
Wireless Car charger for 2
Turn Your Table Into A Work Out! With the easy grip lock, slide it on your table and start building muscle. Stop gaining weight at the table
App-Automotive Key Tags
"BLING" The ultimate rust free high-grade stainless steel scouring ball.
[RE-SUBMIT] A handheld umbrella with a retractable canopy and telescopic tube that collapses to put in your pocket or purse!
A BROOM WITH A LIGHT AROUND THE BRISTLES MAKING IT EASY TO SPOT LOST ITEMS IN A DARK PLACE OR EVEN PIECES OF
BROKEN GLASS!
Two-Direction Exercise Machine - Workouts in Half the Time! Train pushing and pulling muscle groups together! Please Look! (ScottJ)
RESUBMIT: Retractable iDevice charger plug unit
A interchangable board used to improve communication between nurses,doctors,family and patients.
Decorative Branches that Change Color - Lighten Up Your Decor
every day when I go into the bathroom to brush my hair,the brush is full of everybody else hair.It takes me forever to clean it.
ever seen a surfboard with a rope and handle? you will! better balance,footing,center of gravity,longer rides,allot more fun.
Save money, buy fewer dog toys! Fix the holes in Roscoe's plush toys with snap-on dog toy savers.
A universal flip up table similar to that in a high school auditorium that attaches to a collapsable camping chair and fits into the bag.
Telecommuter Charging Vest
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DÅgh BÅrd (Dough Board)
Personal Portable Smoke Alarm/Detector. Never leave home without it!
Duet pan - A Pan with 2 sides
BapKin is the way for larger ladies to keep their cleavage clear of curry.
Voice Distance Locator
A hole punch tool to retro fit your own guitar picks with a hole that allows easy storage on the strings.
Square Root - Root beer
Le Boud'Bout
Paperless Receipts
No more cold feet with the Plush Pocket! An extra warm pocket for your feet at the bottom of this blanket will keep your feet toasty.
Solar Safety Tanning
The sprinkle sun tan chair. This chair enables people without pools to lay in the sun without having to get up every 10 min. to cool down.
A BBQ grill with a logo or with your name! When you sear your meat you brand it with your name, company name, or your favorite sports team.
Programmable Paint!
Innovative EYELASH CURLER with a second, teflon-coated, curling bar gently holds and keeps the eyelashes in perfect form!
Single spoon cleaner
My idea is a nail clip, it would have a sensor on it such as a beep, or a light it would show when you come to close to the skin of the nail
ONLY 7 MINUTES LEFT! Resubmit-Couponing Binder for grocery Cart. New added features!(Paulette Jaques)
My idea is to have a lamp which is held in the socket through a super small magnet instead of a screw/flange.
A caring case that stores and holds all the cords for you many mobile devices neatly in one place (ie) iphone bluetooth headset ect..
Appliance Debris Blocker
Have more drinks than Cup Holders in your vehicle? Lets create a device that provides an Extra Cup Holder.
Hi community ,my idea is one that will make the standing mixer more efficent.It is a universal mixing bowl scraper that moves with the mixer
vibrator toothbrush to brush ! all ! teeth at same time. battery charged.flexible,different sizes,rechargeable,refills toothpaste automatic
DoubleActionMusclePainRelief
Vertical Holiday Lighting Sys.
It's bathtime! Wish there was an easier way to bath your child and not strain your back from bending over the bathtub?
A cutting board thats sides are able to fold up
Cupcake Liner Maker
A universal bottle holder that would hold a bottle up side down allowing liquids to flow toward the exit end of the bottle.
1-piece ultra-thin toaster
"WOW MIRROR"
I have been in the landscape industry for many years and over that course I've lost about 2K to thieves.
La bataille de l'alphabet
The "Angel Wing Swimmer",(AWS)keeps the person completely balanced, buoyant in an upright swimming position with arms,legs and head free.
The "Gelinator": Tired of messy hair gel, wasting expensive hair products?
A convenient syrup pipe.
Save money by walking right.
Ever loose your Keys? What about some type of electronic device that you can press a button to find your keys, Some type of a keychain.
fantasybb
Large Bottle and Cup Adapter for Automotive Cup Holders. Get your large drink bottle to finally fit in those tiny cup holders.
Automatic bike lock
Forklift
The design torch is a beautiful product that many outdoors lovers will want and need. With different designs for every holiday or event.
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Baby Security
Spider-Man real webs fun
QUIRKY COOKING...A cookbook with recipes from this creative community! Recipes should utilize one or more of a Quirky kitchen product
Garden hose butler attaches to deck or deck railing using adjustable clamp. No tools required, easy to remove.
The Beach Seat
Curious
earCaddy
Utensil Sanitizer
Tradewinds
Clip-on urinal
Imagine being able to place your IDs, credit cards, and cash inside a pocket that can be placed any where on your person discreetly!
SAFETY Is number 1 priority this system can deter intruder burglar robber gives the victim enough time to react to dial 911 without harm
Sound proof or dampening gaming helmet - the perfect solution to late night gaming! Chat with your friends without waking everyone up!
Commercial soap dispenser with LED timer and maybe a tone to alert you when you have washed your hands for the recommended amount of time.
A retractable dog leash with a release button to disengage the leash from the collar
Shed/playhouse/fort blocks-Large scale plastic blocks-Create sheds, storage units, forts, playhouses, tunnels, bridges, cars, privacy walls
A simple approach to wine, soda, dry foods saving and other uses too!
The idea is to take a used up gift card, and attach a RFID blocking sticker to that card to protect credit card information from scammers.
SIM Key Caller
E-Cigarette Attachments
Cell phones, when docked in THE CELL PHONE DOCK will automatically ring all extention phones in the home or office when a call comes in.
The iQuill is a stylus for the iPad that has a pencil point tip. "Right from the past to write in present."
I want to create an external hard drive that automatically backs up your computer using bluetooth 3.0 whenever you come into range.
A FM Crytstal Radio. The Radio gathers Radiant Energy and does not require batteries or an electrical socket.
The Period Clock for schools - Has the time, date, day AND period. All the info students and teachers need in a single location, the clock.
Little Seat Savers
iCi a gps transmitter/receiver worn by people and put into pet collars. When you can't find them locate them by a smart phone or pc.
Compact Hornet Spray
"Doggie Loo": A partially Grassy Patch w/ a Tree for male dog to pee &amp; a bare, press-&amp;-drop area for feces. Holes @ Tree Base. Waste Drawer.
Expandable Pan
Universal i Pad billboard
Simple Back Washer/Scratcher!! Why complicate the back washer/scratcher? Get 'r done simply and easily-Re-usable-Machine Wash and Dry
Evaporative cool cap and a cool cap with a neck sun shield. Using the cool towel material, fabricate the skull cap.
Pop-up spout
Hydro self-contained razor.
Flashy Stick
A bumper portable clothesline that goes wherever you go. With the twist of some bolts you will be ready to hang wet clothes to dry.
Organizie
Laptop or PC light
My product is "Cordy-Q." It's a retractable extension cord with a pulley system in the middle w/ flush-flat ends. Made in bright colors.
Tan through sports brace / support - would work for ipod/iphone gear too. no one wants tan lines
Bat-belt
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Parents and Seniors will benefit from a safe, portable warm/cold mist vaporizer stand/cart that is adjustable, mobile and easily accessible.
LED Safety Vest
Revolutionary coffee mug that cools down coffee that's too hot, keeps coffee from getting cold, and uses no electricity. Dishwasher safe!
The BEST undershirt!
alarm clock with a tape recorder it in/so when you are lying in bed an idea comes to you/you dont have to get up an look for a pen an paper
App-Restaurant Pagers
Personal TO-GO BOX for your leftovers at the restaurant. Reusable TO-GO BOX can fold up to fit in a purse or pocket. No more Styrofoam
Water your lawn from underneath with sub irrigation planters for the lawn. The water will soak upwards according to need. Just plug in hose.
Sili-Scraper/scrubber
Social Charge
Sea Water Desalinization
My invention would allow people to take the last of their soap bars and use them to make liquid soap and create a nice scent.
The Multi Home Tool
Is your precious pre-schooler comfortable &amp; safe from bed bugs while napping on a plastic mat at daycare ?
Continuous Trash Bag and Vented Trash Can. When taking out a full trash bag there will be a new one immediately underneath. Scented Too!
New waterproof walkie talkie that fits your ear like a bluetooth with an open frequency for boaters &amp; water leisure activities.
Takeaways, or Mom's 2-Go
Super-lightweight AND endlessly refillable sandbags to keep beach towels from blowing around at the beach.
The Potty Tee
The T-Handle. Store your mugs in wine racks. Good for Bars, Restaurants, and Home use. Makes the mugs easier to hold as well. Teamlab
Paint Cooler
Piggy Blanket
Memory Foam backpack
My idea provides necessary improvements to the pet food gravity feeder by making it easier to fill and easier to transport.
Heated windshield wiper blades. the blades that keep the slush off so you don't have to flick your blades. also will help with freeze down
Tablet Minder
Car Alarm App
Billions Sold Everyday A GUM Case, stores your sticks or chicklet type of gum. Great for the beach,car,purse,outdoors,camping or pocket
A snap on wipe dispenser that fits on any doorknob so people can grab a wipe to open and close the door in schools, offices, hospitials et
Aquarium underwater web cam. See the fish close up and monitor the tank while being away. Wireless camera that is easy to set up.
I have invented a mini beer keg in the shape of a football. If a co. such as Bud got license rights from NFL,millions could be sold.
Millions of people are disabled or handicapped. IMHANDY the worlds first mechanical glove/bracelet helps them solve everyday problems.
Grocery Cart Organizer Net. Heavy vs. light items, where do they go? Organize your cart and prepare for ease of transfer to your vehicle.
Flower Desk Lamp
Disconnect FX
The perfect toothpick. Very hygienic, easy to dispose, easy to carry, very effective. Perfect for removing any impediment in teeth.
TO help clean toilets and leave bathrooms a better smell. And have a choice on what product you want.
make slive with out the shirt just slevie has to be clear and put tatoo on it nice &amp; pain less we can do diffrent tatoo for men,women,kids
Baby in the car remainder
Ice Pack Gloves
A "fun" novelty handle that personalizes your grill and creates a conversation piece.
REGENSIS
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Do you like to sleep hot? Does your partner like to sleep cold? Well now you can both sleep the way you want to with The Couples Comforter!
Get Quirky! Quirky inspired rubber audio jack plug with keyring and branded optical grade cleaning cloth for portable smart devices.
The I converter
My big idea is the UMBclip (umbrella holder) for cars and suv's. This clip will mount on either the auto's window or interior grab handle.
Mosquitoes Protection Hat
Dry in 5
terminal one
Notify
No Flutter Shower Curtain
BrixBlox
Induction cook top that heats an area defined by pressure from pots/pans via the use of zones.
I heart eggs. Heart shaped eggs. Please see pictures. No more shells to peal. Just drop your egg in this heart shaped box. Stainless Steel.
Ski Sherpa THE Multi-Carrier
Ez towel
The Team II
No more smelly soiled diapers...Just zip and throw away..... no mess,no smell,Its better then diaper Genie
TIRE TRACKS! THEY SLIP OVER EACH OF YOUR VEHICLE TIRES WHEN NEEDED IN MUD OR SNOW CONDITIONS. THIS WILL TAKE THE
PLACE OF SNOW/TIRE CHAINS.
My idea is a "No soggy cereal cup to go". it keeps the milk separate from the cereal until your ready to eat it- ideally for commuters.
caddie supermarchÃ©
Double Blades Nail Clipper
Paint &amp; Brush Saver
Slide &amp; Scoop Food Scooper
Power Slide. Power system that slides along a track to fit different sized power adapters! It's Pivot Power's Cousin!
Smart Straws or Smart Sticks
Christmas lights = electrical cord connections = "shorts" when connections get wet = lights go out when it rains. Solution = ConnectShield
A "sippy cup" ergodynamically designed for a toddler's short arms.
A stirring device that is hands free and alarms users when your food is done.
Never wake up late again! With this new alarm clock concept you are guaranteed to get up in the morning just to turn it off!
iPhone flashlight lens case
CarCom
Support nomade pour mobiles
Addams Family
A bathroom accessary that solves an age old problem with taking a shower. Designed as a fun novelty item or a sophisticated elegant product
For all the parents that are tired of dealing with the annoyance of car seats and the straps that come with them.
family get sick and passies on to others if there was a way to stop it by disinfect the room or house, a bomb set off to destroy the germs
WCrupteur
Go Green or Wonka's gonna get mean!
My idea is to make a double sided hooked candy cane. This allows the candy canes to be interlocking so people can create candy cane chains.
The Rotating Locking Lug Nut-That Will Stop Thieves From Stealing Rims Off Of Cars By Using A Key.
An OTC, parent applied, newborn identification bracelet system with a â€œone of kindâ€ numerical sequence under a thermal-graphic ink.
ENDING SOON! Shadow Cast - Home Theft Deterrent: Cast moving silhouettes in your house while you're away to prevent break ins.
Hale damage to vehicles is a costly problem. My idea is to prevent this.
Hydroponic herb garden with photovoltaic panel. Solar charged battery powers water pump, timer and auto-feeder. Phone app reports status.
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A cover that lets you wrap any cords around objects. Useful in construction sites for power cords/air lines and cable management for office
Custom Magnetic Board Set to design for your own use! Ideal for Quirky's Loop-its!

Many creative options...

By Lillie and Yuri

WIFI LANTERN
Simple bottle rack
Breakable Car Charger
A plastic round flat cover with handle and a seal around the edge to cover wheels, make it in all wheel sizes.
Guitar headstock protector
Hospital Breakaway Boxer Shorts
Credit Card Swipe Cover
Outlets are ugly,art is pretty.Well outlet meet art! Now show off those ugly,lifeless sockets full of energy by making them pretty.
Eco-EarBuds. Your Solar power backup.
"Online Tip Button" similar to "Buy it Now" button but its for giving Tips$$$ to Customer Service Reps or anyone that deserves a tip online.
Tired of tying up your shoes? Use regular rubber bands and this Quirky gadget to replace your shoelaces. Trendy, colorful....
What kind of battery is in your watch, camera, etc? Can't remember them all? Well Battery Tag can help provide information quickly!
DMV Application
Panty Hose Gloves
Color Coded Tape Measure. No more trying to read 1/16th's &amp; 1/8th's. Just find the whole number and appropriate increment color.
Brush Floss
A light weight strong snapout attachment for a bicycle that allows the user to walk along side &amp; push the bike while walking upright.
Automat
Ears are as unique and identifiable as our finger prints. Let's jointly create self-shaping earphones that are as individual as we are.
Yard Rags
Green Sweeper
After opening another obnoxious toy, if kids only 'play with the box'- why haven't we made just the box for them yet? Time for BOX BLOX
Water Fountain Mat - FuN non-skid mat that shoots random squirts of water or along to music. Stomp on water filled pods to squirt others.
Gravity Blocker
Car seat that is ALSO a stroller 2kinds. 1 legs &amp; wheels slide out of side of seat. 2 wheels r bolted 2 seat &amp; fit into frame left in car.
"THE" Coupon App
Stop child abuction! Arm kids with a micro-chip tracking band. The bands are made of soft, strong rubber, can be sized, in various colors.
Bike in a Bag/Back pack for commuters and airline passengers Students on campus.Kids too see VIDEO http://youtu.be/NocN9b_PfJs UPDATED
Inverted lid cookware
To-Go Sushi
Permanent Marker + Ballpoint Pen = MarkerPen
Everyone has a Sharpening Steel in their kitchen, but only a few know how to sharpen their own kitchen knives to that razors edge.
A yolk disconnection bowl
Trash receptacle with compartment at the bottom that has an open slot designed for trash bags to feed through it.
Binky Sanitizer To Go
Traveler bottle
The Dialysis Blanket. It's not easy being on dialysis, but this blanket gives some needed comfort and warmth with functionality !
How many times have you washed your car &amp; the hose has gotten stuck under the tire? Well no longer, Slip-N-Go prevents that! Wash with ease.
Retractable Food Tent for your plate. No more flies getting on your food at a BBQ or camping
iQ- mini speaker to increase ipod/mp3 sound. works for iPhone too and anything that fits a 3.5 mm headphone jack! easily fits in your pocket
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MOMS FIT "BABY SIT"
Ladies, we all know that its a dangerous world out there. Increase your odds of not being the next victim with the Mace-horn.
Wireless dongle based on wifi or bluetooth to transfer music or data to non-wireless devices.
BAC-BE-GONE
electronic hookah
BOTTLE AND PACIFIER CLEANER. PROTECT YOUR BABY FROM GERMS THAT WILL MAKE THEM SICK. IT CAN FIT IN YOUR PURSE.
VERY SAFE AND AFFORDABLE.
Battery Operated Lure, that has refillable scent release system, built in solar power mini panels and retractable weedless hooks.
sound poof wall blanket
Fisherman's handy helper, the V hook! Designed for saftey of the fish, keep your hands clean,and rust proof!
The No Hassle Liner â„¢ is a detachable Shower/bath liner that will always look like new for half the price and none of the hassle!
Film's Ring: A new way to use protective films for food or things
MAG MINTON new feeling of contactless Badminton, stringless rocket, magnetic feeling, high speeds, more fun
It a phone case that carries two phones.Work and personal. A double pocket case that allows you to carry two phone and one case.
Triponge
Sunscreen Spray booth where you can select the SPF you would like. Acts like a vending machine, see it at high end resorts, beaches, etc...
Cinch Bag Buckle
scraper handled cleaning brush
A compact solar powered heated fan that will clip onto the visor of car. On a timer to run every 5 to 30 min or to be set by driver.
This product allows users of kindle products to put already purchased hard copy books on their kindle.
le tire-bouchon
Customize your Apple iMac computer in a non-destructive way with this simple product making use of the built in magnets behind the screen!
Straightening Iron Sleeve
Portable,adjustable plyometric box. Telescopic legs that lock at multiple heights. Legs fold down flat.
Extra smartphone memory device
Remove popcorn ceiling with no mess using this easy adjustable attachment and your home vacuum cleaner.
a lot of Asian Food service workers wearing a clear mask. It has 2 rubber strings go over ears. I'd like to make one without rubber bands.
Handy scrubber
Universal Remote control with large,colored,basic buttons on/off vol up/down etc. Set up controls located in battery comp. to avoid clearing
Spreadable Keyboard
"CILANTRO PEELER BRUSH" the easy way to pull the cilantro leaves from the stems
Ever tried to save a lounge chair on a cruise or resort? Backpack,that converts into a headrest, with inflatable pillow saves your spot.
An absorbent liner that attaches in the collars of our shirts.
Cell Phone charging holder
Emergency vehicles running through intersections can be very dangerous what if you knew before they actually got there?
Wearable Smart Thermometer
New shoes, new jeans, night on the town, next morningâ€¦Shoe Blues! The solution is No Shoe BluesÂ®. A green product. (www.noshoeblues.com).
Thorn Yard Roller
Sticky Power Strip
Swiss army for kitchen
a charging dock that you can set your iPhone, iPad and iPod on to charge all at the same time.
Expandable Power Strip
A weather proof cat litter box that is clipped to the outside of the house or back door. Will come with a hole kit, gasket and kitty door.
Blow up camping tent.
A folding ice cream scoop! Save valuable space in your drawer
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serviette de plage avec coussi
5x Lighted Magnification
Magnetic Pen Pocket
Bug and Window Squeegee
Spin from laundry basket to washing machine. *Inspired by a bingo ball spinner*
Smart Charger
RECEIPT CARD is the answer to fumbling through your wallet/drawer/desk/filing cabinet looking for an archaic paper receipt. DIGITAL RECEIPT
SIMPLE remote tv control 14 buttons for mentally impared and other customers that find the current 48 (Cablevision) control too difficult
All phones and tablets to have the standard screw thread like all cameras.
Bathroom Toilet Scrubber with Battery Operated Spray Feature OR Non Aerosol PUMP
App Enabled Locker Lock
Flash Light Bottle Stake-Flash light that screws on to standard water bottle &amp; attaches to any stick to create a torch. Great 4 the Outdoors
CrÃªpe / Pancake Ball
Bike Gloves With LED Signals
Traffic control using cameras and computers.
Safe EYE
Condiments Cabinets holder
This will when installed the spring action is able to convert torque at crank top dead center to the sprocket and eliminate dead torque.
housse portable multifonction
Plane Catcher
alternative bicycle helmets
BEER CAN--TOP INCH OR SO WILL BE ABLE TO POP OFF, TURNING BEER CAN INTO PONG-READY AT ANY MOMENT
How many times are you looking for a pen in your car or around your computer? To write something down but no pen around I got an idea!
A new type of shower caddy design that holds shampoo bottles, razors, soap and shower scrubbers.
Amazing Baseboard Sweeper
Ensure your pictures are level all the time - hidden spirit level
Acrylic nail remover
A convenient, easy and fun way to dry and store children's wet snowgear. It can stand alone,affix to the wall or hang in a closet.
Writer's Block! Journal, notebook, calendar attachment that protects and clips together to create a writing surface wherever you are!
A compact suitcase that is capable of fitting under most airplane seats but does not result in wrinkled clothing.
Lighten up your space instead of your pockets. Decrease the load on your heating and cooling system by harnessing the suns light and heat.
Check This Out
Stress_cloud
CREATING-TOYS MACHINE
Make Your Ultimate Dream Jersey.Hard to explain but a neat idea.
An ipad stand that goes from the floor so you can stand it next to your chair and not have to hold it in your hands all the time.
Having problems getting your bread out of the bread pan? Does the bottom of the loaf always get stuck/left behind in the pan? Fear no more!
Waterproof bluetooth speakers that let you make phone calls and listen to tunes all from the comfort of your floating pool lounge!
A flexible one piece jumpsuit for motor cycle riders, made of interlocking small rings of a light weight metal or polymer.
Refrigerator boxes for office that replaces the shelves in your fridge with Individual locking boxes increasing useable space in the fridge.
The "Bumble Bee" a transforming infant seat
Babies they slip and slide when trying to crawl on hardwoods or tile! How can we help them? Easy! Pants or sleeves with grips!
The Lucky Penny Scratcher. An encapsulated "Lucky Penny" with a handle and a key ring on the end to use on instant lottery scratch offs.
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Retractable cords for electric mowers. No tripping over or cut cords. Convience,safety.Increasing use of electric mowers. Good Marketability
The Roller Buddy! Control your roll! Helps unroll things like caution tape, packing wrap, and more. Has a lock to keep your roll secure
The Car Comforter is a detachable interior window heater used to remove ice.While driving put on seat as a seat warmer. Or sold as seat warm
Pop in &amp; go temporary vehicle window kit.A quick fix for a broken window that anyone can install.
box of fast food with tweezers
Individual disposable sponges with soap already on them for washing your dirty dishes, cups, baby items at work or on the go
Hotel Map App
refridgerated lockers for employees breakfast and lunch while at work.they would be safe and secure compartments for their food at work.
Thunder wash
FISHING ROD WITH PISTOL GUN GRIP-Don't let the BIG one get away! Easier to hold and less chance of dropping the rod in water. SEE 2 Designs.
Converteez Rolling Backpack
A simple plastic piece use to wrap a box using single ribbon...
TableRobot
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas / electric weed-eaters for lawn-care technicians.
Truck Tonneau Tent System
Compact Travel Potty
liquid and powder dispenser
Lazyass TowelSuit
homebutton buttons
Model Jets as Sales Tool
MUST HAVE infant bed reduces risk of SIDS/sooths colic. Allows safe/complete air flow for tummy or back sleeping. Portable &amp; stores flat.
Essentially, everyone is a laundry slave. Loading/unloading binds us to a tedious chore. A one step automatic washer/dryer is the answer.
Kangaroo Baby car seat carrierr: carrying a baby in a car seat is heavy and cumbersome. My idea: straps/ belt applied to the seat to carry
You know how you may end up fixing on your car and it may be too hot or it's raining or even snowing and you don't have anywhere to work ?
Silicon encased waterproof finger light - Always have light where your hand is! Avoid flashlight frustration!
Attachment to Apple's earbuds to give it sport performance capabilities.
Child Safety Temporary Identification Tattoo
Cooler that converts into a solar powered air conditioner.It has a direct hook up to tents to keep you cool during the hot summer months
Hands free toilet seat
Quick connect wiring
Forklift
washer and dryer that automaticly drys after it washes it.
Credit/Debit cards equipped with LED displays to display due date/ due amount/ card payment status
Feed Me!
Does Your Infant Sleep Best With Soothing Noises and Movement? Why Not Incorporate That Into The Most Common Infant Carriers?
A hard band across the the middle of a paint can, snaps on the top of it! To brush excess paint on, instead of can, double as can opener too
cigarette vending machine
Compact EZ Squeegee with scrubber and scraper attachments.Opens at the touch of a button, Easily stores in console or glove box. Watch Video
This design is for a flexible resistance band that will fit securely around the edge of a license plate. Installation would be fast and easy
A backpack for groceries. Perfect for those who live in cities, walk to the grocery store and who live in walk up apartments.
A vinyl mat to protect your desktop from being scratched or dulled from your mouse sliding across it. In clear and other artist designs.
cheese dip thickens up and gets cold? no problem. dip warmer will keep your cheese dip warmer than ever!
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iPhone case charger
Self-Esteem Mirror
Jedaian Bicycle that an average person can pedal 45 MPH on flat roads and up hills with loads easily due to ease of turning big chainrings
This product allows you to cook healthier in your own standard sized fry pans. No need to buy expensive grills.
iPod/iPhone case that when sides r pinched in, a center part comes up about 1/4 of a inch allowing u to wrap headphones around it.
Pee silenter
Lighted hair clips
"nosy" chemical sensor to warn sensitive people of dangerous or harmful chemical fragrances found in the air
Update your facebook,watch tv,listen to music,read a recipe book or just listen to the news or music station in your kitchen while you work.
one led tv remote control
No Pockets? Going for a run? This silicon bracelet holds your money &amp; keys when you're on the go and have no other place to store them!
Ring Floss. Always stay flossing where ever you go.
Adjust-A-Bobble - A bobble base that is adjustable to handle different sized items. Just twist it to adjust the opening size.
The Waiting Game transforms the experience of waiting for a table. Families play a simple game &amp; restaurants give prizes to the winners!
Quirky Smart Watch
All in one washer and dryer
Have you or a loved one ever had a close call (or worse) with an emergency services vehicle because you didn't see or hear it?
nana crown
Bucket O' Beer
Warm dinner plates before serving hot food.This battery powered,portable device uses hot air to do that.Charging doc keeps it ready for use.
Pop-Up Bags
Iphone holder
Caffeinated Jelly
Inner Lining Boots
This power tool caddy "cradles" bulky power tools. It can be stored under a workbench. Efficient design keeps tools visible and accessible.
Smart Ears
The bag ripped and all your groceries fell to the floor. You canâ€™t carry all your purchases by yourself? The trunk cart is the solution.
The Mosquito Bandito looks like a plastic water pistol. What it does is suck up pesky bugs without leaving a buggie mess.
Flower &amp; Veggie Seed Organizer
The Sculptie Cord Cover is a novelty product. How about changing that cord into an easily located neon - pink heart or bright - blue spiral?
Phone Flare
Lockable Wallet/Purse. Other key features: Waterproof - GPS - Card Scanner safe - Light weight aluminum
Contacts Lens: foldable contact lens case. giving credit to Â©Ã¥âˆ«Â´âˆ‘Ë†ÃŸÂ´3
edible popsicle sticks are genius. you have a sugar based piece in the shape of a wooden stick. everybody hates eating around a wooden stick
Desk top computer monitor stand.
How many times have you had to crawl under your christmas tree to turn on/off the ligths? One touch control that mask's as an ornament.
Don't ruin your car with a bumper sticker, attach to sticker blade and display like a car flag or attach to your trunk lid for rear viewing
UV sanitizing sinus rinse container (e.g., neti pot). Automatically cleans out the water before you put it in your sinuses.
Multi headphone jack
This is a collor silicone rubber rings that slip over the bottle twist top on your water or soda bottle for easy gripping and opening.
An easy to use device with lie detector (placed in malls, game rooms, cinema theaters) that lets anyone find out the truth, lies and more.
Let's reinvent the handheld shower head. Removable Handheld Shower Head with Automatic Soap Dispenser.
A simple yet ingenious packing idea for clothes, allowing commuters who cycle or run to work to look business sharp in the office.
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"Half-Cup" - More gimmick than utility, but a 100% money-maker to be sure! A novel "His &amp; Hers" gift idea or a singular advertisement tool!
HIKER'S BEST FRIEND is a lightweight roller that assist the hiker by carry their heavy bag.
Hand Solar Vacuum Cleaner
LOGO ICE/LOGO BAKEWARE
Tushy Cushion
Complete darkness. Side Channels for Cellular style black out shades to move in so all light is blocked.
Brand NEW US Patent #7,744,575 "Sanitary Napkin with Attachment Straps" or disposable thong-style panty shields for women (see Pantisse.com)
DESIGN THESE PRODUCTS WITH NIGHT LITES ON THEM. ALL SHOVELS,SNOW SHOVELS, RAKES PUSH BROOMS MOST GARDENING
TOOL'S, ALSO GARDENING WATER JUG.
Umbrella Designs Inspired by Art and Origami...three possible designs.
Magnetic tool or hardware holding pads to be used in tool boxes or top of step ladders.
FLY HIGH SATELLITE .
Sweet cup
My Product is called the grabber cane for now. its a cane designed to help people with limited motion.
VINO CHILL TUBE! Keep a pre-chilled wine bottle cold for 8 hours when you go to a picnic or friend's house. Instant woo juice on hand!
Application for a vehicle locator, called Vecator.
A combination of multiple whiteboard markers. No need to hold more than one marker at one time.
A switchable 3way outlet which plugs directly into the wall. Each outlet is switchable on-to-off.
A PVC Child Safe Snow Tunnel. Intersecting pieces can be added for endless design possibilities. Way safer than trusting a kid made tunnel
MULTI-ROLL
Hangers that match shirt sizes to eliminate bulges and side wrinkles that occur when shoulders of shirts droop over the ends of hangers.
INSERT TABLE. Make your own!
motor cycle helmet + glass
Retractable fishing hook barb
Have more than one flag? Try this convenient dual retractable flag pole!
Freeze Breeze
Small personalized QR stickers with name email phone nbr other IDs etc to use on IPhone eye glasses computers to aid finding owner if lost
Entertain your children with Fun Fan Clips &amp; Clip2 Toys!
attache drap house
The Wine Candy
Pro Passer
Ladies! Tired of your straps stretching out but your dress,bra,shirt,tank, you fill in blank still has plenty of life left? Clip Cinch!
A quieter ceiling fan that lasts longer, but never goes out of style.
scented air filters for home a
EAE
3 in1 laptop computer. A laptop with 2 additional folding screens. Do 3x the work at once.
Diet T
Playing music off a USB memory stick from your factory car stereo through the aux port. A wire that is 3.5mm jack to USB port (female end).
COILED Christmas/Holiday LIGHTS! Easier to wrap banisters, stairs, poles. etc. NO MORE tangles, can carry on arm.
SOLARLESS
The Rolled Chain Weight
ultimate bag carousel, NO BAG LEFT BEHIND
Band-It
TV Remote
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Pivot Power w/Elec.Fire Sensor
Save the roll! Waste no more. Inspired by Precise, The Intelligent Paper Towel Holder. TP roll that gives you ONLY enough, then stops.
Don't eat any more soggy sandwiches! The sandwich stacker lets you enjoy a fresh, appetizing homemade sandwich anytime and anywhere.
The Meal Saver
A substitute for plastic.
Ever notice how dirty the water is after you give your kids a bath? With this new device you can now be assured your child is REALLY clean!
Satellite Solar
The Potty Pedal
Innovative Cash Register
Prego Pad
This device is a convenient method to safely dispose of feminine sanitary products and other blood or saliva soaked bandages and dressings.
This idea to to have 1 ball that can transform to multiple easily.
Golf bag with built-in electric scooter.
Floating plastic connections shaped in a spiral situated in a swimming pool,spun by an enclosed motor to move leaves/bugs into a basket.
â–ºâ–ºâ–º New Tool! Scissors for Plastic Bottles! âœ„ Great for Crafters, Gardeners, and Students! We Can Change the WORLD!
RESUBMIT.Glowing 3/2 Prong Surge Protector outlets,heavy duty.Ideal for all power cord w/ 3 or 2 prong connections.For night/dark spaces.
LCD window tint for your car that you control from your driver's door.
Be a responsible dog owner! Use my doggy bag/hand sanitizer combo that can not only be refilled, but easily attaches to your dog's leash!
A lighting system that provides optimal illumination for elderly people with impaired vision, esp. those in assisted or senior living homes.
appareil cuisine audio
Go "Green" with a reuseable, foldable, pizza box! Pizza boxes are big bulky and don't fit in the garbage. The planet will love it.
Cube or tower a DVD slot. Child done with movie they insert DVD. Inner workings move up and empty slot ready. Lights up when DVD inserted.
Emergency Spotlight
Do you know the expiration date on the eggs you bought from the grocery store? Most dont, this product lets you know when they expire.
Smart Book
"Cut The Cheese" Cheese Knife
The Stashlight is back! Revised, simplified and resub'd. Enjoy the great outdoors and protect your stuff from the elements
PILL-REMINDER LABELS - resub
Car Ride Inside
The Perfect Cake Cutter
Waterproof board organizer
We all dont need/want to bag grass clippings and leaves when cutting grass. A tractor attachment to blow grass and leaves after lawn care.
LAPTOP RADIATION PROTECTION MAT
Voice recordable transmitter that attaches to youre pets collar; with play back button giving vital info like home address phone number.
Imagine a dog shock collar that warns your dog of an impending shock when s/he barks by emitting the loud snapping sound of a taser!
Strobe light alarm Blind away.
Silverware Rolling Machine
Bald cancer doll, Children get cancer too. A bald doll will help raise acceptance about all kinds of hair-loss.
Fun Antenna Fin Replacements
TWO IN ONE TRASH CAN,SEPARATE COMPARTMENTS AND BAGS, ONE FOR PLASTIC THE OTHER FOR PAPER AND OTHER TRASH.
GOING GREEN
New Cell Phone Case with ADJUSTABLE hand strap! (For Tablets too!)
gym2go
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"The Gas Whizzer" is a lightweight plastic nozzle you put on the pump that sucks out all the gas from the pump at the end of fuelling!
Phone Key Lock Chain
Click (Portable Speaker)
Solar Shade
"B-BALL BAG"
Gigi's Knuckle
A super absorbent towel that can be used to remove all the excess water out hand washed garments with out wringing or stretching them.
The Washer Chest
CaSe ClOsEd
The present invention relates generally to a writing instrument and, more specifically, to a fingertip mountable writing instrument.
A bar that connects to a baby stroller so mom/dad can walk/jog beside their child so they can communicate with them.Separation anxiety gone
Forget dot!
Workout Pedals - Accelerate and Brake your car with pedals and exercise while driving.
SWITCH-A-ROOS KIDS CREATE THEIR OWN SHIRTS/CLOTHING. CLOTHING WITH VELCRO ATTACHED KIDS CAN BUY A PACK OF
ATTACHABLE CHARACTERS TO VELCRO ON
Secure pants
Foldable clothes hanger
Expand-a- Chair
Problem: nothing holds a washcloth good in the shower (Thirtyacre)
my invention is called the "partyball" this is a inflated ball and it has a secret water proof compartment inside.
iPhone Case Digital Scale
Time to put End to the plain and inconvenient key chains. It's time for a Keys Carrying Case with Style. Easy access to keys in Emergency.
Universal HDTV safety edge
ê³ ê²½ë¯¼ ë‹˜ ì•„ì´ë””ì–´
garbage can dispenser
Anyone who owns a vinal liner pool above ground or inground and has tried their hand at an underwater patch might like this idea
**RETRACTABLE CORD** All-CHARGER for all your Apple portable devices. All-N-1 portable battery charger for iPhone, iPad, iPod and Macbook!
Movie Chair Mini Table/Tray that fits in the cup holder at movie theatre.Cup holder with table.Put your keys,candy,phone on it.
An adjustable ergonomic dog leash that provides the dog walker with maximum control, especially with dogs in training or larger dogs.
FDA has changed SUNSCREEN Requirements for more often REAPPLYING times.This 1st Sunscreen Timer Band reminds U when to REAPPLY! VIDEO
INSIDE
Ear warmers/scarf/headband with wireless (bluetooth) earphones. You can also use to answer calls (mobile) if a microphone is incorporated.
Prescription Sunglasses
Mom's! Dad's! Care providers! Don't be frustrated w/carrying those bulky car seats from the car to the store entrance anymore. Wheel it in!
Petcaring Vacuum
What if i told you this device saves energy in every household as well as business, in the world by cutting electrical use.
Avoid clunky, poorly-designed soldering/crafts clamps! Multi-segmented arms make manipulation easy without sacrificing strength!
Mechanic's helper
"Hide A Funnel" A collapsible funnel that fits into a metal container with attached magnet on bottom that fits under car or truck hood.
lampe adieu bacteries
The I-STRIP is a simple solution to charging multiple apple product from one outlet.
Resurge iPad Case
paint mixer...a can lid with an attached mixer and pouring spout.
A measuring cup that bottoms out. Stop pouring out your ingredients, just press and release from bottom of cup.
Want to have a ocean breeze every day of the year? Try these Fan Scents. different smells with a breeze of goodness
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'Back So Soft
This may sound weird but I think it could work. A sleek and super absorbant underwear for Racecar drivers and for truck drivers as well.
Dog beds designed by dogs! Real dogs trample loose material. We capture the shape exactly as the dog made it, turning it into a cozy bed.
Fold Em Up folks!
The Devil Horns
For two years this idea has been on my mind and both my wife and I need this type of product since we both have teeth implants.
Rotating Bike Handlebars
iFresh
DentiGo
Swivel Chair Brakes. (think Car-Boot) for a chair.
A device that attaches to your clothesline and lets you know when/if it begins to rain via receiver (Similar to a door alarm)
THE GLOBER.
New spinning head toothbrush
Impact sensing traffic cones
E-Safe
Automatic Pasta/Sauce Stirrer
It's time to Quirkify the toilet tank basket! This design improves on it by allowing for adjustable size and anchoring it into place.
Lazarus Lift
LionBrush
Are you tired of the wire clutter around your computer, t.v./audio setup, etc.!? If so, let this product do the un-cluttering for you!
Have you ever had to go to the bathroom and decided not to because it was filthy Well never again any where any time Pocket hygene is here.
2 Beverage Water Cooler Just Hot or Cold Water? How about Iced Tea !! Or even your Favorite Adult Beverage ?
Crilcrete, an acrylic block made from recycled plastic containers.It is an inexpensive product to produce with a number of uses in building.
a simple gravity release lid lock fitting any mechanically emptied container. the wind cannot open and driver never needs to touch.
This is a golf product with divot tool, ball marker, groove cleaner and towel clip combination.
Set of 2 pans: Waterproof 8 or 9" spring form pan and larger pan with a cage for a water bath to make great cheesecakes!
Automatic Omelette With Timer
Residential Copper theft detector.Unit would send a small electrical signal through the buildings closed loop system.Lost signal=police.
Untangled
Deep Cleaner
Just RELAX! Outstanding device that can tell you by GPS WHERE ARE YOUR PETS, BAGS, CHILD, etc... In your computer or an app on your iPhone!
******BENDEASE******Bendable rope Lights. Spell names, make shapes, outline your business sign. Get noticed.
rÃ©tro pour vÃ©lo aÃ©rodynamique
A Lighted Purse
Who's cord is this and what's it go to? Cord accessory and storage. (Paulette Jaques)
Baby Butt Polish
Plastic Shopping Bag/Tote carrier and decorative bracket that attaches by your front door to hang grocery bags while you unlock your door
Rubber Earhook for Earphones
Static charge mineral dust collector to use while applying Mineral Makeups. No mess all over the counter or sink!!
Emergency Car battery repair k
Cork Craft Cork Board Maker
It is hard to get every sliver of broken glass up off a tile or wood floor with grout and cracks. Sticky shoe covers to the rescue.
MEASURE UP
A new and safer way to deploy stop sticks for law enforcement. Stop stick that is fired from under the car by remote at a safe distance.
Ok/ How many of you dont care for germs? I have came up with an idea that will lift the toilet seat up with a light step of your left foot.
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A tobacco pipe which, instead of burning tobacco and producing harsh smoke, causes vapor to be released from the tobacco instead.
Smart Laptop Stand
Sunglass Floaties
I-care Kids Watch
a back horn for a car to blow if ur stopped at a light &amp; see someone barreling towards u from behind, &amp; they're preoccupied dont know u stop
TSA travel Kit, ready to go. Make Airport screening easy. Comes with 4- 3.4 ounce bottles, 4- 1 quart-AND assorted Zip-Lock clear bags..
A door holder for drink coolers so the stocker can put the drinks in without holding the door open at the same time.
Vex-Bottom Container
Universal RX Prescription Rotating Bottle Cap Dispenser: Allows for quick, easy, and safe pill dispensing for anyone with RX prescriptions.
YARD GAURD decorative water bottles for lawn and flower beds to keep stray animals out.
Road ready cyclist earphones
Portable liquid heater (milk for baby,water) that works less than a minute. No need to look for a plug. USB charging /rechargeable batteries
Doggy pickup pouch
Say Cheese Camera Strap
Small pieces of used soap put together to make large usable bars again.
This is an idea for a well needed product, a timer controlled 31-day lock box.
water cooking pot
Kids set of really cute measuring cups/spoons,bowls,whisk,to get them interested and involved in making meals,desserts,include Q cutlery set
Beer phone
Hankie Mask
Beg - Rechargeable Ear Muffs
Ladies always want to look nice and iMirror puts a folding mirror on the back of cell phones. No more digging in a purse for a mirror.
STRAP AND ROLL!
A solar paneled battery charger for the I pad, Kindle, Iphone or one of the many tablets or smart phones on the market.
Travel Toothbrush
The penlace
Bracelet for making friends! The concept: a person buys a bracelet of one color/kind. Trades petals w/ others to make a beautiful flower.
Aggravated daily by your too long shoelaces? Customize your laces to the EXACT length desired in less than 5 seconds with SNAP TIPS.
Anti frostbite shoe/boot.
Disposable Biodegradeable Lawnmower Bag. No more trying to pour from lawnmower bag into yard waste bags. Remove and its ready
LINE UP STRAIGHT
Nozzle for vacuum cleaner
A full sized "All-in-one toothbrush" designed to make brushing easier than before. Finally, a tooth brush with tooth paste built right in!!
Stop oil leaks. A seal tight oil pan plug screw system that is easier to remove and prevents leaks.
Ceiling Suspended Cabinet
Height adjustable wheelchair
Balence Pen
Windowshield Snow Cover
Air Free Breast Mimicking Baby Bottle. BPA Free Soft Silicone Helps Squeeze Air Out &amp; Collapses for Storing, Great for Travel. Attached Lid.
Lets make a Barnacle proof substance (tape, Spray) that can be applied on Marine ladders, Boat lifts etc.to prevent marine life buildup!!!
Resubmit - THIS NEW UMBRELLA WITH BUILT-IN COVER COMES AT A COST - - EXTRA PROTECTION FROM RAIN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (4
IMAGES)
A tool to help parents that are tired to take from the floor all these things that his child launches when he is on high chair.
GIANT Artificial Pine Cones
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Baby lotion warmer with soothing music,night light and a removable lotion container for easy cleaning and switching out different lotions.
People hate flossing! Invention-FlossBrushCombo, A double headed toothbrush--bristles in the front,floss attachment on the back side.
pH indicating glassware
3 in 1 salt pepper &amp; sugar
Mayan Spooks
A Series of Kat-letics! :-D Kat-Letics is a series of different miniature play-pen environments for your cat to enjoy!
Stand Shelf
Shatterproof protective eye wear that increases peripheral and central vision. Ideal for monocular vision sufferers, sports, and cyclist.
Man Mats: the disposable toilet mats Pad of tear-off, paper absorbent, plastic backed sheets in a bathmat shape.
Dog-Poop-Scoop / Hand with Disposable Cup / No more Holding Dog poop in a bag.
Table with uninterruptible power supply, surge protector, power meter, retractable extension cords, USB ports, and emergency LEDs.
The stand alone shirt steamer. A pvc hanger system that you can hang a shirt, turn on the timed steamer. Come back in five minutes it done.
Smoke Detector Exhaust Fan.
How about a DRY aerosol that disinfects. Can should be small enough to fit in purse or coat pocket and should last 40 - 50 sprays.
Ear Muffs to protect your child from water in the ear canal at Bathtime. Lower the chance of nasty ear infections.
Le rÃ©veil silencieux.
A bean bag holder for and iPad, similar to what is used for a GPS.
Grouping right &amp; left earphone
Just as it is time you need it the most,you cannot find your remote! Where is the remote?
Hookas
EC Reader
A trash can in different sizes for all rooms that has a refillable trash bag dispenser that attaches to the bottom of the trash can.
EVOLVE- INTELLIGENT TOOTHBRUSH
Magnetic Canister Set for Kitchen Wall. No more counter top clutter.Customer can customize.
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Vented Holder that will hold a dryer sheet or scented sheet. Clips to portable fans. Allows the fresh scent fill the room.
Skateboard Ski Trainer
Waterproof head shaver
Looking for an eco friendly ashtray? My idea is for an external vehicle ashtray that attaches to car with a magnet.
Grill Alarm
ELECTRO-LOCK
Folder/binder with an integrated hole-puncher
Mixie
protection visage anti UV
Where there is a sidewalk,building,fence,plant,guardrail or street- this product will be needed to save precious time and limit maintenance.
RESUBMIT-Make your own ICE RING POPS. Using your existing ice tray!
Bathroom or closet bio-degradable receptacle with multi-bag dispensing. Optional infused air freshener lasting up to six months.
No Slip Kitchen Towel Grip
A power strip (similar to pivot power) that can accomodate a wide range of plugs plus USB ports. Also has 'interchangeable' ports
Rewind
Body Chalk
co2 filter nose
This is a voice activated clock. He counts the hours by bobbing forward and the minutes (in multiples of five) by bobbing backward.
Snout-OUT is a face/nose cover with the theme of Animal snouts. a nose cover warms the exposed area of the face as warmer air enters nose
Solar Plant!
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Cushioned yoga mat! No more strain on your arm, knees or elbows!
it solves the problem that men have lifting the toilet seat and not bring it back down everytime the go #1
Babies only smell good when they are clean, but bathing babies can be a perilous job since they are such slippery little suckers.
Golf balls w/ funny sayings called "Goof Balls". Gag gift for Dad, etc. Sayings:"Look here, wait for splash", etc.
The last time you stayed at a hotel or a friend's house did you check their smoke/CO alarm? Save your life, bring your own on a keychain!
Innovative &amp; sustainable bin for your bathroom. My concept will help people to sort their waste(non recyclable&amp;recyclable) from the bathroom
Can Capz: colorful plastic cap that fits over can. Bottle Topz: silicone stopper can be embelished with sports teams
Global Speak
Break-Away USB connections adapt to your existing cords &amp; devices. They allow a breakable magnetic connection for easy hook up and removal.
Stroller &amp; Infant Car Seat in 1.It can be a little overwhelming right after having a baby, the Pull-n-Go Infant car seat could help.
CEL PHONE FORGET PRENVENTOR, PURSE FROGETMENOT, FORGETMENOT KEYS, FORGETMENOT WALLET, FORGETMENOT
ANYTHING,, FORGETMENOT UNIVERSAL !!
Connector Box - easy to use, plug in wiring for electrical lights, switches, fans, etc.
Stop your plugs from falling out of the outlet.(Paulette Jaques)
My product is an improvement over existing charcoal starter chimneys. It is larger, with a capacity of up to a 20 lb bag of briquets.
Conveniently charge your IPAD/IPAD 2 on-the-go with a new form of technology that benefits you &amp; the environment ! :)
All Weather Resistant Bluetooth Device,(microphone and speaker)that clips on to anything (hats, umbrellas, shirt etc) for portable use.
Extend PowerShare Cord. The cord that lets you share along the way.
Side-By-Side Oven Doors
Never worry about self defense again. Carry my Pepper spray / air horn combo. It can also help police capture your attacker.
removable eye of cell phone camera on a retractable cord w/ light display on screen so u can see in hard to see locations .like your own eye
Matched socks that never get separated in the wash.
automobile License plate cover
Optimize driving practices for your particular model of car and current road conditions while getting up to 50% mileage gains.
What's A dude gotta do? Women have their perfume atomizers but what about Guys that want to carry portable mini sprayers for cologne.
a plastic clip board attached to shopping cart. a place for your grocery list &amp; coupons.can be a permanently fixed to cart or sold separate
Water bottle. Dial records your cup intake - unscrews for easy cleaning - use large or collapse smaller size &amp; throw in your handbag. Barbra
if desks and some furnitures could have removable rollers, then the desks/furnitures would be much better off than now.
THE EXACT CHANGER
Flip it to Spigot converts any standard gallon or quart jug to a water/milk/juice dispenser.
Hair Iron for man o Short Hair
Want quick and easy home improvement? Need a new ceiling fan? Save your money with ceiling fan decals!
Quick Fresh. Wet wipe dispenser for public bathrooms
Phone Call And Text Notifier
Fruit Squeeze
A device placed on all restaurant tables to check your silverware for sanitization. Doubles as a menu holder and more!
Power Strip w/ Replaceable and Adjustable Sockets/Outlets and Chord
I want to invent a body wash sponge,that is re fillable.that will deliver the perfect amount for each individual.
Organize your things with this amazing Courier Bag - A shoulder bag, a mini-Locker, and a workstation built in one! Access items with ease!
BOXKUTTER Stop using your own key when opening up a package get BoxKutter! Looks like a key but is pocket safe and easy to clean box cutter
CAR TRAY TABLE FOR THE FRONT SEAT. For both the driver and or passenger to use. For food, drink, ipad, laptop, whatever!
Why use flat fly swatter that leaves crushed pieces of dead flies on the surface. Yuck!
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Mammoth Chill
Collapsible Drain un-clogger
HYDRAULIC MOTORCYCLE STAND can lift a motorcycle upright if the motorcycle has fallen over and is too heavy to be picked up.
Learn &amp; earn. A USB programmable cookie jar for kids that teaches and rewards. Want a cookie? Answer a question and earn a treat
Brief Case 2.0 is a brief case that dose not only hold your stuff but has an led display that shows you the time, stock prices and much more
iPhone USB Charger Case
Front and back view of tv pro.
Wearable wireless thermometer for kids with fever that sends temp. readings to smartphone, with preset temperature that triggers an alarm.
NO SNOW
Imagine a system that allows your car to talk to the car it is passing on the highway to warn you of upcoming danger in the road.
Feet with high insteps, shoe shopping nightmare. "Adjustable" hook/loop straps too short. Strap pops open, shoe falls off. Safety issue.
Zip-It, don't Clip it
Collector card scanner
A quick and easy way to store christmas lights! It keeps light organized, safe, and allows for easy transportation for storage.
Lets make a spoon and fork for kids that change color to let them know if the food is too hot! Great safety and teaching device for kids
Baby Muzzle
Digi Case
The Gift-It makes any gift wrap a snap
Toothbrush Prayers
Pizza Slice Pan
Cup Saver
iPad Dock Adapter
Total money tracker
3d world
The perfect way to cleanup broken glass
DVD rack sections for the Crate system (resubmit
indoor,outdoor reuseable 6 feet corn stocks and adustable 3 feet straw bales, no mess,no bugs,easy set up,easy to store,buy once,look real
Road-installed piezoelectric plates generating energy as cars roll over them to help a nearby town's grid with some free energy.
A big population have cable TV.We have all experienced cable wire chaos. This new product the L shaped cable adapter/spliter will solve this
Upright puzzles on a swivel base, series of different size holes for colorful nuts and bolts....
SHOPPING CART HAND
ZIP-TIE LABELER FOR ELECTRICAL CORDS! NEVER FORGET WHAT CORDS GO TO WHAT DEVICE. ACTUALLY LABELS ZIP-TIE ITSELF.
MULTIPLE OTHER APPLICATIONS
Tired of your door going over your draft stopper? Me too!
E/V with endless range
All-in-1 Salad Spinner Chopper
Hi iam submitting this idea i had in my head for over 5 years .Its a car jack that uses an air compressor in the trunk of the car.
A GPS tracking Device product called "FOREVER-FIND"! Paired with an App that is Compatible with all Smart Phones and an Online Website.
3D ROLLERCOASTER RIDE: ,AS U RIDING U GOT 3D IMAGES COMING AT YOU AS LIKE IN THE MOVIES NEVER KNOWING WHATS NEXT
AROUND ALL TURNS AN loops
Newer designed bath showers have no perch to elevate legs for women to shave their legs. The lack of leg elevation results in back strain.
SHOPPING CART FULL &amp; BURSTING? Bananas at the bottom getting SQUISHED?? Cart-hammocks hook onto your trolley to create different tiers.
Glow in the Dark Tub Toy's! Taking the tub fun to a FUNNER level! Think of the fun that Glowing in the dark is. Now think of it in the Tub!
Spaceship Clubhouse: Modular, Expandable, Customizable Spaceship Clubhouse for Kids! Set imaginations free with this ever-changing clubhouse
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Drink Coaster w/Suction Cups!!
Make toilet training for boys easier! Potty Foes are flushable targets that look like their favorite superheroes arch enemies.
My idea is to take a similar material of a beer/beverage "koozie" but make it in the form of a wristband. It would be a koozie band.
Portable heated Greenhouse
ROBOGRILL
100 hands
Cutting board catch-all
A new attachment for the iPhone camera that combines a projector with the iphone camera to create colorful flash effects.
Install aftermarket speakers in your car, without buying a new radio head unit! Add a system without the hassel of a wiring harness!
GPS bracelet to guide "Home" those able to follow directions. Also locates wanderers who can't.
Glowall
Anti-Ant outdoor cat or dog feeder. Keep your out door pet's food stocked without being overrun by ants!
Adjustable Scoop and Lid
Smart Dog temperature sensor
3 in one Liquid bottle + torch
SEAT AND SEE
House Fire! Window and/or door alarm in case of a fire. The device is activated when it detects smoke or heat to alert you to exit points.
Every multimember home needs a WIRELESS SHOWERHEAD HEIGHT ADJUSTER.Portable,great for elderly,disabled,short people &amp; kids.Kid-Mom
Invented!
It's a shredder and compactor combined in order to reduce space &amp; save time when shredding documents.
helping tri- pod
In dash Ipad car stereo face plate. The Ipad would be the stereo's face plate and slide into the dash.
Jewelry Space Saver
Inflatable Safety Jacket
An automatic sliding screen door opener with no power source, opened by pneumatic pressure generated by the user. A spring closes the door.
"Energy" Board
Cat-proof Keyboard cover that allows you to type, see through it and doubles as a document stand and USB port
Sani-Hands
Retractable multiple Apple (Ipad, Iphone, &amp; Ipod) device charger all in a seemless design case using just one outlet.
A pivoting suction cup handle that attaches to the back of your iPad for use in bed or when conventional cases are not comfortable.
Text Reader Ring
Home Rainbow : it's a fire prevention system
Tired of that smelly toilet after a number 2?,the noisy ventfan and sprays that just mask smells and not get rid of them?
Flicker
SIMPLE Method 2 quickly BREAK BAD HABITS.
Do you have a hard time picking out your luggage at the airport? Do you want a new suitcase without paying for a new set? Try slip covers!
Ipad Clip
The Bleacher Booster is a portable folding booster seat that attaches securely to bleacher seating. Folds, has snack tray &amp; shade umbrella!
Dryer Sheet Duster
How many times has someone accidentally grabbed your iPhone charger thinking it was theirs ? This is a inexpensive fashionable solution.
A new awesome crumb tray that keeps Toaster crumbs off of counter tops, table tops and storage spaces
A detachable handle for beginner skateboarders (no matter what age you are).
This is a small profile cell phone stand that folds out of the way for storage and can be used universally for all types of phones.
Stop fighting with wet clothes after the Spin Cycle tangled them up! Introducing the Washer Separator! Easy in, easy out and tangle free!
This product enables access to the warm air from the roof space to be channelled into any room of the house via a remote-controlled fan.
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SprayWay
Baby bump lounge
Have you ever wondered who is behind you while you are working on your computer? This idea will never let anybody sneak up on you again.
Triple Cook Frying Pan
A lightweight over the door steam plate (ironing board) single or multiple burst of steam. Various temperatures and colors.SteamCloud
With the wick clipper you can quickly,effectively and SAFELY trim any candle wick down to a 1/4inch (recommended) in just one clip
Hate when sun glare reduces visibility, causing driving to be dangerous? Then you need the Auto Shader! Adjusts to sun rays automatically!
The Indepet retractable dog leash.
VisorMax
Think Swiss army knife but for phone cover.
iPod/iPhone case that when sides r pinched in, a center part comes up about 1/4 of a inch allowing u to neatly wrap headphones around it.
Throw-Back Machine A machine that will return a pitchers baseball or softball
STOP SPRAYING YOUR DISHES, CLOTHING, AND COUNTER. This new sprayer will give you the control you need to keep the water where it belongs.
Cable TRAKR
Faucet That Combines Water w/ Soap
A convienient, energy efficient, spectacular, outdoor ligting display.
A laser pointer/flashlight that you wear as an index finger ring to point at a projection screen. Also can be used as a flashlight at night.
A convenient tree watering system. The TreeHugger (*For trees that are developing-first 1-2 years)
Water Jug Coin Funnel
Universal Screwdriver
The Stomach Stopper
Upside-Down Bottle Holder to access all of your purchased product and eliminate leaning &amp; falling bottles.
portable handle
The Baby Bidet is an ergonomically shaped baby seat with high walls. It uses easy flow water jets to rinse your baby clean with warm water.
All in one minimalist sprayer
Tired of pee or poop splattering on your toilet?No time to clean it?PP ToiletBowl Covers.Simply place cover on bowl and throw out when done.
Picture/Drape marking tool! Hang items with speed and ease! Leave the measuring tape, level, and pencil behind!
small, square, wrapped packet containing 2 personal flushable wipes made to fit into men's wallets. Packet smaller than a condom packet.
PELOTA DE TRAPO
Vitamin Water for Pets. Do your pets need a supplement for health?
Mat Warmer
Popped a button "LAST MINUTE". Place original button on this pin head fastener, pin back in place and your good to go...
Perfume Bottle Flask
If you have ever had or have a four legged child this product is a must. Even our vet liked the idea. helps in many ways
For about 40 years women will be using different kinds of feminine napkins/tampons. A product to store them in the bathroom is needed.
Cob bread dip
This tooth brush not only does away with messy tubes, but also helps to keep germs away.
Avalanche Air Bag
I have devised a way to double the choices you have when choosing your belt adjustment, and not taking away from the structure of the belt.
Kitty Communication (Cat RFID)
Dreams-Bed
The tire protector
Pie shaped bins for a lazy susan of a kitchen corner cabinet unit.Several bins to be used to fit in the round tray of the cabinet.
Comfy band that cuts out light and sound so you can sleep anywhere
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The Walk-a-Long makes learning to walk for your little one a bit less frustrating and helps keep your back pain free!
Simple, strong, and colorless strip to support women's feet against their shoes!
keychain beverage opener that has 3 differant types of openers, in a unique helmet design
My idea is a way to fit more personal care products into the space of a one-quart plastic bag TSA limits to carry-on passengers.
LED light shoe strings
Attachable power generation unit to any Gym Equipment. Increases safety of working out while not imposing heavier force to user upon lifting
Cage to place dish rack in, in order to prevent flying insects and creepy crawlers form contacting items in it
Can dispensing cooler
Desk Fan/Speaker Combo
lightbender
The square ladle...Patent pending.Because pot and pan bottoms are not round, they r flat with square corners.Get every drop of soup or gravy
DESIGN NON STRIPABLE TOOLS SCREWDRIVERS, SOCKETS ALSO SCREWS BOLTS, AND NUTS
Super Staple Remover
9.6v bicycle air compressor that charges at home or on the go! Comes with usb plug in to charge your iphone.
The Smart Cart is your very own shopping cart that uses 2 reusable and removable bags and folds easily for storage. Convenient and portable.
Instant Golf Shoes
Grill umbrella for sunny/rainy/snowy days that converts to grill cover when not grilling. No more fumbling with awkward grill covers.
Ladies, slide faux fur "Boot Sleeves" over your boots to change your style and look without the expense of a pricey new pair of boots.
A stand to hold your iPad/tablet/eReader on an airplane.
Digital photo frame with WiFi or Bluetooth can post web pages and files or videos,a great message board and client viewer
Cars,Cars,Cars! Never did we dream we would see the traffic volumes we see today. Who enjoys sitting in traffic? Solution? I think so.
Corporate Cover
Shinguard disposables
Breath of Color
gel mani protection gloves
The Burn Bar enhances the concept of the Shake Weight by making it universal to all muscles groups. Get a full body workout in just minutes!
Pitch Doc-a regulation size baseball showing the correct hand positions for throwing different pitches (e.g. Curve, Slider, Sinker,etc)
Color dock
We all have coolers and lets be honest they don't work that well. A cooler...cooler performs more efficient and saves money
Battery Box
Easy Leash â€“ Let your dog carry it!
A simple frame and net which fits over any aboveground pool to enjoy mosquito-free swimming.
"Cover It" an easy to carry, always available toilet seat cover. Say goodbye to those paper seat covers that never seem to stay in place.
Create a comforter/bedding that caters to both body heats of a couple. The comforter can have 2 different thicknesses to help with body heat
Bathtub laptop shelf. read from your laptop/e reader while relaxing in the tub! lock down bar guarantees your laptop will not budge.
The "piclette." A linkable charm bracelette where the charms are personal pictures. Download pics to website, order the shape of link.
Dogâ€™s waste holder When a dog poops, the waste falls into the plastic-lined basket, and it is held until it is removal and disposal later
Wicked Hairstick
Space saving closet rolodex style shoe organizer that hangs off existing closet pole. The most effective solution on the market. [Video]
SpareKey in your wallet
New knife handle design! Finally the difficult task of properly cleaning a folding knife is considered in this design.
Eco-Camping Light
"Smart Scope." This scope would perform accurately on ANY caliber of rifle based on several different points of data that would be uploaded
An inflatable weight lifting belt, that allows precise pressure in the appropriate areas in the lumbar region of the back.
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A backscratcher like no other. Works without you having to be a contortionist. This backscratcher is curved. Reaches every itch with ease.
3/4" flat plug adapters, 1st for top outlet, has 2 side plugs w/ USB charger on top. 2nd for the lower outlet w/ a 26â€ tail for lgr plugs.
Handheld ultrasonic cheese slicer. Effortless carving of hard cheese &amp; meat with a knife that never dulls. Changeable cutting heads.
Whats your mouse number? Mouse pad Adjustable Air wrist pad,Internet keys, USB ports, audio and could include built in cordie.
Toilet Tissue for Toddlers
NEVER FORGET A LOG-IN OR PASSWORD AGAIN !!!!!
weight detector
Belt Loop Securing Device: Wear a belt with something on it? Keep the item or the entire belt in place whether the belt is buckled or not!
Rechargeable air can
Baby pacifier that doesn't roll away or get dirty when dropped.
T1 - Man Toilet. Men, no more lifting the seat. Ladies, no more wet surprise. Add a urinal to the side of a toilet tank. Low cost.
The world's first "correct" electric screwdriver. Humans have screwdriving power, but no speed. My screwdriver takes full advantage of that!
Recoil cell phone battery charger. Lawnmower recoil starter type battery charger. Plug into electronic device and boost, or recharge.
Hula Hoop Smart
Invisible Leash. Walk your dog without a leash. Be confident that your dog will stay within 6 feet of you!
(detachable, spring actuated) bike tire lever(s) part of quick-release ass'y, part of hub(s) similar existing patent: US 2007/ 0252347 A1
We have two patents for automatic wheelchair brakes that are activated when the user attempts to get up from the chair.
NEVER take down "Christmas" house lights again! Keep your home festive all year long by changing color scheme according to the occasion!
Baby Canopy Clips
STOP WASTING SUNLIGHT! Soak it up with LEECH. Mid size Portable umbrella with solar panels. Attach umbrella to anything and use its ENERGY!
The Everything Pencil
A portable manicure set that will have every man and woman screaming for joy!
DVD Stacks! Racks that hold 10 DVD/Blu-Ray cases and snap together. Customize DVD storage however you want
Totem Strips - now you can make all of your favorite bowls and glasses self-drying like Quirky Totem!
Smart reminder
Humid X Hair Dryer
Wink Watch
The Glove-O-Matic is an automated gloving device that dispenses disposable gloves in an optimal orientation for rapid hygienic gloving.
TempoRun
Dry and warm your dish towel with this Mini Towel Warmer for the kitchen. Powered by either electric, solar and/or water.
Late Night Baby bottle The idea is to prepare all the milk your new born needed for a long night. Just one click to mix powder milk to h2o
Stress relief cell phone case
SELF WATERING PLANT POTS. No need to worry about if you watered your plants, they can water themselves. Just re-fill every month. Enjoy
USB Flash Drive with Sharing
Liquid Painter
Bring your ink jet prints to life with new SCENT PRINT technology. Add a fragrance to your print for any special event or personal letter.
iPod armband holder/pocket
an electric pill splitter
Security tamper proof labels that will hide your Credit Card information .
DARK
a small electric motor mounted on the front of a wheelbarrow to help you get up small hills or over bumpy terrain.
"SLAP ON THE WRIST"
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'In Ear' Headphone Adapter - A headphone adapter that fits over existing bud headphones to prevent them from slipping out of the ear.
Home Light Show
trash can with one flat side that hangs on the inside of a bathroom vanity or kitchen sink cabinet. hooks on the can hold shopping bag liner
Tear off protection iphone
It's called a Web Blaster!!It isn't an attachment,its small and has a telescoping shaft to reach those hard to reach places.
{{{Ever had a product that came in a funny shaped bottle or had a small top &amp; when you turned it upside down you couldnt get all of it out?
The Simple Fold Up Bagâ€¦ Just BagITâ€¦
Oven bags with seasonings all around the inside so when the water collects on the inside of the bag, it drips the seasonings onto the food.
Flexible Scoping Personal Care Aid Offers Independence while bathing or showering Helping you Wash in Hard to Reach Areas
Dryer Catch
The "Shoutometer: A necklace with charm digitally records speech when it reaches twice the normal decibel level. Red LED flashes when active
QRtip.me
Stealth drinking device that allows you to drink your drink of choice anywhere you like . . bars, restaurants, sporting events etc
Dust behind and around stuff + don't spread dust everywhere. 3-Way retractable spine microfiber duster. Rigid, gentle or retracted modes.
Police Signals You Can See
Putting pictures on window shades that face the outside.
Plastic Catch All
cToothÂ® Brush (cTooth.comÂ®)
Portable Coin Tosser
TrackBoard
Pet Waste Pick Up Tool. avoids pet owners putting their hand into a plastic bag to pick up waste.
Kid Safe Electrical Outlets
Fridge Bot
My product addresses the inconvenience of Dog poop removal from your backyard, especially for big dog owners, in North America.
A fancy and colorful idea to recognize every cable of your electronic device in an instant!
Mixing Bowl Slide
The Oxygen Extractor
first water jet motercycle,s
Feedomatic
Crash N Build Hot Wheels Cars
night beside glasses holder
Nothing's worse than dog farts! I've developed a sombrero-shaped food/water dish that decreases gas to comfort Fido's tummy, and your nose!
~An iPhone~ Wallet Case
Heated Floor Scraper for the removal of Vinyl Composite Tile . Think about it No Heated Floor Scraper Exists.
It's time to redesign the blinds or shades. How about 4 in 1.
Re-chargeable battery powered hair curlers. Put curler in dry hair (not curling iron), push button to turn on. Put your makeup on. Hair DONE
An apt for the android phone which allows you to develop a playlist of songs off youtube and play them, random, by genera.
Elephant Bottle
CUBIT CUBER
Create a skin for a tennis racket in different colors,teams,patterns. It gives people a chance to customize and show off their own style.
There are over 5 million weddings per year in the USA. Basic video fee for typical wedding is $1000-$1500. My EXTENSION is needed for shots
FOLD FLAT UV SANITIZING DISH RACK
Fridge Topper Cereal Holder
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My idea is to make a dual temp blanket and mattress pad that allow both people to control the hot or cold temps on either side of the bed.
SleePee
Shadow RAIN Shelter
This invention is for the IPhone 4/4S it's called TrIPhone case it fit on a tripod or hand held stabilizer tripod for photo and video shoots
Stressed OUT..Take a daily walk thru the giant redwood forest,fly over the Artic glaziers,swim underwater thru beautiful coral reefs. RELAX.
A very basic plastic slide-on keyboard cover for the Apple bluetooth keyboard.
first snow razor,s&amp;jet go-ped"
Mechanics Tool Towel
FUNNELNET
Live world
Trying to be "green"? What about cell. chargers, TV, or any electrical device connected to an outlet when not recharging/using it?
A DEVICE THAT WILL SCRAMBLE CELLULAR WAVES IN A VEHICLE WHILE THE CAR IS IN DRIVE. ALSO A DEVICE THAT WILL DO THE
SAME IN ANY ROOM.
ACT: Baby Saver!
balance and activate brain wel
a key fob sized device that can be used to treat a wide range of minor illnesses. Headache? Cough? Stomach Ache? Acidity? Flatulence? Fixed!
Cushion your tush with our simple, effective, low-cost product that can be designed as part of a backpack or as add-on to any backpack.
VENTICLES A great solution to inconvenient vent locations. Redirect HVAC air around furniture. Don't rearrange to accommodate your vents.
Get a good sleep/rest and a good body workout on your travels with the Travel Pillow and Fitness Ball.
A fully functional watersports life jacket with two vertical handles on the back portion of jacket to allow passengers to hold on easier.
Desk in a Duffel Bag. Allows you to travel with your desk, chair, supplies, and computer - all in one lightweight package.
This is a net book case that is designed to look like a text book, so that when it is in a back pack it is totally hidden.
Trash Can Holder
FUNnetial Literacy. This is a 4 box savings sytem where every time the child earns money will split it and deposit in the 4 boxes evenly.
Sleep Tight Light
Wrist gps tracker
The Clean Highchair
Wireless Network on a Stick! Battery-powered, portable access point for temporary short-range wireless connectivity to a wired network.
SmartHead
A time locked recharging station for children's hand held computers &amp; phones to restrict overnight use &amp; give parents piece of mind.
Military and Hiking friendly cooler/easy access protected storage accessory space saver for backpacks.
3 in 1 toilet solution
New dual action paint brush cleaning tool that combines water jetting power with rigid combing action for fast removal of residual paint.
This is a drip dry paint brush caddy designed to increase the longevity, access,and organization of your painting tools.
New! Make ANY BOTTLE into a wall dispenser! Great for bathroom, kitchen and garage use!
Modular Ice Cube Tray - 1 tray with movable walls makes multiple sizes. Water bottle, large &amp; standard cubes, crushed, ice sheets, etc.
Decorative Hand Sanitizer Dispensers for your home.Fun Kids Hand Sanitizer Stations for homes.
The Smart Bookmark @katieshow
A Truley Flexible LED inspection lamp-A-tron
Toach table
Personality scented candles.. Moody, friendly, loving, irritable, ect. ect.
"PREPPO" (Iphone Case) - Always Be Prepared (Please See Illustrative Pics for More Details). This is the Ultimate Phone Case!!
Never lose your keys or eye glasses again! Attach this tiny locating device to your keys or glasses and find them with a clap of your hands!
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Spot Killer 1.0
Monitor child's fever especially during the night with a wearable Thermometer and Smartphone combination for restful sleep and peace of mind
Automobile alarm message
Retractable ice cleats
Q TAKE NOTICE! NOTHING LIKE THIS IS ON THE MARKET-Resubmit: Device power cord organizer: Adjustable spools with labels, reusable label
tags
A Smart Coffee Pitcher. 4 Settings. Full control with a lever.
Jacket-Pillow
Interchangeable Headband Wallet. Just enough room for some Money, Credit Card or licence. Headbands will never go out of style.
Do you get tired of using extension cords while plugging up your electronics behind furniture? Well youâ€™re in luck.The SideBlock is here.
A device to insert standard size books into that automatically turns pages so the reader can enjoy favorite past-time hands free.
Playing golf, you shoot a 2 under but no way to write it down on your scorecard. With a bag full of golf tee pencils this problem is solved.
Body Wash While You Shower
Tired of broken cigarettes pain in the butt to fix not anymore introducing ciga-tape the quick easy effective way to mend broken cigerettes
A motion tripped device that dials your cell to let you know that your car,the back of your truck,or your teenagers window has a visitor.
"Kevlar pocket pad" Military gear/accessories A kevlar (helmet) gel pad that doubles as a pocket for military personnel.
Blade Buddy
see it at

BugNot.us this will be used every where, by everyone,indoors/outdoors, for promotions, fund raising, etc.

Back Scratch Chair Pad
MUSICAL TOILET HANDLE - plays music when flushed! Encourages small children to flush toilet after using. Fits over existing handle.
THE TUNNEL TOOTHBRUSH
A GPS/cell phone device that plugs into a car OBDII port and reports an accident with location to 911 if it detects a deployed air bag.
The Executive
Softie Bed pans
Kitchen Product
A mold of a mothers nipple, bottle top/pacifier. Babies often suffer from nipple confusion switching between breast feeding &amp; bottle feeding
Our idea doubles as both an easy way to transport items to the beach and a secure way to fasten towels to railings or chairs in the wind.
Computer program to allow auto dictionary function when you click on any words on a page that you are reading
tired of white toilet paper.I would like to see green,red,blue.ect.muliple
Motion-powered device charger
Easy Floor Cleaner (HomeDepot)
Help us save children's lives. "The Baby Saver" would help prevent tragedy.
Double Trouble
Retractable lap top power cord. For example the retractable dog leash. Converter plugs right into the wall and cord unwinds to laptop.
Universal Tablet Velcro Pack, Comes in Colors, and with instructions to Camouflage it to the Surface
Kanga-Barrow
iGlow. The iPhone case that glows when ringing or playing music.
Hot Stone Mouse
Eating under a propane heater the couple closest is warm and the couple furtest is chilly. My idea changes that for all guest at the table.
Mini key chain manual shredder. Shred your receipts on the go. Turn to shred.
Key Light
ALEVE PAD
Can you say that you can fully wash your back with ease? Well how about an automatic back washer that hangs from your shower wall.
Are you cold-or hot-during the winter-or summer-but your partner is not? All you need is a two sided cover Thin half 4 u, thick 4 ur partner
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Geek Beak
Zounds!
Dual-Router For LiFi &amp; WiFi
Cell/Landline Router
sanitary and disposable pedicure glove with pumice material adhered to palm of glove you use once and throw away, no spreading of infections
Everyone needs a good place to keep their stuff! How about a modular â€œcubbyâ€ that is simple, elegant and versatile? Here it is!!
The "Spice Book", a leather bound book filled with Spice Bottles, a handy way to store spices. Looks good on your counter or with cookbooks
My product idea is a potty seat that is open in the front, making it easier for parents to better toilet train their children.
Can't find a symbol on your computer? Enter SymPad. This mini auxiliary keyboard will solve your special character problem. Practical. Cool.
Tomato Paste Saver: (Resubmit) When a recipe calls for 2 TBSP of tomato paste, the rest of the can sits in the frig and is thrown out.
Safety Glasses skins. I am pitching an idea based on the same technology as cell phone protectors, but for an industrial application.
Sink Tools Organizer
trueface
watch with lcd screen so you can get sports game scores wile in a metting wedding ect, weather, stock mumber ect.
a Compostable plastic container (derived from plant starches such as potato) or liner for litterboxes (non petroleum
Save, money and the Earth!
Howami
Connection Device for mesh
6'x4'x3' Lego-like hollow polystyrene stack-able interlocking portable "dams." Fill with (flood) water to replace sand bags forever.
In the near future electric cars will be very popular. Due to their short range recharging will be a problem.
Trash Pan is an all in one combination of your broom, dust pan, and trash can in one compact place that is convenient and easy to use.
a wall mounted device with 3 position handles to pull inward against resistence springs to work shoulders, back, arms and chest.
Pushups are a drudgery. Now there is a new innovative way to enjoy and perform the world's most perfect,efficent,muscle building exercise.
Belly Flop: Adjustable face cradle for end of bed. Rest face down without twisting neck. Breathe freely. Read, massage, back pain free.
Remote control for your computers media devises. With streaming and the big Netflix boom. It is easier and much cheaper to use your computer
Paper Clip Dispenser. Sort of like a *PEZ* candy dispenser - but for paper clips!
jhkj kjh k k jhk kj
Plastic Landscaping Bricks
INK JET PRINTING CALCULATOR
light wave
Interchangeable doorbell decorations. Clip on covers that go over your doorbell that are easy to switch whenever you want without tools.
A Dry Spot
The Hanger Helper by Zoya is THE portable solution! No drilling or nails - hang things on your wall, in a workshop or any smooth surface.
The SandWalker
Copy and Paster Pen
Towel Rack--Put it where you need it.
Electronic Skittle-Bowl
Have you ever lost a loved one because of cardiac arrest? The Cardiac Safety Bracelet (heart monitor) notifies loved ones immediately.
This sneaker is a one-of-a-kind specially designed sneaker created to serve four vital purposes in addition to what a regular sneaker can.
ANYWHERE CORDLESS LAPTOP CHARGER:Tesla coils in plugs at both laptop and outlet charge your laptop from virtually anywhere while plugged in.
my idea is Star winter pedicure socks
douche en duo
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at home computer run sewing and iron on printing machine which will be able to print out iron ons of your images, or have them stitched out.
Crates Line Extension-Crates Desk-Create a desk by attaching to Crates and opposite side has Crate legs with a whiteboard/chalkboard top
"Lip-stick" style protection case holder for crayons!
safety helment
Decorative or plain covers for 500 and 1000 gallon home propane tanks. (Material looks like RV covers).
Thermo Sense
A CABLE CASE to reduce the clutter of the cables behind your TV stand with DVD VCR or other electronic setup
AmpBox
MultiRoller is an easier way to use foam rollers. here is a video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=rww9c99AWtE&amp;feature=youtu.be&amp;noredirect=1
Are you tired of the wire clutter around your computer, t.v./audio setup, etc.!? If so, let this product do the un-cluttering for you!
A replacement for clothes lines that is easily used indoors and out with very little stigma attached.
A glove with finger nails and magnetic tips on your fingertips (for right handed people) specific to the left index and left middle finger
For watching videos on your Cell Phone or other device. It holds your video device so that your arms are free and donâ€™t tire out.
iPhone Flask - A flask that look exactly like an iphone or other popular cell phones, a perfect disguise for a flask.
credit case
Magic tricks using aluminum cans, I have sixteen types of them and I'll introduce just three at this time,had make more impact on people:
The Bootie-Near
Auto-defrost windshield wipers
motorcycle hitch
Expandable levels that expand from 12-24 inches or from 24-48 inches to eliminate carrying and storing different length levels.
GLOW IN THE DARK CARS REDUCE ACCIDENTS AT NIGHT! A CLEAR coat of glow in the dark spray paint put on after car is painted.
All Topper
I hate the struggle of opening a window, especially when the seal is hard metal and painful to push up. I propose window seal plush
Multi-Apple Charger: 1 retractible cord with multiple (retractable) chargers coming off of one single plug-in, also USB compatible.
My product would be simple and easy to use to protect walls and the back sides of furniture such as sofas.
Motorcycle safety strobe
Modular Training Collar
Multi-Purpose DIY Tool Set
Have you ever been to a restaurant or a nightclub, and couldn't see your drink? Don't fear anymore with illuminated table mats!
Tupperware that throws out the dirty gutter design in lids for an attractively clean way to seal and serve.
Voice Trainer uses your personalized voice commands to train your dog, even when you're away.
Finger Hoe
Reinvented Baby Walker will be slimmer, storable, and have a detachable "arm" for parents to control direction if desired. Great for travel
Ever get stuck somewhere and would like to change your panties? Panties in a Pod is a small indiscreet item to the rescue.
suction cup wheel
A brake designed for shopping carts.Brake would be released when your hands are on the cart.When you release the cart,the cart would brake.
Resubmit: A stretchable rubber sleeve to keep your laptop cord and socket from being damaged when jerked around unintentionally.
coatup
Band Buddy
Comfort Aid
chargee station
Soberade
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GET RIPPED ARMS!! Make your arms look better, fitter by using the door jam dip bars! PORTABLE, SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE!! Get the results you want!
A spice-pull cabinet to organize your spices and still have easy access to ALL of them at any given time you're cooking your favorite dish.
The Birthday Suit! You know, for kids! Keep your birthday wishes with you long after the party has ended.
Display your own Creativity with Mobiles. The ceiling is an empty canvas waiting for you. Professional Mobile Making made Easy.
Want a sanitary toothbrush every time you brush your teeth? Want more convenience and less to pack when traveling? Three products in one.
The Hair Corset
The Eyeliner Extender enables you to sharpen and use the last 1/4 of your eyeliner pencil comfortably instead of having to throw it away!
Mobile Scoop
A small, wireless, portable music device that can access files from your "cloud" storage account without having to carry your smart phone.
"BirdView" APP Feeder Cam!
ê³ ê²½ë¯¼ë‹˜ ì•„ì´ë””ì–´
Double Cooking Pan, literally - TWO 1 qt. pans that can be easily connected as one. Dual pour spouts within lid for easy draining.
keepitcool bag
Magnetoilet
To change batteries in smoke alarms mounted high. Install a magnetic device between the alarm and box and use a pole mounted retriever.
Kids scared of the Boogy Man? Get a can of Boogy Man Away spray! A glow in the dark, non-toxic, non staining spray.
Radio Control Construction Toy
PREVENT BOOSTER SEAT BOBBLE HEAD IN SLEEPING CHILDREN WHILE RIDING IN THE CAR.
Ball Striking Aid
The Bowling Buddy is a vacuum sealed 3 pack anti bacterial cleaner for the the finger holes in the bowling ball. The shape of a "Q-Tip".
The Block House
Full year supply of inexpensive contact lens cases with the month of the year labeled on each case as a reminder to discard the case monthly
key-chain transmitters are bulky and aren't two way with the receivers. Making a local transmitter that can work two-way with the receiver.
mami's lil helper
Prevent your child's braces from injuring and/or causing discomfort to the mouth tissue all day and even while sleeping! THE GUMMY WORM!
3D DigitalPrintDesignStore
Air2Water -Solar Powered Flask
We put a new spin on an old game called Kick the Can. Except our can is oversized, soft and for all ages.
Infra-red (IR) 8 outlet power strip designed to be used with Universal Remotes to save power and money to Standby devices.
Does your dog rip his bed to shreds? Not to worry with the new air bed. They can't open their mouth wide enough to bite this one.
always fresh
Clean this face with a SOAP GLOVE!
Compact USB Power Strip
No Slip Pasta Spoon
Windowsill planter with an arm to swing the planter out of the way to close blinds.
Selfie drone
NO MORE WAITING 15 MINUTES TO MICROWAVE DIFFERENT ITEMS OF FOODS, NOW YOU CAN QUICKLY HEAT UP 1 TO 6 PLATES OF
FOOD , SEVERAL ITEMS AT ONCE
Secure Knob is a device to keep small children from turning knobs, Door or Shower knobs. Anybody around small children.Parents,Daycare,etc.
smart holder
A lock for bathroom stall doors. If you've ever had your toddler bolt, leaving you caught with your pants down, you know the need for this.
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Multi-Sided Refrigerator Magnet Puzzles for Kids including Magnetized Race Track and Race Car!
The Octagon Beach Towel: Tired of turning your rectangular beach towel towards the sun during the day? Need a cooler beach towel?
The T-zo Orbiter 5: A Scientific Oddity
Follow-The-Clamp Saw
I DO NOT have enough room in my Kitchen. GLASS STACKER Saves Valuable Kitchen Space and Broken Glasses.
no child left to die
Fitbit Buddy
Building Innovations
Designer Power Cord Cover
Aroma fogger
New camera/photo identification idea! How many times are previous photos looked at later on and nobody can remember where, when or who?
The Last Drop
Grabee's
Smart Blanket ..Have you eve wanted to pull the covers up over your face while your sleeping..but its too hot or too diffcult to breath ?
MY world
RESUB: RECHARGE JEWELRY HUB
Ecran de remerciement
InfiniPlug
Non-slip Paper Towel Holder
Lego brick-compatible rubber mat that can be rolled up and stored away. Easy and cheap to make and can be VERY large format.
Mat for using alternative cook
CopySwitchPaste
Loofahnize
Lego Bake Pan
æŒ‡æŽŒå·…å³° Jelly figer
A Memo Ball- pass it around the office at school or in meetings. Record your ideas, pass it for brainstorming or feedback, play games...
MY IDEA IS A PRODUCT CALLED "BED BOOTS" OR "BOOTIES". IT IS A SIMPLE IDEA THAT PREVENTS RAMMING YOUR TOES INTO BED
FRAME WHEELS OR GLIDES.
Good health.The one thing we all desire. Better habits.The one thing we all wish we had, for both to be easier the one thing we all want!
Balancing Sacked
Paint-Partner
DESIGN A BIG SCOOP, FOR SCOOPING UP LEAVES. THE SCOOP SHOULD HAVE A LARGE BAG ON THE REAR.THE SCOOP ALSO SHOULD
COME WITH A NIGHT LITE.
The Khord Klip will allow you to organize any cables or wires. It works by allowing you to wrap the cord over itself multiple times.
SMART SHOPPING CART
Foldable phone case
A devise that you can move up and down your pickup bed to use with tie down straps or with a cargo net. To keep your things from sliding.
Bring those favorite felt wader boots up to par with Fix a Felt.
Real Rollable Mirror
A lamp that is in the shape of a sphere
A slide hammer impact screwdriver. Use impact shock to loosen or tighten screws or bolts without the use of a hammer or secondary tool.
Pumpkin light/sound effects
Roller Blade Training Sticks (Similar to Skiing Sticks). Great for any aged person who wants to learn how to rollerblade.
Soup for the Sick
Need more drawers but can't fit another dresser? This drawer system takes advantage of the underutilized space above your wardrobe.
Loofa Express
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Office Mug/Cup scrubber
Ramp It Up,Skateboard Game
Lock Wheel Bolt
my idea is a simple improvement of something already on the marked but not in this form. solvent based cleaning wipes.
Bathroom Sink Buddy
The Tucker! Makes bedding change a breeze! Just slip it between the mattress &amp; foundation, slide in the bedding. No more mattress lifting.
Pain Alert Cloth Piece
Rigid Reusable Shopping Bag - Stands up doesn't fall over - See images Being Green is Huge, Quirky lets be green together.
Purse stand
A flexible sleeve guide that allows for perfectly proportioned slices and eliminates cross contamination.
A leash that attaches a chlorine floater to the pool wall so it doesn't get sucked into the skimmer entrance preventing blockage.
Year round insulated energy saver attic tent.Fits over your top of drop stairs in house/apt.In attic.Go up, and down, saving on energy bill.
Cup Holder Suitcase
The Emergency Alert Button
Balloon to take selfile
USB air conditioner cooling/heating strap Plug it to Laptop/Ipad.etc n strap it around sensitive heat areas(neck,stomach,back)while working
Battery Charger Name Tag
Pop-up changing room
HOVERING SPACESHIP TOY FOR KIDS Uses magnets to make the ship hover while kids race the ship around a space racetrack.
Athletic shoe cover for cleated shoes. See attachment for more details.
J J M : Joue ma musique
Pad Side Plugs
Hang on Wall Ping Pong Table
The Turfuly
weightlets
Best Decision Making App
Open doors by your mobile cover now as an access card.
This invention helps you quickly locate misplaced keys, glasses, cell phones, remote controls, ANYTHING all with the push of a button!
My idea is for an early crash avoidance/distressed vehicle alert system for all vehicles to save lives and reduce insurance costs.
carrying tube to transport specially papers and equipment...
Turn the pages of any textbook into flashcards with VocTabulary!
Keeping Kids entertained while traveling used to be a dvd or hand held games device. Tech has evolved now the job of Ipad.
Headband Helpers
Magic Snow Melter
Portable shower curtain. Installs in minutes.
Origami Tent
These stickers will work as a reverse tattoo. Kids who love tattoos will love this for the great designs and beacuse its so easy to use!
AppleÂ® Watch Car-Cup Charger
Electric Potato Ricer
POWERrake - leaf rake on power
SocialDisplay
Hands off pet feeder
An adjustable comforter with zippers for each detachments and attachments for convenient washing and growth. Can be used with duvet covers.
CHBench - Connected Home Bench
Take paper/magazine organization trays/boxes to the next level - actually, many levels! Organize better, store flat. Use with CRATES!
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Mini 3d printer along with app
Clip &amp; Grip
Retrofit Car Backup Camera Kit
Finger Print
If the shoe fits, buy it in every color! Unfortunately, with limited space and money, most of us can't do that,yet. A shoe for every outfit.
I finally felt the need to produce the product, and call it the, â€œCush-Knee Surgical Stocking,â€ to help others with a similar problem.
pacifiers for dogs
Crutches with Wheels
A bio-degradable disposable pet food bowl for use when traveling with your pets. Food sealed in the bowl allows easy preparation/cleanup.
Chalkboard/Whiteboard Dry Erase T Shirt-Kids would love these!! Customize and Personalize. Made a mistake-no problem, erase and continue
Introducing the tap dance floor that suction cups to any hard wood floor or tile floor.Has Lcd lights.Tap your way to differnet colors!
EZ PATCH
Portable printer
The Protector
THIS IS A COFFEE CUP LID DESINED WITH A BUILT IN FINGER PUMP MOLEDED ON THE TOP OF IT. THIS WOULD SAVE ALOT OF
PEOPLE FROM A BURNING INJURY.
take anywhere simple use crush and mix instant cold pack designed to fit wine bottle to serve cool/cold wine.
Mouthwash toothbrush
The Original Cup Diaper
A rocking chair that rocks side-to-side instead of back and forth.
Decorative shrink wrap with brick, stone, wood or a cartoon theme applied to cardboard boxes with a hairdryer, turning trash into treasure.
Ping Pong Paddle Gloves - Toys, Sports, Fitness
This is a Pasta strainer where you can squeeze the sides of the strainer, so the bottom opens up and all of your pasta lands inside the pan.
Breast Milk-O-Meter
ClickColor
Smart Hangers Save Time
wink expansion panel
Bye Bye Bad Smelling Shoes!
Toss &amp; Serve Spaghetti, Pasta with "Pasta Hands" ~ Two are better than one and no long handle either, use from prep to presentation...
The LED light on your phone just got even more useful
My idea is to design a system to organize messy cords and extensions behind computers and entertainment systems.
POP UP DISH RACK inspired by children pop up books
breathe easy vents
Lets reinvent the hassock fan. Make it useful as a stool and fan. Great for college and small spaces.
snowdozer
Light adjustable windows.
night- walker
Quick connect light string
A pouch for your liquid carry-ons that clicks onto your belt loop or bag. Unclick for security, toss in your bag for the rest of your trip.
BreadBox
Bathroom cold storage
la pelle -ican
Bunny Trail Maker
Doc Troller-A floating tube, think battery tooth brush, that pulls a lure &amp; can be used from shore to fish w/ a lure/bait trailing it
strapd
I love steak but hate the time it takes to cut it up. We need a product that allows us to cut multiple pieces safe, fast and easy.
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No waiting for soda to de-fizz! This simple two step process will give you time to entertain your guests.Put the devider in,pour and remove.
A metal plate that fits over top of an electrical box slightly large with pins that stick out of facing forward with a spring clips 4 sides
It is a Clamshell style molded plastic container with a foam insert w/disinfectant in it,to be used in massage/spa and haircare industries.
ARMX-FOOTX" is an exercise equipment for children that simulates mountain climbing, meanwhile strengthen the upper and lower body parts.
Curl Power
Happy Swim Cap
A tool to make it easier to adjust the air vents their is no tool out their instead of using a coat hanger.
"TOP YOUR MONITOR" Use the vacant space above monitors and TVs. PERSONALIZE, CELEBRATE, ANNOUNCE, VOICE, ADVERTISE,
DECORATE
solar powered window shade
Flex-Hoodie
Lifeline for 3rd world people
PROFANITY FILTER
Stretchable iPhone case
Are you frustrated with your child continuously placing their shoes on the wrong foot. End your and your child's frustration with this idea!
Coffee Pads Plus
Hit resistant, self returning mailbox. Uses gravity to self return. Made by plastic injection molding.
Garment pin allows earbud cord thru fabric easy.1 button punctures fabric, 2nd button screws to 1st button-fabric btwn-hole in middle of pin
Pocketware
There's wrist pads, elbow pads, knee pads, and helmets, but what about when you fall on your rear? That's where the Butt Bag comes in.
Portable sport table
cordless power strip
scanning device attached to the supermarket cart so when you load your grocery into cart, item is automatically scanned &amp; totaled up.
Disappearing window screen!
The paper cup caddy is a great way to organize paper or plastic cups. The caddy is a stylish solution to keep cups clean and organized.
Exhaust Fumes Reduction
The first ever i-pad and i-phone chord which includes two female and one male connection!
Fresh Pouch For Fish
Hello! Do ever have that annoying problem when you just got out of the shower and when you want to check the mirror but its just too foggy?
Baby tub with soap, lotion and towel storage. Invert tub insert for on the go storage lid. All the baby bathing needs in one unit
easy-marker
Been to a club where the bartender over looks you and is still trying to impress the chicks with that cheezy fire trick ??
Pizza baking form.
Yuck no more furry food or liquids inside of the high chair, This removable shield will keep your child and high chair mess free!
Blue tooth TV remote ! Answer your cell or Landline from your TV remote !
Find-a-remote
iLean flexible storage
Micky Memo
The Poop ScooperMobile - Pull this handy device around your yard as you pick up pet poop with your scooper and just drop it in the bucket!
Sliding Mobile Game Case
Do you want to keep the remaining bag of potato chips fresh every time after you open it and spill-free when pour chips out of bag?
This is a neat and compact office organization center for post-its,keys,pictures and accessories that attaches to your computer monitor.
Wink CropTracker
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App. Enabled Bobbers and Lures
My ex brought a water balloon maker that didnt work
The Vacuum highchair is a standard four legged highchair with a vacuum fitted to the inside of the back of the chair.
Found it , a small base that has ten buttons , bush a button find your lost items
ADJUSTABLE TIE DOWN FOR YOUR CAR'S TRUNK, THIS WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR BUNGEE CORDS THAT NEVER REACH
ANYTHING AND ALWAYS STRETCH OUT.
round reels with LED
KidsLunch
Snail and Invasive Bug Repelling Garden Stakes
Imagine using your cell phone to hear an incoming message as it goes to your voice mail and being able to answer during the call ?
The most SIMPLE,least tacky,organized,out of site and space saving way to store your plastic shopping bags. No "Mounting" or "Adhesive":)
Remote Labor Deployment RLD
An adaptable cleaning tool which utilizes vibrating abrasive technology to efficiently dislodge dirt.
GOLF: MOBILE CLEAT CLEANING BRUSH/FATHER'S DAY/VALENTINE'S DAY/BIRTHDAY!! Best 'hands free', mobile, cleat cleaner! Great gift
idea.
Inflatable cups and bowls for camping or hiking. Space saving. (Paulette Jaques)
Sippy Cup Indicator Lids
Microwave Platter with silicone handles that don't get hot.
Car Comb
MÃ©mopark
We have idea that can be sold allover the world.Their is nothing on the market today like it.
Easy Bag Opener
Magnetic Basket for small/delicate items that escape in the washer. Basket that attaches to the inside of a washer/dryer with magnetic rim.
RESUBMIT ***NEW VIDEO PLEASE WATCH*** "Gutter Snake" (Patent Pending) A homeowner must have. **ENDING SOON**
Bluetooth rings
Blow up camping tent.
Hello I designed a product to help save millions to ins.comp.Veterans Admin.,Hospitals.Help insulin dependent diabetics and medical workers.
A plastic basket that comes with a variety of gram weights that turns birthday balloon decorations into toys. No more ceiling balloons!
USB Flash Drive Manager. Allows you to store, hide, protect, organize, transport, lockup, and plug-in all your USB flash drives.
My idea is a Remote control vibrating baby pad. This pad can be used in car seats, bouncers, swings, play yards, cribs &amp; strollers.
The Baby Bottle Express! Holds 3 bottles in a cooling chamber. Rotates to the heating chamber according to the time set, heat set.
Flippy Cap!
911 Call Router
The E-ionary allows a person to have a dictionary with them at all times without the weight and size.
toothpaste toothbrush
Tired of broken cigarettes pain in the butt to fix not anymore introducing ciga-tape the quick easy effective way to mend broken cigerettes
Anti-Vibrate rear view mirror. The mirrors need to be able to absorb soundwaves and vibration.
Soluble Paper Packing
GOUPILLON MODULAIRE
Screen protector tear off
A strap that will hold the door of a front loading washer open to allow the drum and seal to dry eliminating the smell and mold issue.
A system to prevent tobacco use on minors, which associate the packet to the purchaser.
Need extra space for winter coats? Standing coat pole - hang on the back of door or stash in a closet to store. Arms &amp; base collapse. Barbra
The eSmoking Stylus. For tablets, smartphones and us; smokers.
Socks with a cell phone pocket in them !!!
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Suds Singer
music no blow
Double layer balloon toy. Outer layer has air while inner layer has water or vice versa, could include different shapes for inner balloon
Rejuvenating Shower Spray
hydraulic drive bicycle with a kick. hydraulic drivetrain, downhill to charge accumalator,up-hill, flip lever for extra power up the hill.
One hand hand nail cutter
Aerosol Energy Technology
Save your knuckles from the grater!
My idea is a foot warmer for the end of the bed that is not electric and poses no fire risk! It fits securely over the foot end of the bed.
load up your stuff on to the easy to manage power cart/wagon with a collapsible basket or cooler,and make getting there so much more fun....
Imagine your 1950s remote being modified to a cool device performing gesture based navigation. The real Physical action mapped to functions.
Snap on cleats
plato-v
Clean doormat
My product idea is an electrical outlet adaptor with an on/off switch to cut the power to things like chargers to save energy.
You've seen those prescription glasses that automatically tint in the sunlight? I'd like to propose a similar process for automobiles.
Motorcycle Laser Safety Circle
Perfect Flippin' Skiller
Light Magic Cane
Resubmit-Cookies to cooling rack without touching them.(Paulette Jaques)
A device that allows men and women to pee while in their car because of stopped traffic due to an accident, construction, or iced roads.
Resubmit (Prev. 94 votes). SHADOW CAST - Home Theft Deterrent: Cast moving silhouettes in your house while you're away to prevent break ins.
Easy to read measuring tape.
A dog leash that prevents the dog from tripping over the leash While walking .
Ditch the dishwasher! A dish rack with adjustable dividers/pegs that can be changed up to fit all different sized glasses/dishes/pots/pans.
Your door
Fire Ant Killer
Bed Maid
Fingertip Microfiber Eyeglass Cleaning Cloth: Cleaning your eyewear is now at your fingertips...literally!
iPhone Case that becomes a Stand, an Earbud Holder, an iPhone Hook, an iPhone Grip . . . Flexible Wings allow it to Transform.
Better Pool Brush
Pinch Snippers
Front Seat Filer is a soft pocket file system for cars,takes up virtually no space nor interferes with using the seat for passengers.
Mouthwash and dental floss? just like tooth paste and a tooth brush? dental floss that excretes mouthwash/liquid inbetween teeth as youfloss
Count Your Chickens &amp; Eggs
The Plant umbrella is a delightful and entertaining idea for some plants that have little or no shade during the day.
The Multi-man Backpack
Sun Power
Drink and Go
Plant umbrella (plumbrella)
This product will forever change the way your child falls asleep in the car. No more bobble-head imitations from your kids!
PLEASE TAKE YOUR IPAD, E-READER, TABLET. LAY IN BED LOOKING UP AT THE DEVICE AND IMAGINE TAKING YOUR HANDS
AWAY. !!!REVOLUTION!!!
Portable Audio/Video Recorder ... On a Jump Drive
Stun Gun for the iPhone! Really? Yes! Say you're all alone and it's kinda scary with those lights out in the parking lot.
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Electricle
Germs!Germs! "SANILIFT" the toilet seat handle will allow peace of mind in or out of the home. Women will love it!!! Freshens air too!
PINCHING and cutting Scissors, easy to use and squeeze pinching scissors, to cut flowers and pinch old buds, manual or battery
Lace-snap
Lugg-Cart
Don't let a tragic Christmas tree fire destroy your home! Simply add one of these smoke-detecting Christmas tree ornaments to your tree!
Micro-ondes mobile
dog carrier for travel
LifeSense
powerUP
SHOVEL BAG. LET'S YOU SHOVEL THE TRASH AND BAG IT AT THE SAME TIME !COMES WITH A NIGHT LITE,SCOOP UP THE TRASH
AND IT'S IN THE BAG. HA HA .
RECOVALERTJewelry-A SpecialLineofNecklaces,Watches, &amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin
promptingSuccessfulRecoveryof"missing"people
CiggaMint
Wine Nozzle
micro eyes
Water Bottle lid / dog bowl.
NO MORE URINAL SPLASHBACK! It's an inexpensive drop-in product that will eliminate the potential for urine 'splashback' when using urinals.
Do you write lyrics, come up with great melodies but can't figue out the chords on your guitar. Sing to Me Chord Transcriber solves this.
Pet Aspiratorbrush
Clipocket: The Portable Pocket
I use my cell phone for my shopping list, how about a cradle that attaches to the shopping cart so you can see your list all the time.
Travel Toothpaste Refiller
DESIGN A ENERGY EFFICIENT HIGH SPEED HAND DRYER FOR HOME USE.ELIMINATES PAPER TOWELS,SAVES TREES AND MONEY.
COST LESS THAN A 40 WATT BULB.
CASETTE PRATIQUE
BIKE PASSANGER PILLOW
Run safely in the dark with lightweight aluminum clip-on LED flashlights that attach to shoe laces.
Impress your friends with your beautiful orchids. A specialized planter for this finicky plant.
Emery spray. This is an abrasive spray in an aerosol can, possibly w/stencils and tape. Like a sandblaster in a can, but safer.
Are you tired of constantly rotating your skirts? How about if they stayed in place all day? With plastic/rubber lining, they will!
Baby formula in dissolvable tablet form. No more powder to spill, less expensive than pre-mixed formula, and requires no refrigeration.
A comfortable to hold, flexible/conforming, leak proof, washable grocery bag that is rugged in design and can be used again and again.
Easy Dump Wheelbarrel
Bib Bottle Holder
I would like to share with you the beauty of hand turned pens, mechanical pencils and other gift ideas made out of exotic wood.
Enhanced windscreen wiper
Pass'aTeether
Solar Coffee Cup is a necessity. Almost 1 billion people drink coffee regularly which most of it are wasted due to gets cold pretty fast.
4G
iSIGHT
Kitchens Done Right.Ever want to remodel your kitchen,but not sure exactly where to place everything for a functional design? This kit is 4u
Football Kicker Coach
Wink Door Lock
SHOE BANDS-Silicone Bands for shoes. Laces and velcro are okay but Silicone Bands provide unlimited color combintaions FUN and convenience
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An efficient solar electricity generator for home use will reduce or eliminate electric bills.
Solar shoelace pedometer - avoid the bulkiness of a pedometer on your waist band! Keeps accurate track of your steps during the day!
BEACH FEET is a disposable, one time use pedicure kit, that comes with specialized pedicure flip flop that doubles as a foot stand.
Why put your cell so far from the pillow. This is a creative way to hit snooze and know where to find it.Show your love use the his and hers
Walk your puppy without the frequent and sometimes frustrating stops to untangle their paws from the leash. The new "PUPPY'S HAPPY HARNESS".
â€œLiquid Weed Matâ€ a foam based weed barrier. Spray it on, wait for foaming action to stop, apply your choice of decorative mulch.
Scooter Power
Dial 911. A transmitter plugged into a jack activates a strobe light that is visible for 1st responders to find a location.
Trolley Luggage
Fidget Friends
Umbrella Holster
Screen cover and stylus combo
GunFire Extinguisher
Cant see your child while driving at night. Well we can fix that. Plus music!
Flat Alarm Clock and Flashlight: Alarm to wake up, and flashlight in case you get up at night. Has rechargable battery.
Bike Tube
Socks with a cell phone pocket in them !!!
Challenge other people doing cardio in your gym to a race. A lcd screen will show the racetrack where two or more people can compete.
Personal Designed Back Scratch
Mouse strap
Convert two prong outlets into three prong outlets without rewiring.
Ipad and tablet database of sheet music, where indivdual songs can be bought for the app. App includes built in metronome to scroll as play.
Single Use Microfiber DRY!
Winter time blues? You need the Sunshower. Clever full spectrum illumination for your shower gives you the light to set your mood right!
For the ultimate football fan! Your very own foul flag. When you notice that obvious foul throw your own flag!
ADVERTISING ON TOILET PAPER! TOILET PAPER WITH ADVERTISING ON WILL BE MUCH MUCH CHEAPER TO BUY!BECAUSE THE
MONEY IS MADE FROM THE ADVERTS
This product is a nasal cleanser we call the "Cotton Finger, nasal cleanser". You can visit our site at www.cottonfinger.com
A laptop computer shell that, when opened provides an integrated wrist-rest.
Flexi-Gate
The REAL Measurement Tape
Bedtime Buddy
Monitor stand with speakers
hi
A revolutionary laundry basket, one side for the dirty (FLIP!) and the other side, for the clean. Thatâ€™s it. (Pretty simple, huh?)
CarCam guards as you park
Saltwater disposal turbine
TRIGGER DUSTPAN
Tired of tangled earphone cords? A retracting cord would save you from having to untangle your cord, make storage simple, and protect cord.
The Quick-Wrap Handwrap roller is a unique, inexpensive tool used to roll up MMA or boxing handwraps up in seconds.
A clip that attaches to a paint stick and a roller handle, for quick release between the two.
**CORDED**All-CHARGER for all your Apple portable devices. All-N-1 battery charger designed for iPhone, iPad, iPod and Macbook!
Auto Vision Alarm System, is a new car alarm system that comes with (6)six mini camera's, (1) Mic, and (1) Recorder(Portable Hard drive).
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With an adjustable-height worktable on top of your desk, go easily from a sitting to standing position throughout the day to improve health
Using marine grade 3 strand nylon rope, and hand splicing both ends, I am able to produce one of the worlds strongest dog leashes.
This may change late night bowling for ever LED illuminated Bowling Ball - Great for Cosmic bowling nights. With Recharging base.
Vertical rod with an adjustable degreed platform that slides and can be adjusted for angle of degree to drain remaining contends of a jar.
Rechargeable tv remote control with pager and charging dock. Tired of losing your remote and having to find new batteries all the time?
Tree Power
A touchscreen digital watch for kids that they can see the hands light up and hear the position of the hands. It also has a tell time game.
Thermo-Chopsticks
Mark&amp;Hang will be a marker/leveler for hanging everything from shelving to pictures and so easy that one person could do it them-self!
CABLE SPACERS!! Say good bye to all those tangled computer cables. Easily trace your cable line with these colorful connectable spacers.
Sanitizing door mat.Kills 99.99% of harmful germs on shoe bottoms. Walking across activates anti-bacteria released from a removable filter.
The Sports Safety Watch!
Blackbox record with CAN info.
App Enable Foot Ball Massager
Pen with 4' of paper inside.
Auto Mute
Inflatable yard sale signs
Portable 3 color traffic light. A camera tripod with 4 sided battery display light at top 7 to 8' tall w/switch for on/off/ emergency light
Extra Memory Unit
Slowpot
DIAL-A-DATE **VICKY LAURSEN**
Cooladle
TWO-SIDED RAKE &amp; FORK IN ONE!
You ever typed "ahhh" or "ughhhh"? Not that satisfying, right? With the USB Stress Translator, your frustration will be converted to text
Hot Sauce Meter
Vine TRIO V2
Plastic, slip-on screw holders for flathead, allen, phillips and torx head screws. Prevents finger and screw damage. Inexpensive $$$-maker
Canopy w/ Planter/Cooler Pots (resub.1)
Extra Memory Unit
Sanatizing Fogger
'Water-Web' - improved hygene, organization, convenience and safety for work around sinks, bath tubs et al.
Portion control plate
Every home could use a bit more security. My product was designed to add more security to entry and interior doors.
A new and improved Breaker Box, no more metal, and awful colors; the eyesore every homeowner and renter hates, but can do nothing about.
velcro addict
I'm proposing a twist on the classic picnic cooler by creating one with a removable insert which keeps the drinks cold but out of the water
Self-conductive fingertip stylus - does not require contact with your hand to generate the amperage necessary to operate your touchscreen!
Resubmit: Gift Wrap/Craft Cart: Convenient and Portable gift wrap storage cart on wheels. Gift wrapping supplies right at your finger tips!
do you not like carrying speakers or having portable speakers that don't give off enough sound? then this is the product for you!
Car signage for your personal car, for your business.
toilet seat tab
HELP App
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4 and 8 cup coffee cup holder (Starbuck's cardboard 4 cup holder) made out of think silicone with an adjustable top and strap.
never forget to taker medicine
Reinvent the zipper
SubMaRings
DESIGN A DEVICE THAT HAS A TOP TO FIT ALL 1 AND 5 GALLON PAINT CANS ATTACHED TO A MIXING PADDLE AND A DRILL BIT AT
THE TOP TO PLACE A DRILL
Attention all mechanics! have you had trouble hoisting a car safely? how about laser guided car hoist pads?
Ever look around for a chip clip look no more. I thought about running 2 very thin gauge wires along both sides of a potato chip bag
Nookmark (eBook Mark)
Kids in my car are always wanting their own items we call this product "MY TRAY" uses: Auto, Boat,Trailer RV's,camping,picnics, fast food
holder for liquid refills (detergents,soaps,etc.)It will function as re-sealer and holder.
Swiss-Army Bracelet
Have your smartphone reachable â€“ have your hands free. Attach your smartphone to the wristband and do whatever activity you want.
Fire in a snap
Don't cry over spilled milk...
Toilet Protector
none
Strap WorkBoost TM to your feet and work at a whole new level. Patented design is a safe, low cost, user friendly alternative to stilts.
Self Watering Wall Mounted Flowerpot. The Easiest Way to Water Your Plants.
Connected Cooktop
Notebook Wheels
The Perfect Charger
Draining Umbrella
Don't use a ladder to get the fruit off your backyard tree. You can fall!! The solution is "The Easy Picker" to make it easy to pick fruit!!
A remotely activated light and alarm that lets neighbors know you need help.
iPhone Case Pill Dispenser
A toothbrush with a transparent brush head and an Ultra Violet light inside which kills bacteria in your mouth as you brush your teeth.
Crock-Pot/ Slow Cookers Pans designed for baking ~
Bike seat that works your core. The seat moves while the base remains firm. Strengthens the core muscles in the back and abdomen.
Efficient way to transform iPhone/ipod to iPad. A Phone to a tablet with ONE simple device. Called the iPhone tablet. SIMPLE
The Invisible pocket! A pocket you can place anywhere from inside of clothes. Carry your money-Credit cards-keys. Heavy duty magnetic pocket
Be a responsible dog owner! Use my doggy bag/hand sanitizer combo that can not only be refilled, but easily attaches to your dog's leash!
BugsKiller
Keep eyeglasses from loosing their shape and falling off your face.
Sick of looking for the right size extension cord? Then having to unwind it to use and wind it back up when done? Not with the Pull-a-Plug!!
1Key
Tea Air Freshner
Clear plastic shields that attach to your balcony and are locked in with clips, preventing animals or children from falling through.
THE AUTOMATIC SOAP RECYCLER MACHINE is the answer if you want to save money and recycle soap in one nice,easy to use clean package.
A mailbox that has removable planters on the sides and top.
BabyAlert
Measure foot comfort anywhere
Variable-Interval Doorbell
Strechable shade provides 100% coverage of car window and allows window to function. Stops sun from getting in kids faces and acts as screen
Barkeep
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phoneslave
Tether Octopus
An adjustable telescoping comb and/or brush for easy storage; to help get knots out of hair and part hair finely:)
Address bad behavior in dogs (jumping up, barking) using a modified version of a paper blowout, without touching or harming the dog.
Toothbrush with water pix
With the explosion of Apple computers to the market there is one consistent issue remaining lack of ports on the front of the monitor.
Cracker Caddie
11 votes Moving blankets with velcro for easy wrapping of valuables and pallets in warehouses! No more shrink wrap needed! Go green!!!
Measure once, cut once! A tape measure that tells you the measurement just by pressing a button. A tool box must have for every contractor
BRRR-Heated Bathrobe with timer-Take away that cold winter chill and slip on your heated bathrobe-Rechargeable Battery, Auto shut-off switch
Gas Can with combined Tube, Pump, and Cap would eliminate gas spills. Put the tube's cap on the mower and pump the tube.
Germ Spy the cell phone case
A pull behind trailer, shaped like a football helmet, that stores all items needed for a fun and exciting tailgate.
Li T
Quirky powerpad saving energy.
What is the worst part of grocery shopping? For me, it is unloading all the bags and loose items from the trunk of my car to the kitchen.
Resubmit-SPIN AND SHAKE for the dinner table. Herbs and spices in one easy to use shaker!(Paulette Jaques)
Home Depot Challenge
A portable powered cooling rack to significantly reduce the cool down time of your favorite baked foods and also quickly thaw frozen meats.
Tring Magnet
Random vending machine
Earring Headphones Wireless. "RESUBMIT"
5-in-1 USB Flash Drive &amp; Media Card Reader that is Mac, PC, iPad, &amp; iPhone Compatible! Ultimate gadget junkie's tool ( SD / Micro-SD / CF )
MULTIPLE CONDIMENT HOLDER
"B-Ring" will help know which bottle is yours. This product is a very inexpensive way to keep track of your soda or water bottle.
THIS PRODUCT GIVES WOMEN A EASIER WAY TO DISCARD ALL THEIR FEMININE ITEMS WITH OUT WRAPPING THEM WITH TISSUE.
SCENT TEX BAGS ARE HERE
easy hook
THE NEWBELL.. A barbell and dumbbell set recreated like never before comes in the form of two dumbbells but can also serve as a barbell...
Stethoscope disposable cover. It fits nicely over that cold metal device, &amp; fits with elastic &amp; a thin fabric or spongy like cover.
Luggage integrated Scooter or Skateboard Combo!
DECO PLUGS
A NEW STROLLER ATTACHMENT FOR EXTRA DRINKS AND OTHER ITEMS. Please Take another Look at this Again. It's Extremely Needed.
RESUBMIT)Small pet water bottle with freezer gel tube to keep water cool.
A Keg Tap with foot pump- pump a keg with your foot, pour with your hand.
Blu Batts
Light Weight Luggage with Scale Built In
The Arm Band-It is for organization and tidiness around pools and water-front homes. It's a fun way to teach children to pick up.
A pen holder/pen suitcase made of polystyrene from landfill sights.
What about cool looking and sounding over ear headphones that double as speakers? With some adjustments the ear cups would become speakers!
A Golf Putter Extension Kit &amp; Revolutionary Putting Method! Change your putter into a belly or long putter, and transform your golf game.
App Enabled Picture Frame
Smart workout set. Don't forget where you left off. Create a routine. Set goals, monitor progress. Achievements when goals met.
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Reusable paper bags for easy retrieval of non-sticking ice cubes.
illuminating knob and lock
A spring board athletic shoe that gives a little more bounce, jump and longer stride with each step.
"PLANT POTTY" No more leaking mess from your hanging plant. Is your plant potty trained?
secureApurse does exactly what it's name states. Your purse will be secured while you shop. Peace of mind in a beautiful purse accessory
Socks with a cell phone pocket in them !!!
Kids Back Pack
The Seatbelt Safety Snap saves lives. It's not that people are lazy about wearing seatbelts - seatbelts can be too uncomfortable to use.
the idea to make a silicone cover to fit on the bottom of a paint tray to keep it from moving across any surface.Called " The Stay Tray"
My product is called the Echo Measure. The Echo Measure is a voice recording device that attatches to a Stanley 25 or 30 foot tape measure.
GPS BABY AND CHILD TRACKER
My idea is to save money and time for parents. A bottle that beeps when dropped. A sensor in the bottle alerts the parents.
USB TRAVEL AND PORTABLE CAMERA
Have a smartphone? Use it with any (!) glove, don't have to buy special ones! Interested? Then check out my "smart finger" idea!
Survival Power Plug using wind-up/solar energy/ or car cigarette lighter DC to AC plug! (ENDING SOON!(166 votes))
Laundry Helper
Secure Passport &amp; ID holder around neck and waist. Adjustable. Zipper pockets. Protects from RFID credit card scanning! Feel safe &amp; secure!
Disposable High Chair Tray Liners - This product will be designed to significantly reduce clean up time after a child eats in a high chair.
You parked the car enjoyed the day. its time to go home,you have no idea were you parked. The duel GPS/ RF model will guide you to your car.
Baby formula maker similar to the Keurig or Flavia single serve coffee maker but with lower temperature limits (about 98 deg F)for safety.
Two layers sink filter
a small buttom case frame for the new iPhone 5 that have a 19 pin to 30 connector
Tired of searching for your feminine products? Many women would like for thier feminine products to be readily available,like toilet paper.
GyroGym
Automotive Organizer (4/100)
Teapot with two holes to pour in two cups at the same time
CO Protector
Toddler padded harness
Wall receptical covers for painters. Keeps paint off,and recepticals looking new. Clear film snaps on, tab to pull for taking off
A simple, low-cost, pet-friendly solution prevents your cat from turning your potted plant into a litter box.
APP ENABLED BABYSITTER
Hand made, fully opposable action figures! Each figure is fully capable of becoming a writing utensil. Never go to school unprepared again
What if all I had to do to setup a projector screen was pop it open? Now you can with the Flex-Fold Screen. Just pop and Lock it to the wall
Double Sided iPhone
Easy Stock ~ cheese cloth bags
Why don't they have food containers with a date dial and vent? Lets also add a temperature gauge to determine if the food is hot enough.
RE-CHARGE IPHONE WITH SOLAR POWER!! OR POSSIBLY WITH BODY HEAT?? GREAT FOR CAMPING OR IF YOU JUST CAN'T GET TO A
CHARGER!!
Expandable hanger, rotate and the hanger splits apart (into a â€œXâ€ shapeâ€) to hold more challenging garments.
3 in 1 hook system for a large hook, medium hook, and small hook. Meant to let you choose your hook and then change your mind later!
Air filter - Desktop Computers
"PHONEWORKS". Earphones/Headset with a longer lifespan.
A rubber type wrist support that stretches enough to be able to put on, but is tight enough to support the wrist.
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Sationary 911 button.Large.Red.Easy-read numbers.Two-way speaker.Hands free to help others.Land line or charge using cell phone frequency.
Squeaky Clean Speaker
Silicone building blocks. Expanding and collapsible. Stores flat but expands to larger pieces.
Fully Collapsible Bakeware Set
Drinkool
GUARDIAN BEACH TOWEL
Roller Bucket
A home theater system that connects to your TV with hard drive space to download, stream, and store movies and other media.
A reusable food container and carrying system intended to replace restaurants' current plastic and styrofoam 'doggy bag' containers and bags
Driveway heater
closed zipper back
portable movie theature
Rock-a-way. Portable rocking unit that fits underneath the wheel of a stroller pushing it back and fourth. Freeing the parents hands.
Pivot Power Twin Block
Hypercolor heat activated workout shirt. Stay motivated
Reading light for smartphone
If we can figure out how to motorize a regular wheelchair we'll empower a HOST of handicapped people!! 100% of my profit to be donated.
Acc-U-Cut Alignment Gauge
Paint Wedge
Anti-Gravity Toilet Seat. The neutral state of this toilet seat is up thanks to a weight that keep it up as long as no body sit on it
Have you ever questioned how fast the person infront of you is braking when driving? Tail lights that get brighter when pressed harder
The Whack n' Wipe Fly Swatter is the perfect way to rid your home of these disgusting pests! Simply "whack" the fly, then "wipe" him away!
Magnetic Door Hinges
Aqua PivotPower
Current meter to plug into a wall or made part of an extension cord to show current used to prevent over heating wiring, house fires damage
Fashionable headband solar charger.Power your IPOD/Phone while sunbathing! (Paulette Jaques)
Wear the world
Tap-Tap Stylus pen or pencil cap. Turn any pen or pencil into a stylus for your tablet or smart phone with a stylus cap.
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters &amp; Numbers. 3rd times a charm?(Paulette Jaques)
I would like to create a motion-sensing, dual body wash/shampoo dispenser that is mounted on the inside of your shower!
Storm Shelter
Suction Cup Mounted, Flat Pack, Paper Towel Holder [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Got Fire?
The World's BEST, easy-start BBQ non-gas grill! This beauty uses less starter fluid and quickens the up-to-temp time!
Hand held bug zapping wand
Head set with "cool" white LED bulbs in ear piece that provides portable light therapy for people with S.A.D. (Research supports benefits)
Me app
My idea, turned reality, is a BLENDER HOLDER.It holds your container so you donâ€™t have to scrape or shake out the contents.See attachment
Safe and Sound
Avoid the common problem of a power cord being too short. A retractable outlet will allow you to meet in the middle!
The Showcase Light that clamps on your Pictures and Artwork on your Wall.
Extension cord.
Lite Write: A reusable rubber comfort grip for your pencil or pen, with an integrated LED light. Write in the dark and use as a flashlight!
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IN-SINK stainless steel wire Dish rack has allocated more slots for dishes and less for cutlery, cups and glasses. Re-configure improvement.
SPONGE GLOVES FOR DISH WASHING AND ANY CLEANING ARE GLOVES THAT HAVE SPONGE AND BRILLO SPECIALLY DESIGNED ON
THE GLOVE FOR CLEANING PURPOSES
A beach cart with a motor on it to move thru the sand. A cross between a golf cart and Wheeleez or Wonder Wheeler.
Grabber Cane
Toilet Seat Setback Hinge/Adap
Add "Office" catgory 2 website
A case for electronic devices that transforms kinetic energy (energy of motion) into electrical energy via pendulums and a crank system.
sour,sweet,bitter,hot,biscuit
Technology has come to alarm clocks. Using adaptive technology and an interactive interface, iOpener ensures the sleeper awakes on time.
i have been a golfer for 30yrs.the hardest thing for me and 90% of amateurs is to remember what you did to hit a good drive from tee box.
JAR DIGGER- Stop fishing in Jars with a spoon,or tongs,Its a new thin long double spoon clamp can reach where u cant reach.
A coffee mug that would heat up water on the go so you can mix in instant coffee,tea,hot coco,soup,whatever. http://youtu.be/obsS_OYz9fw
Wink App Enabled Chess Set
Air Wrench
Is your roof rack on your car killing your gas mileage? How about a roof rack that can stay on your car and not take up as much gas?
swimming pool cover uplift
washer/dryer
"Lucky Break"* cast covers are simple, inexpensive covers for forearm casts. *Bad news: the name "Lucky Break" is taken - any ideas?
A quirky.com app for Android
a compact pop-out flat surface/table that can be attached to almost anything allowing for quick and easy placement of things.
a metal detector that can actually see though ground with color.
THIS "GREEN" PIVOT POWER STRIP WITH A REMOTE CORDLESS ON/OFF SWITCH WILL SAVE $ BY KEEPING HOME ELECTRONICS
FROM USING ELECTRICITY WHILE OFF
The PowerBlock. Pay for the motor once and then upgrade from there. Late Night TV's Next Big Thing
Bath Reminder (+APP)
The Fluffy Serene
BAC Texting Color Coding
Pet tags from recycled plastic are calming &amp; quiet for owners &amp; pets.Peace of mind from BUDTAGS. Recycled plastic tags safely identify pets.
The YardBuster Barrel N' Truck
Breezy cool
IceGrid - faster cooling cubes
My idea is an ecologic mobile shop.
DropDown Keyboard Tray
Jackass in the Box - a satirical takeoff of the popular toy. Instead of a clown, famous people pop out and you hear their ridiculous quotes.
Hanging Window Shelf
A better toilet Seat. Imagine a seat that stays where it's supposed to even when holding bolts are loose.
PROBLEM SHUTTING THE DOOR OF YOUR GARDEN SHED? Everyone does as weather warps it.. but I have a very simple solution to this problem!
Printer On wheels
Adj. sleeves that fit on forearms containing removable weight strips for bldg upper body strength. same idea as ankle weights but for arms.
Pet Plank
Bar Bell Leveler
CHARGEPOP
Pocket Shirt
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Eliminate drivers BLIND SPOT caused by rear view mirror.Replace with transparent LCD mirror activated by simply squeezing steering wheel
Push pins made out of real,spent brass .44 magnum cartridge casings to tack up hunting photo's on a bulletin board.
The Uber-Shower is a 2 Faucet Shower head for the ultimate shower alone or with a partner.
THESE GLASSES DUPLICATE THE DISPLAY OF UR PHONE IN REAL-TIME,EVERYTHING U DO ON UR PHONE WILL EXACTLY SHOW UP
ON THE INSIDE LENSE.Refer2Pic.
This is the "Shoe Shaper". This is a hard flexible plastic insert that hold the shape of your shoe and can be used in the washer and dryer.
Remote Control Everything
Solar Sunflower
Do I have a product for you! I am an inventor I already have a Patent on a useful cleaning aid I came up in the early 90's. It's time!
This's a towel with two holds on the top and two grommets.The towel hangs on two magnetic hooks.Change the decorations the same as your mood
The mower barn
THE NEW FRESH WAY TO PICK UP DOG POOP. MY PRODUCT IS A PLASTIC GLOVE THAT FLIPS INTO A BAG NO MORE AWKWARD
BAGS, IT ALSO SMELLS GOOD TOO
Chevron Modular Furniture
SIMPLE GRIP (HOSE CONNECTOR)
Light Bookmark checker-Works as Regular Bookmark-But has LED or self powering showing poor lighting in reading area
QUIRKY multilingual:why to share idea in English only? There is a millions of people who have new ideas.PROBLEM: they donÂ´t speak English!
User adjustable sunglasses
No more cat hair!!
Cut time consuming lawn chores in half! Attach weed whacker onto lawn mower and trim those unreachable weeds at the same time you mow!
All-In-One - "Magnetic Calendar Hanging Broad". Holds keys, letters, notes, cards plus using magnets instead of pins! It just works better!
KCup Coffee Filter Brush
Electric shopping cart
The Lost keys application
LAWN MOWER WITH WEED EATER
Finger Points - Pointed finger caps that stay out of the way when you're painting and staining small items
Table lamp charging station. Charge your phone, tablet, ipod, nook, etc. on your table / desk lamp. Resub (164 votes). Open to collaboration
city soles
No more sweaty baby! Make their car ride more comfortable with a gel filled Cooling Pad for Newborn/Infant Baby Car Seats. RESUB.
Cutting board/Fruit holder--Holds round fruits on the outside, cutting board in the center
Vampire Villains line
Hammer Cones
Personalized bumper stickers. Blank bumper stickers with a weather resistant marker.
The Digimeasure
Easy Polish Nails
Want a product which can find our mobile phone in the house.
Self dumping solar power pool skimmer. Once the skimmer is full it pulls up to a receptacle and it is then emptied automatically.
Have your child "ahead of the class". Night Time Learning offers an unparalleled method of learning, as well as "time to go to bed fun".
anti-sleep sunglasses
A shield against Crooks! A case of protection for debit card to stop electronic pickpocketing.
Deck post flowerpot
Usual Post-it curves, and when it curves, it flies away and fall easily :-( This "Quirky Post-it" stays straight !
company holiday request app
an indoor bocce ball game
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Previous UC,this UTILITY RACK creats much needed surface space over kitchen stove and more. A true MULTI-USE UTILITY RACK that's necessary.
speaker pillow
Mailbox with a rubber flap and magnetic strip like a doggy door.Easy to put mail in and out.shuts and seals automatically no more wet mail.
Apple Charger Cord Wrap
hello a plastic bottle shreader like a papper
Have you road a motercycle with no helmet? I want to make a pair of glasses that have ear protection built into the frams.
Are you tired of having your cordless power tools run out of juice just as you're about to finish a job? Well, never again!
Wireless Electricity
My Outre Tent
Heated Yard (Leaf) blower (gas or electric) for removal of unwanted winter snow and ice. Heat coil built into outgoing air nozzel.
Tired of reaching your hand through warm drinks, just to get a cold one. Not no more! Upside-down cooler is here. Flip-it fill it,coldontop
Iheadphones converter
Best backpack ever!!! Anti thief protection!!
Hillow (Headphone pillow)
Small Garden Watering System: Solar powered pump auto sprays water onto garden. Solar panel senses when it starts getting bright and sprays
Secure your space
Travel Measuring Bottle
WOW a 2 Sided Sippy Cup. The Cup Has a Divider in the Middle, Can Carry 2 Liquids Simultaneously. Carry Milk and Juice, Juice and Water etc.
Double Fetch Dog Toy
Shoe insert.
The Stink Sucker
Battery operated car carpet cleaner w/vac no bigger than can of hairspray. 2 removable caps. 1st cap spinning brushes-sprayer.2nd a vacuum.
The Wreath trays have just make making wreath a simple and fun way for making a wreath the way you would like without all the hastle.
Footwear Clip - Klitch
WATER SAVER!! simple small continueous pump attached to the hot water tank. one tube circulating hot water to the far parts of the house.
Bi Focal Windshield for Cars- Trucks-Planes and Trains. Do you have a tough time seeing while driving ? A Windshield with Bi Focal Glass
Cornhole Score &amp; Drink Holder
Bag it
Brick Board Plates and Bowls
A kit to convert a boogie board or beach chair into a wagon to transport supplies to the beach, then back to a vehicle or residence.
3d face holder/cup
The driving simulator
Magnetic door hindges
Lucky number cards to aid in selecting lotto/keno numbers. Sold anywhere lottery or keno tickets are sold.
Adjustable Knife Holder
Likometer
Foot Bath with Rolling Pumice
The Hanger Extender
Bike basket that holds 30-35lb dog.
Collapsible Broom
Getting to were you want to go
Easily placeable and removeable automobile UV window tint panels.
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This idea helps is to solve the problem of loss of power anywhere you are and need to recharge your battery for your phone.
Recordable Baby Monitor
Mani-me
magnifaction for smart phone
The Butter Butler
Sponge Containers 4 BakedGoods
Texting By Voice
Shower Sound
Inspired
Construct a space saving vertical outlet splitter with a ground-fault circuit interrupter (GFCI).
Flat Mouse
Do you have an extension ladder that most of the time dont use for fear of falling using it? With the LADDER ASSISTANT you can feel safe!
Perfect KitchenNeedle &amp; Thread
Unable to pick up that small dropped item?? Solution: the Quicker Picker-Upper (ESPECIALLY needed by those who suffer mobility limitations
The Scratcher
Furoshiki Trainer
Facebook Likes Counter Hanger
The Pot Watch
Nation Flag APP sounds music
automatic watch pendulum
Bulldozer the ultimate 2 sided ice scraper, the difference is in the handles, 2 telescoping handles which extend reach and pressure
Baby and pet lifesaver.
lifeguard
HeartSavers
A binder for students that holds their laptop secured in place with the ability to swivel to a 45 degree angle for use.
What's for dinner?
Support et rangement
The one and only - EXTENDABLE RETRACTABLE BICYCLE LOCK Sleek slim line design, Lightweight, easy to use. The Retractable Bike Lock.
Saftey Sock
The physical internet
Seamless stainless steel cookware, like what Global did for knives. Allclad + Global = ONLYPAN. Debris get stuck in crevices &amp; bolt handle.
Food Finder
driveway blanket
Baby Phone
"Sleep Number" Blanket
Wireless gas grill gauge+app
Jelly ring size changer
GODS clothing &amp; accessories
Brake Lite / Back Off Lite
Every Kitchen in the world needs the (No mess/Easy/Strain and Drain Frying Pan)for safer,healthier,and cleaner cooking.
This invention incorporates an extractable measuring tape with a pen providing advertising plus writing and measuring capabilities.
Hidden Scent
Artificial window
ElectroBandages
App controled smell dispenser
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cache cam
Online Voting App
cuillÃ¨re Ã yaourt en silicone
An iPhone case/stand can stick on any surface that a magnet can!fridge?Yes! Metal ball?Yes!A bed has a metal bar?Yes!Iron Man's body?Yes!
imac camera cover
NOUS (Smart) Mascara Brush
Dish rack dryer for those who don't like using the dishwasher and prefer to hand wash the dishes but hate towel drying them.
Smart in-ear earphone: take off itï¼Œthe music automatically stop, put on the earphone again , the music continue play.
All-Weather Dog Shield &amp; Water Mister Leash! Protect Fido from Skin Cancer, Sunburn, &amp; Bad Weather! Use Incorporated Mister on Hot Days!
Make tea time easier and with dry hands by using a specially made eco friendly silicone stir that loose leaf or teabags can be placed in.
Tangle Box. An attractive box to put all of the tangled cords in that are inevitable with any computer or entertainment center.
Road Toll Money Clip
Stop trying to open those stubborn jar lids! My Easy Lid will prevent sticking and more importantly, gives the ability to scoop or pour.
Super Pain killer
!!!RESUB!!! FLOWER DISH RACK...INSPIRED BY MOTHER NATURE. OPENS TO HOLD MANY ITEMS OR STAYS CLOSED FOR A FEW.
Dish Washing Basin which collects grey water. Wash dishes, filter out solids, pour out re-usable grey water.
Knife blocks are dead boring. Time to bring them back to life.
Women! How many times have you sat on a disgusting toilet seat and had your day ruined? Here is the perfect simple solution!
"EAT IT" Electronics!
Power stroller
A garden/lawn/recycle cart based on a bicycle. No carts move as easy as bicycle, this one will and look cool doing it
A mouse pad with a built in "treadmill" for your optical mouse, to prevent unwanted screen saver activation.
Portion Clip
Tennis Ball Shorts
XiClamp-XootrShoppingBagHolder
Lap-top anywhere
Running motivator
Automatic Laundry Lint Remover
Umbrella tent
Mascara that will NEVER run! With color changing technology your mascara will always be visible on your eyelashes and never on your skin.
My idea is to use surplus CDs/DVDs as the core of a flying disc. The disc would fit into a rubber ring to create aerodynamic stability.
Christmas lights on 4', 6' thin plastic or pvc pipe, lip to hang on gutter or hooks, hinges to make corners. Storage easy, no detangling.
A VIDEO album. The perfect combination of Digital Photo Frames and Photo Albums. Easily accessible, organized video playbacks.
A Trendy Serving Bowl; Serve food in style, Keep it fresh and save some space.
Functional Desktop lighting with dimmable light to show your message, you won't missing any important tasks.
Tired of hearing, are we there yet? Wouldn't it be a relief if your child had a travel timer that shows them how far until the destination!
A digital level readout for camper trailers. Placed inside the entry door, it would indicate what would be needed to level the unit.
Want to market and sell Nitrogen in a can. Most all new cars have Nitrogen in there tires. There is a need for Portable Nitrogen.
Crib feeder for cats. A box large enough for a self feeder with an adjustable door to keep fat cats out and let normal weight cats in.
A Hair Trimmer With an Integrated Vacuum
GRENADES!!! In war how to save your friends lives without dying in the process.
I call this the Pet Key, with transponder tech this simple device only lets your pet in thru the pet door.
SOLARSILL...a worry free solar fixture that lights your way after dark
My new product is an improvement to the shower head. It's called,"AQUA SAVER". This shower head will help save a lot of water and money!
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With the Minishelf, you can keep your items organized wherever you are - in your home, office, even in your car. Just peel, stick, and use!
Recycle Can with plastic bottle shredder- Don't let couple soda bottles fill your recycle - SHRED IT.
MOVED IN A HOME AND THE CABLE OUTLET IS HERE AND U WANT YOUR TV THERE AND NOW CABLE CORDS ARE ALL OVER NOT
ANYMORE WITH THE CA-FI(CABLE-FI)
A clip on or snap on ( pourer or spout with strainer ) that attaches to any pot-pan-bowl. Adjust flow by squeezing the spout.
Fireplace Flue reminder. Artful device hangs on your damper. Use fireplace - hang it from mantel. Seeing it next morning reminds you.
A mobile advertisement attached to your vehicle. Showing a house for sale or rent or garage sales and business advertisements.
A kitchen sink drain board made of plastic with a wedge on the bottom, to help drainage with no over spill.
Let's Change The Way We See Toothpaste - Forever... Toothpaste is in Billions of homes and it generates Billions of dollars annually.
A set of trays that help organise the contents of a drawer and then open up and present the contents to the person opening the drawer.
You dont have to pat your weave anymore! 'The Wishbone' will rid of the itch safely, without snapping your thread or poking your scalp.
"Animal Pillow" friends looking dingy? Pillow Friend pillow cases that look like clothes are a cleaner way to nap!
Make opening your cereal(or other bag)easier w/ bag slicer. Hold slicer, put top of bag in slicer, pull across the bag.Add heated bag sealer
smartwatch, money chip, key
Many people own multiple apple products. My solution is to end clutter with the first ever attachable ipad and iphone dock for the macbook.
Card holder/organizer for multiple card games or decks
Electrically controlled exhaust muffler that fits almost any vehicle, allows for loudness control of exhaust without special modifications.
Perfect Posture is the cure for our bad posture epidemic. My device measures &amp; corrects an individual's alignment: Relaxing. Easy. Perfect.
"EZ-Open Pill Pack" is for anyone that has problems opening RX bottles, etc. Daily AM/PM doses are color-coded, easy open and in easy order.
I propose using parabolic solar reflectors on rain gutters to keep them from freezing during the winter. They can be retrofit to the eaves.
Laptop in bed. A raised laptop desk that can be used while sitting or lying in bed. Sort of like a breakfast in bed table.
Penny Seperator. A penny made before 1982 is worth more than double it's face value in copper. Many people are collecting them now.
No more buying laptop power adapters! An adapter that swivels like a U-Joint for a Laptop Power Cord. It prevents breakage from stress.
High efficiency leg powered kayak for ocean or lakes using the same propulsion as the ocean's best swimmer, the Tuna. Single or Dual Hull.
push a button on your dashboard, and your wiper blade lifts off the glass to let the leaf, snow or debris escape while driving.
A four layer fitted bed sheet or pad that will do away with rubber sheets. Don't let loved ones sleep in wet spots again.
The iWallet lets hip young adults consolidate their wallet, smartphone, and keys into one sleek, chic package, perfect for going out.
green air hat.w/fan,filter blows clean cool air gently over face.removes pollen,dust,smoke,germs,oder.reuseable filter. solar/battery power
The first tire traction device of its kind! Designed to provide traction in emergency situations that every outdoorsman finds themself's in.
Octo-Box Cabling Hub:Tired of that tangled mess of cables behind your entertainment center? Connect all of your devices neatly and easily!
The Thermal Hair Brush Glove will help you flat iron or curl your hair and won't burn your hand, and stop you from melting your brushes!
Digital Calendar
Shopping cart express
DESIGN A DEER AND ANIMAL WARNING SYSTEM FOR CARS,PRODUCTS OUT THEIR DON'T WORK TOO ! MANY PEOPLE ARE KILLED
EACH YEAR, LET'S CHANGE THAT.
Claw Stix
EMT Sleeves
LED Bicycle Belt
Ear Speeks
an open ended ratchet wrench
A phone without a battery
App controlled ceiling fan
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A Magnetic Organizer that is a super space saver and user-configurable (see Fig. 1 and 2).
Smart Shopper
Entertainment alcohol mixing device
Casino Cash Redemption
Disposable drip mats
Flavored thermometer covers
Drink Caddy
Simple Stirs
App enabled parking/toll
The All Ready Leash Dog Collar
Kitchen Appliances Slider
Roof Shades
Attic and A/C Duct Monitoring
Got bad eyesight, but still love to play golf. Make putting easier with laser pointer that shows the path where you're aiming.
Wireless mobile speakers for smartphones and other mobile devices that anchor themselves to solid objects to enhance amplification and base.
A multipurpose electronic stic
Attention Lamp for Restaurants: The simplest solution to improve efficiency and customer satisfaction at very low cost
Smart meters
"Booger Band" absorbent material that stretches around the wrist similar to a sweat band to wipe runny noses with cloth covers to hide mess.
etuit energie solaire
A retractable pen with only black, blue, red ink and yellow highlighter. This call 4 in one retractable.
RESUBMIT:Tired of scuff marks on your great pair of shoes.Then the Quirky Heel Saver is for you!!Protect your shoes and make them last.
A mirror in every pocket....
Redesign the beach towel with an attached pillow case Always searching for something to prop your head up-Well search no more Extra storage
Smart Tape Measure it Sticks to the surface like an extra hand
Quirky Crates Line Extension - Mood or Reading Lights/Lamps - "Light the Space above your Crates" - flexible or extendible lights/lamps
Why should girls have all the fun? Boy paint is a fun way for boys to draw on their nails. It comes in a race car and is used like a marker.
Did i lock the Door?
Travel WiFi Router
Ever wish you could silence the doorbell like you silence your phone when you or the kids are napping or so the dog doesn't go crazy?
The next big thing for a profitable pet market-pet collars with magnetic accessories. The collar converts to a fashion statement with ease.
Find it stick-ons.
Most if not all of us at time or another used an extension pole to paint with,or urethane our floors.Whether itâ€™s the $9 pole or the $40.
"Tissue Attachment"-Do you have used tissue paper lying around everywhere in the house when you're sick? Fun design boxes!SO MUCH POTENTIAL!
Bath Bibs
Portable Auto Cup Chiller
Trying to tear perforated notebook paper out and ripping the paper instead? Using This Easy Insertable tool get clean tears every time!!
App enabled diaper monitor
Pet control
QDEF - QUIRKY DATA ENTRY FORM
The Selfie Stick
35MM Digital film
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STIR STICK that is Disposable,Biodegradable,Eco-friendly and a great replacement to plastic. Instead of Plastic, it can be PASTASIZED.
Decorative window shutters that are really solar panels.
Disposable squirt bottle bags
Fan-a-Vision Home Stadium App
Get instant true "hot wet washcloth" type relief for a sinus headache with no preparation, dripping, reheating or inconvenience.
This cup will help keep track of calories from drinking beverages. It provides simple and reliable method of estimating nutritional intake.
Built in car vacuum
SCREW-HOLDING SCREW BIT: Keep Two Hands On Your Drill While Driving Screws Into The Wall. [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Family Photo Rubiks Cube. NO PRODUCT ON THE MARKET LIKE IT.Hours of PLAY time.
A digital picture frame,video player &amp; alarm clock that plays a video of loved ones when alarm goes off.WE miss you grandma time to wake up.
Affordable Voice Activated Power outlet/strip.
A device that you attach to your umbrella handle which will allow you to attach the umbrella to your car door or hood.
Popcorn bowl that pops-up as the popcorn pops
A better burp cloth is needed! Better than a hard shoulder. The BabyBurpy is pillow soft for baby's head and parent's shoulder.
DISPOSABLE FITTED TOILET SEAT COVER MADE FROM RECYCLED PAPER WITH ELASTIC ON THE INSIDE AND OUT TO FIT TO THE
SEAT AND STAY IN PLACE.
CLEAN BASKET
Disposable boombox
Wireless Earbuds
iPad/Book/Kindle stand that will rotate and adjust angles giving you a straight view when you are laying on your side.
The Rocubo, Mocubo's cousin...
Flash Drive Wallet! Are you tired of losing or damaging your flash drives? You do not even have to remove the flash drive to use it. Up to 4
Protect your feet from diseases and or bad odor when you are foerced to remove your shoes at airports by using BOOTIES,like being barefoot!
video and pics stop and block
Child tracker
The Watch Saver
Dog Caddy All You Need Station
Fluorescent Lamp Replacement
By my side - pets bed
Wearing bandages creates a smartphone handicap! Imagine a bandage that you can wear on a fingertip that will allow you to use your phone!
Quirky Idea Submission Software
Resubmit)IPhones have skins, how about skins for the Raspberry Pi and the Intel NUC, Next Unit of Computing PC
The Rack
Cook BACON the Southern Way! Open Grid: See the bacon, as it cooks. Lock in "UP" position for easy flipping! MULTI USES: Burgers/Panini's
A wheel (rim) Designed like a star pattern.(5 spokes) A space between each spoke. Curves downward ,like a staircase.
Clever outdoor power strip.
App Enabled Fan
Ice Picks
Attention ALL Meat Lovers!! Perfect-sized meat defrosting plate. Allows "natural" thawing to occur while avoiding cross-contamination!
Capillary Action - Siphon/Pump
app preview
RESUBMIT: An iPhone Wallet Case
Have huge purse like mine and its a chore to dig for what youre looking for in there? Flexible purse insert orgnzr/dividers can keep it easy
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No more "dead spots"! The speaker ball. Puts out sound in all directions. Studio quailty sound!
Hand gesturing sanitary condiment dispenser
Doggie Bells
Have you ever been driving down a street on trash day and noticed the horrible sight? 'Can Appeal' will brighted up your day
Grill Pedestal
The "Ultimate Beach Towel." The first beach towel you never knew you needed.. until now. You wont go to the beach without it ever again!!
Find my car-low tech gadget flashing strobe that will help you find your car in busy parking lot.activated with your remote or manually.
comfortable tent
Scorekeeper for the sport minded and family game nights. Keep track of team scoring for pick-up Hockey/Over the line/Baseball/Basketball.
PC Air Filter
Color changing moisture level stick/fake flower for potted/planted plants.Slowly changes color due to moisture level in soil.No guessing
Rim Rockers!
Map Me!
Tired of bending and scrubbing your bathtub everyday? My tub scrubber will help you perform the job without the soreness and tiredness.
A sling for your ipad to free your hands so your arms dont start hurting half way thru your movie or book.
An inexpensive &amp; convenient product that allows continued use of a broken car key that has an embedded computer chip within the key base.
My fellow Golfers, Do you find it annoying when your on the Golf course and there is no where to go pee-pee? I offer u "The Pee Pee Putter".
***Automatically*** keep picture frames level at all times. If they get bumpped they will relevel by themselves in a second.
CLIP ON GLIDER with MARKER
Window Buddies. Soft Silicone domes used to grab newspaper for cleaning windows.
All Purpose Gurney Cart
All Bed Sheets
Resubmit) Laptops have bags; we need ones for the Raspberry Pi and the Intel NUC. "Next Unit of Computing PC
Stackable Travel Dresser
TRIPOD PEN
Smart Energy
Never worry about breaking the battery cover of your remote control.
IPHONE MEETS POWER CURL-Why fight the messy cord issue when you can wrap and store it easily.
Let's make a watch that will allow swimmers to count laps and measure distance swam in a lap pool.
Dial-a-shower will provide independence in the shower for you, or your loves ones, suffering from physically limiting conditions.
Laundry detergent carrier: Powder, softener, dryer sheets and utility storage all in one device, three convenient sizes.
A T-shaped plunger/T-shaped attachment for your plunger to ease the daunting task of unclogging your toilet.
A self-adhesive write-on/wipe-off surface for dry erase markers to list contents on storage boxes (cardboard, plastic, etc.).
Hoopsters
ready to drink energy espresso coffee shot of your flavor
Stay Well Pen
hair lair
An adapter for a computer power cord to be turned into a normal extension cord.
Resubmit-Musical Jump Rope. Jump to your own music.(Paulette Jaques)
The Mile High Club
this product will help anyone that has ever worked with wrenches .the product will help keep you from loseing your wrenches
The "Cool Cushion" is a cushion that is air activated. When opened it cools to a certain temp. to keep you cool while in hot enviornments.
My pants are too long, they drag from my shoe I don't have the time to go to a tailor. They tear at the bottom. Hold up will hold my pants
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Help for people who suffer from stuttering. A device which monitors the speech patterns, and prompts when a continuous pattern is detected
Aerodynamic traffic cone. In the top 1/2-1/3 of cone, create holes to allow air to pass thru.Would make safer as cone would stay put
A cellphone case with a slot on the side to hold an electronic cigarette.
Conveyor Cart for Paint Cans
Device that sends automatic data to a pre-determined mobile number on over speeding of the vehicle
No more ripping the liner while pulling out your trash! Simply step on the lever on your trash bin and it will help lift it out for you.
A power strip disquised as a Christmas Present. Love my tree but all the tangled light cords take away from its beauty.
MyFavPerson app
Guys, score every time!
Here's a flag to show the politian's that were tierd of the waste.It doesn't matter if your republican or democrat the country needs fixing.
Sequrity Alert
RESUBMIT. This is a behind the cabinet door hot item holder. For the hairdryer, curling iron, flat iron. Put them away hot.See picture.
A body strap that allows you to secure your mobile phone, iPod or other items while going for a run, walk or jog.
Childrens saftey bumper for Adult Beds&gt; Never worry about your baby falling off the bed again! The most common fall is rolling off the bed.
INVISIBLE SOLAR PANELS! Not literally but ones that don't stick out. Solar panels that no one would notice yet everyone would love to have.
Sat'xeS (sieve filter)
Digital Audio Recorder
Modular Sliding Drawer Inserts
For pack-as-you-shop supermarket shopping, a collapsible cart that supports washable, recyclable shopping totes.
Ideal Bath Mat
watermelon cutter
At your "Special Event", don't you wish that Loved Ones give you CASH instead of a GIFT CARD Forcing You to spend it at a dedicated place?
Bingo Buddy
Pan Pad
One size Kite system (OSKS)
Pet Supply Thrift store
Collapsible Towel Holder
The Convenient Rescue Inhaler
Ring knot is a quick and easy way to create a truckers knot tie down. The product already exists but now there is a unique way to use it.
A redesign of floor standing toilet paper holder plus storage, now with a new and easier way to refill and hold the toilet paper.
Shower Door Improvement
JOLIES FESSES
Plant Prang
Meet Toto Washlet Jr.
Rock Paper Scissors Tops, Fun Idea, Need a decision or choice? Two people spin the tops and follow Rock Paper Scissors rules, Choice made 4U
Rubber finger tip floss.
Runner's Safety Headphones
Radio Scanner
PAINT GRID WITH MAGNETIC STRIPS IN THE FRONT AND TOP TO HOLD YOUR BRUSHES OF ANY SIZE.ANY SIZE FOR YOUR FIVE GAL
BUCKET
I like baths where the warm water covers to my chin but because of the drain air inlet the water only covers Â¾ of me I use the tub snorkel
Makeup Fall-Out Patch. Patch adheres to top part of cheeks, keeps eyeshadow from spreading to the rest of the face when applying makeup.
Chill
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independent car window locks
Infiniclip! Prevent tangled earphone by wrapping the wire around the infiniclip! Snap the top closed to prevent it from unraveling.
A comfortable, safe and dry tub saddle. Sits over the bath tub edge to protect from injury even great to sit and shave your legs!
Reusable water bottle with a compartment to hold extra packs of water flavoring (sugar free koolaid) and holds correct amount of water
A rigid mousepad with beanbag bottom &amp; a magnetic, wireless mouse that can be used anywhere, at any angle without falling off the mousepad.
I would like to be able to cut and paste my work from one monitor screen to the next by touching the monitor screen with my finger.
Tired of buying lunch? "Hot Box" is as light as the bag you carry now but it has a detachable heating system that zips on an off.
Daily personal shelf - Select your clothes for the following day and put them in the collapsable shelf then hang it in the bathroom.
Toe Saver no more stubbed toes
AdStickUp
A Revolutionary Way to Brush Your Teeth: Just Pop in and Brush Hands-Free!
Collapsible laundry rack covered with velvety or textured rubber material so laundry does not slip off. Great grip.
Cloud-Based Club Counter
coconut orgasm
Chop and Toss
art-air gun
just slip your cord into this wire organizer &amp; wind it up until your cord coils inside storing it neatly &amp; securely, no more wire tangles!
Stop pubs
Both rain water recuperator, wash-stand, jar and watering can for your garden. Efficient, elegant and respectful of a natural cycle
Child protector
Reusable Slips for your burgers or hot dogs.Dishwasher safe, Multi-uses.
Eye makeup dust-catcher!
Better 3-ds
Bake a Perfect Pre-Sliced Pie!
Moon Walking on Earth
A laptop and or iPad case that has a built in retractable power cord so you never have to carry your charger with you.
Speak Easy
The ultimate alarm clock
Transformer Luggage
FLAT SKIN DESIGNER TV FRAMES
Mini bathroom trash compactor
Clipperware. Plate clippable cuttlery that attaches to any plate. Makes serving easy. Never drop another piece of silverware again
Double sheet
Verde Veil - Wall Garden
iPhone Chameleon Slim Case
SockKeeper
some people like to jog but their iPhone just ran out of battery.so they have a usb solar cell charger wich uses solar power.
NIGHT STALKER
smart mower
(Resubmit-Redesigned)Coffee cup with anti-burn gel ring!
iSign
The Egg-Maker: think if an iPhone and high-end Braun kitchen appliance had a baby that made making eggs (scrambled &amp; fried) easy as toast.
RESUB:Planter turns colors depending on moisture level.One color when wet, slowly turns another color while drying.Serves as moisture meter.
Tired of seeing cork place mats, cork picture frames, cork coasters, &amp; cork wreaths?
Introducing "Side Bar", a container that clips to your plate for condiments on the side (of the plate), BBQs, any kind of dining #spotsv
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The for sale sign needs to be updated by allowing sellers to store info about their car in a virtual voice-box/QR code to get the car info.
Attractive large Container used on counter to collect Kitchen Scraps, then placed securely inside a Pedal Operated sealing Outer Floor can.
An adjustable arm wall mount designed to hold your iPhone, iTouch, iPad, Tablet devices hands free while lying down in bed
It will effectively elliminate any backlash or birdsnest with a conventional reel when casting out line.
The Magic Drinking Straw
BASTE-IN
Is bedtime a constant struggle for you and your child? This book/magic dust will rid your childâ€™s mind of all bad thoughts at bed time!
elecctirc bulk
I am looking to create a towel liner for a car seat much like a towel an adult would sit on when leaving the beach.
Winter Window Wizard
Baby Feeder (VIDEO)(PROTOTYPE)
Complete Odor repellent bag
all surface knife
All-in-one Internet Access Pt
At table DINNER PLATE WARMER
note note
A device that instantly cools soups, sauces, stocks, etcâ€¦
smart tube
Eyes in the back of my head
A handle that easily attaches to any mobile phone case, making it easier to hold the phone at any angle while taking photos.
disposable K cup
A 'weighted' water bottle that not only quenches your thirst BUT helps you warm up, stretch and tone your upper body on a walk or light jog.
Frames of glasses with built in Micro-fiber cloth to wipe the lenses clean. Cloth hidden in frame! Check out my other ideas/Josh Cotton
UHear Speaker
A shelter that isn't a tent, but can used in tent sites at camp grounds, and is as comfortable as a camper, but doesn't need a trailer.
Tissue can
Never forget to take your Medication again with The Pill Time Charm. A pill box or cap timer that chimes and lites
A clear holder for the paper Muni- Meter parking receipt that sticks to the dashboard of your car. Just slide your receipt into the holder
One gadget for the parent, one for the child. When child/parent devices are separated a customizable distance, they play custom sounds.
Paper plates pizza box
The1ST POOL WATER PROPELLER MIXER.MIXES UNEVEN POOL TEMPERATURES OF HOT&amp;COLD TO MAKE A EVEN CONSISTENT
NEUTRAL WATER TEMPERATURE&amp;MixesChemls
Dishwasher Cabinets
A metallized collapsible bag for preparing hot drinks, boiling eggs or preparing soup on camping trips. Fil up it up and toss in the fire.
Handle it
Auto audio adjusting technology for television and movies; The next big sound innovation since dolby digital surround sound.
Baby Approved! Is your baby kicking the covers at night? Using the concept of a sleeping bag crossed with a fitted sheet, baby stays cozy.
Wego! Golf board game utilizing your own putter and golf ball with a board game. Putts for distance, off objects, funky stances &amp; tricks.
Bottle cap with a spout that fit 10 to 20 ounce bottled drinks &amp; allows children to drink from same bottle as adults without spilling drink
Say Cheese!
the new gag gift idea which actually freshens breath as well, "flavored window spray". for the window licker in your every day life.
Utility Knife On Wheels
Bring Me My Starbucks
The "Not Under My Couch" dust-bunny and toy stopper! How many times do you move the couch and find what you've been missing for months!
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Mr Milker's time has come. For many years we have promoted this product, people have been asking for it, it needs to be real.
Whack-It
Nail Me
Flat Plug
The windshield retractable sun shade. While your car is baking in the hot sun this handy device will help keep the inside of your car cool.
Ever been waiting in line for a beer at a keg party wondering why there was only one nozzle on the tap? Introducing THE HOOKA-TAP!
Shoulder Strap Pocket Backpack
Foot volumizer (falsies for feet) a bladder inserted between the "skinny" foot and the shoe, when inflated, fills space for comfortable fit
The Aerosol Stint is the perfect solution for all of your broken aerosol cans. Just press and spray. No more full cans of product wasted.
THE TREAD-SHED! Store unsightly treadmill when not in use, in your personal gym---that can close up and keep room looking neat!
Brush Backpack - attach this to any brush and store hair bands, bobby pins etc.
THE 'K' GRIP IS A GOLF CLUB GRIP LIKE NO OTHER IT HAVE THESE UNIQUE ELLIPSES PROTRUDING OF THE NORMAL GRIP SURFACE
I have developed a wheel cover for your car or truck to keep tire dressing from getting on your wheels while applying it to the tire.
Disposable drain basket strainers! Everyone needs &amp; uses them everyday! Everyone hates to clean them! When they are gross, toss the germs!
Wine,consumed by millions of people. Aeration of wine a quick fix to appreciate the true taste of wine. budget-friendly Aerator/cork screw.
flip flops that are made with gel on the entire bottom minus sole that mold to your feet by your body temperture.can put in freezer to cool!
Puppies or adult dogs that are easily awakened, or miss their owners when they are away, this is the "ShooshBed."
Bring condiments to the table "all in 1" Also automatically dispenses the condiments onto your food.I've invented a circular tube dispenser
Looking for a world wide marketable product? The 21st Century bizzaro world vehicle jack.
LED brake lights that show when a car is accelerating or decelerating.
dental wire glued to both sides of curved toenail to gently pull it back to a more natural curve &amp; allow it to grow out 7 not ingrown.
MY STOMICK BUG throw up bowl,toilet hug and travel jug is the reliable and convenient solution to kids throwing up on EVERYTHING!
Tired of cold food? Meals served hot should stay hot until the last bite! Ceramic plate with a slim removable base-heat, eat!
Attention Golfers...It is time to update our music choices when playing a round of golf without lugging around an outdated boom box!
stop hail dammage canvas with fitted elastic edge enough padding to cushin hail .inflatted tubbing cross car.light weight canvas covering
Voice Grocery List Maker
Retractable lap top power cord. For example the retractable dog leash. Converter plugs right into the wall and cord unwinds to laptop.
VPS
Modular "Tree Hugger" Up-lights - For home or business. Easily decorate front &amp; back yard trees. Great for the Holidays or even year round.
paperback manual
Hands free watching of movies and streaming on your smartphone anywhere, IN BED! Clips to any baseball cap
Touchscreen Physical Keyboard
Easy Load/Clean Trash Can
easy tape
The Springnata is the 1st Personalized, Reusable, Launching Pinata Game. Checkout working prototype. Every child gets candy GUARANTEED!!!
RFID search labels
Change your fishing hook w/o re-tying your line ........ knot-less and kid friendly.
MIleage Tracker
Garage door remote control covers or skins... Just like cell phone skins with colors and desighns !!!
The Smart Trip-Ode
The Parabroom, it makes it EZ
GDP Garbage disposal plunger
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Socks with a cell phone pocket in them !!!
La patÃ¨re Ã emporter avec soi
Talking Tape Promos
LED Water Temperature Gauge
The Hand Held Key Board
Disposable covers for a child's car seat. It would be great when a child spills drinks, snacks, or has a leaking diaper in the car seat.
I would like to invent something that attaches in the shower (but is removable) to hold bottles upside down to get the last bit out of them.
Microwaveable Containers with Swivel Lids
This is a socket for a scissor type car jack that has an eye bolt instead of hex bolt. Used with 1/2 " ratchet
Street lights illuminated by Vehicular traffic themselves.
resubmitted Let the Razor do the work. With my Design this Retractable handle and new pivot design goes with your curves gives a close shave
Sick-O-Meter
Horsei is your visual communication into your horse's daily life. Attach to your halter for viewing and monitoring.
Nail Polish Mixer
The Agenda Light is a time, color-coded lamp that enables speakers and presenters to track the amount of time they have spent and remains.
The ONE and ONLY Cooler with a Step Pedal to open the Top. Get into the cooler faster.
Simple under-cabinet lighting
"BLACK-OPS" Digital Camera. Multi-touch input, few if any seen parts, gorilla glass, lens behind one way glass. Tethered flash for pro-pix.
Adjustable All-Purpose Rake. Tines lengthen or shorten depending on the task and the surface being raked.
SafetyTrack- Never again do you have to feel unsafe when going out for a jog. warning device for those people that like to run outside.
Craigslist for college
two way bottle
Doubles as a heating pad for your comfort or for your aches and pains while at the same time, being a useful mouse pad! Collabo w/JJames
Grocery Messenger Bag
Grocerymapp...grocerysnapp...?
Spray rubber backing
Mini Defender Backpack Purse
Invisible Leash- hands free
Freezer Teether
Ever needed a grocery store item but didn't know where to look? My phone application will tell you the aisle and shelf number of the item.
Luggage w/ vacuum compartment
auto shade windows
Automatic seat toilet seat.
Luggage Pick-Up Notifier
Led outlet
decaf chocolate
"Mechadeck"
A lightweight,supportive,breathable,friction-free barrier between your feet and shoes to prevent blisters. Make your feet happy!
Start your child's savings now piggy bank that can't be opened until the built in timer lock releases. Can be set for years into the future
Bungee Buggy
Headphone Sunglasses
Simply put , I want to combine a flip up and detachable smart phone case with a belt buckle. It could start a new platform for app builders
Snaps that attach partner socks together to save time &amp; frustration.The outside of the snap would be of various colors or designs.
Good-bye itchy clothing tags! No more cutting tags, only to ruin a great piece of clothing! Place soft Tag-Aide over the tag,remove to wash.
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Battery powered spark gas grill starter/igniter. Similar design as a utility lighter but does not use butane. Safe starting with no flame.
Soap Saver
An Alarm Clock that Sprays Water to Wake You Up.
Cup Measuring Sink Attachment
The "Fishing Rod" Dog Leash - a hand-held pole with a retractable leash - prevents dog from getting tangled and chewing on leash.
Thomas the Train market HUGE! Use existing track design with one modification...line the wooden track ruts and male/female connect w/ rubber
It's hot! Why? Cuz the AC vent is near the floor. Since cool air doesn't rise, it won't circulate right. This will change that AND more.
Pizza Escape
Scratcher/massager that is placed over the finger and thumb tips and has interchangeable massage heads.
A winter glove that has a subtle pouch on the back of the hand for tissues. The pouch fits a pocket tissue pack.
X-20 Bike Lifter
The Home Depot Poop Leaf!
Steam right on the hanger; U-Steam can steam both sides at the same time. Hanger hook so you hang and store in the closet
SERENiTY NiGHT LAMP... Powered by Gravity and Water! FREE LED Light! with Natural Running Water Sound for ambiance or to put you to sleep
Reinvent the Dustbuster! &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Turn the "little vac that roared" into an ergonomic and efficient "PALM VAC" (94756)
keys finder
Reinvent the flashlight.Meet Lightclock,A flashlight w/a clock on its lens,turn it off,clock glows in dark,or flash it on closely on wall.
Projector Alarm Clock allows user to mount smart phone &amp; display calendar fct,pics &amp; video on opposing wall while displaying time to user.
Wheelwell Emergency Lighting System. A 3" x 8" magnetic LED light box that attaches to the fender and provides bright hands-free light.
Stick Out Your Tongue: Customized designs for your shoe tongues.
Icecream/cookie/truffle scoop with a teflon/SilPat-type coating which eliminates sticky/misshaped balls associated with traditional scoops.
iPlush - INTERACT , ENTERTAIN &amp; EDUCATE
Smart Jack-O-Lantern
BOBBLE BRUSH FOR ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES! Let's make a bobble brush compatible electric tooth head brush holder. (RUBEN BRITO)
YUM YUM KITTY fingerless glove for FUSSY EATERS. Possible Line Extension with Burp Cloth &amp; Bib. Make Feeding Time FUN!!
Hanger with *Retractable Arms* Grows with baby! Lets reduce the amount of hangers in landfills!!!
Toy Picker Upper
SMART Dishwasher
its a one peice cooler/bainmarie (delli prep station). it looks just like a cooler but unfolds like a fishing tackle box!
backboard for kids who play basketball to automatically see a target for best possible placement on backboard to make a basket 2,3 points.
Make a backpack/suitcase with an external tablet/laptop holder (pop-in/pop-out style)
An apparatus that converts a standard beach cart to a self-propelled, motorized beach cart, ending the struggle to and from the beach.
A product that will ensure reserved parking spaces, private roads and the like.
Call me a liar, or Vote!
EXIT SIGNS. one foot green dots with the word "EXIT". to be attached to the BOTTOM of exit doors. smokes rises and obscures exit signs.
Cool Can Fizz-Stopper! No more soda waste. Keep your half full can of soda fresh with a practical, good looking can top. Like? Please VOTE!
Smart bat. The ULTIMATE learning experience in batting. This bat teaches and motivates! "Batter up!" (tag line).
Clear Dry Erase Board that easily mounts onto your flat screen tv. Help protect tv screen while allowing you to write on it,easy to erase.
How many times do you need a brighter or a dimmer headlight beam? Just one more filament in a bulb and one more position on a switch.
Inline Bike Lock (Swivel Lock)
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My sensor sensor can be set up to send mulitple messages to mutiple phones alerting you that there is a child left behind in the vehicle!
I saw the Crate Idea! You need it in three sizes! &amp; all of the add ons were great too. needs to be able to be a Desk, work center, bed.
GPS system for animals...going beyond just micro-chipping into being able to track down a missing pet.
"BABY SAFE" BABY PROOF CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD THAT PROTECTS INFANTS FROM HARMING THEMSELVES IN THE CRIB INSTALL
OVER THE DROP DOWN PANEL
My invention is design to keep all toddlers safe and give parents a peace of mind that nothing harmful goes into their toddlers mouth.
Power Sock
The Vespina Mail Catcher
RESUBMIT-ENDING SOON-No More Lost Family Members, Bags, or Luggage!
beer cap magnets
Room Fan with Slide Out Grill and Blades for Easy Cleaning in Water! Quiet with Sound Machine Feature! Let's make the ultimate fan!
Compressible Trash Can
secador de pies
Motion Activated Safety Light
Twocan Trash Can Cart
Concrete highway dividers/barriers cure and contract over time and the expansion material flops out and looks awful. Hereâ€™s a solutionâ€¦
A flash-drive that is covered in a glass cleaning cloth. It can clean your screen, and hold your pictures, all at once!
Gutter Balls
Epluche-agrumes
Your Playing the Wrong Slots
MOMS MOMS MOMS and HEALTH CARE WORKERS! The "Catch All Toilet Pad", Tired of the stain and smell of urine? Easy clean up and disposable.
transitional car windows
Sketch and Erase window shade, keep your kids cool and entertained.
Every year nearly 5,000 toddlers fall out of windows in the US alone. With casualties including spinal injury, paralysis, and death.
Introducing New Balancar's! Never let an unbalanced table be an issue again! Stick this cheap solution under and problem is solved
Mini Solar Stones (254 votes)
Over the Shoulder Cupholder! Convenient and Attractive way to carry your drinks with you...and not spill a thing!
PopTop
A cookie sheet that would have a built in cooling rack.
F B Seperation anxiety shirt
Head gear containing proximity sensors alerting user of approaching objects from any direction or danger from behind when visibility is low.
Heated Snow Shovel
This fishing light attracts fish of all varieties. From the noise buzzer attracts game fish, the light attracts fish day or night.
Hands-free, reclined viewing of small electronic device, for example a smart phone or tablet
MikeMe
Perimetal Metal Detector/ PMD
The Trash Bag Dispenser provides a storage dispenser for rolled trash bags that can be attached to a wall.
A squeezable liquid soap bottle that can hang from a faucet.
Hook, hang and store under your hanging garments and above your shoes.We want to use this wasted space.
Traditional USB hubs are boring! With these hubs, you gain the same amount of ports without the power-surge look. Makes any space look great
Does my BUTT LOOK BIG? My MIRROR invention is also a CAMERA and X-large PHOTO FRAME I see what everyone sees and even save favorite
outfits
The "Hello Box" is a device for a telephone on hold that "listens" for the word "hello" and alerts the user to pick up the phone.
magnetic drive tattoo machine
My Magnetic Spice Rack is a must-have for anyone who's constantly losing or misplacing their spices as well as homes without free wallspace
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Do you have a small/standard size shower? shower curtain keep touching you? would you like more room in your shower? this might be the fix
Bottle Top Clip
An easy to use shovel
A rapid deployment ant-bee shelter for campers, hikers or anybody that is not within a safe distance of other available shelter.
Metal Click N Cook
Indirect Charcoal Holder
Innovative cap measures liquid as it comes out of the bottle. Ditch the measuring cup. No more squinting at lines or pouring back and forth.
RESUBMIT - The Only Spoon You'll Ever Need! ENDING SOON!
MyInvention.com A layman language social networking site for innovators and inventors of all ages who want to showcase and discuss ideas.
I-Lean! Here is a cell phone case with a belt clip stand that can adjust the angle of the lean.
Popup Board
Sunglasses That Holds On Nose
Travelling Wine Cooler
Tired of your cookies/baked goods,losing freshness/softness,getting hard, or drying up? Then you need a forever fresh storage container.
Baby Backup
Easy wall plug extract
Where is my Child?
METRIC SLIDE conversion card. push the inside card and the outside card matches. "1 kilo = 2.2 pounds". for all the metric systems.
QUICKCHANGE - The PORTABLE COIN SORTER wallet or attachment! Never carry piles of loose change in pockets, wallets or purses again!
Newspaper Gloves
fast &amp; easy igloo
Articulated Truck
A cup cover with a compartment for milk, sugar,tea and chocolate in top of the cover.
KITCHEN IN A MITT!!! this is a kitchen mitt with all the supplies you need in your kitchen all in one light non flammable kitchen mitt.
the notifier
DESIGN A BARBECUE GRILL THAT HAS A SEE THROUGH GLASS WINDOW,OR A SLIDING DOOR SO YOU CAN CHECK ON THE FOOD
WITHOUT TAKING OFF THE TOP.
FOOTWASH TO BEACH
holiday lights all year
Hydraulic Jack Ramp
product indentifier
The Bed Breeze
I have a patent for an item I called Basement Saver Drain Cover. It is vinyl screening mounted on plastic piping to form a box 12"x12"x3".
Portable Baby Soother
The Mat That Breathes
e-zz window lock
A rubber face plate latch assembly mechinism to be placed in hotel room door frames to keep room doors quiet as the door shuts.
scale calibration
Smart Pitcher
Affordable security for renters and Traveling Professionals. A device designed to provide motion sensored light from any interior thru glass
Shower Mulch-er: A device installed in a drain line for a tub or shower to mulch hair small enough to go down the drain without clogging it.
Water Bottle/ Coffee Cup App
Message Board Lamp Shade or Lamp- Steady to write on &amp; holds pens. Great for bedside. Great for students.
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My idea is to put a FINGERPRINT IDENTIFYER ON A TRIGGER LOCK FOR GUNS. It comes with a key to unlock manually as well.
Introducing the Unique BARK BLASTER! Stop Your Dog's Barking Inside and Out! Forget Cruel Shock Collars! Train Your Dog the Humane Way!
Repackage wrapping paper by putting in 3 standard size saran wrap or foil type boxs.Serrated edge box eliminates scissors and stores easier.
An amazing invention of a timer to put a halt to burnt food, in which you set the timer and it turns the stove off when the time is up.
Ensure your senior relatives living alone are okay without requiring constant contact. A simple device will automatically make urgent calls.
You have your grocery list on the smartphone or the old analog notepad. Where does that list go when you start using your hands?
Snug Mugs
After eating your favorite crackers, try to seal them, package is ripped, and won't close, so crackers won't be fresh, unbroken. Until Now
PORTABLE CYLINDER
Long neck botton bottle opener. No hands hurt, easy to recycle and encourages you to get one more
backpack jacket
iHUD
Vodka Flavor maker
Firefly lighting
Lid Lifter
Emergency locator Kit-Helium cartridge-nylon string-dayglow ballon-for locating lost persons in wooded areas all in a velcro pouch on belt
Screw-It-All
Oven cover keeps messes from happening while cooking. Washable &amp; fireproof. Has 4 pre-cut holes to fit the oven top. No more messes
Can't drive and text phone
An inexpensive way for law officers and factory management fashionable, professional, but also safe.
The "catch all" is a car accessory everyone needs. The trough shaped device will catch all dropped objects between the seat and console.
Trucks seat two or four people with no place to put things with out them rolling around in the bed of the truck or under your feet.
tie-able towel
Keep your receipts safe until you get home. Receipt keeper. Just roll into the tube(concept 2
Tank Buddy
Smart light switch
(W)Rapping Air Conditioner
15 CHANNELS (favorites) that you can easily[select] on REMOTE that are ones you have set-aside as YOUR FAVORITES to view w/simple CLICK.
#QTOYS i~phone disco ball docking station. disco i~ball resub. kids room dorm rooms etc
reusable squeeze pack
a eating fork to warn you
fireplace friend
Brussel Chips
Electric Controller/Monitor
Poussette Ã traction assistÃ©e
Hard wire mesh for basket for saving bananas from getting dents
PET SHEARS AND GOOMING COMB
a personal safe place to put your valuables when you do not want to carry wallet or a purse.can be placed in under wear or under clothing.
Medicine Cabinet Organizer
La tÃ©lÃ©comande Ã dynamo
Adjustable Flashlight
Broken car window!?!? Introducing a new Quick-Fix. No more duct tape and trash bags!!!
Double Power Bar with Junction
Small REUSABLE BAGS FOR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES at the grocery store. A GREEN product for a green lifestyle.
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An umbrella to protect you from the heat. The base is detachable, battery operated, normal metal tips now end in fans.
Inverted FRENCH PRESS -- Coffee direct to your mug
This product alerts a parent that their child has wander away when out shopping or away from the home.
versa lb
Peek-A-Boo Mommy
Solar Powered GPS chip
Baby Cry Switch
Chain Link Gate Child Guard
The FINGER KITCHEN SPONGE. Get into those hard to reach places and remove that dirt easier.
Cake pops have gained huge popularity. I have designed a cake pop transportation and decorating platform, based off of a lazy susan.
This sturdy plastic handle is an attachment to any shop-vac. It's an easy clip-on handle that makes using a shop-vac easier and less painful
Small solar power panel with multiple adapters to supply electricity or recharging any small electronic device or rechargeable batteries
A large mat with layered removable bottom, you park a vehicle on to protect the driveway from spilled fluids also protects the environment
Non-stick cat litter tray
TRASH CAN GROOMER
Watering Landscape Edging
The Ice Pop
Spray Dry Eraser - Erases as well as sprays cleaning solution. Refillable bottle also doubles as a handle. Large &amp; small fine erasing jobs
Keeping your family safe on the roads. This concept of revolutionizing state/local snow plow trucks allows for safer roads and saving money
An infant car seat that notifies the parent when there is a baby or toddler in the backseat when they turn off the car.
Keep your car seats clean, dry, and free of pet hair! The "Seat Saver" quickly and easily protects your car seats and does so much more
Lunchbook: the aluminum lunch box. Give your food the protection it deserves in your messenger bag or briefcase. Lunch+Style= Lunchbook
Are you afraid of ruining your iphone or your jack when you use the headphones of the iPhone? FRIENDJACK solves the problem! Let's look!
Silicone Bathroom Organizer, holds high heat items such as blow dryer, curling iron, hair accessories , etc.
www.thegravitystrap.com. A unique, patent pending design that eliminates dropping and gives two hand function of a phone while laying down.
Special brush for all wheel nut holes. A Rotating and adaptable Brush for all types of wheel nut holes will clean the inaccessible dirt.
Each hotel has pushable luggage carts. Since everything around us is going electric its time to go twist-n-go and make an electric cart
Snake neck silicone speakers - Collapsible -wrap around chairs, tree branch, curtain rod - place up high, indoors, outdoors, wireless
tSpoon: Wondered how hot is that soup or has that meal gone cold before eating it? What if there's a spoon that can tell you that?
My idea is an update to the cereal box. Similar to the pour spout in the salt container, so that all the cereal ends up in your bowl!
The Perfect Nursing Pillow! The adjustable nursing pillow that adjusts in height to fit you and your baby!
Ever had an important thing that you needed to stash away? Did you not want to buy a expensive safe that stands out?Then this is for you
An Auto dish dryer- Pass your dishes through and they dry quickly
DART PLAY
This product makes hanging large pictures or mirrors very simple. You can put things where you want them and know they will stay!
KiD CaPe! A beach or pool towel with arm sleeves- when worn it resembles a CAPE. Reversible to wear indoors for warmth. Unlimited designs.
Mini purificador de agua
SIGN INDICATOR
THE PORTABLE FOOT STATION. This gives a person easier access to their feet while sitting down without bending too far. Perfect for seniors.
CEILING SHEET ROCK HANGER I created this because I got tired of waiting for my friend to come help i did the job all by myself very helpful
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Worried about your toddler being electrocuted by loose hanging wall plugs? Be protected with the plug sleeve. The prongs are never exposed!
The New Traveler's Toothbrush that stores and dispenses your favorite toothpaste.
Customize your own headphones! Change your style whenever you want! Stylish caps/skins for your headphones. (Paulette Jaques)
All-In-One Portable Storage Vanity providing a convenient prep space for getting ready &amp; serves as storage for all personal care items.
Clean in half the time w/half the effort! Press &amp; smear. Wipe &amp; disappear. Extend it to reach those hard to reach areas. Just fill &amp; clean.
The Trash Caddy - Helping apartment and condo residents with the annoying and challenging task of getting full trash bags to the dumpster.
Stuffed animals with a speaker inside so the child can hear the parents voices or their favorite music. Headphones optional. USB Port.
Holographic Video/Image Player
Multi-Remote Control
equine medicine dispenser
the BORLOCK is a biometric fingerprint scanner used to actuate a gun bore locking mechanism locks ANY weapon with a bore/barrel
The Massage Glove
Milk Maid-Urine Made! Urine Holder with app.
Easy Holder
Battery Operated Pool Toy for your dog! A super fun, battery operated pool toy that would dive, spin, and jet across your pool!
The Toilet Paper Bank!
super portable
The "Corn on the Cob Toaster Oven". Designed to Rotate, and Cook up to 8 Pieces of Corn at the Same time. Or use as a Regular Toaster Oven.
Baignoire Economique
WIRELESS AUTOMATIC SHOULDER,BACKSCRATCHER
Toaster with Butter Knife Warmer
NEW Spoon fork
NFL Crystal Wine Stoppers
Inflatable Tent Air Mattress
*INSERT &amp; $ave! Preserve food, save time &amp; money with the kitchen lab serving bowl *INSERT for steamed veggies, raw veggies &amp; fruit
salads!!
Halloween/ Christmas lights
Flexible playmat scaled for matchbox sized toys where interchangeable pieces (Roads,houses,bridges,tunnels,etc.) affix to the surface.
My idea is called "TIPYS", It is a thin layer of rubber with an adhesive side and on the other side small rubber raised grips.
a solar beeathing sleep light fit most of soft drinking pc or glass bottle. charging at daytime and light up an amber led to help kids sleep
Crime Stopper DashCam Mount - Protect Yourself! - Bust Criminals! (ScottJ)
DIGITAL PEN (resub)
All in one electric donut maker Unit. Dispenses even amounts of donut batter directly into the hot oil frying unit at the push of a button.
Know how long to brush and rinse: A smart and effortless timer for your toothbrush and mouthwash. No awkward hourglass or pushing buttons.
A large size salad-spinner to wash, rinse, and spin hand washables.
Stand alone swivel or stable Stationary/swivel/ceiling/wall alarm clock projector lithium battery operated/elec/power.
Calling all dreadheads! Have a hard time keeping your locks fresh and clean? Is it a hassle to deep condition your locks? LocSoak is here!
Planes and Trains travel seat
The Stow Away is an under-cabinet coffee pod storage compartment that can be installed easily with tension rods/bracket-NO TOOLS NECESSARY!
A cargo box/luggage case that attaches to a bike rack hitch instead of the roof. It would be easily assessible and more versatile.
FOOT OPERATED WATER: Save Water - Stop Germs - Save Time [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Are you tired of trying to find the hook on your dog's collar when you are in a hurry to let him/her out? This dog collar solves the problem
Stirrup pants for babies/ Removable stirrups. This will keep pants down at their ankles, and also keep socks on their feet!!
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I propose slicone headphone ear covers for the tips of the ears to prevent burning under a hair dryer.
My invention idea is the Scent Blast hair blowdryer,with scent pack inserts to infuse hair with preferred perfumes--cordless with charger.
Concerned Parents! Keep your children hydrated during that hot baseball season. An integrated water system right in the sports jersey.
My idea is a solar powered cell phone.Saves energy and money by not having to buy a home charger and car charger.Never be without your phone
PiddlePaddle collapsing directed funnel with handle allow freedom to pee outdoors funnel will fit in bottle dispose waste eliminate splatter
An Electric Start Charcoal Chimney. No need for matches, paper or noxious lighter fluid to start your charcoal grill.
reg. trade name NATIVE ISLANDER shown on outside w/ island name
Smelly Be Gone
airline sanitary head rest
Why do recprocating saw blades only have one side? Seems crazy to me! Read on....
Journey &amp; Destination Pillow
Bottle lock breathalyser that keeps you and your spouse/teenagers from drinking too much
Ultimate Easy Access Cell Phone Protective Armband w/ Internal Charger
Clean your pets cage in a snap! Open the trap door at the bottom of the cage, sweep all droppings directly into your garbage and your done!
See movies on Toy cars Tires ,
Fisherman? Then you've either had a fishing rod stolen or you know someone that has. Here is a portable and inexpensive theft deterrent.
A dust mask like no other.
3D Printable Graphene
Expandable Children's Shoes
Expandable dish drying rack
Prep 'n Peel
An orange peeler that's almost invisible when you peel. And technically, it will be on your hand, but you don't even have to hold it.(VIDEO)
Buttons that can clip to the buttons found by the pockets of blue jeans; children and young adults will be able to accessorize their paints
Submarimba, a golfball drone..
Comfeeter:Comforter for kids which keeps their feet inside the comforter &amp; prevent the feet to hang out of the comforter &amp; avoid cold feet!
The Timeout Timer is a fun tool for parents &amp; children to time the length of their time-out.
How about an outlet and plugs without prongs?
an app where you download that allows you to pick a charity of your choice to donate a dollar or two.
SPECIAL SEAT, MAKES POSSIBLE SITTING LONG TIME WITHOUT PAIN,DISCOMFORT, WITHOUT HEALTH RISK.ALSO GOOD FOR
CAR/AIRPLANE/HANDICAPPED SEATS.
ROCKIN' ROLLERS are roller skates reinvented for the times - with detachable wheels and stylish boots, for commuting, convenience, and fun!
Add a built-in eraser to a standard dry marker to eliminate a separate eraser. Build in white board cleaner with similar configuration.
USB device generator
The Robo Sprinkler waters your lawn automatically. Turn it on and off it goes! It follows waypoints and has automatic recharge and refill.
Plant Shade. A mesh screen that protects plants from the hot rays of the summer sun which can burn the leaves or even kill your plants.
The Magic Potty pouch! When your child urinates onto the Magic Crystals, as if it were magic a star appears and the water changes color.
we all saw what happened on the cruise ship that crashed in Italy. It was a shame to watch...1 single ladder to save all those poor people
EASY WRAP AROUND BATH TOWELS with Buttons! The Wearable Towel! Summer is just around the corner...
All n' One BYO Wine Cooler, Opener, Glasses, Protection Solution
Combo Toothbrush and Dental flosser. Cleaner teeth. Easy to use convenient size and shape. Enviromentally friendly Great for travel
Inflatable/Deflatable or Collapsable Water Bottle Think a beach ball combined with an everyday water bottle or Collapsable Water Bottle
can be used to cut entire pizzas, cakes, and pretty much anything circular in one easy motion by just closing the product
Frozed Minced Meat Separator! Serve yourself easily!
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Quirky Crates Line Extension â€“ Deco Shelving Unit - "Decorate the Space above your Crates" â€“ with a crate-like shelving Unit.
Hair color and/or hair extensions that change in water. For kids and adults. Credit to the other two people who made the sun changing hair.
Keyboard Cradle
expand your cell flip top
The "Canoodle" is the coolest way of placing your beverage of choice on your water floatation device for a hands free experience.
A portable storage unit with retractable sides making it a full length work bench. The storage unit/work bench is ideal for woodworking.
The PalmGrip for your tablet/iPad.

"Get a Grip"

â€œMustupâ€ is a dual plastic bottle container with a split cap allowing ketchup and mustard to come out together.
Drinq is a pocket-sized beverage stand that presses into the ground to eliminate spills and disassembles to fit into a picnic bag or pocket.
Solar Powered Ceiling Fan Energy Saving Wind Turbine This Energy &amp; Money saving Ceiling Fan is Solar powered w/added turbine powers home
Have you ever asked, "What is the speed limit here?", now you can have that answer on your phone that displays the last posted speed limit.
Real Deal
Drug detector spike stick
Ok, I got the greatest idea! A foot pedal that lifts the toilet seat and doesn't slam back down when your finished pee-ing.(needs air shock
Expandable iPad Case
Hairbrush Cleaning System - Salon's and people everywhere will be able to clean their hairbrush with the push of a button.
A platform that fits between your matress and bedspring that pulls out to put your feet on when you put your socks and shoes on.
The Interchangeable Ball
Dropping my cell phone is so stressful...so I decided to create a lanyard of sorts. It's so simple yet so effective.
Riders and skiers we all know some who has lost their life in a treewell or avalanche.This is made for us by us to save a life.
Emergency gas cans are out of date we no longer put gas behind the license plate. we need one ideal for the new cars
Own one of those new fangled electronic devices? Would like to live a little more hands free? Do you consider yourself a multitasker?
Self charging Keyboard
Tap 2 (Designed for laundry detergent bottles) Stop over soaping clothes and save money. say bye bye mess
Quick Belts: Short belts that squeeze 2 belt loops together! Replaces main belt in a pinch
Tired of having the luggage scratched,spending money to protect it? The solution:a cover made of washable spandex materials and zippers.
Macbook QuickDock
iPad Shower Mount Speaker
Rotating air freshener
The Tortilla Cooker can cook 5 or more tortillas and tostadas at once, similiar to a toaster but with thinner slots.
A device that reduces wind noise by 95% while communicating on your mobile smart phone.
Headphone cover
Home Paging System. Have you ever not been able to find your kids when they are playing at friends homes. I have the solution.
iSun it's a cross between a bumper, a case and a sliding qwerty keyboard for iPhone 4 with solar cells placed on its back side
PORTABLE CHARGING BATTERIES
This product protcets a cars door handles &amp; locks from being frozen. It also saves you from spending time unthawing or breaking them.
Our built in laptop scanner will revolutionize the modern business world. Now scan documents or pictures anywhere, anytime and email or save
Bedside lamp with window, that makes it brighter if you want to read.
The Bandit has a partner in crime! Chose the length of your cords behind tv, wrap up for storage on kitchen appliances&amp;more... With JJames
The Squeeze Hammer
A home security system that has your cell phone number programmed to send you a text fire,intruder,no power etc.
z-lock knife
Attic storage box lift that lets you drop a cable with bands down from the attic, strap bands around boxes and lift automatically.
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"Chirpies" are "tennis" shoes that have a sound device with a seperate key chain remote. Remote is pressed, the shoes emit a "Chirp chirp".
Beltery
A unique and easy way to keep plants watered: A flower-shaped watering bulb/reservoir that fills from the top - no more messes.
Swing Arm Trailer Hitch - Hitch ball and arm can swing 180 degrees and go in and out to catch the trailer. Just get close to trailer.
Dog walker feeder
Spaceship Clubhouse: Modular, Expandable, Customizable Spaceship Clubhouse for Kids! Set imaginations free with this ever-changing clubhouse
Fluorescent Neon hair Pens for hair.
Anti-friction paper notepads. Glossy paper replaces standard paper notepads to reduce hand cramping and improve handwriting.
The MANBAND is a thin elastic/rubberband with felt inner grip that goes over a dress shirt, under pants at the waist for a FRESH TUCK LOOK.
Think dental sneakers.Revolutionize mouthguards.Dentist designed,customizable fit w/ replaceable innershell,anatomically correct outershell
Compass Cup
Color panels/film that you place on your car (applied like window tinting) to change the color of your car...or to add designs to your car
a device that can be connected to any kind of helmet-to shoot movies with the camera that every one has-the camera of the cellphone/iphone!!
Cold Pad
You have all heard of a Tea Caddy hardly anyone makes pots of tea or coffee because of all the new machines. My Idea is to have a Cup Cozy.
Reflectorized wheel covers, trim rings, round centers and/or center caps for emergency vehicles and the general market.
Standalone Barista-style Milk Steamer - Make cafe drinks at home with a standalone milk steamer instead of heated milk and a milk frother.
Find commonly misplaced objects quickly and easily by pushing a button on the base unit and then following the beep.
Outlet Compartment Cover
A tiny chip that can be attached easily to any object so you locate it with your cell phone.It beeps when you press a button on your phone.
An electronic cut off valve that will automatically cut off water supply when the toilet is full. This will save water being wasted.
Topping filled Ice cream scoop. It allows you to add syrup/toppings on top of the ice cream right from the scoop handle.
Have you ever had trouble finding something in your purse?
The worm is a high pressure, ez to use solution to your backed up kitchen sink.
The "Sticky Spy" allows you to watch your home or business from your phone or computer!
Arty's Toilet Seat Lifter. Peel off stick on. No more touching the toilet seat. Available in many colors. For home or office.
Cookies and sandwich shapers get all the fun!Turn a cheese tray into a festive series with cheese cookie cutter slice patterns/cut shapes
Redesign clothes pins for multiple usage.
Kid Safety! My idea is to make a net that stretches across driveways or front yards to eliminate "the kid chasing the ball into the street".
Attach this 32mm EARPHONE JACK EXTENSION and you'll never experience the pain of forgetting to adjust the VOLUME before pressing "PLAY."
Unimpressed by all the extension cords out there? I am! I want something that gives me choices and lets me mount it where I'm working
GRAB BAG
An age old problem updated. Design a storage compartment for an assortment of light bulbs. No more cardboard drawers or Tupperware.
Reinvent the toothbrush to easily and effectively incorporate a flosser component. Can be one item or an interchangeable accessory design.
The Round About
WiFi Enabled Home Automation
Headrest Valet
HandVolcano
Bonnes fÃªtes de Fin d'AnnÃ©e
Unsolicited Phone Call Blocker
Lighted Safety Vest
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A unisex razor that gets honed(sharpened,) every time you put it back in its stand.
SmartLeash
Cooking pot with a lid that doubles as a serving dish. Less dishes to wash and saves space.
A skate board that when some one bounses up and down helps propel them forward. Skate surfing with a twist , catch the wave.
No-Scatter Cat Litter Scoop
An extended pinch release buckle that incorporates a digital watch. Made in standard sizes to simply insert between existing buckle parts.
This will give the user the ability to transfer photos and videos to their smart-phone without the need of a computer
Toddler Bed Cupholder
NO PLASTIC, STIR STICKS that are Disposable, Biodegradable and Eco-friendly. Instead of Plastic, made from safe PASTA. Save our enviornment
New Age Energy
Behind the potty mop
No-Tangle Necklace Sleeves
Angel of Life. A Christmas ornament that can potentially save your life and the lives of your loved ones.
Shower Tooth
Scented Shoe-Boot Shammy
Blade Meter
"The Rocking Couch" is a relaxing stress reliever w/sizes from 2 to family size it can be built to customer specs including model colors etc
Easy-sauce Stirring Pan Cover
System makes it easier to call 911, thereby enhancing home security. In the event of an HOME INVASION. Sure, whe
Having perminently installed holiday lights that are concealed and match your house when not in use, is easy and may prevent many injuries.
Struggling w/carrying a baby in a car seat? Try the new convertible car seat to stroller. It is fast, easy to learn and meets gov safety.
Tired of your bathroom counter top being out of control? Bathroom Carousel to the rescue!
This is a tall, about counter height, dry pet food feeder. A new twist to an old product, made for safety.
My idea is a wireless fold out mat you can use for directional control of a games avater for interactive use
Change your frames,change your look!Fill your prescription using our base eyeglass frames. Choose one of our snap on frames to change looks.
Kids Toy-Build and Stack a Room/Cube Building/House Build your house/building room by room Cubes can be built upon and decorated in time
Tired of those dents and scratches in your vehicle's doors due to tight parking spaces? We have a simple solution to protect your vehicle.
Disoriented divers/ surfers/ swimmers can wear this bubble-like item that points the way up?
Spinning caddy that saddles the side of the tub, allows for easy access to bath products while kneeling next to the tub bathing baby or dog.
I would like to have a Hard protective case for the IPAD
The ClearView Switch Guard protects switches from accidental turn on/off or adjustment. Works over toggle, rocker &amp; dimmer switches.
Mans second best friend. In times of need you cant be waiting in line for the porta potty so instead use the Porta Johnny.
Tool nut and bolt tray that hold your tools bolts nuts while under the auto or under the hood While under the auto you have to lay the tool
An easier way to hang dress pants on a hanger in your closet
Design Update - An easy to use tissue box holder for use in any vehicle standard cup holder. Supports any standard size square tissue box.
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.Resub
I have an idea For a magnified screen cover for an I phone/ phones.. for the occasion when your glasses are out of reach.
Software: An on-line oovoo pallet where girls interactively try on makeup, glasses, etc. on each other's photo and discuss what looks best.
NEVER miss a CALL or TEXT again because your phone is in your purse or bag."Blue Tooth ORB" hangs on your purse and alerts you instantly.
COLOR YOUR MASK!!
Best way to organize your stuff. Totes that stack simliar to Legos and have a notepad compartment in one of the sides to write down contents
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TV Tray/DESK (Inspired by Chair 2.0) With a even more stable (less wobble) design than the original concept !Please comment if you like!
Crank Case
Doggie Doorbell: No screws. Mounts easily in 3 steps to lower hinge on your door. Best of all, no ringing unless your dog "makes the call."
Super Staple Remover
iRead (RESUB)
Very Strong Dry Wall Hanger
Smart cycling glasses
Poussoir Ã neige Ã©lectrique
The Cereal Saver
small drain cleaner-snake
Digital Art Frame
Mommy Dummy
Codpiece for men while toileting
Welders helper HELPER
NFL Beaded Watch and Bracelet
Remote Controlled Lawnmower
There is no need to hassle or make a mess with those frosting bags.cause now you have the froster witch will make it easy to frost cupcakes.
Electronic Device/Swipe Card
Hands Free Fridge Door Opener
Tripod Tablet Holder
How about glass building blocks shaped like overgrown Legos? Add tint for privacy, anyone could build a house, great for developing nations.
A condom/ "pee-stick" that detects an STD.
Bidet on a roll
Photographic theft alarm that works with a satellite or street camera to capture a pic of the person trying to break in to your home,or car.
this product is for putting sun tan lotion on your back With easy reach it is long as a towel and is about three to five inches wide sponge
iStuff Carry Case
Stay Down
Do you hate to make your bed? You don't have to with ready made bedding. Just wake up, zipper, fold back and go. Real time saver.
Snug As A Bug..All In One Baby/Toddler Bedding Set. Blankies stay on, and baby stays safe.
Plug and Leave Retractable Power Cord (ScottJ)
SELF CLEANING SMART TOILET
Elastic shoe "strips" that turn any shoe/sneaker into a slip-on (think kids/seniors/airport). Personalize to match outfit/sports team.
String of Christmas lights with 3D spheres or squares that are mini digital picture frames instead of traditional lights. Upload many photos
Sometimes toilet paper alone can't do the job. Let's make an all-in-one Toilet Paper and Wet Wipe container for the bathroom.
A phone that can be used as both corded and cordless. This will eliminate the need to buy both corded and cordless phones for a household
The auto pot and pan stirrer a motorised spatula that is suspended over any pot or pan stiring your source saving you time and aching wrists
MURPHY OFFICE The Murphy Office is basically a 4'X4' full office that either hangs onto or is recessed into a wall, taking up 0 sq ft.
The ultimate compact travel splitter, power your products anywhere. Turn one plug into 3 outlets, 4 USB, a micro usb cord and ipod charger
do you have potted plants and your animals are digging in them to potty? this can be used to prevent that or to help prevent spills.
My idea would be to develop a cloth or plastic shopping bag that has a reflective strip infused into it.See people at night and save a life!
PLACEMAT with built-in plate, bowl and cup holder. Make table setting easy and fun for kids. Easy clean up.
My idea is really simple, I want to put LED lights in circut breakers and GFI plugs. Red for open green for closed.
laptop-smart phone holder , look at both screens at the same time and organize your earphones cables easily .
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Lighted LongTongs enable you to access hard to reach places. Rescuing items down the drain, between car seats, in small places- no problem!
Car seat belt stay and emergency cutter.
Easy Clean Bottle
3D Traffic Signal that will project down for easy viewing. Can communicate with new model cars computer system.
my idea is to make rechargable batteries fun and easier to use. the batteries can be snapped together like legos so its easier to find them.
Car Pal
The remote control Cooler Buddy, a man's best friend. You don't even need to get up or drag your cooler just call and your Buddy is there!!
No Remote
Sun Stop
The Urine Stream is Life
Wired to wireless audio!
Sink Tools Organizer
A collapsible water bottle (with sport "nib"). Great for sporting events and when travelling, hiking, etc.
An easy way to keep towels and linens smelling fresh while in your closet or in storage.
Wretched Allen
plastic easter egg that holds gift cards instead of candy
MenuMag
Re-invent the tape measure with a Reducing speed retracting tape measure, Save the knuckles.
NO MORE loud alarm clock that wake up your spouse, partner, or roommate. Say hello to the vibrating wrist/ankle band alarm clock.
I have this eggroll wrapper, that will help you make the perfect eggroll. This is a simple molded device to make eggrolls easy.
Never throw out moldy, fuzzy food because you forgot what you bought
I have an idea for babies being fed on a GRAVITY-G-TUBE!!It will make them mobile,......and I need help!
Crunch cup will eliminate soggy cereal
Eliminate Plastic Bottles Use Biodegradable disposable straws &amp; reusable filter tip to filter water from any tap add a flavor drop to filter
Portable Baby Shower Caddy
Skate Shoelace Protectors. A durable thin strip to cover shoelaces on skateboard shoes to protect constant lace damage.
For better or worse, my child can't reach the faucet handle to wash his hands even standing on a stool. So we will bring the handle to him.
A more efficient, sensor operated WIRELESS VACUUM! No extension cord, hassle-free. Works within sensor range. Makes cleaning rooms easier!
Cut-n-Kicks
Beer Fridge for Home Theatre
2 Close 4 Comfort
Blooming Lampshade
Loc8
Emergency Cistern (The EC)
phoneshield
A platform that will stick on the trunk of your car or on a stroller to serve as a safe and clean place to safely change a diaper.
Eye My Colors
The Simple 360 Plug. Need more outlets?.. with 360 you can add as much as 6 extra outlets! Perfect for behind furniture.
Basically the cell phone and the keychain are able to talk to each other...why...when you misplace your cell...the keychain will ring it!
A preforated or mesh dome that is placed over your bathtub drain to prevent human or pet hair from clogging the drain.
Snowboard / Ski gloves with Velcro or zipper detachable fingers. Tie laces, grab a tissue, or use your phone without taking your gloves off!
Signal between movie &amp; dvr relaying end of movie so that DVR wl not stop recording if past scheduled time.This happens often.End nt recrd!
Meet the WiFi home conference system!! Skype like its 1999! Turn any TV into a large Skyping platform and stop being locked down to your PC
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E-PLUG is a magnetic power adaptor that can be used in any electronic device making it easier and safer to connect in hard to reach places.
Kitchen
Lanrete
THE GO-BLO! Sleek,powerful,portable, cord-less hair blower you can use anywhere.On the way to work,at a park or beach after a wet,windy day!
All of my electronics are black, even my Nintendo Wii, so I want BLACK CRATES!Line extension.
How about a portable, folding basketball goal that can hang off the side a semi trailer. Truckers can play while waiting for thier next load
Pine Beetle iPhone and iPad case made from BluePine Wood. Currently our forests are being devastated by the infestation of pine beetles
Car windows that are tinted during the day but lighten as the sun goes down. Great during the summer! Great visibility at night! HYPERTINT!
Damage Man, a remote control car/attachable figurine. The figurine is actually a flip camera shaped like a man - meant to film the action.
I have been everywhere looking for a charm that fits my bracelet that is a little photo charm.
Wireless Power Tx &amp; Reciever
Universal Water bottle pill holder cap for people on the move Keeps pills with your Water, the difference is that it is clear and universal.
Floss that warns you when you're nearing the end of the spool, so you're never caught without the tools for good oral hygiene!
Kids or Family members using to much shampoo or body wash. Feel like their just letting the money go down the drain. Here is the answer.
Put HVAC temp air you want, in the room you want, when you want without buying a new HVAC system. Auto adjustable vents, recharge on airflow
I want to make a product line for chinchilla owners/newborns. The product line would be called "Chewaholic" i think it's catchy and cute!!!
Attaches to Carseat Baby Carrier Crib Holds bottle for you Sturdy enough to hold a bottle light flexible enough to push away stays attached
Quirky Crates Line Extension, The Short Armed Octopus. Decorate the Space above your Crates" â€“ to hold your pictures, electronic gadgets
! . I HAVE KIDS AND GRAND KIDS WHILE PLAYING WITH THEM IS FUN, IT SEEMS I AM HAVING ALL THE FUN WHEN IT COMES TO
KITE FLYING.
Infinite energy source.
The Drawer Door
Charitable shirts and braclets, proceeds to help reverse global warming. Fonts written in reverse and only readable when viewed in a mirror
How do you apply scalp,hair root dressing and a scalp massage without leaving your hands all oily and greasy. The dress as you go comb.
I hung a tennis ball from the ceiling of the garage so when you pull your car in you know when to stop without hitting the back.
It's time we introduce high impact sport protection material to my laptop. Silicone laptop case, with keyboard sheet. Barbra
Buggy Baby Bumper, So many kids want to ride in the shopping cart and end up with a bump or moms end up with smashed groceries until now.
Need V and FB Please help. Pull Tight Biodegradable Coffee Filter for no mess, easy storage. Different from pouch, add your own amount
My invention is a mattress accessory that supports infants in the recommended back-lying position.
Please VOTE! for a new water powered scrubbing tool that tackles tough kitchen dishes and cleans up easily.
voice activated wireless control
Sinking prize boxes for pools. Dive for treasure!
Tiny tractor for a tiny farm
Tablet Plunger
Cat Pack
Cartridge Cooler
Volleyball Spiking Machine
Board Talk brings together multiple available technologies creating a very unique communication solution for home and business.
The world needs a self-heating coffee mug that keeps itself and its contents warm for those who savor their morning joe to the last drop :)
app for spying
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Double Snack Bag- Sandwich bag that has a sealed center, which gives you 2 seperate compartments Perforated Freezer Bag- Easily tears apart
The Gift of Manifesting. Self help Kit for Practicing Manifestation steps to improve your life.
Vegetable Chopping Karate Kitchen Blade! Must see! (ScottJ)
The "Bumble Bee" a transforming infant seat
An ELECTIRCAL OUTLET with velcro to atatch to any table or desk leg to keep all the clutter off the floor.
On Xmas 5 died from smoke inhalation...combine bugsprayer breathing gear w flameretardent SLIP ON SUIT stored on truck for as needed basis!!
Band aid for kids. Once applied, band aid reacts with heat &amp; a character appears. Reduces kids stress. Better design 4 active kids. Barbra
Are you sick of catching germs on Planes,Trains,Cruise Ships etc?Get this germ killings spray bomb,even works in school rooms,work areas etc
The Twist Jar
Sink Divider Cutting Board
Book Look
My Idea: called a Device Holder. It's an arm that holds Ipads to Droid phones. It attaches to your bed's head board. Lie down and surf web.
Water Safely App Enabled
White lithium grease has long been used in the automotive service industry as a general purpose lubricant. Its only drawback: it's white!
high tech invitations
Developed a system for removing hard water and soap scum from glazed shower tiles without the use of solvents or corrosives.
Are you tired of heating and cooling the BOTTOM of your bed and sofa? "AirThere" allows you to direct air to open spaces for your comfort.
Why not a Crates Headboard which would complete &amp; compliment an entire Crates System bedroom set? Interchangeable and new accessories
Color your POP ART! popcorn packaging with food grade markers and watch the temperature-activated colors come to life when microwaved Magic!
Earth Friendly Pooper Scooper
Power Cord Extendor!
A revolutionizing product that will replace the rolling-pin, introducing the Rolling-Balls(second round).
Simple linux distro
Meat Locker
Umbrella Band It
Menunizer
fan with spray for barbecue
Shampoing double ouverture
App for Smart Phones
By plugging this into your cars cigarette lighter and placing it under the windshield (like a sunshield), it heats the ice from the inside.
Moving Jogger Grips
Cell Phone Radiation Blocker
Body Wash Warmer
Magnetic Clasp Necklace - Great for the elderly or non-ambidextrous
Single Channel Bluetooth
24-P.P.R... 24 HOUR PERSONALIZED PILLS REMINDER will always [daily] and [hourly] remind you to TAKE your next medication which is a MUST.
TOMBSTONE VIDEO
COOKING STRAINER and SPOON in One Great Tool. No longer need two types of kitchen spoons for serving and cooking food.
PV cell heat dissipation
Fan Based Drying Rack
edible cupcake papers
A Carpentry level that has suction or clamp on capabilities. There's levels with magnets but there's lots of surfaces that aren't metallic.
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Shopping bag carrier - resub
Kid's Bath Tub Insert - Imagine a rubber ducky, frog, or other fun themed bath tub insert for children to take a bath within.
Door Jam Sealer
Face Washing Faucet
The Better Butter Knike
Guardian Angel
Portable/expandable electric-powered conveyor belt for walkways and apartment bldng stairwells makes it easy to move your belongings in/out.
Door Handle Sanitizer Machines
A paper towel dispenser that uses any brand of paper towel, and allows one to take as much or as little paper towel as they want or need.
Caddy parapluie
Toothbrush with floss in the handle.
Controlling Home appliances
Backpack Boot Carrier. Strap mechanism to carry child snow/hiking boots outside of the backpack keeping snow outside away from school work.
Remote Dog Collar
Relax or Race Handlebars
Replicate your salon's blow dry job without having to go to the salon with the new RoxDrier, a drier with cutting edge design &amp; performance.
Mixing Ball Detainer
The 'Magna-Doodle' Phone Case
Leaf-It-Alone!
Shady Paws/Shady Pets Canopy With Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric/ Pet Products = BILLION Dollar Industry
Solar Powered Lawn Mower/Weed Whipper. Battery trickle charged in one week by dedicated photovoltaic array. Lightweight, telescopic, green!
32 Degrees
Automatic Flower Stem Cutter
double jus
eInk screen cover for iPad
BOL DOSEUR GRADUE ELECTRONIQUE
SOUND 360
the fart blocker
EYE RELIEF
Sport Time Reminder
Stop Nagging! Stop Forgetting!
PEDI-SAFE BOOTS
Automatic Window Genie
DRYING RACK ART
My Hold Time Music
The Birthday Cake Base Train.
NFL Luggage
A tennis shoe with changeable skins. Apply a new heat shrinkable plastic skin to your tennis shoe with your hair dryer and get a new tennis.
chain glass
Thumb straps for Ipad
Smartphone car mount
Made the Home Depot Top 30
Car Tongue
The Fin
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Ultimate Recorder Baby Mobile
Light-up power cord end to find receptacles where there is little or no light in the area or room. Great for holidays, construction, etc.
High-Heel Pushpins
capsule refill coffee grinder
Discrete bottle holder - shelf attachment.
First line defense for your data. USB drive with number/word lock.
Coffee cups with anti burn gel ring!
clean toilet era
EasyLid on cover of noodle cup
Bicycle shoe overshoe
A zipper attachment called "The Boyfriend".
Pilot Pal
Polish remover stick, A toothpick -like stick with a flat tip to help remove nail polish off the edges around the cuticle &amp; nail.
Smartphone wallet case
Robot BBQ grill cleaner
For foodies on the go--Carry food and drink on disposable paper plate shaped like an artist's palette. View video of prototype in use.
Travel Time Manager
Bambino Call
Stretchy mesh strainer you put in a pot before adding the pasta so you just lift the mesh and you have drained pasta.
Park benchTech
sac de course = sac poubelle
Portable trunk grocery stand with hooks-hang bags,carry organizer in house to unpack grocery.Keep bags upright when driving, no damaged food
A 3D mindmap tree- A nice office decor- A tree of ideas- used for brainstorming in innovative working environment.
My idea is a piece hidden behind your ear, that pulls your ear closer to your head. The only part showing looks like a earring.
El centro del bebÃ©!!!!!!
R-BLOCK
Ball-pen that releases stress while you use it.
Moisture sensor alarm to detect leaks under appliances,sinks and other areas.
ENDING SOON! Garage Door Decals - Bring your garage door to life for the holidays, special events or your favorite sports teams.
a manual garbage disposal
A TOP BEDSHEET WITH A FITTED SLEEVE (LIKE BOTTOM SHEETS ARE MADE)AT THE FOOT OF THE MATRESS TO KEEP IT IN PLACE
FOR DAYS.
The Egg Baker Oven Tray
HOTDOG EASY SLICE
A "dog house" peaked top step on stepladders will have a two fold affect: no one can stand on it or leave a tool that could fall from it.
Clamshell Package Opener
Childhood obesity is an epidemic, so why not make it fun to work out with stuffed animal weights? Padded, plush, and completely safe weights
Every kid is so proud of their artwork, parents too.Make it special with sticky tab with a line and clip that hangs from the ceiling in home
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
Cupboard Rotating Shelf!
TravelNet- A unique item that is easy to travel with and makes getting through the airport and boarding a plane more pleasant.
Veggie grill spatula
Do it yourself cooling BACKYARD MISTER that BLOW BUBBLES and looks like a car wash! Assemble, attach hose and fill with bubble solution
A sensor that detects alcohol in car's cab, connected to device that will short the battery if alcohol is detected. No battery=No start car
Filtre canalisations
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skill saw blade case
Plant the smelly pencil
A battery power'd paintbrush. One that will vibrate like a toothbrush's oscillating, only more "micro" in vibration.
I want a storage container for my grocery bags, not one that hangs on my wall. I want to store it under my sink hanging on the cabinet door.
With everything going wireless nowadays why not have a wireless "charger"? Just like a wireless mouse but for your phone or computer.
Sticky Power Strip
This product will prevent accidental electricution at outlet plug /electrical cord junctions.
Create an area code,for a device you can put on key ring program with load tones. You can attach said device to your keys and call them .
Upright collapsible four corner rectangular pillow with indentation on top to place forehead on.
Self-aware Refrigerator
** No more tangled earphones**
A Taco utensil that has been awaiting us for oh so many years. No more spill, and no messy hands. Just hold, catch, and enjoy the rest.
A super flex power strip, bends into many shapes and grabs on to things and may be attached to your desk. Pivot Power's cousin. Pls comment!
RESUBMIT Cable Sleeves, a simple pressure sleeve to keep any cable tidy. Wrap and sleeve!
"Down The Hatch" Mouthwash
Solar powered lighted clipboard! Makes it easy to use a clipboard in low light situations.
Fitplate
TV boombox cells &amp; iPods
EZ Snack Container-has 12 cups in it,dstribut any snack in each cup-Small cups lift out.Lid houses 12 lids 4 on the go.FRESH easy storage
It's a body exfoliate to give soft skin since the first use. It is made using sodium, vitamin E.
Easy 3D Software for Printers
It's a guard for a frying pan, to prevent gripping the handle too close and getting any burns from contact or hot oil/water splashing.
iPhone Sticky Note Pad w/ Pen - Adhers to back. Refillable custom size sticky notes. Easy access pen. Corner pockets keep notes in place
Systems to retain water from flooding the cities, on a river or along the seaside. Especially for New York.
Food Hider
spray for berries
Toothbrush holder that plays music so children can brush their teeth to music for recommended 2 mins! Licensing opp for Diseny, Pixar etc...
Earth Friendly Refills
3 in 1 USB Flash Drive.This idea Separates your data while keeping it together! Press or slide for USB to come out (remains attached/1 unit)
Follow-Me Iphone Speakers
A comfortable dog harness with hooks to assist with carrying bags a short distance (from house to car). Will be great for service animals.
Lift the Seat
SPREAD IT. AND GET BETTER BUTTER. Butter packaged and dispensed in a twist-up barrel (like a solid deodorant). Spreading happiness...
Fitness Leaves Blower / Vacuum
Its a coaster, ashtray, and keeps your matches. It also opens bottles.
PHONE WITH A STANDBY BATTERY CHARGED BY SOLAR ENERGY. This phone will charge itself by light. GO GREEN AND NEVER RUN OUT
ON BATTERIES!!
Sprinkle Away App
dispensadora inteligente
Fabric cubby system
This is multi colored shock activated badminton birdie all other birdies that light up stay on and they are only one color.
Poppin Puffers
Pick-Up Truck Barbecue: A full size barbecue that adjusts to fit the back of any truck bed, get to the event, pull it out, cook some steak.
RESUB: RECHARGING JEWELRY BOX
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LIGHT UP your WHOLE PURSE or BAG with LUMIBLE. No more fumbling around in the dark looking for things.
E-Cigarette Medical Marijuana
Center Finding Measuring Tape
Virtual Biz Card
E-Bio
INTEGRATED VEHICLE BRAKE LIGHT SYSTEM. A brake light bar radiates sideways, outward from center, with increased pressure on the brake pedal
A weatherproof, waterproof, outdoor picture frame.
The Easy Vue
ScooterPack
Soap dispenser with timer.
The Answer
MAXI BOIL
smart camera
Headphones that won't tangle
The Spider Gun
Lazy-Line
No More Tears!
iPhone CLIP CASE
zoom-in flashlight
trusty umbrella
MyBack - washer
Anti-snoring Pillow
Light weight inexpensive rolling carry-on type luggage that can easily roll up and down stairs and over rough terrain.
A 14" globe that displays mini digital photos all around,up to 60 photos.Each screen changes every 30 seconds and has multi colored screens.
Digital measuring bucket
TRASH CAN &amp; LAUNDRY BASKET with built on AIR FRESHENER to ELIMINATE unwanted ODORS like old food,diapers,socks,dirty clothes.
2,000,000,000+ of these are sold EVERY year! NOW IMPROVED, it's SAFE, it's FAST &amp; it's EZ ELECTRICAL CONNECTION! REPLACE THE
TWIST CAP
FaceBump
Introducing NEW Fit Band/Collar for animals! Let your animals calories and heart rate be monitored for optimal daily exercise! App Included
Ladies Romance/Intimacy Kit
RESUBMIT)Keep your fresh fruit from getting damaged. Reusable Eco-Friendly Snack Bags.
Curved Hedge Trimmer
Space Cones TM eating Place
le KEEP TEE
Instant knee pads
Introducing...MEGA CORDIES ...for really big stuff!
GPS car locator
Smart Phone Microscope
Patio cushion drains
Dim/Brighten Brake Lights
COUPIDD
A laptop case with a hard surface on one side. This makes a handy desk while the case raises the laptop to a convenient level for working.
A sticker that will be placed in hotel rooms and be capable of detecting tobacco smoke, guaranteeing the collection of smoking fees.
Identify power cords, cables and other items with Identi-tag. Just write a description, slide it in the pouch and snap it on the item.
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A Semi sequential third brake light that will signal the direction the semi or any other vehicle that makes wide turns is heading.
IMPORTANT DATES DIGITAL REMINDER DISPLAY
Emergency contact hosp. app
The weakest part of any electronic device is the battery and with all they do that is no good. What if you phone charged while you held it.
Consumer's Helping Hand (CHH)
A website that lets volunteers share their income to expenses in a month to help them/others see or choose their path to retirement.
READY-OPEN/CLOSE TRASH BAG
pet condo on the go
identical to vertical blinds concept but the Rod iron fence would have a remote controled motor attached that would open and close fence.
My invention is an attachment that folds over key chains to prevent them from scratching your legs or ripping your pockets.
Put your college rival's logo on a urinal cake and sell the product around the country to sports bars in college towns.
Inflatable swimming pool cover
GoodbyeStain
Adjustable Window Screen
TELESCOPIC WASP BEE KILLER
Convert-A-Candle makes any candle LED solar. Candle illuminates from on top as a LED "flame" and from within to provide best light effects.
A safe, gentle and innovative device used to keep a pair of socks together through the sorting, washing, and drying proces.
Aquaponics/BSF System
Eco-friendly/green modern day trash can. This particular trash can, will replace how people dispose of their waste at work and home.
Scrub-A-Dub Back Washer System Slightly bend your knees,move-up &amp; down, side to side and let the soft rejuventating bristles do the rest!
Ladies - this one is for you! Tired of your bra not holding you up throughout the day?
Commercial utensil holder as part of place setting for use in restaurants / hotels around the world!.. Made of plastic, silver, china, etc.
A light bulb that flickers or changes color a little while before it is going to burn out on you. Don't be left in the dark.
a pump up sprayer with dry erase area on it for marking what's inside
Baking Pan with Compartments--NOBODY makes these that I could find! For baking a few things at once:Chicken nuggets, fries, fish sticks,etc.
Scented Firelogs: Vanilla Cinnamon Berry Citrus Lavender or how about Citrenella for campfires to discourage the pests!
SMART PLATES---Change the Colour/Pattern/Even Make Your Own!!---TRAIN-ON-THE-TRACK App - Don't be late for work or appointments waiting on trains. Check the TOTT App, before you take the wrong route!
Portable Stage Light
baking pans w/thermometer
Plastic paper towel holder with a clip on the back so you can connect it anywhere.Example Garage/Camping/Bed/Office (Anywhere On Anything)
"UPPER-BODY CYCLE' Physical Therapy,People with Limitations,All Ages,Floor,Couch,Car,PLACE UNDER THIGHS AND USE ARMS,Set desired
Tension!!!!
Water-proof aprons
An extensible baby pyjama/bodysuit that self-adjusts on the babyâ€™s fast growing body length for a longer period of time
SANIMIX
Nighty-Lite Plush Bracelet
Ladder Shim O to 4"
The Multilingual Action Figure/Toy that Teaches Babies, Toddlers, and Kids How to Speak a Variety of Languages.
Ring around the collar can ruin a realy nice shirt but with The Clean Collar, you can protect your nice shirt from stains around the collar.
It will effectively elliminate any backlash or birdsnest with a conventional reel when casting out line.
Throw down, clown! An inflatable, weighted knockout doll with velcro backing to attach the faces of this year's presidential candidates.
Stink Switch. It is a Fan/wall switch that controls the fan in a bathroom. It periodically "sniffs" the air &amp; turns fan on/off when stinky.
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Smart Phone Telescope
Crock Pot With Chill Setting
Pow-Dee Princess is a Doll for little girls...the makeup comes with the Doll..just another way of learning the great gift of creating
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8taggsQbF4Y A link to a video I put YouTube. It's a picture hanging device. The only one that really works.
A small speaker on the animal collar repeats different commands recorded by the owner. Triggers for commands can be set.
Hairdrier-mirror
Digital Greeting Cards. A touch screen the size of the iphone. Where you can upload a 30 second message for any purpose.
power surge outlet with the abilty to activate a alarm when a short circuit occurs letting you know the danger that comes with such a falter
Winter rollerblade wheels
The warning bump will save lives during road contruction. It fits over cones or barrels. acts like a weight but has a speed bump attached
Shopping Cart Umbrella: A Hands Free Way to Keep You and Your Groceries Dry in the Rain.
Bathroom Occupied Sensor. A Sensor inside restrooms that alerts those outside that the restroom is occupied. (click photo for illustration)
Collapsible Or Folding Bicycle, Motorcycle, Or General Safety Helmets That Use A Non-Newtonian Fluid In Their Composition And Construction
crevice pillow
Kitchen Trash Can holder
Don't Forget the Baby
Pop Board
App thermometer
Stain Stamp
My idea is to modify the toilet and have a retro fit kit for existing toilets to address the problem of overflows due to clogs.
Remote Control/Manual Control battery powered kid car (i.e. Powerwheels).
A portable poster frame. Take your poster off of the wall and to the meet&amp;greet and get it signed. Enjoy the show and get it home safe!
The Ultimate High End Travel Bag or back pack. Security, water proof and solar panels all in one.
Turn any window or mirror into a creative art canvas or note taking surface! Great for home, school, office, or even cars on road trips!
Tired of loose change that you never seem to find when you most needed. You can save hundreds of dollars a year by using this gadget?
My idea is to have individual wrapped slices of cheese that are round to fit Hamburger Buns without all the mess.
Build a light weight Air conditioning unit for motorcycle helmets to keep wearer's head temperature at a comfortable level and be safe.
A led light bulb with back up battery pack that provides sufficient light automatically during power outages!
USB-C Power Protector
The Real Rain Shower System You have always dreamed of! Other products do not come close to the natural feeling of showering in the rain!
Animal-Attack Deterrent Vest
iPAD OR ANY DEVICE NOW FLOATS! Get comfy, this iPad headboard/desk mount can hangs from above &amp; be positioned perfectly. WATCH THE
VIDEO
Tired of the same old boring sports figurine sitting on your shelf? I give you the next craze in sports collectibles...The Configurine!
Insulated bag for car to keep your electronics from the cold. (Paulette Jaques)
Make a helmet for cars to protect cars from hail storms, HailMat. The HailMat secures via elastic straps around bumpers to deflect hail.
MyWater: Small, glass, water bottles w/easy to drink spouts and unbreakable personalized rubber sleeves.
Pen/stylus on a keychain to avoid touching atm/elevator buttons or using the pen/stylus at credit/debit keypads and signature screens.
Microfiber arm covers,(think legwarmers with elastic at the wrist and elbow) to absorb water from washing your face at the sink.
In 2012 most young women do not wear pantyhose. They do wear shoes with the toes cut out.
Tethered together ice packs resembling a grape vine, Video Link:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8W8LPAJ-T9Q
Palm pad Absorbes sweat inside rubber glove 2 Disposable pads slip under glove on hand Nosweat drip down arm less wrinkles! cushions hand
Use The Makerbot and a David laser scanner to build a 3d Replicator all in one Reproduce a 3d object Easly Like a virtual hardware store
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Text Nubs: Self adhesive rubber nubs that stick to the tips of you thumbs or fingers and makes texting and web surfing on your phone easy!
Ever eat cookies and milk and have the cookie fall to the bottom of the cup? Dislike cold fingers? Germs? You need a spoon for your cookie!
Shower-Cruze. Shower cruise control, it has 5 memory settings for pressure and temp in your shower. You could use a remote control from bed.
This paint brush will take the "pain" out of painting around trim &amp; help speed up the whole painting process.
"Clip on" to existing towel rack and slide your towels on, allowing air to flow on all sides with half the space.
kite with color smoke dispenser...
Mini Microwave Popcorn Maker (Thirtyacre)
Plastic window screens
Line Up Cans
Invisible dog fence. What about an Invisble Dog GATE? A harmless solution to keep your dog in a specific room or area.
Vanilla Ice - Add flavor to any beverage...baby.
Easy scan! An attachment which can be mounted on your laptop screen ,which enables you to scan any document, any where
Presso
Fanny Broom uses LESS storage
Music Share USB MP3 Player: Allows users to listen to each others songs and chat together in real time over the internet. Supporting website
DIGITAL TOUCH PHOTO FRAME that allows you to delete, crop, size and rotate the pictures by touching the screen
Resubmit)Children's Hand Crank Kitchen Mixer.Kids love to help in the kitchen. Now it can be safe and fun for them! No electricity needed.
Baking powder tubs haven't been updated since the 50s. Yet very few bake as much as their grannies. We need mini portions for today's baker.
Paper Shredder/Filer in One
An invention, I call Earth's pencil, to replace all pencils.
Skinners is a patented innovative removable helmet cover. Skinners fit your helmet skin-tight and have been tested up to 100+ mph.++
Sand Sleep Mat
A measuring cup scale
Open the Door
A magnetic paper clip holder that will also double as desk art or a "time killer".
No tangle earbuds
DVD Player Remote App
Frozen Pipe Alert Sensor
Scented Collar Stay
Qubikle Desktop Accessories
the cookie saver
Laptop 'Qtube'- Marketing idea-Bring in 5000 new members for $1000 plus postage (projected revenue of $95K see below)
CORTA LIMONES COPAS
Lite-Kite is a decorative and fun way to add lights to any ceiling fan.
PillowPal The CarryCushion - The pillow on the go that clips to your beachtowel, sleeping bag, patio chair, etc. IT'S ABOUT TIME!!!
Printop
The Original Folding Hanger
Illuminated Computer Cables- help organize your cables in style, so you won't forget which one is which!!!
Coded or Biometric Statues/Decorations with Hidden Compartments. Have hidden number pad, scanner.
Wonderful Watermelon Bowl
this is a least collar.the collar is put around the dogs neck.you would un snap it and pull the string away from the reel and snap
Galaxy Harness
A hair drier that has a removable air intake screen for easy lint cleaning. This will make dryer more efficient and prevent over heating.
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Long and Lean, Skinny Kid Jeans! Adjustable waistband starting at 6 mos &amp; expanding into the teen years. At least an extra inch in length.
The syncmate screws onto any sink faucet and measures the amount of water poored. Forget measuring cups and save while monitoring usage
device to drain oil from an auto oil filter prior to removing the filter for changing. I have a patent and product. Needs to be adjustable.
Ethanol Sustainable Wealth
Imagine a microwavable, dishwasher&amp;freezer-safe plastic storage container with a removable small dry-erase board on the lid to label items.
Lock N' Load Trash Can offers height adjustable handles with rotating comfort grips for better lift stability and for people of all heights.
Storage for water hose that can extend and retract. Same as storage for emergency firehoses in public buildings. Flat/round hoses.
Portable hand washing kit that includes a large water bottle/container, liquid soap dispenser and a super absorbant microfiber wipe.
Electronic Phone Book with touch/audible contol
We need to design a portable Sketch board that can be rolled up like a roll of bamboo or folded for easy carrying.
Ice Maker Pan
trash scanner
The U-Design Heel can be customized to match any outfit in your closet! The Ribbons can be used to make your heels compliment any outfit!
RoboFish
Do you have a hard time pulling a heavy trash bag out of the can? What if the can opened from the side and the bag just slid right out?
I have seen insulated coffee mugs, koozies for just about everything but I haven't seen a simple insulator for to-go coffee cups? UNTIL NOW!
Solar Powered LED Blinds (solar cells on one side and ultra thin LED lights on the other). Power storage concealed behind the valance.
Resubmit.Folding,extendable,detachable,hard plastic Weed Choker,each fold is 8-1/2"W X 12"L extend up to 5 feet.Great for plants,veggies.
The Solar Stake, is an innovative product that allows charging of multiple sources. Stick it in the ground, &amp; let the sun do the rest.
Save time doing your laundry with a sock organizer that holds all your socks in pairs during washing and hanging/drying, easy to use
Creation Earphone for TV that does not use fios.Funciona by receiving waves or sinal.Objetivo: continue the task without losing the program.
sock jock
Cold Coffee Brewer
Great way to optimize refrigerator space and/or keep your "stuff" separate from your roommates "stuff."
The Pee Shield
YOU WILL BE FRESHENING THE AIR IN YOUR HOUSE WHILE AT THE SAME TIME YOU ARE VACUUMING THE HOUSE!
An eBook cover that feels more like a real book with multiple functions!!
Help heal and prevent back pain while driving, sitting or flying. As a physical therapist I have helped hundreds of people with back pain.
'MePee' your baby will never drop or loose his/her soother again and when they aren't using it you can easily store it away from germs!
Piece that lets any umbrella attach to your backpack,shirt,purse,etc. &amp; extend overhead, creating a hands-free way to stay dry in the rain.
Stethoscope cleanliness. cross contaminating.
Put GPS in stoplights and a transmitter to transmit info about light changes to GPS in cars so that the GPS can speak about the changes.
Completely eradicates the struggle from digging in your purse to find your keys, cell phones, glasses ,ect. Never have to take leash off !
No more tiny bubbles! Now kids can blow huge bubbles with an endless soapy stream! Pull the trigger for huge endless bubbles! Watch the vid.
Individual burrito baking sheet where the burrito servings lift out of the pan.Easy to fill,easy to serve,just like corn on the cob holder
HEATED MUD FLAPS!! Ice and snow be gone!!
Curling your hair but can't get the ends to stay on the roller as you twist up? How about hot rollers with curling iron clamps!
Wireless Headphones for any Mp3 player or anything that Plays music. Not like the wireless headphones that fits around your head.
WHOOP-DE-LOOP!Removable belt loop to fit on low rise pants to allow belt to flatten out give support over butt crack for pants that gape/sag
Self Frying Chip Machine
Don't let your child get caught in a pinch when you are. Protect your child's precious little fingers from going where they shouldn't.
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Double headphone jack should be an accessory for mp3&amp;smartphone.Is meant to be able to receive two headphone set.
MIGHTY WEED PULLER
treehugger
BUILT-IN DUVET CORNER RETENTION SYSTEM makes duvets easier to use and keeps corners tidy.
Organizer Baseboards
This is a Sugar Packet Dispenser that is Spring loaded from the top that pushes the sugar packets neatly out the bottom 1 at a time.
Cool comfort cap
Waterproof iPhone case
Acrylic butter knife.
iPump
Joker Phone App
Bike and Talk hands free
Car's door rain protection
Cappit LED
Tablet, Smartphones Command
Wristband Remote Commander
E - State Wheels
Suds Glove
Heated baby car seat. Imagine being able to place your newborn into an low temp heated seat. Keep them warm even during the coldest days.
Interchangable Hammer Heads
A new gadget that Artist in every genre of music can use to sell their albums from gospel,to country, hip hop pop rock, reggae RNB and more.
Tape Dispenser That *CLIPS ON DESK/TABLE ALLOWS FOR 1 HANDED DISPENSING* Fits standard rolls. Space saver. Modern small footprint!
Magnetic?
library bikes
Wrist Wrap
Fresh Lash
It's a hot summer day and you take your dog to the park for some Frisbee or ball playing - now a convenient way to hydrate your pet.
BÃ¼tton PrÅngs
Cell phone VISOR! Visor to shield bright shinning sun from your screen. Please Chk out my other ideas as well/Josh Cotton
Ladder with speakers for radio and iphone. A rechargable battery, earphone with mic on top to take calls (rolls in by itself).
beach buddy
Want an ice scraper that makes cleaning off the car easy? Here's one that sprays a solvent that starts to melt the ice first
Cupcake makeup brush cleaner
2in1 Patio Heater/Mister In the Winter a heater. In the summer change the propane tank to a water tank to pump water to the to top for MIST.
Rollaway Lawnmower Bag
Re-invented UMBRELLA! Heated handle and LED lights for visibility and safety!
Fun Writing Paper
The sleeve plus clip a cool new way to hold and clip your stuff anywhere.
Baby Care Stuff Organizer
Magnilite Hand-Free Flashlight
A bed topper that can be contoured to support the entire spine. This helps people who suffer from all sorts of neck and back problems.
A doggie stroller for (elderly) dogs.A thick mattress for comfort with a handle bar like a shopping cart. A drink holder A harness seat belt
The bubble shower wand is a shower wand that allows the user to choose between clear water or soapy, bubbly water.
Rock guitar
SNAP STRAW The straw that can be opened flat to be cleaned thoroughly and then can SNAP closed to be reused. Green Technology. Eco-friendly
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Tripod for camera &amp; smartphone
All-in-one hard shell case and double height folding stand for macbook/notebook.
A Quirky Disconnector will connect between your appliances( like an iron or lamp )and the wall socket to turn it ON/OFF.
Memory foam type hot or cold pack.
Sweater vest covers shirt top pocket(s). I keep notepad, cell etc in top pocket. Sweater vest or sweater with 1 or 2 top pockets
Retractable Earphone Case
SANDWICH HOLDER / CONTAINER KEEP THEM FRESH AND IN PLACE! FOR THE WORKPLACE, OUTINGS , PICNICS AND SO ON! ;)
Disconnecting charger
Armored and slip resistant moving gloves.(Paulette Jaques)
Sink protector and a splash guard in one. When I do dishes in my "white" sink, I make scratches in it-and I get all wet. Rolls up when done
my idea is a strap that goes around the tray of the stroller to hold a dvd player to keep your baby/child busy while you shop
Heated Travel Pillow
Finger protectors for guitar players.
key-z-phone
Bottle caps that open clockwise or counter-clockwise. It would help those who have handicaps, such as one-hand or trouble twisting one way.
Smart Metal Detector
Bedroom window plastic attachment that creates air circulation at night in closed rooms for better quality oxygen while you sleep or work
Eponge Revolution
A silicone CD cover. It slips up over the edge to hold it on. Plastic cases are bulky and break allot. These are unbreakable and small.
Sand toys for girls! Little girls will love making fabulous sand cupcakes and ice cream treats with colorful kitchen tools!
Solar powered iphone case/charger, would like it to apply to other smart phones as well if possible
magic box
Armkins--a napkin for your arm
Cold feet in bed my idea is a blanket with a feet pouch unzip to play footsie with that special someone 10 or 20 happy toes
Auto loading Trash Can with seal and go handle removal. Eliminate fustrating bag insertion and make removing trash a snap!
la grenouillÃ¨re rÃ©sistante
Tangle Free Headphone cover
Range finder
This is a portable tool for assisting with turning door knobs and dead bolts for people with arthritis or diminished hand strength.
retracta-charger
Calculator with voice commands to help with those long problems!!!!!
Tech Book is an electronic educational device which main function is to operate as an all-in-one textbook.
The Bed Stopper eliminate the mysterious traveling items. Use Bed Stopper, stop the frustration. Items placed under you bed - stay put.
Automated hot dog spinner
A magnifying mirror that ladies can hold with their legs for gynecological self-exams, hair removal, ...
They have been in stores for years now, alcohol sensors. but why not a lock box for car keys that will only open if you are under the limit?
Reduction in Bird Strikes
Decorative Hydroponic Herbal Zen Garden
"Ifoundit" app to locate items
MONEY MAKER ALERT!!!! Interchangeable hand symbols that would clip into a plastic locking clip that fits around a rear windshield wiper arm.
App for your iRobot-Roomba
TRAVELING/COMMUTING GETS YOU SICK! Do you want to share a seat with someone who's coughing, sneezing, drooling or doesn't bathe? No!
With plastic the main way to carry goods this product will make carrying plastic bags fun and easy and no more cuts in the hands.
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The Window Assistant is a tool for any Receptionist, Cashier, or Customer Service person who works behind a sliding glass office window
A Strip of Rip! Independent strips of RIPCORD packing tape. Product line extension. Buy 12", 18" or 24" strips. Peel off paper on back.
Is your workplace killing your Iphone
Smart Power Strip: Using bluetooth technology, would be able to turn on or off individual sockets, or the whole strip on and off.
Room Divider / Memo Wall
solar street reflector, the idea is to help see the road in the fog and ice.
Multiprise verticale
Computer keyboard with a removable crumb tray! Catch all that nasty stuff that falls below the keys and remove it like a toaster crumb tray
Photosynthesis light in Fridge
A tag with a speaker that can be attached to a pet collar &amp; has about 25 short statements downloaded to it. Audio is activated by a remote.
To insure that patients receiving medication(s) thru a PICC line on a regular basis can remain warm and comfortable in a cold ER.
electronic medicine dropper
Squeaky Tee
Long umbrellas are so much comfortable to cover yourself when its raining but aren't they just too big? Make it small!
Lots of shoes...not a lot of room? I TOTALLY need this! SNEAKER KEEPER! Things are definitely looking up!
A Case w/ remove-able reusable digiclean pad for cleaning you glass. Looking for feedback from community to make this work. Thanks
An easy to install bathroom rail in your shower. Cam levers to apply suction. Adjustment rod length for various title spacing.
Wife always gives me a lecture about making a mess while cooking on the stove, this product might help eliminate the mess part.
Slide and Glide Stack Boxes
This device redirects the Sound. It bounces the sound waves forward to the viewer. No more turning over your phone to listen better.
helicopter without propeller
get a grip on that 2 liter
Reusable Grocery Bag with outside secure pockets to hold your cell phone, grocery list and wallet and keys!
fishing rod packaway
The Ultimate Smoker Grill
Ketchup Packet Design
Don't lose your golf TEE ...
Collapsible cheese container
Convenient paint brush
Biodegradable, Compostable Leaf Nets make raking your yard a breeze. No more bending or lifting needed to place leaves into a garbage bag.
A Cordless Steam mop with a good sized water resevoir and low water indicator light Is what every household needs!
Container feeder water for phase soaping bath or washing, saving water and energy. Sustainability.
the beach camel
THE PITCH: REDUCE the number of unnecessary bumper to bumber car accidents worldwide by creating a stronger visual aid for drivers.
garden hose timer
It's a plastic bottle that is divided in half to dispense equally. Such as ketchup/mustard, peanut butter/jelly, salt/pepper, oil/vinegar
DISHWASHER TOP-TRAY NET. A 14" square elastic net with plastic hooks on the perimeter to hold plastic cups down and prevent glass breaking.
Sudo Desktop Stand
Messy Matt goes under a childs seat or high chair that will absorb any liquid that is spilled or any food that me be dropped.
Baby Blue
UFO light Resubmit. Fits in your palm. lights 360 degrees around you. Magnet base,stick it where you want. Made out of recycled Hockey Puck
I am trying to come up with a remote/cell phone/pen&amp;paper/glasses holder for the headboard that won't damage my headboard.
Sports-Dogs-a fully integrated mktg program based on logos,3D animations,&amp; related properties to connect with &amp; sell to global youth mkts.
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A buzzer worn on your hip to inform you when the dryer shuts off. This could be used in your home, apartment building, etc..
Use a Smartphone protective casing as a backup battery for when you're on the go without the need for a wired charger.
Introducing interchangeable Photo charms for little girls barrette's.These are so cute!Every little girl with love these!
Commuter Clips
LED Car Antenna topper
organizer of remote controls, suspended by suckers or screwed. Product to facilitate the Organization of remote controls.
EU
Still Towel
CAR-CAM, a 4 camera system pointing in all 4 directions, and a 5th on the driver. All cams recording to a continueous loop recorder.
The Barbell Level
anti perte doudou ! ! !
A nose dust mask
Use a reading board during your lunch break. Read and relax while eating in your car, outside of your work place without dropping your food.
Sturdy tape measure
Fun electrical outlet shaped four-port USB hub.
Superconductor Science Kit
ice pack dressing
clap and beep pacifier
Shurt Clip
"Jean'gles"
To park a car in parallel parking between 2 parallel parked cars.If you drive sideways between 2 parallel parked cars,it saves time and gas
iPad Fridge Mount w/ Dry Erase
Soundproof blanket
Resub. 49 Votes. Light Powered Source Attachment for Running/Walking Shoes Which Provide Better Lighting During Morning, Evening and Night.
Digital Door Hanger
un aspirateur Ã poils...
no more items lost in that abyss behind your desk
Floating Pacifier
Chameleon Phone Case
The new coffee mug with storage compartment and built in water heater!!!! with pop off cap cup
Gentle Bag
PowerFull
Morning pick-me-up coffee tumbler doubles as afternoon pick-me-up smoothie and cold beverage tumbler.
Trespied
Closet shoe organizer
Singing in air
Personal item theft deterrent
remote finder
The Universal Rewards Card
Air +
Set temperature on shower head
The Green Light Expressions
fishing rod holders for a bike! universal mount so they can be attached, not made currently. bungee system so rods don't vibrate too much.
Dinner Decider
Motion Sensor Light App Enable
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Invisible chair rails made from a flexible latex adhesive tape that can be painted and blend in with the wall to prevent gouging sheetrock.
Stay back - be safe
Decorative Plug-in Warmer STAND. Your ceramic/glass plug-in warmer now has a safe home to rest when the outlet is needed for other purposes.
The Forever Pencil Eraser
Mini Air Purifier w/ Sound Machine. Clean Air + Peace &amp; Quiet = Purrfect Sleep (nod) zzzz. Priceless :) Resubmitted: kimberly Patota
THE TEA MUG! for loose tea. KEEPS LEAVES AT THE BOTTOM, NO NEED EXTRA DISH FOR INFUSER, NO NEED TO WAIT UNTIL TEA IS
DONE! SIMPLY THE BEST!
Sobrella
a toothbrush designed with a 360 degree angle brush head allowing you reach all areas of your mouth in a single stroke. tongue cleaner also.
Vitamin Pacifier
Make Any TV A Smart TV
Flat Hand Mixer &amp; Blades -Blades turn into spatula's when flat, perfect to scrap bowl w/ after mixing. Attaches to any bowl. Hang/Fold Flat
Phone Belt Buckle
Pajamas that change colors to indicate high internal temperature.
Sac photo lÃ©ger et pratique
Doggy proof Trashcan
New Way to look at Ice Cream. A simple machine that can turn your Ice cream into small dippin dots
Cubicook
Wall Stencil. Design your interior home walls with the look of wallpaper without the wallpaper! Use an adhesive stencil to create designs.
solar clam shell is a solar powered continuous charge battery pack that encapsulates a smart phone powers and extends battery use with no AC
Smell-b-Gone
The ultimate under the desk shoe rack. Organizes and deodorizes your shoes in a modern and sleek shoe storage rack.
restaurant roll up machine
Modular Kitchen Organizer
Free Wifi app/service
I have invented a device that is a personal hand held multiuse back and body massager. This is simple device to use and it feels so good.
Pancake Maker
Quirky app for Android
I think we should incorporate a safe queit fan into the infant car seats. This way we can keep the babies cool and keep the mosquitos off.
Don't know what to do with all those UN-RECYCLABLE PLASTIC GROCERY BAGS?? Well with the bag cage you can recycle them yourself.
jewelry for kids that have locator devices in them like ear rings for girls with locking backs ..missing or abducted kids get home
Vibrating wind-up razor uses simple double edge blades, cheaper, sharper, more shaves than cartridges. Looks cool, have working prototype.
A hole puncher that staples at the same time
Use "The Fake Birthday Cake" to blow out the candles only. Then bring out the real cake germ/spit free.
An aborbent liner that will fit in men's underwear that will soak up post urinination drips and catch the skid marks on the back side.
App Enabled Scrolling LED Sign
augmented reality windshield
every store would post their products through a network so you can found what you need on your smart phone.
I would like to create a plastic lineset for air conditioning and refrigeration instaed of using expensive copper.
A dog leash and collar that has safety lights all thru out the leash and collar.
Want Privacy while on Computer? Extendable rear view mirror with bendable cable. Don't be startled by someone from around the corner.
New Tooth Tape. Ground breaking way to clean teeth and feel refreshed throughout the day in between routine brushing. Remove the grim
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All Net.
Can't tame that hood on your sweatshirt? Get rid of the string and insert THE HOOD BAND!
Sick of Wine Bottle Drip? Let's ditch the drip
This product is a modified pair of men's boxer shorts, that ensures 100% closure all the time, without fail, without any awkward moments....
The 360 Ride a Wheel The Hubless Wheel you can ride
Hiding tv wall mount
iBrim. iPhone Case with Visor
Rubber/pvc/or latex socks that can be worn under or over normal socks to keep your feet dry and clean
A SIMPLE ON/OFF switch between your cable modem's power supply and the modem box since all the wires are usually out of reach!
Hands free heeling-stick. Dog training assistant alleviating the owner from the constant pull on their dogs leash.
Introducing the digital name clip that goes over the top of your cup.Never forget which cup it yours again.There will be one for boys/girls.
App-lock
Universal, low cost, CUSTOM FIT shoes! In less than an hour, have shoes that have been customized to you alone at one hundredth the cost!
decibel leveler
CUFFSAVER A WATER AND STAIN RESISTANT ACCESORY THAT VELCROS AROUND YOUR PANTCUFF TO KEEP IT DRY,STAIN, AND
GRASS FREE, GREAT FOR GOLFING!
a biodegradable net that runs the length of a house to keep leaves from getting into shrubs, etc.
No double dipping bowl
Ultimate Combat Goggles "OLED"
Extendable ball cap bill to provide variable shade from sunlight for your eyes. All ball caps have a fixed bill, it should adjust as needed.
Surge protector extension cord
The Mech-Tent Anchoring Spike
Cereal Saver
Create your own Wooden shelves with amazing patterns
Better eliminate risk of cancer &amp; infertility!Laptop Bag which is also a radiation pad.&amp; heat protection Only a matter of time, let's b 1 st
Pocket Pal Lighter
SurroundMe
Retractable earphones wires. Flat wire! no more tangled wires!
EASY SPICE! Lets create a fresh spice maker. Take a dehydrator and a coffee grinder and make it into device to create a spice producer
Count Your Weight Reps
Mailbox Beacon for 911 help
A breath test that's made for the public. with disposable mouth pieces.To put in every bar,tavern,pub,etc.
Hang framed pictures without the guessing! Using the Wall-Eye line up a picture exactly where you want it, mark the wall and hang. Easy!
I am submitting a LED lighted dog collar/harness or leash. Lights up the night while walking your dog.
Armpit shield "band-aid". Quick and Easy solution for all women to prevent bad odor and stains on their sleeves!
golf tee with sticky top so ball does not roll/fall off when teeing up the ball
Couponing can be such a pain! There are already clipping services, but what about organization? Get organized YOUR way with this coupon kit.
Collapsible Towel Holder
an ice machine that makes ice with the flavor of the fountian drink. A flovered ice machine use for a fast food restuarnt.
The Can Brush. A paint brush that opens paint cans and hangs on the can.
Have you ever heard the words "Hey get off that cooler so I can get a drink" With my idea you can stay seated while that person gets a drink
Rx prescription bottle holder for any size that has an elastic ring that snug up against the cap so you can see the label.
Why isn't my ball going straight? Every golfer needs feedback on their hitting. This chalk can help!
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"One cup" coffee machine that adds cream and sugar/artificial sweetener.
Ankle Mud Guard
Prevent shower curtain liners from flowing into the bathing area.
Block Head! - Blocks that develop with your child.
Tired of lugging 2 playpens around for your toddler &amp; baby to sleep in when travelling? Conquer the playpen with a removable divider.
Disposable pretreated dish washing wipes: use at home, in the dorm, camping... Convenience with out contamination of a moldy sponge.
I envision using RFID tags embedded in golf balls that if lost would allow them to be found within a limited area by a hand held locator.
!HUGE MONEY MAKER! Are you tired of trying to keep your earbuds in place while you exercise? Absorb sweat-Jam Out! Works with your earbuds
Lipstick wearers need a mirror when they are out. Sometimes we don't have any way of seeing how we are applying our lipstick.
AC/DC Multiple Alarms Clock for home/office/travel. Multiple reminders can be set for medication, wake-up, appts, kids sports, meetings,...
This will keep your tooth brushes clean. The germs that float around in a bathroom go into your mouth. Dust, dirt, and germs Keep them clean
Introducing the POP Hanger! Easiest Hanger in the World! Ever have trouble getting clothing to fall right just right on your hanger? NO MORE
My idea is called the Health Comb. An electric 110volt comb that will heat up enough to kill lice and nits, but not hot enough to burn scalp
Exercise timer alerts you at user-specified intervals during yoga or burst training. So you can focus on max effort, not counting time
Do you hate your cubicle? Are you sick of looking at grey, green,pink or other terrible colored cube walls? De-stress with panels.
Best Pet Brush Ever!!! A pet brush with a built in dispenser for no rinse shampoo or medicine! Your pet will always be fresh with this!
Turn your jewelry into art.
THE FOOT STATION...second design. Small foot stool designed to prop ones feet up for a variety of needs. Storage compartment. For all ages.
Iphone case with a thin USB charging card. USB charging card is hidden between Iphone and case. Case has built in kickstand.
Note holder. Do you have a cluttered desk and cannot find a sticky note? Look no more; it is just in front of you attached to the monitor.
Portable Paper Clipper designed to use while you work outside at cafes, patios, etc. Strong, lightweight, also magnetizes to a Paperweight.
Universal Magnetic Coupling Low-Profile Power Cord Adapter
Jet ski life jacket handles for jet skiers. For the person holding on to the person in front of them. Easy to attach to any life jacket
An attachment to the standard credit card machine that copies and holds finger prints as well as signatures.
table windshield, stopping your picnic items from flying all over the place so you can enjoy your picnic party instead of fighting the wind.
Bruises, cuts, and marks all over my baby's knees! Shes not beaten, but simply learning how to crawl on hardwood floors. Baby knee pads!
This is a product that is made to control grass and weeds around fence lines and other areas eliminating the need of string trimmers.
Automatic Shutoff for Plug in Appliances.Irons,Hair straightners cause fires,use the plug in timer to shut off appliances and remove worries
Non-Slip Glass Cutting board w/Insulated Underchamber Drip Tray to collects juices &amp; keep them warm.
Collaspabile Gas container. This is something that can be stored in your trunk along with your tire and store easily.
Done with your workout at the gym?Switch the tab,drop the protein into the water and push to blend. Forget shaking a cup! Just push to blend
Case for mobile phone.which allows you to put the phone in horizontal and vertical position and is comfortable to hold in your hand.
Attention Dog and Cat Lovers.Do you like to give your pets gifts. You will love this.
Alarm that listens for a pet in a car that is getting to hot.
Night vision screen capability to mount on your car dashboard with adjustable distance viewing. See deer, people, cars your headlights cant
A Electronic device that supplies heat for windshield wipers to prevent freezing during icing conditions for after market and new production
The Water Wizard. Connects between hose and sprinkler, has a reservoir, collects water, and shuts off lawn sprinkler at preset water level.
CONTROLADOR DE CONSUMO E DESPESAS EM RESTAURANTES, BARES E COMÃ‰RCIO EM GERAL
Dude, where's my car?
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a bra to help women get through radiation treatments; one breasted bra with removable prosthetic side; soft fabric and no elastic!
Bag It
A travel cocoon-tent for your kid!
A battery powered vacuum that is in a circle underneath a salon chair.Press a button and the vacuum sucks in all the hair on the floor.
Side view camera replacing side view mirrors on automobiles.
Single Pill Dispenser
Child protector
the hyperball is an interactive game for unlimited players with random games intertwined with light sound and timed for fast fun action
The OFFICE X is a chair w/ built in execise mechanisms that will allow you to workout at work because most of us dont have time at home.
Hydra Metron
A magnetic, rotating, Velcro hand-strap accessory for the iPad. Attaches to back of iPad for a more user friendly experience.
Keep your soda fresh and fully carbonated The Carbonator can dispense it easily, without constantly having to twist on and off the cap.
Here is my idea- a crib with a built in video baby monitor. Instead of having to buy a 200 monitor and also buying a crib, comes built in.
A hairbrush handle with a push button that locks into a ceramic ionic brush head that comes in a set like hot rollers in all colors and size
Floorvent that opens and closes by air pressure from funace or AC
My idea is for the change of rear lens covers on all vehicles, having a "green" running light, and a "red" stopping light.
Baby Massage Car Seat! Simply a massage car seat but for children for those long drives. With adjustable massage speeds.
GYM SPACE is an integrated multimedia and personal fitness equipment storage cabinet that instantly transforms any room into a home gym!
A bag designed with tanning in mind! Organize items needed to tan indoors. Goggles, lotion, mirror, wipes, etc. all in one convenient place!
Iphone case with built in Fan on the back.
The Torque Plus 3/8" Ratchet Tool Set
Wall Mounted Umbrella Holder
'VAMP' FOR MEN [0:15s VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
solar clam shell is a solar powered continuous charge battery pack that encapsulates a smart phone powers and extends battery use with no AC
A soapbox or goitibera is a kind of skate originally built with four tables and three bearings used to slide downhill at high speed.
Key-Ball is a ball-shaped keyboard. The keys are on the sides, with a weighted desktop stand for stability, and huge marketing potential.
Everyone struggles with acne, this will fight and help prevent pimples from getting worse. As well as healing all simple as peel and stick.
Air based packing material
A Different Take on the Puppet-Let your hands do the walking, kicking, skipping, dancing or jumping....Check Out Video!!!
The Portable House Fire Escape Slide
Gig Stand is a two legged flip stand for your acoustic, electric, or bass guitar case.
SEE WHAT'S COOKIN'! Hood mounted microwaves make it tough to see food's progress while cooking- a ceiling mirror would let us monitor it!
It would be 2" carabiner in size with the same size on each of its two sides = rectangle shape.
Clear " shoes and purse" box,made from "Pexi glass"organizes closet and protects expensive shoes you can see which pair of shoes is inside.
To improve the quality of the little dental floss box.
OUTDOOR FAN/LIGHT for metal framed gazebos: Kit would mount to the Gazebo frame and hang under the cuppola, plugging into any 110V outlet.
RESUBMIT! - Blade Force Improve your knives with that simple piece of silicon you clip on the blade! more power, precision and safety!
Shoe &amp; Boot Rack That Works!
Dual screen game console
Do your safety goggles fog up? Tried the 'no fog' kind and they still fog up? How about goggles with small vent fans?
battery powered heater
Robotic Arm Lamp
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Citra Multi Juicer
Swetsoks - Catch the drips!
Icy Knee Pads
A Lean To Camper for a pickup
Disposable latex footies to be worn at the gym when walking around in the showers and locker room. Out with germ filled flip flops in my bag
The flash wand is a flash light and signal wand for motorist policemen firemen search and rescue personnel for night use in all weather cond
Auto-Energy Source
Solar Powered Laptop Protector
Implosion Tent. Giant tentlike structure with or without sprinkler system to go around imploded building to radically limit dust field.
Tired of constantly losing things that fall inside your car's center console? Insert a ConsoleCatchAll ~ easy retrieval is at hand.
CopBox
moving mountain climbing wall.best workout you can give your body.lots of fitness gizmos out there. none like this.think vertical treadmill.
Headphones Expressions
Send your partner a little I love you or a big I love you 24/7 right to the area of their body their sure to notice and respond to.
Sanitary Plunger Holder Keeps Floors Cleaner; More Acceptable To Visitors/ Customers. Sold With pack of Disposable Clear Plastic Liners.
Tired of running with your dog and having to hold the leash? How about a retractable leash with a belt attachment for hands free running!
Imagine just pushing a button on the wall to locate your remote control the next time you lose it! Introducing "The Finder!"
Get some nails and a trashcan. Now throw them away! Cactus Jack is the first nailess 2x4 shelf support system of its kind. Anyone can do it
A Laptop sleeve &amp; backpack that would charge your laptop and other devices such as a phone and keeping it at optimal charge all day long!
DASH HAND-SANITIZER DISPENSER - Kill germs before grabbing your steering wheel after touching gas pumps, shopping carts, etc.
DriveCaddy -Patent Pending
solid storage tower for discs. slots have numbers and on the side you can write what disc in what slot. vertical or horizontal.
I would like to propose cell phone cases with a Swiss Army knife twist. Everyone is adding software, why not some hardware.
This USB charger that has several USB ports can charge all your family devices while on the road during your family road trips!
Trilochon
I-s On Phones.
Medicine dispenser
Nail Pro Pen
The Edge Organizer
Everlasting Flusher
+18 Photo I.D on smartphone
produce portable oxygen shots. make oxygen bars portable and available to the average person.
Light up tennis racket and tennis ball! Playing tennis in the dark has never been so fun!
Dry Ice holder
A safer safety razor. Safety rollers to prevent sidewise movement &amp; accidental cutting. The blades retract when you let off the pressure.
Wireless Wrist Band Speaker(s)
RESUBMIT)Leaf rake broom. Rake then flip to a broom. Yard Work Just Got Easier! Great for driveways
Desk in a Box - School/Office
POWERGRAB
Outdoor thermometer &amp; phone ap
"A" Pillar blind spot screen
Apple Caps
Introducing TRASH the CAN! Resists tipping better than your average cow!
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Collect unmatching tupperware lids/containers? Would you like to keep the the lids/containers connected while the product remains stackable?
Quick Text
Nook and Kindle cases that look like real books (Resubmit 72 votes
Dispensable Tee
Smart Phone Birdhouse
A throwable alarm clock
Hinged Peanut Butter Jar
The Rockin' Nanny
Doubled louver floor vent
"Octopus" bedside ipad holder; tailor to any position
App enabled shoe insole.
A foot warmer that does not require power and/or chemicals. Provides heat on demand and also cushions steps making walking more comfortable.
smart fridge
trash bag removal
An app that takes the risk out of someone stealing your ATM card info. i.e. skimmers
(resubmit)

Beautiful Power

Steamoney
A small hand held rechargeable belt sander ,Ergo dynamically designed to fit in the palm of my hand and take with me as I work..............
Shopping Pal is designed to help you comfortably carry up to 10 shopping bags. Eliminate strain and stress on hands. ""Green"/Easy to store.
The Kidney Stone Catcher
In-ear language translater
A pull-cover similar to a window shade placed at the top of a shopping cart to protect groceries and personal items from rain and snow.
Deluxe Scraper / Spatula for George Foreman Grill - Flip Faster! - Clean Better! (ScottJ)
PipSqueak is a novelty mouse It looks like a computer mouse most of the time If it is left unused it may move or may flee if reached for
Infused Alcohol Filter! To allow regular consumers to add fruits, or even bacon, to store bought liquor bottles and pour without a mess.
My Velcro "rack -sack" on my... No more oversized , messy, smelly , sharp, or dangerous objects need occupy your auto's interior , again.
MOBILE HARD-BODY CAMPER LIFT &amp; STORAGE STAND lifts &amp; stores your camper or hard bodied shell on/ off your vehicle, singlehandedly.
RETRACTABLE JUMP ROPE with Fiber optic Lighting-Retracts for easy travel/storage. Also lights up with cool colors when jumping.
SOLAR POWERED PRESSURE SENSITIVE HEATED PET BED
Leafsee
Level Sifter
Fully Kid Proof Phone Case
Children's Toothbrush can clean top and bottom teeth at the same time. Fits on tube of paste for more accurate application and less mess.
Bedroom caddy for head of bed
Desk Organizer
Lady's exchangeable belt loop with removable charm to keep that extra piece of belt from sticking out when it's buckled.
Garden Castle or Garden Fort(ress) Fancy/Intricate or Plain/Basic. Modular, whole or mold. Plastic, resin, or concrete materials.
Sugar Magic Measure
Take the guesswork out of microwave cooking with the MicroWeigh scale that determines cooking, reheating and defrosting time to the minute
pregnancy dress for baby
My idea is a low cost, easy to make shoe care product designed specifically for cleaning, deodorizing and protecting athletic footwear.
Handy Mans Backwasher
A pet food bowl/container that opens only when the pet whose food it is is near.
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A heat sensitive, color changing baby bottle. The idea being to alert an adult that the bottle was heated to an unsafe temperature.
The biggest complaint to changing a whole house water filter is unscrewing the housing. People want an easy change no-tools filter housing.
My idea is a re-design of a hand held fire extinguisher for people with limited use of their hands.
Dorm-room overhead bin
This jacket is good for anyone but different from any other. It contains a self powered internal heating system.
The "Floodlight-Flashlight". A flashlight that allows the user to see not only forward but to the sides and downward when in use.
Piece-o-Cake!
Bluetooth Controlled Garage
Frozen Meat Separators
A retractable dog leash with 4 built-in features: a flashlight, a pop-out plastic water bowl, mini-water bottle and baggie dispenser.
All in one Baby Diaper Bag. Lets redesign the Diaper Bag! Add a speaker for your IPOD and Bottle warmer too!(Paulette Jaques)
WHO DO YOU KNOW--a fun party game for all ages. Everyone puts 10 names in a bowl; each team gets 60 sec to guess as many names as possible.
QWatch, the coolest Bluetooth little wonder, wristwatch, mini speaker, headset that also charges together with your IPhone!
Intellegent LCD Cloak
Voila!No more clothes litttering the kid's room. Because it's fun to fling clothes across the room and see Flingamajig snag them in midair.
Cover up your cable box!
Winch Straps
Pill Reminder
Big Rig
The ultimate giftwrap bag. Includes bow &amp; tag. No cutting or tape required. A decorative plastic bag takes the hassle out of wrapping gifts.
My battery operated backwasher with interchangeable rotating brushes attaches to the shower wall, eliminates reaching to wash your back.
StaClean
Glide for a spoon!
Coffe warmer
Accessoire d'Ã©paule
App Enabled Car Starter
With these fun and colorful straws, you'll be able to enjoy mojitos as the diamond filter prevents mint leaves from entering your mouth.
A Back Washer that sticks to your shower wall. Easy to use; gently press against it, out comes soap and sway left to right. Finally clean!
My Dreamagic
Built in nooks to add character and beauty to any room without the carpenter or huge expense. Assembled &amp; Ready for 15 minute Install!
Sunbathe anywhere face-down without straining your neck to the left or right!
Our dogs are like our kids, we take them everywhere. A leash that is quick &amp; easy to "hook up" makes taking your dog everywhere easier.
The End of Fuzzy Logic
Rain bike
Lets redesign the kick scooter - Foldable flaps on both sides(more foot space); place bags in storage area; foldable design; shock absorber
buzzard call
Medicine dispenser
A hands-free, sanitary-friendly garbage can door design superior to all others.
Paindemic App+ Smart Phones
Travel Diapers
Magnetic Wall Hangers
Shower Back Scrub Mat
Mineral Powder Makeup Organizer. Contain The Powder, Hold The Brushes, Display The Jars.
Adjust your tow mirrors by APP. Accurately and SAFE. Re-adjust the mirrors at any time.
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Smart desk/wall clock
A weather resistant, customizable band that wraps around sporting equipment showing owners name and contact information.
ConsultMe
The SHOULDER SHOPPING BAG CARRIER! with a Q-CARABINER. Carry multiple bags and still be Hands Free! This is not just another hand carrier.
Expandable sink strainer for washing fruit/veggies.In the sink or on top of the sink.(Paulette Jaques)
Ultimate Toothbrush
BEACH TOWEL W/HIDDEN POCKET FOR VALUABLES! Pocket blends in with the towel and easily stores/hides your money, phone, keys and more.
Pump a Drink - An Easy Way to Fill Your Glass From a Gallon Jug
Punto "G" al mÃ¡ximo
Iphone USB toothbrush
Tired of pooches owners leaving a present on your lawn/parkway? A Doggie "doo" sign w/bags can help them in the right direction!
Android alarm clock
Front door lock remote control, to unlock or lock your house or apartment door. Every security door will have one one day soon.
Back and Body Buddy
A high pressure washer for lawnmower decks. A series of high pressure jets that would be placed under the deck and spray upward to clean it
To design a floor mat that is made of a combination of plastic and paper to be used around buffet/food areas when entertaining in the home.
NOT YOUR AVERAGE HITCH COVER. MOUNTS IN A HITCH, DIRECTLY TO ANY BUMPER,OR YOUR REAR WINDOW. LIKE A DIGITAL
PHOTO FRAME,PROGRAM ANYTHING.
Trouble lugging a cooler around at the beach? The Backpack Cooler is the solution. aka The Cooler Pack.
Tired of FM transmitter static when listening to your iPod in the car? Here's an Av-Aux converter for cars with cigarette AV power sources!
FOUL TOWEL A thick towel made from recycled materials edged with elastic to fit over any size car seat to absorb post workout sweat.
A telescopic dog poop catcher. This is similar to a golf ball retriever that golfers use to get there ball out of water hazards.
Bar App
NECKLESS A STRETCH OR TENSION ROD THAT PULLS THE NECK SKIN BACK. THIS HAS MAGNETS THAT THEN ATTACHES
DECORATIVE BEADS OR CHAINS YOUNGER NECK
A shoe rack that hangs on your door, but has adjustable hooks! You can also add and remove hooks, a more enjoyable and easy product!
secure spout
Bread transporter
An mp3 player that sits directly in your ear! In-Ear ear phones with a 2, 4 or 8G memory attached by a wire that goes behing your head!
Improved hybrid drive system
4 CHAMBER COOLER - HOLDS DIFFERENT DRINKS FOR EVERYONE
A BOAT-LIFERAFT
Market "knee savers" for ball players to everyone else.gardeners, tradesmen,old people, to save their knees. change covers, add straps.
Spice Jar which Dispenses Measured Quantities. This spice jar allows the user to select any common measurement and instantly dispense it.
Color Out! White out but in COLOR!
Table Saw Particle Shield, an alterantive to standard guard supplied by most manufacturers.
A toy JET SKI that is powered. Either by battery, or footpedals. The power wheels of the water. RESUBMIT
What's cookin'? Smart Cookin' Pots and Pan display your dish nutritional information
The pliable-luggage
Measurement system that works with all disposable coffee filters. The measurement is printed with edible ink and or embossed onto filter.
T-Caps
ice monitor
Fashion Gauge B-B's. No not guns, but fashion earring gauge Beat-Boxes. Similar to ipod, but goes in ear lobe.
Restful Nook
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Collapsible Emergency Gas Can. Emergency gas can can be stored under seat, Storage compartment, or motorcycle saddlebags.
Quirky's Expandable Wireless Speakers : Add as many speakers as you need and where you need.
Drinking cups for kids that are magnetized from within, so that they stick directly on to your refrigerator door.
I can save Earth from "Climate Change". Our future depends on this happening. To leave something for future generations to give thanks for.
Imagine a sneaker that will automatically adjust to your foot without strings. The "CLUTCH!" 1 button to tighten, 1 button to release...
Make Your Own K-Cup
"SmartDarts"
Do you love KitchenAid Mixers? Me too! Use the Splatter Guard? Me TOO! Get frustrated by all that spatters out anyway? MEEE TOOO
Serviette Transat avec poches
insect-proof lawn chair
Battery tester with a load.
CRUSH! Women will soon have Vamp! We Men Need CRUSH! A Crush-Proof Cell Phone Case that holds essentials on a Secure Clip or in the Pocket
GrUVy or grUV
The "I Can Breathe!" Bra
stay put potty
Offshore Evacupod
Cartop carrier with a DIFFERENCE. In 30 SECONDS, you provide your own shade. Retractable sun shades front, sides and back.
A screen protector with four very small bumps for where the 'f' and 'j' keys would be in both landscape and portrait touch phone layouts.
Bulk wash your daily produce
Life size Lincoln Logs. Imagine your kids in the backyard making a play house, by themselves! Parts fit togeter like a real log house.
tv tablet
a plastic grate to fit in the bottom of coolers ,durable and dishwater safe ,to be manufactured to fit differant size coolers .
vapor ring raygun
WOW!!! A Disposable Toothbrush With Toothpaste, and a Break-Away Flosser Toothpick Combination. Fantastic For on the Go Hygiene.
Picture frame made to measure
Smoking Cessation inhaler
The Pick-up Truck Bed Extender safely, within state capacity regulations, increases the hauling capacity of a pick-up truck by 40%.
The Indoor/Outdoor Spice, Vegetable, fruit garden
Convertible Alarm
Laptop Reinvented !!
The Hive
Drink Dont Drive line
Propane Guage
Draw your Q-Doodle on your SMART PHONE then send it to this chalk device and it draws a mirror image on the pavement.
germ guard
Swipe &amp; Sit
Bags on the floor become dirty and hazardous. Many people trip and fall on backpack straps or step on bags transferring diseases.
Fast home ice maker
The Octopus
Need A Mentor
Record your child singing &amp; dancing in their room via baby monitor Wireless monitor records a/v directly to pc or tablet for easy viewing
Child FINGER SAVER device that attaches easily to a door to keep the door from closing. Can be reversed so the door can close.
Ultimate Dual Monitor Stand - infinite configurations! Place monitors side by side, stacked, portrait/landscape, tilt and height adjustable.
Pots and pans that sync with your stove so that your food never boils over again! Sensor automatically regulates temperature.
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Pet Sit
LUNCH BOX with TEMPERATURE DISPLAY. Perishable food must be kept at 40 degrees or colder. What's the temp inside your child's lunch box?
Wireless phone recharger
Rotatable Flash Lite Holder
THE DISPOSABLE BIODEGRADABLE COOKING OIL BAG!!! Every kitchen should have them on hand. They are as needed as the Ziplock bags!
wound escape
Name Minder
Lets make a app and device that shows sign language when typed in. All you do is type or speak your message and the device will do the rest!
Skin Stitch
Your Personal Assistant App
Lift the sink sieve
Guard Grip keeps you focused on your game by providing a platform to easily access and store your mouth guard on a glove or wristband.
A pillow cover for people who go to bed with wet hair after taking a shower. Eliminates unpleasant dampness and constant pillow-flipping.
Submitted 12 Jan 2012 I would like to invent a sleeping pillow with an oval whole in it similar to what you experience on a massage table.
Heated car steering wheel (cover) with on on/off button. Have toasty fingers on those cold mornings and during the winter months.
Simple Organizer
Soda Seal
Hair Collecting Pod for Shower- Minimizes hair going down drain and prevents family members or guests from grossing out RESUBMIT
Leftover Buffet Wall
ONE RUBBER MULTIPLE USAGE!!! Revolutionary idea! Few more votes and comments and it will be under consideration! Thanks to all.
Pop-up Sails on Beach, anchored by sand &amp; sandbags. Fun for kids &amp; families to learn and play, great for parties outdoor exhibits - RESUBMIT
Waist Cup Holder
Quirky Quick soak car mats
Self charging gaming remote control is recharged by the pressing of certain "high use" buttons on the controller.
I HAVE 2 IDEA ONE IS BACK OIL RUBBER THE 2ND ONE FLOOR TUB MAT FOR A SMALL SENIOR APARTERMENT
Auto Garage Door Opener
Bike lights are ALL WRONG
Baby and Pet Life Saver
Colored, scented, wind indicating hunting smoke in compressed canister, which is placed in a camo dispenser that is light weight and rugged.
Blood pressure Monitor
The Useful Lightswitch Cover
Tangle -free ornament hanger
Using laptop stand laptop keyboard is not available. This product help you use laptop keyboard area. You can use as a tablet, book stand.
Closet clothes spacers for those picky people who desire even spacing of hangers so clothes smell fresh and are wrinkle free.
Jugo Clip Clamp -Jugo cardboard clip on one side &amp; clip clamp on the other. Where bed sheets/blankets &amp; cardboard forts come together RESUB
Wall Hanging Multi- Boot Dryer
Cane Comfort Phone GPS Monitor
eco device to allow you enjoy your mobile device
The Mile Smile
Hang Own Towel - HOT
Celebrate Being You
Computer Reading Glasses
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Food@Home?
FEMALE COLLECTION CUP
Laundry Stand that hugs trees
Curling Iron/Flat Iron Heat Resistant Silicone Mat with a non-skid bottom and a molded ridge at base with indentions for electrical cords.
pc tower tent,keep's dust/dirt/stuff from clogging up the computer. "it's like a mosquito tent for your computer".
Pump Fresh!
Titan's Touch
Know Wear
Faxaporta - Webified Fax
Hands Free Oscillating Hair Blow Dryer Stand with high reaching design that would allow you to adjust the height, direction and speed!
sensortrack
The Tri-Pail! Bucket carries 2 paints/liquids at once; or tools &amp; 1 liquid. Cleaners: use 1 pail to hold both wash &amp; rinse solutions!
Keep track of how many glasses of water you've had to drink. Just press the numbered tab each time you finish the bottle to keep track.
Wet Erase Binder idea. Combine a White Board and a Binder to write notes, assignments, ideas, draw pictures etc...directly on your binder.
Personal poker chip holders! There is nothing like them, and it's a common problem to be playing poker and chips are in the way or fall over
A completely hands free automated toothpick dispenser. Using infrared eye detects hand underneath it, so it drops a toothpick in your hand.
Remove hair from carpet or other floors before vacuuming - Easier to clean and preserves the life of your vacuum and its belts and parts
Compact Portable Grill
Smoke detector Clock(buy clock that saves your life)and smoke detector designer covers(sports,seasons,animals).Huge untouched market place
Thanks GE Patent!
PICKUP TRUCK INVENTION
Collar Cam- Looks like a regular collar, but with a secret video camera.
Q Money-(Short cartoon animation explains) Improves visibility of your ideas- Increases the amount of ideas that get bankable feedback
The Speed Reading Reader
sleep AC
Bend-Free Leaf Bags
Car wash bucket caddy
Toddlers Love to Wander.
Adjustable handheld grater
Natural Mouth Wash
Switch-A-Roll toilet paper stand. The stand that allows you to always keep an extra roll ready for use; turn and switch sides in 1 click.
Tiny hand sanitizer gelatin-like capsules i.e. vitamin-E-capsules you twist top off-squeeze.Put some in pocket dont have to carry the bottle
Bike electricity generater
iPhone 5c Keeper
toad / dinghy marker lights
Gesture Glove
Sno-motion
SUPER MAGNETIC BACKPACK
Baby Roo
Pet Umbrella Tie-out
Bicycle roof rack for the covered parking space
Gyro" style liquid measuring cup. Dry ingredients as well. 'Gyromeasure'
Tying shoes is a pain in the ass! Why do it when you don't have to? Not Velcro; MAGNETS! Boom..No Laces!!!
One Box
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Barber Neck Paper slightly sticky on both sides. Sticky enough so hair is attracted on one side and attached to the skin on the other.
A LARGER capacity USER FRIENDLY KITCHEN COMPOST BIN that can be put on the counter top and then concealed....For Cooks and Gardeners!
Ultimate Spray Bottle: Magnetic Bar for attachment to fridge or dishwasher and stands on own. Full hand grip spray for easy use. (94756)
ViseVise is a vise which can securely hold a vise grip to make a great vise for many types of projects.
Food storage bins have a flaw: we waste leftover food because we can't be sure it's still fresh. Choose SMARTware to save your food &amp; budget
I don't know if you get a scuff on the back of your shoe while driving, but I do. My idea is made to avoid the unwanted damage to your shoe.
Laser Sensor Security Gride
Are you sick of loud inefficient hair dryers. Tired of blasting your ear drums out every morning. Its time for a silent portable hair dryer.
Separating bottle.
Automatic insect killer for deer stands,duck blinds,storage bldg.No more wasp &amp; spiders waiting on you when you open the door the first time
A scooter that carries your childs backpack and turns into a backpack trolley. Nomore carring the backpack to and from school! Saves injury!
Multi tool,for warehouse employees, thats always in need of a marker, pen and a box cutter at hand.
1 2 3 Brush... and your done!
An app enabled water cooler
Itâ€™s a â€œdiaper alarmâ€ that goes off automatically when the baby wet his/her diaper.
Nail Polish that only adheres to nails, real or synthetic. The pesky mistakes on cuticles or skin can be washed off with only soap and water
Nowhere can I find in shops or on-line, a product that I know women need and want. A nightgown with a built in underwire bra.
A programmable cap that attaches to prescription medicine bottles to alert patients when to take medicine and log if it has been dispensed.
Have you ever finished a yoga class and had to wrestle your mat just to wrap it up properly? Not any more. No more straps, bags or slings.
My big idea is a concept that has been a long time coming: To make a paint brush with a paint key opener built in at the end of it.
Rain Barrel/Watering Can/Gardening tools combined.Spring is around the corner. Its time to start thinking about becoming one with nature.
A mini upward escalator or treadmill that has a slinky that is forever going down it, but never reaching the bottom. Coolest desk toy ever
create a caravan
Removable sauce dish that hangs on the edge of a plate and sits on the border of the plate
"Closure" let's you relax
The Shirt That Educates
The arm alarm wakes you and you only without the loud annoying sound of a bed side alarm or cell phone.
Water out of hydrogen in air
RESUBMIT-Popcorn Bowl with built-in cup holder for one. Stackable for space saving storage!(Paulette Jaques)
A sensor used in carseats to remind the parent that a child is still in the car. Could also be portable for use on strollers, clothing,etc.
Wine Bottle Sponge
A handheld device to read the price of individual grocery products as they are put in the cart and keeps a total of all items as you shop!
Sanitary Lid Lifter, in a world where diseases are spreading why lift the toilet lid with your hands at home or in a public restroom again?
ROCKET READER sm/tm
Newton Engine
This is a fabulous simple inexpensive way to sharpen knives in your old knife block.
The "Smart" Door Mat! Program It to meet your needs. Step on - rings bell. Not home...leave message/alert system...endless possibilities.
Jello/jello Shot molds that turn your jello into a real looking slice of fruit and the peel is the holder...Fruit Slice Anyone. D/W safe
A plastic cover to protect the magnetic strip on credit/debit cards.
Every night, I lie in bed either watching or reading from my smart device. Holding it. Hands cramping. How about a nifty holder to take over
Storage behind a flat screen
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Inflatable Chicken Fight Game
My name is Rehana. My invention idea is to make a toddle's toilet. Same look as an adults but smaller.
LOMOGRABBER is a device that will allow Lomo LC-A+/Wide users to access the multiple exposure button while the camera is attached to tripod
Car eracsers
Handcuffs for bad guys
Reorganize your closet-Replace standard hanger bar with boutique style hanger hooks-Can be designed to work individually or with rail system
Color Adjustable Window
Universal Smart Home Hub
An applicator that allows the user to put sunblock on themselves without having to ask someone for help to for those hard to reach places.
PulvÃ©risateur d'arrosage
Fitness Lawn Mower
Hover 4 Wheeler / Jet Egines!
The product is a closure for a wine bottle that will sense the chemical changes that occur when a wine "goes over the hill".
Local Garden Exchange
Do you HATE pouring bleach into your washing machine bleach compartment because of the spilling, splattering and damage caused?
Auto underbody washer.
Cougar Jeans 35 - 50 year old women really want to look and stay fashionable and even dress and look like women that are 20 - 30 years old.
My idea is to provide eye contacts lenses with UV protection and photochromic presentations, soft, medium and strong
Siri Extender. A small bluetooth 4 mic piece of hardware that connects to the iPhone and allows use of Siri while connected to a stereo set.
Grammafone
the DeskVac
Do you use an iPod, MP3 player or iPhone to listen to music? EASY-CORD instantly retracts your earphone cord with one tap for safe storage.
Mini-me garment orgnizr is a "mannequin" kids/teens can put outfits together for next day/store things on it too-and hang winter necessities
Baby-Bidet, a new way to change diapers easily. This design gives you the option of cleaning baby bottoms with a contained shower spray
I dislike it when Im in line at the grocery store and have to dig my finger into the index part of my wallet to dig out my debit card.
A disposable covering that protects you handbags from dirt when placed on the floor or ground.Every handbag should have 1 or 2 just in case.
"Buggy Buddy", a waterproof, shopping cart cover protects groceries, clothing, etc from adverse weather while transporting goods to vehicle.
A user friendly computer program that can make printable note cards to study from with an add on feature to upload any drawing to the card.
Cardboard Kits. Castles, Forts, Rocket Ships...plus great "Add Ons" Bridges, Roofs, Flags...etc. Affordable, Creative and very Quirky!
Multitasking display keyboard shows all letters witch you need.
Hot Mama Sheets! Sheets that are 1/2 fine percale and 1/2 pure flannel. Ideal for couples who have different internal thermometers!
I have a great idea for quotes on wall paper for a bathroom or office! Different quotes, whether ambiguous, love, preserverance, anything!
"Keurig" Type Individual Serving Size Soup Maker
A remote control finder... Did you ever lose your remote, mp3, cell phone, dsl, game, etc? Well now is your chance to locate your items.
The MINI ELECTRIC COFFEE MIXER! Mix or Froth your coffee wherever you go. Impress your friends with this Pen-Like gadget!
Fork/spaghetti spoon on one end of utensil to stir spaghetti &amp; a ladle type spoon on the other end to stir/serve the sauce.
ADJUSTABLE GOGGLES! With a knob, spool,and lace system, any child can tighten, adjust, and release with one easy turn of the knob.
The idea is an in home tornado alarm system, gives you an early warning and even wakes you and your family if the storm is at night.
Adapter that cuts off power to your TV, music or fan when you stop exercising/studying! BUDDY: Better Utilization of Devices that Drive You.
Based on roomba technology , an automated serving tray for parties and special events
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What's the today problem with power strips? They are limited by design and concept. One simple reinvent of this could do our live better
One container that holds shampoo and conditioner. Fill with your favorite products, simply flip for one or the other.
I designed a toothbrush whose bristles are automatically directed 45 degrees to the gums. This angle removes germs to prevent gingivitis.
Hand sanitizers used as dual use delivery systems: Instill them with designer fragrances or even use aroma therapy to help curb appetite.
A keybag keeps keys corralled. Zippers on each side let you slide out the key you need. Carabiner clip goes through the bag.
People know they have to drink 8 glasses of water but cannot keep track of how much they have had.
Have a state lottery trucks drive thru local neiborhoods like an Ice cream truck selling lottery srcather's and lottery ticket's.
This versatile, heat-sensing cooling cube prevents home networking equipment (modems, routers, switches, etc...) from overheating.
Hair Brush with integrated hair products (mousse, gel, etc.) that you can dispense onto your hair while brushing. No more sticky mess!
Temperature Spike-Buffer ShowerHead Attachment
Hoodie with pockets in the sleeves instead of by your belly. Sick of keys/credit cards bobbing back and forth as you run? No more!
Planter for Growth with Retractable Stakes and Self-Watering
SPRINGTINUOUS! Who hasn't walked a Slinky down stairs as a child? Sprintinuous is the reinvention of everybodyâ€™s favorite childhood toy.
This product could help every family out that has at least two autos that has a remote door lock on it.
Window energy saver,use same plastic again and again without the tape, simple installation, easily save money and time in summer and winter.
here is a item you can use to hide the background you don't want other's to see while you are on a web cam or taking a picture.
It's about time Quirky re-designed the charcoal grill. Portability without sacrificing the great features
Bluetooth plug in ringer. You could link several phones to the system and pick a ring tone. It rings aloud that your phone in ringing.
A kitchen garbage can liner that fits in the bottom of can. It can be easily removed and cleaned in kitchen sink (no garden hose) SMART TRAY
RESUBMIT - with video! Kids will love cleaning up toys w/ this remote control dozer and dustpan. Mega design possibilities!
A meter that attaches to the end of a hose (or at the spigot), that gives you a fairly accurate idea of the amount of water used in gallons.
Live in a fire prone area? Fire Proof your Home!
Be The Ultimate Good Neighbor. Doggy Doodoo Signs. When You Run Out Of Bags And Don't Want To Leave It, Put Up A Sign Instead.
Illuminated/Glowing Apple logo at the back of iPhone case to add "head-turning" factor to your toy. Lightweight/thin are so yesteryear
Sink the Sub/like large battleship.Set up subs and throw torpedoes at the subs on the other side of the large divided. Invented by a child.
The 1st ever Travel Guide carrier !! A simple pouch that keeps your Travel Guide handy &amp; accessible.
Ever had trouble cleaning out your waste can? Couldn't quite reach the bottom? Well, if that's the case, you need the detachable wast can.
a thin jug to place liquids in so that one frees up space in the refridgerator.inside of jug has a incline so that liquids filter with tap
A "body suit" made of rubber, plastic or some thin yet durable material, for homeless or just plain Cold people.
Bathroom Countertop Razor Holder Sick of seeing your husbands razor laying on the countertop? Don't want to put a hold in the wall? Buy me!
This chic, stylish wine tote is perfect for travel to a picnic, party, or anywhere you want to go. It also makes a great gift idea!
The Gaming Organizer
A total cool new fresh and creative action figure set, with online world, called the World Warriors and Planetary Pirates
Educational card game picture cards of a tools and tools' name. Person holding card matches tool to occupation for points. Most points win.
Office Fun! Jumbo Tape Dispenser! This over-sized product is both practical AND fun. Pair with standard packaging tape and you're all set.
My Hair Care T-pot is a revolutionary hair care device designed to shampoo,wash and brush childrens' hair. It also doubles as a bath toy.
Opportunity for a beer brand to own a unique space - the TV remote control, always in your hand guys...beer bottle opener and RC in one!
Ditch the inconvenience of lathering and leave your shower with the ULTIMATE relaxation and freshness! WELCOME TO YOUR WORLD THE EASY
ARM!
Room Wall paper that you can actually see,touch,and smell
A travel stroller for bigger kids that doubles as a luggage cart - and is light and compact enough to carry in a backpack or large tote bag.
Fresh Out The Box New Sneaker Smell Hanging Air Freshener
My idea: a cell phone ringer amplifier/charger(optional)so I can drop my land line and not have to have my cell phone glued to my hip.
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Let's Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Save money, save plastic. Simple: keep your handle, change the brush head when needed. Slide, click, lock!
Make a combination "Hat and sun/reading glasses" ie an embedded frame in a regular (baseball) hat with a switch
Yoga mat with knee protection built in. A yoga mat with a hump in the middle (on the side) for people with tender knees.
TELESCOPING DOG BARRIER/BABY GATE! NO ASSEMBLY! NO AWKWARD WING NUTS, BOLTS, LEGS! FITS SUBARU TO SUBURBAN!
LIGHTWEIGHT BUT STRONG!
Easy way to store and access your flushable wipes in the bathroom. Dispenser is Out of the way, refillable, and keeps wipes fresh and moist.
Iphone eye patch for Otter Box cases
Resubmit! The Charcoal Barbecue tagine! This is an added bonus to your outdoor cooking experience!!
Salt Tape
If you ever had to shovel snow from your driveway, you know how annoying it is. My invention will help you remove snow quickly and easily.
A foam rubber 4x6 pad with LED light strips inbeded in it that you lay on 18v battery sorce,Up light work space, used for under car or truck
Water Purifying Faucet Adapter that turns your bathroom faucet into a drinking fountain. Colors to match all bathrooms, for adults and kids!
Chilling &amp; Purify Pitcher
hair dye guard. prevents stains on your ears and neck. it hooks in front of the ear and follows hairline in back of neck. prevents splatter
People die from dryer lint fires. My dryer lint removal brushes with your vacuum make this life saving maintenance easy, less time consuming
Adjustable Recliner Spacer- A must have for hard wood,laminate,tile or any smooth surface flooring.
A stylish backpack that you can sit on while waiting or at the park. With convenient interchangeable covers.
Generate electricity from Dog walking. Comes with light, step and calorie counter and doggy bags.
Imagine automatically retracting seat belts for child car seats. Child seats are back in the 1970's, kids sit on the belt/buckle.
All in One Foot Soother Three way foot scraping and smoothing tool includes Callus Shaver Pumice Stone Emery Board/Buffer
"Drop in", front facing hook for any wire shelf. Easy Installation. No tools! Durable. Moveable.
Interchangeable Style Pens
This is a citrus scented dissposible dishwashing cloth, contained in a pop-up plastic container. Can be used for 24 hours and toss.
Shape your carrots and other vegetables with a mini vegetable lathe. Watch the video for concept.
Non-Stick Coffee Grinder
Electric and/or rechargable battery dog nail clippers.
Action finds YOU, opportunist!
Cool Chair.
Garden Edge Sprinkler System
Webcam Hack-cure
Wireless shower mp3 player
Delicious Way to Reheat Pizza!
HoverboardInvented By Andrew Magdy Kamal
Aim problems? "Splash zone"? Keep the bathroom sanitary,ease the clean up and keep it from soaking in the tile line with a toliet mat.
Mod Cordies to hold SD cards. (RUBEN BRITO)
I am proposing to create some type of credit card that can be used for coupons that have historically been cut out of local newspapers.
Finally, an ergonomic ipad keyboard case. A split design allows one to type without having their wrists touch!
Twistable cordless plug in USB for iDevices Search- Ahmed Bawany
Light stick with bobble base for even lighting in darkness. Fish, boat, camp with a glow.
*MAGNETIC BOOK CORNER SLEEVES* Bookmark when reading or use several when studying. No more bending the corners.Modern out of the way
design.
Touch screen universal mouse applicable for all laptops. Converts the laptop screen to a touch screen (similar to an iPad or a tablet).
UC Resubmit! Bracelet Buddy 2! New and improved!
Hanging towel rack with a rotating bar that has a fan inside it. hang a damp towel and it would run for 15-20 then automatically shut off
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A plush pillow seat cushion that has two plastic telescoping arms built inside on the edge that quickly extend to hold a canvas foot rest.
A revolutionary bath toy children will love and saves money at the same time. Your kids will love it; mine do!
A HAIR PIN/CLIP WITH DIFFERENT SHADES OF REAL OR SYNTHETIC HAIR OR PAINTED ON PIN.
Vomiting in toilet is gross-never make in time-SICK BUCKT- slides btwn mattress and boxspring-or just hold,lights up/soothing smell/pleasant
A foot-pedal to go under the bathroom sink, that would operate the water tap.
A folding table for compact spaces
Fluorescent glow-in-dark peel able stickers for the eye of the light switch plates. In various fluorescent colors and sizes.
A cellphone case that has a built in breathalyzer. You will always have the opportunity to test your alcohol level.
Revolutionary idea reduces overspray, allows application in hard to reach places and keeps spray where it should go, in any direction!
Why Carry Around A Metal Detector? Metal Detecting Shoes.
Two Sided Car Seat Cover that instantly converts between dogs and people.
Pastic Holder near each laundry hamper to hold favorite Stain Remover. Holder should adhere to any surface yet removed without a trace.
RESUBMIT: The Quirky Heel Saver. Protect your shoes and make them last..
Feed different diets to many pets &amp; no sharing. Using a magnetic collar &amp; specific bowl, it will only open for the pet wearing the collar.
WIPER WORKS is a insulated heated cover for windshield wipers. It prevents snow, ice and frozen wiper blades.
A device for transferring files between USB thumb drives, or smartphones
Greesbucket is a rubber bucket (with a lid) to hold dirty cooking grease and to easily dispose once it is filled. Various sizes available.
Tired of Burned Taste-buds? Try the SoupStir - Temperature Sensitive Spoon for Adults. Like the MugStir but Heat Sensitive
Self Esteem Hair Clips
I was thinking their could be an app that lets you make your fast food order from your phone while in the drive through.
You can dispose of dirty diapers and wipes in a basket that attaches to your changing table and uses recycled plastic bags from your home!
Decorative window blinds -turn your window/door in to piece of art.Window frame is also perfect picture frame.
LOOK! LAST CHANCE TO VOTE! FINALLY! Lunch Bag that keeps food cold &amp; automatically heats lunch at a preset time without having to plug it!
No Sweat White T-shirt.
Prevent ever having to scrape or scratch your windshield from snow/ice again! With Car-Cap your covered in just a snap!
The problem is I have two dogs &amp; they both love food. My Idea is for networkable automatic pet feeders with App access.
It would be a laptop desk with a 4port Hub that had pockets for two hard drive casses(2.5)or other devices along with 2 fans to cool it.
fly a kite with easy release and real back in. light weight poll and real make flying a kite simpler.
Power Bud! Want a small and attractive power outlet conveniently where you desire and it stays there?
Adhesive tape dispenser where you can select a predetermined length of adhesive tape
A bread box with a small dehumidifier on the back
Baby Carrot Maker
Cutlery that Measures your Meats &amp; Vegetables Precisely
New Storage System! Stores on ceiling, pulls down to convenient height the way attic stairs fold out.
RESUBMIT: Multi use TV dinner table. Looks like furniture. Extendable swivel out ledge for more surface space. Ipad arm. Outlet. Barbra
Basic color teaching tree with flowers for a Typical and Atypical population.
Earbud headphones that have a wire that does not kink or bend, but allows you to coil into a loop to store in your pocket.
BBQ'ers everywhere will love this double wide - tong like flat spatula when grillin'/flippin' Ability to pick-up multiple pieces at once
LOSE THE TOURIST NECKSTRAP! A better way to hold your camera is here! The quick release attachment is here now.
2 Liter Pitcher for 2 Liter Bottles
The BATECH will help Law Enforcement/Security Personnel provide protection and detection, without using unnecessary deadly force.
Okay men, women sweat too and we don't want the unsightly shirt stains to prove it. We need your help quirky, Dress shields need a redesign
Grill Pyramid quickest, safe, and fuel efficient way to light a fire for your barbeque. A pyramid shaped pack featuring pockets of charcoal.
A shower shelf that clips on to any standard towel bar, similar to a baby high chair tray. Dishwasher safe plus mold and mildew resistant.
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THE Q-FRY A SELF HEATING FRYING PAN..NO STOVE NO PLUGS
a mat that goes over keyboards that glow in the dark. so that when the light turns off i can see what it is that im typing
Wean your child from their pacifier using a set of ten pacifiers that get smaller every week until finally rejected by the child.
Put your bean bags in a trash bag. Beans are for eating, not for comfort. We introduce to you: THE WATER BAG CHAIR!
FLAV-ITS A drinking straw with a dissolvable end that is full of sweetener or flavor additive! STOP tearing ALL those paper packets!
Movify: Watch DVDs and BluRays on your iPad. USB-extension for external Optical USB-drives. Inlcudes free DVD-Player App.
Turn your cell phone into an effective speakerphone while you drive.
Can The Barking Dog Training Systems. This is a hand-held portable audible device to control your pets misbehavior and barking when shaken.
Exercise Water Tank, It would be built like an above ground pool. Just taller and much thinner. It would use an inexpensive water filter.
Printing iPhone Case
Priscilla
Electric Belly Button Brush...the new way of feeling clean and sexy
Saute extension for Pan/Skillet. Will also act as spatter guard during frying
A grave headstone accessory/ device that offers audio/visual content prerecorded by the deceased for family, friends,or loved ones.
Sling strap for skateboard users
Colourful Word Wallpaper! Decorate your childs room or office with colourful words that invoke the childs to use both sides of their brain!
Party serving tray will keep h'd'oeuvres/shrimp/pickles/olives/meats/cheeses cold for hours after your guests arrive with hidden freezer pak
A flat screen tv with folding doors that transform into extra screens for viewing at different angles/keeps the screen clean when closed.
Stacker Room System
My invention of the Soda WheelÂ® Can Top AdvertisingÂ® To provide canned drink users with the benefit of being able to reseal their drink.
Expanding coat rack A new take and look on a old idea.
Imagine a remote control ball that glows green light and makes a streak of green light when it goes fast.
Backsaver Watering Garden Stake + plant advices written on it
A plug in the wall wifi controller So that you can turn or control anything that is plugged into it. This generations clapper. Lamps etc...
Single use razor with built in shaving cream! Forgot to shave? Just pull this razor out of your glovebox, comes with an aftershave towelette
I am introducing a portable 4 in 1 USB, book reader, book marker and reading light with inbuilt image capture and word highlighter for ALL.
Insulating sleeve for French Press coffee maker to keep your waiting coffee hot.
portable gas can. 1' high that pops up to hold 2 gallons of gas when needed. small enough to mount to the spare tire rake in trunk.
Create a flat spray bottle with a funnel to add the fragrance, deodorizer, bug repellant, etc of your choice to the container.
What if we had something to alert us when we are frowning? That also improves skin texture and promotes smoother looking skin?
Disposable trash liners with a strong adhesive on the inside of the bag. Eliminates drawstrings, twist ties or tying the bag shut.
Retractable spinning rim badge holder with lights. Pimp your badge and bring a little individuality to the work place. Pimpin ain't easy.
Everybody has been in the situation where their cord for the iPhone/iPod/iPad doesn't reach where you are. This is a solution for all users.
Break lights for bicycles. Bicycles in LA require a red light lets put break lights on it.
Attention engineers, architects, and designers: Introducing an electronic scale (the type that measures scaled distances)!
This is a product which will help make cleaning the bathtub and bathtiles easier to clean. It will decrease the strain on a person's body.
"THE MAN RACK" - for men who hate to hang up their clothes. It's a free-standing rack with 20 hooks for clothes and a 2-shelf base for shoes
Case for smart phones and tablets that features a slide-out design that redirects sound toward the user.
iPhone case that is also a charger. Fold out prongs and plug directly into an electrical socket without having to deal with any cords!
Really? Another Luggage Tag? Yes. This one offers secure means to attach both Home AND travel destination information to your travel bags
Dehydration is a huge problem. I've invented a cup that helps you keep track of how many glasses of water you have drank in a day.
My idea is a replacement "graduated" brake light bulb that could be easily retrofitted into existing vehicles or made as factory standard.
Bionic Fitness Bands can tell you how many calories you've burned, your blood pressure, distance trekked, and heart rate.
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Hair Flair
Mini Gardening Barrel for potting dirt; Sister to Mini Rain Water Barrel submitted 2 days ago.Springs almost here,become one with nature.
THE HOT ROCKER - THE WORLDS COOLEST Rocking chair . A functional piece of art.
The wake up lamp designed to wake you up and keep you awake.
Kid Warrior
The Strip Clip! A creative little power strip that can be clipped and clawed onto any leg of any desk or chair!
Wrapster,Line extension. For families.
The "Tempplate" - Dinner Plates with 3 areas that have temperature sensors. No more burning your mouth on dinner!
ComputerDustPump.com Is a GREEN Alternative to Air Can. It Quickly &amp; Easily dusts Off Computer products.
I stick my hair to the shower wall when it gets stuck to my fingers.I need a pad to touch my hand to in the shower after washing my hair
***THE EASY WRITER*** Electronic writing tablet to help young children learn how to write letters and numbers
DiffuseWick is a small solar fan which circulates scented air from a reed diffuser or other scent container.
Keep your bag off the dirty floor in public washrooms.
Convert axle-wheeled products and non-wheeled products to multi-directional roller ball wheels.
Wireless Remote Control Webcam. Existing technology should be merged for this idea.
Sitting idle for hours while at work, home or traveling? This will help exercise your legs and rest your feet. Carry it with you anywhere!
Acupressure Travel Pillow massages your skin, stimulates active nerve centers, intensifies blood flow and lymph circulation while traveling.
REWIND BUTTON FOR RADIO'S The button will implicate putting a small flash memory in, so the last minutes get stored and can be replayed.
The Idea is a "PORTABLE DOGHOUSE". Description: This type of doghouse would have a wheeled design to make it easy to move when necessary.
Window Refrigerator Like a window A/C, its condenser(back)is outdoors. It can also be added to a thru-the-wall A/C or heater. WinFridge.com
A set of small boxes with doors on them to put on wall to prevent fecal matter to get on personal items in restroom. cover tooth brush etc
Rubber Rain Pipe Coupler - To mow under/behind down spout, remove accumulation of weeds and wind blown debris under/behind the down spout.
RESUBMIT Garment care tool. Lint roller + sweater stone = fresh looking clothes. Rid clothes of lint and pilly fuzz balls all with one tool.
Do you leave toothpaste or shavings behind in your bathroom sink? Why clean it if your sink can do it for you!
Stickman is an application that allows medical personnel to keep track of invasive monitors, tubes and drains in critically ill people.
My idea is a baby bottle that consists of two separate pieces â€“ a top half and a bottom half - that unscrew for easy cleaning.
Do not send your Grandmother chocolates.Do not send her flowers.She is chilly, and she needs a tissue.Send her a sweater that she'll love.
A door hanging rack that allows one to add a lot of different items and accessories in a convenient spot. Unclutter your closet!
IKEA's POÃ„NG chair is one of the best-selling chairs in the world. And one of the most awesome. But what's it missing?: A Cup Holder.
Office tablet PC holder for monitor side viewing
EZ finder: Use the keypad for appropriate # and the corresponding sticker will make a noice (RFID technology)- Sticker, Radio, missing keys.
A coffe pot that dispenses coffee cream and sugar to keep from going back and forth to the cabinet for quick coffe on the go &amp; to savetime.
Large knife/serving spoon underhanging basket for the top rack in the dishwasher (idea change)
The Hideaway Pet Stairs. For anyone who has tripped over pet stairs or is lacking space where they live.
Swivel mailbox mount which eliminates or minimizes impact damage. Fits properly under mailbox.
a portable durable simple cheap knife sleeve that also doubles as a knife sharpener
iPhone Case Made out of Silicone Gel to cool you phone from the heat. or Any Smart Phone
Who likes windshield frost? It's a recurring inconvenience we all deal with in the morning after getting in the car. Eliminate it now!
FLAT lip-Stain or Lip-Gloss container. A flat conatiner is perfect for a night out with friends and can be kept in a pocket or wallet.
A medicine spoon for toddlers that allows them to take their medicine like a big boy or girl, has exact measurements, and doesn't waste any.
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Lets stop wasting water! A simple electronic device which mimics the sound of a faucet running.
A Dining Plate that Folds into a Bowl.
Don't fling dust aroung with your feather duster,use the hand held spinning dust brush with battery powered vacuum and bacteria filter
BICYCLE DISTANCE KEEPER. bendable 50 inch pole left &amp; right. Could safe thousands of lifes every year.
I would like to create a motion-sensing, dual body wash/shampoo dispenser that is mounted on the inside of your shower!
BEND &amp; EXTEND ----------- an extension idea to the pivot power
Simple Password (pin) protected outdoor power outlet
A Collapsible Pet BathTub by: RickJ
Steering Wheel Cell Phone or iPod Swivel Hands-Free Holder.
Blue UV light (Disinfects in 10 seconds) Key Chain Bottle Opener.
FORMER TOP 5: A bed pillow with a hard inner storage chamber. Use it to store your phone, your eyeglasses, books, and more!
Our normal vending machines delivers food which is NOT so good for your health, so i came up with this idea of freshly squeezed fruit juice
Are you tired of having food spill all over your car after going through the drive-through? Now introducing the Car-Plane Tray!
Those that use a leaf blower want a quick easy immaculate yard. But the perfectionist, such as myself, want every leaf and seed picked up.
Red light. Green light. These ear buds show you if the person youâ€™re talking to can hear you, or not. No more wasted breath.
Mini Autostir --- For making that perfect bowl of oatmeal, that succulent hot chocolate, reheating that luscious cup of flavored coffee.
Let's reimagine the manual pencil sharpener. Ergonomic, ratcheting, clean, and stylish!
Anti Slip Pedal Grip
The Bungee Walker works great and adds comfortable resistance to the leader and boosts the slower walker. A great exercise tool for couples
Temporary eyelid "eye" tattoo or shadow. You will have constant eyes on all even when your eyes are closed. Stylish yet funny/scary!
Stop kneeling at the tub &amp; rushing your showers while baby naps. A fold away support allows you to interact and bathe baby while you shower.
Parents, make sure your children are safe at night. When children sleepwalk or escape from their crib, its dangerous! Here's the solution
"Hold That Thought" is a new way of displaying messages of all kinds. A 3 sided, clear, expandable plastic frame with suction cups is easy!
Modular Stoller. Invest in something more! A stroller that grows with the child to become their first bike.
make engines powered by cologne Have you ever played with cologne and sprayed it in front of a lighter lets use that flame to power vehicles
Tangle Free Dog Runner. No more repeatedly running out to untangle you dog. Best of all no more injuries to your dog due to being tangled.
Have you ever been in a panic after losing your wallet, purse or your keys? With this device, you will never lose them again.
The ubattery! Generates electricity from kinetic energy! Clip it on every shoe, under every running tap and install it in every car! (Resub)
Reduce risk of elders breaking leg/hip bones; they wear a belt with four small airbags (front,back,sides), micro-controlled gyro, battery
My idea is colored adhesive bandages. Bandages to blend with skin color. For example, black bandaids for black people.
Cell phone case with a hidden built in charger.
Restaurant check book tells the server when they can take the check/payment, also has tip calculator. No more servers hovering.
Garden gloves with detachable sweatband to wipe face; reinforced finger tips to prevent dirt in nails; and callus and gripper pads.
Total body air dryer which eliminates towels and saves water, detergent, softener to wash them and saves electricity or gas used to dry them
Measuring cup for dummies your baking/cooking helper, talks you through a recipe!!!
COLLAPSIBLE WATER BOTTLE! Retractable Accordion-style bottle,gets big &amp; small,depends on how much liquid you need. Say No to bulky &amp;
flimsy!
Resubmit)Fake veggies that float in the hot tub with you. Carrots, potatoes, celery.You will feel like you are in a stew!Lighted? Scented?
The GREASE GRABBER. A cleaner, easier and more eco-friendly way of collecting and disposing of cooking grease.
Collar clips/stays for Polo type shirts to keep the collar tips from curling when they go into the washer/dryer
Interior Retractable Home Window Defense Security Bars
Invent a shoe bag that remove odor. After workout,instead of stinky shoes back into the gym bag,have it go straight to odor eating shoe bag?
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My idea is to have a "printer " on my lap top computer to be able to print from laptop. Lap top and printer all in one.
Eco-switch is a switch that contains an internal mechanism that automatically turns the switch off after a period of time.
GIVE YOUR LEGS A FULL WORK OUT .. By AWESEMO
XXL "Baby on Board" self adhere transparent sticker - easy visible (also an ad for Quirky)
An all protecting iphone 3g 3gs 4 and 4s case.
Remote control vehicle with a built in metal detector. flashing lights and optional audible alerts upon discovery.
Splash Guard (Pots and Pans)
Suction cup docking station that is battery powered for recharging phones wirelessly.
Placemat with a curved end that hugs around the end of dinner table to protect your baby from biting on the edge of a unclean surface.
this can be for putting all your daily needs, if you're are moving or going somewhere take this along it can be rolled like a sleeping bag.
Time to change the computer mouse.
Jamlink an existing product allows 4 musicians to jam up to 500 miles apart Adapt this to a MMO setting We HATE Guitar Hero cus its not real
Out of office Whiteboard can be viewed by hanging over the back of monitor, by hanging on cubical fabric wall, &amp; includes tethered markers.
Do you have a hard time picking out your luggage at the airport? Do you want a new suitcase without paying for a new set? Try slip covers!
Help with weight loss!! Kitchen rug/scale! This product will help prevent impulse eating between meals!
Just in time for Spring Break! Imagine, tattoo stickers used to create beautiful tan outlined skin art that lasts as long as your tan.
The Zomblaster
Collapsible Tray! - Stores FLAT
Utilities said my H20 was 100,000 gal over. It was 1 leaking toilet flapper. My device will eliminate this leaking, saving how many Gals?
Personal Travel Head Rest. A personal cloth head rest that is easy to put on, adjust and remove for airline, auto and train travel.
Bunt Buddy - Bunt training device for baseball Provides immediate visual feedback for teaching young ball players players how to bunt.
My idea is a travel pillow made of memory foam that is combined with a travel sleep mask. Can be made with or without plug-ins/speakers,etc
Are you tired of unsightly outlets .Here is an solution to the problem hidden outlets. No more baby proofing or only choosing from 4 colors.
A cheaper and more eco-friendly way to utilize waste water from your sink or bath use this water to flush your toilet.
i-Lock: Put kids' phones &amp; gadgets away at night in a lock box! Timed lock or combination, a safe place to store &amp; charge items overnight.
The idea is to clean bath tubs,stand-up showers a safer way without kneeling and especially w/o subjecting your feet to harsh chemicals.
Clogged kitchen drain? Try a double plunger for a double sink. Double the plunging power with no air leaks. Save money and save time.
Packing a suit or blazer in a suit-bag is difficult with a traditional suit hanger. Curved hangers add too much width, hogging space.
Dry your clothes ALWAYS OUTSIDE. The best, cheapest, most safely and protected way. Even during rainy day's, snow, nice weather etc...
Imagine an infinite source of drinkable water. Now imagine that it is portable and fully self sufficient. This IS the ultimate water bottle.
Adjustable "LINER KEEPER" will hold the garbage bags to the bins. Also, will keep your garbage bins neat, tight, and can be washable.
A toothpaste dispenser with selectable flavors. This would consist of a non flavored paste and a number of flavors which are added in nozzle
Velcro Knee pad for all of you that work on your knees all day.
This 2-step stair with hand rails can help people who find it hard to get into and out bed. Construction is simple and very sturdy.
Fizz Tablets! Keep your drink carbonated longer! (Search-Ahmed Bawany)
Never work in the dark again! LED lights built into the length of this extension cord turns your power source into its own work light.
Cut time consuming lawn chores in half! Attach weed whacker onto lawn mower and trim those unreachable weeds at the same time you mow!
No more blind spot at your vehicle's windshield supporters !!!
Cart Shield- "A Slicker For Your Shopping Cart". Rolls out like a window shade, clips on end of cart. Keeps your products dry in the rain.
Vasectomy Cooling Shorts
A travel mugg that keeps coffee hot while away from power for long periods of time. I work outdoors alot and my coffee always gets cold.
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RESUBMITTED - MODPower: A Software controlled via USB, modular AC/DC universal power supply.
REPOST! Need some help Quirky community. Any comments and suggestions are appreciated. Storage space solution. Space saving shelves.
Purse or pocket sized, refillable, key-chain pump bottle of disinfectant, for public toilet seats and other public surfaces.
KINETIC COFFEE MUG-coffee getting cold? Easy Turn handle for instant heat. Stuck out in the woods or away from power? This one is for YOU!
Lets's reinvent the toaster-Toastie,A spherical transparent toaster.
The 'torso tent' is a light,collapsible frame that spans the width of a bed. Bedding draped over the tent provides warmth. (SEE SKETCH)
Ever had a mosquito or bug bite that itches and drive you nuts? How about a product that will take that itch away in a matter of minutes?
Baby Rockbeds for planters. Stones applied to a tight moveable mesh. Like tile sheets, but with stones and a few marbles for color.
A curved forked extention for glasses that wraps the wearers skull as theyre extended from the retracted position in the hollow temple piece
Solar for renters! Panel sticks to upper half of window, charges during the day, gives energy for light or cell phone charging at night!
A 2 to 3 tiered Pizza holder that stacks the Pizza to save room on the table.
Le Chefs solution for extended campingtrips or a ideal tool for Spicecowboys A Revolving dredger for six Spices or powders.
MODULAR DECK SYSTEM that is easy to construct by the week end handyman and provides outstanding craftsmanship and customization.
Finally! A storage container that helps you stay organized with ease. Stow away and retrieve items with out creating a mess.
Door anti-lock device for doors that automatically lock. In a hurry and do not want to waste time locking/unlocking the door.
Sleepy Time Toddler Clock--Programmable clock for children to stay in bed after dawn!
Keeping toilet seat up without having to hold it esp. if there is a decorative lid cover
My idea is for a kid remote control that can be programmed easily. My design is a small stuffed animal with just two buttons.
A redesigned water bottle. More style-lush/practical, will last you longer, there's a lid on the bottom of the bottle. Click for more info.
Toilet Piss guard for BOYS
Tired of your Iphone, Ipod, Droid, Blackberry or any USB device dying while you are waiting for an important call, or in the class room ?
MADE ANOTHER CAKE. NOW 12 for 12 WITHOUT BREAKING a YOLK, based on a scalloped dip spoon I have that I used for yolks with perfect
results.
A vertical LAPTOP + TABLET + PHONE CHARGING STATION with built-in power outlets and USB to increase desk space and organization.
Quirky MICROWAVE SOUP MAKER (TM) - chop steam cook and blend your ingredients in one unit. Healthy fast and clever. Great for baby food too.
Credit card sized emergency charger for an iphone.
My idea is Bluetooth jewelry. Braclets, Rings, Ink Pens, Lapel Pins. They would link to your cell phone.
Home Voice Assistant! Will become the control center of your home and assist in everyday activities
This is an adaptable spout that you can attach to any cup, glass, or bowl to prevent liquids drizzling down the side and making a big mess.
Watch TV and play a Video game at the same time. (Student8)
eye &amp; ear protector headphones
The Agenda Light is a time, color-coded lamp that enables speakers and presenters to track the amount of time they have spent and remains.
Electronic Blue Ray, DVD, and CD all in one player. Not bulky but more modern. Can play all three without having to change disks so often.
A strainer that actually works for draining grease from meat!
A book with simple phrases/pictures to assist those in nursing homes, hospitals etc if they cannot speak and are too weak to write.
This product will let homeowners,interior decorators,etc.hang the perfect picture frame every time. No slanted picture frames,perfect everyx
What If...? Blocks: For parents and educators, games for writing, language, research, art, invention, therapy, problem solving &amp; more.
Peel-a-Soap/Soap on a Roll with printed message or picture. Good for novelty gifts, hotels. Brighten up your daily washroom routine.
A even more nature computer keyboard that not only make no-more-shoulder-pain but also save more desk space.
Tired of water LEAKING into Springform Pan when baking Cheesecake in WaterBath? Here's an idea that would make an Italian grandmother swoon!
Tired of missing your mark in the middle of the night? The battery operated motion activated illuminating tissue box cover will solve it.
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Phone Case With A Sticky Back. Back Of Case Has A Tab, Like 3M Reusable Tabs, So You Can Stick Phone Anywhere, Again And Again. For iPod too
USB powered Soup Bowl or Soup Warmer
A gravel/water vacuum that removes the waste from the bottom of fish tank and through a filter system returning the water to the fish tank.
An iPhone/iPod/Smartphone case or attachment that would allow one to wind up or tuck away his earphones when not in use.
ONE SOCKET FITS ALL- Tired of needing to change sockets everytime you have a different size bolt head? 2 different concepts with pics!
RESUBMIT: Men's Suit Hanger (or ladies), You take your jacket off first, why not hang it first? And then hang the matching pants or skirt!
Flower pot with built in timing water and light source.
The Cat POD. It is sad to see Cats out in the cold and elements without shelter. This is a inexpensive house for them to stay dry and warm.
Product will keep batteries in flashlights from discharging from accidentally being held in the ON position. Will glow in the dark.
Take the standard,in home butcher-block knife holder and add a dual"pop-out" knife sharpener/honer, which is embedded in the knife holder.
improved eye hook which is simple to start without need for a pilot hole &amp; which can be rapidly inserted utilizing a single available tool.
People use silicon for home projects but leave a big mess i have the solution multiple shape caps that help avoid those big messes.
Glowing Purse Orb. Is it hard to find keys/phone/makeup in your purse? Orb is easy to find in purse. Squeeze and it lights up for 1 min.
Impervion
Retro cell phone handset. Made to look like a CB radio handset.
Rubber Bands made out of chalk board material to identify your drinking cup. Erase to reuse over and over again. Party entertainment!
Tea ball / spice bag replacement. Semi submersed, floating, cool handled, reusable. Eliminates mess and hassle.
The Disposable Collar Shield to eliminate Ring Around the Collar for Men, Woman and Children.
Wireless Intercom: one key to press - ambient light and nice melody on another station.
Are u tired of toys, like lego, coins or other valuable things ending up in the disposal bag in the vacuumcleaner?
A laptop case that allows the laptop to be secured to the top with a wrist guard and provides a cushion for use on the lap.
Stand Mixer aid for easier use.
A revolutionary grocery cart! No more hassles with carrying nor smashing or breaking fragile groceries! A green-friendly product as well!
Taco shell (hard shell) redesign. The redesign looks more like a flat bottom scoop than something that has two open ends.
Ipad 2 light cover. Photographic enthusiasts take your pictures at night. LIGHT is a fundamental key to have a good Picture.
The standard wall outlet has a built-in problem, so I took the opportunity to redesign it. Now you can easily plug in your stuff.
Shelf that attaches to rolling luggage to hold tablet or small laptop computer. Solution for the field employees or frequent travelers.
iNCOGNITO:notebook or case for 3ring binder that allows users to cleverly disguise and use their iPhones in school or for on-the-go business
Antibacterial Dryer Sheets to clean germs from pillows: A sick person will cough &amp; sneeze into their pillow. Now those germs can be removed.
A doggie spice rack to zest up your favorite canine's meal. Show them you love them everyday by using a different flavor for each day !!!
The Sonic Ice Scraper for ice and snow removal from automobile windows.60 million across the USA and Canada need this energy saving device.
A tool to help mechanics,handymen and do-it yourselfers. To hold a bolt or a nut when you can't reach and hold both at the same time.
An eyeglasses box/container to store the multitude of eyeglasses and sunglasses people have today. My design would hold 10-12 pairs.
If you wear glasses, a brightly colored pad for your glasses to lay on would make them much easier to find when you wake up in the morning.
ToiletPaper Dispenser/Dampener
A better way to use the iPad in bed! A mount to the wall or headboard that pulls away and rotates 180 degrees for use while laying in bed.
Magnetic, battery operated LED numbers. The magnetic numbers can be placed on a vehicle to show support of your favorite team member.
WE SHOULD GET IN THIS MARKET! QUIRKY CREDIT CARD COVER PROTECTION..WATCH THIS YOUTUBE VIDEO AND SEE WHY! &amp;
HOW MANY DON'T KNOW THIS INFO? :)
The PSY dust cap(ear cap) and earphone cord capturer. Manage your iPhone in the 'Gang-nam style'.
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A Terry Cloth wrap with an insulated gel like insert,(placed in freezer) keeps a person cool, when placed in microwave,keeps a person warm.
Chopping board with knife blades inside and handles on each side. Keeping kids and everyone safe.
apartment/rental home non permanent pet door for window mounting
Almost everyone is streaming t.v. and video to smart phones and tablets there is one problem. How to use more than one set of headphones.
The Quail Light is a versatile tool; perfect for any dark area that light just does not seem to reach!
*Please See Donna Norton* http://www.quirky.com/ideations/%20159258 A baby bottle with storage base for spare nipples.
A wheeled, tethered kitchen trash container with a vertical seam.Hinges allow side to pop open allowing easy removal.Bags stored in bottom.
I don't think I'm the only one that has a problem with the soap bar falling from the towel while showering. I think I might have a solution
Phone Screen Protector for People That Need Reading Glasses
DropStop - Stops Sweat From Running Down Headphones Which Can Stop Electronics From Functioning During Exercise
'Find Anything' (uFind) locater 'peel &amp; stick' bluetooth type transmitter sticks on anything. Syncs with laptop/smartphone to find object.
a heat sensor keyboard which allows people no need to press their fingers in it just slightly pass it through with the help of the device.
Appetite Suppressant Nasal Capsules. A soft capsule with a scent is inserted in each nostril will assist in appetite, hunger regulation.
iPad Suspenders - Look!
#spotsv It's the NEW *Mood Ring* Click it for Sad, Mad, Confused or Happy icon to appear! Teens/Pre-Teens. Like social expressions online!
COOL PAD flexible re-freezable jell pack prolongs computer life, keeps you and your laptop cool for hours of movie watching or game playing.
A collapsible step stool that attaches to a bathroom or kitchen cabinet door to assist the vertically challenged.
Baby diaper has pocket on butt-or folded in-holds packagd wipes, paper changing mat, packet of hand sanitizer, one use butt cream for travel
My invention is a screened lid for a pan ,that allows vapor to escape ,but keeps the grease where it belongs, in the pan.
Parental Power! Quick and easy way to silence your kids' noisy and annoying battery powered toys - Putting the Adults back in "Charge"!
A digital camera that has Wifi connectivity so that you may email your pictures taken to anyone.
A commercial extension cord that has a capacity to swivel 360 degrees. similar to the cord that comes out of a womens curling iron.
Build a power train for a vehicle that runs solely off its electrical power. No charging from outside source and no carbon fuels required.
In- car organizer/ docking station for car utensils sets like f.e. a window wiper, icescraper, sponge, brush and snowbrush.
BedHouse, A cover for kids bed with lit interior,fun decor exterior/interior (Barbie,SpongeBob..etc). Play Fort. protect from monsters.
Doubled Tip Pick for durability and ease of use when guitar picking.
"Purse Buddy" will alleviate having to move everything from one purse to another one by one. Able to assume the shape of multiple purses.
Toothbrush and toothpaste in one. The toothbrush head will screw onto toothpaste base creating a single, refillable unit.
Portable wireless Doggy Blow brush. The blow drying brush for long haired dogs
Never leave it behind
Take a blue tooth device and your new i phone, connect them together and charge them as one.
Powerbar or extension cord that only has USB ports. Most devices can charge via a USB. All the practicality of powerbars without the bulk.
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time?
Rec-Trash Bin - Introducing the new and improved way to recycle and throw trash away without 2 separate bins to pull to the curb.
THE KEY TO TRIMMED NAILS. The Nail Clipper Key Holder Key Chain. Stop the keys from poking you and keep your nails trimmed at all times.
Not your GF's 'Chapstick'... shockproof, dirtproof, woman-proof... a real MAN's lip tool... (VIDEO Attached)
Personal Item Carrier w/Pouches,,,Provides a solution to a problem all travelers face,,,Keeping items that can spill in an UPRIGHT POSITION!
Air Guitar Training Kit, AGTK! Sense of humor is a must. (JH)
Adjustable headphones
Towel heater attachment for shower; the hot water from shower heats the towel at arms length while you wash.
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a gaming system for the car that will act as a LAN &amp; storage device for games &amp; movies &amp; connect passengers via tablet-type devices.
The idea i have is to make a folding beach chair that rotates. You never have to get out of the chair for the sun or to check on the kids.
Painter's tape with measurement increments printed on it.
HANG YOUR PICTURES WITH EASE. Marks/Levels and sets the distance for hanging holes with ease. Slides in and out to adjust length. Firedude
Baby monitor with thermal scan. Take the worry out of going to sleep at night with a sick baby!
Clip on Easel for Kids
Spatula and Masher Combined
Two side Tooth paste
This is a flash drive that will have a replaceable eraser coating with many different designs and shapes! Erasers are replaceable.
Summer is around the corner, Get those fancy cooking tools out. like this one the Spatula chopper.
An alarm clock that is guarnteed to wake you up, press snooze once and a puzzle pops out that has to be completed before the alarm stops!!!!
bug free screens
Yo! Quirky we need a sidebar. it is a simple clip on for your cutting board.
Sump Pump Failure Notification
USE-LESS PARTY CUPS AND PLATES
Pillsberry Pretzel dough
Have a bird bath in your yard? Cleaning them can be problematic. Use a Bird Bath Bib with Liners
Smart Ring
space saver
Mobile Water Carbonator
Modular Furniture. Fabric and foam building block cubes with wood or plastic structural connecting elements. Open to suggestions.
Phone case with a strap
Snore Aid. Tired of your partners snoring and loud sounds at night... Snore aid can help with just a few puffs.
Cooling Screen Lid
Drain Deputy: The Combination Kitchen Disposal Plug, Food Scraper and Brush for pushing Food Waste into the Disposal safely
Self Watering and distillator
The Canned Food Squeegee
STOP SHOUTING AT ME! I'm not deaf. A decibel meter that activates alarm when the shouting passes a predetermined threshold. Argument over.
The SteaMachine
"Hold That Thought" is a new way of displaying messages of all kinds. A 3 sided, clear, expandable plastic frame with suction cups is easy!
micro bely
Environmentally safe play mat for baby/toddler-stores toys, snacks, valuables rolls up for transport. SAFER OPTION THAN EVA FOAM PUZZLE MAT!
Wake n Bake
Bicycle hill climbing gauge - how steep is that hill? Compare that hard climb to other climbs. Calculate your power rating. Get fit now.
When using an extension cord for electrical devices with distance,things tend to come apart this will eliminate that
Spanx waistband jeans! Yoga pant style - waist can be folded over or unfolded to achieve a smooth look from bra-bottom to waistband.
LaundrAlert App
No more embarrassing odors after using the restroom.Discretely eliminate odors.Just drop 2 marble size quick dissolving balls in the toilet.
I was frustrated trying to get me and my kids ready for the day while my towel would fall off my head constantly. Towel Tie keeps towel on!
Credit Card Folders - organize, retrieve, file and protect your credit cards the same way you do any important information!
A Gift Card Holder,sections for 6-8-10 cards. Small flat characters on it to keep it fun to carry.
3 folders in one! You open a folder and its like a book, you flip the first fold and theres a front and back, flip again and its the same.
DISPOSABLE YOGA MAT SANITIZING LINER
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An alarm that you will love to hate. The IQ Alarm will definitely get you out of bed in the morning whether you are ready or not
THE FENCE POPPING SPORTS BOTTLE! An earth friendly refillable water bottle that pops into any standard fence. Keeps drinks off the ground.
This is to replace the current connection for home heating air condition lines. No need to struggle with tape and wide plastic tie straps
On The Level: The complete solution for crooked pictures. Set them straight, keeps them straight.
With this new tripod mount, your video camera can follow the action!
Mascara and eye lash curler all in one!
Combination Battery Operated Lint Ball and Lint Remover. (Search: Carla Holt)
The pocket pillowcase can be styled to interest a wide variety of customers, from stressed out women to college guys looking to "get lucky"!
Read Aloud App
Sun Roof Net. a velcro net that covers your car sun roof.
Mobile grocery list
Tablet Table
Easy Scissors
VEMO: Leave a reminder and get things done. (Don't miss this great infomercial style demo video!) [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Trampoline Sprinkler
Introducing the RazTop: A laptop shell for the Raspberry Pi. RESUBMIT
App-Enabled Glucose Monitor
Bottle Skins
THE FIREWORK FORTRESS
Email or text alerts on Quirky so you know when someone has asked you a question or raised a concern.
Don't stumble in the dark! Rug-lights LEDs split the night. Ideal in any room. Can be used in emergencies. Pressure activated with auto off
Hassle Free Drink Plate
Safe and Sound
iPhone charger adapter
Josephs Puffy Taco maker/shaper! "Make A Perfect Puffy Taco Shell Every Time" It is a new taco basket, designed to make the PUFFY TACO.
AntiSTEAM bowl - don't let your food get soggy. Always serve fresh, warm and crispy french fries, cookies and other "just baked" foods.
Lasagne Boiling Case
clipbox
This is the First Customize Keyboard and the Next Generation of User-Oriented Keyboards.
The Dube' Board. Let's create a new summer toy!
Create anti bullying bracelets and possibly necklaces to remind and possibly help stop bullying. Have someone stop and think before speaking
A tablet system that creates a movie theater experience almost anywhere. Its lightweight, flexible and projects quality sound.
A cordless, rechargeable crevice wand. Giving you freedom to move through the house without being restricted by the hose on your vacuum.
Friendly Flame - Never worry if you blew the candle out again. Simply set the timer and let this decorative box do it for you!ã€€ã€€ã€€
bibliotecArme
Crutch pads
E-Z Toothbrush
WRIST Heart Rate Monitor (HRM)
Baby Golf Caddy
Stacking &amp; Sliding Food Storage. Maximize pantry and cabinet space without sacrificing convenience or visibility.
DISPOSABLE LATEX/RUBBER FINGER/THUMB TIPS. STAY GERM-FREE BY USING WHILE TYPING ON KEYBOARD, DIALING ON PHONE,
TEXTING, TOUCH SCREEN, ETC
Balance de cuisine
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Boulecius
Dying to Talk
Battery DRAIN alert APP
My Invention is Called the "AB-MATIC" A Revolutionary way to workout your abs, gluteus, hamstrings and quads.
Phone Minder: A device that buzzes or vibrates when moving a few feet from your mobile phone.
RESIDENT ALERT SYSTEM
The gel brush is a brush for your hair with a button that when it is clicked gel comes out evenly coating your hair speeding up the process.
Scrolling, jokes, quotes, pick up lines, etc. It is a programmable neon sign, mounted on the rear window, or top of car, or top of trunk
A digital photo frames that saves, deletes, fast forward &amp; backward, auto rotates, displays clock and date. It is AC/DC &amp; battery operate.
IPAD Kitchen Helper Re-Submit
ERGONOMIC NAIL CLIPPERS for Babies, Adults, &amp; Pets [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Worlds Best Mailbox
Golf ball sunglasses. Golf balls are made with titanium and so would these. They would literally be the same texture as golf balls.
Target your Back Pain with a Retractable-Pins Shiatsu Ball. Enjoy the priceless ability to give yourself a back massage - alone, anywhere.
'the sheebarator"
Have problems with your cords getting tangled? have you seen those retractable cords at the store? now you can do it to all of your cords.
Hate having your personal hygiene items displayed in your shower for everyone to see? Look no more. Meet the Shower &amp; Tub Caddy Enclosure
Cable management for desks made easy. Simple bracket sticks to edge of desk and clamps on to you cables so they stay in place.
Stick Out Your Tongue: Customized designs for your shoe tongues.
Welcoming rug with renewal paper. Rubber container,50 or so recycled papers with under-shoe disinfecting liquid before entering home.
A creative bath toy container with a built-in drip tray so it can be kept outside the tub.
Never lose TV remote or replace the batteries ever again . Universal Remote with Charging base and pager button.
MEDICINE PILL BOX ORGANIZER That will tell you what day it is and Has Braille so the Blind can read what day it is.
Power strip behind your screen
refillable ,attachable decorative sprayer for bathroom mirrors.
iphone wallet case, with pocket on back for credit card &amp; id. Perfect for a trip to the gym, a night out etc.
The UVisor
Child GPS tracker
Lord Jesus here I am: A pray rug that is program with prays for children and or adults to recite
The idea is a machine at your home like a doorbell but when button is pushed it calls your cell if you are at home or not.
Solar-Powered Water Bottle/Cap that emits UV Light to eliminate bacteria/virus, and keep water fresh and clean to drink.
A portable, rechargeable, powered and heated ice cream scoop. No cords no chemicals! The safest, quickest, easiest way to get a cold treat.
Finally, a plush inviting sheet to sleep on! In a recent study, these kids found it to be much more inviting than this sleeping arrangement.
A rake or "comb" attached to a chainsaw bar to allow effortless trimming of hedge or tree branches larger than 3/4".
Let's boost up the battery life of the iphone and ipad with a mini solar cell panel on the flip side of each device. Less user frustration.
Semi-permanent and super simple brushing timer for your children. No bettery, Affordable UI it has.
Hands free nail brush.
THE LID LOVER QRKY
WATCH + RING = RING WATCH Ring watch is more smaller than other watch, is easy to use and simple! With this idea you'll feel more lighter!
Never Rake or Blow Leaves
Vibrating coping saw! Easy to use for all ages! Vibrating blades are safe for kids! The must have saw for every home! Rechargable + Cordless
Oh Deer!!! Notify all animals of your presence before they hit your car. Emits various tones only animals can hear and deters them from road
STAY-PUT Retractable Restraint Harness loops over DOOR KNOB. Grooming, Administer First-Aid, Tick Removal, Blow Drying, Cleaning Paws, etc.
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Turning Plate Tray
Towel Bar Paper Towel Dispenser- let's design a beautiful, sanitary, and effortless way to dispense paper towels. You &amp; guests will love it
Work 'n Play SmartCase
A pen and pencil holder to put on cork boards. It never hurts to have another pen or pencil in reach. They're never around when needed.
I have a bad back and it is difficult to get things out of my car trunk. I want to have my floor come to me. I need a retracting trunk floor
"Basket Bag" is an eco friendly that fits into a shopping hand basket.It speeds up checkout,and retailers could sell them with their logo.
I think and easy and quick way to make a cup of instant coffee, if you put them into cubes as they do with sugar and chicken broth. T
Stretch-able sandwich/storage bags.... Bags with the ability to stretch without ripping or tearing.
Home charging box
Battery Optimization App
This is a closet hook system. It hangs on a closet rod and provides hooks without drilling into the wall.
Mudguard magician
App enabled Picture Frames
Turning Plate Tray
A green lazer light pointer with a LED flash light around the beam and you can use either or, or both at the same time.
Let's create a nail/beauty multi-tooL. Tools can be used individually or in the case. Think of it as the Swiss-army knife for the ladies!
I want to retract my electronic cords in the same way you retract a tape measurer, or dog leash.
A one piece balloon configuration that creates balloon arches in seconds while only having to connect to the helium once. Great for events!
Foldable,Colapsable Vehicle &amp; Trailer side shelf.Ground Floor, nothing like this out there. Would sell MILLIONS if designed right.
Let's make the Wheelchair easy and fun to use. Self-propelled to the next level.
DIGITAL MATHEMATICAL PEN resub
arm sling pocket
A basketball net with interwoven filament that sends a signal to a pre-recorded device that plays crowd applause when you make a shot.
Hinged 8" wide steel spatula
A new way to mark the correct places to hang anything on a wall. No level, tape measurer, or pencils required. Very compact and versitile.
Easy Find Can Scoop
Dishwash Anything!
The Jar Stand will organize your work areas, in the garage or when making crafts. It holds 6-12 mason jars that rotate like a Ferris wheel.
The Perfect Sip
Introducing the STOMP BOX! A revolutionary new way to pack beverages up the slopes by storing them ON YOUR SNOWBOARD!
A REAL Pool Table
Ultra Bolt
Ever come home from work or just sitting around the house and said to yourself "I need a massage" well now you have the luxury of a massage.
Eliminate hassle and risk with decorative exterior LED lighting that snaps to your existing gutters. No ladders. no extension cords.
$10 iPhone Silicone Case
muti stor
Imagine a portable chair with no moving parts, adequate storage and can last longer than the soccer season.
iNvisible shelf for iMac
gel insert for shoe that converts each step into electricity which is stored in a battery pack. 2 medium sized transducers. Insert is comfy
Automatic brake for baby strollers. Similar luggage trolleys @ airport. Retrofit. Easy to install with clamps and butterfly nuts. â‚¬25/pc.
BAÃ‘ERA CON TERMOSTATO
fiNd mE aNywHeRE
A pocket gadget perfect for every occasion.
#QCYCLE Bicycle Coffee Cup Holder + Sports Mug + Cozy, Molded in Camera mounts, with a bike tube clamp
Music and camara watch
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child Minder app
small tool, or handy gadget that protects wall decoration paper or paint from dust when drilling a bigger or small hole in that wall.
Magnetic Can Opener
"Clamshell design" Toilet Roll to hold Wet Wipes AND dry toilet paper on any standard TP spindle. Plastic case with designer colors &amp; styles
Quick Keys
Imgine we could increase the efficiency and overall capacity of the deep-cycle automotive batteries simply by changing their designs.
Wind Buster HANGER! A hanger separator to ensure the clothes you hang outside will be not compressed together when there is wind!
Kitchen Fresh. A tablet for your garbage disposal.
Batting helmet flap
Tired of the bad multimedia systems in your car? want to have something better?
Sleep Positioner
Cell Phone Warmer. A case with battery pack to plug into car cigarette lighter or normal home outlet to keep cell phone warm in cold weather
Ever had this problem: go to atm and smallest bill is a $20? And you desperately need a single dollar for that thirst quenching soda?
A silicone reusuable vented flat bottom steamer ziploc bag : No more overcost steamer zip loc bags, reduce your carbon footprint
Flat Mouse
APPEnabled Manhole Cover Alarm
**L@@K** Pastry Brush and vegetable/fruit peeler with *HEADS THAT RETRACT* for compactness and safety. Make them match Bloom :)
the Milk Maid Yogurt Maker
A small and affordable, soft foam pad that can be easily installed in a car for the right knee to rest against during long drives.
Bullet resistant fabric! Letâ€™s call it the Super Shirt! Help protect our policemen, soldiers and politicians from harmâ€™s way.
Who says that toilet paper can't have color/prints, have lotion/fragrances or even Disney characters with stories written on them?
Illuminated LED embroider Fiber Optics Clothing.
A shut/cut off valve from the riser pipe of a shower that minimizes burns, water wastage, and as well preserves temperature mixture settings
purse hanger,its a s hook with a safty hook on bottom, with 5 different attachments,the weight of purse makes it stay, theft proof,a must.
I am trying to fix the problem of pulling out a full bag of trash out of the trash can. Suction is always an issue. My idea would fix this!
Monkey Bar
Global Addictive Education and Employment System
Visible Leash
Juice mix Bottlecaps
Slide Shelf Under Bed Storage. A Under Bed Storage you slide out and prop up to easily access your items. (See image)
Automatic LCD Scroller
Never Lose a Golf Ball
stoop-endous
The Shrub Shaper
Bug Repellent Hair Conditioner, Shampoo.. NO Bugs spray in your hair, smells like citrus, marigold. No Swarming Bugs for you, your pets.
A TOOTHBRUSHING TIMER 3:00 on the mirror in the bathroom. A design product, efficient, ludic (fun), with suction cup, (with sound).
Corrugated Flower Holder
Turning Plate Tray
Vinegar Weed killer
Decorative metal key gears! Insert you keys so you won't lose them!
CUTTING-BAGS MACHINE
IFish
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Novelty glasses RETRO-SPECS transform your everyday world of color into nostalgic glorious black &amp; white. The world in Schillervision!
Shock-absorbing bicycle pannier: removable shopping bags for back rack with springs or better shock absorber (bungee?) to cushion from bumps
Duo Credit Card Battery
MICROWAVE LID you DON'T have to touch/remove to heat coffee/food that won't splatter! LID ROTATES within itself. Open, Vented or Non-Vented
Automatic oatmeal alarm clock
Airplane Seat Privacy Shields
Warm &amp; Soft lawn grass
Headphone Bracelet Wires
Toddler Tape
PIVOT POWER LARGE
iPad stand
Magnetic Gloves
micro belt
Smart Dog Collar-Multi Purpose
This product allows you to dunk your chicken wing in dip and pull it out with an even coating of your favorite sauce. Yum Yum!
The Kernel Free Bowl
Lazy susan for equipment - printer, modem, router, phone, charger, hairdryer. Center jacks rotate 360, cords don't twist. Office/kit/bath.
Tired of lugging around your child's antibiotics in a cooler when you have to be out and about? Me too - here is a patent pending solution.
No more trip after trip to the car after a big grocery haul, or hands full of bangs and no way to open the door! grocery gurney
Support your favorite team or college with the SPORTS-BRA
butter stick holder
Bailey Bridle
Reliable bathroom clock (waterproof, fogless, mountable). 'Nuff said.
TECHNOLOGICAL BIRD CAGE
Send a Friend - Can't be at the next family reunion, someone you love in the hospital? Send a life size digital cut out of you or your kids.
5Â´
"Stickable" wireless Bluetooth speaker set
BACKPACK for grocery shopping Carries multiple bags while keeping you agile and with both hands free to push stroller, also a dolly!
mobilbag
Rain X or Extreme Shield Car Wax made for your shower or tub to prevent soap scum and mildew or mold.Comes with anti-slip stickers/floor mat
Bring your own shower stuff with you conveniently and stylishly when you in the travel or gym.
GPS trackers
HABITAT BIRD ABODE Birds deserve a nice minimalist place to live. Also looks good in your backyard or maybe even your nest :)
sock pupet
Unique grocery bag holder stand turns an ordinary plastic grocery bag into a wastebasket or trash receptacle. Free garbage bags for life!
Doggy Snow Socks
Bobble tooth brush holder, little fish aquarium in the bobble! When it bobbles-a beautiful display of fish(similiar to a snow globe)
mini guillotin, recycle paper
Vehicle Armrest Tray
A rocking baby bottle also a music toy.
Fountain Bands! Easy attachment of a drinking fountain to any toothbrush, or anything stretchy band can fit, use as ring/bracelet if desired
Wind Turbine powered Sailboat
Wheelie bar for bicycle
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Introducing the dome spatter screen that fits over sauce pans.They come in three sizes.The ones they have for frying pans are way to big.
Have you ever lost or forgot an umbrella,no place to put your keys,cell or water when you jog or walk. A belt that holds one or all items.
Retractable Shower Hose With Accessory Holder (Easy Installation
QuickSnacky is compact, portable dry goods holder and quick access dispenser.
flip Bow-saw fine, course cut
Pop dispenser that uses 2ltr bottles so as to organize and centralize the soft drinks on your party's drinks table. Kid friendly too!
Light
Easy Window
Mini Vac 'Multi-Use Suction Machine' -cleans dust OR Picks Up tiny items ie: beads, parts, Legos, in a jar -used by sewers/crafters/parents
Just experienced a bad breakup? Have a horrible boss? Try this innovative, emotionally fulfilling way to turn life's lemons into lemonade!
Clap twice to play music on your computer speakers.
Expandable/Slide Out Fridge Shelves. Get what you need in your fridge with ease. Adjust to fit any fridge.
Universal retractable device for any plugs.
Global Cooling Insulation
3-D Ornaments
An easy way to dispense cold butter in the proper measurement for all your baking and cooking. No mess! No guessing! No big globs of butter!
family ties
To produce magnetic bumpers surrounding vehicles that would repel other vehicles with the same technology softening impact &amp; reducing injury
Hang and Dry Resealable Bags
Facetime : eye to eye contact
Ultimate Block Puzzle
night cat buoy
Hug wrinkles away
DecNef
The Carry All
Electrical Outlet/switch box COVER/PLATE equip with smoke/ heat detector that sounds an audio/audible alarm.
Show-N-Tell
NoDings is a foam/rubber device that is attached horizontally to the outside of your car to protect the paint from dings and scratches
Variable Cooling Time Mug
blinking Array of LED Lights for Addresses on Mail Boxes &amp; Houses that can be controlled using a remote. Make that house easier to find
Does your laptop get used as a coaster? Turn your end table into a laptop work station without the worries of spills and crumbs.
The Toe Helmet
Sticknight
The John Connor Tee-shirt.
We gesture thanks while driving and hope the other driver saw it Solution: a small sign â€œThank youâ€ in back window button lights it up
Calling all dreadheads! Have a hard time keeping your locks fresh and clean? Is it a hassle to deep condition your locks? LocSoak is here!
Stop burning your fingers on hot tea bags with this tea bag grabber and wringer.
Tired of having the toilet sanitary sheets slip away from under you before you sit?
Strap On Massage Device - MASSAGE BAND. Enjoy on the go. Strap it to your ARMS, LEGS
With a small dinning table, many of our guests cannot fit in our dinning table on lunchtime. An expandable "Growing Table" is the solution.
NEW YORK CITY LIFE TIME DESIGN
Plant Squid...Indoor Irrigation System. Just fill up the water reservoir (once a week or twice a month) depending on the plant. Worry-free!
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Heated windsheild wipers; the potential for all types of vehicles such as the trucking industry to emergency &amp; military vehicles. UPS, FedEx
A girls dream!! Car visor attached make up kit with mirror!!
Dust Pan that folds in Half. Easier to dump trash in trashcans that dust pans don't fit in.
The Headache Hat
SHUT IT DOWN
Free Electricity
LADDER BUCKET
Taxation game
Baby Come With
Rotating grill tools... Flip any type of grilled food with ease. No more messes or burning hands!
Keyboardpad (Apple's wireless)
i'd like a portable alarm inside my car that would alert me when I forget to bring my cellphone.
i-caddy
Digital Picture Voice Notes
a device to prevent theft by snatching of mobile phones while text or making calls in public.
You rarely have a cup holder at the airport, unless you're on the floor. What you do have is a carry-on suitcase. Add a cup holder to that.
Keeping hearing aids on an infant or toddler is next to impossible!! I have created a cute headband that keeps hearing aids in place
The SOCKIT is the perfect way to interact with your smart phone with no finger prints or smearing.
Flexi-Fry Pan. #1 Kitchen Tool
Smart Fan
The idea is to design a personal home version hazardous material detector for toys, metals, fabrics that could be potentially harmful.
have you ever had too much clutter. I know I have. The big problem is dust pans. Everyone has them. Upgrade to a colapsable dust pan.
digital photo cell case
Gutter Flush
Motion Freeze APP
RC Car with launch track and ramp! No toy makers include a ramp with RC cars. Best gift for boys ever
The Invisibox
Adaptation for a dinner plate that saves having to wash the plate after a meal
rolling tape
NOW YOU CAN SAVE IMPORTANT MESSAGES, VOICEMAILS &amp; CONVERSATIONS THE EASY WAY - Just Plug 'CAPTURE' into ANY
PHONE &amp; Press the RED Button
Build a Shopping cart for Small People,(Dwarfs)and Short People, something with a Ladder or Lift to help reach Items in a grocery store,
An accessory made up of 2 bands of stretchable material connected in the middle that will minimize the probability of dropping phones.
Blackout Stickers
R U A SLOBBER?
Closing toilet seat
Mobile Soundtrack
VOTE PLEASE iPhone case insert w/ strap for wearing @ neck &amp; shoulder.No insert cases 4 iPhone for walk, travel or work. Safety from falling
Oxygen Caddy
Sports Safelight Sensor
A glow in the dark and Motion activated LED light toilet paper holder, so you do not need to turn on the light on the middle of the night.
kitty can outside in safe cage
iDevice Dock Adapter
I think there should be an app that allows everyone to share their Bucket Lists, then help each other get those things.
Family Budget Game for kids
The AppEnabled Oil Tank Sentry
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A motorcycle helmet with a built in video camera for action sports and mp3 player.
T-Shirt Towel
Awe bra
Organize the Fridge! Wouldn't it be cool to have a basket type of container for all the condiments in your fridge?
A jewelry case for traveling that keeps chains and braclets from getting knotted and tangled. (Click on sketch for more detail)
The Switch Shovel. From spade to flathead.
WATER WEIGHTS-simple dumbell handle with ends that allow you to screw on plastic bottles. You can now recycle your bottles &amp; create dumbells
My idea is to create a book holder that use books as decorative pieces.
A new workout shaker that holds both your Pre and Post workout shake. It doesn't leak or spill, and keeps your shakes fresh all day.
Piggy Toes
Reversible Laundry Bag
This product help you lose weight and stay in shape. The machine takes away the unwanted calories from the body without going to the gym.
potato peeler,slicer
Intelligent Car
A water bottle or thermos that unscrews in the middle so you can have two cups in one.Use for coffee or unscrew use bottom half for soup.
Use your bike as urban transport. Integrated locks keep wheels, seat or all of it safe without additional, bulky, heavy chains or U-locks.
Wrap It
portable laundry
Do you re-charge AA, AAA, etc. batteries before you need to? Wonder whether they're still charged when you need them? KNOW-IT-ALL
Hepa Register
Cell phone case or Add-on to a cell phone case (sticky tape), the back opens to expose a chess and/or checkers game for two (back to basics)
Natural Ground
Fleece feet and leg warmers, basically big socks that are like Snuggies for your feet and legs. RESUBMIT
Helping Hand
Multi-prise modulaire
Couch panel remote
Firefighter hydrant helper
Insulated Cooler Wraps
App controlled surge protector
AutoPrise
Ever turn on the wrong light because your light switch plate has multiple switches? My idea is light switch icons.
Healthy neck
Addable Passport Holder
GrassKit Ball - An outdoor game in the spirit of classics like Bocce Ball, Cornhole, &amp; Ladder Golf. Using skill and luck to equal fun. VIDEO
Automatic measuring tape/ruler that tells you your measurements with voice or shows on screen
Smart Fridge WIFI Shop list
A portable hook/multi-tool fob for opening doors that are in public places. NEVER touch a germ infested door again!
Phone Case Flash Drive
Know grocery prices from phone
Twin Socks
Stay cool clothing
ATMOSFEAR type game RE INVENTED FOR 3D TVS AND PHONE/ internet INTERACTION.
Time to get to the door
The Prefect hard boiled Egg
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Quirky Conversion Box. Converts old Film, VHS, C-tapes to DVD, CD or Data Files. Looking for Feedback to make this work. Thanks!
Useful Bathroom Faucet
Teething must have
Garlic Peeler &amp; Mincer in One
Bright Messages
Port-O-Power Camping Spike
iPhone Screen Focus App
adjustable back scrubber
FindMe!
Retract-a-Strap
Grandpa's stress button cane.
Please CLICK to Vote: Easy Pool Guard! Low cost, easy to install solution for parents to isolate deep end from shallow end of the pool
21st century BODY SCALE. It helps you to LOSE WEIGHT &amp; maintain your figure. Keep you motivated until you reach your target.
LensPen style eyeglass cleaner with keychain ring to carry around all the times just in a smaller design.
On the go easy. A small device plugged into your home computer which can turn it on or off from afar making access and energy savings easy
Detachable programmable reminder pods you can put on your pets things for your pet sitter! Place on food bag/medicine/leash. Stop worrying
Mothering Nature
Bookcase swings up for access
Cordless Headphones
"Bearly Bright" , a car night light will allow you visibility in your car at night so that you may view your infant/child in the rear seat.
Watering Christmas Tree Stand
iPhone Safe
Grants users an extension cord that is always ready for use, exactly where it is needed.Easily stores away in seconds.
P.F.D. Accessory
Flavored stir sticks
A product to eliminate the odor and sweat stains left on clothes. is healthy and promotes self-esteem, do not be embarrassed by sweat a lot.
PolarVeil
"STEP-N-SHINE" Slippers with VELCROÂ® soles + disposable SWIFFERÂ® pads by walking on hardwood floors = would shine the floor !!
Built on broom groomer. Also conceals and deters bristle deformity. Stands upright.
Add a toy caddy to the shower station! (RUBEN BRITO)
Wifi Enabled Power Strip
Iclip is a universal ear bud
Lap mirror
Ladies! No more struggling with shaving cream cap in the shower. Inverted dispenser suctions to the shower wall. Almost hands-free!
ZFP expansion for Apple MacMin
A beverage can holder with the addition of two finger slots on one side for a "no grip" koozie.
Clic and Cut
Cathouses?fun prints, reusable, recyclable,eco friendly, stores easy and cats can't get enough..
Get DOWN Kitty!
An easy to operate weed extractor that removes the weed like an apple core. No crawling and easy to operate.
3 in 1 Flat Screen T.V! View a television program from different angles, or look at 3 different television programs at the same time!
Katie Couric Garbage Attack.
Generate hydro power inside your house - GO GREEN
Fly swatter with sanitizer. Swat and spray the germs away.
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Super Scrubber
Smart Family Menu Boards
K-Cup on the GO!!!!
An Alarm Pill Box With Flashing LEDs with more than just a daily setting,It should have multiple settings for multiple daily use!
Storage solution - Remote holder for flat screen TVâ€™s &amp; much more
Four Handle Colander
Can't remember where you parked you car in a large car park? How about an arm that pops up with a flag/light beam so it's visible to you ?
roound
Leash Trap
Reusable, variable size box that can be adjusted to fit different sizes of objects.
Enjoy the electrostatic vacuum cleaner, no more noise and no more bags.
A great cooler that will chill two 2Liter bottles! Awesome for parties! excellent for storage! Tons of possible designs! PLEASE TAKE A LOOK!
Automatic sliding garbage doors at fast food chains. Sensors or lasers recognize when someone is in front of it dumping out their tray.
Razor cleaning brush
Disposable hair nets for dogs, scented, also can have non toxic natural flea and tick repellant. Shed catcher.
UNDER CONDSIDERATION Twice; 3rd time here we come. Improved function and space saving cooler.
Commute to work with your Laptop-Jacket. The jacket with place for your laptop.
Artificial XMAS Trees in 1/2 round or 1/4 round. The Half(180 degrees) placed against wall; 1/4 (90 degrees)round placed in corners.
Bicycle Jersey with a purpose, motorist can visibly see cyclist turn signal displayed on back of jersey
A mobile phone app that alerts you to check for infant in back seat of vehicle to avoid accidents with grave consequences.
Cordless hand tools use batteries that are proprietary, heavy and expensive. Relocate the battery to either a belt pack or backpack
Magnetic Wireless Speakers
All Terrain Wheelbarrow
Scum Bag
Water Bottle with Powder Juice Dispenser (Detachable) and Pill Box (Detachable) For Diabetics (and Non-diabetics too)
Tired of gnats flying in your face? Having to dump a fresh glass of juice when you look down to see there is a dead bug. Solution is here!!
Star Wars Waffle Maker
Stop wasting precious storage space!!! A multi-tiered, heavy duty, collapsible, stackable, storage container to use only the space you need.
table with two holes cut out so your dogs ears dont get into the food or water have the bowls where they can be removed for washing. .
you're arriving to your car, after having fun on the beach. your feet are full with sticky sand. meet 'Sandy'... the sand removing brush.
The Bat Light
Stacking modular self-watering plant tower: designed for those who want to enjoy fresh home-grown produce from their porch or balcony
Superfast Boiling Electric Kettle with removable top for easy cleaning. Increase the heating element's surface area for superfast boiling.
Apparel that uses the the human anatomy for fiber construction for better performance. For athletes and sufferers of muscle atrophy.
For those who understand that change is the only thing that is certain. I want to create headphones that have no wires attached!Ask me how!
magneticarpet
App to open the gate house
THE KEEPER! A beeper for your keys. KEEPER uses a special App on your cell phone sending a GSM signal to the KEEPER attached to your keys.
a bracket to attatch to gutter of house to hold a 2x6 to catch nails &amp;roofing shingles &amp;people from falling to ground when tearing roof off
RESUBMIT.........The "U-ROD" IS FINALLY HERE!!!-CURVED SHOWER ROD SUPPORT...*CHECK OUT THE PICTURES*
Time in life is all around us all everyday 2\47 365 days a year positive thought with safty can and will bring the best out of everyone .
I really dislike waking up to an alarm. This clock has a light that slowly turns up and your choice of sounds that will wake you up gently.
Water Bottle Squirt Toy: Don't throw those bottles away! Reuse, Recycle, &amp; have fun! Line-um-up and reload in seconds! Gallons of fun!
Want to create a sun visor for automobiles that eliminates the space BETWEEN driver/passenger visors which allows sunlight in.
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An cell phone case with speakers built in to the flip top. This concept is good for outdoor/indoor activities and it fits in your pocket.
Tail Lightz (As Seen On ABC's Shark Tank) are attachable lighted designs &amp; fun phrases for jean pockets or any article of clothing.
aspirateur avec fil rÃ©tractabl
The IONE dish rack is a â€œpersonalâ€ dish rack for the work environment, college dorm rooms, or home use. (Can link together too!)
The Collapsible Keg Cooler
The SuperBib let's keep our Superheroes clean! Children hate bibs. SuperBib is a toy and the most effective bib you ever had.
Functionality vegetables tongs
Bong/Water Pipe that looks like a household plant. Needs a good name. 420 votes at least.
No-Crack
Wine Bottle Napkin
This device turns off lights no matter what! Tired of kids walking into closets/rooms for a second and leaving the light on? Well, no more
Tele-Marketer Be Damned
Self tamp garbage can
Let's Re-invent the wrapper on chocolate bars so they can be resealed. With more people watching their calories,that option is needed..
MisterBrush: Free up your hands and time with the brush that acts as a spray bottle as well, holds detangler, water, hairspray or any liquid
A new design for a soap bar that makes it safer to use for bathing babies and for elderly people having a bath.
Typhoon Tether Ball / Volley
Gloves that hold flashlight on the palm with on/off switch by thumb for easy on/0ff). Small enough to make a fist and not interfere.
Need more space/stability to carry items on your hand-truck(dollie)? Idea is to add a wide platform/plate extender for standard dollies.
Solar panels on cell phones and all electronic devices. The battery would be the primary source of power. Solar power would be an alternate.
NO MORE BULKY LAPTOP CHARGER CORDS WHEN YOU WANT TO TAKE YOUR LAPTOP OUT-LETS MAKE CORDS EASILY MOBILE AND
MORE EFFICIENT!
Delete me
Have MAKE UP MIRRORS &amp; HAND MIRRORS(even billfolds &amp; purses)include crank lights for better visibility and mobility-No plugins/no
batteries
All in one beach wagon. Solar powered umbrella w/cooler, storage, radio and power ports to support lap tops, cell phones and accessories.
Have a laptop? Limited on space and need a work area? The "Murphy" Desk is the solution.
Weekly AM/PM stackable medication case. Take Sunday's meds, fill Sunday compartments,stack it on the bottom and have Monday's meds on top.
This invention helps alert other driverâ€™s when you are caravanning and helps you find the cars in your party if you get separated.
Maximize your shower experiences without touching the cold shower curtain. Compliment the "curve" shower curtain rod or traditional rod.
Office Chair stinks
Pivot Power meets Pod Power
My idea is to use the waste heat of the computers and phones chargers to make heating slippers or to make electric hot water bottle.
What if you could turn an average roll of masking tape into double-sided tape (and back again), just by flipping a switch?
I propose a cooler with a compartment at the bottom allowing you to keep melted ice away from food that you want to keep dry,but also cold.
Sprinkle Sump Thing
Air Vent Drier - Are you tired of putting on wet boots, gloves, hats? Now you can put on warm, dry, clothes AND conserve energy.
TRUST SMART
A shower head with an integrated liter counter so you can measure how much water you are wasting while you are taking a bath.
This welcome mat key hider solves the problem of people who want a truly smart way of leaving a key behind for someone
Animal Growth Reducing Treat
Cigarette Umbrella! An eccentric,funny but practical gizmo that will keep your cigarette dry in the rain! Simply clip on
Mood Eye Glasses
Improve garage opener. My idea is to extend the button pressed with wire &amp; mount the button where accessible in vehicle &amp; hardwire remote
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Multi-Letter Opener - Can open 1-10 envelopes or possibly more in one swipe and collect chards to later dispose. Big time saver RESUBMIT
THE CLAW
It's a SNAP! ( Bedding )
Movie/music rental/sales vending machine that dispenses the content on USB Flash Drive media!! Multiple benefits over Disks!
Pillow Glove
CLOSABLE SILICONE DOGHOUSES
Wireless adjustable earphones!
Just wing it!
Luggage Organizer &gt;&gt;&gt;It would make packing easier and more manageable.
Grocery bag w backpack straps
Keep warm
The device offers a way to use the commercial liquid body wash/soaps in a flowable and self contained unit to apply and rinse.
LED Video Poster
PET BRUSH WITH A "QUIET" VACUUM brush your pet and vacuum away the shedded hair
Keep your pills with your cellular phone. A smartphone case that doubles as a pill dispenser. Make sure loved ones are taking their pills.
Clamping Powerstrip! Finally construction workers and garage tinkerers will have a better way to power their tools
Introducing TOSS! A brand new frying pan with the flip built into the pan, no more messes or struggling to flip like a PRO
Nail Art Kit
Itâ€™s impossible to keep my stainless steel refrigerator handles cleanâ€¦.My invention will prevent the endless smudges from occurring.
iSkim the pool so you can swim
Training, entry level &amp;/or rehab roller blades,roller skates,or skate board that slow down automatically when going downhill - adjustable.
Resubmit)PROMOTIONAL ITEM-Quirky Perfume.â™¥The scent will get you in the mood to inventâ™¥
A video chat/conference/skype/gtalk software that auto corrects the eye contact for the misalignment of the wecam/screen placement.
CONNECTED Bed decorative Accent Pillow Sets: inflatable or light weight fill to easily remove at night. (RESUB, open to collaboration
My daughter is not allowed to highlight in her text books and would like an erasable highlighter pen or highlighting that disappears in time
The Hydrant - H2O dispenser
Our idea is called the "PIC FORK". We want to modify the end of the fork to break away and reveal our handy dental pick.
FINALIST LAST WEEK! TWO NEW IDEAS ADDED! A 3IN1 highchair that has a detachable back, arms and seat that fit in the dishwasher. THANK
YOU!
A mechanised ironing board -- the key feature being rotating hexagonal prisms that push away folds so the garment lies flat.
This world needs a Water Base Paint Roller washer and spin dryer, Almost everyone has had to clean a paint roller sometime in there life.
Mini-Water Wheel Generator(MWWG)! Tiny wheel attaches to 1000s of sewer openings. Rainwater flows over MWWGs to generate electricity!
The FamilyPoint APP
Easy pedaling bicycle
evo-soy chips
Home Depot Multi Hammer Kit.
Mini-USB iPhone Case
scanner mouse
Playground swing cover
At night is the best time to get Catfish. But, how do you know if you've got a bite? How about a lighted Rod?
Empanada Labeler Press
Nobody makes a cup-holder tray for home use, WHY? I kicked over my 24 oz coffee this morning and it gave me this idea. RESUBMIT
a trasmitter is placed at every traffic light and linked to a smart phone app.stop people holding up green lights!
Time Out
Smart Teat. Instantly warms liquid to room temperature as it passes through it. Never heat a bottle again.
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Much of womens outdoor wear is focused on hunting and fishing.My design of Waders are focused on rescue of animals,and H2O emergencies.
Under bed night light
Universal Stylus
Beauty* box
Make any chair a rocker
Wireless charging surface
Pool-Reader (By Idea)
WSITE,LOCALS,TRIP!SAM,SJ,CA craves burger in SF,CA.Invite more PPL!Log site,lay plan,time,location.Members 2hrs to meet.PPL show,BLAST!
Comfort, Yes. Let's Make Plastic Grocery Bags With Shoulder Straps As An Optional Offer At The Check Out. Grocery Bags Can Be Uncomfortable.
Activated Magnetic Clasp
Re-design of windshield squeegee allows user to raise/lower wipers with tool from one side of car. Also clean side mirrors/small windows.
Self-retractable Chainssaw
Hook-App
Pop Up Picture maker
An affordable, unobtrusive, lightweight, solar powered heater for livestock water troughs â€“ picture a small solar panel on a stick.
Extension Cord Tester
An iPad cover which has a compartment for storing your earbuds, stylus pen and any other small items. A sleek and practical design!
Auto fill safty gas can
Change-Me-Bulb
Girl Scout Cookie GPS
Mobile Charging Station Backup
CUSTOM CLIP ON TIPS FOR CLAMPS
This candlewick trimmer guarantees longer lasting candle life of jar candles and is comfortable and provides precise measurements every use.
On the Go Spreader
Overnight Sensation
Multipurpose Bottle (Glass)
Expandable/adjustable holder/cradle for smart phones AND small-medium size tablets (Combo Device).
BUD Haus is the 1st self-retractable earbuds case! No tangles, EZ to use and comes in fun customizable colors and designs!
LED helmet indicator
Commodes release multiple forms of bacteria. The NOBAC will eliminate these germs using UV lights creating a healthier living environment.
This is a water cooler for office with a bit of additional taste. Water cooler with an option to add squash or equivalent juice concentrate.
I have a bad back and it is difficult to get things out of my car trunk. I want to have my floor come to me. I need a retracting trunk floor
Contacts Cleanup
Modular Garden is a easy way to planting and caring your garden in small spaces
A bottle/jar opener that is mounted under your upper cabinets. Would consist of cone shaped rubber to fit most if not all size lids.
3 in 1 functional Tablet Case
BugAroma
This extension will make your iphone,ipod,or ipad to mount on any speaker or other dock stations without taking it out of its casing.
CAMPAINHA COM GRAVADOR DE VOZ
Poop scoop w/ built in bags
Mammary Bracelet
Do you ever see people with their glasses rubbing red spots on their noses? The cure is counterweights on the ear pieces. Stop sore noses!
The Fridge Friend App
Q: What is the #1 most common kitchen task? A: Chopping Hamburger! Lets make a better hamburger chopper/stirrer
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FLAVORED COFFEE FILTERS
NSR - Needle Stick Reducer.
Ever want to cook two pizza's at the same time? Use "pizz8's
The CLIP CATCHER for catching your nail clippings!! With NO MORE MESS
A foam drink holder that either heats or cools your beverage
All in One Toilet Scruber
1din tablet/smartphone holder
We can save many lives with this product. A protection shield for firefighters
MULTI PURPOSE COLLAPSIBLE CART
Super flexible rubber pad with a slip cover you can hook on a key chain for pushing/pulling public doors open. Turning on/off facets
Have you or your LOVED 1 ever have a flat tire &amp; can't remove the wheel? OEM Lug nut tool extension bar and hammer is what you need.
This is an in-line dryer (the dryer vent hose)for items you cannot put in the dryer. Shoes, sweaters, ball caps, anything, etc;
Small, compact, spinning collapsible hex head driver, screwdriver, or torx head sets. Roughly 2" in dia., can easily fit into your pocket.
Control your house lights with a programmable light-socket mounted timer.
Condiment Dispenser Automatic
just screens
Child safety.. Dishwasher lock.. Water/ice dispenser lock..
Yeah! lets have a Picnic
Avoid elbow's pain when your are working on your desk !
FINALLY a toothpaste squeezer that works the way you use your toothpaste. With one hand!
Make a light that the shade can be opened or closed with a twist for more focused or broader lighting.
Can't find your wallet or cell phone? How about your keys, sunglasses, or money? The autofinder detects where they are.
Solar Powered Cooler blocks sun while cooling Fruits, Salads,Baby's Milk, Drinks, Sandwiches,etc. in special evaporative cooling dishes.
Automatic Reset Power Plug/Surge Protection for Electronics. You'll never need to unplug,and then plug back in,that electronic device again.
Teaching aids for wheel of color. Easy Ways to Teach Kids How to Recognize Colors.
Digital metric/degree ruler:pivots/folds to triangle or any angle or square when turned,displays either metric or degrees-use as compass too
Nail Polish TopsyTurvy organizer is small but mighty-can hold 12 polishes on each of 4 sides-has inner storage container 4 manni/peddi tools
Cable Saver
iphone cases with the 12 different zodiac signs printed on back.
Makeup Fall-Out Patch. Patch adheres to top part of cheeks, keeps eyeshadow from spreading to the rest of the face when applying makeup.
Game Goggles
Aisle Pilot
SUPERB SHOWER
Paranoid of creepy crawlers getting in your sleeping bag? Now you don't have to. Simple retrofitting with this solves that problem!
A MAGNETIC BBQ GRILL COVER... it will stay in place during those windy days!
Refillable hairbrush...add water, hairspray, detangler, or whatever to this fluid dispensing brush to make styling your hair even easier!
Instructional Sports Cards is a unique approach of visual learning in which any kid or parent can learn the basic fundamentals of each sport
Wake Up Wall Clock
Burp Cloth with Rubber Grip
Under-cabinet (microfiber) dishtowel dispenser with a customizable front panel to match any decor.
Tissue Box For Bags
Sun Glare on your GPS. I have the solution. The GPS Awning clips on and looks great!
Roadway Inkjet Painter
This design combines cycling with rock climbing technology allowing the rider to hang in mid air. This eliminates the pressure of a seat.
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Bathroom Soap Clock
One step electric ladder
More industrial accidents with use of harnesses happen not because of failure to wear harness at heights but for not clipping it on safely .
Paper thin (reusable) "Clip it" note and "paper clip". 2 in 1. mini white board that clips to paper and reused.
A method to avoid methane from methane hydrates(clathrates), coming into the air being 21 times stronger as C02 concerning heating up earth.
An organizer that can be opened from 2 sides. Pull out a row from the front or from the side. Each compartment can be accesed from 2 sides.
Water inflated water barrier
Emergency
1 2 3 dish wash
Kids sleep sack
Bandits 2.0
Frying Pan with Pockets
Can't find your phone &amp;/or your phone is off? No worries! Open the colored clip, the matching mini chip on your phone starts BEEPING!!
BleachBum Wipes
Smart Kitchen Scale
COFFEE TRAVEL MUG...rectangular instead of round...with clip so you can hang it on your jeans or purse...be hands free when you're on the go
eCase - Write &amp; Read Free
Redesign the NETTED SHOWER PUFF with a string going thru the center, make the string long enough on both ends so you can wash your own back.
Mountless bars for doorways for leg stretching that can be moved up for progress, also used for body weight dips.
A shower head that combines water/body wash at the same time. A latch is used to swith back to a rinse for that refreshing shower feeling!
Wokaware
foam or cushioned area for babies to play on and to cover the entire floor of baby play room at a reasonable price.
Pencil which works like a marker.
Can't Sleep? Want to? Allowing people to sleep in &amp; sleep easy! Featuring touch night lights, storage compartments &amp; privacy barrier
A Shower(faucet) Which Shows Usage of water! You can Save Water, the Earth and Your Money! You can use it at Kitchen or Bathroom
Bathtub Barber! Hair clogging up your bath tub? Never touch that nasty hair again! Cut it off and free up your drain.
Two in one - Sink Strainer (prevent drain clogs) - without dirtying hands + bath tub stopper
Planta de TransformaciÃ³n de Residuos en EnergÃ-a EcolÃ³gica.
A backpack company providing foster children with field trips, tutoring, and extra-curricular activities for every backpack purchased.
Digital Photo Frame &amp; Wireless Router In-One - No more trying to hiding that ugly router behind the TV or in a closet.
A Beautiful Ergonomic Pocket Espresso Thermos - Simple as that!
A spring-loaded devise that can be used to prevent access by children/pets to so many cabinets in many homes today.
LIGHTED POWER POTS WITH MULTIPLE USB/POWER OUTLETS. Works just like a regular power strip but adds STYLE! Use at home/night
clubs/hotels/etc
headphone sleeves, plastic with velcro to hold one side of head phones to main wire so it doesnt get tangled while other one is in your ear
Fotoblok want to be grabbed, passed around and become the center of the conversation, storyboard blocks with your most memorable images.
My idea involves a mechanism that screws onto the top of a 2-liter that dispenses pop. A lot like a beer faucet. It seals in freshness.
Ladies, have you ever struggled to get your jeans to fit into your boots perfectly?
Apparatus to clip my disposable finger nail emery board in and it vibrates for faster/easier filing of nails, or just a vibrating nail file
Truly Fogless Mirror
Electric and Manual Rotary Skewer for Campfire and outdoor Cooking. Let the Skewer do the work. Practical, Safe and even cooking.
we need carseat accessory to hold up children's head when they are sleeping while traveling in a car. or maybe a new car seat
Put your bean bags in a trash bag. Beans are for eating, not for comfort. We introduce to you: THE WATER BAG CHAIR!
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Peel Off Clean Stovetop
Replacement 2 sided windshield wiper blade containing scrubbing pad (on up side) and squeegee side (on down side)
Iceberg Glass
Mag-Lift
EVENHEAT
Let's help the elderly and the physically handicapped cook their own meals again - safely!
Stand Up Desk Alternative that utilizes a basic office chair. Less expensive than stand up desks, more flexible than desktop alternatives.
Let as many people as you want listen to the same thing on thier headphones or earbuds. Bluetooth enabled.
Ironing clothes are the most tedious work to do in the morning before putting on any clothes.So self ironing hangers can do that job for us.
Sunglasses Headband! A headband that looks like a pair of Sunglasses. Stylish while keeping the hair out of your eyes. Great for all ages!
DOES YOUR FLIP FLOPS NOT MATCH WHAT YOU WANT TO WEAR? Just pick the color or design that you want and insert to create the mood your
in.
KEY CHAIN PAGER --- lights up and vibrates when you (the driver) arrive, alerting your kid or friend to "Meet you in the front"~!
MORPH drink coasters: six coasters &amp; a puzzle &amp; a sculpture that speaks of metamorphosis - what a bargain!
998 Votes tot. so far over last 3 subs. Free up the space used to store spreads and jars in the fridge(2 more pics)(Pics by Peter Frazier)
A computer mouse with a keyboard on it
A bluetooth enabled automatic fish feeder and fish lights.
Personal Flavor Dispenser
One Hear
TravelToss
Pure Straw
MoodShoe
problem- tired of touching the toilet every time i go to the bathroom solution- attach wire coming from the knob to a pedal on the floor
Nobody likes to walk into a bathroom that has just been bombed. Imagine a green product that saves your nose from the guessing game.
Wireless finder of keys to tablets and prescription bottles.
Travel Charger
Travel Bun Sandwich Maker
I.C.U. Vest
Everyone needs tissues on the go but soft packs are a mess. A cylindrical container would fit in any car cup holder or diaper bag
Key Chain, Swiss Army Knife Style
AUXILIARY SUN GLARE VISOR in the form of a rectangular panel which is placed in the front of the rear view mirror. ***VIDEO***
avoid pool of water mess created from condensation, by cold product and also to keep the product cool or warm.
THE FOREVER REUSABLE BOX Finally a box that can move and store your belonging again and again and again. Easy to store,fold and stack.
Have you ever had problems finding things in your house? Your car keys or other things you need. I've an idea to solve these problems.
RESUBMIT:Vibrating baby pad. Use under baby in car seat, stroller, carrier. Gently vibrates and soothes baby. Plays music. SEE UPDATE 2 IDEA
HandleMate
heating cooling steering wheel
New Kitchen Towel Design! What can we do with a 20x7" piece of fabric to make it appealing, stay in place, and different?
stay ear buds
Flask that save your space.
Body Wash
Crate accessory ;) clear frameless photo panels that snap on sides.
garbage disposal picker
Hydrogen Engine Mileage Boostr
Em-bellish
Snap Frame
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Toaster Cleaning Brush
qadrocopter
Moving Alarm Pet on Your Bed
Led lighted shower head that uses the water to generate the power for LEDs that indicate the water temperature.
Sorry Parents! its a noise maker!
Slip and Strip box cutter
Fireball
Pressurizd H20 collection barrel(or fill w/hose)w/wheels,hose,h20 nozzel.Pull water around to garden plants.No long hose/heavy watering cans
Whacky Cat
Purse Undies
RESUBMIT Expand your lap 'catpacity' with the world's first pet friendly laptop stand!
Dear High School Bully: That Boy You Hit in the Hallway Yesterday? He Committed Suicide a Few Minutes Ago!
A flexible mini expandable baton/asp for self-defense.
The collapsible umbrella, easy open, easy close. Flower inspiredâ€¦
Do You Feel All Tangled Up When it Comes to Flossing? How you floss your teeth without hurting your finger? my idea is...
USB Power adapter for quick connection of devices for charging. 110V? No problem
To invent a platform mat for shorter hairstylists that wraps around the chair from the back of the client to the sides of the chair.
A cutting or cooking plate for use for working with cold dough or seafood that the plate stay cold so u have more time to work with the food
Quilt picture covers
Goonwalk
WRAPSTER BELTCLIP
Billion-Pocket Jacket
Oh No! No cardboard boxes at home for "JUGO" (The Just Add Cardboard Clips). wait...until now!
DVD Booth
App-Enabled To Do List
Aroma showerapy
A Bicycle's kickstand will sink into soft ground or hot asphalt. This product will keep your bike standing and your driveway divot free.
MULTIPURPOSE DISPOSABLE GLOVES Prepare and serve food in the most convenient, aesthetic and hygienic way. Video included!
my idea is to make medicine cabinets safe from nosey people and teens who steal drugs from their parents.by putting locks on them and alarms
Sunset/Sunrise bedroom lighting. At sunset, stars/moon appears as light dims &amp; at sunrise, stars/moon fade (as seen in I-MAX theatres).
Ball Jar Infuser
Waker Maker
Fisherman or impaired people can fish. Fisherman are alerted with a flashing light &amp; a beeping sound. It can reel in automatically.
Mess-Free application of sunblocks, sunscreens or oils. Apply your lotions evenly, without having to clean up afterwards!
Between the Sheets are pocketed linens that will eliminate nightstand clutter &amp; help you sleep feeling more organized, prepared &amp; protected!
ATTN COFFEE DRINKERS: what do you think of a coffee cup sleeve that actually sticks to the paper cup
I need to soak or replant my hanging plants w/o breaking their fragile vines taking them out of &amp; putting them back into the macrame hanger
Do your new clothes lose their color after only a few washes? Make those colors last longer with the inline chlorine reducing washer filter!
Multiple spool rotating thread stand. Organize your sewing desk in minutes. Stand feeds thread directly to any sewing machine.
The Bungee Button allows you to comfortably increase your jean size by 1-2 inches without any sewing.
Do you read magazines but need glasses only to view the TV. Then use AddView to lift glasses to view under your glasses for reading.
A water proof electric shampoo/conditioner massage/scrub unit that dispenses shampoo and conditioner at a press of button.
Deleted toliet footsie by user.
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A 'baby body suit t-shirt' with snaps on the side rather than being on the bottom. Provides easy access to change messy diapers.
Different Size Disposable Razor Blades. Right size for the Right Job
A Laundry Hamper that you can use to carry your dirty clothing to the laundry and carry your clean clothing back without struggle.
Paper battery! Paper thin battery for military &amp; civilian uses. MAY be combined with my ibattery (converts kinetic movement to electricity)
Let's design a new kind of DRUMSTICK. Quirky's chance to break into the music instrument industry!
Bluetooth Media Sweatband
Universal Clip for Orange Race Car Tracks. Kids everywhere try and start their Orange Race Car Tracks off - UP HIGH!
Yucky-Free Sippy
alerte bain
Toilet Plunger redesigned without the filthy splash and toil of conventional plungers. A simple design to attack the clog in a better way.
Giraffe is a flexible hands-free iPad stand versatile enough to mount to all types of furniture and perfect for movies, Facetime, or Skype.
Cabinet Child Safety Clip
Dimples and Bubbles
I thought up the edger case or cover, something like a rain coat for your weed eater to keep the motor dry when it rains.
Resealable Paint Roller Pan
easy to use potato masher
Easy Clean Thermal Round Brush. One solid unit, no more barrels falling off (resubmit
Universal Wiji Tab
THE EDEN BOWL
Origamon / origami monster
Meet Stiri. Eyes-Free for the rest of us.
Wake Up
Moveable Arm rest
My idea is an exercise ball office chair that allows the ball to actually pivot and rock, current ball chairs have a fixed cradle.
Zap.
A felt point on a rubber ring wrapped around thumb used for texting. My "Fimble typer" can help text faster/easier using one or two thumbs.
Adjustable Baby Chair
Do you have multiple dogs , but hate picking up the poop in the yard ? The poop-er-nator blast away the pets poop until it is gone ! No bags
An ipod armband with built in speakers used to be able to listen to music while running with a partner or a group and still be able to talk.
Toys everywhere and unsightly bins/boxes/shelves for toys? See the "Bear" toy organizer. Cute bear on one side, store toys on back-swivls
Cell case with integrated pocket knife. Marry a nice flip open pocket knife with a cell case. Thousands of cell cases and none do this.
.The ipad stand is like a plate holder but with speakers included and has a cord attached to it so you can plug it into the headphone jack.
The "Exposed Hot Water Pipe Shelf" attaches to exposed pipes in older apartments to allow for instant and easy shelving options.
A ring to hold coffee filters down in a coffee maker filter basket or in a personal drip coffee maker. Grinds stay down in the filter too.
Time Band. Outside working in the yard or upstairs cleaning the house and you didn't hear the timer go off in the kitchen??? Not anymore!
Dry-erase mini labels for cords, keys, wine glasses and bags. Tag untidy items with a home. Remove. Rub off marker. Retag. Rename.
DUAL glass stovetop cleaner. Clean the top AND that edge between the stovetop and your kitchen counter.
Lets face it, we all eat in our cars at some point.This "bean bag" food tray holder/holds tight between legs-kids can put coloring books too
A new way to organize all the cords needed to charge your electronics! From iPods to cameras, you can charge them all with the Power Cube!
Freeze-aid
Extreme Kitchen Make-Over - Convenience of rotisserie, microwave and side grill on flattop stove
Flexible coat hook.Strong enough to hold coat, but would flex enough to release when coat is pulled by child.Tired of kids ripping clothes?
Graphene Spoon Muffin Tray
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Digital video camera necklace. When you want to record those great moments with kids, but they get camera shy as soon as u take out the Flip
Recycling made easy and at home!
4 Strainers That Stack into One. Each Strainer Has Different Size Screens For a Variety of Uses. Stack All 4 Together to Strain Grease etc.
Who wants a part of the (Quirky) Pie? But how to divide a pie/pizza to 5, 7, 9, etc hungry people? For none - rocket scientists re-submit
Digital Open Close Sign Which Automatically and Acurately Displays Open During Business Hours and Closed During Non-Business Hours.
Cordless plugs eliminate extension cords that run to the socket and can arrange the room without worrying about wires and cables.
Turtle Pad : It's a computer mouse pad that allows you to use a computer while you are watching your baby.
A device that can install,remove and pick up push pins
Mini Counter Top Dishwasher with Built In Drying Rack.Wash &amp; Dry! (Paulette Jaques)
Wall mount faucet for kitchen sinks
Cords a mess? Can't follow the wires on the multile power plug? Paint them in one swipe. "Book" of paint colors, pull wire thru to paint
Arm workout anytime--fashionable "bracelets" that are weights. No unsightly ones or bulk, just pretty and discreet arm weights.
Kitchen Fridge - Magnetic Crevice Protector
A rain jacket design that doesn't need leggings
A backpack w/ a hard internal base that can place textbooks w/o a flimsy backpack inside, but still the same looking backpack on the outside
Back scratcher for dogs (or similar sized animal).
Plug Safety cover
Heated Boyfriend's Arm Pillow
Why not a fishing pole apparatus that communicates with your poles and your pocket (electronic communication).
The Tissue Trap
Mountable dock with infrared LED's for mobile devices e.g. iPhone, iPad, touch. Make use of your spare iPhone for monitoring the baby crib.
Busy people need quick &amp; easy breakfast ideas. My product is a microwavable container that's formed to make the perfect breakfast burritto
My idea is about a measuring device/tape that sticks to the surface to make it easier to get the measurements.
A Three Ring Binder that can SURVIVE THE SCHOOL YEAR! This binder's rings cannot be bent, and there are no mechanical parts that can break!
Trolley Nav
Loofa w/ Bar Soap Storage - Pop soap in &amp; out to scrub &amp; quickly lather loofa. No dropping soap. Rich lather w/ smallest Soap piece! READ
Fold down guitars fit in the case .The case is half the size of other guitar cases.It has wheels and a handle on it that goes up and down.
PARENTS, want a dual temperature controlled car seat insert for your child during those hot or cold days? Drive in peace. They will LOVE IT!
Tired of talking to cashier and getting wrong coffee? Touchscreen for customers to choose what they want by themselves
See your child watch his/her hamster walk on water and dive â€“ the Zorb Hamster Ball
A TEETHING TOY THAT HOUESES AN IPOD SHUFFLE SIZED MP3 PLAYER WITH MICRO SPEAKER SYSTEM
A shorter version of the typical folding bag chair with adult width and weight capacity for shorter people.
Consider having a pill box that will not only organizes but also tells you when to take your pills on time.
Pixit collectible stencils
Shocking! Let's Illuminate The Outlet
shoe rack
Smart Change
A very simple screw on stainless steel filter to attach to a hot water heater. Picture is not prototype, only for visual effect.
Draw Brawl
Juice Caboose! A cool way to give kids their juice
scaryface
A garden mister customizable to garden size. Hooked up to a water supply on a timer like lawn sprinklers. Made with attractive materials.
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gant a chaleur
gyro stabilized raibikes
Ever sit through a Power Point Presentation where the presenter just read off the screen for the entire presentation? Boring... Right?
wind powered usb charging kite
THE COUNTER SWEEPER Clean up spills or crumbs on your kitchen counters, stove-top,and around your small appliances,quickly and easily!
Portable Multi-Sauce Dispenser
ERGO electronic device carrier
USB Auto Backup
TrueHangers
Key-Snap
Changing oil in a lawn mower is always a hassle. My product eliminates the problem and is simple and reduces mess.
COFFEE COLD? KEEP ALL HOT LIQUIDS HOTTER LONGER WITH THE LID-COASTER SOLUTION
TOOTHPASTE SQUEEZER - NO MORE WASTAGE OF TOOTHPASTE AND ALSO HOLD YOUR BRUSH ALONG.. CONVENIENT
Have a WATER HOSE and need to get it to the other side of the house? With the CORNER PULLEY go around any corner easily without drilling.
Hold my drink please! Stackable drink glasses!(Paulette Jaques)
magna-dooldle in colours electronic pen on a electronic writing pad LED Colour Wall Board,or new drawing product
A GPS enabled microchip that can be easily attached to commonly misplaced items for easy return. Find your item by logging on.
Flashing Toilet Paper Alert
I have designed a Portable Ergonomic Laptop Stand for use in venues ranging from the hotel room to the home office.
Never again will anybody have to clean up after themselves by sweeping or collecting clippings when they cut their fingernails or toenails.
Boxing gloves with finger pads. its a boxing glove but inside are a pair of finger cushions, so your fingers wont get hurt afterwords.
A smart phone stand which can be folded and can be adjusted easily to view a movie while on bed or siting on the couch; hands free!!
the product, the bike assistant,it attaches to your bike and actually makes it a stationarey excersise machine. It could be placed anywhwere
GameCase is a Universal case that turns any cellphone into a hardcore gaming device by adding all the features of a traditional handheld.
Finally, a disposable aluminum pan cupcake kit that you can bake with, stack cupcakes w/o crushing the frosting &amp; then carryout safely.
You've heard of transitions sunglasses...Well, my big is idea is creating transition windows for cars and business buildings.
Home sterilizer for numerous items - looks nice, easy to use, makes life simple! A cool conversation piece, can be made in various designs.
An iphone case with a money clip, also, as an iphone stand the money clip could be detached. choose color in black or white.
Say Goodbye to sticky notes, aka posty Notes... Why not make a dry erase sticky note.(DRY ERASE STICKY NOTES!!!!!)
Solve your satillite signal woes from snow fall.
Reflective Star, reinventing the Christmas Tree Topper. Illuminate the whole room from the top of your Christmas Tree.
Help stop the spread of MRSA (STAPH INFECTION)
Groom N' Play
Are you tired of getting your hair wet every time you wash your face? Face shield is the answer to help keep your hair dry and face clean!!
To develop a "potty" tent for dogs to avoid going out in the snow, rain and wind. Allows owners to be with the pets to help train their pet
novelty refrigerator cover's
Disposable picnic table covers
The Bracelt of Life
heating colling cupholder /HCC
Sort and separate the household trash in functional way using the EcoTrashBin.
Snug Glove
TempeStirs
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ONE PLANET CLOCK mindful wall clock
Durable rubber to slide over wedding ring for protection from chips and scratches.
Tired of the sock monster! How many times have you been frustrated with missing socks? Let Sock Saver save you from the sock monster.
POUCH:detachable,reusable,expandable.Extra spaces for cards,receipts, lipsticks. Also attaches to closet doors to put credit cards/receipts.
A Lotion Bottle with an Applicator at the bottom of the dispenser to apply lotion to a hard to reach area like the middle of your back.
TRAMPOLINE OTTOMAN. A versatile piece of furniture.
Battery case with Bluetooth earpiece compartment.
i have a tendency to get hurt often.With joint injuries i don't like the big bulky braces/casts that you have to wear. I want another option
'Soda Spike' - a portable (collapsible) drink holder for outdoors.
a metal coil that's waterproof with a flashlight at the end of it to see the liquids in the gallons in your car. and its washable.
Eco-cycle" compact portable nonelectric washing machine lightduty powered by man/woman power great for camping or indoors carry it anywhere!
PROTECT! your MacBook Pro with the Mac Pac. Don't be the one of many MacBook Pro owners with a bent, dented, cracked or water damaged Mac.
A Flash Drive combinations with USB to: Mini A, Mini B, Micro or any other style conector for quick convient compact data transfer.
Wrapster for dog leashes - Wrangle the Tangle
Perfect Rural Mailbox! Keeps you safe from cars &amp; lets you know when you've got mail.
A full size high performance headphone could turn to a high performance Speaker.
Reinventing the spoon rest. Every household either buys one or gets it as a gift but the traditional spoon rest is completely non-functional
No more bending, complaining, straining your back or digging at the bottom of a hamper. The hamper with a spring that pushes the clothes up.
A wall calendar that keeps track of the date and time by itself, also allowing you to make changes and updates with ease on the touch screen
Who likes sunburn? Why risk burning your back if no one's there to help apply it? This tool will help eliminate the excuse "I can't reach!"
Have you ever hoped to have a third handâ€¦ When trying to avoid putting your bags on the floor or securing your purse in a restaurant?
Is it a pen? or is it a speaker? It's Both!
a recordable dog or cat collar that holds all pertinent information about the pet. similar to the recordable bday cards. ph# names address.
Your A Hot Head,cool down!
After 30 days of evaluation you will either hear that your product is going to be produced by quirky immediately
AC Adapter for battery powered things that SHOULD have an AC Adapter
Love going outdoors? Me too. Hate getting a"racoon eye" tan from your shades? Preaching to the choir. My idea is a full-eye UV contact lense
Why not make sponges that clearly say "DISHES" and "FLOORS" on them so you don't bring germs from the floor to the plates that you eat off?
Customize your vehicle! Locate items on floorboard at night! Easy installation for consumer! Lets go Quirky, bring this product to life.
Drawstring Rethreader. Finally, an easy way to put the drawstring back in your hoodies and sweatpants.
PREVENT YOUR TRANSFORMERS/PHONES FROM OVERHEATING !! By AWESEMO
super glue that comes in light colors, pink, yellow, blue. this will enable one to see where exactly it is being placed.
Reusable, Foldable, Multi-Pocket Snack Bag. Let us adapt the concept of jewelry roll organizer to design a multi-pocket snack bag.
Feel like singing in the shower to your favorite music? The Shower Music Player can help you do just that!
Simple iPad bumper/cover with handle that makes it easier to handle, carry and use with one hand (photo stolen from FPS - NOT real product)
VERTICAL Pivot Power Bar. Cord management made easy from the top down.
A multi-bit ratcheting SCREWDRIVER that can be MAGNETIZED or DEMAGNETIZED with the CLICK OF A BUTTON.
The Pull and Wash Retractable Showering System is the only patented retrofit extendable retractable stand up showering system anywhere.
Blinds Safety! No more choking hazard with the pull cords. Avoid the manual effort of putting up those long chords even without kids.
LIGHT SHIELD: LED Light + Water Shield For Biking in Rain
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USB Stick with a Hardware 'Safely Remove' Button
Re-Invent the Thermos ~ Oval type Container that uses a Portable Cooking Element. Great for Frozen Entrees no matter where You Eat Lunch!
18-20 volt lithium battery portable compound trim saw.a light weight compact saw that you can carry with you easily where ever you go.
A wall hanger for calendars that adheres to any surface, prevents wall damage, stops calendar sag and damage, and is attractive in the home.
Automatic Watering Device
SNOW REMOVAL USING FREE SEA WATER AND EXISTING FIRE HYDRANTS INFRASTRUCTURE
Kitchen trash can that opens horizontally for easy removal of bag. Just open the lid then open the trash can horizontally to remove trash.
Winter coats keep our torso warm, but leave our legs cold. My son wants a pair of "coat pants" that go over his jeans as easy as a coat.
Body powders in skin tone colors instead of white, for fair skin to dark skin people. Perhaps second line with scent and/or with shimmer.
Butcher paper rolls pre-printed like giant coloring books. Take it a step further offer the option to customize their roll.
TAKE PAINT BALL AMMO,MODIFY IT TO CONTAIN PEPPERSPRAY.TEST FOR PROPER OPERATION. AN ULTRA VIOLET TAGGANT CAN
BE ADDED TO PEPPER SPRAY FOR ID
No more running out of power with your battery operated tool Use the conversion power plug, lead adapter. Yes just snap/plug it in the unit.
I believe that the time is perfect for a 'device' like the one I am proposing with so many people trying to get as much done in a short time
My idea is called the Health Comb. An electric 110volt comb that will heat up enough to kill lice and nits, but not hot enough to burn scalp
Kitchen Tape sits on a shelf in your pantry, giving you one piece at a time with only one hand. Just roll your bag and tape it closed! Easy!
All in one broom handle with interchangeable tool heads
Chew No More plug center will hold cables, cords, and wires in a sealed, protected case to prevent pets from chewing on them. No exposure.
My idea is a contraption that allows you to take a shower in scented water, while the water remains as pure water.
All-in-one travel/car charger with USB slot for electronic devices
A shoppers dream!No more uncomfortable bag or rope marks on your wrist!A NEW innovative comfortable way to carry bags while YOU shop away!
Tetrapack Ã©comalin
Insert-A-Blind
Christmas Tree Sock - no mess
Eco-Jetpack
Never lose your childs' pacifier cover again! Keep their pacifier free of germs &amp; dirt when they're not using it to reduce chance of illness
No SweatNo Slip Yoga Mat
Ladle Spoon Plus
Glass jar or eco plastic container with a digital clock for cereal, flour, cookies, pancake mixes etc! Never wonder if your food is expired
A kitchen utensil that presents mashed potato or vegetables in a pattern on a plate
PREVENT BOTTLES OF SODA FROM GOING FLAT WITH A PUMP KEG SYSTEM AND SUPPORTING FRAME
A Couch that converts to a Game Table. Like a Sleeper/Sofa. RESUBMIT
My idea is a spice stick which will have a series of long chambers which will contain your respective spice. It will be operated by a dial!
Lunch Box Deodorizer
Pill Box Reminder
Bed Waiter is a fun &amp; efficient way to relax in bed, help make life easier, travelers, kids, elderly, bedridden &amp; hospitals. It's portable.
360 Portable Deer Stand
iPad Cushion
Prevent crunched wires, crackling noises, engine whine, and body contortions while listening in your car. Works in most vehicles.
Paint in a Box
Salt and Pepper shaker with front LED display that shows what is being dispensed. And current time.
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I devised a new type of protective sports helmet without the hard exterior shell to help the prevention of debilitating head injuries.
Paper Disposable Measuring Cups. Several of each size stacked within each other like Dixie cups with no handle. Sell in baking aisle.
Multirack holder
BASKETCASE
Im tired of plastic on car windows. Its time we have a clear-view inflatable window to replace that broken car window.
Momma bird is frantic. Quick get the baby birds back up into their nest.
Double inclined lounge chair
The Kid Kaddy line is the entertainment babysitter for all parents commuting everyday.
Do you need a better round brush for your shop vac? Please help quirky make a heavy duty brush that will do a good job and last a long time.
Wish you could see the time while sleeping, without effort? A finger projection clock slips on at nite to turn on for the time. Easy use.
You be the Food Critic! Keep kids busy critquing the restaurant, give honest opinions conservatively - leave behind or keep as a reminder.
EZ-Store Space Saving Utility Lawn and Beach Sled
All gardeners! Recycling bags are a hassle - they are narrow and won't stand up. Our new wide mouthed bag with support is the solution!
My idea is to improve the water cooler by helping keep the water safe to drink and easy to transport.
un instrumento para aplicarse uno mismo el tinte del cabello o hacerse mechones o iluminaciones facilmente sin ayuda y bien distribuido
Plastic/Vinyl Tablecloth with Pockets. No more chasing wind blown items.
Roller Chopper
"The Garden Pallet" An Innovative Alternative to Gardening. Perfect for the Elderly, Handicapped or Anyone. Made of Durable Plastic. Re-Sub
freeze`o
Outdoor Sink ~ Spigot + Garden Hose + Basin (resub .1)
Finally, an anti-gravity machine for weeding! Takes the drudgery out of ground-level chores.
Happy Hour On The Go!!!
Smart Bottle
convertible storage bins. ( Just think 2 bins stack together and 1st bin w/o bottom = 1 large bin or reverse) Great for college students!
grill helper
A tape measure but with string! Measure then wind it back in, or cut it and use the string as a guide. Has digital readout-great for corners
Magnetic Knife Block w/Soaking
FINALLY AN ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH THAT DOES ALL THE WORK... By AWESEMO
A flash drive type device that can attach to your pet's collar in order to easily store important information or detailed instructions.
Stick on,removable, thin memory foam pad to be attached to golf club face,to see where ball is hitting club face, during practice.
Gabbi Navi
A winter glove with a tissue pouch built into the back of it. the pouch is designed to be used with pocket tissue packs.
Fold Flat Ottoman
Drink spill on your floor? No wasting tons of paper towels to clean up! An easy to use, dishwasher safe gadget for cleaning up those spills.
Car Seat Divider
Cold Coil Water Bottle: A Cold sip every time without chunks of ice stopping the flow or having to wait for some to melt. Dishwasher Safe!
Rain barrel/garden hose attac
Clean + Green
The cooling headband for exercising or just to break from the heat. The cooling headband can be worn anywhere and stays cool for hours.
Security tamper proof labels that will hide your Credit Card information .
Turn a smartphone into an iPad or tablet! Plug your phone into a touchscreen tablet that displays the function of your phone on the screen.
glow in the dark plastic covers anything from windows to cars at night use on planting beds green houses good for outdoor games at night
Pristina Kitchen Sprayer
Baby Rock
MugStir: Heats It Up
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A 10 ft. round wooden pole with a hook on the end that comes in four 2 Â½ ft sections that screw together.
Sliding task lighting for any space.Idea was for office spaces to eliminate stationary lights. Track w/sliding fixture,expandable,plug in
reversable all-season childrens sled. one side will travel down snow covered hills, turn it over to travel down grassy covered slops.
A child's puzzle-dishset and developmental spoon where the spoon encourages ease of use/eating from fist grip clench to adult.
The idea is about how to prevent your car door from being scratched when you open the car door quickly, not knowing there is an object near.
USB Couch Extension
Camera Bag - sling style - SLIDES from your BACK to your FRONT - access gear while wearing bag - with table/pad to prop camera. RESUBMIT
My idea is for a dentists office a headphone amplifier, that adjusts the output level to compensate for the drill noise.
National bed vent
EZ Car Finder Remote key type car locator help you quickly and easily find your car in a crowded parking lot!
Cup Sensing LED Beer Pong
Ad Ringtone
Geo-Fence smart device manager
Finally, a timing devise that is simple in design and function for use in meditation, yoga, and the like.
Lip Balm Tube Lock
Amp &amp; Cable Caddy
My idea will connect, the blanket and underneath the bottom sheet down the middle, keeping your partner, from taking it all.
RC car with texting
Cake/brownies-MIX, BAKE AND SERVE ALL IN ONE MACHINE.Similar to a bread machine but for cake and brownies!Read Description.(Paulette
Jaques)
This bottle sprays foam that scrubs your dishes or sink FOR you! Easier to use than "Scrubbing Bubbles" and GREEN! Please look at pictures.
GalUminia
Pocket Boot Pulls
INTRODUCING CLEAR-FOIL!!!Combining the durability &amp; toughness of aluminium foil while having the transparency see through of saran-wrap
Smartphone key unlock app
Potty Arm Seat Down
CleanScreen
Wrapping Tape Caps
The Phonebox
Potty Posters! Waterproof educational posters that get tons of face time. Mount them by the toilet, in the shower, or on the mirror.
An eco-friendly, well-designed training potty for children that is most importantly easily cleaned - anti-stick surface!
A window box size Bee Hive that fits in your window like an air conditioner. Bee hive ant farm. To enlarge the modern urban gardener.
The product idea is an adjustable stand that you can put lotion bottles in and turn them over to dispense what is remaining in the bottle.
My ideat is to make an "Electro mechanical moon phase changing home decoration light" and I call it MoonDoo
System to remove unburned carbon, soot from exhaust gasses with vacuum cleaner like the one of Dyson.
Security camera window mount; no drilling, no screws, no mess. Great when renting a home/apartment, or trying to find the right location.
Toilet seat with foot petal to open then automatically close when you walk away so your dogs dont come behind you and drink bleach water.
I thought of a notebook that had a simple printer attached to print small receipts, for example, airline tickets among others.
Fire Gel
Got Next
This carry on bag for air travelers is specifically designed to fit overhead bins in aircraft. It will maximize the available space.
Fingernail clipper catcher
The Cyclops is a headgear with a one-eyed led screen to view the sites from a soldiers weapons scope via a wireless solution.
Ear Bug
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A portable dog park.
CREDIT CARD SWIPER. Do you enjoy buying on line but hate to enter your CC # every time now built in swipe and swipe card 4 your COMPUTER
Millennium Technology sm
Over sized stuff animal that doubles as a TV eating tray and/or storage. The tray (with cup holder)is built into the body of the animal.
Green Backpack! Unzip and fold down whiteboard desk. Save money and paper by using whiteboard desk area as a workspace or to just play.
LIGHT UP PIVOT POWER !! By AWESEMO
A LIGHT UP COVER FOR YOUR LAPTOP'S KEYBOARD! Finally, see your laptop's keyboard in the dark using a black light! Come see what it's about!
Basting Screw On Attachments. Screw on to your favorite BBQ Sauce and brush away.
Get Lit
Clip-on-Extension Power Cable
Head Soaker
Bedside Lamp with built in Charging Station. Reduce the cord clutter from extension cords and organize your bedside.
EZBrusher
Halloween and Christmas string/rope lights. Combine the two different types and make one string. Flip a switch when the season changes.
IPhone 5 APP Enabled Motorcycle Helmet. Transform your Bike Helmet to suit your favorite theme with your smartphone.
THE "Q" LASER LEVEL-cool new ruler that will help you to draw 360' straight lines and angles with ease! The cool "Q" has a laser in its tip!
FlavorIT A simple, fast and convenient way to make your food taste better
Rechargeable Hair Removal Wax Roller with roll of wax paper housed inside for easy dispensing.
Winter Lights
Coin Slueth
See-Thru Microwave Oven Door
I Lamp
Hair Stamp
Seat lifter
batterie pliable
Earbud accessory that holds the buds for tighter fit with some style. Todays youth would eat it up!
Ball Gym
A simple flexible tube that your cats can walk through and rest in, that combs their fur as they enter and exit it.
Snore Stopper app and device -NOT A MOUTH GUARDTurn a bottle into a lantern with a small flashlight that screws onto a bottle.
123 Monkes is a childs counting/color game made of a flexble rubber materal, for easy handle and soft to the touch, For 2-5 years old.
Resub. Slide Port. Like a sliding picture puzzle add ports to exactly match what is available on the motherboard to what is on the case.
Dog Lovers! Time for the Scoop'n Flush pooper scooper instead of "bag and drag". Put dog poop in its place - your toilet not in a landfill.
The Beach Butler will help you carry all your beach gear without sweat. This all-in-one beach lounge is amazing!
call reminder-Roound
Resub: 2 in 1 (shampoo &amp; conditioner) traveling bottle
a travel shower caddy; hung from the shower rod; to hold anything used in the shower; easy to pack and lightweight; compartments.
Foot pedal pet food dispenser! Simple mechanism pours one serving (1-2 cups) of food into bowl. Simple method makes cheap and functional!
Tracking calories for meals with many ingredients is hard. Solution: Kitchen Scale + Barcode scanner = Nutrition Facts for homemade recipes!
Whole Yard Mosquito Fighter uses a fan attached to a fabric duct with injectors creating air turbulence and distributing natural repellant.
Iphone tripod mounts are large, cumbersome, expensive and don't fit over a case. We need a small light mount, that can clip in over a case.
Like expressing yourself? Now you can from head to toe. Ever thought about decorating your shoe laces?
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Don't you hate it when your headphone wires twist and conform to your chin? Why not put a Y-shaped piece of flexible plastic over them?
Updated: Stack Cup-Orbit, is a device used to help dry your cups, know which cup is yours and can be used to hold your cup.
Stick It . How about a suction smartphone holder? then you could stick your iphone anywhere. LOL.
The sliding puzzle picture frame, comprising several slide-able photos within one large frame, is a fun, new way of decorating your dorm.
Tape gloves are the Vibram Five fingers for the hands. This product will re-define how gloves are used in sports.
Perfect Brownie Pan big seller- make it shapes and not squares, could also have the pan bottom make molds -3D!?Same concept with a fun twist
RESUBMIT (prev. 140 votes) Garage Door Decals - Bring your garage door to life for the holidays, special events or your favorite teams.
Bedtime Eyeglass Frames
A gag gift coloring book.An aerial shot of a toilet on each page and a package of 4 crayons.Something to do on the bowl.Frats would love it
A tablet cover for the new Galaxy Note 10.1 that has a solar panel for recharging, a space for keeping the stylus and a built in usb cable
ROLLING EARPHONES
KeepTwist Closet Storage
EASY WRAP AROUND BATH TOWELS with Buttons! The Wearable Towel! Summer is just around the corner...
Door bell mat
Plate Shield! Plate Shield covers the rim of a plate, keeping any last minute drips off of the rim. Plate Shield is great for chef's.
Energy saving idea for TVs
"Big Mouth"holds funnels, strainers and storage bags on tripod stand with legs that bend and adjust to different heights, levels &amp; shapes.
Roll up travel mat. Removable, washable cover. Perfect for sleep, exercise, beach. Roll up, clip closed and carry with attached handle.
Desktop Timer-Organizer.Fun and effective way to remind us to take breaks away from work.Let us make a timer that we will not forget to use
Adjustable picture hooks
Self Returning Shopping Cart
My Training Coach
New cake decorating kits that can speed up decorating time and make you look like a pro
Baby double-ended Utensils
monster spray
A tunnel with bristles that groom your dog while it plays.
Sanding block that uses belt sandpaper. Edges wear fast on sheet paper, now just unclamp &amp; roll to a new section of sandpaper=4x the sanding
This new invention clips just enough headphone wired behind your head so its out of your way while the excess it tucked away.
Quirky's Q shaped paper clips
My wife is pregnant, she is worried about bath water being to hot a temperature meter shows that the water temp is 99 degrees would be neat.
A cover for your vehicle that is heated like a heated blanket. put it on the night before a snow storm. Wake up, no snow on the vehicle
A snot sucker-a segmented tube that can be held against a babyâ€™s nostril on one end and attached to a hand-held vacuum on the other.
this is a product that a lot of bowlers will want to have
"Flex and Fold Power Outlet"the first and only unique TRIANGULAR Power outlet Flexible Foldable adjustable &amp; Outlet!
Try Batter-up! The easy way to transfer cake or muffin batter from mixing bowl to cupcake pan! No more mess! No more burned-on batter!
Sweep and Tilt Dustpan. A compartment with a trapdoor that holds the dirt. Sweep more dirt off the floor before tossing in the trash.
A wristband that serves as a GPS device that tracks your speed, acceleration,position on the court or field throughout workouts or games.
To develop a e-book/tablet holder which has multi handling capability to hold in hand, fold, dock, connect, carry, mount and store away.
SHOE TOPPERS- Slip on shoe covers that easily fit on either a base unit shoe or a category of shoes. (I/ecover dress shoes or sneakers etc).
Calling RV'ers &amp; Boaters! Protect your Shore Supply Connector Pins from gouging and dirt caused by dragging after disconnecting shore supply
A clip on bendable wire iPhone/mobile holder to attach to your bed head so that you can use them hands/ache free whilst in bed.
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Headphone Ear Clips
garage opener
An ice scraper that is alot easier to scrape off ice. It has a hot water shooter to defrost. You scrape it then dry it with the other side.
universal caps
Lamp Stem Flashlight
Ultimate Kitchen Tongs. It's a fingered, slotted spatula, a pasta/cooking spoon,and gripper tongs all in one. Or separate-make two utensils.
webcam tÃ©lÃ©phone
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
The Actor's Companion
Auto Ceiling Fan
Paired Theft Alarm
The Baby Safe Step Bumper is an easy, safe, attractive, most convenient way of preventing your baby or toddler from climbing the stairs.
Step n Clean...
Burrito Cyclone
System that stops water coming in your home using a plastic panel end aluminum foil, witch is used in the kitchen
OLED Extension Cord Adapter
Elite Bath
any position of broom
Time Travel time world
The SHIB!(Shirt + Bib) Regular bibs have weak snaps or velcro that kids pull loose. SHIB is comfortable and stays on like a shirt.
Heated Baby Car Seats on those Cold Winter Days
Fried food is delicious but we can all do without the excess oil. Imagine a spinner (like a lettuce drier) that spins off the unwanted oil.
Automatic 911 caller. Calls 911 when it senses smoke,fire or screams! Voice recognition hears screams and makes the call! Uses home line!
Upside down "V" shaped dish rack folds into self when not in use.
A modern light switch cover, so its visible in the dark. For the present and the future. Please vote and leave a comment. Thank You
No cords No water No oils No mess easy to use and store. Covered blade when sharpening. Easier to hold on to more ergonomically correct.
Spring-Loaded Diaper Wipe Dispenser (Multiple Applications)
A waterproof device for parents to communicate with their children. Device that attaches to a child's bathing suit/wrist. *ALARM* if needed.
USB Toaster for on the go toasting
A product that conceivably converts shopping bags into a cool looking trash cans.
Hand held COUPON ORGANIZER, SCANNER AND PRINTER.NOT LIKE AN APP!This will print out codes at register!(Paulette Jaques)
convertible wet suit. made just like the zip off legs in some pants, my wet suit would be made with removable legs and arms.
A Boogie Board that kids can sit on and ride the waves!
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Had 200+ votes!
Extend the tomato growing season with a cheap, environmentally friendly solution!
65-74% of people 65 or older have high blood pressure. Food is often over-salted. It is difficult to see. Enter See-Salt, a colored salt!!!
The Artist Bowl is a makeup application tool that uses 3D mapping and pressurized liquid makeup to give client a flawless look everyday.
A food processor with different sized cups.
A product for fans of football pro and college. It's a baseball hat with hair with the colors of the various teams, with huge potential.
If you're drumming on steering wheels do it right! The knocking cover allows you drumming the steering wheel and hear it loud with speaker
Transform-menu
1st of its kind .. Save Time , Money , cooking the perfect sausages . Grill pan that will ease the process and save you time :)By AWESEMO
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Are you or someone you know disgusted with carrying a bag of dog crap every time you walk your dog? The "POOCH POUCH" is the solution.
A travel dog food container/water bowl/food bowl combo made of heavy duty plastic for travel and camping use. all self contained
Carry-O-Kee is basically a travel size karoke machine fitted into a microphone. All-in-one: microphone/music player/lyric reader/recorder.
Left your laptop adapter at home again? This device will help you to avoid such troubles.
Your wallet is on you 99% of the time. This TBrush is credit card size/shape that folds into a toothbrush, so you will never be without!
Reduce paint prep time. Tangent tape will have adhesive on the outside, directly contact the prep surface, and self-align with edges.
Tired of sharing that same broom stick at the gym, well for now on you can bring your own ,it's small enough to fit in your gym bag.
Baby Milk Dispensing Unit-Mums Will Love This No More Waiting To Warm Your Babys Feeds in A Bottle Warmer
Magnetic mini USB Cell phone Charger
The LAWNZEE is the perfect solution to anyone who doesnt enjoy mowing the lawn. Just place it, and control it anywhere within range!
iSwivel no split or fray
Save your floor
Styrofoam Cups with Twist Lids
A cooking pan with handles that flip down and double as a built in stand. No other rests needed. Easy serving!
Combo Cup
Are you ready for the "ishirt" or "Tablet shirt"! With this shirt you can carry your tablet computer everywhere you go.
Tired of your toast or coffee getting cold? Use it to warm your spoons for ice cream, your knife for butter. A warming station 4 ur kitchen.
Never lose My Bag App ......
Clothes washer/dryer in ONE machine. Instead of buying two machines,you only need 1. The dial will have WASH, WASH &amp; DRY, or DRY, etc.
Talk to Mommy Anytime Watch
SMOKE DETECTOR CHIRP LOCATOR
Snow globe with built in mp3 player,alarm clock,am/fm stereo.It's a night light also. Play any music you want.This makes a great gift!
A phone application that helps to find items at a supermarket.
Unseen Mold/Mildew Detector
**RE-SUBMIT**Flexible Mesh "Blanket" protects and barriers your belongings stored on car seats from flying forward when you stop short.
Disposable pet brush. Thick paper towels dotted with bristly bits of pulp. Gently rub over your pet to remove any loose fur then throw away
adjustable coin loader
The I Pad,Android,Google tablet Backpack protector case
A purse with a remote alarm on it so that if anyone tries to get into your purse while your not looking it goes off.
Lobster Tongs! Stop burning your self while removing Lobsters from boiling water. Also works with corn.
Garbage cans with curb appeal! Make your neighbors jealous every week, by using a designer garbage can.
Tired of using your girlfriend's loofah? Introducing the MOOFAH: The manly way to get clean.
Pet plant container for office table with a replaceable planting material cartridge.NO SOIL.Use planting material such a s coir.
BIKE LOCK with LOCKING CARABINER &amp; RETRACTABLE CABLE SYSTEM to lock up your bike, tools &amp; more! Lock up your entire bike
easily with this!
DREAMCATCHER BATTERY OP.HAMMOCK STARGAZING LAKESIDE DECK POOLSIDE PERFECT GIFT NO ONE HAS ONE GREAT FOR
WEDDING,NEW BABY,FATHER'S DAY
Need a Cold Drink while in the Pool. Open up the Beach Ball Cooler and Get One. Float it or Just attach it to the side of your pool.
Porta-Ramp is a durable product to be used as an effective way to pull your boat on shore near your campsite, shore lunches, or beach party.
Method of peeling a potato without touching it (Eggies:Eggs :: Potato Peeler:Potatoes)
Charge your portable device without phantom power loss.
Collision detection,alert, prevention system for aquatic vehicles (e.g. ships,boats,etc). Could have prevented Costa Concordia accident
Hey Tool Junkie: Messy oil changes? Draining paint? The No Glug Funnel drains fast with less mess! For the garage, kitchen, or home!
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adjustable cooler. because sometimes you need a lot of room... just not that much room :-P also keeps food dry.
Ice Flow Systems
STIRRING POT COVER! Constantly stirs sauce/soup with rotating paddle; Expandable; Contains moisture; Heat resistant battery storage.
TIKI TABLE &amp; CHAIR, fill with water to hold unbrella.
The iPALM 3r something everyone has already and needs just brought to the next level,MAXIMIZED! A gift2 man since internet! Great sur sound.
Heat up the water running through your garden hose to wash your dog in cool weather, water the plants in the garden or wash your car!
Headphones with simple touch gesture sensors on the side to change the volume and pause/play tracks, with a screen displaying 8-bit symbols.
A flashing L.E.D. device that alerts the lead motorcycle that a rider in the rear of the group has stalled so the entire group can stop.
Central heating costs make "space" heaters very popular. Maximize the efficiency of your "space" heaters!
EZ Ice Tray
A vessel for oil and vinegar that pour together for perfect 3-1 vinaigrette ratio, or pour alone for just vinegar or just oil!!
Portable washer that inserts into any 5 gallon bucket. Good for college students to do laundry + HELP THE WORLD/FEMA DISASTER RELIEF
RESUBMIT - A pair of sandals with bristles on the bottom that allow you to scrub your shower or bath simply by shuffling your feet.
The Evolution of Remote Controlled Helicopters. Upgrade to a 3-in-1 remote control toy (helicopter/boat/car). Fun returns to backyards.
A new,enhanced and quirky touchpad!This User Interface is a practical and ergonomic alternative to the current computer mouse.No wrist pain!
lash bullet 3-in-1
Ice cube containment
EGG SHELL REMOVER In a novel way, my product quickly and cleanly removes the shell from a hardboiled egg, leaving the egg white intact.
Bathroom Slippers. a simple shoes for use in the bathroom to clean the area around the toilet. can be disposable
Snow construction form kit
Sweat be gone!
FUN TIMES A QUIRZZILLION! What do the other kids do when someone is hogging the teeter-totter? Chase bubbles,that's what! Now who's jealous?
The Water Bottle that Counts
Keep an eye on moles and other skin issues with Mole Mapper. Compares mole size/shape/location and keeps a photo record that can be emailed.
le serpent a dents
Dynamic Aircraft Seat
Tool Tether for D.I.Y.
ELECTRIC ONE HANDHELD AUGER
NOT "Gone with the Wind"
Worried about your children using knives when helping in the kitchen? Use a silicone safety grip to keep those fingers out of harms way!
drive solace
Degreaser
My product solves the consumer need for carrying around or desiring specific condiments. The squeeze bottle has 3 chambers for each topping.
Bendable water bottle, a smaller and cool alternative for a camel water backpack bag.
smokers lung
keep foods fresh with magnets
Dinner party prep app
Base 240 Compresson
Security Collar for Cats/Dogs/Pets with GPS and Camera Surveillance - Spy 24 hours a day! by Andy Sam and TeamMacGeyer
Baby safe car
REVISION: Protect baby AND openly-displayed items with Shelf SAFEr*, a simple-to-use screen that attaches to any shelving unit.
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I propose a latching electric plug that can added to any tool, appliance, ext cord,life support equipment.OEM or sold in stores as DYI item.
POCKETAROMAÂ®
Persoal Cover Key Boards
it is plastic box dispenser
Protection Jewelry
2 Compartment Cocktail Shaker
Cart for Grocery Bag Hanger
A rug made out of interchangeable pieces shaped like a big jigsaw puzzle. Fits each space and style. Available in different colors&amp;materials
The Bellish pillow is the cross between a neck roll and a regular pillow. The two-in-one design supports the neck but is easy on the head.
Find Your Car Device
A canteen that fits to the frame of a Diamond Frame bicycle. This would allow the easy transportation of large quantities of water.
Give any cell phone a laptop size view..Just plug your phone into this to have a great enlarged view.
GOLFPRO BALL HELPER
A glove and mitten dryer that goes over the floor vents to dry children's gloves/mittens after they come out of the dryer still wet inside.
Grey Water Collecting Sink Add-In. Optimize your water usage and re-use it before sending it down the drain.
New and Improved Paint Tray, wheels for moving, two grips for moving and carrying, and higher back edge to prevent sloshing.
Traveling Bag with a remote control base.
Control splattering of soups and liquids in your microwave. Use these covers with holes instead of paper towels, wax paper or plastic wrap.
The Shower Wand Personal care accessory * use your own favorite bath scrunchie or wash cloth * easily reach the hard-to-reach places
A retractable and extend-able mount for Kindles, IPADs, any touchpad that mounts on treadmills,bedsides,etc for hands free use anywhere.
Frizz Free Hair Towel
The DrinkCaddy for your carry-on luggage will free your hands for your ticket,passport,magazines,phone and anything else that you need!!
Expandable shoe rack for tight fits. Not for boots that come to the knee and calf.
Iphone case for perfect self-portraits &amp; photographs (built-in stand+with a mirror like layer on the back)perfect for self-portraits.
Message cup
TV remote control pager, you can page a cordless phone, why not your remote when it is lost? 2 part device, one on remote and one near TV.
Posture helper, Ab toner.
In the heavy heat of summer-as you bash out the KMs or just take a stroll in the swelter-let the Mista on your water bottle keep you cool!.
Gotcha
iString: cool way to protect and charge your device at the same time. WATCH THE VIDEOS!!
Travel Toiletry Organizer with built-in shelf and hooks - take along your own counter space
Disposable stove splash guard
Ergo-Cutting Board
BlueTooth Earring mp3 Headphones.
Electronics- you love them, your washing machine loves them. Fight back with this alarm that detects ANY electronics entering the machine.
Anti-Clogging Sink Strainer
self salt
Revolutionize bingo
Introducing a huge timesaver and ease of merging all the most popular

connections into one streamlined module.

Quirky TV FORMAT
POOPY PAL - A dog owner's best friend. Ordor-free disposal system for used pet waste bags.
Super Security
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Iphone insta camera
re chargeable heated spoon or knife for ice cream or cake with settings of hot or warm
Curve Hog Riding Mower/Edger.
MAGIC MICROWAVE CLEANER
Bedding that tells a story!
Wink One Way Privacy Blinds
Peanut butter in a tube with a slot where when squeezed it would lay a ribbon. Great for snacks, diabetics, travel, disaster, survival kits.
*2 useful products in 1* Safety Cap + Night light! Adding LED to the caps provides safety &amp; light. Light designs like stars would be fun!
Doodle Sports!!!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers. Colorful Fun For All Ages!!!
Stack-able storage boxes
A camera device for a laptop that can be positioned on the screen surface so you can easily make eye contact during video chats.
An electronic audio device with retractable earphones includes an electronic device as a mobile phone or a portable mp3 audio/video player.
I propose the design of a vehicle tint transitioning window film.
front and back flash
Stress less hair brush
Always wanted a ceiling mounted lava lamp. Pardon the technical aspects...that's why I am bringing it to you.
Family Health App
Flip Top Measuring Cap. Pour directly in the lid to dose e.g. a spoon volume of oil, rice, etc. Can be put on used PET bottles or tottles.
Note Holder
A TOILET PAPER HOLDER THAT ROTATES 360 DEGREES WITH MAGNETIC ROD TO HOLD THE PAPER IN ITS PLACE.
Band-aids on a roll. Looks like a masking tape roll with bandaids on it that peel off.
Anti Mosquito Speaker
Snap-on kitchen Chair covers
Apple device multicharger
overstuffed clothes drawer tidier
for birthday parties, small tank of helium,about 20 ballons and kite string for each ballon. ballon kites, I have used them,kids love them
Drone Courier Service
Self charging Keyboard
Furniture is a pain; Too expensive, to heavy. Or cheap [Swedish] crap I gotta assemble myself. If this sofabed existed, I'd buy immediately!
Stay Put Stylus
Chair In A Bag Made Easier!
No stick pin
Single Salad Lunch Box
Roadmarking paint that glows in the dark.
My idea is a portable/cordless device that attaches to a coffee cup and keeps the contents warm/hot.
My Fort.
Robotic Remote Controlled Grabber/Reacher
E Z Soap
Child Safety mits for the kitchen.
balance Ã cuisine rechargeable
This is a safety invention for bicycles. Bicycle Buddy helps increase safety for bicycle riders.
Energy saving water tap
The ultimate hands-free bag carrying piece of clothing. A hoodie/vest/jacket with inner straps and outside carabiners to carry bags on them.
A desktop platform big enough to hold a monitor, keyboard &amp; mouse that can be raised &amp; lowered easily to allow standing or sitting.
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This is a ID/Badge holder that has a built in MP3 player and self charges when you pull on your badge, can also be used as a Flash drive
AirChair: The vacuum base shapes this "bean-bag-style-seat" with the push of a button for unique superb support, fit, &amp; individual comfort.
Shelf/Table Building Modules
Wink: Washer/Dryer App Alarm
Kid Safety Detector
Leg Candy Caddy Women's pantyhose, leggins and patterened stockings and pantyhose organizer.
a converter cord with rotating head with slide out USB,car,wall and a small box for plugin in wall,car USB with a wire connecting the two
If you're diabetic, you know that regularly inspecting your feet is important. But there has never been an easy way to do it, until Now!
Tired of sacrificing space in the shower just to get organized...iv got the solution
Electronic cords problems are "finally" solved. Tri-Me" will once and for all prevent electronic cables from being pulled off the desk.
Meat Thermometer Redesigned - Measure using one hand without holding down meat! Just like dentist does with anesthetics needle
A Talking Toilet Bowl Brush! All college students need one. It comes preloaded with witty sayings and a recordable feature to add your own.
A rain/wind deflector for an open window designed to be adjustable for various widths and allows the window to be open at differing heights.
COOL Retractable Shower Curtain-New Tyvek Materials Resistant to MOLD, MILDEW &amp; BACTERIA! Also safe for candle users and those with kids!
Umbrella that shelters you when you get in and out of the car. No more soaking yourself or the internal of the car.
Producing a fake baby.
PowerPuck. Wireless charging device for personal electronics. Older devices charge via adapters, but it solves charging issues for new ones.
snow cover for windshield
Cordies Tights
Eyeglass Jewelry
Make sure that others have not tampered with your food. With the Lunch Guardâ„¢, your food will never be safer
Mommy's here
Tired of TOXIC AIR ?.Take a Motorcycle helmet add it a filter to filter the toxic air coming from all the cars in the road
Eating a taco salad with a fork is hard, so I thought of a new fork! It clamps down on your food so it dosen't fall off. And, pasta too!!!
Extended Luggage
Santi car seat baby head rest.
Disposable ice cube trays with "designer" spring or flavored water.
VERSA-TAIL HAT
An attachable razor light for all kinds of razors, both disposable and electric, so you can clearly see while shaving.
EGG ON YOUR FACE! Never has there been a more QUIRKY way to cook eggs.
Carry Cable
BinBag is an additional layer between a DustBin and a garbage bag.
A space heater shaped as a cup, that would fit in your cup holder. It would heat instantly as soon as you turn your car on.
virtual e-wallet
CHANGE the game of Baseball by introducing a new hitting device unlike any other hitting tool on the market.3-4 different versions in 1 idea
SWING SET MOVING DEVICE- Slip the discs under the legs of a swing set making it mobile so you can move it to cut grass or change locations.
Table top fruit refrigerator
baby communicator app
You all know of lazer pointers.Well try it on your kids gold fish tank. Fish, they chase it! My fish lure insert will let even u catch fish.
Sweep helper
Little baby bath tub mounts on side of your tub or has legs. Fill with water,put baby in, wash. No more aching back during bathtime.
Attacking a Universal Disorder
Is it gold or silver?
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Meet the Quirky directional intermittent light projector for bike riders, showing light to the street and the gluteus(BUTT) of the rider.
TURKEY TIME THERMOMETER APP
"The Sock" - For certain men's private parts while toileting Formerly submitted as the Codpiece In Collaboration with LAPangel
New device for parachuters and other airborne activities that, in case of a potential accident, would inflate and help absorb impact
there are a lot of cat owners out there(and possibly even dog owners)that would get this device for their pet if it were available to them.
Two battery operated double walled swivel bowls,with tiny fans pushing warm air around the sides of bowl for rising,and expandable covers.
Face Block
Sleepingbag bag or stuff sack that contains inflatable pockets to guarentee users always have a pillow amongst its other uses!
Water Conscious Bottle
No more flying pebbles cracking windshields! The windshield protector is resistant to extreme temps, &amp; wiper friendly breaking H2O particles
A blood glucose meter attachment to your smart phone, with an app that shows and stores the info, because you always have your phone on you
The Upbrella
HOUSE MAILBOX DELIVERS
Nevera todoterreno
Colorful patterned shrink sleeves in a variety of sizes that fit over jars and water bottles and sealed onto them using a hair dryer.
Tile &amp; Grout Brush - An ergonomic grip that helps add pressure on tile/grout on wall or floor. Bristles reach corners &amp; solution in handle.
Sleeve of rugged material(canvas?)4"x36" hung by garage door. When sleeve full of soda cans place under car tire to crush cans backing out
Kitchen Appliance and Computer cord storage!
ROLL UP FINGER BANDAID. It's flexible, it's waterproof, it's really easy to apply and it stays on! (blue so easier to see in the sketch)
The "Bear Scare" or "Animal Bomb" air grenade. Don't be scared!!
A security bracelet/necklace specifically for children, but could include all ages.
Do you suffer from chapped or dry skin around your nose? Here is a great solution.(Paulette Jaques)
Shark Razor &amp; toothbrush set.The razor will give you a tight shave in the tight spots.New experiance brushing while keeping your mouth clean
Quickr
Plastic coffee cup with a spoon or "stir stick" molded to the lid of the cup. No more sink full of dirty utensils to stir your coffee!
The Jac-a-ciser will entertain your dog and you while getting their much needed exercise. The device spins as the dog runs around.
A Different Take on the Puppet-Let your hands do the walking, kicking, skipping, dancing or jumping....Check Out Video!!!
imagine a Forgiving Highlighter, you can easily peel it right off, leaving no sign of markings to the book.
Doll Head Mannequin Tree Stand or Adaptable Tripod Tree.
Charge your phone Wirelessly.
Glow n Go bed side lamp for adults. Navigate the dark room early morning when your spouse is sleeping. Use to charge your cell. Barbra
Sanitary tissue paper mounted like "post-it notes" to the inside of public restroom stall doors next to the door lock for stopping germs!
Whac-a-Mole meets Twister - Vinyl mat with low-profile, durable, illuminating disks-Timed game with Random lighting pattern, many variations
iPhone Charger Skin - A simple way to spice up and personalize that boring charger coming out of the wall outlet.
Fill &amp; Dispense Honey Like Stick Deodorant - Don't Waste Your Honey, No More Crystallization. Honey, Jams, Syrups &amp; High Viscosity Foods
Clean Tissues
WEARABLE NAIL MAGNIFIER
The easy way to six pack abs
Reservation Pager App
Football Clear Wristlet
Kids Health Rewards
Heated Razor Blade
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Emergency Vehicle Safety Strobe Light provides visibility ensuring safety while emergency vehicle is parked on road responding to emergency.
RESUBMIT Combination Garbage/Recycling Plastic Kitchen Can-Instead of throwing your recycling in the garbage, use the attached Recycling Bin
"Spill Kit" for automobiles. Disposable absorbant cloth and granular sprinkles for the times when oil/antifreeze/etc. leak or spill.
Magnets for the fridge and dishwasher to note what has to be picked up from the grocery store or needs to be washed.
A CONVERTER KIT for turning PC POWER CONNECTIONS to APPLE (magnetic) type POWER CONNECTIONS.
ERGO EZ CLOTHESPINS Makes task faster , easier , ergonomic !
Multi-colored oral syringes with a graduated plungers for easier dosing.
FREE-ZEE POPS!! Dye free popcicles akin to the ever popular flavor ice pops, but with a colored outer plastic so the pop of color remains!
My product is a lighter that is easy to light and compact. I believe this design will change the lighter market completely.
ATTENTION: ICE CREAM CONE LOVERS, my idea allows you to completely eat a ice cream cone, without getting a drop of melted cream on you.
To make a Pringles that can benefit people with bigger hands, so that they can to reach those last chips. No tilting, no crumbs.
The portable fridge occupies a 6L volume when folded. It can carry up to 50L when unfolded.
Never lose your remote controls again. Save precious time &amp; frustration by connecting all your entertainment center remotes to a Remote Box!
blanket that keeps your feet warm and you uper body cool,
Bracelet lifesaver. Enjoy your favorite water activities safely, knowing that you have an inflatable balloon that can activate when you want
Watching media on your Smartphone without a kickstand is a hassle! SmartStand provides a Perfect Portable Viewing Angle Everytime!
Hand Pump Vacuum Cleaner
We don't need flashlights to read in bed but holding iphones &amp; kindles is a literal pain in the neck. Adjustable arm &amp; clips to the rescue!
Q lets make the perfect tool for Hard Shell and Soft Shell Seafood.
A tiny transmitter probe inserted in the top of golf clubs with a detachable reciever for alerting left clubs on the green, and anti theft.
It's a Shower Door, No its a Shower Curtain... No its both BOTH without any of the Problems.
Automatic Dressing Room Garment Counter: Helps stop clothing theft so WE don't have to pay higher prices due to theft. Read more!
Develop a Magnifying Screen Protector for Cell Phones and I Pads. Eliminate the frustrating dependency on multiple dollar store glasses!
A communication device for kids ages 4-12; too young for a cell but old enough to require a helpful device for children and parents w/ GPS!
USB Charger clip
Headphones that have controls on them for music ranges/control the wire range as well.
Basketball Recycling bin
Disposable pretreated dish washing wipes/gloves: use at home, in the dorm, camping... Convenience with out contamination of a moldy sponge.
Text-Rex
coque batterie
My product will cut any full size sheet of sandpaper(9"x11")into 4 equal pieces of paper(4 1/2"x5 1/2")and will perfectly fit a sander.
Roomie Rake
Power Strip Tap Light - Light Up your Power Strip with a Tap
A rotary-powered device that assists a person in ascending a pole or a tree; I use for hunting, and changing light bulbs on utility poles.
PARTY COOLER ON WHEELS Cooler on wheels with built in seat with flip over serving tray. All in one Cooler - Seat and Serving Tray while.
Add a touch of class to your bathroom.I have a design for a shower door that attaches to a standard tub/shower without damage to walls.
Eraser people kids can arrange how they want. With replaceable eyes, smiles, hair, etc. Kids can make the average pencil fun and exciting.
Efficient Drainer
Shape your Space--Modular Patio Open Cubes. Define your outdoor spaces. Your space, your way. Moving? Take it with you. Reconfigure
Prevent burglars from breaking into your house/apartment with an answering machine for door openers pretending someone being home.
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surrounding headphones
a lighted driving glove a small light in the pit of your palm on &amp; off switch is a small button on the forefinger opperated by the thumb
Cookware sets with detachable handles that work on any of the pots pans or skillets making for easy storage when not in use
LADDER SHIELDS. Use on extension ladders to protect roof edge and gutters.
Adjustable Pillow
Le panier Ã courses modulable
Easy iPhone Docking Attachment
Banana Stand
LADIES!NO MORE PULLING DOWN YOUR DRESSES when dancing or sitting down. SAY NO MORE! This product will hold your dresses in place
Above ground pool shelf
Quirking Not exactly Twerking
Under Bar Cell Phone Charger ... I've noticed that people are always looking for a way to charge their cell phone while enjoying a cocktail
Truck Bed Hammock. Don't have trees or soft ground for stakes? Easily setup a hammock in your truck bed. Mountains, Beach, Picnic, etc.
Smokers need a belt clip style holster for disposable lighters for pockets or worn around the neck.Heat resistant plastic.
Finally, an easier way to open DVD cases! No longer hassle with those security seals!
Reduce standby energy of plugged equipment with a remotely operated socket.
My Blouse's Keeper (MBK)
A TV universal remote control that could automatically mute commercials and unmute when your program comes back on.
Prepackage velveta sliced cheese just go wherever they want in fridge?Plop indvdual packaged sliced cheese in container-pull up finger'slot'
Electronic Keema Chopper
Truly formal massage device - Massage Vest.
The Sport Port
Welcome to the only real new design in toothbrushes in many many years. This invention is called the U-Brush. Let go
Secure Parcel Drop Box
Spoiled Sleeper Quick Fix
Vacuum Knife- a knife with a vacuum to get rid of your leftovers faster.
Desk Elevator
study spy
Bender floor duster
Perfect Bar Stool
Hands-free Moist Cat Food
Anti-Itch Clipping Remover
Refrigerator Cow
Tail lights with speed display
Custom Baby Blocks - Teaching your kids more than just their ABC's and 123's. Limited only by your imagination, CLICK PICS For examples.
Spoiled Food Tester
Purrrrfect Pet Heals Injuries faster, lowers blood pressure, lessens migraines, helps get rid of insomnia, stress &amp; strengthens Bone Density
Cup-like Cornflakes/Snacks Dispenser. An alternative way to dispense cornflakes. Perhaps you can use it for your snacks too next time
The Slap Bracelet Game
Dent Bumper
PetPortable
2 in 1 Napkin: NapToo
Kids Microscope iPad Dock
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Eyeliner and Lip Liner Pencil
My idea is a dustpan vacuum attachment that can be used with on a standard consumer vacuum or with a shop vac.
no mess powder pump
iPhone 5c Crossover
Maternity Beach Chair
My idea is a paint roller extension handle "D" shape, padded handle and a grip lever for your other hand. I call it: "Get A Grip"
Free Standing Hot Hair Tools Holder(curling irons,Straighteners,Blow dryer,ect)with a built in power strip.Little to NO counter Space needed
bijou ,clÃ© inoubliable
the ultimate in exercise equipment. simply slip on, durable, waterproof, fits all sizes,conditioning with no effort, become very quick thank
The perfect fit bungee cord every time. You control the length and the tension. Affix the hooks and pull out the slack. Rest secure.
Cirque du Spoon
Don't hold nails/screws/bolts between lips or in pocket!Super-magnetized bendable wrist band holds items needed, easy access while working!
Picture Levels
Best way to deter mosquitoes is disturb flight pattern.Weak fliers.Blow up mattress material FAN HOSE inflates/blows air-citronella scent
Digital wall calendar
Emergency Inflatable Beacon
Bluetooth Dashboard LED Cellphone Alert - Flashing LED for your dashboard for when your music is too loud to hear your phone! Connects w/BT
Stove Top Bakers Proofer
Interchangeable Wrench
"PHOTO HEADS" - picture frame bobbleheads. Insert headshot photo into top slot of picture frame. Fun gift item for all. Colorful, bendable.
Personal contoured Mantis-like personal FAN that clips to belt, circulating air under T-shirt. Can clip to blanket, chair, computer &amp; more!
Grocery Bag Carrier. Need help with the Groceries? This new product will help carry them for you! Please watch video!
The fully functioning collar system on which you can easily attach or remove a variety of assesories in seconds.Several looks, one collar.
A cat jungle gym with bristles inside to groom your cat while it plays.
Funnel With a Shut-Off - Fill Without Spill
There are carseat covers and carseat table trays but there are no carseat covers with built in fold down back seat table tray...
Electronic Flosser
"Simon Says" game for kids, lay mat on floor, when it lights up, you jump on it, then that light, then another. Follow the pattern-exercise
No Waste Beer Dispenser Sensor--sensor on draft beer taps at bars that prevents beer from pouring out until a glass is placed under the tap.
Laser Bug Killer
A Flat touch screen like an ipad that we can plug any phone &amp; allow us to use that phone with a bigger screen ! perfect for movies &amp; games!
beach shoes
on stove burners notifier
2 adjustable rearview mirrors with convex section that attaches to existing main rearview mirror. Helps with blind spots,kids and more.
FINGER STYLUS
Laptop tray w/built in mouse
Why throw away what is in the bottom of your shampoo, conditioner or soap bottle? Now every drop can go on you and not in your trash can.
Protect you're mailbox from accumulating snow and ice caused by snow plows. Remove protective hard plastic, shield in nicer months.
I've always wanted hooks in my trunk to hang grocery bags. If I set them on the floor, they tip over!
A see-through wrist-watch that you only feel itâ€™s there when you need the time!
Tummy-Time Mat With Timer
Cupcake Maker {Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
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Double-Sided TV Screen
Baby-bottle Arm
Propulsion Extinguisher
A better solution for workspace privacy that is multifaceted, holds supplies, documents, folds up, and is aesthetically pleasing to the eye.
ROW-MINDERtm
WINK Bev Minder
HOT WATER OUTSIDE
Quirky Mall Magazine!
Slim car seat
GlaciKoozie
POOL NOODLE CARRIER -a lightweight,rustproof,PVC cart on wheels that tips to pool level for easy access for aerobic classes.
brick and block power trowel
Teach Your Tablet To Fly
Kitchen Soap Sponge! Who needs a soap dispenser...
Chopsticks with toothpicks
Wheather you're playing cards, eating fondue with the family or just trying to accent the room, the 'Table Organizer' is your best friend.
A showercurtain with the bottom corners notched out that comes with adjustabe glue on splash guard corners.Just peel and stick where needed.
The EasyLaptop
Grass Collector
the invention is a refilliable , liquid -despensing device with a toilet paper holder attached
Have pets, but one hogging all the food? Well, this product idea will deter your chubby pet from eating out of the wrong bowl.
Elbow saver
Allows you to wear a small transmitter that keeps your dog safely by your side during walks, with no more â€œpullingâ€ or tangled leashes!
Cool your head with an ice hat.
ALert light for elevators
Reactive Sound Headset
Handy charging phone holder
Office Lottery Manager
Collapsible Beach Cooler Tote(on ski's) Wide Plastic wheels for sidewalks and the ski's take over in the sand. Tote your beach chairs too.
QuickLaundry
Round Paint Scraper And Sander. Tapered Edge For Scraping, Center For Sanding. Scrape/Sand In All Directions. Easier On Hand, No Cramping.
Remoldable Face Mask. Hand Moldable Plastic Under Layer Of Silicone. Easy Shape And Reshape. Change Look Each Year/Every Hour! $6B Industry.
Winter Window Kit.Window kit with Velcro can be re-used. No need to measure and spend time every year. Easily open/close.Save time/money.
THE LAUNDRY SLIDE! An easy to store and attach slide to transfer from washer todryer or basket and back without clothes falling on floor...
This bandage set can change heavy one-shoulder into two-shoulder bag temporarily. It can protect our spinal cord from wrong posture.
WarmRobe is a bathrobe that can be operated on rechargable battery to bring the bath robe to desired temperature for comfortable wear.
Condom package with extra lubricant, easy to carry and safe sex can still be enjoyable! Patent pending.
The Daily Box
FOR KITTY Lovers! Litter Box Buddy. Holds poop while you scoop. Can clip on any litter box and also holds scoop.
App enabled ring
BeSeen Clothing
Door Button that says please leave a message, like a answering machine. can send/receive recorded messages.
The Dipper
Spice Cap
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TV remote control LOCATOR
Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative and Make Them Last 4x Longer!
Couples with different body temperatures: a symmetric comforter with cool and hot sides
Iphone tri pod
TapLight
An Inflatable Travelling Mouse that will deflate when packed and inflate when you plug in to USB
A pair of shoes which can go from high heel to comfy flats in an instant, either by flipping the heel in or unscrewing.
Pillowcase-Cover Smoke Mask
Don't you hate having all of your gadgets, cords, etc. crushed and smushed together at the bottom of your backpack?
CLOSET ON-THE-GO: Indoor and outdoor solution!
Beer Infusion Tap
The Gamer will attach their Ipod/Iphone to gaming system and choose their song of choice. A choreographing team will develop moves to match
Spring thaw
Magnetic Cable Holders. Magnetic Plate Keeps Cables off the Floor. (Paulette Jaques)
An automated clothesline that can detect when it rains.
"Duty-Bound" Appliance Monitor
Recycling water
Mating Socks
No more spoon to stir your coffee. Auto stir for coffee
A flag kit for you car, with colors to signify status, white broken down, green on the cell phone, red in distress, more colors in container
washer solenoid valve
A cube box the size of a Kleenex tissues with rubber gloves inside. Stick your hand in the box and it puts the glove on in seconds.
Smart phone connected sensor that slips into car seats and booster seats that will remind parents that their kids are in the car by an app.
Duel Colored Hair Dyes
My idea is a soap fed glove with reusable and replaceable sponge and bristles design for washing dishes
Sweep + Curve = "SWURVE" A brush that curves depending on the situation facilitating better collection of dirt with an attached mini brush
The perfect mail slot accessory, Mail Buddyâ„¢ protects your mail from damage caused by pets, water, car, or overflowing onto the floor.
WINDSHIELD GPS
Cell Phone Car Key
Baseball and Golf visual aid to improve contact and swing mechanics. One eye training to strength balance between weak and dominant eye.
" NASCAPS "
portable tool carrier
Appbandy - App Trading Store
Add to Frio-Hanging lazy suzan for all things lost in fridge-garlic,sliced cheese,lime,salsa-use UNUSED space
Super fast cooling cooler
Flying-bug 'light trap' zapper designed to work in-home and not look like a bug zapper
Usually cables chargers, are spread out after use.the idea and create an organizer of bungee cord and adaptable to various types of devices.
Travel Kleenex Tissue Pouch
AN AFTERMARKET SEAT BELT ATTACHEMENT THAT WOULD INSURE THAT OCCUPANTS OF A VEHICLE WERE WEARING THEIR
SEATBELT AND ASSIST LAW ENFORCEMENT.
Great Wall Chopsticks Holder
ConvertiBowl (Colander + Bowl), a Plastic Alternative..
Anti-Crime Secret Wrist Band
StirLid CookWare
Motorbike Safety: Increase visibility with a LED light enabled vest/jacket that displays turn signal info on the back of the rider.
Earbud Alarm clock
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"Snake" book/nook/iphone/laptop holder with clamp on end, holds securely. Adjust to right height for hands free anywhere! Add power source
Automatic Wheelchair Umbrella
Make Nursing in Public Easy
This shampoo rack invites you to hang your bottles upside down and get your shampoo with one squeeze, even the last bits in the bottle.
(Resubmit b/c of positive feedback) The TV Screen "Wet-Jet" Squeegee. A screen so clear, it'll always look 3D.
Nobody makes a cup-holder tray for home use, WHY? I kicked over my 24 oz coffee this morning and it gave me this idea
Q Baby LCD Mobile &amp; Monitor. Play, promote sleep, Learning and monitoring. See link
Plug in RFID internet ready readers with night light, always know where your stuff is!
easy view
Holder for iPhone whch hangs off laptop screen.
Sound activated taser stripes under your bedsheet to make sure you wake on time. Works with any alarmclock.
Slim Keyboard Wallet
Suction Dish Rack
THUMB-EAZE A neoprene or wet-suit material slip that goes over your thumb and holds tools while you work. Eliminates dropping while working
Spoode
power usage monitoring
Make your own cards from your own photos. Print your 5x7 photo and assemble it in a quality card with your own message.
Tablet Cover, Stand, Carrier. All In One. With Retractable Strap and pocket for your charger and other Accessories
SHOT-LOC... This is an electronic device that will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a SHOT that is FIRED at a SOLDIER in the city.
Tank Holder pt.1 Material 3003-H14 cut 2 V sides look ( __&gt; ) Pt.2 V falls in sides W/ cut for straps magnet lock tank in V. Faster safe!
QUICK-LACE: Donâ€™t need to tie shoe lace anymore, just slide in shoe lace in the QUICK-LACE.
Noteclip
A cool clock design that makes it fun and easy to set the time.
WINDOW WORKS
Combination Single-Edge Razor-Blade Scraper, Box-Cutter, And Razor-Knife That Can Be Safely Carried In A Pocket Or On A Key-Chain
The Brush Bowl
"It's Me" Tablet
Itemizing Nesting Containers
RESUB Rechargeable Baby Bottle Brush cleaner - with other brushes- ~crevice tool
Phone Finder
Tote/tiny/toilet/tablets/
Are you feeling a draft in your living space. Clear velcro window shades are the answer. Roll them up and out of the way in the summer.
Child Tracker
No Fuss Disposable Oil Box for DIY mechanic. Folding box w/sealing liner fits under vehicle. User drains oil and takes box to auto store.
SAND BED - THE BEST SLEEP YOU GET IS ON THE SHEET SPREAD OVER A SANDY BEACH. HENCE WHY NOT HAVE IT IN YOUR OWN
BEDROOM.
A table lamp that uses light and/or pheromones to trap and humanely kill moths and other insects. Also has a slideout tray for easy disposal
Game-Push your magnet (w/magnet)through your maze without touching sides, picking up "road hazards" or flipping your other magnet(2+players)
My idea is a small rope with a bright color handle, it will allow you hang just about everything, it will help you pull things too.
This tape measure has the perfect feature for putting a mark at the exact point for measuring your kids, drilling a hole or any other length
christmas tree watering funnel. 4 ft, garden hose attached to a funnel slide into tree it will blend in. keep in tree. until done with tree.
3-D Scissors
Brake Fix
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Highway Power Turbines
A portable napper ,diaper changer and stroller \ shoulder bag for newborns to 6th months.
FLAVORED TEMP CHECKER-A cool thermometer that comes with flavor strips. None on market with flavor..that I could see.
back washer
Databugz
Blister proof socks. Thick wool outer layer lined with two non attached layers of thin polyester, great for breaking in new shoes and hiking
THE JETSON- OVEN OF THE FUTURE
VIBRATING DUMB BELLS. NASA has done it for our hero's in space. Let us take it to the next level.
Key - Do
Corner staple
SEAL YOUR TRASH BAGS Why do we not have trash bags that seal COMPLETELY after we are done, works like a food sealer and keeps the stink in!
Something for a hair dryer to use to make it hands free. This will be helpful so that ur hands can be freed up as you are drying your hair.
Electrical Outlet Box/switch box equip with smoke and heat detector that sounds an audio alarm. Stand alone or connected to home security.
Interchangeable shoes
Cool and heat Bottle
KILL "IT" BEFORE "IT" KILLS YOU!!!For the home sanitation WARRIOR! This is a highly potent weapon in the anti-bacterial wars.
Coffee Flavored Cheerios
"What! A removable Magnetic Toothbrush Holder that is dishwasher safe!" FOOEY! Ah, not so fast. Here it is...
Collapsible music listening/recording combo. Listen to your favorite music, record and review your performances in an easy to carry device.
Use your phone to find your luggage at Airport
Hate Pool Cleaning? Why is there a brush &amp; a leaf net? Simply Combine the two! A leaf net with a nylon bristle brush on the bottom&amp;corners.
This is my UNIVERSAL band fitness system which attaches to ANY chair or couch. Watch your favorite show and get a workout at the same time
Oven Rack Guard
Keyless Padlock
Storm/Screen Door Push Bar
dehumidifier using drain pipe
Blender bottle with insulator
Put your headphone on this tubular contraption and turn it into a mighty speaker.
WOW! A One of a Kind Hiking Pole. This Pole Has a Built in Umbrella, Storage Compartment, Flashlight, and Even Holds Water for an Emergency.
Reuse is the new recycle. Use your empty water bottles to create a Swim/Float Bar for your kids
Compact,light, portable, tent material, Dog shelter from the sun; for beach/camping. Dog stay cool, water too; prevents heat sun stroke.
Shadow/shade case for mobile phones , tablets , ipods , netbooks or other devices with lcd screen to use them outdoors during sunny days
Gyroscopic Pogo Stick
Kiddie Keyboard Cover
Pediatric SteamInhalation Tent
Soap. It's important for clean hands, but current dispensers waste it and my childrens hands are so small they REALLY waste it. Click photo.
Drainpipe microgenerator
Air Powered Car
'PYP' protect your pumps
Modular Multi-plug with USB outlets- Extended wall outlet, add any no of multi-plugs to fit to your requirement &amp; turn them off individually
Renew Juice takes juice favorites -orange juice, lemonade, etc.- and subtly enhances their flavor with delicious and healthy ingredients.
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Let's Face it, At One Time or Another Every One of us Has Rubbed Up Against a Door Jam or Wall Corner in an Attempt to Scratch Our Back.
Wet Roller
Selectable Fertilizer. A Big opportunity for gardening. Like a Gun With Manure's Bullets. Imagine one tools for any kind of flowers.
SOLAR ROOF
Better warm
Lazy Susan Storage
CELLCASE MAKEUP MIRROR
iPhone Case Speaker Amplifier
shoe graffiti
Crossover for iPad AIR
Key Bob
LaundryMate
Plant Water Alert -Alerts your smart phone if your plant water is low!
Crop Clays
Cats just wanna have fun! Customize your own kitty city and play area! A variety of modules snap together, fun themes for play and sleep!
iPhone Mini printer
Pick up Truck retractable ramp
toe talker
Kids shower/bath storage box that helps remove kids clutter and entertains your kids at the same time!
Resubmit : Universal Periscope for any digital camera...
Launch your lure. You want to get a kid outdoors or involved in fishing, this is the idea to do it. Plus you'll have fun using it.
Very simple idea: A better drain board for the dish rack that drains in the corner, giving you more freedom to place it where you want
clarity visor
The USBeeP come in two parts, usb and lid. If the two become too distant the lid reminds you that you've left the other behind.
Bed Massage Extension
solar vendor
A "Wearable" Step Stool - When Your Hands Are Busy, Step-in, Move, Step-Up
MODULAR PATIO SYSTEM-exterior living furniture. Already included planting cubes. Modular "living" furniture.
Everything For A Beach Party But The Sand And Drinks. Find Your Spot And Stake Your Claim. Portable Drink Table, EZ 2 Assemble, EZ 2 Pack
Clip hair for women made â€‹â€‹of paper. Modern, sturdy and beautiful. Can be made from recycled material.
Customizable Hammer
EagleX Mini-Drone
Special design of jacket
Hair Power
The Fly By
Introducing Toilet Discs, stacking Discs that displace water in your toilet tank, so when you flush, you use less water and save money
Fender (Fender Smart) iPad AIR
Two different colored earbuds to quickly determine between left and right
Finally, a much needed re-design of the iPod dock.
The SHOULDER SHOPPING BAG CARRIER! with a Q-CARABINER. Carry multiple bags and still be Hands Free! This is not just another hand carrier.
Turtle Raincoat! A Raincoat that includes children's backpack space comfortably.
The Shoppie-A device that scans the items in your shopping cart and tells you the price as well as gives you a subtotal.
Poster Corners. Your grandmothers photo corners. . .on steroids!
A lightweight trolley (A pack of 4 Wheel with bench vise element) for moving heavy goods.Flatbed trolley itself is too heavy for me.
The Players Chair
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metal hard case for keys. similar to the metal case for credit card, instead its for keys
LED Home Siding.
Combining the best of tradition with new technology to keep families on top of their busy schedules. That's the job of this Calendar.
Fresh Out The Box New Sneaker Smell Hanging Air Freshener
Shaving Cream Can Boot - Stop leaving rust rings in the shower and bath. Just slip it on the bottom of the can and protect your shower.
MyWear- Custom Eyewear
Hands Free Dog Leash
Wind-proof Halloween Candles
Stack up cups
flexi shape pillow
double diaper bag
Flip Flop Movie Prop
Instant nails polish desing
VIP Service App
A compact and ergonomic device for safely and securely holding a tablet computer or e-book.
Adjustable handle for handle-less mugs and jugs
Pocket Camera Keychain
Collapsible Fruit Basket - providing you more room to keep your fruit separate, prevent spoilage, last longer and cut down on food waste.
Bracelet Of Life
Headphone to Headset Converter
"Power washer" dish rinser for your sink.
Dunk Like a Pro! Cookies and Milk Made Easy
alarm clock energy spray mist
SAFE-T- ROD
Interactive (Cause and Effect) Toys for Toddlers: Create a girl/boy band, auto shop and more!
"" Lite On Your Feet""
Solar Camera
The Perfect Slider and even the perfect eggs, will make you look like a pro cooking the perfct burger whether it's grilled or on stove top.
A better sliding screen door for single hung doors!
EAR TWEAKER
Iron Evolution....Resubmitted with innovative design changes.
Coaster Night Light!
A binking that you can freeze (teether) It would look like your average binky but the nipple would be freezable.
Charge away anytime, anywhere!
Pierced earring support
MeasureWell
Portable Rainboots
Storage Depletion Minder
Zip Sutures
SmartSurge Protector - WINK
Homework Secretary
All rubber, non slip, no metal pin, long wearing, replace yourself, rubber heel tips for all types of high heel shoes. NO COBBLER NEEDED!!!!
Ortho Shoulder Ball
Polaroid Microscope
A flip-top cover for a smart phone with a magnifying lens or optical lens-window cover.
Are you sick of re downloading apps to your new phone?? me too so now download one app that has all your old apps in one place!
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The tube track
Paint Can Lid Facelift
Tooth brush alarm clock
Trash Can with sweep in floor vac!
Oreo Dipper
A Simple Easy To Read Meat thermometer with hand heat shield!!!
No more tissue! A cool, recycled cardboard (think egg carton) toilet paper dispenser that will look great on your desk or counter top.
Paint roller you can wring out like a mop for cleaning.
LED Color Changing Charger
The Motor Bin
smartphone Charger
TAXI
Spot Washer
Adjustable Umbrella
quad moto
File Folder 2.0 - Time to reinvent the standard file folder.
CUSTOMIZABLE MINI KEYPAD
Modular window insul. tiles
125+ Votes! Powerful gardener's tool to properly mix and cut compost IN the bin so that perfect mulch can be made for the garden.
Tall wedges and sandals would look stylish and fashionable, but would have the comfortable interior of a tennis shoe.
The Healthy Couch Potato (HCP)
Reusable bag hook
you know how hair and gunk get stuck in the blades of a razor when you shave. No more with SHAVERS FRIEND never again have a clogged razor
Pat on the Back Portable
Thursday night fun: Reinventing the trash can -ScottJ
No-Scratch Cat Washer
HANDS FREE FETCH
Kayak Wheel Paddles
Quirky TV Remote App
earsmusic
Foot Controler
RÃ©cupÃ©rateur d eau CES
A nice box to store and charge your electronics, top of box coil wires, bottom stores them -includes fan at bottom of box for ventilation
Reusable potty pads for dogs
Tired of dragging a chair around your living room to water those overhead plants? No more with this adjustable, self-contained water wand.
Motorcycle Peg Pads
So Cold- Solid ice Water Pipe - A stiff rubber mold that you fill, freeze and reassemble to make countless frozen smoking devices.
catch-all-Dexterity Sports Glove, for kids/adults to wear in winter months during sporting activities without dropping the ball literally...
Breath-Powered LED Whistle
Hey folks, how about another kind of a curtain tieback if we will.Variety as they say, is the spice of life;here is another tieback spice.
A stiff spray bandage for every accident you may have in your life. Transpirant and waterproof. Ever to be with you.
Approximately 50% of the swimming pools in the United States are above ground pools (AGP). These AGP owners love to eat &amp; drink in them.
Tattoos For Cars: Online website offers various designs of disposable paper templates and washable spray paint to decorate auto exteriors
Stop your purse or groceries from falling off the passenger seat of the car. Get the new seat belt clip.
This is an all-in-one wheelbarrow that will solve many problems in your home or business.
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Bluetooth bracelet that shows who is calling or send a message.
Protect And Charge: The Kinetic iPhone Case BASED OFF OF FINALIST iYoYo PLEASE CHECK OUT AND SEE PICS (Search-Ahmed Bawany)
Phone extender
Back up camera app
Credit Card Size Key Holder - Lighten, Keep barely used keys in wallet or Flatten key ring, no Poking, carry in back pocket. UC RESUBMIT
Workststion Xmas Lights
Halloween Candy Dispenser
NO SHED Bed
Dog Cam
Mini Mop: A small mop and bucket with wringer, for cleaning kitchen counters, tables, and stoves. Put the bucket in sink and add dish soap
App Controlled Door Bell
Water jets for spine and or joint muscle relaxation for use in a weightless environment such as an in ground or above ground swimming pool.
ADD A HOOK TO ANY POWER STRIP. Hang your power strip where needed.
Deadmanswitch
PLUG PLUS WIFI
Kids will love to do their homework if it was digital - scan homework page, kids write answers on "screen", print out finished homework page
broche localizador infantil
Mens underwear w/rocket pocket
Single Daily Clothes Washer
Skin Squeegee is a better way to remove dirt, oil and blackheads from your pores without damaging your skin or picking your face.
Ankle Carrier Sunglass Case
HeadsUp Toothbrush Adaptor
"Lunch Locks" is a portable plastic food container that within the lid, contains a lock that is released by using a three to four digit code
An adjustable coozie/mug sleeve that you put on the mug before the microwave to prevent burning hands and absorbing drips over the side.
Portable Orthotic Foot Mat
D H D Massager and heat
No mess pancakes
I call it the Cracker
A chance for kids to feel like grown ups and for parents to stop worrying about that grown up relationship with trouble.(VIDEO ATTACHED)
Phone screening black box
No more hiking up hills to sled.
All you travelers out there are you tired of running out of space in your bathroom bag? Well make space for the 2-n-1 toothbrush and razor.
Cheap pro-sandal for everyone can run. A fusion between Havaianas (www.havaianas.com) - FLIP-FLOP - and Luna Sandals (www.lunasandals.com).
A device that will stop your pet from soiling carpets or furniture and/or keep them off areas where they are not wanted.
Self-filtering Dog Bowl
360 degree Finger Shaver. Shave with comfort and more control. Attach your favorite razor attachment to shave your head, legs, anywhere.
Pulse Phone Case
Adjustable bottle shaped "seal a meal" type device that cuts the top and bottom off of plastic bottles. No sharp utensils or sharp edges.
never lock alert system.
"IT's Cheaper to keep Her" IPAD LEASH-- OMG WHERE IS MY IPAD!! Kiss that feeling of doom good bye. Keep Your IPAD by your side!
Untraceable wallet
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Nail polish bottle gets the last drop due to 15% slope on bottom, exaclty where the brush sits, and are designed to be stackable.
SAFE PCA
Need an easier way to go fishing with your family. Where you don't have to luggage everything in multiple trips. I have the best solution.
Pastry Cold Stone
The PLANT FRISBee makes watering your plants easy avoiding spills. It makes transporting your plants quick and easy.
Portable, collapsable Outdoor Shower. Great for those small homes with one bath and for the outdoor enthusiast who can clean up outside.
Clear BBQ Grill Cover
Race Steering Wheel Clutch
My mailbox guard protects the mail after it's inserted in the mailbox. This protects checks, credit cards and consumer identity from theft.
Disp. silicone paper strainers
Wireless Christmas Tree water gauge - it could be associated with a phone app.
Tactile keyboard
a type of outdoor/waterproof heated blanket(or something to cover to the ground. when it snows, you cover the ground, no more shoveling.
iphone or ipod touch ear buds in the way, tangled, lost? Keep them under wraps with your device.
tablets an i pads the next generation replacing laptops an phones
No need to ask strangers ever again to put sunscreen on your back with The SelfScreen!
Snap &amp; Style Hairbrush system. Interchangeable heads one handle. (Paulette Jaques)
It's time for the Ebook Reader Rack! Letâ€™s reinvent the magazine rack used in the bathroom and elsewhere.
Color Wand covers gray hair instantly! It's easy, with no mess! Run the tip over the hairs to be colored. Great in an emergency!
A toilet paper dispenser that gives as much toilet paper as you want. Designed by a group of sixth graders using lego nxt in robotics.
Smart Universal Remote
Tunnel Builder
Refrigerator Grocery Magnets
The Compressed Air Fly Swatter Makes The Traditional Fly Swatter Obsolete. (Resubmit)
Morning Buddy
My idea is a hands free device for both ears,like a MP3 player or instead of Ipod call it EarPod. Play music with no wires, no bad quality.
Luggage Stand With Legs
COLOR YOUR MASK!!
eMarionette meets Robot
UTENSILS that SCRAPE your plate squeaky CLEAN with no SQUEAKS! Incorp the spatula into eating utensils! Good 4 Kids &amp; Elderly &amp;
Camping!
The Cathcher is designed to assist a dog owner walking the dog, it's designed to eliminate the bending over to collect the poop by hand.
Gadget Battery Locking Strap. To safeguard against children opening battery compartments and then ingesting the batteries found in gadgets.
Re-chargeable scoop/spoon. ReSubmit - was in UC
phone case and wallet
Really" hold hands online using this virtual touch pad/glove system. Inspired by Justin Wolfson's Internet Pin Pad idea.
"Golfshoes... You Don't Wear 'Em... You Play 'Em!" A revolutionary twist to an old game. An outdoor lawn game fun for family and friends.
Product Design Book
dÃ©flecteur retro pluie
NO MORE SNUGGIES!Lounge around in a comfortable PONCHO with Ipod pocket. (Paulette Jaques)
Glow in the dark (material made with),portable, recharchable,light for inside bags and pocketbooks, and backpacks and so onContact lens BOX with extra container for used (old) liquid or FRESH liquid (when on travel).
Imagine a TV clicker smart enough to recognize your voice and simply tune the TV to the channel you want! Get rid of those lousy TV guides!
Beverage Carousel: (Inspired by the Duo) 5 Drink containers that nestle together around a carousel to hold all your dining beverages.
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UPDATED Lifting the toilet lid/seat just became much simpler for children &amp; people with strength/mobility issues.Simple, effective, overdue.
Bathtub Toybox! (Jason Hunter)
BottleCap...Men new best friend! It's a cap that is also a bottle opener. The sizing buckle that is already there is now a bottle opener!
USB firewire Hdmi power...a simple system to recognize cables and be able to quickly plug and unplug what we want,no more searching cables!!
Superbowl case for iPhone 5
Tempurpedic phone
You tired of cutting up old credit cards using your scissors? How about a small device that will slice your ID and credit card numbers fast.
Phone Case with multiple key storage. Sleek design helps you easily store your keys withn your phone case and use them when you need them!
i glove
A sun visor mounted, UV light emitting automotive accessory that will activate photochromic prescription eyeglasses while driving.
Get Fit Lying On Your Back
SNEAKER SAVER for the serious athlete! Replacement grip for worn out basketball sneakers often worn off the court. Customize it!
A card game I invented called "Don't Pick The Joker". It started out as a simpler version, but many new rules add to the fun - 2-5 players
Whatever your cover for your window A/C, air ALWAYS gets through. Window A/C Scarf eliminates most drafts to keep your home toasty.
We all know that watches tell time. But what about the temperature? Don't you kind of need to know the temperature? Please comment!!!
You need 6 cups of water but you can't find a measuring cup With Volume Faucet you simply select the amount of water you want dispensed
Attachable,Wireless Electronic Device Holder w/LED lite for hands free use and booklite. Magnet or Clip to various surfaces for portability
LOVE SPELL CALL +27810950180
An Ice cream Scoop like Sugar Tongs
Pump &amp; Blend Sports Bottle The perfect accompaniment to get you through a kick-butt gym session.
GPS Golf Ball
Set of Tupperware containers, small, medium and large, all with it's own lid. Lid adjusts so each lid will fit on all containers. Barbra
An armchair constructed of four pieces of environmentally friendly material easily put together or dismanteled for storage or shipping.
I DRAW IDEAS Quirky Idea Sketch book and Idea Organizer.
Tired of losing golf balls! You will never lose another ball again. how many times do you hit a golf ball off course and can't find it!
Kids' hairbrush has suction-cup bottom. Tired of searching for brush each morning? This decorative brush stands on bathroom counter!
Chemicals from non stick pans cause health issues in young children. This padded bag that will protect pans when stacked for storage.
Bendable Fun Lamps! Change the look of your lighting again and again! (Paulette Jaques)
Side Headrest for tired sleepy heads!
ATTENTION: SMOKERS, I have an idea, that would eliminate smoke, even if you were sitting next to a non-smoker.
No mess pancakes
Universal rack that goes in dryers. Holds shoes, boots, bras etc... on a rack inside clothes dryer. Won't spin. Made to adapt to any dryer
A toy face to create your favorite funny/silly faces. Have fun stretching, flipping and curling a toy face.
&gt; Bracelet that wakes you up and lets the rest of the house sleep.
No bend,easy to put in place figure sprinkler,for garden,lawn and fun for kids to run through.
Trash Can Air Vent
Countertop Dry Food Dispensers
THE GO-BLO! An easily portable, cordless hairblower(under$75). If you've ever needed a hair dryer while on the go, this is it!
Clasp, hang, and organize anything with a stick. Finally organize your brooms and Swiffers. And your shovels, rakes, etc. in the garage.
Earphone Cable Protector Case
Ever wished you could talk to fellow drivers? Car communicator cards let you flash words / phrases: anything from THANKS to CUTE to SORRY.
I have reinvented the decorative porch house flag, ask yourselves, what is the #1 problem with this item, it tangles, not anymore!
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Reinvent the Tape Gun
Toy train with ABC's on each train car-becomes animated/make sounds/moves when put together in right order-Numbers 1-26 are on other side
iPod case with built in memory storage, can then connect to computer with USB for extra memory.
Modular shower curtain. A world of possibilities and accessories. A new way to adore and store things we use on a daily basis. Plug &amp; play.
Silent Ding Dong - Don't let the door bell wake up your sleeping baby.
Cord management 4 on the go. In the car, library,coffee shop. 2 concepts see pics. Magnet option 4 Mac users- Teamlab
This machine is designed to build wrists, forearms, biceps, triceps, shoulders, chest, back and stomach muscles. Unlimited weight on machine
Colored Kicks
for every household woldwide,endless assmnt. scented central ac/heat filters.everyone has to replace them, must last min. of 30 days
pet safety collar
Handy Step Stool that Quickly Expands into Coat/Accessory Rack, great for Parties! Keeps Guests items together in one Spot! No more Piles!
My idea is a detacable cord/wire ID. It is made of black velcro with an end piece that identifies the item. It comes with 10 rolls of tabs.
A device that is battery operated and installed inside a purse or carry bag or briefcase..that would sound an alarm when opened.
The Soda Saver bottle
Mini Cargo
The ultimate shopping companion, the perfect bag carrier, strap it, roll it, or simply carry it. Backpack friendly... roll it too.
A Portable Pillow for a Quick Refreshing NAP. Studying for long hours in the Library or Working we all get tired and lose our concentration
If You Understand How An Air Nozzle Works, These Water Nozzles Work The Same Way as Far as Flow and Pressure is Concerned. Easy to Operate.
The Laplock. You're sitting in an airport terminal, so you pull out your laptop but hate having to worry about it falling off of your lap.
freight strap winder
Leaf Blowers Comb.
visible indicators
Compact Telescoping Claw.
CABLE CHANNEL OUTDOORS/INDOORS
A Push broom that Sweeps. No need for two brooms in the garage now. Half the thickness of other push brooms. Light and practical.
'Like' sticky notes - a fun way to simulate using the Facebook 'Like' feature in the real world! A compliment with a sense of humor.
Updated Microwave Drain Tray for Bacon
Camera lens filter pocket is a small pocket from silicone rubber to protect filter from scratches and to save space in your camera bag.
MADE UC RESUBMIT,4 feet of hail? Massive hail storm hits Texas panhandle WHAT IF THEY HAD THE ARMOR SHIELD.
Automatic shutter for windows
CRATE BANDS: Line extension for Crates. Organize, personalize and decorate your Quirky Crates with Crate Bands! New-Glow in the Dark option!
JOINT SAVINGS BANK-Works just like bank but is a fun way to save with your partner/child. Keys join together to form 1 key to open the bank!
Double headphone jack should be an accessory for mp3&amp;smartphone.Is meant to be able to receive two headphone set.
A portable, easy-to-adjust weight for exercise at home or on the go. Water is added in increments (displayed on surface) to increase weight.
Deadmau5 headphone keychain! Plug it in, pull its ears to yours, and listen!
Custom-made plastic attachment, to restore the area which was lost by the upgrade of monitor to a LCD Flat Panel.
ARM &amp; HANDY
The Pie Hole lets you easily roll out pie crusts with the perfect shape, size and thickness - every time!
Cream provides instant relief to sore and tired body. Apply cream to tired feet, legs, neck, back. Pain gone within 15-30 minutes. Non OTC
All-in-one double stroller, changing table, travelling bed. Kids facing each other.Folds small like single stroller.Goes through all doors.
Electronic check recorder to replace the current paper register that runs out of space. Easily keeps record of any bank transaction.
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Forced air heater covers that are like small crazy arm blower dancers. Designed as different animals, characters.
There is need for a sophisticated, exclusive small electronic device to help drivers and especially aging TV viewers from falling asleep.
A spoon/bowl combination that allows you to scoop up the last few drops of soup, cereal, or melted ice cream out of the bowl with ease.
Iphone case for perfect self-portraits &amp; photographs (built-in stand+with a mirror like layer on the back)perfect for self-portraits.
Simple tool to ensure privacy when you have a laptop/tablet with a webcam
Multi Fill Funnel
A spill proof topper that fits any cup/bowl with a handle and a slit to pull snacks out but not fall out when tipped upside down
Want to save gas, money and envrnment?Use visual fuel measurement device to SEE exactly how much fuel you are using,and get rid of lead foot
"EGGCELENT" egg boiler! Time your eggs perfectly, insert and remove them effortlessly! Check it out!
When you need to jot something down, don't write it on your hand, use the Voice Memo Bracelet. Retrieve all your memos from the iPhone app.
TRANSFROM YOUR PHONE INTO A MINI LAPTOP!!
Equip a Wristband with USB Slots and a place for a watch. Never forget your flash drive(s) again with the help of a proximity sensor!
PILL PERFECT! Mom's diabetic &amp; forgets. Best hi-tech &amp; EASY PILL dispenser ever! w/ALARMs! Pill counter. Pharmacist can show u how 2
use it.
Beach/Bath Buddy-a trendy and convenient lotion applicator. Able to apply suntan and body lotion evenly to the middle of your back.
HairVac to be used in professional salons as well as home use.It is used to clean hair around neckline after haircuts.Quick and easy.
RESUBMITTED with all new features. The Shower-Ease can now be used in the home, as well as the yard.
Credit Card Plucker
LAZY SHELF WITH NIGHT LIGHTS + ALARM - Perfect for people staying in bunk beds or for people who are space conscious.
Earphone for everyone
Kitchen Magnet Board
Pick-Up Game App
Magic Memo Pen
Never lose anything again! Track your wallet, keys, phone, and anything that must be on you at all times with this bracelet!
Sick of getting woke up in the middle of the night by a slamming toilet seat lid?
Vermin repellent Refuse Sack
Back Light
Instant Dump Truck! The Tow Tarp - Empty any pickup load in seconds using the truck itself!
SHOP VACUUM WATER (BONG like) purifier. Attaches to the hose output of shop vacuums and would use water to trap all escaping fine particles.
The HandAble Phone Holder
Where there is a sidewalk,building,fence,plant,guardrail or street- this product will be needed to save precious time and limit maintenance.
Fly swatter with adjustable handle to reach hard to get at places like cathedral ceilings and windows where flies like to congregate.
suction cup,plastic bag and bend wire,forms a trashbin, it can be attached to many surfaces,uses many sizes of bags, carries more trash.
An adjustable stacking charging station for all the electronic devices in the evolving household.
Potted plant arrangement that you can clip together so they can turn in on themselves or expand and contract.
Jar Rag
SCANNER FOR COUPONS
looking the video to mobilephones using this neck mobileholder. this idea from harmonicaholder. also can recharge and listen handsfree
Solar phone
Botijo flowerpot
Flying Car
ItÂ´s good to dry socks and underwears close. To organize this I want clothspins to go with the socks and u-w in the washingmachine.
Expandable purse with versatile purposes. Goes from big...to medium...to a small size purse within seconds! BEST PURSE EVER!
Baby magic sleeper is a portable fabric liner that helps every new parent comfort a newborn.A portable vibrating insert for infant car seat.
A Perfect Pizza Pan - One that crisps the ENTIRE crust
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This is for anyone who loves Tabasco sauce. But hates the "one drop" aspect of it's bottle!!!!!! A Tabasco-spray!!!
battery converters a plastic shell with an opening for the smaller battery to fit in. AAA to AA no more not having the right size batteries
Have a girly girl that has a treasure trove of hair accessories all over the counters, drawers and floor? Me too! I have a solution for you!
Drink cooler/ ice chest with built in light that turns on when opened. Solar or battery operated.
Razor Weel
TopAuctions.com
Book writing app
Richmond
Backpack Skateboard
360 Bendy Rolling Pin!!
Pillow
Refrigerator twist&amp;go 1.0
The Downloader
the partial keeper
My idea is making back panels to cell phones that are made of solar-cells and add a gizmo in the phone that charges it while you walk.
Have you ever searched for a pacifier in the dark? It's IMPOSSIBLE! The glow in the dark pacifier will end the late night searches
The Super Tarp
The Wedge Bed
iSpy
Light up speed sign
Are you an active senior that needs help lifting your bike onto your bike rack? I think a "Bike Buddy" would be ideal. Ride anytime.
Share a Sound
Your MOCUBO is a great product! let's protect the beauty of the wooden surface with this functional protector and tray. No more scratches!
Bread Prep-Saver
Board Game -What did they say?
( WPP ) Water proof plugs
The Rollerboard Snow Sled! Rollerboard + Snow = SUCKS! But what if you could turn your rollerboard into a snow sled!!
easy to use potato masher
Help protect against "mom thumb" and wrist pains when you hold your baby, with a "Cradle Arm.
"Mirror My Words" Postive sayings, phrases, verses that are restickable on a mirror or window to keep a positive feel through out your day!
Print rulers or scale bars on shirts and ties.
Soundglasses
Curl, cut, slice ribbons without scissors or your thumb - even a child can do it, also serves as paper slicer/scissor as well
5 in 1 ultimate BBQ Tool!
No need for expensive Sleep Apnea machines and masks. This simple device lets air in all night long.
Tetris Towers Building Game &amp; Competition. Multi-player fun for all ages. Vote while you still can, lots of influence for early supporters!
AUTOMATIC PERSONAL POMEGRANATE SEEDER: EVERY pom lover has said, "these things are so good, but such a pain in the ass to eat!" Not
anymore.
Bluetooth bracelet to measure blood pressure and maybe temperature from your smartphone or computer. Excellent to monitor sleeping patients.
This specialized Ipad case utilizes UV light to clean it with 1 button. Ideal for people with kids, and has health care applications also.
Scooper Dipper,heated(not hot),battery powered or corded. Convenient for commercial ice cream establishments, home with rubber colored hdle.
Solar heating system for large mall or shopping centers parking lot and side walks.
Crate stacking and archway system! You can have crates over head. Slide to any position. Separate them to create larger areas. Versatile
Spray Chalk
Eliminate back and knee pain, by using a leaf tunnel for yard clean-up.
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Camp Chair With Instant Tent - Enjoy Rain &amp; Sun, not Hide From It. Keep Bugs Away. Camping, Events, Games, Porch, Deck.
A wireless device used by the bedridden, be they children, infirm, recuperating, elderly, etc. to signal for help from the parent/caregiver.
Towel-E: A sanitizing/drying system that consolidates all bathroom laundry (towels, hand rags, etc.) to just that, the bathroom.
A twitter sign for your desk. Have you seen my stapler?
Sunny Tattoo - Naturally!
Baby has a soiled diaper? Oh no! Diaper Alert will alert you right away. No more worrying about when to change your babyâ€™s diaper.
space saving microwave
Tackle Box Dolly
couples quilt. half quilt half comforter for those couples where one is cold and the other is hot
Zimba: a tiny, portable communication device to receive incoming (but not outgoing) call and text info to promote self control!
Ear bud clips are double sided clips allows slide up and down "strings" but can clip anywhere you want them to. Shirt collar, sleeve, watch
Every earhole isn't the same, Earbuds that form to our ear so it stays in perfectly.
This is a notes holder for desktops that has an adjustable height. Currently I have to crank my head down to read the notes.
Introducing MugStir 2 for hot tea drinkers! Quirky's original MugStir with one simple addition: a built-in tea bag squeezer.
Never forget your valuables behind or get separated from your child again! Receiver beeps &amp; flashes when the transmitter gets out of range.
SHELL protect your fingers when you drive nails RESUBMIT
Keyboard Lock. A cover for your keyboard. Keep your kids and others from typing on your computer. If you can't type, you can't surf.
Expandable shield that blocks sunlight around your car's rear-view mirror.
"Basket Buddy" creating a cloth characture that fits in and around a laundry basket creating a fun place for kids to play or watch Movies!
New style yoga or excerise mat
Slide Slippers
*SAFETY* motorcycle jacket with Brake Lights on the back. Have a accelerometer to activate the brake light system.
Why have kids wait their turn to ride a 2-Seater Teeter when up to 4 can ride at once. This is a 4-Seater Teeter.
Generate Electricity from Gym
Travel Charge
Kokoon
App called "we'll decide" where a computer generated person spins a wheel and tells you where to get breakfast lunch or dinner.
Multi-size luggage case
Snap-on-Caps to replace twist off caps! For milk jugs, water bottles,etc. Snap on then pop top up and down to open and close. No spilling!
Tables &amp; Orders Matcher
Interactive Story Book
The Wireless Waiter
Instead of going to the gym, or paying thousands of dollars for a home gym, build your own Home Cable Gym for a fraction of the cost.
Yard Caddie
Flood stop
I on U Dog Monitoring System
Baby Safe Outlet Plug Guard
A bag made for gadgets
Shelf With Hooks
a disposable cover for movie theater seats. you could even sell advertising on them to offset the cost to the theater
The wet diaper detective
Pill Popper.. A new pill "bottle" that makes taking you vitamins and pills a snap. Works like PEZ container. Why mess with bottle caps
Load your pill box once a month. It has fourteen compartments for A.M. P.M. Monday Trough Sunday on four surfaces. Fill once a month.
Newborn bed and swing
Alarm for the refrigerator,that would alarm us when someone gets in the frig. Alarm with code to get into the frig or alarm to alert us.
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Baby Safety
Baby bottle holder/ helper
Increase efficiency of PV cell
Snacker Cup
Hungy Tyme
Hybrid design outdoor LED lighting, with a switch to change modes. 3 modes: solar power only, solar with AC power backup, or AC power only.
Accordion Dish Rack. Folds Out With Smaller Slots For Dishes, Utensils, Larger For Pots And Pans. Folds Up Into Itself When Not In Use.
Fashionable emergency bracelet
portable lotion warmer
Ufo CaffÃ¨
super shoes 5000
Bottle formula self dispenser
Seat belt holder
The Singing Tea Pot, a tea pot that sings or delivers one-liners? Instead of shrieking, this one sings, plays a song or talks!
BABY BOTTLE FEEDER
Parent Controlled Kids Allarm
We've all been behind a car and wondered why it was so slow.You would be sympathetic if you knew it was a teen getting required hours right?
Modernization of the lighter. The first Universal Cell Phone Lighter! Put it on your key chain &amp; never lose it. Smokers! Campers! Hikers
A Cellphone Display/When your phone is on standby the screen of the phone Becomes a solarpanel / and is use aswell as a screen display.
LED lights inside toilet to light up in the middle of the night
Kitchen and Bathroom Cabinet knob and pull clip
Flower Power Strip- Works like a pivot power but pivots into the shape of a flower with night light! Kids will love this form of pivot power
Personal Electronics Rescue Kit for removing moisture and dirt. Contains Compressed Air, Reusable Aggressive Desiccant Paper, Rescue Bag.
Convert your round doorknob into a swing handle to allow easier access for elderly, disabled or individuals suffering from joint ailments
A compact, hand-held snow remover to remove the snow around a car door frame, so when you open the door snow doesn't fall in during!
"Jump Light" a portable battery powered jump rope using lazer beams, You jump over the beams and alarms sound if you hit the beams.
I want to create a simple handle that can be added to the side of a trashcan to make it an easy to lift "trashman friendly trashcan".
A plug&amp;play swimming pool skimmer that uses existing energy from the pump. It literally doubles your pool cleaning at no additional cost
Do you own or manage property? How would you like to be able to store your door knob, deadbolt, and keys in a single case.
Ending soon,anyone suffering from psoriasis, hair loss, dandruff, or just wants a beautiful head of hair and scalp?Here's a simple solution!
Clothing for infants and babies with absorption from drooling without the use of bibs. An appropriate name "Free to Drool"
NO MORE COOLERS OR ICE THINK OF A ICE PACK THAT FITS AROUND THE ENTIRE SIX PACK AND INDIVIDUAL BOTTLE OR CAN AND
A BACKPACK TO CARRY THEM IN
Hide/conceal outlet that is in the wrong place, and STICK it where you WANT it.
Chair Booties prevent scratches and gouges on your hardwood floors from dining room chairs.
I want to make a chip clip from plastic pant hanger that come from the clothes store just cut off the clip parts and file the rough edges
A Scrapbooking PICTURE Rolodex to flip through pictures when sorting.
Quick easy installation of adjustable shelving, wall mounted or free standing. Use as a drying rack for painted trim or as a wood rack.
Iconic power socket!
Housse auto/2 roues enroulable
Toothbrush with tripod style folding handle &amp; replaceable brush heads. keeps your toothbrush upright while not in use.
Jewelology
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MINI-IRON + MINI-STEAM IRON + REGULAR IRON all in one. Easy access to any size or use needed. Great for Crafters, Travelers or Regular Use!
"Trash Caddy" extends trash-can life, makes moving trash-cans easier, holds the trash lid on tightly, avoids trash mess, and saves money!!
Tired of running with your iPod/iPhone rocking up&amp;down inside your pocket while listening to music? Think iPod armbands are too expensive?
The answer to paper coffee cup disasters! A lid locking sleeve keeps the lid where it belongs, on top of the cup.
PERFECT GARDEN PLANTING CUPS! Simply press cup into loose soil twist,lift &amp; insert your plant! Avail in 3 most common sizes. No more digging
MONKEY TAIL LED COMPACT FLASHLIGHT (MINI HANDS-FREE FLASHLIGHT WITH TONS OF VERSATILITY)
Need a quick pipe? Pinch Pipe
Wireless Laptop Charger: Drop'n'Charge Concept, Adds NO thickness to the laptop
GLOVE TOOTHBRUSH
Bowl Ball
Bluetooth powered storage
A disposable, pre-filled,sanitary, travel easy to use toothbrush.
plug holder
A pair of glasses that have LED's in them that coupled with a light sensor will turn on without the need of a switch.
Medusa : Suction mounted/ hands free flashlight/ versatile multi-function tool that eliminates the DIY's helper.
Speed limit alert in your car. Using the GPS system and the car's speedometer to tell the driving if driving over the speed limit.
MAG WALL- The Magnetic Wall Garage Organizer- vinyl magnetic sheets that are 100% magnetized for organization of tools and Equipment.
In the time when people are forced to rent small spaces in order to meet the ends, this product makes their room more usable.
Sign holder for poles. Reusable. No need for nails or staples. (Paulette Jaques)
Portable small LCD. Similiar to the Tablets. Having Console, Media Center or PC in your portable battery powered LCD screen.
Re-Useable Washable Microwave Popcorn bag
Never Wet Maze game. Use any liquid to play the game.Different liquids means different speeds!
The Bella belt
This idea is meant for taxis- I always see cabs waiting in line for the next fare w/ engines running. My idea eliminates this wastefulness.
lifeproof shades
Tush Cush
Organizing organization at it's finest. The search for that Post-it pad is finally over.
High-Visibility Trailer Guides
2 in one TOOTHBRUSH
RETRACTABLE DOR NOB-IT LEVELS FLAT WHEN YOU PUSH IN ON IT
Tubepaste Peanut Butter
Yoga Clipz
Heavy Bag
Tanning lotion wipes
Improved Cat Harness
Do snow plows destroy your mailbox every winter? A simple snow shield keeps your mailbox safe and protects your mailbox all winter long.
Bi- directional Digital Laser Rangefinder
Duo Pan, the frying pan that is the width of a traditional oven covering 2 hobs. Letting you cook more food or at 2 different temperatures.
3 Condiments Squeeze Bottle
Roverâ€™s Door Draft Dodger....stores dog towel within door draft blocker so dog towel is out of sight yet close at hand...
warm buns
The Spring-Loaded Spice Rack. Holds up to 27 (+) spices, at-a-glance. One touch spice selection. Improved glass jars. Modular for any space.
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A Periscope Extension for An Electrical Outlet â€“ For Those Hard To Get At Plugs w/USB too?
Perfect Pan- Pan with with ceramic edges/sides to prevent the edges of food from getting burnt ora hot/melting cooking utencil! Ahmed Bawany
Simple. One big plastic shower bottle. Two chambers. One spout. Inverted,mounted with velcro. Lever to left is shampoo, right is shower gel
Parking pad protector (PPP)
My "Perfect Poses" yoga mat enables you to correctly position your feet and hands every time, in every pose.Your poses are right on the mat!
Fan filters for the back of oscillating fans. Could have various scents infused in the filters to help freshen as well as clean the air
Main Menu
Quickly turn a SPARE BEDROOM to a FULLY EQUIPPED EXERCISE ROOM, then back with ease! Change a room &amp; change your life in 10
seconds!(PICS)
Gravitational Lighting System
A new and improved smart phone case that hinges at the top so the back of the case can flip around and provide a sun shade for users
Tiny Pocket Camera Mount. Small as a keychain + mounts cameras on any pole, bench, tree, bike, etc. to take hands-free pictures. See Photos.
Boil an egg while u sleep
Ear Bud Covers to keep them clean and away from germs. Attaches to your existing ear buds.
Perfume/Cologne Swatches
Most have heard of the "Air Guitar" but nobodyâ€™s invented one. That's about to change. Everyone will want one when we bring it to market.
If you like Tostones, now you can make them in no time at all.
Whistle Hot Stopper
DOCTROID
Glow in the dark "Happy Toidy" handle smiles when you put the seat down. Encourages boys and men to put the seat down. Sanitary solution.
Knife Squeegie
Bed for One Prone to Bedsores
Make pockets in the form of a patch; varied sizes, shapes, materials, colors; iron on, glue on, stick-on, sewn on shirts, pants, etc.
Your cleaning companion! A cleaning tool with a refillable soap dispensing handle and interchangeable heads that click on in a snap.
Portable and foldable personal sunshade and pillow
Use the power of LEVERAGE to scrape your windshield of ice and snow. Clean any SUV and stay clean yourself! Let the SNOWDOZER do the work!
Automatic formula mixer with timer. It would have an adjustable automatic timer for when mixing is done and be push button start.
"Mico-fridge" bread box keeps bread &amp; pastries from getting smashed, acts as portable refrigerator, &amp; may help save on energy costs too.
Klebstoff
Water heater and filter for neti pot / sinus irrigation
Participate in Conversations from the Back Seat of the Car now that you can hear what they are saying in the front.
Put everything you need for work in one place. One briefcase/bag for computer, papers, lunch, purse or whatever else you need.
Help your teen driver combat peer pressure for rides with a Seat (B)locker!
My idea is for plain brown contact style paper to be used for shipping boxes and large envelopes.
Table for use in youre car,fit any car, hides in sec, no more fumbling for youre food..
"Catch All" tray for your refrigerator shelves! No more messes falling over the sides...
Razor with Gel Roller - Roll Gel on then Shave...Apply Gel Fast, Hole to Hook, Good For Travel.
Kiddies match the floating balls in the bath with the correct Velcro pad on the wall. Resub
this product will be a big help to millions of people who have a hard time washing their bodies when showering because they can't do it.
The World's First Microcontroller Controlled Energy Saving Generator at http://gamer456148.blogspot.com/#!/p/patenets-and-trademarks.html
All Occasion Music Box
stir paddel for a one gallon paint can. an after marked lid with built in pour spout,a spindel with stir blades and a hand or drill crank
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Recharge the Smart Charger
Fold Flat Safety Posts.
The Splatula. For serving lasagna, cake portions, panini, fish, or other food items that need secure edges for easy, save serving.
Remote Alarm clock. NEVER OVERSLEEP AGAIN. Alarm unit by the bed, unit with on/off in other room. Must get out of bed to silence alarm.
Once lotion is below pump's reach it sits at the bottom of the container and is inaccessible. Screw off bottom and recap.
My box wine balance display with a thermoelectric cooling unit is strikingly unconventional. It is useful and intellectually intriguing.
Here is the innovation in baby murals. A 3-dimensional mural with tons of color for your baby's room at an affordable price.
Slice or Mince. The device that allows you to slice evenly and adjust to desired thickness. Also can mince food too!
Can we have a better T1-11 siding that looks like siding. Call it T1-12?
A collapsible beach umbrella with attached empty "sandbags" + scoop to fill with sand to weigh it down. Light + easy to carry.
I transformed a pet carrier, to be used for transporting my wife's parrot to the Vet's office which they think is a very marketable product.
A vinyl sticker with a chemical on one side. Once activated, it leaves a permanent ETCHED/CUSTOMIZED product. for WINDOWS, GLASSES,
MIRRORS
UNOFFICIAL "Q" CARABINER with retractable key chain. Perfect for QUIRKY PROMO EVENTS &amp; spreading the Q.(search kerry collins)
The Sibling Separator will stop all the fighting,yelling, and screaming in the car. It is a divider to hang in-between the kids.
Perfect All-In-One Spatula Includes: Blade-Grater-Cradle-Tenderizer-Grill Torch-Can\Bottle Opener
All-in-1 organizer for iPhone, iPad, accessories, pendrives, etc that are arranged in slots in a book-like case; flipover, it's a iPad stand
A jar with a bottom that can be raised as product is used. Product will be stay near the top, easy to measure and off of your hands.
____Turn any Beach Towel into a BEACH BAG____ Easy Attach handles convert any towel into a bag.
Tired of running back and forth 14 times to retrieve groceries? Use my portable trunk carrier to carry all of your groceries at once!
Never Lose Anything Ever Again
Bumper Picker! Reusable, interchangeable display device for up to 8 bumper stickers. Not permanently adhered. Fits in rear window.
A Better Rubberband! Take wide flat rubberbands, cut them into and put velcro on the ends! Trying to get that last twist is hard sometimes!
Hoodwinks - Decals for cars, shaped like a WIDE variety of eyebrows, that can be applied to the hood to create a "face" and "personality."
A Fan-Funnel Dish that stores chopped foods and later help you pour chopped veggies into the saucepan or pots without dropping foods.
POP-OUT JIGGER
A remote control that allows you turn the light in your room on/off using a "base" that screws in in the socket where the lightbulb goes.
Fresh air fan strips, Air freaheners that stick on top of your ceiling fan blades. Your ceiling fan would despence air and scent in room.
Will you help to design this? Umbrella Sling Holster. Carry/Store your wet umbrella. Spring is almost here.
GiftBox, is a giftcard kiosk that allows you to personalize your giftcard &amp; select the dollar amount on it. NO WATING IN GROCERY STORE LINES
Waterbeds are nice but a waterchair that rocks gently and makes you feel like your floating could be, heavenly!
Band-aids the come on a roll rather than individually wrapped and in a box.
My idea is to solve the problem that most people have in the shower to reach every part of their back, knees, and feet without bending.
The beverage bottle that converts from an open top to sport cap. Simply pop sport cap from storage and pop on top. Seal out bugs.No spills
Healthy Cola. Enriched with vitamins. Say no to obesity say yes to Cola!!
Retractable Cordies!! Make Any Electronic Have a Retractable Cord with a Fishing Reel Inspired Cord Wrap
Visors for passenger windows in automobiles
My idea is a low cost heater it take no more power then a stantard light blub people leave lights on all the time and this will be the same
No more mess!! No more fuss!! Just a superbly simple idea to solve a staggeringly common problem! If you use an umbrella you will use this!!
Wishing your had something to hold your iphone or your ipad while waiting in your car. Here is the product for you. The Visor Grip!!
The Mini Marquee, combines the functionality of a commercial LED billboard with the size, efficiency and ease-of-use house holiday lights.
ROLL UP FINGER BANDAID. It's flexible, it's waterproof, it's really easy to apply and it stays on! (blue so easier to see in the sketch)
Smooth Operator (SO) Poppy
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Bluetooth Microwave Oven:App-enabled On The iPhone 5.
Portable credit card stand for iPhones, iPods, &amp; other mobile devices. It fits easily flat in your wallet or pocket just like a credit card!
Tired of waking up to a loud noise? Tired of waking everyone up in your room. Well no you wont have to. Thanks to the Light up alarm
Improvement on The Lasko Wind Machine.
The only safety and control board that our club has ever found and I developed it.It is unanamous that we could not excist without it
Snap On Lighting Gel for CFL Lightbulbs. Get rid of the harsh 'blue' light and enjoy pleasing tones again!
Increase Hunting Performance and Reduce arm fatigue w/ this Shotgun Support Belt-rest! Directs the load to your waste, Not your arms.
Noiseless vacuum cleaner/Assault rifle/ pneumatic drill/any noisy device etc! Using anti-noise tech. Could this be the next bladeless fan?
SUNRITER 30/ 50/ etc - a highliter-type pen dispensing sunblock for creating body art, writing on the body, and/or just used as sunblock.
Temperature Strip with adhesive backing, to apply to tub faucet, indicating optimum child's bath water temperature.
Pet carrier with a built in fan and lights. Pets die in pet carriers because of heat and anxiety. Help!!
A cover made of sheet metal to go over a garage or wharehouse door spring.
Quatch... a wristwatch for the 21rst century. The watch was originally a mix of technology and design. Why not again?
Does your kid like to climb trees? Rock climbing apparatus for kids to hammer into trees so they can get to their favorite spot/or hunters
Winter walking shoes have retractable metal ice-grippers embedded in the soles
Toilet Assistant: Manual Spray and Time-release toilet cleaning and lid opening attachment for all toilets!
Patio Heaters are energy wasting objects. This solution reduces the waste of energy and is easy to use and install.
Slide covers-One picture frame that you can snap on different pictures. one frame can hold 50 pictures.
Baby Bottle and Wipes Warmer. Make you baby more comfortable at changing time with warm wipes and a handy bottle warmer.
Childproofing App Defends Against Kids' Little Hands. Kids Are Death On Expensive Phones and Tablets.
The Measuring Bowl-2 in 1!
The world needs a "dog night light"! A small, corrosion resistant, waterproof RED flashing clip-on-collar light to illuminate pets at night.
A 14" globe that displays mini digital photos all around,up to 60 photos.Each screen changes every 30 seconds and has multi colored screens.
My idea Beach Buddy Mat. No more sand all over your blankets and towels. End stakes secure into sand. You roll can for easy storage.
Combined Hat with rotary secondary Visor assembly, designed to provide 360 degrees protection, easy to rotate in any positioned direction.
A modular camera bag every photographer should own. A bag that grows with your equipment growth, and can survive the worst conditions.
Idea MY CARPET PET design too look like animals cars truck anything with remote control programable with charging station like a dog house
Headphones were the past the future is my invention Audio Recorder HeadPhone Walkie Talkie.
I want to have peanut butter dispensed from a pressurized 8 oz. can.
Coo/Heat personal climate fan
The Kennex Scope Watch Invent
A simple clip to keep surgy body "wraps" or hospital gowns closed to be hands free for other tasks...
A jacket with a phone charger cord on the inside of one pocket. Could use battery power or solar power.
Let in who you want - WINK
iPhone/SmartPhone to TV: Play your favorite games/surf/ect wirelessly on your 80" LED Flat Screen! Temple Run!
POT COZY is a carrier designed to transport hot/cold pots made of heavy duty towel material
"SuckNSeal"
ClipTray securely holds bottle/pitcher &amp; stemware/cups: carrying; pouring; serving. Bottle &amp; glasses set safely within reach. Accessories!!
A BBQ grill fork or spatula with a handle which retracts to open and reveal a hand fan to easily and safely blow air into the fire.
Lets face it more people are using personal wipes "flushable" baby wipes, wet ones etc. You get the idea. The problem is where to store them
Fuel-Powered Micro-Generator Located In The Carrying-Case Of A Cordless Electric Power Tool For Recharging 24-Volt Li-Ion Batteries
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Mini Heating Band is a device designed to wrap around a patientâ€™s arm or other body part to prepare veins for intravenous or brachial use.
Backpack/Lunch Box. Great for people on the go like students. Carry your laptop,other items,&amp; your lunch hands-free! No more spills inside.
Jelly Finger
A stamp to label freezer bags
Beverage Holder attaches autos A/C vent cooling drinks.No hot 1/2 full water bottles.Save $$ Drink within arms reach,no distracted drivers
Cubicle Power
EVERYONES SKIN NEEDS MOISTURE ITS A CHORE AND IN WINTER TIME THE LOTION IS COLD WOULDNT IT BE GREAT TO PUT ON
WARM LOTION
WOW Picture Hanger Self leveling, inexpensive, reusable. Hang anything, pictures, wood, metal, cloth, glass, plastic, even paper posters!
A suction-cup-based accessory for attaching an iPad/iPhone to a wall/window/etc.
"SNACKADIUM",the rage of all the football parties! Fans will love an acrylic stadium snack tray on game day to hold a variety of snacks!
TURTLE POWER

Soap bar holder

Discreet weighted clothes to wear under regular clothing. Allowing people the exercise they can't afford to miss.
A bed tray which can be used for crafting and can also be used to store crafting supplies.
A beanie with removable headphone pads in the ears for jamming on the go and still keeping your head warm stylish and comfortable too.
Stop wasting all that $$ on Glade Plug Ins -buy the little fan you plug into the wall and put your favorite fabric softener in it. House yum
Do you like the fact that your toothbrush absorbs all the bathroom germs and odors ? Keep it clean and sanitised with this simple holder.
A new way for you sit on your motorcycle that will save you from painful bumps in the road and keep you seated properly,and your passenger.
Click â€˜n Cook: Version 2.0! - ENDING SOON!
this idea will help out many people who have trouble bending over far enough to do it easily.
RESUBMIT Durable Plastic Shopping Bag/Tote Carrier-Round base prevents tipping-collapses when not in use. Locking ergonomic rotating handle.
Introducing the All-In-One Nail Groomer! Everything you need for basic nail care in one simple STYLISH device.
No more untangling your iPod headphones with The Coil! Pull out your cord when you need it and it'll spring back when you're done!
Pet food bowl monitor
KIDDIE CABANA..Folding changing screen for toddlers when they need privacy on beach..hangs on chair..mesh pockets for flip-flops,lotion,ect
ELECTRONIC OPENING SOFA BED
"The Rest Mate" gives your bed adustable comfort options with the push of a button. Air controled, Its as easy as putting on a fitted sheet!
Ketchup and fries in the car is dangerous to your clothes and car's interior. Contain condiments with a ketchup cup holder. Dip and drive.
Introducing Stash, the new and improved money clip, with Hidden storage for spare cash or medicine (or 2 life saving aspirin - heart attack)
biker buddy
Hang your pillow on your headboard! No more fighting to prop up your pillow when youâ€™re sitting in bed.
[RESUBMIT] - A self-winding wireless game-controller that constantly powers and recharge while in-use.
TOY BOX TABLE. A toy box that converts into playing table. Kids can play near toy box. Save space &amp; fast clean up! Fun play station for kids
Visualize UV conditions
"Rain Skirt" Wrap around skirt easy to put on and take off for when it rains and you are outdoors. Stylish. Simple. Insulated models.
Automotive Trash Compactor
better map app
Easy Paint Scraper
Airbrushing is a messy job. I propose some kind of collapsible area that you can take down and put up.
Eco-Lite: Reuse A Soda Bottle As A Lamp Shade! Be Eco-Friendly! (See Designs &amp; Diagram For Details)
RESUBMIT)Where do I put my money or keys while I am working out? Over 200 votes! Works with EXISTING WATER BOTTLES
COLOR CHANGING HAIR TIES - Give Girls More Style
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being Galaxynote for Handwrite
Workout Watch!
Panic NO MORE! With this blink sensor added to your important note on notice board, you'll never missed the important appointment again.
I want to develop a custom shaped, super absobant insert for baby diapers. To stop explosive diapers from going up a baby's back.
Customizable Bumper Sticker
My cold&amp;hot
Super Chex
The last roll of toilet paper. It is wrapped like the last roll of register tape.
Eliminate the search for various storage containers to store food. You only need one with optional compartments!
Easy device that solves problem of buying/eating spoiled ice cream. Simple adhesive band that shows you if your ice cream is at ideal temp.
Origami Table: A table that folds out to double its size.
Have litterbox, bag of litter, bag of food and food dishes in one space! All products in the same space a litter box uses.
Is it a bowl? Is it a colander? Yes, it is both!!!
Sudsyfile is an in-shower foot file that holds &amp; dispenses your choice of moisturizer into the file during use. Refillable &amp; time saving!
Enclosed tricycle. Inspired on the coco-taxi (cuban taxi). A weatherproof tricycle.
Everlasting lawn mower blade. Time we make a Ginsu blade for our lawn mowers.
No Mess Frosting Bag and Filling and Mixing Station
The Tidy Kitty, a hypoallergenic lining inserted into a vinyl tray designed to make the process of cleaning cat litter an effortless job.
Laughter could be your pet's best medicine! The KrazEcollar will take an otherwise sad day for your pet and make it just a little more fun!
SUV THAT CONVERTS TO A FUEL EFFICIENT CAR! SUV that has a detachable section to convert car to a fuel efficient vehicle.
Car Cup Holder and Plate (all-in-one) for phone, notepads, pens, GPS, tissue, or your drink, sandwich and bag of fries (and napkins).
Clean lid is the perfect way to keep your paint can lid clean around the rim. The lid goes back on the can like its brand new every time.
A "Door Mat" type product for residential and commercial use, that sanitizes the bottom of footwear using an Ultra-Violet light.
All-in-One Jewelry Display for Wall or Back of Door! Awesome Organization! Check Out My Rough Prototype!
GPS and range finding (radar or optical) "Back Off" electronic sign
I have came up with an idea, that I like to call the CND (controlled narcotic dispenser)
An e-book reader with a hinge down the middle so that two pages show all the time, with a 'fake' leather cover over all, when folded shut.
My invention of the Soda WheelÂ® Can Top AdvertisingÂ® To provide canned drink users with the benefit of being able to reseal their drink.
I'd PREFER an electric vs. GAS mower-But the CORD makes it VERY IMPRACTICAL! FIX IT so people will choose GREEN &amp; Reduce AIR
POLLUTION!
I want to of help people like my mother live a better life. I want to design a better wheelchair, safer and more comfortable.
Toothpaste Tube Squeezer (submission # 8,459,000)
Yoga Plank for carpeted homes. Support in the form of a stiff under matt that offers a firm base for your regular yoga matt.
No more burnt crust edges on your pie! Here's an inexpensive lightweight edge cover for your pies. You can use it over and over again.
A hand saw and hack saw. Each blade should have teeth on both sides instead of one.Twice the life,half the space and 2 choices fine/rough.
A 3' 1/4" ID hose equipped with a tire valve adapter on both ends, to transfer air from a car or truck tire to a patched bicycle tire.
Distress Messenger
A glove with a gasket/hole at index finger to text/smartphone. No need to remove your glove, when texting done, retreat finger reseal glove.
Frigid Flask
Its like an Email Message with your DVR, but you can send Shows to your friends and family who also have DVR's.
Stop crawling under your desk! Tubular hide-away power strip holder pops-up for easy access to your plugs without moving desk or straining.
You can see all your jewelry, at once, enabling you to make quick decisions. No more lost items you can't find. You can see what you need.
iphone Universal Remote Case
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"SPUD" Potato Skin Huller!
A global personal timer that clips on your clothes. It is very easy to use. You can be reminded of time elapsed for tasks.
No Stink Catbox
A universal over the gear shift shelf for an extra surface in your car. Great for purses, phones, wallets, directions, notes or anything.
Wall Mounted The "Jack-Ass two-by-four", Comes mounted on a sign Marked. The Official : !"Jack-Ass Attention TOOL"! official!
THE MED SHEET RULER HELP STOP MEDICAL ERRORS, GIVE NURSES MORE TIME TO SPEND WITH PATIENTS, &amp; HELP HEALTH
CARE WORKERS DELIVER GOOD CARE
Frameless Pop-up tent
WATCH VIDEO blanket/tote combined. Converts from bag to blanket, just unzip and you have a place to sit and still have access to your stuff.
Don't guess if your baby has dirtied the diaper: let a diaper-based sensor (electronic or litmus-type or diaper itself?) alert you.
A better and more useful pop-up plant frost protector that is easy to use and store.
Shower Toothbrush
Quiet Coffee
A canteen with interchangeable filter and drinking spout an 18 inch wire clamp basket for transport and boiling with survival kit
IFLASH
A driver easily handing round.
Nite Kite
HAVE UR TABLET LAPTOP IPAD on ur TV,PC,CAR even better on FURNITURE JUST CLAMPIT!!YOU CAN multitask ANYWHERE WITH MORE
FUN SEE WHY CHECK IT!
Hair Extension Styler Mount
The umbrella attachment that could save your life if it's foggy and raining or dark and raining.
Back To School! Doodle your own.
No More Fight!
Birds flying into jet engines.
Kids! Tent built right off of the wall! Tubes/Legs/Clips. Build off wall/over bed,etc. Use own sheets. A nice addition Hugo CardBoard Clips.
Guante limpia ranuras
Solar powered water resistant gloves, hats.
The Shnooze
Morse Code Flashlight
float assistance
Dough Drops!
Pet Tracker
Receding gums will be a problem of the past with a toothbrush that temporarily snaps in two when you brush too hard. Clicks back with ease.
BINDER CLIPS: This idea has two parts. One is to improve binder clips function. The other is give them personality (not boring black clips).
Q TAKE NOTICE! NOTHING LIKE THIS IS ON THE MARKET-Resubmit: Device power cord organizer: Adjustable spools with labels, reusable label
tags
Disposable Paper sheets and dispenser next to changing tables in public restrooms to use when changing your baby.
Wanna Pop Bubble Wrap &amp; Keep Popping Over and Over? - Use This Material to Make Stress Relieving iPhone Case, Key ring, A Wallet, etc.
Baby Tags
wheelchair lift seat
I have an idea to help keep your clothes from being ruined by velcro. Most of today's clothing has velcro somewhere. I want to make a cover.
SideWired Desk Inkjet Printable Cartons
jigsaw puzzle eraser
Necklace charm that also holds your rings when they are not on your finger to prevent loss.
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Ear buds with built in aux cord. Switch from running with headphones to car stereo with the same cord. Easily adjust headphones to length.
Magnetic Shower-Head Holder, free movement on a decorative slab
End 5 % of poverty in America, World by using online honoring system
EZ Bake Jewelry Maker using Play Doh! A safe kid's oven that comes with numerous jewelry making molds.
ELECTRIC PLUNGER.CLOGGING UP THE CAN-CAN BE EMBARRASSING,NOT HAVING THE TECHNIQUE/POWER CAN BE WORSE."OOPS
WE HAVE A FLOATER"(VIEW ALL PICS)
Need to hang a picture? Can't find a stud? don't want to make a mess? how about an electronic stud finder that cleans up after you?
PLUCK TWISTED
Ceiling fan cleaner. Open/close clam shell design, soft/pliable. Large bottom to catch falling dust. Extendable pole. Washable covers.
Scented Air Freshener from your laptop, ipad, e-reader, cellphone. Add fragrance to your air space wherever you go. (By AJM)
Leather trifold portfolio that holds an electronic device, calender, leather notepad and extra space for paperwork.
An 18x28 game board with lily pads of different colors, each sending your frog in some direction. Logs and Gators too! It's fun! We play it!
GameWatch
I'm driving my cell rings no blu tooth or dash phone holder so I grab my clip-n-hold quick attach&amp;release seatbelt accessory hit speaker
Adjustable Firmness Pillow, small built in pump sewn into the pillow itself, just squeeze to plump it up to your desired firmness!
EZ Fill Pet Food Dispenser
KEY SLEEVES - Flip your keys! Facilitates placing &amp; finding keys on key ring. Guides how to hold key &amp; find keyhole on first try &amp; WAY
MORE!
Bicycle side car
App-enabled Dehumidifier
Introducing a revolutionary way to sleep soundly in total comfort! The ComfortQuilt Sleepaire System. A therapeutic way to end night sweats.
"Polish Savers" For those closed toe shoes! Your toes rub the inside of the shoe and your polish smudges,chips and looks ugly!
Freezable Jacket for Beer Mug
Magic spirals, a lamp or stand with an internal laser based spirograph that paints cool moving figures. Change patterns with sound.
colorfield
Adding features to a laser measuring devise that also produces house floor plans.
Coffee flavored dish soap.
Global Food &amp; Wine Events
Touch pad dart score board
QUAD CYCLE " for kids"
Cool Baby Cool Infant Car Seat
App-enabled rain sensor
cup warmer
The rimainder
oreillers Ã music
Automatic on\off extension cor
LED Wrist Light Put the light where you need it on your hands! My idea is to have a ring of LED lights that go around your wrist 2 per pack
magna glasses
Saving noses and sleeves, a wristband to help carry tissue packs. Combat the runny nose. Complete access to a fresh tissue all day long.
stand alone
Prep 'n Peel
When your vehicle's sun visor can't reach the area you would like, use this clamp-on, rotating, visor to block the glare - not the view.
Retractable Scooter
Wedding Dress Storage
Swylus
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Customizable bumper sticker-waterproof &amp; magnetic frame-attaches to metal on cars-ex. back of trunk-download templates/sell designs online
Snap Leash Trainer
Waterproof It All- Water proof spray
Deck washing
Yuckless Tub Drain Cleaner
Aluminum phone/MP3 case
Projector
The Handy Doggy Bag
A magnetic electrical wall outlet that will replace the same outlet that has been used for 84 years. It is time for a change.
Lumber Roof Rack
Non slip rug pad that can be ironed on or sticky back so it can stick on the back of the rug.
Cork Teething Toys
Hair in the bathtub drain is disgusting! Silicone bristle brush picks up hair. Plunger pushes the mess out and into the garbage.
Door hold.
DRAIN SNAKE
Electronic paper NFC sticker
auto alert
Bungee Bar
Make trash beautiful. Trash receptacle outer decorative cover that improves the aesthetics of both the receptacle and the room.
Quick Drain Containers
Instant Snow Tires
Fingerprint bike lock
this 'idea' will be a big help to a lot of people who,for any number of reasons,can't bend down or around very well when they are showering.
The Sanitizing Lunch Bag
Travel Cell Phone Holder
Clip-on USB Laptop &amp; PC Speakers with Built in Flex Adjustable LED Lighting for all Laptops or PC's.(Note: Only Left Side Depicted)
L.E.D. GAS CAP
Universal CordUp. FOR ALL YOUR EXISTING EARBUDS...the ones that come inside the phone boxes &amp; the ones you have all around the house
&amp; car!
I think there's an opportunity to build on top of what Method did and make the dirty parts of the home beautiful, touchable, and less icky.
Fertile Eggers
My idea is for a portable bathroom mirror defogger light weight and decorative.
Solar and Indiglo Pagoda
there's many times when you have to take out a rag to wipe clean your smartphone only to find there's not a wipe around when you need one.
Mirror Light
Making dual use of your car air freshener to help you get back into shape by reminding you to do your Isometrics.
Funnel w/Light, No Mess!!!
QR Code Projector. The fastest, coolest way to promote, share several sites to your friends, anytime anywhere.
Movie Pole
A cooler SLIM &amp; Modular WINE Cooler ! Leaves your bottles on display and chilled!!! no need to find space for that big bulky wine cooler.
Wallight a light inside you wallet that help you up when you open it. Helps you to find and recognize money in a dark place (clubs, cinemas)
Stationary? Make it Bobble Wobble. Introducing the Bobble Pen/Pencil Holder.
Wrapster FaceLift
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Desk Side File and Storage
Water Bottle for Runners
Store, recharge your NOTEBOOK
Stickers dÃ©coratifs pour spots
Snow shoveling made easier. A multi-shovel that is easy to use and keeps you warmer at the same time.
A device inserted into main heating duct to humidify air coming through to the proper level whenever heat is on. Also for central AC.
Finally a windshield wiper blade that has a brush ahead of the wiper that helps loosen the dead bugs smeared and dried on the windshield.
Bluetooth phone case
Dirty Utensil Holder
Universal battery cover
Mainstream Facial Tanning Lamp for the Home. Alternative to tanning your entire body or for people with facial acne.
Walker Balls
No Spill Pill Box
SaaSy
My idea is to generate electricity from the power of a woodburning stove.
Mini Magnetic Loopits
Stick on scar/tattoo coverup
auto sharp block
Losing hair in the shower is a pain. It clogs drains, sticks to your hands and walls. This little device will help wipe it up with ease.
Quiet shop air compressor
A water bowl for pets and plants with a built in watering spout that doubles as a carrying handle. Recycles water in house plants &amp; gardens
I Clip Watch
Flower pots designed to be screwed into trees. Spruce up your yard with flowers wrapped around or vertical - any way you want them.
free towel hanger
Memo Mic
Sonie Watch
Wall mounted display strip for 9" dolls,stuffed animals, necklaces, etc. Most are tossed in boxes and not admired.
A modular power strip, made of individual sockets, which you can build and change according to your needs
Easy Gripper
No more banging your nail polish bottle cap to unstick it! Just slip a cap-rap over the applicator handle for a firm grip and twist off!
A handheld scanner to scan written notes and reprint in a notebook. A rolling device or sliding mechanism would transfer the ink to the page
From the beginning of time, having to match socks, or figure out where all the missing socks went has been a frustrating dilemna. Solution..
Use this product to protect your small valuables and free up hands! For adults and children yet stylish enough for a business meeting.
A lot of us watch TV in bed. What if we could comfortably watch TV, without having to sit up by simply incorporating a CLIP ON PRISM.
How big do you want your hole? Colander with size changing holes.Click and drain!Fruit to rice! Drain them all!(Paulette Jaques)
firefighting turnout pants (bunker gear) suspenders secured by hook and loop, a solution to keep your turnout pants up and out of the way!
Put this handy gadget in place of the blender's filler cap to add oil without the mess.
Something that goes over your ear when you wash your hair so no suds,water, or hair products gets in your ear.
This product will increase beverage sales, cocktail server response time, increase revenue in large venues and at casino video games
A trans-dermal glucose patch to relieve diabetics when their blood suger level gets too low and they begin to suffer hypoglycemia.
An extendable arm for an iPad. Useful for limited desk space, reading in bed, my buddy with only one arm. Needs to be portable and flexible.
Pedestrian Safety Lights: 5 blinking red led lights, worn on the back of the hands; similar to the portable bicycle blinking red led lights.
Heat the pot, not the kitchen! An insulating cover for pots that saves energy and money.
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Have you Ever wanted a watch that could do alot more then just the time. Maybe play games on it, read txts &amp; emails, check fb notifications?
a hands free speaker for on the go , one that could be put around your arm for running , ridding a bike or just for working around the house
A dry erase board eraser with an easy to grip handle that also dispenses dry eraser fluid all in one easy fluid motion.
Use gravity and an old idea, the wheel, in a cool and ergo storage concept called "Orbital Storage". Potentially 100s of applications.
Bubble Wrap Stress Ball. Enjoy the soothing popping sounds of bubble wrap over and over with this stress ball
If you've ever hated putting on snow/tire chains, these easy, quick connect snow â€œchainsâ€ are for you.
Directed Towards Automotive manufactures. Save Lives, Drive Safer.
The Script Master-Are you an aspiring actor??? This is perfect for you!!! The perfect solution to practicing acting/plays/scripts.
This product allows you to put mascara on your bottom lashes without making a mess on your lower eyelid. Quick, easy, and efficient!
Hard Hat With LED Head Lamp Dock Molded in to the Bill. It would be fully removeable for ease of changing batteries and lights.
Accordian style lunch pack with freezer gell packs built/put in on top and bottom. Put in freezer, pack lunch, eat lunch, smoosh when done
FROZEN BUTTER GRATER A better butter spreader/dispenser. It will make spreading butter on hot foods easier and evenly for better taste.
shower loofah attached to a soap fillable handle. Takes the hassle out of having to re-soap!
Cupcake Maker {Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
Tiny things can be the best of inventions. Think about paper clips, rubber bands and thumb tacks. This is a real page turner...get ready!
Windproof and Waterproof lighter. No gas, No flame, runs on 1 AA battery. Great for hikers and smokers!!Greener than gas,safer than flames!
STANDING IN LINE AT THE AIRPORT? Why not sit on your "Carry On"? Here's a 22"x14"x9" rolling bag that serves as a chair.
Buffet unit to keep cold foods chilled.
â€œWill I get Stretch Marks?â€ My Moisturizing Belly Wrap and Brief is designed to keep the skin supple and moisturized all day long!
A frozen frenzy... Fun straws that cool your drink and never water it down. They are dishwasher safe and reusable.
Could be as ubiquitous as a weedwacker. A weedwacker attachment that has two fingers that spin in opposite directions. Good bye weed.
A 90 degree edged dustpan that fits into a corner. Now you can literally sweep your crumbs into the corner.
Recycling is for everyone. NOW your children can safely recharge batteries on their own. Drop. Charge. Play.
Thousands/people-EAT/lunch-in-their-cars But food end up on the floor or their CLOTHES ! a TRAY !to-eat-w.Peace/of/mind ! (airplane/type)
Secure Portable Filing Boxes that are stackable &amp; holds 15 bulky files &amp; keeps you organized! The best way to carry files into the courtroom
Toothbrush Towel! For travel to hotels or sleepovers. Also for razor, brush, travel bottles, etc. Protects and organizes. Just roll and go!
Portable Audio/Video Recorder ... On a Jump Drive
In a culture focused on being clean and eco-friendly "The Dynamic Doormat" will be at the front door of every home across the world
No mess glue dispenser! Schools need this!(Paulette Jaques)
A dog leash with a handle on the end that can snap open and shut to easily secure your dog to any stationary object.
CONVERGE MINI: Charge your phone on your bedside table.
A teapot that steeps tea properly, looks nice, doesn't drip, doesn't have plastic parts, and works in a commercial environment.
High efficiency manual wheelchair.
a reader ball that is small enogh to go into an auto gas tank at the dispencer port.It gauges the gas level and sends a reading to a gauge.
I want to develop a kneeler that reduces the discomfort to the knees, back, and neck associated with working on or near the ground.
Easier Way to Clean Baseboards and Wood Steps: A multi-head angled combination broom/textured sponge is the solution!
My idea is a wireless WIFI 3g/4g hot spot bracelet or watch that can be worn so you have access to the web with any of your devices.
Adjustable Infant/Child Seat Sunshade that WILL NOT Obstruct Driverâ€™s View {Resubmit}
Safety device that is a pressurized expanding foam capsule for water vessels to keep them afloat longer.
:) A ring that protects fingers from developing ugly writers' bumps and looks cool,fashionable or formal,according to your need.
a Emergency flashlight for cars that break down at night or in bad weather.Two flashlights in one can see from half a mile away.Dc adapter..
Fuse or breaker system for GARDEN HOSE'S. Extending the life of garden hoses specifically for farmers and plant vendors.
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Add a mixing resevior to a shower system in the home. This will fit inbetween the shower head and water supply. To do a bath oil rinse.
A COMPACT multi-grill with interchangeable plates--griddle, panini, waffle, quesadilla--FAST-EFFICIENT-stores in less space than a toaster.
ulta light
FORMER TOP 5: A combination Blow Dryer, Curling Iron, and Straightener. Fewer appliances under the sink! 3 for the price of 1!
Make microwave cooking in your life easier with my new design microwave lid and food tray! Get a handle on it!
Here is a toy that will motivate your kids to exercise on their own. They'll have fun steering their car around. No batteries needed.
My idea is a baby seat for your average beach cart that easily attaches and safely transport babies and toddlers.
TRINITY Flag is the governmental flag of the Kingdom of God. It is used as a point of contact to God, such as a cross or rosary beads.
This is a telescoping stand for access to items while on a ladder. Bottom and top tri-pod. A hanging sleeve for top as container.
Two chambered mop bucket- 1 for new clean water-wring mop and dirty water runs into bottom bucket full of dirty water.Always clean water.
2 overlaping scrub brushes,1 with bristles-1 sponges.Cleans both sides of cup. Succioned to sink-twist around -pop out to clean other dishes
"WOW QUIRKY!! SWIM SUITS" That Is Made Like A WET SUIT!!! LADIES NOW YOU CAN SWIM WITH WATER PROOF SWIM SUITS at
ANYTIME OF THE MONTH!!
An adapter timer of some sort that shuts off after a preset time or when the battery drops to a certain voltage for my car.
easy to change and interchangeable outlets that anyone can do without working with all of the wires
A plastic holding device for a pad of paper that clips to your belt that easily sides on and off so a pad of paper is there when you need it
MINI JUGO - Line Extension
Thermogel Home Safety System: System that will coat entryway and hallways to guarantee safe exit from burning buildings and homes.
Visa-shield is a circular shield encased inside the helmet and spins during rainy weather,water activities,or snow events.
Plumber's all in one tool which consists of cleaning brushes with tilt head for easier access,flux n brush,removable cutting wheel n solder
(RESUBMIT) A simple, flexible tea bag squeezer that also doubles as a tea bag rest.
Don't like cleaning messy spoon holders? Tired of your spoons falling into the mixing bowl? Use the Cooking Spoon Clip!
RESUBMIT(from 11/16/11) Create your own pencil/pen storage on most surfaces. No more lost writing utensils for you or your kids.
Burger Board. This simple design helps to mold and make perfect 1/4 and 1/3 pound hamburgers and Juicy Lucy hamburgers.
A set of poker playing cards that incorporates hexadecimal nos. to increase jackpot 3 times in casino poker. Great for fun &amp; more players.
RESUBMIT: THE HUMAN POWERED SNOW PLOW IS A LIGHT WEIGHT STRONG PLASTIC PANEL USED TO EASILY MOVE LARGE
AMOUNTS OF SNOW.
"SPHERE RIDER" Skateboard that moves in any direction while in any position, skaters will have a new platform to create new tricks"HOW FUN".
The Perfect Golf Swing System
Laundry Hamper / Clothes Basket with a built in Air Freshener to keep dirty clothes &amp; the air around them smellen fresh until ready to wash.
dont keep your condom in your wallet, Keep it safe and hidden while carrying on your daily hectic life.
Expandable Candle Holders
HAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT A 24 BOTTLE CASE OF WATER AND CARRIED IT TO THE CAR OR FROM THE CAR TO YOUR HOME.THEN
YOU KNOW IT'S HEAVY AND AWKWARD.
Shoe holder for washing machine - keep your shoes in place while washing with - SHOLDER
ergonomic pooper scooper. Designed for a more comfortable experience,less bending and strain on the hand, wrist and forearm.
Super Cool Koozie. Super cold beer. My idea is for a neoprene koozie with a pocket to enclose a thin frozen gel pack to Keep in freezer.
Its a stem and a wine glass. You drive the stem into the earth or sand and your glass has a stable place to rest while picnicking.
A Collapsible Pet BathTub [Resubmit #3] by: RickJ
The Propper
A spring-loaded wall-mounted angular roller massage in a hot shower will soothe your tired, aching back. Caution: Bring plenty of hot water.
Shutter-Plex
Eyeglass prescriptions manufactured in thin, clingable plastic to temporarily attach to clear glass in new eyeglass frames.
CLEAT COVER instead of switching shoes after a game you can simply slide this on, avoid the fuss of changing shoes rudder cover over a clete
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erasable index cards
Ad-Ride
Collapsible Cat Tower (Easy to Clean!)
Washer/Dryer App
WaterTight Tailpipe 4 vehicles
Towel Warmer that can can be used in the shower so you don't have to get out of the shower and into the cold to get your comfy, warm towel.
Personalize your Golf ball,
tired of getting leaves ,debris,and all that old water in your pool when you uncover it from the winter, no more with pool choppers.
Fun &amp; stylish egg holder. Never ever eat without having some fun!
Drainable Swim Goggles
45 degree washer machine. No top or front load have a washing machine that washes at and loads from a 45 degree angle. Door and drum at 45.
lunettenet
Do you wake up at night thirsty? always forget to have glass of water near the bed? Well dont get up, get the oasis!
Octilock
Long Lasting Hair Extensions at a fraction of the PRICE!
Safety nuts to keep your car tires safe.
Pool owners are you frustrated with swimming pool cleaner hose getting tangled? With POOL BUOY youâ€™ll never need to untangle again.
All In One Cat Carrier And Litter Box with built in, pull out litter tray and storage drawer.
To have auto industries add wheel well lighting and side lighting for side road repair and side-to-side vision.
Corn dog TOASTER. From a regular toaster, add 2 round inserts big enough for frozen CORN DOGS to fit.
Piezoelectric antennna for generating electricity on top of car for mobile gadgets.has flaps to catch wind. folds completely down.
Pre-Filled Individual Ink Pens (Tubes/oral syringe) instead of buying new Print Cartridge every time for your printer
Wearable water pouches so you don't have to carry a water bottle. Additional benefits include: adding freezable weights = a better workout!
Sports or travel top w/hidden pocket on upper side torso. men or women. Hidden,thin and hold small items(credit crds, keys,); 3" 1/2 x 4".
Tenns anybody? No longer will the speed of the ball disuade you from becoming a tennis pro. Time to position your self for the perfecr shot!
Group Picture!No Camera only your phone, but no one to take for you?Introducing the STYLUS REMOTE
Ok the shaker is and innovative product it can be used for the following items Polish Small acrylic Paints and small liquids.
Express Yourself with the completely customizable digital band &amp; watch by simply using your phone. You choose what is displayed and how.
"sky box"it's 14" high and adjustable by sliding to adjust for window width. Window secures this cat perch.
Convert kinetic energy from workout machine (stationary bike, eliptical)to electrical energy -similar to converting solar energy to electric
My LED Solar Powered Mailbox will show your team pride and colors. Imagine how many would sell to sports fanatics at this years Superbowl.K
WimClip
Swaggin Hats
Swimming trunks that DO NOT INFLATE with AIR while in a swimming pool
Struggle to plug up devices in dark rooms? Get my electronic socket cover. Creatively designed glow in the dark magnets give needed light
Ð¡lothespin organizer
Leather Thigh Protector
Hush!
I stick my hair to the shower wall when it gets stuck to my fingers.I need a pad to touch my hand to in the shower after washing my hair
New Golf game Tic Tac Toe Golf.The game is played using putters and real golf balls.Putting in to the four sided game board to get TicTacToe
Licker Mixer
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my idea speeds up work ,inspections and helps the environment because it's made from recycled plastic.
GoGo Clean Coffee
Pet bowl that lets your precious friend to lick the cone as water slips down to the bowl to be filtered and recirculated. A pleasure bowl!
Have you ever stretched your arms, trying to keep your sleeves dry while washing your hands?
Kid Safe Birthday Candles
Stem 2.0. A 2 in 1 Spray AND Juicer! Tap MORE Flavor!!
Cover your balls
scratch lottery app
whirla board,cutting board
Step stool trashcan. A simple waste basket that can hold a persons weight. Step open lid design or open can-inside-can. An easy space saver!
Enjoy scraping ice? Save your joints, stop the scraping. Do you cover your windshield with cardboard when you know it's going to freeze?
Diabetes Alarm App For Kids
My idea involves recycling plastic water bottles. More people drink pre-bottled water versus any other source and most of them will recycle.
RED LIGHT-GREEN LIGHT JUMPER CABLES- The easiest way to visually see that your cables are connected correctly. If its green you're safe!
Microwaveables
Flex Mountable Power (VIDEO)
Tv/cable remote control glove/skin/case.I call it RC jacket.It is made to protect the remotes from rough use just like a cell phone jacket.
Ecothermo
Everyone loves their space to smell fresh! My idea is for fragrance strips that clip on to cooling fans, heaters in the home, office or car.
35mm Restorator
FACELIFT TO COMPUTER KEYBOARDS!!! Want to type fast with speed and accuracy? Yes, you can.
Keep Track ( Pet Collar )
A Hamburger Vending machine that can make burgers w/ little human interaction. It would cook a fresh burger and drop toppings to "build" it.
IphoneHome
Pantie To Go is a twist on the traditional pantie. A portable pantie with a detachable crotch that fits perfect in your purse.
Universal Table Leaf
Easily programmable wireless system that allows you to turn off "Energy Vampires" quickly and/or automatically. Save up to 40% electricity!
LAP MOUSE PAD! A pad designed to be placed on your thigh as you sit or chair arm for your mouse to be used on. Use your mouse on YOUR terms!
Headphones 2.0 will allow you to share musical content without any additional devices (D)
Cord Reels! Retractable extension cords that attach to furniture. Outlets stay hidden when not in use, but extend where and when you want!
Reverse wort chiller
Wallet Toothpick Card
Lift a bit.
The "Universal Club Card" plastic, credit card size to be used for store discounts. This one card would incorporate all the discount cards.
Do your knees hurt after you RUN or EXERCISE? I have an idea that will make an IMPACT! "SOLE SHOX" help minimize joint impact
Dust Collector
Stove, Iron or Curler Left On!
Create a caddy to hold those condiment bottles in the fridge. This would be a rack that would fit on a shelf on the door of the fridge.
Wear these flip-flops to your next Pedi! Simply flip up the separators and saunter off with nicely separated, painted toenails!
ROLLA CADDY the first Eco Friendly Paint Roller dryer and storage product
Funnel that opens and closes up like an umbrella for easier storage. Use to pour your oil in your car or dispose of oil in your kitchen.
To ease the back break of snow shoveling a sidewalk. W/The "SNOW PLOVEL" A hybrid between a V plow and a shovel ucan make a path in seconds.
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SIDE KICK an invention to reduce the amount of containers and mess associated with serving food. It's also much more appealing.
The hands free tablet media station with speakers and recharger. Floor Stand with height adjuster for use side of chair or bedside.
Rotating Rolling Scribe + cooling pad. Move easily without pain. Suitable for laptop with 1.5-2 kg. Women we need this too!
Need to create a way to make a solar ADAPTER for EXISITING Christmas lights
Not what you think! See the video - you've NEVER seen anything like this - it's self-propelled exercise for adults and is cool for kids!
Strip made with Fader liquid lets you know when a weekly/monthly task needs to be done - or when something's date has expired.
Disposable toothbrush,ready filled with toothpaste(Edited&amp;improved). Great for travel,hotels,promotional advertising w/company name&amp;logo
A child falls in a bathtub and is injured. A protective device in the tub would have prevented or reduced injury. Bathtub Bumpers were born.
This is a security lock system that will not allow doors to be kicked in.
Clear Silicone Crossovers
An ergonomic rubberized all-in-one utensil for children. It also has a digital thermometer readout on the handle.
A toliet seat handle where you dont have to touch the seat at all,how many times have we had to raise or lower the seat.
Cubes, your own custom modular couch. Your # of frames, your choice of cushion, your choice of panels, your couch, table any way you want.
PiZZaP
Club Tripod
DETACHABLE PAINT BRUSH HEADS
Noodle IT!
bun toster
Push and Pump Toilet Brush
Picnic Wine Transport
A Service Tray With a simple strap on the bottom for a glove-like feel! Snaps on and off any tray! Waitress's Dream!
The FEAST is a fold-up, floor-level reclining dining surface for use in apartments and other small spaces instead of a bulky dinner table.
Cut And Paste Child Scissors
Potty Privacy
Uwipe
Aren't u tired of going through drive thru &amp; having to scream at the top of your lungs "NO, not number 2! No.3" &amp; they still get it wrong?
Shooter for two people. It contains two shots and allows both people to drink one after another from one shooter without spilling the shots.
The iSuck is our aptly named answer to easy anywhere iPod/iPhone car mounting and earbud storage that's as easy to use as it is to remove.
QR Code Imbedded Business Cards, Labels, Tags, and I.D Braclets and collars. Can keep information on pets,children,luggage, business cards.
A vacuum cleaner for getting the dust off of ledges easier by taking the air blowing out to help "kick" up the dust while vacuuming
ICE CREAM CONE PLATE WITH BUILT IN STRAW! HANDS FREE - DRIP FREE - ICE CREAM FUN
App-Enabled Toaster Oven
SortaCorn Popcorn Cooking Bag
Resubmit from June. Special Inserts For Cube Tube. Make Festive, Fun Shapes With Your Ice. The Creative Options Are Endless.
Portable ECig Holder
coffeemaker stir spoon attchmt
The finder is a ruler with about 6 magnets that were embedded and epoxy glued onto it, two holes drilled for a Handel. Magnets covered,cloth
Crevice Tool For Gas Station Vacuum Cleaners : Reach Every Spot Now!
New E-Z-way for College Dormers to dry their dishes. (Microwavable set of dishes with microwave covers and "nestable" storage containers.)
A pop open cover that is supported by a â€œspringâ€ structure to enclose square and/or round grills, smokers or any object and store.
Turk-o-lator is a Large Cooking Pot designed like a percolator for Turkey/Chickens to shorten cooking time &amp; self-bast both for moist meals.
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DOG POOPING WARNING ALARM. A device that alerts you when your dog needs to go outside for its needs!
Never Waste your Crayons or Colored Pencils Again. Make use of every bit of the product you spent your money on!
NeverCold Coffee
YoYo Smart Clock
AT ONCE PLATE
The best spatula to scrape inside a jar/container &amp; scoop without falling off. Never leave mayo in the jar again!
SLIDE &amp; WRITE RULER-Worlds first self-sufficient ruler that has builtin line marker. No pencil or pen required.
Gimbal Camera... photo image, video image, and projected imageâ€¦ anti twist image.
Retrackable Rope: Nylon cord in a retrackable durable casing(like measuring tape)easy storage, easy access when needed. About 50,75 ft rope.
Paper Towel Saver
tv case 3000
RESUB. angle tip juice baster is what you need when baking and roasting this coming holidays, or any day. put juice all over turkey chicken,
Bucksnort disguise
Hover Brush allows you to divert water from your toothbrush to the sink. Prevent bacteria and mold growth on your brush and brush holder.
Ben&amp;Qs,baby-tubs!Need flex/fittings run a heated fountain pump/temp(digital)control,off/on indicator,portability,countinuos flow,easy attach
Clothes Steamer on Wheels- NO hot plate or tipping. NO creases or going around buttons/details. Detachable upright steamer good for travel!
Slotted clamshell with internal pads that are reloadable with dye and fish attractant. Insert fishing line in the slot and slide to dye line
You Choose Two drinks of your choice in one jug For example: Ice tea for adults, lemonade for kids
Travel Car Seat Hook- Keeps all your belongings safe and within reach while you drive! Reduce loss and damage while increasing safety!
Celly Pad - Desk/Table Top Phone and Cord Holder
New blade for a recipricating saw. It's a blade that is on a 90 Degree bend for applications that need to get into tighter, flatter areas.
Slim Hanging Coat Rack-Quickly Expands into a double rod Coat/Accessory Rack, great 4 Parties! Then Hang to Store in Closet when not in use!
Stick your phone right next to you at the beach! No more missed texts or sand on your screen. Stash your stuff. Solar powered!
UV light Key Chain Bottle Opener etc. (Disinfects in 10 seconds)
A positive mirror that tells the person standing in front of it positive affirmations about themselves, weight loss, financial goals etc.
Handheld WIFI UPC Scanner IDs/Tracks Consumables, Lists What's Needed, Locates Best Price, Sales, etc. OR, APP to do all this and MORE
Children and animals left in cars to die of heat. A device that upon detecting power down it warns there are multiple occupants.
High Design Line of cutting boards that have basic kitchen recipes and basic kitchen conversion measurements printed right on the boards.
Double Sided Picture Vase. Re-Purpose your old photographs. {Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
Toaster Vac
Silicone Funnel for filling Coffee Maker Reservoirs. Stop spilling water all over when making coffee.
The concept of "FAT TOUCH" is a set of thumb-worn tips for pressing small buttons, on touch screens.
Redesigned Sugar Bowl. Sweeeet! (Updated with an alternate design option!)
Auto Cold Brew Coffee Maker
Sick of paying outrageous data charges while traveling? A portable 3G/4G WiFi router with multiple card slots. Use local sim cards.
Ever go to a cafe to use your computer while your eating? Riser for your laptop
Shelfs 4 super markets that is able to calculate total weight of products on it &amp; with simple calc. it shows # of products on top of it.
A collapsible accordian style mixing bowl container with a pump dispenser. Pump out the exact amount of batter you need. No mess no stress
Grocery Getter"...organizer that will fit in the trunk/hatchback of a car to hold groceries or other items you don't want rolling around.
An all inclusive baby car-seat that converts into a swing and a stroller.
An at home Baby Platform Rocker that dupicates the feel and sounds of placing a child in a car seat and driving down the road.
4ROTATING TOOTHBRUSH HEAD. Four rotating electrically-powered brushes clean your teeth quicker, easier, and in a high quality.
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IR Remote Snow Plow Control- the driver is able to move the plow without taking his hands off the steering wheel. easily installed
The traveling toothpaste is not the only necessity when taking a trip. We can also use the traveling soap bar if Quirky makes it.
Portable Table Drawer for trade shows, craft fairs, flea markets, or anywhere you need a secure drawer under a table.
my product brings a new beginning the way are homes are going to be vacuum this vacuum options are manually,automatically and a iPhone
I have an idea for a insect killing trash bag.I have drawings and prior investigative history for the invention.
Velcro tack squad army combat uniform. ACU shirt. Front Velcro closure Adjustable Sleeve Closure tabs.
Frozen yogurt filled fortune cookies, dipped in chocolate. Can be individually wrapped, 10 per box, and sold at your local grocery store.
A stand/holder for toiletries. Holds your toothpaste, shaving gel, razor, and toothbrush. RESUBMIT
Every flat-screen TV should have one of these babies tucked behind it. *Just Add Bass* enhances sound of existing TV speakers.
Easy Pour Sauce Pan
Propane powered Ice maker mach
The Towel Hanger keeps your towels close! Tired of having to get out of the shower soaking wet and walk over to the towels 6 feet away?
A Lighted Magnetic Safety Button. Simply attach to your child's backpack. Great for School Walkers and Bike Riders. See news report video!
The I/C purse has LED light strip on inside of the bag's bottom. Open the bag, the light goes on. Use recycled material to be Eco-chic!
Do you keep misplacing your carpenters pencil. You need the Hinge, a simple solution that can also be used as a contour gauge.
A REVOLUTIONARY SET OF OUTDOOR CAMPSITE COOKWARE, COFFEE POT AND POTS AND PANS, INCLUDING ONE NEW MAGNETIC
HANDLE FOR ALL THE COOK WARE.
A gas container that has a durable air breather and a simple flexible nozzle for longevity and durability for all workers.
Adventure Pack for Kids :By RickJ
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
Charity Search Website
Microwavable spray bottle for butter &amp; other toppings that should be applied warm. Even create home-made non-stick sprays! No mess, no fuss.
Remote control sprinkler! Water pressure moves wheels, remote control to shut off/on water, set preprogrammed times and distances.
Wrist band for kids to prevent drowning in the pool when they are not attended has button they can press in case of emergency.
A Lazy Susan for the refrigerator made specifically for "leftovers" with individual, transparent, microwaveable dishes of different sizes.
A grocery bag carrier This product will allow you to carry all bags and free up your hands. Save you from back and forth trips to your car
Eyeglasses locator, will solve the problem of never losing your eye glasses.
A add on lock to prevent kids from getting into your medicine cabinet and potentially taking medicine they should not.
Tweezers with finger and thumb bumpers to keep fingers from sliding when using tweezers.
Talking Cuckoo Bird Alarm Clock Pillow.
3 dimensional chinese checkers cube that spins around; and the game board is a magnet so you can't knock the balls out of place.
Not your ordinary vase!Find out how many uses.It can boost your business with its versatility.Multifunctional!Glows in the dark.See designs!
Pocket Tie
Phone case with storage
Expandable Travel Pan
Furry thick memory foam bed
dish rack dryer
Product name: NO-Nose A fast and easy way to remove dog nose runs on door and window glass without using sprays or cleaners.
Ever tried to spray paint an outdoor chair? Holding down the button for 30 minutes is just impossible. The solution, Aero-Gun.
Redesign the Blender containers to do more than just blend. Lets have it spin, mix or scramble your food.
Never get caught with a dead cel phone or Ipod again. A combo solar charger/hand held dynamo and flashlight will keep you powered up!
vine stopper
The MemorEars are the coolest and trendiest choice for stroring information while looking great. Fashionable flash memory earings.
Handle It
changeable frying pan
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SAFER "SMALL DOG/PET CARRIER" FOR PEOPLE WHO RIDE~SCOOTERS Pets Under 20 lbs.
SHEET HUGGERS!! no more messy linen closets..hold pillow case and sheets together and personalize them!!
A weather-proof video housing for the iPhone. Incorporating a 360 degree swivel periscope lens.
NEED BATTERY? Stay home and save your time/money/stress. Batteries are used in every home, and now, let's add a BATTERY SUBSTITUTE!
Bake anything set
RESUBMIT: 4-in-1 Office Supply Product! A 3-hole puncher that staples, has a tape dispenser and a pencil sharpener!! Eliminate the clutter!
Tired of that "mess" of goodness we call butter? Are you using too much? Too little? Is it too hard or too soft? Introducing Butter Rubber!
Smash It". My device sits along side the can crusher in the garage but mine plugs in. My proto used a hair dryer and it became 1/2" high.
A way to turn any ordinary bottle of oil into cooking spray
iMicrowave
DIGITAL RECORDING PEN
TV Remote Control Wristband. Watch TV and don't lose the remote. No more digging through your bed or couch to find it!(Paulette Jaques)
Portable lightweight shopping/storage cart. Swivel caster wheel with brake. Push/pull your heavy load. Weatherproof expandable clip on pouch
A beautiful Red purse with a front flap to carry an iPad or tablet
A Fishing Pole Organizer Strip that takes up very little space and keeps poles, lines, and hooks/lures neatly separated and untangled.
STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS:ULTRA VIOLET PEN STERILIZER:Thousands of applications worldwide. Kills 99.9% of the germs within seconds!!!
Clip on flashing timer for toothbrushes.
RolarSolar - pull-out / retractable thin film solar panel with built in micro-inverter, providing easy DIY solar panel install and setup.
Set of glow in the dark remote control stickers. For those remote controls that are not backlit
I'd like a harness/leash combo. They have collar/leash combos why not harness leash, save a step.
EZCut
Get SMOKIN'!!! No need for a huge outdoor smoker to smoke your favorite meats and fish. A smoker that fits in your oven or on your stove!!!
peelable plates.Replacement for use &amp; throw plates,use the plate peel the layer off and store it and reuse it like a lint roller for clothes
Love the tradition of baking homemade cookies for the holidays but not the traditional time in the kitchen? Double-click for entire drawing.
Love your lawn chair, but hate trying to get it back in the bag to store/transport. Chair and bag in ONE!
A multi-eyewear holder that can be displayed as a decorative unit; with a multi-function as it would disconnect for transportation.
The solution to the lost remote control problem that plagues the world.
Optimize energy, reset your body clock, wake up faster and fall asleep faster with these glasses that combine light therapy and dark therapy
Make affordable a "double sided phone cover"; to store the work phone and the other is for personal use.
Is it not a drag, you pick up your laptop from your desk and the wires drop to the groundâ€¦
My idea is an oral hygiene product designed to be used to cleanse the tongue leaving it healthier and invigorated.
This pop-up Light Pole allows you to have a flexible desk lamp when you need it, and then easily store it when you don't. Plus outlet/USB.
an app for android that will convert video to pictures.
Consumer Snow Making Machine! Intelligent snow making machine that comes with a detachable 5 gallon water tank and water heater.
A Nekushion is a padded removable neck cushion attached to hair washing sinks at beauty salons
Bib Buddy!
soda saver
Stylish, glow in the dark key chains for women that can be found inside a dimly lit purse
I have a watering can... and I am not afraid to use it. Please comment!!
Amazing Chef's Spoon
Smart Salt Shaker - No More Guessing, Salt To Your Taste Every Time With Built-in Salinity Meter!
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RESUBMIT Customizable Stuffed Animal. Add digital photos, alarm clock and even record personal messages. APP/PC/Bluetooth Technology
Has your couch or chair lost it's support but the fabric still looks great? Make it new again with injectable liquid foam.Pump and renew.
Unscrew your heel like a bolt and change the sizes change the color of your shoe also with a fabric skin.Less shoes more variety!
SOLAR POWERED INDOOR/OUTDOOR LAMP- It's about time we lowered our power bill, wouldn't you agree? **Please comment and offer
suggestions!**
Mechanically double amplified AC Cord plug puller for people with arthritic fingers and wrist joints.
Glow stick marker and sprayer.
Nit and Lice hair cream that will activate and make those buggers glow to allow you to better rid your child of them.
See the inside of your mouth like your dentist does. See where you are cleaning and where not. Show your kids the importance of cleaning.
light up bicycle vest
The idea I have is for a battery operated/rechargeble hair straightener that charges right from your car or from your outlet in your house.
A plastic wine glass with a sliding cover that will prevent bugs from landing in your fabulously expensive chardonnay or boxed red.
Laundry basket in your dryer that you could remove straight from the dryer, do your folding business, then pop it in for the next load
A phone adaptor and app consumers can use to detect the levels of toxins in the fish that people buy at markets and restaurants.
Simple shower head attachment allows liquid soap to mix with your shower water. Works just like your shower head, easy on/easy off!
"Reading" Glasses. It's a cross between the Nook/Kindle and video glasses. It's hands free reading.
I decided to build a "playhouse" for my granddaugter but could not decide on what materials to use. I decided to use pvc fence material.
You'll always know the water temperature with AquaSoc, a flexible rubber sock that fits any faucet type and displays a digital temperature.
Volume-adjusting earplugs
The ultimate coat rack. Not just coats, but handbags, laptop bags, hats, a space for shoes, store &amp; plug-in devices, and let there be light!
Faraday Engine
(RivalCat) Sports themed litter boxes in the shape and color of a pro or college stadium. Football, Basketball, Soccer, Baseball or NASCAR.
Inner Core Mug
Kitty Bath Boots
You will NEVER over-soak your beans, seeds, nuts or legumes again.
A slim iPhone case with a retractable mechanism/housing for earbuds, with sleek lines keeping with the phones overall aesthetic.
#QTOYS "Light Ball Hair Band" Can be use Light Indicator anywhere! is Not Toy, but it is Toy for Kids love it! even all people love it!
Temperature Controlled Apparatus that Houses Bread, Bagels, Rolls, AND Butter Dish. Keeps Breads Fresh Longer and Butter Spreadable!
(Resub - 113 Votes) SuperBowl 0.2 *Hold'em, Stack'em, Move'em* + added features (handles and cover)
mail box notice
Container with disposable wrap
We have an idea of improving french hair pins. We suggest to coat them with micro velvet so they don't slip out of hair.
Wink faucet water monitor
Keep your bag from getting stolen with a bag strap that is also a loop lock. Your bag locks shut when locked to something. Great for beach!
Create a line of smart gym equipment that tracks each user's progress and is accessible on smartphones.
Kids, not babies or toddlers, shouldn't have to reach. Easy on/off door knob attachment lets children open doors without reaching.
Timed self spooling garden hose reel. Shuts off the water and rolls up your water hose with you not even there
National Heritage Presentation Gift Set A family heirloom celebrating the pride, honor and love of ones country of origin.
To invent something that will keep my morning coffee from spilling.
Desk Lamp designed to attach to iMac stand, is handy and does not take up space.
Refrigerator bev alert pad
I've created a receiver hitch/plug combined, for receiver hitches on the back of trucks, cars, atv's,golf carts, pretty much anything.
The Car Drone
Foliage Trash Bin Sifter for Yard Work Leaf Collecting. Collect the Leaves and not the dirt.
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Plastic ice cream cone and a waffle bowl for ice cream.Always have one on hand when having a ice cream treat.Great for birthday parties
Ok everything is packed. We are ready to go! Oh no we forgot the toothpaste!!! The solution a toothbrush that holds toothpaste inside.
shear comb
Myinvention
the concept is to basically having tissue that you can roll out &amp; unfold that is already attached &amp; design to be place on the toilet seat.
Disposable airplane seat cover that is also BIODEGRADABLE!
ID bracelet with waterproof accessible window. You could put in printed out text, a QR code or whatever you want.
Named 'sure-grip' it is a slip on steering wheel cover for automobiles. It is made of sturdy foam rubber along with a strip of 3m adhesive
Creat an app. To take a picture with Ipad or comparable of a house exterior and be able to change colors on the house to suit homeowner.
Cushy Comforts
Truck Traveler is a convenient cargo solution. Simple water proof solution to move cargo in your truck bed without permanently mounting.
Pop open case and stand
TIpod. A discrete listening device for your Ipod or MP3 player. Hidden inside one of the best fashion statements of all time. Your Tie!
sqaure, screened with Super Screen except inside square, bottem base a light weight plastic, kick bar for stablity, standard size window
Here Doggie
Dog Spot Lawn Rejuvenator
The first Computer Filter for the outside of your computer - Keep out the Dust, Pollen, and Bugs!
Comfort Kneeler is ideal for people with knee problems and low surface tasks. Pain free comfort .
Universal music player - plug any cheap USB flash drive containing audio files into it. No need to sync or free up space for new songs.
ENDING SOON...The Ultimate Hanging Tool. . .Put all your hanging needs in the palm of your hand!
TOOTHPASTE TRIGGER! -- Eliminate the Mess and Waste.
Propane powered percolator coffee maker for camping.
Kitty Bath Boots
Wireless Banquet signs
An answering telephone... A telephone that is activated by simply saying "pick-up","hello" or"answer" without lifting the receiver.
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
#QTOYS a safe removeable potty trainer London themed toy car with integrated horn powered by the legs alone. Become a mini James Bond.
( Line Extension ) - Stem Stand
green paper towels
Best screwdriver ever!
The Easy Pop is a handheld device that you can stick on top of a soda/beer can, squeeze the two handles together, and pop the tab off a can.
Portable Crane
Have a Dirty Touchscreen? STYLUS Concept; Microfiber Cloth is Conveniently Housed Inside Shaft of Stylus, Retractable by Internal Mechanism.
Flexing USB Power Strip-4-way flex, twists &amp; extends, Hooks to ladders, run up stairs, fit in corners or flex anywhere. Solves many problems
ketch all platter
Sifter that works!
My idea would protect your RV cover from the extended rain gutters that a lot of them have. I have a cover that has been damaged by gutters
A self-supporting, sturdy lawn refuse bag structure having a wide funnel mouth design, wheels for transporting bags and is collapsible.
Charge with Fire. Real Working Thermo-Electric Generator - Charge with heat.
(Prev. 255 votes)MOCUBO's Best Friend: Multi-Slice &amp; Dice: Slice food items multiple times w/ 1 motion &amp; dice in 2 (G7 on EN)
Spud Spiker
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Automatic baster that uses steam to bring broth of what is being cooked through tubes to baste the meal ,similar to how a coffee percolator
Smart Fridge
First revolutionary LIGHT that detects its own movement! Multipurpose,intelligent! Helps elderly &amp; disabled!
2Liter Soda Fountain Distribution System. Have "Soda on Tap" ready. Easy to Refill . Great for Parties and other events. KEG
Ever get stuck in the mud, only to get really mad at boots? Fear not, The mud boot is here! Don't Get stuck, Get smart. Lets innovate boots
FREE Granola Bars
SmartMat: Revised. LED light doormat with speakers hooks up to your Android device to welcome guests. Plays music and message.
"spray on" non-stick coating to repair cookware and household appliances.
Snack &amp; Dip Kits ~ for lunches ~ reusable make fruits and veggies fun to eat Use over and over stop throwing away....
Golf hat sweat stain eliminator. Insert that attaches to inside of front of hat that protects the hat from being ruined with sweat stains.
Freight train that moves at a constant speed &amp; does not stop whilst delivering goods- A simple application of Time, Speed &amp; Distance.
Love waffles and pancakes? Revolutionize the way you chop your hot cakes with Quirky Breakfast Chop. Tired of chopping your hot cakes? Read
Shock by freezing bath lotion in cold weather? A product which can warm bath lotion,shampoo to offer total comfort bath without a shock.
Textured non-slip shapes on sheets to match specific popular and household products. Peel, apply and use with gripper confidence.
EasyCarry Lamp @ Easy to carry light ergonomic design @ Ideal for night time usage @ Un-obstructive inverted light-check on kids/elderly
Retractable dog leash that is capable of latching onto items by using a snap/clip application similar to a rock climbing clip via its handle
slip/stick sheild to frying pan before cooking when you want to pour your liquid based cooking without worrying youâ€™ll spill
IPOD Necklace with battery backup. Retractable bud wires are located very close to ears to eliminate excess wiring. Easy on/off collar.
Hands Free Top Opener
Sunshade ipad or any other device! Use your computer, ipad, TV, or any other device you want in bright sunlight without the glare!
This is a patent published Faucet handle that virtually eliminates both virus and bacterial contact.
The "Club Clip" possible name, is a clip that holds a golf putter or wedge to the side of a person while they are on the green.
Johnny Magic Water Saver
Trace &amp; Cut Paper Snowflakes
Memory Foam Bed Pan
a backpack that has a telescoping unbrella type cover. It would come up the width of the backpack and tiltover slightly like an awning.
Rubber mat that comes in a roll of 6 to 8 ft wide and cut to length.Different styles to resemble stone and rock. Great look at lower cost.
Keep your vacuum cleaner from scratching your baseboards with these simple adhesive-backed felt strips!
Y-Vase : the idea is to remove water out of vase as fast as possible and without spilling the water around - through bottom-side of vase
Evacuator is a toilet seat Smell Filter to remove foul odor while having a bathroom break. Turns on and off automatically. A must for all!!
Cologne/Perfume bottle tray with room for jewelry
Oil change reminder: small, adheres to windshield, timer/alarm. Sets by a push of a button to remind you when the next oil change is due.
The auto furler allows you to show your patriotism by flying the flag. Furl it at night and when it rains and unfurl when the sun shines.
iPhone CASE CUSTOMIZED FOR WRAPPING EARPHONES AROUND! After you stop listening, simply wrap earphones around! No need to unplug! See
pics!
Use "The Birthday Cake Topper" to blow out the candles only. Then bring out the real cake saliva free.
Give your children better access to their toys that are in the toy box. How about a toy box that cycles the toys through the toy box.
Arms tired from hanging shower curtains? Check out my Retractable Shower Curtain Hooks [Video!]
Toenail clippers w minimum 18"-long handles for ppl w problms that don't let them bend enough to trim toenails by themselves.
Everyone does IT! In the snow, in the sand, everyone! Makes the perfect Snowman or Sand Women or Sand Castle EVERY Time!
Cute steel toes for women. Pink zebra, leopard print....of heat shrink rubber. We love shoes but nobody loves a pair of boring work boots.
Clear plastic food storage containers in various sizes with attached, hinged lids.
Make pockets in the form of a patch; varied sizes, shapes, materials, colors; iron on, glue on, stick-on, sew-on. Attach to shirts, pants.
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A "power strip" with only USB ports for charging multiple devices from a single electrical outlet. Would not require replacing the outlet
removes oil/fat from soup instantly.no other product similar .For home use but restaurants have the larger need !this crude proto works well
One size shoe won't fit all,and one size AC power strip will not make anybody happy. So why not make a module expandable system.
A new Pool Net/Skimmer made of fine stainless steel/aluminum mesh and a new Pool Brush made with microfiber or better for the bristles.
A sound activated/LED programmable scrolling hard laptop skins. WATCH VIDEO!!!!
An 8 quart stock pot with a detachable motor that attaches to the clear lid providing continuous hands free stirring to simmering products.
Digital time stamper that records the time you did something (feed the baby or pet), with an alarm option to remind you to do it again.
Low-profile storage pouches can be installed on the panels of garage doors while allowing the garage door to operate freely.
"Grip-It" fun Non-Slip Safety Bathtub stickers on a roll. Fish change color with temperature change.
Back Scrubber for the Disabled
Red Eye? How many drop a wasted trying to get one drop of eye solution in your eye? With this perfect eye drop, you'll never miss ever again
Resubmit: Sitting idle for hours while at work, home or traveling? This will help exercise your legs and rest your feet. Carry anywhere!
Make an earbud cord with a bendable, hindged or flexable elbows, where it attatches to your IPOD/mp3/phone. Designed to wind around product.
I designed and built a water supply for a Keurig coffee maker.
Wallet/Pocket sized glucose meter/finger prick/test strip holder in ONE Stop fumbling with all three, can send info to Smartphone 4 analysis
A stylish hamper that sorts loads, has storage for detergent, is wheeled for easy transport, and hides unsightly dirty laundry!
well since the generation of mp3 started,we have spent tons of cash buying earphones..non satisfying....
Water filter / drink dispenser: A traditional water filter that attaches to you kitchen sink faucet with 3 different settings.
ROLL CUT BAKE AND SERVE BAKING TRAY .. By AWESEMO
Socket Buddy
A band and phone case that turns your iPhone into a fashionable yet functional iPhone watch.
Tape to keep critters out of house eg. snakes, scorpions, etc.
A wrist kind of watch with a timer in seconds that will induce a small shock if the restart button is not pressed, for sleepy drivers.
Tattoo for child. When travelling or shopping with children/elderly /special needs/ Tattoo your personal emergancy information
Bed and storage that grow with your child.
Future technologies: new category on your website. Technologies, that are just prototypeâ€“sci-fi now, but can already have their inventors.
TURN ANY SCREWDRIVER OR HAND TOOL INTO A RATCHETING "PISTOL GRIP" SUPERTOOL!! WITH A LIGHT! One Handed operation!
Great for leverage!!!
Garden Veggie Basket. Pick, Carry, and Wash your Veggies in one basket.
B-I-N-G-O / New Bingo Daubers. No more tired wrists(Paulette Jaques)
A sink that mounts to the wall, so people can properly &amp; decently throw up/vomit. Toilets were NOT designed for the face to lean into.
WaBaSco - Backpack Transformer
Adjustable Camcorder LCD Screen Viewer - Visor and side glare prevention
The Electric Infrared Griller for counter top use in the kitchen!! The perfect solution to people with out a backyard.
The Tag-Bag
A RF detector (bug detector) app that allows the cell phone user to pick up on RF signals and recording devices.
Travel Zip wallet holds plugs for kindles, ipads, etc..each plug is coiled &amp; plugged inside, 1 main outlet plug &amp; side openings.
I have found a common problem with headphones.It is hard to find a good pair of headphones that fit well in your ears and stay in your ears.
SOUP LADLE shaped more like a pitcher/jug with an elongated handle.
Solar Power Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush Get Whiter Teeth By Going Green!
SUNSCAPE LOUNGE MISTER - WOW finally a way to stay cool while sun bathing or grilling outdoors on those hot days.
ULTIMATE PIVOT POWER, WITH ONE HAND PLUG RELEASE AND LIGHT UP FUNCTION FOR EASY IN THE DARK USAGE .... By
AWESEMO
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Toilet Seat Stabilizer - this is a bracket that will glue to the toilet seat which has a bridge on each side of the seat to help stablize.
Rolling Combo Cover
Digital Measuring Tape extends on both sides- Adds &amp; displays as one measurement, eye level, minimizes tape bending &amp; Finds exact Center!
A silicone rubber sleeve that covers the sticky surface of lint rollers. The neck of the cover would fit any roller handle configuration.
Cool Pool!!! The home pool system affordable to any budget. Less digging, deep enough for diving boards, and made to last with concrete.
A Highlighter that doesn't get dirty when you Highlight things! Stays clean and bright!
360Â° Cooling Fan - Blows Away Competition!
Re-Submit ... Planter for Growth with Retractable Stakes and Self-Watering
Hemo Statikos TM a single use, sanitary, disposable wipe and applicator to stop bleeding.
A modern new take on the piggy bank. The "money tree" holds your loose change and your paper dollars. Great for kids!
Ever tried to get the XMas lights to stay on the window sill during the Holidays. My daughter, Kailee's 2nd grade invenion.
A ELECTRIAL NAIL FILE YOU PUT YOUR FINGER IN A OPENING AND IT TRIM YOUR NAIL PERFECTLY
A six disc changer for video game consoles and DVD's. You would have the ability to store and swap up to six DVD's or video games at once!
"The Smart Shopper" Leveraging Current Technology to Create Savings for Consumers and Profits for Retailers. http://vimeo.com/37442811
A input device to scanner imagens
scissors that operate from a pistol grip with a trigger like motion or battery operated. just hold onto the grip and use all fingers to use.
I would like to combine uv/nd fader filers into a transitional filter. The best of both in 1. For photographers and DSLR Videographers
I've Got Happy Feet! Tap Slip-Ons Turn ANY Shoe into a Tap Shoe! Tap Dancing is Fun &amp; Kids Will Get Exercise! Option to Light Up When Tapped
Don't pay for a case that straps a phone to your chest.(Miveu-X on Kickstarter) Buy a shirt with a custom pocket for your device! Many Uses!
Humorous Toilet Paper Dispenser. From a characters mouth? Toilet train your child faster, by encouraging them with hero or villain faces.
Bike holder and organizer to bicycle stuff at same time! #QCYCLE
Would'nt you like to walk your dog with out the hastle of holding a leash. Well I've come up with the perfect idea.
The "Webb Skim" is a easy Yet effective,efficient,&amp; time saving product used for catching bugs &amp; other debris that float on top pool water.
My product is an umbrella closing in reverse, which would be the opposite to the conventional umbrella.
The imagination box. Large plain white box with an erasable whiteboard surface. Erasable markers can be used to decorate, erase and repeat.
Help me invent curtains that you can see out clearly but not in at all. somewhat like tinted windows but better!
1 foot extension cord with on/off switch to cut power to individual appliances on a surge protector, like TVs,but still record shows on DVR
2 liter party soda dispenser, twist 2 liters up into the bar ,then use handle to tip them overand use the spouts to pour into cups.
I am going to a barbecue and I want to stop on the way and pick up a cheese platter to bring. Why are these platters always round?
Garbage Pail Advertising: Why not have companies advertise on residential garbage pails?
Massaging comforter. A vibrating blanket like a massage chair. Adjustable settings. Take with you anywhere
Padded cord and plug sheath
Here's a salad tumbler (NOT a lettuce spinner) that mixes all salad ingredients evenly in the bowl. Perfectly tossed salad - every time!
Plant Protector
Universal Modular Dishwasher Cage! (Jason Hunter)
Heated Toolbox.Cold tools when your working outside? Gloves to bulky? Heated Hand Tools. (Paulette Jaques)
Popovers are Delicious!! A Popover Toaster will make popovers accessible, no heating large ovens. Cupcakes, and Muffins too! Freshly made!
An attractive countertop cabinet to store vitamins and/or medications safely, but still easy for adults to access and remember to take.
A stress ball on the shifter of your car!
Quirky Keys!its 6 to 10 inches key to hold keys. There are three or more arms attached to hold keys
HOT SEAT A product designed to alert owners and or emergency personnel, should a child be left in vehicle.
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SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE CUPS AND SPOONS #spotsv
Are you suffering from Back Pain, Headaches, Neck Pain, Stress---The Ergo Reminder can help. The first ever Ergonomic product of it's kind!
Plastic K9 Keg Collar: is fun, used by the dog to drink and carry water, easy to use, affordable, and taps into the flourishing pet market.
the reason of the lid of the toliet. even if it is invisible, each time we flush the toilet uncountable number of bacteria is spreading.
Car Laptop Holder.
Foot controled toilet seat lifter. Step down on a pedal and the seat lifts. Take your foot off and the seat goes down.
Drop it? Pull it back with no problem!
See behind the horizon. A navigation that would see cars you do not see and give you time to react.
Countertop Reverse Osmosis Water Filter - Traditional RO systems are hard to install. NO Installation Required! Healthier than Brita water!
Extendable Hamper with wheels! and Extendable Trash Can with wheels! Both built in the same way.
TrakPhones
Magnetic business card / appointment card corner holders
This product will prevent drawing energy (and save $)when you are not using electronics, even if all electric chords are left plugged in.
Because of attaching (sewing) the top sheet of a matress to the bottom, fitted sheet, it makes for an easy and quick way to make beds.
Correct the issue of multiple sports lines on a turf field using LED lights
Duvet covers with two separate compartments enabling each sleeper to insert and store his/her desirable quilt/blanket!
Lint roller for floor sized applications for carpet, tile &amp; hardwood floors.
Have you ever had urine splash back on your self while using a urinal? Well with the Urine Shield, you can avoid these gross encounters!
Gauging earplugs or Jewelry as Bluetooth Headsets. They would look like regular earplugs but with one press they transform into a headset.
Heat/Massage Vest provides relief for shoulders,neck &amp; back by formulating a massage technique used in massage therapy with added heat.
using a unique and innovative device a product that grants one the benefit of complete and perfect earwax removal.
STORAGE STRAP ----------- Simply use your door to store.
My idea is a mud flap for 18 wheelers,my mud flap is a state of the art mud flap.
Garage Station for Work Gear. Convenient location for any handyman. Happy Wife makes a happy life.
A stand for the Amazon Kindle Fire to use at home and on-the-go
Create a A/C (air conditioner) air filter with a deodorizer within the fibers to give out a fresh smell.
Serving lobster/crab, a lot of time it became so difficult and messy. we all need a better way to crack out the lobster/crab???
360 SCISSORS: The Future of Food Prep...and BEYOND! ;-) [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Wireless Game Controller for Ipad or Tablet.
* Mouse Pad with Foldable Cable Holder * A portable slim mouse pad gives you a "hand" for organizing the bothering mouse cable.
Drywall patch roller. Repair drywall texture without extra products. It's green and reusable, easier to use.
All-Weather Dog Shield Leash! Protect Fido from Skin Cancer, Sunburn, and Rain &amp; Snow in Eyes &amp; on Fur! Lightweight and Easy to Use!
Tired of candles? Expensive plug-in refills? Spray fresheners are so 1990's. Freshen the entire room for a fraction of the cost!
Device that counts steps, calories/data, and tracks competitions progress. Pick a route and race your competitors to the final destination.
A wristwatch that turns into a Cell phone cradle.(Paulette Jaques)
Ultimate motorcycle wheel lock.With this device you can't ride the bike or push it.Most bikes are pushed away, and then stolen.Not anymore!
Track Your Child - without it being obvious! Shoe Lace clip on "FUN Shapes or Animals" GUESS WHAT - actually a GPS tracking device!
The Swishy Washy cup is ideal for people on the go. Get The Swishy Washy Fruit and Vegetable Wash Cupâ€¦For a Healthier You!
stop serious and fatal vehicle accidents with a stop sign sensor that can be used with any moving vehicle.
A clever alarm clock that puts everything you need to see right up front - current time, alarm setting, volume and song or buzzer.
No Man's Land reader glasses
Double Roller Rolling Pin. For personal or commercial use: Mom and Pop establishments for baking or home use. Unlimited consumers.
The Scalp Relaxer is an idea that I created, because everyone enjoys a relaxing stimulation to eliminate some of our everyday stress.
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As a new mom I am constantly spending money on baby gear. My product is a double sided spoon that could be used throughout the infant months
Sweater Pet: A Jacket for Kids that can turn into a Stuffed Animal.
RECOVALERTJewelry-A Special Line ofNecklaces,Watches,Anklets&amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin"Prompting QuickRecovery
ofPeople"
A cell phone 'Blue Tooth' with a silencer. I would like to have a private talk in public. Think phone booth in a Blue Tooth.
The Big Ezy wooden chair is specifically designed for clinically/morbidly obese people. Based on a Classic design for Contemporary needs
Snaptop Desk
USB powered compressed air and suction to clean out the knicks and crannies of your computer, silverware draw, corners of the kitchen floor
SkinShades
The Human friendly - space efficient - vertical standing eco-saver Dishwasher. A revolutionary design thinking on the user!
Well, your GF or Mom asks you all the time to help opening a bottle of water, soda or anynthing like that? Here is the solution!
My product is a strap to snap on to a laptop computer that will allow for easy carrying of the laptop. Snaps on to laptop, has handles.
iPodium
A collapsible debris guard that mounts to floor at garage door opening,swings forward flat when U drive in and backward flat on exit.
Mobile and Tablet Gaming Accessory.New Controllers/MICE!!! LIKE DUCK HUNT FOR THE IPAD!
BUTTER GRIDDER! Grids your butter into smaller pieces so it will melt faster-hence easier to spread!
A single earbud. Listen to music and hear what's going on around you at the same time. Great for Offices, Cycling, and Outdoor Activities.
DingBlocker is a car ding blocker which attaches to any car and blocks door dings.
Umbrella cover
Toothpaste Brush! screw on tooth brush designed to work with both travel size and regular squeeze toothpaste tubes.
A cell phone for older folks and large guys. Screen has large font for easy reading and larger slideout keyboard for easy texting.
Getting tired of the pain of grabbing too many grocery bags??? no more stress on the fingers
A portable sheet music holder! This item attaches to your instrument, allowing you to play and read while moving around!
Extend your cell/electronic battery life. Timer that you plug in, but only charges for the manufacturers charge time. Battery "Life-Saver"
App for iPhone 4 or other smartphone with forward facing camera that can let you know if you are drunk.
A reversible stylish umbrella w/a sliding handle and a squeegee that shoots the water away from u to get in your car quickly and not get wet
Have you thought of a new invention? Do you have a good idea, yet don't know what to do next? Well, pick up the Quirky book!
An easy to use, convenient way to cook food for one. It uses the steam from a teapot, which usually goes to waste, to cook your food.
Silicone chemical resistant sink base pads.Color coordinated to kitchen decor.
becoming a 1st time father has brought me alot of joy and a new idea to help parents lifting their child out of a playpen .
Portable Drop Down Gorgeous Travelcase (Not collapsible handle or wheel style)
Unhampered: Pickup/Dropoff Service Edition - a sealable, collapsible laundry basket intended for those on the go with no time to do laundry
Soda Pop Magnets, make downtime fun time.
is an electric rotating tooth brush that rotates in the right direction every time-as doc.said" with cheek protector also clean the tongue
A device you can plug your smart phone into in your personal vehicle which will allow it to display/control on a touch screen monitor.
Smart Shopper
RAIN for INDIANA C-O-R-N... CORN needs million gallons of GOD'S RAIN'S each year... GOD left RAIN'S in lakes for the CORN [sprinkler]...
The Multiple Strainers Pot. Versatile, various and usefull.
The pacifier set that makes weaning easier; never agitation your toddler again.
Check deposit/cash machine based on the same technology as an ATM and utilizing the same features as the electronic check processing system.
Individual clip-on LED lights for indoor silk plants and silk trees.
Mop floor scraper. plastic attachment for mop to scrape off grime on hard floors.
2-In-1. An on-the-go shot glass with a twist top container for your favorite choice of chaser.
A t-shirt with a flexible LCD screen which the owner can stream any video image to the actual t-shirt by plugging into a smartphone.
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The Swiss Army Knife of the USB (Pencil holder, bottle opener, mail opener, what else?) (Thirtyacre)
An adjustable divider that sits into any frying pan. Used to heat / fry multiple foods at once while combining flavors.
Miilo - the growing bicycle
Ever wish you had an EXTRA POCKET? Clip this pocket to your shirt, shorts, bag, etc. Can replace a wallet, an ipod clip, or a bag.
Stand Up / Sit Down Desk Topper Collapsible/Extendable surface to work sitting or standing at existing desks.
A basic glove design, with nonslip rubberized finger grips, and having two dish towels attached on each side of the glove for drying dishes.
A keyboard that plugs into your comp but is the size of a cell phone and instead of typing old fashion way you use this like you are texting
When deoderant is completely used, you get to the bottom of the dispenser, not with makeup cover ups, lipsticks, etc.-wasting what remains!
I LOVE SMOKED SALMON. But I hate touching it.
Fire Pit Cover
Contoured bucket. Bucket is to be contoured to carry bucket either on the hip or the leg without bucket rolling to one side or the other.
My invention is a mattress accessory that supports infants in the recommended back-lying position.
Retractable toilet seat that prevents disgusting stains and vacuums out foul odors before it can hit your nostrils
A baby bottle organizer the meets your needs of organizing and securely holding baby bottles in a kitchen cabinet or drawer.
A flexible water resistant magnifying glass that can be used in the shower or anywhere a small flexible magnifying glass is needed.
It's a food dish I call the "Ant Moat Pet Dish." Prevents ants and other crawling insects from getting into the pet food.
Organize laptops and tablets, keep them charged, keep them cool, and reduce living room clutter with the Media Caddy.
Soap shredder - You can clean your hands with bar soap without all the mess of using it directly while getting rid of liquid soap.
LAUNDRY WASHER PEDESTALS TO HOLD DETERGENTS - HOSES ATTACHED TO BRING DETERGENTS INTO WASHER'S CYLINDER. No
hassle with detergents
The Island is a stylish cloth wrist-band that fits around your forearm that is capable of holding your iPhone or Droid, never drop it again!
Chopsticks Master -- ANYONE without chopsticks skills can use them like expert, and even looks elegant in formal dining places!!
Pimp yor shoes like a pro. DIY kit sold as either stickers/decals/stencil kit that you color in. Waterproof. Great for crafting. RESUBMIT
Bagel Slicer based on a Cigar Cutter (double blade for a sharp, clean cut)
A simple way to Educate motorists how to Avoid and prevent from encountering Road rage
Disposable filter for sinks, shower drains, tubs w peel off stick back. Plastic bio degradable disk fits over the drain to catch hair etc.
An electric motor transmission suitable for a variety of applications. Simple, cheap, reliable, and efficient, it's only three moving parts!
The tie tracker will be like a sleeve which slides up or down the tie.
My idea is for a self-propelled, floating treadmill that would enable users to go for a run on their favorite body of water.
Need a simple project. Assemble a Time Capsule for kids of all ages. Imagine a fifth grader looking back on what they did in years past.
I have a dog that knows he isn't allowed on my couch. I need a voice activated mat that enforce that in my own voice when I'm at work.
Kicks University
Visor Notepad Organizer- Make a quick note, list, etc.
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
What smell worst than a cat litter box, a cat litter box with cat excrement. Whit my 100% Hermetic litter box, finish bad odors
Imitation angel moss planter liner-real ones last only 1 season, the liners solidity gets compromised and birds tear- $$ to buy every year
I'm designing a product for women who go out to clubs who typically wear tight dresses and have limited areas were important items
We need to try to fix the problem of our low waisted jeans causing small pin holes in our great knit shirts
The shin saver
Skitter - The Cross Country Ski Style Scooter
a touchpad @ resturant tables for what the customer needs, and allows you to swipe your card to pay
The Smart Flapper???????
A toothbrush holder that transform your kids toothbrush into a Dinosaur. Also it keeps the head of the brush away from sink surface.
Multi retractable cord charger with docking station and speaker for the iPhone, Pod, and Pad. Small and convient for families and travel.
Walk you dog anywhere without carrying an old milk jug. Keep Fido hydrated and while keeping your hands free to hold the leash.
Roll out vegetable garden - Simply roll it out in your garden and water. Has layer of soil, seed, plant feed and weed killer.
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We all have had the experience of misplacing our keys, glasses, camera, etc and the solution is the Wi-Fi FindsIT.
RESUBMIT UC 11/11 - Umbrella w/ Rubber Bumper &amp; Reflective Material, No Flipping, Poking or Slipping. Ergonomic, Microfiber Cover &amp;
More!
A small battery powered warm air eyelash dryer. Small enough to store with mascara and eyelash curler. You can't curl wet lashes!
Program that reads grocery list and organizes the aisles it is stacked in.
I have been plaqued with what to do with my thinning hair for years. I invented the Hairband to eliminate wigs, glue, and pins.
Door Fone - WiFi Front Door Security Camera/Phone System. A peephole camera and WiFi phone system. See and talk to who is at your door.
i basiclly would like to create watch that has a wade range of tec advantages inside waist watch
A shaving razor that magnetically clicks to the side of a can of shaving cream and has a spot of styptic on the base of the handle.
"TopPopper" Similar to keychain bottle top opener. Turns a regular water bottle into a sippy cup.
A quick and convenient way to hang babies' clothes. Not quite taking Solo to a nano-scale, but close!
A power driven cradle bed for adults! Science has shown that a gentle swinging motion aids a better sleep.
Turn your own suitcase "box" into a travel in "style" suitcase-every day neatly organized w/ separate compartments for each day of travel
Forget the mess,get the best! This simple productive handbag will organize and keep all your beauty products in place.
Eat chinese food Like A Boss! Chopstick holding device that allows comfortable eating.
Lip Balm that flavors your water! Turns your ordinary bottle of water into a yummy flavored drink, and moisturizes your lips all in one.
The objective is to make a small shower area larger. The "Shower Stick" adds approximately 12 inches of elbow room to the shower area.
X factor iPhone 5 case. Who'd of thunk an X could be so FUNXIONAL!
A functional golf/sport glove that provides heat to your hands in colder weather while allowing full range of motion and feel.
angry birds beer pong balls
Welcome to the world of BumperSnicker-Personal Comment System, where YOU have a voice for your own opinions, frustrations, and truths!
Disposable booties to cover feet at airport security screening. Protect feet, socks from dirt and fungus. Dispose before putting on shoes
Imagine using your mouse or keyboard right in the comfort of your own lap. My newly designed office or PC chair does exactly that!!
Twist Off Wattle Bottle...The new generation of recyclable water bottles! How many times do you open a bottle &amp; not finish it? Not any more!
A toy that lets kids be creative. Changes a little every time a child plays with it.
The infant poop detection device is used to detect if your crying baby has made a #2 without even going into the room and checking.
Phone Clip
E-ring earbuds fit on your finger like a ring unique retractable earbuds Simply pullout the earplugs and retract them with one finger twist!
My idea is a FITTED-FLAT SHEET. The idea is to fit the fitted-flat over the fitted sheet(without tucking)... which will stay in place.
BedBasket Bingo ! Store stuff near bed near, neat, and off floor :) GOT 137 VOTES
Hi-efficiency reflector for chemical light sticks used by campers, police and more. Reduce battery usage. Preserve our Environment.
The "EZ-Grip" Plunger allows user to plunge a clogged toilet with ease, very practical for senior citizens with arthritic hands.
The Wrist Wrench
Smoke reducing ASHTRAY
A portable yet powerful 3/8" ratcheting wrench idea, it started as a need to have tools with me on long motorcycle rides.
A way to keep your kids cool in that dreadful summer heat, and If you like water guns, then you'll really like this idea. It's two in one.
household automatic knitting machine. make a design on your computer and the machine will create the scarf, hat or sweater you wanted.
My idea involves tablets and personal devices. We need a bendable, easily mounted, flexible bracket for a tablet next to a bed.
I want to create a watch that can translate a conversation with someone of another language without having to use a cellphone
Floating audio dock for iPodÂ®,iPhoneÂ®; and also holds beverage of choice! Enclosed by a waterproof casing so you can enjoy music anywhere.
Replacement Bottle Cap with built in calorie counter. Just screw it on any plastic bottle to keep track of calories
a small device you could stick on the corner of your car window (front and back) to let people know there is a cop so they dont get a ticket
Adjustable christmas tree
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A quick and easy lever action product that prevents wildlife from getting in my outdoor garbage cans.
RESUBMIT FROM 6/11/2011: A Key "Chain" That Actually Organizes Your Keys! (With Simple Video Prototype)
My Modesty Bag
Dual safety light for changing flat at night; clips onto car fender to provide lighting for proper placement of jack and change your tire.
clip on jewelry for sneakers Initials or other designs animals/sports items/etc that clip on the side of the lace on the sneaker
My idea is called Man-Aliners. It is a panty liner for men made out of cotton,plastic placed in men underwear to maintain dry and clean.
Cup Warmer
Magnetic clamp with a shelf fo
How many of you hate to place the dreaded cone on your dog or cat to keep them from licking a wound? Well now you don't have to any more.
Make any existing power cord retractable and avoid hand winding or tangled cords in the drawer. Use the cord intended for your device.
America loves to BBQ, Tailgate, Camping &amp; cook. I have an amazing safety dispenser for Aluminum Foil, Wax Paper, Cling Wrap Paper.
My product is called the Head Bed. It is a soft, hammock like forward head rest for children who fall asleep in their car seat.
You get home, where to put your keys, etc.? How about a tray or hook under your light switch?
Wind Songs wind chime
Are you tired of eating tiny little burgers? Start eating larger thicker burgers that don't fall apart with the Burger Flip Flop.
This Card holder allows you to easily track the balances on your gift cards, this unique item also provides a storage area for receipt.
Years ago I invented a way to stabilize beach blankets to the sand, this way the wind doesn't flip it over, covering everything with sand.
A sensor on a vehicle bumper on both sides which monitors road markings and sounds alarm when the vehicle begins to drift out of lane.
Baseball cap with folding brim. Fold the brim down,turn and protects the neck,fits under cycle or baseball helmets.Flashing light option.
Dustpan Vacuum. Vacuum the small particles and sweep up the large items such as broken glass, leaves etc.
* UDock * is a universal mobile device desktop stand / dock. (e.g. Smartphones, music players, cameras, tablet pc's up to 7", etc.). VIDEO
Presentation Remote + Beverage Sleeve -- 30 Million presentations are given ach day. Most of the time in a casual setting over beverages.
A storage cube with endless possibilities! Tops include upholstered seat/XL sticky pad/chalkboard/LEGO (R) or iPad/tablet base and more!
Antibacterial doormat: a sponge like doormat with a built in antibacterial cleaning solution built in that you refill
a dvd album folder that holds both dvd and movie cover.
There is a need to design special Break-away sheets that prevents hangings. These specialty sheets would save lives.
trash bag holder or dispenser for attaching to a trash receptacle and atrash receptacle comprising same
A smart phone case will beep and alert you if you get too far from your cell phone or keys.
A child/person loacator in very small package using very small battery to convey location once per hour or day on terrestrial cell network.
Pedowatch
COSMECTO KNIFE holds all your essential makeup and grooming tools in one small convenient device.
Breathe Easy Credit Card- Ever had an asthma attack and didn't have an inhaler nearby? This credit card will administer 5 rescue doses!!
Closet boot rack to hang from ceiling. Adjustable coated holding brackets.Allows view of boot looking up. Easy to slip in and out.
Reduce trash by creating a reusable 6 - 8 oz. ceramic yogurt container. No more plastic and foil non-biodegradable individual cups.
Tired of people turning off light switches to your computer or other electronics? Want to keep that light switch on? You need SwitchGuard.
Wireless pulse oximeter, ECG leads and BP cuff which can be attach to any monitoring device in a hospital setting.
The BEEPLET- A bracelet beeper for both men and women with interchangeable bands and beads. No more beepers attached to your hip!!
Air deflector heats up the hands while typing on computer. Uses heat generated by the computer in its regular usage. Accessory or Built-in
!No More Holes in your Shirts! A truly original idea. The Quirky button pin backing.
Quirky-Double Window Shield protector keeps your car cool and helps you see while driving on a sunny day.
My idea is simple have a sented pocket pad that fits on a any standard size ceiling fan blade and speads the fresh scent's around any room.
PORTABLE LAP TOP OFFICE
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Heat reactive STICKERS that changes color to let people know the surface is hot. Great for radiators, air vents, doors &amp; more. Green idea!
Share your point of view and support your favorite sports teams with an electronic badge button.
Urine specimen cup holder for pregnant ladies.
A SIMPLE KIT TO MAKE ANY TATTOO GUN WIRELESS. BATTERY PACK ATTACHED TO GUN AND A WIRELESS FOOT PEDAL. FIRST OF
IT'S KIND!!!
Ice sore joints: pliable bag of pea sized green freezing gel beads to simulate a bag of frozen peas, held in place with a flexible wrap.
Do you love a cup of tea, but don't like standing there jiggling tea bags for 3-5 minutes? The TeaTimer will do it for you!
A single sliding measuring spoon..can adjust to any TSP size up to TS size by the movement of your thumb.
These two products are bracelet for children that squirts sanitation and a belt clip provides the same service
2 Grips are better than 1 - The Flex Double Grips, a convenient way to get a grip on your things!
a mobile phone case that clips to a bra strap to securely store it when pockets are unavailable and a purse is too much. for EVERY woman!
A Dehumidifying Hockey and Gym Bag to Control Odor.
Environmentally friendly,an electrified garden border preventing slug and snail damage to vegetables. No need for poisonous baits. Solar.
If you need more, just plug it in. The power outlet that let you decide how many you want.
My granddaughter is a climber. Toy boxes tip easily.Let's design a toybox w/ a shelf for books/puzzles on bottom and layers/diviers inside
A cable that connects a cell phone to a computer to record cell phone calls and transfer voice mail messages from the phone to the computer.
a swivel platform sits on floor of side door loading trailer and when the atv is positioned, it swivels to drive the vehicle back of trailer
A doc for your cell phone at home with dummy phones in other rooms to answer with
Solar Power Case for Android and iphones. This device provides additional power source for cell phones.
An adhesive strip that runs on the side of your left hand so you do not smudge your writing or artwork when using pencil in school/work.
By connecting the USB adapter to a portable Apple product it will achieve the same function as a regular Ipod cable. It will be universal.
Cordless telephone that is also a television remote control.One side of the unit is a phone the other is a remote.One unit two functions.
A "Helping Hand" that allows little hands to hold hands (of cards) when playing card games or boards games with cards.
Razor blade with 6 ultra sharp, long lasting, thin razor blades. A precision blade will sit at the top of the six. Rechargeable battery.
The money cleaner! Click here to learn more and vote to have one in your store soon!
The Mitten Teether is a line designed specifically to alleviate the pain caused by teething or swollen gums. Great for busy parents!
Store ur iPhone where u can easily use it to check/write messages: ur forearm! Great for wearing at bars/clubs; no chance you'll lose it!
Compact extension arm for Iphone that allows the users to take their pictures/videos from a distance by using the controls on the handle.
A magnetic cord clip that can stick to a metal surface or just sit flat an use its weight to keep cords at your fingertips.
Children grow out of shoes every three months? Why should you have to but them a new pair of shoes and throw away the old ones. Money wasted
Retractable Egg Case. The space saver.
New style hamburger maker. Like a toaster.(Paulette Jaques)
A circular two sided pill organizer that is separated in 12 pie shaped compartments per side. On top would be each hour of the day.
Multi-purpose Hanger. Attached shoulder shaper can open and close. Perfect for travel.
Hockey stick holder for you car and at home
SAVES LIVES!!! Tired Driver Glasses wake you when your eyes close for longer than just a blink.
Safety First! Trampoline and Foam Pit. The only one stop shop for X-Treme Sport athletes. A helmet is not enough when you wanna go fast
realty show Floorwalkers,show would focus on busting people stealing from retailers.realtime coverage of thieves getting caught in the act!
This is a pen using electronics will show a joke,any picture when the pen is held a certain way. Can be programmed with more digital stuff.
A thimble-like finger glove to protect the index finger from getting â€œcutâ€ by your thumbnail when you write for long periods of time.
Laptop Table
Truck &amp; SUV heavy twisted tow chain . 2 types ( Decoration &amp; Use )
BANDITS 2. One band, 2 hooks. Double useful!
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THE QUIRKY BOOK-RESUBMIT FROM DEC 2011-Simple, clever book introducing everyone to the joy of Quirky. Should be easily read and inexpensive.
Toilet Bowl Wipers for Hands Free Toilet Bowl Cleaning (Gets rid of manual toilet bowl brushes from the bathrooms) - Simple and Hygienic
Quirky SLIM PLUG ADAPTER!! Move that furniture tight against the wall with this cool plug. Face it RIGHT, LEFT, or DOWN!!! Has 2 plugs, 2USB
Collapsible plastic food containers with a screw-on lid.
Let's revolutionize home cooking and baking so we can all cook like the pros while saving the environment with permanent parchment liners.
THE AQUIBIOUS By attaching your very own aquibius any faucet, you can filter your water or dispense carbonated soda! 8 flavors or clean H2O
OK, this is my first submittal so bear with me! The idea is called a "picture mute" or "darken button" for newer TVs.
SUCTION/ AIR PRESSURE-FREE...TRASH CAN! Never have an issue getting the trash bag out of the can again! Or getting a new bag in....!!!
A binder for left handed people that allows them to write without needing to reach through the rings.
Universal tv remote that is baby proof. The remote that locks down the remote and the television itself.
SHEET TAGS or LINEN LABELS
Mail opener. Does not tear inside documents. Knife is situated between 2 pieces of wood. Measures 10 2/3" long and 2" high.
An electronic bumper sticker that can show different designs with an easy, simple, and fast download. An ipod for bumper stickers. isticker
this trash can is a all in one with a storage unit that will hold your roll of trash bags.
i want to see a popcorn colander that releases corn kernels but keeps the fluffy popcorn in order to separate them after popping corn.
As parents are you running out of ideas to keep your children busy this summer? Ideas that will not break your bank in this hard times.
The SleepySling provides the stability of a neck pillow and the comfort of a regular pillow in one product by wrapping around a headrest.
It is a robotic toy police car that goes around making a police siren sound.
"Infopromo cards"- 15, 30, and 60 second audio promotional flyers used by companies/ consumers to promote their business/brands.
Who Fed The Dog? The BATTERY FREE Mechanical Reminder! 1 press lets everyone know the dog is fed! (Your dog wont be able to set it.)
Sick of charging your phone on the floor? Plug the PowerShelf into the wall and you've got an instant charging station.
I have been in a full arm cast for over 6 mths, I have the best idea ever for making wearing one more bearable.
Why isn't there a cordless hair dryer for personal and professional use? My wife complains about the cord constantly.. why not create one?
A girl's dream Tea Party Kit with table cloth, gloves, hats, purses, dishwashers safe dishes. Bring the tea party to life with one product!
Lingerie hangers. In order to not lose the shape of clothes.
Watch plant drink water before your eyes! Also let's you know when it's had enough! Simple way to help your plants stay alive &amp; happy! VIDEO
floss friendly toothbrush. Click folder link for illustrati
A video game controller cushion that is placed directly on top of a video game controller/ padâ€™s buttons and directional console.
Clear fish net that opens &amp; closes - Fish wont know you are coming, trap quickly &amp; transfer safely, No fish Jumping out. Good for grabbing.
Have you ever went outside to get in your car and realized your tire was low? Well I have just the thing for you called the "Equalizer Plus"
The Rack is a home based multi-gym specifically designed to achieve all fitness goals such as; strength, flexibility, endurance, and power
The tooth brush that ensures your kids brush their teeth. I have 2 boys and spend my life checking that they have brushed their teeth.
MINIMAL FRYING/COOKING WITH VAPORIZED OIL USING INNOVATIVE HOT PLATE/GIRDLE/PAN
glasses that mimic the effects of the sun
Blown Light Bulb Reserve light.
Decorative Pencil Sharpener
Patent#5,261,160.My invention is to provide a nail clipper with a clippings container wich is relatively simple to manufacture and use.
A customised home palletstacker that is specifically designed for home owners to use for moving heavy furniture.
Autospeak, a device to wirelessly transmit speech via car speakers to enable clear communication inside an automobile
Dome-shaped flexible freezer pack contained within an insulating pouch. Designed to keep your head cool on a hot summer day.
Butter Me Dish!
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Plastic bottle with three nozzles. Squeeze the bottle, product comes out of the three nozzles at the same time on hair section.
Open A Food Jar With the "Firm Hand"
A bed post cushion that wraps around the bed posts, to prevent a person from injuring/ hurting themselves when they accidentally kick them.
This is an idea for a universal baby bottle nipple/spout that would fit any standard drinking glass and convert it into a baby bottle.
Quick Juice. Grab a charge from another cell phone.----SIMILAR IDEA IS IN THE UC RIGHT NOW---The uSwivel will be a stand for tablets with the competitive advantages of rotating 360Âº and universal clasps for secure placement.
Enlarge a slide-out computer desk keyboard shelf.
A device base on a transmitter and a receiver or a phone app that will improve customer service.
Surround sound knit hats and headbands with sound coming from four points (one in front of each ear and one behind each ear)
Do you hate using the bathroom after someone did a number two(poop)? Tired of stuffing your nose with tissues? Don't spray it, suck it away!
A microwave steamer bowl designed to emit steam after boiling with water, let it sit a few minutes, remove, then wipe dried on food easily.
Change your floor tile colour at a whim and back again or customize the pattern as easy as lift and replace. Forget scraping and regluing.
Does your driving make others sick? The rolling car seat can make driving more comfortable and safer for you and your passengers.
Leave your flag outside year round and all weather, here's how ! Click Link for attachment below folder. please vote !
A wireless keyboard specifically designed for the iPad. Includes a home button, camera button, sleep button etc.
Fruit Picker with Chute helps fruit glide down making it a practical, quick, safe and fun way to collect fruit!
Sunglasses/Key-chains hide-away decorative wall cabinet with mirror to keep hidden. No more misplacing sunglasses and keys!
NO MORE BRUISED FRUIT! Fruit bowl with raised edge for softer fruits to sit on top.(Paulette Jaques)
Magnetic Kitchen Towel Holder for Refrigerator.Or suction!(Paulette Jaques)
Bung-O Pet Toy
For the construction industry. A heated caulk gun that allows you to work in cold climates without pre warming your materials.
A flexible gel filled lunch sac that can be kept in the freezer until ready to use.
A electronic pipe and glass cleaning system.(hookah/ bubbler,ect. cleaning machine)
Pet hair grooming brush attachment for vacuum cleaners.Groom your dog or cat and gather all the hair and dander that is missed by brushes
(RESUBMIT) Lets make a pitcher that is easily used by the whole family plus portion controlled for the younger kids!
Wireless Audio Travel Neck pillow for Children and Adults.
Carry all handle. Handle for plastic bags,all types of bags you take to the store or from the store.A handle for almost anything.
Sorry guys, this one is for all the Ladies! INVISIBLE PREGNANCY SUSPENDERS! Keep your pants in place and your belly comfy!
Cologne, body spray, air fresheners that smell and are marketed to the exact smell of leading laundry detergents and fabric softeners.
An "app" that allows you to place an order at a fast food restaurant (pizza place, etc.) before you're even there.
Use plastic pellets form plastic recycled bottles to make small wind energy for camping and more,4 or 5 parallel,store energy like solar.
Cubycle
Auxiliary cable to hook up TV to game console, DVD player, Video player, Wii, etc.
Do you live in a dorm/apartment and not allowed to paint the interior? The solution: non-damaging PEEL AND STICK WALLPAPER in solid colors!
a velcro sneaker with changable skins of color and designs, light weight as gator material, change skins and sole bands to match outfits.
Ever seen how your kids get a fair amount of exercise trying to climb a slide? Climbon a simple way to exercise with endless climbing.
7*7*7 Portable Infltble Tent/Mosquito netting for backyd hang out, basbalgames, camping-Stakes secure tent to ground. Storage-deflate/tiny
Co2 Powered Water Gun
Solar powered case that automatically recharges the iphone battery!
A safe, easy, quick, effective, and affordable way to remove unwanted hair from the outside edges of a manâ€™s ear.
RESUBMIT! over 200 votes, this time the idea is that this single flex may be used to create a full power strip if need it.
BUMP-LESS is an iPhone bumper case with a lanyard that secures the case and provides a safe grip.
Use the "Quick Fridge" when your wife is not around to get you a beer!!With Electric Cup Holder,Keep that icy frost in your beer!!
Magic Carpet Garden: Roll out "Sod" type garden w/ built in tree, flower and vegetable seeds, &amp; fertilizer. Water and watch grow.
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HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school; university students; who can keep track of them.
RESUBMIT: CONSERVE WATER TIMER/TOY - For kids outdoor water sprinkler fun. Kids can beat the heat, conserve water &amp; save money. 2
options
If you ever go to the dentists office...your dentist should have one of these.
Body markers draw or print or tattoo for child,elderly,special needs, teens. Tattoo your personal emergancy information or design your body
Wood floor that snaps together like puzzle pieces. Building yourself a wood floor couldn't be any easier.
KEG KANTEEN! Tired of looking for a barrel or plastic tub to place your keg in? Either place ice in it or make your own iced keg mold!
Any shape NO friction tread inspired bicycle "wheels".
www.3ddoodles.com Online and printed activity books. Markers, 3d glasses, ruler. Access to printable puzzles and do puzzles on monitor.
The temperature indicator that detects a high temperature. It is a patch that changes colors based on the temperature.
AN AUTO BUMPER STICKER HOLDER MADE FROM STRONG CLEAR PLASTIC SHEET WITH ADHESIVE AROUND EDGE WITH ZIPLOCK
SLOT ON 1 END TO SLIDE STICKER IN.
The Picatinny rail standardized accessory mounting on firearms. PhoneRail is the evolution of this idea for the iPhone and iPad.
A strainer with a handle for more control and a funnel for precise pouring. Making straining safer and less messy.
Drip Genie
a case to block any incoming signal.
People love their baseball caps, and they love to wear them backwards. That's why I came up with the idea for the backwards baseball cap.
Measuring and marking lines with a tape or ruler is difficult. This idea makes it quick and easy.
Kid Safe Suction cup Phone/Tablet holder for your cell phone/tablet. Entertain your kids with your electronics but keep them safe too!
A trash bag band that is decorative, air freshener made with thick elastic material to go around your trash bag and can. Diff. sizes for all
DecoPot
Clear plastic food storage containers in various sizes with attached, hinged lids.
Power Plug Direction Converter
Home Laser Hair Remover - folds on whole leg/arm or lays flat on whole back/belly and hits the whole area at the same time with one click.
Countertop Cords
Combine all your USB into one. " MEMORY VAULT " union makes the difference.
When it's 15 degrees on the slopes you shouldnâ€™t have to take off your gloves to change your music.
Speed Load Beverage Carton. Produce 12-pack bottle cartons with tear strip near the bottom to ease loading into coolers or refrigerators.
Move your hard-to-reach electrical outlets wherever. Makes access easier. Child-proofs outlets you still want to use.
Glo in the dark markers. Illuinate your favorite sayings or shapes, eg: palm tree, prayers, stars, saleboats etc. pretty well anything.
A Chill Mat with fans to cool a pizza and allow people to eat it at a more comfortable temperature that doesn't burn their mouth.
Finally a product that will increase the interest of the young skateboarders to have choices for having more fun while skateboarding. GREAT!
Simple and easy to use multi-bar soap holder for the shower. Dispensing and refilling is a snap and might someday, save your life.
Retractable strap iPad/Tablet Backpack. Carry your iPad without breaking your back or holding it under your arm. Use if 6 different ways
The stir and store! Eliminates mess, and speeds up the cooking process by saving valuable heat!
Motion detecting platform that moves 360.Great for Skyping,video conference.Follows your movement.Have your own camera man in your room.
Velcro secured, wrist band with gel pad wrist rests for laptop users to reduce wrist pain.
Potty chair that SAFELY SECURES TO THE BATHROOM FLOOR.. kids can be just like mommy &amp; daddy
Bang! Pop up wipes for your hair! Clean oily bangs fast. No mess, no water,no need to wash your whole head. From limp to fresh in minutes.
WINK Call-A-Pet (Keep Your Pet Out of Trouble) App.
My cable critter line can help the world solve it's wire and cable management problems, while being practical, inexpensive, and fun.
Bulk Battery Storage, Dispensing and Recycling Solution
A quality but reasonably priced SHADE for window Air-Conditioning units, designed to maximize efficiency.
Make-Up Mirror Light - Outfit Your Mirror, Any Mirror With Flexible LED Light Strip.
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Stick-Up Fan. Stick a Fan wherever you want! USB Rechargeable pack and directional fan.
GLOW IN THE DARK SHOE CLIPS. Find shoes or slippers at night, in a dark closet, or while getting dressed in the dark.
Spill Proof Serving Tray
"ALL IN ONE WHEEL BRUSH" fast easy efficient way to wash and detail any wheels/rims.
Insert a GPS locator inside a animal collar/harness to track animal.Downloadable App for mobile phones/computers. T.Prior &amp; D.Keegan.
Pet Travel Mate - A pet travel container and storage unit for all your pets food and travel needs?
Remaking the Baby Stroller (One Wheel Stroller)now with images
Soft &amp; Cozy Combination Kennel &amp; Bed for Cats &amp; Small Dogs
My cable critter line can help the world solve it's wire and cable management problems, while being practical, inexpensive, and fun.
Never be locked out from your garage door because the remote control is out of batteries or it is lost, or does not function well?
Flexible key ring for babies made out of rubber. The keys would be made out of rubber instead of hard plastic.
Nail polish remover aerosol spray. Gets rid of nail polish in just one spray.
Oh no!! Dropped your soap on the floor again? Let's solve this annoying problem. See photo, please comment
Introducing Flex, the New and Improved iPad or Touch-pad case with FULL SLIM Touch QWERTY keyboard, no more fat fingering the keyboard..
HEY GUYS! CHECK OUT THESE HEADLIGHTS!!! Providing front lights for walk behind and riding lawn mowers without lights. Patent pending.
The AcCARDion if the answer to getting those greeting cards out of drawers and boxes and in plain view so they can be enjoyed.
A universal handle that is attached to any dumbbell to mimic a kettle bell. The "Kettle Handle" invention will end the era of kettle bells.
When is YOUR birthday? We need to reinvent the birthday candles to LEDs, Singing and Animate! (Thirtyacre)
Wrinkle-guard car seatbelt sleeve made of a soft "cushiony" inner material, e.g., down, covered by satiny type material. Velcro fasteners.
Formula or milk flavored pacifiers.
Fryer basket sectioned to put fresh tortillas in to make taco shells that you can use with your home deep fryer.
I would like to create and design Compact coffee warmer.
LAMP SWITCH: Keep the power running to your lamp, then use this corded small box to turn your light on and off.
#1 toilet problem, Urine Splash.. "No Splash" is the total solution to urine splash, odor and calcium deposits from urinating in toilets.
NITE LITE. The reflective umbrella.
BIG(84"x84")BEACH BLANKET. Weighted edges and waterproof layer inside prevent the wind from blowing it or wet ground from soaking through.
safe box
Tired of always fumbling with keys? With KwiKey the right key is just a button away! Let the LED light guide you to keyhole in the dark.
Drawstring shuttle protects the end of a bulky drawstring making it easier to thread through a drawstring channel and prevents fraying.
A Quirky tank top with a pocket for her Smart Phone on the inside.
Where does the energy of people in a gym? My equipment will make athletes into sources of clean and renewable energy.
Caixa Branca - Sistema de seguranÃ§a e Monitoramento on-line e off-line para veÃ-culos
Are you tired of the mundane routine of snow removal? Well the future is here with sublimation! A faster, better way to remove snow and ice.
trackable ID for eyeglasses
Quirky Ultra Flat Bookmark that triples as a Magnifying Glass and a Refillable Highlighter!!
Disposable Kitchen Gloves Dispenser!
Wall Mirror with Detachable Hand Held Mirror.
The Collapsible Garment Hanger, the easier, gentler way to hang a sweater without stretching the collar.
a snake handler, you have to avoid getting bit! i developed a product that fits over the snakes head, to protect the handler from injury!
Adhesive measuring tape with yelllow background and measurements printed in black numbers. The tape will be 2" wide and increments 10'
SOLEIL - A combination task and grow light for your indoor plants--render by simplyinclined (Resub)
A lightswitch or socket that can be controlled with your universal or cable remote. By using the auxilary button.
connect electronic cigarette and tablet pen
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Track your WATER. with The Digital Thermos.
Flashlight with multiple bulbs, allowing more visibility/could easily slip onto wrist/handle is magnetic to work on cars/set on table 4 lamp
No Ipod, No Worries! These Wireless heaphones can play/control your itunes/window media player anywhere in the world with a wifi signal!!
Portable power for all your cord-equipped yard and shop tools! A backpack mounted 110V power supply that you recharge when you're done!
portable Vacume cleaner for automobile interior - plug into smartphone's charging cord.Vacume uses phone's battery. 5 different colors
Magnet board for children. It allows the user to place magnetic objects onto the board.
Pen pin , pen holder
New Apple Cable Adapter - 30 pin to 9 pin so that ALL your old IPhone gadgets don't need to be upgraded!
Temperature changing reward stickers for boys, sticks inside your toilet.
Clever device for wall outlet items changing the slot direction or angle your item in the direction you want it to face in your room!
A product finder kisok. This will allow you to type in your list of item's and print out which isles the product is located with the price .
No more torn toast. A microwave safe butter knife with chamber for butter. Microwave to soften, push button down and butter comes out blade.
Bobble Marker Caps! They will keep the ink from drying out!
Funnel With a Shut-Off - Fill Without Spill
An eating aid for elderly or physically challenged adults. Scoop up foods easier and with less or no spilling.
A PERSONAL SNACK BOWL AND DRINK HOLDER COMBINED WITH A DIPPING SAUCE CONTAINER!
A plastic solar charger.
Oval shaped strainer creates easy concentrated pour spouts on both ends. Snap on serving and storing bowl. Flip to serve with no mess.
Laundry Basket with Collapsible or removable Dividers.
Thin lap desk,non slip area for cpu or tablet(to 15'6 in)slide out mouse pad.Clip/drawing board placed on the backside.Pen/pencil holder
3-Way Retractable Spine Microfiber Duster. Rigid for normal use. Floppy for gentle dusting. Retract to keep dust in check + for storage.
Barber chair with outlet/power cord built on. Free up the barber to do their job, customer wont get hit w/ cord. Quirky or not?
Imagine a fry basket (Mcdonalds) that fits inside a standard litter box. One lift and you're done. No more grotty scoopers.
Pouch Massager Foot Rest - At work, while chatting, on the bed, use anywhere. UBS friendly, rest while work. After use, fold and carry!
yellow square placard reads caution old man with hat at the wheel

suction cup attachment to be placed in windows of vehicle

a dock/wall mount that charges the device and has HDMI and audio output connectors.
Top Down Bottom Up window treatments are beautiful,smart, but expensive. I propose a Vinyl Roll Blind for the Top/Down effect Save $
An iPhone case that has the ability to print any photo, notes, emails, receipts, etc. It also acts as an extended battery.
STOP cooking your food while defrosting it. Defrost it in water with the Thawsome! Attach to any drain plug or faucet to keep it submerged.
TIRED OF PET HAIR ON YOUR FACE!My idea is like the roller tape 4 your clothes but on a stack on a glove so it moves w/the shape of your face
Fun, quirky shaped knife holders &amp; knife sets. Knife Storage Blocks look dull and boring... Lets Quirk-a-fy them!
Surge Protector with only 1 or 2 outlets. A desktop or laptop computer only needs one power outlet. Power strips are mainly for TV centers
Snore Stopper app and device with Chirp in mind
Make Texting Easier! Small residue-free conductive adhesive nubs for your thumbs to make texting more precise and ease frustration.
Plastic Totes with built in dividers.
iPhone battery running down fast?! Forget your cable again? Let's solve this problem. IPhone case with charging cable built in!!
Marvel Temperture Cup
cadenas d'amour
"who's been in your house" Bottle Cap Camera, Looks like a empty bottle but has a built in surprise!!Catch them in the act
Musical Clapping device- fun and simple way to teach children music!
Ever sit in a chair out in the yard,camping or at the beach and have the legs sink into the ground. How about a portable base thats stops it
An Easy Sharpen Knife: the handle splits in half, the top half can slide over the blade, inside the sliding handle a knife sharpener!
Wrappapotamus
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(RESUBMIT)Frying Oil disposal bags. Pour in, seal and throw way or store it or for recycling. Use for any kind of oil that needs disposing.
Weigh ur food with ur phone! Plug-in or Bluetooth weight sensor turns iPhone into food scale! Portion control product! Imagine the apps...
Taxi-Cab Hailing smartphone app.
RESUBMIT 2-2-2012-Works like a pivot power but pivots into the shape of a flower with night light! Kids will love this form of pivot power
CAR-THARSIS
Easy Stir Food Container With Expandable Bottom - Stir Without Spill, Save on Fridge Space, Yet Have Room To Stir When Reheating.
My idea calls for having a combination garment bag gym bag. It is a unique way to keep dress shirts and blouses out of sweaty gym bags.
Automatic grooming kit for pets. It contains foaming brush, sprayer and dryer. It relieves the pet owner from having to do the work.
K-9 Security Deterrent
Ready to reinvent the water pail? Waterbags will totally change the way one stores,carries,and distributes water in their everday lives.
Reddiware.Cookware with built-in thermometer. Baking ware with integrated thermometers viewable through the oven door.
motion sensor spice dispensers
Don't crack your head or bust out your teeth in a pool again. The Turnbuckle keeps the concrete edges and deck safe and padded.
A Functional USB Cord Organizer for those cords that arenâ€™t permanently hooked up to the computer
Snow Fight Gloves!! Perfect for fun!!
A connection of a toilet and pissoire (urinal) in one.
Digital photo/gif Refrigerator Door Magnet Display. A 3inch by 3 inch flat led display with a usb attachment, chargeable battery and magnets
Plastic snap straps with additional circular ends at the clasp end of the snap strap.
New and Improved Wireless Network Connected Alarm Clock, Record your own Alarms or use standard beeps &amp; even set them with a cell phone app!
Stringed musical instrument with pipe/dulcimer design. Novel, inexpensive, easy to play. see hybritar.com
Cozy in your Lazy Boy...Is your front door locked or unlocked??? Now you can know for sure with Red Light Green Light that lets you know!
Magsafe for iPhone
NEVER Lose Your Keys Again! Have You Ever Lost Your Keys Possibly Allowing Access to ALL of Ur Valuables Like Your Home? Finally A
SOLUTION!
Paw covers that cover a pet's paws during inclement weather. For use when walking during bathroom runs.
Quick Reference Guide for New Parents who need advice that only captures most important information and tips for the first few months.
Pool and Spa Control
An air tight bag that makes it easy to maximize space for shipping, storage, or luggage. It has an air vent that lets air out but not in.
Pop up utensils is like a Swiss army knife.Take this on the go!Great for picnics,camping,and taking your lunch to work!
My idea is a kitchen garbage can with a detachable bottom piece that unclicks from the top of the can so you lift the can off of the bag.
NO FLOSS
Commercially available glow in the dark bicycle. Improves safety and visual appeal. Over 300 votes, thanks everybody!
Let's do something different from the norm on Quirky and create the Your Mother's Moustache brand!
briefly,my idea is a ice chest with four wheels like the ones used on sand wheelchairs, also it would have built in pockets to carry stuff
Frustrated with smelly trash? Annoyed by having to change 1/2 bag? The Can Cool Can, trash can made especially for food and organic waste.
Cordinizer. A super Quick and Easy way to keep your wires and cords from getting tangled up with each other for traveling or storage.
(RESUBMIT)PORTION CONTROL PITCHER...Quirky staff kept commenting on portion control pouring of lemonade and tea in eval. UC here I come! ;-)
â€œHealth Care Caddy,â€ 2-1/2â€D X 7â€ W X 5-Â½â€ L, rounded edges. Easily clips the bedside rail.
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school &amp; university students who can keep track of them.
Sanitary Condiment Dispenser
Trash Can-Scan is a bar code reader for your trash can. Attach it to any flat surface to scan Items as they are being disposed of.
Use drying racks in the house? cut down and freshen up your drying time !
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((((( Listen! ))))) Stop pressing your cellphone so hard against your ear especially when you are in noisy places. Add comfort and clarity.
Resub: FUN, FUN, FUN, Whac-A-Mole Bubble Machine... A bubble machine for kids. Just Whac'M and the bubbles come out. 171 votes last time.
Cone Bites
Oven to table dish set. No mats need! Easy to carry, safe, stackable...
A cylindrical kitchen trash can with an iris as the lid. The aperture of the lid opens when a pedal is depressed and closes when released.
All in one pot that allows for boiling drainig and release for cooling of Lasagna noddles.
Universal TV/AUX/DVD/BDVD Remote with wireless charging pad and remote locating features.
"Toe Jammin Basketball" Board type game in which players launch their basketballs using a 'toe jammin' device toward a net to SCORE!
I am offering a handâ€™s free solution to an unpublicized breastfeeding frustration.
Save energy! Keep family safe! Oven sensor alerts u when oven is turned on if something is inside and reminds u to turn off when all clear!
Belt for kids with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization (inspired on my headband)
TETRIS BLOCKS for kids! A stair trainer, a step, a table, a seat, storage, anything goes. Tetris meets life-size legos
Silly Pup, puppy food and water bowls eliminate puppy food spills
Spilled something on yourself? Stained your shirt/pants while you're out? Don't want a big wet Tide Pen stain? Detergent patches!
Error see idea http://www.quirky.com/ideations/203224
Laser Pointer and Laser Level
A precisely measured pre-cut piece of tape used for golf clubs this tape will be sticky on one side and a colorful carbon copy on the other.
Cell Phone adapter to provide large easy to use buttons to make managing your cell phone alarm clock easy.
Nail holder. No more finger nailing!
Swiss army like feature but using perfume/cologne bottles instead.Get eight refillable perfume/cologne bottles in one location!
Car Floor Retractable Cover - Keeps Valuables out of sight! Purse, shopping bags, children's toys, etc... Protects groceries from sun!
It's a revolutionary highlighter and it's good for all of your reading and studing needs.
College students desiring a sublease arrangement need a networking website to document agreements with landlords and their current tenants.
BAG CLIP BANDITS! Hanging Swivel Clips. Great use of PANTRY or FREEZER space on bag food (chips,candy,noodle mixes,vegetables,etc)
Power curl with power. Wall plug + power curl
Hair Care-o-sel. Stow and plug hair styling tools in one convenient location.
RESUBMIT-Grocery Backpack! Keep everything cold as you walk back home!
My idea is to â€œSpot The Dotâ€, To elimanate those nasty little led lights shining everywhere in the middle of the night!.
#spotsv: Carabiner w/ hooks for Loopits to hang stuff from:towels, wet clothes, jewelry, bike?, tools w/ holes, keys, backpacks, hats
iPhone/iPod cover with built-in ear phones/head-phones that is retractable
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
A universal remote for your tv that responds to gestures and voice.
An appliance helps people, for a dislocated shoulder, recover while doing the activities that caused the seperation.
Ever wish you could open and enjoy Vienna sausage without tearing,or having to dump out the entire can to eat them? Check out my idea
Adjustable swivel joint outlets-optimizing flexibility in all directions, 360 degree accordion flex joints-pivots left &amp; right, up &amp; down
Aquacam
Stove and Splatter Guard Combo. Child safety and Cook safety combined.
Easy-Clean Hairbrush has a plastic screen at the base of the bristles that pushes all hair out of the brush in a second.
I have an appliance for those with a dislocated shoulder and recover, doing most of the activities that caused the seperation.
Mobile, Beverage Cart, based on the idea of the Lazy Susan concept.
Resub - Monster planter for your desk, kitchen, kid's room, etc. Move over Chia pet. #spotsv
Don't let the rain spoil your BBQ again. At home or in the park. The crank down and swing away adjustable BBQ umbrella with vent is here.
The DoorLock is a replacement for the current security solution on our home's doors.
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Ever grab a fire extinguisher pull the handle and nothing happens or spray it all out and fire starts back?
The hand massager is a sleeve with rubber heated fingers attached at the top that massages the hands. Circular motion.
#spotsv Appliques to make inexpensive decorative plates pretty, or hand wash platters/salt&amp;pepper RESUB w/ feedback: DEBRA COURTENAY collab
The ideal solution for indoor grilling and oven frying.
gadget's stand in a simple and comfortable cap, no more arms tired in parties, concerts, travels etc...
Trouble getting your key in the door right away?
Boring old pair of reading glasses? Why not use "Glasses charms"!! Is that ear rings? Will go well with a pandora bracelet!!:)
Combination cookie sheet and cooling rack. Stackable to fit several in oven at once and pull right out and it becomes cooling racks.
Make S'MORES with ease outside with your new mini s'mores table.Foldable and easy to store! Fire Pit Accessory!
This device will keep the detergent at the nozzle at all times. No more fumbling with the bottle while waiting for the last of the detergent
A simple addition to the everyday shower will enhance the experience for everyone, especially women and children!
Scrubbing windshield wiper blade.
PUT IN A PUFFER VEST AND OR JACKET REMOVABLE POWERPAC THAT IS A BATTERY FOR CHARGING SMARTPHONES, TABLETS,EREADERS
Ergonomic forearm crutches with Ultra Bright LED Flashlight and size adjustable.This will be a great utility product for anyone using it.
"Interchangeable" Gears, Marble Runs and Solid Puzzle pieces to create your own fun. Magnetic board/hang on your wall! Affordable Toy.
Help me Microwave -A simple solution for modern living .No more dirty microwave, no more hassle of looking for a cover that never be there.
Rear view mirror incorporated into a sweat band which can fold down. flip it up to see whats behind you, flip it down when not needed
Swiss-Army-Iphone. A rugged case that also contains survival items for any wilderness activity.
iChargeWatch: A watch that when taken off, turns into a charger for your iPhone or iPod.
Vibrating device that is attached to a car seat,crib,or stroller which will provide a calming vibration for a new born or toddler.
A Portable and Temporary Restroom Stall Lock
Have you ever tried to pull a bag from the kitchen trash can only to have the can come up with the bag? My idea fixes this suction problem.
SCM (Shape changing mug)
Coffee Drops-a time-saving way to make instant coffee w/out hassle of preparation &amp; clean-up.Add the Coffee drop to hot H2o, stir, &amp; enjoy!
Contractors telescopic pencil with 2 sided straight edge. No more stretching or bending to mark studs or joists on walls, ceilings, floors.
Finally, a easy to carry compact case to hold all those rare shark teeth you discovered while walking on the beach to show your friends.
An LED light that attaches to a broom,vaccum cleaner or to a Broom Groomer
A step stool for grocery carts to assist verticly challenge people. Attachable or built in to the cart and concealable.
Cupcake Maker {Created By Quirky Inventor Vicky Laursen}
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and save America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
46 oz juice can lid/dispenser combo keeps juice fresh the easy way.
#QCYCLE. I would like a Real integrated Bicycle safety Puncture repair kit i~phone case.
Mini Drone Alarm Clock
Hate when your headphones are tangled? I have an idea for non-tangle headphones. The headphones cased in a polarized material to prevent it.
A way to hold your Ipod on your hat. Clips to anything, hats, jackets, shirt.
(RESUBMIT)A garbage bag with a absorbing pad built into the bottom INSIDE of the bag. No more yucky trash can!
Personal Safety, Rear View and Eye View Video Camera System! Always on and Recording the wearers surroundings-but saves if needed/Triggered!
This welcome mat key hider solves the problem of people who want a truly smart way of leaving a key behind for someone
Busy families can't always house train their dogs! The PeeBand is the bark caller for potty training. Without the cost of doggy diapers.
Complete Wardrobe Stand/Hanger. Adjust to any height.For People on the Go.
a gold plated medallion with loop on top one side is inscribed with trust jesus jn 3:16 the other side states obey jesus rm 8:28
Use Natural light to illuminate your house and save on your light and energy bill with these unique Color Changing Mini blinds!
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Want a more comfortable Sandal? How about trying The sandal with a real sand filled inner base, It's like being barefoot on the beach.
Unique Cleaning Caddy- to hold all you need- and Let Your Wet Cloths Dry Too
RESUBMIT-WHEELBARROW HANDLES-Improves balancing &amp; weight distribution &amp; lowers muscle strain on the hands/fingers. Lift 10x
MORE WEIGHT!
Millions &amp; Millions of Digital Camera LCD screen,heart and soul of the camera broken so easily and sent in to be fixed or buy a new one!
The Poo Pod - A pet waste station for your home. The Poo Pod will keep pet waste contained, odor proof and out of your home.
Stand your device anywhere!
A cup holder for the wall. Always keep your drink within reach and get creative with where to place the cup holder.
iPad mini Hand Strap case
Repurpose the k-cup after initial use. Resubmit - lots of support and WILD CARD in old Quirky system. Let's save a bit of the environment!
mustache machine of awesomenes
RESUBMIT-Retractable Shower Curtain-New Tyvek Materials Resistant to MOLD, MILDEW &amp; BACTERIA! Also safe for candle users &amp; those
with kids!
Stable, durable lawnchair.
A MICROWAVE COOKER/STEAMER/SERVER! THAT'S UNIQUELY DESIGNED FOR COOKING CORN &amp; POTATO'S STANDING UP. LET'S
USE OUR MICROWAVE &amp; SMART COOK!!
Underground Fence!! Deters dogs from digging under your fence and leaving unsightly holes to fill.
Hospital patient vital-signs monitoring wires are often troublesome. A digital wireless monitoring system would solve many problems.
Scroll maps - maps on spring loaded scroll mechanism so that there are no creases!
Add a small straw nozzle to oil sheen or moisturizer that will easily slip under or through net weave to keep natural hair healthy.
Safe Plush Teddy bear shaped toy box. No rough edges. Prevent asphyxiation and entrapment
You know that little coin pocket in your jeans? This is a case for it that holds pills, mints, gum, etc. Letâ€™s start using that pocket.
Reading companions that attach easily to any reading glasses. These lights go look where you look. Not everywhere else. Feedback please
Closet Door Rubber Bungee Container Storage! Contain all your Stuff in your closet that you dont have room for,plastic bags, hangers,stuff!
Let's bring the 80's "Speak and Spell" back to life in a large remote controlled Thin plastic screen for the childs wall.
A portable, lightweight case with a built in speaker snaps on the back of the iPhone to amplify music and make audio much clearer.
The Halo for the tennis racket shaped like an oval or a circle to cover the sweet spot of the racket. It can be strung right into the racket
Rise and Shine Rewards Card
I want to create a beer tray with either ice on the bottom of the tray or have the tray in the freezer, it can hold up to 6 bottles of beer
A shower head that takes a fragrance cartridge turning your shower into an arometherapy sessionthink a hint of rose pettle lavender or lilac
DORM LAMPSHADE! Whiteboard trim top, Cork board Trim bottom, mid portion made of clear-bands around to allow you to hold pics, pencils, etc.
Toe Protector-Soft Sponge Bed Wheel Covers - It's simple but also brilliant. A soft sponge wraps around bed wheels that protect your toes.
4-in-1 Micro SD card enclosure lets you put in 4 micro sd cards. Its switch allows you to choose which micro sd card to be connected to a PC
Young children hide things! Missing door stops replaced by a door pin coil that opens the door with tension, invisible and functional.
I think us parents should let the multi flavored and scented plastic utensils assist our kids in eating those vegetables.
My idea is for a simple and inexpensive KICKSTAND.
Trash Can with sweep in floor vac!
I am short and often cannot reach into the clothes dryer to remove clothing that may have tucked far back into the bin.
Colored overlays for computer screens it sounds silly but they might just look nice or they might be able to help you.
The Shower Reader: No longer struggle with not being able to read the labels on your favorite lotions and shampoos. Open your eyes!
Mini Counter-top Wet Spill Vacuum.
USB-powered, adjustable rear-view mirror so you can see what's happening behind you while at your desk in the office.
A t-shirt that is reversible (inside out) with college teams, rivals or your 2 favorite teams on either side. Double sided so very durable.
The laundry sorter has three separate compartments and has wheels. It also has a flap that zips over the compartments for safeguarding.
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!...An easy, cheap and effective way to manage cables...!
"HAIR BIB" lets your hair dry naturally. It's light weight, easy, and affordable!
Portable GPS tracking device that attaches to key ring/laptop/camera/car visor to locate these items. It sends signal to App.
App Enabled Robotic Dog Protects House When You're Away
NITE-LITE w/Brightness KNOB is used at night w/small glow to see objects on floor and dim for kids sleeping. Some rooms can be brighter.
The 2 N 1 Bath Caddy unique design enables the consumer place a toilet plunger and toilet scrub brush in one decorative storage container.
Combination mace and pepper spray pen allows you to protect yourself from an assailant while capturing the whole thing on video
Battery pack compatible with Apple Lightning connector for new iPhone and iPods
No more bending vacuum pooper scooper
The Halo, Baseball or Softball Bat, with the sweet spot open and wider than the ball being used, to miss through the sweet spot.
Press out the grease! Fill with paper towels and cooked bacon/sausage/ground beef/burgers close and squeeze hard/soft for desired dryness.
Cork Pushpins. Create more space and add dimension to your cork board with stack-able pushpins made of cork. #spotsv
This is a fantastic idea that will bring peace of mind, and at the same time fashionable lunch box sets with combination lock.
Ever wanted to take a picture without looking like "THAT guy taking a picture with his smartphone"? If so, I think my idea can help.
A candle that you can reuse after your wax is gone! the wick spool at bottom of candle holder can be retrieved and filled with more wax!!!!!
Blue Jean *Cling-Ons* No iron or No sew patches. Trade and Collect. Fun Sayings/Icons, etc.
Express yourself! A twitter sign for your cubicle.
Puppy Vacuum-Working And Kid Friendly. Encourage Good Cleaning Habits Early-Make It Fun. Dustbuster Size. Simple/Safe/Plush Animal Design.
Blow dryer hot styling tool utility belt: I am an on the go hair stylist and I find that I really need a utility belt to holster my hot tool
#spotsv - Improved way to store BASEBALL CAPS - attach slats under shelves in closet or bookshelf - slide cap button onto slats...
TRAVEL TOOTHBRUSH - "Brush never touches dirty surfaces" -Just slide the handle and it stands on its own!" ( Some of us think it's Cool! )
Sleep-wake pillow: Aids the process of trying to fall asleep and gradually wakes you up from sleep using light, sounds and vibrations.
The Critter Ridder easily captures and relocates small critters such as lizards, crickets and spiders which have wandered into your home.
Self lathering bath sponge/pouf with a soft pouch core that contains body wash liquid. Squeeze to release the gel! Great for home or travel.
My idea is a build a ladder, from 3 foot, up to 30 foot. It will be very sturdy, and snaps together, in minutes.
Love to cook food (I.E. Fish) that stinks up the whole house? Introducing the portable Air Filter.Attach to your pan or set next to it
Retracable ipad/iphone/ipod flat cable. 5 M length. Rolled and unrolled repeatedly. Ready to use.
Hair extensions-extremely popular.New way to SEW hair extention through the braided hair. HAND HELD SEWING DEVICE.Faster than thread by hand
This device will beep once you get a certain distance away from your phone. Never leave your phone again without getting a warning beep!
Problem: nothing holds a washcloth good in the shower (Thirtyacre)
Bowtie Pasta Bowtie. For the Foodie set. :)
a disinigrating sponge,it's made out of soap and exfoliating ingrediants that scrubs and dissolves
AB ROLLER WITH RESISTANCE BAND IN THE WHEEL. Work your Abs, Arms, Shoulder, etc. with one simple device!
Small kitchen fan solar powered or electric w/small heater, to place over dishes to air dry them, mounted on cab. or wall, w/stretcher
Water proof sheet rock - made with recycled materials such as plastic water bottles,old tires any water proof item
Do U know why Q doesn't pick this Water Lily? Modular planters with a self collecting, reserving rainwater system and self-watering system!
A fishing lure with a micro-camera so you can see on a video screen above the water what you are about to catch!!
accordian backpack, when you open your backpack everything will be in its place. Time saver.
Pivot Power Extender!! Take something really good and make it great!! Add a extendable option to each of the outlets and USB options!!
Vacuum-seal wine lids suction directly onto your existing servingware, keeping wine fresh to enjoy later.
a dog size golf ball is the answer. big enough not to choke on and fun bounce quality they love, plus a tough exterior to last.
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Murv Mirror
Tired of holding a light while using your screwdriver in the dark, life just got easy with the LED Clip on light attachment for screwdrivers
It is a bar to perform four types of exercises at home: Pull-Up and Chest Dips using the door frame to support your weight
A colorful foam holder for children to safely carry, hold and watch an iPad with. iPad held in with secure grooves. Flat or wedge design.
ATTENTION: Omelette Lovers, My invention,that has a patent already,will make a perfect omelette every time. It is patent #D459955.
Mouth held flashlight
Dress cube. Cube with zipper, buttons, velcro strap, snap buttons, etc. To teach kids to dress themselves. Made of foam and fabric. #spotsv
Sleep Apnea? Problem with memory? Can't remember turning off your alarm clock? Hard time getting up &amp; wishing an extra little wake up call?
Cable Management for you device cords stored in your laptop case or backpack.
Binocular Glasses/Shades. It is sun shades with adjustable lens to see far distances. It will have its controller by the side.
No more spilled paint. The industrial sized bucket that has a non spill counter sync to keep liquids in.
It's a book boat. A little floating stand to rest books on in the tub. Lie back, relax, and read! Includes rubber stick to turn pages.
Toothpaste dispensing tool. Simple and efective. Pays for itself in a few tubes.
This product is called 5-in-1 pen. It is a pen that also has a whiteout, pencil, eraser &amp; highlighter. It will also come with a re-filler.
High Sea Adventure Ocean
The Spherical Garage Organizer Tired of having sports balls rolling all over the floor of your garage?Conveniently hang them on the wall
Painting's fun, cleaning up after isn't. Don't stifle your kids artistic talent because of messy clean up. It's fun &amp; easy, check this out!
Opaque area on upper portion of lenses acts as a sun visor with the slightest tilt of your head. Completely blocks out direct sun.
Hamper Chair. Pull Out the Hamper under the chair! Includes Wheels and a Pull Out Handle.
Napkin-Bowl
a machine to produce at home single-use coffee capsules for Nespresso coffee machines and similar
Disposable mats for under your child's carseat.
gas can safety valve with this you can control the volume of gas flowing from a complete stop to full volume.
E-ZShower for Kids - Flexible Handheld Shower Head Attachment for little kids.
hair cap that keeps hair neat and drool free overnite
Coconut Oil Warmer, To have liquid coconut oil at the ready for your favorite recipes.
A case for pads (Kotex) that looks like a powdery foundation case.
I'm an avid talk radio listener. I have a DVR that records and pauses live TV. It would be great if I could do the same with live radio.
â€œDial-A-Doseâ€ distributes the exact amount of coffee needed to make either one cup or a multi-cup pot of coffee
Have you ever lost a loved one? Have you ever wished to see their face again? Well the answer is here! Gravestones Holograms are the future.
It will keep the earphones in place and untangled, also having a place for the ear buds. It will also be fordable making it easier to carry.
I like the cloak, and I'd like the cloak for my iPhone!
Watch and Pour Measuring Cup. The cup is slanted with measurements on the side. No straining necessary.
I believe my Cable Critters can help the world solve it's wire and cable management issues, while being fun, practical, and inexpensive.
Dual function pepper shaker and herbs canister. Everything in one space.
Help help there's a fire in the house, call the fire department. The fire department put out the fire. It could have been prevented.
My idea is a mini beer refrigerator that you can dial from your cell phone when you are on your way to your house.
Auto scratch repair that gets dealer results
fine chain necklace holder for those not able to carry around a jewelry box or necklace holder. for your purse, make up bag or car!
LED Party Nightsticks. Like those luminescence Nightsticks that you break the capsule inside to make glow. These are LED n Glow in the Dark.
"Carry- All" fashionable waterproof purse with an inside padded pocket for a Tablet. Keeping it protected, dry, and convienent.
Portable Chair: Everybody who travels uses luggage. Suitcases are often the weapon of choice to transport a personâ€™s belongings.
Small video camera snake for Iphone, or use fiber optics and connect to any camera. Great for people needing to see in tight spaces.
It is a cross between pool, golf, a maze and hockey. Click to see PROTOTYPE IMAGES.
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Portion Control Salad Dressing Fork. For Dieter's on the Go!
Ability to extend(antenna)the top of suntan lotion (absorbent pad at top). Apply the lotion to your back! Eureka!
The window snail? Lets make a window cleaning contraption that cleans windows the same as electronic robots like roboSweeperTodayCleanFloors
Travel USB Converter
Inflatable travel trolley, lightweight, fold flat and small when not in use.4 adjustable chambers gives you option of tidy placing of stuff.
STOPS splash during shower. SPLASH GUARD with built in organizer for toiletries.
Snowboard for Beginners - simple way to make learning to snowboard safer and easier!
Vulcane
Ground leveling mat that can be filled with air to place under above ground pools to level them out. Its also a doubles as a ground cover.
RESUBMIT- Was in UC 272 votes!Wristband pager for kids playing in the neighborhood.No more yelling to come home- other uses too!
This is the Ratchet Wrench. An open wrench that can reach into those awkward places. Can be fixed, adjustable or interchangeable.
2 in 1 step stool for toddlers! Single step stool converts to a double step stool. Save money buying only one product instead of two.
A funneled measuring stir spoon for spices or liquid ingredients
Win America's Funniest Videos with the Talking Tree.
((( One Sink Becomes Two ))) Soak on one side and rinse on the other.
A round refrigerator/freezer. All shelves inside are round and work like a "Lazy Susan".
14 Year Calendar. Calendars you can Reuse until the end of time.
Finger Hold Cell Case
It's a Low Cost indoor Cat Kennel, made with 2 carpet stripes connected at the ends and can be assembled by easily pulling a string.
What broken glass! No just a ball and a cool,cold,refreshing shot.
Retractable extension cord that sits on wall (unlike other retractable extension cords that sit on the floor)
Hexagon power tower-24" tower w/12 plugs on the inside top/bottom &amp; cables hide in tower, base option-6" tall w/12 plugs on the outside
Decorative LED button with magnetic clip for your party! Light up the night!
Easily and safely hang your handbag on a chair or table to avoid leaving it on the floor and reduce risk of theft
Home A/C Vents and Registers that allow for the louvers to be easily removed and replaced after a detailed cleaning no unscrewing from wall
Pocketminders are a simple, stylish way to keep track of your reminders and notes.
Crates "Missing Link" - (Re)Introducing the Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Just want to keep this idea alive! "Never give up...Never Surrender!"
iPhone 5 'Snap N Go Wallet' - An iPhone wallet or billfold that houses a case which can be quickly removed to answer calls or take pictures.
The Forever Candle is a water/oil based candle that can be used as a cost efficient light source, or when idle, a contemporary art piece.
A wireless fishing system designed to aide the ice fisherman! The most innovative product developed which will dominate the industry!
1.Hair conditioner spray brush
Simple Silicone Spoon/Fork Holder for Bowls. Rests on the side of your bowl.
A water bowl for pets and plants with a built in watering spout that doubles as a carrying handle. Recycles water in house plants &amp; gardens
Want to ensure the built-in camera staring at you from a computer is not hacked or left on accidentally? Cover it. Protect it with Nopeep.
Interactive GPS program for road trips that provides games, history and interesting facts about the area you're driving through. All ages!
Can't grab that little tab? why not make it easier with tongs that look like scissors but don't cut?
Kitchen Sink Organizer - Mounts In Place Of That Unsightly Dishwasher Air Gap!
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
You're at a restaurant and there is no space for your bag and your umbrella keeps sliding off the table? One little gadget to solve both!
I pad mini for car Back sheet
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION DEVICE
The Spout and Spray, or to go along with an upcoming Quirky product, the Tap and Spray.
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Banana Holder that can hold the last one.
floating foosball ball table
Adjustable appetizer plate. Serving tray with detachable sections.
Redefining education to exponentially empower the next generation by providing laptop that enables teacher and student to discover together
DISPOSABLE fitting room RUGS to try on footwear and clothes. Prospects of MASS production. Over time this product can become usual.
RESUBMIT: A small BANDIT to hold up you're zipper when attached to the button of your pants. Plus other uses! Collaboration with Andy Sam
Smart TV USB case
#QCYCLE Waterproof Hinged Bento Box. EZ Access Frame Storage Improving Current Products. Option to Divide. No Fumbling w/ Zipper or Velcro.
No Kink Drain Snake
Cereal Bowls you can't lose your spoon in. Can be used on pots or other type bowls.
THE HIDDEN DOILY!! Protect your furniture surface and keep the focus on your decor!
The perfect clothes line peg. Re inventing the clothes line peg Design2 Please leave comments and feedback to this new design. Thanks
Slowsteer - a device for slow cooking that needs to be stirred all the time. Fits any size pan with variable speed.
A USB mouse that solve the problem of "low battery" or mouse's long cable, all problems are solved in one device.
Small Cereal Bowls with Lids: Little kids eat cereal every day, here's an easier way for parents. Pour and Store! #spotsv
Stashcan MINI! Redesign of previous idea: A mini trash can that has built-in bag storage for reused plastic "grocery" bags. (94756)
NEW SPLATTER GUARD. Cover ALL foods being microwaved. Tall Glass or large Plate. SPLATTER GUARD CAN BE THE inside SIZE OF
MICROWAVE OVEN.
A ball point pencil
Everyone has had this problem as a student. Binders that rip loose leaf papers.
"Bearly Bright" , a car night light will allow you visibility in your car at night so that you may view your infant/child in the rear seat.
Multiplication Fun Land
HDMI to bluetooh! Connect any bluetooth enabled devices to your TV via HDMI Bluetooth.
Wrist band or ankle band with a "panic button" filled with an oily stain that would spread onto victims, perpetrators and surroundings.
Tak-Lite - A portable LED flashlight with an optional tack attachment.
A disinfectant sponge and pad cleaner which aims to eliminate bacterium growth by keeping a sponge bacteria-free during everyday use.
Laser activated, water based popping paint squibs for kids playing gun battles.
Selfie-Stick Hidden Harness
App Enabled Electrical Sockets
Simul-Sprink: It's time to make using a sprinkler easier
Have you ever been driving listening to the radio when you hear something interesting and wish you could hear it again? Rewind radio,anyone?
A pillow that uses your smartphone to help you fall asleep quickly, wake up on time, and to not miss phone calls or texts.
Banana Tree Clip (Dissipate Ethylene Gases).
Keep Cats off your vehical with "Shock that Cat"
Motivator for children which will help to achieve the object and will teach the child to be the leader.
If Batman had a dog, he'd buy the world's first modular dog walking utility belt.
I would like to introduce the enhancement of the hoody or hood and zipper if apply
HEATED TIRE A tire with a heavy duty braided wire on the outside of the tire running in the middle of the treads wrapping around the tire
PEEK-A-BOOTS! A wearable fun fashion / toy with a cause.
The Hose End Feeder allows any gardener fast &amp; easy fertilizing of lawn, gardens, shrubs, trees in even the farthest locations in the yard.
Portable and Affordable Deodorant for Travelers
My idea is a leak detector kit anywhere there is an air line, on any piece of equipment. I have a book that is detailed by invent help
Cook-clip-strain-done! A standard strainer and funnel with attaching silicone cup that snaps on the side of any 8-10 inch skillet.
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It is an advanced projector that is attached to a mirror to project beauty patterns on your face while putting on makeup to avoid mess.
An earbud reel which is easy to drawn out earphone cord and could make it auto-locked.
Desktop Cable Manager
kitchen item.knife,fork,spoon and bottle opener all in one.and one piece item.there is no auto button no opening folding.simply one piece
This all-in-one unique brush(s) will come with an attachable spray bottle. Place in desired product to style, brush and spray with ease!
A thin battery-pack that attaches to the iPhone which plugs into the charging-port and charges along with the internal cellphone battery
No use crying over your kids'/grandma's spilled milk, or juice... anymore! Clever dispenser for your heavy jugs of beverages!
Reusable straw lids for mason jars.
Do you find yourself keeping too many plastic bags? Reusing them can be a chore! Now, let's find a way to bring them back for shopping!
Space-efficient pot strainer for multiple pot sizes
A multifunction electric wrench with flexible head that features a brushless (inrunner) style drive motor with removable adapters.
Tired of your hoses freezing in the winter? NO MORE!!!! Keep Your Hose Organized and Freeze free!!
Colorful Wool Holder Sheep
Bathroom mirror touch screen with build in Timer and much more! Build on transparent projector screen!!
WINDOW GARDEN: Great solution to have your herbs and storage your gardering tools. Flat pack shipping Read all and please help me with idea
Multi shower heads multi directions with easy installation to create the luxurious and relaxing shower you've always deserved at home.
TRAY TABLE FOR TRAVEL CASE - this is a tray table for any and all travel suit cases with a "double pole" handle. Easy to use and store!
An easier way to prevent shower clogging without having to spend money on drain cleaners that can be harsh to plumbing and toxic to humans.
Garden Guards for the protection of plants from pets and for protection of pets from garden chemicals.
ZOMBIES vs HUMANS. Zombies and Humans scramble around the game board! Try to knock over the ZOMBIES!! Air Blast?
Free Standing in Pool Volley ball net,but pull up the sides and it doubles as PING PONG table!
#spotsv A super strong magnetic coffee sleeve. Always a place for your coffee! Job sites, Cities, Cars, Camping, Travel...
NIPS. Ladies only. :) Tired of your nipples showing through. Put in NIPs and stop telling the world you are cold. lol
The "That's My Bag" luggage tag is a remote control device to announce your luggage at the airport.
Do you know when to change your toothbrush? Lets make something that reminds us!
Self Cleaning Shower Glass
The popcorn panhandler, bottom of popcorn bowl strains unpopped kernels and semi popped kernels. slide flat knob on outside of container
My ideal product is a combination of washer and dryer that helps you save space, electricity, and time for families with limited space.
Lightweight, portable chock for wheel of vehicle for law enforcement purposes
Poseidon. Portable/refillable scrub-squeegee for the car! Perfect for bird, bug, and pollen season!
Ergonomic Handheld Smart Phone/Tablet Clip-on Holder Swivels and Flexes wherever you need it to read/work/play comfortably
A durable survival tool that could one day save your life.
portable USB Microscope
THE QUIRKY TOOTHBRUSH ----- Send me your collaborative ideas! I will add. 1st come...
Retractable Warning triangle antenna on top of your car will improve the visibility of others from a distance. Click the picture and see
I have always had issues with either too much laundry to fit in a basket or the basket is just way too big. This will solve both problems!
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) with Moulded Hook for Oven Handle, Hook and mitt always have your mitts at hand with the hook
Cutting board with built-in trash removal system
Ever Wake up to the wrong alarm? A bracelet that wakes only you up and goes wherever you go.
This is something for pet owners / dog walkers that allows you to quickly and cleanly clean up after your dog with one all in one product.
Chillin' Strap
Hang your headphones to the monitor on your desktop!
Here's my idea, be gentle. Simply- a remote controlled wastepaper basket for hospital rooms, senior homes, and those unable to be mobile
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Flavored Cigar Lighting Matches. Perfect companion for Quirky Strike match box. Flavors like;Bourbon, whiskey, cognac, vanilla,cherry,etc
Flexible Flashlight and Mobile Phone Stand. Self standing, or clamp or magnetize to support. Allows hands free illumination, phone support
Walkers, no more being harrased and chased by dogs. A walking stick with a push button that will emit a high pitch noise to ward off dogs
Taking babies temp should not be rocket science especially @ 2AM.Thermometer sold w/App.Parent enters data &amp; it does the math. Calls the DR
Crafting scissors...one handle, 12+ interchangeable cutting designs clip into place, includes ribbon curler/scorer and wrapping paper cutter
Helping hands. There are so many situations when you wish you had more then two hands, three or maybe four. Your wish can come true.Resubmit
EMERGENCY-SPILL on isle oops fell down IM GONNA SUE must have for ALL retail stores the lighted caution when wet+ mop up sign or safety cone
Introducing the fire alarm with built in camera.Get school kids and pranksters who like to set off fire alarms when there's not a fire
kit for turning your iphone into a (video) YOYO. think lomo.
An adjustable, easy to use bottle opener to help the elderly, arthritic and anyone open tightly screwed bottles. Sort of a kitchen wrench.
COOL SOLAR LIGHT WRAPS AROUND PATIO UMBRELLA POLE! Provides beautiful glow to your nighttime patio table using solar energy.
Independent Clothing Sizing Company, called Right Size. Tired of ordering clothes that don't fit ? Look for RIGHT SIZED clothing.
A 'Recycle Sign' on a stick that attaches to a garbage can or waste basket.
the Buddha Speaks!!! Life size, classic soft featured,Buddha statues in light weight caste are speakers...
usb retractil mac adaptable
Liquid 3D chalk bombs!Throw them-watch the colors explode on the sidewalk or blacktop.Glow in dark/Paint by#/sling shot target/FUN FURNITURE
Zoom Glasses
Baby feeding chair. With Swinging armrest for tired arms. Safer when arm can be rested to feed your baby.
Lights Out! Glow-in-the-dark navigation aids for the elderly including light switches, outlets, thermostat, door bell, lamps, and more!
Kinetic Energy Charged Universal Remote! Charge your remote from everyday use and end the need to replace batteries! Please Vote:)
"WireWho" is a wireless stereo Headset that holds mp3 player files.
KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
Package of wallet-sized barrier film for use on public door knobs, faucets, and anything else you don't want to touch w/ bare hands. #spotsv
An iPhone laser pointer adapter with text message app/projection abilities.
An irrigation system that connects to gutters and irrigates hanging baskets and potted plants
Make a Square Watermelon with this Collapsible, Cube Shaped Mold! Safer to Cut, Cheaper to Transport, Fits Fridge Better, Space Saving!
Portable handheld rechargeable electromagnet features:portable, rechargeable,a wand that can be extended for use or retracted for storage
Share data stored on your external harddrive without prying eyes. Use a Portable External Harddrive with a built-in USB Flash drive.
Automated Hydraulic Jacks
Save a tree, stop! with all the paper cut out patterns for clothing. a device with millions of patterns install
the GREEN GUTTER is a downspout with a plant lid. It's durable and it looks good.
A small device that you slip your shoes into and while you are at the computer/TV your feet constantly "exercise" by going up and down.
CRATE BANDS: Line extension for Crates. Organize, personalize and decorate your Quirky Crates with Crate Bands! New-Glow in the Dark option!
Prototyped Wet and Dry Canopy Tent! Kids play with water sprinklers under the tent! Adults can also use the dry tent for sun protection!
Split Outlet Strip. Two Outlet Strips in one. This Power strip can be used as a single power suply unit or can be separated to expand use
RESUBMIT from 2/12-RETRACTABLE WIDE RULER-Rubber ruler/tape that is fully retractable. You can also write on it and erase.
space age bubble -IT PLAYS : music w speakers space age bubble iphone plays itunes as it floats in its own tiny bubble with 3 speakers
Universal name badge and badge holder for events.
The baby arm pillow supports your baby's neck and head when holding or feeding baby.It prevents irratation and discomfort and protects them.
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Thanks for stopping into Starbucks..would you like a drink carrier with that? No thanks, I am saving the environment and I have my own.Reuse
Bottom Blaster
Radiation Detector Glass
)Adjustable Nut Driver)A Tool That saves Time, Weight by have the option with my thumb to EXTEND the tool to fit in different applications.
My idea is a combination sleeping bag-airmattress. There would be an airmattress incorporated into the bottom side of the sleeping bag.
A thunderbolt dock, dual display capable. Like the thunderbolt monitor minus the monitor.
Cooler that opens Vertically or Horizontally.
Highlighter and Stylus for iPad &amp; iPhone
Wall Mounted Wooden Mirror Folding Table with storage. All you need near the front door.
DIY memories Christmas tree ornament. Add a more personal touch to your family traditions and make memories that last.
Medicine Applicator, reusable, sterile storage,durable nylon/plastic type material.
I-Strap Case. Wrap and Strap your phone case onto any surface. Great for attaching to bikes, bed posts, steering wheels
Smart phone texting adaptor. 6 finger slide-out, (3 on ea side) thumbs free. Snaps on like a case, slides out for stability in texting.
This project is devoted to the consideration of one of the most effective ways of disposal of animal waste - anaerobic
EASY BED MAKER Bed sheets will simply slip over and slide down with no tugging or frustration. Easy to adjust,Fits in place,stays in place.
Expire Date Scanner, Universal QR Expire Date Code, Expire Date App
I need a replacement milk jug cap with a pull up pour spout that snaps open and closed for easy use and does not spill.
Extension power easily deployable on every table, with enough space for every power cord.
Double-Liptical
All women need a Purse Utility Tool to fix glasses, sweater snags, stray hairs, rough fingernails, missing buttons, dark corners, and more!
Create your own custom flip flops online. Choose size, then choose from hundreds of colors, bling on straps, designs (flat or high heeled)
SHAPE SHIFT LAMP Make your lamp to whatever shape YOU want it to be
This is a device that prevents water leakage when the gallon is deposited on the base where the tap is attached.
PetBottle is a pet/plant watering system which turns any bowl into an endless water for pets or plants. It uses a recycled bottle.
comfortable socks
Wifi charger that uses the network passcode to send signal to your phone to charge without you having to be in one place.May need phone app.
Truly adjustable Noise cancelling gel ear buds. You transfer gel from the outer gel cell to the cone for a perfect fit.
My idea is essentially making counter-top grills easier to use and clean while giving it a cool looking shape! The butterfly grill!
Whats the best thing for cleaning glass and mirrors? You guessed it news paper!
Battery sorting Box
iPhone 5 LED cover with call notification. The cover glows or blinks in different colors for calls and messages! Or blinks to music! endless
A battery charger / sunshade combo! Block the sun and charge your vehicles battery with one gadget!
Suction Strainer Mat is flexible to fit in any bowl. Great for freshly washed fruits like, grapes, strawberries, blueberries, etc.
Volume Enhancing Cell Phone / iPad case &amp; SUN GLARE BLOCKER!
- ICE 'N SLICE - Slice your frozen solid Ben&amp;Jerry's, Haagen DÃ¤zs or any other kind into even parts quickly.
Delicious dogs are being wasted. Sliding, careening and tumbling from plates and grills world wide. Time for some hot dog form evolution.
"Fun Pen": Magnetic Funny writing Instrument like ball pen or marker pen on refrigerator or on whiteboard at home, school and office easily.
Easy Pour Paint Can My invention takes the pain out of pouring paint. Easy made paint lid with 2 inch opening and pouring spout. No mess
Light Emitting Glowing Collar Charm
Sleek and Modern-Rolling Case is made out of flexible material-Metal or plastic,interconnected pieces neatly roll up out of sight
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder In Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders At End Of Branches Where Birds Become Living "Ornaments"!
An acrylic tissue box cover customized to match your home's decor, favorite sports teams, holidays, or photos. Print your own inserts.
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Introducing the "Cubicle Status Indicator". A simple and polite way to tell your coworkers your status throughout the day. Vote if you like.
A multi function water proof metal locator bracelet with GPS 10, l.e.d. Lights that blink to indicate distance. 10 profiles can be stored.
BABY GATES, TRICKY LATCHES!!! HELP Can't we all just make it simple while keeping baby safe
qTap: Device magnetically attached to edge of an iPad that taps the screen to prevent the iPad from going to "sleep" during hands-free use.
Electrical outlet extension. Need outlet (temporary/permanently) under tabletop. Just easy stick individual outlet and use. Hidden solution
Enter the DRIVE Nâ€™DIP plastic holster. In the car you order poppers, fries. Hungry, need SAUCE, need to drive. DND saves day or sauces fly
The Sprinkler Spotter maximizes your lawn and garden watering potential when using standard above ground and spiked water sprinklers!
Made with a patent pending tea formula first developed in 2003
RESUBMIT)Mini key chain manual shredder. Shred your receipts on the go. Turn to shred.
#spotsv For gardening season - This slug and snail party tent will protect your garden!
Tub bench that is 30" by 18" made of molded plastic with holes for water to drain through. One side having rubber strips to grip the tub.
Case With Sticky Back. It Can Accommodate 3M Command Strips. You Can Stick Phone Just About Anywhere And Keep From Falling Off Table.
Aerogel Socks. Keep your feet warm with these Amazing Insulators. Uses existing technology. See Video for details
software,toilet map
Cold cut organizer.Dishwasher safe,lays flat when open,with multipule individual detachable pockets 4 easy access then closes like accordion
Don't you love the traditional scroll wheel and buttons of the iPod Classic? Now have it on ANY IPOD OR IPHONE!
Microwave safe spray bottle for your favorite kind of butter. Put your own butter in the "bottle" and spray on toast, corn, veggies -reheat
Sanitizing your money could save your life. Money Sanitizer.
Kill Vampire Energy! A small individual Smart Plug &amp; USB that kills standby energy from appliances and gadgets to save energy and money
"Bouquet just for you". Perfume in a rose bud! Each flower in the bouquet of roses contains a 0.5 fl.oz of perfume! She will love it!!!
This Teething ring is different from all the rest. The actual jell ring is placed in the freezer and then attached to a room temp handle.
LightBUDDY always keeps a light â€œHandyâ€. Forearm strap device keeps your flashlight at your beckon call in attic, basement, camping
An old-school punch clock for people who work at home, to help them get motivated. Designed to be decorative as well. Cute and efficient!
Bicycle Radio with thumb control button! Change the tunes without taking your eyes off the road!
WHATS UP? ON THE CEILING? ITS A TRU-BRO CLOCK!!!!!!! See the time from anywhere in the room. NOTE: feel free to give me feedbacks :)
The "Hydra-Cel" water bottle that allows you to HOLD and MIX dissolvable health/fitness supplements for pre/post workouts in just a click.
Earring Headphones Wireless. "RESUBMIT"
Pet Zip Line! Has a track you can velcro balls to. Pull the line and watch your pet try to capture the ball!
Collapsible Mini Clothes Steamer w/cord management! Holds more water and takes up less space than traditional travel steamers.
Disposable Mason Jar Cups
Can not dry your clothes outside or afford to buy drying machine -NO PROBLEM.
Multi-iCharger: iPhone &amp; iPad retractable Charger with a handy Thumb Drive
SURELOCK
BALSAMIC vinegar nozzle fits most balsamic bottles-push-button stop/brake to control flow-drizzle at controlled rate--Renders by Dan Terry
Empty a pot without burning yourself! A detachable, perpendicular pot handle provides the leverage you need to easily empty a full pot
Healthy Birthday Candle Holders and decorations let you have your cake and eat it, too. Have the fun, not the mess.
A Charger With a Built in Holder! Why Charge on the Floor?
Smart Phone Finder
I work in Law Enforcement and my work shirts get soiled from grease and dirt. I came up with the Security Guard. A disposable collar guard
Door mounted device that protects â€œPRIVACYâ€ 24/7 by tracking every time someone enters your bedroom, home or private office.
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Is watering your plants a hassle? are you to busy? Do you pay to have your plants watered? Water beans will do the job for you.
A fun colorful stretchy cover for the key fob with the broken ring hole key will slip into it and a new key ring is attached. FUN COLORS!!
Cat Steps. Wide individual steps that mount with an adhesive backing. Allow your cat to explore your home vertically.
HANGER for iPad to protect from spills in kitchen.
My idea is a microfiber dust cloth your had slides into like a glove with bristles 1/2 inch long on one side.
A 7ft. X 5ft digital mirror w/ flash/sd Fun for wardrobes and memories. Image projects over mirror glass.
Roll on adhesive for trim/ baseboard that easily peels off after paint is applied. Think rubber cement meets a white out roller on steroids.
Find me 911
a Compostable plastic liner for litterboxes(derived from plant starches)
My product is called "Bottle Basin". You insert it in your sink to keep your bottles and nipples seperate from your other grimy dishes.
Personal Hygiene and Portable Hair Station. Suction cup design allows a bar to be placed onto Mirror and all of your things to.
PET OWNERS. The EZ BLOCK two panel system that helps prevent small pets from escaping through the bottom of retractable screen doors.
Denim jeans that turn into shorts!
Vegan Ayurvedic and Khamitic Organic Cosmetics.
Yarn holder w/ heavy base to keep from rolling around on the floor and compartment underneath to store scissors, patterns,&amp; crochet needles.
Mobile electronics box charger that charges everything! Laptops, tablets, and cellphones. Charge up the box at home and take it with you
Stacker Platter
Electric cooling bathroom fan. Alowing a person to cool the face down to apply makeup or use an electric shaver. Fan placed over mirror.
An iPhone case which has sticky notes on the backside for note taking, to-do's and important reminders.
Prevent Misalignment and Breakage of Vertical Blinds. Protect Your Investment with this Stylish Flexible Support. (RS)
I would like to control my iRobot from Mint so that I could designated each area for cleaning and mopping.
Home &amp; Auto iphone/ipod charger
Fashion is always a potential money maker, not to mention publicizing your brand name. Let's create a new line of Ties with the Q brand name
An Apple adaptor that converts the new lightning pin connector to the 30 pin with video and Ipod out support.
Have you ever punched your pillow out of anger? And found it frustratingly soft? Let's create a better alternative: the 'punch-me' pillow.
Eliminate back and knee pain, by using a leaf tunnel for yard clean-up.
Go, Go Gadget Digital Voice Recorder FORK! Great for the Wanna-Be Spy! Use at Home or Bring with to a Restaurant!
A leg exerciser while you are at the computer or watching TV. Choose from low impact to high and keep those legs a moving! Simple and easy!
STAMP the DATE Food Vacuum Sealer.
JESUS BLADES - YOU CAN WALK ON WATER TOO! You can Laugh, Cry, Think I am Crazy. But if it existed YOU WOULD TRY RIDING IT!
FB/TWEET PLZ
A biodegradable, greaseproof full-coverage clothing protector for eating fast food meals while driving!
MP3 remote that stays within hands reach.
4 Roll Scotch Tape Dispenser: Never run out of tape at home or in the office! We can sell at OfficeMax and Staples!
SOLEIL II--A table-top mini of SOLEIL. A combined task and grow light for you and your plants. Desktop or TableTop!
Ear buds are a world wide phenomenon. Losing ear buds is a world wide epidemic! We have the solution.
Door-Knob Thumbprint recognition system. Secondary Security measure for your home. Insert Key, unlock. Depress thumbprint when turning.
Shower spanish. Learn anything in the shower with a simple electronic waterproof device.
This product is a Spatula &amp; Tongs in one! On one side is the spatula and the other end is tongs which can also be a fork.
Problem losing rings while swimming? "RING CLING" an elastic rubber one-finger glove. It covers your finger and keeps your ring/s safe.
Silicone pre-cut glass stove top round covers. Covers the glass stove top burners - hides the wear and tear.
Plastic shoe rack with doors/handle and wheels to easily move this while traveling.This also locks.Keep your shoes clean and dry.
Clear Fist Aid Kit Container - Organized supplies, labeled on inside &amp; outside of clear container. Know when to refill supplies.
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The age of tablet PC has dawned and has brought upon us the tediousness of typing on the touch screen. Behold! The Smart Keyboard has come
A STORAGE DEVICE (LIKE AN IPOD) THAT WILL LOAD YOUR VIDEO GAMES IN ONE PLACE.
convertable spoon spreader
Mini multi purpose dish pan made of plastic in varity of BRIGHT colors &amp; has a section for a sponge or dish cloth at one end.
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" and 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
A phone case with different slide- ins so you don't have to pay 50 dollars for multiple cases.
Sheetfort.Designed to make it easy to build and expand your childs fort making ambition. And allow the parents to rest easy.
CONCEALED MECHANICAL UNDER CABINET STEP LIFT. FOR USE UNDER ANY TYPE CABINET, SIMPLE FUNCTION AND EXTREMELY
STRURDY. DECORATIVE
Have you ever misplaced or forgot where you have put your piercing jewelry? Introducing the "Piercing Dome!".
Vegan Silk (Ahimsa or Peace Silk)/Vegan Satin or Silk-Like/Satin-Like Hair Wrap. Its Ecologically Friendly. First invented in at least 2010.
This is a type of drain piece for the bath that will make it easy to clear hair from the drain.
Mobile Phone Straps for kids
non slip stainless steel SPIKE gloves many gloves available but not like this please read
An iPhone5 dynamo charger that allows you to charge your iPhone while biking.
IPhone 5 Dock With 2 Sound Amplified Slots - Simple Design, Stays True To Apple Aesthetics #apple Vertical or Horizontal capable!
App that connects to traffic message boards.
walk on lite up stones
Salad Server Bowl : One bowl that holds lettuce and all of the goodies. Keeps all your salad ingredients separated in one bowl.
River X manâ€¦ Extreme swimming, super fun.
A solution for sweat and water during workouts, a forearm strap on that takes the sweat away and carries your water.
Puff Ball Clip to keep fashion SCARVES in place. Also, attaches to coat when you're not wearing it! 2012 Colors!
Just relax at the beach. Theft-proof beach bag -enjoy your day at the beach without being afraid of your phone, money or key getting stolen.
a remote controlled bicycle lock (like a garage door opener). a quick and easy way to get back on your bike, fast!
I have designed a soft case that also acts as a wallet.
Digital Scale Mat 4 Travelers
"GOATEE TAPE" - Waterproof face tape for achieving the perfect facial hair design every time. Goatees, beards, moustaches any style you want
Kids bicycle handlebar streamers.SPECTRA/fiber optics or changes color in the sun. Stand out from the rest. -Toys R US- #QCYCLE
play fetch with your dog but he never brings it back? Problem SOLVED Ball Leash lets you retrieve the ball without going to get it.
The Follow Fan is an oscillation fan that only turns in the direction of the user. Your new fan will only move when you do
Drink mixing machine
Reusable bags, good for the environment and many retailer give a discount for them. I made these tags to remind us not to leave them behind.
Rolling Outdoor Buffet Cart-Updated Look! Various Types of 2-Part Containers Available Screw or Snap into Place. Fun to use &amp; customize
Your steaming hot cup of coffee is sitting in the cupholder of your car and as you drive it is getting colder, colder, cold.... YUCK
Eco-Hair
Universal Multi Purpose Portable Cradle System for iPhone iPad Kindle and Smartphones, + integrated cable storage By AWESEMO
A smaller, less noticeable pollen and dust mask. We breath by nose or mouth,NOT BOTH at the same time. A mask that people will wear. YEA!!!
Turn Regular Pillow Into A Head Support Pillow! Pillowcase With Soft Material That Folds Under For Support Then Unfold/Tuck Behind Mattress
Key-TIP turns your key into a useful tool (Pen or Stylus) in a pinch.
Stylish golf ball marker bracelet made of either colored silicon or silk rope. Simple magnet setup allows any ball marker design desired.
Resubmit)Many have tried, but here is the solution! Bra strap covers for any size knockers! Back me up ladies!
peg board button that is 3/4 of inch around and 3/4 in depth with a nipple that protrudes on one side to insert on the back of the peg board
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Refillable Paint Pen. A paint pen that you can fill with your own paint. Often paint pens are limited in colors. Invent a refillable one.
Toy Boats with floating Toy Dock. Use in bathtub or pool!
Hinged cutting board. Colors represent food you are cutting. No cross contamination. 4 sides, one unit.
(RESUBMIT 2nd time)Solar Garden Stake with USB port.Bring to the beach!
Flexible Silicone Lettuce tool. Straight to cut on board, curved to chop directly in bowl. Dual handled so easier to use.
The Push-up roller is a tool to improve your push-ups for much more complete arm and shoulder workout.
Spruce up your plain shoes with color. Don't need new shoes for the new outfit. Sleek color skins for a new look on old shoes.
Resub - Utensils on the go. Great for picnics, lunchboxes, etc. Environmentally friendly! - #spotsv
3D Keyboard - Projecting Device for Digital Media - No more cleaning your keyboard
A wine decanter and aerator in one
The Shoelace Clamp for holding laces at the desired length inside your shoe allowing for a 'slip-on style' for laced shoes.
EASY PLUG RELEASE - ONE HANDED Stand/Charger for iPhone/iPad that Looks like a Mini iMac
Pants hanger, save space and keep the crease of your pants in the center, less wrinkles. Hang your shirt over it.
It a simple 1 inch band for shoes to go around the arch of the foot over the top to help keep shoes in place, great for special needs
Adjustable Pad for ladder step for your knees to lean on while painting or doing maintenance.
Sol ~ Adjustable Ambient, Task and Grow light
The SockTube stores socks pairs and orphans in a clear tube that hangs in the closet with the rest of your clothes or mounts to a wall.
My 4 pound chihuahua needs this tatoo printed from my computer printer. Choose any downloadable photo, prints on special transfer paper
1st of its kind .. Save Time , Money , cooking the perfect sausages . Grill pan that will ease the process and save you time :)By AWESEMO
Quirky Tie Dye Kit! Would include dyes, gloves, and rubber bands. Groovy fun for everyone! :-)
Home, Business, RV, and Boat. The EZ BLOCK adjustable two panel shelf guard system that helps prevent items from falling from shelves.
Combustible Charcoal Chimney. Portable, Single-Use, Charcoal Chimney for Picnics and Tailgating
Universal Gripper. Turns anything with a handle into a better gripped handle.
20 BILLION HOT DOGS A YEAR!! (Resubmit) Hot Dog Pitch Fork. Cook Multiple hot dogs at the same time at the next BBQ or campfire.
Fun idea for night time swim parties, helps to find your child in a crowded city pool.Easy to spot for search and rescue.Kids will love it.
(See Proof Of Concept Video) A Hybrid Kitchen Appliance with extreme versatility Browning chicken, roasting, melting, caramelizing, etc.
String Bling, bringing a small bit of humor to an otherwise humorless time of the month.
A water-proof case designed specifically for cyclists. It will hold a phone + have a "pocket" for a credit card and one for the car keys.
I HATE EXERCISE EXCUSE WHEEL
Keep grass clear from sprinkler heads without constantly having to trim. Prevents areas of your lawn from dry brown spots.
BE THE PACK LEADER!!! This is the ultimate way to walk multiple dogs without getting all tangled up! Don't be fooled by imitators...
Shower curtain/liner rods without clips/hooks and built in tension spring. Shower liner has grommets large enough to slide onto rod.
Skip ball with bubble blower - surround your self in BUBBLES!
Extended camera with LED light for iphone.
A device that can rock a stroller or a cradle automatically without any human intervention but turning it on.
Carry all those shopping bags, suitcase, purse and have free hands to open doors to take your mail and to shake hands with your nighbour!
The Earbud and headphone hybrid. The advantages of both. Listen to music in style.
Tired of having to throw away your fitted T's because of those pesky arm-pit stains? Attach "T-shirt Inserts." Shirts stay cleaner longer.
FIND BIN LADEN AN EDUCATIONAL BOARD GAME SHOWING THE HISTORY OF MIDDLE EAST AND THE COUNTRIES -TOWNS -CITIES
AND ITS PEOPLE IN REGION
THE UNIVERSAL SCREW &amp; NUTDRIVER BREAKER BAR PROVIDES LEVERAGE TO BREAK LOOSE THOSE SCREWS, NUTS &amp;
BOLTS THAT WON'T BREAK LOOSE. SIMPLE.
This is to free up hanging space in the closet. Its a tab you put on cloth hanger so you can add garments down in stead of accross the rod.
Compact Attachable Paper Shredder: Shred a few documents at the desk without getting up. Empty the small can later. Resubmit
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Trash bag dispenser/storage for trash cans.
SLINGSHOT that gauges the distance of your launch.
Resub, over 150 votes. Soft baby bumper/crib lining shaped like HONEYCOMB. Ventilation and comfort for baby.
Three prong golf ball sized spring loaded claw that attaches to the handle of a putter to pick your ball up from the hole.
Plastic bag dryer that really dries the inside of the bags
STOP ELECTRICAL OUTAGES Use PROPELLERS that are out balance to stop ice and snow from collecting on electric lines and breaking them.
Auto Docu-Card. Store all your automotive documents on a 4" digital card. Such as registration, Insurance card, Auto club info, etc.
Suburban GUTTERS have a dihedral angle "A" [NOT FLAT] between the ROAD and LAWN making IT extremely HARD to use a PUSH-BROOM to
CLEAN.
Watch it like a fitness buddy. A watch with a bar code reader that can read and record the calories being consumed everyday.
Slice And Pour. Slice food and pour from same container. No transferring from chopping block to serving dish or pan. Eliminates spills.
#spotsv The Quirky Bobble is cool, and it holds one object. But, why not offer another Bobble that holds two at the same time?
Q-Ball: A new concept in sports oriented towards the ball. Please read, does the concept of baseball fit in 140 characters?
Shower Hub. Allows for media play in the shower without worry of water damage. Also be able to always hear the media playing.
HARD BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS

FAST COOKING EASY EXTRACTION

Replenish (Poppy)
1. Reach hard areas 2. Clean back and tush 3. Great for handicap,over weight,joint pain
Vest w/ zip freezer packs in to stay cool if you work/play outside...gotta give props to the people who work hard in heat!Reduce heat stroke
Good feeling Connection Gadget. The taste of good feeling . The feeling of a lip is important for Japanese feeling.
Running sneakers (with toes) Oh so comfortable for the first 2 miles and then the blisters set in! Solution .... half socks
This is a 2 in 1 shower caddy,thathas a connected fold out shower mat,4 bottle holders,open space,a spot for dry items,2 hooks to hang items
Planter turns colors depending on moisture level. One color when wet, slowly turns another color while drying. Serves as moisture meter.
Flexing USB Power Strip-4-way flex, twists &amp; extends.
Piggyback a cinch rope on a bungee cord
A wireless charging station and speaker system for any generation of iPod/iPhone
iLights/iDisco will project moving coloured lights when music is playing to create a disco/night club feel in a room.
A food safe ball like mixer for a baby bottle that helps to mix up formula while reducing bubbles.
CarSafe is a safe especially designed for cars attached under the seat or within the empty spare tire space.
Stop the Madness! Avoid Tail Gating Accidents! Reduce Insurance Costs! Save time! Save money and Headaches! Install TAGAAS in your car now!!
Kinetic Ceiling fan light
Anti-theft by your smart phone(by bluetooth)
The sticker that shows the hot or cold water in the kettle.
slim water+shock resistant case made to be compatible with all mounting accessories , e.g. gopro accessories, tripods..
Color Out! White out but in COLOR! RESUBMIT
NITE-LITE w/Brightness KNOB is used at night w/small glow to see objects on floor and dim for kids sleeping. Some rooms can be brighter.
Pizza Pin: Create perfectly round pizzas using a rolling pin with a sphere ball. Great for icing too. Proven to work
Jump rope that releases bubbles when you use it. Create tons of bubbles!
Stainless Steel Stem product line extension. Max credit to original ideator. It's a huge hit, let's capture the rest of the market! R.S.
A discreet device for citizens to record audio/video during traffic stops. Secretly recording police is 100% legal in 48 states.
NFL coaches headset gear, I want to have something install to cover his mouth while calling plays to prevent spying and lips reading.
Desk tidy and all in one computer Accessory Wrap. speakers, phone dock/charger, USB slots, pen holders and containers for paper-clips etc...
Punch a ..... Previous Eval , suggestions welcome
#spotsv A hollow comb that holds hair coloring dye can change the way you color your hair. Use several for a mix of different colors.
Have you ever heated up leftover food after a long days work? When you have family members, it takes time to heat up multiple plates.
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Upset stomach? Got the flu? Everyone can now have their own"personalized throw up bucket"from North America to Asia,the world is your bucket
Top grade, precut, polarized, unbreakable, reuseable, detachable lens covers attach to any pair of glasses by simple static electricity.
gutter hoe pulls and pushes the junk right out of your gutters, her head is patent pending it pulls flith past the gutter nail towards you
Hand wash your delicate items effectively and effortlessly.
Reach backside when you go the bathroom it will clean the toughest areas
Free standing Scanner Machine (like and ATM) that gives you the full stats on the beer you wish to purchase from your local Liquor store.
The Water Rock - Easy, Useful &amp; Fun! This handy helper is perfect for watering hanging plants, window gardens, potted plants and more. RESUB
Doggie Bone is a stylish new way to walk your dog. It consists of compartments to hold water, water bowl, food, poopbags etc
Be confident your Dongles, Wireless-USB and semi-permanent USB devices are safe, secure and protected from accidents with the DongleCaddie.
Change the look of your window blinds with a design ornament.Basketball, baseball, football,dolphin,rooster,apple, Christmas decorations.
Fits on any plastic bottle-Pencil sharpener, storage for 2 pencils, integrated tape dispenser &amp; storage compartments for paper clips, etc.
*BedRview* A low cost and easy-to-produce Smartphone or 7" Tablet PC holder. It's great for in-bed use! Watch TV/movies, read in bed! VIDEO!
storage cap for boxed food
Golfball tracker
SUN TATTOO - IT`S SUMMER! MAKE YOUR OWN WHITE TATTOO WITH SUN TRANSPARENT UV STICKERS. ENJOY SUNBATHING.
My idea is called (The Auto Window Stop) it resolves automatic windows from falling into the door-well after they have stopped working.
Super bright silicone cases priced at $14.99 Simple.Easy.Cheap.Bright.Everyone loves bright.
A remote controlled, battery powered laser light that is projected vertically from your car to help you locate it when lost in parking lots.
Night Light Patch- Outline doorways, stairs, furniture without the need of an outlet or excessive light
The Web-Pen scan and stores website URLâ€™s for later when you are back at your computer.
A washing machine which "nicely puts away" the laundry out of the basket when it finishes
Flavored Drinking Straw! The straw has flavoring powder inside the bottom of the straw. Simply insert enjoy! Paper for Eco Friendly!
TWIST &amp; LOCK Balloon seal. #spotsv
Construction injuries due to blind spot on hard hat. Re Invent the hard hat it's a serious problem with the hard hat design. Please comment
In areas where a tornado can happen at anytime and without warning the thing you most want to save is your life and/or a love one.
this is a food boul with 2 spaces of food srorage 3 Parts.
I have invented a tool for applying caulking products to various surfaces instead of useing your fingers.
electric screwdriver that looks like a normal multihead screwdriver
Stack-able bins to store small toys, legos, beads, etc. Doubles as working area. Stack together and slide into a cabinet.
A box with clock to put all your personal stuff in the bathroom. Helps you keep things in hand specially in small toilets.
Coil Hose and standard wire Tension relief Leash. Takes tension off of the tool being used.
ROADKILL SLIPPERS! Soft and cuddly...roadkill. Kids of all ages will love shocking the grandparents with these specialty slippers
Surge Protectors for Corner Desk Tables, Bed Frame legs and etc.
Kitchen Sink Organizer - Mounts In Place Of That Unsightly Dishwasher Air Gap!
Walk your baby comfortably on those cool fall/winter nightss.
A Universal Tool to use for Dishes, Grilling, Sanding and Dusting. Attachs by Velcro! Sponges, Brillow Pads, Sanding Pads, Scraper &amp; Duster
a onesie or an infant body suit with padding in the knees and elbows for crawling babies.
#NAME?
Super Fun and Creative Sprinkle Art Toy Set for Kids
Ladders w space between rungs/steps of 8-9" instead of the current 13". Market is short people, handicapped &amp;/or elderly independent people.
keep still glove
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Garden Moisture Probe
Band for elderly and mentally challenged individuals to monitor, and transmit their location, activity level, and also provide reminders.
EMERGENCY PILLS. fast-disolving chewy gel caps of sugar for diabetics experiencing an insulin overload, or protein for hypoglycemics.
"MY HOME ICE CREAM PARLOR" is an innovative and fun product to share with family and friends in the comfort of your home!
MOST PEOPLE HAVE PROBLEM SCRUBBING THIER BACK USINGORDINARY SPONGE,SO I THOUGHT WHY NOT HAVE A PRODUCT THAT
CLEANS BACKS WITH LESS STRESS.
Tow an Extra Pocket, Only When You Need It
Many teens are putting their lives at risk by using their ipods while driving. This solves old problem with controls from the wheel
ATOM-The paper clip organization system-Use individually or snap together for all your organizational needs. Bankers, Brokers, Teachers, etc
are you ready to kiss your umbrella goodbye? after using the rain master you will enjoy walking in the rain.
Mobility scooter "Trailer". For Senior citizens Easy hook-up, for hauling groceries, bags, etc.
A LIGHT BLANKET THAT BLOCKS ALL HARMFUL SOLAR RAYS WHILE SUNBATHING LIKE UVB AND UVA, MUCH THE SAME WAY
THAT SUNGLASSES SHIELD YOUR EYES
Brush Gloves
The Hand Held Key Board is designed as a light weight wireless key board with a comfortable and tactile grip.
Fun/creative/silly game: What Would Happen If...? Question and answer cards, mix up questions and answers to read silly answers to questions
SIDE MIRROR DIMMER ON YOUR CAR. LIKE THE ONE ON YOUR REAR VIEW MIRROR. LETS YOU DIM THEM ALL WHEN YOU NEED TO.
LESS GLARE, EYE STRAIN, SAFER
( SLEEP NUMBER PILLOWS ) NOT JUST INFLATABLE BUT ADJUSTABLE, AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
BAKED POTATOES without the fuss ..
A quick Easy tool to clean Bathroom sink and tub drains.
Baking Tool-Elastic removable Sleeves for Rolling Pins with multiple Shapes, Cutting Patterns, textures, dimension or designs for pastry.
Escape the tyranny of your desolate cubicle! Landscape your own professional Eden with mini-planters designed specifically for your cubicle!
A case for your iPhone that turns it into a optical laser mouse. Comes complete with an app that allows you to customize its functionality.
It's the iPhone Hammock! Let your iPhone to relax in this laid back oasis. This whimsical stand will make you smile and others envious.
A case that would hold a stylus pen on the side and has a slot for credit card/ID
A suitcase that extends two of the existing wheels to carry more items. When in transit theyâ€™re not being used so letâ€™s put them to use.
Does what you plug into an extension cord fall out? Lets address the problem directly. (resubmit
Sleep in peace, or with benefits Use a Quirky Qocoon!
Waterproof Bluetooth Music Speaker with microphone
Resub-tons of votes: Tough spatula can slice/dice chicken/burger/veggies easily in my non-stick pan,still be able to flip it: push of button
A Vibrating Office Chair Floor Mat. Push button with your foot to activate Massaging Vibrations for your feet while at the office or home.
FLIP OUT iPhone 5 case. Has a hidden compartment that is revealed by simply sliding and flipping. Keeps cards, money SAFE!
Keep you child from spilling another drink! Retrofit a BPA-free weighted straw into their toddler cup
A *Quirky* Christmas Tree for Target. A great way to show off the talents of Quirky and the community. Modern &amp; Easy!
Best Laser Show on Earth ... in your living room!
Modular system of extension cords: Part 1 and Part 2 can be combined in very different ways, depending on usersÂ´ current needs.
Because of the horrific tragedy of Aurora CO, it is imperative to create an APP that sends an alert that they are in immediate danger.
A heating AND cooling blanket. For those warm summer night, cooling, and for those cool winter nights, heating.
Mini-UPS. Miniature Uninterruptible Power Supply for use with small appliances, alarm clocks and other clock-based devices.
Hot butter knife. Put hot water in knife handle, This heats knife through conduction, use to melt and spread butter. Simple
Conserve water! Install my device in showers and save tons of gallons of water in homes, businesses, hotels, etc. A simple, dynamic fix!
a sun viser for your automobile that attaches to the outside of your windshield.
Invention/prototype bicycle rack for fishermen, holds tackle box , cooler, six fishing rods, chair.
RESUBMIT)DIY Lantern. Reuse any plastic bottle to make a lantern. Clamp or screw onto any plastic bottle
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Are you a Couch Sleeper with a sore neck? Supportive, sofa wedge pillow; like bed wedges but made specific to hook on sofa arms instead.
introducing the new and improve Q card reader for business our payments which directly deposit to your q account ,can you say Q BANKING .
#spotsv - Silicone band or tile with Vibration-Activated LED light. Automatically lights up when moved or jiggled. This could save lives!
Elec device that transmits bad things at a freq the ear cant hear but would be picked up by a cellphone, anonymously disrupting a jerks call
Everyone has trouble with tangled cords. Wow, what a mess! This invention will keep your cords together and organized, replacing tape.
A compact,renewable kinetic energy charged locker pencil sharpener! Great for Back-to-school! Please Vote :)
Your iPhone deserves a hug! Give your phone a hug while it's charging so it can feel safe and warm during its vulnerable time.
Disposable product used for dress shirts. A breathable fabric worn inside of a collar with two adhesive strips on each end.
Can't find your phone. Cellphone charm finder + remote control locator. Pretty &amp; useful charm for phones, tablets, Ipods, etc. #spotsv
Ever ran out of soap while showering &amp; no one was there to get more? Caddy houses extra, can be placed above shower head, kept dry til ready
Heated Toolbox.Cold tools when your working outside? Gloves to bulky? Problem solved.
my idea is a car seat that will allow the baby to look to the front rather than the back of the seat while being safe and comfortable
An Effective and Elegant Pasta/Tong Multi-Tool! - ENDING SOON
Reusable Cable Ties - Pinch &amp; Release Jumbo Cable Ties. Cable management, recreation, camping, sports, many more uses
Hangers create a crease pants that have already been ironed, hence having to iron them again and increasing time spent getting dressed.
Get grossed out from birthday cakes after a kid spits all over it? The"M.J.Top" blocks the spray of spit and still allows candles to glow!
A power connector that doesn't over charge the device and conserves energy while reducing wear on the battery.
A device to put on any box like pancakes or mashed potato box that makes it easy to pour so you do not have to rip it open! Easy Fix
Introducing Qeye - the Third Eye you wish you would have.
Quirky Bucket Drums Like at the olympics' opening ceremony. Toys 'R' Us would love them.
Watch plant drink water before your eyes! Also let's you know when it's had enough! Simple way to help plants stay alive &amp; happy!VIDEO RESUB
Ever banged your elbow or worse on the grab bar in the shower? Rubber Bumpers are the answer. Make it soft and make it not hurt.
BUFFET/BAR Flip-Down Wall Mount; Indoor/Outdoor; Multi-Use--resub*

***Collaboration &amp; Renders -- DesignJunkie

Handy Cargo hook screws onto a broom handle/paint roller ext. handle. 1 pc. inject.molded,plastic no rust/scratch could be in dif.colors.
The nose mask is a facemask just for the nose! No foggy glasses or sweaty face! Breathe safely and conveniently! Great for outdoors
TBall on Wheels.com
Energy Drink Koozie
STADIUM - SPORTS EVENTS SERVING TRAY -FOOD CADDY A CAREFREE WAY TO HOLD YOUR FAVORITE FOOD AND BEVERAGE AT
THE GAMES PLAY BALL.
A cable identifier that doesn't need any tie downs, stickers, labeling and is reusable.
The Rod: An under-the-sink organizer
Want a clean toilet all the time?2piece sanitized wrap goes around toilet rim and where tank meets seat so you can put on, peel off-FLUSHABL
Sun activated cooling window shades.
Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
Ideal Spot For A Holder. Connect Cellphone Or MP3 Player To Your Car Stereo System Using A Cassette Adapter With Integrated Holder Assembly.
Forget your CAR KEYS in you car and the car its loked and you have only one key? This is the solution!
RETHINK THE CLIPBOARD! Foldable/expandable/magnetic/with a light
Skier's Chest Harness for Smartphone / iPhone to take hands-free video when skiing.
Smoking Pipe Screen &amp; Cleaner
A spray-paint can shaker that is turned like a windmill at 50 rpm by a motor. The spinning motion makes the ball in the can do the mixing.
Phone dock attached to your laptop screen
"FOCUS" the Sound ! It's a phone case with a slide out panel that focuses the sound towards the user and includes a swing out stand.
The Electric bottle scrubber is designed to make bottle cleaning easier,faster,and safer.
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rocking chair slipcovers...
Always know if you have taken your medication or not by the color of cap on your pill bottle! No more agonizing if you've taken it or not!
The MaxiLift is THE hairbrush for anyone with fine, thinning hair. Just pull the trigger for volume that lasts until the next shampoo!
Live in WI. Nightly raids on garbage carts by raccoon. Made a "Coon Cap" with bike lock cable and clips. Many frustrated raccoon :)
Flexi Organizer Ribbon Tape: custom-built design fitting in any draw sizes
Picture Frames not lining up with one another? With this Adjustable Hanging Picture Frame Hook you can easily adjust its hook.
My design is a portable alarm system that will alert parents their kid is leaving or entering a place they a place they don't belong.
EXTREME FISHING!!! Watch the fishing action by using underwater camera. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pk0pxmm4PrA&amp;feature=youtu.be
#spotsv You get home, where to put your keys, etc.? How about a tray or hook under your light switch?
iPhone manual charger case
Bug Resistant Kitchen Garbage Can - Stop feeding roaches
COOL, DRY, LIGHTWEIGHT, WICKING INSOLES that take moisture away from the soles of the feet; and transform and shape to support your feet.
My Idea is for a sling phone for your cell phone. It would be a charging station that allows you to have have mutiple phones.
Flash Drive with Stylus Bump
Resub EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
light up guitar
A Hand Held Mouse allows users to control computer mouse with one free hand. Instead of the mouse hovering over a mouse pad it is hand held.
LiteBag is a redesigned, lightweight golf carry bag with easy access club holders.
Handy Plunge bring your drain back to life unclog your sink tub shower no need for chemicals or expensive plumber if caught in enough time.
My product is called THE POTSITTER. Water your pots while you are away. Fertilize at the same time. The dream plant sitter no mess.
Juice and Kool Aid Spoons! Non-messy alternative to the current method of making juice and kool Aid to our kids.
The Smart Family Alarm clock! Multiple profiles! Settings for days of the week, monthly and annual reminders! Tablet &amp; phone docks!
Scott Pizza Bag lets customers carryout pizza in a reusable, container that preserves the integrity of their pies, using only one hand.
#spotsv Finally, a way to get accurate measurements from your measuring tape.
IPhone Dock Wifi/Blue Tooth Adapter! Convert your existing IPhone dock into a WiFi/blue tooth transponder and go wireless!
plastic handle with three foot stick,with a super absorbent cloth design that comes in all colors
Rip-cord-string-packaging-tape improvement.
I would like to create a app that lets you put in all your random ingredients in your kitchen and gives you a list of meals you can create
My wife worked at a restaurant and always complained that the plates were too hot and she needed to use an oven mit to carry the dishes.
APP FOR PHONES. have groups of 5 different sounds to highlight the conversation. Some for snickering 14 y/o's, Three Stooges sounds, etc.
An adapter and an extension plug with different types of plugs in each module that will fit the object in its usefulness.
Bed prop
#spotsv-Slide On/Clip On Wite Out attachment to end of pens-Use like a Wite Out Magic Marker to correct written errors-More manageable
Colander with collapsible/removable insert to separate two sides to allow straining of multiple items at once
Something like an oversized coaster. Use to put on top of wine glass, mug, etc.
The Hidden Pocket Bra. A bra where both cups have comfortable veclro to hide large bills.
Let's make some green cardboard cases for Iphone and Ipad.
Swipe Station Case. A safe place to keep your phone and Credit Card Swiper.Yard Sales, Craft Fairs...Use it anywhere
We need a MINI-Squeak to clean smaller windows like Windows with Divided Lights. Collaboration with ThePhantomDog!(RESUBMIT)
Never loose your phone blingits reel will Work with your blingits
Pet waste-bag dispenser, but with a SNAG. The "snag" catches the perforation, so you can tear off one bag (with one hand, without looking!).
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Baby shield for babies with active and sporty parents.
Throw Pillow Storage - Store remote Controls &amp; more. A Decorative Accent for Sofas, Arm Chairs or Bed. Easy Store &amp; Find! RESUBMIT
Boredom during break is history! Because now there is the playable lunchbox!
iPad full size leather portfolio - So that business people don't have to carry the two separately
Dusty radio or dash but don't have a cloth with you or don't want to leave fingerprints? Use your mini-swiffer for your vehicle's dash.
Wristband charger cable. Keep the power allways with you. Bracelet with usb and apple new connectors.
Hot dog roller for the grill. Get a hot dog that is evenly grilled and not burned on one side, without you having to stand over your grill
My son and I have this thought on added safty with convience to locking and unlocking a sliding door or sliding window.
A small device that can connect two iPhones together and transfer battery life from one to another with extremely low battery life.
Liquid Nu Mulch is a concentrated mulch dye used to freshen up the mulch in flower beds without the labor or expense of laying new mulch.
Pregnancy test / Transmitter. Transmitter connected to the iPhone for pregnancy tests, together with app.
This colored toothbrush holder stores any size toothbrush with the bristles DOWN into a 3-part container that unscrews to clean.
The Future of Notecards! Dry Erase Notecards! Great For Work, Business, School , No matter what Occasion!
Washing dishes when camping is a pain. This device makes it convenient and easy
== Modular Power Strip! == Get the exact number of sockets you need. Add or subtract more as you need them.
UnHampered Product Extension -Thermal Grocery Bag that stays in car, office, etc. for quick trips to store keeps frozen food cold
Sweetener SPoons! A disposable coffee and tea stirrer with the sweetener in the tip of the spoon. Dissolves quickly into liquid.
Sand Vault. (218 votes last time) Screw into beach. Open and twist top of anchors. Put in valuables- close.(combi lock) (6 suggestions)
An accessory for iPad with flexible rubber stems.
Generate power while using power!
Headphone/set Stand
BEST CASE SCENARIO: "Magic Wallet" + iPad case + The Community = Awesome!
Burberry spring/summer 2013 collection inspired iPhone5 case. Let's think of girls and upcoming trends. :)
Dealer Sleeve working as a sales women for 20 years and when we put the paper plate on the back window you can't see it through the tint
Resub: Boomarang Competition A Boomarang that will tell you how far you threw it and how fast it is going. Compare stats for a fun exercise.
PLEASE HELP ME! HELP ANY handicapped children or adult, They NEED a canopy for their wheelchair! This is the ONLY one in exsistence!
A stadium cushion with a belt. Be hands free while tail-gating!Students can use for classes, on a campus bench, or use as a back support!
Ladles have been in every kitchen for thousands of years. They are clumsy, drippy, messy and awkward. Evolution... Pivoting ladle!
Generating electric energy with lifting foils on a catamaran.
I have made a tape measure with a built-in magnetic stud finder/belt clip and leveling bubble.
Simultaneously fill multiple water balloons at the same time with the Multi-Water Balloon Filler
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
Colored transparent strips in scotch tape like holder used to HIGHLIGHT information in textbooks is removable without page damage
loosing your cell phone! heres a small alarm you can attach to your bag or case, if you go a certain distance the alarm goes off!
RESUBMIT-Works just like bank but is a fun way to save with your partner/child. Keys join together to form 1 key to open the bank!
SOOZERS... Scissors are like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers/SOOZERS are ALWAYS
THERE/HANDY.
RECORD AND PLAY: Kids think its so much fun to talk into something and hear their voice played. This is a simple recording and plybk #spotsv
Sponge support multiprupose: esterilize and provide liquid soap
a messenger type case that you just carry, flip the smart cover and use, also the ability to suspend it for viewing
Suction cup Sponge/Scrubber. Do we really need Sponge/Scrubber Holder in our sink?
"BUILD - A - MONSTER"
The Burger Broiler is a single patty cooking tool, eliminates stove clean up, shorten cooking time,compact andd transportable
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A touchscreen display that connects wirelessly to a smartphone and controls it, mirroring its own screen, so that it can be used as a tablet
Soul sounds, tennis shoes with drum sounds built into soul of shoe.
My idea could revolutionize the decorating industry. Remote control battery operated cordless LED light sprays. Great for ANY decorating.
I thing that vacuum attachment for the car wash, so you get into crevices, and just do a better leaning job is a great idea.
A Power strip which has an AC-DC converter built in to reduce space and improve AC2DC conversion waste.
Sharpen your knives automatically while taking them out of the knife holder. Knife holder is designed to look like a knife.
CHUGGER is the world's first ACTION sports drink-it moves while you drink it! Tip back a CHUGGER, the flexible neck moves with each chug.
Glow Flexi Sheet - Glowing flexible sheet for many uses. Curl for flashlight. Prop for reading light. Carry in folder to light your way.
LAUNDRY BALL: A ball shaped laundry basket with a CORD so it can be rolled up or down stairs! Regular baskets are big and heavy for most
Tool Cube - 100% Useful - Inside and Out.
Saw Horse...
Free US-patented floss holder(and free floss) from dentists to patients.Dentist'd be asked to pay for floss+imprint &amp; getting these as gift
A bracelet for the baby and each parent that emits a shrill whistle when the parent is more than 15 feet from the baby.
A straw type device that you blow with your mouth to activate the keys on your computer keyboard.
Grab a reular cup of coffee,add your favorite liquid flavor drops,add your other condiments and enjoy.
#spotsv : Rubber Bands with Tape - so you can attach notes to things you put a rubber band around - like drinks, cards, pencils, cords, etc.
Chestnuts Opener
Wireless Baby MONITOR for TWINS Remotely Converts to Video RECORDER: Capture TWINS' Magical Moments Simultaneously in High Quality
Video.
Do you love each drink you take to be ice cold w/o being watered down? Check out this concept of a new way to keep your drink the coldest!
Paperless shopping list projected on the palm of hand. Download shopping list from computer to wristband. No more paper, holding ipad/phone
Resub--The Broom Vacuum. 2 in 1 Sweeper Vacuum cleaning tool. More affordable version of the current models. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
To develop an easy inexpensive way to never leave a kid in a hot car again. This is obviously not a wide spread problem but one is too many
Unisex Headphone Necklace. Discreet headphones!
Resubmitted (417 votes) The Retractable Hammock. Store easily. A cost effective way to create a retractable hammock. Manual Retraction.
What about a glow-in-the-dark trash can?! You can finally see where your trash can is, especially in far distance and in the dark.
Desk Paperweight Guards: No one will touch your paperwork! Unless they bring you a shrubbery. Ni!
#spotsv Nightlights are useful especially when trying to find the bathroom, but they occupy precious outlets. This idea solves that problem.
Mocubo Cheese Slicer! Line Extension.
Retractable 26 inche Dog Protetion Walking Wand to help prevent stray dogs from Attacking You and Your Dog. Also Protect Yourself
Let's bobble silverware for when you go on picnics.Those picnic tables in parks are nasty.Let's keep them away from those nasty germs
A Bluetooth-enabled CLOCK in the meeting room that can remind attendees of remaining meeting time for better meeting time control.
Sharpens carpenter pencils the way the should be. Not pointed like the competition.
Spring Launched Beer Cooler.
SOOZERS... Scissors like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers... SOOZERS are ALWAYS THERE / HANDY.
Did you stick a plant where the sun doesnt shine? ;) Planter with lights all around top to allow them to grow if there isn't any sunlight
KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
#NAME?
Jumper Cables with a light incorporated to it. Know where your attaching it to.
Tired of stripping those screw heads, now you can tighten these screws with confidence with CACTUS HEAD SCREWS
Do your sleeves stay behind when you put on a jacket or sweater? Help kids (and adults)put coats on over long-sleeved shirts. #spotsv
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Baby bottle washer that doesn't require your dishwaasher.
* FanFlastic * is a near flat-against-wall fan! It's fun! Flex! Bend! Shape it! Soft foam blades keep it safe and flat keeps it out of way!
Hey let's go camping, sounds great let's get the tent and pulls together, whoops were missing a poll. I have a new tenant.
Charging Cable's Omni Light
A small second screen app for your iPhone
One handed stroller, like a mail carrier's cart. Much more maneuverable. Allows other hand to walk the dog, drink coffee, carry bags, etc.
An integrated system that would activate movie theater house lights immediatly and automatically once it detects the sound of gunfire.
Home decoration photo frames for model people.
Ouch! sound familiar! The ear is sensitive and one needs to be careful when using heated styling instruments and hair care products!
SAFE FOOD WARMER - warms up food, extremely safe, easy to use and clean. Itâ€™s a necessary device for children, parents, and students.
UV clips:: onto the sunscreen tube, increasing awareness to wear sunscreen even on a cloudy day.
Who let the dogs out? Nobody, with this invention.
I'm Here! An APP that lets people know where you are via text message.
Charge iPhone 5 or other iOS devices with AA Batteries &amp; Lightning Connector. Works for iPods, iPads too. Takes Rechargeable or Regular AA
Multi-Purpose Luggage-Carry-On Luggage is a straddling bench &amp; Larger Luggage has built-in dolly. Together they team up to be a chair &amp; more
Do you worry about your phone falling out of your pocket wile bikeing Or tried to change music on your phone but you dont want to brake it
#spotsv GOT BRACES? Finally an orthodontic brush for people who wear braces and want an easier way to get that clean feeling after brushing.
A hand relief strap to support the weight and fatigue from holding up the device.
Corded Power Adapter for Cordless Tool. Batteries Dead? Need That Extra Oomph or Consistent, Unlimited Power? Fits Most Brands &amp; Voltages!
RECYCLE from every room in your home. SPLIT garbage bins! KIDS recycle too!
Threaded stakes that clip to your beach towel's corners so that it doesnt blow over in the wind, then clip together to make 1 unit when done
The Child Muzzle! Ever been on a plane, in a restaurant or somewhere where a child was screaming uncontrollably and u wanted solution 4 it?
NO TOUCH Hand Wash Cover! Lets design some stylish covers for these ugly soap dispensers
Resubmit)New Design- All in one unit. CONNECTORS that allows recyclable items to be attached together.
July 21,2012 I would like to produce a goggle for people who get false lashes.
Moldable Plastic or Wire insert in Ziplocs where they zip together. You can bend any convenient shape to aid in filling or emptying the bag
Molle backed iphone case.Very distinct look &amp; great functionality.There's a reason the military uses this system-Video link explaining Molle
#spotsv Do reading glasses irritate you. You have to put them on and take them off all day or have to look over the top for far vision.
*Teens* and *Kids* Silicone Eye Glass Decor. Slide/Clip tiny *Silly Band Type* rings onto the sides of the frames. Trade/Add
Whatâ€™s bugging you?!!Mosquitoes and West Nile Virus are concerns during warm weather and Summer. Wouldn't you like an easy repellent?
Handheld Bath &amp; Tile Scrubber. Sprays liquid cleanser as it scrubs. Rechargeable.
Strong magnetic wall paint and magnetic wall tiles. Paint area and apply tiles with ease and virtually no mess.
All in one dry station!!A free standing coat rack with forced hot air to dry coats,gloves,hats,and a boot drying station on bottom(resubmit)
I'm here to introduce to you, a battery opperated mini-Travel Curl. A 5 inch long beauty device with an easy travel cooling case.
Recycle your paper into notepads.
Doggy Fun Dome
Tired of having cold hands or cold fingers? Enjoy a nice hot cup of your favorite beverage while keeping your hands warm.
Opposite of Shrinky Dinks, Starts out small and ends up BIG. New wave of fun! Growing Shrinky Dink type?
Handy Hooks! Suction cup hooks with top and bottom closure, no more watching your items fall or get blown away! INDOOR &amp; OUTDOOR HOOKS!
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Tell the time/stopwatch on your shades! Tiny low-cost clip-on device tells you the time at the press of a button.resub
#spotsv Helping hands. There are so many situations when you wish you had more then two hands, three or maybe four. Your wish can come true.
Beach towel with neumatic magmets sewn in to the corners to attach to a beach chair and won't be disturbed by the wind.
a smart phone holster that will hold your phone to your hip better than any clip.
the perfect practice putter. A putter for golf that has a digital power meter on top.better accuracy for distance. sweet practice tool.
I wantto invent a solar panel to go into Porta Johns at concerts, and events so that I never have to stumble into a dark porta
An iPod or iPhone case that has a spool/compartment on the back to wrap the Apple headphones around for storage.
Head lice is a problem parents face My idea is a flat iron with a nit comb attachment that uses heat to kill Lice naturally.
How many people, like me, use their iPhone as an alarm to wake up to yet have no place to set it...? Here's an idea to solve that problem..
Learning the Alphabet and words by engaging the child. The kid puts the pieces together to create a word through this peg and make symbols.
carry on luggage, added 9 features, big wheels, pocket for boarding pass, easy access for the bag of liquids which need to scan and more...
Electric Blankit that is portable and rechargeable.. by solar power power or electric.. runs on rechargeable batteries.., on and off switch
Carry multiple fishing rods and a tackle box with one hand.
Threading needle with an eye that opens and shuts. #spotsv
Save space by utilizing the ceiling room in closets! Great for shoes and other closet items that take up space!
1.EnergyDefense is an energetic cleanser and shield. It defends you from toxins in the environment and negative energy from other people.
The backs of computer an laptop monitors should have screens that display the exact same thing as the front to help teachers, trainers,etc.
Express-SteamTip This is a espresso coffee machine steam tip that can be snap-on easily, effectively and fast.
â˜…WORLD EXCLUSIVE!â˜… Live Martian Baby Captured! Video Proof! L@@K!
The SillSave is a rubber mat to protect the sill of a car when a wheelchair user transfers in or out, either to drive or as a passenger
RESUBMIT-LIGHTED POWER POTS W/MULTIPLE USB/POWER OUTLETS. Works just like a regular power strip but adds STYLE! home/night
clubs/hotels/etc
Body conforming heating pad. Heating Pad 2.0!
Bobble snooze clock. No need to look for the snooze button.
The ultimate white board pen - 4 colors, and an eraser built in.
A solar powered battery charger with a built in signal boost and powered speakers.
Salon effects Real Nail Polish Strips....make your own designs from your own computer and special paper w/adhesive "nail strips":unlimited!
Are you tired of the mess it causes to open a popsicle?? No More!!
Bike lock
Hate drinking the bland coffee at work or having to lug around kcups in your pockets or purse? Now you can store a backup in your coffee mug
Remote controlled car windows with a phone application as well! No more wet interior when you leave your windows down! Please read on!
i want to make a layer slicing kit for cutting a cake
Dish rack separates! One for plates, one for bowls/cups, one for utensils. Not everyone has enough counter space for big all in one racks.
A bowl with a wide lip on top, inside of a larger shorter bowl with no lip which can be filled with water to create a moat to prevent ants.
The sheetclip lies between the boxspring and mattress, keeping sheets tucked in at the corners. especially when changing non-elastic sheets.
PIT PATCH! Comfortable Clothing protector. Save money! Extend the life of your favorite shirts! PIT PATCH
Meet the only retractable or manual wind up lunch bag and bottle cooler combo. *Eye glass and smartphone wind up cleaning pouches.*
Lobster claw scissors. I want a pair! Blades could be straight,serraded,clam shell,or ocean wave. Molded hard plastic with metal blades.FUN.
Crate Snaps _ spring based plastic rack system for Your CRATES!!! For Your I PAD, E BOOK READER, PHOTO FRAME, BOOKS, WEATHER
STATION, LCD...
PLEASE VOTE :) -- The device allows you to create slits in the orange peel, so when it comes time eat, it opens as easy as a banana.
Decorative bench that converts to a table for entertaining or anything.Designed to look nice, be comfortable and functional as a table.
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Baby Video Monitor...For Baby!
THIS IS A BETTER SAFER AND QUICKER WAY FOR AIR FRESHENERS
Light Up Athletic Shoe Covers: Light up covers that fit on athletic shoes that light up on impact.
MY RHYTHM RING
Mobile Phone And Tablet Computer Multi Function Set ( Automatic rewinding line headphones, headphone jack adapter)
Make fishing safer covering the hooks with a weedless mesh skirt system that fish get teeth stuck in plus the hooks(double trouble for them
A small salad dressing dispenser to take to work; no drip, no leak +tbs lines to watch calories and proportions of oil and vinegar.
THE SPACE SAVING, DUAL ON THE WALL AUTOMATIC TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER WILL ELIMINATE TOOTHPASTE MESS AND THE
MISSING CAP ISSUE.
Under sink organizer holds ALL hard to hang bottles! 2 ways to customize for ANY cabinet! Easy install. Use w/ existing Quirky products
Is it a bookend or a file? Here is an easy way to keep your books organized on the shelf and quickly be able to find what you need.
Diaper Bag with Fold Out Change Station/feeding seat for quick, safe, clean baby changing and feeding.
iPadMiniBatteryCase keep the iPad Mini party going for hours, days longer with this case with auxiliary battery in it! Mophie Juice Pack'isk
play along is an App that displays a musical insrument that plays along with the song of your choice the screen
Illuminated Bill Holder
Faster/Easier way to pierce potatoes for baking! Get the job done quick and easy without stabbing your hand with a fork. Video, Pls comment.
Digital Photo Album Coffee Mug
Protect you Stuff. A tracking device that you stick on important stuff. Phone alerts you when it can no longer see your stuff. Affordable.
LAMP BOX: A portable box with 2 light sockets and extension cord. Great for the garage or doing construction/home improvement!
Wireless Blood Pressure App. Notification- Unsafe Reading Levels Sent to Doctors, Family, Friends
#spotsv Toxic Free School Supplies. Lunch Box, Pencil Box &amp; 3 Ring Binders (See recent *Alarming* CBS News Article &amp; Video)
My product is called Puppy Pick ups. It an easy non messy way to clean up after your pet on your everyday walk.
my invent "TENNIS RACKET" will improve ability to play design to achieve only a perfect game
Holographic design on the visor of my motor cycle helmet.
A device attached to your umbrella or cane with a unit on your belt loop or purse. It will sound or vibrate to alert you if its left behind.
App Water Cannon
Product: Window aquariums. This would include transparent fish, coral, shells and sea plants.
Plastic hairpin-shaped (disposable) earbud. Two sizes, for adults and kids. Remove earwax easily.
This is a Safe snap tracking unit for children, mentally challenged, and Alzheimer.
This is a door mat and shoe sanitizer in one product.
Traffic DVR - iPhone Rolling Recording App+ Video Dock. Store Last 60mins Any Time. Never Miss Interesting Encounters Your Accident Witness!
For moms/dads on the go: Attachable baby carrier shade that lowers automatically when bright sunlight is detected!
Siri Activation Button (possibly with bluetooth microphone)
Lazy Susan Tea box that rotates 360 degrees that can be stored in an upper kitchen cabinet or on the counter.
This is a universal bluetooth controller for any smartphone in the market. The dpad,joystick and buttons feel like a real gamepad.
Make a cover for that gap between refrigerator and counter
Using cyclone technology, convert traditional hair brush into low heat hair dryer w/out cord, fan, heating element limitations.
Silicone Dash Tray with Bristles. Keeps items from sliding around as you're driving. *New pictures added
Rolling Outdoor Buffet Cart-Updated Look! Various Types of 2-Part Containers Available Screw or Snap into Place. Fun to use &amp; customize
What is the most universal way to hold your cutting edge hand-held device while driving? The "E.T. Phone Home" windshield mount.
Make Aria or any stationary fan oscillate with an oscillating turntable. Resub.
Trashcan with a dustpan chute built-in. Vacuum port to clean out dustpan compartment without bending over.
#NAME?
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Travel Loofah Case! Clear Ball that holds your Loofah when traveling. Easy to carry around, and keeps the rest of your items dry! #SPOTSV
A plastic snap-on cover for popular models of electronic remote controls to help simplify the button layout. Keep it simple!
Be able to go to an arena event or any event and get a fresh, single serving glass of wine instead of beer.
Easy Baby Mover
A labels kit,designed for durability and comfort.Used by athletes/participants in recreational sports requiring multiple pieces of equipment
Slimline Hooks - press 'em to release. (resub 133 votes) Kids versions too.
An iPad Mini case inspired by a spiral notebook.
The Smart-Can" The can that can! Save your nose, save your car from used icky tissues in your cup-holder. It can save you in a bind.
Weight Finder
#spotsv Submission - Stretch to Release Your Stress! Resubmit from: April 2, 2011
Water Fence
*TOY* Create a Xylophone! Building Blocks with different size Xylophone Music Panels that insert on top of blocks. Build and Play Music...
Turn your'e kitchen sink into a utility sink!
Watch your piggy bank "grow!" A novelty bank for kids which reacts to being filled with change.
PUMP IT UP CAPE-REST never forget It on long Journeys !!!
Taking groceries upstairs is always a pain and often multiple trips are required. This stair climbing cart should help.
The CLIP/CLAW! The easiest way to add a clip to almost anything including your smartphone! Other option... A HOOK/CLAW to hang anything.
CELL-O YOUR CELL PHONE BECOMES A SECRETARY. HOME IS WITHOUT A "LAND LINE"? PURCHASE A FOUR PACK CELL-O. ANSWER
YOUR CELL IN ANOTHER ROOM
THE GOLFERS DREAM The "GREENBLOWER" Cleans Golf Greens of all types of folage in the Spring "BLOOMS" and Fall "LEAFS
Glo in the dark, stencels or patterns with washable crayons or simply peel and stick glow in the dark decals and strips.
Charging stand strip for iPads, iPhones, and iPods. Fits in front of iMacs, or behind MacBooks. An Apple fan's dream.
An iPhone stand enables you to make calls while charging up, especially great for hotel, restaurant or coffee shop to lend it to customer.
Container tubs that hook up anywhere in your bathroom. Keep any product in easy reach and save time. Items stay dry, tubs clean easily!
LED decals, spinoff. LED Pinstriping for cars, motorcycles, scooters, bicycles, skateboards.. and even helmets!!
A reusable facial tissue dispenser that looks like a boutique tissue holder but uses toilet paper. Saves money, and storage space.
Interlocking Squares that become a Game, a Table, a Box, a Lounge Chair or whatever you imagine it is.
iPhone Case Reflateable Bubble Wrap - Keep Popping Over and Over for stress relief
cellphone hd blue tooth connection USB chip to your HD tv might come in a pack with two 10' headrest with bluetooth for those that travel
a deck of cards with a picture of pretend dollar bill and there serial numbers on them cause I am always playing poker with dollar bills
Resubmit-DIGITAL Etch a Sketch? KEEP WHAT YOU DRAW! Download it onto your computer! SAVES PAPER
Create energy that will charge your cell phone battery anywhere using nothing but your water bottle
Skinny Spoons! Now you can get into tight container openings to dip, scoop, finally scrape the bottom to get out the contents no more waste
Holographic design on the visor of my motor cycle helmet.
Commando! A minimalist Ipad briefcase. Get a handle on your Ipad with a bare minimum briefcase!
Now your arm will outlast your pets desire to play fetch..and its fun for you too...Just step down to load spring, hit trigger and launch.
Store 36 eggs (or more) and lose no existing shelf space.(resub)
Finger tip floss.#SPOTSV
#spotv Resubmit)Make your own blister packs. You pick what to put inside.
Multiple K-Cup Automatic Coffee Machine. Holds groups of K-Cups instead of just one. Lock and load.
Charge Anything Wirelessly
Power Drill Kitchen Accessory 'Bits': Harness the power of your drill in the kitchen! Blender, cheese grater, citrus juicer, mix *See Pics*
LIFT YOUR TOILET SEAT FROM THE TOP!!! Deal with those nasty toilet germs by NOT touching the place they'll most likely be. SEE
ILLUSTRATIONS
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This is a DISPOSABLE DOG POOP CATCHER. Just use it, remove the tape paper cover,fold in half, paste the two halves, and ready for disposal.
BIGTOUCH, Touchscreen 8, 10, 16 or 22 inches where the iPhone fits perfectly into a single unit and turning it into an ipad
A wig offered in varied hair colors with the difference of an undetectable water proof cap underneath, something like a bathing cap.
A case that plugs into the phone output, with an app that allows you to customize the case.
RESUBMIT)Keep your 2 liter bottles cold at your next party. No more warm drinks.Save money with buying bottles of soda not cans.
(6 suggestions accepted)Its a quirkyesque solution to pen storage-and there can never be enough of those! (resub).
Wrap and Hang Anything/Push Button Release Personal Use Cable Tie. Let's make a reusable cable tie for the average person, a Super-Bandit.
New, Large, and Improved Security Kid's Safe, Sure they make them, but they are tiny. Make a big safe with a fingerprint lock just for kids
RESUBMIT-Stop your pet from escaping when you open your front door
New and Improved Steam Ball for Dryer! This will sell Millions. Rubber outer core with studs to soften, inner stainless ball and water.
Keep your beverages collddddd! Check it out. Keep beverages hot
skilushe&amp;engine stlushe&amp;snowlu
NEON/LED HUBCAPS FOR CARSHOWS AND CRUISING AT NIGHT The Lighted / Glowing Car Hubcap.They will use Centrifugal force to turn the
lights on
A Real String Mop with the roller wringer already attached. Mop head can be thrown in the laundry for cleaning. Nothing complex,just usable.
A large, touchscreen, wifi calendar. Mountable to wall or fridge. Sync with your phone calendars. Color coded for each family member!
tired of having a wet towel every morning with the towel clip grip you can easily hang and dry your towel on the the shower curtain pole.
Bass guitar players! Get a BIG bass sound without having to move heavy speakers. Introducing the collapsible bass speaker cabinet.
The Beer Sleeve: A very thin spandex-like sleeve that fits tightly over your can of beer to make it look like a can of soda.
called a "drip dry" thin towel w 2 holes both ends simply goes over a hanger hang on shower rod with ur bath suit
Wireless data transfers
A plastic glove shaped dog waste bag. Slip your hand into the glove portion of the 13 - 14" long plastic bag and pick up waste.
Automated lemongrass microplaner
Combat bathroom clutter with this retractable vanity organizer
A 3D viewing headband/hairband incorporating 3D Viewing lenses..
Take your'e power with you;with remote outlet!
Flower Pot/Patio Umbrella stand. A large, heavy planter to support a patio umbrella or tiki torch, while looking like a normal flower pot.
Boomers buy high profile luxury matresses that don't match their 70's bedroom suite nightstands. They require stools to get onto matress.
My mouth is16screw&amp;cant use a toothbrush:Have2use H2OPic:BUT H2O&amp;STUFF gos everywhere:whynot have a H2OPic that connects 2a
shower?
Never leave your electronics/items at home again. Charging station/storage box chimes/flashes at doorside when you leave home. resub2
A new design of a wall vase and a wall basket for home (kitchen, bathroom, living or dining room, etc.) office, shops, hotels, etc.
Telescopic cover of swimming pools in PET to avoid evaporation and gives protection against leaves, insects and keeps the pool warmer.
Sports Hoodie with pockets/bands to secure hot/cold packs which relieve pain or swelling from surgery, injury or strain
For cuttable coupons, a small dab of adhesave glue to make the coupon stick to the product.
A wallet that will never allow you to leave behind your debit or credit card ever again.
With a growing problem of obesity here comes a product that will save money for millions of people. Here comes the miracle Jean stretcher
Panda
Waste container for drilling.
Bruum Vac (Patent Pending)
Self Cleaning Goldfish Bowl - Simple, Clean with a Huge Market
The ultimate fish grill tool
RECOVALERTJewelry-A Special Line ofNecklaces,Watches,Anklets&amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin"Prompting QuickRecovery
ofPEOPLE
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Compact Gardening tools. 1 long stick &amp; 1 short stick that can fit and lock into multiple tool heads and handles. Customize your own rack.
Earbuds For Two - Teens will buy these. They are always sharing headphones. With a dual set they can listen with or without a friend.
Christmas tree lights snap apart at shorter intervals for fast removal and snap back together for easy winding around the tree next year.
Save lifes on highways all over the world. How, by making all vehicles more visible to others during bad weather. Read below to help, thanks
Snap fasteners allow reusable shopping bags to be wrapped up and fastened when youâ€™re on the go. #spotsv
Here's a toothbrush with a secret compartment, and inside is a easy access to a floss tool. Easy brushing, easy flossing, better storage.
Install in the kitchen or breakfast bar without the unsightly mess of cables! Always available, no searching for USB power plugs.
#QCYCLE Bicycle exhaust 'pipe' with bubble emissions! Cyclists of all ages
One purse you can change the color and pattern by the push of a button to match your clothing and mood.
3D Printer for Artists
A projector for your iPhone / iPad / iPod
Clean the top of your can before you drink from it! My product is a redesign of the can tab to provide the consumer with a cleaning tool.
Xbox Gaming Glasses
RESUBMIT * A balloon based water gun.... Summer fun with a twist. New Concept...Made top 5 in the old days.
GOING TO THE BEACH? HATE YOUR TOWEL MOVED BY THE WIND. MAGNETIC SAND STAKES. STICK INTO SAND ADD YOUR MAGNET
TOP. TOWEL WILL STAY ALL DAY.
Updated: Hearing protection that allows a group to communicate without yelling using a chatroom style app similar to Ventrillo or Teamspeak.
You have plants in your home,but it die and the main cause is drought, promoted by yourself. With Home Irrigator,you will not have to worry.
Tea Bag String Stopper/Holder. No more burned Tea bag strings or fishing for your Tea Bags after they fall into the boiling pot or cup.
This is a hammer/screwdriver hook that attaches to the tools by an adjustable Velcro strap.It is meant to hook onto your pocket/belt to work
The product weighs less than a regular blow dryer. It is also smaller than a regular blow dryer.
FEEL the BEAT, with your own personal subwoofer that works with your ear buds, and your MP3 Player (iPod, iPhone, etc).
Spiral CFL light bulbs are ugly, but you love the fact that you're saving energy and the earth? Then just cover them up with Lite Sleeves.
What if you could see who was at your door step without walking to the door? Solution Bluetooth wireless peep hole camera &amp; your smart phone
â€œThe Stars and Stripes Never Sleepsâ€
My Patents for an electronic PillMinderTM device that mounts to pill bottles and helps you remember when you took your pills.
A patio table with shelf type foot/leg rest at the highth of the chair bottom.
iWrist- App-enabled motion sensor wrist band
Have you ever been nervous with kids and drinks? Obviously if you're a parent, YES. Problem solved!
Windscreen-wiper for motorcyclist
Hair Crimper That's Outside The Box! Makes Different Designs In Hair. Simple And Bold Shapes(Sun, Circle, Star), Transfer To Straight Hair.
Molded plastic "pockets" for popular car model door handles that no longer have a bottom. These would hold straw wrappers, keys, cell, trash
Jr/High school kids cant carry bags/purses to class 4 safety reasons. Lets bring back the belt school book carrier with a twist.
SCIENCE IN YOUR POCKET - A lighted microscope on a long, flexible arm for your phone!
"THE KINDERCALL" Child Alert System with remote or Bluetooth. Remind Kids it's Check in time. Application/Smartphone-other device
The Lullaby Blanket
The Steady Bevvy is an outdoor beverage caddy.It holds cups,cans,glasses,beer bottles AND wine glasses steady on uneven outdoor terrain.
cutting board that will have a block attached to it with slots to hold knives and other cutting supplies.This allows easy access to knives.
#spotsv Kangaroo Clips. When you need more out of a paper clip without giving up size, style, cost or convenience. 640+ votes.
#spotsv Solar Power Strips of Light - For a Tent, Yard, Garage or Indoors anywhere light is needed!
Stow N Glow. Flashlight with a secret compartment.(Collaboration with Bluff a.k.a. DQ)
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iPad Mini case with Dry Erase.(I didn't mean to rhyme)
This window sun shield is a energy efficient upgrade for homes that will reduce the electric bill and keep the house cooler.
For those of us with poor knife skills, by adding a bandsaw blade to a handle, small amounts of thinly sliced vegetables can be cut quickly.
THIS IS THE NEW SIPPY CUP IDEA that unscrews and the bottom half becomes a cup with handles. so it grows with the child and save you money.
Vacuum clippers!First and only electric hair and debris removal device for your vacuum cleaner roller.Attach to vacuum for easy use. #spotsv
Forearm Smartphone Holder - Have full access to your smartphone while exercising or working.
its in his cargo pants!!!! full size internal USB port power battery pack for charging iphones, tablets, ipads etc,
Butchers Block and expandable cookbook holder.
Don't have your vehicle license plate or decorative license plate cover ever stolen again! Protect your investment easily.
My idea is a laundry basket that can navigate stairs. Seniors who have laundry rooms on an upper or lower level would benefit greatly.
A strapping device to hold a toddler's head to the back of the carseat when he sleeps to avoid precarious and uncomfotable neck positions.
Fumbling to manage hair with a traditional round barrel brush? Stop sweating -ratchet away your wrist strain and look good in the process!!!
Ok community, picture a screw on paint brush for an extension to edge and paint up high with no ladder. I currently tape mine. Works great!
An app that saves you time and money by finding and locating local bands that sound similar to music or artists you enjoy listening to.
POWER STRAP: A handy suitcase attachment with a power strip for charging multiple devices when only limited power points are available.
Your iPad let's bed in
Create your own unique Sand Art Scape/Infinite Water Fall privacy window treatment. With ambient lighting...Solar powered!
Doggy Pee-Pee Post Grass Saver
Gift box with little confetti poppers kept inside! Add more fun and surprises to your gifts
Chad Hanger is a clip used to hang envelopes over offensive ads on PC screens.
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" &amp; 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
Yumvelopes are envelopes that you actually enjoy licking!
A Musical Clapping Device - Shake to create your own cheering music, shake for different sounding notes. Shake and Clap Your Hearts Out!
Bug off, dog food and water bowel tent. keep your pets food covered and clean. has a magnetic door and is easy to use and light weight.
Method to avoid that lakes behind dams in warm parts of the US loose a lot of water..
#spotsv -- Four Week Car Air Freshener. Open ONE Section Each Week.
Light sensitive stroller cover. Automatically tints in sunlight. #spotsv
A StrawCup: a drinking straw kept next to the sink that allows you to drink water from the faucet with out getting wet.
Is this fan is on high, medium, or low? You have to stand and wait to find out. How about a clamp for the cord to indicate speed?
Clean Sparkling Car Windows! Even if you take your pet with you everywhere! No more snot-mobile Sanitary and easy to use
Modular lanyard/loop. Style+Function. Match your new Quirky Apple accessories;)
A PERFECTLY SIMPLE lock. Uses a simple on/off switch w/ Stainless steel Zip Tie-Lock.Previously UC. Made some revisions 615 Views/votes
Plugplay is a plug connector that has a light/sound/motion detector or APP for smart phone control, it will turn on or off any device.
Recharge your coin/button batteries with the Ray!! Recycle and save money operating your Ions, Socialites etc.
Agape
i would like to see pre-moistened q-tips on the shelf. moistened with water, antibacterial solution or vaseline.
SHOT-LOC... This is an electronic device that will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a SHOT that is FIRED at a SOLDIER in the city.
2 Piece Sports Bottle where bottom unscrews to hide keys, car alarm button, earbuds. etc...
A frying pan that never stick and burn your food. The best beef,the best pancake; "vibrating pan" will do all the job for you.
#spotsv .:: Spray Top Cap FULL Rubber Valve Stem Protectors ::. valve cap spray cap covers.Safety. Dress with Protection. .See Graphics
Family of bobbles. To keep you busy, playful and make you feel better. All from a bobble.
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iPhone Case Slide Puzzle
We've all had that moment-when our beloved iPhone slips out of our hands and breaks. This stylish spiky case can keep that from happening.
COIN LIGHT
RESUB:Quirky r making BLINGITS so let's make CHARMS-customize w/sentimental item/word. Charm lights up-find phone in dark/know its ringing
Coin sorting machine for your car dashboard.
Quirky Bluetooth Headset. Shaped like the "Q" in Quirky.
An unbreakable, leak proof device to precisely place a drop of oil exactly where it is needed at an exceptional low price.
Wireless power strip. Use it to plug in your devices with a remote wireless base there is no need for a main cord into the wall.
the safty jacket that i invented is an inflateble air-bags insaid the jacket that will give you the most protection incaise of an axident
iPhone 5 Car Charger with Cord Wrap
A New Way To Look Chargers. Charge On The Go!
PocNic TableCloth
When eating take out french fries, I have no place to put my ketchup except piling it on top. Ketchup guide will attach to the fry holder.
When putting up Christmas lights, the extension cords can be a hassle not to mention a hazard. Let's improve it with a retractable cord.
Bitty Bin: A basket for small items, hooked onto a shopping cart to stop fall-through, barcoded to allow for store giveaways and games.
MY BABY NEXT TO ME, BUT NOT IN MY BED. EASY TO FEED AND CHANGE. COMBINED COT/CARRY COT WITH 180' ROTATION.
SMALL, MOBILE, EASY TO SET UP.
- Motion/distance based alarm - Extra security in i.e. your hotelroom. Portable 120 dB alarm based on laser guided distance measuring.
"Light Hub" Lamp: A Lamp that also has a reading light and removable/rechargable flashlight built into it. It meets all lighting needs!
A Keyboard With Docking Station For the Upcoming Apple iPad Mini, which Allows Users To Dock iPad Mini For Easy Typing And Screen Viewing
Time to introduce COLOURED STAPLES since bare metal staples rust over time. We need plastic covered staples that don't rust and look classy.
RESUB--Smartphone Skin with built-in Dry Erase Pad and Pen on the back. Quickly jot down Memo's, phone numbers, names, etc.
need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
Modular Furniture Charger, more ports, more space, more design. Minimize clutter on the desk and in the house.
Multiple chip holder that hangs on the back of a pantry door
A more durable, designer style,travel essential for transporting liquids for onboard air travel, while meeting TAA GUIDELINES.
Are you tired of looking for your charger? Here's the solution ... Have a solar pannel in your iphone case - charge anytime anywhere
Microwave oven liner to virtually eliminate cleaning MW ovens. Just line MW, remove to clean or replace. 3 sizes, S,M,L. MW and food safe.
Perfect Shot Dispenser, much like a soap dispenser but for alcohol. (household item)
SHEEN-ROLLER PRESSES AND PULLS HAIR STRAND THROUGH TWO STONE-ROLLERS ON QQA HAND HELD DEVICE.
CONVIENT,SAFE,EFF
Magnetic blanket snaps. Attaches to blankets and keeps them layered and jumble free while you sleep. Snap away the layers as you please.
Spraypaint made for use on a white board. Spray it on with controlled nozzle. Great for adding art to presentation or for highlighting text.
Play baseball? Have trouble catching to ball? Now you can see fly balls better through our transparent glove. Just look and catch!
Custom Lunchbox Kit. Paper templates you can print out and insert into insulated lunch box with transparent front panel.
#spotsv The coaster with a drawer and a bottle opener, all rolled into one.
The iShadow: The shield to be able to read when it's sunny! Made with flexible fabric. Perfect to have some privacy and as logo support.
Floating Caddy You Tow Behind Your Paddle Board. Spend More Time On The Water This Summer!!
To create a cooking surface that is run by solar power or batteries or both.
Solar Powered Arrow Shaped Driveway Markers. IF THEY ARE NEEDED WHY NOT MAKE THEM VISIBLE AND POINT THE WAY TO GO.
Highly sensitive smoke detector with remote control. Don't take your batteries out until you need to change them. VOTE YES TO SAVE LIVES
This is a dog collar cannister that holds water, treats, and of course it dispenses poo bags too. Let's keep our dogs refreshed and healthy
The Pouch Cup - Get the flavor from the Lemon or other sources of juices without swallowing the pit!
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Skate board curb grinder wheel on the trucks of the skate board that protects skater from abrupt stops saving on injury and property damages
At last, a case designed to carry all your essential foodie kitchen tools with you wherever you go when you'll want to use them!
Water bucket replacement which is user friendly, ecological
A hanger to dry and store your hats mittens and gloves.
Roll out gift wrap station. Keep all you supplies in a easy to store and use roll out mat.
GAME CHANGER! Save your house, especially when you aren't home! WiFi water detector alerts your mobile device(text/email/app)&amp;audible alarm
Kitchen knife sheath with sharpening device in sheath, colored knives are in vogue but none appear to have a sharpening system in sheath.
Deliver an innovative laptop carrying case that doubles as a PORTABLE docking station.
A stand for the Amazon Kindle Fire to use at home and on-the-go. This item is convenient to use anywhere such as libraries and offices.
Single bulb adhesive LED light for small spaces and handy places where you need a light but not too bright.
Shock resistant rubber corners.
My skunkfence solves all digging animal desires.
A tripod to seat the Iphone on to use to take videos and photos.
IS YOUR HOME SICK? Well, an ounce R.F.I.D PREVENTION is worth a POUND OF INSURANCE. Detection is how to avoid major problems.
JUMBO hot rollers, by jumbo I mean (6) 4'' in diameter and (6) 6'' in diameter, not 2 or 3''. Does not work for long wavy hair.
Two legged mermaid tail with matching top/attachable flipper so you can walk in it,but zip(covered)when you get the water.Strut your suit!
Get a handle on your door. I do not understand why the doors that go to the garage do not have handles?
Get a grip on all those notes stuck to your monitor and fridge. NoteClipz is a simple tool that holds notes in place for you.
#spotsv-Slide on pencil sharpener. Always there when you need it. See Prototype Video!!
#spotsv Puff Ball Clip to keep fashion SCARVES in place. Also, attaches to coat when you're not wearing it! 2012 Colors!
Let's turn an iPhone into an intelligent digital scale leveraging the iPhone's capabilities to deliver killer functionality and flexibility.
"Super Koozie" A powered Koozie that actively keeps drinks cold via built in battery and powered chiller.
If you are a â€˜post-itâ€™ fan like me you might enjoy a (Post-It Printer) which is USB compatible for your home computer or iPod phone.
Organize your keys with KeyKase. With a push of a button the key you need is at your fingertips. Auto-retract feature returns the key.
Stylish Lightning Dock Adapter Encasement Cradle
The iExtend Cord attaches to the regular cord of a cell phone or other electronic device to extend users' mobility while recharging.
(RESUBMIT)BOBBLE BUDDIES! The new kind of Weebles! Kids toy! Bath time? Oh the possibilities!
smoke detector or carbon monoxide detector designer covers(sports,seasons,animals).Huge untouched market place.
Acoustically designed bowl to play loud clear music. Drop in your music device with, existing, built in speaker, enjoy.
A COLOR CHANGING OR FLASHING WATERPROOF LED LIGHT ON DIAPER THAT WILL PLAY MUSIC WHEN IT DETECTS CHANGES IN
THE DIAPER.
A small table, and cup holder to attach to a beach chair. To be tightened with a plastic vise
Let's make a flash light that glows in the dark/radio/mp3 player.It will have music and you can find them easier in the dark.
[Original submission] Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative &amp; Make Them Last 4x Longer!
The Mixing Pitcher: A all-in-one beverage pitcher with a built in mixer and tea bag attachment.
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. Lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out. Includes ice chamber
Need a reminder to take your medicine or vitamins? This pop-top makes it easy. Fill up the vials, snap the caps down, set the alarm
Free energy, This is my generation plant . Need multiple windmills to overcome pressure
Automatic tire pressure filling set the pressure and fill, no more check fill check fill routine
I have invented a heated car cover runs off rechargable battery solar power and electric/ cig lighter.
Heavy Duty Ice Pick with a rubber grip guard and screw on safety cap for the tip. Market for home, bars and restaurants.
Free form flexible magnetic coin sculptures- let them make the shape and save money THEIR way!- (Canadian and UK markets )
Solar powered/electric ice maker 4 camping/beach/picnics/parties. Don't need the $200 - 28lbs maker to keep yer drink nice cold/cooler full
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A "Wearable" Step Stool - When Your Hands Are Busy, Step-in, Move, Step-Up
"Tbone Floor Spacer" is a unique patent pending tool for the installation of laminate and hardwood flooring.
Let's make metal cup cake wrappers so we don't have to throw them away.Also we won't have to keep buying them over again.
Don't pay for a blanket, pillow or lousy headphones again when traveling Travel pillow + blanket unique pouch stores blanket and headphones
A removable tray that can be place inside a cooler that stores food or any other items wanted to stay out of the melting ice/water below.
PARTY SAFE

Food Minder

Caulking Tape! Tape over cracks, brush on some water to activate sealing!
Odor Free Pet Toilet
Fits on any plastic bottle-Pencil sharpener, storage for 2 pencils, integrated tape dispenser &amp; storage compartments for paper clips, etc.
Candy Notebook.Sweet,discreet,disposable notes.Sheets of sugar paper with 3 food color markers in variety packs.Share your candy and a note!
RESUBMIT - A Wallet Pen! - ENDING SOON! Eyeglasses with snap-on/off 'fashion covers'(think cell phone skins)
A hidden water bottle compartment to keep your keys and money safe, while running at the track, hiking, or playing a pick up sports game.
LockCover is a cover for padlocks which contains information like names or a QR Code for linking to a website.
A great aid to those with arthritis, carpel tunnel syndrome or limited mobility in their hands, very short nails or just beautiful nails.
Sick of getting rental cars with 5/8 of a tank in them and trying to refill the tank to that point upon return
Crib Shades/Curtains: An add-on for the cribs which can be attached to one side of the crib to minimize or block sunlight during the day.
BIKE BASKET COOLER detachable w/ handle.Keep drinks &amp; snacks cool while biking to park.Groceries cool headed from store.Perfect for hot days
iPhone case with a built in NFC chip.
Whiteboard with Tacky Dots - Write, Draw, and Tack notes All-in-One
Puzzle / Money Box combo. First easy steps into geometry?..
#spotsv - Universal Smart Phone Kickstand/Clamp that could also double as a Thumb Drive. Convenient Lanyard/Key Chain
Thumbtack with Dry Erase Tab Built On.
#spotsv hand crank battery projector turns while showing 1 jumping sheep at a time on your ceiling attaches to bed/wall/clamps to lamp shade
Hide your Expo markers with erasers in your calendar board to give it more room to write all over it!
STICK UP BOARD. Use the STICK UP BOARD to display your pictures, keepsakes,etc. Scrap the cork board, dump the french ribbon board.
Airless Bicycle Tire
Your Grilling FIX - Welcome to the next generation of the GRILL.
Wash &amp; Rinse Tube - One end scrubs dishes and the other end rinses them. Great for campers #spotsv
SUCTION SOLES that can be attached to the soles of the feet and allow the wearer the freedom of walking barefoot while protecting the foot.
RESUBMIT-A Modular Drying Rack! Shape It Yourself!
Cooling fan pad and laptop bag/desk combination. Â Everything you need is to carry around in one bag.
Suspended container in the fridge, to use the free space.
Duct Tape Kits That provide stencils for various items making Fashionable Creations, just as Bags, Wallets, Purses, bows etc.
Quadracord
Screens mounted to gas station pumps which play advertising while people pump gas. A % of the ad revenue will go towards lowering gas prices
Fishermen tired of taking off your lure when done fishing or tired of leaving it on only to have it snag you, child, pet or carpet?
With this BPA free bottle a person can see how many ounces a baby drank without taking the bottle out of their mouth with temperature strip.
LADDER SHIELDS. Use on extension ladders to protect roof edge and gutters.
Take pictures and scans on your smartphone with this easy to use portable scanner.
Longer reach for tour Stun gun; compact extending and retracting Stun gun extender, give your stun gun more reach.
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MY IDEA IS TO HAVE A REAL ESTATE APP RETAIL AND OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE -TO SHOW ALL SHOPPING CENTER AND OFFICE
SPACE AVAILBLE
Digital frame Cube.
Integrating your glasses to music. Presenting "The spec-pod". No more odd looking headsets. See and hear! Clearly. No clumsy wiring!
Chair arm koozie!! Keeps chair arm always cool as you sunbath or relax in the sun! This product remains cool even in the hottest sun light.
#spotsv; Shoe attachment or shoe/flip flop that blow bubbles when you walk like "as seen on tv" Stompeez slippers
The Quadrapod Cot Caboodle would allow up to 4 adults to rest off the ground in comfort while in a confined space, such as a tent.
Telescopic lamp. One lamp that goes from table lamp to tall floor lamp. One product, multiple heigth variations.
Stick-Pad for car dashboard. Place meter ticket on the pad to prevent parking ticket. Organizer for all your tickets.
A pair of sunglasses with visor to block out light from above and the side. They would prevent scratched lenses and broken lenses.
sing along app for children
APP ENABLED LIGHT FITTING . CONTROL YOUR LIGHT BULBS FROM YOUR PHONE
USB Pwrd Aromatherapy. Enhance +ve moods. Stop -ve moods &amp; Stress. Better ambience around your computer whether Working/Studying/Quirkying!
NEVWET used to seal the seams in tarps used by home owners, construction (painters), camping, &amp; tarps for covering the back of your truck et
9 million + last year Etch a sketch style no touch drawing tablet draws perfect circles and diagonal lines See who called this a dead horse
This product conditions/lubricates the base of your Compact Fluorescent Light bulbs to prevents breakage (releasing mercury) upon removal.
Dryer attachment with mesh bag to dry sneakers. Locking clamps for slats inside dryer drum.
A battery to recharge cell phones, laptops and small appliances in areas without mains accessible for recharging handsets.
Misplaced items found in a heart beat. NOW let me introduce THE QUICK FINDER
Candles on a Roll. Light 1 and All will Light! Faster, Safer and More Uniform than Traditional.
How would you like to travel anywhere in the world in 5 seconds, or be a surgeon, or even animate your world
Commuters' Cover-up. No more coffee spills or muffin crumbs on your clothes while driving to work. Look good, stay clean and neat.
Iphone 5 Stand that is hidden inside of the Cases Sides. Pull out right and left sides, rotate Down and Snap together. When done reverse.
Kids Custom Stickers. Now children can bring out their creative side and imagination by coloring on blank stickers.
Manual Toothbrush: Round head type - 3/4" diam for adults, 1/2" diam for children. Comfort grip handle -bright colors.
The QR Dot is push pin styled marketing device which allows business &amp; individuals to better market their business or other endeavor.
Never waste lotion (etc) again by switching to this pump dispenser designed to drain bottles of all lotion without removing the top.
Purrrrfect Pet Heals Injuries faster, lowers blood pressure, lessens migraines, helps get rid of insomnia, stress &amp; strengthens Bone Density
Lawn Sprinkler reinvented into a machine gun emplacement for kids. UPDATED 8-10-2012
A marker board eraser to accompany the Quirky Mark Ups. It includes a spray for cleaning solution when the dry eraser is not enough.
This is a recoil extension cord built in to an electric receptical. Just plug in. The face has a built in plug ext cord ready.
Resumbit- 223 votes: Mouse/Flash Drive/SD Reader - A regular mouse which can store your files like a flash drive and accept SD cards.
UPS Pivot Power! In cases of sudden power loss, you have minutes to save your work and don't have to worry about your work loss
Do you ever feel hot, but you can't go inside? Buy the refreshing breeze belt. Its easy to use, and will keep you cool on hot days.
are you tired of your clothes bunching up,slipping or falling when you are ironing clothes? if so this product is for you.
hanging nipple for baby that can be ringed in order to locate the lost nipple
We often see pets in cars with the windows up. Why not have an adjusting and locking guard that could adjust and fit any window.
Xtend-A-Grip
Ursi Comfort Bear
Peel and stick modular storage boxes. Take advantage of that wasted space! Give those things you always need a home.
A fillable squeeze container with spout and zip seal to allow you to choose the puree filling. For refills or allergies &amp; cost control.
An inconspicuous card, built with a gps receiver that connects to an application on your smartphone, allowing you to track a lost wallet.
No worries Napkin at tables. Never go under table to pick it up,put cramped,dirty napkin on a table.
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PRACTICAL, USEFUL AND AFFORDABLE FOR ALL! This mini-thermos/Pill Container/alarm combo will keep you on track for all your medication
needs.
slick looking rubber wrist band,serves as a quite vibrating alarm clock.Put it on before you go to bed, set it,don't wake your partner up.
Enclosed Ice bucket for Wine &amp; Champagne. Standard ice Bucket with 2 moveable covers that can be moved by handles to cover bottle.
Mini Handheld Utility Chainsaw.
Handheld showerhead with interchangable spray head and flow control. Develop different spray heads so people can actually get ones they use.
Drinking water in a plastic bottle shaped much like a traditional whiskey flask. Many people dont need a tall bulky water bottle.
Bra/Panties Protector and Organizer - the new patented Braganizer website: http://www.braganizer.com
Battery bookbag
My idea is a dustpan vacuum attachment that can be used with on a standard consumer vacuum or with a shop vac.
Homeowners will buy this very low cost product and save hundreds of dollars off their heating/cooling bills, once this product is available.
A Year to Remember [Pennies in Time]: Celebrate a special birthday/anniversay w a collection of pennies fr each year of ur recipient's life
I think it would be cool to go into the store and buy tampons that have cool applicators. For example, everyone likes zodiac signs! Why not
WeView lets you watch tv with your friends - no matter where they are.
Solar Powered Fan with optional LED
SHOT-LOC... This is an electronic device that will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a SHOT that is FIRED at a SOLDIER in the city.
Squeeze Whiteboard Cleaner + eraser (with cleaning solution)+suction cup - Line extension to Quirky Mark Ups-Stick all you need to the Board
THE QUIRKY L.E.D THUMB LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE NOT ONLY THE KEYHOLE YOU NEED BUT YOUR PATHWAY FOR EASY AND
SAFE ACCESS TO YOUR HOME OR CAR
A plant pot with a built in filter designed to allow the use of tap water on plants that need pure water.
A better pin/button to wear, no pinching... Just push twist and release!
A shoe that combines the features of toe separators, toe straighteners, and a bunion splint into one item.
An Iphone case with a barcode printed on it that allows you to register all your loyalty cards to this one barcode using an app.
iPhone Case that becomes a Stand, an Earbud Holder, an iPhone Hook, an iPhone Grip . . . Flexible Wings allow it to Transform.
Most car seat covers come in one size fits all and usually fits terribly! Good quality covers that fit are expensive but doesn't have to be!
upclose
Premium baby bath towel frees both hands to lift baby out the bath, keeps baby fully wrapped, dries baby faster and provides neat storage
Butt Dialing Preventer: Clip That Protects Phone from Inadvertent Dialing .
DUMMY WALLET/PURSE PEPPER SPRAY
Acrylic Heat sensitive dish ware. Great for elderly and children.
A attachment to garden hose that lets YOU control the amount of shampoo and water to wash your pet. Fill with shampoo and your ready to go!
Resubmit)Cell Scents. Plugs into your phone to create an aroma around you. Kind of like a plug in air freshers for your house.
I have visited nursing homes and watched many seniors sit all day when they really want to walk even for just a bit.The nurses aids say SIT!
Surge Socket with USB: The power outlet itself is surge protected, with 2 USB ports. Use behind computers.
This product is amazing you can use it easily and be ready to put draw string back into your clothing as soon as possiable .
Self-Standing Arch Privacy Divider - Pull out in seconds. No Drilling. Great for dorms, office, elderly anyone who needs privacy. RESUBMIT
Hair Washing Bottle-Keep baby/toddler calm while washing hair. Fill bottle and squeeze while you brush &amp; squeegee water out of face #spotsv
universal disposible aluminium grill cover.
Blender with Colapsable Container
A multipurpose kitchen knife concept with the goal to minimize in materials and parts while elevating the function and style of cutlery.
[Update] - The ultimate sandwich knife, part spatula part butter knife, get the last bits out of the jar AND slice your fillings.
Is YOUR HOUSE littered with VAMPIRES that suck power from your outlets all night? This Volt Vampire Killer tames cell chargers &amp; much more.
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Create your own custom nail art stickers from a printer!Choose online - comp program, print on paper-adhesive sticker peels off/stick on
Bicycle shifter for aging bicycle riders. Actuating this shifter does not require use of thumb or wrist.
Retractable Divider Screen - Wall mounted or self standing. Great for dorms, office, elderly or anyone who needs privacy.
RESUB cool skin/decal/case for Apple. Pic will move and change form. Hologram/3D/lenticular printing
Safe-Smart Pen. I don't like getting sick! Would you like a pen to use at credit card machines that wasn't used by sick people ahead of you?
To use the same head phones used for the computer to answer and receive cell phone calls while still on the computer.
Cover toilet with pedal
My idea is a 911/gps bracelet.Worn by anyone but intended for women and children.
A secure iPhone case that ties to secure belt / strap base.
Stick on scratch guard for the indention at car door handles. EVERY car in my family has scratches from fingernails and/or keys.
How about CHEESE SLICES SOLD IN ROLLS like kitchen towels? With perforations
Hard to get to the back of youre pick-up or suv?
quirky locator: the most easiest way to find keys, mobile phone, TV remote controls, wallet and other small things that often get lost
Easy to Attach &amp; Remove Swing Seat Cover, Comfortable, Easy to Clean, Safer for Kids and Save Money!
Are you tired of having shortages/damage wires from trying to use your Apple devices? Well the IBend is here....
The KatchALL, a mesh tray, catches all small items, which are prone to falling through the holes of a shopping cart. The KatchALL is unique.
Clip Light: LED lights with rechargable battery that can be recharged with your computer's USB! Clip it anywhere light is needed!
Hate walking and having your boots sag? I know my wife and daughter do. This is the Boot Stiffening Clip. You use it while wearing boots.
A simple bio degradable ,disposable mask . aroma therapy when and where you need it ! smell is our stongest sense so lets make it sweeter!!
My idea is a disposable empty plastic cup with an adhesive foil lid for use with the Keurig Coffee Maker.
Popping Boba Pearls Maker
loung chair arms in the sun, are always hot when trying to get the sun. w/my new Product COOL-ARMS on your chair will never be hot agen! .
Hey Tool Junkie: Messy oil changes? Draining paint? The No Glug Funnel drains fast with less mess! For the garage, kitchen, or home
A beach umbrella with a built in hammer to make securring your umbrella deep into the sand easy.
Rest Stop Survival Kit!
Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers. SUMMER IS COMING
POWER LINES! A power hub that has 6 ft electric cords. This combines the features of power strips and extension cords! It's ALIVE!!! :-)
Wall, and or vehicle, three pronged charging device with identical plug-ins (to device). simultaniously charge 3 like recepticle devices.
You decide how many bulbs light up on your Vanity Light Bar. Please view picture of the switch with a bonus button to set the mood ENJOY!
Magnetic Silicone Oven Rack Pull/Push tool, sticks to your oven door and is there everytime you need it.. Magnetic oven rack tool
The Sock Keeper is a washer and dryer-friendly clip that keeps socks, gloves and other paired articles together during washing and drying.
This product will help to save your baseball cap from sweat and keep your forehead from breaking out under the cap.
textured silicone cake molds. say goodbye to bored cake surface
Here's the paintbrush reinvented. A revolutionary new kind of brush with interchangeable tops, that allows you to save money and time.
app that reads childrens books
New kind of razor for people with blemishes.(Student9)
Never forget to reapply Sun Screen again! SunWatch is a elastic solar power watch that goes on any sun screen to remind you when to reapply!
Let's redesign the hammock, machine washable, no flipping, sway freely. Resubmit
Make your'e own custom watch straps!
Double Pivot Power: The sockets could twist front or back too instead of just top position.
a device that wirelessly charges ZEV(zero emission vehicles) and EV(electric vehicles).a new defination to wirelessness.
Are you tired of sitting on a couch with no foot rest. Well this is the Portable Foot Rest. Easy to use, easy to store.
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Jelly Watch with pop up face to put replaceable solid perfume or lip gloss. Watch bands in diff. sizes,colors &amp; prints for age 8-100.
Pool in summer Greenhouse in UC in winter! Could be a cool project for kids to help and watch things grow! In collaboration with Andy Sam
I hate shoveling snow off my driveway! My idea: A driveway length, durable mat, that you roll out on top of the snow, to melt it away. Poof!
Elder-Alarm: Stroke/Heart Attack outdoor panic alarm, for the elderly or at-risk (e.g. morbidly obese
While using a hand brush ever had your fingers banged? An ergonomic brush with a middle area to place your fingers and safely brush.
Quick Serve Baby Bottle - Easily make &amp; serve a formula bottle for your crying baby in seconds - even while driving! Click, shake &amp; serve!
The Swivel Bath Chair - Safe assist into the tub. Gives you confidence
Backpack Binder for small items for school. College, High School, Middle High Students, anyone needing something compact for school
Levitating wireless lightbulb. See the video. Awesome
"Scroll Color bracelets" Allow you to scroll to the desired color you want to match better with what you're wearing or what you like best..
Solar Panels made of Fiber Optics using the spray'on coat &amp;or applyN the silver-colored solar recepters onto/beneath a slab of FO w/spray'on
An iPhone / iPad (or any smartphone / Tablet) steering wheel support that will keep your device leveled even when steering!
No-Waste Medicine Dispenser
An electric potato peeler that has grip handle and is fast at peeling.
Bow &amp; leaf rake combo-easily transition from dry leaves to stubborn wet leaves/rocks. Leaf rake telescopes. No more running back to the shed
Custom Puzzle Maker! Create and cut puzzles anytime â€“ from home!
#spotsv: Sports/parties:Find YOUR cup/water bottle/beer-Decorative rubber bands put around&amp;identify yer drink &amp; not germs:Double band handle
Let's make a desk organizer that cleans up quick and easy! Pop-up version with compartments designed to store desk clutter, out of sight!
3D Rotating Fluid Bubble Clock, forever changing...like time!!!
Submitted by my daughter.She likes a lot of water when brushes her teeth,but says the toothpaste rinses away and she likes a sip of water.
Baby Mobile with MP3 player so that the baby can listen to the music you choose. Converts to a carry a long plush when desired.
Magnetic Piranha Clamp Light. It's a fun, multi-purpose magnetic clamp with an LED light. Function with personality.
Ant Vac: There's got to be some way to get rid of ants safely, and chemical free, and possibly more humane.
How would you like to squeegee your shower without bending over? The tri-bladed squeegee is the answer.
Iphone App: Ability to pin an event banner (Boston Marathon) to a series of pictures, and then send the pictures out as a group.
Would you consider this eSTOOL a home furniture, a leg cranking generator or a fitness device?
Message Board Lamp Shade or Lamp- Steady to write on &amp; holds pens. Great for bedside. Great for students. RESUBMIT
A condom that can detect stds when it comes into contact with one.
Portable water tank
Construct a blanket/comforter that separates down the middle that allows two people with different body temperatures to sleep comfortably.
Elastic Cupholder with Spoon, Tea String Holder. Keep your hands from being burned with any cup, mug, etc.
A one AC cord and four 12VDC output jacks to provide a better way to power our small networking devices Flexibility, future proof, simple .
Karaoke mini mike LCD Do not get caught looking at the screen, go ahead move around the stage, get others involved have more fun
I have an idea to make artificial flower arrangements easily replaced with the flower of the season.
Condensation Sock. This product will eliminate messy condensation while providing a comfortable grip and bottle insulation.
Lighted Baseball Bag (Pad). No more trying to figure out if the base runner beat out the throw. Base pad lights up when runner steps on bag.
This is a virtually dust free and safe way to remove and empty a wood stove ash pan. Prevent accidental hot ash from starting a fire
A gel/note board that sticks inside your kids lunch box...leave notes to inspire,remind or just to tell them you love them!#spotsv
Clean Counter in the kitchen! Add tons or storage and no more clutter! Work the space, dont let it work you...
Automated Spice Carousel Has a push button control allowing user to turn to selected spice. Use base or mount vertically. Musical fair theme
Reflective pocket flags! Stay seen and Safe biking, running, walking, and working!
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#QTOY A basketball hoop you can Clamp to your monitor, desk, table, etc.
A slim cup for frozen drinks with a center that will keep frozen drinks from melting quickly in an insulated cup. Frozen core pitcher too.
MONEY CLIP$ Stick to a family budget &amp; save $! Clip $ for each store. Use for kids, teens or those w/ poor vision. See proto type pics.
Tornado warning device or Tornado/Smoke/Fire alarm combo. A device who's time has come.
DIRT NO MORE with the trash can cover protection
Mini backpack to carry ipad around
Skins for TV - customise your TV color to match your unique style and decor
#SPOTSV Baby Bottle with Built-in Temperature Gauges. These are patent pending in China right now. Maybe we can make something safer
So much PRESSURE! A tire pressure gauge that shows you real time air pressure as you fill the tire! Use on any vehicle with any compressor!
Wall hangable shoe hooks. Because not all home closets are created equal. Customized shoe storage where &amp; as you want it. one easy solution.
A cord tripod within a iPhone/iPod case. Quickly unsnap stabilizer tab, unwind cord. Step on tab, tighten cord take picture. Quickly rewind.
This is a major Lawn &amp; Garden problem simple solution. No ant or any insect can ever again climb &amp; destroy your trees.
A compact cold &amp; hot countertop water dispenser. Unique in that it is designed to fit an inverted store-bought one (1) gallon water bottle.
Regular toothbrush with removeable heads. Instead of buying toothbrush after toothbrush,replace the heads. Keeps plastic out of dumps.
A screen located in front of the refrigerator,with a special reader barcode.The display will alert you when any product expires forgotten.
A wrist attachment that uses your kinetic energy to recharge your Wii or Sony Move controller. You are already moving, now use it!!
Matress Mover -strap and lock system specifically for moving mattresses and boxpsprings on top of automobiles.
illuminated headboard (resub)
An electric bike horn, You can use it on your bike, skateboard, segway or what ever you'd like to put it on.
Designer paper plate printer. Buy pack of $2.00 paper plates and turn them into something spectacular for your parties/your style/theme
A cover that keeps plants worm during frigid temperatures. The product is made up of two separate shells [covers] and heating element.
A small rechargeable and portable battery to charge your phone and or laptop on the go when you don't have access to a plug.
Solving the issue of mixed up towels in a fun and friendly way using a wheel of personal faces, each holding the relevant personâ€™s towel.
Emergency Vehicle Warning Light: Hearing impaired need a warning when an emergency vehicle is near. Everybody will be safe, no accidents.
Feeding baby =holding a bottle, in the car? hard and unsafe, in the swing,crib time consuming and painful on the arm,hold the bottle no more
Resubmit) KIDS WILL LOVE THIS! Pillow with Speakers and a place to hold your Cellphone/Tablet! Watch a movie in your bed!
BBQ SERVING DISH THAT KEEPS FLIES OUT, keeps food warm longer, special notch opening for serving spoon to rest.
Caught in the rain biking? Banana style aerodynamic convertible (up/down) bike umbrella attaches under seat. Pull it over yourself and ride
"The Bathtub Tent" Camp-out and Have a Bath at the Same Time. Children Will Beg for Bath-Time. Re-Sub
Frisbee with Finger Grips for better throwing and accuracy!
( NEW INNOVATIVE EXERCIZE,WALKING,RUNNING WEIGHTS THAT IS MADE INTO THE SOLE OF YOUR SHOES)ON THE BOTTOM OF
TINNIS SHOE.
Broom To Long To take With You To School or To take With You! Now We Have Broom-To-Go! 3 Features in One!
No more lugging body wash and luffa's to the gym. This disposable all in one shower cloth makes showering on the go efficient and easy.
There's now an all natural way to easily start a camp fire while also detering bugs and insects.
The Kitchen Stick. A solution to tacky circle magnets or suction cup indicators telling you if the dishwasher dishes are clean or dirty.
Magnetic Interchangeable Hair Bows to headbands. Easily change out hair bowes without the clips, snaps, and scrunchies.
Gecko skin wallet/case combo.Elastic material can be stretched to fit over ALL PHONES!Cover entire frame.Open to suggestions/comments
Cascading monitor picture display. The perfect addition or gift for any workspace. Sliding adjuster fits any size monitor at home or office.
No more back and shoulder injuries from constantly looking down to view your content. This accessory forces the perfect viewing experience.
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Ramon Noodle Square Bowl...with handles. My kids always force square noodles into our round bowls..little pieces go everywhere.microwavable.
A Bluetooth/PS3 enabled, universal TV remote that connects into its base to recharge and when remote is lost it can be found by a sound.
Baseball Bat with speedometer to track swing speed built into the bat that can then be viewed visually on your bat or on a pc or app.
CARBLES! Toy cars with switchable marble wheels!
Solar Powered and rechargeable Vacuum Cleaner for your home. Saves on Energy Costs and Environmentally Sound.
shoe laces last thing on a kid mind to tie them and as a result, the tips get broken, well i have a quirky idea that will protect shoe laces
Extra Silverware Cup for the Dishwasher.
Busy.... child always in the way. Here's a MiiTab, a great effective way to keep your child busy, learning, and supervised.
Golf Club Tracker. Beeps when one of your clubs is out of range. Never lose a club again!
Glowing Plant Coaster(resub.1)
Shower head with a build in motion sensor powered by battery for controling water flow during showering.
never have your trash bag slip into your trash can again. a non slip rubber band that secures to all size trash bags to trash containers.
Kuerig-like maker for baby formula! Put in the powder, add water, put the bottle underneath, press a button and done
Silicone Self Stick IRONING BOARD PAD. STICK IT AND FORGET IT. Lay iron back on Silicone. No setting iron up with every stroke. 33% voted
Cleaning product tool belt
Tangled in your bedsheets? A fitted top sheet secures the bottom of your flat sheet along the bottom edge of your mattress!
Fingers like metal devices that grip a window blind for easier cleaning.The fingers can be attached to your house's overhang ie.garagedoor
Textbook Cover Kit.Design/download/print graphics from computer,print on stretch fabric or sticker paper.Different sizes for any book/folder
Add â€œsafely remove USBâ€ buttons to Quirky's â€œCodies USBâ€. Donâ€™t you hate looking for the safe removal feature?
Wearable wrist, elbow or ankle compresses - hot or cold. Also fits on other body parts, even on your head if needed. Completely Hands Free!
Suitcase with built in collapsible stand.
Hair Washing Mitt-Keep baby/toddler calm while washing hair. Suck water in &amp; squeeze out while U brush &amp; squeegee water out of face #spotsv
Florescent light with 2-3 times the light output of current tubes.
Flip and Zip Drive organizational and storage Box. Labeling Drives is almost impossible. Create a box for easy storage,labeling and access.
Jar with measuring lid. No need for separate measuring spoons/cup.
Quirky Instant Coffee Bags - Fully Dissolvable Coffee Bags - Just add water - Huge market with consumers willing to try new products
Phone Case Remote control
Stationary Aerosol Foot Powder Dispenser. Designed for the bathroom or bedroom. Hands-free, non-electric. Speedy foot hygeine, made easy.
Iphone case with Card slots and money clip
Watch Dog: A GPS Dog Tracker- Collar attachment that allows you to observe your dog's whereabouts.
O Brasil Ã© o segundo maior consumidor de latas de refrigerante do mundo e sofre com doenÃ§as transmitidas pela sujeira das latas
Infused Water Pitcher - Drop some fruit in your glass by pressing button to open bottom.
Hoe out those jalapeno seeds!
MILK OVER WATER- is 2 in 1 baby bottle that stores the milk powder and water at the same container. Just twist it and its ready to shake.
10 pack condiment carrier,constructed of durable material and freeze gell compartments. freeze overnight and keep picnic items cold.
#spotsv Handheld snake for pulling strings through hoodies and athletic pants. Used by kids and Adults.
Bendable color LED light strips + a flexible power base + a fancy name = your very own light sculpture. Great mind exercise for all ages!
Interlocking wall-mountable plates which combine to create a creative, memorable, unique, 3D, and completely modular picture frame montage.
Presenting the iBall, the first wifi remote panoramic camera for your iPhone.
Literally a snap to remove overloaded garbage. Magnetic strips allows for trash can to be disassembled for easy cleaning and trash removal.
Bagel slicer attached to your metal toaster or stand alone. Put the Bagel in the slicer and cut through the slit to a cut ready for toaster.
Sometimes we need more than a simple rubber band... we need to joint a metallic material too!
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Mini Solar Moon Stones (resub.1)
SnaPipe: A modular, re-usable, re-configurable system of joining tubes to build structures. Assembly and tear-down without tools.
Fridge Magnetic Mat. Holds tea towels. Excellent space saver.
USB ON / OFF Switch - UPDATED!
Smart Nightlight. LCD center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Car Stereo System (Radio) that can record songs with a press of a button. Instantly record any song that is played on the radio.
Freezable ice pack insert for a CamelBak drinking system. Keep your drink/water cold longer. Can make it out of gel or fill with water.
Wireless Bedphones - a soft, wireless, volume controllable speaker pad that slips into your pillow case and transmits sound from the TV.
Are you sick and tired of loosing your your remote, and waste countless hours trying to find it? If so, you should try the Attachanator!!
Scentless - Scentless is a deodorizer that kills scents. It doesn't mask the smell, it totally gets rid of it.
Push Button Band-Aid Dispenser. Similar to Sticker Pricing Gun. Band-aids come on a roll and dispense 1 Band-Aide per click.
Razor with a twist: Mirror on the bottom of handle!
Address books&amp;phone contacts on cell phones Usually:Name,Address,Home,Work Add:email, Company Name, website, contact, user
name,&amp;password
Window blinds or vertical blinds you control with your computer/remote/phone: choose amount of shade/privacy/make "stained glass", portraits
Design a case with an elastic or canvas strap that goes from the top to the bottom of the case's back for easy one-hand use.
1 function user friendly Runner's stopwatch: THE feature is huge numbers you can actually SEE while you are running (a race).
Hair Brush - With detangling liquid dispenser as you brush
Mochila maleta
simple inexpensive device to direct water and fertilizers/foods to the plants roots. Place appropriate ring around base of plant push down
Fridge Bands: Elastic bands to keep your food from falling off the fridge/freezer. Attached by suction caps, adjustable angles and lengths.
Children's refridgerator art gallery magnet. Fits standard print paper 8.5 X 11. Works as a door cover and organizer as well.
A new Novelty! combining art with ingenuity. Super cool, Plasma Puzzles!! Metal jigsaw puzzles..with a magnetic easel/display.
RESUB It's time we introduce high impact sport protection material to my laptop/iphone/ipod/ipad.
USB Powered Beverage Cooler with Quick &amp; Efficient Induction Cooling,for all types of Cans &amp; Glass.Easy fix for Cars &amp; Interlocking
CoolTray
its a phone game that might help you out when you are out.
System to keep food cold on a dish during feast.
educational app that teaches primary and secondary colors by displaying them on screen of ipad or iphone or computer
Flowerpot Skins. You create custom designs on your flowerpots.Option 2- two part vase you put a design inside!
Watch old time series and movies, and listen to old time radio - music and radio shows. Or add vintage effects on your audios and videos.
An accessory placed in a window sill (or door frame) under vertical blinds so that when the window (or door) is open, the noise is reduced.
Air Cleaner
When is a Crate not a crate? when it's a Hamster run!. a collaboration with simplyinclined.
#2: CRUSH! Women will soon have Vamp! We Men Need CRUSH! A Crush-Proof Cell Phone Case that holds essentials on a Secure Clip or in Pocket
Child Car Seat Seatbelt Reminder. Always have peace of mind knowing that your child is buckelled up safely no matter what.
HOME DIP BAR AND PULL-UP BAR Transform any closet into a Dip bar that also converts into a pull up bar. 2-in-1 Product.
Disposable folded toilet seat cover.
Multi tip swiss army knife style phone/electronic device charger. never lose those tips!
Create an organizer for electric toothbrushes either vanity mount or with a backing for wall mount with a cover plate for sanitary concerns
THIS PORTABLE SHADE WILL PROTECT YOU WHILE ON A BOAT, TRACTOR,MOWER OR LAWN CHAIR.IT'S LIGHT,PORTABLE AND
EASY.UNFOLD,EXTEND,ADJUST,TIGHTEN.
Nail organizer,dispenser.Great for Carpenters,DIY, Hooks on tool belt easily. Eliminates those nasty finger pokes comments welcome please
Glowing jewelry (rings, necklaces, bracelets) that look nice when not lighted. Make them decent looking(not toys)so girls over 7 would wear
Tablet Computer Control - New control of computer using hand gestures only. Allows for a much greater degree of especially if using 3-D.
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TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap.
Scissor handles to use!Scissors w/wrapping paper slicer,scotch tape holder/cutter(thumb goes through hole)small stapler/staple remover/score
Flat panel expandable LED worklights for working under a vehicle or any other area that makes conventional worklights difficult to use.
A comfortable chair with an inbuilt footrest and slightly inclined leg, thighs and back rests. This chair can be used at home or at work.
My idea is to create a decorative picture frame to display your favorite photos of friend and family in your car or truck.
100 percent All Natural Shoe Cheww for Puppies and the Puppy in the Dog. It's a Rawhide and Hemp combination that is good for your pets
My neighborhood kides love to play with their toy guns and play war.FLASHING LED granade:pull plug&amp;throw blows smoke for a few secs.
I wanted a portable, lightweight, adjustable desk that could power a laptop and its accessories in a vehicle. I invented the Auto Deskmate.
Customizable Poster/Picture Frame that you cut to size, looks good, and you don't have to spend a fortune on custom framing!
The safe gives security to people that work with cash and checks, discouraging the pratice of assaults on various commercial establishments.
Glow in the dark iPhone protective case..
Stay Safe with the bicycle hand signal patch. Indicates a right or left turn at night using LEDs'.
The Ultimate Kitchen Wall Organizer
READYSPARE, BECAUSE YOU CAN'T FIX A FLAT WITH A FLAT!
It's all the rave! Tying your shirt at the shoulders..Lets make a clip!
Travel with your jewelry without having a tangled mess when you unpack! The Jewel Spool keeps your pieces protected and organized!!
Have you ever forgot to pack your phone's charger? What if a laptop had the ability to charge a phone without the phone's hardwire.
Musical Wall Mat. Fun new way to Create Music. Draw 'shapes', 'gestures', 'pokes'. iPhone link for music samples for music pad &amp; to record.
iPhD-NY's Case will revolutionize your usage of the iPad! Hands-Free use of iPad while standing! Imagine, you don't even need to hold it!
It's a hands-free level. Held in place by screws and has LED lights for those dark areas. easy to read from either side. will stay in place
Change the lamp will be easy,Come down to you without boarding him using the remote control.
Easy Lift Cat Bowls -Backing serves as back splash &amp; bottom as a mat, no more food on walls &amp; floor. Doubled shallow bowls on each side.
A fun way to keep your favorite beverage cold! Render by simplyinclined
the ultimate auto sunblocker a spring clip 2 6x1 in. arms and one 4x8 inch blocker to cover hard to reach hot spots and only 3 rivots needed
Spoony is a small spoon with a rubber tip, designed to help you enjoy the rest of your food
MyPad!
Disposable pretreated dish washing wipes: use at home, in the dorm, camping... Convenience with out contamination of a moldy sponge.
I have just the invention to help everyone who has children never run into a diaper or babywipes problem again
Double marketed idea for 2 billion dollar industries globally,beauty and kitchen. A bottle stand, Hold My Color and Hold My Condiments.
It's so hard to get kids to brush their teeth for 3 minutes. Introducing Stache Time. A fun and simple way to get kids to brush their teeth.
Badonpurpose: Special badminton racket that makes it look like you are trying to win when you are trying to loose. Design opportunity!
A interchangable board used to improve communication between nurses,doctors,family and patients.
People need an accessible choice in bandaid colors. Especially, young children who are sometimes embarrassed of their scrapes &amp; boo boos.
#spotsv Stinky Dishwasher? Use Lemons To Fix Problem. Put Used Lemon In Case, Attach Case To Tether, Attach Tether In Washer, Stink Gone.
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
It a tv that's the size of a boom cube that comes wit a subscription of regular cable tv channels for 25 dollars a year
Addik Pet
Dry erase stamps with useful shapes like people, computers, mobile phones, and other industry-specific shapes.
Have you ever broke a litebulb? Well who hasnt my idea is a safe to touch litebulb that will not burn you or break if dropped on the ground.
Interchangeable Shoe Liners
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HEATED TOOLS ARE A MECHANIC'S DREAM COME TRUE. PLUG INTO A WALL OR A LIGHTER. PERFECT FOR THE JOB SITE OR THE
ROAD-SIDE MECHANIC.SIMPLE.
A colorful home and vehicle window roller blind with solar powered control knob. Pull down to light-up logos or pull back up to shut off.
Is it a bowl or is it a plate?
Old Fashioned Look with Modern Updates: Thermos Canteen to keep your drinks hot or cold
Quirky Lightning Adapter Set - Connect Your Current 30-pin Accessories to iPhone 5's new Lightning Connector. Set of Different Colours
This product is beneficial from the beginner to the experienced note taker. Overall target market students, teachers, and professionals
A bent straw that replaces the straight straw in a baby's cup. Straight straws make it impossible for babies to drink all the fluid.
Sip n go
Resubmit former UC - Illuminated Adapters for USB Charging Cables. See the tip of your cell phone cable in the dark! SlyKly
The concept consists of a lanyard connected to an adjustable web like strap that wraps around your phones upper an lower portion.
Remote solar powered quadricopter lasts few minutes longer while the battery is low!
Is it a picture Or Is it a shelf. It is both
Contact Lenses Organization and Storage Station. Dispense your daily and weekly or other contacts easily as you need them.
POP-OPEN UMBRELLA ! no more wet rainy days, Hallelujah! A 'pop-up quick fold' umbrella, like the foldable pop-open laundry hampers or tents
PetVibe is a pet massager and groomer which is attached to furniture or walls
4 Seasons spice shaker. Hold and use four of your favorite spices in one jar
Mount it, Power On, Plug-n-Play all through The Universal Stand/Hub designed specifically for the MacBook Pro and MacBook Air.
Feel better about eating out. Disposable food service gloves with a time control strip. The strip turns red when you need to change gloves.
The Combined Guide â€“ Nails Shield Processor is a new product for both electrical and plumbing.
educational app for children farm animals
Shirts and hoodies with interchangeable, zipper detachable sleeves.
Meat Thermometer Redesigned - Measure using one hand without holding down meat! Just like dentist does with anesthetics needle #spotsv
Nostalgia-tech brickphone couch! Pays tribute to days gone by, and rocks your world! Bluetooth enabled 2.1 stereo and speakerphone built in.
A power connector for the iPhone that guides the plug to the socket precisely even in the dark, low-light or for vision-impaired users.
Perfume/Cologne pads
iTracker
Glow In The Dark Clip Board-Place a paper on the clip board and easily see to write or draw no matter how dark it is in bed or on the job.
Peel Off Stick On Baking Soda Strips
Photo frame for TVs and monitors.Display family &amp; friends in a sheek,thin lite weight colorful recycle frame.1/4" T. No desktop space needed
Kit for sending your iphone to the bottom of the sea and returning it back with video of the trip. Resub.
Use Leftover Lemons! Mesh Fabric With "Pillowcase" At Bottom To Fill With Baking Powder, Salt Or Powdered Bleach For Thorough Green Cleaning
Reusable baby sippy caps for water bottles. My toddler loves to drink from &amp; play w/ water bottles but he's too young &amp; water spills on him.
Coloring Book and Crayon Case-Use for crossword puzzle type books also.
A refillable water bottle with only one chamber but the option to enhance the water with a turn of a knob on the bottom of the bottle.
Indoor Dog/Cat House for small pets! A decorative and easy to put together/take apart plastic house with nameplate.
THE COASTER CUP: Its the Cup with a Coaster!Say Goodbye to Water Rings!
MR. QUIRKY! Inspired by Mr. Potato Head. Create accessories to personalize our IPHONE like Mr. Potato Head. SEE ACCESSORY IDEAS
Line Extension: Keeper for Samsung Galaxy S3 Love the Keeper for the new Iphone, unfortunately not available for other phones
Seatbelt cover
The port-i-bike. An affordable, wearable bike. Simple, made from recycled smartphones, light-weight and for anyone on the go.
BALL in a Pocket Collar.... Flexible Moulded Plastic Mesh Holds ball firmly while walking, running. Pops in - Pops out easily
Transform from Roller Skate to Roller Blade in one.*Collaboration with Debra Courtenay
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Was UC.Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
THIS SIDE UP ! USB Connector with simple color marks for UP and DOWN sides
Universal magnetic dolls.Child can choose the sex, race, clothing patterns &amp; color it in. Sold as blank whiteboard doll w/blank clothing.
Beauty comes from within. Dry your curls from inside out. Create GORGEOUS curls in no time. Collaboration welcomed
I sure do hate it when my wall outlets are too loose and my plugged in cords fall out every time the wire is bumped. wish I could stop it!!!
Mountable Bicycle Flat Tire Kit for on the go
Instead of heat, arthritic hands respond to COLD treatment. Create a glove kept in the freezer, inserting the hand for several minutes.
iJohn is the bathroom iPad stand. The first stand created that allows you the freedom to enjoy your iPad while using the restroom.(Resub)
Methods to block extension of fires, forest fires, fires in refineries, with telescopic shields on wheels, or sectional shields.
A pacifier pop
3-in-1 baby nappies. Easy to clean and discard
Container for refrigerator and freezer to keep leftover cookie dough and store brand frozen cookie dough.
It can't be only MY dog! A wide flexible band with a tacky surface to put at top of garbage bags. Keeps naughty pups out of the garbage!
tired of high heating bills in the winter, for having a heater running high? now you can cut those bills low with solar blinds/curtains!!
TOOL COOL. A magnet that attaches to your tools. When on a ladder you are sure to find your tool attached to the ladder. Same for others.
Moveable shelf brackets made of strong magnets. Easy to mount and easy to move. Attractive and strong.
Magnetic trash can holder. Magnetic plate attaches to ground surface; metal studs attach to the lowest points on the bottom trash can.
SHORTCUT is a child's game where they can risk taking the shortcuts to better win the game. It is a fun and easy game for the whole family.
Do you still get wet with your traditional umbrella? Introducing the new curved umbrella concept that makes wetness a thing of the past
RESUBMIT w/revisions-Tree Hugger-Planter, Birdhouse. Multi use.Use on trees and porch columns/pillars.NO NAILS OR SCREWS
Change Canister: Keep your Quarters, Nickels, Dimes, and Pennies separate. Also has doors on bottom to take each type of coin out!
My idea is a two in one. A hanging toilet bowl cleaner with an LED light built in.
Cake Pops made easy and less expensive! A no-hassle product for preparing and drying cake pops!
All in one, simple, practical, yet following aesthetic of Apple, Macbook sleeves style bag.No more carry extra bag for an adapter and mouse
The Social Hub is the phone with little expenses. Forget having to pay all those pesky bills. With the Social Hub your life could be cheaper
you know how hair and gunk get stuck in the blades of a razor when you shave. No more with SHAVERS FRIEND never again have a clogged razor
Sand hour-glass timer. Time measurements on the side. Fit with an adjustable opening in the middle, to move sand from one side to another.
Phone-Charging Shoes
Key fob with blue tooth connection to smart phone, that vibrates or makes a sound if you move out of range of smart phone.
AppEnabled Light 4 ScentWarmer
Korn Roll - No Muss - No Fuss
HOLD THAT CLIP!
*iPad Mini* Business Card Case...backside stores business cards to have handy. Simple Case
Very simply. I paint and I can never remember to bring a paint can opener. Why not have one built into the handle of the brush. Ta Da !
Is your plant getting too much or too little light? This dandelion-like sunlight measuring device will tell you before the plant does.
BOTTLE DOUBLE OPTION:COFFE,MILK... BOTTLE DOUBLE OPTION BIG:JUICE,WATER.REFRIGERANT....
Solar powered cooler keeps drinks cooler longer, charges cellphone, mosquito repellent &amp; LED light 2 keep party going. 350 votes
COVER for the Ipad MINI.A case that allows you to go on your Ipad in privacy. FLaps alsp have integrated speakers for surround sound!
we all have to learn to redo things in life, most of the time its for physical therapy. my device helps people rebuild and get motivated.
A mobile "PILE" SHELF-adjust up or down by foot or arm lever (up to 30") as your "PILE" changes/keep SHELF at "NO BEND" LEVEL
Shaped Cookie Scoops. Sugar Cookie Scoop with interchangeable shapes.
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Scales that connect to any smartphone via Bluetooth, they have an accompanying app which automatically plots your weight change on a graph.
A practical (and cool) way to see if mail arrived! Mail triggers motion sensor &gt; Flag pops up remotely.
This product eliminates the need to balance cup on plate and try to shake hands, collect a business card and give out your card
Leather wrapped sunglasses and clear frames. Warmer in the winter hot and sexy year round durable luxurious leather. Leather is sexy!
Snorkel w/ max length FLEXIBLE hose and built in BOUY at top-splash free too.You have more freedom moving around and have less ingested h20
Does what you plug into an extension cord fall out? Lets address the problem directly.
breast pumping bares all. What moms need is a top that gives them visual &amp; manual access to the pump while still remaining clothed.
The Tub Scrub 360 will clean tub at any angle.With back saving long handle and light weight design, it is easiest way to scrub your tub.
RESUBMIT)Hot-plate. Cold-plate. You choose
A teddy bear iPad carrying case for kids that's fun, easy to carry, and it also attaches to the headrest, and stroller
Texting solution from your desktop; Textop!
For babies/toddlers and children: Large activity foam mat that folds up easily. Use inside/outside or room to room.
Burglar Smoke Alarm Remote-Switch is a simple methodology to have all home Smoke-Alarms fixed to accept the remote signals to activate IT
As a pet owner would you like a biodegradeable,sealable non transparent bag?Then the DOG-E-BAG is for you!No more supermarket plastic bags..
This Multi-Tool features a really strong ergonomic handle with atleast 14 different attachments. Easy install and store!
The Salad Buddy: Refrigerator storage container - Air tight lid with differently sized compartments - All your salad ingredients in 1 place.
It's the skiing squirrel!! A table top ornament that is a squirrel skiing on water!! A perfect conversation starter and fun piece!!
"Leave the cold air, take the canolies" Clear View Refrigerator Shield Keeps cold air from escaping when opening the door. CONSERVES ENERGY!
Hello, my idea is to make unscented shampoos (and/or conditioners) that can then be joined with your favorite scents.
Expandable Water Bottle. 3 size bottles in 1. Hydration in the size and volume you need. Stay hydrated, refill less and save the environment
Ants! Have you ever come home to find your garbage can completely over run with them? You need the ANT PROOF GARBAGE CAN. No poison involved
Porto ll - Grab and Set-Up, One trip utensil tray has all you need for your outdoor eating and more.
THE SWIM FIN!!! Side finger flippers...allowing you to swim easier, quicker, better, faster! Maximizing your EVERY stroke! Q will love it!
"Pen-free" Erasable Notepad that fits in your wallet or pocket &amp; has a slot for cards &amp; other "wallety" things. Great promo item. (resubmit)
I love oranges: they're tasty, healthy and a great source of Vit. C. but I never eat them. Peelers are time consuming and leave the pith.
SealtheDeal A Zipper Aid, for those XYZ that won't stay up. Stay Confident &amp; Never worry about your fly being open at the wrong times again
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas / electric weed-eaters for lawn-care technicians.
RESUBMIT )Child safety cones.Bumper retracts into the cone. No more rolling balls in the street. Totally for Toys'R US!
#spotsv Accessory Pods for your hangers. Contour Accessory. Use with any hanger.
The remote controled plug adapter! Simple. Yet, effective!
Now for something completely different! Slatboard has secure grommets that slide/twist on easy.iPhone5 case with many many options!
An extended power strip with USB that you can attach to your sofa.
Embarrassed about someone going into the bathroom after you have made a major deposit? My charcoal filtered toilet seat ring solves it.
Ski's of some sort you can snap onto the wheels of the your baby stroller/ or wheelchair/ luggage so you can easily maneuver though snow.
safe microwave
Snuggie trash bags
Suction Power!! Tired of wires tangled on the floor of your desk? This is a trip hazard! Lets make a power strip with suction cups on it
Sensor will provide athletes with instant analytical feedback for Tennis, Baseball, and Golf enabling them to watch their game improve.
The Souper-Hot: Warms Your Tum
#spotsv A clockwork monkey that climbs the shower hose in the bathroom-once it reaches the 'palm top'it slides back down with the bananas!!
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#spotsv Resubmit with added feature) New soda/beer can Koozie. No bugs will climb into your drink! Koozie with a cap.
USB Air Conditioning~ Detachable. (Sequel of USB Fan)
The ReWa ItÂ´s an object that could change the world. How? By saving water the most valuable resource on earth. Re use the treated water NOW
Carrying case for tablets that swivels 360 and pivots from landscape to portrait. see both pics. Cover could include lens for 3D persentaion
RESUB.Peel carrot up to 4 times faster. Full-length-stroke 2-way peeling(whenever hand moves)--hands never in air.Video: http://goo.gl/ZnpJ9
Inductive charging case with option for extra battery. Can be used with current cables.
A stainless steel basket that hang vertical from an element inside a conventional oven for use in cooking &amp; basting barbecue ribs.
My idea is to make the tip of a fishing pole light up so you can see it at night. I believe it would pretty simple and inexpensive to do.
Vehicle Pet Water Bowl A square bowl with concaved upper edge Non-skid rubber bottom Worry Free
EZ-STEP Litter Box. The hands-free poop and pee solution.
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Ipad Printer Cover
Do you like a hard or soft pillow? Why not have both in one pillow? A Quillow?
This idea is for a bicycle accessory, but it's also an electronic, and could be considered a toy. What is it? I'll tell you inside....
SHOE BRUSHES I know, I know they have shoe brushes DOA, but read on.
Box Set of BUILDING PANELS that CONNECT: create furniture, toys, etc. Use same Quirky Crate material and build in same factory! Made In USA
Personal Lightning Detector. Protecting golfers, fishermen, climbers, mountaineers, cyclists, light aircraft, radio masts, UPS and more!
The Modern Egg A dedicated egg cooker which produces the perfect slow cooked â€“ or "custard" â€“ egg
My idea is to use a straw (large and small) as a delivery system for sugar/sweeteners for coffee drinks.
Vanity Mirror with Storage Compartment for your makeup. Adjustable height and light. Great for Travel!
A warmer for personal lubricating jelly, available in a variety of styles from discrete to downright funky, using batteries for portability.
Post-It Note Dispenser and Organizer that mounts to Whiteboard
Foot Bag
#spotsv : Tracing paper for iphone a stylus to transfer your pencil drawings to ipad, iphone and android phones and tablets . See Video
Scanner for iPhone - Turn your iPhone into a scanner and save money and space without having to buy expensive and large functional printers.
â€œZapBrakesâ€: Snap â€˜n Use, Hardy Skateboard Brakes! A Quick â€˜n Easy way to make Skateboarding Safe, Easy â€˜n way more FUN!!!
THE MAGIC SPEAKING,SPELLING,PENCIL,AND BOOK.
this device is designed to simplify the process of applying grease or similar products to the scalp.
We invented a dedicated indoor precision mold monitoring detector that detects and alerts users when the mold levels surpass safe levels.
Quirky Invention Kit - Bring your QUIRKY IDEAS to LIFE! Comes with EVERYTHING YOU NEED, INDEED!
Resubmit)Kitty Hideaway bed. Clips under your bed, off the ground.
Padlock/Bike lock that Opens with Your Phone
DSLR camera sensor vacuum attaches to camera like a lens. Expose the sensor , turn on vacuum, and clean off all the dust!
Unless you have Prescription Sunglesses that cost up to$500 a pair or painful contact lenses,you can't wear regular off the shelf sunglasses
Support to fix damaged switch box of electrical switches and roof fan in a simple way by non specialized user.
The Teething Buddie would be a new type of teething ring that can actually cool and provide relief for side and molar areas of the mouth.
RESUB--The Swivel Hanger. Changes from small to large hanger easily. Child to Adult Hanger simplified. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Lounge Around with your Ipad tucked into this Soft &amp; Fuzzy Case with Matching Detachable Inflatable Pillow
Tired of using a bottle brush to wash baby bottles? Wait no more. Try the new bottle that unscrews on top and bottom! Cleaning is so easy
ClickStand. A cooking pot with a sliding sleeve stand that lifts the pot off the table for easy serving. No trivet needed. stove to table.
My idea is for a sliced bread dispenser.
Cooler with handle on one side, not middle, counter balanced so its easy to carry over distances, wheels on coolers aren't for tough terrain
NEVWET coating on screws/nails used for exterior carpentry, deck building, construction, hobby
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TypeRider - Set Up like the battleship board game. Go head to head against your opponent to see who can type the fastest and most accurate.
Swiffer Sweeper Quirky version.This awesome rubber sweeper needs a wet/dry vacuum.Rubber broom with vacuum.You'll see why needs vaccuumVIDEO
Forget the soap? Retracing your steps can be avoided,simply snap on the universal container with detergent,set the dial and JUST WASH.
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Vibrating steam brush with shower cleaning solution dispenser. Removing soap scum has never been easier. 164 votes
Wine cork gun: Like a marshmallow gun but for wine-corks
Disposable straw sippers. Sports that require helmets, require straw sippers for bottles and these would fit common size disposable bottles
Headset for Cyclists. Saves Lives. Huge Global Market. Low cost to develop.
Arm Pads for office,school desk, dining, patio, airline,
Car Cot,Pram,mat,Highchair,cot,bath,bouncer,mobile costs hundreds pounds,one item all-in-one for a fraction of the Price,Baby Easy Sleeper.
A small Remote makes tiny transistors beep every time you click.Adhere them to objects you loose or misplace.Keys,glasses,remote controls...
A case that has a light in the front (next to front-camera) to use as a flash when wanting to use the front camera in the dark.
Modular Docking Station
I introduce to you the Bathtub Cushion. A cushion that covers the entire bathtub area, providing comfort and safety for all ages.
A disk changer for Gaming systems Playstation 3, Xbox 360, and nintendo wii.
Magnetic Grease Catcher for an Outdoor Barbeque Grill
A Lace Revolution. Everyone can have Velcro laces. Loop or tie Velcro fastener. See images for more details. Pimp your shoes.
Resubmit)Mini Counter Top Dishwasher with Built In Drying Rack.Wash and Dry!
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!!
Sick of getting a backpain after gardening? Now, here is a solution: TRIMMER/EDGERS ADAPTED WHEELS!! MOW LIKE A PRO!!!
Non-spill pet bowl that provides access to the water even if it is upside down. Video included.
The Hidden Pocket Bra. A bra where both cups have comfortable zippers to hide large bills.
THE CLIPPER. A well designed clip attached to the popular baseball cap would hold securely the Sung glass or Eye glass on the cap.
"Tucked" keep that shirt or blouse tucked in!
My idea is a removable, waterproof cover for the cords of various hair appliances such as curling irons, flat irons, etc.
A unique and functional USB docking station that also functions as a portable speaker for the iPhone5.
Soft flat casing contains speaker. Tuck under head/pillowcase to doze to movie,music on any device with an outlet for spkrs or headphones.
App "Counting App" for children App counts and displays at same time
Bobby pin gun
Belly Button Lint Remover and Deodorizer. Special tweezers that hold fluids like witch hazel or baby oil.
Do you have trouble getting a waiters attention? How about a simple non-verbal communication system such as colored LED lights on the table
Print Wireless from IPhone
SUCK IT! Suck up and capture all spiders, insects and (small) mythological beasts with a universal vacuum add-on.
Everyone has a inconveniently located power outlet. Behind the bed, sofa or table. Easily move it to where you want it with my invention.
*iPad Mini* VANITY case for women. Fun Color with fold out mirror (maybe even lighted mirror)
An ideal solution for the novice golfer to clean used golf balls. Golf is expensive enough without having to constantly buy new golf balls.
#NAME?
Don't just hear your music, watch it! Move over Lava Lamp!
Three in One: Lamp, Alarm Clock &amp; Coffee Maker - Using all 5 senses to wake up...
Hot Pot Handle Hugger with incorporated lid and utensil holder. Resubmit. #spotsv
*ROTATING HEAD* Toilet Bowl Brush Cleaner. Aids in getting the rim of toilet and drain hole extra clean.
Prevent frozen goods from sliding out of the freezer with this convenient Freezer Net
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Introducing the vest back massager.Have a massage anywhere you go.This looks cool to wear and gives you a wonderful massage.
Credit Card Sized LCD Screen Cleaner + Stylus
The Grease Caddy will handle all of your fried food needs. The Grease Caddy will come in many sizes &amp; 2 disposable pads for absorbing grease
Telephone Support Enables you to spend Hours on the Phone - By Andy Sam in Collab w/TeamMacGeyer
I know you have heard of love bugs hitting your windshield. Why can't a person put a clear plastic cover on your windshield.
Shower Box
Make it E-Z on your self let 1 trip carrier, help you with grocery bags, beers or waters from and to your car.
A portable product that greatly increases driving safety by allowing drivers to clean all windows &amp; is perfect in an emergency.
My 9/7 Yr old run all over our neighborhood-I want simple rubber bracelet to communicate with my kids-"home"-Either a beeper or vibrate
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Peel &amp; Stick Corner Guards for Phones and Tablets
Resubmit)Retractable Lock Bracelet. Use on bike or anything you need to lock up. Lock your purse to the cart at a grocery store
Many people like pizza. Many people have a pizza take away with themselves. The problem - conveniently bring it home. Here is solution!
#spotsv Trap door spring action release for ice scoop. Drop ice cubes or crushed ice into glasses by squeezing handle lever.
Musical Seat belt cover. Play and ride. Plush.
Bubble Printing Kit for kids &amp; crafters! Super easy, fun, &amp; unique! 2 Videos! T-Shirts and glowing prints too! Please comment.
Swim teacher handle assist. Attach a loop around the chest area and another around the lower waist; attach to a handle held by the teacher.
A water bottle shaped towel holder and ringer for easy transport by bike!
DIY your own hanger and place it where you like. Flexible and easy by plug in and out toward any hole and it works fine as hanger/shelve.
NoLostCream
Turn Any Water Bottle Into A Watering Can. Plants All Over The House? Leave Transformed Bottle Near Them Because It Compliments Home Decor
A collapsible shelf for hunting, etc. Pointed "feet" push into the ground. 18 in tall, 2 ft wide, 6-8 inches deep. Collapses for backpack.
Hot Pot Handle Hugger with incorporated lid and utensil holder.
Chalk Gloves. Chalk at your fingertips! (Resub)
Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. Resub votes: 147 1st time, 144 2nd time
Did you ever spill food or drink on your Mac? If so, you need a Smac, a washable, waterproof frame that lets you safely snack on your Mac.
Portable HYBRID shower caddy that can be carried in and suction cupped to the shower wall. Also has feet on bottom to keep off dirty floor.
CoolPad is a small cooling pad that uses air to provide cooling air flow for infants or pets.
iPAD PROTECTOR WITH HAND HOLDER.
RESUB 135+ Votes! Powerful gardener's tool to properly mix and cut compost IN the bin so that perfect mulch can be made for the garden.
TOWER POWER: Stable, Portable, and Stylish. Hexagon base and case. Handle to carry and help with inserting/removing plugs. More pics inside
The folding chairs you can put in a bag are a hit. It's time to create an accessory to go with them. Check this out!
#spotsv Do You Forget Things? Reusable shopping bags, lists, picking up needed items. SENSORY BUTTON on KEY head it Clicks, you Remember!
"Shake N Bake" just got easier! Coat/Cook and Serve in same pan...coat more than 1-2 pieces at a time.
"Tube-ular Ball" - Fun outdoor tossing and rolling ball game.
CONSERVE WATER TIMER OR TOY OPTION - For kids outdoor water sprinkler fun. Kids can beat the heat, conserve water &amp; save money. 2
options
Hand sanitizer run by sensor
A sensor/switch activated, downward facing light for purses, totes, briefcases. Activated upon opening and deactivated upon closing it.
#spotsv Anyone that uses a shower curtain needs this!! Better splash guards! Have you ever used those splash guards? they don't fit!
Get the best workout ever - cardio, resistance, and weights with the all-in-one adjustable jump rope
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In this busy world of instant everything don't you hate it when you misplace something? Hours wasted searching.No more wasted time!
OUR FACES ARE designed all WRONG! Forever wiping sweat from your eyes while running, working out or just working in the heat? #spotsv
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
I love to ride my bike and, new to town, I often use apps to find my way around Austin, TX. We need a decent handlebar mount for iPhones!
â˜žRetractable, Battery Operated Latent Print Duster!â˜œ Every CSI Detective in the WORLD will Want This! Click to Read True Personal Story!
The ADD (ADHD) BANDIT. Reduce time spent off-task and unengaged with this attention-keeping wristband.
Stop crawling under your desk! Tubular hide-away power strip holder pops-up for easy access to your plugs, no moving desk or straining.resub
different color tints and prints for sunglass lenses that you can peel off and stick on,how cool!like zigzag,hearts,animal prints
Plug electrical equipment into a slot ANYWHERE around perimeter of your room with card-like plugs that slot into the top of skirting panel
Love hardboiled eggs but hate making them? My product design does away with the hassle and is a stylish counter top holder for the eggs.
Pop-N-Shots
For anyone who has experience dealing with babies, they know that good hygiene is of the upmost importance. Join me in a $7.9 billion market
The main problem when swimming in a pool is having a wet towel. This problem is magnified when swimming all day long.
Precious Plays
Bring a little green indoors. Magnetic board with illuminated planters and plant lights
Acid Reflux/ Heart Burn when you lie down? Well here is an affordable solution.
a Bike Seat that converts to a Tripod Stool ... 71% voted so far
Exercise Equipment that Saves Space and Is Easy to Store - Collapsible Dumbbells! - ENDING SOON USB storage drive unit containing 4 sticks - Keep your personal, work, music, and photos separate but with you when you need them.
NO MORE CRACKED SCRATCHED CDs/DVDs! Case Cleans &amp; Conditions Your Discs Automatically &amp; Eliminates That Annoying Button
Release #spotsv
Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle,partition in bottle keeps them seperate products,pump action dispenser, ECO FRIENDLY REUSABLE BOTTLE
Revolutionize the way that you pour milk and NEVER have to cry over spilled milk again with this reusable milk spout!
Convege Mini - A beautiful dock just for my phone
Here's your chance to use the Disposable pop up trash bag for spring cleaning,raking leaves,or any other needs.Finally work alone with ease!
Soundproof Dog Kennel/Crate
Smartphone Belt Pouch: Carry your smartphone and small items on your side!
A Better Cotton Glove that solves the 3 big problems
Magnetic Cordies: Cordies that can be affixed to metal substrates.
Solar powered phone.
This is a screen for the back or side windows of cars and trucks that will allow visual text messaging back and forth between the vehicles
Make-Up Glove - Keep Your Other Hand Free or Hold Mirror - Customize &amp; Go Capsules - Read Comments By Beauty Pros! - Good Edits Approved! l
this is a low cost inverter.you can turn on ipad,ipod,cell-phone,up to 25w LED/110v or CFL in car.emergency light.price is 20 til 50cents
I have great idea that can make a lot money? The multi Charger! Charge as you go,simply mount it to your bike and get charged.
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
#spotsv Wacky Straws. Extra long, extra bendy.Shape into whatever you want.
Resubmitting the Chalk Car with a learning aspect
Apple Product Brief: Application for Closed Caption Scrolling for the hearing impaired
"Bike Long Tail". A flexible tube to connect lights, soundbox or Iphone to take pictures and videos. The journey will be very funny! #QCYCLE
Simple organizing Clip Stand for small books, mail, &amp; folders. Tidy up clutter on your desk, your shelves, etc... with this easy tool.
#spotsv Cat-Nip Scented Protective gloves to play with your cat. Goes up to elbow. No more cat scratches!
A wireless way to easily power on electronics and appliances. This puts a switch anywhere you want it
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Smoke detector screws in light socket-POWERED BY ELECTRICITY,allows you to screw bulb in - use light switch.BatteryBackup/attractive/compact
rollable whiteboard: an easy transportable, sturdy whiteboard you can take to meeting where there is no whiteboard on the wall.
Digital calender to hang in office/b-room/kitch that uses Imp to connect with phone email service. Auto update. Reminds u when walk in room.
Let's make a universal 12" cut to fit,peel and stick rubber strip with fingers to catch dust bunnies.Not everyone wants to buy a new dustpan
The ultimate cereal/snack cup!! Snacks-perts unite...your cup has arrived! Working prototype pics included...
A shower curtain that flips over the shower pole,held together with velcro.
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Night-light bed post Toppers. Touch Activated. Recharge by plugging each topper into a (4) post Charging dock.
Resubmit #4-CLIP ATTACHMENT for EXISTING serving UTENSILS to prevent them from sliding into bowl,pot.Keeps them elevated on counter. #spotsv
THE UNDER-UNDERWEAR : From nappies to cotton underwear, a helpful and ecologic step for all parents teaching their children to become clean.
Locking Tweezers. Vice-Grips Tweezers that can be adjusted &amp; locked into position, feature a quick release handle, and a few handy LEDs.
A thin, flexible, magnifying bookmark with a light built in.
Reliable Fairly Priced High Speed Connection Hub
Is it a shoe? Is it a sock? Blimey It's both! A Bungee shoe sock.
EASY CABLE MANAGEMENT DEVICE.Organize all cables from your equipment in a simple and functional way. Designed by Jaime Colon.
Bike carrier hitch that mounts directly to the bike NOT the vehicle. This is there when you need it! replaces cheap kickstands too.
All in one garbage, plunger and scrubber for the bathroom that goes flush against the wall
#spotsv Keep jeans, pants, suits, skirts and other garments sweat "freer" on those hot summer days - plus save on those dry cleaning bills!
A useful tool for the kitchen, prevents smell of garbage remain scattered throughout the house. Keep the house always nice.
Mini Dryer Pen &amp; Liquid dispenser !! Sexy, no. Functional, YES ! This will become a must have in purses, craft tables, all households !!!
rubber thing that any lady can stick easily at her back of boots to protect it from destroying their shoes especially while driving
HAILSTORM TODAY! GARDEN A MESS. MUCH CARE &amp; EXPENSE INTO POTTED PETUNIAS. A FEW MINUTES TO PREVENT DAMAGE,
BUT NO METHOD! THINK! OK, GOT IT!
Special container for Feta cheese
Hanging jewelry organizer gives easy access to your earrings, necklaces, rings, and bracelets while displaying them neatly.
â€œWe remember how Fukushima is and go together to the future energy-oriented societyâ€ This iPhone case is an outlet for the thought.
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Fan Plates, perfect for Pizza, Tacos, Burritos, Burgers and anything that may get messy. Avoid food stains. Bring the plate to your mouth.
RotoPet - Your pet grooming multi-tool
Duct Tape With Different Textures. Crafters Have Colored Duct Tape, Now They Need Texture! Faux Leather, Snake Skin, Bubbles, Sand Paper....
OASIS II - A Garden in a table. Invented by LAPangel. Revised after UC Feedback! Now includes LED grow lamps! Renders by Simplyinclined.
The new key to a perfect tailgate party or cook out! Check it out!
Hanging Shoe Tree - a specialized hanger that has shoe trees for 4 pairs of shoes attached. Keeps shape of shoes perfect and stored properly
SAVE KIDS FROM BEING KILLED IN HOT CARS NEVER AGAIN WILL THIS HAPPEN WITH THIS PRODUCT PARENTS THAT LEAVE THERE
KIDS IN CARS NO MORE DEATHS
Disposable baby bottles made from recycled paper, with a wax lining, universal thread to fit most nipple rings, oz. indicators on side.
Bringing a Third World 'TOY'to the first world. No assembly required. Curious
Saves the bubbles in your beverage!
An electronic receiver ID tag attached to suitcase/baggage, owner has a transmitter with audible sensor as suitcase gets near.
At the park with your kids and losing sight of them? "Baby where r u"? alerts you when your child walks more than 15 feet away from you.
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Hate not knowing what the Speed Limit is? A device put on all speed limit signs that sends a signal to your dashboard displaying the speed.
THE ULTIMATE SANDPAPER FOR FEET IS THE PERFECT ACCESSORY NOT ONLY FOR WOMEN BUT ALSO FOR MEN WHO WANT TO
SAND YOUR FEET ANYWHERE.
Ever woke up one day with a HUGE zit and have a big event to be at that night?Here's an idea geared towards women to help with that issue.
(RESUB) Glowing liner. Used in 1 of 3 ways. Either built in, attached or inserted into a bag. No more searching. Everything is illuminated!
Curleeze: Portable hair curlers for the woman on the go. They run on a AAA battery vs. electricity to heat them up, for convenience.
300+ VOTES The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Stylus Tipped Bracelet. Wear it and use it.
24-P.P.R-24 HOUR PERSONALIZED PILLS REMINDER(clock) will always[daily] and [hourly]remind you to TAKE your next medication which is a
MUST.
CPAP (Continuous positive airway pressure)machines are designed to aid in breathing while asleep. So why the NOISY air tube.
#spotsv A better Mask design for Sick kids who don't want to look sick, who want to look cool. Can WE help?
A single accessory (case) by which you can 1) mount phone on a car 2) stand phone on table for videos/video conferencing 3) charge the phone
Compact Survival Distiller - Bear Grylls makeshift distiller in a small convenient packet - every camper should carry one! #spotsv
attach "finder" to your phone (or whatever your misplace the most) and never lose it again
Indoor dog potty with easiest clean-up, no residual smell, and no need for pee pads. Just remove cup that catches pee from bottom of tray.
Game ConsoleTIMER PADLOCK to control the use of game consoles. The parents will setup the days and hours that the kid can use the console.
Dog's don't use air-conditioning when they're hot but now they can have the closest thing to it with the "Cold Dog" vest!
The flat stretch magnetic top pouch/case, stores flat, fits more than you can imagine. Detachable stretch top to accessorize.
#spotsv Spark shoe heel or toe attachments....drag or stomp your feet and it sparks on hard surfaces. Could spark different colors.
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
I've looked at my dead and damaged analog wall clock. Why not have a digital monitor that syncs to a smartphone and displays more than time?
Want a *Fun* &amp; easy way to give out your phone number/Email/Twitter? A *SCAN ME* case...
Do you enjoy order at home? Save time, space and nerves - use the Adjustable Iron Hanger for the clothes that you have just ironed.
Now it's possible to take your iPhone power cord without having to think about where to put it or worrying it will get tangled or damaged
new design shades for your window,to keep extra light out
Build, take apart, repair, small pieces, you always need a place to keep your pieces THE MAT. The perfect work and play area on the go.
RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
Pellet stove ash tray liner
Stuck with a flat or on the scene of an accident and don't know what to do?

This product will help you help yourself and others.

Again, I really wish this was available!! Once under consideration, but just not at the right time for Quirky. I feel NOW is the right time!
Above ground swimming pool 360 Ring Sprinkler. This attaches to the circular edge of an above ground swimming pool with clips.
Rotating Lamp Shelf attachments. Making the lamp more useful.
I propose a Tab Holder that has a round colored top that is easy to push into the ground w/palm. there is a slit for the plant tab inside
Armband for iphone with external controls for music
Clips with stenciled texts shown to hold documents, papers, etc
Super Cool Tie Rack: hang it in your wardrobe or stick it to your wardrobe door. This tie rack displays your best ties - take on holiday.
Soft Cover For Pencil. Little Fingers Will Love The Feel And The Ease Of Writing. Stop Rolling And Make It Easy On Teeth. Paint Brushes Too
Abuse against children is a horrifying epidemic. What if there were a device that notified authorities about potential harm?
Solar Power Strips of Light - For a Tent, Yard, Garage or Indoors anywhere light is needed! Illustration taken from my other idea 230371
LED bulbs can be bright on the cheap, but light stays local unless it gets carried elsewhere. A Light Tube uses reflection to do just that!
iPhone 5 Power Curl For Your Car
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Let's Design a Container to Hold Multiple Utensils (While Cooking). Let's make it Collapsible for Easy Storage, and Dishwasher Safe.
Candy Bar Muddy Buddies!! Chex Mix Muddy Buddies As Candy Bars!!
Transparent Paper Puncher - Modular 1, 2 or 3 hole punches. Clear to align &amp; see holes. Squeeze &amp; pour to clean, no more flying confetti.
Electronics are expensive and sending then through the washing machine can cost you BIG BUCKS. This device helps you save your stuff!
Quit losing tools and fasteners while under your vehicle or under the hood.
App-Enabled Blinds
Cubicle door that also serves as dry-erase board
Being a person that uses ladders allot. I can say that they can be hard on the body and dangerous. My knees hurt and It's easy to almost tip
This new device is called the BAT WRAP and it is a heating pad of sorts with Velcro straps and a battery pack to be used in the on deck
My idea is a cake plate divided in slice numbers, in hundreths or degrees. I marked a glass plate with a diamond file in the 80Â´s for fun.
DRY FEET NO MORE. if you LOVE High Heels and Flip Flops, this is your solution PEDINIGHT, FOR THE WOMEN THAT CARES
PEG TRAY-Allows complete customization configuration of your utensils/cutlery in kitchen drawer. No wasted space!
Handle your plants better - literally - with the MugPot
NoROLL, the clear silicone refrigerator mat prevents side-stored bottles, cans, round items from rolling. Antimicrobial and dishwasher safe!
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
The Fingertip is a soft elastic micro-cloth that fits over pass the first joint of the fingertip to protect tablets of prints and smudges.
Ergonomic forearm crutches with Ultra Bright LED Flashlight and size adjustable.This will be a great utility product for anyone using it.
The Snuggle-bug sheet is a top sheet and a fitted sheet which attach together to keep your child safe and snug.
POWER SHIFT: Bendable cording combined with outlets that shift to 3 positions; Top, Left, and Right.
A functional Eyeglass Rack hung next to the door. Now we all know where our glasses are, can switch out pairs, too! No More Lost Glasses!!
Tin Foil Gripper/Holder for Grill- Tired of the tinfoil moving? Clip in place so it doesn't move when your grilling your meat!
WASH-CYCLE. Comes with an easy fill removable washing globe that turns/cleans your clothes as you peddle. A little futuristic but why not!
Pic A Lid
I disinfect everything when I travel. How great would it be to set a disinfectant fogger in a hotel/dorm/apartment etc. and walk away?
Build Custom Shelving and Storage Space OR Custom Drawer Organizers
My idea is making suitcases uniquely designed by owners. Owners send picture to a business that stretches the image on a hard case suitcase.
The travel folding sandpaper for feet is a most convenience idea for sandpaper for feet because you can carry in your purse .
WristWash a plastic bracelet filled with hand sanitize r, that you recycle after. Or a bracelet that can be refilled.
Custom lazered wood I phone stand for the office. I have made several for our staff over the last year.
An smartphone app synchronized with the alarm clock remotely activates a power outlet connected with a coffeemaker,starting the preparation.
"CLICKER" A remote control button to change the page of a book you are reading on the iPad, so you don't have to move your arm.
Instead of lathering your or your child's hair with suncreen and not being able to put it on the scalp where it counts, why not comb it on!
W.B.R.(Work-Bench-RUG) is extremely good surface to work on with various electronic / wood / home / garden PROJECTS... better than rubber.
GARDENALL: All in one pre-seeded garden planter, self watering system for when you are away, and optional staking mechanism if needed.
Edging, cutting in and trim painting made easier by eliminating the need for painters tape!
Safely launch a small to medium size boat without getting wet or balancing on a small trailer beam. No more gymnast performances or slips!
A silicone gel pad infused with aloe vera gel and numbing agent to relieve the friction and pain from rectal hemorrhoids and wearing thongs.
It's a compartmentalized wall-mounted makeup shelf,with removeable compartments for easy cleanup.
Portable cooler with drink dispenser let's you grab the coldest can from the very bottom. Shows when to reload your favorite drinks. resub1
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Stop constant snacking using Tupperware with an attached "egg-timer" lock that prevents access to its contents for 20 minutes to 24 hours.
Simple tip that can be used on any can of spray paint to make a splatter finish. #spotsv Great for crafters and home decor.
A Bigger Light Bulb String, made out of Bandit like rubber bands. Little cotton strings break and are hard to find. #spotsv
key in a card that can be the size of a credit card to put in your wallet or purse, used as an emergency key that has been "keyed" 2r lock
Empty Kiddie Plastic and Blow Up Pools with Self-Pumping Sprinkler! Direct used water where it's needed (or for more kid sprinkler fun)!
The perfect gym bag! Open the main zipper and find everything you need! Easy as 123!!!Removable inserts are washable too! Stylish &amp; flexible
iPadMiniNotesCase Take your iPad Mini with you in this stylish, leather appointed single fold case with a notepad, pocket!
Hear the bass through your bones, not your phones!
Sometimes the people need to prevent that the pets get in in a some ambient. For this situations is possible to use blocker door for pets.
in-ear headphones jewelry
Having a kick-stand on my phone is very convenient, I think all phones should have this option. Now they can with this simple modification!
So what if you never had to stir a pot of soup again? The Pot Shot is the tool that you need, a enclosed pot stirring device.
Wouldnâ€™t you like a solar powered compact air conditioner to keep your car cool under the hot sun while you are out running errands?
NEVER DROP YOU IPAD AGAIN.Worried some one bump in to you on subway or while sitting reading in public place.
The Casserole Saver is a domed, nonstick, oven safe utensil that holds foil or plastic wrap up off foods while still allowing coverage.
Clip-On Toy Trains - No more derailing trains. Getting creative w/ tracks: angled, sideways on walls,upside down. Motorized, lights &amp; sounds
Pack-A-Light - Windproof electronic lighter that clips to your cigarette pack.
Fashion Accessory or Diaper Bag?? Hands-free DIAPER BAG SASH compliments your style. Why carry a bulky diaper bag + a purse?
Umbrella with a LED light (Resubmitted)
Got Glitter? Glitter is fun for kids, but gets everywhere. This "glitter getter" keeps it clean and lets kids re-use what doesn't stick!
Extend a receptacle outlet ANYWHERE in seconds! (UPDATED PICTURES)
Clip on voice recorder for gift cards. Personalize your gift card. #spotsv
SILO FOR PETS. Pour out the exact amount. Stays fresh. No need to hunt 4 measuring cups 2 measure each time. Container measures as you pour
Reinventing the PEG BOARD - Making it more stylish with a covering. Switch colors, write on, washable. Peg insert on loopits &amp; bandits...
A water gun/device that attaches to the handle bars of bicycles. Great fun for those hot summer days!
Mainspring Charger
A credit-card sized storage box for medication - ultra thin but strong - fits in any wallet - never forget it - protect your meds! #spotsv
Credit card sized earbuds carrier... Keep it in your wallet when not in use!
RESUBMIT Hair Washing Bottle-Keep baby/toddler calm while washing hair. Fill bottle and squeeze while you brush &amp; squeegee water out of face
This patented simple to assemble and easy to use device provides a leap forward in yard maintenance. Meet the next evolution of lawn care
Mounted strobe light to indicate a "wet" floor. Able to set duration for strobing. Size apx to current fire strobe alarms, but not red.
Horizontal VertaBin for my closet. Shelf in my closet has become "junk drawer" and needs shelving and organization that pulls down to reach
A radio flyer style wagon that you don't have to push or pull
Wired Closet Shelf Tiles. Tiles to take your wired closet shelves to solid top shelves.
Runners water "shot" belt with easy to release plastic shot glass size water bottles. Easy to fill, lightweight, easy to use.
Shoelaces with rubber aglets. Solves 2 problems. Plastic aglets hitting shoe and making noise, and aglets from fraying.
Surface Snorkel Periscope - Now everyone can float and snorkel!
Have you ever wanted to relax on your hammock with your favorite drink? now you can with the no spill hammock cup holder.
Ever been to a concert that was too loud &amp; wished you could decrease the volume, Now you can with "Sound Guard
A Divider Screen that doubles as a guest or temporary closet. It is portable, foldable and it has hooks and shelves that collapse.
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Want your dog to be healthy? Don't want/have time to walk them or stimulate their mind? This toy does it for you, even while you're away!
Magnetic bicycle pedals that engage the pedal and the shoe without the tension of a mechanical clip. Secure without tension or skill.
USB-Hub with short (10") connector cable to PC/Notebook and very short (1-2") connectors to USB Type A, Type B, Mini-B and Mico-B, etc.
This is an Outdoor Garbage Can concept model that has a twist on top. With just a quick twist of the top it will keep animals out of it.
My idea is to design drinking glasses, beer mugs, and wine glasses that are made with coasters already attached to the bottom.
Lacrosse Net with Chain Panels
Portable Bamboo Desk featuring a hinged writing/drafting board and locking drawers. Study anywhere.
Trouble connecting or removing water hose? This invention creates a leak proof connection w/o a super human grip or costly quick connects.
Cooler on wheels w/ detachable cart secured on top - Cart drinks, snacks, towels, games, portable grill all at once. Every Family Needs One!
Milk Maid--Decorative Version for serving at the table
Nut Lock
Ipad Projector
would you like a windshield sunshade that was automatic. That you would not have to put up and remove every time. These hot summer days.
Slim Dinner Table OR Artwork? - BOTH!!! Hanging artwork that doubles as slim beautiful tables to eat on or do homework on.
"Wackyware"-The Funnest Way For Babies to Start Self-Feeding
The "DECIBELIZER" Eliminate harmful effects of iPods and other audio devices causing hearing damage before it gets to your ears.RESUBMIT
No one makes this! Ending soon! Ear buds with built in aux cord. Switch from running with headphones to car stereo with the same cord.
Re-usable marker
Multipurpose liquid filled scrub brush.
An innovative way to handle dog walking duty. It combines all the items you purchase separately into one. It is stylish and cool.
ElyctricSlyde
Gnatball
Looks like a flash drive adapter, but actually it is a adapter that filters, scans,deletes potential virus that can infect our computer.
#spotsv Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. Collaboration with GYRO.
SELF CLEANING FISH BOWL! Nothing like it on the market. Simple solution that eliminates water changes, filter systems or electrical plugs.
Squash can be boring for kids and intimidating for beginners. An AI coaching projector can make squash more colorful and easy to learn.
Buzz Bags
Color Blindness. Determining the color of a traffic light. Sensor in vehicle will alert driver of traffic light color.
Nail polish remover pen
Let's turn kitchen hardware into kitchen easyware! Alright stupid I know but seriously it's time for some change.
Attach babies toys with clips to their clothing. These clips are already on the market. Why not secure the clip on to their clothes.
Resubmit)LED flip flop clips. Lighted clips for your flip flops! Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
An iPad case that uses solar panels to charge the iPad on the go.
a product that takes the hard work out of house work! a simple rotating round bristle brush that gets a deep clean into tile, ceramic, grout
reinventing the Umbellla
Hyrdo medication Jewelry contains medication and liquid disquised fashionably as one. Never be caught with out your medication and a drink.
It's a lotion applier hand for your back, like a bamboo back scratch hand but this top is made by thin silicon with a size of baby hand.
A boogie Board with speedometer. This way kids can see exactly how fast the wave took them....Not just for kids!
The portable Roll up Freezer pack for your Fan. Produces Ice Cold Air on your standard Box Fan
Fun Flutterers- The Remote Controlled Butterflies &amp;/Or Fireflies
A removable magnetic solar panel stickable on the back of an iphone
Wall planter that mimics a hand with a flower growing inside.
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The 3-in-1 Bike Mount uses a choice of attachments to securely hold a smart phone, GPS, camera, flash light on a bicycle.
Trash can with trash bag clamp. Clamp holds trash bag in place so it doesn't fall into the trash can. Easier than using the rubber bands!
Resubmit)Silicone building blocks. Expanding and collapsible. Stores flat but expands to larger pieces.
NO TEXT" A one time application device that downloads software to prevent texting while driving
Meet W.E.L.O! A New way for kids to get their dirty clothes OFF the floor!Makes doing the kids laundry a Breeze.Suggestions welcome!
Simple dishcloth or sponge to make wiping counters and washing dishes quicker and easier
Air Freshener Magic Wand : Wave a wand to clear the air! #spotsrv
Strap Holders - Holds the straps back and out of the way when putting a baby/toddler in the car seat or stroller. #spotsv
Why use a noise bike horn when you can use your Iphone to play different sounds? #QCYCLE
APP/IMP enabled system (that $hut$ off water) if it senses a toothbrush is not in close proximity to the faucet as teeth are being brushed.
Stacked storage bins and you need to get to the bottom one
Mancala Chopping Board: Play Mancala on one side, flip the bamboo board over and it's a chopping board!
Coffee Spoon Rest, never again will your coffee spoon end up on your good tablecloth or under your cup and you spill your coffee. #spotsv
Get that unused lotion or cleaner out of the bottle!! I propose a pump with a shaft that bends and extends into the bottom of the bottle.
A decorative cover for cooking pots, allowing food to be served from stove _directly_ to dining table.
Tired of damaging walls with coat/hat racks? Take up less space and do less damage with the pole hook! Great for dorms and small families!
A USB Flash Drive Case/Organizer and Hub in one.
IPAD Video Game Controller with touch screen face. Screen face displays the game controller for whatever console game that you are playing.
Would it be possible to take a picture of an item. Take that picture and put it in a search engine and you find out what the item is?
Too many lids and bottoms to mix and match? Get rid of the tupperware clutter, and simplify your life!
Glow in the dark cover for your tv remote control. Helps locate your remote at night. It will slip over the remote to provide a glow effect.
Nalgene water bottle adapter for car cup holders
Find Your Spot And Stake Your Claim. Portable Drink Table, Please see pics.

Re-sub, because of this heat!

Resubmit)Laundry Basket with Collapsible or removable Dividers.
Let There Be Light" Control every lights in your house through your Ipad or smartphone. Turn your lights on, off or change lighting mode
What is your idea? -Sock Keeper-it will hold socks together during washing and drying and can be stored away for future use.
Inexpensive, battery-operated Smoke/Carbon Monoxide Detectors that "communicate" among a set
Show photos discreetly with illusion of separate frames. When people see the photos, they would say, BAM! Picture That
Why cant we have frying pan as lid for another cooking pot/pan?
(Loopits Skins) Round decals to customize your Loopits.
eXpresso! world's first espresso machine that requires NO ELECTRICITY! Easy to use. Affordable. Mobile. Tasteful. Simply necessary!
Either Foot Toddler Shoes - Shoes that can go on either foot.
Necklace made of gel pack material that can be frozen and taken outside while exercising/running.
RESUBMIT! 18 VOTES! A Bluetooth enabled Wrist or Arm mounted Heart-Rate Transmitter.
A forearm/elbow support sleeve-&gt;decreased pain/numbness with computer use.
The Launch Rail is an innovative, alignment training aide for your driver and woods. It was finalist on Edison Nation - Daymond John Search
The Bubble Clip Holster
Know what buttons your pressing when words/numbers have worn from electronic remotes, computer keyboards to phones With the button labeller!
An iPhone case that changes color like a mood ring from the heat it expends.
RESUBMIT-WATER WEIGHTS-simple dumbell handle with ends that allow you to screw on plastic bottles. Great way to recycle
The Sound Bowl
BAG LIDS Pour your favorite cereal pasta ETC right out the bag with this new lid No more mess Stays fresh Only the bags needed Simple
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A 'talk-box' type speaker that plugs into your mp3 player and plays through your mouth. Create Frampton-like effects with music anywhere!
How many paint brushes have you tossed with perfectly good handles? A reusable paint brush handle that would fit 1/2" to 3" or 4" brushes.
A place to store extra toilet paper rolls that keeps them clean and dry.
How many times have fast food drink caddies failed you? My idea will hold and transport soft drinks without the worry of spills in the car.
ExtendASURGE - Extendable Surge protector
This toilet seat lift, will solve every womens problem with men in the house because the toilet seat will never be wet or left open.
Phone case that works as an optical Bluetooth mouse for your laptop.
Thinnest elastic wallet/case combo.Elastic material can be stretched to fit over ALL PHONES!Cover entire frame.Open to suggestions/comments
Developing a squeegee that collects the dirty water while using the device.
Pick up pet poop and get it into a disposable bag tie it up to prevent the smell and cleans up easily.
Gadget Locator
"WristWipes" Need a wipe for your kids runny noses, sticky fingers,etc. This product is a watch or bracelet that dispenses small wipes.
I have a concept for a hands-free device that allows a wheelchair user to tow their luggage minimal to no assistance.
STUFFING STEAMER !!!To stuff or not to stuff, that is the question? Reduce risk of salmonella without losing flavor or over cooking turkey
Pen restarter - When your ball point pen stops writing, instead of getting frustrated, just use this desktop pen restarter - and write on.
Sungel!
RESUBMIT Bracelet to signal your child. Great for the beach/pool and for outings, neighborhood...etc
Simple yard fertilizing. Let your sprinkler do the work.
DoorGenie is a remote controlled door closer and door stop. Great for office or bedroom doors.
Dice Cubes. Reusable ice cubes that look like dice.
Some type of either velcro or built in magnets for socks, to keep them together during washing and drying and not lose one.
dont know what to do with all of those soap chips? heres a soap dish that melts the chips down to mold a full bar of soap!!
A cigarette case that only allows it to be open after enough time has passed, after opening it locks again until the time passes again.
#spotsv "Time 2 Boil". Takes the guess work out of microwaving water with this simple measuring cup. Please "bubble" this one up!
A cheap and green way to make energy .
A SCREW DRIVER WITH A FLASH LIGHT BUILT ONTO IT.
Scuba Divers and Swimmers are going to love my unique trailer hitch cover. Check it out. The fins will appear to swim while you drive.
Frozen liquid bags : portions of a known volume make the use frozen liquid so easy ! #spotsv
Spring-Loaded Wipe Dispenser. Use for diaper, hand and other cleaning wipes!
The Finicky Fix - Cat Food Warmer, tired of the sour looks from your cat at feeding time, make their food more appetizing and tasty
Resub - Monster planter for your desk, kitchen, kid's room, etc. Move over Chia pet.
Ever lose the little red tube that comes with a spray can? forced to spay without it and make a big mess!
"MailTime":a flag that signals the mailbox owner the mail has arrived and takes the hassle out of checking many times. MAKING LIFE EASIER!!
Food Container with Removable Bottom. Stack containers to store more food. OR use as individual containers.
Activity tracker that encourages and aids keeping track of and communicating whether a pet has been fed or walked or medicated.
Cubes Puzzles
Have your favorite sauce, spread or decorative frosting come twisting out together with TwinSqueeze!
Automatic dryer lint remover INDICATOR. Stop the 17,000 house FIRES that happen every year,caused by dryer lint!Attach to ANY existing dryer
Better water jug design! Tap on side/bottom where it belongs, and refill cap on top. Sturdy design stands on it's own, no tipping required.
Simple elastic band ball grabbers..... Grab stuff securely and easy and then hang it, take it, store it.....
Mini Retractable Hygiene Hand,Never open a dirty toilet door or Toilet seat ever again,use the Hygiene hand instead,Ideal for holidays away.
Resub .:: Hammer fingers ::. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. invented 10 years ago by Dmytro Serduke we had the same idea .
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Spray Paint Cans and Caulking Tubes only work when warm. My simple Warming Sleeve would greatly speed up cold weather projects.
"WAS UNDER CONSIDERATION"-The Claw Rake. Grab your Leaves and place them into the trash bin.(Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Expandable, Stackable Power strip.
AutoBal Recycle ... driving.
Cooking Utensils: Bend Them or Clip Them - A Range of Utensils for Indoor/Outdoor Cooking
a plastic sleeve that keeps edges of car sun visors clean/protect from residue tactically and to enhance overall cosmetic appearance of car.
A watch strap, that can be used for any watch, that allows the user to quickly change the color of the band simply by rotating the strap.
Ramon Noodle Square Bowl..microwavable...with handles and lid...take on go..just add water.Why force square noodles into round bowls.#spotsv
"Latch n Strap" personal device retainer Just Strap a thin strip with loop on your device and latch the other end to your clothing or purse.
"Necessity is the mother." Tired of seeing people holding their Maglites in between their teeth when the wrist is the perfect location.
Paint mixer fits any electric drill.Mixes all types of paint/stain cleans easily.Plastic paddles and lids fit one gallon and one quart cans
A modern grow with the child high chair, with minimal parts!
Pedestrian crossing Alert system for your Car. Reminds you when someone is crossing the street and tells cars behind you also.
309 votes: Picture is sold for bikes 20" and up. Make'm 4 the fun little kids tooling around their driveway who cant ride fast: spoke weaver
Salt and Pepper shaker with front LED display that shows what is being dispensed. And current time.
THESE VAPOR STRIPS FIT UNDER THE NOSE. NO GREASY MESS. YOU CAN BREATH BETTER KNOWING YOUR FAMILY CAN BREATH
EASIER.
The Eggstractor is a clear chute that suctions to either side of a refrigerator wall and sits on a refrigerator shelf.
Quick locking and unlocking key holder for home or office. This would have a hidden push button on top for on the run.
Car oven
Customizable/re-mappable computer keyboard for faster typing and less mistakes.
Sport S-Thill-etto.Ladies hi-heel shoe would use a Hockey puck for the platform.Pucks are both durable,waterproof.Made of vulcanized rubber.
STOP WASTING SUNLIGHT! Soak it up with LEECH. Mid size Portable umbrella with solar panels. Attach umbrella to anything and use its ENERGY!
Glow in the Dark American Flag. So it can be seen at night.
A touch sensitive door hanger light that provide a quick burst of light when trying to unlock your door.
All of your trashcan problems solved in one wonderfully Quirky trashcan! SEE DETAILS!
OK. We need to produce a more comfortable home foot bath experience!
Three Paint Brushes in One - Large, Medium &amp; Small. Use one large &amp; break apart for a smaller or medium brush depending on the job needed
Modular or interchangeable USB sticks that when you download to one, you can plug them all in and download the same to each USB drive.
Popped a button UNexpectantly? Don't have time or the tools to sew back on? Use this quick fix BUTTON TWISTY TIE. #spotsv
A removable, reusable cup holder which can be attached to an existing one allowing a patron to purchase and protect two or more beverages.
Credit Card Sized LCD Screen Cleaner #spotsv
Environment Monitoring iPhone Case: Smoke/CO2 detector, temp, pressure, humidity...
JEXCO RCR: Retractible Cord Reel is used in conjunction with a golf cart charger.Installed,the charger cord then retracts into a housing.
Stuffed trash bags rarely come out of their cans easily and usually lift the can with them. Footholds on the bottom of the can should help.
"Portable Flash Drive Station" Upload and Download with the touch of a button.
Hold your phone without holding it. Non-wobbly anchoring system to secure it to your hand and still maintain full use of that hand.
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen unit converter (cooking unit calculator). Not an app.(Resub 218 votes). Open to collaboration
Rain collector plant watering
A great utensil product for us to enjoy any size snacks better without making a mess with our fingers.
Magnetic clothes hanger... **VIDEO** and **PROTOTYPE** No more hanger snags!
The CRANIAL RELIEF BAND helps sufferers of TMJ and/or headaches by inserting hot/cold packs into the band &amp; without having to holding them.
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3D ink cartridge for your computer printer. Create 3D cards, invitations, photos, art for fun
RESUBMITTED-Jog-Lights.. Pair of small flashing L.E.D lights that hook onto the side of your shoes &amp; blink when you run.
#spotsv Quirky Bandits for kids/teens! Simple...transform clasp into fun shapes. Kids use rubber bands too!
DIVING COMMUNICATOR - Send and Receive Messages &amp; Location deep in the ocean - In collaboration with Kathryn Brinton
#spotsv-Cell phone adapter hooks over ear and cell attaches with suction cup making your cell phone hands free.
Most women love flowers but dislike that they die so quickly, here is a great product that will help them last twice as long.
Lemon savers are flawed &amp; underused. This re-design can become a part of every fridge in the world. Build a better mousetrap as it were
The idea is to make a series of bicycle handlebar end plugs using a floating ball with a funny face, charm or symbol inside a clear sphere.
iWrist- App-enabled motion sensor wrist band
Hand Held counter top Swiffer. Just for small areas.
(resubmit)Introducing TOSS! A brand new frying pan with the flip built into the pan, no more messes or struggling to flip like a PRO
Furniture Cubes - Velcro or Magnets We have the Plush Brick Couch but they are physically connected which will limit all the possibilities
Have 2 phones? Business phone, personal phone? Don't like carrying both around?
Connected loop rubber bands. Better hair ties. No more fussing with making loops
BEACH TOY-Spring Loaded lacrosse Style Game
Soft Wireless Microphone You can Hurl Around the Room - Perfect for Q Evals, Parties, Karaoke, Fun! Suggest Creative Shapes for influence!
People are annoyed about how there reading glasses aren't exact. My product allows you to put your exact precription in to READING glasses.
Apply expensive medications on feet without smearing meds away when you pull sock over foot. Flap exposes toes. Gel packs. RESUB #spotsv
Putting a RF Scanner barcode on every container will allow better track of freight moving around the world.
QUIRKY Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm/ a fully automated emergency assistant.Designed with family safety in mind, for a better night sleep.
A fully Customizable Jewelry Organizer.
Line extension. ScrewHole Snap-on Adapters. For curtain rods, picture frames, blinds, etc. #spotsv
Icekeeper:2.5 gallon &amp; 2 quart reuseable, sealable,leakproof,antimicrobial bags for storing block ice/party ice in work &amp; recreation coolers
iPad Mini Game Controller with stand.
Resubmit Industrial Strength Mat for Standing to Improve Circulation and Prevent Varicose Veins - In Collaboration with Andy Sam
A Multi-purpose Personal Ice Chest with built-in drawer
A Residential Emergency Escape Ladder that illuminates the way to safety. Communicates to 1st responders.
Water color brush multiple brush cleaner cleans a bunch at once,from the inside out
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
Prop Your Plants ... Introducing Trickle - the new age planter.
My idea is to be able to easily find items that are misplaced every day such as mobile phones, keys, wallets, glasses, tv remotes, etc.
QCAP!Relieve your headache with a customizable cool gel cap! Bring down a child's goose bump with the Q-cap! Natural relief for migraines.
Why spend hundreds of dollars on a stationary multi-position, multi-head shower?
Demolition Derby Radio Controlled Cars.
An electronic weight sensitive mat or shelf that detects when an item has been removed or added to the shelf/mat.
Sush-I table set
"Wounded Warrior &amp; Civilian Wheelchair Users Table Extender" - Your at a picnic in a wheelchair &amp; you would like to sit at the picnic table.
Compression spring motor.
iBracket ceiling storage solution. Get your crates and bins off the floor and up on the ceiling.
Tire valve caps 4 yor car tire that lights up 2 indicate yor tire pressure is low. C @ nite.Glows bright so u can C during day. Keeps u safe
An easy way to keep personal electronic devices safe; a durable fabric,wall mount 6 sleeve vertical storage hub,equal power strip at bottom
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Toggle Switch Covers. When you want electricity to remain in the "on" or "off" position - then stick on the attractive cover that we design.
A two-in-one travel toothbrush with holder that mounts to a mirror or counter top. Eliminate contaminants to your toothbrush.
A mini trimmer/shaver attachment that plugs into and is powered by the iPhone.
When you feed your baby formula, you should use both hands. if you use the feeding bottle handle,your right hand is free,If you right-handed
A great utensil product for us to enjoy any size snacks better without making a mess with our fingers.
Storytime Tent. Pop up tent with animation on the ceiling. See and hear a story in the tent
Complex entrance hall wall caddy! Improved RESUBMIT of the popular magnetic keyholder from UC with new awesome features.
An iPhone case that allows you to change the angle of your camera so you can take photos while the phone lies flat!
Create your own desk/table with different "leaf" inserts &amp; matching accessories. Have a small/odd/creative space?Make exactly what you need
Stem V2 with Rotating Blades
Perfect 4 sided drywall punch for cutting rectangles for outlets in drywall, and circle twist for holes for cables. Simply push into drywall
Fingernail polish brush screwing down into the bottle to get the last of the polish without tipping to get brush to reach remainder polish
A "bike desk" like the white one below, but with a generator setup for the back wheel to charge desk accessories!
#spotsv Diaper &amp; Wipes Convenient Combo Pack. The packaging is also reusable to seal up the dirty diaper and wipes.
Shoe Bag that expands to accommodate more than one pair of shoes.
I want a travel shirt that has a microfiber cloth sewn on the inside hem for cleaning sunglasses.
#spotsv Smallest rechargeable can opener.Secure on can, it will go around the can,then use it's magnet to lift off the lid-LADYBUGgrasshppr?
Flexi-Floaters are wrap-around boyent tubes you put on shotguns so they float.
Turn any dog leash into an LED leash.No need 2 buy a new 1. Velcro/magnet strap attaches 2 leash w/LED lights or clips on Barbra
I don't know what to wear in the morning. I forget what I've got in my dressing. I don't know wich pull over with wich pans.
Twist With A Twist Exerciser
iChill Cooler: My concept is a cooler that has either a docking station for a smartphone, and speakers so that the cooler also plays music
USB SHIFT: Little Brother to Power Shift. I have always wanted a more versatile USB Hub, so here it is!
(RESUBMIT)BOBBLE BUDDIES! The new kind of Weebles! Kids toy! Bath time? Oh the possibilities!
Jungle (Bird) Gym, Tinkertoy style. Change shape,pattern, size at will. As much fun for you as it is for them. Made with PVC,easy to clean.
Biodegradable Weed Trimmer Line - Stop millions of miles toxic shredded nylon from getting into the lawns - Green benefit that sells #spotsv
Stylus Cell Phone Charms. Iphone or other phones.
Smart Scale that uses bluetooth to communicate with smartphone app
Mobile device to track anything within a certain amount of yards against homing device, if the signal is broken sounds unqiue alarm to item
Now, get ALL the mayonnaise out of the jar - with a simple twist of the jar bottom raises the spread to you.
Sleep like a baby in economy during flights without getting a crick in your neck or allowing your head to fall forward.
The Reverse Farmer's Tan Shirt...
NASA Lead/Aluminum alloy strips to prevent dollar bill counterfeiting.
#spotsv -Each character has holes in different places-press them and see the water come out of various points on the faces!
Boxed Wine Stand for easy pouring! Don't hold your box of wine in the air or lean it over a table anymore to pour a glass!!!
Lost your keys at the bottom of your bag? Not anymore! Key holder for any bag. Keeps keys at the top.
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
PLEASE VOTE:: RETRACTABLE OUTLET FOR ETHERNET OR PHONE CABLE.
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
#QCYCLE Bluetooth LED Handlebar Plate:Line Extension for Wallbrights on Bicycles.Also turn signals.
Cord Power Mini V2 has a place to wrap your two USB cords so now you never will forget where you left them.
Compact, portable, rechargeable, cordless refrigerator. Use as a normal refrigerator or move outside without a cord.
Pivot Power V2.0. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility. Includes USB too! (5th resub 379 votes last time)
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Drain Hair Catcher - Three designs which do you like best?
zip lock car cover
Install something similar to leaf blowers along side of vacuums at self car washes. Blow dry your car similar to expensive drive thrus.
TURN YOUR SPEAKER TO HEADPHONES SO EASY....
#spotsv An estimated 25 million people in the U.S. have diabetes. A miniature medicine cooler is whats needed for medications like insulin.
Small and light kit to turn any bike into electric powered bike
Heres a new twist on an old idea. Its the new clothes peg to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors no more clothes dropping off line
Ever wanted your dog to catch a Frisbee more than they did? Add a favorite snack and watch them go! â€” a collaboration with simplyinclined.
App Enabled PILLOW for kids. Great for those trips to Grandma's or just at home.
A case for an iPod or iPhone that has a stand to stand up for your hands free viewing as well as a trunk that will act as a wallet.
Want to sleep on an airplane? an addition to the quirky product (eclipse)
Photo frame for TVs and monitors.Display family &amp; friends in a sheek,thin lite weight colorful recycle frame.1/4" T. No desktop space needed
USB Fan (speed adjustable)! Feel the breeze while surfing~
Bidirectional plug give versality in the required position of already installed and fixed electrical switches.
Ever have a button fall off of your shirt or pants. This will solve the problem with a fast pin on button comes in various shapes and sizes
Keeper for women! Add a mirror, woman style and a wristlet strap! Why just for mens? We need and want one too!
Display your Nerf &amp; water toys in style. Nerf display case with drawer to store your ammunition. A fun way to help kids put their toys away
Get the men or boys cleaning with ShurShot sprayers, squeeze the trigger and it makes a gun/laser sound, an LED makes the spray glow colors
Make any seat on the airplane a "window seat"! Stuck in the middle? Create a space for yourself!
Wake Up Wall Clock
SAVE MONEY on fishing, camping and any where you need an ice chest. MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER. With the ICE CHEST CADDY. SAVE SAVE
Phone case with imbedded solar cells (iPhone, HTC, Samsung, etc) for charge maintenance and replenishment
A comb blanket
Just Add Bass: Inexpensive &amp; space saving way to convert your tiny HD TV stereo speakers into a 2.1 system for richer listening experience.
Margaritaville just got better! A flip flop that is easily formed to the contours of your feet similar to an athletic mouth guard.
wind generators (think small computer fans) mounted behind car's grill to recharge batteries as car is moving.
HAND-HELD MICROPHONE w/ BUILT-IN AUDIO EFFECTS, BUILT-IN SPEAKER, &amp; USB CHARGING - The Singer's Dream Microphone Great for ALL ages!
Twist Chairs.
Insert your Apple iPod Touch or iPhone into my light weight holder and attach it to a tripod and take better photos and video anywhere.
Develope a website that will allow you to post your opinions for everyone to read.
Letâ€™s build a magnetic curtain rod! It's similar to a pool stick that breaks in the middle, is rejoined by magnets at the center.
SLIMLINE Cabinet Storage: Attaches to Wall,Only Seven Inches Deep, for Entries,Hallways,Offices. STORE Shoes,Handbags,Folding Chairs! RESUB
Electric pitter w/ different attachments (cherries, plums, olives, peaches). Prepare healthy snacks 4 the family in no time. Resub 158 votes
Color Changing FEATHER Hair Extensions, the HAWTEST trend for 2013...QURIKY ENOUGH!
Resubmit.Future faded ink cartridge. Reduce the use of paper and recycle old documents. Respect Planet Earth and respect its sources.
Never tie ur shoelaces agn!Turn ur kid's sneakers in2 slip-ons! Add color and character 2 ur tired old treads!Be the coolest kid at any age
A vacuum cleaner cord that works like those dog leashes that automatically retract and extend as needed.
The Dish Rack that hides underneath your kitchen cabinets and only comes out when needed. Never see an empty dish rack again!!!
TV SQUEEGEE! #spotsv Has a soft padded head and washable micro-fiber cloth for cleaning flatsceen TVs and computer monitors.
#spotsv Squeezable Water Bottles for Kids.
Proximity Reminders
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DiscretionalSportFitHeadphones
A dot keyboard (D-O-T keyboard) that helps make surfing online even easier by offering the top 10 .suffixes with the click of 1 button
Reusable and fold-able plastic gift boxes. 4 months until Christmas!
Hot drinks while away from the kitchen. Solar heating water flask that heats the water right in the bottle. Maybe purify your water too!
A case that looks exactly like the back, sides, top and bottom of the iPhone 5.
a rugged, clear, waterproof, shock proof case like the GoPro Hero camera case.
Product is call the Snap-n-Tensil, it's utensils that is used to snap together for your preference.
Never pull start your mower again. Use a push button device to pull start any model mower. Attach to the mower, push the button, and go.
It has been dry summer. Conserving water while keeping ones garden and flower plants alive is important.
IPHONE PILLOW / CUSHION with a hidden and protected loudspeaker on it and a wire to connect with your iphone/ipod.
The Child-Proof Bubble Bowl is a pet drinking system that limits exposed water to small children while also encouraging pets to drink more.
Mini-Golf score card and ball holder...Holding the score card,pencil, your ball and putter is a pain in the A$$
CORDIE FOR BATHROOM. Divert loose cords from plugged-in devices: blow dryers, electric toothbrush, curling iron, away from water and sink.
see really BAD VIDEO: elevated guillotine grater/slicer interchangeable head for cheese,slicing veggies, garlic, zester....Grater up/down
shopping cart handle cover
Bike iphone charger via generator and solar.
The only help you need when picking up leaves! This trash can shaped container has a handle on the bottom to make it an easy one man job.
THE INVISIBLE MOUSE PAD! with dry erase board. No more distractions with a mouse pad that's too small, cumbersome or gets in the way!
A 2 in 1 toothbrush device that has toothpaste in it. Great for those who travel !
Plz Vote:: Interchangeable perfume/cologne bottle. 4 smaller bottles into 1. Fill it up and take it with you everywhere. For Men/Women!
Reading Bed Pillow
CAR ALARM that calls your cel phone and alerts you a car-jacking is in progress. also hooked up to the dash-cam recording the perp!!
REVISED Save GAS, prevent TIRE WEAR, EXTEND TIRE LIFE with the PSI reading tire cap. Always know the PSI of your tires! ACCURATE PSI
READING
Pump Your Liquor - Keeps count of pumps, good for inventory and over pouring. Saves money and time. Possibly make it bluetooth.
Resubmit)Oh man! I'm in the shower and I forgot to grab a washcloth....AGAIN!
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
Hang your ipad from a closed tray table on airplane. No more leaning down or balancing ipad on slippery tray during bumpy flights.
RESUBMIT-DIAPER BAG w/Pull Out Change Station- Works like window shade-the change pad comes out for easy/clean diaper changes anywhere.
A small solar powered device that measures the hours of sun an area gets to ensure the right plant or flower is planted there.
a toilet roll extender for the larger size toilet paper rolls
Refrigerator magnets and plate mats,with recording chip, helping a child learn to say grace and night prayer. Spoke in adult or child voice.
Let's make a lightweight baby stroller that glides due to swivel wheels and has driving automatic control panel for ease of use!
Do your clothes often slip off of their hangers? Now with QuickSlip you can easily adjust them in seconds! Just pull, push, or pivot to use.
Automotive car battery that has a built in circut breaker or fusable link to prevent car fires in an accident or short circut.
Shower Phone Case - Just slip phone in case &amp; close. Listen 2 music, get those important calls or call for help should you fall in shower.
Earbuds bendies... Convert you earbuds into over the ear earphones, great during workouts to prevent them from falling.
Resub--Solar Powered and rechargeable Vacuum Cleaner for your home. Saves on Energy Costs and Environmentally Sound.
July 23,2012 I would like to submit my idea for sunglasses/ eyeglasses to be made longer or more curved to accomodate fake eyelash wearers.
ABSORBIT: A small discreet pad the eliminates awkward and embarrassing arm pit sweat by adhering to the side of your shirt under your armpit
Hey!! How about some marketing!...Quirky Tee's..the more people that know.. the larger amount of people you can reach..THEY THINK I'M QUIRKY
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Outdoor Living Flip-Up Buffet with Hidden Storage. Mounts to Wall. Low Profile. Appears as Modern Living Frame when Closed. Multi-Use.
A bowl and pot sleeve solution for messy kitchens, messy kids in kitchens and to help people with disabilities. The sleeve stops splattering
It's called "Drip-EZ"(Bathroom), and it's a toilet tank, wall, or cabinet mountable â€˜dribbleâ€™ tissue dispenser, just for us guys.
Full Size Baking Pans that Attach to each other. Bake Together!
JACKKNIFE HAS BLADE AS TOOTHBRUSH; HANDLE HOLDS PASTE; BRUSH HIDES IN PASTE;; SQUEEZE LOADS BRUSH; RAISING BRUSH
CLOSES DOOR SEALING PASTE
BUFFET/BAR Flip-Down Wall Mount; Indoor/Outdoor; Multi-Use--resub*

***Collaboration with and renders by DesignJunkie

Turn your computer ON remotely from your phone! Device that attaches to on button of your computer, can be activated wirelessly by phone app
Insert pencil into Ergonomic Form to reduce fatigue by improving pencil grasp. Form includes comfort grips and self sharpening in the tip!
Bathroom Trash Compactor.Compress the trash in the can to provide more space to throw out trash.Makes it easier to tie up the bag when full.
A clip that secures your beach umbrella to chair or beach wagon keeping it from being lifted out of the ground by the wind and sent flying.
Resubmit)Silicone Bumpers For TV Trays. Stretches onto any TV tray to create a barrier.
Bungee Plant Hook - Unhook to have plant hang on bungee, weight will drop closer to you to water, when done just raise to hook on main hook
Large appliance makers place product surface options on a 10 year cycle. My idea would allow options for blending and creativity.
"PULSE ACTUATOR" - Very simple, a wristband that lights up with the pressure of the radial pulse. Also has digital display of current pulse.
RESUBMIT)Reusable straw lids for mason jars.
LOST YOUR BIKE? LUGGAGE? DOG? GLASSES? Buy "FINDER" - A GPS patch linked in your mobile or tablet that tells where your belongings are!
RESUBMIT- A cheaper plastic based K-Cup holder/rack. All of the holders on the market are metal/wood and $25 or more.
Best way to deter mosquitoes is disturb flight pattern.Weak fliers.Long outdoor fans blow air in every direction= deterant +citronella scent
Flavor Ball! Turn your water pitcher into a flavored water pitcher! Imagine fresh Icey, Strawberry, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raspberry water
Ergonomic broom. Single-hand use. Handle grip area at near right angle to the stick, end clips around, and is supported by the forearm.
I wanted to invent a antibacterial spray that would sit above door handles in public restrooms. It would have a sensor and spray the handle.
A converter plug for the new iPhone 5 mini dock to work on all old accessories.
WIRELESS sleep and relaxation headphones. Great for audio books, 3D sleep sounds and music!
Plastic Lunchbox meets Mr. and Mrs. Potato Head. Customize by adding Ears, Nose, mouth...etc.
SCRATCH N SNIFF Air Fresheners. Stick them anywhere and only release scent when you want to. #spotsv
QWERTY-GRID: Simple change in keyboard design makes it ergonomic, and easier to type.
We are proposing a 15 to 30 second video for incoming calls so when someone calls you, you get a video and not a picture.
2 Concepts one Solution. Dry your wet Clothing faster on a hanger. Lets Brainstorm! See images
Hanging Cooler Trays! The best way to keep your food from getting soggy without taking up cooler space!
Tired of crawling behind your TV Stand,Night stand,Computer Desk?? No more!! NEW ELECTRIC FURNITURE!!!!!
I want to refill my travel size perfume bottle from the larger bottle in a gift set. I am attaching photos of my idea to accomplish this.
Double Peel Stickers are great to put on anything &amp; give away, while allowing receivers to later peel &amp; stick it to an item of their choice.
360 degrees camouflage Spy camera for your car. Prevention of crime on public and school area.
#spotv Curl, cut, slice ribbons without scissors or your thumb - even a child can do it, also serves as paper slicer/scissor as well
Go Box Go! - Base w/ Wheels, Pedals, Steering &amp; Brakes. Attach box, cut &amp; decorate. Attach for train/coaster. Remove wheels for sled. RESUB
Less Of A Mess LID (LOAM LID)This invention punchs holes in the rim of a paint can.
Do you ever feel hot, but you can't go inside? Buy the refreshing breeze belt. Its easy to use, and will keep you cool on hot days.
Headphones these days have been designed for audiophiles, iphone users, and hipsters. The athelete/runner has been left in the cold
Cap slices butter into 8 tbsp. Pull up slicers 4 desired # tbsp(s). Top collapses toward back. Grab tbsps. Push button to melt:pour or brush
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RESUBMIT(VIDEO) LETS REDESIGN TWEEZERS-I have tried this out and it works much better than current tweezers on market. Check it out and see!
iVine Cable, charging items down the vine!
Angled 3 wheeled snow pusher/shovel. Like a snow plow, shovel head can be manipulated to "V" shape, adjust to push all snow to the side.
Metal looped zipper to zip with a soft plastic with grips in a circle with both sides with soft plastic to make it more convenient to zip.
The E-kwp stands for everything you need: your keys, wallet and phone. Keep track of it all and stay organized with the E-kwp.
S.M.A.R.T (Aqua Pura)
Pipe constructor MATTEL toy
Just "Clip &amp; Save" Shopping List/Coupon Clip
Wifi Pivot power. Control your power board from anywhere in the world.
SIT RIGHT, correct posture effortlessly,remove strain on back, Backpain cost USA $26billion/yr,UK $8B, Australia 1.2B
Id like to make the Ipod nano watchband with a waterproof casing at the same time also make it bluetooth compatible for headphones
Small universal case portable has piles who allows the recharging of any device as smartphones iphones iPods mp3
Use and throw model Cotton soaps
Mini Bar Mixer Station! Have dozens of options for cool flavors and drinks mixers. Have the coolest party in town
Shade 3 in 1: natural or artificial planting, luminaria and aquarium. Decoration object and multiple use.
This home phone has no land line connection. It uses 2 cell phone frequencies to the cell towers and 2 frequencies for satellite phones.
A electrical plug cap with integrated top side loops so that people can get a better grip and pull it out of the receptacle more easily.
Bad cellphone reception at home / work?. Never lose that important call again. LED bulbs with built in cell signal booster. Reduce clutter.
KEY ALARM CLOCK!! Deep Sleepers solution!!! Never be late any more, wake up and go for the key to stop the alarm. With music you like!
For people who have had their share of exposure to X-Rays, and want to limit other body parts, there's now an X-Ray skull cap for your head.
SMOKE-ACTUATED SYSTEM STARTS IN-DRYER EXTINGUISHERS, POWERS OFF, ALERTS, TEXTS &amp; CALLS YOU &amp; 911
Airsoft bb's with a little piece of metal in the middle so you can use a magnet to pick them up after you shoot them or if you spill them.
Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
2 SIDED DOOR HOOK RACK. Add a hook rack to both sides of closet door.
CUBE TUBES that make different size cubes. Long Skinny cubes that fit in Water Bottles, large Cocktail cubes. FUN SHAPES too!!
App- Enabled All Terrain Metal Detecting Robot. Drops flags at hits!
Why should we all keep burning our toasts? A transparent toaster will certainly solve the issue, as we will be able to see the toast.
Go hands-free while walking the pet. I made and use this all the time it fits any leash and allows you to conect to wrist or belt loop.
RESUBMIT-RETRACTABLE JUMP ROPE with Fiber optic Lighting-Retracts for easy travel/storage. Also lights up with cool colors when jumping
Total-Body Fitness Cycle
USB Flash Drive Organizer Box: Store and label your USB drives easily. #spotsv
Decorative container to put cardboard cat scratchers into.
This hands free navigation cane has the potential to make travel safer, easier and promote independence for the visually impaired. pls vote!
Modern mobile plant cart. Perfect for apartments, city living, healthy lifestyles and hobbyests.
One of the things that elludes most of us is BEING ORGANIZED, well the Tapler will help to solve this issue. office clutters no more.
Let's make it easy to install air conditioners into windows with storm window frames!
To create knee pads, with multiple pads that can be +/- as needed. I have arthritis but would still like to work on the floor or ground.
A 'dust pan' for kitchen prep. Sweep food or waste into this nesting strainer + prep bin from any cutting board.
The Guardian
OneRun is the headset designed for runners. Run safely with one ear free to hear the world around you while listening to your music device.
Wrenches still have to move side to side. Turn it into an impact and it does the same job but with a push of a button from your power tool.
Are you a coupon user? If so then this one is for you. Quirky's own Coupon Caddy, secures to cart.
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Flasket
#spotsv A thin, flexible, magnifying bookmark with a light built in.
Was UC (feedback below)Smoke mask container for kids that speaks YOUR CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS if there is a fire.(big votes over 4 rounds).
A disposal heat-resistant scented lining bag for wood-burning fireplaces &amp; BBQ grill which make removing ashes as easy as pull &amp; toss away.
(317 votes resub) Space saving Fruit and Veg. Cutting Board/Dish Rack Combinationâ€” a collaboration with simplyinclined.
Ever put a poster,calenders,forget me nots on the wall? And what did you used? A nail,a thumbtack. Here's my idea.
A NEW WAY FOR INVENTORS TO PROFIT FROM THEIR IDEAS
Frozen face in the winter breeze? No solution for keeping you warm, comfortable AND well-dressed? Here's your chance to change that!
#spotsv A better, cleaner toothbrush holder that holds all your dental needs in one convenient location! Out with the old in with the new!
My idea is for a scrub brush that spins. The SC Johnson scrubbing bubbles mascot that comes to life
Magnetic TV Tray with dishes. Won't slide off.
Cut &amp; shape carrots into toothpicks instead of using toothpicks for hors d'oeuvres/difficult to keep shut sandwiches:restaurants wudLOVE it
Oil Change Gloves: Would keep oil off hands and arms. The palms would have gripping rubber to help take off the oil filter.
Algae &amp; Solar Power Plant! Make Power two ways Solar &amp; Bio-Fuel. Will solve America's Power Problem
Invisible Power Cord
To keep paint out of can rim insert a vinyl tubing into rim valley . Pour out paint, wipe rim off with cloth. Remove tubing replace lid.
Kill Vampire Energy! A small individual Smart Plug&amp;USB in one that kills standby energy from appliances and gadgets to save energy and money
LA-Z-E Boy Motorcycle Seats and Handle Bars
portion genie
Well designed (elegant) iPhone car mount for all those new turn-by-turn GPS users...
Meet the Ipad Entertainment Bridge-Set top box ipad slides into Plugs into your TV with an HDMI cable. Next Streaming Video Innovation
Do-it-yourself Kids Lunch boxes &amp; Thermos Allows kids to color their lunchbox any way they want, add drawings etc. Easily Erases and redo
PCPH-your conversations have never been more private.
A small gel disk that would serve as a spacer and grip to hold lapel pin in place or keep them from spinning on your jacket, shirt, or hat.
My idea is an UV Light container for the dreaded plunger in the bathroom. This will allow people to disinfect quickly and easily.
#SPOTSV: BABY BOTTLE HANDLES FOR GROWING BABIES with cap to convert bottle into sippy cup. Save on money as baby grows. NON-PRO
MEMBER $5.00
A riser pad composed of 3 pieces 2 for an outer shell and1 inner plate with springs welded on it.Allowing you to go over rough roads eaisly.
A simple collapsible card board fry holder that includes a pull down sauce tray and a pop out arm that fits in the window frame.
Textured Gloves with different Patterns to help Pottery &amp; Clay Artists. Various patterns help keep consistency along the entire piece.
CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in the toilet area. IT HELPS them keep clean / healthy over the daily chores
POP these toppers onto your nails to better hold your stuff, and safer than exposed nail head.
A child proof night light that keeps wandering and curious kids safe at night by securing directly to a wall socket to prevent removal
An amazing idea! A crank bait with an adjustable bill. This would allow the fisherman to fish many different depths with one lure.
Smart Cord
TOE JAMS for SKI BOOTS - A gel sleeve (think pita pocket) that fits over your toes inside your ski boots to avoid toe jams!
LOCKEYE
PEGGY
Curtain/Shutter Magazine Rack
It's aquageddon! Pool hammer smashes into water, blasts directed water stream out top. Because we need new ways to drench friends and foes.
The Retractable Dry Erase Tube brings banners to support your team or just send a message use them in classroom hospital courtroom
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This small electronic device connects to any pair of athletic shoes to show the owner when the shoes should be retired from use.
Quirky's Slim iPhone Fold Up Charger combined w/ an iPhone Case-Never leave or loose your charger again. Sleek design easily folds into case
My idea involves creating cases for the iphone that are made by artists and add a wacky, fun, and interesting edge to using your iphone.
Add "tone" to your text messaging... No more miscommunication! Ever taken a text wrong because you didn't know the tone? Yep, I thought so.
Desk with built in organizer for computer cables and power cords.
WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
Finally the numpad returns on your Apple wireless keyboard! Combines with your Trackpad too! Using bluetooth to keep your desk clutter free.
#spotsv iPad Stand and Case with storage for Cable Accessory
This is for all the men out there that have suffer with ring around the collar, Im one of them! I have found a solution to that problem!
An iPhone cover with locking security cable.
We have the click n cook, lets make it more handy and be able to dispense the amount of cooking oil we need as we are cook
A foolproof way to measure and hang shelves, brackets, frames and other wall decorations. Install fasteners perfectly level and spaced apart
Eco Wrapster.Many on Q have suggested cork cases.Why not do an eco chic line for earbud cord management?
Align's Your Neck With Your Back For A More Comfortable Sleep. Pillow Timely Adjust It's Height As You Sleep.
Reinvent the BBQ accessary stand. We need a place to put our BBQ accessaries when BBQing. A compact convinient place to put everything.
Personalized / multi purpose air freshener. easy and ready to use to be fit in your pocket, purse or wallet,
Case that secures phone onto steering wheel and forces it into speaker mode.
A leaf bag that interlocks on the inside allowing it to stand firm and makes it much easier for the consumer to dump yard waste into the bag
2 straws in 1. Simple.
Meet the 4 pack. A wheel system that plugs right into any folding table making it easy to move around or lock in place.
Ultra Sonic Insect Repeller Wrist Band (Water Proof)
Twist Them! Bend them! Hang Them!! Collect Them!
Cold pizza? Now re-heat pizza right in your toaster. Heat sandwiches, hot dogs, burgers all in your toaster using the new toaster tray.
Resubmit: The Quirky Paint Brush... Bends/Pivots at Handle. Great for Those Hard to Reach Areas. - A Collaborative Entry
Belt for kids with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization. License to crocs Jibbitz..
ELECTRIC SCOOTER PLUGS. device that plugs into a regular electrical outlet, and contains a meter and price read-out of electricity consumed.
GREAT GIFT These hold cold cucumber slices on so they won't fall off! Cucumber is the BEST Natural remedy for bags, &amp; dark circles, wrinkles
The Mail Box Protector (MBP) protects road side mail boxes from snow thrown by high speed snow plows. Thrown snow damages mail boxes.
Wireless electricity power strip. O yes i said it!
Novelty gift 2013 Mayan Calendar.Archaeologists unearthing Mayan tablets predicting end of the world in 2012 didnt turn it over to 2013!
Please help me find an existing Garden Scooper that collects debris more efficient so I will stop resubmitting this idea. Thank you!
Are your golf clubs clean! The most overlooked thing by amateur golfers,having clean golf clubs. Here comes the ultimate golf club cleaner!
A kite &amp; mini-fan combo for new way of flying kites ~ and ways to direct the kite where you want it to go (and not to go... in a tree!)
#spotsv An assistive device for the geriatric population, anyone that's suffered a stroke or had major surgery and our wounded warriors.
Safe Meal Tote made from insulated reflective lining that can fold easy for storage
Vacuum Tube MP3 Player: Add some warmth to digital music!
Doll Caddy with stand up body which can be dressed and accessorized with numerous outfits of different themes for dolls or stuffed animals
How about to use quirky to develop new APPS for smartphones?
To be used in the shower, will be made of suction cups, springs, water/soap connector, 200 rough nipples with mini springs and soap dispense
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Bunk bed steps to add to the ladders which will make the ladders much more comfortable to climb and make the kids beds!
Meet the Open / Close Knife Block!!! It holds knives and closes so small children dont get ahold of your very sharp kitchen knives
2-in-1 Clothes Hamper and Laundry Basket. Why do I have 2 things that are roughly the same size and perform very similar functions?
A trash can liner that has a built-in rubber band-like opening that snuggly fits over the can to prevent liner from falling into the can.
Doody-Free leash system, don't be the one left holding the bag. Stylish leash with cool black clip and stylish carabiner to hold it for you.
RESUBMIT 2-2-2012-Works like a pivot power but pivots into the shape of a flower with night light! Kids will love this form of pivot power
Work on the computer? Wear glasses a lot? Set your glasses down and work all day on the computer with this vision correction software.
iPhone Car Charger and Dock
Rocking Chicken Potty Trainer.
Oral syringe for use with one hand. Has Q on the end you put your finger in to fill and dispense. The tail of Q is used to open safety foil
Replace those hard to open jar lids with this.
Transform any screwdriver into a junk-drawer power-tool. Keep the jobs coming and get em done quicker! Honey-do-list DONE!
TWO TONEs ------------- Quirky needs an ultimate fashion craze: lets try these two colored ear buds. Simple? Yes.
"ORIGARGANTUA" - GIANT ORIGAMI TOYS
Visor Board. Ever needed to relay an important message to another driver? Ever Had the need to jot down important mental notes in the car?
Keeper Trap is the new way to keep you organized.
Innovative Ratcheting Hex Screwdriver with a right angle feature! Easy, fast, and safe to use and remove hex screws in narrow areas!
A Retractable Lap Top Power Cable. Instead of a long 15 ft power cable draped all over the place after charging have it retract instead
(ENDS TODAY! OVER 300 VOTES!)Floating Kitchen Knife. No more wondering where the knife is in the sink. Less accidents in the kitchen sink.
Pop-open Beach Towel Makes Your Beach Setup Easy
People love cats. I certainly love my two kittens and while watching them play I came up with an idea: An improved scratching post.
Resubmit)Perfume Patch. Put your scent on the patch and then put it on your skin.
picture frames with various colorful objects in rotating mirrored compartments, back-lit creating ever-changing, decorative kaleidoscope art
Earring stem protective coating. Brush onto earrings and it will not infect your ear hole. Nickle allergies are very common.
Funky Bean bag/chair or comfy chair with adjustable fold up desk for students. Relax, eat, listen to music, surf the net or do homework.
â€œTENT BEDâ€ The appealing features are convenience comfort-enhancing design, time and effort savings, durability, portability and cost
Headphones that a parent can "Chime" into. "Time For Dinner. No more yelling or banging on door. Message them via the headphone. resubmit
A vegetable and fruit dicer that helps decrease the risk of cutting finger tips.
DISSOLVING SUGAR STRIPS:Transform each sugar packet into a sugar strip. Convenient strips of sugar/sugar substitute. Each strip = a serving
The Quirky LED/Solar hook light, convenient for many situations, car, doors, garage.
Hands-Free Grocery Bag Carrier- Never make two trips to the car to grab groceries again!
Keep Sake Kits - Pick your Plant - Pick your Pot - Build this Kit
"Santa Talking Plate" is an interactive plate. Children leave treats for Santa, and awake to hear a recorded message from Santa.
Easy, Fun, Room Decor. Change your kids room from a Forest today to a Castle tomorrow. Teen's walls light up to the beat of their music!
RESUBMIT-Phone Case with multiple key storage plus LIGHT for night time.
POWER PUZZZZle ! Lets make it effortless! Make Your own Electric puzzle: power plug, timer, lamp, radio, alarm, USB charger, USB dock...
2/12 RESUBMIT-EXPANDABLE ROLLING PIN SET-One rolling pin that replaces all of your rolling pins. EASY STORAGE.
In a "touch screen" world, introducing a computer mouse that uses the technology of a laptop touch-pad. No buttons to click. Swipe and tap.
THE PERFECT-POUR Portion control for water - right from the tap
Whiteboard Strips for Computer Monitors: No more post-it notes all over! Saves paper and allows more space to write. #spotsv
The Unbreakable Golf Tee, can be used and reused, hole after hole, round after round. The Quirky Golf Tee!
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LilSteamy is a stylish steamer, bowl, portable container allowing for many type of food preparation/serving/storage.
Baby Monitor with MP3/XM/AM/FM radio integration. Play music while the baby is sleeping and the music will stop when baby cries!
Plastic grocery bag with side-attached handles allowing bag to hang so that your arms are straight and the bag doesn't bang into your leg
Origami Prop iPhone 5 case has awesome flat-folding props to hold the iPhone at an ideal angle in each of the 4 orientations
A pen with a barrel loaded with paper for writing down those important phone numbers, notes etc
The Overhead hanger: Double your hanging space by hanging from above. A hanger with an extension arm allowing it to hang from above.
Design a collapsible drink holder that could be added to auto side pockets. Drink holder would have an attachment that is not permanent.
Hiking Sandals with built in survival kit. Survival gear is worthless unless you have it with you when you need it. Shelter, Fire, Fish.
Power Outlet Cord Management, just insert sheet behind face plate
ITS A HOVER-BOARD!! ITS A SKATEBOARD WITHOUT WHEELS!! POWERED BY BATTERIES THE SIZE OF A TYPICAL CELL PHONE
BATTERY! THE NEXT BIG TOY CRAZE
This is an energy saver project. It will reduce the energy consumption, eliminating the standing by energy from electrical devices.
The CLOG BUSTER, an all new idea! one push and it's unclogged. No harsh chemicals, just pressurized air.
They are lighting accessories for your bike that do not use batteries automatically turn on when the light is not enough and easily install.
Magic Mouse induction charger styled to fit your iMac. Suitable for both left-and right-handed mouse users. USB-cable hidden on the back.
Before gardening, I must get in my shower naked and spray with sunscreen, then insect repellent. I need a safe product that gives me both.
Solar powered automatic blind that closes when the sun goes down. Option of opening automatically w/sun, or of being manually opened later.
Fire Retardant Grenade. A grenade type object that is filled with fire fighting chemicals used to fight fires. Hand thrown or shot from gun.
Rx ORGANIZER-a molded silicone device that holds, organizes and displays with convenience, ease of use and accuracy prescription vials.
Share your wifi and make money. Hop on the WIFI MAC.NET
#spotsv Out with your dog, need to pop in a store- no need to tie up !(if you have a Leashbiner leash that is!) (76% views/votes)(3 pics)
UK Pivot Pod Power with USB, extended Power Pod and Power Charger
Tired of working on your laptop and juggling documents on the plane at the same time?
Label tupperware. Date description. 1. smart board concept 2. slot on the side with and index card to describe.
Self Fill Litter Box - let the box refill itself after cleaning.
#spotsv Disposable rain cover for umbrella strollers. An inexpensive necessity to be sold at theme parks and stores worldwide!
Tired of running out of propane when BBQâ€™ing? Wasting money returning tanks before they are empty? This device solves this problem.
Who hates melted ice? Here's the solution. Foldable Freeze Pitcher w/ liquid gel in the walls that doesn't freeze. Folds anywhere in freezer
The name of my product is Snap n" Brush. I would like to develop a toothbrush with disposable brushes.
Kite Eye. Digital Camera Attachment for any kite or flying object. Catches images or movies when in flight.
The Sink Mop Wringer. A specially designed Mop wringer that conveniently fits over the center part of your kitchen sink. No more Bucket
I have designed and constructed a working prototype stand, that facilitates massages on a bed in your home, My wife loves it!
The Extra Lens to take better hi res images. You can choose and change the lens through the app
How to Get Your Fruit Home Undamaged
iPhone Case with Hidden Compartment-Easy to open compartment on back of case to store cash, credit cards, id, pills or a house key.
Spill proof snack container and sippy-cup. Animal themed, kids and parents will love
Garden cart
Kids Smoke Detector/Night Light- you won't forget to replace the battery since your child will want his night light! Spare battery included.
Open gas caps with the power of whole hand instead of just your fingers or if a girl, n some boys, and you don't want to break fingernails.
Eco cork earbuds. Many on Q have suggested cork cases.Why not do an eco chic line that are earbuds made from cork
Note Printer that connects via USB, uploads its software to CPU. It would allow people to print quick notes at work, or to-do lists at home!
Tool to cut out new iPhone case designs from your photos/images + clear cover = endless designs
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This would be great for a Venue or a BYOB Party. Drinks are expensive and you don't have to guard your Bottle of choice at a party.Discrete!
Folding chair umbrella holder.When I am at the beach or outdoor concert I need an umbrella holder that would clamp onto my foldable chair
Tired of spending hrs in summer watering the yard. New design in water sprinkler saves time, water, and money.
Keep your expensive electronics cool with an expandable fan that fits under the console (or next to it, above it, on the wall, etc).
Put your heavy small kitchen appliances on a lazy susan that has electric outlets. Rotate to your juicer - it's powered! Espresso is next
DIY Fishing Lure Kit: Paint your wooden "minnow", and then clip on your spinner and treble hook. Choose how its painted and which spinner!
An app for a smartphone, that automatically texts or emails a pre-set Birthday message when one comes up on the calendar so you don't forget
FASHION/CHANGES: Interchangeable fashion. Mix and match clothing components to fit the occasion. Global people solution.
Make-up ID
Portable, invisible, white noise generator to help calm a fussy baby. Only the baby can hear it, and it needs no batteries or power cord.
Grout applicator for the do it yourself individuals and contractor that makes the messy and frustrating step in tile work easy.
Quick Belts: Short belts that squeeze 2 belt loops together! Replaces main belt in a pinch. #spotsv
The Ultimate Back Scrubber will allow you to wash your back using different bath accessories that are washable to prevent bacteria buildup.
A ideia Ã© uma torneira que lave copos economizando tempo e Ã¡gua. Podendo ter acessÃ³rios como refil de lavaÃ§Ã£o que pode ser trocado
Quirky Bath Plugs: Plugs with big rings make them easy to pull out from the bathtub drain. Resubmit #spotsv
RESUBMIT from 1/12)Sippy Snack Cup. Eat and drink from the same cup.
Clip Stand-iPhone case with adjustable 360 degree clip on back. Fold it tight, use as kickstand or clip to visor.
Forget to floss? Paying extra for dental care as a consequence? Introducing a toothbrush with built-in dental floss in the handle.
How to get paint out of a gallon can with a one piece device. How to decant juice from fruit or vegetable can is also an issue.
Like Arnold Grummers Papermill Pro Papermaking Kit: RECYCLE YOUR OWN PAPER WASTE INTO: paper plates/paper towel/cupcake
cups/cups/scrappaper
RESUBMIT-Retractable Shower Curtain-New Tyvek Materials Resistant to MOLD, MILDEW &amp; BACTERIA! Also safe for candle users &amp; those
with kids!
This is a Slipcover Blanket that will always stay on you and your bed. Your friend or spouse cannot pull it from you.
Gameaway
solar power bladless fan with USB ports for charging devices and bottle cap opener.
The SolTune is a portable speaker and solar charger.
Sport's Bottle/Gym Bottle with a built in fan. Run, Exercise &amp; keep cool all at the same time. How Quirky can it get?
a stylus for any of the i device touch screens (iPad/iPhone/iPod) that requires a warm finger to control.
Eye tracking pad to cover your texting buttons. Text with your eyes.
My idea is for a dvd player that is compatible with apple products through the charging port.
Nonstick pan has 6 round areas to make 6 mini pizzas simultaneously. Use fridge biscuit dough. Everybody pick your favorite toppings! Yummy!
An Ipod / iPhone case with a built in screen cleaner that is part of the case. Have a clean, clean phone all the time.
#QCYCLE Biking gloves with LEDs: Touch thumb &amp; pointer to turn on "headlights": Touch thumb &amp; middle finger once for stop light, blinker
Right-Angle Basic Screwdriver Set (1 Phillips / 1 Flat)
SAVE LIVES! Lets Re-invent the EXIT sign with ultra bright SCROLLING LED and REAL TIME INFO ALERTS!Comments/suggestions welcome
I believe an electric vehicle can be made that never needs to be plugged in. This vehicle is totally electric and is not a hybrid.
Do your kids hate bike helmets? Do they wear the straps too loose? A Padded Insert to attach to helmet straps makes for a safe + snug fit.
A product to place on the open window for the dog to rest their chins on. something like a swin noodle
Let's redesign the wheelchair - similar to the jogging stroller, so it will be easier for those who are disabled to enjoy the outdoors.
Home Glue Binding machine. Perfectly bound documents. Cheap, easy to use and a better end result than the current thermal binders.
Up and Down Bowl
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HangNsnap
Reduce your washing tags and sensor device
IT IS A BATHTUB CLEANING BRUSH .A RUBBERIZED ERGOMATIC HANDLE WOULD BE CHOICABLE .BE BALL SHAPE WITH SOFT TO
MEDIUM TEXTURE BRUSH HEAD
Perfect fit massage chair pad
Puzzle / Money Box combo. First easy steps into geometry?..
Magnetic Power Plug! Keep your appliances plugged in by magnets. Great for Irons and hard to reach sockets. No More Power Trips
Flushease is an affordable automatic toilet bowl seat that flushes the toilet for you. No more touching toilet bowl handles! Yea baby!!!
PEZ STYLE TOOTHBRUSH-toothbrush that comes with toothpaste tablets "like the old pez candies" that dispense out back and is refillable.
Change Canister: Keep your Quarters, Nickels, Dimes, and Pennies separate. Also has doors on bottom to take each type of coin out! #spotsv
Shopper stick!! The easiest way to carry your heavy grocery or shopping bags. Sugestions welcome
Brush custom designed and patented to remove sand from you at the beach. Use on your body, pets, shoes or at playground after the sandbox.
The gyro-cycle motorbike
Compact yet capacious kitchen organizer that is adapted for most of the kitchen accessories: dishes, flatware, utensils, lids, etc..
Clear plastic food storage containers in various sizes with attached, hinged lids.
An ergonomic solution to holding your iPad or tablet and also allowing you to share the view with other people
5-Finger Portable Soap Dish
The Horizontal Punching Bag. Tighten Up your abs even more while improving your punching skills. Better than the medicine ball!
The Stand &amp; See Infant/Toddler Entertainment Center: Develop key motor skills &amp; satisfy your child's natural curiosity about themselves.
Shade 3 in 1: natural or artificial planting, luminaria and aquarium. Decoration object and multiple use.
BLACK S.A.B.L.E. (Action-Figure) S.A.B.L.E.(Symbiotic All-Environment Battle-Suit Lifeform Exo-Derm)
Cordless Cellphone Holder speaker with change and key holder.
An aggressive adhesive fastener that eliminates tools, staples, nails, etc. made for electricians and cable installers. Also has home uses.
People needlessly dying in car accidents.
Wirelss finger snap pointrer
Disc like shape that sticks to wall behind electronic or entertainment centers used to neatly wrap and store excess chord and wire lengths.
Trim the edge of your lawn while you mow! Mini "push-mower" style attachment, cuts to the exact edge and/or trims weeds.
BOOTCASE an attractive folding boot tray/drying mat. Stores as a portable breifcase and offers multiple boot tray layouts, dishwasher safe.
An iPhone gaming consoles kit..
I introduce to you the Bathtub Cushion. A cushion that covers the entire bathtub area, providing comfort and safety for all ages.
New! Car seat covers w/ pockets on the sides &amp;POWER&amp;cord wraps to charge your electronics, keep orderly &amp; all charged up
The SAYA Readers Holster combines innovations of mobile phone accessibility with the traditional need by a 1/3 of us for reading glasses.
iPod Nano Armband!
A braided leather locking strap with beautiful charms that fits any purse. It wraps and locks around your grocery cart to prevent theft.
Easily travel with your pet, reducing anxiety, with a "tent"with nylon floor and mesh window attached to front seat for your pet.Less stress
FLEXILIZER awesome SHAPED piece MAKING Your USB stick FLEXIBLE!!! Just plug the stick in, than plug to PC, Extra memory can be built in
hdd hub for internal and external hard drives.
Business card holder using a 1" ball bearing in a slot milled in a bent up plate to hold cards
Hula Hoop? Nope! Its Hula Hip It! A new way of Hula Hooping but in a "HIP" way :)
Ambient noice in a classroom, theater, at home or anywhere makes listening difficult or unmuffable either. A no battery hearing aid.
Dog Collar Wash for your dog. (Extension added on the back for more support during wash and rinse)
Where's my remote!? Have you lost your TV remote? Now, simply tap a button on TV/smart phone/computer to instantly have any remote call out.
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UC UPDATED. DIY iPhone 4 case kit, print, draw or scrapbook templates u can install in the INCLUDED Clear case. #spotsv
Asthma affects millions of young children world-wide. The best treatment is the nebulizer. But it scares a lot of kids. Music makes it nice.
Lid to adjust to any size tumbler or mug. Lids are lost or broken a lot, so a uni-lid is way overdue. Hole on side or middle options.
Stop 'up and downing and moving around Xmas tree to decorate! Stop tangling tree light cords! This is awesome solution
A smartphone case that has an added back compartment for storing your earbuds.
A power strip where each outlet can be programmed to turn on/off any day of the week and any time of day. Great for holidays and vacations
QUIRKY the ball is in your court! Design SLOMO :- Slow- Motion Balls for toddlers to develop hand / eye co-ordination
Slim Fold Up Body Scale w/ Handle-Folds up/down w/ foot. Reading on handle, no squinting. Carry by handle to store, no bending. No stubbing.
iStraps - iPhone iStraps help you keep your IPhone with you at all times AND you don't have to reach in your pocket to get to it.
The Patented Back &amp; Body Washer is the only product that I know of that can effectively reach and clean every area of a persons body
#spotsv Scratch Sticker Dots. Scratch your initial or dates or whatever on the sticker, then stick it to whatever you want.
Stretch resistance bands to a new level! By adding graduation and center marks on the resistance bands you can keep track of your workouts.
Misty toilet is an adjustable toilet seat that also sanitizes
STINKY FEET? Try these stylish and scented shoe liners designed to absorb and dispose of sweat/odor that collect at the bottom of footwear.
Concentric compartment drink cooler - a blank canvas for suggestions
BLUETOOTH HEADSET CASE/PROTECTOR
Protect expensive Tablets and other devices while extending the battery power. Ergonomic battery pack doubles as holding support. Pen holder
My idea is to have a Mobile Projector available at any time! Incorporated in something similar to an iPhone case.
The hate to swipe ring.... swipe and turn pages easily with a bluetooth ring that emulates the swipe on your smartphone or tablet.
We all have CRATES of ideas, and paperwork. So where are the hanging file folder rails for Quirky's CRATES?
RESUBMIT 200 VOTES-KINETIC COFFEE MUG-coffee getting cold? Easy Turn handle for instant heat. Stuck out in the woods or away from power
A simple miniature suction pad with your initial on it, which sticks on your glass of water so you can identify and re-use it.
A cat perch that uses a dowel rod to allow a window to be closed and can be transformed to be used with an open window. No screws, or tape.
Bug and Fly Cover for Cans of soda AND glasses that sit outdoors. Never again fear swallowing a fly or BEE that landed in a drink #spotsv
Stylun
Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc. Resub 243 votes. Open to collaboration
Hanging clothes with suspende
Contractors telescopic pencil with 2 sided straight edge. No more stretching or bending to mark studs or joists on walls, ceilings, floors.
Portable Baggs or Beach Baggs. Is Baggos too easy? Tailgating or at the beach and don't want to carry the big boards? Want a new challenge?
Display and enjoy expensive greeting cards (or photos, children's artwork-anything sentimental) in an easy, quick, no fuss style!
Flexible silicone rubber coated wire that can hold it's shape. #spotsv
#spotsv BUG OFF! Bug repellent discs for your trash. Bug free picnics are just a disc away!
RETRACTABLE/ADJUSTABLE/RATCHETING WRENCH WITH LED LIGHTING-Replaces 10 wrenches-GAIN LEVERAGE!LED lighting w/sm lith
batt and durable handle
Retractable bungee cord - Reel it in when not in use. Hangs from its hook. Handle used to tighten bungee after ends are set.
Protect your clothes with CEDAR on a flexible, magnetic clips that attaches to your hanger. #spotsv
street cleaners in kolkata using brooms which swept up a lot of dust .A backpack vacum cleaner which has a solar battery would clean up air.
This is a comb with a built in water sprayer. Simply fill the chamber of the comb, spray and comb your hair. Great for mom's with boys.
I recycle &amp; Id like to have a kitchen trash, I can buy cheap, that has a space for trash &amp; recycle. Adios plastic sack on my door handle!
WRAPPING PAPPER YOU CAN COLOR TO PERSONALIZE. Will have fun shapes, designs, and characters that can be colored in using crayons, or
markers
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This device will deep, deep clean your carpet with no water and no fuss, so it will be almost as new! it is incredible!
A New HT, (High Technology) Toaster.
Soap dispenser - it clips onto your faucet and screws onto the soap bottle
1 Utensil 4 Mommy &amp; Baby - Avoids juggling 2 utensils when feeding baby. Add to existing utensil or Interchangeable spoon/fork/spork #spotsv
Diaper Genie bathroom trash can.Lid contains removable hand trash compactor, twist bag-no odor-kills germs: fresh trash bag as often as want
BLANKET holders. a pack of velcro strips that can be sewn onto the corners of blankets. will prevent blankets going left, right and wherever
A durable flat LED mat inside a water tight soft plastic casing/bag.With a thin film solar panel on the back for charging.
Bezel Expansion Case for the iPad Mini.
I have designed a case for the i phone that has a retractable wheel to keep earphones from tangling and being forgotten!
My product is the BowStopper. My website is bowstopper.com. I've sold over 15,000.00. I need help in consultation to sell more.
Napkin dispenser with almost Empty indicator. Always know when to refill your napkin dispenser. Dispenser can also rotate 360 degrees.
Washable Raised Edge Placemats. Catches spills. No more food going off the table on to the floor.(collaborations with Bluff)
HairVac to be used in professional salons as well as home use.It is used to clean hair around neckline after haircuts.Quick and easy.
Everyone knows the product Wite Out. How about Black Out, for obscuring text on documents that you don't want anyone to be able to read.
These nifty magnetic tabs can be clipped to any cord so that it stays in place. No more dropping behind desks or tangles. Cords stay put!
Dry erase calendar w/ digital month/year/date windows so you don't have to write it on the calendar every month. Scroll thru to change month
A Bluetooth enabled silicone wristband that allows people to easily see their cellphone's caller id, email, and social media notifications.
#QCYCLEBicycle under the seat storage.Waterproof stays on bike. When you want to ride your bike and not be weighed down. Children and adult
A better option to the push-pin, the Pinball!!
ROBOTIC BUG CATCHER - Similar to a vacuum cleaner - sensors detects bugs and robot vacuums them up.
This product eliminates the annoying bright lights on electronic devices such as cable boxes, clocks, and TVs which cannot be disabled.
Lets get our paper a simpler way. And when the paper's gone lets get a new roll without having to operated any spring loaded holders.
Inspired by Contort - A cable-wrap powerstrip to manage long power cords.
Forever Floss
#spotsv: More space in kitchen drawers.Line of cooking utensils where HANDLES telescope into/out of ergonomic grip handle-clicks in place
THE PORTABLE SUNBLOCKER IS PORTABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT AND EASY TO USE. IT WILL PROTECT YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONES
FROM THE SUN AT WORK OR PLAY.
Bouncer The Bounce-Able Cases For iPhones &amp; iPods
An iPad stand to mount under a kitchen cabinet that when not in use can be folded up, flat against the bottom of a cabinet, out of sight.
PORTABLE LIGHWEIGHT OFFICE/SITTING CHAIR, WITH INFLATABLE/ADJUSTABLE BACK SUPPORT AND MOVEABLE WRIST SUPPORT.
My idea is a simple one. A bread box that sits on your kitchen counter top that you can vacuum pack with a push of a button. No bags
swimming pool cover drain
Quirky Carving Knife and Fork Set, Fork has built in knife sharpener in the handle (see picture). Get ready for the holidays
The Third Arm is a plastic plate (used at weddings and barbecues/clam bakes) with a built in cup and wine glass holder.
Introducing the Trash Bath:)A self cleaning trash can. Under the lid is a spicket that sprays water inside the trash can w/drain dry.
Is it possible to put a lock on the texting part of the phone when your phone senses you are moving over 10MPH?
Garbage bag holder for kitchen garbage pails . Never go looking for a new trash bag in your cabinet or closet , they are with the pail .
The Date Pineapple Kit. Got Some Friends Over Or A Hot Dinner Date &amp; Your Cooking? No Worries Impress Them All With The Date Pineapple Kit
SAVE-Civilised Savages!Butter n Cheese dishes with cutter in lid COMING SOON: renderings by Simplyinclined so u can visualise it better
"Spork" and knife set roll onto fingers like a condom/velcro for those w/ disabilities/elderly.No hold utensils to hold &amp; more independence
Hair accessories that are covered in human hair or synthetic hair. Such as hair clips, claw clips, headbands, side combs, snap clips.
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For travel- a ringed binder that velcros to the spine of any size suitcase and holds clear plastic bags to store clothing and travel items.
The ultimate beach cooler. Cold Drinks? Check. Fresh Food? Check. Easy to transport? Check. Plays Music/Charges your phone? Check.
A way to customize shoe shopping to get the exact shoe that YOU want and not be at the mercy of the company's shoe designers.
DESIGNED TO SAVE LIVES, THE ARTERY/VEIN DETECTOR USES NEW TECHNOLOGY IN PEDIATRIC NURSERIES
The real mommy backpack is perfect for real parents. All details were designed based on the baby needs and what you really need. Enjoy.
Briefcase Desk. A portable briefcase that transforms into a desk.
Multi-outlet travel adaptor plug -&gt; Plug in all of your devices, wherever you travel.
HOT FLASHING OR JUST PLAIN HOT? DON'T SWEAT IT! GET THE COOLING VEST! USE INDOORS OR OUT; STATIONARY OR ON THE GO!
A Simpler more affordable scooter trailer.
A extinguishing candle holder. Others use pinch to put out I want to use air and timer to put out. works for wide variety of candles
My idea is a doll and her friends, they call themselves the "Tu-Tu" cute girls. They love bright colors, and you got it tu-tu's.
A small box where you plug in pc cables. Then from this box there will be only ONE wire that goes all the way to the back of your computer.
A hanger to store 10 12in. garden flags without folding or creasing, conveniently and easily in a minimal amount of space.
As A " AT Home Dad" I had to pick up on a few things they leave out of the baby hand book. One of these items keeping baby covered safely.
BOOKWORMS: Big covered rubberbands to use with paperback books. My Grandma uses rubberbands with her paperbacks,these would be nicer.#spotsv
Its a docking station or speaker for your music, that after it plays songs from whatever device, it remembers and stores them for playback.
POWER UP! Desktop Vertical Power Tower "Power, Up Where You Need It!" Hide your ugly plugs! For ALL of your plug-in devices and appliances.
Odometer Plus digital display of speed and speed limit. Tone &amp; flash alert settable. Parental controls for safety. No tickets.
Ultimate Food/Laptop/Tablet Tray with Adjustable leg that can clamp on to your sofa arm. Tray also can rotate 360 degrees.
His n' Hers blanket has a zipper off of middle so that if 1 person is hot and 1 is cold, the zipper can be pulled down to accomodate both.
An I Phone holder made for the bed.
What's the right weight for my height, age?. Input your age &amp; height, digital scale tells you how much weight u need 2 loose. Open to collab
Please see US Patent 6,220,118 for full description and advantages
A single-cup coffee brewer is introduced. Brew coffee in one half and filter the coffee into to-go container using gravity. Enjoy anywhere.
Our school collects thousands of pop tabs to recycle every year.Difficult for the kids to get off-and sometimes cut themselves.MAKE EASY OFF
Tab-pencil ("Remark") for writing in a printed book of his thoughts and ideas, as well as anti-stress object
This comfortable device will gently cool the body using modern technology by gently cooling blood as it returns to the heart. I am no artist
Take sugar out of drinks(pop, etc)put own favorite natural/fake sweetener in.A healthier custom 0 calorie drink - No more Phynel.....
NEVWET bathroom or kitchen scale. never gets wet. never corrodes.
Key-Shaped iPhone Lighting Cable
The SIDE-STACK. A collapsible, horizontal desk organizer that makes sorting and accessing files/papers/folders fast and easy!
The alarm clock illuminates daily affirmations on the ceiling and also speaks the words. Users see it, read it, and hear it to become it.
Ahh-Peasing Pain relief-Synthetic Peas-Hot or Cold replacing bags of frozen peas. Can be used for injuries to reduce swelling or pain.
South American Pivot Pod Power with USB, extended Power Pod and Power Charger w/LED
An external Iphone case/cover that is a multi-card reader!
Security camera from your front door. Person steps on doormat and it takes a picture and you get a text picture.
EasyMeasure is an electronic measuring tool that is easily used by individuals to accurately collect information about body dimensions.
Sunshine Tea: is Ice tea brewed with solar boiled water. 100% organic, green, healthy. No electricity, gas or fuel used to boil the water!
GLASS SAVE DIET AND ABUSE OF ALCOHOL USE
QUIRKY community we need a quirky APP to invent, vote, and influence on the fly. Stay connected with Q
Cami Organizer Never search for a cami top again. This is a great hanger that holds 4 tops on each side. Also for bras,swimsuits,etc
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Ever run out of cup holders in your car, truck, boat or camper? Here's the solution! This cup holder goes anywhere, costs pennies to make!!
Modular Building Block system - different size molded blocks with interlocking design. Organize work spaces, school lockers,etc...
Adjustable pliers with an added mechanical advantage.
You're carrying an oversized load in an SUV, the hatch won't close, there's no way to keep the hatch down. Now, add a hook with no damage!
#spotsv Mini Pen Zen for computer monitors. Put your Flash Drives or pens, markers, even little scissors.
The Ultimate Bathroom Caddy!!! This unit consists of a trash can, toilet paper holder, magazine sleeve, a plunger and toilet bowl cleaner!!
#spotsv When was the last time you changed your air filter? Water filter? Aquarium filter?
A Dress Shirt who's inner collar is made from moisture wicking material. No more stained collar shirts.
Stapler Mini Sewing machine
A bottle adapter that fits snuggly into the cup-holder and secures any bottle (large or small).
No more soggy boots! A 3-tired boot tray, will allow your boots to stay dry on the top while water collects on the bottem tier.
Do you keep papers, coupons, mail, maybe a tissue box handy on the kitchen counter? Hang them up under a cabinet and save counter space.
Double sided condiment bottle! no more two different bottles when you can just use one for 2 different condiments. RESUBMIT
I have NOT space and I LOVE Christmas,but Christmas tree is a headache.Also dangerous for my baby.the solution a foldable lightweight tree.
A collapsable Bag Tree designed to hold many purses, shopping bags, at a resturant or office, instead of putting the bags on the floor.
A telescoping half round tube to hide extension cords that you may use outdoors for Christmas lights. Green or brown in color.
CD/DVD towers ~ each shelf flips down to hold CD/DVDs vertically to save room, could move together (on wheels?) to save even more room!
This is for the avid tablet users, a convenient way to read by having a tablet stand that can be viewed in two angles.
my product is a plugin that spins-between wall socket and electric cords.
rice multiple shapes scopper
iPhone Case with a Finger ring that folds in flat. It prevents your iPhone falling off your hand.
Sticky Rollers are all the Rage, but all suffer from basic design flaw... Until Now!
Guest &amp; kids don't always use coasters. Sticky, washable, silicone coasters. Stick to glasses, cans, pans, etc. Resub - 190 votes
#spotsv Resubmit)Silicone Bumpers For TV Trays. Stretches onto any TV tray to create a barrier.
Antibacterial/Antimicrobial doorknob cover -- Protect yourself during flu and cold season
Clip on pencil sharpener! Remove from pencil to pencil always have a point on your pencil. No more searching/digging for a pencil sharpener!
Shirts and Pants with a pocket for smart phones that has a velcro top to close and seal the phone in, and a cushion for each phone.
#spotsv More than 1 kid on your back seat? Can't see what they're doing while your driving? What you need is a Dual Safety Mirror!
An iPhone 5 GENDER CASE acting as Stand and Card Holder. Sleek Design for Him and HER.
Color-changing bath herb balls:: reusable herb balls telling the right bath water temperature.
Automobile Laser Lances is a new car safety device.
Forgot where u parked ur car? Flag antenna will pop-up on ur car roof w/lights and theme flag of ur choosing. Use a remote to activate
Help babies just starting on solids to feed themselves from as early as 4-6 months - No more struggle, no more mess
An open retractable sports/anything carrier, easy convenient and compact.
Magnetic Patio Furniture Cushions. A better way to keep them in place!
FRONT PACK ATTACHMENT SYSTEM Attach any day pack to the front straps of large backpack.
Every Runner's Dream. Say goodbye to awkward cords and heavy devices through this MP3 Player embedded directly into high quality headphones.
Refillable Baby bath sponge shaped like animals. Refill with favorite baby soap. #SPOTSV
When people get food on the go or either need a place to put there accesories the car crate would be a perfect place to store these items.
CyberProTexion-TM w/miniGPS/microchipped digiCAM Embedded Within"Prompting Quick Recovery of Your Priceless Bicycle,MotorCycle,Moped etc
Disposable stencils made from masking tape. We use masking tape for painting, so why not have the stencils made from masking tape.
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Vine Wire! Wire in vine form for outdoor lighting, rock speakers or unreachable surround speakers with less labor. Berry Wirenuts included!
ClothesHorse App
SlippaTubaBrush, is a slipper with thick follicles underneath the sole to use to scrub the tub standing up while taking a shower,easy to use
Funky breath? Peridontal disease? Don't "scrape and plane" your teeth away. Try "Flossterine", an anti-microbial dental floss. Now smile!
Idea is to have adapters that would make batteries such as AA AAA C and D be adaptable to use were they would otherwise not be of any use.
Handheld Telescope for Kids: Easy and fun to use. No messing with stands or lenses. Mainly for looking at the moon. Comes with educ. manual
Stylish Hamper on Wheels
Under Consideration (resubmit:LED Blinds that are solar Powered (cells on one side &amp;; ultra thin LED lights on the other.(Total 563 VOTES)
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
Ink Pen/Whiteout Combo: Pencils have Erasers, how about an Ink Pen with Whiteout on the top!
Smitten
An affordable 3 d printing machine.
KEY SLEEVES-Flip your keys! Facilitates placing &amp; finding keys on key ring. Guides how to hold key &amp; find keyhole on first try. #spotsv
#spotsv: Digital Wall Clock Sticker. Small, Slim, Adhesive wall clocks for use in homes, dorms and work sites. Slap on anywhere.
basically a rain catcher for automobiles, trucks, etc. that refills the window wash fluid container
12 pac of magic markers with a magnet on the side of each one
A Net that clips under a refridgerator shelf. Made for fruits and veggies so they dont bruise as fast as they would on a shelf or in a draw.
SHADOW BOXING GLOVES WITH ADJUSTABLE WEIGHTS.
Power Extender On-Demand - Wall outlet with more power plugs on demand - pull and plug. Push in when not in use
Jacking up a vehicle can be hard labor using a standard jack. Super Jack makes it easy and you use only one finger after you set the jack.
To create a wire basket that hangs over the side of the utility sink that allows paint rollers and brushes to dry properly and stay clean.
APP ENABLED LIGHT FITTING . CONTROL YOUR LIGHT BULBS FROM YOUR PHONE
The Movie Mini.The Movie Mini is a little larger than a flash drive and it has a movie stored on them.
My product is a wristband that extends down to hand it wraps around the thumb with Iphone pocket with hooks for a dog leash .
Save big on electricity, one light bulb for the whole house! A light bulb with receptacle for fiber optic cables to the rest of the rooms.
The Finger Utility Knife is the most convenient tool to use when you need to open a bunch of boxes without misplacing your knife.
Toilet Sink Kit. Make a sink conversion kit for your toilet tank top to save space and water.
BACKACHES WEIGHTING YOUR LUGGAGE? Never More! Buy MATSCALE, a light silicone mat that tells how much your luggage weights, without
lift it
#spotsv-Tired of wasting time &amp; product while taking a shower or bath? Use of all of your shampoo, conditioner and shower gel.
Clothes washing additive to repel mosquitoes, ticks and other biting insects. Wash your outdoor clothes and they repel insects.
THE WRISTRANGER A Wristband Tape Measure with an L.C.D. Clock and Pencil Holder. Residential, Commercial, Contractors or Homeowners.
Interactive animals that use IPhone or Ipod Touch app. and Siri
Travel Carry On Bag and Stroller in one
A Clockwork Stroller! Using the energy you put into pushing the stroller to help it go when you get tired.
There is nothing on the market like it. It is imperative to have protection.
Avoid insects in you car that includes spiders, ants, and mosquitoes. No more trying to chase them to kill them and fighting a battle.
Make using outdoor water spigots easier, while maintaining safe shut off (No leaking)
Buffolatorâ€”an approximation of [butt muffler]â€”could be advertised by asking if a person is wearing their Buffolator-Half the people who die in airline disasters and house fires die from smoke inhalation. This filtering pillow will save the majority of them
A CYLINDER CABLE ORGANIZER.
Gutter Flap
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iPad &amp; iPhone needs to redirect and improve sound to the front of the device. creating a powerless shell in the cover will solve that.
i would like to create a protective case with an "element proof speaker/adapter for waterproof speaker listening
This is a line extension of the broom groomer.This is a plastic hand held version that takes dust bunnies/hair out of your broom
A super absorbent pad for the kitchen sink to protect clothing and cabinet doors below while washing dishes.
Keep and protect all your extra cables nice and neat.
The Ultimate Electronic Gadget Camping Chair, Complete With Solar Powered Battery Pack, Charger and USB Ports.
Stadium seat Pull Down Tray. Cup Holder, Food Compartment, Pennant Holder and Ice Cream Holder. Flips down to organize your items.
The "Sidewinder"(Omni-directional) Power Chair able to do what no other power chair can do!! MOVE SIDEWAYS!!!!!!
DIY home security!Discreet,easy to use,pc &amp; app sync barcoder &amp; scanner to identify your personal stuff in the event of theft.
Motivational Hula-hoop that speaks to you during your work out..'Come on pump 'em out- just another 50- you lazy bxxxxxx get real!!'..
Dust Collecting window screens for your home. Keep the dust OUTSIDE!
POWER PLUGS !! ON OFF / VARIOUS COLORS DIFFERENT TIMES JUST PRESS TO TOGGLE BETWEEN TIMES
Here it is, a tackle box that will illuminate your tackle when opening the lid. No more fumbling for a flashlight while nightfishing.
Neoprene cool Flip Flops for smartphones and tablets, protect and stand.
Backpacks are not just 4 carrying books, they're fashion items 2. Express your creativity &amp; make a fashion statement. Wet erase backpack
Tired of plain old tan elastic bandages??? Look and feel better with Designer prints and colored elastic bandages! Custom and logo's Avail.
Pencil Cap Sharpener: Pens have caps, how about a Cap for Pencils that also has a Sharpener!
Firm Can. No more hiding trash from pets or wrestling with your trash can!!! video demonstration
Alarm tag to fit on item eg. key/cell OFTEN misplaced at home. Wallmount consol got buttons to press to make the corresponding alarm go off.
Panoramic photo taken installed in your car to take photo of a person who has stolen your car.
Resubmit 283 Votes: The Bolt On Bike Carrier. Bolts onto any bike frame and makes carrying a bike easier! Simple Simple Simple!!!
Kids PERSONALIZED TOOTHBRUSH! Kids will write their names on the back of the handle of the toothbrush plus they can also RECORD their NAMES.
The Ultimate Cutting Board.
My idea is we have at home in the same household appliance normal water and sparkling water. This product exists but only with normal water.
An telescoping umbrella you wear on your back with rechargable battery to raise and lower while opening. No holding an umbrella again.
Blocking Texting while driving. It will be a Phone Company provided service using GPS tracking to block text over 10mph.
Cover your stuff with a Tarp that has a nice design. A collaboration with Paulette Jaques (Resubmit)
iCup! A stand that fits around the bottom of the phone and wedges into any cup to amplify sound.
Solved!! Bag-dispensing roller frame, with bags designed to seal used roller cover for later use or disposal! For Pro and DIY painters.
Recycle right at home - safely and easily turn plastic waste into containers, cutlery, plates, plectrums and more.
Rechargeable Battery Operated Rotating Shammy for quick drying Motorcycles, Dirt Bikes, 4-Wheelers, and small areas on Bicycles/Vehicles.
Potty with Night Light. Easy to find in the dark, can be used as Night Light for kids
Ever wonder what type of damage you are capable of doing during a boxing session?? NOW YOU CAN FIND OUT INSTANTLY THROUGH EMAIL OR
TEXT!!
Hypercolor Interactive heat activated table top
Tripple Layer Panty Liner - For those light days, simply peel away a layer to start fresh with a new layer. #spotsv
UV Sun Damage Detector for Children (and their parents)
An Iphone case with flexible tripod legs built into the back
Protect your family from SMOKE, CARBON MONOXIDE, HOME INVASION &amp; LOSS OF LIGHT DUE TO POWER OUTAGE. Stains the intruders
skin blue.
When i cant see my line and feel my pole on those dark and windy nights, well it makes for a long night of fishing :(
Touch Switch, No more ugly light switches.
Have you noticed that twin window fans don't fit modern side sliding windows? Why is that?
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Pad Lock. Opens like a Carabiner. Easy to Lock, and easy to Open.
Hot dog spiral skewering device to maximize hot dog flavor and enjoyment!
Ottoman that converts to a chair with storage space under the arm rests. Ottoman, Coffee Table, Chair and Storage all in one.
Iphone Chest Holster. Less bulky than the competition. Just enough room for your money/CC and Iphone.
Curl-Eze is the easy to operate curling iron with an automatic open and close clamp, along with many other safety features.
Kid friendly Diabetes Lancet Pen that Vibrates when it pricks you. They won't feel anything but the vibration.
If you own/owned fish you know the water evaporates fast! It makes your nice tank an eyesore within days. With my product that's all over.
#spotsv Key Chain Cigarette Putter Outter. Extinguish your cigarette here before you throw it way.
I would like to create a device that can absorb heat in a car and dissipate heat.The device is going to be made out of copper or Aluminum.
Ever see ur friend put on chap stick, then u wish you had some, but its gross to share. Chap stick that comes in share able strips.
power controle
Glowing Wall Outlet Plug-ins. Glow-in-the-dark outlet plug-ins that light-up when electricity flows through them.
Traveling or on vacation &amp; a devices media card is full again? This is a simple, reusable &amp; affordable solution that any business can offer.
Storage is a big problem these days, this is my inspiration so let's reinvent a play time storage chair table set
We need a strong, thin, false fingernail to slip on one's finger to use for resetting watches and other chores that destroy fingernails.
Plexiglases sneeze guard for serving trays for waiters who carry trays on their shoulders.
#SPOTSV A better tool for shucking peas
Snap Off Oil Filter Application removes the need of tools.
Quirky Chess Set: I have some ideas for a unique chess board and pieces.
Clean With Vinegar. Mask Foul Smell By Crushing Mint, Etc., In Herb Crushing Sprayer. Spray And Crush At Same Time For A Clean, Green Scent
Trackable GPS enabled golf ball. Never lose your golf ball again!
#spotsv Fancy Belt ruffles for girls jeans, pants, and slacks to replace belts for a fancier look. Dress up your clothes with a new craze
A swinging arm that can attach to any floor lamp to hold your Ipad or Kindle. Gives you a hands free way to watch videos or read books.
The Magic Memo Clip. Clip + Tab + Sticky Note + bookmark combined. Reusable, magic slate, rewritable paper clip tab note. #spotsv
I love Christmas time! I love the putting up the tree, decorating. I hate fighting with the tree box! We need storage big enough for a tree.
An app to find your keys or pet.A coin size Q trinket sensor with led,sound and a radar to locate your lost property using your smart phone.
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil
Expose Nail Only Tape-Tie Dye nails w/ less mess using Stretchy Perforated Pre-holed tape to only expose nail. GR8 4 Nail polishing 2! VIDEO
It is a case with a digital photo frame, (spare screen), a stand, a keyboard, a piano and a mouse/pen storage box.
No Need To Fear Car Splash With This Umbrella Shield
Maximum Music
This is a signaling system to show whether the bathroom is available.
Bungee cord-type fasteners with handles that can be strapped around drinks, bowls and snacks to connect them to easily carry all at once.
Tight parking spots..sometimes they're the only alternative...if everyone had the DENT SHIELD then we wouldn't break a sweat! Fast and easy!
A software solution that fits basic to advance user needs in creating and organizing potential candidate's experiences and achievements.
Electronic Trombone and Trumpet toys. Electronic trombone would be fun, I want one! :-)
Temporary Transfers. Print or draw anything and put it on your shirt...then will dissolve in the wash.
there's many times when you have to take out a rag to wipe clean your smartphone only to find there's not a wipe around when you need one.
Wouldn't you love a bra strap that stays adjusted where you put it and stays on your shoulder. Little rubber dots on the strap do just that!
Carabandits fitted with an enclosed pouch. Hang anywhere. Use at home for storage or carry things on-the-go (bike, running, dog walking)!
Finally, we as americans have problems getting to work and traveling to our different locations doing this time.
Touch screen floor mat that can have ripple effects and many more!
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A 2-in-1 dish scrubber that straps over your hand, and offers more scrubbing power.
To create a simple unit that keeps paint brush bristles flat while drying.
Role of silicone and rubber is established. Why not make a roll of silicone or other grip material with sticky one side. Use everywhere.
Do you remember the jingle. Clap On, Clap Off
PT's Scooter Covers
1)Athletes foot medicated toe divider 2) toilet seat raiser like on trash cans.
Traveling latrine, it's a portable toilet...
"MECHANICAL EAR BUDS" Ear buds that are designed like mechanical pens.
A small lunch box full of mini condiments :) Finally your lunch has flavour!!
Depth measuring rolling pin that can be set to roll dough to the exact thickness the recipe calls for with magnetic measuring disks.
This product will eliminate brake dust, 2008-2010 new car sales have dropped 28% people are holding on to there cars and adding rims.
Never Have to Rake Again!
it is a sled for two peaple. so two peaple can sled side by side.
All Devices Docking Station
GlowNGo 4 college W/CELL DOCK/speaker.Light detaches as a flashlight-navigate the dark hallway.Lamp glows 4 late nite studying. RESUB 2/4/12
A new ergonomic smart phone cover prevents dropping it either out of your hand or using hands free under your chin!
Non Wall Mounted Basement Urinal: So you don't have to "go" upstairs
This is a sticky note pocket to hold items on paper. Great for scrapbooking and craft projects. Large enough to hold several items.
Electronic Wall Calendar
My idea is a teething toy for infants, 2-3 months old. A teething toy that can fit over their hand, like mittens.
BLINGITS CHARMS that u can customize w/a sentimental item or word inside.Charm glows so u can find phone in dark or know its ringing Teamlab
a tee shirt with upper body floatation material..front back and shoulders thin and just enough to help you float
The Caulking Stix is designed to take the mess and fuss out of applying caulk and adhesives to surfaces,buy using the Caulking Stix instead.
Curling iron mitt for your hair. Straighten or curl or twist hair around finger and easily reach the back of your head to style your hair
this idea is for people who have road rage and may help reduce road rage in people if hearing a kind voice to calm and sooth the road rage
Cuts R Us kids hair cutters
Christmas trees are very beautiful,but not when they are dried up and dead looking.i propose a smart and fun way to keep your tree fresh!
Picture This: Digital Light Switch that displays pictures.
Modular wine rack system that can be used to store a few bottles or a lot. Rack can be sat on a table or wall mounted. Mix and match colors.
Keep your iPhone/iPod from the suns harmful effects Keep it in its own iCabana
RESUBMIT)Clip on mister.Beach Chair Mister to use with any chair. Keeps you cool. Clips on anything!
Alcohol Deterent toothpaste
Smart Bed Pad
CAUTION: OPEN DOOR SLOWLY FOR YOUR SAFETY
Tray with pin cushion to hold a replaceable flat tablet of removable sticky sheets. Captures loose thread,holds needles while sewing.
Stop the sun from killing your beautiful hanging plants with the Flower Funnel! The one piece device attaches easily to any hanging plant!
An umbrella stand that uses those raindrops for good! Grow moss in a pretty umbrella holder.
Magnetic backed pen with a timed alarm sounds when pen is not replaced on the fridge after use. Ensures that it is always in its place.
This product will allow you to easily and comfortably watch movies in bed or read the Sunday paper at your desk.
QUiPS: QUilting Pattern Stickers
iDolly - lets take tamagotchi to a new level , have your iDolly interact entertain and educate your children , Suggestions welcome
Do you want clean hair brushes and combs in a matter of few minutes? Ask for SHMBS Cleaning Master.
single cup refrigeration for automobile cup holder, to keep one's drink cool,using the vehicle 12 volt lighter power outlet to power it up.
Protection case:iphone5,add click/lock device on back to attach the new smaller iphone charger
Key chain pen/stylus combo ***SEE VIDEO***
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We need a adult playpen bassinet so mom can sleep while toddler is playing. Sleep worry free without having anxiety about kids safety.
Gyroscopic iPhone Mouse
Ear buds that light in sync to music The cord could lights also.
Powdered Drink Stirrer.The â€œPowdered Drink Stirrerâ€ is a 20â€, Fruit Shaped powdered drink stirrer that has a dipper shape at the end.
Ever mowed your lawn and reached a fence and had to turn around the lawnmower? Now this problem is solved with the rotatable lawn mower!
Let's Play Ball
Clean air, fresh air. About time we updated the in home air filter.
Baggie Bowls. Bring your cereal in a bag, and eat out of it too!
Stretch Yourself Out!
Adjustable Soap Pump - Save money by reducing how much soap your family uses.
iPhone Camera Lens Band attachment for Tilt Shift photography lens and others.
No more slipping in the shower. No more bending. No more rough feet.
Why can't I read my camera's SD card on my smart phone so I can send pictures to social networks?
Textured Gloves with different Patterns to help Pottery &amp; Clay Artists. Various patterns help keep consistency along the entire piece.
Gravity defying pen so I can write on the calendar on my wall &amp; continue writing w/out the scribble(not a marker cuz it seeps through paper)
REDUCE EYE FATIGUE AND STRAIN . iPad AMBILIGHT
WATCH KNOT. A customizable watch that kids can make out of rope.
FIRE...FIRE...study shows valuable time is wasted trying to find the hydrate this chip and locator is the answer to saving time and lives
Bluetooth earplugs don't fit all ears.Ppl who had 'tubes in ears' for medical reasons know that earplugs CAN be made to fit and not fall out
Faraday Phone Passport Case
Projection Clock Phone Charger
Drop Zone
Diet Inhalers
The 360 Skateboard/Scooter... A fun new twist on rolling, dual purpose, a kids room seat and a toy. Check out the new Q shaped
Razor holder for the busy traveler,the athlete and for the household. It will hold your razor any were you go.
Rain Catcher. Capture and save rain water from your roof to redirect to plants, trees, and gardens.
Lets combine Quirky Trove with this over the door vanity.I don't want to put holes in my wall 2 hang Trove. Gr8 4 apartments/college
Instagram Mat Board
RC water balloon carrier.
Hot Glue Gun Holder/Stand with glue stick caddy
A cordless mouse that you can operate with just your fingers or artificial hand. I call it Mouse fingers.
Put those alphabet fridge magnets to good use with the ABC fridge board.
Easy Ice Tray
#LightBar is a set of LED lights in sections with flexible and bendable material between such LED lights on the bar. Portable 2, Emergency 2
two in one pizza cutter with spatula. practical and quick, just slice,serve and enjoy.
A belt buckle that's a puzzle.Puzzles like levers,a code,a maze. A great gift, novelty item &amp; just all around fun wardrobe accessory!
Elevator Step Bag. NEED INPUT!! A free moving toolbag. W/ pully device that keeps all your hand tools secure. Attaches to any ladder.
The QUIRKY QUENCHER! It adjusts like a bendy straw. Carry as much as twelve ounces to one liter. Kids love it and it's great for storage.
Traffic jams, reckless driving,lane changing etc reigns our roads. Rainbow messages like thank you,nice day; promotes positive communication
Portable dog air conditioner that works in the car when the car is off. Also has a heat component. Uses rechargable batteries/car charger.
Ear Ache Bonnet: Terrycloth Sponge Discs moistened with warm water, then inserted into ear flap snaps. Delivers moist heat relief.
nano RING HEATER today is cold and rainy summer day, central heating is out of service, feel cold and I need to dry some laundry on radiator
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INSTEAD OF A GRILL PAN, I PURPOSE A REMOVABLE GRILL THAT COULD BE PUT ON ANY PAN.
#spotsv Adhesive labels aren't always the best solution and some surfaces aren't easy to label. POSABLE LABELS to the rescue!
The Laptopper is a prop for laptop computers that elevates the laptop screen high enough to relieve the stress on back and shoulders.
The Indoor Plant Potting Mat will provide a worry-free workspace on any flat surface in your home to pot indoor house plants
A kid-proof case that can easily snap on and protect your precious iPad from orange juice spills or even a drop from a short distance.
ZZZ Ball's an alarm clock meant to be thrown! When landing, music (sound effect) goes off (to snooze). Logos/songs endless possibilities!
The iPhone 5 - Stealth Case - With Hidden Compartment
Looking for the same stunning/different hair color?Custom hair COLOR machine. Active ingredients sold separately? Because you're worth it ;)
FULL UTILITY PATENT " THE POWER GROUTER " Is a rechargeable battery op.apparatus for dispensing grout and thin-set into tile joints.
Child spelling and math padlock. It's a fun and new way to learn
No more tangled wires, Possibly the best and quickest way to wrap and unwrap earphone wires. Simple system (not magnets). Please see image.
RESUBMITTED: ThinBase: a foldable and ultra-thin notebook base that fits easily in your bag! A lightweight solution, easy to carry around!
Step Stool that converts to a Floor Mat. No need to store this step stool. Always useful.
I have a very fuzzy cat. Electric razor made him go crazy. Trimming comb can't go through his thick hair. We need your help. Thank you!
LADIES *A nail polish brush to make it easier to polish your toe nails. It would expand to around 12 inches and have a easy grip handle.
#spotsv Travelers Portable Mesh/Silicon Baby Bathtub. No more bending over the tub to bathe child.
Cell phone VISOR! Visor to shield bright shinning sun from your screen. Please Chk out my other ideas as well/Josh Cotton
VIRTUAL koi pond! No fuss. Sold in big box stores in tubes. Made of durable, weatherproof material of graphics to make fish real.
is your car hot in Summer?, you get into your car and feel sick from the heat hitting you, (The Window Vent)
The Friendship Cube: Play, Share, &amp; Learn. Interactive Games: Memory, Communication, Navigation, Literacy, Numeracy, &amp; Teamwork.
Cord management system you can place anywhere on the cord, in the beginning, middle or end.
do-it-yourself tile aide
Melted no more! This corded ice pack allows for all-day ice for joint pain and injury and keeps freezers empty.
A cellphone blocker chip for automobiles,that prevents cell phone usage in the car and you must pull over to make a call or text.
A folding safe that maximizes security and portability.
a Mechanics dolly with tools easy at your fingertips. Put slide out trays underneath.
A Hidden Trash Bag that is designed to be used at your desk. NO MORE ugly trash can to see. NO MORE trash can in the way of your feet/legs.
Store attachable wine glass station in cabinet,slides in and out of the dishwasher,Just attach to bottom of glass rack.
Deluxe Ironing Board with telescoping and retracting arms / legs for a more efficient &amp; complete ironing experience.
Here is a new type of socket that will replace having multiple socket heads. One size fits all!!
I propose a veggie mitten with a flexible silicone pad &amp; bristles to scrub dirt/bacteria from produce &amp; reduce risk of serious contamination
No more messy manis! Just dab on this quick drying gel before applying polish, then peel off once you're done for a perfect nail! Toes too
A flavored pacifier w/ a long lasting flavored nipple w/ an option for a time released flavored syrup inside or for giving baby medicine.
A pour top for gallon jugs.
TRAMPOLINE OTTOMAN. A versatile piece of furniture.
The Pivot Power of Speakers - Customize your sound system for any situation
Heated Steering Wheel Cover: Keep your hands warm whilst driving. plugs into 12v cigarette lighter socket or can use window solar panel.
Object retention device. Weave elastic silicone rubber bands around a frame to hold objects firmly in place. SEE PROTOTYPE VIDEO
Snack Trough - Display or 4 lap to share. Hanging dip bowls. Expands &amp; contracts for storing &amp; as snacks/food get eaten taking up less space
A pizza spatula with a pizza wheel built in. It is also good for other foods (quiche, cake, pie, etc.).
Bumpables - creatures containing a unique â€œBumpâ€. When Bumpables contact each other the Bumps are exchanged and collected.
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Touch night light projects your Childs name! Personalize your childs night light, and they can learn how to spell &amp; recognize their own name
Brighten up a drab dorm room or apartment with curtains of your choice. No drilling required to hang them with this unique cable system!
Replacing the screw ends on the end of the garden hose with an easy clamp on ends instead. Snap on clamps on each ends of the garden hose.
Dual-Compartment Thermally-Insulated Travel Mug for Hot / Cold Beverages on the go!
Snip Clip A chip clip that removes the excess portion of the bag. No more greasy forearms to get to your favorite snack. Clip it and Snip it
A portable electric tea/coffee cup. Fill cup with water, heat to a boil using Li-ion battery, add tea bag! Portable!
Cool LED lights on Surfboard
BIG CRATES: No holes in them. Can be used as nightstands, end-tables, even toy-boxes! Line extension of Crates.
A mini carport/ tent sunshade to protect phone and iPod from suns heat &amp; rays
A removable but long lasting product that will reduce heat up to 40% , drastically reducing the possibility of heat exhaustion .
A pet dish with disposable inserts that can be discarded thus eliminating cleaning. The inserts can also be prefilled with food.
Kids Love Balloons. This Machine Lets Kids Make Them at Home All Colors Shapes &amp; Sizes. B-Day Parties &amp; Summertime Water Balloon Fun
&amp; more.
Bright Apple Logo for IMAC
The "Staying Plate" is the beginning of plates and cups that can stay in place by the use of magnets instead of suctions cups.
Utilizing a pop/push button system, coupled with a seat attached to a rowing machine type slide, we could ease the transport of seniors.
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays 2 decorate store window displays... Open 2 collab
Vacuum cleaner attachment that cleans refrigerator coils and many other hard to reach and clean areas.
An iPad holder for cars. This iPad holder case can be easily attached on back of front-row seats to hold iPad firmly.
Flash drives are a great convenience to use but can be easy to misplace, forget what's on each one, or too many jingling in your pocket.
AQUAHAIRBRUSH A SELF CONTAINED WATER OR ANY GEL INSIDE THE HANDLE'S BRUSH WITH A PUMPING BUTTON ALLOWING
THE LIQUID TO COME OUT.
CORDLESS HEADPHONES WITH SOLAR OR KINETIC CHARGE works with current and all future ipods and shuffle devices
A utility Garden Leaf Grabber and duo lawn Rake that will solve a few problems and be used to make garden clean-up much fun and easier.
This designer button shell gives you a choice of changing your plain buttons of any wardrobe for an interesting and fashionable look.
GOING GREEN (Paperless) Receipts. "EMAIL ME" option displayed on screen after transaction.Example:Fuel/Gas-Need receipt to Expense-EMAIL ME
The mulitfunction case for Ipad and Iphone. Video enable rings, Picture slideshows and more!!
'INSTANT INSTALL' Door Closer!
Breast Feeding Shirt for Women. Left and Right Sided Shirt Garment that allows breast feeding mom's to easily feed their infants.
MagNex: All the fun of Lego, but more intricate. Use tweezers to lift and place tiny building pieces. What would you build?. Stress Relieve.
Cigarette holder for smoking "candela pa'dentro" flame inside. Smokes all of the tobacco (or herb) with less health impact and fire danger.
Straw Dispenser
wireless ear phones, like blue tooth headset but smaller.
Woman only! External urethra. No more insanitary public toilet seats, uncomfortable long trips or bad squatting experiences when hiking etc.
A DVD player that is compatible with iPhones and iPod's through the charging slot.
Kool Shoes". Are you Pregnant, Athletic, Construction worker, Have sweaty feet, or just somebody that always has swollen feet
The Stand Chair allows the user to sit comfortably while standing up. Buttock rest - long stem - base to place feet on for leverage.
#spotsv How do you wash dishes? Save water, stay organized.
Wireless headphones that can pick up the Tv's channel frequency from across the room or through a window. Perfect for waiting rooms
Fruit Chiller &amp; Server - Chill watermelon, strawberries, or any other fruits. Set timer with chime when cooling is done!
The Button Stapler does just what it sounds like- staples buttons that have come off of your shirts and pants without having to sew them on.
Tired of hold your hairdyer at home, for hair styled? An articulated hairdryer grabber, will help you to do your job!
Folding Chairs that also snap together to make Tables! Sell them by the chair. Buy as many chairs as you need.
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#SPOTSV Ear bud/Cotton swab with hair removal wax for the tricky areas
Time-Out Buzzer
An organized place for your Toothbrush, Toothpaste and Cup. With a built in toothpaste dispenser that allows all toothpaste to be dispensed.
Really cheap switch with a light sensor that only turns on/off when a common laser pointer shines directly at the light sensor.
Click and Plunge - Disposable Plunger Heads. Use and Toss. No Need for Expensive U.V. Lights or Other Sterilization Methods!
The hyperinsulated folding panels, opened from inside, reduce heat losses enormously and protect from burglars.
"jack-it" is a adapter that fits on the end of a patch cord when the tab breaks. The broken tab slips in and is held tight. No waste!
Swiss Army "Keys"?! No more bulky, jingling key rings! Check out my prototype!
Quirky Toilet Paper - Let's Rethink Toilet Paper by Andy Sam
Split comfort mattress pad adjusts for individual comfort! Membrane on bottom uses air pressure, honeycomb type pockets to adjust firmness.
The possibilities are endless for REROUTE - the bumper case that lets you put your ports where you please.
Cluttered Bathroom... can easily become uncluttered with a simple rotary shelves within basin sink cabinet... these can be in KIT form.
Convert a recliner into the most comfortable computer chair you've ever used! Pull the lever, up comes your lcd screen! Most comfortable CPU
Puzzled Pictionary. A board game where you have to put the puzzle together before the other team does and guess SUGGESTIONS WELCOMED.
breathing lamp. Changing shape and luminosity with the heat of the bulb
MOTORIZED FISHING LURE. Always makes any bad throw the perfect cast!
Creamer Spoons. Recycled plastic "Mini-Spoons" that have different flavored Creamers built into the disposable spoon. Dissolves into Liquid.
Luggage with built in scale. Weighs your â€œstuffâ€ and you!
A toothbrush that dispenses dental floss! You will always be able to brush and floss no matter where you go!
Caulking Tape! Tape over cracks to fix minor repairs or use as sealant. Less Messy than Caulking Guns....Resubmitted
Ever gone crazy with pot covers in your cabinet taking up alot of space and falling on you while trying to get a pot out to cook.
Roll Buddy- Never leave your guests, or yourself, short of toilet paper again..
Any weather stadium chair
Fridge Hot Water Heater
My product is a magnetic mount, snake arm attachment for anything, as I use it for a mechanics Trouble light holder. It's my third hand!
Next Generation Of Fighting Robots! Bring Them Out Of The Ring, And Into The Cage.
The "Sun Spot". A sun visor that moves along a rail to block the sun as the direction of the vehicle changes.
Let's invite Bobble Glass to the party. 270 votes and counting. Thanks everyone.
Where does my coffee mug go in my car? Nowhere, that's where. Odd size cup? Nope. We need a universal, adjustable mug and cup holder.
For a green globe, my idea is WE together build a Quirky Green apartment that's furnished by your green creations and my quirky eSTOOL Green
Living in a big place but have a small space? Here is a way to keep your morning java necessities just a sleepy finger-tip away!
The Cell Phone Genie- patent pending The Cell Phone Genie is your phone security. It has 3 operational functions all in this 1 device.
The ROLLING ROVER is a large cylinder. One gets in and sits. BUCKLE UP! Friends push til it rolls! Whee snowy, grassy, sandy hills!
Stand that goes around a neck &amp; positions an iPhone directly in front of a face so that you can watch movies on a plane or in bed.
Resubmit)Move over Lite Brite. Lighted Bending Noodles. Use to spell or make designs.
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers.
An app to give you the option to record your important phone calls.
RESUBMIT)Magnetic Popsicle Sticks for kids! A new twist on a building toy. Maybe made from recycled plastic? Over 250 votes
Winter hat and ear muffs with inserts for ear buds to listen to music in cold weather.
#spotsv Tennis Cube. Dogs Can Play With Toy Indoors Without It Going Under Furniture All The Time. Outside It Will Bounce In Unexpected Ways
Bluetooth finger controls. Control your phone while biking by touching thumb to a finger in a preset pattern. Keep your eyes on the road.
ICEBLOCK .. Works like a Charm AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES #spotsv
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Wet Dry Cloth - Simple cleaning cloth that can do both wet and dry jobs.
Who needs headphones? Wireless directional speaker/mic necklace. Audio only u can hear *without covering your ears*
erdrtjtr
Dome shaped Greenhouse Protection for all your plants, fruits and vegetables Doubles as a Tent to take camping WAS IN UC made CHANGES
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use this nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled!
Fitted sheet that would fit a cradle/crib that is sewed down on each side of the sheet to make a pocket fot the baby's legs to be covered.
#SPOTSV TO many things have NO LIGHT! LED TINY light's, that we apply with their adhesive or magnetic backing! Where do you need these? :))
It used in the closet to put used clothes inside for when you no longer need them! dorm?
Cracked eggs run down the side of the bowl and can make a slimy,unsanitary mess on the counter. These nested bowls solve that problem!
Mobile phones /tablet cleaning kit. Fingerprints aren't the only concern when cleaning devices that are in contact with germs and bacteria.
To make the nails package be more useful and practical, we'll be able to detach a package slice and use it like a support for hitting.
DESIGN A BLENDER THAT BLENDS TWO THINGS AT ONCE THE BLENDER SHOULD HAVE A SPLIT CONTAINER
The FlipNot is designed for all dishwashers, attaches to the top rack, holds all your plastic containers in place so they don't flip.
CLEAN SLATE ...kid's face stain remover in a tube like a glue stix...blue mouth,red mustache,marker or ink stamps on hands, kid's tattoo's
Wall outlet charging station
A Residential Emergency Escape Ladder that illuminates the way to safety. Communicates to 1st responders.
Solar charging portable outlet! This is an outlet on the go that can charge through the suns rays! Never lose battery life ever again!
The current set up of furniture in my living room isn't very accommodating to the new onslaught of gadgets and devices. Slight adjustment
Its a roll-up skateboard!- and its doable- (i$$$n't it?). design mechanics sketch attached.
Toddler shoes that talk and teach!
IPhone case with solar panel backing. Click and two ultra-thin solar cells slide out for triple the area solar charging power!
Keep your coffee filters in shape with a coffee filter container!
(Resub) Under the blanket! Over the blanket! Fleece or no fleece? Scratch pad? Cats change their preferences for napping places constantly.
A dustpan that attaches to a broom, it swivels down to the floor while remaining attached!
Multi-purpose Adjustable Stand
Cords constantly slip from desks, nightstands, tables when not in use. This is a hidden and low cost solution.
A teddy bear iPad carrying case for kids that's fun, easy to carry, and it also attaches to the headrest, and stroller
ComboGrill is a portable combination grill and fire pit which can be used for grilling or warmth.
IPhone 5 APP Enabled Free Car Advertising. Customize your car or van with different advertisers.
Grocery bag ASSIST clips on to the side of your cart and helps carry and load bags with ease. #spotsv
A portable ATM to be used by vendors at parking lots, sporting events, beaches etc. where it is necessary to collect and dispense bills.
Cush Plush Instrument Case
The battery operated picture light uses no hardware to affix to the wall or to the frame of the picture to be used to provide light
Window cling with motion-activated LED array for security.
Make your iPhone hands free! No more dropping and cracking the face or leaving it behind! No more fumbling through your purse!
Loopits small web organizer 4 shoes, caps, hangers, hair dryer, makeup case, cleaning supplies, toys, QUIRKY: COULD JUST PATENT IDEA......
CORD COIL: Conquer your cord chaos! [VIDEO]
Make custom silicone rings.
Small LED light for Keyhole
U-Comfort Pillow is used to comfort children and babies. Your recorded voice is activated by the child's sound to comfort the child to sleep
Vehicle I.D. is an expandable flag extension used to identiy your vehicle on a crowded parking lot.
Introducing the E-Snug! A battery operated sleeved-blanket that allows the user to heat their blanket by either battery or AC power.
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Huge frustration while in the shower is not remembering how many times I have previously used my disposable razor once twice three times...
Bright Silicone Dog Collars And Harnesses. Create Custom Message, (Like Bracelet Text Kit), With Dog's Name, Etc.
TWO IN ONE TRASH CAN,SEPARATE COMPARTMENTS AND BAGS, ONE FOR PLASTIC THE OTHER FOR PAPER AND OTHER TRASH.
GOING GREEN
Cool LED lights for bicycle wheels/frames.
PAIN-EASA: EFFECTIVE, AFFORDABLE, SAFE, This is a device for relieving muscular-skeletal pain for the back. I have USA patent for it.
Steam producing metal ring attachment for gas grills keeps food moist,puts out grill fires.Cooks food more even and thoroughly,even frozen.
A home bar code scanner to manage your groceries.Hang it by the trashcan, when you empty a product simply scan it and add to shopping list.
Small string trimmer. Hand held like on the market, shrunk to the size of a hand mixer. Use in gardening where small hand tools are used.
Embiggen It! - USB, video out, SD card ports for your iDevice. Type, project, backup!
The Auto Snake Light. A powerful L.E.D light that plugs into your Cars Cigarette lighter. The cord is Stiff, yet bendable and pliable.
Exterior Solar Panel Shutters w/LED lighting on the back for nightly interior window lighting. Slide/fold. Flip for exterior patio lighting.
#spotsv ...hamster/gerbil/small animal?Tubes connect in any direction No need to keep them in confined space!Create awesome runs/race track
Answer iphone in any room. Small wireless cube for any room to hear ring, answer, and talk. Cubes could also play music, work as intercom.
Bring down your core temperature.Body doesnâ€™t have to work as hard.Create gloves that you can freeze and then wear while you run or jog.
SKEWER YOUR MEAT IN SECONDS AND REMOVE WITH EASE #spotsv
Here's the PERFECT addition to any garden, large or small. This is a combination plant stake/cage and sprinkler in one.
#spotsv Each character has holes in different places-let the kids press them and see the water come out of various points on the faces-!
Easy to install CHRISTMAS WINDOW AND DOOR LIGHTING. Easy as 1-2 THEN PLUG IN. So easy, this year you will hang them at Thanksgiving time.
#spotsv Mini thumb ring scraper for doing your dishes. Don't break your nails!
What do you do with those tiny bars of soap too small to handle, if you're like me you place them in a bowl next to the sink. Try SavaSoap!
Never add dirty clothes to a clean laundry basket because you don't know if it contains clean or dirty clothes again.
A "floating" bedside holder for a smartphone or a tablet computer that allows two hand device use while a user lies on her/his back.
Computer KEYBOARD CLEANER that uses a HAND PUMP not a can of compressed air. Carry it anywhere, not dangerous, not wasteful.
Rubber gloves with dish sponges secured to one glove with soap dispenser on back and steel wool/wire bristles secured to the opposite glove.
Q CRATES Line Ext: GROW Lite &amp; Grow Drawer KIT
KLEENEX TISSUE/TOILET PAPER COZY - holds box of tissues on top, hides 2 rolls of toilet paper below. Great for small bathrooms w/no storage
Meat tenderizer that does not tear the ziplock bags. Lets invent this out meat tenderizer out of silicone or a hard rubber to avoid this!
Scissor Lift metal flexible mesh guard
This finger brush is convenient for painting the corners or difficult spots that can't be painted with regular paint brush.
Eliminate Refrigerator Odor while adding a Fresh Natural Scent (lemon or mint)
Extreme Hopscotch/Game Frames. Create, exercise, &amp; enjoy! Are you up to the challenge? Curious George-inspired; 8-yr-old approved.
Water cooler and lifter for 5 gallon container. Divided so the top part can be lowered and raised for easy loading. See pictures of process.
I want an alcohol breathalyzer that is attached to a phone or a key chain which can give you instant results.
#spotsv Power Strip with cord storage for students.Compact and easy to transport(The Hub is a cord storage box.
CONTAINER ORGANIZER SYSTEM Set of containers designed with the following pattern: Size,Color,Numeric Code
Have your spices jars handy while your busy cooking. Attaches to the wall where most convenient. It spins on an axis. Pops out and in.
Soap Tree! Break off one thin leaf, and work a lather under warm water. The soap leaves will melt away when washing hands! Classy and clean.
Puppy playground!Fun bouncy surface,chewable rope edge,toys attached to the sides,a spot to nap underneath!Must see video,click blue file!
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Pedal Poppers are easy-to-use bike pedal covers that protect both you and your car from scratches while transporting your bike.
My idea is for a refillable squeeze bottle with a barbeque/marinade brush on the lid. The sauce will come out directly thru the brush.
Introducing: The Quirky "Easy Pour" Cookware Set. Each pot and pan has an easy pour spout on the side, for safe and easy pouring.
A toilet with an overflow safety lever. One lever flushes and a second closes the water intake in case of overflow.
Modern Expandable Dining Room Chandelier on an adjustable arm to go above expandable dining room tables.
RECOVALERTJewelry-A Special Line ofNecklaces,Watches,Anklets&amp;Rings w/miniGPS microchipsEmbeddedWithin"Prompting QuickRecovery
ofPEOPLE
A set of serving utensils that can be attached as server tongs. Use individually or mix n match together per your serving needs. (RESUBMIT)
Garbage bag system. Bags are dispensed like Kleenex and an elastic band to keep the bag in place.
Never forget to close the toilet lid/seat
LETS REINVENT THE EGG CARTON. More fridge space, fresher eggs.
Eliminate chaffing or chub rub walking from the beach! So painful! Bring on the powdered wipes. For Adults and children.
Hands free hair blow dryer hat. My Mom wants me to invent a a solution to having blow dryers with cords.
reverse angle swim goggles for backstroke no more watching flags or craning your neck.
A simple thermometer to measure the temperature of a cooking surface. Will improve your cooking by making it more consistent.
Electrochromatic Sunglasses/Eye-Wear that change color/tint with the push of a button. The technology exists. Please vote...(resub)
Sensors in Professional Sports balls for exact measurements will eliminate doubt in making close calls
Consider an elegant assemblage of vases, that is also a beautiful grouping of family photos or landscape views. Digital photo display vases.
JonesAndJones brought us the CLASP, lets use their design in Bracelets and Necklaces that will hide currency. For men and women!
A laser tool for projecting a tile layout grid on a wall, floor, or ceiling.
Storage container that consists of all heavy duty,locking lids.Each side opens for easy access.Stackable and each container locks together.
This USB would give a visual signal to the user that a chat buddy is online.
Fobs work great to unlock car doors, so why not have one for your house?
My idea is to solve the problem that most people have in the shower to reach every part of their back, knees, and feet without bending.
SpinSwab is a battery powered spinning device for cotton swabs. Can be used to clean small, delicate crevices.
Resubmit: Lock-N-Load Snowboard Carrier w/ built in lock. Allows you to carry your board, helmet, gloves onto the slopes with ease!
Hate wasting expensive baby formula? Finally! A BETTER BABY BOTTLE
Traveling Perfume/Cologne Dipping Pot, need a refresh after work, or on the road, open the pot, dip your finger, smell great again #spotsv
This is a device to prevent mail theft, ID theft to a remote mail box.
The Ceiling fan is in the perfect position for a projector, wish there was a ceiling fan projector combo
Resub: Calling all Iphone people. The new iphone camera case system. The rubber Iphone camera case. Turn any iphone into an easy hold cam
Lately, I bought a holster for my Droid phone. I thought why not have a belt buckle phone case that can securely protect and be stylish?
Keep Out for Pets is a product that could easily be installed under any size bed that would act as a barrier to keep pets from going under.
i propose a tip that fits on the end of a tube of caulk/silicone that smoothes the bead as you apply it to cracks/gaps in one clean step
"Portable Flash Drive Station" Upload and Download with the touch of a button.
System to protect expensive paintings in museums and homes from destruction an especially from theft
A Pen that sews buttons on effortlessly like a button stapler #spotsv
Never get caught with your zipper down again! The "No-Fly-Zone" is a one piece attachment for any and all pants regardless of size or style.
All In One Exercise In A Box-For Home, Gym and Travel Use-SEE PDF! Include quirky's Sockets into this box from community!
Speak Case
There's already Sunglasses to minimize brightness and glare during the day. Glasses to minimize glare at night.
Scale inside kegerator/wherever keg is,keg on top of scale.Scale reads like gas gauge.Now you know when it's time to replace/order your keg.
Fleece feet and leg warmers, basically big socks that are like Snuggies for your feet and legs
BOWL OF WATER. Plastic bowl filled with FRESH WATER and a sealed lid that you can buy at the convenience store. Re-cycle the bowl.
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Retractable AC Wall Extension Cable
Reusable Restaurant/Take-Out Box - Reusable Shopping bags Caught on, Lets Move to Next High Contributor to Waste
UV light for behind the toilet bowl to sanitize area, plunger, floor, etc, Activates for 5 minutes with every flush. See &amp; clean stains too.
A purse that has a pocket in it that keeps your drink cold and you never have to worry about how and where to put your drink while on-the-go
Glasses/Cups/Mugs with a built in stirring device keeping your drink tasting fresh and flavourful with every sip.
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger)
Credit Card Size Key Holder - Lighten, Keep barely used keys in wallet or Flatten key ring, no Poking, carry in back pocket. #spotsv
Swapz eyewear/sunglasses.Swap design whenever U get bored.Flip it around 2 reveal new color.Clips on w/ magnets.Gr8 4 Urban Outfitters RESUB
Pocket Pizza Tote Bag. Lightweight bag with side pockets for soda bottles, zippered cover to protect food from the rain. NeverWet. (Resub).
My idea is for a disposable re-usable Hot dog / Marsh mellow roasting solution.
Cooler, ice machine all in one! Portable cooler on wheels now refreezes that melted ice into new cubes.Lets end soggy foods and warm drinks!
Personal poker chip holders! It's a common problem to be playing poker and chips are in the way or fall over. #spotsv
Scalpel brush
Round Nail File and Buffer
never again will a child break a limb or loose his life over simply sleeping in his crib. no flaw product, easy to use, but will save lives
Children are told to take turns. The "Turn Timer" is an easy to use electronic device that helps children monitor taking turns in a fun way
Keychain charger for the iPhone 5/New iPods
A car protector cover Like an overhead projector screen that retracts up when you pull down from it, the same Idea but for a car.
Pop up rubber bands on a roll, perforated joint between each one: wrap used bands around container for next time, nonslip bottom: tame 'em
HUD in your eye
Finally a steering wheel cover that is easy to put on and take off.
6 inch long Sticky Notes! For when 2 inches is just not enough! Sounds funny, but I'm serious! Sell at OfficeMax and Staples
"Invisible walls". Create a low cost way of putting a window in a building with minimum damage to the structure.
An attractive and light weight air vent cover that can easily be attached to most air vents to stop drafts in living space and work areas.
Get rid of the tangle of wires at the back of your computer with multiple channel wireless connections.
I often see the Bilco-type steel basement entry doors left in an open position, leaving an entrance for outside critters/animals, rain, etc.
Quirky Shop Light/"Trouble Light": Cable wraps up around the bottom. I am tired of the orange ones, a Quirky light would be better!
My Idea is a set of Bluetooth earrings that can be worn on either side, can be used by people whose jobs require intense focused busy work.
Wall Valet rack for daily clothes &amp; accesories,ie,ties,hats shoes,wallets,jewelry,sunglasses,etc plus 2 large paperclips for reminder notes
Life-Flavuz: a roll of fizzy flavour tabs. Pop one in water (bottled, filter, mineral or plain) and create your own flavoured beverage.
Refrigerator that looks like an end table.Front looks like it has drawers/cabinet,when you pull the drawer/cabinet handle fridge opens.
SIKU . FAST TWO BLADED ANY DIRECTION ICE SCRAPER - WINDOW CLEANER #spotsv
Adjustable Plant Lamp &amp; Pot
The Jar Stand will organize your work areas, in the garage or when making crafts. It holds 6-12 mason jars that rotate like a Ferris wheel.
Caterpillar Machinery Electric Car Toy for Kids!
Extending one socket into three sockets.
DUCT CLEANING made easy. This extension to your vacuum cleaner hose will do the trick and more and it will be cheap.
Potted Plant's Replanting System. For A Healthy Replant, The Soil Is Kept In Place Around The Roots Of The Plant. It Is Protected.
Stress Relief
Car Cord Management -Keep cords organized at your finger tips.NO MORE pulling, tugging, untangling, guessing or in the way. RESUBMIT 3/7/12
r e - s u b [SPATULA] &amp; video!
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Phone case Inspired by wicker
Silicone cover for flat iron to prevent skin or counter top burns and to keep the iron from getting dirty with product and make-up.
The Net Shelf! A minimalist and functional piece of furniture. Take up less space &amp; create more storage.
GUTTER Leaf Blocker... will keep all of the accumulated FALL and WINTER LEAFS from clogging up the GUTTER'S DOWNSPOUT.
Add-on E-Ink screen for iPad or iPhone
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
Rigid Reusable Shopping Bag - Stands up doesn't fall over - See images Being Green is Huge, Quirky lets be green together.
DRIPLESS SHOE/BOOT RACK - Protect your wet footwear from drips and splashes. Collect and remove all dirty water in one clean method.
Love being out in your boat? The dump run? Getting the trailer ready for work? Aligning your vehicle to your trailer hitch can be a hassle.
My best thinking is in the shower. My Idea is a small waterproof touch screen in the shower to write my thoughts to email into my inbox!
TV.C.E / TV Commercials Eliminator... is easily eliminated with a simple digital cooking timer to record down 6-commercials / divide by 6.
Write lists on WiFi pad can access from mobile sources. Never leave lists at home on frig/desk. Hi-lite item for others to access.
Get Rid of the Clutter - Measuring Cup, Ladle, Strainer and Funnels in One Compact Design
Egg chalaza remover,a quick and easy way to remove that small gross white part of the egg. Snip it off the egg then suck it up in one motion
This new PORTABLE TENNIS TARGET will improve the skill of the serious tennis player.
Birthday Candle Projector for ceiling! Must see this!Age or message on the ceiling and base...Change disks for each event
CalenShare keeps your family's multiple calendars together and at a glance.
Painter buddy slides thru ladder rung and locks in place to hold your paint can and brush, putty knife, elec sander etc. Has magnetic strips
Ear plugs for dogs! Eliminate panic attacks from thunder and fireworks, barking at doorbells and passing dogs. Help your pet enjoy life.
dont worry about apple seeds/cores and juggling cut slices. eat a apple the natural way intact and in-hand just without the annoyances!
Turn your wall outlet into The Extension Outlet. Extends up to 20' and retracts back into wall. w/nightlight
Here is a unique BFF necklace that once connected to it's other half it glows! Great for kids! Could market multiple phrases and shapes!
Dermatology Gloves: This will help anyone with severe eczema, by preventing them itch/scratch off their skins with their finger nails.
How to transport a walking cane when using a walker.
Dock your mobile phone from your computer monitor.
This is an excellent blow dryer kit for all age categories. It is unisex which can work for both males and females. It takes only batteries.
Indoor outdoor plant window box.
Duster Reinvented -Unbreakable Flexible Spring Neck. Clean Hard-To-Reach Surfaces. Swap Compact or Telescopic Handle, Rough or Delicate Head
Using disposable cups is a common pratice by the world. my idea is a caddy for disposible cups.
Cutting Board with a built-in Knife Sharpener.
Staying cool during physical activity in ultra hot weather!
A Pringles lid that cuts the can when chips are out of reach.
Annual Receipt Organizer" - keeps all your purchase receipts for an entire year in one, easy to retrieve, miniature storage space.
Card and Receipt Holder-Keeps receipts together with card used. Easy and fast way pull card &amp; put away receipts. Never feel rushed #spotsv
Colored or patterned aluminum foil for using in rapid gift wrapping. No tape needed. Similar to florist foil but not plasticized.
Organization Freak Desk Swivel Tower for organizing office items/supplies often used with a built-in electric hole puncher and stapler.
Hand crank re-charger to recharge cell phone battery.
NO MORE FALLING TRASH BAGS!! An easy way to eliminate trash from falling out into the can due to a trash bag that will not stay in place.
Instant Tea Spoons. Plastic spoons that have built-it flavored tea's in the mesh ladel of the spoon. Place in hot water, stir and dissolves
If Deer are eating your landscaping, you need the Pop-n-Protect Plant Cage. Quick, easy &amp; nearly invisible deer-proofing-available in S-XL
a small magnifying glass to attach to the head of a sewing machin to make easy to thread the needle
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People want to enjoy sitting in the sun without fear of burning or doing damage to their skin.A Clear umbrella with UV blockers offers this.
A simple two-piece device to aid in drilling holes straight in to the medium being drilled.
A mouse that can copy text or files from one computer and paste the text or file on to another computer with an internal memory bank.
A Food &amp; Water Dispenser for Pets, that Dispenses Food Remotely throughout the Day, or at a Set Time. Alert Pets, their food is there.
EAT WITH CONFIDENCE AT A PARTY USING ONE HAND
How do you move Storage Bins? Strong Adjustable frame w/ wheels fits on the bottom of Storage Bins, now there's no struggle.
We need a MINI-Squeak to clean smaller windows like Windows with Divided Lights. Collaboration with ThePhantomDog!
Desk Paper Tray: This tray allows papers or books to be stacked in all directions for easy organizing. Took me 2 hours just to draw it! :-)
The Ultimate Pet Waste Removal System. Introducing the Doggie Dookie Pet Waste Removal System. Makes cleaning pet waste less of a chore.
Clasp to change long necklaces into a different pieces of jewelry, i.e. bracelet, choker.
Introducing the cup that folds flat!This has a liner inside so the cup doesn't leak.This is great for camping/more space in kitchen cabinets
#spotsv Hot Water Bottle and Covering for Pets- For people who love their pets
WAAAAAA!!!! My Phone's Been Lifted! Or, Maybe I Just Can't Find It Cause It's On Silent.
Compression powered hydraulics used on a freeway exit(on/off ramp) powers a turbine via hydraulic pump which in turn generates electricity.
Warm water instantly from a hose! No more waiting for the sun to warm water, or run buckets from inside! Attach to hose and have warm water!
The adverage home has around 180 applications, using this product to repair one or the whole house .There are no others.
MOWER BLADE SHARPENING KIT... This KIT contains all parts to set-up a method to PERFECTLY RE-SHARPEN a MOWER BLADE in seconds with
grinder
A easy guide to 3D landscape creative design for your home or business. A mat that had a printed grid with pop out holes for planting.
Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
fashionable bracelet that can be use when in danger.
Did you know that the best way to hang a belt is with simple loop? Watch video, you will be surprised!
Delivery Safe Box
Motorized decorative outdoor lights with remote control. No need to put up lights every time you want to decorate.
I would like to create a protective pouch that you can keep in your car to protect your electronics from the heat and cold weather.
9 Year old Grand Daughter's Idea. Wall mounted phone Docking. Set phone to ring or vibrate. When it rings lights go off. Music too maybe
Resubmit.Dual function pepper shaker and herbs canister. Everything in one space.
Ball shaped stylish Retractable Iphone 5 charger
Simple rubber bracelet timer counts down for time to come home.4 kids of all ages. Mom sets hours, minutes.Alarm beeps-its time to come home
Built In Tripod Phone Case for Smart Phones.
Articulating walk behind "Weed Wacker" will mow ditches or other irregular landscape features.
Magnetic Clip Pocket Knife: It would not fall out of your pockets like all other pocket knives do. #spotsv
A LED light base with bendable, extensible tines that will hold and light up any size of glass wares - Inspired by the flower sepals.
A frame-kit solution to put your posters/reproductions/pictures on the walls in easy DIY steps! Assemble the frame the way you want to!
bungie type necklace that phone connects to for hands free transport and be personalized pos led lighting bling bling factor
Enhance your training with the power of vibration! Vibrating medicine balls, dumbbells, and kettlebells take workouts to the next level!
skating Laundry basket on high heels
A bedding system that can be used by parents to teach kids life skills &amp; character traits all while making it fun to make the bed.
Small ice cubes melt too fast, but GIANT ice cubes will last and last! Small ice cubes fall on the floor, well not anymore!
bath towel and washcloth with a different color on each side. side to the other to private parts and other parts of the body.
Remote controled whoopee cushion! With odor release.
rotating distributor
Attractive fruit/veggie stand with custom made Debbie Meyer's "Green Bag" material covers the fruit and veggie stand - keep ALL fresh longer
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design and sell a product that will revolutionize the Phone Industry and make telephones less costly.
Toilet Bowl Storage. Use that wall space along side the toilet bowl that is somewhat wasted space.
COLOR CODED MEASURING CUP -most common recipe portions color coded &amp; divided into sections, easy to remember where to stop without
eyestrain
Quirky Promotional Folding Back Pack [#spotsv]
A hardhat with a solar panel on top and built in fan inside worn by people who work in hot and humid weather. And also battery operated.
IConsole is a command center that combines an integrated platform for your Apple devices integrated into the table with a single power cord.
do you have potted plants and your animals are digging in them to potty? this can be used to prevent that or to help prevent spills.
Decorative Branches that Change Color - Lighten Up Your Decor
Natural mineral spray (Oya-same as the green bags) to reduce release of ethylene gases to slow aging/deterioration of fresh produce/flowers
WAS UNDER CONSIDERATION Add Flare and Color to your dull FlatScreen Border!!! Kids Themes, Sports Teams, Holiday Themes, Fashionable Decor.
Do You Forget Things? Reusable shopping bags, lists, picking up needed items. SENSORY BUTTON on KEY head it Clicks, you Remember!
Support for removable mosquito net. Thus we have more space enrroscar without it.
Energy Saving Socket [ESS]
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
(RESUB) A magnetic towel ring. Slide your towel through and attach to backplate or other metal surfaces.
Hard Hat Cooling Fan! Keeps your head cool while your out in the field working in the hot Sun. Battery powered or Solar Powered
biodegradable eco-toothbrush,small enough for little hands to hold,smooth and circular(not flat)with extra soft removable 360 bristle-base
OK lunch time, You get set to eat the best leftovers ever but you find your lunch bowl empty, hey I know I brought pie, &amp; where is my soda?
A flexible, food grade magnetic label for freezer bags and storage containers so they may be used again and again.
Is your leather car seat edge flaking? The solution, a product with non-damaging adhesive placed on the seat to prevent tearing and protect.
Don't you hate when mosquito's and fly's get in your'e home and terrorize you and your'e family all night?
#spotsv Make any liquid soap a motion activated dispenser. Attach to any liquid soap and it becomes motion activated.
The Sippee Cap: Be OUTRAGEOUSLY choosy Cap has 3 sections. User chooses 2 or 3 flavors. Then they CHOOSE PER SIP: Water, Flav1, Flav2,...
Mostly for highschool kids, a way to keep your locker more organized! A hanging bag with multiple slots for each book. See the PHOTO!
i have acquired a patent for a unique archery sight. priced at $69.95. nothing can compare to this sight. mickey kennedy
Start your CAR with your CELL PHONE Be the ENVY of your friends &amp; family. Don' miss out on this breakthrough technology
Never wear the same outfit twice! Know what you wore, when, and with what. Manual + app-enabled wardrobe tags. Wardrobe management product.
Personal Hygiene spray.It would be moisture absorbing and oder eliminating. Men and women could spray it in the private areas of the body.
"Fore" the front door decor, a great decoration for the front area of any golf home with a friendly "Welcome" or personalized version.
A bon fire organizer. Easily start and maintain the perfect bon fire.
small battery fan that clips on to the back of your shoe with a small tube that blows air into your shoe to keep your feet cool and dry
Universal Mandoline slicer/Grater hand guard- magnets levitate corners of flexible gripping guard
Drones/any other type of flying objects that can be used by postal/courier/logistic service providers to deliver mail/stuff to customers.
XTRAFLAME FIRELOG BURNER TRAY
Ipad Mini Screen Magnifier Projector. Think Gameboy Advance Screen Magnifier.
Smart Measuring Cup, First adjustable measuring cup, allows you to eliminate having a stack of cups in the kitchen. measures Cereal to flour
Dry tp can be a pain in the butt. It rips, it tears, it leaves little tp dingleberries behind. Moist Wipes Toilet Roll has arrived!!
Introducing future shampoo bottle &amp; hair brush with rollers for shampooing, hair coloring, hair highlighting or applying any hair products.
a iphone desk top holder that allows you to take video with the cam held upright. I created a silly character out of wire (see photos)
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#spotsv Electrical Pegboard for Students. Can be used at home as well, in the garage, bedroom, and etc.
Scented Window Clings. Sun activated clings give off a nice scent in your car or home.
The Grab n' Bag is the most versatile yard waste tool around.
Turn all your little Hot Wheels cars remote control with magnetic(or strap)remote control car holder on wheels for Hot Wheels. Racetrack too
Artist tabletop custom color paint mixer. Mix whatever colors you need, and as much as you need.
Have to roll coins - this is simply the easiest, fastest way to count and roll your coins!
Method to clean hulls of ships from algae and mussels while navigating and so reduce the friction of the boat, which costs fuel.
A universal gaming console that allows you to play Wii,Xbox or PlayStation and different games with only ONE same console.
Neighbor bought a fancy range? You didn't have to. You bought a "TopIt" from Quirky instead. Smarter You! -Repost:Got deleted accidentally
Hear your own tunes play as if they were professionally programmed into games you play on any game console, old or new, with Tune Injector!
Fishing made easy! Forget the tackle box, everything you need is in the palm of your hand! Simple, functional, ready to go!
Hairbands &amp; claw clips fusion- best of both products merged to create Hair claw-headbands.(imagine the look/no fancy software to create pic
Remote control windows. Open or close/lock one or all of your home's windows with just push of a button.Happens automatically when it rains.
No more mess- ADD a telescoping urinal to your toilet!
An iPad case with sliding speaker panel to direct sound toward user.
Break-A-Way Reusable PINATA.
It's an accesory for your game contrllers that keep them dry and sweat free! They are the Sweat Away Controller covers!
Resubmit.Reinvent the flashlight.A flashlight w/a clock on its lens,turn it off,clock glows in the dark,or flash it on wall for time .
Bacteria killing ultraviolet glass chopping board.
Collapsible Modular Rolling Pin: Save Space Sans Sacrifice
Ear bud organizer and organizer box. Small box for a family or larger for a class room. No hassle holder with easy on and easier off.
Raglets are your Dry Arm Solution. They are a terry cloth wrist rag that keeps irritating liquids from running down your arms. Dry Armpits!
In a fun and unique way, the Chrismukkah Menorah integrates the aspect of a Christmas tree into the Hanukkah Menorah.
Walking your dog shouldn't be a drag!This leash-glove will make your daily dog walks so much easier!With a padded palm and pocket for bags.
Child GPS tracking device installed on a hair clip, watch etc. Current locators are too obvious. Functional item worn everyday.
Cell phone case emergency beacon.
Book/Notebook stretch covers with a window. Personalize books/notebooks easy &amp; cool, use any pictures, magazines, etc...IPad version maybe?
'Triple Caming' is multi-product that combined of fan, lamp, DMB, MP3, game, clock, and navigation. It can handed easily.
I designed an attachment that dries hair faster &amp; will attach to any pre existing hair dryer.
A Magnetic Laundry Basket aka "MLB" to hold laundry baskets magnetically flush to washer's/dryer's opening during loading/unloading.
Quirky Shop Light/"Trouble Light": Cable wraps up around the bottom. I am tired of the orange ones, a Quirky light would be better! Resubmit
A BEACH 0R PARK FANNY PACK.A valuables and necessities tote.Has a hard case,with a soft,contour head cushion.Nap with valuables under head.
Ever wonder if someone is looking back at you through your iPhone camera?
Best idea ever. A one size fits all lid. Made out of plastic and rubber so it fits any cup or glass spill proof.
App enabled Robot using Blue Tooth. A robot that is controlled via an app on your phone. entertains, plays music, reminds you and Lights up.
Solar Chandelier Window lights, makes a perfect night light, kids would love this and need this! Please take a look...
a diy kit to replace a existing ink cartridge and assembly to tap in a gravity feed line tubings and oversize ink reservoirs
Improve the sound of existing iPhone ear pieces with clip on in-ear colourful adaptor to channel audio into ear with no audio leakage.
Magnetic Tubes for Cord Management... #spotsv
Palm Bell: A water-proof washer, scrubber, and buffer tool. You be the boss! Light pressure is all it need to get the job done.
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You're supposed to brush your teeth for two minutes. Enter the BicusBit, musical toothbrush that turns oral hygiene into funky dance party.
iPhone Outlet, shelf charging dock
MOMBUCKS PHONE APPLICATION. A phone application where parents can give and keep track of the Mom Bucks that they give their children.
Okay here it is TOOTHPASTE BALLS!!!. I know what is that? Simple round balls filled with toothpaste that disolve in your mouth.
Automatic Lighting? Left something (like the oven) on and need to turn it off? Remotely?! All possible with this. PPT - http://goo.gl/YGWi4
2-4 person electronic lift/elevator attached to a ladder Fire truck that goes up and down the ladder.
4 rooms with 1 waist bin why not a garbage bag that is really two bags, one side recycling, garbage the other. fill, then pull apart.
RESUB-A Floating bath station-for your razors, lotions, nail clippers,glasses in the bath.Be more organised and relaxed.NOW/W RENDERINGS
The Invisible Doorstop is an easy way to keep drifting doors in their full open position. This V shaped Plexiglas wedges under the door.
They need to add a "Thumbs up" key on all computer/phone key boards. And maybe even a smiley face and thumbs down key as well.
Glass markers
I have an Idea to improve a crimping tool, I have added a spring to hold open the tool and everyone that tries it loves it
#spotsvmy children an i like to tube down river its fun until waters still so i came up with river tube shoes to help get down river faster
e-print lab top computer
#spotsv MOM'S Hot/Cold Diaper Bag/Purse. No need for purse and diaper bag. Pullout small purse for mom. Backpack straps for mom and dad.
Telescoping Stakes w/clips to make â€œTowel Tentsâ€ on the beach or at the park. FUN for KIDS.
CLIP ON LED SPOKE LIGHTS. Kids can customize their wheels with their names, designs etc. Like "Lite Brite"! (Safety too!)
Stay clean with the push-up-container when eating salsa and other dips. This unique container can elevate from the bottom the more you eat.
Suburbiaâ€™s pet waste storage solution has arrived â€“ a smart and stylish unit that takes care of the mess without messing up the dÃ©cor.
my product would solve the problems in offices, schools, homes and other locations the world over.
Why dont we have a desktop dry erase calendar. Every month i need to copy numbers and notes off my calendar. Think about the paper wasted
Get your plate as hot (or as cold) as you want it to be. I propose a small, electric plate rack for personal use that gently warms or cools
The Snap-Lock is based on the New York lock. The idea is to keep intruders out of your home when your alone.
Signal - Safety Strips for pedestrians and exercisers
Simple to use "Sock Puller" helper for folks who can't put on socks; seniors, people with back pain, recent surgery, obesity or arthritis.
GREEN" hot water for traveling RV's by using black pipe that runs across the top of the RV.
A thin funnel device to help make plugging in to USB ports or any other connection simple, with the lights off and no need to fumble around.
Beverage dispenser that lets you pour every last drop. BONUS FEATURES: one handed operation, condensation free, non-diluting frozen insert.
Workout gloves that are breathable mesh and fingerless with a pocket built into them that can hold a frozen gel pack on the back of hands.
Electrical Switch and Outlet Nightlight Cover plates with Light Sensors to automatically turn on in the dark
Wine Canister for boxed wine. A discrete, beautiful way to store and serve boxed wine.
An adapter that plugs into the bottom of your Iphone that allows you to plug in both the old and new charger and 2 pairs of headphones
#spotsv RESUB - Carry your drink bottle with ONE FINGER. Compression clip snaps on bottle. Carry more than 1 thing in your hand!
Wallet with expandable credit card organizer.
Fridge Spice Rack--Magnetic refrigerator spice storage! Makes room in kitchen cabinets for more food, and does not take up counter space!RSB
A convenient, portable, collapsible and private room for going to the bathroom in a open, public space beside your vehicle.
#SPOTSV carrier for your shopping bags or other things with a shoulder strap to keep your hands free
An inline, remotely controlled, dimmer socket that you install between the light bulb and the light socket.
Musical Borders for kids room. Animal sounds, alphabets, you name it! Interactive Borders!
Stackable Self Watering herb planter pots! Perfect herbs on your kitchen counter. Just wet it and forget it.
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#SPOTSV The No-Mess Leveling Measuring Spoon Set with No-Mess Coffee Scoop/Clip. (original submission 3/25/11)
Memory Foam Chair Design.
DoubleDip Shower Curtain Hooks
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. Lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out. Includes ice chamber!
FAST CHECK OUT! Individual scanner that accumulates your purchases. Make a mistake, correct it. Go to check out. Unscanned items? BEEP!
Fresh Flush - an air freshener which is activated by toilet flushing, controling odours at source.
Lets combine bumper pool table and table shuffleboard into one game! Possible drop in insert for pool tables.
Nasal Filters can be inserted into the nose like nose plugs, but have a breathable passageway that filters out the allergens.
A BASEBALL CAP with built-in visor-type pocket under the visor.Hidden pocket is for hiding cash,ID's or credit cards.For kids and adults.
Clean Seats. Make any seat clean or dry, ready to sit on, in just seconds.
Sheets with a colorful, funky pocket on the upper right hand side to nestle a cell phone, thus reducing risk of falling off the bed.
A FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING PROGRAM THATâ€™S FAST, EFFORTLESS AND FUN TO USE
QUIRKY "360" toothbrush uses a NEW cylinder brush head with 360 degrees of bristles that leaves your entire mouth clean! FAST. FUN. EASY!
Spending some time in the pool with your baby can be a lot of fun.POOLMATE is a baby carrier that makes this a fun experience.
Ironclad Pan: A stainless steel pan on the OUTSIDE with a CAST IRON cooking surface on the INSIDE. Indestructible yet ELEGANT!
A box set of 4 *FUN AND FUNKY* wine glasses that double as regular drinking glasses.
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and saved America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
.:: Cow Horn Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter. .:: CONCEPT ::.Resub.
Refrigerator gasket cleaner.
A washer-dryer system that automatically transfers clothes from washer to dryer after wash cycle is complete. Not a combo unit.
Reinventing the water funnel to gather filter water from the filtered water dispenser on the refrigerator for water bottles with no spills.
cloth-covered wire (Apple Power sync cable) to replace that dirty rat tail we are using for our apple products!
wireless device attaches to carseat and parent. Parent walks away from car, loud noise sounds letting parent know child is still in car.
Toy engine
Are you tired of burning your arms on your lounge chair armrest? Arm rest pads for your deck chair!
Tape meausure with durable writing surface that you can use over and over again with a push of a button!
Suction Cup Wired Pen Clips: Clip any pen to the wire and suction cup. It makes sure there is always a pen at the desk. RESUBMIT
This is a pitcher with an automated stirrer that keeps any drink constantly mixed at the perfect concentration.
SQUEEZE &amp; GO Shower Puff - Perfect for home or travel #spotsv
Introducing the croquet light up glow in the dark set so you can play this game at night
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school; university students; who can keep track of them.
7' octagon terry beach towel that converts to a standard width lounge towel. Sunbathers move with the sun, but leave the towel alone.
Crash-prevention sensor in your head and taillights that dims or turns on headlights of other cars if brights are on or no headlights are on
Reusable Strapping - Secure &amp; Easy to Use #spotsv
Doorbell that calls you up (using pre-paid phone) and lets you communicate to someone who is there at the door.
Swallowing pills is uncomfortable to some, impossible to others and some simply refuse to do it. IDEA, develop a home electric pill crusher.
Cool LED addition package for adult / children toys (Frisbee - life jacket)
My idea is a universal garbage weight that would stop garbage cans from blowing around.
Iphone 5 has a totally different plug to charge it. Lets make an adapter so you can still use the charger &amp; accessories from your Iphone 4.
Public Urinal and Toilet "Disposable" Handle Covers. Dispenser located next to each Standing Urinal and toilet that dispenses paper covers.
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL needs INFO that is easy to respond to. Converting RADAR Signals to 3D or a hologram begins to solve the problem.
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Geda-Grip tablet accessory range is a unique concept which features a range of â€˜clipâ€™ in additions and an app for interaction/control.
Instant Breeze
An iPhone holster that needs no belt or waistband. Perfect for dresses. Carry your phone higher on your waist.
Text found in the body of emails, which can be highly important, cannot currently be saved to a related file found on the hard drive.
#spotsv I want to use until the very last drop of what I already paid for.
Billboard Multiple advertise
Disposable paper bag trashcans. Sold in packs. Leak proof; lined with an all natural beeswax. Because trash should be 100% disposable. green
Need more room in the car for camping, beach gear or maybe people? Get this Cooler with a built in receiver hitch!
iPlay, playing your music from a distance
Make your laptop cooler with Laptop Feet. Raise your laptop up for better airflow. Comes in several designs to fit your individual style.
SHOT-LOC... This is an electronic device that will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a SHOT that is FIRED at a SOLDIER in the city.
USB hub with maximum ports
Sleep through the night without worrying about mosquitos. Light socket extender with built-in Mosquito Killer Fan.
Compact collapsible dustpan that attaches to any broom. Have it where you are when you need it(easy clean up &amp; retrieval). folding fan style
Underwater/dry land portable camping sea toilet for beach,surf and campsite etc.
Fresh Flush - an air freshener which is activated by toilet flushing, controling odours at source.
Functional Shaker Bottle
I call it the Memory Widget. A wrist watch with 3 or 5 individual faces that look like a computer screen. (refer to the diagram &amp; notes)
It's here! A tablet stand that you can use while sitting, standing or lying down! Comfort has never been so useful! #spotsv
A Solid State Light Computer that eliminates the use of computer chips and binary representations and uses light and meta codes instead.
Quirky key chain.
my idea grants a unique way to safely and securely identify counterfeit money.
Anywhere Chair" the portable toddler seat for picnics,sporting events,and just about anywhere families want to go
KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
A case that is also a projector. It would have a stand, and directional speakers for the perfect experience.
Dog Water Bowl - An inflatable disc of water that rises to become a convenient "water bottle" for exercising dogs.
Hand held camera mount. with Pan_Zoom slider 3 Gadgets in one ((See Video))
I have designed a door strike plate that will not allow credit cards to open doors.
Tornado/earthquake shelter. Family size shelters easy to install in any home. Be prepared.
This is like a multi touch Arduino. Control motors, lamps, cameras, music and more by connecting apps on a screen!
MultiPower is a multiple use outlet that can be controlled by a timer, temperature, motion, light/dark or a remote.
Everybody hates waste, even down to a bar soap sliver! Don't squeeze those soap slivers together, and worse, don't throw them away!
Keurig for Babies
e-Waiter
Introducing the Tent Pad! Have your entire tent floor be a comfortable area to sleep and walk on! Comes in sections for every size tent.
Waterproof phone housing with optically clear area in front of lens. Shoot video/photos in wet areas. Can be mounted on objects.
A stick-on lens protector for your cell phone's camera. Either a lens cap that slides open or even just an easy-to-replace clear lens cover.
an otoscope with a wrap around periscope attatchment to see inside your own ear canal.infection? or just waxy buildup or fluid? save money!
(resubmit) Ever get rained on at a sporting event? This will keep you dry, add cup holders, and a comfortable place to sit
many times when cleaning blinds they are really difficult to clean.
Universal Bottle Top That Crushes Herbs/Sprays Liquid. How Will You Use It? Spray Mint/Water For Fresh Breath, Rosemary/Lemon On Fish, Etc
Vibrating Loofah. Electric Loofah Bath Stick. Vibrating Loofah back scrubber/bath stick with built in liquid soap dispenser.
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A parental control feature for cell phones that would limit all uses except a few phone numbers parents choose when child is grounded.
UV Sanitation/Charging Chamber for the iPhone - Cleanse while you charge!
RAIN for INDIANA C-O-R-N... CORN needs million gallons of GOD'S RAIN'S each year... GOD left RAIN'S in lakes for the CORN [sprinkler]...
Hot Water Bottle and Covering for Pets- For people who love their pets
THE PLASMA SWORD - a cross between a plasma globe and a lightsaber!
Take a quick shade canopy and incorporate flexible solar cells so that you can easily charge your electronics while enjoying the outdoors.
Smart Baby Bottle - Senses &amp; alerts if baby's milk is spoiled. Weight sensor helps pour water directly minimizing spills. Milkmaid inspired.
The Grocery Pool. APP enabled grocery notepad at home. Now add to the grocery list with your smartphone from anywhere. (Resub)
The Control Lead - "A retractable dog leash with a telescoping arm. Allows dog owners more control, but, only when they need it."
My product is a biodegradable waste basket for use in motorhomes and boats.
The Presidents Game, is a board game that teaches individuals about the US Presidential election process as they have fun.
Am looking to built a relax chair with multi electronic access , USB access, chargers with computer (labtop) holder and light.
Emergency vehicle transmits a signal to a receiver in other vehicles giving notice of an approaching emergency vehicle to a driver.
Stop losing your money a vacuum cleaner attachment with a chamber to pick up things we spill and want to collect
Magnetized cases (that come with a seperate stick on magnet) that enables you to hang your iPod, iPhone or iPad anywhere.
Planet Nightlights
Calling All Soccer Moms. Introducing Bum Chum the heated barley filled Bum Cushion. It's a great way to keep your bottom warm comfy and cozy
Resubmit) Great for BB&amp;B -You heard of chips and dip...what about ice cream cone scoops and ice cream? Sugar cone scoop maker.
Digital Camera with slide out or touch screen keyboard to document people, place, event, and time. Catering to scrapbookers and historians.
Car Desk: A desk tray for the "mobile office". For people on the go who have a lot of paperwork.
MOVE IT! On hard floors-tile,laminate,wood,vinyl- easily in any direction. Low profile unit uses phenolic,nylon balls not pivoting wheels.
Why do you dislike social media such as Facebook, Twitter and G+ etc? We hope to make the HAPPY SOCIAL MEDIA
The next AMAZING smartphone APP. "The Studfinder!" no ladies, not for locating hot guys, for pinpointing the framing behind your walls. =)
Blanket + Shirt = BLANKIRT!
I have created the voice creator because you wouldnt have to worry about a remote control and everything on your tv is voice activated!
We offer the ONLY "Official" 12"x18" Veterans Grave Flag.100% Made in USA!We want all Cemeteries to put this flag on every Veterans Grave...
Dogs Best Friend is a programable toy that is set off by a timer that your dog can play with. You set the time and your dog has a play date!
Rainy Solar Wind Panel
Light Stick. Push down to dim. Push all the way in to turn off. A small hand held battery powered pocket lantern.
Manage your bags, keys &amp; phones with this Entryway Wall Caddy: a tidy storage &amp; space saving solution for when you just get in the door.
remote videogame controller that recharges its batteries by capturing the energy through the players movements of pushing buttons and sticks
Balloon Savers - Snap On Valves to Easily Deflate &amp; Inflate Expensive Helium Balloons That are Special, Valuable, or Memorable #spotsv
This is an alarm clock that can turn on or off any device that plugs into an outlet at a desired time. Example: lamp turns on at 6:30am
ATray is a ash tray modernized with a compartment and a little brush or broom.Easy to clean and store any kind of dust, ashes.Think about it
Zip-loc-bag design headphones &amp; REMOVABLE EAR-BUDS with deferent stylish colors earbuds
Grind your coffee directly into a My K-CupÂ® reusable coffee pod for your KeurigÂ® with this Quirky coffee grinder!
iPhone Bumper Stylus - Remove side section of iPhone Bumpber to use as a stylus. It's right at your fingertips. RESUBMIT
Re-Design Modular Shelf Storage with a folding shelf &amp; underside detachable storage or hooks. Prod 104 Finalist.
Lighted First Baseman's Glove. No more trying to figure out if the base runner beat out the throw. Glove lights up when ball makes contact.
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Introducing, "Grips"...the versatile, comfortable, performance improving addition to any tool with a shaft or pole..rakes, brooms, hammers..
The double boiler smoking system is a product for someone who wants a less expensive option to get a smoky flavor into their grilled foods.
Many people (of all ages) get scalded in the shower when a toilet is flushed. This product brings an affordable, effective end to that.
Kids Toothbrush with music Alarm. the toothbrush will have a clock/alarm bass self charger or AA+ battiers.
A self heating thermos cup (A thermos mug that heats liquid when placed on a stand.)
Text Shakespearean-style! Or in Ebonics! Or in anybody's style! Find anachronisms! Do "Word-fingerprints." With "CHRONISM."
Aesthetically designed hands-free tablet holder. Imagine using your tablet hands-free, in bed, on the "throne" or while giving a speech.
Introducing an All-In-One Sprinkler, Hose, and Reel for the homeowner with a small garden or yard, connect, water, roll up and put it away.
Credit card sized and roll up, flexible pill carrier. Wallet or purse never forget your prescription back home.
The Winsulator keeps out bugs, rain, or cold air. Say you need to run an extention cord out the window, Winsulator is the way to go
Slide on pencil sharpener. Always there when you need it. See Prototype Video!!
Frisbee with a water feature. Refillable chamber inside rim along with 6 holes in rim will spin water out when disc is thrown.
Every Last Drop
Keep your indoor plants thriving and healthy even when you are away. Ideal self help solution to care for your precious plants.
(RS) Multi beverage pitcher.Store and Pour 3 different beverages from one container! Three in one design that you can seperate at the table.
A device that disposable gloves drop into and it holds them open so they are ready for hands to slide into without having to touch them.
Driving with your ELBOW RESTING Especially on long trips. Stop dry skin and Irritations.
A small binder book that comes with cutter/punch that lets you use your own paper. Make lists, take notes. No paper refills
iPhone Docking Shelf!!! Charge your iPhone and put your wallet, keys and shades on it. All your stuff is in one place and you're good to go!
Vertical blinds "sleeves"made of a stretchy, washable fabric and can be slipped on each slat from the bottom like a sock.Easy on, easy off.
How about washing ur back handsfree?This 3 rotating heads/battery operated will soap n clean/exfoliate ur back.Just suction to shower wall
In a hurry? No Coffee machine at work? Grab a Single Serve Coffee Cup &amp; Just Add Water (Hot or Cold) See how... #spotsv
One of a kind leg massager, covers complete leg area from lower calf all the way upto hips. The roller kneads the entire stretch of the leg.
Transparent wet erase wallpaper. Paint murals for kids, parties, holidays and erase when needed. Unleash your creativity without worries
eBAR - An electronic bar that stores your choice of spirits but also has a digital menu that pours the right amount for your favorite drink.
Thunderbolt Cable Splitter - Like a Coaxial Cable Splitter but for Intel's new Thunderbolt technology
#SwipeAWrite Write on the board with included dry erase pen and when done just pull the lever down to erase all! Great for the refrigerator
Shower Wheel
BREAD SLEEVE BAG...reuseable..to protect bread on the way home..so it won't get "SqUiSHeD" ! canvas covered recyclable cardboard or plastic
Cell phone cover,for all devices. Plastic clip on your phone magnifier, to read the numbers and words easier.
Connect Case: A case with a bult-in adaptor for the new connector.
This holding pouch for inhalers would prevent lose and provide easy access to the inhalers in emergency situations.
Turn your TV into an Ipad and your surround into a IPod/IPhone!
Virtual dry erase marker so you can draw pictures on projector screen using a wand. Demonstrated working prototype!
For those with impaired mobility, a walker that uses a ball instead of the conventional peg or two wheels.
#spotsv The Simplest and cheapest tool for measuring pasta and make the pasta box which you already paid for a perfect storage box.
ARM POD. A silicone pod that mobile phones fit into. ARM POD is held on one's forearm by Velcro straps. Leaves hand free for MULTI-TASKING.
plamp! is a great way to turn a planter into a lamp and create a high end atmosphere with a low cost attachment. plamp! is stylish uplight.
Posable LED lights that plugs directly in socket and don't look like a nite-lite. Connect a few for even more light!
Frogg Toggs Chilly Pads are awesome. Q should make a vest from that material for people who work/play outdoors in heat. Cool for hours!
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European Pivot Pod Power with USB extended Power Pod and Power Charger and LED
3D glasses that clip onto orÂ flexible lens that is rolled up and then rolls out to fit overÂ prescription glasses.
Tired of your pet sneaking behind your back and going places they don't belong Take control of your pet's indoor behavior this product.
THE EASY PLUG. It is a redesigned electrical plug that makes the disconnect easy and safe.
The Man-Stroller... Imagine a baby stroller only larger and equiped with everything a man might need... cooler, tv/dvd, leather, rims, etc.
No more spilled loads from your wheelbarrow while trying to balance that garden implement on top, introducing the Wheelbarrow Buddy!
A convenient, handy way to carry your grocery bags! Small enough to fit in your pocket and strong enough to carry several bags of groceries.
Tested: Awesome! JumpStar jumprope: mechanically rotating rope makes learning easier and aids adept jumpers speed for better workouts.
I wonder when was the last time I gave my dog his heartworm medication? Send a reminder to your phone from a timer that tracks the date 4u.
Clip to your wristband or watch and grab pencils, ear buds, money(bills), pens and more! Keep them handy!
Double Decker DVD Rack! Put your drama discs in the dividers! DVD cases load frontwards, and can be seen from the sides. Has rotating base!
Watering can with sprinkler feature.
Automotive application to make driving more comfortable. Applies to every make of car, van, truck or bus.
My invention will protect ladies clothing from the holes created in the material of blouses and jackets due to wearing decorative pins.
LED Camping head/sweat band and night light. Place on head, Flexible for multi-directional or oneway light.
iPhone Stand for daily office use of a iPhone togehter with wired or wireless headset.
Amplitier and writiong case for iPhone 5, Apple office accessories !
Waterproof Vest - Take your valuables with you kayaking, boating, sailing, snorkeling and more! With optional waterproof bag for cellphone!
It's too Hot for your Sunglasses!! Increase evaporative cooling inside your Sunglasses. Stay comfortable especially when you're really hot!
ARM FASHION Go flabless with the arm fashion band, tightens flab a band around each end comfortably holds you arm fashion in place
I would like to take old flash drives and combine them inside a 3.5 inch computer bay to create a SSD hard drive
now you can wash your car or suv in the comfort of your own driveway, with the wet and wash!!
Children's tricycle
"Diagnose It," is a clear liquid medication that remains clear until contact with a wart, which would immediately transform into purple.
Take your laundry somewhere else to wash? See Laundry Buddy. Bring your detergent/bleach/softener in a multi-compartment container!
Wireless charging for Laptop and Tablet? I don't mean a Charging Pad. A 2-piece set. One plugs into the wall and the other into the laptop.
Child's sandals/snow boots that leave an impression of any animals footprint on the ground.These shoes are fun, enchanting and entertaining!
The Tub Scrubber. No more getting down on hands and knees to "scrub the tub" UCK!! The Pain free Solution circular scrub brush with handle.
My ideal is tape used for iv's in hospitals that the adhesive unglued when a particular solution is applied on the outside of the tape.
Nails that illuminate when you receive a call.
Change the style of your wine glasses without having to buy a different set for special occasions.
#SPOTSV A hair brush that sprays conditioner, detangler or water. Built-in reservoir that you can fill with your favorite detangler.
Type fast on your smartphone.
A safety seat for bath tubs where a baby can sit up and play without risking the chance of accidental drownings.
5 Color Lipstick, Eyeshadow, and Rouge holder. Have 5 different colors of your favorite color in one handy applicator.
#spotsv Better Bungee Cord/Tie Down with screw on interchangeable hooking options. Carabiners, Velcro, Snaps or Hooks.
A TOOTHBRUSHING TIMER 3:00 on the mirror in the bathroom. A design product, efficient, ludic (fun), with suction cup, (with sound).
The Phone Bed: Bedpost Docking Station
Vibrating elbow pad. Treatment for numbness, pain and weakness in the hands and arms. This can be do to many different conditions.
Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative &amp; Make Them Last x4 Longer! #spotsv
On a daily basis we love our smartphones, ipods and ipads to be fully charged. I would like to keep these devices charged while bike riding.
Goff's Hair is a possible research option towards making better Nanotubes.
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Magnetic jewelry rack.
Put these garbage clips at each table.Don't give your guests the chance to make cleaning up miserable for you.
Ever lose your keys and your running late to a meeting or work. and wished that there was app for that me too!
A urinal/toilet target with a counter that keeps track of seconds on target. The device resets upon flushing.
Lazy tech chair would provide a recliner-style chair that could be used for working on a computer, watching tv,or eating a meal.
Protect your pet against Coyotes, Mountain Lions and agressive dogs
Most ideas on Quirky can't get international patents.A paid Q service for escrow/ patent brokerage could change that(members could team up)
Stop dropping your sunglasses from the collar of your shirt when you bend downward and scratching it!!!
Ready-serve bowl of cereal with cereal and milk all contained in one package. This would be great for anyone on-the-go.
Keeping bubble bath or bath salts in the water stream is tricky.Fill up the bubble ball and it will stay where you want it for a bubbly bath
Was UC.Counter fruit pod creating perfect internal environment.Sensor adjusts oxygen&amp;releases carbon dioxide&amp;ethane.SEE UPDATES
Resubmit #3-CLIP ATTACHMENT for EXISTING serving UTENSILS to prevent them from sliding into bowl,pot. Keeps them elevated on counter.
FlowOr!Its fits on faucets heads for give good look to a same old rusty strainers and and faucets!It is built in multi difrent flow of water
Hands free Ipad neck strap holder..
Cookbook Clipper to hold a recipe book and it hangs on a cabinet knob! Saves space on the counter top while you add food ingredients to mix!
Finally the all in one solution for large bathtubs.Cover keeps dust and debris out, also converts your tub into the ultimate spa experience.
Allow me to present: The Bike Mister! Stay comfortable while cycling in high temps as the steady mist keeps you cool!
Our Canister Measuring Manager is a canister and measuring device combination. Simply place mixing bowl under built in measuring funnel.
RESUB: Liquid Dish detergent bottle cover.Stop hiding yor bottle coz its ugly.Hate transferring it in2 another bottle? #spotsv
Kitty Hideaway bed. Clips under your bed, off the ground.
Shoes with retractable cleats. For sports (Soccer,Golf,Football,Baseball) or for extra traction.
Voice Changing Headset for your bike or scooter! Create funny noises using your voice!
Cooking Salmon is one of the top 10 uses for a dishwasher. (Collaboration with Debra Courtenay)
Point N' Click, LITERALLY!! W/ the FINGER TIP MOUSE! Collabo w/ iamjordan
My idea is called pump up helmet insert a soft plastic cushion in a normal hockey helmet which will be pumped up by a small button to fit.
A day in the life... Record videos of your day in ten second clips. An eyeglass mounted webcam downloads a video to cell phone,up to cloud.
In the shower you cant reach your back without straining your shoulders, arms and back. No more asking your mate to please scrub my back.
CPR:(Cardiopulmonary resuscitation)A Manually Operated Chest Compression Device which will Accurately and Tirelessly perform CPR saving life
With a push of a button...the cable winds and organises itself.
A android or I-phone docking station for Cubicle walls or any area. Great for family pictures or to just keep your phone out of harms way.
A rotisserie appliance that is powered by the heat generated by oven or grill.
Pivot Power with Hidden Safe Compartment. Lets add some more Quirky style to the already famous Pivot Power.
App enabled hardware (on steroids) with multiple sockets
Rollerized truck bed extender system. Bolts securely to bed, stows flat, rotates out beyond tailgate to easily load/transport 12' items.
Have you ever missed or wanted to replay a song? Ever missed an event or advertisment on the radio? Its the DVR for free radio in cars.
An international travel plug adapter that enables a traveler to plug four electronic items into outlets in more than 150 countries.
Belt Propellers - Wear propellers on your waist to give you an added boost while swimming.
It's a well balanced mopping bucket that has separate compartments for dirty and clean water.
An ice fishing pole that has heated eyelets which are met to prevent ice build up on the pole. The batteries can be stored in the handle.
Snack and relax using the 'Couch Caddy' with everything you need for snacking, gaming and the movie-watching experience right by your side.
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Freezer Safe Airtight Coffee Bean Storage and Grinder. Store coffee beans in airtight container. Grind from frozen. Long Life Fresh Coffee
My product would help cooks/chef's cut several cherry tomatoes at once instead of cutting them individually. Saving them time.
PLUG IN RETRACTABLE WALL OUTLET EXTENSION CORD AND USB EXTENSION CORD UNIT
THE LOCK SWITCH ------ A lockable switch.
Tower Power- Easy reach up-right power strip &amp; cord management for hard to reach places like behind the TV or floor near desk RESUBMIT
Goswami's 3 in 1 Dust Pan with built in scraper to scrape stuck on objects and broom cleaner to take off hair and fuzzy stuff off broom.
Ripple - Alerts your phone when the pool is disturbed (i.e. someone drowning)
A smart mobile phone application to get a taxi/cab anywhere in the world overcoming language problems to get to your desired destination!!!
Unique Creative Stick Figure Stickers! Pick your favorite characters: X-men, Spiderman, Batman, Avatar, Cars, Toy Story, you name it!
Don't you hate when the wrong mobile phone connects to your car handsfree bluetooth system ? A simple and elegant wireless solution.
Water bottle shower head (If any all profits will go to charity to fight homelessness in LA - Weingart Center Association)
Wow, OK, then just go to two-way-tv.com, my website and I wrote all the content. I launched the site in 2002 with assist from web designer.
Photo Display Bins - Personalize your storage
How often have you had to re-type a letter or a whole word on your phone because of the touchscreen keyboard? SmartDots solves that problem!
smart cover. car cover that is easy,fast&amp;can use everyday.
Pentagon-shaped Power Strip: This is a design proposal of power strip where plugs can be easily put into power strip sockets.
Special nanoSIM "scissors"
Create accessory that synchronizes over wi-fi IPAD or IPHONE triggering a beep in the break of the connection between them.
A simple solution to protect your driving arm from the intense burning sun.
Scent Mixer - Multiple scents change over time, or you can mix them with faders.
A snug fitting silicone glove that you can both use as a scratcher and massager. Scratch with one side massage with the other. GR8 GIFT!!
Spelling Game #QTOYS
The Extender (Resubmit): Plug with wind-up cord extension so you can take the power to the device. No more tugging, pulling or unplugging.
Hang â€˜Em Dry is a magnetic soap holder allowing a bar of soap to air dry quickly eliminating soap sludge of the soap dish.
Vehicle Security Camera: A small camera wired to a little device that uses a SD Card. Has motion sensor and starts recording.
Holder that fits any size,holds the bottle upside down to use up thick sauces to the last drop.It saves money,time,convenient and portable.
Spinning floor swiffer w/ solution spray.Wheels make 3 gears turn, scrubbing the floor-deeper clean.SwifferSweeper pushes stuff around floor
Luggage Harness - Get A Handle On Your Carry On #spotsv
Trimming dead flowers? Use the Dead Header!
"Gyroscope inspired Lamp" - This is a fully functional Gyroscope as well as a light source rolled into one. Direct the light with the Gyro?
Pizza Box storage for the refrigerator that utilizes the un-used space just below middle shelf. Never make room for a pizza box again!
Magnetic Ice Dam - fits in a drinking glass and keeps the ice in your drink from touching your lip or hitting you in the face.
Jump Ropes with Carabiner at the end to allow you to connect with other Jump ropes, or anything else. No more trying to untie the rope.
A basket for dirty clothes with two separate compartments inside: clear clothes + dark clothes. It will be easier to prepare the laundry
Nesting Stools. Modular Stools. Great for small spaces and college dorms.
Meet the blood sugar test strip case for blood sugar testers. Diabetics have to test blood multiple times a day, lets make it a bit easier
Kitchen Tools Baby Boomers Can Use! Make the Kitchen Accessible!
Wall Book Clips - Safely displays books flat on wall to decorate wall as well as easily removed to read &amp; put back in place when done
Flat Electrical Plug, For Use In Sockets Located Behind Furniture And Appliances, Using Flat Connecting Wires.
Do you have young children that are constantly tipping over your pet's dish? Are you tired of moving your pet's dish every time you clean?
Master Measuring Cup - "Teaspoon to a Cup" in a flash!
Latex balloons that self-seal with glue/tape in the stem.
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Help Africa transport its goods, interchangeable bicycle gears for the one gear bike.
TEABAG BUDDIES Humor/novelty toy prototype. Little man that sits on cup rim. Checkout concept site http://bit.ly/QrLeQI
This is a all-in-one kitchen unit. Two handles with many detachable heads for all your cooking needs. One counter top unit for everything.
PASSWORD PAL: A modern day "Little Black Book" to keep your passwords in. #spotsv
The disposable potty combines both potty and toilet-seat cover,it resizes the toilet seat for a toddlers/childs bottom.
A stool to sit on with retractable steps that also doubles as storage. An extra seat, a convenient stepper and a place to stow away stuff!
My idea is a power strip with pushbuttons to facilitate easy selection of "on" times ranging from 5 minutes to 1 hour.
Vibrating Bracelet: Lets you know your phone, cell phone or doorbell is ringing: multiple devices. Perfect for elders, drummers, etc.
LEGO PIVOT POWER
a stationary dock/stand for the iPad + wireless keyboard
Do you want to be fit, have fun, play games, visualize and enjoy a challenge? Look no further, HEALTHY SLIM offers all this &amp; more!
Capi - Magnetic Cables for Lightning connector that allow a magnetic connection, are simple to connect, easy to remove, and look great.
FleeceNavidad
Remote controlled exoskeleton to animate action figures.
Singers look no further, US PATENT a device that will assist you to learn to sing in pitch by simply by wearing "Singer's Ear Aid."
Hair Cut Catcher
A cork for Soda Cans
This is a very easy way to get those cannula's up off the ground so O2 users can put their concentrator's in an out of the way area.
LETS HOLD IT NATURALLY :-) PAINT PALETTE tablet grip :-) lets make rear cover for IPAD with paint palette designed grip. Or develop Q PAD :)
Hinged lazy susan for existing corner cabinet shelves. No installation needed Plastic disk with 2 separate hinges, like folding step stools
Save your'e tires and rims when parking!
Low Flow Shower Heads are a Failure! My shower head set to IDLE Mode when soaping-up saves without compromising comfort! See how...
A wallet sized plastic card that will give doctors offices your medical history instead of you having to fill out many papers.
I made a one of Aluminum. My wife and I have used it for over five years and it works great. It is easy to clean with the opener.
Most guitar players are attracted to both cool things, and accessories that are functional. This guitar pick holder nails both of those!
AN iPHONE 5 POWER ADAPTOR THAT LETS YOU STILL USE ALL THE iPHONE 4 DOCKING DEVICES. NO NEED TO BUY NEW SPEAKERS,
ETC.
Car seat sensor app
PIZZA PLATE: Holds a few slices of pizza and has handles to protect from heat.
create a neck collar that is worn around the neck and under the shirt made from moisture wicking material. No more stained shirts.
Inter-changeable drapes. Convert your floor length drapes to curtains plus several other different design options all in one curtain.
Back scratcher mounts on any doorway or wall no more using a stick just turn an put your back into it can be move up or down for tall short
Anti Slip Silicone pads for cutting/chopping boards that allow container or plate to be placed under boards of any size.
Mini Biodegradable/Reusable Floating Lanterns with a string @ the bottom to attach anywhere. Added Safer Version with Led LIGHT.
A simple, yet innovative wardrobe solution to every female's bra-strap showing problem! Covers designed to fit snugly over the bra straps
An iPhone case with a built in pen that you need to click a button to pull it out.
Storage Case for Cars that goes on back of driver and passenger seats. Store your books, supplies and devices in an organized fashion.
Comedy Karaoke
Hate it when you sweat or exercise and your ear-pods or ear buds fall out? This simple idea is a "clip on" that wraps around for support.
For the chef in all of us! Impress your diners by whipping up a gravy, reduction, glaze, or italian inspired alfredo sauce in a jiffy!
"Screw-IT", Everyone with a hand-held shower has this problem now and then. Lets stop the madness!
Introducing Cocoon, the versatile stylus/ pencil holder. Turn your pencil or pen into a digital stylus.
Leave the tackle box in the car. The new fishing pole storage handle lets you keep everything you need right in the handle for easy access.
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Uses no electricity for water purification. Zero emissions and maintenance free (no moving parts).
Headrest/Travel Pillow and Ear-bud Ergo-fit earphones with Bluetooth Connectivity. The ultimate combo for traveling and relaxing anywhere.
Roll up. Click in. Walk away. A public bike rack with integrated lock
Purse Pump: Small refillable bottle with pump that women can keep in their purse. Use it for hand sanitizer,lotion, suncsreen, etc. #spotsv
This is a magnifying glass/light attachment that can go on any pen,pencil,marker,and crayons.It has a strechy material to fit any size.
The news keeps showing cars in the midwest with severe hail damage from massive thunderstorms, I have an idea to prevent auto damage.
usbz - Two to five usb data sticks color coated and attached with a rubber coated wire that can be used to wrap around anything for travel
The 72 Century A.D., 21 thousand years B.C.! 72 thousand World Survival Systems. From Deep in the Ocean to Deep Outer Space.
My first car information, maintenance, and expert advice self help book on how to take care of your first car.
Finger flossers: Secure &amp; wrap your floss over your fingers while avoiding pain and slippage. Faster and more comfortable flossing.
a rain booty! a shoe or boot shaped waterproof plastic such as polyvinyl chloride that would fit atop and protect the wearer's shoes and soc
The easiest honey and syrup dispenser
ZIP-TIE Add-On ACCESSORIES
Adjustable size silicon rnd baking pan. Flip it one way and it's 8", flip it the other and it's 9". Store it flat, save room in your kitchen
Tired of always hurting your arm or hand on the swimming pool wall while swimming backstroke? Let's reinvent the swimming pool flags.
An iPhone case with a soft cover and a small wallet built into the back.
This New Kitchen Knife Dramatically reduces the risk of injury/child safe *Please See Prototype
Meet W.E.L.O! A New way for kids to get their dirty clothes OFF the floor!Makes doing the kids laundry a Breeze.Suggestions welcome!
Never buy another togo cup again. Use your cup,container,bottle and just snap a cap. Its a snap with SnapACap
UPDATED W/ 3D:::An iPhone case with heaphone-wrap horns that pivot into a kickstand and tuck flush when not in use.
Screens for car windows. On those hot summer days you can keep the bugs out and the heat out. And a safe way to leave the dog in the car.
Guest &amp; kids don't always use coasters. Sticky, washable, silicone coasters, also pan sized ones. Stick to glasses, cans, pans, etc. #spotsv
The Bra-ffice, is an office in your bra; need to carry your cell phone, license, key and a credit card- go hands-free with ease. Perfect!
Any level golf training aid for putting. Junior to amateur to professional, 61 million golfers worldwide can use a simple inexpensive aid.
I was playing with play dough and thought why not a park made into a face.
SHADES: Sunglasses with changeable color frames. Resubmit
Door Handle Saver: Making somekind rubber or leather soft strap with an attachment to help pull open a frozen door, saving your handles.
The cloth type green bags purchased from grocery stores are difficult to neatly fold and store in your car. A simple mechanism lets you fold
RC Smartphone controller
Quirky Earphones with Microphone and Remote: If used with Apple products, you can answer calls, ask Siri a question, or flip thru songs!
Peanut Butter Pasta and Jelly Sauce!
The ideal pan, from which the oil is not necessary to pour a spoon. The oil will simply merge into the allotted space.
Let's redesign the Kitchen Mitten to make it more practical when trying to avoid hot oil splatter while keeping the heat protection intact.
Under-the-cabinet napkin holder/dispenser. This would be an elegant metal design made to match existing kitchen hardware.
Make a small door at top of your sreen door so when someone comes your dogs dont get out u dont have to open door for delevery of food etc
Cloud Power pivot Managment
ONLY LINT ROLLER YOU'LL EVER NEED! Simple fix to common problems. Cover stops from sticking, extendable handle for hard to reach spots
Bubble Wrap case for iPhone 5. Bubble back for ultimate protection. Made with us "girls" in mind.
A tool to aid in the hanging of pics,frames,posters achieving symmetry along the way
#spotsv Light Up Beads! Bead *KITS* are popular and sold at Target. Make it FUN - lighted Beads that light once connected.
Can I Get A Lift? Pouring with Less Pain!
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20 BILLION HOT DOGS A YEAR!! Cook Multiple hot dogs at the same time at the next BBQ or campfire.
Blow dry hair from any angle and style with both hands. Door mounted hairdryer holder with sturdy bendable arm
Scented candles with unconventional aromas. These candles are designed to appeal to men and women by replicating the unusual smells we like.
Bendable Utensils
RESUBMIT: Improve the umbrella handle to meet the needs of today's user!
Let's make a gamepad case for the new iPod Touch!
SOOZERS... Scissors are like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers /SOOZERS are ALWAYS
THERE/HANDY.
Safe and Sound Boulder
RESUBMIT Bracelet to signal your child. Great for the beach/pool and for outings, neighborhood...etc
This device conviently displays how much drive space you have available on your PC, laptop, external drive or other USB compatible device.
Eliminate the eeeow factor from taking your canine for a walk, with this simply designed canine pooper catcher.
Cool looking protective iPhone case with a built in retractable earphone set
Wobbly tables are unromantic, a business distraction, annoying, and just plain pesky. A mini silicone wedge that solves the problem.
idea is simple to create a store card that whenever you pay with cash you would have the option to save your spare change Nobody lkes coins
Super Case: Stainless, Take-Your-Expensive-Computer-Equipment-Anywhere Case
App controlled key finder!!! Never lose your keys again.
A fun way to keep your favorite beverage cold! Render by simplyinclined #spotsv RESUBMIT/236 Votes 1st time
#SPOTSV Keep ice away from your mouth when drinking without a straw.
Imagine using the bottom half of a Apple laptop on your desktop The Padbook Pro brings the feel of a laptop to the desk.
Help babies with a fever
This paint tube holder is designed to improve &amp; organize easy access to acrylic tubes of paint &amp; conserve valuable work surface realestate.
Kids+their imaginations+love the pool/ocean~ This is the only attachable shark, â€œshamuâ€ or dolphin fin to the back of any swim mask~!
Eazywrapz is self-adhesive giftwrap sized to fit a shirt gift box. Simply follow the pre-made folds, remove the adhesive, and wrap.
CleanBowl is an automatic toilet bowl cleaning solution dispenser for homemade cleaning solutions. It puts solution in every flush.
A Hydration band which improves people's health or recovery in hospital.
Windows that automatically go up when you push remote button
Magnifying Tape on a Roll. Rip it off and put it on something that has small writing.
an iphone protective waterproof case, that will float if the device is drop accidently in deep water. or have it in a pool, will float.
This SUCKERS charging dock fits in your car cup holder and allows you to vacuum your car without cords holding you back.
The Little Buddy. Pat Pen #61742316. This is a camera that pops up &amp; moves 360 degrees. Facetime will be great when you can look all around.
What if recycling cans and bottles to clean up the environment was a cleaner process itself.
*Subtle* Magnetic Case
USB Throttle Scroll to replace mouse scroll wheel for all the "infinite scroll" sites like quirky and Pinterest etc...no more finger pain.
WIPING THE RAIN OFF THE CAR'S WINDSHIELD USING HIGH PRESSURE AIR (WITHOUT THE NEED FOR ACTUAL TRADITIONAL
WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADES)
Lets make skateboards that light up so at night we can see our kids better.Headlight included.This will prevent less accidents!
Hey Pencil Neck! No, I am not insulting you. I am just introducing the best thing to hit your work desk. Writing Pals may sound better...
The WORKOUT Baby Jogging stroller lets you CHANGE the INTENSITY...making the wheels harder to push, which increases the workout.
a counter top hyperbaric chamber to marinade, pickle or brine.
Frogg Toggs are awesome cooling pads -last for hours. Vest for dogs to keep them cool on walks or just outdoors in the heat for hours.
Trash can that empties from the front! No need to remove the top. Drawer-like canister slides out easily for removal of bag.
SHUT THE FRONT DOOR: STOP SNORING V shaped product rests on chest, holds up chin, mouth stays closed no more snoring. Adjust fix to neck.
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A functional and portable iPad stand that holds the iPad several inches off the desk that rotates, swivels, and tilts for easy use.
Say hi to "Sazon", a salt and pepper join shaker with easy view window and refill door, recycle material, great for home and business
Hangman -Banana Hanger 2.0
Hanger for clothing accessories
Two is better than one when it comes to pouches for shoes in a travel bag. Fits your dress shoe and sneaker while on the road.
No more texting while driving!!! We need a device that will jam a cell phone's data signal while driving!!
REPEL FLY PENNY BAG re-designed and updated
MultiChopper. Multichopper chops all in one, carrots, celery, onions Whatever you need, multichopper will chop and chop it fast.
Redsigned BBQ scraper that also has a wiper/towel so it can also be used to wipe the dirty residue left on the grill by the wire brush.
Belt clips for iphone which won't come off easily.
A portable reusable cup holder that enables you to pick up coffees for a group without spilling on your front seat or your passenger's pants
STOP TEXTING AND TALKING WHILE DRIVING! A new device to end the problem that kills thousands of people a year.
Wireless LED trailer lights,more time for fun less time fixing your lights. Green saves natural resources, copper
Can Quirky team up with Jenny Craig or Weight Watchers to develop a Diabetic Meal Plan? People really struggle with how to plan their day
A 3-in-1 Flat Head Wood Screw with a built in Drill Bit and Countersink.
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers.(#QTOYS)
HUNDREDS of Votes Resub! Make Any Bed LONGER w/this Extend-A-Bed! No More Ankles &amp; Feet Hanging Off the Foot of the Bed! Fits Any Bed!
â˜‘
MUMERISTICKER stick on it numeric KEYBOARD, for those which are missing numeric keyboard on Laptop and always forget the external one.
Versatile tablet mounting system for kitchen/workshop.It's large range of motion allows for you to move the tablet with you[PROTOTYPE VIDEO]
Cutting mat for fruits,vegetables,and meats!
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Door Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go.
Wink Driveway Alarm
Bi-Directional Shaver. Shave your head coming and going! Save time! (FYI- the white things are right are razors facing opposite direction)
Automatic bedroom window closer. Fall asleep with fresh air, wake up comfortably warm, also during winter. Effect is climate dependant :)
A plastic,smooth faced,spinning,disc,weighted on one side,when mounted on a car would look like the wheels aren't moving while car is.
Case that doubles as a belt buckle!
Lasagna/Cake Spatula: Spring loaded squeeze handle that raises the top spatula. Cut like normal, then squeeze handle to raise top spatula
A simple form to support your iPad or any tablet device to enable viewing on any surface.
The Travel Coffee Drip Tumbler - take your joe from start to go
A wristband(with mic/receiver) that pairs with your smartphone &amp; allows you to take calls without pulling your phone from your pocket or bag
Smart storage system that is CUSTOMIZABLE, eliminates wasted space, DOES NOT REQUIRE WALL STUDS, and can be located virtually
ANYWHERE!
Get that soft and sexy look of using your sunglasses as a headband all year long without the "shades". A mechanically smart headband!
An cell phone case with speakers built in to a sliding case. This concept is good for outdoor/indoor activities and it fits in your pocket.
#spotsv Outlet with motion detector LED light for outlets located in low light areas.
Water skiing safty. A red flag the water ski boat driver controls. The wind pushes the flag up.
Anyone that uses a shower curtain needs this!! Better splash guards! Have you ever used those splash guards? They just don't fit right?!
The barrier against free water on the kitchen counter.
Light-weight Stackable PLATFORM RISERS for lawn, beach or picnic. A clean &amp; level surface for your drink, plate, book, phone or Kindle.
Toilet Scrubber with cleaner storage and applicator
Picture hanging product that allows people to hang pictures perfectly centered without measuring or putting unwanted holes in the wall.
Case with a built in Screen wipe/ cleaner. Built-in Microfiber cleaner slides on inbuilt rails over the screen.
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Rolling pin with waxed paper covers. Disposable and no sticking
A device that attaches to your clothes line and lets you know when/if it begins to rain.
A GARMENT BAG THAT IS A CLOTHES WARMER.
Lighter/Darker Markers: Markers with base colors that have either white or black cartridges that lighten or darken the color.
Hydro-Atmospheric Assitied Machine is an output doubler without without extra input
An auto-retracting pen to prevent those ink stains in your pocket from forgetting to retract a ball point pen. Hold down to write.
Anti-Vampire power strip! By adding a photocell feature to any indoor power strip! What a fab idea to save us some $$$!!!
Introducing the Muffler Coupler! A Permanent,Time Saving,Do it Yourself Fix at a Fraction of the Cost.
A spoon that can strain liquid or hold the liquid in. Great for Cereal, Soup, etc.
um vaso coleta modular
RESUBMIT #2: Solar powered bicycle radio! At least just an AM/FM solar powered bike radio.
Stove top knob markings (back, front) are often symbolic and hard to read. Colored disks installed under front knobs are quick safety aids.
Prop, band, wrap, and clip. An iPhone case that holds and props in multiple convenient, simple, and useful ways.
Macbook users! We need a macbook power supply that can power/charge multiple mag-plug computers.
Collapseable Epipen for emergency anaphylactic allergic reactions.
The 1st notice you have that your HEAT TAPE failed is when your pipes freeze or you house burns down. Attach a smoke detector type alarm.
Knife hand blade
This eliminates tack strips where baseboards are used. No more stepping on nails and will eliminate several carpet laying steps.
Planner on foldaway leg backli
Solar Power Q Bobblehead. Have fun with this concept, I welcome it. Can be sold along side with "Q" products on the market. Collectors item.
"Gyroscope Inspired iPhone Stand" - Up and down, left and right and 360 degrees. There is nothing like this on the market.
TRI-FINDER: Use Quirky's Socialite technology to never lose your keys, wallet and phone again! A charm on each object that glows when close.
Stylus clipper on your earbud. Accessories for your smartphone or Tab and it holds your earbud and a kickstand for your smartphone.
A place to stow away you headphones right where you want them, on your phone! A small compartment on the side of your phone for safe storage
#spotsv :Perforated strips on security seals.Cut it open/put ends together to cut inner silver seal,grab cotton in meds/cutCDsopen/dressings
If you get bored at Gym, now you can have fun at spinning, treadmill or elliptical machines because you can race against other people.
#spotsv -- SHOE SHEETS! Freshen your shoes when they are off your feet
Corner Cutting Board Upgraded! Include a removable compartment for trash.
Everyone tells you to wash your hands when finished in the bathroom. What about removing the dirtiest thing a male touches first?
Work safer and smarter with LadderMate. Device attaches to any ladder providing safety handle and various tool holders. Folds up with ladder
Cool Stool - Hang your stepping stool, great for dorms. Can come in cool funky designs.
Retractable Car Seat Cover - Pull to cover hot seat...no more hot buns or burning legs
Glow in Dark Tennis! Need 3 things; glow in dark tape, balls, and racket strings. Tape would be used on net and court boundary lines.
sick of your clothes pegs being lost, run over by your lawn mower,sling shot to the neighbours house?, never lose another clothes peg again
If you have ever had a lawn to mow and had to drag the line trimmer out after using the riding lawn mower then the RMT 200 is for you.
Put this in refrigerator or freezer keep food fresh!
Wireless charging, so you no longer have to rely on plugging your device in
This jar of fragrance will literally last for six years and counting! When the water evaporates just refill with distilled water! That's it!
A sensor that can be plugged in an iphone/ipad to read the purity of drinking water, sugar content of wine, alcohol content of spirits, etc.
HEAD MASSAGE HAIR DRYER adapter
Hole puncher and tons of designs to put on your rubber bracelet.Customize, stylize, ADD MORE FUN and choices!JIBBITZ for Crocs is HUGE MARKT
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Cord/Cable Clamps: To keep cables together down the line and in the middle of the cables. Sort of like spark plug wire clamps. Resub #spotsv
Golf Instruction Kiosk to really practice golf at the range. Tap the best instruction anytime. A personal lesson any time you need one.
A stylish watch that not only uses your sweat to test your blood sugar, but also compresses around the wrist to test your blood pressure!!
Silicone Hooks - Stop Towels, Robes, and Jackets from falling to the floor!
Metal construction fixed to old - weak houses to protect them from earthquakes. Reinforcement of existing homes to avoid the panecake effect
A two sided approach to removing stain
"The Wisp" - Cordless Rechargeable Lightweight Vacuum with elbow joint and long extension tube.
Remote control LED Holiday lights:Use remote/computer to choose light color and different blink patterns/use as exterior lighting/USB contrl
Reusable hand strapped lint roller, made of silicone material so there is no need to keep buying rollers made of paper, just to waste money.
#spotsv You missed a call because you didn't hear the cell phone ring?? No problem...stick on amplifier.
Why use papertowel or a doily type product to protect your expensive pans? The "Pannie" protects all sides without moving and in fashion.
Puzzle Connecting Dipping Sauce Holders that fit on any size plate. Perfect for home and the food industry.U chose how many to use.C Pics
When you paint your nails do they always dry too slow? Well I have the solution a portable nail dryer! It's battery operated and compact.
Imagine a toilet bowl scrubber that could store and dispense cleaning fluid with the touch of a button, no more need to get your hands dirty
Mini Arias: A USB powered mini Aria fan, and if possible make it for cars solar powered too. Resubmitted
Earpods + Headphones in one super wireless headband
ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested so i needed protection went to isc
WINE BOTTLE TAG-with this dry erase tag find the wine you want fast without pulling the bottle from the rack.
Ear buds with clock
Qtips smear ear wax around leaving wax behind/pushes it into ear canal."G-tip"-Grabs ear wax like cotton toothbrush while spinning it around
Pant &amp; Shirt Hook - Tuck away outfit the night before or freshly iron outfit or temporary used outfit. No more draping over chair or on bed.
Dynamic Stop Sign/Road Sign
reusable water cooler adapter
A desk light and personal fan where the fan blades retract when not in use.
DUCT CLEANING made easy. Ducts need to be clean for breathing cleaner air. Contracting a Duct Cleaner is expensive.This is a solution#SPOTSv
Cell Phone Jammer inside a car key.
Quick Change Silicone Balloon Whisk set: 6", 9" &amp; 12" Balloon Whisks with one Stainless Steel Handle. Space saving product.
Ever wish you could get back to wakeboarding faster? Ever wish you did not need to make fast turns to pick up the rider behind your boat?
This product is a shower clock with an automatic valve shut off. This has a normal clock plus a timer that is connected to the shower head.
my idea is to make a more efficient environment,a cleaner world and more equal place to live,and make some $ while I'm at it,
Dog protective neck wear. Humans have pepper spray, dogs should have pepper gel collars.
Collapsible Spiral Clothing Drying Rack. Great for small apartments and college
Store bought cupcake/cake frosting comes in Icing/Pastry bag.Squish/stir &amp; decorate your cupcakes/cakes easily.Cardboard container obsolete
Velcro tie downs keep items secure inside a carpeted car trunk regardless of the items shape or size.
3-in-1 Computer Cleaning Brush
Smart Fishing Reel--Electronics and sensors tell you how far you cast, and how much the fish you caught weighs. Add more fun to fishing
The Toilet Cistern Safe: Resubmit
imagine a flexible steel toe you can place on your cleats. You simply place it on your cleat,its flexible so you can run and be athletic.
Keeping our Baby's FORMULA mix and storing just got a whole lot easier. With an LED timer that alerts us when to throw away.
finding a turned off cell phone or lost key chain by having detection devise usingsound like metal detection.voice activated
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Cold / wet / windy weather shell pants - easy snap &amp; zip on while standing, fits in coat pocket
Black Box for your Car
MULTI LAYER TOIlET SEAT hygienic solution for multiply users. Each layer comes in different color.Side tabs for easy lifting. Detachable.
Scent-O-Light, an air freshener &amp; light combo accessory installed in ceilings of motor vehicles to provide light &amp; long-lasting fresh scent.
(Was UC)I Buy Water and Soda by the case. Stack and Store water bottles and soda cans. Long Crates that connect and stack.
extension spray
Every year we see fireworks and they all begin to look the same so what if we had Fireworks that could spell out words like: "4th of July"?
A weighted golf disc. Used to warm up and improve distance on disc golf drives.
GO Green! Scooter with basket. Ride, shop and go!
BLINX: A simple, flexible wristband/timer/alarm. When the alarm goes "off", a band of lights flicker and draws attention to the bracelet.
It's a picnic in a pouch, ready to go (please read inside for more details)
Cereal bowl that holds extra cereal in smaller side bowl Could be used for other dish combos Make it bigger for parties or catering events
I'd love a sleeve that slides onto wooden hangers to extend the shoulders of kid's hangers, and prevent pull marks from adult hangers
Portable Kitchen/BBQ Utensil Holder With Alarm. Know when your food is ready to turn.
Golf tees that interlock to create a green tool. See Video. #spotsv
A foldable magnetic case for the iPhone5's longer design allowing the phone to easily be propped into portrait or landscape view.
Tomatoes are the most common garden vegetable, and people usually have more than they can consume. We need a way to use up extra tomatoes
2x Car Electrical Outlet + Manage Cables, All In One #spotsv
A golf ball marker that wonâ€™t mess up your friendâ€™s putt. Push into the ground and all that sticks above ground is a flat ribbon.
an iphone case made totally out of solar panels have it connected to the iphone all the time to provide constant charging.
Safety feature for autos will beep when a car get too close to it neighbor using motion detectors and radar.
Ice cold martinis anyone?
Identity Protection.Erase personal info from labels of boxes,etc(which do not fit through a shredder)mailed to you easily and permanently
tired of carrying a bike lock?a bike rack that uses a finger print/face recognition to unlock and lock your bike. (local places or schools)
Furniture SACS helps to keep furniture clean and prevent damage when moving and/or store furniture/will extend the life of furnishings
Flame-less Candle Wraps/skins. Lets create some cool colorful wraps for those plain flame-less candles. Great idea for the holidays!
A slick wooden guitar case that has a built in solution for those who like playing outdoors: An incorporated seat! Play ANYWHERE!
Make spray nozzles that fit on 20 oz and 2 liter bottles. Resubmit #spotsv
Ventilated Silicon Seat Cover
Geiger Counter Faucet
Click â€˜n Cook: Version 2.0!
i want too make a soap (remaker) put in your slivers out pops a new bar
Bathroom sink strainer - stops hair from entering drain, deodorizes sink.
sticker for notebooks camera
Hammer with telescoping handle. Extend handle for leverage when pulling stubborn nails or add length to hit those nails a bit further away.
SynthGuitar! Could you imagine the possibilites to have a full synthesizer fused to an electric guitar?! not just a few keys but a keyboard
Vacationing with your DOG? Bring your DOG's Inflatable DogSleeper bed and couch with you!
Pre-made refrigerated cookie dough on a roll out heavy duty Reynolds Wrap. Unroll, cook, enjoy....no clean up.
The Shower Caddy Collar stops your shower caddy from colliding with your skull and spilling your shower products all over your shower!
The Toast-O-Matic let's you toast non-stop. Eliminate those 3 minutes that feel like eternity when all you want is have your toast RIGHT NOW
a walking stick where the bottom 3rd is an electrical zapper when you press a button.
Plywood wine bottle rack
Running out of space on your Iphone? With the new external Iphone 5 lightning compatible hard drive, this won't be a problem! The iDrive!
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Magnet-backed cleaner provides swabbing leverage so you don't have to (think vehicles, stoves, boats, grills, etc.). Gets that rust too
A combined electric lighter and LED torch for lighting Fireworks (&amp; camp fires).
Bike Seat with built in LOCK!!! #QCYCLE
Resubmit)They have spray chalkboard, spray whiteboard so how about SPRAY ON PAPER. Great for kids and crafters. over 150 votes
Multi-directional Push Broom,
Lets take this idea and run with it! Lets make it talk to multiple units throughout the house and make that iPhone a true iHome phone!!
Steam &amp; Water Proof iPod Speakers with Hook - Great for when taking showers
This product keeps toddlers more secure in seat belts. The main focus is to keep the strap in place that goes across the chest.
portable closets.metal track that mounts to the ceiling with wheels that rolls around when pushed,rings attach to the wheels for the hangers
A portable squeeze bottle with a twist top filled with your favorite condiment and the ability to attach to your keychain!
Insulated mugs are made to fit in car cup holders, but what about the rest of your commute? Introducing, the coffee flask!
Simple Hair Catcher with suction cups #spotsv
Put this on your'e outlets to help prevent arc fires!
BULB/Cone shaped cap fit fragmented pipe sizes while the slide to close vent + off shoot eleviate pressure = re-route to containment vessels
A 3 in 1 collapsible Super Bowl that is partitioned to contain all your meals for a wonderful SUPERBOWL experience or other games at home.
A hard case that has a compact set of earbuds and cord built-in. The earbuds can "snap" into the case to prevent tangles.
Folding lawn lounge chair pillow for full comfort when laying face down or face up! Makes laying on your stomach much more comfortable.
The E-Z Board
The Cover-Up is a free-standing table-top rolled toilet or paper towel dispennser. the Cover keeps paper product Sanatary,on top and bottom.
Collectable gum cases
Take away your plants and flower in a easy way. Got, grow, go.
Solar powered bicycle radio! At least just an AM/FM solar powered bike radio.
Tired of losing your shopping list in the store? How about a cool product that attaches to your cart so your list will always be at hand?
The ALMIGHTY WAGON, a beach wagon, dual lawn chairs, umbrella and hitch carrier all in 1! No more lugging everything to the beach or park!
Diving Mask with Rear-view mirrors
iPhone 5 Wall Charger ( 3 in 1 product )
Forget-me-not. Is a system to remind you or another member of your household to perform a task or take an item before you leave your home.
Trap door dustpan release. Never touch the dustpan to pour out contents.
Do you hate TANGLED CORDS??? Take a look at this Laptop charger with a BENDABLE and EXPANDABLE cord. SAY NO TO TANGLE :D
Q: What is the #1 most common kitchen task? A: Chopping Hamburger! Lets make a better hamburger chopper/stirrer. Resubmit
A Growing Indoor Edible Wall. We can grow our own greens and mushrooms at home! Mycelium the new plastic building material -a Quirky twist!
Stake Mini for simple grill inside the house. For single or newly weds couple.
Adapter kit for the new Iphone 5 that allows you to use any and all Iphone4 cables and adapters with the new phone.
Fruit Cutting Board (and fruit holder), don't let any fruit, from apples to melon, roll away while you are trying to slice it. #spotsv
Refresherator -- Fast dry and deodorize stinky sports equipment indoors, not outside. Great for hockey, football, lacrosse parents!
Give future parents an original bronze sculpture reproduced in a custom finish using Precious Metal Clay...reminding them of a magical time.
Swimming with your buddies but really want to just chill? Use inflatable swim trunks to keep you floating.
Air Swap - Get that Bike Tire topped off without a pump. #QCYCLE
Fruit Skewer/Infused Water Pitcher - Drink and eat your fruit too
Grill rotation
Picking up more rocks than poo in aquarium when cleaning?Fake plants float? Cut to size fake aquarium rock roll-could be remote control LED
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Let there be light! iPhonography is taking off! But that tiny flash can be a big disappointment. We need a better flash for those megapixels
How many time's have you wondered if your garage door is shut? A device/App that will allow us to check after leaving home if door is shut
A photocamera with Wi-Fi/UMTS/HSDPA/LTE connectivity, that automatically uploads photos/videos to "the cloud"...
Instant Individual Tent - Could be built-in chair Enjoy Rain &amp; Sun, not Hide From It. Keep Bugs Away. Camping, Events, Games, Porch, Deck.
a fold up frame that hangs on the steering wheel of a car or truck to hold laptop from sliding off.
Kitchen colander extraordinaire!Fits perfectly into drain.Rinse then spin to dry your favorite fruits, vegetables or pasta.
Virtual Wallet - Swipe All Your Cards into it &amp; Carry Just One! Extra Layer of Security your regular Wallet cannot offer!
Power in your Pocket! We carry our wallet all the time, how about we get more function out of it?
Interchangeable pedal weights (pedal is the weight) for shorter distance and time workout. Posted after feedback friday
iPhone case with the ability to change color. Reversible? Electronic?
Retractable table cloth. Roll-up cassette mounted under table. Auto retract (with safety) Entire roll swappable for different designs.
*Chore Buddy* Doll Makes Chores for Kids Fun to Do, Learn a Routine, as well as Gets Your Child to Exercise!
Lighted Scarf. Enjoy the fall and winter season with a glow. Skiing, sledding, ice skating
Bicycles get one basket on the front and one carrier on the back? We tow people on the back, so why not MULTIPLE baskets?!
THE COLD CHISEL WITH A HANDLE WILL KEEP YOU SAFE. NO MORE SMACKING YOUR HAND WITH A HAMMER WHEN HITTING THE
CHISEL. NO MORE BLOODY TOOLS.
Soothe a crying baby to sleep! A new accessory for your stroller, a vibrating base that accepts your bassinet, car set and toddler seat.
Sleek and Modern Magazine Rack!
Hard sided pet carriers are heavy &amp; awkward yet there are none currently on the market on wheels. A wheeled carrier collapsible for storing.
#spotsv The Collapsible Spoon/Spatula with adjustable neck allows you to store easily or adjust to your preference.
MEASURE CAM measuring and dimensioning in one shot, camera app in Your phone can make photos with dimensions of any object.
Vitamins that you can sprinkle on food like salt and pepper. Flavored or unflavored. As long as it doesn't take away from the flavor of food
Automatic dryer lint remover INDICATOR. Stop the 17,000 house FIRES that happen every year,caused by dryer lint!Attach to ANY existing dryer
My idea is the Green Bicycle made out of plastic.Plastic frame,plastic fork,plastic handle bar,plastic cranks and plastic pedals.#QCYCLE
Hate cleaning up the GROSS garbage mess left by a raccoon or cat when you are running out the door to work? I know I do.
dry clothing,hats,accessory and anything fragile in your clothing dryer. 1000's of possible uses and totally unique.
Protect your opened canned products, sweet milk &amp; canned chicken broth by using Tucan, a cap for cans, just pop, pour and snap.
Build it yourself board game. Dry erase. New game every time.
iPhone Case Reflateable Bubble Wrap - Keep Popping Over and Over for stress relief
A PAN TILT CAMERA SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS YOU TO VIDEO YOURSELF OR SOMETHING HANDSFREE
2 compartments vacuum flask allows carrying and keeping warm 2 different hot beverages in one product.
A jacket where the sleeves become its own case with straps! (JH)
when battery power runs down "Hand Press" comes to rescue by just unfolding the clip and pressing to recharge your phone...
Cell phone VISOR! Visor to shield bright shinning sun from your screen. Please Chk out my other ideas as well/Josh Cotton
ITS HERE!!!! I call it the apretree. NOW YOU!!! can show off your cool new appetizers and your cooking presenation skills.
The "Easy Tent". Lets design a tent for children that easily attaches to any sofa, sofa sleeper, or loveseat. Camping fun all year round.
Taco holder that keeps hard shell tacos upright on your plate, stop messes, and most importantly prevents the filling from falling out.
A product that makes moving and positioning any extension type ladder safer and easier. A LadderBuddy! Must see video!
The CoverCube- An ice cube tray that has a snap on cover to keep smells from infesting your drinks. An opening fills water to avoid spills.
ShirtWhiz- The Alternative to a Jersey Display Case or Frame- Attractive, Affordable &amp; Easy- no tools, just snap and hang-Instant Wall Art!
New Iphone (Smartphone) Torch Camera attachment for safety and security resub
Shower Bungee. Hang razors to dry, get them off of the side or corners of the tub, off of the soap holder and out of the way!
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A sloped baby breastfeeding foam cushion/support. Placed on mommy's lap, the baby rests on the sloped support for easy and relaxed feeding.
Smart iPhone 5 Case! Tell you you battery life and/or a personal message and picture! Show the important stuff in life!
Charge iPhone 5 or other iOS devices with AA Batteries &amp; Lightning Connector. Works for iPods, iPads too. Takes Rechargeable or Regular AA
Vanishing Chalk for kids. No more messy carports or driveways that are full of pictures. Cool for kids that want to color w/o upset mom.
Everyone makes mistake, especially when writing lecture notes or meeting minutes with a pen. A ballpoint pen with whiteout does help.
My idea is to replace the currently used hard wire for electric strike on a removeable mullion and buildin 24V contacts to the head and post
Pivot Power and Cordies like Channel Design Combination for Management of Cords and extension cords going to Pivot Power type outlets.
Customizable wreath that can be accessorized with decorations reflecting holidays or seasons.
Pivot Power Cube
USB Wristband with LCD display.
Headphone Buddy
Lets face it canned pet food can be messy. Think of the No Mess canned pet food dispenser like a caulk gun for dispensing canned pet food.
USB in a cube puzzle. Use it as a quasi security system for your USB device (match all sides to unlock) and also as a cool desk piece.
The easiest way to describe my idea is by calling it a "hug" pillow.
I'm tired of seeing people holding their Maglites in their teeth. Why not create a wristband that holds it, turns 360 degrees and raises up.
PIVOT POWER MINI UNIVERSAL.Its Portable Power but not 4 everywhere.Make the Pivot Power Universal 4 travelers in everyway-oulets/plugins/usb
Beach/patio umbrella that has solar panels on the top of it.
SAVE LIVES! Lets Re-invent the EXIT sign with ultra bright SCROLLING LED and REAL TIME INFO ALERTS!Comments/suggestions welcome
A long multi-hanging bar with adjustable length for clothes hanger. Adjustable hanging distance. Additional hanging point could be added.
The Mini RC Car race track and cars.. Slot cars are fun for kids and some adults but a RC mini track with no slots would be a TON OF FUN!!!
A glass window treatment to enhance the looks of windows and doors, and provide a decorative effect; also, it is easy to install and remove.
LED light jack for iphone
The ACCORDEON LAUNDRY ORGANIZER is an all-in-one solution to ORGANIZE, DRY &amp; HANG Laundry.CLIP OFF &amp; off to the
LaundroMat.FOLD and STORE.
NEVWET Shoelaces, I hate when my shoelaces get wet. Hard to tie, yucky to use. and when they get wet, they get dirty
resub)Your jewelry will be the talk of the town. Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers!
Tired of apples standard colors; want your device to look different from others - Thin color sheets or strips, which change device color
A brush that can clean different sized bottles. A brush that can adjust the size of the bristles and length of the stick to fit the bottle
A Bank established for Quirky inventors and community. To provide banking checking and saving accounts,transfer accounts. "The Kaufman Bank"
The car alarm goes off, but you are in the mall; however, your keyless remote is vibrating and the flashing, so that you can turn it off.
Feet-Dryer - The best way to completely dry your feet. No more Athletes's foot crisis.
It makes paint can storage simple. It cleans the brushes with efficiency and keeps the can clean especially those irritating outer-rings.
The Dandle disposable door handle covers. Covers will be anti-bacterical and made from green material. Lets stop sharing the germs!
Barking Watch Dog. When it senses sound or movement, will emit a vicious dog barking. The eyes can stream and record live video.
Plug Hub Pivot
The Fuel filling Miss Fuel prevention collar (stopping the mix up's) That clip's into the fuel cap, (bright fluoro colours) resub
Stretchy Silicone Rubber Steering Wheel Covers! #spotsv
A waterproof cell phone case that also charges your phone when submerged
A case that hangs in the shower and is waterproof to hold different sizes of Apple products, but is also functional by the touch.
A pen with built in tools for use in Pharmacies, nursing facilities, hospitals and anywhere medications are dispensed.
Frames of glasses with built in Micro-fiber cloth to wipe the lenses clean. Cloth hidden in frame! Check out my other ideas/Josh Cotton
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New Parents' Kit for each month of baby's life. Prefilled with age-appropriate activities, ideas, &amp; toys! Up to 1 year (this doesn't exist!)
A bright colorful soft but durable leather or cushiony case for the iPhone that allows you to store 2-3 credit cards in the back.
The Taser is a dangerous part of Law Enforcement Equipment Accidental deaths can some times happen so The Electric Net is The answer!
Car Mount with telescopic arm for iphone/smart phone allows easy mounting and positioning for hands free voice chat and other useful apps.
An iPhone case (sock) which doubles as a soft hand warmer - Simply place sock microwave!
USB Stick that is also an iphone stand that holds your phone in 3 different positions. Prototype made.
Disposable cup with removable cleansing (preliminary first design use) cloth/napkin.
Lightning-to-30 pin adapter in iPhone 5 Case form factor
Neverwet Laptop Bag that fits up to a 17" laptop..... because computers and water don't mix! #NEVWET
WATER bottle PICK
Mini portable hand crank washer machine. Collapsible for travel.(RJL)
iPhone/IPAD/mobile device case with anti-loss wireless technology that alerts the owner via a personal accessory if left behind or stolen.
The New iPad and iPad mini need a new Cloak!Let's redesign and improve this handy Quirky case for the Apple products!Many innovations!
Bathtub Water Heater
Chalk Wand! Create bigger drawings! Add chalk! Great for kids who are in wheelchairs and elderly people who can not bend.Resub!
solar powered power strip to save money on electricity. No need to plug it in
Resub: NEW WAY TO TAKE YOUR PILLS â€“ new design on taking daily pills.
It is a "Foot Corrector" which is a special shoe inlay that helps to realign the foot of people who have problem while walking or standing.
A lighted santa hat. the hat has 15 led green and red lights on the brim of the hat that blink on and off.
YING YOUNG Shakers
EASY SLICE..Make it quick and easy to slice grapes,cherry tomatos,berries in half! Slice 20 pieces in the time it takes you to slice one!
Never Lose Your Iphone Or Ipod Again!
the poached egg maker: an idiot-proof way to make poached eggs!
Emergency Battery Back-up Light Switch-Filed Patent Pending
PIVOT 360Â° - Flex &amp; rotate your power!!
Stylus with LOCAL positioning system that relates the ANGLE of the pen to the screen, maybe by having one sensor at each end of the pen.
Yucky job! Wash dishes in the sink and have food particles not caught by the strainer that remain in the drain. How to get them out?
Wouldn't it be nice to have a waterproof sensor in your pots to tell u when it is ready to be watered? App-enabled is here, plz read below.
SOOZERS... Scissors are like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers /SOOZERS are ALWAYS
THERE/HANDY.
I Would like a simple "Clip On" nail file on the back of my i~phone case.
I would like to invent a trash receptacle that simply tips over onto its side so you can rake the debris into it in one quick motion.
Mesh Bag with built in Snaps to keep undergarments in place! No more tangled and ruined bras and underwear in current mesh bags.
RESUB 356 Votes. CORDIE CLAMP. Clamp down the cordie.
light switch with remote control
CTRL + F iPhone Case: to find it when it's turned off or in silent mode
It is a No tools required Pantry clamp and storage system.
Bring your rear ports to the front. A port relocator/extender which attaches to the new iMac to allow easy access to the rear-facing ports.
Fractions of a pot to stove coupled on base holder.
Bag Check Item Saver
Delicious Highly Concentrated 100% Natural Cranberry Lollipops-For Kids &amp; Adults-Effective for Urinary Tract Infections Resub.
New-age, Interactive Reward System - Help Your Child Develop Healthy Eating and Car Safety Habits.
Thermometer for a chafing dish. Too avoid burning your finger while checking if the chafing dish is being heated properly.
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A replacement hazard switch for lorries/trucks that flashes the indicator lights in a pattern to say "hi" or "thank you" to other truckers.
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? #spotsv
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
THE V_Case, It's Clean, it's elegant and it's super handy. The only case that'll literally sticks to you.
We need a clogged-proof Bathtub Hair Strainer that don't clogged itself resulting to backed up water or slow water draining on the tub.
#NEVWET Sweatbands for head and wrist.
icover
Lamp Duet
Click-Feed Dry Pet Food Dispensing and Storage Container, with extras!
Bracelet Bubble Shooter.Resub
RESUBMIT PLEASE VOTE AGAIN! CHECK OUT THE NEW REVISED CENTRAL A/C UNIT COVER/PROTECTOR!!!
Ergonomic wireless stylus pen / mouse on the go.
The Snowboard Binding with Built in LOCK!!!! I need this...
A stirrin delight mixing spoon
Thinnest elastic wallet/case combo.Elastic material can be stretched to fit over ALL PHONES!Cover entire frame.Open to suggestions/comments
You're confined to a wheelchair. Decorate it with hop up parts to give it some character. Being in a wheelchair sucks so have some fun.
Make your ipad a dual monitor on the fly. Cable / case makes it easy to Connect to computer. Perfect at work or School.
Disc Bocce - Discs are different SIZES and WEIGHTS!! Plastic or fabric discs?
Its time to reinvent the TV Tray, the Tr-A-ble
NEVWET ON CLEAR SPAN. The only swimming goggles that stay dry
Our product directs the speaker decibels towards the iPad user which is needed since the iPad spearker is located on the back of the iPad.
Troubled with wet/dirty shoes dirtying the floor as you come in from outside - Use the heated floor mat, which has a portion which blows air
The smoke alarm needs batteries, AGAIN!? This solar powered smoke alarm tops up the battery with ambient light so batteries last longer.
My Idea consists of a Spring loaded hose real encased in a waterproof enclosure that is designed to be installed underground
Expand your existing stroller's storage - A storage expansion unit which fit into any stoller
Fill food storage bags easily
a cosmetic shield that would keep mascara from landing on face, off of lshes
An apple laptop sleeve that doubles as a seat cushion.
#spotsv Kids fork that will keep food from sliding off.
Stop licking feces! Google Pop Can germs. Next time you purchase a Red Bull / Starbucks watch where the check out person puts their hand.
A tool that brands the temperature of your meat when grilling.
This device will help you hang items that have wall-mount slots right the first time without having to use a tape measure or level.
Ever wished you could refill that convenient small tube that you use to carry with you in the handbag, pocket or on flights? Soon you can!
a portable sanitizing vacuum cleaner kit for cleaning up vomit. pets at home etc.
Active Kit - comfortable running with your iPhone
iPhone powered infrared clothing. Warming technology in cold weather conditions.
Rain on a school day stinks, but it doesn't mean your computer &amp; books need to get soaked too. The Turtle: a raincoat/backpack cover in one!
**PORTABLE, VERSATILE, RE-USABLE, COMPACT...BABY BOTTLE WARMER**---The Market Desperately Needs This.
#NEVWET Shaving cans - No more unsightly rings on your counters
A simple structure with form of denture and multiple transverse threads that serve to remove the remains of food between the teeth
Bike Wheel Lock. Lock your bike at the connection to the frame. Simple design and size allows it to stay on all the time.
we all need a way to carry our I phones, they do not fit in pockets and we cannot carry in one hand all the time. I made my own.
Under the Shelf Magnetic Can/Jar Organizer/Storage
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Slosh Free Water Pack For Runners
A Double Edge Sword The Quirky Model merges with the Kick Star type models or the competition uses the Q'S model to their advantage?
The iLed is a very tiny, multi-color led that can alert you to any number of user defined events.
Earbud Wraps: A simple way to tell your Left and Right earbuds by just a glance! Resubmit
This fan fulfills the need of cooling different spots of the room at the same time with 3 directable fan heads with flexible goosenecks.
A SodaStream CAP CONVERTER that allows you to fill up your own bottles, $424 million in expected SODA STREAM 2012 sales, now soda on the go!
Q-SmartCoupon Pad that uses IPhone technologies to scan store coupons and product information Collaboration: TLC Extreme Coupon Show.
New Age Designed IDevice Holder for Countertop or Desktop Display at Work or Home in a variety of colors.
a power case (with battery)charged by solar panel mounted on outer surface.
Bendable Cookie Cutter. Remove the clutter and bend your cookie cutter into any shape. Don't be limited in design of your cookies.
My idea is an alternative method to activate a vehicles turning signal, much like current steering wheel buttons controlling the radio
We could be the first to provide an ergonomic keyboard with backlit keys. Do it. I dare you. Search the internet. You won't find one.
Wink Signal Strength Detector
Dome Stand, A plastic stand for smart phones and ipads.
Crates inspired bathshower stall mat that would be sturdy, easy to clean and reduce chances of falling.
BAKE EM MAKE EM LABEL YOUR OWN LIPSTICK,LIPGLOSS,CHAPSTICK EASY AND SO MUCH FUN
The best thing for the average movie watcher! No more scratched discs!
Alternative mirror concept for shaving in the shower
I have named my product Sili-Circles. They are silicone circles in different sizes of circles and ovals.
I would like to have golfers able to carry four sets of clubs plus their carts in a small SUV or wagon, for example in a Toyota Matrix.
This is a 'hand truck' or 'dolly' that lifts the box or boxes for you.
Light Up Boxing Gloves: Boxing Gloves that light up on impact.
My daughter is 9 &amp;STILL obsessed w/ stuffed animals-Build Bear-Beanies-TY: A book of fabrics, eyes, noses, colors,sizes-MAKE order/SENT home
An encouraging Word cell phone case.
Battling game between 2 opponents trying to keep spinning, 1st one to stop loses. Possibly a crash up derby theme w/ dents. #QTOYS. Thanks
Edible Paste
USB Hub with a different format... Cooler+Hub!
Been on a trip facing the sun? The sun blinds you over your mirror or between your visors, you bob your head back and forth.
An extension for a lady's razor, to assist ladies with arthritis, or other flexibility limiting conditions, in shaving their legs.
Crock Smart. Rock the Crock with an Iphone app enabled not-so-slow cooker!
iPhone 5 case that houses a mini stylus
The Groomidoor Pet Grooming Accessory traps hair at the door. Works on any electronic sliding pet door.
Pet phone fights pet boredom. A pet from 1 lb to hundreds of pounds can answer and hang-up a phone.
NEVWET paper products line for computer paper, tablets, loose leaf. Never ruin work again with a spill and you can take notes anywhere
BudPod: A device that locks headphone cords in place and retracts them after use.
Make any bigger ring fit you, via transparent sheets which can be wound around the ring to make it thicker
Find Your Car
Our idea is a smart plug like adapter - GreenPlug. It has a sensor based auto on and off feature to conserve electricity wastage.
A towel with rope like a robe
Cluttered Bathroom... can easily become uncluttered with a simple rotary shelves within basin sink cabinet... these can be in KIT form.
Beverage Heater: Drop it in your coffee mug, thermos, or soup to keep it hot
Spider Web Attack Vac
Nav-Bot : An inexpensive app-enabled device providing revolutionary traffic maneuvering assistance vocally (powered by Google + Waze)
Accodion make up kit. (open the file for the image please)
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iPhone Charger Skin - A simple way to spice up and personalize that boring charger coming out of the wall outlet.
It Works for a Bike. . . Why Not a Stroller? Let's Create a Stroller Car Rack!
Take cleaning into the 21st century! This revolution in hand cleaning will make your life easier! Get the job done, every second counts!
Gloves 4 kids w/ built-in scales. Kids can pick up stuff &amp; learn how much they weight and learn 2 estimate the weight of things
The evolution of the "Caution Sign" has come full circle. It has a "handle", it talks and it doesn't fall down. How novel. RESUB 249 VOTES.
NEVWET on carpenters safety glasses (DRAFT)...yes, sometimes contractors work outside in the rain or inside dealing with water like plumbing
BACKACHES WEIGHTING YOUR LUGGAGE? Never More! Buy MATSCALE, a light silicone mat that tells how much your luggage weights, without
lift it
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
RESUB for Apple Day --- ((((( Listen! ))))) Stop pressing your cellphone so hard against your ear
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL needs INFO that is easy to respond to. Converting LIDAR Signals to 3/D or a hologram will solve the problem
What if a case (lifecase or otterbox) was connected to a retractable string that hooked to your belt loop or purse.
A Better Kidâ€™s Cup â€“ The Cup That Grows with Your Child!
This idea is for a case with a built in retractable USB cable for an iPhone or iPod for charging or syncing.
SMARTBELLS. Dumbells that can increase or decrease weight by the touch of a button. People who Workout at Home/students,... would LOVE it!
Never struggle again when plugging USB cables. This clip helps you mark which side is up, so youâ€™ll always get it right.
Keep the bright lights out of your babies eyes while in their hospital bassinet. This piece slides easily over the top of the bassinet.
Hot Feet Sheets feature a foot-long slit at the bottom so you can tuck in your sheets, stick your hot feet out, and sleep well.
Cool air with out an Air-conditioner!! Save big and your energy bills!!!(Resubmit)
HOOK Bill HOOK Perch for People Sowers. Extension of Jungle Bird Jim.
A
A CAR THAT GETS 100-200 MPG. LIKE A PRIUS, BUT TWO ELECTRIC 10 HP MOTORS ARE ON BACK WHEELS. RUNS ON
PURE OXYGEN
Just insert your foot and press down and the trash can spreads to release vacuum pressure and will make pulling out trash bag really easy!
Computer Market Item Locator - There are computers in every supermarket to do everything for the supermarkets but what about the customers?
A new concept of carrying, drafting, sketching, drawing board. Fun for outdoors/indoors with variety of features for all ages to agree.
How many Quirky-ies does it take to change a light bulb? GE!
Card and Receipt Holder-Keeps receipts together with card used. Easy and fast way pull card &amp; put away receipts. Never feel rushed RESUB
Trash twist
Take cleaning into the 21st century! This revolution in hand cleaning will make your life easier! Get the job done, every second counts!
LiteHalo is a solar recharging ring which fits over a standard light bulb to charge rechargable batteries.
500w Emergency Power - charger, batteries, inverter in one unit. Charge while you drive, charge at the office. Run the basics.
Professional Office Dock, allows you to charge iPhone, and use dock's speaker phone, or the built in rechargeable bluetooth earpiece!
Portable computing is a big thing nowadays. With my idea you could have a computer, tablet, phone and gaming station, All In One little box.
NEW SHAPE AND DESIGN OF A TOOL USED BY MILLIONS SOLD IN GAS STATIONS TO WALMARTS ICE FROM WINDSHIELDS
FASTER/EASIER THE ICE ELIMINATOR!
Help mobility-limited people balance &amp; push while sitting and standing: Removable armrests that attach to table chairs. Foldable, padded.
A new invention. The world's first robot with inductive charging for your Iphone/Ipad. Partybot charge butler with speakers to rock too!
Take cleaning into the 21st century! This revolution in hand cleaning will make your life easier! Get the job done, every second counts!
The Overturn Stopper prevents slender cylindrical bottles from easily overturning. No more accidentally spilled bottles,no more stains on...
#NEVWET CUPS
I have taken the indoor antenna, improved it's operation, and made it stealthy enough to blend into the room. It doubles as a poster frame.
Pamper your feet without the mess of water - use a gel pocket!
EMERGENCY 911 - Even Better! Why bother looking for keys? Hit the 911 button three times and your connected!
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Have fun swimming at the beach or pool in the evening or night with a bright colors with your GloTube no flimsy stirdy bright light.
Directional small case for the Ipad mini and normal version
Attachable Velcro Patch for Golf Bag to Hang-Dry Golf Glove.
Mouse Mouse
Sprikler head unblocker
iPillow. A cell phone case that attaches to your pillow or bed for easy access. Don't miss your alarm or important call/text again.
Adjustable hook to hang artwork. Be sure you hang it straight
Holiday border screen protectors. Make your Apple product a little more exciting without hindering your view.
a phone app that allows you to monitor your car and alarm on your phone .
ã€Remote control Fingerã€‘only one function! You can control the traditional appliances from anyway.
SPONGE HOOK - Simple clip on hook that fits onto any sponge which allows the sponge to hang on the faucet to dry #spotsv
Light the contents of your cooler from the bottom up. Removable Lights for your cooler.
The key chain re-invented. A key chain silicone jacket for your keys, no more jingling. Retractable! RESUB 343 Votes 36 Comments thanks.
A Solar-Powered Bluetooth Solid-state Memory Drive iPhone proximity detection Key chain.
Cup-a-Coaster
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple timer and you have marker that will close itself.
Roll of adhesive cork tape. Place a strip of cork board wherever convenient.
Resub. Got Kombucha? Brew Your Own. The Naturally Effervescent Tea Drink. Let's Save $ by Making Our Own @ Home.
Combination/Attachment Liquid WhiteOut/Correction Tape &amp; Pen~ 10% Guaranteed toward College Scholarships 420+ Votes on all sub. Thank You!
Do you shower or wash up after going to the loo? Most homes dont have fancy bidet toilets. Some use water bottles or basins but not any more
Dog Caddy - A stylish and comfortable bag for city dogs. Let your dog carry the dog bags and bones without the ugly full body vest.
RESUBMIT..189 VOTES LAST TIME! Glow in the Dark Zodiac Phone Cases. Who doesn't LOVE their Zodiac Sign?
Burger Infuser
They need to add a "Thumbs up" key on all computer/phone key boards. And maybe even a smiley face and thumbs down key as well.
Waist Measuring Belt Buckle
Sound Baffler -For those that don't use earphones, a snap on baffle for the iPad to amplify the sound and redirect it back to the listener.
Giza And The Mayan Dec-21 2012 Calender Let's cover two pyramids with a reflective material and have prayers and greetings on one side.
Tired of apples standard colors; Want your device to look different from others - Add thin color sheets or strips, which change device color
EYES BEHIND YOUR HEAD. Four tiny cameras postioned to give you a 360 view, front, back, left and right.
Hang Flat to Dry is a hanger that suspends an item between two screen type holders. Perfect for sweaters. No more finding space to lay flat.
tube with T handle on top,blades on each side and teeth on bottom to core and slice an apple with one push
Cut your cake in perfect slices. Easy to cut and lift cake slices!
"SOFTER SIDE FOR BOOTS" Shape and store your boots. Ventilation is a PLUS.
#NEVWET Vest - Take your valuables with you kayaking, boating, sailing, snorkeling and more! With optional waterproof bag for cellphone!
The Second Wind is a new type of home air vent cover with integrated fans to help pull/push the cold ac or warm air from central cooling.
Key-TIP turns your key into a useful tool (Pen or Stylus) in a pinch.
A much better designed OtterBox Defender
Given all the new functions on tablets nowadays, I suggest a see-through digitizer add-on to convert a laptop screen into a touchscreen.
Take cleaning into the 21st century! This revolution in hand cleaning will make your life easier! Get the job done, every second counts!
Fruit fly trap for your trash can! What better place to attract and destroy those pests? Hook-it or stick-it. Then dispose of them.
Solar Powered Charger Hat - While you roam in the sun charge your phone and protect yourself...
Improved Cube Tube. Make penguin, polar bear, star, ship, boat, shark, fish, submarine etc. shaped ice cublets!
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Have you ever left your pet unattended &amp; missed them dearly? This product allows you to watch your pet, talk to them, &amp; see one another.
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
My idea is a microwaveable bowl, which stores hot/cold cereal and an outer, separate layer which stores milk or water.
Combined Apple line product carrying case - A case that holds multiple Apple products at the same time. Many combinations.
The ABC 123 SHOOTER! Interactive Educational TOY that shoots LETTERS &amp; NUMBERS to catch.Kids learn the ALPHABET &amp; NUMBERS
while having FUN!
Power Extender On-Demand - Wall outlet with more power plugs on demand - pull and plug. Push in when not in use
Bike Stop Light is about to hit production, let's make sure it includes a Real time AUTOMATIC Bike Turn signal for increased safety.
The "Coin Diamond", a pocket sized organizer that removes the hassle of blindly searching for loose change.
Cup Mug or glass stable maker, with push button vacuum suction to the base
Taggle gets you based on how you review things. It's StumbleUpon meets Rotten Tomatoes with some artificial intelligence.
RESUB: Carbon Monoxide application iDevice for the iPhone.
New Tooth Brush for kids (and/or Pets) with a round conical shape, replaceable color coded brush heads.
Itâ€™s a laptop, a tablet, a cell phone, a camera; the Fujitsu Lifebook 2013 is all in one and needs a case.
Introducing, "Duckhat1" one of the most gifted art images and activities ever created for early childhood education.
Integrated software Hologram Case while charging iPhone, favorite photos or music artist Hologram on "Display",wall docking/+and carry case
Apple Watch WallBatteryCharger
Crazy Tlaloc
OYA/Zeolite. Oya neutralizes Ethylene Gas.Ethylene gas rots fruits and vegetables OYA is the main ingredient in Debbie Meyers green bags.
Electrical transformer hood Tired of your power going out cause of critters i have a cure this solves it all.weather,rust proof
A portable hard drive with a built-in torrent client, wi-fi and an accumulator(battery) for downloading torrents via public wi-fi.
iPhone Case that stores the new iPhone headphones and its storage case
Hangable closet sorter/divider: Easy and efficient way to sort, organize your clothes in the closet.
Three-in-one book travel device: Keep books closed &amp; stop them from being ruined in your bag. Read hands-free and use light to read in dark.
A SPRING LOADED DISC - which allows you to insert your EXISTING EARBUDS and make them instantly retractable.
iPhone fashion wristband (e.g. leather cuff) that allows the phone to attach to the wrist like a watch; includes a tether so can't drop.
Loathe cleaning after cooking? Prevent messes with Spoonster. A cooking accessory which attaches to your pan and holds your spoon in place!
Velcro Hanging Mat. Use Like Cork Board. Include Velcro Clips To Hang Important Items. Can Also Expand Idea To Include Fun Activities, Kids.
Baby bathtub that changes color to indicate the temperature of the water, A must for new moms 159 votes!!
Charles &amp; Ray Eames inspired Ipad/ipad mini case. Material options:Wood/bamboo/cork.Stylish &amp; protects.
Simple but effective! You carry your phone EVERYWHERE,make your iphone home base for all of your necessities, connect it all!
No longer hide away your bathroom spray! Simply slip on Air Koozies to match your decor and no longer hide away your spray!
Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative and Make Them Last 4x Longer!
The Nose Cleaner
Pest-Free Bowl: Your Petâ€™s New Best Friend!
Dry Erase Binder ~ Write your next idea here, instead of a cocktail napkins. ( ReSubmit) Graphics: Peter Frazier
#NEVWET #QCYCLE BIKE TIRES
Breathable ARM CAST that has holes or pores in it to allow breathing of arm. Permits air flow to your arm.
SuperStays are adjustable shirt collar stays with magnetic tabs to keep the collar in place.
As a student, I hate having sheets of paper falling off my folder due to the hole punched paper ripping. This is where my idea started.
Swivel and Slide Cooler with two compartments that swivel and slide for multiple compartment storage.
Smart personal pager
Emergency response / locator package (portable and app enabled) report a crash &amp; monitor your kids driving plug and play
Vibe will create a gentle vibration on your tabletop or desk when you receive emails, instant messages and more!
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Bike in a bag! This will be the most amazing bike. The tires will scrunch up to 1/4 size and many aspects of the bag will become the bike!
Water "Flow through" shoes that vent the water. Please see pictures.
Quirky Cake Stand: Changing the way you cut and store your cake.
Easy accessible and keep fresh bread container!
PowerWrapOutlet&amp;USB combines power strip &amp; USB charging / powering features into a product that can be laid or draped over a table, cabinet
The I Pad Backpack protector case
I've replaced too many phone chargers that i've forgotten in hotel rooms! This charger has a built in alarm so you wont forget it!
The PopSter is an Iphone5 case with a built in Wrapster that either pops out or slides out.
#QTOYS Remember "DODGEBALL" Dodgeball with a twist. Interchangeable Heads. Individual or multiple players.
Mold your own pencil grip! Simply put it on a pencil, mold it to a way that's comfortable, take it off the pencil and heat it up!
Case that has a kaleidoscoping effect on back. Create many designs just by spinning! VIDEO
I would like to introduce a specialty cake plate. The base of the cake plate will be made of glass with sturdy carrying handles.
LOVE going to games? HATE that your kids cant see over the person sitting in front of them? Take a portable Bleacher Booster Seat..
This burn proof grilled cheese press applies pressure from the top, contains the cheese along the side and traps heat to cook quicker.
NEVWET outdoor chair cushions
A combination hand washer/dryer saves energy, time, and space. Increase restroom turnaround time, making them more efficient &amp; available.
Television and movie App, twitter type, a direct show feedback and viewer ranking
#toys Excite kids about discoveries with this FUN PICO Projector Unit that embeds a microscope and connects to your iPhone/iPad/MAC.
Apple 2-in-1 USB Charging Cable that has both 30 pin and 8 pin connectors. Allows charging iPhone5 with iPad, older iPhone, etc.
RESUBMIT! It Works for a Bike. . . Why Not a Stroller? Let's Create a Stroller Car Rack!
You plug device into your headphone port, open app up and you would be able to check your tire pressure on your tires
Soother with a detachable attachment to enable it to be stuck to the baby collar (top of the shirt)
Don't you hate when you're shopping and someone's cart runs into you? This product will enable you to see what direction they are going.
I propose a small, flat, inexpensive, easy to store tool that will peel asparagus very quickly and easily.
Magic 8 Ball rubber bouncing die or dice with ball holder...you know...playing dice games with 1,2,3,4,5,6 dots on it - new explanation...
iPad See Thru Cushion Water Proof Case
Flavor Infusing Fun. Animal Infusers encourage kids to drink more water and less soda and sugar drinks.
apple docking station for iphone ipod ipad imini itouch for kids with alarm clock
Pet Cemetery Kit is for small pets (hamsters, goldfish, etc.) and contains a bio-degradable tombstone, casket &amp; eulogy for backyard burial.
Elevate feet above heart increases blood circulation, lessens varicose veins, sends blood to the brain &amp; other internal organs. Live longer.
It's about a cable case, make the case and cable together
Faraday Battery- replaces a standard battery in some applications. No need for replacements. No chemical leakage or corrosion. Always ready.
Meet the Urban Electric Backpack Scooter... Razor get out of the way, here comes the Q-Scooter!!! - Fun Fun Fun!!!!
Extremely useful way to articulate yourself with both hands while continuously being able to record your personal videos via smartphone.
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser-Helps loosen sugar to easy pour. No more banging on glass dispenser. RESUBMIT
Electrical installation inspired at the project "Curvables". Now the child's environment can become more colorful, without breaking walls!
Clean brushes, clear skin! MakeUpBrush Sanitizer does more than clean, it sanitizes for bacteria free brushes &amp; a clear complexion!
New Self Defence Hand Bag and Man Bag
Are you tired of finding large amount of your chips are cracked in those plastic bags? Do you feel guilty creating more plastic trash?
The reusable Quirky freezer straw! Enjoy your drinks cool and keep your mouth happy! (SEE NEW IMAGES - 10/14/12)
A more stylish reflective bicycle/walking vest. All of the ones on the market look like worker vests!
OMMMMMM......SUNAE Japanese Sand Art Iphone/Ipad/Ipad mini case.Use your stylus or finger and create pictures. (see video of what I mean)
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iSleep the new sleepingmask that makes you sleep and WAKES YOU UP!A personal alarm and an ergonomic design to let you sleep without worries!
The CUBORG. The smallest Wireless/Bluetooth portable speaker for all iDevices that also can wrap ear buds around its body.
Toothbrush with sliding floss on the back, :resubmit:
Remote Controlled Compression Stockings
Wrist Band Device with integrated software,app,skype,international languages.Are you cooking,gardening,looking for phone.
A cell phone case that can serve as a simple audio amplification device.
VIRTUAL DART BOARD-Small projector / camera combo are used to configure your board. Actual darts are used and the app tracks your scores.
The BookChain. Keeps your book open and pages in place.
"Footnote" measuring tape:Dry erase measuring tape makes remembering measurements easy!Put dash where you need it and label it!4sided marker
Portable iPhone Cinema simplifies watching movies on your iPhone. It gurantees an ideal viewing angel, use it in the car or at home!
A small attachable device that will make a lot of noise and help you find what you have lost.
Ice Wave is an easy to use adjustable, freezable wine cooler.
The 'Survival/Party' multi-functional iPhone case for both Him and Her.
An iPhone case that would have a built-in cleaning cloth.
Don't you hate folding clothes, especially when it's a big pile. Introducing the automatic laundry folder, it makes your life way easier.
"Wow I Want It Now" ! You want the Taste of Salsa and you want it Fast.

Squeeze it on, With MEXA-CALI SALSA SAUCE !

Freeze Dried Vegetable Sprinkle Condiment
Clip makes EASY Transfer Contents from Bottle to Bottle!
This is Multipen, a pen tip of variable thickness. One pen that provides practical and accurately traces of 0.2 mm to 1.2 mm.
dye packs incorporated into children's clothing.
Resubmit 253 Votes: The Bolt On Bike Carrier. Bolts onto any bike frame and makes carrying a bike easier! Simple Simple Simple!!! #QCYCLE
APP allowing for children/teens to only call certain phones or limit and or change txt phone and data usage as a means of modifying behavior
For 'older', non-wireless flat screens, own a mini wireless HDMI.
Q CRATES Line Ext: GROW Lite; Grow Drawer KIT
Doggy waste disposal system.
Group Coordination Locator Devices! Wristwatch like devices that will allow you to keep track of the location of individuals in a group!
When one Filament in light bulb burns out, 2nd Filament lights up- 2 light bulbs in one bulb. CFL bulb attaches from Ballast/with US Patent.
The Travel Valet is a hanger that connects to the extendable handle of wheeled luggage allowing you to hang your coat neatly during travel.
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
POWER UP your sill! USB hub shaped to fit your window sill - low profile, 4 features in 1! ?WhatifInnovation! @whatifglobal loved this idea
iPad mini dock that functions as a stylish lamp and/or night light. PROTOTYPE MODEL and VIDEO proof of concept!
FREEZCUP. Pitcher / Container that has liquid inside its walls. Freeze it, take it out &amp; your ready. No more diluted drinks or Need for Ice
Reinvent the e-cigarette. Q has the power of community. Lets research what smokers need &amp; come up with Q-cigarette &amp; catch youngsters young
A anti theft tip jar device stun thief and emit voice saying "TIPS ARE BEING STEALING FOR THE TIP JAR" with a hook to chain to the counter.
Still using a toothpick? Moisture meter to put in baked goods with moisture meter APP. Don't set the oven timer - let your phone do the work
#spotsv Sink protector and a splash guard in one. When I do dishes in my "white" sink, I make scratches in it-and I get all wet. Rolls up
Hairbush and Hairspray all in one. No need to carry them seperately. The refillable handle with spray nozzle holds the hairspray.
HALF USED CUCUMBER STORAGE
A combination sleeve for your new iPad mini + your iPhone. Made for your handbag.
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An iPhone 5 case that is also external storage. A flash drive with an SD or mini SD card slot.
The Pillow Pod. Create your optimum sleep environment, sleep better wake up rested and optimize your circadian rythym. Uninterrupted sleep.
A versatile, durable, easy to use mount that allows hands free use of iPhones to use while driving, working, cooking, or just relaxing.
Transfer the clothes from your washer and washer to dryer with minimal efforts.
Never wet. Shower station caddy.
Are you a sports fan that hates watching beer hawkers lug heavy plastic tubs around? It's no surprise they ditch ice to reduce the weight!
Germ free lift for toilet seat. Keep germs away when lifting and lowering the toilet seat. Keeps you coming into contact with harmful germs.
The perfect fold. The perfect fold is a custom made piece of plastic made to make folding clothing easy and perfect.
Create a small clip board where coaches can write and erase players name before a baseball, softball or teeball game.
ALARM. Car Glass that has clear stick-on wiring system that if broken will sound an extremely loud alarm.
How many of you have a dog with black disgusting eye discharge that continually comes out? Do you want an easy way to clean it?
#SPOTSV Bulk Battery Storage, Dispensing and Recycling Solution
Universal Drain Plug, Mark II
A Bluetooth Flash for the IPhone. It will make your phoneâ€™s picture look great.
Cellphone, tablet, IPod, IPad Charm Finder + Remote Control Locator. Two way finder (Keychain + Phone)
A screwdriver that has pre-loaded snap screws in the handle. Always the right fastener every time. Take a look at the Snap-Driver.
360 Degrees of Steam (right on the hanger).
App-Enabled GPS ChipSet - Put these chips in your most important belongings and so prevents losing, you can track them from your phone!!!
Flour canister with built-in sifter and measuring cup.â€œImproved Viabilityâ€
Decorative lighted house number signs that will run on solar power or low voltage transformer.
Clean up your space with USB cables that can automatically lengthen or shorten as needed.
The Date Pineapple Kit. Got Some Friends Over Or A Hot Dinner Date &amp; Your Cooking? No Worries Impress Them All With The Date Pineapple Kit!!
Soft Iphone case with storage for spare keys and insurance that attaches to your belt.
Bicycle Seat With Built-In Bluetooth Rear View Camera:#QCYCLE.
Do you shake a lot of hands because of work and wish you didn't have to because of germs? If so, the Pocketizer is for you.
Be safe by being seen with a dual LED lighted jogging baton (with key compartment)- This gizmo can save your life!
Your iPhone can read the amount of pollen in the air.
To add a thin ring, around the phone with a strap like digital camera band going around your wrist.
Apple has inspired us to design a Line Of Clothing that reflects and enhances the Apple products and The Model Apple Users equally.
Bicycle Seat Post With Built-In Rear View Camera:#QCYCLE
Night lamp with iPhone port with a rechargeable battery, emergency home light. Can be attached to a solar attachment.
A table like item that attaches to a top bunk on a set of bunk beds. (could work on any bed) Enough room to hold a laptop, drink and snack.
Case for the iPhone that contains a quality speaker. Needs to be thin enough to be about the same size as standard sized case.
â€œJonny-Upâ€ assists the challenged in standing after using a toilet. No wall or toilet bolting -easily set aside when not needed.
A thick, grippy shock-absorbent â€œyouth-orientedâ€ case with wrist strap for the new iPad mini
ijump
Stop Leaking Electricity - Energy-Saver 9 Outlets Power Tower with individual On/Off switch
My idea is to develop a thing, call it an "iThing", that can connect specific Apple devices or i-things together to the internet.
Big area of wood/ lino floor? dusting it is quite a job eh. Not with a retractable electro - static 'Mammoth' !! (4 ft brush head)
Charging Bumper
Get perfect cross grill lines every time!
Bendy magnetic Strip for ipad and cell-phones. Place on back of phone or ipad. Bend into stand when needed. most compact stand ever.
Telescoping Base/Leg for Magnifying and Regular Mirrors. No more bending over to pluck eyebrows in the bathroom and ++...other usage
Bicycle Doorbell. Why do bike bells go "ring, ring" and door bells go "ding dong?" How about a bike bell that goes ding dong?
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This report discribes the idea of a tool that helps people to knot a necktie. The tool is universal an usefull for all kind of knots.
3 FINGER GOLF GLOVE. No more callus on your right hand if you're a right handed golfer. Protect your trigger finger while maintaing feel.
Finally a place for those bags of dry mixes in your kitchen: a Slinky! (or a shallow box with rubber bands)
Birth Control Case/ other pills with built in alarm/vibrate programming option. Helps you stay on schedule
Stand and protect...a hard shell ergonomic clam case for those who love to carry their phones on their back pocket. Prevent broken screens.
iRemote is an iPhone case that includes an universal radio remote transmitter.
Make a great set of bluetooth connected speakers
(RESUB) Keep things extra tidy around your desk with an all-in-one cable management system and trash can. A winning combination!
Ipad, iphone dock with most common sources of A/V output, top lid to cover the main plugs when not in use, also for easy carry &amp; storage
Difficulty in organizing the charger wires from your Iphone? And leave your iphone on the floor in time to load it?
NITE-LITE w/Brightness KNOB is used at night w/small glow to see objects on floor and dim for kids sleeping. Some rooms can be brighter.
Foldable 2in1 LADLE MUG
iPhone 5 Power Curl For Your Car
Abacus Spice Rack - An easy to use spice rack where bottles of spices roll easily to help organize and find 3 rows of spices fast and easy!
Bebida~Quench Your Thirst
Seat Belt Safety Alert: An electronic button lit panel displayed in the upper rear window.(# of buttons denote number of seat belts)
All-in-One plastic bag opener AND clip/resealer
The true Stairmaster: for painting, changing a bulb and cleaning cobwebs. Prop against opposing wall or back of staircase
Retractable car cover(covers roof initially), opens in two forms (complete and slight shade); opens in both front &amp; back side to any extent
a TUNA JUICER THE PRODUCT FITS OVER THE TUNA CAN TO OPEN AND DRAIN OIL OR WATER
iPot: a wireless, cloud-connected plant pot that regulates water to the plants, sends alerts, and offers horticultural peace of mind!
Disposable dog diaper(s)-Have you ever been to a park and noticed that someone failed to pick up his' doggie doo?
I'll never forget the phone
the ultimate winter accessory organizer.
Magnetic wireless small speaker
Next Bag
The Beer Multiplier
Stick your IPhone on the refrigerator, steel memo board, or anywhere you please with magnetic case.
An iphone case with a makeup palette inside.
Wall Speaker, Collapsible. Expand for louder sound. Collapse for quieter sound. Non electric.
A COLOR CHANGING OR FLASHING WATERPROOF LED LIGHT ON DIAPER THAT WILL PLAY MUSIC WHEN IT DETECTS CHANGES IN
THE DIAPER.
Have Beautiful Flowers on your Tree Branches and Wonderful Yard Lighting ALL YEAR ROUND! Solar rechargeable. Your neighbors will be envious!
Ziplock tape strips (on a ROLL?)- to ziplock any bag - any size!
New Ipad mini smart cover / case with built in stylus.
GLASSES WITH LIGHT/TORCH VERY USE FULL FOR EVERYONE ,NO NEED TO HOLD A BIG TORCH IN HAND while doing any job
A rubber cup holder for your car that attaches to the side of the front counsel wall down by your feet to hold you travel mug from spilling.
Electrical heating element system for small balloon or huge ballooning to heat air inside balloon for lift used in a closed or open system.
A sturdy indoor portable dog bath that stands up in the tub, and captures dog hair preventing back pain and a messy clean up. Resubmit.
Giza And The Mayan Calender Let's cover two pyramids with a reflective material and have prayers and greetings on one side.
Hover Hand Truck
Q-SmartCoupon organizer book: organizer can scan product labels for product comparison. In addition, scan, track and organize coupons.
Accessory to carry up to ten bags of shopping hooked individually to a structure with ergonomic grip. Sold in pairs.
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Reusable Frozen Cubes
Turn the iPad/iPad mini into a gorgeous clamshell portable.
Relaxing bubble fountain that doubles as a Ipad Dock that makes it into a fake aquarium.
Ankle Pad
Soft wireless headphones for sleep with app loaded with relaxing 3d sounds.
Table top or wall mounted charging photo frames with old/new cable style charging for all iOS devices.
Be Green. Put all those extra paper grocery bags to a good use. This fun trash can lets you reuse them and shows guests you care.
GOT BRACES?! Finally an orthodontic brush for people who wear braces and want an easier way to get that clean feeling after brushing.
Combination or Key Gift Boxes. Double sided designs make these reversible. Boxes and tops fold flat when not in use and are reusable!
Infrared Heating Massage Gloves, with raised Vibrating bumps and ridges for Exceptional Massaging Feel.
1 Step Process to Remove HOT Grease straight from your frying pan or roasting pan. Prevent Burns, dirtying strainers or spilling food!
iPad mini travel folio case holds your passport, money, receipts and boarding pass
A mobile app for Department of Licensing. Send you notices of when your tabs will be expired. Or your license. Also you can renew tabs with
Remote Ignition of cars through SMS - an M2M(Mobile to Machine) concept that solves heating or cooling cars on starting them
An iPhone case with a heat-protective slot usable for either birth control pills or condoms, preventing potential degradation.
Can't make the call? It's emergency ? Because battery power run out??? Just flip and "Hand Press" to recharge.
USB Charger with extension/power cord. This would charge mobile devices. All other chargers are wall mounted! There are none like this!RESUB
KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
Are you tired of those over priced and overly complicated riding lawn mower jacks? How about offering an inexpensive alternative.
A beach Bag that transforms into a Beach Chair. Carry your towels and sunscreen and umbrella in your bag. Then make your bag into a chair.
GERDillow ultimate pillow made espec 4 those with GERD. Battery iPodPhone holder/charger, lamp,iPad lap pillow &amp; more. All removable.
People spend tons of $ on products to decorate their bathroom so why has no one made a better shower curtain rod?
Pan Handle that that can also flip your food.
I would like to see homeowners able to clean their eave troughs more easily.
Trash on the floor, no more with a vented trashcan. Stop wrestling your trashcan and look forward to the next time you take out the thrash!
iPad Mini case with a built-in groove to wrap your earpods and lightning connector.
New and Improved PAPERCLIP, hard to grab and pull off a document, or even put on a set of papers, meet the paperclip with a handle.
Non slip all in 1 food grater and slicer. Stabilizing end piece fits on counter edge, making the unit so steady, you can use it one handed.
S'mores Friendly Kids Chair. Holds your stick and a mini table to fix your treat.
Lanyard iPhone Case. A hard shell iPhone case that attaches to a lanyard.
Cap Shades Clip. It secures shades to your cap. Can be a non-clip memory foam or a clip version like a visor clip.
Instant ice cream float with your favorite canned or bottled beverage.
iPod Nano Necklace.
Photography lovers are always in search of the best shot. "Super 8" Iphone case will help you take the greatest photos!
#NEVWET - Hydrophobic Summer Sled Riding
Currently on crutches due to sports injury causing arthritis in hip.Only allowed pres of 10-15 kg on foot. Slipper with pressure detector!!
Stylus clipper on your earbud. Accessories for your smartphone or Tab and it holds your earbud and a kickstand for your smartphone.#spotsv
Build-A-Saur ~ Battery Operated Ride-On Car for Kids! Build Different Kinds of Dinos to Ride w/Just 1 Kit!
Having self efficient traveling accessories. Traveling Aluminum Magnet Hangers.
IPhone case with interchangeable Smiley Icons to reflect your personality and / or current mood.
New Ring for on your Hand, Bracelet or necklace that is wifi connected to your Smart Phone,wallet and keys
Free up your hands, and forget the back problems of a heavy bag. Introducing the automatic Carry on Luggage. It follows you wherever you go
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#SPOTSV Rainbow Measuring Cup Colors could appear when the liquid hits the marks.
Useful compact electric screwdriver aesthetically designed as a houseware accessory that's always within arm's reach (i.e. saltshaker).
NEVWET Umbrella!!! The umbrella you can bring in doors thats never wet!
Kids Eating Station: Plastic bowl screws into eating placemat!!! Less Mess..
Next time you shower, send a text, shoot an email, blast a jam, or watch the clock. Introducing the phone pouch that makes it all possible.
Flexible colander that has suction cups to stick to side of sink.Easily folds up to store. Works with any size sink. Suction for reliability
scream down your phone voice APP and website
Anodized Aluminum Case for the iPad Mini, just like we did for the iPhone 5!
My idea is a rubber cell phone case w/suction cups u stick on shower wall. never miss a call, put on speakerphone, sticks anywhere.
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
A kids race car track for match box cars that is made of rubber material that can bend in different ways to change the track shape
#QTOYS "Hoop Dreams". Play in bed and relax. Easy set-up and ball return. "Nothin' but fun. Resub 3 New Features!
OUR FACES ARE designed all WRONG! Forever wiping sweat from your eyes while running, working out or just working in the heat?
WHISTLE TOP POT - Know when it's boiling!
health , if you could track and know first/fast what's going on without magor additional hardware to purchase, pack around, and maintenance.
Earphone cover!! PROTECT the Apple earbuds use them for LONGER &amp; replace cover often 4 HYGIENE! Just like changing toothbrush every 6 weeks
Law Caddy
An iphone5 protective monitor case. A hard-plastic protective outer-case that doubles as a monitor.
A tinted material over keyboard that reveals the key once you press on it to teach kids how to remember the keys on the keyboard
Ultimate reinvention of the bike means to allows riders to pedal both direction(clockwise or counterclockwise) but still moving forward.
The next generation of plumbing solutions is just a click away. It's not a plunger, nor harsh chemicals, or even a metal strip. Pump &amp; Pull
wood made mini speaker and stand for the iphone.
Post-it Noteâ„¢ style disposable pill packets. Create your own single dose packets for aspirin or other pills. #spotsv
The Sticky Fly Swatter. Never have to pick up, look for or clean up the swatted pests. It's all you need. Resub
Easy Jack!! Handheld Device Easily Rotates Jack Handle For Scissor Jacks Lifting Your Car Quickly &amp; Efficiently. No More Awkward Tight Spots
Having to shovel snow and chopping ice during the winter months can be a pain. How about a snow shovel and ice chopper all in one?
RECYCLE from every room in your home. SPLIT garbage bins! KIDS recycle too!
Lightning to HDMI + USB Adapter: enable external display and keyboard
Decorative ornaments for eye &amp; sun glasses. Like having new frames every day. Kids will want to wear glasses even if they don't need to.
Engineers build robots all the time. Why should they have all the fun? Now we can make our own. Kids will love this.
Timed unit clips on device &amp; rolls down the side length of screen as a cleaning bar (with disposable pads,) wipes your screen clean.
Product is a marking pen used to mark your golf ball. The mark would show up on golf GPS or phone apps and help you find your golf ball.
Decorative push pins/staples that work like push pins and hold like staples! Major Changes/Former Under Consideration.
cape to the cell phone containing a container to put gloss.
'Slice of Life' is a jigsaw puzzle that is made from a slice of a real tree. Each puzzle is unique.
Car Adapter for 2 110 outlets and 4 USB slots. Comes with magnetic holder to keep the Adapter in place under the glove box.
DIY memories Christmas tree ornament. Add a more personal touch to your family traditions and make memories that last.
A single, portable switch and surge protector when you need it. The short corded switch goes between the outlet and the product.
SideWinder: Independently Retractable Headphones w/ Mic, volume control and call answer ability
MINI Walkie Talkie***#QCYCLE***Snaps on and off Mount and onto wrist band! Short range communication between riders. #QTOYS
I phone case that works like the "Airee-naturally refreshing" idea
Quick Grip: Easy to use weight lifting straps, available in three sizes and six colors. Padded material for comfort and extreme durability.
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#SPOTSV Self adhesive magnifying film (fresnel lens) for all those cell phones on the market.
Due to limited dexterity/mobility, dad wears only jogging pants &amp; deserves more elastic waist pull up options including jeans &amp; dress pants.
Logo Window Case for iPhone 5: People are proud owners of their iPhones. This case shows off the Apple logo in style!
Easier way to have a great tea time at your desk.
Door Hinge Pin for Exercise Resistance Bands. Quick release to change bands and a semi-permanent mount without putting holes in walls.
Color Changing Iphone 5 Case. Changes with the temperature of the environment.
case like a woman's purse; easy to carry and carries id's and credit cards that can be used while in case
Headphones you can still hear with. Doughnut Shaped. Great for jogging, walking or riding.
A small magnifying bar with a mini touch enabled track ball to allow the user to place the bar on a smart phone and scroll content
iDesk-a waist band with a flip out desk attachment to hold your iPhone securely in place both when in use and not in use.
Add hot, frothed milk to your morning coffee! Use this microwavable milk frother. Heat, plunge to froth, and serve.
Counter in a shop, that is also a shelter in case of an armed attackâ€¦ Shopkeeper dives in shelter and closes it.
Clip system that will change the way you attach things.
SUNBEAN: A knitted beanie style hat that holds a solar panel on top, and powers/charges cellphones. It can also house earbuds/mics.
The Men and Women Purse Hat
Shield
iShakti - Buddha hand shaped illuminated glass dock for iPhone.
Simple cord management solution for Apple's USB charger. Working Prototype &amp; video! Student Submission.
My sister had 10 children i came up with a rocker that goes side side with a pedal for the Mom to prop up leg for baby creates an inbalance
THOR jr: Hand held ice scraper = ergonomic grip = can fold for glove compartment storage
An iPhone/wallet case.
iPod / iPhone audio video mount with thumb controls for safety
Wall Switch/Outlets
How many times have you held an ice cream cone in one hand and tried to scoop ice cream with the other..only to break the cone or drop it?
Yummy tongue blade
Lets stop babies, kids and pets being killed in hot vehicles. This is an accident that could easily be prevented.
Cover your stuff with a Tarp that has a nice design. A collaboration with Paulette Jaques (Resubmit)
Love warm cozy fires on harsh winter days but hate the filthy mess of cleaning out the ashes? If yes, then "Fireplace Liner" is for YOU!
"Apple Armor": Hard plastic cases for Apple devices. Good for traveling, or to protect them overnight from kids and pets, spills, etc.
The Transformer Washing Line from Indoor to Outdoor or the reverse A hybrid of a indoor and outdoor Washing line.
Electric Cigarette Case...Carry your electric cig with your iPhone 5.
Turn any mug cup or vessel into a travel mug or Sippy cup! Keeps your beverage warm, eliminates spills, stick to bottom for non-skid thrill!
Rolling fire proof platform for outside chimineas with flexible addon muffler directing exhaust away from crowd that fits on any Chiminea.
Collard, Mustard &amp; Turnip Greens Cutter. Use the same design/concept as the Graze, currently being developed by Quirky staff.
A luggage for groceries!! Take your groceries home in a great capacity luggage that keeps your products classified and intact.
System to avoid that hackers steel information of a computer or stel bank account numbers.
A double ended screw with a hexagon centre for fastening wood together.
No more flip charts or white boards and markers. Magnetic drawing board is the chance to go to meetings without worrying about the marker.
Desk lamp + radio / alarm clock + docking station + USB Ports + concealed retractable extension cord. Reduce clutter. Resub. 253 votes
micro mini belt
Chop Top Salad Spinner - Wash, rinse, cut, shake and serve.
No more mess with TV connecting cables.
GET IN THE GROOVES U SHAPED TOILET HINGE AND SCREW SCRUBBER THIS IS A MUST HAVE
#NEVWET Toilet, allows water, waste and urine to quickly gravitate to the neck of toilet.
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Vibrating Pillow Alarm.
Dumbbell links. Links 2 dumbbells into 1 to increase weight.
iPhone stand for movies, videos, FaceTime
The Soap Dispensing Dehumidifier - takes less space, takes away humidity.
Electrical heating element system for small balloon or huge ballooning to heat air inside balloon for lift used in a closed or open system.
Soft Magnetic Impact Gel That Attaches To Any Hammer to Cushion and Protect. Remove Nails With Ease, No More Scratches &amp; Dents Left In Wall
iPhone 5 Digital Timer Case. See the time Fly by and/or Countdown.
Solar charging bracelet for charging;cell phones,ipads,and video games!
The combination cell phone case contact lens and saline solution holder.
Anyone who has ever used a curling iron can relate. A do it yourself kit, or ready made protectors. No more burned ears! Awesome!
Motorcycle Awareness System... The life you save may be your own.
Attachable Wide angle lens for iPad mini FaceTime camera. Now REALLY feel like you're there!
We've all seen this type of screen protector and this is how we make it better!
My Idea is to create the best disposable doggie diaper for your dog so you will not have to worry about accidents happening in your home!
Flex your Grip! A newly designed hand strengthener gripper. With finger-hole grips.
(Former UC: 99% View/Vote Ratio)Modular&amp;Connectable(like BATCH)Lunch Storage Containers.Pack food separately,heat individually&amp;then
connect.
***Resubmitted!*** A wallet w/ velcro release for the ID, credit &amp; debit card. No longer the need to struggle taking cards out of a wallet!
Handicapped/Caretaker Apparel: pants/shorts for wheelchair bound people -customizable loops, increased seating support, safer transfers
With the multi-speed, self-stirring pot lid, you'll never worry about making a mess or burning yourself while stirring items on the stove!
Pill Alarm Clock. Wraps around pill bottles and blister packs to alert you and prevent you from forgetting its pill time
+ I Can Haz Pet Dish :: Get All of Spotâ€™s (or Fluffyâ€™s) Food Out of a Can or Pouch #spotsv
An iPhone 5 case with built in 30-pin connector port/adapter (and a lightning pass through port).
when battery power runs down "Hand Press" comes to rescue by just unfolding the clip and pressing to recharge your phone...
a dedicated mobile connection between wheelchair / scooter user and companion.mini earphone /mic for each. secure fixing to chair.
Easy flip top Cap adapter for oil, Acrylic and water color paints. Attach cap as permanent. Squeeze what you need and close cap.
Method to avoid the stealing of important documents like ID card or driving licence
Cable Management for Pivot Power appliances. Another accessory in a line after USB adapter got into UC. Perfectly fits Pivot Power design.
Three Products in One - IPhone Stand, Sound Amplifier and Key-chain - No Electricity Needed - Fits in the Palm of Your Hand
A glass that can change from transparent to not transparent (or any degree of opacity). Controlled by electric power
EASY LAUNDRY! Compartmentalise your laundry into darks and lights and ready to load in 5kg loads!
VOCAZUU Looks like a clarinet; lets anyone who can sing play real solos, using digitally sampled elec guitar, sax, etc. just by humming!
a desktop box with a powerstrip. everything plugs into it. there is no need to crawl around trying to untangle a dusty and cobwebby mess.
A bug trapping cup which has lips made of soft and flexible rubber. It has a bottom attachment for trapping the bug to transport.
A thermochromatic iphone case indicating the actual temperature
Intelligent cube
Fitted sheet folder / sizer
HOLD ON TIGHT! Never loose another bolt or nut when working on your car or pc! Magnetic, Flexible, Wipe Off Labels and stack-able to store.
Second display window monitor. Allows iPhone or iPad to open like a book for more flexibility and increasing efficiency.
Auto Loading Driver And Drill. Simply spin revolving bit holder and tilt. Great Lowes tool.
Slide Port. Like a sliding picture puzzle. USB, Firewire, e-SATA, etc can be bought separately and slid to the front of 5 1/4 or 3 1/2 bays.
GLOW COZY (or attachable coaster) - Light Up The Party!
Protection of orchards against : ice cold wind, hail, snow; and even strong winds thanks to a crystal clear roof of PET recycled PET bottles
The Beer Bottle Bumper: Saving you from dental disaster one drink at a time.
Security Light With Bug Zapper built In- Go outside to check your house when security light comes on and the flying bugs are distracting!
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BEAN BAG BOREDOM BUSTER! A game that can be played inside or outside. Set up your own course, think mini golf meets bean bag toss and more.
To add a thin ring, around the phone with a strap like digital camera band going around your wrist.
Ergo Rest: A discrete foot rest for your office that lets you stretch your legs, and move them too! HUGE market!
#QTOYS Hand-held frog fly catcher. Go get 'em! Toys R Us, Lowes, Target. Also can be made into a game!
We will all get old. Welcome to "MedAlarm".It is an alarm bottle cap to remind you to take your medication.It is as simple as a watch alarm.
I want to design a roof (lid) for recycling bins, so on recycling day we aren't seeing papers and plastic scattered all over the streets
GERMS... meet...the RIGHT HAND! The right hand is an oversized handle added to the toilet for THE ELBOW eliminating "bum to handle" contact.
#QTOYS A Literal Game Changer ;-) It is a cross between pool, golf, a maze and hockey. Click to see PROTOTYPE IMAGES.
Deluxe High Car Reach Mop with telescope pole, handle that extends about 6ft, attaches to a water hose with an attachable soap cup.
a thin film for iphone,paste it on the screen,then can avoid stranger peek at your privacy on the screen
A combined iPhone speaker/charger not requiring connection to electric grid
This is a Neck Strap with a flexible and strong band for iPhone 5 with USB connector included. Be free to run.
the MacBook Pro should have the touch screen technology that the ipad, iphone and ipods have.
CHARGE BACK is a backpack that allows one to never be without power and access to the net again.
The Lovey Leash!
A bowl that retains heat on the inside and stays cool on outside to keep popcorn warm for longer and other foods like soup.
Self standing weeble-like dock for your iGadgets.
Does your dryer lint door have alot of lint in crevices where you can't reach?
iPhone 5 Shake case. Shake to power, self-powers anytime you move! Great for runners bicyclists and pogo stick enthusiasts!
Bright reflectors; various colors, sizes; adhere to clothing. When illuminated people &amp; bikers noticed from a safe distance on a dark night.
A peel off refrigerator shelf liner will help you clean your fridge quickly and easily, saving you time and energy! #spotsv
iPhone "Stand" that mounts it next to your MacBook Pro monitor.
Causes: Case allows one to slip in cards to support a favorite charity. Pink card = breast cancer, yellow = livestrong, red = aids.
Squeezable Water Bottles for Kids. For drinking or using as a squirk bottle for fun
Lamp Trio: BEST LAMP EVER! It has a docking rechargeable flashlight, and a bendable reading light. Its like a lighting hub!
Q Lets Improve Existing Sponges In To More Use For Out of This Brand New One!It Dose Scrapeing,Scrubing, Ability To Clean Forks,Spatulas,etc
An accessory that Shapes the cord to bring the MICROPHONE closer and facing the MOUTH!! VOTE if you think this is a very COMMON problem!!
A hard case for your computer that will charger your battery
ELECTRIC JEANS-Battery Operated Variably Heated Jeans, Shirts, and caps.
QCYCLE Hinged bike lock. Butterflies around front tire. Always attached to bike.
Suction Cordlets. Permanent cord management for appliances/electronics that are not permanently situated. #spotsv
south paws out there who have the same problem as i do that is handles on drinking containers such as coffee mugs and beer mugs.
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls.
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
Leaf Blower attachment-Adds a second blowing tube to any leafblower allowing personto have two individual air stream-cuts work time in half
Invite Your Friends to listen with YOU with the 'Y-BUDDY'. Multi -functional two Jack Plug in and cord wrapper, clips on shirts.
My invention is a tape measure for roofers that saves time and effort.
Hate filling out internet job/medical-application/documents etc... Push the Secure PERSONAL FILE app-button it will do it all for you.
Pet hair grooming brush attachment for vacuum cleaners.Groom your dog or cat and gather all the hair and dander that is missed by brushes
iGrabbit: small object retrieval attachment for the iPad/iPhone.
Sweet Feet
Magniview- A cell phone screen protector or attachment accessory that provides a quick and easy magnified view of phone information.
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iSearch - A feature added to iMessage that allows you to search through your messages. No more scrolling!
Greeting cards which send powerful messages to encourage others to pay attention to their most valuable asset, their health.
MULTILAYER TPU CASE For your MacBook Air ~Bolstered Corners Shock absorption Snaps onto the computer
Universal retractable cord reel to reel in all your electronic charging cords, just pull and reel it in for a nice neat and untangled look!
ExoBeatz is designed to keep your headphones in place while youâ€™re working out or just jamming out. Doubles as stylish storage.
[RESUB]An iPhone5 case that has an additional memory card. It would be a good supporter. We need Sub hardware cases not only extra battery!
Here is a gadget that cuts paper and opens your mail safely with a click of a button and functions as a retractable pen.
2H20 Dual Water Bottle Holder for Bicycles! Humans are a bicycle's "motor", so more water means people can bike for longer.
Your iPhone just told you to put on some Sun Screen.
Where's My Stylus Pen? Keep together in smartphone carrying case with side pocket for pen
shoe insert made of some sort of plastic, when warmed (microwave at home?) softens to mold to toes, then firms to custom support toes
Just Pull the cord attached to the phone and charge!
The SPRELLA: An UMBRELLA with built in spare canopy. Never get wet again!
ELECTRIC AIR PUMP, mounted on bike and recharges while driving
An app to allow users to pre-order from their local Starbucks.
mobile charger for your mobile phone that is powered by harvesting kinetic energy from the wheel of a bike or baby stroller.
A portable charger with integrated cradle, speaker and convenient retractable power cable. Great for travel.
Corn Cob Handled! with large Tackits
Listen to your TV without disturbing your partner through your iPhone.
Cordless Hand Vacuum Cleaner Pole Extension
Gloves for Crawling Babies
Designed and space maximizer chair with a storage/drawers.
The idea is for a free fantasy football spread sheet player list for a organization's draft that has every player ranked by position.
My idea is a disposable stick with a wedge shaped tip to get at the crud in corners and crevices in the kitchen, laundry and bathroom.
Don't lose your lip balm any more! Lip Balm/Chapstick holder/attachment to your phone or existing phone case.
SAVE YOUR DATA!! Special enclosure for your Network Attached Storage, remote file server, etc!
A signal booster the size of a quater that plugs into the portal,and will double the strenght of your internet connection
Fingertip Clean Nap
Expandable touch screen monitor for iphone
Iphone Money Clip. Turn your phone into your wallet. Combines two everyday products into one item.
INFLATABLE CAR HANGER (also a PILLOW &amp; BACK SUPPORT). Safe solution for rear passengers. Relaxation for front passenger. #SPOTSV
21 century approach to road signs. Solar-powered battery charged, LASER height detecting bridge bi-directional warning/stop signs. It works!
Protective Case that Doubles as a Wallet and a Stand for propping up your I-PHONE or I-PAD
Versatile, changeable, connecting utility boards in a variety of surfaces(cork/chalk board, magnetic dry erase, mirror etc)in bright colors.
Indoor fort, what can be cooler!!! Now you can give your children something you never had and always wanted.
waterproof and floating tablet case
Projector for SmartDevices that projects a keyboard/piano keys &amp; guitar chords onto wall. Touch keys or strum and it plays the chord.
This rubber keyboard is actually a (three sided zipper) iPad case! Unzip, lie flat, use as keyboard. Zip and use as a case!
Racing cradle. Outlast your opponents! Horizontal mode wrist support.
SD Card Stacker - access multiple SD cards wireless and simultaneously from any networked device (phone, computer, tablet, etc..)[ReSub]
Portable/travelling Nasa foam mattress for babies - Just roll up and carry around.
Faraday Relative Motion Charger/Power Supply - door application. Charge, recharge, power or trigger each time a door is opened.
Musical Combination Lock. Your own combination of sounds will unlock! A fun way to unlock a lock! Funny Video!
NEVWET band aids
Signal - Safety Strips for pedestrians and exercisers
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Instant Paper Snowflake kit
Christmas Mat that Rotates Automatically or Manually. Display your presents and be able to get to those hard to reach presents easily.
Stop getting your hands dirty. Clean up with the disposable glove
Smart Portable Airbags:For the backseats.IMP/App that talks to the car's on board computer to deploy during crash.
Charge on the Go. Device that generates charge from motion. Stays on your wrist. Handy method for charging your devices.
Personal Airport Travel Activity Center
Soap and Water Dispenser in ONE! (SEE Photo)
#Qtoys Horsey! Daddy Powered fun!
iPhone Cutting Board Functional Case - Never Be Without A Hard Safe Cutting Surface Again!
Sealing your garage door at the bottom is always a tough task. An inflatable rubber seal is the perfect alternative. Just add a valve stem!!
Smart Pantz- Designed for the Smart Phone, Docker like pants (and Jeans) that have a small, utility pocket to neatly hold your smart phone.
The Humane Fly Catcher - Catch and Release flies, wasps, bees, and even spiders. Snag'em, grab'em, take em outside and release'em. #spotsv
Earbud Wraps: A simple way to tell your Left and Right earbuds by just a glance!
Twist and Craft. Combine your card making/scrapbooking tools. Twist on and off what you need. Space-saving, convenient, Quirky.
iFind Locate GPS with app! Keep track of child, teen or personal property!
A tilting towel rack. Towels dry faster. Great for large families or when you have visitors. Hotels will love them!
QCYCLE SOLAR OR PEDAL powered camera for bikes. Video or photos while you ride. Video camera for bike. Rechargeable?
X-ACTO knife replacement protective cover to eliminate knife's exposed blade. Plastic, assorted colors, various sizes, individual or 3-packs
Motorcycle Backpack/tank bag that allows you to use your iPad touch screen and store multiple items.
Quirky's ceiling fan with detachable fan blades for the look you want! Dishwasher safe!
Steel Stencil for homemade small box template
Linking such photos to a photo search engine will enable a more accurate &amp; better search than currently available with name search
#NEVWET Shingles
Multifunctional Adjustable Bracket for your IPhone (smartphone) and IPAD Tablet for your laptop or desktop computer screen, resub:
Safe Knife Set! Interlocking feature locks knives into place once inserted. Button on side will release the lock to remove knife. Child safe
Laptop Cooler With High, Mid, and Sub Woofer Speakers. No Additional Accessories Needed!
UC 01/12: Save lives during CPR w/ CO2 charged inflatable 'pillow'. Put on the back of neck 4 CPR. Pull String, lift head, put under neck
Charge your phone with heat or cold! My idea is an outdoor charger for your device that's never charged through the use of thermoelectrics
See your keyboard at night!!! Finally a solution
THE CHURCH BED , this may to much for you to handle , but we can only try. A adjustable bed in a over the road semi , a transport truck
Plastic connectors allow kids to take their cardboard creative building and play to the next level!
BULLETPROOF UNDERSHIRTS for CHILDREN lightweight &amp; comfortable. Adult sizes, too. 100% of Proceeds to Charity. Watch the video!
Tennis ball marker - just stamp your own mark and never lose balls among others on the tennis court! (One more time)
Universe App
ATTENTION COOKIE BAKERS! Use only 1 cookie tin to store your frosted cookies- instead of 2. Add a tier to the tin and layer without a mess.
Cashmere Wonder Washer
Stuffed animal with hidden journal for kids!
One piece cover - fits over all ironing boards. Can handle sleeves/pants and all types of ironing without the need for attachments
Ever wanted to get accurate slices of butter without estimating or guessing? Our product idea will get you a perfect and accurate measurment
a small bag and carry pouch for ipad mini
Mobile Solar Panel Power Source! Every Cell phone, computer, camcorder, needs power. Create a Mobile Solar panel power supply backup.
The Pooch Pool is a pet fountain designed to look like a swimming pool. Imagine a giant K9 drinking from your backyard pool!
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create a light/LED to the top of a personal lubricant cap. Once the cap flips open, the light turns on automatically. Cap closes light too.
A signal booster the size of a quater that plugs into the portal,and will double the strenght of your internet connection
The Social Keyboard is a convenient way to insert or type very commonly used abbreviations and textual emoticons with a press of a key.
Kitchen Sink Organizer
We can now read a book with one hand
Digital Boy Scout Badge. (Student10/11)
Have several items of spice into one space. Ease and speed.
A piece of gear which can be a life saver.
POWER UP your sill! USB hub shaped to fit your window sill - low profile, 4 features in 1!
The Carousel Phone Charge Station. Keep multiple phones charged at one time. Promoting actual conversations at parties, and get together.
I-product adapter cord that allows you to plug in multiple male connectors for I-phone, Ipad and Ipod into one main power cord adapter.
Use your iPhone as a clip on lamp, also able to charge your phone as well.
Pantone + Quirky + Apple = A Match Made in Retail - 2013 - Let's make a Pantone Color of The Year Case for the iPhone 5, iPad Mini, &amp; iPad
I made a prototype external cell phone case that acts as a charging device as well. The back of the clip-on cell case is a solar panel.
Wall mount Guitar hanger that locks to prevent theft of instruments. May be used to protect both acoustic and electric instruments.
My idea is a safe alert and tracking app and tracking device. There would be a GPS tracker put in your valuables safe or your gun safe.
Cluttered break room refrigerator; problem solved. Extend your lunchbox legs &amp; stand over other items, not wide enough just widen stance.
A case or accessory that allows the ipad or iphone to hang on the tray table on an airplane.
A case can store cards and cash easily and quickly. When there is nothing stored, its won't use additional space, keeps iPhone beautiful.
Turn your iPhone into a tape measure, level, and scriber/plotter
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas/electric weed-eaters for home-owner lawn-care technicians.
The iPad is becoming a part of school. A case/backpack that can hold papers, pens, pencils, as well as your iPad, iPhone, Mac, iPod.
Lets combine an electric blanket with a windshield sun shade - Never scrape ice off your windshield again!
"Ipad Lift" Ipad case that will lift the ipad out of a case for viewing.
An adjustable slider-tube affixed to any window frame that allows the window to be semi-opened yet Secure.
A multi device charger that can transfer power from one device to another.
Flexible Silicone Lettuce tool. Straight to cut on board, curved to chop directly in bowl. Dual handled so easier to use.
What I have is an idea that is helpful to mothers where every she needs to use it.To be able to move and feed.I have had this idea from 2004
A portable panini maker that can be run by batteries so that it can be taken anywhere. Can be used for Grilled cheese sandwiches etc.
SILICONE PHOTO BAND - Fill the frame with your favorite guy, puppy, saying, product.... Easy in, easy out. A new look every day!
Its called Mail Call. A censor placed in your mail box that would let you know when you have mail. Saving the elderly trips to the mailbox.
Expand airplay to stream photo's from all device's to each other,the same way music is handled,
[4 in 1] Data Cable for iPhone + Keychain + LED Light + USB Flash Memory
IMOTO THE IPHONE CONTROLLED RIDE ON FOR AGES 15+
Rear mounted, ambient laptop light. Eliminates glare, reduces clutter, USB Powered.
Sanitizer sprayer; fastens anywhere, senses motion to mist objects or hands. Adjustable spray volume, timing and direction.
The water bottle pill dispenser allows its user to retrieve pills by turning the bottom and tilting so that the dosage slides into his hand.
Adjustable, Disposable â€œGlue-on Fabricâ€ like material that will be used as a pad, to protect furniture, leather, table tops.
A signal booster the size of a quater that plugs into the portal,and will double the strenght of your internet connection
iPad Mini gooseneck stand that attaches to a MacBook via the USB port
"Floating" kitchen utensils. Unique feature - air-filled silicone grips. 320 votes! Resubmit
"The Liberator" Tired of standing over a hot stove stirring foods to prevent burning or scorching. This kitchen tool does it for you!
Times are tough, Save money, Get the Last Drop
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Sanitize your pet's toys with the pet toy sanitizer- keep a healthy pet and healthy family. Toys' germs are spread everywhere in your home.
My idea is a light that attaches to a wristband. This allows one to use it without holding it.
IPHONE CAR CHARGER No more wires. Dock built into the iphone car charger with adjustable hinge. Acts like a dock without the bulk.
Clear or translucent case for the new iPod nano! With optional clip that is dual purpose, a clip and headphone holder in one!
Portable hand held battery operated K Cup or ESE coffee pods Coffee Maker for camping, work sites, or anytime your away from home
mmm.. actually it's pretty simple.. a insect killer racket with a digital counter in it.
Michael Phelps put reminder notes on his clock with race-time goals helping him win 18 gold medals.Instead beam the message to bedroom walls
Why bother ? Because we will sell adverts to cell phone users to attach to the shelters which could pay for the construction in a few months
The Unleash stays attached to your dog's collar, when you need it you reach down and grab it, when done it retracts to the dogs collar.
The purpose of the Speedball is to provide of means of measuring the speed of the ball that is thrown from one point to another.
FRAME-IT NECKLACE! - An update of the classic locket. Not just for photos!
Cat's Den
Charge up to 3 iDevices New &amp; old (Lighting &amp; 30 pin) with one cord.
Clark Griswold's Programmable Holiday Lights!
Help flowers stay where you put them at the graveyard. A plastic container with a lid, weight in bottom and can be shortened.
iSafeâ„¢ is a small alarm system you plug into your headphone jack. It can be used with many products, but is made for apple products.
New ECOnomical heating/cooling
No more bending over to pick up the soap! A back brush that dispenses soap with the push of a button. Great for ALL family members.
Silicone iPhone cases in Quirky colors! Would make a good 2nd case!
Kitchen Sink Mats with NeverWET (#NEVWET)
Who doesn't like bubbles soaring high in the sky? Foam football with cylinder catches the air stream to produce bubbles that are sky high!
An iphone 5 case that is perfectly clear. See your beautiful new phone as if nothing is there.
Do it All Baby Stroller, Feeding High Chair, Car seat, Built for 1 or 2 Children. Built-in Play Pen, the Mobile baby Care Center!
This is a smart tag ideation for travellers around the globe.
Candle warmer circulating fan. Circulate that scented candle aroma all over the house.
Keep your bread fresh. Vacuum sealed bread holder and freshness indicator!
Better Training Wheels - Bicycle training wheels that work
iDVD Mini:iPad Mini housing case with integrated portable DVD player or optional DVD player on the back.
Ties that have a *Stylus* built into the tip of the tie.
Thin, enclosed, and stylish accordion iPhone case to give owner more real-estate to store things without losing stylish appeal.
A quick easy way to protect your extension cords from pulling apart. Working Prototype! Student submission.
Squeeze the bottle and the salad dressing will measure out a healthy amount of dressing.
NEVWET on UNHAMPERED. Laundry baskets are impossible 2 clean when they are made of cloth.They get dirty/mildew coz dirty clothes go in them
iPhone case with reader magnifier and screen magnifier. Faster than an app, cooler than readers! Hassle free reading at your finger tips.
"iMoods." Move the mood ring concept into the 21st Century via a thermochromatic liquid crystal case. Visually monitor/share your moods.
I Pad Mini Case---resubmit 31% view to vote last time---this could be a good one
LOL - LMAO - BRB - BRH - CMON - FAQ - GB - H2CUS - IDC - NP
No more bandaids! The flexible finger glove is designed to protect fingers from cuts and lacerations while slicing, dicing, &amp; grating.
Sensors that you attach to objects you misplace on a regular basis in your everyday life. You then find them with sound by using an app.
FLIP TOP MEASURING DISPENSER. Great for dressings, marinades, etc...
Would you jump in a kiddie pool filled with 55 degree water? My kids won't. We need a portable outdoor water heater for summer water toys!
PIVOT POWER US/EU Adapter made to perfectly fit Pivot Power design.
Trying to watch your weight, but don't have the convenience of a scale. The Cross weight is your portable scale! Home, travel, gym...
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Need lots of seating area fast? Fold out bench is for you!
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long
The Diaper Wrapper is a thin attachment applied to disposable diapers and allows diapers to be fully encased, thus containing mess and odor.
#Qcycle: The FOB Lock. No key, No Combo, Just a FOB and a Lock!!!
Car Rear view camera for iPhone/ iPod touch
The WEGE VEGE STEAMERS Fit flush in microwave! Time saving ,space saving,ceramic,dishwasher safe,microwave safe,elegant dinner bowls!
VACUUM STICKERS - vacuum ANY plastic bag. (323+ votes) #SPOTSV
Prevention Device for Wallet &amp; Car Key Would there be any way not to lose wallets or car keys in public places or toilets?
Giftwrap, finally organized your way. A giftwrap caddy/organizer based on the already in-production Cargo. This WILL sell at Lowe's, easily!
Magnetic snaps stapler.
A iPhone case that has a built-in lighter and/or bottle opener.
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on plexi-mirror plate with secure flip cover.
Tea Bag Spoon
Ibot, the 4ft tall iphone controlled robo-buttler kit
LOVE my current ipad bag. Need one for the ipad mini with enhancements!
#spotsv A line of outdoor clothing where the sleeves become its own case with straps with extra storage as well!
#QCycle Bicycle Information Center. Displays on handlebars horizontally,mph,bpm,distance and elapsed time. See your text messages!
QUIRKY LUGGAGE NEOPRENE COVER... Protect and identify your bag with ease. Add straps to easy carrying...
Crafting scissors w/ laser guides and compass for perfect cutting angles w/ measurements on scissor blades: Could B add ons 4 power tools
Flash drive to Flash drive file sharing on the Go! View yours' &amp; others' flash drive's files on the spot on your drive unit. Bingo!
use as a movie projector on any smooth surface but in a slight larger dimension.hencewe can watch a movie any where we please
I've lost 2 love ones in 11 months. But I will keep on trying. I am submitting this next idea in hopes of lifting someone up!
A Speaker Case, Speaker is built into iphone case
IPhone lip gloss and lipstick case. The IPhone case holds one lipstick, lip gloss and has a mirror.
Disposable Body Wash Scrubber/Loofah with Body Wash Supplied in Flexible Ball with Holes in Center of Scrubber
Use That Back Seat Pocket In Any Car..Place Tray Holder Legs Into Back Seat Pocket Flip Up Tray Creating A Full Functional Tray Table
The sanitary 3 in 1 expandable trash bin with removable parts for easy cleaning. No more unsightly and smelly bacteria infested container.
Flosser. A finger protector for pain free, precise flossing.
portable outlet power strip
Because It's time and The "Q" by quirky is here! FIRST SHOE TO HOUSE A HIDDEN USB DRIVE AND HOLD MEMORY!!!
SPONGE SOAP DISH can scrub/clean your counters and lengthen the life of your soap by eliminating soap milk!
A REUSEABLE GREEN SHIPPING BOX THAT HAS A BLOW UP LINER BUILT INTO IT TO PROTECT YOUR ITEM DURING SHIPPING.
Protector
A case that has a way of sticking (suction, magnetic, etc) to a board to make copying notes from the device easier.
Stop forgetting everything. A watch with sensor that remebers what you are forgetting. Set it for what you have to take.It will warn you.
An amplifier for iPhone, iPad and iPod, in order to make them as a microphone.
My idea is the one &amp; only "Gyroll", the rolling gyroscope that with a pull of a string creates incredible abstract works of art. #QTOYS. TY
A hard shell case has 3 colourful elastic bands on the back. Put your hand through, or cards, money, earbuds!
Charging station with individual lighted switches - Organize those chargers and charge ANY device without wasting energy!
Have you ever lost your keys/remote/wallet? Easy retrieval is a press of a button away Eliminates time and stress searching for lost items
Wish your pads felt like an exoskeleton? Lighter pads doesn't mean less protection and more flexibility doesn't mean vulnerability!
An enhanced iPhone back cover that has front loading type battery cartridge with a toaster-like (pop-up) battery charger
textUlater. A mobile app that textes ppl for you at preset times and reminds you that it did the text..
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Ipad mini as a Car Navigator and Car information Center (car mount)
"Doggie See Me" light is a bright blinking light that clips onto a dog collar so that the dog is highly visible at night while being walked.
A Portable Phone Handset and Case for Protection Against Cell Phone Radiation
Prepare Baked potatoes MUCH easier and MUCH faster!!!
Silicone or Metal PAN-TILT Wedge - Drain grease away, make a "high side" of the pan or create a pool of oil for less-cooked pieces.
Carabiner wall screw,easy way to hang chords,keys,3D wall art and more!
My dog had 13 puppies and was not able to feed all of them. I thought it would be nice to have a puppy feeding station for them.
A case for the new iPod Nano so that you can hang it on your neck. Like the first generation iPod Shuffle
Floor Cleaning shoes. The easy to use slip on vacuum and mop shoe that will make the cleaning more fun and less stressful on arms ar back
Silicone Steaming / Cooking Pouch
Clean gutters save on labor and time with an attachment for a tool that most people already have. May eliminate paying to have this done.
iSafeâ„¢ is a small alarm system you plug into your headphone jack. It can be used with many products, but is made for apple products.
Sunglasses Holder/Keeper with optional key hook and optional mirror. Stylish, Convenient, Secure, and Affordable.
This sprinkler would water from top to bottom while oscillating from right to left. This would help in conserving water.
#SPOTSV a dog or cat collar that lights up and beeps off when you push a remote control button
Capi - Magnetic Cables for iPhone, iPad, and iPod that allow a magnetic connection -&gt; Now for the Lightning connector!
"Find My Child"App My idea is to make an GPS accessory.
Prevent the premature death of plants, trees and bushes. Soil too wet, trees drowning from over watering &amp; too much rain? Easily fertilize.
iPhone case that is easy-to-find in the water, floats, is 100% water proof, can be easily manipulated in compromising situations.
Broom with built in dustpan. Makes the casing useful and leaves the dustpan always within arms reach. Just snap off when needed!
The Perfect Bike/Helmet lock. Lock integrates perfectly with helmet designed by Quirky. Sell the helmet and bike lock together.
TRACT. A TV mounted track system that allows a flatscreen TV to go from wall viewing to ceiling viewing. Powers, moves &amp; entertains.
Empowering children to recognize and conquer minor behavioral issues by allowing them to teach others! Works like a charm! Read on..
An ankle bracelet monitor for restraining orders, that link to a victim's cell phone and reveal the wearer's location.
A creative bike light for kids. A light that flashes different colors, and/or makes cool sounds.
A pedal for lifting/lowering toilet seats. Same hands free concept as used for garbage cans.
Quirky improvement. Have a button inside the idea screen that takes you back where you left.
Couch Crib. A gate you can set up to keep your toddler from falling off the Couch. Folds easily for easy storage and set up.
A T-shirt for your iPad, works with smart cover. Fabric, many colors, machine washable, easy to change, etc.
#QCYCLE Pedal power/Solar charger for use with Voyager iPhone bike mount.
A retractable charge cable of 3 meters
Female Feminine Organizer-Period Calendar. Organize female feminine products, calculate &amp; keep track of Mother Nature monthly gift to women.
An Acoustic Guitar where most of the body is removable! Travel guitar and regular acoustic in one, but mostly just fun!
GOT BALLS? Mini desk organizer designed for sports fans.
Perform tricks never before imagined on the Quirky L-BOARD. Let's give the skateboard a whole new makeover.
Bugaphobic? Vac'Em Zap'Em Killer vacuum suctions pests into pesticide lined bag with 6'Telescopic nozzle to reach high places inside or out!
Body Wash Scrubber with Refillable and Flexible Reservoir.
Mesa meets Mocubo. Let's solve the eat alone problem. A small modular prep and cook station makes every meal a snap. Cut, cook, serve!
FlexiBIB
During the summer months you have to take your hose out and water your garden. What about a sprinkler that looks like a real plant.
Having a Bad Work Day - Just want to do some cursing! AÂ LED Light Box that display Fun and dirty words.
Invisible Backpack Fits into Your Pocket! Make Our Schools SAFE Again! Great for Travelers' Souvenirs &amp; Hikers Too! Look at My Prototype!
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I would like an outdoor/indoor drink holder that can be used to attach to anything. The drink holder would have a long flexible neck.
iPhone 5 Power Curl For Your Car
Cotton Candy making machine - No need to hold the stick; Choose your size, shape &amp; color; holders for storing
Three wheel wheelbarrow. The pnuematic tires make it easy to use. The steering capability means no lifting. Interchange-beds.
This one size non fitted towel can be used in any market. Anyone wanting to protect thier seats from sweat or dirt or even the kids.
Think LiveStrong, Garmin, Nike ID, Music, Fitness, Everyday Life -- Combined
A Buzz Lightyear / Startrek type wrist strap case for the new Ipod Nano! Kids young and old will love it!
Turn any monitor into a touch-screen with this blue-tooth enabled stylus with wireless mouse capabilities.
With this Clean View Mask You won't have an air filter in your visual pathway anymore!Avoid accidents and do more fine work at home/business
A Rugged,yet small profile case that has a discrete magnetic backing to the case. Allowing the iphone/ipad to stick to multiple surfaces.
Bubble Printing Kit for kids &amp; crafters! Super easy, fun, &amp; unique! 2 Videos! T-Shirts and glowing prints too! Please comment.
play station games that get our kids ready for life. such as house building, mechanics, cement work,and any other trade that they will enjoy
The Plug Battery Case! Incorporate the plug and battery into the case. always have your charger with you.
The Slyder Stand is a slim, compact, bendable and customizable cell phone/tablet stand.(Patent Pending)
"Bear Butt" is a small inflatable waist pack loaded with hot pepper that will explode when clawed and discourage any bear during an attack.
Drivers face the blinding sun in their eyes. The solution is a floppy, static-cling polarized disk that can be dragged to help drivers see.
Merge modern day technology with a theme from the past. Turn your I Pad into an old-time television set.
iMusic Musical instrumenst anywhere, anytime. [See other images]
APPLE HEADPHONES: Space for iPod Shuffle to lock into space above right headphone
Soft Tubes Builder Toy to promote creativity, imagination and hours of fun play.
How many times have people fallen from ladders because the ladder is unstable and it falls to one side or another or they lose their balance
#QCYCLE Stand pump - A stand which pumps air into your bike. Everytime we use the stand, it pumps air into Quirky's bike with pressure guage
Drawstring bag fitted sheet. Larger and easy to put on. Pull the cord drawstring and sheet stays put. No more fixing every day, better sleep
My idea is to stop tragic child injuries &amp; deaths and the anguish of parents due to the child accidentally being left in a hot or cold car.
Bands and corners, a minimalistic bumper that can also wear a back cover. Other accessories may include attachments to hang, carry etc.
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" and 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
System to transport items to the back of the car/truck! Kids in the way back want a snack? Can't reach them? No Problem...
An iphone case that has a built-in airfreshener dispenser. P
You've heard of 30pin to lightning. But what about lightning to 30pin?
#QCYCLE A Bike Lock that has Led light and Alarm system with a simple Trap. Easy to use for bikers of all ages!
Touch screen-enabled Ipad Water-Proof Shower Case. Watch movies, play apps, takes notes, face time, text, read email in the shower or tub.
A belt/waistband for your iPhone or iPod to fit in to while working out.
'Free' US-patented pocket floss holder for easy and top-quality flossing (offered as "free" attachment to rolled floss and/or other item/s)
Apple Thunderbolt Thumb Drive - 20x faster than USB 2.0!
This device effectively stops the rusting of your razors by drying the razor blade in a stylish and modern package, it can hold 2 razors.
"Check my door!" app
This case is actually extra speaker for iPhone...photo soon
#spotsv "Target" Magnetic Note Holder
Razor Holder for Shaving Cream Cans #spotsv
A phone suction mount marketed and designed for indoor use on bathroom/bedroom mirrors,refridgerators, or bathtub.
Kitchen clutter got you down? "Lid Crib" - A storage solution for all those loose lids floating around the kitchen.
Iron Thor:Line Extension For Thor Plus Added Applied Heat To Melt The Ice Right Off The Windshield,With Little To No Effort Required.
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Dry Erase Animal Shapes for Kids and Shapes for Adults to Decorate and Change For Home Office.
Create your own 3D glow in the dark shapes - The paste (taken out of tube) solidifies after being exposed to air.
Compact portable stain remover washer/dryer clamps onto. Work locally on stains for super quick fixing!
An iPhone case that has slots to put your credit cards, drivers license, some money. Wallet iPhone case.
PiezoCover : Piezoelectric Case/Cover charge your cell phone with the movement. UNDER USPTO PROVISIONAL
Never again forget your MacBookÂ´s Charging Cable again!
Do you have children who try to get near your burning candles? How about a cover to put over it to protect them but still releases the scent
"Lobster Claw" A stand and hand holster in one.
Plinko inspired MP3 player, randomizer, alarm clock. Load it with kids favorite songs. Pressing shuffle is boring, kids need visuals.
Mower Blaster hose attachment allows you to wash the clumpy grass from the underside of your mower without tipping the machine on its side
FLYING MONSTERS!!.............Play Monster Gulp! or Monster Fling! Family fun with Soft Fabric Monster Discs!
"The Scrubbie Rack"! I'm proposing a(n) elongated "S" shaped hook that hangs off the shower curtain rod between the curtain rings.
I want to make a foot powered paper shredder that can feed in a stack of papers 2 to 4 at a time so you dont jam it.
hdd hub for internal and external hard drives.
An audio adaptor that enables the iPhone to be shared between two users, while improving the input locations, portability and viewing angle.
Shinerz
Iphone holder gadget is the best idea for people who love to Facetime their love one or their relatives from different location or country.
Transform Any Energy Bulb Into Decorative and Make Them Last 4x Longer!
Been on camping trip-wanted to make a cake or pizza, save energy on stove or do not have an Oven. The Oven on the Go is the product for you.
Polarizing screen cover that makes the iPhone as easy to read in bright sunlight as liquid ink screens.
Combo- I Pad Mini Bike holder and car holder.
Quickly transform regular table food into the right size bites for babies, toddlers, and children.
In line skate scooter http://youtu.be/BafoXsZYQGM
Take the world's most popular sport and mix in a little volleyball and what do you get? Soon to be the world's 2nd most popular sport BOCA
Iphone case that has the charger built in. The cords will pop out to plug into usb port and the phone.
With "Arm Chair Buddy" enjoy your favorite snack and beverage without reaching or balancing. It grips any sofa or recliner arm.
Turn you Smartphone into a Professional grade camera by adding this attachable larger Lens &amp; Flash Combo! Read Further!!
Player Piano drum + Xylophone = programmable music box!
Airplane Pillow Head Rest
A wheel for iPad whoch help you to play games with cars.
A personalized retractable color phone cord that would be yours. It would be a color of your choice.
Resub got 148 votes! Imagine if Stem could fit on hot sauce, olive oil, vinaigrette bottles that would spray with even distribution on food!
Combine a power strip &amp; magnetic gap cover for use between stoves &amp; cabinets.Extra plugs for unused space.Plugs in behind
stove.Pics&amp;Details
Don't throw away that ceramic bowl with a chipped rim. Instead, RENEW it with this universal rim cover. #spotsv
A small portable device that will alarm you if you FORGOT something to take with you and help you to FIND it easily.
KOOZIE... is a very handy GADGET; complete office desk organizer. YES everything office MGR. needs for daily tasks at his/her arms length.
Metal Serving Plate with cutting Board area. Add a cut-able dish plate to your table. Includes a dips/sauce/gravy site
Solar dash defroster
(RESUB) TriPad/TriPhone Case: iPad/iPhone upgrades focus around photos/videos. Enhance the experience &amp; have a stand,hand grip,etc.
Key organizer. Find your personalized keys easy.
A wearable glove which will have different kind of brushes for doing the dishes.
Float-able GyroTray - A tray which never spills (Inspired by one of ASOTV's best sellers - GyroBowl)
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Resub. Desk and chair set that optimizes space. Desk integrates chair with drawers. Open to collaboration
we make any word or phase into a three dimensional puzzle. please visit our website, 3dwordpuzzles.com, to view the process.
People who love Gel and Acrylic nails are exposed to harmful UV rays during dry time---causing CANCER/Premature aging: UV block SALON GLOVES
*EASY NUT MILK MAKER - MAKE FRESH NUT MILK IN SECONDS AT HOME, THE DORM, OR OFFICE Just Add Nuts &amp; Water for Instant
Nut Milk
solar power bladless fan with USB ports for charging devices and bottle cap opener.
#iPadMiniKatch - is a mirror of Katch for the iPhone, for the iPad Mini! Makes it easy to hang an iPad Mini in many places, easy, and fast!
Not Red Box
Water Time Water Bottle. A water bottle for your desk that chimes during the day to remind you to drink water based on height and weight.
Making any Phone Case fun!just click and see for yourself!
This modification of the manufacturing process will extend the life of disposable razors (esp. the expensive ones!)
beach chair
Wire Maze Game
Line Extension for Quirky "Eclipse" (by Don House) - "Eclipse II" with Built-in Wireless Earphones for Relaxing with Music or Audiobooks
Use 100% of your kitchen drawer's capacity with an expandable/modifiable utensil tray. Will hold most all of your kitchen utensils together!
Ipad mini water proof touch enable case
Millions suffer from SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER and many don't know it. Current light therapy options are horribly sterile in appearance.
This is an apparatus for studying the iris, but simpler and portable
How to wipe your knife? Calla is a knife that can be easily cleaned and safety products. And it is also possible to remove water.
Use the Cubi-Chair in an office cubicle. Folded flat against the wall when not in use, it flips down to provide an extra seat when needed.
A multi device charger that can transfer power from one device to another.
a case to block any incoming signal.
REAL espresso, brewed just under boiling temperature at SIXTEEN-BARS of pressure -- on time, in your cup. You can even take it camping!
Curved shower curtain rod: more room in shower and no contact with a slippery slimy shower curtain! To save space, it can be inverted.
A case that houses the headphones on the top of the ipod touch. You can pull them out like a retractable keychain.
a no mess elevated pet dish that may be made with sides. helps keep stains off the walls.
Rear view mirror and point of view camera sunglasses, but no rear view camera with forward lens projecting device to see behind you? Really?
My idea is to create nail polish that dries instantly.
The next big thing! It's time we took back our comfort and stop getting sore hands, wrists, and elbows from other devices.
Stick on wallet for iPad mini. A la Quirky's Keeper.
Iphone/smart phone flash drive transfer to flash drive as well iphone to flash drive
The Smart Family Alarm clock! Multiple profiles! Settings for days of the week, monthly and annual reminders! Tablet &amp; phone docks!
this is a cement mixer that can be used to haul camping equipt. game,weapons, etc. can also be used as shelter in a storm and to haul game.
Integrated software Hologram Case,charging iphone,photo,music, hologram "Display" wall dock/+ carry case,connectivity.
The Quirky charging tower for ALL of your USB and AC devices.
What are parties around the world missing, "BALLOON SPEAKERS". Huge potential w/ party planners &amp; people alike. Think concerts also. #QTOYS.
Hide your cables in your wall! This device allows an in-wall conduit system for hiding your cables. Resubmit 400+ votes. Working Prototype!
Sponga. Sea Sponge for Showering with pocket to store bar of soap. No more losing a bar of soap or leaving it on the floor to get dissolved
An app that will enable your device to be able to read aloud so you can listen to any book on any device from any destination.
A Cup with a built-in mixer / Instant protein mixer. [See other images]
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Sick of losing your drawstrings inside your pants or shorts? (now you don't have to feel sick anymore!)
Toddler Sprinkler Splash Pad ~ a Sprayground at home (Resubmit - 121 votes)
Pie shelves for the fridge to put your pies on. This will save space in your fridge. Perfect for the Holidays when needed most Please c pics
UN-CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in toilet area. THIS HELPS them to keep / clean up the area.
Deleted submission - similar
EASY GRIP HANDLE provides a means for handling lids of butter dishes. It features an arch 1 1/2" high by 2 1/2"wide and 4 3/4 long
Garbage Can that lifts the garbage bag up by a foot lift. Makes the removal of the garbage bag much easier. No more pulling and straining.
Feel and Draw on your wall! Young kids will love it!
Infants don't need to be passive onlookers anymore. They too can exercise while being pushed or pulled in a stroller. Exercise for all
Crying baby? Don't drive them around until they fall asleep.
The solution to organize items within your purse! The Big Bag Organizer (BBO) or Small Bag Organizer (SBO).
iPhone charging dock. Small as a USB drive easily carry anywhere you go.
Attn Dog Lovers: Protect yourself and your family from the dangerous bacteria on your dogs paws with Dirty Dog Germ Fighting Paw Sanitizer.
Ear Bud Cord Management, groves to wrap cable and sleeves to hold ear buds.
a mat suction cups on one side the other side will have pads with either bristles or loofer type material. .
Light at your fingertips. The Thumb Light. A 2 LED gadget inside neoprene thumb-band with on/off button. Removable for washing.
It is a shopping bag organizational tool made with a handle, multiple hooks &amp; a latch to secure shopping/grocery bags.
Non Stick Baking Tins for " Mini " Cup Cake Cones. ice cream cone shaped cup cakes. Kids will Love decorating the cup cake cones.
resub UC #spotsv luuuuzzzrrrrr!! Shot glass molds that make edible THEMED 3D shot glasses. Cheers!
Touch screen-enabled Ipad Water-Proof Shower Case. Watch movies, play apps, takes notes, face time, text, read email in the shower or tub.
I own a cleaning service and have been through dozens of mops. This mop would be easy to use, nicely designed and good to wash high walls!
Obesity in kids is growing in America. How about we try and do something that will get them active and exercising.
Le Vernis Intelligent
I'm presenting "the box-sack!"/ "Back-box!" It is a mix between your ordenary cartong box and a back-sack. Simple and easy. .
How many times have you piled food,plates,jars on a tray to carry outside and had everything slide all over and fall and break?
Microwavable containers designed for quick and even cooking/reheating and storage. Shaped like a doughnut so it can't be cold in the middle!
Switch to control the various status indicator lights on computers and servers.
The swim bra! A smooth water-friendly bra slips easily under any swimsuit, providing the support and lift missing from many swimsuits.
#toys Excite kids about discoveries with this FUN PICO Projector Unit that embeds a microscope and connects to your iPhone/iPad/MAC.
big clips to hold a lot of blankets together as one.
The Indoor/Outdoor Spice, Vegetable, fruit garden
ShirtSaver is a clothes hanger which is easier and faster to use and avoids stretching the neck and shoulders of shirts and sweaters.
An elegant iPhone spinning charging dock.
Hologram Keyboard
My idea is an "Anti boil over device for cooking on the stove".
An Iphone or Ipod case that can carry your wallet. Enough room to carry 3 credit cards an Id card and to hide folded money.
Lemon Acid Soap
#NEVWET Travel Bottles "Pour every drop"
Shoe Cubz!! There is valuable real estate in your closet, between the bottom of your hanging clothes and the floor. Lets make that work!
This is a time to keep up with the new market. To create more accessories to go with this for a want/need for the fashion and life style.
Pegit Accessory Plates - The Pegit customizable iPhone 5 case is now available in the Quirky shop, but there are no accessories for it.
Coin counter case! When you need more than hands to count money!
Turn any bed into a couch, WHAT, HOW? With the Couch simulating body pillow that goes on your bed!
Who is TIRED of losing golf balls!!? Lets create a golf ball that is GPS enabled and will sync with an android or an ipod device!!!
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Quirky cutting board with Knife Sharpener in the "Q". Click on picture space to see drawing.
The iPad "VIEW", a mobile stand to hold the iPad for comfortable viewing while laying in bed or anywhere around the house.
#QCYCLE Combine the best features of the standard 3 types of bike/air pumps to make the most versatile and compact pump available.
This is a holder for laptops that adjusts height for the user. Enabling correct posture and view.
Modernizing the television with interactive media, and it starts with Apple TV.
Cellphone antenna that actually works. fits in the3.5mm headphone jack or clipped on the cell phone to get those extra bars when needed.
LOST TAG. If you ever lose a child than hopefully they have this!
Drink Hats! Never lose your drink again! Stop wasting expensive drinks by losing track of them. easy to use and low cost, Use em everywhere!
IPOD wrist/forearm case that can swivel 360 degrees.
HOOZIE a very handy pen-holder for any/all notebooks. YES ITS perfect for any high-school; university students; who can keep track of them.
Universal Medical Care Information System for Travelers and Xpats 5,256,000+ US Citizens now live outside of the US and need this
GripPad. Case especially great for disabled population and children. Has Easy-hold hand holders for good grip, usage and prevents dropping
Hamburger Silicone Shape Tray. Get some help in the kitchen making and shaping burgers. Comes with six round burger molders. Doesn't Stick
Grip it, is a glove with several suction cup-like fingers. You place the glove on and then gently attach it to the back of your i-pad. .
iPad Keyboard Case with keyless Touch keyboard. Ipad needs some innovation with a modern cool keyboard
Expanding Picture Frames. Go from a small frame to a bigger one with just a few clicks.
BED-OFF... Bedroom Office can be used by KIDS..MOMS..DADS..Real-Estate..Lawyers..College Dorms..to prepare their Computerized Projects.
#spotsv -- REUSABLE "SWIFFER" COVERS. A Money Saving, Green Solution.
A chic, modern, analog clock is the ultimate parenting tool! Motivate and discipline while teaching about time using numbers and colors.
#spotsv Cuke Cap. Cover that cucumber!
Get your Hair Straightener / Flat Iron off the counter!
If the your customer base can become your advocates away you go. Here is a great opportunity to enhance customer awareness to your products.
Get your kids out of the house on a hot day. The Aqua-Tram is a custom sprayer made just for trampolines that attaches to any garden hose.
An iPhone or iPad or iPod! classic earphones can be converted into in-ear bud ear phones .
Soft Silicone Food Can Cover
A silicone case (similar to a case you put on a smartphone) that goes on the bottom of the laptop.
Kill Vampire Energy! A small individual Smart Plug&amp;USB in one that kills standby energy from appliances and gadgets to save energy and money
Hurricane Sandy hit thousands of cell phones are starting to die. You reach in your pocket and pull out your 9V USB cell charger. Hello Mom!
2 in 1 idea Decorative lighted house number signs that will run on solar power or low voltage transformer.
I-pad controlled trade mill (fully control by i-pad)

Its TRUE ! we call it I-MILL

Sailing Floating bed
Hologram Keyboard
A Pajama Post to have your kids hang their pajamas on when they take them off.
Heart felt sleep, a mattress pad topper for babies crib that emulates the sound of a heart beat.
A cold/Hot pad that lays on your should and upper back to relieves pain and stiffness while at work or home.
A fun and new way to add your own drawing(s) and make them your very own (temporary) tattoo. Kids will love this!
An Effective and Elegant Pasta/Tong Multi-Tool!
Avoid wasted food and be safe. use this small reusable sticker that changes a new color every day from the time it's stuck on an object.
A custom tape for gift packing with custom messages.
Cell Phone charger that maintains charge level
#SPOTSV Batteries are everywhere, until you need one. The one you find is probably dead. All in one drop down battery organizer and disposer
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Waxing Pen, used for waxing eyebrows, lip lines, bikini area or any other area that is diffucult to create that fine line of waxing.
Xtreme Video Spin Case: Sphere case for taking unique action video. Sphere would attach to a mount that moves/spins with action.
Bike scooter or skateboard to the beach and bring your beach chair, umbrella, snacks, lotions and games - all in one light weight backpack.
Do you use a lap desk and your book, lap top, tablet, i pad or other device slide off while using it and annoy you?
Minimalist hammock and tarp-tent sleep/shelter-system for hikers that takes up less space than a conventional ultralight shelter-system.
Hanging chip bag organizer. Product attaches to the underneath of a pantry shelf and chip bags clip into it. Bags hang vertically.
Transform your wine bottle into functional carrier for your stemware!
An Ipad carrier with a handle that folds down to a stand.
DISPOSABLE CLEAR PLASTIC SEAL COVERS FOR IPHONE - When you need to protect your phone temporarily for work or dirty situations
A solar panel in a polygonal cup shape that can collect more sunlight while reducing size and increasing surface area.
#iPadMiniSlim is a case design for the upcoming iPad Mini. Easily store receipts, notes, pictures, letters, airplane tickets and more!
Love Air Jordans? Nike Foamposites? Wish you had a sure way to keep those soles clear? This kit keeps soles icey and your shoe game hot!
iPhone pillow clamp. Clips to your pillow or chair or desk or anywhere you want to use it!
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Floor Knee Pads With Wheels.The current knee pads are uncomfortable and some will irritate the skin when you use it for a long time.
Jewelry box with docking station on the top and a speaker to listen to music. Excuse my lack of artwork not good at that you'll have imagine
#QCYCLE Bicycle mirrors with built in turn signals and bluetooth speakers.
A device to pick up/ vacuum up all size bugs that has a chamber that they cannot escape from.
Power Extender On-Demand - Wall outlet with more power plugs on demand - pull and plug. Push in when not in use
An app that will allow you to vote in the election primarily Presidential.
My idea: a hearing aid shaped wireless device that the person who set the alarm uses, so he alone hears the alarm clock in the morning.
SLIDE ON STYLUS. make any pen or pencil work.
Flower box Sunbrella
This is a change to phone cases that will make them more fun and start a whole new trend in designs.
Headphones that are wireless buds that are connected to you iPhone by an app.
TV Mount Remote Control. Why get up to move your flat screen up down left right. Just point click and and get your flat screen perfect.
Hologram Keyboard
A toilet seat cover that gives you good back support and comfort. Don't bend forward and hurt your back
Built-in armrests toilet
A device that wraps around your body to attach any or all of these devices safely and securely and easy to access and use your devices.
Quirky Mail-able Memory Media Format! CD's are big, Flash drives are expensive: when you need to mail files, a better option is needed!
#spotsv (NEW VIDEO)(WAS LIVE EVAL)Puppy Pod! Hard wearing cover for a standard tennis ball- Watch 'em have fun.(NEW VIDEO with a prototype
G.B.H.-GLUE-BOTTLE-HOLDER will always have a squirt-of-glue at the instant ready for use on any / all projects that needed to be glued.
Casing which includes flat (as possible) headphone jack, and retractable earbud headphones.
NO MORE BURNS! Compact, handy wooden kitchen tool combines convenient push/pull for oven rack plus tongs to remove bread from toaster.
Silence A Slamming Door. Apply rubber strips with built in Nike air system inside door frame to silence a slamming door.
iPad Mini Speaker and keyboard dock. Use it hands free. Use with iPhone too.
Heated Windshield Washer Fluid:To Melt the Ice Right Off The Windshield And Defrost The Windshield In A Matter Of Seconds.
A bracelet that alerts you by color if you have an email, Facebook, twitter or text message, it also syncs with music.
iphone/ipad case with garage door like functions for front. Protect the screen, no more broken screens. See Video..
resub with a little change)Rechargeable Glow Sticks. Charges by a plug in light base Or Leave in your window.
A bluetooth headset that allows you to send text messages!!!
SERVE 4 DIFFERENT BEVERAGES FROM ONE PITCHER 4 CHAMBER BEVERAGE PITCHER CAROUSEL
Frisbee Hats: resubmit
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Hair strainer with a base and a replaceable sleeve for shower and bathtub which eliminates the dirty process of removing hair from strainers
alarm system that connects wirelessly to your iPhone so you always know what's going on. Use it for your home and Car.
Left something out of fridge for too long? Don't Freak-Out, FridgeOut chirps every minute if you leave something out for too long
Flat sheet falling off the bed? Your spouse pulls the sheet to their side of the bed at night? Hate having to put on fitted and flat sheets?
Pull down dome light for easy light bulb changing. No ladders, no cussing, no broken glass!
Finally! A changing table that is efficient and effective! Designed with PEOPLE in mind! Compact! Front-facing! built-in lighting! storage!
Quirky is developing Rake Nâ€™ Tamp, We will need a Garden Scooper that collects debris more efficient to go with it.
iphone attachment
A wheel for iPad which help you to play games with cars.
Building connecting foam shapes many colors and sizes, all foam forms with engraved shape name on them for preschoolers and rascals.
iPhone case with elastics for you to carry stuff! (money, key, business card, credit card, as you wish!)
Paint Mixer Craft Kit. Easy and fun for kids. Learn the color wheel. Mixes paints right in front of you.
Super dog Tooth Brush: Resubmit see below comments credit to Gary below to design improvement
A small kitchen sink squeegee would help push those unsightly leftovers and dog food down the sink without wasting energy and water.
*NOVELTY* Just for Grits and Shins! USB hitch cover for gas engine vehiles.
This should provide all your needs with arms to spare...Please offer suggestions or comments! Thank You Very Much!
"Stand" out with aromatic scents for your iPhone... Stop wasting money on air fresheners!
Turn your iPhone/Pad into a windshield HUD(Heads Up Display) with a projector
ipad mini case and stand that can be used anywhere.
An iphone case that has a built in laser pointer and/or Swiss army knife (with various accessories)
Vent Moisturizer! Combination of silica gel, magnetic container and water that would release as air passes over it, moisturizing vent air.
why not we add small dim-lights on top of ear phones to find it easily in darks without switch on phone lights
iPhone, iPad mini Journal with a writing/drawing pad that is able to incorporate with all your idevices. Submitted Sep 21 was in UC Sep 26.
W.B.R.(Work-Bench-RUG) is extremely good surface to work on with various electronic / wood / home / garden PROJECTS... better than rubber.
Pool Pacing Device. Real time pacing to improve your swim times and get direct feedback on technique changes. Like GPS for the pool.
Chair with removable folding stool &amp; removable folding TV tray. For extra extra seating and to store TV dinner tables. Resub 217 votes
Hologram Keyboard
This Contact Lens Case Compact has a built in contact lens holder, mirror and light.
Never Miss a Pill Again Holder. An alarm for each medication that announces the time thereby alerting you not to forget to take your meds.
Charge Pad
Wine Glass or Beer Mug With Integrated Freezing Gel &amp; Built-In Coaster:
Power Extender On-Demand - Wall outlet with more power plugs on demand - pull and plug. Push in when not in use
Personal Photo Cup! Use any 4x6 or 5x7 size photo and turn your cup into your personal photo cup. Great for parents and family.
Make the iPad easier to use by housing it in a lap desk and easier to hear by incorporating speakers.
Something like a stand to hold/hang Apple devices above your head for comfortable viewing while laying down.
#QCYCLE Survival kit for MTB. Let's reinvent the survival kit for MTB rider.A helper in troubles.Lightweight, easy to carry.
Ever run out of power on your iPhone, iPod or iPad on the go, and don't have a power sorce to connect to? That's where Portapower comes in!
Glow in the dark IPhone case with built-in phone locator.
'G-shapes' is a life-saver for men: Ready-made goatee and beard-shapers in different styles!Now maintain a goatee without the tension + fuss
A raised skin/casing for iphones for Seniors that would allow the phone to physically have the same "raised" dialpad as a flip phone.
Use your I phone like a magnifying glass.
LipSIX is a lipstick revolving storage system for the purse or for the vanity/bathroom areas in the household.
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Flat screen TV wall mount with speakers.
Resub. Defense Tool for Walkers, Joggers, Runners, Letter Carriers or Anyone
Combo Snow Blower/Lawn Mower/Leaf Vacuum
Canisters based on KANBAN process. Quick glance lets you know when time to buy more...for coffee, sugar, flour, etc...Set per consumption.
iPhone Slider Case : Easy sliding out of a hardcase. Pops Out with the slide of a switch!
A new Toy Ball with other American Foot balls,mini soccer ball and Tennis balls built into it
Retractable or Folding skateboard ! Make the skateboard more portable! Its a transportation for many, lets make it fit better in a backpack
I like to have my ears clean as we all do. Since they came out with those nylon srunges to srub with we don,t seem to have any washclothes.
CyberProTexion-TM w/miniGPS/microchipped digiCAM Embedded Within"Prompting Quick Recovery of Your Priceless Bicycle,MotorCycle,Moped etc
Having coffee anywhere.You can save 2-4$ by making your own drink.It's easy and can serve anytime, anywhere and keep it hot for a long time.
Kevlar LED Bicycle Tires: Puncture Proof and The Knobs are LEDs.#QCYCLE
TINY PORTABLE ICE MAKER for world travelers!! Ice in 7 minutes! Also use on boat, camper, office, kitch. counter. Size of a cigar box.
Karaoke Greeting Cards. Built-in Voice Recorder that records full length songs. Card has lyrics written on it. Get Crazy for a change.
I propose an app called a "Zinger" for you cell phone, computer, ipad etc.
Garment Rack Light - Hang up your stuff and light up your room. Perfect for college students! Kids rooms! Keep that stuff off the floor.
Add a Filter to a Washing Machine to clean water AFTER the wash cycle to Remove Soap/ Clorox / Dirt before it drains through your clothes
How Many Cats Do You Have To Feed? Expandable Cat Food Dish for Multiple Cats!
#NEVWET. manufacture Waterproof ties made from #NEVWET FABRIC. you love it really..
tired of running out of ink, use my new auto-inker
OUTDOOR Rolling "Kitchen Cart" - STORE (bbq tools,citronella candles,plastic cups and flatware) SERVE (food, bar cart) HANG (bbq tools)
Ultimate Charger - A/C phone Charger having a backup battery inside + Solar panel(optional). Charge the phone where ever you are.
Chalk Car. Chalk snaps to bottom of car.(Resubmit with major changes)
Hate it when the Sound in one earbud/earphone goes out? Its probably from the constant pulling of the wire. Check out my simple solution!
Universal Remote that stores logins &amp; profiles for smart TV apps and streaming services. No more logging in-n-out of your roommates accounts
The water scooter is a water based scooter for children. Air driven, charged by solar panels, safe and VERY fun! "Powerwheels for the water"
Retractable Airer. When you don't use, pull handle. It folds up to ceiling and stays there. It is placed where people do not go through.
REMOVING ICE HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER! Steam powered, charge in car or home, add water, turn on and scrape with ease.
The creation of a reusable, collapsible, flexible wipes holder! Product can be used for baby wipes, car upholstery wipes, and more!
BambÃ¹ it extends like you flowers do. Using the telescopic fishing rod conception i thought about a extendable rod that i've called bambÃ¹.
Air Defence - A Travellers companion to fight disease from traveling in planes.
Clothes Hanger Organizer: Speed up and simplify the most boring chores.
Water filtration straw and water filtrating pump in one. It does not exist and will benefit billions of people! Vote for a pump &amp;a sip in 1.
Keep you phone close.Keep your earbuds closer. Phone case stores your earbuds inside the case. Can also hold license/credit cards RESUB
IPad Sound Slide Case
Ballz Skateboards - 360 degrees of fun! Do you have the balls to ride the Ballz Skateboard with the ball wheels?
The "Sidewinder"(Omni-directional) Power Chair able to do what no other power chair can do!! MOVE SIDEWAYS!!!!!!
Can opener, with a mechanism to easily pick and remove lid or turn half removed lid - Never touch the cut lid with your hands.
App enabled low profile compact action cam for skateboarding. With a hand held clicker to take snapshots.
Clothing enhanced with air-bag technology! You're lookin' too cool until BAM! you're down. POOF! your coat inflates and buffers the CRASH!
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Retractable magnetic privacy screen for decks.
Use this Disposable Place setting for your next big event! No more need to buy separate utensils and plates.
fingerprint recognition at POS
Microwave Safe Bowl Holder and a coaster.
Mini tv wall mount with adjustable arm made for iPhone
The Water Waiter
The Newest Coolest Alcoholic Bevarage In a Thousand Years.
A reusable housing for a roll of band-aid, keeping the roll sterile. It function like the housing of a measuring tape.
A GPS for Stores app! EASILY find what you're looking for! No more frustration!
Magnifier Clip. Mount anywhere, ideal for delicate jobs like soldering iron
#iPadMiniWoodGrain is a case idea for the the iPad Mini. Now you can show you know style with this refined wood case! Q did for iPhone b4!
Accessory Pods for your hangers. Contour Accessory. Use with any hanger.
Are you tired of your pet tipping her bowl and stain the floor? with this bowl will keep your house clean much longer and your food in place
Light up, app enabled car decals. Lets bring wallbrights to cars.
Iphone/Ipad case with usb flash storage,and battery backup. Kind of alike a swiss army knife, multiple purposes.
All in One Stick You Bring together Include Usb Pendrive, memory card reader and bluetooth
Tired of extension chords that only come in white or brown ? How about a Klearkord - A Clear Extension Chord That's So Clear It Disappears.
Ear buds not fitting quite right? Tired of that coord getting caught in your clothes? Ears too big or too small? Let's fix that.
Wireless Charging Tote Bag
Rest EZ Sleep Aid
Quick Stop indicator light - special light that would indicate when a driver slams on their brakes (sudden or forceful pressure applied).
Track your free weight , machine exercises and other workouts with your Smart Phone/ Iphone
A crucifix-shape 4-way power board for plugs of all sizes with a bow-tie sculpture for an attractive room ornament
MOWER BLADE SHARPENING KIT... This KIT contains all parts to set-up a method to PERFECTLY RE-SHARPEN a MOWER BLADE in seconds with
grinder
Help stop Mosquitoes from carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever, Eastern Equine. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes?
FOUNDiT Nano Security/Spy camera. Watch what is happening live or recorded via the iPhone/iPad app. Nano camera simmular to the iPhones camera.
Ultimate Popcorn Bowl
!An IPad glove which holds your IPad/Tablet with Velcro and will prevent your hand from getting tired holding it upright.
Micro camera
new Adjustable Butt Hinge :resubmit:
THE EXPERTS SAY A GREAT INVENTION DOES 2 THINGS 1. SOLVES A PROBLEM 2. SAVES $-STOP WHAT YOU ARE DOING AND READ
ABOUT MY HEATING DEVICE
Make hovercrafts from old cd's. Make an attachment!Just attach and play!See video!
Fruit Holder-Slicer device that can hold and slice a large number of small fruits (grape, cherry tomatoes, or strawberries) all at one time.
Burglar Smoke Alarm Remote-Switch... is a simple methodology to have all home Smoke-Alarms fixed to accept the remote signals to activate IT
A WATERPROOF BEACH WAIST POUCH THAT YOU CAN USE TO STORE CASH,CARDS AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES WHILE YOU ARE ON
THE BEACH,AT THE POOL AND GYM.
Keep your soft garden waste bag open even in windy conditions without bulky bins and rigid holders.
Pod Power and Ember are going into production. To be competitive,power supply devices have to be smart. It Saves Energy and Money.
Breastfeeding nipple covers reinvented, with antimicrobial polymer fiber lining (anti-bacterial, anti-odor and thermo-regulating).
Mini cooling pad case for MINI IPAD. Case tilts for viewing.
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen unit converter (cooking unit calculator). Not an app.(Resub 218 votes). Open to collaboration. #spotsv
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An "IP-ID" to locate the owners of a lost iPhone that has been found.
Won't ever have to worry about losing your iphone again!
* REVOLVER-STYLE AUTO REPLACE HEADLIGHT - Automatically Shifts To Next Bulb When One Burns Out - Go 10 Years W/ Out Changing
A Flask Pouch with hooks for easy carrying into your favorite events!
WEEEEE! BUBBLE MAKING BIKE. Attach over ends of handle bars. As you pedal bubbles come out of handles. Get exercising RESUB #QCYCLE
#HOMEDEPOT Vortex - Your Leaf Blower Add-On That Allows You To Control The Flow. Maybe even make a complete leaf blower system. VIDEOS
The Eclipse sun blocker,can save you from an accident while driving in the evening when the sun is setting.
SEE VIDEOS! Organizer Tree Meets Lazy Susan Meets Mr Potato Head for your Desk! Clean Up(wards!)
Convert any desk to a standing desk with a desktop computer stand that adjusts your monitor, keyboard, and mouse to the height you need.
Make Pivot power even better - add circuit-breaker switch and UPS system (provides emergency power to a load when the power source fails).
The Emergency Folding Spinal Table. Flexible system rescuing device. Great to secure injured people waiting for the Emergency team to arrive
HandStand is a multipurpose iPhone silicone case that ensures that you will never drop your iPhone again.
UpLo Blanket
Pillow party!
the golf schtick
GROUND BREAKING DANCING ROLLER OR INLINE SKATE WITH INBUILT SPEAKERS THAT SYNCS or PAIR WITH YOUR MUSIC
PLAYERS AND PLAY ANY MUSIC FROM IT.
Earbud Cord Keeper. My product keeps earbuds and their cords neat and untangled.
Ip Addressable Outlets Adapters and Light switches - Run your home like a data center. The new X10
"Piggy Back" Smart Phone Case (Dual Cell Phones)
the batteries are charged indepently from the iphone and any number can be carried as extra Hence no need to charge the iphone
Jar LID BOWLS - for your quick meal. No need for using dishes. Just place sallad inside and reuse. #SPOTSV
It's a fun musical slap bracelet for kids! It's great! Just push the button and hear a pre-recorded song, or record and customize your own!
2 Attachments for SHOP VAC.a SCRAPER and a WIRE BRUSH.Make construction projects easier.Vacuum mess as you go!Scrape paint,Tile grout,floors
#iOSRCDriveMaps is an iOS App-Enabled product controlled by user-created "drive path maps" or by getting maps from others via in-app sharing
Noise Cancelling headphones that are pillows! Have a "sound" sleep!
Activated film draws poop away from baby's genital area.
Multi-vehicle Remote Fob: Anyone with two cars and two remote fobs has experienced the frustration having both on their keychain.
want to have more shoes in office without people noticing? Use this in-office shoe rack integrated with power outlets and foot rest.
Pets turns on heater in dog house, or TV, or anything plugged into the switch. If the pet lies on the platform the switch remains on.
Lighted Craft Storage Box w/ Fold Down Work Surface
Underwater Submarine controlled with iPhone. Take pictures or shoot underwater video with your phone!
iPad Mini Folio:Line Extension For Folio with the Ipad Mini.
PLUCK n BASTE. Pluck with a Baster adaptor. Awesome 2 in 1 function. Sunny side out with gravy on the side!
Steel iPhone case with integrated bottle opener.
A biodegradable Christmas tree bag to make it easy to recycle Christmas trees without getting needles all over your house and car.
Children's toys that float in the water that parents can record their voice on for fun in the bathtub.
Honeycomb Wine Rack Chiller:
Body Temperature Monitor (BTM)
Make driving safer with the "Got Me Covered" visor. Snap on to existing car visor to block sun from front, side, &amp; corner simultaneously.
Introducing The Transformer Unicycle:It's a unicycle it's a bicycle,it's both.Chainless &amp; no brakes required,Ultra cool to the Maximus.
Kids love sidewalk chalk. Here's a new way they can have a blast!
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Coconut Water Drill - Coconut Water is estimated to soon be a $1 billion industry. Could also pair with a spout for easy pouring.
The Pregnancy Sleeping System is designed for pregnant women who want to safely sleep in the back position.
Stroller with a tank type tracks to assist up and down stairs.
Iphone CASE similar to a Walkie Talkie for Kids and Adults. There is an application for Androids and Iphone for Walkie Talkie use.
Reduce neck and back pain while working at your desktop or laptop through the use of your camera to track your posture.
Stamps! Changeable rubber stamps on the back of iphone case. istamps is cool! Clarification: THE IPHONE IS THE STAMP!
The coolest iPhone 4,4S, and 5 case.It's a Slim, Shockproof case with an extended battery and a HD Speaker in one.
50% of the population at some time suffers from chronic sinusitis.Treatment is poor with time lost.Using this machine will cure the problem,
Style Me! A full line of gentle hair styling products for babies and toddlers.
Prevent workplace injuries with the Proxy-Band! Band vibrates, beeps, or alerts you when someone else is behind you! Work safely!
A hands free level, lose the adhesive tape! Introducing the Strap-N-Level.
Get Screwed at lowes!
i-CASES embedded with Blood pressure and Fever monitoring system and Glucose meter( iPhone and i pad or i pod)
A pet bed that will automatically cover your friend when they enter and lie down.
# QTOYS New direction for stress relief toys! A toilet bowl that helps you flush your stress out of your system - it's fun and it works!
Tumbling Cooler
A single kitchen tool that doubles as both a spatula and tongs.
"Santa Talking Plate" is an interactive plate. Children leave treats for Santa, and awake to hear a recorded message from Santa.
The only app entabled, fitness, dance, play and type mat for your IPad, IPhone and ITouch, do more, get fit and play better!
Dissolvable packaging for all toiletries packaging in hotels. Water soluble packaging that disintegrates when opened in the shower.
Mega Phone Necklace :rebumit:
App Enabled Waist Measuring Tape. Keep track of your inches on your iPhone.Great for a seamstress.
Let's make a collapsible silicone popcorn holder with built in flip top lid.Mark persons name on lid or on front of container.Easy storage!
This is a storage bag that can be hung on a trunk or hitch-mounted bike rack. It can store extra luggage, food, or accessories when needed.
3D glasses for people who wear glassesThe glasses will have a clip like the old sunglasses so that it clip to the nose piece of your glasses
Auto-leveling hot and cold food carrier. This carrier keeps your food level to reduce your spills and keep your food looking fantastic.
A magnet phone cover that can attach to object like a locker.
A stylus that attaches to the wires on your earphones.
Improve packaging for lip balms and lipsticks to feature a see-through section so you know how much product is left.
Home Printer for Ribbons. Print a message or images ribbons. Great for scapbooking! RESUB
PUT THAT CIGAR,CIGARETTE,OR ROLLED TOBACCO OUT -SIMPLY PUT IT IN THE BLUNT SAVER AND THE SMOKE IS OUT AND READY
FOR RE USE OR DISPOSAL
Paint your walls hands free.
Create power cord and ear buds/microphone that are retractable - easy to store when retracted and fully functional when expanded.
Let's make our own line of hilarious solar powered animals
Micro camera
the batteries are charged indepently from the iphone and any number can be carried as extra Hence no need to charge the iphone
Quirky Answering Machine Toy: Kids can play with messages you &amp; relatives leave for them when you're away for the day or for longer!
Bed Sheet Labels. Iron on the underside of the seam of the fitted sheet to indicate proper sheet orientation.
ShitKit: Kit containing all necessary items to give anyone the confidence that they can turn even the nastiest stall into something usable.
A debit-credit card machine that is stylish, sleek and appropriate for fancy restaurants, nightclubs and expensive stores. It's that simple.
Wall Mounted Cord Storage! A wall mounted system that organizes, keeps tangle free, and stores your cords within sight for easy access.
Water Container backpack strapNstraw system. Velcro straps to any backpack and turns a water bottle + you're backpack into CamelBak.
A case with a built in fan at the bottom to make sure your computer does burn out, but it wouldn"t be bulky
Four Week Car Air Freshener. Blister pack - Open ONE Section Each Week.
This interactive clothes hamper encourages kids with a variety of themed motifs and and sounds. Building good habits that will last.
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Stay safe with the protective iPhone cover that doubles as a high decibel personal/attack alarm
NON-STICK BATHROOM SINK- Toothpaste and other hygiene products leave your sink dirty. Always have a clean looking sink with a nonstick sink.
How much coke would you like with your whiskey? Alcohol limiting glass takes the guesswork out of mixing drinks.
Ever gone someplace to stay over at a motel, friend's house, family...and your pillow is too soft? Make it right with a pillow puff insert
Stackable Kitty Litter Trays
Fever thermometer for iPhone
Every winter people have the same problem; ice build up on their windshield wipers. I have a solution. Heated windshield wipers!
Everyone uses the spork, but no one really uses the knife. This product keeps millions from throwing away unused plastic knives daily.
Floor lamp with detachable flashlight. Have a flashlight at hand in case of a blackout.
Bar codes on TV ads for smartphone scanning. Direct ordering, product information, or a save data into favorites option.
The "Jack Lock" is a hook connected to a pallet jack which connects to the handlebar, immobilizing it and making the jack more maneuverable.
Make it your Trellis
A Cup Sleeve that combines Earbud head phone wire-like Wrapster!
#iPadMiniPillowView Now here is an idea that will allow you to watch TV, movies, tweet, facebook, read your iPad Mini IN BED!
The "Pierce Dyslexic Reading System" will help people of all ages with Dyslexia(10-15 % of all people)to be able to place letters correctly.
Lawn edging that waters and will eliminate having to buy edger AND rolling out garden hose each time to water plants/flowers/trees.
How many of you have had to ask someone to hold a garbage bag open for you so you could throw out your garbage? IF ONLY WE HAD 3 ARMS!!
Baby pacifier with head strap and Giggle Horn
Wet wipe vending machine that dispenses unpackaged wet wipes, with multiple payment methods.
Credit Card Size Earbud Holder.
Infant Kangaroo Co-Sleeper Slides Between Mattress and for On the Go----------ON your bed or on the SIDE
Flexible earphone holder, to attach to any object as you wish!
Have a camera that you can add music as your recording a video. maxing them all on one product
BBalance is a fresh take on the old youth bike training wheel product. Kids can now get real-time feedback with this 2-in-1 aide! (NEW IMG)
You hate drinking out of cans or plastic bottles? It's time to find a way to have the feeling of drinking out of a glass wherever you are!
Headphones have an automatic roll up devise.
iPhone, iPad mini Journal with a writing/drawing pad that is able to incorporate with all your idevices. Submitted Sep 21 was in UC Sep 26.
Hourglass Oil &amp; Vinegar dispenser. Space saver and detachable for separate use.
Dashboard mountable iPad mini case for e-navigation
Keep your butter fresh in the fridge with this air-tight silicone cover! #spotsv
FLEXI BUTTER SHAVER! - No more burning fingers pulling bread/bagels out of toaster. Easier to spread hard butter. Resubmit.
My idea will give people the opportunity to recover their stolen goods by using their smart phone, laptop, and the help of law enforcement.
To make clips that attach to cords that tell us what device they belong to, and to make coordinating "wraps" that will help wrangle cords.
CatchCar! A remote control car that allows you to play catch ball! Launch, drive, catch your own throw, or play with friends!
ThermoBento - (bento-style) Keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold! Oh yeah add your drink of choice in one convenient lunch box system!
Sick of memorizing your passwords, this APP would use one "PASSWORD" your FINGERPRINT to access all your important accounts
Hands Free Tape Dispenser....wave hand for tape to dispense. Portable, Desk Top and/or Hang on Wall.
Headphones that are wireless buds that are connected to you iPhone by an app.
Take Home Portable Shopping Cart! More than 10,000,000 carts!
Windows surface key board extension cable
Your under the sink TRASH BAG in the bin gives up and you have to clean up the mess. With spine kit there is solution to a messy problem.
A redesigned water bottle. More style-lush/practical, will last you longer, there's a lid on the bottom of the bottle. Click for more info.
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Hate when two wall chargers are so big you can't fit them both in a standard outlet? Try my outlet extender that gives you the room you need
Vinyl roller shade stick on decals: Make 'em look like a million bucks!
An all-purpose stick-on paper napkin to protect clothing. Ideal for the elderly, toddlers, and everyone in between.
A case for the true Apple enthusiast! Stores MacBook, iPad and iPhone all in one case!
4 wireless small speakers, you can use anywhere. Stack them, stick them to the wall, re-arrange all with ease. Use in your car, home, etc
Holster which pivots 45 degrees strapped around waist; allows user to type with 2 hands. Can snap to chest &amp; rotate to back.
A wireless sensor that you can put in a car that detects your iPhone upon entry... and then disables the ability to text or receive a text.
i author,of children's book i am thnking of making reading more fun by placing your nook or reading devices in a fuzzy bear of other feature
The Chalkline Protractor Resubmit
Refillable Anti-bacterial hand gel case
Paper Sleeves for ideation - http://www.quirky.com/ideations/382719 Mini Cup Cake Cone Sleeves, after baking the mini cupcake cones.
Nervous walking/running with your dog alone? If not, you should be. Parks, roads, unlit areas are not safe! BE PREPARED to defend yourself!
IPhone 5 case that charges, Has expandable memory (Micro SD Slot), Shock absorbent, and water proof.
A minimalist bumper case for smartphones like the galaxy s3 or HTC Hero one x.
A keyboard with a built in dock under the far side from the user. It would slide into place out of sight of passers by
colorless case with entry to insert the image you want.
Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. 1st resub: 147, 2nd: 144 2nd #spotsv
Picture frames that clip to your monitor and save desk space.
Stove Top Kitchen Utensil Holder with 3 slots. #spotsv
Power curl with power. Wall plug + power curl. Resub 168 votes
Wrist Band Devise with integrated software,App,Skype,with connectivity to Mini iPad and the iPad.Connectivity,Voice Control,Free your hands.
Electric Gyroscope Toy - Kid Fun as well as a cool desk item for your office.
Iphone, ipad, ipod case that works as a walkie talkie. Add who you want to your case and they are a button away!
Make a remote for 5 radio chips that make a very high pitch sound. Chips can be attached to items used rarely in a house and hard to find.
Best Text Home Phone Service for residents...alternate from cell phone.
My 5 year old son is obsessed with building tents &amp; forts out of sheets. I want to build a system to make it easier for Dad to be Fort Hero
Building Block Letters!
Hands-Free Stand
I love listening to music in the shower but I risk causing water damage to my phone.
A level that is easily stored on the job site. Introducing the Hook-Level.
Holographic Ipod Laser Phaser Toy startrek-inspired case
Chargoska
My idea is the Bluetooth Car Speakers: With App-enabled to control them from the iPad Mini in Dash Mount.
PIVOT POWER FIX. Some of Us want the Pivot Power to Stay fixed. A Suction Mount to easily stick to floor, tables, wall,...
Pivot Power USB: The USB hub that is fun to use! Collaboration with Lam Cunningham.
Decorative Trashcan covers in any theme you desire, prefabricated or custom.
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
My idea is to combine a phone and a tv remote.one device to serve two purposes
Women shoe heels wear out before we can catch them, it causes an embarrassing noise when walk. We need emergency caps for them on hand!
Smartphone Desk Chimes
"BUILD - A - MONSTER"
Twas The Night Before Christmas and All Through The Night, Creatures Were Stirring But They Couldn't Bite! Full Body Bed Bug Proof Pajamas.
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World smallest printer fits on the Iphone/Ipad like a case
WRIST REST~antibacterial cushion that supports your wrist for accurate read for blood pressure. Life saving ! Dual purpose for manicures.
The FLEX is a universal suction cup stand that has a bendable and flex arm that can be bent to use on any version of the IPAD or tablet.
AURA: Warm, romantic light from an elegant organic design, with no attempt to hide electric components. Beautiful fusion of cyber &amp; fantasy.
wide flesh colored suspenders worn under your shirt.
My idea is an app that works with your GPS/Wifi software to make your battery last longer.
This will be sold in millions! NFC bracelet (or ring) for automatic locking/unlocking of NFC phones. Forget annoying manual (un)locking!
Collapsible Toggle mouse for laptops. Review second picture for details.
For the Quirky Blanket Hog: Share your blanket - help your partner re-claim their half!
Ultimate Draining Board: No more pooling water under your draining plates. Gets water away, over the lip of the sink and away.
Introducing...Bass Case! The iPhone case with a strong 50mm driver that makes up the back. It replaces the port it uses and...
A micro chip or button installed on a baby's car seat that will send a digital voice signal to the driver when the door is opened.
DUSTPAN WITH A CATCH "Keep the sweepings where they belong" "No blow away dust, no roll away debris and no spills to the trash bin"
iPad Case with unisex Carrier Bag
Multi-function personal grooming apparatus" keeps all three styling tools organized and together in one compact unit.
Seasonal Pivot Power with built in timer foot control button,or remote control.
Wrist Band Devise with integrated software,App,Skype,with connectivity to Mini iPad and the iPad.Connectivity,Voice Control,Free your hands.
The Tilt Level Resubmit
#NEVWET and QSANDY Case with built in Overcoat for iPhone and iDevices
APPLE TREE night stand with light on pole that has outlets/inputs for all the generations of all apple products.
A toothbrush and toothpaste combination BUT made like a mascara. Every time you take your toothbrush out, it has toothpaste on it.
Earphone holder + Stand + Stylus in a small package.
My idea is to make folding shopping carts more flexible and attractive to a diverse age group in areas that have walkable communities.
Lunch bags that collapse flat: don't take your food out of the bag - just push down, and you're ready to eat on an instant tray
A skeletal iPhone case. Cutouts would reduce weight and look cool without reducing protection.
MEMORY like an "ELEPHANT" APP!!! Are you sick of having to track down all your records(medical, work, school, taxes)
iPhone charger
Bug Screen for Car Window
The Beach Concierge
Making the bottom of a tent an air matress.
A Ball on a tether to relieve back discomfort, heel spurs and massage back muscles. Ball is a tennis type ball on a tether,textured/smooth
Tooth pick Gun shoots right into your finger foods quick &amp; easy. #spotsv
iPhone 5 Lanyard for carrying phone around your neck - quick and easy access.
Wristband attached to push pin button with a place to roll up your headphones
Electric toothbrush that cleans teeth the way most dentists approve.
SMART COVER FOR THE IPHONE
DIGITAL OR MECHANICAL METRONOME ??? WHY DON'T BOTH ...
The Power Holster is a wearable, low profile battery and holder. Your phone charges in the case. Remove a fully charged phone to use!
RESUB-- Silicon pencil sharpener that slides over your pencil snugly. Remove to sharpen and slide back on when finished.
Collect &amp; remove leaves with a green,mesh,draw-string leaf tarp. Spread the tarp(s), secure with stakes and let the leaves fall.
A Pencil Box for School which has a holder for 2 Pencils and 1 Scissors on top of the box.
Cordless Handheld Portable Palm Steamer with dock/ along with Garment Upkeep Organization Carrying Case , For Home use, and travel!
A retractable charger wire on your Macbook power charger.
It is difficult to walk with heel shoes. Here is the solution: flats with remove heels. Women can wear flats and add heels to be pretty.
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Phone case cable charge
Halloween themed doorstop #spotsv
Save time each and every holiday season! Leave-Em-Up Lights. LED lights that change colors, red/green for XMAS, Orange or Halloween, etc.
Are you ready to be part of history in the making. A universal solution to a universal problem. Say goodbye to gross crumbs in your butter!!
Munchkin Mobile. A kiddie wagon for four.
The Key-Glo will ensure that you never get stuck outside your house ever again! Find the keyhole first time, even in the pitch dark of night
Be the coolest with GE's dual piezo cooling jet technology and beat the heat where ever you are.
Microwave Plate Cover With Heat Protectors.Safely Remove the hot dish from the microwave. Do not burn your fingers anymore.
Chicken egg yolk separator - wings are handles - #spotsv
I-Safe I-phone case. Rid yourself of the fear of dropping or even losing your I-phone. Designed with your phone in mind. Read More Below:
The socket set that can be held in the palm of your hand. One socket 14 plus sizes. Take a look at the Nut-Ball. Resub.
Keep focus and take control of your music while jogging with your Iphone! Use this special glove with buttons in your palm to take control.
Talk about smooth writing! A rollerball ink pen with NeverWet coating on the ball tip. The ink will jump from pen to paper. #NEVWET
An iPhone case that allows the phone to be wrapped/strapped to anything
Ear buds/headsets with a jack long enough to extend past any case the owner may have on the device.
A slim flash drive for backing up computer files
RESUB-Blinking L.E.D hair clips that are shaped like butterfly, ladybug, teddy bear, etc. Clip-onto to hair, set switch and go.
W.B.R.(Work-Bench-RUG) is extremely good surface to work on with various electronic / wood / home / garden PROJECTS... better than rubber.
Everyones hid a purse, wallet or phone in the car while running to the gym etc. Here are insulated floor mats that unzip to hide an protect.
Pop Up Dog Bed - For everyone who wants to sleep with their dog, but don't want the dog to sleep on top of them
Ladies-Let's lock those purses so no one can dig in it. Itâ€™s a numbered combination lock hidden in a decorative tube that attachs to bag.
Rogue Reader! Make reading i-books fun 4 kids!. App-enabled mini speaker 4 all iproducts, records oral reading fluency rate. Independent fun
360Â° Cooling Fan - Blows Away Competition!
A fish tank with a strainer 2" from the bottom to trap dirty water below the rocks. Connected tubes allow drainage of the bottom area.
Hedgehogs that roll up into a ball. A stuffed Hedgehog that can be cinched into a ball!
I need a shower mirror that doesn't fog. We can build a battery powered mirror with a heating element to keep it from fogging up.
This magnet toy is great for exploring geometric shapes and the awesome power of MAGNETS.
"Glow in the Dark" ACCESSORY KITS for FORT FACTORY! Collect them all!
No more clumps of parmesan cheese blocking it from coming out! Easy fix!
Bike carrier hitch integrated into the seat. This is there when you need it! #QCYCLE
The word love done in a way which results in a cross, with the O as the vertical, shaped to resemble the abstract shape of a body.
Pan that Can pour the oil in a container without spillage.
SLICEASY the easiest to use vegetable chopper
Spaghetti and rice tester
A BOOK that is able to connect to the iPad/iPod even...CREATE and MAKE your own book at home...photos/stories...etc.
eye protection liquid for eye lens when it rain
My idea is giant recyclable non-tearing paper towel big as a bath towel.
T.V.C.S. - Tire Valve Core Safety... will indicate when the TIRE PRESSURE is TOO LOW/you &amp; others can SEE the RED GLOW and add more AIR.
The levitating iPhone charger is the most exciting iphone charger ever. Simple magnets makes the phone levitate as it charges
Stop clip to put over the home button to stop students (especially children with autism) from closing a program.
A mousepad that charges a mouse while used. A powered mousepad that recharges the mouse in use and keyboard when rested on.
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Diaper Pail with Heat Sealing to trap all odors (like a food vacuum heat sealer without vacuum). Finally something that eliminates all odor.
Shoe laces that Audio Teach your child to tie their shoes with common sing along songs. Kids can learn to tie their shoes &amp; have fun too
Bendable color LED light strips + a flexible power base + Bluetooth enabled plug + a fancy name = your very own light sculpture!
I think that a flavored mouth guard would be used by more athletes and there fore reducing the number of concussions by at least half.
Drip Free Self-Measuring Detergent Dispenser Attachment
Make Inexpensive Wine Taste Better By Aerating an Entire Bottle of Wine in the Bottle - Hyperdecanting Immersion Blender for Wine Bottles.
Driver-friendly traffic lights which smmoth flow at intersections according to observed traffic.
Turn it sideways with "S" showing salt comes out, turn sideways with the "P" showing pepper comes out and turn it upside down both come out
IPhone Text Message Abbreviation &amp; Chat Acronyms translation application from SENDER (Abbr.) to RECEIVER (English).
My 'Knife sharpening glove' invention will make life easier, not only will this product help save you money but it is fun and safe to use.
SAVE FOOD &amp; MONEY Find the food you've frozen with the app/device that scans barcodes &amp; keeps track of what's hidden behind the ice cream.
CUPCAKE CARRIER-3 LEVEL STACKABLE WTH TOP FOR TRANSPORTING LARGE NUMBER OF CUPCAKES.TOP FITS ON EACH LEVEL
1LEVEL= 36, TWO=72, 3=108
iPhone case with mini camcorder. Line Extension for "Frame".
Light Weight Leaf Smasher, Easy to use, saves space &amp; time, use with wet or dry leaves, 7# base is balanced &amp; rounded to fit 55 gal cans.
Infant swing that provieds the same comfort as the mother's womb
Ipad case with a built in speaker amplifier and multiple angles.
A retractable dog leash with a built-in flashlight, emergency flasher and/or alarm as a safety feature for walking one's dog at night
A toilet plunger + a toilet brush = The Toilet Blackjack. The Toilet Blackjack combines the two necessary bathroom tools into one item.
a flat panel attached to the refgerator door activates when the door is opened; a person appears and tells them to stay on their dammed diet
ADJUSTABLE SPATULA. A spatula with a hinge that allows it to adjust from completely flat to 90 degrees.
Stand Up Desk. Portable, telescopic adjustable and movable. Adjustable Vesa mount for monitor, adjustable area for keyboard and mouse.
An interchangeable, magnet snap on, designed backing case.
An I-phone case called the "I-Booth" It closes with a finger hole, stand, and a place to wrap ear buds.
spray on roofing. made the same way as pool paint with sand in it for traction.
Woven yoga mats made from old headphones! Reuse all that rubber, wire, and plastic.
Tired of losing your car or which row, level, number you left your car. With Car finder app on your cell phone, never lose your way again.
An automatic small footprint craft brewery for home use.
Laser stylus. Drawing on the iPad has never been easier
Water bottle or 2 liter bottle Koozie with handle and ice pucks that can screw on or fit in a pocket in the bottle to keep beverage cold.
Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. (Collaboration with GYRO)
The "WEDGE-IT Rear Wheel Personal Size Bike Rack" is rust proof, theft resistant, low cost protection. "Be Good To Your Bike". Go Green !
multi colored cases with detachable stylus/laser mounted in a side holder
OYA/Zeolite. Oya neutralizes Ethylene Gas.Ethylene gas rots fruits and vegetables OYA is the main ingredient in Debbie Meyers green bags.
Non-Slip Foot Sling - Great for outdoor water fun, pool area and even bath time. For children, adults and elderly.
new website and phone app's, www.videocemeteries.com
$20.00 signup and $3 a month pays your auto insurance deductible of a $1000
An iPhone 5 case with a built-in reusable lighter.
Organize Meds Pill Container Alarm and Remember
The GV Insta-Chill is rapid chilling device that cools beverages from 90Â°F to 38Â°F in approximately 42 seconds.
iPad Mini Bike Mount: Easy to install no special tools or skills required.Resub
Addressing your envelopes upside-down way too often? You never will again with the "'THIS SIDE UP' ENVELOPE"
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Broken Desk Light F-I-X-E-D... AS a consultant to many CLIENTS over the past decade... I have noticed many desk lights that were BROKEN.
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Baby Bobble Spoonfork. A baby/toddler, 2 in 1, spoon and fork utensil that stays clean and vertical.
Heart-sync bracelet: a way to be linked to your friends or loved ones. Or whoever.
Because I'm lazy - Coat hangers (wall mounted)
Reusable clothing labels
Interchangeble iphone and ipad cases.Iphone/Ipad Case with multiple slide-ins. One great case with a slot for all sorts of possibilities.
An iPhone case that turns your iPhone into a necklace. Will hang from your neck and display whatever you want via an app.
Device/Press to make your own Biodegradable Coffee K-Cups/Pods with your own coffee grounds. Make several k-cups at one-time.
Rolling Outdoor Buffet Cart. Various Types of 2-Part Containers Available Screw or Snap into Place. Fun to use &amp; customize (resub.1)
IPHONE BELT BUCKLE CASE. Wear your iphone, don't carry it.
My Yard Dog-a device using a lightweight rubber ball and attaching a leash device with a hook on the end to attach to the dogs collar.
ROADKILL ROVING REPORTER
SOCKETS DUMBELLS with 'attachable' weighted base so it can also be used as dumbells,not restricting the differing levels of friction
Special Keurig coffee cup for all the iced beverages. ICED COFFEE CUP!
Heating your home is important, but what if an air registers is located where it contributes to waste of the heat (or AC).
Texter: A device and a website for people to text each other! Messages are sent to website first, then out to the recipient.
KEEP YOUR BEER FRESH with the air tight beer holder. Store your beer after opening it. Don't throw away leftover beer.
Tennis ball marker - just stamp your own mark and never lose balls among others on the tennis court!
IPhone5 flash is small and very expensive. It can write/read MicroSD, and charg/sync data with MicroUSB.
A HD camera that watches your pets and has a built in laser pointer so you can play with your animals while you are at work or away.
Protect your iPhone screen... upgrade to the only case with cat like reflexes!
Super Tether Man
AgRo-FLOPS. The Flip Flops with an aggressive tread. Don't slip and slide, Get AgroFlops and kick out your old flip flops.
I would like a Real integrated Bicycle Puncture repair kit i~phone case.
Behold a simple solution to a problem women loathe: Necklace knots and tangles. Fix a knot in seconds flat with KnotDoc!
Quirky Folding Back Pack - fits in your pocket yet expands to full size. Great bike accessory. #QCYCLE
How many of you garden &amp; your back aches &amp; you have a headache from the sun?How about a strong seat with sun umbrella holder garden wagon
Home Game or App using symbols to describe popular sayings. Each player has answer button they press when answering. Please read. #QTOYS
iPhone Owner &amp; Upgrader Since Day 1 Submits the ULTIMATE iPhone 5 Case! Quirky - Make My Dream Come True!
Put to use all of the Trivial Pursuit board games sitting in peoples closets. For cheap. Provide hours of entertainment.
iPhone 5 Money Clip (for ID, Credit Card, Cash etc.)
I love my "As seen on TV PJ pants"! Can Q make khakis, black, for golf course, pattern, gym pants too??
With overcrowded roadways &amp; expensive fuel there is strong motivation from drivers and passengers to connect using a common platform id
Glue Dispenser! Now you can glue a larger area and dispense the glue more evenly with the glue dispenser. Just attach your glue and squeeze!
I built a holder for the dish soap holding scrubber that drains into the sink. My wife loves it. Eliminates the mess of the scrubber.
iPad Stealth Camera. Auxiliary camera that connects to the iPad for use at events where you don't want to hold the iPad up.
The more bright light makeup mirror. Dimming, power-saving and sufficient outlet.
Strong wall mounts to safely and securely hold and organize your garden tools and garage equipment, finally!
Kids Love to Pretend..Being a doggy or kitty or other animals. They will love these Crowns that fold down and they become that animal,"FUN"!
A back-up charger that will utilize the batteries from cordless power tools,to charge phones,ipads or laptops when there is no power on site
Lets make sure that the "Bike Stop Light" Quirky is about to take into production, includes A Real time AUTOMATIC Bike Turn signal.
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Wall and ceiling cord management for your hanging lamps. Create art with your cords as you keep them in check!
I fully functional dual-joystick controller case for iPhone 5 that will enhance your gaming experience.
Easily Handle Your Iphone.
'I Ching' fortune predicting dice to be sold to China!
How do we put in place an automated CPR/Defrib system to save your life when there is no one but an unconscious and non-breathing you
Bike lock that stores inside of the handlebar. #QCYCLE
Car mitten is great uses for morning to clean cold water and ice off the car. Protect your hand and have clean car windows so you can drive?
A tablet case that has a pocket that will store the charging cable, sim cards, ear buds and other accessories.
Instead of a purse for an iPhone, I want to design a purse that IS an iPhone. The phone forms an integral and structural part of the purse.
LED CASES. No more fumbling for that flashlight app. Rechargeable light panel can also flash to signal incoming calls, text, email etc...
For solve the Big problem of tablets.Ipad,Iphone, nexus, galaxy, amazon kindle and soon surface
Cordless tools with dead batteries are useless. With Cordless to Corded (C2C) kit, you have supplement power!
The Trash (Garbage Compactor attachment for your sledge Hammer)
RESUB- 383 votes! Telescopic lamp. One lamp that goes from table lamp to tall floor lamp. One product, multiple heigth variations.
Amphibious GoPro/iPhone Vehicle
Biodegradable Weed Trimmer Line - Stop millions of miles toxic shredded nylon from getting into the lawns - Green benefit that sells
A wireless sensor that you can put in a car that detects your iPhone upon entry... and then disables the ability to text or receive a text.
Fully automated Gas Station - Driver stays in warm and comfort of vehicle - Gas filled through robot controlled fuel pumps/hose.
Angry Birds themed bean bag chairs.
Dual Compartment Drink Holder
AiRo-Flops. These Flip Flops have a spongy experience for those that want more cushion on their flip flops. Like Air ride 4 your flip flops
Imagine buying ONE case that has multiple attachments for your iPad? You could swap attachments to let you to attach it to anything
Hair clipper automatically stops when it touches thicker or longer hair!
Outlet Charging Stations
The "Staying Plate" is the beginning of plates and cups that can stay in place by the use of magnets instead of suctions cups.
A System that will help to make top loading of heavy water bottles easy and safer.
Both baskets together would be 22"L x 16"W with a hook on each end in order to hang from the back of the passenger seats' head frame.
Overhead Height Clearance. Sensor in vehicle will alert truck operators of overpass height clearance.
Automatic stroller swing, It's help you to keep stroller on move
I don't know about you. But saving money gets difficult. Especially with children. This will solve the problem and teach dicipline.
The monotonous motion of separating an egg with the shell back and forth dozens of times is now replaced with an all new revolutionary tool.
Adapter Insert which uses the universal adapter base with a back support.
Have you ever driven to the DMV, a restaurant, or even a local coffee shop to find the wait time was too long? This will solve the problem.
A video gaming remote, with tactile buttons, that physically attaches to your handheld device to allow for a true mobile gaming experience.
Tired of lugging around your beer bong or cleaning up messes made from shotgunning beer with a set of keys? Try an EZ shotgun.
Here's your chance to use the Disposable pop up trash bag for spring cleaning,raking leaves,or any other needs.Finally work alone with ease!
really hot weather in midwest last 2 years people shopping for ac units really nothing for under 200 bucks lets get one out there for 25-50
A stand to be used on a desktop/nightstand that will allow the iPhone 5 to charge in either the horizontal or vertical position.
a small photo printer,with an app to convert your pictures to B&amp;W, or appear to be painted with brush strokes, or holographic and 3D
Easy to carry bike pump &amp; tube, snaps to frame and stays out of the way.(Thin Design) Never let a flat ruin your day again. #QCYCLE
A laptop travel stand with integrated USB hub and cord management.
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PestPillars-Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 745+ Vts on all sub.* Videos Included*
Noise cancelling infant/toddler earwraps/headbands in fashionable fabrics that also plays womb/binural/music for use at loud events
"Interactive Children's Books" Where learning Just Became Super Fun! Please check out how this would work, it's pretty cool! Thanks Everyone
i would like to see a table which could be lowered telescopically from a ceiling.
what-WATT "a power in a meter" a modular extension for power and usb and an expandable module system with multiple units.
Mail Slot Collector a.k.a. the "Mail Can" catches your mail when it comes through the mail hole and before they splatter all over the floor.
Portable Solar Charger
Silicone Everything Kitchen Bag. Use it to carry, store, wash, strain, or cook your food in.
Kids play table with seats that lock in. (ages 2-6)
A portable printer that connects to an iPhone that can link with your bank to produce a check on demand.
Earphones with Built-in Earphone Adapter - This allows another to listen to what your listening to with their own headphones. RESUBMIT
Include a sterilizer-strip of tiny, low-power 470-nm blue LED lights either built directly into a cellphone face or in a case to kill germs
PHRENOLOGY Beanie Hat
Custom-Fitted Sport Belt for Both Apple iPod and iPhone, Embedded with Small Powerful Speakers
power protector
Swiss Knife Case/Cover
Forget "Strap Secret." Use clear, thin silicone strips that attach directly to bra straps or handbag handles to prevent slippage.
A cheap and light device which can be attached like a sticker to any object and will aid the owner in its localization
Iphone case with a troll face apple logo that a thief would not get interested to. or a quirky staff that would not put it under UC.
Clam Shell Type Earbud Case with small Carabiner clip.
Laser pointer attachment on cameras (slr, compact, video) to provide visual framing cues for the photographer.
An iPhone case that boosts its antenna signal
Don't throw away that last tiny bit of bar soap! Put them in Quirky's new body scrubber!! (like a soft tea strainer ball for small bits)
BIG(84"x84")BEACH BLANKET. Weighted edges and waterproof layer inside prevent the wind from blowing it or wet ground from soaking through.
Modern Memo Board! -- New open weave style is all the rage with DIYers!
Spice Measuring Spoon - Not needed with this ideation! A new self measuring design and attachment. This one is designed as 1/4 teaspoon.
The Spectra Hair Clips are only the beginning... The next step is SPECTRA JEWELRY!
A glasses to fit the iPhone and can access only the applications commanding eyes and free hands.
QCYCLE Bicycle electric horn with a horn button that is installed on the handle bar just like motorcycle.
Easy Grip I-Phone, IPad and IPod Cases with Soft Gel or Molded Feature for Easy Grip on Side of Iproducts.
Toy &amp; Fitness: KungFu Kids gets your kids up and active while having fun at the same time. Motion activated bracelet w/sound effects.
Ziplock bag box that doubles as a bag stand.
Heated Cloak. Remote controlled heated cloak with sleeves and hood. Wireless thermal technology. Don't be tethered with electric cords.
Convenient light weight portable Dolly for transporting Large Water Bottles.
Pedi-Paw will help keep your pet's paws clean and dirt free.
HOME FREEZER THAT FREEZE-DRIES FOOD..for emergency prepareness..NO REFRIGERATION NEEDED..DYI..with food your family likes..Be
prepared!
Liquid Nitrogen Gun is a perfect organic method for destroying pesky Flies around the barn. Its Super cold discharge kills Flies on contact
FONGERS? Hear the Majestic, Out-of-this-World Sounds of Outer Space, In Tune! With the "MIRACULOUS FONGING XYLOPHONE."
Introducing The Jet Ski Treadmill:It lets you walk,jog or run on water.
A folding umbrella that won't get you wet! The idea is for a folding umbrella where the last fold is an up-fold instead of a down-fold.
Wouldn't it be nice to be able to grab one coffee filter without getting several or without changing the shape of other filters in the pack?
iPhone all in one adapter.
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STANDING DESK: create an ergonomic standing work environment. A portable and customizable way to get work done without sitting.
Do you love to hold and pet your dog or cat, but hate all of the fur getting all over your clothes?
The Waterspot safety flag enables swimmers to be visible when in an ocean or lake. Adult, child and athlete model options.
Child Boosterseat automobile seat belt extension/ adaptor.
An Audio/Visual Device to help take pictures of Children and Pets
A soap dispensing loofa!
Practice brace for bowling or Bocce. Elbow brace utilizing a progressive hinge that keeps the upper &amp; lower arms in a straight line.
A stylus you plug into the power port.
RESUB-Refillable Baby bath sponge shaped like animals. Refill with favorite baby soap.
A piece of luggage that when emptied of its contents can be converted into a temporary travel crib capable of sleeping one toddler.
There is a liquid solution that keeps small tires (bicycle, lawn mowers, four-wheeler) from going flat. It also stops leaks in radiators.
Towel Station, A paper towel holder that stashes a spray tube of household cleaner/disinfectant inside its hollow stand.
Bicycle Handlebars with Built-In LED Turn Signals:The Turn Signals are in the front with turn signal switches on both sides.#QCYCLE.
Grippies: Get a no-slip grip on your iPhone AND keep your hard custom case!
iPhone Professional Lavalier Mic Rig - For capturing great audio for iPhone videos
Finally a simple, modern solution to storing leftovers. Print your own automatically dated labels with just a press of a button!
A case for the ipad mini that shields the user from radiation
Rubbernecker Relief Wraps will end traffic jams. portable light weight fence that police can install after an accident blocking view of cars
Ever try to peel your coffee spoon off a napkin or paper towel ? What to do with the spoon after you stir the coffee. Here is my solution .
The nail polish organizer will simplify your life. Each bottle will have it's own label that will be painted the exact color in the bottle.
P.D.H... Personalized Drill's Holder is GREAT for getting the exact drill for the exact DIAMETER of HOLE... very efficient/professional.
Doggie Pouch.
People swerving in and out of lanes, TEXTING and DRIVING, they might as well be DRUNK!
The Gel hand with extendable arm. Is a must have for all those who can't reach their lower legs and back to apply lotions. I would buy one.
ROLL UP SHOWER CURTAIN. A ROD WITH A SQUEEGEE. WHEN YOU ARE DONE SHOWERING YOU PULL IT LIKE A WINDOW SHADE
AND IT PULLS OFF THE WATER.
PERFECT NOSE PICKER. special tool used to pick noses and get rid of all blockage. Soft and fun
My idea is to design an efficient iphone protector holster.
Resub: Bottle and Cup Adapter for Car Cup Holders
Plunge Into This Idea! Toilet dripping &amp; GERMS everywhere!? Plunger Overcoat to the rescue!
Folding furniture designed to be hung and stored in a closet. Need a desk but don't have an office? A bigger table? Finally Fold-N-Hang.
What is the biggest problem with everyday Lint Rollers? Nowhere to put them?
Heat resistant cooking spacer that would allow your standard slow cooker lid to seal tightly when cooking larger items.
#NEVWET Shoe skins for rain that protect and look good too! After using them can be thrown in purse or brief case and NOT WET.
I would like a Quirky T-Shirt so I guess the only way is for me to submit a few designs and hope one gets picked. Thank you for your time.
Like to BBQ or tailgate but hate all the flies all over your food? Well how about a table top tent with easy access doors for your food?
Resubmit: WiFi VGA Adapter for Apple Devises
iPhone application that allows you to walk into a "big box" store (or just about any other retail store) and find exactly what you need.
Retractable Strap - Wrist and shoulder, great for when you don't have pockets
Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
There needs to be an adapter for docking stations with longer prongs that will fit your phone so you don't have to take it out of it's case
I Love the product "Space Bar". But it is not meet for a Mac Book Pro, I would like to redesign it to make it fit and add some LED lights.
A portable, quickly and easily mountable device to hold purses, shopping bags,etc. while in public restrooms that don't provide them.
App Enabled Remotely Controlled Electric Blanket!
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Fireplace poker with 3 prongs, 120 degrees apart 2 inches behind the other allowing you to poke a larger log, rotate, reengage keep rolling.
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Calf pin to protect the trouser in rainy season.
A glove that prevents palm-smudges on iPad when using hand-writing apps.
table car, car solution that enables you to lunch, check emails, sms, and charge your mobile devices.
Handsfree voice command text message. Sync cell phone to the car radio and everything is done by your voice. Send, receive messages, etc.
If you use a corn bag or ice pack for pain, have you ever tried to keep it in place where you are in pain?
Imagine playing with your dog and want to eat something and no bathroom in site but your dog leash as a built in hand sanitizer, day saved.
iKnow. Digital read out wrist band. Allows people to discretely know when texts, calls, alarms come in without taking out the phone.
This bowl prevents overflow of soup and other dishes with liquid or broth while moving or making a delivery after cooking.
Compost Bin that clips onto any trash bin or sink
â€œBreathEaZZZyâ€ a stuffed animal diffuser that emits an all-natural menthol/eucalyptus vapor throughout the night, making sleeping easy!
RESUBMIT/CHANGE OF IDEA-WIFI POWERED CANDLES FOR THE WINDOWS (Holidays or Year Round)! NO MORE CORDS &amp;
BATTERIES!Revote!!
An iPhone 5 Bumper case WITH a multi-directional, multi-angle kickstand!
How about an in-sink immersion heater? This would be a workaround for under sink heaters and could also heat up standing dishwater.
Linking such photos to a photo search engine will enable a more accurate &amp; better search than currently available with name search
Every parent on the planet will want one. The Toy Scooper is the solution to the back aching process of picking up your children s toys.
Airtight laundry basket to contain bad smells
#QCycle -- Winter is here! Are your hands cold? Biker's wind and weather HAND SHIELDS !
Meet the Better Butter Dispenser and Spreader.. Same principal as a calk gun it allows you to dispence, spread, and store the butter!!!!
Slip-On Wallet for laptops or iPads - fits different sizes - carry everything you need. Use on laptop then switch over to iPad.
Have A Notebook or Laptop ? This Handy Ultra-Lite Might be Just What your Looking For ! (Click This Picture)
Simple Bath Foam Maker #spotsv
A stand for your phone that you can wear as a bracelet when not in use â€“ MyBling Phone Stand.
MoonLight! A device that is a night light and a lamp! Saaaay What!
A silicon Case for smartphone and Ipad that changes colors with hot and cold temperatures.
Non-Locking Spring Loaded Wrench Holder. 3" wide 5" in length, 1/4" in thickness with a spring loaded arm.
A game where the user is challenged to most quickly identify an image as the image slowly appears on the screen. www.ghostpuzzle.com
Navigate the social terrain of acquaintances, friends, and family. Move other player's pieces, interject, negotiate, and strategize to win.
Back Washer for people with sore arms
No more forgetting or misplacing your phone.
Stance for the iPad Mini.
The Transformer Washing Line from Indoor to Outdoor or the reverse A hybrid of a indoor and outdoor Washing line.Resub
Snorkeling Mask w/ Oxygen storage for 10 minutes. View the ocean in shallow waters to get a glimpse of ocean life. No more breathing tube
Remote Control Paddle to keep remotes together! Uses velcro to attach.
Joe2Go makes 8oz to 16oz coffee/tea in minutes in the comfort of your car. save some time &amp; $, get to places on time with a cup of Hot Joe.
GPS Goggles
An iPhone/iPad CHARGER that alerts me if I forget it in hotel room or on the travel.
Gag gift that actually works! Ear extensions that help you hear! Flesh colored molded ears that hang from each ear which increases hearing.
Table-side bottle holder(with ice)
This is the free weight curl bar that reduces bulk and space by simply allowing any free weight equipment to attach without any hassle.
iKite Kit: build your own kite &amp; mount case for the iPhone 5.Go fly your iPhone 5 kite and take some amazing bird's-eye aero videos.
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Two ideas;Ice cream balls in a press strip like asperine. Pizza box easy to use half one and micro useable.
NoteBands! Rubber Bands w/ Notes - attach notes to things by putting a NoteBand around it - like drinks, cards, pencils, cords, etc.
A heated outdoor water hose for use during the winter months.
The Ultimate Office Chair. Computerized,motorized,voice activated,reads sign language,ergonomic,fiber/polymer/titanium core frame,etc.
Want to STAND out? MAGBUDS are comfortable, slick Wireless earphones with sportsband that is worn as a necklace when not in use.
Protect your clothes with CEDAR on a flexible, magnetic strips so cedar can easily hang from individual hangers.
affordable pet and game feeder that holds 5 lbs of feed made of strong and light weight material will last against weather%large animals
A key ring opener and splitter to save your precious finger nails!
Stack-able bins to store small toys, legos, beads, etc. Doubles as working area. Stack together and slide into a cabinet.
CAN'T READ THE SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER LABELS WHEN YOU SHOWER? See them easily WITHOUT glasses using my Large Print
Labels.
New iPhone5 - Make Up Case
(your home Treasure chest), a clear,colour heavy duty box,water proof and fire resistant, with a GPS Locator maybe SIM Card? Phone
LED is not bad in your Water Bottle, if it lights up the way. Introducing the Filtered Water Bottle Flashlight and Lamp Combo.
Chain restaurants rely on a hand held device that tells customers their table is ready, I'm proposing a smartphone app that will do that +
A modular suspension trainer mount which can be easily assembled and broken down into a compact size for traveling fitness trainers.
A lens to put over a cell phone flash that would bend the light in such a way that would prevent it from reflecting off the cell phone case.
Solve back pain from day to day activity at work on the drive home!
Extension ladders are dangerous but necessary. Imagine two swing arms with suction cups that assure yourself safety while working 20 ft high
A must have reprintable stamp for those teaching special needs students. Teachers MUST document academic assistance given to students.
Save 80% of soap detergent, pack and transport by creating a fancy foamer. Just use mainly tap water! idea resumed on www.storyofstuff.org
RESUBMIT)WenD Approved. Line extension to letter blocks. Number blocks that connect to each other and read out loud the answer.
Undo Sandys Damage Quickly and Safely trim trees over Power and Electric lines With The Command/Control Clear Cut Robot Truck.
I Would like a simple i~phone "Clip On" nail file on the back of my i~phone case, could be integrated into cover/cast. i~File scratch Back
NEVER SHORT FUSE is a 2 in 1 reversible automotive blade fuse. If a fuse blows simply pull it, flip it around and problem solved!
Bluetooth Mute button with clip/stand. Quick and easy recharge via built-in usb
Innovative Toy chest and Playroom Organizer.Encourages kids to clean up quickly. Keeps parents/sitters/teachers happy.Access toys Fast n EZ
Heat resistance case for the mac
â€˜Smart Lampâ€™ â€“ a Table Lamp, Alarm Clock and Power Ports all in one.
Support your infant while sitting in a shopping cart with a support like the Bumbo, designed especially for use in a shopping cart.
Phone case with a safety mirror to avoid texting-while-walking accidents. DON'T GET EATEN BY A BEAR WHILE TEXTING!!!
Rare? Medium-rare? Medium? Well-done? MEATPOINT is the solution! A fun and small fork-timer that shows the desire point of your meat!
Converge+. A stereo/clock radio docking station for your iPhone 5, plus ability to charge your other electronics like Converge.
The Sneaker Wallet Going to the beach? Going for a jog? Going to the Gym? Going to play a sport? Going for a walk? Going for a bicycle ride?
Secret Activated Animated Bear for kids. Your secret friend comes alive only when you want him to!
INTRODUCING THE FLY SMACKER!â„¢ Grab your Fly Smacker. Itâ€™s pest huntinâ€™ season.
Customize your own shoelaces. Printer allows you to create one of a kind shoelaces.
Why hide your Macbook inside a bag? A very nice design, you should show it in an exclusive colorful case!
A pillow case that keeps your pillow always cold!
A Power Board with buit in back up batteries. Can charge iPhone/iPad/iPod and keep routers powered too! Small and compact for portability.
ScreenBowl. Bowl that Prevents flies from coming in contact with your fruit. Uses screen lid to cover your fruit &amp; enables it to be bug-free
Fridge beer bottle storage system. Maximize your fridge capacity
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A Great indoor Bike Storage solution, Vertical Mounted, No wall marks, No lifting
Using Algebra and Geometry will allow the home-owner to cut his grass with LESS number of steps/energy/minutes and a nicer/shorter job.
How many times have you gone into a public restroom and didn't want to go because it was filthy, but you had to go...
A Wireless MousePad. Solar Powered. Small to use on any surface and store easily.
Design iPhone Sync, iPod, iPad &amp; USB Cables with interchanging heads
There is a liquid solution that keeps small tires (bicycle, lawn mowers, four-wheeler) from going flat. It also stops leaks in radiators.
iPhone case like retro handheld game console. Different from other ideas. 1st submission ever.
I am a Believer. And Believers have fun too.
Pillow Castles- inflatable 3D puzzle pieces that build cool stuff like kid-size castles, towers, houses and ships.
Quirky's High End Quality Ear Phones! Like Beats by Dr. Dre or Soul by Ludacris.
Create a refrigerator that can pull in air from outside the house. Crazy that we pay to heat houses and cool our fridge at the same time.
Puzzle Me - Puzzle board which times a puzzle's completion(corner, boundary, complete); Challenge mode - countdown from previous best timing
Stylus that can be used as a nail file, "Stylus/NailFile".
THE FLOWER car cord organizer. Cell phone,iPod,DVD, they all create a mess.NO MORE pulling untangling guessing or in the way. RESUB #spotsv
USB's for on the go. Operates like a Swiss Army Knife. 4 USB blades fold out. Use as many as you need 1,2,3,4. Glows and always has 3 prong
BREAKAWAY VELCRO EPAULETS Ever get a camera or binoculars snagged on a

immovable or moving Object?

Flexi Charger. Holds the device at any angle of choice floating in the air . Hands free positioning .
why not have rolled vinyl flooring with adhesive already on it. cheaper. easier, and no arrows to follow.
#QMINI TriPad Case: iPad mini - great for photos/videos. Enhance the experience &amp; have a stand,hand grip,tripod connector, etc.
POLICURE fixes your chipped nails and saves you money by allowing you to cure your own polish faux pas! Never be embarrassed again!
USB Turbine Exercise Bike iPhone 5 Dock &amp; Charging Station:Now you can exercise and charge your iPhone 5 at the same time.
Hurricane Destroys North East!!! Quickly and Safely trim trees over Power and Electric lines With The Command/Control Clear Cut Robot Truck.
Charge your iPhone/iPad/iPad Mini with ANY mobile charger! Use this adapter with various connectors. No such on market. So easy! RESUBMIT
Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers. Use with iPhone.INNOVATIVE!
BUGGIES - The Cute &amp; Functional Cords Organizer
Stroller with lights to see at night.
Underwear shield for potty training. Cloth-like and disposable. A practical alternative to pull-ups or diapers and better for real training.
HOME SOAP MAKER. Imagine making your own SOAP (melt and pour,cold &amp;hot process,rebatching) at home. Creativity for Kids and Adults.SEE
Video
The TS FOLDING is a product that facilitates folding t-shirts.
Stove Top Kitchen Utensil Holder with 3 slots. Can use it to rest butter knives too!
A battery operated charger for on the go that could charge any device with the change of a connector.
Collapsible Laundry Basket to go with the Collapsible BUCKET that fits under your sink. As presented at the Town Meeting.
Baby Boomers can use this technology device to track their medication and time they take it. I got the idea from my 87 year old mother.
Audio system for iPhone 5. Swivel Stand/speaker system. Compact size, with loud audio.
iphone case with slide-out magnifying lens for reading on the go. Read the screen without squinting or carrying reading glasses!
Buying a new Iphone case can be very expensive. Why not having a case that is adjustable to fit any Iphone. (universal case)
Salad mix going bad in the fridge? But you just bought it! Solution: continuously tumble to prevent pressure and moisture build up. RESUB
Trying to untangle Apple earbuds can be pain. No more: not since the newly invented iPhone earbud wire wrap on the back of the iPhone case.
The Macbook Handle. Carry your Macbook (or PC) safely! Doubles as an ergonomic stand. Folds flat!
Car keys remote control in shape of a car that you are buying
SOLVE SHOWER CLUTTER without buying a new caddy. These Large Print labels can be attached to any shower caddy for easy organization.
Solar thin case with batteries
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Do Not Choke Pillow for Drunk People who then sleep
A cooler with another door inside the lid which would open like a glove compartment and have a small combo lock on it. To store valuables.
iPad case with a built-in sound reflector
Motorcycle, etc crash sensing device case that protects IPhone and calls 911 on high speed impacts, with GPS locations.
A small device that will save time and money on headphone and charging cords by keeping them neat and safe in a small package.
Extreme Skating - Like Nothing You've Ever Seen! (RS)
App that would allow to share your personal music without having to download it.
A headphone cable clips, to help manage the wires.
Toilet seat protector won't stay on seat in public toilets? My idea,put adhesive like "post-it" on seat protector;it stays as u sit down.
A football style inspiration of the well-known Bilboquet A amusing foot-juggle without limits for fans as they can play the game indoors
Suction Cup Toll Mount
An insulated coffee travel mug with battery operated heater at the bottom.
LIGHT BOWL TOILET BOWL LED LIGHTING led lights that run inside your toilet bowl at night you wont miss the toilet bowl easy on eyes at night
Wheelbarrow harness to assist you in moving heavy loads. This will slide onto the wheelbarrow handles to help lift and carry No more fatigue
Want to have a ocean breeze every day of the year? Try these Fan Scents. different smells with a breeze of goodness
Combine Soap dish with Sponge. A simple design let you never and ever waste any Soap.
Let's update the toothbrush holder to hold electric toothbrushes (they are made to stand alone - but fall over easily) check it out
WATER-Leading cause of home damage! Save your home, especially when you're out! WiFi water detector alerts you(text/email/app)&amp;audible alarm
Cutting Board with a Pocket to Keep Mess Under Control
Talk to type keyboards! Just plug the little microphone into the keyboard, clip it to your shirt, then "talk-type" away!
LED garden/ path lights w/ adjustable height (for design purposes) and mobile (retract cord) solar panel so lights can be placed in shade.
Quirky Quantified Water Bottle! Huge market opportunity! Everyone drinks water right? initially target hospitals and nursing homes and QS
Pregnant? "Baby Talker" allows Mom and Dad to communicate directly to your baby. Works similar to a stethoscope.
The ultimate slim iPhone 5 wallet case that holds your keys, money, cards and more!
A USB lock that uses code stored on a USB data drive as the key. One key opens multiple locks. Key also works as a standard USB drive.
Affordable Home Printer for Ribbons. Print a message or images ribbons. Great for scapbooking!
"Find Your Voice!" US PATENT voice feedback device that will assist you to learn to sing in pitch and tone quickly and more effectively!
I've created a product that replaces the old soles of ugg boots or boots similar to uggs. This save money for people with kids &amp; themselves.
Hockey tape rips every time its used. I have come up with a new material like hockey tape but does not need to be replaced.
#QCYCLE. Safety Bicycle trailer with integrated kitchen barbecue.
A transparent,elastic,water proof,non slip iphone protection cover
Citrus Kit: A specially designed serrated santoku knife, and a reamer to juice over cups/glasses/bowls. Get your Vitamin C!
Personalized Sports Water Bottle
When swimming in a lake &amp; jumping off of a boat or just in the water off shore, are you ever worried about getting run over by another boat?
Apple Christmas Tree Ornaments
iLert - auxiliary display (headphone-integrated/stand-alone) showing caller info, current song, text message, app-alerts, battery-life
A small convex mirror that attaches to your digital camera to help aim self/group pictures.
CapSlide - innovative BASEBALL CAP storage - attach slats under any shelf - slide cap button onto slats. check out collaborative idea added!
iPad case with ring light, a great way to take shadowless, evenly lit photos and video, especially in low-to-medium lighting conditions.
Sectional food containers in different sizes and fun colors for adults and kids! It will be easy to freeze, microwave and eat.
USB Turbine Exercise Bike iPhone 5 Dock &amp; Charging Station:Now you can exercise and charge your iPhone 5 at the same time.
Iphone 5 can take panorama photos, lets do a dock and a stand that spins to take perfect panorama shots!
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A non scratch chopping board with two wayout!
Headphone Earplugs that connect wirelessly to your phone. Store in the iPhone case. Great for jogging. Resub w/ edit
"RIR" Remote Ice Rescue will save the lives of unfortunate victims trapped on the ice.
A simple plastic/metal case that can attach to a variety of steering wheels and you simply set your iPhone into it. Hands free talking!
my permanent bedskirt holder will keep the bedskirt in place and will be easy to change for hotels and private homes
Kevlar iPhone 5 Skin/Case: Bullet Proof iPhone 5.
Fuel/Oil Funnel purer with stop tap
Do you need a new health care plan. Well here it is. It's the Jog Chariot. Just add a 3 year old and a half an hour a day and Voila!
Remote-controlled rotating stand for iPhone, iPod or iPad gives nearly-there videoconferencing capabilities at a price anyone can afford.
Here's a great way to seal up paint covered rollers and paint covered brushes till you can get back to painting. Save Time and Money!
#QCYCLE. Safe Bicycle barbecue unit to attach to your handle bars or seat post or rear carrier.
Remote controlled Swivel for TV, controllable by iphone.
A (patented) yard game that can be played by anyone who can throw a ball. A game that is perfect for small or large gatherings of people.
Deer Hunting Camera that takes a 60 second video after the deer is shot
Know who is in a social event and attain contact info enhancing the social experience and productivity.
My idea is creation of an universal adaptive lamp for keys. You don't need an extra lamp on your key ring. Just clip the lamp on your key.
Golf Yardage Counter -Attatches to the golf trolly wheel. Drive off, walk to your ball. As wheel rotates you get accurate distance, Simple!
Are you a truck owner that wants non expensive tonneau bed cover solution in lower price range? Alternative materials should be considered.
Finger Scissors - Safe for cutting baby/toddler hair. RESUBMIT
Alternative Vehicle A/C System
Do you think your iPAD is not loud enough but don't want to wear headphones or add speakers to your ipad. This simply product can fix that!
iPhone case that is used as a wallet.
Keep your food from touching!
I was thinking about a flatscreen tv that also had a chip in it that you could access Satelite programs instead of having to lease a box.
OUTLET CORD WRAPS-Simply plug in the cord wrap adapter and wrap up your access ugly cords. Can work on outlets and also power strips.
12 can fridge pack holder
A case that has a keyboard built in for Iphones/Ipods. The keyboard would slide out vertically and horizontally.
Stop wild parking in the cities!
This case would be made of neoprene with elastic bands on the back so that your hands have more of a grip on the tablet.
Whats main problem with the iPhone 5? It's too tall! You can't reach the top corner. I propose a "thumb extender."
An electronic stop watch and whistle, with clock.
ELEVUP , hard or soft case magnetic to place the ipad, iphone on the fridge
A spoon that stands up, please read on.....
A friction mount that rests on the steering column of your car putting Voyager in the area of your cars gauges.
Tired of using both hands to open prescription pill bottles? Have arthritis and can't open a pain medication bottle?
A doorbell that in addition to normal "DingDong" in my house, or instead, would ring on my mobile, and I could talk to the person at my door
Ever hurt your back reaching down and to the side for toilet paper? Any tall person will know what I'm referring to. I think this may help.
Like Coffee Joulies for hot dishes: Heat-absorbing and retaining pot holders. Food to edible temperature faster; keeps warm on table longer.
Paper bags do double duty by tearing along pre-cut seams so the bag can easily become a placemat.
NeverWet foam tipped applicator kit with bottle will help get NeverWet liquid repellant on the surface being applied on! Less Mess, Waste!
Healthy Cube is a Personal Pill Counter that enables a different pill type to be stored and the usage tracked from each face of the cube.
Bluetooth device you can leave docked on ipod radio, home theatre system, or car. No need to purchase new iphone5 adapter.
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An phone case that have multiple function like a Swiss Army Knife.
Get Hooked! Hang your stuff with this minimalist yet versatile hook.
RESUMITED: Iphone clip - rest your iphone while syncing.
iPhone 5 Case With Quick Release Cordless Headset:Lets you talk hands free and listen to the headset without using any cords.
All in one laptop cleaning solution that combines a brush, padded soft cloth, and squirt gun!
Never Lose Your Iphone Or Ipod Again!
I have invented a new improved "Toilet Paper Roll Holder." My design is much nicer to look at, and more practical to use.
Reinventing ASOTV Sticky buddy. (Watch videos); - Sticky with a pivotable mini sticky, reach the nooks/sides/corners in your sofa, car seat
Multi-Purpose Spinner / Mixer (Manual or Electric) Mix condiments with food or fix and clip glued or painted paper for glitter or other...
Fridge Ridge! Thin Silicone Mat with Ridges - Stops Cans and Bottles from Rolling in the Fridge!
"Universal TUPPERWARE Lid" -Fits to size a variety of different Plastic/Glass/Wood Tupperware containers.
Car Starter that works on a TIMER!! Also includes an automatic shut down after 15 minutes.
Avatar Game Vest
The ULTIMATE grease strainer that funnels grease into a smaller area for easy removal, and catches food that might fall out while draining.
clampy
Curtain Catchers
Corner Rounding Strips: Feng Shui the easy way!
Snuggle! A battery powered teddy bear that heats to a warm temperature to make you tired.
USBgo will be the answer to any portable device battery dependency. 4 green technologies, and much more it will be the go to for on the go.
Sleeping Bag/Overnight Bag in one or "Sleeping Bag Suitcase" is a sleeping bag that when rolled up creates a unique pouch that holds items.
This simple yet functional iPhone case has a handle that can be used for various purposes.
My idea it to create a split tape measure. Numbers on the top and marking strip on the bottom. Rub clean and remark for a percise cut!
Survival Hat. Fill it with water in an emergency. Keep a cool head too.
Ipad Mini Cover Stand (since yesterday morning)
Bendable, poseable Alphabet characters! Kids can learn and have fun at the same time. Each alphabet letter will have bendable arms and legs.
Game Accessory Modules. Magnetic trays and drawers that can be stacked or linked in any arrangement for board game pieces, cards, dice, etc.
LOST YOUR BIKE? LUGGAGE? DOG? GLASSES? Buy "FINDER" - A GPS patch linked in your mobile or tablet that tells where your belongings are!
i~phone disco ball docking station. disco i~ball resub. kids room dorm rooms etc
"ROBO GRIPZ" is here. The worlds first push button corn spinning device for buttering the corn &amp; eating the corn. Great for prosthetics also
FETCH! Ball and treat gun. Put a treat in the ball, then launch it!
Reusable plates that feature layers of "peel-off" film on top, which you can peel off individually after each meal. Save $ and Environment!
Line extension. ScrewHole Snap-on Adapters. For curtain rods, picture frames, blinds, etc.
Vibrating steam brush with shower cleaning solution dispenser. Removing soap scum has never been easier. Resub 282 votes
HANDLE IT - So Many Tools it can Lend a Helping Hand to!
LED T-shirt with Quirky's logo
DualMark: Markers that have different colors on each end.
RESUBMIT -- The best way to personalize your iPhone? With your own photo case!
The invention is the "Holder" for the nasal aspirator. The "Holder" will support for the nasal aspirator when not in use.
pre-cutted and foldable handlebars for the cover
STICK UP is an effective way to keep walking sticks close to their users, unlike other devices that are complex and ugly.
Adjustable tablet holder that attaches to any model tablet for a more natural holding position that makes it easier for reading
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Picnic rug attachable to bike seat #qcycle - perfect for bikes with no basket
I'll join two existing tools for car diagnosis and oil light reset to do a self station where the average people can do their own diagnosis
An iphone case with two bumps on the back. one contains a pen that slides out and one that has a button that will turn on a mini flashlight.
"Stop Clock" view. A Kinetic Charger for the iPhone you click instead of shake. Transport your power in an emergency.
WiFi Vehicle Climate Controlled:Now you can control the AC and Heater in your car from your iPhone 5.App-enabled
Crate Mini: Mini Storage System - for the small stuff. Add Suction cup clips and Anti-Slip Legs
MARCO-POLO...small voice activated disc to put on phone,remote,keys shoes,ect. You yell MARCO ..voice activated disc says "Polo".
An inexpensive molded plastic aerator for wine. Make aerators a norm not a fancy accessory. Accessible everyday use for every glass you pour
A pouch that goes around your waist that has a cushion attached underneath so you can sit anywhere in comfort.
A Kid Robot Security Hidden Camera: Current hidden cameras are in ugly pens, bushes...blah. Kid Robot is stylish and hollow. Catch my drift?
Pressure washing landscape rock blasts it all over the place. This idea holds the rock securely in place while cleaning is performed.
You ever go for a walk and step in poop! Well, it sucks! New shoe liners for the bottom of your sneakers. Disposable.
PLUG IT , multiple modular plugs
Frosters! ICE Cold Spoons. Put in your freezer, and cool down any hot beverage or food. Great for Dorms!
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Glow in the dark!
a light switch on the floor that u can tap to open/close
Want Door Open at Night for Air and Temp but Want Darkness and Privacy? In Door Fan w/ Privacy Fabric, Save $$$ on Cooling and Sleep Better.
#NevWet Gloves! Keep your hands dry whether building a snowman, working in the garden or working in the shop!
Earbuds with a twist, turn the adjustable earbud cone to expand or contract the bud for a perfect fit. Used as in ear or traditional style.
Case-Lock. Impenetrable case for your device. No more taking advantage of your misplaced/stolen device. Locating services will do the rest
DUAL SIM CASE : Let your iPhone carry two sims at the same time! See Images!
iPhone case with built-in audio splitter to share audio not earbuds
Collectable College Campus Buidings for your Alma Mater. Build your own campus one building at a time. Great for Alumni to collect !
Like the"sponge mop"the rake would have a sliding grasp that would slide a second rake,that being"blade sheers"across the main rake.Scissor.
A simple easy to use camera stabilizer for the i-phone.
If you ever ask yourself : Where the heck is this phone/book/key ? Then read on.
The Card Game to Rule All Card Games!
Ride &amp; Roll Crate - Attach rubber wheels &amp; hook/handle. Hang on handle bars, remove to create handle to roll. Shopping &amp; Students. #qcycle
Meet the Wrist-Lit a product extension for IONS. A bracelet / metal slots for IONS to magnetize onto to really have light where you need it.
introducing the new and improve Q card reader for business our payments which directly deposit to your q account ,can you say Q BANKING .
An adjustable bookholder with an attached light allowing readers to read without holding the book which gives rest with arms and shoulders.
Save expensive plumbing repairs!! External hose bib anti-frost fitting.
Sunglasses that allow tint and color of lenses to be changed manually via touch mechanism located on the left and right sides of the frames.
#QCYCLE Constently adjusting/moving/floating bicycle seat to give you the best possible riding position.
Strap your umbrella to your back without messing your look.Colorful straps that fold into a small package and keep you going hands free!
Fitness vest with lighted signal arrow. Push button switch for left or right blinkers. Can save your life!
Bottle with removable built in ice pack attachment. Allows you keep your drink bottle cold.
Apple Hot Spot . Shaped just like the apple logo. Muti Colored. Provides wifi
PiVot Power Senior: With 10 Outlets.
My Idea is the Solar Powered Remote Controlled Vehicle:#QTOYS
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Beard enhancer for men. Some men wish they could grow full beards, mustaches, or goatees but have bare patches.
Reinventing the kids tricycle - the reverse trike for kids. Hot Wheels and Radio Flyer move over!!!
MAKE YOUR OWN SHAPED DRINKING STRAWS!! UNIQUE KIT FOR MAKING AND MODEL STRAWS !!
STAY ON THE JAR rubber jar opener. Always there when you need it. #spotsv
OWNA-LIGHT! TAKE OWNERSHIP OVER YOUR INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT.
For those plugs that take up the extra Socket Space. Introducing a device that allows you to keep that extra socket space on your wall.
Salad mix going bad in the fridge? But you just bought it! Solution: continuously tumble to prevent pressure and moisture build up. #spotsv
C.D.B...Craftsman's Drill/Bits in ITS Carrying Case will provide the craftsman everything for putting any HOLES on a remote project.
Automatic Newspaper and Magazine tier. No more hassle of wrapping newspaper with strings and ties.
Pair up baby rival animals(cartoon animation) and have them hug or display friendly gestures that promote positive messages(baby clothing).
BLUETOOTH EXPANDABLE iSPEAKERS. Speakers that attach to your iPhone, iPad mini, iPad and that also serves as a Kickstand.
Another kitchen gadget for you to vote on!
A PERSONAL ITEMS ALARM How to Find your Lost items and retrieve them. Look for the missing items where it's supposed to be.
The Over-Bed iPad Holder (READ THE DIFFERENCE FROM HANDS-FREE HOLDERS!)
Earbuds with retractable cords &amp; headphone with retractable cord:
An iPad case designed for babies/toddlers that would block access to the "home" button.
Pet and baby owners: tired of losing toys under the furniture? Tired of furballs under the couch? Your answer is here.
Give your Floor Lamp a half shelf, whole shelf, bin for?,extra outlet receptacles,plant holder, phone stand or docking station..many options
Breast feeding shoulder band for fathers.
Are you tired of seeing those saggy jeans that hang so low all you see are the boxers? Introducing the Boxer Jeans with fitted boxers.
The Purse Insider is a way to quickly access your iPhone within any bodybag-sized purse no matter how much other stuff you carry in it.
Keys on a Band - Holds keys on wrist, arm or ankle. Great for joggers, runners and cyclists. Never lose keys again. #qcycle
Message Indicator Light Case (Blackberry Light for iPhone)
Hairbrush and Toothbrush UV Combo for Traveling...Read On...
Easy Turn Sprinkler
Multi-Colored Light Bulb. How would you like to change the color of your light bulb in 1 second?
Belt leash is worn around your waist like a belt with an attachment at the other end to clip onto Fido's dog harness,now your hands are free
The Sucker Pooper Upper is a vacuum cleaner to pick up your dog droppings it is similar to a shop vac and leaf blower worn on your back.
The Point Is, A Household Product World Wide ! Especially If It's The One For A Pedicure.
Medalphones --- a portable wearable sound system that lets you listen to your music OUT LOUD!
Get rid of the tangled mess of cords in your bathroom drawers. Take a look at a possible solution
The solution to set the table in less than 2 minutes and to stop forgeting one plate, the glasses or the sauces ...
Self lighting wrist/ankle band - When walking, jogging, biking, just put this wrist/ankle band on and it lights up from power you generate.
Stylus Bump for iphone and ipads.
Color changing docking station! Changes color according to the base and treble of the music!
Its an item finder. When you misplace an item go to the system, press a button and follow the beep. You will find what you're looking for.
Custom-Fitted Armbands and Wristbands for Both Apple iPod and iPhone, Embedded with Small Powerful Speakers (RS)
A cooler with another door inside the lid which would open like a glove compartment and have a small combo lock on it. To store valuables.
Instant Snore Away is A stop snoring solution. its a Small Comfortable device that's very easy to use. Anyone can use it even children.
Inexpensive add on hot tub kit for the above ground, or even in ground pools. No such thing exists, yet!
24-P.P.R-24 HOUR [PERSONALIZED PILLS REMINDER] (clock) will always[daily] and [hourly]remind you to TAKE your next medication is a MUST.
your chair turns To a rocking chair.Simple solution and Easy application
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Helps get fresh, cool, ambient, allergen free air into older homes (warm season in cold belt of US and canada) that have no central cooling.
A machine that is a room humidifier or as an entertainment blowing ring shaped like cheerios/donuts from vapor, smoke or bubbles. See Video.
A "lifejacket" to cyclist and runners show their movements on the streets, very helpful at big cities. #QCYCLE
Floss Bracelet!! Floss Available Whenever You Need It
Toothpaste Maker / Dispenser -save money and the environment by making your own toothpaste in this machine -then use on counter to dispense.
Adjustable Laptop Desk - work while your rest
My idea is to put a hard cap on your open toe shoes, which would allow you a whole new look, and to cover up un-pedicured nails.
Helping the Deaf communicate with people who can hear.
Reinventing the Bike Pump:(QCYCLE) Resubmit The Lever Bike Pump (to achieve high pressure easily)
The Newest Phone on the Planet Deserves the Oldest Phone on the Planet as a Dock
Illuminate from within! Illuminated glass top tables are great for home decor and business establishments alike.
Combined Safety Water pump + Air pump in one product ~. A Wair Pump. For Home, Garden and Beach. Resub.
A carrier that clips on to a macbook charger designed to hold the charger's fold-out plug adapter when using the extended cord for charging.
A colored-lights and tap system integrated in headphones that allow wireless sharing music with buddies and people in the street.
Pet food feeder for dog's and cat's!
This device revolutionizes the suspension of small bore piping in the construction industry saving in material handling and installation.
An interactive device and application that utilizes a wireless tether that links you key chain your cell phone and you wallet together.
DÃ©jÃ Vu: The Mystery Solved!
It looks like a small purse, but functions as a retractable dog lead with attractive pockets for storage.
GET IN BETWEEN... THE FAUCET AND THE HANDLES U SHAPED SCRUBBER DOES IT ALL SCRUBBER GET RIGHT IN THERE FOR EASY
CLEANING
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather!
iPhone breathalyzer: track your BAC, graph/compare with other users, and integrate GPS data to see where you were. Call it iBlow or TruBAC.
Build a track on your Ipad and watch this MINI interactive Train go around. Kids will love it!, add sounds, houses, etc. &amp; save your tracks.
Make a statement about what you're into with these Musical Instrument Shaped Ear Buds! Many shapes and design options available. "Rock On"
AUTO PROPELLED TOY ROCKET. COLLECTABLE. CUSTOMIZABLE.
A belt that goes around your waist, with built in rechargeable batteries, that can serve as a back up charge reservoir for any device.
Why are all bottle holders in the Refrigerator holding the bottles on their sides. Why not hold them in the upright position.
Pepper spray lugnut and wheel antitheft device. Sprays potential thieves right in the face.
Magnetic Gel Bracelet with a high intensity LED bulb built into the bracelet that has 2 powerful magnets
Selective Fruit Ripening Bag - Control the ripening process of fruit and vegetables.[ReSub]
Non spill-able GyroGlass for toddlers &amp; kids
Everyone has many 110 volts AC to ???? volts AC / DC at different voltages which will destroy the instrument if wrong one is PLUGGED-IN...
OK, here it is........... A bull horn that does the opposite.........instead of creating a LOUD sound, it muffles a sound, The Man Muffler!
Prevent skin burns from heat pads. Indicates if the microwavable heat pad is too hot to use via heat sensitive color changing skin.
Laptop Power Plug/USB Adapter - for laptop to laptop charging.
An iPhone case that's could be considered better than a Swiss army knife
Cordies Executive USB + Lightning ports! Line Extension
Bamboo Half-Plate Conscious Mind
A better refrigerator, more efficient, better for the Earth and the wallet. Let's create a SuperFridge...
Slant, a new angle on organized...
Color changing bath tub mat that changes colors according to the temperature. Never enter a hot bath tub again
Decorative Silicon Flat Top Stove covers- Protect your glass by exposing only the elements that are in use.
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USB Hub with Clip/Clamp on top, and LED lights on bottom. Clears up useable desk space and provides extra light when needed! More pics
ergonomic shaped, anti-skidding bike grips - perfect fit for hands and fingers, no hand injuries during all day tips and rain #qcycle
Quirky finger razor letter opener. A Quirky "Q" finger tool with sharp razor on the hook tail used for cutting and opening letters with.
iPhone scale case! (Resub). Works with existing scale apps to make them super accurate.
Toy village controlled by a app. with ipad, tablet, or smartphone.
A safety door knob cover with a key.
Cooler w/ Speakers, rechargeable battery, place for ipod, LED light ring inside, and easy to transport for all your needs!
2 LEASH! in one. Unzip if you need 2 leashes or zip back up if you need just one. Stylish and useful when you need it. :)
Core: Larger version for the iPad and the iPad mini
Denim *FUN* clips for Kids. Clip them: front or back Blue Jean Pockets. Trade and Collect. Boys and Girls Designs!
An electronic unit to measure, remember, and display electrical power consumption of any household appliance.
r e - s u b [SPATULA] &amp; video!
Portable pedal driven power source. Submitted since 7/2/11. Product on Engadget a couple months ago even though Q said mine couldn't charge.
#QTOYS i~phone disco ball docking station. disco i~ball resub. kids room dorm rooms etc
4 IN 1 STORAGE CONTAINERS WITH A DISPENSER LETS DISPENSE,KEEP FRESH, SAVE SPACE
#QTOYS. a camera inside a yoyo. COMBINED CAMERA YOYO
Bone holder for dogs - allowing hours of chew time without the frustration of trying to hold it with paws.
An insole that has an ointment in it that gets hot and cold to relieve you pain, just like the Icy/Hot Patch does.
Enjoy hours of chilled white wine at outdoor parties using this collapsible soft cooler w/ built-in freeze packs &amp; your favorite boxed wine.
reduce Traffic jams, reduce the Distraction, reduce the Danger! we need Blinders for Emergency Lights!!!
Folders/pockets attached to back of monitor - store phone #s, photos, notes, etc. Get those scattered notes off your desk!
Metal divided cookie sheet. to make small batches of different types of cookies using refrigerated dough and baking several items at once
A sunglasses holder attached to the front of your headgear for easy acciss.
"Cocoon Pouch"Mini iPad Pouch store iPad inside w/pockets on the outside to store flexible/hard keyboard, external battery, etc.
CUP BUMPER. Prevents spills for toddlers learning to drink out of a cup. #spotsv
iPhone Car and iPad Robot!
A Knife Cutter style holder for convenient and long lasting Eraser
Reduce fog on your bathroom mirror!!
#spotsv Drinking straw with screen.
Personalize your own jewelry trinkets and charms at home. Resubmit 153 votes
Ready Made Pizzas.Fresh Quick and easy Pizza Vending Machine. This vending machine will make any pizza right in front of you.
Pathlight
Umbrella/parasol for windy conditions to be used at the beach, at home, public places etc. Can also be adjusted to cope with rainy days.
Stair Square Manufactured in Taiwan Need distribution for North America Many already sold. :resubmit :
What if you could upload pictures from your digital camera without using your home computer to first download the pictures?
2 SIDED DOOR HOOK RACK. Add a hook rack to both sides of closet door.
OVERHEATING PREVENTION MAC BOOK PRO CASE. Cover that incorporates four pillar pieces that lifts the laptop in order to avoid overheating.
Trouble viewing speed limit and street signs when driving at night, IPhone Application that can read and display speed limit signs.
The iPad Mini will make a good jumbo-sized camera. Everyday protective and prop case with features for enhanced camera use.
small keyboard people could attach with their apple devices like a computer keyboard but half the size of a ipod and very light.
Make Cupcakes the easy way! Pump out the exact amount of batter you need. No mess no stress. An Accordian mixing bowl with pump dispenser!
Resub. Lunchbox with warming containers &amp; folding tray. All you need for lunch in one box. No more waiting to use the office microwave
The Doggie Pool Saver is a unique device to save puppies and/or small pets from drowning
An athletic shoe that has a MP3 player slot either on the tongue/on the side by the laces with wireless headphones that sync to the MP3.
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This idea will leave your hands clean at the end of a DIRTY job!
A reflective balloon, rope and helium canister in a pouch to float a balloon in the air to be easily found when lost.
Brush with retractable comb. Handle stores lip stick and eye shadow. Flip up handle lid has mirror. Storage in hollow brush head also.
Stethoscope type audio system. SEE BELOW!!!
Splash Screen
The SnapWrap is an affordable solution for all your excess cord clutter
Pivot Power Helix
P.D.H... Personalized Drill's Holder is GREAT for getting the exact drill for the exact DIAMETER of HOLE... very efficient/professional.
Remove sensitive info from documents before discarding without shredding
A carrier for a staley thermos made from old jeans.Great for construction.For every 10 thermos sold you could probably sell 3 or more.Handy
wall mounted Flat Iphone5 audio Dock that just plugs in!!!!!!!!!!! VOTE!!! THIS IS NEEDED AND IT'S SOMETHING NEW
This is a movable, adjustable table designed for video gamers.It allows gamers to charge gear, store controllers, remotes and more.
iPhone case that covers the whole phone (front and back) with either a hinged screen or a sliding screen
A Universal or specific brand wireless joystick for the xbox 360 that has the feel of the ps3 joystick and a opposite vesion for ps3.
Portable/travelling Nasa foam mattress for babies - Just roll up and carry around.
It would be cool if a nail polish was developed that girls could put on &amp; turn their long beautiful nails into a tablet pen.
6-Sided Picture Puzzle. Create dozens of pictures from a single puzzle. Exact figure limited only by the extent one's creative imagination.
LIQUID NITROGEN Frost Where You Need it When You Need It! A gun that destroys weeds in small to medium gardens using LNG
Homemade VEGAN cheese maker
A handy flip case for both iPad and iPhone 5.
Lets Invent The ultimate back up travel kit! Fits in your wallet! Made with thin items that can stack and fit in your wallet.
Extending Hanger. Carry your clothing to the Dry Cleaner without straining your hand or shoulder.
Cell phone case emergency beacon. Travel with a piece of mind. Great for those adventure seekers!
MEASURE CAM measuring and dimensioning in one shot, camera app in Your phone can make photos with dimensions of any object.
Do Much House Painting? These will protect your windows,Save money on tape,paper,plastic, time saving,reuseable and stretch to desired size
Make-up Zen - Be organized &amp; calm. Cup for brushes &amp; travel. Dust free cover. Magnetic side for tweezers, etc. Gr8 4 Urban Outfitters. RESUB
#QCycle App enabled Bicycle Information Handlebars!Display is integrated into the handlebars horizontally.
Durable, reusable, eco-friendly straw can easily be cleaned by hand/dw inside and out. No guessing if gunk is built up inside any more.
spring loaded Nail Punch and Chisel set
A helping device for applying even layers of plaster when laying a wall of bricks.
POSEIDON - NevWet and retractable toilet Pluger (based on Quirky's Nautilus)
SmartLamp is a charging base and lamp shade using smartphoneâ€™s LED as a light source. Alarm and auto-dimming are controlled by its App.
Liquid measuring cups that illuminate its markings when used for easier reading &amp; more concise measuring.
100% randomized electronic led dices due to a double formula gyroscope based function. Great Design!!!
My idea is called an banana/plantain opener no more dangerous cutting fruit with knives damaging yourself or the banana plantain kid safe
Portable magnetic knife cleaner and sharpener - Clean/sharpen your knife with ease without hurting yourself. Can be easily opened &amp; cleaned.
Collectible plush animals that each play a unique instrument (melody) and can be sync'd to play in harmony, no matter when turned on.
Cross words for 4 or more..
Real Life Notification
Tally inspired water tracker.Do you 4get how much water u'v had 2day?Do u need 2 keep count 4 health reasons? Thanks 2 MacEdits 4 rendering
App-Enabled *Back Packs* Customize it via your iPhone App!
Turbo Charged Motorbike Helmet
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an iphone alarm that works if you power down the phone
SPOUT! Pour it all out! A generic spout to attach to any pot.
Automobile Window Mountable Solar Charging IPhone/IPad Charging Station with and without Cradle Docking
In the shower the shower curtain clings to you. It is irritating, especially when you are trying to get clean. Shower clip holds it out.
Let's go big, I mean really big...
Just program in the pitch or angle you need to cut and saw will automatically adjust to ANY angle you need! No figuring required! ReSub
MagNex: All the fun of Lego, but more intricate. Use tweezers to lift and place tiny building pieces. Stress Relieve. RESUBMIT
(RESUB) Keep things extra tidy around your desk with an all-in-one cable management system and trash can. A winning combination!
DO IT YOURSELF KID TENT. Take it with you for SLEEP OVERS. Take it from room to room and have fun. Stores easy. ALL kids love hide outs.
Hair Highlighting Headband DIY save $$$ on Salon Appointments
Heart surgery is bad enough. This can reduce the discomfort after surgery and during the recovery. Finally the Lift.
Circuit tester that plugs into iphone allowing the reading of volts, amps, resistance through an App.
Credit card size stand for iPhone [working prototype]
Reusable water bottle caps with a solid flavoring pellet inside the cap. Put on your water bottle &amp; shake to lightly flavor.
Cushioned strip that attaches magnetically to the edge of MacBook for increased comfort.
Dicta Clip-Bluetooth enabled thin LED strip with a clip. Dictate to it, it communicates with your iphone,gets &amp; displays text;Clip anywhere
Heat resistance case for the mac
ã€Magnifying glass + Standã€‘Enlarge your 6 inch Kinlde, and you can read A4-size PDF as Kindle DX!
Ipad Case that's hinged and back surface contains smart board.
#spotsv Refrigerator Mounted Bottle Opener
To make this design out of wood in order to display on the outside of your house during christmas and winter season.
Resub with feedback - Bloom inspired makeup brushes with shorter brush handles. Creat "SWISS ARMY" makeup applicator! Cap sanitizes
A pair of gloves that can "read" to your hands by actuating tiny motors embedded in the fabric.
#spotsv LAPTOP COOLING CASE WITH LED LIGHTS FOR KEYBOARD. Storage for ear buds and USB Cord for cooling case.Option for small
speakers.
Storytime Tent. Pop up tent with animation. See and hear a story in the tent
FruitStand : A lovely, and delicious iphone stand!
A back-plate / protective case to add extended battery, add legacy dock connector, and additional ports such as USB / Micro SDXC, etc.
A boardgame created to be played with eyes closed.thus blind kids can play with their sighted peers and have and equal chance at winning.
My patented invention "The Soap Butler" is a clever soap holder that stays inside the sink by using the common over flow holes of the sink.
"The Hanger Light". Use it to lumminate doors such as: entry doors from the carport, storage shed doors, patio doors, etc.
Introducing Clipnets, a fridge door magnet to hold your documents and bills. Comes with clip to clip your documents.
Magnetic Glue. I'd put that S*** on everything!----------comes with iron infused glue
Are you afraid of Spiders? Here is an easy way to deal with your 8 legged invaders. A must for the ladies and secretly girly men like me ;)
The Baby Burper
Make your child comfortable with a booster buddy that will keep them sleeping upright while you drive. The safe way to travel!
Unfortunately People pass away every day, pictures can fade after time, lost or be distroyed. keep their memory alive with a new Memory Ring
The Wheelchair Wonderbar. (Side By Side Again) Everyone Here And The Quirky.Com Staff Should Check Out The Video.This Must Be Made Now.
a Magnetic Iphone 5 case. Allowing the iphone/ipad to stick to multiple surfaces.
Utensils with a common handle and replaceable faces.The utensils faces include ladle, potato masher, turner, spatula and allot more.
Never be without light again during an outage. No Need to fuss with propping your flashlight to read, play cards,etc... Let there be light!
I envisioned a shower head that salt can be added to to make soft water showers for alot cheaper than buying a whole system. + portable
Think about this SKIERS/BOARDERS! WE need a LARGE accessible iPod or iPhone media control for extreme music control situations.
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We conference in\3-way people in an effort to share conversation. Shouldn't there be a way to 3 way, etc. into other communication devices?
Brush your teeth the easy way.My simple device attaches to your bathroom sink faucet. It has two parts - a spout facing up and an a/b switch
Print your own hydrographics kit
#spotsv - Keyboard Kleaner - The Computer Cleaning Pen (get rid of the germs!)
Tape Measure are difficult to read due to very small numbers!
Jar Pick - Stays in jar to help get food without spilling, sticking fingers or dirtying a utensil. Please see suggestions.RESUBMIT
Light my light for Free
Window Insulation... takes the edge off of a cold winter, or it can keep out some of an intense summer's heat.
Thigh holster for iPhone, credit card, ID, and cash.
THE WRISTRANGER A Wristband Tape Measure with an L.C.D. Clock and Pencil Holder. Residential, Commercial, Contractors or Homeowners. Thanks
DESK ART is a lightweight colourful canopy/cover for a desk. It will display images from film, art, nature, science, etc.
Finally an interactive match-making app that recommends matches in real-time to meet based on proximity and similar interests.
IPhone 5 SD/Micro SD Card Adapter. No laptop needed to view or transfer files and you'll have more storage space.
Introducing a fortune teller case for iPhone and iPad!
Stow N'Go Baby Stroller
Magnifying attachment for pens and pencils. Attaches to writing tool so you can see what you write. Also for artists!
Spinning colander for the sink to get the excess water out of fruits, veggies, pasta and more!
Never Wet. Funnel.
Vent lights... The future of night lights (Patent-Pending) SEE VIDEO
Nesting Stools. Modular Stools. Great for small spaces and college dorms.Resub
Sugar Shaker with internal metal grid that inserts under lid and stops or breaks up lumps before they reach the spout causing world to end.
Trunk organizer and grocery tote combo
Power Cobra. An extension cord with outlets at both ends. Male end has cube tap built in. Never socket block again!
Didn't I just do that?
Wall-mountable Slimline, with enhancements. I want to mount a Slimline clothes drying rack on a wall, not hang it on a door!
Shake Bead Sorter.(My 11 year old sons idea)
There is a very real problem that the Walker Night Light solves.It is a simple and effective solution.
this idea is for people who have road rage and may help reduce road rage in people if hearing a kind voice to calm and sooth the road rage
Transparent Paper Puncher - Modular 1, 2 or 3 hole punches. Clear to align &amp; see holes. Squeeze/pour to clean, no more flying confetti.RESUB
Silence that 6:00 a.m. coffee grinding with this slip-over sound deadening insulating jacket that easily fits over any home grinder.
Ipad mini case with a built in virtual keyboard. Celluon are coming out with one for the iPhone, so why not one for the Ipad mini? Kickstand
A case/bumper that has a lightning port/30-pin converter.
Metal or Wood Wine rack that holds 3 wine bottles and 4 wine glasses.
Core Cordies
Glowing Trivets. Romantic mood setting anytime!
WarmHug is a USB mug-warmer with moving heating wings. The wings hug your mug keeping your coffee/tea warm.
A TRASHCAN FOR YOUR CAR: A better, simpler, easier to use trashcan. Goodbye cluttered cup holders and trash stuffed into doors!
Treestand on wheels? Making the tree easy to decorate,place with lock &amp; convenient to take down, anyone can use this! For fake or real tree!
Non encircling Pad protection solution,LIKE AN ARMADILLO,THIS IS A WAY TO PROTECT YOUR KNEES,ELBOWS,SHOLDERS,WITHOUT THE
USE OF STRAPPING,
#spotsv Convenient Character Trash Can With Garbage Bag Storage
Swatlet Strips
Inflatable bottle holder, protects your cell phone and other personal accessories while at the beach or at the swimming pool.
"Odorabowls" Make any toilet anywhere less stinky. Portable, biodegradable air-freshening strips that you toss into a just-flushed toilet.
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IMPRINT: *Emergency Interchangeable Plate. If a Storm is Coming, family can prepare bracelets. Medical Info/Elderly Needs/Deaf Child/etc
WIDE-MOUTH VACUUM HEAD EXTENDER: Maximize Your Vacuum Cleaner's Efficiency. Cover Twice the Area With Each Stroke. Vacuum in Half
The Time!
iPad Stealth Camera. Auxiliary camera (App Enabled) connects to the iPad for use at events where you don't want to hold the iPad up.
Iphone Breathalyzer; my idea is to test a person's blood alcohol level to determine if they've had to much to drink and drive legally.
Tired of struggling to carry clothes or making two trips. With this device you can hang your clothes on it and carry it wherever u want.
Bluetooth Siri enabled fogless shower mirror +!!
Not like the picture, at all -- just a dimmer that screws into any light socket, and lets you control the bulb from your smartphone.
A drink mix to change the drink's color to colorless. To enjoy the beverage and not stain the teeth. Great for people who has bleached teeth
Spoon Rest /prevents a mess in the kitchen while cooking.
a family that drinks alot of milk need not give up all that fridge real estate any more. a separate milk fridge is the answer!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Turn &amp; Stir: Easy stirring device-a silicone stirring mechanism with a suction cup that attaches to the bottom of pot lids
A clip to hold an auxiliary battery with the iPhone
i designed a body scale, French fries on plate. my inspiration is the junk food amount we eat and it's influence on our weight and health.
REMINDER, connected wristwatch that sounds an alarm when we turn away from our apple device
A waterproof case to take with you where water exists. (ie: the beach, the pool, outside on a rainy day)
Mophie type Extended Power Pack for iPhone iPod lineup
Tired of trying to judge how much batter you've put into a cupcake liner?! No more guessing when you have cupcake liners with fill lines!
CONVERGE UV EDITION - enlights your devices in the dark and kills microorganisms while charging. 3 in 1.
Touchscreen Oven Mitts. Use in the kitchen for microwave or range touchscreens. Also good for iPad use in kitchen while cooking or baking.
ePaper Watch. App enabled to customize your own watch. Kids will Love to Design their own watch, choose the color they want.
Beautiful LED canopy bed nets, my daughter would LOVE....could also make them for outdoor screened canopy gazebos! Lighten up your world
a normal toothpaste will come with a pocket on one side for the toothbrush!
An iPhone case (or any other smartphone, really) that snaps onto the back and can open up into a folio for a few cards and bills.
textUlater. A mobile app that textes ppl for you at preset times and reminds you that it did the text..
Headphone Earplugs that connect wirelessly to your phone. They store away in the iPhone case or on a clip. Great for jogging.
TV speaker sends parametric speaker technology to the one who is watching tv, and not the one who wants to sleep
Automatic golf score card keeper, handicap calculator &amp; golf swing analyzer
Triangular clothes rack. Collapsible/portable/expandable. Very sturdy for heavy usage. Specifically made to throw clothes on.
Stroller Side Bar - Push stroller from the side so you can stroll next to your child. Great for bonding, communicating &amp; keeping an eye on.
Inline Counter
Food Tray with sliding drawer for napkins, forks, spoons, knives. etc.
Compact Multi Extension Cord Reel. Step On Auto Wind. Portable.
Do you hate getting your earphones tangled in your pocket every single time?!
An app that allows people to vote from their phones.
Parcel Drop/Mail Box for households. Amazon is gaining market share in the retail industry and consumers need a solution to delivery theft.
USB CHARGING LAMP - Charge Your Devices Bedside or In The Living Room Couch-side Without a Wall Plug Charger - Easy Easy Easy &amp;
Convenient!
Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended for health, have handy! Saves Money!!
A specially designed, portable and easy to store caddy that keeps all the necessary items you need when you're sick, all in one place.
LCD baseball hat, able to change image on hat with whatever image you choose.
Stand for Devices that can be attached to your key chain.
O.K. All YOU DIY'S, Think about this for a moment..PORTABLE WORK STATION FOR JOB'S AROUND THE HOUSE AND YARD! Please check this
out :)Thanks
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CAR + GPS + IPHONE + SOLAR &gt;&gt;&gt; iPhone CAR dashboard dock, ideal for GPS, Solar Powered charging, amplifies iPhone speakers
Suite Case - A case that changes as fast as your needs do. The case with a suite of modules that can be quickly swapped in and out.
Hula Hoop With Revolution Counter - Healthy, competitive fun game kids &amp; adults will love! Use as fitness tool! Think Nike+ for Hula Hoop!
Handicapped Bicycle power assist system front wheel drive 1 HP HONDA motor gears chain drive a new front wheel to power up hills up to 25mph
A retractable extension cord attached to a belt that I can wear to keep the cord tangle free and out of the way while I am doing yard work.
iphone 5 case with tripod screw mount (( PROTOTYPE VIDEO))
After attending shows and performances, what do you do with programs and tickets? Keep them organized in this specially designed book.
vTether. Virtual Tether. A concept to establish virtual tether between two or many communication devices.
The Invisible Fly Swatter; I just want one good old fashioned fly swatter that is clear so the fly can't see what's coming.
Protect your items from pickpocketing crooks using a sensor and sound.
The search is over, for your pot lid that is. Lid Tags, match your lid to your pot in an easy color coordinated silicone tag.
Don't waste your time scanning documents using scanners, Set your Photo Scan Support to the right size and shoot!
A single attachment to your bike handle bars that holds your phone, has a headlight on the front and a bell you can ring. #Qcycle
CUSHIONS WONT SLIP WITH 'CUSHION GRIP'.... Simple idea to stop cushions sliding off chairs. The ties at the back of the cushion always rip!
Springs apart in a blink to line dry faster and more evenly, NO MORE DRY T-SHIRTS WITH WET ARMPITS, Clasps back to normal width for closet!
Resub... The Paint Caddy
Phone app with mini wifi hotspot in the car puts the phone in airplane mode. Incoming calls work. No texts. Controls speed in later updates
Q-Party Drink Protector Cover with wireless key. Drink Protector cover/key that informs a person when unwanted hands tamper with your drink.
Portable Rotisserie grill for your own Grill
Furry Fun iPad Case - Great for kids
Ice cream making mug, battery operated; make a cup of Ice cream the flavors you like whenever you want.
A simple clip on sound transporter
Thunderbolt Port to VGA/ HDMI and Ethernet Combo adapter
Toddler nail shark!
The rail! The simplest kick stand that rides on the side of your device.
.:: Brass Rubbing Kits ::. Ancient Art Brass Rubbing Kit For The Modern Day. with different coloured wax blocks,Paper etc Many Add~ons.
#NEVWET beach balls
Are you ever too warm in bed while your partner is cold? Then the dual warmth blanket is for you with one half warmer than the other.
Are you tired of the noise that accompanies drying jackets &amp; other zippered items? Why not alleviate the noise all together with "ZIPPERZAP"
A Breaker trips the lights go out. You go to reset,can't see the panel or breakers .Just turn on panel breakerlight.
iPad Mini Hoodie
Indoor/Outdoor Adjustable Height Table Plantable Tray Insert! Tray insert usable for candles(or LED lights),fish bowl,floating flowers-RESUB
make silicon spatula into other more useful kicthen utensils
CUTTING QUALITY FOR QUALITY CHEESE
Take the best photos of your child and assist in their cognitive development with the first iPhone case that truly engages your baby.
Here's how you can save your water of your body, save money and be healthier.
Padded iPad Cases! Will make using them more comfortable!
Larger Cordlets for extension cords. No more bending over to grab the cord.
Let's re-invent the BBQ and make it look like a HotDog!
CHARGE MULTIPLE IPHONES/IPADS IN YOUR CAR WITH ONE CHARGER- ITS A STRIP PANEL THAT CAN CHARGE UP TO 4 DEVICES ON
THE ROAD
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Car Warmer - Get into a warm vehicle every morning, with the windows already defrosted/de-iced.
Want to instantly give your car personality? Then slap on your magnetic mohawk. Toughen your bug, give your minivan attitude.
"Rover" Kepler bracket, line extension. Strap your iPhone to a remote controlled car and take some sweet videos! :-)
181 Party Cup
"Electric Earplugs": Protecting hearing and creating an incredible audio/visual experience for concerts.
Capacitive thumb piece to go over band aids or a capacitive bandaid
Theres got to be something to help trim the hair behind your ears! A guard to protect the ear and a curved blade to cut that unwanted hair!
iPhone5 FM Transmitter / Modulator - Updated for Lightning Plug
Horizontal Tripod - Take video and pictures as you work on your DIY projects.
This Facial Mask holder will keep facial products on your skin and off your pillows when you sleep
Why are we not entertaining this idea? Silicone Bumpers For TV Trays. Stretches onto any TV tray to create a barrier.
iAlarm- The High Decibel Defender Resub.
UV light to disinfect your keyboard and mouse.
Y-Charger for Two iPhones Car Version
Reinvention: The Smart Phone Safe Case The Smartphone case, with feature for your keys and credit card's License, monies
*TOY* Connect the Blocks to make nice music. Song plays if correct. Fun Sound if incorrect. Color Coded - match colors/notes. Fun Challenge!
An infant car seat with retractable raised wheels and a retractable handle for quick, easy, and efficient outings with your baby.
FINGER OR A PEN? Make a pen or finger adapter! simply increase the size of the pen!
Single Staples
App that uses the webcam or phone camera to track your eye movement for strain &amp; dim the lighting accordingly.
Best Way to Prevent Bounced Checks and Money Orders.
Crates CORNER UNITS to complete and polish off your living area or just to have corner shelving space
Snap Bracelet with an IPod and IPhone connection to the IPod and IPhone can be worn anywhere while walking, running, or jogging.
An Allen wrench Screw driver with a fixated/or angle head with a ratchet ability. (I need help with a drawing)
Food grade, reusable expandable lightweight latex pouch/bag with simple opening mechanism for popping popcorn in a microwave
Shock proof Iphone wrap around
Out of season, jazz up your pool with a cover that sports Monet's Waterlilies, a Sport's team logo, a design, or, perhaps a personal photo!
Small device that will protect your mobile phone, tablet from being lost or stolen.
RESUBMIT-Over 220 votes)Conductive Corner Credit Card Accessory. STICKS to your EXISTING credit card. No more germs
Spencer's Gift Store: XXX adult "pin" the body parts on after blindfolded/spinning. 1 person stands still against wall. No touching.
Luminous panel of information for the hitch-hiker, the help, the warning or publicity!
Silverware Holder-Stack your spoons, forks, and knives then take it to the kitchen table. Has a lid to keep the top ends covered.
Easily remove the tea bags!!!it would be nice. HERE IS A SIMPLE!!
Waste-Paper-Basket TABLE - Many time you need extra working areas around your desk and the Waste-Paper-Basket is always there AWAITING.
Portable Auto activated detachable liquid stirrer/whipper - Stir sugar with ease
Salad mix going bad in the fridge? But you just bought it! Solution: continuously tumble to prevent pressure and moisture build up.
Finally, a toilet seat that will help us "REST AT EASE" without your legs falling asleep. No more leg cramps at the toilet.
Don't be embarrassed when your pup takes a poop in a public area. Solution: A poop bag that is dispensed with a clean wipe inside each bag.
an app that lets you program your cars door locks
HALO headlamp system for camping.My ideas is to integrate a strip of LEDs around the entire head band for a 360 downward halo effect.
Car Hanger that also holds your Ipad, Nook, Kindle, etc.
"LEAN" - The chair that moves automatically in the direction the occupier leans. "The chair of tomorrow today." Drop down armrests. Thanks
Pivot Power Mini Curl - Curl device cords within the plug itself. Plug and Rotate -Easy way of curling cords/wires.(Resub; High votes:views)
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It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
NEVWET SKI GOGGLES. No more wipping with your mitts! Oh look out a tree!
This is a new iPhone/iPod stand that organizes the USB and earphone cables in a neat way, including an Acoustic vent.
Dish rack with expand/retractable shelves --- more than 90% approval so far!
#NEVWET air mattress for swimming pool and beach.
SMART DETECTOR is the next generation smoke alarm. It features a built-in battery charger and bright LED lighting that could save a life.
TRIANGLES with MAGNIFYING CENTER! Precision Drafting, Drawing &amp; Creating! *Students*Engineers*Draftstman*Artists*Architects*Protractor
2
a Barbecue thermometer for smoking etc.. that connects to an app wirelessly.
Multiple colored LASERS - lights for presentation use, parties, signaling, festivals, or FOR plain entertainment! Attached to your Iphone!
e bracelet
Hide Away Trim
Plush Squeak Matt. Crawl, walk or roll. Makes tons of squeaky noises. Promotes Activity!Resub
Customizable Bike Multi-Tool in a Single Piece - When Biking Weight is an issue. Why not just carry tools you need in a Single Piece?
Curvy Picks - The candy cane shaped plastic toothpick that gets to the front and back of your teeth!
Water bottle that always stays upright! Toss the refillable, leakproof bottle on the floor or table and it pops back up. Fun Stress relief!
WolliP
The Fast Drying Rack instantly dries up and sterilizes wet baby bottles!
Workplace Celebration Decorations in a Bag! The all-in-one package containing everything you need to celebrate important moments!
Battle pencils/Trading card pencils. Reinvent the classic game of pencil break. #QTOYS
THE VIBRO-HEATED CUSHIONED TOILET SEAT is the answer to the hard, cold, passive toilet seat. Just place on top of existing seat. Plug in.
Wind up easy glide scooter. Push scooter to wind up wheels, turn the scooter base upside down with press of button on handle and GLIDE
Stand to hold all iDevices. Spot for iPad, iPhone, Nano, etc. Could have charging capabilities too!
Medical Devices: Build a Spirometer (lung capacity monitor) Device that works with the IPhone/IPad.
A laptop that has suction cups so that it is stuck securely to the surface it's laid on.
This wall traps dust particles and removes them forever.
Color Development: Crayon Container &amp; Dispenser Organized in Triplets. First Color, Second Color, &amp; then Third Color made by mixing #1
&amp; 2.
Manual swimsuit dryer / water extractor
The PowerTower. 4x the surface area and outlets of floor power strips. Outlets can double as pull-out extension cords. Saves space!
Tired of scooping leaves out of your yard just to watch your neighbor's leaves blow over the next day? There must be an eaiser way!
THE QUIRKY SUPER-HOOK!
Standing and Scraping broom! Sweep and scrap all things from the floor and than stand it wherever you want it.
Scoop or Tongs ... using a community ice bucket is messy and takes too long. The Ice Butler is a portable, quick and easy way to serve ice.
Digital Photo frame with Android/S-beam technology. Touch digital photo frame to newer android devices end to end, &amp; transfer photos/videos
I would like to see a case for the iphone 5 that either stores a power adapter in the back or slips into the power jack and is an adapter
How many times have you gone to a graveyard looking for a relative(s) and spent hours finding their gravestone?
Quirky The Game - Have Quirky Live parties, and play the board/app game after/before the party!
Easy Grill backyard BBQ set for Kids. A small scale real working BBQ set for kids. Like the Easy Bake Oven only a small BBQ grill set.
Now there will always be enough room.Telescoping Picnic Table. Pulls from each end to make larger.Or adding leafs like a dining room table.
Is it a TV tray? Is it a Table? No, its the Tr-A-ble
An iPhone that is soft &amp; bendy- pliable.
Cases you actually mold yourself. Embed anything in the gel(epoxy?)and it will become part of the case.VIDEOS!
ipad mini case with a pouch (kangaroo case)
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Make Your Own IPhone Case Kit
Eye Glass Hair Band - Discreetly secured to the side of your eye glasses available when needed to put your hair up.
Bike bag accessory - for your laptop, tablet, and your cold cuts.
Tired of hearing your dog's tags &amp;licenses jingling &amp;jangling? A 1 inch x 1 inch flex band material easily fits - a variety of tag shapes.
Inspired By a 1922 News Paper article. My Sand sculpturing and sand castle molds are hinged latchable molds that easily open. Must see!
Parking token with RFID with display panels for unique ID and timer. Allocates parking lot to save time and hassle for visitors.
NeverWet Garage Door Decals - Bring your garage door to life for the holidays, special events or your favorite teams.
#NEVWET. manufacture Waterproof ties made from #NEVWET FABRIC .
A phone case that can be snapped of (the back of it) and a vertex/edge of the small broken piece can be used as a touch screen stylus.
IM ALWAYS AT THE RIVER TUBING LOSE MY COOLER CHASING MY BEERS DOWN THE RIVER NOT ANY MORE WITH MY COOLER
TUBE !!!
Parking spaces near doors of stores would have signs that change to handicap parking when needed.
Create a functional clutch (purse) for the IPad Mini along with the other essentials of every lady's purse.
Really Simple Timer Switch
HERE IT IS!! FOOD/ACTIVITY TRAY THAT EASILY ATTACHES TO A PORTABLE CAMP CHAIR SECURED WITH STRAPS AND VELCRO
A light emitting accessory that can be placed on the tip of any charger helping you make easy connection in the dark.
GUTTER Leaf Blocker... will keep all of the accumulated FALL and WINTER LEAFS from clogging up the GUTTER'S DOWNSPOUT w/ removal screenwire
Control your bluetooth enabled food processor &amp; other kitchen devices with your iphone via app or speech; speech detection maybe via IPhone;
Use Quirky remote to snap photo's and video with you iPhone and iPad remotely!
Silicone Sausage Maker's Mat, 24 by 36-inch Sausage Maker's Mat for stuffing and spinning fresh Homemade Sausages.
an ipad stand that clips onto the ipad and extends to keep the device off your lap.
Lets redesign the kick scooter - Foldable flaps on both sides(more foot space); place bags in storage area; foldable design; shock absorber
Runners, got keys? The magnetic key strap will securely hold your key while you run without worry.
Float like a boat and be comfortable.
Fake plants that double as sprinklers.
Consumers need a funnel that holds an upside down bottle (shampoo/lotion) for their shower/vanity to get the last drop easier and save $.
Iphone dock which charges phone and also saves files from computer. Only use one usb portal for two operations, charging and saving.
WHLC KIT - WINDEX HEAD-LITE CLEANER / YES / MY wife said just use WINDEX As good way to CLEAN-OFF all of the GRIM on your Head-Lite
LENS...
Tired of straining your eyes on a small screen? Expand the screen out with a Double Vision Case.
Z's KIDDY WASH takes the fuss and struggle out of washing a child's hair. Children enjoy it! Parents love it!
A soft sleeve for Mac that when lid opens, side screens/wings pop up to prevent unwanted side viewing &amp; cats from walking across keyboard.
WiFi Rechargeable Bulb:Your house can still have lights during power outages.Its like having a back up generator in every bulb.App-enabled
BI-CS BlueIce coolingscreen
iphone case that has retractable plug pins as to re charge the iphone whilst still in it's case.The case as to give access to all functions.
Y-Charger for Two iPhones
#QTOYS "Hoop Dreams". Play in bed and relax. Easy set-up and ball return. "Nothin' but fun
iPhone Protective Cover w/ Integrated Wireless Laser Mouse. Eliminate your extra mouse. No software needed.
Milk and Juice container handle. Make it easier for you and family to carry and serve your milk. So sample but so use full !!
POCKET STAND for cell phone &amp; tablet - iPhone iOS Android -folds to fit wallet, purse, pocket! Connect in comfort at home, work, travel.
A resealable plastic container to store opened cookie packages and keep your cookies from going stale. Donâ€™t toss your cookies!
"Lava (Lamp) Speakers" iPod speaker with liquid beats.
Monkey.. A cool and so simple way to tame your cables, use monkey to keep all your icables neat...
An app on our iphones called the â€œLie Detectorâ€ app to detect who are the liars and who are the truth tellers.
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The beach towel Clamp Peg: It keeps a beach towel flat on the sand. Clamp The Towel. No more towels flying away in the wind on the beach.
A butter shaver that holds a stick of butter &amp; works similar to a pepper mill. Twist it &amp; a paper thin spiral of butter comes out the end.
Embellish, swap, and change your current earring collection with jewelry add-ons. Many styles available.
DOG TOY ON A TIMER Program to activate every half or hour to entice pet to play while your away
Stove Remember- Warn you if there is a risk of fire or if you forgot to turn off the stove when you leave your home
#spotsv : drop 1 in toilet to sanitize toilet brush/plunger after use.Could also sanitize mops/kitchen sponge: Sanitizing toilet droplets
Typing on a laptop you can bruise your wrists/arms! Soft detachable pads cover sharp edges &amp; provide a resting place for those tired wrists
My Idea Is a sticking counter for divided inventory boxes, shelves and basically anything that needs to be counted on a regular basis.
Roller Skateboard! Feel like your surfing, snowboarding or wakeboarding on a skateboard! A true deep carve feel, just like a surfboard!
This is an iPhone case or sleeve that transforms an iPhone into a handy essential beauty tool.
An air-conditioned or heated "bed tent" to allow you to sleep comfortably, without having to pay for heating/cooling the entire house/room.
Earbuds with a twist, turn the adjustable earbud cone to expand or contract the bud for a perfect fit. Used as in ear or traditional style.
THREE sizes of 1 flashlight,housing THREE safety features,in ONE essential hurricane safety item!Fold in Knife,handcrank,AND matches/striker
#QCYCLE. I would like a Real integrated Bicycle safety Puncture repair kit i~phone case.
Crates Desktop Accessory. Just Snap it on - Instant Desk!
Belt buckle hinged, with snaps to hold iphone in place
How many times did you open a soda and let it sit over night and it goes flat!? It's ruined now! Problem solved.
Keeper Wallet Case for iPhone 4 and 4S
Its a hanger with a clip to go around the pole instead of just a hook. The clip can be twisted around the pole to adjust the opening.
Wine Canister for boxed wine. A discrete, beautiful way to store and serve boxed wine.
Have a temp/fever? Use the new iPhone thermometer. Email the temp directly to dr.
People love Net Sac. It's easy to learn how to kick a foot sac across a low volleyball net. Two to four players at a time. Highly addictive.
As an office worker I stare at a Newton's cradle to recharge my batteries. I have pictures of family on my desk too. Here they are combined.
A compact but extendable mini arm that assists in taking self, couple or group photos on iPhones.
The One-Minute Instal Car Seat for On-The-Go Families
christmas tree lights - 25 round bulbs on each set touch activated with voice enjoy your family and friends long after there gone.
The invention is a rubber "real-looking" candle that sticks to your window and really lights up.It looks real outside, but is a 1/2" thick.
Non-Slip Glass baking dishes. No more slipping from your oven mitt.
Bluetooth (Status) Buttons
Childrenâ€™s plates with changeable pictures on the bottom.
RESUBMIT Sili-Con, 101 Uses for a 3" x 3" piece of FLOPPY ridged silicon, plus Paperback book on how to use it in those 101 ways #spotvs
Window inserts that snow
Modern Day Mechanical Bank. A toy for children from 5 to 75.
Weatherproof/ Easy to use/ Reusable- Electrical Terminal
Insect catcher. Attached to a rod to keep distance (esp. for spiders); remove the bugs and free them outside without having nightmares
Luggage tag: An app that helps you track your check in baggage. Never lose your luggage again.
Window blind cords take the lives of our young ones more often than we think (avg 1/month). We are counting on the Quirky community to help
Store your sandwich in a MacBook Pro? Drink out of one? Recycled MacBook Pros make great containers for preserving food!
Have you ever been rushing to get ready in the morning and do not know what time it is? How about a mirror with a built in digital clock?
resubmit) Chalk Wand! Create bigger drawings! Add chalk!#QTOYS
BIKE STAND... is an easily made pyramid wood stand (1x2" and 2x2") wood that holds the bike rear wheel off the ground(see drawing).
Cup holder made of a layer of sponge to absorb the moisture so hands won't get wet!
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AC Drainage Pipe Cleaning Methods... will eliminate the calls to AC Service Tech because your AC is NOT functioning and is YES... OOFF.
Sun Sponge helps apply suntan lotion to the entire body with no messy hands! Screw directly onto suntan lotion bottle or use optional bottle
IDENTI-FIND-IT, proving a picture really is worth a thousand words
I think a kind of a smart cover for iphone will be great!
An Apple iPad case that has a built-in retractable "sound reflector" and is compatible with Apple Smart Cover.
"Anti-Swipe" anti-theft accessory locks your smartphone to your bag or belt loop and is less embarrassing than parents with kids on leashes.
SHADE SHAPES: Re-Usable decals that adhere to lampshades and create custom silhouette shapes on your walls. Great for kids rooms!
Hands not free to put clothes in or take them out of the clothes hamper? No worries, just step on the pedal.
To be able to select a privacy screan view You know like when computer screans make the view for you only screan
Table top shuffleboard game. Very popular in the Netherlands - Quirky will be the first in the US. VIDEO
Gross oven racks? How about smooth one piece ceramic, no weld joints. Leave them in the self clean cycle or just wipe them off. Easy peasy!
Small pocket friendly phone charger/movie stand. Comfortably carry it in your pocket everywhere. Fold out plug and flaps then place phone on
NO BUTTON, VOICE ACTIVATED Emergency App for mobile phone FOR ANY REASON JUST YELL.
#SPOTSV Keep ice away from your mouth when drinking without a straw.
Small Way To Fight Childhood Obesity. Puzzle Boxes Hold Processed Food. You'll Need To Work For Treats.
Food prep is messy.Make peeling veggies easier and cleaner.Have an ergonomically designed peeler that stores the scraps until it's emptied.
Paper Clip Rings - Customizable ring notebook w/out the bulk. Add &amp; move lined, blank, grid sheets, dividers &amp; cover as needed. Refills $$$
Easy level picture frame stick-ons! Levels pictures in no time at all!
Eat-a-bowl Dish makers. Eatable bread bowls with decorative surfaces or shape. Bake faster, save energy, time and less dough needed.
A clip that also works as a stand and a stylus for the iPad, iPhone and iPad Mini.
I would like to make bright, multicolored, personalized brake tips and extensions for manual wheelchairs, tactile tips for low vision.
Corn Holders with plastic TOOTHPICKS in the ends! After eating corn on the cob you have a toothpick right there! #spotsv
Adjustable Hangers! Hanging clothes for children is difficult when the hanger choice is either adult or baby size. One hanger-good for all.
Ski's to be attached to walkers, strollers, shopping buggies etc.
Double sided earbuds You listen on one side and your friend can hear on the other
A wired mouse is good,a wireless is even better but a combination of both can be absolutely remarkable.A rechargeable mouse that cut costs!
An Apple charger in the shape of an apple logo. Used as a portable battery charger or charging base station.
Combination Measuring Cups and Measuring Spoons
Set of serveware has push button heat lamp to keep food warm on table----------cuz nobody likes 2nds cold!
Urban Vertical Garden - Now you can Grow Your Own Plants, Flowers, Veggies &amp; Herbs with Ease in Your Small Urban Apartment, Flat or Condo
A washable dance sock with built in arch support and a pivot point for a more fun and safe way to work out (zumba, aerobic dance) on carpet.
Clip it on holder for iPhone,iTouch,iPod attach to bikes,treadmills,stationary bike etc
Clock with Scrolling Messages
A device that displays your utility meter readings in real time. Most utility meters (electric, gas, and water) have wireless transmitters
DIGITAL CAMERA still PICTURE TAKING L.E.D. LIGHTED BOARD that folds for folks on the go.makes perfect pictures without wasting time!
Tired of that old boring piggy bank that does nothing for you???? Then get the "grow a pig!" It's a pig that grows as you put money in it!
Forget about tying your shoes with these elastic rubber laces. You and your kids will love this.
A tool for when you can't afford to drop it!
Scrubbing dirt and chemicals off a bunch of potatoes is a time-consuming hassle. TaterScrubinator makes it easy to clean crud from a spud!
Apollo: An iPhone/iPad/iPod case with speakers. Apollo will amp your music up. Also charges your iDevice on the go.
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Pocket style universal charger plus universal adapter plus juice! Tired of too may cables and adapters? Here is the solution..
iPhone case with a HIDDEN MINI TRIPOD. Thin strong bendable tripod legs which can stand the iPhone either way, hidden neatly inside a case.
Dustpan that sucks up every bit of dirt: has Broom Groomer feature on the front and dirt storage compartment
A dual pouch drinking backpack. Two separate pouches and two tubes. One pouch has water. The other pouch has a supplement mix. :)
Bed Toes Sleep Comfort Support
A water- and sweat proof exercise arm strap case for the iPhone 5/iPod 5 form factor.
Scale looks like a cozy, innocuous pair of slippers or flip flops sitting in your bathroom- voice to tell weight or digital numbers
Current bathtub hair strainers catch hair, but are messy to clean and require removal for baths. Meet the reinvention of the Hair Strainer.
Automated phone setup for car. Drop phone in and it will lock phone in, connect to power/aux, and turn on bluetooth. No more fussing around
Table-side cords organizer
Crate file cabinet that accommodate Quirky's file cabinet system
Airplane Footrest Strap
A kids race car track for match box cars that is made of rubber material that can bend in different ways to change the track shape
A mini Ipad stand with a beanbag bottom that can be used while standing,sitting, lounging or lying down.
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN A SPRAY FORM! Pour out over cuts and scrapes my goodness what a waste Spray directly on the spot OK infection fought!
an application that can sync with other websites such as blackboard, to sync all homework assignments to your phone automatically
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. Lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out. Includes ice chamber!
A small box that can power computer or desk lamp... Also can play music, charge iphone, and store data!!!
Flexible gardening and storage system for balconies and patios. Accommodates a variety of plants, storage, and entertaining situations.
Feet Pressure Point Relieving Soles
Custom Color Spray Paint. Resubmit.
Ever thought the shower ring could be multifunctional to save space. Well it can esp. with specially designed baskets.
An iPhone/iPod Arm Band better designed to be used while working out
Credit/debit card or hotel room access card and emergency cash holder. In the pool or in the ocean keep valuables with you. Customisable.
I'd bet you want a functional binder that isn't an embarrassment to carry around. well this one looks like a pair of destroyed denim!
An Iphone 5 Charger cradle
An iPhone 5 encased with a flip open front case, that has a speaker. Sort of like a Star Trek flip phone case :)
#NEVWET covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
This is a universal wrist watch band flashlight. It slips on any watch band for an instant fumble free flashlight anytime you may need it.
Bath tub temperature mat that changes colors according to temperature of water. Safe product for kids
Huge ultra portable sound speakers similar to jawbone's jambox, but in a functional case.
GPS based electronic intelligent turn signals for vehicles
A simple solution to protect your driving arm from the intense burning sun.
No more annoying toilet seats that wiggle while you're sitting on them!
Iphone 5 case with 2 or 3 usb memory sticks attached - work/home/project different memory stick for different files.
iPhone Remote control for the tv with a third channel back function
Piggyback Tack. Two Tacks in One.
A product case that is writeable and erasable; the user is capable of impermanently writing or drawing on it.
Personal Popcorn Scoopers to make eating popcorn a cleaner, more convenient experience - included with your bag of popcorn.
Small lightweight stereo speaker or speakers with an alligator clip to attach to a shirt collar.
Confuse Big Brother,with a pair dice. Play mind games with information gatherers, with decision dice What's more fun than PLAYING WITH fate!
The idea i have is to make a folding beach chair that rotates. You never have to get out of the chair for the sun or to check on the kids.
The Touch Screen Bandage is a conductive bandage that lets you use an iPhone or iPad with a bandage on your finger.
Tornado season is coming! Keep your head safe from flying debris with the Storm Helmet that can save lives.
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Use Your Water supply and waste Water outlets to Generate power for Low Voltage LED lighting in your home
NEVWET Anti-bacteria Screen Protector for IPHONE ...
Skippity Hop Sticks
Fire Resistant Portable Hard Drive The idea is to target a low cost (~$100) limited feature HDD that resists damage in case of a home fire
Collapsable, mobile cooler that can be used in any window. Hook up easy supports and let the party begin! Drains out bottom for no mess!
Lets take the metal stand that holds up my Imac and turn it into a USB hub.
Product Name: Mango case (iphone5) Product Name: I-3
So-Called "Child-Proofing" Doesn't Work: Have A Pill Bottle PERMANENTLY Lock upon Expiration and/or Disposal - for Enhanced Household Safety
My idea is a warm suit that heats up with kinetic energy.
A tub head rest for children to help them to tilt their head back during bath time.
USB Powerstrip - Mount on Wall or Ceiling. USB Straps so you can hang usb stuff (speakers / lights) from the ceiling. Powered by AC or USB.
lovely body work out Dumbbells water bottle: Dumbbellsshaped bottled water, exercise and thirst solved simultaneously.
Original, universal and adjustable BEDGUARD to prevent kids from falling down from their bed. The bar is space for comic strips, photos.
Lightweight, soccer bag friendly goal posts for volunteer, youth soccer coaches.
Turn an empty jug into a Real Fun Camping Light. The BIG Q SHAPED NIGHT LIGHT W/FLASHLIGHT, W/Batteries and match storage compartment.
A sleek, solid, charging dock and speaker that offers different viewing angles based on how you position it.
The Accordion Sketchbook accommodates all those BIG ideas on one page!
How about creating a HANDLE BAR GRIP that really works!? Gel tape isn't cushy enough and foam handles fall apart easily.#QCYCLE
Lifting that heavy furniture can be awkward and painful. Set-up my Device in 15min, so you will be ready to Roll it quickly and where-ever.
Bring a little green indoors. Magnetic board with illuminated planters and plant lights
Character Corner Bookmarks with built in timer for kids. Keeps track of how long they read.resub5/12
Swiffer cleaning like pad that attaches to the bottom of your shoes. Made like disposable hospital shoe covers w/ wet cleaning pad on bottom
The finger stylus. This would be made of a stretchy material. It could be material or silicone that would be easier to clean.
Cell phone charger, camera charger, ipad charger, iphone charger...... TO MANY!!!! There is a simple solution to keep chargers organized.
Save a tree lose the stir sticks,eliminate the spoon,please reframe from mixing with your index finger.Heres a mug/cup collection that helps
STACKABLE HEADPHONE JACK! Can't listen to music with friends? Well now you can since every pair of head phones has a stackable connector!
I would like to make a coat that has a pocket with a charger for your phone, so you can charge it on the go.
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather! QSANDY!
PORTABLE 6FT ROLL-UP PAD--RELIEF WHILE SITTING OR LAYING IDEAL FOR BACK PAIN,RECENT SURGERY,ELDERLY,LONG TRIPS,
PERFECT TO LAY OR SIT ON!
WHLC KIT - WINDEX HEAD-LITE CLEANER / YES / MY wife said just use WINDEX As good way to CLEAN-OFF all of the GRIM on your Head-Lite
LENS...
S.W.A.T - The professional fly swatter. Take out the bug, suction bug in container and dispose outside. No touching of the bug.
Women should be able to get color while sitting at the computer. Releasing ultraviolet light, a device inside tans the woman's front side.
Mini joy stick adapter (aka mini mouse)
Portable and Modern Beef Jerky Maker. Make Delicious Beef Jerky Now at home. Fresh Taste
Dual bandage and band aid dispenser. Quick easy application when you need it most. Built on bandage serration blade for quick wraps.
Waterproof sensors for bath tub or shower.
Trunk organizer + grocery cart + cooler ALL-IN-ONE! Save tons of space!
A paper towel dispenser that recycles it's own paper. Never cut down trees for paper towels again. You get the sterile paper w/out the waste
I propose a designer ripening box with a design of flowers or fruit. This could be paired with kitchen towels, hot pads, etc.
WATERPROOF iPhone 5 case: for swim, surf, sail, shower, ski, snowboard, spa etc.
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A loving dog owner of 12 years is out walking his aged beloved pet. the animal grows weary and his right hip gives out both are stranded.
TOILET SEAT COVER: protect yourself when using public facilities (Not only for ladies)
A clear, rubber circular sticker that has ridges and can be stuck to the tops of coasters. Will prevent coaster from sticking to beverage.
Mobile is An app and case that transforms a phone into a music light and pattern projector to help aid babies and children to sleep.
Freezer pack koosie for your portable water spray cooling cool fan...water stays nice and cold
A tripod that has a spinning head and level to allow you to take level and beautiful panoramic images easily.
iPhoneÂ® 5 Adapter Case. Built in adapter compatible with the original 30 pin cables and docks.
A unisex bag for pet waste retrieval, two outer pockets,a sewn-in roll dispenser,a removable antimicrobial bag, 2 outer O-rings for access.
Re-submit: This wall clock displays multiple time zones on one face, adjustable to show any four time zones at once.
IPhone DISGUISE cover! ... Fake cover like Twelve Southâ€™s BookBook, but FUN - and totally functional with a Wallet, Light and Pill Holder!
Now u nd nt wrry abt availability of light or others getting distrbed by keeping lights ON while reding book Jst lie dwn&amp; rd ur fvrt book.
Save, Save tons of money. Window sealers that rolls like blinds but seals windows air tight. They are used year round for summer and winter.
Having trouble getting out of bed? With an alarm clock that forces you to move, getting out of bed will be no trouble.
a deck of cards with a picture of pretend dollar bill and there serial numbers on them cause I am always playing poker with dollar bills
A Cover with kickstand for the new Nexus 10
Stove Burner Covers you CAN COOK ON. Turn old electric stove into a flat-top. RESUBMIT - Former UC Idea
Discretely Hidden Wireless Blue Tooth "lightbulb" socket Speakers.
Boot Buddy. The Boot Buddy allows boots to be hung from a closet pole in an orderly way that doesn't weaken the leather.
Everyone loves their kids, grandkids and pets. Show off your loved ones by havign their picture on the back of your ipad or laptop.
Keep shoulder aches away! Streamlined and refined shoulder pad with integrated memory foam/gel inserts can be added to any bag.
Designer end credit card tabs for easy access in wallet card slots. ATM safe 2" clear tape folded with 3/4" tab. Make oval shapped.
A mac case that has a solar panal under a protective, weather-proof plastic layer.
Pitch and Blow' Mini pitchfork attachment for leaf blowers. Never battle with wet leaves again.
Airline seats are uncomfortable and will get worse. Flight pants / suit. Inflate pants/legs and/or lumbar cushions for your comfort.
Stake Accessory! Clip on light for camping! See what you are cooking.Clip to all outdoor grilling utensils.
QuiComm, The Bluetooth Voice Command Watch Controller for iPhone.
Keep Men and Boys from peeing on the toilet seat because they don't put the seat up!
Come on baby, light my fire....
App-enabled Electronic Flowers. Modern, Trendy and Fun.
Keyboard Case for iPhone. Solves fat-fingers and SpellCorrect errors! Ideal for 40 million Blackberry users, seniors and fingernail typers.
Ever had to throw away a delicious dinner because you added too much salt? now you don't have to worry! This product has your solution!
A carrier\kit that can be stored in the bathroom shower,for people to use if they need to get shampoo, body wash eliminating the bottles.
Cold Coffee on the go? Now Warm wherever you go!
Ever Clean Kitchen Spoon and Utensil Holder
Do your feet ever slide off the edge of your rolling chair? Or you can never find a foot rest within reach to sit comfortably? Now you can!
A pillow that stays cool throughout the night. No more tossing and turning and flipping your pillow over.
iPhone 5 Lightning watch: A charger with you at all times
New Desk and Table Fan Design - Comfortable and Variable Air Flows Generated by Easy User Selection
Wouldn't it be nice to carry a hot bowl from the microwave to the kitchen table without the use of oven mits?
Here's a new jogging armband which allows you to charge your iPod while worn and has a voice command function to change the song playing.
Remote control for the blind that has sound and braille on it.They want to be able to listen to movies and t.v shows too!
dog collar with gps modul
Cant get to the center of your'e truck or car ? Now you can with clamp on tire stool.
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DESK DINING KIT designed container to fit in a desk drawer that has everything for lunch dining: salt/pepper, utensils, napkins, etc#SPOTSV
IDEA A way to get hold and use a cell phone and buds.A cell phone case that does two things I find hard to do in my daily routine.
Indirect Solar Energy: Ten Cents per Installed Watt! (Forty time cheaper than PhotoVoltaic &amp; Ten Times cheaper than ANY known energy source!
Keep food and drinks warmer longer. Reusable Heat Cubes. Drop them into anything you want to stay warm.
Smart Alarm: An alarm that wakes you up EARLIER if there is bad traffic on your regular route to work.
Lets Modernize The Folding Chair. Typical Folding Chair has no style or creativity, yet its used everywhere, including formal events!
Cookie Cup: A cup you can have milk and cookies in, or coffee and coffeecakes!
Your new 'go anywhere' iPad Mini &amp; your old iPhone 5 will never be without needed power again with this adapter. Plus usb storage. Awesome!
The solution to your lack of storage and shelve space. Space saving shelve inserts. Adds space to any house. Great way to organize closets.
An iphone case that can clip to a clipboard. Or clip board that has a dock for an iphone.
Go retro with "i5"! The retro docking phone, Boombox and "link2cell" land line in 1 for iPhone5.
Click â€˜n Cook: Version 2.0!
An iPhone/iPod case with pockets for the accessories you commonly use - USB/Lightening cable, earphones.
Sick of dirty tissues cluttering your nightstand? Tissue Pal solves that problem. Just place dirty tissues into holder and keep things clean
I am pitching a barbell that is curved specifically to make shoulder press easier by making room for a person's head on the down motion.
An expanding tote box, food storage, cooler, and trash can system, making any plastic container bigger by adding one or more "space rings".
Headset hanger or ear bud hanger for my computer monitor
All-in-One Coffee Maker
Containers for common ingredients that dispense in pre-set or adjustable amounts. Make cooking cleaner, faster, and more fun.
Line Extension: iPhone 5 and up bike mount now with integrated bike light/flashlight. 50% of my influence to zymie!
#spotsv (was UC) 195 votes last time. Simple,suction Clockwork Timers for leftovers/other food in fridge.
App enabled Car Window SNOW SHIELDS, that has heating sensors to erase snow on the window. Also acts as easy to install SUN SHIELD.
Find my tv remote app Losing your remote is so frustrating this app will assist you in finding it
Quick and easy storage for compact flash / SD cards. Have your memory cards handy in photo shootings.
It is to produce wheel for cars with de goal of the owner can change the color of the same in accordance with his will.
Cases you actually mold yourself. Embed anything in the gel(epoxy?)and it will become part of the case.VIDEOS!Resub from sept/12
Coffee cups and glasses that have mini lights built in the side showing a winter scene, a team or business logo, Christmas Villages, &amp; etc.
I would like to make a snap on smoke detector cover. It can be animals for kids room, or even holiday style for around the holidays.
Car Single Outlet Adapter instead of USB Adapter.
HULK - Hand Tool Power Assist
A plastic or rubber object that will hold and prevent your phone from falling in-between or on the floor of your car.
"The Cap Case" The travel case for your baseball caps.
It's a tail of an animal that wraps around a child,when the child wants to read it they take off tail and pull down a tale, from the tail.
Every home has a jar of coins. Not anymore! Here is a nice way of assembling the coins in shapes that are fun, nice-looking, &amp; challenging.
We are patenting the only practical Pooper Catcher for dogs on a leash, thereby keeping lawns and sidewalks free of poop remnants.
Ear buds where the part that's NOT in your ear is a bumper stylus.
My idea is to create a detachable skipping rope. The rope will be able to attach &amp; detach from the weight handles.Can be 2lbs, 5lbs handles.
Flip plate with attached light tablemats - Push the center of the plate &amp; the plate flips, flip tablemat &amp; use other side;Collapses flat too
ATTACH-A-TOOL/iphone or.... Where did I keep my screwdrive? I just had it! No more of that.
#NEVWET computer chairs home or office.
Car Brew (Travel Mug)Hot/Cold with window frame magnetic clip or other, also with drinking lid
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3-in-1 scarf w/hat&amp;gloves. Hat&amp;gloves can B unbuttoned from main scarf if u need. Pics R inspiration &amp; do not detach from each other
Simple idea which can help prevent illness, reduce food waste and save people money.
Carry fewer cords. Combine the headphone and usb cables for iphone.
A simple Stand that comes in different colors. Why make it so difficult and lets keep it simple but sleek.
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger *RESUBMITTED*
#NEVWET coated blade and magnet
Travel Towel: The beach towel with a sealable, waterproof, sand resistant pocket that protects items while still keeping you dry!
Bezel extension and stylus storage for iPad mini. Provide a place to rest your thumb without touching the screen.
Shoe inserts that mold to the exact shape of your feet/arch for support - padded too
A nutcracker that does not send pieces of shell around, thanks to a casing around the nutcracker itself.
Now safely take the baby out in the stroller after dusk with StrollerLights! Light the path and be visible to traffic and pedestrians.
PORTABLE TRASH BAG STAND for use in public settings or around the house.
IT'S A GIRL THING! Cute interchangeable in-ear headband earphones!
Reinvent Scrabble board/Words with friends at home with the electronic smart board
WiFi Pivot Power Senior: With 10 Outlets,power switch,surge protector and 10 eject buttons,one for each outlet.#Resub &amp; App-enabled
RESUB: "TOGGLE BUNGEE BANDS" WITH DRY ERASE TABS. Band together anything you like and label, label, label.!!!!
iphone case that has retractable plug pins as to re charge the iphone whilst still in it's case.The case as to give access to all functions.
Add a Rain Gauge to the Handle of Outdoor Watering Can. Designed to measure &amp; collect rain for watering plants.
Triple Tiered Basket Cart - Manually Wheel or Attach to Bike.Easy to Transport! ReSubmit! Teamed up with Sonia #qcycle
walking stick for the elderly with a built in bell to alert people ahead.
COFFEE WORLD CAFE USA Unique collection of Coffee's from around the country
No more taking the corner of the trash bag off to expel the air. Now you can simply place the bag around the rim of the garbage can a go.
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Gardening built in Sock Gators the foot on the left of the photo has the gator
iPhone docking station that you can put on the car dash with USB cable and removable cigarette adapter.
Steering wheel mount for iPhone to facetime while driving.
Toilet Paper Roll Holder with Sanitary paper roll &amp; Napkin recessed/hidden storage bin.
Universal Clear Waterproof Tablet enclosure to use at pool . Neon or color designs for the back panel. with added keypad that folds down
Adapter to read trouble codes on automobiles with an app to store and report on them.
The next big Rail accessory! Get ready to burn the midnight oil with the Rail light!
A permanently reusable gift bag designed to pass on and re-use. Saves time and money on wrapping and helps the environment. Reversible.
Crate family! Flower planter bed to crates! Keep your gardering stuff inside crate, great to all homes!
Extreme Measures: A new simple way to measure liquids as you pour. Its hard to believe this hasn't been invented before.
Steering wheel mount for iPhone to facetime while driving.
A fan with a modern look and a modern twist.this fan can be shut both in the back of the fan and the front so it can stay in the window
an iphone case with rubber band like straps that allow you to hold money, credit cards, and other things safely and easily
Magnet-back case. Stick your phone to any magnetic surface. Snap it, Magnet-It
Most people do not drive with their hands at 10 &amp; 2, they typically drive w/ 1 hand or w/ their wrist atop the steering wheel. Wrist Rest.
A cigar holder that attaches to a golf cart.
Fire alarm sends a signal to your bed side oxygen mask unit it drops with 1 each small oxygen tank attached,can assist people to leave home
A mobile app that turns your smartphone into a wireless mouse for your devices!
Snap-On &amp; Stackable Plastic BBQ, Picnic &amp; Party Trays. All in 1 serving Trays! Carry Everything in one trip and looks cool Stacked.
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How many golf? You take a golf ball put a transmitter in it and let it fly. The golfer would have instant information on how he or she did.
Prefer to drink your frosty cold beverage in a mug? This device can turn ANY bottle, can, or glass into a mug with a handle! Quick &amp; easy!
DOG-COLLAR safety AIRBAG to avoid injury by dangerous dogs, attacked person can launch it directly or dog owner can activate it remotely.
Classroom students desperately require a chair that can safely swing back. This will prevent injuries as well as liability against a school.
Franklin the potty training teddy bear is an interactive teddy bear that helps potty train children by singing and dancing.
On the fly adjustments to the functionality of the camera and video camera on the phone. Better control and a more professional feel.
Fire Sand Bucket or sand blanket, for fires
SIMPLE METHOD FOR SELF SHOULDER TENSION RELIEF. Tight, tense neck or shoulders? All you need for relief is a tennis ball and a long strap.
Good Bye Everyone. I will not put anymore of my ideas on this Website. Many of my ideas are good as well as yours davidagius@aol.com
Never Have to Rake Again! Resubmit.
Clothing that has the bodys' systems printed and labeled on the clothes. Muscle,Digestive,vein and arteries, nervous system shirt&amp; pants.etc
Decorating a new condo? Wondering what size of painting to hang behind your couch? Take the guesswork out of sizing artwork and mirrors!
GOT TOO MANY SOURCE BOTTLES STACKED UP IN CUPBOARD? MERGE THEM INTO 1.
Flooding destroyed important documents/old photos? A storage bin/organizer that floats &amp; is water proof....like this floating cooler.
IPhone hologram maker and projector. Make your own holograms, and yours friends see your custom hologram when they talk to you
Iphone Quick Multi-track Beat Recorder.
QSANDY: Home Emergency Seat Cushion. In areas hit by natural disasters, Homes equipped with life jacket seat cushions can save lives.
Super Cool Pillow. Designed for better sleep, utilizes new materials, air circulates through the pillow. Transform sleep comfort with style.
IPhone Fabric Case with Snaps. Snaps over belt for comfort and has plastic connection on fabric for phone to slide into.
Pen+Safety pin, where one end is a safety pin and the other end is a pen. The Safety Pen
The "Baby Shower Ring" provides a safe support for little ones who are able to stand while grabbing onto a "ring" that surrounds their body.
The spaghetti go getti
#NEVWET Halloween costumes.
When hands are dirty from work, a Foot Switch that when pressed, puts our IPhones right to speaker phone to answer calls without hands
The Cipher Food Container! Ever wondered how you can escape pranks,kids stealing sweets before lunch or ruined diets? Check it out!
Multi-Purpose Travel/Carry-On Accessory
A TRAVEL POCKET FOR CELL PHONES,ETC THAT HAS A HOOK ON IT SO YOU CAN PLACE ON THE SHOWER ROD OR DOOR TO LISTEN
TO MUSIC WHILE IN THE SHOWER.
My idea is an USB memory storage sticks enabled for iPhone that uses the existing power connection on the iPhone.
Install Outlets straight with "Levelar". Resub1
Wireless Device Enables Use With Two External Keyboards For Simultaneous Use - Option For Shared or Dual Screen
Tornado Warning App on the iPhone 5:
App turns yor photo into POP ART. Sell along w/winning idea STICKER PRINTER &amp; blank/clear case for cell or Ipad Mini .DIY pop art case
A Stylus that could easily attach to any head phone cables that you use for your iPads, iPhones, or any other tablet or smart phone.
Turn any USB cord into a Retractable USB for any USB cord or the like
Rubber NET iPhone 5 cover. Protects your phone and holds your stuff.
Square anything! Cookware sets, jars, strainer, dishes, etc. for space saving in your kitchen.
A physical MailBox that the user can remotely select his desired mail content.
Are you smiling under that mask?Visual Neoprene Mask that shows if your smiling or talking. Shows with lights if your talking.
The CLOG BUSTER, an all new idea! one push and it's unclogged. No harsh chemicals, just pressurized air.
GOOGLE THIS RESULT=NONE UPRIGHT PAPER TOWEL HOLDER /STORAGE /DISPENSER SAVE SPACE WHILE GETTING ORGANIZED
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No more looking for cell phone charger IT'S IN THE CASE! Push the button and spring loaded USB is released &amp; extends 3ft to reach charger!
An engineering, self-refilling, mechanical pencil. Senses and maintains the length of the lead. Writes like a pen. Laser or pressure sensor.
The Wind-Clip - Wind Jammer
Turn your bed into a massage table with a portable headrest
Hi! My idea is an electronic device in passenger vehicles that will alert drivers of an approaching emergency vehicle for safer maneuvering.
A twist on the classic funnel. Salvage the last of the catsup, lotion, syrup, etc with next to no effort. Save some green while being green.
A detachable handle to fit into different sized brushrollers to be used as a roundbrush during blow drying leaving the brush in for cool/set
A toy with exposed AAA batteries as the key structural component of the car, plane, etc. Instead of hiding the battery show it off.
iPhone 5 case with USB/micro SD/lightning connector integrated in case to Charge / Sync / Store.
Duel image Webcam for Laptops and LCD TV's that have 3D capability
Memory Stix Six Pack Holder to store any type of memory drives or smart cards.
Refillable Baby bath sponge shaped like animals. Refill with favorite baby soap.
Flushable fish bags. Take another look! We can make them flushable and they will not biodegrade until flushed!
Ok then here goes my idea A First Aid Kit designed for bikes it attaches to d frame it's miniature it's anty theft it's a human repair kit
Night vision for your phone! A phone case that has infrared led lights- would enable the phone to take night vision pictures and videos.
Voice activated home lighting. Simply replace your old light switch with this streamlined voice activated switch.
When flying you're never sure when the turbulence is going to hit. When this occurs everything on the airplane table bounces.
pliable solar panel that will attach/incasing devices but will look/act like a skin
#spotsv Don't drip on your sweetie! Add the UMBRELLA DOUBLER, and turn any two single umbrellas into one drip-free double.
A screen protector for touch screen phones and devices that prevents the appearance of cracks or imperfections
A USB thumb drive hub device that takes any size thumb drive and combines them together into one hard drive the computer recognizes.
A paper towel sweater to slip over your ice filled cold drink to stop drips from dropping on your clothes and from sticking to your coaster
Hands free ION neck light. Use during an array of projects. Lights extend and retract out of neck holder.
Tie down straps with little magnets in the ends by the hook. Holds the strap in place while you walk around your car/trailer.
Boing! Your Glasses, Their Glasses, My Glasses, Sun Glasses, Reading Glasses, Any Glasses ! Buy a Bunch !
THE SEED PIT BLOCK for fruits &amp; veggies. A unique extension to Quirky's "Mocubo" w/exclusive built-in seed pit &amp; side catch compartment.
An iPhone case with interchangeable straps/accessories to fit its many uses. A camera strap, carabiner, or suction cup mount; you choose!
Global warming solution:for fireplaces and wood burning stoves-is like having a Catalytic Converter for your fireplace or woodburning stove
Wearable Punching Bag Harness - Practice Your Skills Anywhere Anytime
A Cold vapour rub that dispenses out of a gel type deodorant stick and allows for an easy and clean application for anyone with chest colds.
Pillow Ease
Collapsible Child Booster Seat
Plasticard Table
Never lose a thought! A Voice Memo Bracelet that works in tandem with iPhone app. Record then retrieve all your memos from the iPhone app.
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Rainbow Case: One case multiple colors/designs using peel off stickers.
Appllication on iPhone that communicates with your Go Caddy or new means of conveyance for whatever you need to move from here to there.
RESUB-Glow in the Dark Wall Picture Frames. Colorful, Fun &amp; Trendy. Great for Kids, Teens, and College Students.
iPhone/iPad cases with biometric (fingerprint) scanner for enhanced security and easy/alternate login
Sport cases for smartphones that are usable with protective cases and in different sizes for different people!
A ladder that could be shaped, made longer or shorter because each link is removable, and each leg could be made longer for uneven surfaces.
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I sometimes yearn for a physical keyboard.I saw videos of the ms surface + wondered why a similar style kb wasn't available for the iphone.
A product that can be installed into automobiles that while the car is off, can sense it is raining and close the windows if they are open.
#NEVWET screen rooms, screen porches.
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
The Quirky Electric Skateboard. The sport is gaining momentum and I think Quirky can make a go of it. 3 boards in 1 board!!!
Keeper line extension. Expand Keeper product line to fit all existing leading smartphone brands.
Have fresh running water for your pet (cat/dog) while protecting their food from bugs at the same time!
SPHERICAL FLAVOR PARTY: First compact elegant spices rack with a place for : Salt,Pepper,Vinegar,Olive Oil ,Apple-Vinegar &amp; Pinch-Herbs !
An App can sense the speed, and turn the smart phone into Drive Mode. Help people who can not stop texting/calling while driving.
Power Extender On-Demand - Wall outlet with more power plugs on demand - pull and plug. Push in when not in use
If you are the kind of person to wants to keep it simple and get a job done with less effort the adjustable length wrench might be for you!
Software that tracking expiration date of groceries in your fridge.
LED Fork Lock:LED Bicycle Fork With Built-In Retractable Cable Lock.#QCYCLE
Finally a version of the protective vest that makes you look more stylish rather than less! For all you urban cyclists, suburban runners...
Back of TV remote holder Always know where the remote is
Solar Cell Case
Truck Bed Hammock. Attaches to your truck, and you can take a snooze! Great for camping, fishing...or whenever!Resub
Privacy Room Divider Kit for Hotels, Condos, and Houses
ROBOGO Kart *No steering wheel* Tablet touch screeen control #robots
A battery operated butterer for those, "Oops the butter is still cold" moments!
Self cleaning paint brush, no more washing paint back into the brush cleans from the inside out
Bovine Cutting Board - Lets Share the love of cutting boards! #spotsv Illustration coming later
An iphone case with an elastic strap/handle on the back.
A Cloak Hand Grip! 360 degree rotation!
Share your tunes not your buds!... with the press of a button and even clip them to your shirt when you want. Hygienic fun 3 in 1 solution!
ALREADY 40+ VOTES! An official Quirky Magazine! Multiple ideas in one. READ MORE. MUST SEE.
Attachable Table, Attaches to any pole up to 2â€ thick. Canopies, EZ-Ups, Portable Umbrellas, Pool Umbrella. Adjust them High or low.
A seat cushion that automatically updates your online status or activates your screensaver. Let your friends know when you are available.
âœ©âœ©Removable Decals that attract MAGNETSâœ©âœ© Great for office, dorm or home! Make any surface magnetic with ease.
Glowing Wall Outlet Plug-ins. Glow-in-the-dark outlet plug-ins that light-up when electricity flows through them.
TWO FOLD Ipad Mini style! Customizable planner w/perforated corners. Sketch book. Leather bound. Place to store stylus/pen
Stack 'em high &amp; Let 'em dry! Bowls with feet. Easy way to stack &amp; dry your bowls.
Mini &amp; Standard sized Printer for printing iPhone pictures or other printable items.
"Kiddy Cam" A small camera with mic that can be attached to toddlers clothing as a decorative accessory and can also be used on pets!
RESUBMIT: CORD WRAP that sticks. Holds 1 cord. Squeeze to release. Stay organized and neat in your car/or anywhere else.
Save Space with a Dish Rack that flips over to be a Cutting Board! Or a Cutting Board that flips over to be a dish rack!
Hold the phone! No really, hold the phone, that's my idea! An iPhone case with a foldable handle in back. Like a modified Katch.
Television remote that is small, easy to use, and has icons that are interactive with mp3 DVD game systems &amp; cable box etc
ATM Piggy Bank:An electronic piggy bank that allows you to deposite and withdraw money just like at the ATM.Resub
Limited on hands? But need your tablet! Just want to carry your binder and tablet. Now your tablet fits in your binder!
my dad inspired me to invent a hair straightener that has protective edging about the flat irons plates.
The Remote Message Prompter remotely receives and displays messages sent from your phone via text, your e mail, twitter or Facebook.
MOBIDESK IS HERE! Designer? Business Person, Engineer, Socialite? What do all of you have in common? your ALWAYS needing to work on the go!
Brownie cupcake baking tube: Pour, cook, already portioned, party portable. Another for Rice Krispie Treats: opens and closes like a book.
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NFC reader for iPhone5
Croc like inspired cases for all iPods with interchangeable design inserts and clip attachment in back CUSTOMIZE
THE ANSWER TO PENCIL SHARPENING power drill sharpener every home has a power drill but cant fine a sharpener heres the heavy duty cure
A dock adapter with analog audio output.
Wine Glass With Integrated Freezing Gel &amp; Built-In Coaster:
The Hairnet was created in the 13th century and when I see people wearing them I feel sorry for them. Can't we do better?
Smart and Collapsible Food Containers: We all have tupperware, we all hate how much space it takes...and how ugly it looks. Upgrade needed!
UR ROOM SMELL FOUL ,IT STINK, THERE IS A SOLUTION
Lets design an umbrella that doesn't get us wet!
IPhone is like a pet to love. My product is a bed for the iphone.Your iphone always located at your home, in your office
The No-Mess Leveling Measuring Spoon Set with No-Mess Coffee Scoop/Clip. (original submission 3/25/11)
A wine or cocktail GLASS with a removable foot. The foot "snapper" allows people to use dishwashers without breakage and track their glass
headgear bracket going in front of face to hold a phone for watching streaming videos handsfree also with earbuds/sidevisor great for travel
The ABC 123 Matching Game! Interactive Educational TOY for Kids to learn LETTERS &amp; NUMBERS to catch and match. RESUB
Tear away sleeves on long sleeve shop shirts. protecting you from getting caught or pulled into machines.
A device that can be connected to your keys, wallet, or glasses that can be found when lost simply by using your iPhone.
An Ergonomic Peeler with easy to clean, removable catch container! Please see photo for explanation!!
S.H.O... STUDENT/HOME OFFICE Cabinetry can be made in single / multiple groups for offices / student in LOWERS and UPPERS[SEE PHOTO]
Mini iPad stand as slender as the iPad. Nothing bulky, just simple and compact."DOUBLE SQUARE" stand.
LEAF BAG FRAME (BAG ASSIST)The LBF helps when a single person is raking leaves into a bag.
FLOATING Christmas ornaments and tree-toppers. The Sky's the Limit! (Pun intended)
A electric fish scaler that washes and scales fish. Toss your fish in, turn on water, and plug it in. Fish come out clean and scale free.
Brownie Points will reward children for good behavior and teach them money-management. They accumulate points and redeem them for prizes.
A retractable shade that allows a passenger to watch video, but blocks the driver's view. Makes watching video from the front seat legal.
#SPOTSV - Add a shelf like a dish rack tray to bathtub invention Splash Stacks so kids have a place for toys which keeps water in the tub.
The first iphone case anti mosquito
Get an amazing workout anywhere anytime! My idea is to simply add wheels to push up stands. This would replace stands and perfect push up.
An Iphone cover that will also be a full wallet
Cat and Dog Hair Remover! Save money by using this handy tool to quickly and effectively remove a lot of dog/cat hair. Please see video!
The first hands free toilet seat lifting system in the world. The seat stays down, untill you step on the footbar to lift seat,then release.
Decorative hard glossy cases for the iPhone5.
Go Caddy with Sensors activated by your iPhone When you want a break from pushing your Caddy let it follow you! Bluetooth or App enabled
Inflatable Umbrella - It's a kind of magic. Resubmitted after UC: Issues from Q.Staff addressed in the solution Box (at the bottom).
Reusable Ice Cream Cones. Hold them like a real cone! THEY WON'T DRIP OUT THE BOTTOM.Inside the bowl part is textured to hold the ice cream.
Twisty Grips. Makes hard to open bottles and jars easy to open for everyone!
iPad Wall mount: A simple and easily removed wall mount that lets you use your iPad as a TV or Movie player.
Stash Case for the iPhone 5: Has a removable back-plate. Stash your cash or cards, prevents theft!
Spray fresheners only last for minutes. candles burn out and cant be left alone all the time burning. Plugin are also dangerous when dry.
Stake grilling tool, but smaller and dishwasher safe
Earbuds with retractable cords &amp; headphone with retractable cord:
ok! the "eco bags"/ grocery bags are definitely among us... but could be easier to manage the entire process of shopping!
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A cookie sheet that can Accordion out and transform into a cooling rack. Cook it or cool it! This one does it all!
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A screen protector for Cell Phones, Tablets &amp; Computers that is magnified. Can be special ordered to match your eyeglass prescription.
Yoga Box, a thick comfortable mat that stores your gear! The Mat folds up into a box that takes much less space.
Hoody lace that is an auxiliary cable for any apple device.
My product is a single type reward card and accompanying mobile app for multiple retailers to use to better provide information to buyers.
A tool to wrap your earbuds which also acts as a Stand. Clips on cords, backpack, etc.
Pet-proof/environmentally friendly line of premium power/audio/adapter cables.
Pyramid Shaped Lava Lamp with strobe and prism effects so various colors can be seen on each surface of the pyramid.
Pool water level shut off, using a water hose, full flow from hose,Water will cut off where you set it.No watching. Set it forget it.
Finger tip floss.#SPOTSV
Simple Hair Catcher with suction cups
A beautiful transparent iPhone 5 portable dock with weighted base.
Turn any set of headphones into noise cancelling. Using devices mic and an app.
An organizing solution for stand up lunch boxes/bags. Keep your drink from smashing your food. Keep everything in it's own place!
'Tap' transmits contact info between iPhones with just a bump, no need to type names, numbers, or emails. Sexier paperless 'here's my card'.
A MOTION ACTIVATED SAFETY LED FLASHING LIGHT WITH ADJUSTABLE STRAP FOR ALL BIKERS.JUST TURN IT ON,WEAR OVER
YOUR SHOES AND HIT THE ROAD.
Easy way to carry and administer medicine on the go. Pre-measured and convenient.
NEW WAY TO TAKE YOUR PILLS â€“ new design to oral contraceptive packets or any daily pills.
WiFi Rechargeable Light Socket -N- WiFi Rechargeable Light Fixture:App on iPhone 5.
The Mainstay table top tissue box anchor will secure any size facial tissue box to any surface from the first tissue to the very last one.
Ever wanted a lamp on a table where you don't have an outlet and can't run an extension cord? Here's the answer: A battery powered LED Lite
One of the most popular toys this year (and about 15 years ago) was the Furby. I want to make THE QUIRKY! Please open photos!
Da-Hookup: 1 person port. horiz-in&amp;out tube guide ons 4 easy launchin n loadin boats.Vshaped posilock bow trailer att.Rmovble hinged guides.
A simple, stylish, and retractable ring harness that will slip into finger before cellphone use and prevent droppage.
Resubmit! Plastic lap food box/cup holder with bean bag bottom that contours on your legs when you sit this in your lap.Great for movie time
Add-on or Case to allow the iPad mini to be held comfortably to read as current E-Readers such as Kindle and Kobo.
the product will contain a handle attached to a base which is able to open and close, a lid plate attached to the handle to prevent smelling
French Press with a removable bottom. No more coffee grounds in your dishwasher! Dispose of them easily with a screw off bottom.
tube conectors for mini crates and also regular crates to allow for more storage
iSEE! A revolutionary product for the blind to walk unaided by utilizing iPhone technology!
The Christmas Tree Lighted Wrapping Frame - Saves you time and the hassle place lights on your Christmas tree.
I know we have all attending conventions and conferences where the facilitator says lets take a 10 minute break.
Laying out you project just got easier with the layout chalk line! Marks not only the wall but the stud layout at once in a line of chalk!
My ideation is a Carbon Fiber iPad case. Strong and heat resistant the space shuttle bottom tiles are made of carbon fiber.
Pole Saver -Mop, Brush, Roller etc.. Pole repair. Utility or Extension pole broken or you need to reach farther. The universal pole adapter.
the lights attach to side, powered by the wheels. faster the wheels move,faster lights go.lives will be saved, kids will love it.
Many women stick items in their bra's these days. By using The Bra-ket women could keep from losing or sweating on their items.
Why are razor blades especially for women so small? We need a longer length and wider blade with a reusable handle quicker easier shaving
iPower Case &amp; Stand - Extra battery life when you need it.
The InstaFort is perfect for imaginative play. It sets up almost anywhere, and won't ruin your fancy Egyptian Cotton sheets.
iPad Mini case that is shaped like a BOOK...open the BOOK and there it is! APPLE case that mimics APPLE BOOK, possibly!
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an app that enables you to see congestion of parking lots, sell unused tickets or give away as gifts. Power to the people
Smart Curtain Bug: Control your curtains from your phone. Use with any panel curtain &amp; rod. Compliments SmartShade by the Shafler Brothers.
The Ultimate Water Blaster. Who doesn't enjoy playing with water.
Snap Mugs, Glasses and Measuring Cups. Drink only the amount that you need. Great for Coffee, Cooking, and Drinking Beverages.
A walking stick with a camera attachment on it. I would like to investigate about using recycled material.
A wireless HDMI adapter with two parts, one part goes onto the device transmitting, the other part fits into the device receiving.
Clean Bite or Sani Bite
Turn your favorite home made or store bought jellies and jams into FRUIT BARS AND FRUIT SNACKS-----------great for excess seasonal fruit
Updated version of the spin the bottle game with multiple brainstormed truths and dares must be incorporated with cards.
A 2 IN 1 PACIFIER AND A GEL FEEDING BOTTLE FOR THE BENEFIT OF A NEW BORN BABY AND PARENTS. EVERYBODY WINS!!
The concealed Tablet carrier and the vestlike tablet carrier. Two products for men, real men don't want to carry their tablet in a purse.
To have a cover which consists of a digital frame
jacket, thermoelectric, to the intense cold
"HIGH INTENSITY LED LIGHT BALL". An a illuminated light ball with a flat side to stop rolling. Delay on/off switch. For Military/Police use
Sliding Storage Bins and Shoe Rack for A Wall or Over The Door! Customize your space!
Transparent,elastic,water proof ipad protection cover
Easy FLOSSING AND CLEANING in one piece toothpick type unit. When Flossing string cannot go in between teeth,Flossing Micro-brush will.
Many girls carry their iPhones in their back jeans pocket. They need a Pip-like devise for their iPhones.
Custom Color Spray Paint. Resubmit.
iPhone scale case! (Resub). Works with existing scale apps to make them super accurate. Could have own Quirky app to go with it.
A medicine dispenser that will alleviate the medicinal taste making it easier for children to accept their liquid meds without stress.
stop the noise
Meet Cliplights: A small plastic clip light that clips to your shoes, and anything else / running in the dark or anything in the dark.
Minimal kitchen roll holder
PestPillars- Trap Pesky Fruit Flies
All purpose bucket. Pour, sift, funnel and measuring gauge.
Turn your iphone into a stylish wristphone and never lose iphone, credit cards and keys again.
Club Stander-Upper, avoid putting golf clubs on the ground and having your grips get wet from laying on the ground covered with dew.
Universal iPhone 5 lightning adapter. Recharge your iPhone 5 using any of the latest smartphone chargers.
Resub: Glow in the dark coolers - all sizes. Let them sit, then glow all night!....Add "sun lights" so your cooler glows inside too??
Kinetic iphone cace/charger
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Ways that you can enjoy the iPad comfortably. IPad combines air cushion cradle. Portability select from and out of the air.
Write what you want on the back cases ipad, Illuminated buttons,Decoration,Pleasure,and break the routine.
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
ONE MAN POPUP SPECTATOR TENT
Simple, handheld, Cheese Cuber. As easy as using a apple or egg slicer.
Picture Holding Cases! Why keep your pictures in your wallet/purse or stored on your phone? Bring them out with these cases!
Wrap it around flashlight double end light stick silicone rubber bend.twist apply.Direct the light where needed.Twist in any direction
Clean your slab without dropping a thing - Open box which attaches to the countertop/table via adjustable rollers.
Watch N Play Football
Positioning and or support system for iPad, iPhone, or similar device that enables hands free operation while in reclined position.
An iPhone case with a built in lightning to 30 pin adaptor.
Mini e-book e-reader embedded in an iPhone or ipad case
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A set of 2 Friendship rings. A "BUMP IT FORWARD" ring 4 kids/teens. Promote friendship and kindness. Tap together to light up!
How about a Quirky promotional item project- 2 levels - Items &gt; $5 - Items &gt; $10 - Please comment if you like.
Bicycle Frame with Built-In USB Solar Panel: To charge the iPhone 5.
All jeans have those little coin pockets that come out of the dryer damp even when everything else is dry. Coin Pocket Dryer to the rescue!
Apps to customize the User Interface on the Iphone 5, make it truly graphical and pretty.
BED BUG REPELLENT STICKY PADS Keep your home a healthy place to rest
Illuminate Your Path- Fun LED Light Up Head &amp; Rear Tail Lights
IPhone case with detachable women kit. Credit card size, Tweezers, scissors, nail file, etc
Bike Passenger Seat - Easy to set-up (discrete or permanent) when ever you need to give someone a lift. RESUBMIT #qcycle
Resub: LED light up waterproof ponchos/rain coat...to go with your LED umbrella...LIGHTNING BUGS 4 KIDS
#NEVWET-Design a sunglasses product line with NeverWet built into the lenses &amp; firm grip. Wear in the rain, pool, beach, lake, water skiing.
Hike Pole that helps you with your dog mess.
iPads are competing with computers. How about a mouse for apps that require more precision than my fat fingers can produce!
how would you like to keep the ice dams off of your roof all winter
Earlights, earmuffs/buds/phones that shine for fun or safety!
Instead of tiring yourself out pumping kegs with your arms, why not have a lever at the bottom that you can pump with your feet?
An iPod carrying case that serves as a speaker. Open when wanting to use speaker and close for storage.
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
"Pretty Pony" has Spectra mane and tail
Straining Lid Stock Pot with flap that closes for steaming vegetables and things. Turn handle to open for straining and close for steaming.
#NEVWET a stylish collapsible safety Water Bucket Bag in different sizes to carry water in. with insulated electric shock proof handle.
Shake It Up. Oscillating shaker for aerosol cans. Its quick, easy and a sure way to get the most material out of the can.
USB Charging Lamp! Use on desks, nightstands, endtables, etc. No more going to outlet or computer! Resubmitted with new picture
Simple Bluetooth remote control and mic for iPhone and iPod to use it with any headphones you like
Simple open from the top carrier with a clear plastic lid for easy loading and unloading of pet allowing pet to see out and owner to see in.
My idea is to have a kitchen utensil that creates a convenient and safe way to pull out and push in Oven Racks. No oven mitts required :)
Mission no longer impossible
a take anywhere grip to hold book or iPad size tablet for easy browsing in any position
Long lasting office and business product manufacturing are necessary for the professional industry. an underused material is bamboo.
Soft fuzzy material that will slip over a pen or pencil to ease the pressure on the fingers resulting in less finger/hand fatique.
A case for the iPhone 5 that has a bottle opener on the back.
Tired of always ruining your cling-wrap by pulling incorrectly? With Perfect Wrap you can get a clean precise sheet every time.
Hungry for Pizza ? Then Toasted Cheese Pizza might be the answer!
Best Friend *Break Away* Necklaces/Bracelets. Child/Teen wears necklace - decides to BREAK it away and gives friend the other one.
A fingerprint scanner that connects to your iPhone / iPad port to lock it safely.
Anywhere Sound are speakers that contain components like fingers that can be moved from the central hub to any location sound is desired.
Ergonomic Hand Grip Egg Beater:Tone your forearm and beat your eggs at the same time,without hurting your hand &amp; without using electricity.
A Reversible Round/Square edge Ergonomic silicone scraping tool for bowls, pans, etc. Fixes to fingers for flexibility &amp; simplicity.
Removable hooks for Christmas lights. No more nails or staples. Think 3m hooks made for outdoor use.
With the Soda Spinner you can turn any canned beverage at room temperature into an icy cold drink within minutes!
I want to invent an detachable lunch bowl If you have a lunch that contains hot foods and cold foods you will be fine just detach the cold
ELECTRONIC Automatic hands-free toothpaste dispenser.
Edited 11/10 Quirky Car Horn Translator! What does your honk mean? Press a button to flash OR to SAY pre-selected (app-customized) messages!
iPhone storage case that stays closed but can be opened with one hand. Mix-n-match combinations of pocket and case.
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Introducing The Retro Foot Pedal Powered Table Saw:This table saw allows you to saw without using electricity or battery.
Mounting Bolts for Rail, 85% Voted yes
ROLLER SOLES for Adults: Slip on over your sneakers and skate n roll!
I suggest a new type of paint applicator.
Pin less clothes line, no need for clothespins to hang out your clothes to dry.
Convertible Balance Board - 5 Balance Boards in 1. Drift Line Extension!?!
Modular desk tubes. Click them together to make custom storage for your desk.
Resub - 362 votes!!! Solar powered cooler keeps drinks cooler longer, charges cellphone, mosquito repellent &amp; LED light 2 keep party going
An iPhone camera connection kit like the current iPad connection kit, with app since Apple doesn't have native support currently
The "Tron" Glowing iPhone and iPad Case. Just like in the movie! Glows with different solid colored lines.
A child's developmental spoon. The spoon encourages ease of use/eating and dexterity from fist grip clench to adult.
Water proof signals that can be put on to the back of a motorcyclists jacket to show their bike signals (left turn, right turn and stop)
DIY memories Christmas tree ornament. Add a more personal touch to your family traditions and make memories that last.
iPhone/iPad etc. App enabled necklace. Show you pictures on your necklace. A different picture anytime! MUST SEE!
PIG-TAIL Utility/Extension/Jumper cord that disconnects in-line.
Would you like to smell fresh at anytime of the day!
Kaleidoscope Case reacts to messages and clock alarms sent to your phone. No need to open case to view. Interact with your case.
A quiz app to guess what song some well know lyrics come from
A support to put the shoes to dry safely.
IPhone case that helps you talk hands free
These don't exist-Lets make Wet Erase Inter-Office Envelopes. No more wasting paper! Make them reusable. Schools and offices everywhere!
The bathtub/shower caddy cupboard! An exciting new addition to your shower/bathtub that hides all of your bathtub/shower products!
Let's make the iPad case a true activity tablet for kids providing lights, toys and music so no matter what side it's on they will ENJOY it.
Three-In-One Hair Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Stop losing your child!!! track them if needed
(Resub) Quick Disconnect Toilet Seat. Easily clean your toilet by removing/installing your toilet seat in seconds without any tools.
Ever recognized someone but can't remember their name or been to a conference and wondered who people are and who you should approach?
Fishin' Pole Wrap
Never miss a notification again on any phone! Simple solution for the notification light blocking by the phone's flip protective case.
Convenient package with an Obstacle course for your dog to take to the park or set up in your backyard
Hover Cover-An Automatic Adjustable Microwave Plate Cover-Prevents splatters and messes!! Works on pulley system-See Videos!!
Calling all fisherman, hunters and people that work in the cold weather and need warm hands but also need to use a finger and/or thumb
Its the Fruit fry cutter, cut apples, pears, mangoes, peaches, and, kiwis into fruit fries!
An interchangeable lens case that is functional, mobile, and just a little weird!
Bra Strap Pads keep bra straps from digging into your shoulders, cool foam adds comfort. Resubmit
A great solution to moving around the pool while relaxing on a pool mat or a donut with out splashing and disturbing your peace.
iPhone5 case"labyrinth game". Move obstacles and create your labyrinth. Avoid obstacles and put the ball in the hole.The Fun has no limits!
These are the Clip Rail Extra Lighting for mini ipad,iPhone,Laptops. Please vote on these Again, Thanks
Bottom's Up Christmas Ornament Hanger, Bare Spot in your tree and no branch above? Clamp Hanger to branch below, hang ornament UP #spotsv
Modular Fridge Storage Solution. Stack your eggs, soda bottle, and everything else with this product. Helping create an organized fridge
Lipsick case w/ built in lip brush &amp; holder. Be able to use that 3/4's of an inch or more at the bottom of you lipstick. All in One!
Clothing (jeans, shirts, dresses, etc.--not just exercise wear) that has a hidden or decorative pocket specifically to hold a smartphone.
Easy layout level. Plumb, level and layout with the layout level. Perfect layout every time!
Wireless Charging of the Magic Mouse on a mousepad
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Screen Cover that eliminates glare caused by polarized sunglasses! PROOF OF CONCEPT VIDEO INCLUDED.
This product would be a small wristlet that women could take out and if their phone would die they would be able to charge it.
battery discharged while move? need instant power? no source around? you can find your charged battery in your pocket......
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
My First Clock: a 24-hour pictoral clock for toddlers and preschoolers
I'm proposing we develop an awesome Quirky Tailgate Table/BBQ for those of us who don't have trucks. Lots of room for community development!
#SilicPad is a 3-in-1 pliable silicon kitchen area aide. It combines a temporary strainer, pot holder, and oven mitt in one!
Designer iPod/audio-enabled tummy sleeves/maternity belts for pregnant mothers. A way to reach your child before s/he is born.
The Techno Kit is a product used to keep your food or drinks warm and cold.
Non-Alcoholic Wine Making Kit:Make your own non-alcholic wine at home.
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Sleep number wrist pad for keyboards-(4 your individual comfort)-not every wrist pad is comfortable for everyone!custom
Re-invent the eyeglasses case! Make it sleek, cool, clear, Fab.com stylish. Clear case so you can see/show them off while their protected!
#spotsv Something So Small Can Make a Big Difference. Let's create a toy/tool that helps Kids collect Pop Can Tabs for a cause.
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger
#SPOTSv DUCT CLEANING made easy.This extension to your vacuum cleaner hose will do the trick and more and it will be an affordable solution.
Forget your fishing license? Unscrew the waterproof cap at the base of the fishing pole handle to reveal a compartment to fit your license.
A bluetooth adapter to input in wired devices to make them wireless and enable them to receive music streamed over bluetooth.
Backpacks are not just 4 carrying books, they're fashion items 2. Express your creativity &amp; make a fashion statement. Wet erase backpack
A fold-out ruler made for greeting cards. Because I've made a mess of countless cards with my crooked writing, and I bet I'm not alone.
Shower Floor Mat with capillary water removal and storage
The Franken-storm is approaching!!! - It's a good time to design a functional lantern.
This product is a storage container that comes with a variety of types of inserts for storage of any kind of product or food.
Individual key protectors which prevent key wear but keeps it easy to type.
A case that clips onto your lanyard that can position your phone for you to watch videos or read ebooks with ear buds built in
the LOOPLET (Loop + Bracelet) - Never Lose Your Loop! A better iPod touch loop that becomes a bracelet when not attached.
Insulated Espresso Travel Cups
Pin less clothes line, no need for clothespins to hang out your clothes to dry, 200 votes.
Ring Stylus - Can be worn and used at anytime RESUBMIT
No more tears from onions. Using swim goggles-like items would prevent onion volatile compounds to irritate the eyes.
Voice Activated Home DVR Recorder
Scan HORIZONTALLY with your iPhone !
SAY NO TO PLASTIC AND WOOD STIR STICKS. Use disposable, Biodegradable and Eco-friendly stir sticks and save the enviornment and trees.
Space saving, elastic bungee electric cables for accessories: headphones, car-chargers, laptop accessories and more.
Already have an iPhone? Don't want to buy a full size iPad? iPad mini still not in your price range?
Remote Control *FROG* racers! 2 Must See Videos.
Leaf Burrito. Fall is coming raking leaves is a pain what if you could rake leaves and roll them like a burrito.
Cluttered Bathroom... can easily become uncluttered with a simple rotary shelves within basin sink cabinet... these can be in KIT form.
Camera iNCase: A protective iPhone case providing the flash, shutter control, grip, and other functionality of traditional cameras.
JOGGING MUSIC DJ APP - G sensor measures rhythm of your run than the JOGGING APP finds music with BPM exactly matching to your rhythm :)
Upload photos/video from digital camera to cell phone, Facebook, Instagram, Email Etc. WITHOUT A COMPUTER
Bike seat Bag with rear flashing LED's Flashing built in or all 3 in 1, seat,bag and LED's
A water bottle shaped towel holder and ringer for easy transport by bike!
Portable Bluetooth Audio Remote for all Apple products. Great when listening to music and not close enough to change songs or volume.
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A little keychain that stores a full-size plastic grocery bag. A nicer permanent bag can be bought for it as well.
A self contained storage system that not only stack up but to also sideways. It grows with you and shrink with you.
MY SCALE LETS YOU PROGRAM THE STARTNG AND TARGET WEIGHTS WHILE COMPARING IT TO THE ACTUAL WEIGHT FOR UP TO
TWO INDIVDUALS.
Introducing the "Splatter Combat-er" A two piece splatter screen that when locked together will allow air flow but will stop splatter.
UPDATE:- Just removed my FLUSH and REFILL from my 3 kid's bathroom.It worked! "Flush the Toilet!" "Brush Your Teeth!" "Hang up your coat!"
A USB charging cable with dual (old and new dock) connections.
A temperature sensitive ribbon for static monitoring of an ill persons temp. without having to probe or prod them while they're resting.
A spring-loaded, self-locking cord storage device, or spool, for the earbuds that come with every iPhone and iPod.
Let technology do your backbreaking work for you. Use a compact system to extend handles for pulling and you'll never hunch to pull again!
iJot
Toilet Paper Anti-Roll dispenser/insert - stop toilet tissue from rolling off onto the floor.
Fire Resistant Waterproof Portable Hard Drive Low cost (~$100) simple HDD (no bells or whistles) for storing family photos or other files.
My idea is below in the solution section. your email to me only listed describing the problem and describing the solution.
#SilicPad is a 3-in-1 pliable silicon kitchen area aide. It combines a temporary strainer, pot holder, and oven mitt in one!
Disposable cutting board. How often have you chopped up veggies and need to cut chicken or other meats and fish? Hate to cleanup the mess!
A TOTALLY NEW APPROACH TO PENILE ENLARGEMENT AND ENHANCED SEXUAL PERFORMANCE
A collapsible work station that is attached to my rollerbag handle for travel.
Cooler Temperature Monitor
A single Air Freshener that takes advantage of a homes existing vented airflow to push fresh scents throughout your entire house.
Know when meat is done grilling, without losing juices!
Aim&amp;Spray
Case with extension for easier way of pull up the iPhone from pocket or woman bag.
iPhone 5 or iPod case with silicone inserts that can be customized with Imprint. Great for "tweens".
When the wheelie bin is full, the TrashPactor compresses the trash, doubles the capacity of the bin and is environmentally friendly
Sound-proof facemask microphone.Hear yourself sing or talk while listening to music or playing video games without disturbing others nearby.
EASY SNAP ON HANGERS HATS KEEP YOUR PANTS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE HANGER DOESN'T ALLOW PANTS TO SLIDE TO ONE SIDE
AND WRINKLE WHILE IN CLOSET
Sport S-Thill-etto.Ladies hi-heel shoe would use a Hockey puck for the platform.Pucks are both durable,waterproof.Made of vulcanized rubber.
Port A K9 Poop Storage Carrier. Dog walking has become more enjoyable. You'll never touch or smell another plastic bag of poop on you walk.
Rake, pick up and place in a bag = too time consuming. An innovative rake is needed to reduce the steps and time.
It's an Apple iPad cover that looks like a magazine cover? you could pop your iPad into your book shelve and it would look like a magazine
Wrap your hammer with this silicone band to keep it from destroying your walls.
Take the classic games like Monopoly and Life. Transform them into a 3-D game with todays themes.
#iOSRCDriveMaps is an iOS App-Enabled product controlled by user-created "drive path maps" or by getting maps from others via in-app sharing
Need to charge your electronic device,use the Zip cord charging station, pull the cord, plug it in,when done,unplug it,cord retracts itself.
Outlet Charging Stations
Eyeglasses that can change their lens prescription and can zoom in and out. Just enter in the prescription and settings. Nice and Fun
Front Shelf for iMac, keep your desktop stuff always handy!
EGGSTRAS- Beautiful SHAPED hardboiled EGGS! Boil/Microwave/Bake! No shells to peel! Frozen &amp; Baked goodies, too! *PATENT PENDING*
Eco products must be "cool"! The way to get eco products to spread is to give them great design, the solar charge product will attempt that
All in One HEADPHONE HOLDER IPHONE 5 CASE and STAND
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An iPhone case with secure soft strap to wrap around wrist, just like your camera. Great for when the kids want to use your phone!
This will work for any of the apple products. Snap on case that contains retractable earphones.
Toilette Plunger that completely seals off the flush Opening.
No more taking self pics in the mirror! Skype anywhere. Bluetooth webcam for you smart phone
Modular, enclosed exterior house Christmas light system.
I have two cats who snore due to being overweight! I would like to build an all in one cat exercise machine for inner city apartments.
iHood: An LCD hood with magnetic attachments to connect to iPhone 5 for removing glare while shooting photo and videography.
A talking scale without numbers that helps you monitor on your weight/weight loss. (Preordings can be movitational or comical)
"Horse" kit snaps on to any child bike/tricycle. The head is between the handle bars, reigns come up along handle bars, legs snap to spokes.
New! LED light up waterproof ponchos/rain coat...to go with your LED umbrella...LIGHTNING BUGS 4 KIDS
An iPad stand that has a built in cooler
BED-OFF... Bedroom Office can be used by KIDS..MOMS..DADS..Real-Estate..Lawyers..College Dorms..to prepare their Computerized Projects.
iPhone ear warmer headphone and scarf
Apple TV for your car! Download your favorite movies and tv shows from Itunes and access them on the road! Also works for APPS!
This cell phone case will have 4 flexible arms anchored to the 4 corners of the backside maximizing flexible positions for photos or resting
Water Bottle Speaker for iPods OR iPhone. Good for biking. AMP UP YOUR SOUNDS and talk through the speaker
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
My idea is a "thought-into-text-interface" that will make "texting while driving" much safer.
"Make your own Wet Wipes Kits" - 2 kits to choose from, Personal &amp; Industrial. Kit includes: Wipe Material, Magnetic Dispenser &amp; Additives.
CoinOrgs are inexpensive, reusable, adhesive strips used to organize coins. There will be no coin counting and holding up the line.
3 PITCHERS IN ONE ~ COLLAPSIBLE BEVERAGE PITCHER - Collapsing into 3 DIFFERENT SIZES
App enabled Car Window SNOW SHIELDS, that has heating sensors to erase snow on the window. Also acts as easy to install SUN SHIELD. RESUB
My product absorbs the impact and reduces the sound of dressy "noisy" shoes, essentially the same way rubber-sole sneakers do.
#iPhoneClic is a functional case for people into picking up reading their phone for tweets, email, etc, constantly! Click-in Press-out!
WHERE'S THE SHAMPOO? Tired of everyone putting stuff everywhere in the shower? Use this labeled shower caddy to organize your bath.
Perfect Paint Edging Roller
Quirky Mega-stores - The best way to boost sales and give Quirky Community general public recognition. Ideal for franchising.
The Equator is a conveniently parted drinking cup/thermos that is capable of holding extremely hot and cold beverages at the same time!
Stylish iMac vault that you can keep on your desk.
RESUB-LOOPITS cork board style. I would like to design Loopits for my cork board. Get creative and hold back pens, notes, photos. C images.
Pressure sensitive stylus that enables you to use your ipad for drawing or sketching.
Teachers grades importer arm
An iPhone case with built in elastic wallet.
The world's fastest credit card holder. Rotate the stack of credit cards and release the desired card by flicking the back. That's it!
This is Electricity Cutoff Timer which can be used for electricity-using devices like iron, electric heater, and TV, etc.
Paper and other things holder consisting of color plastic spiral in horizontal, vertical or arch position keeping the items between volutes
here's a chance for homeowners to build high quality, good looking snd solid pillars for landscapes, entries and more.
My idea is Spray Paint for carpet stains that keep coming back even after professional cleaning.
Dual Salt and Pepper Shaker - Shake both out at the same time or shake them out separately turn the dial for fine or medium flow Resubmit
Sensors in Professional Sports balls for exact measurements will eliminate doubt in making close calls
create car seat device 2 prevent children's head from falling forward when ASLEEP-frontal car impact/sudden break can be extremely dangerous
Space-friendly power strip. Easy to storage.
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2 piece no tip/spill/ooze cake and pie server: allows for different sizes of slices and a push button opens the slicer to serve perfectly
A rubber cup holder for your car that attaches to the side of the front counsel wall down by your feet to hold you travel mug from spilling.
Adapter from old iphone/Ipad/Ipod charger to new Iphone 5 charger plus cords.
A removeable bumber for the side of cars to prevent dings and dents from other car doors being carelessly opened in parking lots.
Shampoo Saver
Get stereo sound by designing the whole protective case to be a speaker. Back up battery and kick stand complete the package
Nothing ruins a shower beverage like shower water. Meet Shower Beverage Holder, the only holder that keeps your drink dry!
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Disposable bibs for babies, toddlers, elderly and disabled adults. Soft, absorbent, convenient.
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
The new and inproved TV tray
"PRESTO" mug. 2 mugs in 1. Use as regular mug at home or twist on a travel cupholder converter and "presto" ready for on the go use!
Privacy Screen Protector
This iPhone case attaches to your seatbelt, allowing non Blue-Tooth users to talk on speaker phone hands free.
ZIPPER case for iPhone 5. Great for college students!
Freedom tower: Freedom to babies ready to walk and freedom to mothers concerned with leaving them alone with limited abilities.
Your child rather plays with food than eat it? Does "Open wide for the choo-choo train" no longer work? How about an interactive spoon!
The Shower Saver This is the simplest of simple. A plastic lid that fits on the bottom of shaving cream cans.
This is the ultimate special-occasion bra. It's also a comfy alternative for post-op women who can't wear a traditional bra around the back!
Lapdesk with a place to dock your iphone and run your magsafe through the base
Safety Lights activated by your smoke alarm help you navigate to a safe exit in a fire. [resubmit]
I am as tired of fingertip band aids as I am with split fingertips in the winter. The solution is a fully enclosed fingertip band aid!
Messenger bag with GPS map for the traveler in all of us!
Shop Assistant! A fingertip wearable barcode and QR code reader
Lapdesk with a place to dock your iphone and run your magsafe through the base
Hovering iPhone stand. Looks like your phone is floating.
Cooking Pots &amp; Pans with a built in Utensil Rest for easy placement makes cooking so much easier.
*MAGIC* iPad mini case: Tricks the eye. Tilt BACK and FORTH for 2 or more different images to appear.
WHACK A MOLE - HOME EDITION. A Big Style WHACK A MOUSE, Baseball Bat Style. If You MISS, You Get Sprayed with Water. Fun in the
Garden.
An iphone case with main section that changes colors with magnetic snap on colors.
Parking token with RFID with display panels for unique ID and timer. Allocates parking lot to save time and hassle for visitors.
The shoe inserts of boat shoes are flimsy and ruined easily. I want to create a durable universal insert for the boat shoe.
Hair/hand dryer that screws into a bulb socket. With flexible tube to easily move it around while you do your makeup. Great for hand drying
make a better cloths pin out of plastic
The drill n' tap bit is two in one. This saves time and money from having to buy both drill bits and tap bits just to do one job.
A Dog Collar with stereo speakers and voice capabilities for "No Shock" training of your dog.
Retractable earbud case. Enjoying music any place, any time.
Kids in Space Blast Off
Soup bowl with silicone Base, or just a silicone base, no longer have to put a towel under a hot bowl or hot plate. #spotsv
SMALL ADHESIVE BACKED PAGING DEVICE that helps you locate misplaced things in your life. From Tv Remotes to wallets/purses to keys.
a gaming Steering Wheel for iPhone
A kitchen tool: (3)in (1) tool-basting, easy liquid retrieval/measurement and egg yolk separation, eliminating multiple items in kitchen!
The holy grail of earbud and mic accessories. Yeah, baby! I'm talking about something that gets the mic closer to your MOUTH! You want that!
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A case made from recycled soda Can, plastic, raising awareness about products and waste
A speaker that works in tandem with the phone speaker to produce superior sound
SmartOutlet: App-enabled adaptor w/ scheduling, auto shut-off for charging devices, manual on/off. Cut vampire energy loss. [Previously UC]
Don't forget to brush your teeth! Use a virtual pet to encourage brushing teeth. Brush twice a day and you "pet" will be happy and healthy.
iAdapter:Use your iPhone 5 to charge your bluetooth earpiece or any other USB devices.
Lapdesk with a place to dock your iphone and run your magsafe through the base
When the electrical outlet cover will not sit flush to the wall. A electrical outlet cover gasket!
Take Multi-Directional Videos/Pictures. Make your iPhone/iPad/iPod your pivoting view screen. Take photos/videos and save your arms!
As parents we can't believe how fast our babies grow. With the "Measure Me", you can experience your child's growth every day with ease!
A bracelet, or wristband, that is also a wireless router. Avoid excessive per device Internet access charges. Set up your own WiFi hot spot.
Amptop Guitar Pick Holder. Can optionally come with clear plastic lid and maybe Quirky celluloid picks!
Speed Limit transponder
A device used to aid in the hydration of children. One of the biggest problems with children and being sick is lack of hydration.
This "T" (referred to as a "deadman" in the trade) allows easy setting of wall studs. wallboard and ceiling board making it safe and easy.
The one and only - EXTENDABLE RETRACTABLE BICYCLE LOCK Sleek slim line design, Lightweight, easy to use. The Retractable Bike Lock.
A bike helmet light with 120 degrees of front light spread. Be seen Before you get to the intersection
Want a more convenient way to enter your house? How about a new safe, effiecent way to enter that consists of scanning your fingerprint?
The iSqueeze! :) Wanna work out those gorilla grips? Grab the iBall and squeezing away!
How would you like to improve your target shooting accuracy? This idea is a training device used by shooters to measure hand steadiness.
fast food soda sharing 2 straws have to remove lid straws get mixed spit get mixed i hate that funny feeling. help me punch a second hole ty
Power charging pad for magic wireless keyboard, similar to what the Mobee Magic Charger for the magic mouse does for that device.
Mobile Contacts Transporter
Cleaning sponge with its intended use inscribed in it with big bold typeface, so no one ever uses the dirty old sponge for your dishes.
Take n' Shake! The easy shaker bottle that lets you take your powdered supplements with you and keeps them dry until you're ready!
A quirky bumper sticker! Stick on your car to show off one of your great interest! QUIRKY: GREAT ADVERTISING! Open to suggestions!
Anti-doze Device + Bluetooth Headset for driver. Work as a bluetooth headset as well as an anti-doze for Drivers.
Cat Steps. Wide individual steps that mount with an adhesive backing. Allow your cat to explore your home vertically.
Universal cables cover and organizer. Aesthetic look, easy to use, simple fastening to furniture.
Flavored Coffee Filters
Hundreds of Votes Resub! Launch Realistic-Looking Butterflies Into the Air! Could Light Up for Nighttime! Æ¸ÌµÌ¡ÓœÌµÌ¨Ì„Æ·
Generators and batteries should be developed &amp; retrofitted to all gas flair offs that would salvage much of this squandered power for work.
Just expired w/197 votes.Quikry people like this.Tally inspired water tracker.Do U 4get how much water u'v had?or keep count 4 your health
RESUB Electrical transformer hood Tired of your power going out cause of critters i have a cure this solves it all.weather,rust proof
A glove (or finger tips) that controls a computer's cursor, operates via wifi, and is usable on any hard surface and in any position.
Lapdesk with a place to dock your iphone and run your magsafe through the base
The easily maintained DirtyDog-Door-Cleaner removes debris, dust and dirt from your dog each time he/she passes through in either direction
An app enabled wireless transmitter with the rvc and hdmi capabilities.
WALLBRIGHTIME. 4 Digital Units to Hang on the Wall which are app enabled to change color and Show Time. # WALLBRIGHTS.
We can gather and express words or shape with fishe by means of supplying feeds through floodgate.
Use the iphone to detect when a driver falls asleep
A bluetooth remote-triggered LED flash for the iPhone. A joint idea with Omar Forrester, Alexander Kusminov and Craig Gleboff.
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The iPad Holder is a torch-like holder that can be utilized for recording, taking photos, reading, browsing and playing with your iPad.
Do you hate to touch the handle of a shopping cart with germs all over it?
#spotsv (6 suggestions accepted)Its a quirkyesque solution to pen storage-and there can never be enough of those! (resub).
Have an expandable wheel with spikes for a baby stroller. It shold look like snow tires for baby stroller wheels.
"KINECHARGE" Charge your mobile phone or any small electronic device with just your body's movement.
24-P.P.R-24 HOUR [PERSONALIZED PILLS REMINDER] (clock) will always[daily] and [hourly]remind you to TAKE your next medication is a MUST.
#spotsv No more tying you cords in a knot or running in the house to reset your breaker. A cord lock with built in circuit breaker
Are you on the phone, but you don't want to ignore the one you are with?
iPhone 5 Adapter
The Kitty Castle feeding station assures that only your cat gets to eat his dinner. It keeps your dog(s) at bay and eliminates messes.
#SwipeAWrite Write on the board with included dry erase pen and when done just pull the lever down to erase all! Great for the refrigerator
PNEUMATIC WALKER for STAIRS: Millions of elderly and disabled people use walkers, but cannot manage stairs, which my invention has solved.
Tired of hold your hairdyer at home, for hair styled? An articulated hairdryer grabber, will help you to do your job!
THE PERFECT BAKED POTATO "EVERYTIME" The Quirky baked potato grill, It's a grill that sits inside your grill. No more alluminum foil !
Molded Freezer Gel Pack with 6 open slots specifically to Hold Six Beverages. Accompanied with a neat neoprene carry case.
Periscope extender for camera for concerts or looking around corners or over walls
A sponge with soap and moisturizer in it but washes away with the soap, no soap bar,no mildew sponge, no body wash bottle
A night table with integrated power outlets and USB connectors - less cords, less mess! Simplify your life and get organized.
a kind of remote control to change songs on your itouch/iphone while driving.
FIRE.FIRE..study shows valuable time is wasted trying to find the hydrate this chip and locator is the answer to saving time and lives RESUB
Extending CANE/Walking Stick, with Seating. Helps your stability and gives you a seat when you need.
The Puzzle Wrap for ear buds. The "Q" Way. Inspired by my own suggestion for the "Magnetic Ear Bud Rings"
Identify PC cables at both ends. Thin, paired hook/loop cord-wrap style tabs in many colors, w/writable areas &amp; imprinted alpha/numbers.
ARGH -- Where is that missing sneaker!? ...............NEEDED - a way to easily connect a pair of sneakers! .........SNEAKER SNAPS!!
A Thermostat App in a iPhone or iPod,to assure the house or business'the temperature will always be right and energy is being saved 7/24
Bow-Tie Shaped floating Pasta Timer. Color changing/sound alert for the perfect cook. RESUB.
a gift,with a kickstand,it is funny
Take a wide-angle camera and put it into a xerox machine. People can see EXACTLY what their copies will look like before hitting the button.
clip on hooks to hang crates up for more storage
Ladies only. Hate surprises??
Is your iPhone battery dead? With this case you can suction it directly to the window and recharge the battery!!!
An iPhone case with bumper edge and translucent back! Bumper style, full protection.
HandySpoon &amp; Warmer - Don't Stab it Grab it! Eat easily w/ HandySpoon - Thaw frozen solid ice cream more w/optional warmer
Ventilated bag to put in the mower bagger to collect leaves ----------- No bagging and re-bagging!
Shock proof case that also makes the iphone 5 compatible with all your old iphone accessories
Scissors w/spatula on blades Grasp sand.by closing scissors Open scissors drop sand. in pan Repeat after turning unit over Save Our Sandwich
Are you a someone say hairstylists...... who would love to have easy hair removal from your hairbrushes? This is one you will love!
The idea aims to improve the experience of using wired devices such as earphones by ensuring that wires are tangle-free,are easy to store.
Iphone 5 adapter. Use your existing iphone chargers, cord etc.
my children an i like to tube down river its fun until waters still so came up with river tube shoes to help get down river faster a paddle
A display that demonstrates the qualities of hydrophobic materials with a "snow globe" that bounces water droplets up and down.
A GARBAGE BAG CLIP that can easily be mounted to the back of a chair/gates/poles that also holds a pull out cord &amp; cut off to close the bag.
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Bidet/Enema device. I have been using 10 years daily. Not only cures constipation but also many ailments. You insert small hose into rectum
"Pabble" (paper bubble), it can provide consumers and industry a cost-effective alternative for packaging filler material.
RESUB16oz to two liter bottle humming bird feeder quirky to make a humming bird feeder to fit 16 oz to 2 liter bottle universal unbreakable
A pillow case that keeps your pillow always cold!
COLOR TIME MEMO CLOCK. It's a Clock for kids to draw on and leave messages.Kids can learn about time the FUN WAY.
The Finger Utility Knife is the most convenient tool to use when you need to open a bunch of boxes without misplacing your knife.
Uses a UV blacklight built in to a drinking fountain spout to sanitize the spout and keep it germ free.
Resubmit! fly swatter extends plus has a sponge/sprayer it holds bug spray in the handle of the fly swatter.This helps kill bugs on contact.
Toe massager which detaches from a foot/leg massager - Fits into your toes and it vibrates, heats, and kneads your toes from all sides
An iPhone case that is designed to store earbuds and their cord.
Tent Stakes that light up. Not only does it hold down your tent, it lights up the surrounding area. Can use Solar Power.
Magnetic-folding iPhone stand the size of a credit card
Zip-Box. A ZIP-UP pouch on the back of an iPhone case storing items such as credits cards, keys and money
A "hands free front purse", perfect for travelling, shopping, etc.! A solution for carrying important items safely within reach in front!
The Slap Stylus combines the functionality of a stylus with the fun of a slap bracelet.
A gadget that works hand in hand with a smart phone app to find your lost keys or to find your smart phone ^_^
Beanie Light... Every kid and college kid wears a beanie; add this clip on or sewn in light for safety and being able to see at night.
#spotsv - Much needed upgrade on normal water wasting bathtub plugs! 100% waterproof, easy to remove and a magnet to store it on your tap!
A self-retracting device to help people keep track of their remote controls (especially with children in the house).
A remote controlled tripod with a retractable stake for holding iPhone up and steady. Now you can be in the picture.
LOST YOUR BIKE? LUGGAGE? DOG? GLASSES? Buy "FINDER" - A GPS patch linked in your mobile or tablet that tells where your belongings are!
King Tong. Kitchen Tongs with Spatula and Fork that come completely apart. A multi tool for every cooking need!
Light Fixture Globe Lights Up!(Not something around the light) Light bulb beams into this directly when on, you get full effect that last!
Make Pod Power and Ember smart! All Q power supply devices should be smart. Quirky is making them right now! Do a search. Only 2 days left!
A customizable iPhone charger case.
VORTEX FUNNEL!! Easy manufacturing. Huge market. Vortex-ridges increase performance to funnels. Doesn't gurgle. Coors knows. VIDEO OF PROOF!
A turn signal (arrow) that goes on the back of the hand for bicycle riders.
#spotsv - Silicone Platter Partition
COLOR TIME MEMO CLOCK. It's a Clock for kids to draw on and leave messages.Kids can learn about time the FUN WAY. RESUB
A digital picture frame with a built-in motion sensor that randomly takes and displays pictures when activated.
The EZ Peel Refrigerator Strip is a clear, multi-layered biodegradable film that makes cleaning up spills a breeze and fun to do!
Sound box to toy storage. Throw the toy inside the box to hear a random sound. A huge incentive for kids store their toys!
Bicycle Helmet With Built-In WiFi Or Bluetooth Rear View Video Camera:#QCYCLE
How about a bulletproof backpack.
Fast clean up full size garbage bag holder attach to any table,chair arm inside outside, great for parties,BBQ,beach ATTACHES IN A INSTANT
Digital Holiday Snow Globe Digital Picture Frames that allow one to upload photos or slideshows through a USB connection.
This is a cost effective product that is used year round. It's simple to make &amp; disposable. Safer to apply w/o the use of powerful Magnets.
Windshield Sticker Shield helps protect your car from small nicks and bothersome dirt offering you layers of protection.
Keyless entry for you laptop, computer, tablet and smartphone.
iPhone 5 case - as a necklace with transparent front side and retractable cable
iPhone, iPad, iPod Case that will NOT fall on your face when you are playing with your device.
An iPhone or iPod docking slot for your desktop computer
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iPhone 5 case that transforms into a wireless "cone" speaker.
Dish scrubber with a built-in sink holder
#QTOYS - Skateboard Outriggers - Training Aid
Magnetic sponge or holder. Keep your sponge where it belongs and let it drain easily. #spotsv
ZAPTACK. A Reaction Strategic Game. Eliminate your opponents by REActing Fast. Different Levels/Speed.
Slip On the Souls! Slip on rubber souls for your tennis shoes.
Rx Reminder system is an easy way to remember your daily dose, plus there is an added bonus-a way to make the medicine go down easy, too!
#NEVWET Bandage:
iPad bumper guard stand
A card sized wipe to clean your Smartphone touch screen.
TAGLIATAPPI
led lighted and digitally controlled guitar neck to show exactly where and when to play strings.
RESUBCOME ON SPOTS YOU CAN GO TOO! A RAFT OR A TUBE INSERT THATS DURABLE FOR YOUR PET TO TRAVEL WITH YOU DOWN
RIVER A MUST HAVE FOR DOGLOVER
Mini Ipad Surround Sound BUMPER Speakers
Insulated lipstick holder that clips onto the car's visor. Lipstick won't melt in the heat or freeze in the cold and is always in one place.
SHOWER ASSIST. All in one shower soap/shampoo dispenser w/ toothbrush, toothpaste, &amp; razor holders. Never spill your shampoo again.
Tape measure with holes in it.
App that enables any user to save any picture/video to their phone.
Silicone non-slip finger/nail covers to protect a manicure from water exposure. Fingerprint design for massaging face/body.
A set of cuffs or pads to help babies crawl by providing visual and/or auditory feedback encouraging the correct sequence of arm/leg motion.
Ultimate computer design collaboration tool that enables people to constructively work together on a computer as if on a black/white board
Bored of the same old case day after day? The clear iPhone case that allows you to create and switch your own background!
hair wrap that covers hair while you sleep,avoids tangling and keeps hair refreshed all night.
2 in 1 Whiteboard Magnetic Clip and Pin - Easy to Grab, Position, and Organize.
It's a Hairbrush &amp; spritzer in one. For ladies and maybe gents on the go, add body and lift or firmness when you need it
An apparatus to go over a dog collar (like antenna's but much softer and wider)to keep dogs/puppies from going through the fence (or patio).
#iDock180 - iPhone sits in a dock that can rotate to from portrait, landscape! *UPDATE* Has built in, detachable speakers on side or back!
Here's the easy way to seperate yokes for egg white omelettes,baking,and healthy living. The yoke ease, easy to use easy to clean.
[Resubmit] Pitch Pole - Easily pitch any size tarp over camping tents to stay dry. Rope, ladder, stakes not needed!
Shoe/Sneaker with Weight Pressure Gauge: My invention is a pressure gauge for a shoe or sneaker to provide feedback on weight distribution.
Take good care of your purse. Don't spend big bucks on a purse and then put it on the floor of the car! Hang it up within easy reach!
iPhone, Wallet, Keys. Combine 'em into one.
iPhone 5 skin case, flexible and made with soft rubber. Can be translucent or solid, lots of design options. Simple case is best!
Rubber Band Clipboard - Lends an extra hand carrying multiple things. Attaches to existing clip boards. RESUBMIT
Glider component to fit standard cribs. We rock babies to sleep, why are most cribs stationary? Component converts all cribs into gliders.
Cutting board with garlic shape? #spotsv
Turn a bottle into a lantern with a small flashlight that screws onto a bottle.
40" Height X 80" Wide when open "Pretend Book Screens" that children open to the chosen back drop to their next imagination journey!
What's going on tonight? This phone app can tell you!
A USB hub that is molded to fit the iMac's metal stand.
OH .NO.THERE ALL WET..WOW WHERE DID YOU GET THAT A STRAP ON WATERPROOF BAG FOR TUBING OR BOATING TO CARRY
DRY GOODS IN TO KEEP SAFE AND DRY!
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Double Peel Stickers are great to put on anything &amp; give away, while allowing receivers to later peel &amp; stick it to an item of their choice.
the 3 in 1 bedside lamp and I touch alarm clock. Includes a plug in for charging I phone, I pod etc. All the quirks in 1 Please comment
The Filter-Fan combines the ordinary box fan with a forced air system air filter. High performance cooling and air cleaning/filtering in one
Customizable Cookie Cutters
Umbrella using LED lighting for people that walk in the dark rainy nights and unsafely cross streets and walk into puddles.
THE ULTIMATE CABLE STORAGE BOX - keep your cables in (one) place. Cable ends visible for easy search. Everything else hidden.
Eco broom is a broom which sucks like a vacuum cleaner, but doesn't need battery/electricity - Wheel motion converted to dustpan oscillation
Get the most out of your precious cosmetics, creams and perfumes and let them perform at their best. The SECRET is to keep them CHILLED!
Baby's Firsts. Digital Picture Frame for Video Displaying Baby's Firsts. One Side is Baby's First Steps, Other Side is Baby's First Word.
Musical Pacifier
#spotsv - Wallet Breakaway Toothpick Card. (Former UC) Your teeth will thank you.
Produce card/tag/microchip to locate missing persons (e.g. Alzheimer's victims, missing children, internationally deployed employees).
An iPad case that has a spool for headphones, line out cable and a usb charging cable built in.
A connector that makes you can type on iPhone by your computer keyboard.
Two sets of rails to be placed on stairs to make moving easier. An attachment for hand trucks/dollys has wheels that run on the tracks.
I am a self-employed carpenter with an idea for the sash/sill saver to protect windows from scratch and gouges.Adjustable easy for home use
Design Your OWN LunchBox. A Creative Lunchbox for Kids erasable drawing board and drinking cup + slidable compartments to make all food fit.
a camera the size of a web cam and a monitor the size of a gps, made just so you can keep an eye on your child in his/her car seat.
Back cover eBOOK reader for iPAD
The Smart Pet Dish has a lid that only opens when the corresponding collar, worn by either a cat or dog, comes within a foot of it.
Modular Mailbox System

*Easy Install* Virtually Indestructible Should do great at Lowes , ACE and Target!

Protect Your Baseboards And Wall While Vacuuming With Protective Vacuum Bumper Pads Thick Soft Cushion Attaches Easy No More Scuffing/Damage
iPod to iPhone converter case
Water Checkers.

Leverage NeverWet tech to make a game somewhat like Chinese Checkers with water droplets. A game of strategy AND skill.

Resubmit!fish tank with interchangeable tops/bottoms on it.The fish tank would also light up/play music and have a pump included.
Here is a 'ride-on' toy that is both tons of fun, and helps kids learn balancing skills for sports like skiing, snowboarding, and surfing.
Well here is my idea to have your jewels nice an neat an very accessable. A jewlery organizer that is decorative, an useful.
iPhone or iPod etc. protective cover with USB cord built in. Allows quick access to data port or charger w/o carrying extra cords.
Flashlight with Battery Strength Indicator and AUDIO battery low indicator, Why wait until its too late to replace or there is an emergency
IPhone Text Message Abbreviation &amp; Chat Acronyms translation application from SENDER (Abbr.) to RECEIVER (English).
Large Jug Terra
Too many plastic laundry baskets laying around?!!! Stack the laundry baskets in a shelf!
The iSqueeze! :) Wanna work out those gorilla grips? Grab the iBall and squeezing away!
This invention is a blender inside of a sporting cup that blends food and you can drink it instantly.
Searching for something to open your snail mail with? Introducing the L.O.P. = A "LETTER OPENER pen! Take it with you wherever you go.
A small rubber/silicone/soft plastic tip that fits over the end of any pen - letting you flip the pen around and use it on a tablet screen.
#spotsv Are you tired of losing your lighter? Keep it were you need it with your cigarettes, on your wrist, or any place you need it.
Hot Water Bottle and Covering for Pets - For animal lovers that care
FAUCET WATER JET FLOSSER - MADE FROM RUBBER IN ONE PIECE.

Small, Cheap and Fits on any faucet.

new plastic rubbish bin lock device and automatic release for bin empty
To replace regular hookah coals with an electric one thereby preventing a smoker from the chemicals and the need to buy more coals each time
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The 'BATH BACK MAT' Slap this on the wall add soap and go with the motion.
New smartphone Drink Bottle :resubmit:
iPhone 5 Digital Timer Case. See the time Fly by and/or Countdown.
A sleeve that you put around your mini blinds' drawstrings that holds them together so that you always raise and lower them evenly!
a new speaker in top of the computer monitor.
A rotating lift mechanism for potato chip cans so people with larger hands can access the chips, similar to a lipstick tube.
my idea is a iphone case with a slide up screen on the front. so when you are not using it you can flip up the front case so it is safe.
A easy and fast tool you put on engines and transmissions or othe parts to help get them out of car and pick them up safely and securely.
An iPhone case that can hold two iPhone.
beautiful and stylish support and charging for i-Phone 5
A teddy toy controlled by an app. The teddy comes with a children friendly app that allows them to interact with the teddy thru the app.
My idea is a Key fob/ automatic LOCK/UNLOCK mechanism for the home front door.
Holding floss is difficult and often results in a lot of waste and floss is not easily kept with you when you eat out.
Clothes Laundry Basket Sorter divides basket into sections and fit into any standard basket. Laundry basket functions as a holder &amp; sorter.
Dual and Tri Digital Picture Frame Sets. Digital Picture Frames That Can Be Connected and Disconnected to One Another.
Portable anytime foot/hand massagers are needed for reflexology and pressure points relief. Should be cost effective with multiple settings.
Multi function kitchen tool
Cook Mate: A sensor that lets you know your food is burning or stove is on and sends a message to your phone.
My idea is a mouse trap that catches more mice and doesn't need to be baited as often.
PC Case
Painting? Scroll-A-Color flashlight/projector, shine color on walls. Design your own favorite color and bring color code to Home Depot.
Take Wallbrigts and convert to 12volt w/stick-on/magnet option for vehicles.
*MARSHMALLOW TOASTER* is a new spin on a classic. Easily prepare the campfire dessert inside or heat other gourmet favorites for foodies.
The CRANIAL RELIEF BAND helps sufferers of TMJ and/or headaches by inserting hot/cold packs into the band &amp; without having to holding them.
Freezes sealer kit
SLEEK HEALTH SNACK BOX. Box contains 6 lidded, labeled compartments. 3 for fruits/1 for veggies/ 1 for nuts/1 for treat. Contains ice pack
Technology has us needing more space and a better design in the way we carry our High Tech gadgets and gizzmos to work and school. Voted
IPad mini case with clear touchscreen screen plastic cover. Superior protection for your mini IPad's screen.
Build your own Keurig Holder - Think Mosaic for K-Cups
Golfers need to mark their golf balls for identification. A self-inking rubber stamp with customizable logo will be easy to carry and use.
A female-focused case clutch/wallet w/o obstructing the screen. Holds 2 cards, ID, cash, zipper pocket for change, etc. Magnetic closure.
HEALTHY FAMILY DINING SET - Resetting our tables (and our minds) for better health. .......... The "I-care-about-my-family" eating set!
Protect your iPhone 4/4S/5 camera from being damaged.
Bye Bye Crooked Line--Laser Ruler
A beanbag that houses a battery compartment for AA batteries.
RESUB WERE IS MY CHIVES? HOT SAUCE /SALT /PEPPER/ AND SEASONINGS...... NOW THERE RIGHT WERE I NEED THEM ON THE
REFRIG!!
A Toy Broom - for easy tidying!
I-Sunny's collapse-able Sunglasses, that clip into the back of your new smartphone case
Retractable Wire IPhone Coiled wire in a disc holder allows you to charge into any outlet .Stretch to the length then retracts back in RESUB
The Qute is a bluetooth device which transforms your earphone in a bluetooth headset.
Shower Fay - keeps the curtain away. neat accessorie for your shower which keeps the curtain away from your body while having a shower.
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QUIRKY. Produce brilliant ideas and compete for votes before going on to finances, engineering, distribution, legalities, and production.
Remotely Turn on a Desktop Computer. Able to power on your computer so you can access it remotely even if it's not on a wired connection.
Create an exercise wheel that is easy to use, inexpensive, and that actually works.
The Caterpillar Individual Tent. A body length Tent that is easily Collapsible and Assembled.
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
The product is a double sided wet-wipe pack with medicated salicylic acid wipes on one side and non-comedogenic moisturizing wipes opposite.
do it yourself instalation of colums/telefone poles in water, with sandy bottom,for a pier.
A dot keyboard (D-O-T keyboard) that helps make surfing online even easier by offering the top 10 .suffixes with the click of 1 button
Everyone loves pizza, right? Well here's the EazyCut pizza cutter. 3 blades crossing each other with handle on top, making 8 perfect slices
Crib games
Kids love iPads, it's a law of nature. What about a capacitive stylus made for little hands.
Cases you actually mold yourself. Embed anything in the gel(epoxy?)and it will become part of the case.VIDEOS!
Snow gloves with digital water proof temperature scanner and watch
Stop damaging the contents of a package with a knife blade. Use a Blade-Stop and be safe.
Bluetooth power strip
THE CAROUSEL EGG WHISKER. Whisking eggs, is messy and tiring. Now using the Egg Carousel, whisking is easy and fun!
I am a self-employed carpenter with an idea for the sash/sill saver to protect windows from scratch and gouges.Adjustable easy for home use
HEAD CINEMA watch the movies, make video calls, listen to music, chat individually relaxing on the sofa.
Dock for iPhone 5
We have the technology, make CORE charging base for the iPad Mini! Show it off, its beautiful!
The third arm you always wanted for holding your Tablet/iPad in any indoor or outdoor setting that is collapsible for easy transportation.
Save time and money buy creating a toothpaste that is also a mouthwash
RESUBmy children an i like to tube down river its fun until still so came up with river tube shoes to help get down river faster a paddle
Pet Pack for your dogs outings,fresh water, a bowl, snacks, waste bags, ball, it's a simple great way to enjoy the outdoors with your dog..
The Igloo Power Strip Series - A space efficient way to power a lot of your electronics
iFinders! -find your missing objects with the tap of an app! (beepers)
Previous UC,this UTILITY RACK creats much needed surface space over kitchen stove and more. A true MULTI-USE UTILITY RACK that's necessary.
New Kitchen Sink and Bathroom Strainer that captures food and hair and can easily be discarded.
Squid 3.0 - Mobile Cable Management
Toast. quirky charger + bluetooth speaker that is shaped like a vintage stainless steel toaster.
Teach your grandchild to ski without getting a sore back! The GIZO dual harness connects and adult and a child for hours of skiing fun!
Portable desk legs
E-paper photo frames: No power, no ugly cords, no bright lights... simply connect a device such as a iphone to power and select a new pic.
Combine the idea of a portable computer light/desktop light with ultra violet sanitizer light
Ski Goggles with "Signal" Lighting: Safe is always cool!
#spotsv A hanger that helps you pack.
Stylus used to prop up your iphone or use to write on the phone.
TV.C.E / TV Commercials Eliminator... is easily eliminated with a simple digital cooking timer to record down 6-commercials / divide by 6.
#NeverWet roll bandage,pressure bandage. resist water mean is resist Bacteria. wounds+water=no good. Especially kids!!
The cookculator. Magnetic kitchen unit converter (cooking unit calculator). Not an app. Open to collaboration. (Resub 216 votes).
Cat Owners! wouldn't it be great to go away for the night/wknd &amp; know that your cats would maintain a regular feeding schedule? NOW U CAN
Also tired of the dull&amp;ordinary stuff? Such as ice cubes? What about creating customized molds? And have extraordinary ice cubes!
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Orange Peeler
Lifting a pool skimmer lid to empty the basket is a dangerous task. The "Lid Grip" is a simple and safe way to complete this task.
Crate Pet Carrier! RESUB from 3 months ago, Coll w/Lam
ShockBot! {Security Device}
Rain /sun cannopy for up and over Garage doors to Extend your work space rain or shine
OCTAL-MODULE SHELVE SAVE SPACE MAKE SHELVES ANYWHERE IN ROOM OR IN KITCHEN , MAKE YOUR OWN SIZE
Mesh iphone holder for drop and talk hands free talk while operating a vehicle.
***WIRELESS WALKING PETS*** Could be any animal or even insect. Pet senses when owner stops &amp; Stops. No more need for a cord.
A see through plastic phone case with ducks, puppies, glitter, etc...
A smart iPhone adapter for ANY STANDARD USB memory stick with an accompanying app that would streamline file transfers.
eye glasses that virtually show the batters strike zone in order to help umpires make more accurate calls when calling balls and strikes.
Self Propelled Boogie Board - Ideal for all ages and even the Handicapped (legs)
Foam "smart wedge" for using your iPad or iPhone on your lap or laying in bed.
Never have dead flowers again with this completely solar powered autonomous flower pot.
Green Charger, no electricity required. Made into a great case!
Resub #Qtoy Qball - battery powered glowing musical ball with accelerometer for crawling babies. Lights up and makes sound when rolled.
There needs to be a thin, invisible plastic coating to cover the glass bottles to maintain the desired look while being less breakable.
Iphone 5 baby Ultra sound adapter
Adjustable and color changing headband. Fits any head and changes color when temperature changes.
small 2 part device that could be put on Iphone,Ipads,notepads,DS,gameboy even a book! anything that can be left behind when not with you
SmartLet: The Smart Pivot Power
Be like a Pit Crew of a Nascar team. How fast can you unscrew the five lug-nuts of a tire? With the SPEED-LUG, you can!Save time and energy.
Attachment to a bathroom wash basin faucet that can swivel to spray water upwards to ease washing of the face or downwards for regular use
POLLUTED or STORED WATER is distasteful and can even kill a human being This Concentrated Flavored Antibacterial Tablet could stop that now.
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
A product case that is writeable and erasable; the user is capable of impermanently writing or drawing on it.
Cool Party Tray
Introducing The Retro Foot Pedal Powered Table Saw:This table saw allows you to saw without the use of electricity or battery.
Pivot Power With Timer - Combines the Benefits of the Flexible Power Strip with a Timer. So Many Uses!
attach your shirt to your bra strap
Front Loading One Touch Toaster that "Beeps" when toaster pops.Toaster sits on see through crumb tray for easy cleaning. feedback welcome
Girls have their iPhones holding in their hands 16 h/ day, even when not using it. I want to make an easy accessory to stick iphone to them.
An electric heating pad to stand on. Alternately a heated floor mat for your car or desk area. Finally, a heated pad to sit on.
BREAKAWAY VELCRO Ever get a camera or pocketbook snagged on a immovable or moving Object? Breakaway Straps n Epaulets are the answer.
Props + Wrapster = Propster
a tool that has all basic gardening tools
Have you ever had someone you know die in a car accident because of not wearing a seat belt? Well here is a way to help prevent it.
RESUB DIGITAL CAMERA still PICTURE TAKING L.E.D. LIGHTED BOARD that folds for folks on the go.makes perfect pictures without wasting time!
A flower pot with a strip which changes color based on level of water. Ability to set minimal level for a specific plant/pot.Without pot too
I have a great yard game that can be played competitively between mixed genders and varying skill levels of participants.
A solution for thighs that rub together and get sore. No more chafing. No rash. No blisters. And look better in your pants and jeans!
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As a Builder for 33yrs. I always need a sander like this for tight wood structural areas or 4 sanding before painting. ReSub
i call it a sprink-a-lean. All kids love to play in a sprinkler and all love to jump on a trampoline I have creatively combined the two.
Ipalette. A device for effectively gripping/handling the awkward size/shape of an iPad.
I have work in a hospital for 10 years in the housekeeping department.one problem i have come across is the trash can bag changing methodold
HandyMop. A stand alone mop inspired by the human hand. 5 pivoting fingers with better scrub thrust. Finally an extra hand around the house!
Temporary clear plastic sleeve that slips over the top of you car door to keep out the elements pending replacement of a broken car window
iPhone wall dock with Bluetooth speakers
Modify laptop faceplate so that power source is on the laptop faceplate.
Produce stylish iphone/ipod touch cases and keychains that feature built-in storage for the 30 pin to lightning adapter.
MOUSE PC all You need in YOUR hand !!!
Rechargeable Battery for the TV:Portable Battery that you can plug into the back of the TV.Resub
How about a funnel that is easy to clean after use. It will also improve yield (decrease waste).
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks &amp; umbrellas are available? Please vote and support if you agree. Thanks
iPod Shuffle necklace simply clips on and cord management for excess cable - Totally makes sense for how people use their shuffle
Hot dog stovetop rotisserie machine. Anyone want a hot dog???
Do you have a flatscreen TV mounted on your wall with visable cables hanging below? Solve the problem without removing drywall!
The Fitted Feet Sheet provides a plush foot pocket for added warmth while sleeping at home, hospitals, hotels or assisted living facilities
The Traffic Cone Lamp and Power Outlet Series - Fun and unusual lamps for your kids or those young at heart
A card sized straw holder punched out of a credit card sized card that folds, clips to a cup and holds a drinking straw in place.
Tire valve stem cap w/ low pressure warning. When the pressure is low a bright dongle pops out ala jack-in-the-box. Rattles against wheel.
It is a case with built in stand features allowing for vertical and horizontal placement of the device on a preferably flat surface.
Tyvek Graph Paper - Washable Paper for Drawing, Designing, and Sketching.
iPad Desk Top Interactive Slot Machine &amp; Charger
Would it be wonderful to get MORE confort out of your bed? Well here it is With the simple adjustment of your pillows and "Bed Bench Buddy"
UPDATED WALL THERMOSTAT - A modular, configurable, expandable wall unit that manages entire home a/v, thermostat and housekeeping needs.
The idea is to combine the key chain string with the smartphone case which is detachable for a variety of reasons mentioned below.
Ever need relief from being at a desk typing all day! On desk battery or electric operated forearm massager.In every office in America.
Pull your ID out of your wallet with ease! ID aid tabs allow you to pull your ID out of its holding place with one swift movement.
Laptop cover that protects your screen from sunglare! **Free Bonus: get some privacy in crowded places!! (plane, meeting)
Game and snacks in one. A kit combining a chess board and silicon mould so you can create your own edible chess game to play with friends.
My idea is an app, that boosts your music volume to the maximum.
A Much Better Terra... Do not let Q go into production of Terra without making it a truly "on the go" product as it is supposed to be.
Iphone cases and timepieces with same pattern! Show that you have style, pick one that match with you!
Combine iPhone and Mac charger cables.
Ever been left in the dark while "tending to your business"? With "The EfficienSeat", this will never happen again!!
RESUBMIT! It Works for a Bike. . . Why Not a Stroller? Let's Create a Stroller Car Rack!
The sun has gone down, but the kids still want to play softball. With the Light Softball &amp; Bat, they can play ball throughout the night!
Hang pictures faster and easier than ever with the power of magnets! A magnet on the wire easily puts the wire on the wall bracket!
USB cord fashion bracelets for wrist or ankles. Unwrap it from your wrist and plug it in. Then wrap it up on Your wrist when you go.
The clipboard was last modified in 1888; it's long due for an upgrade. I'm taking the old and modernizing it: Introducing the Alumiclip.
Heat-Resistant Iron Cover. DON'T GET BURNED! Protect Your Kids &amp; Yourself!
A case that conforms to your ear while talking on your iPhone.
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I am a junior in high school and I hate having tangled headphones. i am trying to make an invention called "Wireless Beats 2.0". THANK YOU.
Like to fall asleep to music, but your partner doesn't? These comfortable wireless ear buds are your solution!
#spotsv The Sippy No Slippy Quirky Cereal Bowl!!! A Modern Cereal Bowl for The Modern Child/Adult and BPA FREE #spotsv
Wii U grips, this improves the grippage on a expensive large controller for better game-play and corner protection.
New! Glow in the dark coolers - all sizes. Let them sit, then glow all night-with "sun lights" so your cooler glows inside too.
Egg Stix - Instant Healthy Egg Snacks to go!
This keyboard has a full touch screen area where the numpad usually is. Combining touch and physical keys to the users full potential.
Keep Your keyboard safe from dirt and spills,Cover your MAC book keyboard with a lighted cover.
Having trouble following your google maps directions while keeping your eyes on the road? Problem solved!
An iphone case that has a makeup kit on it
The Ultimate Snowblower is a sturdy, adjustable, clip on attachment that allows you to use your snowblower over virtually any surface.
Fluid Collection System for Upright or Canister Vacuums (non wet/dry vacs)
Backpack with LED strips and spinning LEDs, made with reflective material too - carnival lights
A tripod with an integrated remote control sensor that would allow you to take pictures using a remote.
Folding guitar stand. Bring guitar stand anywhere!!
RESUB THE ANSWER TO PENCIL SHARPENING power drill sharpener every home has a power drill but cant fine a sharpener heres the heavy duty cure
An iPhone sock that protects your phone. It has a snap button on top to make sure does not fall out.
Keep Wild Animals Out of Your Vegetable Garden!
Collapsible steps to aid dogs that cannot jump into the SUV back.
Pre-Amp Tube Audio Filter: A little box that holds a pre-amp tube, has a power cord and audio connections.
Medical baby face mask with Giggle Horn
Dealer Sleeve working as a sales women for 20 years and when we put the paper plate on the back window you can't see it through the tint
I have an attachment that INCREASES AIR FLOW from a fan blade.It's cheap AND IT'S GREEN. PATENT PENDING ((LOOKING FOR FUNDING)
Dusting hardwood floors just became fun and easy! With our universal street sweeper vacuum attachment!
Sponges with "Dish", "Counter", "Pet Bowl", "Bathroom", and "Gross Stuff" printed on sides. English/Spanish
Iphone Cover that reduces radiation and actually bounces like a ball 2-3 times when it hits the ground.
Feet and body weigth/dryer.............
Manage Your Vacuum Cord Coiled Cord Holder Release Button That Attaches To Vacuum Use The Length You Need No More Tripping/Damage to Cord
Dual Chamber Terra - for Lemonade or Iced Tea
Pivot Power Helix
The Chalkline Protractor
Businesses and artists revenues are reduced by piracy. Using what technology out there would prevent CD/DVD piracy, as with credit cards?
A relay baton used in track and field that notes top, average, and slowest speed. This helps coaches determine where improvement is needed
Ever have your mail box door rust off &amp; the only way to fix it is to tear apart your brick surround, install a new box, then rebuild?
Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
USB reader wire for iPhone and iPad via app
A retractable cord protector to prevent cord from being chewed.
An App like a running GPS which find the wanted distance, then it will lead you the right way with a voice like a normal GPS.
The gap : How to make a better organized medicine cabinet not to spend to much time to find the good medicine tablet I am looking for ?
Adjustable pillow with health monitoring features, tailor made version for patient
A security device for perscription and medicine bottles.Locking the bottles will prevent teens/others from taking pills they shouldnt have.
It's a bird! It's a plane! Now, wait, it's a FaceJet!
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Badgetastic is a redesigned corporate ID badge holder which has integrated tracking technology.
iPad Case w/Retractable Screen, protection for casing &amp; screen, retracts similar to garage door design is similar to iPhone4 retract-case
A mobile battery charger that hooks onto your belt for portable charging where ever you go
A foldable case that protects your Ipad mini from sunglare and/or unwanted viewers
Shower Curtains with playful design of Character-Face-Cut-Outs!
A step stool that hangs on the outside of a cabinet. Always there when you need it, no more hitting it with your foot when you don't : )
Tired of getting "cold feet?" and hate having to buy winter boots every year? Now you won't have to with our Vacuum sealed boot covering.
Umbrella Stand Reminds You to Grab an Umbrella When Rain Is on the Way
Toaster Bags! Put your entire sandwich in the toaster!
"One fob" is the universal fob. Do you have a fob for your car(s), garage door, etc? "One fob" is a single fob that controls all your needs
Bad cellphone reception?. Don't lose important calls again. LED bulbs w/ built in cell signal booster. Reduce clutter. Re-sub 143 votes
Affordable Snow mobile skidoo for winter fun that doubles as a beach toy in the summer works in snow or sand
Tired of freezing your hands whenever you purchase a pint of frozen yogurt/ice cream? Hate the frozen dessert melting in your lap?
DETECT A STRIP FULL LINE OF DISPOSABLE STRIPS TO DETECT FOOD ALLERGENS ON THE GO PLACE IN FOOD IT CHANGES COLOR IF
ALLERGEN IS PRESENT
Automatic toilet bowl lid that closes BEFORE every flush to prevent the spread of harmful bacteria.
iPhonePushNClip case has a push back that is spring loaded. Just push on it, slide it over, onto pants pocket, release, locks into place!
**An Iphone 5 case w/built in thumb drive** Many possibilities for design! Modern and useful!
"Terra" pet dishes-------------cuz they like cool water too
Dogie lawn mower
life saver
Note &amp; Tote
Bling your bike with bike kites! Be seen and be safe!
Smart Wrist is a smart bracelet connected to internet and can use like a USB Key with bluetooth! PS : I'm french, sorry for translation ...
The Guitar Amp - Guitar Strap!!! Redefining the word Unplugged!!!
An accessory, and chapstick all in one! Customized bracelets that allow style and lip moisturizer right at your disposal.
Box organizer, store boxes on their side out of the way until ready to reuse
Do a series of cases/decals 4 Apple that showcase local,up &amp; coming artists. We need to support our local talent
WOW ! Thanks ! I Really Needed That For My Cell Phone !
Keep your hands warm while walking the dog in the cold winter
iPad skin case! Flexible soft gel or rubber case for the iPad.
The Cube Power Strip and Surge Series - A space efficient, portable way to power a lot of your electronics
Retractable Stairwell Cover
Stop n' Go Race Track. A Children's Car Race Track where Kids Race Cars and Cars Can Win Each Leg of the Race. Uses Traffic Loop Technology
UMBRELLA - Ergonomic, Hands Free, Wind Resistant &amp; MORE!Makes Getting In/Out of Car Easy, Hangs/Hooks, Water Cup Avoids Indoor
Puddles.RESUB
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Multifunction iPad, iPod and iPhone case, gear up for College, a product that solves your multimedia, electronics protection concerns.
Use an old toy concept to create a universal plug that can be used to plug into any outlet in the world also with the proper voltage.
No waste!! A dispenser pump extension arm w/ build-in sponge; it becomes a lotion/cream applicator &amp; no lotion/cream left in the container.
Basically a swivel stand for your ipad, ipod, or kindel but with a suction base to place on windshield, like a rearview mirror.
Spin brush facial brush doesn't have to be just for face - Spin brush body scrub w/ elongated handle for the back etc. Soap in handle
RC tools ie:RC weedwhacker,broom,blower,rake,roler mower.
Get salad dressing within the salad not just on top, with a salad dressing sachet with a pipette or tube-like delivery split from sachet
Pivot Serge Protector with health indicator light. Never assume your surge protector is working again.
Ability of cell phone(or any computer) to authenticate a gun was fired, alert and allows passengers in a car to use cell phone legally.
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Bathroom small vanity organizer
Thinking at a new typology of use to a semi-industrial extension cords!
Turn around lens for tablets or cameras that only face one direction
Love making Real Juice Popsicle's, but hate all the space it takes up in your freezer? Then you should love this..."Popsicle Freezer"!
Obelisk: The Game {A Simon style toy with additional light/sound reactive features.} Play and display.
A clamp that mounts your iphone or smart phone onto the bottom of your DSLR camera.
Tired of cleaning out nasty trash cans, well if you snap a band around the can no more dirty trash cans!
"Sidecar Bowl": The small bowl sets in the rim of the big bowl. Ever wish you had a little more cereal, or a little more salad dressing?
companies get tired of changing prices on shelf or sale or even have the wrong label on them. I have come across a digital small panel.
Fob Goblin
NO MORE DRY BIRDBATHS &amp; PET WATER BOWLS
"OUTRIGGER" Canoes are super unstable on large lakes and ocean trips. OUTRIGGERS give extra stability and cargo space for important gear.
Digital Boy Scout Badge. (Student10/11)
I want to treat glass so that a street address will show up clearly at night on a window to assist emergency personnel,deliveries, etc.
An alarm clock for medications. Users shall never forget to take medicines, nor shall they take their medicine twice anymore!
"StapCy" Stapler with storage integrated on the top which could store up to six bars of staples. It makes reload easier &amp; faster.
iPhone case with finger sleeves that allow user to insert finger while wearing gloves and still use their iPhone
Exercise Bike Powered Table Saw:This table saw does not require a motor.It allows you to saw without the use of electricity or battery.
Reusable dryer accelerater pad that cuts drying time of clothes,and energy costs in half. At the same time releasing wrinkles.
GOOGLE THIS RESULT=0 TOILET TISSUE ORGANIZER STORAGE DISPENSER same concept as my paper towel listing check out the design and
concept
Not your grand father's power strip! A family of power strips designed to provide a large number of outlets in a small area.
Parakeet Treat Station no-mess, all-in-one design for seeds, water and treats. Seed guard and perch built-in. Safely fill from outside cage.
Smart phones are everywhere and can do just about anything, now they can even hold your drink! Introducing Phlask, the smart phone flask.
Most of us can't read the tiny print on our prescription bottles. Colored lids would allow us to be sure of which medicine we were taking.
LAZY SUSAN TODDLER PLATE. Make eating mysterious. Just watch their eyes as they look under each door Joint submit..Simplyinclined/Coleen
I want an alarm for my bag/backpack/travel bag/purse
Nice pair of head-phone which are BT or wifi so you can share music between them comong from one device.
HomeCoder. Track the due date, the expire date, the amount on hand or where you put it. Create a code and start coding your stuff.
iPhone 5 Case with Built-in Retractable Earbuds
A mini squeegee for smart phone screens. On one side a cleaning solution infused sponge. On the other: a rubber squeegee.
Multipurpose dock for iPhone and iPad (It has speakers and also acts as an external hard drive)
A hanger that fits in your wallet, called the Pocket Hanger. The new and improved Pocket Hanger!
Aromatherapy Air Freshener dispenses relaxing scents (lavender, chamomile) in the evening and energizing scents(citrus,mint) in the morning.
Tray...Easily Collect your Ingredients from Fridge! Set &amp; Clean Table! Serve Food! RESUBMIT
Tired of the mirror steaming up while you shower? Isn't that annoying? I have the solution. The STEAM STOPPER!
Jack-O-Lantern with Bottom &amp; Front Lighting. A SAFE way for CHILDREN to Light their way &amp; BE SEEN. RESUBMIT
Turn your cat into a lion
Strung: Tennis Solved
Handheld Swiffer Type cleaner for Counter-tops.Eco-Friendly. Reusable pads.(resub)
RESUB ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested and would take everyone i could make
Case with a ruler on the backside.
A Charger With a Built in Holder! Why Charge on the Floor?
The Soccer Ball Power Strip and Surge Protection Series - A fun and space efficient way to power up and protect your electronics
USB/Flash drive sends signal to Smartphone when left in computer. For College Students.
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Jam Dock
The Rubix Cube Waffle Iron of 2013! The color changing customizable cube tells you when breakfast is ready.
Custom Tennis Ball Inker
Going For That Special Job? Making Your Resume Stand Out Above The Rest Can Be ALMOST as Tough as Getting Your Ideas Noticed on Quirky!
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
The hockey snow shovel
A clean iPhone 5 weighted case with raised bezel
Expanding shelf system
Diante da inteligÃªncia de nossos filhos, porque nÃ£o registra-las, filmando atraves dos nossos aparelhos celulares fixos em nosso peito.
The Barbecue Skewer Rotator allows you to rotate multiple skewers at a time, guaranteeing the perfect barbecue!
A digital Photo/Video Album, with WiFi capability, to stream photos/videos from any digital camera/computer/laptop, mac/windows compatible.
Instant belt loops for pants without belt loops with which you'd like to wear a belt.
Rotating Umbrella w translucent panels for sunbather's preferences. As the sun moves, you can allow as little or as much sun through.
iPhone, iPad mini Journal with a writing/drawing pad that is able to incorporate with all your idevices. Submitted Sep 21 was in UC Sep 26.
RESUBMISSION: Introducing the SAME SIZE SLICE CAKE CUTTER! (say that 3 times fast!)
itouch pen
Magnetic Shower curtain hooks....
Permanent, LED outdoor lights to celebrate year-round without having to put them up or take them down! Set up once and enjoy for years.
Gel Plate Warmers
It is a holder for a trouble light or work light . It is held firmly and can be adjusted up down,left or right, and fits anywhere.
I would like to propose unique bolts and fillister headed screws, and a tool to drive them.
Rockâ€™em SOCKâ€™em Laundry Ball. Never Lose Socks Again!
NeverWet Portable Bike Visor for Urban Commuter. Quickly Folds Away and Pops-Up attaches to generic Bike Helmets. #QCYCLE
SLIM CAR IPHONE CHARGER cord free. Inspired by the recent slim iPhone charger win. Get rid of cords in your car. RESUBMIT
The Drink - O - Matic For the Modern Home **Video** #manicmachines --ROBO- "Hasta Barista Baby"
Bottle opener as Vargan (musical instrument)
Watches in different colors are cool, but having a single watch that change its color is awesome! No more boring times :)
Visicase
MOWER BLADE SHARPENING KIT... This KIT contains all parts to set-up a method to PERFECTLY RE-SHARPEN a MOWER BLADE in seconds with
grinder
Thinking button
An iPhone5 case that helps you wipe germs and dirt from the touch-screen display.
Got Mice? No more running back and fourth to a store for snap traps or glue boards This product idea is like a roomba but it seeks mice
Storage Bins are great but I hate to have to dig everything out to get to the bottom contents.Take these camping or use for many purposes!
The Scoreboard Checklist
Would it be great if you can use devices such as phones, Ipad, Ipod, Laptop non stop by simply having non stop power on your person!
This idea stops things from getting unorganized on a vacation,you can pull it out,hang it up,put in the clothes then put it back in your bag
A memory app. This will store all your emails and text into a separate app. So you can get important info. Quickly. Save and back up data.
My idea is designed to make purchasing games easier on the iPhone and similar products
Turtle Shell Dog House - decorative, funny and functional
ATM and Card Holders Security: Secure your debit card with false PIN that alerts authority when some uses it and come for your rescue
Cook potatoes in the microwave without flipping or turning them! Use the product to open your potato without burning your fingertips!
Metal storage box hides wires &amp; clutter next to computer. Box has draws &amp; magnetic, movable V shaped vases for storage. Notes w/magnets.
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â€œThe Perfect Stasheâ€ is the grooviest moustache groomer kit for any moustache enthusiast!
Travel Plastic Bottle" with 3 compartments for body wash, shampoo, and conditioner or hand lotion, etc.
"NevWet vinyl and laminate flooring and floor coatings" Save your expensive floors from water damage!
Taxicab Vending Machine
One snip clipping! A handheld clipper for trimming dead ends off house and garden plants, with a v-shaped blade and collection compartment.
An iPad case that transforms into an inflatable Pillow with an attachable stand for the iPad and attach to the headrests of the seat.
A case built with a battery so that it can harness the energy of motion/light which can be used to charge the iPhone at times of emergency.
A mobile app that measures the size of objects in a picture.
Paper Towel Door Rack
Baby pacifier with a locator. Where is that pacifier again?! Push a button and You will know :-) No more lost pacifiers ever again!
The third arm you always wanted for holding your iPad/Tablet in any indoor or outdoor setting that is collapsible for easy transportation.
Earbuds that attatch around your neck w/ magnets when not in use! Just snap behind your neck when your on the go and pull apart to jam!
Moms take their babies to the bathroom with them, A collapsible and portable table to temporary put the baby down when using the bathroom
Track Dot Tap Mesure: A tape mesure that has a track with a plastic marking slider on the tape measure for making accurate mesurments.
#spotsv - Silicone Platter Partition
It's time for a Tablet, Smartphone or Ebook reader rack for the Restroom!
Now charge up to 4 iPhones at once without any wires. This is an iPhone Quad Charging Station for Wall Mount.
Jimbo blade
#spotsv -- SECURE Christmas Ornament Holder
Pinball building set - in real life! Kids can build their own using plug in bumpers, ramps, targets, lanes. Fully electronic with sound.
Apple iPad Portable Wireless Range Booster, Hot Spot &amp; Car Dash Mount(Re-Submit)
Rubber iphone case help to protect your phone
A toothbrush and toothpaste combination and made like a mascara. Every time you take your toothbrush out, it has toothpaste on it.
Arm Band case that also has a built in kinetic charger to charge your iPhone.
I need a compartment that fits in my pickup truck bed.It must slide out and in so i can get to it from the rear of my truck,but lightweight.
Finally a cool Folio/Stand case with integrated USB power to charge your IPad and IPhone and more.
What about a flexible, foldable high chair for tiny apartments?
RETRACTABLE TOWEL - CLOTHES - NEWSPAPER HANGER. Pull OUT, Push IN bars to dry towels, clothes or hang newspapers.RESUB
iPad Messenger bag that opens to have inserts like a 3 ring binder that can contain your iPad and other accessories in zippered pouches
My product idea deals in the field of sports, Soccer &amp; American football in particular. It's an autonomous 'Ball Shooter'
App-button logs into web page hassle free, by encrypting log-in information, lost passwords/user names are thing of the pass.
Secure Slice. A new way to secure and slice your food. While keeping your fingers out of harms way.
Banana Tree Clip (Dissipate Ethylene Gases).
spoon with spinning end
A dishwasher which is self-contained within a kitchen cabinet!
Kitty Keep Away! Train your kitty when you can't be there!
cover food while timing it on a restaurant grill
Clear Air Tight Container for your Cereal, Chips, etc. with top and bottom opening. Writable container to write expiration date.
#iPadMiniWoodGrain is a case idea for the the iPad Mini. Now you can show you know style with this refined wood case! Q did for iPhone b4!
Wireless Laptop Charger: Drop'n'Charge Concept, Adds NO thickness to the laptop
Dress up your eyes with designer eyewear with interchangeable, colorful lenses. Match your mood or dress. Like getting 3 glasses for 1!
Modular custom power cord. Each sold separately.Click into place.Need more outlets/USBs/Cord wraps?To drill?Stick?Portable?Odd placement?
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Make a timer that plugs into the wall that a cell phone or I-pod charger can plug into so it shuts off at a preset time.
Waking up can be quite the task for many while some don't really wake up until that first first cup of coffee. Lets wake up faster.
Thunder &amp; Lightning connector... Hi-Speed together at last!
Fun dock for iPhone and perhaps iDevices
Q-BOWL FOR HOT SOUP
iZer
Toothpaste on a deodorant case. No more lost toothpaste used same system as deodorant case. Easy to make and apply.
ICOSMOS an Atari Cosmos inspired iphone case
ALPHABET AND NUMBERS MOLD FOR FUN ! IT MOLD EVERYTHING LIKE JELLY ,ICE ,CHOC LATE ,CAKE AND MANY MORE
ALL NEW MINI-MATIC!!
iPad Riser - Offers better posture for toddlers/children. Different angles too.
Holiday border screen protectors. Make your Apple product a little more exciting without hindering your view.
Weights with screwing capability (screw threads on its inner surface); A cheaper solution to Increasing weights with ease [Image prior art]
I would like to market a line of flower pots with stakes attached to the bottoms of the pots to anchor it into the ground.
We need a CLOTHES STORAGE SOLUTION: Clothes take up tons of space, dressers are not easy to use or hold many clothes. Custom storage tubs!
An Adapter allowing us to avoid having to purchase all accessories again!
Extreme Iphone,Ipad case which people could write on it by ballpoint pen .Can be used to share handwritings.
The Lady Bug Power Strip Series - A space efficient way to power a lot of your electronics.
Crate family! Flower planter bed that fit crates! Keep your gardering stuff inside!
As a canine behaviourist and trainer I am often asked " how do I keep my dog off of the couch when I'm not home?" I have the solution!
Suction Cup Handles for toothbrushes and razors. Stick them to the sink, counter, mirror, or shower! 325 votes/347 views!
Solar Split Bluetooth Keyboard Helmet: Bicycle Helmet With Solar Powered Split Keyboards On Both Sides.
#spotsv Smallest rechargeable can opener.Secure on can, it will go around the can,then use it's magnet to lift off the lid-LADYBUGgrasshppr?
Are you tired of having to argue with your children about emptying the garbage? Then this product is for you.
Apple(for all, Pod, iPad, iPhone 5, iPad Mini) Charity Ribbon stand ONLY. This is just a stand.
SeatDiaper is a showercap like universal cover for everything yourbaby sits in to protect fromall mess Lesswashing of strollers carseats etc
iPhone 5 case with a passive NFC tag to share basic contact info with active NFC devices (phones, check-in counters, etc).
EZ PAPER WORK-ReSUBMIT w/ReVISION.2 models 1 to mount behind drywall&amp;the other to mount on finished wall&amp;add a compartment for
bath wipes
A lightswitch cover plate with a removable transparent front plate. Just crop a photo, wallpaper, etc. to fit. Changes room theme instantly.
Jet tubs are loved by many but they jets get filthy and are difficult to clean. Matching suction cup covers eliminate nasty build up.
Oh No! My Tire Is Going Flat And I'm Miles Into My Bike Ride! Wish I had A Sensor To Tell Me That BEFORE I Left.
Business owners need an electronic fishbowl to collect business cards from customers to enter into email system and give away promotions.
A toilet roll holder that snaps into the toilet bowl rim for easy access.
EMERGENCY-SPILL on isle oops fell down IM GONNA SUE must have for ALL retail stores the lighted caution when wet+ mop up sign or safety cone
A new worldwide icon for entrepreneurs
A earphones with a Share-it! device: it allows to share music or videos with anyone that have an ordinary earphone.
Do you hate your dresser drawers? Crappy temporary closets not cutting it? The Wardrobe Wall is your remedy!
COMBINATION Fabric and Plastic WATERING CAN ............................... Lightweight! Collapses for easy storage! Holds plenty of water!
If you've ever wanted a hot lunch, but don't have access to a microwave -- or even electricity -- this one's for you!
A bubble inside your bathtub were ones can sit in the bubble with ones body except ones head emerged in water to relax, stress &amp; cares away.
Enjoy your favorite cold beverage without wet napkins and dripping condensation! The new Sweaty Coaster takes care of condensation troubles!
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Publish it! An app that publishes everything in just one click.It shares one message, link or pic with one click on every social network.
Everyone hates it when bugs stick to the front of their car. My invention is a plastic scraper modeled after a paint scraper to remove them!
SpinTop Ice Cream Maker - Homemade ice cream made fun.
The treadmill for you and your dog(s)! There's horrible weather outside but you can still go on a walk with your dog!
Guinness beer is poured in a glass creating a big foam head. My idea is a rest that sets the glass on an incline for a foamless pour.
If your water bottle is allways getting warm before you drink it, this is the item for you. Guaranteed to keep your water cold for 25 min.
No more greasy messy with Stove Top Oven CoverWraps their Fire resistant recycleable,&amp; one size fits all Thats right no more tinfoil people.
A shoe tree that inflates/expands to ACTUALLY fit expensive leather shoes and maintain the shape. STOP using old socks or newspapers!
a deep fryer basket with a trap door bottom also has a trigger
The Winch Fuse
"Sock Cups" Winter is coming. Hanger for socks and leg warmers. Keep your winter items neat and ready to go.
#iPadMiniKatch - is a mirror of Katch for the iPhone, for the iPad Mini! Makes it easy to hang an iPad Mini in many places, easy, and fast!
Based on a fish that would act as an iPad stand, and a pencil holder when the iPad is not in use. All the while looking stylish.
I have noticed over the years that women have a habit of using their bra as a purse. Well what about incorporating a slip for Cards/cash/ID.
Moldable and bendable speakers for computer ( or iphone/ipad) that can wrap around any object and free up desk space and enhance sound.
WORKOUT WEIGHT STRAP. A 'Strap Around Body' Weight increase/Resistance belt for Running/ Working Out. Possibility of attaching iPhone/iPod.
Eat-Drink-Work-Read-Write-Rest in the Lap of Luxury, while using your iPad, or any tablet!
PLUCK wins again and save the egg yolks. New attachment for Quirkyâ€™s Pluck that allows use of the egg yolk.
A gyroscopic Stand that spins around at a constant rate with small lights, showing messages and time.
RESUBMIT)WenD Approved. Line extension to letter blocks. Number blocks that connect to each other and read out loud the answer.
iPillow ultimate all in one pillow/lounge. Charger/holder for ipod/iphone, mini lamp, speakers, with fold down iPad lap pillow.
Beach umbrellas are not easy to put up and not everyone can pay hotels' high price ones each day. Thus, I propose a self-drilling umbrella.
I-trip with solar panels, flashlight included, and storage of usb!
An IPhone Case that contains grooves in the stamping so that buds and chargers can be easily wrapped around and kept in the IPhone case.
This beanie has holes cut out in the ears to make you stay warm and still be able to use your over the ear headphones comfortably.
"Hood-to-Go" - A detachable hood that is practical, yet fashionable, and attaches to any coat. Not your grandma's plastic rain hat!
A compact and lightweight iphone tripod and slider system.
Cord Buddy: A headphones cord wrap that looks like a creature once the cord is wrapped up and keeps the headphones from tangling.
Tired of holding your jacket when it's hot outside? Turn your HOODIE into a BAG!
You know your guests want it, and need it. Be the BEST HOST EVER and give them a drink coaster that's a juiced battery charger with USB port
A compact iProduct wall charger with integrated charging cable.
You can safe your phone unexpected from domestic voltage
All in one iPhone5 docking station that sanitizes ur phone and provides a soft glow for ambiance while you sleep or while you charge it.
Vine 2.0---Quirky's Vine is a great product but lets improve it...let's make it a wine foil cutter too!
Easy-Off Bandages - Looses adhesive as tabs get stretched. No more ripping off painfull bandages...OUCH!!!
(Resubmit)Eco Friendly Portable Drinking Fountain. Fits to any water jug, pump and drink. No cups. No waste. Reusable.
sdfasdf
. I want a push button timer on the top of the pen. Like the sharpie market on the market that has a button to deploy the nib.
LED lighting multimeter probe
Wall Outlet Plate with integrated Covers: The covers are attached to the wall plate.
incorporate in the building industry product compatible for windows that have the right orientation towards the sun built in
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Wireless baby monitor liberates you to work/play outside while listening for your baby to wake up. Lightweight, small, and stylish.
STOP Nail Biting! Quirky, you want to create unique and effective solutions to our problems - here you go!
#iPadMiniWoodGrain is a case idea for the the iPad Mini. Now you can show you know style with this refined wood case! Q did for iPhone b4!
Case simulating a drawing board or a whiteboard.
Talk in Text Fridge Magnets----LOL - LMAO - BRB - BRH - CMON - FAQ - GB - H2CUS - IDC - NP
A Trillion Dollars is a lot of Zeros. This app shows you how to curb inflation international debt interest rates &amp; save on computer space.
Your mini speaker blasting too loud for Mom? No prob. Sound Pack is a powerful mini speaker that stores ear buds too.
Onion Fan. Stop crying while cutting onions!
Have several items of spice into one space. Ease and speed.
5 Gallon Sport Version of Terra
EverydayCase is an ultra-sleek, ultra-slim and very innovative iPhone case for everyone, everyday. The only case you will ever need
#spotsv Divide and Conquer..Would :U like 2 garbage can's where you only have 1? Me too! "CLICK NOW" and look @ my prototype! :))
A comfortable, easily attachable solution for crutches. A padded platform that attaches to any crutch and takes pressure off your armpits.
waterproof case with a slide down shield to protect the ipad screen, on the left side space for your belongings
Indoor Planter Box Hides Power Strip, Devices and Chargers. Looks like part of home dÃ©cor. Hollow back means no more electronics clutter.
Quirky Monthly Subscription Box will expose all new people to try Quirky products at home. Pick 4 products for one monthly price
A bathroom wipe which is contained within an sealed-tight container shaped like a bathroom roll.
A system operating in the back seat of cars, install the base of child seat below, when it's flip over the child seat can be lock safely.
Here's a easy way to pour motor oil when you need to add. Screws directly to a quart of oil and has pour and stop valve. No spill, Too easy!
Lightning connector on a stick that plugs into your car charger and that's it. Bring your own cable to plug into the headphone jack and AUX.
A perfect water bottle for exercising! Easy to hold, easy to put ice in, and can hold your key, I.D. credit card etc. Never lose your stuff!
The names iPad, iPhone, iPod are unfocused. The names DillPad.com, DillPhone.com, Dillweed.com, etc. are focused.
Electronic note pad. This notepad comes with a stylus and images and lists can be uploaded to iphone and ipad.
The Grocery Cart with a Seat! Now you got a Place to set while you wait for the bus, or in the Grocery line! Bigger, safer, easyer!
Safety Strap 4 Toddlers-Attaches to car keeping kids safe while loading/unloading other kids, groceries, etc. Break free safety hook #spotsv
Cables that dont split easy like the apple ones
QGun: Nerf Gun and Super Soaker as ONE! (Ages 6 and up) #QToy
Kevlar iPhone 5 Skin/Case: Bullet Proof iPhone 5.Resub
Dim your refrigerator light at night to keep from waking you up too much when getting a drink or midnight snack.
Cordies SOLO - in case you need to keep only ONE cable on the table. So many variations - why not this too? Come in a set of few. RESUBMIT
Flexible Camera FOR IPHONE . Cant seem to see in those hard to reach places? Dropped somthing down the drain?
Pacifier w small amount of addable baby safe food in it to give baby some flavor. Baby wont cry again. Stays in mouth like regular pacifier.
A machine that puts disposable gloves on in a fast an easy way.
"The BobblePop" - A base for suckers, popsicles &amp; stick candy that prevents it from being laid on the table &amp; causing mess. Adds a handle.
Keep Your UPS and FEDEX Deliveries Safe With a Decorative Front Porch Courier Box
A 6" wand(pen) that extends to 16". The housing has GPS built in, the tip has a powerful mini strobe light to get cabs to you quickly.
Hang your Blow Dryer From The ceiling for household use It's the biggest craze in the best salons across the country
Friendly rubber iphone case for kid, home adult and others.
Apple_ishh, Minimalistic FM Transmitter with built in antenna for iDevices
A small lock (i.e. for a suitcase, gym locker) that doesn't require one to remember a passcode or a key. Would work with your fingerprint.
HELP FOR OUR TEEN DRIVERS AND OTHERS ON THE ROAD!
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stacking chairs forming a cabinet shelves
Electric Butter Cooling Dish. Makes the most perfectly awesome soft, yet cool butter for putting on your bread.
Your mini speaker blasting too loud for Dad? No prob. Sound Pack is a powerful mini speaker that stores ear buds too!
As a Builder for 33 yrs. Combination chisel that Folds and unfolds like a lock blade knife. Please see all 3 pictures. Collab.w/ David Tyers
Carbon Fiber iPhone Dock Alarm Clock - Aesthetically pleasing design, carbon fiber sphere. Possibly use Binaural technology for alarm clock.
A beverage and/or miscellaneous holder for Jon boats and bass boats that easily attaches to any pole seat.
Right Angle Nut Driver.
The cycling face mask will be a tool that effectively blocks out dangerous automobile exhaust.
Water Gauge. Keep track of how much water you use (and waste). Save water, save the planet!
YO-YO Digital Radio with Ear Buds. Upload music into your YO-YO.
A pipe cap to put out a smoke within seconds and relight it later.
Kick those weeds to kingdom come! A simple garden or yard tool for helping rid your yard and garden of weeds.
easy to carry,one hand stand.
Resub.Head Cooling System Collab. with youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed to be Worn Underneath Hats etc.
Case with integrated clip at back surface which can be used for earphone cord management, money/card clip, &amp; clipping iphone to belt, etc.
A whiteboard (dry/erase) that can reverse to a painting/portrait. Hide notes, flip or cover for decor.
The Spray Caddy (not a name) keeps necessary accessories on the sprayer itself, throat seal, tips , wrenches etc.
Charge multiple apple devices (iPhone/iPad/iPod) on the go using this universal charger
Hanging Dock Station - For iPad and iPhone. Hang on wall to keep close. Great for dorms or kids room. Or hang anywhere!
The 1-Hand-Stand
Innovative grass saver for dog owners.
A more efficient, cleaner and better PET water dispenser! This design can be used for any size pet! Make it easier to take care of your pet!
Doggie Diaper
shower chair for the disabled.
A cordless electronics charger (smart/cell phone, ipods, tablets,etc.) that charges your device while you are still using it.
Latex gloves that don't make your hands sweat.
Bed Caddy is a portable swivel table that connects to bed posts and can store and charge your belongings. Ideal for college students!
Traveller's wifi hotspot - A rechargeable portable wifi hotspot that saves your smartphone battery and always keeps you connected.
250 million people in 200 countries play Soccer. They all share the same problem - boot laces that won't stay tied. They need the StayTied
Detached, wearable, remote ringer for smartphone.
#NEVWET for boats,sail boats,yachts
A small bluetooth device that emits signal with certain characteristic ( characteristic may be frequency) that may be read by a smartphone
I want to make something fun! I like tea, but just tea bag is so dull. I want to feel funny when I drink tea, so I think "Make fun feature!"
iPadMiniPointOfSale Be the store anywhere you want to be with this iPad Mini battery pack Point of Sale (POS) system! (Square PayPal Intuit)
Why continue to use your oily finger on your iPad/iPhone screen? Use a Swipe and Write Stylus Pen.
Phone USB charger/internet enhanceer - Once pluged into your computer, it chargers your phone as well as takes internet from your computer
GALAXY S3 CASE: Let's design a case for the Galaxy S III. It's now the best selling smartphone and represents a huge untapped market.
A New and Improved Pair of Signaling lights that fit INTO your Handle Bars? EASY to install Easy to maintain Easy to replace signal lights
World's 1st Dual Apple Thunderbolt + USB 3.0 Thumb Drive - 20x speed of USB 2. 2x speed of USB 3 - Now Mac Users Don't have to slow down 50%
Iphone Case with USB ports and memory card slots+ pivotable flash drive on the back that turns into a iphone holder/support.
iGlove is a virtual mouse that makes physical mouses obsolete, and expands the capabilities of the touchscreen experience.
Don't struggle getting your boots or shoes off So easy Great for kids,adults,elderly no bending required sorry for pic hope you get idea
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Water float that you can see underwater with a friend! Float and see below you!
Line Extension for Totem. Totem Snack Cups. Stacks to dry and stacks when filled. Has lids.
Get that cooler off the ground with a elevated cooler . No more bending great features . It is like no other. This is not a stool
An elegant and simple charging station for multiple Apple devices
#spotsv Keep your beverages cool without diluting.
Do you hate the suspense of setting a mouse-trap, only to find a sprung trap the morning after? Be mouse-free the easy way!
Fitted 3d optical illusion case with larger port holes and magnetic backing
Swipe Station Case. A safe place to keep your phone and Credit Card Swiper.Yard Sales, Craft Fairs...Use it anywhere
A "Green friendly" higher capacity easy to use kitchen trash can.
Lanyard with built in stylus. 2 great phone products in one. Image coming soon
A dispenser with a detached base that holds boiling water to keep dispenser's contents warm. Fill dispenser w/ syrup, gravy, honey, milk....
A printer that is portable, and perfect for printing letters, stationary, and images on printer paper. Quiet, compact and affordable.
Introducing the Coat carrier- practical, convienient, compact, and best of all never carry your coat again! A great accessory for all ages!
A spring loaded light device, that snaps on the top of a travel mug, pop can, beer can. Fits on any container that has a top lip.
When bathing is not an option better have "Bath in a box". A wet wipes box with soap wet wipes on the left &amp; plain wet wipes on the right.
Use a suitcase with 2 compartments sharing the same space to separate clean and dirty clothing.
Jibbitz Cases. Customize your case. Iphone, iPad, iPad Mini,iPod Mac. Make it your own.
iPhone 5 Foldable Docking Station with Speaker and Light
IPHONE RC BOAT. Control the rc boat with an iphone app.
IPAD/Tablet case with a powermat installed in the pocket that can be used for cords or whatever.
by combining different threads,you can have a stronger weave. by adding more threads to a weave,you make a stronger fabric.
An iPhone/iPod case that displays pictures from a memory card. A picture slide show case!
The iPad mini

ROBOT Case. When unfolded it appears to be a robot. The case has a stand incorporated into the design.

The finest Cola in the world has real finess and taste and about the same caffeine as a cup and a tea spoon of coffee.
Cargo Style Bath Tray w/ Lid
The Popcorn Buddy is an easy to use disposable container that allows movie goers to divide a large tub of popcorn into individual helping.
iPhone All-in-one Docking Case with Flip Out AC Prong and USB Charger, and Built-in Connector for Recharging Battery.
promising
A hollow cork screw. Pour your wine without having to take the cork out.
Broom groomer longer handle
Oil Releasing/Vibrating Massage Hair Brush helps improve scalp and hair conditions while massaging your head. The real Luster Brush.
sticky cushion dots that stick or suction to your iphone.
Aluminum Finish Rounded Square Office Supply Holder: For Mac or PC
App controlled Home
Stackable Power Strip Tower for confined spaces
iPhone Cordless Phone Station
Store 36 eggs (or more) and lose no existing shelf space.#spotsv
Tool that has the option to attach a Hammer head,Screw Driver,Wrench,includes built in tape measurer, pencil,flash light and a bottle opener
Charging cord that puts the cord along the back of the device, away from your body while holding it, instead of toward you.
iShowOff Iphone Case!! Now use a textured iPhone case to show off your style! The case shows the design imprint through your jeans!!
Cases with headphone wire spool or maze for no knots during storage/use. Wires trace fun themes: lab rat maze, city streets, constellations.
AM/FM antenna for i Pod/Pad/Phone. (probably Android and Windows as well)
Bike riding is a primary source of transportation. However we don't like helmets because they are uncool.This helmet is not.
GLOVE BOX CADDY No more awkward inaccessible cup holders or phones lost between the seats! New and Improved!
A kite with small bubble dispenser...
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My idea it to create a split tape measure. Numbers on the top and marking strip on the bottom. Rub clean and remark for a percise cut!resub
Bread Holder
by connect your electric guitar to your i phone using a special chord you can play on your instrument and your device will record the notes
App-Enbd-Wink/GE Steam Oven
VaROOM iPhone case is a case for your iPhone that lets you unlock and start your car by integrating your car key fob with your iPhone case.
iPhone 5 Case with Built-In Portable Power:With one USB retractable cord.
Innovative Toy chest and Playroom Organizer.Encourages kids to clean up quickly. Keeps parents/sitters/teachers happy.Access toys Fast n EZ
#iPadMiniWeatherSleeve is to help keep out water, snow, sleet, mud, etc. from the iPad Mini! Transport with peace of mind!
Rice and legumes measuring spoon. The idea is to apply the Pinch concept to legumes.
Energy Saving Device. An adapter that fits onto a plug that can remotely be turned on or off. Will allow an electronic device to "rest".
The invention that I have is a cleft lip and palate bottle feeder. CleftEase is an item that will help the infant to feed better and easier.
iPad Mini Ab Rocker:Quirky Ab Rocker With Built-In Rotating iPad Mini Mount.
iLinks docking station. Customizable and configurable to all your Apple needs.
73% Vote Rate: Quirky Digital Tape Measure!! Easily save and record your measurements... Every inventor needs one of these Quirky beauties.
PORTABLE HOCKEY SKATE SHARPENER
Smart Grill/Oven Thermometer
A multifunction electric wrench with flexible head that features a brushless (inrunner) style drive motor with removable adapters.
Quirky All-in-One Cleaning Station! Sweeping and Mopping using 1 Snap on and Quick Release Handle. Dustpan hanger, Debris/Mop Water Resevoir
Are you as disgusted by the dead hair that get trapped in the hair brush as I am? Well, this will solve that problem once and for all!
Create perfect caulk or paint lines with painters tape that has a removable inner strip!Perfect lines everytime!RESUBMIT 355 Views/281 Votes
#NEVWET a stylish collapsible safety Water Bucket Bag in different sizes to carry water in. with insulated electric shock proof handle.
Gym gloves with pressure and acelerometer sensors that send via bluetooth information to assist you when training in gym.
SEAT BELT EXTENSION-The purpose of this device is to make it easier and more comfortable for people to use their seat belts.
iPhone case with a solar panel and a battery (or super capacitor).
Finally, you can watch movies on your iPhone on a big screen while you travel! A beautiful, portable, magnified screen with a stand!
NeverWet super hydhrophobic sun bloc lotion.super water proof for NeverWet this lotion is long lasting
SURF the WEB without touching your keyboard or mouse. Scroll thru Quirky ideas with a device like a TV remote.
Ipad/ipad mini portfolio case.You may not look organized,but your new case sure does.Pockets/elastic straps.Clip/insert your notepad/planer
Sleep mask that monitors and interrupts REM to relieve depression while waiting for standard treatment to work.
Shadow Case for iPad, the easiest way of getting rid of glare while using your iPad.
"Gyroll" - A rolling gyroscope that creates abstract art. Pull the string or how about a perpetual gyroscope that runs on batteries. #QTOYS.
Ever have problems using packaging tape on boxes to ship in the mail or cutting duct tape or when wrapping presents the tape doesn't tear?
A projector that can connect to Apple devices, cell phones, tablets, and other electronic devices.
ONE MEDICINE CABINET TO RULE THEM ALL...
A bill/receipt organizer with a key chain holder below - Back home - one place to keep everything in your pocket, organized
Desk organizer anyway you want, grow it, shrink it, reconfigure it. Finally personal organization that works the way you want it.
iTireCap let's you check your tire pressure anytime on your iPhone
Kid's Microscope with Digital Camera and removeable scope with handle for carrying. Bluetooth enabled for "microscopic" picture downloads.
#SPOTSV Alternative mirror concept for shaving in the shower
Selective Fruit Ripening Bag - Control the ripening process of fruit and vegetables.
Bluetooth Coffee and Tea Combo Maker.
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A modest tank top that could be worn alone or layered with a small strip of fabric under the strap to hold a bra below in place.
A high strength long flexible neck that wraps around a driver's current apple car charger that provides the driver a hands-free view
Finger Ring Tips for iPhones and iPads.
Fashion case for iPhone5! Most cases get so bulky and are just not very attractive.
Don't ever lose a pen cap again! Save your shirts and money!
Dog won't try to catch a Frisbee? Add a favorite snack and stand by! â€” collaboration with simplyinclined #spotsv
PEN ZEN Makeup Case-long end 4 brushes/tools/mascara-short side 4 concealer/shadow/blush/lipstick/bronzer.pull out drawer.pull Zen out&amp;wash
Plug it in and charge all 3! A laptop stand/docking station for the MacBook, iPad and iPhone.
You All Seem To Love the Paint Roller Case...Here's the "Paint Brush Case", to keep your brushes from drying out till you're ready to paint!
Seat Taken Chair Covers is about the concept of covering your seat its about the people who make it a reality for your seat not to be taken.
I have a new idea for picture frames. Instead of having to undo so many little knobs and hurting your fingers, how about velcro or zippers?
A mac or other laptop stand that has extra usb, and headphone connections. Extra battery life, and fans to cool down the laptop.
Disposable rain cover for umbrella strollers. An inexpensive necessity to be sold at Target and Bed Bath &amp; Beyond! #nevwet
For those times when you need more than your fingers, it's not just a ipad stand, it's a cool frame! Fit any generation!
RETRACTABLE TOWEL - CLOTHES - NEWSPAPER HANGER. Pull OUT, Push IN bars to dry towels, clothes or hang newspapers.
World's most elegant and useful paper photo frame!
"Squeeze-n-Shape" is a new kitchen tool for making food into ball shapes ! A larger version could be made for snoballs as well !
Instant Drink Cooler. Instantly have cold drinks on demand without having them watered down with melted ice or having to look for ice.
NUMBER IT ! - Like Quirky's upcoming "Word It" but for adding and subtracting NUMBERS.
Used floss sticks to your fingers or falls short of the trash can, all the time. Dispose of it easily with this awesome idea....
"Dwipers" are disposable diapers made with a built in wet wipe that's big enough and strong enough to handle any diaper change.
Fashionable earphone, full of choices, personalities and colors, wearing to all occasions, economical, convenience, standout, cool and fun!
light and clever baggage to help mothers with children traveling or shopping without being tired.
la boite cache cables , plus de sÃ©curitÃ© , plus esthÃ©tique, la vie plus facile pour toutes les mÃ©nagÃ¨res
Studying is hard and most of us need all the hlep we can get. Looking at something without really concentrating on it can help.
Dog leash, poop bags/discrete poop carrier in one. No more swinging the poop bag; pop in the leash handle &amp; finish your walk looking fresh!
Tired from spilling soup on your table why should u have to suffer when there is a solution.A closable spoon that disables spills on table!!
#spotsv ***Portable Collapsible Natural Sound enhancer***
Ever hang stuff from a press-board shelf? Drive a screw or cup hook in one? Here's some simple,no holes, hangers. One hook, or several.
"THE REWARD CORD" I HAVE MADE AND SOLD OVER 200 OF THESE IN MY GYM ALONE.THE ORDERS KEEP POURING IN! I NEED YOUR
HELP QUIRKY TO MASS PRODUCE
"Find my Phone" (Product Name) A small key Fab to find your cell phone put on your key ring.
USB charger with built in battery to store power for later . Take extra power with you. Great for families traveling.
iPhone plugs into a case that turns it into a programmable IR TV remote control.
Hang dry your bras after they've been washed in the washing machine or hand washed. The heat from the dryer can be very damaging to your bra
iBat
3D Printer for Furniture
Build a rechargeable AA battery with a reciever in it to sound an audible tone for locating the device it's in using a remote radio.
Plastic cutlery rack in dishwasher unfolds and converts into cutlery tray for drawer, no need to sort out from dishwasher
SIZE DOES REALLY MATTER! A Much better answer to headphones!
Portable Iphone and Ipod Charging Station for wall outlet. Charge both at once.
my idea is to create a palm band/devise for adjusting ipod/itouch/iphone volume when running with arm/waist band
Indoor air pollution among the top five environment health risk. The box fan air filtration, is a viable low cost solution to this problem.
I want to make spoon &amp; fork and pedestal set. This is the product for children. This is so cute and help to eat meals so funny.
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Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
Quirky App On Mobile Devices!
Exercise Swing Set
VIDEO--------------Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. (Collaboration with GYRO)
alternative power, with an a solar battery, and heres the cool you can do it applying in to an apple device or like a case.
Going on vacation with friends or a loved one is great, but getting a good picture with one armed photography is always hit or miss at best.
Combination Motorized Duster and Air Blower
LED Light Rails for Extra Lighting for Laptops/Phones...Great for reading keyboards or whatever reason you need more light or color choice!
#iPhoneShade #APPLE will block the bright sun light for you when you can't see your iPhone's screen! Push! Slide! Shade!
Bike's Rear Safety Red Flashing Light that is visible 360 degree. Every bit of help to be visible in a bike help prevent accident.
Ride-on toy for children that they can push around with their feet or simply rock on. Working prototype already made.
My product idea is a simple medication "twist lock and date cap". I work for two hospital homecare agencies.
Office iPhone turns you iPhone into the ultimate office tool. Handset, loudspeaker, charging and audio player, all-in-one.
Cable shortener (organizer)
RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
No Tip Trash Can. Pets won't knock your garbage over anymore!
A Ipad Case With a Built in Back Lit Keyboard and Stand
A Bicycle Backrest Attached Carrying Case. It's Designed For Style, Privacy And Capacity.
Minimalist, thin 3" x 5" digital photo album. Show off new baby or vacation photos without printing or handing off your phone.
Customized Backpack/Bag with big Velcro base where you can attach anything you want. Can be applied to jumpers jackets trainers even toy.
Shaped like your child's favorite animal, useful for more enjoyable bath-times, this series combines form and function for good, clean fun.
Magnetic hidden money clip that looks like jewelry. Wear while jogging or to hide emergency cash.
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time? Resubmit.
The Ab Six Pack Machine
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
Use of mechanically propelled, rather than self propelled scooters is innovation that needs to be expanded.
Remote controlled crazy ball game; place circuit of remote control helicopter in crazy ball; 2 players can play in Team and Challenge modes
Bad breath analyzer; since it is often hard to sense our own breath, perhaps and app with an additional device to monitor mouth odor.
Non-Slip Grip Stackable Shatterproof Children's Cups. Texturized Middled. Easy to Stack. Easy to Remove One.
Standing in front of a vending machine can be tough.Thanks to the "Drink Splitter" you can enjoy Pepsi and Pepsi cherry in the same BOTTLE.
Motivational Hula-hoop that speaks to you during your work out..'Come on pump 'em out- just another 50!' #spotsv
Kids can enjoy the ride with The Fun, Disposable Rear Seat Cover.
What is the balance on my credit card, gift card or merchandise return card? Why not display the balance directly on the card. Thank you
#QCYCLE Introducing the All New Inline Tricycle: Chainless &amp; Coolness To The Ultra Maximus.
Versatile Mobile Device Holder. For your car, PC, laptop, classroom ,coffee shop, Light weight, new, tough, affordable, cool,
Cleaning your baseboards use to take hours and required bending stooping and scooting along the floor, not anymore with "Baseboard Buddyâ„¢"
Slender iPad case with magnet on back of case so you can put iPad on refrigerator.
A SINK/BATHTUB STRAINER WITH THE HANDLE ON THE SIDE. A better way of disposing the Gunk in your strainer without touching it.
Exercise wear with elastic resistance bands built into the fabric. Exercise while you walk, clean, work, or while you exercise. Tone all day
Tool Stool v2.0. ***(UC Resubmit 411 Votes)*** Folding and rolling step stool with attached tool and hardware storage.
Resubmit ERGONOMIC MOUSE ACCESSORY pad for Wrist/hand Support Attaches to existing Mouse
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A wearable bluetooth assessory, for ladies who keep their smart or handphone in the handbag or briefcase, which vibrates whenever it rings.
Bathroom scale in form factor of a floor tile can be mounted flush in the floor in a good position for use, but not otherwise "in the way".
Amplitier and writiong case for iPhone 5, Apple office accessories !
Twist and throw poop bags! No knotting business!
The ACCORDEON LAUNDRY ORGANIZER is an all-in-one solution to ORGANIZE &amp; HANG Laundry.CLIP OFF &amp; off to the
LaundroMat.FOLD and STORE.RESUB.
REPEAT -- "You Lift, It Counts" Utilizing the same technology as Quirky's upcoming REVOLVE, create a bluetooth-enabled weight system.
(87% view/vote ratio) Space Saver Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
Introducing a RAZOR W/TWEEZERS. Many people now travel overnight for business. They often travel light with limited toiletries.
Magnetic ice cube tray. Save space and no spilling.
power and aux input for car which is self supporting- like a bendy USB flashlight!
RESUB: Dock Connector Extender - Retractable Extension Cable for Apple iPad/ iPhone/ iPod
Earphones holder and pen drive at same time!
Lamp + Power Outlet + Surge Protector - Recharge your electronics conveniently on your beside table lamp.
My idea is a new age built in LED telescoping lamp. This lamp would have multiple color options, several light settings and a expanding neck
The Wash It Faucet
My "BezelTouch" device can be attached to my current HDTV. The device would convert my computer screen/HDTV to a touch screen capability.
Converge-Slim: vertical storage, a more compact space for electronic gadgets. Other than a camera, products are very thin. Cordies on bottom
People LOVE their iPads. They see them as an extension of themselves. A case that IS as unique as its owner. MICHAELS will LOVE this!
the digital back case for iphone.
BOTTLE CODDLE - ADJUSTABLE MICROFIBER HOLDER FOR SUNTAN LOTION, BABY BOTTLES OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF BOTTLE.
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas/electric weed-eaters for home-owner lawn-care technicians.
A simple iPhone cord roller! Eliminate the clutter in your bag!
Special day app- past,present,and future. Great to plan for he future and also remember in th past. Video pics txt emails notes etc
We need an adult incontinence garment that will change color to indicate the presence of a urinary tract infection.
I'd like a phone case that acts as a projector, this way you can watch movies I big screen
Scratch Sticker Dots. Scratch your initial or dates or whatever on the sticker, then stick it to whatever you want.
A 3-in-1 child accessory which nearly every household needs. The product idea is a CAR SEAT, a STROLLER, and a BOOSTER SEAT all in one.
The PaperClip is BACK and READY for its next step. The Coolest iPhone STAND and CASE. Magnetic, Bendable, Colorful and Easy to store.
A device that lets you know if your bag (or specified "destination") does not contain an umbrella if rain is predicted or if it is raining.
Elevate feet above heart increases blood circulation, lessens varicose veins, sends blood to the brain &amp; other internal organs. Live longer.
car cup holder phone adapter; non-electric/plug-in, set your phone into the cupholder adapter
Big Burner. A safe, Telescopic Tiki torch. Use in yard or patio table. A big head golf club replica to introduce fun themed 2 in 1 tikis.
A grater or grinder that plays songs.
Baby Tune, the bluetooth musical baby mobile for iPhone or iPad. Choose the most appropriate tunes for your baby,lullabies,classic music..
Turn the new iPad/iphone into a quick 2nd monitor by clipping it onto your desktop or laptop computer monitor!
CHOOSE HOW TO PULL YOUR 4 WHEEL LUGGAGE - vertical or horizontal, whichever is easier!
Bluetooth Activated Bracelets for Mood Expression through Text and Emoticons.
9 to 10 inch cylinder by 3 inch, handle 22 to 24 inches long. Heat released from top and bottom of device.
kitchen adapter for paella
Sticky String. A spool of a flat nylon kernmantle rope/cord with a sticky adhesive side similar to tape but much stronger.
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Cleaning your baseboards use to take hours and required bending stooping and scooting along the floor, not anymore with "Baseboard Buddyâ„¢"
Mood Music! Color changing Headphones!
THE HOOK PLUG ------------ Plug it in and simply add a hook to any outlet.
Exoskeleton for toothbrush "Squeezie".
"Pinch and Prop" replaces the current hydraulic screen door prop; simply adhere the prop system to door jambs and pinch to hold door open.
A play set for children that gives kids a road map to building a business in a language they understand and a foundation for life.
Doodie Defender
Best Way To Help Prevent Child Predators and Bullying! A Small Distraction Can Eliminate A Lifetime Of Pain-Sharron Dark
Pull Without the Pain! A Better Way to Open Pull-Tabs!
Imprint accessory. Make custom tags for your stuff!
iPhone5 weight Scale Travel Mat plugs into your phone and keeps data of weight,date etc..Take it anywhere, weigh any thing any time.
"Blue Chane" an application â€“ â€“ to find your cell phone or car keys by an app and a"key fob"
Multifunctional iPhone 4/4s case that protects your iPhone and make creative solutions to resolve needs in their own use
ALL IN ONE PRE-INKED STAMP - ORGANIZED DESK
Flash drive with a USB connection on one side and I-phone/I-pad connection on the other so you can quickly back-up and store songs and info.
Battling game between 2 opponents trying to keep spinning, 1st one to stop loses. Possibly a crash up derby theme w/ dents. #QTOYS. Thanks
The Cobra is a moldable bike lock that can be securely wrapped around the frame during riding and unwrapped at each stop to lock up.
#spotsv Club soda saturated individual wipe stain removal packets. No mystery chemicals for cleaning clothes on the go while wearing
Controller housing for the iphone
multi functional side kick case with Boogieboard technology back side for quick reminders.
A cheap,highly efficient,low maintenance mosquito fan trap which uses the shipping box to help assemble the product.
I melted my Ladle cooking soup. Now it has a flat bottom and can scrape the bottom so I don't have that 1/8" of hardend over cooked soup.
#spotsv Bow-Tie Shaped floating Pasta Timer. Color changing/sound alert for the perfect cook. $5 at Target all day!
Turn your IPhone into a Leslie Rotary Speaker.
Earbuddies: A pouch for earbuds, no wrapping required
Adjustable Knife with up to 6 blades to cut any Vegetable &amp; Fruit to be cut in ONE SINGLE SLICE. Allows individuals to do Thin or Thick Cuts
iPad/iPhone Dual Case/stand: Let the multitasking begin! A case (w/stand feature) that holds both your iPad and iPhone and accessories.
Tired to plug your phone to recharge ?, want have a drop charger? just plug a connector on the the phone and put on a stand.
Solar Powered Charger Case for iPhone. The case around the phone actually absorbs sunlight and keeps your phone charged when outside.
STROBEPOLE a strobe integrated into a flag persons Stop/Slow sign pole on roadwork. Flush with clear plastic window. Press switch activated.
The Memory Window A modern pendant based on a curio that, when opened, gives you an electronic picture of those you love.
An iPhone case with interchangeable straps/accessories to fit its many uses. A camera strap, carabiner, or suction cup mount; you choose!
Brand Marketing Chair Sock's (different shapes and sizes)
A case with a detachable lanyard so you can take video on roller coasters, hold your phone over the edge of the empire state building, etc.
"Sip-n-Snack" is a simple concept that allows you to carry your drink container with a snack or medicine/ pills on board all in one unit !
Resub.Head Cooling System Collab. with youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed to be Worn Underneath Hats etc.
Fruit POP Ups-Cut up fruit in a tube and push up and eat. No utensils needed. Great for to go lunches or parties. Healthy snack! #spotsv
Bottle opener with a twist!
ARMORED FUEL JUG - fireproof, unbreakable, non-explosive, SAFE. Ever stayed out of FUEL? Worried about it? Never ever! Keep it in the trunk.
KANCHA JR. is an accessory for Macbook PRO. This hook lifts one of the most used accessories (headphones) when you use your computer.
Bending Coil Lamp/Light. Wrap around anything and it will hold.
The idea is to have a circular hanger with multiple rotating hooks to hang a number of jeans. Its a product for all ages and genders.
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T Shirt with a Jacket type compartment
Line Extension For Clear Span With Built-In Waterproof WiFi Camera:App-enabled on the iPad Mini,iPhone 5.
An ipad stand that bends, stretches and twists into any position.
A pure waste of time &amp; materials. Plastic wraps and aluminium foil come in flimsy boxes that can not cut the plastic or foil evenly.
The pump bottles are widely used for cosmetics, hair/bodycare products etc. I designed this bottle to maximize use of the contents.
An iPhone case that lets you find your phone in a number of ways, such as sound, sight, heat or GPS.
IGlasses, an eye glass frame, holds your iphone or ipod in front of your eyes for hands free viewing or movies or videos.
A cap with two straws for your mouth wash bottle. Making it easier and faster for you to use mouthwash without opening the bottle.
iPoint: A laser pointer for use during a presentation that's powered by an idevice. No battery required.
#spotsv Hangable Cordies
The TwistBucket is a sturdy, container that adjusts to the size you need
Instant printer&amp;binder (all-in-one). Imagine clicking print&amp;bind and this supercool+portable device throws out a softcover book.
a snake handler, you have to avoid getting bit! i developed a product that fits over the snakes head, to protect the handler from injury!
Slimline Laser Pointer Enabled iPhone Case
RESUBMIT 2011-NO MORE MESSY/BULKY POTS AND PANS. STORE THEM TIGHT AND ORGANIZED with this cool storage. Save
cabinet/counter top space!
Introducing the POSTURE MONITOR - wearable chest belt that alerts your smartphone when your posture is poor and when it is correct.
Very neat fitted top sheet.Keeps corners tucked in on the end of beds. Loose on the sides as usual. Elastic edges at the bottom with a flap.
Wireless broadcast charger for all Apple products
Crumple zone iPhone case. When a car crashes, the crumple zone absorbs the energy, so the valuable engine (and passengers) don't get damaged
I find myself wanting a razor this size to get to areas around my mouth when shaving around my beard and trimmers and razors won't do it!
iPhone5 case with ultra thin speakers that fold out and becomes a stand. Watch a video or listen to a song with extra audio speakers!
Customize your iPhone, iPad, iPod solar LED case with your own ideas.
Economic odour absorber - stick it and reuse it; do not throw it every time; for garbage bins and toilet seats - where is really needed
Fruit Hammock - keep your fruits separate and better organized, reclaim lost fridge space. Smarter fruit storage!
Swiss Knife Ultimate Adapter for Digital Gadgets [7 in 1]
Little dogs shouldn't jump, older dogs can't jump. A RAMP that would reach the bed, sofa and car seat. Easy to clean, light weight.
REUSABLE GIFT WRAP that seals your gift. Custom sizing. Easy to wrap. Looks beautiful and when re-gifted still looks great. #spotsv
I use this Hot Dog Machine but you can only cook 2 Hot Dogs at a time-Let's Make a Machine That Can Cook A Whole Package of Hot Dogs at Once
I have patent design of MLK for inflatable.this product will sell.we def need something to represent our black history.this is a sure winner
GPS tracking device for Contact Lenses (Do not laugh...just thinking outside of the box)
Light Stick Light tubes that / LED lit that connect to each other Build thousands of different things / press the button and they light up.
No-Tip Beverage Container
Shower curtains and liners with plastic zippers so the old liners can be quickly zipped off and the new liner quickly zipped on.
Solar Powered Window Candles
Curtain rod adaptor
FeverMate is a device placed on the forehead of someone who is down with fever. It is a simple and smart home remedy solution.
Now its a Pivot Power with USB ports!!!
Stay warm when going hiking in the snow.
Broadcast music from one iPhone (or other idevices) to multiple iPhones within max 30 ft, a create a virtual boombox.
An Iphone/Ipad mini/Ipod case with a magic slate built in to quickly jot down notes, phone numbers, ideas or reminders.
"TRANGLE" - Triangle shaped Stackable Desk Storage System. With using the triangle shape one is not limited to just pyramids. Limitless...
Screws inside the Screwdriver
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Smart Bin:Outdoor trash bin that can NOT be messed-up with by dogs,cats or even bugs :) Your trash is finally safe with this smart solution!
UNIVERSAL iPHONE/iPAD CAR HOLDER with iPHONE 6,7,8 fitting warranty :-)
Renderers! Influence if you get it: Precision Square Spray Paint Bugle for precise paint spray while painting.Drag bugle along corners/trim
Grocery Caddy: A portable shopping bag carrier/stand to prevent spilling and facilitate carrying from your vehicle to your front door.
Turn the iPhone into an instant film camera. Introducing the iPrint.
An iPad case thatâ€™s waterproof and keeps the iPad afloat.
MY Idea is a credit and debit card sleeve. A sleeve that protect your cards so they last tell the experation date.
Bluetooth Siri remote button activate siri across the room. iPad docked and you want to listen to a song? no problem just ask Siri.
Allows you to use a stylus with your iPad and rest your hand on the screen for more natural drawing position.
SolarActive(R) iPhone 5 Case: SolarActive is a compound to add to plastic that will make the color change in sunlight!
LED house key fob, light illuminates at the key end, lighting the lock. Shape or material easily determined by touch.
We have all been a victim. The phantom phone vibe. Your phone vibrates and no one is there. It's time to do something about it.
Hi , ok are you ready , A round tooth brush , like a pipe cleaner but a tooth brush either manual or electric . I'd like one .
Construction injuries due to blind spot on hard hat. Re Invent the hard hat it's a serious problem with the hard hat design. Please comment
Letter stacker:Stack your bill/letter which were delivered periodically.You can put them on your table and you can access them easily.
A new way to get your dog/cat to take pills/tablets. It's a spray on gooey cheese like substance that dogs can't resist or spit out.
(Shake Ease) New Seasoning shaker with style and comfort (See Video)
How to be a rocking chair
Foldable, stowable, portable table designed to work with rolling cases.
Smart Speaker Switch
The Connected Watch
a case that changes into a qwerty keypad
Headphones that light in sync to the music
iPhone 5 is the most precisely crafted phone ever made, and it deserves an equally crafted case that Has NFC Support
Everyone knows you must share the secret. You may get a stomach cramp, if you donâ€™t. Seriously!
BEE SEEN! The life you save may be your childs! A telescoping flourescent flag for our little ones crossing the street.
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple timer and you have marker that will close itself.
JumpIT - An adapter that allows cell phone users to charge or supplement battery life with standard 9 Volt cells.
Mark the cake and cut it in equal pieces then serve it easily!
someone is tailgating and you want to say something and all the sudden a large LCD display lites up on your rear window the words slow down
An attachment to wet/dry vacs or regular vacuum cleaner with hose attachment for spot cleaning
My idea is an IPhone clutch that has a charging mat inside for the on the go woman.
Pet water bowl UV light purifier. Don't let bacteria grow and harm your pet. A direct source independent UV light hood for any water bowl.
Kids Plastic Electric Power Wheels-LIKE Snowmobile / 12-Volt Rechargeable Battery... Fun for kids in the snow!!!
Call grandma!!! the child will have a real conversation with grandma with this toy no matter where the family is
girls best friend
Tired of nasty clogged sinks? Introducing... inSINK - "a sink within a sink" that acts as a strainer basket
PAVEMENT SAVER - The parking lot and clean waterway protection device.
A Finger Pointer attachment for use with the ipad, iphone etc. Helps you type draw and maneuver with more accuracy.
The Abbee
App for missing/stolen phone remotedly triggers alarm until silenced by code from owner.
The Quirky Collar! An innovative collar for your pet that has a leash hidden within it!
Photostick - lightweight monopod, rotates for iPhone5 panorama mode.
Kitchen/home measuring toppers: Pinch bottom to measure - pinch again to release: Fold flat-fit inside each other to store in drawer
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A lifelong toothbrush base made of wood or metal with replaceable head brushes that lock into place with a floss compartment in the handle.
Iphone USB cable holder for desk, simple to use, will hold your cable firmly in place as long as you need it. works on any desk surface!
Clip-it! No need to connect extension cords the old way(by means of a knot)to prevent them from coming undone. This can cause wear and tear.
#QCYCLE Bike helmet with molded side mirrors..
Lighten up...illuminate your door knob at night. Find your way whether inside or out, universal &amp; flexible light band for many applications
THE ORGANIZER RING - Organizes &amp; Holds: Hairdryer, brooms, shovels, hot iron, sheers, etc... Use one or double up. Sticks or screws #spotsv
A small pocket-sized hand held device that does nothing more than keep your fingers busy when your hand is bored.
RESUB: Dock Connector Extender - Retractable Extension Cable for Apple iPad/ iPhone/ iPod
turn signal lights can be used in the front or back window of the vehicle, used for vehicle when having signal problems!
RESUBMIT)Quick Juice. Grab a charge from another cell phone.
Save your expensive eyeglasses with the SpecsSock. The economical eyeglass protection that is washable and reusable.
#NEVWET Cast:Water Proof Cast. Water Proof Your Cast Instead of Using Plastic Bags.
Making your bed every day? SheetClip is a small clip that holds your sheets together for an always ready bed for a good night of sleep.
A fashion (clothing&amp;accessories) App That will help you gain a sense of style or help to create one.
An On-Demand COOLING and MONITORING system for your wrist or other body parts, to reduce core body temp for Sport and/or Work.
HYBRID BLUETOOTH HEADSET with an option to switch to a 3.5 mm jack when battery is depleted, so it can continue working without battery
Do you get annoyed when you have to keep squirting soap on your kitchen sponge only to watch it go down the drain. What a waste of soap.
Auto-heated container for food and drinks.
The CatNap Hammock and Stand is another way for cats to lounge around the house.
Tap Charger
A simple, elegant glass bowl to enhance the acoustics of the iPhone.
Remote Control Flying Fairies for Girls. This would be the first flying rc toy fairies for girls. Fun Fun! Girls deserve a flying toy too!
An iPhone case that shows what little animals would do if they had an iPhone. Basically, an iPhone case that features funky art.
Spring-Loaded or Lever-Controlled Wipe Dispenser. Use for diaper, hand and other cleaning wipes!
I worry the weight of the shower station will damage damage the shower pipe. I would like a shower station door caddy.
A phone case that changes color by your mood or tone.I thought of the idea of having cell phone case that changes color based on your mood.
Use your smartphone to take stunning aerial photos. Attach phone to parachute phone case, run the app and throw your phone up.
A magnetic bar of hooks. Stick it on your fridge. No more holes in the wall, no tools, nothing. Just buy it and stick it. DONE!!
IPhone case with ring or brass knuckles feature on back.
Biodegradable cooler liner. No clean up time. Adhesive holds liner security in place at top of cooler. Built in drawstring tabs remove.
video stopwatch
A rug or carpet that stores the suns heat by day and releases it at night. Lowers your heating bills, and keeps you warm and cozy.
Something to put on your desk that holds and charges all your devices, organizes things on your desk, and
Custom Pet Carrier/Crate. App Enabled. Forget leaving stereo or T.V. on all day...a crate with technology built in.
case for iPhone hinged bottom for docking would flip up side of case during charge and flipped back into place when done
THE REMOTE PROTECTOR Everything Has a Remote Control How many remote controls do you have, and how many times have you dropped them?
For a long handeled tool such as a broom, mop, shovel, rake ect. Attaches to the base of tool to allow it to stand on it's own. Easy lever.
Locator device in your shoe! Not everyone jogs with their iphone!
(RESUBMIT)SURVIVAL Trekking pole. Walking Stick Survival Kit.Great for Geocaching.Perfect for hiking!
A secure, stylish car vacuum that straps on like a backpack on the back of the drivers or passengers seat! "The first secure car vacuum"
Iphone5 DSLR lens attatchment
As a Builder for 33yrs. I always need a sander like this for tight wood structural areas or 4 sanding while painting. A must have for DIY'S!
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IhearU headphones allow deaf or normal people reacts when somebody is calling them;2channels of audio show you the direction and source
This dolly w/ adjustable panels creates stability when transporting items and folds inwards to stow. Avoid embarrassment &amp; stop the hassles
Vertical Jump Increaser
Reinvent the Packaging Tape Gun
MirrorMate Note Maker - see video!
Bike Pump W/ Removable Multi Tool
Ipad mini Case with built in Screen. Two Ipad mini's for the price of one ish. Dual Screens.
Easy Cheezy, The best cheese slicer yet - Honestly.
Snap flap swimsuit. Bathing suit with flap in front for one piece suits making; more convenient for personal needs and intimate pleasures.
Portable Mini Washer with 3 Hoses - 2 Input and 1 Output
An iPhone case that has a built-in charger
GardenGear1, Innovative garden watering system which uses existing equipment.
WiFi Hot Spot Device Case, one size fits all, with touch window to control the hot spot and external cord wrap, with laptop or iPad clip on.
RESUBMIT. Horizontal paper towel stand with napkin holder at base.a practical way having them together. place it in needed ares.
iPhone Case Grip Tape. Never let your phone slip again! Perfect for Best Buy, simple and low price product.
An auto swivel Panoramic Tripod
A 3 position rotating spray head for the kitchen spray hose, 1)conventional spray 2)unrestricted water flow 3)constricted flat fan spray,
Child's scarf to make a Mom's life easier. Any small child can put on the scarf without help, using the unique design of interlocking ends.
(your home Treasure chest), heavy duty box,water proof and fire resistant, with a GPS Locator maybe SIM Card? Phone Resubmit
The Elbow Cozy.
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Why not place university football logos on hard cases for macbook pro...
Dog leash with an elastic strap to prevent the dog walker from losing hold of the leash (and dog).
Synchronized Display Module attached to Traffic Lights Displaying "Shut of Engine Now" and "start engine Now" when it is the time to do so!
Ball Bounce Bull-riding Style
A Case with with card reader.
It's not a Mac mini, but is almost as cool and useful (and 20 times cheaper). It's a wall mounted 6 outlet surge protector with USB ports!
Invisible Leash for Children. Wristband vibrates as child gets farther away. Could be bluetooth enabled for tracking.
Self Portrait mirror: The mirror on your wall now has a built in camera and can take a photo of you exactly as you appear in the reflection!
ATTACHABLE IPHONE KEYBOARD FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED!
iDrive: Remote key for cars that disables phone &amp; texting while ignition is on.
Key Sheath - a cover for your keys.
This baby formula measuring and dispensing cap makes it MUCH EASIER to prepare a baby's bottle particularly in less than ideal situations.
Portion-Control Dispenser for Dry Ingredients
The Cuckoo Clock wirelessly connects with your apple and android devices via an app that enables you to change the clock faces.
EyePad is the name for an interactive game for the Iphone.
See everything that comes out of one own ears, by using Dark Blue Q-Tips or Dark Green Q-Tips instead of white regular Q-Tips.
People carry flash USB memory stick around, and maybe an iPhone too, a USB memory stick with an iPhone connector will be handy.
Protein Shaker with screw off bottom that holds extra protein.
TRACKER,smart support for car
iPhone Pillow: Watching Movies on the iPhone when laying down is a CHORE. IPHONE PILLOW is the SOLUTION. NO MORE COLD HANDS!
A pacifier pop (open link for diagram)
RESUBMIT-Phone Case with multiple key storage plus LIGHT for night time.
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Bathroom scale storage box sits horizontally against the wall or tub when not in use. Foot-activated release gently drops the scale for use
I want to create a "kitchen soap dispenser"
Don't waste the last pieces of soap!
We all could use an extra pocket! Add an inside pocket to your coat or jacket so you can keep your wallet safe and secure. Quick-Stick it!
RESUBMIT-Over 220 votes)Conductive Corner Credit Card Accessory. STICKS to your EXISTING credit card. No more germs
#QCYCLE Water Bottle Speaker for iPods. Good for biking. AMP UP YOUR SOUNDS!!!!!! Apple Accessory
Rubbish bin that opens automatically when our hand hover above it and kills bacteria with UV rays to reduce odor
It's about a dish drainer. You clean your dishes, put in on the rack and where goes the water coming from the plates?
LED Lamp &amp; Portable Power
If you use one arm to carry laundry, you may use a painful curved basket. Use one that has a silicone side panel that conforms to your body.
These pet dishes fit snug against the wall &amp; can be mounted to the wall if you wish- never spill - never kick
Anger Management Device
A way of funneling sound from the speakers in an iPhone/ipad outwards, to amplify it. It is foldable and so can fit in a wallet or keyring.
Corporate security is critical. Why not use our cell phones as our employee I.D. badges? Used by all Fortune 500 companies. There's a need.
To be able to change the fonts/colors on a digital keyboard with the hit of a key to change on the keyboard and appear on the screen as well
A winter hat with pocket ear flaps, which will allow you to place your iphone and hold it next to your ear.
This wooden jewelry box can be used as a ring gift box. The bigger the size, the more versatile it becomes to serve as a jewelry box holder.
The Soccer Ball Power Strip and Surge Protection Series - A fun and space efficient way to power up and protect your electronics
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
An iPhone case that doubles as a handwarmer.
Lotto Checker
icicle lights that change color with a switch depending on holiday. Orange/Halloween, red,white,&amp; blue/4th of July,etc. can stay up forever
Just Whats Needed 4 Magnetic Tools On a Decorative Board Perfect Can be Hung Up In Any Small Space
Twitter Reader
Credit card and pen holder Tie and cufflinks
Sand Vault. Clear top layer of sand- Screw into beach. Open and twist top of anchors. Put in valuables- close.(combination lock)
#iPadMiniSlideNStore is another case idea to store lite weight items like keys, notes, receipts, etc. with the iPad Mini, soon to launch!
I'd like an iPhone case that could have differnt lenses switch in and out to take different style pictures
RESUBMIT-OVER 500 VOTES-ATOM-Paper clip organization system-Use individually or snap together-store documents in color coded orderly manner.
Body Wash Scrubber with Refillable and Flexible Reservoir.
REMEMBER "CUSH". Line extension for storing external battery inside a more cushioned wrist assist."Cush needs a facelift.
Wearing compression hose is harder than it should be, let's fix it
The iPad Palette connects to the back of the iPad and allows the user to wear it and hold the iPad with ease in one hand.
Media storage trays for laptop and desktop computers.
Blast away stubborn dust and dirt from your beloved computers &amp; electronics while saving hundreds per year without harming the environment
Times are tough, Save money, Get the Last Drop
"One Shot" is a fluid dipensing device designed for liqure bottles ,wine bottles and more ! Dispenses one full shot of your favorite flavor!
Vertical Power Strip. 4x the surface area and outlets. USB slots. Saves space!
A washing machine which frees the internal basket from the laundry when it finishes, making so space for a new washing load
An app that lets you control an entire kitchen from your phone or tablet.
CAMELBAK + DOG LEASH!! - No more carrying portable water bottles for your dog!
A Cargo-inspired kitchen basket for food items that need to breathe
Cash-X How much do you need?
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Waterproof iPad bag with suction cups for shower use.
Turkey Pan with Pour Spout (Neatly Discard Your Grease)
3rd Hand Siding System..a system whereby one person can efficiently "side" a building with any siding material; wood, Cemplank or vinyl.
A pair of gel toe socks made of the same material that Dr. Scholl's shoe inserts are made from. Similar to a glove, but for the foot.
A phone pad on which to rest your phone near your computer when in the office.
Easily give out your business card without having to open your business card holder!
A light designed for shoes. Hands free flashlight to see when you are walking/running/camping! Great for early morning runs &amp; walking dogs.
Sealware. The first Dishware/Food storage container set. Bowls/Plates join with air tight seal. No more plastic wrap or Tupperware needed!
Texting: Tapping numbers 1,2,3,4 times; QWERTY--all outdated! New and simple key configuration.
CD Slot iPad mount - Finally some use for useless CD player! Use your iPad as GPS.
Keep all your flash drives organized and at your fingertips. Grab and plug whichever one you like and instantly connect it to your computer.
Funny and safe case to protect iphone, designed for toddlers, easy to hold while playing, watching videos or photos.
Wireless broadcast charger for all Apple products
Case w/ flexible tripod legs fold or slide back into the case when not in use. Great 4 taking pics &amp; vid, as a kickstand, &amp; as a desk stand.
FUN BEAN BAG/BALL SLING GAME! Sling Shot that BEAN BAG or BALLS to the Holes. What family would not have FUN playing this game????
Power strip w/ on/off swiches for each outlet -be able to control what is getting power w/out yanking cords,
2Ã—1 Holds iPad and iPhone.Easier Protection and helps to hold them,With adjustable focal position.
Quick measurement: Lid has the measurement devices build into it allowing you to measure the seasoning directly from the container.
Shadow Walker- the yet to be fully designed-(S.O.S QDS!) but highly overdue 'cool' way to protect your dog from big sun!
"KLEEN TUB" is a disposable bathtub liner that can fits all bathtubs to allow germaphobes a kinder, gentler, germ free ara to take a bath.
Stacked Memory are flash drives that can be stacked on top of one another for ease of organization, storage, and transportability.
MIXER BOWL THAT WORKS LIKE A COCKTAIL MIXER - recipe proportions are marked on. No more measuring cups/scales!
Everyone has a product that hangs on the wall, shower, etc. Why not create a mount that is universal? Or a mount to fit all other mounts?
A support for Tablets/Laptops, to use them also while lying on a bed or couch on a fully horizontal position
Dry-Erase Case! Lid for Mac/Back for iPads/Phone- Easily share a quick idea or quickly write down info (phone number,etc) on the go!
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
An app that lets you control an entire kitchen from your phone or tablet.
Power Split. A 2 in 1 power strip that splits and links by a 5 foot extension. Now plug stuff at opposite end of desk, home theater etc...
BIKE POGIES with LED LIGHTS and HEAT.
Hermit
iPhone Puzzle Case spells out anything you want. We are all unique and have something to say. What'd you want to say?
My idea is for a gel filled freezable pacifier teether combination.
â€œFind Meâ€. Two matching waterproof silicone bracelets. To find a child immediately in the first minute with an alarm on the bracelets.
Pen + Post-its + Paperclips= The ULTIMATE Office Tool
RESUBMIT(VIDEO) LETS REDESIGN TWEEZERS-I have tried this out and it works much better than current tweezers on market. Check it out and see!
Pod Speaker with Retractable Earbuds: Now people can share music with friends on the speaker! These little pod speakers put out good sound!
WHEN 1 PLUS 1 EQUALS 1: COMBINATION PLASTIC BOTTLE DISPENSING SYSTEM AND CAP.
WallTrain PICTURES. An interactive track showcasing your fav. pictures. Be Creative &amp; Create the Track You want. Easy attachable/detachable.
Variable Color or Photo Wall - change entire wall color or full wall image everyday - no power required to maintain. Photo light sensitive
Dedicated big-button IR pause remote with learning function. Easily pause/resume your program when you leave the room to take a break!
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A cooler with a handle that pulls out into a back rest for a seat, with rubber tires, and a breaking system to help with pulling down hill.
MOUSE WITH BUILT ON PAD FOR WRIST &amp; HAND SUPPORT. ~Pad Follows along with the mouse, giving constant support right where it is
needed
Bluetooth 4-in-1 Altimeter for iPhone.It's an altimeter, barometer, thermometer and weather forecaster.Ideal for hiking, any outdoor..
Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. (Collaboration with GYRO)
Extension stand for Keyboard &amp; Mouse. May adjusted to an arm chair or a table. Easy adjustable angle for K &amp; M surface.
Vergo Pillow, the best pillow you never had
Keep your children entertained in the car with The Entertaining Tablet Case. Simply hook on back of the headrest, click tablet in and done.
Earphone with a throat mic.throat mic can hear your'e voice even in a very noisy places like in a motorcycle,public place,etc...
With flexible q crate links in various sizes you can link your crates or use them as a crate hinges to attach a lid or padded foot rest.
Stem 2.0 Twist off the spray nozzle and Stem becomes a hand squeezable juicer too. Spray, Squeeze and tap MORE flavor!
Sidewalk Chalk Stamps. Stamp out images and designs with ease!
IProducts with screen cleaning sheet dispenser pullout from case or from frame around screen for ease of cleaning
Wise solution for the UK "2 taps problem".
Bracelet Bubble Shooter.
Lets create a Dicing, Grater LID that you can attach to you existing containers such as your cup. Why do we need to create more containers?
The MacBook Speaker Dock is elegant in design and provides amazing sound quality. It fits snugly underneath any 13" MacBook/laptop.
Long wall or door mounted coat rack so kids can put backpacks and jackets on it, as well as adults - with tons of capacity....
Ramen Noodle Cover. Cover and cook. The paper cover never stays shut!
RESUBMIT-SLIDE &amp; WRITE RULER-Worlds first self-sufficient ruler that has builtin line marker. No pencil or pen required.
A strong unbreakable iPhone 5 case that has a hole in the top corner of the case with a small metal ring and a carabiner attached.
Imprint Accessory for Barrettes and Headbands! Customize your hair accessories!
Watch dogs--watches for kids that look like all kinds of different dogs-and cats
Quirky Recon is an app for smart phones and computers that allows you to track down anything from your car keys to your friends.
Meet the Inflatable Wind-UP Car Toy.. Its just like a die cast windup car but doesn't break or wreck your walls. I call it the Bounce Car!
LED phone ringer indicator that plugs into the headphone port of a mobile phone.
A 4-Color Dry Erase Marker- The best of the pen world, now on your whiteboard!
Sick and tired of drinking warm drinks from hydration packs during outdoor activity. H2go is for you...Air Insulated Hydration reservoir
A protective case with a wrist strap, or even just a thumb or finger strap, so phone doesn't slip off. The strap will be flush to the case.
Find Gold, Silver &amp; other precious metals using your Smartphone! Just attach your Smartphone to this new Metal Detector Shaft and Screen.
The Slider - Adjustable tripod attachment for mountng IPhones onto for taking pictures.
ELECTRONIC ACCESSORY EXCHANGE WEBSITE! Lets send in our electronic accessories and get back accessories when we need it.
Twinkie Making Machine. Make your own Twinkies at home since Hostess wont make them for you.
my idea is to have a compartment in the cases where you can store money. Without your iPhone or iPod coming out of the case.
Orchard is the only Apple Product Storage and Transportation Station that you will ever need.
I phone retractable from Ipod- to I-phone- To IPad........
iPad instead of a Keyboard of desktop.
All drivers face a persistant and dangerous problem: sunlight in their eyes.
iPhones ability to triangulate allow passenger to use cell phone in car, rescue purpose and law enforcement to determine gunshot originated.
iPhone iPad iPod covers with leather screen protector a make up mirror
This is an iPhone that has a built in stand that allows the phone to remain upright without a dock. RESUB.
I have an idea for a better power strip. The only one close is the flex bar. I see several flaws with that design. I have some improvements.
The Candy Case
now you can keep your movies and cds in order with the disc wall or flat surface mount!!
Swim Cap with a pouch! because we need a little pocket to keep a car or locker key while swimming at gym!
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UPPERCASE! Have your favorite letter or number on your phone and make it useful as a stand.
A piggy-bank light. Inserting 5Â¢ turns on an energy saving bulb for 7 hours with 5Â¢ in energy savings. Child educational - environmental
Cotton Swabs w/ Shields-Great for Minimizing Injury, More Sanitary, Cleaner &amp; Easier to Pick up. Good for Hygiene, Medical &amp; Crafting. RESUB
An iPad case/holster made for your couch's armrest. It's an easy way to store the iPad where you commonly use it.
Screwdriver with Magnetic Ring. Holds your screws while changing batteries so they don't roll off the counter to the floor. (resub)
Get every tiny crumb of the floor with this reinvented "broom and shovel"!
a bumper guard for the phone that is disposible or reusable giving it a bouncy bumper
waterproof iPhone dock for bathroom
Real Time Hydration is a personal sports bottle that contains a flowmeter that measures the amount of liquid outgoing from the sports bottle
An iPad case that acts as a storage case for important papers and other items.
Snap Pacifier for babies. Keep your baby safe and free of germs by using Snap pacifier. If a pacifier falls down, snap a new one on.
Ever use a bathroom without a courtesy fan....and wish it had one?
Swim cap covering eyes w/openings to allow visibility(think Spider man)that will prevent ugly marking and stretching delicate eyezone
A headset cap, more comfortable to use a headset.
iPhone and iPad Drum Case: Be A Rock Star and Drum Along to Your Favorite Song at School, Work, or Home.
"Tag" someone you don't know in order to request permission to have their phone number.
Home Inventory Tracking System: Real-time tracking of all incoming &amp; outgoing merchandise, food, clothing, equipment, &amp; funds
Detachable Hammer adapters. It's Hammer Time!
Work smarter. Not harder. The double-sided floss pick (floss heads back to back)allows you to floss upper &amp; lower teeth at the same time!
An all in one iPhone case that allows the user to stand their iPhone, manage and store headphone cords, and easy pocket removal and storage
Universal Gripper. Turns anything with a handle into a better gripped handle.resub
The third arm you always wanted for holding your Tablet/iPad in any indoor or outdoor setting that is collapsible for easy transportation.
Cable that charge both new and old iPhones, iPads, iPods. A 30pin and 8pin cable in one.
(RESUBMIT) Portable iPhone/ iPad Keyboard Clip - Clip your iDevice onto an Apple Wireless keyboard for a practical typing experience.
Charge your iPhone/iPod/iPod Mini with ANY mobile charger! Use this adapter with various female connectors. So easy! RESUBMIT.
Universal Stroller Stand attachment for second child that attaches to the side. Orbit baby style HUGE MARKET!!! Ask any parent.
A photography rig that connects to and supports an iPhone, allowing for shutter control, zoom control, external flash, and other options.
RESUBMIT FROM 2011-MULTI TOOL LAWN CADDY WITH QUICK RELEASE HANDLES
Check engine light on? Don't pay a garage big bucks to tell you somethings wrong with your car or truck when you can see for yourself!
Create an iPod dedicated for cars that is very simple (one button on/off &amp; rest), cheap, with high capacity and robust.
Dog won't try to chase a frisbee? Add a snack and stand by!â€”collab.with simplyinclined (pic to show concept only-final design will differ.
A LED light base with bendable, extensible tines that will hold and light up any size of glass wares - Inspired by the flower sepals.
#QCYCLE - Way out of the box? Bike Accessory that INCREASES air resistance! Increase strength and endurance while riding the same distance.
IPHONE CAMCORDER CASE Turn the iphone into a camcorder. Take advantage of the 1080p recording.
Sport Camera iphone case more ergonomic
Slide adjustable exercise bench
The Collapsable Garbage Can for Parties, Camping, Beach and anywhere else you can think of..
A tire that doesn't pop or deflate due to sharp objects penetrating the rubber
Staple and nail buddies! Staple/nail its "tag" to papers or wall, fold it over staple or nail! Also secures staple and papers.
Chewing an aspirin during a heart attack can save your life. (Provided you have one handy)
Upside down bottle holder that gets every last drop of shampoo, conditioner, or soap from the bottle while also saving space
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MIGHTY MOUSE for iPad mini.
Pot lids with vent hole(s) that can be opened/closed with a slider (Image is prior art - doesn't have the slider)
A tool protect fingers when cooking. With the finger protection, you feel cut vegetables easily and safety.
An In-Home Locator that consists of a mini mountable reciever and small transmitters that you would attach to items within your home.
Rash free diaper - One solution is to add the rash powder to the diaper itself, so one doesn't have to worry about forgetting to apply it
Time for a change!!! Men don't want their tie tight against there neck. Lower the top button on collared dress shirts by a half inch or so.
Product is a brain teaser mathematical puzzle that has two steps, but involves challenges depending on the clues provided.
Small Bathtub underwater spot lights that suction to the side of the bathtub or can be used on a shower wall
ID-CASE. Phone case with sleeve for name, address, phone number. Have information on phone in case it's lost or misplaced.
Holiday wrapping paper that is perforated on the roll and that also comes in various pre-sized sheets for wrapping common sized boxes.
The Goldilocks Comforter - not too cold (for her), not too warm (for him), but juuust right!!
Introducing the mini Abs crunch machine. Simple, Inexpensive and Effective. Also Easy to store and to carry...
Shower Curtain moves to allow ventilation keeps curtain dry and mildew free. Also provides a place to hang wet bathing suits and drip dies.
This camera takes pictures front and rear at the same time and is dashboard or shoulder mounted.
Screwdriver with Magnetic Ring. Holds your screws while changing batteries so they don't roll off the counter to the floor.
GUTTER Leaf Blocker... will keep all of the accumulated FALL and WINTER LEAFS from clogging up the GUTTER'S DOWNSPOUT w/ removal screenwire
The wrist roller is a low energy way to exercise your wrists, mind and body while seated comfortably in your chair or at your desk.
The third arm you always wanted for holding your iPad/Tablet in any indoor or outdoor setting that is collapsible for easy transportation.
Quirky-Adjustable Refrigerator Water Bottle Holder that can hold water bottle and fix into any standard refrigerator.
I have been working on a series of old monster movie poster case backs. www.erosner.com
Finding a parking spot app. The name of it is, "Parking Spot"
A pot that IS a strainer.Boil food, squeeze handle 2open valve &amp;drain water.Safer,easier, no food loss &amp;no seperate strainer 2wash &amp;store..
Expanding Lid for your Containers. For those days you accidently packed too much food in your container already.
Find my iPhone keychain.
Durability and style combine with the Mag Case for iPhone
I propose a snap-on sleeve to replace the power cord for the new AirPort Express, so it can once again be an attractive wireless repeater.
Protect make-up brushes and paintbrushes from dust day to day and fraying during travel.
Dog Poop bag dispenser holds six rolls of poop bags while allowing the bottom roll to dispense bags like vegetable bags at the grocery.
iphone taser
Denim *FUN* clips for Kids. Clip them: front or back Blue Jean Pockets. Trade and Collect. Boys and Girls Designs!
PORTABLE HOCKEY SKATE SHARPENER
Clip and stand, an elegant aluminum universal clip for your smartphone, elastic rubbery band accommodates any size phone. RESUB 233 Votes
The Rain Gauge is used in most gardens. Weather it measures rain fall, flow through a hose or a sprinkler system, its a very usefull tool.
Robot 3000
Toy &amp; Fitness: KungFu Kids gets your kids up and active while having fun at the same time. Motion activated bracelet w/sound effects.
iPad folding case with built-in portable Blue-ray DVD player or optional Blue-ray DVD player on the back of the case.App-enabled.
BLUETOOTH EXPANDABLE iSPEAKERS. Speakers that attach to your iPhone, iPad mini, iPad and that also serves as a Kickstand.RESUB
Easily Snap on and off a Wedge Heel, Offering Multiple Styles and Looks. ONE JELLY SHOE Can Become a Heel With Interchangeable Options.
Detachable kitchen tool
MedMind. Iphone pill reminder case that stores your daily meds. Combine with existing pill reminder apps for a product that can save lives.
A lighted stop sign. Eventually I envision Gov. agencies making these MANDATORY as a matter of law, because they will save lives.
Call and text notification bracelets for teenagers. Make them fashionable and fun. Great for school and work.
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Instead of a freezer mug, make a freezer bowl that keeps ice cream cold, cools hot soup, and keeps cereal milk/anything cold and refreshing.
Itâ€™s a COIL &amp; a HOOK. Together they wrap around various items so you can hang them.
iPhone Case looks like an ornate frame that also surrounds yor face wen u use front facing camera as a mirror. Perfect for retailer UO
Children's Recyclable Car Foam Dresser that can be stored in an automobile and taken on weekend or overnight trips to alternative caregivers
i have an invention that will not only save the earth,but also tons of money in everyones pocket!! how does 1000mpg sound for all cars??
Cargo Shorts Pocket School Bag. Take some cargo short pockets and sew them into a neat messenger style school bag. #spotsv
A solar panel iphone charger that will charge you low energy iphone on the go.
The iCor! A cordless phone station that allows you to place your iphone in to charge &amp; gives you a cordless phone to talk.
Removable magnetic, velcro, or suction clips that allow you to get to hang up your iPhone or iPad while you're doing other things.
.:: educational travel soap and durex in one packet for personal health and safety ::. Hotel California For Bed and Breakfast.
Barbells with finger indentations. The very tips of the fingers will be used to hold the weight. Only as strong as your weakest link.
Use your cellular phone to the maximum for a small business or a home and eliminate the hard wired line monthly charges.
IPHONE/IPAD HOLDER
Thanksgving inventing. Shark Sheath. A chef's knife with a Sheath that also has a blade sharpening handle.
Small thermometer inserted into the iphone has a palette to enter in the mouth
A custom remote that you could connect your iphone to and would sync to all your devices and can also use the screen as a tv guide/ menu.
A toothbrush design with built-in/disposable tongue cleaner for quick access to both essential oral care.
Make distilled water at home easily with this custom made pot and distiller kit. Current Distilled water makers are very expensive.
Those with Alopecia will love to sport there front lace wig (any wig) with this non skid cap for wigs
The Case That Charges Your IPad
Headphones that go around the exterior of your ears but not cover them so you can hear your environment too. AND save your eardrums!
ez find
A person can leave their house with this case and travel across the U.S. without needing anything else.
A wrench set, socket set and extension all in one tool. Finally the Skrench.
Swift-Q: Auto dish soap dispenser that connects to water stream!
Storage for your Stairs! Keep it in your entry way to stash out the door items. Use to hold items that need to go upstairs. Use that space!
FRIENDLY REMINDER CLIPS for your fridge.. You clip a note on fridge or bulletin board,chime rings to notify family members.Just CLIP IT!.
Recycle plastic bags into something new - at home
Screw Helper, how a simply tube can help on work.
iPad case/cover with pockets and Flip out stand.
iPad Headrest Dock Charger:For Backseat Passenger(s).
Mini iPad woven style case with finger loops and clear front view. Flip stand included.
DURABLE WALLET: A wallet that lasts more than a year or two. Material would be biggest concern. Nylon? Carbon Fiber? Kevlar??
The "SuperMic" is a highly directional high gain microphone that connects to your iPhone.
#SPOTSVThe finger scrubber! Loop line ext, My idea will allow us to scrub &amp; wash our veggies &amp; fruit for nutrition &amp; ease! :))
Meet TREE RINGS flower planters &amp; bird feeders that fit snugly around tree trunks elevated above the ground at eye level. 100% tree safe
#SPOTSV Smartphone Skin with built-in Dry Erase Pad and Pen on the back. Quickly jot down Memo's, phone numbers, names, etc.
FAN FUNNEL- Get more out of your fan! catch and focus the wasted air that never reaches you!
Suspenders for bed sheets and blankets that keep you covered while you toss and turn or when your spouse, child or whoever steal your covers
A PRAYER WARRIOR DOLL. A DOLL WITH PRE RECORDED PRAYERS TEACHING OUR CHILDREN THAT THEY CAN PRAY ABOUT
EVERYTHING.
Combining a contact lens solution bottle and a contact lens case can make life much simpler for people on-the-go! No more makeshift cases!
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Plugin laser range finder for iphone
Your Workout Warrior! Smell the Fresh, not the Funk!
A solar panel iphone charger that will charge you low energy iphone on the go.
Freezer Timer - Ever stuck a drink in the freezer to chill &amp; forget about it? Then it exploded making a mess? RESUBMIT
Easy Music Case Storage and Organization using a storage compartment that hinges outward from the front/back of an instrument case.
mini vibrator to apply to the language, such as a clip soft and supple, to provide maximun pleasure to your partner.
To create a versatile combination bike/mountaineering/etc. light that can easily transition from a headband to handlebars to strap mounts.
Multi-Lemon Juicer with spring action old school juicing with a modern twist that allows up to 4 whole lemons to be juiced/squeezed at once.
Electric or battery powered vibrating(high frequency) X-acto or utility blade providing better controlled cut and easier to use. See link.
iPhone app that allows you track your golf ball location using your iPhone
An iphone case with built-in sliding/pivoting USB for on the go charging. Also doubles as a kickstand and car mount.
Resub 283 votes Make-A-Mark: Plastic strait line attachment for any tape measure! Clips right on to any tape measure for accurate marking.
#spotsv This product prevents medication errors by keeping together a patient's pill box with the original bottles plus a journal.
Cordless USB Rechargeable Projector: A Cordless USB Rechargeable Projector That Plugs Right Into The iPhone 5 Wall Adapter,App-enabled.
A pitcher with a built in spoon in the lid to stir drinks that have settled or else you have to remove lid, reach for spoon and stir.
Aerobic sex toy with multiple positions and optional training routines
Towel Station. A sleek, discreet paper towel holder that stashes a tube of household cleaner and hand soap dispenser inside its base.
iPhone 5 Dual Car Dock - Charge Together, don't take turns! + Ports for iPad, USB, Micro USB
CarouLight - Minimum Footprint Maximum Functionality - Primitive Forms that responsibly support a high tech, diverse, productive lifestyles.
Tarp with a drawstring on all 4 edges. Drawstring cinches tightly, keeping tarp in place, keeps airflow out, items protected during transit
Quirky Stem2 - Drink juice directly from a citrus fruit
Small revolving display stands are a great idea. However, who remembers to turn them off and on. If they had a timer they would be better.
The new Cheese Shredder.. Clamp, Shred, Comfort!!! I call it "SHRED"
Tired of overflowing pots, and spills all over the stove?! Here is a pot that will make your next stove top dinner mess free!!
Wireless Router with side and top loading media storage trays.
A solar panel iphone charger that will charge you low energy iphone on the go.
On a desk, in the livingroom or in the kitchen the Toaster Dock offers a fun and Quirky way for you to charge, sync, and play audio.
THE NEW LIGHTER CONCEPT - QUIRKY WILL BE THE FIRST, the world will love and want it!
organized with cloths of different colors textures w/hooks or magnets a utility carry all tray w/separate compartments
Portable Cordless Cell Phone Charger! This product provides Cell phone users ability to charge phone or sustain battery life on the go.
A wheel (rim) Designed like a star pattern.(5 spokes) A space between each spoke. Curves downward ,like a staircase.
Reduce the household waste volume with a "double hole can &amp; grinder".
Hate bike baskets? An attachable/retractable bag that will not take the cool looks from your bike and still help you carry stuff.. #QCYCLE
An iHome with a small touchscreen remote that has the iPod's library streamed to it. The remote would be included with a charger cord.
An attachment that plugs into either the earphone outlet or the charger outlet that works as both a projector and a speaker.
An Iphone case that you can draw on
Customizable/re-mappable computer keyboard for faster typing and less mistakes.
Swing arm attachment for Iphone 5 from lighting to 10 pin.
A case with a mirror
ADD A RACK Oven clips. Add above or below rack. Customizable. #spotsv
Device to auto clean toilet seats- make them pee and germ free once the lid comes down. Works with your current toilet,
Knife Protector, holds knives on edge in drawer. Modular; one snaps to the next. Pliable silicon, cut to length. mixable colors. #SPOTSV
Foot Maneuver Body Scale - Move around or stand it up by using only your foot. Dishwasher safe. RESUBMIT
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A remote control that receives sound wirelessly from your tv . Plug ANY headphones into the remote. Your partner's sound asleep as you enjoy
a wallet that works as an iphone cover and holds credit cards, drivers license and money.
"Earphone-Hoodie": Keeps earphone wires untangled. Decreases risk of ear infections. Variety of designs to help identify YOUR earphones.
Love misting bottles in the summer, Wear a cap to keep the sun off your face? Lets put the two together= "Mr. Hat"!

_ Mr. Hat

An iPhone casing platform for gamers to play with their iPhone/iPod Touch
Being HOT/COLD while commuting is ANNOYING. Create a hipsack that contains a cold/heat source that will KILL the chill or KEEP you cool.
A case that gives more protection for macs. For people that don't care about bulkiness. An otterbox for Mac-books.
Stylus Clip. A tie clip that has a stylus built into it. Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
Wireless Router with side and top loading media storage trays.
Ever have problems seeing or driving when the sun is low in the sky? Clip this mini-Sunblock to your visor when the sun blinds you.
punching bag or a mannequin that has colored lights to indicate different strikes (left,right,kick etc) to particular anatomy
New Kids Tennis strings cricket bat or baseball type bat, that can be made wider than standard, a no miss Bat
A handy tool that helps you open widely the book, to read with one hand more comfortably
Individual Thumb and Finger Tip Food Tines ~ It's time to hold onto produce without it slipping away when cutting, slicing &amp; dicing.
Tired of your normal, boring, and basic shower? 3 shower heads to Change the angles, pressure, and pulse of the water in your shower. VOTE!!
An iPhone case with a built-in arm that can collapse into the back of the case when not in use but can be extended for self photos.
Don't clean your gutters ------------------ Dump them with your APP
Cork steering wheel grips are designed to add style to your car while providing a temperature friendly comfort grip
Robotic Butcher! You go to grocery store, use a touchscreen to enter the deli meat and weight, and the machine slices, packages, and serves
Soapdish
Convenient Holder for; shower products, office supplies, hobby supplies, etc. Bendable for custom fitting and dyeable for your style!
Don't get stuck in traffic by using this mirror vision!
8 arms to hold your iPhone however you want--on the table, on the dashboard, on your bike.
Toilet Paper Box built trigger method that allow 1 hand to pulling paper and detach without touch roll that prevent spread infection dieses
For a project my entrepreneur class had to develop an entire business plan for a product. Based on my research I really think this can work!
A clothing line for the disabled ,Burn center uses, rehab uses, Hospital &amp; Home health patients, Nursing home use and Military uses.
It's a headset bungee cord. The super strong &amp; really thin elastic loop connects to any &amp; all iPhone cases to the headhones.
Adapter for old iPhone accessories for use with iPhone 5
The 'Glove Case' allows you to take perfect photos from an extended reach, while stabilizing your phone with one hand.
Receiver in Car intercepts+interprets light changes at intersections for colorblind drivers. Vocalized time/feet to stop at next light.
AN OFFICE AND TRAVEL BRIEFCASE WITH BUILTIN BALANCE LEG STAND THAT CAN BE PULLED OUT TO BE USED AS A TABLE OR
RETRACT TO MAINTAIN ITS SHAPE.
This item is called the BoxAway. It stores and dispenses folded boxes i.e. pizza, cereal and most anything that comes in a box.
Approaching Emergency Vehicle Notification
3 in 1 Collapsible case for your earphones + Sound enhancer + stand.
Not all Fur is alike, Nor is shampoo. Ruff stuff is made of natural ingredients that cleanses,deodorizes, softens all hair types in minutes
Simple cord management solution for Apple's USB charger. Working Prototype &amp; video! Student Submission.
iDots:Simply-applied clear/colored silicone dots that provide just enough protection to maintain the functionality and beauty of the iPhone.
Cheap-safe-nice case!
Umbrella with a gutter....rain drips out on one part.
Cell Phone Case Storage Book *Collaboration w/ Janet Wilpan*
A case that can make iphones much more fun and even help people remember things.
Here is the ultimate charging station dock for 2 iPads, 2 mini iPads and 2 iPhones!!!
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Hands free umbrella!
Rock Manga
A better solution than taking out the trash every day.
when fixing your car painting there are some places high that can't be reach shoes that make you taller instantly take anywhere will solve
We can make a removable garbage basket that hangs all around the highchair tray and the baby food will not end up on the floor.
Resubmit)2 liter bottle holders. Bring them with you to the grocery store along with your re-usable bags.
Monster Alarm System
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas! #spotsv
See in the dark
Lanyard/iPhone Holder possibly with a Bolo tie type of an adjustment so that your name tag (phone) isn't hanging at your belly button.
Stop forest fires destroying homes, with a bombardement of CO2 ice. Stops the fire with CO2 and cools the flames too. Use old planes.
400 million iOS devices sold. Many are no longer actively used. Re-purpose your old iPhone into a mobile media center for the house.
You know we're going to make a case: Let's add a feature that turns it into a very accurate SCALE. ATTN: I have a programmer ready to work!
Golf glove with a pad on it to wipe your ball off on, when on the green. Eliminate having to carry a towel to each green. Please see pics.
Secret Lipstick Case Compact Speaker. Looks like a lipstick case, but it's a speaker!
revolutionary tool that will minimize time and cost in every part of construction by taking the guesswork out of measuring and angles..
Stackable,connectable, modular USB 2/3 hubs, with 12 ports, and wide spacing, and plug into outlet strip without interfering
Power Stylus for iPad mini.
PROTECT your Child/pet.You carry a key fob. Your child/pet wears guard unit, belt,collar,etc. At certain distance away alarm sounds on fob
A nourishing barrier solution in a pen applicator to protect skin discolorations from UV or spray tan exposure.
iPhone Battcase with extra battery + 120 Volt Wall charger / USB port built into the case + antenna phone stand.
Stacked Memory are flash drives that can be stacked on top of one another for ease of organization, storage, and transportability.
This product will entice customers to put shopping carts away while saving stores time money and retain customers with coupons and deals.
Cover Plate Reel - stow excess cord right at the plug. See smaller image for greater detail.
Have you ever seen a politician on TV and immediately knew which party she/he belonged to? Let's play Party Tag and see how good you are!
Iphone case with built in dustin cleaner! Keep your screen clean, no more fingerprinters on it!
Create hanger space ANYWHERE in ANY SHAPE
Printer or scaner machine with a program to translate letter or any document in any language.
REDESIGNED Clean View Mask! No more air filters in Ur visual pathway! Avoid accidents &amp; do more fine work at home/business! please C &amp;
Vote!
Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
Hands-Free Mouse. It is essentially a foot-controlled mouse that hooks up to your ipad via a USB cable.
Pico Projected Microscope with Smartphone App to share discoveries!
A personal crossing guard. Kids playing sign with car sensing! This sign warns cars of kids at play, it also warns kids of upcoming cars!
Create a light weight, curved and disposable pad for the fabric piece underneath the brim of a cap.No more sweaty foreheads and dirty brims
The â€œToaster Trayâ€
My idea is an improvement on the typical bed skirt.
Kitty's Happy Tunes Collar! When your away your kitty will be happy and not lonely because kitty is part of the family. The eyes say it all.
#spotsv Have you ever had wind blowoff the trashcan lid or raccoon get into the trashcan and make a mess you have to clean up.
Ball head grabber!
Automatic water supply shutoff. Detect leaks to turn off water supply automatically. No more flooding or damaged closets below the sink.
ILLUSION SHADE In a pinch, roll down shade to conceal the reality of messy closet with 3D pic of organized one. Easy install, make, low cost
The "Heart Rate Tracker" can track a high school student's individual effort.
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Airsoft bb's with a little piece of metal in the middle so you can use a magnet to pick them up after you shoot them or if you spill them.
You ask if I can lend you a Hand? Well, actually I can offer You several if We make These! If Your hand can do it..So can These!
iPad:7.31"x9.5", standard paper:8.5"x11". Smallest/thinnest portable (THERMAL?)printer/scanner for iPad - paper comes in perforated notebook
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap-JOB.
Custom Band Aid Dispenser. With a push of a button, you get the size you need.
Build Your Own Playhouse Set.
Yard waste bag dolly with rake support.
Golf ball Finder. Iphone applet that helps you find you golf ball by adding a gps receiver to the golf ball
rc controlled paintball gun
For a long handeled tool such as a broom, mop, shovel, rake ect. Attaches to the base of tool to allow it to stand on it's own. Easy lever.
The manicure mate is the must-have beauty product for women who want perfectly painted nails without ruined Sofas, Carpets, Skirts, etc...
a case that its not so hard to clean or open and do sent get dirty all the time.
A case with a design on the back made of color changing lights, that is also an adapter for the chargers, and has 2 headphone ports.
WAS IN UC-RESUBMIT WITH CHANGES AND NEW GRAPHIC FROM GYRO R.C. Drill Farm (Student1)
Wouldn't it be great if there was a machine that dispenses the correct amount of water for each bottle, on the first try!
U-tensetÂ© is an on-the-go set of utensils that are customized with artwork and design that can fit in a small purse or a back pocket.
I have a dream. A dream for all of us to never have to clean some jerkâ€™s pee off a toilet seat again. Check out the ManSeat3000!
Portable underwater speaker
Make Coin-Operated Pool Tables Accept Credit Cards
Watch tv in the snow
a grid about the size of a license plate with LED lights for displaying messages. attach to vehicles. could have pre-programed messages
A flexible straw attachment that secures to any size water bottle that doesn't leak and gives you easy access to water on the go!
Iphone laser alarm, when the beam of invisible light is broken by someone or something the phone alarms.
RESUBMIT-COOL LOCK-LOCKING CARABINER &amp; RETRACTABLE CABLE SYSTEM to lock up your motorcycle, bike, skis, snowboards, tools
and more!
RESUBMIT-RETRACTABLE/ADJUSTABLE/RATCHETING WRENCH WITH LED LIGHTING-Replaces 10 wrenches-GAIN LEVERAGE!LED
lighting
my idea is a table and chair connected together,with a small cooler in the middle of the table,that folds down to the size of a suitecase
ChessStar â€“ A New Idea in Chess ChessStar gives players the ability to play games over the Internet on a real Chess board.
Mosquito shaped soap stickers. I'm a father who used to put soap on his children's bites to make the itch go away.
The INDESTRUCTO case...An Outdoors case that holds a charge for extended periods away from a plug :)
No more lifting out heavy garbage bags. It is time to slide them out through the door and wheel them out of the kitchen.
Padded,compact tension chair, designed to tone and condition abdominal, hands, buttocks and thigh muscles when doing seated exercise.
Carbon Monoxide application for the iPhone.
Butchers Block and expandable cookbook holder.
Bring a little green indoors. Magnetic board with illuminated planters and plant lights. Re-sub 322 votes
Lens is a camera lens wheel to hook on to the top of the Mac Book. Turn your Photobooth photos and vlogs into so much more with a Lens.
A car seat that should be able to lay down and sit up for your baby's comfort !!!
An IPhone Case that Can Change colors When One of Your VIP or Other Contacts Calls You. Convenient When Phone is on Silent or Vibrate.
P.A.W.S.
#spotsv High blood pressure and salt do not mix. Reducing the salt use can greatly help controlling blood pressure.
Paper plate holding your paper cup
Resubmit) NO MORE SPILLS! This mug has you covered. (Ruben
Comfortable and design toilet seat with armrest and a folding table.
This customizable picture frame kit takes the hassle out of finding the right frame to display your pictures of any size or orientation!
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My idea is a eye glass, like the ones in the ol' past, just this one is scientifically in the 21st Century.
Lift up Comfort Mouse Mat Organizer and charger (use either down or up) #spotsv
A "hoodie" case that allows you to see the screen of your iphone in the sun or bright lights
Pan with split compartments for cooking or re-heating multiple foods on one burner - save energy &amp; only 1 pan to wash
Apple, Bluetooth, wireless headphones/earbuds
RESUBMIT-Works just like bank but is a fun way to save with your partner/child. Keys join together to form 1 key to open the bank!
Slide out make-up or lip gloss holder
Food tube, Fruit Tube, Yogurt Tube and Freezer Pop Tube all in one. Interchangeable tops for different foods..reusable pods.
iPhone reversible wallet case. Flap in middle of wallet separates iPhone from other side, but also can be folded to only reveal iPhone.
Simplify the process of putting on a pool cover. Rather than going through the trouble of using water tubes !&amp;! a tarp combine the two.
Its a Big Ocean So Where are the Fish ? Bring'em In With a Bait Bomb. New and Handy to Have, Make the Most Out Your Day of Fishing !
A lunch bag with a fold down place mat and iphone/ipod/ipad stand. Introducing the Lunch-Out.
No more fussing with wrench and socket sizing! A wrench integrated into a glove that locks in place as you pinch a bolt. Use your hand!
A CLEAR solution to your bathrooms foggy mirror. Your welcome pretty faces of the world...see the idea now.
Spray Bottle Ring - Hang on arm while cleaning, hook to store. Stick microfiber rag/paper towel through. Dry erase board use. RESUBIT
I-PHONE--"GO"- Waterproof and Crash Resistant I-phone Case ---with mounting brackets and external lens attachments. and lens protectors...
Hands free video chat with an i phone( or any smart phone, or a tablet).
Slide out make-up or lip gloss holder
WEAR YOUR DATA Customizable rubber or jelly bracelet flash drive - Variable gig capacity - Hand-print or computer interface
This idea is an aid to the arms(from the elbow to the wrist. It allows for typing for long periods without the arms getting numb or tired.
Waterproof splash proof cover for book- perfect for a day at the pool or beach
disco ball app that converts your phone into a rave ball multi coloured torch light . kids room dorm rooms etc
App-Enabled iPhone/iPad/iPad Mini/iTouch case! Quirky LED cases allow you to display messages, images ,interact as an equalizer for music!
Mattresses are flat. This is wrong. They should have trenches. One for superfluous snuggle arms, and others for face down sleeping.
iPhone charger with timed power shut off and Auto "Lightning" Cord rewinder (hidden cord), no need to wind it up.
A case that molds your phone into any shape so you can comfortably watch the robots take over the world.
The Top 10 reasons Quirky should make a rug that looks like an iPhone are...
Tunnel flooding has been devastating in New York City. I propose an inexpensive and effective solution which could be put in place quickly
Ergonomic Desk and entertainment Centers Cable Organizer.
My Idea is a small reusable plastic box with holes in top,4 sides with open close lid,inside place fresh grown dried Mint, Rodents hate it!
A disposable slipper to wear during a spray tan session. Reduce the signs of orange toes/soles and improve saftey when exiting the booth.
An iPhone 5 case that has a small compartment for the 30 Pin to Lightning adapter
System to avoid the stealing of your car, motorcicle, trailer van of truck, thaks to a metal detector in the floor.
WiFi Coffee Maker:With App-enabled on IPhone 5 and Ipad Mini
I've developed an Ice Skate that will maintain balance on the Ice
A case that fits or has a magnet for a stylus or pen.
RESUBMIT-Retractable Shower Curtain-New Tyvek Materials Resistant to MOLD, MILDEW &amp; BACTERIA! Also safe for candle users &amp; those
with kids!
A MOTION ACTIVATED SAFETY LIGHT FOR A TRACTOR TRAILER TRUCK.
A solar panel iphone charger that will charge you low energy iphone on the go.
Attach your ipad to your computer screen to extended your working area
Iphone Mustache Case. Flip the mustache and use as a kickstand. Very trendy!
Adjustable to any paint can. Brush wiper and holder. Spring loaded, can fit to any can.
An "Umbrella Reminder" App to help you to reminder of your umbrella when you goes out of a place.
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The Ramp Hugger,rubberized traction mat will assist in pulling boat n trailer out of water for boaters,snowstorm,mud,n sand stuck vehicles.
Convenient gadget that allows you to quickly pull your long sleeved collared shirt or sweater under another layer without bunching up!
New iPhone5 Case - with Built in Wallet
"Wedgies" adjustable packing wedges for construction, Quick Cheap and easy to fit/use multiple uses e.g. window/door Frame fitting leveling
TheFlipper is an iPhone case that answers and hangs up your calls with a flip.
PinFrame is a low cost way to mount pictures and posters to walls without damaging corners with a pin hole, all while keeping things classy!
Save Kids Lives. Children at Play Sign with Solar Led Flashers + a Road Strip with Warning Flashers and Audible Tone to Alert Children.
Chasuni a premium way to organize menus
NOT OPENED UP TO DISCUSSION &amp; MISUNDERSTOOD AT EVAL: Save space/your back by going vertical when camping! Travel bag w/built in
legs/hamper!
Bluetooth Hat/Cap that connects to your iphone device to allow you to listen to music.
The Nasal Band - a simple alternative to nasal strips and inserts. Keeps the nostrils open by stretching the skin away from the nose.
Seatcase
A shovel for Seniors who want to be independent yet have the support of their walkers.
A capsule shaped container - screws open/closed for maximum freshness and ease of use. It's intended to keep cookie dough fresh and at hand
Breakfast pan with split compartments for cooking multiple foods on one burner - save energy &amp; only 1 pan to wash
Magnetized Attachable Rings for your Phone chargers. The next cord organizer 2013!
My idea is for "steam cubes." What are steam cubes? They are the opposite of ice cubes, i.e. they keep your drink hot instead of cold.
A functional case that can be used for any device to boost any wifi and cell signals
I never no what 2 do with cleaning sponge after cleaning house.It gets smelly if it does't air.LOOPITS+holder= bottle sponge organization.
Flexibel and low cost masai shoes. Removble round bottom sole makes your shoes to a masai shoe. Good for your posture and core muscles.
Security Camera Systems are becoming more popular but one thing they lack is a Backup Power Source.
Media storage trays for laptop and desktop computers.
iohone airsoft gun
Since there are few products out there for the Iphone5, I propose just a simple cover sleeve.
''V-Line'' bag/liner lets you easily load/unload and carry lots of stuff in the back of any vehicle while keeping it clean.
Ionic Filter Cigarette Holder - Filters air around the cigarette to reduce second-hand smoke. Cleaner air/less smell for everyone.
Resub- LYDZ: universal lid for square or round food container or tupperware (not intended to be line extension)
CATTURA DETRITI FORATURA
Iphone case fabric/leather on a lanyard with a transparent front that you can see and text through.
First Apartment? Living Temporarily? No Storage? No space? Introducing T-h junction a flexible way to have your closet solution.
arm and leg cover ups for tattoo on certain occasion
The Puzzle Strip. Connect more like puzzle pieces with the Puzzle Strip! Each additional receptacle snaps into the previous one to expand!
åˆ©ç”¨ææ–™çš„ä¸åŒç‰¹ç‚¹ï¼Œæœ‰æœºç»„åˆæˆä¸€ä¸ªæ–°é¢–çš„äº§å“.
Suck it up! Pencil eraser without the mess!(Resub)
Each year every family &amp; person spend so much time to iron their cloths and that will help them to save time and make their life easy.
1000th submission!"Tell Me" Fishing. With a push of a button, it tells you what letter, number or shape you caught. learning game.
ROLLY TOASTIE! Roll up! Roll up! for the new cheese toastie!
An IPhone case with built in USB cord.
Portable bottle soother - Make any baby bottle or your own glass hands free for your baby
Unroll this ultra thin image screen and attach to any surface,select image from your iPhone/mini iPad and let the linked image set the mood!
iPhone Travel Dock with Radio Alarm Loud Speakers. Collapses for easy storage
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The Nike FuelBand Charger
A solar panel iphone charger that will charge you low energy iphone on the go.
Ear Buds shaped like an Apple. Can also come in different colors.
design one of a finger tip electrostatic that when you tap on your device, it spells and email,or starts an icon immediately.
Why use an external tire pump?
RACK AND BOX, magnetic
Bobble Marker Caps. They will keep the ink from drying out and keep them upright!
RESUB: A cleaning kit consisting of a retractable handle, attachable essential cleaning utensils and a collapsible bucket.
Disposable Body Wash Scrubber/Loofah with Body Wash Supplied in Flexible Ball with Holes in Center of Scrubber
Zest your favorite cocktails, beers, and beverages with all-natural Zimm's Zest. Stop using dirty fruit wedges to garnish your beverages.
Sleepwear to aid in sleep. Microfiber spandex wrap worn over the eyes and ears. Ultra thin N/C foam for ears w/ dense thread count for eyes.
RESUBMIT W/ CHANGES (224 votes): A fold-out ruler for greeting cards. Because I've made a mess of countless cards with my crooked writing.
Snap Bracelet with an IPod and IPhone connection to the IPod and IPhone can be worn anywhere while walking, running, or jogging.
The Decleanter - A cleaning brush that expands once it gets down the narrow necks of decanters to 1) clean and 2) absorb moisture
Add a timer to the base of the Bobble Brush for teaching kids how brush their teeth.
Stay on the trail! Retrace great treks, trails, battles, pilgrimages, every step and landmark laid out for you, with "PATHFINDER."
A tooth brush that has built in dental floss and can be folded for easy storage or travel.
The case glow magically when someone call you.Use function already in your iPhone ,now better!DETAIL INSIDE
The iPen is a stylus made for the iPad or the iPhone that has the same feeling that a normal pen has.
Mount a cam to motorcycle rear fender and place a small monitor on handlebars that would increase visibility without turning head.
RESUBMIT-3 in 1 BROOM/BRUSH/DUSTPAN-Lightweight broom with detachable brush and dust pan nicely incorporated into the base of the broom.
Dragon scales, Alligator skins and Rattle Snake iPhone and mini iPad cases...Now that's Tough!
"Heart Straws". Straws that contain vitamins and/or energy supplements that dissolve as water passes through the straw and taste great.
Bluetooth connectivity enabled gaming controller for Iphone. Fold-able/slide-able into the phone cover
Neck tie extender. Clips onto the thin end of a tie to allow more versatility. Tall? Never wear a tie that's too short again.
We want to create an apple bluetooth 30 pin blue tooth audio streaming adaptor
High-heeled Aiding Cap It is an aiding cap designed to prevent ankle injuries caused by high heels, what every woman is concerned about.
No more losing you pets ball after today. Allow ur pet to play for hours without misplacing the ball. 1 ball, 1 string, 3 different hooks.
When eat yogurt, all people lick yogurt lid,maybe even if they're Hollywood star.So I think about HOW TO EAT â€‹strained yogurt luxuriously
Can You Sit On Your Phone? - A Crush-Proof Cell Phone Wallet/Case that holds essentials on a Secure Clip or in Pocket
IPHONE IPAD GUITAR
#spotsv Cookbook PAGE HOLDER + MAGNIFIER: Weight holds pages open. Magnifier for small print recipes. Great 4 reading medicine bottles, too!
Shoulder Strap iPhone Case - Wear on shoulder and able to answer or use the phone while wearing. Fashion accessory made functional
Portable cabin cooler for small planes that works!
ILLUMINATE THE INSIDE OF A CABINET WITH A PUSH OF A BUTTON! SIMPLE EASY INSTALLATION PUSH BUTTON LIGHT LIGHT
WHEN YOU NEED IT
Instantly know if a toilet is occupied. Locking door handle with integrated "Occupied/Available" signage.
Slip or attach a panel to your car's visor to show your message to the world.
A light-weight K-cup storage solution (flat rack) with magnetic backing to make it mountable to fridge doors for K-cup coffee lovers
Device case that serves as an emergency beacon. Activated during crisis and natural disaster.
Many women wear rollers to bed (every day or preparing for a special occassion). A pillow to get comfortable sleep when wearing rollers.
iPad/Powerbook Portable Docking Station
The Dunking Dish is the most efficient way of washing your dishes. Forget about dishwashers we all know that their capability is limited!!!
Connected TP
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Shotgun Shell Replica Drawer Pulls. Replica Shotgun Shell Knobs that replace those plain old wooden drawer pulls.
Toilet paper dispenser - which aims to prevent "sudden rupture" of the last roll.
Adapter for new iPhone accessories for use with old iPhone
Garage Cordies! Cordies style management for the garage! Easier to store &amp; keep your tool safe from falling! Give Suggestions, Ill Accept!
You have to sneeze. You need a tissue now! Done. You just retrieved a tissue from the tissue box on your hand!
iPhone Tripod Mount: Mount iPhone directly to camera and tripod to grab kid's attention for family self portraits and MORE. PROTOTYPE Video
My Idea is very simple!Sorry I can't speak English well Now!! I'll show you my product/ This is a potion coffee display
Electric-powered Wall Baseboard Cleaner (Watch video)
iPhone case includes a small set of eyeglasses (inexpensive drugstore-style readers) to read the screen (for 40 and older users-huge market)
New Mom's and Dad's - Tired of manually scrubbing your baby bottles? Try the Electric Baby Bottle Brush!
PRECISE MINI - Holds roll in place for one-handed tearing, Easy to slip on roll... Q's â€˜Preciseâ€™ REDESIGNED FOR THE CAR!
Phone charger that disconnects the power when the battery is fully charged or not in use.
Rolling shutter iPhone/iPad case. Protects the front and then rolls up and over to the back of the device when in use.
small slide up and down slot on ear protection ear muffs so that you can still hear someone when they are talikng to you
Textured Purse Organizer Insert - Insert with different textured pockets, to FEEL your way around purse. Find &amp; put things away by touch.
Bedroom curtains designed with sewn in pockets/slots to hold small items.
My idea: an Electromagnetic-induction Oven (ie: to replace a microwave)
I am using the internet on a daily basis, I noticed my wrist an elbow were sore, using these decorative little pillows solved the problem.
ModulOS,former UC.Lets get this to Eval and let community decide! Lots of ideas get fair shot at eval,why not give ModulOS a chance?resb
COOL BEADS-Flexible cooler beads on elastic band that wrap around just about anything! #spotsv
A very sleek iPhone case with a non-slippery material designed on the back to prevent falling.
The Do-It-All Measuring Spoon
IPhone Borescope Attachment
A pouch to hold your phone while it is charging, eliminating cords on the counter.
Lazy Shelf!! The Shelf With Many Sides &amp; Awesome Lazy Susan Feature. Great For Small Apartments &amp; College Students.
QCOMMUNITY does your lover sleep with your ARM &amp; SNUGGLE nightly but half way thru the night your hand feels like a THOUSAND needles .
Savings Box or Jar that only opens on a certain date! No more cheating and cashing in your change and money before the date you are saving 4
Cool Executive Corvette iPhone Case with wheels and a contact switch that flashes the headlights (phone on vibrate) when a call rings.
A bag case that recharge your macbook with solar power
If you wear a helmet, . The Helmet Phone might be for you !
Print messages right from your phone. Leave a note whenever you want. Receipts for Credit Card Readers?
Cover to directly transform your crate modular system in a Case
CHAIR-sportBAG-UMBRELA-COOLER . A sport bag ..designe STRONG ON THE BORDERS...to use as sit. A retractable umbrela..and a cooler.
An iPhone case that would have speakers within it as well as a battery pack (optional)
Multi (Two/Five) faceted digital photo frame (rotates)
The Hands Bricker is brick laying machine using laser or LIKA guidance to keep it oriented verticaly and horizontaly
A SYSTEM THAT REDUCE OR AVOID BOTTOM PAIN WHILE DRIVING IN LONG DISTANCE VEHICLE TRAVEL
Print messages right from your phone. Leave a note whenever you want. Receipts for Credit Card Readers?
I work in the medical field.My idea is to put 9% sodium chloride (isotonic saline )in a spray bottle.Saline is the most ready available.
Secondary/Courtesy Horn. Lighter/Intermittent beeps waiting in traffic or waiting outside for someone, not the current loud emergency blast.
an app that can check a persons diabetic sugar level, by putting in a attachment that reads thru the fingernail.
ELECTRONIC Automatic hands-free toothpaste dispenser.
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A flavored plastic teeth tray OR strips (like whitestrips) with/without natural/herbal appetite suppressant in them. A pacifier for adults.
My idea makes long flights much more comfortable because a footstool elevates the thighs and legs and puts less pressure on the back.
#spotsv Coffee in a spray can. Make coffee , tea, creamer and many other products easy to use at home and away . (Resubmit)
GPS workout clothes with built in sensors to tell you if you have the correct work out form, works with your smartphone.
Protect your home freshair intakes from snow accumulation: adopt the REMOVABLE HOME AIR-INTAKE PROTECTOR: it will prevent snow obstruction.
safety glasses that attach to your ear muff hearing protection
Indoor WINDOW POTS - multiple use! Flowers / Holiday Decor / Office Supplies / Craft Supplies ***Space Saver***
Slip on Stylus - One Size Fits All Pens and Pencils - Turn any Pen or Pencil into a Stylus - Sell in Colorful Sets
Multifunctional desk board
The back of my cell phone case unfolds in 4 joints, no thicker than my ID to make a full size keyboard that's wired into the phone.
Adding water to the base of a cut Christmas tree is difficult because lower branches get in the way. The Sippy Snout makes it easy!
My idea starts with something simple. It is a smoker grill that has not not yet being introduced that I know of in our stores.
Lightning Port [micro] Stylus
An iPhone case designed to look like a classic arcade/console light gun, to be used in conjunction with gaming app.
Doubled Layered Drawstring Fitted Tablecloth. Finally a tablecloth that stays put. Secure tablecloth to any table for any situation.
Ipad camcorder case and stand.
Protect yourself and your kids from cell phone radiation when carrying a phone in a pocket with iron-on anti-radiation patches
Resub - 358 votes. Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc. Open to collaboration
Case with a conical shape at the speaker opening to allow for amplified sound without any additional speakers that use your battery power.
CUSTOM CASE *CLINGS*
As a guy I don't carry a purse and don't have three hands so my water bottle was forced to go under my arm.
Ever get tired of those hard to reach "back scrubbers?" How about a BACK UP TO BACK SCRUBBER? How easy that would be.
IProduct cases using Halogens, Waterfall or Sand Effects,and Halograms for Personalizing Cases and Frames of I-Products
Affordable Home Printer for Ribbons. Print a message or images ribbons. Great for scapbooking! RESUB
Use my convenient scrub brush holder. It'll keeps the brushes out of the way but accessable, upright and allows them to airdry.
100% Plastic Pet Food Can with Built in Dispenser. Pets Fed, Container Recycled, Enviroment Saved...Yeah!
Faucet with a built-in dial combination locking mechanism to prevent children from making a mess &amp; getting hot water burns. Resub
VARIABLE SIZE UMBRELLA, an umbrella that expands/contracts to different sized radius
FOLDING HOOK + MAGNETIC HOLDER. USE AS A HOOK (OPEN) OR USE AS A MAGNETIC HODER (CLOSED) SIMPLE! FUNCTIONAL!
FLAT PACK! SEE PHOTO
Therapy ball for ankle and or knee injuries:increase circulation/elderly/diabetics.Rolls all directions:forward/backward/back/forth/cirlces
Baby Back Pack Carrier with A/C when you're trekking, to take care of your baby when in your back. (Idea from my son for his little brother)
My idea is a push button double tip pinch and zoom stylus,with the extra tip being retractable.
Computer screen shade with custom messages and sport team logos that can change the looks of office desks and dorms!
Four sensor pads on the back of an iPhone case allow the user to play the drums on the go.
Fingerprint recognition Medicine Cabinet allows you to keep your kids out of your prescriptions as well as house guests.
A hand strap or glove w/ a light-weight adjustable magnifying glass that follows your hand during precision work like cutting &amp; tweezing.
The 3rd Hand is a product we all wish we had when standing in the food line at a party or potluck event.
Liquid Sugar for iced tea or other cold beverages packaged in a small pod for restaurants or home use. SweetShots for the name.
Attach a strobe light in line with horn on front of motocycle to pulse 2 or 3 times to prevent oncoming cars from pulling out on them.
A reverse adapter that connects your old iPhone to your new iPhone accessory
A bicycle saddle that is comfortable and healthy. A molding layer is added to a saddle to support the "sit bones" and remove pressure.
Make your paper planes last forever with a tip protector!
Hang the picture frames right!
Destroy light bleed in movie theaters and use your electronics while watching a movie!
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Put end to their pain in the fingers and hand and arm with Ice Glove. It's ideal for resting your hand and arm and prevent tendinitis.
Bike connector device for charging Apple products.
iPad Case with Stylus - Case that has a stylus built-in the case. Pull, Fold and Scribble.
PAPER CLIP COIL. Coil of paper clips that you simply "snap" off. NO more struggling with a tangled mess. Easy to organize for reuse. #spotsv
Blister Pack Travel Shower Kit, Resub from August 2012
DeChlorinator---takes the chlorine out the water "before" use on your plants, veggy,s and car
Resub with prototype video - Book Bandits. Protect your book corners. Bookmarks &amp; protects book corners. Removes cleanly.
Snack Shooter for Dogs. Little edible Frisbee snacks. Load up the snacks and have some fun!Resub
A feature link to the phone to save elderly life by pressing a button or voice activated.to dial 911 or family no monthly fee
Snap Neck Carrier Like Snap Bracelets for Holding Headphones and Earbuds
Headphones you can sleep in, without hurting yourself or looking ridiculous.
PLUCK Sr.
This is an app for trading unwanted items with other users of the app for wanted items from other users of the app.
No more messy hands while trying to get that pickle,olive or any "pickled" product from the jar,the "fingerless picker" solves it all.
I would like to invent a unit brace that will stabilize the neck of a bottle (wine) that lies on its side during storage and can connect
#spotsv BBQ accessories hanger. Need a place to keep the accessories while BBQing.
Waterproof speakers with Shampoo, Hair Conditioner and soap dispenser for the shower.
iPhone Rear View Mirror Mount Kit
Protect your Sunglasses/Eyewear in iStyle with See-Thru Eyewear Cases. You see what's inside. Soft sliced up foam on inside bottom.
Soccer balls,volley balls,basketballs etc are discarded due puncture Can of inflatable air-glue to fix the puncture saves replacing the ball
Sick of losing your drawstrings inside your pants or shorts? (now you don't have to feel sick anymore!) #spotsv
ab-board for crunches and leg lifts. its sleek to fit under your bed and sturdy not to tilt and maybe high enough for step aerobics.
This case is for iPod Touch it opens like a book and also flips around almost 360 degrees to give full functionality with full protection.
Connect your music from any device to any game console and listen as if it were professionally programmed into games with a Tune Injector.
Caffeinated Mouthwash! Quick, zero calories, freshens breath, healthy alternative to energy drinks, wont stain teeth like coffee! BUZZ WASH!
"L" shaped curtain rod bracket with tongue. Rod quickly slides into place on togue. Nails included for easy application onto window molding.
Wall Mounted Cord Holder/Organizer
Telescopic Snow Remover Car Brush with transformable tip ( Flat and V-shaped) and silicone pads
Parents! Stroller Handlebar attachment that extends for tall parents &amp; allows parents to walk behind the stroller or in front of stroller.
INSOLES like no other. UNIQUE INSOLES for men and women made from all natural material with therapeutic values, No more smelly feet.
Quirky ENERGY DRINK POWDER! First flavor is Grape!
Helicopter man action figure. A 2 in 1 toy. A plastic action figure that clicks into a RC helicopter backpack and flies around the room.
Window Tray - sturdy, waterproof plastic tray secured to window woodwork, creating space for indoor gardening.
A Windshield Wiper Tool for Touch screen devices. Get rid of all the fingerprints with this special wiper tool
KW's Snowman Maker a product intent to provide consumers especially children, with an easy means of constructing a perfectly formed snowman.
RESUB 1/12/12- why not use the shock absorbing silicone material used in high impact sports 4 laptop/iphone/ipod/ipad case.
A sunscreen, cream or spray that can be applied or sprayed onto a user to prevent sand at the beach from sticking to feet and body.
PILLOW TALK:iPhone pillow vibrates with incoming calls and sounds for your morning alarm. Also annonces the days weather when you wake.
universal magnetic dev charger
The â€œmy-iâ€: "the forget-me-not" for iPhones.
O objetivo Ã© preservar o dom da escrita e o meio ambiente, uma vez que deixarÃ-amos de depender de lÃ¡pis, borracha etc.
A headsup display for motorcycles
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Make it for the IPAD.. A Magnetic keyboard cover / flap like the new Microsoft Surf Tab coming out.
A head piece that holds your iphone at eye level while laying down or while doing activities which require free hands.
Capi - Magnetic Cables for iPhone, iPad, and iPod that allow a magnetic connection -&gt; Now for the Lightning connector!
Ergonomic dental flosser with LED light and disposable floss heads that can rotated for easy flossing of front/back teeth.
iPhone case with lipstick case and mirror, money/card holder and magnetic back for frig or to wear!
Wrist-O-Rator is a stylish wrist band with a cushion at the bottom for computer users to relieve&amp; comfort their wrists &amp; avoid Carpal Tunnel
A Bluetooth syncing mouse pad. Put your devices on the mouse pad and sync your information easily and conveniently
No more chopping your finger, just your dinner............ the kids can help too!!
Do you ACHE all over?? FEEL BETTER FAST with simple 5-Minute-Workouts at home, work and even on trips. Heavy-duty. Only 15 oz. with manual.
The Campfire Guardian enhances the outdoor experience, extends the useful life of firewood, and decreases wildfire risk and co2 emissions.
STORAGE TOTE WAGON- Kids can pull totes around the house to pick up toys. Why pick up and carry a heavy tote when you can wheel it?
MEN....Have you ever been in a location with dim lighting, pull out your wallet to pay but can't see your cash or cards? Now you can!
Bath toys that actually float right side up in the water! No upside down ducks or boats and no water collecting inside to get all nasty.
An app that measures body temp. To be used for health reasons or even to assist in a womanâ€™s ovulation calendar.
My idea is a finger cover with a nub on the pad for big fingers to hit little keys (blackberry, etc.) easily.
Just for Grits &amp; Shins! USB trunk ornament or hitch cover.
"Like" Oven Mit. Oven mit in the shape of the "Like" button to pull things out of the oven that you would "like" to eat. :D #spotsv
A sleek, universal car-mount for Ipads,Ipods,and almost any GPS! Let's make the most flexible, functional, universal car-mount!
Keep organised! Color coded family wall scheduler- lets see who does all the work eh! #spotsv
Cozy in your Lazy Boy...Is your front door locked or unlocked??? Now you can know for sure with Red Light Green Light that lets you know!
A case that allows you to maximize the use of facetime and turn by turn navigation without sacrificing comfort and intuitive use.
Not everybody wants to wear gloves when its cold out, or carry them around with them. So how about hoodies &amp; coats with glove pockets!
Its a shockproof air bag for the iPhone in which air cushions the phone during the most punishing conditions with carabiner &amp; lanyard.
Best swim goggles for kids.new designed Goggles; strap easy to adjust with a flat buckle snap easy on and off add lights for lake,nite swim
Collectors Case for Skylanders. Hang it on a wall and show them off, or fold it up and take them with you.
A multi connectable earbud system with absolutely no wires or strings. Easy connection with bluetooth.
A 4 port USB smart drive designed to share files between multiple smartphones or pads without the need of a laptop making it very mobile.
iPhone case with a built-in HEADPHONE ORGANISER that folds away neatly when not in use, without increasing the size of the iPhone and case
Clear cover for Voyager Bike Mount- to protect iPhone from rain, the elements/damage while riding. #QCYCLE
App Enabled Disco Light for Light Sockets. SPINS AND CHANGES COLORS/PATTERNS. Screw in the bulb and let the party begin!
A device that syncs w/ an alarm on your iPhone and plugs into a lamp, TV, stereo, etc... Alarm goes off, device turns on.
Baby Bop-It High chair fun: Suction cup this Cheerio dispenser to tray and bang on the top to dispense a few Cheerios
Tired of holes in your socks? Easily extend the life of your socks. A simple solution to repairing socks.
Headphones with a built in jack so someone else can easily plug-in and listen. No more sharing your ear buds with the person next to you.
Alarm your adapter for cell phones, lap tops, and nooks the perfect reminder at home, airports, while traveling, and hotels.
Kitchen Silverware or Utility Drawer Tray with a locking section, so kids can't reach in and grab that sharp knife or utensil in your drawer
Bathroom Water Reclamation System. The water going down your bathroom sink can't be used for drinking, but it can fill your toilet tank.
Students will never lose a pencil again and will also be able to release the pencil to sharpen then return to desk. Don't teach without it!
Babies still defeat cabinet locks and they take away from aesthetics. Baby gate cabinet Blocker
Imagine wearing contact lenses that have a tint to protect your eyes from the sun. Imagine wearing the same lenses with a designer label?
SNAP-ON SNAP OFF Detachable Ipad Speakers bigger and better sound! Lose the headphones! Lose the manufactured output!
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Extension to Flush Toilets with your Foot on floor. Now even germaphobes will flush, just step on the pedal and it flushes just the same!
A challenge for hairdressers and barbers is keeping children occupied while receiving services at salons and barber shops.
This case is an adjustable to 7" and 10" tablets. Not only is it a case but there is a hook that can be used to hang the tablet.
Passive speaker booster. Light weight and effective
A low cost Night Vision camera for iPhone
Universal USB Charging that gets power from pedaling on a Exercise Bike!
MAGNETILES-Modular Tiles Game. Exercise your brain and have fun with the whole family creating a unique masterpiece. Light effects. FUN...
My idea is a finger cover with a nub on the pad for big fingers to hit little keys (blackberry, etc.) easily.
A school table for kids. Within the table theres different educational lessons. As there eating they can be learning.
A washing machine divider to help keep clothes from tangling. Especially Bras. Each item would have its own compartment.
RESUB! Cook potatoes in the microwave without flipping or turning them! Use the product to open your potato without burning your fingertips!
Iphone+Bacon, salami, or pepperoni toaster
Sports gear shifter knobs,MLB,NHL,NBA,WNBA,NFL,SOCCER,VOLLEYBALL,COLLEGE,HIGHSCHOOL,LITTLELEAUGE,RECREATIONAL the
options are endless.
OMELET CUPS! - Drop in an egg (yolk broken), add some fixin's (cheese, ham, spinach, mushrooms etc). Boil and ENJOY!
Sofa Arm Covers that are Cat Scratching Pads - Protect your furniture from your cat's natural but destructive behavior.
Extend the iPhone5's battery life at the thickness of the iPhone 4/4s.
An iPhone case with a stylus and stylus holder
Adjustable ipad handle grip...
Fold up chair with sun visor, rain cap and under seat storage. Don't get stuck at an event without being prepared again!
An iphone 5 case that has a retractable lanyard attaching the case to the holster. Never worry about dropping your phone.
When shuffling a playlist it would be helpful if you could keep certain songs in a specific position and shuffle all the rest.
Holder for veggies that are stuffed and grilled. Such as jalapeÃ±os or mushrooms that are stuffed with cheese. Keeps cheese in the veggie.
Drink holders for fences.
Presenting!! Comfy listening in bed or in the cold!! Block out the snore boar sleeping next to you!!
Modular, bathroom storage system to disinfect cleansing tools for your body. A timered, UV light will keep your cleansing tools disinfected.
The Oblique Blaster is a light weight excercise device that allows the users to comfortably execute oblique excercises.Non- weight bearing.
Ever tried to back your trailer at the refuse station and had everyone looking at you and you just can't get it to do what you want. no more
Traffic DVR - iPhone Rolling Recording App+ Video Dock. Store Last 60mins Any Time. Never Miss Interesting Encounters Your Accident Witness!
#spotsv Family of bobbles. To keep you busy, playful and make you feel better. All from a bobble.
Tell your house-guard dog discreetly to stop barking/howling out of boredom in the night without even rising from the bed. Sleep better!
Where to put those WET CLOTHS after you have cleaned the bathroom? #spotsv
Personal SUBWOOFER for cars. A lot of people would like some bass, but would not do normal subs and amplifier, they're bulky and expensive
A waterproof/shockproof iPhone 5 case w/ built-in battery, magnetic ring around camera for lens attachment, &amp; protection against radiation.
Kiddies match the floating balls in the bath with the correct Velcro pad on the wall. #spotsv
Adaptor from my mobile phone earphone/ microphone TRRS male jack to the two TRS female jacks of my computer audio/microphone ports.
Bingo players!A dauber to mark the pattern of unusual games.Never miss another bingo because you didn't see the pattern.
Scrub-Matt,2'X3' with Suction Cups for the Corners,Sides,n'Center.Attach To Any Surface,back-in n Rock,Add Body Soap To Lace Design.No Tools
A "monkey" case for iPad and iPhone that twists &amp; grips to mount to almost anything, so it does more than just stand up like many cases do.
In a movie theater &amp; you want butter in ALL of your popcorn, not just on top. The Butter Straw gets the butter where YOU want it!
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iphone gloves with special "iphone fingers" to use when it's cold out.
The Briefcube, a professional case that expands independently on either side with eight connections for a shoulder strap. Case or cube.
It is designed with a built-in ice pack! Ditch the common can holder and keep your beverage COLD longer!Perfect for sportsmen &amp; beach-goers!
Hockey Stick That Grows With You
TV SQUEEGEE! Has a soft padded head and washable micro-fiber cloth for cleaning flatscreen TVs and computer monitors. Resub, I still want 1!
Sort It Box
#QCYCLE: Stay Safe with the bicycle hand signal patch. Indicates a right or left turn at night using LEDs'.
Microwaveable and Storage Containers with Embossed Numbers for Finding Lid and Container Paired Combinations.
ToothBrush with toothpaste inside of it and MouthWash.Refill it with your own toothpaste &amp; take it anywhere,for travel,camping,office,car!
Bedazzled with light Large studded shapes jewels &amp; bottle caps they push to turn the led light. Kids are more easily seen by cars.
Chefs! A device to control and communicate your daily events.
Seatbelt Cutter - Press, tug &amp; cut. Fast, emergency seatbelt cutter is attached to seatbelt at all times, removable to cut other belts too.
Pick Me! Call me and I'll be... lightning! A device attachable to pacifier with a (flashing) LED - sound activated - for your crying baby.
Dog Walkers Carry Everything Vest. I do Dog walks and it is almost impossible to keep track of keys, bags,glasses,cell,note pads,pens,treats
One-size-fits-all stretchable drinking straws design to use with all soda fountain cups and drinking glasses.
Steam Cooking Innovation
idea is a battery charger app meaning u dont need a plug no more just download the app an ur phone stay charge without heating up the phone
Heated Steering Wheel
Snowball Maker...put in the snow and it pops out snowballs! 2 Options! Electric or push.
#spotsv Marbles are cool but kids need a new fun way to play and collect them. CARBLES toy racer cars with marble wheels and marble ejector!
Ipod case with built-in retractable earphones. Never in the way, always handy, expanding to desired length without the usual cable clutter.
I always lose my phone in house or car when it is dead, so I thought to invent an iphone locator
The Automatic kitchen scrubber is a product designed to make cleaning dishes and utensils. A new kitchen warrior is here.
Glow in the dark night light NEEDS NO POWER - never forget to turn it on
Adjustable extension cord. Flexible around furniture blocking an electrical outlet!
How about a basket to filter unwanted seeds or pulp from fruit in your drink. Fits on most standard water bottles, enjoy your fruit!
Million dollar idea! Finger Lock Restraint Gloves.Final missing link to Law Enforcement safely transporting Americas most violent offenders.
Power outlets often end up out of reach. Reach Power is a flat power cord with a flexible inner core, to wrap &amp; extend them from behind.
Chocolate Candy Maker
ipod cintrolled airplane
Was UC. Crates Ball Run set for kids - why should the big people have all the fun? -a collaboration with simplyinclined.
A hi-tech mousetrap that uses electronic sensor that tracks and targets mice, then kills them with a laser shot. Ceiling mount or mobile.
"CORNER PICTURE HANGER" Device designed to allow any size picture frame to be installed in any angle corner between two walls. RESUB311votes
Transparent surgical retractors help surgeons see anatomy more easily during surgery =&gt; better outcomes for patents and lower surgical costs
A cool way for the coffee drinker or DD to show up at the party.
Solar Powered Cooler!!! no more ice, no more spoiled food
Foil straws for grill grates
The CRAPSACK. The all-in-one universal bag to hold everyone's electronics, games, chargers, toys and EVEN a snack
Spidey - The Cobweb Remover
An easy-to-use car seat that expands into stroller with storage above the wheels. It would be called the Seatster.
Baby Monitor for Sleep Deprived Parents
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iPhone case that lets you store your earbuds in it.
I'll join two existing tools for car diagnosis and oil light reset to do a self station where the average people can do their own diagnosis.
The Spine Support T-Shirt (Lumbar T)
Gym Rats keep your cords out of the way while your're working out! Armband for the I pod Nano with built in cord keeper for your headphones
An iphone, ipad, or ipod charger incorporated into a plug in air freshener
Fruit POP Ups-Cut up fruit in a tube and push up and eat. No utensils needed. Great for to go lunches or parties. Healthy snack! RESUBMIT
Protect your Apple device and it's data from theft with this security tag
Catapults are fun!, So how about one that is more geared towards the adult child, and not just a toy.
Full size screen to write or color on that plugs into iphone..not just your ipad!
A cushioned seat that clamps, with an adjustible clamp, onto the side of a bath tub and could be used e.g. by a parent bathing thier child.
R/C Helicopter Obstacle Course Game - Swoop in bank left &amp; drop your chute closest to the bullseye &amp; you too will be called Ace. #QTOYS. TY
Kitchen Sink: Strips the Nasty Grime that stinks the In-Sink Garbage Disposal and keeps it clean http://is.gd/hrh0my in 15 Seconds
RESUB: THE SIMPLEST DOOR STOPPER EVER!! An ecologically sustainable, triangular piece that you can hook on the door hinge!
Cheese Board with Drawer. Keep your left over food and place in your fridge conveniently.
turn your heel into a flat in no time what an innovative approach from work and social life in just 1 pair of shoes
An IOS Wireless Bluetooth remote control for the iPhone, and iPad.
Being able to access, charge, and use your laptop or iPad without taking the item out of your travel bag / briefcase.
(93% view/vote ratio) Space Saver Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
Customized door bell chimes or music.
Ipad glove that does not have to touch the screen just to make moves towards him and reply to your order being winter edition.
info in previous statement. This is just a idea. No model has been made.
Glow in dark seat belts, accident at night, first responders can cut quickly seat belt, Police can see them glow at night.
iPhone 5 Case inspired by Dieter Rams, with "swappable" home button
Disposable semi-hard vase shaped plastic bag to be placed under the dogâ€™s rear to catch the feces before it hits the ground and tie-up.
iphone controlled blender
A stainless steel beverage chiller that does not dilute your beverage. Simply store it in your freezer while not in used. Hang on glass wall
HANDS FREE iWalk iPhone Holding Case. Now you can read your text messages hands free while walking. Send messages back easily while walking.
A USB stick that has two ends: one for USB and one for the iPhone, iPad etc.
Hi Quirky! I'm the creator of the rotating Christmas tree stand. It is a unique design, complete with its own outlets and power turntable.
A Cargo-inspired kitchen basket for food items that need to breathe
iPhone stand. A suction cup holds the stand to the back of the phone. Looks like an animal tail or leg. Useful &amp; novelty conversation piece.
Duo LED Shake Flashlight:LED Shake Flashlight with Lights from both ends.
Simple retractable earbuds designed for the IPhone5, but with volume and remote controls on the round casing of the earbuds.
Adaptable toothbrush holder.
iPhone 5 case with lightning to 30 pin adaptor built in
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders End Of Branches Where Birds Become "Living Ornaments"! Resub
Everyone's lost glasses and keys. My idea is to have an app and accompanying sensors to help locate those things that often go missing.
MEGA Bandit - when Bandit just isn't enough #spotsv
Mini LED Headlight #QCYCLE
ITPD (Identity Theft Protection Device)
A slim battery case with additional ports
SafetySwab A cotton swap with safety stops which also acts as stand to keep tips clean.
Cheap Wall Paper...No glue...No peel off stickers! Wall decals that come in ROLLS!
Eliminates patching holes,a crooked curtain rod, the expense of multiple purchases, and offers the appearance of a larger room.
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Get a new phone case without buying a new one every time. Simply slot any standard size card (trading card, playing card) and attach it.
A better chip bowl, it's simply a deeper divided dish that also stacks.
A colorful foam donut, cut on one side that will cover the post of a metal bed frame to protect toes, vacuum cleaners and pets.
usb bluetooth dongle attached to a printer to wirelessly connect to an apple device to print a document.
Tired of the theft of cars, computers, etc and not being alerted and the thief getting away. Combining technology would prevent this.
Most people who own multiple iPads (I own 3 myself) Need a central clean elegant storage / charging station in their home or office.
OPEN SESAME is a kids door lock that opens with a SECRET CODE SAYING.
Night Vision small portable 1 or 2 inches Device clip on iPhones &amp; iPads and it can see clear at night in the dark.
Pan with a silicon(or metal) grill insert. It's a pan, or convert to grill pan.
A portable dock that can be carried in the wallet.
An App. to text you when your flight is boarding. People miss flights even after checking in for many different reasons.
Customizable snap together chandelier or wall mounted light! 100's of new looks possible. Easy to move from room to room. Sleek look.
One piece cover - fits over all ironing boards. Can handle sleeves/pants and all types of ironing without the need for attachments #spotsv
This idea is a basic support to help physical well being of any person, but for those suffering from pain in the cervical and lumbar spine.
I want to give people the opportunity to save money,energy and water and allow children the opportunity to participate in this initiative.
A USB lock that uses code stored on a USB data drive as the key. One key opens multiple locks. Key also works as a standard USB drive.
Inspired by the baby rattle a cooking tool for shifting/drizzling ingredients or toppings! SHAKE&amp;BAKE!
This is a wifi/web controllable garage push button switch with a fish eyed camera that can be controlled with a smart phone app.
Decompressing suitcase with an integrated vacuum design that allows items, and most importantly, luggage as a whole to shrink and self size.
Best trunk grocery bag holder: Tension rod w/ bars attached - has bungie carabinr/grommet in middle to accommodate different sized trunks
CLOAK-2.0-MINI. for Ipad mini
quirky sticker for ipad
WHISTLE TOP POT - Know when it's boiling!
A/C Clean - flush out your A/C drain pipe in minutes with no messy cleanup or crazy waterworks in your home.
stylish new way to organize your mail and hang your keys
Adjustable Pan For Cooking and Baking. Make the pan the size you want and no more need to keep tons of pans in the cabinet. Great For Bakers
A night light and fragrance diffuser in one.
Lettuce Water Cup - Keeps lettuce fresher &amp; crispier. Fill cup with water, trim bottom of lettuce, stick inside &amp; store in fridge. RESUBMIT
Bathroom garbage can with disposal drawer for feminine products- bc you don't want to announce to the world it is your time of the month
fully covered smart case...
Many of us enjoy the smell and look of many flowers. Well, now get air fresheners that look and smell like your favorie flowers. Love them!!
Lidtensils
Travel Trace Path
Eggshell separator slider!
#spotsv Bobble snooze clock. No need to look for the snooze button.
Safety Stove Knob
Create an iphone case for the new iphone 5 that features a holder for dust plugs.
#spotsv A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
A spring loaded light device, that snaps on the top of a travel mug, pop can, beer can. Fits on any container that has a top lip.
Freezable bottle holder/beer mug that grips bottle and makes/keeps the beverage cold while keeping your hands away from the cold.
SafetySwab A cotton swap which stands above surface keeping tips clean, also act as safety stops .
Fed up of cleaning the edges &amp; corners of the floor. Attach blob of sticky substance to broom to picks up anything, even minute glass pieces
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Vacuum powered blind cleaning tool that has rotating brushes that can be adjusted to clean any type of blind.
My idea is to provide a means of recovering lost prescription eyeglasses.
Trash doesn't have to look like garbage! Our covers are made of washable fabrics so garbage no longer has to be a sight for sore eyes.
An awesome midi-glove that allows you to bang drum patterns into music production software (which runs on a PC,MAC or Games Console)
A QUIRKY thing to cover the flange bolt that sticks outa toilet bases.Because 9 outa 10 toilets have NO flange bolt cap or it does not fit!
ALL-IN-ONE SPICE SHAKER. Store/use all spices in one spice holder/shaker and save room. Includes revolving release cap. Find spices easier.
stearing stabilizer for a mountain bike
Bike bumper
Pivot Power Mini Curl - Curl device cords within the plug itself. Plug and Rotate - Easy way of curling cords/wires.
The simply set pill bottle. Remembers when you forget.
iPhone case with magnifying glass in it. Slides out of case - up, and held over the phone by the case
The device would serve as a headrest/surface mount for an iPhone, capable of charging the iPhone while entertaining car passengers.
IPhone 5 Case and IPads with Photo Viewing Functionality on Case Bottoms/Phone Back. Great for Family Photos, Trips, etc.
I would like to invent an ipad dock that can attach to any stroller's handlebar for easy interface.
Reusable GROCERY BAG that is a BACKPACK and CLOSES!
Flavor Infusing Fun. Animal Infusers encourage kids to drink more water and less soda and sugar drinks.
PUSH PIN BUTTONS FOR YOUR CLOTHING. Replace your buttons with ease. No sewing required. PLEASE SEE SUGGESTIONS AND IMAGES.
The only collapsible stand, wrap or keep your ear phones inside. Cool and Quirky
CREATE AN OSCILLATING LAWN SPRINKLER THAT WILL DO 2 THINGS ACT AS A REGULAR SPRINKLER AND ALSO ACT AS A WEED
KILL OR FERTILIZING SPRINKLER.
Hospital Grips
A clip-on hearing protection device for hard hats, that is lightwieght, comfortable, easy to put on, remove and is always ready.
A movable cover for the wings of an airplane to avoid ice and frozen snow on the wings.
Shutter sunglasses will block all the bright light sources in the field of view.
Traffic DVR - iPhone Rolling Recording App+ Video Dock. Store Last 60mins Any Time. Never Miss Interesting Encounters Your Accident Witness!
BOO!We have all been there cuddled between mom and dad afraid of the monsters lurking in our rooms. No more worries with the GHOST WEB!
LLL Lock Luggage Locate No more endless searching and deciding if is your luggage at airport bag claim. Call it in with automated lock-lite
Bezel extension and stylus storage for iPad mini. Provide a place to rest your thumb without touching the screen.
Simple converter for folks with the old iphone/ipod/ipad charger cable for the new iphone and ipod.
Blackberry iPhone case. Theft deterrent device.
Chinese Throwing Star USB Memory Stick. 4 USB's in 1 Cool Looking Chinese Throwing Star!
NEW! Laptop Security Flippy
MECHANICAL WATER LEVEL ALARM! Don't want to stay by bathtub to check when it's filled up with water? You need the device you can trust!
Individual 'Teepee' pod - instant privacy anywhere. No private room nearby - create one where you stand.
A Stainless version of Portion. Rugged and won't melt!
Solid State Drive Case that converts the SATA connection to USB 3.0. This would allow using SSDs as external hard drives! Please read!!
A garden tool that is both a Mattock digging blade and a rake.
Wrist band/Alarm. paring to your phone and vibrating whenever it is time to wake up. Not waking up the person sleeping next to you
Extension handles for wheelchairs to make it less tiring for tall helpers to push the wheelchair patient.
Chopsticks that double as a soda straw. Hollow tubes in Chopsticks are a handy straw.
Cover protector that would prevent your laptop from falling, and breaking.
Macbook Case that's able to be hoisted up at any point!
Hanging Household Gloves - no mess, because there is no fuss!
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You're watching TV but you can't hear. Donâ€™t turn the volume up! Send the sound from the TV to your app-enabled headset!
Multisauce Squeezer
Disposable toilet bowl head brushes with baggies in the handle to dispose of the used brush head.
Resubmit)Piggyback Tack. Two Tacks in One.
Ear BUD " Purell" type sanitizing towelette =pac of 2
A true green light bulb, no PCB.
RESUBMIT-WAS IN UC-ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE!Clay that you can draw with. After it's hard use special paper to draw with OR even paint!
Keep your cat off your laptop, seat, or furniture! This product is safe for your pet, while keeping them off your laptop or seat.
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
2 color reversible soft rubber cases for the iPhone 5! You get a case that has 2 colors in one! Resubmit.
Hiking shoes that generate electric power. When you walk.
Beer pitcher cooler
Leaf and yard debris compacter and baler.
Hydroponic Planter
First and only electric hair and debris removal device for your vacuum cleaner roller. Resubmit.
#spotsv Water bottle and mister. Simply pull cap half way up for mist or fully for standard drinking stream. Cap also seals pest out.
A sleeve or pouch type case for the upcoming iPod Mini - designed for women!
App-Enabled iPhone/iPad/iPad Mini/iTouch case! Quirky LED cases allow you to display messages, images ,interact as an equalizer for music!
You know those ice packs? And the hot water bottles? Aren't they so boring? Try these. They're cuddly and sweet and good for kids.
Fun for all ages no matter how long the car trip! A seatbelt cover that is a plush guitar, play along with the tunes in your backseat band!
Let's start the day in a better way! A stylish, more functional approach to bedding makes it easy for your family to make their bed!
The Q - CONSOLE EDUCATIONAL PROJECTOR. A new and interactive way for Kids to Learn. PLAY and LEARN!
Basting Turkey, chicken , roast or what ever you wish is now done by a lid. And done WELL.
Pocket Table Leveler
An iPad case with the QWERTY keyboard on the back. Finally you can hold your iPad with two hands and type at the same time.
Physically exhausted? Mentally worn? Want to wind down but enjoy family time? You need the Chin-UP! Enjoy life, with your Chin-UP!
A plastic attachment that snaps on a standard trim brush handle. Provides a flat guard keeps paint off the ceiling when painting the wall.
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
Kitchen cordless tool center, stylish and powerful
Changeable Eye Lenses &amp; Frames: Users Change Lenses Easily. Pop Out Eye Glass Lenses. Replace with Sunglass or Other Lenses. Change Frames.
This is the Perfect Bacon Grill! Bacon will cook twice as fast and come out perfectly flat.
A safety brake for bike that prevent the brake from locking on the wheel
Magnetic Break-Away USB extension cable for video game controllers and accessories.
Magnetic SHOT GLASSES! Stick'em on the fridge, and not in your cupboard.
Great in-car scent; No dangling from mirror/clipping fresheners on vents. TAX-FRESH; a Tax Disc holder with a discreet air-freshener pocket.
This bar and 90 degree combination allows for clamping and spreading at different plains and angles. Collaboration with David Tyers
Easy sheet... A sheet that sticks to the mattress. No more lifting or yanking the sheet to make it fit. Spread it out, stick it on, done!
A stationary compact step stool that unfolds out of a cabinet door for children or small people. While still having storage in the cabinet.
Christmas Tree Bird Feeder In Shape Of Actual Christmas Tree.Multiple Bird Feeders At End Of Branches Where Birds Become Living "Ornaments"!
A Second External 7" Display For Your iPhone!
I believe my idea can save time and sleep for parents of babies and young children. No more wrestling with soiled sheets and mattresses.
New Self Defence Hand Bag and Man Bag :resubmit:
Simple solution to illuminate the doorway at night, Slip this under your door mat and the lights are turned on when you step on it.
Wireless earbuds, so you can listen to music without getting the cord caught on stuff.
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A handheld/tabletop device to hold plastic shopping bags open so that they can be used by 1 person to collect pet waste, kitchen waste, etc.
Broom Groomer Mini with Squeegee Edge. The squeegee makes cleaning up wet and heavy spills like mashed potatoes simple and easy also.
STOP ELECTRICAL OUTAGES Use PROPELLERS that are out balance to stop ice and snow from collecting on electric lines and breaking them.
App-enabled fan
Power Meter Piggy ---------- Know how much devices consume. The fun way.
Help solve the world's Posture problem!There's no comfortable way to fix poor posture, but this will work better than anything on the market
Resubmit Mocubo max - Vegetable cutter and storage made easy. No need for multiple storage containers.
round basketball look 5'-0 diameter Tents that can be connected by zippering together one, two or as many as there are people.
your favorite perfume in your bracelet, rather than digging in your bag for the tiny bottle to refresh its right there on your wrist.
LED luggage tag. Never lose your luggage again. Put last name, favorite sports team, make it blink, etc.. The LED is programmable.
Kids Bathtub Safe Lock ( Safe and Fun at the same time.
"The Tong Light". It allows you to grill in the dark and still see exactly what you are doing.
Wedding planning and baby books are lifetime memories we want to share. Making these more shareable and fun to do, Wow!
Repurpose a digital picture frame as a wall clock. Use works of art that have slightly modified so they can be used to convey time.
WI-FIsh - APP controlled fish with wi-fi camera. Drive the aquarium, play hide and seek or even war games with opponent...FUN! See videos.
#iPadMiniGrip is a case with a rubber slightly ridged back for securely gripping, holding of an iPad Mini. Don't drop it, grip it!
NO SPILL COFFEE POT SPOUT - just add to any standard coffee pot to end spills forever!
A moveable fan that can be attached to a bed or other furniture that will change the way you sleep, relax, and work, forever.
Thin flip-down attach'd magnifier same size as screen-magnify caller's number, text, email. Then, Flip-up, slide into case as pocket doors.
Strips of disposable hypoallergenic tape made in the shape of a shirt collar. Stick tape on the collar and tape keeps neck dirt from collar.
If you wear glasses laying down to read or watch tv knocks your glasses off your face. This keeps your glasses in place while laying down.
Our country's heroes deserve to be buried with dignity, honor, and pride. The Honor Light will give that to every Veteran and their families
SpotMop. Iphone case with removable micofibre finger sleeve. Pop in/out and clean your screen!
~ Speaker Case for IPAD Mini and IPAD 1,2,3 !!! And maybe Iphone. Please LOOK !! :)
keeps kids safe. Never been invented.Water resistant,cost effective.
So we have vaccum-sealed travel mugs, and we have coffee makers, but when you are on the go, how do you get a refill?
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C &amp; vote!
The De-Icing Spatula lets you clean your freezer safely, quickly and efficiently. It saves Money, Time and Energy.
Peace Of Mind
My Perfect Pot is exactly as the name says it is, "Perfect". My innovative design allows individuals to stir food without removing the lid.
Coffee cups - Easy to know how to make a variety of coffees
Hi Kimel Webber here, and i have a concept that i think would be really interesting to the quirky team logo-rims. Patent-pending
It would be a case that holds an extra battery.
The power cord manager...
Quirky Popcorn Maker
Introducing Dry or Wet Erase Bookmarks, for your favorite recipes or your holiday upcoming recipes, use them for class to mark pages #spotsv
ZipUp and ZipDown(ziploc type zipper) Your Earbud headPhone Line! Good-bye to tangled earbud headphones
Ergonomically Correct Shears for hedges or trimming. Ace Hardware Product
Phonecell
A security camera that is potable and send images to your iPhone.
iPhone 5 USB Solar Blinds Charging Station:
Let's face it! Kid's love an IPAD! Ipad mini is kid sized so lets build the perfect Ipad mini case for kids! #nevwet
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I want better sound for music and movies. I want something portable, eye-catching, rechargeable, and wire-free. And give it a secret...
iSafety Case: an iPhone Case that includes a panic button and potentially a pepper spray.
KLEENEX BOX WITH A TRASH INCLUDED FOR USED TISSUES ...A FLU PERFECT COMPANION!! WE OBVIOUSLY NEED TO THINK IN A
WAY TO BE HIGIENIC
Jet Air Water Scooter - Inflatable Jet Propelled Water Scooter - Pump up the power bladder and cruise through the water. Great fun.
RESUB Q-TIP dispenser stop wasting those q-tips all over the bathroom heres answer quirky tip dispenser hangs on wall for ez access sanitary
This case gives your phone the rugged protection it deserves without hiding the phone.
Improved nail remover. Based on the wine bottle cork remover.
Grease draining sheets.
PORTABLE Cooling/Warming cup holder. Keep your drinks warm and cold with this amazing holder.
New Ring for on your Hand, Bracelet or necklace that is wifi connected to your Smart Phone,wallet and keys :resubmit:
Coordinate homework paper.
FREE Dog Litter Bags! Never buy dog poop bags again. Poo-Dog saves Time, Money and the Environment.
A stylus that attaches to the wires on your earphones.
Let's sieve in a practical way and without making a mess.
THE HUSBAND PILLOW AND BEYOND!!!! HEATED HUSBAND PILLOW WITH CUP HOLDER INSERT IN ARMS WARM,COZY PORTABLE .
This blocking sled will create a safe and realistic environment for football players to practice safe and sane blocking and tackling skills.
Heres a new twist on an old idea. Its the new clothes peg to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors no more clothes dropping off line
Having a rechargeable, portable UltraSound probe that plugs into an iPhone or iPads lightning/headphone/30 pin adapter.
Quirky's Broomer Groomer on a Commerical type upright dustpan. Improve upright dustpans on the market where the heaviest cleaning is done.
Need a better way to wash? My 3 in one Exfoliate get smooth skin with this bath pouf with plastic hand grip and soft touch bristle brush.
Flowerpot with hidden handle in the rim; when pulled out releases wheels from false bottom in the pot. Releasing the handle retracts wheels.
Dry-erase food containers! Simply write directly on the container (or lid) to label it.
Half-drunk soda cans waste money &amp; are bad for the environ. Put a lid on it to preserve the carbonation &amp; save the beverage for later.
Wear hand-written positive notes by friends - papers that can slip on earrings, necklaces, bracelets! Combat bullying, foster self-esteem!
What is a Luggage bag? Protect my luggage How would it be to know when you check your luggage in at the airport that it will not be damaged.
A refillable soap dispenser for kids that doesn't slip and keeps mess in a free-standing sink. Animal or geometric designs
iPad Riser - Offers better posture for toddlers/children. Different angles too.
The NAPKIN BUTLER retrieves one single napkin at a time - no waste!
Letâ€™s develop a light weight, secure and movable storage solution that maximizes the use of your unused garage space.
Espresso travel
Clothes peg with 360 degrees of clutch. Resub.
Pillow that fits on the hand like a glove to make sleeping during traveling easier and more comfortable. It will be vented to reduce sweat.
#QTOYS. Safety pea shooter popsicle maker.Dorm room, Kitchen.
How about a travel mug without cleaning, spilling, or insulating. The perfect cup for the coffee addict with no time to wash between cups.
Are you sick of looking fat, blotchy and hideous in pictures? In tagged pics? Beautiful is a camera/app that guarantees a hot shot.
Child &amp; Pet clip-on immersion alarm system.
WHY WHY WHY can't my 3 ring binder punch holes and hold my papers?
Plates for cupcake wedding cake stand. Cupcakes are popular, allow many flavors, individual serving without cutting up a traditional cake.
The Grocery Cart with a Seat! Now you got a Place to set while you wait for the bus, or in the Grocery line! Bigger, safer, easyer!
Window Rail Sweeper
People swerving in and out of lanes, TEXTING and DRIVING, they might as well be DRUNK!
12v.drop light that is small,thin,light weight,flexible,and will put out light to illuminate a working area of app.4ft by 4ft.none like it.
Bringing Steam-Punk style to Quirky functionality!
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iPhone screen magnifed to a 17 inch private home theater experience.
Engraved jeweled Gold &amp; silver cases for i products by special order.
A case which integrates an optional slide out full qwerty keyboard.
A small basket or clip to keep sponges in to wash in the dishwasher.
iphone 5 case with a hook/clip, so you can attach the iphone to anything.
Extend your steering wheel with the CRUISER BAR.
Charge on the GO! A device battery charger that uses regular batteries (ie; AA), clips to your belt or bag and has a retractable cord.
*Friendship Cases* They Light Up when close to each other. Solid Light case or pattern. Promote sales too! Employee is wrong - can be done!
Snowball gun /water balloon gun/crossbow all in one ! Why not use your toys all year! have fun launching snowballs / water balloons .resub
A minimalist case, like a thick rubber band that just fits around the edge. Keep the apple styling but add protection from knocks &amp; splashes
Mp3 player holder integrated into a performance moisture wicking shirt designed for maximum comfort and wire management.
Very simple: have an Iphone or Ipad case that would have built in dynamo charger
iPhone Bobble Stand: A fun and quirky stand that allows you to push over your phone and it will bobble back up.
Pegboards R so 1990. Its time2 use bands. Door/wall organizer with elastic straps. Get organized. C your stuff quickly
An iPhone case that people can laugh at.
Inspirational &amp; motivational mug - with a sense of humor. Will look great on any desk or in any kitchen. Inspire yourself every morning!!
Presentation stand with embedded rings creates a flip chart that has the ease of adding and deleting pages of a presentation.
Cutting board with kitchen film dispenser (video)
I think a screen covering for an iPhone, iPad, iPod, or even computer that adjusts viewing in lieu of prescription lenses would be helpful.
Sick of memorizing your passwords, this APP would use one "PASSWORD" your FINGERPRINT to access all your important accounts
Skate is a handy hand-rechargeable 90 degree-coverage flashlight and USB charger for mobile devices.
Power Outlet Switch: Twist ON, Twist OFF
Resub: Extended Arm Oven Mitts are oven mitts that extend up to the shoulder. No more burns to hands, wrists or upper arms, while cooking.
Toothpaste factory! Make your own toothpaste! Fun colors and flavors! NOW THEY WILL LOVE TO BRUSH!
RESUBMIT Hand strapped lint roller, made of silicone material so there is no need to keep buying rollers made of paper, just to waste money.
A fur/comfy sleeve for your ear bud / headphone cord.
A bath mat that rises off the floor, lifting itself so that it dries. Its an intelligent and elegant solution to an age-old problem.
How many times do you use your hair dryer or curling iron &amp; you can't put it away because it is too hot and could cause a fire?
WARNING - DO NOT TOUCH HERE X(((O)))X Health Nuts Welcomed
Silicone pot pour spout addon - use it with any pot #spotsv
E-Dock (easy dock) or M-Dock (Magnetic Dock): A support, with two parts engage-able with each other internally, by magnets.
Plastic cover/cooling fan for the Mac computer magsafe adapter. Protect the adapter from scratches and scrapes with a mini fan for cooling.
Microwaveable Potato Chip Maker - Make your own potato chips with oil, or without!
A locking iPhone case, to prevent SIM removal if stolen.
Dressing Mirror for previewing and picking out clothes WTWT "What To Wear Tomorrow"
They see a pot lid we see Captain Americas oil splatter shield when frying our favorite foods.There has to be a better way
mini red onion or garlic peeler skin maximun 3 or 5 pieces at one time process
RESUBMIT: An adjustable smart phone / tablet holder for the nightstand that allows me to use my device at night without holding it.
If you are a hunter fishermen or an outdoorsmen, use our energy source to your advantage. Solar strips give you hope when all is lost.
Compartmentalized &amp; Locked Toy Chest to Rotate Toys - Lock unused toys into chest bench storage space, easily rotate toys to keep interest!
iPhone case that allows you to change the color of your camera's flash!
An APP that can unlock the front door when you carry many objects into your house? it could crack the door by proximity or remote.
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COLOURED STAPLES beats bare metal staples that rust over time. We need plastic covered staples that don't rust and look classy. A Q product?
CRYSTAL CLEAR, STREAK FREE WINDOWS AND GLASS!!!
iphone hologram projector case
Make your own HOME MADE YOGURT with the Yogurt Cosy!
The CORD WORM organizes cords:lights, telephone, appliances, media. Bends with the curve of your narrow profile furniture.No sagging cords.
Love reading but cant seem to get use to it on your iPad/iPhone. Worried that someone may want to steal your iPad while your on the train
Have you ever had a hard time pulling a trash bag out of trash can. Sometimes, even ripping it. Don't worry. Your problem solved.
How about an iphone case with holes on it that allows you to accessorize it :)
Warm Beer at the Cottage? The Instant personal beverage COOLER is finally here. No power required, simple, convenient, anywhere and instant
Save your favorite insects, butterflies, shells, pictures and other memorabilia/keepsakes in molds like Bangle. Keepsakes forever
A gadget that displays RBDS info that you can stick to the dashboard if your stereo doesn't display song and artist info.
#spotsv Electronic condom.
iPhone Photo case! Much like a typical 3 ring school binder, add any photo or homemade art to your case via a snap in place viewing panel.
Cart Caddy: A holder for your iPad while shopping for groceries.
#spotsv Combination 2 in 1 Liquid WhiteOut/Correction Tape and Writing Ink Pen
iPhone Clothing + Socialite Style Interaction?
Integrated cradle charger for Iphone in notebook
[Resubmit] Peeling a potato without touching it (Eggies:Eggs :: Potato Peeler:Potatoes)
Book bag style laundry bag with adjustable shoulder straps for the college kids as well as the urban folks!
My idea is for a charging coaster with a retractable plug/connector.
Case + USB + Stand = This Penguin Phone case
Hot Box Dryer- collapsible luggage fitted to use a small hair dryer to dry shoes and small garments using zip openings to control the heat.
THINK BIG. Texting sensor gun. Much like a speed gun but for texting. Will show if the driver is in text mode.
Flower pot with watering port &amp; drain. Bottom water your plants. Stop overwatering &amp; easily drain excess. No spills, less leached nutrients!
The best way to keep foods fresh.It's magnectic.chip bags bread bags cereal bags, just touch the magnet strips Various colors and sizes
A photocamera with Wi-Fi/UMTS/HSDPA/LTE connectivity, that automatically uploads photos/videos to "the cloud"...
Is your neck hurting from trying to reach to see the next song. The case is a great tool for active life styles and drivers. Are you ready!
Temporary Transfers. Print or draw anything and put it on your shirt...then will dissolve in the wash.
Foam Blocks with connections just like legos but with a different connection pattern. The blocks are oversized. Fun Fun Fun!!!
An inexpensive, universal stylus adapter cap for your favorite pen/pencil that will reduce the typos made by Smartphone and tablet users.
Build an iPhone holster with compartment on bottom large enough to hold Apple charger cube with lightning USB cable.
Drumming is loud. Hard to keep sound levels down. Rubber drumstick tips subdue attack of cymbals and hi-hat. Bandmates happy. Yeah!
"THE VOLCANO LAMP" IT'S A MINI REAL LIFE LIKE MOUNTAIN LAMP FOR ANY ROOM ! Mist, light fx. palm trees, figures, CD.
Electronic module adheres to inside of auto windshield, listens through glass, detects and alerts driver of approaching emergency vehicles.
Quirky Watch. Bezel displays time. E-Paper dial changes designs. Open to collaboration. See video
People are lazy but love their cats. This toy will allow you to interactively play with your cat from your couch with minimal effort
Coupon clipping machine - feed in sheets of coupons from the Sunday newspaper and get neatly-cut and stacked coupons out of the other end.
Eliminate GPS glare with a GPS baseball cap. Baseball caps were designed to keep the sun out of players eyes, so they must work!
The PiggyBack allows you to transfer available battery between two iPhones.
Your jewelry will be the talk of the town. Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers!
Karaoke Speaker/Mic Case for iPod Touch or iPhone. Be your own star!
FLAVORED TEMP CHECKER-A cool thermometer that comes with flavor strips. None on market with flavor..that I could see.
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Monkey Runner clockwork monkey, climbs shower hose in the bathroom once at palm top it slides down with the bananas!
Car door bumpers. Small silicone bumps (slick look) on edge of the side door. So when someone opens car door and hits your car no damage.
#iPadMiniWeatherSleeve is to help keep out water, snow, sleet, mud, etc. from the upcoming iPad Mini! Transport with peace of mind!
Personal Party Cube is a cooler that contains a detachable I-Pod docking station connected to speakers that are connected to the cooler.
A wireless docking station for iphone/ipod that can stick to the fridge.
Conversion for old iPhone power cord.
If You Get This?...You'll want to get this, for yourself or as a gift for someone! Fastest fill and level measuring spoons!
D-Dojo Makiwara is made of plastic, it will last you for a long time, easy to install and adjust the height and resistance.
The Power Track combines the convience of both a power strip and an extension cord to give you scalabilty for all your power needs!!
Bean bag on wheels. You know you want one.
A cd adaptor that allows you to play your MP3's through your cars sound system. CD's had the cassette adaptor, MP3's need the CD adaptor!
RESUBMIT Wall planter that mimics a hand with a flower growing inside.
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
For learning and FUN! A pad of tracing paper (and App?) that attaches to the iPad. For children to practice writing and drawing skills
aZipah! To assist women to zip up and down clothing. This device is portable, flexible, and can be designed to install in dressing rooms.
Individually made LOST TAGS for alzheimer and dementia people in case they get lost and don't have any idea who they are or how to get home
Emergency vehicle to phone link that enables users to be alerted to the presence and location of the emergency vehicle.
"Squirt Brush" Brush with liquid reservoir for marinating meats and vegetables.
wirelss optical mouse shaped like the human hand
Attaching (sewing) the top sheet to the bottom, fitted sheet, it makes for an easy &amp; quick way to make beds, perfect every time!
Squeeze cap
Thermometer sold w/App.Taking babies temp should not be rocket science especially @ 2AM.Parent enters data &amp; it does the math. Calls the DR
Lightning to 30-pin Adapter that SUPPORTS Video
Combine cord control, Lightning charging dock, and extra USB ports. A mix of Cordies+ and Space Bar.
USB key that has a USB 2.0 and a "lightning" port to connect to Iphones/Ipad/Ipods
Dont rely on wet wipes at the store. Carry this sanitary covering with you at all times and use to protect from handle bar or other germs.
Chinese finger trap long handle holder
9V Cigarette Lighter - Never run out of lighter fluid.
App-enabled Closed Caption for the hearing impaired for iPhone, laptop and Mini Ipads for lessons by videos.
A New Fun Way To Read and Write. Must See Video Below
Never loose or drop your phone when going fast, going high, or going out.
Case with retractable USB cord built in. No more Carrying around loose cords. Sync and Charge convienently
The soft lit reading box, a small box that helps you read in the dark squeeze it on all sides and it illuminates all different colors.
Charge all your iDevices with one power adapter! A smart USB hub that aggregates all charging cables and charges devices serially.
iPhone case with trackball in the middle of where the home button is controlled through an app.
A dehydrator and tools for making beef jerky! Also, this means we could make Quirky Turkey Jerky! :-)
Christmas tree ornament with a digital photo screen!
The OnceA Locker is a time based lock box or lock that will only open OnceA Day, Week, or Month. Great for vices in our lives.
Color coded power cables for iPhones and iPads, that are also longer.
#QCYCLE. Safety Bicycle trailer with integrated kitchen barbecue. Bicycle Tailgate BBQ
Stretchable Rubber Can Strainers/Drainers Stretch Over Any Can,Jar That Needs To be Drained Stays Secure Different Sizes and Shapes
ROLLdex Circulating Watch
The Hybrid Handlebar:Straight Bar and Riser Bar,2 In 1 Handlebar.#QCYCLE.
Sharp and Clear
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Keep your shirt tucked in This is a problem for men and women SUGGESTIONS NEEDED
QR TOYS. You upload all the info and create your very own fantasy figure. Trade with friends. Endless possibilities.
Modular flexible power adapter, scalable number of outlets, flexible structure.
Protect your iPhone, carry your wallet, and watch media comfortably, all from the help of one case!
First Commercially Available iPad Enclosure Harness - Secure iPad Down as a display or Browser terminal
disco ball app that converts your phone into a rave ball multi coloured torch light . kids room dorm rooms etc
To provide aid for persons who loose control of their body due to epilepsy,faint or slip on the floor until major medical help arrives.
Misplaced your bottle cover - No worries. Stretchable covers help to cover anything eg: Bottles, glasses, containers etc.
Fire Safety for the entire family at nighttime when everyone is asleep
A simple solution to protect your driving arm from the intense burning sun.
A beach chair that has an attached table that swings over in front of you while you were sitting. Like an airplane side table.
a case that has a detachable running band and a slot for id and credit cards
Remember Heelys and Mega Moon Mood Hopz?Pogo stick shoe attachment for seriously crazy jumps!Could also be sold as a boot like roller blades
Sets of lighters with a buzzer or alarm that goes off by pressing a button/keychain attachment to locate MISSING/STOLEN lighters!!!!
A MUST SEE. External RAM. My million-dollar idea. Make your computer run faster, do more at once. 200+ Votes and counting!
a rugged, clear, waterproof, shock proof case like the GoPro Hero camera case.
Enjoy the natural light of big, beautiful candles that never burn down and do not cost a fortune. Perfect for home &amp; outdoors all year long.
The Taser is now a powerful part of Law Enforcement Equipment Accidents can happen so a new alternative The Electric Net may be the answer!
for my blue tooth device to work with my tv
#SPOTSV Refrigerator Clips for inside door shelves to keep bottles and food from sliding and falling over when opening &amp; closing door.$5.00
I would like to see a small led flashlight integrated into an iPhone case. With its own battery supply and push button operated
A WARM, PRE-HEATED terry cloth robe! A liner in the robe would WARM you up every cold morning. Just set the timer before you go to bed.
"SEXY" Mixer-Was in UC! Redesign the Electric Mixer-Splatter &amp; flour "poof" free-Chop, blend, knead &amp; more-Tilting bowl for ease in pouring
Spice boxes magnetically stick to inside of cabinet door. Easy to reach &amp; see all at once, in space you didnâ€™t know you have! #spotsv
CRATE LIGHTS: Small, multi-directional lights that nest inside holes of Quirky Crates. Great for functional lighting and showcasing items.
An iphone dock that can be plugged directly to the usb connector of the apple keyboard.
iPhone Fotog Quirky Case. Utilitarian protection, ergonomic camera interface with interchangeable lens attachments.
LED Ring for Work Gloves - Boldly go, where no light has gone before!
An application for quirky.com with easy access from an iPhone or iPad
Strap on tape measure with slow recoil safety nylon or fabric tape.
Tired of expensive mop head replacements? How about a mop handle that turns any pair of sponges into a mop head
Thwart prying eyes with a deceptively traditional appearing nightstand which combines locking drawers, bookcase and a secret compartment!
NERF Holsters and Clip/Ammo Holders - NERF toys are one of the few growing segments of toy sales with a rapidly expanding customer base.
Drink chiller and mixer. Keep ice and drink separate. Use the shaking to mix AND provide the conductive cooling to rapidly chill the drink!
Take a blue tooth device and your new i phone, connect them together and charge them as one.
V.G.P.-Vice-Grip-Punch will allow CRAFTSMAN to PUNCH [any-size] holes in the field [remote-locations] as-well-as metal stencil &amp; letter.
A cat box with a drawer in it to store the scoop and other cat box related accessories
A travel book bag seat for a child.Acts like a backpack, stores a book, turns into a comfortable seat. Portable Seat with book holder.
Portable Bike shaped sewing machine for quick sewing of buttons/patching of torn clothes. Headlight of bike, throws laser to guide direction
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I would like to reinvent the wheel and redesign the wrapping paper. Just imagine tearing on the dotted line and start wrapping, no more tape
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
With 'KOODOO' Kids can create their own SHOES &amp; be creative with STICKERS &amp; COLORS.EASY to DECORATE &amp; REMOVE.Invite
FRIENDS &amp; SHARE STICKERS
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
Auto Marker. Measure and mark at a touch of a button. Collaboration with David Tyers
The Uncanny Can Lid keeps canned food fresh and safe while reducing waste to keep your food costs down!
Sock Saver!
Custom Glow in dark Silicone Rope !!Create your own rope!decide the length, color, shape &amp; text.. put it where you want! don't have limits!
A Heated stroller seat to keep your baby warm and comfortable. This idea will keep you at peace knowing that your baby is safe.
Age defined electronic word,math, science, language, etc...game for children and adults of all ages and languages
End those annoying â€œMom, s/heâ€™s on my side!â€ complaints from the backseat. Install an easy-to-use, multifunctional backseat divider!
Permanent light garland track
This device is simple self contained suction unit calibrated to separate one yolk at a time from an egg.
Stick Out Your Tongue: Customized designs for your shoe tongues.
Color Match Domino Game - Teach Kids Of All Ages: Colors, Patterns, Numbers &amp; Play This Classic Game In Jumbo Size Whole Family Can Enjoy
#NEVWET Enhance Quirky's Overcoat for even more water protection
When your remote control is missing, Simply push a button on your t.v. and listen for your remote to emit a ring or recording to easily find
Does it drive you crazy every time someone uses the bathroom or kitchen sink and it is filthy &amp; you have to get out the paper towels &amp; spray
Custom Color Spray Paint
Singing iPhone (and other devices) case.
Collapsible storage you can hang in your closet when on vacation. Pack shelves with clothes and fit in suit case. never unpack
How many times you took your lunch to work, and when the time came...SOMEONE ATE YOUR LUNCH! Fear no more, Lock Lunchbox is Here!
Designer tarps, to mimic roof tiles, stucco, plant life etc. Covering something doesn't have to be an eye sore.
iPhone Storage/Power/Speaker adapter Add microSD storage, a power adapter, and high quality speakers in one device.
Virtual iPhone glasses. At home and need a larger display for your iPhone. plug in virtual glasses.
An efficient, practical and eco-friendly product: "The stacked and circular paper towel"
Child safety receptacle plate and plug cover with lock.
I love Christmas time! I love the putting up the tree, decorating. I hate fighting with the tree box! We need storage big enough for a tree.
A Cargo basket that is foldable for travel
Multiple sim-cards Iphone case
Flexible Cable protector sleeves for the Lightning Cables. No more broken cables!
Rodent barrier. Material wired to a battery and laid around a vehicle that emits a electrical charge that keeps pests out of car.
This is an iPhone case with a retractable cord for charging your iPhone, no more carrying the cord seperately.
A legal 10 round magazine with the same appearance of a 30 round magazine for assault type weapons.
A Key ring tool for those unexpected quick fix jobs
NO HANDS! Use your earbuds without feeling like you need to move the mic towards your mouth!
OTTOMAN CHAIR. An Ottoman that converts into a chair in seconds. Perfect for dorm rooms, small studio apartments, or bedrooms.
A simple shoe rack to neatly organize and store that pile of shoes by the back door.
I_BABY, NOT an accessory but a NEW Apple Product. An Infant, Early Learning and Entertainment device for the end of a Babies Bottle.
Store cash, ID, and credit cards in the La Petite clip. Super slim, clips on to anything, and securely holds everything you need in place.
Getting ready in the morning and having enough room on the bathroom sink for all of my stuff is a pain in the neck! Want Help?
Interactive Language Learning Action Figure~ Resub.
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Presentation Clip Labels!! Tired of using Sticky pads to label your presentation or paperwork? Use the Presentation Clip Label!!
a kinetic charger (adapter powered by movement) that plugs straight into your portable electronic device.
The Garden Pose: A garden figure that holds the hose for you. Bendable arms can be posed to aim the spray. An alternative to sprinklers.
Are you frustrated by the state of your wardrobe? Imagine an easy, efficient AND pretty way to organize your wardrobe! photos included.
Infants monitoring clock: It helps Mothers and Daycare can use this to monitor and organize. Will provide info how infant doing in long run
A cooler mechanical paper hold for when you are typing
Portable High power Stereo with speakers dock that will plug into car cigarette lighter.
Ipod Speaker,small, good sound and very practical addition to clockÂ´s handle.
A wire clip secures the doors of your fireplace screen. Stops doors from opening if a log hits them. Slides over the two finger grips.
Electrical cords on the floor are dangerous and inconvenient. Keep the cord overhead and away from kids with a wall-mounted swiveling arm.
MEMORY SNAKE -USB STICK You newer cranke in Your PC,You newer brake Your USB plug, plus Safe Eject Button and USB HUB plug on it.
iPhone 5 Car in-dash mount! A snap-in in-dash product for audio, charging, and GPS!
Multifunctional Picnic Basket
When is a Crate not a crate? when it's a Hamster run!. a collaboration with simplyinclined.
A spill resistant animal drinking bowl. Liquids are contained and splash overs recovered. Tipping is almost impossible.
Shower Curtain Liner 2.0 - Shower Water Belongs in Your Shower, Not On Your Bathroom Floor
Convertible Blue Tooth iPhone Stereo/Mono Headset. Disconnect the left from right earbud to an automatic mono headset for driving.
some time we travel to new places and we have to stop so many places or we go to tourist place etc
UPDATED!....This idea will solve the toilet seat up problem once and for all...Check the video out!
Dog bowl/Collapse FrisbeePlate
pet toilet with pluming
magn glasses
Imagine this: Train readings without coffee spills, your neighbor on a plane a dream and a cup holder in your pocket. Wake up, to reality.
Cover your stuff with a Tarp that has a nice design. A collaboration with Paulette Jaques (Resubmit)
An ipad stand for watching movies in bed. Soft wedgelike pillow with a lip on the bottom to secure ipad to stand.
Handle attachment! Get a grip! Multiple attachments to grip just about anything!
Save BIG on heating and cooling with this Motion-Sensing Vent
Spartan Shield
We need a Bathtub Hair Strainer that don't clogged itself preventing backed up slow draining water and costly plumbing issue.
Iphone and Ipad case with a combination number lock integrated in
#QCYCLE U-Lock bike lock w/ storage. Same key opens lock &amp; storage compartment.Stores small tool knife/glueless patches/bike tube/personal
Solar Trees are a portable oasis of green energy for a cleaner world &amp; power on demand. A Green Earth Restoration Project by Matthew Felsted
A messenger bag that holds the iPad and allows you to use your keyboard while you are mobile. Can also be used for a mini laptop.
Keyboard protector.
This cup/mug has a rotating handle that you can grasp from any side without moving the cup...no more spills ...no more burns moving your cup
Q-Punching bag with a digital display unit to display punching rate, calorie count, and adjust the firmness of the bag.
Nilufer Tea Set - The inspiration for this unique tea set came from the beautiful waterlilies.
Dry Erase Marker Magnetic Carousel
The Intelligent outlet...The outlet that will make everything else on the market obsolete...How do you ask? Click and Read on...
Arrangement for desk(pens, stick) , rotary 360Â°,with small drawers(bug, thumbtack) , and LED for an ambient lighting, hold on suction cup
Lighted cases using Fiber Optic and/or LED. Rechargeable while charging phone. Add an app to control the flicker like morse code.
Silicon flexible cover that protects any wound from contact with clothes. Wonderful for those who need to apply creams on or just want air.
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Set up this camera tripod with one hand by simply pressing and releasing a single button.
Water Proof Floating iPad Case/Stand
Kid's sink scrubber
Trashcan with a dustpan chute built-in. Vacuum port to clean out dustpan compartment without bending over.
Boil shell less eggs, serve and store in the same tray!
iPhone Handheld &amp; App Enabled Thermal Printing Terminal.
"Nesting Football": It's two footballs in one! Say friends are playing catch and more friends come along, just break out the other football!
No Spill measuring cup ........ Gyro design keeps the cup upright even when you are not.
I want to make lighted studs for ears, nose, lips, belly buttons. We could design different ones for different occasions.
Steel Tipped Gardening Gloves: Steel tips on the outside! Resubmit, had 297 votes!
There are extra battery life cases, this is a case which can add memory to the iPhone; like a USB drive/external hard drive on a computer
A personal health friendly and environmentally friendly collapsible mesh shopping cart, two versions available - with or without child seat.
Instantly add power plug anywhere in carpeted rooms w/o unsightly/unsafe extension cords: RugRunner outlet connects invisibly under carpet
How about a Kid Friendly music cd player?
Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. Resub: 147. Great companion to Refresh
Sleek Desktop Combo iPhone, iPod, iPad â€œTilting Stand/Chargerâ€ perfect for the home and/or office. Designed to take up little space!
HigherGround Litter Box Platform: Save the knee and back pain, while being a good samaritan to your cat with this rising litter box platform
Functional + Stylized. Modular corner bumper design - mix and match corner options and sides.
This is a iPhone case using solar panels on the front and back to charge it.
Your carkeys tells you you forgot your phone.
Mema-Write the memory pen is a pen that records and memorizes everything you write down. It detects anything you write down and stores it.
for iphone/ipod/ipad- A dash or console holder, like a garman,retractable cords from the tray to hook up to your stereo system and charge
Slide the countertop bin along the countertop as you clean it;Slide the wedge to transfer waste from countertop bin to the main bin-Revamped
A fishing pole Detachable Foam bumper. Some fishing poles are made with a bell shape at the end for comfort most are not. Here fishy fishy!!
iPod Corn on the cob holders.
Portable sewing machine for quick sewing of buttons/patching of torn clothes. Headlight throw two laser beams to guide direction
apparatus for finger tips to help hyperhydrosis individual stay dry when using touch screen devices/tablets
Boil, drain, and serve your food with this one pot. Transferring food to a strainer is unnecessary. Resub
Cordless + Corded Power Tool by Quirky - Portability When you want it, Unlimited Power When You Need it! This can make Quirky tools DIY name
Touch screen-enabled Ipad Water-Proof Shower Case. Watch movies, play apps, takes notes, face time, text, read email in the shower or tub.
A watch to remind whether there is a new phonecall or message,through the LED light on the watch toghter with alarm sound .
A mobile to mobile application for sending directions based on GPS.
A modular slim-fit iPhone case with a detachable battery that features wireless charging. Charge through the battery while on charger.
This idea is for a water cooler with high quality bottled water, that works as an ice machine as well.
imagine vending machine food/drink prices lowered to 15 cents a product. it now can be a reality and "lunch break" will no longer cost $7.00
Traditional iPhone VGA adapter: iphone dock + VGA port. Not chargeable. My design: iphone dock + VGA port + USB port. chargeable.
#spotsv-ear plugs that are attached to your safety glasses
An thin silicone-like ridge on the back all around the edge maintains sleek looks but provides scratch protection and a more secure grip.
iPhone armband with pouch for keys
A thin case that will hold your parking garage ticket and will clip on to your keys. Includes electronic numbers for the floor number.
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Baby Harness: Provides Neck Support, makes pulling a baby out of a carseat, stroller, etc easier. Clips to adult vest to be a front carrier
Traveling overnight or a whole weekend, you want to pack light. Putting together a toothbrush &amp; toothpaste would make that a lot easier.
3d viewing headband could combine sunglasses.
Microwaveable and Storage Containers with Embossed Numbers for Finding Lid and Container Paired Combinations.
Programming an App, which is able to control an other IPhones Playlist, when the other is docked on an external Musicstation.
An Iphone Compact Case. This one if for the Ladies. Men feel free to vote if you like as well.
Folding Lens Shade
iPad Mini -durable holder -design to work along w/ everyday cases. Use only when needing a bit more protection. Great idea for iPads too!
A app that will allows you to use your fingerprint for entry into the device. Easy and fun
MEMORY like an "ELEPHANT" APP!!! Are you sick of having to track down all your records(medical, work, school, taxes)
Electronic Memory Game or tool to help people improve their memory
want to put safe horizontal blinds in your baby's room make it with a box frame type all moving parts are safe internal and easy to install
Patent pending device that makes searching for key's in a large handbag a thing of the past.
No need to carry a wallet if you don't carry cash, instead carry quickcard. Slim and cant fit in any pocket.
Mobility Helper
A PP ROA CH METER when followers are too near, rear display showing to follower distance approach speed, indicating dangerous approach.
MOBILE HARD-BODY CAMPER LIFT &amp; STORAGE STAND lifts &amp; stores your camper or hard bodied shell on/ off your vehicle, singlehandedly.
Power bucket, a five gallon bucket with 50 feet of power cord in it. Store your tools and supplies and run power equipment at the same time.
From Apple 1 to iphone 5 evolution graphic cover. (A play on the ape to man graph)
Automatic Pancake and Waffle Maker? Whaaa?
I would create a kickback stand case, for the iPhone, it would allow for great viewing of videos without the need to hold the phone.
Introducing "The Clamp On Wrench" This wrench opens to gain access over pipe or rod. Will ratchet, prevent stripping! Collab.W/David Tyers
A hard plastic case to protect a lint roller. This would keep the Lint roller sticky and clean when not in use.
A multi-device power adapter, using a single wall outlet to power several electronic devices or chargers. Free your sockets!
Karaoke Speaker/Mic Case for iPad mini, iPod Touch or iPhone. Be your own star!
"Magnetic Exterior Manual Use Awesome Refrigerator Deodorizer" - The trash is acting up in the kitchen, smells bad, press &amp; deodorize.
iPad Case with unisex Carrier Bag
This dog leash system lets you carry your dog accessories, walk multiple dogs at a time, and easily attach your dog to a chair or table leg
Dog walkers: finally, an iPhone case that doubles as an ergonomic leash grip w/a quick-release ring for your keys, waste bag holder &amp; more!
Yeah... Iphone users often charge their devices using a night table to do this. But this furniture do not match with tecknology!
Wrapster with a carabiner. Allows you to clip your wrapster to yourself when using your earbuds or anything else when you are not using them
Gyroscopic Computer Mouse. This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Never forget your mouse again!
Wouldn't it be nice to be able to have 1 bottle of sunscreen that could include both spray and lotion? One bottle and you're covered!
Wine Pumps:Cork or cooking wine cap with built-in spray pump adapter
STROOZIE is a very handy padded strap to HELP hold up the weight of most all gas/electric weed-eaters for home-owner lawn-care technicians.
Oh man! I spilled the salt again!
Suction Stretchy Cooling Rack. Expands to your needs. Takes up minimal storage space.
Seamlessly go from paper to touchscreen and back with a simple press of a button with this innovative pen and stylus in one.
Funnel Cup Batter Dispenser, No more batter Splatter on the counter, stove tops, floor, The funnel cup batter dispenses batter mess free.
A toy mat that folds up and turns into a storage box. No need to clean up all the toys, just fold up mat and toys are going to be cleaned up
#spotsv Rubber cylinder mold w/ hard kitchen scrubbies to place over your sink sprayer-Doesnt get in way of water spray, scrubbie all around
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As a mom it hard to take the bus or even walk around with a huge diaper bag. on top of carrying a stroller.
Mechanical Rechargeable External Battery pen for your iPhone and iPad. "MechanicalBat"
Spaceship Clubhouse: Modular, Expandable, Customizable Spaceship Clubhouse for Kids! Set imaginations free with this ever-changing clubhouse
Get some balls. BathBalls prevent bath burn injuries.
Find me Toy! Increase your toddler's coordination skills.
iPhone 5 Jeans case! express freedom, invention, american style, at the 110th aniv of a brilliant product: jeans! 80% view-vote ratio!
iPod Spreaders. Spread your butter or jams in style.
SHOE Lift, Support, Cushioner. Small easy attachable hiel support for sandals that gives you extra support,softer walk &amp; a higher lift.RESUB
Better for the environment than disposable bags; Reusable/Washable sandwich and food bags made from durable vinyl or PVC material.
AIR CHAIR foldable = exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort
Digital Backsplash Panel: Display Recipes. No need for Ipad or Kindle Stand. Read recipe off of backsplash
iPhone case that extends the battery &amp; provides storage for your debit card &amp; liscense.
Resub, finalist-Why do things twice? Marinade n' throw on the BBQ without any more prep Marinade Container, Grill Basket enclosed.
Biometric Macbook/MackbookPro Case:Now only you have access to your Macbook/MackBookPro.
Apple Stylus for iPad and iPhone.
The "Towel-Pak" is a plastic container and a convenient necessity when you want a paper towel while participating in an outdoor activity.
Easy to operate door opener for the pets! No more scratching on your doors!!
This is a rechargeable battery operated Dust Pan. For the small jobs, quick jobs.
Stylish and comfortable sun protection for the chest while driving or at the pool.
The Cake Cover Slicer is a convenient cover that cut slices in your cake and covers the cake as well.
Hide &amp; Seek Application iPhone (GPS BASED)
A ipod or iphone case that has a slid out key board on the back.
Disposable, draw-string table cloth that converts to a trash bag when event is over. Allows for hassle free, ick free clean up!
Resub 138 Votes Whac-A-Doo kids toy. At a fan machine that levitates a ball above it so kids can take a whack at it!! CHECK OUT THE VIDEO!!!
Adjustable Laptop Stand
Geodesic Dome Connectors for Cardboard Panels
Bicycle lock w/ alarm that activates if cable is cut. Alarm will be a high decibel horn an strobe. 4 position combo lock set by purchaser.
My answer to the insecurity of women is An elegant ring that connects to the iPhone when there is a danger to emit an audible powerful.
iPhone Emergency Cordon Case(inspired by Paulette Jaquesâ€™ earlier submission)
Personal Flotation Device. Perfect for fisherman, sailors and cruise ship passengers.
All laptops, I pads, Tablets and Kindles for reading, can be adjusted on each device, that makes reading possible without using glasses.
a rugged, clear, waterproof, shock proof case like the GoPro Hero camera case.
iPad/iPhone holder that allows hand free usage in any environment.
"Tank tags" are charm-like accessories that clip to the straps of your tank tops. They make it easy and fun to dress up plain tank tops.
Create a child's playhouse "Lego" like
I'd like to invent an extension cord with a switch on the wire so I'm not plugging in my X-mas tree with a live wire.
#spotsv Accessory Pods for your hangers. Contour Accessory. Use with any hanger.
A device to control the intensity of Christmas tree lights, to go from bright to mood lighting as well as providing convenience and safety.
An IPhone or IPad case that incoporates the 2013 Mayan calender.
Dry Erase Play House!! Fun way for kids to express individuality &amp; creativity.
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
A baby monitor camera that you can use while traveling and be able to watch your kid on your iPhone.
Lighted LongTongs enable you to access hard to reach places. Rescuing items down the drain, between car seats, in small places- no problem!
Extension Cord Locks, w/LED indicators, used for connecting to a longer cord. Keeps cords from coming apart while you're doing a job.
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Flavored cotton rolls like the dentist uses can be used to replace gum, or candy when quitting tobacco. It gives your mouth something to do.
Smart pet collar
Resubmit)You heard of chips and dip...what about ice cream cone scoops and ice cream? Sugar cone scoop maker.
My idea is to have an easily accessible low profile ornamental outlet station that is aesthetically pleasing while using minimal space.
Create case for macbook pro line of laptops, that has a cooling gel/material on the bottom to help dissipate heat and keep the bottom cool.
Drink enough water, on time! Sometimes we get too busy to drink enough water, so let this time-marked water bottle help us with it.
Redesign the Q tip. The Q tip is not the best thing for removing wax out the ears. It often ends up leaving the wax pushed down deeper.
iPad Mini Dock Charger with Built-In Bendable Clamp Stand: clamp your iPad Mini anywhere,desk bed sofa,chair anywhere, and charge it.
ANIMAL CASES: Fun, decorative cases with animal caricatures for ipad, ipad mini or iphone. Add some personality to your tablet or phone!
There is a gene(s) in the Genome Sequence that regulates heating and cooling in the human body. Find it &amp; save on Fossil Fuel Dependence
RESUB: Sound Asleep - Your Bluetooth Music Sound Blocking Sleep Mask
A plastic or wood table that can be swiveled and pivoted in the center and that detaches into two or four separate, smaller tables.
Milky! Keep that gallon of milk fresher, more accessible and always in the fridge with this one-of-a-kind milk dispenser. Twist. Flip. Pour.
A hidden, in place windshield sun/heat deflector instead of cardboard or foil that gets sat/stepped on and is bent then destroyed. Read on!
Snap On Power Outlets
A Pocket Book with a Light Inside!
The amazing illusion and space-saving features of the roll-up Air Chair. Inspired by designer Catherine Greene
A soccer chair with built in resistance bands in the chair arms &amp; possibly even pedals or something w/resistance for a leg workout too.
We never seem to have enough desk space. UNTIL NOW! Maximize your space, by lifting your keyboard when not in use!!! Fast! Convenient!
This simple game or practice will help children develop their speaking skill as well as their thinking and creativity skill.
Daughter use all the hot water but you still need to shower?Do you Camp?Flow of water from spout creates hydroelectric power to heat water.
As a Builder for 33yrs. I always need a sander like this for tight wood structural areas or 4 sanding before painting. ReSub
Lighter that you choose where the flame comes out. For frustrating positions.
Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended for health, have handy! Saves Money!!
"Theraputic Stretch" is a short bungyed like leash extension that is easily attached to any leash, making pet (and child) walking jolt free.
Mini COTTON CANDY MAKER. Make your own Cotton Candy and Explore different creations. Comes with a SPRINKLES Shower.
Acid Reflux/ Heart Burn when you lie down? Here is a solution that helps and you can even read and use laptop in bed sitting comfortably.
Say you are frying greasy foods.You would normally use paper towels right?Well try my grease caddy it drains all your greasy foods.
The first unbreakable Wine / Liquor bag.
For all the older people who are wearing the hearing aid that fit so well that they are hidden from the sight of others but hard to remove.
A physical keyboard that clips on to an iPad that works similarly to a typewriter
#spotsv DIGITAL CAMERA still PICTURE TAKING L.E.D. LIGHTED BOARD that folds for folks on the go.makes perfect pictures without wasting time!
Let's make a fish tank with interchangeable tops/bottoms on it.The fish tank would also light up/play music and have a pump included.
How often do you just sit at the computer as the hours roll by? Here's your reminder to take a break at least every hour! #spotsv
Easy Music Case Storage and Organization using a storage compartment that hinges outward from the front/back of an instrument case.
BATH TUB WATER IS FULL ALARM Know when your bath tub is filled with water by an alarm.
A portable iPhone tripod/ "swiss army knife" utility. Can serve as tripod for iphone camera use and a multifunctional iphone case as well.
Fitness All-in iPhone 5 Case. Possibility to attach Your iPhone 5 to Fitness Equipment and use as Stand in other activities.
I am calling them Pogo legs. Basically they are a modified lower portion of a pogo stick fastened to each leg similar to a drywall stilt.
Fake book shelf.
The Auto Pill Sorter accurately and rapidly allocates pills for each day so users don't have to. It helps seniors, busy moms, stay safe.
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An attractive iPad floor stand, made from wood and steel, that "amplifies" sound, is extremely adjustable and charges the iPad!
A case that charges your iPhone by your everyday movement. Bottom of case plugs into charging port.
As a Builder, I see many Doors letting the Cold Air In...Even with weather stripping. Now Stay Warm and Save BIG BUCKS! Collab.w/David Tyers
holgram cam case for iphone 5gs
Interchangeable GARDEN TOOL. Easy to Store and Transport. Multi Use. SEE PICTURE
ZIPPER case for iPhone 5. Great for college students!
A Smart Device to Eliminate the Standby Mode Power Use AKA Phantom Load
"Power light" is a table lamp light fixture that has a battery in its frame, so when power goes out, your light turns on.
Bone Conduction Radio Hat Pin
Wallpaper/Lock Screen Photo/Video Stream.
Neck pillow w/ "stay in place" blanket for the traveler or infirm! Tired of the blanket that keeps slipping off your shoulders or neck pain?
How can we use ? How about attaching hidden sticky tape(something can be written)?
Phone fish catcher
Protect yourself and your kids from cell phone radiation when carrying a phone in a pocket with iron-on anti-radiation patches
IPad Mini Case On The Go!
Ever want to save a game of chess? or maybe move it to another room? The Chess game saver grid. Raise the grid to lock the pieces in place.
GRAVITY POWERED HOME GENERATOR: The new gravitylamp uses gravity for low light and a mini generator. Why not expand this idea for home use?
Containers with attached lids with bendable rods for chain attachments.
"BLACKLIST" Input Device to keep unwanted calls coming to your iPhone. No more fees from outside providers.
Banana Hammock! Banana shaped charging dock that amplifies the acoustics of the built in iPhone speaker. iPhone has never been more comfy.
Self-emptying dustpan. Discard your dusty mess into a convenient plastic bag with a flick of your wrist. How easy is that?
Playhouse for girls and boys-No Tools Needed-Individual, Interchangeable Wall Panel Designs can be sold separately. CHECK OUT BATMAN PIC!!!
As a child did you hate colouring? Each time you tried, you failed miserably to stay within the lines. Others laughed at your attempt.
Tape your classes and meetings with your iphone discreetly set up, using the case and an attached zoom camera
Experience relaxation and comfort, with the unique all intertwine fiber water submersible recliner, at home or at the beach.
My idea is a patio sliding screen door converted to mimic adjustable storm door Benefits: Pets cant destroy screen bottom, energy efficient
Store your drawers! The Quirky Storage System: Modular bins that fit into your dresser/drawers and go straight into storage, with lids!
Custom-Fitted Sport Belt for Both Apple iPod and iPhone, Embedded with Small Powerful Speakers (RS)
Q-IPad Slider â€“ DO NOT let anyone decide your IPad positionâ€¦YOU DECIDE!!
#iPadMiniGrip is a case with a rubber slightly ridged back for securely gripping, holding of an iPad Mini. Don't drop it, grip it!
QTIP clear container dispenser that sticks to your mirror.
DIY Guesthouse, SHED, Dog or Cat House Lightweight Interconnected pieces, So easy your grandmother can build it! Insulated or without
Flexible Choker Ear Buds
Campfire Crane
Its freezing outside and you have to change a tire on your car with numb hands and fingers, Or warm hands and fingers that work perfectly?
A nursery mobile with flash storage to hang in a baby crib. Made out of wood in the shape of an old LP-player with a timer and shuffle mode.
A mood changing case. Case changes colors according to your body temperature or anything it touches.
Slim Dinner Table OR Artwork? -BOTH! Tables that double as beautiful artwork. Bring down to eat/do homework on. Nvrwet clean surface RESUB
An electric or manual beater with fold flat beaters. Easy clean and storage. Finally the Magic-Beater.
Smart Digital Wall-Art
Tongs adapter
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Anyone that has a built in pool knows how difficult it is to get a flat brush to fit into round corner or to try to clean any curved surface
A car seat that can be used as a swing. .
AIR CHAIR "DELTA" shape variation of exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort
You liked having a small private cellar of wine on the wall of your kitchen or living room of your apartment ... and occupying only 50cm?
Accessory pack for Apple Products. Flat vs Round cords. Good for flat surfaces.
A LINEN DISPENSER that eliminates messes and creates an organized closet
Suitcase,Carry-On and Backpacks with rotating &amp; expandable clamshell design so clean and dirty clothes never touch one another.
A case that takes advantage of the new reversible dock connector to allow the phone and case to have different and unique functions.
An inline tactile music/phone control, using the dock connector instead of the headphone jack.
#NAME?
The ice coffee cube maker makes "ice cubes" actually "coffee cubes."
It's called the At the soarce vent fan...for the bathroom.
Create a mac sleeve where you can save all your paper documents, just like a folder.
A RF chip with sonar capacity to determine the amount of alcohol left in a bottle for inventory purposes. Info relayed in real time.
STAMP/COIN COLLECTORS DREAM TOOL I COLLECT COINS AND HAVE TO JUGGLE 6 THINGS AT ONCE ALWAYS HUNTING ONE OR
THE OTHER VERY AWKWARD AND BULKY
Spiderman light - Hands free light activation/deactivation. Spiderman web action activates the light you wear on a spidy band/bracelet
LED cases that come in different colors!
Like a "ChipClip" for round items like wrapping paper, blue prints, posters, etc.
Never Ending Wall plug in and USB device
Bagel slicer attached to your metal toaster or stand alone. Put the Bagel in the slicer and cut through the slit to a cut ready for toaster.
iPhone 5 3D Projector:Now you can project everything from your iPhone 5 onto the wall or a screen in 3D.
Making the slicing of oranges speedier and safer...
IPhone 5 Leather Pouch Case.
A world wide mobile phone directory
Cell phone case or Add-on to a cell phone case (sticky tape), the back opens to expose a chess and/or checkers game for two (back to basics)
FASTEN YOUR PHONE BELT!!! Simple rubber belt with multi-functional ergonomic ear on it made of harder plastic.
Pink lip air mattress - A soft, accordion-like, inflation-deflation system in an air mattress. No blue lips, no foot stubs, no pump search.
Ask your girlfriends, ask your wives - how do you store your bangles/bracelets? Hanging? Stacked? Here is a simple and clean solution.
Keep your cables "off" the tables! Taking it to the next level, literally! Cordie outlet organizer! 460 votes Resubmit
Clothes Laundry Basket Sorter divides basket into sections and fit into any standard basket. Laundry basket functions as a holder &amp; sorter.
Functional iPhone CUFF STAND fashion accessory. Always have your holder with you. Leather, Plaid, Pastels or Metallic colors!
Crossover Picture Perfect!! Each corner of Crossover has a different Camera Lens, switch the corners around and achieve the perfect picture.
Introducing the stackable, reusable egg container designed to fit in the dairy bin of any refrigerator, even those with side-by-side doors.
Screwable valve, reusable, low cost (it may be toast) to better conserve the gas bottles of 1 liter or more
The Quirky Kid's Interior Design Dollhouse! A dollhouse whose fun is in designing the rooms, layout, wallpaper, paint!
Per Yoga, inhale:retention:exhale ratio must be 1:4:2. BlueTooth idevice worn on finger(ideal for yoga posture) records breathing time/ratio
Let me introduce you to the first device to be able to fax from a cellphone.A convenient way of saving time and money.This is the "CELLFAX".
FUN FAIR CUPCAKE FACTORY. A Cup Cake Station for decorating Your Own Cupcakes and Cookies. Kids will LOVE it !
Notch-It: Instantly multiply your closet space--------------hanging capacity that is...
iPad Mini Guitar. Play like the real thing. They don't have one for the mini.
An elevated cooling rack with a fan and channels where the air can easily flow under a cookie sheet to allow for less cooling time!
The"iBook"looks like leather bound book.When opened,one half holds your Kindle or iPad,other half holds accessories,iPhone etc.
CarryStick is a compact device to easily carry groceries in the city. It operates like an inverted umbrella but rolls on the ground.
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Hello Community! I am a 3-4 day a week softball player and my invention is called the Bat-Hammer.
Telescoping Stakes w/clips to make â€œTowel Tentsâ€ on the beach or at the park. FUN for KIDS.
BlowGlove. Blowdry and style your hair with a heat resistant glove that blows air. Attachment for existing blowdryers.
Inflatable sleeping bag! Makes sleeping anywhere more comfortable and fun! For camping festivals or just staying overnight at friends' home!
I joined a sunglass with a rearview, product made for cyclists who are looking for more security while riding on the streets.
Resubmit it's a charm. LIFT the easy to reach spare toilet paper roll stand.
MAGNETIC-UNIVERSAL-ARTICULATING ARM
#PowerBath is a bathroom aide that allows for up to 4 devices to be stored and powered at the same time! Clear the cord clutter and be safe!
A floor board light! Light the floor and not the face! Never wake up your significant other by turning on your over head lights again.
sneaker laces in 3 new styles!! 1twisted neon..3 strands of twisted neon for one blast of color 2plaid laces 3 and geo pattern
The Star Cap! Place on top of your existing lamp and illuminate your room with rotating stars when you turn off your light!
Power cable that is styled like a old school telephone headset cable. That extends its length when it is pulled on compatable with iPhone 5
the need to keep foods from bacterial growth as well as germs and bacteria in shopping carts enviromentally sound washable easily removable
An extra "emergency" button to launch an alarm to pre-configured entities.
Create a multi wired usb for all iProducts.
LET'S ROLL UP THE CORD TO YOUR IPOD, IPHONE AND ANY OTHER MP3! I'd like to name it FRISAGE (curl in French).
A bottle/jar opener that is mounted under your upper cabinets. Would consist of cone shaped rubber to fit most if not all size lids.
A hamper with pegs on either side to hold hanging zippered mesh bags that can be used to pre-sort laundry as it accumulates.
Foldable Travel Bag - Bag that keeps you and your clothes organized! Perfect for those on the GO GO GO! RESUBMIT
Things You Need To Know About â€œThe Microsoft Surfaceâ€
A case to hold the iPad mini like a cup of coffee! because the iPad mini is really small and hard to handle
Expandable bike seat to accomodate any size. Make sure it can cover both butt cheeks. Increase # riders, more comfortable. #qcycle
Hold Any size nail with ease..Toe nail angle Too! "No reason to ever hit your fingers again" Great votes! ReSub
Lidless Tupperware (R)!
TV speaker sends parametric speaker technology to the one who is watching tv, and not the one who wants to sleep
RESUB. BIKE CARRY SHOULDER PAD. Carry your bicycle comfortably with an attachable shoulder pad. Attaches to frame of bike.
Solar charging portable outlet! This is an outlet on the go that can charge through the suns rays! Never lose battery life ever again!
iPhone case that's a scale. You can weigh your food,letters to ship with stamps.com, jewelry, etc.
Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle,partition in bottle keeps them seperate products,pump action dispenser, ECO FRIENDLY REUSABLE BOTTLE
Screw On Citrus Squeezer Cup. Squeeze oranges/lemons easily with this portable juice maker.
Tablet with List of actual internet Jobs on the hard drive technology.
The main idea of the project is to build an automated car cover that folds and unfolds automatically with the push of a button.
An arm sling for children with fractures or sprains, support part of the sling is made out of a plush toy attached to the shoulder strap
Gold and Silver 3/D engraved Apple cases to be sold as high end jewelry Compliment your wardrobe with the look of real silver and gold
ShoeFX - Kid shoes that bring sound effect fun every step of the way.
Ever lost your vehicle in a large parking lot and can't find your way back to it? Use this GPS tracking device to find it quickly.
Iphone Mustache Case. Flip the mustache and use as a kickstand.
Lightning to HDMI Cable for Apple products so video can be streamed to an HDMI output And/Or Lightning to VGA!!!
A manual floor vacuum with a front bumper that picks up any metallic pieces on the floor.
Paint balls filled with hornet/wasp killer like exists in the spray cans.
SOAP SAVER
Audio case for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch amplifies your speaker sound WITHOUT BATTERY!
iPhone Home Series.It's a amplitier and stand for iPhone 5,No need Power,you can get loudspeaker 15 dB
Let's create an iPad case which acts as a stand and contains a motion tracking camera.
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An extra "emergency" button to launch an alarm to pre-configured entities.
Create a sleeve that can be unfold to be transformed into a mini desk.
This device will protect your health and your pocket book. You will change/replace your home/business air filter on schedule.
#spotsv SINK CADDY...similar to a utensil caddy for cooking...this is one for cleaning!
This is a rubber stylus that wraps around your ear bud wires (I used a small hair tie for example)
#QTOYS &amp; #QCYCLE. affordable wistling wing nut dust caps easy removeable with mini safety light sabre for kids etc. please see pictures.
Home Automation Light Cover
Prevent fungal infection with this Blowdryer designed for the feet with a long handle so you can dry your feet standing.
INSTAVITAL is a clear, refreshing drink that rehydrates the body in 30 mins - presented in a clear IV drip bag
RAIN for INDIANA C-O-R-N... CORN needs million gallons of GOD'S RAIN'S each year... GOD left RAIN'S in lakes for the CORN [sprinkler]...
Airplane seatbelt doesn't fit? I want to develop an airplane seatbelt extension, for sale at retail locations. Stop having to ask for one.
To build an app that allows, for example, the text function to be disabled when operating a vehicle.
Clumpy mascara fixer
(iT3-SRS). "Threeway Security Remote System". A Mobile Remote Security System that secures your Home, your Car and your Life!
Quirky Home Tray &amp; charging station. Have junk in your pockets when you come home? Empty your pockets of keys,change, wallet, in this tray.
A 2 in one pen/stylus. Both tips retract into the barrel. Stylus comes to a fine tip just like a pen tip does.
Why use your arm to stop an alarm clock to hit the 'snooze' button, when you can use your feet? Physically! Helps get you up out of bed!
How many time you try to reach one of your co-workers and he or she is not there? You wish you knew when they are, when they will be back...
A compressor that both inflates and seals party balloons.
Does washing pots and pans leave you with Wet Waist Syndrome? Simple solution - SILICONE APRON! (Fun cartoon design!)
Safety Lights activated by your smoke alarm glow white if safe to open door, red if dangerous. Help children and elderly escape.
A child resisting case that blocks access to the buttons and prevents drop damage.
An armband with integrated HRM on the straps to allow runners to control pulse and heart rate compatible with Sports apps
Protective corners for an iphone that keep your phone safe without having the bulk of an entire case.
The Custom Drip Tray System for growing fresh herbs and plants on your wall or at your window. Arrange anyway you want.
Trailer Hitch Lounger and Cargo Carier. A device to haul your gear and a place to sit and relax at any location.
New Cases For The Ipod Touch, Color Cases In Different Colors, Earphones can be clipped to the side
I'm a dog groomer, 90% of my clients try to Bite, get away! I need a safe, ajustable holder! Lifting dog and restraining for grooming.
Sleek, space saving speaker for you apple desktop. Fits around the corners of your computer with Small magnets to secure it.
insomany states theirs bad weather icestorms and people donthave garages to protect their cars.I have right thing.called windsheildprotecter
device protection. alaram system which allows you to protect your wallet and mobile phones.
A More Useful Keychain! I have some ideas, and your ideas are welcome, I want to make an awesome keychain! They are so under-utilized!
Brush to clean the dust from duster. When the duster gets dirty you need to wash it. Wet duster is of no use. No need to make it wet anymore
Ear Buds with flat cords that spring into action when you need them. RESUB
I want make a support for ipad, with the support we can use ipad on bed very convenience, and we can change the angle and height.
Electric or battery powered vibrating(high frequency) X-acto or utility blade providing better controlled cut and easier to use. See link.
Upright K-Cup Automatic Dispenser. Modular, stack more or less k-cup holder.
saves remote. your remote control are safe and you will easily find thanks to my saferemote.un simple object that makes your life easier
Sidewalk Chalk Stencil Art powderizing grinder kit!
View your iPhone as a functional extension of the desktop. Just a simple holder. No software or special devices. Easy, but very useful.
vitals monitoring tool combines blood pressure, heart/resp rate, temp and pulse ox into one
iLighter = iPhone case that has an electric (no gas) lighter built in to ignite cigarettes, cigars, or tinder.
Bringing Steam-Punk style to Quirky functionality!
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iPhone/iPad/iPod Case with Retractable headphones built into the case.
Portable wall plug with many usb outlets.
Enjoying the hot summer weather but looking for a cheaper more affordable way to stay cool? This idea is simple and effective!
Case That Envelops The iPad. When Opened, Becomes Stand To "Hook" Onto Knees. You Can Have Your Knees Up An Have A Stable Way To Hold iPad.
"Flat Tire" Stroller wheel covers attach to your stroller wheels to increase the surface area and keep you from getting stuck in the mud!
An App that you can demonstrate to your child to improve his reading abilities.
Breakfast Sandwich Maker Kit: McDonald's Chef revealed how to make an Egg McMuffin(tm). It would be neat to make similar at home!
This is a playpen made of material that can be in the water. It allows babies and toddlers to splash in the water while still being safe.
Trampoline Cover with a Water Collection system, to stop water collecting on the trampoline cover and to fill a water butt.
A simple device that attaches onto wheelchairs or manufactured as part of the wheelchair, to tow luggage along with the wheelchair.
Safety device for Hot oil deep fry cooking - popular during holidays for cooking turkey.
A Blow Up mattress for a kid that is fun shape. Transform plain blow up mattress into fun Car or Animal Shape...etc.
Small kitchen, passion for cooking, but loathe clutter? Our adjustable tray w/ removable dividers will give your standard pan 3 identities.
Resub Wireless Rollup Keyboard-Tablet Stand allinone Keyboard rolls right into the tube stand for tablets and a compartment for Earbuds!!!
Bake-N-Slide. Baking Pan w/ sliding accordion lid. Cover has two purposes: for baking &amp; for storing food in fridge. Includes Mechanism
Mittuqi. A hoodie that stashes a tuque, mitts and neck warmer inside hidden compartments. A cool product that always keeps the family warm!
FOLDING/CAMP CHAIR CARRYING CASE WITH EZ GLIDE WHEELS AND STORAGE POUCHES EASY TO PULL WITH ONE HAND pic depicts
the idea
TOOTHBRUSH CORDIE Hang your toothbrush on the cordie with suction. RESUB 246 Votes
An app that is a time/ringer for everything
A device to line a wastepaper basket with a plastic bag without the bag lapping over the sides of the basket.
Beat-Case for the iPhone. Rubber Speaker case. Most people have a case for their phones so why not add some speakers.
I love hunting with my Bow and arrow. The skill that we have is great. But we are not perfect .We Need GPS arrow or arrowhead..
Flexible Tablet Stand. Like a flexible bedside lamp. This frees you from holding up the tablet in bed or on the couch!
Digital Camera with Live Image Shower on Front Of Camera. Subjects Can See The Photo Being Taken of Them Real Time &amp; Know They're Right.
A device that allows you to see who's contacted you and what they have said, without having to take out your phone.
My idea is for a 2013 mayan canendar.... it will be made up of 12 blank pages
#spotsv Scented Window Clings. Sun activated clings give off a nice scent in your car or home.
That Goddamn iPhone Adapter Costs $30 Bucks and I need to buy 5 of them, WTF APPLE?
Laser pointer built-in to an iphone case.
A stylish, stainless steel, unisex, bracelet that's an iPhone rechargeable battery, a phone stand + LED email/message/call notifier via BT.
iPhone 5 CABLE - Connect your new iPhone 5 LIGHTNING interface with your old devices!
Needed a way to make a topical salve more effective
The ability of "Cherished Memories," gift box is to store family memorabilia in one location. It's a time capsule in a box.
Touchscreen Stylus Caps - Turn any pencil or pen into a stylus RESUBMIT
Ideck. A cool modular Iphone case with an integrated place to fit your bare essentials but stay slim!
iPISS - Carnival Water Gun Game meets the Public Urinal- Create value + entertainment during the 30-60 seconds men spend urinating.
Create a Mix iTunes Playlist Bracelet to give to your friends. When worn, songs are cued up on iPhone to play.
Healthy Cube is a Personal Pill Counter that enables a different pill type to be stored and the usage tracked from each face of the cube.
Dust floorboards with Roomba or Mint robotic cleaner accessory. Check out 5 second video. Baseboards never looked better.
Bath time fun! An easier way to shampoo babies and kids! Teach your kids how to shower and have fun doing it with the kid's bucket shower!
Knotty - Interactive Timeouts
Snap 16" and 24" on center lines with this chalk box string line. Super fast and accurate! Just hook,Pull and snap.. And You're Done!
I would like to create an affordable tie/scarf that includes a hidden webcam and recording device that can stream to your computer.
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WATER BOTTLE THAT UNSCREWS IN THE MIDDLE. Easy to clean and fill with ice.
Resub: WIRELESS sleep and relaxation headphones. Great for audio books, 3D sleep sounds and music! Untapped market...
Smoke detectors with battery that only fits in it or has its own special voltage for smoke detectors only.
BATH TUB WATER IS FULL ALARM Know when your bath tub is filled with water by an alarm. RESUB 228 VOTES
The Perfect Bookmark.
T Shirt with a Jacket type compartment : resubmit:
#QTOYS a safe removeable potty trainer London themed toy car with integrated horn powered by the legs alone. Become a mini James Bond.
Create an iPhone 5 case with built-in stylus &amp; pen, kickstand, and strap loop.
Lap-Pod. Regular looking laptop except screen is a soft pad. Place your iPad/tablet and it locks into place.
An App that allows the user to prioritize the financial spending of all their personal expenditures.
Real Simple/Painting Table
Snow sled Ball for kids and adults. Glides on water too?
#spotsv $5 Invention Card. Target customers can buy the card for a $5 idea submission!
An adapter that allows you to still use old iphone chargers.
It's about a cable case, make the case and cable together
In restaurants, when your check comes, view your check easier and add the tip with a lighted caculator attached to the check holder.
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays 2 decorate store window displays... Open 2 collab
The smart outlet... The outlet that could make everything else on the market obsolete...How you ask? Click and Read on...
My idea is for an exercise/running case that slides onto your hand rather than being strapped to your arm.
Pot holder sleeves/keep the sleeve on arm while preparing meal/pull down when needed protection on hands/never lose oven mits while cooking
EZ-EMPTY GARBAGE CAN. No more flipping over your garbage can into garbage bag to empty it only to have garbage contents fall on the floor.
#QCYCLE.Cow Horn wide Handlebar Grips ::.Extra Safety Device that " MAKES THE RIDER APPEAR WIDER ". For bicycle or scooter.#QTOYS.
Combined Safety Water pump + Air pump in one product ~. A Wair Pump. For Home, Garden and Beach. Resub.
Anti Slip Towel Rack clips for Bathrooms and other places : resubmit:
Waffle Mold for your Toaster
STICK "Mr. SAPORI" - Condimenti per tutti i gusti !!!
Think outside the block using FULL geometric spectrum. Play at learning, building structured imagination, logic and perception. See Video.
Organize your desk by hiding cables &amp; get extra outlets to plug in all electronics. 12 outlets and all of your cables hide inside the tower.
The Reusable Ice Bath. It saves athletes from purchasing a bag of ice after every workout.
Weatherproof Pivot Power. For outdoor use.
Iphone case w/ built-in small printer. Print coupons, text msgs, directions, addresses, maps, business cards, etc. Resub May 10th. 143 votes
Difficulty holding your tape measure alone? A retractable soft tape measure that stays in place when you need it to even around the corners.
BIKE HAND GUARD WITH LED DAY RUNNING LIGHTS. Protect the hands from wind and debris while cycling.
"MOON LIGHTING" - shown here with plants. Ambient lighting with glowing inner moon setting - set the mood! Jungle Nights....
Plastic Container with removable section...Pack your lunch and just take out what you need to microwave. 2 options.
Limax, a simple accessory that maintain ordered your cable. www.semplidea.it/usolimax
Hands free hairdryer for car, attaches to head rest or sun visor. Drive&amp;dry. cigarette lighter powered.
E-Z Oxygen
Un-Official CitiBike Accessory
A portable electric tea/coffee kettle cup. Fill cup with water, heat to a boil using Li-ion battery, add tea bag! Portable!
A sleeveless converter called "Cassie." If you decide to convert a short sleeve shirt to a sleeveless shirt, you need Cassie.
A mini swiffer-type device for cleaning the iPhone/iPad and removing fingerprints.
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#QCYCLE NOT a U-Lock for bikes) Its a storage bullet 4 bikes: latches around bike frame.Key to open. Store swiss knife, patches, tube,etc
Super Bright Neon Colored Silicone case. Super Functional. A plastic case can break easy, but silicone will protect forever
Water damage/moisture blocker!
Towel clip will keep the towel in place/on you while you dry/allow moisturizer to dry/great for kids while drying/clip towel several ways.
Scented dustbins - Dustbins which have incorporated and removable scent/perfume which also kills bacteria
Keeper: The perfect binder for... everything.
Iphone case with potrait and landscape stand. Money and business card slot.
Suction Power!! Tired of wires tangled on the floor of your desk? This is a trip hazard! Lets make a power strip with suction cups on it
A reverse auction businesses bid against each other selling the same product who ever is willing to sell it for the lowest price wins
Reducing external noise that permeates through windows with active noise reduction using the window itself as the mechanism.
CONVERSE

ALL âœ® STAR - do you LOVE them? (check my rendering video)

CORDIE FOR BATHROOM. Divert loose cords from plugged-in devices: blow dryers, electric toothbrush, curling iron, away from water and sink.
The Lullaby Pillow- Wireless hook-up to your iDevice!
'iLLumiWake' App enabled Alarm Clock and Light that let's you decide your MOOD to fall asleep and to Wake up + Charges your iPhone/iPod.
Earphones with Built-in Earphone Adapter - This allows another to listen to what your listening to with their own headphones. RESUBMIT
Key Keeper! I hate losing my keys in the bottom of my purse, bag, or even pockets. This Keeper keeps them securely attached!
No more tripping over speaker wires which run across your room - Conceal them easily with a transparent rounded casing over the wire
I Device Music System for Pool or Beach that Could Float
Electrical shocks could be easily prevented at home with safe and usable outlet cover.
A first aid kit holding diabetic stuff. This would be able to hold insulin, sugar tablets, needles, alcohol pads, etc.
#spotsv Go green, save the earth. At least one plant at a time. Recylce rain water, without doing any work at all.
Stick Up Pods. Put them anywhere. Holds little things. No more dropping your phone in the toilet.
Fiberoptic flexible scope 30 cm connects to iPhone camera
"Hygee" by Romale
Butter Dish with stopper at end so it doesn't slide when being cut! And cooling gel within the dish to keep the butter cool when left out!
Lamination Printer. Prints colored ink, prints front and back, staples, etc., but it also laminates! Quirky, a "standard" within industry?
Nail Holder and Punch in one tool: (Resubmit UC) I invented this about 2 years ago
Slim line leather wallet that opens book style w/places for cards and ID.
Take Out Your Keys And Charge Your iPhone!
Battery operated coaster stirrer. Stir your coffee/tea/milk unattended. Battery &amp; motor within coaster- protect from liquid. Compact storage
Change battery without power-off your cell phone/ Applicable for all types of cell phone/.
An iPhone case with a built in beverage opener.
Customizable Earbud wire covers. Snap on, customize, accessorize.Resub
The iMac iHanger/Organizer is specifically designed for the Apple iMac computer. The organizer also provides a hanging place for headphones.
Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
A plastic bed/pillow for pets. I think a dog or cat would like a bed made from the same type of plastic that jelly shoes are made out of.
RESUBMIT] Instant Roll On! Turn Any bottle into a roll on. Reduce spillage and spread more evenly
A pillow made for a shoulder - to be carried on the go - to give an infant a soft place to lay their head instead of a bony shoulder.
Postal mail delivery notification
An I-Device Case that is Water-Tight and Sealed and That Floats in the Water
An electric knife with multiple blades for even slicing and faster slicing and a loop to hang, and a screw to adjust distance between them.
Display your Nerf &amp; water toys in style. Nerf display case with drawer to store your ammunition. A fun way to help kids put their toys away
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#spotsv Aluminum Bake Potato Cook and Serve Oven Cups. Review 2nd picture.
LED Bicycle Chain:The Pins are Kinetic LEDs,Awesome to the Maximus.Also Available LED Motorcycle Chain.
Needed a way to make a topical salve more effective
#spotsv Nopal Cactus Peeler
Tube shaped mitten with incorporated tongs. Cook with maximum safety.
External Xenon flash bulb for dark scene fotos. Contains rechargeable battery, xenon flashbulb w/reflector &amp; lens.
New ways to save energy are a big hit these days. Here's a new way that not only saves energy but makes daily life more convenient.
Easy In/Easy Out Two Finger Plug Adapter. (Simplicity in design compared to Power Pull.)
Fun case.Why not combine the pegboard modular case with the mix N match game we played as kids.4 cell or ipad/ mini.
Friendly rubber ipad case for kid, home adult and others.
This handy device cleans carpet!! This device picks particles of dust in fewer seconds than the vacuum without using electricity.
Cozy Cords: Make Any Cord a Retractable One! The Simple Solution You Need Now!
My great idea is for a knee pillow. It's specially designed and sized to fit between your knees while in bed or just lounging on the couch.
Quirky Water Battery iPhone 5 Case:Now you can use water to power your iPhone 5.Resub
bottle for protein shake or cup of coffe with a pocket to hold iphone and a elastic band to make it safe
A simple, easy to use Peeling Guard for your Veggies. Keep your bowls, sink &amp; cutting boards free for other uses.
'THE QUIRKEY'is the COOL,SPORTS Bracelet which allows YOU to store your Key and features an LED light. WORKOUT and Keep Your valuables
CLOSE
A turkey bra stored in the freezer is placed over the breast before cooking. The bra chills the white meat--it cooks slower, stays juicier.
Syncable Calendar for home. Sync your phones calendar with the large calendar sitting in your kitchen. No more excuses
Sleep Training Monitor
TRAVEL BAG with built collapse-able closet and dresser where one can store/hang clothes
Webbing Picture, Note Holder/Frame. Better than a Cork Board, and shape can be manipulated. It doesn't have to be a square frame.
RESUB DIGITAL CAMERA still PICTURE TAKING L.E.D. LIGHTED BOARD that folds for folks on the go.makes perfect pictures without wasting time!
Ultimate IPhone 5 Case Personalization. Upload Favorite Photo or Image to Quirky and Obtain Personalized Case.
HandiClamp. A clamp with 3 flexible magnetic legs. Clamp and Hold. Who doesn't need an extra hand around the house?
Simple and neat surge plug that looks just like your outlets on the wall in colors,strips are great but big and messy,small simple and neat
App-enabled building blocks: inspired by our desire for light-up legos. (Video: http://youtu.be/ZsMEE9_z7dc)
It Sucks! A suction cup holder:)
No broken or misaligned luggage wheels again! Handle up: wheels pop out of protected housing and lock. Handle down: wheels safely retract.
Super COMPACT / Super STABLE Dish drying stand for bottles, bags, and other odd shaped items (SEE VIDEO)
iPhone case with battery, stand, SD card, and wireless charging
A case that has a hidden attachment on the inside of the case that could be used to 'crank' energy for the battery.
This product is a gel sheet in the shape of an apple that you can stick over your current white apple logo to project a different color.
Protect and pimp your electronics with these sticky pads.
Redefining BFF Friendship Bracelets.
No one should ever die from an oxygen tank running out. Let's make a device that alerts healthcare staff/family members of low oxygen levels
Quirky Care Packages for college students. And Quirky college scholarships.
#SPOTSV Neon Fluorescent "Silicon" Doorknob covers. Stretch and slip over your current doorknob to give it a colorful look.
#APPLE In-bed (or other locations) stand for iPad (mini-iPad?) device or iPhone. HANDS-FREE watch Netflix, Tweet, Facebook, more
Wall charger that can charge up to 3 devices at a time and cradles your phone while charging to keep up to 2 iphone 5s off the floor.
Glow in the dark or lighted accessories for your pets collar! Imagine the creative designs and safety for you and your pet at night!
Manual paper "shredder" but not really shredded. Paper can be reuse.
cable couture, cover white cables with a channel chain made in printed material or or whatever it melts with ur interior
POOP CHUTE - The best dog poop pick up tool in the world. Simple as that... the poop chute is a clean and easy way to pick up dog waste.
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Mac Pro Expansion Attachment
#QCYCLE *** Rail Station. Bicycle Maintenance Repair Work-Stand for Rail. Pro Mechanic Bicycle Workstation designed as a Rail accessory.
"Apple Juicer" is a multi-cord charging source for 9 &amp; 30 pin devices. With retractable cords, it's neat, compact, convenient, easy charging
The iPad Kid Talkie case. A kid friendly iPad case that tells the child when it's time to put it down.
eChime - A digital windchime with different sounds and volume control which brings a nice rhythm to your home.
Re-useable detachable cable tie (aka zip tie and tie wrap) that both tightens and loosens.
Decorative, accessible and simple to use battery chargers.
A feature link to the phone to save elderly life by pressing a button or voice activated.to dial 911 or family no monthly fee
Grocery list holder.
Suture remover and forcep in one tool - efficient and economical
Have you ever found that pushpins could be dangerous? This idea (new pushpin design) will revolutionize the entire pushpin industry!!
There are TONS of great drawing apps for the iPad, iPad mini and iPhone. Let's capitalize off of them!
Pulley Exerciser. Simple, but very durable &amp; versitile. 3 modes, strength training (50y/o+), stretching and rehab. Not new, just made better
RESUB WERE IS MY CHIVES? HOT SAUCE /SALT /PEPPER/ AND SEASONINGS...... NOW THERE RIGHT WERE I NEED THEM ON THE
REFRIG!!
WiFi Bicycle Gear Shifting Pedal:Shift the gears on your bicycle with your foot instead of with your hand and wireless,no cable.
Reinventing the suitcase: Weight Sensing Luggage - fill it up, put it on its wheels, and the weight of the suitcase is displayed!!
Child Safety Seat Monitor
#spotsv - Protect Your Drinking Glasses and Cups with a Combined Vertical Cup Stacking Divider that Doubles as a Coaster!
Let's make an easy turn sprinkler
Water Bottles at Play-Add to create cars (roll), Planes (fly), Boats (float). Snap-on characters or internet printable 2 color &amp; wrap RESUB
it simple yet functional it is cell phone protector/wallet/flip case that maintains battery using solar power
New Chic Modern Adjustable Wireless Bluetooth Earphones That Wrap Around The Ears with Dre-Beat Sound Quality, Built In Voice Command!
A MOTION ACTIVATED L.E.D SAFETY LIGHT FOR A TRACTOR TRAILER TRUCK.
www.gutterclampsbyal.com This is for people who install or remove gutters
"Text-Lingo" frig word-magnet-strips. 2 b nxt hit 4 u or ur bf w ovr 400 wrds! LOL notes r criptic msgs "G" FUN 4 all, office or home.
One R/C to rule them all! :)
Oil pourer(drink pourer) which can be flipped and twisted to become a small funnel helping to fill the bottle with oil or any liquid.
Cordless power tools with Marx pulse-generators for extreme 'pulsed-power' applications! Here's a game-changing idea Ben is asking for!
A tea bag for coffee in which you add your own coffee grounds, pull a draw string to close the bag, place into a mug, then add hot water.
Watch 3-D MOVIES on ANY device without cumbersome 3-D glasses! A SIMPLE, peel off FILM sticks on ANY TV, smartphone, computer, etc!
A kitchen paper roll holder with a serrated blade (like seen on aluminium foil) for easy tearing.
A minimalistic lap/surface book stand with lights. No more ineffective book lights!
i5, IPOD, Tablet, Blackberry cases with instant auto retracting carry strap.
A 3 in 1 product that is, an iPhone case plus remote control car plus charger.
RESUBMIT- Formerly in UC.Adjustable Vase.
Laundry room space at a premium? Use this plastic garbage bag-utilizing lint garbage collector, with multiple options for mouunting.
I use dolphins that play with a kid user in an engaging game to teach the English alphabet and numbers, the building blocks of learning.
FUNNY Q DIAPERS WITH HUMIDITY DETECTOR STRIP - changes color when wet!
Waterproof feet drier/heater bath mat. Keep your feet dry and warm after shower.
My idea is for a cordless, blue tooth ear buds; take the earphones, cut the cords and add blue tooth, its that simple.
A baby monitor that has a camera and temperature gauge that can be monitored on smart devices.
Clip-a-bin. A bin with a lid that you can clip to a table, desk, counter, etc. Resub 243 votes. Open to collaboration
it simple yet functional it is cell phone protector/wallet/flip case that maintains battery using solar power
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Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays, to decorate store window displays. See Prod Comp
Filling your business receipts in a kleenex box, not the best practice. But what if we built a BETTER kleenex box? Introducing The Vault!
A device or product that separates all parts and contents of used Keurig K cups for the purposes of recycling the contents.
(RESUBMIT) A simple, flexible tea bag squeezer that also doubles as a tea bag rest.
a case that its not so hard to clean or open and do sent get dirty all the time.
A head board port on your bed for your iphone,ipod and ipad.
Stereo Networked Devices- One plays left, the other right. Combine iPhones. Listen and chat on the same phone call together and more.
Hard drive space on the iphone is limiting. Would be great 2 have a case w/ storage space built in! Case would act as an external hard drive
A bedtime screen cover your iphone. Dims the screen in the dark so you don't keep your partner awake and it won't interfere with your sleep.
Tired of trying to flatten your wrapping paper because it always gets in the way? Introducing the flat wrapping paper!
Adhesive fabrics,it absorbs sweat and stain from the shirt collar,it preserves the shirt.Reduced uniforms washing by parents and officers.
The power, price, and "ease of upgrade" that comes with a desktop PC, the convenience, and portability of a tablet.
(resubmit) A case for iPhone or iPad that you can insert a Flash Memory Card into so that your device can read it.
Windshield wiper blade sharpener. For the glovebox or keychain!
Do you hate touching shopping cart handles and hate using sanitary wipes? Then why not use a simple, portable, and customizable handle cover
An easy and fast way to hang your things from your garage rafters with no tools required. The weight of the item holds it in place.
Resubmit! Plastic lap food box/cup holder with bean bag bottom that contours on your legs when you sit this in your lap.Great for movie time
(A GREEN SOLUTION!) Reusable Juice Pouches! Fill your own pouch with healthy alternatives. Kids will love this! and so will Moms!
Melody Sticks - Kids create melodies by setting &amp; hitting different note sticks when running or riding bike, skates or skate board. RESUBMIT
Baby Sun Blocker
Earbuds With Equalizer/Limiter (Nothing Out There Like This)
Casing or Cap that fits any size or brand of USB that functions as a paper clip. organizing &amp; keeping your USB close &amp; easily accessible!
Study glasses with 'tunnel vision and headphones' that play classical music to stimulate your learning and memory. Great for ADHD students.
Painter's Head Lamp
#spotsv âœ© A Cord Wrapper for any small power cord âœ© Works like a slinky - stretch out when using, spring back for storage.
A program for cell phones that can detect movement it shuts down texting until you are stopped to safely get your messages Via GPS
Cater to tomorrows movers, shakers and innovators. Give our young artists a space of their own with this DIGITAL DESK
Sportaombrello: a new word made by Norther Italian word "sporta" (bag) and ombrello (umbrella). Easy, fast and clean
INVENT AN IPHONE CASE THAT MAKES AN IPHONE 4 LOOK JUST LIKE AN IPHONE 5. ALSO THIS SAME IDEA CAN BE USED FOR OLDER
MODEL IPHONES AND IPADS.
Sandwich Buddy will save your yummy sandwich fillings. Never take a bite and end up with turkey and mayo on your lap again!
A DIFFERENT KIND OF CAR ANTI-THEFT ALARM
Salad Tongs with Squeegee Lips that can handle all the "nuts &amp; crannies" that wiggle their way to the bottom.
soft,tranparent plastic sheet with grades (1.00, 1.50, etc.),many uses (12X

24/36 in) cut to size: phone/tablet screens, dashboards, tv.

Wish I had ceiling light 4 living room &amp; drop down lights 4 kitchen island. Remote control LED lights- FOR USE W/ ANY FIXTURE-no wiring
universal, Longer dock connector for iphone 5 and older.
*iPod Nano* Blue Jean Case. Hang from your belt loop and fits nicely in your pocket or hangs out for fun fashion statement.
iPad leather portfolio - So that business people don't have to carry the two separately
What does one do if it starts raining while cycling? My innovative product is the perfect solution!
flattest thinnest "hanger" for phone,ipad,ipod. can go on electronics or your cases and still charge it, also protects from scratches -video
RESUB THE ANSWER TO PENCIL SHARPENING power drill sharpener every home has a power drill but cant fine a sharpener heres the heavy duty cure
* UDock * is a universal mobile device desktop stand / dock. (e.g. Smartphones, music players, cameras, tablet pc's up to 7", etc.). VIDEO
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An electric alarm clock that would set off an alarm when there is power outage to wake people up so they can turn on the generator
Multifunctional Adjustable Bracket for your IPhone (smartphone) and IPAD Tablet for your laptop or desktop computer screen
This product is a holster for tablets that can be used as a belt wrapped around the weist or strapped from your shoulder like a school bag
FlameOut is a specially designed fire extinguished for the kitchen. The number casue of home fires is kitchen fires.
Disposable diaper industry is a huge repeat business for Adults and Children.We are offering a solution of conenience for their customers.
THE POWER WORM. Pivot power for older kids/teens. Great in their bedroom, classroom, playroom. With safety covers
iPhone business card holder case. (*see images and watch animated video)
Cordless Portable Power Bluetooth Wall Adapter With LED Sockets &amp; USB Extensions On Command:App-enabled.
Table cloth with Game Pok-eights, to hold game cards and game pieces. Games like Go-Fish, UNO, Monopoly, Donkey, 21, and Slap the Jack, etc.
Corn Butterer - Cut AND Butter your Corn quickly and cleanly! See prototype picture and video!
This is a case that goes on the I phone that lights up and makes sound while locating it with a remote.
Resubmit---RFID Learning toy/game, Letâ€™s go-a-hunting
Superior geometric concrete reinforcement substructure. Much stronger and cheaper, conserves resources, very lucrative market. See Video.
Too many motorcyclists are killed by car drivers who do not notice them. My idea will add noticeability and bling to their bike.
A wireless charging device that will plug into any standard power outlet and charge all electronic devices in range via Wi-Fi connection!
CLEAN &amp; Dirt Free! TUBULAR towel stays on machine and won't drop on the floor..sanitary+avoid hassle of picking it up
Bracelet that uses Bluetooth or some other connection that vibrates, beeps, or flashes when you get a call or text.
App enabled LED Message Board to write any message or phone number, easy attach 2 dashboard/window.Be available when your car is in trouble!
A modern design for storage of bulk pet supplies such as food or litter. These functional pet supply silos could also store other materials.
FREAKING helmets, knee pads, elbow pads &amp; gloves! They're hard to store and easy to lose! Until now that is! Here's an easy solution...
Delivery Door
An iPhone battery pack that doubles as a monitor extension(ie-dimensions of iPad).
Backup your iPhone Photos, Videos and Contact List to Flash Drive Every Time You Charge! Flash Drive is attached to Power Cord.
Piggy Bank Wall Maze. Watch coin travel down fun plastic tubes/gears...fun windmill type devices, etc...until it finally reaches the bottom.
Plug BRD in your cigarette lighter,put the sensor in the car seat,once the car is turned off a sound will let you know a baby is in the car!
Multi use ipad holder with quick connect (LIKE GOJO) â€“ hands free! CAR BEDSIDE BATHROOM ECT.
TRU Lunch Box is an all-ages, user-friendly, sealable silicone compartments that is leak proof and impact resistant, easy to open and close.
GripHer
A compact device to help people open pill bottles.
Frisbee Hats
Power Tower - get quick access to the power strip without cluttering your desk.
leaf bagger and bag holder
Glow in the dark LIFE JACKETS and LIFE RAFTS for recreational use and can help save LIVES!
Just picture it. Set up the camera and timer for a picture using a tripod. Run to get in the picture and trip on the tripod breaking camera.
This idea is a light emitting LED at the end of a standard charger for easy connection in the dark or dimly lit area.
USB Light up Keyboard Cover for Mac including hand warmer option!
Mood Buds are ear buds that have detachable wires that enable one to express their mood, favorite color, etc.
#QCYCLE A bluetooth Speaker system shaped like a waterbottle! Voyager Accessory!
Simple, compact and adaptable wall mounted unit for iPad, iPod Touch and iPhone with mic and speakers integrated. Work with batteries.
CROPSULE... Cropsules are crops in a capsule. A portable capsule that grows crops as independently as possible with the technology of today.
Baby bottle warmer machine located at local shopping malls, parks or anywhere away from home.
BLOW DRYER for TODDLERS &amp; KIDS - Brush &amp; blow at same time with warm to cool air &amp; lower noise volume. Possibly even good for
Pets. RESUB
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Head strapped pillow, it will not move or shift from its position, no matter how many times you change head position when taking a nap.
iPhone Hearing Aid AP Hear what you are missing and Whats Being Said About You. Great For Meetings and Lectures.
An ipad stand for watching movies in bed. Soft wedgelike pillow with a lip on the bottom to secure ipad to stand.
You're running a practice at school. You have to think about the next drill. Now where did I put my clipboard? You're trying to remember.
ANTI-THEFT SEAT LOCK - fits ANY seat bolt/clamp. Just wrap around existing bolt (or clamp) and lock. Improved after UC!
Slice &amp; Serve is a simple attachment that turns any knife into a server (great for serving cake, pies, etc...)
Finally get dry between your fingers with this redesigned towel!
Book Holder for cabinet knobs or microwave handle etc. Off the counter, but can bring anywhere in the kitchen.
An innovative closet rack organizer. No more messy pile of clothes on the boring white-wire rack in your closet!
Tackable extension cords. Run cables in a tidy manner or a fun and graphic way to play with power. Make your power play
Baby alarm clock pacifier powered by suc and chew technology or battery. take back control of your life.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 185 votes
A whole house iPod dock with sensors and speakers in each room, so your music "follows" you around the house
Efficient Measuring Spoons sit flat on the counter without spilling and are shaped to get spices from a jar down to the last remaining bits
a scale that weighs food - perfect for weight watchers and other diets
Door Safety Device for High Traffic Areas
FingerScan. A thimble-like device for scanning text on paper and bookmarking a digital version of the item to read &amp; share one line later.
Ice Cream Scooper that allows easy scoop.Delivers low heat to melt hard Ice Cream. Battery in handle connected to heat producing device.
SECURE KEY - The KEY will remember all passwords - It automatically remembers all your passwords when you plug your key in.
Quirky is developing Rake Nâ€™ Tamp, We will need a Garden Scooper that collects debris more efficient to go with it.
Got a tough clog in your drains? Drop these clog busting torpedo's down the pee-trap and they will reach the clog and destroy it!
A 8 pin lightning version of charge card. Original charge card. http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/nomad/chargecard-for-iphone
disco ball app that converts your phone into a rave ball multi coloured torch light . kids room dorm rooms etc
I phone carrying case will hotel room key slot.
You quickly park your car and 4 hours later in the mall you can't find it when you come out. You are too rushed to remember.
I'm proposing ''finger guards'' to safeguard the thumb and index fingers while chopping or dicing during meal preparation.
Grill Letters everyone gets personalized grill marks on their steak
Make a compatible device to allow you to run disk or install from disk. Currently we have limits on the IPAD's degree of use.
Reinventing the bed bench! The bed bench would become a 2 in 1 product, a decorative bed bench and a ironing board for home and hotels!
INVENT AN IPHONE CASE THAT MAKES AN IPHONE 4 LOOK JUST LIKE AN IPHONE 5. ALSO THIS SAME IDEA CAN BE USED FOR OLDER
MODEL IPHONES AND IPADS.
The safest cover for smart phones and tablet PCs
The iSurvive an all in one case for the iphone 5 that helps your phone survive every issue.
KEEPER,pool rescue robot
Small, solar powered LED lights that attach to glass and screen doors to prevent nighttime â€œwalk-throughsâ€. Who hasn't seen that happen?
Salt water taffy maker: does the 15 minute "pulling" for you!
iFinders! -find your missing objects with the tap of an app! (beepers)
*App Enabled* device for washer/dryers. Get an ALERT to your iPhone when your wash is done...no more STOLEN or WRINKLED clothes!
Finally, a purse designed to find what you want without dumping everything out!
Air inflatable knee pads perfect for the home Gardner , landscaper, tile men, all construction tradesmen inflate to the desired comfort zone
Fridge Freezer Date Dice
Kickstand charging dock, alarm clock app, plays music through speaker base.
RESUB BENDABLE CONCRETE FORMS made from recycled plastics UNBREAKABLE REUSABLE ECO FREINDLY
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Sleeves and magnet pockets that can be attached to BBQ and Kitchen Aprons for iPhone, iPod and earbud use.
Plug in extra screen for iPhone. Displays whats on your phone to the other screen.Great for car rides and sharing.
RESUB Quirky Socialite Hair Accessory Will be a must for young girls / young girls at heart Hair accessory that glows when close to your BFF
Mocubo max - Vegetable cutter and storage made easy
Quirky Stem 2 - Drink juice directly via a straw from a citrus fruit without peeling it via Portable juice extractor
Do you still lock your bicycle with a key? This is a bicycle lock that is conveniently used by fingerprint verification.
Vacuum packaging with high-absorbent strips inserted to absorb high liquids before sealing occurs.
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
Submarine Racers! Bath Toy
An electronic bookmark that scans your page and saves it so if it falls out you'll know exactly where to open your juicy book.
Inteligent camera visit card - ICVC
Ip Addressable Outlets Adapters and Light switches - Run your home like a data center. Replace X10 [ReSub]
a seat that rotates pulls out and retracts for disabled to get in and out of car easily
Hang your routers, modems, external HDDs and other stuff under the desk and save space. No need for drilling. RESUBMIT.
Cube Dock That Can Display and Rotate Through Images on Each Cube Side and Display Messages, Texts and Missed Calls.
Cat litter box installed outside and accessed from a hole in wall, window or sliding door accessory. Cat box smell and clean up is outside
I know many women who like to wear stylish headbands but also need glasses to read and they can not be worn together unless they were one.
Single Use Coffee System, Grinder/Tamper/Reusable coffee pod, allows you to use your own coffee beans-picture below is comparable reuse pod.
The Counter Intelligence Sponge Grip lets you use your sponge without directly touching it. Slips over any sponge to use. Easy rinse after.
As a mom it hard to take the bus or even walk around with a huge diaper bag. on top of carrying a stroller.
Handle Bar Case. An Iphone case with swiveling grip bars for a more ergonomic grip
Gobelet jetable avec un infuseur intÃ©grÃ© amovible approvisionnÃ© en cafÃ© moulu pour prÃ©paration nomade de cafÃ© frais de qualitÃ©
Pill usage recorder - an adjustable rubber band that goes around a medication pill box, with 31 numbered notches to record daily usage.
The Quirky Board Game
This is QUBE! Be creative, DRINK outside the BOX!
This a prototype/product that my Father invented, and has been using for many years. He was pushed to patent it but never did.
Kids will Love using these popcorn molds that will create fun animal shapes!
Partially Human Powered Flying Machine
Calling all Messy Artists! Self Cleaning Craft Table/Easel! Stop spending time cleaning up paint, glue, and more. Be creative!
This is a simple tool for pens, we use many pens during studying, this make our pens with cap ,not to be dry, not to be noisy during closing
Cord Power Mini has two retractable cords with different connectors options, so no more losing your charger cords.
Existing Hilti foam gun has long steel noozle or short. It is awkward to reach tight areas. A flexible noozle would alloweasy access.
Truck Tanneua tent - tent that is pop up style from inside a Tanneua cover of a truck.
(RESUBMIT)PORTION CONTROL PITCHER...Quirky staff kept commenting on portion control pouring of lemonade and tea in eval. UC here I come! ;-)
Q HOCKEY- even for WHEELCHAIR bound? Here it is! 2 player Hockey. Yes two players can play this game by hand and S c o r e! Everyone plays!
I need an app for 10,000 drummers with a weekly reach of 758,494 on Facebook.
The Iphone bungee Protects Iphone from falling. Device is attached to jeans by clip. if dropped retractable cord locks to break the fall.
WiFi Light Fixture Hologram Projector And WiFi Light Fixture Hologram Laser Projector:With Or Without Speakers.App-enabled on iPhone 5
Your sneakers stink? Don't just throw them in your gym bag...put them in a stink proof bag first.
Universal USB docking station
LOSE THE FINGERPRINTS AND GERMS!Carry around packet of Iphone wipes to keep those fingerprints and germs AWAY
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DIGIGRAM.An App enabled/Bluetooth digital picture frame,attach 2 dashboard.Play all your fav.Instagram Pics or Slideshow of your loved ones
Travel/Gym Shower Mat. Compact to easily carry or travel with. FOLDS instead of ROLLS (because rolls are a pain). Possibly NEVWET?
Clip on Pencil Sharpener. Always there when you need it.
Better cooking parchment paper! Parchment paper for cooking is plain on both sides, I want a grid printed on one side &amp; circles on the other
A Grip Case that has finger indentations designed exclusively to hold it to prevent slippage.
RESUB ive sold 400 at local hardware store got excited sent 1 to home depo/lowes they said interested and would take everyone i could make
Emergency backup battery for oxygen concentrator machines.
Clutter Free Charging Station for all your Smart devices and phones. Adapts to your devices, wall mounted and versatile!
Stilt line extension...Add a Bluetooth speaker and create The only Bluetooth kickstand/speaker/stylus combo.
Stovetop BBQ for people that live in apartments and dont have grills but love Burgers, Steak, Grilled Chicken!!! Yum Yum!!!
Key fob/thumb drive with distance sensing alert.
Exterior Sealed Window Fan
Tired of holding a light while using your screwdriver in the dark, life just got easy with the LED Clip on light attachment for screwdrivers
Speed up your time in cooking preparation. No more lifting the chopping board to empty/clear. The Lazy Chopping Board (LCB) is here.
Q~CHARGING~Space Saving, QuAd~CHARGER...Now U can charge your iPad/iPhone/iPhone5 or iPod in the same space. Plus a "Q" stylish Cord!!
Cute "RAG" Doll Duster For Home or Office. Sits on Any Shelf or Desk. Mount On Dashboard to Use as a Windshield Wiping Cloth
RESUB -Collapsible flask/canteen. Unclick into 2 parts. Holds drinks and snacks/lunch. Will create space in backpack or 4 work
Ultimate Baseball Cap w/computer screen on inside of attached glasses, heating, A/C, bluetooth, cameras, headlites, taillites, magnify, etc.
Flushable Cotton tip swabs
Snack Shooter for Dogs. Little edible Frisbee snacks. Load up the snacks and have some fun!
Air conditioner under your garments
ArmaDillo Collapsible Case for iPod Touch will be a case that collapses into itself when sliding down to open.
Hygienic Tray - a new way to clean a Cat Litter Box
My children get thirsty during the night. They can never seem to find their drinks. This is where the idea for an illuminous cup came from.
DESKICISER ergonomic workstation integrates an engaging way to increase activity while reducing debilitating effects of prolonged sitting.
Unpack an entire household in just days! "Moving Made Easy" saves time and money with an organized easy practical way to move!
A set of 2 Friendship rings. A "BUMP IT FORWARD" ring 4 kids/teens. Promote friendship and kindness. Tap together to light up!
Tired of picking hangers up off the floor? Then try "Hanger Locks!"
(RESUBMIT from 9/12/11) Keep your TOWELS, BLANKETS, PICNIC TABLE CLOTHS, ETC in place. These work on ANY SURFACE!
Hologram key chain projector and or hologram 'digital' photo frames
(300+ Votes Resub.) Water's No Worry: Introducing... Buoy! A FLOATING CASE for Apple products. One drop and it pays for itself!
Workout iPhone5 Case.Attach Your iPhone5 to Fitness Equipment &amp; Clothes while working out + use as Stand and Earbud wrapper
LED Bike Light that lights in Front and Back w/ control in middle! No more dangerous bike rides home!
A bolt on muffla and noise cancelling device for lawn and garden equipment.
Butter Face is a Series of Molds for Pouring Hot Butter. Make your Butter in the Form of your Favorite Items, Characters, and Famous Faces
Fly swatter with sanitizer. Swat,spray and wipe the germs away.#spotsv
Dual headphone and usb cables for iphone. Carry fewer cords.
A cable - one end of which fits into the Lightning connector socket and the other end is HDMI port that can be plugged to the TV HDMI input
A 2-iPhone 5 charger with speakers. Charge both in landscape or both in portrait.
Enchilada server! A perfectly-shaped spatula to get those enchiladas out of the pan...intact!
LoopNETS - a cousin of BandNETS. Hold more stuff. Various sizes.
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Take the Flash Card to a new level.
Multi-Tool iPhone Case: The picture says it all!
Tired of germ covered toilet &amp; urinal flush levers? The "Step Away" Hands free toilet flush control= a simple step to flush your cares away.
Why try to fill the soap dispenser through the small cap opening when you can simply remove the entire top and fill it up much more easily?
One Handle, many heads. The best Broom ever. Space saver.
U-shaped gripper for cooking. Useful for cooking spaghetti or other things that are too long for your pan. Simply grip, bend and cook.
Its a quirkyesque solution to pen storage-and there can never be enough of those!
iPad/Mini iPad Easel Case. Play station for kids. Dry erase, storage iPad holder.
iPhone 5 (or 4) case with lint brush area on the back to clean off lint!
Forward &amp; Replay function key in Aux Cable with 3.5mm both end for automobile without iphone usb control funtion.
A tray with necessary electronic devices by hand without spilling, without wet electronics devices, easily cleaned.
iphone 5 post-it holder cover case
When coming out of the snow, you now have wet jackets, shoes, etc. This doesn't sit well when having to go back out doors with wet clothing.
When's a door not a door? When it's a solar air heater.
A iPad/iPhone case which flips open to reveal a bluetooth &amp; OCR enabled scanner pad. Draw and write on scanner pad, and view it live on ipad
RESUBCOME ON SPOTS YOU CAN GO TOO! A RAFT OR A TUBE INSERT THATS DURABLE FOR YOUR PET TO TRAVEL WITH YOU DOWN
RIVER A MUST HAVE FOR DOGLOVER
Unlimited power supply. 3 way power: Solar, electric and motion charger.
Microwave with a tablet interface and an SD slot for storing recipes Also i would like to include mini games for different increments oftime
An inexpensive power cable capable of charging multiple "iDevices" simultaneously.
HEATED HAIR CLIPS NOT CURLERS NOT STICKS THEY A LARGE SILICONE CLIPS!! GIVES YOU LOOSE BOUNCY CURLS IN MINUTES
Measure and save temperature by iPhone/Android cover
Headphone Jack Lock: Locking the headphone jack into the phone. Can't Drop.
iPhone stand with flexible arm. Keeps the iphone elevated for your eye level. Designed for desk, coffee table, kitchen counter, and etc.
iPhone cover with a photo insert on the back to display pictures of your loved ones or anything you want the world to see!
Pivot Power Mini with both the new Lightning Connector and 30-pin Connector for iPhone charging on top
Let's make an object that can attach to anything and will help you find that thing later, or alert you when it gets too far away.
Pet phone. Call your critters when on vacation. Listen to them and let them hear your voice. Battery recharges wirelessly at the food bowl.
A stylus that has a cleaning pad at the opposite end of the soft tip and has a cap to keep the cleaning pad clean.
WIND RESISTANT BEACH TOWEL.
QUIRKY CANDY! Shapes are of popular Q inventions! Great for advertising!
Towel Bottle: Water bottle with built in towel. Many uses - meal time, gym time, in school, at work...endless! Cleanup is just a drink away!
Wall-mounted flatscreen TVs are ugly when not in use - a grey mass in the room's focal point. Disguise it without affecting its normal use.
CO2 impact tool with interchangeable heads for screw driver, drill, or impact wrench, and even an inflation adapter.
F and J bump stickers for virtual iPad keyboard to enable fast typing.
Cool Bracelet for the IPOD NANO 7th Generation !!!
I tricked you Baby! - RESUB with Quirky feedback - Proof of concept and how crib tents cause strangulation. See photos.
Little kitchen gadget to help open cake batter bags, open sealed containers. Hangs on the fridge.Collaboration with Gyro.
Spider spay, hunting the mosquitos now is simply!
Get those woodpeckers off your vent stack with my idea "No pecking"!
The WORKOUT Baby Jogging stroller lets you CHANGE the INTENSITY...making the wheels harder to push, which increases the workout. (resub)
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Grab &amp; Go Service/Loaner Car Organizer Bag: Never Forget Remotes, Charges, Insurance Card &amp; Personal Items When Your Car Is Being
Serviced.
RUBBER FINGER REVOLUTION â€“ LONG FINGER NAILS? NO PROBLEM ! Office problem solved !
My dog goes everywhere I go! But it's a pain to keep track of his stuff. "Waggage" let's me easily transport all the things my dog needs.
Built In Emergency Outlet Light
Reusable hydration pouch with sipping retractable straw and valve.
Get the Big Picture! Get iPad size image from your iPhone with Pod2Pad. No battery sucking vampire device!
An iPhone case with an application where you can text to and display your message on the caseâ€™s surface.
awakening brain
RESUBMIT-OVER 500 VOTES-ATOM-Paper clip organization system-Use individually or snap together-store documents in color coded orderly manner.
SUCKERPIN or SUCKERMAG if You need to clip on Your cork Board without making hole on it, sucked metal plate on glass, or clipped on fridge.
Fridge Deodorizer exhaust fan that mounts and is powered in your fridge light socket.There's a market here! Town meeting Friendly..For Ben K
My idea is a cheap to make cheap to buy blow up lap type tray that a person may purchase at a quick mart as an impulse buy.
BEACH TOY-Spring Loaded lacrosse Style Game
"MISSION TO THE EDGE OF SPACE" toy. Felix Baumgartner is the only man to break the sound barrier w/out a vehicle, lets make the toy. #QTOYS.
The MALLET makes slicing onions and tomatoes easy and fun with just one WHACK!!
A tiny, LED device that plugs in to the iPhone's audio jack and flashes in response to any audio alerts.
A clothe washer and dryer in one - hand cranked. It's like the Mini Counter-top dryer and Wonder-wash.. Great for delicate clothing.
Wrist band device with integrated software,App,Skype,international languages.Are you cooking,gardening or jogging?Free hands at the ready.
iOS AirPrint wireless server. Connects to your wireless network or printer and allows any iOS device to print wirelessly.
Flexible cookie man cutters, bend them in any position you want and make each cookie unique!
Mini Ipad and Mac Computer Mouse
Save A Police Officers life Today The Pull Over One Lane Law Is In Effect In Most States Now
A fruit tree training device that creates a narrowing in the trunk that allows easy shaking, for efficient fruit collection.
INSTANT CURTAINS-Lightweight, non-woven fabric =cut-to-length without fraying.Closely spaced suction cups =adjust width and attach anywhere.
"Combo Tuner":Radio, Television and Projector at you finger tips.
an app that weighs food - perfect for weight watchers and other diets
Standard Leash Version of the Shadow Walker dog sunshade-(QDS help badly needed on design please!)(dwgs show how leash is attached)
An iPhone holder that hangs from the steering wheel in your car for lunch breaks, waiting for the kids to get out of school, etc.
an app that can replace, points cards. such as air miles. avion. super market rewards cards,ect
Sticker labels to personalize your charge cord. Make it easy to tell which cord is yours and also help you remember to take it with you.
83%-WATER Leading cause of home damage! Save your home, even when you're out!WiFi water detector alerts you(text/email/app)&amp; shuts off water
Integrate a portable hardrive into the iphone, ipad, case. Always have your data on hand.
A portable, lightweight case with a built in speaker snaps on the back of the iPhone to amplify music and make audio much clearer.
Every coffee maker hopper gets grimy and affects the taste of the coffee. Cleaning is difficult to impossible - this tool is the solution.
A fun way to keep your favorite beverage cold! Render by simplyinclined
A noise canceling bedside speaker.
Wireless Charging Plate + Near field communication (WCP + NFC)
#spotsv Cereal Thrilla! A quirky Spoon for a Quirky World and it's BPA FREE!
Rechargeable and wireless power for any device. Plugs directly into power socket
Give your iPad many more interactive functions! Use the iPad's new 'senses' to teach iPad new tricks with an intelligent App enabled case.
Press Car or Home button and key ejects like a switch blade.Battery cover with Over/ride. Light and laser pointer.Fits comfortably in pocket
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On* Star for missing children via locking Cartoon Character GPS Pin activated by a verified guardian in an emergency missing child situation
Super CLASSY iPhone case. As classic and elegant as the iPhone design. Inspired by Art Deco, Art Nouveau, and Faberge cigarette cases.
Smash-proof, waterproof, glow-in-the dark case that doesn't need a bright light to make case glow or battery life from phone.
Reposition the plug on Mac power adapters so the adapter won't fall or be knocked off the wall
Iphone 5 car charger that charges up to three devices with extra long cord that reaches to the back seat.
RC Helicopter with mega-protective iPhone slot for aerial photos and vids. Thinkgeek and Toy stores.
6 months 1 cab company and 85,000 phones left behind = billions of dollars lost and headaches... This is my simple solution!
Quirky Employees - see Yvonnes 2 suggestions. They were submitted right after each other by this person that I marked as similar. SAME 2!
Store your sandwich in a MacBook Pro? Drink out of one? Recycled MacBook Pros make great containers for preserving food!
Has your wife hassled you over leaving the toilet seat up?south park ep.has even recognized the universal issue. Its nasty don't touch it.
CAMELBAK + DOG LEASH!! - No more carrying portable water bottles for your dog!
A safe, easy to use scarf that buttons, snaps, or velcro to the inside of the lower material of the outer garment. Similar to a neck tie.
Partyware Flatware Bottle Opener! Never misplace a bottle opener again. Everyday or Recyclable. Customize with Your favorite logo!
Backpacker? Medic? Handyman? The first multi-tool case for the iPhone that leaves the bulk behind and let's you customize what you carry!
Power Cobra. An extension cord with outlets at both ends. Male end has cube tap built in. Never socket block again!
My Shopping Valet's a companion to assist during retail experiences.The valet provides cross-directional apparel hanging over waist heights.
I need to know if the guy in front of me is just slowing down or stopping. My range of break lights will keep me from secondi guessing him.
No more long, boxy, T-Shirt look! Shirt-Shapers instantly slenderize! Turns a plain T-Shirt into a flattering top, without the extra length!
Smart Wall Mirror is a mirror that hangs on the wall that is linked with an IPhone and displays texts, missed calls, etc.
Camera enabled taser that can be fired automatically or remotely from an ipad, iphone when there is an intrusion, gun fire in schools.
Passwordkeeper.Hardcover.note pad w hidden compartment holds insert . digital and indexed alphebetically .Beautiful cover designs.Stealth.
We like fresh food, so why not give it to the reptiles we have when we are away.
Perfectly round and well seasoned burgers.
Never be late again! No SNOOZE button &amp; MORE ! An Alarm Clock designed and guaranteed to wake you up!
THE BRUMPER: Roof protection for your vehicle allowing you to get that new 50" flat screen or new IKEA purchase home. No need for a truck!
Bath time countdown for children. A waterproof device that guides a child in the amount of time left in a bath/shower session.
Puzzle / Money Box combo. First easy steps into geometry?..
My idea is to make disposable cutting boards or cutting board covers for cutting raw chicken meats or seafood.
CAMP OVEN Bakes, steams,pressure cooks, smokes ,griddles food on open fires,or charcoal grills /barbeques great for emergency use too video!
See and Be Seen on your Bike #QCYCLE
Tired of seeing your dirty clothes on laundry hampers? Introducing... unSTINK - " a bin with everything" you need to do your laundry.
WATER-POWERED CELL PHONE CHARGER!!! rechargeable lithium ion battery pack go green save money.hydroelectric power...
Thermal Color Change Rosary Beads- Another take on not getting lost in mystery
Q-Party Drink Protector Cover with wireless key. Drink Protector cover/key that informs a person when unwanted hands tamper with your drink.
RE-SUB (150 Votes) BACKRUB: First mechanical showering device with sponge,brush&amp;massage modules to switch between!Check All the Pics!
A phone signal scrambler that prevents calls or text from coming to a vehicle. Only when the car is in park the phone will operate.
A simple light with a flexible body with magnets to stick to any metal surface. With LED lights and 3 different modes- OFF, ON, and BRIGHT.
No hardware Indoor Window Box. Tension Rod and Box for the inside of your window. Storage for anything.
Ramen Noodle Cover. Cover and cook. The paper cover never stays shut! These would sell like crazy!
MYTH: Refrigeration preserves Coffee freshness. FACT: Refrigeration does NOTHING to preserve Coffee freshness. Read on...
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Hello, this idea is 4 a 'knee mitten' and 'wrist/ankle mitten' warm up nicely using micro-beads with therapeutic scent on terrycloth.
APP Enabled Rewards Machine - REWARD SYSTEM for Kid's Computer Learning
Quick measurement: Lid has the measurement devices build into it allowing you to measure the seasoning directly from the container. Resubmit
Slip on Stylus - One Size Fits All Pens and Pencils - Turn any Pen or Pencil into a Stylus - Sell in Colorful Sets
Water proof in shower iPhone/iPad case with built in speakers.
A remote light switch that can be controlled by any universal TV remote control. The unit is made to be attached to a current light switch.
Bicycle baby stroller, it can transform into 3 different functional pieces, #1 baby stroller #2 bicycle with baby carrier or just a bike
The Quirky Docking Station. When Apple devices are charged, The docking station's light bulb lights up and plays the Quirky Theme song.
Personal Airport Travel Activity Center
small hard putty sticks to stick in nail or tack holes in walls
Cases with Screen protectors with a clear stylus bump built into the screen
Painting made easy with RIGHT ANGLE FLEX TAPE. Just fold, stick,peel and paint for a professional finish!
A lenticular Iphone case! See the US Flag and tilt it then see the Flag of your choice. Or See your spouse then tilt it and see your kids!
My case design doesn't just protect your phone it also lets you customize your case to suit your lifestyle!
Write a beard in a better way, using a hot bubble.
Quench your thirst with a water bottle Flashlight! Combine the hydration of a water bottle and the safety of a flashlight!
a line of RC tools controled from you smart phone. mower,blower,weedwhaker.
Combine paper towel holder and Spray bottle together.Fill center pole of paper towel holder with cleaner-screw on spray bottle head-so easy!
MagNex: All the fun of Lego, but more intricate. Use tweezers to lift and place tiny building pieces. Stress Relieve. RESUBMIT
do you have a lot of potable drives and do you waste power outlet space and have a lot of cables because of well no more i got the solution
Video "Precord" iPhone bike mount. Waterproof w/integrated wide angle lens: Camera faces forward; screen faces rider. For safety and fun.
Woven yoga mats made from old headphones! Reuse all that rubber, wire, and plastic.
Resub. Desk and chair set that optimizes space. Desk integrates chair with drawers. Open to collaboration
Sun glare is an unfortunate part of the daily commute while sunglasses and the sun visor never seem to cover it all. Moveable tint at last
"The Perfect Keychain Watch" A Watch for people who do not like to wear watches.
Language translation w/ smart tech and voice/text/symbol conversion via stand alone translator is a worldwide needed communication tool.
a gift,with a kickstand,it is funny
Get ready for an innovative way to solve an ever-present problem.
Meet the Interchangeable Backpack! Shed pieces of the backpack or add more. Change colors of the packpack with interchangeable zip on pieces
IPhone Case That Contains an Integral Retractable Charger.
Ipad case with a built in speaker amplifier and multiple angles.
Kinetic Energy Wii Remote Battery Pack Charged By Your Gaming Motion
The Quirky Scent Creator: Mix your own scent of perfume! What's your flavor?
I think that the .com button (among other options) should be available on the keyboard at all times!
Life Saving Stylish Shirts - never be without a Life Preserver
it is a stand for viewing videos on a tablet, based on the old weeble wobble toys.
#NEVWET. never wet ties manufactured for sale in never wet tie shops. a necktie is a clothing accessory.
A BICYCLE AND BIKE HORN THAT CONVERTS TO A CORD AND WIRELESS(BLUETOOTH)SPEAKER FOR YOUR IPHONE AND IPOD.YOU
DONT NEED AN EXTRA SPEAKER.
Flexible tube of light,conforms to purse size.Lights up purse,on/off switch velcrows in purse,white or colors use for small places bright.
Button UP!!! A simple button up holder, sunglasses, pens, pencils, earphones. Don't drop them, keep them securely buttoned to your shirt.
DSLR camera with real changing lenses, good sensor, diaphragm and etc for iPhone! Using 30 pin or Lightning connector
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Christmas tree ornament that doubles as a funnel so you can water your tree, no more crawling. Different designs, simple and functional.
You have 90% battery life on your phone &amp; your friend has 10%. Give some of your battery to your friend to make it through the night!
sound bending stand
Propeller Stand. Iphone Case with a unique propeller type stand.
Like Massages? These heated earmuffs massage your temples and keep you warm!
Be able to set the mood of your party by the push of a button. Moody Orbs.
Cling-on Screen Decals to reduce glare - multiple sizes to accommodate iPhones, iPads, computer screens. May be customized to other brands.
Have you ever heard of liquipel????? Did you know that teddybears and liquipel would be great together?
Confuse Big Brother,with a pair dice. Play mind games with information gatherers, with decision dice What's more fun than PLAYING WITH fate!
PANT-LINERS: help reduces sweat rash, which provides physical discomfort and embarrassment for obese children and adolescents.
Neptune : The best earphones ever
USB credit card swipe for home computer systems for on line shoping. paid for by ad's from on line sellers,free for end user.
OH .NO.THERE ALL WET..WOW WHERE DID YOU GET THAT A STRAP ON WATERPROOF BAG FOR TUBING OR BOATING TO CARRY
DRY GOODS IN TO KEEP SAFE AND DRY!
Real cash gift disguised as a lottery scratch off. Sure to win because it is prepaid for by the giver and the receiver need never know.
Vibrating steam brush with shower cleaning solution dispenser. Removing soap scum has never been easier. Resub 356 votes
Sports Flip Flops to Slippers and Vice Versa Conversions
Adjustable Chopper for Cutting Board. Make the cut the size wanted by pulling handles out &amp; in. Great for chopping vegetables, meat, fruit.
Electronc Wireless Gopher Trap
Modified Air Rifle
A case with bigger speakers incorporated, making a mini boom box! And maybe a flashlight.
Laptop Pillow/Pad to boost laptops when used on couch or in bed!
Dough Maker + Pizza Oven = PIZZA MACHINE
Modular Ice Cube Tray - Individualize Your Ice! Rods, Cubes, Blocks. . .Whatever, Whenever!
Rainbow Colored stack able baking sheets and pans
Headphones + Aux cord(Combined) "Medusa Cord" "Y"
I need reading glasses to see restaurant menus. Sometimes it's too dark to see. I found I enjoy having descriptions of items read to me.
It's a watch and it's a camera.Always camera ready with your watch,flip it up to take pictures.Always be camera ready with it on your wrist.
a case that has built in speakers that will be much louder than the ones that come with your iphone or ipod
iPadMiniSlideNHold This iPad Mini case design incorporates a carrying handle on the top of the iPad Mini. Just pull it up &amp; carry!
Quiet Dry keeps tennis shoes quiet when placed in the dryer!
LED Rosary- Don't get lost in mystery. Each bead lights up with a soft glow when you press it and the previous bead is turned off.
Car finder - for parking garages Never get lost again
The Bee Game A game of skill, luck and fun. Collect your team of bees: Queen, Drone and Worker to make your colony fly.
Weightless Chamber
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
MAKE YOUR DOG HAPPY !!!
My idea is to have a Iphone GPS holder for the phone that is not permanent, easy to setup, remove and adjustable.
(Resub 83% v/v ratio): A removable strap for infant car seats, so that parents can use their shoulders to bear the bulk of the load.
A phone stand and charger/cable organizer (reversible design).
The new phones allow one to see themselves,ie reverse the view for pics. I want to create an app that would be a mirror like.
Banana Hanger Mounted Under-Cabinet - Needs No Counter Space!
Loop that attaches to your iDevices to hold a stylus. Just like a moleskin pen loop.
I want an adapter to let me plug regular plugs into computer/printer only electrical cables.
Earbud and speaker combo. USE WITH PROPS. Winds on itself for storing your earbuds.
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RESUB 9/22/11-Collapsible flask/canteen. Unclick into 2 parts. Holds drinks and snacks/lunch. Will create space in backpack or 4 work
Filters as you drink foldable water bag.Carbon filter(300 refills)Stylish,customizable,reusable! BPA Free,compact,environmentally friendly
A high-quality microphone + sound recording app that plugs in thru earbud port, allowing you to record music anywhere.
Trash n Store- A Grocery Bag Trash Can with a Compartment.
Thermometer for the iPhone and iPad to Track Illness and provide information
Parallel Universe Alterning Device
A fab-looking laundry hamper with rolling baskets INSIDE. The beauty of well-made, modern home decor, with the ease of a rolling cart!
A glow in the dark iPhone cover that gets BRIGHT!!
Organize and display your "COMPLETE" outfit and "LOOK"
Elevate your confidence with elevator socks. If elevator shoes are too pricey and too much of a commitment, these socks are for you.
Noodle Jumping! A motorized jumping toy with programmed games, app enabled, add games and workouts with your IPhone #QTOYS
The Bath Time Floating Table... No more bubble baths with 36 toys floating around your kid. Bath time made Fun..
solar panel
I love to fish!! You love to fish!! Using a Swivel Snap Tool to change out hooks and lures takes away the pain, and is quick and easy!!
A special alarm clock which will display your choice of widgets so you can get all the information you need in the morning.
Urinal insert for little boys and those with bad aim. Convert your toilet to a urinal.
NITE-LITE w/Brightness KNOB is used at night w/small glow to see objects on floor and dim for kids sleeping. Some rooms can be brighter.
I have an idea for apple laptops is a stand to keep your laptop out of the way when not in use
headrest pillow that doubles as a nursing pillow
Specialized Quirky plaque holds a 8.5"x11" printout of Quirky user statistics. Display your success! Print out new stats as you improve!
Bowhunter's Vehicle Bow seat hanger.
PORTABLE AUX/SD/USB KEYCHAIN!! Forgot your Iphone or Aux cord, no need to worry you've still got your AUX/SD/USB Keychain.
A bolt on mufla and nosie cancelling device for lawn and garden equipment. Special for golf course maintainence equipment.
Help prevent DUI( Driving under the Influence). Know your level case.
Swimming Pool Danger Alert - To be worn by every child in a pool
Case with a pouch at the back to keep earphones in it.
Its essentially a Ihome and a practice drumpad put together. The perfect practice tool for every drummer.
small durable, water proof, polypro plastic case that can be attached to a strap you wear around your neck,or a clip to attach to your belt
A dual wireless remote and tripod for iPhone/ipad-mini. Collapsible and light for easy travel.
Musical Puzzle That You Can Sing Along With!
LAZY SUSAN TODDLER PLATE. Make eating fun and mysterious. Just watch their eyes as they look under each door Render by Simplyinclined
THE ZEN DRYER :) THE BOX CAN HOLD your dryer and all stuff you need to create your hair style! How about a MAGNETIC WALL for hair clips? :)
Many teens are putting their lives at risk by using their ipods while driving. This solves old problem with controls from the wheel!
Sneezing Mask is a specially designed mask that you can use while sneezing to avoid breathing out viruses and microbes in your saliva.
RakeBro Leaf Bag Holder Stake Set - Save tons of time and energy while bagging leaves that you've raked, have a Bro hold leaf bags open!
Sliding latch to lock USB ports on laptops.
3 in 1 Baby Travel Bag. Sleeper, full length changing table, diaper bag with removable changing pad The only bag you will need. TSA ready.
Crisper draw freshness indicator #spotsv
Mo-Light for kids. Motion Detecting light parents will hate.
Iphone earphone wrap stick with iphone flip case
Silicone Steaming / Cooking Pouch
The Nexus camera has an interesting perspective but is difficult to use.My device allows the user to see just what they are shooting.
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Toys that Float. Toys float by inserting helium or other insert gas cartridges into the back of the toys like batteries.
track focal points and view the movement of what and how the eye focuses and moves using robotic lens housing that is controlled by eye
Book page holder for the people who still read actual books and not use kindles or other electronic devices
Lightning Connector is Cool --But It Could Use Some Flair
A set of colored ceramic storage dishes with microwave-safe resealable lids that feature a dry-erase surface for labeling contents.
Built-in sifter &amp; measuring cup flour Canister .Under Consideration (Resumit)
Iphone 5 and 4 case that adds extra battery on the go and double the sound
This iPhone accoutrement allows you to have a physical experience with the most important electronic device in your cerebral arsenal!
Piston that quickly pushes the windshield wipers away from the window and then lets it slap back against the window.
iPod Earmuffs. USING YOUR EXISTING EAR-BUDS. Holds your iPod while you are warming your ears.
To enable copying files between USB drives (pendrives) using the iPhone.
10,000 baby boomers are retiring each day. They and disabled people can enhance their quality of life by maintaining access to bathtubs.
The Future of Notecards! Dry Erase Notecards! Great For Work, Business, School , No matter what Occasion!
A screwdriver that fits any screw with the push of a button.
My proposed idea is a personal, wearable ashtray. It would be connected to the person via clip or belt to help clean up the cigarette butts.
Iphone glove or even Ipod glove/ wrist band. Visible screen on back of hand. tons of cool customizable colors.
Portable balloon with contraption to attach a camera and take pictures from high above. For fun and also for business with various add-ons.
Collapsible Juice/milk container for your fridge. Why waste space? These are stackable containers to save space and reduce air/ fridge odors
iPodBed-sticks to the wall,sticks to the table,keeping your ipod safe and stable.Portable plastic holster for home use.
metal laptop stand for multiple uses
Let it Rain! Dog raincoat with built-in pop-up umbrella.
Electronic Wallet for cash
sorting tray for nuts and bolts with return shoot this is to prototype and works well
iPhone Switch Plate Charger - Prototype
ADJUSTABLE ON-DESK LAPTOP PLATFORM: People need an easy &amp; affordable way to adjust the height of their workstation so they can sit or
stand.
A handy storage box attached to a two foot step ladder solves the problem of gathering materials to complete small home repair projects.
In the kitchen. Reading directions, recipes, and correct dosages is a necessity. But where are your glasses? I've Got a Solution.
iPhone 5 Mosaic cover. Move the tiles, change the pattern for some Veg out fun!(could be adapted for games) Render by Peter Frazier.
Thermometer case
No Roll TP Holder
I would like to make a zip lock bag one the perfect size for the iphone. It works great you can still use your iphone in rain or waterpark.
'Free' US-patented pocket floss holder for easy and top-quality flossing after meal/daily when no flossing possible your preferred way
Quirky Toilet Paper - Let's Rethink Toilet Paper by Andy Sam
Match protect you from the risk of fire and your fingers from burns.
Feeling drowsy in the morning? Need to relax at night? ShowerScents is an aromatherapy diffuser activated by your shower's hot water!
KiC (Keychain iPhone Connector) adapter, a handy portable dongle for connecting the new iPhone 5 to older accessories.
6 12 18 pack shots of alcohol that can be served at bars or partys around the world. Sold in grocery stores liquor stores and bars.
Qcycle. Built in sunglasses compartment helmet
Perfect Grill small pieces of meat, fruit or vegetables without fallen pieces or uneven cooked parts, for those perfect grilling times.
An app that would turn your camera function into a mirror so you can adjust makeup, check your lipstick or hair. Etc.
A door knob handle which also acts as a hand sanitizer dispenser When a person turns the knob the sanitizer is sprayed cleansing the hand
Save your money!!! Avoid wasting products and food. Turntable which indicates food expiry date.
Curler Cooler. Ever wish you had somewhere safe to place your HOT curling irons/flat irons after use? Now you do with Curler Cooler.
User friendly key ring system. Easy key identification plus easy key insert and take out.
An iphone charger, shaped like a credit card thin enough to be in your wallet and with two 220v exits that are foldable.
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Set up this camera tripod with one hand by simply pressing and releasing a single button.
My Doctor loved this. An efficient runner runs true to form, elbows tucked in, Hips knees and feet almost straight ahead as they progress.
Shoe horn with hook.
Are you tired of the noise that accompanies drying jackets &amp; other zippered items? Why not alleviate the noise all together with "ZIPPERZAP"
FREE HANDS: Bath Tub brush, loofah, or/and scrub back pad
SMALL DRYING CABINET For Womans Lingerie ~Also useful to dry wet gloves, mittens,scarves,caps etc.
Retracting Thin Extension Cord for Travel. Find a plug at the Airport and power your phone and laptop at your seat! Use in the Hotel too!
#spotsv A take to work bowl - a freezer ring would allow the liquid stay cold. plus, great for kids...no more spilled milk!
Climb that Mountain is a pyramid compatible with I-Devices that enable the user to load and place goals in the pyramid and track progress.
A Better Workman's Flashlight! Headphone Style with 2 LED Bright Flashlights above each ear. Eye level &amp; moves w/ u. See photo &amp; explanation
A Bathroom Trash Bin with a place to hold your Toilet Scrubber and Plunger Discreetly.
Harmony hanger
A bean-bag bottomed coaster for placing on the arm of your sofa or chair for your beverage!
Sandproof and Waterproof IPhone and IPad Cases.
Retractable/Collapsing Stool/Table - Think of my 2 Piece Stool that was in UC for a month but with options for a tabletop or seat cushion
My case design doesn't just protect your phone it also lets you customize your case to suit your lifestyle!
Adjustable frame to allow device to sit upright.
Wine and Cheese Server Design
Maid the mechanical toilet scrubber Resub.
Iphone case or small conector with NFC chip
First Power strip that is compatible with your bedroom furniture.
Elastic Silicone IDENTITY BANDS - You won't need your glasses in the shower or to style hair. Also makes slippery bottles easier to grip!
A message chair controlled by the iphone, ipad, or mac through bluetooth or usb
Rip Cord Cutting Blades - Use with most any standard Packing Tape Dispenser
Self adhesive heat resistant headlight probe sticker. (batman symbol) We would create multiple designs for people or create your own design.
Get full apple functionality from non-apple (or specialized) headphones and earbuds. Easily convert a non-apple with a simple plug-in.
CaseNETS - The simplest way to keep your stuff together attached to a phone, bottle, arm,... 10 reasons why Quirky should make them.
3 COMPARTMENT COFFEE MUG Do you like to chase coffee aftertaste away with water, juice and/or cookie?
Cell Phone "EMERGENCY READY" case. RED BLINKING LIGHTS tells people You need HELP!!!!!!!
A electric coaster keeps coffee/tea warm
BoÃ« - A bag for your shoes! BoÃ« (pronounced boo) - lightweight and structured shoe bag that fits the needs of the daily commuter.
#QCYCLE Bicycle mirrors with built in turn signals and bluetooth speakers.
Finally a tool made to pull items out from between car seats.
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap-JOB.
Organizer for mail and papers.
"Peel-n-Grate" is two kitchen tools in one. A handheld food grater with a food peeler in the handle !
Carboy with disinfectant solution for water coolers and a QR Code label to automatically set the next cleaning with a free smartphone app.
Gr8 4 microwave/stove top: A frozen carrot stops water boiling over pot. Make something cooler to sell -with a heat resistant handle -video
White Board that Attaches to Stove Exhaust Hood and Microwave to View Recipes while Adding Ingredients when Cooking
P.D.H... Personalized Drill's Holder is GREAT for getting the exact drill for the exact DIAMETER of HOLE... very efficient/professional.
The Pivot Power but for charging iphones, blackberry, bluetooth items, video cameras, digital cameras, and USB connection accessories.
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Save when flying by wearing a Stuffer Coat. A carry-on coat that lets you pack clothing into it, saving you luggage space &amp; extra costs.
StrawSticks - Chopstick and straw all-in-one. Now you can eat your rice and noodles and drink your soup using the same utensil.
Slide on pencil sharpener. Always there when you need it. See Prototype Video!!
A case that has different attachment points, for use when you are laying on your side, back, etc.
World Globe that illuminates and lights up exact location you are looking for Or can be used as an educational tool if process is reversed!
Gloves that can hold your iPod, covered but still able to change songs while snowboarding or skiing
Are you a green fashionista? Need a bag? Bring ORITOTE. A stylish bracelet that unfolds into a small shopping tote.
Upscale Update! Comfort, Style+suggestions implemented for spring-action stand up function and sassy speech! Collaboration with Capone
Paper Clip Rings - Customizable "spiral like" notebook. Add &amp; move lined, blank, grid sheets, dividers &amp; hard cover. Refills $$$. RESUBMIT
Small carabiner to clip your ring(s) to your keychain. Great for Doctors and Nurses!
Cowboyboots are fun and fashionable to wear. A variety of different attachments will fit the needs of cowboy boot fashionistas everywhere.
With washable sticky silicone backed rugs you can keep your throw rugs from sliding and bunching the right way. Resub 206 votes
DRY ERASE Plastic riding toy car! They can decorate it over and over again! Real riding toy! Make this in Vermont??
A cat / pet carry cage that allows you to put your hand in to stroke the pet, without the pet being able to escape when hand removed
Ibot, the 4ft tall iphone controlled robo-buttler kit
Tape dispenser that allows you to break tape with a trigger, and pump the dispenser for small pieces or larger ones!
2 in 1 (shampoo &amp; conditioner) traveling bottle
Custom Design Flip Flops: Either comes with premade stick ons or use App to order custom stick on design. One flip flop - many designs!
SUSHI CHESS SET- Instead of playing chess with the average chess pieces, play with non-edible, realistic looking, sushi chess pieces.
RESUBmy children an i like to tube down river its fun until still so came up with river tube shoes to help get down river faster a paddle
Bike Crates. Loads of urban cyclists use old plastic milk crates as bike baskets and love them. Let's design a cool modular one for bikes.
These slippers plug into a base for 1-2 minutes at a time for lasting heat. No power cables, no microwavable insoles!
A small box that sits inside your power box and determines which appliances are running inside the house. It connects to your iOS Device.
Grocery Trackerâ€“One device tracks in-stock grocery inventory using UPC;Second tracks items discarded using UPC to compile a grocery list.
iPhone 5 Case With Integrated Hand Grip Kinetic Energy Charger:
Saveur
Apple solar charger? solar panel case for the Iphone or Ipad detachachable
No Mess Spaghetti Untensil
A vibrating cushion for wheelchair to significantly reduce or possibly cure pressure or bed sores.
#iPhoneClic is a functional case for people into picking up reading their phone for tweets, email, etc, constantly! Click-in Press-out!
Adjustable dock adapter for Lightning or Dock connector iPhones to allow better viewing angles and compatibility with legacy docks.
RESUB-- Silicon pencil sharpener that slides over your pencil snugly. Remove to sharpen and slide back on when finished.
Fun Burger Molds. Fun Shaped burgers. Press into fun shapes
"Apple Wacky Ear Buds"
Trash Bags With An ELASTICIZED OPENING. Secure Hold Prevents Slippage and Garbage Overflow. No More Tying Knots to Hold the Bag in Place!
A iPhone case (hard case) that has a memory foam or a gel feel.
A Mini Power Backup that provides battery backup during temporary power outages for devices with clocks, e.g., alarm clocks &amp; coffee makers.
Quero criar um registrador de condutor de veÃ-culos.
Iphone Case with built in SOUND AMP!!!
An Iphone car dock that would allow to recharge it through solar energy - behind the windshield - and to transmit audio an on fm frequency.
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest! Resubmit after 217+ votes
My product is used primarily on homes. It installs quicky and holds and adjusts the brick mason's pole eliminating a laborer's assistance.
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Counter top dishwasher for knives, forks and spoons. Use instead of big dishwasher. Portable, inexpensive, quick.
Flexible Reservoir Attached to New Squirt Gun Design that can be placed on a child's body for endless hours of fun.
Know Your Traffic :- This Mobile App will give us real time updates of Traffic in city and calculate time to reach any destination.
A concatenated drive would allow you to plug multiple usb/sd/micro sd cards into this adapter and view it as one drive in the OS.
The Quirky Book of Quirky Innovations. Creative solutions to everyday problems that are Do-It-Yourself or concepts instead of products.
A phone case that attaches to a magnetic base that stays on fridge
STEALER-BUST CASE. A Case with a tracking system for the iPad, iPhone, or iPod that has built in location if stolen or lost
Your baby is screaming and you cannot find that pacifier! You looked in all the usual places and its not there, not even the spare!
Dryer Ball that softens fabric as it collects Lint.
Apple solar charger? solar panel case for the Iphone or Ipad detachachable
Belt/Bracelet Charger. Carry Your Charger And Be Fashionable.
#SPOTSV Enclosed Soap Dish with Suction Cups to hang anywhere in Shower! Protects unused bar of soap from moisture and water when not used.
The Gum pack pill container- Look-alike Gum pack container that holds 1 pill. Reusable
#spotsv HandySpoon &amp; Warmer - Don't Stab it Grab it! Eat easily w/ HandySpoon - Thaw frozen solid ice cream more w/optional warmer
One base mounted at the bottom of a Mac monitor for put some stuff
Foot Rests for Office Chairs. Easy clip on foot rests help your tired feet.
I hate waking up my room mate when I want to watch tv at night. I want to hear the words and not have to adjust the volume all the time.
Snuggle. A large warming stuffed animal that you can cuddle with &amp; will warm you at nighttime. Use it for your animals. Dogs will love it
Q crate caps allow you to use loopits and hang your stuff securely to the sides of your Crate Keep smaller stuff in one area
Cat Puck - Toy for your cat to play with to keep them entertained, exercising and having fun.
Personal Product Countertop Fridge: Skin care, cosmetics &amp; personal products kept fresh, effective, and in the bathroom where you need them.
Jewelry Button for pillows, thatâ€™s removal.
Bed Track System â€“ Why not a track system for bed accessories such as a lamp, radio, tablet, cell phone, etc.
interchangeable iphone case style.change youre iphone style anytime you want.
Don't you like holding handles while using public transportation? Use the PORTABLE HANDLE which belongs just to you!!!
Re-submission! Tired of struggling w/ ice packs &amp; heating packs that won't stay in place? Get VestPak &amp; stop the pain &amp; the struggle!
UNION - The Simple(st) Cable storage organizer. Both cable ends easy visible. Prevents cable tangling.
My idea would be a emergency choking kit that could be stored anywhere.
#QCYCLE Folding Trailer for your Bike. Basket unfolds to a mini trailer.
Dry Erase Animal Shapes for Kids and Shapes for Adults to Decorate and Change For Home Office.
VORTEX FUNNEL!! Easy manufacturing. Huge market. Vortex-ridges increase performance to funnels. Doesn't gurgle. Coors knows. VIDEO OF PROOF!
Dimatek rotary portable battery operated razor.
People use silicon for home projects but leave a big mess i have the solution multiple shape caps that help avoid those big messes.
A digital key holder with universal romote which enable people to locate missing keys and unlock car door if key are forgot in a car
Compact, mobile, adjustable Christmas Tree storage solution. Ideal for small spaces. Easy to move.
24-P.P.R-24 HOUR [PERSONALIZED PILLS REMINDER] (clock) will always[daily] and [hourly]remind you to TAKE your next medication is a MUST.
Scented Frames allows the discrete consumer to put wonderful aromas in their home, hidden behind picture frames that match the scent.
A conductive charging mouse pad that could work in association with an apple Bluetooth mouse and the mobee batteries for the mouse.
SMART TIMER! Only starts to count when the water is boiling. Works with a temperature sensor. Great for eggs, vegetables, pasta.
Single Staples
Stop waking up the whole house. Wear this simple vibrating alarm clock wristband. - RESUB. Superior to the the CHIRP concept.
Battery powered iPhone Fan Case.
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Criminals are a fact of life. Make them think twice about operating in your neighborhood with this WiFi hotspot transmitter.
FUN BEAN BAG/BALL SLINGSHOT GAME. Get OUTSIDE and Have FUN. Check Your AIM, PULLBACK, SHOT! Watch for the SMILES this causes.
The solution to slicing a hard-boiled egg. Tired of turning the egg after the initial slice? Why not cross-hatch the slicer?!!
A Brake for shopping carts Push down the metal piece (the brake) to the back tires to hold. Click it up to release it.
RETROFIT CHILD PROOFING DEVICE FOR ELECTRICAL PLUGS - QUIRKY PLUGUARD! With children around, how safe is too safe?
The product is a receipt scanner that plugs into the iPhone.
Resistance bands vs Free weights? Here is a new fitness system that combines both. Use free weights, resistance bands or hybrid together!
Peel Potatoes with ease using this kitchen gadget.
A bungee cargo net made for the bow of fish/play boats. The purpose is to keep tubes, life jackets etc from blowing out on the highway.
Excuse my bad drawing. Get cutlery, without having to get up from the table.
Scratch-n-Saves: Noteable iPhone cases based on the Scratch-n-Scroll.
IM ALWAYS AT THE RIVER TUBING LOSE MY COOLER CHASING MY BEERS DOWN THE RIVER NOT ANY MORE WITH MY COOLER
TUBE !!!
One Wreath For All Seasons! Beautiful, practical space saving front door wreath with turnable seasonal scenes to decorate your door!
A set of kitchen knives With 3 or 4 large dimples on one side to place spoons while working in the kitchen
Back scratcher mounts on any doorway or wall no more using a stick just turn an put your back into it can be move up or down for tall short
A variation on Quirkies own Pivot Power is a modular pivoting power strip that you expand as needed
Personal Fan that Holds your iPhone - For those super hot days
This drywall tool keeps three of the main tools in one handel. They are a razor knife,a jab saw and a rasp.Never misplace one again.
Camping or tailgating you need to refrigerate, cook or reheat meals. Hear it is a all in one on wheels. Refrigerator,microwave an griddle.
A Disposable Filter Basket for the Keurig 'My-K Cup' product they sell to use in the Keurig K-Cup Coffee Machine.
A sort of swiss army knife protective case: function that flips out from a normal looking case
Versatile rubber cable and cord ties with labels and add-ons to keep all cords and accessories together.
iPHONE TWO VIEWS ARE BETTER THAN ONE. Application attachment for simultaneous interaction and viewing.
Tattoo-EyeD. Tag online purchases with your name and address on the product to detour theft or enable recovery. Ideal for college students.
All seeing eye pyramid iphone/ipod dock "the all seeing I-dock"
Introducing the world's smallest iPhone case - the NanoCase/BumperStick
An iPhone Case or fitted card for other cases with storage for SIM cards and an extractor tool. Store SIM cards safely and securely!
A special place for all your headbands. No more piles of headbands getting all tangled up, hang this anywhere and keep them tidy.
#NEVERWET SHOWER CURTAIN - Canvas or Cotton Shower Curtain Coated In Licensed NeverWetÂ® Material. Replace your plastic curtain. #nevwet
Digital weigh scale integrated in a heavy duty glove. Just pick up and weight.
Parmesan Stir N Shaker: Parmesan cheese clumps up in the fridge, and is hard to shake out. This solves that!
Keep iPhone earbuds clean, tidy, and handy with this Iphone Clip Earbud Organizer! No need for two separate gadgets!!!
Snap-Together-Wall-Puzzle. Puzzle Masterpiece. Build it, snap it, and hang it on wall. No picture frames required. Tons of designs possible!
Bicycle riding gloves that have blinking LED lights for turn signals.The light blinks on the gloves to signal a turn, just like a car.Resub
Retractable Wire IPhone/Apple charger. Coiled wire in a disc holder allows you to charge into any outlet .Stretch to the length you need
An apple lightning adapter to convert an old 30 pin device(iphone, ipod, ipad, etc). to use a lightning charger.
Ever Want to Diplay Your Career Path or Career Progression with Pride to Others in your house? Read On.
An iPhone case that is its own screen. Use an app to load an image/movie or create your own. That image is displayed on the case.
Lightweight, wedge shaped mosquito net with integrated groundsheet and multiple hanging points. Protects you from flying &amp; crawling insects!
Two-in-one bathroom shower curtain.
Blinking L.E.D hair clips that are shaped like butterfly, ladybug, teddy bear, etc. Clip-onto to hair, set switch and go.
a holder that do-sent bother you and its not to big a holder that you can you can get you i phone with the click of a button.
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Triathlon / Time Trial cycling aid - SEE Better, Go FASTER...
Iphone5 charger with battery to store power for later while also providing a traditional wall/usb charger with a coiled wire and props phone
joe strummer could revolutionize learning to play the guitar more proficiently and much faster. Rhythm is equal to finger placement. Thanks
iPhone Medicine Container Case.
Silver Rubik's Cube Coasters
Universal Sippy Cup! Fits over most sized cups and glasses. Spill proof because of stretchy Silicon sleeve.
'FORGETMENOT' SAFETY SYSTEM PREVENTS ALL DEATHS/INJURIES from overheating &amp; hypothermia when babies are left accidentally in
motor vehicles.
It's an alarm clock that,each time it rings, a different message of mine is listened. Like an agenda, I can record different messages.
Attachable and Removable Bling Strips that give any pant leg real bling like designer jeans but allows you to remove and change colors.
Remote Control Bug Fogging Machines.
Social Sounds
In a way, it doesn't exist Ben! Solves the half-stuck staple conumdrum. (Resub)
Cute &amp; comfortable noise-cancelling earmuffs/hats (with built-in wireless bluetooth capabilities) to help babies and small children sleep.
Make your bed independently without lifting, folding or tucking. No sheets popping off during sleep. Bed making is a Breeze!
WiFi Solar Drone Skateboard:With Gyro 360 Degree Camera and App-enabled.
Quirky 4-1 pet bed that helps strap fleas, clean &amp; brush pet hair, and massage pet back. Collaboration: Scotch-Brite(Maker of Lint Brush)
Extension cord "Pass-Through". This handy gizmo will allow you to pass your extension cord through a window or door for outdoor electricity.
PROTECT A PEDICURE CLOSED DOME TOE FLIP FLOPS PREVENT THE DREADED SMUDGE SORRY BAD PIC HOPE YOU GET THE
CONCEPT FRONT PIECE REMOVABLE
Rotating phone cradle with power, multiple USB ports and professional installation look.
IMOTO THE IPHONE CONTROLLED RIDE ON FOR AGES 15+
Vitual Reality suit...How would you like to travel anywhere in the world in 5 seconds, or be a surgeon, or even animate your world
Craft your own Thing !! A multi press/mould fully customise your own coasters, place mats, cases for any phone/tablet many materials.
Aqua-dry is a two in one shower head. It is a normal shower head but also turns into a body dryer where hot air blows through the sprayer.
A device that notifies you if you have an alarm or email or anything of the sort.
Rubber case with NFL &amp; NBA &amp; MLB Logo's with team colors on the iphone (ipad, ipod too).
Bread warmer. Turn your regular bread box into a bread warmer. Take advantage of all your kitchen devices
An iPhone case that would connect to your steering wheel.
iPad Mini Bike Mount: #iPadmini
A Snake Style Cork Board! Display all your notes and important papers in style! Plus, the papers won't overlap! #SPOTSV
Wrist band device with integrated software,App,Skype,international languages.Are you cooking,gardening or jogging. Free hands at the ready.
For all the mechanics out there, you need the tool that does the most it can do, in the least amount of time. this new wrench is the future*
#spotsv A Safer Childproof door knob with On/Off switch.
Build &amp; pick the shape of your Trellis
RESUB:Hair dryer with a built in flat head hairbrush.Converts 2 a round brush with a push of a button. 3 items in 1 product. SEE PICS Barbra
door knob rubber handles. My solution is simple A rubber handle that stretches over the existing handle with a snug fit.
Avoid splashing your morning tea/coffee by dropping non-sticking nano-material based pad on the surface of your beverages while carrying it
My iphone cannot be docked with its case on.
#iPadMiniCordStor a case for the iPad Mini, like folio Quirky worked up for the iPhone! Open case back door, wrap cord, close!
RESUBMIT)Adjustable Pad for ladder step for your knees to lean on while painting or doing maintenance. GREAT FOR LOWES
Light system that attach to your car and tell drivers behind and in front of you when your foot is on the gas, brake, or neither.
My idea it to create the perfect bicycle pedal! The pedal would be foot shaped and have a range of motion that conforms to riding.
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There Are Already App's That Allow You To Hook Up To Certain Cable Box's And Tv's Threw WIFI What Happen's When There Is No WIFI Present?
App controlled spy robot
The Spoke Wheeled is 3200 Years Old:It's Time To Reinvent The Bicycle And Remove The Spokes from the Wheel,Ultra Cool Maximus.
Household product is like the swiffer, but has a roller with velcro on it to pick up hair.
No More Stuck Trash Bags
Quirky NIBBLES! The Treat Maker for your favorite PET!
Elastic Rope with a quick,and strong connector at both ends - connect it end to end, extend it or add various attachments, all in a snap
For girls of all ages,will provide a hygienic,practical device to aid in outside urination.For trips,newparents,grandparents,camping,hunting
Scanner Case. Increase accessibility with more portable office products.
A beautiful cover for those ugly foil pans, bringing the food from the oven to the table with a respectable and cool presentation
"Mug-n-Jug" offers the best of both worlds ! An opened top mug that converts to a closed Jug with removable cap. Great for Drinks to Soup !
Quirky eco t_shirts, slogans on eco t_shirts
Condiment Gun.
Nesting Cordies
HANDS FREE Baby Food Maker. Cooks, mixes and extrudes into trays. Ready to freeze.
Elevate Spoon - minimise the mess
#spotsv The Car Hanger! Hanger's neck has a hinge allowing it to be hooked onto headrests behind seats. Neck has a loop for more hangers.
Card Clips are the next accessory for your holiday cards. They are small decorative clips that attach to the top of the card.
A lock that has photo combination instead or combined with numbers or letters
WiFi Bracelet. This would be a stylish bracelet worn on the wrist with the purpose of identifying WiFi locations.
CLOSED CAPTION application for the iPad
iPod/iPad Flash for Camera. Hooks into bottom and can flip to flash in front or back. App can control pictures, flash and settings.
Quirky Cleaning Company - now that we have a full line of cleaning products we have a Quirky Cleaner too!
SPLATTER SCREEN that folds closed like an umbrella. Excuse my horrible graphics and bear with me...
Bring the outlet to you! Desktop power cube for your electronics. Long cord and cute little box. Ok, lets plug into this one!
Compartment Pans! So you can cook several things at once and keep them separated. Resubmitted with render, 200+ votes first time.
Magnetic mounting with instance sync wireless, speaking, speakers.

These round pods come in three sizes.

Raspberry Pi Keyboard
Flat Tape Roll. EASY to write on. Great for labeling coolers, storage boxes, school supplies...Stores pen so always there when you need it
Carbon Monoxide detector that attaches to your garage door opener that automatically open your garage door if gas level get to high.
Remote Control Box: A box that receives bluetooth signal from any smartphone (with apps) and sends infrared signal to TV to control it.
What If I Could Tell You Your Child Can Be Safe And Happy While Teething In The Baby Stage. What Would You Say? "How", I'll Tell You How!
my idea is a metal cell phone case it covers your cell phone so it wont get broke or scratched it will save money on replacing phones
NeverWet- Car Wax, Keep your car cleaner, longer
Apple solar charger? solar panel case for the Iphone or Ipad detachachable
Dorito/Chip bag that has resealable tear off portions as you munch down to the bottom of the bag. Quieter, neat, and keeps chips fresh.
Bicycle safety/signal lights that are inserted into the ends of the handlebars.
Love your pet? A dog collar that tracks heat levels &amp; level of exercise achieved by your pet. Keep your dog safe from overheating &amp; active.
A New and Intuitive way to Hold, Interact, and Stabilize your Ipad
PILL DISPENSER WATCH Accessibility plus Timer indicator when pills need to be taken
2" Custom color painters tape matches paint hue for room. Dampen: becomes "liquid paint" then dries again - like water color paint.
The perfect coffee maker: Get your best cup of coffee with no waste of coffee or water.
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Stationary kit accessories inside your folder
WiFi Fork Lock:With Retractable Cable and App-enabled on iPhone 5.
Kids have amazing imaginations. This toy promotes hand eye coordination, fun, learning and much more!
Home &amp; Auto Keyless Remote
A spandex material cover that would stretch over the back of the iphone case. Have a standard case, but change your cover everyday
iglove. A glove so you can hold your ipad like at a podium or a waiter to show and add pockets for a man wallet
Lite Brite iPhone Case
Decline/Incline Push Up Station With Rotating Handles And Foot Stability
The toy storage and walking support for kids...
a 30pin to lightning adapter that is shorter and has better support for docks that don't have rear support for phones.
Wall Climbing Device - Remember Spiderman and Batman climbing walls? Device would stick to wall and release when needed
Hands-FreeFueliing Clip
Call or text, you always have to reach for the phone. Very distracting having your phone as a separate device when you are trying to work.
Add A Pocket!A kit with a double ply patch pocket(s) and grommet-ted pins like pierced earrings to hold pocket to shirt. Store UR Stuff!
iPod Shuffle Speaker Cube! It's basically a pod speaker that you put your iPod Shuffle in.
Moisture wicking clothing connected to water reservoir to reduce hydration and electrolyte loss caused by sweating.
Bottle Top Hole Punch
My idea is a bathtub hot water faucet knob/handle cover.
Do you ever go for a run and not bring your cell phone with you because you don't want to drop it while running? You need a Running pocket.
iPad Mini Guitar. Play like the real thing. They don't have one for the mini.
The COMPUTER COUCH lets you snuggle with your sweetie while surfing the interwebs! No more pesky arm rests or hard kitchen chairs!
Tissues stop popping up halfway through the box? Keep 'em popping with the "IMBEDDED ADDITIONAL PLASTIC FACIAL TISSUE DISPENSER
OPENING."
Motion capture interactive workout top/pants and iAPP to learn weight training/yoga or learning dance numbers. Your own personal trainer.
a portable sanitizing vacuum cleaner kit for cleaning up vomit. pets at home etc.
A switchplate cover that covers light switches that need to stay on.
A fashionable over the shoulder holster type case/carrier for your iPhone.
App enabled and slim underwater iphone case can let you bring your'e iphone underwater in the best and safest way.
Automatically light up the inside of Chests, Consoles, anything with a lid!
Using Pivot Power to create a power strip that provides a large number of outlets in a compact area with the flexibility of Pivot Power
mattel hotwheel barbie docking station for three apple products the iphone ipad ipod with a alarm clock gonna be hit with the kids and mom
Headphones + Audio(Aux) cable combo! Listen for yourself - or out loud!
You can always count on a beeper to work anywhere. Put a beeper in an iPhone or in iPhone case.
Tired of crusted food on your Utensils and it not coming all the way off in the dishwasher? Then use the Utensil Scrub Pro.
Underflow is a product that is put behind any blind to allow cool air to flow below the blind, blocking the sun and reduce blind rattling.
NeverWet Iphone case. A waterproof Iphone case that stays thin and keeps your phone dry thanks to NeverWet superhydrophobic
Ergonomically correct "pistol Grip" for iPhone; videography for active individuals. Safer/Better grip; while maintaining activity.
A platform to help aspiring designers create and launch new clothing lines.We Simplify the process the same way Weebly has done for websites
App enabled color changing cases/covers for I-devices.
Take discipline on the road with you! Never be without a convenient spot to sit your child when trouble arises!
Print from smartphone rather than print from computer by using App or device like Iphone's square that plugs into phone so printer can read
Soap Dispenser with Rinse Cup - Saves space and keeps sink looking neat and clutter free.
Microscopic Discovery IPhone 5 Accessory
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The Movie Lounge: With this 2 seater lounger you don't have to miss a movie,tv program etc.. all you have to do is sit back and relax.
RESUBMIT(VIDEO) LETS REDESIGN TWEEZERS-I have tried this out and it works much better than current tweezers on market. Check it out and see!
A Fortress or castle that children can build and put their army men inside. Makes playing with toy pirates and soldiers more fun
Have you ever driven your car and suddenly get a flat? I have a product that will make this experience less frustrating and time consuming
Secret Fleece: Frozen feet at night? Jump into bed and the covers are cold? A band of fleece on the underside of your sheet warms your toes.
Wood Flooring Wedge system, For Beginners and Professionals. Very easy to use tool to tighten any size tongue &amp; groove wood flooring !!!!!
Tired of having your bluetooth or ipod ear plug fall out, with the all new in canal ear bud adapter. Slips right on and never worry again.
The cosmetic's industry is at odds, how to preserve their products while helping ease cross contamination. My device addresses the problem
A very small, self contained and inexpensive "water activated alarm" that alerts you or you neighbors of a water leak in your home.
A belt that has a concealed flexible extension on which a proprietary case could be attached...or a connector kit for other cases.
Leg lift arm rests w/ hand grips screw into wall at home. Arm rests have a "back" to adjust width of arm rests and screw into studs.Padded
Sand which is embedded in the surface of tires, shoe soles and gloves
Have you ever had trouble replacing a florescent tube light? The idea is to have an easy, error-free way to install a new bulb.
Baby socks just never stay on baby feet. So I thought of doing baby suspenders that attach to the bottom of their onsies and to their socks.
iPad&amp;iPadMiniSlideCharge is a power slot, charger for vehicles that slides next to either front seat! For iPad or iPad Mini!
Handheld snooze button alarm clock - hand pressure controlled.
Don't ruin your walls. Adjust-A-Hook lets you move a picture up and down on a wall without moving the nail. It ratchets up and down easily.
RESUBMIT-3 in 1 BROOM/BRUSH/DUSTPAN-Lightweight broom with detachable brush and dust pan nicely incorporated into the base of the broom.
Smash-proof, waterproof, glow-in-the dark case that doesn't need a bright light to make case glow or battery life from phone.
A case that disguises your iphone as a calculator, so you can use it in class without anyone knowing.
PUMP IT UP CAPE-REST never forget It on long Journeys !!!
Integrated Spinach Cooker/Strainer: Straining spinach is one of our least favorite kitchen tasks and nobody likes soggy spinach.
World's first smart oven and stove!
Reinventing the Hex Key or Allen wrench. A telescoping hex key screwdriver.
I-product adapter cord that allows you to plug in multiple male connectors for I-phone, Ipad and Ipod into one main power cord adapter.
The iPhonebrella. An mini keychain umbrella that connects to your headphone jack.
Soap Holder with suction cups--Secure your suds.
Snap-on fun shape cleaning cloths. (for IPhone, IPad, and Kindle)
Love the look and feel of the iphone, hate the case.
REDESIGNED Clean View Mask! No more air filters in your visual pathway! Avoid accidents &amp; do more fine work at home/business!See picts, Vote
attention all hunters:bow/rifle/cup holder for portable climbing tree stands with different templates for different bows and rifles
A trash can door for Quirky's Crate
Portable / Attachable Book Stand.
3-sided container for laundermat use. 2 sides hold detergent &amp; fabric softener. third side can hold quarters for machines
Reinventing the Bike Pump:(QCYCLE) The Lever Bike Pump (to achieve high pressure easily)
RESUBMIT Finally a steering wheel cover that is easy to put on and take off.
Suction Freezer Cube. Solves the problem of watered down wine...
The Quirky Hanger De-clutterer! Magnets on hangers keep empty hangers together - clothes on the hanger keep hangers apart!
My idea is a hand strap case that will let you easily control your phone while exercising and secure it in your hand.
The iHoodi is a sun shade/protective cover for your favorite electronic gadget to reduce sun glare while enjoying your outdoor activities.
SLINGSHOT that gauges the distance of your launch.
Q's Imprint can be a Label Maker too-make adhesive backed rolls to go with Bracelet Maker (peel&amp;stick). Dual purpose item in the home/office
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RESUB Electrical transformer hood Tired of your power going out cause of critters i have a cure this solves it all.weather,rust proof
Shrinkwrap bandage overlay. Put a band-aid on a childâ€™s finger. Will it stay? A shrinkwrap overlay would ensure it stays in place.
A small rechargeable power pack, which can be used to power the iPhone for a half hour, hour on the go.
#NeverWet Slip &amp; Slide / Summer Sledding Tarp - Slide like you're on ice (Quirky Challenge) #NevWet #QTOYS #QTOY
Under the sofa laptop tray! This will be a tray that folds out from under your sofa which holds your laptop and manages your power cords.
The CARAGE GUARD CYLINDER gives you a VISUAL SIGNAL of how close you are to the GARAGE wall. It CONSTRICTS as an automobile bumps
into it.
Protect your skateboarding kids after dark with a dynamo light and retro reflective stips!
Charger for Iphone with USB 3.0 hub, cables management solution and Bluetooth headset for PC and Iphone
RESUBMIT-OVER 500 VOTES-ATOM-Paper clip organization system-Use individually or snap together-store documents in color coded orderly manner.
An upright cooling pad stand for the iPad.
Bobble Flashlight. Easily place it on the ground, a table, under a car, and light up the surrounding area. 360 degrees of light.
A device that holds any small to medium-sized object almost anywhere.
a vegetable holder,different shape containers for example onion,garlic,and pepper and it will be put together with a chain to hang it up
A lot of people have bad posture nowadays, well not anymore with the Posture Belt! Hold up your back and fixes your posture as you wear.
"Pod Charger". Mini iPad and iPhone Charging Pod.
RESUB--Smartphone Skin with built-in Dry Erase Pad and Pen on the back. Quickly jot down Memo's, phone numbers, names, etc.
Baking Pan with Drop Down Side or "Door". Easier to get out first slice.
Hello world, look my idea: The problem is that car keys and keychains with car alarm are too big, the point is to put together in one item.
For The Quirky Balloon Lover: Customize any balloon - at home, inexpensive, personalized!
The I -tree. A bendable speaker system for your Christmas tree . Speakers have clips on the ends so they can be attached with easy.
An I phone case with a roll of tear off screen protectors built in to case,always have that new screen protector on hand.
Microscopic Discovery Smart Phone Accessory
Tired of annoying cables while charging your iPhone or iGadget? Let the "Cordless Charger" solve your problem!
A case that attaches to the handlebars of a bike- a cheaper and more versatile option!
A device that connects the iPad wirelessly to a TV flatscreen, such that whatever is seen on the iPad screen can be streamed into the TV.
CONVERTASCREEN KEEPS ANY CAR BUG FREE TO ENJOY THE TOP DOWN OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE, EASY OPEN/CLOSE AND FITS IN
CARRY CASE WITH SUN SHADE
Sweater Pet: A Jacket for Kids that can turn into a Stuffed Animal.
Big ticket item: Quirky Fridge-----Ultimate Beverage Refrigerator: Beverage industry has exploded, Quirky will accomodate
A streamlined stylized band ("snapband") that goes around the entire edge of the iphone5 so that you can see the back and front.
Use the iPhone to measure a batteryâ€™s remaining capacity
An instrument to automate checking a diabetic's blood glucose level. Project the lancet at one end and the test strip at the other end.
Iphone controlled Snow Cone maker
Kitty Litter Cleaning System - Portable liquid pump.
The Multi-Desk
Adjustable bookshelf end and picture holder in 1
SpOrTing equip that tracks ur progess via bluetooth
Fiber optic wire used for head phones that light up different colors.
Personal Auto/Manual Rover with record and play back of route. Explore &amp; Share.
A portable scoreboard for people attending youth baseball, softball and soccer games to track score, inning, half. Is non-electronic
A decorative sink cover. It unfolds and lays over the top of sinks to temporarily hide dirty dishes from view. #spotsv
Bluetooth thermometer,blood pressure monitors etc that feed data into an app
IPhone 5 SD/Micro SD Card Adapter. No laptop needed to view or transfer files and you'll have more storage space.
We need a MINI-Squeak to clean smaller windows like Windows with Divided Lights. Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT 164 votes,75% Vote/view!!
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Tired of pinning holes in photos on your coarkboard? PinClip is a sturdy clip w/ 3 angled pins down its back. So don't ruin it. Clip it!
Skip the Tupperware -- A Pot with Sealing Lid and Removable Handles for Easy Storage
The Quad Tape is a four in one tape-measure. The Quad Tape has a tape-measure, a pencil holder, a pencil sharpener, and a flash light.
A pair of head phones that works with out wires.
Earbud case to be used any moment. When storing, use the clip to attach at backpack, clothes, anywhere!
Video....Reinvent the bicycle helmet with AIR BAG...RESUB (FIVE)
Temporary (but with decent longevity), customizable scalp "tattoo" for bald or balding men.
The Pen Pin could also be magnetic or use command strips so that it can be placed almost anywhere.
"SeeThru Feeders" never block your view of birds like others do. The seed stores in the roof and is dispensed into a shelter for less waste!
Secret Stash Flowerpot. Keeps your valuables hidden in plain sight!
APP Enabled RC Buggy METAL DETECTOR. Find treasure while you are having fun at the beach!
RESUBMIT-OVER 1000 VOTES since inception-Flexing USB Power Strip-4-way flex, twists &amp; extends.
Integrated cloth headphone organizer always attached to the headphone wires so it is there when you need it. Simple,light weight,works.
Resubmit MASSAGE AND SHAMPOO SCALP AT SAME TIME -Vibrating shampoo brush -Mixes shampoo with water
Doll house for budding interior designers including magnetic walls and accessories and white/chalk board walls so kids can truly customize.
Inflateable Body Board/ surf board with an optional booster pack
Creation of a padlock fixed to bicycles and alarm. The difference is having the edge that contains the alarm siren attached to the bicycle.
4 Pasta Cooker
Windscreen Washer Nozzle Adjuster; Adjust misaligned nozzle easier using this tool Facilitates unblocking of nozzles LED alignment optional
Tablet grip. Rather than having the discomfort of holding a tablet between thumb and fingers use your whole hand to spread the weight.
Ziploc-type bag with an open bottom that contains an interior adhesive strip. This would turn most any bag into a self-sealing storage bag.
Protective cover to help working moms keep their office/ party clothes clean after they dress (keep tiny, dirty hands off the fancy clothes)
Hologram Chess:App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad &amp; iPad Mini.
Print positive and encouraging messages of love and hope on facial tissues,jokes and humor on toilet papers,work tips on paper towels.
Telescoping rod with hooks for pots/pans: pull out all the pots separate for easy access, close they all fit together for efficient storage
NEVWET! A dry brush for wet hair! A hair brush made of the NEVER-WET material
Neverwet waterproof carry case for Ipad/ Ipad Mini
It's a pillow case with a velcro strap attached to fit around the seat belt. Just place your pillow in it, velcro it on.
iDice - http://www.quirky.com/ideations/201439 &amp; http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/22123391 (skip to 24minutes in video brainstorm)
iphone cologne and perfume dispenser attachment
iPhone 5 Baby Monitor/Spy Case
Do you hate when your food becomes cold? Are you a slow eater? With this product, you can keep your food warm until you're done eating!
Lets up grade the Wall Brights...into digital frames as well. Wall Brights 2.0
How easy would it be to update your home if you could install new ceiling light fixtures by just unplugging the old and plugging in the new?
The Jumpel, a great comfy, and cozy step in towel designed for those who dislike stepping out of the bath soaking wet, and wetting the floor
Raising your laptop/iPad will help cooling it faster! Sure! What if we add fans in the legs! Even more effective!
A Water Based Glue Trap to catch medium sized animals. Easy release with a GARDEN HOSE would assure SAFETY to both the critter and the human
How many times a day do you take your dog out and they poo and you have to bend down to pick it up? What about a mechanism that will do it?
A solar panel battery charger that connects to you mobile devices
Iphone 5 Stand that is hidden inside of the Cases Sides. Pull out right and left sides, rotate Down and Snap together. RESUB
A iPhone lap dock that supports all of the iPhone series. Dual purposed ipad and mac.
Bracelets made with a loop at the top. The loop is to put balloons through when children or adults purchase balloons for celebrations.
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The worlds newest battery case for the iPhone 5 with a rechargeable sleek Lithium-ion Polymer battery built in.
The Slow Down Fork. Could one simple product help in the fight against the global obesity epidemic?
Weather Station Alarm Clock
Simply put..My product idea will take the nasty out of cleaning the toilet that even a princess can do it!
Ready, Set Goal!!!!
Toy Racing Car/Monster Truck Shoots Bubbles from Exhaust when Launched!
BLUETOOTH REMOTE CONTROL WRISTBAND for iPad, Kindle Fire, eReaders, Android tablets and more!
An external flash with magnifier for cam to take better night pictures
new iPhone (iPhone 5) battery case with lightning pass-through AND Micro USB charging for phone/case w/ LED for notifications
Created this tonight when I couldn't read what was on a few packages of meat..Or was it fish...Or? Stamp it and wonder no more!
A cash register that is portable and powerful, allowing the iPhone to dock and be used as a screen and provides the software.
Vertical Standing Power Strip. Each individual outlet moves freely to point in any direction.
Rice Washer - Wash your rice properly, removing excess starch and other unhealthy stuff! Cook better textured and flavoured rice!
Crank-Case: Protect and Power your iPad (Could Also Work for the iPhone) (Power and Functional Cases Categories)
Keep the snow brush *outside* the car (Mk. II)
A multifunctional iPod nano case to still keep your nano an accessory.
Iphone case with retractable neck strap that can twist in portrait or landscape mode. Also has flip-out stand.
8 pack removealabe charged batterys that come in a charger style docking station, power that moves with you .
In memoriam Windows - a funny case for iPhone 5 :)
An iPhone case that more effectively combines a wallet and iphone case.
I Love Strawberries...Do You? If so, you might like this!!!... "STRAWBERRY TREE'S FOREVER"!
NeverWet Socks! No More Smelly Shoes with NeverWet Socks!
ZIPPER CLIP. Make Zipping and Unzipping easier on your fingers. PLEASE SEE IMAGE. PROVIDED 2 CONCEPTS.
An acne-battling pillow cover set. Simple. Effective. Functional.
Meet the Sippy-Cup Screw on top and handle for water bottles. For small children a no spill solution!!!
Eat your cereal on the go, even while driving! No spoon or mixing needed with the Cereal Combo Cup.
Electronic cat collar with a frequency that warns birds and mice that your little hunter is out for the evening. Collar has on/off modes.
Peanut butter/salsa jar with twisting mechanisn at bottom similar to deodorant stick to move contents to the surface
iPhone Case with Multi-Tool on back.
An iPhone case with a radiation shield backing. Perhaps could be added as a feature to all the cases quirky sells.
Mesa elevadora(lift table) de accionamiento electrohidrÃ¡ulico de uso en veterinarias, para elevar perros desde 35kg de peso, en adelante.
Personal Product Countertop Fridge: Skin care, medications, cosmetics--- keep personal products fresh, effective, and where you need them.
NEVERWET Studs, Construction grade wood studs factory or private sprayed with NEVWET technology.
SpOrTing equip that tracks ur progess via bluetooth
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 8): You can find rolling backpacks and ones with strap-on lunch boxes. Why is it hard to find one that is both?
"Chesty" is a small, lightweight device to build chest, arm and wrist muscles. Can also be used to work ankle, shin and calf muscles.
The one and only machine that "CLEANS &amp; DRYES" your dogs paws in a single step.
Portable food grater with attached measuring cup! Perfect for cheese, fruits and vegetables.
Google/ Talkatone Phone
Lets create Hair Brush that can dye your hair
Over consumption of butter is a known risk to health and weight gain -Here's a butter applicator to control portion size.
Using a hammer, need the nails to be spaced out evenly? Then you need the Viper-Strike
A vibrating pad that goes inside your pillow and syncs w/ phone to wake someone who is hearing impaired, or w/out disturbing a partner.
The Rx Dispenser is loaded and programmed each month at the pharmacy. Net interactive wifi, pressure tray alerts Dr if dose remains 3hr+
It a lightbox for your vehicle which suction cups to your window and plugs into your ac adpter go to you tube electric bumper sticker
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pour spout for any cup, pan, paint bucket, ect.
Solar powered beverage sleeve in various colors to keep your drink warm or cold and light up the night. Comes with its own six pack charger
A sliding numbers puzzle iPhone case. A classic game that will keep you busy for hours without draining your battery.
Tea cube for gourmets. Introduce your favorite mixture in the different cube sections. The idea is apply the Coop concept for tea drinkers
Never ask a friend to apply sunblock again! A solution is here. A "J" shaped straw attached to every aerosol sunscreen.
An Iphone adapter that is a game controller to play gaming apps.
NeverWet hair ties. They go on and off just as easily when hair is wet or dry. No more pulled hair!
Fresh updates from UC. With full app enabled or minimalist versions! E-Ink iPhone Mood Case, requires very little battery power.
Mini Bike Clip-On Dynamo - portable, flexible, USB and DC power only when and where you need it.
Add safety and style to the laptop bags!
I came up with the idea of a matress pad cover for a babies crib that emulates the sound of a heart beat. I would call it heart felt sleep.
This product can mount any size phone onto the product and be easily accessed for GPS/personal use while driving! Easily adjustable.
Ruff-n-Ready - a reusable aide for doo-doo disposal!
iPhone 5 Defibrillator Case:No special skills or training necessary.App-enabled with full instructions.Resub.
Wind the cords in place. Cord winder can be stuck below pivot power, pivot power mini, or under the table.As you unwind, they rotate inplace
RESUBMIT-COOL LOCK-LOCKING CARABINER &amp; RETRACTABLE CABLE SYSTEM to lock up your motorcycle, bike, skis, snowboards, tools
and more!
The Perfect Bartender! NIP DISPENSER WITH TOUCH SCREEN!. Dispenses nips needed for making drinks. Choose from dozens of drink selections.
How about an app that can tell you if your garage door is open or not. I always have to think hard if my garage door was closed.
Woofy Num-Nums
Create a new peanut butter jar that has a large screw off cap on the top AND ON THE BOTTOM. No wasted PB that we can't reach.
DOLFINS--WATER SHOES with BOUNCE! Named by my little dolphin. For water aerobics or water play. Strap on units or shoe version! #QTOYS
Bringing the right accessories to the iPhone case. Adding kickstand and a wrist band. Now we are all set
reusable deodorant container/ a green product
Program these Push Puppets to dance to beat of music! Super fun characters dance to the beat! http://vimeo.com/20556688 - SO funny
ã€Omega ï¼ Wrap + Clip + Stand ã€‘, Wrap cords and Clip at anywhere you want.
Easy french toast and/or sandwich sticks with a french toast maker. Not much stays together when a toddler tries to eat it. Make it easier.
"Fender flip" by Romale
Parents, you may want to support this idea - School backpacks with built in digital scale -No more overloaded backpack for our kids!
Mantella da taglio per capelli con linee guide per effettuare a casa ,con pochissimi margini d'errore,tagli retti, scalati ecc
Make Your Own IPhone Case Kit
Rechargeable-110V condensed portable power pack. Vacuum and do chores anytime or anywhere, hassle free with power at your fingertips?
iPhone actions sports "GoPro" style case. Complete with mounting hardware, interchangeable lenses &amp; back up battery.
A top or cap for common bottles (like mineral water bottle) with the hand-held shower shape to spread a liquid in the hair.
A sleeve to hold your IPhone securely on the Steering Wheel above the air bag. It will be in the optimal position.
Funnel Food Bowl for Fido or Felix. Gravity pulls food through a funnel into an attached bowl as your pet eats from the bowl. Slow the chew.
Jibbitz Cases. Customize your case. Iphone, iPad, iPad Mini,iPod Mac. Make it your own.
SLIMLINE Cabinet Storage: Attaches to Wall,Only Seven Inches Deep, for Entries,Hallways,Offices. STORE Shoes,Handbags,Folding Chairs! RESUB
An iphone case/attachment that adds NFC to your device
Phone armband that allows for both handsfree placement of device and quick access by easily releasing when one receives mail or
My product is a freezer organizer made of stackable adjustable cubes with labels that will help you organize/separate your freezer foods.
A wrist band like a watch that can store and dispense sunscreen.
Garage opener home automation
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Capsule Speaker Mini Boombox: Would be an awesome companion to any Apple product! Listen to iTunes with good mobile sound!
App that not only tells you the song your listening to but gives you the LYRICS too, Instantly
Mixing bowl with slide in divider. For those households where some like nuts, and some don't.
automobile graphic headlight decals, you can see image on outside but when lights are on others can see your headlights.
83%-WATER Leading cause of home damage! Save your home, even when you're out!WiFi water detector alerts you(text/email/app)&amp; shuts off water
Cordies SOLO - I need only ONE cable grip per each table. Let me buy these. Can be combined to make Cordie DUO, TRIO or the whole SYMPHONY.
The next big Rail accessory! Get ready to burn the midnight oil with the Rail light!
Introducing The New 2012 Jet Ski Treadmill:It lets you walk,jog or run on water.Resub
262 + 294 resub vts so far: Disposable table cloth w/drawstring stays put on table then makes an easy trash bag. 4 leaves too!
WRITE &amp; ERASE AND RE-USE this Paper thin blanks that lasts and lasts. Dry erase and even an ad printed on it.Manufacturers would love this
Clean your Velcro!
iPad Mini Bumper with Handle grips.
Trying to watch your weight, but don't have the convenience of a scale. The Cross weight is your portable scale! Home, travel, gym...
Water Bottle with compartment to hold an iphone and Ipod.
*Teens* and *Kids* Silicone Eye Glass Decor. Slide tiny *Silly Band Type* rings onto the sides of the frames. Fun shapes/Designs. Trade/Add
Do your arms get tired from hanging shower curtains? Mine do! Check my Retractable Shower Curtain Hooks.
The Quattro Spin Dish - Contemporary Tableware
SOCKS WITH WARMER TOES' PART
A Mechanic's glove with bluetooth indicator of phone call or text.
Stylish push pen with different sized nibs
Pivot Power Senior. Dual plug power for each wall socket. USB ports.
PanPal: Pizza Pan Lid
Reversible ski-hat with quirky logo. get two styles for price of one
Store your DVD's in this tower, wanna a movie to watch? Just look it up on your TV and select from your own movies through the tower.
Wallet with built-in password protected credit card holder.
Dog poop catcher and disposal. Catch your dog's poop in a bag as it happens and easily &amp; cleanly dispose of it without having to bend down.
"SWIVEL" - An iPad Lap Tray that rotates 360 degrees, tilts for viewing in bed and also has a padded bottom. Works w/ other Apple products.
NEVWET - Nail Polish Coating! For a shine that really lasts!
It"s a "Swiffer" for your grill!
Do You Forget Things? Reusable shopping bags, lists, picking up needed items. SENSORY BUTTON on KEY head it Clicks, you Remember!
RESUBMIT-RETRACTABLE JUMP ROPE with Fiber optic Lighting-Retracts for easy travel/storage. Also lights up with cool colors when jumping
Your heart drops when you drop your phone. Now make it fun to drop your phone by having it bounce back up so you can catch it.
iPhone 5 case with integrated Bluetooth Headset, always ready and charged!
Gel Comb/Brush -EHAB ALIMove large bulky mattresses with confidence and ease. The MattressMovers place handles within easy reach.
With this Clean View Mask You won't have an air filter in your visual pathway anymore!Avoid accidents and do more fine work at home/business
Hail Shield is a portable, retractable appliance for any vehicle to protect from hail and other debris when there is no car garage available
The Handgrab is a very helpful and sturdy option to help seniors get out of bed or just a place to hold while dressing and is adjustable.
iPhone/Android case to conceal &amp; hold Bus/Train Payment cards (works in 58 Countries!). Never take your wallet/bag out to board a bus again!
iPhone bumper/fender
The main idea is to develop a cradle or a bay to charge multiple iPads at once and keep them organized and ready to be used as you wish.
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low cost, evaporative water Air Conditioner mat for a standard low cost fan, with water storage, please look at the whole photo
iMac Print-Stand. Make some room on your desk by keeping your printer underneath your iMac.
Digital Soccer Ball w/iPhone App-daughter plays soccer &amp; loves to juggle the ball. problem is she loses count of how many times she hits it.
Easy-Open Bottle and Jar Opener for weak wrists.
A lasor sensored devise that can detect water leaks throughout any structure can save THOUSANDS of dollars on water bills each year.
I came up with a device that is a purse decoration and key holder and tabletop purse holder all in one. A purse and key caddy.
People name their cars: let's put a face to a name. Static or mechanized pieces: eyes, eyebrows, and lips on the rear of your car. See Pics.
NeverWet Camping Tent!
A power socket controlled by an app that would reduce expensive vampire energy.
Form fitting professional dress shirts, suits, blouses with lycra - sew it into business attire clothing.
Nifty way to recognize your bag while traveling!! Paint kit provided makes marking your bag an economical, creative and easy solution!!
Combine cleaning cloth and touch screen pen into a finger sleeve for IPhone, IPad, and Kindle
Sliceez
The Extender (Resubmit): Plug with wind-up cord extension so you can take the power to the device. No more tugging, pulling or unplugging.
"THE SecurIcarD" simply put the SecurIcarD in your wallet and be secure against ID theft
Have you ever had a favorite sweat shirt, pants or shorts have the string come out in the wash, or someone pulled it out.
Organizer of cable and chargers
A Reusable Door Hanger base for Marketing Material, with a QR Code reader window and reversible clear plastic so you can use both side's
During the summer months you have to take your hose out and water your garden. What about a sprinkler that looks like a real plant.
Have you ever heated soup, chili or a drink in the microwave? Did it come out perfect? Did you have to stir it and microwave it again?
BUMPI - A bumper to protect an iPad from your small child's destruction. Durable, dropable and easy to carry for small hands.
Retractable usb cords of various lengths
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL needs INFO that is easy to respond to. Converting Laser-Radar Signals to 3/D or a hologram begins to solve the problem.
Handy Microwave Belgian Waffle Maker, clear plastic microwave safe box with steam release lid. Deep waffle textured pattern top and bottom.
Electronic Toilet Target Practice. Lets out a "Yayyyyy" when you hit it. Will make your wife happy.
Truck Bed Hammock. Attaches to your truck, and you can take a snooze! Great for camping, fishing...or whenever!
NeverWet Outdoor Furniture and Garden Hammocks.
BrushBalm -EHAB ALIKEEP THE COUCH CUSHIONS WHERE THEY BELONG...ON THE COUCH WITH NONSLIP UNDER CUSHION PADS
Flip is a Headphones/Speakers hybrid. It is a set of headphones that can also be used as portable speakers.
PiVot Power Senior: With 10 Outlets and 10 eject buttons,one for each outlet.
Simple and fun USP Flash Hub with 4 Flash Drives and built in light indicator of amount space used with a sleek design and easy storage.
Paper Clip Dispenser. Sort of like a *PEZ* candy dispenser - but for paper clips!
Metal Mesh Filtered Paint Can Lid for both small and large Paint Cans.
Lamp shades sold as the frame along w/ interchangeable panel insert kits.Swap out insert 4 a color change or season/holiday
Imagine a hot car with a child accidentally locked inside. This product in the car, would alert help before the heat kills the child.
WE ALL NEED A "Q" BASEBALL CAP FRONT OF CAP HAS THEIR SIGNATURE "Q "AND ON THE BACK IT SAYS LETS INVENT
Go from the stove to the table to the refrigerator with this silicone pot insert and framing system.
This drink pitcher is called The Melon Pitcher. It stays locked at the top while pouring. With this pitcher spills are no worries!
Wrap your ear buds AROUND your case! Grooves to wrap your cables and sleeves to hold your ear buds.
Portable seating options needed at bus stops and train stations while waiting - want to sit rather than stand?
THE HEART PILLOW, the pillow for every comfortness!
I have tried my darnedest to design the most functional, easiest to use, and most beautiful birdhouse in the world.
a multi functional cart that can be use for heavy load or taking it to the sandy beach
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I wonder if Quirky's Frame could become Frame + a storage compartment for iPhone5 accessories or camera accessories?
need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
Digital Light Design and Led Projector with Amplifier. Stand alone or app enhanced create designs, animation with sound and project anywhere
Slim adapter for connecting previous version devices to new iPhone 5 Lightning jack
Song Sling for your iPhone!
Snow Shoveling in the dark? No problem...Shovel with light.
My idea is a digital camo waterproof and power saving solar charged case for soldiers :)
A phone case that allows has retractable ear buds built into it.
A phone cover that has a graphic magnet on the back. So when you come home or are cleaning up you can place it on the fridge.
A baby changing station and a scale all in one!
#LightBar is a set of LED lights in sections with flexible and bendable material between such LED lights on the bar. Portable 2, Emergency 2
TwinPins: Pins with double the strength! Two pin edges instead of one. For a stronger hold, keeping wires in place, etc....
Over the Coat Retro reflective Wrist Bands
Get the Last Drop
NeverWet Hiking Boots!
Bring puppets to life. Iphone, Ipad, Ipod attach to puppets and animate them through an app.
socket outlet + wireless charg
360 Degree Grip Urethane Ice Skates for easier ice skating, less time on your butt and more time upright.
PIP THE HIP CLIP is GREAT but We want to be able to wrap our earbuds? PIP + ?
THE PERFUME PATCH HAS ARRIVED!! YOU SPRAY,PLACE,ENOY WEARABLE PERFUME CUT TO SIZE
Tentacles attached to car wing mirrors as a first alert of driving to close to other cars or objects.
Customizable Earbud wire covers. Snap on, customize, accessorize.
Secret Stash Betta Fish Bowl. Great for college.
A new way to wake up in the morning!
Iphone 5 docking system that can be used as desk top, on night stand and car mount all in one sleek device.
Modern Kitty Litter Box with No Smell or Litter Tracking!
Resubmit Messenger Bag With Velcro Holder for iPad or iPad Mini - Sit with your computer securely in your lap!
My Idea is called a "Radiator Dryer" a simple device slips into or behind Radiators for drying,using your Radiators, saves on heating cost.
Golf Club hand warmer grip! Golfers can now hold a warm golf club in colder climates with or without the use of golf gloves.
Protective Heat Oven Mask - Protects face from heat when putting in or taking out food from oven in kitchen.
You can use Ice mouse pad while you're using PC
R-Value enhancer insulates metal entry door-reduces loss of hot or cold air making building interior more comfortable saves energy
Brushed Aluminum Slider Hard Case, now with hinged top- can be opened completely when you need it!
Device for Stretching Back Muscles, by targeting trigger points to release/relax knots and muscles.
Key Chain Credit Card Swiper Holders. Protects your credit card swiper and keeps it on hand.
C.N.H.K. - Christmas Nut Holder Kit... This is the best methods for having... Nuts / Bowl / Tools / Trash Dish Bowl... neat and tidy.
Blender w/multiple integrated stainless steel blade cutters rather than the limited lower level blade cutters in blenders on market today.
A quickly attached and removed reflective fabric strip attached to trousers by top and bottom clips, maybe some velcro, sold in pairs.
RESUBMIT-Works just like bank but is a fun way to save with your partner/child. Keys join together to form 1 key to open the bank!
I Pad â€œQâ€
A digital laser ruler that is app-enabled for your iPhone or stand alone use
A brush/comb for cats/dogs that attaches to your vacuum that will brush, massage and remove dander in an easy manner.
How many of you dread going into your dark a messy kitchen sink cabinet to look for something? How about I shed some LIGHT on an idea?
Quirky's Broomer Groomer on Commerical type upright dustpan. Improve upright dustpans where the heaviest cleaning is done. RESUBMIT
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Women want to stand out and my nail clippers will do just that to something that women often check: their nails, and it certainly is unique.
Simple and cool wire based frame for your earbuds that pivots and converts into an adjustable stand!
A little extra room in the case, to store keys, a credit card, and some cash
2 SIDED DOOR HOOK RACK. Add a hook rack to both sides of closet door.
An set of iPhone earbuds.
The Accordion Sketchbook accommodates all those BIG ideas on one page!
THE RUG FRINGE/TASSEL COMB - This is a primitive but yet very functional prototype of mine!
NEVWET - The most disgusting job in the home - cleaning out the LITTER BOX!
Tired of using both hands to open prescription pill bottles? Have arthritis and can't open a pain medication bottle? #spotsv
New folder system based on a locking-system structure made up by two plastic magnets sheets.
My Body Anchor will consist of a suction cup and wrist band that will tether you to the side of the pool keeping you from drifting away.
Who needs dumbells when you have Smart Bands? Exercise bands that can add free weights for more resistance.
Leave the sand at the beach! Disposable wipes quickly remove sand that tries to hang around.
Iphones have terrible battery lives, so I propose a practical, solar powered, not bulky case that would allow users to charge their phones.
A cover for the I phone that has a slot in it for a stylus to be stored when not in use.
For lazy people who dont like to do their dishes right away and like to let them soak.
Wet Cleaning Wipes Travel Pack -EHAB ALIThis is an iPhone case that has a back flap that flips over to an keyboard for your iPhone.
RESUB: Parental control APP
Horizontal Toaster - Toaster and Cutting Board all in one! by Andy Sam and Sharon Geyer
Inline device that asks for a three digit pin before allowing your phone to ring, blocks both unsolicited calls and telemarketers.
Over 200 vootes!Low Temp Shrink Wrap Covers for books. Uses your hairdryer! Keeps your book even safer from damage or spills! Not clear!
Shoe sanitizing pad/device. The drawing has 2 parts: -top 2 pics: Electronic/UV version -bottom 2 pics: Portable/non-electronic peel away
A fork with a silicone edge on the sides to scrape the bowl after scrambling eggs.
a simple patch on your luggage that could represent sports, just plain colors, a flag,etc. there is no limit on the differnt theme.
Heksa: Laptop Stand
Stops pet in there tracks
Shady Paws/Shady Pets Canopy With Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric/ Pet Products = BILLION Dollar Industry
#QCYCLE : Back Seat + Storage(Basket or Inner bag)
Stay on your feet with the Gyro Cane! Ultra maneuverable, light weight, and futuristic. All of the stability; none of the bulk.
IPOD/IPHONE CASE with built in retractable earbuds with compartment to keep the earbuds safe anytime."Keep your buds where your case is".
No spill jar. The idea is to apply the bobble brush concept to a jar in order to avoid spilling
Dolly360 -EHAB ALIOrne motion broom. Spinning brush will let you move in one direction without the back and forth of a regular broom
My invention is a collapsable egg carton tray saves space in the refrigerator when you're down to only a few eggs.
My idea is a digital camo waterproof and power saving solar charged case for soldiers :)
The Ergonomic Ladder allows for seamless &amp; comfortable body integration, better support &amp; balance. It promotes safety &amp; allows longer use.
Cargo is Great for shower products! Can we have a heavy duty one made for cleaning supplies! Pockets for sponges, brushes, squeegee, etc.
Do you have children who try to get near your burning candles? How about a cover to put over it to protect them but still releases the scent
My cars cup holder has evolved into a bad phone holder! Lets fix that
Guitar tune saver tuners for stringed instruments.
Scented water for ironing. Lavender or clean linen perhaps. Never seen before.
Quirky's portable fruit sanitizer (Uses ozone to sanitize). Quickly sanitize the fruit/vegetable before eating it; One fruit only - minimini
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At last,an adult size trike you can ride anywhere allowing you to exercise while enjoying riding with your children on their favorite cycle.
Adding solar panel to the back of the laptop screen
develop application which is able to identify personal information
(Resub)Why do we keep putting holes in paper to put them on cork boards? Here's the solution.
Wine glasses or other types of glasses are stored in cabinets and loose. They move around, fell and broke. The glass box will save them
Prevent/discourage texting &amp; driving. Stats show worst than drunk driving. Let's make a difference using an iPhone &amp; a chip on a car key.
iPhone Case With Interchangeable Filters That Rotate Over The iPhone's Camera Lens: Transparent Color, TTV Borders, Etc.
Lazy Santa
Tired of carrying your dying iPhone or iPod? Phone case that holds your charger
My idea is this: we have to produce a cigarette which is not harmful.
Leashed luggage. A luggage that you can pull around like walking your dog. Comes with 4 omni-directional wheel. Leash could be used as lock.
A Case that Move and spin to the perfect spot
The QR code business or personal card case. It's a case that actually has a function .
High power USB charger. This would have 4 ports, with high current on each of them at the same time.
STAPLER that looks like a PEZ! Gets into hard-to-reach places! Handy pocket size! Great for bulletin boards &amp; flyers! Cute, Fun, Easy
'Lifter' is a way to harness the higher shelve's without having to jump on anything and without having to take a bulky stuff in the kitchen.
Thermos with built in led light(s) powered via thermoelectric material from heat of coffee. great for dark areas and as an area light.
Intelligent protective wrap with 4 push buttons - 1 placed at each corner. Press &amp; hold to drive a laser pointer etc.
Snap Shade. A universal snap on lamp shade that can add custom style shades to any room.
A slim, minimalist, stand that is like a flexible arm connected to a base.
Case with cover/diffuser for the iPhone's LED flash.
Easy to use customizable Excel or Numbers financial spread sheet for regular people to track and forecast financial needs. See Video.
A Hairbrush with comb hidden in the brush handle. Just press to release the comb.
I would like to introduce a soap-bar loofah. No more bulky soap bottles, just a disposable loofah with the soap built in!
Amatuer photgraphers, wouldn't it be nice to have an app to help you manually set you camera's settings?
A case with elastic finger loops that prevent it from falling out of your hands.
TargetTracers. A simple &amp; cheap product that allows people to make their own targets for a few cents rather than paying over $1 per target.
Simple app that lets user unfriend multiple friends fast and easy
"TRANSDERMAL SKIN PATCHES FOR EVERYTHING" that you ingest or inject for health
An orange peeler that lets you choose how deep to cut. Makes peeling oranges, or any fruit easy. It's adjustable.
Help the homeless stay warm and dry with the Camping Cocoon. It inflates automatically for warmth and protection and has its own backpack.
Alkaline Battery Tester for iPhone. Plug it in and test your batteries.
Grape bowls take up too much space in your refrigerator. (Click for solution and sketch!)
Herb Wonder grows several herbs at once with minimal effort
Cover protector that would prevent your laptop from falling, and breaking.
With a Rip-Top" bag you just put the bag in the pitcher and pull off the corner. Easy, perfect size every time!
mobile app: GPS points out where you are, and it would show you all the No parking signs like street sweeping or parking permit required
Mail's Here! This app will alert you when your mail or package has arrived.
NeverWet Waders - Keeps FlyFishermen Dry!
Ipad Mini case with speaker vents on the face of the case! Redirect the sound towards you with tubes that steer the sound to you!
Pillow Case. The idea is to create a pillow case for your iPhone. Put your iPhone to rest.
Coffee Press Cleaning Made Easy (could sell as an accessory to Bodum, or other branded, coffee products)
Sticker Bookmark - a bookmark that sticks to your book cover. Reusable sticker that holds a long ribbon, that saves the place of the page.
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Brushed rolled aluminum chair uses a old tire as a base a woven cover from sustainable materials. Y? to help serve your neighbor near &amp; far
YARD SENSORY BAG filled with water and bright shapes~2 levels grows as your child does~
A case that you can use to mount to the celing of your car/van to view movies in your vehicle.
Poison Detector
MALL SHOPPING DISCOUNT COUPON BOOK JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS-THE HOLIDAYS AND ALL YEAR LONG SHOP AT YOUR
FAVORITE MALL AND STORE SAVE $$
360Â° Swivel-able Multi-Use Dome (Solid or Interchangeable Slots) -EHAB ALI#NeverWet large stickers/grip tape for Surfboards, skateboards, skim boards, paddle boards, etc. Would allow water sports to not slip!
wireless video doorbell pager is a video monitor that allow people to answer, open the door, sign and page other people in the same house.
SOAP SOCK! A wash cloth that you can put a bar of soap into. Once again a simple solution.
Bicycle Stem With Built-In Faraday Shake LED Headlight #QCYCLE
Ventilated bag to put in the mower bagger to collect leaves ----------- No bagging and re-bagging!
RESUB Cleaning glove.Clean like a pro. Removable cleaning pads-Replace wen dirty or 2 change from scrub 2 buff.
MCFLYBOARD HoverboardInvented By Andrew Magdy Kamal
Wear Shirts? Chances are u get Ring around the collar. Costing u $100's of in dry cleaning. I can save us the embarrassment &amp; $ as well.
milk/formula bag or bottle with temperature gauge to prepare your baby's meal to the perfect temp
The Tub Hub
To help woman all over get ahead of some of todayâ€™s serious health issues. This could also be used for anyone anywhere.
Reclosabe dog box for cars, with reversable panels. To transport your dog and keep hair,dirt,wet inside it and have car clean
I have a very simple idea. Its a clear vinyl extenion hose, with a clamp that gets attached to the end of a caulk gun for a tight spot
Scoodle -EHAB ALIThe MR. Magnet Q-head TOY... Its like MR. Potato head but the parts magnetize to the toys body instead of snap in.. FUN, FUN, FUN!!!
Dashboard Non-Skid Anti-Microbial Pad for IPhone 5 with Pocket for Charger and Accessories.
Winter and Summer versions of foam cap for babies aimed at minimizing impact to head on fall
Hold iPod Touch to your Ear Like iPhone with simple speaker to make Wi-Fi voice calls in privacy instead of loudspeaker. No software. How?
STICKERS for SPICES to remember what goes with what!
An App: Turn your closet into a digitally organized closet that will keep your closet up to date and perfect for every occasion
A non-profit named As Green As It Gets is trying to develop a commercially viable product(s) made from raw rubber in Guatemala.
2-in-1 Keyboard/Mouse Pad that is sleek and convenient. -EHAB ALIwe live in a world where computer innovation is becoming second nature to us but the use of paper is something setting us back.
Sense grinding of teeth and stop it by electrical pulse
Iphone case with collapsable hook for holding onto subway rails.
A user friendly any surface mount that can hold your iPhone and allows making movies like a pro
DOG CAR SEAT A DOG - CAT- PET CAR SEAT TO SECURE YOUR PET WHILE DRIVING DRIVE SAFE AND SECURE YOU AND YOUR
CHILDREN WILL BE MUCH SAFER
Oral insert so while you sleep it cleans your teeth and tongue overnight so brushing and flossing and oral rinse is not needed.
charge 4 iphones at the same time
This device organizes all your computer desk cables/wires into one easy to handle bundle by snapping each cable into gear teeth slots.
Traffi-clock ties your alarm together with traffic information and is able to wake you up earlier, so you don't miss that important meeting!
An iPhone case that has the ability to print any photo, notes, emails, receipts, etc. It also acts as an extended battery.
The idea of my invention is to get 'Total Tooth' coverage when brushing our teeth.
RESUBMIT 2011-NO MORE MESSY/BULKY POTS AND PANS. STORE THEM TIGHT AND ORGANIZED with this cool storage. Save
cabinet/counter top space!
For the new bike-share program in NYC, etc: Wheeled shopping bags (like Q's Go Caddy) that easily fit on the bike-share bikes!#QCYCLE
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Everyone wants a stronger, more athletic body. Now there is a way to achieve, even surpass the benefits of steroids without side effects.
I love to text family and friends but with my gorilla thumbs i get so frustrated punching the right letters or spelling the right words...
Nobody misses blackberry's,but EVERYONE misses having a real keyboard.Bring back that lovely feeling with a raised keyboard smartphone case
THE OVER-SAND BEACH COOLER - With Army Tank Like Rubber Treads. No More Getting Stuck In The Sand. You Can Conquer Any Surface With
Ease!
A fusion between a pin button and something to wrap a cord around.
My idea is to create a key chain charger in the shape of a cube that is accessible to any power source: computer, wall outlet, car and etc
Bringing Steam-Punk style to Quirky functionality!
The Pool Pocket is a quality made storage device that hangs on the rim of above-ground swimming pools.Storage is easy and everything is near
A device that can store all your passwords and account information for your loved ones in the event anything were to happen.
A case with pointed ends as a massager that connected to the device and supported by an app, gives you different types of massages.
Universal Screwdriver -EHAB ALI
Lightning Strip Charger: Has 2 Lightning ports to charge iPads and iPhones, plus 2 USB ports to charge other mobile devices.
A portable, heated steering wheel cover retailing for a fraction of the cost of this option currently available in high end cars.
Quirky-Helping-Hands massage belt (for Senior who needs extra hands when massaging their lower back)
Touchless flat finder!
CHANGE A ROLL OF TOILET PAPER in 1 second. Load multiple rolls for future use. New roll pops in from the bottom, old roll goes out the top.
A simple way for companies to protect their products from being 3D scanned and cloned.
Fill these portable pouches with your favorite wine. No more bulky glass bottles and corkscrew to transport. One glass serving size pouches.
#QCYCLE Folding Trailer for your Bike. Basket unfolds to a mini trailer.
Scribe is awesome. But where is the iPad/tablet version of Scribe? It should be half the size and have a plug-in opening at the base.
The Dolly Trash Can. A Dolly and Trash Can combined for excess trash that can't fit into the trash cans!!
*Roller Ball* Light Switches...modern and fun for all ages and decor.
Bedsores are treated with Silver-Impregnated Dressing, APD pad, hydrogel, diaper. Until the "4-IN-1 MEDICATED DIAPER FOR BEDSORES."
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
A bluetooth earpiece with a clip on it. Not an earpiece attached to a clip with a wire (so 90s!). But the earpiece itself has clip attached.
Additional iPhone Camera Case for 3D video/pictures
An adapter that will allow you to use your new iPhone 5 with current accessories like iHome or speaker devices.
Automatic Light switch plate, used as a wake up alarm, turn lights on before you get home or to deter intruders. No electrical work needed
Revolutionary tray system for salsa, dip, chips etc. Can be used for multiple uses! -EHAB ALIbinder for cigarette case and lighter
LCD dices to create your own games! With an intuitive iPhone app you can simply personalize your dice with words, colors or even pictures!
Mobile retractable power strip with strap to carry all your adapters and always have a place to plug them.
Stop fumbling and waking up halfway, in order to find the snooze bar. The iSnooze alarm clock enters Snooze mode when ANY surface is touched
Resubmit: The Smart Phone Safe Case The Smartphone case, with feature for your keys and credit card's License, monies
SpinTop Ice Cream Maker - Homemade ice cream made fun.
Pull-out baby gate for sofa! Pull-out baby gate stops baby from rolling off the sofa, and hides UNDER your sofa cushions when not in use.
An iPhone case in which the back plate is a thin speaker that is connected to the phone through bluetooth.
SEAT SAFE - Keep your Valuables AND your Seat locked with this Bicycle Lock Box #QCYCLE
Pull-over microfiber cleaning cloth sleeve for Touch Screen Pen (IPhone, IPad, and Kindle)
Belt for kids with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization. Resub
Was UC.Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
Laundry is Done Alarm. Remotely know when your laundry is done with an alarm or app. Similar to restaurant buzzer when table is ready.
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You got The Sistene Chapel on your ceiling! Tattoo your ceilings and walls using the same washable tattoos people apply on themselves.
LokBox: A lock box/drop box for packages. Box is left unlocked,and can be locked by the delivery driver without needing a key.
CLIP ON cushion for the iPhone or iPhone case to cushion the ear when using the iPhone or a CASE with a built in cushion.
Attach sub woofer for iPhone sound system
New smartphone Drink Bottle
A shockproof case for Ipad that snaps securely into a sleeve with an adjustable strap in the back for your hand leaving 1 hand free to work
There is a need to correct heavy bag imbalance experienced in working with boxing/martial art programs.
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
Catch more Rays! Battery pack usb hub add on for "Ray". Triple the storage and take it with you. Collaboration with TnT
Interactive talking toy box! A toy box that teaches kids. Have it say commands like open and close also numbers, shapes and colors. Music
Bluetooth Pen:With App on the iPhone 5.
A table that folds out from a modular book case. Modular book case attaches to wall with table/ painting, that can fold down for when use.
an iphone case with programmable strip of LEDs. Wave the iphone case across your head in an arc, LEDs light up to form the message in air!
Computer screens, tablets, e-readers, books sometimes require reading glasses. An alternative to reading glasses is reading glass panes.
Water Balloon Cannon that shoots the water balloons at an arched elevated trajectory as opposed to a straight trajectory. Resub #QTOYS. TY
I need to carry my iPhone when I have no pockets, purse, or belt. Attached to bra?
The shape of Quirky logo's a glass of water stand.
Inspired by Quirky's Socialite. Why not make a Drinking bottle with socialite techn.integrated?Will inspire Kids to drink more and together.
Print off your photos instantly, on the go from instagram or your gallery!
Cutter. A classy Iphone case with cigar cutter. One smoking product for cigar lovers
Light Socket Hair Dryer:Doubles as Hand Dryer.
Toast Remover to help prevent bread, bagels, etc from getting stuck inside toaster and stop from burning your hands. -EHAB ALIA TV Remote With A Miniature TV Screen So You Can Channel Surf On Your Remote And Preview Your Selection. No More Changing To Commercials.
Fragrant Releasing Iphone Dock. No need to light a candle...charge your phone and the dock gives out a nice aroma.
Have you ever ordered pizza and when you receive it, it's cold? With the new insulated pizza box it is never going to get cold! Mmmm!
#NEVWET - School Textbook Covers!
Use old car tires and create for them a simple drawstring bag to encase the rubber car tire to get the animals off a floor in shelters.
Imagine a glove that was made of a Clorox or other cleansing wipe that you could wear without having to touch the chemicals.
Reduce your washing tags and sensor device :resubmit:
The dollar machine
Onesies haven't changed since 1980 - Let's make one for the winter athlete that is high tech and just as stylish as the 80s-era drop seat!
In trouble, lost, kidnapped, accident - Press one button on mini clippable device - get loved ones phone GPS auto set to your location
Hanging shelves organizer coupled with a luggage (easy to pack and unpack clothing and accessories used during a trip)
a toothbrush with a sucker at the end so it can stand up straight by itself. You don't need an additional product to put your brush in.
Toilet Lid Power.
WINDOW VIEW:Magnifier for Iphones and Ipads
Spray Bottle Refill Funnel, fit inside the spray bottle until you need it, then unscrew sprayer, pop up funnel, refill the bottle #spotsv
It is a No tools required Pantry clamp and storage system.
Keyed Up! A Lightning connector battery pack with keychain! Extra power when and wherever it's needed for iPhones/iPads/iPods!
A sippy cup that plays music when you tip it up to drink from it. They will play a few different songs and come in many colors.
A portable clip-on book/tablet holder or support to be used on airplanes. Can clip-on tray in the folded and/or upright position. Foldable.
Resub!(451veiws 335votes)More function add! Ziploc Cord+Movable earhead+Cross Multi Hub Plug.(prevent the cutoff) all 4in1.
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iPadMiniPointOfSale Be the store anywhere you want to be with this iPad Mini battery pack Point of Sale (POS) system! (Previous Eval entry)
A New Style and Use of Shower Rods
Night time Knee pads made from 100% natural Talalay latex. Competitors use man made chemical memory foam knee pads. off gassing &amp; degrades.
Stationary blanket while asleep.A Blanket is attached to a fitted sheet using a zipper on both sides
FRIENDLY COVER: We need to protect our induction plate (dust, splashingâ€¦) We have got household appliance: thermomix, a deep-fat frye.
Iphone Case with USB ports and memory card slots+ pivotable flash drive on the back that turns into a iphone holder/support.
A compact syrup dispensing device for the at-home barista. ~ What makes your caramel macchiato taste like a caramel macchiato?
There are extensive electrical outlet push lawn mowers on the market. There are zero electrical outlet riding lawn mowers. Change is needed.
Resub was 258votes still hard time for scraping icy windshield? nomore hard time,RETRACTABLE SNOW COVER. you don't need scraping off!
Modern day Alert pendant for seniors. Can alert loved ones or emergency personnel not only in the home, but also when on the road.
My product will be comprised of women's jewelry and will contain a coolant for menopausal women.
Easy Find Contractor
A flexible,low profile,mildew resistant decorative moulding to be placed on the edge of the tub to keep water from flowing onto the floor.
re-mote, the reinvented remote
This Knife Grip fits on the tip of your knife and gives better leverage with cutting and chopping when one hand isn't enough. #spotsv
Spherical magnets that automatically make perfect geometrical shapes in space, possibly with a musical tone from vibration. See Video.
Was UC.Personal High Flying Helium Beach And Snow ,Festival Balloon ~ Personal Safety Quirky Balloon Inflatable flare in The Air
*Roller Ball* Light Switches...modern and fun for all ages and decor.
#NevWet plates, bowls, glasses, tupperware containers.
Q-Foam Blocks Set.. The blocks are stored in a foam mat.. Fun Fun Fun..
Re-sub! Eco-case that recharges your iphone 5, imac and ipad with the sun!
BACTERIA/VIRUS KILLING UV BLUE WHITE LIGHT concentrated beam focused on public handles railings toilets anywhere disease is transmitted
RESUBMIT: Exact Measure Baking Cups â€“ perfectly sized and consistent cupcakes and muffins every time!
NeverWet Outdoor Propane and Charcoal BBQs and Grills! No More Rust! No Need to Cover During Winter or Rainy Season!
iDetector:iPhone 5 Metal Detector Housing and Bluetooth Metal Detector.App-enabled.
Ipod and IPad Speakers that can be converted to a stand.
Introducing The Fold Flat USB Wall Adapter:USB wall adapter that you can fold up like a Japanese fan.
iPhone App to Reduce Ambient Noise
Mini Ipad Case Windshield Wiper to clean finger smudges on your iPad screen.
BUNGEE BOARD is a universal rebounder. Invented by my 8 yr old friend Grayson.
ARTIFICIAL GOOSE-DOWN Using Cellular Automata Fractal Design and Styrofoam or Nanotube Material
The proposed idea is a throw away chip/dip bowl. The chips and dip will already be in the bowl with a peel off lid.
sodapods. Baking soda filled air freshener packets/sachets. Permeable, flexbile, portable. Fresh air - Naturally.
(Resubmit)Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim. Letters and Numbers.(#QTOYS)
The Over-Bed iPad Holder (READ THE DIFFERENCE FROM HANDS-FREE HOLDERS!)
Right Temp Coffee Cup. Hot coffee cools to ideal temperature, then stays hot for a longer time.
Please think about this..iPhone5 case,speakers,stand,shield from glare or for privacy. Could also be designed for mini iPad case Or? ReSub
A minimalist wallet/stand that wraps your IPhone with a flexible frame.
#Qtoy Qball - battery powered glowing musical ball with accelerometer for crawling babies. Lights up and makes sound when rolled/tapped.
Condom Shorts! - Now you can have full protection against the other STDs that ordinary condoms do not protect you against.
Ever step in the shower and realize you're out of soap? BAR SOAP BUDDY conveniently stores and dispenses bars of soap right in the shower.
Its time for Quirky merchandising: Let's start with the Quirky 'Social Inventor' T-Shirt.
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eye glass bottom one third reading top lens clear buy at store cheap
Bird Poop Auto Mirror Cover
This product will revolutionize the sport of football from biddy league to the NFL. It will truly bring the sport into the 21st Century.
Lets get rid of neck strain with the Mattress Pillow Tuck. -EHAB ALIA digital coin sorter/dispenser specifically for automobiles that keeps track of and displays a running total.
Pod Power Short
What to do with perscription bottles? Throw them out right? Reuse them to save small items for crafting, workshop, modelbuilding, etc?
Shelf roll holder
Remote baby seat harness relea
Resubmit-Cutting mat for fruits,vegetables,and meats!
ALMOST 300 VOTES!One Piece Measuring Spoons. No more fumbling around with individual spoons. Telescoping arms to get into small jars.
#NevWet Gloves and hats
Tired of burning your fingers on flat irons and the like? Flat Iron Fingers will prevent finger burns and decrease styling time
Truly Mess Free Fan Cleaner
A plastic backpack-style tote to hold &amp; dispense laundry cleaning products for those using Laundromats/laundry facilites in apt bldgs/dorms.
Make Free Money!! Survey King. An app for people to make some extra money for filling out app reviews.
Quirky Brush
Hate it when there are books, documents, and etc on the passenger seat, than when you hit the breaks they go flying everywhere. -EHAB ALIAn adjustable UV sun protective canopy for playpens and play yards with a mesh screen. Summer is coming let's protect babies from sunburns.
A wand attachment or iphone case with pop up wand, when wand is waved back and forth, LED lights on wand spell out message in the air.
Quick Disconnect Toilet Seat. Easily clean your toilet by removing/installing your toilet seat in seconds without any tools.
Can't find your extension cord or computer or tv cables. Here is something I have a holder for the items and it hangs in closets or garage.
Want to make your sweetheart space jewelry? Canâ€™t spare the time to go prospecting for meteorites? The Micrometeorite Collector delivers!
THE OBAMA CLEANER Save money If your floor cleaner pad gets dirty - turn it over and use the other side No more expensive swiffer
Have elderly parents you love and cherish, give them the gift that keeps them independent and rejoice in their good health.
Dyna-lights! Paraffin fire lighters with a quick starting, fast burning fuse for easy lighting.
The idea is for a simple, small passive speaker and stand.
Imprint-like Loop Customization device for new iPhone 5 Loop! Imprint your own custom loops
Outlet adapter controlled by your smartphone allowing you to control everything from anywhere!
Durable built-in LED light iPad cover with other features. -EHAB ALI
In England 50 people dies every year form Carbon Monoxide. CO detector can look nice, and be used in many other ways
Baby Car seat/bassinet add-on wheels. Bolt or strap on a pair or single set of add-on, fold-away wheels to car seat for easy travel.
Have an endless bubble bath with this toy! No more wasted water, just squish it to create more bubbles from soapy water! For kids and adults
A tripod with an integrated remote control sensor that would allow you to take pictures using a remote.
It's a Lamp, it's a USB charger, it's the USB Charging Lamp! Use on desks, nightstands, endtables, etc. No more going to outlet or computer!
It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
Stop the babies bobble head in the car seat. With this the baby can sleep and keep there head up MAKING IT EASIER FOR THEM TO BREATH.
Finally, a spray bottle designed to work on any surface, including the floor, or any other horizontal surface.
#NeverWet Case for the iPad Mini! Would offer those who buy the iPad Mini great protection!
A stylus that wraps around your finger. My customers and friends have been asking me for an ipad, iphone version for a long time.
Toppits utilize your iPhone audio jack to attach useful accessories such a 360 light, lipgloss, pill container, etc. Switch out as needed.
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Is this a good idea to try making recycling plactic a little easier at home?
A pouch with a belt that goes around your waist that has a compartment underneath where a cushion rolls up into. Sit anywhere in comfort.
Have you ever travelled and had to carry tons of converters from European to American to German... Why should you have to sacrifice luggage?
"Heart Attack Key Chain w/ Aspirin" - Acetylsalicylic Acid or Aspirin is given in the ambulance in route to the hospital for a Heart Attack
My idea is to shorten the usb cables! :D
Magnetically Attaching IPod and Iphone To Consumer's Clothes using Magnetic Back Plate with Magnetic TPE or Fabric
do you have potted plants and your animals are digging in them to potty? this can be used to prevent that indoors or out,prevent spills
2 color reversible soft rubber cases for the iPhone 5! You get a case that has 2 colors in one!
We are always picking up Nerf bullets around here.Magnetic tipped bullets/picker-uperer so we can just run around the house &amp; pick up/store
A product that attaches to the foot rest of a recliner to prevent children and pets from getting underneath and getting injured.
NFC for iPhone/iPad/iPod touch. Simple,Portable,Convenient.
Chair removable folding stool &amp; removable folding TV tray. For extra extra seating and to store TV dinner tables. Resub 217 votes
WATERFALL PRINTER ON YOUR DESK - DISPLAY TIME, TEXT, TEXTURES - load what you want from your PC
A cell phone case with embedded/removable storage via a Micro SD Card slot.
Cardboard and White Erase Board panel *Kits* to go with the Quirky "JUGO" clips. Graphic is of actual JUGO clips here on Quirky!
RESUB!!!!iPhone/iPod docking/charging station and speakers that has hanging mechanic work light!!!!
Baseball Bat Table Lamp. The one that is attached, 26 inches of overall height, Home Plate Base is 9 3/4 in width. Larger 1 is 33 x 11 3/4.
Mug Hugger - Hugs most existing mugs. Prevents coffee from spilling &amp; keeps it hot longer. Protects surfaces &amp; hands. Sip &amp; enjoy!
RESUBMIT
Pre-charged case that charges your iphone in the go.
If pot-lid is located under some margin from the edge, you will fill the water and foodstuffs under the pot-lid. New problem free pot
Morning, Evening and Night Pill Dispenser with color coded water, empty stomach and with food directions.
Motorcicle for water
RESUMITED: Iphone clip - rest your iphone while syncing.
Folding knife and high-powered LED flashlight combination that fits comfortably in your pocket &amp; provides practical and tactical functions
Resubmitted--2 Piece Sports Bottle where bottom unscrews to hide keys, car alarm button, earbuds. etc...
A IPad holder holds IPad in protective case above a bed.
Wifi Kettle. Boil your water before even getting out of bed.
Wireless Charging App For Phones/Tablets -EHAB ALIThe Sack Liquor, a concealable flask for men- the foolproof way to sneak booze past a pat down and into any concert, event or game!
~ Speaker Case for IPAD Mini and IPAD 1,2,3 !!! And maybe Iphone. Please LOOK !! :)
Convenient I-Phone Waist Carry Pouch With 3 Modes.Easy and useful. Pull out your phone and it will rotate to an horizontal position.
Clear Keyboard Food Tray. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Tired of being the party host who makes everyone take off their shoes? Have them slip on a disposable, party-themed shoe cover instead!
Wingz is the perfect balance of DESIGN and ENGINEERING. It will revolutionize the way you carry gear on your bicycle.
GREEN SPEED LIMIT SIGN , This sign is placed appox 1/2 mile before controlled intersection. advising drivers optimal speed for green light
This mug/cup will keep your drink cold with ice, but it won't dilute your drink. Load ice into the reservoir from the base!
Camp Kitchen - Camp table with basin, shelves, side tables, hooks, paper towel holder, storage. Side tables fold out for camp stove and prep
iStethoscope Visual
Do Double Duty! Use SMART ASS Toilet Paper to build vocabulary and brush up on Trivia. Impress your Friends, Colleagues - Land a new job!
Interlocking Pool Floats - Never have to hang onto your partner again! Include female/male puzzle piece on the edges to allow them to link.
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Re-Invent the Toothbrush! Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
New Technology is here and available,its time to give the classic football an upgrade and welcome the 360ball with blue tooth connectivity.
Collapsible Pizza Pan
RESUB: Dish rack with expand/retractable shelves --- more than 90% approval so far!
A sleek looking iPhone case that can slip in a converter that converts the lighting connector into a 30 pin connector.
The Gym+ System assists you log workouts at the gym. A smartphone app paired with a bluetooth inertial-sensor helps you achieve your goals.
Glowing Bobblehead Clock/Alarm Docking Station
A simpler way to hang curtains. The bracket gently fits behind window trim mold and tad a! no measuring required only a rubber mallet.
RESUB 01/12: Don't fling dust aroung w/ your feather duster,use hand held spinning dust brush w/ battery powered vacuum/bacteria filter
Imagine drinking your 20oz soft drink or bottle of water while driving and not having to worry about taking the cap on and off.
bathroom exhaust fan that plays music to cover up that annoying fan sound
The Spray Bottle that can be sprayed in any direction! No more wasted product! Using a weighted straw every drop is used, any direction.
The key chain re-invented. The octopus style key chain silicone jacket for your keys, no more jingling. Retractable!
Remote for the iPhone with volume adjustment, skipping/fast-forwarding/repeating/rewinding songs, pausing/playing songs, &amp; a headphone jack.
A breathalyzer device + app combo. When used &amp; the reading is too high, it calls you a cab &amp;/or locks you out of social networks.
Handheld or wall mounted Vacuum based litter box cleaning system. Dirty litter is sucked in, poop is taken out and clean litter is returned.
Matchcase. A hot looking Iphone case with a few spare matches and strike strip
E.L.O...features a controlled BEAM of LITE into the EYE'S internal aspects too see / magnify the most sensitivities interior of EYE'S.
A color coded chopping board,red on the front for meat,green on the back for Veg!.Raised edge so the surface doesn't touch the counter top
Digital Soccer Ball-My daughter plays soccer and loves to juggle the ball. problem is she loses count of how many times she hits it.
Microwave with incorporated thermometer that displays the food temperature on microwaveÂ´s display
Combo Dish Soap / Hand Soap Dispenser. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
External flash for iPhone
Retractable Christmas Lights. Never untangle your strings of Christmas lights again. Easy Storage!
A seesaw that could kraital ur smart devise @ any angle that u want by tilting it forward or backward 4 a perfect angle 2 suit ur need.
HEATED CAR WINDSHIELD ICE SCRAPER WINTER IS HERE MY WINDSHIELD HAD A THIN LAYER OF FROST YESTERDAY MY HEATED
SCAPER SHAVES THE ICE OFF
This musical spoon-fork. At the other end attached toys. Melodies correspond toys.
A simple product for wrapping your USB cable around the Apple charger. We call it Wrappos! Working Prototype &amp; Video. Student submission.
Combination foil Cutter And Bottle Opener. Cut foil on wine bottles as well as open soda pop bottles with the same device. (Resub)
RESUB: Child &amp; Pet clip-on immersion alarm system.
Docking carousel for apple products.
IvyBreeze: A revolutionary eco-friendly air-cooling and purification household appliance.
Heated toilet bowl
A Bluetooth CD. A CD that can transform any normal old boombox or stock car CD player into a streaming media center or hands free phone.
Lamp Duet
Popcorn Bags that will color your popcorn in the microwave! Bags are food color lined.
External Camera Flash attachment for iPhone and iPod touch
Removable lenses for eyeglasses with multiple frames in various colors/designs.
Inkjet Bluetooth Pen Shaped Printer for iPhone 5:Now you can print text messages from your iPhone 5 onto paper with App-enabled.
Baby rearview mirror for pram
A toy JET SKI that is powered. Either by battery, or footpedals. The power wheels of the water
Happy baby, happy parents! A kit of interchangeable high contrast graphic inserts for the ceiling of stroller canopies.
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Sports waterproof armband with sweat sponges, heart beat and body temperature sensor, pedometer and bluetooth.
i~phone disco ball docking station with speakers.~fab. i~ball
LCD KEYBOARD -EHAB ALIiPhone 5 STICK - Connect your new iPhone 5 LIGHTNING interface with your old devices!
Sand Hills Gold Gem Guard is a patented sytem which allows a jeweler to weld over stones without ruining them and cleans up with water.
An iphone 5 case that incorporates a "Swiss Army Knife" type of mechanism on the back, with survival tools like a bottle opener!
It is a reflective cover on the iphone which helps finding it in the darkness
Quirky Ketchup/Mustard holder! Snaps together and rotates. Put condiments in one end, squeeze out the other. Store upside down/rightside up!
NeverWet Leather Jacket, Chaps, Vests. Great for Motorcycle Riders!
small slide up and down slot on ear protection ear muffs so that you can still hear someone when they are talikng to you
Tired of loosing you personal belongings such as your TV remote, cell phone, etc., and not just your keys? Here's a way to put an end to it.
A protective case that incorporates an external battery, tripod mounts, a polarising filter, accessory mount and interchangeable lenses.
Any level golf training aid for putting. Junior to amateur to professional, 61 million golfers worldwide can use a simple inexpensive aid.
Are you tired of your comforter disappearing into the beautiful duvet you bought? Well here is the NO SLIP DUVET CLIP to hold it in place!!
Tired of getting a soda drink with ice that melts and ruins your drink i got the solutions ice soda or for any drink you get.
Smart phone gaming controller docking stationâ€¦ for a familiar feel.
A wristband that subtly lets your friends know that you are trying to quit, so they don't say things like - wanna smoke?
My idea is a desk day-to-day calendar that serves as a public service announcement. The calendar would also feature a daily pun for a year.
Get rid of the tangled mess of cords in your bathroom drawers. Take a look at a possible solution
WALL-POCKET ----- Everything you need just an arm's length away from bed.
Doll Art! Girls should display their doll collection -- not hide it. Adorable and Portable!
Power Utensil Mixer
A motorized system of taking up and storing Christmas lights. Vertical storage reduces the amount of tangling. Works with icicle lights.
#Qcycle BIKE FRAME HANDLE. Attachs to frame of bike for easy carry.
The iStyle, a stylus with interchangeable tips and brushes for drawing, writing, or for e-signatures. Also purchase the matching case!
Cool Bracelet for the IPOD NANO 7th Generation !!!
iPad Accessory that Snaps on Shopping Cart bar so you can securely to use iPad while in Store/ and fits the new Lightening connector.
Quirky's Vines Big Brother (Universal Tripod Bottle Holder) -EHAB ALIA kitchen sized device to reinsert the marbling of prime meat in lesser cuts. The source of the marbling is the trimmed fat.
CLIP ON LED SPOKE LIGHTS. Kids can customize their wheels with their names, designs etc. (Safety too!) (Resub 382 votes)
You got The Sistene Chapel on your ceiling! Tattoo your ceilings and walls using the same washable tattoos people apply on themselves.
Combine the Mug Stir Spoon with Tea Bag Steeper Keeper mug.
My idea is to create a portable mini 'pop up' hothouse for people with no garden space. Only a decking, veranda, balcony, or courtyard
A case that holds your iphone but the case also opens up that has slots like a wallet.
Solar iphone 5 charger/cover
Sunshield. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Its a small speaker for the iphone thats gonna be almost exactly the same shape as the square if you have heard of that
Shower Thermostat. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
PORTABLE SCANNER CELL PHONE CAMERA/EDITOR THAT CAN CONVERT THE WRITTEN WORD INTO TYPE,AND EDIT WORK INTO
PUBLISHABLE FORM SPECIFIC TO GENRE.
SOOZERS... Scissors are like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers /SOOZERS are ALWAYS
THERE/HANDY.
Plastic paper towel holder with a clip on the back so you can connect it anywhere.Example Garage/Camping/Bed/Office (Anywhere On Anything)
SNAPPS! The tool for individuals with limited mobility as well as the socially challenged and the young at heart. SIMPLE! EFFECTIVE! FUN!
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Charge your iPhone or other device right from your sleeve! This jacket has a rechargeable lithium-ion battery built into the sleeve.
What if you could swallow a capsule which would allow you to unobtrusively pass gas which smelled wonderful?
Having the luxury to screen capture a video that records the next 15, 30, 60 seconds and puts it in your picture folder then you can edit.
THE INSIDE MAILBOX is design to go inside your home and fit any standard and magazine size mail slot.
Explore your creativity, Make your own candles. Choose shape, size, color, aroma! Kit contains plasticine flexible mold, wax, colors, aromas
An exercise machine that runs as well as charges your iPOD as you exercise.
Q-TIP dispenser stop wasting those q-tips all over the bathroom heres answer quirky tip dispenser hangs on wall for ez access sanitary
Cellphone or accessory handset with deployable noise shield made of sound absorbing materials that muffles talker's voice to surroundings.
Was UC (feedback below)Wall mount smoke mask container for kids that speaks CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS if there is a fire.(big votes over 5 rounds)
Resub-Disco Basketball. A transparent regulation basketball with colorful L.E.D's inside the ball and bounce sensor. Flashes on each bounce!
The Adorment Frame is the easiest and most affordable way to elegantly hang posters without damaging the poster or the wall.
Silicon coated pint glasses, pitchers, plates, and bowls! Easy to clean hard to break!
No more boring locks, use one inspired at slot games.
#NevWet asphalt, ceramic, metal, fiberglass roofing shingles and covers. Makes these products last much longer and deters stains.
Iphone cases with built in mint case. Altoid tin? Tic Tac? Iphone Tin Holder.
The Fuel filling Miss Fuel prevention collar (stopping the mix up's) That clip's into the fuel cap, (bright fluoro colours)
seanal scented household products detergents, dryer sheets, fabric softners, soap bars, liquid cleaners.
rod shower
Spinning Disco Ball iPHONE 5 Speaker that plugs into the top but also has a retractable cord for separating the speaker from the iPHONE.
Swiss knife for fruit! For fruit lovers.
Anti-Spill Cake Knife. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Groceries falling all over the floor? What if you had a "PLASTIC BAG THAT STANDS UP LIKE A PAPER BAG"?
A pair of full dri-fit athletic pants with velcro panels, the velcro is so small reflectors can be attached for sports science research
Energy saving insulated attic fan cover that's easy to install and remove.
AED App download &amp; kit would contain the electrode patches,power supply,and monitoring circuitry in one unit which would require a battery
A thin portable charging laptop/ipad bag that also acts as a case. Strong Case that allows you to use it without removing device.
A case for macbooks that has legs which fold out creating a portable laptop table. Similar to an ironing board.
iPadMiniSlideNHold This iPad Mini case design incorporates a carrying handle on the top of the iPad Mini. Just pull it up &amp; carry!
How many times have you put on control top panty hose to only have them roll down below your underwear or run as soon as you pulled them up?
The Flying Car. Convert the AR. Drone into a real vehicle capable of carrying humans. The technology curremty exist, let's make it a reality
Press the cramping away get your Cramp-Clamp today!
Cooling pad for Imac or PC that has a built in Dock. ***See Video***
I would like to have an adapter to plug into the diagnostic port on my car and read the error codes.
Alphabet, Symbols and Numbers Engraver (Branding) for concise identification purposes for valuables.
iPhone case that has compartments for over night items-always be prepared- paste/mouth wash/ asprin/ condom/s!/contact lens in solution etc
Pancake Maker using Quirky/Richard Gordon's granola making machine. Early stage, but just a thought
Movable Finger Loop. Can travel all the way around the case.
Scrap-catcher bib- eliminate scraps from falling all over our toddlers clothes and the redundant cleaning of the highchair after every meal
Neck Band - Mini External speakers built into a neck strap
A lotion/conditioner pump that is universal and allows for the easy reach of thick creams from the bottom of most bottles.
My idea is a candy thermometer built into a spoon instead of the conventional candy thermometer clipped to the side of a pan.
ROBOX. A simple robotic box with Crates like accessories. Follows your Iphone for household, yard chores or anything in our imagination
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WOO-POWER: is a wind-mill that can be used(built)by the home-owner or cities to provide Electrical Power on the grid system in any country.
Children's Bunk Beds - Quirky Crate System
Hot Wheels! Wallbrights for your car/bike to provide bright, customizable ambient lighting to the interior and exterior of your ride.
Many teens are putting their lives at risk by using their ipods while driving. This solves old problem with controls from the wheel!
Personal Fan that Holds your iPhone - For those super hot days
A lockable iphone case with password access
Surge protector or outlet cover insert that is like an eye doctor's lens test that allows the user to rotate and flip to desired input type.
Any plus size woman knows how difficult it is to put on a girdle or FLEXEE type under garment,&amp; it rolls up &amp; you struggle to pull it down
Mechanics Seat Tool Organizer. Tool holder organizer w/30 to 40+ pockets detaches from swivel mount for washing. Swivel mounts under seat.
Steam Slings
Air freshener stick that clips on to any free standing, sitting fan or your AC/heater vents in the home!
Reinvent the Salt N/ Pepper Shaker. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
iPhone RF dongle with universally programmable remote Open garage, control electronuics
Frightening "Google Toddler Pencil Accidents". Lets design a product that protects children from becoming impaled by a pen or pencil.
Guest &amp; kids don't always use coasters. Sticky, washable, silicone coasters. Stick to glasses, cans, pans, etc. Resub - 190 votes
iPhone 5 Eyeshadow Makeup Case. The colors are app shaped. Girls will love it!
The swiss army knife of cases: would have a built in stylus or pen, charger, flash drive, and kickstand.
Rocking Stops limit the range of rocking chair motion; providing safety and reducing the risk of tipping and accidental injuries.
Moving Sand Art Cases. Watch it move when you move.
Is a Key chain charger with a turbine generator
Stop pet OBESITY with the Fresh Feeder for healthy and happy cats and dogs... Keeps food fresh and ensures your pet gets the right portion.
Simply a perforated plastic disc with an attached stem to be inserted into jars with liquid/solid mixed content.
A nice gift for a new married couple, ToothBrush set for her and him. A bride and groom tooth brushes in one base.
Ergonomic. Supports your hand; comfortable gel padding with a slick surface for optimal use. This product will alleviate pain.
A protective device to support headphones through a flexible casing. Working Prototype &amp; Video! Student submission.
Ripe-IT. See-through Device for ripening fruit and vegetables. Turn on device &amp; ripening process will begin. Don't wait for banana to ripen
make a magnet for the iphone back
A BOOK - THE SAFEST PLACE TO MAKE YOUR TREASURE SAFE!
iPhone Chameleon Slim Case
Snow melter for cars. To create a handheld wireless rechargeable snow blower (charges in car) - similar to hair dryer, to melt ice.
Sandal/shoe liners that are thin, lightly adhesive, durable, absorbent, scented/unscented, disposable and available in different sizes.
An "occupied' light that is controlled from one side of a door to the other, telling others you're busy. Like leaving a tie on a door knob.
Lawn Weeder
Science Learning toy - egg in egg with hidden clues that help Kids guess what animal is inside the last one. Fun way to learn about animals!
iPad Case (Mini) with Stylus - Case with a stylus built-in. Pull, Fold &amp; Scribble. RESUB
The safety corners I-Phone band. We use safety corners to protect our kids. Why not our phones? Resub.
Child Proof Drawer Knobs - Flat against drawer to keep toddlers from opening. Push &amp; turn to pop out so you can open. RESUBMIT
Grip Stickers - For folders and books, minimizes slipping when carrying or placing on table.
Kitchen utensils with built in spoon rest/drip catch. Rest utensil on it's side or go vertical. New video 12/17 with prototype!
RESUB Baby bathtub that changes color to indicate the temperature of the water, A must for new moms 170 votes!! WE NEED THIS
#spotsv Make hovercrafts from old cd's. Make an attachment!Just attach and play!See video!
NEVWET - TAPE! -- Tape that is BEYOND waterproof!
My idea is to have a phone in a spherical design similar to a "20 questions" device that is able to fit in one's palm.
I have a new idea and it is called "The Partner." for Law Enforcement and will save our heroes lives.
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The Forever Toothbrush and Flosser: All in one design, never forget to floss again:) Replaceable floss inserts and brushheads. Less waste.
A clothing line for the disabled,Burn patient, hospital, home health and military uses.
Wearable drink sleeve. Be green and fashion forward. A BEVERAGE BAND if you will.
An adaptor for a "Magnetic Gorillapod" for the new iPod Touch
Iphone 5 Emergency Windup Case/Half case - just need to make one short call and battery is dead.
pouring milk or juice is not always so easy because there are often splash, especially whith children
iPhone Protector Case with individual Retractable Headphones built in.
Q-tip booklet (match pack format). Travel pack 4 short trips / purse (make-up, nails, nose / ears. 1st resub: 147, 2nd: 144
Simple System for Parents/Kids! Pour in Juice/Milk and child simply goes into fridge and grabs a drink - ready to go. No Pour/No Spill!
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
Make any liquid soap a motion activated dispenser. ATTACH TO ANY LIQUID SOAP DISPENSER and it becomes motion activated.
Folding BBQ Grill Grate for the Circular BBQ Grill. Easily Fold to add and spread the Charcoal or Replace half of the grill for a flat iron.
Pivot Power Mini Curl - Curl your cords by rotating each of the 3 plug point casings; Pivot Power can also be modified likewise
A coach to help you reduce your electricity bill ! Measure your consumption will tell you how to change habits and adopt new behavior !
Turn your ipad into a second screen for the computer
IPhone, IPad, and IPod Case with retractable arms that swivel.
Get a flat stomage with a core training video and a good looking training bench. Video link attached.
LOPPERS + PLIERS for pulling vines without slicing.
A pencil that has a built in compass.
Tile Game Puzzle iPhone Case - bring back the classic tile slider games as a phone case.
The ultimate notebook for college students. A durable, refillable 5-subject notebook with a tablet pouch
iPhones run out of battery quickly! :: PowerShare allows iPhones to transfer and share power with a simple cable on your keychain.
A LIGHT SHAPED LIKE A 12 IN. PIZZA MADE OF WEATHER-PROOF MATERIAL WITH A PULSATING/BLINKING LIGHT INSIDE. A HOOK
TO HANG ON MAILBOX OR DOOR
The SPOT, a circular feminine pad. this shape will not "show" while worn. It will exactly target the area of moisture &amp; no more.
#spotsv -- Voice Recording Bracelet or Necklace
It's a measured pourer for liquid laundry detergent. No more mess. No more guessing. Saves money by not over pouring. Reusable.
Three at a same time!This is called Rainer.It pour 3 plants at a same time.Get garden work done faster as 1,2 and 3.Q can make this possible
Improved Lap Desk
HANGER CLIP! to organize your clothes... (especially slippery fabrics).
Digital Memories combines an IPhone Application with your computer and a collage of digital photo display units.
Snappit enables users to attach a variety of handles, pockets, clips, dÃ©cor and more to phones and tablets. Change accessories as needed!
Answer iphone from any room. Have small wireless cube in each room to Hear Phone and Answer. Voice activated after hearing ring.
No mess as you empty your dustpan. A dustpan with easy emptying mechanism. New product or line extension to Broomer Groomer!
Protection for steel bars in big bridges
Voice &amp; phone number cloaking app to enable user to prank call and record conversations.
Storage Pillow. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Get rid of the leaks, smells, and unsanitary funk in the bottom of your trash cans with Trash Can Pads!!
The iPad AND iPhone case in one! Introducing InCase
A workout glove/band with an iPod/iPhone case embedded into the palm.
pet water fountain for elevated pet feeder.
iPhone case that lets everyone know your mood. Are you angry, happy, sad? The case changes color depending on your mood.
co2 Cartridge Balloon Inflator with Quick Tie mechanism
#NEVWET Bicycle Bars #QCYCLE
Resub with prototype video - Book Bandits. Protect your book corners. Bookmarks &amp; protects book corners. Removes cleanly.
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
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Does your ceiling fan collect dust? Even when you use your expensive fancy air purifier? You Need FAN FLEEVES!!!!
Corn Holders with plastic TOOTHPICKS in the ends! After eating corn on the cob you have a toothpick right there! Resubmit
A pad to attach to the mouse pad to keep your fingers from irritation or burning sensation from friction.
Your morning commute just got better! How would you like a heated steering wheel cover for those freezing mornings?!
It's a portable iPad stand that clips to surfaces and lets you position and rotate your iPad. Keeps your hands free!
Female Feminine Organizer-Period Calendar. Organize female feminine products, calculate &amp; keep track of Mother Nature monthly gift to women.
The nut kernel cleaner is a brush and pick use to clean unwanted shell pieces left on kernels after peeling that no one wants to eat.
A digital photo frame adapter allows folks to record day to day life in a familiar way and save buying expensive single use calendars.
Animated iphone Speaker - The face on the screen actually mouths the words to songs playing on the iphone. Possible Karaoke feature w/ words
Take the Flash Card to a new level.
NO MORE SPILLS! A funnel with an elasticated "sock" so nothing gets away!
Bamboo Bath Mat
Moving Sand Art Cases. Watch it move when you move.
The Cordanizer
Heavy base for Nadar barrages
A magic slate (Scratch-N-Save) IPhone case. Write on it your thoughts, ideas, or use as sketchpad &amp; unleash your creativity. IPhone5 &amp; Ipad
Flexible arm sleeve allowing spinal cord injury patients the ability to keep their arms straight while having the ability to itch their face
Speaker STUD Ear-Rings
Enjoy a cold or hot beverage while driving. The new and inventive technology of our cup holder will keep your drink hot or cool.
Snack Trough - Display or 4 lap to share. Expands &amp; contracts for storing &amp; as snacks/food get eaten taking up less space RESUB
The Pivot broomhandle is an adjustable handle that allows flexible shapes to easily reach difficult areas
Rip Cord Power Charger case. BUILT ONTO THE BACK OF THE CASE.
#NEVWET - Bicycle Seat #QCYLE
It is like having a photobooth in your own home, digial photo frame with a sensor that TAKES pictures. Images can be saved or shared and fun
Quirky "Educational" Video Game Series: Spaceship child sits on with screen - exploring the planets. Sit on train - travel the world, etc.
The graphite ink-cartridge, for when your printing needs erasing.
Never miss your favorite song on the radio!
iphone case which has built in ear buds
A breathable, waterproof bath sponge bag with an adjustable rubber ring attached to wrap around your bathtub faucet or shampoo bottle.
iPHONE 5 case with mirror and Hollywood Lights.
A back support for back pain. New and Improved *LOOK*
How many times do you get down to the bottom of shampoo,lotions, soaps only to have to tip the bottle over to get the remaining ingredients?
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
The Candy Case
Re-inventing the mouse pad.... A stylish mouse pad with customizable short cut keys to launch programs or control itunes ect ect....
single iPhone headphone One headphone with additional port attached for when you want to use 2 HEADPHONE INJURY AND DEATHS ON THE RISE
DishesCool - Have you ever burned your hands on a hot microwave container? DishesCool is a kitchen aide that's COOL TO THE TOUCH and more!
Tired of tangled earbuds? Cords all over and under your computer desk With the auto roller you now have these under wraps. With auto coil
C kan kon arrive ?
Fuel Enhancement System
An iphone case with a folding sticky pad stand
A solar case with pop out wings for 3 times the solar coverage and compact for on the go.
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New cover with finger handle. Can also be used as a stand for your phone.
AUTOMATIC SAUCE DISPENSER "no touch no disease" "no need to touch,just place plate under it,it automatically pour your faviourite sauce"
System to remove sand and mud from rivers coming in a lake behind a dam, since they get filled with such mud reducing the investment to zero
Device installed in front of appliances like TV and DVD with remote control function recordable and controlled by mobile phone.
'Fabulous Frogs' are a smile catching business promotional item; to be used as a mascot, with a logo on any fabric, for any company
A holder for Xmas and party light to prevent them tangling. A strip of plastic with wire clips attached. Just coil the lights onto the clips
Loopits NETS: Use any way you want - either one elastic band at a time or all of them at once: hang photos, greeting cards, car organizer
To ease the back break of snow shoveling a sidewalk. W/The "SNOW PLOVEL" A hybrid between a V plow and shovel you can make a path in seconds
NEVWET - HairSpray! - No more frizz! No limp locks! It would be a miracle.
An attachable, potable, screan projector to allow users to project the live screan to any surface
RE-SUB Squat Comfort: Ergonomic squat cushion that locks preventing any dispositions during exercise thus preventing back and neck injuries!
Stylus Tipped Bracelet. Wear it and use it.
Total Body Dryer. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A quick easy way to protect your extension cords from pulling apart. Working Prototype! Student submission.
"Why haven't we invented the self-cleaning fridge!" Fridges already have water dispensers,adding a drain and jets shouldn't be that hard!
A chair, step stool, and ironing board all in one. Originally invented in the 18th century, it's time to revamp it!
Seasonal Affective Disorder affects 4-6% of the US population. 69% of people find light boxes inconvenient. A light box for the shower!
This product allows you to see things in 3d on your ipad
Tuckies! A blanket with a pocket at the bottom where you can tuck your feet!
Have you ever been driving, then realized you left your glasses at home. Here's my solution.
Imagine a device that could help you sleep, study, ease pain, reduce stress, increase memory, lower mental fatigue, improve mood, plus more.
#spotsv ...hamster/gerbil/small animal?Tubes connect in any direction No need to keep them in confined space!Create awesome runs/race track
#spotsv: Invisible (clear plastic) tiny individual fruit/veggie holder w/ adhesive back. Create cool fruit/veggie assortment on kitchen wall
Instead of using holes with a metal pin, this belt buckle uses a magnetic tongue &amp; groove type of fastening system.
"Leache", the campus-smart ID/security card holder that sticks with you.
iPhone case with built-in mini hand crank to allow for emergency charging. Crank doubles as stand for portrait or landscape viewing
Motorized Wheels and Arms that attach to I pad &amp; I phone
This device is called the iSwitch &amp; can be used with any iDevice. Wires are reeled inside to prevent meshing, audio control is on device.
A needleless dialysis graft that can be implanted into a dialysis patient allowing treatment to be instantly,effortlessly,and without pain.
Iphone laser pointer attachment
Hands-Free Magnet Towels. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
A REAL TAPE MEASURE APP FOR YOUR SMARTPHONE. USES KEY-CHAIN ATTACHMENT TO DO THE JOB.
Rain Jacket that has an emergency poncho for a friend!
Children's Toothpaste "Pop-Ins". Pop in, bite down and start brushing. The no mess solution parents have been waiting for...
Get your accessories and tools OFF of your desk top. Control The Chaos! -- Magnetic Strip combined with Magnetic Bands does the trick.
Let's reinvent the skateboard together with the Centipede from Quirky. Ride on your choice of 5 sets of wheels. The tricks are endless.
The Mumbrella idea came to me after seeing my wife and other mothers pushing baby strollers in the rain and struggle to remain in control
A device that holds an iPhone so that the user can read or watch shows hands free while laying down.
The Extendable Ruler. Perfect for measuring inside tight spaces where getting exact measurements can be awkward and difficult.
A "towel charm" that lets you know which side of the towel you have on the workout bench.
Chatter Mouth
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This idea will RADICALLY change the game. It is capable of turning every home in America into an organic farm. With free fish to eat.
Have you ever had to find a wire behind your computer,tv,game console or stereo? Only to find so many wires that you didn't know which one?
iPhone 5 Case with cord channel. Control the headphone cord.
Grip Stickers - For folders and books, minimizes slipping when carrying or placing on table. RESUBMIT
Dimmer for a Lamp with a Timer
Remote controlled Sleep timer for surge protectors. Plug all your home entertainment electronics into this box and set your sleep timer.
Mr. Spill: An electronic devise that cleans up liquid spills and can dispense the spill in a proper location without the use of paper towels
Crystal clear cover to protect expensive goods, jewels and statues in churches made of polycarbonate.
STEALTH BINDER - hide your office stuff, documents and items in this LOCKABLE binder. Staples READY :)
Door/Wall Bin - Hectic weekdays &amp; busy family weekends...when does one find time clean. This will help tidy rooms a little at a time!
Bicycle Helmet With Built-In WiFi Rear View Video Camera:#QCYCLE
BBQ BOTTLE BRUSH. Stick the brush right on top of the sauce bottle and brush sauce on food.
Automotive FOR SALE Sign That Is Giant Size, Two Sided, Erasable, Reusable, Fade Resist, High Quality, Highly Visible, Fits In Windshield.
Simple Table-What's more exciting than having secret water storage hidden in plain sight? Storing water has never been so fun and funky!
Flower Pot/Patio Umbrella stand. A large, heavy planter to support a patio umbrella or tiki torch, while looking like a normal flower pot.
Coin Slot Case...always have quarters handy for parking meter or a soda!
Create a miniature printer specifically for the iPhone with a USB or Wi-Fi for printing
iPAD PROTECTOR WITH HAND HOLDER.
Voice &amp; phone number cloaking app to enable user to prank call and record conversations.
mega size zap bug zapper, do the same like the bug zapper but in a large scale for outdoors
Device to facilitate the elderly and persons with disabilities in getting into and out of a bathtub safely
Touch Screen Gloves with Soft Rubber Tips and /or Rubber Tips to stick on finger tips of generic gloves.
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
QUIRKY GPS TRACKING DEVICE - compact, handy and always connected to your smartphone
Better Kitchen Tongs. Kitchen Grabbers!(collaboration with Debra Courtenay)
Add your own colors, designs and create innovative Apple skins.
Use an easily rotated, stack-able, rounded rectangular cabinet organizer to save shelf space and quickly reach all stored items.
"Resubmit" â€œFreedom of speechâ€ "The power of expression"
i dock talks and ask you what you want to listen to it tells you what you are playing, it let you see the words and down load the music.
EspressGo - sip, enjoy. Take your favorite espresso on the go! Keep espresso hot and conveniently store it in your pocket or bag!
Method to avoid welding under water with the use of hybrid polymers. They glue even in the water.
Collapsible dish rack, adjustable rubber bands hold and expand as needed to hold your various sizes of dishes.
Solar Fan Blinds. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Grilled Cheese in your toaster? People are turning the toaster on its side to make grilled cheese. Lets help them with a Swivel Toaster!
Revised after UC/Eval: Spare! - A stealth storage for tissues/wipes,tampons etc. Where &amp; When you need the most.
bungie type necklace that phone connects to for hands free transport and be personalized pos led lighting bling bling factor
An app to find your keys or pet.A coin size Q trinket sensor with radar,sound and a LED to locate your lost property using your smart phone.
iPhone Beach Anchor, Keeps iPhone handy and out of the sand while enjoying a day at the beach, it's a simple way to protect iPhones.
We need a Power Cable that has built in headphones! Then we only need to carry one cord instead of multiple cords.
Turn your iphone or ipod touch into a multi-tool with this case.
A Macbook specific external power cooling stand
Tornado bingo. A form of gambling on recorded tornado touch downs by county or a grid section. Provides funding for disaster relief.
Modern wood case
Bring your MacBook and Ipad and still look cool!
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An iPhone case whose back has a mirror and the short bristles of a hair brush. Great for taking selfies! Style on the go! 90+ VOTES!
Iphone Laser Tag
Small Plug Hub Type Unit for your desk or counter.
An iPhone and iPad Mini case with unique feature inside that allows you to create Endless Custom Creations. See the pictures.
CLEAN YOUR EXPENSIVE SHOES IN THE RIGHT WAY !!
CONVEYOR BELT TOASTER. (industrial restaurant toasters.) watch your bread toast as it is carried across a conveyor belt! ~200 VOTES!
Have your ear buds ever fallen out? Annoying. Tried rubber ones that end up hurting? Bud Pumps, think Reebok pumps and ear buds combined.
Two-color pen! Twist the pen in your hand to change colors!
SHOWERIZE. Organize your SHOWER with these COOL ShowerBlocks.Create YOUR OWN Style The WAY You want it. Different Colors,Different
Positions
EMERGENCY SNOW KIT. A portable bag that contains police flares, tire chain,folding shovel,sand, gloves, blanket, flashlight,triangle, radiio
Crayon selector/holder. Shaped like an oversized crayon and holds 6-8 crayons. Has fun see-thru barrel. Good for little hands, travels well.
Kevlar LED Bicycle Tires: Puncture Proof and The Knobs are LEDs.#QCYCLE
A Bank established for Quirky inventors and community.To provide banking,checking and,saving accounts, transfer accounts."The Kaufman Bank"
A comfortable and multi-purpose floor mat for disabled children or adults that can be raised to allow transferring from one place to another
A wand attachment or iphone case with pop up wand, when wand is waved back and forth, LED lights on wand spell out message in the air.
Square Rubber Bands-when wrapped around things always have a corner you can grab to help take rubber band off. Prevents rolling too!
*iPod Nano* Blue Jean Case. Hang from your belt loop and fits nicely in your pocket or hangs out for fun fashion statement.
VitaBowls... pipes with slots to install disposable packets of vitamins diluted in water that replace the space used for packing tobacco.
No hardware Indoor Window Box. Tension Rod and Box for the inside of your window. Storage for anything.Resub
Smart Grip Gloves with a strap on the palm to secure the Smartphone with Smartphone friendly finger tips/promote with Q. Digits.
An adapter that is slightly wider than the Iphone, but has 4 miniature speakers (two on each side).
Home Game or App using symbols to describe popular sayings. Each player has answer button they press when answering. Please read. #QTOYS
New way to store toys!! Hanging Toy Bag! Custom support rails w/ large toy bag! Bag is removable &amp; has straps for easy carrying and travel.
A silicone case (similar to a case you put on a smartphone) that goes on the bottom of the laptop.
GREEN LIQUID CLEANERâ€¦.
A modern nut cracker depending to the old fashioned would be nice.
iPHONE 5 CASE WITH RING. For Easy Grip. No Slipping out of Hands while texting , taking pictures. Click in Case when not in Use.
My case is a cheep alterative for a coastly case. My case fits on to your ipod like anyother case but it has a spot to put in a snap-in back
Double Sided Chalk Pen. Keep your hands clean and have more color to choose in one dispenser! Includes Cap. For the large chalks kids use.
An iPad and iPad mini case for Kids that is Color Foam Swap Puzzle Pieces
Surround sound entertainment is fun but lets kick it up a notch! spicky meatball :)
Prevent window condensation with self adhesive heater strips and decor
A rescue accessory all drivers should have. A window punch, seatbelt cutter, flashlight, alarm, compact keychain- easily accessible.
Electronic puzzle that allows you to download the image you want to to work on. Each piece of the puzzle changes depending on the picture.
exTension cords: Have "T heads" to make them easier to pull out and plug in!
IMP BOX: Using imp technology make a box that connects to computers through USB, allows you to gain access to that computer from anywhere!
NEVWET - Driveway Sealant! -- Snow would just GLIDE away!
Bluetooth shelves will revolutionize the way you manage your kitchen!!!
bungie type necklace that phone connects to for hands free transport and be personalized pos led lighting bling bling factor
ATTACHMENT TO EXISTING Toothbrush's. Reservoir Slips on the end of brush to create a way to rinse your mouth. Twist to open and close.
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iPhone 5 Dock Bluetooth Karaoke Machine:
Reusable water bottle coated on the INSIDE with NeverWet! It will be instantly dry when emptied - very sanitary!
A car dock that includes a speaker, directional mic, charger, retractable hood to block glare, line out for car audio and a Siri button.
Ultra slim hand generated emergency charger that folds back into case when not in use and is also a phone stand. You will never be stranded!
Small Clip Container for sauces.
The iCart is an electronically powered chassis that you can put things in to be carried for you. It uses GPS to follow your iPhone.
Have a blast firing water balloons from this "SuperSling" deck! Itâ€™s easier and more accurate without others having to hold the sling.
The Door Hinge Hook, for outside of the room, to hang something with a hanger, inside of the room to hang something behind the door.
self extinguishing Safety candle holder
An IPhone, IPad, IPod case w/ a removable piece w/ a screen cleaning pad 2 clean your screen. Or adhesive pads that can b glued onto STYLUS
Do you dislike your ice getting in the way of drinking! What about a product that keeps the ice in the cup, but out of the way.
"SLEEP TREATY" sheets and blankets start your night out right regardless of how your partner likes to sleep.
"Royal Flush" is a conceptual novelty idea aimed at creating an entirely new experience every time you flush! It makes flushing fun!
Table Top/Seat Top and Sip Where You Sit 2 Piece Stool (THE STOOL WAS IN UC!!!) May also be round and soft to sit on! Your choice!
EZAux backup light adapter
ez to use,removable,take it anywhere back scrubber that you can attached with suction pads to the shower walls.
Connect a generator to your home circuit breaker panel without having to install a transfer box or re-wire your circuits for 1/10 the price.
My hand truck idea will seamlessly ease back strain and pain to its users and potentially increase production with its easy to use system
Multi-piece Canoe
Self Esteem - Kudos Student Desk Lamp
[RS]A connector that makes you can type on iPhone by your computer keyboard.
The hottest new outdoor fitness craze is Stand Up Paddle boarding (SUP). Let's take it to the next level with the Water Walker.
A mechanics seat with trays, hooks, magnets, brackets, and multiple slots in order to have tools, parts, screws, etc. at your finger tips.
4-Prong Flip Flops! Does the skin between your big toe and second toe hurt when you wear normal flip flops? They won't with 4-prong flops!
An iPhone 5 holder that is used to slide and lock the phone in, so that small children can watch shows/movies without breaking your phone.
Metallic BOX iPhone5 CASE. Made of hard plastic not to disturbe signal.
This is not your grand father's power strip! A family of power strips designed to deliver a large number of outlets in a compact area.
A POCKET SIZED PILLOW WITH A STRAP FOR YOUR HAND. Many people lean their head onto their hand during the day, here is a comfort solution.
The smallest stand for your IPhone, a stylish ring you can wear anywhere and have a stand when you need it.
A squeegie for your windows and for your rear view side mirrors.
A connector that allows the new i-phone 5 lightning connector to transition to the old connector for clock radios and speaker systems.
Beautiful, stylish and leather made WALLET CASE attached or worn to a smartphone.
Awakened and terrified out of your wits by a ringing phone? Nevermore, with the "NON-FRIGHTENING RINGTONE"
NeverWet WOOD - Great for decks, fences, housing, barns, etc.!
New Silent Squeaker Chew Toy for dogs: fun to chew and squeaks at higher frequency that dogs hear but humans canâ€™t.
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
this is reading glasses app for smartphone to enlarge charaters in books using phonecam.remember moms dont like to carry big readingglasses.
The safe gives security to people that work with cash and checks, discouraging the pratice of assaults on various commercial establishments.
Turn the Quirky Space Bar into an external hard drive for Time Machine on Mac's. Space Bar Hard Drive!!!!
The Vision Saver,a Modular Rear Windshield Wiper that can be put in any car, enhancing driving safety in Snow, Rain,or with a dusty window.
An iPhone/iPod and iPad pocket for the side of the bed which keeps your gadgets close and organized, lighting up for reading with a LED
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SELF-HEATING MUG: Coffee, Tea, Soup, Baby's Milk kept warm while traveling, WITHOUT plugging in or using chemicals.
Theme based plastic ice tray molds wanted rather than traditional square trays.
Resealable "ziplock" type bags for use inside cereal boxes and potato chip bags. This will keep the product fresher XX% longer!
FeetSafeClean - Cleaning your feet in the shower can be dangerous and results in many injuries every year! No more bending over, balancing!
Collapsible Banana Tree Stand! Bananas won't turn brown fast if hanging! Easy to Collapse &amp; Store when not in use! Great for Small Kitchens!
a child who would like to play jump rope with someone weather inside or outside, but has no one around.
The Janger
SpOrTing equip that tracks ur progess via bluetooth
Thermometer attachment for your phone- this can be used by every nurse, doctor or MOM.
The Boob Wrap is the perfect solution to those nightly leaking breast milk filled breasts.
Combination seat, table, footstool, and lounging pillow
The evolution of the caution sign has come full circle. This sign has a "handle", it speaks and it doesn't fall down. How novel.
Magnetic clothespins. Enough strenth to hold clothes from falling yet delicate enough to prevent those dreaded clothespin indentions.
Introducing the mini Abs crunch machine. Simple, Inexpensive, Effective, Easy to store and to carry...
I believe the idea is simple and attractive enough for a new product . I do not know any other product (scissors)that use excel blades.
Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. (Collaboration with GYRO)
cops wants to use the ipad in daily functions but getting this device wet,dropping,our loseing is a$800 mistake they cant risk
Do you hate getting up in the morning and having frozen water pipes now you wont have to worry any more with pre heated pipe!
Compact, portable, rechargeable, cordless refrigerator. Use as a normal refrigerator or move outside without a cord.
Hydroformed Aluminum Tube Case Stand for Desktop or Countertop.
"THE SPONGE STATION" The Easiest Way to Have a Clean Sponge Ready for Cleaning at all times without constantly throwing them away. Re-Sub.
when I buy an expensive compact, I drop it and it shatters. We drop our cell phones dont we? Why not make a silicone skin for our compacts?
Is a Device holder with a swing arm and a interchangeable head,
How many times have you used pendflex files folders and had the top part rip and the medal hanger part ripped and fell apart?
Quirky Bangle has exceeded expectations: Line extensions: rings/pendants/earring molds/barrettes/cool belt buckles/flip flops
The Future is Here! Glass and Touch Screen Monitors that you can attach to your Mac Book Pro or your desktop.
Light the contents of your cooler from the bottom up. Removable Lights for your cooler.Resub
(Resub) Quick Disconnect Toilet Seat adapter. Easily clean your toilet by removing/installing your toilet seat in seconds without any tools.
An electric spinning dreidel. You just spin it and it will do the rest of the work.
iPhone5 Illusion cases,Options are endless...I call the other "Blinks" The faster you blink..faster it spins Please check it out, Thanks:)
A hanger that fits in your wallet, called the Pocket Hanger. I'm resubmitting
Kids - forget hiding things UNDER your pillow...a bed spread with SECRET COMPARTMENTS! That are locked by you with a SECRET CODE!
Forget your cable again? Let's solve this problem. IPhone case with built in charging cable !!
Five dime sized foam sticker pads to soften the hard surface of your computer mouse so your index, middle finger &amp; palm won't be fatigued.
Are you sure the hotel or car rental you are in is really clean? I plan to make a sign, plaque or light that proves this hotel is clean.
Shift Line Extension with built in WiFi LED Projector,App-enabled.Instant 100 inch Apple TV anywhere.Resub
Bedazzle your Jeans Material iPad, Mini iPad, or iPhone case. Create a Jeans material case with pocket include a bedazzle kit with bedazzler
Resub &gt;200 votes: Smoke detector screws in light socket-POWERED BY ELECTRICITY,allows you to screw bulb in - use light switch.BatteryBackup
Tool Boom Box with ipod connection. I simply wanted to combine/integrate my worksite radio into my hand toolbox to save space and time.
Hands too full when you are picking up the baby? Hang the bottle from the crib, till you get ready!
UDock is a universal mobile device desktop dock with a twist! Adjusts to fit virtually any Smartphone (etc.) even with extended battery/case
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A slide out keyboard that is chic &amp; unique instead of the boring black slide out keyboards.
A magnifying glass + privacy screen for iphones/ipods/ipads so that you can watch your movies in a magnified view in your privacy.
Click and Cut decorative scissors set
Stick-Up Fan. Stick a Fan wherever you want it! Rechargeable battery pack and directional fan.
The Can Wedge - A simple item for organizing and stacking soda cans or canned food.
Shoe Deodorizing Balls. Not only does it deodorize your shoes, it keeps the Odor in your shoe and not in your closet, locker, etc.SEE IMAGE
Camping Fork and Spoon with Light. See what your eating.
Rugged sun glass or eyeglass holster for active men that can be clipped to a belt.
A plastic wash box in your sink. Put your vegetables in this special box for cleaning produce and you can wash it from every direction.
A device allowing a boater to easily and quickly locate her mooring from as far as Â¾ mile by remotely turning on a light and/or horn.
SteriEggâ„¢ A Stylish Toothbrush and Denture Storage Unit with built in UV steriliser to kill harmful bacteria which cause mouth diseases
Jumping the Broom dates back to the late 1500's for many diverse cultures,Africa;Europe and Hungary; the finalization to wedding ceremonies.
Right Shoe Heels wear out way before your shoe? Stop the erosion with the "RIGHT SHOE HEEL REINFORCEMENT."
Bicycle riding gloves that have blinking LED lights for turn signals. The light blinks on the gloves to signal a turn, just like a car.
An iPad/iPod/iPhone 5 charging dock on a power strip (with AC and USB outlets).
Anywhere Sound are speakers that contain components like fingers that can be moved from the central hub to any location sound is desired.
Plastic Bats with Removable Inserts to Tailor How Far The Ball Can Go.
WINDING MECHANICAL BATTERY
The idea is a clamping device to secure pants pockets closed to prevent keys,cell phone ,money or other necessary objects from falling out.
Loose weight plate. Phone Diet app. &amp; Set of Disposable Plates(The size, depth, and portion sections)= the Perfect # of calories per meal.
Carry your heavy loads hands free! Clip your things onto an adjustable harness freeing up hands to hold keys, open doors or attend to kids!
Auto Darkening Picture frame for light sensitive pictures or documents.
A simple clear case that allows you to put a paper picture in it so it can be seen from the back of the iphone (like a frame) but protects.
Eye Catching Pill Organizers don't let you forget to take your medicine
Object of Word Out is who ever can accumulate the most blocks before the remaining alpha blocks come crashing down.
Resub: Make-A-Mark.. The plastic strait line attachment for any tape measure!!! Clips right on to any tape measure for accurate marking.
3in1 barell bb gun
WiFi/Z-Wave Light Switches and Outlets. Control manually or via App. Added security (send alert if phone isn't in range when turned on)
You no longer have to worry about your painting not fitting the walls hooks perfectly - Provision for slight displacement to hooks in x,y
Mini Clip on Keyboard and Stand for the Mini Ipad. Transport together.
Limbo is a 4 legged carrier, that is designed to hold up to 20lbs of clothes. Its simple. Its modern. Its open. Easy 2 design and sell.
devices should automatically come with thumb print scanner that will automatically unlock the device
A jogging stroller made to BURN FAT! It has a Handle Heart Rate Monitor, LCD screen, Resistance Wheel Hubs, and light attached dumbbells.
Hi-Tech iPhone Holster Wallet that can hold all your IDs/credit cards, external battery with Bluetooth alarm on belt clip.
a outer case for iphone ,with a elastic rope in it,then you can wind the rope on your handcuff,to protect iphone from drop or stolen
Wall Charger Shelf: Charge your iPhone 5 directly on wall outlet, eliminate the cord, and create a small shelf with the iPhone.
Wiper Water Topper Upper
Glowing Lazy Suzy
- The Hands-Free Runner's Wallet allows you to run hands-free as well as worry free - no hand cramps, and the security of having your phone.
I am 12 yrs. old and I would like to make a doorbell that when rung, it takes a photo of you. Also, it allows you to type in a message/name.
BoBo Bottle
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An App to eliminate talking or texting on cellphone while driving.
IPhone 5 Case Made Out Of Recyclable Wood and Plastic that Gives the Aesthetic Look of Wood in Varying Grain and Knot Designs
Revolutionary new commercial baseboard system; Quirky - Don't miss this one! Major change to commercial construction with GREAT benefits!
a stylish collapsible canvas Water Bucket Bag in different sizes to carry water in. *handle in insulated electric shock proof rubber*
No Slouching!! A simple inverted J-hook that EVERY grocery cart in the nation will have to hold up cloth bags handles while you shop.
Iphone, ipad, ipod case to block RF signals when needed.
Automobile multitask warming mantle for winter:Warm the steering wheel, sunglasses, bottles, gloves, socks. Handy in winter road emergencies
Software for real-time photo captions.
A SIMPLE MODERN DESIGN SOLUTION TO AN EVERYDAY PROBLEM. A 2 IN 1 SINK ASSIST. [See Video]
Iphone case with an integrated slim area to accept a pen on the side of the unit. Similar to Nintendo DS stylus slot.
Insert calendar news, the notes is automatically being transferred to your Mac, iPad and iPhone.
Use youâ€™re iPad while sitting on the TOILET â€“ hands free!
Travel size pack of toilet seat covers
Bring a microscope to your smart phone
Car Seat with BUILT IN wheels and handle. No more carrying car seat around the airport. Less luggage when travel with children.
Large funnel for sink to make sure water goes in &amp; not all over floor. Funnel folds in &amp; out so that it stores easily &amp; adjust to sink size
Portable and Rechargeable Hair Dryer/ Heat Gun Multipurpose for Home, Shop or Work, it will work with other brand battery pack.
A camera phone holder in the form of an inflatable transparent bouncy ball . beachball snowball.
A Kitchen Multi-Tool with interchangeable heads to complete a multitude of tasks in the main area of your home.
A heat resistant headband that would protect our skin (ears, forehead, cheek, neck, etc.) from extremely high heat of curling/flat irons.
The Toilet Seat backrest is a slip cover style product that fits most any toilet top providing the user with a moveable cushion.
An iPhone case with a snap on Home button lock, so kids will stop exiting and deleting your apps on your iPhone.
Portable, wearable, mountable, modular solar array. Charge your personal electronics while biking, hiking, camping, or lounging at the beach
Cylindrical, large external storage drive that can plug into computers and Space Bar and that can easily be transported.
Ask the Blarney Stone, resembles the real stone in blue granite. Says "If you can catch a leprechaun" and other copyrighted phrases
#spotsv: NoteClip - Easy as Child's Play - Render by Simplyinclined
ATTENTION TEACHERS! Your cheat sheet has arrived. Store your lesson plans right on your wrist with this USB unit. Cut out paper usage.
Wet-Dry Vacuum Floor Attachment
METAL DETECTOR for I-phone "use i-phone metal detector save life"
Rotating Grilling Grill, ~Think Microwave plate~ Resubmit due to recent grilling activities with family.
Associate numbers and colors can facilitate the memorization of passwords!
ive created a device that recharges your cell battery, holds your phone, your house and car keys , and debit/credit cards all in one place!
No more overlapping papers with this Snake Style Cork Board!
Tracking device: press button, beep from phone locates it.
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger)
A plastic plate within the bottom of a salsa jar. You push upwards when you feel the dip might be too deep, too messy. Like a push pop.
shodoodle round disk with peace,heart,pets,alphabet like (h)for haylea lots of different colors.fit on shoe laces size of a half dollor.
Modular, Refillable, Perfect amount, Soap Dispensers
Small Bedroom, no place for night stand? Charging station and laptop tray perfect for small bedrooms, college dorms and bunk beds.
To all iPhone 5, iPad/iPad Mini, iPod/iPod Nano owners. A leash that attaches your Lightning to 30-pin Adapter to your 30-pin to USB Cable.
A floating polytunnel modules for freshwater bodies of water.
Digital Open Close Sign Which Automatically and Acurately Displays Open During Business Hours and Closed During Non-Business Hours.
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iPad cover of transparent 'grass' shows golf club divots.
Portable 12 volt DC all in one self contained coffee and tea brewer for your car. Brew and drink without pouring into a separate container!
Pizza night! Hot! You need the "Pizza Pan Handler"
Chameleon Case. An Iphone Case with reversible back. 2 looks in 1. Why pay for a new case for a new look?
Ever wish you could have your e book turn to an audio book right where you left off reading so it would read to you in the car?
Holiday Window Simulated Candle â€“ only looks like candle from front of house â€“ is actually put right on window pane.
Master Your Meals
Perfect ALL-IN-ONE product for gamers, gear heads and lazy sandwich lovers.
Variable 'brightness' brake lights. Less accidents in poor visibility conditions. Using LED's, see max &amp; min braking &amp; all in between.
SAFETY/DUAL VISOR - CAR AND TRUCK-VISOR WHICH HAS 2 VISORS BUILT INTO ONE - A SAFETY FEATURE. NO MORE ERRATIC
BEHAVIOR IN HEAVY TRAFFIC
Quirky Magician's Kit. Let's Make a Quirky Magician's Kit to Compete with those in the market. We can do better!
A battery-powered case that has a couple LEDs on it. Used for flashlight and have it pulse to the beat of music from the iPhone.
The Power Pillow: a charging source for your device hidden in a throw pillow! Convenient &amp; you can keep using your device while it charges!
An insulated rubber case with suction cups on the back to affix to flat surfaces.
iPad case that can hold both your iPad and iPhone
iPhone case for runners
Velcro shoelaces
2 stubs slide onto the sides of an iPad so it would fit ergonomically into a user's hand, who has to hold the device like a 'controller'.
Earbud and speaker combo. USE WITH PROPS. Winds on itself for storing your earbuds.
Lets Design a Ergonomically Friendly Computer Desk with the Options to Either Stand or Sit while using our Computers. Re-sub.
The Amazing Rake - No Leaf Stick Rake &amp; Scoop
Quirky e-book which takes a form of notebook.Keeps the pros of books,papers and digital devices.
The I-Band is designed to hold both your jump-drive and a portable charger. .
Kid-friendly bobble water feature with LED lights and touch on/off.
"DOCK &amp; LOAD" is a one spot docking device that is easy to set up and keep in order. It is the get up and go solution
#NEVWET Changing matt
a apron,also a glove
A wristband that stores cologne and perfume. Smell good now and later
Paint brush protector plastic case to keep the shape and protect the brush saves money so you do not buy so many paint brush iam propainter
No more social embarrassments.
Ever using your laptop and your battery dies? Why not have a pocket sized battery that can be used with anything. Charges with solar power!!
Have one case to carry all of the items in your purse/brief case/laptop.
Quirky creates its own personal touch screen pen with a built-in/push-up microfiber cleaning cloth. (For IPhone, IPad, and Kindle).
RESUB: Child &amp; Pet clip-on immersion alarm system.
Intelligent rear bicycle light that becomes brighter when you brake (270+ votes! Thank you!)
Meet the new Bike Rack / Trunk Rack. Locks just like a ski or snowboard rack. #QCYCLE
A bag designed to hold clothes while sucking in steam from the shower to rid clothes of wrinkles.
Insert calendar news, the notes is automatically being transferred to your Mac, iPad and iPhone.
Letters and Number Pencil Accessories! Personalize your pencils!
I am a mother of five athletic daughters and have been an enthusiastic fan for over 20 years and this scarf proves it!!
Mocubo cheese! Mocubo line extension - Cheese cutting board. Take mocubo to your table!
A Breathing and Heartbeat simulator pillow for babies who otherwise cannot be held. For Premature, Sterile, or transitioning Babies
A portable sound amplifier that does not need batteries or electricity.
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Spending time on FB and not getting anything done or productivity reduced? Get more of your life back with the Timer and/or the FB Time App
a combination toilet with a fold down sink for smaller bathrooms , possibly for RV's also with drawer,possibly clear, for tooth/hairbrushes
Touch screen floor mat that can have ripple effects and many more!
A 13 gal. kitchen trash can that is vented at the bottom to let air in while the bag/ liner is being removed.
folding chopstick that you can get with you or that could reduce packaging when provided with food.
A Couch that converts to a Game Table. Like a Sleeper/Sofa.
Etch a Sketch Case for iphone
An iPhone has a useful lighter for the smokers in the case and also has a compartment to store a cigar.
Breakfast pan with split compartments for cooking multiple foods on one burner - save energy &amp; only 1 pan to wash
Fingertip Sandpaper - Slip-on wearable sandpaper
Heater Harness
When food or dirt is in your acryllics or nails wheres a sink?No worries!Simply spray brush and squeeze.Your nails are cleansed!
glow in the dark keyboards for the laptops
out of the ridiculous box----swiffer material you attach to your robe so when you walk around the house cleaning up - you clean the floor-;)
A universal remote control built in to a case! Communicates with customizable app.
Trouble-lights that easily installed to focus light where needed by hanging or wrapped around object and can hold its position at any angle.
IOS extended cord wall charger station with ejectable charging pods.
#spotsv: THE WAVE: plastic wall mounted fruit/veggie holder
a gun control device for all gun owners and manufacture companies of guns and companies to motify already purchaced guns
Small carabiner to clip your ring(s) to your keychain. Great for Doctors and Nurses!
MULTI-FUNCTION TAPE DISPENSER. This is a compact tape dispenser which also holds a pen, pencil and paper clips.
@@@ DELTA CLIP @@@ _________ Do not punch Your documents !!!!
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Carpet that looks like the ipad
The Ear Buddy cuts out extraneous noise when using your earbuds
A Macbook power cord which also acts a surge protector with 4 outlets and 4 USB power ports.
A Blu-Ray iPad optical drive! More uses than room for. Download CD's straight to iPad, download software, watch movies, AND MORE! READ ON.
The "Will it Fit?" cube let's you answer that question without breaking your back. It's a resizable cube that can be used for test runs.
Do you wait to receive a shipment? Do you miss a delivery? Do you need to go to post office to fetch one? iReceiver(?) can solve them all!
B.D.L. Broken Desk Light FIXED - AS a consultant to many CLIENTS over the past decade... I have noticed many desk lights that were BROKEN.
A durable case, made out of a hard rubber to prevent damage. With the change of temperature the case will also change.
Cart buddy
Make your own tie downs(cable ties,tie straps)This product takes a roll of straping a pair of plyers makes any length and different widths.
Ability to sing along through a retractable microphone into an ipod that allowed the voice to be included in the music mix in headphones
Indoor Basketball Hoop Without Damaging Doors or Walls. Resubmit.
An iphone case/car charger combo that blocks/locks the screen to discourage texting and or talking while driving.
Frying food in the kitchen with no sticking. By attaching a vibration motor to pan handle which vibrates for 30 seconds it stops sticking.
We all have to use rubbish/recycling bins. Why can't they be better looking?
Space Saving Wall Scale Automatically Flips Up When Not In Use, Makes cleaning floors easier too. (RESUB) 80% V/V!
A hard case to protect your Ipad, but also acts as an upright stand for the Ipad.
#NEVWET Pet leash
A Children's Fork and Spoon That is Easy to Hold, and Will Also Adjust to Any Angle Needed for Each Childâ€™s Individual Needs. Re-Sub
Setting the alarm for morning/evening after you have ack the alarm. Zip entered phone then tells forecast/day ,tempt,stock results,etc
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Resub Bluetooth Keyboard with Hidden Compartment: to store your iPad Mini:#iPadmini
Listening to music when waiting for a wave when surfing, also a place to store your keys on the surfboard, that is waterproof.
A low-profile inductive mobile phone case or sleeve (not a battery) THAT CLIPS INTO a battery module thats clipped to ur belt/pants/purse.
There is a gene(s) in the Genome Sequence that regulates heating and cooling in the human body. Find it &amp; save on Fossil Fuel Dependence
Helping people not forget their child in their cars!
Omni Directional (360Â°) Flat Electrical Power Plug
bracelet with a small dry erase pad on it , to write down things you need to get or remenber to do ,also can stick a post it note on it
Best Friend *Break Away* Necklaces/Bracelets. Child/Teen wears necklace - decides to BREAK it away and gives friend the other one.
Want to personalize, customize, and market with your pens? Make sure you never loose your pen &amp; cap again.
ONES! A COMFY SHOE FOR EVERY MAN, WOMAN, AND CHILD! Tired of walking like a duck? QUACK! QUACK! Stop torturing your feet and
legs.
Protect you Stuff. A tracking device that you stick on important stuff. Phone alerts you when it can no longer see your stuff. Affordable.
My attached video explains it all better then I can in words. It is a handle for a toothbrush that has a name on it. It's fun &amp; functional.
Hand strap w/ light-weight adjustable magnifying glass and LED lights that follows your hand during precise hand work like cutting/tweezing.
A Lightweight, See-Through/Transparent Stylus For Perfect Line Drawing On iDevices
Sidewalk Chalk Stamps. Stamp out images and designs with ease!Resub
Protect your pants! Sick of Heel damage? Let's fix it with a simple solution.
Loud and clear! The iPhone speaker and microphone case! Finally you can talk and listen clearly from your case.
Introducing The Perfect Scoop, adjustable size spoon so you can have the perfect amount of sugar in your coffee - #spotsv
A user-friendly, automated pill dispenser to simplify life for millions of Americans taking multiple medications throughout the day.
Fashion case
SUPER Wallet: Stainless Steel iPhone wallet- protection from RFID theft while conveniently carrying driver's license, credit cards, &amp; iPhone
Laundry Lift. A laundry basket that can be raised to waist height to reduce bending, then simply push around like a laundrymat cart.
Turn any loofah/pouf sponge into a back scrubber
Smart Butter Knives:Heated blade,battery powered,IMP + App-enabled from smartphone.Oh yeah #Resub 11 months ago.
An iphone case with a built in telescoping handle for self portraits, higher perspective shot, unique angles at concerts.
Personal P.O.S. Portable for iPhone. You can make payment directly with your card (physical) debit or credit.
A layered case system to easily change the size and bulk of the Iphone cases for the various environments. Style AND protection when needed
Texting device that plugs touch screen into phone. Old style 9 bottom texting device that allows for confidence while not looking at phone.
Super dog Tooth Brush: see below comments credit to Gary below to design improvement
I have an idea that will make your shower wider, and have storage space. Say by do feeling cramped in the shower and "Dropping the soap."
Custom Color Spray Paint. Resubmit.
#NEVWET baby stroller.
This is design of the doors on the head bump-free kitchen furniture
An external window plexiglass box for cats would allow cats to better enjoy the feel of being outdoors, without the risks.
Flashlight electrical plug-in via cord or usb, rechargeable..different from traditional battery only flashlight.
EASY WALK DOG COLLAR

I have the domain name registered.

Bungee Plant Hanger. Easier to water plants that are "hung".
Bike wheel handcuffs. Lock tires to bike frame by using cuffs clamped to bike frame. Prevent tire theft; Perfect match for U locks. #QCYCLE
Keep your beer and wine bottles cold with a beer ice bucket and wine tub with aluminum sleeves for clean, dry, cold beverages every time.
solar powered devices
Stylish and practical soap dispenser and caddy for your kitchen to keep your sink organized, uncluttered, and avoid rust and mold.
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Tri-Bi-Cycle #QCYCLE
An iphone case that automatically clean bacteria and fingerprint when you use.
Stylus Cell Phone Charms. Iphone or other phones.
Resub 259 Votes Whac-A-Doo kids toy. At a fan machine that levitates a ball above it so kids can take a whack at it!! CHECK OUT THE VIDEO!!!
2nd generation PiVot Power. A power strip that can hang on the wall and still pivots. The pivoting action occures from the 6 outlets itself!
ROTATING SHOT GLASS HOLDER! Having a party? Dispense drinks faster with this Rotating Shot Glass Holder. Dispense and Rotate!
A Mirror.
* FanFlastic * is a near flat-against-wall fan! It's fun! Flex! Bend! Shape it! Soft foam blades keep it safe and flat keeps it out of way!
why not invent miniblinds with a reflective side that will keep moble homes and conentional homes cool.
#QCYCLE. Safety Bicycle trailer with integrated kitchen barbecue.
Flectrical Wheel. Earn while you burn.
PEEK-A-BOO hat line.Raccoon w/raccoon tail,bunny w/bunny tail etc.Raccoon is made of felt &amp; removable 2 wipe your electronic devices.Pocket
Million dollar idea! Finger Lock Restraint Gloves.Final missing link to Law Enforcement safely transporting Americas most violent offenders.
A more stylish reflective bicycle/walking vest. All of the ones on the market look like worker vests!
Strap to support the iPad, such as cross-coupled traditional Japanese.
Rosey Nose - A scented clown nose to wear and use when changing diapers. Simple, cheap, and effective.
Bottle Buddy â€“Sick of stubborn bottles that won't sit upside down? Save the nuisance of bottles toppling over and get every last drop!
bookcase that you can configure and customize yourself
POWER PUZZZZle ! Lets make it effortless! Make Your own Electric puzzle: power plug, timer, lamp, radio, alarm, USB charger, USB dock...
juego de loteria,con boletos numerados,el 50% de lo recaudado se destinara a premios y el premio cancelacion de cualquier prestamo.
Resubmit...DIY KID TENT. SLEEP OVERS! Your Living room! Kids bedroom! ALL kids love hide outs and Forts. Easy COLOR CODED POLES &amp;
Bag
custom made strap for laundry basket, that fits the std handle of laundry baskets an clips on the handle with a pad like for your shoulder
Heat'n Spread! Electric Handheld Butter/Cheese/Chocolate Spreader! Forget your pan or pot and spreading knife! It's all-in-one, easy'n fun!
A stand that holds a phone while rotating, taking a panoramic picture in the process.
Increase your dishwasher capacity with ease! Snaps onto all dishwasher models. I've been doing it for years and it really works!
Solar panel kit - Make your own solar panel. Choose shape/size/amount of energy needed &amp; the kind of port you need. Make any device green!
Corrugated Plastic SUP
A power strip with attached battery storaged that can be charged during the day via a cable connected solar panel with suction-cup. #spotsv
Vacuum Cargo Bag
Light on cord to help plug into device
PVC Conduit and plumbing fitting modifying tool. Suggestions are welcomed. Lets make this great!
Letâ€™s redesign the knives we use for cooking prep,steak knives infact all sharp knives we own
Scarf Making Kit-Watch Video!
I propose a wrist pad designed to fit snugly against the ipad and/or Mac, the pad will be a storage compartment as well!
A stylus that wraps around your finger. My customers and friends have been asking me for an ipad, iphone version for a long time.
#spotsv BOING!The adjustable height recipe/note holder. Why strain 2 read a recipe or notes ur typing? Adjust it up to YOUR eye level.
#QCYCLE Ventilated bicycle seat and handles.
Laser Pointer Activated Switch and Outlet
The grease caddy will be apr.11x17 with handles and dishwasher safe.It will come with 2 disposable pads that absorbs the grease.
THE 9 - 11 WAR. A SPECIAL TRIBUTE- A BOOK HONORING THE FALLEN SOLDIERS THAT DIED OR WERE KILLED IN THE AFGHAN IRAQ WAR A DETAILED BOOK
new plastic rubbish bin lock device and automatic release for bin empty : resubmit:
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Reusable Boba Tea Cup, Lid and Fat Straw (also known as Bubble Tea): Drink Boba Tea out of a reusable BPA Free - plastic cup &amp; Fat Straw.
I was using an outhouse. As I entered the outhouse, I dropped the TP. idea came to me. A way to hold paper, as well as a hunting jacket.
Developed a Universal cell phone docking that cater to user's personality. Will have a continuous series design and as a collectible item.
Chop mince or dice herbs , vegetables , fruit ,nuts and even meat with one simple easy to use , safe and inexpensive implement.
A case where you can wind your earbuds on and functions as a stand as well..
Quirky Iphone
Peel &amp; Stick That Bleeding Razor Nick/Cut Fast
Intelligent light switch and socket which let you to turn off the lights of any room in your house with any iDevice
Neighbor bought a fancy range? You didn't have to. You bought a "TopIt" from Quirky instead. Smarter You! Resub-2
HULK - Hand Tool Power Assist
iPhone Solar Charger
Serve your next backyard party through your kitchen window!
Sleep Well, Wake Easy! The earplug that blocks noise out at night, but wakes you up as an alarm when you need to wake up!
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
See thru and colored DVD DRIVES For Home computers and Gaming Rigs
Electronics cables catch, tangle, trip, and dangle and make a visually chaotic mess. Many holders are big and clunky. Enter the cable donut!
Since having a baby I find myself always carrying my son in his car seat, but no matter how strong I think I am, my arms still tire out.
Keep your children safe from boiling water and your forniture from spash
Ever find yourself looking for your trash cans? Well, look no further... -EHAB ALICHECK OUT THE NEW REVISED CENTRAL A/C UNIT COVER/PROTECTOR!!!
HEAD CINEMA watch the movies, make video calls, listen to music, chat individually relaxing on the sofa.
The Bluetooth-Hub allows you to listen to music synchronized across multiple speakers/rooms with a single pairing event.
We're making iPhone5 printer and sticker printer..Let's make iPad and mini iPad printers too! Vote Now for Your Influence!!!
iPad Mini Case with Lazy Susan/Turntable foldable stand for the kitchen
A Three Wheeled Garbage Can. Let The Wheels Take All Of The Weight While You Pull It Along. It Make's Life Easier And Saves Your Back.
Ear Phone to Headphone converter wrist band
Earphone Clip for ties: because businessmen enjoy music on their devices too.
Slide a cover with a different color face. Case comes with 4 Rubber Cards that slide in &amp; out.
MULTI-TOOL IPHONE CASE - THE WOMAN PERFECT IPHONE CASE resubmit
Resub. Replace regular hookah coals with electric one preventing a smoker from the chemicals and the need to buy more coals each time
I like to add my favorite powder drink flavors into bottled water but it's messy and sometimes I want to take the mix along for later.
A Bendable Broom. A broom that bends with corners so you can clean every spot. Makes cleaning easier
#NEVWET Pivot Power
Send love to your kids or loved one with your IPhone with this interactive Teddy bear!
Burglar Smoke Alarm Remote-Switch... is a simple methodology to have all home Smoke-Alarms fixed to accept the remote signals to activate IT
GOLD-GOLD!Metal Detectors are a tool as well as hobby item. Archaeologist to Grandfathers use them for fact gathering and finding Treasure!
Which family does the starfish belong to? Browsing the web would interfere the meal now. But the WikiBox reads Wikipedia by voice request!
D EE EXPANDABLE BOARDS for fridge,garage and other uses like in the offices, schools etc D EE is Dry Erase. JOIN ME - A CHARITABLE CAUSE.
#QCYCLE. Safety Bicycle trailer with integrated kitchen barbecue. Bicycle Tailgate BBQ
Exercise Ball Over the Door Storage Hook for Closet, Laundry Room, doors
Cupcake liners are pretty...why not for Round, Square or Rectangle pans.
Keys have doggedly haunted humanity with their scratching and jingling ways for millennia, not any more, PRESENTING THE Quirky KEYPOD!
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How about a doorbell that not only captures video and sound but also sends it to your smartphone and downloads ringtones.
now your dog can have a great workout with less space, inside and outside the house, with k-9 resistance bands!
I have an idea to invent a hair brush that can automatically dispense water and or gel directly to the scalp.
A dermatology app that would allow primary care physicians to scan and better diagnose skin lesions
An iPhone, iPodTouch case with a tongue-in-cheek quirky twist. It's the graphics for a standard phone cover.
#QCYCLE. Safe Bicycle barbecue unit to attach to your handle bars or seat post or rear carrier.
The Tri-Fecta Case. A new Iphone case that has built-in additional memory....power supply....and antenna booster!
My idea would allow people to avoid touching filthy toilet lids, as well as ensure that the lid is always down for the ladies.
App that would throttle the LTE speed when you don't need the extra bandwidth.
Ski / Snowboard helmet with built in mounts for Go-Pro video cameras and bluetooth cell phone connectivity in the helmet.
Sprinkler Fun for kids. Inspired by Musical Chairs. Make these soon and kids can use them by summer! Please see pics. Thank You All!
The Waspinator- Pesky wasps nests are eradicated easily and inexpensivly by the home owner by simply vacuuming them into a small canister.
COMPUTING EASY with usb QUIRKEY'S !-PC troubleshooting - Recovery personal files - Learning step by step -New man machine interface
Case which turns your iPhone into wireless bluetooth mouse with virtual buttons and wheel
Adding Spot Lights to Ceiling Fans....Adding Low Voltage Transformers and L.E.D. Lights also saves $$ on electricity.
Some stuff are uncomfortable to carry, an universal handy handle could help us a lot!
A wireless front door peephole camera with an app that allows you to see outside on Iphone/Ipad/Ipod or macbook
iPhone/smartphone device to make Labels dyna type for name tages
#nevwet backpack
A warning light on hearing aids that flashes when the batteries are close to failing.
Headband for little girls with holes to attach charms for extra fun and personalization. Resub 04/06/12 - 127 votes
Redesign icing tips for cake decorating. Easy to use and clean.
Game Changer ! Wireless electricity Router ! (To make wireless electricity as accessible and easy to use as Wi-Fi !)
A lighter of some sort that attaches to the side of the iphone. Possibly plugs in to use the charge of the phone to work.
An ipad and/or ipad mini case that grows with baby! Starts as a hanging mobile and transforms adapting to different stages.
Was EVAL. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. Me and Dmytro Serduke had the same idea and we would like to bounce it around.
Sign Time. Sign Time is a interactive game for your iPad, Mac or an iPhone that involves sign language.
Tactile and Auditory Child Learning System: Projector projects images onto wall. Child needs to pick the right answer from numerous choices
The ultimate butter spreader.
An in home Alarm system. A remote controlled Motion Detector (which emits an ear piercing sound) you can plug into any outlet in your house.
The Case That Charges Your IPad
Tired of throwing out all those scraps of bar soap ? This electric melter/shaper let's you create new bars from bar scraps!
Like Massages? These heated earmuffs massage your temples and keep you warm!
Never Wet Maze game. Use any liquid to play the game.Different liquids means different speeds!
School Lunch Box but NOT! Very soft plush lunch box in animal shape with HOT/COLD liner.
Durable Holder for iPadMini -Unique 'cuz designed to work along w/ everyday cases -a bit more protection w/out removing from everyday case
iPhone dock interface with the computer that is a charger while creating a means to show and send texts as they are received.
Slide-on iPhone Case that has an integrated luggage scale (works with App).
To have your brake light, when stepped on, feature something you would want to advertise. Such as... www.Gotta Get Away Hike Hawaii.com
A mini squeegee for smart phone screens. On one side a cleaning solution infused sponge. On the other: a rubber squeegee.
Helmet with built in compartment
a wireless mice pointer with a replacement wire. A 2 in 1 product!!!
tube conectors for mini crates and also regular crates to allow for more storage
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How many times do you have to empty your Paper Shreader and have pieces of paper fall all over the floor?
15 CHANNELS (favorites) that you can easily[select] on your REMOTE that have been set-aside as YOUR FAVORITES to view w/simple CLICK.
Glass Life
3 KNIVES ATTACHED TO ONE HANDLE CUT,CHOP,SLICE FASTER AND EASIER COMFY GRIP HANDLE
Strap-on Gel Wrist Rest
There is a lack of a universal donut tire that can handle any lug/bolt pattern. One spare tire with flexible lug/bolt on is needed.
wired wireless headphones
GATEWAY to the 3D world Dvel3d.chrome An Optical 3D viewer for Apple Smart phones for 3D movies in side by side format mostly in Youtube.
Apple is the leader when it comes to touch screen displays. However there are very few cases which can protect that precious real estate.
The solution to the menstrual cycle staining of clothing and bedding.
I'd like to see a hands free holder for my phone when I'm on the computer or at my desk, raised to eye level.
hey chip clip! my chips are stale
Blankie -EHAB ALIAffordable Clip on Skateboard Camera. Clips to skateboard trucks. Set timer for random pic's.
Hair Brush with varying retractable bristle types for wet and dry hair. Varying bristle head types and distance b/w bristles for diff styles
I want a phone app that will lead me to the closest grocery store with the best deals based on their weekly sales flyers each week.
Travel Sized Shaving Lotion for business travelers who prefer a better brand...
A plunger that came with a skirt that would cover the rim of the toilet to prevent splashing and cover the plunger when done
'Drink 2 Go' Get a favorite 500 ml drink hands-free anywhere and enjoy it anytime, with this fun Belt-Clip &amp; Add-on Flat &amp; Flex Body-Bottle!
My Idea is basically equip a high pressure system alternating water with chemical cleaning solutions to sanitize tables and chairs.
An app that monitors your iPhone apps then reorders their placement by moving them according to frequency of use, either forward or back
Replay Radio
Combined Safety Water pump + Air pump in one product ~. A Wair Pump. For Home, Garden and Beach. Resub.
AA Battery Lightning Charger: Backup battery power!
Do you have shower and bath mold and mildew growing between the connecting bath and shower enclosures? Impossible to clean?
Trying to lay on your back under a kitchen sink, hold up the garbage disposal &amp; secure the clamping ring to lock the disposal in place.
AURA: Warm, romantic light from an elegant organic design, with no attempt to hide electric components. Beautiful fusion of cyber &amp; fantasy.
Poster Antennas. DTV-HD indoor antennas that double as poster/print holders, thus making them stealthy.
Climate Control Headphones
An iPhone case/skin with permanently fastened retractable fall arresting wire reel with strong clip device to prevent damage from drops.
Beverage Coolers designed to decrease storage space and help eliminate mildew smells.
the power pooper scooper is a cleaner,faster way to pick up your pets poop while you are taking them out for a walk.
iPhone protective case that includes a hand crank charger.
A scrub brush for electric/battery powered drills.
Stars - Stars that glow in the dark that are peeled off a pad or tape similar to a post it. They dissolve when washing.
Integrated software Hologram Case while charging Apple iphone favorite photos,0r music artist hologram on "Display"wall docking/+carry case
The ultimate cooking whisk to solve problems and make cooking simpler. No more stuck food in your whisk, no more going back and forth.
What is a technological method that can monitor or capture evidence to react faster to a shooting or crime? Combine technologies.
A blanket that snaps onto baby carrier handle
Simple iphone/ipad cover featuring Wifi boogie board from Kingjim.
An adjustable cup holder.
A SodaStream CAP CONVERTER that allows you to fill up your own bottles. Now make soda in recycled bottles!
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Baby shoes are safer then ever!
Suburban GUTTERS have a dihedral angle "A" [NOT FLAT] between the ROAD and LAWN making IT extremely HARD to use a PUSH-BROOM to
CLEAN.
Bendy Heating Pads-resubmit
Event tables with an extra twist, there is another half table, swings up on top, for an extra half table of display.Weddings/Shows/Displays.
Bike Tire Pump! It clips or bolts right on to a bike rack or bike carrier!!! Never be out of air.. #QCYCLE
Clear, thin silicone patches that wrap around handbag handles or bra straps to prevent slippage
Microsoft Surface features keyboard case- lets make one for iPad
PetPurri Litter Box: A clear double thick litter box filled with kitty friendly fresh &amp; natural scented potpourri. Non-Toxic, Fresh &amp; Pretty
A space saving ironing pad that roles open and secures to the top of a standard size washer/ dryer by magnentic sides.
A device like a Foreman Grill that can also Bake Cake Pops and Cup Cakes. Just change the attachment!
TeaSpoon+ : Your Multi-Purpose TeaSpoon Companion! Levels sugar or spices, squeezes a tea bag, pushes out icecream scoops or sticky food.
Ice-scrapers as we know them are currently made for obsolescence and need to wise up ! My 180 day compost-able ice-scraper is the solution.
A cook can go from SOUP LADLE to STRAINER and back again without changing utensils or washing &amp; storing two different kitchen tools.
WHY ARE PEOPLE OVERWEIGHT ? THEY EAT TOO MUCH ! "HAND 2 MOUTH" PORTION WISE BOWLS WILL BE THE NEXT REVOLUTION
IN WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
A universal lug wrench changer for all lug nut/ bolt patterns is needed for cars, trucks and other tire using vehicles.
Do you live in a large city where you walk everywhere &amp; need to carry things that never fit properly in your backpack,brief case or purse?
this is a big savings for the consumer, depending on how many is in your house hold
Have you ever wanted the perfect IPhone Case? A Case that displays your personality? A case customized to your mood or attire? This is it.
Musical Pacifier
Power Headgear
Ice Tubes
It improves current methods of extinguishing wild fires by using a readily available extinguishing agent.
Iphone controlled gum ball machine
disco ball app that converts your phone into a rave ball multi coloured torch light . kids room dorm rooms etc .resub
Turnin your average Tall boy beer can into two beers by turning the can in one direction, which separates the cans.
The Wig Menorrah w/travel case will allow you to store your wig collection, and even take your favorite wig with you on trips
A iPhone Case with a WiFi detector built in to the case
An iPhone, iPod, iPad, Macbook case with gel pack air pockets to reduce the impact from a drop.
How many pieces of used soap do you have sitting in your bathtub or shower? How many get thrown away?
Kitchen Disks - Flat, Round Kitchen Tools. Compact for the smallest kitchens. Great for dorm room, camping and RV.
Headphones you can still hear with. Doughnut Shaped. Great for jogging, walking or riding.Resub
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Brace- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
Inflatable case for the iPad with built-in manual air pump
Color changing-Water skip disk! The disk color changes whenever it touches and skips the water!
Stereo microphone cover for iPhone; high quality pull out microphone that connects directly to any iPhone.
#QCYCLE **A Bike/Scooter/Skates attachment that blows bubbles** FUN!!!! Possible attachment to child's arms or clothes.
THE BLANKET &amp; A HALF -REDESIGNED The Happy Couple Creator! Best way 2 keep every partner warm! Finalist in UC! Many loved it,
PLEASE VOTE!!
Digging for those tastiest-of-all folded-over potato chips? Dig no more with the "FOLDED POTATO CHIP MAKER."
never again will a child break a limb or loose his life over simply sleeping in his crib. no flaw product, easy to use, but will save lives
The Sticky Stamp- pick up things a broom and dustpan cannot.Picks up the smallest,toughest dirt,glass,pet hair,crumbs and so much more RESUB
BOOB EEZ in a bra for women avoiding hormones an insert for the bra or neck to pull heat away from the body. No more using the frige.
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Still using a toothpick? Moisture meter to put in baked goods with moisture meter APP. Don't set the oven timer - let your phone do the work
An easy-to-clean, expandable water bottle that will let you bring the amount of water you need - no more and no less!
STACKABLE HEADPHONE JACK! Can't listen to music with friends? Well now you can since every pair of head phones has a stackable connector!
BatWrap! A backup battery pack for Iphone that also wraps your ear buds!
one Handed version of Drill and Rivet
Case/Cover Integrated Multi Sim Adapter
Bluetooth Mini Portable Microwave Oven:With App On The iPhone 5
FLIP PEN-Kids ALWAYS lose their colored pen sets or at least the color they really need. With this idea every color will never be lost!2PICS
This product is a water bottle with a magnetic, detachable lid cover, that is for anyone that clips their bottles onto their (back)pack.
Le jeu d'Ã©chec de nouvelle gÃ©nÃ©ration. Plus d'amusement, de rÃ©flexion, de coups Ã jouer. Game of failure of new generation.
The Toilet Cistern Safe
T.E.N.S. unit!!!Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation. Connects to your smart phone and pulses are set with app. Great for back pain!!
Shake and store! You will never run out of battery life if you just shake it. Store up energy for when you need it. Look Ma! No Cables.
An attachment that reacts to siri by producing varying colored lights.
NeverWet Seat Cushions - indoor/outdoor seat cushions that stay clean and don't get wet or mildewed!
Take used bucket seats out of worn out mini-vans, suv's and other cars, refurbish and mount them on bases and sell them as office chairs.
A hands free functional holder that attaches to bed frame or the wall for users without a bed frame.
ATM Piggy Bank:An electronic piggy bank that allows you to deposite and withdraw money just like at the ATM.
" MASSAGE OIL " WARMER AND DISPENSER (HANDS FREE/MOTION SENSOR ACTIVATED) For MASSAGE THERAPISTS &amp; Personal use
VIDEO--------------Brace your water! Water bottle holder and it's a bracelet. (Collaboration with GYRO)
Pivot power/Pivot Power Mini for Crates!
I phone lovers enjoy your phone while taking a shower and or bath- now you can hang your iPhone from the shower rod or the bathtub itself.
Multi-line cell phone capability needed? Design specs and technology exists if combined in an innovative way.
A case that has a bell shaped rubber fold-out that can accomplish the same acoustic improvement as putting iPhones into cups.
iPhone Case that lights up on incoming call or text using the flash alert, no batteries needed.
iTop for big fingers for better precision on your ipad or iphone without soiling your screen
A Do-It-All Measuring Spoon
Redefining BFF Friendship Bracelets.
Floss double pick
A device (dongle or cable) that allows battery charge to be transferred from one phone to another.
If you ever worked in a restaraunt you would understand this concept. A pour top for gallon jugs.
All in one iPhone 5 Wristlet Case
BellyTunes. An elastic band for pregnant women that contain speakers directed toward the fetus to promote brain activity and increase IQ.
Keep the electricity flowing with "PLUG LOCK!" Tired of extension cords pulling apart while you're working? Then you need "PLUG LOCK!"
Iphone Business card holder that pops out the card from the case
The toothpaste and toothbrush ARCH avoids the yucky stuff and considers the happy, healthy part of brushing your teeth. (mock-up video)
An iphone case that have a built in slim and compact also powerful speaker.Always carry the speaker with you.
Plastic Bats with Adjustable Diameter to Affect How Far the Ball Can Go. This also Grows with Child as Hitting Ability Improves.
BABY CLOTHES WITH QUOTES OR SAYINGS REMEMBERING OUR DEARLY DEPARTED. Great-grandparents, grandparents,parents,vet parents,
aunt, uncle, etc.
Iphone clip - rest your iphone while syncing.
A multi-outlet wall/table charger for iPads and iPods (and their line extensions).
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A case with lights on the sides and/or back the flash in patterns with the ringer or music.
now you can save space in the fridge when it comes to your bottled water,with the water rack!
#iPad Mini Case. The Stand is the Locking Cable and a Handle! Functional value! Bendable stand incorporates locking cable &amp; handle!
Mini Portable Mixer
Magnetic cylinder/piston combination that requires no seals.
When the power goes out - LED dome lights throughout the house can be controlled by a single on/off button.
Solar Panels that looks better than regular shingles!
iPhone harmonica case! You can play your iPhone even when it is dead!
While ironing clothes, where do you keep, to be ironed clothes &amp; just ironed clothes - Three in one soln. pre-store, iron &amp; post-store
Reflective weatherproof housing, screwed into outdoor spotlight socket, holds standard bulbs; no longer need to buy pricey spotlight bulbs
Smart Nightlight. LCD center. Sync w/phone. Change colors. Adjust brightness. On/Off Settings. Play music/sleep sounds. Great potential
Shopping Cart Handle Cover with key chain pouch.
Real Time Feedback for Running Form. Sensors in Shoe for Feedback on Footstrike and Cadence. Popular Natural Running Movement Will Love This
Black light induced glow in the dark dry erase furniture.
Pop-up car trunk mat for easy grocery transport
A peanut butter jar that has twist off sections that allows you to discard the empty material. No more wasted space, no more sticky knuckles
To get over a bad shot while golfing I think a "Choke Doll" is a necessity. After a bad shot you go and "choke" the doll.
I suggest that an app to read bar codes in stores to avoid that long walk every time the pricing on the shelf is ambiguous or nonexistent
#spotsv - Chip-Clip Sand Stakes... for Windy Days at the Beach
#QCYCLE. safe hygienic cycle crotch band aid inserts. safety band aid for cyclists.â€œPrevention is Better than Cure" please read on.
Functional room partition/privacy screen bends around desk or bed: disappears into a coat rack. Has lamps, electronics storage/outlets/usbs
The 'Infant Attention' sticker/phone case will keep your infants' attention and keep them smiling when you take pictures or movies of them.
Digital camera tripod on suitcase
Suction Cup Coaster. Sticks to your drink til the last drop.
USB Power Cord--A power/extension cord with a usb charging hub on it! 466 votes from 521 views, Thank You guys!
Single Strand Earbuds - Less tangle, shorter, hangs on neck when not in use.
All in one Fry pan and cooker, steamer
WiFi Rear View Camera Quirky Cap:with App-enabled.
This product gives users the ability to raise or lower the volume of everything they hear and then EQ that sound to perfection.
Two piece case that is interchangeable 2 pieces. It will allow friends to break off half the case and share it.
Balloon Savers - Snap On Valves to Easily Deflate &amp; Inflate Expensive Helium Balloons That are Special, Valuable, or Memorable #toy
Have you ever had your phone somewhere with no place to put it? Obviously you have. Look at this!
Mountable Cord Holder/Organizer
A double sided solar device One side is a solar water heater the second side are solar cells constructed to rotate on a single base.
I need to look at my phone without stopping work. I need eazy access. I use an elastic armband with clear pocket.
The Memory Wrench. A wrench designed to give you accurate sizes of bolts on vehicles and a checklist to collect your tools when done!
Make your portions count with the Silicone Portion Separator. It pops up when in use, &amp; pops back down for easy storage and travel!!
Portable UV Cleaner for Earbuds
LIGHT UP FLAGS. FLAGS THAT SHINE BRIGHT DURING THE NIGHT!
mobile app: GPS points out where you are, and it would show you all the No parking signs like street sweeping or parking permit required
help stop wrinkels,a pillow so only the back of the head would lie on comfortably, while lying on your side
Tired of hassling with those stubborn contact lenses? Check out this special tool used to insert contact lenses into your eye effortlessly.
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#spotsv : 3 ring binder punches holes and is magnetic to hold random important papers on your fridge. Keep track of your important papers.
A product that prevents drivers from txting while driving to avoid fines, wrecks, etc.
My idea if for a protective case that can be placed over the iPad for safe use in the kitchen.
A compact, sturdy and fashionable case to securely store in-ear headphones with an innovative method of keeping the cord untangled &amp; compact
#NEVWET Keyboard
Lighted tablet computer stand with full-spectrum, color-balanced bulbs or LEDs to look amazing on Skype or Facetime.
#NEVWET highchair
LIGHT UP FLAGS. FLAGS THAT SHINE BRIGHT DURING THE NIGHT!
Make-a-Friend Custom Dolls. Print photo on vinyl-apply with heat to an 11" doll. Kit includes unpainted doll vinyl sheet and instructions.
Smart Drink Coasters !! all the information you need are in the coaster ...
All-In-One Kitchen Glove. Resistant to: Heat, Cutting, Steam &amp; Waterproof. Kitchen multi-use glove.
FATHEAD. The head of your Iphone plug that adjust. Lay your phone flat or upright without your cord getting in the way.
Accessory to turn your iPhone into wireless bluetooth mouse with hardware buttons.
Earplug Earbuds - Stays in your ear.
This is the "TWO-FER"! ONE bicycle that separates into TWO bikes when needed! A BIG idea..Is the Q up to the challenge? U decide! #QCycle
Digital Grill Press! How do you like your steak?
Novelty Gift For The Evil Boss in You Or your Evil Boss.
A android tablet cover that has built in speakers that face you so you can actually hear your tablet.
Golf bag LEG COVERS. Completes the look and matches to your club head cover.
A Cat Food Bowl designed to help your cat feed slower and more naturally. It makes them work for their meal.
A digital level that will tell you exactly what the measurement is from being plumb or level. Collaboration with David Tyers
iPhone case that has built in wifi hotspot
Dr. Mimi's Cold Comfort pacifier is a hollow silicon pacifier to relieve teething pain, for use in freezing formula or breast-milk.
iHeart Autism! Illuminate and play music from itunes when you press the heart on your case. A portion of profits go to charity
DESIGN AWARD ALERT! Charging Cable integrated in iPhone case while still keeping it slim. TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT!
Screen time limits, for children of all ages. Set times when certain functions are disabled.
Hand luggage (trolley) with smartphone charger inside wheels via Dynamo with additional ski on wheels
Scratch Clean
GOOGLY EYE CONTACT LENS NECKLACE CASE. Wear your extra contacts around you neck in a really cool necklace.
Glass Can save 70% of aluminium and drink Your beer from glass, You can collect the glasses or You can give it back to Your store and reuse.
I phone interface adaption/cradle on bicycles controls self powered light signals with voice commands to show turns to make bicycles safer.
Rotating Grilling Grill, ~Think Microwave plate~ Flip once - Resubmit
Create a portable crushing plant (Those that process gravel)for the Tonka truck toy line (Or any toy truck line).
Show off your kids and your own accomplishments with less space. Hang them not toss them. A Decorative wall mount customized to your choice.
Battery Operated Bathing Sponge. It has a cylinder that hold the sponge and the battery compartment will be water-tight.
connectors for different branded toys that use tracks and roads so a child can intermix all the existing toys together,i.e. Thomas and Cars
ReChip: The world's first tortilla chip reconsolidation device.
Want to STAND out? MAGBUDS are comfortable Wireless earphones with sportsband that is worn as a necklace when not in use.Resubmit
(Cord Caddy) Safe storage and use of an extension-cord this is an working prototype
Quirky biodegradable bubble and foam wrap for shipping
Be able to measure without a measuring tape.
The Quirky Power Pouch: Keep the Charge Inside! A leather iPhone holster with an additional pocket to store an iPhone power plug and cable.
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Carpet Velcro Towns and Cities. Kids build towns and cities with velcro carpet pieces I call them Stickums.. Fun FUn Fun!!!
Shady Paws/Shady Pets Canopy With Breathable/Reversible Cooling Fabric Resub.
How many times have you reached for the phone or alarm on your bed side table and had everything fly off of the stand?
A cooking pot that instantly turns into a colander/strainer with a simple turn on top of pot. The top turns and allows the holes to open.
Wind-up or Spinning Top Designed Church/ Hand Fan - use less energy.
Push Button Programable Aromatherapy Diffuser. Use to set Mood in Home and Great for Insomnia. Proven Sleep Aid or Use to Eliminate Odors.
Beer Froth Packets
IPhone Line of Cases Using Radiant Light films on outside of Cases for Colorful Designs.
Play Romantic/Party Music with Solar Garden Light (Imp + Bluetooth)
Entire Bicycle made to reflect at night.
An app to cure loneliness and depression amongst educated masses worldwide, leading to MASTURBATION or RAPE or DRUG ADDICTION or
SUICIDES
Remote concrete sensor
LED Bicycle Rims:#QCYCLE
The Groaster: It's a toaster &amp; It's a grill! Crumbs or juices drip into easy cleaning tray!
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.
Secure Specs - Never lose your glasses again!
My idea allows you to tan your backside by placing your face in a pillow in a comfortable, neutral position to eliminate neck pain.
Keep your sheets on your bed!
NEVWET Carpet/Carpet application #NEVWET
SONOR ,A lamp socket for incorporates a bluetooth wireless speaker
plug my watch
An easy way to find your iPhone is to be able to call out and get an audible answer from iphone when it is in autolock mode.
A 'horizontal' toothbrush holder so that the handle of the toothbrush isn't sticky all the time!
STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS! The COUGH POCKET is a convenient way to stop coughing and sneezing germs. It's washable and fits in your pocket!
Glowing Plant Disk(resub.1)
Pancake baking sheet. You can make 24 silver dollar pancakes or other shapes in just a few minutes in the oven.
Scent Strips for your iPhone 5 Case. Slide &amp; hide them on your iPhone case for an enjoyable aroma experience.
A mechanical device that allows an individual the capability of checking their own brake lights without the help of another individual.
Odor free garbage can with activated carbon filter!
Dazzle is Lip Gloss â€¢ Lip Stick â€¢ Perfume (3 in 1 product)
#NEVWET earbuds
Personal secretary
Hospital staff can now find where alarm is sounding quickly before the patient is found walking unassisted or on the floor.
This came from my daughter, to produce a water proof mobile internet bracelet.
Aria Space Heater! A small heater to warm the area around you!
Rubber Stamp Nail Art Designs. Save manicure $$. Coat the stamp with nail polish &amp; apply. Easy to create your own beautiful, designer nails.
Automatic UV Lamp for washroom and public area. The UV lamp will be auto-activated after each use, destroying 99.9% of bacteria and viruses
A retro looking case-like the â€˜80s Sony Walkman-for the iPhone &amp; iPod.It will have a rechargeable battery as backup power for your device
The "TWO N ONE" Electric Dryer Cord combines the 3 and 4 prong dryer cords into one single cord.
LED Fork Lock:LED Bicycle Fork With Built-In Retractable Cable Lock.#QCYCLE
Make up protectors for liner and mascara application
Chorfk, FoCHoKn, Dudethissweet
I have a fish tank and I am tired of cleaning it. If there was an easier way I wouldn't mind changing the water. So here's my idea....
Lets change the power location to the back of the unit instead of on the end and allow the phone to swivel without cord entagelment.
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The BBQ Grate Carousel allows the grate to spin effortlessly to move foods away from hotspots and flareups.
Cover for Quirky's Space Bar - Keeps dust out. Hides/stores key board, mouse or anything else needed at hand like usb cords &amp; memory sticks.
Split Funnel
a car that runs on mud
Make-A-Mark.. The plastic strait line attachment for any tape measure!!! Clips right on to any tape measure for accurate marking.
Laptop jumper cable. A cable with selectable connectors on each end allowing devices to be connected and share power or charge each other
new iPhone &amp; iPad comes with Loop - lets personalize them!
The idea is called the "Telephant." It looks like an elephant trunk coming off your face. It's an iPhone privacy/light blocking apparatus.
Stylish iPhone 5 cases: express your nationality, diversity and uniqueness with your iPhone 5 (75% view-vote ratio!)
Women will love it .. Fancy and fashionable pair of bluetooth enabled hanging earrings with speaker and mic integrated on it
Bubble Screw on top Squeeze TOY.. Fun FUn Fun!!! No Batteries
My idea is a solar powered fan that clips onto a stroller. "The Strollar Fan". The foam blades protect baby's fingers, powered by the sun.
Touch Calculator for innovative children. The Future is Now, children are smarter and smarter so letÂ´s embrace technology
Ever mowed your lawn and reached a fence and had to turn around the lawnmower? Now this problem is solved with the rotatable lawn mower
Large serving bowl separates into 4+ separate bowls! Keep your meals looking great and hot. Avoid slow scooping, ladles and salad forks.
Top your drink off with FUN STRAW GAME.A top(lid)(game board) you place over your drink and your straw is the mover/A BLAST!!VOTE YES
Tank Skates:Inlines with tank threads,Now you can skate on any terrain,snow grass dirt sand mud even Ice.#QTOYS
It concerns a device, from which we all use every day. And this device is designed poorly. This thing is the toilet bowl.
Fan toys.Light and sound,But free energy.
A rubber thumb cover with a metal "fingernail" that would assist with many tasks.
Smart Tray
A case for iphone made â€‹â€‹of a waterproof material that is fluorescent and rough texture to be easily found in places with low light.
My idea is for hot dog meat in the shape of a patty. I drop and burn a lot of hot dogs. I also hate to buy two sets of buns.
Loud and clear! The iPhone speaker and microphone case! Finally you can talk and listen clearly from your case.
i-Papoose
#spotsv Textured Sponge For Cleaning Uneven Surfaces. It Has Peaks And Valleys To Thoroughly Clean All Angles.
Earclips allow you to listen to favorite songs through extreme sports and workouts by preventing your earphones from falling out.
rat shaped ear buds
An iPhone Controled Mini Flying Camera.
Toothbrush with sliding floss on the back,
Modern Stroller
Kosoku Duo - Tangle Free Dual dog leash
iPod Touch 5th Generation Waterproof Case Click on the first picture!! Surprise!
New Bike Bell/Horn Needed Battery Powered Air Horn
The Easy to Clip on, MULTIFUNCTIONAL CUP HOLDER. Attach to the side of the table and secure your drink from spilling.
#nevwet caps
You have have a app on your phone so when you leave home you can check that your house is locked.
manufacture a product that can read aloud photocopy store and translate a book or information product for some students to study more easily
gyni pants..paper pants with the crotch and rear end out. with a flap to cover you..so the doctor only See's what he needs to..
App dedicated TRUSTWORTHY to disabled,free financial mentoring to disabled no matter income,important News,Products,changes concerning them.
Case w/ flexible tripod legs fold or slide back into the case. Great 4 taking pics &amp; vid, as a kickstand &amp; desk stand. Resub 296 votes
A utility knife with a finger protector guard and a sliding rule to cut a straight line or scribe guage. Collaboration with David Tyers
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Match Color or Number Domino Game - Teach kids of all ages colors, numbers. Classic game in jumbo size for whole family to enjoy! #toy
Baby Carrier that is also a backpack! Think baby Bjorn carrier like but with a backpack component.
An ap that monitors the amount of times you swallow during a meal. Limits your food intake in real time.
#QTOYS a safe removeable potty trainer London themed toy car with integrated horn powered by the legs alone. Become a mini James Bond.
cheap thrownaway umbrella made up of ecological materials- sold out by simple machines in the streets.For unexpected downpour-dont squander
the clip case for the car or all slim surfaces
Shpritz &amp; Wipe. Spray and clean your windows easily with this fun portable tool. Great for car windows and stores great
Your home door unlocks when your in range without having to fumble for your keys. Used in some cars why not your house??
Faucet thermometer - instantly get the temperature of running water every time. Especially great for babies and the elderly.
A coffee / drink cup and the handle is collapsible so it will fit in your car cup holder.
Everybody loves their dogs but when its time to pick up poop,sometimes wish there was an easy,fast and no mess clean up. We can do this now!
Listen music from your iPhone and iPad wireless while driving, from car stereo speakers.
now you can keep your movies and cds in order with the disc wall or flat surface mount!!
App-Enabled Chin Up Bar for the door way.
Quirky multi-head screwdriver, pull, turn and change from flat to star quick.
Oven Guard
My Idea: called a Device Holder. It's an arm that holds laptops, Ipads to Droid phones. Lie down and surf the web.
TeaSpoon+ : Your Multi-Purpose TeaSpoon Companion! Levels sugar or spices, squeezes a tea bag, pushes out icecream scoops or sticky food.
PORTABLE Wii FOR YOUR LAPTOP
THE low-tech non-intrusive and inexpensive way to keep from continually losing and misplacing sunglasses and eyeglasses.
The TIRE CRAYONS! A pack of oil based crayons that you can draw on the sidewall of you car or truck tires with. Different colors/washable
The best way to extend the life of dress shirt's! It's a self adhesive strip that absorbs all the dust, dirt, and sweat on shirt collar's!
Beat-Case for the iPhone. Rubber Speaker case. Most people have a case for their phones so why not add some speakers.
iWALL CLOCK. A new Clock Everytime by Clapping Your Hands.
Apple I-Case inspired by M. C. Escher, licensed artwork with 3D stands that replicate the pattern of the artwork.
NOTHING ON THE MARKET LIKE IT! OUTSIDE HOME DECORATING .....Solar Electric Box , generate enough energy for 6 plugs to go through the
night.
The Wheelchair Wonderbar. (Side By Side Again) Everyone Here And The Quirky.Com Staff Should Check Out The Video.This Must Be Made Now.
Large Bottle and Cup Adapter for Automotive Cup Holders. Get your large drink bottle to finally fit in those tiny cup holders.
Many Apple Computers Are Lost Everyday! A Combination Lock or a Lock and Key for computers with an electronic fuse to deny access is here.
Make CD Jewel Cases beautiful, appealing, valuable works of art. With "DESIGNER JEWEL CASES."
Baby and/or Pet Monitoring - A customized motion detector that makes your phone go bazerk when tripped. Guaranteed to wake you when needed.
Bluetooth movement detector. Small, simplistic and full of potential...
Sandals convert to swim flippers. Flippers slide out and lock in place. On land pull tab, flippers spring back to a pair of sandals.
Make your tv experience even more comfortable with a universal infrared remote connector that allways aims exactly at your devices.
A BETTER KETTLE/TEA POT. addresses all the problems with tea pots/kettles. the easiest and most comfortable tea pot to use! clever and fun!
quirky

Alarm clock

New Cell Phone Cooling Sleeve design needed.
Get rid of the clutter around your TV! Introducing small shelf where you can hide setup boxes, DVR's, DVD players, modem, router and alike.
A Ruler Case for iPhone with Metric measurements on one side and Imperial measurements on the other
CELL PHONE Pill CASE with compartments. Improved health and optimal benefits by having pills available. Reminders on the phone signal you.
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Keep your Fizzz
"Quirky Logo Inspired Carabiner with Retractable Tether" - Unlock the door while carabiner still connected to belt loop with tether.
The LoveBug is a simple device that allows the transfer of battery power from one iPhone to another.
NEVWET awning.I don't think anyone likes having outdoor awning on their patio.After time they get green with mildew and have 2 b thrown away
Emergency air tub to escape from burning houses, or harmful fumes.
Replace the b-day cake w/a cake shaped container. Instead of candles, you have bottles around the "cake" and snacks and/or glasses inside it
I would like to create a smoke-detector/alarm that also dispenses a fire retardant/suppressor. using small CO2 canisters. for home use
The ultimate butter spreader. Resubmit
Pivot Power accessory SET: USB adapter + Child Lock + Cable Management. All you need for your Pivot Power. Perfectly fits Pivot Power design
A sieve with a lid. So the flour only sieves downwards!
The 4 in 1 cheese tool! A tupperware container, with a built ON cheese slicer, grater contained IN the lid, and a slide OUT cutting board!!
"Adoorable!" Door stops are still very much in need and why does it have to be a boring wood or rubber wedge. Why not make it Adoorable?
Have a preset timer to avoid missing calls when your phone must be on silent or off.
Do you have the unpleasant-smelling laundry? This Product prevents bad odors and prevents the gathering of germs in the clothes.
Slap-on bracelet? Slap-on body measuring tape for one handed measuring
I was wahched accidentally broadcast of quirky in korea. It was an idea meeting regarding colander mixing bowl.
Garments that does not allow to much water to penetrate when submerged in water. Can protect cast,catheters,incensions etc
New flying disc with display panel and tail. Endless design possibilities and an interesting new twist on a proven outdoor activity.
My Idea is a blue case with at pig on the front of it.
Telescopic/nested: Motorized (or manual) slide into style for any occasion with this next generationâ€all in oneâ€ shoe.
Tomato Corer
Cupcake liners are pretty...why not for Round, Square or Rectangle pans.
SOFT TACK - Soft headed thumbtacks (Let's make it better)
The OOPSm! - A New Attachment For Your Vacuum Cleaner - You'll know what it's for when you say OOPSm!
Bebida~Quench Your Thirst
Trying to untangle Apple earbuds can be pain. No more: not since the newly invented iPhone earbud wire wrap on the back of the iPhone case.
A reusable version of acetate and a cake boards for at home bakers. TO be used in many baking and decorating applications.
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
Resub .:: Hammer fingers ::. EXTRA Safety Device for Thumb and Index Finger. invented 10 years ago by Dmytro Serduke we had the same idea .
Real Wheel Racing gaming case HDMI Also a portable charger.Save you from battery drank now better!
Interchangeable Compression and Resistance POGO STICK
Cat Steps. Wide individual steps that mount with an adhesive backing. Allow your cat to explore your home vertically.
Get a text or email from your dog when they're ready to go outside or eat or have an alert play in any pre recorded voice from the collar.
SuperCrib: plexiglass bubble rails for baby crib. Serves as night light &amp; soothing colors for baby. Could be iPhone App.Sooth baby 2 sleep
An app or website for skiers and snowboarders to receive current snow conditions and terrain park reviews from users rather than resorts.
dual analog controller that fits comfortably below the phone when turned on side for upgraded gaming capabilities of the new model
Heated hand grip areas for a fork, snow shovel etc. Powered by a Faraday set-up inside the arm or shank of the tool. Warm, non-slip grip.
MERLANTIS is a new breed of collectable action figurines, their unique homes and fun new interactive capabilities - brief storyline attached
Hold iPod Touch to your Ear Like iPhone with simple speaker to make Wi-Fi voice calls in privacy instead of loudspeaker. No software. How?
A fillable, reusable pouch with a straw that you can put baby food, apple sauce, smoothies in for on the go feeding/drinking.
Smartwatch, connected watch, an extension of your smartphone that can connect with anything that has bluetooth.
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Shower Curtain with Mirror Insert - Why do all mirrors attach under the spout? Shave without water in your eyes! No suction cups or screws!
Finally the MICROWAVE TRAY stops in the RIGHT PLACE and I do not burn my fingers more
"ENVIRO-MOTE" Turn your computer on when you pull into your drive way!
THE weight sack for fishing. Get rid of those exepensive Sinkers.
Simple solution to a big problem...Longboarding brake shoes!!
Portable Tabletop Light Box - Battery Operated with Slide Out Storage
A small USB hub with headphone and microphone sockets to allow easy access to available ports on the iMac. Simple as that...
Let's Teach Children About Engineering &amp; Spatial Skills-inspired by a Stanford engineering grad 165+Vts. Render following
#nevwet A watch
Wanna know whats on the next station without actually changing the station grab a "RadioID".
How many of us LOVE earbuds?! Music, phone calls, watching videos on the bus or train. What about that tangly cord? Let's get rid of it!
Pasta Pusha!-because its easy to get a singe as you bend spaghetti into the pan (basic PROTOTYPE pics incl. to show concept)291 votes B4
Corn Cob Handled! with large Tackits #spotsv
Computers can understand voice and suggest correct spellings. Why not make a visual display that helps you find the right word.
Paddle Stick - Water stick with paddles on the ends...How do you paddle stick? Rescue, recreation, fun or build.
Cell Phone Case Storage Book *Collaboration w/ Janet Wilpan*
Fire Starter Wands
Record how you have dressed everyday automatically with digital camera attached to the mirror.
NeverWet Shower Curtain Liner - no more mildew!
LACE BUDDY is a double hook, with hooks opposing each and positioned just apart to hook under the laces of ice skates so a kids can tighten.
LIGHT SHIELD: LED Light + Water Shield For Biking in Rain
Illuminated arm/handle on forks, snow shovels etc. Powered by Faraday set-up inside the arm of the tool/signal to make worker more visible.
Some people like to read while sitting on the toilet. I designed a wastebasket, that makes this habit more convenient.
reusable product, use expensive facial soaps / any bar soap efficiently, prevents soap scum, preffered for FFA travel. +Community shower
How many WII games or others do you have sitting around along with components? Is it Messy and unorganized?
Have the raddest old school iPhone case possible, an actual playable Gameboy that doubles as an iPhone case and an external iPhone battery!!
Singing WiFi Shoe Lace speakers using your smartphone (iphone) small powerful speakers,dancing feet, lightning music feet :resubmit
IDEA IS SIMPLE , TO LOAD CELL , OPENING MADE WITH CARD
Help Combat Drunk Driving: An Iphone case with a built in breathalyzer.
Introducing, "Grips"...the versatile, comfortable, performance improving addition to any tool with a shaft or pole..rakes, brooms, hammers..
CHIUDERE (means'closed' in Italian), or "Spaghetti Box Clip" - a hinged plastic clip, that is designed specifically for spaghetti boxes.
A digital key holder with universal romote which enable people to locate missing keys and unlock car door if key are forgot in a car
My invention is a tub like thing that i want pet owners to use for their pets! It saves water and time!!
Case that holds iPhone,iPad,iPod cables in one place. Also would be a cord that hold all of them together.
A stretchy band that connects with the bottle holder that goes around the binder, giving you an extra hand.
Up,down,over to the left,up a little,toward my shoulder blade oh never mind. Let's reinvent the back scratcher. Make it wider, 3 to 6 inches
Check engine Light on? Don't pay a shop big bucks to diagnose your vehicle when you can do it yourself right from your iphone.
Dog Leash w/LED lights from handle to collar.So you can see people at night or before the crack of dawn so you don't hit them with your car.
iPhone docking station incorporating the design of the very 1st phone Alexander Graham Bell 1876.
Hate losing a Pen? This case comes with a pen that folds in half and slides into the case, for Convenient, easy storage.
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
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Swiveling parabolic microphone with dish and stereo jack for iPhone or other cellular device. Turn your iPhone into an earPhone.
An oil absorption bag on dining table is a gadget absorbing cooking oil on the food before you eat it - a healthy way to eat greasy food
Executive Multi-Function Night Stand Lamp - Combining Space and Efficiency.
I want to make a belt for pants with no belt loops that simply clips on the top of the pants to keep them up and looks like a normal belt.
Key Lock for sliding closet doors that does not damage the doors and can be used in rental situations. Keeps everyone out of your things.
iPod Shuffle "Watch": A bracelet that holds the Shuffle!
Hey! That's My Bottle For health conscious consumers that want to keep track of their beverage bottle. Rainbow colored caps is the answer.
Bike seat with gel-ice inserts to cool when riding............................
Is your icloud full? Dead spot stopping you from connecting to data? Data plan reaching its limit? Solution: a USB iphone case.
A mini disco light ball that attaches to the iphone. Where's the party?
Paper Towel Dispenser with a place for the Salt and Pepper. See Image.
Your dirty phone or iPad can make you sick! Disinfect every time you touch w/ copper plated case or stick-on: kills germs on contact
A Quirky 3D Printer : Make Quirky products and their replacement parts--at home, on demand, instantly, less hassles (...possibilities!)
Led Light bulb with a coating of Europium material on the inside layer of the bulb, I have a working prototype, can come and demonstrate.
Easy Round/Always Open Trashbag for use indoor/outdoor. Turns a two person job into a one person job. Cuts indoor/outdoor chore time in half
Why load your desk with some many office tools. Why not have all your office tools in one. Let's call it Stationery Plus.
Vitamin infused straws. Use them when drinking anything and get your vitamins at the same time.
Tactile gloves with LED light for runners. To see and to be seen !!
IPhone DISGUISE cover! Like Twelve Southâ€™s BookBook, but fun and totally functional - Wallet, Light and Pill Holder!
Internet and wifi are great...but how about a stronger server? Fast as light speed!
Cord Organizer With Light. Use It For A Night Light, To See Outlets In The Dark, And To Organize Cord.
'HOLD it EASY' iPAD Mini Case that also acts as a STAND.
The "Suction Sole" is a topless shoe that uses tiny "suction cylinders" to affix the shoe to the foot as a person walks.
Hate getting out of the shower cold? This bathrobe has heating coils in it. Warm and ready for you when you get out of the shower
Cap Gun meets Skateboard. What a wonderful pair!
"Portable Router Cooling Pad" Cool your laptop and find the best hot spots.
iPhone 5 case with build in solar panel that keeps iPhone charged at all times.
The Winch Fuse :resubmit:
My cap is tightly fitted around the nape of the head with a cotton center,lined with cotton in a cross stitch to be sewn/glued, etc. longer.
#NEVWET outdoor umbrella
How many times have you tried to hang up a spaghetti strap shirt or off of the shoulder shirt on a regular hanger only to fall off it?
Dry Marker Eraser with a place to set your 2 Markers.
A new Novelty! combining art with ingenuity. Super cool, Plasma Puzzles!! Metal jigsaw puzzles..with a magnetic easel/display.
The iCig? Trying to quit smoking? Quit in a fun manner, with flavored tabacy n neon tips.
Universal Cell Phone Holder for the Rear View Mirror. A better place to see your navigation on your phone.
How many of you are missing one of your socks or slippers? They seem to disappear in the washer
The kangaroo fitted sheet for a baby's crib. It will keep newborns warm. Parents will not have to worry about blanket covering the newborn.
It's a vibrating steel wool scrubber! Use micro-vibrations and battery power to loosen tough food particles instead of killing your fingers.
en[case]d! Your new best friend! Never have to worry about remembering you charger, or losing your charger! Now you will always have it!
Bed sheets should zip-up or enclose like pillow cases for better fit. A faster,easier process of making a bed w/o manuevering would occur.
Your iPhone alarm goes off in the morning. You are presented with three options: Ok, Snooze, and Make Coffee.
No more texting while driving!!! We need a device that will jam a cell phone's data signal while driving!!
Infused Water Pitcher - Drop some fruit in your glass by pressing button to open bottom. (resubmit)
A device that enables you to mesure how much energy is left in a battery -any kind of battery- and for how much time you can use it yet.
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A line extension to the iPhone Folio case that allows the iBGSTAR (blood sugar meter) to remain attached to the iPhone.
Toppits utilize your iPhone audio jack to attach useful accessories such a 360 light, lipgloss, pill container, etc. Switch out as needed.
The invention involves putting eyeballs and a brain on an LED and then giving it blue tooth to link to an app.
Toilet Light - Illuminates the toilet bowl at night so little and big boys hit the target while not having to turn on the bathroom light.
The POOCH POCKET - a storage compartment built into your leash to carry cell phones, credit cards, keys, and bags while walking your dog.
Glasses so you can see behind you, looking forward (Day or Night) forward reverse Glasses.
Expanding Trash Can
Label tupperware. Date description. 1. smart board concept 2. slot on the side with and index card to describe.
A jukebox that plays any song from your mp3 player via bluetooth.
A bracelet that indicates if you are receiving any news or phone calls. Even if your cellphone is off or without battery.
CORDIE FOR BATHROOM. Divert loose cords from plugged-in devices: blow dryers, electric toothbrush, curling iron, away from water and sink.
Bedtime story laser show. Turn the bedroom into a world where imagination comes alive with interchangeable shapes that tells stories.
Iphone case with concertina fan collapsed into the sides- and fan yourself to stay cool- also a sun shield by rotating fan blades forwards
iPad Mini Case Lazy Susan/Turntable Stand: Kitchen Resubmit Peter Frazier Graphics
3-in-1: iPhone-cover, iPhone-stand and earphones storage in one item
As a camping accessory: a small fuel cell and hydrogen canister: produces water, electricity and heat at the campsite.
Wireless Headphones
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
Quirky-Double Window Shield protector keeps your car cool and helps you see while driving on a sunny day.
You know how theres that screw on deodorants to move it up and down. Well you should put that on a pringles can.
Disposable rain cover for umbrella strollers. An inexpensive necessity! #nevwet
No more surprise flooded seats from spring pop-up showers!
a cradle kit, doll sized or human baby size. this would use skateboard trucks (bearings) on the pivot points for a smoother motion.
#NEVWET Quirky product Spyke avoid rusted keys
OffRoad stroller, with light treads that can climb stairs, rides on sand and snow easily than ordianry strollers.
SCRAPBOOK iPad/ iPad Mini Case
Initially this would be offered as a kitchen appliance to grind plastic water bottles into small pieces to make recycling more efficient.
Fitness Ear Buds Stay in Place When Exercising and Slide Out of Way When Needed. These Ear Buds are on a Thin Headband That Adjusts to Fit.
A true iPhone holster for secure transit located safely on one of the least impact prone areas of our bodies. Accessibility? Instant!
A JOLLY RIDE CLIP-ON BABY CAR SEAT THAT CLAMPS ON ANY CARRY-ON TRAVEL BAG HANDLE FOR MAXIMUM TRAVELLING
CONVENIENCE FOR YOU AND YOUR BABY.
BOOK BUDDY is a reading tool that attaches to a page in a book or magazine. It indicates which line/column on that page you begin reading.
Memory foam padded case with fabric thats soft yet sturdy and customized.
A simple way to help get young children to settle down at bed time, and encourage them to fall asleep.
My product is vending machine the programs nfc tags in products to sell to consumers while they wait. Dog/Pet Tags with NFC tag.
CD Slot iPad mount - Finally some use for useless CD player! Use your iPad as GPS.
Moving plastic storage shelves around in your home/garage can be hard, as they have no wheels. I propose an adapter to hold a castor
The next step in medical diagnostic equipment. An amplified stethoscope bell that plugs directly into an iPhone or other cellular device.
#QCYCLE. I would like a Real integrated Bicycle safety Puncture repair kit i~phone case.
Jet tubs are loved by many but they jets get filthy and are difficult to clean. Matching suction cup covers eliminate nasty build up.
SIMPLE. SEXY. SOLAR. A unisex watch that is affordable, fashionable, and is powered by light.
Carabandit Pouch! Any kind of pouch can transform the Carabandit line...(pictured is a sports pouch from Amzer).
My idea is simple! I designed a USB plug that can pivot in any direction.
A WiiU Gamepad that is actually built properly! Read more to find out what needs changing.
Let your friend know that you are in trouble with the Friend Alert Band.
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Necklace style Water Filtration Straw. Survive in the wild and purify water as you drink. No huge annoying systems and iodine not necessary.
A combined timer and dimmer for sunset lightening or good morning wake up lights.
Novel Themed Table Lamp
I have idea for top water solar powered pool skimmer
Make your own Wikki Stix maker.
Stay Put, IPhone 5 Case
How much time do you spend at your kids soccer,lacrosse,football etc...outdoor games?Do you wish that you could carry everything easier?
Money changing app when travelling abroad.
Bag Handler
Tired of fighting with your pots and pans in the cupboard, kitchen sink or dishwasher?
Motion Sensor Alarm App, if moved or stolen, have 5 seconds to enter Password, else takes picture and e-mails automatically.
Sidewalk Chalk Stamps. Stamp out images and designs with ease!
joe strummer could revolutionize learning to play the guitar more proficiently and much faster. Rhythm is equal to finger placement. Thanks
Umbrella waterproof cover doubles as a thin raincoat to wear and by turning the raincoat inside out, then dry side is cover when rain done.
Retractable Digital Tape measure - Single person operation, don't hurt your fingers
The NTSB will be asking Congress to pass a law requiring New Cars Collision Avoidance Technology. What about old cars?Let's Make TAGAAS Now!
Ipad mini purse-flap design that lets the Ipad mini sit inside or outside a purse. Flip it in to store/flip it out to use-could be a insert
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
Hair Collecting Pod for Shower- Minimizes hair going down drain and prevents family members or guests from grossing out #spotsv
Water &amp; Chalk Art Tube - Outdoor fun writing/drawing on ground w/ sponge tip water filled tube then flip to use chalk tip on other end.
Mini pivot power USB plug accessory for the Desktop. Properly scaled down.
Combine cell phone and bottle/cup belt holder in one. That make people life easy.
Pie Perfect cuts the perfect slice every time, acting as an eco-friendly pie pan, slice cutter, serving utensil, and insulated storage unit.
Miniature Bicycle peddles only, to put under your desk at work or at home to peddle and get exercise throughout the day
A sleek, universal car-mount for Ipads,Ipods,and almost any GPS! Let's make the most flexible, functional, universal car-mount!
my idea is a portable car wash system.
A set of 2 Friendship rings. A "BUMP IT FORWARD" ring 4 kids/teens. Promote friendship and kindness. Tap together to light up!
Anti-DVT (Deep Vein Thrombosis) Pedals for those who travel or sit long in front of the computer. Reminds you to move your feet.
Stylish speaker (w ambiental light and remote ctrl) photoframe for ipad or ipod/iphone
Save your bathroom counter! This magnetic organization kit will allow you to stick all your cosmetics vertically for easy access!
iPhone Amp Stand: Mostly hollow base will naturally boost sound around 13 decibels! See video of similar product.
An iPhone app-enabled bluetooth ear muff warmer.
DOCK-Bra - Scratch and scuff protection for your boat. Portable, convenient piling cover that puts you in control of protecting your boat.
Suction cups on rear for securing your device. The rubber insulated case will keep it dry and dust free.
Programmable digital outlet timer based on nest thermostat design.
iCharger: A rechargeable battery pack with 2 USB ports, and two 8 pin Lightning ports! Good for previous and future iPhones/iPads/iPods.
Fossil Garden Path Stepping Stones &amp; Patio Blocks-Replica pre-historic fossils - collect &amp; learn - educational fun.[Resub]
Divided disposable bowls! Why not half a bowl of chili and half a bowl of soup at a picnic or BBQ? Chili in one side crackers in the other?
Pole Saver -Mop,Brush,Roller etc.. Pole repair.Utility or extension pole broken or just too short. The universal pole adapter.[ReSub]
An iPhone case that has slots to keep credit/debit cards,business card,subway cards etc.
key holder that serves as backup battery for iphone ipod, as memory stick, as flashlight, as lazer pointer and sim card copier for all sizes
Beauty Appliance Stand- Don't burn the counters, or your home down!Be Beautiful, Be Safe.
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RESUB: iPhone case with mini camcorder. Line Extension for "Frame".
This product protects your vehicle door,and others parked next to you.When you open your car door,especially on a windy day.
iPhone 5 USB Solar Blinds Charging Station:Now you can charge your iPhone 5 directly from your USB solar blinds.
TOOTHBRUSH CORDIE Hang your toothbrush on the cordie with suction.
Use iPad/tablet as backup battery/charger for iPhone/smartphone. Ideally wireless charging technology but wired ok.
Retro style fashionable mobile phone handset, charging station and phone stand.
An eye pillow attached to a beanie via a zipper. On the sides, are ear muffs attached by a button.
fly swatter with retactable handle. The telescopic handle the top bends to hit pests on the ceiling or flat so you don't need use a chair.
a dog collar that puts out a nauseating smell and burns the eyes of the dog or other animal that is attacking you animal.
A bicycle handlebar mount for the iPhone
Create a child's playhouse "Lego" like
A car stereo that has Itunes!
A cool colorful strainer for all pan sizes! ** watch 90 seconds video**
A pouch to hold your phone while it is charging, eliminating cords on the counter.
Playing live musical instruments,especially the guitar you start thinking that it would be nice to have a multifunctional string instrument.
Recordable, wet erase flashcards. Re-usable, interactive, fun to use. Paint, record, play. Learning that's fun
First of its kind -A silicone pie guide, pastry wheel and maybe docking tool inside a beautiful stainless rolling pin. No, REALLY the first!
This new case contain a special slide on the side so you can swipe a credit card.
A Tapered of textured grip on the sides of the iphone
#StoBikePack it's a backpack that has slide / flip out wheels and grab handle / bike securing arm! Makes biking and shopping easier #QCYCLE
My idea is a way to transfer power from 1 device to another. This could be done either by a special cord, an app, or a combination of both.
Modular Ice Cube Tray - Individualize Your Ice! Rods, Cubes, Blocks. . .Whatever, Whenever!
Fridge UNDERSHELF DRAWER - perfect for salamis, cheese, pastry, EGGs... Much better than some people who tried to copy this suggested. RESUB
A well designed, laptop/monitor accessory that doubles as both a phone holder and headset/phone hook that folds up for easy portability.
Milkless Cereal Spoon
The pet safty leash is to pervent your pet from being taken.
Going to the grocery store with the plastic bags falling over it would be nice to have a device to hold the bags upright
Asteroid destroys Earth. Shuttles Sit in Museums! World watches in disbelief! 0r Three Space Shuttles ready to save Earth from destruction
NEVWET WALLET OR PURSE that stays dry and keeps the contents dry. Really good for those that hike, kayak, work outdoors
iPad/iPhone Fitness station,the best way to train at home and keep track of your progress.
Connectable Wine Holder Wall Modules that can be proudly displayed as visibly functional wall art exhibits
Never miss a shot in paintball again with the ultimate in accuracy, the dimpleball-paintball. Less drag, greater distance and accuracy.
Meet the BIG HANGMAN Game/Toy. Hangman is one of the oldest games on the planet. Lets re-invent playing it. Proof of concept photos included
Wooden suit hanger with velvet-coated bar to keep pants crease free and hold them in place. Has wide top for wrinkle free storage
Hold iPod Touch to your Ear Like iPhone with simple speaker to make Wi-Fi voice calls in privacy instead of loudspeaker. No software. How?
New Slingshot Tennis or other type Bat ball game: resub
Device helps police determine who is texting and driving at the same time. Intercepts signal and connects it to a car. Makes roads safer!
My idea is a right angle lens for the Iphone.
#spotsv 2 and 3 Liter Bottle EZ Pour Cap (or any standard bottle), no more splashing, just tip and pour smoothly, great for parties and BBQs
back up docking system for your pictures and other important in formation to transfer information to your new iphone, ipad, ipod mack.
Got a Sick Kid? Give a Kid a Sucker!
Stop your beach chair from sinking!
A safety device that would hinder a car from going into drive if the seatbelt was not fastened.
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Candle coaster with integrated fold out long narrow lighter. Keep a proper lighter with your candles. No more searching or burnt fingers.
A case that has a momentary switch on the back to be used with apps such as a snooze button for an alarm, a shutter button for a camera.
Frame A Case That Clicks Line extension zoom lens
The coolest bread pan ever. Enjoy the warm slices without the hassle of cutting. Bake individual slices, remove and store, all in one pan
The VideoMouse allows persons to personlize their mouse with photos or inspirational images or messages on the surface of the mouse.
Iced Coffee Sleeve
Running out of room or misplacing your frequent buyer cards? Why not a smartphone app to store them all?
Your personal assistance to safely back your car out of parking spaces in busy lots!
A hanging monthly bill organizer with pockets that attaches to the back of a kitchen cabinet door with a non-damaging adhesive.
Modern Recipe Holder: There is not a modern looking recipe holder on the market. My inspiration came from my Mom's recipe holder,see pics!
Quirky is about to take the Bike Stop Light into production, it should include a Real time AUTOMATIC Bike Turn signal as well.
Unclutter your workspace and prevent unintentional portable hard-drive disconnections with a 2-in-1 laptop protective / PHD storage case.
I hate losing anything or getting it stolen. I would like to have gps stickers that I can attach on anything and you can find it with an app
TwinPins: Pins with double the strength! Two pin edges instead of one. For a stronger hold, keeping wires in place, etc....(RESUB 326 Votes)
MAGNETIC ANIMAL BUILDING BLOCKS. Block are interchangeable to make a new animal. Each Face of the animal makes a new sound when
connected.
Having thouble keeping up with your tools?

your tools box will help you the alarn will ren

A higher Mega pixel, plug in camera with a LED flash.
The Brightlet
Calling All Soccer Moms. Introducing Bum Chum the heated barley filled Bum Cushion. It's a great way to keep your bottom warm comfy and cozy
Keychain Bluetooth iPhone Finder &amp; Mini Phone Combo (App Enabled)
Single Serve Baby Wipe Dispenser - Reduce your baby's Poop Print NOW!
An iron on clothing patch and locking identification wristband for wandering Alzheimer's/Dementia patients.
Really Michaels? $1.99 for a piece of scrapbook paper?Q: Sell CD with a SPECIAL color PRINTER to print 1,000s of designs and layouts
Produce packs of portable computer screen wipes that can be easily attached to an iPad!
Touchscreen Display on Fridge
Summers Coming! Lets make A Fun Fountain Toy for Kids to play with in the pool! Jets, Spray or Fountain modes. Kids love playing in water.
Upgrade your couch. An adjustable arm table that serves up USB, AC power, ipad dock and speakers...where you need them.
Appliance covers (i.e. toaster covers) that look like something Calvin Klein or Donna Karan designed.
NewWet fabric 2 piece case stand and hand rest 2 in 1
Bantoo Bag - a new type of shoulder bag with Velcro prinizip
Flying kites should be fun,not frustrating! Innovative, Hand held retractable leash strongcord releases retracts attaches to any kite Easily
picture baby bottle can he helpful when it comes to separting your child baby bottle from other child bottles and it can be a collectable.
Combo- I Pad Mini Bike holder and car holder.
Tactile touch keyboard integrated into iPad cover. Feel the keys as you type. See prototype VIDEO
An in-car, collapsible tray to hold up your food while driving. Now you can eat and drive at the same time and not make a mess in your car.
FAN FUNNEL- Get more out of your fan! catch and focus the wasted air that never reaches you!
Petal Vase - Adjusts to your bouquet. Helps pour out dirty water and fill with fresh water without removing bouquet. RESUBMIT
Glowing house numbers ( address No.)
A COOLING SHOPPING BAG. keep your food nice and cool while you shop in the store and while you drive home and finish your errands. No Spoil
Sponga. Sea Sponge for showers that stores liquid soap. Sponge will release small quantities of soap into sponge and ensures good cleaning
Mobile Office Workstation.
Massager that hangs in the shower to massage the neck and back while showering. There are different style rollers for different feels.
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My Idea Is The Voice Recognition Speech Activation Electronic Padlock:Open Sesame
Do you have a pet that sheds alot of fur every day? How about brushing your pet and vacumning their fur at the same time?
Anti-spill beer Koozie. No longer do beverages have to fear being left alone. This Koozie is great for camping,boating or casual placement.
phosphorescent case
An App which will allow Medical Marijuana users to locate licensed dispensaries in whatever locale they may be in.
This is a water pressurized toilet seat that not only reduces paper waste but also leaves the user's feeling clean and refreshed after use.
The Office Pool. Lottery APP for the work location. Now add to the pool with your smartphone from anywhere. (Resub)
Pure Cotton Fiber Shower Curtain
Portable 12 volt DC all in one self contained coffee and tea brewer for your car. Brew and drink without pouring into a separate container!
stick on velcro strips to replace the ribbons that tear off of your dining chairs. or anything else that has a similar problem.
Your Workout Warrior! Smell the Fresh, not the Funk!
2 directional wrist strap iPad Mini Case.
heated flip flops for winter use. (Finally, no more cold toes after pedicures!)
A watch like wrist strap case for the new Ipod Nano with integrated bluetooth! Unleash your workouts!
Bed Wings - How often have you found the kids, dog, cats encroaching on your bed space? Extend the width of the bed with soft topped wings!
A Water Based Glue Trap to catch medium sized animals. Easy release with a GARDEN HOSE would assure SAFETY to both the critter and the human
CHORD-O-DINATOR (COD)
#NEVWET Beach/pool bag
Q-TV is a micro android computer that turns any tv into a smart tv overlay. But thats not all! Open apps with a simple mouse over. Ad rev!
GRAFFITI LIGHTS. Different torches with interchangeable color caps/shapes to Write And Draw in the Dark + App enabled camera.
iPad mini Skull Case
This small wheeled robot is controlled from an xbox. It has a camera and wirelessly streams video to your console.
Paper clip with top part that pivots around. Easy - swipe of thumb. Swivel more paper clips around/and or label. Different than standard
"ENVIRO-MATE" Why deny the ability to allow your computer to turn itself on?
Detachable CAPACITIVE STYLUS FOR YOUR KEYRING -- Works with iPad/iPhone/Android tablets/Android phones
New Brand of soft toys
Position the SprayBox at your cat's favourite spraying spot and the urine will drip down in the litter, leaving your wall clean &amp; fresh.
Prepare Baked potatoes MUCH easier and MUCH faster!!!
Sand Hunt Game -Educational game of finding buried colorful shapes, numbers&amp;letters. Shovel flashes &amp; beeps when sensor is close to finding.
Bicep, Shoulder and Forearm Bow and Arrow Resistance Machine
Imagine going into a clothing store with your smart phone, scan an item's label and be able to view a picture of yourself wearing that item
Put a Property Locator App,PLA in your luggage. Load App on the cell phone. Misplaced/stolen luggage sends a location text to your cell!
Q+Harman Headphone with Camera
READY Stylus - The ultimate stylus in form and function - sticks flat against device when not in use and folds into ergonomic stylus to use.
An IPhone holder that looks like a 1980s Mobile Phone! *Just for Fun*
Medication despensing device for those who have a problem controling themselves. It would be connected to the Dr, the pharmacy or probation.
Collapsible, Packable silicone NETI POT! Take your NASAL IRRIGATION with you!
Paneling and Wallboard (Sheetrock) Quick Mounting System - Drastically Speeds up Wall Creation in Old and New Construction!
#QToys An Educational Piano/Organ Keyboard that sings the lyric when key is pressed AND shows the identifying "note" instead of lighted key.
This mat is an easy, safe solution to protect your feet while taking a shower or drying off in any locker room, dormitory, or public shower.
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'QUIRKEY'is a SPORTS Bracelet which allows YOU to store your Key and features an LED light. WORKOUT and Keep Your valuables CLOSE.RESUB
Collard, Mustard &amp; Turnip Greens Cutter. Use the same design/concept as the Graze, currently being developed by Quirky staff.
The Heureka!-Button - Push your idea.
Hold Any size nail with ease..Toe nail angle Too! "No reason to ever hit your fingers again" Please check these out,Thank You!
Iphone Controlled Grill
A Cordless Steam mop with a good sized water resevoir and low water indicator light Is what every household needs!
Homemade sponge cake with cream filing making kit!
Fruit &amp; Veggie Scrubber -Dispenses specific soap -Bristles will not rest on sink therefore remain germ free -Designed to remind veggies only
Have you ever been to the grocery store with your reusable bags and wished they didn't take up space in the cart? Just attach the Bag Strap!
High heels, an attractive woman's accessory, have always caused embarrassing tumbles. However "training heels" eliminates this problem.
Take resistance training to the next level.
A head towel like a twisted cowl with lace or string and silicon stopper buttons and a body towel full of button holes!
Accessorio per l'immediata individuazione di autisti, operatori turistici, accompagnatori etc da parte dei passeggeri in arrivo in aeroporto
Night-light bed post Toppers. Touch Activated. Recharge by plugging each topper into a (4) post Charging dock.
a cat toy that will entertain you cat even when you are not home. will switch off when inactive and back on when it is moved. rechargeable.
RESUBMIT! An organizing solution for stand up lunch boxes/bags. Keep your drink from smashing your food. Keep everything in it's own place!
A phone case that protects your phone but also holds you ear-buds for use whenever you need them. Usable for any iphone or ipad.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 185 votes
#QCYCLE Flexible Led light strips for bikers who love to customize their bikes. Easy to use, easy to remove &amp; keep them safe from the thief
Bye Bye Bed Bugs
Secure your desktop computer keyboard + set it's optimal position.
Switch Activated Magnetic Clasp
Rain wraps for your lower leg. Velcro straps make this rain gear super simple to put on. Keeps mud from covering your calves. #QCYCLE
Cordless drill batteries have large storage capacity which is leveraged to charge Apple/USB devices during power outages or working outside
RESUBMIT/CHANGE OF IDEA PLEASE REVOTE!!- CANDLE LIGHTS FOR THE WINDOWS (Holidays or Year Round)! NO MORE CORDS &amp;
BATTERIES!
NEVWET mop to wash the floor...could be sold for residential and commercial industry..even hospitals
Groods Mood Color Changing Headphones groove with your moods
Dome shaped Greenhouse Protection for all your plants, fruits and vegetables Doubles as a Tent to take camping WAS IN UC made CHANGES
(can't Drive and Text)Lets make a device or docking station for car that receives and sends text by telling it that you are driving.
Keep the trash bag open while filling with a hand held solution.
Q is making Pod Power and Ember! All power supply devices should be made smart from now on!Saves Energy, saves Money, reduce CO2 emissions!
An outward expandable/contractible towel bar that can serve as either a single towel bar, or extend out to make a double towel bar.
Beer Froth Mixer
Integrated iPhone charger with retractable cord and access to proprietary ports.
Build a Castle Tool Box for the Snow or Sand. Includes multiple shaped pales from circular, triangular, square, etc.
Reinventing the Shower Curtain Rod - A smooth, quiet, sturdy shower curtain rod. No more tugging, pulling, or falling off the wall.
All families have been invited to another home and it's polite to bring a dish. Why not adorn your "carry over" dish with decorative foil.
Auto cleaning dog poo pad - more info to come if Capree Kimball thinks there is a big enough market.
iPhone case that sticks to any surface for easy hands free viewing on bathroom mirror, etc using ever sticky silicone or Geckskin.
#NEVWET Garbage cans
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
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It's time for a case that is able to unite iDevice fans and sport fans together -introducing a bubble bumper Ball case for iPhone &amp; iDevices
Do You Forget Things? Reusable shopping bags, lists, picking up needed items. SENSORY BUTTON on KEY head it Clicks, you Remember!
Get rid of running to the store for buying expensive C and D size batteries when you can adapt an AAA or AA size to a C or D size Battery!
Stackable modular storage bins. They snap to each other to elongate them and can be used alone. For food or closet storage. Open 2 collab
Anti-pinch guard for kids' bike hemet. No more tears when putting on your child's helmet. This guard protects their sensitive skin.
Save your necklaces from getting tangled and ruined in your suitcase, purse, or counter top. Insert a necklace bar to keep it snag free!
*Teens* and *Kids* Silicone Eye Glass Decor. Slide tiny *Silly Band Type* rings onto the sides of the frames. Fun shapes/Designs. Trade/Add
Roll Top Retractable screen. Protects your screen. iPhone and for iPad or iPad Mini.
Stylish CAR Vacuum Cleaner that fits and clips on dashboard/trunk easily, with car recharger. Ready for a CLEAN DRIVE.
Oh No! My Tire Is Going Flat And I'm Miles Into My Bike Ride! Wish I had A Sensor To Tell Me That BEFORE I Left.
Meet the furry game remote!!! Kids throw everything. Stuff breaks. Make it furry and puffy and less likely to break!!!
Grill Hugger
Sponge Building Blocks - Soak, Stack &amp; knock down, wetting yourself &amp; others. Tower challenge or knock down pyramids. FUN!
Fuzzy Writing Buddies are great encouragement for writing and studying.
"Combo Tuner":Radio, Television and Projector at you finger tips.
One hand level. Hold your pics level easily while looking for the right place to hang.
Bluetooth Heated Insole:Warm,Waterproof,Anti-Oder,Awesome and App-enabled on iPhone 5.
Dongle or dock plug in that creates airplay zone in old devices that don't have it
A window A/C unit shelf to securely hold an A/C unit. Can prevent slippage and accumulating water condensation.
Sports team hats, jerseys, magnets, etc. are popular with fans and players. There exists a need for new promotional sports paraphenalia.
A Cooking Balance (Ecological) powered per the iPhone and Controled per Cooking Software
Stashcan MINI! Redesign of previous idea: A mini trash can that has built-in bag storage for reused plastic "grocery" bags. #spotsv
It is time for a new activity center. Toddlers are active, parents are on the go, space is limited. Ottoman Slipcover Activity Center
Heavy items to move and no trolley? Heavy objects to move along carpet or upstairs? Why not use existing straps and add wheels or sliders!
Garbage can caddy! Ideal for anyone that has a long driveway and doesn't want to drag their garbage cans back and forth from the road.
Display with new minimalist design, made in one piece, can be 5mm acrylic with laser cut, wall mounted with screws or double-sided tape.
The magnetized LED light - attach a light conveniently anywhere onto your clothing and shine the light wherever you need it
Personal Airport Travel Activity Center
Lids for Can Food. A safe way to preserve leftover spam or tuna. Don't let it dry in the fridge.
measuring cup for 10 favorites recipes
LADDER SHIELDS. Use on extension ladder rail, to protect roof edge and gutters. Enables ladder to extend safely beyond roof line.
Waterproof light to help you find the drink you want inside your cooler.
Disinfectant Biodegradeable toilet paper. Scented/1 or 2 ply/extra long/extra strong/extra soft and/or sensative. Ship to Quirky retailers!
An IPhone case which has a place to slip credit cards,keys, a stand, and rim lights up when you push a button on your keychain.
An Electronic Hop Scotch Mat. Hop Scotch meets Dance Dance Revolution turning it into an interactive game #QTOYS #QTOY
Case with "eye" so iPhone can hang from neck on lanyard while taking pictures.
Grocery Carrying Device w/ Scale. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Whn nature calls odor eliminating"Swirly" A foil lined packet torn by finger Fits wallet/purse cloth wth solution swirled after bathroom use
If the ipad smart case were grid shaped, you could have a larger variety of angles and configurations to get the best viewing experience.
Heated Butter Knife - easily spread jams, butter, and similar food without heating up all of it.
Do you have your pet's toys all over the house? How about a dog or cat toy box?
Ever tried to sleep on an overnight flight? Neck pillow didn't help you get some shut-eye? Let's build something better.
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A photobooth in your own home just much smaller! A nice frame with photo booth feature your guests can electronically forward fun pictures.
Binder Clips are a useful tool but they have one flaw. Take a look!
RESUBMIT PLEASE RE-VOTE! Keep Bees,Wasps, and other critters from getting into the house through A/C Register!MAGNETIC MESH REGISTER
COVERS
Snuggle Body Warmer
An over the shoulder bag with a built in hard drive for Computer Backup.
A single plug, split double surge protector, designed to provide power to end tables adjacent to a couch or bed.
How much time do you spend hanging up individual socks to dry? make life easier.. hang them all at once-! with a "Sockwich"! #spotsv
Turn your lamp into a charging station for any USB device while keep your table nice and neat and your lamp stylish.
It would be an iPhone-sex vibrator that you plug into the iPhone.
.999 silver /gold designer case
The Cork Shredder
Hold your iPhone,etc. comfortably -like an umbrella.(Two hands more available for other tasks too) Case w/ telescopic handle =stylus,stand.
We have the Blue Tooth Jump Rope. Why not a Step Up Platform with Blue Tooth. Monitor your progress and also check your weight!
This product will help individuals with back problems, elderly, and prevent additional problems for commercial maintenance workers.
My idea is to create a self propelled push lawn mower with a arm on the opposite side of the discharge that has a trimmer attached to it.
Imagine a small suburban neighborhood, houses all look the same, except yours with the new interchangable shutter. Fireworks panels.
NEVWET- toilet brush to clean your toilet. We could even design it in2 Quirky's BRIM toilet brush
A shoe horn which allows user to slide foot inside shoe with perfect ease and stability.
DRAWING ACTIVATED SAFE: Create specific drawing to trace on front or top face of safe that triggers safe to unlock
No other alternative rear hubs in karting Our hub employs a single "40" mm nut that utilises the existing wheels and axles No fiddly nuts
HangerTopper attches to any hanger and allows it to properly hang suits, dresses and other special items.
My idea is a stay cool pouch for your lipstick or chapstick to avoid it melting due to warm temperatures or being stuffed in your pocket.
A Simpler more affordable scooter trailer.
Dynamically created, personalized iPhone cases that will display anything you want (photos, colors, designs, etc)
Dog Belly Protector
An iPhone case that creates power for your iPhone using a dynamo that makes your iPhone into a toy car.
Clear cover for Voyager Bike Mount- to protect iPhone from rain, the elements/damage while riding. #QCYCLE
iPhone Bluetooth Earpiece with *Speed Dial* touch the button -n- dial the number
Mix and Match Body Parts Pencil Accessories. Make your pencils fun and have personality! Create funny combinations!
iPhone 5 mobile docking station with its own built in charger/battery back up
PinCam: A wearable "Nanny Cam", disguised as a decorative pin, to inconspicuously keep tabs on children and their caregivers.
Pivot Power CHILD LOCK - style &amp; functionality. Fits perfectly Pivot Power design.
U can buy a pot strainer, U can buy a pot spout but U can't buy a Pot Strainer Spout. Not yet. Not until Quirky make it. RESUBMIT
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.Resub
Sweet tooth? This kid-friendly and customizable HARD &amp; GUMMY Candy machine will do the trick!
A meat thermometer that transmits via bluetooth to an android device or apple device.
Wind Up Lantern or Flashlight
Carpenters square Level - 2 in 1
A wireless docking station for iphone/ipod that can stick to the fridge.
iPhone Swivel Case: Easily carry and conceal your cash, business cards, credit cards, and metro card along with your iPhone.
Monitor Me! This bracelet / key chain combination alerts you when you are separated from your valuables.
Emergency Vehicle Safety Strobe Light provides visibility ensuring safety while emergency vehicle is parked on road responding to emergency.
NO-TIE LACES with a CORDLOCK for CASUAL SHOES. Besides being mainly for running shoes, the ones available out there are pretty ugly too!
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Submarine Racers! Bath Toy
You can make any video-game or App completely interactive with a wearable rumble pack: The Avatar Vibration Vest!
Do you drink enough water during the day??? Let this bottle cap with a timer reminds you! Auto reset with a twist. RESUBMIT.
Peg Board K-Cup Holder. Now you can see all the flavors you have all at once.
What do you put your dogs stuff in when you go on vacation or they go to stay at Grandma or Grandpa's or to the kennel?
At concerts, sports games.. having a hard time seeing over the person in front of you. Need - binoculars w/ higher vertical line of sight.
Disposable phone cases. Use your case and discard it to prevent bacteria from collecting and potentially making you sick.
marker with interchangeable mi
Heat or cool portable square seat covers gel insert allows to heat or cool place in cover and go great for hot days or cold so versatile
*App Enabled* Device that alerts iPhone when you have a leak/drip in a pipe. Wouldn't you love to know ASAP that you have a leak!
Washable wearable RFID tags for your clothes. Iron into the label. Enabling technology for smart washing-machine/iron/wardrobe/suitcase
Tether a motorcycle helmet/rider with a bike via bluetooth, to catch sudden proximity change while in motion, triggering a possible 911 call
One machine that does the work of two. Notifies you by text when clothes are in the wrinkle free cycle so you can get them out. Hassle free.
Updates you of u'r milk,tell's you if its still good to drink or not no need electricity no longer have to "taste-test" u'r milk.just look
Iphone 5 silicon case with a Q on it
Kitchen countertop film covers: Transforming your home, at a fraction of the expense.
Excellent way to clear off a table after dinner. Best thing about it is that guests wont know that it's a trash bag until the party is over
Clip-on Laundry Chute for the Dryer
An iPhone stand that clamps onto various surfaces (desks, bed frames, airplane trays, etc.) allowing for hands-free, space-saving viewing.
Get kids interested in birds.Recycle pop bottle into feeders with screw-on cap. They can decorate,learn to be creative,take responsibility .
Reusable Popcorn Bag for microwave. Use it over and over. You can eat out of it too!
Interlace Strapping is a product that could take the place of tape, straps, cable ties, bungee cords, etc. in most tool boxes.
*Innovative* Color Changing Stickers to tell if food is expired. For example: orange changes to red on day 5! Read On: it's possible
Commuter iPad Mini FOLDER CASE. The Over-Shoulder-Folder-Holder! .............. Easy to open, easy to close, easy to carry!
Texture mud is grey when you spray it on grey Sheetrock, which is difficult to see that's why color!
#NEVWET A unique all intertwine silicone-based Nano-coating fiber water submersible recliner for home bath or at the beach.
"Seat back" and relax! You have emergency stash right under your... well, Back. What would you stash here? Resub-2:
Tape dispenser with extracting/retracting tape measure. Cut uniform lengths to save $ and deter double cuts.
This is a fun strategy game that combines hockey and chess. It promotes fun for the whole family and challenging thinking.
Pitcher with Top Pour and Spigot on the bottom of the handle. Easily pour your Mixed Drink in your cup without removing from the fridge.
Phone dish - A rubber 'dish' for the night stand that quiets vibrations and safely lets you put your phone down without scratching.
iPad Mini Folio:Line Extension For Folio with the Ipad Mini.
Many people are victims of lunch box theft... stop co-workers from taking your hard earned lunch with the lockable lunchbox!
Autonomous/RC snow plow for your driveway + salt dispenser in the back.
Space-saving Baby Center.
Keyboard for iPhone or iPod that works also as a case for the front or back.
Popping like its 1905 This is the reinvention of the 1905 corn popper with a sweet spot.
ANYLITE. An independent source of light for home, garage, basement.
Skitter - The Cross Country Ski Style Scooter
Mix Concrete With Your Weed Trimmer. EZ-Link Compatible Mini Concrete Mixer - The what Link?! Check it out.
Ultimate Cake batter making machine. The Perfect Batter!!
Convenient dog treadmill Imagine having a really hyper dog and you only walk him 30m-60m a day but that is just not enough.
The ScubaBall. For anyone that loves to swim underwater without having to come up for breath or snorkelers tired of sunburned backs.
Privacy/Security Panel for ATM machines
A two-sided, Raggedy-Ann type doll. Black on one side and white on the other. Hoping to add other (2) races later.
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Magnetic Bike Water Bottle Cage - Do away with the traditional cage and magnetically hold any steel bottle or flask on your bike frame!
UC UPDATED) Completely maintenance free self-watering planter (dehumidifier attachment moisture absorber sys) Prevents mold. Resub 165 votes
Reinventing the quad cane. A light it senses low light. Client wears a wrist or neck device tells them where cane was left (exact room).
Mocubo Cheese Slicer! Line Extension. Resubmit. Cut the cheese! :-)
With this simple solution, never misplace personal belongings your housephone/TV Remote/MP3/keys/wallet, or anything â€“ ever again.
SHADE SHAPES: Re-Usable decals that adhere to lampshades and create custom silhouette shapes on your walls. Great for kids rooms!
Vinyl Cling Labyrinth timed sheets for Etch-A-Sketch------------- beat your time or compete with friends
Solar Powered Window Candles
iPod speakers at 45dg angle on sports team fabric put over lazy boy to block background noise while watching games , TV, Throwback speakers
Introducing The Hybrid Handlebar:Straight Bar and Riser Bar,2 In 1 Handlebar.#QCYCLE.
RESUBMIT A cookie dipper that allows you to put two cookies in instead of one, and has a built in straw. (suggestions welcome)
Old School shower kit is a ten piece shower kit that has everything a person will need. Its one of the coolest things
IPhone with Blacklight Functionality and Blacklight Visible Cases with Personalized Messages.
POUR EASY CLIP ON ATTACHMENT add to any bowl /colander/pot/jars makes pouring a breeze ASSORTED SIZES/SHAPED CURVES MEET ALL
POURING NEEDS
SECURITY PICTURE HOOK w/Sound Tech, designed for hanging ART where there is minimum security, such as restaurants, libraries and even BANKS.
This is a time to keep up with the new market. To create more accessories to go with this for a want/need for the fashion and life style.
Outlet intelligent add-on to slay the energy vampires (smartphones/laptops chargers)
A beach towel that changes to a storage bag for wet clothes and a laundry bag.
A collapsible, eco-friendly, lightweight but sturdy cart allows you to take your groceries directly from the store shelves to your shelves.
Women never have to wonder how they look in public anymore unless they leave home without their cell phone, which they never do!!!
Strap On Your Ion. .......... ION with a Belt - Magnets don't work on everything!
Resub.A power bar with detachable LED light. Bar turns 360 degrees to keep cords from taking up space. Has USB ports as well.
Silicone Headphone Strap: Put your earbuds through the strap's holes and now you have headphones! 180 votes!
A solar light that offers decorative flair to flower pots.
a Front and Back LCD screen monitor for school use or government use, etc. This feature will have endless possibilities in any sector.
Puflea - versatile plush toy
COILIES are telephone cord shaped ties to replace annoying twist ties. They pull apart easily to remove and they lock on their own to tie.
Pivot Power EU to US adapter - perfect fit to Pivot Power design.
Kosoku Duo - Tangle Free Dual dog leash
Mr Cozy the deluxe leg rest, with "U" indents,massage machine, drinks holder and storage space.Fun and practical relaxation time for all!
This is a new concept paint brush that newly defines the concept of existing brush and can be continuously used with multipurpose.
Digital Message Center with touchscreen Pad For Home Deliveries
Personal touch for your phone, hand impression of the child in your life, new baby, godchild
Finally never lose what's important to you ! Create a real radar that will help you find every objects you often lose, like keys, wallet,etc
Flashlight shadow Toy with SOUND!!! FUN FUN FUN!!!
Are your kids arguing over who's earphones belong to who? The PersonalPod clips save the day!!!
Tea packets that hold mixtures for juices and other flavored drinks instead of teas.
NEVER lose your smartphone or wallet again!
iLike Headphones
Finally the silence ! A small device to stop the non-stop shouts of the rooster
BEST CHOPPED SALAD MAKER
This idea is for a cup made of a piece of paper just by folding it as described in the attached. It can hold water or any food in 10sec.
Knee High stockings and pantyhose that don't run in the toes
Baby-socks with an internal natural rubber band, which would make the socks impossible to take off for babies.
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The SOCK HAMPER holds 12 pairs of socks in separate compartments (secured by velcro to keep each pocket closed)on a mesh laundry bag &amp; wash
iPadMiniUniversalCase is an excellent choice when you need a case with maximum versatility! Clip it! Hang it! Desktop stand it!
The Pen Guy: jumps up and down on trampoline when you press the button up and down - could make a Pen Guy line of ACTION pens
Emergency! We NEED this toiletpaper companion that will fix the age old dry, uncomfortable, and ineffective toiletpaper by spraying it wet.
Turn your lamp on/off via the bedside table or wall switch at ANY GIVEN TIME. --- LAMPLIGHT,the next BRIGHT IDEA!! RESUB. \
Iphone charger cord protector
A tree watering system for commercial or multiple tree residential use that efficiently waters trees with minimal maintenance.
Reading Bed Pillow for casual or medical use(Re-Submit)
This is my idea of a bag with a separated, very sturdy insulated bottom compartment to store and carry food.
Add to a Pencil attach extenders to those small pencils allows you to hold it and use if it were a full pencil, makeup lip eye liners also
Smart Indoor Plant Watering. Device detects temperature and pot humidity and can water your indoor plants accordingly. Internet connectivity
Karaoke or Stream media using MACs. A flexible podium like stand to place MACs securely.
Everyone wants things smaller. The compact lense case fits this and is more portable. It can also be adapted to multipurpose applications.
Auto retracting marker/highlighter (m/h). No more dried-out m/h! Produces a tip when marker is in use and retracts when it's not!
#NEVWET QCYCLE covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
A slim sleek fan case for your phone to cool you off.Protects your screen like a flip phone and also can be used as a stand.
Self leveling measuring cup. liquid and dry ingredients. 'Gyromeasure'
A Heated and comfortable Mat for the Bathtub. Makes the bathtub experience more enjoyable and fun
Pour your scalding hot morning coffee in a mug and be able to drink it almost instantly!
K-cup inspired Shake &amp; Cook pancakes/muffins/cupcakes. Different FLAVORS to satisfy everyone! Make 1-12+ - NO MESS - 150 CALORIES?
"QsBatch"
The goal is to put in place unique shoe case that makes packing shoes easy and enjoyable.It is especially fantastic for those who travel.
Market an attractive protective sleeve/cover for credit/debit cards to protect against identity theft.
An iPhone case in which the back plate is a thin speaker that is connected to the phone through bluetooth.
Don't let hopping out of your car interupt your radio program. Simply pause or rewind your car radio to resume listening where you left off
I would like to see a trash can that has a built-in litter box at the bottom.
UN-CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in toilet area. THIS HELPS them to keep / clean up the area.
Fold that sheet.
Flip Up Baseboards hide cable mess behind baseboard. Neat, clean, easy.
Women Always Look Good and Never Leave home without your Make-Up!!! Unless you leave home without your cell phone!!!
a round headed electric toothbrush. does several areas at the same time.
BATHROOM LOFT -- shelf for regular and electric toothbrushes, glass, toothpaste. Styled like Quirky's new LOFT. Elevate Your Toiletries
.:: Catch it Hat and Cap straps ::.Safety Device that links your headwear and clothing so you dont loose your favourite Hat or Cap. Resub.
Training a puppy requires more hands! How about a stylish pet training "toolkit" that accomodates clip-on accessories, bags, treats, etc.?
A container that makes spreading jam as easy as squeezing and spreading with a bendable spreader like a knife built on top.
A fun case for anyone that will protect your iPad from accidental drops!!
Lets make a device or docking station for car or home that receives an sends text by telling it what to text , this is for home or car.
"Protect and Stand" case. An iPhone case with screen protector that doubles as a stand.
Never misplace anything. Stick a small beeping &amp; flashing sticker to device/purse, keychain etc., and find with remote
Travel pillow that straps to seat headrest, has compartments for hoodie and storage bag -providing you firm support and privacy! Resubmitted
Inflatable Car Raft, protect your car from flooding.
Pedophiles and child abductors are an inescapable reality. Locate your loved one with this tiny, practical device.
NEVWET in ice and snow removal products. Car scraper, snow shoveler. Maybe add it to Quirky's THOR, or the VEHICLE CLEANING TOOL
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Plastic model look iPhone stand
Dry Erase Marker Magnetic Carousel
Amplified Headphones that plug straight into your guitar!
Plastic Portable Speakers (No Energy!)
We could "mesh" together the efficiency of a stackable mesh sweater dryer with the convenience of a cart with accessible gliding drawers.
TIN CAN PHONE ------- LET'S DO IT AGAIN! rebuild it, but this time with the QUIRKY community and staff
MOWER BLADE SHARPENING KIT... This KIT contains all parts to set-up a method to PERFECTLY RE-SHARPEN a MOWER BLADE in seconds with
grinder
#iPadMiniHipHanger carry around your new iPad Mini in a fanny pack-like way. Internal battery adapter option so as to charge as on move!
glove bag:a glove also a shopping bag,when winter coming,it is very warm.
Health bowl - keep your oils/fats and juices out of your bowl while you are cooking fries or vegies.
Enjoy working out in the open? Unable to do sit up comfortably without someone holding your feet? Introducing the Sit UP Stake!
Lots of pool/billiards players out there, here is an iPhone 5 case that looks like a pool table and has a 5 ball!
Buying Decorative Pillows for your Home is Expensive plus you can't always find what you want. Make your own simple, sew or don't, Simple!!
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
HANDS FREE, STEP ON A PEDAL AND THE TOILET SEAT AND LID WILL LIFT. WHEN YOU STEP OFF THE PEDAL THE LID AND SEAT
WILL GO BACK DOWN.
Camera and video camera contact lenses - contact lenses that transmit or record what the wearer sees.
Make Friends! Chain Reaction Toy For Beach/Yard. Use Water As Initial "Push". Similar To Game "Mousetrap". Modular Pieces. Glow In The Dark.
Customizable pens, pencils, and markers with your favorite pictures and drawings.
ipad hairdressing kit. Be able to see the back of your head while your hairstylist is cutting your hair.
Mini blinds efficient duster/cleaner
iPhone head gear. Use with out hands. Has earplugs and a wireless key pad along with an app
LOOPITS cork board style. I would like to design Loopits for my cork board. Get creative and hold back pens, notes, photos. See images.
Lego-style power bar. Build it: Any shape, any length (within safe limit), and any style surge/power bar you want.
Microwaveable containers in shape of a donut (empty center). For frozen dinners, have heating element in center to prevent frozen insides.
THE quirky QUESTION â€œhow do you get that last bit of lotion out of the bottle?â€ THE quirky ANSWER? You get the lotionotion!
BBQ Marinate Basting Brush that will keep your hands away from the flames. Includes a wider brush to marinate your food faster.
Avoid danger, see road signs ahead of time, SEE THROUGH THE TRUCK AHEAD OF YOU BLOCKING YOUR VIEW, with a "FRONT-VIEW TRUCK
PERISCOPE."
Have you ever wanted to save money and time, from keeping up with socks? Here is the answer!! Sock Mocks!!
This is a smart phone case that has a built in ultra violet light to be use to scan your hotel rooms and toys for body fluids and bacteria
Microwave &amp; freezer-friendly coaster will keep your coffee from turning lukewarm before you get to work and will keep sodas cool for summer!
The dual condiment packet. Get the perfect combination of your favorite condiments on your hot dogs or hamburgers in one shot...
my idea is a take along emergency kit that will help locate campers,hikers etc. that become lost in the wilderness,mountains,parks etc.
Beach Anchor Beer Cozy.Sole Purpose is to Keep your Beer Cold and out of the Sand! There's nothing worse than setting your beer in the sand
A SALT AND PEPPER GRINDER THAT YOU CAN USE TOGETHER OR USE THEM SEPARATE.
The new ipod has a pop out button where will be attached an accesory to keep the earbuds rolled up and attached to your ipod all the time.
HOT &amp; COLD THERMO MUG - double wall + turn hot or cold water between the two walls.
It's a Eco Friendly mulit-purpose skateboard back bag where you are able to carry your skateboard and other devices hands free.
Grid mini! Indoor clothes line in seconds! Never have to hang clothes indoors using chairs, door trim, or ceiling fans - ever!
'Y-BUDDY'. Multi-functional two Jack Plug in and cord wrapper, clips on shirts. RESUB.
FRUIT STAND! Get It? Apple would get a kick out of this!
Hands free Umbrella Holder for Folding Chair. No more sitting in direct sunlight.
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Build a tree. A indoor fake tree that allows one to build the tree starting from the base and also set it up as you wish. fun for house
An attachment to Quirky's product cube tube that will crush ice as it comes out of cube tube; Not it use - clamp to end of tube - save space
MY IDEA IS ABOUT A 3in1 BOTTLE WHICH HAS MAYO , KETCHUP AND MUSTARD OR MULTI SALAD DRESSING BOTLLE AS WELL.
Everyone has fumbled their keys in the dark while trying to get into their car or their house. Now you don't have to.
No more checkout line... time is precious!!!
Resub: The New Keyless Ski and Snowboard Rooftop Carrier!!! Instead of a key that you break or loose the carrier uses a combo lock!!!
Crescent peeler. We peel round round veggies and fruits, making a semi-round peeler is the answer to a faster job.
Bracelet that uses Bluetooth or some other connection that vibrates, beeps, or flashes when you get a call or text.
T.P.H... Tooth Paste Holder can locate your TOOTH PASTE instantly... YES... ITS right under your teeth... Just put IT onto TOOTH BRUSH.
Drift for the new Wii U
Dog collar with GPS tracker and light + free iphone or android app
You have to mail out a ton of letters, be prepared for a terrible aftertaste. Skip this with a professional,sustainable, flavored envelop!
I created the Mash Fork when my kids were babies. I was tired of cutting every morsel of food in tiny bits so I created this special fork.
Convert-a faucet for bathtub
A sustain pedal that plugs in to the Ipad or Iphone for the piano application.
Bubble Duck. Bath time fun! Keeps your bubbles alive in the tub!Resub
A small device that goes in your car that records AM/FM radio for short term replay. I was thinking maybe in a 10 minute loop.
Want a nice, warm towel after a shower? A microwaveable T-WARM9 keeps your towel warm while youâ€™re in the shower.
Sold separately: Extra resin tubes and colors for Bangle
Hot Air Mask
TREETOP: Christmas decoration for your roof! A decoration that looks like the top of a tree breaking through the roof of your house.
Poppy Smart Hamper
bike riding and traffick dont mix!now you can let and cars know which way your going! a helmet with turning signals!!
A phone case with stand in the form of two rotating arms. They rotate indepently from the central point 360 degrees.
From flat to cable organizer, quick and easy. Perfect alongside any power surge protector.
Hang the iPod Nano 7th Gen around your neck without any cases
Scented Window Clings. Clings look cute and give off a nice scent in your car or home.
Automatic monitoring and watering system for gardens, small or large scale.
Iphone bladeless fan. Plugs into the earphone jack for power.
My idea is for an iphone holder for your bike that also allows your phone to be used as a turn signal.
Induction outlets and adapters for power cords for better safety and ease of use.
Redesigned Computer Chair - Hollow caster technology with drop down arms. Extremely quiet chair. Great for playing guitar as well. Thank you
â€œiRetractâ€ iPhone bumper with push button retractable earbuds.less clutter in your pocket or purse.you'll never be without your earbuds
TOILET SEAT HYGIENIZER RINGS integrated directly to top cover of the seat.
#QCYCLE A new look for your bicycle helmet!
Find It! Allow Pebble smartwatch owners to buy a variety of tags they can attach to anything they own and select to help find lost items.
The Dresser Catch is designed to keep items from falling behind your dresser.Its a unique invention that will benefit the household industry
My idea is a Zombie game,that I call Zombie Nom Nom. With zombie popularity at an all time high, I believe it would be a big hit.
KAR-CHOO, the round tissue dispenser that fits in your cars cup holder
My idea is a screen repair kit. A solution or a compound that could remove scratches off of laptops, tablets and smart phones.
Simon Says Paddle Ball...Combining 2 oldie but goodies. Great for hand &amp; eye coordination. #QTOYS
Flags and Kites that create electricity while being blown in the wind. Biking around town, driving or just flying outside your house!
Widget/accessory for the ipad and iphone(or any other phone)
Vehicle exterior lights that are fob controlled to illuminate entire viewing area around your parked vehicle increasing safety.
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Heated ice cream scoop. Battery operated, make scooping as easy as cutting warm butter. "Dolce heat"
LED lighted dog collar that's controlled by your iphone dog light app. Change color, make it blink, circle or flash all from your iPhone.
E-wallet. It can help people to carry several U-drive electronics as a wallet and connect to computer conveniently.
TEXT DISABLING APP FOR CAR DRIVER ONLY - Passengers would not be affected
A case for the iPhone or other apple device with sliding panels to cover screen when not in use.
Pad workout for strengthening leg muscles to prevent and reduce pain in the knees. Useful for athletes and people with early arthrosis.
Never pick up or scoop Dog Poop again. Klean Katch will collect it before it ever hits the ground!!! It's slim compact and light weight.
Waste-Paper-Basket TABLE - Many time you need extra working areas around your desk and the Waste-Paper-Basket is always there AWAITING.
All Sports Skills Enhancer
PRE-SORT SILVERWARE in Your DISHWASHER with this Color-Coded Insert
WiFi LED Wall Sockets:App-enabled to turn On/Off,change color make them blink from smart phone,tablet or from laptop and desktop computer.
LADIES don't conceal tampons in bras/sleeves or pockets, a persblox fixed to washroom walls at work means storage,convenience + less stress.
With induction technology, we can make our cookware heat only where needed--INSIDE the pots and pans, leaving the outside cool to the touch.
#NEVWET WINDSHIELD
The international symbol for "Call Me"! Is the Thumb and Pinky fingers held up to the ear and mouth.
#spotsv Never lose your plastic food container lids again! Keep them with the right food container at all times. Resub-Under Consideration.
RESUBMIT)Cake/brownies-MIX, BAKE AND SERVE ALL IN ONE MACHINE.Similar to a bread machine but for cake and brownies!Read Description.
Family of bobbles. To keep you busy, playful and make you feel better. All from a bobble. Great toy for adults.
Heavy duty winter/wet weather coat rack with integrated gloves, hats and boots/shoes drier. Modern design to place in entry ways of homes.
Emergency PIN # with pertinent information such as location, car make/model, physical description, in the event you are being robbed at ATM
GLOW IN THE DARK PANEL to create Instant Paintings with the touch of a Light. Kids Will Love to Decorate their Own Room.
Portable infant swing frame-w/ 3 clips-fits any baby car seat. Can fold up small &amp; when open has safety locks. Crank or battery pack option.
Iphone Hat
Ever wanted wine but dreaded cleaning the glass? Why waste time pouring it into a glass when you can just drink it directly? Wine straws.
Grill Steamer - Cover all types of foods to lock in flavor and tenderness
Every sports fan needs the perfect winter glove for throwing footballs, cracking beers, using smart phones, storing tickets and grilling.
Hammer, Screwdriver, Level in one tool. For people who live in apartments and dont want an entire tool box.
Our Unique, exciting new Eyeglass-wear to upgrade the now hum-drum eyeglass market. Our Invention takes the aviator goggles to new heights.
Ultra Slim Wallet that attaches to the back of your phone!
Have a simple App that makes a key chain device go off.
Campfires, Kids, and Hotdogs go hand &amp; hand...big kids too, It's the Campfire Hotdog Basket, never lose another dog to the fire!
Finally, an ergonomic ipad keyboard case. A split design allows one to type without having their wrists touch!
With millions around the world owning computers to consoles, my idea is to build a desk-fit chin rest to avoid potential elbow nerve damage.
Specs PC - Lap-Top of the future. Resub. after UC. ATTENTION: They deny this idea with a non valid reason (bellow). Help me with this one.
Ice cold coffee
A sheath for pen/stylus storage that will attach to any case,or possibly even phone itself.
Petal Vase - Adjusts to your bouquet. Helps pour out dirty water and fill with fresh water without removing bouquet.
Your Favorite Brand Wicking Dry Weave Material for the Bedroom, Bathroom, or Just Lounging Around
Life Jackets w/ built in rope system for attachment to boats &amp; grabbing in case of drowning. Includes other gear, whistle, survival kit etc.
Self Sharpening Utility Knife - Handle sharpens every time its retracted. No more breaking off knife blades! Environmentally friendly.
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Artificial Heart Beat Pad for Cribs. Help newborns to sleep better and feel more secure.
External memory device that synchronizes files from your iPhone directly to a USB memory or Micro SD!
Pentagon A Stylish, Compact Yet Functional Power Extension &amp; Surge Protector
Golf Ball + Tape + Boat = SPEED! A high quality adhesive tape with golf ball type dimples to create helpful turbulance and decrease drag.
provide a bracket for Iphone fixed on trolley. you can go to the supermarket and to use the shopping list application and drive your trolley
Christmas lights that can be controlled by an apple application!
A small and neat plug'n play dock for you Apple Macbook. Keep your cables organized and your desk clean.
Winter is there! What about a Cap+scarf for your iPx. With a battery, a remote control, headphones and mic. And of course,It's Bluetooth!
An accessory that Shapes the cord to bring the MICROPHONE closer and facing the MOUTH!! VOTE if you think this is a very COMMON problem!!
Can anyone over the age of 30 really see or read the details on the album art on their I Pod's?
ALWAYS KNOW THE LOCATION OF YOUR CHILDREN AND LOVED ONES - QUIRKY GPS TRACKING DEVICE iPhone case with an ear piece. Hook your phone on your ear and enjoy the use of both hands while talking.
Pen-Pals Â® exciting little polycotton dolls filled with lightweight wadding and 6 non toxic pens just add a child to Colour, Create, Keep
Flash Forward consists of two elements: GPS Nav. System affixed within motorcycle helmet visors &amp; Infrared Laser Motion Detection System
Provide sinus relief with a system that delivers a saline Mist while vacuuming nasal drip; helping alleviate post nasal drip issues.
cooking pot with a digital temperature gauge on the handle in order to help you see the correct temperature . That can be use in frying pans
Ever Been Charged Excess Baggage Fees at the Airport? How about a suitcase that notifies you when your bag's over user defined weight limit
Speech activated electronic soap dispenser: Soap on.
GiftCard Tracker App
Outlets just haven't caught up with the times. Cerebro gives you the power to POP out unneeded outlets for the ones you do need.
Earbuds VS gravity!
SPROUT! A Flower that teaches you how to save. Add coins in the pot to make the flower grow.
Instead of ratcheting the rope or strap why not ratchet the tie down itself and add magnets to it so wherever you need a tie down you got it
Universal dish holders that fit inside both dishwashers and cabinets would eliminate the need to unpack dishes. Just swap holders as needed.
Tadpole. A baby bottle/sippy cup inspired by Totem. Easy to store, clean, stack high to dry. No more need for cumbersome peg dry racks!
iPhonePushNClip case has a push back that is spring loaded. Just push on it, slide it over, onto pants pocket, release, locks into place!
Foam LIncoln Logs... Lets make a set of Lincoln Logs where every piece including the roofs are made out of foam.
Shower Head -with 3 levels/
Phone charger that indicates your phone is charged. Can also be used as a stand
Resub-Spoon with silicone mouth spout.Help kids eat soup,use in hospitals,those with tremors, after dentist, weaning tool for kids and more
Spoon which allows to use quite the ingredients of cooking(kitchen) quickly (salt sweetens oil) in a simple pressure several size
Ear Drop Bottle that the tip lights up or shines directly into the ear so you can see the drops are going in correctly and count them.
Smart Trivet: useful trivet &amp; built in temperature sensor-in-1. Lets you know when your food is getting too cold/warm/ready for the fridge!
Resubmit: Kids Cooking Mitts are great for kids over the age of 8 yrs old that like to help their parents cook.
Personal ATM machine stop collecting change start collecting bills - the machine will count and you can put money in and take it out
Photo holder for flat screens or flat monitors.
when you go beach to play,it is a multifunctional good,it is a bag,also a mat
An iPhone case that gives your beloved device night vision!
Horizontal Trampoline
RODENT CONTROL in the ease of a spray can! Expanding Foam with Steel Particles so mice can NOT eat thru the Foam! Attached Nozzle &amp; Tube !
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1 sensor is on TV. 2nd sensor is on remote. Push sensor button on tv &amp; remote will beep. When found, push remote sensor to silence
Meet the Iphone 5 WIreless Mouse!!!
1.Take a walk 2.collect the energy 3.connect YOUR shoe insert 4. recharge YOUR iPhone 5.Or turn on heating function :-)
Being a woman who suffers from Attention Deficit Disorder I struggle with my pocketbook all day long.
It is a credit card size piece of high impact styrene as shown in the attached drawing.
Glow in the dark food coloring! I guess tonic water is the answer...
More than 1 kid in your back seat? Can't see what they're doing while your driving? What you need is a Dual Safety Mirror!
Flip Up Lighted Mirror case for iphone5.
#QTOYS RE-invent 'Children At Play' driveway safety signs!Dry erase on one side. Create a new standard for driveway area of child safety.
No more germs in the kitchen sink,This will att to the toilet. Water from the toilet to mop the floor. Easy clean up. Flush for clean water
The Grocery Cart with a Seat! Now you got a Place to set while you wait for the bus, or in the Grocery line! Bigger, safer, easyer!
Nobody likes slushy, muddy shoes and floors.
Tired of having to find stapler, tape-dispenser, post-it, paper clips? Student or a office worker? This product is a MUST for you!
Collapsible &amp; detachable extra storage attachment for your stroller allows you to carry more items with you in your car's boot/trunk.
Retractable apple charger with sleek design - Lightning and USB all tucked away.
A simple Strectchy band and lock for shoes
The "ChipClip" for round items like wrapping paper, blue prints, posters, etc.
TOP SHELF for flat screen TVs provides a wider surface to display things such as knickknacks on your flat screen TV.
Helpful HOSE that cleans DUCTS for you and yours to breath cleaner air. Contracting a Duct Cleaner is expensive. Dryer vents no problem.
Bicycle handlebar mounted inclinometer giving instant readouts of the slope angle of the trail you're on.
#iPadMiniGrip is a case with a rubber slightly ridged back for securely gripping, holding of an iPad Mini. Don't drop it, grip it!
Unplug - unplugging made easy! See video.
Double Loop Bandits!- 1 Bandit strap is good! But 2 in 1? Its GREEEAAATTT!!!
A universal lid for pots, pans, bowls, and plates that simply folds away when not in use.
Sharing drinks from different straw/ flask designs. Share from the bottom, middle or top.
#NEVWET and QSANDY Case with built in Overcoat for iPhone and iDevices
Refrigerator-tickeR
Multi Color Photography, Graphics, Copying and Scanning Film Tint Overlays
iPad &amp; iPad Mini Case With Integrated External Memory:16G,32G or 64G.
Artificial Heart Beat Pad for Cribs. Help newborns to sleep better and feel more secure.
Cut clean and keep your kitchen clean with this cutting station.
Cubes, your own custom modular couch. Your # of frames, your choice of cushion, your choice of panels, your couch, table any way you want.
UNDERWIRE BRA problem? Don't buy new bra, Silicone Based Bra clip that will prevent/fix those annoying underwire that keeps poking out!
#QCYCLE Bike Rack, You can mount it on the Wall or Ceiling.
OpenKitchen - The first open-source kitchen showroom.
Iphone Industructable case. Bumpy and rocky look! Check it!
A bedside handheld device dock with timer charger, keeps devices safe from being stepped on, fully charged and prolongs battery life.
A pastic disposable lunch box/ bag liner
Every Massage Chair Requires You to Lay On Your Back. Why Not One That Gives You Your Choice of Positions? Massages the Entire Body.
Create an adapter/splitter to go between a device (e.g., iPad) &amp; the ear buds. The device could allow more than one person to watch a movie.
A washing up basket that lets you know the weight of the load.Handle 1 digital panel handle 2 solar panel weighing instrument at base.
Resub got 148 votes! Imagine if Stem could fit on hot sauce, olive oil, vinaigrette bottles that would spray with even distribution on food!
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iPhone 5 CLEAR front flip cover. I want a protective flip case that I do not have to open to quickly see who is calling or texting me.
Remember when we were kids and took cards folded them in half, got moms clothespin put them on bike frame so the spokes would hit the card.
Silicone Cool Rings for your glass. Silicone accordion type gel ring clings to the inside of your cup.
Imagine rushing to a business meeting or class,laptop in hand,and dropping it. I'm proposing the "otterbox" for laptops.
Sunshine Sally Doll. Skin turns red in sunshine if uv lotion not applied. This is for teaching young girls and boys the danger of uv rays.
You ask yourself, or your kids scream...whats for dinner?

With the "Ask Alice" dinner planner it will be easy.

150,000 people die each year from drowning,all could have been prevented with inflatable swim belt(size of reg belt)compressed air rip cord
A toilet seat scrubber which fits in neatly into toilet brush's hollow handle - Better hygiene; and compact storage
Articulated external LED light that plugs into audio jack or micro USB
PEZ Styled GUM Dispenser. A fun way to offer gum and keep your gum from getting squashed
STACK EM. BUILD IT OFFICE DESK. A desk that is made out of box shapes that can be arranged according to your setup
LED FLASHLIGHT CASE
Touch-CASE. Phone Case that acts as a touchpad for computers includes left and right clickers
it is a important design when school shooting happen.
A Shoe rack that can grows with your shoes!
NEVWET NeverWet, silicone-based nano-coating on Quirkyâ€™s Houseware products.
A bathroom stand that is able to fold away and hung flat on the wall if necessary.
ex flex straw bottle
Phone portable Hard Drive
This product is a popper scooper that freezes the unwanted wet mushy poop and hardens it and then is easily scooped into a disposable bag.
My idea is a biodegradable spike made with weed killer to spot kill weeds in yards and gardens without harming The grass or flowers around
A rechargeable volume controlled headphones with a barcode reader to read playing cards that have the barcode on them.
Keyster, the ultimate Iphone keychain that is real small but has it all. Tiniest wall Dock with USB and wrap management for ear buds too!
A truly microwave-safe food container. No leached chemicals, scratches or staining like glass; lightweight and break-resistant like plastic.
Laundry bags, A simple product used by nearly everyone. My idea is to create a new design of laundry bag into sections based on clothing.
Remember the Tomy Water games? Iphone case with that concept.
Here is an opportunity to stop paying for liquid wet mop refills that are costly by using an equally effective and eco-friendly product.
Changing Oil Filter in today's crowded car engine compartment would be easier with a long flexible extension that can avoid interference.
Crossover Complete. Give crossover a complete look by filling in the gaps. Same great design with a completely protected case.
Safety power device, with built in smoke alarm and power surge with wi-fi warning APP to your smartphone
Flying Toy for Kids A fun floating craft game and figures. Lets FLY!!! The new plains cartoon movie is coming out soon maybe a side kick!!!
CORNER COVERS! Board Game box corner protectors! I know it is not life altering but they would be useful!
A Christmas tree stand that has a set of Christmas lights/ornament attached to it that tell you when the water level in the stand is low.
My Doctor loved this. An efficient runner runs true to form, elbows tucked in, Hips knees and feet almost straight ahead as they progress.
Golf cart bumper mounted golf club brush. The brush would mount underneath the rear bumper of a golf cart.
The Quad Tape is a four in one tape-measure. The Quad Tape has a tape-measure, a pencil holder, a pencil sharpener, and a flash light.
phone case locator w/ app that comes with adapter that can be attached to anything to help you locate each other
Selling Music as USB that will automatically upload music to iPod without need for computer
A Brake for shopping carts Push down the metal piece (the brake) to the back tires to hold. Click it up to release it.
fast painting for beginners and professional worker ceep price of the final product low cost of production using recycled plastic
Take 3 Out Tumbler
the product will be 5" by 7" and will come in different contrasting color coming with a pager and a receiver(both with a sticky back.)
No drop ipad/tablet case
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clip on pouches with replaceable hand cleaning tissues for hunters.
Many patients staying at home frequently forget to take the medicine before and/or after meal. So, how to solve this problem?
A magnetic iPhone case with rhinestone brooch that sits on the outside of a purse or jeans. For women who hate phone clips, but love sparkle
Never get lost or lose track of somebody at your campsite, theme park or shopping mall ever again!
#NEVWET WATER PROOF OR WATER RESISTANT Mirror
An iphone 5 case with a pullout notepad and pen to take notes while you're on the phone.
A System that will help to make top loading of heavy water bottles easy and safer.
MUDOUT removable insole for shoes, boots and sneakers
Small wireless device connects anywhere on your person that notifies you when phone is left behind
Create a Xylophone! Building Blocks with different size Xylophone Music Panels that insert on top of blocks. Build and Play Music...
iPhone digital pocket scale [RESUB]
Magnetically Attaching IPod and Iphone To Consumer's Clothes using Magnetic Back Plate with Magnetic TPE or Fabric
Resubmit)Enhance your Christmas Tree by using your Ipod/Mp3/Cell phone. Lighted Christmas Musical Ornaments.
Folding Carrom Board with Original Games such as checkers.
VegSqueeze. Great for Cooks! Handheld and convenient vegetable chopper. Cut your carrots and vegetables easily. Insert your veg and squeeze
I have designed a line of cookware that will save energy, cook up to 50% faster, eliminate spills getting into the burner, increase safety.
Custom Mattress with Indentation for Arms
Sonar Ear Pad
My idea is called the Handi-Jac. It is a clothing line of jackets, sweaters and coats with gloves permanently attached to the garment.
Soda Gas Saver
Charoal grill ash and waste disposal unit.
Do you ride a motorcycle? Have you ever pulled in front of someone because you didn't see them in the rearview mirrors on your handlebars?
Android/IOS mobile device rugged case that integrates a digital laser measuring tape and stud finder.
Ditch the baby bottle and sterilising kit. Make baby milk in a drinks pouch with a teat instead of in a carton. Warms against the body too.
thin Led light with a Magnetic back allows it to be secured on any metal. lighting any dark areas or desire locations mostly at night.
a single paint brush with multiple colors in it. when you paint it paints a like a stripe of multiple colors.
The Roofing Protractor Resubmit
FREEZER ORGANIZER Whiteboard + ipod/ipad holder + basket + plastic bags holder
iTick: Text Message Telegraph Ticker Machine.
"Crates" Bike Basket Accessory Kit. Create a simple bicycle bracket to adapt to the versatile Quirky modular "Crates" system.
Combine the Mug Stir Spoon with Tea Bag Steeper Keeper mug.
removable insole for shoes, boots and sneakers
Nintendo 3DS Case with handles for gaming and game storage in handles. 5 million 3DS's sold and not a single case that meets anyone needs.
The "Purse Protector" is an elasticized clear plastic product designed to cover a purse. It would be available in a variety of sizes.
"Skins" for car bumpers so that stickers can be placed on bumpers non-destructively like laptop skins allow.
An iPhone case with heaphone-wrap horns that pivot into a kickstand and tuck flush when not in use.
Vehicle Laser Indicator System
Resub: Blow Up RC Helicopter Toy Those little ones you buy for 50 bucks break after 10 seconds this one would last longer and be more fun
Same concept of Bangle to make pendants and key chains and MUCH MORE-toys!.Extension for BOYS to make key chains and Necklace pendants.
Crumb eater, a mini version of the sweepers that rotates the brush with a few cranks. Clean your table, desk or countertops quick.
Outside the box: Portable High Altitude Stimulation Air Pressure Machine Combined With The Oxygen Chamber? Improve current technology.
A range finder attached to your bow would revolutionize the sport as we know it.
Hi I have created a fishing device that can aide handicapped people to catch fish. Parts: a stake, platform and changeable device.
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RESUBMIT Slice-N-Serve, New and Improved Cake, Cheesecake, and Pie CUTTER AND SERVER, Cut a slice, big/small, pick it up and serve #spotsv
"GRAB N' GLOW" A portable night light for kids &amp; those late night trips to the bathroom. Bedside or plugged into outlet. 4x6 inches. #QTOYS.
Suction Cup Wall Mount Bracket for IPad and IPhones - Easily Move From Room to Room
Magnetically Attaching IPod and Iphone To Consumer's Clothes using Magnetic Back Plate with Magnetic TPE or Fabric
foot rubber like having hands rubbing entire foot
TOY BOX TABLE. A toy box that converts into playing table. A fun play station that saves space, money and provides a fast clean up!
A micro cable that connects 2 iPhones, so one iPhone can recharge the other iPhone's battery. (ie. Can I have 10% battery charge?)
An iPhone case for iPhones without front facing cameras that reroutes the rear camera using mirrors to make it front facing.
Clamping Case - Great for toddlers or kids that use strollers, car seats, high chairs, grocery carts etc. For iPad or iPad Mini.
Bluetooth speaker USB USB /audio video / SD card reader Hub
Vacuum powered suction level that can stay in place on almost any surface so you have both hands free!
An application that would project an image onto the wall exactly where you want to hang a picture or art decor. 2 pictures, Laser on bottom.
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
*WATCH VIDEO DEMONSTRATION* ONE TOOL = Cut, Peel and Slice your Kiwi all with one tool. No more waste.
#Nevwet umbrella - How nice would it be to stay dry even when folding up your umbrella?
An iPhone case that has a retractable arm.
Comfortable and natural to hold on longer work. When you go walking. When you stand stall.
I want to buy bulk shampoo but don't want to carry a gallon of it to the gym &amp; I want to carry peanut butter but I want it in a squeeze tube
Saves kids lives. This GIANT ICE CREAM "CONE" is perfect for Target and Toys R Us. Credit to Jim Hunter for lights and sound motion sensor.
This case easily help when you rolling wire of earphones or using earphones.
The first remote control car that allows you to play catch. Launch, drive, catch your own throw, or play with Iphone friends.
This device allows you to quickly and aesthetically store all adapters in one place.
A golf tee is pushed into the ground this design facilitates breaking the tee upon impact. My design eliminates the broken tee aspect.
STINKY FEET? Try these stylish and scented shoe liners designed to absorb and dispose of sweat/odor that collect at the bottom of footwear.
A case for the IPhone or Ipod Touch, that had a pair of retractable headphones built into the back of the case.
IQ THERMO STICKERS - inteligent cup or pot stickers showing You at which temperature You can add Honney, Green Tea, White tea, Coffee...
An adapter that converts 30 Apple classic connector to lightning port. But on a keychain for always available access.
Scorekeeper - Instantly Transform ANY Standard Basketball Hoop into Digital Score Counter
A cube stopping the electromagnetic wave of your Iphone when you're sleeping
Foldable/Telescoping Step Stool to Step Ladder. You only need one to take that extra step.
Mouthwash sphere: Candy-like balls filled with mouthwash to freshen up your breath quickly and easily. Break by chewing, gargle and spit.
Improve book style case- to fit iPhone 5 be more secure
The Rechargeable Heated Lunch Box for KIDS!!!!! Keep your kids food warm... I call it YUM YUM.
Mini Milk Jugs: Take a one gallon jug of milk, and pour some into the mini jugs. Good for portioning, and having a jug you can chug!
Retractable self cleaning shower curtain. Similar to retractable car window shades, will have a squeegee/scraper to wipe clean as retracts.
An Iphone Screen Enlarger - Personal Projector
A scanner ,that scans an object .Sends it to your iPhone .iPhone sends it to your MakerBot. MakerBot is a layered printer.
a camera the size of a web cam and a monitor the size of a gps, made just so you can keep an eye on your child in his/her car seat.
NOT A CASE! sleek, black, leather POCKET that attaches to your desk chair. Now - you know exactly where your phone is!
Kids Bike bell or horn that also blows bubbles. Get them exercising with lots of fun ...#QCYCLE
Modular Battery Case for the iPad-- Think Big! Line Extension.
Have you ever had trouble giving your toddler medicine? Problem solved. A gummy candy with a built in pocket for insertion of medication.
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Impact BALL that you can throw that STICKS and GLOWS on Impact!!!
THE SIMON SAYS BALL. Who can keep the ball off the ground longer while playing SIMON SAYS? Ball changes color when you hit it.
An iphone App that will allow you to find your iphone when it is misplaced and powered off or on vibrate or it is in the silent mode
Credit card size copper plate fits in wallet/pocket/on key chain: KILLS GERMS ON CONTACT
Smoother shopping experience. Stick on strips for bad cart wheels. Marketed to all stores for an easy and cheap fix for bad cart wheels.
My ideal invention would be to enhance the bicycle for the winter. With heated handle bars, heated chair, and a heated helmet.
IPhone case with pedometer that counts each step a person takes and calculates calories.
AN OFFICE AND TRAVEL BRIEFCASE WITH BUILTIN BALANCE LEG STAND THAT CAN BE PULLED OUT TO BE USED AS A TABLE OR
RETRACT TO MAINTAIN ITS SHAPE.
Color changing skin marker that illumintates in bright colors immediately when you go outside.
A printer that attaches the back of your I pad or iPad mini as a case that goes around the I pad
FANCY FLOWER GUARD indicator WITH HYGROSCOPIC LEAVES - tells You when needs water before the flower dies back
Induction Charge for Flyway
iPhone &amp; mini iPad wallet that is also a stand..Simple!
"X FO" The only disposable hot towelette for shaving prep and exfoliating that is individually packaged. Heating technology to be researched
BeachBabe-Sand Resistant Towel
Big fingers, small keypads or sensitive touch screens. New solution?
A tri fold wallet with imprints of numbers for each bill.
An iPhone case that folds out into a wallet, that also includes a headphone wrap tool.
Driving in the rain, you can't definitely see the lines on the road and run the risk of going over the curb or head on colliding. No more.
LEGO like characteristic for Iphone case. Build and be creative with your Iphone.
Bicycle seat height measurement system. Attachable tape measure with goniometer ("protractor") for measuring proper knee angle. #QCYCLE
No more awkward cleaning - the folding grill / oven rack that fits in your dishwasher or sink for easy cleaning.
Decorative Neoprine fabric in shape of bow-tie with velcro closure to house dog-tag(s)... different sizes, colors &amp; decorations.
This case will have a battery integrated in, small speakers, and it will have a shade it will not over heat when in the sun.
Bath Towels, hand towels and kitchen towels always fall and take time to pick up and straighten. Here's a solution to this common problem!!
Secondary alarm clock tone/alert device for those that might sleep through normal phone alarm or if phone is left on silent mode by mistake.
Toilet Paper Holder with a antibacterial foam dispenser. Clean & Easy. No Need for wipes in big clunky plastic bottles or plastic boxes.
I would be giving a solution to a problem that i have had in the past and present.
A thin transparent water resistant and scratch proof sheet which wraps around your device
Do you like being jolted from the freezing cold water spraying on your head at the hair salon? I don't, so how about a heated spray bottle?
HEATED SNOW BRUSH- Clean off your snow covered car in no time! Its the 21st Century and the typical snow brush needs an upgrade.
i5, IPOD, Tablet, Blackberry cases with instant auto retracting carry strap.
The Smart Cane
Sun-glass strap with lights
Print custom pencils at home. Fun for kids !
Fitness mat made especially for those with knee problems or would like extra padding on the knees
HOT MUPETTE is a product the is going to change the serving industry by saving waste time and money. Is a product that is friendly and fun.
BudSleeves; a sleeve for your buds that comes in several colors and some can glow in the dark so you can easily find them!
My idea is for a LED light built into an ice chest. A simple battery pack and string of led lights built into the housing for the ice chest.
Cup/ Bowl Twist On and Increase Sizes
Case for iPhone with retractable handles for easier use of telephone. With them to use the phone will be much more convenient.
Anti-blister socks for athletes. Prevents from blisters, rain and snow.
An angled dock that breaks the norm for a very original aesthetic appeal.
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Why can't Pivot Power and Plug Hub just get along? Create a power strip that solves power brick issues, has many features &amp; works w/Plug Hub
+ Reclaim Empty Filing Cabinet Space &amp; Organize Your Cords #spotsv
Ice-Blocking Beverage Clip: Keeps ice in your glass and prevents sliding into your face or teeth! (rough prototype)
Using Algebra and Geometry will allow the home-owner to cut his grass with LESS number of steps/energy/minutes and a nicer/shorter job.
radio dvr
An under body car wash attachment for home use used with a pressure washer and supported by an ergonomic wand system and trigger spray gun.
APPLE MEETS BABY: A baby diaper bag with iPad/iPhone Case built in. Modern and Functional for Mom &amp; Dad.
Create a mobile tee pee that provides a comfortable environment and protection from the sun when traveling to public places, like the beach.
Home Gutters'R a pain to maintain Snow Autumn Leaves Annual Cleaning are Dangerous and Time consuming Our Rotary One Piece Design solves it.
Decorative Sock Clips. Not only helps you keep your socks together...they are cute too! READ THIS. NOT JUST A CLIP!
Baby Bottle/Cup Holder-One handed operational clamp to hold baby bottles upright while making formula or putting the top on and holding baby
An adapter with some juice to give you a few seconds to reach the bed after turning the lights off!
Clear Toaster/Toaster with a view of what is inside
U.F.O.N.E. Turn your smartphone into unit. an anti helmet headset an anti flight snatch your smartphone otherwise call
My great idea is a radio that's in your vehicle that allows you to rewind what has been already said or played over the air, in real time
Musical Combination Lock. Your own combination of sounds will unlock! A fun way to unlock a lock! Funny Video! resub
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Sticky Coilies to manage cords; Apply sticky coilie tape at one or more places on wire to coil them locally - saves space, yet pullable.
New Tooth Brush for kids (and/or Pets) with a round conical shape, replaceable color coded brush heads.
a reusable 'puck' which you heat in the microwave, or freezer place at the bottom of a serving dish,food stays hot or cold or builtin dish?
Male Pads
Vanishing Chalk for kids. No more long term mess. Cool &amp; Fun for kids. Resub with proof of concept
Crate "Missing Link" Found - Introducing the Crate Shelf & Desk Kit
Second display window monitor for iPhone or iPad. Second monitor for flexibility and increasing efficiency.
Coasters with different circumferences, heights and depths to better prevent spilling.
A wireless earphone (singular) for TV so I can watch TV and not disturb the little woman in bed.
Facility Scanner Maker. A device to use the iPhone as a precision scanner for A4 and A3 formats.
QUIRKY AUTO-VANISHING PEN ! - A MUST FOR ANY INVENTOR. Let your draft sketches erase on air after few days = PAPER RE-USE
Etch a sketch meets iphone.
New yo-yo with greater bounce back performance.
ELEGANT KNIFE WITH A DOUBLE SIDE HEATED BLADE !
Night-light bed post Toppers. Touch Activated. Recharge by plugging each topper into a (4) post Charging dock.
Looking to fund an open source and free service to enable real time tracking of events participants and do patterns matching
Pressure point / massaging pillow for migraine sufferers - Applies pressure to acupressure points for migraine relief
An exclusive to Q possibility? UNIQUE INSOLES for men and women made from all natural material with therapeutic values, Odour elimination.
iPhone extended battery uses standard AA batteries. Like a case/stand - no wire!
So, your child wants to learn how to pitch? What if there was a set of baseballs that showed your child where to put their fingers.
RESUBMIT)Magnetic TV Tray with dishes. Won't slide off.
SuperKart is ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY &amp; Easy to use NO MORE PLASTIC BAGS. Fit the SupertKart in your car and carry it's bins by itselfs!!!
A "fishing pole bag"-the main idea is to carry your valuable fishing pole in a fishing pole bag slung across your back and hands free.
Hair Tattoos. Now make your hair stand out! 2 options
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THE REINVENTED NAIL TRIMMER - Safer, No Ingrown Toenails, No Clippings on the Floor, Easier to Use, Kid Friendly, & Great for Patient Care.
Umbrella holder - it can be attached to the any car,solving the problem of what to do with a wet umbrella as you get in it.
An iPhone case and or external rod or box that has an unfolding crank shaft to charge the phone like a cars alternator.
The "Laundry-Flat" Makes folding shirts easy! Provides uniform size for all your folded shirts. Simplifies the folding/storage process.
A dog collar that will allow you to find your lost pet with an apple app.
Persona Mall is and App or Site that lets you build your own mall. Like the map at a real mall and lets you see the latest deals.
Bake Giant pretzels and Bagels at home!! Silicone Pretzel Pan and Bagel Pan Enjoy fresh baked pretzels and bagels right from your oven
I- ?...... Quirky Crab Grab holder.. Grabs and holds on to anything. Watch your movies.. make videos..anything hands free
A floating rubber duck that can be decorated while in the bath, cleaned and decorated all over again!
Motorcycle Helmet with heads up display on the visor. With speed, RPMs and a gas light. All that built in to the helmet.
Stylus Sunglasses
Here Doggie
Baby Utensils. Babies like to hold things with both hands. Give your baby 'BABY GRIP
A t-shirt with a patch of Micro fiber cloth on the reverse so you can easily clean your glasses, touch screen device or camera lens.
Wireless App Based iPad Mouse and Pad Set
WHE-ALLS! . . . adjustable "4 clamp/wheel" set. Clamp it, Wheel it! Hard foam 4" wheel, squeezable clamp bars. Fun for the kids
MOIST FOODS POT COOL DOWN PADS
An exercise machine that runs as well as charges your iPOD as you exercise.
Resubmit. Talking Collar for any stuffed animal!! Turn any non-talking stuffed animal into a talking stuffed animal. Please read details
A device to plug the top (overflow)hole of your bathtub until you finish your bath so that water wont drain while your bathing.
#NEVWET underwear for boys and men
Animal Stacker A stacking game using "quirky" animals avatars to spell out words drawn from a deck of cards.
My idea is combining electricity producing solar panels with passive solar hot water heating panels
Gold Plated stylish iPhone and iPad cases LIMITED EDITION Signed By MR.Quirky Himself. Built in Battery life indicator and very rich look!
Just program in the pitch or angle you need to cut and saw will automatically adjust to proper double compound angle for a professional cut!
Charge Anything Wirelessly
#spotsv High elasticity polymer sheets to cover/store food. Stretch and stick - kind of like re-usable sticky tape..washable
Bluetooth enabled automobile baby monitor. Keep an eye on the baby by looking at your mounted phone.
The Over-Bed iPad Holder
Oops. Apple forgot a security slot on their new MacBooks!
A Tattoo for my truck headliner..or your business name on your headliner ..your favorite sports logo on your headliner friends would want 1
Children's igloo-type blow up tent. Sleeps 2 kids, holes in ceiling, windows and doors each has vinyl-velcro-cover for weather/privacy.
Add lights to the inside of your purse. Small, not bulky, pretty stud-looking/Jewel-like LED lights to easily access items in the dark.
A raincoat/umbrella which dries itself at the touch of a button - Don't dirty your house with your wet raincoat/umbrella
A series of (seven) sided silos rotating in trucks that turn to the correct position for easier extraction of delivery materials.
All-terrain air bag-This device will be self activated through pressure sensors when a vehicle breaks through ice saving man and machine
To create an attachment for smartphones like iphone5, when playing a movie, game or work it can be shared via projection device to a wall.
The best value created in years!!!! A true must have. Juice cubs.. Organic juice cubs. Fun safe for all kids and adults and good for you.
Dock your iPhone at any regular outlet..Go ahead, do it!
Brand Marketing Chair Sock's (different shapes and sizes) :resubmit
I would like to suggest a better device for securing a catheter stabilizer device for those men who must wear a catheter.
"Air Chair" is a Air Cooled Chair that can be utilized indoors and outdoors !
A parasol-like easy set up holder with a bird-and-wasp-safe net for fruit and berry trees in the garden.
Nevwet. No more smelly, slippery, constantly damp bathroom floor mats/rugs.
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Organic Repellent wrap for your pets Also comes in pad form, sheeting to line the walls of your pets carCarrie.
iPhone Protector Case with individual Retractable Headphones built in.
Water or Liquid Bottle with Multi-Directional Fan System for cooling users after or during workout. Dual Fan cools you in half the time.
Plastic insert system for microwave bowls offering even heating and allowing three options of food separation.
Shock poof iphone 5 case that also makes your iphone compatible with all your old iphone accessories.
The SurfBoard Scooter. (Surf N Turf). A Scooter with collapsable wheels that turns into a Skimboard/Surfboard Combination.
Bicycle Spoke Wraps. Customize your bicycle spokes with colored spoke covers.
Lottery ticket scanner. Use your iPhone to scan/scratch lottery tickets that store your numbers and alerts you when drawn.
Time saver utility knife
A shoe equipped with a GPS tracker in the heel. That is equipped on/off switch that is separate of the shoe.
The ipillow a Bluetooth enabled desk, chair, and pillow all in one!!!
No more texting and driving. Teens will not receive or be able to send text message when there car is in motion.
A basketball and football that has an air gauge on it that lets you know if it needs more air. Prevents over-pumping and proper air use.
This swim shirt would inflate by a remote control and bring a child to the surface with an audible alarm.
Magnetic iphone case. attract other smaller magnet accessories.
Boom cubes and headphones are all the rave. Create a Quirky hybrid with a headphone that converts to an audio cube.
Yoga Headband with earbuds and iPod holder.Ipod Headband with earbuds. Keep your hair up and your music on! NO WIRES HANGING!
A real-time and visualized tracking system of cars for keeping away from the jammed route.
LIFE DVR! Capture the previous minutes of your life with the push of a button.
Toothbrush or wand with Blue LED light under bristles and tube of peroxide gel
My product is the Wheel of Hanukkah. Hanukkah typically gets drowned out by Christmas so I thought of a way to add family fun &amp; excitement!
Apple Mini headphones with pocket for Ipods and cord for operating ipod by hand.
Universal Sippy Cup! Fits over most sized cups and glasses. Spill proof because of stretchy Silicon sleeve.
Instant 20 Meatball Maker and Box Cover. You can also use the Meatball maker for Cutting items like brownies or sheet cakes.
REFRIDGERATOR COIL CLEANER VACUUM ATTACHMENT Reaches to the back coils and LED light so you can see what you need to clean.
Turn your lights into powerpoints and get your cables mobile and off the floor.
Compact Mirror iPhone Case.
Nevwet. A cool way for quirky to market CARGO &amp; VESSEL,is as the worlds only bathroom products that repel water &amp;mildew
Iphone case with two extendable flip down grips on the left hand long edge to elevate the phone when sitting and watching movies.
I would like to see an extension ladder with adjustable legs.
An iPhone case with heaphone-wrap horns that pivot into a kickstand and tuck flush when not in use.
This new product will allow you to stuff your homemade tater tots with whatever you like. Tot stuffers
An adjustable tablecloth which can fit a table with or without the extra leaves. Yes! People still use tablecloths:) Saves money and space!
My idea is a ear bud headphone support accessory for apples ear bud headphones.
A tree watering device that effectively waters trees by slowly watering inside the tree dripline while conserving water.
Put your Beach umbrella into dirt, sand and hard grass in less than a minute. No Bending Over!
Active My Plate â€“ Keeps food warm and gives dietary proportion control, together with a great experience for all! simplyinclined/Coleen
DISPOSI-PAN!! A disposable frying pan that allows you to cook and go! No more washing and scrubbing, and no more candy bars for breakfast!
Bulk Size Cooking Appliances - chefs, cooks, caterers chief buyers.
The toothbrush with a cap, you'll never get it dirty again!
Faraday Cage Laptop Case
iPhone Tether Case: A case with a tether and integrated stylus.
An electronic computer case that allows you to share your designs, presentations, or share pictures on the front of your computer
Iphone case with an integrated slim magnet encompassing the entire back side of the unit.
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Hate receiving text messages at wee hours? Embarrassed by messaging at an awkard time, but if you dont send NOW you KNOW you will forget?
Circle Pizza Cutter Multi Size Fit inside eachother
OM BEAT
Introducing Clip-N-Roll: the wheels that attach to anything. Tired of dragging stuff around? Just clip, roll, and go!
LED Champagne Cork catchers - When cork pops into catcher, the LED party lights dazzle! Hold cork catcher while hold bottle - pop champagne!
Props: Drop The Beat, Not Your Buds.....or your STYLUS! Curly Q Props allow you to extend the cord and use the integrated stylus. Dual use
Cooling effects of a fan where you want it and when you want it. Multiple fans on flexible shafts that can be aimed anywhere in the room.
The 2 and 1 BBQ Tong. Picks up food from the grill and brushes the grill clean.
Invent biodegradable prescription bottles.Over 3.7 billion prescriptions filled in the US in 2011.Over 90% of those bottles hit landfills.
Introducing the "Drinky" Take a drink along, for the Trip, the cooler, anywhere anytime! It's what you've been looking for forever !
Motion Detecting Power Plugs: Will turn the power off if no one is in the room for 30 minutes. Could also do light sensor instead. 140 votes
What if we invented an App that allowed our iphones to read our vital signs?! Temp, BP, Heart Rate, etc.
A Baby Drop Cloth
Dirty, muddy doggie paws suck; I hate having to clean poor Lassie's paws. Disposable doggie slippers slip right on and fit like a glove.
#NEVWET Case with built in Overcoat for iPhone5!
Nevwet tape! for all uses
iPhone 5 Case with Built IN Tripod Adapter on the Case
I can't remember when I bought shoes with laces that stayed tied, well, with good shoe laces made of awesome material can change it all.
Cars fly down my street while kids are outside playing. Lets warn the kids and drivers. Keeps kids safe with an early warning system. CAR!!
Affordable Home Printer for Ribbons. Print a message or images ribbons. Great for scapbooking! RESUB
A design for a garbage bag holder which is useful in the garden collecting leaves in the fall or indoor uses in the kitchen.
This is a pet door that you don't need to saw a hole in the wall to install, and that you can take out just . . . well, by taking it out.
A shirt or jacket with a pocket for your ipad.
SHADES: Sunglasses with changeable color frames!
Safety device for Hot oil deep fry cooking - popular during holidays for cooking turkey.
Pool Pacing Device. Real Time Pacing Utilizing a Waterproof LED Strip Light for 1 or Multiple Swimmers. Like GPS for the Pool.
Resub-Disco Basketball. A transparent regulation basketball with colorful L.E.D's inside the ball and bounce sensor. Flashes on each bounce!
There is nothing worse then a clogged main drain! Wait yes there is... being the person that has to clear the clogged main drain.
Iphone Business card holder that pops out the card from the case
Wrist band device with integrated software,App,Skype,international languages.Are you cooking,gardening or jogging.Free hands at the ready.
A plastic food container with lid that is longer than wide, long enough to fit footlong sub sandwich!People will have tons of uses for it!
Bold, brassy, custom lipcolors that don't rub off on everything! 4 ripe shades + a lightener + a darkener = Berri Lips, Luscious and Ripe!
Vibrating steam brush with shower cleaning solution dispenser. Removing soap scum has never been easier. Resub 175 votes
Love Gardening? Want a better solution for the gardening tools you're using and hauling around? Think Click N Cook with a nice weed cart.
Flat fix for sport balls----All in one container
Reinventing the Butter Tray! SOLUTION TO ALL BUTTER PROBLEMS *Resubmitted*
Wall mounted detachable children's tent
The LightBallb: A rubber ball filled with LED's that lights up on impact providing 360 degree illumination in dark areas.
After breaking my leg it was impossible to eat. This invention will allow a person on crutches to carry food or a drink without assistance.
The Big Chill gel pack freezer bag and wrap-around blankets, even body suits for firefighters to quickly chill what needs to be cold
Finger prick hCG home pregnancy blood test - 6-10 days from conception vs 6 days before period
Not your grand father's power strip! A family of power strips designed to provide a large number of outlets in a small area.
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Garden hose attachment...tells you how much water you used.
The toy is safari/zoo park themed. Car shaped as an animal with human driver. Its driving functionality is allowed when man is secured.
REFRIGERATOR FOOD STACKER FOR PIES,LASAGNA Etc ASSEMBLES FOR HOLIDAYS &amp; PARTIES -Stores Flat HOLDS 6 PIES Adjusts
for Cake
Protect not only the hole but also where your bottom lip touches - no more fly spit or contamination - read more! #spotsv
A handheld device to measure the percent of sugar in a watermelon.
TECHNO-STRAP - A new HIP way to carry all your technology.It also features recharging capabilities.
An iPhone case in which the back plate is a thin speaker that is connected to the phone through bluetooth.
Stylish 1 to 3 plug power adapters.......From drab to fab! Choice of colors. More pics inside.
IPAD holder that's has straps, handles or grips.
Tired of getting burned when pouring hot water into your strainer? Stop getting burned and get a new hands free strainer with a hook handle.
Ear bud hanger for my car would like to be considered with #spotsv if i missed deadline then this is a regular submission thanks
An i-Papoose, a harness to wear an iPhone on your chest.
2 Way EarBud Miniature Walkie Talkies. Kids of all ages will love them !
Resubmit: PRESSURIZED DEVICE placed inside BALLOON to inflate, control or terminate balloon's flight w/ special effect option.
Keep your soda from going flat! A dispenser that has a pressurizer and a spout! New twist to bottle caps!
#QCYCLE RESUB:Mountable Bicycle Flat Tire Kit for on the go.
Scratch Sticker Dots. Scratch your initial or dates or whatever on the sticker, then stick it to whatever you want.Resub
Multi-Letter Opener - Can open 1-10 envelopes or possibly more in one swipe and collect chards to later dispose. Big time saver RESUBMIT
Double Hangers. Together but separated so your clothes don't get squished.
Cleats/Treads for strollers! Make my stroller all-terrain, please!
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
The cell phone millions people have one but what they don't know is that bacteria and germs that live on there mobile devices.
Choice between DRY-ERASE and Yellow stickers. Re-use. Yellows can't be.Great opportunity to even add an ad in permanent ink for promotion.
Cordless earbuds. No Cord Attached, Just Ear Buds And ipod.
Lamp With USB + Cord Cavities
Herb Dehydrator / Flavored Herb Cube Maker . (Think Bouillon Cube)
Personal hygeine that is discreet and portable. A bidet that can be used without plumbing. For use at home or away.
Neverwet Smartphone Pouch. Protects all smartphones from liquids. #Nevwet
What if my bike could fit in my car? A simplified bike that can be dissembled quickly. Store in your car trunk or under your office desk.
Kids love iPads, it's a law of nature. What about a capacitive stylus made for little hands.
WE FIT. The wireless connection between a computer and a tv.
Every kitchen needs one! The first AUTOMATIC (sensor) Dispensing SPICE RACK!!
Its time to work on a backup battery for iOS devices using lighting port which have mobile memory
The Poop Foot Stool puts the body in the correct pooping position. Reflexology technology massages feet to relax colon for a great poop.
My idea is to develop a new case for the iPhone and iPad that features a slide out panel at the bottom to act as a sound deflector.
Buzzy or Cubatron
Please think about this..iPhone5 case,speakers,stand,shield from glare or for privacy. Could also be designed for iPad case Or? Many uses!
A devise that cancels cell phone calls in cars approaching a dangerous situations and work zones and beams safety warnings instead.
Painter's headlamp
Can't clean the sliding shower door overlap? FINALLY - here's a handy, inexpensive shower door cleaner, easily cleans hard-to-reach areas.
charge cable which is lighted with led
A placeable accessory touch-type keypad like in braille for the blind.
Resubmit-Canâ€™t find the toys,leash,grooming-tools for your pet,they get lost,misplaced,not where you left them. Keep them safe in one spot
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mmmm...Wake up to the aroma of coffee every morning...before you even begin brewing the coffee!!!!
Radar for the Blind
I would like a magnifier that would enable the user to see an entire iPhone screen magnified 5X-10X depending on the user's needs.
What every Pedicurist needs and wants! Eliminates uncomfortable and unsightly make shift solutions in beauty schools, salons, or day spas.
MEDIA TRAY CHARGER PLUS.Organize and Charge your iDevices.Cords hidden.The Ultimate Design to collect all your belongings when you come
home
Never have to worry about which direction to open/close shower faucets. You'll be safe from scalding water.
A computer mouse adaptor which allows approx.1.28b desktop computer users,capacity to relieve stress to metacarpal and phalange tendons.
Camera strap that stores/protects extra memory cards - Simple!
DonÂ´t worry anymore to wait the right time to remove tea leaves. This tea kettle automatically withdraws them from hot water.
WorkOut Arm/Leg Band that holds your keys, wallet and your phone Securely.
Big nâ€™ Lilâ€™ Suction Lights for EVERY occasion: Make-up on the go, power failures, holiday lighting, ambient lighting and so much more!
Simple Light control app. Plug small device into any power cord and turn on/ off the device from your phone, iPad, or ipod.
Expandable Boot Tray. Winter is coming. A product to keep your floor clean when you receive extra guests!
Karaoke Speaker/Mic Case for iPad mini, iPod Touch or iPhone. Be your own star!
Chopping Board Knife Guard - Double sided board discreetly hides magnetically held knives. Saves counter space or hang. Easy clean. RESUBMIT
BAKED POTATOES without the fuss .. #spotsv
Pass protection pressure sensitive Phone screen protector.
A good desert brings out the child in every one of us. Enhance that magic moment with likkle lickers - desert-spoon sized spatulas.
A wall clock that can be remotely manipulated by a parent who needs to speed up or slow down time
To easy take off golf glove before putting at green Because add zipper each fingers
Magnetic Silicone Oven Rack Pull/Push tool, sticks to your oven door and is there everytime you need it.. Magnetic oven rack tool
Your mail has arrived!
For my Boy Scout: Indian Artifact Carving and Display Kit (with instructions and small educational book)
#iDock180 - iPhone sits in a dock that can rotate to from portrait, landscape! *UPDATE* Has built in, detachable speakers on side or back!
product for men to save time/effort/plumbing when trimming facial hair &amp; for gals who share bathrms w/ hairy men;
who would not want to have this board at home? original and fun! designed for all adults and children to decorate with fun and easy to use!
Which of these 5 black cords is the one for the camera? I wish I had customizable colored ID tags for electronics cords.
iComputer Chair With Vibrating Backrest:App-enabled on iPhone 5
The Earth is flooding where it has never flooded before. Family photos &amp; important documents are being ruined &amp; there is a solution. #QSANDY
Karaoke Greeting Cards. Built-in Voice Recorder that records full length songs. Card has lyrics written on it. Get Crazy for a change.
Tires that have built in air gauge. No more old fashioned checking your tire to see if it needs more air. Great and Easy Method.
Install a wall-mounted Light switch for Easy On/Off control to more easily disconnect energy wasting electronic devices.
A credit card stand for iPhone or Ipod touch
High visibility signs via integral strobed backlighting.
The iPhone camera is only getting better. Introducing the first iPhone tripod that stays on the phone unobtrusively.
Roll the counter bin along the countertop as you clean it; Slide the wedge to transfer waste from counter bin to main bin - Check animations
Better than coconut water! Than Gatorade! Than Vitaminwater! MelonWater is the healthier, less expensive alternative!
"wheel kit" for any string weed cutter. Adjusts to operator's height. Gives better control. Ideal for older folks and the ladies.
Portable Wildfire structure/asset/Firefighter protection product. User friendly, many applications. VOTE HERE! Save lives!!!
A snap-on handle for iPhone for use while laying down. Doubles as a stand, a hands-free shoulder rest, and works with your existing case!
AirNap- Inflatable nap-wear
Shaveon Shaving Caddie
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Key Carabiner Light w/ ID Strap - Squeeze to light any key, easy remove/place keys, wrist/neck strap w/ ID helps find lost keys RESUB
A Rugged iPad Case: Judging by Amazon.com reviews, people seem to prefer a more rugged/ heavy duty case.
iPhone case secures ear buds around the outside edge! no digging in your purse for tangly earbuds! no more unsightly bulge in back pocket!
#SPOTSV-- Headset hanger or ear bud hanger for my computer monitor
Invisibility shield
MASSAGE AND SHAMPOO SCALP AT SAME TIME -Vibrating shampoo brush -Mixes shampoo with water at the push of a button.
Extend the "golden hour" for trauma victims with saline bags chilled with compressed gas. Wrap the saline bag in a simple heat exchanger.
SIMON SAYS Gym Lock. Lock is opened by pressing a series/combination of colors.
Secret Lipstick Case Compact Speaker. Looks like a lipstick case, but it's a speaker!
Children safe cup with removable lid to allow secure spill proof drinking and removable bottom for proper cleaning.
The iphone 5 Case that looks like its been run down, old and dirty. Some people love the good stuff and dont want to show it off.
I think you should design a simple folio case with the iPad on 1 side and a legal pad on the other.
Twisty Grips. Makes hard to open bottles and jars easy to open for everyone!
Eliminate fruit flies in your home completely with a beautiful counter top bottle and mess free solution.
Tornado Dog! a Device that turns your ordinary hot dog into a Curly Dog. Think of Curly fries.
White board overlay for helping users improve writing, drawing, charting, calculating etc. for their presentations.
CUT GRAPES WITH ONE QUICK MOVEMENT ALSO GREAT FOR OTHER SMALL FRUITS AND VEGTABLES**** COLLAB WITH
SEANIEMAC GRAPHICS BY SEANIEMAC:)
Modern LED flashlight. Illuminates 360 degrees and has a weighted bottom so it will stand upright no matter how you lay it down.
EL SALVADOR, the perfect work save adviser. Small USB gadget with LED red illumination and cool designed customizable cases.
Artificial Heart Beat Pad for Cribs. Help newborns to sleep better and feel more secure.
A waterproof Macbook case that covers all components, but has removable plugs for charger and usb.
Vibrating steam brush with shower cleaning solution dispenser. Removing soap scum has never been easier. Resub 356 votes
The Valet Steamer: steams and freshens your clothes while you get ready in the morning. No fuss, no muss.
A program that uses projected image on your house let YOU decorate it for any occasion. You customize how your house looks. Using a cd.
BBQ Grill is shaped &amp; looks like a Hamburger. This could either be a Regular sized Grill or a Mini Tailgate Grill or made in both sizes.
Charge cable wrist band. Always have your cable with you. (also potentially a keyring version)
Blabber Mouth
My idea is attached to the desk next to the computer itself. It can be pasted on the wall of course. This I called "Desktop Cradle"
Would create a hard case that has a gel interior that could cool as the device creates heat.
The Cord Keeper is made for all vacuums.You insert your vacuum cord,attatch it to your vacuum and it retracts keeping cords tangle free.
A laptop stand that can detach the portion that the laptop sits on.
Okay, so you want a cake, but want some cupcakes for your 'lil ones, too. Well, has anyone submitted the cake with cupcake sides pan?
UPPERCASE! Have your favorite letter or number on your phone and make it useful as a stand.
I need an exterior designate dog poop/mud/hikers/gardener/golf scrubbie that attaches to the hose just for cleaning after playing outdoors
Resub: Design a flashlight built into the case.
Shower curtain/liner that seals, with magnets, against the length of both walls . No more leaks!
Et si on pouvait rapidement retrouver ses clefs de voiture Ã©garÃ©s ? Aussi simplement qu'un coup de tÃ©lÃ©phone.
After 3 years, Microsoft's top-secret Surface Tablet is finally released on 10/26, and there's NO CASE TO BE FOUND. MAJOR OPPORTUNITY!
magnaTIX - magnetic planner for home, office and workshop
A holder for your technology. In the back there are holes to put chargers.
Flat Tape Roll- EASY to write on. Gr8 4 labeling coolers, storage boxes, school supplies...Stores pen so always there when U need it RESUBIT
Like the "solar powered flashing keychain", it is a phone case that will flash on &amp; off with customizable screens. No batteries needed.
Forever Safe Scissors! Scissors Reinvented!! A new scissor that is 100% completely safe for all users, young or old.
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Stop changing your babies bibs again and again for every spill, with this CHAMOIS BIB.
Self Lighting Bowl and Grinder
Chopping Mat that Folds Over Itself-Great for fileting raw chicken!
A movement powered bracelet or accessory for kids that glows brighter when they are active and gets dimmer when they are not.
"Gyroscope inspired Lamp" that uses a thermoelectric generator to get the gyroscope to spin faster as the light bulb gets hotter. Thanks Gus
Electronic books lack feeling of library being part of living space. Image of the books spine that can be attached to the walls in my home.
RE-submit RFID UHF active/simi-active tags for hikers (was in UC and live EV)updated from feedback---lets try again
A thumb drive with thumb nails images on the outside.
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
Modify Diapers so when a baby goes #2, it releases a noticeable, nice smell! Now parents know to change, and it doesn't stink up the place!
Laptop Bag with Tablet Pockets: Carry your laptop and 2 tablets/e-readers in the SAME BAG! Resubmitted
#NEVWET Give Helix an extra layer of water protection since its often hangin' around in the shower.
Would create a hard case that has a gel interior that could cool as the device creates heat.
Track your child's physical activity AND CONVERT to time they can spend on video games,TV, etc-BALANCE ACTIVITY W/CHILD ANKLE
PEDOMETER
Swiftly wrap charger cords or ipod headset slack with ratchet-like mechanized action. No manual wrapping! Skins available for hotness!
The pet market is huge. There are pet greeting cards everywhere. Dogs can't read, but they love to eat. Give them edible cards.
NEVWET covers for outdoor electrical wires. No more ice buildup!
Bracelet Bubble Shooter.#QTOYS
Shape Plates - The plates that transform from plates to other dinnerware.
Any Charger iPhone Case
Musical SOLEs~Shoe Soles, tap your shoes to add YOUR OWN beats to any song playing on your phone connected by bluetooth. 2 pads PER SOLE
Pet Pack for your dogs outings,fresh water, a bowl, snacks, waste bags, ball, it's a simple great way to enjoy the outdoors with your dog..
Twist open container for lotion and shampoo bottles.
We need a MINI-Squeak to clean smaller windows like Windows with Divided Lights. Collab. w/ ThePhantomDog!RESUBMIT 164 votes,75% Vote/view!!
Anti-bacterial plastic tablet holder, with built in tilt, to hold tablet from a cabinet knob to view recipe while cooking.
iPad 360 enables the user to view their iPad Screen in any angle(360 degree) and charge their iPad from a long distance.
Real Picture Frame for Kid's Pictures, open it up (hinged), slide in the next picture and Viola (room for many), INSTANT ARTWORK
Let's hide away the dirty plunger with the plunger caddy.No more dirty nasty germs on the floor.Let's keep the bathroom clean america!
Take the everyday, affordable, toaster and get if OFF your counter top. Toaster for UNDER THE COUNTER. Not a pricey toaster oven. RESUBMIT
Jogging/Running case that could monitor your heart rate and actual calories burned.
Double Hook - Decore in the front, hooks to hang coat, scarf and hat in the back.
Back Yard Sâ€™mores campfire fun kit
A USB stick that has two ends: one for USB and one for the iPhone, iPad etc.
Create an app for ipod for runners
Indoor Plant Sprinkler System
Programmable Vegetable Tupperwear Dish mists water on veggies like the supermarket: programmable timer
UC RESUB!!Want to use iPhone,iPad,iPod while holding an umbrella? Improve the umbrella handle to meet needs of today's apple users!
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
2Face Chameleon Case. An Iphone case with double sided look. A reversible back that gives 2 different looks in one cool case
#spotsv Magnifying attachment for pens and pencils. Attaches to writing tool so you can see what you write. Also for artists!
The Cellphone Leash. Never lose another cellphone, your keys, wallet or eyeglasses again! Put a leash on your valuable possessions
Credit Card Sized LCD Screen Cleaner + Stylus
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The invention of a "lice light" appropriately called "THE HEADLIGHT" will detect lice in the hair/scalp of people through a beam of light.
Electric pitter (none exist) w/ different attachments (cherries, plums, etc) Prepare healthy snacks 4 the family in no time. Resub 158 votes
No-Fuss Sippy Cup! A 3 piece sippy cup for very small children. Weighted Straw that helps kids drink with ease from all tilted angles.
A spring loaded hand held hammer with pre-fab nails(like staples)
Kids hate brushing teeth, flossing, taking baths; but make it fun and it will get done! CLEAN by NATURE are fun Children's toiletries.
ANIMATED FRAMES: Animations to bring your picture frames to life! Moving hearts, ocean currents, seasons, holiday themes, etc...
Haircut Helmet. Save $200+/year! Professional MLB Pitcher Gio Gonzalez has not yet officially endorsed this product. (Photo by Capone)
VIRTUAL SECRETARY that tells how many messages and missed calls are when the Iphone is caught
A set code message to start your car from wherever you are, reset the temperature which was on when you got out of your car.
Light-up wall mobile. Customize colors &amp; blinking sequence. 4 parties, weddings, holidays, store displays. See Prod Comp. Resub 145 votes
Pivot Power line Extension. Mini Pivot Power for travel that comes with all of the plug adapters for use in any country w/wireless boost.
Compartment Lids within Storage Containers
Garbage Can Clips. Can use in the kitchen, or those pesky bathroom wastebaskets.
Gym backpack + matching accessories designed for the newly committed gym rat! Post shower robe, towel, &amp; all you'll need after a gym workout
iFrame Bike Lock:With Built-In Retractable Lock And App On iPhone 5.
#QCYCLE Flexible Ankle guard for holding pant legs and to keep feet dry on rainy days when riding your bicycle.
An adjustable arm that attaches to the back of an i-device and then to furniture (chairs, tables, desks, vehicles, etc.) or other fixtures.
Constant Self-Recharging Bicycle Headlight, Recharged while going downhill only
"Magic" iPhone stand/mount/dock that is supported by a rigid USB cable.
Would create a hard case that has a gel interior that could cool as the device creates heat.
Kid's kick scooter with seat for passenger on the back. Three wheels for safety. Passenger has handlebars, non-skid pads for feet.
STRAPLESS KNEEPADS - EASY ON/ EASY OFF/ EASY TO CLEAN!!! NO BINDING OR PAIN BEHIND THE KNEE WHEN KNEELING
"Tuna Buddy" is a kitchen hand held squeeze and strain tool for tuna fish and more.
Pots with subsections to cook different types of food at once.
#QCYCLE Motorcyclez~ Bike Riding On A Different Level
DIVING COMMUNICATOR - Send and Receive Messages &amp; Location deep in the ocean - In collaboration with Kathryn Brinton
Hide-a-way! A grocery bag holder that hides the bags and serves as an easy way to carry multiple bags. Plastic bags are getting BANNED!
#spotsv Cell Scents. Plugs into your phone to create an aroma around you. Kind of like a plug in air freshers for your house.
Plastic Ice Cubes in shape of orange slices. No more diluting your delicious drink and no more need to store ice trays in your freezer
My idea is of a pencil case that prevents the pencil tips from breaking. It's compact, sturdy, yet not bulky. Itâ€™s in the form of a tube.
StemBands-Do you use all juice at one time with STEM? Now save your fruit for next time. Wide rubberband w/half sphere attached to plug hole
iDecal saves your iPhone from scratches and impact. There's more:It also acts as a charlie card or any other custom access card you may have
The Paint Caddy
2 in 1 bed set (comforter and fitted sheet) with side zippers. Never make your bed again, unzip at bedtime and zip it up in the morning!
Better Emergency Call Button. Electrostatic touch-sensitive button &amp; rechargeable receiver. Easily call for help! Batteries never run out!
Need to manufacture respirator mask that does not steam my reading glasses. I now take light masks and attach masking tape doubled over.
Battery powered motion sensor mounted inconspicuasly outside near shrubbery that would control lights.
Resubmit--Many people miss their pet when they go to the office,on a trip or,because it has passed away,the Solution--My Pet with Me
Food bowls for dogs or cats create a mess when the pet eats. The food ends up getting pushed out of the bowl onto the floor. What a mess!!
a zinger for earbuds,no bigger than a zippo lighter,and the earbuds store conveineintly in the device.
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Introducing Shady. A completely Telescopic sun screen for the beach, picnics, barbecues, or simply enjoying the outdoors.
Flip Scale: Saves Space, Makes Cleaning a Breeze, Now with IMP/Wink Technology
A cleaning device for home, office and travelling to get rid of small stains in your clothes.
Iphone Laser Tag and Search and Destroy mission game! Check this out! Designed to teach students and help them study while having fun!
Updated frisbie design - flying higher and for longer periods of time.
"QUIRKY Enviro USB Charger Power Station" by foods produce Electricity strong enough 2 act as battery to charge iPhone &amp; iPad4, iPad Mini..
HOOLA FIT. App enabled Hoola Hoop that has massage balls on the inside. One of the balls is a digital counter. #REVOLVE.
Skeleton for soft cloth reusable bags. This skeleton will make those hard to use soft cloth bags user friendly for all to use.
Do you hate the feeling of sweaty headphones on your neck when working out? Or the dangling, swinging annoyance? Try the wrap-a-round!
My idea is a bra that has a zipper built into the cup. This way women can store money, change or their phone if they wear a dress or skirt
An inexpensive, custom fit for your ear bud headphones
Here is an E-Z Mixer made of two metal pieces. It is shaped like a 'T'. This mixer can mix mortar, compound, paint, or other materials.
SLOW DOWN! Remote control bike governor (not brake). Easy to attach to child bike. Creates tension to slow kids riding too far from parents.
The RUBBER BINDING SCREW POSTS, you can always bind your OWN sketchbooks, portfolio or journals like a PROFESSIONAL with EASE.
Toothbrush/toothpaste all in one.Twist the bottom cap off, squeeze your favorite toothpaste in cavity of the toothbrush,replace caps and go.
Humidor rolling pin tortilla container. No more stale, dry or flaky tortillas.
LED Marbles - Play and trade marbles that light up and can be played in a dark room.
Aching muscles, inflammation, back pain, menstrual cramping..much needed for a good nights sleep..oh how I wish this was on the market!!
Battery Eliminator convert your cordless tool to a corded tool resubmit 261 votes
A newly designed weight, being something of a combination of a dumbbell and a kettle bell.
iPhone Solar Charger
Discreet, rubber strap attaches to zipper on one side with a loop on the other side that you slide over your button to keep your fly up.
Adapter of seat- belt for a baby car seat
Let's start saving!! saves money notes instead of coins
For musicians using a tablet to read their music charts ... My idea is to create an Ipad case that can be fix on a standard music stand.
Looking to wash you hands, you find the soap, but no brush. Or the brush but no soap!
Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended for health, have handy! Saves Money!!
It would be great to make card sleeves with a grip so shuffling cards can be easy, even for the young card game enthusiasts!
Resubmit"THE KINDERCALL" Child Alert System with remote or Bluetooth. Remind Kids it's Check in time. Application/Smartphone-other device
Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle,partition in bottle keeps them seperate products,pump action dispenser, ECO FRIENDLY REUSABLE BOTTLE
Kitchen Glove Dryer--a simple solution to a vexing problem, getting water in your gloves when you wash dishes. Racks and lets gloves air dry
Letâ€™s redesign the knives we use for cooking prep, also steak knives and all sharp knives we own
Do you use your motorcycle just for recreational rides on weekends? What about a Battery Charger/Maintainer Cable connected to your car?
Do you love to wear beanie hats? Do you love to wear ponytails? Solution: Beanie hat with opening in top to pull ponytail through.
Easy lift,back saving show shovel
Hiding the wires behind your home entertainment/ media unit using a adjustable flat panel installed using velcro
LADIES don't conceal tampons in bras/sleeves or pockets, a persblox fixed to washroom walls at work means storage,convenience + less stress.
Power Split. A 2 in 1 power strip that splits and links by a 5 foot extension. Now plug stuff at opposite end of desk, home theater etc...
Flip out credit card wallet/iphone case- Credit cards and IDs always stay attached Simply flip out and swipe
Combo Stainless Steel Trash Can/Vacuum
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The flying saucer frisbee. A frisbee with unbelievable accuracy. It looks like a flying saucer, but its a frisbee, and more accurate.
Affirm Me - This voice recorder/player will automatically play recordings of affirming self statements by user defined triggers.
Natural sound enhancer and swivel stand for your Iphone, Ipad and Ipod.
The ULTIMATE in High Performance Transport, Unrivaled Handling and Super Performance...and it smiles at the Environment too ;-)
Magnetic Photo and Art Frames for easy up-front loading. Never have to remove a picture frame once itâ€™s up...just reload!
In hard to reach places this air ladder could be used to help save your life. It can be used to rescue from high water, cliffs, fires, etc.
iPad Mini Bike Mount: Easy to install no special tools or skills required.Resub
iPhone Personal Assistant Case with Card/ID Holder and Thumb Drive
Telescopic pocket measure with LED light.
SNAP Case for iPad or mini. Allows you to prop in different configurations in a "SNAP"!
My Medication Reminder
SALT SPRAY FOR COOKING! A spray bottle used to mix salt, pepper, or any spice you choose in order to spray your seasoning. Soaks in better!!
Ultra Capacity Jewelry Storage!
An antibacterial sponge holder that uses chemical free, ultraviolet light to kill harmful bacteria where it is most prevalent in the home.
Q-Decorative Fireplace Ash Box/Tray with / without lid. (Resubmitâ€“ was in UC)
My idea will keep you from being caught with your pants down while using your iphone.
An iPhone stand that can be screwed to any standard tripod.
Hear the bass through your bones, not your phones!
Cooled Beach Cup Holder
Have you ever lost your dog or cat? "Tracker" is a small, lightweight, cell tech receiver transmitter uses an iPhone for locating the pet.
Post surgery compression garments for pets
Beach Boggan is a family beach transporter that combines the design features of a wagon and a toboggan to get payload to/from the beach.
Wireless streaming headphones
a universal attachment for wet/dry shop vacs. The attachment would be a handheld carpet vacuum with rotating brushes for cars and boats.
iCooler combines three basic needs of life -- a cold beverage cooler, an iPhone and the opportunity to be the coolest kid on the block.
Sealed Air Over sized Puzzle toys... Fun Fun Fun!!! Play with them either in the bath or on the floor Fun Fun Fun!!!
Over the Door Towel Rack for Fresh New Rolled up Towels! Wall mount exists, but not an over door type. Stylish, easy, &amp; organized!
A digital banner use it to display any message it can be personalized with different styles, colors, effects and backgrounds for any purpose
White Noise Surfing Wristband.
"Wink Passport" Just like Apple's Passport. Make Wink API available to Popular Apps, os their apps can be "Wink Enabled".
Swiveling Power Adapter/USB Charger. Closed it provides 2 power plugs and 2 USB ports. Open it up for 2 more of each! Resubmitted
Headphone Stylus
Rug that looks like a pile of dirty clothes. Funny for Dorm's and kids rooms
A Crib stool for parents of young children so they can sit with their children without contorting their bodies.
Apocalypse Power- cooler, radio, communication device for the end of times... ok.. ok well for power outages and outdoor activities.
Apple People!!!! Meet the Double Charger!!! Resubmit Had 295 Votes IT'S BACK!!!
Poppy Replenish Dispenser
Put that puzzle together only to lose pieces? Half-finished and it falls on the floor? Have no place safe to put it together? Now you can!
Transformer! Remote control car that can transform into flying plane. Kids will love it and never get bored.
How many times have your headphones wire broke? What if I were to tell you that my product will eliminate that problem forever!
Slide-out K-Cup Storage Shelf - Use the wasted space between kitchen counters and your refrigerator.
Lightweight Extension Cord with light for your overhead light socket when doing DIY projects. Think Lowes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Water Proof &amp; Longer Matches in Match Book - Extends life of flame and protects if wet #nevwet
If you got 1 shelf dedicated to a specific collection you must've some problems to keep your books straight until your collec is complete
Handheld tool for hair removal. Eliminates need to go to eyebrow threading shop. Cheaper, private, and convenient.
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Children's Recyclable Car Foam Dresser that can be stored in an automobile and taken on weekend or overnight trips to alternative caregivers
Book Bubble is a simple floatation device with an air tight pocket in the front for your tablet or electronic reading device.
Multi-million dollar opportunity to provide over 78 Million retiring baby boomers with a line of walking aids that won't harm their dignity.
Watch with intergrated bluetooth earbuds.
Put an RFID chip in a dog collar and have an app on ur phone that will be able to locate your dog anywhere.
The Hands Free Book/e-Reader You have a small strap that goes around your neck attached to a holder that keeps a book in front of you.
Peel A Pet-Blind Toy Packs-Collect All 24 Mystery Pets!! Peel Toy Fruit or Vegetable to Reveal your Mystery Pet!! Suggestions Welcome
Baby bag + portable baby bottle warmer = Baby Bag Bottle Warmer
Decorative white wine carafe with removable soft ice pack liner to keep wine cold at the table.
ModPod, a modular way to combine your accessories. Stack your Dock, light, mini speaker, stand, cable management, storage.
Hang It Helper - Makes Hanging a Group of Pictures Easier
Tired of bagging and raking leaves each year? Resubmit.
Magic Belt
Stylish and comfortable sun protection for the chest while driving or at the pool.
An Apple iPhone 5 Application that Remote operates your Vehicle Alarm, opens your vehicles trunk, rolls your windows up or down.
Smartphone setter(tentative name) on the car steering wheel. By this, we can reduce the risk of accidents and can enjoy hands-free talking.
TEENS WILL LOVE THIS. Lighted Case. Phone rings...case lights up.(Collab with Debra Courtenay)
Cover breathalyzer
iPhone Diva. iPhone case with mirror flap. 81 Votes *Resubmission*
The Detachable Hand Vacuum / Dustpan!!! The dust pan that sucks!!!
Ice Cube Aficionado; An ice-cube tray that fills to the perfect level easily, with no spillage, and protects the ice from freezer smells.
No Tangle Lure Guard - This eliminates tangles and snagging of lures already attached to fishing rods during transit.
BBQ Charcoal Storage Dispenser. Dispenser from the top or through the dispenser at the bottom. Includes lighter holder.
A functional rotary telephone which is actually an Iphone case.
*Just Add Bass* enhances sound of existing TV speakers.
KIDS and Adults carry germs, and we all have become aware "maybe to aware" of this. Why not have fun doing it!
Half 'Za is a pizza pan designed to cook half of a pizza, and freeze the other half. After baking, Half 'Za becomes receptacle for freezer.
Always know if you have taken your medication or not by the color of cap on your pill bottle! No more agonizing if you've taken it or not!
IPad case that has a pair of earbuds attached to it.
Plug it into your iPad and it blocks the home button. Great for a therapist using an iPad with children who love pressing the home button.
Rip Cord "TOP CHAIR"...Pull the giant RIP CORD and Spin like a human top...Crazy Fun!
Soda-Z. A stand for beverages at your party. Let'em serve themeselves. You only have 2 hands.
saltcellar or peppercellar which keeps the salt dry allowing the appropriate "dusting" even under conditions of high atmospheric humidity.
(RESUB) Instant Drink Cooler. Instantly have cold drinks on demand without having them watered down with melted. No electricity needed.
A saleman desk, I use my phone for sales. I need a dialer plus my wireless headset w/mic. I would pay $200+ for this capability.
Skateboard that you can make a scooter out of by adding or lowering the handle, and viceversa!
Freezer Blocks on Elastic Band. Wraps around things to keep cold.
Expandable bike frames designs - frames extended for 20 inch to 32â€ - adjustable
Eliminate the boring Notes. Update Notes from your cell phone that can be displayed at home. Big Electronic post it note sign with app duo!
Combine two hangers together to make it easier to compare, choose suits and save storage space.
Resub-Disco Basketball. A transparent regulation basketball with colorful L.E.D's inside the ball and bounce sensor. Flashes on each bounce!
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Wireless timer for cameras
Golf Ball Line Stamper. Stamps straight line around the golf ball to line up your putts.
Using multiple ziploc bags to keep items separate? Multi-divided ziploc bags. Save space, plastic &amp; time. What would you use it for?
Can't see the cup holder in the dark? Spilling your coffee in your car? You need the Cup-Docker it will guide you in every time. Resub.
the Best idea to secure driving when it rains since the rain tyres discovery.
How many Flash Drives have you lost because you left them in the library/school computer? Never again with the flashy finder!
With this iPhone case, the back opens to reveal the USB charging cord so that never again will your phone die when you are out and about!
QCYCLE - Animal Face Horn for kids bikes. Attach a animal face and the horn is what sound the animal makes.
An eco-friendly yoga mat that doesn't get slippery when you get sweaty.
Dental floss with tufts or bumps for flossing between teeth with larger spaces. Removes trapped food better than regular dental floss.
iPad Mosaic cover with Movable tiles. Change it up!. Render by Peter Frazier- (iPhone version submission follows).
Cover for ipad mini that is just like the ipad cover but the cover has some style that is an optical illusion a holographic photo.
IProduct cases using Halogens, Waterfall or Sand Effects,and Halograms for Personalizing Cases and Frames of I-Products
42 "candle fires" are reported every single day in the U.S. Why not make the candle incapable of falling down and add unique scents to them.
**RESUBMITTED** The Digital Measuring Pencil. No more measuring tape! Carry in your pocket!! (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
full kit of photovoltaic with batteries and inverters enbodied.Portable and easy.Just like the petrol generators but with not the noise.
Stop trying to find the light switch in the dark. Say lights on and the lights will turn on, Say lights off and the lights will turn off.
The first unbreakable Wine / Liquor bag!
#iPadMiniWeatherSleeve is to help keep out water, snow, sleet, mud, etc. from the iPad Mini! Transport with peace of mind!
Portable dog tie out for any leash. Make sure your dog doesn't run after that bird while you drink your coffee, etc!
Here's a new idea for a Shopping Bag Carrier that's easier on your hands and leaves your hands free to unlock the car or trunk.
I phone case Star Trek Communicator Replica
A robot similar to iRobot that picks clothes off the floor and puts them in a pile in a designated location
"Print Screen" A PC printer connected to your TV with a remote control to print what appears on your TV screen.
Nano ipod embedded in an adjustable headphone set or even as a wearable ear piece like the bluetooth.
Wireless SSD Enclosure to extend your iPad's, iPhone's and Macs' memory.
A small adapter that allows you to borrow or give battery life from another phone/device
LED color variable Mac keyboard skin for night use in any color and brightness.
COURTESY LIGHT:A third light to be used in the rear window of a vehicle.The left side would say "PLEASE, the right would say "THANK YOU".
This is a circular outlet strip for the car! With 4 outlets,a solar panel, and 4 USB jacks. Travel with everything you need.
Sunglasses with built in earbuds. Have your earbuds together with your sunglasses and earbuds will always be on the right side
Listen to monster sound from your lap top, mobile phone or tablet!
This is a posable stand for the iphone/ipod touch for facetimeing, pictures and videos
Record the motherâ€™s heart beat so when baby is sleeping they hear their own motherâ€™s heart beat not some random generated heart beat
Magnetic Whiteboard - where it's actually the whiteboard thatÂ´s a magnet, allowing the user to hang keys, paperclips etc.
One Book Marker with multiple users. One Book with multiple readers at variable chapters! Resubmit.
A leash for a leash ( or pair of leashes) a tool to keep your dog or dogs retractable leash from running off with your dog(s)
WHEN 1 PLUS 1 EQUALS 1: COMBINATION PLASTIC BOTTLE DISPENSING SYSTEM AND CAP.
BEACH TOY-Spring Loaded lacrosse Style Game
Karaoke Speaker/Mic Case for iPod Touch. Wireless or Built-in Mic. Be your own star and have fun!
FIRE!! You are on the 2nd, 3rd floor. DON'T JUMP! Use This and Get Down Fast and Safe. Made AFFORDABLE and SAFE
Fun iPhone Pog Maker. Make different Pog type inserts for the back of the case. Make them and trade them!
CHEESE CLEATS. Holds cheese to make grating easier. Save the knuckles! 90% view to vote ratio..thanks everyone!
The clip/stand, that clips on to your monitor or laptop to keep your smartphone handy.
Handy bottle stopper. Audible sound lets you know the bottle has been properly sealed.
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Floating shelves. A desk lamp. It's magnetic. It's modular. Take a look!
This rack is an inexpensive way to hang paper towels in place of hand towels in your bathroom.
Pivot Power with Expandable and Retractable Body, Expandable and Retractable Cord, and Mounting System for Indoor and Outdoor Use.
SHOVELING MADE EASY! Using heated blade technology this shovel will cut right through that had\rd to get ice and compact snow.
Nubs is a new kind of protective case for the iPhone iPad or iPod. The case would be covered in many small rubber nubs.
I would like to propose a sophisticated multi iPhone mounted security system and app.
Attach this remote control hose/water jet sprayer to your garage trim; rinse your vehicle before entering-sprays more toward driveway-not in
Ear infections cause some kids to need tubes in their ears-which means no water. My idea is disposable shower caps for the ears.
Paint Touch-up Storage Kit--- never open a paintcan again to touch-up a mark on your wall.
Stop Leaking Light! A Better Keyboard Protector
Creamer packet attached to the string on a tea bag.
AN OFFICE AND TRAVEL BRIEFCASE WITH BUILTIN BALANCE LEG STAND THAT CAN BE PULLED OUT TO BE USED AS A TABLE OR
RETRACT TO MAINTAIN ITS SHAPE.
Sensor Light Switch: When you enter the room with your Iphone the light goes on!
Fly the kite higher and for longer periods of time (flight height and flight time).
CasID. A Protective e-Paper case for instant customization with pictures from your iPhone/iPad. A MUST HAVE!
Detachable tool organizer ring made of molded plastic that fit/snap on rim of any standard 5 gallon plastic bucket for holding tools.
Celebrity wake up call app. Request your fav celebrity to call with a prerecorded wake up call, inspirational message, holiday wishes, etc.
Portable-mom---Why use fake sounds, use the real thing right from the mother
Resub. Ipad/ipad mini portfolio case.You may not look organized,but your new case sure does.Clip/insert your notepad/planer
â˜…â˜…â˜… HOOKEY IS HERE â˜…â˜…â˜… Tired of losing your keys? â€˜HOOKEYâ€™ PREVENTS 'key-loss' and running late to work/lecture/date!
A MacBook case with a built-in fan that keeps the computer from overheating and prevents the transfer of heat to the user's body.
Introducing ROLLER BLADE, utility knife with finger guard and allows you to glide at your desired depth and angle with ease! Roll with it!
Beauty Appliance Stand- Don't burn the counters, or your home down!Be Beautiful, Be Safe.
We already have a device that can read blood sugar. We could refine that device to read cholesterol, vitamins, iron, fat% water% and muscle%
"The Double Square" for the iPad. A simple iPad stand. Two squares in one.
IProducts with screen cleaning sheet dispenser pullout from case or from frame around screen for ease of cleaning
Vertical Device Stand
Skitter - The Cross Country Ski Style Scooter
Replace paper triangles of "paper football" with series of plastic footballs, each with a different texture, used for different plays.
Help keep kids creative by Quirky for Kids. A simpler version of Quirky were kids can be creative with their parents and win scholarships!!
LanyardBuds are ear bud attachments for corporate id lanyards. They attach and hold ear buds on lanyards.
Telescoping Clothes Drying Rack
ICED FRUIT SKEWER STRAWS - Skewer fruit, insert in tray, fill with water or juice &amp; freeze. Insert in drink &amp; enjoy! Great 4 summer #spotsv
Do you have pesky household pets who knock over everything in sight? No matter, you can still display flowers with these innovative vases.
QCYCLE Modified motorcycle rear turn signals for bicycle that could be controlled by Bike handle turn signals Quirky is developing.
A product to help you to carry your shopping, that you wont be embarrassed to use. A bag that folds out into a trolley
A hard cover Mac Book Air case that has a built in battery pack and extra ports.
iPad Portable Wireless Range Booster &amp; Car Dash Mount
WiFi Rear View Video Camera Motorcycle Helmet:App-enabled on the iPhone5.
A hot glue gun that can hold 5 sticks at once and brings the glue down without any pushing from your own fingers! Stop the burns! Glue more!
Shampoo and conditioner in one bottle,partition in bottle keeps them seperate products,pump action dispenser, ECO FRIENDLY REUSABLE BOTTLE
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STYLUS-GYROSCOPE. Play some ipad Apps (iPsychedelic, iSplashes and so) by tilt-to-control a mini Gyroscope Toy moving around the screen.
It is a lighting converter(MD823FE/A) holder.
Marinade and Smoker Meat Probe. Flavor from the inside out.
Tree Surround with a trick. It's a WATERING RING!

.............................. Hello Lowe's

Color Gloves: Crayons/Chalk/Paint At Your Fingertips!
An iPhone, iPod, iPad case that can sound off when the right noise is made when it is lost.
Rubber Utensil Stays Prevents Utensil From Falling Into Mixing Bowls,Pots Heat Resistant Easy to Apply and Take Off Add It On To Any Utensil
Safe Kids Walking-Light-Badge. Making kids and pedestrians more visible to motorists in poor light and on dark winter evenings/nights.
"Pad-Pads" Adhesive pads of conductive fabric to convert gloves so they work on touch screens.
Designer Tarps, to mimic roof tiles, stucco, plant life etc. Covering something doesn't have to be an eye sore.
Resubmit-Canâ€™t find the toys,leash,grooming-tools for your pet,they get lost,misplaced,not where you left them. Keep them safe in one spot
Special Keurig coffee cup for all the iced beverages. ICED COFFEE CUP!
portable toothbrush with toothpaste inside with delivery system similar to a lipstick container, maybe eventually with toothpaste inserts
Adding solar panel to the back of the laptop screen
A DOCK STATION THAT ALLOWS EASY UNDOCKING FOR THE IPHONE AND IPAD
Make custom bandanas using this kit!
affordable pet and game feeder that holds 5 lbs of feed made of strong and light weight material will last against weather%large animals
iPod nano sports case, watch band style case
#QTOYS / The Bubble Pedal.. Its a pedal that kids step on and bubbles come out!!!! FUN FUN FUN.
Sandwasher is a water spray nozzle to be installed permanently in your car providing an easy way to clean off dust &amp; sand from your body.
My idea is to make a social network for small business owners! It can help sell products to other places advertise or create business ideas!
Laundry Wall - hide your laundry in plain sight
Avoid harmful kitchen bacteria by using utensils that is identified to use only for cutting meat or for vegetables.
One Book Marker with multiple users. One Book with multiple readers at variable chapters!
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Flies are intrusive killing them doesn't need to be.
Duster Reinvented - Unbreakable flexible neck, clean hard-to-reach surfaces, compact or telescopic handle, rough, medium &amp; delicate heads
PowerWrapOutlet&amp;USB combines power strip &amp; USB charging / powering features into a product that can be laid or draped over a table, cabinet
Sick of marks &amp; smudges on your hard vehicle interior? Buy protective/disposable "Interior Car Skins"! You'll never have to scrub again!
'CAPSULE' A powder dispenser. Small and easy to use. Great for travel! Fill powder into top, then push the green button to disperse contents
A DISPOSABLE BATHROOM CUP IN A CONE SHAPED.MARKED ON THE INSIDE OF THE CUP WITH 1/2 TEASPOON,TEASPOON,30 ML..NO
MORE USING LIDS TO TAKE MEDS
Enjoy Reading while you eat? Introducing the TV tray with a built in holder for your electronic device or newspaper or book.
Parallel Universe Alterning Device
A retracktable device for oxygen tubing for respirtory patients,that have an in home concentrator with 50 ft of tubing.
Pet exerciser and claw filer. Most pets do not get enough exercise and many are bored to death.
An iphone holder that clips on the body of a guitar, ukulele, or bass so you can easily access your music apps while playing.
A starry flashlight/night light Iphone case
A simple, smart way to make cafe-style poached eggs at home. No wires, no silicone moulds and no mess.
HANDSFREE, your smart phone safe in a holder on a shopping cart, to be able to use your list/apps and have both hands to pick your stuff!
Light that clips on charger cord and projects light when pressed to easily see outlet in dark.
Who's tired of hairy sinks. I'm sure all woman are sink of their man's sink hair. Time to fix it.
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Bluetooth controlled outlet power adapter! The outlet can be shut on or off remotely, providing ease of use as well as power conservation!
A device to prevent your pill boxes from spilling your pills all over your pocketbook
Many people miss their pet when they go to the office,on a trip,because it has passed on, the Solution-My Pet with Me
#QTOYS FREE the TOYS from the Packaging!!!KIT rock hard plastic,tiny screws, What is your experience?Which tools would you include?
A wireless station with speakers that can be placed on any surface that's solar powered to play music anytime,anywhere.
3-in-1 serving spoon - it does it all at the dinner table
Hold iPod Touch to your Ear Like iPhone with simple speaker to make Wi-Fi voice calls in privacy instead of loudspeaker. No software. How?
No waste!! A dispenser pump extension arm w/ build-in sponge; it becomes a lotion/cream applicator &amp; no lotion/cream left in the container.
The Name of my product is Potty in a Pinch. It is a portable potty for adults and kids that can be stored in your glove compartment.
Plexiglass Book Shelf: To give the illusion of levitating books
Are your kids arguing over who's earphones belong to who? The PersonalPod clips save the day!!!
An iPad charging cable that's long enough to be useful, but man enough to charge properly.
Twinkle Stars for the Iphone-Projecting for a good sleep - For small Children
Tired of wrinkles, Acne, brown spots, eczema, and bags under your eyes? Tone, tighten and lift your skin with Trans dermal Ultrasound
A fun tool for children, a rechargeable bright colored animal for when you squeeze it's tummy you turn on/off a flashlight in its mouth
Aesthetically pleasing, water filtrating straw for everyday use &amp; taste. Save money on water bottles with pure water at your finger tips.
Light that clips on charger cord and projects light when pressed to easily see outlet in dark.
Hang Your HAMMOCK on Any Wall!
Scented Window Clings. Clings look cute and give off a nice scent in your car or home.
iPhone 5 Flashlight Case: LED lights on the top side, powered by coin battery.
Perforated post it notes - monogrammed or with fun colors for children and/or to dress up your work space.
Tear Off Strips for your counter top.Just like Nascar uses on their windshields.
SURVIVAL HELMET More chances 4 your family to BE OK if they get lost in the woods or have an accident when going out 4 fun! please C &amp; vote!
Smart Smoke Detector/Speaker
Pencil/Pen caddy with iPhone holder. Simple and clean...not a monstrosity for your desk.
A salt, fertilizer or grain spreader shaped like a backpack leaf blower so all the weight will be on your upper body instead of your wrists.
Maid the mechanical toilet scrubber Resub.
Automatic stuffed bird thrower for feline fascination and play time.
case with stash Pocket and Bottle opener Screwdrivers corkscrew swissarmy things. Solar panel for charging. A lighter and flashlite
GOTCHA!
There's no laser presenter at Apple remote control (to MacBook)... and that's very helpful at speeches!
Resubmit) Laptops have bags; we need ones for the Raspberry Pi and the Intel NUC. "Next Unit of Computing PC
# QTOYS Reinventing Musical Clapping device- fun and simple way to teach children music!
Picture frames that clip to your monitor and save desk space.
Orchard is the only Apple Product Storage and Transportation Station that you will ever need.
Mobile Celldevice Grab that is attached to your steering wheel , that is always in the upright position and has a wireless charger attached.
The only app enabled strength training coach! A strength device that helps you keep your goals.
WiFi or Bluetooth Holographic Projector Ring:
A stacked washer/dryer combo where the washer automatically drops the clothes into the dryer after they are done washing.
Include a small soft light into an umbrella handle. The light allows you to see the ground or area near you better in the rain at night.
THE BACKPACK CHAIR: I hate the current travel chairs. I want to combine a sleek backpack with an integrated, foldout chair!
CLIP ON cushion for the iPhone or iPhone case to cushion the ear when using the iPhone or a CASE with a built in cushion.
Soundproofing Mask for Cell Phone/ Office Conversations
a case that fully illuminates with soft light that can change color and vary in intensity.
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A piggy bank with a gumball machine design.
PATTIES , make your process easy
(Resub) A toothbrush and toothpaste combination and made like a mascara. Every time you take your toothbrush out, it has toothpaste on it.
All In One PHONE Case. Alarm clock, Light, and Radio. Get the most out of your case. Don't rely on one alarm!
A speciallty cleaning tool for cleaning those tight crud-filled areas in the home
A Cell Phone docking station that connects to existing home phone system.
This is for students who live in a room. Cold winter, you can be warm with this stove and do not feel dry while you are sleeping..
TIKI TABLE &amp; CHAIR, fill with 50lbs of water to hold umbrella.
Heres a new twist on an old idea. Its the new clothes peg to hang clothes to dry on the line outdoors no more clothes dropping off line
Store and Pour 3 different beverages from one container! Three in one design that you can seperate at the table. (Last try on this)
NO INSTALLATION NO HOLES MAGNETIC BASEBOARD DOOR STOPS
"FULL SIZED" Air Hockey Mat with blow up sides. For floor or on table. 2-4 people can play. Folds up for easy shipping &amp; storage. #QTOYS
Stay safe and dry while biking and have a secure storage for your helmet. Bicycle cover that doubles as storage locked with the bike.
Implantable clitoral stimualation vibration device
Transforming lamp/lamp shade. Goes from regular lamp to directional can lamp in one easy step.
Well my wife always leaves her hairbrush full of hair which then gets everywhere. I would like to be able for her to easily remove the hair.
"FOLDING WALLET CASE" I think most people always bring their phone &amp; credit card in their life. I suggest a wallet case.
This is a reverse pricing search engine to help sellers of used items price and position their products..
#NEVWET QCYCLE covers for Bicycle and Motorcycle Seats!
A case which has a mirror on its back to capture better photos with friends and keeping all objects which you need in a photo frame.
Sheek discreet underwear for the new mom
Product Line - Bubble Wrap Noise Makers / Toys
Tape meausure with durable plastic writing surface that you can use over and over again erase with a push of a button!
Resub (97% v/v ratio) Kids love iPads, it's a law of nature. What about a leashed capacitive stylus made for little hands.
"Bring the Outdoors in" Snap in temporary screen doors are a simple solution to having to install unattractive screen doors.
This iPhone-mouse uses the accelerometer to provide the most intuitive mouse yet. Folds up too! [App-accompanied]
Hand tool belt
An Arm Band Holder for the Disabled.
A SEE-THROUGH and CLEAR Bumper Protector guard for cars. Protects cars without having an ugly black flap on your car's rear bumper. Resub
microphone attachment that converts iphone and ipad into karaoke machine
An iPhone, iPad, iPod monitor snap-on case to be used as an additional screen for a laptop or computer monitor.
A tool to wrap your earbuds which also acts as a Stand. Clips on cords, backpack, etc.
Pet owners need a device for Fido that instantly converts from collar to leashed harness for those breakaway moments that come unexpectedly.
A monocular eye display with a live feed so the user can watch his motion without the distraction of looking off or waiting for a recording.
Hook, hang and store under your hanging garments and above your shoes.We want to use this wasted space.
Washer Nozzle Cleaning Tool 3in1
Custom Imprint iPhone &amp; iPad Loops
MARSUPIO BORSA DELL'ACQUA CALDA
The iPhone 5 kickstand case. The case snaps on and has a kickstand that pops out. The part that kicks out is in the shape of a 5.
Magnetic Silicone Oven Rack Pull/Push tool, sticks to your oven door and is there everytime you need it.. Magnetic oven rack tool
Ever wish that you could trade-in your gas-guzzler for a vehicle that could get over 75 mpg and not cost an arm and a leg?!
A case for the Microsoft Surface, that allows using it on your lap like a laptop, but where you still can remove the keyboard.
No More House Painting! Roofing Shingles With a few modification become a long lasting HOUSE SIDING.
A change to the Umbrella? You bet!! Introducing the multifunctional Drop-Leaf Style Umbrella. Great for crowded streets, wind and hiding.
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Organize under the sink clutter of contents like spray cleaners, sponges etc.
I HATE WASHING DISHES WHEN I COOK! Y NOT HAVE DISPOSABLE MEASURING CUPS/SPOONS? LOOKS LIKE REGULAR CUPS BUT
HAS MEASUREMENTS WRITTEN ON IT!
Cell phone 4-sided lighted cell phone bumbers.
Sit Down Hockey or Soccer
STEM 2 - [Line Extension] Drink FRESH juice from your citrus! RESUBMIT
Bake more than one sheet of cookies and still have room for a casserole with a 2-layer baking sheet.
Revolutionize the way you measure Wet and Dry ingredients. Collaboration with Vector. See New Video!
One of the most booming things right now is ANGRY BIRDS! This will make the money roll in$$$
Suction Scribblers! See Video!!!with line extensions!! Save money on all those post it notes and save the environment!
Sturdy, versatile, compact, functional and yet a simple design makes this foldable grater last a lifetime! Changed design and new picture.
Many people miss their pet when they go to the office,on a trip,because it has passed on, the Solution-My Pet with Me
Bebida~Quench Your Thirst
Combo Snow Blower/Lawn Mower/Leaf Vacuum
Paint Roller Guard
A leather or plastic IPhone case that has a small fabric or leather loop attached to the back large enough to slip two fingers in.
For motorcycle passengers to hang onto a strap with handholds that the driver wears.I call them "Love Handles".
Minimalist Key Chain: Stop Keys from feeling bulky in your pockets and scratching your money clip, phone...etc.
A stainless steel, silicone coated hook that attaches to the side of a sausepan to hold utensils that are in use during cooking.
weev. Apparel Great for working out and everyday use!
Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
A macbook holder that ALSO acts as a mini-desk/computer stand. Think a laptop case meets TV dinner tray.
Tired of Bad Lighting and Missing Spots Shaving. A Razor Attached Shaving Light is the Answer. At Home or on The Road, Have the Light U Need
A case that is made out of some kind of material that can become customized using ones own photos, drawings, designs, etc.
Case w/ flexible tripod legs fold or slide back into the case. Great 4 taking pics &amp;vid, as a kickstand &amp; desk stand. Resub 296 votes
Do you find it difficult to remove the skin of a hot boiled potato. The potato peeler automatically peels a potato by itself while it boils.
Fragrance Sweeper on a vacuum cleaner exhaust!
New and improved Bone resonating Bluetooth Headphones or Telephone headset, where sound vibrates through the neck-bones into the ear.
Tired of using your lap as an eating surface in your car? Enter the Lap Saver, a wedge that is a level platform for multiple vehicle use.
"The Antenna" Portable Mini Speaker for the iPhone or iPod.
Skitter - The Cross Country Ski Style Scooter
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) with Moulded Hook for Oven Handle, Hook and mitt always have your mitts at hand with the hook
Noise Cancelling headphones that are pillows! Have a "sound" sleep!
Surface Cleaner with detachable handle, ergonomic palm use with liquid cleaner insertion
IProducts with screen cleaning sheet dispenser pullout from case or from frame around screen for ease of cleaning
Collars of polo t-shirts are easily ruined within the first couple of washes, but now there's a simple, inexpensive, easy to use solution.
For everybody else spend hours searching for lost key. Simple as that.
Treat your Feet to the real "foot" ball, The squooshy way to relieve sore feet and all that stress. Memory foam foot ball, Heats,vibrates
Biodegradable &amp; earth friendly Pet Coffin.Includes seeded cover for a flower to grow on top of your beloved pet.Also "Certificate of Life"
Collect young customers in a unic partylife site for selling partyarticles, fashion and other products for partypeople world wide
Vehicle theft mat alert system with 100% thief identification.
SHARP SHAKER. With its green spikes it will automatically blow up every single trace of salt get stuck in the holes because of moisture.
a dog calling device ...
Construction injuries due to blind spot on hard hat. Re Invent the hard hat it's a serious problem with the hard hat design. Please comment
Stop all dirt, mold and bacteria at the door by cleaning the soles of our shoes. Micro fiber steam door mat.
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A Quirky miniature of some kind that people meditate with during the time that their product is under consideration!! Good luck chotchkee
QR Code Projector. The fastest, coolest way to promote, share several sites to your friends, anytime anywhere.
Extra battery and full speaker in one case!
Redesign the hitching system for the travel trailer
It's called "Drip-EEZ"(Bathroom), and it's a toilet tank, wall, or cabinet mountable â€˜dribbleâ€™ tissue dispenser, just for us guys.
Another Rusty Razor? Use the "Shaver Saver" to absorb moisture after you shave. Stop trashing good razors because they've rusted, again!
Under-mattress suspenders that hold a pad or towel in place for kids who are learning not to wet the bed.
Moldable soap for kids to use while bathing or showering. My kids love play doh and they try to make shapes out of my bars of soap.
Tired of your valuables being squished and damaged via the weight of dolley platforms. Platform to separate and protect is needed.
To stop pocket dialing / butt dialing ,and to save battery life . The Slinkyslyder cover.or the iron man.
Bicycle saddle bags that can be removed from the bicycle and turn into a briefcase or backpack with computer and iPad slots #QCYCLE
This is tape like iphone/ipod headphone storage accessory.
iPhone 5 Case that straps on to your hand - slots for cash, cards and Quirky sketch paper with miniature pen
#iOSRCDriveMaps is an iOS App-Enabled product controlled by user-created "drive path maps" or by getting maps from others via in-app sharing
CORDLESS MINI KEYPAD - CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYPAD TO YOUR NEEDS!! CREATE the keypad that you like the most! make it easy and pleasant!
3-in-1: iPhone-cover, iPhone-stand and earphones storage in one item
Dog bathmat W/adjustable triple leash restraint that connects to bathmat MUST HAVE FOR SMALLER SIZE BREEDS KEEP THE DOG SAFELY IN
THE TUB
SKINNER gives better leverage when peeling/skinning fruits &amp; veggies (like apples, cucumbers, etc...)
Lights on a roll. Tear them off...stick it on...push to light. Easy quick lights. Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
a blue tooth texting device
#spotsv U can buy a pot strainer, U can buy a pot spout but U can't buy a Pot Strainer Spout. Not yet. Not until Quirky make it.
iCross - Cross shaped illuminated docking station for iPhone and iPod
Universal cellphone handle. Stop fumbling your cellphone! Handle folds down for compactness. Handle doubles as a kickstand.
Universal Power Adapter cord wrap
Transfoil is a device(attached wings to cars/trucks)that causes lift by using the passing air/ wind currents as the vehicle moves.
83% (RESUB) Safe Ergonomic Pitcher. Eliminate spills and heavy lifting for family members who need assistance like kids or the elderly.
Glow In the Dark Lipstick Container/Multi-Stick Holders/Glow In Mold Labeling on Lipstick
This scraper allows you to clean off debris from your non stick cookware without damaging the cookware.
An earphone clip that can be used any time, enjoying music or when save the earbuds. Simply cool and practical!
All-In-One Multifunctional Office Thingamabob. Calculator, tape measure, notepad, pen, letter opener, scissors, stapler etc...
A power strip where each outlet can be programmed to turn on/off any day of the week and any time of day. Great for holidays! App Enabled!
iphone case based on metal building toys/transformers. Add as many or little accessories as you want.
DIGIGRAM.An App enabled/Bluetooth digital picture frame,attach 2 dashboard.Play all your favorite Pics or Slideshow of your loved ones.RESUB
No more stubbing your toes on the corners of the bed post legs. Cushioned Corner Covers glow in the dark!
The Bike Caddie Rack - simple and easy way to create a hidden, locked, and waterproof storage area for necessities #QCYCLE. [Resub]
Resubmit)The rifle barrel lock Secures the barrel at both ends allowing security and complete safety- it's time to save lives
MOM!! That's MY toothbrush! Toothbrush Tailz give kids - and adults - a fun way to know which one is theirs, and keep it out of the gunk.
iPhone case with a pop out handle to wind up and charge your battery on the go
#spotsv Tired of trying to get the last bit of yogurt out of the bottom and the sides of the cup? Resub 11/11
A bike seat with a ring on it so you can thread a bike lock through it. Hole can be located anywhere- back, on post, bottom of front tip etc
Sentence Blast!Words fall down a digital screen tower.The player touches the words with a stylus.When a sentence is constructed it explodes.
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Retractable car charger that can stretch to reach everyone in car and after usage will wind up Resub
#NEVWET Would our life be easier if never wet wallets, pocketbooks &amp; umbrellas are available? Please vote and support if you agree. QSANDY
Patent Pending:Fiber Optics iPhone Case Lights Up When Phone Is Ringing &amp; Lights Up In Different Colors Depending on Who is Calling.
My idea is to put the electronics of the common solar garden lamp into a replica ancient clay lamp/night light from the bible/Roman times.
Home security sign that reads "Smile you're on Surveillance! This would allow individuals to present the idea of one being present!
Multi colored line of retractable ear phones where you can decorate with your favorite sports team or super hero etc.comes with case as well
NevWet MAGIC plate that keeps your sauce in place and stops it from running. Don't mix your ketchup with your mustard again!
Travel inflatable body pillow. Supports your back while traveling or away from home. Built-in pump inflates &amp; deflates. Easy to pack.
snuggiloo
CONCH RECORDER lets kids send and listen to messages back and forth in PRIVACY.
An Apple Wristlet! A case just big enough for your iPhone, car keys, a few cards, and a small amount of cash.
BOX TOP OPENER Open a cereal,cracker box in a snap!Slip under and Slide across No more torn cereal,cracker boxes easy to use
Neat Cords neaten up your messy cords easily &amp; work great for most cord types. Neaten electric cords,iPhone cords,&amp; more with one little pod
Adjustable Cord Extender
Is there anything more annoying than when you are in the mood for ice cream and you have to scoop off the first layer due to freezer burn?
Need some seasoning on your take away lunch? over seasoned, made a mess doing so? SpicePaper: a new single pack controlled by friction.
A mop with a built-in water tank which slowly keeps the mop wet! Also, interchangeable tanks for different liquids! Extra features? Comment!
The Caddy Cup is a tea cup or mug with a compartment built into the handle made to hold your tea bag after you have steeped your tea.
Make a heating/cold pad for the hard places like ankle,knee one that wraps around but is smaller then the usual pads closes with velcrow
Finger Loop doubles as a stand! Prototype made.
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather! QSANDY!
App enabling use of public transport as a contactless smartcard. Touch n' go.
The machine washable memory fabric baby spit up catching bib
I would like to present an idea for more easily installing baseboard and trim in homes.
Chopping board with digital display
It's an iPhone case that's also a flask. The case holds some of your favorite beverage. Detaches when ready for a sip.
BBQ squeegee brush combination
A stretchy net which will fit over the passenger seat with a pocket. No more purses and other items flying all over the place while driving!
Hate drinking out of a beer bottle? You like to drink out of a glass? How about a glass topper for beer bottles.(1001)
Universal adapter for iphone 5
Wifi temp sensor for monitoring cooking
An addition to the Breakfast Menu, . . Have a dream at what a delicious idea is !
Dog Kennel Backpack
Integrated software Hologram Case while charging Apple iPhone favorite photo, or music artist hologram on"Display" wall docking/+carry case.
Laptops have bags; we need ones for the Raspberry Pi and the Intel NUC. "Next Unit of Computing PC
Noise-Cancelling Headphones and Headrest that Change Color when Music is Played.
You Never Know Who's Watching. Cover your laptops camera. Open door when your using it, close it when your not. Security first!
Storage space on a bike is premium Minimizing bulk can reduce luggage to carry-on size Scent strip Bag creates barrier On site inflation
International Pivot Pod Power with extended Power Pod LED USB and Power Charger - North &amp; South America, EU &amp; UK.
A square sprinkler for water conservation. Why do sprinklers cover a circle when most lawns are square. Stop watering sidewalks!
RESUBMIT - A Drying Rack That Rocks! Any Shape For Any Space!
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Recordable, wet erase flashcards. Re-usable, interactive, fun to use. Paint, record, play. Learning that's fun
WARNING!Submission sexual in nature,click away if uncomfortable with topic. Device to keep a prophylactic rubber in place during sex.
How do you Fill your Kitchen Sink Soap Dispenser? Use this nifty Funnel Kit! Fun no Spill..No Mess, No Waste, No Guessing when it's filled!
QCYCLE Bicycle electric horn with a horn button that is installed on the handle bar just like motorcycle.
Simple Product! A Ball Cap Form Support that is worn inside the hat and keeps your cap looking like NEW. Eliminates the "Caved In" look.
I Would like a simple nail file on a rubber band on the back of my i~phone case.
Clear Acrylic Evening Bag with various color/style inserts to conceal the contents.
Use iPhone as digital pocket scale
T.V.C.S. - Tire Valve Core Safety... will indicate when the TIRE PRESSURE is TOO LOW/you &amp; others can SEE the RED GLOW and add more AIR.
The Baby Wall Is A 8 inch bendable clear plastic wall that velcros or clips to your baby's high chair so they won't push food off of it.
Smart Ball! A workout ball that links to smart phones. Monitors your workout and helps you get fit!
You wear your slacks for an hour, don't want to take out the ironing board, but they could use a 'fresh press' .. Use this!!!
Laptop Pillow. Thin &amp; comfortable pillow for laptop placement to prevent damage to body. Has indentation so wont fall. Includes cup holder.
RESUB--Baby Bottle with Built-in Temperature Gauges. Now you can be sure your baby's formula is not going to scald them.
Luminum, Keeper, Pegit, Crossover and Pli line extensions. Expand our iPhone 5 product line to fit all existing leading smartphone brands.
Take Pivot Power to the next level: Pivot Multiplied!! 4 plugs per pivot = 12 plugs on one pivot power. All Suggestions Welcome!
More efficient cookie sheet storage!!! Finally! Free up some of that cupboard space with this simple solution!
Platform shoe heel driver, prevents fatigue of the driver's feet and wear the shoe heel.
Lift Off - Elevate your cooking utensils and keep your counters clean while cooking. Sleek and elegant design creates a magical illusion.
To slip and fall is a big problem in winter. Shoe chains provide remedy, but they are not suitable for daily use. So it's time for Spike-it.
A instant communication from restaurants, bars, retail stores to customers of sales promotions that day via all social media, text and email
Toilet light
Scalable power pivot, just take what you need to use only or extend as much as you want
The Stakable Dish
Hey can you imagine a place for your cat, a secret place and special place they can enjoy.
Reservoir Pluck: Larger, holds multiple yolks
Video Door Phone with QR image recognition.
"Eat-n-Store" is a mobile utensil storage unit for your spoon ,fork and knife (and even a napkin if you like ) great for car , work and more
Many Apple Computers Are Lost Everyday! A Combination Lock or a Lock &amp; Key for computers with an electronic fuse to deny access is here.
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
IPhone and IPad Cases That Change Color and Pulsate with the Beat of the Music being Played.
Shower mats that fit the entire shower stall made of some sort of thicker vinyl or rubber type material that has lots of drainage holes.
HALO: A runner's guardian angel in the dark. See VIDEO!
Iphone monitoring w/proper blue tooth helps users monitor elderly/ sick loved ones. calls 911
LADIES!!! Do you like having a mirror on hand? Do you like iPhone cases? Do you see where im going with this?
LED Light Up Carpet: Quirky Carpet with built-in LEDs. Bluetooth,App-enabled and USB rechargeable.
Create a range of iPod accessories targeted at new and soon to be mothers.
RESUB--The Swivel Hanger. Changes from small to large hanger easily. Child to Adult Hanger simplified. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Wireless Necklace camera that incorporates with iPhone
Magnetic Wall Decoration Checkers and Chess Set, use it as a really cool decoration, or play a game, king me with a chess piece.
What to do with all those old computer monitors or TVâ€™s around the house or in the garage now there is a solution
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
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Timed Release Automatic Urinal Flush Valve: Save huge amounts of energy, water and money in public men's restrooms by never wasting a flush!
RESUB AFTER U.C.! -Tired of music cables and cords getting tangled? Wrap it into a "Wind-Up" and turn any cable into a neat retractable one!
A cover/bag that goes over a tennis racquet's head allowing one to easily stencil a collegiate logo onto the strings without smearing paint.
The Baby Saver. The only product in today's market that can prevent you from leaving your child accidentally locked in a vehicle.
3 Ring Mice. Replace the mouse!
Suburban GUTTERS have a dihedral angle "A" [NOT FLAT] between the ROAD and LAWN making IT extremely HARD to use a PUSH-BROOM to
CLEAN.
Sugar Cube Spoon - No more guessing, measures one sugar cube of loose sugar every time! Offer your guest 1 sugar cube or 2!
Put Christmas lights around your windows IN SECONDS and make it look PERFECT! Who would have thought putting up lights could be SO easy!
A Heat-able Baseball! This is for all the times you're playing catch in cold weather and your hands get cold, now your fingers can stay warm
Bling your earbud cords! Decorate your boring earbud cord with unique decorative cord wrap cover. Just slip tube over cord &amp; heat shrink on.
Introducing ROLLER BLADE, utility knife with finger guard and allows you to glide at your desired depth and angle with ease! Resub 287 votes
RESUB Frying pan w/ grease reservoir,pour spout/flap that closes for making the rest of your meal after fryin.Hambgr Helpr,Sloppy Joes,Tacos
BOTTLE CODDLE - ADJUSTABLE MICROFIBER HOLDER FOR SUNTAN LOTION, BABY BOTTLES OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF BOTTLE.
iPad&amp;iPadMiniSlideCharge is a power slot, charger for vehicles that slides next to either front seat! For iPad or iPad Mini!
Efficiently sift scoopable cat litter with an adjustable scoop enabling the selection of the proper size hole to catch tiny waste-nuggets.
Don't kill battery by searching for free WiFi, have the WiBand do it for you!
Earbuds and Jacketing that Change Color with Beat of Music Being Played.
Fan Fort - this easy to set-up fan fort include a spacious Igloo-like room for kids to spend hot summer days.
didactico programable
Solar Lamp with Extention Cord
Fake bird droppings to put on bicycle seat and handlebars. Theft deterrent and/or practical joke. (collaboration and images welcome) #QCYCLE
This is a photo frame planter for a desk,to hold a potted plant.It can come in different sizes/shapes/colors as do picture frames.Good gift.
Too many cases in the market but nothing really protects the phone from water.
App Enabled GOLF Swing Trainer (Resubmit - previous #69834)
Full Tilt App Enabled gym attachment creates a fully automated workout program by raising and lowering resistance on five machines.
Conical, Layered Earbuds for Improved Sound Quality &amp; Noise Cancellation.
Meet the digital counter Piggy Bank toy for KIDS... FUN FUN FUN!!! Could be made of plastic or as a plush stuffed toy.
Your iPhone alerts you when food needs to be thrown out. Accurately minimizes risk of Food Poisoning.
Continuous Spray No Rub Moisturizing Lotion! Finally reach all the areas that are dry quickly and efficiently! Just like sunscreen spray!
Sit in your car at the beach or in the hills with the sun in your eyes Why not attach a portable VISOR to the outside of your car window?
iPhone lamp charging dock. Never wake up in the dark! No need to scamper around in the dark!
Dry erase calendar w/ DIGITAL WINDOWS ---------------- No more writing every month
Microwavable square glass bowl for dehydrated noodles. Rounded corners for easy cleaning and small etch for water level. Keep warm with lid.
STOP Nail Biting! Disposable Finger Stockings with Silicone grip stripe! .......Bite Blockers-the first new nail biting product in decades.
My idea is to develop the wireless charger.
Ink Stamp with ID info for lost children.
I dream of creating a light weight and high quality iPad case that has a keyboard conveniently built in.
REVISED! Salt Sprinkler BACKPACK for snowy driveways &amp; walkways... before the storm, during, and after to make driving / walking safe!
An educational mathematics card game for elementary, high school, university students and even senior citizens. http://wackymath.webs.com
Protect You and Your phone with the iPhone Mace"pepper spray" protector case.
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A small camera lens mounted to a telescoping aluminium arm that has a docking slot for an iPod or iPhone. Allow for remote inspection.
Turn your stove into a grill. With grill-it all you got to do is place this grill on top of your stove and you are all ready.
RESUBMIT Belt loop suspenders-Clip brakes,hits you in the head,clip tears your pants or slips and your pants fall down,embarrassed-not now
Clip a container and keep fruit flies away.
Car Guard! Protect your car at the Grocery Store Lot from Shopping Cart Damage! A fashionable, retractable, simple solution!
Small kit to repair a broken window
Panorama buddy for smartphone or cam- taking panoramic pictures with/without you in it. No need to ask for help, perfect anytime, anywhere!
A hassle free string of holiday lights which are easy to put back into their original box without tangling or breakage.
Turn food bags into storable, pourable, stay-fresh containers.
We have the technology, make CORE charging base for the iPad Mini! Show it off, its beautiful!
Love Bagels but not the carbs? Check this out...
A frozen pliable gel-pack glove that can be frozen to insert the hands, twenty minutes on, twenty minutes off, often more helpful than heat.
Noise Canceling - turn any regular headphone into a high quality noise canceling headphone via the built-in mic on your device.
The Mousepad Tripod-Ideal for Laptop and Pc users alike!
IPHONE WIRELLESS CHARGER POUCH. Charge your phone on the go. And better you can use while charge!
A bluetooth headset that allows you to send text messages!!!
The New Bakers Spoon!!! The first spoon with a built in thermometer, temperature setting, and audible/visual alert when set temp is reached.
Towel Beanies!! Keep your head &amp; your baby's head dry &amp; warm with a towel beanie after the shower. Don't struggle to wrap a towel around.
E-paper App enabled text bracelets &amp; rings. Display different messages &amp; graphics on an everyday fashion accessory. Unlimited possibilities
Luxurious Faux Fur sheet set!!!!No longer sheets that can't warm you!
Human beings are meant to squat while defecating. This position should be assumed by way of a COMPLETE redesign of the toilet.
A flat magnetic clip on stylus or for the IPad and IPad mini.
Multi-Colored Light Bulb. How would you like to change the color of your light bulb instantly?
Customizable Bike Multi-Tool in a Single Piece - When Biking Weight is an issue. Why not just carry tools you need in a Single Piece?
This product is a small replica of a hockey lane with ice like material on the lane and a goal. Equiptment will make this more realistic.
Insulated lunch size and snack size bag with a handle that folds out into a placemat different shapes and sizes
A hand held pants steamer to press your wrinkled pants quickly.
Press the cramping away get your Cramp-Clamp today!
An electronic water bottle that alerts you periodically throughout the day that it's time to take a drink.
TPU sound amplifying iPhone case. Makes hands free listening and sharing of audio much easier to hear.
Getting your ice cream, frozen foods, dairy products and meat home before they spoil, melt or make a mess when it is a hot Summer Day
WiFi Rechargeable Night Light:App-enabled on iPhone 5,iPad,iPad Mini,MacBook Pro.
NeverWet Skin Lotion or Cream - No More Diaper Rash! No More Dry, Chapped, or Chafed Skin in Cold Climates!
Big flip phone that is comfortable like regular phone. Easy - No more fat finger text. Voice command to find the phone when misplaced.
Critter Pouch Phone/Tablet/Video Game Over Shoulder Pouch Crochet Animal Design Made Out Of Weather Proof Stretch Yarn Like Material
Space Bar Desk Organizer + Extra Shelf for iPad
Nitrogen Injection Food Saver
WiFi VGA Adapter for Apple Devises
Broom with slide up manual vacuum, eliminates dust pan.
Trapped in a cast? I bet you're awfully itchy!!! CastScratch is for you!
iPhone case with the medical alert sign/emblem that has a USB flash drive built in.
E-Ink iPhone ipad/mini Case. Display Images all day long with little battery use! Take notes and draw, display notifications.
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Multi-use silver-coated "stickies" or strips that can be affixed to gloves, band-aids, skin, and other various touchscreen inhibitors.
SHOT-LOC... [revised] electronic device will LOCATE the exact DIRECTION (360)of a FIRED SHOT... which works w/soldier LAND WARRIOR
NETWORK.
Shred &amp; Tamp? Paper Shredder PLUS Tamp all in one. Stop emptying your shredder all the time.
small cutter that attaches to your keys ring to open those hard to open bags of chips,candy and many more hard to open bags
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time? Resubmit.
Mini Cup Tether! Easy to use plastic Tether for the dishwasher. Keep those little cups from being pushed around by the water pressure.
#spotsv Character Corner Bookmarks with built in timer for kids. Keeps track of how long they read.resub5/12
A plastic "X" shaped base fused to the bottom of a plastic bag to keep take out food level.
*Innovative* Color Changing Stickers to tell if food is expired. For example: orange changes to red on day 5! Read On: it's possible
New and Improved Baster, convenient bent tube, no more burning your hands on the oven by trying to get more juice out of the pan #spotsv
FOOD GRADE marking pen for prescription medications.
Human body wristlet alerts you when your temperature is too high.
Have a beautiful necklace that goes perfect with your outfit but not the right length or a bracelet you would like to turn into a necklace?
The TakeStand: an all-in-one utilitarian cake carrier AND stylish cake display!
Mommies' Sleep Train - a 4D cruising experience simulator that helps parents putting babies to sleep - healthier babies, happier parents!
A simple idea to allow users to hold up their phones pads, with one hand like you would a poster with a handle.
Thumbs Up for this Silicon Ginger Peeler- Wear it in either hand and rub off the peel with its rough scraper
Back to the Basic Accessories - What about an iPhone Picture frame?
DOUBLE SIDED BOTTLE CAP overfilling and filtering liquids between standard PET bottles.
#NEVWET Protection for MacBook and Apple Laptops
MULTIPLUG - No more need for power strips. Just plug each new appliance into the previous plug!!!
The Crutch Clutch. Makes it easier and safer to go up and down stairs.
Q-Christmas Tree Light-Dress, fun and simple way to light-up the Christmas tree.
How can we bring vanity mirrors to the 21st century? Check out this one with a minimalist design.
Blow and throw! A tissue box/dispenser with a compartment for disposal included. After you blow, you throw!
iPad Velcro Loop/Belt to hold on hospital bed rail so patient or loved one can hear music or see movie while confined.
Obvious earplugs -These in-ear foam plugs to protect hearing are visible to all and send a clear message â€“ â€œI canâ€™t hear you!â€
Metal or Wood Wine rack that holds 3 wine bottles and 4 wine glasses. Resubmit
Professional smooth video via a video stabilization case that eliminates shake and changes the way people capture moments of their lives.
FLOWER-TREE
On one side is USB key and on the other side is two or three USB keys.
Phone case inspired by a smooth opening calculator, AutoProp, please view 7 second video.
Babies need a strict daily schedule. A paper schedule works, but a clock with a rewritable dial shows at a single glance whatâ€™s next.
Put that puzzle together only to lose pieces? Half-finished and it falls on the floor? Have no place safe to put it together? Now you can!
I hate assembling artificial christmas tree, i like the decorating part better.
Cordless Hand Vacuum Cleaner Pole Extension
Power outlet become a cable roller! Easy to save your space.
The SleepTite mask has retractable earplugs built into each side of the eye mask allowing for a peaceful rest anywhere. *90 votes WOW!*
Therapeutic FOOT Massager that also cleans your feet during shower. No more risk of falling.
Tips - An Assist to Accurately Text and not Smudge your Smart Phone Screen With Finger Prints
The website will give users the ability to integrate their social networks into a headline news website that can be customized by the user.
A device to push a child on their swing automatically with different speeds.
magnetic stickers
Paint Touch-up Storage Kit--- never open a paintcan again to touch-up a mark on your wall.
FOLDa PUNCHa ___ office folder with integrated double hole punch !-)
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Stick on filter for ceiling fan blades. Now turn any ceiling fan into an air filter!
Disposable condom-sized rain poncho made from the world's thinnest waterproof material
The ball and collar, let your dog carry their own ball to the park, it attaches/unattaches easily with a push or pull. Always have a ball
A chair that can make you relaxed.(Student2)
This Lazer lighter is rechargable ,no fumes to inhale,enviromentally friendly,and safe.
iPhone case that protects the screen when not in use, transparent so you can still see the time. 2 ways to do it....
Fliplite: A beautiful solar-powered decorative light.
New indicator (left/right) Flashing sequence for car,bus,truck and Motor cycles, for making a "U" Turn :Resubmit:
A Organizer cube with a tray on top, one side charges, one side has a memo/dryerase board,another side a picture frame,hat&amp; scarf holder.
This is a paint roller that can paint around objects, be they round or square or have ornamental decoration.
To utilize kinetic motion and voice to charge your battery as you move and talk.
InstaKool
small slide up and down slot on ear protection ear muffs so that you can still hear someone when they are talikng to you
A shovel with a ruler that has centimeters and inches so that you don't need to take forever measuring how deep you need to plant a seed
iPad Smart Cover Storage Companion For Headphones,Charger Cable,Stylus,Cleaning Cloth.Kickstand included Prototype Made, watch Videos
LINE EXTENSION !! A PERFECT HEIGHT MEETS MOCUBO !!! No more back pain!
Dragon stands and earbuds wrap made out of hard cardboard, cool trendy, usable, earth friendly #NEWWET
Iphone 5 case from recycled tires!! Go green I5.
Pivot like USB car charger.
Simple System 4 Parents/Kids. Pour in Juice/Milk &amp; child simply goes into fridge &amp; grabs drink ready 2 go. No Pour/No Spill. Resub 260 votes
An IPhone Case that Can Change colors When One of Your VIP or Other Contacts Calls You. Convenient When Phone is on Silent or Vibrate.
Install Outlets straight with "Levelar".
I-Phone 5 Functional Case with Built-In Cordless USB Adapter:The Case doubles as a Charger.
The ever elusive limited electrical outlet. We all have them. We all hate them. So, outside of getting rid of furniture, how do we fix it
The SIT-OR-STAND DESK is the most innovative way to increase productivity and alleviate health issues created by the traditional desk!
"iSnake" A Snake light and snake camera combined that quickly plugs into any iPhone,iPad. Just Aim, View or Click! Collab. w/ David Tyers
In Australia we get hot summers, keeping drinks cold is a challenge. Solution: Freeze water in a plastic pear, and have a straw through it.
Retract case. A case that has a cord which attaches to your belt or belt loop. Never forget your phone ever again
A candle with the names of the Newtown victims on the holder, with all profits going to victims families.
Rock 'Em Sock 'Em Radio Controlled Bumper Bots
ModPod. A modular backpack you can customize with an assortment of accessories. Let's re-invent the backpack like Crates did for storage.
Looks like a tape but acts like a snake (SNAPE) Unclogs Sinks, Tubs, Showers and other drains, hooks on the belt easy to use and store.
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger)
USB Extension Cord: For all your Apple devices.
A new I Phone case that can be used as a back up battery charger
Your tiny car trunk sucks and you need a car deck without an expensive hitch.
144+ Votes RESUB A cube that docks your iphone or iPod and notifies you about texts, emails and other tasks via the cube changing color.
DIY Customize your own shoelaces. Printer allows you to create one of a kind shoelaces.Resub
Why sweat to install your umbrella? With a push of a button, your universal stand will drill and set your stand anywhere you want.
DOGS ARE RESTRICTED IN CAR RIDES AND DOG LOVERS WANT THERE DOGS TO FEEL FREE AND BE HAPPY SO, A DOGGY PEEK OUT
WINDOW SCREEN FOR YOUR CAR.
This is an universal bag to store all your items (tap connectors,spraying guns,hose connectors,etc...) on wheeled hose reels.
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A grocery store style bagging system under your kitchen sink or in the bathroom. Quickly remove trash and have the next bag all ready to go
Hemato-Marker - adhesive tape encircles wound to mark bleeding out/drainage. Date and time written on show immediate, important information.
Bike seat Wings, adjustable
SILO PORTABLE - for your baby formula or fitness shake powder on the GO. Narrow top allows pouring inside water or baby bottles. BAG ready.
Small plastic covers w/elastic to cover your rings when mixing food, putting lotion on to avoid losing them or forgetting where u left them
A solar light that offers decorative flair to flower pots.
iPad Desk Top Interactive Fun Slot Machine.
Apple Ipod Stylish Backings that are Magnetic. Covers the entire backing of the Apple Ipod. Easier to change styles than a silicon skin.
BLANKET STOPPERS - prevent blanket separating or falling down the duvet while sleeping and have a warm night. Inspired by DIGITS.
Its a soft toy. Its USP is that it is a cuddly soft toy copy of your own infant (under 5).
MOLLE Webbing arm and leg band. Have the ability to place MOLLE compatible pouches on your arm or thigh for easy access.
A DEVICE CASE THAT FUNCTIONS AS AN ELEVATED STAND.
Eco-Pivot Power!!! Turn each Pivot off as needed. Save money by and power by turning off the Pivot that your not using!
lumber back support for chairs, that's inflatable and a cars seat version
Kickstand for iPhone when watching movies at a desk. The kickstand can fold into the case.
Spice and Medicine Cave: Keep prescription medication and spices at a constant temperature. Keep spices fresh. Keep medicine safe.
The idea is an inflatable dog bed.
Quickly and easily remove 'Box Tops' to earn money for your child's school!
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
Children's Time-Out Countdown Clock With Recorded Messages. Stop the "How much longer?"'s. Get peace. Teach time. Set it. Forget it.
The CRANIAL RELIEF BAND helps sufferers of TMJ and/or headaches by inserting hot/cold packs into the band &amp; without having to holding them.
Christmas decorations are plentiful for everywhere except your car. These removable stickers solve that by letting you decorate your car.
play background music or holy speeches during you talk on phones
ANYWHERE PHONES
Unplug this double A charger and it turns into a battery pack (for cellphones &amp; tablets) - [pls refine the idea]
Guitar combo amplifier dolly and stand, all in one. No more aching back and searching for the right chair to set your amp on.
The ii-star (a robotic tool), is a state-of-the-art electronic tracking device creating hands free interface with electronic components.
RODENT CONTROL in the ease of a spray can! Expanding Foam with Steel Particles so mice can NOT eat thru the Foam! Attached Nozzle &amp; Tube !
Portable emergency power for home or apartments. Includes solar panels and LED lamps.
Finger tip floss.
A bathroom sink mounted aqua flosser! Doesn't use electricity or take up valuable counter top real estate! Use it for as long as you want!
Disposable drink lids that slide open and close. Like a salt and pepper shaker lid.
It's finally here the Total Flex 3000 now you can get a 10 20 30 minute workout anywhere in your home or office with any chair or standing.
Musical Zooblox Toy! blocks that connect together magnetically and make variations of animal sounds or other line extensions!
Letâ€™s re-think how we open beer and cola cans and re-invent the tab lifter and hole maker to go along with the new Miller Punch top can
Sore back? Absentmindedly slouching in your office chair? Not if you are belted in...a chair with an integrated, retractable seat belt!
A Reusable Door Hanger base for Marketing Material, with a QR Code :Resubmit:
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL needs INFO that is easy to respond to. Converting LIDAR Signals to 3/D or a hologram will solve the problem
FRESH SANDWICH EVERY TIME! Sandwich box that has dividers for all the ingredients to prevent sogginess. Once ready to eat, pull them out.
I am notorious for taking long to get ready to go out help me, I would like to get married before I collect my first social security check!
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Bluetooth keyboard and battery pack in one package.
A kitchen tool that you can stick into your food or drink that detects high bacteria levels. Makes you more in charge of food's freshness.
Advertising bike board in various sizes - cheap-light and easy
Cool Stool - Hang your stepping stool, great for dorms. Can come in cool funky designs. RESUBMIT
Mix bluetooth dongle with usb flash
Tree Lantern Pulley System - Pully system helps bring down to light and raise lanterns deep high in trees for beauty and ambiance. RESUBMIT
ROTATABLE DOUBLE DECKED CUTTING BOARD Rid rinsing between uses. Rotate for fresh board instantly. Consolidate boards W/O contamination.
Making sure that your elderly parents are taking their medicine at the right time.
Pool Surface Cleaner: Robotic and Automatic
A sausage slicer that requires one slice and you have perfectly round cut sausage patties without the mess. 90% view vote ratio thanks!
Break-A-Way Reusable PINATA. Uses soft bats... No injuries!
Non-metallic belt - go through airport and other metal detectors without removing belt
A wind-up battery that is also a stand... and a laser pointer!
Vacuum Hose snake,to unclog your vacuum hose after your kids vacuumed up nerf darts,ear buds, and building cards.
Quirky Keyboard Its time we make it easier to type an e-mail address, the at (@) key making it a single stroke and not a shift
His desk is cluttered and dull? Then the pen holder DART is the solution because it is a practical and fun for organizing your work items.
iDetector:iPhone 5 Metal Detector Housing and Bluetooth Metal Detector.App-enabled.Resub
No more knots.(Student3)
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
A cell phone case that would sense a cell phone being dropped and deploy a safety mechanism that would protect the cell phone from damage.
Rolling Walker + Go Caddy (like) shopping cart fold out attachment.
It's time for a Quirky improvement to industrial staples. Take a look at this!
MAKE YOUR OWN MOUTHGUARD- MOLD,PICK YOUR COLORS AND ADD FLAVORS CUSTOMIZE TO YOUR LIKING KIT MAKE AT HOME
EASY TO DO
Discrete Vibrating Piece to put on Eye Glasses - Activate with iPhone App when eye glasses are lost or misplaced to easily locate.
Always have your collar look New... Magneted Styles
A new bottle with spreading cover.(SHM)
Keeping hearing aids on an infant or toddler is next to impossible!! I have created a cute headband that keeps hearing aids in place
Emergency lights, using strips of rope lighting/LEDs above each doorway. A battery pack sends the signal to each strip when power is lost.
A bathroom sink mounted aqua flosser! Doesn't use electricity or take up valuable counter top real estate! Use it for as long as you want!
How many times have you had to pull a squeaky toy's piece of plastic out of your dog's mouth because (s)he was choking?
Pegboard Extension Cord - Power to Configure
A Hairbrush where you can easily clean all the hair and dust that collects at the base of the bristles in one easy move.
An Ipad stand with a beanbag bottom that can be used while standing,sitting, lounging or lying down.
Better than GPS or even Google maps navigation on IPhone or smartphone
Digital roller and conventional tape measure in one. Long measurements often cause tapes to collapse. Great for Lowes and other retailers.
Three in One: Lamp, Alarm Clock &amp; Coffee Maker - Using all 5 senses to wake up...RESUBMIT
Pumpkin carving tracing paper that starts out flat and turns into a spherical shape so it forms to the pumpkin for tracing.
Square's Inverse - This case contains a rewriteable magstripe that can slide out and be used as your credit card.
Safety Armband iPhone Carrier - Blinking LED Lights
Microsoft Surface Media Dock {Dock station with extra USB ports, Ethernet, and media features.}
ROCK STACKER - Desktop accessory. The Generation Y Zen garden. Focus, relax and create.
Expensive Pens: silicone covers keep your pens from losing caps or the pen itself. Keep your pen together for every day use and travel.
Playing beach paddle ball with a WIFI capable digital counter embedded in the rubber ball is a great way to stay active and have fun!
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Shaver Pulse-On
fibe optic lights that change color for the holidays(JD)
Automatic toy sorter, lets make cleaning your room as fun as making the mess. Automaticly sorts toys into individual bins.
4 in 1 Homemade butter maker + salt/pepper etc. adder + Dispenser (dispenses slices or spread or liquid) + Freezer compartment for storing
The running / exercise props shirt for your ear buds / headphones..
Trucking Companies &amp; Rental Agencies change trailers all the time I propose using Blue Tooth technology to make it easier and faster!
Natural Ripening Window Rack
une housse rÃ©versible pour smartphone notamment pour Apple.C'est Ã dire une housse, deux faces de couleurs ou de motifs diffÃ©rents
An iPhone case with a usb retractable cable to charge any apple device.
Who wouldn't want a roving ashtray? It comes to you, it's easy to clean and your friends will be jealous of cool new gadget.
Go vertical........ Attach bins-cubbies-drawers to your lamp to get clutter off your desk! Perfect for DORM ROOMS and small apartments.
Bartenders used to put their thumbs in your beer to control the precious liquid from spilling over, it also resulted in a perfect pour!
Want something NEW? #qcycle ................... The Outdoor Elliptical Bike! --- THE ELLIPTICYCLE!!!
No spill drink cup.(Student5)
All in Portable Bed Desk. All you need when you want to use your iDevices in Bed. SEE PICTURE
UPDATED 10/27 Track your workouts using bar coded gym equipment and your phone.
PlungerBrush! Elegant &amp; Utilitarian. Why not combine a plunger and toilet brush? Help me design a 2 in 1 plunger/brush with a better grip!
Desk-exercise machine: Exercise your legs while seated at your desk.
Interactive Language Learning Action Figure~ Resub. Let's Invest in Education
Drinks that are left unattended get mixed up with everybody else's drinks and can be frustrating and costly. The solution is the drink belt!
How do you discard of corrugate when wrapping paper, paper towels, and toilet paper is gone? Use Perforated Wrapping Corrugate Roles.
Retro Tech Case {PII}
I would like to have a phone case that has a pocket to hold ear phones (ear pods).
Pez + Chips = One fun chip dispensing machine! A LAM CUNNINGHAM/Capone production = LAMP
Are you tired of listen to your music or whatever just with one ear because of your friends?! This device will help you!
Beach/Pool Umbrella w/Solar Charging Station
Resubmitted--2 Piece Sports Bottle where bottom unscrews to hide keys, car alarm button, earbuds. etc...
Backpack with speakers.(Student6)
Smart Alarm: Safe Home. App-enabled smoke &amp; carbon detectors. Alerts your phone to hazards, allows remote testing, silencing &amp; battery check
The Solar Outrigger has solar panels mounted on it and electric motor plenty of cargo space a refrigerator a stove and a crock pot
HI MY IDEA IS A SHOE THAT CAN BE TRANSFORM WITH A ZIP IN TO DIFFERENT STYLES OR DESIGNS OR COLORS I CALL IT THE
TRANSFORMERS THANKS
Digital Wall Calender. Keep track of appointments, birthdays, and everything else we like to write down. Sync with iCal and/or Outlook.
DIY make puzzles at home. Puzzle roller
Using toilet paper in place of tissue paper. Thus saving money &amp; storage space.
Privacy Guard for your car! With the click of a button, frost your windows so people can't see your valuables!
Moody Shades.(Student4)
ROLLER BALL Juice Dispenser. Ball spins to mix up juices. Great for OJ, Lemonade, fruit juices etc.
Boca Ball is a sport which has multiple players on either side of a net and within 3 passes the ball must be kicked over. #QTOYS. Thank you
Computer Market Item Locator - There are computers in every supermarket to do everything for the supermarkets but what about the customers?
GOT BRACES?! Finally an orthodontic brush for people who wear braces and want an easier way to get that clean feeling after brushing.
Can't reach that spot on your back all by yourself? How about a All-in-One Back Lotion Applicator, Scrubber and Scratcher?
The apple pillow! listen to music while you sleep! there are many mp3 pillows but this apple pillow is sure to stand out from the rest!
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A Better Toaster. Ever had to flip toast because one side is more toasted? No More! Increase the outside heating elements for perfection.
The robotic arm with remote for hanging flat pannel TV's...
An ipod that take pics, record videos and voice notes, with wifi
This product will hold your electronic device at the beach, in the park, or by the pool, so that you donâ€™t have to, allowing you to relax.
An innovative set of headphones that wraps around the phone eliminating the problem with breaking cords and causing the iPhone to glitch.
Portable Chair: Everybody who travels use luggage. Suitcases are often the weapon of choice to transport a personâ€™s belongings.
"Hygienic Callus File: Aluminum Pedicure Device with Disposable Emery Boards"
A bigger more impressive hand crank generator.They are on the market, but none seem to do whole lot more than charge a flash light, or radio
A 2 in 1 toothbrush with dental floss in the hand of the tooth brush.
INSOLES like no other. UNIQUE INSOLES for men and women made from all natural material with therapeutic values, No more smelly feet.
Firework Fortress-portable Barrier/Launching structure-help ensure your family &amp; friends safety while enjoying the fun of fireworks!
I PHONE PROTECTOR CASE WITH "Electric heat resistant strip" BUILT-IN FLIP OUT A/C PLUG ON THE BACK
A cup holder for your vehicle that holds extra large cup, mugs, and even those power drinks(red bulls). No chance of spillage here.
Rotating and ball shaped bristle tooth brush. Cute and unique design.
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
Enjoy the hidden richness in your music - "individualized audio frequency compensation" for music for audiophiles and the hearing impaired.
Graph paper.(Student7)
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and saved America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
Imagine buying holiday lights that can be left up all year. Red - Valentines Day. Green - St. Patrick's Day. Orange - Halloween. Plus multi.
POLLUTED or STORED WATER is distasteful and can even kill a human being This Concentrated Flavored Antibacterial Tablet could stop that now.
MacBook Pro Bumper with Handle + Strap
an Iphone case with a writable surface on the back that you can use over and over, erase with a button.
The fridge Door Note Organizer. This Organizer would include a grocery list pad, chalk board for notes and clips for papers in a stylish way
An iPhone case with a hand crank charger.
Aquarium filled with fake fish, sharks, coral, jelly fish. Enjoy this aquarium and learn and see what inhabits the ocean
Going on a picnic? Don't want to lug around an ice pack afterwards? Don't feel like stopping for a bag of ice on the way?
Add some spice! Unscrew the old and screw on the new. Measure and rejoice. It's in the CAP.
A more hygienic, moist toilet paper like baby wipes designed to mount on standard toilet paper holders is the answer to dry toilet paper.
A fashionable belt for men or women to wear when jogging or walking to carry water,pepper spray,phone,money,I.D.keys
Pls help me develop this product that makes it easier for all to talk/text on a cell/i/phone hands-free while at home/office or on the go
Suction Cup Handles for toothbrushes and razors. Stick them to the sink, counter, mirror, or shower! Resubmit had 325 votes, pls vote again!
Iphone case which has the ability to weigh objects (like a pocket scale).
Wall Tile Level
I want to make a kitschy parmesan cheese grater that plays the Love Theme from The Godfather or some other recognizable Italian melody.
*Adventure Pack* for Kids - Attachable Toy to Kids Backpacks
This is a sanitary protection cover for birthday cake and a multi-purpose container.
An unruly koozie collection has taken over my kitchen drawer! My idea is a simple container for storing, toting, and dispensing koozies.
Pick the shape of your Trellis
A thermochromic ink sticker for any gas hob that changes colour when in contact with heat for health and safety warning indication.
Unused Pet Food Container/Dish
Count Anything. Count on it!
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Lens cleaner specially for iPhone, iPod Touch and Ipads
I love to go backpacking and camping but outdoor grills are bulky and dirty. So, why not put a stainless steel grill in a tube?
Contemporary/Modern Vegetable Holder with time/weight settings. Compartmentalize your Pantry Vegetables.
Automatic toothpaste dispenser
pizza dough shrinkage?Pizza Pan with heat resistant dough clip holders to prevent shrinkage while prepping and cooking
A Reusable Parfait Cup with a removable insert, making it usable for both food and drinks
a lot of recipes need water added, the kitchen meter would eliminate several steps and the need for many measuring cups and spoons.
Create an interchangeable cord and rechargeable battery for hair styling tools set.
Fast-moving easy to learn word game equalizes skill level of players. Can be board game or adapted to e-game using flexible word formation
Mattress Stand Up Kit Need a place to put the mattress when guests arrive and don't want it lying around.
a Laptop Stand made of Wood
Sleeping cocoon in economy class. A whole-body sleeping bag that wraps around your seat and provides a hammock for your head and shoulders.
chopping board &amp; box in one - simply chop your fruits/veggies on the board &amp; snap its parts together to a box - Video!
Access all your favorite bathroom &amp; makeup supplies using this makeup board. Includes prototype
Mixing Nd60 with paint for the purpose of making shark repellent surf board &amp; surfboard decals.
An alarm clock with sound and smell.
An all-in-one baby bottle maker that will funtion somewhat like a single serve coffee machine serving baby a perfect bottle in
docking cell free your hands at work, at home, but have your smartphone or tablet covered hands.
An electric counter top coffee maker that can make a pot of coffee and, also, uses pods to make individual cups.
Will bring education up to the 21st century and will help to enhance security at schools. All children would have their books, always&amp;notes.
Easy Christmas Tree Filler
An electronic rotating base used for LPR Cameras. these are used to scan license plates. The type used by law enforcement
3D Video Tripod for the iPhone
Electrical signature monitor
Magnetic Silicone Oven Mitts, embeded magnets for sticking to the oven door or fridge door, and peel &amp; stick metal for wall surfaces
Qoffee - Quirky's Fashion-Conscious &amp; Environmentally Friendly Coffee Sleeve!
Preparing a meal the clean up discourages us less cooking equipment less cleanup eat better a pan that works like three save time &amp; money.
A dual washing machine (2 sections) where colors/whites/delicates/detergents can be seperated. Two washing machines in one!
dÃ©moussetoit
An easily used attachment on antennas or an app on cell phones to help locate vehicles when we can't find them
Now your love for Quirky can be demonstrated with a clean Smile.
Strikeable sparklers for the 4th of July or any occasion! Convenient to use instead of having to carry matches or a lighter!
The Flea Buster is a battery operated flea comb that suctions fleas from your pet into a chamber where they die from a "green" insecticide.
This aftermarket item is made of a malleable hard durable rubber, installed on the top surface of the side mirrors within seconds.
Cold legs and feet!? My "Up Yours" will convert your hair drier into a lap/leg warmer instantly. Cold drafts on your legs are no more!
Most power tools 19.2V/18V When something happens the batterys are weak or dead Charged in 20/30 min and I finally start.
Popcorn Seed Sifter Bowl
My idea is a conventional jar lid with a raised ridge across the top (think of the reverse of a slotted screw head).
iDetangler: iPhone, iPad, iPod case with built-in retractable ear buds / headphones.
Charge iPhone 5 or other iOS devices with AA Batteries &amp; Lightning Connector. Works for iPods, iPads too. Takes Rechargeable or Regular AA
The MATTEL Wagon 360.
Hot beverage holder like ones used on disposable coffee cups but with a built in collapsible handle like a normal coffee mug.
Sponge + Shower Hd= Cleanback
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I have invented collapsible food server
Have silent mode on but do not wish the vibrating feel either? How about a case that uses led to light when receiving calls?
An umbrella that allows you to secure it to your car for hands free coverage!
Bluetooth Speaker Headphones
Vertical Toaster &amp; Bread Slicer
Wrist Napkins For Kids
Sock Rice Ice/Heat Packs
Egg Stix - Instant Healthy Egg Snacks to go!
Levitating Globe/White Noise Generator/Lamp. Video demo - be sure to click on the folder!
Switch to control the various status indicator lights on computers and servers.
Self-designed 3D CAR STICKERS. Customize your own designs with Quirky car sticker kit. Express and differentiate yourself
It is a holder for a trouble light or a work light.It is held,firmly,&amp; can be adjusted up,down, right, or left,&amp; fits in very tight spaces.
Adventure Band
Glass cleaner towel!
I want to stop wasting money on soda.I found a way to keep the carbonation in the bottle to the last drop...
Power strip
Create an attachment to hold ka-bobs skewers that fits rotisseries
Barbers all around the country prefer cutting hair wet over dry. Now that spray water can be warm instead of that jolting cold shock.
Umbrella Saver
la memoire repÃ©rÃ©e
A comfortable pillow you can drink cold water out of at night when you are too lazy or tired to get up and get a glass in the kitchen.
Roller store
Our idea is called Bad Habit Buster and will help people avoid using self-destructive habits and addictions.
Heating Pad thats cut in the shape of an Ace Bandage, and heats up in the microwave.
Holes be Gone: Sticker Patches
Backlicator
Flash: a charger that helps you see in the dark
A shovel handle that is attached via free spinning handle,your handle hand remains motionless,with one fluid motion the shovel load empties.
Paw prints is a plastic device easily installed on the outside of your door to prevent scratch marks and damage from , your pet.
Replacement carrying bag for the folding chair you use for camping, tailgating or watching your kids play soccer.
"Who Drank my Drink" is Two magnets, one plastic disk, and a lifetime of knowing which cup is yours.
why not make a self contained trash can with the bags built into the can?
A 3-way switch enables a person to continue to listen to music when they received a call and can adjust volume of music and conversation.
Rechargeable Remote Control Assembly with Charger Dock with either power cord dock or solar light dock. Patented!
An iPhone case that has a built in charger. No more looking for a cord, just plug it straight into the wall.
"The Cord Caddy" This is a organization device designed to help with the many cords for electronic devices.
The Best Finger Exerciser/Strengthener for Musicians, Atheletes, &amp; amp; Arthritic (IMPORTANT TO SEE THE ENCLOSED PRESENTATION
ATTACHMENT)
Never Get Lost. Compass Bracelet. Vibrates At 4 Pulse Points Around Wrist To Indicate North .Hikers, Bikers, Children, Learn/Keep Direction
Super Sized Clothes Airer
Weighted Ergonomic Walking stick with built in LED Lights
TRIO SENSE ALARM CLOCK. An alarm clock that uses your 3 senses to wake you up the right way. See, Hear and Smell you way up out of the bed.
My mom and others I know always put slices of banana on their peanut butter sandwich. This was one of Elvis Presley's favorite sandwiches.
Christmas Cards with Lighs ..
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When turning off your device, wouldn't it be nice to choose which app's and files you automatically want to open next time you turn it on?
My idea is to create a product that will keep your trashcan lid closed regardless of weather/critters, avoiding a mess for you to clean up
dual lamp
Lumbar Loop
Tired of tossing out your favorite baseball cap because of sweat stains or its lost its shape after washing. Now you can keep caps forever!
Maker's Bracelet. Tyvex bracelet that has ruler measurements on it to show the world that you are a designer.
Inflatable infant travel bed with sides keeps your baby safe and not in between you and your partner.
ELEGANT KNIFE WITH A UNIQUE DOUBLE SIDE HEATED BLADE !
Missed a call? Need a reminder? Want an alarm that won't wake up the spouse? The solution: Vibrating arm / ankle / wrist band
Shower Head Glove - Wash With Your Hands Free!
An iPhone that has a belt clip with a recharger on it so that you don't have to plug it into a charger at night.
A road paving material that is impregnated with solar cells
Mail Indicator
Forearm sleeve case with mobile connector to relieve wire torsion, allow active use, and secure excess wire.
Stackable Freeze Cups. Rubber Cups that have liquid gel inside their walls. No more diluted drinks or need for Ice. Resub with Edit
pager on t.v.find remote. safety glasses w reader lenses fan in grill of electric cars wind power. charges battery as you drive.
Earphone can be a tangled mess, why not take any earphones, and make them retractable?
I would like to create a limitless product line of Floating Island Bath and Pool Toys. Islands to inspire imagination in today's children!
An convienent way to take iced tea, OJ, milk, or a mixed drink camping, tailgaiting or supply sangria along side your beers at a party.
SSDs and flash drives with a built-in indicator of it's remaining life.
Magnetic List Printer Pad for your Fridge! Just write your grocery list/notes on the pad, then print or send list to phone with WIFI.
i dont want to have to go to the store for chocolate every mounth i know the other men well agree with me!!!!
Make a bigger ring fit you, via transparent specialized silicon tape, sticky on one side, wound on the inside of the ring.(84% acceptance)
Have you ever have your FIRE ALARM go off when you are cooking and it won't go off? How annoying is that, what if there was a mute solution!
A kitchen sponge for the germ-o-phobe: The quick drying solution to keep disgusting bacteria off your sponge and out of your life!
The Booking Bible...a reservation book made specifically for restaurants/hair salons/anyone who needs to take reservations.
Sensory deprivation jigsaw puzzle. No picture cues. No color cues. All Black.
Christmas Lights, gotta love 'em. What you don't like is the unneeded lights in your display. Let's cover them up.
Protein shaker bottle with a separate screw-on compartment to store supplements.
Do you have oxygen? Does it hurt your ears? Well there should be something out there to hold it off your ears! Fit just like a headband!
An ironing board with a metal rod beneath it for hanging clothes as you iron them.
Adding a light to the front of welding helmets. It makes the surface being welded brighter and able to be seen alot better.
Pub pour adidass
Keep track of how much water you use (and waste). Save water, and money
Double Toiletries Travel Bottle - Why carry 2 bottles when you can have everything in one container?
A guard/guide to improve ergonomics &amp; eliminate dangerous cable coiling and snap-back on hand-fed, motorized sewer snakes (rooters).
A candle that kills germs and smells good! Instead of spraying Lysol, just light the candle to dissenfect the room.
The perfect omelette... everytime..
the carcliner
Put an end to using the dirty Q-tips at the bottom of your wash bag, with a refillable pen full of clean swab heads, just click to replace
Hold-It!
ELECTRICAL DEVICES CORD HOLDER
iPad Mini Camera Housing With Built In Bluetooth Photo Printer.
Jig It
Solar-powered iPhone/iPod dock. Perfect for picnics or other outdoor get-togethers where an outlet is far from reach.
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Dogs love sprinklers. This will keep them cool and entertained.
HotCold Pad
bacon flipper
SEE SALT! Have you ever put salt on your boiled egg, potatoes etc and put too much because you couldn't see how much you sprinkled on?
Lock Bandits
A cat or small animal carrier that has wheels and a retractable pull handle.
My idea is to put a search bar in the email section, i.e. yahoo, hotmail, gmail, etc.
Create an app that communicates to people the time to take a certain medication how many times a day is necessary.
AN POWERFUL LONG LASTING AIR FRESHNER INSERT DESIGNED TO SNAP ONTO THE BACK OF YOUR CENTRAL HEATING AND
COOLING DUCTS.(VENTS)
Turn a table lamp into a charging station
Get rid of all those ATM receipts,gas receipts and sensitive papers in your car, well now you can. This is a car cigarette lighter shredder
Self Start- is a device in case of a battery failure in your car you can attach this and give it that charge it needs.
Back Scratching Mitt
Over the Door Storage System for your Apple devices, chargers, and accessories. Keep your room organized and neat
StaticFab
The Sticker on a shirt can be A solution to wear my own clothes (keep my individuality and comfort) and still be a part of a company.
Bird Eye's
Nonstick Pooper Scooper.
Tampon after bleeding occurs forms a Skull, Flower, Martini Glass, Leaf, Rose etc.
Charging strip. Charge all your devices on one strip with built in retractable wires. Fits conviently on any surface.
speed control with a push of a button u can control how fast your car can go as the speed limit changes so can your cars speed
From Sotheby's 1996 Jackie O Auction,I won Item # 540: Gilt Metal Cross Brooch and Pendant Cross Necklace
Velcro Board Game Pillow! The name says it all - family game night anytime, anywhere! A pillow you can play board games on and store easily!
Hairspray shield for the face. Place over the face at the forehead at an angle so that no hairspray hits the face, chin or neck area.
Comfortable entertainment
To promote safer driving for senior citizens a volume control for the turn signal. Allows the driver to increase the volume.
a mesh tray with handle - two sided - hinged - with a 1.5 cm dished area (both sides) for baking french fries in the oven.
Fire Place app enabled starter
Cell Bones
Lighted magnifying ear mirror
Tilt cup! Finally a cup that wont get dirt on the rim or dust on the inside when you put it in the cupboard, hygenically perfect!
The CRUNCH-BRACE will support the base of your spine while doing sit-ups or push-ups indoors or outdoors, so that 6-packs aren't so rare.
A thin plastic cover with an adhesive back to cover the existing switches and outlets to easily change the color to match new switchplates.
The Shower Massager is a revolutionary shower head designed to give you a relaxing massage while showering.
Spare Attire
How would you like to drink your favorite beer from a a bottle that becomes it's own goblet? No more breaking or washing glasses.
A folding pocket knife with locking blade and a bottle opener built into the handle. Also a hook on the end for hooking for security.
Every Christmas I wish I could just measure out Peanut Butter the same way I do Butter.(I make a lot of cookies) My kids love them !!!
Handheld Manual TrashCompactor
Incense sticks that glow instead of burn and let off a pleasent and peaceful aroma and glow.
A sensor/transmitter attached to garage door and a receiver in the car. Receiver will show if the door is open or closed.
Pill Box with a pager device as a reminder
Stash Stand. An Iphone case with a stand that has a hidden compartment for stashing a spare key, money or secret love note? ;)
A solar light with reflective house no#s . to aid rescue vhicles at night ,and deliveries . This would save time and confusion
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Like a cat it always lands on its.....well its back. A slide in case in many different colors that protects the front and back of the phone.
ketchupsaver
Bike Speaker! A portable speaker that clips to your bike so you don't have to wear earphones and endanger your safety
Braid Conditioning Applicator
Camera Strap with opening for Hot/Cold pack on back of neck - keep you cool during the summer and warm in the winter! Stress relief!
Twin Painters Tray
Built on broom groomer. Also conceals and deters bristle deformity. Stands upright.
Take any fregrence and add some other fregrence to coustomize yor own personal fregrence. i.e. I use this gives me an individual fregrence.
Kiosk takes face pictures of family members superimposed on high quality magnetic plastic "paper" dolls, wardrobes included.
Custom size photo/poster frame
Touch Screen Stylus
A soft Case with a Velcro loop material back and a Wall Station made of a Velcro hook material. Movable Cord Wraps keep you clutter free.
An interchangeable frame and lens group for glasses/sunglasses. Only one frame needed and the lens group fit in a small travel/carry case.
Tear free eye drops with sunscreen- beats sunglasses! Glasses break or are lost, drops are easy to buy,carry and are more reliable.
A metal sheath like a slinky you can put on any electrical cord so your pets cannot chew through and get electrocuted.
Need help thawing your meat? Meet the Meat Net!
Big touchscreen, small volume, as one example of many
Solar IceMelt
BBQ IN A BAG
Hand-y Chopsticks
Bonita
Bracelet/Necklace/KeyFOB with low power Bluetooth/rfid + App fully encrypting phone. if device is more than 5 ft apart no access in or out
Spaghetti Strap measures Perfect Portions. It stays on the pasta when boiling until the plate. Stays measured for individual servings!
ERAY- REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEPT TO SPEED MEDICAL TESTING MRI CT SCAN XRAY SONOGRAM-ROLLING TABLE GOES OVER
PATIENT IN ROOM DOES TEST THERE
iPhone case that turns into a stand..............Gives you the most out of a case
Big Quirky Cookes
MY IDEA IS TO MAKE A SOFT CUDDLY STUFFED TOY, LIKE A TEDDY BEAR OR LITTLE SOFT DOLL, THAT BECOMES WARM, stays warm,
TO SLEEP WITH AT NIGHT.
Don't lose your golf club headcover again. A device that clamps to any headcover in one end and clips onto golf bag in other end.
Every day the same. Don't have enough hands to hold the toothbrush and close the toothpaste with the cap at the same time.
A hard protective case for the Apple brand Bluetooth keyboards for ipad and ipad mini.
Cup with hook
Suction rubber rings which fit to your dining wares, such as plates and bowls
Swivel Sweet Car Seat
A fingertip stylus. Like a guitar fingerpick with a stylus on the end. For finger or thumb.
UPC Shopper
The Jesus fountain
Just like the "BAT PHONE" ...CELL PHONE CASE that lights up when you have a phone on Vibrate. DON'T MISS THAT CALL!
LINE EXTENSION !! + DIGITAL SCALE TO MOCUBO !! FROM NOW MOCUBO HAS ALL YOU NEED!
A fingertip stylus. Like a guitar fingerpick with a stylus on the end. For finger or thumb.
ComforTouch
Flower pot with a water chamber &amp; set on a timer. Allows for watering at specific times of the day and less attention towards the plants.
Store your knifes safely while using a chopping-board and built yourself a functional knife-block.
Simple adapter allows you to use turn signals from 12 o'clock position. A MUST for stick shift. Driver tool for real world driving.
Nursing bra with an inner pocket on each cup to hold nursing pads, or hot/cold pads for engorgement relief
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"THE HANDY DANDY POCKET PILLOW"
When I had my shouler surgery I found out it was hard getting a shirt on by my self. So I made a shirt that only takes one hand to put on!
Taxi Drivers can find a customers with iPhone.
This easy-to-roll Beach Cart is the most effective way to carry all your heavy stuff! Includes a folding table!
Watermelon V-Block
A fingertip stylus. Like a guitar fingerpick with a stylus on the end. For finger or thumb.
Straws and Sippy Cups with Valves. Keep the backwash from re-entering your drink.
The Quirky Board Game
UPC Bar code activated pantry list/recipe list.
App Enabled iPhone and iPad Cases that are Key FOB Enabled and Disabled.
A competative alternative to The Weather Channel. TWC runs series programming from 7pm-1am - not weather forecasts. Outdoor business suffers
Purse like holder,with a shoulder sling,wedge that lays flat when not in use and a clear front.
Printer Base
I would like to see a keyboard with a number pad on both sides.
DOG BOWL FOOD REMINDER
Ergonomic pillow that provides head support when sleeping on the back or side.
Hanging lazy susan for kitchen utensils
Pain Relief Orb
removable cargo trailer hitch
KITCHEN STORAGE CONTAINERS, ACCORDION CONCEPT !! SAVE SPACE! SAVE MONEY! EASY TO USE, EASY TO CLEAN !
Octo-USB. 4-Port USB Charger for Mobile Devices in the shape of an Octopus.
How about a commercial toilet paper dispenser that makes it easy to get to the paper without dislocating your shoulder in the process.
Tap-Pack
Pocket charger station and external battery with retractable cords and universal wall plugs to use anywhere in the world!
a baby bottle that soothes baby to sleep with music, stories and or mommy or daddy's voice reading a bedtime story.
Table salt in colors, like green, blue, red.
A jug used to release dips like salsa and ranch made like a Gatorade liquid releaser for easier and cleaner dip (no more double dipping.)
I would like a cane tip that doesn't slide when it's wet. As anyone with a cane knows, even the rubber tips slide, and can be dangerous.
DONE WITH STINKY PAINT, I WANT TO MAKE A INTERIOR HOUSE PAINT THAT SMELLS GOOD. MAYBE A FRESH SCENT OR A FLORAL
ONE. any kind of nice scent
LIQUID SILICONE KEYBOARD PROTECTION! FROM NOW YOU CAN HAVE EVEN ACOUSTIC INSULATION!
Leaf/grass compactor-RAKE/PICK-UP LEAVES/FLIP RAKE and COMPACT.
zipoff shoes thy zip off at the sole
Are you tired of having so many cables in your house that it's a mess, tangles or pets chewing it. Here is a solution!
The Lert Doll A unique way to convey a special message to anyone special that will grab their attention and bring a smile to their face
Distributed climate control
I believe my idea will help drivers see children on bicycles sooner and therefore avoid a potential accident.
Chopping Mat with integrated Swiper. Great for chopping juicy foods!
Ultimate attachment for the kitchen sink faucet. Think shower head for the kitchen sink easy to attach and remove adjustable spray options
Iphone Case 2 Screen LCD/LED Display Flush with the Iphone so you can use your iphone like an ipad.
My insurance card holder will ensure that your insurance card is always with you. Law enforcement officers will easily be able to locate it.
My mom and others I know always put slices of banana on their peanut butter sandwich. This was one of Elvis Presley's favorite sandwiches.
The Siren Personal Protection Device. Pepper spray, tear gas, UV-identifier, and air horn in one. Stay safe and get the attacker noticed.
This idea personnally records messages for alarm clocks "Good morning Edward time to get up" "Happy Bday sweetheart" "I luv u sweetheart"
An attachment to your Iphone that turns it into breathalyzer
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A journal boys AND girls may have some fun with! :-D
Holiday Door
a new bra for large breasted women that does not slide up in the back.
Brush your teeth the easy way.My simple device attaches to your bathroom sink faucet. It has two parts - a spout facing up and an a/b switch
Open Up Lamp
Anti theft purse holder. Prevent from purse robbery while you are at your favorite place
What if when your bluetooth earpiece is away from your device you get an alarm and gps signal identifying where to find it?
A Wristwatch that stores various items, such as medicine/pills, cologne/perfume, lotions, money... etc.
Hard case with built in external battery for extended battery life and protection. All in one case to minimize wasted space.
Personalised, printed, stick-on Xmas labels for kids that say "To (name of child), (short message), from Santa".
DETECKT
An ipad case with a garage door for protection and a little dab of color!
Interactive bedroom cupboard.
A device that allows ripping numerous strips from numerous boards without adjusting the saw fence or the feather board.
Mini Surround Sound Home-Theater Dock - Apple iPad w/horizontal docking for widescreen viewing.
this is a product that can be very usefull,for party's and just for everyday use. family time.
Use the Iphone CPU on a dummy Hybrid to compute or watch movies on larger screen.
Bluetooth headset that works with an app that lets you sing karaoke thru your car speakers.
A wrist strap with an optional clip attachment that allows for easy access to SIRI while your phone is put away.
Never forget key chain reminder system. #SPOTSV
A strobe light discretely attached to your home, it may be attached to mail boxs or just mounted on a lamp post. To aide first responders.
Coffee thermos w/ heater - combines an aquarium heater and a hand crank power generator - cranked at the base of the thermos - heater in cup
A neck pillow filled with water not beads or material. Inside is a cardboard "skeleton' which gives more mass and creates aftermarket sales
Butter Storage and chopper. Its a butter container with built in slicers to cut the exact measurments everytime!
diet dish,cup
Hair Tie Bracelet
My skunkfence solves all digging animal desires.
Makes shoes squeak! Lots of fun for kids.
Edible "Popsicle" sticks that provide added value and satisfaction to frozen desserts,also used to deliver medications, vitamins, etc.
Charging station on bicycle or scooter, for cell phone.
"Glow in the Dark" ACCESSORY KITS for FORT FACTORY! Collect them all!
for t-shirts enscribed....Bus Drivers Like To Do It Behind The heel
I-Phone 5 Lightning Case:Resubmit 09/2012
The Nex-Fone Sends Your On-Hold Call To You (Click The Picture)
MY IDEA IS A SUPPORT PILLOW FOR SLEEPING CHILDREN'S BOBBING HEAD IN CAR BOOSTERSEATS or seatbelt .FOR CHILDREN
BETWEEN THE AGE OF 3-8 YEARS.
Design Your Own Leather Case Kit for iPhone. Open and Display Your Individuality &amp; Creativity!
A truck or SUV receiver hitch basket that that doesn't stop moving when the vehicle does. Fold out wheels on one side a handle on the other.
Easy Brush Mouth Guard
Caller ID on Television from IPhone.
The ability to walk in any grocery store, etc. and know exactly where every item you need is located and know even if they have the item.
Can't reach that spot on your back all by yourself? How about a All-in-One Back Lotion Applicator, Scrubber and Scratcher? Resubmit.
QBox! Home Alarm System, Baby Monitor, Laundry Alert, Mailbox Alert, Modern Day Clapper &amp; More! Collab. with Debra Courtenay
Pool cue that can measure the strength of the shot
"V tubing" a damper and thermostat in the Clothe Dryer Tube vents the warm moist air either inside or outside as needed.
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Adhesive kick stands for smart phone or tablet hands free viewing.
No more fumbling in the dark to find the keyhole! Activate a light ring around the keyhole by simply tapping it with your key.
KITTY HOCKEY
Simply a high-powered (detachable) magnetic case for iPhone or iPad for mounting on a metal surface.
Adjustable orthosis disposable and cooling for emergency treatment of sprains and bruises ankles.
Folding Power Strip: Cord wraps around when not in use. Tradesmen and travelers would love it!
A design feature to add spice to your television. Turn that dull black television to the color you want. A simple television case.
iPhone, iPad mini Journal with a writing/drawing pad that is able to incorporate with all your idevices. Submitted Sep 21 was in UC Sep 26.
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
car visa visor
Coloured wallpaper paste
Blue-tooth remote control for Keynote or music running on iPhone or iPad.
Plastic blocks like cinderblock that connect together like legos. Could be filled with concrete or just solid plastic. Good for everything.
Get rid of cat doo doo the easiest way ever when using a litter box. Produce a flushable sewer friendly paper type of litter box material.
In and Outdoor Slipper that you can kick off the hard sole so you can stay warm but not track the ice and mud in.
Interactive Hyper Color Phone Case that revels designs/graphics and photos underneath heat prints when touched
Emergency/first aid kit comfy bike seat
Imagine riding a boogie board in the ocean controlled by the wind in stead of the waves.
Lint roller cover. It would protect the lint roller from coming in contact with other objects while in a drawer, purse or suitcase.
A portable battery operated safety device that with the touch of a button wards off predators &amp; calls for help.
An app that takes your alloted amount of spending money and deposits it into a fitness credit account. Complete a workout earn access to $$
Pit Patches prevent embarrassing arm pit stains. Place a Pit Patch under each arm pit and you will never worry about them seeing you sweat.
iBand - Secures your iPhone in place while using it anywhere, avoiding repair costs and the inconvenience of an unusable, damaged phone.
Hate air blowing in your face? Redirect the air vents in your car and you will not break out in a sweat.
table/bureau de voiture
This adjustable garment makes your diaphragm stronger so you can compete better, harder, longer!
Kid Phones: Funky, Fresh, and Friendly Headphones!
How about an Elastic, Thimble-like bandage for your Fingertips and/or Toes? Resubmit.
Liquor in a new style of container.
IPHONE SMARTPHONE IPAD LAPTOP BLACKBERRY APP THAT BRINGS MEDICAL TEST RESULTS FROM THE ERAY TO DOCTORS PHONE
My concept of a cheap, desireable to the touch, very germ free as well as clean looking,easy to put in place and remove,clean and refill.
Able Cane
It's gravy not grease.
EZ Pop Ice Tray
Go from heels to flats in seconds by removing heel spike! Easily fit spikes in clutch rather than carry around extra shoes! Fits all sizes.
bloc casserole
IPHONE SMARTPHONE IPAD LAPTOP BLACKBERRY APP THAT BRINGS MEDICAL TEST RESULTS FROM THE ERAY TO DOCTORS PHONE
a pipe wrench with a basin wrench on the other end.
Emergency Cellphone Lamp
FINALLY, a convenient and easy way to cover dishes of food on table or counter without the hassle of plastic wrap! WRAP-NO-MORE cover-bowls!
BAKE THE PERFECT 3D COOKIES!! SIMPLE AND DELICIOUS!!
ZERO Power!
A 100 Billion Dollar Idea! A wall air conditioning unit that cools two rooms efficiently, reduces energy costs and is quiet in the bedroom.
Feeling Hot or Cold Right Now? Body Heat Activated Gel iPad Mini Case.
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Pathway lighting for the home. Similar to lighting used in theaters/airlines. Provide safety when walking in the dark, especially on stairs.
A snap together or foldable plate that fits in my lunch bag for work. One that can actually handle some weight and is microwave safe.
This would be the a great dad gift he always knows where the remote is. This remote can be a universal with three possible designs.
When house plants need to be watered, this invention will activate a voice command â€œWATER MEâ€, keeping them health.
Save lots of time and money painting by using an edger that supplys paint
Twin Rail Shower Caddy
A food press to fill ice cube bags with baby food, pureed fruit or other thick liquids.
Bottle opener with a twist!
Cordies with Area to Store Small External Storage Drives Such as Jump Drive and Flash Storage Drive
Shoedometer
Sharpens carpenter pencils the way the should be. Not pointed like the competition.
Medication reminder. Pill box alerts those with memory problems to take medication at scheduled times. Audible alarm reminds user.
There are no stylish coffee table remote/keyboard holders now that the Apple TV can use the BT keyboard....
Tablet Guest Check
Wipe your worries away Toilet Paper with your favorite slogan/picture of your choice.(Sports teams, Politics, Ex-spouses)any worry of yours
JET POWERED SURFBOARD. NEXT WAVE WON'T GET AWAY. AND ON YOUR WAY OUT TO THE WAVES IT COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE.
A lot of people sleep like I do and their hands must get cold while sleeping too.
A mash-up of a beanie and a helmet.
The Morning Buzz
fasdfasdfadf
Magnetic Dish Washer Door Digital Photos and Art.
Sandwich Bag Tree Dryer: A stylish, eco-friendly plastic tree to hang your just-washed sandwich bags.
An iPhone case and dock/valet that works as one Homogenous unit.
Well i cut myself during home work when trying to put a bandaid use both hands dispenser that will give me touching a button
portable bed extender
An iPhone/iPad/iPod case that can help keep your device from over heating so it won't mess up or delay.
The rushing wind by my ears while motorcycle riding is very annoying and can damage your hearing. My ear wind deflectors cure this problem.
TOE NAIL CLIPPERS FOR PEOPLE WHO CAN'T REACH THEIR TOES
Keep your Beer, Coke, Milk the perfect 36â„‰ without watering down your beverage with cubes that don't melt but regulate temperature.
COQUE PESON spÃ©cial peche
Han Solo Fridge Magnet
A soft plastic insert that will bring the shape back to your baseball type cap.
For dialysis/chemo patients. Add a double-pull zipper to the sleeves/inside leg seam of a heavy fleece jacket or warmup.
Harley Davidsons only make speedometors in MPH and you need KPH, a real cheap fix that will save lifes. A vinyl sticker thats temporary.
dsl dwfniewo fwoafnpq ngjr
Sponge Glove
ON the inside lip of paint cans, place a series of holes to allow the paint to drip back into the can. Lid goes on and less mess
easy handling
I suffered incredible pain in my right leg after a heart bypass operation. It was caused by my left leg touching it while I slept.
Kool Pets Sun Shade
Create your own custom beverage "on-the-go" without spills and stains. Just twist on a bottle cap and turn water into your favorite drink.
An iPhone case that retracts your ear buds when not in use and stores them in a single unit and also has a place for the buds to clip in.
A plastic-bladed surgical scalpel that can be used and then be destroyed by melting it instead of being deposited in a sharps bin.
Portable Hand Dryer (+ Massager)
The first digital "toy box" that will keep the kids room clean and organized, only allowing a number of toys out at any one time.
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Before you go to bed, lights out!!! Not exactly, there's still that annoying light that never turns off....can you guess?
Single handed crumbs cleaning(and other such) with this green gadget!
Two-sided foot holder on the base of an ordinary dust pan
I want Apple to create the option to use miniature version telephoto lenses on upcoming iPhones.
An electric toilet scrubber with an angled head to get under the rim with splash guard. Comes in a holder which suctions closed.
BlueCD
TOOTHBRUSH WITH PASTE IN HANDEL COULD BE ON A CYLIDER WITH PASTE PUSHED UP FROM BOTTOM
This new case has a kickstand with a small indention in the kick stand to wrap ear buds around.
A safety shut-off sensor controls power supply to an appliance to prevent accidental fires
Light-up network cables
The Ice Butler. Flip top ice tray, made of flexable plastic top and flexable plastic and silicone bottom cube fame.
Congress won't act but U can Pay down deficit by buying a 1 TRILLION Dollar collector coin 75% of revenue to deficit The future is U
Since Product 0488 (No-Spill Measuring Scoop) has been through all phases now, I'm reposting my submission of the same idea from Jan 2011
My idea is using decorative wall pockets to store diapers and utilize vertical space in a baby's room. Easy, convenient and looks good!
Squeeze Release BBQ Tool with Silicone Brush. Releases and spreads all your favorite sauces and marinades onto your meat. Heat Resistant.
paper cutter for more than one figure.
Augmented reality foam fantasy weapon combat - see your foes' magical weapons and their effects on your iPhone screen!
Spoonscrape
My proposed auto windscreen sun shield is designed to fit any auto screen, is visually appealing, easy to use and store, when not in use.
A revolution in power outlet, subversive designs, the perfect combination of art and technology, not to worry about insufficient space.
I would like to create a pet urne that has digitial prerecorded pictures and sounds from my pet.
SLICEASY the easiest to use vegetable chopper
A Pencil with a Cap
Would you like to have a system that keeps your wind shield wipers from freezing as you drive in snowy or icy weather? Change wiper style.
Last Lick Lipstick.
Lotion wand
Stay Safe with the bicycle hand signal patch. Indicates a right or left turn at night using LEDs'.
Introducing Interactiveteddy, an interactive teddy bear for kids
Twins born in the US have doubled in the past 30 yrs. Parents need a larger bouncy seat so twin babes can cuddle, remaining close and safe.
My idea is a device I call, "Gas-Share". It will allow friends and strangers to share a limited amount of gas in cases of emergencies.
Drain your pan in one simple step
Nail Clipper Pouch - Clip, trip, file and catch. Stores tools, close then open bottom and shake to empty clippings in trash.
Beamer for iPad Mini
Screen door graphics. Using a material that will let the air flow thru, putting graphics on a screen door or any screen to spruce things up.
Squeegee sponge clip
My idea is a device I call, "Gas-Share". It will allow friends and strangers to share a limited amount of gas in cases of emergencies.
Automatic salt dispenser for melting snow and ice on driveways and walkways.
Rackula
An Iphone/Ipad case that it is customized with a writing Braille for the blind.
Where do I keep my $4000 investment?
Sell a simple cell phone that only makes/receives calls and has a forwarding feature. But, promote it as an accessory.
Side Angle Drill attachment that enables user to drill holes in various materials more accurately, quicker and safer with less effort.
A dog bone with bristles all around and a hollow core a foam tooth paste could be injected into, covering the bristles.
To create a set of clips, which is possible to fix on a wine glass that will allow identifying your own glass at celebrations.
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Attach boutineers "easy squeezy".No pins. 2 part alligator style clip to attach to flower &amp; person.Squeeze clip open and attach to clothing.
Tantoo! It's a tan, it's a tattoo! It's a thin film of high SPF sunscreen stenciled into an elaborate design,worn while sunbathing/tanning!
NO ONE LIKES WAITING IN LONG CHECKOUT LINES.ONCE MY IDEA CATCHES ON I BELIEVE THESE LINES COULD MOVE A LOT
FASTER.
Sticky Coral
Caulking tubes that can be resealed and reused for future application keeping the material from drying out with a screw cap and screw tip.
A surfboard with fiber optics lights embedded on the underside.
crumb catcher
The idea/product is a collapsible garbage can. A full size garbage can that collapses to a 8" unit. Ideal for construction and home use.
ipod namo with rope and a connection item = pendant clock
Printed Macaron Baking Paper
create a foldable cooler for storing fresh food during the journey shop / house, type collapsible ice
DISINFECTANT FOGGER bomb with a lysol type chemical, kills flu and virus, bacteria germs e.t.c. instead of spraying one spot this covers all
Keep off the car cat! mat. A mat that easily fits on the hood and or roof of your car. You love your cat but hate the mess on your car.
My idea is for a space saver shower/ bathroom organizer and fog free mirror that sticks to the shower or bathroom wall .
Do you own a wireless mouse? Tired of buying new batteries? The battery power runs out in inconvenience moment? Not any more! with D-Mouse
Get Stuff Done! "The Sock" - For certain men's private parts while toileting Formerly the Codpiece In Collaboration with LAPangel
It's a weight scale that talks to you. It tells you compliments and your weight every time you step on the scale
Magic Pet Dry Shampoo Glove
PAINTSAVER
Keep bacon fresh. Place strips in unit that keeps them separate, then freeze. Take out a few frozen pieces at a time, keep the rest frozen.
iPad and iPhone cases that have built in camera covers so that they can be closed when not in use and open when in use.
The object is trying to always remain on a circle. It hooks to a smooth area, has bright lazors moving in various directions. FUN FUN!
Spidey - The Cobweb Remover
iPad - hand pad
A moveable electric radiator that can be transformed As it is a moveable electric radiator that can be transformed, it is versatile.
A bed pad for back support that also has bumpers to fit around hide-a/day beds that are contured &amp; fitting to protect against hitting.
iPhone 5 bumper case with third-party charger friendly design.
Purse/Bag Legs
An iPhone case for cyclists.
Shutting Hackers down from watching you! Idea thin soft material with adhesive on the back to cover built in cameras on desktop and laptops.
Vest containing 2 leaf springs which hang down the back of each leg and are attached to each thigh with velcro straps.
An attachable accessory for Tablets and other like devices.
This product is a handle / cartridge system that frees up space &amp; minimizes the material needed while keeping a q-tips basic function.
A "root cellar" for today's suburban households would provide a way to keep fruits and vegetables fresher for longer.
Life proof cases is bothersome not to be able to use their accessories because the case causes the accessory to not reach the plugin.
Mouse for Ipad (Adobe Ideas usage)
SunShade, keep your food out of the sun.
It's an cooling plus charging docking station for ipad, ipod, iphone, ipad mini.
Double your desktop space with Wings!
ProtÃ¨ge intempÃ©ries smartphone
its a light switch extension for child so they can turn on and off the lights without having to ask or bother mom and dad
my invention is to detect electric current in swimming pools and spas. letting swimmers know of the potential death hazard.
Reward Cards Everything Wallet
E-VAPOR Holder. Clip on your pants or place around your neck.
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Automatic device for sterilization and disinfection of fridge, to fight against bacteria and odors.
Stow your tech and charge! Holds large and small devices in a space saving design that also charges the devices
The disinfecting flu bomb. Like a bug bomb this can be deployed as you walk out the door to easily disinfect any surfaces infected.
Do you hate scouring the back of microwave meal boxes, just to find out how many minutes, and what to slice/poke/uncover? Pictographics!
A SHADY IDEA
Plug Hub for Pivot Power. Flexible organization. Details inside!
Tic Tac Toe Ten
Story Pets. Interactive stuffed toys that talk to each other and the child They know when another Story Pet is in the room. Does Not Exist!
Flip Flop Serving Spatula. Has a flap that you can flip, so no finger touching when transferring.
ITPD (Identity Theft Protection Device)
Multi Functional Student Chair.
feminine hygiene holder
The Bravos Box
eye2eye webcam - After market and licensed to manufactures. First camera to provide an actual "eye-to-eye" webcam experience. Big Market!
A phone case with a GPS tracker. In case you lose your phone, the battery dies, or your phone is stolen, you will still be able to track it.
Bike Map, phone, tool holder
REAR VIEW CAMERA FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE OR BICYCLE. NOW YOU CAN HAVE EYE'S IN THE BACK OF YOUR HEAD. IT COULD
SAVE YOUR LIFE!
Cyclists: Reinforce your space with your Own Lane Divider!
Vitamin organizer/storage
No more nails in the wall. Gecko Skin Picture frames. Great for college.
Name your Vehicle
Anti-Splashes Microwave Cover
Large Printed measuring cups and spoons BIG PRINT created for those who are visually impaired. such a need for this, easy to do, so helpful
Sofshower is the only small unit that will remove harmful chemicals and soften the water in your shower.
Tired of using and tossing an abundance of paper sticky notes? Go green with dry/erase clip-on notes that can be used over and over again.
Replace 3 measuring cups with 1: A single cup split into four 1/4 c sections, allowing 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and 1 c of dry or wet measurement.
Make your iPad or iPhone into a Digital picture frame! Photo frame case you can display in your home.
Plan inclinÃ© bÃ©bÃ©
Two Faces USB Storage! This USB doesn't have front and back. you don't need to check side of USB Storage! Don't worry and just put in!
What if there was a shower head with a brush on it so you can be sure you get the soap out!
An a/c cover you never had to remove that would protect your a/c year round. We have the All Weather A/C Cover that can be personalized.
What parent isn't looking for a quick and easy feeding solution on the go?? look no more, learn more about the all-in-one bottle system.
Photo Cal
Super Long Sponge On A Stick, 2 ft. long sponge with rod running through center, sponge 1" around, handle 6".
iMac Storage Unit. Desktop tidy for pens etc, extra USB's,hard drive shelf and cable tidy. Resubmit after UC Feedback.Check Video
Bicycle Stem With Built-In LED Flashlight. With Optional Faraday Shake LED Flashlight.
Plate Mate
2 MINUTES SPIN CHILLER BOX
Propane transporter on wheels.
Music ear plugs as a jewelry
Extra Long Reach Foot Pumice Fully mouldable to suit the User (same materials as sandables) shaft can be moulded bent too
The Ultimate EGG Perf-egg-tion Eggsactly precisely calculate down to the second the right amount of time to boil your eggs to perf-egg-tion.
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Stand Eez is a simple stand for the iPhone and iPod.It would be a larger version of the rubber clam shaped change holder.
A bath soap that has a moisturizing side and a deodorant side. Moisturizing side for dry, itchy skin and deodorant side where you need it!
SMARTPHONE PILL DISPENSER
Quirky FlashCard; a SD Card with a Lightning Connector Resub: 50VOTES
Animated Stationary are envelopes developed with cartoon animations printed on them for all occasions.
Get Rid of all the unwanted oil and grease. Here's a pan that will strain the oil from your foods while you cook. Resub with edit
Citi-candles
Grip Strip
Idea is simple...people that only carry a few credit/debit cards with you. Its your lucky day.
Apple logo window cases. People are proud owners of their Apple products, why cover the logo? Rounded square "logo window" will look great!
Mind Organizer
A converter to run battery operated tools from conventional house power.Such as a cordless drill.Same concept as your laptop computer setup.
Air Brush Spray Decorator for cakes/cupcakes. The minimalist way for fancy decorating.
IPhone 5 Case with Compartment for Storing Hand Sanitizer-Prevent Flu and Spread of Germs.
Squirrels drive me CRAZY! So, if you can't beat them, join them in the fun. Keep squirrels occupied and out of your bird feeders with this!!
universal Chest
An Iphone cover with various smells like perfume,aftershave, bubblegum, candy ,to individual preferences. Product name("Smellphone Cover")
A small GPS chip that you could place in a purse or wallet enabling you to track it with a phone/computer app when lost.
"ORIGARGANTUA" - GIANT ORIGAMI TOYS
iPhone 5 Power Curl For Your Car
Riding mower air conditioning
Remote with a pager you will never lose the remote
Luggage or Large Back Pack with Spring Loaded Caster Wheels
Under cabinet tablet holder
Back to those pesky Christmas lights. Do you find it difficult to change out those small pesky burnt out bulbs?
A small plastic ring to hold the top edge of the filter against the filter tub. The ring has a gap between ends: pinch--place--expand.
Portable telescopic backrest for resting the back while you are standing by operating on Ipad for long time, everywhere
Duo Cap Ketchup Bottle: The all new ketchup bottle that opens from both ends.Quick Silver Bottomless Ketchup Bottle.
This idea follows on the "Where's Waldo" books. It is similar, but you are looking not for Waldo, but for yourself.
File folders w/GPS. Any office worker knows how hard it is to locate files, whether it's a law firm, sales office or medical office.
Voice Cancelling Headset
Rallonge ceinture securite
Galdiator Gym. Takes the "Shake Weight" to the Next Level!
Smart electricity controller connect with your smart phone.
Levitating Case: Clear w/ Telescopic Legs. Rubber Feet. Dishwasher Safe. Reader Slide Bar. Ideal from Kitchens to School Labs!
Too many items to carry including your iphone? Problem solved
The Skimmer Guard lets you leave your swimming pool and filtration system with peace of mind during extended business or personal travel.
This idea is for plumbers!!
At the same time taking pictures and videos with a stent
iBuddy is what you have been missing. It will be there whenever you need it.
A sonar accessory to use the iphone or ipad as a fishfinder for the average fisherman..
The Shopzilla
airport
furnace airfilter/freshner
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Have mercy: Help is needed to beautify and rein in the wavy wings of the upper arms of most over forty and beyond American women and men.
see below problem and solution
The leaded cylinder: The solution to replace ironing!
Are you tired of your phone charger cord falling oto the floor every time you disconnect the cord to take a phone call?
Wireless Christmas Mini Lights
Reading your own check engine light code on car.
Adjustable strainer
A pill cutter that cuts pills in 1/4's. This would prevent trying to cut 1/2's to 1/4's, turning some of it to powder.
GLOW IN THE DARK PANEL to create Instant Paintings with the touch of a Light. Kids Will Love to Decorate their Own Room.RESUB
Cookie/Sausage Roll Cutter
take a battery powered charger to the bottom port of your iDevice and you have another hour or so of power.
Ant Moat
You back out,our devices detects both axles of the vehicle. If the garage door was not closed it will auto close after 15 minutes.
Tabletop/desk iPod Stand. Levitate your iPod.
VEG OUT! A better grilling experience for your veggies. Basically "stilts" for skewers.
Why carry an iPad case, eyeglass case, and a Bluetooth case when you can carry this Folio case.
Garbage can with a mouse&amp;rat out door.
Traveler Mini-Dispenser
An adjustable &amp; sturdy sling that can be attached to the back of airplane seats to hold tablets without using your hands or folding tables.
Kid proof iPad Pillow Desk designed with them in mind. Multi-Use
Stop single use pastry bags,use Pastry syringe with removable cartridge and Nozzles
Just "Clip &amp; Save" Shopping List/Coupon Clip
Fish slice/tongs and serving platter All In one Designed for the Outdoor Grill
DASH Sanitary ProductDispenser
Kid Design Window Blind, let the creativity of your little artist shine through with their own personalized window blinds. resub
Scented wrapping paper. Paper that is scented for all occasions: Christmas, birthdays, Easter, weddings, ....
Tablet Tracing Technique
QCYCLE A device that allows biker easily hook up the shopping cart to his/her bike.
APPLI BALANCE DE PRECISION
(Shower) String Ring
My idea is a sonar accessory and app, to use as a fish finder on your smartphone.
Ryan Vaile
MOM'N DAD, scrubbing the inside of her/his feeding bottle is quicker and easier at high RPM. YOU CAN BE SURE YOUâ€™VE DONE A GREAT JOB
TOO!
iLert. A way to alert those that are wearing ear phone or buds so you don't have to scream in their face.
Hands Free
Solar Wings air-fresheners! Winged butterflies, hummingbirds, dragonflies, or even angels... take wing and spread your favorite scents!
A knife with a squeezable rubber handle and a slit on the blade to help with the application of spreadables onto your bread of choice.
Here is a universal handle that prevents you from bending over or climbing a ladder to sand floors or walls.
Rectangular Cake Pan with adjustable inserts to make single large, 2 layer square, 2 layer rectangular and 3 layer rectangular cakes (or?)
Corded Power Adapter for Cordless Tool. Batteries Dead? Need That Extra Oomph or Unlimited Power? Fits Most Brands &amp; Voltages! 480+ votes
Fire Lumi â€” Little fireflies that light your way. Ambient lighting for the garden or home. Indoor/Outdoor. Rhythmic pulsating wings....
Continuance Core Body Thermometer is a device that measures core body temperature and alerts in case of Body Heat Stroke Danger.
Finger Tip Band Aid ...... Regular band aids do not stay on or wrap around your finger correctly.
Super efficient lighting
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Replace light bulbs without getting burned or broken glass
The spearfishing world needs a sheath to hold fish stringer spikes.
An Iphone case that contains a built in Scanner that detects the freshness and ripeness of fruits and vegetables.
Love gardening?Hate those weeds in flower beds and vegetable gardens? Tired of weeding? Weed wackers are just to big and cuts precious plant
Be able to walk on slippery conditions with ease. No need to deal with those rubber web spikes that are hard to put on and take off.
Solar powered room heater.
Crazy Alphabet
Get Connected !
You ready guys. Here it is. The invention of the year!!! Springles!!!!!!!
Text Tips
Cup sized water boiler!
Cook Thimbles. Used for chopping/slicing cold or hot food. Prevent two frequent kitchen accidents: cutting and burning the fingers.
Grippier Cover for iPhone Earbuds
Harness Is a unit that draws energy from wifi and RF (radio frequency) to deliver assisted energy to your current power strip.
StrawStoppers keep parents sane by keeping juice box straws from accidentally being forced down into the box by thirsty and playful kids.
Quickly Change In Public, Privately! A Simple Pop-Up, Collapsible And Portable Changing Room / Shower! Great For Beach,Swimming,Etc...Resub
An iPhone case with Velcro on it. Make your iPhone wearable/hangable/accessorizable!
Blackjack Strategy Reminder Card - Laminated compact size to carry in your wallet.
my product will keep people from making a terrible mess when cleaning up after painting.
Expandable Storage Container
Skweeker
Tired of bagging and raking leaves each year? Resubmit.
The power outlet is always BEHIND the sofa. I want to easily be able to plug in my Phone or laptop while I am sitting.
Weatherproof Pivot Power. For outdoor use. Resub
LED Lamp &amp; Portable Power
Create The Most Beautiful Bouquet of Flowers Vase Inserts &amp; Covers With Precut Holes Place Flowers and Create
Glass of wine elegant and functional.
SPY lunch box! Secret compartments with secret briefcase lock!
"Charge and Print Photo Station" An iPad photo printer for pics and docking station for charging.
Sign Time. Sign Time is a interactive game for your iPad, Mac or an iPhone that involves sign language.
Upyago
Reserve Storage Container
Cool and sleek phone case with an instant "wipe screen surface clean" feature.
My answer to this is in the describe problem....and in describe solution.Do not take up any more room and
Wireless Recorder for Apple Devices. Keep your iPhone and iPad with you at all times.
TECHNO TILES Bulletin Board with I pad mount.
An iPhone case that has a cassette tape player on the back. Listen to your new music and old music on your iPhone.
QUIRKY. Produce brilliant ideas and compete for votes before going on to finances, engineering, distribution, legalities, and production.
Completely wireless split keyboard contoured to the natural human hand curve w/ attachment to mount onto the arms of chairs
Solid silicone chopsticks (with metal inside) [open for suggestions] - can be used for eating or frying
Notification Bumper! Shows you what type of notification you have!
From the occasional drinker to the connoisseur, this modular wine rack easily grows with the size of your collection.
DrySmart. Buying lots of paper towels can be expensive. Why not use one long washable towel instead.
Carabiniere Digital Golf Scorer easily attaches to you or your equipment, great for mini golf as well!
Ashtray Charger
Mini ski jump - the Toy for children and adult. Launch the jumper so that he jumps the most farthest, measure the distance.
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SCHOOL IN A BOX for disasters &amp; third world communities. Packed with teaching tools. Visual instruction basic drawing books included.
rotational bill of a hat
A bandaid-like adhesive netting strip secures food to a classic wooden mouse trap so a trap is sprung as the mouse wrestles with the food.
I have invented and patented a tape measure that allows the user to 'mark the spot' without the need of a pencil.
An umbrella quiver that slings over your shoulder would hold your umbrella and leave both hands free.
shot gun beer can
Surroundings is a stand-alone or app enabled device that assists the deaf. Home/Auto. w/Debra Courtenay &amp; Bobbie K.
The idea would be Gps for the blind on the IPhone.
Extra storage shelf that makes use of the unused space in your closet that is expandable and adjustable to your needs!
TruLight Frame - Revolutionary way to light artwork evenly and brightly - eliminate shadows &amp; reflections. Art as it was meant to be seen!
Circuit breakers are great -Until they pop! Having a circuit breaker flag itself with a bright red LED light would make life better!
Who here has played baseball and thought "Hey ump,that pitch was outside the strike zone " when you were up to bat?This idea will stop that.
Introducing The Ergonomic Mini Hand Grip Tools:For Drill Bits and Screwdriver Bits,Without using electricity or battery.
A leash for walking 2 dogs that EASILY separates when you want it to .... Not the dogs!
Enhancing a product similar to the common office staple remover to include a set of jagged metal teeth on the inside of the connecting joint
Couch Pad
Energy-saving thermal carpet
Digital door lock and key-less entry using iPhone/iPad app.
Reusable take out container
I have invented a product that holds your plastic or cloth grocery bags and keeps your bags from falling and spilling out your groceries
Add on a pocket to a pocketless shirt or sweatshirt.for your iPhone or cell phone
Q; The first wireless charging Bluetooth Headset. Cut the charging cords!
An E-Ink display that plugs into an iOS device and mirrors the screen.
Mini Hub Plug Docking Station for the Desktop.
in need of a friend, listening ear
Eyeliner and Lip Liner Pencils
Bathroom Mat that covers both the bathtub/shower area and the sink.
Autotattooer
Pebble light dimmer
Micro-chip with built in GPS to locate your dog fast and easy as soon as they are missing.
Flexible Hanger
TOO-WRAP... is a reusable END for a CUT-OFF TAIL... YES... IT allows a Tie-Wrap tail that was CUT-OFF to be used on another TIE-Wrap-JOB.
A USB flash drive which connects to a lanyard/keyring equipped with an alarm to prevent leaving the flash drive behind.
The Sink Snorkel - U.S. Patent Pending
Furry Bike Lock Kit to prevent bike theft.
Twist-n-Spice
The Garbage Stomper! Stomping down TRASH in your garbage can without messy hands!!! SO Quirky!
shock-resistant fabric
SOOZERS... Scissors are like American's TOOLS / just placed somewhere / OUT of REACH(always) in drawers /SOOZERS are ALWAYS
THERE/HANDY.
Safe-T-Steel Door Security System. Keep your front door welcoming - but with hidden safeguards against crime (and storms).
Wear fingerless cotton gloves with your favorite lotions to heal painfully chapped, rough hands leaving your fingers free to carry on.
Bracelet/anklet like Jawbone UP, made for infants. Monitors vitals (heart, breath) to prevent SIDS. Pairs with parent bracelet to alert.
A small box that attaches to any speakers 3.5mm AUX port and allows airplay streaming to the speaker
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A two sided approach to removing stain; 275 Votes(92%); Revised! The ultimate stain removing machine -Can handle 17 different kinds of stain
Retractable Earbuds Phone Case
I have drew up a plastic bottle that has molded within its plastic, a straw.
This is an iphone case that has a built in floss system as well as a lodging place for a metal toothpick.
Grocery helper app will brilliantly organize your pantry and essential home items.
snow melts
Foldable smart makeup kit
This resistance band equipment is flexible, comfortable to hand and feet, easy to use anywhere for anyone, and gift for better health?
Painting cleanup is always a mess and time consuming. This product reduces both and would be easy to use. Just paint,peel and pitch!
Knot un-tying Kit
Air Fins for ocean liners to exploit wind for free electricity and greater fuel mileage.
cat scratch post that sits as a replacement vent cover during winter, giving heated place for cat to sit and also allowing hot air into room
The ultimate fork cleaner. This is a long overdue device to help clean the gunk that gets stuck in forks and other kitchen utensils.
CALENDAR CLAMPS - Put an End to Your Wall Calendars Curling Up
This is basically a shower cap made out of a shampoo product that will dissolve when water hits it.
Big-Button Headphones, No need to take off your gloves!!! For skiing and snowboarding!!!
!USE A TOOTHBRUSH WHICH CLEANS YOUR TOOTH IN 10 SECONDS!
Easy CD picker as small stacker for frequent uses - Storing 5~7 CDs and assisting you to pick up CDs easily on the table.
RESUBMIT-Over 220 votes)Conductive Corner Credit Card Accessory. STICKS to your EXISTING credit card. Stick on Stylus
Assisting the blind, deaf &amp; elderly with cooking. Multi digital timer hangs around neck that lights up &amp; buzzes when dish is done!!!
Get to hard to reach corners when cleaning dishes with this scrub brush designed to get into the corners.
Don't kill battery by searching for free WiFi, have the WiBand do it for you!
Micro Coiled iPhone / iPad / iPod Charger.
What are you allowing to land on your baby's bottle cleaning brush? Let's protect the bottle cleaner from germ contamination, and insects.
A clamp with suction cups on back that attaches to sink or tub to hold towels in place while doing dishes,giving baths, shaving,etc
POWERCURL - IPAD CORD
BABY BIB
Cornerless Paper Towels. Saves Material and works well in mircowaves without the corners hanging when you have food covered.
A drink holder for the park. It is a stake with a cup holder on top. Perfect for any activity where a ball or dog may spill your beverage.
A proprietary industrial liquid infused with co2 that would be sprayed onto the inside of soda cans during the manufacturing process.
A showerhead that can accept a soap cartridge or be filled with liquid soap .
iPad folding case with built-in portable Blue-ray/DVD player or optional Blue-ray/DVD player on the back of the case.App-enabled.
wrapping paper sheets with wire running in an"x"shape. Place gift center bring the corners up and twist. Tape &amp; bow all in one.
Waterproof Privacy Shades and Tinted Stick On Glass Panels That Repel Water For Your Shower
Quirky could hire a few software engineers to develop website ideas that people submit.
The Micro Bar
Electronically melt snow
Cutting Edge dropcloths
The SLEEVE-O-MATIC makes ironing shirts easy.
Pet Proximity Collar. Teach your pet not to go to certain places while your not home. It's like an invisible gate for your pets.
Chopping Mat that Measures.
Practical Luggage Handle - Stop hitting your luggage with your heels or legs ! For left and right handed.
Clip-on metal kickstand keeping iPhone standing. No case needed. When done, kickstand can be held down via magnetism.
Floating Disc Fountain
Tuna Strainer
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U turn toggle button located on the top of the turn signal lever in a car. Pressing will engage u turn light in back and front of car.
Dog Monitor Collar
Inspired by Annie Berndtson's product Level, how about Level-UP? Matching measuring set to Level but for CUP measurements!
The idea is illistrated in the attached JPG AS I STATED IT IS A SUPER TRAINING DEVICE FOR PLAYERS TO IMPROVE THEIR GAME
Instead of babies breath it would be a wire with a little football,baseball,golf ball,wrench,beer cans etc on top that florist would use
Take on your next vacation doesn't mean youu need to buy a-camera get a zoom lens for your Iphone
Air Squeegee
My idea? REDNECK-Riches. A board game that pokes fun at us rednecks. Join in, help design game pieces,board,playing cards and properties.
Foot Toilet Opener
Cords sTicky that allows you to put all your cords in place and stick them to a flat surface(wall,floor, ceilings etc)so they don't tangle
Birthday Cake Protector
LawnRocket -The way to aerate!
These Bumpy Gloves will not only massage your head and body while you scrub, but will lather the soap even more for an effective clean!
SMELL LIKE A MAN! NOT LIKE A FLOWER! BRAND NAME MEN'S COLOGNE LAUNDRY SOAPS!
Whiteboard Toy Bin
A device to allow you to determine if a truck tailgate is closed when there is a tonneau cover.
Tired of trying to get lotion out of a bottle? Have you squeezed it to get to lotion? Cut the plastic bottle only to watch it dry out?
Automatic Hygenic water tap
Change buddies
Toilet Target practice light
It is difficult to crawl under a live Christmas tree to water it.The Christmas Tree Watering Tube we invented solves all these problems.
Oil + vinegar = no problem! Perfect your salads by mixing your dressings as you pour.
STICKERS for SPICES to remember what goes with what!
SPOOLER
PS360
MAILBOX DELIVERY REMOTE TRANSMITTER WOULD SIGNAL RECEIVER IN HOUSE WHEN MAIL IS DELIVERED.
grill timer
cover food while timing it on a restaurant grill
Simple cord management solution for Apple's USB charger. Working Prototype &amp; video! Student Submission.
Keyboard which allows user to type on either the device or the computer.
Dual Chamber Terra - for Lemonade or Iced Tea
Sense
Teddy Bear Safe
HARMAN 4 REAL HEADPHONES
Make your own energy with the energy sprouter Rejuvelac shot rack.
Portable On/Off Switch: A convenient way to turn off/on lights or a tool at the end of an extension cord without going to a wall switch.
A helmet light for bike motorcycle riders.
I want USB Hollywood Lights so I look FAB during video chats!!!!!!!
Whiteboard kit; a package with Markers, an Eraser and a Thin Magnetic Aluminum plate.
Caramel is a range of clear Lexan and polystyrene condiment containers for slat, pepper and various powdered spices.
Scepter: Hair Straightener
It is a pain and some times rather dangerous to pull to remove an electric cord form the outlet.
All in one iPhone stand w/light, backup battery and charger. Hands free for Face-Time, video/picture w/illumination improves image quality
Doggie Grabbers
Retractable Handcuffs.Retracts when in contact with the wrist.opens and closes with spring action.
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Inter Core i5-2.90 Megahertz
The Chonky Beanie
My idea is a docking station for at least two cell phones in your home that allows you to sync a cell phone to other drone phones.
Buddy Bucket
Cleaning and Wiping in one Product! The Rubber Wiper offers you a easy and efficient way of cleaning surfeses!..
ADJUSTABLE WATER BOTTLE HOLDER FOR BICYCLES
Wireless Earbuds + Wristband
Prevent snacks at outdoor events getting stale from humid weather and spilling from children knocking over those same snack bowls.
How about a tub stopper with drain screen that does not need to be removed each time? Resubmit.
Smart Stand
spoon with spinning end
LIPS! A sleek container that attaches to your keys so you always have your product discreet but close by. We all carry keys. Liplock anyone?
Sole Sanitizer
Corner Cornered Brush
THE headphones.
iPhone case that has a pop out pocket on the back. It can also double as a stand for viewing video.
Kinetic Relay Baton Battery
TetherCharge
Application of sunglass polarization technology to automotive windshield.
iPhone 5 case that redirects the LED beam on your flashlight for better control. With Siri, you can just say "Open Flashlight" and it's on.
Install a series of lights around the mirror, or along the top of dash that will flash when a siren is approaching from any direction.
A balloon stomping game. It's a floor game mat that will display a balloon once stomped on it will make a popping sound and keep score.
Thermo Case to keep Your battery warm during Your winter outdoor activities !
When I get in bed I need a few seconds to fluff the pillow and settle in. With a light that turns off on its own I can do it in the light
Grocery Tab Application
Device-hygro-thermo-CO-meter
A book, hard copy or electronic, that tells one side of an issue, then turn the book upsidedown and read the other side of the issue.
Self-Inking Nail Art Stamps
Just run . . . free hands and goodbye to your bulky fuel belt. Put on the slim and light "water shots belt" for your needed hydration.
Next time you're on a crowded subway, wouldn't you love to be able to hold on to a pole without straining some muscle in the process?
Magnet hair pins with a friendly design! It's quicker to pick, and it's quicker to stick.
"Ex-Sponge" is a reusable kitchen sponge with multiple surface layers that allows for reusable and fresh cleaning,its the notepad of sponges
Product is a guard that the user can slip on over their index finger and thumb for protection. This product will be used when cutting foods.
Moldable arms take the shape you want after 10 secs in the microwave (Plasticote / Polycaprolactone skeleton and slip-free silicone skin)
Tired of boring hip cases? Cool Universal and minimalist Hip-clip+Stand uses cool color bands to hold your iDevices securely.
A heavy, powered hub that swivels, conceals cords, and matches your Mac's finish.
Case for an iPhone5 that has a 30-pin female apple connector on the bottom so you can use the new phone just like the old one.
Toilet Paper Anti-Roll dispenser/insert - stop toilet tissue from rolling off onto the floor.
One Machine, multiple mixed drinks, Having many drinks available is difficult because you need multiple bottles, mixers, and know how.
C.N.H.K. - Christmas Nut Holder Kit... This is the best methods for having... Nuts / Bowl / Tools / Trash Dish Bowl... neat and tidy.
My daughter aged 1,5 years wakes up several times during night and can't find her pacifier/dummy. A pacifier with a dim LED light solves it!
Soles of the shoes worn by all involved with investigating to be marked with the agency they are associated with for easy ID at crime scenes
The Burnt Food smoke alarm detects the start of burning food before it's ruined and before the jarring smoke alarm goes off.
Laptop Keeper VIDEO DEMO
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Magnetic Cup/Mug and Saucer along with spoon holder attached to cup.
Metered salt &amp; pepper shakers Solves the problem of inconsistent application quantities for all including children, and the blind.
have a dry coloring agent in pampers that when wet it will chonge colors blue/pink. keeps you from putting hands in diaper
Le portable instantanÃ©
I want to change the look of asthma inhalers forever. I want to wear it on my wrist.
The Horsecycle
Get rid of fat wallet! MyLoyalty card lets you combine all of your loyalty cards into one plastic card.
To enable one to have a anti bacterial kitchen sponge that easily removes the risk of making one ill.
Plug-in Fish Tank
NITE-LITE w/Brightness KNOB is used at night w/small glow to see objects on floor and dim for kids sleeping. Some rooms can be brighter.
Finger mount cleaning sponges,ridges on underside to scrub ,openings for fingertips also hold dishwashing liquid soap absorbing into sponge
We manufacture a three or four sectional tradable case with hundreds of artistic designs or functions for kids or adults.
USB Strip bar to plug in all Apple products for charging iPod, iPad and iPhone at once with 6-8 slots to plug into AND Surge protector!
Broomrake
"YouVee" kills bacteria on kitchen cloths/rags/sponges and zaps bathroom hand towels - bath sponge
2-1 Shavers
A Different Take on the 2 Handle Chopping Knife
Apartment dwellers are short on counter space &amp; are pros at ordering in for a party. Use your stovetop as your bar, buffet or staging area.
COLIBRYLLE
Adjustable-length hanger clips! To be used in place of clothes' inside strings, which are only needed when the garment is in the closet.
Elastic Side Bands for the Iphone. Stays hidden until you need it.
A newspaper-size "tablet" the size and feel of a regular newspaper delivered wirelessly to a 2-page (front and back) or 4-page paper.
BARBIJO AUTOADHESIVO
A telescoping handle that holds a disposable razor for women with flexibilty issues to easily shave their legs.
A Quirky fly/wasp/bee trap
Thermosense
Keep your shoes as fresh as the day you bought them. Put them in when you get home. Take them our when you leave. It expels all that smells!
Weighted sliding wastebasket
Cinema Seat Protector
odor evac toilet--can be installed in all new construction and replacement for bathrooms--odors in public restrooms--need i say more
My idea solves the problem of electronic remote device clutter. It brings all the devices into one easy- to-use object.
Warn drivers of a traffic hazard in time to move into the flow of traffic with this retractable, adjustable height, hazard antenna.
Splash Dunk!
Kevlar Umbrella:Bulletproof Umbrella.
USBP
Try reading a magazine at the table.
Camping helper
Highway lane change turn signal auto cancel.
Vacuum tip device for cleaning keyboards and other electrical devices
Stadium Shade
Storage bin/tote compatable with it's slide on/off rail wall mount
FRANK: "I KEEP LOSING THE PAPER WITH THE DIMENSIONS." BOB: "HERE, USE MY NEW *TALK TAPE*. MEASURE IT, RECORD IT, AND
LISTEN TO IT LATER."
door vision
a portable cell phone charger with a solar pannel to recharge the internal battery.
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Bop-It Case for Iphone/Ipad. Plays your favorite songs when you activate right part. Folds in and Out. SEE VIDEO
ceiling drywall guide...this clip allows drywall to be guided into position and holds it up so one man can install and fasten sheets
Cutting Block Assembly. Combines a cutting board with a chefs knife to open clams, quahogs and slices hard to cut vegetables. Pt#D448631S
Ring Pop Cakes and cookies. Silicone Ring Pops for the Oven.
vertical wall drywall holder...screws to studs and provides holding capacity and directional lines
My wife hates a dirty sink! The answer? The "Basin Butler" a disposable waxy sheet that lines the bathroom sink, no more dried whiskers.
The Turtle
An app that allows users to develop a "contract" and use voice confirmation, photos, and/or digital signatures to approve.
The Baby Bidet, the best way to clean up after, well you know. Easy to use. Just hook up to your bath tub. Clean safe and efficient.
Microsoft Surface L stand case
Magnetic Pot Whistle. How many times have we put water in a pot to bring to a boil, only to forget about it ? Its a Quirky little whistler
Adaptive Headphones
Double sided Grill Pan for stove.
An app that makes your iPhone/iPod completely KID FRIENDLY! Your kids will continue to love your iPhone/iPod, but you'll have piece of mind!
Tired of littering your car? The "Carbage" fits in any cup holder, looks like a coffee mug, holds solids &amp; liquids, and cleans in seconds.
I can revive your dried up $7.00 caulking tube with my replacement sleeve
MICROWASHER:The idea I bring to you here is an easier and faster way of cleaning your microwave.
Let's make a retractable multipurpose cleaning rod! One side mop, other side rough scrubber! Also has a compartment for a dust cloth!
The one and only - EXTENDABLE RETRACTABLE BICYCLE LOCK Sleek slim line design, Lightweight, easy to use. The Retractable Bike Lock.
Smart phone ALERT App
I rent an apartment. Lighting was a problem. I invented a decorative (easy to assemble and install!!) no outlet required half lamp.
thermo indicator on bakeware
Go-Go suits
My shower sling made it easy and painless for showering following my husband's rotator cuff surgery. The surgeon was enthusiastic!
Knife Lighter
Don't you hate when your favorite soap becomes a gross gooey blob in the shower? The Shower Soap Saver saves you money, germs and your soap!
Embed an iPad into a desk for schools. Basically replace the old school desk top with a touch screen iPad
Toilet paper printed with SAT vocabulary words or basic math (there could be several age appropriate prints).
Can Opener Garlic Presser
Mirror App. Turn your phone camera to screen like a mirror
An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
Camper's Washing Machine - Bucket style washing machine with plunger to clean clothes. Spin out excess water with "salad spinner" action.
Ever been in a hotel with ethernet, but no wireless? You need a TINY router.
TRUSS your wet towels to hang out on this new cantilevered towel rack (system)
Mirror App. Turn your phone camera to screen like a mirror
Digital wall calendar
kettle corn on the stove top
Magnetic Silicone Oven Rack Pull/Push tool, sticks to your oven door and is there everytime you need it.. Magnetic oven rack tool
An adjustable stand for watching movies, podcasts, etc, . I have more details....
Rose Insulator
A convenient and ultra safe device for disconnecting electrical plugs that uses a twisting force to gradually move it away from the outlet.
An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
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THE PERFECT BAKED POTATO "EVERYTIME" The Quirky baked potato grill, It's a grill that sits inside your grill. No more alluminum foil !
APP motion sensor-jog distance
sologen
CURLY PETZ
Household Mobile Station - Get a Signal at Home on Your Mobile Phone Even if You're in a Blackspot.
Have seen recent power outages the Middle East and India and Africa. In the 21st Century that should not happen.Designing a solution.
Mirror App. Turn your phone camera to screen like a mirror
float your worries away
A collapsible whiteboard for use in kitchen/toilet. Included toiletpaperholder,tissueholder,tabletholder.
So easy even a cave woman can do it! Four manual timers in one unit positioned the same as oven burners.
Turn your favorite mug into a travel mug with this inflatable universal mug lid!
Think of a Pez dispenser for cup lids. The dispenser could be top loaded with a lever at the bottom. Pull the lever, and out pops a lid.
Magic Comb possesses and innovative rechargeable dispenser system that makes conditioner, tint and hair treatment applications easy.
my idea will be purchased for every police car in the nation/world ...but it has nothing to do with apple . Where do I go ???
Medical Scar-Tatoo
My proposal are workout gloves that have plastic inserts for drinking water. They would be small vials with a cap that allows for sip.
Cloth-Warp
Apple TV &amp; MacBookPro to VGA projector dual connector with a panning stand-Untapped market (Chk video)
Paper Plate Palette
The Cool Chair
Sticky-Note Wallet - your on-the-go Sticky-Note Thought Catcher
Tap-Pack
SINK STRAINER WITH 2 LAYERS. Empty your sink strainer without having food debris go down the drain.
Nose Mask
Le Syflo
Painting Helpers for Pole Extensions and Paint Rollers! SEE PDF!
All-in-One French Press
iPhone Charger holder on the back of your iPhone case. Your charger will always be with you.
my idea is a foot activated lever or floor sensor that lifts and lowers the toilet seat
My wristband containing a whistle (Patent no. D 420616) eliminates the need of having a whistle hanging from your neck.
A device that allows me to use natural handwriting when entering notes on my iPad.
A re-usable clothing Static remover, that uses no chemicals, and can be used anywhere, at home, or at work.
I have a great idea on a contraption which will free up both your hands while laying in bed and you are fiddling with your cell phone!
Make new candles from old wax or candle pieces
Fridge Safe. Don't throw away the other half of food, store it in a sealed compartment for next usage.
DONT THROW ANOTHER SPRAY BOTTLE AWAY WITH LIQUID STILL IN IT. Put a weight at the bottom of the tube so the tube follows the bottle
angle.
Have you ever had plants wilt or die because it was too hot or you were going away for the weekend?
Zipper Genie
Mini Blinds Stickers! Peel off &amp; Stick on Blinds section by section. Cartoon characters, space theme, glow in the dark...
Bluetooth Charger
Want to calm your crying baby, no matter where you are? My small clipon noise machine will calm and sooth them in the car, crib or stroller
A wireless Mac computer charger that allows you to easily plug in more power without the hassle of finding a plug or dealing with a cord
An iPhone case with a seatbelt cutter and window punch to save lives
Command Center
Knee Pillows- padded on the inside and behind the knee so that the knees and back are comfortable and the back is aligned while you sleep.
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JÃ¡ntaro
An IPhone/IPad app that finds a vendor in a Sports stadium. So you can hunt him down and get your lemonade
Restroom 'odor status' door hangers.
Single/Multiple Timed Candle Blower
What's going on tonight? This phone app can tell you!
Have a an adjustable sling around your neck to hold the iPad while you type or touch
TIRED OF THE MESS ON YOUR DESK ? PUT EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE !!
Hand held horizontal snowboard tote/carrier! With pocket on outside to hold goggles, gloves and hats etc... Store helmet on outside of tote!
Automatic backwash sponge/brush device suctioncupped to shower wall.
some walls aren't long enough to put up a normal towel rack or space is limited my "corner bar" fits into any corner see flyer
Toothbrush Pulse-Over
The Router Guide
My idea is a lamp/fixture that has a re-chargeable battery in base of units so that the lamp/fixture can be placed anywhere in a room.
Rain water every day Sun distilled water globes for your plants
"The Sroller Bar"! This is an attachement that adds easily on to any/ all makes and models of baby strollers and carriages for SAFETY.
I'd like a duster, but for those hard to get regions underneath the toilet seats instead. Something disposable.
It's an apron with detachable oven mitts on it. The square oven mitts attach with velcro and performs double duty as pockets when attached.
NO MORE COLLARS! - Natural contour Post-Surgical comfy vest!
Save Lives! App. that Parents can place on teen driver's Iphone to disable text messaging when automobile is running. Bluetooth enabled.
Soothe your child's cough or congestion with a cuddly, Vapor Rub Sock Doll. Simply insert a vapor rub packet into the doll's back pouch.
Headphone HD-V (V for Video)
Solar Power case/charger .., this devise will charge your phone if you have nowhere to plug in a charger.
Foosball size computer mouse on your finger, with all the functions of a conventional mouse. Make a statement by personalizing the mouse.
Waterproof booties fold into compact case convenient for purse, backpack, glovebox, etc. Protects you &amp; your shoes from unexpected storms!
The Portable Hose - perfect for use at any Lake House/Cottage where there is fresh water everywhere, but no hose available at the shoreline
Water bucking Summer is almost here.
Dry Erase Play House!! Fun way for kids to express individuality &amp; creativity.
A single attachment to your bike handle bars that holds your phone, has a headlight on the front and a bell you can ring. #Qcycle
Shovel with retractable foot pegs. Ever tried to really push on the shovel and your foot keeps slipping off. This gives extra foot space.
MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESK TOWERS
This is a case that goes on the I phone that lights up and makes sound while locating it with a remote.
My idea comes from my many years of working in a pre-school environment and having germs spread easily and quickly.
IPAD stand that will enable all viewing angles in portrait or landscape and will store charging wire and earphones
A faucet adapter / aerator that converts to a strong stream to rinse disposable razors
MIO gourmet flavor pods for your own coffee cup- simple solution for your favorite mug!!
Insink salad spinner
A fridge with backup power so when the power goes out, your food stays cold.
poÃªle multicompartiments
I was thinking of a small light metal clip placed on the bottom of a shower curtain and magnet strip stuck to the lip of the shower
A charger that fits into a light socket to keep one or two lightbulbs on for a few hours and senses a power outage.
The idea is to made a "cork dispenser" that insert inert gas inside the bottle for serving wine and beverage and preserve taste.
Halo Hook
STOP touching bacteria EVERY day using the Urilette! The first detachable home urinal. Never find urine on or around the toilet again!
Disposable Cat Litter Box Waste Receptacle Assembly With Enclosure
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Patch Player
I need macbook case bag with carrying handle desk table and airbag cushion.
Dish Drying Rack that folds up and stands on your counter. Providing space in small kitchens while looking nice, Check out image.
HI, My Idea is the "Sink cover" made of plastik ,
support e-cigarette + produits
Iphone Necklace Stand
Love using my George Foreman Grill but when making cheeseburgers the lid cannot be closed or the cheese will stick to top of grill-HELP!
The idea is a plastic Lotto card. Exact replica of the card that you would use. People who use the same numbers will have their lucky card.
moneybands
protection tack
A cup with a compartment for breakfast eg a donut or oatmeal at the bottom.
Crumb Catcher
Got a big, ugly, flat screen tv mounted on the wall? Looks great when on but what about when you hit the off button?
redesign of the electrical power strip
My BIG idea is to assist in developing the "JumpTread" combining the springability of a trampoline and self propelled motion of a treadmill
TAG...you're it! *Virtual* Tag...you know it would be fun!
Do you know someone that suffers from Diabetic Neuropathy? Cooling Gel inserts for the burning foot pain.
Drawing Cushion
Bracelet or a glove that have hooks, these hooks are for holding bags. The idea is hand is free and you can grab, hold or carry more bags
Wink curtains control
Internet timer for home devices-worried your kids are surfing the web in the middle of the night? Put a timer on your internet service!
A wedding/engagement ring made of a rubbery like substance that won't give you a heart attack or cost you a fortune to replace when lost!
An iPhone case where we can put a drop of a particular scent in a little receptacle on the case and the scent last for hours or all day.
Mini Himi Pocket Salt -Himalay
Balance ruler
Cell phones are always with us! Women with out pockets often stick them in their bras. They get sweaty &amp; shift around. Ugh!
A compact storage receptacle/carrier that would hold several pods for leftover paint.
An adapter to use your Apple device or dock without removing the protective cover.
A tool like a paint roller w/an expandable handle to use to put body lotion/sunscreen on your back &amp; other hard to reach body areas
i was thinking of a redsolo cup that is in triangular because they have ones that are circle and square so why not a triangular one
Divali lights wiith deyas (deyas are very significant during Divali.Deyas are very significant during 5 days Festival of Lights.
Compact simple float activated alarm to warn of rising Flash Flood waters.
I believe that with a very simple, cheap device a frequent traveler could save money, time and eliminate waste going to landfills.
led seat belt buckle
"USB Flash Hub"-- A USB flash drive and 2 or 3 port USB Hub in ONE! Could not find a similar product!
Deer Finder
a heat resistant glove so that women and girls do not burn there hands every time they straighten or curl their hair.
GrabCan - A trashcan that lets you easily re-use your common grocery store plastic bags.
Key fob developed that would allow an emergency signal if the key fob was &gt; 10 ft from a childs car seat where the buckle is still latched.
Steel Toe Full Inserts that fit into any shoe or boot. Customized to fit your feet.
Frame leveler. Small level bubble that can be permanently affixed to a picture frame in a discreet location. No more crooked frames.
The HANDS-FREE Toilet Seat: A foot pedal that lifts the toilet seat when you step on it and gently closes when you step off of it.
Combo. Blow dryer, Flat Iron &amp; Brush in one! Skip all those tedious steps &amp; use one product to achieve a beautiful look in half the time.
app enabled window opener
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James Bond isn't the only one that can have a video watch, so can you with this Bluetooth App enabled video chat capable watch.
Neck,shoulder massage pillow
An iPhone case or magnetic iPad cover that folds out to shield the screen from the sun and reduce glare.
How many times have you bought a cup of coffee or hot chocolate when you are out and about and before you know it , it's cold and yucky?
In 1988 I invented a potted plant stand to repel snails/slugs. I got it patented and packaged in a retail display box.
take a pic of your car or location of interest and your iphone stores a gps like data with address and or area for your return.
MediClips
Stylish Hand bag - Customize the Shape and Size of the bag as per your requirement.
Water and oil game case...come on iPhone...lets play!
A case or clip that would allow you to clip your iPad onto the side of your computer and use it as a second monitor through an app.
A PROTECTIVE SMART PHONE CASE THAT HAS A BUILT IN STYLUS ON IT THAT WOULD ALLOW QUICK AND EASY ACCESS TO THE
STYLUS.
Decrease chances of intangament and falls with a retractable O2 tubing device on a belt or above O2 concentrater.
Leaf/Trash Bagger
24" bendable, tube device with light. Attach to iphone, lead into a wall, motor, etc. allowing you to view it on your screen &amp; take a pic.
A device which forms or molds soap shavings( pieces) into a new bar of soap.
It's call the "Widow Zapper" (working title): A product for controlling Black Widow spiders (primary)as well as Brown Recluse.
Remove mold from the corners and cracks in a bathroom
Make Emergency Kit in credit card size. Small enough to put in your pocket.
My product is a simple robot gun with a camera that mounts under the front of a police car with a STRONG laser sight.It is operated remotely
Tired of trying to clean your electric razor after every shave with that tiny brush??? Keep your razor clean as whisker with "Whisk a Way"
Cube Dock That Can Display and Rotate Through Images on Each Cube Side and Display Messages, Texts and Missed Calls.
Low cost net System for growing fresh herbs and plants at your window. Net system allows plant pouch to move and hangs on curtain rod
iPhone Case with integrated tripod. Wouldn't it be great to take group self portraits using your iPhone without lugging a tripod around?
Clean Swipe Cutlery
Thumb strength tester
Small Dustpan with Clip, clips onto any broom! #spotsv
Glasses-Clippable Discreet Nose-Warmer
A non stick jalapeno popper roasting tray that you can cook 15-18 at one time. This is for the ones that are cut in half. Not the whole ones
A nail polish that shows slight changes to the wearer when in contact with bacteria, feces, dirt. Easy to tell that it's time to wash up!
No more wasting water while you are brushing your teeth. Green Product.Toothbrush Rinser.
MOTION LIGHTS HANGERS ACTIVATE
Theft and viruses are a huge concern when using the urinal in a public restroom. The iHook will protect the business traveler's tote bag.
A pot that has a divider in it shaped like a peace sign. This gives you three different cooling areas while only using one pot.
Apple Watch Band Attachments
Toddler Safety Belt Clip
Kill Laundry Odors Naturally with Cedar Hamper-Mates!
Peripheral Cable Extension for easy Connection and Computer Repairs
Spoon like a rubber spatula. Spoon center mesh metal strainer material. Spoon will mix dry ingredients into liquid, and strain lumps.
ALMOST 300 VOTES!One Piece Measuring Spoons. No more fumbling around with individual spoons. Telescoping arms to get into small jars.
PERMANENT CHRISTMAS LITE DECORATION &amp; STORAGE UNIT IN ONE HOOKS UP TO HOUSE. DECORATE ONLY 1 TIME AND
NEVER AGAIN. GREAT 4 COLD WEATHER AREA
ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOUR CONVERSATION, EVEN IN THE LOUDEST PLACE!!! AND ALWAYS KEEP YOUR DISCRETION!!
Beach umbrella that is easy to secure and won't blow over.
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the curve spoon
An attachable QWERTY keyboard to a iPhone or iPod to make typing easier.
Longhandled scubber for bathtub cleaning.
Your bra strap keeps slipping no matter what you do? Help is here! No Slip Bra Stick!(T-7)
Ultimate Bathroom Travel Holder. Soft portable holder for toothbrushes, toothpaste, razors w/ zipper up cover. Use it at home and on the go
"Breathable" Halloween masks to be made out of molded screens (aluminum or plastic) These would be cooler and much more comfortable.
when you dont have overhead light, or a breeze this is what you will use. make any room cool/bright. energy efficient. It's a fan and light
Baby Monitor or Mobile for Baby: Releases Aromatherapy to Soothe Children While They are Sleeping. Helps to Induce Sleep &amp; Relax Child.
We had problems with insects &amp; other critters getting into kitchen drawers. Designed &amp; built a hinged plexiglass cover. No problems since.
A staple remover with a magnet to collect staples in chamber.
Auto Leaf/Snow/Dust Blower
An iPad or notebook that prints, the notebook will incorporate a printer where you could feed the paper through the top.
Clean Cup Capper
3 Cats, 3 diets....how to Prevent Mr. Spencer from Eatting ALL the Food!
A MACHINE THAT WOULD DESTROY FIREANTS BY INJECTING BOILING WATER OR STEAM INTO THEIR NEST.
Ingredient Dispensing Whisk
The Mlight (Light massagebed)
A transmitter on em veh,transmit tone, receiver on auto, doppler shift determine going or coming of EMV, signal strength deteromne nearness.
GOAL BRACELETS-SILVER,FITTED,PERSONALIZED. GOAL WORD ON ANTERIOR WRIST FACING CUSTOMER FOR CONSTANT
REMINDER. STYLES- UNISEX OR FEMININE.
Functional IPhone 5 and SmartPhone Cases Containing Memory Stick Slots on Case Back for Storage and Organization.
snow melter
A vacuum powered automobile trash removal system.You place your trash into a loading area and send it whoooshing away.
Need more closet space? Hang-a-hanger.
BlokRok Lotion Applicator
rolling up lighting
Standing up is critical to doing some chores, hobbies and daily routines; now you can do everything from the comfort of an "action chair".
We need a cell phone/charger station that is connected to 1 or more portable handsets throughout your house.
Dispense small portions of peanut butter in a manner similar to toothpaste
How about a spoon, fork,any kitchen tool that has a handle that will telescope. If you have a big glass jar and need to get to the bottom.
Tired of carrying around wall chargers to school, work, or anywhere just to keep your computer alive? Here's a nice little solution :)!
History Lessions
Mini Cooling Pad with extension arms to attach to Apple laptop and iPad depending on the size. Universal fit.
Add a ten key pad and an enter key to the left hand side of the keyboard.
Popper Topper A safe hygienic way to add flavor like Lemon, Lime, Cherry, to ANY Lite Beer, beer, water, tea or soda making it taste better!
Chilling in the pool with a versatile drink? A waterproof Koozie that keeps your hand warm and can't be ruined by water. Relax-Refresh-Dunk
The old round plungers don"t work on the new elongated toilets. We need a plunger that is elongated to fit the new toilet shape.
Construction Discrete Ear Plugs with Bluetooth Speaker Integrated
The laundry basket dresser. Open one of the panels and slide the basket right in. Live right out of the basket like most people do already.
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
The PESKYPerson app is a text message that automatically is deliverd to the person on a pre-determined schedule.
An iPhone case with a concealable key slot
small light that clips on to your pen or pencil so that you can write in the dark without turning on the light
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Let's rid the world of boring manual bike bells by making a bell that sounds like a motor cycle reving up or a wolf whistle!
Ampoule personnalisable
touch pad for Tvs with internet
LED Flashlight Padlock:A padlock with built-in LED flashlight.
Harman IQ (Smart Headphones)
A Bluetooth wireless keyboard case with multiple colors and glow in the dark lettering.
Painless xrays at at the dentist office.
Invisible suit
Over 60 million people worldwide play golf. Millions of these golfers are casual golfers who play a few times a year.
Add a touch of humor to your garden with PlantPeepers! PlantPeepers are resin "eyes" for your grass plants that install using garden stakes.
Drainage?Nose Wicks can help you get that rest needed to get well.Place in nostrils and rest at last!No more constant draining or sore nose!
Busy women dont have time to wash their hair everyday! A spray-in shampoo that matches the shade of your hair.
Ever lost a pet and spent hours/days doing the flyers,radio stations,shelters etc. In a crowd and your child wandered off this will help
This idea brings an actual working UV blacklight to the Apple I Phone. Not JUST a simple "blue light" screen app.
My idea is for a portable easy way to wash fresh fruit, like cleaning an apple with a wet nap like product.
A nose hose for the robovac.
Snoring
IPhone 5 Case That Has Smoke Detector/Carbon Monoxide Detection. Always have a smoke detector with you.
Embroidery machine that cuts appliquÃ© fabric automatically
Utilize your space better in the Refrigerator! Suction cup containers let you store in un-used space! Manage your condiments and leftovers!
This item will make washing your window blinds quick &amp; easy by hanging them on a plastic hook that hangs on fences, decks,even tailgates.
WIRELESS EAR PHONES
I've noticed school buses we use don't have seatbelts. I travel via Greyhound &amp; they don't have seatbelts. INDIVIDUAL PORTABLE SEATBELTS
Wouldnt it be great if kids could carry their toys around in a bag that opens up into mat. Makes cleanup a whole lot easier.
Heat resistant handle cover for coffee mugs and soup bowls, that you put on BEFORE you microwave. FDA, microwave and dishwasher safe.
Doggy Pee-tree
An iPad cover that has added a speaker inside.
Cat's neck brush
explube
Now you can use your garbage disposal to chop up your compost items and send them directly to a convenient recepticle.
I propose making window screens that produce more airflow than conventional window screens.
Where to travel?
The Doodle Stik, chalk tool
A speaker case that makes your volume much louder so everybody can hear it.
Telescoping Door Security Bar. Gain security and peace of mind while traveling domestically or abroad in a hotel or hostel, or at home.
Ever have a slice of cheese? How about a slice of "peanut butter"!? Easy for kids to make PB&amp;J, without tearing the bread!
Filing Cabinets with FOB---Push Button Lock and Unlock Capability Like Car Remotes.
IPhone 5 Guitar Case. IPhone Case That Can Tune Guitar, Hold Guitar Picks, and be Metronome for Musicians.
Touch Screen compatible fingertip bandages won't slow you down, even if you've been careless chopping vegetables..
BACK PAIN SUFFERERS MUST HAVE! I get back pain in the center of my back, where I cannot reach. Apply roll-on muscle rub/cream by yourself.
Tired of rushing, to blow out your candles before the hot wax drips on your birthday cakes, desserts, or pastries? Now you don't have too!
Shower Mirror with Music
A car charging docking station for your phone that would fit into your cup holder of the center console.
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Coil Holder. Holds and organizes everything in your house. With Screw On attachments.
Nail Saver. Never hit your finger again. thimble with small grip on tip to steady a nail. user can set a nail without injury. Great for DIY
Sleep,Outside,Forever,Rain or Shine."Pray for Rain". The first of it`s kind. Wild Bills Bubble Beds. Dare to sleep in the rain?????
Laundry Wall - hide your laundry in plain sight
All iPhone cases are cool. However, every one that you get, you forget about in days! My case has features that move and play.
An stylized and functional case to convert the iPad in a more versatile tablet. Multimedia and work, both together.
A solution to the unstoppable spreading of germs! Now kill all germs with an easy to use disinfectant bomb and prevent future sickness.
submerger
Replace your flimsy flat sheet with one that covers your comforter/blanket completely. More comfortable sleep and no need to wash comforter!
Simple ball pivot attachment to common tripods to hold the iPhone, iPod Touch (or any smart phone).
Plastic food storage bowls connected by screwing them together. They're freezable, stackable, microwaveable, dishwasher safe, and BPA free!!
Smart Emergency Light direct replacement of R30 and R40 CFL light bulbs.
simple tool for assisting people with arthritic or weak hands for opening gas caps on most autos and trucks
Self Defence Watch
Keep your hands free from ski gloves(or other big items) when not in use.
Safety net for silos
Features 1 Inexpensive 2 Easy to install over recycling box 3 Contributes to environment 4 Necessary to properly recycle items
iDress MySelf
Personal Protection App Enabled Alarm from a Bluetooth Device you Discretely Wear. Giving you a sense of security in an unsure situation.
Auto Elbow Rest
BS-detector
No Slip Show Grip
Dog toys shaped like severed human body parts, picture it, your dog carrying around a toy looking like a human arm or human leg! hillarious!
My Polish Diary
Versa Stroller
Fresh Spot
Garden Pot Lifter
Expiration Ball
Gutter Gaurd
Wouldn't it be great if you did not have to manually unlock your front door to get in? A remote house lock could help save time, and money
Soundwave 2
Flash Nub
walking a dog you have to carry their poop, So I want to make a pouch you put around the dogs neck [like a fanny pack] so the dog carry's it
My skin band aids
Emergency Hot Hair Rollers
Econo-douche
My Way Training Pants
How many people get frustrated like me when the screen door is left open? "SHUT THE DOOR" a new concept, it automatically slides back!
Build a system for loading and unloading lumber, bikes, skis, etc. from the roof rack of SUV s, crossover vehicles and vans.
Man cleaning gloves
GreenBot - Automatic Growhouse
The Singular Capo
An outlet cover with built in night light that will keep my child safe and allow me to use bottom socket too.
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Koozie Kaddie to stores koozies neatly and sanitary. easy to use and looks attractive cn be added to to hold more koozies.
Marker board which looks like a large Post-it note.
Tired of looking for your golf ball or waiting on someone to locate theirs? Not any more hit it and walk right to it. A GOLF BALL YOU TRACK
Duvet Buddy
iPhone app-enabled Electric Blanket.
vacuum accessory bumper
Scrungy with body wash inside
How many times have you tried to use a ladder outside on a slope and had to prop up one leg with a few pieces of wood? I have a solution.
Liquid,Nair-based drain opener for use in bathroom shower,tub and sink drainpipes. Call it STS - Shower,Tub &amp; Sink Declogger.
Wireless ear buds or hearing aids for small audio devices.
The inergrated Basebord
Customer Service Gadget
Car Speed Comparison
Multi-Point Headphone System
READY Stylus - The ultimate stylus in form and function - sticks flat against device when not in use and folds into ergonomic stylus to use.
Millions of birds are killed by house cats. We should make an electronic cat collar that will alert birds to the cat's presence.
Hand Press Shampoo Extractor
ELECTRONIC RETRIEVAL BUTTONS
Uninstall
Potato Peel Away
Bathtub Sauna
Automatic Candles
Flame less pipe
Touch 4 Cash
Ubbie - The usb power strip
Wallpaper Reproduction Machine
Magic Cutting Board
The Back Scratch Towel
Never be overcharged for shopping/groceries again. Instantly compare shelf prices to what the store wants to charge you at the register.
Squeeze Pump Wine Aerator
Smart car starter
Car seat belt savers save you time! By securing the seat belts off to the side they will not get twisted and tangled behind your child
Balance Coffee Brewer
Electrolyser/Fuel Cell System
No more noisy manholes!
A Cell Phone Case for Selfies
Bandito - Tarp plus Bandits with Handle. Wrap up items like a burrito. Wrap up yard debris, kindling or any other thing you want to carry.
Thumb Armour
Bed Sheet Size Identifier
Use 100% of your kitchen drawer's capacity with an expandable/modifiable utensil tray. Will hold most all of your kitchen utensils together!
App-enabled Auto Screen Door
Seperation Anxiety Dog Pen
LED Car Window Messenger Resub
Notepad &amp; Pen Holder
A 4 digit keypad should be intigrated into the stock of civilian semiautomatic rifles
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The idea is to create a a "second screen" for the MacBook.
RV flexible Dog Fence
CAN IT!
Personalized calendars to tell phones when you want the ringer to be on, or when to have it on vibrate.
Automobile Sun Shade
Food Scoop made of 2 elliptical scoop halves designed to scoop many types of foods; It's ergonomic, efficient, consistent, and fun to use.
boogie-buster's night light ..
Custom White Noise Machine
Shopping List reminder. This app would remind you to get groceries, other items if you are close to the store selected for that item.
It's hard to separate one bucket from the one below it. "Bucket Buster" keep them
I propose a wristband that talks to a handgun. Gun tech really has not changed in 100 years. Lets solve todays gun problem with newer tech.
The micro mouse
ALL MEDIA REMOTE CONTROL
Resub: Wall Baseboard Cleaner
Simuside
Comfy Toes
Quirky Cook Book
Laser Staff
RugSack
All of your trashcan problems solved in one wonderfully Quirky trashcan! SEE DETAILS!
Elder Care Accessories Shop
Safe Band
Tap and Play Headphones
Pull It!
LaserTube Headphones - Harman
Slip Resistant Bike Seat Cover
Improved Food wrap organizer
Water Spout Shaving Foot Rest.
POPPY Pancakes &amp; Waffles
Anti Ding Dent Fabric Case For Engineers and construction uses NEW tech Materials
Save My Spot
Raising your laptop/iPad will help cooling it faster! Sure! What if we add fans in the legs! Even more effective!
BiPhone Stand
Sunglass contacts
Automatic appliances
GripWall
WiFi Rechargeable Bulb:Your house can still have lights during power outages,you'll be the envy of your neighbors.App-enabled.
The Cooler-Hat
Personal urns for ashes
An app that allows you to make your grocery list and order it according to where your products are located in your grocery stores isles.
RAISED OUTLET-interface
Flow-Restricted Toothpaste Cap
2-in-1 Pepper grinder, salt dispenser.
LED DustPro
Sock-eze
Sandwich Bag Genie! Load box of sandwich bags into the Genie, hit bag eject button when a bag is needed.Works with all sizes and brands!
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Walking cane with attached folding footrest
Earfones
Food Stapler and Staples
Easy access to your keys
Capuchon de robot mÃ©nager
Duel earphones
Refreshed
Oh Snap! Drawer Organizer. Interlocking pieces that you can snap off to fit the dimensions of any drawer.
â˜… Infection Sensing Bandages
Safe squat
Necklace that is programmed to call a family member, should the person need help.
GPS pet microchip
Ice shanty organizer
STATEofSOUND-SOLID&gt;LIQUID&gt;GAS
Trunk fishing rod holder
Combat impact indicator
Paint Can Punch
Sweep N Suk
Retactable Power
Asus Intel Core i5-4440
Baby Scream No More
Ice chest / seat combination
TrashEGirl Kitchen Pail
forest firefighting drone
LOVO
Online References
The Monster Hand Truck
Fun &amp; Safe in the BathTub
Flyway Snack Carrier
Wink-Enabled Counter
Unplug
Sol Tag
NATHALIE13001
Barrow Forks
doggie car wash
Refrigerated gel insole
cell phone app
Dressing Bags
i
Recliner Chair Anchor
Mirror Mirror on the Wall DIY
Chess Pop
Heated Rig Tarps
Hair Dryer Can Dry Hands Too
Smarter Generator
drunk call blocker app
Power of Observation
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Garage Safety Sensor
iPhone tire pressure gauge
collapsible cooler shelves
More comfortable recliner
Bluetooth AnySet
Tower Tumble
Flawless panic button system
Dispositif pour siÃ¨ges enfants
Disposable Bathroom Plunger
deodorant for teen boys
Pie crust saver
Gps dots
Toothbrush with Date Dial
SMART WAITER
Meconomorphs
CALENDER KIDS TM THE STAR BORN
SSS
Flik-a-Flek
Refreshments serving tray
BATTERY CASE + TESTER
Doggie ID Pouch
Two in one candle holder set
Face detection gun
LISAF..Life Saving Firearms
Smart Keyless Light Entry
Yankit Hanger
Car Protection
The Security ID iPhone Case
Singing Catering Delivery
safeslice
Airline Service Cart Track
D-PROTECTOR
OLED, Wireless Headphones
Roll down jeep doors
air freshener holder
On The Go Blender
Neat Cord holder
Brush Finger Painting
Flavored sugar
Time Machine Playhouse
eyelashes renewed
To-go Pouch
Matryoshka Baking
Drill driven garden tools
BatSocket
Swimming Pool Safety Inserts
A water balloon launcher
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carotid cooling/success bands
glass cleaner with suction
CAUTION! BEGINNER DRIVER
Bulk Buy
Find my passy
LE SERVITEUR
Snowman Cupcake Decorator
TIMEd
Hang Guitar
2-pc cutting board+knife store
Food Shopping Cart Organizer
Thumb It
Wrap-a-round Ring
Sword of Omens
Tidy Tees
Food Allergen Indicator
Modular Balcony Dog Patch
Tune-flec
STOP VOITURE PERDU
Retro Polaroid Digital Camera
the cool bed
Dog Toy Box Emits Dog Treat!
Chilla
Tinted cycle helmet shield
Dark Brown Canning Jars
solar powered jetpack
Double glass blender
Legion guard
Shovel Fork
Snowy Sprinkles Shaker
Good Aim.
HeatSync: home fuel monitor
The Wonder Brush
la biiiiip' susu
Butt Spray
STELL-ARE positive reinforceme
Attaching Small Dust Broom
watchme
the best invention ever?
Finding Fido/Toto Tracker
The No-burn Mug
Vessel Sink Soap Dish
Safety Space
Autistic Speaker
Easy climber
Temperature Monitor! RESUBMIT
Bitcoin Clock
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Wine Bottle wrapper
USB Face Plate
Taxi!
ID, key and money bra holder
Best Banana Holder
The Shovel-Shaker
Personal Hygiene Inspector
Push-in Foam Insulation
Rotating Fishing Ball
Wheelchair LED Kit
GoGlow
USB Happy Sleeves
The Bath Bandolier!
Wink All-In-One App
Life arrow
RugPlug
Balai + Pelle intÃ©grer
Rolling In/Outdoor Buffet Cart
Self-Cleaning Juicer
TableMenu
Configurable Planter Pots
Traveler's Roll Keeper
2 WAY USB MEMORY STICK.
Mr Billiard
Back Wrap
huÃ€n Clock
Smart freezing stick
Quirky drawing tool
CURLIES
Instant Finder
Run in Peace (And Quiet!!!)
SEENAIL
Broom Without Dust
The Measuring Whisk Scoop
3 in 1 generator/air/booster
Basketball Cones
purse shoulder holder
App enabled text bracelets
fitted sheet folder
bralli
Flat to Fit
Pinch free furnace filter
Lug-A-Mug Lid
pet feeder for seniors/disable
Always UP toilet seat
wireless phone charger
No spills vessel
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SANITIZING BRACELET
Shop online with your watch
cisopiz
The SharperWatch - 2 - N - 1
"Cool" Juicer
Power Pass
Batingloves
Universal Painter
Travel Pad
Wall-Et
test title
Ms.Clean Polish Wand
Exhausted
Ballet Flats-Comfort for All
Bug Me No More
TOP TO BOTTOM SHOWER BAR
Chill on this
Smart Cart
All-thumbs Digital Cam Unit
Pillow In A Cloud
Necklaces with its own perfume
Break- Nuts Machine &amp;Container
SOO 4 U BAG STORER
Shower Seasons
Smart Lighter
Inflatable Head Pillow
Tooth brush light
Gerz-wash
YsUcn
HDLS &amp; DT-TS
Bag of light
The Laundry Helper
Beacon Headphones
LED light T10 bulb replacement
KITCHEN CUT
Boite Ã pharmacie Intelligente
Pasta Pod
ultimate frig shelving system
Hands Free i Pad Wall Holder
Tangled Earbuds!
Smart Toy Dolphin
Commercial Bypass System
Flip socks
Snow Spine Brush
gps inner soles for children
Cholestech LDX External Batter
"track-relief"
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Custom Lunchbox Kit.
The B.B. (The Baby Bag)
couette lavable a la maison
Carry-on More!
The DryLand Carrier
Trolley shopping bags
Baby Assistant
fun smoke detector
Lice Repel Sparkle Headbands
Sound Bubble
JAWS 2 in 1 LEAF PLOW
THE PIGGYBACK
CENDRIER POUR SKIEUR
air pressure indicator
Would U Wake a Sleeping Child
The Bed Bug Bag
HOLD-LOCK
Potlucker-crockpot carrier
PERPUS Self Charging Wristband
Child Proof Pill Bottle Cap
MiPhoneCharger
Ticket-A-Kid
Eat4aTreat
Keep that diaper on!
Quirky Clean Attachments
Finger Teether
Easy - Fill Cooler
Incredible Bicycle Holder.
luggage tracker
Galets de plage
Heads Up Gear
Flipping Thermometer
Talking measuring tape
carrier bag, eyelid
Hot cold blanket
Screener
curtain attachment
All-in-one puppy lead
Light, compact motorcycle jack
Quick cooler and Double space
plant/ flower pot rotator
Towel and bedclothes sanitizer
Speaker lock
Save Your Used Cooking Oil
ICE Cubever
DÃ©panneur de Stylo Ã bille
Headphone Organizer
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terminal onr
All-in-one Smart Passport Card
HANGER XTENDER
BloodCheck
Energy Hub- Power Beads
Digital Sheet
Hammock Swinging device
THE HEALTHY BAND
Cordless headphones
Sound direction change tool
Specialty cadds
Interceptor
Binder and 3-Hole Punch+app
GE Cleaning Robot for Siding +
Glute Isolate
The Amber Protocol
no more blind spot worries!
clip-on charger
Scented Cell Phone Plugin
Fountain pen or ballpoint?
Pre-Warmed Slippers
Handle Replacement Kit
Time 2 Go Eat
Smart pill container
Nose Dilator and Scuba Gear
Hot fingers? Cold fingers?
Magnetic Training Thigh Bands
BatBulb
Camera Flash Buddies
BabySafe
App-Thermometer, Hygrometer
Sleek slender mini salad bar
Handbag Strap Holder
Bolt Motorbikes M-1
Temp-Cup
The loop
IR REMOTE
Better house wrap
Infinite Cover
Electronic, Wireless, Hugs
Super Pillow
Light-up mood Bracelet
iOS Converter
Insecticide wipe
COOL BREEZE-iPhone/iPad Fans
Animal Coffee Shapes
Dis text &amp; drive
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Camo Topper
Pet food and treat maker
Computer Vision &amp; Sonification
Use a pen to forever
Auto-massage electric blanket
parsley chopper
OcuLock
Personal Radar Detector
Lazy Lure
Magic Roller
Learn the new old way
Couteau Ã huÃ®tre sÃ©curisÃ©
Upside Down Umbrella?
Fresh Paws 4 Cats &amp; Dogs
Stay Tooned
Auto-Owl
Not-lost-alarm(wristband)
Hot Dam !!
Unidock (Universal Dock)
Earpiece and adjustable stylus
HandiHaul
Clean Case
Not So Hardwood Floor Sander
Spill-Proof Bei-Rut
Genius Thermostat System
Pickup bed popup
Don't WAIT for your Doctor
Baby Bumper Bed
The Chillo Sports Bra
King -Twin Sheets/Blankets
Paci-Finder
Plane Jane
Clothesline Dry Detector
Safe and Sound iPhone Nest
Quick-Towel-clips
App stop charger when charged
Sausage Slicer
Rings Toothbrush Holder
Kevlar Charging Cable
The excavator gum
Flood proof
Flying car
Suction Cup bath supplies
App Clothing Iron
On-Board Trimmer
SEAPIRB
Baby Booger Catcher
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Canine Companion Carrier
DinnerFriend
Funzy-onesies
Bracelet Bar
Seeing is Hearing
Scoo-pups
Police Seatbelt Chip
typing fingernail
Phone case barrier
Night guide fishing rods
QUICK FIT BAR
Baby wipe warmer
Handy Bag
Earphone Storage box
Little Dipper
quickbrush
Lotsa Juice Cutting Board
The ALL-CLIP WALLET:
smart sink
Triangle Markers
The Navigation Safety System
coffee despencer/keeper-keurig
Brush Display &amp; Air Dry Holder
My Watch
Eat-up
USB Stacker
Musical Knife
Stax
Grill &amp; pan
emballage cadeau parlant.
Outlet Extension
Bean Bed for Pets
Daisy Storage Sytems
Bright Glove
The Buzz Shirt
Roof Snow Remover
stopperezer
Trousse rangÃ©e
Eat "UR" Apps
All in one plate
Save Partial glasses of Wine
T-shirt for fat boys, cooler
No spill vessel 1
Swinky
Unique Power Strip
Jesters Court
In Car Bluetooth Speaker Set
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Appliance Kill Switch!
Notebook Cooler
Socket 2 Me!
Action Camera On The Cheap
Myrror
Snapp Coolie
Tooth Cam
Specialty shop vac attachment
Freeze Dry Food Trays
POLICE ON FOOT SIREN - 1
Flexible Cookie Cutter
Cozy Comforter/Sleeping bag
Detect
Light My Path
Clean or Spin
Non Stick Glass Coaster
AntiSmoke air conditioner
Alarm bicycle lock
Plug Label
HEAD-PHONES AND MIC PHONE
automatic horse wash
Versatile Hangers
trip fresh tooth brush
Cubicles Fridge doors
Pivot Power + Induction charge
Who Wants Pan-Snakes?
TV remote pager
Quick Entry Combination Lock
Velcro Remote Caddy
hydro electric water fountains
HomeControl
Burner Scents
Ditto Adapter (micro SATA)
Condom cap
RCD remote control detector
swim cap wig
Lumi
Versatile toilet brush
Carpet Coaster
Cook &amp; Serve Totally HOT Pot
Make any electric device smart
FluffyCloud Slippers
The World`s Fastest Grill
Hottie (App enabeled heater)
Smarter Propane generator
Critter Lock
Portalamp
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Lap-Tray Combo
SPEEDCUT or CUTMAIL
Cloud Angel
Carpentry Thumb Guard Coil
The Ear Guard
PB&amp;J SPOON
Glove Strap
Wiperless Winshield Wipers
The SamaraSuit
Spongie
Bladess Mower
IV Light
Compact Electronic Hula-Hoop
â€œMy Family Loves Meâ€ Baby Book
Dispensa-Treat
Phone Screen Fingernails
Alarm Mat
Knife Dresser
Disposable Drool Guard
Disposable Salad Bag
WINK Door Hanger
Induction Pocket Organizer
Ball-a-Power
Magnetic Guitar
Nookers Off-leash Collar
Spencer: cereal/milk dispenser
Retractable Christmas Tree
Moisture Sensing Wink BathFan
Disinfecting Cutting Board
Take Me Surround Sound
Holographic Greeting Card
Automatic Lawnmower Oh-Yeah!!!
Noiseless Sink
Piggybacker(TM)
Time and induction adapter
Car Door Electeric Shock Track
The coaster tray
Roll-A-Word
Cocoon - A Zen Way to Sleep
memory cube
Memowrist
You light up my life
chop chop
Ice Cream You Scream
2gen strollerchair
re-stick tape
Shampoo Bottle Holder
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The Best Bath
Wasp away
Pitchputter
Unique Power
N/A
The Carumbrella !
Smart Sensor Baseball
Smart automatic reorder scale
Solar Powered Device Charger
scrubby buddy
Square Maker
cooled domed cake stand
Children's tattoo machine.
Fruit Buds Fruit Dispenser
GUARDING WATCH
BIG TOP CASE
eclipse sunglasses
pet blob
emergency inverter adapter
Slide N Extend Power Bar
UniCard
Pot Stop Boiler
The Finder-Cam
Quit Smoking Calendar
Bath Seat Helper
PILL REMINDER and COUNTER
Phone finder
Surround Sound Speakers
Yard Mate
Goal Achieving Boardgame
Christmas lights
G
KidPaste
Finger Puppet Bandaids
Tracking Tags
WaterBoy App &amp; Device
Situp bar for your bed
Hotel Emergency Alert Bracelet
Snappy jack wheel buddy system
iPhone Charging Bike
Seat-Be-Down
Iphone to Iphone Charger Resub
Plug &amp; Play Green Power
Pet Hair Remover
JumpAround
Solar Chimney Heater
Sani Tear
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Dry Plant/Lawn alert
Carpet Dent Remover
Shooting Lifebouy
ENERGY MONITORING ADAPTER
Ultimate Car Wash !
Small Pet (Prey at Bay Shield)
Gun storage
Foot-pedal Walk Signal Buttons
Solar Powered Plant Turntable
Solar Daisy Socket(Power Bank)
Sewing Staples!
Stackaway Wall Padding Gym
A special kind of pot which uses Soaker Hose-like technology to automatically slowly water potted plants!Soaker Hoses save 75% on water too!
Eco-Fuel Station
feet shaking machine from side
The Wood Flooring Wedge
vend-a-pool
Air Mattress Car Cover
Intelligent Door Knobs /Handle
LIPA, Illumination made simple
Solar Heating Daisy Lunchbox
Wooden pot top
Quickbrush
Picnic blanket tote
Puppy is Safe App
Hydra Golf Club
Krum Kontainer
Car seat wizard
BATHROOM FAN w/ AIR FRESHNER
Glow Coaster
RezoGo Scooter
test
Dishwasher Relief
USB Topside
Save water showerhead
Orthodontic Water Pick Designs For A More Thorough Teeth And Gums Cleaning From The Inner Side. Designed For People Wearing Bridges Also.
la smart valise
Bouncy wheels
Never charge again
Cup on-the-go
The Snug Glove
Skuup and Bott'l
Dirty Sponge Indicator
Drum Aids
Cantilever Toothbrush Holder
Golf eye
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Lanyard USB to Micro charging
Coque de portable double usage
LowTech Outlet Remote
Never Forget!
Quirk Ruler
Smart power outlet
Perfect Tuck Bed Sheets
Bacon baking tray
Mobile Battery Money Clip
Pants on the GROUND
Mem-Safe book
Pepper Spray Rape Evidence Kit
wc autonettoyant, lunette auto
Bottle label remover
pasta/noodle/spaghetti maker
EASY AIRlean it and
Snooze backup clock
KreaShoes (chaussure patate)
Forever Stylus
Retarctable Shower Head
"SNOW PUSHER"
Induction Heating Coffee Mug
Clips onto Led helmets
clothes hanger rack
Bro Blanket
Blockbrother
Step-Up Diaper Bag
ICap - App connected Cap
Toe-boggans
Lubri-cator
Angle genie
Slide and Basket
retroviseur lazer .
Ring tones
WaresUrBag?
Gift App
Kid Harness Walking Aid
EverWarm Ware
tissue push up
Automatic rail cleaner
Laptop Hydra Power
Programmable sand clock
iLevel
Prise Ã Ã©nergie
Pen-cil
Battery Powered Plug
A house plug in, in the car
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A Gamers Image
Umbrella to Car
Making pizza On Both sides
Stump Stopper
Privacy screen for cell phones
Beverage PET bottle reborn
Automatic Bicycle Light
Samsung Galaxy S3 Smartphone's Speaker Only Driven Headphones. Enhanced Sound Quality From It's Central Channel. No Batteries! You Save!
An Upright Luggage With Ergonomic Handle That Continuously Adjust To Each Hand's Motion As you Go, Ensuring Least Possible Stress Or Strain.
Suction koozy
Vise for Cutting Food
Pet-a-Potty Scoopers
Perfect Wipe
Tech-hat
The dental steam tooth brush
Electronic Board Wall Calendar
Collaspsible containers
Center punch keychain
Power Extension Cord Deluxe
SKY CLOCK and SKY WATCH
Smart laser tag
Roller coaster board game
Semi-Instant Digital Camera
Tread Marks
Carwash Soap Pads
Self driving car
ChangingTool of lighting style
Dog operated cell-phone call
Fingerprint Diary
Lawn Sand Core
Driving manners
USB storage sends and receives
Octo Christmas Tree Lights
Blind Controller
THE SMART COFFEE MAKER
APP,reflex covering of windows
Gate Guard
The Door Monitor
Solar and Wind Electricity Gen
FAISEUR Dâ€™AMBIANCE LUMINEUX
Visor Clip
Squeezeplay Tube Organizer
Tailgator- safety bracelet
Smart Kit
Mirror Time
Freeze free face warmer.
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Simple Soap Saver
window fan, replaceable filter
Electric Baby Bottle Brush
Thermonuclear reaction
Cool Can Container
Cordless Gadgets
Storm free driving
LED EXTENSION CORD
Chip clip cap
Universal SmartDevices Charger
Easy hair cutting machine
Hand brace sleeve
The Batter Bowl
Thumbs only Keyboard
Easy Secure
Paper Shredder Topper
Ink
Port-A-Pole
smart bag
Greatest Oatmeal Bowl
sock-ease
Nimbus Upright-Small Footprint
Dirty Grease Bag
The LOST K i.d Bracelets
switch iPhone case
Mouthwash Bottle Canister
Easy Fitness Bike
nacbox
The Handy Dog Wash
Televator
Blue Tooth Locater
The Bag Slider
Connecti-Plug
Stresser-gizer
Quir-Key
TV Remote Finder
Safety Cell Phone Cover
Mini sÃ©cheur Ã linge
Soilless Window Plant
Finger Mouse
Anti-vol de poche
lunette wc Ã rabat automatique
The Lunch Frig.
Turn On Bulb
Dishwashing Soap Dispenser
case
pacifinder
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spongebob 3d cake molds
GOLFind Trackable Golf Balls
2nd monitor USB projector:
ONE TOUCH COMMERCIAL ADVANCE
Bottle Bliss
Mug Hugger
automatic flavor syrup dispens
Four a Pain
Table tight
automatic car freshener
flavor wrap
Beach Towel
Laptop-to-Desktop Converter
Family Playlist Phone
Tinsel Balls
Spotter: A.C. current flow
Yehxns
The Food Tube
perfect'bib
test
Smart Case
FALO (Spirit) intelligent life
Ceiling Fan Blade Pivot
Bicycle Work Wagon
Sink Divider Cutting Board
SunTraveling CellCharger
Spotter: Pressure Mat
Light of life
The Hand Stand
Seeing is Believing!
Shock box
Tiny refillable travel bottles
Apple Cider Vinegar Shots
Spider Sucker and Web Wand
Face to face
Active Cooling Patch
Quilisk
Inductive+USB+AC Charge Shelf
Self cleaning potty trainer
nuevo diseÃ±o recogedor
consent embeded plug
Reinvent the Door Lock
EddyCube
Brow Waxing Pen
The Headphone Home
Bluetooth HUGlight
Smart Retractable Winter Cleat
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Switch Brand or Fits All
Pantry Chef
Reader light
Never Melt Your Makeup Bag
App Blimp Balloon
Quirkyrians
MilliondollarViewer
Smart Helmet
Shampoobies
Milk Maid Easy
Hidden power strips
Carrousel
Try-pod
Garbage can door opener
Vibro
Time of year auto switch
Locking toddler life jacket
Comfy Toes
Transition Tint
Power Block
Quiet car keeper
Handheld AirConditionernotafan
Whose Feet? Stomp Activity
Hover Tweeter
Test strips harmful substances
Always Clean Hotel Travel Kit
Home movie editor
Water heater for instant Coffe
Eliminate Credit Card Fraud
soapie
Handi-Clean
A control mobile baby
solar charger
Wake and tinkle
Fold N' Go - Zig Zag
NO OPEN PIGGY SAFE
Swagon wagon
server cccam full hd
Appliance cleaning bike
Tangle Free Headphones
Staple &amp; Hang
Remotely Feed Your Fish
Ouverture d'enveloppe courrier
Bizbox
Hanging Garden
Aluminum Mesh For The Grill
Nimbus Cargo
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Remote Light
Vibrating Alarm Clock
Surface fold over cover
New shelf-box cupboard.
Home inventory management appl
incent lite
The Cart Clip
Nu Sink
Velcro Laces
Closing food packages
LITERAL HAND STAND
Gorra con espejos laterales
Mini Pump Spray for Powder
Colour Changing Clothing
EasyStart
Eye Candy
Hand free To Go
The Whatever Finder
App Enabled garage door opener. Open your garage door from your phone... from anywhere!
Stackable board game storage - think Tupperware for your game closet. Find any game quickly, remove it easily and never lose pieces again.
The Quirky Cupckae tower
The Ultimate Grapefruit Spoon
FlipSip
BIKE SAFETY TOOLâ€¦â€¦
All-in-one Washer /Dryer Combo
PORT-A-CUP
LEG/KNEE SUPPORT
SLIDE BUTTON SCREWDRIVER
Safe disinfectant wipes
Invest in the VEST FOR LIFE
BABY CAP'S
Palm i.t.
baseballbat hollder
Milk Stimulation Bra
Quirky grass cutter
Use a cutter knife dunal
Strap Aid
pockets gloves
MF USB Flash Drive
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING RADIO
Smart mirror
Clockendar
Math Tronic Charging LocBox
Reverse belt buckle
Smart Kids Camera Toothbrush
Cloud 9
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Laisse Ã croc
Casement Screen
Children's Auto Head Support
Pivot Car USB Charger
Cookout set pray
Aqua Garden Trowel
Skyper
Faceit Faucet
â˜€SafeGen â€“ Advanced Generatorâ˜€
Activears
emergency faucet generator
Spotter Video! Not a line ext
The Grimples
Coal mining theme park
3rd Eye
Caution Safety Lights
Propeg
ClÃ© USB d'archive
Doppler Clock
Mini projector with keyboard
Cord Saver
Door position holder
STACK PC
Tab Dispenser
MUSIC TO MY EARS BABY HAT/BAND
Car/Train magnetic track
Remote Locator
Patty Popcorn
easy-drink
Simple Magnetic Generator
Iced Coffee Maker
Wasp trap
Mobile 3D Printer
****Apple Seed's*****
Diaper change helper
Race Day
Street seat
The Squeaker
Eas-E Suction
Fan Cool Pack
Rodables!
Art pin coushion brazalete
Bluetooth Bracelet Connected
Paper Plate Palette
M-protect
Thermo-nator!
Brosse Ã Dents Duplex
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toothbrush+mouthwash all in 1
Lego Vacuum
restaurant highchair toy catch
Laundry Libations
Overload alarm system
sneaker cleaner
Kitchen Canister with Measure
The Bike Indicator
Night Time Nanny
Wrist Charger
Purseswitch (purse switch)
Crutchboots
Airbag Prop for furniture
Magnetic Propelled Toy Race Track
Adjustable vacuum wand
tele-phone for elders
Fish Maze
Smoker's Band Aide
Drink &amp; Play
Wind-Venting Umbrella
Dust Buster Extender
Tissue Safari
Wink Dose
Reloadable Paint Brush
Air Bag Cycling Jersey
An inflatable band or collar that can quickly fill itself with gas made from reacting tricarboxylic acids and chlorates.
World's Best Paper Clip
Bracelet anti-vomitif
Occasional lights
RELOCATED PORTS CELLPHONE CASE
Heads Up Navigation from Phone
Cozy Comfort Mat
InteractiveGuitarEffectPedals
life support usb charger
RFID keys and divider system
mousse dispenser
Reusable Smart Shipping Box
TecnoPillow
Jump N' Go
Safe Baby Play Pen
Antispy clip
Lint Roller meets Grass Roller
Washing Water Tissue
Hybrid Air Conditioning
Secure Wheel Chock
heat sweater
Whips &amp; finger door preventer
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Simple projector for chill out
Glass panel boards
Phone anti loss/theft
Colour Guard
Where's My Pet?
Intelligent light.
texting clothes dryer
Tower hides 14 plugs w/photos
Transformation of A4 paper
zip-arounds
GPS with Saferoute
Retractable socket w/ breaker
Sensor-laden Golf sleeve
Refrigerator Note Pad
USB Powered Holiday Lights
Comfort of Home
POCKET VACUUM-The tiny vacuum
Cane Bag
In Context
Drawing board
evaporative air cooler
No Fault Dashcam
Clock stand
Strong Grip Dog Bowl
Swim. goggles with rear view
Lights Off = Sleep Happy-App
Science Craft Dough Maker
Coffre parapluie
Heart Band
Gift Wrap Wrap
The Adventures of Angel &amp; Finn
Visi-Flex THE LCD SCREEN HAT
Hydraulic Battery Changer
Scale For Pick Up Truck
Intelligent hydration bucket
Hair dye machine
EXPANDABLE Pet Bed
Smart Luggage ID Tag
Choice Smoke Alarm
Smart Microscope
Chaussons nettoyeur
Dragon Head
Unique ceramics!
Color Picking Pen
SleepEZ Glasses
Happy tree stand
"Escape Velocity" Wetsuit
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Ball and Brush
HEATED MASSAGE BATH MAT/PILLOW
The lifter
web http
APPControl for air-cond inCar
Floss box alarm
baby guard
CoÃ±ata Pan Press
Edibowl
Safe Child
Shower Mat
Pyrex Glass Microwave Cover
Light Socket OR Fixture Link
Plus 1
Relationship Goblet
Give N Go Battery
Bateau de bain futur physicien
QUIRKY COLLABORATE
Floss-eaze
Mums heartbeat mat
Bike Tow
SmartSync Shopping List
Wink Buffet Train
Pill Safe of the Future #WINK
Personal Mini Bar
Smart Atomizer
Cement Truck Food Mixer
Speaker Snap
Keyboard Night Light
Easy weight
Visual Car Finder
Tv Tint
Children Car-Seat Monitor
The Crossfit Fitness Craze
Scribbles Infinity
Wrapping Storage Station
Fish shape skewer
refrigerator cookie slicer
Baby alert alarm.
dÃ©odorant universel
Magnetic Mason Jar Lids
The perfect Toilet
Quantitative spoon
Shopping Cart Bag holder
Tuck-D-Gut
Bodylike Basin of Screw Nuts
MultiPurpose Color Fabric Wrap
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PRISE DE COURANT MAGNETIQUE
The Measuring Pot
golites
Towel partition with names.
Revive Alarm Clock
Air Conditioner Drip Watering
Sink Tools Organizer
VersaTrack
Feeding bottle with thermomete
anti gliss
Jar-Juicer
Fini les tires bouchons
Restaurant Pager App
wallet condom protector
Voice Control Device
Too hood for your own good.
Ending Global Poverty
Take Down Curtain Rods NPP
Modularly Replaceable LED Lamp
Micro Steam Cloth Facial
Melt Away Snow Shovel
Mantis Pro
Texting and driving disabled
Glass for dunking cookies
Wink PnP VPN Device
SmartOn
A Kids Fan with colored Blade
Your Last Cell Phone Case EVER
Peace Keepers of Planet Earth
Popsicle Maker
Smart Fan
App-Enabled Food Containers
Fantasy Play Box
CamBrella
Harman Power-Phones
Impact door guide
Cupcake that stick to liner
The Musicians Apprentice
Chewable Pens
Kinetic Human Battery
Air Tent
NO POKIES
Leash Trainer
Rolload
APP Central Gas Stopcock
4 IN A ROW GAME WITH PICTURE AND COLOUR PRINTS on front and back of each game-piece. The children will love it (suitable from 1,5 year).
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QUIRKYVILLE
Mouse Touch Screen
Safety Harness Beacon
Tampon Loop
Pendulous Pannier
EMOTKID
personal shopping cart
Cordies Plus
Woof-Fi Speakers
Switch for Cars Trucks Bikes
grill flying pan
dual rifle bedding kit
Automatic window vent
MakerBuddy
Mental gaming headset
Bird Feeder Camera
Beer Can Wrap
Burgler Stopper
Atto Brewery
Fishing Pole Cap
Easy smoke detector
Grill Wrangler Pro 4 in 1 Tool
Fire stopper
Bloody Bullitt
Battery organizer box/case
Safely Home
Connected photoframe
Sharky Nails
Spot My Bike
Restroom Privacy Curtain
The Infant Naval Bandaid
Barbie Fashion Model Deluxe
Musical Kids Headphone
Le Book n' sleep
Induction Platter
MOBILE WIFI PORTABLE PRINTER
Computer fan air purifier
WINK Audio/Video instructions
Snow and sand faces
Heart Rate Alarm Clock
Hot/Cold Animal House
For real smart phone
Jersey Name Replacements
Revolving outlet
Do-it-yourself display lamp
Connecteur enceintes Bluetooth
Crossword Puzzle/Sudoku Marker
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pocket nail clippers
CAM Pad
copules vacation planer
Dog collar app enabled
Cape de pluie Pratique
Life savor or Saving Lives
Smart Fridge
Fun Flashlight Bracelet
Usb Outlet Adapter
Floss Guard
Sheetrock Compound Caulking
The Safe Bannana
cell phone extender
The seethrough
double sided ty rap
Your times up shower head
iGreeting
The Universal Bio-Lock
MAGNETIC LED PIN LIGHT
Personal Restaurant Music!
3d printing rc quadcopter
Panel Backings
Produit douche anti moustiques
MÃ¶EBIUS STRIP SCREEN
Gazyfour
Electronic PlacemAd
Longer Ironing Board
USB Drive Leather Bracelet
No Mess Nail Clipper
Pivot Power Wall-crawler
APPLes N more list maker
Glow Rug
PAINTIES
Family Bed
Appel de tÃ©lÃ©commande
Tar Balls
Illuminated Night City Poster
Diet Aid Perfume
Silicone Grill Vent Tab
Wine Butler Tray
Purse App
hair cap/net, with skirt/vail
Quick release
CAM Pad
Peace of mind Vending
Halte au piratage de donnÃ©es
I-Handi Grip Handle
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All gone
The bagger
Trash Bagger
Plant Mountain
Photoboat
Handicap Stool
Car Ride Simulator
Clip for door
Smart Bath Water Level Alert
Computer Mouse operate by feet
Smart HVAC zoning system
Design R Luggage
E-Paper Bulletin Board
Fire blowing Mask
Shipping on the Other Hand
Door Opening Counter
Stay on Task
life of a droplet
smear clear eyes
Golf Ball locator
Purse Cooler
universal wireless headphones
Protect-U-Nail
One-handed baldy hair trimmer
Slapp Appy
Store Use-Pump Up Atomizer
Easy IceTray
Multi-tri portable play statio
pistolet de pompe Ã essence
SUNVISORplus
The Language Translater
stearingwheel texter
i-trim
The shoe shine
Bed Mounted iPhone Charger
WonderScene backdrop toy
Bath To The Future
Temp Bed
social charity
Scrap Book Stickers PhotoBooth
DS Lanyard Holder
Le four season connect
soil moisture indicator
Weighted Child Seat Protector
Outdoor Automatic Swing
Travi-Iron
Car Door Impact Prevention
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HD over Bluetooth
rear view for bicycle
Putting smart trainer
Auto lyric cleaner
cricket handler
Dog Gone
Allume Barbecue
Baseboard cleaner
Phone Sunscreen
Labeled Knife-Block
Blast !
Winter Gown
P-FUNNEL
SnapON-ColdGon
The Boot Trolley
Cheap Car Multimedia System
hide a board
Wrinkle remover
UV mobile screens
The After baby All-in-one Vest
Bouncy Ball Park
Still a cowboy helme
Millions hate baby wipes!!!
Backless
Text pad
Mascot/Logo Mask
the Lugo Table
Pre-Matching Clothing for Men
ss
toe kick step
Shower Speakers
Transport bÃ©bÃ© facile valise
Straight edge
Cap Off
Surface water cleaning robot
fifteen-second handwash timer
Grandma iPad Control App
iPhone AP that lets you have control of your children's iPhone.Who they can call and how long they can talk to them each day.Be in Control!
Dish Warrior Gloves
pince a ampoule
slipper keeper
Automatic Window Shades
safe shower
Glory Shine
Food-Wise
sanitary crutch handle
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A plexiglass safe haven with built in bushes for the baby fish to hide in from big brother and Sister who eat them all up.Save the babies!
windproof market umbrella
Wallet Pull Tabs
"PORTASWING" Adult comfort
PrivaTint
Dot to Dot Game App
Candlesticks lighting
Tampon clean bag
The Perfect Srub Top
ASPI CLIK
The Suspender Hanger
GreenWink PowerSavR SmartPlugs
AnimalJam Stuffed AnimalMattel
I-Patch
baby formula express
Nail polish holder
tapgrill
Siren Door Stop
Wine barrel topping system
Safe Stir
NoMess Steak Pan
Cap Display Window
Easi Talk
One Cool Ball Mouse
LIGHT BULB CONVERTER
Toothgems
let's carpool handheld panels
Ideal Charge
The Doo Stick
The Perfect Paint Edger
Comfort Reader
Password Protector
cozy drive thru
Kitchen GRATE
Piezo sportsgear line
THE SUN TAN WAND
The Language Translater
arco tira flecha
sattdown night glow
clean the earth
light control
Invisible TV Stand
AppEnabled Secure Battery Box
Headphone cable wrap.
Holiday Hanging Lights
rechargeable pace maker
la poche-pantalon tÃ©lÃ©phone
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digital ear plugs
Cadenas sans clÃ© ni code
Round Up
La power roll compact
HeadPhones to Sleep
Car SmartPhone Holder
Telescoping Back Bar Stool
Light Saviour
The iBag -Tablet attache case
Baby Car Seat Sensor Alarm
remote pet motion sensor ball
Sprinkler fertilizing system
A plexiglass safe haven with built in bushes for the baby fish to hide in from other fish who wants to eat them all up.Help Save the Baby's!
Folding Utility Cart
ReLeash
T-storm sleep aid
Cling Film Wrapping Paper
The Better tissue holder
self cleaning razor
beverage warmerand cooler
Songphones
Collar Device Insignia Guide
LED CORD SLEEVE
disposible toilet
Hydrowhiff
Bedtime Signals
Egg White Boiler
Workout Powered Generator
Back pack suit case
Car-brella clamp on car cover
Leak relief
Countertop Pepper Mill
community
Battery Cover Tether
Lighter Buddy
Gravity Generator boost!
slick whiskers
Rock-a-bye bed
BIRD HOUSE
Cottage Pain
cool tablets
easy to cook
toilet tabs
New House
funny mustache
Heated Wiper Blades
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No Wire Earbuds
Tweener Garden Rake
COCO-COLA
Water Jug Coin Counter
Baby Glider
i have a great big idea
infrasolaire salle de bain
Pull Down Attic Stairs Foot; Make Installation easy.No More Angle Cuts Straight Cuts Only. Also For Repairing Existing cracked/broken Stares
Pet Finder
Flower Power
Cal-Pal
Magic tÃ©tine
Flairs
Traffic Sign 2.0
EXTRALINK RACHETT SET
Sticky Cheaters
Wrapping Paper Caddy
Back to Before
App-Enabled Water Ball
PHOTONAM
Clean Seat
Special door handle
Cordless Metalworker's Bench
Lisseur de poche sans fils
NO BURN PATCH
special golf shirt
Portable Ratchet Ramp-lift
Easy access
Grippies
Multipurpose cutter
Digi-thermal cooler
Smart Bluetooth Water Bottle
Designer Hardware
salon stick pro
Color Changing Curling Iron
memory card storge
2,3 or 4 man chess board
Tatoo-you
The non-infectionable Hose
Non-smokers Defence
Sun Leaf
The Cart Clip
The Summer Breeze Under The Covers Bed Heater/Fan - Sleep In Perfect Temperature, Never Be To Hot Or to Cold Again In Bed.
Slip No More !
Keys tracker beeping gpsfinder
Brushalong
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Clear Safe
NFL hard case for your i-phone
Power of the Future
PIEDS GONFLES ET SURCHAUFFES
EASY TO ATTACH DOG COLLAR
Snow melting car covers
Illuminate your Treasures
Mood Changer 1400
MyVote
close the door thingy
Adjustable wrist teething
dongle USB no-noÃ¯ze
The All in One - HOE
Unplug
Online -TOMORROW /FUTURISTIC
I would call my idea a filter.
Taveling sluice box
Covert Weaponized Bacteria
SANGLE pour PORTER SKI&amp; BATON
Cellphone Case w/ CC Swiper
Elastic Basket for Ladder
Warm Hand Rowing Oars
Miracle Mulch
The Cork Shaver
Loyalty Cards Storer
Valet Cam
NFL colored string of lights
FlynStyle Magazine Organizer
The Sun Brush
TV REMOTES IN COLOR
The RhythmBRAâ„¢
Mist,Aroma and CO2 Ring Cannon
Power Station Belt
Color a Puzzle
Bath Fan w App-Enabled Sensors
MONITOR BABY - HEADPHONES ON!
Earbud Mute Adapter
Stackable Spill Proof Coasters
Garden Tweezers
Nimbus smartwatch or watch app
In-toy-rrupter
Hands-free Iphone view cord
MAGIC FRAME
key ear buds
Retractable Vacuum Cord
Smart phone stylus holder case
SENSOR TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER
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Easy phone finder
Auto Food Tray
Safe sealing tape cutter
The Bore Buster
Body Wand
Zipper Gym towel
Travel Bed Bungalow
Tool Gate
Mini Car Air Conditioner
FixEar
Tortoise
Football Smart Chip
Fun Touch Tip
iPhone Web
iLight
Child Guardian Sticker
The Super soaper
Arrow Tracker
KOVERVISION
Universal Sliding Phone Stand
Flaitable tire
App-Enabled humidifier
Unlimited eReading Cover
Screen2go - Double your View !
Insta-wall appliquÃ©s
Disc Cataloging System
Magna-roll
Height Adjustable Broom
Dvd expandable shelf step
Cell Phone Forever Battery
Cord Companion
Transplantable wick
Interview App
pomme/poire douche adaptable
Treadmill Desk For Electronics
Red Wine Teeth Stain Remover
Conventional Oven Lazy Susan
all in one wash&amp;dry systems
Sweat band absorber
Quirky GE Wink "SPOT"
Easy Holder
AROMA BOMB
Home Keyless Entry
Enclosed Knife Compartment
Got Your Back
Power outlet with usb
Webcam stickers
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Check- it
Auto Feed Kitchen Scissor
Speech gum shields
Hide-away power outlets
The Time Machine
Anti-theft device at beach
Super Zeus!
Variable Speed Bath Fan
COZE
BEACH BUDDY BEACH TOWEL
Multi-purpose funnel
Nail Polish Dip
Roller Grass Sled
TORSADE
Window Messenger
Virtual Wallet
Denture container
Lotion Dispensing "Back Buddy"
TEL UP
Anti-SwampButt Motorcycle Seat
Cakepan ready to cut wax paper
Digital Ant Farm (app enabled)
WiFi USB outlet (WiPlug)
Wire trash can
'Post-it' Monitor Frame
The fallowing bag
advanced manual toothbrush
Sole mate
housse de couette pratique
Front Hub for MAC
GO GLOW!
CRUST CUTTER
Hug-A-Tree
Wireless Bulb holder
SOCtopus
Toothbrush topper
Inflatable rubber bed
Khora Image Processing
BOITIER-CLES
SAVE-Safety Alert for VEhicles
iWrap
Porkfolio Canadian Version
Wallpaper Stripping Steamer
Picture Pin
Casque de protection Ã©clairant
Sweat Workout Glove
Hover Craft
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Perfume and lotion dispenser
Compressible Pillow
Solar Light Bird Feeder
Longboard Brakes
Candle inside of a light bulb
SachetSaver
Keyboard light strips
Ã®rz to hear
The Urban Bindle Staff
The WADEO
nail varnish dryer
Razor Head Smart Case
Lawn and Garden Saver
Battery Butt
warm wheel
Auto Keyboard Cleaner
the best ide
Dryer washing machine screen
Flat Cornered Sheet
My Bandage
Backpack Stand
Pratik'priz
Wireless oxygen sensor
Speech enabled 3D CAD software
fix web page quirky
Wallet/Individual Cards Pop Up
Zank
wink FLOATER. Water Leveler.
Quiet Intercom Fan
Car Safety Sign
Find my shoes
Lollipop ipad handle
Perfect Temperature Wine
Mini, Micro, and USB Ext cable
Bendable Kid Tunnels
I-Eye
disposable dish cloths
Never lose wallet
LAWN E- Z Fertilizer System
PAPIRO,
Anti-dust for SLR Cameras
score cam
Bed Mattress Saver
Wink-Bamboo Wine Rack.
Snow Shovel With Salt Dispense
la pastis box
Shiny buds
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Smart water cut off
Etui d'Ã©couteurs
Noslipdoggieboots
Smart Pill Scale
Sand Bag Holder
quick-n-fresh
polarized windshield
over the tops, earings
Smart Luggage
PubTrans Tracker 2013
Party ice chest
Wristband that connects hearts
Wireless Wall Charger
are you a fan of this fan?
Battery Charger/Recharger USB
Contrepoids ecouteurs
tent air matress
The Smart Jar !!!
inverter remote control
Plus card all-n-1
Multi Holiday Outdoor lights
iYUM
Sponge Rubber Scrub Bristles
Key finder
Al LinedVented Football Helmet
YOUNIT
MeconoMorph
Earring looking headphones
Robot Qui Fait Tout
Rechargeable Outlet
House Helmet
Dailey medication dispenser
Reel-it-in-Drain Stopper
LPad
Pillowess
Intuitive Anti-Slip Mat
Lower Flag To Half Staff
Secure Board (SB)
Snap Together Energy
Traveling Suit Jacket Valet
DRIVE ON RAMP/JACK
eye glass extension
Easy Timer
xenon Wristwatch
Home Depot Bath Fan Challenge
UTENSILS-SELF ELEVATE-HYGIENIC
lazy susan for patio table
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The Cell Phone Holder
PSD STATION
Home Jellyfish Aquarium
Ladies High Heel Floor Protect
password
Selfie Mirror
Key ring opener
Crib Notes
Safety Wormz
SUITCASE WITH DRAWERS, CHAIR &amp;
Mirror Mirror on the Wall...
Simple Email Control
warm..toasty..stress reliever.
Auto Spotter Weight Machine
Text safe
Computer Utility Bar
tampoon carryon
SOCK BUDDY
THE POO CLAW
Condensation Catcher
Portable Willpower
Litter Box Window Unit
Ear Buddies
Ladder Hook
My flavor
BOTPUSH
Save a Lid
Find my
Stone-Hinge
Walking, climbing chair
Roots
Bimmy
Photo frame that talks to you.
Christmas Light Cover
Easy Key'
Comfy Earmuffs
tv without remote control
Stroller Handle Extender
Lotion and Gel bottle cutter
Fit six headphones
Scented car cabin air filters
Body Language Interpreter- app
Golf ball finder
Dual pocket Ziploc bag
BATH FAN HOME DEPOT
Gaffer
The Light Stick
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Retractable Curtain Hooks
Rolling walker handibag
Kangaroo Gift Label
Locators
Bath Fan Home Depot- Wink
iWear
Baby Carriage Snow blades
remote control pager
Hail Cover
Frozen Yogurt Divider
Mini Jelly machine
Instant Postcard photo frame!
Food2U
Sunglass Saver
Radar Safe
Remote Control Finder
Text Disabler
UV Box
Solar house gutters
Couple's Temperature Blanket
Tablet Buddies
Oprostation
The Smart Clock
Nose warmer lets you sleep
SpellWell
Car Wash Brush
Never have missing socks again
Mini Microphone Talk to Text
Bacon Juice-Dog Food Spritz
scented ashtray
Footwear fast drying
Panorama T-Shirts
Photo composition overlays
Safe Wrap
micro ondes antirouille
Time Punch
The Slate Outdoors
Oink Up!
Future Frozen Fruit Pop Maker
making a list checkin it twice
Micro Braider
Obstacle Course
Scented Surgical Mask
Retractable broom
'Eggs'tractor
Garage Alert
Guitar Strap With Pick Holder
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Washable Quiet Laundry Basket
Phone Charger Flashlight
CART CALCULATOR
Perfect pour
Hot Feet - Multi Zone Mattress
Toastys -Heated Gloves
Stripper Stopper
Voice activated cruise control
The Fan Sock
Auralphones
automatic car clock
iPhone Glo-Call
Brush and Go
Beach Go-Pak
The Zip-off Comforter/Duvet
day and night glasses
Mat Maven Covers
Two Tone Diamonds
The magic sheet
Crap!key
gobelet pique nique stable
Bouteille Anti-Gachis
The Pilly Scraper
easy edge tape
I-PC
carvac crevice attachment
Extension Cord Snap
Laptop
make a sticker
laser show light
Tablet device using smartphone
Hand weights for dog leash
Soft-Ride Wings Head Support
Universal Tailgate Grill
Super Lava Lamp
Water Purifier Plus
Foldable half-yard stick
Item Finder
Absorb-a-pants
Propane tank transport holder
Aftermarket Car HUD Display
Dashboard charger
Shoe&amp;Shoe
Bag keeper
Vanity Holder/Surge Protector
An extra "X" on the keyboard
Electronic Pet Bath
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trotteur pour bebe
Cart on the Go
instant light
Microwave Food's Drip Dry Grid
Spoon Dispenser
Cat-A-Tack
App-enabled portable labeler
Power Assist for Can Opener
Sliding patio door Smart Lock
USB Toys with memory storage
Water Bottle Tool Kit for Bike
Lap Dogs
QUIRKY'S SOUND SYSTEME !!!!
Ratchable vise grips
Self cleaning pedicure
Butch, My Cleaning Buddy
your choice alarm clock
Guardian
CLIP-O
EMERGENCY LIGHT AND HEAT KIT
Solar Powered iPad Case
EASY CLEAN RAIN GUTTER
Hanging CD shelf
Valve Alert!
Copricapo free&amp;easy
The Bask Mask
The Giant Pool Skimmer Net
Thermos anti-brÃ»lure
Abc
Catch Collar
Rolling Offset Cookie Cutters
car warning
Clean Car
Spindle Painter
WINC: Intimate flushable cloth
Baignoire avec graduation
Sanding glove
Comfortable float belt
Digital Tags
Sleepers
Fruit Catcher
Chew flasks (chew brew)
BrightBeats
Inta-Tongs
Swivelling Sunbrella
Car Talk
#OOTD
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Sticky Solar Phone charger
SMART Drying Line
Heated Thermal Domes for SNOW
Baby Diaper Pail
Crowd link online treadmill
AMAZING Cool Head Beach Pillow
Shoe Guard
Cozy Toes Electric Blanket
brosse wc +
Multi head phone charger
Dental Massage Tray
Sight App
Colorful 250V Plug Extentions
DIY-shoe
Mobile Device Tripod Mount
Pivot Power Pal
Smart parachute
Automotive oil gauge
Soap Leftovers --&gt; A New Bar
Johnny Toothpaste
EZ air filter for the furnace
App controlled water-shutoff
stay put curb trash can lid.
solar cooler
No. 2 Pencil Grip Sharpener
Car Hand Sanitizer Dispenser
Toddler snacks
Duplicateur Ã chaussettes
The Bendi Headphone
Power Ball cap, On go power.
Sticky Note Tote
Duo Pen
My Extra Hand
Quirky Polaroid Camera
Dual-Microwave
Bath Fan Home Depot Challenge
Spray Clean
The Seat Lifter
The Grooming Comforter Cover
Lace Bands
Boot Blanket
Car Sunroof Screen
House App Master Control
The Real Cat Walk
SNOW WRITERS(RESUB)
Apple USB Charge Indication
Cell-A-Strap
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"Anchor Arm"
Sleep Heap
pickapatent.com
NFL Windchimes
ZIP-GRIP
Embelishments for your bag
Pull Up Handle's Gadget Tray
Thunderbolt USB hub
PUSH N' MALL
The Game Changer
Car Phone Cooler
Battery-Powered Heated Shaving
Heated Shovel
Food Search App
anses pour pot de fleurs.
Smart Jacks
GERMINATION STATION-AppControl
Ambience light and sound fan
Shopping cart sidewith mirrors
MANICURE HAND SHIELD
Add-on Phone Case
Stand By Heater
Quirky calendar
no mess eraser
Shufflers
Keeping books open
Handy sponge
Le canapÃ© extensible
FM My Music
Lotion Stick
leash sleeve
PACK A PUNCH
The Ringer Toilet cleaner!!
Lighting Proof Double Umbrella
Points Collector Card
Wireless Charging AA Batteries
2 in 1 Paint Brush
Carded Coozie
BBQ Skewer Therometer
Outlet Baby Guard, GE+
I am the eye in the sky
Scratch and Sniff Advertising
App enabled ear thermometer
Upholstery protecting Wraps
Poles barbecue spin
Scalp Sunscreen
Track Your Guns!
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The LOCK-LEASH for DOGS
Snazzy kneepads
easy shampoo
Wink Wall Hooks
Hook fastener
Task Sponge
The Pill Hopper
erasa marker
iBushel
Tracker
Magnetic Pushpin Backing
Resort Chair Umbrella Holder
plunger guard
Grocery Bag Trunk Rack
Step Up
Plastic Zipper Gloves
Program shower head saves wate
Baby flower
Rising Office Chair
ADD-A-BAND
Le portable de l'instant
Smart Dock for smartphones
Callus Corrector
no blindsight
The Buddy
Sports Media Wrap
Sensor &amp; App for Vacuum Bags
Trick Coffee Mug
Pocket Cloud!
Quirky Clock
Holdee
The Home and Away Bidet
computer remote
ROLLING RACER GAME
safe propeller
Dash Doctor
Good looking!
Coffee cup Holder
Cordless Hairdyer
Power Block IEC
MMW
Christmas light securely
pop up toilet seat
Re-verse
Lux Remote
Liquid Multi fountain of youth
Contoured pool brush
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Sock ID
Save life
The iHandle
Post office app
Weather GPS
kiddy pins bluetooth
Meal Relief App
We discoverd The COCONUT KIDS
MANUALS.COM
InsideSecurity Window Shutters
BBQ AIR DAM
White board labels
Product Ingredient Comparison
Driver Elbow Pads
Home Depot Shower Fan
Solar Galaxy S4 Flip Charger
FreeHeat
INEXPENSIVE USB BIKE LIGHT
Nimbus 2.0...New and improved.
Cracked Phone Finger Saver
Sunrise Sleep Mask
My In Bag
Knot me
Children are our Future
BagLites Women's Handbags
cycletread
Iphone case
Bed-Able Tablet Table
scrubby
Easy Splitter
Portable Outlet
The 3 Way
Water Bottle Lip Balm
Dyson Style Fan
Magnetic Deer Scent System
Humbrella
the worlds toughest puzzle!!
Bubble Brush
Personal Stock Ticker
Pop Measure
Creative Outside Games App
TAG and ORDER
Smart Box
Family Communication Device
Remote Finder on TV
car phone charger using OBD
Smart Pulse Massager
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Mist Pods
Stovetop Burner Detection
text glove
Toilet bowl cleaner notifier
Pull-a-charge
Popout mouse pad
Golf Ball Tracker
CONCRETE MAG FLOAT LEVEL
Pet Odder Plus
Calc,A/V, TV,Phone,Net watch
snow clean
STEP LADDER with PULL UP TRAY
nightbug light
Spectavision
Scan Cart (Grocery Cart)
Hang Right
External Hard Drive For Phone
CHARGE IT BRACELET-wear power!
Hot Wheels Water Racer
Macbook Plate
Brosse WC avec un centre creux
Child Car Seat Alarm
Scrubberroller
The Store and Pour
Hang Clip
Mario Party Boardgame
Fruit and Vegetable Slicer
Old Miss Lubricant
Retractor
Wink-Enabled Jewelry Box
Easy Socks
Carry-on with laptop pocket
Shower-ometer
Shower gel soap bar
crank powered charger
Handy Helping Tool
Air2Water -Solar Powered Flask
Hand Flow Pump
Bathroom Fan w/LED Home Depot
Bobble Razor
Removable Wheelchair Seat
The Condo Christmas Tree
Hold Two Cups of Coffee in One
ShopVac Musical Accessory
CATorNOT
ReCarb'd
Bath Fan Home Depot
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Doggie Ear Rings
Spin Shutter
Harman's Sound Gear
NEAT SEAT
Wheelchair cargo net
3d pic and video share app
Underground Sprinkler Saver
All in one XMas Tree Stand
iStorage
shoe steamer and dryer
WINDHEAR
Build your own pillow
Date It!
Safety eggs
Clean Jar
Tactical O-Ring Light
Eyeglass Finder
Cartouche d'encre rechargeable
licensethebrandfuture.com
Wifi Power Air
Multi credit card app.
Silicone Baking Edgers
Stock
eScope
Windshield Ice
Spotter Modular V2
App-. Invisible Curtains Mover
Drip Tip Safety Net
The toilet seat raiser-dropper
Akeelahr
Mini razor
Make Your Own Play-Dough
Electronic Picture Receipt App
BLANKET BUDDIE
Portable Charger for USB
Bond Girl Purse
Flatty Caddy
Self Camera Stick Camera
TableMate
Heater Cup
Temp sense tub grips
NotebookStand
Steel Cap Ugg Boots
LEAF BAG
NEVER FREEZE HOSE
T-Clean
Item GPS
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Golf Yardage Sunglasses
Ball Pit Quick
E-Z instant pocket
SnapVid
bug detector app
Selective Pet Feeder
Hinged Flower Pot
Mi-Fi
POT LID
Quadricharger
built in case charger
Digital Wall Calendar
VELV-IT
Compacting Pattern Melts Snow
Film for Quirky's polaroid
wrapping paper slicer
24/7 gratuit garde d'enfants
Camelback Pillow
Safe Strap
HTPC &amp; Wireless Mech-Keyboard
Caxton
DeLorean
Bluetooth Translator
Doomsday Covers
TravelRosary steering wheel co
INSTANT DRY UMBRELLA
The playground 6 in 1 for baby
THE SIDE-BEAM Lighting System
Floating Gate Wave Power
Double down hooks
Safe Kid
Non slip purse strap strip
Command Chair
SunCaster II
chair on wood splitters
Knot In My Back
Super Sun Sleeves
Body Language Analyzer
shower back and body scrubber
Spike Bowl
Low toilet paper alert
Potty Training Simplified
Like Egg Minder...for contacts
The Couple's Alarmclock
Mini Kinetic Generator
Headboard Power
A messenger style bag/seat
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Neck Warmer
Swap top
Pet Friendly Patio Screen Door
Water Recycling
Easy Access Drawers
PuffBrush
EASY SHEETS
Left Me
Tornado Bottle
"Cool" Gloves
Remote Locator
Pig rims
Blade Aid
Invisible watch
Snore no more.
The rain sensing gutter
easy go brake lite sensor
Suspended WheelBarrow
Ceinture tÃ©lÃ©phone BluTooth
Clean and Collect
Swear Jar
Truck Snow/Ice Remover DeIcer
Weed Eater Creeper
Ninja Sock Star
Tesla Free Energy Transmitter
Fresh air bath fan
Car Friendly Umbrella
Sight sharpener
Know my Eyes
Appliance Power Hub
The Perfume Tracker
Enable from anywhere flat iron
SOAP CUBBY
humidifier "simplus"
Plug-in type - portable fan
Base board pre made corner
Face Saver
Glowing light bulb
voice automated doors
Baby Watchdog Car Seat
Le range fils bouton
Instant Heat for your Car!
What's For Dinner? App
Save~a~framer
Front steering organizer
Airbag Smartphone case
Digital coffee thermos
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JOGGER AIR FLOW VEST COOLS YOU
cushions for candian rockers
Fire ember deflection kit
Smart Finger
FlowerPixel Cube
Sleep Tight
Polish Pal
meuble tv hifi
Car maintenance reminder
BOX FAN/HUMIDIFIER
Christmas tree squirrel
Ladder Socks
The shutter Garden
iPhone/ buds case
home security deterrent
Reflexology massage glove
Hanging Makeup Traveler
Rappel de la date du jour....
Thumb Tack Flag
iGUEST
Shoe dev with sensor melt snow
TÃ©tine sifflante pour BÃ©bÃ©.
In Ear translator
GE battery-powered Floating TV
Bath Fan
WaterNotesÂ®
Flat colourful extension cord
iPhone E-Cig Case
The Sofa Rake
WANT TO TALK TO ISS ASTRONAUTS
Retractable Training Leash
SQWASH CLOTH
Mirrored Smart phone case
interactive case
Valet CAM
MINI POWERSHELL FOR AUTOMOBILE
Rainfall Catchall
Disposable Stethoscope Shield
Landline-to-VoIP Connector
wonder wrench
air tight electrical box
tidy shelves
Internet (wifi) Clock
Wing dipper
Refillable whiteboard markers
kitty sifter litterbox
A/C in a Can
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Heated hand gloves
Defrost Bottles
The CLIPIN - for cork boards!
Projector Birthday
GifTrack
App Enabled defroster
Super scooper scraper
Stretchy phone charger
Zimla
Cereal Fridge Dispenser
Wild Babeez
App Enabled Neighborhood watch
USB Powered Wrist Massager
natural gas and fire sensor
PANTRY Scanner
Extension Cord Outlet
Doggie don't go!
Driveway Snow Averter
Radio rÃ©veil programmÃ©
Paper Receipt Processor
Carpal Tunnel Cool Gel Glove
2014 SLED PANTS!!
Pen on ear
French Lock
The Beat Glove
Swivel double seat deer stand.
RAPID'DECONGEL
Under pockets
Mirror and ironing board combo
Airplane Sleep Aid
Igloo's car
?
Nail White
Promotional MenuSpecs
candle quick stick
shelves on wood splitters
Curtain Calls
Dual Gas Tank
14"remote controlled lawnmower
FridgeScan: Wink + Barcodes
Capture Gun
Bluetooth Picture Frame
The driver enhancer
GPS BRACELET
The Compact Desc
Motor Oil Squeeze Insert
Find em'
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REAL Soapy Hand Wash
The Trash Bag Transporter
Quirky Jerky
wobble ball
Soft Glo fan night light
Drivers seat purse hook
Bath Tunes
Create-A-Monster
Scissor Cutting Height Guide
ToothBrush Minder
bra strap stay
Easy Feed &amp; Clean Cat Bowl
Remote control leaf collector
Scentsless #2
handheld ear mirror
slippery socks
Prevent Alzheimers Supplement
Paint Edges Or Lines Like A Professional Without The Needed Skills. A Vacuum Suction Assisted Paint Edging Tool. No Waste, A Reusable Unit.
The Toilet Paper Dispenser, Let's Put It On Wheels, With It's Toilet Paper Storage Conveniently Integrated Together As A Single Unit.
AppMed
Patterned foundation forms
Giraffe ipad stand
IPHONE PLUG
Musical Chairs Game Reimagined
BIG Rubber Band
Battery "BackPack" for iPhones
T2Rack
One step laundry
Tow-Away
Smartplugs
Colornet
Grid-It inspired Power Hub
Infrared Beam Fence/Wall
BAND-AIDS THAT FIT!!!!
Steri- seal
license plate reader
Voice Notes
Remote Viewing Ovens
STATION NECESSITY
test
Foldable travel tray
line spool holder
Virtual Birthday Candle
Pizza Pal
The Future Bathroom Fan
Wind Chimes Transport and Damp
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App Enabled Party Lamp
Smart Power
Diced Bite Sized Pizza Cutter
Pop Up Grocery Bag
Laser lamp free light to all
Automatic bathtub washer
quicker cook
The Perfect Strainer
Interactive Tv &amp; DVD program
Extra Grip Trashcan
iPod 5, iPhone 5 drawing case.
The Vein Scanner
tree drape
Find it Shopping App
configurable tv
Ultimate Sports Hat
Easy Leaves
momy help
Wireless Electricity Converter
door bell that answer back
Home Depot Bathroom fan
Power where you need it!
Handsfree Window Cleaner ROBOT
Improved Washing machine
phone app enabled padlock
Hands Dry Water Cover
Grocery Scan Phone Apps
ENROULEUR POUR ECOUTEURS AUDIO
Carviator
Snapchat
school books
Drip Cuffs
Automatic Washer/Dryer
The Puzzler
The plant gardener
Passenger Pillow
accessable car tissues
Collapsible Pot Divider Pan
Pet's Eye View
Dryer Vent Alert
Home depot
Oh Hail No!
electric ice shovel
Remind Me
Pump toothpaste tube or bottle
Turbo Bath Fan Home Depot
Wick2Wax
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Clean Start - Internet
Football Penalty Flags
Card Clip
Shelf Toppers
Tree Hugger
Phunny Budz
Children self protection
Musical Pillow
Built-in-cell solar charger
SunEase
Freeze and Nuke
Messenger Bag Lunchbox
comfort for a lonely night?
Smart frame
Quirky Speakers
Test
Gadget Finder
Personal Medical Info USB
Portable Folding Desk
The iWatch
Lights Out
The Youniversal Toothbrush
Desk Keeper!
Simple toothpaste
Oven Rack Space Savers
AUTO BRAIN
Find your remote
Dogs best friend
three on one
Easy Shower Luffa
Under-cabinet recipe device
Life Indicator
Snooz-Zey
CryBabeaz
Phone Tags
The EyeTie
Stuffie
Quick wrapper
Arctic Pillow
The Cozy
EasySweep
Home depot bathroom fan
Perfect Teacup
Easy Edger
Disposible Litter Scoop
Porte-monnaie pratique
Purse Restriant For-the-Car
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No Yuck Shower Puff
Touch-up pen
CoolTag
It identifies a plant's needs
BATH FAN - PROJECTOR
POS system
The Burn Ball
Smartphone Microscope Stand
rearview for the new millenium
Portable Food Prep/Peel Table
Dish Gloves With Washing Fluid
AC extension
Disposable Wastebaskets
Flat tire kit
In home water recycle
Squat
Dog Toy Box, Treat dispenser
Hits clock
Portable Charging Station
Portable Generator Power Wheel
GPS Dating and Networking App
Back friendly car seat
Sick Station
Sticky Sensors
Shop Wipes
faceVoice APP
GoIP! Guitar over IP!
Ergo backpack w/lumbar support
Where's My Truck
Sun Mower
L inter-smart phone
Laser scissors
Kick Ties
the Carbage
Deep sleep Wake up!
Share
Car trash bag ("CTB")
NO BARS! - MINI TREADMILL
Sphere Itself novely item
Adapter for iPad to tripod.
Mag-Polarity Shoeless Brakes
Laser Lighter
Vertical Attached Power Strip
DOG LIGHT COLLAR
CigClip
Soft Cell
Git-Away-Fly Fan
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Vac-Snake
Motivation Watch
Fit Fold Fresh Hat
Bungee Ball
Toy Car Dispensing Machine
Slim Profile Handheld Mop
handheld photo booth
Solar Power Strip
The Heel Protector
KindleView
Temperature controlled mattres
MONO-PIN sights
Gas Cap Mini Spotter
Smart Vent
Biometric fingerprint lock
MacBook Pro Charger Case
Detachable Earphone / Speaker
Totally Wireless
Tailgate Bridge
Thumb saver
3D Cookie Printer
Programmable Thought Prompter
RecordReceipt
Jacket/Coat Warmer
Neon Tacks + Board
Hair Spray with sun screen
ghostoh
The Wick Saver
Pool fountain
Lift Seat Mechanism
Measuring Pasta Canister
The mega cord
3D MARBLE ROLLER
Universal Remote Control home
Rear View Mirror Hanger
Xmas Tree NeedleNabber
Inch Worm
Pet Bubbles
Build your own Mattress
Hands free Portable Hairdryer
TV Headphones on iPhone
Smart Motorized Hubless Wheel
Coffee Mug with Temperature
EmbedSense Mouse
Cleverjar, the connected jar
Story's with your peeps
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Ultimate dog bed
Zip Poncho
travel denture case
Easy As Pie Carrier
Camera &amp; Hand Warmer
Thermowave
WALKIE TALKIE Pillow friends
USB Cord Organizer
Roller Bench Computer Chair
Adjustable Christmaslights
Bluetooth Storage
Magic Mirror
Car ready
Door Mat germ buster
morning buzz
Social Wearable Computing
portable Lighter Adapter
Solar backpack wireless charge
vehicle game steering well
Wireless headset holder
Loft Rung Wraps
Inductive Laptop Charger
Document Photography Box
GEL GAUZE
Super Heel
The Mighty Gnomes
Fold
automatic vacuum-brush cleaner
Purse with fingerprint lock
Keyboard with a crumb tray
The Pipe Bucket
Napkhands
homedepot bathroom fan
Eeels and escalators
Cell Chained
Change its
Folding Doggie Step Up
droplock
automated Christmas-tree stand
BBQ Bottle Baster Brush
BIBBIES (BIB-EASE)
cranberry sauce mold
Carry Cart
Cycling Phone holder charger
Wireless Memory
Re-sizable picture frame
THE CHRISTMAS UMBRELLA
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U- Board
cozy cover
Dude! Where's my bike?
Simply Shower Stool
salt &amp; paper shaker spoon
"Plane" O Tee SEE VIDEO
Snap and Workout Mobile App
Bomb diffusion game
Shower Curtain Rod Bath Fan
The Pet Glove
sock magnets for kids/adults
Custom design house wallpaper
Portable Microwave
icorner
Lucky Scratch-It
911 help
Safe Distance
Audio subwoofer that opens up
button slipcovers
Smart LED Mirror
Bath Fan Home Depot - odor on
tire change lift
Truly Free Reverse PhoneLookup
retro -look T-Bird fins
orgÃ¡nica
Expandable Outlets
Double Header Screwdriver
Aubi: A Smart Alarm Clock
Condenser LITE-Bathroom Fan
A Shoe's Life
I removed the idea
Hail No
Almanac Chess Set
Meat Temp Sensor Wink
Anti-dirt spray
Quick Backup
Paper Presser
Foldable Side Sofa Tray
lottery helper
Smart Alarm for Lawn Mowers
Differ temperature lunchbox
String Paper Cutter -No Blades
SUPPORT ARAIGNÃ‰E POUR IPAD
Pivot Power Induction
Sratch-a-body
car air vent drink holder
Extendable Hammer Shaft Handle
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Wand yourself 10 years younger
Free-Swing Baseball
Water Me
Stick around Cup holder
Liquid Soap Maker &amp; Dispenser
LES MOUCHETTES POUR BEBE !
Bedside Charger
Protect &amp; Shade
Collapsible pool cover
Marriage saving bed sheets
Seat Belt Luminators
Wallet with compartments
Bath Product Reminder
Self-retracting Solar Charger
Soapy
Sunshine Tattoo Pen
Cleaning System for Razors
the Shade Rack
W.I.F.I DOOR GREETER
Blue tooth camera
Smart Reminder
Bluetooth My TV, Stereo,DVD...
The Light saving stick
Smartphone Camera Sun-Shade
Silence all phones at dinner
IGotYourBak - Eyes Behind You!
Pole Caddy Daddy
DD Test
MySecurityGuard
Footchess
Robotic Fire Extinguisher
T-Clean
Smart Traffic Cone With Arrow
Static Stopper
Storyteller.
fore-army
Grapes holder fountain cleaner
Slick It
Maintient de cartes a jouer
Cell Phone charging sleeve.
E-FriendsScan or I-Scan
Freeze! (Instant drink cooler)
auto snow blowers
automatic basketball return
Talking Gold-Fish
Bathroom Exhaust Fan Cover
Quirky GE Wink Water Tester
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Induction Plug Caps
School Lap Counter
s multiple car truck tool
The Catch My pet Tracker
Bar too charger
Shift Beach Chair
USB Heated Computer Foot Rest
Jeu de dame/morpion Ã la plage
Cane Handle Sanitation Cover
Everwarm Space Heater
Extended Arm Fruit Picker
No More Breakin' Wastin' Bags
Dynamo Biometric Padlock
The Hopper Popper
Incantium Wars
PILLOWPLUG
Easy Conf
Bifocals for hikers
SPA-TOOL-A
bra strap clipons
portable safety timer
FIND IT!
Stickonize
Super Smart Bike Alarm
No More Drowsiness Device
Phone Genie
Smart Fridge
STOR-A-PURSE
Light socket when pluging
Ultrasonic Toilet Bowl Cleaner
WRITABLE MAGNETIC LABEL GLASS
A Cutting Board With Multilevel Ribbed Bars And A Curved Area That Makes It Easier For You To Cut Through Thick Or Hardened Food Pieces.
EZ Dump
plate swiper
Portion Control Cups
Wrist Beer
WIFIæ’æŽ’
Cigarette counter
West Nile Apperals
App-Bird Bath
Text Message Recall App
Ice B Gone
Pacifier Sanitizer
Litter Gitter
touch pen
Simple Spin Rotating van floor
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Peepenator
Back Wash
LED WELDING HOOD
Pebbles - Hear.Speak.Free
U.E.M.
Micro Vac Scratch-Off Pen
Alarmed skipping rope
RFID KEEPER
Reminder bracelet
Blox (?)
Pet notification devices
Flashlit Kaleidoscope
Instacurtain or Instantcurtain
IT DRIVES ME NUTS belt buckle
Brick
Roomba Pet
PC data cable
Lipstick compact
Weed Sifter
Laser Bath Fan
Wink Hub
The Table Extender
Force Field and Tractor Beam
Vottle. a minimum waste bottle
Laundry socks pairer
Safety Candle Wrap
Leaf Bagging Cart
Parapluie mains libre
IntelliRack
entatain
Better Earrings
Locks
The Find My Stuff
Electromagnetic Screwdriver
"Lights Fantastic"
Single
Pool Skimmer Gate
Key Pad Sanitizer
barre chocolatÃ©e peu calorique
The Nada Gun.
interchangeable luminaries
Face-light/selfie light/flash
The Binder Pillow
Super Thin LED wall paper.
Mark-A-Matic Chalk line Box
Pet Tracker APP
Rod Knee the rotiserrie
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Stair Stepping Shoes. Be Mobile, Burn Calories. Do Other Things While Exercising, Chores or Whatever. Keep On Moving And You Are Exercising.
Dial A Date Food Storage
Hair Catcher, While Getting Hair Cut Or Your Hair Done. A Barber/Hair dresser Cape That Catches And Holds Fallen Hair. Cut's Clean Up Time.
Contort Power Bluetoot Speaker
Telescoping Gardening Scissor, With Flat Pliers Like End Tips. Cutting, Holding And Removing. Bend Less. Flip, Reach Up Higher. Back Saver.
Flat Plug
The Car-purature
Knoof
dash board reminder
The Pedi Pull
Shower Curtain Master
Power Generator
The Charging Station
Reading Glasses
Cycle Helmet Radar Detector
Computer Power
Roof Shingles
GPS-Case
Moon spoon
retractable wire shower rod
You've Got Mail!
Cheap gas alerter.
Magneta
Lamp with Power/USB Outlets
Wink XMAS TREE STAND
A-G Keychain (anti-germ)
Comic Pickup Reminder App
Garage Parking Sensor
Guardian Angel
Pull A Pet
Steer-a-Hold
Patio Heat
Remind U Alarm Clock
Movie Finder App
Solar Device
Volcano
outdoor cleaning
The Steering wheel warmer
THE HEATED SALT TIRE
NailPrinter
Electric Door/Stair Gate
Microwave Dish Holders
A straw with a filter inside
le porte tout
Smart For Sale Sign
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Letter style
Treadmill iphone charger
Cutlery Washer
Portable Automatic Iron
personal massage pillow
cap bag
Xpand
TV glasses
Super Fishing Hook
VeriSafe
Medicated Pillowcases
SmartLite
Bed Storage System
Longer toilet paper pieces
Smart Home Electrical Reader
healthy life scale
Nimbus Wristwatch/Pocketwatch
La poussette de courses
The Kiddy Kubby
Adjustable Garden
Trickles
Physiological Bath Fan
The Spiderweb
Mouse bombs
Nimbus for Your Car
Phone Call Translator
Driver messaging
Junior chef knife guard
the lost and found
beauty box
Smart Alarm for Chimney Fire
Self Cat Scratcher
Smart Kiddie Universal Remote
Ice box refrigerator from GE
Ai (Audible indication)
Automatic recycler
SlumberJacket
eWindow Computer Display
Plastic Maxi Pad Container
Luggage Wheel Secure.
Engineer and gamers mouse
The Body Warmer
Bicycle Hitch
Travel FACTS and FUN GPS
AdBuster
Pencil Tube
ONESTOP SHOP CART
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cool cups
Kiss Me Strips
Expand-a-Pig
E-clip
seat lifters
Scan And Shop
Sense-A-Cam
Cell Phone 911 Button
Train tracker
Satellight Bathroom Fan
Moist Thin Sheet Rock On Roll
Tuckoff bedsheets
Venetian Blind Solar Charger
FreshRing Bathroom Fan
Expansion draw Toasters
Laptop crash cover
Bar Shaveur (for shaving legs)
Forever Windshield Tarp
Kiss off
apollo
Caddy liste
Med-i-band
Combination wrench
Clean Public Restroom
The Cleash
Hat Phones
Wink Containers Send Alert
Smart frames
Camera Prop Phone Case
Mail alert
wheres my wheels
Workout mind &amp; body same time
Meal in a Pill
Hail Protector
Remote Garage Parking Guide
Mirror Image
Multi-NFC chip card
Speed limit!
Heated Ice Cream Scoop
Stop Running
Easy Caddie
RadioBall
Retractable Charger Cord
No loud commercials from TV
Foot Guard for leg cast
Tire pressure caps
Cooler Mat
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Tune In
Aircraft Engine Based Physics
"Rolling Total" Budget Keeper
Eye Black Eyes
Adjustable eyeglasses
Carry along
Portable Currency Antiviral Sc
Nintendo To Go
Helmet Bright LED Light
Extendable Sun Visor for Cars
the common STD test kit
Mag Dock
Gutter Water Displacement
Bathroom Fan. Home Depot.
reMeMber
Push Broom
cordless heat gun
Bedspread snap on
Spotter for Mold Detection
A BIGGER SMARTER COIN SAVER
power pendant?
Ford Mustang Cobra R Hot Wheel
Magnetic Levitating Beer Mug
P.C.C. 2000
No time parking
HEATING PAD STUFFED ANIMALS
flood zone alert
Bath Fan of the Future!
Package Receiving System-Video
Rise and Shine Light Switch
Smartphone Scanning Stand
Tailgator
Piling Mate
MINI WASHER-dishes or clothes!
Pet Food Minder
Toasty Sandwich
Conduction Cube
Dipper-Drip
luggage gps app
Cellphone Paint Scaner Finder
Sound Spotter
Plane Impact/float device
Flat dryer vent hose
iPhold Zoom - iPhone Case
maga table
Quirky GE Wink Pavlov Dog Mat
Smart Water Bottle
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Adjustable rooftop visor
Phonecom
The Groomee
Celebration lights
Wake-up Wrist Band
TOENAIL &amp; NAIL CLIPPER
Perfeggto flipper
The All-Inclusive Recliner
No spill water jug
Foot operated toilet flusher
Helmet without chin strap
Tool Minder
Firm to soft pillow
Scratch Pad
Match in side of cigaret pack
Ultimate Dog Trainer
Adjustable Fish Ruler
Layered Sticky Mat
Automotive Diapers
Melon Holder
Easy Access Drawer Safe
In-wall toilet tank
Fanbrella
Move point union
XYZ alert
napk-it
Microsense
Bicycle Horn Sensor
Decorate your Car!
portable wifi
Universal Window Germinator
Camera Callender
State lottery ticket for gas
Draining Single Server
Never loose your children
solar panel house siding/roof
Shark Repellant Safety Siren
Tube Paste Brush
Portable Super Charger
EZ ketchup
Smart bot
Laundry Colonge
NATURAL BEAUTY MAKING STATION
Vac-Broom
TuneTime-The Smart Kids Clock
5 gal. Tool Org. w/ Vacuum!
salt and pepper napkin rings
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Plant Hydrator
Monotripod
puppy-vac
ECU car app
iBalls
Pet Hair Removal Device
APP control device DVD and TV
Canvas Buddy
Fiber masks and swords
Texting Finger Tips
Shelf desk
COQUE DE BUREAU
Move-a-plug
Radio DVR
App Crowd Counting
SNOW WRITERS
Gate Cane Rod Receiver
Lawnmower Fertilizer Att.
The Fuzz Glove
Smart Bag
mirror, mirror
Poop Bag Holder
Snug Rug on-floor radiant heat
bow shoots arrow
ATM Accessible
Nail tape
Measuring Lids
GPS Wallet Tracker w/ App
The List
SmartShower
reusable bottle and can cap
EarglassesÂ® Sound Magnifiers
Weight for it
Chord labels
Flowers By Numbers
HangBlower
Camping K-Cup coffee Maker
Easily Identify the flashdrive
Master Loyalty Card
Balloon To Prevent Accidents
Smart Earphone Accessory
Shake n Eat Cups
Heating cushion stroller pad
Windshield Ice &amp; Snow Melter
"Sticky Tags"
pepper roasting rack
Doubbler
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Complete
TIME TRAVEL sm/tm / Toys
90degree building aid
String straws
Smart Vital Signs Monitor
Lasting Memories
Vehicle Air Conditioner
Soap saver container
Window Fingers
Music App X-mas Tree Topper
Boxdollie, PROTOTYPE VIDEO!
Easy step &amp; dig shovel
External Hard Disc 2.0
Onion Cover Cutter
Upright Cane
Bath Fan Home Depot (by RKO)
fringe friend
focus beam
See me Bears and fun stories!
Wardrobe with dehumidifiers
Pant Condom
Port-O-Squat
Pillowcase Caddy
Tot stop
App Enabled Telescope
Gastro-Fan
flashminton
USB GENIUS STRIP
Zipon Backpack
Remote Pet Door
Laptop Camera shield
5 finger rain shield
Hug-a-Roll/Roll of Hugz
The Bra-ket
Parent Cell Phone Monitor
Manhattan 3D globe map
anneau porte sac pour parasol
Baby's Chair Attach To Yours
Bath Fan of the FUTURE!
U-Cover
WakeUp Pillow
The Swivelbox
Kitty Kanteen &amp; Kamera
The Silent Keyboard
FIshing Net with a Cover!
Better stud finder
TRANSPARENT SWIMMING POOL
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Butter-Up! bag
Crochet Helper
Carbon Monoxide Lamp Detector
Soothing Sipper
Stay together socks
Safe T Bar
A Hinged Dual Hard Case Credit Card Holder. Provides Greater Capacity And Is Flexible. You Can Carry It Fully Extended, Angled Or Folded.
High Winds And Your Trash Can Gets Blown Over, The Can Cover Goes Missing. This Trash Can Stabilizer Keep's Your Trash Can Locked In Place.
risen soap dish
Shine-it-Quick
Reflective car cover
Keep Out Puppy!
iron on pocket for t shirts
Rotary dial Cell Phone
iFlask
Burner Off
COQUE ALARME protgez vous
Board Rite
Plastic ear covers for kids
Rain Wrap
Parc / Lit Parapluie 2 en 1
Color my butt
InSafeRange (ISR)
Shoe Tumblers
Telescoping Back Scratcher
Sound Case
Brush Tub
Animal TImers
Battery operated Hair Dryer
Self Cooling Spoon
Home Depot --Bath Fan
Smart Alarm/ Dementia, VIDEO
Stigmatism corrector
Smart contact less tag
A healthier touch.
bike and hike bags
Bookbag Massager
E-Z Prints
Neck Hat
Clepsydra
Octopus table
Computer Screen Eyeglasses
Shade
Eat desk and chair
Slip N' Thigh
Bee-Eco Two
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Stick individuel sur Nimbus
Roller Headphones
The Fitness Chair
Transporter
Studio Assistant
FRIDEGfrans
Beach Buggy
Up-do
phone caller finder app
nappes Ã poches
1,2,3-Point Soccer Goal
Smile in a jar
aqua scruber
all terrain shopping cart
Smell-Good Pen
Therapeutic Finger Massager
Exhibit Pivot
Casque audio-lunette
CARING COLLARS
Easy clean
Keep My Ride Dry
The No-Rake
Vote Life
Universal Plunger Caddy (UPC)
Ear Buddies
Reusable bush trimming mat
Measures Up
Easy walls
Album Cover Functionizer
ISTV - Interactive Social TV
Perfect posture bag
Kid Shower
MANCHON-GUIDE
COUPE ONGLES INTELLIGENT
Sheet Shank
balle de tennis intelligente
WAX OFF.. WAX ON!
The NO-RAKE
Trackable Golfer
Stuffed Animal Hanger
App Enabled Wallet Tracker
Warm Waker
Remplacement du balai couvre
POV Squared
Bath Fan of the FUTURE!
Modern Blueberry
Food allergen protein test kit
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Bike helmet with side mirrors.
The Beauty Bundle
Magna Plug
Car/Bike Tires alerts!
Bath Fan of the FUTURE!
A Swivel beach chair
Cool feet
Bandage Roll and Dispenser
COOLER POTS KEEPS FOODS MOIST
Easy on gloves for kids
ElimiLick
TomCat Target System
HomeDepot BathFan
CardReader 2.0
Laptop Mouse Wiggler
SPY NO MORE
Baguettes-pailles chinoises
Foldable &amp; re-sizeable Balcony
Starched Dryer Sheets
Shami Squeez
Bubble Pal
interapp
Smart Laser Drill Gun
Windshield Blanket
iPhone Wrist Tether
Light bulb with little battery
Alternative Engine Turbo
body reflectors
Cigarette collector
G PUMP COVER (GAS)
E-ink Photoframe
Find my keys App.
Hoodie HeadPhones
In helmet navigation
Wallet alarms
Dust mop covers with bristles
Half Lit Tree
Solar Energy Patch
PREP III
Customizable Microwave Buttons
Washable Sock Organizer
Rain Minder
One Heel of a Door Stop
Mattress flipper
Butt Buddy
chop-stix
OÃ¹ est ma voiture
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PALM TRAY-Center Expand Holder
Wall Mounted Laptop Holder
hand lawnmower
CARRE INVITATION
Chat hat
Cap-it!
Smart Closet
Complete Car Shades
No Go Pet Bowls
Mechanic's cup holder
Music sharing
Lil Handz 'N Wheelz
Interchangeable Couch Cussion
COFFEE MAKER *COOLER *CHILLER
BATHROOM Vocab Builder
BB Sticker QR Code
Garbage container elevator
Cell Phone Hook
Built in Car Vacuum
decorative vent covers
Market Parker
tapis-pus
EasyP Swim Suit
Gardening At Hand
Voice Activated iPhone control
Back-saving Litter Scoop
Heated Coat Rack
Never Drown Again
Pen zen for Shower
MICROWAVE PLATE GRID -DRIP DRY
Bath Fan With Smoke Alarm
No More Head Banging
brosse Ã dents perforÃ©e.
NO TRIP, OXYGEN TUBING SYSTEM
Tower Tote
Water Me
Cool sleeper
Auto-Compress "Ace" Bandage
coque amphibie
Warm Towels after Bath/Shower
eBook Library
easy led pendent lighting
The Plunger Glove
Dead Batteries that are alive!
the egg shaper
Present Water
A SCALE WITH A DIFFERENCE!
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Wink Motion Mat
handy andys rag snag
Binder Spacer
Wash Indicator Magnet
Mixing spoon with kickstand
Body Shocks
DINOP
Virtual blade dual Sword game
The Yes Dear
HYBRID FOLD FLAT SPEAKERS
Compact bowling shoe covers
Click click snap!
Holographic Christmas Tree
Lego Fiber Optic Kids Guitar
The GAP Stopper Catcher( GSC)
Stay Connected Sofa Tray
Paraffin Wax Overnight Travel
App Enabled Space Heater
Solar tile, charging station
Film only tablet
Mark In: Bookmark+Highlighter
App Enabled Pulse Oximeter
Zipper Shower Curtain liner
DIY Tools one removable handle
Instant water heater
Rallonge Enrouleur Automatique
Digital Post-It Note
SUNROOF HAT
Pet Alert
Portable, Magnetic Tool Holder
"remote finder" button
Design dorm space
JBL-Zzz
Always Pleasant Gym Bag
Enjoy Easy Viewing And Handling Of Your iPhone 5 As You Go Or As You Stand. A Telescoping Pocket Book Attached Smartphone Case.
Propellight
perfect shave
FUTURE MOTORS sm/tm
Supple Pad
ruban adhÃ©sif perforÃ©.
Hot Flashy Mama!
Flip Down Workout Bar
Grill4Me
Easy wall hanging hook
App Enabled Beer Glass
couch forbidden to dogs
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Pancake hood w/adjustable lens
On the go survival kit
The bed bug bag
Don't get your hair wet!
Jewelry Cupcakes
3D Food Printer No WorldHunger
TRAY WITH HEIGHT ADJUST CENTER
All in one reward cards
iDogTag
Rawbee
Glass'n Rain
Split personality tees
aqua buds
SureChalk
Nu Nutz
Portable Cord Carrier/Retracta
A night light for the loo
LED &amp; UV Toilet Lid Fan
Pill Mill
Double cupcake
TransitStar
Thermal Work Gloves
Helpful car seat
SOLO
Toilet Night Light
Deer fly bike helmet trap.
stockmarket bar software
Create your own diet
Nesting Massagers
Green T Set
Trash can UPC scanner
Focus-adjust computer screen
Fridge Screen
Don't Text and Drive
E-Lock
NightRunner Light
Ultimate Car Charger
TelDock
BeerPS Koozie finder
Ladder Gel Mats
Hidden dash sun shade.
Glove On
Sensor Tampon Garbage Can
closet
siren
talssÃ©
disposable shampoo capes
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INTIMATE CARE BOX
Wall Clock for WINK
automatic shut off sprinkler
Presto switcho Potluck table
Clicker Box
Ground assault gutter cleaner
Flashdrive SAFE+
Pill box reminder
Hands OFF!!! WINK LUNCHBOX
AirDuctFREE Smart Bathroom Fan
master key
Sky Eye
Cell phone garage door opener
E-ink Digital Picture Frame
Phone necklace
Easy Stapler
Universal Tape Measure Skate
High Chair Buddy
fone flash
StayLock dog clasp
Uary
Surprise in your party's balls
Permanant Marker Eraser
wrist buddy
Octopulse - Fan anywhere
QUICK POT
Carbles
ELECTRONIC HOME WINDOWS
Assister
Audio Thank you cards
senior saftey stroller
Brosse Ã dent personnalisÃ©e
Easy hook
UV Glasses for Tanning
Power cord holder
Protection essuie glace rapide
iConverter
electric skatebroad
(klunka) pillow fighting
Let your light shine
Easy Turn Lawnmower
Bee-Eco One
Smart Air
Low Tech Water Intake Counter
Stop Texting and Driving
OLED Levitating App Globe
The Chocolate Rocket
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Reusable Christmas present
3-oz. travel container set
Dangle Berries - Take 3
Inertia
WorkOut Clip
Wink Fire Chest
Easy Divide Mixing Bowl
Power Meter Plug Extension
Where's baby mobile alert
COMPACT SNOW REMOVAL
Invisible Insole Socks
Trackable Quirky Geo - Coin
Untangled
Smart suitcase
App Mouse/Keyboard
The Zip &amp; Grab Grocery Bag
FireFly Illuminator
Edible Popsicle Stick
Vitamin Transdermal Patch
PLATE Â¨POWER l'Ã©xtra-plate
Comforts heel in a snap
Door Diverse
Lunchnotes for kids on napkins
Tourist map
Headphones Four Music
Vacuum seal bread tube
School Recital Replicator
Popcorn Bib
Solar Powered Air Conditioner
Single Sanitize
Cordless Drill To 120v
Sound/Music Bath Fan!HomeDepot
Remember Ring
Lego Topping Pieces
padlock squirts dye when cut
HUD car GPS
Watch This!
a KICKLE
pursesitter
Wireless mike for firefighter
Two bag chip clip
versa chair
Smart Mount Phone Cases See Thru View Finder
Bugs killing trash bin
BORNE CARTE POSTALE PERSO
Mammo/breast feeding gown
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Divided frying pan
Souplesse et longÃ©vitÃ©
Star Power
Grill Starter
Strap-A-Poop, dog poop catcher
Smart TV
Keys Locator Program
A necklace for your phone
Smart Phone Head Cradle
No touch toilet seat
My Best Friends Best Friend
Bicycle beverage caddy
Steering wheel blanket
The Edge Rug
Walk N' Workout Leash
Shaving Cream Drain Cleaner
Stay Tuck Sheet
Light weight shop welding hood
Mold Sensing Bathroom Fan
Heated eyeglass
Wash Hands ANYWHERE
The Almost Perpetual Bicycle.
Toilet Paper Notifier
Tiess
Sensorweb
Cup Heating Plate
snowbrush storage container
Splatter Guard Frying Basket
Help light
Layer Foam Sponge
Shower Timer
The Cleveland Perfect Jersey
practical purse
Reflective Window Blinds!
Cell phone charging station
All-in-one bed sheets
Parkour MV
E-C Hammer
Bare Back Shower Scrub Brush
Baby Biblettes
SolarThermo Charger
Adjustable trash can
Automatic pill Dispenser
Help U Read Hairbands
Memo to go
Wheelchair Lap Bag
Never Late App
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No stick shower curtain
The life proof photo book
Emergency LED Pole for Car
GPS Golf ball
Cutting Grill Board
Phone-number iPad case
Pop Mirror
Shoe Toppers
VEGGIE SHAPER
The TRUE Microwave OVEN
RV glass keeper
Half Sheet
Stayz Pillow
heated doggy bed
Nimbus Pro - Office Dashboard
Add-on dress straps
Pop culture trading
All in One Rewards Card
Support ,guide cÃ¢bles electro
Flavored Guitar Picks
Collapsible Silicone Tote
WINK motion lights
Bird Haven
DIY face mask brush
Scratch-a-lot
Remote Tracker
The Hot Seat!
The Belly Bib
Life Skill Apps for Android
CREATE YOUR TOYS
Apocalypse Survival Shoe Laces
Refroidisseur instantanÃ©
Recycle Dome
Double hdmi
PivotPower Wall Outlet Adaptor
Cell Phone Privacy Screen
Helicopter syangdeurie
Six Pack Abs Tatoo
Bath/Shower Foot Drying Towels
safe cart
Auto code finder
Bath Fan: Directional in/out
indicator
OptiMark
Physical Therapy Machine
Wall Bathroom Fan. Home Depot.
Round Shaker Bottle
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Frost Alerter!
Where R U Home?
Tear Open Pet Food Pouch
Magnetic Dog Leash
portable butt cushion
The Aromanizer
ice cap 2.0
drone-aspiro-nettoyeur
.gif photo frame
Space Saving Party/game couch
digital mailbox.
The Smart Stopwatch
DrumGlove
Wipe Away
Quirky app for blackberry
Baby on Board Monitor
Disguisable Mobile Alarms
Handbag Rotating organizer
Swivel Bathroom Fan.
Secure serial number app
Funnel Stabilizer
C in the Sun
Office Companion
Mini Water Spray Can
Watering can for high plants
Blinded Art
EasyFill Travel Bottles
Want to talk to owner
Hang hooks from plaster (2/2)
Easy Refill Trash Can
Contact Lens Tracker Case
Kid's Fine Art
Swag-a-nator
Backpack - lights your path!
SURLO
vacuum cord reel (VAC-REEL)
Safety Suit
Heads-Up
Easy-Change Accent Designs
Mobile job box and break room
SnapSolve
STEP LADDER with PULL UP TRAY
Watch type mobile power
best key finder ever
GLOWING

COTTON

New Size Towel - Dinki Dri
Quirky app for iPad upgraded
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Smart Alarm Clock
Quick Shot
Magnetic Ceiling Tile
wifi gun control perimeters
MatchEd
DripSystem EasyConnect
READYSETBRUSH
Under Couch Outlet
EXTENDED SHOWER ROD
DAR digital audio recorder
Cooling Blanket
BoxUp
Voice/Video Activated Recd APP
ClearWater
Mini Scissors with Light
Shovel Free Driveway
GPS Tracking Arrow
fan swamp cooler adaptor
Textured Screen Protector
Spouse traveler
Weight Loss Assist A Fridge
Backrest Backpack
Scent-a-Freeze
Hydrohover
Dashboard periscope
L.E.D. Jar Light
Case dock
BinoCam
Find ' em Flag
snap in ballast
LE VOMI AUTO RECUP
Cologne Wallet
There are keyboard phone shell
iPad Zipper Binder Case
Glow in the dark toilet seat-Parachuting water 4 disasters
Coolest Smart Planters
Switch fun
Refillable Shaving Cream Can
Quick SD Card backup w/ App
Waterproof home stereo
The Ultimate Smoker Grill
Grill &amp; Serve
Sick Savers
Touch screen bump stop
The Transpendent
TOOTHBRUSH 3 in 1
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More Perfect Balanced Push-Up
iReaderKeeper
Windshield Wiper Saver
Hawkpad Thermals
Stable Shower
Undercover Beach Wallet
Temp Basket
Brush Tub
load lifter
SMART SHOWER RACK
PamCake Pans
Phone Bracer
Scream For Ice Cream App
Waste-end
Desktop Note Pad
Handrail Support
Brosse WC anti restes coincÃ©s
Easy Outlet
The Sunriser
COUCH OPENS to BABY PLAY AREA
Lippy
Hat Mounted Sunglasses
Shower pause
wgrabp-it
Groove Bag Gloves
vessel change color
Heat Vent Dustpan
Surreal American Animal EHunts
Ð¡oin purse
Telescopic Frisbee Retriever
Snap Mat
Make a better Strad Violin
Perfect Bathrobe
Jump Start Me!
Phone personal defense case
Itâ€™s the Pot-estal!
Plant Health
The Ultimate Bath Scrubber
handipark
Doggy Dome water bowl
Bed Time Computer Stand
RemindMeClock
Transplanting Snap
Grill side fume vent + filter
Fever Alert Pillow Cover
Saving shower water
Here's a compliment
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Camper's Dream - Sleep System
SaniSwing for public swings
s'no-w catch!
name that song
RE-HeeL or Heel snaps
eraser mop
Worn on the hands of mobile po
Clear face concrete forms
slim grips or slim grippers
Coque tÃ©lÃ©phone/Jeton Caddie
Pendant locket to hold memory
Children's Digital B-day Band
Dose Tap Cap
Handbag Hook - with sensor
Casserole deux compartiments
QR Code Dry Clean Laundry Tags
LIGHT YOUR CIGARETTE EASILY
Tapdown sharpener
Silicon or Plastic Covers
To GO Desk
QuickStart Mobile
Sure-Electrilocks
AIRTENT
Auto Sleeper
Digital Drawing Tool
Warm Me Up
Pet Safety Sign
EVERY LITTLE BIT
The Electric Stroller
humming bird feeder
garage door opener app
FLAVORSPRAY
Forget Me Not Photo App
Scrape free
Trace Chip
Flex Hand Sander
Cheap Home Automation
Stylish Magnetic Alphabet Set
Sani-towel
The Shock Lock
ice cream-shovel
App Enabled Bike Tire Gauge
A Cool Change
Animal voice
App Enabled LED Tube Lightbulb
Seat guard
eNightstand
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AIR INFLATED CAR JACK
Multiple Car Keyless Entry
Shower and go
ERGO SINGLE HAND SERVING TRAY
Smart View Flash Drive
Bluetooth phone finder
Gas Saviour
Smart Bath Fan for Home Depot
Wireless Patch Cables
Sound Barricade -No more noise
A Sticky Change
Projection Phone Dock
Wallet
the miracle jar!
Baby Car Seat Carrier Stoller
Traffic Police Games
WINK Pedicure machine Idea.
Iphone Medical Scanner
wireless charger
APP ENABLED OVULATION MONITOR
hunter's dream camo
Restaurant Helper App
Outlet App
Air Out New Products
PORTFÃ“LIO ANAND DE FREITAS F
Fishing Slingshot
Warm winters
Earbuds
App spin top
Pillow Kase
hair to go
Cut the commercials
Magic Mirror
The Rolly Bowl
Emergency Charger Flashlight
Bar Soap Buddy
Key Lock Insert
SEAT DOWN, PLEASE
Treadmill PC table
DoppelgÃ¤nger
Floss Rings
App virtualizer
Leaf Compactor
Ultimate Air Conditioning Unit
Twist Untwist
Camerator or Camerative
Smart rack
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Cell phone stands/length free
Bracelet Rubber Band Holder
snoozer buddy
old style answer machine cell
automatic pet canoodle device
Peelflop
Oral Sanitation Pod
Nail polish Caps
Pillow Flippz
Hide and Reach Gun Holder
Home Fragence Purifier Concept
Higher Output Solar Panels
iBluetooth Pro
The Jigsaw Puzzle Coffee Table
Deer Tracker
sleep-work lamp
Self-puff jacket
Oops
The Memory Saver
Puzzle theme.
Breathe New Life Into Your Favorite Manual Screw Drivers. Now You Can Insert, Lock And Power Them To Do Your Work. A Wrist And Time Saver.
Variably Adjustable Comb Tooth Width, From Fine To Coarse Or Reverse, Coarse To Fine. Adjustment Knob On Handle. The Only Comb You Will Need
Multiple Hat Rack
FISH BOX
READYSETBRUSH
Bird Saver
Snap Bottoms
The Home Depot's bath fan
Black Ice
soap saver
Longcase
holiday lights roller
Adjustable Display Extender
Instamouse
Plunger Perfect-0!
Smart sprinkler
reuseable grocery bag hanger
Trac blinds
Double Wreath Hanger
GE App Enabled Deep Fryer
MAGIC CAR
1 Marker+100s of Coloring Hues
Automatic Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Little ones vacuum
Dough Riser
Quirky GE Wink Bug Zapper
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Illuminated Plug
Prefabricated time capsule.
Caffeinated Water
Tablet Hub /Micro USB Hub
E-Z belt
Task Coasters
A Crate With A Dual Purpose Lid. The Lid Can Also Be Adjusted In Height To Conveniently Become A Table Top Or Work Surface That Is Usable.
Automatic On/Off Music Player
Marks on Ice cream balls
The Never Spill Box
Sand Chair
The perfect carryons
the track tip
"FOREIGN KIDS"
Light Savers
Swiss Army USB Drive
The Smart Traveler
Thor for ceramic hob
D.D. Buddy
Pop up App book
Portable can opener
The Cookie Copper
CAT SHARING APARTMENT
Fishing rod holder
dreambook
From Cot to Loft
Poop Bag Clip
Legging straightener
Stops Texting and Driving
TUBE SIGNS
The Automatic bike turn system
Shower Flower
Stop Wash
Child and pet car alarm system
HighPitchAlarm
chargeable case
Music Ear Phones
Privacy Computer/Tablet Cover
Radon Gas Monitor #WINK
Secret Compartment Tote bag
shock under pants
PICAPP
sMart Protect Surge Protector
Live motion security lighting
Pumpkin Mask
ShaveCount
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Water Down Sprinkler
Pollen be fragrant by breath
"Angel's Hair Solution"
Home natural gas car fuel stat
Refillable water filter
ultimate carbon monxide detect
Touch ID Lock
Je ne sais pas encore
wearable tips
Home Depot Multi Hammer Kit.
The Vid Lid
Lan Stick
30 second self checkout
Ballistics app
my kissing score app
Back Happy
Christmas light solution
The Knob
Vintage Car Airbags
Second screen
Plug &amp; Chug Computer Tablet
Airplane Bird Strike Reducer
pLASER
TXT-A-SCROLL
Book Burrow - Keep Books "New"
Smart Quirky Switch Knife
ROPOT
Airplane Launching Toy
Sleeping headset noise stopper
ELectric Vehicle Chr Station
Transitional Motorcycle Film
Thin Heated Gloves
Treestand Portable Potty
Allergy Free- Rubber Gloves
superfastwarmfeet
Bear Scare
Car Dock For Phone
Micro-onde en libre service
Smart Remote App.
Talking box
Replacement PaitoUnbrellaRing
The better soap holder
Kids Bendy Reading Light
clip on meal
Automatic House Ventilator
Fever Thermometer App
Nu Smart
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Solar topped cars energize.
Cut the Cake
Christmas Fleece Throw
A gluttonous Garfield Cat Back
Walking KickScooter
Long Handled Measuring Cups
La coque tablette MAINS LIBRES
Groove paper cup
warm tap
Meeting Doodling Notebook
The Bed Avenger!
Easy Snap
stickit
satellite sweeper
Tumblercane
Steam Sensing Bath Fan
Mirror mitts
First Phone/Tablet Convertible
Dome Dryer
COQUE SMARTPHONE MAINS LIBRES
Heated Driveway Mat
Dual Apple Charger
CoolHeads
WAKE up (Taser Alarm Clock)
Modern Tea Infuser
back heating pad
Practice Golf Swing
santilift
Dixiesnap tool pouch system
Smart alarm
Bluetooth neakless
Light me up wrap for trees etc
The Better Pooper Scooper
Party Cups w/ Lid-Plates PLIDS
HEADBANDZ
OUTDOOR Broom Groomer Pro
Improved trash bin (huge)
instant tent
The Solar Hub
Quirkboard
Grease Grabber
Real-Time Supermarket Map
ICEBAR-Gelato onStick-Homemade
AUTO SNOW COVERS
Magnetic tools, Magnetic Box
Wireless USB Storage
Lett
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Show-off Shoe Covers
Keyring Buddy
oultet plate surround
Tailgrate
air powered alternator
Fishing Jiffys Rod Lure Secure
Back Splash for dogs
Microwave Oven Liner
sleep system
The Ultimate Notebook
Frame hanger
The stay put toilet seat
CANDY PRINTER
Personalized advertisment-disp
Laptop Case meets Laptop Stand
The Maid
The Home Telephone II
BikeSpike: Wireless Bike Lock
ez gas pass
chargeur malin
Cordless dryer for pros &amp; you
montre clÃ©
Treasure Pad
Benderoo
Scented Fan
Beer Refill
Vinyl corner guards
Little Fishie
manche marteau ergonomique .
Smellicommute
Sticky Camera
Smartphone Head-Cam Harness
Biodegradable WeedEater String
Square Reader Wallet
Le fixe main libre
Back body lotion dispenser
Document Organizer
Invisible Belt
the handy glove
RAT (Roll-a-tan)
App-enabled Fire Fighter
Safety Stop
Portable chess supplies
Mould-stripper
keyboard to FACEBOOK, YOUTUBE
Self Switching Washer/Dryer
Collect And Charge Basket
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eliotorche
straight your back
meat carving board
4 rotor auto air freshner heli
Crystal ore LED lamp
Forget Me Not
Hookah-Shisha Dispenser
Deodorizing Medical Mask Spray
Multi Location Alarm Clock
ventilated garbage can
The Third Hand
ONE HAND WHEELBARREL
Simple Auto-function Bath Fan
Save a vinyl fence
Tailgate Deterrent
Eyeglasses â€“ End piece Covers
Food Snatcher
The Supra Orbit
PICAPP
SnapZ
electronic toilet paper diepns
UV lamp to purify H2O,baby toy
Antivol malin
Always have warm water
Digital Photography - Plus
Integrated Desk
Toilet Flush Triggered Fan
knuckle buddy
COOL SHADES
Up and Down Tray
Mini Blow Dryer
Pumice Bath Mat
Flying Saucer
Tapis chauffant pour parebrise
Car Fluid Leak ID Mat
Bowling Ball Rejuvenator
Therm'eau'mÃ¨tre
Toilet Tongs
Verticle Clothesline
My Town -Customizable Play Mat
Wallpapering Made Easy
YOUR HAPPY SCALE :)
Imagination Mobile
Car Stereo Emergency Silencer
golf ball finder/indentifier
Gants anti bactÃ©rie
solar phone charger
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Buds that Fit
art to life (the entire story)
Remote Controlled Power Strip
Socket app-enabled camera
LE RETOUVE DOUDOU
Hands Free Door Opener
Clean and Independent
tablette
No hassle oil filter remover
Dulce BaÃ±o
PID - Plasticware ID
Music Control Light Switch
La Dragonne de la tablette!
I LOVE MY HAIR IN GLASSES
Lightbulb Dimmer
Sound on-the-go
Work Light Powered Clamp Round
Android House Maintenance App
Steering wheel phone mount
SnapTV
random potato
Using solar and salt water
Ski-ates
Mammogram cup
EVERLASTING SHOE
Grease Splatter Protector
Baseball Fielding Pro
Digital deer call
The Ultimate Power Tower
Saber Strip
Phone Whistle
voiture toute nette
service pro
Alarm Clock Night Light
prop EZ
TREE STAND MIRROR
Tubular sock holder
dd
Next Big Thing
Scuba GPS texter
Duvet Clip
stick sport for sport walking
Advertising Payback App
Crank up bicycle
Easy For Me
Kyack Bait Bullet
E-Mail linked App/Icon
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Pain Free Pills
THE no-slip screw
easywash 2 en 1
30" W ROLLIN FOLDIN WRAP CASE
Smart Sheet
Alerm Digggital Key
Spice up your life wallpaper
Cell Phone Extender
feel so good for dog waste bag
Extendo power bar
Smart alarm
GPS detector
Talking Bath Fan
dressing wrap
the perfict travel bag
LockedUp Mobile Portfolio
Key Beeper
No Stain Ceiling Tile
Crin douche
Droplet Grip for Mobile Phone
Waterbottle/Coffee cup App
Integrated mobilecase charger
Shoe/Drawers Chest-expandable
half fitted sheet
Curly-girl ties
Leaf Gator
Travel Suitcase-wardrobe
Petal Touch
SilentHammer
Portable Luggage Rack
Firework Lights
Keep Shoes On and Germs Out
Disposable Bibs
Mobile Floor Projection Belt
Grocery stopper for pickup
Smart Bed
Reinvent Bath Fan - Home Depot
community motion lights
Salt &amp; Pepper combo
Nap'Table housse
Lap Cozy
Power Strip- Induction Charger
Electrically protect your dog
Perfect Hair
Retractable SmartPhone Charger
Tubular flexible structure
Clothes hanger organizer
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cellular necklace
Digital License Plate Message
Crazy case
Birdie Golf
PrivAir: Premium Room Dividers
Gooseneck For Drip Brew
ICE CREAM SHAPER
Pet Groomer/Organizer
GoBaby
New-Candle
Sizzle Hands
4inch nail eraser
"iHaveit" iPhone holder.
Create Your Own Sound -Machine
City Cycle Trousers
Brrrrr....Grab a Towel
RGneer
Cart card swivel
WALKCARTSEAT
Key Chain Hanger
Facetime Stand &amp; Charger
NFL Lightpost Cover
Multi-Device Charger
Bluetooth Recorder
PicMinder
la couette sur mesure
Functional Ceiling Fan COPTER
Mini Shade
Health glasses
A Siri button for the car
Sip and Stick Stemware
Electronic calendar
The Ticket Treasury
JogMate
Portable Driveway Saver
Scratchy
Super Suction Lotion Pump
Solar Panel Phone Case
The improved pillow
External sound headphones
Bath Fan + Simulated Skylight
The Slick Quick
Pin up
Stationary Swimming
Cell Phone, key, etc. Locator
clock we can read without eyes
SLYDER
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Talking Plant App
Hoo Haa
Reuse Trash Bag Holder
ABC Post-Its
Multiple purpose Bathroom fan
HEarProTech
Parked car finder app/keychain
Bake-N-Egg
Squito
Phone leash
TRACR (Trak-er)
support pour box murale
Footstep generated electricity
Buddy
Frying pan w timer in handle.
Just for Dogs
Toilet Flushing Foot Pedal
Braille Pad
the bug stik
Portable handy garage
Compostable Leaf Tarp
AROMATIC POCKET
Find My Bike
leaf tarp
Tendeur de clÃ´ture rapide
Teacher Power
Mobile Ring Repeater
Travel toothbrush &amp; floss
Easy Access Loaf of Bread
Tiny Swipes
Lock me
Ice-free Iced Coffee Mug
Auto Can Crusher
Power Saver 5000
Quick relief supply delivery
Voice Controlled Bath Fan
Plastic Bottle Cutter
Porta Screw
Mobile Phone PicPod
Steph able charging cord
Infoclick
parapluie essoreur
Ultimate Lip Stick Case
imprimante 3D chocolat
Dual Dispensing Bottle
Modern Bed Skirts
steering wheel organizer
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Emergency Vehicle Warning
Ladder rack
UpDraft..Seamless To Steamless
Smart app enabled Wallet
Soup Scoops
Polar pannels
Easy cart?
Precooked Bacon Weave
Cup Holder Multiplyer
The Unmakeable Beer Pong Cup
gilet rÃ©chauffant
Command and Communication unit
Internet browser-cookie clean
Bra strap clip
Blinder of phone
UX
Microwavable Ice Cream Scoop
The Retractable Umbrella
Portable water filter
Gamer Dome / Desk Dome
back pack salter
Duck Call Flashlight
Travel Neck Brace/Pillow
Life proof laptop cases
No More Hat Hair
CHIP TAPE
Non - Skid Ruler for Kids
Purchase Gasoline Online!
Your Back-up
The futures NightVision
feel it
Bidet in a Box
disposable lotion
Un essui verre long
kite camera mount
Soap Combiner
The Expandable Work Bench
ZPS
Road Trip Kit for Kids
New Millenium Vehicle
The Perfect Pour
Egg-cellent Hard Boiled Eggs
Plug to USB
Music2Paper
Childrens toilet seat
ProtÃ¨ge chaussures
zip phone
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Lampadaire de salon Ã©cologique
App Enabled Head Thermometer
EZ SmoothEE
the pant add on
wash/dry and store shelves
Fold FLAT Yoga MAT
Batterie miracle
Travel Pet Pac
Cone Rack Preserver
Clap Charge
Smart toolbox app enabled
Amber Fire 911 Life Saver
Electronic cornhole scoreboard
Propane Tank Power Switch
easy speak radio
Corn Grabbers
Wired to wireless headset
Phone Glove
Ocular Waves
Wheel Defender
Quickset clocks -alarm &amp; wall
Check Out
Electric fence light
Jogging Headphone
dvr recording chip
Harman Heart-Beats
Quirky Build this -Don't Wait
FeminineCare Trash Can
Hearing Aid Headphones
Peanut butter whiz
Power Saver
Voice control T.V remote
BounciPad
Endless Loom
Easy sheets
Doudours
Expandable Litter Pan
Finger Guardz
Easy Music Maker
drain trap
Disposable Lens Tracker Case
coffre de plage
Beep Beep
Caffeine Squirt Gun
flowerbed cleaning atachment
magnetic weights
Facial sun protector
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Adjustable keyboard
Read any book in kindle free
Bubble - Store, Charge, Use
CARDIES
Peg Board BATHROOM STORAGE
The Cool Down Swimming Bar
Camclip
SnapBox Lunchbox
Auto-garage universal switch
DRYER@SHOWER
Smart Jacket
Kitty litter Scoop Mask
inhaler holder
LEDs wallpaper/ceiling
Bed &gt; turning off computer
Fully Controlled Headphones
Smart Purse
Cold Weather Face Mask
Retracable Dog Collar Leash
facetech medicine cabinet
Compushelf
I almost forgot!
Click To Expand PC Monitors
Purse Saver Shoe Gloves
Make Your Own Pic Puzzle
Multi Purpose newspaper vend
Backlax
Robinet facile d'installation
Jeu de Cartes - Voyance
Automatic Zip repairer
Compressor Fan
Waste Not Squeeze
Doggie depends
Turbine Charge
Most Intuitive Mouse Yet.
Cart Tail
Smart Gun Lock
Aurora Boards
Shrinking Ice Cream Carton
Add-a-step
Custom Nail Polish
Different Tablet Wall Mount
Snow Storm Mask
Wireless heat control
Refrigerator Fountains.
LUXURY CAR SEAT
"Hold the Phone"
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GPS POLICE SCANNER
Treadmill Belt
Distributeur de Ketchup
The Helmet Hat
Prayer Rakah Reminder
Portable solar heater
Mileage Tracker
Remote Pet Feeder
Anti-Snag Dog Leash
Versatile Tablet Case/Stand
Helping Hand Wheelchair
Infin- Ice Cooler
A machine that folds clothes
Lumbardi's Sunglasses
Space Saving Cat Perch
pizza congelo
The Cam-Bell
FIFO Laundry Hamper
Comfort couch
Dental Care
PORTABLE TRASH COMPACTOR/SHRED
Move movie
Baby Light &amp; Clip
Mood Music!
Did I Lock the Front Door?
Peephole 2.0
The Chill Wave
Paint Glide-n-Slide
Flush and spray
I-DEB (stands for I - Debit)
sandwich &amp; drink container
Golf Practice Swing
Grout line Power Scrubber
Frail person fall alert
The Pythagorean Cup
car front wheel view mirror
coupez, collez et accrochez .
Dog Walkers Best Friend
Cord free lighting
Le Kool coule shamp/gel douche
Clip and Hang Hangers
Squeeze-Powered Case
Pen-Com
Clothes Caddy
Book with a hole for phone
Caulk Gun Extension (NO MESS)
neat twister
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Sealed/Ported Quirky + Harman
ScrewBuddy
silent siren
Over &amp; Out Travel Sleep Aid
The Squeezer
The cleat show
Doggie Deterrent Couch Saver
Toilet Training Undies
Line Shaker
led tennis shoes
Home Depot Bath Fan Challenge
RC Car Reinvented
Parking Ballons
PILL TRACKER APP
Beeping Spirit Level
the bowl condom
magnetic knife sheath
Mini ConvergeCordies Hybrid
Car and/or wall decal
Collapsible Propane Tank Stand
flavor dog water
TechUps
Swap Top interchangeable tops
ProjKey
The Snowman Maker
The Locker Combo app
Handwritten Word Count Display
Flip Toilet Seat
Beanbag Charger
Money Saver Outlet
cord organization
"Quick~ Sharp"
Q-Tracker
Song Pic Toothbrush Holder
The smart lockbox
Quick Fit
Variable Footprint Tread Tire
Kids Color Clicks
pinger
Bereavement Alert
Carousel Tea Kettle
Glow in the dark rope
Universal External Battery
Emergency batery generator
aMAZEing MIRO!
Eye Surgery Cooler
Clear the way
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MATTEL RAINBOW SAND/SNOW MOLDS
The Little Pen
Fan pants
Doggie Poo Bag
Oven Camera
Waste bin lid sides
Smart Car Lock De-icer
Travel quilt blocks
Beer and Wine Lawn Holders
Smart Waterproof Kids Mattress
Junk In The Trunck
1 Toy, Endless Possibilities
PURSE NLEE MINE
All-Sports Linear Guidance
Survival Water Bottle
School Year Memory Keeper
G.E. App enabled Stand/wheels!
Infinite Scuba Tank
EasyDown
HANDS FREE BLOW DRY
Pool caddy
Slide suit
TABLAP
Wink Remote Phone's Camera
Lighted Umbrella
Home Depot Bath fan cubes
Tab-Reading Pillows
Mainely Pictures
Mailbox buddy
earing phones
SLAP! Light - Slap on theLED's
PowerWrap
Architectural Mini UNSPLIT AC
Marker/Blade Tape Companion
GPS-Pet-Collar
Desk Cover
The bright head helmet
SPARCe
Light Line
Smart Oven
Personal Lifeguard
911 WRISTWATCH W/ LOCATOR
multi-functional scissors
Smart Posters
The Guardian
Faster straighter
Process Patent Video Collar
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Pee-Controlled Urinal Games
controleur de prises universel
No germ charger dock
Sound Pro Mini Speakers
The Cloud Insole
coin unlock for shopping cart
The shelf bra
Take The Trash Out Stupid!
Smoke Detector with Text Alert
No Waste Nail Polish Brush
Snacky Stack
Pop Out Multi Wall Outlet
K.I.D.D.(keep it dumped dear)
Blood Pressure Patch
Sonnerie de maison bluetooth
SEMI-FITTED FLAT SHEETS
Valise traineau mains-libres
Clutter Containers
Double music set
Double Scan Indicator
T.O.T.B. think outside the box
Multichannel Headphones
Improved Laptop Shell/Body
Ice Maker Blast
DISPOSABLE WASHCLOTHS W/SOAP
SPIN BODY BRUSH FOR SHOWER
Heated car cover
Rain Damper
Solocup / Pitcher cozy
cam-klamp
Solar iPhone charger
BATTERYLESS TV REMOTE CONTROL
Grease Draining Pan
The Board Band
Nimbus Bath Fan
Coffee Grinder Silencer
Car Repair Blanket
Air-free straw
But tout
COOL Plate
Green tee
Power Hub
Disposable Pot And Pans
Perp-Clean (Perpetual Clean)
tape measure + pencil
PRO GAME X
Motorized Height Step Stool
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tab pad
DRIP-CATCH ICE CREAM CONE
cork sucker
Call from Santa!
Discus-A Disc Golf Disc Finder
frayeur dans les alpages
remote control finder
Spa Packages
Xmas Tree Pine Needle Catcher
Ear Bellies
Spray Sun-Screen at the Beach!
Litter-mess-no-more
Coque smartphone antivol
Push N Pull (Organizer)
Package on Front porch.
PRO X
Food manager
awesome mechanic
Releasable Fish Hook
Computer&amp;heater
Flavored Mouthguards
Christmas Tree Watering Buddy
the soap saver
quirky Alarm Clock
SHOE INSOLES W/ TOE SEPARATORS
DiscTrakr GolfTrakr
Drug Capture
deer doorbell
DOG SCRATCHING POST
The Ring Saver
No text promise
Unique Key fob PANIC tone
Wrap Tube
helix pen
Sushi Master
First Finger Inc
Gadget Cap Warmer
Changing Picture Frame
Folding &amp; Sliding Cargo Deck
banafibre
Portable Air Cooler
EAR CAP
REFRIGERATOR MATE GLASSES CASE
Virtual lights,phone,APP.
The Privacy Protector
aide for fall prevention
The Power Case
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Warming Insoles
headphones player
To catch a thieve bullet
Voice Translator
Heated "Snuggie"
Let your wall Breath
Leaf Mulcher Vac/Dispenser
Remote Control Finder
American titans
Smart Phone Garage Door Opener
Corner Real Estate sign
Veggie sauce for everyone
DaDrinker
Tray-z
The Easy Sweep Dust Pan
Bleach Bottle Pour Spout
Stroll N View
The Claw Umbrella
Desktop Memory Organizer Hub
U disk conventer for phones
phone-lock
guitarkey
Air Control
Travel Smart
Bathroom tile buff
App operated power strip
calorie counter fridge
Laser Rechargeable Batteries
Pocket Flinger
Smart pillbox
Friendly horn
Pause/Playback live radio
Solar powered sailboat
Your bottle, your code
Charger phone holder
Foot/Hand Brightness Control
Slot Machine Savings Program
Cupcake batter dispenser
Easy Home Wine Maker #Austin
Beverage Caddy
languettes nettoie-langue
Pocketable Pockets
WINK Safety Lock
Texting Band-Aids
Lost Sheep!
Stair Ladder Roller Trolley
Divided Bed Cover
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Simple Sound
Nice (No-Ice)
Fan Blade Tear-aways
Click and Paint junior
Small oxygen bottle
Trouver (French: To find)
Double &amp; dual sound pick
PUZZLEPAPER
Gearphone (Group Earphone)
Hide my cell
Fun Bathroom Panel for Kids
Comfy cover for Magic Mouse
Skeeter Scarer
HandyCase
Label Clips
Switchpass
Music genius
consumables cost savings
Automatic head massager
Zapawake
right-partner finding
Ice on the go!
sofa box
SPIN MOP
Electronics charging suitcase
FIND-IT
AI-JE REÃ‡U DU COURRIER ?
Burglary Deterrent
Shower water counter
Wireless Effects Pedal Dongle
Aspiflexi
Fly Trapz
Cool Dog
Wall-Mounted Gaming Organizer
Micro Multi Speaker Wristband
water bottle pad
Germ free
heartattack app
Rub n' Shine
Bino Holder
SkinPocket
Life Bag
Practical Parking
Set de table personnalisable
CRUISE SHIP LIFE SAVERS
Wireless Securty Camera
Easy Casing
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"Nice" Button
Sledgehammer Adjustable weight
APP Enabled PICTURE-A-DAY
Umbrelli-dri
Insurance for pets or mascot
The brush up
Spectacle Glass Protector
SnoTrax
TAILLE CRAYON PROPRE
Cover-Them-Up
Refillable Squeeze Pouch
Smart Warmers
Portable Potty
Auto Ottoman
hydraulic adjustable wrench
Pet Snuggle
designer toilets
Revolution in TV cabinets
lunette wc chauffante
Lock wallet
One Machine Clean
Water bubble
UP&amp;DOWN HANGER
Tether
DarkGlass
TMBrush
The Smartest Toothbrush
Play Hooky Velcro Cleaner
ROTARY MULTI TIER USB CHARGING
The People's Choice app
Cologne Pad
Smart Tire Valve Stem Caps!
Wombat
money saved cleanex tissue
lash molding
CargoooFlask
Pop up Tablet /Cell phone case
lotion applicator
Tangle-Free Travel Tubes
Mag Rag Towel
The Draining Bedpan!
KEEP WARM INN
Our Hood
Universal toothbrush
Bluetooth Enabled Jacket
Pharmacy Bottle Rack
MagnaCap
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KeyCard (pic is upside down)
MINI MONA
BRACELIGHT
Reverse imaging mirror
Hot trends
TV's that print a screen image
Binome Reporter
Magic Case
my bugfree space
Peeping Tom Detectors
Quick Brush
PowerTracker
Baby Spatch
Garage Door Buddy
Smart Levitating Clothes Iron
dry heat
"UNI" charged outlet-portable!
Remote covers
EXERCISE WITH CABLE POWER FAN
Sleepmaster Tent
Smart Phone Holder Cup Holder
Gas cap helper
favorite chair swivel
Only squares like spheres
The stool lifter
Maginet Power Plugs
Obamacare Apps
Crumb Vac
Plane power provider
Prevent Cyber Bullying
EMERGENCY VEHICLE LOCATER APP
THE SOAK SHOE
gummy toothpaste
"MILES" :THE FUN GPS/PEDOMETER
belt buckle multi tool
housse mobile solaire
Puffer-Mattel
Selfee
COOLING BACKPACK
Parking Assistant
wheel skates
Jump Mates
The Electric Bike
Pool Party Speakers
SlimPower
Python Scooter
i spy ... poop finder
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PREVENTION ACCELERATION
Predator Packs
Boomers Best Friend!
Cup Cradle
football friend
Countdown Xmas Lights
Stove Top Tear Off Covers
Reversible Sports Jerseys
chaussettes 4 pattes
Potty Protector Pocket
app for store loyalty cards
Independently Yours
Safeli - Multistage Brakelight
The Lip Pan Cookware line
Pincherman Friends
Umbrella Snap
Rubber Bubble
Easy nails
Digital (Christmas)cardholder
Smart Scalextric finish line
Here I Am!
Dog, Cat vacuum brush
Swimpong
Power wheelchair turn signal
Genie-in-a-Bottle
Caprisun Drink Holder
The Dress Hand
Rainbow Chew
Electorial Voting Apps
combrush
Safety phone for children
portable tube
Thermo utensil
Light switch distributor
Complete Soldering Iron
PUBLIC REST ROOM PRIVACY TAPES
Meshmerizing
Copieur de clefs USB
EZ Holiday Lighting
Tip Toes
Lab-Top Carryer
Clip Couette
HotCase
Apple note 909806069 have
tire changing assistant
Portable Treadmill Desktopper
Carbrella
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outside in
solar powered beer cooler
Windshield electric ice scrape
retractable snow brush
Toilet Cleaner
The USB Pocket Tool
Lighter holder
Quirky Subscription Box
Magnetic Pencil-Grip
3 minutes
Convertibles shoes
One Handed Shirt Clip
Orderless Kitty litter Box
Safe GPS
Proview Athlete Cam
Safety cones
master baster
360 Helmet Panopticon
TomeX Digital Notebook
Yoga Mate
Bath Fan Home Depot
GloBot Strips
Disappearing highlighter
Take Pill Reminder
Cool it up bracelets
Prank Song Player
Card package
Your Laundry is done!
The Kat Katcher
Neck Ease
Wilderness Help Sky Alert
Neat Nap
Ultimate doormat
Banana travel container
Bra saver
pulverisateur a pied
piss mist
Fylus
Motivational Dumbbells
Panic Release Button
flat-go
VAC MAT
Hydrophobic Shower Curtain
The finder
Cell Phone Car Dock
Saved by a balloon
Door Bell App
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Freellage:FreeForm Collage
BATH FAN HOME DEPOT
Present finder
Grandma's Clean Photo Book
Modern Lit Makeup Mirror
HeatBreaker Protector Shutoff
Clip On Home Air Freshener
touchless pet wash machine
Wiper-Lactic
Candle wick trimmer
Clip and Pour
Hangersizer
Trace Band
Furnace / AC Filter Alert
happy toilet seat
COSMIC sm/tm eating Place .
The Cold &amp; Hot Crockpot
Charger Extention
Bluetooth to Aux Transmitter
lid closes toothpaste alone
Tree in a Bottle
911 HELP
wallet funnel
Adjustable eyes
Door Blind Block's Outdoor Air
home escalator
SaturdayCamp Georgia Inc.
wireless Wii Nunchuck
Winter Summer Stand Fan
Posture Prompter
Power Button Guard
PowerSux
Phython Scooter
camera cover
Shred
WeCal Magnetic Calendar
Hands-free Toothbrush
Mattels, "Time Out Toybox"
GAME ON CAPS
Keep Tablets Clean &amp; Sterile!
chain oiler
joystick pc plug'n'play
USB connector Hub(Resubmit)
TÃ©lÃ©porte-bonne femme
LaDock - A Elegant IPhone Dock
MostCard
Cassaople stops foil sticking
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Top Curl
Zip case
Trip Alarm App
Breathe at night
Heat vest..
Calorie Counter
Soap Reborn
Stair Slide
Motorbike gas auto-calculator
HD 3 Level Toilet Seat Fan
STOP THE FREEZE
No more cell phone pimples!
Safety Snowfort
DinoGym
Bathroom Fan With Msg Scroller
Straight quick!
Diffuse
SmartPen
Speed Checker
LED Holiday Light Molding
Bonnet Babe
Seat Cushion
Binder, Pen Clip
SMARTPHONE SHOULDER HOLSTER
A Higher Quality Sound From The iPhone 5, Using A Passive Audio Enhancement Amplifier/Phone Stand Combo. A Folded Horn Design, No Batteries.
Voice Controlled Remote Car
Water bottle on bike helmet
advertising baby shade for car
Designer Doggie Doo Bag
DRIP-CATCH ICE CREAM CONE
A-Frame vinyl Shower Curtain
Mascara fan
Limetless bath fun
COUPON "KING"
Red Light Refractor
THE CHEF RIGHT NOW
FridgeFresh Manager
Cool Beans
dobbers for you
EZ Clean Fork
Water Warning
Floating Towel Toy
Outlook designer safety covers
Effortless Window Ladder
Pet spa bathtub
Multiple Remotes Holder
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Ice b gone
Ink Cartridge Refill Station
IDkey/ iLock/Fikey/
Vigilante 8 RC Cars
Solar Cover With Straps
Label It Pitcher
Insurance Repository
A Safer Stove
In Flight Charger
Wine preservation, dispensing
BathRm Queasy-Sounds Supressor
Coffeecup whistler
App Enabled Portable Bath Fan
HD Scented Toilet Handle Fan
Glowbox
smart buds
Heated wiper blades
Melting snow shovel
MULTIPLE PROJECT DESK SPACES
Privacy Door Knob
Convenient trowel
Often Temp
Light of the word
Ballet Shoe Memory Foam Insert
EZ-Trash
Snowboard/Ski Unlimited Music
Knoby
Hurricane Proof Your Home
RERUN RADIO
spitzer
On-the-go single coffee press
Show'Rub
Retractable Alligator Clip
Embracelet
low angle reflective coating
App for Keys and Phone in 1
Pill Safe
Lost traveler finder
Brushtaste
Sneakopump : Self-Lacing Shoe
Snap! Cutting Board
Football helmet
Free Wheel
BattleShip HotRod edition
iQrophone
Remote start made easy!
Dental Month
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Car Radio Tivo
Walking Generator
Quick Dry Tool for Wet Items
stay put water aerobic belt
LaptopTable
Snowballs!
FOOD LOCKER
dragon
Chapstick Grinder
chaud-froid mobile
Warming House Slippers
Night Watchman
The Electronic Bike Rack
fuel despenser
Grocery Cart Cake &amp; Pie Sitter
Special Skateboard Gloves
Parched pooch
Carpe Memento
Fanheat
Glo-Case
Magnetic Shower Curtain O-ring
Outlet upgrade
Easy windshield snow cleaner
Nav Screen Guard
strain relief mouse board
Automatic lotion despenser
Cool U 2 Laptop &amp; USER Cooler
ANTI-BULLYING SHIRTS, POSTERS
YinYang Dry Erase/Black Board
Trash Vac Attachment
Paid, Wi-Fi Controlled Outlets
gas with cash
Critters B Gone
BLUETOOTH VENTED BASS SPEAKER
CAMERA-SAFE-CLIP
Mower Rock/Root Scanner
car alarm application
Meat minder
Temperature Controlled Shower
Chicky Dolly
Home smart server
Swing Set Chain Grips
Photo Pro
Throw blanket with feet
HEATED LIGHTS- Umbrella
The "Man Garter"
Sandwich Shape Press
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Q+GE Wink Pill Refill Tracker
Tree Protector
Mulch cover
wallet or purse locater
InstaSun
dimple beach ball
Clip on handles for cookware
Back Eye
Pinwheel hubcaps
Home or Business Intercom App
X-Scape (ornaments)
Adjustable Facial Mirror
Night lock
Mobile Surface Printer
Auto Sensor Bath Fan
PERSONALIZED DOORBELL
Nose Plugs
Moving Bracket/hook
Showerproof Bandage!
Everyday Bling Flip Flops
Shower &amp; Bath Disposable Liner
No Power Cell Phone Charger
wig parties
Collapsible Pizza Box!
very visible
Benevolent Helium UFOs
You Pick It !
Detangle Hair Clamp
Dog training clicker app
THE MASK
Let me Sleep
Swivel Flashlight Mount
Retractable Volleyball Net
Nail Paint Remover
bath and shower buddy
1 Solution for Electric Plugs
CORE automobile dock + charger
POWER-LOCK
decorative smoke detector
Cadenas fingerprint
Bathroom Fan improvements
Bump n Go Hairdryer
mix-a-color
le chaufe salle de bain solair
GLOBAL BICYCLE LOAD CARRIER
W.S.D ( wet secure drive )
SMART FUNNEL
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eSweater: Self Heating Clothes
Demographic Awareness
the bed wedge
slimin wall extension cord
alarm setter app
The Headphones of Tomorrow
Spectrack
The Patch....for PMS
Mail Call
Fresh Munch
Decorative Eyeglass Holder
Kidz Spoonzy
Virtual Holiday Lights
Bath Fan - Home Depot
Sun Tanning Decals
Attachable Portable Printer
Sound Share earbuds
fuel less water stair
My Organizer Toolbox
Neck wear, Pendant Style Collapsible, Functional iPhone/Smartphone Holder. Small, Stylish, Easily Blends, Convenient Location.
Car Space Heater
Lotto Scratch!
KITCHEN UTENSILS MULTI HOLDERS
body air dryer
Ring binder fix
Retail Email Receipts
Waterproof Wireless Charging
Pendant with hidden sharp pin.
Music "Like" Button for Driver
colorful vehicle tires
Garbage Can With A Mini Garbage Can Cradled Inside The Cover. Use Your Mini Garbage Can Readily On Counter tops, Sinks Or Wherever Needed.
Pop-up Plant Protectors
Toilet Seat ENTERTAINMENT + Ap
lacrosse wall
The Driving Experience
SÃ©choir solaire
Driver's license pull tab
Action Figure Organizer
KeyPS
grocery dollee
The Execu-Bib
Ring with concealed sharp pin.
ROLL for PEN-WRAP for BRACELET
STEMâ„¢ Disc Saver
Bon ApPETit
Forever Boomerang
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Tape Holder
Stadium Breeze
Leash Light
The Beach Towel Ever
Disposable Cutting Board
Fanfreshener
Perfect Fit Snugger Shoe
PICTOWALL-changes pic &amp; frame
The right color!
pet hair catcher
Scented Furnace Filter
Programmable Thermostat Cover
LARSENKIT
Your Hot Or Cold Drink With Your Sugar, Cream/Creamer, Spoon And Cup. All On Just A Small And Neat Fitted Tray. Easy Move Singly Or Groups.
Bed Made Easy
Belly Frills
plate it!
shoe bots
iPhone 5 Functional Case That Holds A Week's Supply Of Medications Or Vitamins. Seven Different Compartments, One For Each Day's Quota.
Cool underwear
Water-proof Earphones
Tennis Blush Paint
Would you sign an NDA ?
Cell PH charger for Sport Veh
Perfect Bottle
Play them All
panel heater
HYBRID FOLD FLAT SPEAKERS
StepRack
car/booster seat covers
the skate scraper.
Bio-ball
Face-Cam
Dog leash and pooper scooper
Peek-A-Boo Shoes
SOLAR SHEETING
Wireless Bedside Lamp Reminder
Finger Brush
Fireplace room heater
Karaoke for mobile\tablet
SAFE THE KIDS BRACELET
The Runner
Tech Tips
Smart Fanheat
Shoe Links
Smart watchband
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Custom Phone Case service
App Enabled Coffee Mug
Nav Billing System
E-Feeders for Pets-WINK device
green steam generator
Beach bed
Rugged Detergent
Guide Sight Glasses
Flea Collar Bandana
Roulsurlo
Wireless earbuds
Residue Oil Collector
Extendable Pivot Power
PULL OUT COVER inside SPOILER
Paint Thickness Tester
Belt weight
CableLight
Universal Remote &amp; Automation
The smart cutting board
All-in-one cell cover
Trayucket
Super Headache Med
The Quirky Turkey!
Quick Contacts
EXPERIENCE TRUCK TAILGATE
Expandable Tote
WiFi Ceiling Fan Controller
reussir son thÃ© a la menthe
swipable health ins card
ULTIMATE SALES SERVICE WEB/APP
Clean Hands Monitor
IN-TUBE
beer jacket
AppEnabled Bath Fan Home Depot
Secure fit-bit ban
Ultra Portable Chair Backpack
CAR-E-OKEY
Wi-fi plug
retrouver ses lunettes !
Wifi-Enabled Coffee Machine
Jogger moms friend
Bass-Top
Cancer Barbie &amp; Ken Dolls
pocket knife wallet phone case
SNOWSHOE QUICK RELEASE BINDING
A Bubble In A Space
Smart Drone Fire Extinguisher
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Stamps game improvement
Grill=Electricity
Freshair.
Handy Chair
Scooter/ Moped Cover
Personal Product Bags
Smart Gloves
Weather strip Flap
Pen pal
Belt fasten with charms
WEB SHARE
dog sunglasses/goggles
Rocket
Burn Free Birthday Candles
WristLight: Be Seen
Holiday Light Launcher!
An App. - Custom Cookbook
Pocket Germ Shield
Bath Fan-Home Depot
Toilet Wizzard
Voice cancelling technology
Wet free umbrella
Are You OVER the Limit?
Bedside Power
Adjustable Shelving
CLIP ON SPEAKERS for BAG STRAP
Easy-on Socks for ALL
Surchaussure anti-pluie
Multi themed outdoor lights
Airplane Phone
Quick cops
Glow Baby
~FLAWLESS FUR~
IT'S ALREADY WET
Heels to Flats
baby seat flash lights
Potato Planter
ANTI-BULLY CELL/COMPUT FILTER
Patients Expandable ID
Light up digital keyboard
Thermos Strainer
Wristcam
FORGET ME NOT
Air Traveler Coat Hook
Solarz
Wink: Alerting Drawer Lock
Adjustable Gun Barrel
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Wristband pool safety alarm.
marque page eclairant
Paintbrush roller
Cash crisper
Visor Extendor
Fritcher
Bed Pan Bed
XXL Cosy Socks
Outdoor magnetic Xmas lights
HD Bath DoorKnob Fan
Towel Clip
Self hanging dresser luggage
Double Cooler
My house keeper
Baby Bottle Minder
Voice activated alarm
Base Boards
Voice activated camera
Sock away
PACOGEC " hygiÃ¨ne"
Cord Minder
Blanket buddy
3D shopping mall
Extendable Outlet
Teeter/Teeter
iAlert
Honking Brakes
Digital Christmas Cards
Forget Me Not
Hottie Hat
Pet finder
The Mail is Here
Microfiber Absorptive Mitt
Portion Plate
Ishoes
Smart Alarm Pillow
Switchable USB Hub
HIGH PROFILE SAFETY LED LIGHTS
Automatic Back Rubber
Boiler pot
Perfect Squares
ArachnoAssassin
Home Fire Protection
Cloud note pad
No re-writing!
Rope Ladder Machine
slumber buddy
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cool mat
Handy Case
Sound Compass
Football Remote Caddy
RoadGo Digital Camera Backup
Changing Quirky's Method
USB slide
App Enabled Time Capsule
tapis-pusier
Save your digits safety gloves
box shoz
Beverage and accessory holder
GELove : Polish Remover Glove
Fandom Voice Simulator
Fan Pleasure
Air walks
Responding dictionary
shampooing reflets argentÃ©s
Smart Phone universal remote
Scanner Assistant
Art it/ Color Mixer for Artist
multi purpose Detector
Hide-A-Hoop
Collapsible Trashcan
Flavored Floss
doggie vac
Chafease
Cooler - Cooler
Coolest video game ever
Home Depot Bath Fan
The E-Z Handy Dog Wash
Transmutating windshield tints
Laundry's Done! Application
Battery operated TV
SpoonScale
Password saver
Shampoo Store
la sonnette de maison a air
Corner/Edge Shower Brush
Mail and package delivery
HYDRAULIC TOILET SEAT
Strap On Fluid Catch Tray
SunScream
D-Day
OUSAIS
Screw Murphy ! Phone Charger
Adjustable Picture Frame
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Ever-flowing Hot Tub
iPhone loop
Water proof step,sleep monitor
Capo + Tuner
Slotcar center guardrail
Naked Orange
Retractable earphone device
Tablet PC holder versatile
Thermal Safe Spoon
Lazy Decorator's Home Decor
There
men watershooting toilet
Multi-Mood Head
comfortable phone
Foot Blanket Tucker
Wink Retro TV Alarm Clock
reflective shirt
LEASH
Punch progress
Remote Control Clay Chassis
Portable photovoltaic system
2D Training
Thermo biberon la temp idÃ©ale
Rate My Plate
Transition car window tint
Vehicle Blindside Detector
Bluetooth Controlled Outlet
1
The Spaghetti tester
tie Bib
Power Brick Extender
Green Gardeners
Phone Charger Station
CAR SEAT and BACK COOLING FANS
Public Shower water controller
Weatherproof Bicycle Seat
Portable Power
Solar Panel Blinds
Carabiner Coathanger
â€œBath Fanâ€ and â€œHome Depot
water temperature regulator
U Lite It
SOLAR BATTERY FOR COMPUTERS
twisted wrap
Finger Mouse
Closet Hide Away
Munchkin Nail Block
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Last Bit Out! Bottle Connector
The Bendy Scissors
Audio Golf Scorekeeper.
dry seat for mens room
Cable Hideaway + Trash Can
wide vision glasses
Trident Super Hitch &amp; Reciever
Battery-operated cars
Magnetic Deer Scent System
Auto Watering Plants Device
learning with skills balls
Hose Buddy Clips
Shiny Night Nails
IZI
360 degree bike lights
Doggie Breast Pump
WATER ANCHORED TENT, No Stakes
Formando Mujeres de Valor
Help Me Self-E
House's Siding/Corner Planters
Smart Back Support Pad
Hands free Head Gear
Harmless pen
Figure eight sink
Travel beach chairs
Solar Bobber
Portable Dog Bowl Holder
Flexible egg holder
Smart Shelves
Worpla
Short sleeved sweatshirts
The Shopper
SpotDot-K9+Locate+Fitbit+Video
Noodle Construction Kit
Peas of Mind - The Silicon Pea
Savings Assistant
Auto stilts for work
Color Matching Deodorant
safety sleeper
A Convenient Umbrella Buckle
Mat Sole cleaner
Mobile Cleat Cleaner
towel-clip
My little mucem!
Wifi bracelet
Virtual reality 3d app
Wheelchair Footstraps
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Senior Smarts
Tiara Towel
Instadex
Windscreen Curtain
Tray with cup holders
disposable book of exfoliaters
Iron mate
aquaponic systems for my herbs
Bathroom fan Home depot
Weather proof tool bin
Charging station
HangEZ
QUIRKY EGG PIN SET
Scuff glove
Ouch cure
Icing Pro
Sand Laces
no kill mouse trap
Onion Wonion
# Home Depot Bath Fan
Paintbrush w/ paint can opener
Variable intensity brake light
POWER CORD SYSTEM
cordless laptop charger
overwrite
USBEASTa scholastic super hero
find me
IPAD/TABLET EASY PICK UP CASE
la robe Ã fleurs
No smell cigarette
Proxyswitch
FlÃ©chettes Ã cible mouvante
MULTIPLUG-extension cord
Real Image Mirror
Ladder with an Outlet
Reusable silicone catalyst
Bath Fan with Smoke Alarm
No More Flats
Mondrian et les flÃ©chettes!
Gel Cap
Cycling safety sensor + light
Positive Reinforcement Scale
The Globe
My inventory App.
Oil painting tube organizer
Bendy Hanger
Home Depot Bath Fan
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WINE REFERENCE COASTER
Firewood Caps
Exercise Ball instant chair!
Evo-tÃ©tines
SPF Scent-Free Hunter's Lotion
Refill Lipstick &amp; Eye Lipliner
NININ (9'n)
H2 gO
Holiday Light Magnetic Clasp
pool wall protecter
Time Pies
Solar smart phone case
EASY REACH SINK SUPPLIES STORE
A spiral extendable bath fan.
LBG!! ( Leaf be Gone!)
Yarn Bowl
Wheelchair Wonderbar
wireless earmuffs alarmclock
Prescription reminder bracelet
Dorm Fan
NO BLOW COVER
Briquet compteur de cigarettes
Contact goggles.
Magnetic Levitating Keyboard
"Bluetooth Motorcycle Helmet"
Baby Car Monitor
Chillanator
GLASS RANGE CLEANER-Hands Free
DuraMouse
DREARY WALL BUSTER
etui collapsible pour iPhone.
do-it-yourself mailbox trellis
Swisher Sweet Air Plug In
Automated Blind Spot Mirrors
NeverDrop Soap Holder
Electronic Device Stand
Breathe Clean
Baby charts- hand free
Shoe Schlep
Similar !! CASE Doggy Door
HOT FEET
Bluetooth on/off
Shake Charge
Tandem rake
Cord Extender
FOIL AND SEAL
Clamshelf
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Bobble-Pong
Freedom Plug
LitePod a solar &amp; wind light
A universal child's toy
4REEL Zero Knot String Device
ClÃ© usb smarphone
Daddies present
Ankle Savers
Grille Cover
Motorcycle helmet wiper
Mornaments Christmas decor
Bluetooth, wi-fi music device
sound rememberance for motors.
Bath Fan With Sensors
P-Pods
Smart Toilet Paper
HI-SIGN
iPhone - 2 way radio accessory
Nimbus Workplace desk odometer
Collapsible Water Noodle
Home Depot Bath Fan -Future
â€œBath Fanâ€ - â€œHome Depotâ€
Bulb Burns Out App-en. Sensor
windshield glare screen
Firefly for runners
Fitted Sheet Corner Clip
Phoozie
right temp
Car Window Rain/Snow Shades
devine intervention
Icarus too
Dye-No-Mess Easter Egg Nest
Joeys
Disposable door mat
Tip Jar
Seasonal Vent System
Swing Me
Self storing bike seat cover
Adjustable Neck Pillow
ZONED Wi-Fi Thermostat
MÃ©gotier
Luggage tracking
Guitara Hero for Hispanics
Carter (Multipurpose Mover)
waterproof wrist protectors
Personal Contactless Bike Lock
The Franny light
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Cell phone "Off" timer
Les baguettes magiques !
Fun Fragrance Scent Vents.
Home Invasion Ink &amp; Capsaicin
Musical Hacky Sack
the Hid It
Adjustable Jar Scraper
JamDoor
Keepsake Sensory Bag
Side multitap
Doggie Bath Collapsible Ramp
The key identifier
What's for Dinner?
liveraision
Folding Bowl
Frecuently lost thingstracker
Garage door status indicator
Bath Fan w/ Wifi Booster
Johnny Flush
Grille anti projection
Wireless Headphone Phone Case
The Li'l Blue Amplifier
disposable potty
Curtain Tamer
FOLDING STOOL with SIDE TRAYS
Boite noire automobile
Car and truck protector
stroller bug net
Appareil anti-perte
Little Drivers
Chauff' liss
Stretch Enough
PlatanoPeeler
concrete nails as cover bases
Stretch~ Bath Fan/Home Depot
Waterproof Zipper Dish Glove
â€œBath Fanâ€, and â€œHome Depotâ€
Fan Strands: GE &amp; Home Depot
convertible presion pan pot
Solar Cell
math english in ipad
Auto-Poster
anti-wasted spaces
HandsOn
Green Power Surge Protector
THE INEXPERIENCED
INVISABLE GUN SAFE
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Back Seat Hammock
Soft Bicycle Palm Grips
save money and reduce pollutio
Triangle-Tissue Boxes
Outfit coordinator
Ipass wallet
Poubelle compacteuse
Alcohol Control (Alcontrol)
One Cool Translator w/App
Numb-Aid
Hug Me Padding
EyesOnly Scan/Shred
NIGHT STAND MAT/PULL OUT TRAY
Disposable Rescue Inhaler
ProtÃ¨ge cuvette jetable
eyedrop coozie
Bouteille verre pour senior
Bibs To Go
Touchscreen bandages
cache-pot spÃ©cial "orchidÃ©e"
Scuba diving mask GoPro mount
iPhone Low battery alert app
College scoreboard app
Smart Shading Light
Plug Protect
BUG ME!!!
Silverware Soaker/Washer
Easily Cut Thick Dense Foods
Key Chain Stapler
Vacuum cleaning with no motor
Thong Thing (flipflop)
One Cool Pillbox
The Fan Keeper
Secure a Scrubbie
The Atomic Solar Glove
easy and rapid weeding frame
Bathroom Modesty Radio
Party Ice
Grocery Shopping made easier
clear armour
Rubber Cordies
swimming pool border
Groupic
finder pal locate that item
PrePared
Anywhere car cam and sensors
Rider blade
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Critter Ridder Garbage Can
Cell Pockets
Joster Shoe
App Enabled Self Replicator
Heat saver
FREEZE Warning Signs
Minion Chess Set
The Pet Grooming Wash Brush
Wireless Speaker Hack
THB
One Lens, Multiple Frames
Picture It
The Four Minute Shower Clock
TOAST &amp; GLOW DRINKING GLASSES
LOCATOR
Devine Intervention
A Great Sponge
The 3x hanger
AspiguÃªpe
Silicone Spring Form Pan
Cellphone Searcher
IDplZ
Christmas Bake Shapes
Induction Power Outlets
sno-gun-warrior
Stinkless toilet seat
Cleanfume
Kreative Kiltie
Writable Lunch Box
x-pong
kit de soins pour voyage
Iphone Earphone Jack Antenna
big screen color sample
Electric business card
Snowman builder
Lazy Suit
IN TOUCH JEWELRY
Tarp Ramp
Fast Food Ice-cream Containers
Stylus Finger Nails/Tips
where's the remote?
Vino Fizz
Sauve-Batterie
Peach Pets
Secure Sheets
The Better Shovel
Clockatile, A versatile clock.
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CUT STUBBORN MEATS FROM BONES
car purse holder
Waterproof NON SHOWER CAP
Scarf Tree
Vertical Train Garden
Man's Basic Needs - Pee Bumf
Battery clone
Home Circle Camera
My Dog Talks!
True Reflection
Dark controled glass
TradingPhotos
RAINFLASH
Glasses Cleaning Tie
Lip Clip for iPhone Earbuds
Voice-activated Bathroom Fan
"Lap" Party Bowl
Hi-Lighting Weaving Board
Pourfect
Stay away furnish!
my scoreboard
The Siren Siren
motor powerd wheelbarrow
Driver Eye Saver
Solar phone case
AppEnabled cell case 4/media
Grocery List Automator
Arachnizap
Bench buddy
Calorie fork
Pest Away
Phone/Tablet Controller app
Automatic steam mist
Smart Sliding keyboard case
Bed Buddy
lampe concert
Spray anti-saletÃ©
french fry gum
Ads On U.S. Postage Stamps
camera with sneeky lens
Leg Shave Ez
SC Tube
The " Bike Car-Mini "
The Leaf Catcher
Traction for High Heels
One piece table placemat
baseboards clean
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Wake Pillow
No Rip Clip
HONEYCOMB
Lotion Masseuse
Wrangler
RAT TRAP DOOR
Retractable Lighted Car Mirror
MultiPurse
App enabled fishtank sensor
RIGHT KEY
Induction Wheel Pouch
Smart Quirky Rubber Bend
EZLearn Virtual Piano Keyboard
SMART DOOR HANGER
De Jammer
Les pantoufles de lumiere
Telecommande piezo electrique
ice-less ice cubes
It's Ok, Memory Aid
Speed-Ups
repose pied pour enfant
computer legs
Car seat lift-up
toy miniature golf game
Heat Up Jacket
"C-19 Douser"
DEJ ' BOX
Disc Golf Product Line
Bath Fan - Home Depot
AutoBounce, cam &amp; app enabaled
unfloppy belt clips
Basin Bliss
Smellivision
BeepFinder
Steer-Well
laser pen
Digital Photo Calendar
Tablecloth Bag
Can't Decide Love Both Teams
InSight
Quick door entry
NO SPILL ANTIFREEZE NOZZLE
Folding trolley shopping cart
Smart Pendant Phone
clic plof
Multi Chamber Spray Bottle
Easy shelf slider
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Collapsible travel coffee mug
AROUND TOWELS
out side driveway mats
SMART NETWORKED MAILBOX
Delicious spray
Solar Christmas light
Touch Screen for Family Goals
Grid iPad Elastic Case
Magnetic Deer Scent System
Keyboard for learning to type
Clean Soap Holder
screwdriver and nail guide
bug off
Adjustable Torque Wrench
water damage limiter
FUTURE TOWER SM/TM
Bill dater
Rain Button
Bath Fan-LIGHTMUSE-home depot
Cellcouth
UHF Delta Loop TV Antenna
LEDcessories
GPS Glasses
The Sheet Music Stand 2.0
safbelt
Mecanic dog
BlueTeeth Converter
trotinette electrique chargeab
New age lunch bag
Toddler Tussle
Tidy Towel Topper
Sham Sheet Pillow Keep
Bra Cleaner
Remote control finder
Vineyard Robots
cars carbon monoxide detector
Wireless Mouse Smartphone Case
Bat catcher
Don't touch me
Youtube's Endless library
Tounge wipe
toll roads app
Puddy Tat PUP TENT
Grattoir pare brise
valise bluetooth
Dog's Best Friend
FlipOut Wall Receptacle
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The Third Dimensional Screen
eldavision
Hot and Cold Sleeping Bag
Solar powered scarecrow
Fighting Gravity - Marble Toy
iChime - Wireless Wind Chime
CHARGED UP-phone &amp; backup n 1
InstaSafe
Tag mode d'emploi
Semi permanent Ink Tatoos
Prosthetic leg for pet
Adjustable trailer hitch
Bathroom Buddy System
Obama airhead doll
Booty Sock
Golf Ball GPS
American auto magnet
Secrete Hinny
Click-Switch Extension Cordâ„¢
Size by Size poop scooper
Ziploc hands-free stand
Laptop Material Design
Violino voando
OPTI-TOP
Stick-O
Stick-a-Hook
Product Finder
9inch corner paint roller
soap saver dish
Etranslator
Pet Feeding Bar
card board guitar kits
No Clip Picnic Table Cloth
snap on/off car battery
Removable wall clips!
Disposable Sunglasses
Shoo Fly
Pince Ã linge Ã dÃ©clenchement
Smart Starter
The Magnet Generator
digital lamp shades
Penholder hedgehog
Mail Order Grasshopper Farm
Swass Applicator
The Fan That Can!
led shower curtain rings
Modular Fan System
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Portable solar stove
Smart Energy
Moated Plant Pot
The Zipper Catch
Lecteur DVD pour tablette
Alarm Children Rescue
Le masque qui change de couleu
Winter wheels
Phone
Simple Sideburn Leveler
Money clip finder
Shampoo/Soap Saver
seat belt cutter
Belt buddy
TEE LIGHT
Personal Robotic Sherpa
FEEDBACK SMILEY FACE CANDYCOIN
Improve Dental Health
Grocery List Helper
Toilet Seat Lifter
"Pee Guards"
EVERLASTING COAT
Flip Over Work Bench Organizer
nightlite caulking
All Gamer Live
NECK WEAR Plus For SMARTPHONE
Tattoo Coverup
Portable Fence for Police
Swivel Scissors
Belt Case, Notepad, Pen
Gift Wrapping Station
Project a Court
The Tool Butler
Peephole mount for smartphone
Keep Kool Kase
The worlds largest TV Screen
INDEX GELL PEN
Wall Mount for TV Accessories
Siren Locator
Detergent control tools
Wood Burner Smoke Stop
klik-n-kleen toilet seat
le GPLIE
Happy-Warm Feet
Tapole twistable outlet plugs
Clean Wipe Underwear
twistable ipod charger
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free energy
Hand sanitizer in belt.
Bluetooth cassette adapter
Acupressure Anti Nausea Bands
collapsible c-pap hose
Ceramic cooktop cleaning tool
Clean Water Detection System
solution miracle pour parents
POWERED American Flag pole!
iWear
Ball Browser
Lighter
Back Wash
Never Lose A Thing
SNOW WRITERS(RESUB)
Trackable Golf Balls
Pick Up Cane
ROAD DUMMIE
Luggage Locator
Snow Warning Alarm
Hover shoes
Smart Pool Liner
Shower water saver
Stay-back Recliner
Wifi Multilmedia Bath Fan
Bath Fan Dehumidifier Combo
Stove Top On/Off Sensor
Automatic Hand scrubber
So cool, so fresh , on the go
Quick Service DVD Kiosk App
proletarian mobile phone
Med Safe
Video game and TV silencer
TwistDip
Illusion Heels
Ultra-Slim Carbon Filtered Fan
Coupon trader
Party cup plus dish
corner top sheets
SUNLIGHT INLET DAY &amp; LED NIGHT
The Convertible Carry-On
Stop The Shooter!
Thumb keyboard
phone
Unchord
The Clip Hanger
The shower spider
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2-PIECE OPTIMUM SMOKE DETECTOR
Allume feu pour insert Barbeuk
Electric cord adaptor.
Pre-decorated Plastic Tote
OTOAR (pronounced otter reel)
FrostyTwist?
tÃ©lÃ©commande sifflante
Anything finder
Air Shield Socks
Foldable ovenpan rack
PUTTER'S CADDY
Smart noise cancellation
STATION MOBILE DE BAIGNOIRE
Rolling Laundry Cart
Arm comfort designed guitar
stylo up and down
Home Depot Bath Fan
Cure smokers breath
Holiday Lights
A collapsible bike helmet
isolebrique
Safety cord pull
Biberon thermomÃ¨tre
The Venus Fly Trap
Detergent Dispenser
No dog finding!!!
Wink Enabled Pan &amp; Tilt Camera
Genie Bikini. The Pocketini
Skin Sensor Steering Wheel
Cutting board with hole
Pency Holder
Garden Tool Light
Dalight Windowshade
Flat Sheet with Pocket
Bra Hygiene Band
Zippity Bags
Collier connectÃ© au smartphone
Cell Block
Leash Alert
The shaker
heavy duty recliner
All Thumbs Keyboard
R2 Tripod Camera Backpack
Rear Tail Lights for automobil
Live's Saver
mobile power generator
anklet step counter
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Bag of Music
Folding top table
Rapid Dry
EGG TRAY - BELT MOVES all EGGS
La lunette de WC Ã pÃ©dale
Indoor Lawn Mower
THE CRACKLEN
Sync Your favorite shows
Shopping List Trash Scanner
washable umbrella covers
Vaping Cup
Multi Device Charger
DELO
Car Usage Logger and Info
The K-9 Canteen
clean your back
Metal detector app
Push Pull Motor
the hand protector
Lockit
Eternal Blades
Head Light
Stunning Bath Fan!
Extend A Brush
WiFi IRON
The reversible Broom
Zipalong Bag
PEAT
Hot shower back massager
drink caddy
Hot Surface Indicator
Ferocious Cat Liners
RECEPTION
Non-electric warming blanket
fabiron
RoadWatch
Armrest Paper Dispenser Combo
Automotive De-Icer Blanket
Handsfree umbrella
Couch Potato Caddy
SpeedSafe
Smart Baseball bat
Automatic toiletpaper dispense
The Fan Footie
Adjustable Kettlebell
Bake Shapes Builders
the velocity ball
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Bandless Headphones
Control Food Cards
Pool Brush Replacement Head
Holy Tasty Cat Food!
Smart Headphones
Sand-Clinger Beach Mat
lint begone!
Bolt On!
Low power UV interior lighting
pill dispenser automatic
Electronics leash
Magnifying Cylinder
Photo taking binoculars
Salvage &amp; Retrieval Device
Scented Fire Logs
Neck Massager and Corrector
GlennDee Dolls
Airline Travel Seat Vest
Hug Glove
Heated Windshield Ice Scraper
Electronic Dominos
Interactive Board Alarm Clock
Selective Heels
Fall Protection Skirt
Party of Two
Talk-a-bake
Tooth Tex
Easy Mower
Best Car Windshield Ice Melter
Find My Eye Glasses
EARBUDS plus RESONANT SPEAKERS
Bathroom Fan With Radio
Beauty to Go
Humidity Sensor Controls CFM
BBQ gas timer
Bud Clip
RealVision
NIMBUS ++ Vibrating Wristband
Harman Artwork Headphones
car blockheater gauge
Hungry Bundles Eatery
Coffee Drops
App enabled bed shaker.
Smart Smile
GLOBAL BICYCLE LOAD CARRIER
Mixi-Nibbler
Shower-scape
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App Controlled Shades for Car
FLash Pro with stand
Multi-Med Dispenser
Tick Expunger
Adjustable Packaging Boxes
Ergonomical iPhone Case
simple scrub
Glow in dark cell phone cover
not yours clips
Easy Plugin
The Ringlove
Battery bulb for lamps
Dog cast cover
Defeat Red-Light/Speed Cameras
Smart Litter
Cookie mold
Designer Dryer Sheets
Shield Monitor
packaged sunscreen towelettes
ADJUSTA COLOR PICTURE FRAMES
6 Sided 250 Volt ColorBlox
You Wana Talk PHONE CASES?
Charging solutions while drivi
WRAP = BRACELET, ROLL = PEN
Fingerboard
Avatar Motion
Keys finder
External iPod Memory
"The curved Hedge Sculpter"
Flexible Multitap
cheesecake covered server
baking bag
changbl Magntc LCD Bmprstickr
Iron Freshner
SNACK GUM
Crumb Catcher
Wipes Wizard
"VICTORY TROPHY" for Cancer
Massage Spine
Brosse Ã tÃªte plate aspirateur
Snow Stopper
Screw on iPhone lens with case
Paperless Briefing Interface
Home Depot - Illuminator
Easy l-e-d display cover
Map Pocket Cup Holder
Soda Reusable Cap
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Cord keeper
Paravest
Dustless Duster
Selfie helper
Kardboard Kastles
Vibro Strainer
The i
server arm saver
Universal translator headset
No More Tucking
Shoe Innersole Step Analyzer
Precision Punching Pendulum
Vision Mirror
Planter derived from desk org.
Masacara makeup remover
Gestion Appareil Ã©lectrique
A painters helper
Plumbers Best Friend
locater divice
SMART MAT
hub lockout handle
boot helpers
The Vault
Smart Key
Le chariot de course malin
Golfcart Cigar Holder
The Hub
Body Wash sealable pouch
promocourses
ZIP PAW
Porte cle bracelet et flash
Yep, Cute Tarps
Tea bag spoon press
TSAccessories
Handle Ur' Hair
Charger Belt
Dart tech
Toilet Paper Roller Attachment
Big Screen For Great Phone
Fold-up reading glasses
Fifth Wheel Tracker
Grasshopper
T raffic S ecurity S ystem S
smart tape dispenser
Puzzle Power
Wink Bath Fan ~ Home Depot
Nimbus One
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electric dressing gown
Vacuum Comb!
The ALARM CLOCK PILLOW
Toddler tracker
OC Pocket Book
Graveyard database
Virtual You
Application Quirky pr Android
Window Tension Shelf
phone case prevent collision
PIEZOELECTRIC COOLING BRACELET
Rock-A-Bye Pillow
Interchangeable Picture Device
Mesh Crib Guard
Soldier water
personal assistant
Home Phone Line No More
Portable vertical garden
Group Selfie
Integrated Fire Extinguisher
Dehumidifying Bathroom Fan
Smart outlet
The Chop Stop
CPAP AIR MASK, Need's No Hose
R-Life
PIVOT POWER FLEX
Flexi-Greeting
Sting-Ray Booties
COQUE DE PROTECTION AMORTIE
Alpha-mat
Testcore pro The Muscles Care
Cell-ID
eco-kinsÂ®
The Exersise Trainer
Diva....
Television Glasses
Rain-Tricity
Wantobe Warm
broom holder
Insta-Chill
Paint-A-Rim
Fun Pool Cooler
A couch with Â« nothing Â»
No germ charger dock
The Confidence Alarm
Dog pooping kit
Sleep Apnea Alert
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Solar Powered Cooler
Stash Bag
Tooth Paste Dispenser
Electric Defrost Snow Shade
Ice dam removal
Glow In TheDark Basketball Rim
LIVENESS TO YOUR IPHONES AUDIO
Ultimate Desk Lamp
Washee
Backpack hoodie
Shorten Your Shoelaces Kit
Children's Light Up Toy Boxes
SAF-T-GLO FOR CHILDREN
Energy Management Solutions
Pet food saver
The Mac Display-Cube
Cat Pop Up Toy (See Videos)
ANTI-BURGLAR DEVICE
A Higher Quality Sound From An iPhone/Smartphone. A Folded Horn Designed Passive Audio Enhancement Amplifier/Stand Combo. No Batteries.
Surround Your Samsung Galaxy S3 With Enhanced Sounds. Add Liveness To Your Phone's Audio. Sounds From All 4 Corners, All Is Aimed At You.
Disposable Gym Gloves
PADDED ARM BAND LUGGAGE PULLER
Connector sleeve cover
YouRope adjustable jumpin rope
Vacuum Potpourri
Clean Shave
tear easy open envelopes
The flip TV bed
Mini Toboggan/Snowboard
The Simplifier
Pregnancy Belly Sleeper
Brain-Life Interface
Wireless Ear Buds
Paper Keepr
Wireless headphones
LED Bulb Dim
Car Dehumidifier
shotgun alarm door guard
the funkyboard
Road Sweeper
e-ci-stop
Time to change your air filter
littleBits Kits
Pivot Power Kitchen and Bath
Picture fabric prints
Snaparatzi
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POT STORAGE PODS on Wall/Stand
The Rechargeable Thermal Glove
Pointe Shoe Ribbon Insta-Clamp
Hand mixing lid
CRATE WITH DUAL PURPOSE LID
Master Reader
Forget-me-not Thumb Drive
Dimensionless Pen Cap Set
Night Lights
Snap In Light Bulb
Bath Wand (resubmit)
Phone photo necklace
App-Enabled Weather Station
Thinking Straw
rotating scarf hanger
risk free cutting board
BED USB PORT ELBOW TABLE
Versatile plug pal
Roller-bootz
Ground-sensing mics-shoes
Flashlight with lighter
YouGotMail
kayak party boat
Disposable Toilet Seat Cover
Secure Line
ExerSized Equipment
"The Vortex Cube" App-Enabled
Vessel and drying
The Bluetooth charger
non-leaking skylight
All-in 1 Portable GYM
Thermo Tub
drop of an eye
retractable lighter
Birdie time
The Gametop
Green In-Car Speakerphone
Stretchable Jersey Washcloth
The Awesome (UAF) Faucet
Rackor
Themed cup/can/bottle tags
Phone Up
BROOMIE
Ear Protection cap
Corvette (C4) Wind Deflector
Kettle Cup
casse tete/headache
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Smart Mug! Weight to Volume.
Splatter Catch
Resistance Band and Jump Rope
At your Service!
Charge Up Gadgets
Remote car heater for old cars
Sanitary shopping cart liner
L and L - loved and lost
disposable reading glasses
wireless charger adapter
Urinary Drainage bag cover
bulk tissue paper dispenser
Anti spill Serving Spoon
Bunk Bed v2
Wink Wristband
S.A.L.S.A
Handheld car wheel cleaner
Mult Charger
The Learning Wand Toy
CrudSucker
Wink Inductive Heated Insoles
A fish stun dehooker capturer
Safety Alert Hard Hat
CyberDoggie Safety Collar
Camera Fast Typing
fire clothing
Subway Buddy
BIG BAD SNOW SHOVEL
Fish in a Ball Cat Toy #Austin
Self-Propelled Cooler
Traveling Canine Cafe
i-Breakfast tray
glue rope
Equine Trail Multi-Tool
sheet stopper
Remote control door
solar umbrella
Against Twitter
Wrinkleless Suit Bag
Stay Warm in the Cold
Switch plate speaker
rotary nail puller
Doggy GPS
Automatic Grow Cabinet
period ez
The B.I.O.H. (Bring It On Home
Put My socks
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Solar USB Headphones
Sound Case for iPad
kitty window
Umbrella in a car
KIOSKY
Dingo
Jar Spatula
Toothbrush ring shake counter
smart kayak
Waste Not.......Water Not !!!
Noseclip Goggles
Acousta Beats Thumb Drum
SQWERTY: For Tiny Typers
No mess planter watering
Doggy Daycare
Body Surfing hand gun
Front Brake Light
Smart Home Propane Meter
LED programmed hubcaps.
USB car charger and battery
Insertion
Car Key Finder
distance light
Clothes cleaning roller with
Self closing pop bottle cap.
hygiÃ¨ne DD
The Wave Holder
Quirky Specsocks
recipe herb garden
Find My Item!
Case Jack
Back it Up Mirror
Mower and fertilizer in one!
The Rocker Counter!
Secret Message Creator
Depth &amp; Complexity Tabs
A CLOSE QUARTER SNOW THROWER
Chewing Gum That Cleans Teeth
Freezer Can Cozy
Chafe Free Underwear for Men
SpilProof Holders
Waddy Breath!
Clear Vision
Smart Outdoor Patio Umbrella
Spotter+
flywheel gravity generator
The Spread
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Glow In the Dark Pet Collars
Friendly Finger
Speacar
Nicad welder
extra bulb
Vanity on the go
Oil Me Back
Lawn mower trash bag
Connected Lock Box / Safe
Wink Bowl
Prop Power Induction
LooLights. Occupancy indicator
Jacob's Ladder Phone Case
Recyclable Shoe Inserts
Induction Charge Landline
pocket safe
stop pellicule
Social Deal Bands
NutriKids Educational Toys
Dog Leash w/LED/lights
Light glove helper
Lazy Plug
SOS PERMIS AUTO
WRITABLE MAGNETIC LABEL GLASS
ifind
Rock &amp; Splash !
Hose Blower
Card, key, $ and ID holders
Write musical notes
Solar-Powered Mailbox Camera
Stock Price Orb
Instant-layout change keyboard
Lemme See
TOPHONES
Emergency Travel Potty
App Enabled ADULT Coin Bank
Shoes for kids with LEDs+Fiber
The Beam
Bedside Dock
Wearable Inflatable Boobs
Disposable shower mat
Team Mascot Car Hood Ornament
WALK FREE OF ICE
App-enabled Hair Pins/Combs
Safe Zone Alert System
Cooktop with a Smart Spatula
direct input
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Toilet Paper Koozies
Veggie Vedgie Cart
Car blower
VIRTUAL TRAINING PROGRAM
Slim keyboard tablet cover
ALARME BAIGNADE ENFANTS
Four Sight
Bright power
The Center Signal Light
MOTORIZED LAZY SUSAN - Wink?
Ambience Aware Headphones
â€œHands on the wheelâ€ App
Mighty Dustpan
Lingettes Ã chaussures
Smart Wallet
The Hand Spa
Micro black hole generator
When to replace razor blade ?
Balcony Gard (Guard)
Flexible Bendable Cord Covers
The Universal Autistic Button
Reciper reader
"Thumbs Up!" Taxicab App.
Verbal microsoft word
Night shoes
Automated Cake Decorator
Geo cache tracker
The new version of soft deck
The Drunk Journal
TopGuard car cover
Hoverboard Park
Heated Sand Massaging Footbath
High Visibility Oversize Light
Bicycle Parking Brake
occam turbine mixer
Spotless -Make-Up Sanitiser
Disc Tracker
Monitor your meds app control
Hand buffer
SnowGlider
No Slouch Chair Back
Trivet that Comes up Sides!
pc desk and case
Crapping Lawn Reindeer
The hidden soft seat-pants
HIGH PRESSURE DRAIN BLASTER
Personal warmer
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Nimbus TV
N.O.S. Nozzle Over Shield
Courtyard Dwarf
EZOUT BATHTUB PLUG
Smart Outdoor Mist Cooling Fan
Xmas Tree Watering System
Vehicle Customizer
SLAD
Pool Props - fun for a pool
Heated Towel
hypermarchÃ© de demain
Bra Pad Washing Helper
Wireless Version of CONTORT
The Moob - Feel The Beats
Chopstick clips
Nail Directional Holder
ePad
new-e-ci
Adjustable Car Tray
KITCHEN SMARTPHONE TRAY &amp;POWER
Luggweight
LED HEATING AND LIGHT COMBO
The Fly Vac
Quirky Improvement
Solar Powered USB ChargingPort
The Lonely Sock Hangout
Water Polo Gloves
Portion Cup
Clear Plastic Safety Pins
The Rx Sentry (or The App-Cap)
Speaking Wall for children
Sink-Divider
Little Scriber Log Scriber
Polish Protector
Heated/Cooled Neck Ties
Wall Pivot Power
pet collar comb
SwapBrush
KARAMYS
VEST AIR FLOW COOL'S YOUR BACK
the go bag
Super long charger
CLASSIC MANI/PEDI ROBOT
The Clenchbuster
Finger Free Wrench
All-In-One Outdooring Backpack
jo - data cable
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USB BackSide Outlet
HANDY BIB
Glow Stick Night Light
Baby Breeze
Salt Shooter
Honey Mittens
Car Cup Holder Heater/Cooler
LACAGE SNAKE SHOES
Two-Sided Toothbrush
Reversible Skins Fanny Pack
Planter Box Waste Station
iPhone Taser
An individual disposable bidet
Germs be gone
AIRBED TOWEL-lay on beach/park
Secret Shoe Compartment
paint can funnel spout/cover
"C" Phone Stopper
Snap Cap
rallonge Ã soutien gorges
Rear view mirror camera securi
phone search
PowerPod (Design coming soon)
Precise Circle Cutter
FINAL ANCHOR
remote control frinder
2D christmas tree &amp; ornaments
Gesture Sensor Battery Pack
Touchscreen Bandaid
FraÃ®che corbeille
Trash Out
"Green" Straws
smart watch
Terras muur reiniger
Social Media Shower Mirror
gimp rac
iPad / tablet printer and app
Shower Coffee Holder
Eco Friendly Tray Paper Plates
baseball bat grip
Quick change e-Outlets
Automatic Oven Turner-Offer
Safer, Wind-Resistant Umbrella
The Snow Melter
Always Level Picture Frames
Beach Box
Pop Up Baby Changing Station
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Universal Outlet Protector EU
Solar power for Toys
Steer Warm
Coffee Germ Protector
Wink Enabled Weather Station
Covering for windshield of car
Better Broom
Unforgettable
Phocket. Phone holster.
Sunscreen Squeegee
life touch
Clip Charge
Dog Watcher
Perfect Spouse Body Pillow
AirMouse - a finger mouse
Is My Family Awake?
Cell Phone On A Stick
PorteCarteEtJeton
Austin Challenge Fetch
Portable pocket
Better Bath Mat
Splat Mat
z box
Fast clean cover
Muzzzzic
just popcorn !
Strong straw
Game of Urgency
Finger I.D.
THE WIZ STOPPER
Itch control
Visable markers for spices
Tealight Wax Warmer Converter
Pivot Power Air
translater headphones
Make Frozen Fruit Desserts
Self Cleaning Bathroom Mirror
Stryde
"See Now" Shaving Cream Can
The Power Stand
Heated in-shower body dryer
Money Machine
Yield to Tow magnetic sign
Hydro Frame
laptop to desktop convertor
Head rest and neck protector
Holder for Handsfree FaceTime
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MICROWAVE COVERS On A ROLL
truck bed screen
'PET PORCH'
Pet Finder
LIGHT IT UP
CRAZY CAT COLLAR
save cellphone data on app
Bill-About Ball Cap
Re-useable ice cubes
Perfect Phone
Plug Bees - Hive of sockets
Sanitary Wings
pivot usb
ANCHORED TENT, No Stakes Used
DIY Light Switch Automation
Peace of Mind Luggage finder!
Portable Patio
flatware/napkin roller
App Enabled Message Lapel Pin
Gamers lapdesk
Smoothie kitchen franchises
HeartRate Monitor Display Cap
Duvet cover keeper
Fragrance free hairspray
PocketCloud
Chefbook- laptop for chefs
Homeless person's cart
Expandable Vaccum Hose
Self Opening Seat
THE THUMB SAVER
Stroller Portable Heater
Better Snowman Builder
Temp Sensitive Coaster (Light)
Smartphone Microscope
VOTE Shelfnet, The NEW Cabinet
Flaggit
Sideburns Shaving Guide
MULTIPLE REST POSITIONS HOLDER
clipclap
Toilet Seat Lift
Meat Nut
Scented Military Bear
The recipe bowl
Smartphone Emulator
Laptop Vallet
Bath-to-Grass
Text Icon App
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digital butler
Multi-Aroma reed diffuser
multi cord
Vaquum - keep it clean
App-Enabled Fountain
medison holder
The Shower Warmer
Guitar chord finger card
No More Strip(ers)
Travel Pillow+Microfiber Towel
Jewelry Helmet
Get Hired T-shirt
Healthy Behavior System
Range Clefs USB et Cartes SD
Pivot Power Extenion-Mounting
Smart Phone
Princess Kiara Potty Liner
BlueCell
Fruit Flavored mouth guards
Medi-Share Device With App
Wheelee long load helper wheel
Video Game Light Deflector
Snugloo Inflatable Igloo Mold
Knork
Car windshield protection
LIFE SAVING CANDLE DEVICE
Power Shaving Glove
DEEPER
compact snow shovel
Heal
Smart Containers
Blanket Ball
Small household blender
Deposit Soap Pieces That Are Too Small To Be Useful. This Soap Dispenser Dries, Holds And Dispense's Soap Shavings For Your Use On Demand.
Tube Fan
Range boucles d'oreilles
Modular Lunch Box
Jewelry tree w/ phone charger
Computer Audio Extender
A MAGNET STABILIZED MOUSE
Smart Phone Laser
TEAM UP YOUR DESK EQUIPMENT
Glove Barely Touch Universal
WHO LEG THE DOGS OUT?! Lets let the dogs out and keep the cats in. We need a dog door that only allows dogs to pass and keeps fluffy safe!
Unplug Me EZ
Super Cables
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Elektra
Meg's MassageTan Bed
WiFi USB Battery Headphones
No fog Balaclava
slide out tray
The ultimate 2GO bottle/cup!
Odor &amp; Mold Medicine
The Quirky Cup
Instant button stapler
Smart shopping cart
Quick Mini Washer/Dryer
sosten invisible
Credit/Debit Card Balance App
Listen and Talk
Phoneboard
Ceramic Tile Floor Warmer
STICK-A-PIC
eyeGlow - Backlit Eye Drops
digital calendar
Can holding attachment
Temper
Rechargeable Filet Knife
Marbles Down the Drain!
4 in 1 Swivel Screwdriver
iPhone cable extender
levitating box
Hookies
Adjustable Marker Case
l'accroche-capuche
SoundsBuds
CalBurn
finger stylus or (the wart)
Bad to the Bone Feel the Music
Moisture Sensing Mat
air charge
Silicone pans
VENTILO----STORE
Spade Grout Scrubber
The Corner Paintbrush
Goldilocks Mixer
Snifflers
Rotating Bookkeeper
SMARTFINDER
YOUR INVENTION-SUPPORT KIT!
Trampoline Stunt Cycle
Talking computer!
Metal Grip
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Store Item Aisle Location App
the best
Scramble
dripclip
Spring Down Walking Cane
BykeLyte
Cube Tap Charging Dock
Realtime Digital Lecture Notes
'Jail Cell'- jail time 4 phone
Bluetooth Handlebar Grips
TOOTHBRUSH AND PASTE BUDDY
POWER FOREVER
REAR SPOILER PULL OUT COVER
Ultimate Display Adapter
Smart Body Tape Measure
Lawn Mower Blade Removal Tool
Car Purse Hammock
CODENAME: SuperTone
Water Be Gone Umbrella
ezSHAVE Shaves Leg n 2 Stroke
Grocery Shopping Kit
BarJuice
Post-Laundry Wizard
3 en 1 pour la cuisine.
Water Works Cover
See the World and Get Fit!
The Boot Grid Dryer
Self- filling toothbrush
Mini compact&amp; Eye Shadow
TV auto
FeatherLite garden paper mulch
The Flint Typing Tutor
ANY mirror --&gt; MAKEUP MIRROR
Hubcap with Flashing Message
All-Sports Linear Guidance
Window Lights
Disaster Master
Solar Charge
Pressure Sensitive Stove Top
Mytemp
candy thermometer
The JAMMER space saver
Give-a-thing-a-ring
The Brella Port
scrub a bug
Private Pocket
AUTO ADJUST ERGONOMIC HANDLE
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Foot Power
Laser energy
i-Wallet
High Heel Fix-It Kit
Protect your check
Shovel-Ease
EASY- CUP
staples
The Traveler
Touch Pen for Monitors
Solar Car Sunshield
Auto-Sense
peigne a cheveux effet lifting
DOG PAD HOLDER ACTIVE FILTER
Magnetic Lure Holder
Pizza cheese cutter
maxium workout
Bubble Level Buddy
insertaBOWLS
Shelf
A better Food Warmer
Pixel Art Draw &amp;Paint
plate stackers
The DrinkWrap
IT HOLD'S YOUR COAT HANDS FREE
Double StackR Koozie
Ski Goggle Lens Protector
Subway strap hanger
XL Kitchen Countertop
Bedroom Temperature Stabilizer
doorlock and window override
soft car
AUTOMACLEAN
Chop&amp;Store
Pen-Cil
Self Heating Mug
Dinosaur Music-Note Pendant
Add Another
Swivel back-pak chair
Liquid Dispensing Jewelry
LapWrap( case for laptops)
Clean Hands
Heating Food Plate
T.P. canister
Herbopotamus Herb Load Tray
Rachetted Steering Wheel
Plunger helper
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The Yard Tool Glove
automatic door
The FlexDesk
i nvisable
Collaspable Expandable Grocery
clean toothbrush
Phone protector grips pocket
Emergency Call Button
Speed Bump
portable movie theater
LOW PROFILE GUTTER DOWNSPOUT
Plant Feeder
Flat Case
Solar Start
EZ Slide Curtains
Industrial Heat Shrink Wiretag
NewGrass
Doggy Speed Bump
Car Dog Bowl
CEILING FAN, ARIA STYLE BLADES
Shopping cart aid.
warm bath
scrapbook mic
The Slicinator
Wink start
Chauffe savon.
Pack light pour randonnÃ©e sure
Wheel and Carry Golf Bag
CANBAG-THE STAY OPEN TRASH BAG
INTERNET = MODERN COOKBOOK
HDMI Flash Drive
decorative fly catcher
Sudsy shower cap
Light Trolley
Car Backup App
Bathroom Glasses Caddy
vehicle warning lamp
DC powered hydrolic car jack.
Coil Buds
Bluetooth Device Holder
Pet Feeder - 2Way Communicator
Drawable Picnic Table
Ceramic coffe cup dry cleaner
Cool Your Heels
My K cup cleaner
Tag You're It! AppEnabled Game
Dragonfly buzzer
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Non-Jenkity Window Security
Modular Power Supply
Sizing Small Container
Commode Mints
Bend-a-Chargers
The glayve
TV/DVD IR Mobile Remote
Switch it up
Miroir pile et face
earresistable
LACK OF SLEEP, SLEEP APNEA,
Accu-cut Wallboard Jig
grille anti grumeaux
Easy Kegger
Bunk bed night stand
FOIR
Chefs Hero
Cyclo-Maxx
Brake light sensor
zoom undo mouse
The Seat Raiser
SOFT FOAM RUBBER TOE SAVERS
Cleaning Robot that Climbs
Purse Light
SOD WITH SMALL INTERNAL HOSE
Smart Flat iron
Interactive Family Calendar
Wink Enabled Smart Power Plug
Zodiac Bands
Cubical clothing hangers
SURFACE
App-Enabled Appt/Med Tracker
Wearable battery
iNDUCTIVE-PORTABLE LAMP
1/3, 1/5 divide Tape measure
School/Home WiTricity Station
eScreen - Mobile Phone Case
Kick Bounce
Mold resistant wallpaper
Reminder Alarm Clock
Algebra Homework Helper
Wall Climber
Coded Stove/Oven
Basement leak repair
Condensation Removal Glove
Quirks
la mercatique en temps rÃ©el
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Slingshot Ammo Holder
Yoga - Beach Bag
Tool Up!
Beachball charging station
solar power touch pad
h-earclips
momma's eyes
Harman Kardon Optic Buds
The Peace box
The Kid Pin
Clear Bottom Cat Bowl
buggy/stroller/pram bag
LifePal
Weigh up
cube conference
Reinvented Toothbrush
Head Rest Pillow
The Coze:
Fish Tank Expander
no mess cooler helper
Bong Buddy
Vibrating ice scraper
Kid Town
SHOULDER STRAP FOR BEVERAGES
Self heating hair rollers
Sleep bag light
Silla-Chair Convertible
Fireman Sensor Module
Solar Porto Potty Light
La valise sous vide
Comfort Grip Wrench Hi Torque
Hair color allergy info, 911
Fleas Light up on your Pet
thÃ©atre ombre chinoise enfant
MAN-UP
Auto-tire-pressure equalizer
Soap Saver
Solar Camper
Electronic diamond
USB Charging Hub
My Dougie
QUICKBIB
Vegetable Steamer/Deep Fryer
The Proper Squatter
Clean Jar
The COMFY
Backless earrings
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TRI-SAFE
the s.o.s heart alarm
car door protector
Hammer Nail Revolver Holder
Land and Sand Carry-all Wagon
SUNLIGHT INLET &amp; STILL PRIVACY
Storm Chaser for Power
Shopping cart organizer
PlayBack
Lawn Bag Handy Helper
FUNDA PROTECTORA
Baby is Happy
Washable Laundry Hamper
LEAF EATER
Branch Family Stream
Grippy paws
WALL FAN/HEATER -app/remote
Get Fit Shopping Cart
Appy The Bear
Port-A-Power Keychain Charger
caddie pour multiples
Waterless car detail spray
Wash Machine Snorkel
Heated sidewalk and driveway
The thaw box
Meat Tenderizer Nugget Maker
La sacoche PC pratique
Portable 2nd Screen
Pot-e-Sponge
Hide the dope!
Happy traveshoetzy
USB Power Strip
Portable Water Purifier
B-Life Charger
Studded footies
Trim
iShave
Recapture Wasted Water
AUTO LED DAY TIME RUN LIGHTS
Auto Scene-Shifting Glass
Support mobile charger
Verseball: Sports Revolution
Hello World Window
Trail Blazer
chameleon smartwatch
Mattress For Pregnant Women
Evac trash can
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Remotely Controlled
super tape
BOSS CASES
Bra Hook Saver
ThermaKing
Sani-Seat
Frat Bag
Christmas Light lazy
Recycable Cardboard Tent
Two Way Kid Monitor
Chargeur on/off automatique
Electronic Toilet Alarm
A Three Wheeled Garbage Can.
Snap &amp; Pour
QWRITER-pen,pencil,marker in 1
Yoga SmartMat
Hover drone Car, frieght cabs
TIDY-KITCHEN STASH CAN
No-shaving Foam
Portable/Dehumidifier/Icemaker
Fido speaks
MOTAGAAS...what is it?
Burette
Range Rover
"NeverStall"
EZ POWERED HAND GRIP
Speed Rake
Digi Out!
Sweep-Vac #2
shred or releease
leaf rake attachment
Reflexology hand foot balloon
Synapseâ„¢: Extend Connectivity!
Porte-canne
WALL STICK
Earphone Adaptor for Ear Canal
Winter Wheel Barrow Glider
Toasty Toes Floor Mats
Birds need food too.
RANGE GLASS COOKTOP CLEANER
Car Pod Brewing Machine
Instant Warmth
Alligator Tarp
GLiPS Kits
Remote Controller
Go Shower
Visio - crystalline case
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Fing car keys
Mylisten
EVAL. Is This Knife Really Too Safe? A Knife Blade Protector Is Housed In The Handle, Apply It Anytime. Prevent's Being Cut Accidentally.
Pinch
the seamless sock
Walknstick
Ballonmous
Alma Mater App
Sticker button
DETACHABLE RULER
Removable Hair Trap for Sinks
Ball Room
Doggie mud jacket
fruity fans
The Beeper Keeper
Plugin cordless charger
Computer Wires Consolidated
click erase pencil
Smart Phone Heating Units
A Cassette Adapter With Integrated Smartphone/MP3 Player Holder. Easily Connect To Your Car's Audio System.
Taco shell pan
snug-A-baby
Power Cube
Outlet with hooks
A Cooling Water Mist Sprayer Bracelet. Spray Cool Your Fingers And Keep Your Body Cool While Jogging /Exercising. Feel Instant Real Cooling.
MPG MASTERS 1
The Vision Enhancer
Smart Energy Monitor
Smart phone charger you wear
LEDwindow
Convertible chair desk
fuit checker
Sani Sponge Gloves
Small fry
Nub caps
PIVOT POWER LARGE
Cell Phone Mirror
USB-Powered TV Appliance
Micro On Demand Warm Water
HoneyPickUpSome...
Not Your Ordinary Nail Gun
BridgeCam
Jumping Ball Board
Comfovest
Cell Service Anywhere
Squeeze Brush
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Mega Porkfolio
Splurgeless Sauce Container
E -C Extension
Water bottle holder
Lack sleep, Sleep Apnea. Wearable Dual Filtered Fan Supplies Clean Air To Your Lungs. Increase Your Air Intake level. Dont Loose Out All Day
TrimmerCam
Frosty the Beer Mug
project
Hi-Way Construction Route Plan
Double G Shield
TouchPlan On The Go
Mini recessed ceiling fan
ExtCo Seal
Ice Head Band
OneWay Battery
Emoji me
KITTY CAT CAVE
Gen.us - The power is on !
i-cinetic
Private property tracker
The 3 size Pancake Scoop Set
SReminder
Sand ski, a ski to use on sand
Paint Roller with a tank
IView For Apple IPhone/IPad
Creative Cat Carrier W/Litter!
Micro Suction Light Pad
Smart Under theDoor micro-Fans
USB hub &amp; portable sound card
A Three Wheeled Garbage Can. Let The Wheels Take All Of The Weight While You Pull It Along. It Make's Life Easier And Saves Your Back.
Water main connection
treated insulation
iPad/iPad Mini Telescoping Chair Device Holding Assembly. Just Relax, Give Your Arms, Neck And Back A Well Deserved Relief.
The Base
LEARN TO CODE Cards 2 Toys
BOTTLE FOR EVERYONE
Flex fitting
Makeup Caddy
Cosmetic brush protector
Posture Fix
Flow Control Shower Head
Maestro
Remote controlled floodlights
Multi-weight Kettle Bell
Flashing! Eye Catching LEDs Integrated Into Power Cords Stop's Or Reduce's The Possibilities Of Cord Tripping Accidents. Be Safe, Stay Well.
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A Large Pot Lid Vent For Letting Out Steam. Minimize's Bubbles And Boiling Over's. A Definite Work And Time Saver. Stove Top Stays Cleaner.
Non-Slip Adjustable Car Tray
Plate Stacking Holder
Phantom Chess Board
Talking Bottle Opener
cushy net bag
Extend-a-Visor
Sunroof Disposal
Heated pool cover pump
Quirky Smart Watch
Adjustable KeyChain
Scalar Hanger
ice tray
SPORKTRAP: A Grabber/Dust Pan
Mandles
Weight Mate
Purse in Boots
Co Safe Garage door opener
Show Me What To Wear
Customizable Carpet Protector
Need light?
customized charity bracelets
Hold My Electronic Tablet
Purser Pouch
Breathing relief
Shopping Bag Holder/ Opener
Nurses IV Supply Toolbox
Squeak n Hush
Space Bar for laptops!!!
Vibrating Smoothing Iron
An Ergonomic Functional Smartphone Case Design, With Oval Shaped Pull Up Handle Attached To The Rear. Simply More Comfort, More Style.
INTERNET &amp; NETFLIX AUTOPLAYER
SmokeTray
Headphone Cable Guard
Solar Powered Hand Dryer
Swag Protectors
iPhone cover with Scale
Wink-enabled Pivot Power
Dumbell bench bar
Car wash on the 407 go
Ceiling Fan Air Freshener
Hand Warmers
Pooper scooper
radio dvr
Adhesive Door Guardian
Alarm From Afar
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Spa Massaging Gloves
The Key of Life
Thermochromic Bath Mat
"EASY RAKE"
smart tv
A Toilet Paper Dispenser On Wheels, With Paper Roll Storage Conveniently Integrated Together As A Single Unit. Easy Move, Close To You.
Comfy Ride Heated Pillow
Bicycle Helmet Folds Flat
Clean Bed
Floor Plan
CO2 RECOGNITION APP
BLINDit - iPhone cover
Wireless Answering Mach./Alarm
The Ideal Temperature Coaster
Shifty
Smartphone Lanyard
DÃ©tecteur incendie connectÃ©
Hand-Powered Grass Trimmer
Accident Avoidance Sensor
Brush Mate
Peep Hole Cam
Smart Scafold
Shade a chord!
TÃ©tine pratique
Brake for life
Keep Track Storage Solutions
UReview App
Rocket booster skateboard
Two Way Dress
The SpYke or (the Porcupine)
Smart sheets
antivol ultra resistant
An App Enabled CPAP Nasal Masks Senses Air Pressure At Bed Time And Sends A Reminder To Your Smartphone So You Can Get Proper Sleep.
ELECTRONIC POCKET CHARGE
Electronic Tape Measure
The Calm Digital System
virtual skydiving
Tooth Brush-n-Paste Caddy
My Moldable
Seat Belt Safety Cutter
E-Z Aire Pet Care
traveling pillow
The Combo Console
App Enabled Thermometer/Kids
My Pretend Parade
Isnake- bendable Iphone camera
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Solar LED helmet
air
XBTV
Wireless Window Locks
Pool Pal
AC Powered Dummy Batteries
No Tip Sip
trepinator
The Heater
Blur Out Sun Light
The Best Blanket
Ultimate Comfort Ups
Stadium coffee tables
The last Drop
Smart highlighter
Solar Cap
Phone Book Station
Airpaly Adapter for Speakers
The Tablet Caddy
Teether
Dispenser: water/beer bottles
FlipTray
Snow/Board or Sled Back Pack
The Timer Shower Head
NO BURN TRAYS- toaster/micro
Bed light
Interchangeable Snow Shovel
dimmer timer combo
Mask 'n' Hood
Your Hot Or Cold Drink With Your Sugar, Cream/Creamer, Spoon And Cup. All On Just A Small And Neat Fitted Tray. Easy Move Singly Or Groups.
Cat Chase- Better than Mouse!
ZIPPER HOOK
Line Ext:
Quickie Angle Finder
THAW: The Ice Scraper on Roids
Morning Light
Public Mail
bum brush
Austin Invention Challenge
Stripcase
Cushion with Side Arm
Cagey Gardener
Three in one!
Liemstand
Health pedometer Informer
cuillÃ¨re a grande capacitÃ©e
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My Virtual Wedding
ez trash can
Portable cloth hanger/ drier
Parking Pass Air Freshener
Snowbot Samsung Galaxy S3 Ergonomic Case, With Finger Friendly Concave Grooved Sides. Better Audio Sound Outlet's On Top, Plus 2 Rear Compartments.
Better and cheaper mattress
Solar Sunshade
Cook's Helper
SPEAK TO IT -tv,alarm,music
My Little Music Box
Universal Plumbing ScrewHandle
Spectacle Sports Clip
The Bot Copter
TRIO Ext: Telescoping Legs
Light-ear
House Protection
Ear nose muff
Foldy portabile kickboard
Walkie Talkie Induction Charge
Safe and Sound
Retractable Wall Socket
computer mouse
High Visibility Aerodynamic Oversize Bicycle LED Head Lights And Tail Lights. Oversize So You See Clearly, Also Be Easily And Safely Seen.
CO2 NAIL GUN
Beach Towel Clip
Clean Purse
Samsung Galaxy S3's Parabolic Enhanced Sound Amplifier. Metal Reflective, A Higher Quality Sound, Minimal In Size. Take It With You, Enjoy.
Soda Can Top
Clamp-Tape
power window remote
flatee
Snap Socks
R.C. Cat Toy Insert
Sono Ã©tanche pour smartphone
Desktop Sky Dancer
pocket phone/tv stand
Moving Current
BED BUTTON
Stay Cool On The Go This Summer, A Dual Warp Around Cooling Fan, Share It With Your Lover Or Best Friend. Helix Inspired, USB Rechargeable.
Breathalyzer Key Cage
Bitz
folding padded recliner
Smart AC Condensate Drainage
PLuGnroll
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Perp Table
TV app
Smart Biological Clock
vision enhancing jewelry
A Microwave's Pull Out Tray System That Makes It Easier To Place Or Remove Contents. Creates A Platform For All New Tools And Accessories.
The Perfect Line - Caulk
dog crossing
coffre Ã vÃ©lo d'apartement
fold up push broom
Warm bed
Speaker book and periodical
MacBook Pro Case Charger
B-Cool personal A/C sweatshirt
KnotGuard
Garanimals for Men
A Broom Stands Freely Anywhere. No leaning or Gimmick. Stands On Legs. Turn Hand Grip, Legs Go Down, It Stands. Reverse Turn, Legs go up.
New way to turn on switch
App Controlled Remote
On-the-go Fridzer
Relative Connector Application
PowerLinks multi-powerstrip
Goober shirt or a
Desk Of Bed
MPFREE
Solar My Lamp and LED the Way
Shaving mirror&amp;bathroom mirror
Signaling Bicycle System
POWER CLIP
SMART COLOR TEMPERATURE LAMP
Self Tightening Socket
App Wakes You with Urgency
Cell Phone Keyboard
MacConnect
Front Door Garland Molds
Removable seal
Invisible leash
Light Chasing Dog Toy
Decorative Blind Decals
Night Toilite
CABAROUL 4 EN 1
#hashtagtrashbags
helpful hand
Home Doc
Roller cap whiteout
Lay Flat USB adaptor
Lighted Plant Cover
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Bug Reppelant Shower Soap
Quick Light Fire Starters
recyclable vehical sale stickr
Customizable Book (Etc.) Shelf
Extendable Visor
Hide a Charge
Disposable Full-Face Helmet
Flexible street sign.
Motorcycle saddle bag liners
Chord Organizer
center grill
Hot Zone Heating Blanket
Moisturizing Cleaning Gloves
Directional Alarm Clock
A shower long hairs catcher
Wink Space Heater
Programable Water Kettle
Smartphone Billboard
ChargerPad
Anti-depareilleur chaussettes
A Walk to Remember!
Self-Inking Nail Art Stamp
Campers Tree Hug Laundry Stand
Mobile Mouse
Bluetooth Buddies
1-800-NO
Promo-Disk
Used Bar Soap Recycler
Window Covering - Sun Energy
Toaster on a pivot
SCALE APP
The Potty Trainer
Cordies "Wrapped Up"
Road-aid
Light On
No-Mess Sunscreen Applicator
Easy Eyeglass Clings-Ons
Any Time Golf Shoes
Petbulb: Interactive Laser Toy
Clumsy tot blocks
Key Fob Charger
Desk Power Strip
Menopause: Hot Flashes
My Style!
Golfers swing solution (Roch)
Phone sized keyboard
Wink Reactive Home Geofence
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STROLLER WITH FLIPPABLE HANDLE
SolarJuice
InspireBoard
Pony Up
Collapse &amp; Carry Fishing Stick
FlexPro Speaker System Will RIVAL ANY MOVIE THEATER'S Sound Delivery. It's Bold High Quality Sound PUT'S LIVENESS INTO ANY MUSIC
You Listen.
Yumsticks
Fridge/Freezer Door Alarm
EZ-LINE CLOTHES LINE
StoreMaps
Waiter Call Button
Plug and Play Recorder
Laptop/Macbook Reading Stand
Electronic dial!
Cale-paille
Liseuse Ebook Etanche
The snow melter
APP Enabled AC Filters!
App-Enabled Door Sensor
Empty-All Bottle
App to read car trouble codes
Light Tower -customisable lamp
Drip
tinting auto mirrors
I-View 3D
Glove stand dryer
Create 3D Nail Art
Collage Creator
BundleDEX
Enrouleur d Ã©couteurs
USEFUL BEACH BAG
RC LEGO Minifigures
Cat Cradle Lite Dock
A Touchless Sensor Dish Washing Soap Dispenser That Accepts The Entire Bottle Of Your Preferred Liquid Detergent. Does Not Use A Reservoir.
The bag grabber
Vehicle snow coat
iPatch
Adbar
No untuck Bed Sheet
Steamer Suitbag
Solar Laptop Charger
Flavor Fork
Retractable Toilet Wand
Lockness
TPFree (Toilet Paper Free)
Water Bottles
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Wireless Earphones
Slide Sleeve Ax
Tire's Clamp on slippy surface
LE POULPE
instant information device
DDT cable
Golf Ball Trees
"MicroOats"Oatmeal Cooker
All purpose Toiletries
Radio Rewind
BottleÂ²

(Bottle Squared)

Dusting Robot
Electronic Flash Cards
An App Enabled Smartphone Case, Holds One Week's Supply Of Medications. Reminders You To Take Your Meds Daily And For Weekly Case Refills.
Fight Carpal Tunnel! A Magnet Stabilized Mouse, Angled To Enhance Blood Flowing To Your Fingers. Keep Finger Tingling And Cramping At Bay.!
App Enabled Barrel Bolt
TABLET ARM
Straps
Telescoping Flexible PowerCord
kld;kladfjkl
Tri-Layer Bikram/Hot Yoga Mat
A smart door
Tongue Mit
FunHeat
Potty Pedal
draw straight pencil
Gummy Bathbrush
Find my keys
KIT LUNETTE SOLAIRE RAPIDE
gorilla windshiel for vechiles
Accu-Board
Stylish Ashes Urns
êµí†µì•ˆì „LEDí’ì„
Ice scraper for car interior
Twin Bucket Caddy
Power belt
spaghetti wire eater
Smart Peripherals
A Sprinkler With The Ability To Follow An Outline Pattern, The Shape Of Your Lawn, As A Guide For Irrigation Limits. Save Water, Save Money.
Air dry cups.
Dog Kennel / Crate Monitor
Punchin' Patch
Retractable Blade Snow Shovel
Easy Medication Opener
Couette Bi-Zone
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Austin Invention Challenge
Off SHOULDER SHIRT SOLUTION
See through car curtains
Camera Timer
The Perfect Line Pen
Your dog guards your house while you're gone, but who's watching your dog? Introducing THE GUARD DOG! Totally safe for pets! No shocking!
Natural Fit Mp3
jungle birdie
"Niagara": the WIFI TUB ALERT
Perfect Letter Folder
3210 Smartphone Desmarter
Clip and Un-clutter Holster
Aero Desk
Zoom-Case for the iPhone
Sole Shoes
Quiet Cooling Styled Neck Wear, GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jet technology. A USB Rechargeable Device, Truely Bladeless Cooling.
Do the best for you
Sports Shoe and Hat Travel Bag
Double Pocket Cell Phone Case
Handy Dandy Pick
Electrical Cup Warmer
lightonimous
in the bag
consumer card
4 in 1 Swivel Screwdriver
Heat Charging Phone Case
The ultimate tv
Reel brushes clean shoes
Folding air freshener hanger!
Read &amp; Swim
That's My Golf Ball
Right-Time Pet Bowl
Dishwasher On/Off Guard
Sol Del Lune
Hang Em High
ToothBrush Mold Irradiator
Little box odor eliminator
Removable Bike Helmet Earmuffs
Collapsing Gardening Cart
Toilet Alarm Module
Stand for pens, note cards, pa
Flexible Smartphone Mount
Business Travel Day Planner
triangular outlet power strip
Head LED
Flexible Power Cables
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HDMI HUB
GoBurner
Kitty Kart Karasel
iSpace Case
Electric Ground Converter
chin brace for hair dryer use
The Smart Baby Monitor
cligno-velo
A Blade Protector Is Housed In The Handle. Prevent's Being Cut Accidental By An Exposed Kitchen Knife's Sharp Blade. Apply Protector Anytime
child alarm
Boppies are great for feedings and holding babies but they need storage! Now you can have your phone, binky, bottle and cloth close at hand!
Peace Sheets
Weather Box
App enabled elevator
skateboard living room lamp
wink dehumidifier/humidifier
La Guirlande LuminodÃ©corative
Second phone
SwipeMote for Google Glass
Ziplock Bread Bag
Personal Shredder
Ledge
Twisty Paw Pal Nail Trimmer
Emergency Birds Eye View
Sensi case
Scoop!
Splash Pants
carbalyzer
Lazy Aid
A Modern Design Pull Out iPad/Tablet Computer Floor Stand That Folds Flat And Stores Conveniently In Tight Places. A Space Saver.
Cook/Stovetops Portable Vent
Ruff Ruff, Meow
Central Airfreshner
Bursitis Busting Knee Pads
Electrical Quick Connect
Rewind radio
The Better Framing Square
Wallet Toothpick Holder
The Power Coil
Family Phone Charger
clean empty for Bagless Vacuum
Eyeglass Wipes
Keep snow out of your wrists
Pot-at-a-time coffee scoop
Heel Float
Bike Powered Phone Charger
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all in cell opener
Change trap pocket
Food Snapper
Decorative Vinyl Frame Cover
Axis Upgrade
Le sac anti-pickpocket
Hide Your Hand!
Toolbox with light
The 3 Way
CoolCase
Easy to pour gas can!
"My Side" Sheets
SpeakerBud iPhone Case
Yosemite Box
A Slim, Elegantly Designed, Single Inline Floor Standing Wine Rack. A Small Foot Print, Easy On The Eyes, Fits Easily Into Small Spaces.
Car Seat of Joy
Auto Safety
B-Buds
HOUSE HAT
Color changing xbox controller
App-Enabled Pill Reminder
preggofloat
App-enabled permit tag
Apple Wipes
Laptop Phone Charging Stand
Complete Sink Strainer
Dogs solitary game- tug of war
Induction Charging Device Case
Attach a strip
Whiptail, the upscale ponytail
THE ILLUMINATOR-light it up!
Circle One circular mirror
Stress monitoring wristband
Synthetic Turf Desk Organizer
In Reach
Ice Blanket
Power Tower
Spotter for Mold Detection
Improved Windshield Wiper
EMOTION SIGN
Triangle/Square curling irons.
tick detector wand
Hi5 Wipe Gloves
A folio that snaps open
disposable phone charge
Light Bulb Changer
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Floating Picture Hook
Cord2Cordless Phone Converter
The Seaweed Fishing Bobber
Flashing! Eye Catching LEDs Integrated Into Power Cords Stop's Or Reduce's The Possibilities Of Cord Tripping Accidents. Be Safe, Stay Well.
divided house T shirt OU/OSU
MULTIPURPOSE SPEAKER BUDDY
Solar Canopy Motorcycle Helmet
moniteur alerteur diabÃ¨te
Storage Tote Labelling
i-toothbrush
Heated sports seat
DermaSonic
The cartastorags
capsul'o
Hello Glasses
FlexPro Speaker System Will RIVAL ANY MOVIE THEATER'S Sound Delivery. It's Bold High Quality Sound PUT'S LIVENESS INTO ANY MUSIC
You Listen.
Iphone Laptop
USB Outlet
Bedding
Clear View Side-Mirror Film
Menâ€™s Neck Trimming Shaper
where is my cat ??????
Christmas tree light switch
Thermiture Furniture Freezer
Energized MakeupApplicator Pad
Handy Salad Fork
In Home Theme Park
adjustable walker
Hair Vac
Pocketbook/Purse Accessory Rac
TV SKIN
Revision/ bullet proof vest
Ham Radio Display Protectors
Sleep Savers
Memory Foam Chair
Turkish Rose Essential Oil
hand held salt spreader
Breathe Free
Headset Socks
Cold weather,guitar gloves
Just Making Sure You're Okay
XBox One Kinect TV mount
Safe washing machine
fold up portable keybord
Hear Your T.V. Better
Paw Cleaning Mat
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TRUCK TIE DOWN HOOK
Bluetooth earpiece finder.
Laptop Cooling Protective Case
Ease For Tired Arms While Watering Lawns. A Nozzle Assembly With Telescoping Armrest That Support's the weight of Your Arm, Nozzle and Hose.
EarPod Attachment
Breathe New Life Into Your Favorite Manual Screw Drivers. Now You Can Insert And Power Them. Get Projects Done With Speed And precision.
The Distinguisher
Rechargeable cordless vac
Precise digital shot pourer
Socialink
Tablet Tray
BACK-IN-THE-BOX vacuum bed bag
Stackable Heels
the labtop table adjuster
ET PHONE HOME
THE BACK BEN
Thermowipe
Comfort Critter
XMAS TREE TURNTABLE
Money saver
Thermostat Timer
extension visor
Shopping Trolly Immobiliser
magnet pen
Simple bean storage containers
Easy Loop Flosser
ergonomic tablet cover
Refillable Watercolor Brush
Rubber Fetch!
Ocean Rescue Ralph
Jackson Preserver Box
Kitchen Fan Cover
The Culva Cap
The Wrapster
Language Translator
Battery Film
Basket Shoot Pinata Style
Collapsible Grocery Storage
Smart Power
The Goof Ball
the steve O
Just Hold This
Y WATER
Window Screen Saver
the poop purse
lOOKYu
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pack light 2,spÃ©cial randos
Plant Hub
Double Pot
Alarm Clock Pillow
Umbrella for bicycle
iPad photovoltaic protection
FoldUp keyboard stand for iMac
EZ Iron&amp;Fold
Hybrid : Induction Cooktop-PAN
ErTron
Vibrating rotary blade shaver
A Missile To IP
Waterproof Swimmer's Belt
Smart Hassle-Free Air Intake Fan Control That Delivers Your Best Room Air Temperatures. Auto Fan Speed Manager For Your Best Body Comfort.
Straight Legs
Laser Pop
Beer Blade
PROTECT YOUR HIPS IF YOU FALL
portable flashlight belt
Suction Ball Holder
School Catcher
Newby bottom wipes
Continuous Brewer
3 in 1 spoon (TBSP/TSP)
speaker phone case
Doggy Door Mat Sensor
Integrated Powerline Adapter
Grinch Car Antler
Safely Cut Through Thick Or Dense Food Pieces. Black Handle Moves Slider Board With Pieces Under The Knife To Keep Your Fingers Safely Away.
Light beer bottles
Gift Wrap Holder
increWEIGHTS
Steering Wheel Warmer
pinwheel car
Mr Universe - universal brush
Turn Your iPhone into a GoPro
Figure 8 ( Headphone Storage )
FACILISCOTCH
A Three Wheeled Garbage Can. Let The Wheels Take All Of The Weight While You Pull It Along. It Make's Life Easier And Saves Your Back.
Custom Spray Paint Can
Combination Wrench With Attached Movable Handle. It Supplies Comfort Grip And High Torque. Slide Handle To Opposite End Of The Side In Use.
Brush Plus Colom
Gas Line Sleeve
Safety Shield
BEACH SPRITZER
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Two-handed Cat Hair Cajoler
In-line Hose Water UV Purifier
Flower-Power
Helmet brake/signal lights
multi-handle shovel (MHS)
The case with cord storage!
A Large Pot Lid Vent For Letting Out Steam. Minimize's Bubbles And Boiling Over's. A Definite Work And Time Saver. Stove Top Stays Cleaner.
Child Proof MMJ container
Driver Dropable Pothole Flags
Luggage F I N D E R .
TVnMOVIE Ears
Eat and Burn Chocolate
FaceOff
Pill Dispenser
Sinus relief pillow
After dinner chair pillow
Better laptop speakers!
Peel Away Trash Can Liners
Float + Towel Combo
coffee french press warmer
Mag-Tie
Ultimate Post Hole Digger
iPad/iPad Mini Telescoping Chair Device Holding Assembly. Just Relax, Give Your Arms, Neck And Back A Well Deserved Relief.
Compact Cooler Bag
Car Coasters
Smarter Bathroom Vanity
Mr. Egghead
iGauge
Mac Pro Flight Case
Porta-Party
Puzzle Stool
All-you-need battery
heavenly heat
Toilet Wipe Box
Auto window sun block
MinuTeau
Washer Power Generator
Driveway Heatlamps
It's a wrap!
Painter's Time Saver
Home Cheese Waxer
Railroad Crossing Plate
LED rope light jump rope
All-way switch
Pill Bottle Dosage Cap
polyknob
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Anywhere Outlet
The MOTO RAKE
Charm Keeper
guitar silencer
Bottify Me!
Headphone Bracelet Bands
LED Solar/AC Security Light
collapsible/expandable shelf
Cop-Lock
E-fence
Fret-It Notes
On-the-go cereal &amp; milk cup
Iclix
Bluetooth Ceiling Tiles
INDUCTION CHARGE BEDSIDE CADDY
Mobile coffee device (MCD)
free wash
Porcelain Throne App
Public Toilet Sanitary Seat
Stand Up
Video Ass. Manscaping Solution
Hernia Relief Belt
Lack of sleep, Sleep Apnea. Wearable Dual Filtered Fan Supplies Clean Air To Your Nose And Lungs. Get More Air Now. Don't Be Tired All Day.
Backyard Skis
The I-Cord Case
Soft bendable ear buds
binoculars with measurement
2in1 connector in 1 Flash Disk
Smart Refrigerator
Importing any Shape to phone
GoPro Bike Phone Holder
InstaChef
the teather
Qurk Cereal Box Fresher Longer
le kit main libre en laisse
USB Talking Teddy Bear
Adjust-a-plug
Earth
Sleepy Savannah Bear
Game Controller Holder
Networked Nightlight
Easy Laundry Container
YakelKun
A Pot With Boil Over Collection Surrounding. Collects And Hold Stuff That Boils Over, Prevent's It From Making A Mess Or Being Burnt By Heat
The Cable Saver
Crash Pads
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Separate power strip
A Magnet Stabilized Mouse Increase's Blood Flow To Your Fingers. Keep's Finger Cramping And Tingling At Bay. Let's Fight Carpal Tunnel.
Unlimited talking toy
Universal usb charger
watersaver
Motion Activated Grill Light
Backpack With lights
C'est mon choix qui gagne
Travel Anti-germs spray
Smart guitar headstock
Headphone splitter Iphone case
A High Torque Comfort Grip Handle For A Combination Wrench Set. It Supplies Torque When It's Needed. A Must Have For Each Wrench Set Owner.
360 humidifier
Appstopper
Touchscreen Wifi Wall Calendar
EASYBATH
Smart Charger
Miss Magic Nails
Water Rolla
Rag Quilt Fringe Cutter
Lightbulb Camera
adult matchables
WORLD FAMOUS COFFEE TOGO
heat ramp
Sun Contact Lenses
Trailer Hitch Helper
Little Dark Room
face place
InfiniTEE - swappable t-shirt
Illuminated Doorknob Indicator
iPhone/Smartphone Bracelet/Stand. Wearable Convenience, Fashionable. Watch Videos, Movies Or Chat Speaker Phone Hands Free.
A Higher Quality Sound From An iPhone Or Smartphone. A Folded Horn Designed Passive Audio Enhancement Amplifier/Stand Combo. No Batteries.
Drive-thru Auto Tire Inflater
See-Through Post-It Notes
Build-In alarm clock Organizer
All-In-One Thermal Mug
Doggie Foot Bath
ShoeBo
Power Paint Extension Pole
Snowman Kit
Fantastic Flirt Ring Case
En Baisse de Table de plafond
Automate Cleaning Tasks
Case Face
Collapsible Drawing Tube
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IVASE
App Enabled Nose Hair Trimmer
serviteur....
Amplify And Create A More Enriched And Natural Sound Quality. A Vented Earbud Neck Worn Assembly Amplifies Using 2 Sound Resonator Chambers.
No-kini
The Highwayman.bug/rock/guard
Digital Audio Radio Recorder
App Controlled Photo Frame
Plunger Mate
ergonomic chair
Read Me
ahorrador de agua en lavamanos
butter knife
smart window shade puller
Skater saver
Game Gauntlet
Best Dresser
Electricity Master
Solar Powered Outdoor Outlet
Moto Rake
Dog house Door
Dust screens
In The Blind...
mobility ball
NeatDispense toothpaste lid
Take Action News
The Simple Path Tee
Sole Paint + Grip
NON App NAIL POLISH MACHINE
Doggy Wrapping Paper
Bed Trampoline
Smart Connection+Sensation
Perfect Fit Headphone Plugs
le pordomed
Travel Chair
Laptop Relaxation
Ironing Clothing Rack
Eternal Earth Globe, +App
Stadium Dog House
Detangling Combs, 4 Different. Maximum Comfort, Start with Widest Tooth Comb and work your way through to the Finest Tooth. Use for PETs too
A Dual Hard Case Wallet/Credit Card Protector That Provides Double Capacity. Hinged For Flexibility i.e. Fully Extended, Angled Or Folded.
Wii Mechanic
App Enabled Baseball Bat
Domino Builder Stencil
Safety break light
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TV Translator
prise de courant a cde radio
iRead (RESUB)
Flipped For You
Wireless Solar System (WSS)
Logic Tracks
water bottle nipple/sippy top
Security case for mobile
Talking HVAC filter
appraiser site
Pet Ride On Spaceship
Kitchen Crisis Alert
Anticheating Playing Cards
The Attachable Car Plow!
Pivot Plugs
Cordies Mounty
Phone Generation!
Easy Bulb
Air Mattress Tent
Painter's Can Handle
Brush N' Floss
Drive-Ems
A Cooling Fan Atachment
Outfit combinator
Eficaz App
Toilet Paper Spritzer
STICK ME!
Ladder Coaster Wheels
stir lid
JACKSON MOTION GUARDIAN 1
NOAA-Solar USB Wind Chimes
Fetch &amp; Go
Dino neck wrap
Indistructable Tool Labels
TV Vent Filter
App-enabled photo cube
Versatile Zip Lock Bags Stores Documents, Pens, Parts, Projects, etc. A Zip Lock Bag File System Tower.
Power Clip
Induction Charge GP Batteries
Lighted Doorknob Bell
Rodent Proof Door Sweep
POCKET RETRACTABLE SILVERWARE
Wireless touch AC switch panel
Bath Toys For Dogs!
Self ejecting microwave
toilet muzzle
Clocks smartphones
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Twisty smell
Motor Cycle Stabilizer
DÃ©tecteur Multifonction Evo
tv wrap
Crawler Score Blocker
Gloves,Mitts with Temp.Sensors
Cool-tainer Cooler System
MyGlass
Colostomy bag attachment
Office Cicle Fit
PhonE case/cord
Hand Held Lotion Applicator
Find It
TIMES UP! Simple Use Eco Timer
Smartphone Heatwave
Toothbrush protector
Des bijoux fait maison
bluetooth charger
Extendable Hanger
You-Say-It bracelet maker
Retractable Shower Caddie
STRETCH-IT
Sac McDo Tient Chaud
Pet door knob sign.
Bucket seat
Ease For Tired Arms While Watering Lawns. A Nozzle Assembly With A Telescoping Armrest. Support's the weight of Your Arms, Nozzle and Hose.
APP CHANGING JEWELRY-color app
The NO Shoe
Portable Shower Head Adjuster
Smart trash
Camara remote control
CheapChair
24/7 face time
car/snow mobile
Use glasses to log in
Desktop Air-Pillow Packaging
Exhaust pipe blockage sensor
Coat n Go
Tick Shield
odor elminating socks
you don't drop your phone
the
sanispray
Smart kart. Shopping express.
world wall
Convert of sounds in writing
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3D LED Christmas Tree Blanket
USB Exention cord
Bed Potato
Nice and comfy
Ultimate Bicycle Light/Lock
Disposable Insecticidal cup
WATER BARRIER
CPAP Humidifying Catridge
Hand-crank Iphone Case.
Eye Catching, Attention Getting, Flashing LED Integrated Into Power Cords Will Stop Or Reduce The Possibilities Of Cord Tripping Accidents.
Improved Chapstick dispenser
Dip-O-Matic Perfect Tea Maker!
STALE MATE WINK
Tablet Arm
Heated Athletic Shoes
Ear-phones
The Power Pack
A Natural Sound Enhancer Case For Your iPhone 5. Styled As An Ipad/Tablet Enclosure, Enhance's Your iPhone 5's Sound Quality.
The Alarm Band
Baby Safe Sleep
GRAB BAG
Libster
DigiBand Reminder
Virtual Weigh In!
Portable Wifi TV
iCharge
ButtonBot
Flax/Chia Seed dispenser
electronic post it message pad
iControl
New scratch pad for pets
Holo-Cube
Bath Cache
Smart Wastepaper Basket
The cylinder
Mini Hair Vac (w/ power cord)
Electronic - Wireless - Hugs!
RADIO CONTROL--- FISHING BOAT
Blanket with feet pocket
Moonlight generator
Multi-Glow Lamp Shade
App for NYC traverse in winter
velcro picture frame
hockey blade tape sleeve
The Adjustable Frame
Creased Comfort Pillow

15-12596-mg

thermal steering wheel cover
Dry Reader
Window seed starter
Game Quirky Creativity
Ultra Portable Jacket Hanger
EarPods Keeper
DiS / e-ink slap watch
The Multi-tasking Scissor
Shopping cart pedometer
Good to Go
Power Purse
Wrist Phone Case
Pockets in Shower Curtain.
The Photo Wand
Saftey Umbrella
Auto-disconnecting charger
spiky
Key Finder
Poached Egg Cheater
the cooling bandana
Quick and Easy Weave
Extra DVR space !
quirky
Lemon Pi
ChopChop
Ascension
SawFish
Silicone stovetop cover
The smart cat litter
Inductive Power Puck
DINGBATS- cardoor protector
Smart Table Organizer
Recoiling Mac cable Storeaway
Lotto Check for stamp
Anti Roadkill device
Suitcase shelves
Heated Foam Massage Roller
Clean and beautiful bathroom
SOUP BOWL SNUGGY
Slim heated car cover
home security alarm system
It's all in the BAG
Cold drink dispensor.
The Peterson retractor
Bathroom mirror defogger
Spray a smart gas sensor
le tube convertible
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LED Whiteboard/Chalkboard
PlugFriend
Shoe Tow
bumper sticker
High Winds And Your Trash Can Gets Blown Over, The Can Cover Goes Missing. This Trash Can Stabilizer Keep's Your Trash Can Locked In Place.
Tracker keep tabs on your home
Adjustable felt socks 4 chairs
Induction Charge Flashlight
Dual Fit Six Point Wrench
sans les mains
battery-less sensors
Meter Reader
EXTENSION POWER CORDS-USB/PLUG
Modular Freezer Ice Blocks
Auto Changing Wall Sand Art
The Coffee Orb
Paddle Switch
Bluetooth Backup Camera
Faucet Plus
Hard Drive Keeper
RENT A PET
sink saver
The tooth brush stand
Lawn tractor side weed eater.
Cyclecar
Cell Phone Shower Case
RegLum
four way wallet
Countertop Appliance Platform
Cargo Ratchet
Home Gift Wrap Machine
Cat Toy Bird Launcher
How Much
Clip Velcro
Train Plane
Goodnight Glow
Gel Nail Polish Remover
Harman Audio &amp; Visual Headset
"CardJock" credit card wallet
Disc Golf Sound Beacon
WakeSmart
A Slim, Floor Standing, Single Inline Stainless Steel Thermoelectric(TEC) Wine Cooler. Black + Stainless,, Fit's 12 Bottle.
Ball Directing Putter Attachme
Aim Your Flat Screen TV's Sounds At You For Best Sound Quality. Dual High Quality Sound Enhancers. No More Wasted Sounds Aimed Downwards.
Season Premier
media block
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The Convertible
Kidz and Caninz Hot Alert
Trailer Tracker
Life saving glassbreaker
pilcu
BEER-SHAPED SQUEEZE BOTTLE
Athletic wipes
Headphone &amp; Brain Wave Sensors
Avalanche safety jacket.
Dog finger toothbrush
YOUR power Your control
Dinosaur Glove
Gotcha Pet Entertainer
Heated WindShield Wipers
A Slim, Elegantly Designed, Single Inline Floor Standing Wine Rack. A Small Foot Print, Easy On The Eyes, Fits Easily Into Small Spaces.
Hydrocube
Compact External Battery
Never lose earphones
Geezer tweezer
Magnetic Toothbrush Mount
Snowbrella!
The CalcuClicker
Silicone Towel Gripper
Germ Capture
Spiral Outdoor Power Cord
iPhone Mophie case
Seize Today
Portefeuille antivol
Iphone Projector
Self fillable medical patch
Happy car horn
Smartphone movie theater
Gum Sucker
Cozy Rise
!Rotating Marshmallow Roaster!
Adjust-a-Firm Pillow
Bike Lock Helmet
The Door Closer
Flipside pads
Handsoff My Jewelry
Stoaround
Ergonomic Bar Stool With Dual Position Foot Stand. Adjusts To The Motions Of Your Legs To Encourage Enhanced Blood Flow And Stop Discomfort.
Thermostat Outlet Control App
robot
smart container
Voice Controlled Alarm Clock
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Detachable Heated Gloves
Back Seat Sun Protector
Music WC
å…·æœ‰èªžéŸ³é€šè©±ä¹‹é -æˆ´è£ç½®
Anti Glare hood
50 new small Vibro-utensils
Big Bands
MoodyShoes customize your shoe
Large Magnetic Strip Holds Multiple Paint Brushes All At Once. Keeps The Paint Can Rim Covered And Clean For Easy Resealing.
Ten N Two Texting
Fireplace Filter
Oproject
Bathroom Trashcan Liner
Smart Spray
Verbal Graffiti
Hot Pawkets
Travel Soap, Shampoo Dispenser
The Grab Tab
Sans les mains.....
Tasty Pen Caps
Catopia 2 - Austin Challenge
Adjustable Wrench
12 volt Inline Timer
Head Light
Introducing..FOLD Back
Tan through tennis clothes
High Visibility Aerodynamic Oversize Bicycle LED Head Lights And Tail Lights. Oversize So You See Clearly, Also Be Easily And Safely Seen.
Leaf Shuttle
Wireless, Wrist Memory Device
Easy-Out Trash Can
THE NO HEAD-ACHE PINATA
Doggy Cam
Bicycle convenient lock
Showergel "hold &amp; drain out"
A Sprinkler Assembly That Has The Ability To Follow An Outline Pattern As A Guide For Irrigating Your Lawn. Lawns Differ In Shape And Sizes.
Multi Flavor E-Cig
Little squirt
"The Dreamer" Sound Machine
Tablet bluetooth keyboard
GE Watering System for Plants
Mess No More
maintien de canne orthopÃ©dique
Samsung Galaxy S3's Parabolic Enhanced Sound Amplifier. Metal Reflective, A Higher Quality Sound, Minimal In Size. Take It With You, Enjoy.
Breeze Weights
WIFI BUMP PORT
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TANKS A LOT
Television Sound Balance
Take Away Shine
A Fabric Covered Folding Footrest Or Footstool That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch For Easy Access And Use Any Time.
A waterproof computer
mobile kitchen assistant
Outdoor LED Floodlight
Graph Lines
Dynamic lighting
Power Manager
Voice controlled handsfree pen
Shoe Sensor
Video Game Table
MINI HAUT PARLEUR DE LUNETTE
BIG PAWS LEAF PICK-UP
Windshield Cleaner
Keg mover
Healthy Breathing
surge cover
Thermapure heat source
Tabled. Placemats by Anne
Collapsible Plates
Wireless USB Video
Find My Pet
CalcuPedic
Beach Towel Anchor
Eco-Lath-Ergo
Cat Adventure Tower
TrouvÃ©e!!
garden hose guide
Key to Life
Bottle Joiner
A water safety device
Folding Ear Bud Cord
Wallet Contact Card
PenMe
Over the Door Organizer
Dust pan for the yard
Cap Counter
Power Point Pal
Free power USB Charger
CO Garage Prevention
CLEANING BRUSH FOR SPORT-BOOTS
Band Aid for Sneakers
Clear Digital Reading Bus Card
ROAD-GRIP
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Alarm Clock Ear Plugs
StayTab Tablet Tacker
Kid Interns
tri-linge
Double fragrance Perfume
InterGlobe
The Clip
side swiper
Intelli-Charge
SafeCar
The Windshield Wiper Glove
accroche murale design
The Cage of Rage
All Together: Friends Night, Family Night Or Just Anytime. You Can Pull Out A Full Length Table That Folds Flat And Stays Under Your Couch.
K9 Duvet (and covers) for Dogs
the eagle eye
Bag Caddy
Cane Holder
PUSH PIN"PUSH ME- PULL ME"
anti-theft motion detectors
VÃ©loz,oz le smartphone en vÃ©lo
Sled Board
electrical attachment Board
Next gen swiss army adapter
spy on your kid app
AUTOMATIC CANE
Smart Yoga Glasses and SYG App
Filter for various size of pot
Pet Feeder
A Modern Design Pull Out iPad/Tablet Computer Floor Stand That Folds Flat And Stores Conveniently Under The Couch. Space Saver. Use Anytime.
"Moto Kicks"
highdromatic cat feeder
touchpad wristwatch
The Petyak
Leash-Ease Poop Bag Dispenser
LURINETTE
Irrigate Africa
Silverware Cleaner
'Post-it note' type of ripping
A Pull Out Tray Table That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch. You Can Use It Anytime For Work Or Play. A Space Saver.
I'm here
eyes in the back of your head
magnet spÃ©cial crÃ©dence
Smart Coffee Stirrers
window plant
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Clean Scent
The Wiper Boot
Remote USB drive
Heated sandwich bags
A Couch With Seats That Can Adjust At An Angle To Make You More Comfortable When You Lay Down. Angle Adjust Your Head, Shoulder And Feet.
Mutt Mug
blend power
A Magnet Stabilized Mouse Increase's Blood Flow To Your Fingers. Keep's Finger Cramping And Tingling At Bay. Let's Fight Carpal Tunnel.
Gym Bottle
The Lazy Mans Lawn Bag
Sunglasses Organizer
apple truck
Hanging Fog Free Bath Mirror
Sunspot - Sunlight Counter
Xtend-Thru Training Bat
Wiper Ez
Smart Wallet-shows u the money
TriWare
ELASTIC SPIKY ORGANIZER
carwash 2 in 1 vacuum/blower
Blits Organizador de enchufes
REVIEW APP FOR PRODUCTS
Safe Cat
Read out loud EPUB
Expert Date
A Universal Upside Down Bottle Clamp/Holder. Get All Of Your Bottle's Contents. A Reusable Unit For Kitchens, Bathrooms, Outdoors, etc.
The 1%
That's Me!
cOOL lIFT
enfile chaussettes
Beach shower enclosure
Adjusto! The Simple Clip!
Media HD
Lotion Back Sprayer
Bombe retouche coloration
Pet Cam Play Mat
Bigmouth Splatter Guard
"Split Kup"
The Lap-Top Front-Pack
Phone Line Circuit Breaker
Move-A-Chair
Sonid
Tondoms
Surround Your Samsung Galaxy S3 With Enhanced Sounds. Add Liveness To Your Phone's Audio. Sounds From All 4 Corners, All Is Aimed At You.
Window Gem Solar (WGS)
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Beach Blanket Anchor
NEW JOBIKE
ski gloves that control iPhone
e-Lock
WINK Sparewheel PressureSensor
THE BOND OF LIFE
Surface Alert
The Atlas Wall Mount
POWER CORD RETAINER
An Oversize Pot Lid Vent For Letting Out Steam. It's A Lid That Is Designed To Be Offset. No balancing act. Easy assemble. Easy Disassemble.
Chip Proof Wineshield
JDW Heated tires
Le chariot rÃ©glable en hauteur
TÃ©tine pratique
Walkway snowplow
THe DeTachable headphone/Ipod
Lock-&amp;-Light
K Cup alternative
rainy night fog lights
Eye Winger
Six Shooter Shot Maker
Express Net
Kids mini PLC (Quirky / GE)
Septic Tank Yearly Dispenser
Wrist strap Hand Gloves
Leaf blowers
sun shield protector
Desk Lamp w/ Charging Base
Would you like to live forever
Mini LED lamp ,discrete light!
Shower Caddy
Digi-glow
MDL - Mobile Device Locator
icicle light extender
The cold bowl
A Touchless Sensor Dish Washing Soap Dispenser That Accepts The Entire Bottle Of Your Preferred Liquid Detergent. Does Not Use A Reservoir.
Memory Store
fence jack
Crutch Strap
Ear Creations
Komfy Kitty
L'assiette ventouse
Live Translation App
Document Wallet
smell the trucker cup
music hovering shoes
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Shield Your Windshield !
MicroScales
A New Approach To Trucking Pallets. They Can Transformed Into Crates And Boxes That Carry Real Merchandise. No Longer Just Regular Pallets.
Bleacher Couch
pong pong
Imagia
Leash lite
Rescue plants from sunstroke
Auto health-check
Magdapter
Fruit Dots
Snake Nightlight
Perfect Temp Mattress Topper
Portable Sun Visor
Retractable Handle Snow Shovel
Backrow Seating
Universal Pot Lid
Soda can sealer and spout.
GameSwap
Ext. Memory Card with Battery
LeashLess
Salt Master
Toilet Roll Chute
Easy Recycler
Duster Vacuum
foldaway bike mudguard .
PurfectPaws
Iluma Tape
Self Fading Sticky Note
Car Seat Wrap
Airbrella
Chip Gloves
Oven gloves
Electric Flat Clothing Dryer
Phone Case Key Fob
prise radiocommandÃ©e
D.L.W
jamtools-FretFriend
cool off Athletic socks
Permanent Desktop Headphones
Fit Plug
Parking APP that tells spot
secufacile
TELEVISION ART
Hot blade
FINGERNAIL GUARDS
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Dog Nuts
Wireless Dog Leash
"Attiselec"
Batmobile for Toddlers
A Slim Close Quarters Electric Snow Thrower For Easy Handling On Steps, Paths And Uneven Surfaces.
un porte-livres
The Ultimate "Smart Scale"
Cat House
Speed Seat
Lego 3D Printer
CROSS FOOD
Pillow pad
Bobble spice jars
The pull up.
DESKMATE
Quick Planter Greenhouse
Thanks GE Patent!
I-Watch Psychedelic Watch Box
fan bullet
Breathe Right
App Bedroom Door Opener animal
The New Galaxy S3 Smartphone's Speaker Driven Headphones. Hands Free, Central Sound Channel Only. Uses No Electronics And No Batteries.
Rule that rotates 360 degrees
RAE RAE Lighted Purses
Automatic Toilet Seat
Super Grip PS Vita PS4
Discreet Pill Case
QuickCharge
Inclined Hammock with Seat
Door Spacer - Mark II
Level Picture Hanger
Ringer Buddy
Lawn tractor deck grader
Headphone Dock Station
The Snake
Easy meausre
Wearable Computing@GloveScreen
Whiteboard Binder Insert
CoolTIPS
Digital Shower Temp &amp; Set
ZIGPACK
jackable jackstands
EASY SKEWER DOUBLE
Stamped on the SOAP!!!
Heated bathrobe
iPlug
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Virtual Telephone
The Toilet Paper Dispenser, Let's Put It On Wheels, With It's Toilet Paper Storage Conveniently Integrated Together As A Single Unit.
Rear view promos
Tremor. Touch nav, immersive sound.
Bath tub towel clip
A Pot With Boil Over Collection Surrounding. Collects And Hold Stuff That Boils Over, Prevent's It From Making A Mess Or Being Burnt By Heat
Cigar Jack Train
Glow seats
Insertable boot pocket
LightVine - Light your way
3D Scanner for Smart Phone
Bougies: Jouyeux Anniversaire
Kettlebell Hand Savers
Door Stay Hinge Pin
Smart Visual Equivalent Clock
Scissors Tape Stapler all in 1
Safe and Hot
Aerhead
WINK Smart Case
Viadrop
Graceful Recovery
Micro Usb encryption device
WINK Tread and Sidewalk Melter
JAMES BOND Pill holster
Auto Adjusting Vent
Hand pumping phone charger!
WhoZat
Snowplow Shovel
Wire Wrap
An Upright Luggage With Ergonomic Handle That Continuously Adjust To Each Hand's Motion As you Go, Ensuring Least Possible Stress Or Strain.
Shampoo Bracelet
Flexible weight balance
shampoing porteur de lentilles
AUTO ON BOARD EMERGENCY SIGNAL
untethered mouse
Over The Door Dual Backup Led Light Assembly. Molding Attached, Battery Operated, Adjustable Width. Lights Door Way, Room Or Whole House.
Smart Charger
iMount
Easy Cloth Hanging
Alarm Angel
Heated Ice Scraper
Poop Tent
Car Trunk-lid warning sign
Mary
forever re-chargeable Light
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Magnetic Name Tag
The Collapsible Sled
TVScreen Text Clutter Diverter
PAIN FRAIS
SPEED ADVISOR
Lamp Heat- ceramic shade
The Perfect Tree
Nail Punch
HSC Heart Strap Connected
Portable WiFi Battery
Car Swiffer &amp; Multi-tool !
HangPad - Get hooked !
The iPad case with a groove.
Neat irrigation attachment
finger bottle
Keyhole Light
presidential urinal cake/ TP
No-Wet Hat
Pipette for xxxx COLA
Connect Bed
Laptop Battery case!
Power Outage Clock Reset
Melt-Away Natural
Blink
Attachable Hidden Pocket
Stringly
Quick and Clean Dishwasher
Ever Stir Cooler
Name card studio
TextLife
microsd2Usb
Inexpensive Green water filter
An Automobile Riser Cup Holder Assembly For Easier Cup Access While Driving. Plus 3 Taste Enhancer Holders i.e. Sugar, Creamer, Salt, etc.
Loominosity
Wi-Fi adapter
Smart Water Heater
flickspoon
easy patch
Car Brake Go Light
2in1 fryingpan
Talking dog ball
App Enabled Library Book Bin
Ball Tracker
Keurig Cleaner
The Perfect Beard
LA MONTRE " LIEN DE VIE"
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temperature controlled 12 volt
battery powered blanket
Your Hot Or Cold Drink With Your Sugar, Cream/Creamer, Spoon And Cup. All On Just A Small And Neat Fitted Tray. Easy Move Singly Or Groups.
Talking Crayon Pens
Ipad Lap table
Rx Marijuana Case
Tension Shelf
Just Checking......
PillFlask
Trigger
Waist Huggers
Safe/Splash Guard
ComfyPad
poubelle pratique
SMART SOIL SENSOR TESTER
Natural Tech-Watch
Toilet paper guard
No Climb Chair Gate
An App for the Ages!
GET MOBILE WITH THE MOBILIZE
Cubical Shade
Instant Rebate Credit Card
Bathtub Corner, Pyramid Style, Holder Assembly. Bath Supplies, Upright/Upside Down Bottles. Stands Up freely, Suction Cups Added Support.
Power Meter Batteries
Wire Tag
Gravitolator
EZ Finished hardwood floors
Textbook Arranger
trocador de lÃ¢mpadas
Emergency Breaklight
sprig
SPILL PAL
Light Up the Dark
Bike Back Wheel Generator
Sani Shoe
Alarm Refrigerator
Swhig gloves
polishperfect
Furnace Filter app
Hidden window screens
smart mark
MATTEL - Knottie Babies
Chalky Case
Hockey Travel Tree
The versable tool saw
Road Tripp (Mattel Challenge)
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A Three Wheeled Garbage Can. Let The Wheels Take All Of The Weight While You Pull It Along. It Make's Life Easier And Saves Your Back.
Health Alert
App-enabled Fishing Camera
Christmas Tree Funnel
Shower Curtain Clips
Bluetooth Object Finder
Life Rider
Plant identifier app
Create Awesome Code
jolt alarm
BRACELET DATE
Cordless Hairdryer
WASH AND WARM TOILET SET
Toothbrush Holder Gargle Cup
I-spy
Drip-proof Toothbrush
The google auto populate game
UNFROZEN - The #1 Ice Scraper
Bathroom Door SOP
PV inductive charging cover
Grip Strip
The Duval Sole Washer
BALL COMES BACK ON ITS OWN
smart vegetable box
Amplify And Create A More Enriched And Natural Sound Quality. A Vented Earbud Neck Worn Assembly Amplifies Using 2 Sound Resonator Chambers.
Floorscrubber for Forklift
SLACK KNOTT
A Better Allen Wrench
CAP-RAC
Multi-warmer
Wiper koozie
Buried post protector
CanStack
The Knob Buster
Solar Powered Backpack HotSpot
Workers Back-Hand Velcro Glove
Tune-up prep tool
shoe tieing helper
EZ Transfer
Bottle alarm
Retracto
E-Z Peel Freezer Containers
Dreamscape
Smart Door
The Lazy Man's Lawn Bag
Wax-on Wax-off Mitt
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Laptop stand/charging hub
The Easy Dust Pan
MOBILEMAGNET
Car Self Shade
Christmas Cling
Electric Angel
Snow blower grower
Smart Air Particle Counter
A Stretched "Q" Crate Utility Wagon Is Useful In The Garden, In The House Or Even While Shopping. A General Purpose Unit That Looks Good.
Headphones as fashion items
Clam Can
Tishettes
Self-closing marker
Automatic Chimney Sweeper
coque antivol
Self-Inflating Car-Cover
RoadBar
Di:cantor
Night Light Ball
Safe Knife
thhenmm
Buffer Cap
Soap Napkin
Stopdirtydog
Notepad Extender
AUTO CONTROL SCRUBBER 360
Cattle Beheading Equipment
Phone Case n Cord
LE FLASH

PROTEC

Computer Mouse Smart Phone
Charge Case
"CORD CARRY" prototype 1
In dash tablet mount for cars
Window Fashion Printer
cell phone finder
diabetic frozen dinners
An Ipad/stash station
700 Club
Shopping bag Recycler
Sun Ban
Rhino Feet?!
'The Booze Box' Puzzle
Item Reminder Suitcase
Lets design Jamaican Bobsled!
Wifi Jug
A Crate With A Dual Purpose Lid. The Lid Can Also Be Adjusted In Height To Conveniently Become A Table Top Or Work Surface That Is Usable.
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Voice Controlled RemoteControl
Lend-a-book
Easy Electrical Transfer
Call To Arms
Porta - Rug
DingShield
elimination diet delivery
House cat swinging basket
Flower Pot
The Mad Scooper
ASHTRAY FOR SKIER
I.M.H.E.R.E.
CROSS BOX DRAWERS
Set by app alarm &amp; wall clocks
Phone Syncing Picture Frame
I'mhere as in I'm here.
Magnetic Gun Holster / Greeter
Children Life Recorder
An Office Chair With Upper Arm Support And Comfort For Your When You Recline. Single Arm Rest, Dual Functions. Just Unfold When You Recline.
Aroma Rug
Extended outlet
sunglasses cover
The Locator
Hummingbird Feeder Camera
The Perfect Bug Screen
Body Scale - Makeup Mirror
Cap Plug In
Bare Necessities
Pusher
Child Safety Outlet Protector
Smartphone case with holder
Reusable Squeeze Pouch
Waterproof athetic socks
Universal Pivot Power Strip
"Toes Dryer Flip Flop"
A High Torque Comfort Grip Handle For A Combination Wrench Set. It Supplies Torque When It's Needed. A Must Have For Each Wrench Set Owner.
i-PAaC
Ultimate Smartphone Case
Elvis From Heaven
Toothbrushing well sensor
Dry Flood
Grill Chef
MINI HAND SNOW BLOWER AUGER
Loudy iSpeaker
awesome new bit for drills
Cold/Flu Relief K-Cups
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WINK Speaker
Vacuum Hair Clippers
Internet connected oven
Easy reel
Ice Guard
Smart Shower Head
Quirky Enabled Sound Mouse!!
Trash Can Blaster (TCB)
Child Safety Powerstrip Box
SITTER MONITOR(RESUB)
A.K.A DigiLife
Contents Meter
Nude Treatment Gluv/Legn/tumm
Ease For Tired Arms While Watering Lawns. A Nozzle Assembly With Telescoping Armrest, Supporting the weight of Your Arms, Nozzle and Hose.
Puppy Park Pal
Guignol facile Ã ranger
Home salon
DuCHAMPE Personal URINAL
Smartphone Mounting System
Portable Digital Media Copier
A Full Grip Single Handed Rotary Dish Washing Sponge And Scrubber Combo. Elderly And Arthritis Sufferers Welcome. "A Display Prototype Only"
SHOWER POWER. GREAT IDEAS
self-righting signal light
Mat for camping and beach
Switchable top path lights
Affordable pool heater
power &amp; cable managment system
Lotion applicator
Cover Ups
3D Movie Visor Glasses
Jupe amovible impermÃ©able
Linen Links
SWIFTY, BIFFY, FLUSHER
CADRELESS
Food Organizers for Dieters
Bar Hopper
Teacher Caddy
Ratcheting vise grips
Sit-n-shave
Tool Wash
Toilet Odor Eliminator
Safely Cut Through Thick Or Dense Foods Pieces With Multilevel Ribbed Bars. A Slider Board That Moves, Keeps Your Hands Safe From The Blade.
Clean Scrub
Quirky Iroller 22
Gamer Thumbs
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Cover Armor
the stink-bug exterminator mug
Rear ender accident prevention
Auto-Damper for BBQ/Smoker
Hot Enough?
Shopping Cart Bag Clip
EZ-Transfer
Condoms little box
Cuddle pillow
hammock helper
Color Perfect Pantyhose
Stand and Shoulder Holder
hub motor
Remote Control Alarm
Got Keys?
iPhone Panoramic Auto Stand
DOG CALL"ER
Holiday lights
Temperware Food Storage Boxes
Thigh High "Winter" Boots
the everyone card
EZ Caulking Gun
Matted
A Cleaning Bucket That Is Equipped With A Handle Attachments That Holds A Wet Mop Upright So It Drips Dry. Rotate Handle, Use For Carrying.
accupressure spinal massage
Full Glove Hand Warmers
SHAKE THEM BONES..
Tailgate Buddy
Advanced Filtration Bathtub
ambulance violator detector
App-enabled outlet
Plant Growth Regulator
Find my Stuff
Galaxy all in one case.
ANCHOR POINT
Heated Car Cover
Slip Proof Slotted Screwdriver
Sit down smell remover
DVD DOWNLOADER DVR
Showerhead Water Pump
4-D Drinks
On The Go Console
"No-Nod"
Sealed emergency gasoline can
Houseplant IQ
The AirCube
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YOUnique
IFTTT integrated Sound Sensor
Mobile Total Golf
Microwave Crisping Sheet Roll
Orthodontic Water Pick Designs For A More Thorough Teeth And Gums Cleaning From The Inner Side. Designed For People Wearing Bridges Also.
Bike Lock For the Dark
Wink Neighborhood Security Hub
Spin Charge mini USB charger
iPILL DISPENSER FOR HANDICAP
Universal Table Charger
Cone Corer
Infinite Mix-tape
Passive Agressive Post-its
Ex-BinderTM Chainsaw Bar
Christmas tree "Water Weesle"
Landline PhoneJack Cover
PETAPLA
iPhone 5s mophie charger
ThickSkin Jackets.
Minimalist Battery Wallet
Connect
Let there be light
SpatuLux
Sock monitor
Kitchen Garden Lamp
The Cocktail Glass Fan
The One
Cell Phone Umbrella
Stingray boots (Revised words)
Double Battery Waterproof Case
Flexible music player/IPod
A Slim, Floor Standing, Single Inline Stainless Steel Thermoelectric(TEC) Wine Cooler. Black + Stainless,, Fit's 12 Bottle.
child shower timer
The Baby, Beauty Spatula
Shopping cart stool
boite de conserve surprise
Christmas Tree Watering Can
vehicle Prestarter DUI
The Heat Wave
serrure intelligente
Temperature-sensitive Window
Windshield Scrolling Reader
missing phone locator
chewing-gum Ã microbilles
a five star nail polish handle
Floating Dog Raft
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Cloning Machine(resub)
Fruitsuits!!
Splash Enhancer
Alphabook
Non-freezing dog water bowl
Divide-N-Dine
Life Alert Pill Box, Calls You
Burn calories while working
Shoewash
Syc-opts
Private contractor tax help
Blinky tails
Gold Mining Toys
DISCO DOOR DONGLE
ManSoap: Shower With Power
No More Car Pollution!!
La Portable
Bobsled for recreational use!
TabKeeper
THE GREATEST SOAP-DISH.
SmartAir
Fully Digital Apple Gametable
the bookblock
Sleep Sweet
Cell phones for cruise ships
Skateboard anywhere
iRun
Smart Scheduler: Office
boarders wand
Smoker Box Starter Kit
Electronic cigarette ember
ScreenGee
the finder
car seat belt retriever
Bathroom charger - power is on
Visor Message Board
wirelless charging desk
Ajar
Bathroom air dryer
Broom Assist
Soap Saver
WallStreet
Sand Safe
Wink Passive IR Detector
Toothpaste Tube Refiller
Purse Protector
Head-Saver
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Remote fish feeder and monitor
Journey Kids
Tabtap
Nail Shapers
SMART TUPPERWARE
PowerPlug
app would be called,,,,,,OH MY
La puce Ã l'oreille
Pivot
Flexible Tube Marble Track
Muffin Topper
Air Vent Filter and Bug Trap
"CORD CARRY" 1
Game Day attire
Speed-Cart (Check out buggy)
Kitchen Knife With Optional Designed Blade Protectors. Apply Protection At Anytime. Prevent's Accidental Cutting By Exposed Blade. 191 Votes
Remote Finder
APP-ENABLED KITCHEN TIMERS
Mens colonge pen
GOVERRE-a portable wine GLASS
Next intelligent smartphone
Cooler Blocks
Toilet Guard
The world's safest wheelbarrow
Easy Sleep Comforter
The Alert Beam
BIKE GLASS
funky reflective tape,stickers
Sync &amp; Text
Blue Jean Blues
Scenic Aquarium Shower doors
Dayflipper
Multithick Pencil
Twipe
gripz
Purse pal
Crease
Samsung Galaxy S3 Ergonomic Case, With Finger Friendly Concave Grooved Sides. Better Audio Sound Outlet's On Top, Plus 2 Rear Compartments.
Thinking Pods
ToDoAlarm
Smart Air Conditioned
Pet Beep Collar
Remote Control Police Chase
The Quirky Cooler
Alarm for shower time limit.
Blue Snooze
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BluLite Universal T.V Remote
High Visibility Aerodynamic Oversize Bicycle LED Head Lights And Tail Lights. Oversize So You See Clearly, Also Be Easily And Safely Seen.
The Level-Head
Invertable Sink Faucet
L'abÃ©cÃ©daire
Fan watch
LINE EXTENSION OF
Paper cutting ruler
ATTACHABLE DRYER FOLDING TABLE
Our World ~ 2014 MUST HAVE toy
The Clickless Mouse
TEO Travel Earring Organizer
Quick Volume Control TV Remote
Magic bottle
Wireless Plug
Aqua Music Visualizer
Robo - A kids Learning Robot
Quirky Card
Poop Swoop!
The Combvertible
Sticky Wall Plug
Air Filter alerter with app
Truck bed heavy object slider
Sky View
stuck on you (phone holder)
Leg Handle Leg Lifters
Induction Electric Skillet
Pogo Cable Hybrid Case
E-cigarette ashtray charger
My-plug
Thermal Heatsuit
No-blow beach blanket
Breakfast Taco
Variable lathe transmission
Hose for detergent bottle
OmbiLINK
Fleece Fittings!
The Weighted Beach Towel
Sensor heat warming jacket
Sailing deckhands best friend
SHOWER SHAVING SHELF
Gas Can with Built in Scale
Pi
Electric Soup Bowl and Spoon
Clip-on player
Multi-Mouse
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Better-Inverted Bicycle Bell
Laptop foot heater
outlet extender
Easy PlugXtension
Drink Shade
These Small Chuck Keys For Power Drills Can Put A Hurting On Your Fingers. Stop The Pain, Stop Knuckle Busting. Use A Safe Comfort Handle.
CarPad Covers
Samsung Galaxy S3 Sound Amplifier. Sound Reflective Metal Made. Minimal In Size, High Sound quality. Take It With You And Enjoy Anytime.
BakeOut Bag
Fireworks platform
The Phone Leash
Fishing Pole Non-Slip-Grip
The Anywhere Switch
FOOD TABLE COVER
Canvas Painting Photo Clip
White Noise Pillow
Day Watch
LE PLUS BEAU DES CADEAUX!
Electric Toothbrush Wall Dock
Tinted Shades
AnimalTrainer
Steamer/mister bath accessory
The Krammer wrench
Gum Saver Toothbrush
Drip Strip
Simple Shelving Solution
connected white board
PARE-CHOC ADHESIF
Anti Ice Winshield Guard
Smart Memory Cards
Snapchain
While Cooking, A Pull Down Range Hood's Suction Quickly, Efficiently Capture And Remove High Food Smells, Before It Can Permeate Your House.
Spreadsheets!
Flat Screen TV Speakers Aim Downwards, Give Low Quality. Dual Sound Reflectors That Bounces The Speaker's Sound At You Instead Of Downwards.
Power Cubes
HEADBOARD HANGOVER
Storage Art
Work Out App. Token Collector
Hands Free Back Washer
Find the status of an idea!
Extensible Rake
SmartBike-Deters Thieves!
Mechanic Creeper: Curved Head Rest Moves With Your Head, Adjustable Lumbar, Dual LED Gooseneck Spotlights + Main Light. A Rolling Tool Rest.
Conductive Tips for Pencils
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Delux ball Launcher/Groomer
Multi-player Mini Air Hockey
Magic highway construction.
A Pull Out Tray Table That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch. You Can Use It Anytime For Work Or Play. A Space Saver.
Plug-it
Frost off
Wood Post Protector
Adjustable Binder
Lotion In Motion
Squatters Rights
NoneFreeze ciggarete lighter
Button Charger
Disposable USB Camera
Stirrer Supreme
Holler Collar
COAT HANGER THAT IS STACKABLE
The Vehicle Digital Billboard
Handstand
Simple TV Remote
Dog Poop Scoop station
WINK enabled lights &amp; sockets
Pocket Change
Kill A Watt PRO
Shoes cleaner
Armpit Baking Soda Patch
the purse light
Front-Control Clock
The Caust Filter
handtruck ladder
An Oversize Lid Vent For Letting Out Steam. No balancing act. A Pot Lid That Is Designed To Be Offset, Easy assemble, Easy Disassemble.
Sewing Thread Protector
Save water, Brush Green
Car wind turbines
Sound Blocking Heaphones
Educated Scooter
Sweatband Bottle Opener
paint roller accessory
No fog with H2O
Mastication Mittens
Guitar-O-Meter
Ultimate Smartphone Holster
Cell phone drop insurance
Touchless Sensor Dish Washing Liquid/Liquid Soap Dispenser That Accepts Your Preferred Entire Bottle Of Detergent. No Reservoir Is In Use.
Driveway Heater Rope
Photossini
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View it.
Chase and Chew for Dogs
safe scope
Induction conversion kits
TwoTableTop. Two Tables in One
solobar
Weather Suit
Cat Tailer
THUMB POWER
Gas Start Your Charcoal Grill
radiator fan
No More Fire Due to the Dryer
Help for frazzled homemakers
functional storage containers
The Bait Clipper
Reflective bike
The Ponytail Pillow
Doormat with shoe controller
The Back Bath Pad Exfoliator
Sticky Trackers
Transformer BackPack
Bug-off Pet Dish
Open Face Storage Boxes
Printable Switch Plate Cover
The Boost Band
All Eyes on You Hot Spot Table
Forever art
Sleeve Phone Notifier
Smart humidifier
Pole Table/Jack-Pole Table
breach detector
Delux Launcher/Groomer
Talking Spotter
wedding dress
DICE Wrestling
Magnetic Wall Socket
An easy Way to change button
Body Wash Scrubber
Wearable Cooler/Heater Vents
Universal Supply Tracker
Energyproducer
Light up your Skateboard
Lecture facile
Shake-Alarm
Sleeping Bag Bed
Please, hold
The Mini Van waterhog IMat
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Night Light for Natural sleep!
The Stair Helper
Hamster / Dog Power
Plunger Keeper
razor sharp
Suitcase Power To Go
Extrac 'tif
FOOM
Cell phone convenience
Bluetooth Intercom
Wine cart
Heater Pipe Defroster pad
Breast milk storage bag
Iowa Tracks â€“ Icy Road rescue
i wrist
Self Charging Phone Battery
Well-Endowed Sleeper
magnet motion
Re-Soap
EZ Plunge
Child Proof Cups
Portable entertainment
Single Inline Multilevel Egg Tray. Multiple Drawers, Space Saving, Small Foot Print. Dual Stabilizing Suction Cups At The Base Of The Unit.
Back Saver
iBoard
Swaptop Water Bottle
Assembly With Multiple Surge Protected Outlets, Pull Out Cord Management Tray, Pull Out Smartphone Tray And Dual USB Outlets For Kitchens.
Smart Headphones
SQUIRKY Surround System
Hands-free Baby Bottle
Man Wrap
Ash Whipper! Cleaning the Dan
Smart Blanket
cascent
iPhone 5 Case With A Lid That Has Reflective Properties Which Enhances And Amplifies The Speaker's Sound Quality For Your Listen Pleasures.
Range Sacs
CleanPRO Gloves
Induction cooker protect foil
Help Heal your Heels pads
GERMS SAFETY &amp; CELL GLOVES
Icool for tablets
Jogging with your iPhone
Soda Flip
Wiperlactic Wiper Sheath
Luna Tips
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Extendable Outlet System
Disease Free World
Doggy Power Scrubber
Lid Flush
fountain of youth
Automatic Wall Painter-remote
no spill coffee creamer
Star Guardians
Contort Power Upgrade
"Bad Hair Day" Prevention
Doggie Doorbell, Inside &amp; Out
Wireless plug in
Nose Heating Pads
Easy to replace the flowerpot.
inductive toolbelt
**AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE**
Eco Friendly Lunch Bags
USB/Power plug combination
Thuma
Greenut Butter
Diabetic tester phone case
Tapis pour baignoire d'angle
Table Toe Protector
two ways air conditioned
Glow cord
A Torque Handle For Your Combination Wrench Set. A Must Have For Each Wrench Set Owner. Supplies Comfort Grip And High Torque When Needed.
TV Remote Finder
The One Card
Interpreter On Board
Portaphone
The iPhone Solarfill
A Functional Smartphones Case, With An Ergonomic Oval Shaped Pull Up Handle Attached To The Rear. Quite Simply More Comfort And More Style.
Wink enabled power pack
Outback Strapz
Anti-Text
Medicated or Treated Diapers
Extendable pivoting snow brush
the snow pusher
Extending wall outlet
Slim Dual Intake Room Fan. Minimal Floor Space, Simple Controls. Oscillates With 3 Modes Of Air: Warm, Medium And Cool. Select Your Comfort.
retractable velcro clip
Time saver at the store
Arachnizap (RESUB)
Foldable Portable Multiscreen
Wake Up Band
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inductive charge beard trimmer
Conveyor
The Instant Organizer
hanger
PowerClamp - Make it safe
YesterWeather
rubber band with knob
CASE
Heated Scarf
SqueegyBroomMop-KitchenKleaner
EYEZ 'N BACK: Barber's View
Long Object Handling Device
Smickers
Knuckleflams
iPad drawing board
La letterbox
Womens Personal Traveler
Nightstand Cord Holder
Made in the USA Consultant
Multipurpose Beach Table
A Reformed Disposable Plate
Handy Coffee Machine
the paddle board
FOTOPIN
Coffee Filter Dam
Photo ticket blocker
Protective laptop bag
Hazard Triangle Message Board
Toosh Woosh (shower bidet)
Bathtub Corner, Pyramid Style, Holder Assembly. Bath Supplies, Upright/Upside Down Bottles. Stands Up freely, Suction Cups Added Support.
kaanike - my small gift!
The Dance Board
iPhone 5 Case With Dual Rear Flip Up Handles. Use As A Horizontal Stand, Vertical Stand Or Both Handles Together As A Single Rear Handle.
Ergonomic And Functional iPhone 5 Case. Concave Grooved Sides, Kinder To Your Fingers. A Single Rear General Purpose Compartment.
air duct sensor
Never ending notes
The Lipstick Dipstick
Bandtastics
The Shoebox
Safely Cut Through Thick Or Dense Foods Pieces With Multilevel Ribbed Bars. A Slider Board That Moves, Keeps Your Hands Safe From The Blade.
Talking Toliet Seat
Transformer's shoe
Cover to bike
Moustiquaire Ã voiture
COUNTAPILLR
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Toilet Topper
Padded Push-Up Platform
waist eliminator/smart ph pkt
water border
Scrappy
ConeLite
Car mirror phone holder
Wireless Hairdryer
sewing machine vacuum
iPerspective
NoStat
Never Lost
Galoshigator
Inflatable Bumper Guard
yard SALE sigN Kit
Measure foot comfort anywhere
Eating kids plate with LEDs
Stylus for your Fancy Pen
Super Pet Wheeler Ball
Backyard Handcar and Track Toy
EyeSpy
Chow-matic
Roll Up, BlueTooth Touch Panel
Foot-Pump Trash Compactor
Kids PC Learning Center
slant grill
Lack of sleep, Sleep Apnea. Wearable Dual Filtered Fan Supplies Clean Air To Your Nose And Lungs. Get More Air Now. Don't Be Tired All Day.
Protective battery caps
PEAR: Enjoy music together
Extension Cord Outlet
Positive ID Pistol Grip
Kirky
super portable
smellswelove
camper fishing rod holder
A Better Pet Door
Party Planner In A Box
Smart Projection
Bathroom Bowl Cleaner
Remote control locator.
Uncle Soups Meatball Magic
Combination Wrench With Attached Movable Handle. It Supplies Comfort Grip And High Torque. Slide Handle To Opposite End Of The Side In Use.
SQUEEZABLE TOOTHBRUSH
An Elegantly Designed Bicycle Carrying Case, Conveniently Attaches To The Seat's Backrest. Built For Strength, Style, Privacy And Capacity.
Happy Hemorhoid Cream
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Ring Puzzle Toy
Pie Watch (TM)
This lamp's smarter than you.
Easily-Accessed Smoke Detector
Pencil holder for tape measure
The Relo
The Finger Light
Colorful Galaxy Crystal Ball
EHAP Laptop Stand
better beach towel
Smart Gym Equipment
Self Bagging Rake
Coffee Shop Laptop Lock
Next level smartphone drivenAC
Double Quench Drinking System
Barbie Makeover Kit
Plan pour hypermarchÃ©
MoodTees
No Go
Dogs best hand
Cable Label &amp; Organize System
SpaceCase
Mobile Saftey Detector
Don't Leave Me
Housse de portable solaire
The ComBrush
Ladder Bucket
Vesuvio 21st GreenCoffeemaker
Water Warrior Jacket
Waterproof fabric with hooks
Can-Can Trash Can
Kids Colored Bath Foam
Halal Water
Wamper, The Washer Safe Hamper
Shave hair filter
Vibrating Whiteboard Eraser
Easy Push Ups
The Nail Bar
Money Tree
Continuous food Stirrer
The Snapper Bag
auto cord
Toy and Ball Collector
Sandpaper Mittens
Digital Picture Clock
Easy plug
Safety String
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KLEEN EM!
WB&amp;MD Carrier
Blackflow Mist Sprayer
Unistand table
Tan it out
No slip food container
The Smart Fan
The Text Ring
Iron knows your clothes!
CAT WALK ON THE WALL
Splear
ListenLive
Cup and Saucer Set
binocphoto
Cadenas connectÃ©
TwillowPlus, 2 Pillows in 1
Dog Nanny two-way dog collar
The Frother
Modular eFitness
the cleaning friend
The Galaxy S3 Smartphone Functional Case: Concave Grooved Sides, Audio Outlet At The Top, Dual Rear Compartments For Credit Card, Money etc.
Corner Microwave with Drawer
Your favorite toy ALIVE!
Magnetic door stop
LARGE "COFFEE-TABLE "TABLET
Smart Phone Food Scale
wireless bluetooth charger
The Milk Minder
Music Hoodie
SWING-N-ROLL
Over The Door Dual Backup Led Light Assembly. Molding Attached, Battery Operated, Adjustable Width. Lights Door Way, Room Or Whole House.
Baby's Crib Warmer
Kaleidoscope Eye Dropper
This Bath Soap Dispenser Holds, Dries, Shave And Then Dispense's All Your Small Soap Pieces. Save Money. No Need To Throw Out Soap Pieces.
Mattel + Roxxi The Spacegirl
CinemaMaster Popcorn Bucket
Forget-me-not
Greedy Dog deterent
Ring Bag
Worlds smartest mailbox
Portable Inductive Charge Pad
Stop Texting &amp; driving device
Footballs Smart Helmet Shield
Sort your mobile phone charger
Handheld Steam Vac
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Doggy Daddy Caddy
CUPTOID
pop&amp;shake
Stop Bullies
Skull Cap Protector
Life Saver Binky
SMART Calendar
Rasoir Ã©lec. pour smartphone
Portable Toilet Seat Covers
Band for Bluetooth
Mini Microwave of battery!
A Couch With Seats That Can Adjust At An Angle To Make You More Comfortable When You Lay Down. Angle Adjust Your Head, Shoulder And Feet.
hygiene toothpick
Expandable Waste Basket
PARAPLUIE POUR POUSSETTE
a
Propellers
SkyLite
VIBE
H2O Softener Salt Low Detector
The Lazy Desk
magnetic digital message board
Are you a compulsive LOSER?
campfireteepee
Stylo Compteur
Eye scanner &amp; Fingerprint scan
Shoe Lamps
Tidy Tack
VersaLite
Carsâ€™ BABY Monitor Camera
Flavor Shot
BevCold - Best Coaster EVER!
The nose cork
Universal Screw Driver
stop light for front of car
Go-Stylus
Portable Plate Warmer
SnapMag
All In One Ipad Case Charger
Harman Kardon Boost Band
Handsfree Reminders
Rub The Feet Game
Smartphone Pillow
Smart Nail-cut
A Microwave's Pull Out Tray System That Makes It Easier To Put In Or Remove Contents. Creates A Platform For All New Tools And Accessories.
HDMI with 2.5mm Headphone outp
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BaseBoard thermostat control
I-CLK
Ipad Table Spinner
Vacuum pipe
What I to dress today?
aqua pedi scruband massage
Car fire repellant system
Humane Executioner
Le support de sortie de douche
Absorbent Sport Swatch
Weather Wardrobe
Scrap Bag
Improving the Smartcover/Case
Boite Ã lettres intelligente
Movies A to Z
Elephant Kid Shower Spout
The Invisible Tie Clip
Pet's Fresh Waterer
Shower Head Cleaning Bowl
Safe Temp
Keep Finger Cramping And Tingling At Bay, Fight Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. A Magnet Stabilized Mouse Can Increase Your Finger's Blood Flow.
Golf Spot
Portable vehicle snow broom
Modular Ladder
Christmas Tree Waterer
smile
wifi enabled kitchen canisters
3D photo app
Solar Go
cell phone home
Whril and Twril
Back Pain Relief
Multi Frame
Drone Umbrella
A Bathroom Towel Rack Shelf, Position It Flat For Use When It's Needed, Stays Vertical Otherwise. Will No Take Up Space As Fixed Shelf Does.
Pets Only Feeder
Aros Flavored
Keys You Can See
cell phone bacpack.
Shopping Cart Safe
Pump up Tennis Ball
Air filter
Finger Comb
3D home made Pet Toys
Exterior Solar Outlet
The Shower Pause
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smart cork
ALKALINE BATTERY RECHARGER
High Capacity Odorless Oil Lamps, For Long Power Outages, With Spill Proof Caps. Oil Lamps Gave Us Light And Warmth During Hurricane Sandy.
raclette chauffante paresbrise
Tablet Case With Squeegee!
EASYTOMOVE UMBRELLA-BASE CADDY
Automated Rubber-Band Loom
Tank armor
Nimbus Watch! resub
BACK ITCH GETTER
Water proof earphones
Rug-larm
Rim Squeegee
car warmer
Pen Pot clips to your Mac
portable Dispenser
Lil Skunk Tailgater
SNAP U
Insta-heat
Just Ladder
Mouse-Alert
Best cat litter scooper
EHAP Walking Desk
Duo Egg &amp; Milk Minder
Selfie camera-equipped drone
"THE BUTTLER"
Flipsee
A Microwave Tray And Tray Cover, Designed With Surround Handles That Makes It Safe To Lift The Cover And Check Or Remove Your Heated Foods.
Assembly With Multiple Surge Protected Outlets, Pull Out Cord Management Tray, Pull Out Smartphone Tray And Dual USB Outlets For Kitchens.
Smart Candy Dispenser
Keep the Bath Water Warm!
Restaurant Picker
T V SCREEN GUARD
QuickfOOd or InstaSnak
Solar case
the "NEAT SEAT"
App for RV battery charging
Chilly Can
Parasol: Fashion/Weather app
Pincetaux
Fan anywhere
The Wheeled Snow Shovel 2
Cord Leash
Phone Camera Steroview
Sprinkle-Me-Beadazz
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Smart phone DoorBell App
Silent Door
EarBlast
More use for Nimbus
Mosquitoes Killer
Pivot Power Solar
Household Inventory Scanner/TS
Universal Pivot Power
'Wind-up' Water Level Tube
Laser guiding pen
Beer (or soda) Run!
Packaging Opener
LOCATOR BUDDY
Beacho
the hidden chair
Easy Keys
Mini Magazine Marketing Cards
LED CHILD BELT. Fits all..
Socket To Me
Bus Alert
CARlert
Digital instrument panel
Heating Enhancer
Safety balloon
Dancing Fountains TWISTER
Vapor clear
Pivot USB.
Drink? or Sink!
TRoll Holder &amp; Plunger Cover
Solar Powered Paint Glow/Warm
A Crate With A Dual Purpose Lid. The Lid Can Also Be Adjusted In Height To Conveniently Become A Table Top Or Work Surface That Is Usable.
rain detector for clothes
PetSenses
Enjoy Easy Viewing And Handling Of Your iPhone 5 As You Go Or As You Stand. A Telescoping Pocket Book Attached Smartphone Case.
Smart Organic Garbage-can
Music Studio Sync
Blankei-boo
The Dead Bolt Clamp
Lib Art Sungasses
Child-Safe Outlet
Light Bit
SHOWER-STALL FOOT WASHER
HumidiSmart
Smart Vacuum Cleaner
Grocery cart device holder
Jackpackit
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PortableHouseShutdow or PHS
Beachy Keen
BoozeCheck
Solar powered phone case
Safety Headlight Spray Cleaner
Retractable Bike Lock
X.B.P
Top entertainment
A/C remote controller
app enabled eye shadow mixer
Steam Away Wipers
All Together: Friends Night, Family Night Or Just Anytime. You Can Pull Out A Full Length Table That Folds Flat And Stays Under Your Couch.
Got Your Back
"Hotel-feeling" toilet paper
topped toothbrush
Regalo
Reminder medicine box
Clickpaste
heat the house smart
Extend-a-Visor
Power Ball
Key Code Card
ligne Energ'Habit
Monitor
Burn Right
Chop it UP Chopping Board
Gymkhana charging armband
Chairs Table
TRAFFIC TALK
Stylish 2-in-1 table lamp
3 in 1 APP pillow
Stove Side Saver
Body Sling Bag Carrier / clip
Quick Start Jigsaw Puzzle
Man-terest
A Three Wheeled Garbage Can. Let The Wheels Take All Of The Weight While You Pull It Along. It Make's Life Easier And Saves Your Back.
IBook Life
Heated seat covers
Cell phone vest
EMV (Elite Mommy Vehicle )
FISHarvester
Self watering hanging basket
Text Guard
Boxed Power
Fridge Frontier
ID UPLIFTED
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Double-Spout Gas Tank
Automatic door lock
Fireplace Stocking Holder
Codinvis
An Automobile Riser Cup Holder Assembly For Easier Cup Access While Driving. Plus 3 Taste Enhancer Holders i.e. Sugar, Creamer, Salt, etc.
Tablette wifi de porte paliÃ¨re
NO CLUTTER
Temperature Wall
Bracelet Kimihimo fait maison.
thermo price meter
SWITCH PLATE WITH NO-NO COVER
Nimbus Dash
Pattern shape embossing maker
Flexi by PFM
Look-Listen-Learn System
SAFELIGHTS
Suction Cup Tape Roll
Footzies
Pivot Powered
Sporting/public event food APP
Wearable Paint Pouch - Safety
The Balloon Bonnet
Present Scanner
headphones wrap around wrist
Shoe Band / Shoe Straps
AUTOMATIC DOOR LOCK
CATLIB BOX
Torclip screwdriver
HeadCase travel pillow
VR football trainer
layout buddy,chalkline holder
LVA - Lunette de Vue Amovible
CableNest
Pipette Pen
get the bed ready
Metal Detect Garbage Disposal
perceuse kangourou .
Hair Color Stick
A Drain Screen With An Edge
Aquarius Writer
Toilet seat sensor/buzzer
PennyPledge
Splash Park Fun
FUNKY COMPUTER CENTER
In Bed Laptop Charger Table
bike and hike
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Talk AND Breathe
UnLeashed Dog Collar &amp; App
Expandable light socket
StayIn Push Pin
The "U-Neck"
Razor + shaving foam
Sleaze Cakes Please Cakes
Autobrella
enhanced door bell system
CanapÃ© pÃ©se personne
Nimbus Hotspot
Pre Cut Pavers ready to Cleave
Personaliz your insole printer
iPad GIF FRAME
Dip Out Egg $poon
Outdoor Living Space
Small Cosmetics Fridge
Stylus Fingers
Germs Free Foot Sanitzer
A Modern Designed Pull Out Pad/Tablet Computer Floor Stand. It Folds Flat, A Space Saver, Conveniently Stores Under The Couch, Use Anytime.
Salt Shooter
TV Turner
LooFAhNTASTIC !
Sliding Photo Projector
A Pull Out Tray Table That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch. You Can Use It Anytime For Work Or Play. A Space Saver.
cup of tissues
Brick
LuCo
Rouse
The Ruffie
BumperStep
The Socket Sock
Costard pull ou chemise pull
UnBrella shields you from Sun.
CampingCooler " it lights up "
multi channel wireless mouse
Downspout Filter
Background Deleter
hand helper
Ear cap + earphone winder
The SHEET MASTER
Cuisine Relax
La Modern Memoire
Rear Vented Small Spaces A/C
Sliding the mouse
fish tank heater
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Mixer tap water flow regulator
WiFi Dryer Fan&amp;Filter Control
iPhone 5 Case With Dual Rear Flip Up Handles. Use As A Horizontal Stand, Vertical Stand Or Both Handles Together As A Single Rear Handle.
lol
Cell Phone Screen Magnifier
PIZZA STONE WITH A LID
Cleanz-It
Gym powered by members
Tapa bolsos para carro
The Line App
GardenMate
Illumin-Eye
Salt shoot
FrostFreeFrame
Bacon Cone Pan
Ice B - Gone
The Water Bill Saver
Magnetic Auto Sunblock
Watercopter
SWEET !

NO SWEAT !

Personal ski lift
vinyledger
Gas Emergency Delivery Drone
iPad/iPad Mini Telescoping Chair Device Holding Assembly. Relax, Give Your Arms, neck And Back A Relief.
Useful garden tool
BlackTag
Mail box and Package App
braless breast placement
Planner &amp; Digital Planner Duo
i-Remote Control Pet Toy
Lighting Panels
PLANT CADDY FOR WINTER MONTHS
Kid Switch
sac de voyage a rallonge
Chapters
Desk Pal
Honneese
The Total Station
Ben's Cup!
Easy Shop
Hem It Up
Pickup Power EU
Laser Staff
SureCatch Youth Baseball Glove
Mag Mirror
Bluetooth car control
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A Stretched "Q" Crate Utility Wagon Is Useful In The Garden, In The House Or Even While Shopping. A General Purpose Unit That Looks Good.
Pedomoshoes
The Safe Tube
super raseur
Automated Human-Washer
Draft blocker that emits heat
protect kid
DIY Uncrustable Maker
First Aid Copter
Dresser Suitcase
rain gutter cleaner
Orthodontic Water Pick Designs For A More Thorough Teeth And Gums Cleaning From The Inner Side. Designed For People Wearing Bridges Also.
QUIRKY T-SHIRT WITH COOL LOGO
Migraine Ice
Smart dog collar
meuleuse Ã tÃªte rÃ©versible
Sanitary Tootbrush Holder
Lusion ProMini Watch 8HTD
Soft sleep
Car windshield adhesive
Thumb nail
Snap In Light Bulb
Litter Scoop
Photo Search engine
The Running Mouse
SPILL NO MORE
The Cosmetic Brush Jack
Digi-Pen Ink Measurer
Closet Dust Away
Smartphone Coffee Maker
Eco power
Electronic pipe
StealthBox
ALL IN ONE CAT LITTER LINER
PurrPillow - Purr you to sleep
Travel laptop pad
Soda can top opener and lid
Spraying Tooth Brush
Wink Lazy Susan
Cane Prop
Poop Patrol Robot
iPad/Tablet's Easy Pick Up Case. Elevation For Easy Handling, Fingers Get Under Easily. Gets It Off Your Lap And Floor For Better Viewing.
Fan Force Athletic Shoe
Christmas Balls Balls Balls
E-Z Stand
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Tree-spawning umbrella
Solar Porch/Night Light
App checking/storing batteries
Autosip
Tool Box Tail Gate "Toolgate"
A Magnetic Multiple Paint Brush Holder. Holds Different Sizes With An Optional Carrying Handle. Also Keeps The Rim Clean For Easy Resealing.
CeMeBike - Be seen in Style
Silent Roar
The Pedi Pull
iPhone POV Video Holder
Rollo - Best Kitchen Tool!
Tiller and Snow blower combo
Avideo
The Breeze Lounge Chair
wearable motion sensor
corp buffager
2-WAY MIRROR COVER FOR TVs
VacSawDuster
Quirkoins
find a friend
Collapsible Dolly
Pointy Earphones
Better Bottle
Weed Scraper/Rotor Tiller
USB Multiplier
TAGGIT - FIND It - GPS locater
STACKABLE TOILETRY BOTTLES
Easy Bed
heated windshield wipper fluid
Ever Running Mouse
Portable Seat Warmers
Trac Bracelet
Mailbox tap lid
Egg Hard Boiler
A Smart Gas Stove
pup cup
Instaprin
Picture frame vase
Gardentiller for baby weeds
Retracto-Charger
Mechanic Creeper: Curved Head Rest That Supports Motion, Adjustable Lumbar, A Rolling Tool Rest, Dual LED Gooseneck Spotlights + Main Light.
Solar cell P-type semiconducto
iTraffic
No quessing kids' head measure
Solar Powered Window
Storm power
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Shoof. The Amphibious Shoe
Color Reader Pen
How much longer can I go?
Night Rider Safety Gear
Lighter Theif Repellent
Snow free sprinkler
Stapler Scissors and Sellotape
find my glasses!
BBQ Dips and Salad Tray
Profire Portable Fireplace
Outside dryer lint collector
LED Slinky Lantern
Sleve Roller
Jump Stop Socks
mono flower vase
NO JOE LEFT BEHIND
Soda Machine Bottle Sterilizer
Power Glove
A better Pet Water Dispenser!
Water Heater Leak Monitor
CanScent
Ad Follow Up App
A2Z
Medicine Minder
Smart watch
Workout Buddy
Flexible Pie Server
Aquasphere
Safe-Temp
Community-Create
Wrist GLide
Reading glasses for your iPad!
leaf blower extention
Put A Sock On It!
Throw up alarm clock
Sunshine Alarm Clock
Smart globe
Affinity Microwave Oven
All Natural Scented Pads
Pivot Power Plus
WiFi Buoy for GoPro
Reminder Pod -Remote Reminders
charger kicks
The Hyper-Halt (Knee Brace)
self scrambling Rubik's cube
Garage Door Sure Shut
solar light bus stand
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Soap Saver
Odorless Oil Lamps Gave Us Light And Kept Us Warm During And After Hurricane Sandy. Problem: Daily refilling. We Need Larger Capacity lamps.
Man-Tergent
The Pocket, Pocket
Ultimate Christmas Tree Stand
Steer Free
Power Wheel
Doggy Day Dream
Winter Fridge
Lonely sock display
Ultimate Popcorn Popper
Refrigerator/Freezer Alarm
LIGHT SWITCH-AIR FRESHENER-n1!
Power Minder
l'accroche table
LA POUBELLE "HYGIÃ‰NIQUE"
Lap Of Love Pillow
LEGO Minifigures PT
e-Mat
Le crock
Pen-Pencil
Just for Kicks
Green House Effect
Big Cup Holders
Garden Globber-hydrate roots
Forget Me Not Phone Charger
Emotional First Aid Kit
Deep V Water Ski
Swimmer's Own Touchpad (SOT)
Computer Regeneration.
A New Approach To Trucking Pallets. No Longer Just Regular Pallets. They Can Transformed Into Crates Or Boxes That Carry Real Merchandise.
Tea Bag Squeezer
Body Blast! Cleansing Drink
Playing Card Holder
Sports helmet w/ ipod doc
LED Temp Indicator
Nimbus Auto
The Blank-Oh
MOBILE HYDRATION UNIT
Squarewheel Car 'toy'
Auto Water Vac.
Smart vehicle 12V device
Washing Machine Holder
Multi-chargeur
alert goggles
Book holder for School
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These Small Chuck Keys For Power Drills Can Put A Hurting On Your Fingers. Stop The Pain, Stop Knuckle Busting. Use A Safe Comfort Handle.
Stepup
Lollypick
TV Extension Shelf w power
ETA
Retractable Ear Buds
Bathtub Racer
No Low
Automatic Beer Fetcher
Packet Master
The Flying Picture
Ahhwake! Ambient Light Alarm
Electrical Money box
ratchet lug wrench
Collapsible LED solar lamp
Mobile Shopping Cart
Tripod Base for Cycloramic
back seat treat
Oven off remotely
the ez fire pit
Super Ball Machine Gun
This Magnet Stabilized Mouse Encourage's Greater Blood Flow To Your Fingers. Let's Fight Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Keep Finger Cramping At Bay
Mechanical Pencil w/ Memory
Secure the x-mas tree
Ice Cold Koozie
Clean dog; clean house
UniStand inflatable suppor
Room temp equilizer
Double bicycle saddle
The Spray Wipe
Lazer Dust/Spray
easy switch panel
Garbage Can With A Mini Garbage Can Cradled Inside The Cover. Use Your Mini Garbage Can Readily On Counter tops, Sinks Or Wherever Needed.
Digital Business Card
Smart Tan
Pet Tracker
Sippy cup
for the mmj patients
COLD CORE - nalgene adapter
Flip &amp; Count
soothing ear swabs (moisty)
Game Savers
Corner Broom
Light-A-Fish
Burrito Maker
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future restaurant food
other signals for cars
Personalized Exercise Routine
School Bus Snow Scraper
Great Stuff spray tip adapter
Water bottle with Buzzer
The Throw Table
Jewelry Tracker
SHARK TANK/DRAGON DEN
Line Ext TRIO One Trip
Cable Coiler
imailbox
A Spray Bottle Design With No Central Tubing. The Tubing Is Now An Integral Part Of The Bottle Itself. Gets Out All Of Your Fluid Contents.
klkjhk
NECKLACE BUDDY
LapTop Cat Bed
De-icer scoop and shaker
TrunkCase
Baby Nap Pod
A Tripod, R2D2 Style iPhone 5 Stereo Speaker System Case And Stand. For Fun and functionality.
Lamp Saver
Automatic Nail Shaper Filer
Battery duck call
The Heated Coat
I Pad case w/ EarBudds
Adjustable Purse Light
Atomic Clock Converter
Bootwarmer
LE RANGE CHARGEUR
text off
morpion virtuel
The Everything Handle
Speed Brake for dogs
A Fabric Covered Folding Footrest Or Footstool That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch For Easy Access And Use Any Time.
Decorative Shower Slide
Condo toolbox
toaster Ã cle USB
Monster Mashables
Mini Lawn Roller
Flood detection system
Leave a voice mail, panic free
Smart clip
2 P Kitchen in sink Strainer
Slim Dual Intake Room Fan. Minimal Floor Space, Simple Controls. Oscillates With 3 Modes Of Air: Warm, Medium And Cool. Select Your Comfort.
ZippEars
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360Â° Sun Umbrella
Beedo
Shower Dry - amazingly fast
Mop Socks and Dust Thrust
Cord Tags
Spider Plug
Conductive nail polish/topcoat
Slide Staircase
Heated floor mat for your car
Fire Simulator
Steel Backpack Hook
Barber viewing/charging cape.
Wink Kitchen Manager
Laundry Saver
Scare Bear
SWITCH!
neosock thinsuwarmer
App: Halite Locator
wine/brewing all in one tester
FurryFriendFeeder
Alienware iPhone Case
Inductive - Curling Iron
An Elegantly Designed Bicycle Carrying Case, Conveniently Attaches To The Seat's Backrest. Built For Strength, Style, Privacy And Capacity.
Propel Hammock
Thermal Heated Onesie
Vacuum Brush Roll Cleaner
Ever-flex
U-Turn Slugs Away
King of clothes
Bed 2 Stage
Chill It The Ice Pack Cooler
Flexible Ice Scraper
The skin changer
Curtain Clips
Amazing Lamp Assists your day
Brushbust
Wireless workout
TOUCH BACK navigation case
THE POT SNIFFER
Douille courant guirlande
Hassle Free Hasselback potato
search app
Paint Edges Or Lines Like A Professional Without The Needed Skills. A Vacuum Suction Assisted Paint Edging Tool. No Waste, A Reusable Unit.
laser detection
Shoe Charger for iPhone
Cleaner Cooler
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mosquito killer
Breathe New Life Into Your Favorite Manual Screw Drivers. Now You Can Insert, Lock Chuck Onto Shaft And Power Them. A Wrist And Time Saver.
Foot wear For Good health
The ONE Card
Leather Bound DVD Covers
The Rain Catcher
Stroller Cam
BeClean Toilet Paper Moistener
UTENSILS TO AID HANDICAPPED
All-Armed Gun Alarm Holster
Toothbrush in a rush holder
mobile wall back scratcher
Smart Cuckoo clock with game
Heated Insoles
ez tap lid
Bluetooth Purse
Tacky Towel
Electronic Nonlethal Mousetrap
Flash Scanner
QVice
Tubby Organizer
iX Power
Colored Chocolate
Wake Up Pillow
Stick It
Coffre carte
All Together: Friends Night, Family Night Or Just Anytime. You Can Pull Out A Full Length Table That Folds Flat And Stays Under Your Couch.
T-shirt shoes
Riding High
X-Trak-8
RestHead
Inductive Mouse/Keyboard Set
app-enabled car heater control
Sleep right sheets
Medicine Despensiry
Luggage Skins
Vented Ski Mask (balaclava)
Smart Level
share the sheets
Be More Quirky
INDUCTIVE CHARGE-TV SCREENS
Make Your Own GUM
Automatic De-icing Wipers
retractable duck decoy
Clip-on Carrier
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A Modern Design Pull Out iPad/Tablet Computer Floor Stand That Folds Flat And Stores Conveniently Under The Couch. Space Saver. Use Anytime.
Laser guided for wheelchairs
Real Estate For The Other Half
Laundry dryer indoor exhaust
Rechargeable Heated Blanket
Sheet Straps
Balance Ball Sun Chair
APP MY SEAT
Glove Safe
Wish list
Find My Stuff
Amelioration helmet
Rising Computer Stand
A Pull Out Tray Table That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch. You Can Use It Anytime For Work Or Play. A Space Saver.
mobile ionizer.
Get More Ironing Done. Stop The Clothes That Hangs Off Ironing Board From Pulling As You Iron. Less time trying to keep clothes in place.
Vehicle Umbrella Holder
Cat cell phone
Mail Delivered Notification
Fashionable iPhone Keeper
Compact Travel Hygiene Kit
Bedtime band
Wash Between Toes Shower Mat
Pitch Shovel
Web Care &amp; Cure
The lighter
Energy Star
Secured Mail
Picture Food Diary App
RaidyKey
hat holder
Bicycle Air Pump Holder
Magnetic laser stud finder
Magnetic Pal
Battery operated outlet
Pocket Camera Keychain
Auto Ottoman
A Reusable, Universal Upside Down Bottle Clamp/Holder. Get All Of Your Bottle's Contents. Use It In Refrigerator, Bathroom, Grill Outdoors.
Adaptable conduit bends
Birthday Present Guru
Adult Floating Devise
LCS - Little Chain Saw
Ipac
Collapsible fork
Labelware
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Device stick
I'm here
No-Twistin-Headphones
Alarm clock triggers doorbell
Two way ratchet socket wrench
The Scale Factor
Nimbus for the Car
Rear Vision Camera for Bicycle
Portaphone
iPad Polaroid Printer Case
Stackem
Toothpaste Dispenser
COOL BEACH
Driveway Blanket
Pee-Mail Mat
dual sauce container
Ring Me!
Roll-less toilet paper holder
plaid de plage
tree trimmer lever
The fun wagon!
Pak Buk Hook
cap beats
Hanging Shelves
School Safety NOW! App
Instant towel holder
FRONT BRAKE LIGHT SYSTEM
StripStrap
Wi-fi regulator
USB Smart Hub
Cordless USB Port Power Drill
Stem
Marteau modulaire
BookMark It!
Bathtub Corner, Pyramid Style, Holder Assembly. Bath Supplies, Upright/Upside Down Bottles. Stands Up freely, Suction Cups Added Support.
Phone Pill Case
Car Vent Cover
doggie lube
Doggie Bunk Bed (corner)
SPF stand up spray booth
PS-Phone
Portable External DVD/CD drive
Make-Ur-Own PODS powder/liquid
KCup Refill and Coffee Storage
Swimming Pool Drowning Alarm
Pegster
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Scrabble with Dictionary
Scanner-Une Alimentation Saine
Portable Laptop Workstation
Mini Motion Sensor with App
Smart Mask
Towel Wrap
TrunkLift
raclette extensible pour vitre
Car Temp Sensor &amp; App
Snapglasses
RFID BASED GUN SAFE ENHANCEMEN
iPhone/Smartphone Functional Case, Holds One Week's Supply Of Medications Or Vitamins in Seven Different Compartments, One For Each Day.
Large Functional Jug Handle Style Garbage Can. A Ergonomic Pulling Handle, Single Thread Twist Cap, Resistant To Falling Flat With Contents.
The "HAPPY FEET FOOT MAT"
Beast Ball
Safe Street parking
My Foamies
All-Ends Gear Dryer
Sexy Razor For Her
Protected Card
Snacks machine
Compact Travel Nimbus
Vita candle
Wireless drum kit microphones
V.S.M
Ergonomic Luggage Handles. Automatically Adjust To Fit Your Grip. Relieve Stress, Strain, Fatigue. Short Form Attaches To Existing luggage.
Patented locater/retriever
Plant Pot With Water Tank
temp name: Fake Steak
Motivational Rewarding Scale
Sqhairband
Sun Torch
Flower Power Strip
Green Energy of Wind
Multi use space saving hanger
Charger Clip
spot a cat
Grip Lock
Feet Flat Mat
Car magnets
Buzz Me
Paw More
Transparent Covered Hobby Desk
Quirky iCap
Twisty
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MagLet
Converge for Contractors
Smartphone Car Kill Switch
Flood Out
Couvert duo
Inductive Night Stand
Forever dry umbrella
Telescoping Gardening Scissor, With Flat Pliers Like End Tips. Cutting, Holding And Removing. Bend Less. Flip, Reach Up Higher. Back Saver.
Emergency headlights
Nose Wipes
Fido flap
VEST WITH BACK COOLING AIRFLOW
Sostenedor de gafas
Handles
Roulez Pur
Wrap-around Snow Shield
kid FORT!!!
simply sanitary
The Family Life Center
car to car intercom system
Gift Card App
eReader with a scroll wheel
Selfie Serve
"The Plant Anchor"
Quick hail protection
SoleStash
remote control
Oil EZ-Pour Bottle
Soda Can UV Disinfectant Cap
Store Card Holder
AutoBrush:handsfree toothbrush
Personal Pint
In-Time Clock Movement
Royal Fido Collar
Garage Door Minder
Smokers Box
Smart Digital Collage Frame
Hoodie Attached to Backpack
Custom Card
A Microwave's Pull Out Tray System That Makes It Easier To Put In Or Remove Contents. Creates A Platform For All New Tools And Accessories.
H.E.C.O.
Dog Vending Machine #AUSTIN
CoolerStroller
Smart Safety Iron
Security Camera on your iPhone
Sanding Mitt: "Handy Sander"
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Safe light
Finger picks
Ultra Flexible iPad/Tablet Stand/Case Combo. Holds Your Portable Device In Place For You, Whether Your Are Sitting, Standing Or Laying Down.
WiFi bulb adapter
Glue Pen
Use it!!!
Stair Climber for Furniture
Wacky tubeman for your desk
Night lock
easy find remote
Orthodontic Water Pick Designs For A More Thorough Teeth And Gums Cleaning From The Inner Side. Designed For People Wearing Bridges Also.
Incoming Rider Alert
Headrest Speaker Mount
Decoy Dummy
Pin Art Screwdriver
TREE STAND TEAMMATE
QUIK-DRY HANGER
Practical bedspread
snow removal parking spot
Two D Ear rings
Rotalite
shingle tarp
Pickup Power Genius
VISCOLOR
quilt and sheet organizer
File d'attente caisses UNIQUE
Salon Style Nail Polish Holder
Exchangeables
Solar power for cold climates
Smart calendar
Bracelet Alarm for two people
Icemelting
Save The Trees. A Potted Plant's Replanting System. The Soil Is Kept In Place Around The Roots For A Healthy Replant.
Lost Retainer GPS Locater
Eye control
iPad/iPad Mini Telescoping Chair Device Holding Assembly. Relax, Give Your Arms, neck And Back A Relief.
Bairro Alto Chair
Small Stirling Cycle Engine
Easy to Clean Swivel Windows
AUTO auto shade
Tote a Bottle
Blind Spot Helper
Cables without tangles
Deer Head to mount on the wall
roller skate wheels
Retractable Central Vacuum
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Running Mate
Easier bed skirts
Cup holder for traveler's bags
Interchangeable garden tools
MorphX CubeR7
Modern Polaroid
aide pour fermer un crayon
Wifi-avail
tourÃ© table plastique jardin
Advanced Balance Bike for kids
The Recycle Can
Laser level for Ninja
iPad/iPad Mini Telescoping Chair Device Holding Assembly. Relax And Give Your Arms, neck And Back A Relief.
Hang-A-Round Hangers
Special Handle Cup
Agendone
KNEE SUPPORT with ribs
Wine helper
Touchscreen door-lock
Elastic Device Case
P A L - Personal Alert Liaison
Drop Stopper
FitsAll/ AllFits
PhoJo
Feedr
Smart LED Bracelet
iPad/iPad Mini Easy Pick Up Case. Elevation For Easy Handling, Fingers Get Under Easily. Gets It Off Your Lap And Floor For Better Viewing.
SpillProtector
Smart Shoes
STAY WITHIN REACH
Ideas kept in your wallet
Battery charger with outlet
Warm snuggle Bunny
The Shopping bag on wheels
Lady Dignity
Automobile Safety Post
Portable Massage Table
Ultimate Dog Boots
SmartWear
"Touch Free" Lotion Applicator
HairBOT -The poor man's Roomba
Hot or cold - Thermal Cup
Track Your Pet
eMarionette meets Robot
jeton retour plateau
The transfer charger
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Lounge Raiser
Easy Dog Bath Hose Attachment
Best Moving Services Company
case with bottle opener
Foot Scrubby
foam core connecter cleaner
Vevel
NinjaLight
Gift opening tool kit
Light Milk
Bunch a Sack
Sun Visor Yo-Yo
Auto Align Your Neck With Your Back As You Sleep. Pillow Adjust It's Height To Compensate As You Turn On Your Back Or Side. No Batteries.
Auto fire control &amp; alarm
Kwik Lace
Voice/Clap Light Controller
Neck wear, Pendant Style Collapsible, Functional iPhone/Smartphone Holder. Small, Stylish, Easily Blends, Convenient Location.
Rolling Dices
Lighted mailbox
Clip attachable pen holder.
the snow-lution 1 &amp; 2
" TRAVEL TONGS"
Front Seat Window Defrosters
Beverage Bands
Sink Saver
Loo Lifter
Baxies earring backs
Beach Towel with Cup Holders
Lunch Pad
Waterproof version of Spotter
AUSTIN: LIVE STREAMING CAMERA
Waterproof travel wash bag
Intelligent Light Control
Breast lawn chair ever
Hammer Glove
Total Body wash
parapluie/vent
Safe Shave
Suction Cup Shampoo Holder
Glovelight
Retractable Unicord Keeper
Hinged Pot Cover. Hold's The Cover Fully Upright While Tending. The Screw Type Cover Height Adjustment, Break's Bubbles And Let out Steam.
Sensor Mate
DIGI CADDI
A lid you can paint from
SÃ©cure Poub
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Reheatable Slippers
Watch Salt &amp; Pepper Shaker
Hide N Beep
The Hollow Ware Cooking System
Jacket Zips
Modern Candlestick Storage
Cordless Leash
On-the-Go Coffee Warmer
Heated Cleaning Bucket
Inflatable bubble box
Ice scraper with reservoir
Taxi App
Smooth start for power tools
Flick
Cloudy
Pretty Rubbers
STICKER TRACKER - APP-ENABLED
Crazy NailArt Shapes
Rolling Sweeper
Paint Stick Mixer
Towel Clip
Flip the Bird!
Key light
Shriek iPhone Case
Luv a bear
Wearable Mirrors! Hands Free Styling, Beauty, Makeup, Shaving, Hair Line etc. Dual Telescoping Side Mirrors, For Viewing Back And Sides.
Shared Blanket
Cold Cup
Christmas lights w/switch
icicle making machine
Portable solar iphone charger
The Scale Coach
purse holder
Double blade mop
Bedside lamp phone charger
Instant Post-it
A Clutter Free Kitchen Work Space For You Every Time. Flip Down And Fold Out Work Space Conveniently Located In Front Of Your Kitchen Sink.
Shock-Phone
Message alarm application
Case Carrying Buddy
No texting while driving app.
Secure Your Bike
Auto Diagnostic game
Mommy's clone doll
Kick Charger - fits in wallet
miroir pour PC .
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Life Ball
Digital Tire shutoff gauge
E-Scrubber
portable carseat
FlexSocket
grocery holder
Bike Balancer
Pare-brise du futur
Dim-Sum
The Composty
Sandals with Cool Footprints!
Shower Back Brush
Lack of sleep, Sleep Apnea. Wearable Dual Filtered Fan Supplies Clean Air To Your Nose And Lungs. Get More Air Now. Don't Be Tired All Day.
Crutch bag
SystÃ¨me RÃ©colt'o
Sweet Power
Q Trucking Pallets That Are Not Just Pallets. They Can Be Transformed Or Reformed Into Crates Or Boxes That Can Carry Real Merchandise.
Heating and Cooling Lunch Box
Point of use heater for shower
Shower Idea Speaker
led chandelier
Versatile Zip Lock Bags Stores Documents, Pens, Parts, Projects, etc. A Zip Lock Bag File System Tower.
Smart Portable Defibrillator
Cart: RoboCart
SNOW WRITERS
Pickup Power Wall Adapter Wink
Office Phone Covers/Skins
The Floating Phone
longue prise
Individual Portable Utensils
Telescoping Power Strip
Electrical tools dust control
Commute Traffic Advisor
The anywhere tree swing.
False bottom trash can
Remote Dog/Cat Walker
Insta-LED Stud Gun
sucker upper
Sweatshirt headphones
Miniclipper:Hairstyling mobile
Flat Electrical Plug, For Use In Sockets Located Behind Furniture And Appliances, Using Flat Connecting Wires.
Nail Station &amp; Storage Tray
Sport Stride
f;oss brush
Fitted TOP SHEET
deluxe master media station
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Colored Nails
Laptop Camera Cover
Instruments of Light
Posture Foam Raft
Mantis Speaker
Heel Heal
water maid
Your Can Select Your Own Room Comfort Air Flow With A Dual Level Air Intake Floor Standing Fan.
A GLASS THAT DOES NOT LEAK
Zip Up
360 degrees fan
A transmitter/receiver bracelet pair to allow a parent to find a child when he loses sight of the child in an amusement park, for instance.
E-Art
Keyiano (See video)
Soft Box
calmsleep
TNT Power Pack
Nash 4 - in - 1
grilles pour pinceaux
Med-pro bed pad
CONVERTI CHAIR TO HIGH LADDER
Lighted Diaper Changing Pad
The Perfect Patty
Alarm Clock Earplugs
Massag and air conditioner hat
LumiDrive
Temperature lock-out
Life-Stone
Adaptor for the Boxes on Cords
Window Life Light
The iOrganizer
Easy Loader Ramp
GP Yes
Underpants with Pockets!
Auto-Ox Hose Reel
Wink Home Thermostat
Renewable Emergency Light
Shopping Belt
Socket View
USB Charging Shaver/Trimmer
Teen safety :
app enabled back scratcher
Hot Head
the bandito
Spike Saver
the multi purpose hanger
Salon Chair Napper
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iRave
Toilet seat handle
Slurry Fire Fighting Bomb
led headband
Medicine Reminder
Total Shave
THE HOT HEAD
pet food regulator
Deodorant saver
head phone covers
Gutter Rat
minuterie pour douche.
SnapIt Remote
Infusable vodka
USB Password Fingerprint ReadR
The Quiet Box
Social Wave Headphones
Fridge Mag
Tushy Swooshy
Never forget
Swivelable Baby Backpack Twins
NFC Bicycle Alarm
Driver safety text prevention
Rock and roll, "literally"
Alphabet Baggies
P J LIGHT
Allergen Roller
Foot cooling insoles
Adjustable Retractable Leash
Inclined Book Holder for Study
Peace of Mind App
Leaf Easy Lawn Care
Lightstick
CLEANCUT HACKSAW BLADE-GUIDE
eChoreograph
Perch Points
Hands free blowout!
Draw a Stamp
Sunmeter Sunglasses
Digital Divider Mech Pencil
Hologram Command Center
Highlighter Tape
Kindle Holder
Find my wallet
universal pole saw attachment
Toddler Quadpod
Reel Rounds
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A Magnetic Multiple Paint Brush Holder. Holds Different Sizes With An Optional Carrying Handle. Also Keeps The Rim Clean For Easy Resealing.
wrist zipper
Crazy Space Launch Vechicle
Protective microUSB connection
Towhole
Smart Cup
"Tolio" tablet file folder
Gaming Controller Speakerphone
WiFi Smart Keys
TroisiÃ¨me main
Easy Rider Cover
Loud Mouth Phone Dock
Bundles ( For NOW)
ICE BLOWER
All Purpose Shears w/LED Light
Quick Lites
NEVERWEAR AUTOMOTIVE BRAKEDISC
Take a Hike to Charge it.
Interchangeable Computer
Knotleys
Pivot POW
Dishhh
The Share Charger
StackWasher &amp; Dryer DropBox
Cool 3D Glasses
"Find It"
Thank You Light
Auto Vista
Actively Prevent Office Chair Injuries From Happening To Your Child Or Pet With A Proximity Breach Alarm That Is Attached To Your Chair.
Remind Me TV App
Smart Wall Clock
SPIDER CHARGER
The Piece Pad
WiFi Fuse Box
Target grouping app
ebelt
360PopOut Universal Home Lamp
Oscillating Snow Shovel
iPad case-carrier-stand in 1!
Morning Scent
Digital House Keys &amp; Lock
ON and ON
cool tools
Austin Challenge (SMART MAT)
Furniture Paws
Ball Gathering Machine
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EarEasy
HEXAD CHAIR
Pillow Auto Adjust It's Height To Compensate As You Turn Onto Your Back Or Your Side. It Straightens Your Neck To Align With Your Back.
The Talking Heart
Happy Hangers
Double Impact Post Pounder
Photo frame for secret message
Earplugs for sleeping +Alarm
Portable ice chipper
Bling to Smart Phone
App enabled dryer lint screen
Lifeguard
Car Expressions
Note Card Scanner
To go buddy
The Ultimate Snow Shovel
pen mouse
Fold Away Tub Tray
Solar watch
Wink Furniture Mover
Pendant Style iPhone/Smart Phone Holder. Collapsible, Functional, Neckwear! Easy Use And Hands Free Viewing. Small, Stylish, Easily Blends.
Adjustable Drink Jackets
Safe ladder
Wedding Registry
DUCK DUCK BOBBER Fishing fun
Liberty Lantern
Mani/Pedi/Jewelry
Neo paint lines for Highway
iSqueegy
Improvement on pivot power
Bone-conduction necklace
Realtime Coupons
Stixmember
Luggage Here
Touchless Garage Door Opener
wristcharger formobilecharging
Aqua Level Sensor App
SPRAY STAY
Smart Reading Lamp
iPhone/Cellphone Bracelet Stand. Wearable Convenience, Fashionable. Watch Videos, Movies Or Chat Speaker Phone Hands Free.
Dirt (soil) Analyzer
Glow in the Dark Light Switch
QUIRKY SUNGLASSES-change tints
Tracking Device For Lost Items
Esconderijo de Fios
keep your shoes on!
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Sound Adopter
Bariatric Bistro
ORGANIC PLASTIC SUNGLASSES
Sprue Canister Refreshment
Single Inline Multilevel Egg Tray. Multiple Drawers, Space Saving, Small Foot Print. Great Stabilizing Suction Cups At The Base.
The Handy Wrench
Good looks Smartwatch
Digital Chalk Board
Base Light
Fresh Trash~No vermin,No Smell
EZ Garbage
Forever Flower Keeper
Tab Top
upload pics 2 frame from phone
Hydro Saver
Awning Extender
MINI BLANKIE
Refrigerated Cat Feeder
digital pill dispenser
JeePee - Global Positioning
Personal Cloud Center
Flat Electrical Plug, For Use In Sockets Located Behind Furniture And Appliances, Using Flat Connecting Wires.
Earphone wire assistant
Beer Station
SNAP ON FOLDERS-folder books
Fishing with Scale
Real Comfort Waistband
Food, Exercise, Health Diary
Water Squirting Alarm Clock
Nannycam Pro
Air Screen
Crystal Clear Acoustic Sound
Oil change helper
Doing it wrong
Suri for Q
A Zip Lock Bag File System Tower For Organization At Home Or The Work Place. Versatile Zip Lock Bags Stores Documents, Pens, Parts, Misc.
MP3 bracelet/band control
Comfort Handle For Your Chuck Key. Stops Fingers From Hurting When You Tighten Or Loosen The Chuck Of Your Corded or Rechargeable Drills.
the bath spa warmer
heat ventilator
Phone &amp; Wallet Lost or Theft
Crib Lift
Shoe projecting light in dark
Secure Credit Card Submission
Windscreen snow sheet
Self guiding saw
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Snow Plower
Solar Panel Hot-tub cover
The Livesaver
scented waterfall
AA1 Camand ring (new mouse)
Wireless A/V Transmitter
Panblaster Easy Clean any Pot
Sqid USB hub
Nano Pro
Bath tub filter
Mechanics Creeper With Dual LED Goose Neck Spotlights And Main Lighting. Dual Gives Best Light In Hard To See Areas And Eliminate Shadowing.
Photographer case smartphone
Axis
Stick On Eyelashes
Distracted Driver Sensor
G.E./Lightning idea/video Wink
Safe Child Tracker
Smart mapp
Lack of sleep, Sleep Apnea. Wearable Dual Filtered Fan Supplies Clean Air To Your Nose And Lungs. Get More Air Now. Don't Be Tired All Day.
SAVE ME
Shower/Bathroom Coaster
ergoLaddar
The Salt Shovel
MyFinder
Smart Wink Pet Crate/Cage
Brake light dimmer
Wedding Insurance
Retractible seats table
Tidy Ups
Double Power Strip
SoundLeaf for iPad
Chargies
WIRELESS EARPLUGS-TV / MUSIC
Car Windshield Squeegee Bar
EAR BUD HOLDER HAIR CLIP
Safe Driving App
Pocket Hat
Hands free cell camera
Single Arm Rest, Dual Functions, Unfolds For Upper Arm Support And Comfort Of When You Recline.
Flash Drive Holder
Smart Touch Button
CoverCam
Light Bulbs out APP
Power vented work boots
iPad Alternate Power Plugs
Memor-ago
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Multi-Purpose Egg Carton
Trash Saddle
Z-Tunes!
Quirky Mobile App
Dispenser de Agua de 12 Volt
portable toilet seat cover
Caddypack
Triclops Lens Case
Flip-Over Spoon
Magic Folding Hamper
Winter Love
''Zipit Window Kit'
SavorSaver
Worry Wart Remover
shock guard insulating strip.
Umbrella Car Holder
Safe Umbrella
VIARABLE CUT TOENAIL CLIPPER
Hide-a-way scarf
Easily Turn On or Off All Power To Your AC Adapter With A Power Switch That Conveniently Attaches To Your Portable Devise's Power Plug.
Travel Power
Ticketless Entry
Shower mate
2 seconds to unsheathe a gun..
Teething mitt
Ever-Warm
Golf Conditions
Pick up truck load assist
ADD ON STRETCH TRACTION SOLES
Heated Snow Shovel
Knitting on the go
Body Blast! Cleansing Drink
Mouse in the Mat!!!
SocKeeper
The MegaSaucer
Travel Squeeze
Sink faucet w/ drip setting
The DrinK Keeper
A Painters Multiple Paint Brush Holder. We Usually Use Multiple Size Paint Brushes While Painting. Keeps The Rim Clean For Proper Resealing.
BÃ¢ton de marche Boomerang
Perforated envelope
"NoGo" Drunk Driving Stopper
Tissue Box Holder/Coin Bank
Dust bunny catcher
Universal Bag Stand
Quirky Pen
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Auto Brake Wear Indicator
Mobile Live Video Broadcasting
Wrapping Paper Holder
App Enabled Shoe Inserts
Solar Heat Curtains
Lifty
Soda pop can cap or lid
Electric Blanket with Zones
snow mover squeegee
Smart Laundry Hamper
RemineLight
Mobile Stair Stepping Exercising Shoes. Burn Calories. The Shoes Telescopes Up And Down As You Walk. Do Chores Or Whatever While Exercising.
Tech Level
Snow Blade
TABLET2TV Wireless connection
Smartphone Smarter Charger
knuckle immobilizer
EsKachair
Locating Beeper Phone app
All Dish Fit Transport
Portable whiteboard
SmarterFridge
Snap In Duvet Cover
Mixing spoon and Glove- in set
Pump N Feed
Automatic Sound Control
Venom Concept Car
Telescoping Gardening Scissor, With Flat Pliers Like End Tips. Cutting, Holding And Removing. Bend Less. Flip, Reach Up Higher. Back Saver.
library book disepenser.
Shower Gel Holder
360 leash belt
Super Sipper One-Way Straw
The double Sock/glove
Home information center
Wheel Cleaner
Roll Paint Shield
HEATED TOWEL-removable charger
Milculation
Online layaway website
Wishy Washy Body Scrubber
QR price code
FUN!
Lost and Found
Ideal Spot For A Holder. Connect Cellphone Or MP3 Player To Your Car Stereo System Using A Cassette Adapter With Integrated Holder Assembly.
Led umbrella
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"Smart Things" Plant Status
SOCKS ON EASILY
Find and Seek
Wireless Light Switch
Tumble Cooker
Austin challenge Proteining
radiocorder
Drawer Compacter
Smart Knob!!
iSick
Cleaner is better dryer
Lens Mirror
Seat Belt Blocker
Multilevel Egg Tray, Space Saving, Small Foot Print, Single Inline. Suction Cups In The Base For Stability.
Push powered vacuum
USB Ball
Eye Catching, Attention Getting, Flashing LED Integrated Into Power Cords Will Stop Or Reduce The Possibilities Of Cord Tripping Accidents.
La MOM tablette tactile agenda
EterSphÃ¨re
Smart Trailers
Work Chair Workouts
One Hit Wonder, Can Crusher
Secret Agent Halloween Bucket
Nail clipper catcher
WIDE ADAPTER ELECTRIC STRIP
Footsie Roll
cool light alarm
External Hard Drive 4 Movies
window track cleaner
The Holy holder
Grocery Shopping Made Easy....
super college search
THE FISHING BUD! mini #4
Math Graph Stamp
Plug Me In Case
Laser Switch
EZ Plucker
Soap dispensing loofah! :)
Red Button
Gimme a Hand
Air purifying toilet seat
Electronic Sheet Music
miniWINDER - Automatic Earphon
Mail delivery notifier
Office Supply iPhone Case
App Enabled Weekly Pill Box
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Police Detector
Get More Ironing Done. Support The Clothes That Hangs Off Ironing Board And Pull's As You Iron. Less time trying to keep clothes in place.
Easy Hang
Tradesman Magnetic Pencil Hold
Rotating Flower Timer
Holiday FootPrints
Pedal Charger
car buyers protector ;)
Two Pillows
Ergonomic Bar Stool! Auto Adjusts To The Motions Of Your Legs, Dual Position Foot Stand, Enhance's Blood Flow To Stop Discomfort &amp; Cramping!
Refillable Toilet Bowl Cleaner
the gravity cup
Memonotes
POM- power on the move
Radiation blocker pocketbra
Toothbrush Removable Head
Coffee handle
Pocket Sheet
"Blink Speaker Technology". Greater And More Realistic Clarity From A Small Speaker System. Be Impressed! An Enhanced Portable.
Digital Display USB
Build-A-Fort! Tablecloth!
Pivot Power Extension/ Split
Oven Cut-Off
Temperature Alarm
labyrinthe d'eau
Boxnews
Toilet-Strainer
FlyClean
Tweezer Eyes
Induction Night Stand #AUSTIN
MAGIC Sound Bath Fan to go
Boil over also a flood alarm
Prose Privacy
All Nuts Lug Wrench
Notificase
Double Stack Microwave Stand.
Programable Wifi
Zipper
Dr. Frost remover
Sidewalk Lights
"Send Them Your Scent"
Binary double phone holder
FemV
DUO PLAGE
brassier perfecto
Battery Fencing Steepler
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KHADU Rain Boots
On the Go- Diaper Changer
Ironing Machine Cover
Time of arrival.
PENCIL NAIL POLISH
Key holder
Single Arm Rest, Dual Functions. Freedom To Move Your Arms Unobstructed Normally. Unfolds For Comfort Of Upper Arm Support When You Recline.
spring-loaded/hydraulic caster
CarE For Life
NeedleClean
THE BRIM PROTECTOR
save money for US budget
Connected Heating blanket
Sound Alert - Austin Challenge
Trigamjig
HEATED RUGS/BATH MATS-washable
Transitional lens Iphone case
The Ear Pen
Retractable Car Shield
Glow Tuner Guitar Tuning Pegs.
WACKY BALL
Shoe Stretch
Solar LED board
8 x 10 magazine cell ph holder
Fire fan
Book holder
Pool Cover APP Control!
vehicle butler
Avelock: Smartlocks Made Easy
Wearable, Neck Comfy, Mirrors For Hands Free Styling, Beauty, Makeup, Shaving, Hair Line. Dual Telescoping Mirrors To View Back And Sides.
Skin Stickers
The TOUCHY, Touch-Up Paint Pen
Your Back Arched, Looking Down At Smartphone, Ipad etc For Long Periods. This Can Lead To Pain in Neck, Shoulder, Upper Back, Arm Or Wrist.
Solar Cell Phone
Pitot Tube Preflight Checker
La puce Ã l'oreille
Retro dock/stand for I phone I
Chef Assistant
TextLock
three way
Glow it! play in the dark game
Hole Up
Smartpaper
Auto Dry
Remote control Frisbee
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#ThePlace
Total Toddie
Candle Assistant
Neat Sheets
The Easy Weigh
Self Sufficient Battery
kin-ook holder
Chevron cash register
Forest Fire Supression Grenade
Grip base charger
URL-linked Audio Player
E-trousse , la trousse 2.0!!!
Pyramids Game
Interior Motion Sensor
Wheybelline
A Refrigerator Space Saving, Small Foot Print, Single Inline, Multilevel Egg Tray. Suction Cups Installed In The Base For Added Stability.
Thin Thermostat
Circuit Breaker Alert
Bugle
Ant Stop Adhesive Barricade
The Coffee clip
"Holes" new style of Band-Aids
SelfCooking7
Flash Dock
Who's Home and Who's Not
Foot pedal toilet seat
Package Tracker
Got Mail?
Carbrella
Get Ready! Get Set! Go!
Hot-n-Cold Plate
Cooling Sunglasses
PENCIL HOLDER CORD MANAGER
Sign Language to speech app.
punch and stance doctor
Side Threading Needle
Mailbox Notice
Super pencil box
Automatic toilet lid closer.
Car warmer
The Nose Drainer
Ice Pak
Motorized Wheeled Luggage
Puppy Plow
Auto Nanny
Smart Tire Valve
Blue sound
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cover cleats
POSTAL PETALS
the push-pull
Laundry Lifter
clipper for hunting licences
The Sanding Belt Block Sander
AUTO FEED ....PELLET CAMPFIRE
Bike Horn
multifunctional lamp
Jaimo
Fire Extinguisher Grill Kit
Periscope Lens for Laptop
Smart lock gas cap
MULTI-TREAT Programable Ball
Total Home Comfort
Cook's Eagle Canes
Weigh'em &amp; Net'em
1...2...TREE!
Flat Plug, Fold Up Handle
Cute Soil Moisturizer
U&amp;i CUP
Reflective Bicycle
Root
The cooler blanket
iSleep iBear
SMART VASE
Fragrance Machine
Refillable K-Cup
PERSONALIZED DOG/CAT DOOR
Remote Tote
Beam + Sungard
Hot cubes
4everlight, finger right
Full Featured Orange Juicer
Mobile Golf Bag
TLEP
Mass Analyzer
Poolside Book Rest
Door lock light
Hail Shield
Life Light Ski Rack
Tab-Band
Med Forget Me Not
Convenient bottom knife
Hidden cell phone pocket
The Character Tie
Mobile light de poche
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Illuminated Alarm Curtain
Dog-Walker
iPhone to iPhone
Kangaroo kalendar
Ergonomic Luggage Handles. Automatically adjust to your grip. Relieve Stress, Strain and Fatigue. Short Form Attaches to Existing luggage.
Adjustable Bathtub Stopper
Stylus for Digital Painting
U Turn Signial
Form-fit cell phone holder
Knee padded pants
The Stick Stand
timing water tap
Indicative Flip
Laptop Screen Frame Jotter
Get More Ironing Done. Support The Clothes That Hangs Off Ironing Board And Pull's As You Iron. Less time trying to keep clothes in place.
Collapsible Garden Containers
Light wipe
Magic Window
MySunTan
H-EAR
Digital Medicine Dispenser
No mis-match socks
Active LED Spotlight, Integrated With The Ceiling Light Assembly. It Follows You Around As You Work In The Kitchen or Lab.
Pump adjuster
Solar Cross/Star
The Bag Hang
The Quirky
Infuso
Lights On! Lights Off!
dog walking utility belt
FOLPO
CP announces NAME, no ringing
Milk in a Can
Earmuff Jacket
smart packaging
Work station on wheels
Sleeping bag bedspread
Compact Gym Locker Shelf
Infinity Fluid
Smart cat feeder
eye pin
TooMuch
No spill pet bowl!!
adjustable, pillow
Color Lead
magnetic drywall clamps
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Easy Open Key Ring
Extendable power outlet
iphone car rack sucker
SpiderBgone
Weather Flower
Petwhisper
Doggie Bag Holder
Bedrock chair
Prevent Shower Hot Water Scalding And Heat Discomfort. This Hot Water Delay Coil, Stops High Temperature Water From Exiting The Shower Head.
Pet Caller Collar
Save a soap
Traccessories Where did I buy that?
Dog/cat warmer
Dog Caller
Christmas Tree Watering System
Wine Crisp
Hair Catcher, While Getting Hair Cut Or Your Hair Done. A Barber/Hair dresser Cape That Catches And Holds Fallen Hair. Cut's Clean Up Time.
windshield glasses
Better Internet Dating
Nose Scents
step and glide
No Tip Toes
Fold Flat Foot Handle
The Sili Sleeve
Magnetic Pencil/Pen Clips
Hearing Aids charge in the ear
Electric Guitar Strap
Garden Wall
Automatic Toilet Seat
Let Me Out!
Cliff avoidance technology CAT
Snap Open Trash Bags
Personalized cell cover
ear plug
pince-O
UV Shoe Disinfector
Drink Flags
bluetooth instrument connector
"A VOICE". (Evaluate Them!)
"LIT" DRINK COASTERS
Holy Baptism Robe
Emergency Phone Charger
Neat Cut, Serve Shovel Spatula
I-Glasses
Mechanical Anti Theft Devise
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Cheeks
Cat Sprinkler
booklight bookmark RESUB
Nimbusâ€“M, The Modular Nimbus
Mobile Floor Cleaner
color
Tablet &amp; Phone TV Remote
Fast typer
Funny Zeppelin
"BOTTLE TAP"
Water Cooler Slip Cover
The Handbag Pillow Bed
GorillaStand for iPhone &amp; iPad
Find your stuff using GPS
No Splash Urinal Insert
HandyMaid
Smart Backpack
Center TableFan
Steam box
Sauveur d'eau
Peeky Boo Strips
Comfort Me - Patient Care Swab
Wash &amp; Dry Catch
Bow Wow Ramp 'N Hideaway
ethylotest sanguin
Cool Sack
Line Ext: Non-Dog Pet PAWCET
sling shot quick draw
Neighbor Knocker
Inductive Hair Straightener
New Entertainment Center
SmartphoneWasteHeatChargerCase
Hammock the dock for all phone
Hydro-Electric Generator
App for noise cancelling
Niagra
handy peel and grater
High-Torque Wrench
I love queuing
Shower Ball
i Diet
Tension Dog Leash Trainer
Tap receipt. No more paper.
TapisSon
Guitar Plectrum Sleeve
Your Warmth
The Communication Candle
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Mirror Mirror!
Cordless Towel Warmer
Earbud/Bluetooth Holder
Stops Pot From Bubbling Over Into Stove. Actively Destroy and Break's Up Bubbles in a Boiling Pot. No Need To Watch Or Offset The Pot Cover.
Stud Finder
Snow Blade
Shopping List Typewriter
Auto Feed Paint Brush
L-Play Indoor Putting product
Note Brush
Car Key Fob Range Amplifier
Wind mill charger
Special frame
Rolling Telescoping Crate Assembly with Privacy Lid. Use it to Move A Lot, Move A Little or Simply Use For Storage. Folds flat To Put Away.
Can Cooler
Wink/App Enabled CatLitter Box
Its BIN Easy
You no longer need scuba gear to dive deep.
The Tie Reel
Traffic lamp toy
Personal bathroom cleaner
Rain Backpack
OVEE The Smart Oven Mate
Family Planner
Up-by-default toilet-seat
Cleaner, Smarter Mucus Sucker
Replaceable loop cap
Water Monitor
bluetooth key finder
Big Screen in your Pocket
fuel level indicator
App Enabled Baby Monitor
Solar/Lunar Tank Light
Supreme clean
UNIVERSAL INDUCTION CHARGER
TalkPillow /Pillow Talk
No dropsys (No drop system)
Aroma-Music Love Reminder
Schlepp
VEHICLE TRASH CONTAINER
Watch videos or movies on your tablet or cellphone in comfort. Stop fatigue. Telescoping, Ergonomic, Cellphone/Tablet Stand with Speakers.
umbreHat
Plastic hygiene film 4 shower
Cat Tab (Tablet)
Three way lamp adapter
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Emergency outfit
Expand A Hanger
Tourism Website
Club de Sport de cÃ©libataires
cardiocash
Tina's Head Shells
HI-LIGHT
Cleaner Scratcher Scraper
Life Light
THE READY CLIP
Room Equilizer
Location 911
PinPoint
Flavored braces
Auto Charge - Austin Challenge
Balle de golf connectÃ©e
Eco Tiny Habit â€“ plastic salt
Car windshield ice protector
What's for dinner?
Many people's Feet get Very Cold while Sleeping. Keep Your Feet Warm with Bed Sheets that have Large Feet Warmer Pockets. Warm Up Your Feet.
Travel Toiletry Sachet
Bed Time Hanger
Ceinture anti-ouverture
Garage Floor Induction Mat
Portable Pivot Power Genius
(Te) æ‰‹
Mini air purifiers
quirkyspecs
Smooth Remove Household Gloves
The splash less toilet
Slapband Phone
Solar powered wine chiller
cord holder on the wall
Pool radio w/a spherical twist
Sand Drawing at home, on TV
Spray'n Clean
Executive wipes
GOOD MORNING SUNSHINE
ABC'S of Sleep!
Watering Hose Force Booster
Text Later
comandeer any speaker
Washer and Dryer In-One
Stylo Plume Anti-Chute
Stylus gloves
A Taste of Sunshine Pamphlet
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Pedal car with pedal power!
Bluetooth or WiFi exam cheat
automated bathroom brush
No GPS Tracker
Weighted Body Clothes
Fender-Cover
Oxigen freshener
Best Phone Game Controller
Window/Skylight Drip Tray
Ergonomic Trash Can
COLD LUNCH TO-GO
Vehicle Anti-overturning bar
SCRATCH DESIGN
Heated Bathroom Rug
Portable Standing Desk
EZ Bottle Trainer
Mix Feeling leaves
Bungee leash
The Better Paperclip
Light up volleyballs
Atrapa Cordones
Bear Off
reddcarpet
Tushy Touch up
Back lotion dispenser
fast food app
Go Skate E-1
Loyalty reward wallet app
utensil for picking apples
car visor tissue /card holder
The Car Guard
Your Dog Will LOVE You
kitty klaws screen saver
The Privacy Controller
the disposable hairbrush
LEAF LOVER
FLIPS Reversible Headphones
Smart Phone Wallet-The Phallet
Lawn mower/Edger
Mean and Green Robot
Clear face concrete forms
toothbrush cleaner
â€¦â€¦
RESUBMIT: Adjustable Comb! Variably Adjust Comb Tooth width from Fine to Coarse or Reverse with Knob on the Handle. Only comb you may need.
Vomit bag with a strap
The Handy Door Stop
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Move ring
Manicure, Pedicure to go Set
Vida paste
bicycle sport
cup holder tissues
ElectroBike
cheap easel for note books
HOUSE OCCUPIED
Cart Guard
Hug Bug
Easytake Shoehorn
Men versus Women
Step Up Urinal
Easy Breakfast
T-cups
Golf Cart Cordless ChargingMat
Easy Max Star
Wifi controlled dimmers
Pot Cover Elevation and Holding Clips. Let's out steam and bubbles. Holds Tilted covers in place while cooking. Keeps stove tops cleaner.
Austin: app-motion detector.
Stroller shopping trolley
Jawphones
Adjustable Comb. The only comb you may need. Use Knob at end of Handle to Variably Adjust Comb Tooth width from Fine to Coarse or Reverse.
Speaking Handheld Calculator
image preview
Detect Bed Bugs Where U Sleep
easy-read book and document ho
desktop usb rail
Perfect Measure
table top traveler
Wireless Scene Controller
HEATED HOSE BIB COVER
pill pocket wrist band
Hide My Dirty Laundry
Magnetic Tag
Port-a-Prop
Fuel level APP
Custom LipStick/Gloss Mixer
Hands free bag
Automatic language translator
Standee cup holder
Tab-view
Child on board awareness pad
Cooler Than You Cooler
LED Slippers
Shark Fin Chlorine Dispenser
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Expression Keyboard
Littlechef
Power untapped from your tap!
PulpoDrive
Back Acne Natural Home Remedie
Skater's Backpack
Color Ins
Temperature Control Desk Fan
Smart windshield deicing
For Sale Balloon Board
Heated Fog Free Shower Mirror
Inductive &amp; Standard Charging
Click
RAFT-EVOLUTION
Convert Noise to Electricity
Frizzball
Bark Alert &amp; Cam
Roll-less toilet paper holder
Heated Mouse Pad
My Memberships App
All in One Apple Charger
Antitexting and driving square
Earspeakers
macbook directional sound amp.
APP Enabled Message Board
You've Got Mail-Box Sensor
Disposable K-cups
Toilet seat scale
Book Handle
RESUBMIT: This Broom Stands Freely. No leaning or Gimmick. It has Legs. Turn Hand Grip and Legs Go Down, It Stands. Reverse Turn, Legs go up
One size fits all
eReader Backloop
Smart Grocery Store Doors
WINK Sprinkler
Retractable Handy-Hose
Adjustable Car Trash Can
Cell Phone Mirror App
A better weed trimmer
Uke Strapz
Read everywhere
Never miss a fire alarm (app)
the Game/TV connector
Dustbin with an air freshener
TATTOO MACHINE
Power Down
Retractable leash harness
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The Step Up
Changeable shoe covers
Labtop Water Damage
Scratch Post with the MOST
SHELFIE- Easy Shelf Extender!
LA RECHARGE PARTOUT
VersaTiles
Highlighter Book Marker
App Enabled Electronic Dart
Lotion Dispensing Bracelet! Convenient way to carry Lotion around. After washing hands, just slide the nozzle forward and Press The Button.
Child carseat alert
Snout Grout
App enabled windshield defrost
GcliP
No limits karaoke!
Changing Room Umbrella
Detangling Combs, 4 Different. Maximum Comfort, Start with Widest Tooth Comb and work your way through to the Finest Tooth. Use for PETs too
Barq
Multifunction Kompasu-Ruler
Brush on the Rush
Rocking football player toy
Efresh
"Eye-Trap" Camera Security
Bug cleaning wiper blade
ECoffee
A stapler with a view.
The Tub Scrubba
Compression stockings
Scrap Catcher
ENVIRO-MOTE - PC BOOTUP APP
FOOT ACTIVATED FLUSH
easy handle rescue tube
Luminor
Wink Virtual /Real Marionettes
Bullet proof heart rate strap
Elevator call
The Deflator
Saving Lives who are Lost
Color-Coded Tub
Tell Me More Telescope
Doggie Glove
RESUBMIT: Disposable cups! We burn our fingers with hot drinks. We freeze our fingers with cold drinks. Stop discomfort! Let's Put HANDLES.
Car shifter into phone mount
Temperature Monitor! RESUBMIT
App-enabled Archery
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Perfect Messenger
Towel Mat
sac gain de place et sÃ©curisÃ©
Theme-Oriented Gelatin Molds
Snow Shovel w/ Ice Breaker
Solar Sparkle Jewelry
Facial Tissue on a Roll
Desk/wheelchair
Frisbee-On-Roof Retriever
Mower Charge -Austin Challenge
Handle Rag Holder
ToughCover
Waterproof Room Heating Towel.
Dynamic Phys-Ed Fit Kit
Tablet / Mobile Bedholder
Lightaments
Multiple Nail Paint Bottle
Timer for manually turn on,off
A Wall Mounted Pull Out Urinal System. Keeps toilet seats clean. The Healthy choice!
Easy grip iPad handle
FitBit Cause Bands
Fitted Top Sheet
Use Your Table Right!
ScrubATub
Critter Chaser
iWings
Crazy outlet strip
who r u ?
E-Tenacity
Biometric Smart Bra &amp; Pads
The Comfort Of Life Blanket
Snow Blower! A Full Frontal Electric Snow Removal Design. Handles high snow. Easy handling on steps, even and uneven surfaces.
Touch screen nail polish
ì§„ê³µì²-ì†Œê¸° í¡ìž…ë…¸ì¦
attachable chair massager
The Get-off-your-butt Monitor
4 season solar calendar 4 page
escalator hand rail sanitizer
Standee Desk Raiser
Shampoo/Bodywash Showerhead
Good smell
Bottle skirts
Spell Check Pen
This Broom Stands Freely, No leaning, No Gimmick. It's Got Legs. Turn the Hand Grip and Legs Go Down, It Stands. Reverse Turn, Legs go up.
Phone charger stickers
DIRT Shirts
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YingYang Condiment Bottle
Six Pack Caddy
TRIM LINER
Rolling electric luggage
I AM Spinner
Canopy for your smartphone
Iphone HandyShell
douchette pour le bain
VERY PRACTICAL ADJUSTABLE FAN
The Laundry Ball
stop pli
Every Last Drip
Critiqize
Plant Seed Holder
stylo/ touillette
Disposable cups! We burn our fingers with hot drinks. We freeze our fingers with cold drinks. Let's stop discomfort and Put HANDLES on them.
Headstones or crypts holograph
Draw's
Fleece Leggings
Reward egg
My Idea
Sound Guide Enhanced Portable Speaker System. Yes, Bigger speaker simply gives Better sound. Are you bold enough? Do you love music enough?
Different Shapes Kids' Plates
Simple Single Remote Control
Where does Your Arms go when You Recline in your office chair? Are you comfortable? Add Upper Arm support on chairs for greater comfort.
Temperature reader gloves
Leaf Blower stand
Heated Long Underwear System
Web cam back drop
SmartType
BETTER GOLF TEE
Baby Secure
iPhone or iPad Rearview Camera
blue tooth ****^^^
The Bag Holder Clip
La sponge team
Wi-Fi Connected Pill Organizer
Texting Warning System App
Red-Bull gum
Inductive Charge Speaker mount
Keep can pop fresh
Autoswing for Birds
Errand Day Organizer App
Souper Saver
Indestructible dog leash
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ChatiÃ¨re-Sas
Toilet Paper Dispenser and Storage, conveniently together in one single unit. Let's put it on wheels, it will more easily Get Closer to you.
Powerstrip Plus +
UTILITY NAIL CLIPPER
Vision-Clavier
Kids Dragonfly Blanket
"Put the Seat Down!"
Two Places App
Indoor-outdoor cap (Roch)
ciseau /cutter.
The Lily Pad
cell phone extender
Shower Assistant
The Left-Handed Binder
Wallmount speakers
WinMacNux
Recording Reminder Pen
Impressionable lamp
Cheap Bavarian Clothes
RANGE CHAUSSURES AVEC SPRAY
power strip with APP control
healthy lunchbox
Dream-Up-A-Box
Skating mop
THE Paint Pan
parental guidance
Vibrate sticker for directions
Who's home?
Bitter Gloves
Multispray bottle
Gutter lear blower
Extendable Cooking Pot
Wifi enabled power outlet
Personal Ashtray
Lapel-Pin Cellphone Speaker
Portable Makeup Organizer
Silicone Covered Bacon Press
Remote Christmas Tree Waterer
Animal Attraction Connection
Cooling Rack with Fan!
Optimisateur d'arrosage
Kinect Car Audio Interface
Power pack w/ retractable cord
Secure, Fashionable Beach Bags
Click Fix
SeguranÃ§a Digital VeÃ-cular
door hinge hook
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HOSES REEL AND TOOL BUD!
Same Page
the cutter
Pa-foam
Bedpost/wall tablet holder
Desk App Enabled Media Center
L'eave-'em Up Christmas Lights
l'eau Dinamo
Stash away
Sit-up Foot Holders
The Dream Recorder
Neanxius
Two Minute Tuned Toothbrush
Batting helmet, pads in/out
card information holder
Nilson Suspender
LED Personal Assistant
Powered Tool Box
TV Remote locator
Dual Room Fans. The Lower Fan delivers a Cool Breeze. The Upper Fan delivers a Warm Breeze. Or Mix It All. You Choose Your Own Comfort level
Bath Tissue Rollspine
The Cap-Smile
iPhone Cable Dock
Florescent Light Disposal Bag
The Camera Cap
Eraser Screw
multi axis drill
Turkey/Chicken Platter w Cover
Ballon Inflatted Trash Ties
New era tie
Car crash prevention
safe sleep guard
Oven Rack Buddy - IMPROVED!
Peanut Butter Stirrer
STOP BIRD JET CRASHES II
Scoop-N-Spoon
Butter butler
Year Round Holiday Lights
Key Stay
B-Gone!
Pyrolysis Nearly Free Fuel!
Suregrip Finger Sleeve
Open Source Gaming Card Deck
Vertical hangers
â˜… Remove Your Gel Manicure
Induction Phone Charger
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Hook It!
bluetooth from anything
Bristle Bowl!
Leak Me Not!
NIMBUS WATCH
USB hub laptop case
Heated Wiper Blade Cozy
A cellphone case designed specifically to actively and constantly remove water or moisture from its delicate electronic circuit and battery.
Charging battery with motion
Grease Relief
3D Cube Clock
Paint Roller Scrubber
Harvest Catch
FrostBiter
Thermo necklace/bracelet
Hard Brakes ahead
GAS CAP
Sucker
THE FISHING BUD!
(Ear) BUD
Coffee Mug Adjustable Koozie
Comfy Cozy Cup Holder
Instant On-Demand Ice
Folding hamburger packaging
Urban Meditation Headphones
Super Sweater!
Induction-Charging For RC
phone mind see
USB everywhere
electronic dog leash
SAVE THE BABYFoundIT or CallIT
Remote-Controlled Luggage Cart
Door hanger
Tie Wire Dispenser
RO The Bumper Car
HPID
video game organizer
Ergonomic and adjustable Luggage Handles to relieve stress and strain exerted on your arms while pulling luggage, resulting in less fatigue.
All-Holiday Lights
Vortex tube based cooler.
clean wall-puppy pad
Radiation Stopper
anti-theft case 4 laptops
Easy Handheld Deicer
Bio-plastic Snow Goggles
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tÃ©lescopique tige parasol.
Hair Dye Color @Home-Kit
App Update
Flexi-Plug
Plug-in retractable cord
Round-Bottom Shaker Bottle
Multifunction Pen
Plant Hub
Bike Sharing App Friends Alert
Clip it
Rescue Cover
Adjustable Vase
Light up your Morning
Solar Powered Holiday Lights
Siri Button on Headphones
no no fleas
Luggage Wrap
H47Clipper
abduction bracelet or necklace
Lost and Found
onedriver
Intelligent Baseboard Heating
soul gear
Flexible credit card
Litter Box for Car Rides
STRAP-PACK
Self Washing Window
voice activated chess board
Implementation of Graphene
SeeMe bike lights
Unplugger
GO GO VANITY
Cloud-shape smart headset
Cellphone pockets
Smart Dashcam
Sock Saver
Sound Guide Enhanced Portable Speaker System. Bigger speaker just simply gives better sound. Do you love music enough? Are you bold enough?
One Snip Clip
Sensory Puzzle
NICU Wireless
Clothes Dryer Lint Vacuum
Color Change Nightlight Alarm
Wireless Laptop Cooling Pad
Bendable Kid Proof Tablet
Wink TV
self clean gutter
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Flip Flop Saver
brosse Ã dents 2 en 1
BundleLight
Canteen bottle Analyzer
conocer cosas no en juegos
Grounding trekking poles
Vac Disp Rotational Alternator
KEYONE
Bluetooth Timer Control Outlet
Toy Kinetic Motion Machine
Space-saving toilet paper case
Mood Spray
Speaker Hub
Nimbus Pro Power
Life Saver
Mattress For Better Life
Winter Beanie, Scarf &amp; Gloves
Toddler Sweeper
Centrifugal Pedal Bike Clutch
Baby spoon with thermometer
Chargeur intÃ©grÃ©
Retractable hands free device
Duct Tape Wart Removal Strips
FlexiBin - your bin and more !
Wheelbarrow EZ Pour
TVEEE app
AnsPourPot.
Multi-function Wall Outlet
WordMatch
Cancel Button For Elevator Key
Flexible light-bulb extension
Individual Pet Food Guard
Adjustable Windshield Darkener
Ironing Shirt board.
Ladder Safety Cleats (resub)
Treat Holder Dog Food Bowl
Twisted Heart
Storage Tank
Pin - Aid
Gas Sensing Range Hood
adjustable faucet attachment
Vacuum cord retractor
EasyconnectPC
Breathe Band
The Better Book Shade
Ge + Mattel 'Rocket Racers'
Coogly
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Clean or Dirty Laundry Plate
Illumiscan
MassageAway
No Spill Transporter
SHAKE-N-FROTH
Heated Long Sleeve T-Shirt
Try Destroy Alarm Clock
i WINDOW APP
Solar Christmas
Tastease
Nice N' Tite wing nut tool
CupCake/Cake Hive
Yonatron Mixtape
Perfect Tail Gate Seat
Dull dark window /door screens
Bourgie Bees Stylish Travel
Shovel Shoes
Flexible Bumper for Macbook
Rubber Ban Man
curb beeper
SMART BRAKE LIGHT
Nod Alert
Sock Attack
Rainbow socks
Counter top food cooler
Smart Fire Alarm
Mesure pied pour enfant
Elderly friendly cap
the back scrubber
PADY TOE
List 2 Go
Pressure-Sensitive Tail Lights
Alphalet
App lock
Austin!! Dehydration machine.
FORMULA BLENDER SAVES TIME
Shower Curtain Weights
Portable Toilet Rolls
The Ultimate Cooler
Phone Charging Mat
Undercover pooper scooper
Bracelet culinaire
Easy Spray
Walkie
Stay Put Flower Pots
SUPERCOMBO REMOTE-combines all
Water bottle phone case
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iPower
Sofa tissue
Fire safe ipone station
Rash-Be-Gone Diapers
Clean door mat
Freshlies
The Electric Notebok
Rest
Virbaknife easy cutter
Portable Cupholder
No power outage power cord!
U-Box-It
Smart clutch
Fingerprint Safety
Kids Learning Puzzle
Lap Counting Goggles
Doggie Pacifier
Noah's Arc
Easy Fresh'
Arom'a'Robe
Boite Ã rÃ©chauffer les pizza
Drivers communication book
Sir Chopalot
Truck Bed Rake
hands free binkie bottle
Gravity comes clean
Smart Drip Irrigation System
Mon jardin domestique
Wireless light switch
Kid lie toothbrush.
Cellfold
Program App
Beginner Guitar
No-Mess Potted Plant Aerator
Fresh air into living quarter
The Trot Pot
find a friend
OmniKinde - Code Master
DESK RECEPTACLE EXTENSION CORD
Bedside Smartphone Holder
Portable Backyard Power
The Yard Guard
Smart-Bonez
Tablet leg holster
Oath Band
Quirky Brand
Boiling Water windshield
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an accessory storer
Accessory Travel Case
wonder ball
Toy to distract a crying baby
Notification Adapter
Portable shoe lace tier
Sort 'n' Go
Moveable Webcam Cover
Box Shredder
tooth brush sanatiser
bag grippers
quad
Universal Mini Lid
Laptop Holder &amp; Heat expunger
All-In-One Key
Baby Car Ride
Nail clippings catcher
Harman E-Daptive System
Musical Toys Play Together
App En - Cardboard RC vehicles
Improved waist belt: no loops!
METAMORPHOSIS
FLOATING LIGHT BULBS
Smart Drying Rack
FlexiShower
Passive Dehumidifier
Rest Assured
RISE AGAIN Air-Re-Heater attc.
Organizing Basket Label
WatchThat
Lumicolor
Memberzip
Touch ID Tech Gloves
Snake Light Studio
TOUCH TURN DOORKNOB-auto open
Sugar Detector
sleddwheels
SuacerX
Smother buddy
Automatic Window Washer
LÃPIZ ESMALTE PARA UÃ‘AS
Grandma's Brain
Vacuum cleaner auto-clean
PROTECTION RECTO ou VERSO
Smok'n'drink
GoPro Mounts for Cell Phones
MONTE
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Cool Bicycle Handlebar
Chocolates any One.?
Dry Combination Shower
Boots-on Aid
Cordless Window Cleaner
Educational System on cd
QUICKIE SNOWMAN MAKER AND KIT
Car Art Stickers
HangIT
Cord Motel
Snowboard/Ski Hot Wax Gun
Engagement Ring Holder
Tow-luggage
Scented Water proof
weighted sleeves
Security for you and your car
iSlide - sliding door lock
Magnific Magnetic Bracelet!!
Tablet Clip-on Speakers
Radio Collar Pet Feeder
magnetic headphones
Over-the-ear Headphone Clip
decoded
Meet me at the Mall!
Clutter Alarm
Drawsheet patient slider
Cordless LED Genius Power
Pro-comfort
Wifi Metal detector
SHELFO: A Free Standing Shelf
Bicycle handlebar for iPhone
BOTTLES w/2 dispenser outlets
poste mural usb
Voltage Detector Cap
Card Keys
Single Pill Dispenser
The Shut Up Gun
Tablet Station
4 Handle Garbage Can
Happy home pet collar.
Auto/Removable Sink Cleaner
Otometer
Retroprojecteur en 3D
The Squatter Dog Porta Potty
Vibrating Squeegee!
table
Bath Back
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New Age Stroller
Bath-Rm weigh scale/foot dryer
Day Shade
BLUEFINDER
Twinkle Lights
Smokeless Candle Snuffer
Spong
Never loose your mobile phone!
scentlet
The Armchair Workstation
The Better Shoelace
TV Freedom App
e-Brella
"O2" Retractor
Back Off Device
WINDSHIELD FROST REMOVER
Talkie Mask
Something to Say...
The Collapsible Sand Cone Safe
Fridge Party!
Spaceship Clubhouse
Backup CloudTufty
Modular power strip
Turn it down
Mobile/I pad stand
Window Holder
InSANDity (insanity) Shoes!!!
Mac Pack
Endless power source
Sleeping Ear Muffs
Keep the cords out of the way!
Pressure free pumping
Humidair
My Digital Holder
"AUTO FLIP"
Cell phone modem
GE Closed Captions / Subtitles
infinity power charger
Torche Ã LED pour Smartphones
Private Trainer
Pop-N-Grab Popcorn holder
Sanitary Toilet Brush
Inductive Car Charger Cup
Modern Garage Door
Mood Lights Universal Control
Table Ã langer taille &amp; poids
Cat litter box re-designed
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Roller coaster shape Power
TEMPER-heat/chill faucet water
Cooking Oil Measure &amp; Nozzle
Kill Switch Router
Winter Clothing Toaster Guy
Thermosweater
earring binder
SmartEar
E-Cig USB Pen-like Clip Holder
Vibrand Alarm
Stirdy Stir
headphone maker 1000
Wingsuit auxilliary wing
pipi propre
Table Art
A Welcome Back BackPack
THE WET SEAT
PopUp Flat Screen Console
Magnetic memo reminder
child car minder
InVision
The Chill-ator
Wireless Picture Frame
RAW EGG CUTTER
Sock Worm
Washer Helper
Daily GPS Tracker
Melt Snow
The 'Dexter
Winged Vibrating Toilet Seat
Self holding hair dryer
EZ TV Cable Installation Tool
Smart Scanner
Igamepad
Selfie Phone Wand
hookless picture frame
Volant de badminton aimantable
Big fix for Poor Sleep Habits
The Meal Planner
gratt- d'eau
localizer
Protec - Keep your Kids Safe !
IFEET
Piscidouche
Glow pole
Oil-dispensing Comb
Easileash
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Spin Brush
Wink Sonic BarkControl #AUSTIN
Popcorn Cup Holder
satellite speed buddy
Dent-less motorcycle slides
scissor lift caddy tray
COCONUT KIDS TM Discoverd
App-en. Ceiling Clothes Dryer
Always with Battery.
Christmas Candy Maker
Cyclist Pants Cuff
Shower Towel Closet (STC)
Dry rod
Spy Pen-read text &amp; disappear
The Helping Hand
Warm Hands
App Enabled Fireplace
Magnetic snow board
Umbrella Wipe
ADJUSTABLE PICTURE FRAMES
Smart keychain
Shower Mate
My Convertible Shopping Cart
Germ Saver
Carbon-filter Hand Fan
Switchable Earplug
#spotsv - Pot and Pan Scraper / Spoon Rest - Clip it on your kitchen sink center divider. Elevate &amp; rest your spoon+ Kick pan washing butt
iBier
Load Analyzer
POLES FOR HOLIDAY LIGHTS
Zipper Pull Tab + Charger
Motion sensor music
LawnNet
Oreiller anti rides
JackPack
Smart Plasma Drill Gun
Wifi Garage Keypad
Make-A-Point
sNOw more wheel well buildup
paste tube crank
koolie
Confidential Eraser
Le porte clÃ©s balise GPS USB
Sound Strap
BASEBALL

TIMEPIECES

Full window Screens for cars
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ZOOMin
Foam toothpaste
The Refrigerweightor
Lazy Glove
Aromatheraputic Hair Brushes
The Garden Guard
Austin Invention Challenge
smart dipstick
Angled Adapter/Charger
THE BLOOMING NIGHT FLOWER
Patches the Chemo Bear
Food Allergy Smart Device
sealable freshness bag
The Extendable Power Strip
App Enabled Window Blind Timer
Bluetooth earbud earrings
TreBath BabySafe Lifeguard Tub
My Invent
Multiprise easy transfo USB
The Double-Decker Nightstand
Text Message Time Bomb
Window Lava
Fresh N Vent
App-enabled TV backlight
Fun Learner
MIRROR, MIRROR
snore together blanket
BasketKnight
Car windshield USB ports
Padded Seatbelt
BacPacJac
the.

Meter Maid

Toilet bowl (pot) stickers
Arctic Glass
The Grunge Shield
Picnic Basket/Table ALL-N-1
Look-4
Wrap and Protect
Tube-squeezer toothbrush
Double Sided Peanut Butter Jar
window cold air barrier
Cook and Store
Die-hard workers hand warmer
Changing shirt
Air Powered Umbrella
Never Burn!
Wash and Dry- No more mildew!
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The Clever Pen
Wrinkle Free Face Massager
Compressed Air Magnetic Motor
Pousse Feuille
Personali-Keys
Retractable Smartphone Charger
Mag lite holder
remote finder
Robo Drip
BUDLIGHT
Blue tooth earings
modify force air heating
The Little Helper
Oil Changer
STOP LED MATRICULATION
Dispensing Cat Toy #AUSTIN
Under Door Cat Track Toy
Credit Card Theft Protector
USB 2GO HUB
WINK Breaker Reset-VIDEO!
Body Squeegee
iGel Invisible Armor
BANANA CLAW
SmartSafe
Disposable Trash Can
Lost Pacifier Lights Up
car coffee brewer
Pocket Stand
"Power Flower" Surge Non-Strip
Mini Head for Safety Razor
Scratch Play Cat
Zoom
Super Duper Guitar Trainer
LENS CAP
Roosty Shush
Vibra Clock
hammergrip
Transporteur
Iphone Seasoning scale
Thummer
Resturant Table Wobble Stopper
Brolly Bench
Impact Helmets
Scented pages
Organatomy Doll
Sports Coat &amp; Hat Rack
Smart Yard
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The Press and fold Dryer
Presence Avatars
All Purpose LED Light
Quick postage scale
The perfect umbrella
Swim buddy
Bain de soleil et toit intÃ©grÃ©
Odor Hitter Litter
Sleepy Time
Caisse rongeurs facile Ã laver
CLOONY- Cleaning Spoon Rest
Personal 'Anti-Rape' Torch
phone friend
Ornate Furniture Risers
Light Switch Plus Sensors
Compact dslr + laptop bag
Dashy - live,smart and save
U-Turn signal
Smart Balloon
Rain Anti-Erosion Disk
enhanced grip gloves
Candle Spinner Timer
Sitting treadmill
Smelly water aerator
Zipsters Snack Pack
My Easy RX
REMOTE BEEPER
Solar Panel on a Smaller Scale
self strike cigarettes
Hanger Helper
3 in 1 Cutter
car light antenna
sound port pillow
Snow Mower
Smart Bike Handles
Easy Air
Interchangeable Drumsticks
Safe Phone
Bag and band
App-Enabled Pill Dispenser
Car Tire Dog Anchor.
Retractable Leash
Paille partout
The Flip Basket
Ladder Pad
R2D2
Hang art without nails or glue
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Lighter phone case
Tongue Tester
Beltch
Pepper burgers
Mystical memory rings
EverClean Desk
Find It Now
Face and Body Towel
Laundry Basket Ball
(APP-ENABLED) Spotter's Minion
Cuff Saver
Car Lock Status Button
Indivdual Cord Divider
Santa's lil helper
Binky Bath
PIVOT PLUS ADD-ON!!
Wei-Plate
COOL EAR SCREENS
Rooftop chimney reservoir.
Listen Anywhere
Light Condenser
clean pumping
Personal locator
Shaving Station
WaterMeNow
Sink fill
flexible paper toilet tube
Multiple foundations in a bott
iFloat
Sleeve Jam Preventer
Stitch Zipper
ScooterBag
GE + Quirky Wink Wall Heater
Cat Zone
Multi-use disposable plate
POCKET DRY CLUB
Allready Tie
walking cane satchel
Vacuum(Inductive Charging Mat)
Smart Shade
Simple heated driveway kit
Glass-Caddy
SscreamerzZ
Natural Soap Maker
Emergency Balloons
Natural Home Made Beer
The Power Pillow
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sensors
Sock Bandaids
Cell Case w/Gripper
Wildland Firefighter Mask
Hook that Bag
Glove For Puppy/Kitten Play
eBaby Life monitor
Smart Plant Waterer
Magnetic playhouse / fort!
Open Bowl Stacker
Holiday Present Box
Nose hair scissors
Solar Powered Lighted Shades
detangler
The Nail Biter
The Considerate Texter
Wink Severe Weather Alert
PowerCurl Profile
Bicycle Bags Holder
Protein/energy bar maker
The Smart Ring (TSR)
Laptop table reclining chair
Pet Hair Annihilater
all purpose chair
mini c's
Multi-Power Cord Adapter
Retractable form fit hanger
Bluetooth Video Alarm Portable
Make Your Own Paper
Sharp holder
iphone blood glucose monitor
Scootback Ride-able Backpack
Lintguard
Color Changing Urine Tabs!
Tuck-in Sheet
Grill Marks
Batteries Not Included?
wool compression hose
IluminABC's and 123's
Muscle Buddy: iPod Holder
COUVERT PRATIQUE
Car Window Curtain
Toweljama
Universal Liquid Dispenser
Inflatable pool solar heater
SPIN-CELL
Scanner Bug
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blue tooth/app ceiling fan
jungle birdie
Resub Toilet brush wand
Smart Tracker
Easy Scraper
Umbrella Belt
Bottom up Cup
Smartphone Solar Charger Case
Play like a kid again!
SmartCal
EZ Meat Thermometer
smart range extender
easy scubber
Take-out &amp; Delivery App
Light Fixture Support Brace
Shoppingbags for City Wheels
Serving Sizer
Hair Saver Shower Wrap
Mobile Tech Carrying Bag
PACKAGING FOR JAM JARS
Smart Car Seat
Electrical Power Dangers
Bottle Pro
Pex Installation Roller
THE SELF CHARGING BONG
High End Cat Litter Box
Track Car
Cookie Spy/Snitch Alarm &amp; app
365 LIGHTS!
coat + chair
MedCap
dog taddle
Macbook-Ipad Dual Screen Case
Switch Tech Multitool
Mini Epilator
Flexible Vent Hose Camera
UPDATED!! rotating tool handle
ChairGator
Simple Dryer Done Signifier
Small Pets Water Bottle Stand
Guess it
rim cleaner
sweaty hat drier for your auto
Top water filtration system
hammer with magnetic bottom
Zip Clip
Word game for low vision
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Detachable Base Hole Punch
The RV/House Winterizer
Head gear Rear Video Camera
What's my Work?
The Tactil Projector
Lance-Lave carafe Ã dÃ©canter
Tempered Glass iPhone 5S Case
Penupine
tepurfaucet
Anti-Tug Dog Training Harness
Easy Roof Cap
close it or put it back alarm
TABLETOP Electronic Gameboard
THE DOUBLE BAG
UV Mani Glove
The Food Tracker
Covertible Sports Goal
Wedge Shaped Benches
Plant Hub
Elevated Cat Feeding Station
eÂ·moÂ·teeÂ·cal
Note Taker
Pic Pick
Dog-Fun Ball Slide
See the Children Grow
robotic shovel
Glogo
LA GAMELLE CHAUFFANTE
Shoe Flys
Double Trouble Toy Gun
Warning: the soundless toilet
Phone Hanger
Floating Soap
baking tray/muffin pan
Cling! Pet Bed
Jumping Dog Impact Pads
e/reader/tablet/kindle holder
Warm-up
Franks fart filters
Bumpers
AccelorBraker Indicator
The Keurig on the fridge door
INDUCTION CHARGER FOR ANY BAG
SMART MIRROR: Bathroom
SMILEY CAKE
Folding notebook
Tight Sack
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Custom-molded pillow
Punch Power Glove
AIR PULSE DEEP CLEAN VACUUM
Magnet Double Pointed Needles
App Enabled Pet House Vent
Antibacterial Ice Scoop
prevent moth eaten clothes
A paint can that works
Electric heater-remote sensor
Jelly Socks
The Always Cool Teddy Bear
Flexible Lighting Strip
Digital Film Converter
Pump'ears
3 sided ladder painters helper
Light Touch
Electronic historic
Ketchup On The Go
litter lifter
Interactive Ball Player
Mechanical Anti-gravity device
Quick escape
Invisible Ear Muffs Ears
put away lights
to-go food refrigerated locker
light up pup
Seat Saver
Little sucker
Power Glo
Gym Shower Cloth
Easy lift trash can
Uni Dog Leash
Spill proof hands free dustpan
Livraison Ã Domicile
Magic Mat
Where Mi-stuff At
Home theater cable organizer
USB Flash - Smart Phone Cord
GREAT CHARGER!
FreezFree - Pot Protection
Travel Check
Diaper Duty Wipes
Reper3 (repere-toi...)
GuideLightThe Smart Bracelet
marchepied-malin
MONK Sheets
Post Mastectomy Drain Belt
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The Seahawk and Glove R/C
Leach
the sanitary door handle
Treasure Blood Hound
Uncloggable Toothpaste Cap
Most Intuitive Mouse Yet.
No Stink Rubber Gloves
Fermeture centralisÃ©e maison
Wrist Wedge
Get Up and Walk Ankle Bracelet
Cleanest Dish Washer
Easy Poster, fixation posters
QR medic
HoopIt
Transparent transfer tape
Push, Pull Gutter Cleaner
The Surfboard
The Footmouse
Desktop Health Alerts
Balloon Wind Generator
The Controller
Camera Case with Belt Clip and Retractable Strap for Safety and better Stability.
The best closet light
Adjustable power strip
SHOWER

VAULT

Party Pooper
Smart contact lenses case
Hanging Baby bottle
Record samples to Future-Read
Live Streaming Video Camera
Distributed Swamp Cooler
The Mirror Gym Shoe
find it
Heat Blast
A para stretch
Interchangeable Kitchen Ladle
Autoadjustable reading glasses
Client custom touch-up
Quick-Feet
Foodcup, easycup, neatcup
Affordable Personal Satellite
Urinal power generator
Electric cord
Protection silicone aspirateur
Mini Dumpsters
Perfect steak
Easyfind
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Gum Color
SiÃ¨ge bÃ©bÃ© tÃªte droite
My Card
Programmable LCD Plate + info
Target for guns
iPad 2 VOIP Conference Call Dock System (with TV/Video output)
BLUETOOTH USB HUB AND DONGLE
EXACTO and SNIP WITH GRIP
Hot Dog Brake Levers
Mr. Blinky
Flip it Good Spatula w Ridges
Matt-Nap
dÃ©givrage sol
USB ajustable light.
The Pocket Flap
The Oven Stick
Hate traffic? Let's end jams
Melon Push Up Pops
Warm Bathroom Mat
no holes instant rod
Pen Pocket
Coffee Buddy
i Phones
Mind the Gap
The Chamber
ArtXChange
U-Turn Signal
remote control, signal lights
Adaptable Climate Control
Wireless Radio Headphones
Stackz
Salter for Snow Thrower
SNOOZE-FREE ALARM
Disaster power disconnect
Vehicle Security Alert System
Instant Phone Printer
The VIBRATING! Mop
Wouldn't it be great if.....
On-The-Go ComPuter
Solar Socket Energy
Airport Style Clip BoardCaller (ID) Cuff
flexi hair dryer
UNE CARTE "it's my Life"
velcro shoelace replacement
DON,T BREAK MY HEART LOVE TOOL
Easy Hooker
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Line Ext: Lotus Light
EAZY RING FLOSS HOLDER
SHARE MY TUNES
Future of dental tech
Doggone Bedspread
Car Socks
Easy Transfer Washer/Dryer
Pressure Band
Cat Toy activated by RFID tag
Pivot Power Color Coded
Portable Cam
Wink Enabled smart mail box.
Nail Clipper 2.0
The Toothpaste Dispenser
Stick on back up Camera
See-T.V.
Portable Toilet Camouflage
Novelty vacuums!
Make your own Backup Power
Ergonomic Keyboard Stand
One piece bedding sheet set
QWERKY CROWD FUND
Smart Light
App-Enabled Fetch
TripleClip
Portable hot wire netting snow
Game Station
Easy Dry
Telescopic Grill Cover
SmartStock Fridge
Extra protection helmet
Night Light Teddy Bear
Automated CD changer
Secure perimeter
Multiuse Play Covers
Splash n' Play
Key Sinker
Insulated Yoga Mat Bag
Objets du Monde
Fully Bendable Jewelry Hanger
Inflatable Head Rest
car plug in sleeve
D-ICE WAND
Liquid Screener
Electronic historic kitchen
SnapThief
Surgical Mask With a Pocket
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Scrape 'N Scrub (Video)
toothpaste dispenser
tea bag clip
â€Tarp 2.0â€ redefines tarps!
Sheet Saver
control sending
never leave your headlights on
Insulation ice skates
Can Comfort
Digital Multilingual Blocks
Water Socks
Appliance Safety Plug
Mobile Fish Finder
2FLAGiT MAILBOX
App Enabled Lint Alert
Netpreter, speak any language
Mood-Dependent Hair Dye
TVision
The Slab
App Enabled Bike Bell speaker
Proximity Tag (Resub)
SmartScreen
Toss and Drag Yard Waste Snag
Compostable Glow sticks
Power bank iPhone5
multi- holaday home lights
Race Roots Refrigerator
heated tractor trayler roof
Derma Patch
Endless Freshness
Everlastic Laces
HDTV Antenna ArtDeco Converter
Bloody Noses Stopper
Personal Hamper/Laundry Bag
Doggie Pinata Game
Tights to measure thighs
Mini Telescoping Stylist
Driving Towel
Accordion Power Strip-Bend It
The Workout Band
Double-Time Paint Roller Brush
Power Blocks
Outdoor Light Wizard
I- / Eye-Witness App
CD Stream
SERVIR FACILEMENT A BOIRE
Smart Lid
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TREADMILL THERAPY SEAT
total torso tuner
Z sleeper
Automatic Candle Snuffer
Protective bat tube
revolable multitap
portable power outlet
An Ode to Album Art Lovers.
PowerLess Steam Iron
Beauty Brows
The Loomy Bin
No more tears in winter
Perfect Bloody Mary Straw
Tap alarm
Wash and Dry Laundry System
Paddleboard Power Assist
iPants
The EvenStream Sprinkler
adjustable pillow line
Thumb Buddies
Stylus Pen holder
the homework helper
bike seat cover + shopping bag
Folding chairs storage bag.
Sponge and soap in one.
PV/Bike Smart Grid Inverter!
A weight bench Dumbbell Rack
Heat on the go snuggie
Infinite Personality Ring
Portable Click Cooker
Motor luggage
Inductive Charge Case #Austin
Man Rack!
Clean car
PIVOT PLUS POWER CORD!!
Rainbow wrist
The Findy Thingy
kick plate
GM's iron on pockets
Solar station
Ice Fishing Hooking Device
Thermal Engine cooler
bath tub pillow
WIPER SOCKS
CUP HOLDER FOR FOOD
smart road reflector
"Bag Handle Buisness Card"
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Swiffer Slippers
Wheel stick
Pop-Up Potty
4 Wheeled PoGo Stickboard
Keepers
Allergy Barcode Scanner
SMART MEDICINE CABINET# AUSTIN
Lighted Coasters and Chargers
Smart Pillow
POWER ADAPTER GENIUS
Long Handled Shower Squeegee
Auto Ratchet Strap machine
DIY Fence Post Leveler Kit
BEneFITTED: Complete Door Gym
raptstop
Switchblade Reading Glasses
"Candles" app = Scent. Mood.
LED Digital Picture Ornaments
Car door grabber
golf cart cell phone charger
Shower-bathtub cleaning robot
Sanitary Phone Film
Computer powered Feet Heater
Airplane Private Parachute
"Lapstyr" a comforting wrap
Bathroom Appliance Organizer
Funny Gnome guy
Guitar Case Warmer
E - Sticker
The wheelbarrows backpack
fingerprint lock
Verbal Privacy Shield (VPS)
Inductive heating container
Mega Roll Toilet Paper Holder
Vacuum Power Beater Accessory
Keylight
Automatic privacy auto screen
Where's My Kitty Cat Collar
Bed stopper
Can-Go Pouch
Underwater Drone
Golf course p.o.s
Litter Gridder
The Bottle Flip
Combination lock pill bottles
Toilet bowl complete clean
Food detector
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Organize Wrapping Paper- Box &amp;
The Smart To Do List
The First Outdoor Smart Plug
Snow melting car covers
bowl/tray
No Mess Shoe Rack
MOOD MUSIC
Aux WC comme les grands
ZERO POWER BDRM faux-FIREPLACE
Finger Helper
Gift Card Vending Machine
Finger Recognizer Smartwatch
flexible Vacuum nozzle for car
Condensation begone
Towel Pad
SNEAKER WASHER &amp; DRYER
Laundry Minder
Anti-static hairspray
In a Zip!
Facemate
fast and easy rim cleaner
Non-Scents
FAUCET TO FOUNTAIN
wipers get vertical
Inductive Charging Hula Hoop
TUG &amp; RUN - Toy for dogs
The Window Closer!
mosquito chair net
Phone Secure Gloves
Simple Stretch
Quirky Android App
Magic Shovel(RESUB)
Power Cord Disabler
Drum Throne With Storage
drink rack system for coolers
electric from buoyancy force
Bubble Brush+
Quike
smart pen
Gel Pedicure Chair
CupUp
I fingers
One Phone System
gratt d'eau
Computer Air
Garden Soil Chemical Remover
The Tech Trunk
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Magnet Outlet
Mystery Puzzle
car window electric blanket
Mobile Deposit Tripod
The Travel Toothbrush
Corru-Gr8-ed
fish tank landscapes
iKnock Knock
Fruit Hive
Now you see me hazard flag!
Dotz
Dog Ball Launcher #Austin
ADJUSTABLE CANDLESTICK HOLDERS
Pearl necklace connection
hoop stick
E-Z Tear a way shower curtain
USB powered LED keyboard light
Warming Wear
Bottle Warmer
Vacuum Saver
Oven Turntable
Woundz Novelty Band Aids
Dog Fetch Toy -ball comes back
Porkfolio IPO
Travel Mist
Dar-ri-go
stack up washer
power safe
Lampe eternale
servant ....
HANDS-FREE BUSHEL/CARRYALL
Yoga Mat with Bluetooth
iPhone Case protects identity
key finder
Self Stirring Saucepan
Easy Wireless Phone Charging
Stealth Shoe Storage (Foyer)
Cell phone interference
Induction Work Bench
Adjustable Height TV mount
Wokitty spatula holder
WadeMaster
Nextra (or, "Neckstra")
USB extension Port
Talking plush toy
Boot Buddy
Interactive board games
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straighten App your tree
Iphone LED flash color changer
TV Solution donggle
Wifi Carbon Monoxide/Smoke Det
Solar Eclipser Window Shade
Do you love your pet?
Quirky Name Card
Baby Buddy
THE CSWITCH
Make e-books Real Again!
Sanitary Gloves
Surfball
App-Enabled Driveway Alert
Ski pole protective sleeve
Cubby Curtain Helper
extinguisher birthday card
Magnetic tile
Smart Fingerprint Home Entry
Water Elliptical
Tablet in the Air
The Julian Cohen and a Half
Grocery Bag Tamer
Filterease
Flag A Cab
Peel N connect
Touchless Headphones
Defrosty!
Desk-Top Garden
Homemade Lox Maker
Fit a FlashDrive into Port
Massaing foot insoles.
The Wigglr Palm Tree Sprinkler
Towel Drier
Hair brush creem
Sparkplug Puller
Insider pest control system
Onesie for Neutered/Spayed Dog
Stir crazy crock pot
BLUEP
PEEPHOLE MAGNIFIED SCREEN
power saving pluger
Cook Cam
Induction Converge
HOTFLASHES
Dog\Cat Run, Chase, and Snack
USB Power Strip
Hairstyle app
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Safe Purse
Keyboard
'Creepers' Beach Shoes
Patio Door Tearoffs
Anti fuzz buster
Decorative Shower Curtain
EMERGENCY Homeless shelter
No Drop Drill Attachment
Sweet Peace and Quiet
The 'So-Sak!'
Instant Incounter
Water Patrol
Pillow Fresh
Shower Temperature Reader
The Finder
Keylet
Dual Travel Pillow
SpeedLoad
Tong One
Lotto's Luck Case
Instadry
PB Push
Newton Charger
BIFACED TV OR MONITOR
Sunglass contacts
Sip
Magneti Clips (*VIDEO*)
selbstÃ¶ffnendes Katzenfutter
Agency Tracker App
Trampoline & Pool Shade Cover
Smart Skin inspection machine
The SafeGlow
The Lazy Desk
PopUp Thermometer App ... YUM!
Pant/Jean Hem Extension Kit
BagPac
The Illuminator
Baby beats monitor
The Ankle Wrap
Leaf Muncher
UV dog / cat bowl sanitiser
Retractable 20 Foot Chargers
Place of the Women
Induction Carry Case/Desk
Card &amp; Cup Holder
SOFT CoMPUTER MOSE COVERS
BreathEject Car Key
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Re-charge buddy
Blue Lock
Reduce the heat
The Stoola--The Stool Splitter
Goods holder
Light Brella
Liar liar
Floor Vent Hot Box
Scan Reader
EASY BACK WASHER
The SelfSki
Food Inventory Tracker
Smart Thermometer
Reminding Brush
EBusiness Cards
BluetOn
Wink Enabled Anti Theft Plug!
texthug
Seatbelt Swift-grip
Dentapop
Digital ANYTHING Recorder
Design for Social Problems
porte clÃ©s
iDetector
Multi use mobile tool
Grocery Helper
Tablet Trolley
The Big Cheese Office Chair
Bluetooth Dog Collar
One-handed-removal iPhone dock
Multi color sketch pen
Bird Sweater
The Harvey Hail Tent
Boogie bag or surf bag
Disposable Fireplace Catchment
Wrist Watch Has TV Mute Button
Bathroom sos
"LITTLE WAND"
a better bucket
Easy Cargo Net
Dog House Doggie Detector
AMBIENT AD FOR HAIR CLINICS
The SODA BOTTLE
Adjustable Tailgate
Leaf Tote
Contact lens my way
2nd hand
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Smart Balance - App-enabled
Save energy power plug
Bulb planter
Pop-up instant bed canopy
Solar Heat Window Shield
ICE PICK TAMPON WEAPON
Toilet bleach dispenser.
Crave Eliminator
Auto Rotating HDTV Antenna
lockermate
Tire Pressure Management Cap
fireballs
Red Bow Dog Station
Bike Powered
Portable wall
tryclone
Acoustic Shower Speaker
Eco Roller Cleaner
Indoor Jumprope
Self-guided, e-lawnmower
Super steady floating bar
Plant Watering Reminder
Water Master
find me
wireless electricity
Smart lighted Toilet Target
Color Protection
Invisible Trashcan Liners
Cable Retractor
Adjust-A-Pad (Hockey Shin Pad)
Upright Toaster with Broiler
Rotatable Headphones
Balance-Belt
green city and saving money
reading umbrella
toilet roll saver
INDESTRUCTIBLE CIGARETTE CASE
Click and GO
Ready Flashlight
Comfort Shield
Mail's Here
App Enabled Gas Candles
Walker knee support
TURN O
Shopping Cart Mobile Cradle
One Step Internet Reset
Solo - Phone Wallet
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Spod
Unbreakable Hairband
Hand Washables Wizard
Gift info tuck-away
Alarme Anti-Perte Anti-Vol
Scratch Tower
Share Biz
cinta
FrisbeeRang
Ideal Hands
Shower clamp
Brown Sugar Measure Cup/Tamper
Text Magnify
Bac Ã linge rÃ©versible
Reusable Heated Massage Roller
Computer Controled Valve Train
The LED Grill Wand
SSK Charger
Lite Flasher deaf video calls
Ab Hoops
Headnoise
The Hot Rod Cooler
Baby B Safe bed protection
My Tote Bag
soda twister
Remote Locate
Food warmers (bowls/mugs)
Lock &amp; Roll bike rack
Windowizer
Application iBought
Diaper Dab
wheelie bin stabilisers
Lights-on-alarm
Bath Relaxation Massage
Space Saver Deck Flip Its
Are your kids awake?
All-in-one-screws
Skateboard rack for bicycles
Cell Shots Smart Frame
Drug Safe Tracking
speed limit trafic sensor
Thermo straws
Can Alert
Share-Rings
Mobile Device Holder
Most comfortable recliner
Cologne Clothing
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Movie Seat Covers
Connectable charger cords
Garment steamer
Raclette Anti-buÃ©e
The Maneuvering Minnow
Automated Ribbon Machine
Customized message timer
Wink Garbage can alert
Electric Candy Audio Splitter
Easy Twizzer
Trackt
Smart rubber stamp
Automatic lawn sprinkler
Easy head massage
Screened Vehicle Windows
The iChameleon hard case uses the iPhone Camera to record the backside and display the image screen side, rendering the phone invisible.
CellSleep
Anti-Burning Coffee Lid
EZ Tan Hands
Let Me Out
Brushsens The Smart toothbrush
Shoelace Brace: It Stays Tied!
Vacuum standalone data
Catspurrila/Canine Cooler
ULTIMATE GROCERY TOTE
decorative docking station
( DSBI )
Slow up!
Swiss Army Cell Phone Case
Tanglefree magnetic headphones
simplewifi
bath tub cushion
Vacuum attach. Dog brush
Bubba Brush
Chair Hanger
Lance â€“ The Potato Skewer
supplemental home heater
The hip clip
tracktip
Fantastic Fan Lights
Puppy &amp; Kitten Panels
OneTV2 Rooms
HEARING AID BATTERY HANDLER
White Board, Cork Board Clock
Macbook Speaker Case
Ventouses de maintien Ã Distri
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Versatile Blanket
Candle Sleeve
Adjus-Table
Simply Easy Sheets
Quick Erase
Quick EBike Conversion
Find Me !
Taking out Octomom...
Wire Wrangler
remote cell opener
Fold-Out Desk Chair Cabinet
Night Runner - Jogging Light
Shopping Mall Parking Finder
Induction Charging Alcove
cleaning windows
Hem-Clamp
Travel jacket wt blowup collar
Baby Roller Tote
The Selfy Mirror
Shaping Large Water Mirrors
SECURE LADDER!!
The Gatekeeper
Total Leg Elevation Pillow
Table Bibs
Campus Skates
Hands-Free Umbrella
Trailer Hitch Alignment System
HOT ROD ENGINE SNOW MOLD
sHACond
Work Station Warmer
Fender Mounted Chocks
Breathe Clean
Attachable Trainseat Cupholder
Door Ajar -Front Load Washers
Maths Alarm Clock
Quick print
Softbath
Gun Safety device
Cable EasyOff
la prise secteur portable
Makeup Mirror With Mini Zen
Spoiled Liquids Cap &amp; Sensor
Baby Bottle Happy Wheel
Austin Invention Challenge
Plastique protecteur
Toe Jamz!
Squeeze and Mop
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Little Fireman
calligraphy digital board
Heat knee protectors
Bendy and CompactRecycling Bin
winewizard
Cold water bottle
The Door Genie
KEYRINGZ lost keys locater
SnoMower lawnmower attachment
Air can vacuum.
Printable Window Sticker
Cold hot finder
Casque ou oreillette binome
Rememberer
Digital Wink Bracelet
THE NO SLIP SNOW SHOES!!!!!!!!
Bagit-Freezit Foodsaver System
iDeposit
Air Case
Smart Shower
Ring-Laser Pointer
Heated Shovel Grips
Cable Hideaway Trash Can
Magna dial
NoMiss Typer
multi language translator
Two drinks, One bottle.
Eat N Go
Portable macbook kickstand
The Cake Cam
Smart Outlet &amp; Smart Switches
SNOW GLOBE BABY BOTTLE
Hot Spot
Precipitation Protector
Life's Priorities Bank
Surf Beacon
PEN ALARM
A remote control holder that fits to any style bed headboard, that comes in assorted fashionable colors.
EZ -Tosser Fetch Machine
Luggage with built rack
The ZipUP
D 'n A
Call you back button on cell
Transit Pillow
windshield spray nozzle warmer
safety seat
GPS Grocery list
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s
NO MESS OIL FUNNEL
EAR BUD WIRE HOLE MAKER
Austin invention challenge
quick release
Flappy Penguin
Droolproof flashlight
Lithioff
Water heater Automator
Record &amp; Hear Books
Porch lamp flasher
Faux Snow playground
Shower Handsfree
My Nut Sack
Sky Hook
Baby Monitor w/ Phone Monitor
cane cleats
roller pads
Towel Handy
Hot Diggity Heated Snow Shovel
The Can Clip
Perfect Fit Sleepers
Sole-up
VelcroSecure
Book Light Device
smell
Toilet Seat Putdowner
Jogger's Mit
Pocket Induction Box &amp; E-cigs
Candle watcher
finger recognition locks
SwingStance
Shower Sparkler
BioBand - like FitBit but more
no smell toilet seat
PorkSort
Vacuum girder
Cargo Organizer plus Dolly
My Day Cap
house pet fire escape
Smart Bath
CheapShop
Airborne Soldier Parachute
bluetooth enabled vending mach
Instant Travel Massage Chair
The Surcharger - Austin
Footed Pants Pajamas!
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Ready To Go Lint Roller
Doc Angel
MASSAGE PHONE CASE CHARGER
The Broomop
Room Reminders
Floor Wipes for your Shoes
Peel, seal, and gift!
Beeping Item Locater
BEER MUSCLES
Car Radio - replay and live
ConRest
SPIDER POWER STRIP
water dog /aqua kitty
Wink door and window switch
Cordless Blind Winder
App enabled catapult (coding)
The back splasher
"Never say Die" Paperweight
Smart phone inductive case
Ice/Heat pack
It's all in your wrist!
Wide Tie Down
Walkapp
U-scrub
tool box
Insulated A/C Cover
spirit specs
Quirky U Power Tools
A useful car alarm
BatSocket
App enabled adjustable Bed
Recessed Speaker Light
solar cool
FloorVent Golf
Easy Toe Mop
Shower ease
VerticalAquaponicWindHarvestin
Leaf Melt
Pillow clock
sprinkalert for sprinklersystm
Drug Disposal Kit
Multiple personality manican
FitWare Portion Control
Garage Door Is Open Signal
Driveway Blanket
sNO away
Calorie Anklet
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THE WARM BOX
broyeur ordures
The Snake Nightlight
animal extractor
conversations after midnight
Less pause, more sleep!
Metal Detector Shoes
Grid
Fingerprint lock
Smart wearable AED
Travel Hoodie
tap time
Vitalight
Dumb my Phone App
Spin Scene
transformable screwdriver
joint paint roller
Meel Fit
quick find your pens
EasyFeed Baby Spoon
Legz
TEAM HUBCAPS!
Drink Dispensor
prosee
Forever Cold Koozie
Clean Screen
Car Seat Tablet Holder
The Spider Tap
bright a pic
FOAMail
INDUCTION Hidden Cable Finder
Cordless roman shades
cherry tomato multi slicer
Targeted Freezing: Cold-Beam +
Sports (Skate) Bag
CASE-FOB
Kitty Home's
Bliss Boots
Center Frame
Relincer Extender
Under Couch Charging Station
House Detective
GeneratingUniversal Remote
PowerCurl Pro
Rollup
Bar Helper
Diet Angels
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Remote control mail retriever
Heated tech gloves
Arrose facile
cereal caddy
Bathroom Sink Counter mat
Tool Zen Storage
nibblitz the bite counter
No Wrinkle Steam Shirt
Picture voice note
flexible mirror
Temp sensor controlled sleep
T.P. For Yards
Disposable Paint can Liners
Crystal made press-on manicure
Cell Phone Head Band Mount
L clamp jumpers
Smart Periscope
Hucha a plazo fijo.
tinkle sprinkle funnel
Motion sensing doorbell
make up toiletry bag
ceinture maline
cane secure
In-home medication dispenser
RIGID PARACORD WIRE TIES
Voice Activated Lights-Austin
Auto-Fill Watering Can and Caddy. Click empty can in when done and it fills automatically for next use. Less waiting for can to fill.
SWITCH TRACK RACE SET
tv light
Finger &amp; Toenail Printer
E-Z Trash Day
Text regulator
EASY READ WRIT
Ciga-tip Papers
Wave Box
traje terapeutico
casco llave de motociclista
Induction Shelf: Charge It All
Shower caddy
The Eggminder x2
Easy Staple Remover
Virtual fish tank
SMART MIRROR: Handheld
Car cleaning pen
Appliance Anti-Vibration pads
tortilla pegajosa
Tub Tab Easy Opener
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Self-charging wall adapter
Tire Mate
ultra brush
ezlite(quikbik)
space saver iron board
The Middle Button iPhone Case
One toy for the night
Insulated Cup Grip
Hole Punch For ThumbTacks
Sun Powered Underwater Speaker
UV Sterilizing Faucet Filters
CURTAIN SHOE RACK
best qaulity tampon
Vibrating Chewing Gum
Smart Identifier
Elevator skip floor
NO WIRES-CHARGING CONSOLE
Receipt-Me-Not
The CANdana
100mpg ENGINE
A talking engagement ring
pet security door
ICY BACK BACK
STOP BIRD JET CRASHES NOW!
The Balancer
The Steam Repellent Mirror
sinus-eez
The Lawn Eater
Portable iphone charger
Musical Jam Pads. WINK
Wrapping Paper organizer
Pool water UV sanitizer
Print Verified
Meat Mania
Easy Trim
Stroller Seat
Scout Centre
Recollection! Boardgame
PowerPurse
Saving Face Pillow Prop
Sticky Power Strip
Toy Plane Propeller Clock!
Multipurpose Finger Ring
App Enabled Pen.
Aqua
Keep pool air-ring inflated
Wireless dog leash
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Pet Port A Potty
Over the Door Outfit Holder
Push Click
Life Saver Brake Vest
Rival Rolls
Car washing-machine
Dog Fence works by WiFi Router
Poop Swoop
Birds Eye Viewer 4 Airlines
cigarette tape
Backup wireless carrier
Dog Water Bowl Cooler
Baby Tunes/Movie Chair
Stay away from the screen dear
Shower Ready
Iphone Docking Charger
Self Organizing Grocery List
Home Utility Monitor
Bluetooth/Wifi Kettle
Cool Reflections
Traffic Checker App
Ziggyboy Bicycle Wheel-stay
Laser lightning
The Clock of the Future
Infant Seat Carrying Strap
Sting Back
Cell Phone Leash Case Cover
Spot Tracer
Gum 4 Dayz
Vitamin Candles
PRACTICAL GARDENING
Tail tracker
Splashurella
ATV transport
Modular adjustable BBQ stand
Cell Phone Wipes
glasses cleaner
painless glucometer
Ric's Solar Rails
Ion Whiteboard
Gaming Lap Desk
Flood Fence
I'm Available
Cup holder hand sanitizer
The Lazy Desk
mr window seal
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Flexable clip-on mirror
Life jacket pants
Rinse Brush
Real Cord Mgmt. Cordies Keeper
App-enabled Video Tweezers
A Smarter Bike Light
Flat-Cord
SwipeFix Worlds 1st One Swipe
support mural pour multiprise
PowerCurl Autowrap
Cease and Desist
A Heat-able Football!
Improved Quirky Submissions
The Poshed Box
Ignomes
Clever Curtain Hook
Tellamouse
Make your own board game kit
Autowasher
Breathe Easy Vehicle Security
Prise fluorescente
External Wifi Phone Antenna
Auto Ã©clairage nuit de clavier
GPS with SAT radio/Itunes
retractable crewneck hanger
Missing Alert
Smart Oven
Lava Stones
QuicKase
Sealed Rain Storm
Quick Change Recessed Light
cordless tool convertor
Potty sealer
Drill Rubble Collector
Ultra small bag carrier
Induction Porkfolio
Peek Corner Frames
Functional Artwork
Raft
Button Pusher
Cocoon
The Boom Cup
Language tester
Pen or Pencil Grip/Eraser
Clamp N Hook
Wireless Earbuds that Hook over your ear, and Pauses or Skips songs with the tap of a button!
Let the sun shine in
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SAVME Bracelet
Micro-Go
Weather Route
I-Lawn-Robot
Med's bottle smart sensor
Mobile Garden Cart
Slip Stopper
Cadenas sans clÃ© ni code
Christmas Village storage
The Comfort Car Toilet
Non-Slip Yoga Mat Spray
Luggage Into Games Table
Med Inhaler Expandable Spacer
Hanger in the hanger
Bottle pump
Portable wheelchair ramp
Houston on the wire - de-icer.
Elastic Shower Organizer
Roof shingle system
le visualiprojecteur
EZ Trash Go Away
Flop Chair
Solar Recharging Shell
Wire wrap box
Electric Charcoal Chimney
No-dial conference calling
Phone Cap Holder
Salad Dressing Drizzle Caps
Smart Jacks
Paperforator/Cuter
Electric Ice Melter
Stove Off
iPad holder for insomniacs
Doggie Mud Room
DEFLECTIVE BATTING HELMET
"Bladerunner Cane"
Handtruck Helper
Toilet Target
Zipup
Blue jean organizer
protection raquette badminton
Austin Invention Challenge
The Writter 3-in-1
Wireless-Charging Hand Warmers
YoYoLabel
Time-Sensor Flame Candle Light
HOT Shower
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Nosopen
Wallet Saver Purse
ALL IN ONE
Lightest Music Stand.
APP-DESK BUDDY CALENDAR
USB drive DVD storage/player
No more scratches
portable beach slippers
Diamond
Clothes-line hanger
Marque cigarette "CLOPE"
Soup Can Lid
LIGHTEN UP!-phone/iPad cases
Hot Pillow Dog Bed
Quirky pet desings fiber optic
Stalk
Flatscreen TV Ding Protector
switch pack
Easy Drink
Easy brush
Tails of Caution
cLoUd10sTuDiOs
Sun Block Soap
sunglass glasses
Foot operated power strip
The Origami Blanket Pillow
Cell phone holder
Travel Pillow Charging Station
The Bed Buddy
Food Tracker
Windshield Miracle Wiper
THE DOOR
DOGWODS:CrossFit toys for DOGS
Bakes Shapes Minis
DigiRing
smart grips
Contact Lense Case Date Timer
Consumer Cellular Antenna
Ice Breaker
words in camera picture
Wi-Not
Baby Kart
Modern Bench
accessory for iphone
Custom Cutting Board
Sneaky sports updater
Snake Power Strip
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Bag Holder-Scale-Hand WarmerEasy Ice Cube
Toilet Light
Japanese Fan Inspired Yoga Mat
anywhere internet
Auto Jack
On top bracelet
Garage space maker
Hybrid Bluetooth headphones
Steam Hairbrush Cleaner
FlipGrip Skateboarding Tool
Imperchaus
clipchaussettes
Folding Wall Mirror
kit-case
Pet RFID Tag with Geofence
Graffiti Interpreter
Automatic Dog Treat Dispenser
Power to the Glue Guns #Austin
Saw + Share Filed
Heated Golf Bag
hair band
Eyeglass Temple Covers
The GPS Pet Locator
LED rear view mirror sale sign
Instant Arm Rest
Lip Balm Cap
Buggone
Tab Pac
Self Powered Charging Case
Ultimate iPhone Case
SCURRi (Battery free mouse)
Gasoline Can with Gas oil mixr
L&amp;I Wooden Toy
Cold Case
Remote Blinds
Solar power cooler
Tweet Pic
Smart WINK Bathroom Mirror
prise murale usb
Glo Tape
reading material
Phone case rings when lost
Drop-A-Load
Quiet Life
Gelly
couvercle gigogne doseur
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iPhone Multi-Charger Case
All-In-One iPhone Case
WINK Hurricane Shutters
Weatherproof Backpack
My Size Spiral
Mommy Control
Snow/Water Sled Backpack
Frequent Shopper Card Organize
RELIEF FROM EMPHYSEMA/copd
Magic Mirror
Dryer-vent box filter
Backup memory for humans!
Battery locator
Contacts/shades
Me-Pad
Small black
Cool Lift attic door opener
Dashboard+Charge Phone case
Inductive Laptop
first aid staff
Information in a frame!!!
Hangall
Lollipop stop
Roof Rack Alert System
Hand Blender Shake Spill Guard
Heated robe
Color farts
Indoor Weather Monitor
Neat Charger
Wall hard drive enclosure
Department Store Map App
Sound response light
Fandana or Fandini
Kids height/weight growth
Retractable Headset Organizer
Ready Java
VertiCube
Spector Suit
Upright Shop Vac/home depot
CrutchKeeper
in-sink silver soaker
Wall Widget or Life Pilot
pocket calorie counter or PCC
Steam iron "bag"
Bath Safe
Heated Snow Shovel
Stove Sensor App
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Beard Tamer
Carry All
Wok with built-in stirrer
Keep It Cool...
Rollout Digital Map
Bra Delivery Subscription
Wireless Auxiliary Hub
Wireless DVD Player
POSITIVE BRAS
Wearable enviro-meter
Trash Can / Rat Bait Station
Conveniendesk
Body Washer
Clorage
BACKPACK MASSAGE
App enabled powered blinds
Black Ice Radar
PHONE VAULT
High-High LCD Projector Stand
Double Tape Measure
Electro-thÃ¨que
EZ Dump Lawn Vacuum
The Wireless Charger
shape shifting power
Big Bad Wolf
SUITCASE WITH AIRBAG
Stapler/Staple Remover 2 in 1
Induction Charged Fan - AIC
Putting laser grid trainer
Ugg-Style Extenders
Front Door Keyfob
Transparent inflatable surfer
ipod storage adaptor
Sani Cage
timer quest
24sale
Magnet Coat Hanger
Dry Five
balcony sleeves
Indoor Garden Eco-System
Cordless Power tool Adapter
The Changeformer
The easy towel
XBOX ONE Booster
The Electric Slide
Walking Brace Cover
Sno Glo Cap with light
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Handle It
Travel Body Pillow
WristCH
Backpack charger/ hard drive
No broom holder required...
lazy tooth brush
Missy2.0
"Ecodrop"
The ark
Powered Reaching/grabbing Tool
Smart egg incubator
REAL SIMPLE-SCRUB TUB-FOR YOU
Organizing Oasis
Make it a double
Reusable saw
socket size meter
Snow toys
LIGHT UP FLOWERS -all colors
Pet Collar Alert
Football Camera
cell phone speaker port
no peeking
Hold-and-Cook Tongs
on the run gourmet chef
Shower Digital Clock
Trash Can Air Pump
Shamp-A-Cine
Close fuel supply of the car
App-Enabled HDMI Video Overlay
ELECTRONIC GUARD DOG on duty
Wireless TV #AUSTIN
Bluetooth Speaker Wall Outlet
Electro
cell phone charging and remote
Anhydrous washing machine
no long
all in one trash
Tube Tunes a.k.a Da Dope Rope
Sweat-off
Stikers
Waterproof Chemical Match
Strectching chair
THE FLOWERS
Cord retractor
FurPaws
Automatic Alarm
Snug Screw
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Game Time
Attachable Helmet Sun Brim
WineLite
Magni-Peny Bugbuster
Gray Shave
nettoyage toiture
Mirrored Shower Curtain Liner
Drop Shelf. Inductive Charge
Nappe d'extÃ©rieur
The Smart Back Alert
edible frizbee
ufo
Shaded Youth
Pastille aromatique
MiniJoy
portable flatpack sketchboard
4-Bud Ear Buds
stable coasters
iRecord
Ice Blanket
Party Parrot
Home selective garbage bag!
Bed Monitor:your morning alarm
screen ring
Sani-Tooth
Snow and Ice Windshield Cover
Exchange 2007 emails Migration
find my eye glasses
Slipovers
A case you place around your iPod that has a built in expandable storage slot.
Outdoor Shower
Plant Monitoring Device
Ouirky TV Show
Magnifying bug jar
Horizontal Upright Fan
Tribute Stones
Unclog
Foot Operated TV Remote
MagFrame
Tofu making Machine
Maze Pool
Toilet Paper Printer
The bottle holder
The Perfect Brow
Slot Car Track Tape
dummy not so dummy
Sun Screen
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RINGDROP necklace
Making gas pumping easier
Fishing pole racks
AF Feeder
Slink BBQ Cover
SmartSpoon / ThermoSpoon
Handle-Cover for Dishwasher
Harnessing Solar Wind
mirror that takes pictures!
Allow-once
ULAMA USA
The Food Dollar
At-home water tester
Fish On
Expandable Heater Fan
Save-N-End
Adjustable shoe arch
fanair
Whiteboard Marker Dispenser
RFID Stuff finder
smartphone laser data sender
DUOO
Stroller Charger
iPad sound collector
Smart Tire Pressure Valve Caps
Kicker Outlet
USB heater
Customizable modular box
MOVEABLE BY REMOTE SHELVES
Dust-Devil
Multi-Task Pillow
Smart Table
Extra ears on the road
3 in 1 EASY PLOW
Hidden Bluetooth Speakers
imagineApp collab. w/Jen J.
Ground D'Icer
Doggy Bed Cool Cover
Adap2
Sun-Too
washer an dryer in one
Tool Zen!!!
Toothbursh Holder
Make anything induction-ready
Stand Pan
Koolie
Wiper brush
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My Pack
Travel Tooth Brush
SKATESFERA
peganeras
Off switch on doorbell
10-11 ways stretchy umbrella
Affordable Kitchen Makeover
Drinks On Me
Snow boot with salt storage
iPad Grab it Snap it Go
FindIt Chip/App
easy portable umbrella
Stain exchange shirts
WIND POWERED CAR CHARGER
The Portable Charger
Cyclist on Board
Portable/ Emergency Hot Shower
A Push-Oar
Towel Bot WASHER
Lingerie Fixer
UPLIFTING TALK FROM YOUR GLOVE
Kids Fun Climber
The non-splash super plunger
Quirky Tools that hang
Air Bed Tent
ShoeSleeve-pack your shoes!
Butter dish work saver
No more car stereo Alzheimer's
Ribbon Roller
Inkless Printer
Freedom Oscillating Fan
Recharge tÃ©lÃ©phone.
lecturer
SnorTrack tracks your snoring
Cell Shades
LED for bike net
Highway pilot
human lamp
Convenient Cat Tray
Line Ext: Vanish Sconces
Shoe carrousel
ARI Business Bracelet
VS
Hard Hat Beanie
The Womanizer
Connected Solar Mirror
Car-workstation system
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Vanishing Passage
Step seat
EasyApp Integrator
block type desk organizer
SmartLight
POT POCKET
sweet dreams mat
Rite Fit Velcro Shirt
One hand- release plug.
door guard
"Rest My Arm"
Car Heating Roof
THE PUSH IT HIGH VOLUME RAKE
CarTarp
SailMate
BLISS
Support tablette
Shaver Saver
Fine-tune
Zen Hanger
Ramasseur de plots de sport
Clean Grip
Solariphone-charging fittedhat
Revolution in Beer Marketing
360 Stepstool
biomÃ©trique bloc de couteau
Snow Mat
Brake Blades
Hearing Hands
Rewardz Card
Simons Says Arlarm
The Road Trip Intercom
COBALT SEE SALT
The Portable Charger
The Splashguard
A Laundry Alert Ring
Holiday Light Ring
Peelable Iphone /andriod cases
SOS VERGLAS
pince couette
Yoga Mat Wipes - On the Go
Toilet Paper Minder
string-less electronic guitar
DISCO KEYBOARD
Noodle Life Vest- Aways Afloat
DIY GFI
QuickFrame
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Home Cell Phone Extension
Sweat scarf
Self Powering Pet Robot Dog
Cover for air conditioner.
The Inferno Mug
BPT/BPTMD
FOLDING VANITY STATION
bluetooth
Rotating laundry Basket
Bright Wide Angle Flashlight
Smart Lion
Trailer hitch positioner.
Squish Extension Cord
Noiseless Food Wrappers
PowerCurl V3
Coat Warmer
Scrub &amp; wipe
Wire Free Living
Suction Cup Drink Holder
Wrist Rockers
Baby soother
TreeTop Lap Stand
Wee-Wee-wand
Box Stacking Clip
Sprish
Lazyboy TV Antenna Dock
Wink Enabled Floating Light
The shovel master
Crossover Keyboard Storage
Android car extension
Device connector
groc.cart shopping list holder
Cool Chair to reduce body temp
Revolving Purse Rack
No Touch Needle
iPhone stand
Replacement for text and email
Ultimate Backscratcher
Spotlight flashlight
Iphone bottle opener case
Wireless headphone
Make your cables retractable!
Protect sleep from blue light
Shoo Bird!
goDock
"Eye-Trap" Tablet Cam Security
Time Limited Electric Power
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Tailored Scholarship App
Falling Curtain rods
Track Mat
pho-car-graphy
Zen Kitchen
Washcloth Soap Pouch
Baby food warmer
Solar Powered Windows
CycleSound
Induction Charged Hot Glue Gun
Mould Bright!
Sleep Guardian
EMPSAND
floating cars
See through haircut bib
Smart float
iRestraint
Window Wizard
adjustable heel incline shoes
Eye Texter
Sleepy head( Anywhere Bed
Self Wat-er
Le pileur
The Energy Saver power hub
Toothpaste Dispenser
lumiere diffuse parfum
mega brosse a dents 4en 1
All in one Garden Tool
GluvCam
SwipeAlong
Dual Power Drill
the circulator.
Waterproof Hairdoo Saver
speed pitch
bucket spacer
AIIR
Beach Side Table
Eyelash Separator
Stir crazy
Dog Walking Gloves
Armchair Mouse Pad
fit it sheets
Multi Destination Map App
Solar Power Bank
WindoWow Lights
Reused Glue stick
The ultimate bed bug killer
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Snow Sled Back Pack
The Track Band
anti bomb boots
Myscraper
SAFE GUARD Hiking Stick
levitating luggage
Timco Flip Focal's
office chair
App controlled heated blanket!
Photo Booth App
GIANT ME
Floating in the street light
Hydroelectric Generator
Automotive Mirror Glove
LA SOURIS QUICKLY by Quirky
The Walker-Wheel
Disposable urinal
Wiez-eez child locator
Lip stick and liner in one
Lego Vacuum
Campfire tent heater
GIMME A HAND
Robots Rules
Ergo Comfy Hand
Reusable LED Flash Grenade
Safety Bling
Therapeutic Heating Sleeve
Lampe Torche-Bracelet
Closed Door Appetite Selection
Ear Buddy
Indoor pollution exhaust fan
stock parity system
App Enabled Padlock
Space Charger
Smart-Hat
LED Rubix Cube
Wink Jewelry Box - Secure
painters cap
Mouse at Finger Tips
MultiLanguage Keyboard
TicTacToe Cards
Shady hammocks
Switch 'n Spray
The Closeup Mirror with LED
SafeBike
Wireless Man
Classy gassys
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Eye-Witness App
Lazy Mans Blanket
Harmony App
clip on wireless speaker
Spacebar for your nightstand
Sunshade without reflections
Bath Tub Warmers
PIANO TUTOR
SCIENTIFIC TOY
Edible Wrapping Paper
What's my total?
bbq cup
Credit Card Sized 'Corkscrew'
Light up your life
Cyclist Lycra Body Armour
No Waste Soap Dispenser
PiotAdap
lube in a tube
Rain Ramp
Online Shopping Organiser
Body/Core Paint Can Holder
Life Drives
Medical info chip
Mouse deterring steel wool
Handheld attachment electric
Dog collar APP
Lego Baking Mold
iTutorial - int. encyclopedia
Chalkboard Dice
Rung Bung
EYETUBE ou I-TUBE
Guitar Gloves
Dog Leash For Active People
Puzzling Whiteboard for Kids!
Telescoping ladder braces.
The Scroll
Bike iPod holder
Solo - a phone wallet
APP FLOWER POT-waters plants
Ant Eater
App Enabled Wheel chair lift
mirror cleaner
Tricki Alarm
Personal Sound Enclosure
Emergency breaking
drone de maison
sÃ©curisation des Ã©scaliers
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bÃ©bÃ©-ventouse
Cardboard LCD monitor riser
wi_bulb wifi booster
CrocoPen, le Stylo de Chantier
Hunk O' Plastic
Get your Cronut via App!
pee pads or toilet doilys
Bellow Bottle
Smart Phone Virtual Tether
Gas Station Glove
DISCO KEYBOARD
The disposable showerhead
SRP O SERP
Chicken Coop detector
lifetime water heater
Old school for the new school!
Window Fridge
Fishing Lure Locker
Cordless Steam Weed Killer
Digital Family Calendar
Time
Iphone Aerial Picture
Boitier lentilles avec miroir
Dokkaebi Monster high doll
Ice Dam Eliminator
Stand Up Seat
The Marvelous Mirror Clearer
Cart Smart
ShineTime Alarm Clock
ArrÃªter de faire la queue
disposable seat covers
Auxiliary rearview mirror
dipping tool
Gum Numb Floss
StepAlert
Clothes Pins
The Tunnel of Fun: for KIDS
Paper Tower
GPS to Cell Phone Holder
Freez'Can
The Bag Pack
Modular Induction Charging Mat
Hand washing count down
Smart alarm clock
candle lid stand
'Swiffer' Attachment
Apps for Diabetic Meter
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3- SPHERE
Pino the Egg Holder
The Gent Logo
TravelBuddy Bucket
ice skate/roller blade booty
CORD-IT
watetproof
Alexis
Stroller Safety Brake
TV Skinz
Backpack + Desk
H2O Softener Salt Low Detector
Face Case & Face Wallet
Fashion Caddy
Baby travel formula dispenser
MECHANICAL DOOR BELL
CurrTent
MAKE OIL AS DO PLANTS
Mattress for your male parts
Completely Wireless Thermostat
Endless Beer Pants
Soap Press Dish
HITCHUP using an APP
WISE Wireless Security
The elastic phone charger
Bath Time Buddy
woodstove heat saver
washing machine safety valve
Electrical Reminder
AVERTISSEUR D'ECOULEMENT
PetNet
Beignet Maker
Timer Heat Blanket
Bug Blades
90 Degree Usb Charger
The Suckless Trash Can
Nail Gun Framing Safety Tool
Battery Life Status
Multipurpose travelling kits
Backpack with rain cover.
Futuristic Computer Keyboard
Drinking Buddy
New cup holder
The Marriage Saver
Smart Bowl
styl-ish
Beauty Sleep Pillow
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Detachable Mailbox
Nail Magnetic Acoustic Guitar
grille litiÃ¨re pour chat
My First Make-up Kit
Seed drill of precision
Headphone Pillow - The PillOwl
KID SAFE TAP
Bedside Lap Charging Dock
The rim cover
Hammer w/ Magnetic Nail Puller
Folding Shirt Frame/Hanger
Hide-A-Mount
Repmate
Car Mirror Alarm Device
Sleepeasy
Massaging cane for arthritis
Cute shoes can = stinky feet
Pivot Power Mini EXD
Convert Facebook Likes 2 Votes
Cure-O-Tron 1.0
Deer stand food tray
drawstring dilema
jacket zipper protector
Junk Support
Rotating Wall Socket Adaptors
Mascara Minder
Comfy Tub
Pivot Powered USB HUB
insertaBOWLS
Pen Detecting Spelling Mistake
Dog paw protector
Candle Extinguisher
Cellophane Tape With Mid-Line
Smart MailBox
Mini vac
never lost key locator
Non-Spill Water Jar with cup
The Thumb Coin
A sexy, modern candelabra.
Wink Heated Roof Shingles
Peppermint Sav
Pacifier supplier
OCLEAT
Napperon Teste-Vins
Warming water flosser
HVAC Protective Jacket
Privacy Shield
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Start A Heart
Bedding Protector/ Clean Sheet
SleekSleeve
whiteboard closet
Hot-Box ion
KDY Mule
Radio Rewind
Heated sidewalk mat
WINK Lock Bar
Pedal for Health and Energy
Replacement Retracting Straps
inductive charging tablet case
ETide
Smart Dust Collector
Vacuum Cord Dispenser
ThereUR
Cordless drill adapter
Sensible House Sock
Backyard Grill Hotdog Spinner
Trail Hunting/Safety System
hands free car phoneholder
Trio Hanger
Phone Lanyard
Beep case
The Domestic Sewing Machine
Soapinsoap
Plus drawer
The Case
Measuring stress on kids
Smart Gas Valve
Wrapster v2
Cup Holder Organizer
sprinklert pro
Multi market device
Pet Food Protector
SUPERHERO CELLPHONES
utv steering wheel heater
Home Inventory Manager
Toddler Dolly
Freedom Eye
Ambush
Guitar Scale-Chord Laser Snake
Magne-Case
Touch-free Contact Lens Case
Worker tux shirts
The ThermoFaucet
U.P.S. TRUCK IS OUTSIDE...
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Wright Right
Travel pole shade for outdoors
Sunglass Saver
Fishing Selfhooking Hookset
Facial Bidet
Changing Table Visor
Lawn Aerator
DIY COLORING FLOWER VASE
Safe Sign
The Aligner
spray taste
Balloon Buddy
Cough sleeve
Cool Attic Fan
Food Disposal Box
Bath Towel Tags
Smart Training Wheels
Fridge Shelf Liner Carpet!
My iCeiling
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner
Makeup brush dryer/holder
Heated Booster seat insert
Measure Up
Smart Squeeze Charger Ball
Document Scanner 2.0
GPS hunting arrow
Protect your Lawnmower
ThereUR
Dog Alone? Call in some love!
Fingerprints Lock-Refrigerator
Swivel Power
Food Arch
Flat Can Crusher
Alternate Decor
Hemp Toilet Paper
Electronic Traffic Gun
Filtered portable water bottle
1
Charity Social Network
The Puck-Hair Out of the Drain
Pullover blackout shade
ShareUdrive
Eargies - Adjustable Earphone.
Sports Bench
"SmartStir"
Phone app controlled crockpot
The D-Bat and D-Glove
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Dragon Egg
Pivot Power Extension
Body Wash Wipes
Hotwire
Classroom Desk Teaching Aid
KlÄ“n Air
Wireless Charger
emergency call with homebutton
Chair Hook
XTRACT
MPL (Missing Person Locator)
Umanum headphones
Motorized Window Panes Elc/Sol
Genorator array
Fortune Cookie
Firefighter Recovery Bus
Pocket Play!
Key finder
EZ top
Waterless Fire
City Mug
House voice
Cause Tickets
Drag Cord Cover
Interchangeable Tiki Torches!!
Wall Up
Folding seat for shopping cart
Floor Cleaning brush
Chore App
KICK PLATE
Grab Baggy
Rollformer- Desk on the Go
auto-open trash can
Power Induction Adapter Stand
Super Car
Car Back Window Sign App
Steam Blast and go!!
SUN-SHOWER BODY WASH!!!!!!!!!!
MARK your calendar
Lady Bug Hair Plug
Vissor
Toad truck
Extensor de troca de lampada
Portable Hook
U-Roll: Universal USB connectr
Computer Wand
Rain Gauge/Watering Can
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App-enabled Vase
Spotter OUTLET MOUNT Dock
emergency vehicle audio alert
travel tray
Fitting Room
Heat/Ice Sleeve
The magnetic marble challenge
Swiftâ€“ Steel wool with handle
Suction cups smartphone case
Pot holders
Floss Brush
Elastic Holiday Lights
Breathe clean
Megatester....Wow
Work it Out
keep your pets water bowl cold
Austin Invention Challenge
Webcam Privacy Cover
Tangle Free Light Storage
PEIGNER CHEVEUX SANS FAIRE MAL
Wreath Hood w/Scarf
Aide pose chaines/enneigement
Phone bungee
"RAVE" Blacklight Phone Case!
Garden Do It All
sling thing
rubber nozzle for ketchup
Quirky Keeper
Medicine Ball with retractable
Body Blast! Body Creme
Soap Saver
Puppy Behave Training Collar
Track
Automatic magnetic door opener
3D Intelligent Toothbrush
Bear Ass Pants
Remote Control Alert
the 1st legal drug
Plug-In Backup Power
Porch Light Camera
smart drum
swittch plug
Screen Squeege
Alarm pillow
WI(NK)-FISH
CornerContainers
The Fresh ShoeBox
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All-in-one Sleeping Kit
Super Study Station! w/video
Mouse Family Trap
Babilawn
Pooper Hooper
Easy Smartphone Amplifier
SmartSeat
Smart Tap
SideArmUmbrella
Celebrate Time
One Man Tent
Induction ReCharge HearingAids
Portable Heater
Air pressure fan
Don't forget your keys!
never lost
Writers Notebook
Grocery Store 2 Go
Resub: Scale folds in 1/2
Easy hassle-free Video capture
Water Safe IPhone Case
Cast Net Shooter
Bag Saver
nimbus mirror
ADHESIVE SNEAKER LIGHTS
SleepBand Earmuff
Stink Out Pest
velcro band-aids
gps tracking bracelet
All-in-1 Safety System
clipper keeper
Light Ray Mood Lighting
Green Gym
Inductive Pivot Nimbus
shoe light
Artful Paper Towel
Portable Grilled Cheese Maker
Dance-A-Way Phone Case
nulook wheels
SEAT CLEAN
SPECTRUM HOME LIPSTICK MACHINE
Inductive Charging Flashlight
One Wear (disposable underwear
bluetooth ear plugs
eco-friendly products
Socket Cover Up
Fringe Finale
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Knife Wings
BetterMarinade Container-Video
Versa
Digital Memo Card
iFly iPhone Quadcopter Case
Fill 'R Up
Mobile Pencil Holder
Austin induction garage mat
HOMECOAT
UPGRADER Outdoor Power Outlets
VOLUME MISER.
Magnerupteur
Paw Cam/Crate Cam
Electronic Weight
OPC UA Server
3d laser rangefinder
talking tape measure
Trun'Bake - Turn' baking plate
Bear necessity
Rise And Shine
Bottle our own water at home
Wave: The True Massage Beanie
Secure Luggage APP
Snow-Boat-Mobile
FOAM FOREARM &amp; FIST PUMP
Man over board ballon
Real-Fish Cat Treats
VOIR AILLEURS EN LIFE
INDUCTIVE CHARGE ECIG ASHTRAYS
Free Moving 0 Wheel Shop Vac
Emergency car torchlight
Round - About - Playpen
Duo Travel Pillow
Gas pump key chain
Kitchen Revolver
Retractable Cord Case
Pet Cone w detachable Harness
Lightless
Spider Web Inspired Organizer
The Ultimate Sunshade
power cover
Enviro-caps
EASY SWAP STRAP
Harvest Energy YoYo
Gaming Holders
Safe-T-Lights
-8 Cocktail Shaker
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Props v2
Bend &amp; Spin Power Cord
Learning Tools for kids
Musical Pet Interludes
The toilet air freshener
Personalized Drink Coasters
Resource Saver.
Body Washer
Keratin Slayer
Apps enabled Egg Boiler
GPS arrow &amp; kill tracker
Green Light Alert
Collage Wallpaper
Stay Put
MagTower
Flexible hanger
Helpful Helper
beurre et confiture en tubes
It Looks Like A Makeup Compact
LetsGo
Thumb screw
Universal Inductive Charge Kit
Floor Booties
Life Backpack
Easy Christmas Tree lights
Coupon Management System
Cable clip - electric devices
FLOSS DISPENSER
Solar Powered laptop
phone controller with battery
Mood radio
Pen Tracker
OCCUPIED
Calendar Fun
Remote Control Toilet Flusher
no battery timer faucet
Strike It
pic tok
Smarter Charcoal Starter
Reflector case iPhone 5
Wasbin
Daddy utility belt
Nosey-Pass
Garbage Can Snorkel
Oven Utensil Basket
Genies Recipe Bottle
Rolling food-giver
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Brow Growth Pencil
Wash your car with the rain
Resub: Car Tube cord organizer
The iPhone Scale
Hot Towels and Washcloths
The Hard-Drive Retriever
Pivot USB Power
Shim
Front Door Weather App
IQ topper
Trash bag life preserver
The Ad-A-Way
GPS Tracking Bullet
Henna-Me
Magic Showcase
Simply Water Bottle
Hot/Cold Electric Knee Pad
Prego-tini
LED walkway ice melting mat
The Happy Hooker
Hypo Helper, for Diabetics.
Solar Laser Toy/ Cats #AUSTIN
Pop Up Pad
Sticky Paper
Smart umbrella
Vision Peripheral Blockers
Potty Pro
On the Go Hair Duo
STAKE MINI w/app temp alert
Emergency Flashlight
iTrack for pets!
Perfect Pieces
condimelts
Waterproof Window Screen
The Remote Finder!
Next Game
Pull Case Phone Charger
got a pool? use it to generate some extra power uses existing tech, and is not a drain on your current use
#PET - Pet Your Pet Carrier
scratch less auto gas cover
Vocal Time
covers cans
Go anywhere BabyStroller
Easy Adjust Bungee Spider
The Belly Bumper
Pillow Man
Adhesive Pockets
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Shrub Guard
Dental Floss Pick Dispenser
Retractable Headphone Cord
Sticky Fingers Device Keeper
Block - Punch Remotely
Whistle On Whistle Off
Bath Steam Recycler
E-book scanner
Austin Invention Challenge
Pelle
Cross-shaped hange
TobaccoRollingPouch
Laptop with integrated printer
App enabled rock key holder
Pop-up Landscape lighting
Safe Crutches.
Credit card sized cable winder
Change anywhere
Gravity
Twisters
BYCAN-garbage can compacts all
The magic Spoon
Shoe-sics
Kitchen maestro
direct utility locate device
Hail magnet
Shadow Vision
Fold Pod Bed
PRIVACY CURTAIN-see out not in
Find ANYTHING!
Fixture Friend
Noodle Diaper
BRUSHY BRISTLES
Two-Juicy Bottles
Portable Pocket
Artro~pen
Glovies
PopOut Mirror Shelver
"ANY SHAPE PAINTERS TAPE"
Grab and Bag
PIGGY WHEEL
Cocktail Screens
consume time in traffic jam
Back Rack
Wallet tracer
portable c pap machine mask
Led Wristwatch
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Pillow Earphone
Find my car
Heaven Air Mattress
hoodypack
Car wash brush cover
donnez vie Ã la maison
Flash Storage WristBand
SPORKTRAP
Coil up Keychain
Bulb Scent
BBQ Grill Cover Belt
ulitility belt
Traveler's Power Stacker
The Music Pillow
Pizza slice
Clothes with built in massage
Quick Cart
Hologram Pad
PassLiner
slap-band cable ties
Solar Powered Phone Battery
Rear Messenger
An all Electric Vehicle
PS3 controller iPhone holder
Kitty Spray Guard
Vacuum Bag Replacement Scale
The Thinest CookBook
Versi (A new Gaming Headphone)
quick press
Dirty Dog Paw Sanitizer
Beach Bound
Automobile Trash Bin
Ear-buddy
Soon to be Ex-stinked
Compact cloths washer/dryer
BLUETOOTH SHOWER RACK-all in 1
asdfasda
App UV
Drivable Gas stations!
twikkle alarm
SnapFlat Beach Towel
Vehicle Limo Window
Clean Advantage Toothbrush
Furry Fun iPad Case
A Piggy Bank that oinks once a day as a reminder to feed it.
smart ceiling fan with heater
PILLAR
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Mesh N Fresh Produce Holder
Kiss Army ring
Nail it
single handed device/corneat d
The Iphone Car Key
File drawer file tilter
The Sunbrella!
Smart Phone Privacy Case
Automatic LEGO sorter and orga
RecycleTrash Bin 4 Grocery Bag
Swim Tunes
Doggy boot coat
Smart Air Freshener
Extender case
Connector cleaner
Stretch spine
AST-(Automated Sea Transport)
Bath Mat City For Kids!
Solar Patio Block Light
App Enabled Wall Paint Mixer
Compress And Twist Cap Opener
Airflow Bookshelf
ipad cover with flash
TV Dashboard App
App Monitor
HEARING AID BATTERY HANDLER
Expandable Mobile Device
Compact Plow
Spoon and fork at the same tim
App in the air -Paper AirPlane
Glow In The Dark TV Remote
Scanner with built in shredder
Remove &amp; Wash Shoe Liner
Buzz Me Back
My Sol Mate
Clip Pocket Organizers -laptop
Carry-On Cot
K cup anywhere
Always Fresh
Solar System
Joe's Rose
Disposable Protein Shaker
Bring App control to any A/C
Blinker
Pivot Power Surround Sound
Modular Muffin Tin
safety weep
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peg less socks hanger
Cruise Control Window Display
Wireless Bocce ball set
table for bed - coat rack clot
Go Band
Wi Fones - Wifi Headphones
Antimicrobial Felt Mat Liner
the finder
parking space indicator
Suction Grip for Fitness Ball
Air Portia
The ultimate Charger
Condiment Making Machine
remote access to iphone/Androi
Sunlight
REUSE (Deli Containers)
Pop Chair!
Life Drives
Ultimate Weed Eater Head
Power grunge cleaner
Induction Phone Charger/Shelf
Note to Self
Cartube - Toy car ultimate
Travel Blender Lid and Cup
Expiration Station
World's Longest Written Book
Automated bread toaster
the emergency backpack
App Enabled Bread Machine
Game controller phone holder
revealing bathroom door
Weight Monitor
Snowmation
Digital Portable Keyboard.
Clip N Go Phone clip
A1 nighty night pillow
Under the ceiling/shelf Light
4n1 Detachable Car Accessories
Air Comfort
NO MORE PAIN IN THE NECK!
Labeled storage
sift tote
Shoo Mouse
Dripz Nott
Milk Minder
Improved Gator Grip Socket
Hotel Room Manager (USB)
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DOG SAFETY /DEFENSE COLLAR
Pivot Power Step-Down/Travel
The Second Thought APP!
M.I. Charger + WiFi Booster
Double Impact Shovel
Wink App Adjustable Air Filter
Stop repassage
Beach Towel Clip
etau ASR
Napkin Dispenser &amp; Garbage box
Smart battery saver
Car Cup Holder Adapter
NBA LOTTERY SYSTEM
Browse Channels with ease!
park cart
Quirky Kids Invention Site
Soap Renewer
sidelier
SPIN AND DRY clothes dryer
4 in 1 SWIVEL Screwdriver
rooBag(s) Reusable Bags
water balloon
Baby Motion Monitor
Dehumidifier Remote Control
Light Beam Clothing Attachment
STICK EM UP!!!
Power Grenade Pressure Washer
NO MORE THREE FOOT TETHER!
LeveLeggs
Duo iPhone 5 Pickup Power Case
Weatherproof Smartphone Remote
Universale Tupperware Lid
Phone Case with Flat Ear Buds
Adjustable Baby Shoes
anti-icing foil
PET VACCOMB (Vacuum groomer)
Location Action App
Bedside Drink Caddy
"Hang Overs"
Exploding Drone Phone App
Crossover for Luggage
Phone Bone
Retractable Yoga Mat
The Snow Vacuum
Power-Assist Shopping Cart
Split bedding
Air Bin
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ReceiptMate
RubrAss
caddie caissiÃ¨re.
EYE ON ODOR
Toilet Paper Minder
Pepe's Pedi Cup
Extendable Retractable Outlets
smart universal remote
Wifi Fridge-Minder
Model Writer's Notebook
Agitated
Wassup?! to Go
RAIN RAMP
No More Second Hand Smoke!!!
The Galaxy fan
Flat Screen Art
Scooter Visibility Kit
inductive storage caddy
A brand new Earphones Holder
X-Rated Valentines Day Box
Solar powered grill Utensils
AirNow
Maillot de bain Ã poches
simplysleep
SwapIt Vest
Quick Stack Speakers
poubelle technologie
car water bottle cooler
Scheduled Remote Start
app enabled multi wall plug in
TransitGloves
AppEnabled Spinning Bake Sheet
The Rock Scanner
Electric Adaptator Wall
Movable Diffuser
Automatic sail furling
Handy Cane
Mouse and Stylus Combo Device
SpotLiter Christmas Tree Stand
Fork/Spatula in one
Iphone Surround Speakers
Whack-a-Mole for cats w/APP
Austin challenge hover board!
Lighted Christmas Tree
4-Winds Energy
portable child carseat
Threads
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Air Freshner With Fan also...
Phonebook Storage Device
One Handed Phone Case
Graphics Toaster
Resolve - One case for iPad Mini and iPhone together which is resolvable for both.
Automatic Plunger
Water Consumption Generator
Security For Credit Card INFO
Pocketwich
Everything out!
BLUETOOTH ALLFRAME SPEAKERS
Toothpaste brush
Quirky App for Android
wifi heated toilet seat
The PI phone
EZZY SQUAT
Gift Card Exchange
Picture Pro Hanging Tool
HalfwayHamper
Paddy - support you need
"Wash-n-Store"
fil Ã linge de voyage
Travel Germ stopper on plane
Her Stud Finder Pic Hanger
Dormir au sec
EZ Spill Collector
Keeping items fresh
Smartphone Screen Hood
Tewops
Hearing Loss Smoke Detector
Stadium phone friend
Interchangeable Bong
Hot Curl Hair Rollers
Spectatuala
LOcalisation RApide POrtable
Gabber and Cane
Prepaid Horn
Dual key leyout keyboard
KordLock
Cleansing Water
repertoire clefs USB
3 in 1 Neck Pillow
The Hand Hair Styler
Catch your Breath
Tech Locker
Travel Straps Pod
Paint Brush Cover
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Text scramble
intelligence develop for baby
Bull's Eye Golf- The home game
Automatic Repellent Sprayer
ONEEDIGIT
global charger
A Hands Free Sewing Machine
Antibacterial Detergent
Induction Mobile Light Fixture
Line Ext: Outdoor Loopits
Bath Water Alarm
the tug bug
The "Handler"
FlexiSolid Material
Cozy blanket
Laser-gun light switch
THE BROOMOP!
Deep Cleaner
Intrusion Signature System
Catz Off
Desk Hugging Power Strip
Smart Glove
duo phone holder
dill pickle spread.
LightSense Lamp
Vibrate-easy clean razor
Electric garden tractor
EASY DMV
Toddler Tree
bear paw cell phone
Perfect Pup
Cloth Dry Rack That Alerts
Led Luggage Finder
Remote Power
Vine Pour Spout
Soak Ease
puma mat
Corner Shower Caddy
Tug your way into your car.
All Season Bike Tire Covers
DENTICLEF
Courtesy Flush!
Times Up
Smart Refrigerator trimmer
Milk Minder
Tablet hanger
Suction Cup Desk LED Lamp
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Garden Plant Spike "Spikey"
Phone Advertisement Blocker
Silicone BubbleWrap Bag/Travel
WIFI video Output splitter
Fresh Rock Salt
Moskito Dome
Timed Candle Blower
blink off
iSCALECollapsable Travel Scale
le cravateur
Pizza Puzzler
Fido's Play Ball
backpack
tabletop hydroponics
Parapluie "de corps"
App enabled light zapper Wink.
wandering fairy flicker lights
Take my TV Anywhere
Fetch ' Em
Custom Stink
The Disk Whiz â„¢
Snail Mail Alert
Call Guard - For Home Phone
home AC scents
Nail Clip Catcher
Vanity Washer Hybrid
Aerogel Shell Case for Macbook
Wifi Phone Calls
Fitted Sheet Orentation Decal
Kinetic Batteries
Glass Wipers
Get Ripped Grip
Hand stabilizer for Parkinson
Bed patrol
Find my car - Internet/GPS
Smartest Shelf Label
Daily Water Intake Tracker
Sake Socks
Government 2.0
Decorative Clock
All Worked Up
Backpack Buddy!
Two Valve water hose gun
Plumber's bulb
Cold Store bit-coin phone case
SUITCASE VOID FILLER
Your Advicer
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The Infinity Torch
Le tri-chaussettes
Autonomous truck lines
Smart Molt Control
Sticky Screw Head Strip
Ultimate home safety
Collapsible Helmet
Gutters with Integrated Lights
Shampoo Dollop Portioning Cap
self warming blanket
Hold and Scroll
Trimmer Collector
Home Balloon Pump with Sensor
pedometer for shoelace
Water Gate
Blinds with movable string/rod
Scrub-a-Glove
Privacy cover for mobile
o-re
Bag Tamer
Pancake stacks
The Electronic Pocket Watch
Cart Door
L'Ã©vasion nocturne
Lost Valuables at home Finder
Heated Bath Towel
SplitMaster - Firewood Harness
Homemade 3D Nail Plastics
Reflective Proximity Sign
Reel-N-Dog Leash
The SLIMMER
Smart Padlock Jacket
Fully wireless charger
Bath Broker
Inflatable boat bumper
Invincible Bike Lock-Alarm
CuddlePillow
no slip topper stopper
Wheelchair Van Ramp
Camping tent fun
2 in 1 case: kindle + iPad
cover your face
H2O to Go
Palagai
iPad Case for TP Dispenser
Youth baseball pitcher mask
The Cribsie
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T.O.C.C. Bag
Always Available Assistant
walking mirror for cell phones
easy ice kleats
ONE and only smoke alarm
Garage door auto-closer
Silicone Suction Grid Lid
Drum genie
door counter to mobile app
Packaging dÃ©capsuleur
The Timebell
Jeanie Lamp
Pocket board
Valet Chair
Parallel Parking Aid
Doggy Fake Mail Dropper
Dog coat with rain shelter
Powerail
Ramasse-fruit
Gone No More
Wink Lawn Mowing
ice free cooler
loose change
protÃ¨ge tÃ©tine biberon.
avalanche rocket
Coffre-fort pour cigarettes
foot scrubber
Real Car Game IPhone &amp; IPad
SECURIPRISE
Hidden Bicycle Bell
Digital Headband/Hats
Moto X Wallet Case
The collapsible laundry basket
arthritis gloves
Bluetooth Sun Light Alarm
App controlled Home POST BOX
Song Pod
EZ Zip
Light bulb space-saver
VoiceActivated Timer And Probe
Dish Scrubber w/Stopper Hook
Trade My Ride
InductiveCharging ComputerCase
Earbud Case with RESCUE POWER
BROOM GROOMER DIRT VAC
Split Walking Keyboard
ofresh
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Climate Change Tornado Shelter
ReverseTV
BETTER BUTTER
push pin power pro ?
Tuna Can strainer
E-Merse display 4k edition
Goat Cheese Dispenser
Vibrate-easy clean razor
Extendable ladder
Smart Mouth Guard
GE Expandable Microwave
Sore No More!
Who's got that book?
talin amovible
The Easy Grab Cooler
Mitten swipes
RETRACTABLE SHOWER HEAD
Coaster &amp; Mug Converter
Kids Couture Furniture
The Clever Guitar
Vehicle recliner front seats
Door Mat with slide out tray.
Wallet Wrangler
Chairsâ€¢Goâ€¢Round Table
BAG TO COLLEGE
Spotter Switch Adapter Plug
Husky
Mold for vegetables
SAP Adventures
Ripcord Tac Strips.
C-Spot Clean
Inductor
Wheelbarrow Bonet
Automated Vent System
Tied n Go
PRIME CARD
easygrip
all in one infrared app&amp;device
This Way Up!
Pre alarm light sphere (app +)
Glare Reducing Windshield
Drop Drawer
Music Stand Book Organizer
Musicians Mitt
No.Mo.Snooze
Desk Clip â€” Coffee Warmer
USB port outlet cover
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Wearable Nimbus
intChangeable Wall Tile System
Reflect Shield
Charging Mobile/Pod by walking
Weather Clock Radio Alarm
Let's Get Married Boardgame
Heat collecting window curtain
Smart Humidifier
Child's Pill Crusher
Stop and Go Paint Roller Pan
The Tailgator Eliminator
Standing Scrubber
All purpose vinegar wipes
iOS Dock - for iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad Mini and iPad.
never-spills
Foot Rest Plug Hub (cable organizer)
GLASSES POCKET CLIP
Two person shower head
Jet Napped
HBI harsh breaking indicator
'Try it On' App - Online Shop
mirroir anti buÃ©e
Travel Power Induction Charger
Flash the robber.
Nightlite picture frame
Scarecrow Motion Sensor
Find the Seat belt buckles!
Table Ã repasser maligne
Measure Man
Pavement and concrete heater
Handy Travel Brush
Snow Remover Glove
Digital Bracelet-Game points
magnetic lair
biodegradable cups
2 blade folding utility knife
Magnetic Levitator
Face On
Refillable 4 Colors Brush
Chocolate Butter!
FIRE PIT BUD,
Moblie phone sun visor
Brug spray rubber bracelet
rest assured
portable hook for clothes
Safety Walk
Kitchenware w/ built-in timer
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Scalable computer power strip
Jogger Massager
THWAK-IT
mail trapper
EAR BUDDY - HEADPHONES CONCEPT
Robotic Sea Travel
The Massage 360
Greenforest2013
Smart Earphones
Mysize nursing pillow
The Protector
Chargeur Triple sorties Usb
The Third Eye
Great Belts
Book Reading Recorder
Dry and Klean
Smart Belt
An Elevator Cancel Button
TV Remote Control Finder
Wooden Joy
Easyload
CASME casque/ecouteur 2 en 1
Rub out annoying talking heads
3D Wonder Glasses
Pivot Mini Extension Cords
Self mixing gas/oil can
Door minder!
Night life lighting
Train strap
ONOW
Bluetooth music control
Cooler Bag (Disposable)
HammerDriver
Removable air vent window
My-Dri
Indestructible condom catheter
Litter Box Buddy
App-enabled TIRE
Bedside Coaster Beacon!
protege douche
Tightwriter
Lampe Multiprise Rallonge
Check My Ticket
Universal Multi Tip Adapter
Smiles on the go
E-cessed basement window well
Calling all birds
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Safe Lift
Mailbox automatic light
Ladder Shark
SpinalRock - Back Release Tool
revv it Up!
Intelligent Baseball Bat
MobiPet
Golf Shirt Ease
Watch Out
Glasses with changeable masks!
Extended Picture Frame
Engagement ring protector
Midnight Mouse Arrows
Protective Pet Tag Collar
Portable KVM
Waist belt without belt
Shareable Headphones
Strawberry Seed PEELER
pocket pencil clip holder
Pong2O
Easy digital rangefinder
Trash Can for the Shower
Sparephone
Never lost again
Crazy shoes
The Greasless Meatloaf Pan
GE - Dry Age Beef Refrigerator
Digital picture frame rotating
Super Steamer
E-Z shoes
soda bottle pourer atachment
WALL eREADER PROJECTOR
The Boda Cap
Cell Phone Laser Pointer
curling mascara wand
A Better Mouse Trap.
Laser Tag Hellicopters
Clip Zip Hang
swimstop
CPAP mask absorbent cushion
Beeper on TV Cable Satellite
Colored Salt
Windshield Wiper Heater
Sunblock Hut
Cat Caller clicker
Front Flash
Clean Frame
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HAND-E-SHIRT
LA CASQUETTE "TOUS TEMPS"
Pop-up Coding For Kids
More Screen Opions
I'security
Pivot Power Module
Convenient iPad Case
Everything Air fresheners
Digital Pool Safety App
Magnetized Scarf
Neat Pencils
Anywhere Tan
BudKeeper
Machine Gun Car Wash
Smart Cookware
Massage Mat
Automatic Traction Control
Dog Collar TV Remote
Comb and Hair Holder
Connect
pistachio cracker
No more bird defecation on car
Busy Hours
Beat Controlled Light Dimmer
Phone Pen
USB wall socket
smartphone elastic band case
Ladder Stand-off
Elastic Space Saver
Bolt-On Gear Reduction Unit
Lemon ice box sandwich
RiverFingers
Pedicure Shoe
Dog Collar Deactivator
Instant Walk in Closet
Daily Prompter
Constant Communicator
Easy Go Car Cell Phone Holder
GOUTER LE VIN
Sock it to me
The Belt Horn
Flexible Speaker Docking Stati
bright-booties
Computer Cable Cleaner
Hidden Holder
The Zit Sucker
emotional switches
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Ultimate Paint Can Organizer
car snow blanket
MICRO-ONDE QUI REFROIDIT
The perfect school tool
Wireless Cupboard Light
Exstend-A-Vent
No burn cooking!
The Effortless Fertilizer Mach
Rechargable laptop battery
The "Jetson's" Oven
Sorry Duracell bunny! AUSTIN
Stretching Nano-Mesh Propeller
Induction Charging Holster
Candle Shot
Cell Surge Protector
Bike Path Display
ice traction applicator
MassageAtWork
AnyWhere Wheelchair
The Dip Stick
iPower - Power Time Controller
Bedside Manners
Thermo-Case
Naughty Dog Dog Toys
Solar Powered Phone Case
Fold and Carry Pool Table
the back buddy
Vertical drying clothes horse
eWorldU.com
Smart Hanger
For little hands
USB Keyboard Light Strip
PC Gaming tablet
Simple dog shower and house
Security system
Shrink My Comforter
IPhone Extreme Camera Rig
Porte Pot Peinture Pratique
food allergen detector
App Controlled Pet Toy
Solar Power Cell Phone Cover
Time Lock Box
Better Booties
Wine Wear
Hide-a-Gym
Sedona Glow
Shower Niche Hooks
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Softball Bat Hats
Reversed Laundry Cart: RevÃ©s
Dual Color Bingo Dabber
Mail Alert
Phone/tablet projector
Crescent Shaped travel Pillow
APP-ENABLED NANNY CAM
Magnet Cable Organizer
Handi Hair Dryer Holder
Low profile ceiling fan.
Shoulder mobile phone pocket
Light bulb Charger
Lighted Toilet rim/seat
Schlepper
Moussa
Flo-n-Go
Grout Cleaner
Waterfall shower curtain
Insect Identifying App
smart phone game controll
Popcorn Ceiling Cleaner
Five Gal. Watering Can (Cover)
Wireless cell phone charger
Contact Lens Tweezers
4Port Top-Load USB Wall Outlet
Coin Changer
Magic Broom
Aluminum Hitch Guide
Life Mask
Quiet Ear
Phiton
The Frog Pond Terrarium
Lower car smart cameras
Label Gum Remover
A floor cleaner equipped with battery operated rotating bristles, retractable and removable sponges, and a foam cleaning solution dispenser.
Smart Fridge
Flower-Power
Klip Grip (Tablet Grip)
Surfer wallet
Crittercise
IMAGE FINDER
Yadadamong
My Entertainment
All in 1 laundry &amp; duffle bag.
Toilet Paper Roll Shredder
Select a size strap
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the lemon schute
Bobble - Store, Use, Charge !
Bluetooth Multi-connector
Roulottery: The number picker!
technifire
EASY CREATOR -PAINT STAMPER
Never lose your property again
Smart Laundry
Doggie\Cat Rub Rub machine
Door Knock Detector
Suitcase/Bassinet
Fall protection clothing
AccessMirror
SMART PETS # AUSTIN
Web Tread
DIY Compressed Air in a Can
ScootCase
BROOM GROOMER MINI VAC
Wireless your belongings
Aromatic decorative Lampshades
Chaussettes de chaussure neuve
Speeding camera ticket avoider
"3DCreate" Multi Color Pen!
THE WEB VOICE COMMAND REMOTE
Phone me plug
tissue window
CO Detector Window/Wall Vent
Built-in Tailgate Ramps.
non-slip grip comb
Non-electric silent humidifier
Tent/Sleeping Bag Built In
Flashing Pomodoro Timer
Driveway snow melter
Life saving Door opener.
toilet seat elevation
XMAS TREE STAND PWR
Scalding injury prevention
glovf
testing
Wink Controlled Outside Lights
Induction Cap Light Bulb - GE
Easy-Shapes Balloons
EZ Key/Tag Ring
Automated computer screen save
apple magic mouse pad &amp; pouch
The Reclouder
Whistle
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In the shower
Auto Text BLOCK - New Improved
Invisible Speedbump
Angle-Stand
Cord Clutch
power bar with detachable LED
BB TRAVELER
Electric Umbrella
Custom Hand
Pack A Party
The Perfect Mouse
Fake Nails 3D Printer
Magic Pedal workout
Hooded-Clothes! Keep Heads-Up
Wild Game Day
Track and find
Hair Ties on the Go
Automatic Mile Logger
DeliPack
Blackbox Floatation Device
BoatSkins
The Thrill of the Chase
Black Remote
X-Out Pen
The Excuse Box
EZ Bathroom Accessories
Interchangeable shoe
Thermal Balance Blanket
Cordinizer
PerfectPedometer
The Cat Bowl
Improved Portable HVAC system
Resub: Smart Dehumidifier
The Private Postcard
Automatic Soap Maker
Cold Activated Heated Blanket
Cat Litter Vacuum
Thermos with three caps.
Hidden Undercounter Power Mat
bow hunter
The GPS Purse
1 step
phone finder elite
DIAPER INSERT MAKING MACHINE
Theater Ears
ezlocater
Quick Lowering FIRE HARNESS
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iJumps
Mug Mate
Hear speech
Egg Cracker
His and her blanket
Floss Reminder
Arm rest for dentists.
Personal Locator Signal
Cavity Guard
Every device in 1
"DIgital Fence"
candle refill wicks
Moulded Bike Frame
heads up
Solar phone charger with clip
Plant Protector
FREAKY FINGERTIPS
Quirky glass
iBeacon Dog Collar
Vegetable/Plant Stakes
Heated Sectional Driveway Mats
SafeKid Alarm
Game Frames T-Shirts
garden babies
SMART-STORE
Vend-Eze
Vehicle Body Masking Film
Shoe Insole scale
Marshmallow Wand
Tesla power backup
Phone case shelf
Long Live Your Cells
Kid realVacuum by app on phone
iPad Side Visor w/ Chest Stand
Quick charge
Hydroponic Foot-pump Air Tent
The White Spike
InstaCool Pillows
One Badge
ARCHIVEUR CARTES MEMOIRES
Never Lose Lovey
The Desk Knome
New Sugar: Sweet and Fragile
pochette multifonction tablet
Scratch and Sniff Post-Its
LifesEasyHydration
Sunglasses for Night-Driving
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Self checkin baggage tags
Solar Powered Mobile Battery
APPproducts and stores locator
Plant Sensor (app enabled)
Cart caddy
Track pack
Magntic cellphone cover
Google Glass Privacy Screen
Garage Door Space Saver
Costick
iGlove, TabletGlove, TabBrace
rearview mirror speedometer
BEDAZZLED PICTURE FRAMES
PIVOTAUTOADAPTER
Vacuum Cleaner Dust Pan
cubfixeur: cube fixe parasol
CELLPHONE water camera(RESUB
Pill watch
Toilet Pencil Holder
Flying Fingerboards!
levelmeter earphone/headphone
Smart Candles
Tattoo for your cast.
Let Phone to hear and speak !
Super Suction Cable holders
Studio Headz
"Rejuvewick"
Bender's (Butt Suspenders)
The Shower Timer
hearman
Knitting Pattern Needles
security camera transporter
Flashlight Holder
Capsule RV
The Snappy Stroller
Paul VAWT
Nimbus Watch (Line Extension)
Got Him!
The Cane Grabber
Cell Phone Shoulder Stand Plus
Adjustable Stadium Seat
TimeSpan
Easy-Gel
Vacuums with drill function.
ClipToe
Speaker Positioning System SPS
Lakeland nested vases
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Quirky Genius Wrenches
Tree leaves disintegrator
BOOT AND SHOE WASH
Subway Rider Handle
H2o pill organizer
Sticky Shampoo
iDinner
go green body dryer
Pivot Power Safety
Small drone hover for selfies
Vacuum Lint Roller
Cat Caller clicker
Wrist Pocket
baby socks that never fall off
PajamaPillows
Portable Arctic Mat
step up booster.
FindMe
Freezer Inventory
Senior bookworms! It's for you
Webz Receiver Gloves
Shower Ideas
Sexy under - Suspenders
Pocket Power
Pet Power
Innovative wheelchair
Smart Car Starter
Baking Dots
ClockWork
Slide-on Mac laptop wrist pad
SmartWatchPower AUSTIN
Battery Recycler
Car-eoke
Glow Slippers
Sports Rivalry Window Sticker
Laptop Computers Back Feet
Perfect Yogurt Spoon
Bag-Et
Fake Tears
Smart (finger) tips
Feet First
Polaroid Tablet System
Jacob's Ladder Trip Packer!
Safe exacto knife
Unforgettable usb flashdrive
Exterior Airbag
Bio-strainer
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Nic'o'pic
Hair Bait
Chemical Memory LCD Display
LCD Refridgerator panle
WANDerful
Star Gazers
StickSock
Monitor accepts mounted mirror
Lay-Z-arm
sun protech
Instant closet
Tablecloth Keyboard and Remote
Hovercraft
Purse Guardian
Professional Apparel Rental
Pool Safety Net
Foot Massage Sandal
Mouse with Trackpad on Thumb
Shazam for Automotive problems
dog booty suspenders
Shower Pod
Any shoe to bowling shoe
Bike Lockbox 4WalletKeysPhone
Handle It
Color Changing Pet Water Bowl
SAND PIT/BUILT IN SHAPES
Masque Ã votre vue
Tech Travel Case
Fast and Easy Christmas
Chubby Jeans
Plant Protection Sleeve
GPS for Eyeglasses
Universal Smart Battery Charge
Baby's gaurdian angel alarm.
Retractable straps
Couch Command
YoYo head phones
Special character stickers
MapMe
Smart Socket Dimmer
Strapless Armband
Color Magic Tape
Scratch Card Tape
Circuit Breaker Remote Restore
FINDALL chips
ESPRESSO COFFEE GRIND FUNNEL
Self balancing hot tub monitor
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Cat Self Brush
Self-drive airport taxi
sticky dots
Umbrella pocket slot for phone
Zonix Enhanced Bug Zapper
Power Station
Title Bar Keyboard
Replaceable Hairbrush Bristles
Eco Chargeur
Aqua-handle
Water Saving Pedal
Fit-Your-Screw
Flavored Charcoal
Nextup toilet paper despenser
Sanitary Toilet
Plain Sight Gun Safe
App enabled door handle
EZ-Park
Rollerblade covers
Dogcomu Mobile Phone + Camera
2 in 1 Coffee Station
LOTERIE QUIRKY
Spaghetti Splitter
Remote Control Vacuum
RJ'S fth wheel adapter
Remote candy launcher (w/ app)
The 360 Degree Barrel Desk
the space maker
Cellphone tool cover
GPS tracking after delivery
hand-coque
USB PORT Pivot Power Style
BumBrella
Stchair
Mirror fan
BarJabber
massage socks
Charging trackpad
His &amp; Her sheets
fullgrip
Forearm Bar
Noise Alert
measuring wallet
Phone pad
Rangefinding, laser measuring
super adapter
Cat and dog food dispenser
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Spotty - Follow the dot
PRESS &amp; SEAL pee pads for dogs
Shoe Weightbearing Microchip
Lintelegence
Multi- Charging Jack
Disposable razor extender
Better Inner Tube
Lava Lamp for all tastes
FIND YOUR CELL PHONE
Dustproof Dresser
Software for choosing outfit
Your oatmeal Your way
Golf Range LED Target
The Glasses GPS
BOIL BUOY IDEA -post live eval
Duckmometer
SmartBowl App
CAMPFIRESAFETY.COM
The Pop Down Tent
Flip Shaker Combo
Fluval Edge Auto Feeder Cover
mirror hanger
Scap And Blow
Bottle Free
Digital Radio Recorder Player
Sip, Chip and Dip
Adjustable Laptop Chillmat
coach talk
Alvaran Wiper
The Green Toilet- Sink Combine
Beginners Golf Glove

(Roch)

portable furniture
Sugarless gum maker
Stylish monitor stand
Smart Phone Case Lighter
Freedom Pole
Hydrate Reminder
Braking Indicator
Shoulder Mirror
Pole clip
Coffee to Go
Sumleft
WipeWell
SUCKA is for leaves
WINK App-Enabled Gym/Bike Lock
Real world wallet
Sim adaptor for Ipad
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StairEase
App enabled Make up Mirror
bird protect window coating
Romy - Remote on/off outlet.
party memo
Vita Vape!
AUSTIN. PWR inductiveCELLphone
Induction Iron / Board
Universal Shampoo Holder
Secret Layers
HangAttire
Austin Invention Challenge 3
Dancing Octopus Sprinkler
Charmed Phone Cases
Big Red - 911 call button
Bath child chair
Slipper with wireless charger
Smart Water Saver
snow mo board
Stain Jockey
Blooming Lampshade
Smart Gym Bag
House Plant Water Monitor
Bevfridge bottle/can chillers
Pen/Pencil Light
The Hair Dry-ver
Wifi disabler
Color changing shelf lamp
Journalier
The Fobbit
Ms Rail
ID Bell
Window Bling Easy Icing Kit
Ceiling Projector
Adjustable Angle Push Broom
Stackable Shoe-Cabinet Stool
The French CroissantMaker
Peigne Applicateur
micro tower
Travel Loofah
3x - Storage Place USB/Photo
Lazy Ladle
Paper clip clock
Artist's Back Bucket
DEER CLEANING RACK
PerfectPour: spout for bleach
THE CEILO STORAGE BOX-rises
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EventApp
Insta-hamper
purse stayput
Christmas Blanket Cover
Cell Phone Amplification Dock
Furier - Musical Freedom
Hermetic sugar Bowl
refrigerator food catalogue
Refreshment Holder
Universal Remote Protector
CASME casque/ecouteur 2 en 1
Designer eyeglass finder
No checkout shopping
JOEY BAG
Chopping Board-Bowl
Pet-proof trashbin
Under water speaker
Swoosh Suit
Smart Cooler
Palm Security
Guitar Pick Punch
Bright Eyes
Aqua Heat Wrap
Screw It!
Flash and Fetch
Easy to use cookie scoop
Spring Walk
Washed Up
Non-scents Candles
Digital tape measure/calculato
Table Top Police Scenes
cartouche d'eau .
Bluetooth Smart Toothbrush
bluepannel
Smart toilet seat
Cords Order Block
Automatic raising toilet seat
The expandable train system
Voice Controlled Smart Home
Pandora Headphone
Wire be gone
InstaShop
Proxim-IT
Multi-disk Xbox
Wristband Charger/Data Cable
Kitten Coffee Press w/Timer
Snake Cable Wrap
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Pack-it Pocket
Ladder Drill Stand Tool
The Freestyler
BuildBox
SPOT CASE
Keyball
Wall-e
Screenify
Ceiling Clothes Valet
Plastic tube roller/upper
Mattress cellphone holder
Carbon Garage Door Opener
Quick DRAW MAGRAW Holster, APP
Charge Extender
zip zaps
retina door opener
lifeguardcam
Tente solaire
Smart Bed
LIGHT UP&amp;GLOW DRINKING GLASSES
Fan-Cooled Gaming Phone Case
Watcharger My watch My charger
Talking Teddy
Coffee Grinder Silencer Cozy
Twist Up Charcoal Pencils
Digital Page A Day Calendar
iMac Screen Cover
Back App
pod2phone charger
The Cigar Swiss Army Knife
Solar Cool
Makeup Glasses
Baseboard Heater Fan
Counter Toilet Paper Storage +
Holographic Chess
The iSplit (marketed to Apple)
Party Time
wrapper poppers
TRACKING DEVICE
Manual pizza press
DEADBOLT DOOR KNOB
Sound Guide
Design overshoes
Safeglide hemodialysis cannula
The Slinger
Add extra belt loop to pants
Perfect Roaster
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terries
SunRing
Align v2
No Squirt Bottle Brush
Virtual Cemetery
Wi-Calendar
Fido fetch
PACER
The Burner
Can Convenience
Roll your luggage over stairs
Fruit/Veggies/Bread Minder
The Shovsalt
InvisiTAG
parapluie RIGIDE
Snowboard Magnetic Stomp Pad
Frozen pet dog toilet
REACH SPRAY BOTTLES-1-10 feet
Tool belt w/ built in speakers
Wireless shaver charger
Motion "slipper" light
Food partitioning tool
Medicine Dispenser Pacifier
DÃ©vidoir pour voiture
Curling Hair Barrette
Cup Condom
eDoc Locker
TBCR (Textbook Cost Relief)
Button Buddies
share tv
patient bedside table
Neat Pack Fastfood Packaging
The Travel Dresser
A pot with scale
iPhone Micro Speakers
Shoe Carry
a generatorthat runs on water
TFloat
Sound Locator
Medi-Minder organizes all meds
true comfort blue jeans
Curved Tape
BodyCam Self Visualizer
Pill Straw
Flowers Forever
HANGABLE GARDENING BBQ
Cane Station (Cane Doctor)
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Smoke/Carbon Monoxide/Tornado
cool foot inserts
Beach suit for Laptops
Palm Security
Sticker Beacons Trackers
Smartphone Projection Clock
Disk-chip-drive audio recorder
Hydralarm
Train car home
Baby Runner
Driving Mode App.
The Pill Popper
Self Charging BT headset
The Tilt
suction cap cord
The MAGICAL Poop Glove
eraseable projector screen
AN APP GAME. . . .
Hyro
Modular BBQ Prep Station
CAMPERS TOILET
BudBuddy
Char with seat and back warmer
power usb
traveler's bag
Easy Type
Touch Screen Fingers
So you think you can praise da
Always in view Gyrometer Watch
Kollector Koozie
Convertable Boat Cover
Google Glass Eye Case
Dust Can Do
Notifying app
Garbage Can &amp; Storage
Simulator Financing
Universal Phone&amp;Tablet Charger
Temporary guard rails
Mobile Mousepad, pat. 6,368,69
Kiddlie winks
Baby Womber
Hairstyle Vacuum Machine
Facial Detector for Contact
Smart Bottle
Line Ext: Scroll Traverse Rod
Take Anywhere KAYAK
Pet Comfort Carrier
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Silicone Half Glove For Germs
'Selfie' remote on iPhone
Iphone leash
Wallet with reinforcement
Rolling Kitchen Organizer
Wink Button
Automatic RoboCall Blocker
Note Glove
Hot Butter Knife
Easy ice
The Ultimate Caddyâ„¢ by J+judy
Rock salt shaker
WEIGHS IN FOR YOU-SCALE
Chicken sensors
Device proximity alarm
Hemi-Pod - Big power, tiny pod
Mold Fighter
Stackies
The Pick N' Floss Toothpick
PULL TAB CAN STOPPER
Maggie's Earphone Clips
thermal headband
SMARTER urinal flusher
Ceinturevo
Smarty Crock Pot
Visual Data Transfer Tracker
Paint Scents
Deluxe backwash and scratch
MUST WAKE UP Alarm Clock
Mega-Smartphone Texting System
Spinach Squeezer
MULTIPURPOSE REMOTE
Time to have fun in the shower
Disposable book of exfoliaters
Multi-Liquid Spray Bottle
Whistling Meat Thermometer
Delta Head Screw
U-Turn signal
The Garden Spotter
Dream fold fitted sheets
LuminiclÃ¨
smart window set
Custom tones
Cozy Tozies
Supercharge your Macbook Air
Box Handle
TravelCarbon Monoxide Detector
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Seat Tray
All your badges in a wristband
HeatAway
The Game Winner
Accu Drill
Lightbulb Baby Monitor
LED Multiple Tool Light
developer app
Smart Pillow
Summer Salad Cooler
smart knob
Rover
Bedbottles for cold feet
Phone App of Eye Exercises
Tape measure with memory
The Finder
Sand Bullet
Shower Buddy
The Bobby Pin Machine
Kid Friendly Phone Protector
Tissue dispenser container
MAIN LIBRE GPS
Golf Cart front Loader
Power Cone Antenna
Magnetic Shampoo Holder
Comfort Pet Carrier Adapter
20/20-24/7
TOWER OF POWER
The Bottle Monkey
Roller coaster ball
MAKE ANY HEATED DEVICES SMART
play drum stick only
No-Fuss Pegboard
Austin invention Challenge Pet
camion de toilettage mobile
Wireless Window Outside Blind
Self Unrolling Carpet
Ergonomic Optical Mouse
Digi-Flare
"SNAP! Grackle, Gone!
Condensation guard
Snow Paws Coat
Modeling Pen
the all in one pen
lacespeed
iWall Dock
Every Pillow
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Water Glass Counter
Line Ext: Scroll Smart Shutter
The ribbit!!
Palm rest pad
EZ Bed Sheets
DOOD-HOLDING DOOR STOP
Powdered Drink Mix Machine
Residential Automation Link
Twinkle Toe
Custom Nipple attachment
A better alarm clock
Vacuum filter
Digital Measuring Tape
Breathe Easy
wifi couch controller
Translate
Car seat bin or tray
Fish Tank
Improved laundry dryer
Condenscraper.
Chinese Revenge, drying rack
Shrinking kleenex box
Reclaim your desktop space
Water Wise Vase
ADAPT
Electric Toothbrush Charger
Shoe Sole Hole Patches
Storage Optimizer
SHOE BOX DRAWER
Iron Punch: The Smart Dumbbell
Childrens mermaid tail
-LADDER RACK ROOF SUPPORTS!cup heater with no electricity
"Eye-Trap" Camera Security
Shower Vac
Snow/Ice Windshield Sensor/App
The Quick Caller
Portable Traction Ice Mat
Erase 900 Calories a Day!
Pear Phone
MatchMaker! Kids learn 2 Spell
Fresh Start
Christmas TREEts.
Electric Ice scraper
Slippers,InductionWarmer,Scale
The Ultimate Razor
Fun iPhone projector
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auto plant
Tube with Mp3 Speakers
Gutter That Make Electricity
Portable Motion Detector
"Mr. Peeee Bottle"
rechauffe-boules de petanque
Walmounted Backscratcher!
safety net
home foot massage spa
Sandel Saver
Expandable powerboard
Wireless digital lock
The Big Easy
PODi - Sk8

140303

Garment Gym Bag
TruSmart TV
No Bacne, Beautiful Hair Care
Woof Box/Meow Box (Or Bags)
Smart confetti launcher
Fan Sham
I-Store
Car Windshield Heater/Shade
SLIPPERY LINER
Better Crutches
Golf Cleat Extractor
solar power revolution
The BookKeeper
Draw Tight Fish Net
Porkfolio on Facebook
Indoor Sky Ceiling
shopping cart liner
Toe Saver Bed Frame
Retrieve it
Gas Pump Car Vacuum Cleaner
School bus locater
Inductive Charging iPhone Case
The Sock Block
Umbrella-Style Christmas Tree
'Wind-up' Water Level Tube
Underbelt stops pants sagging
Advanced Alert Screen
Torpedo Measuring Tool
Bubble Rope
Keep Your sticky Notes Handy!
la tondeuse a Gaston
Bucket List Necklace
Hands-Free Baby Bottle Holder
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Technology Helper
Knock Knock
IC- adjustable eye glasses
Eye hansers
Waterproof Umbrella
Shopping easier
The Electro SweatShirt
support lampe solaire
cool dog
Hockey Stick with Heated Blade
Trash Trailer
vent air deflector
Gaburai-Portable folding bike
BlindsMaid
Battery health plug
Cell Phone Locator
Just Pack And Go
911PANIC
Dress shoulder hem
Test
TV2GO Ultra portable TV
Scanner
Tacler
Time 2 change indicator (T2CI)
Amplify Ear for Cats
Battery Powered Wall Sconce
RETRACTABLE SWIVEL TIE DOWN
Bluetooth Treadmill Mouse
The Extender Power Strip
Pivot Powered USB Hub
Accu AC
Galileo Aquarium Thermometer
Easy dumping wheelbarrow!
Scrape-n-Rake
Mr T P Dispenser
Adhesive Parchment Paper
Weird Seam Cleaner
The Steerable Fishing Lures
Head Games with Fido
Versatubes
taxi on
glow in the dark toilet seat
Tempo
ThumbPrint
ax-x3
spinning cell phone charger
Amazing Xmas Tree Stand...
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THE HELPING HAND-remote/app
Color-changing Jewellery
Fingertip Warmers
See salt
Mirror Mist Begone
WiFi Com
RetractaTote
parapluie RIGIDE
American Chopsticks
A Quirky invention game
Scooter Bike
Sticker manette Ps4
iPapoose
Coffee cup phone case
Portable rock climbing safety
loopd - smartphone safety
Light Clamp And Outlet
Cheap Mini Super Computer
Purse Protector
The Rug Rake
Follow Your Beauty
Train Switch
Ceiling Fan Central
Decorative Trash Can Liner
RechofPlats
The Mold Free Humidifier
getaround knee crutch
mortorbike lounge chair
Feel the Beat Metronome
The New Charger
I call my product HeelHelper
Square bicycle seat
Golf Green Desktop Holder
Tailgate Satellite Finder
LadderMate
Smart Drying Line
BabySizers
Suction Cup iPhone Case
Maintenance Minder
Expandible Dog Leash
Jewelry shortening clasp
easy nail polish removing
Cooking sleeves
Cigar pack-lighter
Zoobie toothbrush
shower clutch
Extendable Pull up bar
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Vacuum roomba
Mini Mealz
izak
Pillow Prop
Perfect T P Roller converter
Improved intake/exhuast valve
MBC - Multi buddy case
Wink Enabled Weighing Jars
Case for SELFIE and App
The Durable Medical Alarm
Water (Re)Minder
The new Redbull Monster EJuice
Cell Crane
The Acu-Vac Handle
Attractive secure fence.
Bath Salt Shower Head
WATER SPRAY BUMPER CAR
Safety Nail Grip
reusable butter packaging
MerDevo baby stroller.
MAGNAFLUX FUEL SAVER/ MAGNEATO
Light Up Dog Harness
Adjustable Size Pet Carrier
remplisonne
Shopping pal
E-bag
Appleinforccer
Kid Mode App
SportMouth
Bug-proof pet food/water dish
SmartShelf
Retractable Curtain in bath
Wire-less
Keep Your iPhone Warm
U-roll: Universal USB
Heated Indoormats
Foldable Hat
Popcorn Ceiling Remover
dog cleaning booties
Ultimate Soap Dish
TV SET IPAD HOLDER
EZ Leaf - Lawn Bag Support
Smartphone Data Encryption Pad
No Fuss Saute Basket &amp; Lid Set
3D Pin Picture Frame
Shark @ Bey, keeps sharks away
PILULIER INTELLIGENT
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Cordless head phones.
Universal Key Fob
MDdata
Corn buttering waterfall
UNFAIR Fish-Cam App
Spider Ankle
Vida Shoes
Pickup Power Charger Case
Beer U Guru
The Better Pooper Scooper
Automop
auto waterflush pet toilet
bake tray airtight storage tin
Bag light
GoHome Kid Timer
The Better Credit Card
PollutionCrystallization Blimp
Distracted Driver Alert
Desk Chair Timer
quirty gripi
need more power just cheat!
WGHT
Stackable Cloths Hanger Tags
Standing light + ipad holder
Biksure
4-Way Cam Assault Action
SOUND-SHIFTERS
Sports FiT
Rainbarrel Mosquito Shield!
Training wheels with levels
Swivel
Dry Hamper
spnning coffee mug brush
MPpre-fill, ideal!
Snoring Noise Eliminator
The Ultimate no-drip tri-sip
light bulb wireless camera
Pipr
Magnetic Jump Starter
App enabled Marionette
Porkfolio Induction Charger
Light Rings
Smart Driver
Multi-time clock
AxEase
Or-ganize
Auto wind screen sun blinds
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SANDING SPOOL
Squeegee Shovel
Moulding Lets
Waterproof Tantoos
Fitted Sheet Mold
Home Soap/Detergent Appliance
LED in-ear headphone holder
Bakool
PaperBite
Apple TV Remote tether
boat radar-arch solar charger
Millow the musical pillow
wind resistance shoe
Solar-Powered Mobile Device
SAPOD - Anti-Perte d'Ojets
Cordless Bathroom Appliances
laundry cart with folding tabl
Water Paddle Chair
WALK &amp; SWIG
rock salt shaker
Treadmill Ran Internet
Walk to Talk
"Radius" Sprinkler extensions!
Chain Link Fence Conversion
Shade-tree Seal Grabber
Power Cord Travel Buddy
G.E.M.S. Scope
Bracelet Voice Recorder
LED PHONE JACK LIGHT
Coque oreillettes smartphone
Jumping Bean Cat Toys
Key holder
The ultimate washing machine
Elegant Proposal
The TV WEDGE
Game controller for joggers
Clean Grip
Re-Usable Candle!! REAL CANDLE
SoundGo Auto Speakers
Propane Tank Jacket
Turbocharged Air for Runners
"Nest" for car
Dump-O-Load
Bike saver
Reco Rings
Better toilet
Stay Put
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Gotcha Not
Mobile Phone Charge
Find It
Half Width Utility Dishwasher
Pivot Power Carabiner
POWER ORGANIZERS ! ! !
Better Oil Drain Pan
Stay Put Earbud Headphones
Better Sleep Pillow
Friendly with smoker.
Clothing Sorter
Collapsible Laundry Baskets
Lid Locker
SimpliPhone
undercar sprayer grime rinser
Sensor detergent bottle
OPENPOST
Prom-Portable Roll-Out Monitor
Power Supply from Space
App-Self Clean Toilet
Upright Toaster with Broiler
app-controled curtains
Elastic Centerer
travel size sinus pack
You've got mail! Mailbox alert
Hinge Light
RESTATOWEL Deck Towel Hanger
See Me Safety Strap
Sound Boomerang
Smart Ring
golf club carrier
Bluetooth TV audio app
Smart cupboard Purifier
The Buff- Ur-Bac
The Home Plant Watering tool
Unbendable Glasses Case
Toilet Paper Peacekeeper
Does He Have Water?
Quick tea cool down !!!
Vaccu-Bot
Homework Machine
Mobile Hidden Camera Detector
Going Green Waste Bin
IFruit
App enabled Bird House
Coolie Jacket
Straight Frame
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Power Tools for the Bathroom
SMALL DRAIN SNAKE
Pivot power caplets
Smart Drink Holder
UAV Outpost
iPhone Chameleon Slim Case
Flat Extension
Austin Invention Challenge
Cassette Adapter Bluetooth
Bath time ledge extention
BagBar4Wheels
Skinny glasses
PowerCurl Mini 12W
Smart Microwave Oven
PLAFONNIER REVERSIBLE
Life Support Health System
Rolling Beater
Lockable Hook
Wave Motion Generator
DSLR Shock Case
Two Pin Thumb Tack
Poppa's Brand New Bag
Multi charger
Shaving Gel Applicator
The Happy Toothbrush
ride little pony
Hanging Waste basket for Car
Hospital Bed Organizer
PowerDuck
bulb master
dfasdfas
klip-it
Got Mail
Touch sensitve Squeeze pen
Truck Bed Helper
ghost
smart pot
The H-sweater
Desk mounted peg board
Airplane air-bags
Unfiltered Black Box
Iron Man unlock Apps
octopus pads
Smart Presence Sensor Plugs
can coozie necklace
Attic Fan Cover
Your house more beautiful
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body bib
Never Left Behind
The Weight Watcher's Fridge
ELECTRO BUZZING FISHING LURE
Sterilize your phone
Chores can be Fun
Social media blocker.
Drop my phone helper
Fireman's path to life
Robotic snow blower
Self Sealing Vacum Food Bag
The Beard Buddy Bandit
The Layering Coverlet
Traffic Robot for Africa
Talk hands free Ipnone case
Memory Saver
rain guards
SandPaper Gloves
American Igloo
TABLET BED BUDDY
GROW POT
Actual Stud Finder
Synergy *AustinChallenge*
Tail light de-icer
Wedge Wrench, Crescent Wrench
Adjustable snow Shovel
Entonnoir gÃ©ant
denture sock
Mod-Bag
Lift up snow easily.
Hex Mag Stacks.
Cookie Dipper
Emergency alert app
The ExerciserCouch
Heated mudflaps.
Simple Omlets
All in one computer input pad
Cord Que
Kinder Case
Golf Ball Tube
Retrievable-trackable arrows
Grab -N-Go
SHOLSTER
Price checker app
Assistance Wand (AssistWand)
Rake &amp; Hoe
Led light clips on pencil/pen
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Fish tank cam
Disposable Lint Roller Strips
dish protector
Mistletoe belts/Buckles
Smarter Fish Tank
Mark's Sonic Golf Finder (MSGF
Phone Runner
SAP Adventures
Wobble Cocktail Shaker
Portable Water Jet
Universal Rewards Card
sun shade ad panel
"LENTILLE" pour spots!!!
Pichu Puppy
The Push Rake
Sided Taco Shell
Psic
Drip Drop
Modular tablet/e-book case
HELPING HANDS
Sit up spotter
Christmas Light Helix or Rings
DISCRET DETECTEUR DE FUMEE
revitalize the Arts at a time
Changeable drapery grommets
Sweat catch
portable ice dispenser
Cigarette ash blocker
Proxy Deals
Personal Cloud Backup
Transfer &amp; Store on iCubes!
The Bright House
Test-taker Pen
Digileash: Digital dog leash
The Original CARBAGE CAN!
Cake Shield
Fresh Air Car Deoderizer
Garden Mate
Credit Card Extension Strips
The Shower Assistant
Easy Shovel
Cover your computer webcam
shoulder keeper
Sleep Lena
Time 2 Drink
Bicycle Alarm w. flashing LED
Hobocan
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Rug Scale
capbrush
shower razor holder
TelePort
Battery Powered Staple Remover
Hairbrush handle holder
Home Petty Cash Control Box
Toilet Paper Peacemaker
Black Ice Paint
Groomstik
Doughnut Pillow
Bro wrapping
GLOW IN DARK WIND SOCK
Mop and Cloth Shoes
Inside Solar Light
stay put star
bike blinking reflective vest
The protecting furniture
Octo-expander
band aids for black people
Splinter
The ATV Chariot
Device 4 Port Hub USB Charger
Rechargeable Travel Flat Iron
Crispy Baking Sheet
Freeman Agri
PikePole Grabber
Easy Serre
Phone Case to hold FlatLock
Reflex Off
USB Solar Chess
Keep it Cool
Greener Shave
Speech Fire Alarm
Shopping Cart Sanitizer
Remembrance Book
Water Heater Art
M-Eye Way Lenses
Glitter Dough
Mower-trim
satelite dish snow ice remove
KeyCharm
Prop Power EU
Floating Skate
GET WELL KIT
KEY PAGER
vacuum tube
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De-Freeze
Rescue motor bracket
Endless water X-mas tree stand
Motorhome/Camper Skirting
Ball Buddy
Desk-To-Go
Smart Photo Printer Case
The Fluffier fluff that pillow
VersiWrapa
mini life boat
Switchable Magnet Flex Grabber
Collect &amp; Purify Rain
App Enabled Dog Crate/Carrier
RainWear2Go
Dog watches cat videos
Combo Eye Shield/ Dust Mask
(S)Word Now Pen Later
Base Board Cleaner
Vibrating Alarm Clock Pillow
Mini Me-dia Storage
Outlet Genius
Pre-vent toilet seat
Bracelet-epilator
The Resistance Case
CleanFan BladeEdges
Easy UnPlug
iCalendar
pet poop no-touch picker
"The iTwin"
Pen Finder
Electronic Diet Dish
J'en pince pour les chaussette
Pencil Head
Nano-technology Toilet Brush
Umbrella hanger
baby collector
Home Digital Electricity Meter
Le SUPPORTABLE
VERTICAL WALL-HUGGING POWER
Animal Extractor
Weather Spotter
Cobragun/Flexgun
skype tv
RST-robotic surf tow
3 to 1!
Swimming Pool Monitor
The Best Beer Growler
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anti-nÅ“ud pour casque audio
convertable roof rake broom
GE Smart EV Charging Station.
Lighted Vinyl Fence
Bread slicer
Postal organizer
Clean rental bike helmets
AppFish Tank Feeder &amp; WiFi Cam
Lazer Guided Bug Spray
Multi Chamber Shower Bottle
Twisted Muffin Tin Inserts
ElectroSweater
Watch me cook
ultimate magnetic cup holder
Home Accent Lights
Trash Bag Dispenser
Pet Sponge Bath
SLEEP APNEA Distilled Water
Scrapbook Wall Paper
Automobile Hot-Spot
Sink Pan Shaving
App Enabled Robot Chef.
Soapbuddy
heat feet
Austin Challenge Cat Toy
TabletTray
EZ Sleep Travel Pillow
Wink Voice Activation
Protect-U-Nail
Co2 Olive Oil Spray Mist VIDEO
PivotPowerBlend
Tree Lighting Helper
FRESH BOMB
2gether
Slap Bracelet Thermometer
Alzheimer's Tablet app
Sliding Wall Outlet
Bluetooth/Wifi Reverse Camera
Sled with Retractable Wheels
le couvercle Ã©nergie
Hide-A-Key Doorbell
Doglier necklace
Movie Tune
reflective bike helmet
MORE SPACE IN THE SHOWER
Spider/ Bug Catcher
conditioner hair brush
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Cool socks
Scented Blooms
Tooth-e- wipe
Keynotes
Repair Case
the Spatulo
Toothbrush Genie
DÃ©roulâ€™BÃ¢che
igetfit
Down Kitty/1
iAttach_PowerBar
HeartRate Car Security monitor
Vacuum-sealed Tubberware
Bluetooth Finger Bands
Revolution Mount
Mini rechargeable spy cam
Magnetic Light-Bulb Holder
SAFE GUARD Dog Leash
the signaling alarm clock
Cleaner eraser shavings
Go baby
coursofacile
Bracelet anti-coup de jus
TOILET FLOOR KNOB
Foyer-butler
Cord Label Tabs
smart phone windshield video
GoPro Bird Feeder
GPS Tracking for Hotel Shuttle
Bodywash Spray
Beauty Mirror
Snoway Spikes
Skorky
SafeKitty Warm Shelter
Handy Box with sturdy handle
Quick Rescue Device (QRD)
TeaTower extended
Toilet brush
Go Out
Vita gum
Pneumatic Door Closer Wink
The Beach Safe
SUPPORT TABLETTE
WINK Sparewheel PressureSensor
Bathroom Heater Portable
BatWrap
Star Power Adapter
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the pocket power outlet
Moving photograph
How did I get here?
TRELLIS WITH HOOKS
Key blocks
Bluetooth Waterproof Headphone
window wax
Cider At Home - different type
Easy Peel Nail Polish
Earplugs For Two
Make your own bath salts
Pigment Case
Find My Wallet
Speaker Gauges
Acetone Strips
Happy Feet Sheet
Life Support Health System
JACK IN THE CLOX - ALARM CLOCK
Sun Muff's
Massage footsie
rock away
Home Needs Tracker
Multi Volume Profile TV Remote
PB &amp; PROTEIN
The E-Leash
Tinytoosh Toilet Liners
Ladder Without Fear!
"Safe Plate"
Car Seeker Antenna
Doggy Socks
A playlist from my headphones
At Home Waxing
Wraparound Mirror
The Clapputer
My Productive Potty
phone case alarm
The Tule
Pet Protect
Cell Phone Spotter (iBeacon)
Talking Spotter
The Peat Pot Wicker
Bungee braclet
Pet Food Is Low - Reminder!
Bunk Bed Shelf
Multi-Function Groomer
Snow umbrella for car
Morgenlicht Wake Up
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Semi straining ladle
SOS password security APP
WOOD-look plastic board
Double draft guard with velcro
Austin- Teeter Totter for Pets
Travel Cloting Organizer
Smart Key Ring
Fragile Luggage
Gabarit Ã tarte
Put a lot of suitcase
cellphone locator
Encrypt-a-card
Quick Check Diapers
portable airbag
Dog Gone Tired Travel Bed
Lookshelf
Fibrous Muscle Vibrator
Strain &amp; Pour
Space Genie
AUTO GASOLINE MEASURING DEVICE
dÃ©cou'part
Cookware heat indicator
Measuring Device
ONE WAY BROOM
Power Induction Clip
baby t
Tea Squeezer
3-Day Stubble Plug
mail print pocket
Corner Prism TV
Basket Case
Hybrid Sink &amp; Faucet (Sincet)
Vibrating alarm clock bracelet
Liquid Toilet Unclogger
The DVD Changer
Multimeter with enunciator
E-z Riser Toilet Seat Lifter
Smarter oven
Magnetic + pin Memo Holder
Biodegradable Confetti
HOT/COLD THERMOS COOLER
suspender button
Gola ice-cream maker
Virtual fan halo!
Scan and Shred
Salad Mixing Helper
App enabled disinfectant spray
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3 in 1 Attach/Detachable Bowls
**AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE**
Climate Shield
Handy Coffee Mug
MakeYourOwn Kibble and Treats
Ours zone clock
Cellphone Projector Lens
The Sock Dryer
Converto
Home Security Light Socket
Support mural TV motorisÃ©
First Invention
PetFind or Where's Fido?
Kwik Lace
Mars globe with
Electric Car Charge Tube
Faits maison 3D plastiq.ongles
Anti-choking vest or belt
3D Kaleidoscope
opus
TV remote to infrared
Pull Out Cabinet Rack
Quality of cleaning of house
Thermal Gloves
Work Glove with Time
Spare Air Supply
Nail Guide
moisture meter
Artificial Timber
Electronic emergency valve
Induction-Charge Magazine Rack
The electro-pen
No Burn Warm Water Mixer
NoseThing
Broom Extending bristle
Storm Rescue Umbrella
Plasterless Drywall Seams
Car Visor Makeup TouchUp Kit
(Headrest) No-Sap-Cap
Sun screen Soap
GPS and Bluetooth Sticker
Messy Pennies Porkfolio
Cozy Socks
Brow Touch- Up
Wink Enabled Gum Ball Machine
The super case
Stable Table-Any rough ground.
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WiredIN Network-NextGenWebsite
Claw Mouse
The Siren
Car AC saver
Electrical Extensions
After 40 reading help
Phone charging blanket
Smart headphones
Shake Charge
Betwixt
TOOL Handle Comfort Sure GRIP!
Accident/Panic Alert
Stained glass aquarium scenery
heatable street power lines
USB Camera Flash Stick
Speaking Label
Traffic control
Home inventory analyzer
Mouse Glove
Interactive Baby Book
Heat Activated Shot Glass
ISISKI
Quick Blinkers
Mountain bike to hand cart
Power Angle Adapter
Lego Vac
See through grill
Wifi Crockpot
Potty Night Light
Remove the End leftovers
Virtual Window
Smart Coffee Pot
Smart Laser Drills
USB hub
Bi-angled Rearview mirror
App-Enabled Heating Pad
Tooba
modular power strip
Fan Scents room smells good
Switch Extend
Selfie Picture Flash
Bathroom Fan/Scent/Sound Unit
Headache squeezer
Traveler Rest Bag/ DIY Pillow
NO CUTS KNIFE WASH
Room Temp. Butter/Egg Warmer
CASH OUT GENIUS Game
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Go Text
A Real Helmet cam
Dry-Brella
Use ALL of your liquid product
The Anywhere Wifi Fan
Car Germ -It-Sanitizer
BoxGo Rugged
Handicapped Clip
Prevent loss of the Cell team
RESKATE skater's gloves
clip it
Green Electronic Legal Pad
Sunny Window Solar Heater
EZ-CAR LIFT
lite up numbers and signs
Tube Filling Machine
CleanFlush
A new kind of USB
Voice Controlled TV Sensor
Bowlmate
cheese please
digits
Flavor/Sugar Control of Food
Rubik's cube snoozing alarm
Resolution Quest
Self Raising Toilet Seat
Static Shock Eliminator
Measure and Save tap water
Necklace Closet Organizer
DVD RSR (retrieve, sort, refi)
Chirp Chip
Color Changing Pot
The Dubble Dipper
Sleeping Low Blood Sugar Alarm
Break Away Induction Charger
Band Genie (re-submit)
to do with tv
VinePod
Toasty Warm Towel Rack
Insurance and registration app
Score!
The Spine In Line
Bugs Catcher
Christmas Crank
TRAINER fitness cookes
Dust Collecting Pods
Rechargeable Point and Shoot
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Secure Hard Disk Format w/APP
Solar Panel Sun Shade
Lockdown!!!
The Flip Side Belt
Mixing Tool w/Built in Scraper
Combo Hair Brush/Spray
Livre pour bain
Dashboard Gum Dispenser
Ceiling fan dehumidifier
THE CAPER
Bottle Shots
MULTIROLLER
Fire Cover
Non-Stick Drip Pans
Handheld Automatic Wine Opener
STOP SPY WEBCAM
KeyCard
Quirky Word of Mouth Salesmen
Ear Buds Twist Ties
SOLAR CHARGER (Smartphones)
Dish Soap Dispensor
Kid's new favorite toy!
Light the Wayght
NoiseApp Locator
cauking gun
CABOODLE DOG
Recline a baby
Coded Text and Email Disabler
Wall tap with on/off switch
a boat toilet
pet tracker
CREATE A BALL MAZE
Fire Place Candle Insert
UV Sanitizing Produce Colander
LAZERMOTE Blaster TV Remote
Sethie Scrub Brush
3-in-1 Beverage Warmer/Cooler
Solar Fingerprint Pad Lock
Air Power
Multiple slicing knife
Drill Inductive Charger
Barrette Ã lacets
LED saves lives
Tape edge
Heated boots &amp; gloves GEN.
Get a grip
Smart Hunt
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Solar energy washing machine
Make Your Own Bird Suet
A lcd screen mirror
Cooling Spoon
Wheel Well ICE Scraper
Sweep-Vac
SAFE CHAIR
White Out Machine
Gazer3000
JEU DE SOCIETE KOVAX
Helmet with airbag
The International Sim Card
Leaves Collasible Tunnel Funne
Cell Phone Robot Wars
The DustCluster Eradicator
BACK LOTION SPREADER
"The Car Dome"-A Working Title
Life Saving Water Bottle
smart student
JUMP SMART your dead car here!
Sexy Sink Plunger
Double Impact PostPounder
Hydro Count
Pit-Maneuver
power bar with detachable LED
PortableApple keyboard holder
Nylon earring organizer
Perfect Hanger 4 Pants
All-in-1 Counter Cleaner
SHOPPING CART HANDLE COVER
VoicemailText
Moskila - The Mosquito Trap
Wink Space Saving Scale+ (RS)
The Banana Saver
Carpenter Pencil with Magnet
Zip-up Table Cover
A robot that waters plants
The Travel Kitty
Aut-O-Towel
Atmosphero
Ice-Machine.
entry vac
SCOOP N' TOSS
Power Spotter
SmartBites
The Kleenex Carriage
Handy Baggage Cart
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iphone/ipad mount
Adjustable Tablet Holder
Safty First
Trailer and 4 wheeler tracker
SprayCombo
Disinfecting Shoe Wipes
Cordable
vibration charging phone case
Snake's Tongue Iphone Charger
Multiple Impact Bullet
See through BackPacks
Lightweight Attic Conveyor
Bath Filling Water Labyrinth
No Loss of Suction Bag Vacuum
Suitcase Exoskeleton
Online Plant Health System
Automatic Swinging Cat Toy AE
Solar Mosquito Eradicator
Your Personal Earbud Headset.
Bicycle Alarm, App &amp; LoJack
Speakerphone
iPhone 5 Headphone Un-jacker
STOP GLASSES MOVING
TV w/ Built In Blu-Ray Player
RESUBMIT anti theft padlock
iPad sound enhancement case
Hands free opening dresser
ARMURE EN CARTON prÃ©-dÃ©coupÃ©!!
App-Enabled Animal Feeder
TUBA - Music for the Peleton
shakers
Crap Catcher
Digi-Prints
EVDemergency vehicle detector
Double Saw-Szaw
Bicycle Panier backPack
Citrus Cups
Digital Photo Frame for backup
Gift card Countdown
caulking gun
Rechargeable pivot power
The Shoo Fly
I PAD SCHEDULER
Solar Heated Coffee Cup
boat builders neccessity
Optical Zoom for Phone Camera
RING PHONE CASE
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galaxy gear waterproof cover
storage rack
Oxygen Tank
Tape Measure Tape Dispenser
Automobile Umbrella
Spring Stick
Disposable Holter Monitor
Lazy Linens
Pico Projector Wall Mount
bÃ©bÃ© flotteur
Aspirator duster
The Earbuddy
App Car Theft Deterrent
Quirky Idea Sorter
Lighted 3.5mm jack plug
Comfy Penile Clamp
ILLUMI-RINGS
The Dryer Buddy
Stax
The hAPPy Heater
Pouch for the iPad SmartCover
Voice activated smart club
Shoot to Win
Miracle Sock
Find My Car Flag
Heatphones
Real Kissing Dream Date Barbie
Water Conserving Shower Caddy
Dual Zoned Electric Blanket
INSIDE OUT!
Outdoor Christmas Lights
Back Strap Case
Easy Clean Removable Liners
Medical Valve Adaptor
Shop Visualizer
Retractable Hammock
Gutter Cover Scrubber
Pop Ins
Automatic pedals
Laundry Talk
Perfect Pecs
Key Holder
Swimming fish pool speaker :)
Modular plug with metal buckle
MagCap
Palm Pistol
Dog seizure recorder
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Selfie Lens Box
LightNight
THE BEANBAG BACKPACK
C-Life
tree top lights
Rear View Mirror
Mercury, messenger wall clock
Burn2Earn Suit
3 in 1 Outlet cover
sock clips
alarm bed
safety kit for snow skiers
Shoe SOLE Dryer
Food List
Smartphone Climate Control
Wearable Mobility Device
No-slip tape for purse strap
The Go Cup
HelpMe Button
Lost &amp; Found
self stirring pot
gram-ma's picture app.
Listen While Gone (LWG)
Wealth Seed
supper shade
OPENYOURHOMETOTHEHOMELESS.COM
Phone-to-Phone Resuscitation
Snow Go Car Shovel
Silent nail clippers
CAR FLOOR ITEM HOLDER 4 SAFETY
Spray Paint Pattern Nozzles
Power belt
Easy Bagger
3-n-1 walking cane
Colored
Digital Student Portfolio
Bibjib
Bulldog Speaker
The Broom Kick Stand
Airbag Coat
Orthodontic Treatment Copyshop
Tv remote and key finder
Retractable credit /debit card
Nose Guard Germ Protector
Teachers Pet
Cozy Koozies
Alarm-clock pillow
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TALKING LITTER BOX
Therapeutic Snuggle Partner
mousitiquaire piscine
Holder for Tablets
Cooling Clothing Iron
Laser protect
Digital photo frameâ™¥
Work-out workout
Soap Bar Garage
All Season Outdoor Dog Bed
Headxtension
Grocery Guru
Sac-Ã -main OrganisÃ©
DIAPER SHOOT
No Fly Zone
cool crush
The shower hammer
Shopping Cart Self Checkout
Dude where is my car?
Shoes 4 Chairs- protect floors
ICE-B-GONE
Baby Patch Temperature Sensor
Selfie-Cam
auto-calculator for shopping
Mother Ship Hub
GutterCheck
Picnic basket table
Bag Coral
Tornado Wrench
KeyFob iPhone Case
Clip-On Eye Glass Wiper
smoke detector - simpler
Touch Screen Nail Polish
Mini Back-Up Power Supply
Solar phone
The U-Blade
Compact-able Shaving Ledge
Non-tangling earphones
Talking Laundry Basket
Enfluence
liquid soap dispenser
PROVERBS 4:26
2 in 1 Scrubber Plunger System
Battery or not
Glo Time
Smart door
Travel Stack
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Kitty Keyboard Kozy
Ear Drums 14'
Wrist Mobile Device Interface
the tv black screen
swimming fish speaker for pool
3D fighting boys
SPINNER UP.
Mini Electric Timer
Automatic Wipers-Headlights
BOXES for plastic grocery bag
Beach Beats
Moppin Slippers
Need help with this one
Portable e-products Apparel
Better Trashcan
Door Bell app
Beer Air Hockey
Hands-free Follower
Basketball figure
Plus toy
Clasp-Keeper
D.R.I.V.E
Cosmetics Makeup Machine
Pocket Foldable Extension Cord
Universal Charger
Table top power
Mail / Parcel SMS Alerts
Scald block
Self-Inflating Car-Cover
Conforming pillow
A Friendly Reminder
Handful soapy
Solar Powered Heated Dog Bed
Car alarm cover
Peek-A-Boo Blanket
Safe Ride
Doggie POOH PLUCKER
kale chips
caddielectrique
Noise-out Ear Masks
Deviled Egg Plate With Spikes
the neverstuck claw
Car carbon monoxide detector
Drone Bee
Rachet wrench extension tool
COMPRESSION RING EXTRACTOR
Selfie-Case
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feu de recul pour vÃ©hicule .
Catch It
Video Card Spy
the Green Exercise App
Yoga Mat Towel Clips
Auto-blinds
Identiwire: Cord identifier
Yoga Mat With Built In FlatFan
Coin Card
WAVEiot, hand gesture control
No spy laptop buddy
TRASH VAC
Vibrating Band for mobile call
Weighted Paper for Books
Pike-nic Glasses
Tablet Palette
My Energy
Garden Quick Row Measure
dirt free keyboard
Memories Media
Ball Buddy
Fishing pole warmer
Magnet Marker
coverage for Wheelchair
Jigsaw Puzzle Saver
Heater Scarf
Surround Sound
Smart Hair Dryer
Baseball Cards in the Spokes!
Color picker
Smart Rain Water Drip Irrigate
wireless switch
Nickel' Pat
UV Produce Sanitizer Box
Moveable tv mount
The Fanerator
Hair Brush Plus
MINI PRINTER FOR PHONE -app
Wind-Proof Garbage Can
Nose trimmer &amp; shaver
Pinpoint precision
Telekenesis Game Dice
Sinus Declogger
Is the Oven On?! Smart App!
Flip Mops
Cordless Electric
Guide to getting past page 1
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CUBE, Transforming Furniture
The Perfect Showerhead
Bluetooth call notifier
Bed Sheet Clips
Austin Invention Challenge.
Shoulder Strap
Truly Wireless Thermometer
Magnetic Induction Adapter
CoolSpoon
Vz-Crush er
LI. Shoy.
Water safety valve
Child divider
Perfect Pitch
Laundry Washer/Dryer Bags
Winter wrist guard
Snow Crud Stopper
Safety water candle
PurrPurr
Magni-Power
The Intellilock
Smart Floor Vents
the emergency push button app
Ultracapacitor 4n1 Screwdriver
Window Unit Dehumidifier
Retractable Bag Strap Carrier.
Heated Snow Shed!
Gooseneck Clock
thermo lights
test
The Emoticon
Cooling Yoga Gel Mat
Dumbbell with digital display
Catchya
Grama's Helping Salt
The PAC Sweatshirt
Adjustable Keyboard PropUp..
Lock-A-Leash
remote control airbag
Christmas Tree Extensions
Child Safety Tub Drain Stopper
MultiUse Timer, called GeTo
For disinfecting soap for dry
Whatsbell
Unlimited &amp; Instant Hot Water
Table Leg Rollers
A Better Mouse Trap
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The Zone Box
A shopping Application
The Ultimate Laptop Desk
The Charging Cradle
Wine Preserver
toothbruse H stand
The Finger Friendly Keyboard
Airplane Head Rest
SPS Solar Powered Shelter
What A Crock! or Quirky Crock.
Laundry Washing Helper
bracelet charge cable
Q-Desing App
uScanit Clipbox
Hard Button
Foldable Notebook or Tablet PC
Snake N' Bake Cake Shaper
Retainer Tray
Mp3 Watch
CHORE APP AND DEVICE
Towerplug
Ad-Lip
Nighttime Lancer for Diabetics
Bag tag
led light mascots
undo.redo Multifunction SOFA
Kids Daycare Wearable Camera
nightvision windshield
CUSHION ENVELOPE
Binocular helper
Pet or Child Proof Trash Cans
Adjustable Cabinet Shelf
Smart Pitcher
Smart Control Power Socket
Solar Powered Shirt
Automatic Toilet Brush
Induction Charged Watches
The Painless Hooker
Talk back toothbrush
Hugger
flood bag. Furniture saver.
Hammer with built in level
The Wedding Shower Game
CLensCap
Collapsible Kernel Catcher
Link It Up Power!
Phone holder - the new way
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Spotter-Voice Control
Ceiling Fan Pull Air Freshener
Multi Slide
BBQ Tool
Shower Pump
Every Plug Fits
Mist
Timed Tops and Containers
Golf grips, never cold again
Neck Warmer Scarf
Clothes Detector
wind solar power
Adjustable Handle Brush
remote lawn sprinkler
The Kitchen Hat
Center finding laser,improved!
Fly's Water
Drive Sober
Handle book better
charge pad
PetGO!
Toddler Stadium Seat
Baby Talk
Tissue Alert
A better auto cruise control
Funky Vapor Wear
Lighted Downhill Skis.
THE POWER CLIP
My Biggest Fan
Hands free fertilizer system
EZ CURL
GVS Gear Video System
Pencil cup
Chapstick Ring
Face lifter, wrincle fighter
Garage Parking Wizard Battery
car show magnets
easy slip on for pillow case
do u guys employ idealists or
Clever zapper
Voice-control speakers
Vegan Belt
Tire Hammer
The We Weekender
The Best Way
car cozy
Spiral
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Shades on Demand
Life proof Case 4 Androids
The Super Soaper
track tip
Lint Vac
Hoverboard For Real
Vivid Dream Pill
Dog exercise monitor
Traveling Toiletry Squares
WheelStick
Cloth Clamp +Rope for laundry
Drain Saver
MiTor - Micro Generator
Pick Up
Pencil cup
Hair Hook
Zero Oxidation Wine Stopper
LED/Flexible Display Collar
Clin d'oeil
ConsistenTunes App for Workout
nighty light slippers
Seatbliss seatbelt covers
Induction blow dryer
Manimorphs
Pallet Board Remover
Power Block
Gutter Cleaner Deluxe
Disinfect your home
Aloha Art
FitBody Pocket
Chaincloth Barbecue
911 Car Alert
Household Chores
DryStepper
The Shed Bed
Scale Down
The Articulators (Mattel)
Multiple plug
App enabled paper doll machine
A Power Hoodie
Fragile Item Packing Kit
Hi beam off sensor
E-Z Brush
Condom that doesnt Slip-Off
Hand Grenaidz
clÃ©-boussole
#AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE#
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Austin-Bottling juice Machine
Compact DSLR + LAPTOP bag
Book to e-book
Anti-Wrinkles Sensors
Make Custom Lipstick
Bio-plastic/Hemp Snow Goggles
Shirt Splitter
USBthrough
Simply Couplets
Phone Finder
Easy Cut: Fireman Glove
Light Bottles
Secret Wallet
Sink Cozy
Pool Golf Hockey Game
Carbon Fiber Fishing Rod
AcuOne AntiSmoking
Customizable Rolling Suitcase
Padded Relaxing bathtub
Scalable or Modular Light Bulb
Water Leak Sensor
911-Blow or 911-Whistle
Digi HWH
PILLOMITT Pillow with Pockets
the no-reach underneath
Bal.nce Band
Vegan Lunchables
Hood Hat
Quirky App for Android
Money Minder
prise Ã©lectrique 2 positions.
NEREG
beating mop spin cleaner
Staples Fix
The Grillo
La poubelle facile
Capture Watch
Luggage Video Camera
Flash fit
Keyboard Weights
Bare Back
CARe CAM - AWESOME Car Camera!
Find Your Frisbee
Dry Box Jewelry Armoire
MouseWithTouch SCREEN KEYBOARD
Receipt recording box
Clanket
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Test
Ding Dong
Solemate Wipes
First Date Underwear
Cell phone umbrella
Velcro Sponge
ARTIST ZEN
The Back Pocket
Leaf-B-Gon
Auto-Flush
FingerPrint ID Cover for Ipads
Safe@home CO2 detector
Easy Load Car Seat!
DriveBy driveway motion alert
Curl Easy
Ergonomic Wrench
Shoe Bow Lock
Learn2dance ANYTHING, ANYWHERE
Broom Groomer W/ Hand Pump
Fan for Radiators
Hologram for Mobile Phone
Contrl Television Plus
Wrap It Up
Easy dry erase board
Perfect Eyes
SHOE SHOO'S.
Quick Skin
Wink Furnace Monitor
Motorized Skateboard
Measure Once
CrateMini's Best in Test!
Fluffy Jeans
coverchair
Computer Screen Script
Bluetooth Microphone App
Removable wall baskets
Line Ext: Lotus Grande
mattress slip
"EASY-ON EASY-OFF KEYRING"
Scented Desk Fan
Toe srubber
Water Counter Bottle and App
Bacteria Free Toilet Plunger
Fireplace Room Heater
Steppy Paw Feeder
Fun with TV
AppEnabled Shower Boombox Case
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A Medical Wristband w/ Digital
PRIVATE LCD COMPUTER MONITOR
PEEP CAMERA
Omni Calendar
Water Powered Shower Shaver
Seeds &amp; Sleeves
AP enabled AirFreshner
Shots Machine
Universal Pot Lid
Pad Toy
Spoonrest
Auto-stop earbuds
Smart Cart
BCI controlled virtual reality
Personal A/C Cup
Time lock
Portable heating pad
Temperature adjusting Roofs
USB Charger w/ Swappable Cover
Cuddle buddy for dogs
ZoomIt
Electronic Smoking pipe
Potside Counter Baggie Holder
Vortex Gun
Live Free
Nosebleeds Stopper
The Balcony Bar
Drone road Spotter
Vehicle side-window sun-visor
SuperCar Power Charger
Bait Delivery Drone
FRIEND ROCK KIT!
The" cinch"
Transition Windsheild
BBQ FAN AND FLASHLIGHT
iPad Air Stereo SpeakerCase
Guitar String Socks
Non-stick Potty Pan
C MON GOB !
The Laundry Cheat Sheet
Private i dots
Underground Smart Grid
AIO USB Retro Controller Hub
pantry planner
belly button
The Ice Scraper That Works
AthletesÂ FootÂ PowderÂ Socks
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HILight
Ring Guard
Belt Buddy
All-In-One Desk Organizer
3D Pan Forms
Mattel's 10" E-Coloring Book
lidar tailor
Drawer Seal
A Stable Laser Pointer
Bad Breath Solution
BED COVER UP AND DOWN
Hoverboard
No smear glasses case
Poop Bag Carryer
magnetic charger adaptor
bottle and mug tags
The Ultimate Dog Collar
Pill dispenser
Read It!
Under Bed Storage Organizer
Never Burn Again Sunblock
Washer / Dryer Cycle Notifier
Windproof Tarp
lotto chek
Car Park Cooler
Switchkey Talon
Pet'O Mat
Dust-free Makeup Brush Holder
G.E. Electronic TranslaterMini
MomU-monitoring of Me and You
Support for Gadgets
leaf helper
Camp Wildlife Alert System
HID EYE
Power controller
Remote charger
Bike Trite
iPad Wallmount on Lightswitch
Umbrella Dryer Stand
Spritz
Iphone 4/4s/5/5s case
USB Power Blocks
EeeZee Reach Body Scrubber
The Drummer's Backbeat.
Frothier
Mini Collapsable Tripod
Squeek Stopper
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Iso-metonic Weighted Strap
Medical History App
RollurWraps
The Soap Saver
* AUSTIN * NeverSlip Towel
Fun Baby Spoon
Extra performance gloves
2 in 1 Stylus. "CLESTA"
No More Passwords Jewelry
Likeometer
DRR = Digital Radio Recorder
Test PT
The Stay ON Mattress Cover
Free Loader
CommKit
Grocery Grabber
Dishwasher App
Stand-alone garden tools
Anywhere, easy clean up cable
No-Slip Flip Flops
Clip-on computer Charger
CarCover with Battery Charger
Chef's Coat Dress
Kangaroo Clips.
Braking Notifier
Whistling pot covers / Sensor
The snow plow shovel
Child Car Seat Alarm
kids controller
App enabled fireworks launcher
Delayed Flush Urinal Sensor
Custom digital phone cases
Weigh it All
Vanity Phone Case
Outlet Minder - Safety Device
Twist Throttle Arm Band
ORIGINAL YAPPY MEAL CONTAINER
Electric floors
Inflate Pro
Retrouvtou'
i-knob
Both Hands on the Wheel!
3D Cap
Smart Toothbrush Logger Stand
Leash Gear
Stretchy Construction Level
Driptastic oven window saver
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Cloud integrated app
P2P mobile Phone Communication
Bev's Spaghetti
Half Fit Sheets
Wash N Brush
U Sweat! Want to Quit Smoking?
stem it to the last drop
Right Height Picture Hanger
The Crib Assistant
High objects measurer
Graphite
Handycane
Car Static Film Shades
easy open snuff can
Simple vent closer
PC Floor Stand
Adjustable firmness recliner
Finger-Nail Pal
XEO
HiFi WiFi
Hand wash timer
Armlet-Wristband Phone
The CUPSTIR
Diet, Pet Food Dispencer w/ ap
"Automatic baseboard sprayer"
Our family turkey
Squeeze Tube Application Gun
Cylindrical Bag for Mac Pro
GPS Booster for Tablet &amp; Phone
Foot Scrubber
Secure Clip for Hat/Cap
Super Hair Growth
Poo Paper Paw Protector
Hay Bale Probe
" BE SAFE, MAGNIFY "
Weighted / Anchored Trash Bins
Ever wanted more cup holders?
magnifying glass app
Safety Button
Refill swiffer wet jet
The Trash-inator!
Beach umbrella stand
MINI ALL-IN-ONE SCREWDRIVER
Use of cell in the home.
Grocery Minder
Magnet handle with a broom
Love for the Windows Platform
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ice fishing bucket organizer
Macbook/laptop periscope clip.
Heated Coat Rack
Gitty-Get
The Nail Wheel
LIGHT SOCKET PHONE CHARGER
AnyPen
Kitty litter window box
Expanded PP Foam iPhone Case
Fish B Gone
shower curtain wing
The Retractable 3000
FlasHamster
Better Flea Comb
the ImPlay
Sanibag wet cloths bags
Id-Theft Resistant MedicareCrd
Floss Sticks
Head and tail light wipes.
Remote Freezer Temp Monitor
yourte
Therapeutic Tickler
Rocker cradle
FUNNY BURGER
Grandparents Phone
Leggs a new
SPY-O-LENSE
JEU DE SOCIETE KOVAX
The Binary Bear Box
Corners
BellyButton Pants Fastener
Baby cry analyzer
Post Box Controller
Weed wacker ball
Mouse in the House
Pedal sinks
Cell Phone Seatbelt
The Shower Bottle
Shovel with pulse bracelet
Clean screens
Braclet Charger
Underdesk Organizer
Clean Hiney Dispenser
Multi Holiday Lights
BOILED Egg Extractor
Keyhole Illuminator
Drop Proof High Chair
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EcoShield
Amphi-Bike.
FLO-BOT
Mobile Phone Pocket Holder
Wifi case
Da "Super Grip Snow Tires"
Emergency Keychain iCharger
nextbigwebsite.net
Bicycle handlebar phone holder
Colour Out
Digital Photo Teddy Bear
Press n Seal Window Insulation
Bug catcher
Push-up Trainer
Austin Pet free ball launcher
Sight Line
Smart popcorn machine!
SMALL CAR TUNNEL
Back Lotion Applicator
3D Gift Box
EMG biosensor for Workout
Solar Powered LED Lawn Repair
WIPER DE-ICER
ff
Hi-Tech Invisable-Sanitizer
Bitten Mittens
Split sport
Traffic Camera Alert App.
the time capsul
Safe detergent scoop
Wacky-Mole
Quilt-n-Pockets
Power Outlet Light Caddy
Smart Fence Lock
No - Perte
Fragrance Spray Control Cap
The Waste Repellent
Adpal
stay put comforter
Pickup Power Battery v2
Wink Enabled Flameless Candles
CHILD INDOOR WINDOW GUARD
Gas meter
Super duper donut holder
Save A Chick Birdhouse + Art
Stay Fit
Murphy Treadmill
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Bike N Punch
Standing Squirting Umbrella
Calendar Accessories
Shoe Lights
the Trace Pad
Power Generating Ipad Stand
Anti-Phubbing Pod
Wearable sleeping bag
Retractable Cat Toy #Austin
Easy Paint Mixer
NOAA-Solar-Wind Powered Chimes
scratch my back
sock-A-Roo, Sock- er
Leaf Shredding Robot
Phone Locker Box
autorotating aircraft wheels
Rising foot rest
Fashion Connector
Interchangeable Placemats
The entertaining area
AD CATCH
hair color airbrush
Snow Wow
Hand - L
Leaf it
rear window that can talk
StraightenUp
turbomag
Dog Food Buddy
Keyboard HDD
CouponCarrier
Presto freezo
Safety First
Craft Beer Coaster Covers
Doggy on the Shelf Woof Woof!
Custom fashion boots
Addiction Reminding Teddybear
Use Your Table Right #2!
Large Home Propane WiFi Meter
The Nest for electric plugs
WINK - Pipe Monitor
D-Charger
PillO
Smart Blood preasure
Christmas Bells
Mail Sorter
Smart Calc
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The BALL BAR
PET CONDITION
Oil Comb
the colorant shades
Retractor
Bike Club
SAFE BAGS
Coffee Machine all in one
HERBAL TEA FILTER WASHABLE
Drawer On A Door! Space Saver!
Quit it Stop Smoking
Gift Card Scanner
juice smoosher
Light Up Crib
Print Fly
trash bag that fits trash can
Steam Machine
tente solaire
Psic
Iphone case like a chocolate
Mood dice
Remote Control Magnet Car
Pet Saddle Bed for your Sofa
Camouflage Tree foil
Random Dog Treat Dispensers
iSee Backup Cam
HYDRO POOL HEATER
Kitty Litter Scooper
Hover Hockey
Adjustable cat litterbox
BumpTape for button ID
easy christmas lights
Complexity (board game)
"ACTUAL" non-stick cake Pans
Watch with silent alarm
Non falling toiletseat cover
Replaceable shoe sole
SMART CLOCK
iPhone Light Dock
Pet Away
Eglass
Pivot Power Outlet Control
Toothpaste dispenser
Massaging onesie (M1Z)
U-Turn Signal for Vehicles
Purskins
Last drop lotion pump
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The plunge bowl
U-jack
Page Weights
tadogen
CAR STAMP
Drain filter with hair trap
PlayList Alarm App
smart kids toothbrush
Sock Draw Organizer
DrumSheet
Laser tag fighting drones!!!
Disposable toilet seat covers
Mark's SGF &amp; Range Finder (RF)
real air
Wall coin tracks
Drunk Resistant Safe
The Wheelie Car Seat
battery pack alarm system
Plank Pad
THE FISHING BUD! #3
The Game-Time Minder
patient-friendly hospital bed
Papabags
Heated Pipe Sleeve
Ping Pong Ball Holster
A cooler that keeps food cool
Comfy Pad The Warm Mouse Pad
2-in-1 xmas tree skirt/bag
Induction Charging Plug
Fortune Tailoring
Musical Cane
Lamp Shade Bluetooth Speakers
automatic garage door closer
Decorative Indoor Speakers
Multi-theme holiday lights
Shoe Shine Sack
Words to words
asp ear
Back Pack Speaker iPhone Case
Wink Enabled EZ Blinds
Portable Office Supply Caddy
Fido's Roll Toy
Skywriter Pen
Power Purse
Instatouch
Clix on kneepads
telescopic Toilet Brush
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Luminous net handle
TV REMOTE - POP!
Patchtout
Cooler chair
Cycle Shade
Mega Melon Slicer
teflon paddle
INSTACADRE
Cordies With Mini Flash Drive
Universal Infrared Remote
Wireless Adhesive Light Switch
posse spy diy
Bite Mark
Gel coiffant en dosette
City Paws - Pet Sanitation
IntelliCar telemetry tracker
LARGE WIRELESS CEILING LIGHT
Finder
Peanut Butter Jar w/ Two Caps
Smart Bed Pad
A better container for bleach
Pivot Power Wrap--Line Ext.
Booger Bear or Rub-A-Dub Cub
Toilet Seat Handle
Mobile Earmuffs.
Motorcycle Hand Guard
Dig N Burrow Treat Finder!
Removable Wine Goblet Stem
Go Go Golf
beautiful frames for screens
Fitted Top Bed Sheet
Decoy Spectacles
TrayGo
non electric water bucket warm
Multi-Quarter Test Tube
Pet Tooth Brush
Shovel Boot Attachment
Pay-to-charge
Simply Famous
One-second put-on shirt
Under-layer Garment Clips
Laptop CaseCord
Rope Ladder Rung
Flashlight Slippers
No-crumbs Cereal Jar
NewTunes
Key Kandy
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magna pop
Easy Install Basketball Net
Reduce Brain Shock
Tread
Self Lift &amp; flush Toilet seat
Blue -Tooth Remote Phones
Easily closed Suitcase
Recharging Toy Garage
Ball launcher with Timer
Goggle Glasses
Take my Pic
safety shopper
easy bolderkar
Shade It!
Emergency call necklace
Holder for an electronic devic
Male Dog Corner WC
Portable Hygiene Unit
Lets call it "The Floater"
Portably Energy!
demenage express
New bloom
iNeed U
Computer Mouse Phone Case
Electrical Cord Organizer
Glowbags
LIFE+LYNK
simploreillette
In The Clouds
eZpZ Shove
Double Earphones
SpongeBath
Fast Response Punching Bag
shower curtain keeper
Doodlebag
Boneconduction Eyewear
MattressMate
Garden Hose Water Heater
Flash Suite (Resubmission)
Activity Sensor
Spotlight flashlight
The Smart Tint
Save the Planet Desk-Lamp
Bed Jack
Oil Catch Cup
The Clean It
Wheeled shelving/moving unit
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PowerQuota
Separated Ice &amp; Drink Pitcher
Wireless Pointer
Multiple Automobile Spotter
iNails
Car Radio DAR
Back Buddy
3D Bread Printer
Smart Poker table top
Induction Guitar Stand #AUSTIN
App Enabled Whiteboard
Earphone cord self storage
The wizard wand pen
Eauessebe
Lucet (brilla)
DISPOSABLE FLOOD / LEAK ALARM
Board Buddy
Plant heater
extension wall mount.
Bow Tie and Long Tie in One
Follow Me Vehicle Laser System
Digital Matte - Hue
Rythm N' Silent
Easy dry your slipper.
remote cotrol holder
Car Hat
"Sockies"
Toll Box
Mosquito Eraser - Moskila
Austin-Induction Carrying Case
EZ Tab Tape Dispenser
anti plouf
SOLAR GLOW STICK ONS
The Bath Bar
Lost Pet Tracker
Compteur Geiger sans pile
Hamper Organizer
Hideable Surge Protector
Gluier
Ventilated Child Car Seat
Flavored plastic spoon
Safe With Clay Prouducts.
SnackPack iPhone Case
Ergonomic auxilary handle
Sharper image
Snow Steamer
Protect and clean your screen
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"Food Carrier Tier"Collapsible
My Space Temperature control
cash clean
bubble search engine
le double balai retractable
got your back
Smart Hover Snowboard
Shopping GPS
Ear cap
pENTERTAINMENT
Housse Portefeuille (HousseP)
Bean Bag Car Caddie
Coolest Bike Lock Ever
Watch structural distress
Paddle Plugs
Scoop Keeper
Weight scale app
Dual ratchet
Acoustic Hearing Device
Power band Air Plane
Iphone quick note
Phone To Phone
Match your clothes
Door Knob Helper
Shower Shelf
Organica
Speedcheck
Wrap Strap
Hung Right
ultimate easel
Backpack Shell
Electrical heat shut-off
Are we there yet!
Pure on-the-Go
Splitter+
Bright Light Fly Swatter
Shifty Sifter
Tapeless Gift Wrap
Flip Out!
Alert me takapin amount
Super Charger
Houseplant water monitor
Austin Invention Challenge
Suck Ups
easy control shopping basket
Snap Cap (app)
Flexible Cellphone Flashlight
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CORD SAVER
Water Wise Vase
Kids Game Control
Paint Protector
Wifi at hand
Wrapster Design Improvment
Sunglass Contact Lenses
Tress Vac (Hair vaccum)
Stinky Mitts Garlic Gloves
Casserole Control
TEN COURSE REMOTE TIMER
PET GRAVITY PLAY BOWL
Toilet paper roll recycler
FANNY SURF BOARD
INSTANT BED SHEET WARMER
PERFUME MAKER-create your own
Hot Puck
Securi-Key
THE ORPHEUS TONE
Air Broom
Iron Startch
360 Degree Vehicle Camera
Changeme
portable food preperation
Yoga towel clips
Tidy Tooth
Portable Water Pillow
Satil : Custom Yoga Pants
Bus Stop Alarm
Scraper Broom
HANDS FREE UMBRELLA
smart phone visor
ECRANS SOUPLES ANTI-REFLETS
i-Podium
Tie Tackies
Crib-A-Lite
Soap Saver
Utility Shield
ear phone cord coiler
Techie Nails
Pill Dispensing Watch
Wifi smoke/CO Detector
Expandable Ear Buds
Accordian Type Food Cover
HandLounge (ergo mouse)
Illumisuit
Dermo-Check
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Pair Pal, Pair UP, Sock Lock
Mini mower
NFL jeans
CARTERRY EXSPANDABLE SHOES
Fitness to power
Shoo Pets.
Soft Release
My temperature mug
No More Stickies
"EYE-BUY "Consumer Buying Aid
BeerMuffs
Guitar Pen
Energy Saver
QuadroBlade
Sat It, Spell It
large smartphone holder
Roof Hides Printed Roof Tarps
EasyOff PowerStrip
Shower clock
Desk Cover
Splatter No More
Handheld Gasoline Tester
Wash &amp; Dry
plumbing roof vent sleeve
Leash Defender
Swivel-Charge
Built-In Adjustable Visor
Ultimate BBQ tool
Touchups--Paintbrush In A Jar
the finder
Xerox from your laptop
E-Fence
Invisible GroceryBag TrashCan
Winter car cap
Cornhole board/beach chair
cord hooks
The Twist Top Can
Better than your own nail
back saver
DIY BATTERY SAVER
Move 'n Charge iPhone Case
Neat Cord
Straw for TWO
BAND AIDS or GARBAGE GRIPPERS
5 card charlie
Pet finder
Scanner - imprimante 3D
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Rechargeable Bug-Off Light
Tablet holder
Disposable Socks
Hey! Thats My Beer!
toothbrush
That's my job
Bluetooth dog training collar
aller scent
Monbrella
Spotlight AC
The Easy Condom
Car Start phone app
Pot Toppers
Colored classfication phones
Pillo-Pack
phone coaster
Dead Bolt wedge
Self-Cleaning Toilet
Solar Grill
vehicle writing table
Changeable Paintbrush Head
freeheater
Exercise Mat Cleaning Machine
Bagless vacuum disposal bag
Clean back sack
Safety can
CellShade
Cool Breeze Lawn Chair
Cocktail Gum
Happy Face
waterproof ipad viewer
Collapsible Clothes Basket
HydraData-Hydration monitoring
SEALSIT
INSTANT NETWORK
SBS Surfboard Sling
Watch your Money Grow
Bathroom Counter Rust Guard
Privacy mode
Reach ease
shelf help
MyPadHolster
Music Search
Thermal heat bedroom shoes
(So) Droll doll
Peek-A-Boo Car Cover
The Ark Docking System
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V-Lace
Got Milk?
SmartInk Pen
Fan Fresh
Toilet-ometer (or Butt-ometer)
Smart Transition Sunglasses
Find My Phone
ear bender
TRAINER FITNESS COOKES
Windshield Sunspot
Irresponsible Responsibility
Motorcycle helmet brake light
Cell phone car start system
All around shower
Macnify
leaf rake plow
Magnetic Drink Coozie
pie iron tote
Jewelry Box Camera
Laptop Bag Charger
Coupon Calendar
Wireless ear buds
Survival Cellphone Case
Clamshell Junction Box
Grand Paws, dog foot wash
Home Urinal
GPS with Weather
The Critter Coffin
White board reminder
Heated lax stick
CORNER COVERS! Board Game box
Perpetual ocean trash burner
Ear Monitor
U-Pouch
Adjustable weather stripping
Toy Bait Ball
Recycling of household waste
gps passenger
Tipster
Hide-a-seat
Man aids
Campfire grill
The Face Saver
The Easy Rod
DÃ©sodorisant d'ambiance
Realtor Relate
Sink or swim
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#realsimple Easy Strap
Super Bravo
DUCK DOTTS
Lampes-tempÃªte
Lil Buddy multi-tool
RÃ©cupÃ©rateur de dentifrice
Speaker Reading Dock
The bed-tent
Electronic bumper sticker
Built-in Bed Serving Tray
Shirt-tail glass clean cloth
STEAMY!!!!! (BBQ steamer)
Earfriend
bouchon eco
Finger Mouse
Personal Pharmacist
ACE RAZR SLEEVE
Sack Caddy
WIFI waiter table indicator
IAWWA - pronouced "IOWA"
Texting Pantry Shelf liner
Grout Tooth Brush
Freight elevator Door
lED WRIST BAND
Flood stop
Bed Chair
Smart Garage Door Opener
Bar soap remnants compactor
easy clean shower floor
sweet an clean toilet
baseboard cleaner
Robotic Carpet Cleaner
Faux gun rack
shoes for back pain
Genesis Gel Lamp
Glove Toothbrush
Swing String
Book Box
Light, portable O2 tank caddy
Ziploc Shower Curtain &amp; Liner!
Guitar Player Practice
Removeable Bike Kick Stand
back lotion applier
CELLMINDER
REAL SIMPLE-BAR OF LIGHT
Listening Fingers
Super Cat Litter Trap
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Tear Away Security Jewelry
tray holder
Crutch With A Phone!
builders level lights
Phone glasses
The Radi-saver
Tableau numerisÃ©
Butter Gun
Computer Monitor Mover
perfect sandwich maker
Adjustable Crossbow scope
Lawnsters
Self UnClogging Toilet
jewelry wardrobe hanger
Drone security night vision
S.O.D.D.S
water furniture
iPhone GPS battery
Unplug Me
Wind energy reciever hitch
filtered window screens
Pegger DollZ
coat warmer/dryer
Acu-vibe ball
Aqua Brush
Wireless Mouse Charging Pad PC
Follow Flow
Eat Away! Container System
FlavYourBell
Pocket Treasures Hamper
PUTT-RITE
color changing wallpaper!!
Trackable Golfball
Ice sleeve
Idiot's Task Reminder
Safe/Soft Beach Umbrella
Frig-Calendar
Pet Tidy Station.
Coque optique smartphone
leaf relief
Square tip dauber
Travel bedding
Transparent hole puncher
thumb tack gun
The Over Watering Can
Grocery Cart Tray
remplace tirette
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Child Lock on Remote Controls.
Sun power bands
Automatic Basket Sweeper
Glowing Hypoallergenic Plants
The Helping Hand
QuietWrite
Karma Cape
No See Ums
Phone Finder
Full Mouth Toothbrush
The Ultimate Desk Lamp
Ultimate Ice Bucket
3LT
Eyebrow pen
Holy sheets
Zombie Bedding / Body Bags
Scan 'n Pay
Senior coop living
Better Bobby Pin
Whistlefor Kid's bicycle wheel
Flex Annex Cord
IV Warmer
JOHNSON FISHING ROD SHEATH
KWIK-WIK Pet Bathing Tool
Magnifying touch pad
poubelle radar
Animal Extractor
Parental Power Controller
adjustable heights rolling pin
heat recirculator
automate easter egg hiding
The Tablizer
Kitchen Wrap Caddy
selfie stick
Battery free mouse/keyboard
Magnetic &amp; Clip Tacks
Backplace Perch
TongueTies
Scented Leather
Clip -N-Toss Nail Catcher
Texting from one tv to another
Pillow Tower
Clean Baby
Never Lose Another Umbrella
Quiet Blend
Travel Tip$ - Low $ Tip App
Spanish Roof tile array
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Craddle Up
Golf Ball Spotter (GBS)
Dark for Days
Walk n Drive
The Busty Card Reader
Poster
Toilet Paper Roller-Not
portable a/c
The Stucco
No Blow Shower Curtain Liner
Banana Hanger Knob
Fingerprint Coffee Maker
Heated Pet Bed
Cool water runs deep
poupe barbi rousse
Denaer
Handy Seat Lift
Cordcami
Booger Buster
6 in 1
shopping cart brake
Color changing ink
coffee pods
LIGHTED KEYPAD MICROWAVE
the diamond sponge
Baby car seat /carrier
The Precision6 battery heaven
Text reading app
GIMME A HAND TOOL
BBQ moisture remover
7 Day trash Bag
Ceiling Fan with Speaker
GPS Loaded Arrow
Electric car range extender
motv
clear peel mirror
SOL -The Smart UV Sensor/Alarm
Teed Tire Pressure Gauge
The Weight Saver
solar powered phone app/charge
Ladybug Ladder
Skunk-Out Fence Guard
electronic keyboard +mouse pad
Wifi x 2
PlayAlong
Ice Cream Koozie
EZ Panel Upgrade
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toe socks
sink leak detector
Zippy Shoes
ERGO Weight belt
Table puzzle for restaurants
daily vitamin/birth control
Hot Water Saver
Computer Monitor Note
Tube Caulk and Glue capping
Insta-key
Sand Carriage for the beach
SideEye
Melt
"Bud-kin" (Earbud holder)
Disinfectant fogger
Ice Slippers
Birds on a wire
bip tel
Mi-Gone
Collapsible Yoga Block
Football Voice Privacy Mask
Robotic Ultrasound Transducer
A revealing sight
the solar charger
Scoop Stick
The Ausi Toy
CARGO NET AND TARP ALL-IN-ONE!
The EcoShield (Real Simple)
Speed Skimmer
See Me Biking Clothes
CLOSE AND SIIDE CHIP BOWL
Tracker Arrow
Multi Surface Steam Cleaner
RV step extensions
Paw Prince
The ShowerPik
wifi traction studs
Easy Klatch Leash
StraitTape
Smart Pill Box
Hair cut Ear Shields
Digi-A-Wall Digi-A-Desk
Urine Flow Deflector
Caraoke
Smart Instant Hot Water Kettle
The Handy Towel Bar
4-in-1 Sweeper Cloth
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Solar Charger
Lite Zapper
KNEW- knee, elbow, wrist
Car Umbrella
Tow track
Zipper handle replacement end
YogaTowel Mat
Electric Toothbrush Holder
lock security for smoke alarm
Adjustable PosiGrip Doorstop
Infant Carrier-Carseat
Counter Mates
Chair Lift Heated Seat
perforated wrapping paper
toothpaste injected toothbrush
Terrific Tires
find it pager
rempli-seau
Seat Height Light
Finders Friend
Soap Chip Saver
Smart Cart
Run The Table!
Scooper
WHIMcycle
Rent a dog
The Radio Atlas
Pocket Show
Flat bottle
Custom Fit Earbud Jackets
Doctors Multi-Function Tool
Magnetic Globe Vehicle
Motorcycle wiper
Spidermace
Consumer Billing Services
LOUD &amp; CLEAR
Soap-in-Faucet
'CAT MANIPULATOR'
Text Message Manager
The umbrella caddy
Vacuum Silencer
Wifi Circut Breaker/w load dis
Pillar Bear
beer time
back washer
Remote controlled powerstrip
daily prescription tracker
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SmartCaps
DIRECTIONAL LEAF BLOWER
sonic clear
Cheese Slice Dispenser
Overhead drill cover
Chewy Little Devils
Pillet
xmas trees/bird feeder outside
Check Mate
EasyRead
Guitar Pinch Pick
Laundry vent generator
Safe Cycling Earbuds
Transit Grip
Retractable Earbuds
Grip-Ease
Par 2 Greens Tower
ModBAG - The Modular Bag
Spray Brush
Interactive Globe
THE DECTECTOR
Buoyant SolarPowered Black Box
sticky pad waste remover
Easy-Poo
Smart Pillbox
Wi fi outlet plugins
Tap Forward
Cellphone Docking Station
Mult-Charge
The iNeat
Automatic hose turn off valve
Washable Mouse Pad
Mobile Lighter
Touchscreen Trading Peripheral
Super Magnifying Mirror
Voice Out
Dooties ( Booties for dogs)
comfy knee pads
Poke-A-Bowl
Feline Love cleaning mitts
The New Game
Easy Pour
UV-C Light door handle
Keys Never Lost!
Driving Assistant
Unique, beautiful tree stand.
Smart Radio
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StayConnected
Dog exercise system, dogwatch
Password storage app
#2 YardRover
selectifbox
Safe Signal System
Fish tank /live well dispenser
support your team colors!
Mind the Gap
C-less
snow blocker
Deck Skins
Polight
Coffee Defender
Color Changing Easter Eggs
Velcro Pencil Keeper
Travel comfort Kit
Beverage Buoy
massaging slippers
Sports Fan Gloves
Band-aid pull tabs
No Hands Poop Scoop
VBook
Voice activated lock
The Garden Tender
"PAPA RAZZI BLOCK"
Heated/cooled cup holder liner
Flatulence Fixer
Beach basin for babies
Removable cell phone pocket
Family alarm clock system
3-In-One Bath Wash
Swimming pool floating heater
Paint Pods
Veggie Pot Pie
BBQ Pizza Oven
soap bag
Brush &amp; Floss Dental Tool
Find Me
children's portable play desk.
Transition Windshield
Cleanway Brush/roller cleaner
Car CachÃ© Purse Storage
SMART Elevator
The Moat
Back Seat DJ
Car Cord Organizer
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Ease up
Sock-On
10k soap(bar)
Phone stand/sound amplifier
corn bread buns/bun mold
The Money Press
The 360 degree sun tanning cha
The Baby Bumper
Peanut Butter Jar
Credit Card Sized 'Corkscrew'
Trash hook
Auto Hoody
cache spray
Joint Bliss
Locking Security Pill Box
transat plage aquatik en kit
Courtesy Lights
Hot Shots Putting
Move &amp; Drink Hydration System
EZ Rider
The IKeeper
Seatbelt improvement
A trick machine
Ketchup Juice Remover
Chronos: The Clock Keeper
Get cars moving at green light
roll n play
Remote Locator
Sino
SPIGOT HELPER
Caffeine'O'meter
Electricarpet
Bluetooth Koozie Speakers
Rooftop Fire Suppresor
animation ads on the subway
W.D.C. (washer dryer combo)
MOD Put
Conditioner Comb.
One station FM radio
Smart Sync Calendar
The New Bed Sheet
REAL SIMPLE Silverware Cleaner
Non-Smoker in car breathes!
BLOWER BLADE
Hail No!- Car Cover
Storage Tote Labels
Retractable Hair Straightener
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Toilet Paper Helmet
Tire Invisible Shield
Luminio
Hat liner
Nonslip winter walkway
Cleaning By Hand (Real Simple)
Smart Wind Charger
Self-Emptying Robot Vacuum
Sleep easy alarms
slip no more
scope adapter
Airflow garbage can
Power Coping Saw
CanKing
Foldable Carry on Organizer
Poster Projection
Exo Eyeglass Protectors
Solar Power Car
Automated Pencil Sharpener
Carryon vacuum travel suitcase
Beach towel tie-up
Retract-a-cord
The Key ID
A cleaner seat
Extension for vacuum cleaner
Carbon Fiber Inflatable SUP
Cold/cool Cats
A lockable WIFI-enabled outlet
Spinner
Potty Petals
Hang Time Measuring Device
True Voice
College Cups
Turn It Up
satelite dish cover
Sunout
Freedom View
The Doggie Dash Board
Holographic phone call
Tick-Trap-Pants! A life saver!
Cubicle Cell Shelf
Remotely controlled spotlight
DODEKOPTER-i
ghost chase app
Food toss
universal TV remote with spea
Pet Pic Helper
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pool advertisement
Toothbrush Holder
GROUNDED !!
Sunglasses Valet
Air Pump Suction Rods
GPS STICKER/BAND
auto blinds-shades
Aquarium water quality tester
swivel master
friendly foot bindings
Foldable Eraser for Whiteboard
Cooler w/ builtin drink holder
Press N Click
Survival Pocket Gloves
Wallet Sanitizer
Cable Cloak
drywall helper
Smart Shower Thermostat
No tip weighted car trash can.
Drive Thru App
Six Pack App
FOREARM BLASTER
mikes water line
DOGGIE DINNER FOR CANINE &amp; CAT
Trampoline Canopy
External Phone Keyboard
Ring-Be-Gone
Razor Clear
highway shooter
TiltedBox
Gutter Guard
Comfort indicator Mat
Wrist Translate
Shopquest
sun and glare eliminator
A diaper rash infused wipe
Handicap Lap Bag
iPad Camera Covers
hand controller light
KÃ¼p
EYE WIPES
pans that fit!
UniDrive
Pocket Jewelry
Optical shell smartphone
Canine Carwash
exfolitape
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Car Lock Timer
HoldUp
DÃ©givreur AUTONOME TurboAir
Drip Dri
CLEANSERVE
PHONEALLIZER
UNEEKFORYOU tanning brush
EasyScreenTextReader
Original Fan Flags
Head Hugs
Portable Personal Safety
The Poopy Pouch
Brain Safe Blasster (BSB)
Dose-cap
Flopperstopper
Soap Chips
Prescription bottle cap clock.
Scan Penc
tooth paste/ plastic tube
Superstar Auction
Remote Reacher/Clicker Catcher
Crafty Lampshade Creation Kit
listen
Agitar
Power saver
Edible Cupcake Wrappers
Rock-a-fire
PÃ¨se-box
All in one home exerciser
Built- in musical carseat
The Spring Stick
Full chest pads
Multiple output wall wart
USB CoFFee 3.0
Combined Toothbrush/ Flosser
REAL SIMPLE Necklace Organizer
THE HANDYKIT
Keep your drink hot/cold 24/7
Office on the Go
Find Your Remote
Rescue Balloon
Best Alarm Clock in the World
Convenient Extension Cord.
High wind warning system
Dings No More
Stood nozzle faucet
Cordless drill adapter
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Easy Dry
Early alert Collar
Pentium Pocketwarmer
Bathroom Halo
Vel- belt
Tank Skins
Soapy Save
music lamp
Cheep no touch sink faucet
The Cozy Calmer
Fan
Float upright
Bra Pocket
Bus Buddy
CouchGuards
Appvocab
Bright Pole
Wireless rear-view camera
Expire Soon Shopping Mall
A Package Delivery Mat
Clothes Shute
Mattel RC segway Racer
Movable TV
Universal sales card
Heated Slippers
Shoe String fixer
Car Wind Generator
Crowd-Source Movie Making
Selfie's for phone cases
Scrubit! A brush with a side!
Bath Mat Scale
Tennis Pet
Mirrored sunblock
My Computer Repairman
The Exercise Hound
Quick coffee
Ceiling Fan Cleaning Device
Litter Ladle
Back Spatula aka Bk Lotion Ap
CHILDREN'S LIFE ALERT
Sweater clip
Internet Modem Wireless Reset
The Smartphone Car Cradle
The Carry Buddy
United Sound
Child friendly workout area
Clean Seat
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adjustable keyboard tray
Clamping Tape Measure
The Cone of Silence
Tied in Dog Carrier
Doggy brush vac
Tee shirts
Bathroom Vacuum Cleaner
Portion Cups
Answer to everything calculato
Panier Ã linge retractable
Hail Vail
mobile phone picture delete
iHat
Blade-less Ceiling Fan
Adjustable Christmas Lights
What to do after a remodel
tÃ©lECOmmande de TV sans piles
Perfect Pet Proof Bowl
musical emblems
Shoeper-Heroes
Oskey and Windowskey
eye glasses locator
On the Go-Loshes
Self-Stirring Whirlpool Pot
Easy Ski Carry
Paper lawn &amp; leaf bag with lid
In-Vis-A-Visor, Sun-Slide
Self-Cleaning Carpet
Lazor Length
Parasol chrysanthÃ¨me.
Antimicrobial container
Solar motion light
Folding raised toilet seat
Universal Lids for Wide Mouths
Purse HairBrush-N-Spray
Auto eyes
Dumb down calculator
smartphone tv internet stand.
pocket bra
Veriticket
Eyes in the Back of your Head!
Shoe prop
What Accident?
round yoga mat
Advance Lotion Dispenser
Head Fixation Golf Tee
safe card
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Quirky cam, multicamera system
smart scents
Cell Phone Button Protector
"Spot Starcher"
Bac (teria) Bomb
Self propelled lawn mower
Craft Caddie
Glide Cream Razor
DAR(Digital Audio Recorder)
Automatic Cat Laser toy
Smart Coffee Canister
Meters or Miles?
Pontoon Pods
Cookies Without Guilt
ThermoChromic Cell Phone Case
THE DOG TRAINER
Tweezers With Magnets
Clothing belt.
Bendabuds- Flexible Earbuds
Master Balster for Clogs
Combo iPad iPhone Dock
Truss shelf bracket
good thing
Longboard underlights
Nasalhealth Comfort Applicator
Meth Detector
Floatable Aircraft Beacon
Swabtasticks
Toua Earphones
More power to your protein
Lego vacuum and sorter
Double paint
Electronics Saver
2-sided toddler fork
Butter and Salt Popcorn Mixer
Pencil with sharpener
sleep cool
Squito Stickers
HamaxeCrovel
smart glasses tv
Wi-Ring
carry on drink holder
nail polish mixer
Clean Scope
Unchewable cords
Solar LED cooler
The ShahJahan Low Height Stool
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The Easy Leash
Automatic Chair Adjustment App
Pocket wallet with elastic bnd
Trim Assist
Salad Bar
Easy Pour
pOCKET (or COIN) WATCH
smart golf ball
GroFast Tomato Ring
Bucket Purse Organizer
The Unwind Bra
Easy insulation cutter
The Leash Keeper
Deep Sea Downed Acft Locator
Detailers brush
Bible
Spider Web Removing Tool
Quickly G.E. Jestures device.
Light Tammer
Juice pak
Irgonomic Dog/Cat Feeding Bowl
Dead Skin Remover
AutoSpa...
easy coax connector
Delivery Drone Landing Pad
Chocolate-Lovers Willpower
Hydra-Tune
Auto Mute App
Baby Scratch My Back
car drink retaining ring
#realsimple invisible trashbag
FLIP GATE
Bug Shield
the *YO!!!!* SUPER-BIKINI TOP
Snap Cap
Toilup
Smartphone auto-responses
bath-shower caddy
MY EYE HELPER
VAC-U-MAT
Thermoapp
Ignisecond Eliminator
Impact Dial 911
The BooGuardian
Cold Feet
AIR BASE TENT
Surface Mount Wall Switch
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viking funeral
3 drinks in one baby bottle
Wireless Charging Bike holder
Nail stain
BeachSafe
A Better Laser Tag
adhesive measuring tape buddy
TV or Animal tracker
Pursenger
NEXTGEN SOLDRL BBD (Revisited)
Safe Parcel Receiver
Never charge your electric car
Battery Operated Brush
Heated water bottle
What Knot
Tan Naked
Telescoping umbrella.
I Lost My.. Alarm
Back Mate
Button Snap
Front Loader Dispenser
Automated office shutdown plug
Lawn Sheets -- for yard debris
Power drag
Decorum Tray
Courtesy Clips!
Aircraft Location Tool
Little Liners
Tractor Trailer De-Icer
Portable safe
Virtual florist
Never ending pencil &amp; eraser
1/2 Stuff Oreo
Supermarket GPS- "Find It"
AquaCast
The "Thumb Cuff"
Frames for Frames!
Safety Spikes
The Lap-kin
Pretty Pails
Waiter Helper
Duvet Do-Ups
beach bums furniture
NAP - STAY
FreshStart Coffeemaker
Smoke Detector Phone Charger
Keep kids from getting shocked
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"No roll off"
plasticpal
sun canopy for wheelchair
Cordless Box Fan
BookCase Traveller
CheapPrint
Life like yard ornament
Tv remote tracker
Pop up room
Massaging Backpack
Keychain Parking Meter Minder
Colleash dog collar leash in 1
Muscle Flex Water Wings
Airplane Radio Signal
Disappearing clothesline poles
French Army Knife
Pet Stain Locator
TOEL * Towel to dry your toes.
iWake
FRESH2O
Sanitarty Plunger System
Desk Drawer Organizer
TV Remote Finder
chain gear
The fan bag
Flip-O-Wreath
Energy Saver
Car Solar Shade generate power
Quirky Connected Light Bulbs
Wristainer
Hook Installation tool
Remote control baby seat's
Phase Change Heater
Dry Erase Blinds â€“ MagicBlinds
Smartphone Coffee Maker
hide a plug
Potty Training Tunnel
Plunge Guard
Ice Scraper Sharpener
Optilight
Gizmo Mirror
ePAD Sun Shade &amp; Protector
Hot water garden hose.
Sprinkler Head Trimmer
bike crash avoiding device
Images
Flower Feeder
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Plug Pods
Packaged toilet seat cover
Remote Doctor System
Digital medic alert bracelet
Put Away the Laundry Liner
One hand vacuum soap holder.
Upsy Daisy
Tablet Cutting Board
Drive Safe Text Eliminator
The Medicine Butler
Video game bubble
Toe Mittens
Count Piggy
Happy Rainbow Coat
Keep kids close
Boxets
Hide-a-hitch
Bag buddy
CAR SEAT TURNTABLE
CellLine
Safety Snorkle
TopHatch
MY PRIVATE TIME
Interchangeable Light fixtures
Tight-fit window candle
PasteBrush
Reusable Sponges
Bendable Cleaning Cloth
Clear glass
Baseball Simulation
Auto Fan
Security Blinds
RagTopz
Hide Away Air Freshener
Coldee
Amp Lock
You can breathe! Get Out!
One -n- Only
wheelbarrow grill
Outlet/USB Extender
Constant Coffee
The Plopper
Fridge Fresh Food App
Wall and Car phone charger
Short Handled Steam Scrubber
scrubby bubbley glasses
contact lens installer
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DVR Express
Soap Stand
Wax coated cups made of starch
CABLE POCKETS FOR LAPTOP BAG
CO detector on a keychain
Vibrating bluetooth ring
TV Together
Smart Wrist
Straw for Two Plastic Lid
The SafeCase
Tailgater/Safety First
Baby Monitor Projector
Solar Powered Cell Phone
Leak Free Nursing Top
The Smart Tray
Cash Care
Cushy Toes
Camo Shave
Perfect Temp Bottle
Sandal Savor
Instant Car Heater
Charger cord winder
The Glue Keeper
Sun Spot
Use your phone as a Projector!
Bug Banger
The weave barbie
Personal hand writer
spin clean
Tablet Retractable headphones
Pill Safe!
A.I.C. Cooler
never lose your keys again
Wheeled Walker Odometer
Digital Stamp
Human Monopoly
The Finger Print Pad Lock
Select-A-Strap
i-watch
monthly panties
Driver's Bib
Fun or None
All in one iPad adapter case
Toothbrush toothpaste combo
Mediglow
Slobbery Ball Haul
GERM BOMB
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Rudolph
shower curtain magnets
Laid Back Cooler
Kid switch
PIED DE PARASOL DE PLAGE
Smart Power
Leaf Relief
The "NO FLY ZONE"
Purchase Power
Internet "Rat" Trap
data link light
stay put drapery pins
Beauty Lite for Laptop/Mobiles
Hidden truck tailgate
E-cig timer
Expandable Power Cord
affordable black box
Heat Ignition Starter
HSWHOP
The no bull sheet
Lady Bug Eliminator!
Stay Awake Driver Alert System
Rollover Store
The Versa Dryer
IPod Vest
Trash Box
no limits stapler
311 Travel Pak
Slicing butter dish
Tech Sunglasses
Household GPS
Student University App
SMART-U
SmartGrill
No-mess eye shadow application
Poster Shades
Better Mouse (trap)
Wrist Wrap Glasses
prise multiple modulable
Find your keys
Third Floor Walk-up Saver
Finda Flag
Peek-a-Proof Nursing Poncho
Via App The Dish Washer
Audiosphere
Waterfall drain board
Eyedrops Bottle Extension
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Scoop It Up
Smart Washing and Dry Machine
Smart Buds
The Seatback Food Tray Holder
Fidgits
Rinse Rack &amp; Dry
Funnel Bag
Target Kid
hair grabber
Mobile Electronic fence
Pump n dump.
Anti Theft Dirvers Seat
Freedom Ring
chair booties
USB PH Bracelet
contact lense applicator
case earphone
Vent Scents
Garbage Grenade
indoor hologram hunting
Desk Tag
PurePadz
Christmas Tree Menorah
ADJUSTA CANDLE HOLDER -resub
Magic pen
Buzzard or Hawk? Phone App
Pond Nanny
Precision ruler
The Motor Scroll
Mechanical Swimming Minnow
Neon Toothpaste
Chest/wrist wallet
Earphone Converter
car snow boot
Luggage Guardian
Vitural Pet Pal
Custom Micro LED DECALS
Smart Phone Music App
No-Ding-Cling
WiFi pool temperature monitor
ECOndom - reusable condom
Hot wipers
green diapers
coque photo pour smartphone
Connected Umbrella
Clean Bathroom Magazine Rack
Swimming Pool Genius
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Wing
Silent Nail Clippers
Micro car
Strap-on Flag Holder
Free Space
nail polish pen
auto stop tire inflator
Intelligent Hanger or iHanger
Easy Ig
Leaf n Log
trashy cans
Silicone walker tray
GoDog: bicycle for dogs
Shred a Letter
Stache Away!
Smartphone Headband
Drinkable Tie
Washer Mold Preventer
grass water sysyem
Your doors open
Easy Lotioner
Fruit in the Bottom Infuser
Duo-Blow Dryer Brush
Stay tucked tee
Star Lites
The Conffit Table
Super Bottle Bracket
Movie Theater pop corn holder
PROPANE ADVISOR
Window Cleaning Wand
Polished Paws
the fd electric cig stylus tip
Cloning Machine
bunk bed couch
Mouse Pad Touch
Disc Confy
umbrella backpack
Family Time Dock
Hand
Hott Coffee
TELEVISION VOLUME CONTROLLER
Thumb Saver
Booze Paste
New Digital Whiteboard
Washing Machine in a Bottle
Nitetime compac tv remote lite
Sure-Spot
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Wonder Bucket
Combo Cleat
Sugar Champ
Toilet paper changer
storits
Penstyl
Easy Tie
Landscaping Tape
Child location Sticker
App-enabled Steak Thermometer
Easy Pic
Invisible Flower Fence
Smart Pet Door
Electric bench vice
Pillowcase sheets
Lawnboni
Angled Tab End For Cans
Cell-u-lizer
heated tire
Card Guard
Receipt Roller
Dough shaper
Baseball hitting trainer
Neck Saver Strap
magnatic curtain rod
Plate with scale, diet tracker
DIY Block Furniture
Bowls with little pour lip
Dryer Wad Eliminator
SideSip Disposable Drink Lid
Smart Metal Detector
Kidz Step Cabni-Door
Elevator Be There
Remote Tracker
"Twist" Bottle
T-Rover Pet Bed
Stramp. Guitar Strap Amp
Mr. Right
Seat belt de-wrinkler
Tripster
Interior lighted purse
Porta shoes
I Swing
Bath Life Alarm
Durable Fiberglass Ladders
All-in-One Toothbrush Squeegee
Adjuster Duster
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easy deck cleaner
Music Bobble
FAN PAD,
Miracle WAX Applicator
Garden brick sprinkler
Hacksaw blade improvement
Tilt-Rfill
Recent Graduate Housing
The CartWheel
Finger Razor
DIY Perfume Maker Kit
seat up please
The Nifty Plugin
Magnet Pocket Scrub Top
Auto-Tazor for Police cars
Give-It-A-Vest
Art Storage Bin
Remote Adjustable Truck Spot
pencil pouch
A Helping Hand
InstaStool
Affordable Winter Smart Car
Laundry Watch
yokulala
WIRE WRENCH
Perfect bath temp
Snap to Grid
Baby Car Seats
Rumble Mouse
Dog Cooler
Elders seek shelter now alert
"Easy comb cut"
Curly Q Light
Disposable Microwave Cover
Tent on air
black skin band aids
Smart Starter
The buckle donut
Smart heating and air vent
In your dreams Auto Window
Fast shoe laces
Bycharge
Google Glass Avatar
K cup dispenser
parking signal
Cord Holder
AntiLock Front Bicycle Brakes
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Ultimate Cellphone Privacy
PaintPitcher
Ouick Slip Clothes Clip
Dist-Sec
STOP-FREE
The baby crap app
Colored Sun tan loation
AutoVac
Refrigerator Space Saver
Smart Remedy
Cell Phone Retrieval
N-arrow
Age of War
Step pedal toilet seat
Dexter Weed Walker
Combination Square Hand Saw
Mizu wrist and forearm spa.
Vacuum brush cleaner
Two way laundry shoot
electronic chip in shoe
help on crutches
Automated meeting analyzer
safety glove
Bluetooth video shades
The Quirky Bailout Program
Surfs Up Coverup!
toilet curtain
Med-Key
No More Necklace Knots
Slide out/in
EZ Keep it Clean
'The Beauty Suppply Organizer'
ETPH
House Rental App
Plug Converter
Go stroller
wearable foot massager.
"Waitstaff Flags"
Convertible headboards
3D Portable Printer
Johnny's Glasstop scrubber
Grocery list scanner
Magnet registration holder
SpeedyKlear
Intro On The Go
Drip Clip
Clean/dirty indicator
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Smart Snow Blower
Shoelamps
Whipped Cream Color Nozzle
Infinity Ice Chest
Smart Weights
The Notifier Watch
Cutting "Clip" Board/Caddy
Retractable Forearm Towel
Golf Cart Charging Station
Finger Friends
Reflect it!
Mail Alarm
Text Talk
JÃ¶lt
Save Stove
Drop it, before you pop it.
Fanscent
Satellite Dish heater
Smart Saver
Vinegar Cleaning Scrub Pen
compostable coat hangers
On the Go Life
UV Paint
Emergency signal locator
Portable Vehicle Wash Mat
Packet
Quantum Physics Pajamas
BEER BOMB VIBRATOR
Partner in Sleep
Handi Scoop
Heat Base
Power saver
Sanitized Toilet bowl brush
Neverlost
Scratch Patch
light buds
Laptop Wireless charger
Chum Pod
REMOTE CONT FINDER FOR DUMMIES
Fragrant Air
Point and click surveyor
Quirky comment
Art frames using e-ink
phone necklace
Leftover Leash
Shower Caddy Holder
Table cane holder
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TWIST: Adustable Bottle Brush
Diabetic/Wound Vacuum device
The Attachable Cuff
Ball Marker Bottle Opener
Any Transportation seatbelt
Alert ALight
HoleShot
window filter
Lil' DoBro
beverage baffle
Vent Cover disposable filter
Lotion Boogers Be Gone
Crudders
Solar Phone charger in a watch
RING IT ON
4 x 6 Envelope for Appliances
Social Wireless Music Receiver
Speaker Cell Phone Cover
Pool Pole Stop/Drop
Virtual Paint Tester
XBrew coffee pod brewer
Talking, Singing Welcome Mat!
The ID EraseRx
Anti-theft iPhone Case
Kind Motivation
Clothes folding machine
Grocery Bag Organizer
The perfect server
Open bag
House Saver
Pool Filter Cleaner -Gyrate
Blinky shoes for adults
Senior helper
Sleeptime Foot Elevator Pillow
Wedding Guitar
Zip Ring
Cell phone for the blind
Relief
The Hook On Tie
POINT CALC
APPLE JUICE
Aqua Fit
Foreign language translator
iPhone lens case
EZ Traveler
thumb saver
Safe key
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Miroir anti-buÃ©e
Marine Anchoring and Docking
Road Warrior Tool Case
Control the Current
Remote control spider
Artist Wipes
Nail Brush Soap Holder
Evolved window AC unit
Automatic tip-up
LT2
The diving board
cellphone case printer
Tight Wallet
Yarn Ball Lock
child on board sensor
Scented filters
SHOWER LIGHT MUSIC-LED-all n1
Razor Tag
Klise Device
Fanos
Stroke Dinnerware
F.C.B.
soda and vinegar dispenser
Paciglow
Square Phone
Vac Light
Gas-light!
max-security garage opener
Back off jack
Easy Grab T.P Holder
New Pringles Can
Clocky
Stink Sucker
A/C ENERGY SAVER
Easy Carry Clamps
ToothPaste Strips
solar chairlift warmer
Wall Paint Color Projector
Nail Art Tape
Fan Blade Vacuum Cleaner
TECHRUG
EZ Lube
SocksMatch! Auto sorting socks
Revive. ibelt.
Remember the Face
Roller duster
two for one
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hoodie-ear
First Aid on the go!
Driveway heater paint
Beauty Sprinkling Kindness
Catstandit
Time Marches Backwards
Clean Sweep Lotto Scratcher
The Talking Paper Resume
Bird Feeder Hanger
Easy tailgate
Spray Soap
ASSWIPES!
High amperage wifi switch
Lube Tube
Car Wash in the Rain
stowabrella
Dryer Vacuum
necklace clasp cover
P-Quiet
The Hydr8er
Mine Charm
Zort
Paint Pal
Super Slinger
Multiprise verticale 2 faces
Quirky App
The NUC (Nurse Umbilical Cord)
2 Wheeled Robots Conquer
Avant
Not a Window
Skateboard Any Direction
Sonicwave Shoo Doormat
Heli Helper
Back Up Buddy
To detect garbage bins
baby stimulater
Dry Sox
Beach companion
Great name
Garden Fodder
Rechargeable Microwave
chargeits
The Adjustable Cane
Unique Ice Cubes
Paper-wait!
GardenSaver
Runner
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Phone supercharger
The Playful Robot
Stayput Pillows
Wind/Water Current charger.
House Huggers
sheet-rockers best friend
personal virtual dressing room
Dog comfort
Off my back!
Vision Assist Glasses
Stoner stick
Heavy-duty Kitchen Tools
Selfie Suntan
Turtle Pool Skimmer
The Savvy Sipper
Trusty FlashLight
invent
Acti-Guard
FLOOD LIGHTS
Save an Officer
Finger extensions
CENTRAL HAIR
Non- slip spray
Strawberry Corer
Prevent tights/hosiery rips
O-Snap Luggage
Just Plane Safe
Glove scrub
Bathroom Buddy
Audible Message Alert
RhinoRoof
Tail Gate Safe
CoolPup
Ez paint lid
sofa cushions slide out tray
iPhone Umbrellla
Dashboard Visor
Doggy Domes
Velcro Head Band
Clean King
Virus Proof Computer
The LazyPencil
Car Air Freshener
Glove Caddie
Take Me
rotary inerti to linear
Beachsafe
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Easy off or boots
Disposable Paper Party Napkins in 10 beautiful colors with matching colored Bibs, Cups and Place Mats for your party guests. Patented & Mfg.
Remote Locator
A whimsical kitchen colander
Go Ease
Smart Power System
hoodies
Toilet seat raiser
the thing
Blue Print Stacker
"Let Me OUT!"
Bus Stop Buddy
Automatic Inflatable Tube
The Queen of Clean
Medi Fill App
Stik Brik
sand bag chocks
The Shower Neti
Abraca-Screen
Bike Jammer
a better paintbrush
ibowl
Airplane Comfort Cushion
crutch critters
Home Laundry Cart
Hay-Bone
Spot Flotter
Selfie Assurance
Cell switch
Kid Cam
Gesture Toilet
Quiet Breath Mint Pouch
Flip flop socks
Dynamic Car Paint
Portion Cups
Child Tracker
soft tooth x-ray films
Terriware
body pillow stomach position
"Clear a room"
Finders Keepers in the Fridge
Wordplease
Remote Finder
Solar Sticker charges IPhone
Indoor chase toy
Who's Water is This?
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SnapNLatch
Gentlemen's Mark
key chain toilet sanitizer
Mobile Messenger
The tent bike
Wifi Weight Chair
Toe Caps
ConeHead
BBU... baby boy urinal - train
puzzle glue sheet
E-Z Lock
car seat massager
Sidewalk Ice breaker
Solar street side shredder
4)5-20 folding/sliding shelves
Facebook obsessed!
Mask Bouquet
HAIR HEADZ
EZ Bra
Internet Rudder
Vapor Inhaler
Gravity Frame Hanger
wobly drop, great toy for kids
Ear A Gator
Memroy card monitor
Quirkware
Suitcase dresser
Safe Purchase
Waterless Slip N Slide
On The Go Entertainment Ctr.
Baby watch monitor
The Communicator
PresenThis!
Wireless Steering heat cover
Small personal air freshener
What time is it?
Wind Puffer
A Clean Break!
Grocery List Consolidator App
RANGE VENT SENSOR
Commute Boots
kidswitch
Warm Squirt/Mist or Hot Spray
HOME-HAMBURGERS
"THE TIP JAR"
Invisible Fence
wall mounted hand sanitizer
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(Happy Sun)
Boot and Glove Cleaning Stand
Ultraviolet lamp dishwasher
StopCar
Precision Tip makeup removers
motorized sponge
Wireless TV Antenna
Back off Jack
Fish Teaser
Vusic
self ddrainning utility bucket
Pocket Psychiatrist
Magazine Bundler
SPF Hair Fix
Reverse case
T-Rex Dental Caddy
Life Kennel
Smudge proof screen protector
Eating App
Edible Tooth Brush
anti texting app
3 meal gum
The Talking Carseat
Gamer Chair
Hair - Away; A Salon Vacuum
paperless savable reciepts
Tape measure marker
The Beer Shotgun
It's Time
Baby Lift
The Grass Slipper
Easy Teeth
Bluetooth Enabled Fishing Rod
The Remote Finder
Toilet Paper Flat Dispenser
smart string around the finger
cell phone reading glass
The pod
Shoulder strap holder
Menthol scentsy
PHONEALIZER
Comfort in Coach Footrest
Mobil Automated Shpping
MMORPGym
My Sunshine App
Quick change hair bows
WiFi toothbrush timer
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EMF Detector
FOOT OPERATED WATER
poop genie
Bed Partner
Post office mail delivered ?
Drivers Document Wallet
R+ Organizer
Easy Shot
I Swing
SmartPhone Watchdog
H20proof travel wrist wallet
Collar Links
Fix your own HVAC equipment!
pupu smasher !
gutless gutter
Buying A Sandwhich At The Pump
COMPACT-INVERTER A/C
360 Degree Floor Fan
Baby car seat grandma style!
Quick Capture Camera
sticky butt for putters
The Love Towel
Vehicle Wind Turbines
Midpoint
Microwave SoapSaver
Graded Comic Book frame
Seniors Bean Bag
InStall
Covering for public chairs
EZ TP
The handler
Interactive Mobile
Ladder Mate
Sub Zero
Wiper Jackets
Multi-Media Display Frame
solar steamer/cooker
Willbeez TV Antenna Adapter
stylus tape ( stick-it )
Dry Cap (Men's hygiene)
Easy knots
FINGER MITT
power bar with detachable LED
Spirit or Beverage Alert
Pacer pal
Mini Dishwasher w/APP
Gutter claw
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Change to move!
Cell phone umbrella
Emergency Detection Sensor
Warm heart stethoscope
Half Listening
Yellow Submarine "Explorer"
The Clean Mascara Applicator
The Couch Sock Foot Blanket
PORTABLE BLANKET FOR YOUR NOSE
Mood Ring Phone Case
Baby powder brush
No Lost Socks
Book Bugz tm
Drywall Vaporizor
DeskTab
Floor Air Grille Extension
Foot Mops #RealSimple #Quirky
Under Fridge Vacuum Attachment
JerQer Kinetic Charger
The Tile Wizard
Noize
Garbage Pail/Bag Dispenser
Hang Up in Style
"eye cami" or "eye candy"
B PICKER UPPER
Night lite Pals
Bluetooth Speaker- Eyewear
The Clean Plate!
Cell Phone Visor
Floodlight Security Camera
Unibit
universal babygear battery
Instant USB
BoxerBall and Soccer Trainer
Remote Control Ramp
Split screen gaming
Screen Shatter Protecter
Load simulator support foot
Kitty Litter Catch Tray
GPS Sun Shade
Scented Air Filters
Gate Keeper
pole cleaner
PowerChalk. Battery and Stylus
Product gps
My Personal Nutritionist
Eclipse
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Click It Light Adapter
lottery scrathcer tool
Sonic pocket
Tapewurm WeightScale Wristband
Poopsuc
Good to go
Rotating Picture/Art Frames
Top hat
Safety Backpack
The Handle
Shoulder Lifted Wheelbarrow
Shower/water timer
Lit-Up
safety signs
Auto remote start timer
Smart Wet Pet-Food Feeder
Glasses Free Computer Screen
Cord Keeper
Digits
Camper's "Traffic" Management
NFC CLOTHING BUTTOM INFO
Snorkel/roof vent equipment
Beast Eyes
Reversible baseball stye hat
Heated Smart Floors
smart sensing stovetop
Booth Booty Mover
Jewelry box/armoire
Bailey Bowl, a pet water bowl
EyeBall
Mini turbine
Swivel swiper
The Blottle
use &amp; charge
SmartBox
Tuff Inspection Mirror
Remote Anti Germ Wrap
Reusable Tassimo Coffee Pod
Robot Vacuum Dusting Portals
Mobile Phone Hand Holster
Hidden Remote Holder
Scrub Glove
Soap saver
"Bendable Tape"
Towel Grabber
Rate Your Travel Team App!
Mobile Chef
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Hourglass Lamp
Noodle Furniture Packs
Pet Pal
BabySmart-bottle
IPhone Soda-Can Holder Case
green power
Toadstool Wasp Trap
Plastic Remote protector
Save Lives Car Detector
motorcycle helmet a/c
dent no more
Back seat baby
clean potty
space craft
Extension Cord Prevention
My Shade
Finger tricks
Split Ends
Coupons on Demand
Sleep Breast Support
Evanesce dryer sheets
super growler
REAL SIMPLE Silverware Cleaner
Saterlite Transmitter for Jets
Sippy lid
Vita fill App
Portable Fire Excape
Hypo-allergenic Toothbrush Hol
Wireless TV Antenna
Stackable Chemical Organizer
Solar roof fan for car
Twinkling Tutus
Ka-Ching!
Laundry Hammock
Mouth Art
Auto Matic fireplace.
RETRO-RADIO
Facile couture
text block
money+cardband
SMOOTH
Adaptateur Qi universsel
Mobile phone Security glove
toilet seat fan
Flavored Mouth piece
Bus Stop Buddy
Reachout-let
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multi-direction ext. cord
Ditty Pak
Better Reusable Ice Cubes
Kicked Up Pet ID
Beach feet!
drink timer
Bathroom trash/ recycle bin
Phone Charging Luggage
SmokeLites
High comfort knee pads
tractor trailer turbine
IPod Charger Case
Clean n Heat
Disposable Paper Cutting Board
The Broom Vacuum.
Pocket Pet Hair Remover
Pointer Marker
Milk Bag Holder Support at Top
can box
Smartphone Teleprompter
Gas saving fan
Traveler's Clean Feet
Student Air Dryer
Two Way Flashlight
clip on scarf
Cruise Control Indicator
Bacon Paper
Lint Trap Sensor
Xribbon
Life saver Watch
Tote-a-Cycle
Analog Guardian Angel
File folders with sleeve
Leather Vaporizer holder
MyFireplace
Smears b gone
Atikhun Kanjanakaset
Espejo
Hang Around
quick drawer
Butt
Swinging Safety harness
Super Cooler
Drywall support apparatus
Courteous Headphones
Filtro para cuia de chimarrÃ£o
Mailbox Light
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Back Scratching Luffa
reusable wrapping paper
TWO PERSON UMBRELLA
COOK PAD
Pod Press
Pillow Pellets
Multi-purpose GPS stick-ons
thumb Holster
eflyers app
Screw it!
DRIVER ALERT
Baby Safe Zipper Slide
eyes closed locator
Screen Patch
advertissue
The Whistler
Camera bird house
A-VAC-U-CAN-STAND
Paint Shield
Real Simple *Shower Scent
QuinSplit
Food Drop Protector
Personal power station
Foot operated mini sweeper
Recycle pllastics to fuel
Hella easy exercise restraints
Wacky Arm Rest/Console Cover
Interval training exercise mat
Transitions Screen Protectors
Adjustable Kettlebell
Fashionable Heated Clothing
Bus App
GripKey
Check my text
Living Wreath
Historic Toys
Tamale Sak
NSA This!
Easy Feed pet food containers
Auto Elc Heated Floor Matts
Back lotion applicator
TREE OF TEA
Original Nail Polish
Kitchen Inventory System
Wifi Water Alert System
Becept
Smart Microwave
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Solar Armor
No bag sports chair
The unspillable cup adapter
Safe Jack
Vacuuming Make-up Brush
Comfort Swimming Goggles
grocery cart caculator
Kitten Mittens
city car filter
Music Branch
Dogs that shoot Bees
Handy Hands
Finders Keepers App
Fish ON
Food Guard
Senior Cat Litter Box Kit!
Worldwide Communicator
pet poopn'bag
Decent Exposure
Xyz stopper
Tooth-Paste-Brush Combination
Interlocking Plastic Milk Jugs
leash release
Stop Calling Elderly People!
Coupon Spotter Cell Ph App
Stroller hydration system
Flighty- Ultimate Flea Fighter
Shower Curtain Seal
Hope
Message sent
Next Gen Gaming Chair
Fiber Optic Knitting Needles
cooling shorts
Anatomy Doll
Sleep mode stand
Display Orientaion Watch
Bassinet Insert for Crib
Earbud Sweat-Proof Sleeve
New hockey comp.
Dog Pack
Pooch Boots
Home defender
Ice Tiger
Keyless Front Door Entry
Salad eating made better
PORTABLE HOT BOX BAG-for food
YearBook
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Smart phone emergency system.
Hat Umbrella
coconut skin applicator
Food Allergy Indicator
The Helper
Pooch Boots
luggage finder
Shake no more tumbler
Shed-Away!
Quirkey Rewards Fob
Cordless Hair Products
Desktop Mate
Finger stylus
WINTERS HEAT
Garage Entrance Guide
Practice bat
End of Drunk Dialing
Two-ways Clock
A LIFT UP
The JuiceBox
Contractor Clip-Anywhere Board
You've got mail!
The Universal Device
thc monitoring device
Essential Pocket
all-in-one dish gloves
plug and lose diet tool
Basement dehumidifier
Spray Paint Pal
Hot Water Safe
Charged window screen
Dog Delicacy (subject to revi
MySign
Garage car ball
Wall Outlet Extender
Swim Cam
Connection Protector
flat iron for clothes
Smartphone Shatter Saver
Auto Tint Auto Glass
Wall Wear
Doggie Doo Gone
The Shoe Off
Tire Pressure Perfect
Chasse-neige panneaux solaires
Suburban Survival Tool. 9V Battery Powered USB Charger + E-Match + LED Light. Always Be Prepared. :)
no-hands umbrella
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Digproof indoor planter
Branded Wheelchairs
Robotic Leaf Mulcher
RÃ©cupÃ©rateur de produit
Movie popcorn tooth floss
Aerosol paint recovery system
LOGIK
X2 DufL Bag
mini fold-out 4-way lugwrench
Decorative Palm Tree Solar Pan
I want my car back
Refrigerator Temp Sensor
Laptop Vanity
NextGen Electric Blanket
ifound your keys
Money Tree
Nail polish opener
Sit"N Swim
FUEL IDENTIFICATION TAG
stay-put work aurface
Good Bye Sun
The Comfort Hug
Inflatable parka.
Window Fingers
Edible Wrapping Paper for Pets
Internet Pod
TheStraw
Hail No!
Niveau Ã bulle amÃ©liorÃ©
Screw cool cover
Steel Heel for shoes
Your
App-Enabled Ground Water Contamination Tester Device, uses G.E. Patent.
Simulated Car Motion Sensor
DVR Actor/Athlete Tracker
Layers of Fun
Radio Broadcasting Siren
Plug Buckle
RetractaPole
Inhaler medication Counter
Dehumidifier Air Freshener
Book Worm Max
washer/dryer one machine no
Hiking umbrella clip-on
You've got mail
Power Glove
Remote Co
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Woodstove Temp Controller
grass golf tees
Straightner brush
Automobile Hearing Aid
cell phone dye pack
lovin' my eye lashes
Foot Handle For Restroom Flush
DAYN Ceiling fan
trash smasher
wireless charging
Mr. Clean
Food scale weighs calories
Bigger Baggies
Smart Wallet
Simple
Integrated power
ice grinder/scraper
Hydra-Brush
Peer Review
Vacation translation
Smart Collar
Wax Wipes
Centipede Electric Cord
"Hose Away" â„— Â® Â©
Floor drain stand pipe
Snap-a-purse
easy install faucet
epoxy tape
Milk Ease
SleekBox, Furniture as Art
Wireless trailer lights
Kids Safety Wi-Fi Camera
Hands-free camera tri-pod
Stop Texting while Driving
Self illuminating wall socket
Ground water tester + App
SAUV'ECHELLE
Apres Ski Trekkers
Crisp-Ez
Music Pillow
Waterbottle Thermometer
Pet Lunchbox
Bucket Bracket
Sleep baby sleep
Bluetooth Instant Ring Camera
The Quick Brush
animal prof phone cord
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retractable earbuds
'Checked Bag' Fee Saver Sack
Draw Instant Elec. Circuits
Jelly Bubble.
cracked finger covers
Personal Jogging Sensors
The Pillow Silo
Smart Wall Calendar
numb gums
EASY UMBRELLA
"The Umbrella Widget"
The Male Extender
Cable Holder
Laser reflecting glass
Phone controlled bike lights
REGADOR DE PLANTAS Y ARBOLES
Neat Sheets
deck table = dektble
Lazy Shoezan
E-CLIP PLIERS
Biodegradable Toothbrush
Lily Pool
Quick Pic
Windowponic
Grounding Socks
Smartcharge
UnPopcorn kernel removal bowl
Solar panel shingles
Aqueducts
pickup free toolbox
Au Natural Cleaning Made Easy
The Blib
His girl Tuesday
Arthritic opening device
Technicians Multi-Tool Pen
Vertical Bedside Table
My house is Smart!
Natural Self Tanner
GlowCap
Utility Knife with LED Light
Coaster Clocks
Shoe flood light!
Grips That Float Wood Oars
Car Seat Safety Collar
Anti-B
Scrubbing Windshield Wiper
ROTO-COOLER
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Hammer helmet
HangMe
Humanistic Alpha Wave Program
Waste high litter box
Retractable block heater cord
GRIMATIC
Loud+Speakers= Louder's
Cleanup dispenser
Jockstrap
Capri Sun straw slot
Safe House
Your Helping Hand
Crutch Gels
wheelbarrow strong arm
Neck rest phone case
PIKAPOO
airplane bouys
Mulligan Mender
Hands off!
The Leg-o-Tron
Nailzer Trimmer
Fingerprint scanner door lock
Solar Car Outlets
kangaroo tablet pouch
butcherblock sharpener
The Sleep Apnea Shirt
Hi-Lo Style Shoes
Need a quick jump
Split Bag
Pooh Inbox
Jesus Juice
Sound insulation with aerogel
Interchangeable Velcro Tow Tie
Recipe in an oven:)
U Turn signal
Automatic shower shutoff timer
Unsinkable Airplane Black Box
Soft Server Ice Cream
Disk finder
Hang Rite
OrbFresh
magnetized mini bookshelves
GloBell
NeverSpill Transport Glassware
Dryer Sheet Mate
Weight Jack Power Generator
Healthy Lunch Box
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HandsFree Surfing
Dishwasher Soap Dispenser
Feet tanning bed
garden guard
The Light Sabre fighting stick
Digital Picture Caller
Basketball Shooting Apparatus
Support ordinateur batterie
Sock Satisfactory
Perfect Floss
Dry Skin Buster
Solar phone case charger
Add Me T-Shirts
Break away 2 piece purse.
"flip-up" reading glasses
Aling Puncher
Writer's Bag
Goat Milk Greek Yogurt
Home Cellphone Base
telescoping stroller
goose spook
Latex bowling sock
Bathroom Shower Robot
The Power Stick
Atmosphere in the environment
Pool cartridge filter cleaner
Stairway to Anywhere
The Future
USB Pen
Pratic'douche
Lumiduro- light gadget
a safety overflow
Smart Pig
Quirky Quest
Virtual pages
Half Flash or My Flash App
2-Ways Phone Cable
WiFi Wet Pads
keyboard on the go
Warm Water Dentistry
Trivia Guest Pager System
Digital Frame- DigiFrame å‡„ã„ï¼ï¼ï¼
Tooth brush replacement tip
Gas Guzzler
Earthquake
The Eletronic Necklace
Bug-Be-Gone
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SealTap Clean Auto Oil Filler
grandma's booster seat
Snuggy Dog Bed
Kid's Foot-printing and More
Vacuum/Trash Can
Childrens clothing swap
Automatic Engage Cage
Spherea Designer Serving Bowl
Stretch
Clean Windows 2 Sides at Once
CRAFTERS RECYCLING OVEN
POVfeed
child alert
organIZEd
Safe and Smart Space heater
Waterproof Fish Measuring Box
Conform - Flexible Scrubber
magnetic socks
The Winter-Bandit
Drip and Slip Fridge Shelves
ROYAL SUDOKU DRY ERASE GAME B
any terrain fish/camping chair
Remote locator
Quiet Vac
socket prybar
Desk Organizer
asdfasdf asdf asdf asdf asdf
BowHold--eye/sun glass securer
Air to the Throne
RiG (MOUSE)
Head Bobber Stopper SleepBand
SeatLift
Electric Furniture
Caffeine alarm clock
Cereal strainer
Simple Amp
Scrubbing Vacuum (Real Simple)
All in one Yoga Towel/Mat
Water Saver Plus
Pee-On-O mat
ceiling fan cleaning strips
Practice Ecologic Multiuses
Fashion Temple Clips
Home Helper
Auto Cellular Safety Device
Fragrance Swipe
Cooler ice bag
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Noodles To Go
Pocket Fly
Pocket seat
Non-Lock
Smart Stove
Monsieur Bigote
Front Fill Coffee Maker
The power T
Writing tools help you study
Vet V Comb
Driver-to-Driver Communication
Open Sesame
portapottie seat closure
Disposable Rim Protectorz
drag generator
MOTORIZED SHOPPING BAGS
Stack Retract Cords
24hour gas pump
Smart Freezer Alarm
PushBrush
Heat activated dishware
Fruit Fly Zapper
Electric blancoat.
Got Your Six Cycling Glass
Hockey Teeth Mouthguard
Dry Bike Seat Cover
The Ringer
Clean Feet
Video cable spitter
Send-It
Kit - e - Litter
Get Well Baby
Bluetooth Jump Drive
Prescription Alert Bottle
Mail Alert
GPS built in golf balls
Garage/Shop auto hand cleaning
Book worm pro
Toy storage boxes with handle
Countdumb
ScreenAwares
Pyrolysis in the home
Remote Control Snow Thrower
Safe Canine Exerciser
music stand/guitar stand
FOUR WAY XMAS CRACKER
Football line sensor
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Helmet Trauma Indicator
Home Use Oxygen Delivery
DON'T FORGET!
Pilot laser protection
Coolant case
Men's cordless hair dryer
The Teether Glove
911-watch
Sun Blinds
Picker
Smartphone sunscreen detector
BloomTop
Retractable charger
Panty-less Female Liner
Manos donÂ´t stop
quick relief wipes
Nintendo TV
DogBclean Cart
No wipe window squee-gee
spy pencil camera
RC car with cutting blade
Plastic Bag Dryer
The Either Oar
Re-Direct Lighting
body blow dryer
Help for those with CRSD
Smoothie on the Spot
The Perfect Match
SNAP-BOAT TOY BINS
3D fashion for your feet
Hot lid holder
LITTER BITS SHOVEL
Grocery Bag Straps
Lax Robo Pass
Progressive Brake Lights
Shopping List
Stick,Buzz,&amp; Glow
Mini fixed hoovers
EIS (Eco Irrigation System)
Chip it
Orion
POWERED HAND LAWN SPREADER
Smart Mug
REAL SIMPLE GE Pollen Purifier
sunlight sensor blinds
Sidewinder snowsled
Epen
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My Way Back Home RFID and Ap
fashionable flu masks
stylus loop holder
Yogurt Spoon
Spring loaded roll out towel
Silent IV Pump
Perfect fit bra
Dryer Sheets for Men
Save My Nails Gardener's Kit
Smart drawer and cabinet latch
Germ Barrier Sheet
Blackboard shoe kit.
Wifi Bark Collar
exercise cap
Heel Fixer
Mirror lipstick cover.
H3O
Draw &amp; Glow
Smartphone forearm holder
Quirky Snaps
progressive auto brake lights
Get-A-Grip
Recycle Styrofoam
Extend your sun visor
remote finder
Ergonomic cutting board
Slamminâ€™ USB Hub (Resubmit)
Thermo Bag
PerfectTemp
gel nail polish remover
Sit/Stand Workstation Timer
Hot-to-cold pack
Disinfectant Boom
Knot Floss
E.Z. Write Whiteboard
Timeless Curls
Phantom Buster
Bike speaker
Hybrid Excercise Machines
Moon Panties
PRIMEZONE
Covered Wagon Gardenhouse
Easy Sheet Folding
speed ball
Car Alarm Connection
Plug and Play Mobile to TV
whizoo
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Ultrasonic Shower Scrubber
Urinal humor
Beach on-site temperature App
Heart rate disposable band
In-Line Lawn Care System
Ticky tocks
Bubbly Bibs
ProNecktor
Easy to Install CATV outlet
Spring cleaning gloves
UniBinder
Heated Snow Shovel
Solar siding
Keep Ya Receipt
Rocket Boots
Personal Pizza Cutter
Itch Scratcher
Trash &amp; Recycling Container
Big Boo Boos
Cord free blow dryer
Muni Meter Helper
Scuba Diving Buddy Band
Find my glasses
Organic Mattress Toxic Blocker
FDR floatation device
Insect Eater !!!
Perfect Level Trimmer
Back Row Shower Rod
Pillow bag
App Loot Bag
The Ele-Bedder
Wind proof it (lighter)
cellar remote outlet control
Bush cut attachment
Drink Buddy
urineaide
Sword Desktop Scanner
Front Windsheild Defroster
gripper zipper
Cat Mat
Filterless Air Filter
ChopStraw: Eat Drink Be Merry!
Dually
Vase Vanes
Phone buddy
La bache du froid
Phone controlled ski boot
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Strapless glasses strap
Cellphone Mouse USB App
Feet Heat Shoe Inserts
Dog birthday cake
Where's the Butter?
Travel Pal - Fun on the run
Fly Rod Holster
The Perfect Loft
Simple Water Flosser
creative money pocket
Dri-Soc
sanitize ur brusher
Universal earbud covers
loofa towel
Bowl Magic Cleaner
SUV Collaspable Bed Liner
Trending fix
Foot Door Handle
helmet protector
Voice Commando
Dual duffle
disposable collar insert
PILL BOX
Eye glass finder
shopping cart parking brake
Drummy Dipper
Secure Ring
No Knot Head
Car bug screen
Happy New yEAR Muffs
The Bug Sucker
Elderly Simple TV Remote
Handy Hair
Toilet cleaner
Gutter Guide
Ultra portable Scanner
X-grip
Easy Yard Refuse Removal
Portable Bidet
Prop-up
Hair Growth Styling Product
app-key
Tether All
Hopper key
DUAL ACTION WINDOW SQUEEGE
Simple Vocalist In-Ear Monitor
Soap Bar Recycler
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Non
HEY HOUSE MAIL
(
Hands free IPad arm
HornWorm Organic Warrior
Blood Oxygen Regulator
GPS Tooth Chip-For Pilots/Crew
What Would Apple / Android Do
Half way up Step
Tire Watch
atkisson tips
Laundry Bag and Sort
The Slammer
Fluorescent Fiber Cube
EXCERPACK!
Ladder grip
MY ISP
"THE JUICIN' JUG" Juicer
Emergency Eye Flush
Tag-a-long wheels
The snow plow proof mail box
ATRS
Media Outlet Photo Booth
Insulated Work Tote
Smart Pill Organizer
Smart Soles
the first green refrigerator
Re-Pels-It
Disinfecting Lid
NeckProtek
The Butler
Finding small items
Iphone Hat Holder.
Voice Remote Control
Next to New Game Boxes
Electric Pipe Blanket
Selfie Extender Phone Case
Door Clip
No-spill ice cube tray
Easy shopping
Polite Call Terminator
Bactery-free toothbrush holder
Micro sized tracking device
trailer hitch fork lift
Lottery number stamp
Ice-bag headband
Easy Scrub
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Makeup iPhone case
Tool for product manager
Stress Mouse
Cartridge Air Freshener system
Ton-go
pitch ripper
Fly Swatter With Small Vacuum
NoStatic
Bandaid finger cot
Plantable Building Blocks
Cell phone blocker
Indestructable Umbrella
SmartCurtain
cracker squeeze
Hot Mug
Laptop stand (LT)
Smart Touch
Sink drink
Portable computer charger
the drink condom
LED Ethernet Cable Tracking
Shampoo shots caps
Rest Easy Lounge Chair
Animal headphone savers
Isolation room status
Trash Bag Releaser
Solar thermal/ PV Box concept
Key finder
Hanging Clothes Organizer
iPhone Stand
Snow glare Sun glasses
Automotive Rebreather
The Bike Buddy
Denny pliers
All in One Charge Cord
Backseat chic organizer
Pothole Pillon Patch
Baby Formula Dispensper
LazrSight
iphone lint roller
Out with a Bang!
Better Collars
Smooth Grind
personal airline delivery
Seed Sacket
Easy Icecream
RainClip
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Windshield cleaning wand
Poop-pourri
Hanger Creations
Handy Andy Stairs
extension cord connector
iPhone Pill Box
Electrical Cord
Motorcycle Spray Mister
Winner winner chicken dinner
3 Piece Sports Bottle
Spencil, the spelling pencil
Sound Streams
IReaders
Waterproof Tennis Ball
Silverware Sorter
The stay pen
Floss in a Flash Toothbrush
Living Art Watches and Clocks.
Extension Cord Belt Clip
Sweet Spot Marker
Clicker Caddy
Leg scarf
Shaving cream warmer
tank guard
wash n dry
Solar-powered Induction Mat
Safer ladder
Beach Flops
Cargo Cooler
Vinegar Gel/Paste Cleaner
Tint Spray
chargeable LED glasses
disposable driving sleeve
Clip-on stretchy sneaker laces
The One Reward Card
Wireless earbuds W/ MP3 shoes
toilet
6 of sizeable 4 handlers w 4
WASHER WOO ME
SmartHome with RF (No Wifi)
Shower Phone Case
Tech Wear Accessories
Fitness phone holder
Pony Visor
Photos 360Â° pour impression 3D
Window AC Saftey Gate
Motor Head Coffee Table
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Porcelain Sink Stain Remover
Child Safety Wristband
Smudge.Proof.Index.Thumb(SPIT)
Treadmill Desktop
4 corners elastic bed sheets
No-See-Mee
Portable Under Vehicle Wash
Camera Ball Handle
Singing fountain
Big Toe Clipper
Shower Caddy Deluxe
Get Lean While You cLEAN.
Follow me
SHINE COLOR LAMP-change colors
Critter Saver
Starbutts
stupid brick
Aeolus umbrella
App and Sync your data files
Luminaire Disposable Razor
EVOMATIC
Sardines camping high tech
Automatic House Window Wiper
The Can Drain
Stabilizer
No more dirty pans for cupcake
Dead phone reply app
EYE AND LIP LINER HOLDER
Sangria Fria
Bottle Spike
The WheelyLight
Cake Cutter
Charge It
Car Finder
luv u lizards
Stove top vaccuum
The Tail's End
Google Glass Foot Peripheral
GPS Enbedded Fake Jewellery
Leaf Window
Aqua Bat
Sneaker Wear Checker
pop or beer can chiller
The SnackleBox
Automatic backscratcher
life saving device
Sleepy Time Fan Sounds.
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Vanity license plate frame
chargeur portable par etiremen
Frequency Keyboard
circlethesun360
Hands Free Dog Walking Belt
Motorcyclists body cooler
Elevating Safety Ladders
Watersport lifesaving FLAGVEST
Memory Foam Sports Helmets
Solar Cell Phone Charging Case
Smart Ironing Board
Leaf bag holder
Inline Interior Meat Smoker
Kitchen Vac
paper lawn waste bag opener
Shoemail
Spider-Fan
Flavor Balloons
highlighter that comes off
Cell phone charger backpack
sleepy baby train
Sock Saver
Kool Glove
string trimmer leg protector
Gel gloves, socks
musical tutu
Where in the world are we?
Invisible decorative strip
TV Sleep App
phone mute
power saver
home gutter cleaning unit
Safety Strap for Handtools
Dry Out
Complementary Skirts
Build a Box
3-in-1 Bra
Jiff Spiff Kids
Hear more
Kitchen Trash Bag Filter
Restaurant-waiting entertainer
Tag it finder
Lost Lenses
G'BallDog
THE GUARDIAN
Biracial &amp; gay greeting cards
Save the baby!
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Magnetic soap holder
Corner Cleaning Set
SUV/Truck Wash Ladder
solar heat
cordless oxygen tank
Cell Saving Lives
magnetic replacement buttons
beachcooler w/ foldup tabletop
The Big Mess Up
Golf app
Pill Reminder
Keep your trash bag open!
SCAN-A-COUPON
EZ Remove Oil Filter
A Non-Stop Pendulum
battlet
GPS Golf Ball
aluminum can crusher
Dry-Sock
Add-A-Vowel
"in here" alarm
Flower Cap
Headphone case
Vibro Ironing Board
Ergonomic Back-lit Keyboard
Securing Auto Set Covers
Functional Stylish Wrist Band
Golf finder
SHOP AND PUSH (MALL SHOPPER)
Old Dog Wagon Walker
kover kapz
Shine
Pottery Rib
Shoe Socks
Shine365
Easy clock controller
smart phone controlled Auto AC
Rubbish Release Trash Can
Freeze frame
Light Shirt
Refurbish 35MM cameras
pain relief cushion
Emergency Address Locater
Dash it up
Scent Flow Pull Chains
Privacy Protector
Pool Safe
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portable yard sprinkler &amp; time
Another Mother
Floating Vehicle
ElectroMat
Baby car safety
voice activated music
Find my car
Poop there it is!
Salt with color
Adjustable Arm Rests
clothes Tag
the dry ice cooler
The Lazy Lawn Mower
Recollection! Boardgame
Cleanlab universal toiletry
Collectors Show Cabinet
Embossed Rolling Pin
The US-C Flash drive
Brilliant Eye
diffuseur 2 en 1
4 better
Razor Sharp
Bing
Wheel Chair Skins
[REAL SIMPLE] Lazy-boy Mop
Trumbrella water-less umbrella
Toddler toothbrush
Solar roofing shingles
The Spoken Word
vacuum floor carpet
Shoe Cleaner
Satellite Dish Defroster
The helper
Earpiece Magnet
Personalized LED Phone Cover
Remote starter idle control
E-z Tv Connect
Hoop Floss
Mammogram bra
Chimney Cleaner
Vibrating Scalp Massager
Battery/Remote Rope Lights
The Wave
The "Auto Lotto"
Mood Music
Bedside bidet/Spa
Surgery App
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ceiling fan easy cleaner
www.mintpatents.com
APP electric fireplace heater
Solar and movement charger
Breathe Tree
Garden Alarm
Stick Umbrella
semi truck show lug nuts cover
sewing machine magnifyer
Chain-able Lip balm
flexible solar pad
Alt Tattoos
TASER ACTUATOR WEIGHT LOSERPRO
Smart golf
Back buddy
Then CAR-TRASH
Glamorous Shoe Hanger
my invention is Call stick'ez
No spill bleach
Baseboard Cleaner and Broom
deer scent warmer
Energizing clothes
Power scrub
Syrup Dispensing Spoon
Water cooler
Solar car paint
Wink enabled Power Outlet
Special vehicle
Extreme Steering wheel cover
Robotic Fuel Fill Pump
Talking refrigerator
Glow-in-the-Dark Mailbox
Over-the-PC mirror
Gallery Assistant
Fresh Breath
Public Restroom Survival Kit
Bluetooth microphone connector
wind it up
Shopping Cart Safety Clip
Flexi Outlet
Where is that App
Camp chair cozy
TOEL
Lily Peacock &amp; Sting Bee Toys
Pressure Sensitive Brake Light
CAM-JET
ceiling reader
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Home/kitchen inventory tracker
Car unlock via smartphone
Scented decor stickers
Pop up computer chair
Mailbox helper
plastic lid dispenser
Grapefruit Bowl
Sports buddy
Water-smart
Plinko Planter
Elastic shoelace with LEDlight
Turtle Case
Hover Shoes
Light Pot
fingerprint scanner home door
Energy-Efficient Washer
Earphone "Organizer"
Sounds of "D" light
Deicing bonnet
A/C Armor
Wish list app
I-Water
The Ear Muffs
OLED Movie Posters
Colored LAN cable kit
Electromagnetic system
Dust Fan
intelligent windshields
Social logo
Flexible Smartphone.
SafeDrive
Soap Recycler/compacter.
The Joust
iPower
The Shower Cop
bustem
Outdoor Floodlight Shades
Broom Block
Self lubricating door hingepin
The Wheel
KINDLE PLAY LAPTRAY
Instant floral foam
pet snack
slide out table
Extend-O-Strip V2.o
Mirror cruise control
Perfect Temp Dips
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Tee Up
DECK DOCK
Smart Padlock
WiFi Plug
Shower Curtain Kit
2 in 1 Washer and Dryer
Christmas Tree Fire extguisher
Simple Stash
Touch Active Reservations
tumbleFrame
Vehicle Security 24/7
La pince coupante du malin
Smoking Kills All
Couple Covers
Eye Lash Blowing Unit
a helping hand in your hands
Wireless TV antenna
telescoping ipad case
Earphone Reel
Solution to E-Cigs
Scratchoff
Rear safety lights
greeting card puzzle
Home Plastic Shreder
Whiteboard Iphone Case
Nigh light
Disposal Doctor
Couch Color
Cozy room divider or image
Bluetooth Broadcaster
reach around
The Climate Control Couch
Car Remote Start Up Light
Carafe bib
The Ice Hole Defroster
LED Purse Light
outdoor steamer
car microwave
Top Chomp
Fridge Water Dispenser Hose
Shark Alert
Bend-A-Bib
Clip Chip
Air mattress deflator
Washing Machine Device Sensor
Quirky All-in-One Cleaning
Old School Stereo
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Keyless lock for home
Text on your bracelet
Fort Clips
vacuum muscle system
shower curtain spring
directional sound sensor RESUB
Sweet Dreams
Wheely clean rims
Protect It
Pot Top
LAP TOP

VAULT

Dog Stay Shade
Shut The Lid On Cancer
Sure Shot Ladder Chute
pet hair elliminator
The Chairmaster
Wifi powered charger
Bug Off!
Perfect Posterior toilet seat
The Untippable Trash Can
Heated blanket
bed clamp for ipad/cellphones
Bed Beads
cover all
Plat de four Ã pince
Energy Saving Shingles
Quick release hinge
On/off adapter
Winshield Fluid Container.
Guitar dust cover
Nutri Feeder
Pad-Jamas
Security Line Grab and Go
Stay-in-Place Duvet Cover
Hostelec
Auto Focus
Jewclin!t
Power up
Organize Carrier Clean Product
H2O Softener Salt Low Detector
iPad camera grip
Advertising Animation
No more tears
planche a dÃ©couper intÃ©ligente
Nature Calling
mouseland
Hot-Grip Scraper
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safe knife cleaner
Anti Cat Mat
Smart Faucet
Ladder levelers
LockBrights
Amplified Bike
Sprinkler Nirvana
Smartphone Diabetes Meter
Scrolling Looped Whiteboard
Custom OLED Flexible Keyboard
Tether Toys
Motorcycle Helmet Brake Light
Auto Shade
Play football in the dark
Interchangeable Stripes
The Razor Use Tracker
whatsapp download for android
Windproof battery lighter
FRY BACON MESS FREE IN OVEN
Hooking
solar powered curtains
Restaurant self check out
DVD Remote Sensor
The KicStand
Electrical Outlet
Black boxes of 21st century
Cutty Sack
CastorScrape
Accu-Shot
Dressing Mirror
Flip Side
BRA-ket (Trademarked)
Blast K9 Training Treats
Twistyz Cord
Gutter Lights
Picture Perfect Purse
TempSwipe
The Sunscreen Booth
Quantum Safety Reliance
Drainable flower pot saucer
HANDFREE SMARTPHONE HOLDER
Gravity Mill
tc
Bugs Bunny Ice Cream
Sprinkler head protector
AppApp
dishliquid disposable wipes
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cool down
smart message board
Naviwatch
AUTO-TISSUE
Kushy Sit
bullet redesign
Induction Car Desk
Combo Towel Holder
120v Low Power LED Walkway Lig
Blacklight App for your phone
Page it
a book of children's drawings
E bureau
Yankless Leash
Sun works
Never Lost Remote
Gamify your life w/ real money
The semicircular trimmer
Soccer ball seat
Emergency Alert
Carry Tow
sewer vent defroster
IP/WiFi Camera Floodlight
2 in 1 Washer and Dryer
Arm Gators
O.L.D
Bluetooth pendant
THE SAFE HOLDER
Thermal pan
Smart Garage Door Opener
Smart Cart
Barbers Friend
Blind-spot elimination system
Gygi brake
Tag Flap
Knotless buds
Pocket Pal
corkscrew pressure
The Step Back
Rotating party beer cooler
Airplane recovery dye
So;vent Trap Adapter
Hoodie scarf
Koal-it
Collapsible Denture Travel Cup
Really tiny live camera
Solar powered window A/C
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Modular Camera
I-Pad Tripod Tray
safe stop
Smart Watch for Diabetics
On-Site Mattress Dry Cleaning
Sleek Air-Purifying BackPack
Insulin Patch
gripper slippers
bug elemanator
Notifying Pill Dispenser
Tank Gauge App
Transitions Car Windshield
phone speakers
Pocket Door Baby/Pet Gates
Super USB Hub
Quirky underware
Clay Wall Cabinet
Alert Light
Bluetooth guided WiFi adapter
Trackable golfball
Smartphone Roller Toy
SKCOS Reversible socks
Here Here
Self locking trash can
pet tag protector
Tub Mop
Clean Screen Tie
Shower Curtain Suction Cups
Tall Jewelry T-Bar
SpinBackBrush
Hardhat Bluetooth headphones
Standard Based Grading Machine
Tail Gator
Fuzzy toe thong covers
Wash n' Dry Wall Door
Easy Condom to put on
Smart Jacket
Day/Night side mirrors
Lost person wristband
antibacterial cleansing cap
Deck Scrubber
Thump Tack Clip
Soft-Bottom Water-Lounger
Thermal Collection Generator
Diapers with Built-In Cream
Smart Refrigerator Magnet
Kettle Companion
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Toy Car-Plane
shower snap
All weather Plug Cover
Casey's Luck
Car Detailing Utility Stool
The Brazilian Cover
Coin Flow
Egaun
Bra Store
Knoty Floss
CD bluetooth
Remote Locator
Ventilator Dolley
Rechargable tv remote
Cell Phone Charger Tower
Wireless Smoke/Gas Detector
Airline Crash Balloons
Ear Covers
Airline tray for your car
The Flexible Pencil
Sponge Fan
Quick attach hose to sink
glass charm
Rep Counter Pro
Reminder Bracelet
inside camp out
pinch-a-lot
Lawn Chaps
HeadSafe
coleash
Auto Stir
Minimal Shelter
Solar powered digital pictures
Apartment Sink Hose
NO SPY
Flavor caps
Auto Cord Ejector
Magnent Cat Feeding Dish
Waterbed Temperature control
Electric defroster.
super floss
Party Makers
Mop Shoe to clean floors
Mirror fog wiper
BRACE YOURSELF
Clip-on LED Light for Glasses
The "NAPSTRAP"
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Exercise with juice
Flashing Cane
Nighttime Switched Lamp
Nose buddies, odor eliminator
wand watch
Disposable Lawn Mower Bag
Refillable Baby bath sponge
The Doggy Plunger
Anywhere wall switch
Body Blazer Body Shaver
Rodent free cable
Edge Sweeper
No more blown up skirt!
portable readers
Vertaul Window Blinds
Chargeit-app
Hold It
Passenger Side Slide Out Tray
First Disposable Computer
Radio Back
Hair Off
Emergency battery for phones
Baby cakes
The Weed Whip Power Rake
Doggy Food Dispenser
Email choir
SunSpeakers
Micro sd docking station
Instant Second Curtain
Denny Boots.
Solar Cat Water System
Versatile suction cups
Ring-Ring
Hip Clip
VOICE PROFESSIONAL
Alarm
anywhere finder
iSpa for bathtub
Trapozied TV
Pouf with Soap Dispenser
Presto Straps
Cozy Coat
Back Splash
Jelly Belly Bunny
In home plastic recycler
Campfire Helper
Luggage
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Capture the expression
myfavestylepro
Sneeze Tees
Cordless drill outlet adapter
HANDY
Camping Carrier
Shut off for air con
Automatic car heat
Autograph on ePub
Flying Shoes
stadium warm
Air-away toilet-seat
Police Safeguard
Hairdryer Brush
Cooling Microwave
Pacifinder
Magic Fingers
The Weather Bottle
The "Switch Hitter" Hat
Wet Wipe Dispenser
Scrub Tip
Solar Flora
The Stink Sucker
Golf ball finder
Keeping Your Distance
Wind Chime Shhhhh
Desk Intellifan
Glove Caddy
find my wallet app
bandaid waterproofers
"Butt-Out" or "Tip-Off"
the man mall
Honeycomb Holder
smart top
BlueCell Extender
bad weather tredmill
Id protector
Kaliediscope Hubcaps
RF energy USB recharger
What's around me?
Nasal numb-er
Child GPS Tracker
"Drive In"" Movies
Umbrilli GO!
Smart Phone Kozzy
Rake gloves
Write On!
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Italian Coffeex
Squirrel Stop!
live sound monitor
Black Box Life Jacket
Jumper Cable for Phone Power
Safer Wet Sweeper
RENT YOUR GOODS
Toe Toucher
ToothTech
CAR CHILLER
Tall over the door hooks
Invisibud
Sitz Bath For Males
Here Kitty Kitty! Cat Finder.
More Behind the Door
The "More or Less"glass
water workout wonder
Green clock
Appointment Reminder
Coin Docker Wallet
String Lite Hangar
Deer Chaser
Mulligans 4 Charity
Smart Cookware
Easy Score Keeper
Smart alert device
Lazy Shade
Light up dog leash
exercise motivator
Vehicle Emergency Transponder
Kuick Key
weedless rappla
DroneProof
Inny Outy mini vacuum cleaner
Kinetic Energy Bicycle
Find billfold
Helpbelt Ring
Grocery list generator
Spurs
smell the roses
Sock Sag , Sock Clap , Sock P
Shopaholics Dream!
Singalong Flashdrive
BLITZ IT!
Slobber Stopper
Handwashing Verification Soap
The space bar revised
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Paint pump extension brush
The Thermug
Magnetic Headphones Organizer
Brasier Glue
Home Power Monitor System
Car Mounted Power Generator
Fresh-glove
Sardines fluorescentes camping
Bottled Fridge
the easy maker
Portable Steam Shower
The Sunshower
Flower cooler - video included
KRUSH
Golf Ball Finder
remote base for wallmount TV
Hidden drawers
Bumper Bands
pool cover tent
Tactical belt and vest
Artist's Blanket
Quick taze
Pill or tablet dispencer
See Me at Sea Rescue Balloon
Massaging Toilet Seat
The Travel Wallet
Ketchup Mustard Bottle
No Hands Weightlifting Gloves
Projection Clock App
Kids Adjustable Shoe
The Box Dock
seatbelt sash
cabin air filter
I-Share or (Eye-Share)
Beautiful Trash Can
Least Common Connection (App)
Changing oil made easy!
The Sitcase
UV Car Light
Interesting paper cup
cuty cable winding case
H20BQ-WineBQ-BeerBQ
Satelitte Dish Heater
Anti theft sensor
Concussion Smart Helmet
SWITCHPACK
Remote Pal
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Quick-Stopper
easy wheeling
Scrubber gloves
Pet Locator
Smart Shoehorn
Annoyance - Avoidance
Smart Placemat or Plate
Jeanious
MANICAPS
Site d'organisation
Fishin' Bimini
clean green portable a/c
Community Bitcoin Production
kustom eyez tools
Electronic door knobs
Lottery redeem
Emergency Eye Flush
GPS Police Radar Detector
No Pictures Please (NPPrella)
Personal Cough Silencer
The Garage Grid
Recordable Radio
Fly Aways
Voice Commanded Remote
The tidy cutting board
Rotate/Tilt TV Antenna
Wheel Warmer
A Better Dish Rack - resubmit
vacuum mop
Spud Kids
Wide bottom tip resistant cup
The Barbecue Bin
Bottomz Up
HAIRbrows
Throw up, up, and away!
Collapsible Beach Swatter
Eye glasses defogger
Prop Your Plant
Ditch the group
Wall Switch Extender
Gorcery cart skis
Platform Charging
Aqua spring
InstantClear Defroster
One handed tape dispenser
Miroir DVDTec
Shoe Lace w/LED Lights
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Floating music
Ultimate Sports Reality
smart detector
Cool Touch
Girl Tech Deck-Larger/ARTY!
Bungee Cord Corral
Snow Painting
Clone Cups
Find It
hover-board
The Happy Hands Pee Cup
SKATEBOARD POCKET BAG
non demagnetic key card
Grandmas Earrings
Remote Bluetooth 3-axis Level
CableStable
Blue Charge
Mirror Mirror
Vehicle camera lense cover
Picky Eater Tongue Spray
Urban fence, garden and plants
Bathroom paper towel holder
The Gravity Globe
Easy Flexi - Reading Stand
Soap Sleeve
Smart Home Cleaning UV
Home Urinal
bathroom lint remover
Green Battery Charging
vaccumable oven spray
Safety helmet for athletes
IBook Life
Quiet Blowdryer
The Better Towel Rack
Outreach mailbox
Commuter train cup holder
LED ceiling fan blades
Smart aquarium water checker
Handheld Paint Spectrophotomtr
Wallet Ruler
Personal Radar Protection
Steam cleaning pod for oven.
One time measure ruler
GoCard
Electric Car Charge to go
Beach Buddy
Tab Tags
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Lace Catcher!
Personal Green Screen
Sand be gone
Hangin' Made Easy!
Water pouch
Simle Whole House Fan
Picture Puzzle
Contra lightning Unbrela
clean air kitchen-bath(resub)
Custom Color Holiday Light Set
Wireless Headphones
Collegiate Connection
Phone Butler
I.D./Credit Card Puller
Phone/tape recorder
Vehicle Convoy Identification
Doggie Colleash
My Kitchen Mate
Clear To Go
The Cell phone Charger Clasp
Weed Bombs (Pills)
Earbone
Finder Phone Case
overheat alert
Lazer assisted Billiards
Clock hat
Smartphone Amplifier/Speaker
college condoms
Personal Shopping Cart
Golf flagstick ad impact Cush
Easy Street Watering
Stack-Em Light
Lamkin Long Leg Lounge Extende
Heat&amp;OccupancyTransmitter(HOT)
LED Rollerable window deco
Kooler Kroozer
bottle buddy
Lappy Pad
The Brushbrator
Electric Autoclean Doormat.
Fire Breather
GLOW LOOM
Game announcer eliminator.
Clock Memory Shower Faucet
Plant/flower transporter
Beer pretzel cup
iPhone Acoustic Speaker Mount
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(Skin) Tag remover or Snipper
Fog Free Mirror
Stay Connected App
Table Timer
Greenskeeper Modified
Umbrella
Adjustable jacket
Beep Beep
Sing it!
Multiuse CheeseHhead
An automated pet training unit
Solvent Trap Adapter
Broadcast Spreader+lawn mower
Rattle Can Water
Thread Storage and Organizer
The Hauler
Easy Gas Lines
Hair Stickem
Raised garden bed tub
One Card
Mobile printer
Computer screen mirror
Steamer Buddy
Temporary Mail Box
Nalgene cup holder adapter
The Door Ajar Bar
Quappy
Buddies
Cell Phone Extension
Underwear Re-Imagined (male)
Universal Notification Trigger
the gift app
retractable walker
catastrophic floating locator
Cordroll
Backyard Fireman
Remote Alert
Underwater Explorer
Germ free toothbrush cleaner
The Love Game
Cane
one world
Fish On!
Windshield Blanket
Joe Cooler
Silverware Protector Tray
Cornerless Comforter
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Panpad
Wifi-enabled Re-chargeable ICD
Extra Kup
golf green blower
Microwave-a-bowl
Trunk-Rake
The Clam
Pinchless Binderclips
The Wonder Box
Plug u can never miss!
Phone Camera Sticker Filter
Dual Opposing Brush Upright Va
Knee Tender
Portable Lemonade Stand
The Better Baffle
Protect TV distence
Letter-button Keyboard
Never alone
Fir-Mice .. Click to Stay Fit
Hanging Helper
pool gutter leaf guard
Forsyth Modern Lighting
Locator1
Find A Pet
EZ LIFT TRASHCAN
Custom 3D printed Ear Buds
the coffee cup pump
Find my glasses
V Cologne
in auto microwave oven
Call catcher
easy trash
Wifi power plug
Pet-Breeze
Zig Zag Ironing Board
Food Flavour Bursts
Gift Wrap Organizer
Clean Clip
Brushguard
no more soggy hot sandwiches
radio wave blocking wallet
universal auto keyfob holder
Cell Case that Clips 2/keys
Play-Bird Dog Toy/Trainer
Follow up file: No mess desk
You've Got Mail
Perfect fit bra
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SoaperMan
musical hankerchief
Improved Wire Holder
ON THE CUFF
Head-To-Toe Clean
Extra Arms
A/C to Art Transformer
Home protector app
Watermelon bowl
Spy Cover
Running Mate Weight
The Over Watering Can
Shade-eaze
Let's Re-Make The Mocrowave
Senior smart phone
two sided nail clippers
grocery cart brake
Key finder
The Better Spreader
Car finder
APPOINT ME!
Cat mobile
Just-A-Swinging
The Heel Trainer
AudioVision Assist Device
Bulk Paper Towel Dispenser
HairTime
Smart Exercise Ring
find my car FOB
New built-in sun visor for car
Save-ur-eyes
Cool slips
Line29....Greeting Cards
Seal-A-Dome
Extenda Socket
Heat powered controller
Blind Cleaning Tablets
Floatable Sleeves
Duster Cleaner Electric Magnet
Temperature display cup
Dress Shirt Saver
Camera Tripod Walking Sticks
Wifi Shower Knob
RoboSteamer
Trampoline Cover
cool breeze ac unit vest
Safe-Wall
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Clip it
Heart Halo
Rebel car inspections
Robotic Steam Mop
audio/digital scale
Life Saver
Stop the Mess
Chargify
skateboard lock
Scented humidifier clips
AUTOMOBILE GEAR SHIFT LOCK
airplane black box makeover
Polo Shirt Collar Stays
Phone Finder App
Cooling cupholder for couch
Solar Window Shades
modular cell phone case
MAP (Manure Auger Press)
(IFTTT, iBeacon) Doorbell
GLOW LIGHT FLYERS
Park it 123
Stiff brace
bed toilet access
Positive Wake Up Call
LaceQuick
Laptop Projector
Grand Paws, dog foot wash
DEER FINDER
Spark plug tool
Simple dash iPad holder
Smart clock
Oval Toilet Plunger
Hinged light player
Playground Art Stand
Golf Ball Tracker
The Purrfect Litter Box
Satellite/CATV Reception Bckup
NO BRAINER DRAINER!!
The Pool Assistant
Parking Brake Umbrella Holder
Lazer Limbo / Light Rope
iPhone 5/5s
la tente illuminÃ©e
Gun sight clamp Mechanism
Video Mute Button
A-muse Glasses
The CutlessBat Cover
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Easy Sheets
Tat with an expiration date
Easy Window Cleaner
Human Spotter - Track Yourself
Liveview Cable
Remote control locator
Book Box
Pet Alert Doorbell
Time lock Piggybank
Bobble Car
Scrub Buddy
Streetlamp for an opera house
Toilet Tissue Dispenser
Ergonomic Wheel Chairs
Designer Perfumed Hair Spray
Fold up pizza box
HD Modulator
Squidler Guard
Remo,finding the remote easily
No More Nasty Grams
Sewing Notion
Quickables
Alarming Valet
Power Cycle Wireless Router
Stuffed Hashbrowns
The Toe Topper
Ratchet Head Plug
Closed Caption Bar
Haul-R-Back
Transitional window tint
Spin Sail Wind Turbine
Selfypode
Fone Flex
Bird Cage AIR PURIFIER
The FUNBRELLA
Tire Spin
Cool Caps
Comfy-Zip
Socket
Glow Nubs
Bed hoodies
Self Defense Smartphone Case
Personal Radar &amp; GPS for blind
"Secure -AIR"
Flywheel
Slip and Glide
Phone Flame
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Half n Half Happiness Blanket
Energy Gum
Musical chair clamps
High reach duster
biberon BÃ©bÃ© avec thermostat
skyrim symbol
Tracker Clip
Virtual 3D shopping mall
Music Page Turner
cart brake
Parking Lot Protection
Ergonomic Snow Removal Tool
Cool Cell
Protien popsicle
Magnetic car bumper
Car Locator-Blue Tooth device
A purse towel
There is a call for you
Flight Deck
Safety strap and locator
Magnetic Shower Soap holder
Patio Umbrella that is Smarter
Rope tightener
Floating airplane black box
raised keyboard tiles
Comfy carrier/stroller.
Chuck key safety switch
AUTOMOBILE GEAR SHIFT LOCK
Stadium Greenhouse
Portable Electronics Charger
Smart Toliet
Talk to the Hand
Muni-Meter Ticket holder
Ice Cream Gun
Pageomatic
Microwave with Theater Popper
DVD case pad
Unbelieveably Easy
SDC - (Shower Door Curtain)
INBED BIKE RACK
Seniors Stand Up!
Fido's Best Buddy
GPS flash drive
Interior Motion Sensor Lights
Automatic Car Sunshade
Doggie debris diverter for car
Easy Bike Pedal Strap
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Cheezit!
Litter Box Ramp
Insulated ziploc bags
mp3 toothbrush
A-R. D. Airframe
Toddlers Corner
Dine and Stash
Grampod
Box boot
Glove box paper towel roll
Map your run/walk
Blinker device for bikes
Robo Dust Wiper
The Chambermaid
KITCHEN COUNTER/SINK SMART
Ignicia - a car filter lamp
Spray and Save Sunblock
Wake Proof Mailbox
Quantum Lev Road
Tissue-Toss Box
Stop Blinking
M1 Skillet
Lotion Co-Motion
Talking stove.
Receipt Return
Mfield 1
DIGITAL GRAMOPHONE (IPHN/IPAD)
Sport Clothes without sunmarks
Baggy Leash
DVR shows from your Phone
Improved Pivot Power
Car Trunk Stabilizer
Shoes Or Slipper
Pi
Pull Out, Swivel Bathroom Sink
Miracle regiment
Ring pepper spray
Clothes Reminder
Flavored Coffee Stir Sticks
Swing out car seat
Wireless Charger
2&amp;1 Ladder Stand &amp; Game Cart
Home heating Oil tank monitor
musiciansfriend.com
Brake Light Sensor
Cargaroo pouch
Blinking emergency porch light
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Portable Tailgate Trailer
SakurÃ¢m(e)
Pretty braid
Vibrating Alarm Band
hands-free toilet seat lifter
Leaf Bag Frame
Use siri in your bracelet
vapor socket
Car Cake
USB HDD + Hub
Home-aid Intercom
Grab &amp; Go
soft spot
Magnified screen saver
sticky pencil
Know-luggage
Temp Alert!
Magnetic Motion Detector
The Executive Function
Find It Fast Luggage
portable kitchen counter
iChargeU
Phone pager
The Trailer Saver
The Ding Bat
Read For Speed
Window Scenes
Snow car
Bellows Buster
iMagnify
qwikpix- take picture of text.
making chocolate factory
AdverPrize
Robopump
Jjr
Presento Plus
retractable hair brush
Gym on the Go
Bearing Saver Alarm
Hot Bat
BOARD BENDER
le cadre illuminant
Overall vision
Wi-Finder
Message driver's chair
Doggie Genie
Teachers Planning Book
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Patio Umbrella Solar Fan
Rain shoes
Cyber-Storage
home fire blanket
The Pooch Pail
remote battery operated lights
Robotic Car Vacuum.
The Quick oil change system
Travel Itenary Builder
The Perfect Nail Trimmer
Rollbike or Gymbike
big x stretch fitting sheet
Cellphy Case
The Turtleneck
Remote for Exercise machines
Take-Away
Soap Press
The Elliptic Wave Running Bike
Silicone Band Vending Station
Power Rinse
REMOTE CONTROL BUTTERFLY-Flies
Product location finder
Folding Binder Umbrella
Dog-Proof Molding
Remote control lure
Chillert
Ball Cap Ear Warmer
The Camper Caddy
ZipperUp!
tv control finder
Intelligent Shower
Temp-pillow
SoxMate
Apple Headphones Mic Protector
Air mattress 4 pregnant women
Cell Phone - Home Ringer!
make up remover pen on the run
Magic Mobile Ramp
My dog can read
THE BALL STALL
N.M.I.T.
Pointer's Pen
Charge Tooth
NGUC
Headphone sleeves
Sunglasses finder
Weighted Pull-Up/Dip Machine
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Swimming Sanitary Pads
Steam Genie
Skateboarding Shoe Saver
Beach Booth
"Sifter" Garden Bed Seeder
Warger
Two-Compartment Ziploc Bag
Window Warmer
HiBoard (2nd. generation WiFi)
Dogs Food Sign
undergarment for dialysis
Sh?t Sticks
Watering Spike
Mobile charge port
Clothes shrink preventer?
Trash Compactor Renter's Style
Buzz
Rubbers - Protects CD bottoms
color changing coffee cup
Third Eye
permanent magnet motor
Smart Temperature Pill Keeper
Car Doodles
Privacy Protector
Doggy Do Bagger
ibud case
Quality solar power light
Beam Enabled Locks
USBulical Statation
Spit Stop /Mouth Mesh
Magnet Hose
women's nail clippers
#realsimple Robotic Baseboard
Wumbrella or Wumby
Sphere speakers
Condiment Jar
Car Bumper Plow
Fingerprint Lock
The Ultimate HOT BUCKET
Real Simple Auto Stringz
Cord appeal
Keeping Tabs
Trash Can Top Magnet
Enviro hardhat
Wrong way prevention
Ear phone spinner
Rallonge Ã©lectrique wifi
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6Bit Power Strip
Retractable cargo strap
The flit her
bodtimer
Smart Desk Organizer w Sensor
Mens Headband
Relax a Way
Xmas LED window candles
BusKid
Touch Screen Internet Mirror
Germ Blaster
Kid gps
meal box for lunchtime
The Encompass
Bicycle Parking Break
Disposable Catheter Briefs
Improved Wire Holder
Never ending paintbrush
Hashtag for a cause
Ten Speed Jogging Stroller
Learning Globe
Sani Seat
Straight tac (STRAITAC)
EZ Trailer
Bicycle Seat Leveling Device
loopy band for yoga/pilates
Retrieve It!
Doggie Door Chime
Smart Luggage
ELECTRONIC TIRE GADGE
Shlannel
StayOut
adjustible leg clamps
Insect Repellent Home Screens
Tools in Short Supply
sink stopper
Find My Bike
Comfor-Soothe
The Walk Collar
legible credit card recipe
Pride Saver
Snack and go
The Beach Pillow
The Laundry Cart Basket
Mag Spice Organizer
Night Vision Windshield
Your Last Remote
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Safety reflector
Swim Shades
Oxygen Hose Reel
FANTASTIC SKIN
Balance bench
"levitating" golf balls
Smartphone Wireless PC Mouse
Manual Tinting Glasses
Aftercall
collapsible hammer handle
Infinity
solar power highway reflectors
noonie.
MediaWall
coolest towel for any hot day
Updated spigot handle
Med Tab Refill
Tumm-T
Tagrind
GummyJewelry Finger Puppet Kit
Water Me Now
Always down
fish home
THE SOAP SAFE
The glucophone
Murphy treadmill
Modern Reverse Mirror
Wind Swarm Electric
CellFan!
Fast Forward
Plug Strip With Wired Remote
Backpacking pop shelter
icard
Crowdsourcing Books/Movies
Wonder Onsie
herbalizer
RECORDING KEYBOARD
No Condiment Left Behind
Pet Project - No More Yanking
Portable Hi-Rise Parachutes
lifetest
First step first
Indoor vegetable cultivation
Two in one Shoe
PhoneScreen
easy baby feeder
Work Comfort
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Solar Curtains
Battery/Remote Lights
Unavailable to text app
Privet-C
Walk &amp; Win
CAR RADIO DVR
personal watercraft lock
Led Light Purse
Smart Phone Gripper
Spin Ez Mixing Bowl
Go brush
Text mail
Solar Shades
City Scooper
Hydraulic massage table
Color Mascara Machine
Watchit Protector
Baton de randonÃ©e de secours
Belt Behave!
The Filter Fan
Workout Entertainment
remote control magnet Car
Cleaner Scooper
wall heater
Pool ladder accessory stairs
EzCommute(app)
Umbrella sleeve
Mesh Cooler Bag
Grease Magnet
MaXXDaddy
exercise armband
Split Grapefruit Bowl
Hail Resistant Planters
Airport Luggage Locator
The Amazing Grabber
Compact Bench &amp; Weight Set
Smart Fish Finder Fishing Bob
Car Humidifier-Rechargeable
MAIL IS IN
Windberella!!
Sports Warmer
Bud Case
The EZ Mail
a breath of fresh air
Sprinkle spoon
windshield defrost
XL koozie
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Smart printer
Smart Saving Boiler Gas Valve
IBook Life
illumination paintball
red thread clothing
Man &amp; Animal Water Bottle
The TOE HOE
Real time faucet flow meter
Seek the sun solar panels
PROP COVERS
Steam mopbot
Gotcha
super trap
Drill Post
Emergency Responder Clearance
Tri-Watch
Sporty Spot
Toe Towel Valet
Globe Beach Ball
QuiKool
Canine Cafe
Universal game system
EDUCATIONAL MAPKINS
Lightweight Lawn Trimmer
Generator to Breaker Box
The Spelling Buddy
MagniVision
easy polish
Beard Trimmings Catcher
Double Dice
hide your key in a rock!
Vacuum Squeegee Attachment
bracelets detector metal
Tourniquet Tie
Carwash Concerts/Playlists
Safety Wallet
PupCup OnTheGo
Car seat heater
weed wallet
Car locator
Automatic Tooth cleaner
HANDZ
pinces a bottes
Combined Clothes Washer/Dryer
Medical notes
3 in 1 undershelf
nomore downspouts
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Liquor Fountain
solar powered gloves
Toe stumps
Broom 3.0
Hair roller with handle.
4 wheel steering
Wrench Gloves
Buffalo Wild Wings Doritos
Smart Plug Locking Power Strip
STICK and GRIP
Fruit of Labor
EZ CLEAN
deck mate
SNOW WRITERS(RESUB)
Easy patterns
PEN-POW's
Skirt Hem Holder
Smart phone shade
A new twist on Xmas Lights
Office Suppies - Virtual Pets
Strong Stickers
Empty Less Dust Pan
ATM
Car-e-okee
Yuck Mit
Water Slider App Enabled
ReLeaf Net
sticky glove
Bedtime Back Soother/Tickler
Tour-o-Kart
cord keeper
iLeash Protective iPhone Case
Automobile engine efficiency
Bathtub back saver
Plant watered
SneakySnacks
Heated Underware
Fitness for Power
two speed faucet
Interactive jewelry
Screen cleaning stylist
No smell hockey equipment
clock safe
Form Fitted Heating Pad
SCHOOL BATHROOMS - UGH!
Couch Pouch, dog bed
Poster Blinds
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Hoverboard
Powerlet
Tripod ladder
gettagrip
Smart Solar Powered A/C
Glowscribe
Modesty Interlock Camoufage
Roll up ear buds
Self Pro Hiking Staff
Water Bottle Sleeve and Cap
express lens
Tread Litely
iWake
Easy Eye spray
The Beard Shaper
Ski Holster
All In One!
air away
The double doody
Condom-inium
Sodastream bottle tags
MyBabeNMe Twin Gifts &amp; Cards
trackMe
Safe Grocery Transportation
Hood Lights
Watch Charger
Forget Me Not
Shower Thermometer
The Snow Rug
Pool Skimmer Leave Protector
Pocket Printer
(zen) giro ball skateboard
Plug-It In Solar
solar pump
Smart E-Music Stands
Remind Me Invitation
Phone case charger
Shop Hook
pup light
connectors covers
Thermostat, multiple sensors
Popcorn Companion
Bark Bark Flavored Dog Water
chill out
Multi Purpose Turning Base
Green Light to park.
Spider Web Blocker
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couch work desk.
The Travel Tray
hair grabber
Power Walk
Pitched whistle
LEGO storage box
Auto/Truck on board vacuume
Easy Clean
I-backup
shower tracker
Negative Box
commercial stopper
Coffee-Top
Robo-Sprinkler
Laptop Extension Arms
MOBCASH
Non Lethal Protector.
Armrest Tissue Dispenser
enrouleur faÃ§on sac a dos
Urine No More
Solar safety helmet
ball/kettle bell converter
Computer Wiper
The Restaurant Bracket App
Doggie Slip-Stops
GP2S
IBall
too many bags!!!
Fill the gap no longer lost
D
Pet Behavior Monitor
MODULAR WINE BOTTLE-HOLDER
Tech dryer
Souperlicious
Dog reel
The worlds Greatest Towel
Music Head
The Rightway2Brush toothbrush.
Airport friendly belt
Life goes on
Eye See Me
The fans fan
Date Rape Indicator
Aromatop
gasoline saver
The Armadillo Speaker
Tablet Handle
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Solar Panel Energy Booster
Internet Connected BBQ Grill
Men's and Women's Gel Inserts
Noiseless velcro
Interactive book
Boot Bracer
Garbage Bag retainer
Mobile antenna
Fuse Box Assistant
adjustable monitor base
Glasses and Contact Case
ORDI CANDY
TravelSafe
Golfer's Gaiter
Blanket Stealing Preventer
Cat Caddy
Sticky Pillows and Throws
Lawnmower trimmer
Glow switch
Safe Mats
Mr. Butter
TUSHOWER
Mobilock
Brian Bucket
TheSTUlution.0
shower dispenser
Soft Elbow Project
Custom Name Card Holder
Ambience
Cool Car - Cool Dog
crystal clear
Smash a Face-ial
AC clean screen
Willy Wipe, Winky Wipe,VJ Wipe
Musical Adult-size Broom
Shocker vehicle security
Carry on Toddler Seat
Solar Vortex
Sproing Travelling Bag.
Restaurant Feedback Machine
Best Underbed Shoe Storage
SpotzGone
Mind controlled small car
Pet Nurse
always on alarm
Virtual Reader
Perfect size
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Retractable USB charge outlet
Flexible bottle
Laser Leveling App
Auto slowing "coast" alert
Best Non-Slip Nail Clippers
High Coin drop outs
Landscape dustpan
LAWN BAG HANDLER
MED CLOCK
EffiCall
U-turn Signal
Wireless speaker
Automatic Pet Food Dispenser
better shave
Color case
I-MIRROR
Flip Readers
creep easy
beard o
Tire Air transfer hose
Auto fish feeder
bird bath disposible wraps
foot wash
Rip-Off! Shower Curtain Liner
Q-Cell
Outlet Couch
The DNA Fielding Glove
TOOL MATE......
Eyelash brush
The "BookMark"
E.Z. Breathe Lily
MultiFob
Portable Pet Potty (RESUB)
Green Spot
Electric Cup Kettle
Retractable central vac hose
Pouch
Digital Radio Control DRC/RIVO
Doggie dental wipes
Don't Forget
Comp-u-round
Heel It
track with app
Extension Cord Connector
SWIPE
AutoExtend Fishing Net
"Skin" colored bandages
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Mega-View window blinds
Smartphone Sanitzer
Chilled Beer Flight Holder
Sticky Pockets
Keychain card pouch
Veggie Tube
Convertible Coaster
earsharephone
Shopping cart brake
Polish Pads or Manicure Mats
Window Screen cleaner machine
Shocks!
transplant snap
'NO-LOOKIE' Guitar Neck
Detergent rack
Rootsie- No Mo Roots!
Phone case contact info
Attic Store 'N Retrieve System
self-bagging trash can
Deckpins
Hard Candy Spoon
Ultimate cleaning gloves
The Rubber Scrubber
Car Reflector Phone Case
smart sound audio
garbage diposal cleaner
Decorative Vase Night Light
Bro - Shape
Inside truck-bed lifter
Fingula
Flash para iPhone
Bluetooth sound &amp; light string
quickFind
S'wiped Clean
phone locator
Smart Laundry Basket
DIRTY BIRD CAGE LINERS
Slimware
Affordable Fun Travel Wigs
Faceplate Backup Drive
FISHING SHANTY SOLAR PANEL
Pet Master
tv with remote finder
Pocket Wallet Protector
bird bath liner
Dog Poop ShovelBagger
Portable Cellphone Pocket
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Work sleeve
Make-Up on the Go
Faucet whistle
Sock ID
Dandelion weeder with foot ped
360 degree solar charger
Glow car
Clear View Maintenance
stickNgo
solar powered interior lamp
Sunglasses hat clip
BudAntenna
Fitted Tablecloth
Pollen/Germ Protector
iphone retractable charger
car repair bidding online
hammock tent stand
Game Sync
Self Back Loitioner
My Bestfriend Tracking Collar
cell phone projector
Bath/Shower Cleansing Cloths
AMBIAMP (Ambient + Amp)
Cool Roller
coffee filter helper
LED light Designs
Video Co-Pilot System
Double phone slider
Eye glass protectors
Torchiere Lampshade Frame
No Miss
Q Clamps
Place N' Plant
No Nodds
Bendable flexible iphone case
The Kickback Sandal
Brace protection
Blah Blah Blah Button
Fun fan Sounds
Fashionize your life alert
The cool cup
Thirsty plant detector
Skin
Mobile Solution Sprayer
My Own TrailMix!
Trashcan tissue box
Hookers
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Bio bed mount gun safe
Third arm for cell phone
The Bomb
Car Window Screen
Convenient Kitchen Cabinets
perfect tear tape
Knock Lock
Culinary Drill Attachments
EASY TIRE
SQUIRREL WINDOW FEEDER~VIEWER
Screen saver for Flat Surface
Bling on a Ring
Automatic Packing List
U-turn Vehicle Blinker
Med Minder
Easy Curtain
Webcam Hair Cutting System
Cell Stand for Mobile Deposits
Down-let
Clean Slate
The surgicalsafetymitt
HOOD-EASE
Facilitor Toothbrush
Wave Scissors
App-enabled, secure dog door
PROMO PORTFOLIO
i-robit
Speaker Add-On for Toy Guns
No sort socks
Pantights
CO Detector Switch
Music Video Data Base
Collar Cooler
My Lil' Caddy
Pyramid Light
Dog Tag Silencer
Lawn Eater
Screen station
Cinema Slipcover
Mobile Intravenous Bag Collar
face down mattress
Phone Pretty
Zibs Seat
Foldable Interactive Screen
Watch the watchers
Gutter Power
De-Light
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Soap Saver
Child fireproof shield
T.P. SAVER
Traffic Light Transponder
Towel Rack Expander
Antibacterial Germ Bomb
Cell phone walk charger
You've Got Mail
Mark everything you own
water home generator
Cardio Machine Tracker
Sanitary Handle
removable bug shield
Voice activated camera
'
Locator 'dots'- track anything
The iBRA
Helping Hand
Bendable Scotch Tape
InvisiGloves
Baby Bottle Rocket
Car Window Screen
Smart distribution boxes
Help at the Gas PUMP ...
Ecological charging device
Velcro Footie PJs
Texting Ring
stick Ã beurre
Dryer vent hose
Bring Outdoor Sounds Indoors
Tree waterer
Smart Sprinkler
M2 portable bluetooth speaker
Color changing pant for cars that changes colors with the four seasons summer winter and fall spring with this paint for cars you can save..
insta hair
Multi-Dive
The Pool/Hot Tub filter wand
Kitchen Grease Trapper
gadget locater
Backyard baseball game
Kewl Jewel Ice Pack
Repressionism
The Gripper Clipper
Battery Fork
Canoe stabilizer
Pulldown Spice/Medicine Rack
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Fat Cat Multi-kitty Feeder
Mail Received notification Mai
helmet lock
My Water
Stay Put Floor Mats
HiWi WiFi
the perfect hanging garden
Travel pots
Cranky the Hand Warmer
EarPhone Winder
Minute Mac Charge
Tint controlled refrigerator
Hat Holster
Automatic TP Dispenser
Mustache Kissing Guard
Poop master 300
candy learny
Double kidbuds
Throwtrac
Ice Off
Fresh Air In, Home Invader Out
FERRIS WHEEL ORGANIZER
Keyboard Germ Spray
E ink Display
Doggy Booth
Port-o-Charge
Smart control Electric FAN
find phone fast
Tick Tack
Record-able Ring Box
Safety triangle
CORNER COVERS! Board Game box
The Wonder Pen
Bracelet Bands
focusglasses
Hands free home toilet flush
Student Study Pad
interactive seat back
Roofing nail extractor
Night Owl/ Early Bird
Cordless Earphone for iPhones
Quickly Real Simple Tortoise
Write Away
Warm and Toasty
Desk orginizer
MY CAP
Building design
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Thats Cool
Christmas Tree Watering System
Quirky Clip
Smartphone Lanyard
better black box
PICTURETHIS
NASAL - BREATHING ENHANSER
Magnetic Laser for all Tools
EverCharge
Ideator
Cable Mate
Self Indicating Vehicle Fuse
Vac-Cath
Time Out
Invisimouse Pad
Emergency Matress &amp; Blanket
Redesigned outdoor chaise
ePeer Review
SANI-SOLE
Light Tape Measure
Natural Lemon Cleaning Brush
Disinfectant Bomb
Post Surgery Sure-Dry Band
Shucker Tucker
Clip it
Badge-standard tÃ©lÃ©phonique
Camelback Gauge
Cutting board caddy
Bean Bag Blue Tooth Speaker
Bathroom Vent Mesh Dust Filter
ADBAG
warming pizza tray
Nail Catcher
GPS "Cyber Restraining Order"
DOUBLE HELICAL chopper/crusher
Frozen Fruit Energy Bar
Light up whistle
The Sun Riser
Jump Start
AccessorTree
Tru-Dry Containers
Ultimate Outdoor Light Timer
Power tower
Key Reminder
insta-bed
Bun warmer
Medicine dispenser
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FANtastic
THE SMARTSAFE
Webbing band bag
DELIA TV WRAP
Suction Pump for lotion
compatta bottiglie di plastica
3 n 1 Cellulite Buster
Solar umbrella
flying bubble disc
straw buddiez
Doormat alert
Golf Ball Dispenser
Toddler Stunt Suit
Smart Stuffed Animal
Stylishly Organized Purse
Bike Helmet Cooler
Hydration Station
Benches for an opera house
Open Air Glove Dryer
Multi Zone Electric Blanket
CHILD/PET CHECKER
Mindfulniss
APP organizer for beer&amp;soda
under water rack
Realtime Window Pane
HAIR NO MORE Upright Vacuum
impenetrable ratchet strap
Selfie Emoticon
Suitcase Dividers
The Sipster
Remote Combination Padlock
EMF T shirt protection
baby bottle blender ball
rake it up
Double Iphone power converter
Height Adjustable Work-Space
Dual All Belt Dog Leash
The AdjusTable
Sunroof drain cleaner
Pocket Knife Logo Medallion
Heated Bath Mat
Simplifying the photos mess
RC MagLev Toy Train Set
Robots commandÃ©s smartphone
Fast Shopper
Versatile Bathroom Mirror
Teaching TP
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Expandable travel shower caddy
eye-screen
Knob/Key Fob
Game tile rack
Tire shine sheild
The WakeBike
wireless ekg
You Got Mail
leak and dirt sensor
5 gal, Water bottle mover
Magnetic quick release outlets
The Sucker
Safe Shot
Youth Alarm Clock
Pedestrian crossing
Teeth Cleaning Station
Pop/Soda Counter.
Children's Alert Bracelet
Grooving grill
The Bra Saver
Chrome Wheel Protector
Voice Controlled remote
Push-Button Xmas Lite Cover
Car Spring Removal Tool
"GLOVE BRUSH"
foot cleaner
Patio Door Security Brace
Wireless IP Curling Iron
Color-Match Plastic Ware
"Gay Game of Life"
Poop-B-Gone
Easy rain gutter
Armband Waterbottle
Rescue Balloons
Speed Chester
Baby n' Back
Press Play
Message Door Bell System
Mail Box Announcer
Snow carpet
Paper remaker
EcoHand - Cleaning Glove
Back Buffer
Shower Head Ceiling Clip
THE PATH FINDER
the SPG solar powered grill
Super Sleeper
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Sheer Privacy
Emergency Battery
Amazon Echo Rechargeable Base
Jacket Tote
Cardio stroller
Total Body Dryer
car location beacon
Umbrilli
coolowave
Ruler App
HOT POT STOP
Fan fresh stickers
Heated Ski Pole Grips
GO GO VANITY.........TRAVEL
Lockable Jeep Glove Box Door
Intelli-vent
Solar heated trough
Flick It !
Mason jar spice lid
The Headlights
Bike Shelter
N 4 ALL, A HAND FOR ALL
The Squatter
Self-adhesive TRASH BAGS
360 Remote
Hydro Silica Radiator
Driver jammer
commercal trailer tandom light
Fridge Recipe Tablet
Razor Saver - dry, and done!
Iwash clean sound
pond planter
medi-sip
Glow-panel
Cold coaster
ChewTastic
Soap cozy
Pool float anchor
Solar Powered Dehumidifier
Virtual Grocery Store
ThunderMitts
Dishwasher plastic keeper
Aluminum Pan Server
Dipey-Wipey
The Grout Scout
Mitaines ou Gants Ã©clairants
Instant car warmer
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Automatic nose picker
The Spot-on-Flashlight
Pay At The Tap
Handy Dandy Dish Glove
Fool-proof drug container
RunSafe
Jan's Cam Alert
Hitch and Go
Arm Rest Mouse Pad
Little Mechanic Powercar
Arrow tracker
gps noch
Entrance snow/Ice Melter
Worlds Greatest Ice Cube Tray
The Chinook ("Snow Eater")
Selfie mirror
Laptop Power Supply Cord Wrap
COMPANY VOTING SYSTEM
Freight Saver
Colored car and boat wax.
Handicap Lift
Forget Me Not
Shoefi
Forever Warm
Globe Exercise Ball
Stick 'n' Grip
CRIBBED
airsafe
Wine traveler
Dryer Shoe Basket
Shrink wrap gift wrap paper
Monkey Mitts
Soap Dispenser Connector
Car tissues for cup holder
Wireless Ear Buds
Relaxer
Hands free level
call notification bracelet
Mattel Laser Tag Drone Wars
Inventor Notebook App
?
wireless flate charge
Easy charging station
Feeding Tube Belt
Cool Sleeper
Air Travel Dreams
Smart Device Wall Mount
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Transit Belt
Jacket with Heated Blanket
Indoor child's slide
"Weave" your own app
Flat screen life extender
WakyPlaks
Mover's best friend
Bathroom Hands-Free Assistant
Flip Flop Straps
SOS Blue Box
BIP BIP c'est plein.
Text Greeting Cards
Basement wall skirt
UNIVERSAL STRONG HORSE
Automatic Splattershield
GRAB A RAG
CamÃ©ra arriÃ¨re pour voiture
Broom Snake
lock and load pickup magazine
Finger Scan Bicycle Lock
Portable Baby Bottle Warmer
Pick Your Tune
Single
Self sanitize clean plunger
Your Bids
Slow Stop Retractable Leash
The Real Tailgate Games
Collapsible Hair diffusser
Eye Aid
SP Phonee
Exercise Night Club
Phone Mirror Magnifier
Escalator Hand Sanitizer
simple digging
Bib-overall buckle covers
Kil-time Cellphone Case
Safe Y Leash
MySpeed
the bite light
Magnabox
BOWL OF LIGHT-changes colors
Air Conditioner Muffler
I Got it Smart Tape Measurer
Roll-aTree
Handy Coat
Chais Lounge
Coinless Washer and Dryer
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fire in a can
K-Stand
Hunter's Dove Chair
hardwood rugs
Bluetooth headphone Glasses
Shopping Alert Carousel
super cleanerbot
Glass Keeper
Rinse reCycler
Glow-Seat
Cart Clip for Umbrella
better tomato cage
Shaver Saver
Ride Safe Bicycle Speakers
Boot Sleeve
Trash bag storage in the can
Deodorant Pads
[Chopstick Supporter]
J&amp;J ear buds
Teeth helperz
Pet-Paw saver
taille crayon Ã©lectriques cast
Fence attachment for dogs
E-Diary
Pumpkin Carving Set
Lock My Heart
windshield wiper 'hot' wire
Heat stickers
Return
Survival Zip-Fish Rod
Purse Bright
FIFO barcodeing system
Breathe Free
Emerg. Vehicle Avoidance Chip
burger with a bun
Digit Sock
eTether Security System
Swimming Pool Safety Net
Finger and toe nail catcher
Grubby Paws Retractable Marker
Ice pack gel sandals
The Fan FOOEY
No Tan Line Sunglasses
tailgate security
Fuse Cube
Transformable shoes
Smart Temp Blanket
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Aethetic Gallery Speaker Dock
100% recycleable surfboards
Baby Buds
Pet Screen Door
Stump Shovel
Duomonkey - Cleaning kit
Rubber glove band-aid
The Chic Shade Sack
Medication inhaler
Cloths dryer alarm
The Book Handy
HitTheSpot BackScratcher
Clearview
XGerm
Double Dog Protection
Umbrella to Dry for...
Quick Shower Water Saver
A/C Recycled H2O Catchment
Dapper drawers
Sleeping bag Mattress all in 1
Bed Watch
Pen with whiteout eraser
SILENT WINDCHIME
Unbreakable beach umbrella
Hidden backsplash outlet
Flushable Wipes Roll
BreatheShelf
Climate Control Pickup Bed Cap
Peak Temperature Timer
ThermaSpoon
Earring tower
Pen stylus
Hands Free Back Washer
THE SQUID
NEW LOOK COSMETIC MIRROR
The
Holiday Water Bottle
Beach blanket
Solar Operated Blinds
Car powered generator for home
Dual Mult Lotion Back Applicat
Saving lives
Perfect Pasta Servings
Stake N Rake
Wirleless, electronic peephole
All-in-One Keyboard
Smell pod
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Changeable Photo Lampshade
Fit scale
Fold - Up Rolling Scaffold
The Career Caddy
Digital Programmable Stove
Mobile health supply system
NO TERMITE Wood Paint Primer
Automatic back washer
The Fob-ulous Car Seat Minder
Turn On the Radio!
SpecKeepers Eyewear Management
Beach Buggy Backpack
Keyless House Entry
car alarm notification
cooling hardhat
Dress Shirt Fleece Collar
PUP KISS PROTECTOR
No Fume Scrub Sponge
Weigh To Go
Smart Pickle Maker
Melon/Fruit slicer
FanScent
Astronaut Speaker Dock
Finger Mouse
Shade Spinner
Trunk-Stick
remote finder
The Gardener's Enlightener
Laptop wall pocket
Pet waiter
Sexy T"Z
GreenBack
Office Chair Workout Station
Love Shaker
diataft
BOOT AND SHOE WASH resubmit
Cord Wrangler
washer and dryer in one
Flapper Wrapper
EZ Riffer or Toe Jam
Sunscreen quickwipes
tape measure and speed square
Rural Roadside VAC GRINDER
Semi-permanent eyeliner
GoAnywhere Chair
All in one phone on the go
Grow With Me Bouncie
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Solar cell phone charging case
Disinfecting Home Bomb
Clean poop catcher
Door-Mounted Clothing Rack
Transparent hole punch
Mama Wrap
Wifi Charger
Cat feeding Garage
Tire Tread Scanner
Net on the Go
Downey Time Toilet Paper
Abrazadera de la puerta
sink angle stop wrench
Hose balve shutoff
Couch Lifter
LaundrAlert
Never Leave Behind Alerts
Crass Directions
www.Footflosser.com
Sensitive Instrument Case
Smart Streets
Door nob dog claw defector
Smart vibrating panties
Wife Finder
Pivot socket lock and light
no doze eye scan
Stat Sugar Monitor
bee snow globe
Vibrating Scooper for Litter
The Smart Tumbler
H2O-AirratorKings Crown nozzle
Hard Boiled Egg Shucker
Beach Hair
Remote deck umbrella closer
TheAllSeeingEye(TASE)
Jamaica hair bun (JamaicaBun)
Fers - sÃ¨che-cheveux
Lawn Chair Hill Adaptors
Vitamine Jus (Pet juice)
Electronic Safety Vest
Inflatable Bouldering CrashPad
gyrosiser
Auto-Urinal Floor Cleaner
Mop it out!
Shopping Cart Protection
Doggie Galoshes
Rolling Spill Cleaner
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Neck head rest for cars
iRon - automatic and wireless
SWIM BAG W/ MESH/DRY POCKETS
iPod Hand Band Bungee Case
Tree Ring Planter
Closet Cable/Cord Organizer
keep away dog spray
Rearview Hand Guard
Laptop case printer
Shopping List App
Mulligans4Charity
Distortion Pedal
TV wall mount electrical exten
Fast Funnel
Herbal Cure for Asthma
FLASH COOLER
Heat eliminator
Bunk crib
Wait No More!
Bathroon sink water fountain
holowatch
Bug blok, insect out,
Puppy Gram
Bedding for head elevated bed!
Shlanket
Smartphone Jean's Pocket
keep me safe
Office Knee Saver
AquAlarm
portable sink water heater
luma-potty
NO BLINDSPOT
No More Ouch IV Bag Spiker
Cast n' Fetch
Give me juice
Retractable Shoulder Strap
Earplus
REAL SIMPLECordless Rug Beater
Roof Path
Remote cell antenna
Modular inflatable deckchair
DRILL BIT WACKER
shake it popcorn container
TV Robot
Bottom Venting Ventilator
acute 1 and square 1 lip blam
The Bathtub Buddy
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Continuous laptop Power
Lazy Light
TV remote tracker
Hair Accessory Organizer
Happy Toy Box
AnyScent Household Cleaner
ultra-fast deck clamp
Dawgy Door Vacuum
Lawn Bag Buddy
DecoBacks
Single Rider Electric GolfCart
Traveling Sippy Cup
Heated coffee cup holder
Program recording realignment
Unexpected delay's alarm clock
Pendulum Hula hoop
ANTI MAN BOOB UNDERSHIRT
BBQ Air/Heat Grilling
page turner
PayToPlay
Trucker workout sleeper
popcorn rotating buttery spray
Remote control snow blower
Adjustable apple slicer
Smartphone Laser Tag
Insta-Fan
Slap Shot
Reading Glasses - Small part
Freedom Feeder
Flusha-poo
Coupon Snatcher
Fireplace Draft Eliminator
Battery operated lamp base
Yoga Joints
Instant Trash Can Liner
Mailbox shredder
Sticker Flopper
Pet gps
Flower Hole Digger
Brush and floss
velcro sunglasses
Spot Car
Ab Crunch Head Hammack
Crystal Muse (CM)
THE COOL STEAT
Never Lost Oil Filter Wrench
Inversion chair / vibrator
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Reusable Sober Scale keychain
Magnetic wrist band
The Green Tee
MedPump
Find My Car
Water Auto-Shutoff Valve
Toliet Plug
Garden Bag Holder
WiFi Postage Stamp
clean flush
Lil swag
no fee airplane travel coat
colored bandaids
LoL Jungle Timer
CLEAN TIE
Cereal Milk
wireless motion detector
Animal Air Care
Potty clean up made easy!
Super Grips
Inny Outy mini vacuum cleaner
GUIDE DU SECOURS
Stairsee
Heavy Ornament Hanger
Cordless Battery Charger
Wall wife
phone holder for bedtime
Apple Jacket
Vertical-enabled Razor
Silent Squeak
compfortapoty
Deer cart adaptor
EZmote Remote Control Cover
The Penelope Proof Box
Reach
Kids tracker
Spell Check Pen
Lacrosse knuckle guard
PowerBALL
Copter Arms
Purse Alarm
Ican'tbelievehe'snotbuttered
Bobble baby bottle
MyWall - Color Changing Walls
Carmunication
SportSled - Carries ur things.
sports condoms
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Sunrise Lamp
KEY EXTENSION
Knot Knuckle
Hail Damage Protector
Lives saved
Phone Charger Holder
Universal power back hanging
**Car snow remover**
Improved Shower Caddy
E-Z Reach Door Holder
"WEATHER BRELLA"
Programable pill box
smartwatch(digital partner)
Personal Property Alarms
iWake
Date Rape Protection
Diet Fact Food Plates/bowls
pockets galore handbag
wrist-fi
Debris Net
BETTER PUTTER MADE SIMPLE
Charger Lock
Headstone video
Female urine specimen cup
iMersive Meeting Pad #WI14
Water Hose Stomp Pad
Expandable Scrunchy Purse
The Pad Grip
Battery Operated Warming Shawl
Wifi On the Move
Golf Swing Tempo Training Aide
anti-vibration for wash mach
Snap On Snow Plow
TV Remote finder
The Gravity Bench
Chill Station
baby boomer lift
Kick ice
AUKMIR (Hey you, come here.
Free to Breath
Notebracelet
Clutter Chameleons
bobbin buzzer
Hospital bed with USB port
Breathing Baseboard
The clear iphone7
Airplane locator balloon (ALB)
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Healthy Habit Liquid Soap
seed saver
Coconut Oil Minty Mouthrinse
Auto Taring Scale
Toilet lid handle
The Wireless Phone Charger.
bathroom mints
RazorClear
Sleep mask/sleep aid
pet wagon
Baby car seat sensor
Cell Sealer
Baby Suite
Over shoulder powercord holder
text a lator
Quicker checkout
I'll never leave you thirsty!
tipping toilet water space sav
composting garbage disposal
The scarp catcher
The Freeze alert
Convenient Automotive Wheel
tooth-n-flosser brush
E-Z hang Clips
homework doer
Beach Towel Hoodie
Tie-down system for pickups.
Light Tea / Tea Light
improved wastebasket
Oxygen line rewind
Mini Tanks
ZipIt
Warm up pouch
TV remote
Rolling helping hand
"Ding Away"
Adaptateur universel ampoules
VIS-I-CAL wall/fridge calendar
Veggie Spray
UV hand dryer disinfectant
Inside Job Squeegie
TechBag
Sun Soap
The Generous Charge
SOLAR BATTERY - FOR EVERYTHING
Mobile Heated Windows
Target practice
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Paperless checkouts
iPhone "Bumper Band"
Pseudo Forced Hot Air
Seche'o'cheveux
Tablet Cradle
Gif Greeting Cards
Warm Hands. Cold Drink.
lost phone
Sola-fi
Pungent food cooking hood
Dog Paw Washer
Hovering Plush Toys for Kids
Wall colour
Lighted Work &amp; Play Vest
keep coffee warm
over-the-ear boulder holder
Pool Fishing Game
STEP LADDER LEVELER
Heated Pockets
COLLAPSIBLE TERRARIUM
A solar powered baseball cap
Disposable Wire Protector
ThermoMEATer
Sink Agitator
Fleece FIT!
Baseball heat gloves
ILY/ IRLY greeting card/ocassn
Baby to Mommy Playpen
Wall accessory hanger
Home valet
Forensic Copy Stand forTablets
iLock Bluetooth Enabled Lock
Fishing pole folder
coldy bottle
Step into clean
Carousel storage containers
Peep hole camera
Euroclean
Remote Control Locator
Rear Seat Rescue
Stress Detector
Just Juice
sock matchmaker
roomiest fridge for real produ
Matzo Brei gone wild
back pillow fo recliner
Portable Lint Removal Sheets
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Tangle Free Cords
Retractable earbud case
Phone cradle
Dual Coffee Single Serve Pot
Sports Cups Straw Cleaner
Long handled weed puller
Hold A Roll
Sani-pen
THE GENTLE TRAINING HARNESS
Save a farmer
irreplacable
car memory
Airless bike tires
Toothbrush at 45 degrees
Sit/Stand/Fold Desk
flexible mailbox
Automatic soap dispenser.
CUSTOM FURNITURE LEG PROTECTOR
The Backwash
Automotive RFID Proximity Ring
Sculpture Revolutions
Hot Bonnet
The Batter Gun
Water-filled landscape blocks
Product Locator
Double Pane Air Filter
oscillating saw blade sharpner
Hat brim Shaper
Lemon mace
revenger
Dream Catching Bug Zapper
SafeBeverage
cane fashion
Ice Breaker
Remote Control Slippy
iphone/ipad stars laserpointer
Easy Rake
Cool Cap Koozies
Lighter Clip
Rotatable electrical connector
ear plug radio
Power Pods
Steering Wheel Warmer
Tuff Bed Belt
Soapy shower head
Powerless Winecooler
Just Walk, Minimalist Walker
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Fun &amp; Easy Christmas Tree
Quick Box
Sticke-on night lights
Easy Sweep
Wireless Electricity
Key chain locator
Vent Turbine FreePower
Smart Baby Food Maker
UV PHONE STATION/BOX
Rock riding Lawn Mower Cover
The Calf Blaster
Hair cut assistant
Clean hands can
The RackMinder
A Quote for Any Occasion
The Recycling Cube
SKIP THE SLIP CLIP
My Private Side
Baby-seat alrm
Waterproof Wireless Notepad
Wee-Ones toilet handle adapter
Meter Reader
A new adhesive taste
Spot no more
SUITE SHEETS
Christmas Tree Needle Tray
bubble inclinometer golfputter
House paint saves energy!
Life Proof Runner's Band
Cleaner Tub Drain Model
portible wind charger
Supplement carrier/mixer
All-Fit Compression Sleeve
Build-a-Bandage
Monet TV
Sink Hair-Catcher
Easy adjust belt
Hamp-O Split
the amazing No More HairBrush
Safety Car Seat for Dogs
Expandable Rubber Union
Enceintes brassard
Wireless Scanning mouse
Anti-Aqua Fatigue rug
ROBO-CARRIER
Standing power
QR Coded Jewelry
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Wifi Padlock/BikeLock
Nuvaring Applicator
Story-rama
Bluetooth speaker system
Snow gutters
Quirky Klips
Seek
Toenail Fungus Buster Kit
I gauge
POOP EAGLE
Automatic Bed riser
NO Mess Chip dip container
Mini Hand Upholstery Clean
Doggie waste catcher
The house robot
Smart Fridge
air pillow
Measure it App!
Watchband Accessories
i-thrill
lightpole
Zip-Write
ManiCURED
C3 Album
Coffee filter grabber
PORTABLE COOLER
travel bibs
Lettuce Help Mat
PINCE LEVE RABAT WC
DOT Smart Light
Tie Peek Eliminator
Disinfecting hand dryer
Fred's Coozie Tube
The Smart Toilet
Multi-Vac Robot
Built-in aircraft tire airfoil
Smartbox for Smart Homes
Bathing Venus Sponge
Tooth glider
Adjustable Sausage Peeler
Dolly - all in 1 make up case
Lawn Size Trashbag holder
Bike Light Tracker
Carseat Car Ride Swing
wireless speaker
Solar Power Calculator Sticker
Speed monitor
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Washer-Dryer Combo
Roll-up travel scale
Pencil sharpener
Portable Phone Holder
Deer Tracker
Trash taker
Automatic Hand Cuffs
Tune beanie
Diapes and Diapies
bodycharger
Transat Brumisateur et coffre
Pet Tracker
Quick Fence Kit
Easy Pull &amp; Toss
kitty nail filer
Benches for campus
Solar battery cellphone case
Plug Mate
chainlink fence ambience light
Handle Towel
T-Ball Safe Bat cave- (cage)
REBOOT
workout watch
LED Key Light
Alarm scent
File X_Ray Sleeves
SANITIZE MY FINGERNAILS
Voice Activated LED for Cars
Hot Water Bud
ultrasonic cleaner
SPOT'S SPOT
hoodnight
EZAutoFillâ„¢
Easy-Driver
Tabletraft
Bagitt
Beach Umbrella Anchor
smart window switch
Heated Driveway
Instant Shoulder Bag
Super Black Box
Identification pill dispenser
LiquiCounter
Screw Top Baby Nipples
Vent wave
EZ Fit for children's pants
EASY SEE SCREEN SAVER
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Simulated Cobblestone Surface
shoe blind
Hand Held Food Sectioner
Digital Board Game
Butter Maker Shaker
reversable earring
Water bottle system for Dogs
Auto magnet keepers
Golf Shaft with imbedded Tee
Hands-Free Blow Dryer
the nNO SLOW globe
RFID Ring
green exercise!
Ultimate registry app
Light the lost
Ceiling Tile Hanger
Stair Shovel
sleep easy
Timer LED Light Bulb
the charge stand
Easy Cut Knife
Mr.Potato head IPhone case
Better Quadcopter+Gopro Sys
Sudsy Scrubber
blister shields
Pocket Mobile Keyboard
Triangle Toss
No Text While Driving
Motorized Fairy Wings
Fitted Sheet Identifier
Stove Top Guard
Shape Shifter Broom
Instabed
SCRUB A DUB DUB BRUSH
Tulip Sponge Scrubber W/Pot
Slap On Readers
Outdoor Security Light System
Germ eliminating door hardware
Secure Medi-Access
Outlet Manager
Smart wine refrigerator
Ce-Ley Fan
Vision App
H.G.P.O.W.E.R.
Secure doggy door
Paned/Muntin glass Clean Panel
Tote-Away Storage
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Bathroom Buddies
new colors for playing cards
2-way bicycle video camera
Easy shop
key box
Easy Saw
My Team Grills
Edible receipts
Whats Your Angle
1st idea: NMo title right now
blind spot detector
Ms. Softy
Catchers Shin Guards
fish foodi
In home water system
Aircraft tire-saver
Soak and pitch
easy up light fixture
Solar Powered Boat
Ten minute snow tire chains in
Hangers that FIT
Freezer Koozie
Off assure
no-pain sandals
smartphone case w/earbuds
packing charger
aaron
Shoes To Correct Bunions
Google Earth GPS
Wi-Fi Music Receiver AirPlay
Hands free laundry basket
No guess toaster
BedMadeEZ Clips
Swim headphones
La corde qui s'accorde seule
My Robot - Poop Scooper
Refrigerator savor
Makeup Flower Pod
Control pillow
Tasse/cuillÃ¨re combi
A/C IQ
No Miss pills
Mag-Exhauster
iPhone movie comfort
Squeegeez
Pediatric-partner
No caffeine strips
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Washer and dryer in one
Shelter From the Storm
Buddy's Muddy Mat
The Pet Balcony
Cord Name Tag
Portable Bike Power Outlet
App that Key Hole
Rapid Home Exercise Machine
SHUDDUP! â€” Easy Mute Button
Hair Care Holder
Autofill Christmas Tree Stand
What's For Dinner?
Recessed wall outlet.
TracKID
garlic peeler
Toy Bug Accessories
Hug machine
Cable wifi
The never die charger
Mash App
Fan Filter
the plug lock
LCD Beer Tap
FM Transmitter Application
Service Human jacket wth patch
I mobile
Busy washer
Night Eye
Cool and Clean
Simple DVR
Traceble Balls
Smart Park
Hi Dri Dog
Retractable cellphone charger
Sensor Smoke Detector.
Trailer rear view camera
Wifi Advertisement
Auto Trash
rezi art
purse organizer
Labor-of-Love Handles
Duster mirror
Maids Helper
wireless charging
earmuffs with scarf
Crib thatlowers electronically
Camera tripod adapter
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Where is everyone?
Roller Hightray or Highway
LIFE SNARE
4 in 1 Nail Care Tool
Virtual treadmill
Happy Paper Shredder
FIRE BREAK!
Tri-pen
Game On Ball Sealant
Mobile Carbonmonoxide Detector
STOPALO Protection inondations
Smokes for the night
The Coffee Cadi
The Blanket Bracket
Tablet Shade
Snowball scooper
Make-up Jam
Bed Mover
Kiss &amp; Makeup
Lighted mirror
BATTLELINES
Tennis Hopper Box of Balls
Fresh Pads
Geler
Handwriting Printer
Abundant Thoughts
Flask Case
Temperature regulated shower
KeyPal
Digital radio recorder
REAL SIMPLE Necklace Organizer
Leaf It To Me
The Shoe Box!
temp case
GPS Dog Fence
StentType Endotracheal Tube
Final Fit Bra
Handy Dandy Led and Erasers
Garden Buddies
Battery Charger
Lift a seat
APP Enabled Message Board
Solar water dish
ColorBlockz
Fold up cart
Clique (Click) or Oh-Snap-It!
Baby Mobilink
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Jewelry Voice Recorder
Lights Out/
Dual Action fan blades
Solar Power Charger
ECG ease
Weather Guard Road Paint
pedal board
Blue tooth or wireless drive
RuleEm
Jewelry travel hard case
Solar Pergola Light
Electric Tooth Paste Dispenser
Spatulork
Road Rage flip chart
Wireless outdoor lighting
E-poddy
Anti Theft/Safety Device
The Motorized Rotisserie
Cellphone leash or chain
Doggy Jogger
Land formation app
Chalk Figure Skates
Small Engine Pull Handle
Puzzle Surprise
Hot Water
Sound-ace
Cards for all
InstaTreat
garlic peeler
Plastic Tube Paste Dispenser
Water Bottle Personalizer
Lend-A-Hand
Tablet shower mirror
Invention of The Wheel !
Aros CoolPlug
Couch Potato
Wag Flag
Smartphone finger pivot
USB Dash
Wifi peep hole
Sleep tight fitted sheets
Blocker
Sump Pump Wink Sensor Alert
Quicky -.G.E.ceiling fan.
Cramp Away
Temper Cup
stopgloups
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Accent Trainer App
shoe candy
Old Folk Remote
Easy remote
Easy-Wash! Pet Washer
Wifi Water Shutoff Valve
Solar Sleeves
Smoking Jacket
Radio On The Go
Live phone dating app
Ice Lolly Holder
Magnetic phone case
shower pik
TV remote finder
Pumped Up
Solar Cooled Pet Water Dish
KRANK
Encore Wand
Automatic toilet scrubber
hot pepper infused flex spray
Vacdus or VDQ (Real Simple)
SUDOKU DRY-ERASE BOARD
water-pads
Composite DC Ceiling Fan
Ease wrench
the lure caddy
Memories by Me Ornament
Lullame
IBook Li'l Life
Parcel Catcher
12 volt dc electric car jack
Lawn mower fluffier
HANDS FREE FOOT Callus Removal
Blow up cup
Hold My Sentence Book Mark
Caulk Stopper
Poison Ivy Relief Cream
Electronic Box Stethoscope
Speed Demon
Ding Dummie
Power mate
Powered golf caddy
SWIPE 'N WIPE
The Ribbon
Off the Grid
Handlebar Bluetooth Control
Smartyphone
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SLITHER DROP RAIN ATTIRE
Key Finder
Built in Pickup Truck Ramps
Book Storage Bins
Mirror Mirror??
Pull-up stair
Shower Shield
Wiper Huggs
RC Hawk
Poo Catcher
Smart Pet Bowl
Two Kings
Whiskey Glass w/training wheel
Stay Down Straw
The HOT Mug
Sleeping bag pillow
Bluetooth door opener/closer
MyPhoneCloud
HITCH GO HIGH
Reel Razor
Fresh Food &amp; Leftover Labeler
Truck Guide
Shoulder pasties
Frozen ice angles @ 30 degrees
No more socks in Black hOle!
Twig Jewelry Organizers!!
Trash Bag Dispenser
Treadmill Power
Smoke Detector Assistant App
Retractable Bungie Cord
uhbkjbnkjn
Airplane security cameras
Drinkbutt
Skip Back Radio
Back-EEZ
The home body
Easy reach carry on
Style n Stow Hair Dryer Holder
beach wagon
Eh vids
Wakey Wakey
Foot light
Noggin Rockers
Razor Air Brush
Johnny Jumper
PogoCycle
solarpad
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homework-tracker
Sunscreen wipes &amp; bandaids
2 n 1 washer and dryer
Easy Reminder
Large print cards
Glowing Corner Clay
Personal back shaver
Remote and App Control Blinds
Bye-bye crust
Hearcase
Fingeraid
Corner Pocket Beach Towel
Wheel protector
Footzees
Wristband Wireless Key Entry
Hang 'em High
passive energy
Glove toothbrush
virtual 3d
Foil Stovetop Protector
Guidepods
Car protector for garage
Velcro Headlight
Jons Feet
Tooth Buffer
Color Coded Cleaning Tool
RÃ©pulsif auto pour chien
Upholstery/Matress Dust Vaccum
Shadow Box
Easy Clasp
Fragrance Bomb
Roof Bike
Smart Home Plate
Frosty Brew
Cable TV ON DEMAND VIDEO GAMES
stall shaker
Amperage App
Strappy
SHOWER ANYTIME
Reversible Storage Bed
floating internet
Car seat stroller
Spoiler Alert!
MAID TO CARRY
Micro Sub. Virtual Reality
DSL plus phone wall plate jack
FlashFront 4 Urban Outfitters
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Shellie
Powered hand spreader
CarTraption: Seatbelt 4 Stuff
SNORE Pillow
Bedskirt guard
The KeyChane
Hazmat Airbourne Protector
Mom's mute Magic
Hair Color and Cutting Cape
Cellphone Light-Show
Gas Cap Tool
Wood blind vacuum attachment
Recycle Bags Holder
Travel tooth brush
Lave vitre Ã vapeur
football helmet strap
Morning Money
WiFi enabled light switch
Thimble-Aid
Illuminating work gloves
Lotto App
Pocket Pals
e-Restaurant Table
Sand towel
Tag Bag
"No Fall" Walker
Shower Saver
cardeze
paint brush pro
Truck Bed Cooler
Poopourri toilet seat cover
Ocean Beach Front Weather App
Tappy Wheel
LunaLights
Brake Extra-light
Wellness health club
carbon monoxide protection
Automobile rear break light
TJ Eye Glass Art
Passport Pants
Endless electric energy.
Vertical alley wind turbine
Cut-Ups
vanity boost
CEILING BREEZE.
la poussette des neiges
Lotion in motion
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Pocket Charge
Polish shaper
Window Games
SMART WATCH WITH KEYBOARD
No Spill Funnel
Power pack
Grip Strength Charger/Trainer
Phone Translator
My Song! CD Radio Recorder
Everywhere pocket
Glow-in-the-Dark Paci
Air Guitar
Smart Tablet Handle
The Gift Wish List
Game On
Folklore Wall Art
PhoneBand
New Garden Flag Holder
TheSTUlution1.0
Gift card bank
Air Suit
Perfect car
NIGHT WALKING CANE
Adult Vehicle Head/ Neck Rest
Flight Coordinates Recorder
Cube Party
Ear Buddies
Lock Alarmed
Self Charge Rechargeable Motor
ZIP DRIP
Hot shoe with a view
blu tooth powermat speaker
Safe-T-Mail
Two-Sided Cereal Box
Distance Tracking Pen
Sparring Arm's
Earlobe Protector
Cord-it
Sunscreen Detector
The Cover-all
wifi monitored petbowl
Camera Cover
Weightless Backback
Lego Brick Sifter
Outdoor weather station
Pocket BT
Mailbox slide
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Deli Slicer/Scale
InsTandem
Forever Spot Buddy
AUTOMATIC HAIR STYLER
The electric arm
Life Commander: V-Trainer
Portable carport
shaving brush
CO Sensor Phone Case
reverse table
Cataway
Caulking Tube Extinsion
Wide opening trash can
Wash bowl pillow
Mattel RFID LaserTag Dogfights
Garage Sale Sign
Combi-Tape
Yak Bud
Clear Mirror
My Butty
Bachelor Tabs
No pressure back pack!
weightdown shower curtain
Heated Towel
Iphone 5S gloves
Dust Might
Dog Gone
Self Cleaning Bathroom Handle
LED LIGHT/HEAT TAPE-W/controls
Grocery Bag Shoulder Holder
light buddy
Bridge Wonder
Tickler - Automatic Scratcher
Oil Filter Draining Device
Heads Up
Naturally Clean Cloth Warmer
Quirky Lunchbox!
Smoke Alarm Deactivator
A gravity driven energy device
Flood Alert System
Dual camera phone
Dusting Robot
Nurses Tape Dispenser
Butter Finger WI Popcorn
pilltrax
power generating tile
Safety Candle Container
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fashionable pollution mask
Add clothing styles to site
Disposable Bowl Liner
bbq leveler
Video Game Theme Park
Loofah Towel
travel cotton ball holder
Go Mobile
Reusable magnification film
The Lawn Cycle
Illuminated Scenic Glass
TRAX
Heated wiper blades
Sign language data entry
I Gauge
Beauty Mask
Toll Tag Tool
Timed progressive dimmer
MICRO ODOR REMOVER
Removable camo kit for connoes
Litter Box Frame
The Circular Razor
59
Tidy Dog
Rainbowls
phone control
BRA LESS great 4 cancer pts
Sunny slaps
Forget-Me-Not, Pillow Tray
Car seat catch all
Truck bed extension
Pickpocket
POCKET SIZE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
autoRefills
Vehicle Reflective Film
wake up light
Late Night Screen Shield
Vase Stabilizer
retractable pacifier holder
Mobile Signal Booster add on
Bleach Blotter
mp3 musical doorbell
Polymer Clay Kneader
flying flappy bird
Beach cooler
Candle Lighter
the studier's clip
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lost phone
life supporter
Scum Busting Buddy
Stitch Release Tweezer
Hybrid Power Pack
Stub your toe no more!
Swimming robe
Detachable Amplifier
Nana's Heart
Spoon Stamper
Personalized Lego
Ladder caddy
Sleeping tent
KO COVERS

(.com available)

Air Escape Garbadge Cans
Integrated cellphone dock
Smart Gas detector - security
Powerful smoker's gum
Convenient dryer for laundry
Death Decal
COURT SKINZ
Travel Totes
smart tv
Manicure Pen
flat strap
The Safety Radcap Remover
E-receipts
Car Guard
Smoke/CO detector with camera
FindMi
Quirk Tac Toe
Solar Lunch Box
Knee replacement cooler
Ouijabord 2.0
Chipped Pet Door
exact amount liquid dispenser
Snail Mail disposal
Hand Brusher
iPhone Personal Assistant
Snow Melt Mat
Stick &amp; Click
Housenet
Safety Blanket
CanLock - Attached Bike Lock
Smart Finger Extension
FIRST MATE
Pet Perimeter Notification
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Mow-blower
Laser pointer Saw, Drill
LeafBuster
decorative grill cover
Ring Ring
Ladder Aid (caddy)
Dryer Vent Extender.
Celebrity Voice Mail Greeting
fireplace grow light
Commuter carry
ACU-BEAUTY - Acupressure bands
Beach Baby Seat
Ninja Platform Heels
Automatic Water Saver
Handle for a lint roller
"Only U See"
"Pour or Paint"
Feed Me
Enrouleur pour tout
The Cats Meow
Coverlock
Triple Threat shower dispenser
Extend the end
The DayBreaker Ceiling Fan
Beach Painter
Topsoil Tubes
Band -aid Wheel
Tabletop Phone Caddy
remote with pager/charger
Transitional Window Tinting
Furniture Stabilizer
The Hipster
Sand paper Knife sharpener
Accident Recorder
Drive thru ur way
Cubes de rangement
Personal Sky Witness
Supermarket Pocketbook Lock
Power-On Anywhere Bike
Obstacle Detector
FOOT KEYBOARD
Veterans Flag Cases
One Card for retail rewards
RepTracker
Gym Rat Shower Shaver
Cool Ride for Baby
WiFi Case
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Easy-Turn Screwdriver
the gauntlet
CHECKERBOARD RUGGIES
Body Dryer
Car Dash Board Stickers
Clean everything Robot kit
Poopy Pouch
Tie organizer
Automated Tortilla Press
Single Use 'Zipper Top' Bowl
Lower Denture Toothpick
Shotgun Willie Tube Spring
Hand sanitizer stick
Expandable clothes hangers
Fire Pit Cleaner
Plastic Screwdriver Bits
BETTER HOLE DIGGER
Heater Creature
Bowling Instant Replay
No Touch Toilet Seat Lifter
Programable vehicle lighting
snowwarmer
pencil jumping
base boarder
Synthetic wig cleaning machine
Car Radio pause button
The MeMe Pacie
Removable Baseboards
NoSalt
Floss Time
Smart Pen
Web Snap
Thigh Bands
Minivan Seat-back Tray Table
The Driveway Jacket
Zip for Tablet and Desktop
Submergible storage container
Hydro
Heated Caulking Gun
ring voltmeter
free charge cell
The Buzz Check
Poop-Toting Dog Leash
Cath diaper
Fold Up Attached Stool
Flectemp
Mattel RFID Alien Abduction
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Sprinkler Miser
Contact sunglasses
Solar car cover
undermount foot rests
Cell Shades
Shopping Cart Cap
pre-cut window film
End Waste of Paper Towel Rolls
SUNSCREEN TEXT READER
tight places glove
no lose strap
Sides Strainer
Move It
STAY CONNECT
Wet no more
Fertilizer Golf Tee
Screen Cleaner
Squirt Brush/Water Brush
Make- up Mistake Master
Wood Stove Remote Thermometer
BUNKYX bumpers
C-Purlin Side Enclosure
Cloud-Soft Bed Pillow
"GRIP TIGHT"
citrus slice squeezer
The perfect caulk line
Smart Chart: Infant Brain Stim
Waste not pump
Mansion dog cage
You Got Mail!
Foldable wakeboard
Floating Shade
Squeezy Tube
Whisked
"WHEEL SHOPPER"
The selfie stick
ILY or IRLY tombstone/urn
Toddler Puzzle Tower
ADJUSTABLE SHOE HORN
Mail call
Animal Keeper
Magic Stem
Flys Away
Amp your world
ELECTRIC TILE &amp; GROUT CLEANER
natural alarm lamp
Solar Power IPHONE Case
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Magnifying Phone Film
Split screen
in garage stop light
fart fresh
Magnet driven car
Dog20
Disposable Sanding Gloves
Collapsible pizza boxes
Doggie paw cleaner
Bread stamp slicer
Handy Hair
vinyl removing tape
Truck top ice melt
Germicial Charging Station
Smart Key
The SmokeDaddy ultimate smoker
Personal sized air freshner
dinabike
IPHONE SAFETY LANYARD
No more painful hairwashes!
palm saver
BAND AIDS or garbage grippers
Udderly Fresh
Ceiling Storage Web
Better Back Modular Pillow Sys
A cooler back rest
Water Stomp
Smart Grill
Electric Toilet Brush
Hospital Noise Reduction
beverage buddy this is the per
New Tooth Paste
No battery hearing aid
Beep Beep Finder
Fungo Clubs
Floss/toothbrush holder
Vibrating Keyboard and Mouse
Knit Football Hat
Litter Gitter
pool solor pannels
Sports Shoe Water Bottle
Magneto's Pinky
Big Accessible Keyboard
movie "buddy"
Drain Refrain
Travel Green
Hail Guard
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Ladder Leveler
Emergency Sign-Blanket-Visor
TableTote
Pregnancy Car Siren/Light
Soda Stream Bottle Brush
zip it up
Spill less drip pan
Busy Toilet Indicator
The Cane Holder
Adhesive Search Button
stop light clock
hybrid tire charger
Lounge Locker
Disposable Workout Gloves
CaddyNotch
coffee cup the wisper
Bug guard when u bike
The SHHORK - Quiet Utensils
Light Up Pocketbook
TV-W/DVR
Pass It
On the Go Doggie Bowl Set
Table Pro
Secure file transferrer
Lightude Bike Light w/Attitude
Dimming nightlite + features
Ear gauged cordless speakers
Clean Clrean
Lock Buddy
Customizable Travel Hygiene
PTG (Practice Tennis Golf)
Protect Me TV
GPS Bookmark
washcuum
Thera-Frog
Full Pad Dog Safety Vest
The untangler
Smart Way to Lock
Aim to Please toilet paper
carbon monoxide eliminator
lil - helper bacon frying pan
COOLIPS
CounterPro
Cover FreshWould
Flat Proof Tire
Adjustable grill legs
WINDOW JAMB
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MOOD SETTING POOL LIGHTS
ToothClean
Visor Buddy
Smart phone timer
Bar-B-Scale
h-paint
HulkBell
The floating suitcase.
Vibro
Window Jammies
Air conditioning APP
Bottles In Translation
Lego Key Keeper
Comunictor pocket
Turnable head shaver
EMF glasses
KIDFINDER
Heated Extension Cord
poubelle/ ( Simply-Clean )
Smart (circuit) Breaker
Reminders Keeper
no stoop-shell scoop
Car Shade Umbrella
share the juice
Handy Hands
Easy Vent
Spray-n-Go White Board Cleaner
Boo Boo Boxers
Automatic Window Tint
Endless toast
Forum cafÃ© Quirky
Auto app
Round a bout food
E-Zpass hanger
Happy Wipes
ALERTS HOME SECURITY
Subliminal Success Clothing
Smart Car Door Sensors
Handi-Tissue Spinner
Gully Washer
a pet
Wonder Paint Brush
Lid Lips, sealed with a kiss
Contact lens for cellphones
Safe Sun Automatique
Christmas Angel
Straight Shooter
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v-neck footies
Toxic Vacuum
School Bus GPS
The Gutter Garden
Non slip dive ballast
Pee Pee Teepee
Purrfect Cat Box
Trailer hitch guard.
roof/building washer
The waterproof Ipod.
The Planter
Find-A-Leak
Bubble Bat
Food Stacker
Hands free reading on toilet
Where's the TV Remote???
Fiction Sticks
Travel rack
Adjustable Waistlines
Recycle BooksTextbooks Online
Auto Conversaid
In Home Alert System
Build-A-Dinner
Car Starter for Smartphones
UVRAYWRIST BAND BURN INDICATOR
Crochet finger guards
Blister Pack Opener
Save My Shoes
Battery operated ceiling fan
Shower Booties
ALL REWARDS CARD
Summit
Octobuds
Hail No!
Handwriting to text scanner
Clip A Phone
Portable Water Softener
Timed auto starter
Flexible wand pet toy
PlasticShoebox
Mattel VR Glasses
Wrist Light
Tan-A-Hand
Iâ€™sOnME
Pirate's Eye Patch
Soap Pops
The Cover Butler
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Working Christmas Nutcracker
CTS-Shield (Cars,Trucks,SUV)
Popcorn Balls
Life Saver Vest
auto tire pressure cap
"StopHer" Cart Clip
Electronics charger for cycle
Pick Caddy
Smart Tips for smartphone user
Regergitation Refresher
TOOTPASTE - SQUEEZER &amp; COVER
Removable top tray
Aerocube
the pathfinder
Waste no More Copier
solowallet
30 day Dish Tab
Wall Mount Record Display Rack
HummSa!
cube tube
Exploding Water Balloon
Flip candle
Smart Lawn Mower
Atlas Art
fedora hardhat
No Toilet Teabags
Texter's Block
Comfort Sports Chair
Time Release Flea/Tick Collar
Restraunt Power
The Paint Saver
Pickup Truck Hitch Mud-Flaps
Smart Phone Remote Cam
"I'm Home"
Gas grille optimizer
All Windows Rolled Uped
TabTap App
MoviePod
The reverter ball
The Wiper Diaper
Auto Hair Curler
"GOTCHA"

RECORDER CHIP

Last Drop InvertY Pump
Wireless volt meter
Personal fold-up shopping cart
Keychain Capsule
Glow wall
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mirror hanger
Swiss Utensil
Non Skid Mat
HOT-PLATE
Voice Controlled TV Remote
Gutter Butler
sanitizing fogger
Universal Mug Lid
Tow Hitch Stripper Pole
smart fishing reel/ireel
The Ability Cane
Wash Supreme
Enviro Clean
Flow-through wine chiller
Annual Roach Bait
REALISTIC Rubber Bark Mat
Potty Shield
Air walker
Wine Box Koozie. Chills Wine!
Chain Lynks
School Cell
PetPet
Flick, Flash, Fire!
No touch shampoo dispenser
test
Remocator
The Red Phone
Maskman (Mattel)
Flip Flop Sock
Microwaveable bowl holder
automated chemical tester
Solar Powered celing light
Luggage Spacers
"Clean Wipe"
Diet Plate
Bluetooth surge protector
The Car Catcher
The Big Red Mute Button
No More Fuss Window Covering
Hi/Low Heels
Auto Straw
Koder Keyboard...
Steam Away
Handy Cut
Crawl Space BinTrain
Airspace Storage
Travel Comfort Cushion
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Mail Illumination
floating beacon /detector
Shower grout dryer
Longlasting Headache Washcloth
Golf darts
Lights Off
Velcro bungee.
Vibrate Amplifier
Whole house energy usage
No tangle layered necklaces
Vintage Heirs
Nu Shooz(RESUB)
Fast-Pocket Insert
quackybakkey vapor covers
Garage stop
Water Wise
Baby Beam
male puppy potty trainer
Parking lot Ad Space
Trailer rear view camera
Tire Pressure Genie
never wet
Television Remote Locator
ezydoonacover
Inline Shower Neck Filter
Smart Doge
Overhead Plant Watering System
Leaf extractor
Spice Jar Labels
windshield wiper cover
Cut-a-pill-er
Collin electric heater
HI Camera
The mutant
DIY Underbody Flush
produire sable de construction
smartphone bore scope
air surround
Dog Washer
Onderbedding
THE WAVE Clothes Dryer
Car Carousel (Car-o-sell)
Avocado Saver
No more lines smoking smoothly
Attic Mat
Kardashian Media Filter
The breezy bed
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PLUG I. D.
Inflatable Travel Crib
Split Sheets-better sleeping
Restless Feet Comforter (RFC)
Skin Purificator
Condom Watch
disposable toilet rugprotector
VisiVibe Headphones
Screen Protector Case
EYEBOX
Boob Pillow
Critter-proof foundation vent
caddie alpin
Stand up bath
Change - it Phone Case
Epi-pen case
Adjustable wheelchair umbrella
dolce gusto caps
Neat Clean Trash
"Light Hemlet"
Endless Wand Cleaner
incase
Fresher Filter
Thermee
Texterz Thumb Pads
Beach Brush
Power fish scaler
Safety cone crash alert system
The Wiser Shade Visor
Washable Golf Bag
Flexible Nut/Bolt Holder
Digital Voltmeter Smartphone
Home WiFi Message Board
Hand crank cell power charger
Universal Ring of Light
Cart Kickstand
selfie extender
Easy Bandage Dispenser
Scent Cylinder
tanning chair
Wireless Outlet
Men's Garanimal color chart
Stroller Upright
Emergency Responder Beacon ERB
Personal Solar-Cell
Toilet Seat Activator
The Smart Faucet
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Adjustable TV base
Shower Bib ( Shower Caddy Cap)
inflatable car jack
USB Number Pad for Teachers
Shower Hair Conditioner Warmer
Child protection tracker
Necklace Clasp Clip
A Better Box
Powercurl iPad
Pulse pillow alarm
Hair Extensions - 3D Printed
Water powered shower speak
Pedicure protective socks
Cris Collinsworth Button
Nail-Gloves
Rail Crossing Guard
Spray-n-band aid
Laptop Charger Sleeve
Instrument/music stand Hybrid
Dry Pockets
sun tan lotion to go
Never Forget
Sun follower
Callidus
Self-lit Flagpole
Digital Tombstone
Hat savers.
The Wedding Caller
squeezeable sour cream
Moving Chair Device
TAPT EXTENSION
SmartFeed
Wonder Wall
Mobile Phone Hospital
The Poop-a-Chute
Car extension cord
windproof beach towel/blanket
Social Media Muter
Water Tester with app
Trash-Mailbox
Portable USB printer
snaptite dentures
ILY or IRLY Jewerly
Tread Mill Walking DVDs
the UV Towel
microwave oven auto reposition
The Onion
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Handy Rake
Emergency Ballons for Airlines
Stuck and Go Treads
Battery Tool Mate
Risky Sharp Corners
airbag belt
Gas on hold
automatic guitar tuner
Don't Leave Me! Baby Alarm
Sheet Flip Folder
Boot Off
LED for bicycles
Induction lights
Rocksmith portable voice box
No Hands Reel holder
Purse/bag car strap
Polish Plus
Sola-Shield
locate buttons
Temporary Movable Wall Shelf
Handy with Heat
Lo-case
Thermo Ducky
No splash knife
Garage Power
Auto Text
True Meadow
Automobile Laptop Desk
Bug Free and Clean
DAR
SOAP SAVER
Couch Jack w/ Telescoping Rake
laptop/tablet table
Lotion Hand-y
Add-on locker shelf
solar powered pencil sharpener
Gecko: indoor wall game 4kid's
New Millenium Bicycle
Fat Absorbent Device
Up &amp; down wall socket
My Temp Ceiling Fan
Hang-On Trash Can
Shoelace Knot-Cover
all in one fishing pole
anti-vol digital
Vehicle GPS Locater/Alarm
Plastic shaving personal kit
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Metaling
Battery extender
ADD 3 INCHES!
Gym Towel
easy pillow
2 hole puncher/stapler
ThermoSouris
Cordless Stearing Wheel Cover
no water coffee
musicians practice headset
House Armor
Clear Flush
Seperated Pot
Insta'Scape
Infant Power Car Seat
Bike turn signal
Vivera
toofies for tots cavity strips
Bangin' Bangs
Steam Mop and Vacuum Combo
Measure and Go
Smart Pillow
Smart Nail Shell
Magic Doggy Door
In Dryer Glove Dryers
Tank-Hanger
Party Pooper
SMALL WORLD ADVENTURE KIT
cozee nozee
In shower water flosser
Foldable power strip
Television roof hanger
Safe Holidays
quick tape dispensor
Wheelbarrow Buddy
RFID Kitchen
The setter
Make-A-Cake
Power Blinds
StickerFort
Swishy Cups
The mulcherator
Laser aim
3D Copier
FISH-EEEEEEZ!
Cheaters Magnifying Mirror
Picker-upper cane
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mail call
FlowPot
No Stick 5 Gal Buckets
Electric Dry Skin Body Sander!
Surefit earphones
The Fresh SLeeve
plug cover
Pet Check - Oasis
Divided Pasta Strainer
prophy toothpaste
Doggy Doormat Bell
USB Wall Extension Cord
Creative Capes
The Wedge
Multiple Use DVR
Fitness Phone Glove
Car Coasting Warning Light
Movement charging phones
Wifi Pet Collar Camera.
NEW AGE -HANDSFREE HOME PHONE
BudderBuddy
GPS golf
Stone View
Smart phone camera timer
Will Locator
Emergency Telephone
NAVASTORE
Ra Power
Hot Cubes
Thumb Mouse
Clear Backpack
Solar powered Christmas lights
Mouthwash Tray
Dog Collar Key Holder Lotion Applicator
panti-protector masculino
Breath jaw,Disc time released
Race Case
Foot Petals
Pet Stone Keepsake Vault
Automobile glasses carrier
Safe home app
Water Pouch
Fresh toilet seat
Magic Shovel(RESUB)
imerry holiday lights
Idea Button
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storage bucket pocket labels
Homework Buddy
Hair Spray Brush
Fresh Air in a box
Whole New Mouse
Electronic binder
Beach Booby Basket
Worm Girdle
bodyguard
Mace/audible alarm in one
TMNT shell shock
Easy Washer
EyeBeautyDuo
pockets galore color lining
Self-Watering Plant Pot
Band aids
Invention creator
Text a food order app
The Pool Heater
APP, Me Not Forget!
Educational Indigenous CD's
Quick Wet Vacuum
Raft deflater
Travel Topper
Universal curtain hanger
Dash cam app
see the ball
Natural gas stations
Mobile transportation pass
float visor
A smart billboard
caddie perso
Hair Command Station
temporary tattoo condoms
Smart Flashlight
Bathroom Germ Preventor
Little Feet Stay Warm
wearable heating pad
Reverse French Press
Foo Foo Spray
Ambient Refrigeration
remote finder
Better writer
smoothwood
Chimney Heat recovery system
Pinky Clip
Helping Hand
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USB HUB Extender 2.0
Store Net
Precious Cargo
let it go!
Easy Produce Bag
BowWow Breathers
Automatic Silverware roller
Automotive bumper guard strip
Green Preen
Hitchhiker
Google stop
Fishing pole GPS
Cant Find the #%&amp;@ Black Box?
Snow Sucker
Germinator
FurMates
Slidewalker
Pet-Pals
Weed Eater Extension
remote window for vehicles
Data Manager
Asset t shirt
Bug Off Pet Bowl
Double Medicine-Cap
Share me TV
self saftey lamp
Snap survival
Snap on window tint
BMOS (Big Man on Sports)
MicroSneak
Children's Bank
Custom Menu App for Waitstaff
Quick Sweet Tea
Drop Ball
Get a Grip
Cosmic Case
Automatic water shut off.
Secure wallet
safe hunting
The Original Brush Klip
BE AWARE WALK and TEXT SENSOR
Smart Water Heater
Nail Polish Bottle
exercise play swing
Pup-Pets
The On Start Timmer
iPhone Integrated Earbuds Case
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feet pocket warmer blanket
Mobile Reel Rack
Club Caddie .....
GERM FREE BOOTY
Portable Wind Charger
Hands Free Phone Holder
Library Misshelved Book Finder
Electric Caulking Gun
ceiling fan blade covers
Bongo beach blanket
Vacuum Brush cleaner
Perfect Pastry Maker
Dust Bunnies
Home Phone w/ Auto Blacklist
Solar Powered Bike Charger
The Boomerang StrapFOR CHARITY
EXPANDABLE FILE PICTURE FRAME
Picky Kitty
Reader Translator
The solar water bowl.
colorchanging phonecase
life saver zip line
Pillow Pack
the pump hat
App Based Listening Device
Scroll Blocker
Best Cat Nap Ever
Snorkel Stick
Roll up TV
LifeShorts
Shopping Cart Handle Cover
Quicky GasUP
I can see
Hairy Comb
You design
Beddy Bye
Popup garden protector
Steril Knob
The Rubber Sticky Door Stopper
Unruly vacume cleaner cords
Halo's Angels
Mobile Shopper
Under My Thumb
Pop Socks
Speed Coke Freestyle ordering
Sleep Time
Shield man
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Shower Blaster
Home Cleaning Machine Gun
Self perpetuating train
" MY BACK BUDDY!
Bluetooth Cassette Adapter
Measured curve digital pen
Humidity-proof pill minder
Clean touch
Stability Air Pillow
Pet Pack, thermos style design
THE TRAINER
Sound back
pet pickup
Boxer shorts liners
Remote Lotion Applicator
Home intrusion and safety lock
GygaMouse
Trunk Organizer
Safety Wrist Flag
Helping Hand
sock jock
Solar wind mill
Camelwrap Travel Accessory
Beautiful Headphone Stand
Aqua Angel
Cables-be-GONE!
junk in the trunk
Traveler's sanitary slippers
Floss O Round
Convenient Car Steering Wheel
Jumping Squirrel-Xmas Vacation
Pill Box with reminder
Wiper Dustpan
Tape Gun
Blinking Bike Lock
Epi-Stop
MedGo Headphones
Toppu - Spin Your Phone
Potluck/Covered Dish Transport
iPhone Cup Holder
SpeakEasy
Grocery Cart Protector
E-lecTrick Wheelchairs
pedi-drain
Motorcycle TentRack 1-2 person
Wet Tips
Hair Cutter
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Stape it
The Leather Punch
Sound level alarm
iHold
Remote Control Locator Button
dust build in spray rag
CleanTrack
The fifty footer
Shelf Hung Speakers
Massaging leg Compressor
earphone line length
Deserted
Sound dampener
Luggage Security
PET KOOSIE
Flying Saucer
Alarme de voiture
Kinetic Car
SockLock "it's a snap!"
floss antiseptic combined
carpenter square
Kitty Palette
Auto-matic car jack
The 3rd Hand
Water Rocket water dispenser
Solar powered batteries
Centered Umbrella
Adjustable Height Sink
DVD Trip Finder
Pet Pal
Adapta-Binder
Booze Band
Sun Heated Banana Tree Wrap
See-Board
Tote Tree
Softasacloud cushions
WALL HUGGING VERTICAL POWER
The Advent Snacker
A savings calendar
Pocket Change Cologne
Tackle &amp; fishing pole carrier
Lips To Go
Post Surgery Sippy's
Two ways to open the door
adjustable waterproof swimcap
vacuum sealing kitchen cabinet
Woodson's Decorative Lights
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Robotic Aquarium Cleaner
Roman Shower Curtain
Galaxy Contacts
Pool Towel Drier Rack
Picture info
Embedded Jewellery Protection
Auto Holler for Pets and Kids
Snow Shield Blades
Green Appliance Power Control
Kitchen sink caddy
Tissue dispenser for cars.
A Smarter Remote
Diva's, Teva Style shoes 4 dog
Smart Spoon
Cool Sleepwear
refillable toothpaste tube 3oz
traffic ticket quick pay
One swipe dry erase board
Avatar image for car remotes
word problem calculator
Ball boy
Hick Up "B" Gone
Pocket pouch
Window garden and sistern
Keyboard Safe
Witch Switch - Light fixture
Skinny Mixer
LED E-Light
The Sponge Glove
Secured headphones
Compost Champion
u~p urinator
quick cups
Multipurpose Stick
Binder Clip
Home cell phone docking statio
Continue feedback,Perfect Hit
Locker Opener
Bluetooth Home Phone-TeleTooth
Holographic Sun Sheild
Face palm
BREATHE BREAK
Peek-a-boo
Front Brake Light
MirrorCamera
nozzle holster
Perfect travel bag
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dogvac
Patio Planter
Daily Meal Planner
Automatic Lawn Mower
Show it app
Easy Made
Rotatable Earbud Clips
POP UP CELL PHONE
Robot mower
Tillatoaster
mold-able metal
The silent rodent
Heated Jewelry Box
Natural Cat Tree Scratcher
Bumper Patriotic Flag Holder
Candles on Time
Powder Pals ski locator
Prevent spam emails
Mommy's Breast
Purse alarm
Pack and Go Traveling Bag
Road side oil energy cone
Interactive coffee table
PHAN
Curved shower rod supporter
DooP
everywhere door
Elastic Band Laundry Bag
electric/propane air condition
Bluetooth Earbud Bracelet
Buzzy Bugs
GLOW POLE
Clock radio media station BALL
EazyBudz
"TOP ROLL CHALLENGE"
Purse n all massager
The Pocket Memory
The "ihear" IPAD case/cover.
Evaporative Cooler Thermostat
Part*Ease
The "No Strain" Pulp Strainer
Disposable chalk-line
Smart Door
dog hauler
Emerency light switch
Night ads
fly vacuum battery operated
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Spool feed Weed Trimmer
Vapack
A Universal Ceiling Rose
SideFinder Power Adapter
Love Bottle Company
Quiet Potty
Perforated dental cotton roll
Smart Probe Thermometer
My LADDER BUDDY!
Tough Treds
Disposable Kleenex box
Tie -Dee (tidy)
Washer to Dryer Step Saver
Sleep Shield
RAM Slot Expander
Glow-In-The-Dark Tennis Ball
Automated duct cleaner
Light Knob
Zane's Adjustable Wheel Shield
Tape Measures
Smokers car vent
Doggie Potty Protector
the keg scale
Glow N' Go
Self-leveling picture frame
Colored metric tools vs stand.
The keeper
Blox-Sox
Soap Mouth
Butt Outs
Shower Clean
Wrinkle-free Ironing Board
Unconventional Umbrella
Fashion Fanny
GameStation Car
"Gripper-Grabbar"
Guide Light 911
Garden Buddy
Cush Tush Pan
I-phone case/keyboard
The Water Master
Gutter Cover
Fart diffusing car seat
GO social network site
Self-cleaning bathroom mirror
Sling with pocket
Where's my car?
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Fish feeder
New vibration
invisibility blanket
Go Fetch
3 ring bindr/ hole punch combo
Massaging insoles
Solo
Air maids ceiling fan filters
Storage Router
Office Pro On The Go
No hassle sheets
whodathunk
Fasten Your Chains!
Wireless earbuds
LAZY SHIFT
Save Your Cell Phone Charger
Picture It for Later App
Yoga Block-Box
TV Remote Locater
What Hurts Today (game)
Toilet Air Filter
True2Life Surround 3D Theater
Splinter Needle Remover
Kid Sized Straws
Solar sunglasses
Get Me Out!
smart luggage
Manage Your Salt
NOMA LIGHT BOARD
Remote Control Coffee Butler
Elect-GreetingCardFrame
Table Toys
Refrigerator Insulator
Gotcha!
Scan 4 Health
Good Health
Electric Garage Screen Door
Body Board with a view of ocea
"the twister" handlebars
Laundry Auto Sorter
DebitLock
The Remote-Control Kite!
Child watcher with HD camera
The Clamping Stool
No Scraping Deicer and Blanket
Odor Removal Toilet
The Hands-Free Toilet
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The BBQ Burn Off Switch
Control temperature on sheets
Push TV
Portable TV monitor
SAC Sound Activated Case
Changeable Bird Bath Liners
ALL-NET
Magnet Pen
Toilet Helper
Radio TVO
Airplane Reading Clips
Sheet Rock Scoring Tool
espejo contra ladron
No More Clumps
Shopping Cart Gurney
Digital pharmacy scale
The Puzzle Board
Night Kaps
Personal Price Scanner
Automatic toilet paper sensor
Smartlet: Smart Charging
Xtension Protection
Idea Marker for the Shower
Time-Release Pet Feeder
Bug Sucker attachment
Washing gel dispenser
brief pockets
Ear Hear
solo back shave
Tangles
Fruit Wipes
riding lawn mower shade
Grocery bag helper
zippy
Flush for your health
Hanger Power
headphone phone charger
Reversible Cat Litter Box
Hair Protecter Cape
Nail Polish Remover Gel
Build It's
auto light wiper
Finger Guard Utility Knife
No Fuss Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Coffee order made easy
baby bottle holder 4 car seats
Chameleon - Wall Paint
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mudflaps
Heated Hip Relief for Dogs
Bus Alert App
Charge Rope
XLTV Lens
I LEARN
Don't Split/Sit - Tub seat
New kind of headband
Planties
Tumbler dust picker-upper
Af-frame-ation
Battery and wind powered car
Car Ding Preventer
Personalized Car Visor
flood 2 drought
DIY NAIL POLISH PEN
QuickFlosser
Idk
Remote tracker
Tennis ball golf tee
key finder
3_Way Stepladder
Smart phone power tap
Men's cologne marking machine.
L~bow
Collapse &amp; Fold Patio Swing
Match it and Go
The Shard Bag - REAL SIMPLE!
small talk
No Drip
Driveway Defroster
Pop-Up-Mower System
This little pill will
Plane Finder
Peel
The anywhere picnic table.
Piss Off
Poop Splashback Sheets
Transquick
collapsible cup-It coaster
Body Impact Tool
Stylish shower heads
Stove Monitor Cutoff
Removable Well
dish freindly rubber sink
fork knife
Coffee Caps
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self loading toothbrush
Eazy Tweeze
Playgrounds for Grown-ups
Bring The Outdoors In
"PRO-ATTACH'
Stay Tight
Beverage bottle Flashlight
compact inflatable chair
The Shell
Snappy Slaps
Electric or battery operated i
Weight Sensing Child Seat
The Better re-sealable Baggie
Electric Water Shutoff
REFRIGERATOR MUSICAL REMIND
lotion bottle zipper
sour sentiments
Flat dyson attachment
the Cat Cube
snormufs
Fold up Dog House
photo/fingerprint Bcredit card
Environmental Friendly Station
Emergency car camera
Balcony Garden
Bluetooth Stethoscope!
Velcro Pencil Keeper
electronic password keeper
Hair Force 1
The Smart Tether
Pourfect
Diva Fingers
Catch your trimmings
Sani Lift
The Mouse House
Plant ID
His and Hers Blanket
Retractable Wall Cord
Ready, Set, GO
Broompan
SHOWER TIME
Blueinone
Electronic leash
Chopstick Building Kit
Did I Forget To...?!
Windmill Powered Vehicle
Lync1 Travel Pass
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Blow Towel
Ride N' Dine
Adaptable Glass
Corn roller
Custom Covers
Package Tracker
Jelly belly
Scooter and Bike Storage
Bright stop lights
Automatic drain strainer cover
Diaper detector.
What time is it?
Invisible Pet Leash
Electronic Bike Lock W/ Alarm
Outlet Tester
Shower Buddy
BIT-O-SHade
Drywall Compound Mixing Bag
Cubby with a Spin
No more animals in garbage can
Wake Up
TubeSled
SolarChairX
Skip Wrap
In the Sun Tablet/Phone Reader
Rubbherz
Hidden Stash Picture Frame
Attention getter for day dream
Pile Cover
Nikkilace
PuddleStopper
Daily Dose
Lazer lift positioner
Panty Saver
Ring Around
Hair Dryer Stand
UNPLUGGED EARPHONES ? ! ?
Camera Fun Pack
Ernie's wheelchair pillow
The Tissue Traveler
Butane Blow Dryer
Press Scents
Ceiling Fan Air Purifier Vac
Deck Floor System
Double Plug
Urban Harvest App
In shower back scrubber
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Star Freshener
Emergency Baloon
The Runner Shirt
Red Rover
Home Robotic Duct Cleaner
Ed's Spreader
Keep it Safe
lip reading ap
Wind-Proof Table Cloths
Carbon Monoxide Kill switch
No text
Soles foot protector
Switcharoo
Find my ball
Coat locker
Smoke detector, un-detected
In ear translator
Cord Keeper Socket
SpaceBag Hard top/bottom
Helocopter drive mechanism for
Hot Bunz Heated Quad Chair
Webcam Slowcooker
Squeeze ease
Wider Than Your Average Sock
toilet stand
WALL LATEXMAT SCRUB/SEX TOY
BuntBetter
Movement-powered phone charger
croq'appli
THE BOXX
Apron Assistant
Poolside Swing
Auto Dash Coin Holder
The Humming Bird
Add a inch pant fastener
remote cellphone camera
Up and Out
Dual Projection Replacement
College Sports Pom Pon App
(COB) Cordless Outlet Bar
Bluetooth WiFI Intercom System
Stop Auto Texting
Solar powered walkway warmer
Cord Keeper
Rassberry Rodent
Balloon Clip
Car lap table
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best fishing lure ever
Matress-ciser
see thru glasses
Under bed treadmill
Stereo one phone
Bile Garage
iDonate
Where's My Lighter
Cordless Corded Drill.
Litter Box Litter/Floor Saver
Easy Blender
Scrunch-ItZ
Sliver Slicer
Extended shaving handle
Between deck boards cleaner
Handle It!
Luggy
UV Light Sterilizing Toy Box
RefAlert
LED Phone Charger
Heated Steering Wheel Cover
Where Are My Glasses?
Telescoping Legs Outdoors Chai
Converge: Alarm Clock Edition
Most protecting phone case.
Color Changing Outdoor Lights
Thumb drive storage w/search
Foot cleaner and massager
Birthday Shot Card
Kits Disposable Diapers
AnotherRound
Mechanical paint brush MpaintÂ®
Foldable trash can
Personal Karaoke
Solenoid dog collar
SOLAR HEATED NAPSACK
Air Smack
No More Nail Chips!
secure wire label(s)
Asset t shirt
wirelessly controlled outlet
contrÃ´ler sa consommation
SMART CRITTER CANTEEN
Seasonal "SNAPS!"
LEO talk to text software
End-in-Sight Packing Tape
Easy Dryer
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Ceiling Fan and Heater
SafeSand
Still pillow
Dripless Gas Can
sewing stapler
Zen Tushie
Golf Caddie Travel Case
Hair Color cubicle at home
Solar cell tree
Automatic Vehicle Headlights
Smart outlets
Family bed
lights &amp; ornaments. 1 string
Click Crate
Clear Shield
Don't Burst my Bubble
The Offset Umbrella
Drain Free Toothbrush
GoKooler
wireless listening
The Passion Band
Key-Card
Wildlife Tub Water Thermometer
SOUR CREAM IT
Telescopic shower brush
LIMBER Task Chair
Airline Check-In Expediter
TV-plug plus
light timer
Gadget detecting washer
QF reader Garage Sale App
Color Fading Tinted Suncreen
HOST
Cushion Hook
Baby Alert
Portaoutlet
PortaWash
Travel soother
Measure on the go
Fertilizer Attachment
My Doctor
K-mags
Charge Bite
Easy Trim Finger Nail Clippers
POST-IT MINI PRINTER
clearvision
Hurricane Car Cover
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Old-Dog-New
Empty Gift Card Ice Scraper
metal detector dog harness
Painting carrier for bus
Doggie zip lock
All Green Lawn Care
Let The Paws Do The Dirty Work
Healthy Air
Catch and Carry Trap/Carrier
Improved Luggage Packing
The Perfect Fit Bra
Beer Can Ice Bucket
Battery Upgrade
Memory Chest
Find my glasses
Talking seat belt alert
Pump Up Tent
Shine Time, know what to grow!
THE CAR BIB
auto stir coffee mug
Hang and stretch
MixOne
Party Toss
Locator Light Switch Plate
expandable shopping cart
Snow shovel and Salt Thrower
Quirky ring or class ring
PURE
Dog Paw Covers
Quickly G.E. light House tower
Piloe
Letter/ clock
Taj Ma Tent
Thumb drive to phone adapter
"WHERE THE @#%# ARE MY KEYS?"
Remote Controlled Sound System
Med Time
SoleKey -Customizable Keyboard
My Med Info
Finger held touch pen
Bluetooth Bicycle Speakers
Bandage shade choice
Cup Holder &amp; Tray for Luggage
Trap Stick
Kids Kup
Mirror Mate
red solo cup 2.0
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Bicycle cell phone interface
Trash- HANDLED
Expandable shoe cart on wheels
radiometer Xmas ornament
Sill Shaper
The toothpaste tooth brush
Team Bat warmer
Avalanch becan app
Back Seat Driver
Solar Meltdown
Window fan with filter
Tubular Storage
Smart Cook Stove
phone light charger
Smart carpets
REV-X Engine Throttle Disabler
The Cube of Silence
BluPrint
Three Tube Pringle container
Chilly Table
Human Washing Machine
F2Light
Type Fast Case
Wall Climbing Magnet
InstaTherm!
Nail polish screw on brush.
Florida wipes/Skin ice
portable sterilizing mat
Voice Activated Timers
Kidz Gear
Liquor Display Chiller
The Pedal Protector
Captain's Chair Keyboard
Mouse app
Ah-Rest
Protective cover for buildings
Toilet Saver
Easy Carry Laundry Hamper
Retractable pool house
TreeBagz
E-Badge
EZ GO cellphone covers
Write to digital calendar
Bath shelf
Share the Power
Not Your Ordinary Keyboard
Wipe away
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Rotation hanger
Soothing Toes
FindIT! Sticker
WAVE RUNNER BUDDY
Mini duckboards
SaniMoist
Solar Heat Harvester
The Blow Broom
Wireless Finger (WF)
Fire Barrier
The Hip Caddie
TWO-TH TUBE
Monticolour Umbrella Strap
Golf gadget belt
Automobile Front Brake Lights
Auto Seat
Keychain size deoderizer
easy read hm address #s
Ballistic Protection Drapes
Flybags
Spinning Spraybar Shower Head
The Tab
Privacy Lens Cover
clip-stable
emergency life vest strobe
T Racks
Staydoms
Magnetic Trash Bag Clip
Smart Home
CLEA
Silent alarm clock
Pooch Perch
Seat Belt Recpter lights
Shower Saver
Third hand
Spring Caddy
I-optics
Smart Dust / Hair Sensor
å®¶å±…è®¾è®¡
Snail mail box checker
Disposable TV Remote Cover
remote sleeves
GPS for Lost Luggage
Extension Chord Clip
Neon Needles
USB wall charger
Clip-on solar charger case
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Electrolyte water to go
Fiber optic Wine glass
towel warmer
Pool (water) lamp
Auto-Gear
BUCKET HANDLE GRIP
Adult Airplane Seat Cover
Sunscreen Shower Soap
Garage security
SeaWater-FreshWater Converter
Swim Gym for Dogs
StarClock
Self wrapping coin machine
Search and rescue Dolphins
Screen Free
swivel carseat
The Perfect Sport Headphones
Lidded Handheld Dust-Pan
Carpetscale
Thermostat and Vent Controlled
AC Drip Tray
Did You Shut the Garage Door?
Disposable Toothpaste Tubes
TranSporker
Vaccum seal home windows
Friction Free Ski
Car radio remote control
Safety Straightener
easy up light fixture
A Cleaner Wave
Personal Tesla Coil
The Cat lavatory
porta-light pet pen
"THE BALL STALL"
I-C-U
Portable air conditioner
Hot Booties
Find anything!
Solo Stick
Tidy cat tower
Dog Leash with Pepper Spray
Wifi Charger
Rock Solid Guitars
ductape bandaid
Retractable ear phones
One Card!
Better Crutches
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USB extension cord
ParentTrap
The Med Minute
Perfect Pour Pint Labels
Medminder
Garage Sale Locator
"Leash Talk"
FindMineASAP
Ticker Tape Reader App
Stackies
Downhill skate park
Propane Leak Alert
Manscapeing all in one kit
Yak Bud
BANDAID MASK
Pitching machine
fresh fluss
EXERPACK
Closet Storage for High Heels
The Lost and Found
COLOROFF
Fingerprint child lock
FLOP STOP
Flossing made simple
Waste Basket Socket
Dog Food Seasoning or Gravy
ICE CREAM SACK
easy launch
The perfect gym towel!
ATM anti thief device
FindMe Pacifier Dock
Salt you can see
no more new area codes
Flingers
Spoon + condiments
Rx Vision Auto-Correct App
Motorcycle helmet brake light
I can't see!
Full Body Dryer
After-Cereal Milk
The PunchOut
Kindleictionary
Pipe scraper
Spotter - Version 2
Cord Claw
"Back Saver" Dog or Cat food o
See Me Glow
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coiled O2 air hose
self inflatable spare tire
Lost and find
Susie's Shower Eyes
Can Crush
Charger Storage
Big Dawgs Leash
No Cord Antenna
Slimtab Tablet Wallet
Perfectly Round Melonballer
Lighted oxygen tubing
Pay-Up-App
CalPal
Shoeâ€™s Sandal
Trail Cooler
Pumpkin Pedestal
Car Huggie
dental mouth guard
Shopping cart handle cover
ULTRA LADDER CADDY
Flash drive storage holder
PROPANE LEAK ALERT
Safe Seat Technology
Pick-Me Up!
Cane Cozzeys
Solar power cell phone battery
My Trainer App
The Dingus
Mobile Label Manager
Bicycle Essentials Cache
Turn Signal Amplifier
Retractable Extension Cord
Bad Back Pillow
Global Finder
String Around
Shower Locker
Hydro Gravetic Power generator
sloar panel tents
Wallet friend
solar safety lights
Matching Shades
Windsield shade.
Single use automotive funnel
Aqua Caddy
Sheet lock
Load Buddy a load stabilizer
Press.....Coffee!
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Golfer's Backscratcher
mobile surveillance security
selfy video tripod
FootCruz
Flexible jumper cables
Shirt Saver
Heated Butter Dish
Self Rehab products and videos
Extend-A-Utensil!
Clean Feet Mat
Wetsuit with shark protection
ByN Googles
Meter case
Mirror cell phone AP
AUTOMATIC CLEANER
Flood Barrier
The Healthy Toilet
LB (looking back)
"Message me"
Dog leash with slide handle
DISHpanion
compact lunch tray
Jamaica Bean Coffee
Lotion Wand
Flat Extension Cord
App Back Massager
â€œTong Tongâ€ Trash Can
PHONE ENCRYPTION
Electronic Parking Place Saver
Jada Doggy Diaper
pants anchor
TV remote control alarm
Panty Saver
Eckert Repellant Glove
TentBed
Toilet brush with drip basket
Steps tool elevated
Invisible Fish Net
Doggy bath tub insert
Instant CheckOut System
The I-pad pencil case folder
Lighted Shower Shade
Paddle-Kak
Occular Device
You-Shop
decorative bathroom wipes box
smarter nav
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Web Read
The Gym Chair
Bluetooth Thermostat
wifi home phone adapter
Cord Lock
Nightstand Phone Holder
Shining Shoes Kit
"CAT LITTER DUST FLAP"
Easy Strap
Rocket SpaceShip Van
90 degree breeze app enabled
ChapStick Stopper
Shower Head Cleaner
The Hand in Charge
GPS Invisible Dog Fence
Child proximity alarm
Complete charge
Constant charge
Wet or Dry Lawn Mower
WATER BOTTLE BOARD
Wishy Washers
The hair tie brush
Umbrellas for plants
tire changer
HAIR HELPER
Gate Dog Leash Basket
CHOPSTICKS TRAINER
Badge Aide or Digger Wounds
Bra Cushions
Quirky Phone Keyboard "qBoard"
THREE WAYS IN ONE AS UL OUTLET
Ultimate Home Security
pony up helmet
Clipzchair
Enhanced Flow Easy Open Can
Mini Dishwasher w/APP
Pull-On Case
Head Jams
Mo-House
Multiple Output Wall Wart
Bottle Leash
Retractable Power Cords
Butter bucket
Pheasant Hunting Dog Collar
Dread Hard Hat
Digital Music Book
Remote Control Thermostat
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Remote Finder
Moisture Absorbing Plastic Bag
"SQUEEZEE TOOTH BRUSH"
Shoe Charger
DIY Grey Away
Intelligent Ceiling Fan
solar pool rail heater- cooler
Shopping Cart
Solar Flag Light
Sweeping Beauty
Eyebrow Dye Stick
Drink cooler warmer for car
Finders
The Queen Bey Microphone
Pendentif NumÃ©rique
Drought Doubt Water Wall
Swiss Army Phone Case
Thumb
Pop Christmas lights
slip intelligent
Desk Topper w/wo back splash
Safe Auto Baby/Pet
Mini steering wheel drum kit.
USB Digital Thermometer
FindMe
Disposable sink filter
Window Filter
hearing cups like ear muffs
AutomaticWeed and Pest control
Seat belt phone clip
Thimble Cure
Sit-n-Chill
SAFE BLADE KNIFE
Pet N Neck Warmer
Tree Safe
Wireless Bluetooth Sound Muffs
R.M.A. Gravestone Video Player
Garbage bag vent
Hikers Dream
Cat tree stop
Metis case
Dust pan broom
Floating Launch Platform
On/Off Water Sink Foot Pedal
Ball jar holder for car
iCloud for gift cards
Self Launching Fishing Rod
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Commercial Audio Magician
Cool air scented humidifier
Peel-to-Refresh Wiper Blades
The Dirty Dog Wash
Clean Windows 2 Sides at Once
Overbite toothbrush
Smart Mailbox
Catch Clip
Ear Protectors
Desk Top Caddy
Wisdom Tooth Soother
Text Shield
The Three Way Laundry Chute
Touch Control
An extended polisher Buffer
Find it fast
Luxury Car Slippers
WALKING CANE/ANIMAL STAKE
Phone Camera Tri-Pod Adapter
Rotary Torso Swivel Chair
Tennis holder
Cup-free mouthwash dispenser
Auto Body DA Scuffer
Button Down Neck Tie
The Bumper Alert!
Travel Tubz
Tire Label Gun
Open Bar
ready needle
EZ Clean Gas Cooktop
Sushi Maker
Smart Adapter
Automatic baby wipe dispenser
PURSE ILLUMINATOR
Underalls
Pill dispenser
Suitcase with a chair
WaterWheels
GoGoGrippie, keep 'em clean
Eye Synced Car Mirror Adjuster
Save My Pumps
Step chair for stairs
On site climate control
Changeable eyeglass frames
Bluetooth rear view camera app
The Power Ball Extension Brick
College backpack
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Shock Protector
iPhone power extender
Washing Machine Door Catch
Handle it
Finger/Toe nail painter/dryer
Memorial Frame
Bluetooth Cassette Adapter
No Fear Factor Aquarium
iRecoil
Eye brow extensions
I do windows
Ambience light enhancer
Battle Blanket
One ID
BBQ Grill Guard
Wifi heart monitor
The Thanger
Zap Free
Pocket Protector
Baby Car Safety Alert
Smart Rest Vest
Ribbon refresher
Emergency Bracelet
Juke Box Buddy
Scrub Pod
Key finder
Solar Phone Case
Reel in headphones
iPhone speaker case
Jiggy Jams
OLED Hologram Projection
Golf Wedgie
Thumb Drive alarm
All-In-One Cooler
A/C filter that lasts a year!
Automatic sun shield
Summer/Spring Auto Screen
Sidekick
Trackers
Solar-powered window shades
LavEco Vaisselle
Blocks with Friends
Rencontrer la bonne personne
Electronic Attachment Bag
BNT Turf Cutter
Handy Sander
GPS Stamp
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sideview mirror window dimmer
Light My Way
Jet Boy
The Protector
Unscented GunOil or Attractant
Five Gallon Gas Can
toothbrush safe
ceiling fan remote
Bathroom Fan Silencer
Military (TDY) travel pack
iWiFi Hotspot App.
Shower Back Washer
Bed extension
clean seat
Dogs Out
CleanSponge
smart shower head
Safety Belt
The Re-Key for Worn Keyboards
Safe sani flush
sell product
Versa
GPS App to find your friend
Easy rolling camping chair
Soap Saver
Adjustable drinking cups
FASTLOCATE Black Box
Detective Now
Sheet belt
Surround Dish Rack
micro condom
Smokey Faces
Heated Shingle Cutter
Easy Reach
Can E Liner (like panty liner)
A little bit of privacy please
Ski chair
Tools and cookware straddling
smartphone running app
Pocket buddy
Klean Pants,
Ride &amp; Clean Car
The Back Handy
Car Finder
vcc
WiFi &amp; Zigbee Radiator Valve
UV disinfectant pen holder
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Red light camera Detector
Hook &amp; Hang Toilet Caddy
Simple Vertical Cut
Neat Pet
A/C Efficiency Return (ACER)
Sanyion Style
Pool Bug Robotic Pool Skimmer
Barview
Heated gloves
Camper Cozy
Ride Safe Car Charger
sunboy
Water &amp; BOTTLE Dispenser
Cloud cell phones
Wide Bottom Dropper
nest no more.
ShapeChanging inflatable mouse
Name Your Hangers!
The Bra Jaw
THE TOWEL MOP
TraveLife
Utensil caddie
surgical safety mitt
Toilet Paper Enhancer
MagnaLeash
Forget Me Not
CAR SOUND EFFECTS
cycling pedal in work place
Automatic drain strainer cover
PUll-N-Go
Cap on Bag
New Candy Bar/Piece
Quirky Revive Brush DRYER
carry 1 Bi-Phone
Pitter Pads
Toe Nail Polish Remover Wand
Grocery Cart Kickstand
No Butt Pain
Magne Cum Laude
Sleevies
Alert Bluetooth
Battery operated photoprinter
UV-Light Duster and Scrubber
rechargeable tv remote
SHADE SPOT
new refrigerator keepsakes!
Real Simple Sweater Organizer
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Colorful Windows
Healthy Pet Scale
keyless home entry
The Foilet
MyHair Wig
Safe Bet
terracloud--watering system
Step-less Ladder
Compression Shower Rod Disc
Computer Proximity Lock
Lazer jump rope
thumb stylist
Best Bottle Buddy
The richer over
Lighted Wine Glass Chandelier!
Multibit
Fish Catcher-"SLIVER STRIP"
Waterproof Designer Shoes
Touch the Universe!
Fingertip-wearable devices
AutoBox
Bumper Boo-Boo Be-Gone
Skateboard Tree
Drivers Glare Shade
airplane pillow self contained
Phone In Your Pants
Routine Remembered!
Swimming Pool Glasses
Lapkin
Auto-Mazing
Disposable seat protector
percentometer
Cable tv transponder/receiver
Sock saver clips
City Heater
Automatic Pill Dispenser or AP
Spray can holster
Green light potty
Dehumidifier with APP
VoidSball
Book. Finger Point. Read.
Water-Dirt Proof Patio Chairs
test
Lawn Bags
Cricket &amp; Bug Trapsâ€”10/$2
Toe Protector
Split-Sheet
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Cooler Can
Kitty Korner Skooper
POP-EYES
Improved Pooper scooper
Shopping Cart Phone Clip
always ready band-aid.
SoapSack
Vibra-shave
Building Blocks
Get It All, Container scrapper
Easy Blinds
pentist
Find the Spoon
EIKOSI Wrench
Solar Roof
Doggie Car Cooler
Geoloc ads phone
Bluetooth lightswitch
Coffee Measuring Filter
screw off push pin
Solar grill
Nimbus Watch
Tube Drawer
Door Saver
Universal Rear-View Camera
Crock pot + Sous Vide
Slips, the 3 in 1 slip
Relax Your Hand Steering Grip
reverse camera wipers
christmas Light Hanger/Pole
extension wall outlet
PUG - Pop Up Garage
Animated/audible emojis
EARS
Hands-free lid lifter
Eye glass cleaner on the go
Billow
Pole Stop
Drink Your Way
lighting Driver
Fresh Air Inside my Car
Fishtography (think of shazam)
Hair pin/pen
Tissue That Is Makeup Safe
Mattel Simulator
Trashcan Deodorizer/GermKiller
No more stolen purses/bags
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Thermablankey
Baseboard scrub brush
FRIDGE ORGANIZER
Roofuss
Golf pull cart attachment
Veterans Vase
Utensil Stopper
Work Up and Down
eyelash seperator
winding way backpack
Ear Bud Holder
CUSTOMIZED MODULAR HATS
Plastic Thermal Labels
Savvy storage closet
Fishing Revolution
The Stupid Button
Range Pole Clipboard
Fast Food Car Tray
Auto scan app
Smart Double Animal Food dish
APPrehended
Plastic crayon box
Remote Finder
FIX
Exercise Bike Racer
Suitcase with built in scale
The all Mighty Pen
Jumpi - The Cell Jumper Cable
LItedriver
Digital Wallpaper
The Snow Master
Paint Spray Nozzel Replacement
L auto rÃ©tract Ã©lectrique.
bolt extractor that works
APP organizer in refrigerator
Smart Drones house keeper
speaker cuff
abdominal Springboard
Mosquito Blocker
Flippin EZ
Bath Brush to fit in soap dish
Screen Mantis
Keep pets off furniture
Bluetooth Earplugs
SWITCHABOTS
Wash N Dry
Tush Cush
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Mail box shield
Hangar for big shirts
Cheepers the Peeper
Gotta Find This
Simple Abs maker
Pencil Palace
Three use saw
Ladder Leveler
The Potty Tracker
No wax candle
Virtual Veterinarian
Solar smart skin
Toilet lid sprayer
Intelligent Thermostat Control
QuickStop
Smart Training (older folks)
Hand / Foot Locator Band
PailleGrip Tout verre
Sound Freedom
Virtual sleep glasses
All-In-One BBQ Tool
Tailgate Tape
Ker-App
Clipp Slipp
Silent Dry
automated beach umbrella
LocKey
Bathroom clothes dryer
Virtual changing room
Stand Up
Noiseless Mouse
QwickHanger
Color mimicking Nail PolishPen
Ramin Doctors
Solar outdoor fan
Add a pocket
Pivot Power String
One Arm Transverse Chest Press
Mattress Pack - moveable beds
changeable logo hat
Ear Fenders
No poop shoe
TOOTSIE WARMER
perennial stocking hanger
Cap Stays
Color Torch
GPS Flip holder cars sun-visor
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Universal Caps (Bottoms Up!)
rear view mirror-electric
Bowls with measurement lines
Go-fridge
EarBuddies
Smart Sprinkler System
Outside mailbox notification
The Dirty Dog
Adjustable bar stools
All-in-one picture hanger
pencil caddy
The Locater
Maid's Aid
In Pool Submergible Heater
Xray Balls
Expandable broom (REAL SIMPLE)
ID BADGE CLOCK
Bedroom Hide Away
campfire heat reflector
Mood Sleeve
Booster Car Wash Bucket
iRead (RESUB)
Kick tracker
Water GPS location Activation
Holiday in a Spray
Screen Scene
Sing Along Tag Along Speakers
Parents Helping Hand
UV Utensil Case
Bed / Pool Table / Dining
Personal wind generator.
Bilateral Mouse
Clear Path
CPAP Buddy
User Friendly Paint Brush
Prog., water "flow off" valve
SeeKCrun.com free photos
Motorcycle Chock &amp; Tow Hitch
No Choice Deodorizer
Tactical Cap Lifter Knife
INDUCTION WINE CHILLER w/APP
Stinky Shoe Solution
Save your marriage toilet seat
Nupie Bottle
Stroller Umbrella
Right size collars
GoPak
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Sleep baby sleep!
The Waterhead
Dart Cart
One Shot Syringe
Yard Beetle
Self Pasting Toothbrush
imhomephone
My Bio Doll
socks that stick together
The amazing alarm clock
The Talking Greeting Card
Anti-Heat Laptop Case
Doggie treat and nutrition
ShirtNeat
Coach Bus Summa Cum Latte
Battery Organizer
The ladder caddy
SENSES AND CLEANSES
Ma Laverie
Child Save
Effective inertial aided GPS
Backpack Pins
Super Beverage Holder
First and Last Tissue
Pee-Wee Swipe-Away for Men
Hanging Box Caddy
colorful oats
Automatic Potato Ricer
Bar tab app
The Coaxial Cop
Arrow tracker
Cool Hands
Rise and Shine
Cleaner contact case
gum
Smart Window Unit
Out of the Rain
Easy lift shower drain cover
Float About
Autochristen
Golf Club Pager
#realsimple Wall Washing Pole
Burn Victim Glove
Cradle Leg Recliner
Moby Dick Fishing Reel
Fresh AC
The Super Shovel
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Fresh Pump
Safe Condoms! Break allert!
instant record button
Auto timed pet food dispencer
The Bear/Bare Back System
Gyro Disc
Matress Lift Kit
hanger for door handle
Ceiling Hole Cover
3 in 1 Spray bottle.
Visorendz
Hydro-Shaver
walkin doggy pooper
Night Light Blocker
Wireless Pet Deterrent
THE HOME SERVER
Dimmable LED Light Bulb!
portable mouse, smartphone app
hearing aid holder.
Beading Crochet Hook
Carabiner Dog Leash
Phone pen
Sheet system
Voice dialing while in a call
Improved traffic signal light
couch coozy
Snuggles
Do Not Dry
PortableTrash Compactor
Heated Battery Tealight
Bus Train Sleep Pillow
RealSimpleDirty Dishes Soaker!
Truly mobile
Shoeliners
Button magnets
Clean Seat
Disposable football helmet
edible taco holder
The Grabber (Dockside)
Indicator Light Dimmers
Adjustable Fence Posts
Sports Live Chat and Stats
The Buddy Scratcher
gps for repeat offenders
DRONE PULVERISATEUR
The Ideal Baby Bottle..
Smartphone glove remote
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UV Sanitizer Box
Undersweeper
Day/Night sideview mirrors
Induction Cap Light Bulb - GE
Behind the dresser catcher
The cash identifier
Pivot Power X Tangent
phone case with sliding cover
pop up trash bags
Ghost energy switch
Split Unit Home Smoke Detector
Programable AB Excercise Belt
Endless Water Bottle!
bye bye mold! Saddle cover
Candle recycling kit
Bar Soap Holder
Raindar
The Message Rocket
multiple phone chargers
SNUGS Anti-Flop Underwear
Arc Lights
EarGloves
Zip clips
Lug Wrench Paddle
Cover Me Perfectly
Airplane Seat Cover/ Blanket
My Soft clean Phone Carrier
Cord-Rite
Hinged-Bottom Gutter
Bedscents
MySchool
The Look Out
Diplids
Easy Pour
The Scalable Tent
360Âº Camera Array, 3D Scanner
Baseball Helmet Microphone
Walker Buddy
Glow and retractable o2 tubing
Bike Bottle Bungie
Mass Measuring Toilet Gauge
Air Smart for your Car
SignaLED Phone Alerts
iPOP
Peelable Paint
Mini Phone Laser Printer
Med-Minder
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toilet self cleaner
Wireless Power Center
reading glasses BLING
The Pantry Oasis
Flat Time
PeanutButter And Jam Dispenser
Hook'd
backpack drone
Water Free Steam Iron
Programmable beverage holder
Every Holiday Lights
Bring -Along-Blanket
Quick~Cover
garage leaf guard
Scimitar Keyhole Saw
Plagio Crib Mattress
Hands free power toothbrush
Wine bottle pump
CartControl
ankle band socks
Better Pour 5 gallon lid.
Dissolvable pill
Windshield Wiper Heaters
Warming Runner's Headband
Hot Sholder Pads
Pee Blocker
Soil humidity sensor
blade cushion
Robotic landing gear
bounce headphones
Mighty Max-imizer
The Ultimate Travel Toothbrush
Filterglove
Pyramid Golf Bag
iPad sunglasses
Whisker
clean feet
Cell Phone Voice Retriever
Caption Eyes
Fashionably Fit Drinking Glass
CJ's
connect-an-outlet
stereo eyeframe camera
No More Bend-Overs
Quirky 3D Machine
The Box Cradle
receipt app
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Autonomus Jet way
Paint Brush Holster
Quick Change Buttons
TWIRLY BIRD II
retro scroll
EXIST-SENCE
Band aid dispenser roll
Iron Clean
FRONTAL CAR BRAKING INDICATOR
Edge up your lawn
The all mighty ear/head phones
Self-cleaning roller shutters
Shower curtain weight
The Kanga Wallet
Sprayables Food Spray
phone message printout
wireless rc servo
Eye Glass Repair Kit
Floating Figurines
the _Garden Plug_
Time has it's place, HipTime
Lost My Mind
Wearable Cleaning Supplies
Skids
The Boot Rack
TV/Computer Caller
echappement anti pollution
Find It!
Doggy Bathroom Vacum
I.C.U.
DropZone Sheild
Dust Drone
The Nanny
E-cig never die
Notfaq . Not frequentlyaskedqs
Free Buds
Solar cells in roof shingles
Read it to me.
The Ice Tube
Under Bed Storage Sleds
Dry swiffer
90 Degree IPhone Lanyard
Fitness to power
Soap Pump Handwashing Timer
Fur Ball!
App controlled ..birdfeeder
Phone Batteries
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Solar powered Mole Eliminator
Baby Book
Endless Annuals
Shower Wand Slide
Car Seat Alert
Bleeder Buddy
Fight the Flu (&amp; Colds too)
Bin Liners Made easy
Color fresh
Look Around
Cart captive
Mouth Personal Defense System
Car door kickstand
Coffee A B C
Places Locator
Sun Shade Extenion
Clueless
Laptop music stand!
TranShield
Natural Lemon Toilet Brush
Easy Alarm Clock
Babybump Sun Chair
WHAT IS A SANGRIA STRAW:
Gravolectric Power
Masquerade bags
Wireless TV cable
"Chipotle" for Seafood
Super umbrella!!
Never Forget
Open house hands free
No Sweat Cleaning Power Brush
Toothpaste Poppers
SLEEPY STRAP
Automotive Brake Light Bulb
walksafe
Self-Cleaning Sink
Solar Panel Cell Phone Cover
Easy plug ins
Glove Donning and Removing
Fitting Room
Virtual Eyes
The Vacu-Guard
iScale
Dust Free Gravity Fan
Plumbers Wall Patch
Surf-Seeker
the hit-n-finder golf ball
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Blow Dryer for Snow Removal
squat assist
In Hospital Comfort Bath
Perfect Cupholder
hard hat fan
weight distribution bat
Follow the sun solar panels
perfect pet doggy bedroom set
Car Camera remote Control
Scare free mask
Fresh Start
MyVid
The Roof mat
Ball Bucket Retriever
Shock Block
Algae preventing roof vent
Sports Announcer Mute
Temperature to go
smartphone glove tip
SkyWipers
Spinning Steam Vac
A drop in the bucket.
The Modified Selfie
Ba-Ezz
Pay First
SMELL THAT
Freight Tracking System
Home &amp; personal Protection
The Un-leash
Decorative Smoke Detectors
AUTOMOBILE ELECTRIC BLANKET
OfficeFit
Remote Beeper
The Lotion Wand
temple mask
Sperm timecapsule
Universal Hard Hat
MOVE IT WATER BOTTLE MOVER
Surprise Box
SAMPLE social media
Comfort room divider
HAIL NO!
Float wheelers
Smart multi-pet feeder
Purse sauce
Hand Dryer - Charge - Music
Drink calculator
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Multi-adjustable desk
FrameStream
Vase papier rapide
vaccuum hose wrap
OPEN UP/CLOSE DOWN UMBRELLA
Weed Needle
Twisty Shave
Rain Collecting Watering Can
Shock Socks
Perfect Peanut Butter Knife
TV remote finder
remote control finder
No More Cigarette Butts
Pet Food Catcher
Dew-free side-mirror
Air purififier toilet seat
Medi-Minder
Carbrella
Clean Top
Iphone case printer
make it up
LEGO pick
Guillocut
The Catcher
Tree belt
Boing boing
MoFlo
Breaker Breaker
PediStool
The Listening Headphones
Self fold cord
Bandit
Laundry Sorting System
Bandaid with Sunscreen loation
MOD MED
Cyber Chic Earrings
Every Last Drop
Garage Door Down
WARNING WRIST-BAND
Remote Car Cabin Temperature
Custom motorcycle LASERS
THE SHOE TRADE
TV to Smart Device
Portable Handsfree Bluetooth
teeth cover
Game Controller Report
Remote Reach Self Applicator
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Smart Sprinkler System
Tie 1 On
Home lights on via wifi
Electronic doggie door
Bathroom Sink Drain Cover
Adjustable Bike Saddle Adapter
Upgrade App for Apple Apps
anti coach potatoe
Handi-Tissue Spinner
Light it Up!
Transitions Windows
A/C Rain Silencer
Clean pro
Bathtub aquarium
Kameleon Keeper
STUDIO DOUBLE HEADPHONES
Snow Blanket
Swimming Pool Algae Filter
Drink Buddy
2- liter Soda Fountain
SUPERIOR liquid absorber plus.
Cone of quiet
Braille bottle caps
LED Fluorescent Retrofit Lamp
Sofas elevator for cleaning
Handy Vanity
THUNDERBAND
Pharm-Cover
bathroom mirror anti fogger
Automated Pill Refill Reminder
Curb
cooling underwear
cool the maqkeup
solar power street lights
directional sound sensor RESUB
Lift The Lid!
smartphon operated wall outlet
Any -TV voice controller
Tea Spatula
ECO Disposable Pail Liner
Automated Lawn Cutting System
Body Heat Phone Charger
turn your cell into home phone
IR Shower Head
Shaving Can Koozie
Andor engine
Motorized Surfboard
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Winter fingertip savers
Snug'em. Stow Your Specs
ELECTRIC HANDHELD AUGER
Recycle App Can
Mobile Coffee Dripper
Impressionable Waffles
Smartphone Satellite Connecter
Medicine Reminder
Picnic And Lawn Tables W/LEDs
Broom dustpan scraper 3 in 1
'Walking buddiez'
Sun-Safe Lounge Chair
Personal oatmeal maker
the ladder caddy
Text Tabs, Text Pix, Text Tips
â€œALL TIED UP SYSTEMâ€
Power 2 Choose
Personal skin temp monitor
Safety jacket
Braid assistant
Qlitter
Your color...Bandaids
Plerch - (Perching Light)
Smart Garage
The fold in/out bag
StrawGas
Home Breeze
Trunk Teather &amp; Tie
LoveSeat
lip stick size air freshener
phd
Shooter noodles
Key notes
Car Bag
Smart Exhaust
Baby carrier cooler
Life watch
App - Audio email read/write
Find a ball
Ceiling Wall Corner Cleaner
Sear it
hospital medical recorder
Comfort O2/ Pulse Ox Regulator
Color/Dimming Phone Flashlight
Weight Loss Watch, lose pounds
LCD Beer Tap
Walk the Turtle
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Perfect phone case
Stay plugged
Mulcher Rake Attachment
Cam Cage
hay ring cover
Rainbow Bev
piggyback
Light Beam Sizer
remote-control 'BULLY KAT!'
Trash Can Stay Put!
Golf ball locator
car garbage bags
Blanket Suspenders
Laptop Cone
Receipt Printer/Stapler
bike balast
WiFly
gel supply - ultrasound probe
The Doe Lawn Trimmer
Cuff Keeper
Lice Detector
Ride It Out
The Ping Pong Caddie
Gadget Charger/auto cut off
Ezflos Clothes
Easy Pull Extension
Sand Runners
HIPSTERers
Sensor shower head
Always On
Smart Crock-pot
Barking Doorbell
Cigarette smoke absorber
Hair Pen
The "SnugSlide"
Day Cam
Resource recycling container.
Collapsable ironing board
Early Spring
ClÃ© USB autonome
Can you guess?
Door key switch
BathTime Holders for wine/beer
Helmets 2 U
AutoPot
ShopHop
Poop-Ease or PoopEZ
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Toddler walking assist
Flyin' Drink-Ez
Binky Blanket
Eye Vision
Magnified lighted Key chain
Disposable Back Seat Protector
XactLites
Automated Pool Water Tester
Clippin' It
The TUMMIE Hugger
Lazer Pen
Light-UP! High Heel Shoes
Sole Sanitizer
Scrub Warmers
Drive-By Marketing
I'm here... Help!!!
Space catcher
FACIAL RECOGNITION CAMERA
key rock
Doctor Shoppers
Anywhere casters!
Mood music
Smart Mirror
Digital shower temperature
AMail or MyMail or?
Smart Car Starter
Xmarketer
Digital Antenna
Car Windshield ScreenProtector
Leaf Pickup Invention
Mite Eater
Heated Dresser
Test
patio furniture cushion cover
No Hole Curtain Rod Holder
light for inside car
U Power Wallet
Smart Shopper
Easier Plumb Bob
Helping Hand
refrigerator dollies
Wireless Earbuds
table top extender
BugStuc Tape
Scented Sunglasses
TV/ remotes pager
NO SPILL Litter Box
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Video Greetings/Audio
The pay as you go Travel phone
Paint extractor
Real Time Translator
Diplopia
Illuminated sprinkler
fil d'alimentation de tondeuse
Reading Glasses on Keychain
Ultimate Health Tracker/App
electric power from the river
Flat roof needle &amp; leaf guard
Comfy Grip: an ergonomic handle that reduces hand fatigue, works great on paint can handles, dog leashes, brooms, plastic grocery bags etc..
Fre infer
snowplow-proof mailbox post
stop ur kids texting &amp; driving
Instrumentals(music Box)
Surround Sound for SmartPhone
the wind mill for every home
Mobrella
S T D Condom
Easy key
"Fish Net' Leaf Bag
Heavy Item Mover
Wide treads for lawn mowers
Insulin Pump Pocket
Hand of Justice Automatic Mace
2 way conduit cutter
GPS Checked luggage Tracker
Roof Rack Protector
Inductive Spoon
Electric plug adapter
Fresh Stuff Dispenser
Dipity Doo Dad
LadderCap
Illuminating Exodus
2-Fisted Drinker
door safety for little fingers
Lift It
Bracket Hometown
ear pads
Smart solar case for iPhone
STOMP BOX!
Put-it-there!
Hot Cups
ringy drinky!!
Stopr
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seatbelt clip
KB Cuffs
hair tool organizer
WoSplit
Campfire Mosquito Repellant
Integrity social media
Wobble(rocking) Clock
The Pork-chop Stops Here
"Spring TownCar"
The feel better gag button
Battery Freezer Pack
Digital Daily Diary that speak
Easy Pull-ups
Salon hair makeover
The Touch Screen Calendar
Solar
Colon Prep Kit
Bike Golf Club Carrier
Computer Clean-Up Caddy
Double sided toothbrush
2 cycle gas aid
automatic coffee lid dispenser
Automatic Tire Shiner
Keep It Hot!
beach air chair
N-E fit cup holder
the auto recorder
Cellphone case w pouch
Garden Works
Pool Safety
Vision App
ABB for Cars
Cubicle Planters
Tysive Cursive word in type
Instant translation
3 in 1 Baby Restaurant Chair
CD Tree
Interior windshield wiper
Infusion Site Protector
Smell free burn ointment
Roll-of-Aids
Car Seat Brace
Instant Bifocals
The Storm Web
Cap-mounted light
Fence Topper
Parking lot Ad Space
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Toddler changing table
Bluetooth rechargeable padlock
The SmartFan
Velcro Easy Scrubs
Snapfire
Furniture Back Stop
kindling wood package
Electronic Flight Pinger
Cablebox rack
Venturi Chimney Cap
Personal luggage wraps
Smart Outlet
Smart Electrical Breakers
Pet Behavior Monitor
Smart Pitchers Net
Windy day table cloth
DIFFUSEUR-PORTE
Cool Baby
Fixer
Power Juggler
Even ventilation
The Change Topper
Tank covers for operating room
Inked Up Tattoo Tube
Tri-lite Safety Display
CARRIBEAN BREEZE
Smart Belt
"Split Pees"
Boot Jewelry
Perfect fade haircut guide
Microwave windshield deicer
NaviFinder
travel razor
Dream Smile Go
SMOKEY THE BEAR APP
Nightlife
E-book Page Turner
Ferris Wheel Storage
baby left in car alert
NEVERLOSE SUNGLASSES
child CarSeat Lifeguard sensor
Pet John
AC Plug Pal
better vacuum cleaner tube
Hygienic Toilet Tissues
dockmaster hands free fishing
time tape
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Kool Collar
reusable grocery bag cart hook
Clipper Hate
Remote Finder App
Snow hat earphones
Slow fork/spoon
Windows on the World
Christmas Tree Drum Stand
How to sheping malaysia?
LOTS OF LIGHTS AND SOUND
NASAL HOLDER FOR NG TUBE
Phone Cuff
medication despener box
No texting thumb band
USB Sports Adapter Extension
The Sticky Slide
clean cord
Tree Safe
The snoozer
Handi-Car Snow Remover
MAGME- Personalized Magnets
reminder sensor for devices
Flat bill
Make use of your old tablet
Spray Charcoal Lighter Fluid
VAPE TESTER
Where is my?
Closet Moving System
Shoe Purse
Cal-Q-Pen
The Bag Sleigh
"CELL" E. D. Light
Madisons Curtains
Cell Phone Home
Accucount
TP Choice with a Twist
Garden hose pathway support.
In-sync Duel Camera System
The iSee
Magnetic Power
extractor of bad vegetation
Laundry Washer - Charge It!
Multi-Purpose Organizer
Shower Tower
Broomstick paintbrush
Bear Paw
The Garden Guilletin
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Hydrogen Power Generator
cata'pets
Shower Laundry
M-Brace
Burdenless Buckets
Tell-A-Globe
Tampon Sleeve
Flat Extension Cord
The Neat Picker
glue cube
smart case
Coupon caddy
MoistEn!! - A Smart Dishwasher
i scanner
Kinetic Energy Cell Phone Case
The Cereal Solution!
New Pen Tablet
stayfresh soda
Suitcase skins
Contacts Eyeglasses Case
The easy light box
Water gun shoes
Straight Up
Flying cars
Footsies for Home Pedicure
holder for phone
Paper Towel Roll Brake
lubricant in a bag
Milk Meter
Retractable USB outlet
Mechanical Beach Umbrella
SMART RACER
Electronic dog feeder
Parent-Controlled Kid's TV
Smart Window Blinds
Improved Disposal Cover
Hands Free Clock
usb tri-key
Streamline medication Device
KeepMe Cooler
3 in 1 Coloring Kit
Shark Repell
Smart soil monitor
Induction Power Curl
Ear buddies
Tooth Pak
Quiet flush toilette
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Safe Cell
Your Choice Ink Pens
Touch open door knob
Catch laces
Toddler-proof nightstand clock
Swivel-Hook Tie Down Strap
Wet Roll
Quirky App Store
Soccer Savers
Baby Comfort Smart PowerSwitch
Digital Countertops
Magnetic Outlet Safety Cover
Travel Bed-to-Crib Converter
One-post toilet paper dispense
WiFi Doorbell
Mow-N-Go
Power Drain
Propane refill
Meal Mats
Virtual fog
Infant/Toddler Starter Straws
Bifacial LEGO
Eye Candy
Park Wizard
Solar Panel Tear Offs
Power Sport Vehicle cell phone
Marlin head cover tools
3D Pin Picture Frame
solar muti-taking
Proxi-Fence
Bra Bag
Hard Riff 2.0
Cat Toy "The Frizzler"
coffee complete
barrel cleaner
Personal Cordie
RightPlace
SkiKart
puncture hole bottle cap
Flu Killer
Eyebrow dye
Kiddie Pool Cover
Living on sunshine
Plug In Plate
Skeeter-Beater Dryer Sheets
My Beary Wife
Aros SPLIT - new family member
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Stewart Transporter
Dashboard anti glare mat
China
The Push-Pull
TOY MADE FROM RECYCLED BARN WO
Litter Mates
Pet ice cube dispensing unit
Vehicle Back-up Safety Device
smoke /carbon det.w.camera
Anti-temptation Saving Safe
PB Jar Twist (Peanut Butter)
Auto deicer
Home Water Filtration System
shower puck
iHeld
Mop Water Reclamation System
ClipPro
Foot powder tray
GIve light to the dark
Remind me Ring
Cordless power tool adapter
new habits calendar
T-BOX
Table side organizer
baÃ±o limpio
"YOU GOT A FISH!" Fishing pole
Kitchen air filter
GUARDIAN of ANGELS
fuel jug tags
REAL "COOL" PILLOW !
The Hearing Headgear
The Ordered Bed
Driveway Paper Football
The Expirator
Garage Storage Hammocks
Sound Identity
Cool Control
Magnetic Cord Coating
Color Coded Cap Set
Bunny Builders
Toy Vacuum that Really Works!
Nostrilizer
Kick Knob
12/24 VDC Battery Jump Cart
gant-eponge-raclette
PerKup
Toy Grenade
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Light &amp; Candle swing
Vanilla Wipes
Bookmark Plus
Designer bathroom trash bags
Backrest Removable Covers
the handy pole
Digi Calendar
The sink &amp; float
I am here car seat
Movie Projector Television
Unplugged Bluetooth Adapter
shark bites
electric vise
Gravity Clip
Recipe Book Protector
Beat The Heat
Star Rider
Smart Phone Baby Monitor
phone-a-fireman
Finger Gripping Good
sac a dos-gourde filtrante
"Slots" - Easy Mail Organizer
Easy Opener Pants
Rack-IT-Rocket
Smart Laundry Basket
night domino
open wardrobe
Frisbee battery recharger
Light a Match Dude!
bac ecolo
CarAntiSleep
SLIPS Racing
Boom Box
Kitchen tree for kitchen tools
Forget-Me-Not Alarm
All in one kitchen scale
Prenatal Teacher
GlassBands
Smart Yoga Glasses and SYG App
Pets on Planes
Fun Straw
Edible popsicle stick
Bathroom auto door
Programmable Air Refreshener
Solar Briefcase
Everywhere You Go
Dental clear coat
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Self Cleaning Tape Measure
Pup Scrubz
The Cube Tube
12 speed bike 1 gear cog
HANDHELD TOASTER BROILER
bluetooth broadcast
tool holding stool device
Plank
PLATTER ENSEMBLE
Taste It Cup
Indoor Cat Claw Slippers
Auto Keyboard/Mouse Switch
Heated Iphone Case
Over-the-door picture hanger
blackjack table
Bright Idea
Scam detector
Contain It Flatware Organizer
Moisture Sensor
Doggie Pal
Cool Head Gear
iWork
Pleash - the purse leash
Perfect Glass
Cool top
Fresh Iron
car cooler
Sand wetting sandbox molds
Whitening Dental Floss
WHICH IS WHICH
FastFit, Quickfit, Anklesnaps
The pin Pinsle
Hump Charge
remote alarm
Cnc controlled hand hammering
POC , Perfect Oatmeal Cover
Reusable Power Cap
Hp outdoor a planter
Drill Duster
Impossible to lose retainer
Realistic Window Scenery
Lister
sweezenutbutter
Designs By Mines
Brake Light Indicator
Loopz
Expandable Painters Tarp
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Grow-At-Home Seaweed Kit
scalp cap
Warm Ware
The All-In-One
Smart Toothbrush Holder
Cash Washing Machine
The Invisible Doorstop
SaniSizer
Photo Booth Photo Album
THE WATER GUN SMOKE DETECTOR
Pool Skimmer Net
Washer and dryer all in one
Mountain Dome Reflector Oven
Cloud Storage for Cameras
Winter Coat for your Dog House
Massage Socks
Precious Cargo Light
Car ride simulator
self sustaining vaporizer
Crispy bowl.
SHAVING BRUSH SPRAY
mobile device mount
Dual tilting keyboard/mouse
Traffic Light Counter
WHG TURBO ARROW
Body Wedges
Everlasting Receipts
Carfinder
Sleep Level Camp Air Mattress
Stain Hammer
Travel Privacy Seat Hoodie
Water Shoe-pers
ADAPTER FOR SCREW LIGHT BULB
Clean Yourself
Mag Light Magnetic Fixtures
Garden State
Intellegent Microwave Oven
Band-Aid Remover
Safe Seat
Voice Clock
Portable Liquid Toilet Paper
Water Saver Pool Filter.
Hand Heated Energy Charger
charge as you go car
The Rectal Rooter
flight data cloud storage
Child safe Car seat alarm
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Disposable Flip Flops in a Can
The Go Charge!
Smart phone third hand
Nightshade for Notebooks
Shower/Bathtub Thermostat
No Spill Magnetic Tackle Box!!
clothing
Cigarette smoke filter/capture
Scratch My Back
Freedom Urine Catheter System
balai nettoyeur vapeur sans fi
Smart Medicine Dispenser
Solar Panel Pool Cover
Handy Sprinter
Perforated Caulking Tape
Cold bev
Holiday Storage Made Easy
Disc Finder
Bug free paint
Color OUT
Universal USB Port
Flashlight Phone Charger
la gamelle d'eau automatisÃ©e
dog crate communication device
The SNACKBAG #Travel
Expandable Cutter
No Strings Attached
SolarCase
BonJourney
Full body heating pad
Cooling iphone case
Otis - a Rear Bicycle Rack
miniature car air conditioner
Cover for Insulin Pumps
Magnetic charging cable
Retractable Child Harness
Chill/THE SMARTPortable Fridge
Customizable Coffee Stick
Dumbbells Wheels
The Barr
Ceiling shoe storage
Sport Tout En UN
Support tÃ©lescopique pour smar
Wall Climbing Toy Train
Kool Can Koozie
SEW EASY color quilting needle
Toilet Foot Flasher
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buy smart
Tri-Fold Air Mattress
PULLAPET
MBF
charging station
3500cu/inTravelLuggage missing
Auto Towel
Reheatable coffee mug
Auto Maxing Storage-multi use
On Demand Water Box
Cord coverup
the stove grill
hottie feet
Automobile wind turbine
Build a home
Robot Weed Whacker
The ZipCharge
Poubelle Ã verre concassÃ©
FLOW DIAGRAM POST-IT NOTES
Flat-Pak Furniture
Connected Breakfast Machine
Lean USB heater
Sturdy plant climber
Pet Hair roller
cheat test
Camping Kayak
Thermal Ice
Rain Blade
No-Strip Lugnut
Truckers HOS Helper
COOL EAR SCREENS
Hot Cooler cup Holder
Bike Snap On Bottle
Sanitary Toothbrush holder
Creeper Beeper
Light Compact Mirror Battery
Vest Heating Pad
the vaccum smoke detector
Cool/warm vehicle
Arm Jimmy
Creeper Keeper / Weed patrol
Stray-Alert System
the Bear
Power Magnetic adapter
Self cleaning lens case
The UP lift
Bar pour deux chiens
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Smart Card Drive
FreeRider
The Guardian Child Seat
Push-pin Holder
plumbing fixture
Portable ear bud case
solar battery tender
WaterBottle for Safe NightWalk
branch 2
RollPhones
Wi-Fi Enabled Pill Dispenser
PictureMe - be on the image
No More Land Lines
Shaped Toss Game Boards
Pen-pal
Enjoy Winter
The stink stick
Mobile brasalete
Germ-Free Door Opener 4 Heel!
Postural undershirt
Vent Covers for Toddlers
Combing Flatiron
The unbreakable controller
Attachable Guitar/Bass stand
Tablet Dock Clock Radio
Airbed
boitier wifi solaire
Showershade
Endless Water Gun
USB Cable's Life Extender
Texting finger teets
Adjustable Tabletop Garden
Flashing brake lights
Rightfeel
SwageU
JoyAir Smart Straightener
Loco-Push-Bag
iAdapt
Potty Dome
RANGE PULLS
Disposable Cups Identified
Vehicle Border Alert
Freshvac
Track wheels for disabled
Shower head timer
Baby Bottle Sounds
adam
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SoleSaver
multipurpose lid indooroutdoor
"Geordi"!!!
Better Binder
Gumâˆž
Smart Case for cell phone
push mower steering mechanism
Bit Name
bug free windshield
no touch wash and dry
Grill tools cabinet
WiFi Ceremony Camera
Wipe 'N Go
Imagine Nation
Gel Comb
2 tetes pour 1tuyau d'arrosage
Credit Card Solar/USB Charger
Infant mutipurpose t-shirt
MP3 BÃ©bÃ©
Fancy Fence
Jaw muscle excerciser
Porte-vues grossissant A4
Alarm Tech
The End
Quick hinge
CAG (Compressed Air Generator)
Spoonful of Sugar
Olive oil towelets
Fishing Reel Radar
Swift Knife
Fishing Cannon
Sac poubelle sans fuite
Kite wind
Stadium Whistle
4 in 1 Speakers
Permanent Holiday Lights
Automated window tint.
Sharpening Knife
Disintegrating Sign
Life Grenade
Rockmore Guitar Support
The Lost &amp; Found Tracker
Seed Injector
Button down sheets &amp; comforter
snow white
Wireless switch
Velcro Belts !
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Perforated Packing Tape
DENDEN
Oscillating Scrub Brush
wearable tech for old people
Remote Control White Noise
Digital Greeting Cards
Modular car engine
ForeverLeadz SCool PENcil
Nurse's Friend
HANDY GLOVE
claremoms pampers
Removable Retractable Traction
I scrub u
Portable Power Supply
PhD degree via toilet paper
Grandma's Kitchen Scrub Brush
WireBox
chopper big wheels
Parent Seat Stroller
Bathtub Racer
Beverjack
Painter's Cleanup Wipes
cooperative puzzle game
Water free soap dish
Battery operated lights
straight line maker
P2P
key/phone locater
female cat's sex toy
The Safest Dog Car Harness
A/C Blower Supercharger
Portable kettle bell
Anti-Itch Bandage
App-enabled Pill Bottle
Adjustable Bottom String 4 Lax
Telescopic Wall Third Arm
Digital Stereo Recorder (DSR)
continuous auto water storage
Item chain justiceRating label
Traffic Navigator
Automated pet feeder.
Sound Drone Dinner Bell w/ Cam
Kompact Kase
What's that alarm pinger
Heavy Water Ice
Solar Bright Bugshield
Safe Lock
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High rise Safety
Disposable capes for Haircuts
Nav-Visor
Fan control hub
Hot and spicy deer jerky
COOLING FLASK
anti gravity lift
Versatile Rocking Chair
Carry on!
iPad mini / iPhone 5
Virus Hunt
Pockprot
Tidy Driver
Refrigerator control App
Daily Dose Water bottle
Water Cooler Doll
Multi-Scoop Blender Bottle Cap
Sink Safe
Neckie Bear
Bedside lap table
Cell Phone Security Camera
Cigarette Box with lighter
Quick Checkout
Gloves With Power
Business Suite
Spy wear
Push button cam on cars
PET "FORGET-ME-NOT"
Reduce the size of a C-Pap mac
Mobile Stand Keychain
Machine Ã faire le mÃ©nage
iPhone Space Dock
Q-eauty Mask
Retractable leash w/key holder
Neck Ease Lanyard
Padds
ShoeBellows-AirThoseDogsOut
Quirky Stylus
Pot bÃ©bÃ© transparent !
Non-plug Christmas lights
Duo Thermoelectric Cooler AC
Adjustable adult stander
Un crayon pour tricher
Smart calorie tracker
The Cleaner
Make any sink a touchless sink
The Cozy Lamp
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Wifi secured delivery receiver
Headphones
Plant Water Sensor
Reclining church Pew
Tumbler Filter Straws
Data Transfer Cable
temporary tatoo machine
BMX / Street bike accessories
Potato Box
bottle
Testeur de prise de courant
You've Got Mail
Dice Wars
Soap Leech
Half &amp; Half Blanket
Bike Slicker
SPF Detector Sunglasses
The Anti Popper
Handy Handle
6 decorative waste cans/liners
Quick and Easy Ice Tray
Golf Club Hat Rack
'No Ones Home' Security Light
Drag Ezz
Desk Bobble for Home Office
Battery operated Flat Iron
Spinner Mailbox
CRITTER
School bus stop arm.
Cook-N-Time
Soap Sticker
Text 2 HDMI
NEVERWET Toiletry Travel Case
NO Strain Strainer
Chop Right
Clean Can!
iStand
Back Scrubber
Key Tracker
The NEXT Smart light-bulb
Instashop
GIFT GUIDE AND REMINDER APP
Smart Backpack
Variable-Distortion
Smart Wipers
Smiling Coffee Cup
Tie down rope supreme
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Medical Injectibles Management
Pet Tents
Personal Swim Raft Anchor
Rear View Mirror Safety System
Contractor Personal first aid
toy globe of culture
Photochromic vehicle windows
Bed Maker
Quad-Sharpener
Vehicle run generator
Gillz
Bob'Ice
Universal faucet sprayer
Rain Tote
AUTOMATIC LOCKER and UNLOCKER
wash on the go
Whisper Buds
paint caddy
Multi-Phones blutooth devices
Tub Saver Bag
No mo overflow
Temporary Dress Shirt Button
Don't bust the ball
Hook of sleeve of vacuum clean
Prescription label destroyer
Lighted Makeup Brush
Tanning With a Baby Bump
Joggers Safety Vest
Grape Slicer
Obscurities
Children's stuttering book
Smartphone Airbag
Affordable Home, 4 Hour Build
Cell Mate
Atlas ties
Modular Blowup Water Slide
Unadulteration Bottle Pal
Listen to TV sports in a bar
Clothes Drying Greenhouse
automatic soap dispensor
Sunglasses headphone
BALLET ELECTRONIQUE
Painter's Masking Stick
Puzzled
The
Smart Vent
School Bus Speed Camera
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sticky stick
sHOWER PRESET
AROMATIZANTE
Always there Footwear
Wink Fan
e-Calendar
'Clean Wheel'
Media Wheels
EZ-CONTACT-LENS
back pet
Bubble Wrapped Eggs
Tent Air conditioner
On the go studio
See &amp; Shine
portable damage
EcoClips or Eclips
Powerstrip Organizer
Porchdrop
Dapper protector
MISS-WAAK
Jump Start Charger
Portable makeup
FInd purse or someone lost
Smart bureau
Spin Clean
Safegrip charger
retractable leash w/key holder
sac a main recharge telephone
shade dog
Ice cream scoop warmer
Smart Tap
Shower Shade
Ipod Necklace
Brite Hands
Polar Cup
thermo cell
Custom magnetic photo scenes
Fashion shin socks
09167673311,==Vashi Call Girls
REMOTE CONTROL CHASER!
Best bedsheet corners ever
45lb Revolving Barbell
Marteau plante clou
Monitor Rack
TravelBed â€“ Taking dreams far
Bed Liner Scraper
Ecoblocks
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STOP SMOKING APP
PICTURE PERFECT MONOGRAM
Pour Over Pro
Cookie Cutter Pumpkin
Phone Case
Le RÃ©galado
60 Gallon Oil Drain Pan
Swimmer Goggle Timer
Lawn mower aerator attachment
SHAADE The Portable Umbrella
Chipz-Find Everything You Lose
Power Phone
Footswitch
Rack em â€˜n Stack em
Drink Saver
Shade N Spray
DISPOSABLE DOG POOPER SCOOPER
Sitting Spinner
Y Cleanup
Armadillo Power Strip
Easy Text
Auto Body Door Skin Dolly
Spiral Downspout
My QR Connect Sticker
MagMir
The Bathroom Blaster
Swivel Broom/Rake Combination
Hidden Ears
Wake Up
WarmSurface Rugs
live trap
Belly Up
Pop It Scrubber
Deep bed truck tool storage
tire track sweeper
Write light laser pointer
I-MATE
Juste dance violetta
Beach Rugs
SMART Self-Clean NANO Mirror
G Reciept
Supply- The Board Game
Portal Improvement idea
Inflated, water backpack
Inline lights
kitchen dustbin/Trash can
The Oasis
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wind-o-brella
Wait No More
Child safty alert wristband
Protect Your Skin From Makeup
Rapid Shoes Wash
sleeptight
LaptopLight
Hang Ten foot pad
Snow Pusher
Poubelle recycle sac plastique
StayFresh Spray
multi-power drill
yoga mat roller
Nomade Ã©lectromenager
iCare
The KD storage unit
Walker Boot
Bathroom-Auto privacy tent
The PopCup
Power Pad
Bed frame wheel cover
Wireless lawn sprinkler system
Swish Brush
Calorie counting spoon
Clothes hanger
RearView
Telescoping Kite Launcher
Curved long mop sponge cleaner
toilet paper disp. with wipes
Portable Rain Boots
Girdle Air Bag
WATERLESS TOILET
Self Suffiinet Wind Generator
Spice Organizer Storage System
Flick
Ever-neat
Reusable Headgear Lining
Cheaper Creeper
Crack This
Fingertip Knife Guard
Detachable paint supply holder
Kibble Top
Add-A-Pocket
AH
Apple TV Remote Loss Preventer
Sensor Pad for Car Seat
Top Water Pool Cleaner
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Seebelt
kjasdkjf
Couche Ã sac
Clicker Caller
vented toilet seat
Stay cool Cooler
No refrigeration food preserve
Spoon Buddy &amp; Fork Buddy
JAWS bicycle stand
French Toast Baster Brush
Green Tees
airto
Sex Contract
On the Ground Background
i apron
iDiagnostic
Rotating Tray Tool Box Revised
support mug Ã gobelet
cooling tape
iMower
SOFT STOP Retractable Dog Line
mini log cabin for kids
Inflatable Travel Hoodie
CarePhone
EYEGLASS FRAME JEWLERY SNAPS
Hang-R
blusic
Ipad Wheel Rider
Easy Up Shade Cloth Canopy
TRUEVIEW Mirror
LÃ¨ve pot
Electric thermos
Doggy Secure Lap Pillow
cool elegant speakers
Director Set
fam - app
Sports Helmet Padding
UV cellphone/I-pad to clean!
Bluetooth Walking Cane
Pace-Mate
Smart Outlet
Thaw out
charging square
Super Cane
trapazoidal dining table
Floating camping tent
The Recharging Remote Base
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Baby Props
Quick Shift
App Window Fan
Botella Â¿Anti-derrame?
Mon cache perso pliable
Digital Vanity Mirror
Hands-Free Remote
The Bravery Band
SELF CLEANING MICROWAVE
BowRiffic!
Block - Punch Remotely
Ceramic Travel Mug
The golf stroller
Dog Gone
Charger Transmitter
Your two cents
BakeCup
STAF
The EverLasting Car
Solar Panel Beach Chair
Range Flyer
Adjustable Cup Size Bra
Potable Wifi
Click

&amp; Swim

percission alarm cl0ck
Street Gear
Child Safety Seat Belt Alarm
motorcycle seat cover
Health Pad
Different Colour Tires
Glow in the dark key hole
$
Modular portable generator
Device for Ventilating Pants
Mini Collapse - Crock Pot
Spiral Cord
Love Your Lube
hawain tropic cologne
Pillow Pocket Pajamas
Secret Safety
V-Bling!
no-brush toilet-towel
prise colonne rotatif
Energy Trees
Automatic Deer Attractant
No noise alarm clock
Quick Coffee on Demand
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CLONESUN
Bouchon capsule sirop
Removable Large Putter Grip
Cordless Non-Gas Space Heater
Cell Phone Car Alarm
Workout Pad
Funny Carpet
The Body Enforcer
One-piece pressure Gage
M.Y.O Laundry Soap
Umbrella shield
The Locator
car vent controller
FunBurger
Easy read level
Smart Watch Band
RoPow
Trash Walker
G-Bag
the fender lizard
FETCH A Revolution in Homework
SELF CHECKOUT CART
Sellador de bolsas solar,
Clean and Storage Hairbrush
Toilet Seat LiftingTabs
cartera anti robo
Clipper Catcher
Baby Saver
sprocket windmill
Bobble Butt doll
Travel the World App
Old Farts back zit squeezer
Smart E-Panel
Tick Tock
Fishing Hepler
Eye movement sport cam
The Nubbster
Mohawk Mailbox
SportsMate
Social Media HUD
Little Art Teacher/Interactive
Stylogum
Party cam
Security Straw
The LockCup
Universal Garbage Lid (UniLid)
Story Daze
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Ready leash
Multiple fuel source Robot
ReKey
Stape
Hsjxjx
Great Grow Hoe
air wrist cell phone holder
Sentry Light
QuirkCase - Digital Smart Case
The Cheetah Rat Trap
MyCan
foldable wheels for bicycle
MyCoach football
Ecouteur a rallonge
Room Interior with SmartPhone
Bluetooth Car Seat Speakers
Wireless Hair Blower
Holographic Fire Pit
Touchless light switch
Beach Blanket Tote
Papp
3in1 Instant kitchen redecore
porte sac
Electronic Sun Shade Case
Wireless Alage Cleaner
Truck
Windshield Wiper Deicer
seat belt clip sustainer
Find my phone
Tailgating warning device
PRO CAM LEGS
Snowman maker set
Infrared home register
KISS
K-Offee coffee dispenser
The Silent Caddy
Bendable Tablet Holder for Car
Milk Beads
see previous, left out 1 dwg.
L'anti terre sÃ¨che
Baby on board alarm
bracelet GPS
Emergency Water Distiller
Flash-memo
ajustable foam beverage cooler
Fishermans Backpack
Organic Pool
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Fish &amp; Birds Don't Mix
Carabiner Hook Organizer
Smart Steam Oven (GE)
iPill
retractable phone charger cord
adjustable thermos
Parts storage bin
SolarMiniFridge
Handstand Cup
Door skin Dollie
Lid clips
Rotating cube for advertising
Sustrato maker
Walk-With-Me Keyboard
Cloud Nine NIGHTGUARD
Scanners for warehouse shelves
iPhone jumper cables
Expansion Lugs
amazing memory drill app
Autonomous table mat
floating pool hammock
doggy potty
Weather Protector
The mow bot
Light in phone jack
the cellular pouch
CLEAN SCREEN JEANS
Myselfy
earphones cardholder
Dog Gone Hair
Cobra Mouse Holder Arm Rest
Anchor Picni Blanket
Beer Tongs.
Jiggle Charger
Self-cleaning toaster
Personal Bulletproof Vest
icool - Sleepwear
E-Z Reader
Reading Glasses Chain
travel gloves
acne salve
Cool Case
AptPanels
Herb Tool (working)
Se repÃ©rer dans le noir
knife holder
Bounce Back
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Thanks, but I've got it!
Dual Flashdrive
flashkey
AllTerrainMill
Snap IN Car Seat
Easy Lawn Chair Roller
Wireless Electricity
Cyber Light
Magic Extention Cord
Toy Leash
spring magnetic engine
new quirky
Modifiable HDMI &amp; Audio Cord
Treasure Hunter for Vehicles
BassDrum Image Projector.
Burn Away
Pool Labyrinth Game
Cool Brella
DigiPaws
Bagage cabine facile
Cair Brush
Traffic Courtesy Lights
taco bowl
Safe keeper
ELECTRONIC ESTETOSCOPE
Smart Remote Control
Dog House Mister
Elias Jerez Cooling System
Lit Vase
Safety First
Safety on Campus
E.C.B. Extra Clothes Backpack
QuickZip
Swim Lap Counter
Natural House Cleaner Bottle
Bark stopper
world smartest Heater
The Head, Butt, and Body Towel
Watch Tv
Modern day Alarm Clock plus
child or pet alarm/alert
Nightstand dock for Surface
L.E.D. Watch Light
hookless shower curtain
Customizable Holiday Lights
Garage door movie screen
Flour Box
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Hygiene Wallet Card
Thumb Print Activated PadLock
Hydro Electric Power Collector
3D - Bikinis
Sparkle your Bike
Robotic Grass Cutter
The Baby Stopper 5000
Story Time Teddy Bear
Green Mower
Window Without A Window
Pressure Cooker &amp; Steamer
SPLASHGUARD
Smartphone Clip For Laptop
Holey Cats
Envelope Kids TM Club
Bike Training Grip
Plant Potting Helper
U-TURN: ROTATING LAPTOP
Suremark
Glue sponge
ROLL-A-ROOF
Conceal Carry Shield
Shelter Safe
HDMI
smartcook
Digital Meat Thermometer
CUSTOMIZABLE PVC PIPE CANE!
People and animal water cooler
P.A.Y.G
Truck Ramp
Find My Goods
Protect Yourself
Active Fuel Saving Generator
alarm gpscarkeys
One Stop Pop
Quick-Prop
Biometric Doorbell
Travel Loofahs
T Bid
Fabric Gift Bag
PANTALOONS W/BUILTIN CONDOMS
Baseball hat washing appliance
Barbeque grill fine tune temp
The only RC alarm clock
findit
First Beachtowel Anchor
Cool Box Pedal Pannier
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Shave Level
mustease
Deny the eye in the sky
FIND IT
Timer power strip (with alarm)
From External to TV
Picnic n household Server
Clique clÃ©
Sneaker Clean
Sockies
Hot Wheel.
Smart-lock
Edible Tape
Facespa washing mask
Button-Mag
Sonic Technology Robot Vacuum
you've got mail
PERSONAL EMERGENCY LIGHT
Easy-Open Window Jack
Solar powered LED house Number
Code It
American Hairless
The Noodle Tamer
SNOTS
Gorilloves
Cell Phone lifesaver
Portable Invisible Fence
protection
letter Matic
HOVERBOARD
Doggy swim booties
The Palm Shower Massager
Soporific fillable pillow
TrimRazor
Camp Light Thermos
life locator
TOOTHBRUSH &amp; TOOTHPASTE HOLDER
"Gluettach" or "Attachshitt"
Road Pizzas
workAbility Ball
EYE C UFO
icool - Bedsheets
MagnetCase With Speaker
Sand-rolling Cooler
MP3 Skipping Rope
The Two-Handled Toilet
Condorella
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Digital Mapping Dog Fence
HomeSmart Energy system
"SpinSpoon" - Baby Spoon
digital picture frame
Wireless meter reader
BETTER MOUSE TRAPP
Swing sense
Heat Wave
Wrap in a Box
Handy Ironing board
Wireless Power
Attic Ladder
Collapsible Strainer Pot/Pan
EarlyCaught Covers
Teepee phone case
Soapoo (Soap + Shampoo)
FRUIT STORAGE
Game Rollers
audio cable protector
Child locator
Cable Quick-Throw
DietFork--Dont eat so fast!
Golf6S (golf success)
Tundra Diaper Genie
INSTANT nail dryer. Not 5 min.
Sensormatic ball picker
oil tank gauge
EnviroMat
Dog Collar Bottle Opener
EARmetro
Kitchen Light Now
Lap Reader
Bar Tray
Clear Electric Pool Fence
Kids Port-Fold Tabletennis set
Automatic Coupon Point of Sale
DISH FISH
Everywhere Charger
EZ Christmas Light Hanger
Pivot USB
Portable Graphic Pad and Pen
Ornamental Retracting Pet Lead
solid rubber tire sectioned
Text and Go (TAG)
Celebricons Celebrity Emoticon
Video-Game Library
Dart Screen
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The duo chill pad
Vortex-Shaped Cotton Swabs
Coffee O
FANtastic Organizer
Swingset water park
All in 1 Drywall Repair Kit
Ultimate Laundry Basket
ICE PERFECT FRIDGE
Smart Rest
Gyro Sonic Toothbrush
Allscan Laptop Scanner
Snokbox
WINK Smart Bookshelf
New Age of Lightning
Screen share
Raised Hideway Hose Reel
Port-A-Potty to go
Glowguide Tape
SimpleLife Electric Shaver
The lazy man's thermostat
Un-spill able bowl
EverGo - shoe Cycle Lights
Solar cell cover charger
Fire Safety Switch
Charger adapter
Bad Habit - Stop Filler Words
Savin E (Save Indoor Energy)
Suger &amp; coffee dispenser
Cellphone Booth
Inductive Magnetic Outlet
LIGHT UP MAGNI-CLIPPER
Expandable Log Keeper
Lock Check
Curtain Keepers
baby butt banners
Wheelchair Battery Booster
Basket Organizer
ladder shoes
Dear Connector
Vespa CrissCross Cell Mount
Life Pulse
Vactory field techostarter
Hold Tight -multipurpose grips
pick up trash tool
electric shoe brush
Tylenol / nause patch for kids
Kinetic Powered Screwdriver
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Solar Powered Plant Rotator
Bottle Bling
Emergency shave (E-shave)
Future Lock
farm silo turbine
Color Bubble Pals
Hale Storm Mat Car Protector
SPF 55 waterproof tanning foam
Non-folding Car Cover
The Smart Pill Box
PeeBoo
Gravity-fall hydro-turbine
Easy Dropper
No Tie Tomato Cage
Lost &amp; Found
BearPaw--Gardening Gloves
Hip shovel
WELLS PRESCRIP. LABEL SHREDER
Auto-Follow App For Drones
ClÃ© plate passe partout
exer-clean, exer-grip
Juegos que generan energia
Treat-Leash
Smart Device with a Phone Jack
Lazer Spotter
quick new door.
Apt. Utility Sink (Mobile)
Ultra Low Cost Shoes
seakeylock
In the mood light
Identity Bookbag
Skipbo card holder
Dobla
Handbag Air Conditioner
GPS MP3 Player
Aqua Level Sensor Alarm &amp; App
MULTI-ROOM GAME BOX
I-See Smart Phone Camera Eye
Buddy Boat
PivotPower Argentina/Australia
GameFace Travel Eye Mask
Smart Phone Sleeper
CAD-Nails
Convertible rake-hoe
Plunge and Done Can Opener
Power Bike
Trendy mirror
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Table pour voiture
tenis de color
Rise and Shine
Heated Shoes
GETAGRIP GAMER'S GLOVES
Shower Curtain Memorization
outdoor photo frames
Handle Tool Holder
Hot and Cold cooler
My Shade
Beach Brellas
Carseat Reminder
Portable EV battery + adapter
Smart+App Hair Dryer+ Station
Child recordable alarm clock
TV Finger Scroll Sensor
Modular Door / Window Fan
SMART-CRAWL
quick adjustible tie down
Quirky Paid Card
GouttiÃ¨re sur crÃ©maillÃ¨re
Multi-Device Battery Charger
brush/comb w/ mirror handle
Folding christmas tree
FOOD CHEWING METER
Wireless Electronic Charger
safety window gate
Starmac System
R/C GOLF PUTTING CUP
Baby Car Alarm
Cord clip
Tennis Pro
Solar Power
Jump Rope Splash
Phone Dome
Changable Table Tops
KineticCharger for two wheeler
DuraLast mailbox platform
Cruise control indicator light
WATERWHEEL ELECTRIC / WWE
Trouvetout.
mids
Disposable Power
the holder
Power Flag
Round Cushion Brush
Solo Tanning Oil Dispenser
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The Bulb
Stop Texting and Drive
Solar-Energy Furniture
Voice Controlled Shower
traje encojido
Indoor grill cleaning sheets
RC Boat for Trolling Lures
40 oz. foamy
the auto charger
Mad Codes!
Walker Guidance Handle
Fort Alarm
Bluetooth Cassette Tape
glovemouse
Digital dinners
Golf Club Labels
Bedside Radiation Shield
Plastic iPad Bodyweight Stand
Dual use lamp/flashlight
Anti-Terror Device
a Gay Bar
NoRake
Smart Hose Sprinkler
Customizable wallet
soundblast tv
Love2Move
Active-Wall Matrix Wallcover
Live frame
Carryon
haut parleur running
Rotating Door Stand Plus
Golf Time
Donation Display/Counter
The 'Oops Pick-it-up
FLAVOR SHOTS
Domino-Toggling Tracks
Forward IR Automotive System
Call It
Make Electric For Home
Spiffy Sponge
Olive Oil Kitchen Wipes
TwoxTen Cat Auto Feeder
the temperature
Safety features place sendingp
Electronic Paint
ecpc connector
GPS 2
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Stain Pre-Treater
zcx
Mobile Mirror Me
Pasta Pockets
Child seat belt lock
HappySpitter
Recycle K
Safe/Smart Electricity Outlet
WINK Meet SNUPI
Wireless/Silent Doorbell
Blah blah
BoÃ®te mono-couverts
Quick Mount Car Tire
Petflector
ventilador automatico
Handy Dandy Slicer
Curve Desk Top Screen
PillowCaser
LED light string
SPIFFY SPONGE
How2 shoes
App Enabled pipe cable finder.
The power shower
Picture Perfect!
PorkfolioXL
Pharm-Assist
Spaghetti Container Dispenser
Google Glass for Kids
The chainsaw buddy
SAFE-T-CONE
"Eden Stones"
Sydney's Vampire Diary
smooth ride bike seat.
Tee Buddy
Mommy Beatz
Woof walker
Complete Irrigation system
Chaussons a clips
MatchPod
Precise Ice Cubes
Lighting Kite
App Enabled Watche
Smartest window Blindes
beer top badge
Grocery Buddy
Nail Sparkles
Save H20 - Water Leak Detector
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portable plug
Water Wisp Propeller
Child Car Seat Sensor
Child Seat Alarm
That noise. You know what it is, it's the sound of your neighbor taking out the trash bin. And it's just as loud when you do it, until now.
Incredibly Comfy Piano Bench!
frein variable
CU (like see you)
Remote Control Generator
On A Roll
Stink Bug Buddy
Inertial Primer (Free Energy)
Instant Protein Shakes
Glo in the dark valve stem cap
Adjustable ergonomic phonecase
emergency rescue baloonlarg
iPhone 5 case biking-walking
Mattie
HairGon (Like Calgon)
DVD/Blu-Ray 6 Disc Changer
Bag Holder Pro
puppy glove
Wind Sinner yard light
Drain Bucket
SCREW BIT SCREW HOLDER
modern table light
FRA/ME
HERE I COME Door Sensor
fun seat belts
combination window and shutter
Car Sun Shade &amp; Snow Cover
Jaws Dishwash Helper
Bed Safety Alert Sensor
True Life Safety
Store Eyes
Chariot a verrin
Portable Solar Charger
detector de zapatos
PLASH
Distance Monitoring and Alarm
Smart dog leash and harness
Tight Dress Zipper
apartment screen
Ice Sock
MiVu (My View)
Fire Protection for the home
Pad Charge
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Everyone DJ player
Safe Baby Carseat Sensor
Double-lid peanut butter jar
Solar Air
Do You Have Everything?
Cone of Silence -Private Cell
Belt Jewelry
Scented styling
Beer Koozimeter
Rollpot
Snap Port Hole Helmets
Deli Counter Containers
XBOX 360 AIR FILTER
Reclaimed Coaster &amp; Frames
Press to Impress
gfunk
Shake and Take
Frozen Massage Tools
Magnetic gloves
Self-learning Risk Management
HOP SCOTCH DELUXE
Tea Refuser
Pulsating water cleanse teeth
Wall mounted charger caddie
Mud Knife/screw driver
Mommy's Helper
The travel nail polish crate
AntiTheft Fuel Cap Truck
Clickin Bulb
LightSaber
Umbrella hanger
Envelope Glue
PATIO/GARDEN HOLDER
Strollpak
Toothurty
Bottle Opener Glove
WIFI Enabled HVAC Floor Vent
Headstones
Food for Thought
X-Ray app
wall outlet rotary switch tap
Le Â« Chariot intelligent Â»
GH 8 phone holder for car
Family wash
The Home Urinal
Crystal Clear 3-hole Punch
switchy
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The Value Chip
Reverse Osmosis Factory
Coral plant holders
self sustaining car
Rubber mouth grip
sparkling waterfall
Windodoodle
Windshield Wiper bug cleaner
Refrigerator Lazy Suzan
Hose Holder
Saving the Cheese
iPad Cool Case
dolly like no other
All natural skin protection
TRIEUSES LINGE MULTI-CAPACITES
Printtop
Shaving Cream Holder
APP ENABLED HEAD/NECK PILLOW
Movie Poster
Perfect universal Sun Shade
Lorsh Pad
Bell Cart luggage / rain cover
ScootCase
Stays COLD from Fridge 2 Table
Lifeproof Charger
unleashed
Inline Round Lounge
Hot/Cold Gel Rotating Massager
Exfoliate
Sunglasses Pen
My Medicine Bag
Maybe Not 4ever Tattoo U
rainforest shower curtain
Suctioning tape measure
The Garage Caddy
Pill Cutting Funnel
Augmented Reality Cardgames
Click-it Chair
The AppCard
Smart Fuse Box (GE + Wink)
Butter Cup
Mocapp
no mess painter
Portrait Light
The Smart Centripetal Frisbee
Self-It Measuring Tape
Poop freeze
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Handheld air conditioner
Aromatherapy Head Case
Study with me
Armsie
COol Glasses
Cellphone Projector
Portable ceiling fan
Electronic ice cream scooper
sinus relief carfreshener
Clean case
Window A/C for horizontal open
facial jewelry
Reflective seatbelts
Electricity by Air Friction
Digital Speedometer Taillights
Split Personality
Inflatable booster seat purse
plant &amp; animal watering system
Adjustable oven rack
computer window
CupCase
Assiette antidÃ©rapante
FanBrella
Adjustable tree stake
Customizable Foundation Tube
One-touch ClimateChange
Cool paws
Livre Ã plat, lecture facile
AlwaysHere Keychain
solar sprinkler controller
Light Up Your Life
jelly bean pin-pencil caps.
caught'em
safety pet leash
Attachable Drink Coaster
Smoke Detector
FRS Fencing system that pays$
Enroute digital signage
mp3 player ear gage
THE MOVIE STRAW/SHARE A STRAW
Find it
Check Please
Palm Shocks for Crutches
rotating cat comb
The Ax tablet stand
Sensory Immersion Speakers
Lifesaver umbrella
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Precision Knife Sharpener
Composit Hand Tools
placement basis for ipad or ta
Portable Light Tower
Smoke detector in can lighting
Carbage
Wonders in My World
The Doughnut Caddy
TV Bumper
Ecouteurs pour sportifs
Kick Arounds
Pencil Flags of All Nations
$ Saving Machine for Kids
"Hang Loose" Cell Phone
finger print lighter
Wheel Light
local fish buddy
PsuedoNight
pocket snowboarding pole
STOP ! LE VERNIS QUI COULE
Home Window Rain Deflector
Selfie Glove
Chariot Ã©lÃ©vateur
interchangeable sneaker logo
Antigermicidal Bathroom Handle
Talking Plant Stake
Iphone Lighter
Camper dual tank weigh scale
Handy Grip
The 3rd Arm
Wireless ekg
Armadillo for Iphone
No-Fly Away Umbrella
Big hole beach sandal
SignHelp
Motorize your blinds
device to search tv remote con
WATER WAR
Spy Not! Camera Cover
Waitress (or waiter) Buddy
Project Yourself
Foot lotion applicator/massage
Mall Finder
Cyborg Sports Band
Hospital grade iPad Case
Anti-perspirant/Deodorant Pads
PURR-FECT PICTURE HANGER
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Change your view and relax
sunsetter pet palace
Musical faucet extender.
Car bed
Clipperz
Duel Tredcycle
"Ruffle~Eaze"
Chocolate Nutella Squares
anti-microbial vacuum cleaner
Power Inverter
Water Filtration Bottle
MicroStir
Multi-recharge mobile
Smart Bar
Baby spoon
Extension Ladder Tool Holder
Corbeille s'ouvrant par le bas
3D Fibonacci
Click and grow power strip
The Travel Drawer
Highchair Helper
Divided Dish
Life In the Clouds
AllKoopedup.com chicken coops
greengrass
Not so Lazy Susan
Dryer Vent Reclaimer
scissor safety lock
Freerange
Baby Carseat Alarm
Cord Plug
deflatable clothing stretcher
mini bladz..!
Helicopter Confetti
Solar Charger Extenda-Case
The Lazy Mans Tent
Raise
HDR Sunglasses
tes
Ecigarette Car Mount
Phone/Phablet/Tablet
Tape Tabs
Slide out computer
Trowel seed sowing function
Maid to Order
WINK LED Bulb Color and Sound
smart light
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THE ROLLER TOWEL
Chill Pad
Deet Sheet
Headliner Upholstery Magnets
Home Image Scanner
Snipit
No leak toilet seal with lock
SugarFree M&amp;Ms
wifi projection calendar
Wireless hdmi cable
Je`Niya Fragraces
Screen Saver
RVMH "No Texting" Reminder
Hand cranked toothbrush
No-Noise Hoover Attachment
Bucket Drain...
shower back scrubber assistant
Beach &amp; Park Safety
bean bag cleaner
Smart koozie
charger with cable management
Shape Controll/power Controll
shower suit
Shower Deflector
Salon Spray Bottle Warmer
Toddler talker
Magnetic belt
Automatic Feeder
Totey the Turtle Motor Drive
Touch Up Shave
Pedal Power
Back Seat Baby
Universal Umbrella Holder
Mini alarma portatil
Tummy Slider: stair vests
HE-MAN EVER STIK BAND AIDS
e-Hive
Cool dash
iWatch Battery Strap
CommBadge for iPhone &amp; Android
internert en cortos
travel money
Lillypads
telescope tennis racket
Fan Sleeves
SMACK A LIGHT-Game
Plaid anti poil
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T.C
Tracker
clean look
iPhone speaker case
Underwater Pool Game
Wanderlust App
Fart catcher
doggie birthday cakes
The Legio Fortissimo
Ring-pull
Alert Lock
Item Locators
one handed weed eliminator
Razor Water Pick
ClÃ© USB affichage autonome
bird bath combo feeder
Smart Lighting Simulator
Child Car Seat App
GE-Mobility Device/Patient
swivel cart
SmartLure
Alarm Clock w/ Vibrating Pads
Quick peel diaper pad
light bag
Weed Killer Dispenser System
iShade
night music
Mednav
snowbust
Backyard Waterpark
Vital Alert
Pest Control System (PCS)
Ceiling Fan/Heater
Smart Shower Curtain/Liner
Rabbit Sack
Auto scaffold
Anywhere cell charger
homeland defense
Sleeve Saver
Movie Theatre Sani Wipes
Bobble Butt
Nano Ball Machine
Solar Window AC
Safe Carts
Enviro-Bedset
Waterless Toilet
Multi-Flask
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Grill Sliding Skewers +
Mini Salad Bar
Perfect goatee
open n sesame
The Furry Friend Umbrella
Flight Buddy
Deck screw remover
Remote Install Sprinkler Head
attachable hat strap or band
BLUETOOTH MEGASCREEN-app games
A mobil sign for travel
Germ Free Doorknob
Green Clothes Dryer
2 Headed Phone Charger
Feedme Peels Flower Pot
Cigarette Stem
Theft prevention
X Outlets &amp; Power Strips
PuzzleCord
Box Opener Plus
Touch Password
Jazzie
Smart Rover Metal Detector
Bin Shaped Carry On Bag
dog food maker
Comfort by the sun
RainMaker
Solar-powered Induction Mat
Non-Distracted Driving
Tweeder
Bad Habit, Take A Breath Band
Bougie rÃ©utilisable
The New Generation Generator
Gandalf tampon
packable colapsable hardhat
1/2 size triangle case
Medical Mouse
pro sports marketing
Quik-Dry Clothes Rack
Cool Baking Pan
Cooling cast
Hard Lap Top Case with Lift
Hat Brim Bender
coque tÃ©lÃ©phone
HelmiLiteMirror
NFL Hanging Candle holders
Instant lift for heels
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Modular Adjusting Utility Hook
Fork truck vacum
Cupfooter
Multi Tape Measure
la boite-livre
Tan Wedgie
Robot Dog Trainer
Plastic Ballerinas
Musical Stick
Resort Chair Timer
power without wires.
Anti-Bumper Stickers
Self Volume Adjusting Speakers
Water duct
Forget-Me-Not baby seat
Waist Trimmer Kangaroo Pouch
Honest Mechanic
Micro Surge Protector
School Daze
Handsfree Team Walkie-Talkies
Plug Meter
AC Socket Safe Access Guardian
Multi-Driver
Dubstep Gun
Tablet game grip
Kitchdom
Hydro-Sphere
Mow-Tech
ikeybox
Rotating Alphabet cube.
cristal rubis
ear plugs/alarm clock duo
Future Sluggers
3-in-1 Stapler
safety sheet for utensils
GE patient US8154151
Smart Closet Rod
Solar panel on back cell phone
Voice Controlled Fan
foot massage stool
Pool Safe Footwear for Kids
Proportional Plate and Kit
Universal Safety Cap
electronic window tint
Bluetooth TV Headphones
Rock Block tm
HOT HEAD HATS
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CityGrill
ladle;scoop;dipper
Bedtertainment system
Flashy boots.
Scrub Glove
Music for the Soul
Simple Streamer
Auto sizing yoga straps
Cool/heated softball benches
speedwatch
Phone pouch kit
Airplane Tray Cover/Lunch Kit
Power Handbag
SNOW SHIELD
contacts for the water
Ice pocket
Paint a sketch
Tinting Pop-up Canopy
Electrical armpit razor
Baby Mosquito Wipes and lotion
Self Cleaning toaster oven
Walker Add-On
Clean Room? Cam App
Police Camer
phone-based bifocal app
WHG Sneaky Checks
Tire tread reader
Speak-Ears Earring Speakers
Ultimate Sleep System
Side-handle Umbrella
SeeAround--Never B in the Dark
Eco-Friendly Amusement Park
watt strip
A HIT ( heated in time) Meal
Kids Build ur own Talking Tube
Securi-Chest
Drill attachment inflater
Mini Desk Top Dishwasher
CAR ROOF DE-ICER
pocket pillow
master log in
The Turtle
Switch N' Lift Workout Tool
Secret Cinch Hidden Stunt Belt
Flip-Flop
Jav-air-ator Coffee Cone
Flexible Cup Protection
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Wifi coffee maker
Hand wave, voice operated pipe
Easy Hair Removal Brush
Smile Car
Noise reducing generator BOX
Cuik
Safe Seat
The Quick Edge Sharpener
Land Phone with Text Messages
Le Cintr'Easy
The Keep-it Kooler
Trust ring
Coin Saver
Camera Support Auto-Motion
rÃ¨gle infinie
Tatoo handkerchief
Float Case
Digital Window
X-Rain Shield Umbrella
Flex
PET WATER
WALLI
Rolodex Of Deceit
3-in one portable Bowls.
Forget Me Not
made by me
"Breakfast"
5 Gallon Bucket Jacket
Reflective accessory
Deck
Quick Lawn
Night-vision clipboard
remote return ball
safety guide
Outside Air Conditioner
Wink Digital Canvas Lamp
Home food inventory
Bobbi-bar Bicycle Retrofit
Voice Recording Blocker
Premade barrier fencing
Hydro power Car
Window Secure
Yucklicious nails
Stop texting
Wink Enabled Medicine Cabinet
FOB Alarm
The Smart Frying Pan
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the new and improved trash bag
don't forget ur kid in the car
Penjector
Biodegradable pharmacy bottles
Crown
Mp3 with headphone holder
SMART generator
Self-Dispensing Salad Tongs
Trouve mon animal de compagnie
cligno
Cardboard Box Top Improvement
Vacuum microtube Duster
Stadium tripod umbrella
baby teether
comfort back
Contractor Buddy
Shopping Cart Brakes
Wetropolis
CC shoes
wrapping paper case (storage)
Alert Lens
Phone/Remote Corded Attachment
The Solar Funnel
Easy Make Bedding
Arachnid Chord
Beavin Tanks
stethoscope radiation monitor
Cord Org
Hidden objects
Soapy Breasts
Fruitie
Hand Washing Reminder
Electricity monitoring via WSN
Canasta Ornamental basuras
Motor Roller
Dry-Aging Salt-Cave Fridge
Easy Clean Eaves Troughs
Toot-a-Loo-Smellbust it at lid
"Pipe Crawler" oil spill stop
Turner + Fork = Tongs
Recording glasses
Backpack Frame/Cot
Portable camping Laundry Stand
Car Restraint
Remote Controler scream
Swim Pocket
Home Instant Freezer
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Finger Flosser
FreeZ
Wifi thermostat camera
The Smartwristband
Ironing board sleeves
kool kar koozie
Cowboy hard hat
Pier Oasis
Motion feed me
King Band
The good roommate TV headphone
Toilet Pumice Brush
Smart Air Freshners
REMOTE CAMERA
L'ENROULEUR DE COUSSIN
Handies
Your Design -Snap Case Covers
Cold drink App
Faraday Tires
vaping light
Twinpan
Double USB Extension
Stuffy Bed corners
Automatic Window Closer
doggy diapers with a twist
nutrition detector
BBQ Mat &amp; Base Protector
House electric meter night day
Barella for car seats
solar am/fm radio
hot/cold cup holder
Piggyback Clip for Echo
Torque Gym
solar powered fan on umbrella
Infinity Binder
App-Enabled Soda Maker
Mini home 3d Printer
Ramasse cheveux
protection pour faire du rolle
IPolaroid
Feather
MY BROWS
Netherlands vs Costa Rica Live
Multimedia neck pillow
click check register
Reflexology socks and gloves
uv screen
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Binocular stabilizer
PARTY BATTERY PACK- 8 USB port
The canvas painter
Apex-Affix
The (Medical Records) KEEPER
Attached tape measure pad
the carry copter
Digital Plates
girls pony tail ball cap
Rc boat rescue
clean toilet seat
Detector Alert
SOCK-IT SACK
Lay Down Desk
The Party Plate
Coffee Alarm Clock
Solar powered trail camera
WHG

Mobil Power Tool Center

Zippidy Liner
antivole 2 roues
App-enabled Electric Blanket
Gluten Free Dough
BUBY le nettoyeur de lunettes
Portable Kid Slide (V1.0)
Doggy Bag
Leveled
Protect The Nest (chickens)
Sleeve-ease
Plastic Drinking Straw Cap
PC fan beverage warmer
Painting drip saucer
Gleash
inflatable bottom tent
3D bathtoy
Air safety alarm
lunette verres interchangables
Compressed air vacuum cleaner
iPad plush 2
The Suction Gloves
Tablet Anywhere
Water Weeder
Mygo Blocks
Car Window Canvas
Infant IV Cuff
eye 2 eye unipod
No Spill spoon
Real Cord Mgmt. Cordies Keeper
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Bec verseur amovible
Baking soda infused socks!
ScanLife
The Curvy Monopod
Trash Bag Clipper or hook
Drink sling
The Ultimate USB
Electric Touch Outdoor Grill
Laptop pad with carrying bag
Smart Washer/Dryer
Wall mount hanger
Ceiling Dazzlers
Car Seat Foot Rest
Pipe of Life
Umbrella holder
Cool Shoes
Auto-Opener
Cruise Control Presets
Deep Well Buoy Seal
Cool Press Bandage
Clinch Brace
Charnimals
Free Style
QuickPres
Ze-Toss
EZSecure Mailbox Kit
Gulp Grab
Tablet Handler
Comfort Head Rest
GE Robotic Body Dryer
Easy Up
Windup Digital LCD/LED watch
clean quikly
Cell phone charger grippy
Vehicle Service indicator
Digital Media Hub
wristband habit meter
Vacuum cleaner with brain
D U I Bracelet - DUIB
The Clean Freak
The ASMR Headphones
EZ Crank
Paddle board bimini top.
Adjustable Lengthwise Slicer
Clothing Retriever
Then there was light
event light
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Magnetic Bluetooth Speakers
pocket photo
Back-up Buddy
Smart Solar Powered Blinds
Dial a Pill
automatic retractable umbrella
bp monitore for smartphone
sweat free sweat pants
lÃ¨vecuv
The Confetti Condom
Travel Shower Caddy
Multiceptacle
Flat-Con Mirrors
skins for glasses
Mane Mate
Flight Safety
Rescue My Cell Phone!
Table Leg Trap
Bat perfecter
The artist Flex brush
Solar powered tower fan
The Outlook
Slide and Scoop
Colorful Snap On Buttons
Hi-Lo Shoe
Plastic View Podium
Auto vehicle handsantizer
Businessman rain pants
Automatic Ketone Detection
FIND YOUR KID
aspir'insecte Ã©colo
UV ATV
Furminator
WebSound
Home cork/caping bottleing hub
Feminine product disposal begs
NeckFlex
Smart Shower Caddy
Affuteur de rasoir jetable
Blok'prise
Cordless Carpet Steamer
Cellphone catcher
Commercial timmer
Easy washer refill
Automotive Save System
circuit stopper
Blue Light
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Handy Phone Charger
VacantSeat
The Hide Away
Portable Bike Ramp
PlayDough Gun
Pearl Power
The Quicker Cooler
Dry Toothy
Quick Cutting Board
Bacteria detection radar
Easy Mop
Sanitizer Cozy
Selfie-Rings!
Pet temperature control
Coolerater
Wifi hotspot solar watch
PHONE HANDICAP APPLICATION
case with retractable handle
Dr. Martin's Salt Water Gargle
Travel top for mugs
WhipSnap
EP- Lift (Electronic Portable)
mundial personalizado
Share my popcorn
Toilet drawer
End Wild Fires
TIE OUT POOPER SCOOP TROLLEY
No more jugs set and forget
outlet cover lamp
Sweet n' Salty Snax
Toe Teepee
The Dog Pawty Jacket. The jacket that makes man's best friend the hit of your next party.
Green charger
The Pillow Blanket
Fun food table
machine a laver portable
Freedom Headphone or Headset
Dryer Hose Carriage Slide
shopping bags with cup holders
Kid feeder
smarky
bungee cover
Heated Car Cover
Le Tapis Pese personne
Legging strap
Smart Voltage Battery Monitor
Desktop Rejuvenation Center
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Tablet Dock Clock Radio
Shingle Removal Gutter Shield
Book Cover cases for ERDs
gummy ball
Selfies Bluetooth Handle
Speaker/Headphones
Triangular frame dumbbell
Adult Sized Scooter
mini cigar champer
Cable Rewinder
Food holder
Wine Locker
Dockforall
SnowNoMoe
The Cookbook Hook
X-Large Lint Sheets
QuickMix
The Pity Party
HIDE-A-RACK
Smart Help
Cool Cover
Safe Bra
Sound Enhancer
Gameboy Phone Case
Anti-Nail Biter
cell phone key board
Match or Nah
Open ended ratchet wrench
EZ Stroll
Buddy Lighter
Phone Pants
Cooler Cart
Hard Disk Tower
In Car TV FORGET ME NOT MONITO
pulse powered massager
Shower Steamer Bag
Fan Catstic
Computer Space Saver
Pencil Sharpener Desk Fan
Pause Gracefully
THEFTBAIT
The Berry Phone
SmartLost
In the Picture
Motorcycle vest garage opener
Bottoms-up
Tennis Ball Collect
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DATA Jacket
Combination Food Smoker Grill
Fried Food Lift from Skillet
Solar charging canopy
Percentage brake pad
Water powered bluetooth shower
*COOL AIR* - Neck Fan Band
ValoInno
best rubber gloves
cool hat.
Shop vac height extender
ankle strengthening shoes
The Beer Cave
Car Bucket Seat Width Extender
Skinny Clamp
PEEK-A-PEE
Travel weight keeper
Tackle Box/Rod Holder Combo
Headbudz
Vison Nails
military battle blanket
Back-brella
aereated preservation bag
alarm balls
All Purpose Skin Sanitizer
Wireless speaker with memory !
Hail-met
Autowater
Brick By Brick
Standing walking cane
CapKeeper-Never lose your hat
Tan Hand
Baby minder
"We Have Your Back"
Old work bath fan replacement
Charger Shortage Preventer
Poopy Collar
Exercse w/ portable treadmill
T Set
Vanity Extender
Electric Fan Room Sensor
Hand protection
Projectimeâ„¢
adkjgoadjf
Kit de brosses Ã poussette
Pool heat from AC
The Heads Up RC Controller
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Motorcycle sound
Sac de voyage organiseur
worm composter
Energy Transfer Cable
Baseball Swimming Cap
HVAC Helper
Novel Septic Tank
Chopper tracker
hitahen
House Paint Polish
Mosquito net + carbon filter
Maternity Lounge Chair
draft eliminator
Heat management system
The Great Divide
Mid Fly flyswatter
Smart Plates
Trench-ella
the hook
Pet's protection
Magnetic belt
The LightWay Cane
Tootsie roll lollipop
dÃ©racineur
electronic picture frames
Plate-Lid and Food Warmer
Orient Tab'
The Poop Pouch
Clamp-On Swivel Outlet
JARTZY
PARKED CAR FINDER
Smart Smoke and CO Detector
Headache Soother
BumBrella
iLEVITATE
Magna air
2 in 1 LAUNDRY CART
App-Enabled Trailer Hookup !!!
New StreetLight
Get my attention
Super lunettes
Hotel Cigarette Smoke Detector
Simple Nail Clipper
tDrop
adjustable cup holder
The Weeding Mower
Real World Band
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Germ Defense
Cocktail Garnish Clip
Smart doorbell
Cell-Phone Case/Stand/Charger
clips bed
Trash Cap
The Poop Vac
Paint Rings
DYNAMO HEATER
inflatable lumbar support
No Spray Waterproof Shoes
CASECABLE
Horizontal Fan
Lift and Load
baby car seat alarm
Movers App
Plant Root Stimulator
Chap-In
BELT BENCH
Quad Fan
utensilknife
Toilet Tank Support
Fish-Dog
Tremors bra
Pandora Headphones
Solar Air Conditioner
Healthy walking/running mac
"Flash Off" Battery Backup
The Seat Down. A simple device consisting of a red LED, a battery, and a pressure switch that is attached to the underside of a toilet seat.
holder for washing socks
safkey
arbre Ã ours
Selfie on a stick
clip-on 3d for glasses
The Paper Polish
If Walls Could Talk
Flexi Beds
Sync and go planner
Bring the Outside In
Aros for your car
R/C lawnmower
Pocket Knife/Back Scratcher
air levels
PROJECT X "are you lost again"
Listen In
PetiGo - Travel Pet Dish
collapsible pastry blender
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Sun-bands (Sunnies)
Leak d tect
Water Burns Calories
Safety Pills
Cell Phone Range Finder
LITE
Standing Power Strip
Collapsible Sand Barrier
Table Top Mini Washer
Porta-Wiper: clear views now!
Rancid Writers
Barrow with Side Shovel Holder
iPhone remote
Christmas Tree Wrap
The ultimate lufa
Couche ConnectÃ©e
Portable smart air conditioner
Blender Salad Spinner
Fun kids lunch boxes
Power Belt
Hotel Key Card on keychain
Panty Pedometer
PocketHandle
Hamper Hoops
Free Home Security
Foldable travel scale
Popcorn Caddy
Compact hanger
Humidihair
Never Lost
FASCIITIS RELIEF PADS W/ARNICA
car camera
custom masks
Gimme a Ride
H2O Holder
leaf blower brush
track my princess
EZ SHADE
GRIPPY (Drinking) GLASSES
The Get Out and Play Router
The Sombrerito
Travel Shower Thermometer
Personnal Car Alarm Message
Radar Distance Controller
flyvac
In The Bag!
The LapSaver
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Baggage Light
Drap de plage "multimÃ©dia"
A Hard Case for Your Soft Eyes
Retractacord
Face in a Kit
3D Printed Bicycle
Fitness Progression Tracker
The Magnifying Pencil
Bolt Gator
Smart Text
Pet Mail
Bandaporte
Ultrasound Metal Detector,WiFi
FRISBEE BUBBLER
Bling Ring Card Holder
Finger Shield
iBelt
instant emergency dispatcher
nuclear refrigerator
Disabled Parking Chips
NOME
Vehicle Divider
The Generous Power Saver
Code Blessed
Disengaging Steering Column
The Light Inplant
Xbox Controler
Automatic Bed Maker
Ward's Coldair Bypass
Manos limpias en transporte
App enabled Learning Orbs
The Caddyshaver
The Sky High Car
solar powered waterer
Modern-Wire cover
smart tire
Virtual Pet!
CALF PROTECTOR
High Performance Reel Mower
EEG-enhanced Smart Glasses
la valise extensible
figurine
power attic stair ladder
Is it open or on?
beach chair with a view
Food Fences for Plate Pals
SmartMedBottle
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i Garage
Pool Skrush
Earring support
Alzhiemer's Find Me
Sport Name Ice Trays
Child in car seat sensor
BABY BOOMERES HELPER
The Clear Crib
Air Bag Box
Food Storage Counter
ddddddddddddddddddddd
G-Screen
Gold Recovery Pal
Doctor Toilet
HUD Police Traffic Radar
Spin the Bottle, for Pets
Garden Trim Pool Heater
Find My Dog
Casque de maintien smartphone
Remote Ear Buds
lotion spray
Key chain that reacts to voice
Car workstation 2
Upside down dispenser
headband Bluetooth earphones
IWATCH INDUCTION CHARGE CASE
Fitted Table Cover
Christmas Tree Water Gauge
kids closing marker
Intelligent Charger
Scrubby Gloves
Dryer Sphere
repair-style door hinge
PopMatic
Luggage Alarm
Switchgrip
A better Bike Trailer
Binder Pencil Grip
Touch tape measure
Quirky for kids
sucette bb avec bip sonore
Fully adjustable sprinklers
Lights By Windows
Job Trading Website
Rewards Made Simple
Deluxe pooper scooper
Magic Mirror
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Portable Bike Lane
Adaptateur cÃ¢bles d'ordinateur
Cookie and Candy Safe
Mop with grout cleaning brush
SAFETV
Switch Plate Mate / Plug Pal
not alone
Multi-leash
choclate stuffed marshmallow
mass curl
Quick finder
Shopping cart brake
Pet tracker!
Guitar 7-Way Circuit
The Shouldster
E in/out board
Baby I-Mat
trapped fresh air supply
Butter refrigerator
super socket
Light-Up Chess Board for Kids!
pare-solaire
Left-handed binder paper
Multi Laptop Bag
Mirror Mate
le triangle magnetique
Adjustable Bristle Hairbrush
M(Music)-Slate
Defibrillator on your Phone!
Smart Freeze Tag/Hide and Seek
Cart Wheel
The CutCan
The ear view mirror
iwasher
fragranced scented shirts
Dog hair car seat clips
Mailbox notificator
Heel Guard
Explosive Chest Bench-Design
Curtain Clip
Space-Saving Device Charger
"Strappy"
AIDS solution
Guitar Pitch Stability System
bag artist
Hoodietowelwearable
Thermo Baby Bottle
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Smart air vent
Handyman Watch
Side Table
"mouse trap"
Grab-&amp;-Goes
Smart Phone Foam Desk Rest
"At Ease" Leg Relief
Shower Water Regulator
THE ULTIMATE INSULIN
Clean stage stand cover
Inkpen air freshener
Never forget a child in a car
Short Straw
The adjustable craps stick
Padded glove for SUP paddling
Earthlamp
Control Register
no grass
Spa-ciality - The Backster
Bluetooth counter
E-Cig holder
Automotive Pet Window Sensor
decorative sticky mat for home
Easy Tips
CellHandle - Cell phone handle
Dryer Sheets
Coaster Tea Lamp
tijera con nivel reyes
Adjustable Towel Rack
Loved ones life saver
numbing swab
Vehicle U-turn indicator
ladder's helper-Clipon
COOL WHEELS
multiple rachet
Smart familly networked lights
Wallet case
The Quick Fire
Upside-Down Bottle Holder
Flip Flash
Evil Minimize Button
Cinch - Strap Tightener
DIY Room Strings
Evo Pool Pole
Blow-dry rollers
Toasty toe socks
SmarTree
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Swivel Bag
Soda dispenser
ultimate cart
Portable convienence
Top Theater Choice Console
talk later
Get The Hint
Convertible Stapler
salt and pepper shaker cleaner
Baby in Car
the inch digger
smoothed corners for baby
Space "Mail" Bag
Sneaker Powerful.
Remotely Covered
Smart Planter
Wallet locator
dry umbrella
Automobile Backseat Alarm
The Portable Vanity Tray
Waterproof Phone Keyboard
Lost Collie
chopper it up.
Smart Garmet
Hairs Aimer
DRONE DETECTOR
Cat box
Mighty Magnets
mÃ¨tre Ã©lectronique
Web controlled space heater
Book Tracker
Warning oblivion Cell
Center deluxe
Repowering you EV
4th Dimension in Movie Watchin
Mini air
Mom's Helper
Electronic Solar Mower
moving boxes on wall
Led Smart Detection
Clamp-On Induction Charger Mat
Audio player/recorder/iPod
Digital Wallet
Car Seat Rocker
Snapcatch
Cellphone wipes
TV Remote finder (on the tv)
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Grout Cleaner
iOS 8 update addition!
The Pizza Wood Plank
The invisible suspender
Tiny medieval controllers
semoir de prÃ©cision
Surfing Goggles
i_Nails
maternity beach chair
Snowbot
The Page Flipper
Poker App for Real Life Poker
Digital, searchable Archiver
ecredit
Beat the Heat
The Koozie Cooler
LIGHTUP COLOR CHANGE GIFT BAGS
PermaZip
Left is right
Painter's Tape for Sockets
The Fisherman's Caddy
AMAZING NAIL GROW POLISH!!!!!!
Edible kitchenwear maker
safty sencor seat (SSS)
Ladder rack
Anti paparazzi license plate
Electronic Handball
the thinkicane
Ecout'Plus
pedestrians warning lights
Finger Skin Warming Gloves
Archery
App Enabled Mouse &amp; Dongle
Bag holder with alawrm
Organizer accessories personal
"8 Cups Of Life A Day"
Interphonne enregistreur
Kango Cam Wear or KANGO EYE
The Dry Hamper &amp; Dry Trash Can
Trot'Bag
Don't sweat it
trekking pole/walking cane
Disinfectant Bomb
Koozie w/usb charger
3 in 1 Kitchen Tool
CLIPABLE SPEAKERS
Short Stop Charging Cable
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New machine
Cell Mate
soap renew
Car Seat Baby Monitor
My Herb-Scription
crop auto irrergation
Soccer helper
Remote Reflector
Fragance Injection System
scissors perfect balance king
Secure toilet seat protection
Air nozzle
PEE PEE ALERT
Pop-n-Go Backseat Tent
Personal Profesional Stylist
UV tooth Brush Cleaner
Buckle Buddy
After sex clean up
Easy access jar lids
Toe-Z
Dr.Music
novel novel or faux novel
Sunscreen Sprayer
craymilt
handicaped golf tee setter
Charm your Charger
Safety overload light
Electronic Business Card
retractable paint roller hand
Glow in the dark horseshoegame
Wrist Toys
Collapsible Plant Hoop
Laptop bag &amp; lunchbox Attahced
Inflate and Play
Keyless Home Entry
Hydra-Force
Snow Melt
porte bac Ã linge
Safe Entry Glass Door
Mini Wifi inspection camera
Vehicle Handbag Acess Area
Emergency Response Interrupter
LED Shower Curtain
Copper Key
Simple Spin
Food Allergen Alert Bracelet
Clip on imax glasses
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The Roommate
Smart Headlights
Gussies: Eyeglass charms
gotta crush
A truckers butler.
Booze Box
THE RAHK BOX
better bullet resistant vests
solar panels window blinds
Parental Gaming Control
Grater of Oranges and Lemons
Goggle glasses
retrouve-tout
affordable decorative awnings
ThinkEverySmokeAlarmShouldHaveSimpleLaserSystemToProjectArrowsToFloorGuidingToExitsDuringEmergencyAllGovernmentBuildingsMandatory.Ma
keUsRich
App Truck cover control
Power stand
Wine Bottle Opener for Women
Electric package
ANY CURL
disposable bike helemt
Todita
Pocket Coach
New coffee lid
Yoda Master
Shower Suit
Timesaver Trash Bags
Humane mouse trap
F.O.L.E.Y.
Eco Generator Fan
TV Screen Printer
the Doughlaroller
Getting to were you want to go
Induction charger for Aros
Quick String
Sandal Travel clip
Paper Towel Guillotine,
Picnic cinche tablecloth
Litter Easy Clean Up
Carnival Energy Supplement
USB Cord Keeper
Super fast fryer
App enabled sous vide machine
Snow Clip
toilet seat lift
Wireless Coffee Cup Maker
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Expandable Can Koozie
the pet finder
Home Voice (HV)
Burn-Free Clothes Iron
Plant Saver
hot water guard
Neat face
iphone speaker stand
The Wake-Me-Up
copy a song
Choose 'n Go Hangers
Bluetooth Speaker Adapter
Self Charging Phone Battery
ZZ*Plugs
Two Drink Cup
water leak cutoff
Mega Ease
PAPER INCINERATOR
Solar + Batteries
Guitar Strummers
Armrest Hand &amp; Wrist Massager
Bed Bug Killer
EyePen for iPad
Hot yoga mat
Emergency Amplifier
5 Gal Bottle On Demand Cooler
Double Niveau
Gym Puck
Tall Divided Toothbrush Holder
Port-O-Squat
Vertical Storage Tower
Solar Charged Cell Phone
The Talon &amp; The Spyder
Ceiling Storage
SnowSleeves
velcor splints for emergencies
Car Smash
Emergency and panic button
Hands-Free Toilet Seat Lifter
Coco Lock
Snake Skin Phone/Tablet covers
pet proof trash can
Hand grip portable generator
QUALITY OF LIVE FOR STROKE SUR
Simon sez
Top2Bottom Watering System
Helping Hand Cards
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5 yard helper/Shovel
Fake Jewelry Reborn
Ecoverre
iPhone Multi connector case
computer day care assistance
Eggy-Boiled eggs for everyone
car roof anti icer
Touch Desk Pop Up
Frech Onion Soup
WhatBug?
weather the storm
Text Blocker
portable apartment heater/fan
Household Items Tracker
Decorative headset wraps
Sugar check
Makeup Expiration Device
The Man-Martini Glass
The Shower Pen
easybox
Pet hair screen catcher
Stationary Prowler/Sled
sink and urinal comb
SELFI-SCOPE
Sticky Golf Tees
Communi-Kid
Quick Fit System
Night Belts
Yonut
Store-N-Door
Smart Fuel Dispenser
Sliding glass door latch
Mini Bluetooth Guitar and Amp
G.E."Time of Day" E Meter.
Designs for solar panels
smart micro
Spray Can Nougat
Attaching a hard drive
charge and go
Shower cleaning hand held head
Temperature App.
Find it
Driving with ease
self generator
Sink Bib
Vertical Blinds Detangler
Vibra wake up
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La Poubelle-Press
Portable can or cup holder.
Labeled Sippy Cup
My Notifications Band
The CLAW
The Shoe "S"
Portable water collection unit
Attach a tape
Whirlwind Fan
Baby booming system
Worn out runn shoes detector
protecting baseball pitchers
Clip on Christmas Lights !!!
G.E. Endoscopic Trycorder.
Judd Clampitt
My art on your shirt
Hot Bat
break box
Back and Foot scrubbing pads
Toilet sleeves
Soccer head gear
KangaStow
iPhone charger in CD Bay area
school scooter
Get Started App
Nu Shooz
Petals
Tune Aid
No lost phones
Ergonomic Cell Phone Holder
Coffee Sleeve Greeting Card
HAIR FLARE------------Re Sub
EVERLASTING FLOWERS-with app
Stove knob protector
Spare Tire Catcher
Child Car Monitor
Garbage bag storage container
Lustraquick cepillo conpasta
Personal Tornado Shield
Entertainmenterer
The Police Cam
solarbattery
TEXTBAN
Air Control Panty
PEGSheet
Pop-on Clothing Steamer
Auto Engine Braking System
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THE GRIP'R (SNUG-HUG CAN)
Cold Gym
antivol clefs
Stay-Put Vehicle Trash Can
Cuddler's Pillow
victory tunnel
The Boot Butler
Pure Pins
MAGIC PEN (resub)
PIVOTBAG - Fold and Roll !
QR code help made community re
le droit d'etre belle
Air Smart
Emergency Urine Pack
keep cool strips
Static electricity harnessing
Wink Biometric Washer/Dryer
ZipZap
Two Part Epoxy Mixer
Spotter Home Automation Camera
Micro tig welding for dentists
Printable Custum Guitar
Solar-Blocker Window Spray
Rain Proof Vehicle
RETRACTABLE SOLAR ICE COOLER!!
Lean on ME (Media Energizer)
Expanding tupperware
Painters Finger Glove
Mobile porch/flashlight
Hair Stylist Caddy
Uggs Ifanm
Flight Flops
Smart Children Play Mat
brush-o-hair
Expresscard Tool Kit
tvone
Xpandacork
Umbrella Bag
safety charge
sboe glider
Insulated Window AC Baffles
Data charge
Messy man mat
Induction car charging tray
KERLY
Smart Calendar
The Smart Pad
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car coverage
Hide-a-step
Baby in Car
Organization Wheel/Bar
Burn Beauty
headphone holder
Step up!
BASS MAGNET
beckett mobile
multipurpose electronic adapto
Solar towel
le plaque negatif de briques
Mounted Car Shade
Enrouleur pour Ã©couteurs Zip
Floral Flex !
Converge Qi
The Leverage Rod
Multi outlet
Barking dog activiated by bell
Mix It Up
Remote locater
cut pad
Cigarette Smoke Detector
Glow light cup holder
I can do this.
Stella backpack
life saver stench
the magic sponge
Mood clothes
Towel Bar Dry Rack
Car Protector Snow cover.
Ray Block
remember me cup
SOS RESCUE BALLOON
lost my keys
THE SHOVEL
NoMore LandLines
Couette 6 morceaux
HomeSecurity ThumbDrive device
The Protector
Decorative sticker for outlets
cart safe
SMARTCORD W/ BATTERY INDICATOR
Cell phone holder case charger
range mediator
visibly clean
Smart Air Pump
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scrub brush deluxe
Scale Charger
Book Series for Asberger- kids
Portable Microwave
safety in the swimsuit
Viney Vegetable Space Saver
Smart HDMI
Highlighting Laser pointer
In The Loop Comforters&amp;Duvets
No Hassle Suitcase
Sock Stapler
The Big Bag
CarBeats
Sparky Toys
Chord Wheel
toilet seat
guardian wallet
Sleep Tight Alarm
post-timo
cc funds update sticker
AdSkipper
Night Walkers
BlinkerZ

(re-submission

Backpack Sun Shade- Hands Free
ReString
Smart Cane
NeverForget
Induction token for banking
Molle Magnet Holster
Rescue Hiking and Ski Pole
FOLDING TO ENVELOPE MACHINE
tangle be gone
Desk fit footrest
Multi vertical tablet charger
AppEnabled GateLatch/SmartLock
Blue ice fan cooler w/ dehumy
Glow in the dark oxygen tubing
Easy Exit
skin
Robo call blocker
Smart Grill
Vacuum Retractor
Pet Cock
Staircase platform
Tech-Caddy
usb RAM
Wing-It
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Flexible hook
SolarPal
VW Beetle iPhone Mount
Chaussure transformable
Kid Finder
LitiÃ¨re hygienique pour chat.
rebocador automatico
Chip Alarm and Tracker
Legassist
Fluid, Flexible Thinking Game
Automotive Safty Divider
RX EM PROTESE DENTARIA
Sandy,s Cyphers Puzzle Book
SkewerKing
Multi Handle
Virtual pet
meat thermometer watch
The Lacrosse Shot Maker
fluoclÃ©
IDX
FLUX
Bilingual flash cards
i-RACERS
A/C Water Harvester
The Button Presser
electromagnetic sweeper
Lug Wrench Helper
Mini Salad Bar
Quirky 911
Arthritic sock assist
Air Conditioner Rain Muffler
Wine-Notes
Reusable drink tray
Corsage grippers
3 scents
No Tangle Necklace Solution
Icemelt
Snow glider
Magsafe socket protect cover
Stuck in the middle handle
Bottle Rocket Training Weight
Ads wipe
Hover-cam
wipers enhancer
smart fan
The Sponge Box
Boite au lettres Ã code
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Micro USB Cap
Quick Towel Clipz
Power Cut
Port-a-Painter
Home Swim Trainer
Handle dolly generator
Tornado Homes
the HOOK AND DIP
USE CELL PHONE AS HOUSE PHONE
Home passive entry
Battery Minder
Shield GPS
Anti perte tÃ©lÃ©phone
Sled WheelBarrow
Improved barbless fish hook
SCREWIT
Interactive bird safe
How about a 3 way tonight?
Out of Reach
Endless Purseabilities
Pressure Relief Earphone
Photo Tissue Box
Two way door stop
support caddy Ã miam miam
Cord Zipper
Restaurant buzzer with a timer
Zip Assist
3D Desserts
Virtual Windows
HAZARDHELPER
Outlet Reaching Tool
electric folding cart
Bottle Hanger
Roll it, Curl it. HairEase
Custom Storage closet
OH THAT! bags
Buuble Fridge
Little garden seat
Job site Workie Talkie
iductools
Bill Roller
AW SHOOT (Parachute)
The Furniture Gutter
Poo purse/ and Poo Pouch
Air mattress sleeping bag
Solar Cooled Pool Lounger
Gamelle ConnectÃ©e.
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Salt-Stopper
Body Mounted Phone
Color Bowling with color cubes
Pet Pal (resub)
body air conditioner
ihot
G TREE
Decorative sensor lighting
Toddlers Love to Wander.
"THE WALL-IT"
Go get it before is to late.
Open-end ratchet wrench
Smart Phone Tweezer Cam
Pitch and Pump
Super Hybrid Rangefinder
Tubes cervicaux rÃ©glable
Carsmetics Tray
Socks for Crutches
The Solar Express
Memory Case
the smart lotion dispenser
Smartbandz
DecoTree
Handle for Disposable bottle
Temporary Road Filler
"GOODO SLIDE" Moving Boxes
phones u see in sunlight
Adaptaband
Decorative lighting with solar
CFL Install Tool
RECUPERACION TOTAL DEL PET.
Pouss'Cartes
La table 2 en 1
Double Cooler Cart
Light in My Briefcase
Name your bottle
MP4 PUSH UP BLOCKS
Lotion My Back
Beverage Ball
Exercise Maximum Balance
Global Warming Towelette
Green thumb
Pillow Elevator
Wet Toilet Paper
H.E.R. Home Energy Reader
Pop-up Register
Step Bit Stop
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Securi-mat
Finger Stylus
The Motor Hut
Wall Hanging Digital Calendar
child or pet car alarm
Hotel Extension Cord (Resub)
Smart oven
Deep dish cutlery tray
Plane Packs
Drivers Seat Messenger
ECOL'OEUF
stick and grip
Cooks Delight!
Diving Board Grip
Clip on power
Le dÃ© connectÃ© universel
Expandable Laundry Basket
THERMO HOT
Forget my phone
Power up
CatchMonkey
Stank-B-Gone-Neverbetrapped
Internet Cafe'
Real Flying Car
tente hayon
Posture Retainer
SMART BOB
Virtual helmet
Dog Hair Be Gone
Motorized Blender Cup
coolie jacket
A Self Sharpening Mower Blade
Just in time for Christmas
Sharpie with tip 45-90 degree
Foam Mattress Sheet Changer
The DrinkEat
Doctor Toilet
Pretty Cool Tablet Stand
â˜„Water Rocket&amp;Flight Data App
Hearing Helper
ADD 3 INCHES!
Baby bottle bud
Lose Me Not
Sumo Bugs
Solar phone charger case
Zippee
Cord Holder+ Charger
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E-lamp
Keep it clean!
SILENCER
Conditioned Clothes
Highlighter
Laptop book cover
Safer Inflatable fun houses
left behind carseat
Glow in the Dark Gel Pad
Secure Badge
Crazy Legs
Colonoscopy easy chair
Can holder
electricitable
Smart Easel Board
Non-Drip Teapot
Up Top Vehicle Display
AppSense
Chill me
OVERHEAD SHOT WITH MONITOR
Memory Cat
for iphone charger
Idle cell phone privacy
Holder for Flag Dispenser
serre tete pour lunettes
EDISON-TESLA GENERATOR
Human Height Measure frm Image
Padded Storage Bag with Window
ThanksgivingHairHelp (THH)
The Cleaner Cap
Techpencil
Family Time Lock Box
Portable PC
toolbox security alarm
No More Footprints
A pot with a lid.
Multi-Layer Bibs
Side Mirror Wipers
Power Up
Herbal Medicine Time Machine
The TubePod.
SmartBall
Articase
Outdoor Decoration Ice Molds
fan cooled seat cushion
Pool coping cleaning tool
fluent make-up brush to go
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Smartphone Case Tracker
the music cube
Remote Beeper
Olive Oil Grill Applicator
Home phone cellular adapter
Pressure sensor elevator FLoor
Power Ladder
Easy Access
Travel Pet Peeves- Wet Clothes
APP Controlled Wearable A/C
DIY Print-N_Stick Makeup
Tablet Music
the germ busters.
Wireless Bluetooth Camera
Camper a/c vent filter
Quantum processor
bÃ©bÃ© sauvÃ©
Hot Cold Revealer
D-Ball
Le berceau intelligent.
Lotion Smoothie
"SHOES ON"
Bounce Flash
MyPhone Case
The Easy Out Trash Can
GPS Location Technology
City clear riding jacket/suit
Device for wires.
charger buddy
SOFT VINYL LAP TRAY FOR CAR
Perfect Pickle Slicer
Handy Cooking Press
Chair booties
Clip type multipurpose plate
MOM'S PEEL AWAY TABLE CLOTH
test
No Belts Child Car Seat
headsled
much cooler
The Cure to Age
Yaping Apartment Dog
Left-Rights
Save Grandma
Ice Cold Fan - No Drips
3D Candy Printer
School Surface Savers
Weed Wacker Roller Ball
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Kingdom Theater
Dual Pane Solar Panels
Light Rider for RadioShack
Inflatable Elbow Under Armour
Banquet Table Embelishment
Road Rage
ezTemp car window
iChildProof Safety Locks
Burn Bumpers
Darklight window tint
Portable Fortress
Propane Tank Caddy
No proximity necessary
Handheld Document Reader
Tugplug
the M.O.B. "Men on Bikes"
CREDIT CARD ID Pretection syst
Get Your Head In The Game
More than a Laptop Cooling Pad
Content Posters
Autism Headphones
Hologram card game
Bake Shapes
Solar Panels for Aparments
Air ride bed
Vacu-Clippers
The House Vac
Rake Mate
Colored staples
thermal mug lid
Spherical
Sleeping Bag Funnel and More!!
Universal Tablet Kick Stand
Air Charging Car
Lantern exstendable pole
Self Standing Trash Bag
golf putter mirror attachment
Power of Functionality
retractable oxygen tubing
Bijoux floraux
Enviro Gaurd
Sinusleeve
Hotel room door opener
Ant-free Pet Feeder
Custum Comfort Clothing
EZ- I-TriPod
Ink &amp; White Out Pen
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Back-Can
RackBak
Transition Car Windows
Battery Power Recessed Lights
NY State of Mind
Smoke Skin
Tent Line LED
Adaptateur secteur Qilive Cam
Amp/watt conversion box
Smart Koozie
Cab Cap
pursealight
Pet Bowl Sensor
Hop To It!
Beachball Lacrosse 2
Prise anti- inondation
Remembering Ads
Ice shoes
wifi sprinkler
Rewind Radio
RePsychle
Lighted car locator
Loofa face mitt
The Shower Assistant!
Visor Lottery ScratcherCatcher
Beer Re-Carbonator
Puppy GPS
Snappy Universal Remote App
Anti-Bullying Bracelet
beautiphone
Snooze you lose!
lifesaver
The Cue Stand
An app for finding brunch
Gel Comfort Bra
Non-Eye-Poke Mascara
USB Flash Drive + Lighting.
Carpet Sticker
Go-Go Ice
2 in 1 Microwave Carousel
Disposable Cart Handle Cover
Eco-Mobile Grocery Bag
Ease Alarm Clock
Earbuds let you hear aroundYou
Helping Hand
Inflatable Knee Pillow
Titanium dioxide applicator
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Outdoor tanning bed
Wink renewable energymonitor
Bath Bubble Infuser
power saving outlets
No Seat Belt Locater
Cordie Bedside
Dedicated Surge Protector
HMD using Compound Eye
Sink Valve
Internet DVR Box
Hot Wire Cheese Slicer
Disposable Liner Thong
Baby Bottle Rattle
spheric electric power divider
Plastic caps
TV Remote and bluetooth jack
Bulletproof t-shirt
Pool Guardian
Seeing Is Believing
hardwood floor protecting pan
Refrigerated Medicine Cabinet
Rainstorm Shower Arch
Cool Sheets
cord cuddler
Digital Pill Box
Flexible Lotion Bottom Opener
dÃ©tecteur anti dÃ©bordement
MOTION CONTROL OPEN LID BOWLS
holder hair dryer
The Hotel Room Cleaner
ADULT BANDAGES
Extreme Strap, for outdoor use
Personal Dashboard (PD)
Smart touchscreen keyboard
Cookie/Chip Tube
flower box escape ladder
Dissolvable shower wipes
The Book Hook
Oven Smoker/Convection Roaster
Power in the
pancho-tarp-bag-rain collector
The Luggage Taxi
Pulsating Stethoscope
Travel Buddy.
Label cover removable frames
Safety Warning for Car
Baby Word Count
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BlueBite-LunchBandit
Wall template
Breezy Baskets
Toothy Timer
Wireless Bicycle Brakelight
Apps to TV
Yourinterest.com
Mail Alert
Bra pack
Medicine Organizer (plus app)
Bring internet to any object
Fish Tank with Flair!
Laundry Central GE + Quirky
Ice grips for business shoes
Universal Oil Life Indicator
save a life
Light on !!!!!!
quirktown
Cart to Home
Charging Station
Refrigerator magnetic steps
The Complete Dessert
Bunion Assist
Fingerless, debit card holder
Operator number please
Toilet Disinfectant System
SuperVizer
odorless bath seat
Interchangeable Learning Table
Ecnique Remotes
Butter cutter
Singing Sippy Cup
weiplate
mailbox tray
USB Solar Charger for Laptops
Rec'Lec
Warmr
self tinting windows
Reconstruct a bed turing disk
cover for wheels on luggage
Smart Hand Sqweeze Exerciser
Water powered Generator
PowerWall
Sock/Stocking Weating Machine
The grabby rake
Cooling blanket
Pet Walk Through Bath Station
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EarBud Sleeping Aid
clean sports water bottles
Flexi mirror
Christmas tree watering device
Frozy
click alert
Wireless Power Charge
Folding skateboard
Double Niveau
Foodie Saver Fridge
motorized back applicator
Rain Parachute
Roc It !
Car Key Locker
Seatbelt starter
Minute Minder - AD/HD friendly
The Pool Shark
the Pocket Sock
Car Card Swipe
Peaceful Hair Dryer
Easy Find
Television coupon printer
Invisi-Tat
Go-Go !
Magnaguard
Grease Pit
TidyCords!
Image APP
Trashdolly2
Digi-Cal
Let's Bowl App style
raybil
emoji signs
Pet Comfort Food Station
Doggy Wash
Bird Watching Picture App
Slice - Bagel Cutter
secure card or safe card
Board Bracket
A/C secure
Solar Charge
Baby Food Pouch Holder
I charge everything
321 Quiet Mouse
11 Year Battery
ROBOPHONE
Active Stop Sign Gov. Contract
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Pen tablet swivel assistant
All-On Button Light Switch
Food Fixer
Solid door handle housing
Perfect pizza plate
Body scan 3000
QR Coded Bags
Portable Washcloth Wringer
Caddy
The Urban Bike Lock
Water bottle ice cubes
Hedcase
EatSun
Belt Force
Smart Drapery Opener
Water Leak Alarm
Cue Stick Chalker
Flashlight Ring
Smart Device Adapter
Quirky Smart Ceiling Fan/Light
EZ InstalUtility / Bike Hook
Manual Car Self Booster
UnWine
The teacher's best friend
Oxygen powered iPhone charger
Prosthetic Lacrosse Arm
Desk basketball
Razor Blade Stand
Summer's Hottest Bag
Fancy StickOn Door Skins
Rocker by Berry
All in one washer and dryer
GE Link Night Day Smart Bulb
high powered car charger
A Plastic Popcicle Stick
Cut above the rest
WYK'UP
magic carpet
Thingamajig
CREATE YOUR OWN BOARD GAME
Soap Bar Recycler
Hot Knife
Intercom Mailbox
MetalPro
Prescription med dispenser
Weather Veil
What Did You Do Today?
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Snap candy
Pet Tracker
Round Air Vents
Electrical lawn mower
wifi to go flash drive
Quick Car Shade
KleanCollar
pick up hatch back
The Shady Golfer
Air cleaner under the bed
cellphone charging belt
Stickies
CoolCoozie
UNPlug
Elementary Pickup Pact
Canaccessories
Listen Runners
SD Cardfile
Tornado Protection Shelter
Strong Plug
Disque anti-poussiere
Kicks cleaner
Washing Machine Reservoir
Natural Peanut Butter Stirrer
SMARTSafety Smart Light Switch
THE SQUAT STRAP
Cake Pop Thermometer
Surfboard Key Safe
Safe-T-Watch
Portble Heat Recovery Ventiltr
Grill buddy
Electronic smart diving toy
The easy pick up
Deoderizer Comb
Auto Air-Board
Snugga-Bugs
FREEZE - N - THAW
Quirky Tablet
Battery Powered Vacuum
Wrinkly
Red Beat
Eyeline Angel
ChangeShirt
DRONE CURLING
Hielo de sabores para cafÃ©
Wireless Kettle
Hang Perfect Tree Lights!
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LockMe
The Glass Toaster
EASYFIRE
Instant High Art Gallery
ER-Tex
Towel power
Smellbuster-No odor too strong
Donation Jacket
Drop Saving mug
Skype Lyte
LED sales/production board
Paper Safe
Efficient irrigation equipment
Safe-Cylinder Bulletproof Desk
Passenger Protector
the pivot power extendaple
heart watch
A new dumbell
Luminous Fish Night Light
Home Paper Recycler
Conver-Table
Faith of a Mustard Seed
Hanging Corner Wall Planter
3 in 1 Liquid Soap Maker
pupitre de lecture
PowerSwap
Carbon Fiber Kitchen Knives
great watering can
Shanger
25 Days of Christmas Cheer
The Solar System
Arm Alarm Clock
home door decore.
Cell Phone Photo Clamp
Personal Cabana
Saucy
Bling Beam
Screen Block
Fishing weight camera
Clean Beathe
Quik Poket
The power saver
drivng ease
Dry Guy Air Flow System
Beyond Hygiene Travel
What is this website.
Juggler - RadioShack
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Gazebo Fan
SMARTSafety DoorWindow Monitor
Fishing Phone/Video Holder
Emergency Alert
The Buddy System
Egg Blower / Shell Saver
Laundry Duo
Personal monitor.
Looper Lock
Hand powered residential gen.
bluetooth blindspot detector
Cal Tally
Electronic cigarette
Vanilla Wipes
Bug Maze Trap
Windshield TV
Road Warrior Support
TOOLCLIPS
Collapsing cup holder
ring a bling bling
The fixer
Tray of fun
Smooth Sound
bike n boat
Ceiling bike rack pulley
Smart Cooking Range
Passports,drivers licenses,IDs
Scaritondeuse
Heated Christmas tree stand
"Tangled Tunes" earphone case.
FunFan- Ceiling Fan Fun!!
Pendrive &gt; Gadget Transfer
Vacuum sealed coffee canister
Cup Crank
All in one Washer and Dryer
Music Direct
Magnetic Tie Down
Bluetooth Earrings
Entertainment Stroller
Divinity frames
Surfboard Propeller
Shopping Cart Caddie
SMARTSafety Lamp PowerSwitch
U-Turn Signal
Stand and Move
Volume system
Survival Flashlight
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Hands-free Straw Dispenser
All Gone
Smart Security Bike Trailer
Celestial Crowns Shower Caps
Grab and sweep
STI smart condoms
Retro iPhone 4/5 TV Dock
Thermometer blanket
Monster's No More,
The Spirit Spring
Life Saver
The MOB ( man over board )
Porte clef URGENCE
Better Smoke Detector/Alarm
Locklight
Remote Control Catattract
The Ice Cube Cup
Mega Floss
Toilet Desk
Almost Tattoo
Waterproof Ball Spray
Submarine Sun Glasses
Convertible Adhesive Bandages
Smart fold Walker
Smart Magazine Rack
Slide out platform bed
Keyboard Pen Keeper
Garage CO detector saves lives
Hair Growth Supplement
ELECTRIC WINDOW CRANK
Integral garage
Tug It
Speedway Tunnels
Stickers parfums
ANKA d'encas
Generator Fuel Saver device
Clip-Credential
Traffic Alarm Clock
Smart Ceiling Fan
Vehicle Cover Pad
Memory Card Monitor
Cigarette Box
Break-a-way Chair
bloque lacet
Baby Swim Harness
Vibra-X
SMART Electrical Service Panel
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Spoon Remote Control
Bottle Count
Hands-free In-sink Foam Soap
mate in the dark socks
auto periscope
Speakernators Sound Essential
Pairfections Bra
The Mommy Blanket
Run Well with a Good Smell!
Electric Eye Deer Repellent
HVAC Monitor
Reusable 3D static clings
Toilet Bowl Water Saver
The Smart Microwave Oven
SurgeConnector
APP - Fried Bacon Machine
sulfupat
Wireless keyboard back-up USB
the helper
ToySweeper - Clean rooms quick
Bike Bin
Phone Pocket Pocket.
Video Gaming
No Tie Water Balloons!
Spotter for High-End Bicycles
ornament &amp; travel power outlet
Talking poetry magnets
LED Bike Pant Clips
food for the ederly disabled
The Fisherman's Bra
Solar Water Barrel
REAIR NOZZLES
Rail Hugger Plant Tray
Pet Groomer Buddy
Bed foot padded cover
Beach wave
Smart Appliance
Yogurt tube straw tab
Glove Duster
Hot box
Screen for phones, etc.
The Pooch Umbrella
TapSquare
App-it Remote Control Device
Health Monitor
Affordable Backup Generator
Extreme Car Creeper
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Ipod Adapter for Old Stereo
ASIENTO PREESCOLAR
Targeting Wire Probe Rod
2-In-1 Brush
Dryer Salt Shacker
RID A TICK
COOL CAVE
The Smart Pillbox
BeetleBot
Mobile Irrigation Timer
Bed Maker 200
Pic perfect calie
Easy-Trim
The Orb-For Your Mobile Device
HAT CATCHER
Ball Runner
Smart Parking Meter Feeder
Soundwave Hoverboard
Acne Treatment
Water Boombox
Magnnetism glove and ball
Daughtry
2-in-1 Rain n Beach Umbrella
Enhanced night driving app
don't eat me alert
Pedometer shoes
Travel Pack
Consent slot imbeded plug
Day/Night Solar Dryer
Undercabinet ipad holder
jo small miller
The Quinn
Portable umbrella blanket
Book Light
Easy Runner Slip On's
Lego-transformers
Shower catch water saver
Piggyback stirrups
INDUCTION CHARGING SHELVES
Easy Open
Bathoggles
Golf gloves and belt
Trench Boots Adapters
Bloomin America
Spray Paint Can Organizer
Workers Watch
Simple Cellphone For Toddlers
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Yoga/Sweatpants (Yoges)
Brosse a dent intelligente
LumiÃ¨re panne courant
iBrush
Bread Hook'r
Easy marker
Smokers Vent
Lid-Corner
Battery Charger Timer
Wind Sail Blades
Shower without wasting H2O
Tee tether
Cap one-way transparent visor
Cold soda bottle
dropless sanding spounge
BackBall on a Rope
PocketShield
NFC-to-Email Slips
Language Critters
The Quick Hair Trap
speed ball
The color matcher.
Portable Massaging Foot Rest
The
Child Alarm With Hot Spots
The Remote Finder
Say what?
Mood Mug
Driven Energy
gaming tv
Laptop cover
Thumb tacker
Surf Wax and Accessory in 1
LED VEST FOR BIKER (NIGHT USE)
Easy-Wash Paintbrush
Safe Children
Smart TV
Water Flow Alarm/Shut-off
Capo string winder &amp; cutter
Boil Over Proof Pot
Folding Chair Cart
infant shower mat
Spray Bottle Extender
Wifi Oil Tank
SMARTPHONE MONOPODE
Bike clip bootie
WaterDog Collar
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safe baby
Fitness Jump Rope
AC unit with smoke detecter
Pool Guard
hula ball
Smart Window Openers &amp; Closers
Piizza Wedge
SHOT LIMON
The screamer
A Hydrokinetic Generator
Sandbag Pack Trainer (SPT)
quirky cables
SUITCASE SHIRT
"Mr. Meter"
Rock a bye baby
Hinged Toothbrush Solution
geek ball
Beach Blanket
CALAVERAT
Escpaing Me
Mobile Water SprinklerBot
Electronic Cornhole boards
parent app lock
Y-Carry
21st Century pendants
The Kitty Kastle
Easy-Clean Versatile Vase
The Gaming Case
The all around scooter
Wiper slapper
Charger
sleepy snowman
lazer jump rope
B.O.B. Baby on Board
Clipping Path Service
Smart Plug
The Nightcap
Picture Frame
Digital operations
Shirt Collar Clip for Laundry
Electric Cooling Undershirt
Leave-it pen
Nightmaker Black-Lamp
Kitty Scratch Door Opener
Remote Watering System
Potential Violence Detector
Wake My Day
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The Safe Mailbox
Quick, give me my list!
Smart Camera/Video In Motion
Rock &amp; Roll-Out Landscape Mat
Quirky App
Pet activity tracker
Hold It!
Aurora
I-Remote
Filter Friend
Frizz-Ball
Tee'R
Tent In-A Box
No chewed wires
Pursaver
The Spirit Spring
extend a cord
Findr
Party Noise Meter
Thrower of flour
Total Sound
QuickFit
One button shower
Changing Cell Phone Cover
Never drop phone wrist band
more room on your side table
HEADPHONE sleeve
2 or 3 slice bagel slicer
Hardwire Power Bar-Home Depot
Shoppers Caddy
Toddler Seat Rollie
Divers Safety Aide
Digital Globe
Grandpas weed wacker
AUTOMATIC POOL VAC
GoGreen Garbage Disposal
Bungee-Web Spinner
Nail Tape!
The Block
swirl drill
Drip Sprinkler Cage
Swimsuit Saver Clips
Elastok
seat covers ( disposable )
Ladder Roll
Smart Biomedical Toilet
Tidy cords
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ã‚¢Portable UV Light Technologyã‚¢
Wristband Radar Speed Detector
Lightning Energy Harvester!
USB taperecorder hair/tie clip
Safety Bracelet
Fire Pit Lock Tops
Baby cry activated bed rocker
Oxygen injection
Slim Dock- Charging Case
Wireless Headphone Adapter
music tooth brush
Energy Agent
POT BOOKEND
Mosquitoe Color Trapper
The germ free workout
BATTERY PACK SNOW BLOWER
Nudge
masking tape pen
Portable Toilet Camouflage
Trunk Backpack For Cars
Purely Coffee
Multiblades Knife
The Curly Comb
prevention brush
Autobody Diary
PASTE N BRUSH
Loc app listing garage sales
Luxury Driver's Seat
Casting Couch
iPhone Pill Container
Safe Baby Seat
Mobile Home Router
Earfied
Puzzle Platform
A shut-baloon
Clicker Slips
Party in a Bag
Ilumina Controller
Magnetic pan lids
The REAL LoveSeat
Cabinet Helper
Touch A Dot
Disabled Vehicle Kit
Clean &amp; Stowe
Flip flop dispenser
The Power Band
Smart Toy - Day Nite Partner
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fishing log
Resub: Fire Escape Slide
"The Force Pet" leash
Golf Bag Cooler.
Flavor Infusing Sliders
Radiocase
big battery or what
MAMAS FELICES
IFridge
adian's ramen noodle cooker
The Spider Smasher
Personal Thermal Body Suit
Nfl Fiber optic Wall Decor
Finger Nail polish lid remover
All-In-One Fitness Sport Band
reeldeal
car and house locater
CasePack
Dash Cop
Solar Cooler
boire en cours d'aquabike
Quick Dish
Knot-less Fishing Lure
Car Jammer
Cell phone remote ringer
Super straw
Bag Drone
Flexible Micro Suction OLED TV
Batguarden
RooDesk conpact desk
Truly Multimedia Desk
The Ultimate Remote
Light it up SURTAINS
reclining office chair
Duck Feet
Pro Shoe Cleaner Alternative
Punctuation Game for Kids or ?
inflat/comfy baby car seat.
keybord matchin up to finger
Baleys Bedroll
Motorized Utility Cart
Remote Finder
R.M.O.M.
Pawtective Armour
Purrrfect Back Scratcher
Tangle-proof Christmas Lights
Portable camping Laundry Stand
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Slip-on ARMREST PILLOW SNUGGY
In Water Towing Device
PCloud
Clean-clean
pay tolls threw cell phone
Notification For Power Loss
WiFi' Dog Mat
Hidden Tool
Mouse matching up for the hand
Baby Alert Alarm
The Bousy Bottle
Self Cleaning Microwave
Sillcock Water Spray Shield
Mobile tracker
Dotz
Safer Baby Crib Sheet
The Man Cave
Cord Twist
shower spa
Community cam
Portahook
Doggie Outdoor\Indoor wee pad
loss prevention phone case
Magnetic Hut
Clean Leaf
RotoPot-Spinning perfection
Automatic condenser wash
AEROS PLUG IN ADPTER
Swamp Butt Be Gone
Baby seat rocker
H2Know
Camping Laser Pointer
Radi-oh
car beverage warmer
Do Not Forget
Makeup Brush Sanitizer &amp; Dryer
Perfect Hearing Aid
Smart Donut
Front n Back Heating pad
The Massage Hat
Diaper Pail Magic
SCOOPER
Keyboards illume
The Easy Loof
Best Leaf Bag
Smartphone Curl
Sandwich Eggs
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Combo water faucet
TeeClip
Refreshing Natural
Bag-in-bag
Electric cord lables
Automatic Jack System (AJS)
camping table
Happy Hanger
De-snagger fish hook release
Humpty Dumpty Dog Toy
Stick &amp; Staple
Stuck Sensor
Rake Stake
SpitFresh
knit software or website
Biker brake and reverse lights
Sealing Toilet Lid
Bra Box
Give Me a Brake
Refill-able paint brush
EM Car or EMC
Table top airconditioner
Flavored Envelope Glue
SITTER MONITOR
Gigabyte Game System (GBS)
Doggy door brush
The Flying Flobble
Key Tracker
PILLOMITT Pillow with Pockets!
Solar power window ac unit
Smart Keyboard
Support tÃªte en bas
Retractable oxygen tubing
Laundry Mover
Jimmys Tire Transformers
Light my way
sand/ dirt anchor
Act Rite
Budz
Plate Scanner
Never fold toilet paper again!
Q T's
Gazebo Buddy
Push-it
Catapult
Shaving Catcher
Dynamic credit card protection
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Hand Free Back Scratcher
live forever phone
Laundry Alarm
Assisted Drinking Device
Laundry Notification System
The Paint Caddy
Heat Powered Phone Case
Shoe new
the sticky frog
True safe clippers
Keyboard Cat Mat
chicken alram
wuudoor
The Bisquette Maker
AirHeads HeadBand
u ç»“å±€ç»“å±€
maintien et fixation bÃ¢che
CALL-CAR
world champion chess table
Vibration
Baby Car Seat with Alarm &amp; GPS
Grip It, Rip It Glove
Clean toilet handle
Hats
Alert Clock
Window Maker
Wine cooler bag
Flood Wrap
centrifugal force generatorthi
Safety Feature Truck Topper
Kids motor boat
mesa redonda movil
HDMI Cable Converter
WarmSole
Multi-Cartridge Razor
fdff
Interactive sing-along-book
findertoon
Add on Sandwich Picks,
eVisualBoard- change your life
beach towel with a twist
The sockornizer
Bug Free Swimming Buddy
Water detector wiper
Handwriting Computer Converter
Ceinture ergonomique
double cooker pot
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Air conditioning jacket
Bio-Plunger
Fishing Pole Holders for Truck
GARDEN EASE
mouse with integrated mousepad
Double Roller
Dip-O-Mania
Mens NHL Calendar
EyeWearBling
forezzz's
WaterWall
tanning lotion lotion mixer
Collapsibe Bottle
Piezo Power Pad
Cemetry Bronze Marker Rub On.
Hair magnet
No more "Cheeto-fingers"!!
WALLer Color Pencils
bug bungz.
Blinds that wake you up.
"Knee Vision 300" invention
Digital Film Adapter
Feminine Product Organizer
SMART "Follow Me" Luggage
Clean All Toothbrush
Ash Packer
Building Blocks Storage &amp; Play
Tint-Shield
ElastiPack
CELLPHONE Caller HOME DISPLAY
NEW GUARD SPORTS
Shape Shifting Travel Pillow
ChipMe 2
Bedroom Fridge
This Hat Blows
45 , 90 degree grasper
Liquid Absorbent
Fever Sender
GPS Feel - Navigator Armband
coque avec chaine
kinetic kites
Animal door bell
Aquafruga showerhead converter
Uber Control
Round/Square Container
TOILET PAPER EXTENDER
Box Fan Clip On Ice Screen
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MySmartHome Router
The Opossum Pouch
Beep Beep
Chain Tamer
barqr monitor
The Flex Sgueegie
non-spill drink spout
Rain hat
Never lose ID badge clip
Arrozen
Talker Armour for children
Key Locator
Safe Pet Paws
CornHoleCover
DOG FETCH AND TREAT MACHINE
Intention
OCCUPi Smart Device Accessory
Space Bar V2 *Virtual Keyboard
Parcel Alert Mat
DIGITAL PAPER CLIP
Hard Drive Computer Case
Modem Resetter
Paper scissor holder
easy to hold stick
GroBudget (Grocery Budget)
Esofom Electronic Soap
Smart-click
Rotating Puzzle Table
The Clog Buster
Pivotal Golf Tee
Banana couch
box fan dust filter
"SCOOPET" by Chuck Woodrum
Real Shade
Sediment Basket Lifter
Guardian
Solar Cell
Go fast shopping !
Thumb/Finger Stamp
The Grip Smart
NazzFit
ToggleBuddies
Fragrance on a push
Liquid Landscape Fabric
Iso-Toads
Smart Seat for your car
Ecompost
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Hydraulic Shovel
Bike/Walk Powered Generator
Smartphone cigarate lighter
Lollipop Storage Case
Ceiling Fan Power Saver.
Boomer T Leg Rest
Drink carton opener
spoochla
keyring quicklock
Weight Loss Tupperware
Solar-Master-Cooler
Wheeleze Pontoon
Big Blue Sea Pool Covers
Pstop
cork screw keychain
Squirt N Go Cleaner Carrier
Golf garden
I'm A Real Super Hero!
Kidems Wheelsox Covers
Laser Trash
New Light
Vehicle De-Icer System (VDIS)
The angle pen
Wifi Smart Home
Soccer Ball Umbrella
Self-feeding baby spoon
They Toy Scooper
tattoo doll
FlexRocker
Find my Kid
two sided windshield wiper
"iTrace" or "Tracelet"
Toilet Seat Ring
Window safety stop
KIDS EAZY FREEZIE KIT
Smart Weight Attachment
Handyman's Helper
SunMeter
Attached2You
Flexible Led screens
Magnetic Shock Absorber
Kinetic â€œMovementâ€ Light
urine collection assist
MyStyle Eyewear
Sexy Stickums
Rachet Wrench Extender
Safe Doggie Door
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Snow Angel
Spray and Vacuum Dust Cleaner
SmartShower Smartphone App
Self Powered Air conditioning
deroule tendeur
Mobile Dog House
finger talk
Oil Helper
water proof electronics
Rust-proof Flower Box Holder
Water damage alarm system
Drive Safe Cell Protector
Nice-Air
Hoop it up
Carseat Unlock Remote
The Quiet Cube
Ultimate Sports Glove
The Eco friendly plane
gag vac
Power Unplugged
PESE BAGAGE
PSP porte savon pratique
Electrocare
Connected fridge listpad
Text-stop
Memory portrait bar
Measuring Nubs
Nasal wash bath room fixture
MobileMove
hole puncher 2.0
Poster Chair
Auto-Flush Potty Hero
Smart baby mobile
Wind to Watts
The Keymodo keyboard
retractable bike lock
Dog poo scooper for Parkinson
Next Generation Headphones
Heated Toilet Seat
Pulldown Ceiling Light Fixture
Bag Sealing Strips
The Freestyler SD
Paw Pad
mini 3D roller coaster
The VisionClearyÂ©
The Phone for Math Geeks..
Boltsizer
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supplementary battery multiple
Survivor Alert
The Cupinator
Guest Alert Mat
App enabled Drapery Opener
Marker Holder Duster
Cut-to-Size
Car Periscope
Green Lawn Fountain
Fancy Footwork Computer Mouse
Medicinal Patch Applicator
adjustable razor
Just Like Home
Tape Measure with Pen Zen
Helmet Hum
Text-A-Note
Multiple Shape Ironing Board
Handy Dish Washer
Bookboard or Scholarboard
Lost Item Finder
Runners Reminder (RR)
Triple necklace
Garage dog/cat door
Scrubber Rubber
Sani-Shield
No Sew Alterations Kit
Muck bucket cooler.
Cell Shade
SPEED WARNING SYSTEM
Baby Changing Swadddle
the BRIEF BOARD
Beer Goggles
Refresh Simple Strips
Book holder
Ear Cuffies
Max-Vac Connector
Platform Evolution
Waterproof Hair Solution
burn be gone
Tv remote pager
Pocket Shaped wallet
PenSani
Cable less cable
Safer bathroom for seniors
Alarm for pool
USB Murale
Cool Carrier
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Perpetuus Endless Generator
Glow Strings
Painter's Pal
Fresh Zip
Occipitalgenetics Eyewear
Easy Wash for Auto's Windsheid
cat scratch climber and shelf
Sub cooler
USB for miles
Stop-It
"Daily Struggles" Day Calendar
R/C (Toy) Bomb Defuse Robot
Food Stik
Solar-powered flat screen tv
Tidy Toters
Walk Away Alarm
Mobile Dog House
An app to tell text mood
HEALTHY SHADE
Breeze
Dicionario digital
Champagne Flite
Roller Pizza
weed pulling garden tool
The Thermal Precipitator
Porta-chair
DRONE HOUSEKEEPER
Personalize your Plates
Coque portable led
NU bar
Noise Reducing Neck Cushion
Talkulator
TrekCane
App-enabled Tug of War
Multi USB Power Protector
Braking Bold
Pressure Sensitive Toothbrush
Fingerprint for touchscreen
Carry this ,that and that
New Doggie Training Pads
Hotshoe geotag trigger with BT
sun block
Brella
Hidden pen pocket
E-Stickies
NonLumping Synthetic Comforter
Power Shower
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Paced Playlist
Smart Baby Monitor
Rotary engine riding lawnmower
rapid'fritures
Patio Pet Portal
The Handy Crab(Salad Server)
The Wheely
Watering Plants "drop by drop"
Smart Alarm Clock
WALLY WHALE Sprinkler
Gym Buddy
Pocket Power
Dozers
BluRing-Never miss a call
FREE HANDS-WRISTBAND TV REMOTE
Safety Meeting
Emergency Magnet Button
Worlds Smartest Mail Box
Slide &amp; Charge
Audio Evolve
WiBuds -wireless earphone buds
Vine Wine Foil Cutter
FLOAT AND SIP
Wi-Fi Connected Habitat Cam
Cuff Linkage
le top
Paulies tight socket adapters
Short Stop
ratcheting jawed locking plier
Shoe Insert Trackers
clothes hanger
Breakfast Plate
Shower Wake Up Call
Roller Coaster
Children's expandible shoe
Cat Litter Scenter
Backscooter
My Data Flash (MDF)
Formation Ã distance Ã©co-condu
eye glass navigator
QUIRKY GI
computer touchscreen keyboard
affordable cordless hair dryer
THE TOOTHBRUSH REMINDER
Wireless Cable Connector
Cheaper Hot H2O
Lap Desk
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Icky stickies
Power Step
Little Bunny Slippers
Stroller umbrella attachment
Wirewrap
"Flat" to "All-That" Footwear
MOWEDGE HOG
Media Stack Organizer
K-Cup Auto Filler
Electrical Ball Plug, Ballical
Hang Dry
"Scoopet"
Par The Perfect Outdoor Pillow
Block Humidifier
UP-C ( up control)
Blouff
ClÃ© USB Ã affichage
Bolster Safety Boost
Cleat feet
Hitch Mounted Shoe Cleaner
YourBud
Sunscreen wipe
Print everywhere
The Stair Chair
Heart alarm
pipa de ducha
application alerte melanome
See-Hear
Towella: Towel, Umbrella, Mat
Car Travel transportation
VAZE
Smart phone solar defender
Party Cooler
Positive news only-TV or Radio
child safety alarm
Bed Caddy Tray
WIFI A/C controller
Glow Tile
Voice Recognition Light Switch
Dressing Apron
Temper-Ment
Toy Elevator for Kids
Memory Card Holder with Slots
LAW ENFORCEMENT BIKE HELMET
On a Roll..
Patio Pwt Portal
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Footsie Step
chairter
Glowing Cords
Snub nose FaceGuard
Raw Honey MicroDermabrasion
Freshtab
Battery Power Exchanger
Accordurinal
Vegetable and Fruit Peeler
forgotten child alert
Scissor holder
Tidy Trough
The drop lock window security
iBall
3 in 1 APP pillow
The Cool Air Chair
Smoke Proof Apartment
MultiDirectionalImpackGeneraro
smart stroller
Thermochromic Paint Set
Brew on Cue
E-Ring
Clear Makeup Travel Pack
energy saving faucet
Steering wheel controls wi-fi
Soothing vapors
THE GEESE GUARD
Smart Mattress
Shot Callers
phone alert
Luces de freno delanteros
Cent Card
The All-In-One Washer Dryer
Baby Boomers
bache chauffante
Up and Away
NAIL POLISH-SHADE 4 U
biobag
Damp Mop Cloth /Auto Refill
TV Remote Finder
Mascara Lay On
Road Flair
SnoBaby
Can It...
Digital Audio Recorder
The Al-arm Arm
eyes on your car
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Xen Pillow World Creation
phonefan
Toilet Paper Wipes
LG G Watch (Accessory)
child safety tracker
Zoom pencil
Quiet Nailclippers
One Water Bottle Cooling Case
The hang out
ClassCat - Digital Notetaker
Cell Phone Battery Donator
serviette intÃ¨lligente
Social Media TV
Shoe Refresher
Torx Screw Extractor
K9 Sun-Straps
Squeeze cleaner toilet brush
Smartphone Glucometer
Retractable oxygen tubing reel
â€˜Purrfect Waterâ€™
Screwable Shovel
Helmet Homelink
Perfect Pizza
ODORLESS TOILET
Nail polish remover on the go
WWipers
Modified Urine Specimen Cups
C.L.O.U D.
The Sky High Car
Zipper Magic Wand
Energy viewer
Gun Genade
Reusable Print Mold
Party jetpack
Protection Bagging
iWork
Cable Wrap
Cooling air mattress
Smart Water Control Valve
Jam Cam
Removable indoor clothes line
NRG-converter Cosmic traveler
Compact guitar case/stand
How much piggy? Bank
coffee storage dispenser
Crawling Insect Moat
Pee-Free Toilet Seat
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mobile hair dryer
cam sleeve
Clothespin belt
Lotion Applicator for Back
Lubricated tampon
Lawn Treatment System
Doggy No Drip
Germicidal hospital carpets.
The Beach Wowel
Thermos on Demand
Wet Comb
A toothbrush with the paste loaded in the handle of the brush simply twist and brush moms,kids and the elderly will love it.
Pet Pants
Limitless Paint Chips
re-coil
The Haley
WHG

Bynokamera

Self Inflating Shelter
Companion to RLL
Hurricover
The Tooth Pax
The fishermans cooler
Senior text
Card protector.
The Turtle Neck Laundry System
Easy grip
Chair Cozies
Smartlight Products
twist and lock beer/soda cans
Trampoline Room
REAL IQ TEST. BOOKS-BOARD GAME
Straps for luggages
smart wrist band
Disposable Skin Tag Remover
Umbrella Lamp Shade
SPEAKER CLIP
Desktop Electronics Station
bike lock key holder
Back Seat Floor Hump Organizer
Poster Chair
Telescopic Camera Phone Case
Recharging laptop battery
Ladder shelf
Cell phone cover lanyard
Napkin Gripper
I dont know =D
automatic no dozz
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My Health
Night Light Fishing Pole
Voice Controlled Ceiling Fan.
The Fresh Seat
Rechargeable heated coat
Beer Sign Clock
DayPay /CashClock
OBGYN Modesty Undergarments
fly away earache pain
Freegenny
The Fermentator
smartCAR
Emergency LED Bulb Holder
The Umbrella Toole
fill up pendrive
energy wi fi - radio frequency
BACKSCRATCHER MOVES BY ITSELF
Heated car/booster seat
Clip my Wick
Nomi - A music sharing device!
Truck Bed Box
INDICATOR packing tape
Telescoping Socket Lug Wrench
accessory bag
Rollon sunblock
Invisible pet leash
Clearance Signal Response
l'Attrap'Cheveux
Hairon
Vision first
OSI - On Scene Informer
Auto Caddy Golf Ball
Tablet Dim Covers
Liqui-core Cooler
e-Notebook
Loose Eyeshadow Press
Solar Powered Cool Dash
Toilet Tissue, Plunger, Brush
Breathalyzing Key Safe
Panadol Patch
Scratch cover up
speak-n-see
Solar Mini Power
Horse grass grazer wall
Ground-glass swing-top bottle
Decorative Mosquito Trap
Trioprise
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Light Sentry
Inflatable tent
Insulin on the go
Arm Guard - Sleeping together
Parasolaire
the Batchula
Strap On
around the neck hanging shelf
Custom Cookie Cutter
Alarm Sleep Tracker
Bobblehead fashion accessories
The Theraputic pillow
ECO Bac d'evier
Cell Pockets to Go
balanza con visor de pared
Finger Tip Swabs
Micro GPS
Pasta minut'
Car remote cover repair
chauffebiberon portable solair
"The Sulky"
Finger Controlled Wrist Band
Fan air freshener
Smartass Scale
Solar Panel Rear View Mirror
Stream Generator
Glasses Shades
cordless hair dryer
smart phone protector
Put the seat down
One stop shop card.
Magna sheet
Icy Wipe
Masons Pal
Tissue Protector
Litter attraction mat
Stackable wall planter
Wake up with the sun.
Magnetic Push\Pull 3D Puzzle
Chapstick and Lipstick Case
inside windshield wand
Pillow to Prevent Hair Loss
Desktop Sized Air Conditioner
The Can't Can Garbage Pail.
Smart OLED Bicycle Chain
gaiter socks
Wet tips
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Come to Indian Market
Home Cover
Puppy Love
toddler swing to go.
Ankle anchor
Kite Flyer
one-hand-ball handeling belt
Hat Check
Q.G.E.-Smart School lockers.
roll up weigh scale
App TouchScreen WirelessRouter
safe cookers
Juice Catcher
C-TMI
App enabled portable generator
Suction Stand
Key Now
Ear buds do not fall out
Universal Razor Handle
easy outdoor paving stones
Tidey Tie
Kwik Lace
The smart cylinder
Threat detect
WEED IT EASY
Bikerator (bike generator)
Bungee Carabiner
Beer Pong Net Guard
le masque de rasage
Loved One in the Car Reminder
Cool Rise
The Inflatable Balloons Box
Resonance Speaker Phone Case
Lost Doggy Phone Home Pouch
Power drill wall holster
Common phrase flashcards
Self Scraping ScrambledEgg Pan
adjustable depth wrench
Smart HVAC
Raise the Sound Level
Three's A Crowd
CupBottle
Bed Surf
"Refreshing" Refrigerator Door
The Lid-Flip
Self powered jet ski
SmartCube
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Air Tied Shoes
Quick-Shade
Rainbow Pancake Maker
Protective Adhesive Bandage
SMART RC "Follow Me"Helicopter
Lounge Chair Headrest
Golf pin distance bracelet
VaccumMini
Marine Vessel Fish Scale Hull
Black Light Flashlight
Over-Charge
Irrigation Repair Fitting
River caster
Sure Shot
WINDOW CAMERA/SMALL AND THIN
Zip Net
Masking Tape Loop Maker
BedScents
Ultimate Boogieboard Backpack
SmartCase!
Paint Scoops
PrintEgg
Gotcha Covered
Noodle Suit
One mop for any floor wipe
Practice everyday
Healthy Laptop
Digital Cistern Water Reader
Soap in a sponge
Smart Room -Programmable Vents
Sexual Assault Bracelet
BabyTether
Side sleeper
Bluetooth headphones
temperate shoes
Pyramid Charcoal Briquettes
Insect Repellent Sheet
The Chair Care
Add A Switch
FINDIT
The Resizable Air Mattress
Know-Your-Power, A Green Game
Easy scoop
asdfs
Fresh
poubelle de rue
The Heated Snow Shovel
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Better blender
Peerbook
Breathable Halloween Mask
Simple Ladder
Smart 3D Jumanji
EZZ TAPE STICKS
PORTABLE INDUCTION CHARGER
"Safe-O-Let" Outlet Safe-box
Desktop Wind Dancer
Pivot Power Timer
Tire Cap PSI
Decibel
MOWEDGE GATOR
candy flavor stir straws
Clogless Shower Drain
Lurkcam
Life Saving Water Bottle
Courtesy Taillight
duel-room ductless AC
Automatic Hose Roller
Forget me not!
Child tracker bracelet
SPF pool additive
Counter Top Mini Dishwasher
Gardener's bug Vac
Emergency Vehicle Detection
â€œTwilightâ€ A hat for the night
Olmagla
Tire Safe
The Electric Poncho
Remote Trainer for Dogs
Mouse Ball Sensor
Emergency Deflation Vent
eye lens tracker
Lighted Makeup Mirror with Fan
Book Transcriber Application
la redoutable
All Travel Itineraries
smart clock
Garden Hose Weed Wacker
Magic Fingers - #RadioShack
Shower Control
The Supercase
Door Reborn
Insta-Chill Drink Holder
Door Repair Overlay's
Ultimate Entertainment Unit
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Lotion Recovery Device
deodorant
Wife in a box
Glow in the dark horseshoegame
Tablet/mobile charger home/car
Water Racer
Beach Box
Play munch
CampingCooler " it lights up "
Two temperature comforter
Heart &amp; Blood Test
Easy Out Seat Lift
Colored Tires
Mattress with a view
Mobility Walker Umbrella
Self adjusting Outdoor Chair
Always cold ice and heat pack
LED Swivel Ratchet
Double Untrouble
Cat Ramps!
Knee brace support
finition
Cup Holster
Water Run
couch friendly charger
SOUND THE ALARM
Phone case absorbing sweat.
Power Slide
PoignÃ©e Metro
more than social network
Groom Your Cat, Catch The Fur!
The Ramen Souper Bowl
SINK MAGNIFING MIRROR W/LIGHT
TIGER SHARK CAR ALERT SYSTEM
Hair Fisher
Text from computer
Survival Buddy Backpack
Custom Linx
Backseat Guardian
Soda saver
truck bed access door
The PenBall
Intelligent pillow.
In home tornado alert
Tanning Ledge Lounge Chair
Frozen Soother
Pogo Sphere
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Self cleaning Garlic Press
Beach cart / sled combo
Clear Anti-Cavity Strips
Smart Device Charger
Arctic baby
Insulin pump reservoir holder
Velcro Quilt
Vehicle Body Sensor
Xterminator
MemBot #RadioShack
Shoe power.
MusicMate II
Portable EV Charger
Water War Combat Game
Stop slipping bag
Don't Drip a Drop
quickjuice
The Variable Capo
WhataBag
Dog Paw Washer
Evacuation Light
Bare Scratcher
The Showerhand
FLOAT POOL BALL
All In One Laundry
accessoire cig elect
Productive power strip
USB Lanyard
Measured Cube Ingredients
Easier way to Sleep
SET PHOTOCELL WIRELESS
Bone On A Rope
Water control
Litter box and scratch pad
HeadPhones Muted/Activate Mic.
Flexi Scissor Guard
Pressure pals
Hospital Bed Modification
Super towel 3000
NEVERWET SOAP DISH
bluetooth/wifi charger
Traction Sox
Water room caddy
Versatile Dish Rack
music chain
Black Box
The Green Mantis
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MULTI TABLE WORK
Bird Stop
Smartphone Case for Children!
Smart Vertical
CarBoard (Mobile Bill Board)
ContrÃ´le mural interne
The Grabber Tote bag
Electric Nail Polish Remover
Butter spreading stick
Thirsty Pots
Stand for mobile phone
carair heater &amp; conditioner
DIY Spa Body Wrap
Life savor tech
vÃ©lo Ã©lectrique sans batterie
Video alarm
Sun Eyes
cool water
Smart Fish Tank Sensor
sponge umbrella
Smart Device Locator
ToothBrushgum
StaticCling SodaStream labeler
Magnet Wireless Headphones
Studio Fit Bag
Invisileash
Flight Captain Connector
Mouse with USB drive
Cutter
The Tail Light
Specs pen/stylus
auto trans bike
Find Drinks
Lightning bug Orb Catcher
Flat Scrn TV Sound deflector
Lounge Chair Terry Cloth Cover
The time teacher
The Hidden Home Urinal Cabinet
SEABIKE
APP/Remote Controlled Dino
Hands-free Toilet Seat Lifter
Shaving Hair Catcher
Easy Clean Toilet Seat
UFO steamer
Portable GPS with built-in cam
Bike Alarm "Bike Beacon"
My Marquee
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iPhone changing picture case
Driver Appreciation Box
compressed air supercharger
Portable Stow-Away Sound Booth
Zipper Up Laundry Basket
Mirror Mirror on the Wall
carbon monoxide detector
JPegs 2 Jewpeg
Solar Powered Water Purifier
Hydraulic Pressure Foot massag
Sun Patch
Bath Temp? Check.
electrical cord identifier
Smart Control Turn Table
UV/SP
The eargini
Deepfryerfilter
clip on ipad handle
Step Tracker
Cool water pet fountain.
perfect shoe carpet
Zig Zag stick light Case
screwdriver pocket
Green Refrigeration System
The Ultimate Music Sleep Mask
OriPlanter
Doggies Bottled Water
Sliding Closet Door Knob
piercing lumineux
Radio on demand
Soap Saver
Washington's Raincoat. Smart!
Outfit Reminder
Cook assemble
Mobile Job site time clock
"CDS, Counter Defense System"
Bug Fresh
LoviBibs
EYE SPY
Sweet Sack
Sauna Converts Infrared/Steam
flying bonnet ornament
3D Optic Skin
Lotion applicator for backs
Full cover Popcorn bucket
the man fan
she/he blanket
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Power Ladder Caddy
App-controlled Circuit Breaker
Brush Umbrella
Anp adapter
Tall by Choice. Platforms
Smart Frisbee Golf Cage
Collar-Stay Maker
Home UV Bacteria Eliminator
Hardcase cuff bracelet-stash
Clothes Dryer Exhaust
universal timelife
Babybum portable changin table
THE QUIRKY APP
Kanga-Key
Dog Biker
Stop the Sog
Safe ear
Gravesite messages
Gas Pump Trigger Lock
Dryer Vent Lint Net-"DVLN"
dress concealer
Glow in the dark xmas lights
Recycler
Island Tables
Hard Side Saddlebag Cup Holder
Cooling cell case
iBark charger
clampy straight edge
Single Water Bottle Chiller
Perfect Form
Power Tube
Stair assist trolley suitcase
Sun Away
The Gaming TV
App Enabled Wall Clock
Jewelry Display
electric rollerblades
remote control lawnmower
Dieters Delight
The Magnetic Train
Magna-message
Zap-Zap-Joe for Keurig
PitchPerfect
Tailgate Organizer
High Quality Smartphone Flash
Back Safe
Clever Charge
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Auto LED Sign
heel pad
Car Edge Protector (invisible)
Happy Littleone's Seat
SUPPORT USTENSILE
Guitar without wires
Chair Cooler
Relaxing Protector Glasses
1 saw fits all
Bug Dots
HeadLight Tracking Dimmer
Moving plate warmer
Coupe ongle mÃ©canisme inversÃ©
StraightWRAP straightener
porte gel douche
Quirky Safebounce House
Q-Bike
Rug shaker and brush cleaner
Waterproof Zipper Dish Glove
Worm Holder Hooks
Plunger with Internal Spike
Motorized Toddler Duo Stroller
SKI GEAR TRAVEL BAG ALL IN ONE
Shirt/Sweater Saver
Couch Jack
lacetic
Battery Rental
The Quirky Gym Bag
The Sasket
vacuum duster
Baby Gate Retention Device
Blade DeIcer
LuggageBag
Door Mat Key Safe
"Reach" Wall Power Arm
A beach blanket called "LIFT"
gravity power machine
Pro-Totem
Easy bend
Play Knife Fight
Extra hands safety net
portable rechargeable fan
easy access
Multimuff
raincoat helmet
Janitor's Helper
Sump pump alert
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Interchangeable Kitchen Knife
Solar dice
Wink Day/Night Solar Dryer
ÐºÐ¾ÑÑ‚ÑŽÐ¼ Ñ„Ð¸Ñ€Ñ‚ÑƒÐ°Ð»ÑŒÐ½Ñ‹Ð¹ Ñ„ÑƒÑ‚Ð±Ð¾Ð»
protector for smart tv
light weight 3 strap backpack
Foot pedal USB charger
Rack Helper
TRI-HOLD
Plush Mitten Puppets
Chid Car Seat
Ring Bling
Digital/Wifi sports playcaller
piluliers automatique
Wonderwall
Portable Knobs &amp; Pulls
Changable table
Towel Pouch
Power Cord Saver
Foot glove
Neat Niche
automatic car window screens
Treadmill for two
Pepper Spray Alarm
21st Century pendants
Pool-Jam
Bug Cover
Car head lamp â†’ Shirt cuff
Garbage Disposal Carpet
The Collector
ROULE TERREAU
Retrofit ClosetTornado Shelter
the hang glide
shirt pack
Ultimate Travel Pillow
Wireless Atari joystick
Intelligent Mirror
Brush Detangler
Saftey Sticks
Whistle ball hunt
The Art tree
Auto Anti Theft Alert
Woolf motor cycle ties
The Interchangeable Guitar
SoapBuddy
Spidey Hoodies
Multiple DVD
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Portable Solar Phone Charger
Elevator charger
Hidden Jewels
chip glove
Wink Home Thermostat
le sky video book
Worry Wart
one piece pullcart golfbag
Affordable Tooth Puller
Interactive Puzzle Glow Ball
Smart Dehumidifier
Capron
Practice Golf Balls
Dual Work Light
The Safe Travel Safe
ILLUM (with a line over the U)
Fony
Free Sun
Comfy Cooler
NeverLose tracker
Invisible gum
QuikFit
Tracking Alert
Ceiling cabinet
Sure Strips
plastic bottle recycle
Redesigned the smoke detector
The Can I Help You up Chair
No Lose Situation
lost luggage
Weave relief
S.I.P insulin wallet
Quick Action Toilet Brush
moveCharger
sunlightblocker
The Couples Blanket
Kicktail Scooter
Sliding prevention system
Wrap-N-Go
Wristband vibe alarm 2000
thrifty clothing exchange
umbrella fits in the handle,
Ceiling Shower Caddy
Smart Child-Proof Gates/Locks
tapis pour douche 3/4 ronde
unaversal lifetime (visaversa)
Baby Formula Portable Mixer
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Anti-aging Skin Care Top Nine
Model car radar detector
Humane Bird Extraction
ICE TEA MAKER
Gofast cam cover
Toilet Internal Ventilator
Tumbler Mixer Pot
Laptop Add On Screen
magformers box
Wiper Clear
Key Chain Front Door Opener
The smart washer 2015
Shotty Phone Case
FIDI (face it and debate it)
Silent alarm
COMBINED TOOTHBRUSH AND PASTE
Theft deterred Device Charger
Glow in the horizontal pedesta
True Wishes
Burnt Tongue Prevention
usb cooling device for beer
Custom Touchup Paint Brush Pen
Automatic window security
Waterproof Pouch
The lock and stock
Justincase
InMotion
CESB CarElectronicSun Blocker
Make your bed in a snap
Automated Spice Rack
Life House Lock
Antibacterial mop wipes
cafetiÃ¨re programable en sucre
Illuminated Cane
Love The Car, Hate The Seat
Toillet skid mark eraser
Fitbit Bike Ankle Bracelet
Redact-X
Commit-Meet
GOAL! Short Sided Soccer Goal
Messenger cover IBag
Pot Belly's
Non-slip foundation
Toilet paper protector
Neck &amp; Shoulder Massager
"Coilees" coil-ties
Wood splitting safety guide
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PORTABLE UTILITY CART
,j
Airless Bike Tire
Laptop Cover
Wear One, Take More!
Floating Black Box
Removable Under-rod Bra
App Controlled Dryer Detector.
Jewelry for single women
Ladder-Latch
Ideation Factory
App controlled dryer lint trap
Flavor Fountain
Car House
SkateSki
Life Tub surival flotation bag
Case for denture and Braces
Drip free mouth wash
Ferrofluid bike wheel
Watched Pot
Flirty: Flying Phone Case
Hear Clear Headphones
Sheer perfection
FlexCamera
Natural Headphones
Page holder/Bookmark
Day Care Monitor
Room thermostat w/voice alarm
Fixer Upper Bumper
The Micro Guide
wireless sound box
SMART"Auto-Cook"Microwave Oven
Seatbelt squeegie
USB for Car
hide a key
Aircraft Secure All
Aqua Head
timer email
Front Brake Lights for Auto
Smart baby eye
Smart Cell Phone Holder
Tidy Tips
Power point Voice recognition
Basketball Band
All-in-One Box
Social Media Alert Band
crash-flash
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Smart Electrical Toothbrush
Cell phone port protector
Airport peels
Baseball Mania
Cordless styling tools
Small room outlet heater
CUE CARE
Drain-on
Chronos
measure my workout
Recliner desk
Baby Car Seat Fan
Sole Wipes
The STEM Challenge
adjustable sports chair
Beer pong de table
Tablet Remote
3G water control
The Nightshade
mud plunger
Soother Stuffies
intensifies laundry kit
Lighted Traffic Control Sign
T-Cintre
Projector on back of laptop
find my laces!
Life Coat
Wall Charger for Your Phone
200w Portable Solar Panel/Mat
Bluetooth Midi Keyboard
Shower Water Saver
Hair Bun Bag
radar detecting siren alarm
race car silloutte
iPhone Privacy Case
Gravey Groupon Visa
electro gravity
instant teeth
Remember me
SIEGE EN MOUSSE CONFORTABLE
inflatable tent
Coldest koozie
the purse saver
Drill Wall Duster
Cheddar's Custom Cleaner
Flip Flop Chair
One Hand shot
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The GoWallet
High chair stroller
Receipt Winder
Long Cord Power Strip
piste de dance pour poupee
LED jack-o-lantern light 120v
Bumper sticker holder
Middle Console Saver Seat
Tip Grip
THE FROST VISOR
Cup clamping ring
Bathroom time regulator
Plumerd
Soothing Gel Neck Pad
Double Sided Countertop TV
Vacuum Breaking Funnels
the sucker
The Cuppler
Multi-Pocket Ice Pack Holder
App enable Portable Fire Place
Buy In Bulk, Store Neatly
airless swim mat
CalcuCart
Baby You Hot &amp; Cold!
Air Mattress Tent
VibEars
your mail has arrived
bottle frisbee
Easy-Spigot Replacement
DataSafe
Le vin Ã tempÃ©rature
Universal wall dispenser
Solar Sense
Â¿DONDE ESTA?
The Go To Sleep Alarm Clock
ADJUSTING YOUR VIEW- MIRROR
Smart Recovery
Power meter receptacle
Shopping list &amp; coupon holder
APP enabled horizontal lamps.
Bleach Sheet
Locksmith London
Prevent Drowings
MagneToolBarrow
Ironing Sock
Easy back roller
Hot Water Now
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Skate n' Scribble
Wrinkler
Soap and Water Face Scrubber
Steering wheel score caddy
wireless earnbuds
Little Cooler
automatic headlights dimmer
Arm pillow
Bottle Imploder
Tablet Addict's Accessories
test
Eyes in the back of my head
Brand-New Laptop/Tablet Stand
No more uneven home heating!
power belt or purse
Mikeâ€™s Fruit Protector Baskets
Big Catch "Pop-N-Glow"
Cleaning with Ease
Cash free wallet
Best protection for cuts.
Seatbelt Snap
Beer Goggles!!
CHALK TALK
Aviation Travel Card (ATC)
Paint Sample
Fur Not!
Cappy
Super Squeegee
The Elefaker
D.A.P. Stroller
Glow in the dark cornhole
SENTRY TURRET FOR YOUR LAWN
Metal detecting washer
CMM (Curry Making Machine)
Server Sidekick
SLEEPMUFFS (resub)
Planegaming
Poppy
bear phones bag
Self holding umbrella
Ear Puddies
No splash bleach pour spout
Multi level hammocks
UnMirror
IV Buddies
Soft Helmet
Rock'r (Speaker) Mount
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Fit Bowl
Child Safety Camera
a/c vent with filter/purifier
vacation edge
Tablet Hammock
Veilleuse-reveil vidÃ©o
Perfect Shish Kabob accessory
Hair Straightner Holder
Auto Luminance Bulbs
TurfBot
Quad Socket Receptacle
Non-Slip Crutches
Fridge Magnet Monitor
The Sink Equalizer
Smart Flush Toilet Button
Vitality Monitor
Handheld Breathing Detector
stadium fish tank
Sweep N Scrub
The RE minder
Ticket Frame
Multi converter outlet
SD Sleeve
Beach Buddy
Ringer Off!
water/ground Ball
SockMatch
Ashley's Organizing Kits
Dry Rain Boots
Ice Fishermen's Buddy
keys and cell phone finder
handy windor cleaner
CyberLocator: Luggage
ATOM Paper Clip
The perfect shade for your car
FREE OUTDOOR WIND
Yoga Pants Cell Pocket Pouch
Personal Power
easily accessible pet dish
The comfort
Mop and broom in one
Pocket Patch
Parental Helper
Healthy Straws
Beautify your Flat Screen TV
G.E. Defrosting Methods
Smart Power Charger Hub
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Sun Check
The â€œAdda Bedâ€ Small Pet Bed
The shower cabinet
Single use coffee bags
Easy Leaf mulcher in the Bag
MSPC GEN-042 Noise Destroyer
CellTell
Bizzy bucket
Singing Magnetic Blocks
Color headphone
POISON IVY non toxic DETECTOR
Terrycloth Padded Pillow Cover
pumping comb against baldness
DRYASS
Word Odometer
Boreas Vulcan
The flexible scraper
Grocery bar code
RockMat
FanFresh -The Dishwashable Fan
WAW (Where are we?)
Car seat shade
The Pool Pad
attic walk
bIRON
Fix-A-Frame
Compact shipping label printer
The Ice-Wave
Pillow Aid
Waterproof pot holders
UV Cell Armour
Garden Blade
Trinket Filterator
pull behind cooler
MyRide
Hey You!
Wireless Rechargeable Mouse
Skate Tection
Armapillow
Better Spreader
BoxFan Filterz (with photos)
The Fit Mouse
HVAC Assist
Chef Tasting Spoon Germfree
BabySafe Outlet
Fitness Earbuds
The Perfect Nap
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car bag safe auto from flood
Wind-up water disinfectant V1
The Car Sun blocker shades
Window Wiper
Cornbag Holder
Pet Detour
Sneeze 'n Toss
Massage Mat
mail box buddy
Dirty Soap-Get dirty to clean.
FlushPlug - Sleek &amp; Won't Melt
Video Greeting Card
flops with attitude
Phone strap-on under dress
Toiletries Dispenser
The Greeter
Pud-n-machine
Smart Lunch Box
Magnetic Catch
Shoe odor eliminator
Multi-TOW
Interchangeable Helmet Gear
Solar Power Sun Shield
No-Roll Thermos
Rake n' Grow
Wrist Warmers
Magic Hand Massager
Test test
Storm shelter Solar fan
SWIG -Know whats in your drink
TV Remote Charger and Locator
Let"s Get Real
Better Fishing Pole Holder
Elevated Foot Bath
vibe hat
The Chockie
Solar panel for a cell phone
Personal disaster pyramid
Free light's
video game controller
Stackable Laundry Basket
iPhone alarm clock
The Magic Make-up Bag
Move Your Seat Car Fob
No More Knots in Your Hair
Pivot Power Media Cable Tree
digital sidline marker
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Body Razor
Liquid soap Upside down
Retractable EarBud Tablet Case
Garden Spring line
front camera plug!
collapsapail
UnderIce cooling undershirt
Adjustable Kids Bicycle Frame
Don't! Dog
Hand Washed
E-Reader comfort holder
Doggie Pile Carrying Tote
Foot Scrub Drain Stopper
Pyramid
Gate Minder
Doggy Box
Disposable Respirator Mask
3D FAN
WristbandCharger(GE patent)
Sun Shelter
Christmas decoration modules
The Classy Chasis
Whos on first?
Cat5 Beach Umbrella
solar case
Be My Eyes
Clicker KeeperÂ® Remote Locator
Zip Pole
Helipads (for Her or Him)
serviette de plage zen parent
EZC!
Breathe Guard
Switch Pocket Screw Driver
The Lapkin
Atmoslight
Ampho
BICICLYING RECHARGED
Perfect Portions
pochette big bang
Ice cream holder
Tub Hub
Steel Wool Swab
Bush trimmings collector
eyepencil, lipliner case
Bedside Personal Device Cradle
gunk be gone
Bottle Drop
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BeAlert Emergency System
Life Control
EZ Cleat
The Wire Crawl
No More Ants Pet Dish
Butterfly Brush
Plant Watering
e-life
Digital Guitar Pedalboard
Ferme canette
Controllable Eyeglass Sunglass
Soup spoon
Mythical Creature Pillows
The Tape That Rules
Bath Tub MOLDABLE clay bags
Air light
Robotic Teddy Bear
stop car
Toddler Togs
Baby Safe
cap caddy
Stay-Put
Converter Straps
Swappable Eyeglass Frames
Beach Pillow
Line Ext: Non-Dog Pet PAWCET
SNOW WRITERS(resub)
Mobile GPS and Handsfree speak
Pet Low Water Alarm
store all picnicker
Spring Door Stop
Athlrtr's food buster
le LEGA aspirateur Ã objets
Lawn mower clean air intake
vechicle secuity device
Flying Machine
Water Revolution
The Stubble Web
lightning adapter headphones
Quillow = Quilt made of pillow
Bottom Line Cover
Merging Assistant Tech.(MAT)
Fish bait by Hovercraft
Small Electric Toy Vacuum
Portable Electrical Outlet
moules silicones plage enfant
The butt shield
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foot saver
Fly box
complimentary toolbox
Repellent light fixture
Klingy Laptop Case
cooling tan pad
The Lab Top
Key Pop Smart
Liquidscaler
Scanner to Aid in Weight Loss?
Spaghetti Ready
Funbells (fun dumbbells)
Spartan Guard
FLAT TV USB DRIVE TIDY
Gamer Thumb
wake up service
Hexagonal Tile Spacers
Li-Time
Ventilated Beach Umbrella
One-woman-band video cart
Car recovery system
Patio Predators
tape measure marker
heads up display for all
USB Power Plug
Morning After Pill For Dogs
Kickshot baby bouncer
STUMP BUSTER
The FLIPTRAY for a Fridge Door
Foot Mapping sensors system
Chidge: Recliner + Mini Fridge
LLAVE PURIFICADORA
Shower Bot
Insta Message :-)
Ergo BeanEase Moldable Support
GPS based pet containment
Knowing Your Past
The Trichlet
Hospital Room Efficiancy
Fruit Slicer Without Splash
Two-sided Knife
shower 'n' go
license plate frame
Truck bed rail protector
replica cartier watches sale
Vent Scents
mind saver
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Leg Cramp Device
Power Cube
Quirky Inventors T-Shirts
Hermes' shoes
video synchro
INFOLINKS ACCOUNT
The Handy T P Light
Ring, Ring tracker
Apero Time
Plasticine Car Silicone Mold
Refrigerator Sparkling Drinks
Alien Tech Tablet Holder
iPhone/Droid Stand
EZpass MotorBike Helmet
Bottle Topper
high contact jump start cable
Weed targeting glove
Green bag helper
bug scrubber
Beauty Mark Acne Patch
Protector de auto para granizo
Hand Pocket
DishwashING MACHINE
Backyard Shenanigans
Trading system for handworkers
Take A Pick
Strong Start Brush
Suitcase fire
Chainless Snap On Tire Chains
combo refrigerator/microwave
Novelty faucet accessories
Traceable Arrow
wire hider
heatup bathstones
UltraViolet Mat Sanitizer
People all over the world need to write on, seal, and ship boxes. This invention can make writing on and sealing boxes a quicker process.
Shallow Waters
Poschair
Festive lights
LIFE PROTECTOR ALERT
Digital newspaper projector
Programmable PIR Device
xxl thumb
flatscreen speaker mounts
Fitted pet pad
Customizable Foundation Tube
Portable Solar Power Generator
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Solar powered WiFi powerline
Micro-Anti-Lost-Device MALD!!
Inter-phone
Great Canadian Camping Kit
Test
Small Bad Breath Detector!
Car Seat Alarm
The House Condom (THC)
Simple Storage
Electric Heating Bath Towel
Dentifrice enfant au bonbon
Automated dog ball thrower.
Hard boiled egg peeler
bloque porte connectÃ©s
Boomerang ball
Smart Reminder
Cordless hairdryer
Sleep Band
smart brush
Doggy Strap hanger
Sun-Changing Windows
The Rapid Cooling Soup Bowl
KID RADAR - RÃ©alitÃ© augmentÃ©e
STADIUM FISH TANK
Candle Extinguisher
The Beverage Buddy.
LED Fan Attachment
Solar cap charging station
MorningGlo
Garden Twine Cutter
A knife harbor
Straw cleaning brush
Elderly medication button
Maximus Glutimizor
Puttography Topographic Putter
Calendoor Hanging System
Pool Security Wristlets
pullbehind cooler w 2 compartm
Artist Signature Scan Device
App-Enabled machine biodiesel
Back Pack Sling
Group shopping list
a
ROTAFRITE / ROTOFRITE
Wireless Fish-On Extreme
SoundScapes
prescription goggles
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Layered Scented Candle
Patio umbrella with fan
Cell video car window holder
AnyCube
CALL-CAR
SMART "AUTO" Air Purifier
Drop-It
Steam Cabinet
Refrigerator Warning Light
Mileage tracker
Ultra Thin
Eye glasses finder
baby car seat alarm
Nimbus Jr. (for kids)
MUSIC ON YOUR DASHBOARD
Digital Combination Lock
Notebook Nooks
Kitchen Goggles
face cream for smoother skin
Stud Finder 2D
Touch Nails
motor surfing board
Create Custom FalseLashes GIRL
Cataflops
Driver Window Sunshade
Movie Theatre popcorn bucket
The Body Bandana
The Emerald Queen
Outside the Box Storage
Compact Compost Urban Kit
The Optical Memory Unit
Design of Packaging
Companion
Tree of Life
The Tissue Compactor
dog belt
Child Alert
ChatiÃ¨re pour porte vitrÃ©e
Water-Right
Switch-n-lock
douche Ã commande vocale
EZ-EYEZ Light Switch
Washing Imbalance Guide
Auto Swinging Hammock
Working Manâ€™s Coffee Pot
Stopz-It! Door Stop
remove the cables
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The Arm Sleeve
Lave cage
"NU-LOOK " SATELLITE COVERS
Gorilla shredder
The Feelings Machine
Life Watch
GREENTAPPER
Quick Covers
The Bike Pillow
Floppy Phone
ladder buddy
Smart Pool Meters
beardpou shampoo your beard
SUV SELF STORIN TAILGATE TABLE
But de prÃ©cision
Rain Sensor 4 Sprinkler System
xafiere
pot lid organizer
Automated tattoo machine
Stattoo
WINK windscreen washer sensor
Instant Dual Shower Head
Analog Ringtones
Nettoyeur dessous chaussures
Combat I.V. Catheter
smart moving stand
Full range weight bench
Fridge Alarm
Phone Charger/Battery Backup
Infant BIB Safety Monitor
Display monitor for cell phone
who's here
Neu-Retro Toilet Brush
SunBurn Skin Peeler
Wireless Headphones
Drop Lock
Put a Spring on it
Automatic Oven gas shut-off
No More Lost Keys
no spill nut cracker
SNIPITY KLIPS
cellphone tablet
Commode Sanitizer
Self Weighing Luggage
Camp Buddy
Digital Jukebox
"DUAL" TRAVEL THERMOS
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Mirror Mirror
Half Track Hand Truck
Who is it?
personal atm pinguard
App enabled Alphabet letters
All-in-One Baby Wipes
Garbage can cover
Smart key holder/chain
paint brush guard
Wearable water tester
iPhone Charger Bracelet
Automatic Mouse mover
handybudz perfect gym headset
neat seat
Lite ironing board
Cockoo Clock- Wink
Touch less condiment dispenser
Camel Ice
cologne on the go
Super jumbo Tampons
the simple toaster
Cell Support for Bed
THE WORMER
Now not pushed back
vide tube
TEETH TIMES TWO
The Smart Baby Bottle Warmer
Smartphone Camera Link
No Child/Pet Left Behind Alarm
Keytrack
pedal to lift the toilet seat
Mom's Mobile Milk
Every Last Drop
Sink Filter
One Article Washer/Dryer
Wireless Wall Charger
clock/smoke detector
the drain pan
The Grass Hopper
No Irk
Nether Couch
Socket Organizer
Lifter
bande d' orientation tactile
Child Car detector
Temporary Tattoo Bandage
The Even Lazier Susan
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Apprentissage Ã l Ã©criture
Bracelet Eye Glasses
360 Two-Part Motorized Mirror!
Ceiling Fan Attachment Bands
Mini utility knife for pens.
rear discharge riding mower
Extenda Neck Pillow
golf club brush
A-Ware
ACID
The Security Soundbar
Foot Pronger
User progammed car alarm alert
GO-BRUSH
vapor pen pen
Cell Phone Safe Case
Portable car Air Conditioner.
Distance tracking baseball
Shock-absorber socks
Power band
The Umbrella chair
3D Trimmer.
pants hanger
"Laser Lawn"
Chicken broth k-cup
Learning With a Twist
Space Caps
CABLE COUCH
Zoom Broom
interactive tables
Flex Power Strip
SAFE LETTER BOX
Around the world
Tanning Mitt
Glue on extension cord
Tabby
Bluetooth Tracklight Speakers
Remote Controllable AC Vent
Pilot Vision Guard
Wash 'n' Go
Magnetic Frisbee
Beachin'
travel charger/phone dock.
Sand walking simulator
Adjustable Picture Frame
Coupon &amp; reward point collecto
Keep it cool Table Topper
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RIEGO DE MACETAS POR GRAVEDAD
Let's get Clean
DÃ©capsuleur CLÃ©.
Pirate Radio
Spring-loaded Push-up Bar
Mobile Device rubber charger
The Cup Cam
JumpMe Phone-case
Reader on the go!
Safely U-turn
Phone Internet toyour computer
Aqua Through Scenery
Protect-a-Pet
Maid Service Reader
Pedal Power
Smart Salt Shaker
Added wheels for car seat
Text table
Water Balls
Timed burner shut-off dial.
Gap Catcher
Letterbox theft crime campaign
Garden Chameleon
Phone App Thermometer
The Box
Handle to get into Car Safely
4-partition chef's bowl
Solar powered smart Birdfeeder
Night time Knee Pillow
Metrocard Update
Who's In Charge
Dirt board
Motorizedcarryonsitandgoforkid
Coffee Clock
Grill is on alerter
Photo-Chromic Windows
Christmas Ready Eavestrough
Audacity Candy Piercings
suspension Pour orchidÃ©es
Fork Tine Cleaner
charge pad
secure case
walking aid for elderly
Stripease
Bicyclist ultra-rainjacket
directAtool
Automated windows
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Cardio Tracker
Auto Flush Cover
desk-n-go
Thermome-Sticker
Used One Sale, Buy, Change !!
Electronic Toothbrush
Self-Draining Fish Tank
Railroad warning app
Musical Pillow
Garland Of Life
Sno=Charge
Child CarSeat A/C
Sedi-meter
Floaters
Spray a Bar B Q
key finder
Colder Holder
Funny Fins
The Armband Buddy
Cactus Island hat
WATER HEATING DEVICE
Train accident prevention
Forever Weed Around Headstones
Hey, that's my glass!
E-WalletCharger
Tractor bucket with a lid
Bridge Defrost System
Safety-cise
Ketchstard
Shift Sound Bar-Resub
SeeWhatsInFrontOfYouWileTexing
Winkabob Skewers / Spit Rods
DOME home theater
The Fit Box
nightcrawler extracter
AROS Deuce
Push Up Track
The Jack Vac
The Smarty Pants Phone
Sensor Mats
Personal Body Warmer
Eyecam
Pix.Encapsulation.kNob
Yard Memorial Cross
ToothPick-ON-THE-GO
platre, garot pneumatique
no shed jacket for dogs
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Sun Bathers Delight!
Bed Mattress Saver
Sound enhancer
Heat Safe
EZ Access Lockbox with App
Charge Save Light
Windchill
stop heat stroke
Bling Band Aids
TSA Luggage Locks with Sensors
Smartphone keeper
Cornions
Ergo Stylish Support Sleeves
PowerCaps
Generic Smartphone Control
Bladeless Laptop Cooling Fan
Double Sided Paperclip
Caregiver Reminder Bracelet
mechanical chair cup holder
Cup holder for car
Solar Watch Charger
Dog Poop Locator
HIDEAPOO
Silver to Gold
See &amp; Shine
Portable Smart Washer/Dryer
Auto plant watering-device
Pheiress Jeans
Latter bath
OASIS
Wireless remote alarm speaker
3D Printer for Artists
one level for all
watch light
A laptop that prints
Wireless Remote Weapons
Florida roll out sun shade
Gesture Controlled Smart Lamp
Greenskeeper
Baby car seat alarm
Outdoor Rubbert Boot Holder
RunMaster
Oval Pillow with fan
Shower head thermometer
Fiberglass cast stickers
Leftovers Timerware
tailgate table
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Children airbag
POWER SPOTTER !!!
Head Lock
Tippy Tips
The phone lock.
inText-finger
Parasouple
Beauty Pulse
Automatic Pet Water Bowl
modular WINK Platforms
Toilet Seat Air Cushion
Upcycled Glass LED Lamp
Power Extension Cord Deluxe
Tracker Bands
Portable Air Cooler
Bed AND table
THE GRILL JERSEY
Mattress saver
Magic Basket
More closet space!
Drone-free Zone Privacy System
Massage table for fat people
New resub Timer
Pool Electric Current Alarm
Fish repellent swim suit
"Hot slips"
Hooded Lawn Mower
Repenser la pince Ã linge
Solaron
Hygenic Hotel Care Package
Heated football
DOCTOR - MOUSE
Trash bag Sealer
Door Wreath Magic
CuillÃ¨re couteau Ã pÃ¢te
Sound Chamber
Easy on the Wrist Watering Can
Honey Jar Heater
Wind powered cell phone charge
herbenet
Classic pocket watch / cell
Adaptateur magnÃ©tique
No-Choke Dog Collar
My Message Candle
Mouse on Phone
UpTops Baldhead Ornaments
Wi Fi Home camera and sensor
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Smart toothbrush.
Dog Protector - Separates Dogs
Snooze strips/guards
Dualcup
Siliconit
The Ultimate Pool Float
Forget me Not
The Smart Golf Ball
Multicolor Earphone
The GO GO Cabana
Adjustable light bulb
Extend-O-Strip
Purse Clip Holder
Outdoor weighted rug
Charge &amp; provide extra outlets
Hot lunch-case
Candle Douser
PowH2Or
Double Drink Pitcher
Christmas Stocking Station
Travel Coffee Mug Riser
The Ultimate Solution
the bulb kills insects
Protec-Tour
Break away flea collar
Backseat Shade Visor
Sentry gun disarming system
The Jock Sock
Easy Slide Hair Curlers
Back me up
Versatile Crown Moulding
LE E-PIED
Grease remover for clothes
hand stabilizer
DÃ©tecteur clavier infrarouge
Sun electric solar shade
twinnies
last breath
Laptop placemat
Nosey Nob
SillSave
All In One Pencil
Slipper Clipper
The Chainsmoke Vaporizer
GANDS LIQUIDES
lawnmower and clothes iron 2x1
cordless power strip
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Car Caddy
Smart storage jar
REARVIEW MIRROR 'ENHANCER'
Collapsible toilet water jug
App Enabled Snack machine-Wink
Mixer grinder adapter
Electric calculator
One Hand Pistol Management Sys
Cup Saver
Pochette anti pick pockette
Baby Personal Music Toy
Double Drink Cup
Backyard Biosphere
easy cut fork
Drive pass
Smart glass
Blood type ID sticker
protection from child predator
"Reach My Tootsies" Applicator
Pet Portobrella
Refrigerator shelf/door liners
this is a paper water bowl tha
Swing Away
Vehicle Crash Emergency Help
Quiet Pen
The Dog Catcher
Mobile Car Seat Holder
Battle Bat
Snack and pack
Roach Finder Cam Kit
Easy 2 C
Attachable french cuff
hybrid power plant
Club Tunes
Inflatable table tennis net
Pepper Horn
The "Discus" Beach Chair
Screen-Straws
Go to Security
multitap battery pack
Tube of Gum
Copanion2
Blister Pack Opener Ring
Lens Locator
HOLLA
Stop vol Ã l arrachÃ©.
Indoor Water Leak Detector
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Adhesive tripod mount
Window 'Replacor' Kit
Combination Pets
Auto/Remote Water Valve
homework doer
BONE TREE
Fitbit Zip Dog Collar
LED Safety Triangle
Grill Minder
sanitizing brush for remotes
Smart Pet food Dispenser
Corsage and Boutonniere Holder
Re-Pels-It Deluxe
No More Concussions via Sports
Touch screen remote
Wine Grape Clusters
Adjustable Tissue Holder
Triple-Donut Cushion
Three Wick Lighter
Smart MakeupMatcher
Support Your (or My) Greens
Tee Belt
Flavor Shot
High Chair Helper
TV remote app
Beat Hat
Ear Sleepers
Grid Soaker Hose
CreaseFree (legs / sleeves)
App Controlled Outlets
CleanKEYS
Insulated camper roof cover
Carrying case for ear buds.
Perles de ThÃ©
AC for Bed
COOL BIKE HELMET-style &amp; temp
Armadillo camp trailer
Glove Bucket
Table Trash Collector
Downlight Insulation Retrofit
Resurge iPone/iPad
Adjustable Light Transmission
Smart Gardener
DEVICE BLOCK CELL SIGNAL
Long Lasting Chewing Gum
Dream Keeper
Jigsawizer
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Hide @ Seek Game
Clean Breeze
Plastic Wrap Station
Voice curtain
Cool UR House With UR Pool!
SAFE NATION
#ootd
QuikStep
Smart Emergency Led Light
washing up liquid mesure cap
Go in comfort hospital beds
Gas tank converter
Cookie Love
Remote-Computer Alarm
Quick fruit wash
z-dynamicz
Glass Wear
Adjustable Size Drink Coaster
ProdiGee
Wearable smartphone
Blades
Smoking buddy
Mr. Burns
Zip*Plugs
Bluetooth charging
Photo Tablet Stand
Ice Watering Leaf
musical rpm monitoring device
Enceintes de salon rÃ©frigÃ©rÃ©es
accroche pour chauffe eau
laser goniometer
slimHEAT 2" x 4"
FindeRomote- A Remote Locator
Freshmat
Age Inspired Dog Bedding Sets
Medical Alert NFC Phone Case
Automatic Pair
TV AUTOMATED VOLUME CONTROL
ribbed or knotted dental floss
Stabilizing Third Person GoPro
Saftey Traffic Reflectors
smart car a/c
MOBILE BICYCLE SAFE
Household Cleaning Aid
Lawn mower oil catcher.
HYKover, enhance your cover
Water bottle topper
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Laptop Bed Stand
Sandwich
All-in-one Pineapple Tool
SOCKIES
IPAD Wedge
The Sewing Pen
Fit Jug
Protect Stroller Case &amp; Lock
Purse Pockets
No- Transfer Washer/Dryer Set
Master USB Charger
Wrisque
Easy paper
Smart Emergency Bracelet
Dog poop drone
Roof shingle transition
Magnetic lids for pots and pan
Hand sponge
Commuter Portable Workstation
Pet Friendly Blinds!
Direct to Wall Phone Case
Biometric Bakpak Vault
Wink Plug Conversion Kit
Super Dog Leash
game piano for learning piano
Case Rest
3 in 1 Saw
Lazy Johnny
Cutlery Combo Set
Where'd It Go?
Wood chipper brake
Targeting Fan
Charger for your cupholder
Generator CO Safety Device
Style to pictures
make up keeper
No More Wires
Foot Luse
Ball Camera
Attache desk
The W'nder Wiper
Easy Out Seat Lift
Pliers Holder
Sharp Shooter
Hot Pots
key chain mini lotto dobber
Engineer's Drafting Board
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Pretty little lid
What's !t?
Solar based charger hat or cap
Tabbie Do
Smart audio amplifier
A "scrib"
Sidewalk to sand cooler
Convertible Lawn Power
Power Jump
S-Lock
Soap Stick
cordless walkman
Hidden Plant Waterer
Tracey's Teaching Tool
Tennis Scorecare Reset
Shade Your Cell
Disposable Sink Savr
Ice for bottle
Keep it close.
Phonecontrol
Cast iron electric skillet
Beverage Consumption Monitor
Cable Master
Shudup
Smartphone Case and Tassel
When Im there (WIT)
Almost out
Phone lock
Tie blankets
Anti-Drunkbooker
DollBox
Shock Colar App
WASD Pressure Sensing Keyboard
Electronic Timer Foam Shaving
pivot power 85000
simplehang
More ecological pooper scooper
Gravity Ball
reminder app
Wink Room Sensor
The Auto-Eclipse
Everfresh Emergency H2O
Thunder Shield
A selfie mirror - Click!!!!!!
Stable Dish Rack With Planter
Pet toy as bottle
Bathroom light MP3 player
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Press to lock TP dispenser
lollipop(Nail clippers)
barbeque ashstand
GuruDrain
Sound Sleeper Ear Buds
Phone controlled ottoman
scanner for smartphone
app enabled back scratcher
MagnaHold Wrap
Sandbagger
E-Lift
Root Watering Flower Pot
Mailbox with outgoing clip
Nook and Cranny Broom
do- key stick
Blanket Clip
Find me
Follow Me!
Adjustable garden supports
AVISADOR DE OLVIDO DEL CELULAR
easygrade 1
BEAM
Safety Stickers
Spoil no More
Blue Tooth Child Alert Band
Recycle Bin Box Cutter
Smoke Signals
music fan
Self-mowing Lawn Mowing
Energy-friendly charger
Smart Heart Monitor
Mud repellent work boots
PitBulls are A WINNER!!
Golf Grip for amputees.
Electrified Water Detector
Solar Powered Power Umbrella
Blackout Box
Solar Car Sunshade!
Butt Books
The Cig Collector
Flash: Light for the iPad
grease buddy
cheapy dispenser
WiFi control Circuit Breaker
Scratch Trash
Herb Net
TANTATT
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Clamptula
Dress Tie Smashup
Digital Bumper Sticker
3D Fitovers
Boiling'weed
SmartVent
wheelchair umbrella
silencio
Self-lining Trash Can
Kiss lips singing
multi cellphone charger jack
Portable MODULAR water slide
Dishwashing Liquid Sink Attach
GPS caddy
Cliffhanger Cable Grabber
The Freedom Leash
Bluetooth Headset Radio
paintcan holes
Easy Dog Cooler
Splittable carry-on bag
4 headphones
Tall-app
Disappearing lid handle
Fashionably Connected
Preventing child abduction
Create a helmet for a motorcyc
Smart Market
grabber cane
Mole Away Mat
multi-outlet extension cord
Chausson de nettoyage piscine
Sleep Alert Device (SAD)
Smart Clock
Measuring Cup Leveler
The Shirt Doctor
carpet holder
Nail Saver Garden Gloves
soccer apparel for pets
Automated Phone Robot/Tripod
Sensor Alarm Clock
TheMib:Advesive Paper Napkins.
Mole-Gopher electric killer
Concussion-proof Helmet
multiprise pivotante
Low profile tactical light
Mechanized golf ball setter
Hand-Sanitizer Door Knob
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Fuel-less generator powers all
usb plugger
Volumemizer
THE BUG SCANNER-scans for bugs
House Constructing Machine
iHub
Melons get vertical!
Home Gates- Closing Openings
retractable headphone case
No Wind Solar Blanket
Credit Card Corrector Sheath
Solution To Tangled Headphones
Accordion sofa
SOLAR STICK-ON LIGHT IT UP!
The Metro Card Reader
Rolls royce power
Smell 'o bacon!
Tail-gater
shower head water shut off
Couteau ruban
Chair-Brella in sun or rain
Save A Child
Home Water Press Detector
Block dual face
Mixer for Hair DYE
ELECTRONIC CAR JACK WITH LIGHT
river jets
umbrellapack
Stay Green
Wireless charger
Dientes Blancos
Solar Window Fan
Phone Caddy
Mobile Smart Sprinkler
Bad Habit Alert Device
H2OLev Ball Pool Toy
Objects Tracker
AppControlled Electric Blanket
Compress Purse
Water-saver sinks
Knot-a-problem
Strap n' Slide
Psst...A Bug!
Finger Cleaner
CanapÃ© accordÃ©on
Doggie Door
One-size-fits-all tupperware
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No-waste extender.
Webcam covers
Thermo Perfect
Tag Flap
Morning Glory Alarm Clock
Stoller Phone Charger
PVA Paper
Copanion3
PentaGenious
BaggyDryer
VITAMIN D BULBS (LED)
"It happened when...:
The Airplane Tablet Holder
Smart Hair Straightener/curly
Blank Tape In- Ruled Tape Out!
Travel Toy Caddy
Ultimate Reminder
SnackHappy
Nail polish blue tape
Untangleable Christmas Lights
smart tea
Red Light Green Light
Receptacle Development Plug
press &amp; seal insulator kit
Coaxial Fish Rod
Detachable Tablet wall mount
New Free Briefs
Selfie Mirror
Test idea
Well Glass Standard
FLASH SIGNAL GLOVES
CANNE BLANCHE A FLASH
Club Flop
chagercover
Clear or Personalized Luggage
ALL IN ONE PASTRY KNIFE
cool my car-charge my battery
Porta-cup holder
StainMicroabrader
Design parfum PLUG
BACK &amp; LEGS LOTION APPLICATOR
The Desk Buddy
Baby Bottle Blaster
The Central Hub
Ecolawn bag
Pet-Head-Video
Android 2 Computer
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Liquid Fingers
THE UNIVERSAL STOOL
Confidents
torque wrench adapter
Transgender Tina Fashion Doll
Scentsable Sheets
Elder Phone Case
Sunglasses preserver
Lawnmine
Any foods restaurant, reserved
Quake Lights
Garden Totems
Insurance and Registration holder clips to your visor. Be organized and be ready!
PowerBuddy
Prosthetic Lacrosse Arm
App Enabled Magic Wand
DENTIFRICE CAPS
Wrist Dispenser
wire cap ratchet dispens drive
automatic oil
Cooler Cooler
ventana de colores
no more extensions
Easy Human Powered Flashlight
Qassfit Module
Penis Tip Condom
Multi siege
Spa Filter Wrap
Seat Secure Germ Barrier
Independent Rescue Lift
Soapy shower
knee chinks
GP's Inflatable Bike Helmet
DSD Detect surveillance Device
newbar
Back Pleasure &amp; Clean
My Shower
Landline cell phone
temperature adjustabl thermos
Chair Foot Pads
Ornament Collector
dÃ©rouleur Ã©lectrique
Play by Play
emoticons on the move
Soap Slope
The Bath Mitt
No leak lid
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Cosmetic Chest
Hand/Foot water massager
DrinkUp Baby
"Courtesy" Smoke Detector
World
Toy Smart Phone
Find It Kisok
Cool Feet
Smart Glucometer
Vine Stop v2
Dog Wash Collar
Dog Bowl Splash Guard
Magnetic Sticks .
The Ideal Throw
The can cap
Led windshield wiper
CartStop
The Push Up Wizard
Sac de courses compartimentÃ©
Laser lighted golf putter
Universal Pot Lid Stirrer
2++ IN 1 Modular Pack
App Solar System Projector
Prop pack
long chalk
Aqua bottle
The Johnny Jacket
MbrellaPod
Tube Rack
Quick Click razor
rechargeable beverage koozie
Desk Cube
Remote Pre-Heat
BIG RIG BLIND SPOT SENSOR
Booty Blaster!
FIBRAGUANTE PARA LAVATRASTES
Cool colors
Cool Charge - Cool your laptop
Tinh Dáº§u Tháº£o DÆ°á»£c Dalosa Vien
Soap Shower Head
Unplug
GPS for rings/ jewels
The Hot Hose
Two-way Shades
Faux Shade
bloque fil chargeur
Camouflage Safe Box
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Poo-Away
One-Size Car Cup-Holder
Electronic Puzzle Mug
"Paws Plus" mat
espejo para telÃ©fono movil
Double color neon earphones
Smart Flower
Light your Path Grip Mats
2 in 1 washer and dryer
alarm bar
Portion Control Canister
Acoustico-Sound Bingo Game
Color Changeable Case for iPho
Drink Gator
designer a/c hider
app for phone
Fence Farm
Gutta Tarp.
Toe Floss
shot counter
Travel Treys
roue secour
Track Pack
stop stick launcher
WASHER SCANS FOR ELECTRONICS
MAX 4X4 (RADIO SHACK TOY)
jewelconvert
iRemote
Portable phone charger
Swith Top Shoes
Pop-Up Anywhere
The Tornado Safe Tub (SafeTub)
shoppers helper
Resume Autofill
The Koozie Can
Lucite Pull-Tabs
Portable 3kwRenewableGenerator
PaperWaka
Cold Therapy Foot Massager
wonder wiggle worms and lures
Headband Case
Remote Finder
lighted driveway marker
EADIEBOARD
battery ninja
Personal Shopping Cart Scanner
Pill Bottle Grinder
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Hands-Free Cat Toy
SPACE STICKS
Menthol Strips
Thermoelectric Headphones
Smart Shoe
Drone Jammer
Finger monocycle
DUAL Clamp Power Strip
tire pressure regulator
Sleep Mask
Woodcarvers Sandbox
KaraOakleys
RANGEMENT CLEFS USB
Phone/tablet Bed Holder
Bike attached generator
Garment Gripper
"Sum-Shade" Auto-Sun Shade
UPS bike dynamo powered lights
Unseen Animals Early Warning
Stealth Trellis
Sandy - The ultimate beach bag
Glow Key
stop sleeping while driving
tasty dental anesthestic
Cord reel &amp; store
self adjusting nail puller
Cool-itt
Car Seat Baby Monitor
Last Call
Buy my bet
FunChords
Key Fob Bracelet/Necklace
Master Minder
Soft &amp; Quiet Ear Plugs
Nail Holder
Rage Controllers
Easy Squeeze Carabiner
Smart Toilet
(Wink) Washing Line Companion
Fever Monitor
Dragon Flag Lights
Portable Mini App Dishwasher
Tissue Saver &amp; Catcher
Talk to other cars as u drive
ESCORT --A PARKING GUIDE
Lap-pad
whaaaa detector
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Food Growth Chamber
Plant Suction Holder
Omni
"wiper vipers"
Sand Repellant Spray
Color Spritz
Marshmallow Treat Machine
Remembrance Book
SoftFlops
Axe saver
Temporary Tattoo Sun Monitor
Drill cover/protector
Checking oil change
It's Simple Cream
MarketBLOX
portable vertical blind cutter
Waterless Toilet
Laser Tag Hybrid
Cold Beer Table
Airbags in Phones
Work-Friendly Headphones
Folding Wall sink
Catamaran setup paddleboards
The Coupon Clipper
Smart Planter
The Shaper
Neck Ease
DOT SMART
Weather blocker
Child/Pet Car Motion Detector
The "Pit-Pad"
ice ice baby
Radiation Protected Pants
Les gants Josephine
Sweat pads for underarms
Lockable USB plug-in
Smart Warning Dog Collar
Accordian Compressible Bottle
istove
Finger Ice Wrap
poussette de marchÃ© Ã©lectrique
Infinite Resting
Remote locater
ToyBox
SLEEP BAG W/ INFLATABLE PILLOW
Shower Sleeves
V I S I ON
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Smart Dog Wire
Pee in a cup
Multisocket
Recreation/ fishermen chair
Commuter protector
Best dog booties
App enabled message board
L.E.D. WIRELESS BIKE JACKET
Shoe Guard or Shoe Hammer
Smickers
Videogram
Learning Shoe Toy
Ball joint power/data cords
Self warming gel
The "Pickey" or "Pick Key"
anti dÃ©marrage boucle ceinture
"S.O.S" Beacon
ELECTRONIC' CLIPS
Flasket! The Perfect Flask
Lawnmower Fertilizer Spreader
Hot Water Feet Warmer
Smart water proof roof
Tylie's Travel Bag
RECIPE CREATOR
Retractable Fishing Stand
bloque poignet enfants
Pot Crocker
DrainBrella
Cap Shapper
Swiss Pencil
chariot de course refrigÃ©rÃ©
Get It All
Text Blocker
Prep and Peel
Fabric Wine Rack
Range Wedge
Night blindness windshield
Hair appliance cord retractor
translucent Monroney sticker
Baby Car seat alarm and pet ca
Every Bra
Clip on Sun Shade Umbrella
Over-ear to Earbud convertible
Hamper Color Detector
Q-Photo Fridge Magnet Screen
Enchufado
Vehicle Cover
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Quirky at MOA
Siracha Peanut butter
Speaker shelf
You'll never sleep without it!
The name band
Haut-parleurs portatifs
pick winning horse
Perfect Mix Bowls
G.E.-Magnificent
Pen/Stylus iPhone Holder
billions of potential customer
Tell my death to people!
Safety Straw
Critter Block
Airborne
Detachable eyeglass cloth
Chinese Animal Chess
BluBee - Utilize your speakers
The rockin horse
Anywhere Pen
finger grippies
Read, Rinse, Repeat
SafeFridge
The "CANIT"
Smart laser Phasers S,R,C,
Re-PO (Rechargeable Outlet)
USB Time Reversal Device - PC
Kids Tooth Puller
Skinny Measures
Solar cell
Home Key Fob/Timer/Log
Baby Pack
Rechargeable Belt/Strap
nose breathers
Rain Wash
Making Monsters
TP Charms
Back seat BabySaver
lotion saver
Gun Disabler
the baby saver
Convertible tankini
Tablet Cooling Station
folding canopy shade chair
VOICE ACTIVATED CONNECT BLOCKS
BrewPerfection-Measure4Success
PetApp Selfie
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the perfect bidet
Ultimate hair brush
Kitchen In A Box
pedal lock
Graph paper stickers
AutoDot
internally lit flag
Customized Cocktail Charm
Papier toilette hygienique
fast change engine
Fishing Rod Holder
home Entertainment unit
foot shower
Vibrating Spatula
Twin Fan System
Collapsible Pocket Bike Helmet
Sleep with a Fan
MOTIVATING TREADMIL
DogGone
Bag Grab Band
Extendable side pocket
pocket pump
HOME SAFE
Zero Float Valve
The Free Fridge
The smartest grocery list ever
Satellite radio toppers
Easy Out recliner chair.
Tiny Dancer
keyless doorlocks for homes
Don't Touch the Wall
The Burrito Kickstand Tray
HandXtend Lotion Applicators
WhereverGarden
Lucky Dog
Dog Caddy
Arm Chair mouse
Cravin'
citronella lightbulb
Strike-N-Reel ball retrieval
pocket poncho
weed eeze
Sani-Mat
iBrush
siren alarm transmitter
Copier Friendly Marker
Keeping the roof on
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baby safe
The sani
SolarPowered Biometric Padlock
No Mistake Jumper Cables
llavero respondon
Outdoor tinker toys
E-Z fill tree stand
Somebody's birthday
Cigarette box for mobile phone
The Super Thin IWB Holster
Self Rotating Airplane Tires
Beach Cooler Safe
gun range progress clip
Past Capsule
Easy open
Attachable Smartphone on Watch
Separating atoms in liquids
Glover
Kids' Cubes
Smiley
The-Wallet-Flip-Case-Magnifier
2 Taste Spoon
velocity band
Charger With Sterilization
Hands free dog leash
Cordless laptop charger
3-1 swimming goggles w attach
auto swipe sign in
disability pant
wide razor
3 in 1 baby car seat
Toileteer
UpsideDown Spray
My Cordee!
Industrial-type Pyramid Houses
THE "Firepit to Water Garden"
Vacuum Plug Keeper
Magnetic Portable Generator
Garage light
Stay Fresh Banana Cap
Brique en boite
Forget Me Not Bracelet
Mower Undercarriage Cleaner
Modern Family Decal
Sanitari macerator
EscapeAway
Space Saver Duffel Bags
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Flapper Fish
.toys for children
flavored Pet meds
Cooler Liner
Trash Can with Bags
spill your thoughts tablecloth
Break A Leg
Wink Xmas lights Music Module
H2O Laser Maze
QuickPole
Nigga You Stupid
Grabby pants
Curler
USB Condom
Bluetooth Key
Make your shade concealer
Home cork/caping bottleing hub
Designer Webcam Cover
Marteau 10 en 1
Seat Belt Wrinkle Preventer
The Manager
Wallet solutions
GE DIY Truffle Maker
mphone case with mirror &amp; comb
iFind
A Step Up
Revolution 3D Printer
Self-Cooling Water Bottle
Go Hot
HydroSwift
GameTower
Cell Phone Shade
App DiveFountain
The PULSE Light
POUSSE CAGE REVOLUTION
Universal Screwdriver
Foldable/portable circulation
Resealable Cup Can
glo case
films
Candle Temperature Wrap
Doorknobz Only
Energy generated from gravity
Shrunch ID Punch
indestructible mailbox post
Presence Sensor Alarm Clock
Elbow Greaser
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Support Smartphone VTT
snap n lock
PlugRap
Snap List
Bubble Pops
Bed-Side-Buddies
Liquid tint
Little Foot Rest
un-onesies
Laptops, starches and safety
Pant Clips
Christmas ornaments with fire
SWAVCASTT
Cheesed
Movie John
Backseat - Infant - Reminder
Check in kiosk
Memory Snap
6/10 foot ladder combination
AutoBin
Multiple Trash-Bag Holder
All-In-One Pressure Washer
Slim Freezer/Slim Beer Fridge
Duck, Duck, Goose
Hydroponics fish tank hoods
Shots Fired
Bev Lock
Support. Reserve toilet paper
Know-Your-Power Smart Strip
TV ART
Simple Stamp
Inside Out
Super 2x4
R/C Coffee cup Holder
The Cool One Bike Hitch
Ugly Sweat-R
You never know
Safe Brakes
VENTILATED Flip Flops
Quick connect shower head
The Lo-ma: low maint wallet
mouseclick
SertSox
Clip on Highchair Tray
GoPro Motorcycle Mount
Night Lite Petal
Initelligent Desktop
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Opti-power
Catch-a-Poo
Earbuds Rapid Wrap
Power Switch Master
Wireless phone charger
absorb health
Easy Sheets
The Joozebox
Window Screen Defender
SweatSTR
Don't Drop Your cell Phone
tide power tv
dynamic modular wound ret.
Perfect Swing
the car suit (skin)
L 'Ã©ponge spÃ©cifique
Heart healthy
Grease Grabber
walkie no talkie
Automatic Patio sliding door
Vacuum Toilet Seat
Magnetic Portagafet
Electronic Watering
Key finder
highlighter lipstick
Business by play
AN ECO-FRENDLY CITY
EZ peanut butter
Purr-fect Cat house
The Flip Hamper
Park View
The REACHER
Changeable cooler to blanket
In-can bag dispenser
Mind Body Soul Oil
porta vortex
Mom&amp;Papa Baby Saver
Self-Clean NANO Mirror Items
HydroPower-Portable Power H2o
The Tidy Shower
The Art Box
Right Temp
Smart Wheelbarrow
Bathroom Organizer Power Shelf
Cool Bowler
Pre-filled Hummer Feeder Tubes
motion detecting solar pwerowl
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No Burn Flat Iron
Liquid automotive paint tape
POWER TOWER PORT
Event / Church Flyer Album
Smart Phone/Tablet Media Case
sound off locator
TempBottle
My Neat Lines
Compartment soap dish
Easy Fence
DVD drive/ iMac stand
Tangle-Free Earphone Line
Bug Hotel
Smart Electric Pool Heater
MICROWAVE HAIR SPOOLS
Clever Corners
Power Track
Vitamin Patch
No-Dry Tupperware
Gift Registry Finder
Baby Weight Sensor
Appliance Surge protecter
Ocean Water Hydroelectric Dams
Hammer With A Twist
Tracker Watcher
Smart Bottle
Painter's Edge
Watch your Pennies
Back end car plow
Shopping cart for cars
ON TRACK MAT
Light snitch
wall hair dryer
Mood Watch
Distributeur mural universel
Actually Hot
Auto air inflator for BIKE
self turning pipe wrench
windshield protector
Family Tree Burial Designs
Portable Bath Mat
Water Powered Washing Machine
The Mini Mouse
Sport items for gay
Backseat Voice Amplifier
Universal Village Lighting
Aqua Runner
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Froon
Oval Plunger
3D printing, made fun and easy
Carregar Porta tio
Phone Key Finder
tide power car
Robot Helper
Electronic "Legos"
Scented alarm clock
Video game watch
Leap-it Pad
mold wireless comfort elegance
Home Window Security Lock
Fishing Lure Snapcase
Recycled smartphones to clock
Two-Sided Toothbrush
Hold Your Butts
Freedom Leash
Backpack AC Armadillo Helmet
ONE WEIGHING SCALE
The Real Universal Charger
Windmill chimney pot
Trashcando
DRESS APP: (BRIDE'S APP-TIONS)
The cooler cooler
pool safe
Boom Arm Firetruck
30-Second Bed Sheets
App Enabled Mobile Mister
Skybox
dentifrice malin :)
digital frame trophy
Self Heating Coffee Mug
UNIVERSAL TRASH CAN HINGE
The Lawn Meter
Smart Fridge and Pantry
The perfect tailgate football
Magnetic iPhone Case
Paper Keeper
The Smart Bookmark
Wink GE Oven
Smart Generator
Quick-Fix Emergency Bolt
Easy-to-open Lid 1
urbrella
Silent Candy Wrappers
Rocking Bed
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solar powered portable ac
Protech
The High Tech Security System
EZ Hangers
Bandphone Earbud Band
Clamp It
germ free door matt
The right lite
The AMAZING Fruit Fly Catcher
Pacifier holder
GPSurround speakers
Condiment Caddy
Simple Key Organizer
ChargeBar
Spanner wedgy
No Fuss Health Shakes
Doglight
Poolside Personal Tiki Bar
No Freeze Windshield Wipers
Helping brush
Stay PLUG'ged in
Frutus
AutoFootPad
Smart phone at home
Sofa-nctional
The Novel Bobber
iceblade
Small Toy Magnetic Helper
m ear
The Soccer Box
FIND ME WATCH
Comb n Condition
NEVER PEE SEAT TOILET AGAIN
ID Card Scan Theft Preventor
Airplane crash site indicator
RIDE YOUR OWN ROLLERCOASTER
Custom Caps
Refill Pack Bottle
snake charmer
solarcover
Paint Brush Light
Retractable Earbuds for Phones
Smart Water Slip 'N Slide Game
Sprainless smart shoes
all in one hibachi grillwheels
Electronic Pet Bird Cam Mirror
Drawstring Picnic Table Cloth
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Shrinkable eyeglass case
Lucky Lindy's (Fish Bait)
Toy-ganizers
Hang 10
Ouzy
easy hospital gown
Molt Control Ubrella
TEXT Mate
The Belt-X
Perfect Valance Clip
BABY SAFE APP
Cami-Garter
tapis souris personnalisable
Your Hero
Oatmeal in a Pouch
The Happy Cat
TubFormers / Bathtub Playhouse
Spray-on Activated Carbon
TravelAid
Suit hanger
Pliable Headband Headphones
Saving live while saving money
Shifty Control Clicker
iSpy Mobile Camera
Home de-icer
Sunny V
Wiperless Windshield
safe n dry
The Lawn Lift
Car 2 Car Talk
Cool Breeze Makeup Mirror
Chalksaver
No scorch ironing board cover
Martial Arts Training System
Contact dial case
on board jacks
Smart cage
Lazer Gun
Easy-Clean Ceiling Fan
Tool Zen
LaziMeter
CAT PLEASURE CYLINDER
clean stuff
Lilou bavou
High_tech Wallet
app controlled l.e.d solar
Buddybots
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IDENTI-POD
Microwave Snislt by iPhone
StrollAble
everybody pa system
auto sunblock
Earodynamics
Tooth Care Cabinet
wrist vital stat machine
two in one tool grabber and ma
Blinker stop
Medicine Cap that Knows
Google glass
Inline shower water saver
Anti-Decapitators
Safety with a purpose
Wireless Smart Glucometer
Stick-N-Drive
Cooler purse
fashion, handbags,watches
Falling Tree - Proof House
Accident Prevention Lighting
Packing Reminder Stickers
Metro Card Balance Reader App
Alcancia Perfecta
Inner Windshield Mop
Water Hero
Take-Out Food Disposable Pouch
SNAP &amp; STICK CAM
B.T.B. Phone
WetBoard
Hood smartphone for bathroom
Comfort Cane
Steak Master
Quick attach hanger
Gate It All
Convertible Truck Bed
retractable cable case
dust free see thru containers
sandal comfort
Pro Piggy Bank
Electric heated wiper blades
Toss and Shred
Tissle Box Sensor
Bitcoin Credit Card
Collage helper
Beakers for Tubes
Tablet H2O &amp; Smart Phone H1.5O
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Flying kite
convection charger
Caffeine Patch
Porto ticket pocket.
Barbecue Beer Tong.
Wall Clock with Leds
Monitor, printer, phone dock c
UniMote
SwaddleTop
Hand Pam
GPS Personal Race Tags
Candle holder w/ cupped based
Odorless cat litter box
easypoussette
ExtendaStand
Roll and Go Dispenser
P.O.C. Dressing
Guardian Angel
DASH DUMMY
BandaidGrabber
TOILET SEAT HANDLE
Cooling Coat
Dry and Pick
ClapCam
Noiseless Cutlery Silverware
Bed Blackout Shade for Kids
Catch Me!!!!!!!
Shoe Fillers
Open Faced Strainer
Egoh Backpack
Wind powered Generator
Glow-inthe-Dark DryEraseMarker
Cool Deck Pool Heater
Adachi USounds
Disk Wipes
Clip-in Collar &amp; Cuff
Sani-Smasher/Public Restrooms
Plug Safety Fork
BrainFreezies!
Snap
EZ CHARGER
Sleeves for Mouthwash Bottles
Magic Music Muffs
Emergency vehicle warning
Lightning Lamp
The Squeaky Glove
ENGAGE 1.0
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Bubble Bath Sub/Blender
individualized chord lengther
Parapluie de poussette
Smart Jogging Stroller
3D Pensil Puzzles
Dual Card Protecter
electric touchscreen bbq grill
Torpedo Cooler
Boardlock
hot flash cooling blanket
whebuddy
The Ornament Line
toibet
Stack Track
Thermopod
SeeSaw.
Home Companion
deer wistler
Digital Dumbbell
Quick tire chain clamp
Interactive Memory Mat Game
Plastic Drawer Storage Bins
solar am/fm/raido
Toilet underlid flood stoper
Watches
EZ Laundry Basket
high rize
studded car tyre
Bug Zapping Window Screen
Bait and Weigh
child toy
Rotator Cuff Sling
Quick Release Belt Buckle
All In One Generator with H20
line eez pre-cut durable liner
Bobble Shaving Razor
Charger Case
Fence Gate Stop Bolt
Personalised Baking Tin
Keep In Touch Television
COTT-On-TIP
MAG - The Perfect wallet
Dual iPhone Case
open caf'
Foileys
SAN-X-11
Car Window Shade
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Driver Sleep Alert
"SecurityPhone"
The Vase (Weather) Station
Waterproof Camera Pocket
targette d urgence.
Click Above the Rest
Zoo File
The right light
Personal coffeemaker On-The-Go
Sky Cleanse
The Anywhere Chair
Moving Box Magic
Solar Under Deck Lighting
MeM
The cry spy
UNIVERSAL REMOTE FLASHLIGHT
Perfectclip bike pedals
Griffe GPS multiusage
Life Belt
the extenchen
Nightwatch Dog Cap
Camping A/C Unit
The Training Guitar
Foot Massager Tub Attachment.
Helping hand for the handi-cap
Ketchup Cure Cover
Bike Rack Warning
Street Vision
Shoe Condoms
S-RIMS
Wireless USB Adapter
LED flashlight + dimmer switch
CDSD container
Sweep-all windshield wiper
Unifying Induction Pad
inner wiper
The Bug Bubble
Disposable grocery bag holder
One trip BBQ Caddy
Automatic dog food dispenser
Wireless Charging
Fortune Telling Tooth Brush
DIY Tile Grid
Kidsbook
Aria 1.0 wireless earphones
Heated Pillow
Social Media Monitor
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Shower Wholes
luna paddle
Banana Bug Zapper
Pre Moistened Q-Tips
Grocery Grabber
car child seat alarm
The Multi Port
Rotate-able plug
Hello-grams
GE Nealqor
OTP (One Time Password) Safe
Ball Newton
The Herbal Extractor
List Holder
Replacement Card
road rage releiver
in-auto...
Super Grass and Weed Cutter
Hot Car Chiller
Men's mouth-shaped lip care
9 way multi tool belt
keep safe
Sporting shower heads
Plants Cry For Water
The pendulum
arthritic keyboard
Kids Wagon - Built in Base Fan
Automatic Plant Watering
Induction Power Outlet
Parking mate Plate
Truckerware
Water Blanket
Baby Out
PIN Activated Car Security.
best 12v automotive plug ever
BEAN BAG BOREDOM BUSTER!
Text Mobile Telephone App.
Made for Molasses Flask
Hair coloring comb
Flushable Wipes Dispenser
Showermiser
Make up and hair for beginners
Stay-Dry Shower Curtain
dash protecter
stilmusic
The Suds Bubble Layer
Mental Health Simulations
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I need another
WiFi Enabled Circuit Breaker
Grass bricks
Zen-full easeyourknees yogamat
The Professional
Tablet controller &amp; charger
E-ZBrush
Solar Power Briefcase
Foldable Trash Can
Voice of comfort
Robot iShovel
Genius Band
Rubber ear bud
Tortillaker
Neck Towel
6 boites Ã Ã©pices en une
Smoke alarm app
THE RIGHT LIGHT
Mosquito repellent for cars
The Bamberger "Beach Pillow"
The Heater Sleeve!
Arm Warmer
Bed to Theatre
Boatbaby-marine line reel.
Gutter Buddy
2in1 Chalice
Shopping Buddy
Katpingle
The Bishop Valve
Extension plug rotator strip.
Spinbrella Powered umbrella
Playing Through
FLY AWAY!!!!!
Automatic Fishing Rod
Holiday Urinal cakes
Caboosee baby onesie
Bandolier Toolbelt
the food crusher
Smart phone amplifier
smart phone battery shear
FSW-female sanitary waste
HYKeychain, enhance keychain
cutting board
Chronically On Time
Shower Handler
Car Flag Bar
GrindNBrew
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ITCHY KITTY
Soccer clock
Carbon Filter Roll
SOCK PLASTERS
instant ice
seat up please...better potty!
Cool School ScienceTool
Edible Burrito Tape
Track My Water
Wireless TV Headphones
Sound Cancelling Earbuds
Handy Hanger Holder
Speak your ideas to your phone
The Precise Putter
No-Sand Stand
Form bending heating pad
bendits
Dude where's my car?
Touch Sensitive Light Switch
translucent windows
Pic Privacy
The Dignity Lift
AC Control
mBraceables
Phone Scratch
high chair whiteboard
Diet smart fridge
Special cushion spine aligner
Travel Emergency Restroom
Water Purifier Bottle
Non-Slip Laptop Bag Cover
Smokers oasis
Forklift Front Cam
Automatic Car Window Control
tangle free pet walker
Bungee Boat Mooring
Phone Lock Un-Lock
CareCoat
Xmas light projector
GPS Plate Frame
iYouWeb
Tooth Scraler
Top Chop
Bluetooth Patio Furniture Set
Jumbo backpack
Borealis
T.V. Sound
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Write Way Pencil
Mayor Cover
Articulating Tea-Light Holder
Quirky Kid Inventor
Gift Card Kiosk
Charging Cover Plate Induc-USB
Braille language converter
Bed table-rack
Air Charger.
Razor Rinse
MyBuds
Super Sports Spray
Forget About It
Selfie extender
Metal pipe sander
Auto Crimp
Water Powered Generator
Life Simplified
Drop in handbag liner
Deaf Siren Laser Mace
Never again
Cake protector wands
Self leveling board
porte propre
Custom frame
FingerPrints
Sanitary Door Knob Covers
Ultimate Car Cellphone Charger
HomeGuard
Weekly Pillbox Distributer
Beard Trimmer Catches Hair
Duo Monitor Air Conditioner
2 iPhone Holder
BUMPER STICK
Vintage TV Safe w/ App
Sonar 3D Mouse
Privacy Window Screen
GRAB TAB
Spray 'N Flip
Ice blanket
Comfy Wrap for Cold EatnDrinks
Maze Clock
SECRET BRA WALLET
Personalized Jeans or Pants
Smart Control
Flashing Golf Balls
UNIVERSAL BIB
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The Baby Visor
Bathroom door manager
Flavored Coffee Filter
plug-in water bottle w/ timer
bag keeper bracelet
Coffee Ring
ALT (Air Loss test)
SkyRead
Pet Boobie
catcage hook outside of window
Blanket and comforter saver
Bob's Beer can cooler
Lifeproof floating Cover.
Snow melting driveway blanket
Safer Scissors for Kids
Clear or Personalized Luggage
Smart case
Paddle Battle
pet locator
Super Sifter Vibrating Machine
doggy potty
The Toss-N-Tuck
battery operated crockpot
CREATIVE TEDDY
"I wish I could breathe"
tee
Keyboard Crumb Tray
Fun UV Clings
Color Coded Stick
Green Blind
international opportunity
Auto shades
LOST AND FIND KIT
never pay a late fee again!!!
IntelliCoaster
Smart Air Detector
At Every Trigger Action Figure
One Wish For All
Infusion Stake
Flip Flop Reinforcers
R.J
Portable Light Switch Timer
Its raining dectector
Sod Pin Gun
No Text Too Fast Application
The vid call
Personalized the event
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test
phone bucket
App Enabled Golf Clubs
App Controlled Universal Belt
Thermal Guard
App-Enabled Car Seat Drawer
Mountable Silverware Scrubber
Tabbed Paper Plates
Smart Rechargable Light Poncho
Simple, high quality T-Shirt
Spray Stay
Virtual Meter
Washing Rover Never Wash again
Disposable battery phone case
Motor skates
Flip-over Cutter
Over-the-door tool caddy
90Â° Charger
Tape On Nylons
daptt
Perfect Pull-up Travel
Set-N-Paint
Dual-State KeyBoard/Touchpad
SPARK!
Ultra Violet
the pocket bra
Ladder Bag
My favorite hanger
Smartbells
Plug Stays IN Outlet
See through vehicle tires
Drain Board Tipper
ufo hover drone
Last ounce
singers taps
DIGITAL SENSOR FOR SLR CAMERA
Bboard
Rad Reader - # RadioShack
Time To Eat
Fridge digital photo panel
Too Close Detector
Smart heater
CigaretteLocker - STOP smoking
Krowlf
Spring Gaurd
Snap-on Box Fan Louvers
Full range athletic underwear
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golfjam
Nap Strap
Electrical Outlet Tape
sweatsuit
PowerChair
power cord common since plug
Residential Flood Control
Smart Tennis Balls
Baby Overboard
Rotating plate setting
Two-Step
H2Drone
disappearing dog gate
Antenna Hanger
Portable Geothermal Generator
Cubicle Murphy desk/table
Valise Power
Mobile scales
The Lani Organizer
TV anywhere plug
Cilindre Data
GO GREEN DISPOSABLE TABLEWARE
Isolation coin bank
Bliss
Sunsleeves UPF50+ Outerwear
the locator
helpful hand
The Sleep Zone
Chain Link Fence Cover
Magnetic Windmill
The 3D Cube (Television)
Iphone Treadmill
"cut it off" plus size t's
Icy hot bulletproof vest
Garden Guard Monitoring System
FridgeCam
Aros WIFI Thermostat
KEY TO SAFETY
Backyard composting
Perfect Picture
iPhone tripod case
Enzymatic Air Cleanser Spray
Memory Foam Heels
Oatmeal Pouch
Side Wrung Ladder Handle
the gumpster
Budstrips
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One-hand dipping bowl
Toothbrush drainer and holder
No Snooze Morning Alarm
Bluetooth Alert Button
Squito Stickers
"Helping hand"
GPS for pets!
All In One Windshield Wiper
Lotto App (Still thinking )
Sewer Trap Lamp
full size keyboard for iphone
Baby Carseat Alarm
Gasless Generator
birdsuit
household waterpipes
Evenly-heated Microwave Bowl
Bike Share Helmet Tower
heads up display
Vehicle accessories
AC unit money saver
THE SECURITY GUARD
measure IT card
Alconny
Brightening screen protector
Cell Phone "Fast Bracket" case
Child safety outlet attachment
Heat alarm for child seat
Electronic Wall Calender
Â LED Backpack for Cyclists
Hands free grocery bag
HUA (Heads up alert)
Wheelchair Beach Kit
Perfect Manicure
Pet Escape
Weather Brace
Pupitre-Chevalet pliant.
"POC" the challenge toy
Vibrating Cat Toy
Freedom Charger
Solar powered doorbell
Motor's creative Blocks
Warm Ware
Quirky Eyeglass Tower
Window Fan w/ Automatic Window
RECYCLE POOL LEAF SCOOPER RING
Brush Off
Wet Wipper
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Poop Shredder
Tackle &amp; fishing pole carrier
safe insulin pen
Always open trash bag
Hotel Bed Tent
No wet hair shower cap
Immortal Cord Guard
I Am So Sorry
Run'N'Ythm
Never Stretch Belt
Bottle Shaker
Smart Frame
Smart Fabric making Machine.
add-on box for air conditioner
Bull Digger
The Urban Editor
Color conserver
Charging alarm
Outlet + Powerline Lan + WIFI
Safety Light Fixture
Simul-Cast
PeelBack Sponge
Thermo Med Pac
GermFree
Smart locks
DNR NYC
Speaker necklace with mp3 back
Kid boomerang
cassette deck phone holder
Koo-Z Up
The Call Adviser
Beep 'N' Seek
Conservation Faucet
Writer's Holster
floating pool party tub
Trade Show GPS
screened porch
BellyBath
Deployable motorcycle ramp
R. Shack App Enabled RC Boat
Drink Share
Home warm air spa blanket
medical ice boot
Mommy Daddy Bear
Affordable modular furniture.
new style outlet
Fish Tank Water Release Valve
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Candle Mate
Convert-a-heel
The perfect pillow
Freezer spoilage detector
Lashes brushes set
AutoMix Gas Can
SOLAR LIT DOG HOUSE
Sound Blocking Poster
Lego Sanity
Adult piggy bank
baby save
WeatherLite
Wire Treebranch trimmer
The French Wrench
Voice Activated Toilet Seat.
Child Inside Alarm
FLUSH N BLUSH
Weather Radio w/Remote Control
J Bead Vinyl siding square
Air mattress sleeping bag
Get A Grip
A TV Outdoor antenna
Furniture Refinisher
Fighting Bot
wholehouse speaker system
Super bedhead ALL IN ONE !!
PicSpeak
www.primehire.com
Half (13.1) Virgin
Wheelbarrow Leaf Sack
Removable Wall Charger Case
baby boomer monitor
Baby Peek-A-Boo
Gates cake cooler
Instant wall hangers
G.E.Volumetric Storage device.
The hook
Shower Pik
Truck Merge Zone Deterence
SECURITY CLOUD
Quicky Hail Protector
Bicycle Waterbottle Holder
Brightness transitioner
Holographic Menu
Elastichain
Retainer cleaner and holder using UV light. No more dealing with messy cases or brushing.
Don't forget me
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T-mouse
Game Time Six in One
App Enabled Pill Reminder
Silicone Bathmat
Tote with Insulated Cup Holder
Smart Light Bulb Projector
Shaver Extender
Night Finder
air freshener key chain
Cold Pack Bandage
PRO

AMP

2

The sleep strap
App enabled fiberoptic lamp
Wrappins for your boot top
Morph
Grave site messages
U-KLEEN-EM
Glaciere a rallonges integrees
Travel Dry
CableCast
Doggy Drapes or Kitty Kurtains
The safe &amp; easy can opener
Socks that stay together
Bluetooth Canned LIghting
Smart Ball
The Perfect Garden
Questions to ask
Halogen to LED Worklight
a self-powered smart phone
Ebony and Ivory
Voice photo labels
Demolition Derby RC Cars
Baggage Locator
Egg-zactly
App enabled Potty Training Mat
All-in-One DIY Kits
Power Cube
back watcher
ROOM WARMER MACHINE
Charge n Blow. Hair blow dryer
Wireless extension cord
ThumbPrint
bike brush
Weighted Slippers
Door Cell Shelf
The Cloud Pen
Office noise-muting ear cuff
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Baby Gator secure enclosure
Portable mobile phone charger
Power Crescent Wrench
Detangler Comb
Shoe Messager insoles/ Warmers
Protein Holder Water Bottle
Car dash cam with 360 view
KandyBot
Immobile Sheet
Pet's-Mate
Chalk on a stick
Slush Machine
Two Sided Joist hanger
Retractable charger
Collar Clean
Migraine shade
Overnight Business Garment Bag
Changeable LED Sign Letters
cell phone keeper
Car
Vehicle Locator
Walker nubs
Saver luggage
meuble salle de bain en liÃ¨ge
JewelShelter
GPS Golf Ball
Usb wall socket
Bicycle rear view camera
Wireless Power &amp; Data transfer
Automatic Nail File
Beacon Safety Light
Dual Gravity Pet Doors
GE-Nius plug
Table Manners
The Handler Utility Knife
heat/cool bed
TRAVELER TOOTHBRUSH
Lipsync Controller
True keyless door
Solar battery bank on a hat
Distance Alert
Rise
Fireplace smells/crackle
Car door bumper
Invention to Improve Templerun
Mineral Spirit Wipes
keyper
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my idea is a phone app
Magneto kart
Porkbus
Mumbai Escort Girl - Mumbai Es
The Produce Saver
Wireless mobile charger
Rossi Rudder
Bitefree window screens
Tablet Speaker Ears
ShotMeter
Natural Renewal Feminine Care
The Happy Drill Sergent
rake glove
Hi-tech Mobile Lawn Chair
Easy shovel
Double Duty Pet Life Jacket
heating/cooling socks
Holographic Medical Curtains
Dddff
Concertina Case
Bring'em Home
Water hose lock
soccer " Bite Me"
wakie wakie
Footed pajama pants only
AUTOMATIC FINGER NAIL FILER
The Sand Stand
CUTMAIL
Beautiful glass food storage
Cookimer
Footie Fitters
Smart Baby Pacifier ã¨ã¦ã‚‚ã ã„ã˜ã§ã™ï¼ï¼
Pregnant Pillow Top
Perfect drop light
Go Joe Mug
Power Tower
sshhh - World's QUIETEST A/C
Smart Family Medicine Cabinet
Tea2Go
iPrinter
Motorcycle 'Sippy Cup'
Movie Pen Projector
ClassWarp
Pee-pee screen
FoodBattery
G.E. Touch Screen Vending .
No More Films
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ES1
Fish call
Airficient Surge Protector
Sun Car HandShield Visor
Patch Socks
Integral bracket vase
Poolside Bucket Ball
Survival Wrist Watch
Different single button color.
"LaserHand" smartphone printer
Time-Out chair
Cocoon
Medical Adhesive tape measure
Hot Car death prevention seat
Curly Cools
Wireless bike lock
pocket ceiling
ladder jack
SMOKE DETECTOR AUTO DROP MASK
Magnifying Book Holder
Grackle free bird feeder
Expresstions of Confadence
Just Hang It
Self-Leveling Capability
Concave Contact Lens Case
Scoop connector
Beach Chair-Float
E-Z off
AppOUT!
Tie Tube
Touch sensitve Squeeze pen
CAR BRAKE LIGHT TESTERS
Switch-Anywhere
Intelligent toys
TickiTicki
Thermo body usb charger
Smart Rope Checker
Carpet Cleanable Cat Condo
scarf
Quirky Android App
Shower shaver ledge
Cupcake Easel
aural heat stress control
STAY! OUT! can
SureLockhome
Decorative wheeled wardrobe
Tattoo Surgical Wraps
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The Upsy-Daisy Can Opener
Skweight
USB charger with battery b/u
Anti static bracelet
instant color wall vinyl
iKnife
Anti text app
Car Self diagnostic device
Silent Sole
E-z-lok
Refillable bar soap
Single Use Protein Shaker
Hospital Bed Fan
P2p mobility
Speakoy for Snow Goose Hunting
dish wash
wOLF
Finger tips massage.
wireless auxiliary
Air-flow Control Vent
DeskIt
Emergency Steam Generator
spot SPOT
Wifi medical scale
Urban Garden
Key Finder Medallion
Comfortmax
Jacuzzi de piscine
App enabled remote alarm clock
Instant notepads
A mulit pronged garden hose
Sleggz
Soft Gel Q-tip screw top.
Smartlock Segmented Fridge
Car Speaker Noise Reducer
LQ Strips
Ultimate Movie Theater Caddy!
Mommy Helper
Life Button
Sheet Protector with Snaps
Multi Wireless Charger Receivr
tech accessories carry all bag
Luggage Butler Caller
FenÃªtre balcon/terrasse
Guardian Light
Quick release hammmer heads
Sani Wrist
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Window Blind Rod Turner
Wifi Light Switch Controler
Share Your Mobile Charging
Automatic pet feeder
sleep wake headphones
Waterproof Ear buds
chromatic tuner
TRAFFIC LIGHT TRIPPER
Handheld Dial Roulette Wheel B
Retractable earbuds
Solo Trimmer
A Pen Stand
tub devider
Thief Monitor
hot car baby saver
RESUB: GE Graphene Generator
The Nose Warmer
Portable Ramps
Unfolding AC Outlets
App enabled ball shooter
Ranger son casque audio ?
Screw Driver Spinner
Swim Alert
Vehicle Clutch Depressor
BMX Outer Casing (BOC)
Cold Crock
Pantented dog leash
Head-Starters
FLATOUT Outlet Extender
Raw Egg Sucker
STICKY LACES
smarter not harder workwear
CuCÃº Trash
Chap-Snap
keep hypertension away
Liberating the Loo
Match it
Phone muffler
Cordless rock salt grinders
Alerting dog collar
Body Alarm
Robo Solar Tracker Generator
Smart To Dos
Self lighted Racing Jack
Craddle your Head
ultimate tandem bicycle
Frozen Smoothie Puree Cubes
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Debris Free Paint Solution
Razor Caddy
kitchen silencer
The House Bouncer
Portable Webcam Pen
onTIME Light
Easy Flame Cigarette Case
Cool Mobile
Smart Sprinkler
salt paper
Camera Phone Travel Case
Security system
Vehicle Sensor System
Insulate Mailbox
Cell caller
PEDPWR
Battery Life
SIDEWALK LIFTER
Cell phone case organizer
Shaped Chess Pieces and board
Tailgate alert
The Glove Wallet
GARAGE MATE
Todler crib High-Riser
Bigfoot Megaphone
(HELP) Remote Controller
CHAPA CON ALARMA
Retractable Cord Station
Universal Table-Leg Adjuster
Confetti Bottle Topper
safe eyes for dogs
Noise canceling small speaker
Omni Bluetooth
E-Z:P-Z Water Control Valve
Ima Scope
E-CIGS CASE
amplificateur de voiture
Back screen for smart phones
Sports pad and pen set
Mold-a-Bowl
Nanofibers Curtain
PAINTING FOR BLIND
Threads of Safety
Sombeero
Heeljack
Beautify your Wall Sockets
Better Car Sweeper Vacuum
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SEPARATE NECKDRPE
CharBQ
Smoothing Skin Buffers
Safety key of life
carshade
Night Time Poster
The Auto Lift
Clarity-Windshield Super Wiper
TV Auto Rotator
Plateau TV multifonctions
Colorful fans
Hubub Sub Pool Submarine
One-Row Computer Keyboard
The Hail Evader
Galaxy Bed Lamp
Bear Bank
Smart Greenhouse
Baby formula maker
Slippy Grassy Happy
Dissolving Darts
Shower Speaker/Music Player
password key
tidy fingers
perfect back washer
FÄ«r tire
Smart shopping cart
Music Sippy "Mippy"
comfort bear
Tricorder
The Lego Machine
Toilet wipe roll
Auto Stone Maker -Shape + hole
Mobile Holder
Tear-proof gloves
Full Fridge Temp Gauge
tongue dye
Fashion Back Brace Cover
Marketing Ideas
Brownie Comb
The next big advertising thing
Moveable room outlet
Auto call elevator
X-LET
The Wipe House
GARAGE ENTRY STOPPER
Portable socket
BREZ
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Kid and Pet Saver
Inner Hat/Cap Liner
La Messy Golf Shirt
Car self DX to your phone!
Hologlow
Disposable Plates Stay put
pedestal wallet
Solar powered Dashcam
Dead Bolt status Smart Sensor
Phonalertcover
Sound Travel
Facility for washing Toddler s
Lid Holder
Battery powered electric blank
Turn It
Turning cupboard
2 person travel mug
Solar/ LED Venetian EcoBlinds
Wall Blok with NFC
Grippy game controller
The Pizza Blanket
wifi physical button pusher
Mow on the go
Pokes No More
Stove mat
Ultrasonic Spin Cycle
Drink cooler/cozy
Memory
Scrub Mate
Allergy eye contact lenses
Hydro-Pops
Hands-Free Umbrella
Enrouleur Ã©lectrique sphÃ©riQe
Table Mate
Switchblade Clothing Hanger
Ventilateur plafond sans pale
Eat right
Swim short with waterproof bag
THE POP UP FAN
Wireless (Cordless) Power Kits
Scuba Tank Indicator
Smart Luggage
Cover ups
Destroywall
Consumer plastic recycler
Therm-O-Scraper
Music snorkel mask
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Automatic Finger Pricker
Scented A/C Filter
The lotionator
Booze Shooze
The cozy lamp
FIRST RESTROOM ALERT
EZ Clamp Shelf
Citronella Tent
l2Comic
Hail Storm Blanket
Mobile-Bib
ANYTIME ICE CREAM
TheAndOrBut
Easily Carded.
Head Rest Induction Charger
Find the Clothes
Build-A-Coozie
Tiny Garage
Palm Charger Case
Concertina Bag - The new Fold!
Trackster
RESUB: Smart Dehumidifier (GE)
Personal Car Canopy
Crazy covers TM
Fan Me
Sew Easy Kit
Geographical Location T-Shirt
Parking ease
RoverTreat
Safe Travel Baby
Nail Polish Hanger
Pivot Power +
The Real You
REMOTE CONTROLLED CART
PUSH START KEY PROTECTOR
Bike Safe Indicator!
group lotto card
LADY LEGS
guarda-llaves
Shower Bandit
Clean Freak
my product scans any vehcicle to make sure that any child or pet is not left behind in any vehicle.
HUSH
Christmas lights cover
Smart International keyboard
crane choker straightener
smart talisman
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Hide your recycle
Touch up wand
Adjustable Picture Frame
Travel Bracket
Marque-linge
survival/info app.
Pro V1 Bouguet
Waterproof Phone Case Pouch
SMART Wireless HD Video, Audio
Bling Sports Glow
the big beer hugger mugger
Alcohol Percentage Meter
TouchLock
I shaver for i phone
The Warrior
Automatic Power Generator
make your laptop shut up!
Remote control attic fan
Milk Monitor
Perfect Pancake and more
Smart Path Light
Personal Directional Speakers
wind on wheels
instant-messaging chip
Memory Foam Tube
Bra wire saver
All-in-1 Smart Food Processor
Electrical Connector
Nip Snips
GAS GLOVE
3d printed printer
GE patent 6591296
The Beautifiler
Bait Savors
snap on button
Bar Phone Charger
Rollbox
Rx Phone Screen
Tick Tocks
Alarm Clock with no "Off"
Baby Bath / Sledge
"Quick Cut Veggies"
Folding Cup
Telescoping Weedwhacker Handle
Lids Off
Mobile Fat-free Baker
GPS locator pet finder
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Show me the light
Electronic dog kennel
Candle Dome
Wireless Wrist Control Sytem
Automatic Snow &amp; Ice Remover
Convert Air Flow
The Wazi Case
The Firestove
advanced helmet
GuMint
electronic tea cup
Safety swimsuit
NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND
black box
EZ Rescue
Screw stopper
text blocker
Teddy Bear Smartphone charger
One fan.
Quick-Change System
Music theory, Art
Dermatology Central
Shrub Saver
Easy &amp; cheaper lawn edger
Super Strengthening Station
Shell phone box
3-in-1 Bike
Smart Personal Organizer
Helmet traffic camera
wireless l.e.d. tow lights
Motion - Controlled Flying Toy
Shower Minder
1 Safe Aviation
rrr
the smurf phone
Peanut Butter and Jelly Cereal
Refined Fender
Keep an eye on outside play
Pool Pet Beacon
Flex Air Conditioner
simply organized
Motion lit toilet seat
Fittin' Cup
Water Umbrella
CHUBBIES SAVERS
Where's my... Kit
Stadium Beverage Seat
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ADAPTr
PAKRAT Ladder Box
Clean Bottoms Birdbath
Toothbrush with dental floss.
Teddy Who
K-Kup Cafe
The Grass Bagger
Vacumn cord protector
The Smart Heater
ice b Interdental Apparatus
Ultimate Air Mover
FoundIt personal GPS tracker
Drop shovel
Spidey Wand
Smoke alarm w/ weather alert
Attacbable Chord Retractor
suckbottom hider
Theater seats at a glance
Sticky heels
Medicine lock
all rubber umbrella
baby in car seat alert
HANDFREE ANYWHERE makeupMIRROR
Clean Feet
A4 Letter Converter
PETWASH
Golf Score Card Caddy
Eyemop
Airline headphone adapter
Dental Pro.
Board Saver
Replaceable Lightbulb
I.V. Drip Clip
Waterproof Powerskin
Flippers
BeChaCoo
Mail Popper or GOT MAIL...
Perfect Cocktail!
Photonic fence to kill bugs
CAR-GO
Brake Light Activator
Musical Rotating Vase
Wink Ear
WORKout
1 minute heat gloves
KEEP YOUR COMB
Black Diamond Golf Grips
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Sonnerie smart phone adaptÃ©e
Illuminated Shower Curtain
Meat donness notifier
Doggy Guide
rotating computer sunglasses
EASY HAIR REMOVAL
EGG OAK WINE BARREL
CHAIR-E-IT
travel trash
Mobile Phone Alert
Fast-Fit Sheets
smart vac
Easy Clean Gutters
Smoke Detector that speaks
www. THE PROPERTY FAX .com
Cure and Prevent MRSA
Our Tea Secret
Baby's Travelin' Spoon
Bud pals
Car Hyperthermia Death Prevent
Wireless Charging Stereo
Hot Button Heater
Sprozzle v2
Germicidal airport carpets
Turn Stop
FINALLY, A Smarter Dust-Panå‡„ã„
Tailgate Extender
change vending machine
Name: Dual Zone Conforter. Bedtime: Man-warm, Women-always cold. This idea will let the warm person fold down their side and remain cool.
Gear Shelf for SUVs
COVER FOR HANDBAG
clear view
Hairwire - jewelry for hair
Bubble Gloves
Garbage shopper
Automatic Sponge Gun
Student fridge combo
Automatic sensor light
5 second ball
Service Pemanas Air Solahart
RATATTACT
Energy efficient water heater
Yeah
silent mints
waterwheel toothbrush
Grown up Bib
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Remotely Sensual Lighting
New 10 gallon Water Cooler
Garage Door Privacy Screen
chemosupposiyory
Drink Caddy - Cycling
Bathroom adaptive makeup case
Next Generation Monitor
GLASSES POCKET RETAINER
The Cleaner Cleaner
Concert ears
Golf Cart Tire Covers
Traffic Time
Shower Scrubber
Service Solahart Pondok Indah
Pocket Caddy
makeup wipe on
Rib Grippers
rod preserver
FRISCO SANDAL
Port-a-Warn
"Living in Nature"
Open Sesame
incense lava lamp
LADDER BOOT
Car: 3rd brake lite redesign
Clip'n Go Windshield Visor
cermanice recording figurene
Child Color Teacher
walker TM
rest assured
TigerGolf
button-band
Zap
Mailbox Shield
3 Piece Backpack,Linen Backpac
Spare Tire Pressure Checker
Wifi Ceiling Fan
Windshield wiper lifter
CoatHangerAntiFall
T'app &amp; Sign
Scrub Rag
trash compactor
G-Pal Wristband
The FreshTimer
Dog Collar Sling
tooth saver
MEDITATION EGG
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Adjustable Paint Handle
Weed Away
Sunview cell phone app
The Test Taking Pencil
Where is this?
Cell phone case with an awning
LADDER BOOT
THE U TURN INDICATOR
i-Bab
Kebob Skewer
Night Light Rug
AIR FLUSH CLEAN/TOILET SEAT
Orinador Personal
auto door
Collapsible business card case
Stand Alone Audio Broadcaster
The Lazy Tray
EggsReady
The Auto Feed Trash Can
Gabage &amp; paper disposal combo
Infinity Band System
preheadphone
Flat Iron Holder
fore winds
The ' TEXTER '
Activity tracker money clip
Sturdy Strips
Item Indicator or Tag &amp; Track
GARDEN PARASOL
Skis tÃ©lescopiques
Tablet Sackpack
Safe Kitchen Sponge
Dispensador de cartera o viaje
Kickball with a twist
Dinner time Kitties!
Bottle Pump clip
Beauty Timer
SolAir
Dog It
Sticky bracelet
The C-Breeze Fence
Inflatable helmet
Dogon Wheels
Ready Thready
Wireless Mouse with Auto-Off
Power Shower
Barefoot Garden Gloves
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the voice changer
C.L. Band
Credit Card Magnifier Window
Lazy ice
Grocery List and Coupon Holder
kid fence
Soap saver
Illuma bowl
Sit Up Assist
Parking Permit Holder
Mirror Ears
small problems
Buoy Board
Child monitor safety seat
Grab Tab!
The CakeWheel
NightLamp &amp; Water Dispenser
Simply Perfect Pet Paw Bath
Grow n Go Cam
Fit-Tech Sunglasses
modular furniture
Tag Nick
Battery-pop
Bug Off!
Sun Screen Roller
Flexible Phone/Tablet Stand
Lighted Cell Phone Cover
Aiden X-box
The innovative alcove
Personal Cell Phone Fan
My Life Photo's
Spot
Kettle temperature gauge
Tornado Tissue
Bite-B-Gone
Snap-A-Snooper
Partner Sheets
Crickets
Please remove me from Quirky
Fitter
Gossapp
Universal Sneeze Guard Cover
Back-View
Super plant feeder
Portable solar charging panels
The Groove Broom
Display-a-shirt
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Fit
granite slab stair conveyor
NaturalSkinProtection
Smartphone Sun Visor Cover
special wine glass
Pierced Earring Charm Bracelet
Umbrella Clip to simply fix your broken umbrella
App recording measuring tape
Leakproof dividable cooler
tear in wall frame
Snap Speakers
Inflatable Pocket Bike Helmet
Battery Leech
HEAD LICE WARM OIL THERAPY
Kool Klips
The Safety Stat
speed volume amplifier
FishingRod section fastener
Electric Kite
Magnetic cap medicine vial
The Auto Audiblator
Cutting Board Scale
portable back reflexology
Fast Dissolve Strip for Animal
Smart Alarm Clock with Z-wave
pince 10 en 1
Penoat
Flat Screen Audio Scoops
Reloadable/Disposable Trashcan
Octopus Hanger
Device cord organizer
Morph Matt
NO PHONE!
The Cigar Survival Kit
Waterproof Books
Instant Air For Flat Tires
The Green Stop
Text Only Highlighter
Computer Cell Phone Eye Glasse
The No Cavity "Day Brush"
assemblable USB memories
Tote bags by PouchAgroo
Table for all positions
Dog portal Window
Chip Clips Alarm
In Wall Untripable Sockets
The Exam Doer
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IPHONE &amp; ANDRIOD APP for EZPAS
ultra cool doggy shades/hat
Reward card organizator! (RCO)
Bath Poolow for hot tubs baths
shovel sieve
Boot Rubbers
happy customer bagger
telefono 3a edad
soappieblen2
Dish Adapter
Dog Sling
Turner table
Quik Eraze
Cart Connect
Drum Beats Punching Bag
Windshield Armour
Perfect Vehicle Air
PlayStation controller gloves
Color or Shape Combo Lock
My First Puppy
Good Day
Live safe sensor
SMART Door Lock System: No need of a key to insert. No need to enter a password. Just open it without doing anything.
TEST
LIFE GUARD resub with 93% TU
Best Ceiling Fan Ever!
Pellicle for plates
Wet floor sign with Proximity
Car's Minibar
ponder
flavor enhancer
Scrub Glove
Square Plunger
Festival Pack
Induction Charging Mug Warmer
Home Help (resub)
Service Solahart Kebon Jeruk
Freshen up
Handheld Power Shower Scrubber
Airbag Jacket
Trolling Motor Attachment
'Solo Sun'
PAWS Golf Grip
safe radio
logic level power strip
Modified Drinking cap
Briefcase-Luggage Jacket
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Save a Baby
My Shelf
Toothbrush with Floss Attached
Baby Totemate
California Faux Fireplace
Quick Price Check
Heal/prevent gum disease
Best Chuckit for dogs
Mobile Eye Technology
Hoagie Hideway
Handle for Supermarket Bags
AllÃ´ Maman
Flexible power cord
RetractablePaintbrush Big/Smal
Interior Auto-Fog Remover
Smart Pellet Stove
Runners glove
Electric Baby Stroller
A.C.B System
Uri
Magic Strips
musical bicycle control grip
TV Feng Shui
skating helper
Portable camping Laundry Stand
Cham Smart
Vunnel
Self-telescoping cistern
Dog Dream Reader
dÃ©vidoir zen papier toilette
1-Step Home Oil Analysis Kit
flipomatic
Prevent Auto Texting
Cuddly Kidz Clothes Hamper
pinchers nose tissue
Portable Baby Changing Station
White Board Closet Doors
Floxers
Trycle, Multi-age
iPhone Dualing Dock
light up the night
Pet tracker
istove
Stop taking awkward self portraits with streching your arms. Don't stretch your arms anymore.
H2O Pet Flo
BankAble
SitUp Assist
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ipad surround sound cover bag
A C Cooling .
Save-A-Life
Life Saver
Universal cup, holder
Car pull
U-Tip Color Wand
My Frame
Kitchen Wand
IRONING BOARD
Digital Desk Calendar
Super Tractor Trailer
car modernizer
Pickpocket Protecter
Transparent Wallpaper
Home Auto Car Wash
Hair clingy
Body Fold Liners
Wash basin with scrub brush
Light Me Now
ZANDY the 1st Vacuum Highchair
Tacker Bug
Emergency stretcher Travel Bag
Gas leak safety POWER OFF
Window fan retaining clips
Car Seat Strappy
Nail Polish hanger
Christmas Light Hanging Tool
Bicycle lock and track
Porte verre et porte assiette
LeGo-Pro with sound effects
Window Louvers for Attic Fans
SOC-BEE GOLF
The Tuner Perch
Ear amps
The Tonneau Transformer
Bug Off
Wireless charger smartphones
motion light activated outlets
E-Tube
Don't get dirty
Moble Small battery conneter
sleeping beauty eye mask
smart bag
App Enabled Flag Pole
Shaving Sheets
Adjustable width paint brush.
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Smart Xternal
Curved Dust Mop
TUB TAMERS
use of BellaVeÃ¬
S.O.B.
The Zapping Dock
Poste pass
the one way u don't have to as
8 Sided Carrom Board
Flex Dryer Hose
Lap Top Space Bar
easy pompe
wireless power foldable t.v
voice control stove top
Birthday Candles with no need of match. It by itself ignites.
Car-brella
Clip Catcher
Transition Car Windows
Bathtime Back Roller-Massager
Moon Balloon
Wireless Place Mat+Menu
citizen patrol
Stylus Nails
Man Clippers
Faucet 2.0
spider pogo
Backpack Safety Beach
Cloud baby monitor W/ sensors
musical bicycle grip
Smart Gun Lock
Kelltrak
Clean Hands &amp; Finger Dingers
Smartest Pool Alarm System
KitchenSucker and LiquidSucker
smart mower
Smart Water Heaters
Novacane coated needles
Effortless
Touch-up Paint Pen
Watch Collar
Sneakpeek
WINK Message Hub
QwikLock
Tacky Tape
Retractable Dog Trolley Lead
Bedside Manner
clothing organizer
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The D.E.K. - Driver's Ergo Kit
My idea is tool set with an unified handle.
out of the box travlers
The Wedding Party Collection
The JACK REEL winder.
QUIRKY THEATRE
Clearview Window Twin
spotter wireless adapter base
Sonar for locating GOPHERS!
Surf 'N Play
A Better Xmas Tree Stand
Magic Sparkle Christmas Tree
Snap Spikes
WAKE ME
Get health with clean money
Smart FunFrog
Taterbug Handheld Keyboard
Rolling Power
High Tech Hide and Seek
GlideSmart
suction muni ticket holder
Easy Beach
MP3 Player Dog Leash
combat fishing pole
Clear the Shower Drain
Homeowner's Life Line
WATER METER FOR GARDEN HOSE mc
SANDY/Survival Mobile Charger
Wind Turbine Machine
Electro-Stapler
SHIFT HANDLE PAINT BRUSH
Water Ball
Glove Box Protector
Cell Safe
Sora Smart Portable AC
Calorie Counting Bowl
Marque linge
Safe Baby Carseat Sensor
mommy alert
disque dur bluetooth
Simple Squares Treat Slicer
HUGE Tea Kettle Re-Design
Water Rocket
Laundry chute sorter
$Best Bang for Your Buck$
The Snoozer
Automatic Smart Lawn mower
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AUTOMATIC HAND WASHER/DRYER
Pool Brailer Accessory
smart home control gloves
T bar setting "head phones"
Global Beauty
LIGHT WRITER BOARDS
Mary Jane Strap
Automated fertilizing system
Wall Hooker
A Portable Shaving System
Disinfecting Cash Register
smart bracelet projector
Auto-Adjusting Sunlight Lamp
Carbon Fiber extension ladder
PARK IT RIGHT
Bluetooth Bathroom Exhaust Fan
bike rear view mirror
Active Mom Strollercise
Strawpers
Quikey
lulugwen
Wind Chimes For The Phone
dessous de plats electrique
phone wireless remote control
The Crumb Conveyer
App enabled Paper Doll
Car crash reducer
Vice Grip Rachet Wrench
Powdercoating Recycler
Life Guard
the cast glove
Leaned bike stand
Baggage Leash
modular WINK Box
Wi Fi Coffee Maker
adjustable toothbrush head
rÃ©cupÃ©rateur d'eau de douche
Smart Electrical Faceplate
Ripe for Pickin'
Shopping Cart Caddy
PAPER PLATE CADDY
Weed Eater Metal Detector
A/C Installation Kit
Hands Free Hydration Bottle
The mirror app
The SweatSleeve
Prefabbed floor trim
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Booze Ball
warm shower
Phone turns into a Tablet
Lil Garden Helper
Wrist strap phone case
Memory Case
protector for refrigerator.
Thor Bells
Glow bubbles
Beach Umbrella Hut
App Controlled Sreendoor.
paint roller sleeve stopper
Efficient Charger
All Depth Kayak
AntÃ©viseur
rubber finger tips eraser
trackpad bicycle grip
Ball with Touch
Perfect fit latex glove
Hot seat
The WILLIS Camera Tablet
Server Database
RV hitch Utility Tower
Roomba DoubleBot
Lunch Plate
Institutional Sheild
West Coast Snowball Fight
Talking Pharmacy Bottles
The Blade
lounge extender
Elec. Cord Lrg Side Indicator
iZiPEIGNE / EASY HAIR REMOVAL
the aug charger
Fuse Case
happy couple (for socks)
Smart Home Heating/Cooling
Le tÃ©lÃ©phone de l'amour
tire machine
stay strap
The Disposable Veggie Bag
Larger than normal Frying Pan
table lamp switch extension
Inbuilt shade into clothesline
A leaf indicates fresh air
Suit Be Dry
Dot sCents
Panty Hose Solution
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The Sweat Chamois
Care-Full
Wink Watch
Quiet Hammer
The Heatshield Scraper
CellFax
Eco ac
ibeat keyless entry bracelet
SquishBrush
Disposable Washcloth Dispenser
Beeping key finder
Motorcycle helmet holder
The Best Travel Pillow Around!
splash down
Warm buns
Pill Phone Case
Extenstion outlet
"Flat Top" Cake Pan (aluminum)
SMART DOG HOUSE
HipGrip
LED display glove
Bidaby
Audiomarkit
Find-it-Tape
The GPS Ball
Bald Head Condoms
Water measure Glass
MAGICAT BOX
Lice Zapper
Tooth saver ice blocker
poubelle anti depression
Uno-Fit
Glow in Dark Keyhole
Solar Floating Pool Light
gas cap opener for handicap
Johnny Kit
automatic toilet seat
Who Are You?
The Condiment Dispenser Plate
HayRyby Coffee Maker
Up for It
wink home video
Schnitzel Box
Glove-On.net Dispenser
Baby on Board
Menstrual Cramp Releif Garment
Funmotion
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Smart Checkbook
Scrubbing Marbles
cordless hair dryer
garage bike slider
Pre accident alarm light
battery exchanger
portable ashtray
ProtÃ¨ge talon pour la voiture
HOOKED BOTTOM BASKET
The Bed Tent
STEP UP! POP THE BALLOON FIRST
Cap Opener
BUILD YOUR PET SECURITY SYSTEM
The Wrist Shake
All-purpose soccer shoe
solar window shades
mail time
Ringenforcer
Smart thermometer
Apartment balcony Bug Screen
E-Zpass App
Water proof bluetooth ear sets
IRON-GUARD
weight adjusted handtruck
No-Ants Food Tray w/ plates
Pee On Stickers
vr vest controller
The Mower-Rake System
RAFD
Car Racing board game
FitBit/Smartwatch Power Stand
Brain Saver
Glass top coffee table bank
Aux Buds
Hot Car Red-Alert System
Portable bicycle charger
Here Boy
Sprinkle Free Toilet Seat
speaker system ipod cable
chopstick holder
Smart stove
sunscreen booth
Insulation seals for windows
Tamis Ã©lÃ©ctrique
Reversible Socks
Dog Cellphone HD Camera
Knee Pad Construction Pants
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COUPLE

Strait Up
GUTTER BUSTER
sliding patio door lock
Baby Glow
laundry helper
ALL IN ONE SOLDERING TOOL
Run Right
AirAnywhair Smartphone Case
Dual USB Base Splitter
Car seat alarm
eco-square juicer brush
Retractible Equine Lunge Line
Splits
Smart Shower Head
Anti Back-Washing Straw
Build a bra
Smart Tree
Digital dimmer light switch
Rugged Charging Case
Exer-Ears
Rain gloves
my perfect case
Availability Band
Kinetic Charger
baby bottle twist
Reversible Aocks
Multiprise enrouleur intÃ©grÃ©
Make a connection....
Wifi iphone charge dongle
AHHHH.........
True Illusions
One Hand Operated Sprayer&amp;Pump
CAR MODE
ZIPP-LINE, phone extension
Bug Off!
Car Alarm Clock
The Wink Pod Alarm Clock
snozzez
Back Off
Massage-pack
modular space station
CLOSABLE SILICONE DOGHOUSES
WaterComber
tick terminator
TrackChair
entertainment phone
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Expandable multipurpose shelf
phone stand
Bat Wings
ProtÃ¨ge Sous-Tif Au Lave-Linge
Wink my lawn and garden
Un bracelet santÃ© pour chat
The rotary closet
Dog feet cleaning mat
OTH (Off the Hook)
App Enabled Toy Ship
Snow Gone
Simple Mating Table
iPad Grip
Choose/Pay For Your Coffee POD
Wall Mounted Media Storage
Pool Alert Sonar
Vacumatt
Shorty Grass
I robot
Heat-Reduction Shelf
power fluctuation preventor
cell phone mirror
Makeup brush dryer.
Medical safety innovation
EZ ATTIC
Workout Mate
Frost shied
Stay Put Picnic Table Cloth
iPhone Stamp Case
Smartphone Smartkey
Magnetic Boat Cover
All in One Hybrid Wash N Dryer
Kind Wind Power Station
BUFFER BOOTIES (for feet)
lap crafter
Magic Mirror
Earbud retainer
The Magic Eat Ball
Perfect ice cubes
Contacts Travel Case
Fence flowers
The Mower Maneuver
toilet sand out
reservoir peinture
workmans portable fan
buni! la coiffure nette
walker umbrella holder
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Ambient Lamps
Liquid Loving Cutting Board
Homemade Butter Making Machine
AirJammer
My Toothbrush
Suitcase Buddy
Pet Sentinel
The Fresh Press
baby alarm
3rdEye
Laundry Caddy
Spill proof serving tray
Built In Food Dehydrator
EasyRun
temporary fireplace enclosure
Interchangeable drawer divider
Blackjack Flash Cards
Auto Charged Solar Lawnmower
It makes all the difference!
Comute-ercise
Heat Beater
Nav-light speaker
Psp
Tasty fake meat for omnivores.
ReadyPot
Stroller Bag Hooks
GPS ENABLED HANDCUFFS
Electronic book remote
Football Passer
Phone lanyard + case
Snug Plug
Bobble Butt
Chargeur universel de salon
Walk the Dog
Purse Shaper
Windshield cleaner
Wrap Around Speakers
hand gesture lidar smartphone
stick figure
Re Submit, Quirky Kids Site
Trophy Tote
couttuy. pour boucher trou
App enabled toddler riding toy
Vacuum Cleaner Guard Rail
SmartSleep
Antiseptic Marker sterile pen
LIPSCICLE
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Safety match
Salt water activated battery
Wood floor electronics
Gator Stick
Aftermarket Key-light
Fit Fido
No-Cord USB
the mayo thief
Levitating Bed
Hearing Aid /Phone headset
AI Teacher
A personal portable panic alarm which when activated, sounds off an alarm to deter attackers as well as a gps loc. and personal info to 911.
Disposable Toothbrush Holder
Museum Interactive touchscreen
Smart Refrigerator With RFID
Wheel Chair Mud Guard
Bug Catcher Kit
Smartphone radio
The multi-function battery
SimpleStyle
Leashless Leash
Sac Ã main doublure changeable
Swing seatbelt
I need help to send my ideas.
Noise canceling microphone
Zombie Repel
Talking Timer
View as players
Traffic light monitor
Razor Saver
EZ Roll
2 way texter
Yo station
App for Trash Pickup
from single bed to bunk beds a
Invisible Leash
The Neck-less Necklace
yearly pants
PANEL HOLD
Not Hot Wax
The Wolverine Garden Claw
Helping Hand
LOOKING GOOD
candycamera
Scan Your Book
Color me clean

15-12596-mg

cellphone powerswich timer
Hair brush w/ built in sprayer
vr controller gloves
CO2 safe garage door opener
the csrd sorter
3d dogtreat processing printer
Earasure
Bro Aides
Fridge Contact Sensor
3D gesture tablet case
Wireless Lights
Invisiable Bandaid
Threaded Hole Restorer
Post-it station
SLEEPMUFFS (resub)
Lighted Door Knob
Tire Light
No-Ants Portable Camping Table
Fragrance maker
Instant Translator
Bus seatbelts
catch' em
wink blink tv
Zip n Nip
Floor Induction Power System
TOASTYTOWEL
Jogger 911
Bird strike deflector
Multi Cup
Sun Bathers Delight!
Auto Stereo Cover
Pacifier (binky) Dispenser
icamera
ToGoShi Box
Personalized Window Cling Ons
Hill Climber
Go Gate
Tabletop Aquaponics w/ lightin
Stack-a-Dome
Vibrating Alarm
Car screens
Fake car scratch
Sock 'Em Bots Radio Shack
Baby and wedding photo album
Travel Bag for Beach Chairs
Comfort Protection Seat Belt
Hoggie
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Dishwasher conforming insert
LAYERED INDUCTION CHARGE CASE
Chair Strap
Large dog travel jug/bowl
Coque enceinte intÃ©grÃ©e
'Style Point' ballpoint stylus
Store Cart Bags
Cover, designed by you
No-mess pet food system
FOLD DOWN PANEL IRONING BOARD
H20's
Electric cord plug in helper
motorcycle seat a/c
Satellite Auto Adjuster
LifeGuard-- GPS Your Health
No Pill Oh!
crayon catcher
The Beach Sled
App enabled learning orbs
Stomach Sleeper Massage Pillow
quick tab
Autostriker
Jean Freeze
AAA Battery Conversion Sleeves
Double Bar Garden Flag Holder
Steam and Pressure Cooker
traducteur
Electric Storage
music mailbox
Running fast...or slow...alarm
Radio head
Hi my baby!,Smart babyseat3000
Smart Kar
UpDeath
Refuel Solar
Lock N' Level
Nose Bleed Gear
QUICK LIGHT always ready
Safe-Keep
engine intake manifold hose
Flexi
DIY Molding Designs
pop up potato chips
MugStopper
Eye Jewelry
Eyewear Dryer
Cool gel dog collars
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Headphones-Speakers-handsfree
Housse auto intÃ©grale
The Everything App
PLUG IN ALONG POWERCORD
Never Stray Car Seat
Pants Puller with Legoom
fish drip
Internet cameras
TV Remote Control Finder
Organic Battery
Topknot Flyer
Service Solahart Jakarta Timur
Smart FirePlace Heater
"Gas tank" dispenser
cheap reading glasses
Heat Shrink Holiday Wrapping
I-Artist / Communicator
Hanging Smartphone Case
doggy night lite coller
Rocking bed
Floater
MiToothbrush!
The Towel Radiator reloaded
Keep Your Pets In Check
Crayon Make-up Sprays.
IDevice or laptop camera cover
Cooling Water buckets for dogs
socks replacing shoes
Hedge helper
phone stand
Fish and Float
SMART BRUSHING
Shisha Pouch
anywhere guitar amp
Disposable filter for of mate
Chocolate stemer
Reading glasses slip-stop
vehicle vase
Gamer Temperature Gauge
FindFire
Dongle Lasso
Hyper gravity
see it,grab it, the light mit!
Rotating drift board
Maillot Airbag Moto-Cross
Alpha Cut HD Best Food Tips
Clean Nails.
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Full body protection suit
Dop Kit Protector
The PaciSafer
Fabros - 7DE {Multi-tool}
mail box saver
Kayko100
automatic blinker
Revolutionary 3D Packaging
bluettoth enabled devices
The littlest washer.
Wireless attic fire alarm
App-enabled Power Riding Toys
Therapy Beanbag Chair
Credit Card Key Fob
Mechanical Roller Skates
Suction rod holder
Camera card
heated running underwear
Touch Screen Glove
What is it app
KBooties
long arm cutter
Water Buddy
IMELDAÂ® SHOE ORGANIZER
Bug Zapper Door Frame
Truck Bag
Ant life video learning farm.
Air Rider bike seat cover
Wake Me Up...
Magnetic picture frames
Windchime Silencer
personal monitoring doctor
SlideClean
Play&amp;walk
CRM&amp;SGR
Laptop case from plastic bags
Multi Power Outlet
Sweep Broom with Squeegee
Camera Clip
cendrEier
Food Feeder
USB Printer
GSMPort
Chic Fitbit
HeadBangers
Car Armour
The InStore GPS
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Carseat safety switch alert
WINK Problem Solving Smart Hub
br-easy bloomers
child minder
Social Media PAUSE
wifi connected Smoke Detectors
Speed Deterrent
Universal Internet button
Sore Relief Neb-cushion One
extendible paint brush
ESN APP DOWNLOADER
Sheddy Beddy
Getting The Last Drop
Solar wifi outdoor lighting
LOOKASPIRATION (N.G)
Smart Water Heater
Reversible car mats
A/C outdoor filter
trampoline steps with slide
Sit N Charge
Tooth brush timer
microwave/convection oven
Service Solahart Jkrta selatan
Replaceable chin strap liner
nwb health monitor
Water Wheel Toothbrush
Safe Baby Pad
Expandable, adjustable, modular, tool less, organizing shelf for computer tables or other desk space that needs some dividing into sections.
Bluetooth walking cane
Toiletries- Travel Pet Peeves
standometer
Handwarmer Glove for Cycling
La Maison Del La Pomme
Smoothie 2 Go
Multi-Keyboard
Action bots
Convenient Recycler
Wake Up and WALK!
Chicken Bodyguard
Service Solahart Jakarta Utara
Iron scent steam tablet
Shave 'n' Save
Neon Rims
Hat Stash
The Paint Surface Tester
Adaptive Trash Receptacle
WiFi Hose Timer Control
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Passing Thanks
Comm. Off
CoolCar
Single Guy Alarm Clock
refrigeratorentertainmentcente
Noise Cancel Cell Phone Case
NFL Metal Wine Cork Holders
K Cup Refrigerator
Cool Your Life
grass guard
Rear Bumper Communication Devi
Noise Cancelling App
Speaking
Easy Hamper
Garden Cop
The Coffee Orb
gel brush
Shik Shak
Pool Air Bag Saver
Baby crib safety
Swing Blade
The Cool Hat
Title: LessMess ( metal box)
Handy Dustpan
Dolphin Ceiling Fan Paddles
Quantum Light Switch
Ostomy Made Easy (OME)
Car panel protector
stethascope disposable cover
Wink Low Voltage Transformer
EQUIPLATE
Travel Safe
Berry, Berry, Fresh
Dorm Room Desk
No mess mouthwash cap
seed/fertilizer storage
Smartify the Growth Chart
3D recognition LED ligths
Outlet Master
Xpand-a-vac
Breath of fresh air
M.H.S or Money Holding Shoe
NBA Point (goal) sensors
Dog ear muffs
Scented Movies
Wrist mirror for walkers
Car phone/GPS/app/music kit
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Headache Pressure Mask
KleanCollar, Inc.
Toothpaste protector.
Gamers' Quad USB
Food Safe
Plexi-Pouch + Video
Slider safety latch
Makeup Brush Genie
The locater
LP Tank Indicator
Cooper Car Seat
Electronic Golf Yardage Signs
Parcel/Mail Drop Box
SUPPORT CORDON ELECTRIQUE
GUN CAMERA
Thermostat and Smart Registers
SÃ»r-Chausse
Mold-A-Memory
Prrrrr...avy! Cat Food
Heated sports/work gloves
Inertia Wobbly Ball
BEBIDA DE HIGADO SABOR A MORA
Cooking with GMa
Quick shoe shine
Trench Safety

Boots

Ironwater
Screen game controller
Revitalize your pool
Key Kondom
touch &amp; sit
Charged bling
Two Dimensional Barbell
Wirelessly controlled outlets
Rolling Walker Foot Rest
SMARTAudio Professional Texts
TADUS-Twist Away Dog UrinSpots
Suncoque
Steps and Slide for Trampoline
Complete tent
Recycle Paper Clay Maker
Solar Powered Speakers
Induction Charge Extens. Cord
Shampoo Hairbrush
TushiePillows--No morehardseat
Iphone Bar Charger No Wires
ICE SPOONS
pump stem extender
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Griffin Lounge Chair
Never End Pool
Automatic Notary Device (AND)
Happy Horn
Smartphone Mic Attenuator
Recycled Shopping Bag Holder
A better toothbrush
B. P. finger testor
Heel polisher
photophrame phone cover
flop stop
locking hoyer
Wink Player
Drive-through speakerphone
the hand mouse
Snap Shades
Hand Security System
ibeat bracelet
Drink cooler
Voice Activated Hoover Craft
Hands Up! Panic device
Radial USB
Car Wash Suction Hose Adapter
Hand Washing Training System
Paint Pal-ette
Kitty Potty Time
Pop Ups
Floatation Lamp Display
Hot car lifesaver
Messless Measurer
UnderCover
The Skeleton Key
les autocollants connectes
Smart Outlet
Shopping Assistant
Angled Washer/Dryer
Hotel Bed Scanner
check out jammer
Modular lamp (app controlled)
Door Watcher!!!
The Perfect Shower
ReWind Notepad
Fresh Banana Cradle
Phantom vibration alleviator
AnySafe - Keep Notebook Safe
The ultimate Toilet seat
Garage Door 'N' Store
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finger tips
Sump Pump-Water Detection
Yard flag stand cap
Follow the Arrow
T.M.C. Tuck'n
Thrifty Wallet
The floating tent
quick check tire pressure caps
Triple tongs
Clap-Along
Garage door pull-down screen
Digital Home Sign
Cross Ladle
Snappy Shot Case
Utility Manager
moisture app for plants
Lost prevention phone case
The Nailsaver
Don't Forget Your Child
Easy Oats
Heads UP Steering wheel
Blue ear
Sports Ball Bagstrap
Snore noise machine
Set of a vacuum cleaner
EZ dunk kit
Dr. Soles Foot Fixer
App Enabled Toaster Oven
Machine washable 8x10 rugs.
Dry Rite
Keg Dolly
Wall Hanging Trash Can
Gas Pump Nozzle
Comfy
Road Rage 1
Cooler Pocket
Fast Furniture
painters caddy
Awesome Airplane Pillow
Rain guard for wheelchairs
Mobile Butler
Child Vehicle Protection
Savebaby key chain car
Window-Sceneary
Stir Sweet Stick
LIGHTNING-PROOF SURGEPROTECTOR
SUNSHINE
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Squeege, scrape &amp; blow
MagnifyItDisplayIt-Clip-on
Table Bed Slider
Personal Sunrise
Twisty-Grip
MP3 Pet Walker
Thermocouple Generator
Stripped-Screwdriver
The Shrug
Hard Boiled Egg Scrambler
Fly box
No Spill Drink
License Plate Holder W/Sensor
Connected Home Plant Monitors
Light razor
passive laptop cooler bar
Easy push dispenser
palm saver
Ear full
Back Up
Kids Hover bike
Nose picker
afd
RE=einforced Knee pad pants
Deteriorating Weapons
Une petite rÃ©flÃ©xion
Full Body Umbrella
micro solding device
Light Alarm Lamp
Toilet Tongue
Pawcet Indoors
Slide Inside The Bag Trash Can
Never Alone
electrical power unit
Chew Roo
Smart Finder
airbrush cap
Reset Button
The Car camera using the solar
Free Hand
Phone Home
O2 at home
compartmentalized luggage
fresh car
ICAM
iphone savior (sub:phony warm)
The Sleep Nanny
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Favorite Kid's Toy
Spread
CAR.PETS!
Coaster Be Gone
Medic Werks
Retractable automobile bumper
Safety hand strap for iPad
Human Power Charger
Sheetrock saw
diaper pouch
PhatGrip
Portable generator improvement
Multiple Purpose Travel-Cart
Bella Bath
flex - breathing insole
Plant Savior
Bluetooth light switch control
Puc-cakes
E French Press
Smartphone travel case
Watch-er
where no gun has gone before !
Glide Light
CLIP-ON VEHICLE WINDOW CHARGER
car finder
Pet Tag Silencer (safe!)
Medication Record bracelet
Emergency Vehicle Monitor
Adjustable lunch meat cutter
dial up
Water Glow
POP UP SHELVES FROM BOX TABLE
Power Box
Easy salon Chair
Baby Snap Gloves
Safe home app
EZ-PZ Kitchen trash can
'Gate Griddle
The techno-helmet
Drop N Flop
Living Mattress or Beating Bed
Cord and Shuttle Backscratcher
Cool Shirt
F-30/F-USB charging adapter
HookBuddy
beach charger
Clear vision
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Booze Beans
Insect sucker, InSucky
Gem hideaway
Sunscreen spray booth
Speaking Wet Floor Sign
The Jeanie
Electronic nail clipper
Got your back
Smart shower head
Venetilated Child Car Seat
Solar Windscreen SunShade
Organic Concrete
Ecsp
Sunbathing Chair with Room
App-enabled Superhero
Light back pack
SunHatcher
The Color Finder
Comic/ fun facts toilet paper
0-Turn Lawn Mower RC Adapter
Personal / Home use Heat Press
Desk Mirror
Deep/Chest Freezer
cool bra
VR headset for phone
Restless Leg Relief Wrap
Window pillow
D'centre
Steering wheel phone control!
aqua disk
"Dam" (water meter)
Sand Glider
mini oven
Finger stylist
Detachable Camera for Glasses
Dog Whisperer
App Controlled Dog Bone
Vinyl Fence Decals
SWIVEL SKATES
pick, stick, switch
Floor feet
Smart Ceiling Fan
Kaleidoscope for iphone/lenses
Light-A-Fish
Snack Chicken
Seat cover marker board
Glass case for contact lenses
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Clean Clippin'
dvd de sport pour vÃ©lo d'apart
Beauty Spoon
Invent. Challenge, Break You..
It's a ball game - 2 in 1
Smart Padlock - Locks by phone
Free dry
Dormer assist
Paint Drip Gaurd
The Master Funnel
Cleat sack
Reinventing soccer
RunSense
pen/ pencil tracker
Wardrobe space saver
The artist Table
Necklace Â wifi signal generate
Painters Bag
Sunscreen Applier
Dog pup vacuum
Toilet Seat Lifter
SMARTSafety Doorbell Videocom
Nasa Clothing Line
App Temperature Monitor
Green Reader
The Ultimate Popcorn Bag
Fix A Flat With Smart Car Jack
Adjustable Multiple Roller
Drywall made easy
Scoreboard Transformer
IFTTT Phone Vibration Sensor
Reuseable hookah coal
heated floor mats
fence feeding funnel
Chop and Swirl
Fresh Wash
Bacta Zap
Hanger Pops Open to Fit Shirt
Ton of Fun Laser Pet Toy
moveable air
Respirator Pacifier
AUTOMATIC DUSTPAN-sweeps auto
VitaPocket
Double phone
Electronic Emergency Alert
Cellphone Steady Stick
Weekly Aa Comparison (App)
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App Enabled X-mas Tree Stand
a Quirky Yard Drone takes pics
Quickfix
Diaper ready
Get it all straw
Text-Board
Wrist flashlight
AutoCaddy (or) Auto-Tailor
toddler bed sheet
Pew Genie
hair dryer on a stand
Seatbelt extention
Durareach Carbon Grabber
Golf/teaching/practice/aid.
Ground level gutters
2 part proximity warning.
Thermal Football Jersey
connectivity with safety
Eclipsit
The Schruncher
ULTRASPORT LIGHT
I call my invention the XV-I
bike carry all
Battery Outlet
PELTSEE Thermoelectric Gen
Solar seal a meal machine
Beach Chair Ebook holder
Good Morning Mat
Cell Phone AirBag
Restless Leg Relief Wrap
The night watcher
MeterGuru App/ GPS Add on
Blow Up Paper Mache' Molds
Ipad PicFlash Cover
Mixing Bowl Swivel
Hamper Hoops
Paddy Caddy
ThermoWear
Lights and Bells for Bikes
Smart Cable Plug
No Fly Zone
Quirky App
The Moonglow
SSQIPE
invisible shirt weights
Compact MP3 Earbuds
Graduation cap decorations
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Pocket Solar System
Affirmation &amp; Meditation Robot
New rock-em sock-em robots
SMARTSafety Deadbolt
Burger bites
Outlet cover battery backup
Solar Powered Cell phone
Trough Guard
Kool Tube
military mailboxe
Tech Furniture
Free Energy Charger
SMARTSafety Garage Door Opener
Perfect Picture Hanger
Lash Cleanse
Junk Mails for the Birds
soutien tÃ©tine bÃ©bÃ©
Solo cup coozie
Plug Box : Design &amp; SÃ©curitÃ©
The Smart Water Tracker
drilling beach umbrella
leak alert
Toilet Deodorizer
reversible male sterilization
Collapsible Travel Hook
SunGo
Swag
Board Game HELP
Wrist-a cord
2-In-1 Brush
Sub Z - Insect Freezer
Mani
sunglasses music player
Laser Pool Practice Stick
Hideaway Fruits
N-odor Odor Shield
Tab-Box
Bubble Test Marker
Brush Fattys
SafeTot
Ice Thirst Quencher
Icarus
Lost and Found
Smartometer
Family Medicine Safe
Kewl-Aid Bandage
HAPPY HOUR GLASS
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Endless Bath
ICU Light indicator .
Mplayer
The Collar Press
Recipe in Your Pocket
Light and Shine
Smart Hydration Band &amp; Bottle
Doorbell quiet during naptime
Portable Power Station
Loo Scent
Contemporary Fire Safety
Spot me!
Contractors Power Plug Case
double snow board
Powerleaf
stink bomb
EZ Note Translator
portable tackle holder
Today's tampons
Anything?
scented carpet padding
Mini Username / Password Vault
USB Travel Blender
BluRay over WiFi
The Bubbler
VegOut - Composter / Planter
Bike rack
Lego Machine
Solar charging phone case
Hot Tub Hoodie
Totally Childproof Outlet
localizador
Stick
Hook tomatoe peeler
Pooling
Four or lose
10 Second Basketball
Flushmount Light
thermal generator
Car Extension Cord
AC/Heat Vents - Auto OpenClose
Parental Controls- DVD Matrix
SCREENLESS BUG FAN
gant sac Ã couche malin
TimeStat
Noz-Gloz
Fruit and Veggie Mash Machine
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Poo-San
Hands On/Off Yoga Mat
Grill Tool Cabinet
GoJoe
Hand movement controlled Toys
Lazy Chair
GLOW IN THE DARK URINAL CAKES
Brake-in-Time
Anywhere mug
Wakeup Air
Chop-saw hitch
AIDS solution
Multi-functioning TV stand
Interchangeable Extension Cord
solar em save life signage
Push Mower Aeration Tires
The Squeeze Alarm Clock,Smart
Trush can bag dispenser
Rest Assured Headrest Covers
Garden Sunlight Analizer
Shower shampoo dispenser
Double-Shot Handgun
Counting Stitches
Photoop
Laser Bowling Ball
Hose be gone
The Cupholder Assistant
Built in Extension Cord
Baby And Toddler Tracker BATT
Hook-less Fishing Lure
Stiki Cord
CLEANABLE HAIR BRUSH.
Smart Fridge
Bed-Cordie
Fun muffins
Tool Up!
Flameguard
DISPLAY
med helper
wrap it
Moon-Shine
Pivot Power Bar /no power cord
MP3 business card
Clutter Buster!
6 Disc Game Changer
Hands Free Desk Organizer
HAT CATCHER

CAP CATCHER
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Third Eye
digital stethoscope
multi channel lock
GET A GRIPP
HydraPort Throne
here i am advertisement
child seat alarm
Grandma's Wheel Barrel
Eco reusable grocery bag
Homecare Cups.
Easy seal 2Litre cap
Snow protector
interactive rhythm machine
Magic Garden Fountain Pond
I bracelet
Smart Cart
Mini Quadcopters!
noodle buster
Tight - Garbage bag holder
ZAPLOCK
Pitch an pump TENT
HAN enabled electric outlet
light saber
Teddy Bits
Minty Smackin' Stick
TaskTop
Don't Touch Me
Easy fishing "knot"
Kinetic Bicycle
The Cage Cone
Water Socks
App Controlled Radio
Sono-cam
blink
Quirky GE Wink Motion Sensor
phone minder
Dip Switch Protector
MirrorTV
Buddy Learn 'n Fun
Pet feeder Cell
Beany
nev-r forget
Easy pull iPhone charger
Parsoleil pour verre
"COOL" Spoon
Stackable Clear Protectors
Bottle holder/stacker
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brake bar lights
insta-Shades
Disposable socks
Fire Rescue Motor
The Tail Gate
The Meyer Lok-Block
Bib On The Go
Learning Hot water tank
Manual chewing toothbrush
Quirky Nails
No Sleep Eyeglasses
Noise blocker sleep ear covers
one leg hammock stand
Window Safety Screen
Soft toes
Aqua Planter
Easy Shower Hanger
shoes-up
Aros Space Heater
Pit Pad
Correct Exposure Gadget
Anti-Distracted Driving Key
WANT TO TALK TO ISS ASTRONAUTS
Size adjustable Lamp Shade kit
Lunch Bag Sectional Organizer
have it done now
Finger Print Lock
Wide-band Tights
The Waiver Mat (R)
Le coffre Ã jouets intelligent
App Enabled Ultrasound device.
The Bath Oasis
ARTcase
Bus Buddy
Free wifi for traveller
Water Filled Floatie
Back to Black
Rotating Single Plug Adaptor
marigold puzzles
Personal Barcode Reader.
Igloo Water Re-purifier
Cap Structure
Knitt Needle Built-In Counters
Volume Air
Bladeless Ceiling Fan
Tupperware App
High Brow
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Indoor tennis game exercise
Tablier de cuisine porte plats
Light in Color
Toilet Cleaner
Land Ski
Pedal Power
The Shop Partner
Wet wipes on a roll
BBQ Grill Caddy
White board sticky notes
erorr-master
Easy bird feeding station
DriveWay Blanket
playben me
voiture volta
Scuff saver
Safe Sheets
active friendship bracelet
Bug Repellent Tape
The Tree Canteen
Pendrive box
Fingertip Adhesive Bandage
self-setting fishing lure
Wireless Monitor
Hand Stapler
Bluetooth Picture Frame
THE

FLIP

BATTERTY

Easy Hardware
Emerald Ash Borer Detector
Nail polishing board
Iron Safe Handle
TV Blink Controller Glasses
Walkie Talkie Car Surveillance
Robot Blocks
Move It
Underwear with pockets
The Snow Torch
SeatCase
MOUNTABLE SNACK BAR DISPENSER
Sunspot
solar start
Clear Coffee
Ventilated toilet seat
FanBrella/Umbrella Fa
Math Cookie Jar
Boilermaker
Kandy Roket
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Beach cooler
Less Typing Mouse
The Weight Plate
Roberta the Robot Doll
Pictugo
Cat's Domain
perpetual wind power
Speak Wrap
TypeRite Bluetooth Keyboard
Forget Me Not
All in One Lawnmower
Fantastic -Overhead fan Switch
Smart ThinBase ChargerPlus
hanging sign lights
The Travel Dehumidifier
Wire recoil device
Bug-Away Bulb
Dog leash walking trainer.
Car headrest with built-in fan
iHold
Front Brake Light
Auto Water
Blow Dry Towel Rack
Laser Golf Finder
Kitty Correction Collar
vacation pet feeder
Find My Ball
supreme washing clothes
The Chillinder
Data Genie
water catchment sytem
Ice cream cone stand
Can Eyes
TuttiAnni
Outdoor Fun Drink Holder
Flexible Mammogram Plate
Air conditioned pet crate
Soft Back
Glasses - headphones
Retractable O2 Hose Reel
Large laptop cooler tray
hair Book
E-ZPASSDIGITAL
Windshield clean pods
electric cooling pad
Sandaway
Parrot carriage
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No Regret Tattoos
Heated Umbrella
Fun Swatting
PresentNow
Singing Christmas Balls
App control your Lego
Grocery bags carry handle
HFB*
Total WIFI America
Bark Back
Have fun reusing your pet
voice plug
Mechanical guitar karaoke pal
Water Bottle To Fit All
Bluetooth microphone
Mommy's Heartbeat Mattress
HoopIt
Divided Crock Pot
Bikers Night Light Vest
Beeper ball
Razor and handle extention
Flagging Pop-up Car Shader
password keeper
Forever DVD
Visor-Extension
Quick Step - 2 Step
remote changer deivice
Stand Up Burrito.
SHELFIESÂ® Spice Rack System
Kitchen Plate Washer
Bark Back
Heads up view while texting
Booger Scoop
Localizador de control remoto
Fingered
TEETH Care
Tasty Way to Whey !!!
Smart Phone Pool Water Tester
Pulp-Free Citrus Juicer
speak
Portable Pizza / Bread Oven
Robot Bartender
Directional Music Ear Device
Sock Bungee
Easy Spanish Keypad
Booycoozy
Magic cuffs
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Free Touch Grocery Shopping
Lock-A-Chair
perfect parking meter
Designer Wedding Invitations
spine decompression device
Tale light
Spade Shaver
easyseat
All In Wand
Digital Canvas for Consumers
Topwave
Silcone Mixing Shelf
Make Playtime safer
50 times cheaper MAGLEV
laser maze
Subscription to Preparedness
"Ubiz" Collectable Game.
Live Safe Solar Smoke Detector
Seatbelt Phone Holder
The voice
le pause-pause
Garden Cube
Steering Wheel Snuggie
Laundry hamper on casters
variable geometry fins
Mulch spray paint
Label Tape
Frictionless Zipper
Gun safety lock
gelatin popup shot
Vacuum fruitbowl
Safety Scissors
CORRUGATED CERAMIC PIPING
Asthma Ring
Office Sink
Wireless headphones
Hair dye machine
Motion detector with SMS alert
RestaPort Charging Station
Retractable Jump Rope
QUANTUM CHESS (Q-CHESS)
No more itch cast.
cell phone with projection
The Total Tool
Smartcart
Easy Teeth
Iphone holder for toilets
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survival tent for planes
Shoe Dongle
test
VISUAL CHARGED TAB INDICATOR
Quick Mirror De-fogger
Warning sensor
Doorman Vanity panel/curtain
Sleep dimmer - TV
Carpet Cutting Guide
Stain Guard Dryer Sheets
Redesign of the saftey razor
Mommy Rides, Baby Stroller
EHAP Desk/Table
TimeTracker
Smart Soles
test
The Inflatafoam Pit
The Clap Remote
1app
Study Shelf
MuseBall
car controller
2in1 SnorePod
email avisor
Linterna inteligente
Strap Clamp
ladybug hair remover.
car shaddy
Cube-Gi
Smart Gardening
Steam it Fresh
video camera light
Grill hot plate
Jet Ski Fishing Boat
Water Stop Top
Puzzles of Fun
Squeezy Sponge
Palette Pal
The Shard Catcher
My little helper
Password Buddy
BREEZE
Dual Cell Phone Battery.
Pit-Stop Deluxe
Wind Powered Walkway Lights
finition
Leash Guard
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Quriky Auction
Protein powder dispenser
The Claw Rake
Rite (Right) Feet
The Pickle Upper!
FishingRod fastener [Part 2]
Shabu date night
Glasses '' false mirror''
BoÃ®te Ã pain toasteur
Transition car windows
Poinsettia Xmas Tree Stand
Never Burn
automobile pull shade for bugs
Thin Angled Trap
Battery Operated Winter Gear
Indoor/outdoor planter
The Toothbrush Basket
portable AC
Smartsoft colander
Home bartender
corrogatedplastic piping tools
Quirky Perfume.â™¥The scent will get you in the mood to inventâ™¥ Not a joke.
The Source
Directional surge with timer
" KART KOVER "
ArrowWay
"Polyglot"
shoe charger
SOLAR PANEL HAT
EYEring
Cartoonish Idea: 2D Headphones
Mixed charging
Resizable Shower Cap
SecurePod
OptiCharge
motorcycle safety chute
Social media calendar
Easy-Change Vents
Hotel Safe w/ iPad electric
Innovative toy ramp
The Mobile Fisherman's Seat
Shovel Shoes
bAWEbles SMART Necklace
Never Again
Sticky Fingers
Tupperware chauffant
Breeze-way
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Remote Locater
Radar Detector Mirror
Silicone Snowboard Cover
RimGuard
Universal LCD for Laptops
Special guest
Chercher Bus Searching
HANDS FREE UMBRELLA
360 Degree Bluetooth Speaker!
The Girl's Pocket
WakeUpSnapshot
Cell Bell
Outdoor Doggie Poop Genie
Shock Proof Pool Alarm
Travel sanitation kit
House App
the cool blanket
Ear alarm
Power -UP
Sound Shield Isola-Phones
It's time to reinvent the mug! Please check out the different images.
Head Belt
fat-free nutella
Bike for tykes
Click lights
Ab Press
Reusable Coffee Stopper Charm
Smart Chlorine Monitor 4 Pool
foot beach
The Brush Doctor
SMALL CAR TUNNEL
Tidy Bird
The Mit
Blab-Tech Television
Lunch Lady
Now That's a Wrap!
glass cleaner mitt
Plate scraper garbage can
Remote Lock
soap around
The Bear Back
mouth mask
shower chair
Gas grill monitor
Over the door Dry Erase Board
HOTT MAMA LIP SMACKERS
Brew Clue
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Catch-it Pole
Bright light
The Solar Case
U-Turn Signal
Beach umbrella towel hooks
Digital to do list, calendar, shopping list, note pad for fridge. Can also display pictures.
Cookie Jar w/WINK Camera
OpenBook
Memory Card Monitor
SÃ¨che linge hyper rapide
Fake nails for texting
Toddler Safety Harness
Mobile Holder for tables
False eyelash clipper.
Portable Usb Port
Round USB Charging Hub
SPONGE IT SPIDER MITE GONE
Pet vacuum
Gecko Phone Cover
Wifi phone charging
EV Charger Wireless Receiver
Marvaldi Antico
clean Paste
I've got the power... Cord
Wifi Hotspot Cufflinks
Portable Mechanic Shelter
Bubble Shoes
Demand Based Soda Machine
Tri athlon bra
Thumb Ring Iphone Case
Always know your weight
Surveillance Security Robot
Easy Eat
Great Balance/Easy Grip Dryer
Nimbus Shell
Child safe car
The Best way to be happy
'Quick-Cool' Beer and Drinks
Speed ball
Back Pack Table or Chair
Scratch and Catch Lotto Tray
Casserole Cooker
Ratchet Watch
Glow Your Own-apple logo cover
Express Cord Roller
Sock Angel- no more lost socks
herbenet
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Umbrella-Snow-Ice Combo
Cartoonish 2D Water Bottle
Watch and teach
Warning device
glove light
Tv sleep timer
Modular MiniGolf Holes Creator
911 defifulator
All in one silverware dispense
Fertilizing Sprinkler
Bag'up
Man Overboard
A doll trampoline
Anti-Concussion Football Helme
Cool Lap
Snow Man Kit
Pool-Brella
Shower cell-phone/intercom
Gumbi
Slow Cookit Microwave Style
Traveling student solutions
ToyShover + ToyMonsterBox
four seasons tableware vase
Body Wash Hanger
The FREEDOM PHOKE
3-1 cleaner
Transformer Pivot Adapter
Bicycle Tent Trailer
Fishy
Injector Cleaner At-The-Pump S
Rear earth Magnet Drive System
Leatherette Comfortable Chair
Chain Huggers
flexible power strip
Splitz Dinner Plates
Lonley Man or Lonely Woman
Shoe Thingy
Landscaping Modeling blocks
Pliner
Earphone storage wedge
Mowcov Mower Cover
Energy Square
App-enabled Interactive Teddy
Self Stick Diaper
Crack Tape
Lava Puzzle
Filter on the go
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Tap Water Heater
GlassClean
clean dirty luguage...
Under the Radar
Window A/C Deflector
Salon Studio for Girls
The Water Weight
Digital Price Display
compact &amp; portable ice maker
Automated dish drying rack
windshield viser
ACOG Illumination Adjuster
The shiftable mower
Measuring Tape Recorder
Perfect Fraction Backpack
Smart Bo a Smart Water Heater
Become more for less
share a sound
Remote controlled Hair iron
The Sizzlr
flush reminder
Handy Beach Hassock
North Star digital umbrella
Head Support Pillow
App Enable Aquarium Wallpaper
Peeace of Mind
Potty Paper Placer
Wink Security
Can We Talk ? -- It's 4:00 am.
Birthday Candle Alternative
Water cut off valve
Lock the Pot
remote locator
Sun cell power jacket
Where Is It??
Simple Baking Sheet
Filterfeat
Urban Friendly Survival Kit
Power Belts
Gen.us - The Power is On!
mobile case with holder
Pool bottom Rock/Acorn Scooper
ScreenBag - Travel fast &amp; easy
Auto Go Stop NoWrinkle Dryer
Pinball for Billiard Table
Anti-Gravity Path Follower
Take Your Medicine
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etagere pliante rapide
Virtual Reality Headset
The best Fridge for me
tap timer
Protein powder scooper
EXPANDABLE GARBAGE CAN AND LID
Save-A-Text App
STEER CLEAR RACING WHEEL
Sensor Doors
Zues Clip
Socket Wrench Extension
unsaftied cutters
fast splint
No Carry Laundry Basket
baba dj
Blu-Car-Go
Magnet Window Garden Pot
Grip &amp; Slice
Blooming poo bag
TABLE/WAGON! TABLE/WAGON! Hi my name is Daniel and I would love to introduce you to my idea.
Internship experience
Treadmill Table
Eco-Wheel
Wink MD
Sprinkle Sprinkle
The Face Stone
App Enabled windows
Wet Floor Warning
Adjustable closet organizer
Easy -douche
Child's Language Learning Game
Cell Phone Pocket
Lighting Perfected
Bussy top
Child's car seat censor
Forgetmenot baby car seat
etui distributeur de chewingum
Shade Daddy
Window to the World
ding away
Domino Headphones
Tech bag
His Master's Voice
felt gun
Refrigerator Door Liner
Universal. Watch
Dish washing wipes
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Anti-spam for fax machine
replacement plastic clip
SEMI PERMANENT MAKE UP LONDON
My Little Reminder.
bike seat comforter
Smart DVR
Digital Wall Calendar
SAVC - Smart Air Valve Cap
Cooktop Control Camera/Sensors
Get Creative with Breakfast
Mouse &amp; Keyboard combined
Camouflage cables
Farmboys Customs
hover board
DETECTOR INFLAMABLE GAS
Smart Cup
G.E. Radiant heating fire pit.
Stylish Glow Seat
The Hollow Heel
zip charge
Aqua Bike
Easy Text &amp; Dial Phone Case
The lady toilet
eye-deal
Hunger games solution!
SMART START
Cooler and lunchbox
No Touch Toilet Cleaning
Holospace
Rider Helper
Magic mirror
HeightenedDecorAdjustableShelf
Draw String Leaf Bag/Tarp
Spects locator
Simple AC for Dog House
bolsa para orinar
Water warmer
Water Count
Hair Extension Storage Case
THE SQWAUKER or ( locator )
Pretty Purdy Grill Covers
GPS Ball
umbrella anti runoff
App Enabled Storage Bench
Laser Light Show Snowboard
key chain alarm
trap star
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Power Cord Buddy
The Stuffed Beach Towel
Porta-Leash
Gerbil/Hamster Transport Cage
retractable eraser
MAGNETIC INDUCTOR SELF CURRENC
Tech Trenchcoat
COMMUTE DEPARTURE COUNTDOWN
Bullzeye
Road watchman
Globbies are Fun to Find!
The Cord Tower
Childâ€™s Projector Flashlight
Smart backrest support
Do everything, lose anything
Treading
Opi'pluch
seedling cradle
Night Guide
Baby on board Child seat pad.
Pet Dish Liners
Kent Umbrella
Hot Rod Sounds
Cold Can
Eco Business Card Holder
Sprinkler Head Grass Cleaner
Tell-Tail meter
We can all Sleep Like Dogs
Clothes Dryer Shoe Kit
Florescent seat belts
The Text Free Key
Not lost
Jeep Chaps
Towerturbine
Laundry slide
footambourine
Cordless Earbuds
Hair Color Thin Strip
Crock Pot Lid Lock
Modular Shower Rod PROTOTYPE!!
wall clock with integrated key
Screw Ball
Kid fountain rental
WATER COOLER BOTTLE
Smart Teddy
Buzz
TV Brouser
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Desk and Dinner Gadget
The Origami Dust Pan..for Pets
What's there in a name?
Leaf Cloth Tube
Food stained shirt
Shower Shelf
Handheld Root waterer
"Let there be Lights"
The Smart Practice Pad
jouets multiformes
Scoop N' Toss
FRIDGE MAGNET MINI VACUUM
see threw toilets
Transformer LED BackpackHelmet
Cocktail Condoms
A Dog House/Room in Your Home
Guard Jog
Daily Water Bottle
Self!e - Happ!ly Beaut!ful
PowerPole - Light and Power
SNAPPY POTTIE
mobile grocery cooler
ArrowWay
Bed-Quake
Safe Iglu - Non Collapsing
Swiss Garden Tool
Vacuum hair clipper/ cordless
Noise Canceling Fence
parallel action wide jaw plier
The Splatter Bat
Silver Edge
Gift Shopping
SMART PILLOW
Windshield Sunglasses
Sh-blanket
Child safety alarm
Wire house
Glow numbers
PROP POWER LUX
Sunmer Blinder
PowerFold Battery Wallet
moma bear
Pet Drying Device
Advanced traction tire
extend-a-coat
Self spot bench press
Golf Darts
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Weed Killer Mulch
Easy paint roller cleaner
Rallonge rigide Ã prise mobile
Creative Process Soundboard
Pink Belly
Swivel Patio Chaise Lounge
Catting Pole with Lures
Sleepy time traveler
leg guards for soccer players
L.E.D Regulation Horseshoes
MotoHealthScooter UseGE Patent
Touchless Bathroom Stall Door
Outdoor Home Fire Protection
nail renu
Vital band
Wireless goes waterproof
mister mizer lower energy cost
5 Steps To Looking Younger
Door Recorder
Battery Pack and Inverter Kit
Frozen Ice Shooter
Smart CD/DVD Storage Cabinet
Lights for your laptop camera
universal truck bed cover
Guard Jog
Finger Pen Holder
modular truck tool storage
Wireless turn off/on the light
Watertight Moving Bag
Smart Strip?
Moble USB
Makes meatballs/Cook them
Twistlock
cigarette tube
The Health Belt
Toilet paper tablet holder
The Charging Case
The Wall Tree
heavenly hair aroma brush
Energy savings for your home
EASY PAINT ROLLER
magnetic ice cubes tray
USB flash name
Anti-bancale
P Free Crate
The Custom Bar Stool
The Informer
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V{Rec}
Smart Humidifier
Cool case
The amazing liquid measurer.
Smart Plug - Remotely Unplug!
Power Your Jobsite Buoy
Wall Mounted Back Washers
Fake Water Bottle-Smartphone
Smart World-Sensing Headphones
Glow n dark bike chain and rim
Luminescence
Ceiling Fan Dust Catcher
Rc Boat Blasters
Peg + Carabineer
Talking Scale
Umbra
Wink Hotel Safe
Snore stopper App
Smooth Operator
CARbonmonoxide Detector
At Home Kefir maker
Solar Cell Phone
THC Monitoring Device
Fresh Cereal Everytime
Dash Track
NoWayT
Lower door handle
Can you HEAR ME?
Fruit Bowl Camera
CoolFit-IceChest cooling pad.
Ice Pack Necklace
Soap Sphere
3-Ring Charger/Battery/Stand
Findme tracker
Mico SD Music and Movie Media
Stick-on Surge Brake Lights
FRESH FACE SPRAY
Jump Back
SWITCHBLADE TABLET/IPAD COVER
Elec Sliding Glass Door Closer
Automobile Audio Recorder
Baggies
Pulsating sprinkler heads
Bouchons d'oreille a bulle
NO SMELL NO ODOR HAMPER
SlimJam Collapsible Speaker
Space Junk Catcher
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Wreck Detector and Alert
H/RATE STEERING WHEEL COVER.
Warning radar APP in car
The Body Stone
the grip
InsideBusride App
Open Sesame
LIGHTPOT
My Dog's Spot
Tea Bag Separating Bottle
Garage Door Opener Cut Patch
lightweight folding trip table
TV Guide for Internet TV
WOW A VIRTUAL FISH TANK
Business card holder/organizer
SHELFIE IN A BOX!
Curculating solar pool cover
FellowÂ© (Quirky + GE Idea)
USB Wall Outlet
Temp Control Makeup Bags
Vacume Hair Clippers
Stroller Pusher/Rocker
Foot Pedal Power Strip
Beach Butler
Taste My World Books
How To Be S.A.F.E.
Concentric Fitness Foam Roller
Avertisseur coupure de courant
Toy Shoot
Belt Hanger
Induction Charge lunch box
Counting cows
User friendly truck tailgate.
R.E.M.brace
Split Fish hook
rist guard
Games with Friends
Smart Case for cell phone 2
Package Butler
Polish-2-Go
Mirror Sock
Remote Control Finder
window screens for automobiles
backpack for carry on luggage
Therapeutic Herbal Wrap
Over tha hump
Plastic Bags Handle
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THE HOT DATE
Shoe drier attachment
add a belt loop
Paste Saver
Perfect Plant
Light Me Up, if you can
JardiniÃ¨re extensible
pie de bidon
Walker Wires
Mini App enabled Projectior
Iron Punch: Blast in Style.
Cat litter use detector
Aspirin Heart
The Back File
GPS Security Bracelet
The Oven-Rig
Hands-Away
My Smart Calculator
Kettlebell Fractional Weights
the screen shooter
Video Chat PJs &amp; Gym Clothes
SnapBelt
sun bug
Senior Outdoor Emergency Light
Find it
Extensible bungee cord
Kitchen Counter Safety Seat
T"ouch" Bandage
Auto Plant feeder with Sensor
MAKE-UP MACHINE
Heated UnderPants
Planter trim lights
Transmitting Measuring Tape
Smartlet
Bonfire in a box
Disappearing highlighter
translator
SUP training wheels
Multimedia headphone
Your smart phone is microphone
LED Safety Cone
The Sensory Glove
The Smart Fridge
The Solar Charger
Adhesive CPAP mask liner
BrightView
One-cord ear-phone
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ins rotateing drink holster
adjustable wrench carrier
Pocket Rocket
Lampics
Battery Operated Pet Fountain
Catch the Sun
Blow Mower
Personal Shade
Portable Beverage Cooler
Headache reliever
Anneau Moniteur de Sommeil
Seek!- TV Remote Locator
Sleep Alert 4 Drivers
Salad Bowl/Veggie Choices
treadrunner
Bulb-Us Watering System
Totaliser buy
Plug-In Home Automation
Ready to eat Elder Foods
Emergency Portable Bio-Bag
Fingerprint password reader
The Smart Bib
BUD-visor
Body tube dryer
elevated ocean chair
Paws Off Feeder
The "Noteworthy" note holder.
Not falling hangers
Life's Soundtrack
Electrolab
EzCarrier
Stall lock sanitizer
Pen Bracelet
The Portable "CUP CADDY"
Drippy Pads
The Selfie Remote and Stand
Declogger
the msical microwave
Tub and Tile Corner Cleaner
able-chair
Seemingly Modular Backpack
Gesture controlled Television
pull-out microUSB house plug
Butter Pro
Smart Belt Support Bracket
Has it All Kitchen Apron
Personel Toothbrush
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The Hanging Garden
Super lock
tÃ©lÃ©commande Plus
Inflight Entertainment System
Verre Tornade ou Twister cup
SÃ¨che-Parapluies
Illumafins
pocket dumbbell
bladed grinder
bec verseur integrÃ©
Piccup: A Portable Dust Vacuum
Laptop Bag with Built-in Table
Fourreau PcP
CORNER RACK
mobile eppi pen
GO GO VANITY

For Travel

3 in 1 Hair Style Refresher
Razor Glove
The Pin Button
Ind. Serving of Michigan Sauce
The Cone of Silence
COLLAPSING BEAMS
Laundry Basket w/ fold board
Sweet Nothings
fretboard sliderule scalecards
earthquake locks
Straight iron with blow dryer
ICE FALL
Candy Quiz JAR
Hack-free Internet Credit Catd
Razor Saver
device for lifting large Bikes
Tell-ya-Temp Timer
Phone Power Transfer Cable
THE SHOVEL
Spray on Socks
ultimate straightner
Car Sunshade and Solar Panel
bracelet connect
Punch and Protected
AquaGreen, AquaSaver...?
Beach table
Warm It!
Nail Polish Touchups
Grab Tabs
Smart fishing alarm
See-it-Retrieve-it iphone tool
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Vehicle Baby Alarm
Spy hat
Efficient Laundry Dryer
LayNStay Put Away Beach Towel
Launch Pad
Spare Power Pak
H2O Water Intake Counter (8oz)
Happy Balloon Anchors
Remote sprinkler control
Feet-Ease
Power Rail
Glow Soap
Picnic Board
seat belt clip
Tail Light Crash Preventer
Item Locator
SILENT CHIP BAG
collapsible amp cum penstand
Solar Battery Powered Air
Floating Boat For Kids.
Rear Facing Indicator Lights
Babyak-Life Saving Baby Pod
Jersey Props
Q-DIY Stretch Ear Shields
Household wheeled step-stool
Wall Mount Photo Tabs
Cloaker
Wink Lighting flooring
appareil a sucettes et a glace
Allergy Litmus Test
Dharma stick
Sunshield for iPad
MÃºltiple position headboard
HOTT MAMA LIP SMACKERS!
Non-Stick Mugs, Utensils, Cups
Sunscreen Booth
Pot de fleur a indicateur
The Style &amp; Rinse
Ladder grip
Trip Alert for Pets
Pumped Electric Grass Trimmer
The BeKr
Loss of electric power gage
CHEER BANDS
Door night lights
U turn signal
Sticky cord
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Silence Saves Lives
Herb Infused Salt Maker
The cool stream
Vehicle Kewl Air Booster
Ice
my tooth
Ear Buds with the perfect Fit
Adhesive Lego Spray
Dashboard Organizer
TALKING MEDICAL ALERT BRACLET
HANDY GLOVE
The Tough Basket
Neat line
frozen food checker
Lav' squeaky clean
Wireless On/Off Power Switch
Grill-At-Night
Mosquito / Fly Doorway Barrier
Commuter Curlers
(Doggy) Crap Sack
iworld
Mobile Emergency Device
Truck bed side protectors
MetroBeacon to guide you there
Solar Massage &amp; Light Cap
The Doggie Scratcher Massager
Teak wood bath mat, cotton top
mas luz
Innovative toy ramp
Drive Too
Firefly
CREDIT CARD SHIELD
Body Wrap For Dogs
Automatic Shower Head
Smartphone Flip Case
Swing Posture Aid
SnapCords
Droplet-Irrigation Automation
Trophy stalker planer boards
Magnetic Charger Plug
E-Reminder
All in one floor cleaning
Forever Landscape
New Tak
Sanitize Hand Alert
kaleidoscope glasses w/battery
Disposable Sink Hose Scrub
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Cactus Toothpick Holder
Start Your Engines
Carcasas para HD
IGLOVE
EASY'CLAK
Helipad Game
Elizabeth The Red Panda
self-powered pool pump
House Battery
Patio and Deck Saver
Lost Golf Ball Finder
BRACELET " STOP ENFANT "
Storage efficient backpack
The Sole Exchange
Power on Top
EZ ROLL
Tape Measure 2nd pair of hands
Retrofitting Bose QC Series
Transformer Bicycle
Allin Card
The Roof Bike
Wireless Guitar Charging Stand
POOL VACUUM SHOES
Busy Lawn
EMF guard for when you sleep
Easy Wheel
Location sensing watch
The Grill Gage
Gigantic kids water pillow pad
Oval Plunger
A Bed Time Safari
loose sand sandgrinder
Grocery Valet
Bi-Directional Air Vacuum
BushVac
pool nanny
Solar Powered Coffee Cup.
SÃ©curitÃ© Press Ceinture
Chap Chain
sanitizer doorknob
Fold-able desktop desk
Buddie Collar
iwalk or roll
Keylighter
Virtual Exercise
Cooled Cell Phone Car Mount
antivol alarme
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Recycle THIS! Containers
Sunscreen/Bugspray Duo
Tablet Buddy
Green technology
Hedge Hag
Porta-Leash
SprayMo
Name Recorder Door Alarm
mail is your mail is here
wirey rounds screen patch kit
No-Fly Beach Table
Flex-Rake
4 in 1 Cutting board
Power strip controller
Hyperlaunch
Folding LED Whiteboard
Double Coverage Blanket
Internet fingerprint security
Brosse vision
Happy Scale
bracelet connectÃ©
ITVP
The 2 iphone organizer/case
Lifeguard Child Safety Device
Keyboard saver
Travel Power Support Tower
Slim simple watch
No-Grab
Rolv Brush
Tack Frame
A helicopter car
BackUpBulb: No power, no prob.
Easy Stackers
Paint &amp; Peel
Bus Shelter Protection Device
Portable Cable Keeper
The Slingshot
Mini Shelf Hanger
CLIC-GLISSE
Smart skateboard
Electric Wheels Suitcase
Gesture Control
Blue light screen for monitors
IGLOVE
HydraData
A frame ladder wheels
2 EN 1 dÃ©sodorisant lingettes
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Bed Organizer
Roly poly safety baton light
The Lumbar Cradle
Portal-Automate your Garage
Timely Air Scents
safety flags
Vinyl Fencing sleeves
S.T.O.P. Device
Sun protector
recycle bag caddy holder
Self Propelled home generator
Safe Driver
Child Beeper
Golf Ball Locator
Idea App
Ergo-folio
Digital Magnetic Picture Frame
slick --it
power-shade
WATER PROPORTIONATE SYSTEM
Picture Clock
Try and Dye
Trotters
Ac helmet
Coussin De Route
Pool side deck/dock chair
PI Private Eye
Rotating Dishwashing Brush
Full coverage bath mat
Energy Reserve Device
Hail Helmet
Unique Rotary Cement Packing M
Rapidcity
CARTESUR
All natural color remover
Home/Auto Transition Windows
Lay float and jam anywhere
Glow in the dark toilet seats
The RollerSave
The Taco Pan
cache prise fonctionnelle
Fast -draft
"C2e"
Floorpaper
Cable Protector Connector
Energy Efficient Mini-Frig
Pet be Gone-Pet come Home
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Phone Case Hand Warmer
Fire Starter Knife
petits tiroirs pour carte SD
Second Mouse
Rolling Stones Taillight
hands up! panic device
FETCH HANDY BALL DOG LEASH
Umpire Training Videos
Jump Rope Buddy
Ion Pool garden pools
adjustable paint brush
fire proof eve vent
Multipurpose Sanding Glove
car seat alarm
Smart Chopping Tablet
wind cutter for trucking indus
Back seat listener
Electronic Holder
The Freedom Fixture
Slumber Baby #SUP16167
Overseas Quadcopter
The Sparkett
solar charger for iphone
slash board
IGLOVE
Boat Motor Remote app enabled
Radar Detector and gps combo
Vertical USB port
Folding Library Book Cart
Kord Keeper
Solar Powered Case
selective sound earplug
Sleep aide for airplane travel
Liquid Smile tooth cleaner
The Hair Hoover
Hassle-Free Dryer Sheets
good dog
shock u live 911
The Back Pal
Breathalyzer car key
Under Covers Comfort System
Tech Towel
Stain protecting retainer
Finger Nail Polish Jewelry
Smart Weights
test
hydraulic grounder
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Comput-a-heater
Cell phone land line
TEST
headphones light
Portable One Cubic LED
PORT HAND COIN COUNTING WALLET
Threaded texting app
Shower Hands
battery ladder
The Discovery Glove and Camera
Pre-Scented Fishing lure Strip
Recordable Talking Button
Easy breast pump
Web-confenencing monitor
Small Engine Starter
Drink Caddy
The Umbrella saver.
Dashboard Brake Light
glow sack
Portable USB Hub
MagneticGenerator
HIDDEN MIRROR SHELVES-remote
CUADERNO INTELIGENTE
Solar iPhone Case
All-In-One Wine Opener
Remembered forever
Shower Saver
Pen Flower
Reduction Pan
Mini Bar Cutting Board w/knife
Digi Shirts
PlayAway 2.0
Car Seat Buckle App
casque audio light
The T-Baller
Tether ERP
Killieds
Little Big Shade
Glasses cleaning shirt
Helmet For Soccer Players
Fish Savor Hooks
CHOO CHOO CHIMNEY
solardoghouse
Night Shades
Tabletop Moss Garden
safer truck mirror
Snake killer/trapper
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BRING YOUR OWN DESIGN
Power Snake
The Pull-Out Power Strip
Camera helmet
Ring Finger Ringer
ChapSlick or SlickLips
COMPLETE UNIVERSAL CHARGER
Smart Toy
NO MORE SUNBURN. DEHYDRATION.
The Fresher Vac
disque cornet glace
prevent cord tangling
decorative ceiling fan filter
OLED Wallpaper Alarmclock
RABBIT
Save my Pet
One handed zip tie
Shhh.close your eyes
Bulle insonorisÃ©e dÃ©tente
toothbrushes keeper
Microwave Pedestal
Don't leave home without it
Toilet Seat Stabilizer
Walker to Wheelchair
F.I.S.T.S.
PortaPocket
Keyboard with changable glowing colors for each key (looks cool and could be useful for elderly or when learning to type
Convenient Dimmer Switch
Easy Disconnect Pathlights
wifi box solar
Concrete block curve jig
Mini Stage - RadioShack
Cool &amp; Comfy
Paint-Saver
Mascara/Eye Liner/Flip Mirror
follow the sun rotating chair
SmartWave - Smart Microwave
Don't touch my Bike
SuitCase to SmartCase
Don't forget your cell phone
fold away laundry rack
Kids Sand Scripts
Keep your sink cleaner!
Les robinets pont
Sun tan lotion dispenser
Moisturized WOD Chalk
Cooler Uni-Wheel
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Wipes at the ready
The safer brake light.
Lawn Mower Pilot
Automatic vehicle turn signals
DOG PAWTY
Gripal Phone case
My idea is heated globes powered from solar panel in backpack for winter. It also provides iphone charger.
ClipFit
In /Out Invoices and documents
Cube umbrella
roof airbag
Radio Shack challenge
Mosquistop
Colone d'eau
Compact Roadside Safety Unit
ComfortCap
Magic Massage Insert
Hanging Power Strip w/USB
Full-Mouth Flossing
Find My Car
3d dog food printer
computer mouse trap
protection vent camping gaz
ID App
Safebaby
Cell-Motion Device
Cell Shell
grillster
Bag App
RC Light Switch Attachment
WEAR GAME
save a child
Measuring wrench
Objects in mirror are grumpier
Fisheye Swim Goggles
Light-Efficient Lampshade
The Essential Art Cart
Blulink Headsets
Cat Odor Eliminator
My idea is a waterproof FRAME.
Time in hand
SAD light with herb garden kit
Sprinkler head sod cutter
Bluetooth Golf Ball
No More Down Pour
Temperpedik shoes
Pet Ramp
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Double Quick Roller
Tub Thermal Teddy
Smart Fan
phone holster
Musical Jump Rope
Automated Cash Register
Skate N' Mop
Oil Change Pro
Gotcha Cornered
Cell Safe
Watch Dog
Beep
For-Sure Awake alarm clock
Irrigation/Fertilization
Grip Tip
Single use makeup card
Car Console Display for Phone
La pile de quirky....
FOOL'S FLICKER
TABLET HOLDER/ TABLET ARM
Lite up the Nite Doggie Vest
Roller Shade Cleaner
Boom- Brella
Bluetooth Super Jack
pillow prop up
Emergency Vehicle Alert
Sticky sandal
Popcorn Ceiling Removal System
All-in-one Tablet &amp; Phone
Locate stickers
lime a ongle a ruban
UPRIGHT
car seat alarm
ThumbPower
Sani-Duster
TAL -(take a look)
QUICK CAMERA BUTTON on Frame (Upcoming QUIRKY product). It will allow quick access to camera on your iphone.
Pool Boy or Super Skimmer
Personal heracles
Auto-Cool Can/Bottle
anti bullying device patch!
ARTWORK
Protect Your Identitiy
Never Miss
Glow in dark bottle
talk a vision
Window Shell
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Garage Guard or Vehicle STOP
Ambidextrous Workglove
Cable Shade
Rear view bike helmet camera
Mini Yoga Mat
Cloud Box Portable
DAYCARE-TODDLER ALARM
Bracelet keyfob
electronic sun visor
office/residential fire safety
Auto-Close Exterior A/C Cover
GE Automatic AC Filter Changer
The Better Tether
No Hand Jack
hose rubber band
Dawn to Dusk Timer switch
ruedas esfÃ©ricas
Next Generation Safety
Flip, Switch, Charge
iPhone Music player remote controller.
Helping Hand
Pool Electrocution Detector
Play Board and Blocks
Fashion belt
Roudoudou WC clean
The Ninety Degree Visor
Insulated Phone Case
QHARTZ *Qi-Wireless Portable
Combo trash recycler
Hotel Room Sanitizing Fogger
Automated Filming Drone
Doggie Vision Go Pro Harness
Letter Lights
Car Make-up kit
Solar Window Tinting
Jardi'mur
Collapseable thermos
DFM alarm. (don't forget me)
swing recliner
Universal audio jack
Cleankids
2 piece Flower Vase
Super Bowl
REMOTE AUTO SHUTOFF
LED fish tank poster
StairMat
Smart Block Building Set
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Portable Saddle Bags
Remote CTRL Chopper/Boat/ Sub
Bear back scrubber
Le tupperware rechauffant
omnidirectional toothbrush
find your remote
Tennis swing measurement tool
Beach Restorer
"LOGO" Too expensive? Often lost? How about bangle for block toys? Let your kids mold any types of block that they need.
Signal kill
automatic water cut
Toon-Up Brush
table airconditioner Mini Aros
Bible Screen
save-a-seat
Smart Pool Stick &amp; Ball
Easy Double curtain rod
Buisness Bluetooth
Reservoir Bird Feeder
Electronic Scrabble
STICK THE PAINT
automatic dim light
Squiball
Smart Claw Toy Box S,R,C
Music box plays from WATER POWER during shower!washing dishes! NO electricity needed. Shower and dishes will be much more enjoyable.
Bathroom lighted Vent Cover
used battery pack LED light
Wifi Ceiling Fan remote
The Secure Leash
1st person rc
limane222
mini freezer
Clothes dryer
App enabled ceiling fan
Wireless Audience Microphone
Power Pulley
External Hard Drive Hammock
SEATBELT TUNES
Bird Feeder for a Smart Home
FG(Force Generator)
autocollants ''Deco animeÂ®''
the protector
pvc transparent waterpipes
STEEL SOLED LADDER BOOTS
Embout antitraces pour aspiro
Shower Mat Drainer
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Locking Rocker/Toggle Switch
The phone shack docking board
mike shannon alarm clock
RC Toy with MAGNETIC WHEELSå‡„ã„ï¼
H2-Flex
Kitten-proof indoor trash can
PetGuard- Wink Compatible
five minute face
Wordie
Pen Mouse
Solar Powered Food Plate.
Tilted Barrel Holder
Pro Chop Handle
Napkin Bag
spinning swimming suit pouch
Zip Strip Drain Bit
Squirt
Toilet cover with UV Germ Killer!! Automatically sterilizing with this cover closed. It keeps germs and viruses from spreading around house.
stylus buddy
Radio Control (RC) Car Tracks
Sky Dancer
Gatorade Huggie
cartes de fidelites connectees
Rescue Pouch
Apoiador para Leitura
Clean Thoughts
The Mom-Billow A Prego Pillow
HOB
My Inspiration Cards
Powerband
Slant Drain
All At Once Tattoo
PliLinge.Ne cassez plus le dos
Bill Saver
Sex offender detector
far fetched but possible
hair dress tech (HDT)
Nest egg
Handy Key
Hook Wall
Guiding light
All-in-one breakfast ceral
Perfect temp hose
Cart Sack
Towel Warmer and Vanity Stool
Mirror Jewelry Oganizer
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escape bubble raft
GAMS
toothbrushing gum with fibers
Control stove
UV light sterilizer + Charger. 99.9% of viruses killed.
Think Sharp!
car controller
cover guard glove
Chomp chomp chopsticks
Change in volume pot
Odor Insole for Shoe or Sock
Charging phone rest
SCAT elasticized flea collar
Foghorn Baby Car Seat
Collar Shield
Toilet analyzer
shadeleaf
Thin Screen Post It Note
Home Smart Battery
Shovel Assist
One Step Alert
Hanging Veg Patch
Bobber Snorkel
Gravgens, gravity power.
No Child Left Behind Sensor
No mess paint
Marteau Electrique Sans Fil
quick coupler drain plug.
iPhone glasses
Home Security Alert System
Ultimate Frisbee App
Warm-it
Heated Bedroom slippers
Format Translator
Disability Doorbell Bracelet
Kinchip
Shor-T
iPhone Music player remote controller.
dustcan
Bracelex
Smart Weather Vane
Tot Screen
App enable Earthquake mattress
Propane Tank Drainer
Phone utility case
App-controlled Leg Massagers
Stylo porte-notes
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Perfect Tone
Daiper rash Preventor
Portable Mister
Entry Door Keyhole Light
Hose clip
clipit
Hook Me Stroller Shop Cart
colored sunscreen
la wetball
Car seat with a crumb tray
Last Call Dog Door
batery sharer
Electricity From Living Trees
Smart Trash Can
Stand 101
Bedliner Ice Chest Cooler
THE PEETER
Backup Hygiene Cleaner
vegetable support
Reuseable Wall Outlet Template
Snowbot
Summer Water Station
Luggage Safe
The Helmet MP3
Emballage doseur individuel
Fork and Knife Stay
Easy pull out
Buzzaway
sky-privacy
Custom Dog Tether
Stroll-eze
Child Safety Sensor
Smart Post Box
Monster Lint and Fur Roller
Super cord
raYphone and raYpads
The Walk Away Clothes Steamer
Violin &amp; Viola In One 4 Kids!
Cangria
foam afros for toddlers
VRIBR
Pop Lighter
AAA battery converter to AA.
Find a Mate
Phone car link app
Baby Sink Shower
Liquid Soap Catcher
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Car Mini Roll Tissues
Handy Raw Meat Package Openers
Truck Toolbox for Motorcycles
The Easy Stash!
Auto Pilot Training Wheels
The comfy seat
Personalized iPhone case
Chicken door smartphone open/c
Glowing/Singing Easter Eggs
Led speaker bulb w intercom
No Spot No
App Enabled Music Box
Sofa arm cup holder
Quirky Laptop
fuel free generator
no do overs
Data Shield
ChargeBelt
Solar cornhole fridge
Night vision windshield
THE SQUEEKY BRUSH
On-person motion detector
iphone Bluetooth Door Valet
Under the Covers Sleep System
throw down pitching mound
The Energeze Patch
Smart Yard Tool
LinerFrame
Safety Child
USB connected
Portable camping Laundry Stand
Lighting key
Atomic Battery
Blue Watch
The Caterpillar Canteen
Illuminated Cell Phone Charger
Light Bar Saver
Bar pour 2 chiens
Yard Debris Bagger
Decoy Security Camera
The Clever Lever
App Power Musical Nail Polish
DENTIFRICE NOMADE
Concussion Resistant Helmet
Jewelry hangar organizer
trac-key
Pause for Paws
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sMart Cart
Hairspray Sunblock
Purse Odor Refreshener
Keyless Entry For Your Home!
Portable Airbag System
Fish Feed
The Sponge Trident
Instant Aquarium
Auto wind power!
Bathtub Water Warmer
Talcfeet
Right Posture
Runner's Pace Treadmill
safe alert
Neck pillow and entertainment
Safer Sunscreen
selfcontained current sensor
spring charged bicycle
Bed headboard tablet mount
Deco Table covering/trash bag
The WaterBelt
Boat Buddy Buoy
Calf squeeze
its up to Quirky
SirRound
The Spine In Line
Bath Tub Tub
Infinity Ball
star brush
Vending hotel fridge, VF
App-enabled lunch box alarm
App-Enabled TENS Unit
TunnelVision
please pass the butter-ball
Octal Billiards
securdent
Hexacromas
easy lock
Reformat-able Pregnancy wear
The special umbrella
Doggie Poop Finder (DPF)
Bluetooth Lock
Home Help
BBQ bomber
Clean Lift
Above Ground Pool Cover
Blue tooth Electric Blind Conv
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Poop-O-Meter
don't leave baby in car seat
the cordless auxiliary cord
Suit Hanger
H2O no
Quik Quilt
Wifi door closer
Smart Couch
Fruit Fly Catcher
electronis fun car
4 knifes in one with multicuts
ToyVac! attachment sucker-fish
2 Pad
Winter?? I don't care
Metered Doggy Poopers (MDP)
ALL-FLYRAIN SMART REMOTE CAR
Cell Phone Ringer Silencer
r e - s u b [SPATULA] &amp; video!
SLIDELINER.COM
See Clearer Make-up Mirrior
coton-tige pneumatique
Enhanced O2 Saturation
Pressure Alleviator Seat
Spatula + tongs
Wink Smart hose
Tap Phone Charge
Itch Strip
On point cell phone case
Finger scruncher
Child Car Seat Alarm
Computer Monitor Frame
smart remote
forward plunger
Leftover food status indicator
Find your pet through GPS!
Inside truck-bed lift assist
Viewbiquity
Glass Cleaner - Balcony
smartpadlock
Last Drop Saver
Wrap Around Light
Remote Controlled Flying Disc
BRING: The Bluetooth Earring
The Handy Box
New Design Mouse
DIY Lipstick
Easy-Tea
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Stay-Dry face washing bands
Fungi finder
Quick Motion Coffee Canteen
App Enabled Frisbee....
Stirring Stovetop
Vous avez du courrier
Polar Pups
Sweat-free bike bag
TEXT RINGERS
pillow buddy
Stay Tucked Sheets
Smart Oil Dip Stick
Flower umbrella stick
My space
Perilla con marcador de tiempo
Beach Body Towel &amp; Carry Bag
Smart Toy - Piano Teacher
babyninja
Mosquito Shield w/App
Plastic Bag Tie
Money Box
Superbrella
Towel Pal
Corner Tucker
Seat Anchor
Ladder rest
Eyeglass Care Case
Blaster Bands
havent decided yet..
Leash with Poop Scooper
mower chute lift
KontactKidz
Radio Backup Recorder
the Q
The Training Bar
Frame-a-gram
cell phone audio app
Lever Wrench
Memory
Football Speedometer
Jett
Easy Fit Bottle Cap
DSD Measuring Tape
Wind-up Bicycle
Multi-sectional blind
Origami Create and Take
Running Wheel
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Huna
Smart Shop
Spicy Susan
Paparatzi app
Bat Zen - Baseball Bat Rack
Ergonomic Squat Bar
Vase rÃ©glable
Quirky Kicks (walking title)
Sink splash guard
Child in back seat detector
Smart Bathroom Faucet
Safe ways
knobbygrippers
cool pillow
Tennis ball scooper bag
LocaPet
Sleep Safe
la chaine tv quirky
Easy Holiday Lighting
Tele-pic
Smart Generator
Grill Stopper
Deathproof
Think, Look, Play
Head/neck safety device
Swim without water
Wrist-Wrap
Universal Socket
Automatic Service
sanitation station
Smart Light Switch and Plugs
ULD Bracelet
free electric
Transitions Windows
Dryersling
Every event alarming watch
Grip-No-Slip
The Brush-Over
Little Programmer
Table For One
hanging shelf bracket(s)
DR Heart Pick
Picture This! Greeting Cards
Solar panel rear view 2
The Bug Bath
online game being a soldier
PenOmeter
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the brawlet
SPLIT (Share your music)
I-Ringer
Countdown Toothbrush
Flip N Scrape knife
Lamp for remote control
Helium Bumper Cars
Shower Karaoke
Super 9
Coin Smart
Nanum fork (seperate fork)
Smart luggage
Induction Probe
Personal Smart Calendar
Solar Slats
Auto Birthday Message Sender
Brush w/ retractable bristles
Suction Earbud Spool
No Glare Headlight
Bike Flicker
"Super Elastic Bands"
Heated removable walkway
Wind Turbine Combo
Advanced Door Stopper
Rock-a-bye Hammock
Reef Saver Camera Stick
BabySaver
Ray catcher
Ultra Ironing Board
EZedge
Tablet holder
Built in Sun Shade
strong arm solar panel tubes
Personal Emergency transponder
all-in-one pet domain.
Plastic Wrap for Weight Loss
Raker Upper
Water Over Here!
iScroll For Touchscreens
Cool down Heat UP
CleanCuve
Remote Controlled Mic Stand
Heavy Metal
Swimsuit Spin Dryer -on the go
Keyless Entry Watch
Caneomite
safety strap
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ezeecover.com
The perfect workout gear
Heated Medicine Cabinet Mirror
custom sun shades
The Grabber
Roof Heat Removal
Cut and don't be cut
Ultra Lightweight baby carrier
Folding Trailer Hitch Extender
Wash This+!!!
Fingerprint gun trigger lock
strong arm solar panel tube
E=MC2Electrical Measuring Cord
Wally the Watt Watcher
Aros Plus+ Thermostat App
NFC Keyboard for Smartphones
Antivol pour bagage, sac et +
Shopping fixed!!
Lice Killer
Traveling Zeer Cup Mug/Cooler
Flexible Bristle Hairbrush
Earbud Jewelry
Cart Smart
Handsfree Wrist Keeper
Biberon isotherme
Thumb Drive Label
Heating Pad Vest
SHORT BREAK CIGARETTE
The Best Detector
Solar power charging adaptor
Cool-it
clever work
Rings to Keep
Help Me
Sleeve Saver
Invertadish
dÃ©rouleur de tubes
Magnum Sleeve Gun
Proximity dog collar
forgive bumper kit
FUN SHADES
Shoe protector
User Friendly Recipe Box
Simple Smart Phone
Dog remote wagon.
The Short Desk
Peanut Better Spoon
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the cooler cooler
The-ELLE, Electronic Lure
drost
Outside Clothesline Hanger
Rubber finger cutlery
Briefcase chair
Far-Raging Staple Remover Tool
Blind eye aid to color
Home Patrol Robot
Clean Sheet!
Busy Body
hollow brush
Shine and Slide
The Quick Flippin Lip Lure
Waterless brush
AIRE ACONDICIONADO PARA CAMAS
new art of centutry
EasyFill
Anywhere Coat Hanger
Yogi Knees
iDraw programmable pencil
Personal Pick Pocket Alarm
Flexible camera stand
muti-prise solaire
The Bulb Mate
Prophylactic Interlock
Blue Tooth Glove
Child Alarm
Double Charger
Finger Drumset
Mouthcare Center
back moisturizer applicator
Purse Light
chair sweaster
THE LITTER COOP
App-controlled LED Candles
sac poubelle solo
GE Cooled Entertaining Dishes
Snapon Switch/Plug Cover Plate
Anywhere Micro Alarm
Never Forget
Dissolving Shampoo Packets
Mini Poubelle Ã ventouse
Umist
Solar charged Batteries
Solar Powered Beach Umbrella
Corner Buddy
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Swiss Style Makeup Brush Set
Turnaround Doll
Hot tortillas allways
A sheath for Sabertron!
Hy-Wipes on the Go.
SocksONTHEGO
Belt freedom!
rechargable mouse no batteries
Mag Lev sneakers
La housse de bidet
Ez See Display Protection
tube tent
eye tracker
Wine saver
Keep Your Skin Clear and Clean! Protect Your Treasure! Be U!
Gardeners Best Friend
Baker 5
Spray Paint Scale
Range burner timer
Shake It Off
Her Automobile
Buffy
Soulageur de chaussettes
self-righting traffic cone
Leaf vacuum/mulch maker
Press to seal butter wrapper
CIGARRILLO DE AUTOENCENDIDO
Fan Hands
Puck Wipes / Sport Wipes etc..
Garden Vacuum
porte clÃ© multicarte
Petpal All-n-One Carrier
Dog boat seatbelt
View Tee
Child Seat Sensor
EMF detecting Hard HATA
Find my ipet
OldHandzees
Iogurtes caseiros
Collapsible Hard Hat
Water Ring Main Generator
Power wash
Electro magnet engine
Digital Health Alert Band
Emergency Siren Sensor
CAMLITE : camÃ©ra surveillance
App-enabled Bathroom Heat Lamp
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App Enabled Electric projector
INFRARED NIGHT VISION LASERTAG
Disposable bag handles
GE - Aros Narrows
Stretch cam
Sandy
ReadyRite
Bowl-Ball
Mirror De-Fogger
Bottoms-up bottle wrap
Waterproof Storage Containers
Bed bumpers
Remote Control Locator
WiFi case
Soap pouch
Charge Me
bouletronique
Ã‰tagÃ¨res flexibles adaptables
Popsicle spilt free
The Poo/Pee Litter Scoop
Clean and Cover
Tap Clappy Gloves
sunglasses headphone combo
Card Organizer
Ã©tui Ã cigarette Ã©lÃ©ctronique
Lawnmower weed kill attachment
Flash Drive Easy Entry Sticker
Wet pant-legs exiting the car?
eyes locked
Respirator mask mic
automated pill box
amplificateur de telephone
adjustable plastic/wood chair
The Joey
The SpaceSaver
Sports Tube
Jammed knife
Fan clock
Shower Washer
Car Seat Coolie
Library Books
Knitt needles: Adjustable size
Wrist'Ezy Ergonomic Supports
saladier musical
Fence Conversion Kit
No rust shaving cream lid
SCHOOL SECURITY
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The Street Tweeter
Battery Conversion Box
QUIRKY Scotch Tape
Green Butts
Perceuse maline
Portable Exhaust Fan.
couch comforter
LoungerCise
Smart Cart TURBO w/GE Patent
USB CABLE LIGHTER
variable light distributor
Clothing steamer bag
3rd Arm
Kishtin
"Remote Finder"
"Take Me Home" Shoes
HYDRA Plant Watering System
Portable repair through
i strap
Skyscraper wind turbines
Odorless Tunafish drainâ€™n tool
Paint Brush Guide
Fit Mom Runner
Easy Car Window Shade
Color Me
Better Water Heater
Refrigerator catch all
Disposable drain hair catchers
cool make up case
Bitcoin nanowallet
virgule Ã scrath
Alert Band
Smart TV
Spin Class iPhone Case
Lenticular 3D Christmas trees
TickStick C-Rings
Gcell interface
Home-use fluidotherapy machine
Hands free Shower Head
backpackchair
FindMyCarAnyWhere
3D Printed Soap
tvcomouter
dÃ©sodorisant 2 en 1
Campsaver
Retrouve auto
Wing-It [RadioShack]
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Crea Pack Creatine ToGo
Quick Release Bandages
Kool Charge
Shop Vac Hose ball Joint
Lock for lip balm disposer
Boot Wash Mat
cargador solar
Lockable Motorcycle Jacket
Digital Photo frame and clock
Fix a flat tire forever
No split dress pants
OLED lifetime and quality
No More Itch Helmet Liner
chimney jackett
Clean Skin
The Sublimator
EchoProbe food safety moniitor
Collector Protector
Automatic Toilet Seat
SmartMat
Viralidad
Robotic Vacuum &amp; Bug Killer
Le bracelet fait-tout
R/S Challenge...PUPPY TRIAL
Baba Bady Bottle
Christmas Peak Lights
Immaterial Tape Measure
Countertop Bread Warmer/Riser
WirelessPowerStrip (redesign)
View Behind You
Guardian
dozer detection device
Easy Chips
Blade Buddy
Time capsule padlock
Auto Drain Unclogger Snake
non seaweed stick fishing pole
SqueezeMe (Skin Extractor)
cat house
Emergency Aid Summoner
Audio crd 4 playr/recordr/iPod
Helmet locker
Solar garage door opener
Paint Away
fireworks stand
Jewelry Light
Smoke and Gas detector
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Covertible Taxi Cab
I'm hungry
Magic Dust Pan or The Schticky
The Spud
Tablet computer hanger
All-over windshield wipers
Rubber magnet + Tactical plann
Portable Mug Ear
A GLASS THAT DOES NOT LEAK
ICU
Air jet steering wheel cover
Eco cargador
Iphon charge holder
Ponytail Helper
Nasal Strip with Bridge Pad
dash board twerker
Weight Improvement Scale
Quickie dirty martini
Healthy Vapor
Fifth Dimension
Silent microwave
Air conditioning cover.
The Frankenbra
Hangin' Buddy
GOGO Child Seat
The Answer
venus
The Closet Cam
Quilly
self leveling inflatable pool
Tracking Enabled Keyboard
Lifes eye
Hush Little Baby Pacifier
Auxilliary Shower
Temporary Paintable Wall Mural
Central air freshener
My Disposable K-Cup
Dress-Shirt Elbow Rip Guard
Any Pocket Dog Treat Dispenser
Caregiver help pill dispenser
beat the shit
extending foldable hanger
Non slip shower
20-2 timer
NET'CILS
Find my glasses
Illumenesent rainbow flat lamp
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Forget me tot!
Kid tracker
C-Ohhhh-2
G.E. Graphical interface.
New thermometer
Beach Anchor Beer/Pop Cozy
Color Flash
Thimmesh Freeze Sleeve
Peace of mind
Emergency Vehicle Locator
GORRA CON CUELLO Y MANGAS
Stains Be Gone
Cats on my lap
Smart Phone Controller
Poop Catcher
Safety Mattress
Lint and/or fur roller sheath
Kendl
Integrated Compression Luggage
"Pooperator" Flushable Wipes
Digital Play Wristband
Wireless Monitor/Keyboard Duo
listening alarm clock
wood cabinet wipe
television safety switch
Permanent Holiday Lighting
Get your signal straight!
!!! UV Light to the Rescue !!!
CRAYON EMANTEE
mouse pad notes
Common sense
Silicone Surfboard Socks
The invisible chain
Caulk Gun with Catch Can
RV clean sweep
HOLOGRAPHIC WATCH
NFC Touch-Tag Game
Headphone/earbud Cord Twister
Curta
Hammock Helper
Fragrance Healthy Hair Oil
portable wifi
Reserved
Modular cell phone case
Safety 'E' Hookah
The Spranger
Custom Corner Rosettes
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Where's Baby?
Dental rack
Fishing Rod w Flashlight
ICE COLLECTOR WITH A HEATER
insta-cool coozy
Pretty Polly Paper
My Article
Unplugged Alarm!
air plane travel car
Glow fingers
Hand Held Turbo Wand
Sleep well doorbell
Non-toxic roach killer
Miroir sac Ã main 4 faces
X10 aPlugs
Pop-Out Sun Visor
Remote controll Carseat Toy
Shaving Cuff
emergency blow down brakes
Soap Buster
Shoe Shield
See-Thru AROS
the bumble bee
Playerade
Brain Wave Keyboard/Mouse
HAIR DESIGN STENCIL FASTENER
Levitating Chair
At Home Simulator
Windshield wiper reshaper
Under arm wipes
Smart stylists
Magic Partition
SeedCatcher 4 PostBirdFeeders
Pen phone flash
Pocket Size Personal Mister
App enabled light switch
Fishing Lure Retriever
Flash light slippers
EZ LINT OFF Waxing Papers
Clippy (Clipboard for your PC)
The REACHABLE
Comfort bag
Laser line projector for paper
Balloon Me
Quirky*GE Smart Plumbing tool.
Portable Tablet Keyboard Tray
Self-stirring microwave bowl
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BOURSE A PLUSIEURS COMPARTIMEN
Couch storage
bike sense
Flavor injector
The potty pedastal
vibrating car seat
EXTENSION WIDTH GARDEN RAKE
Tee handle Plunger
The Comfort Zone
Derruba assaltante a distancia
A.C.Slider
Amped Up Soda
The Handy HUD
Floor Mat
outdoor year-round tomato cage
EZ Hanger
Sink Saver
Covered
Phone-Book
JacuzziPerfect-ControlNHand
Heart rate monitor
Car life jacket
COVER OF SUN FOR NOTEBOOK
Smart Contact Saver
Redzone Hands-Free Holder
TV telescoping wall-ball mount
shower pal
Stop Snoring Ball
locator charm
Trailer Bike Rack
Rear Hatch for Jeep Soft-Top
Luggage Tag Along
Emergency Vehicle Silencer
Emergency carrier pigeon drone
Shoeger (Shoes Charger)
THE SQUAGEL
Let's wash two at once
Mosquito Defeato
Strap Up!
Time release (Sugar Pill)
FIDI - Face it and Debate it!
The Good Hook!
"Mopper 90"?
Smart Home Connect +
Perfect Collar Press
Car ignition interuptor.
Extended Screen for Smartphone
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ChargerCap
Portable Message Board
Plop-and-Roll
Easy Shade
Fashionable Air Conditioner
The Little Hydrator
LED Fan Lights
AdjustableAnyPhoneMovieGoggles
screen keeper
Graveside card/memory box
Bag -a-kite
Digital Radio Recorder
Never Wash
App Enabled Cabinet Locks
Intelligent Car Mirrors
Stay put headband
Rollerblading Shoe Caddie
Smattery
le bureau rallonge multiprise
Lazer Hammer
Polarized Magnetic Door Stop
Pocket boots
Smart Clock
Aquarium Plant Stake
Modern USB Extension Cord
Hair Dye Savers
CupHo
landscapers dream
Always know
Carbon Monoxide Detector To Go
Retractable Car Sun Shade
Extension Cord Center Reel
creepy crawling crab
Countdown Power Timer
Quirky - Music
SOLARFAN
Anchors A-Weigh
SMART CHARMS #Radioshack
Self-Healing Nail Polish
Cordless Christmas Lights
Bluetooth Headset Case
No Hands Needed Backwasher
Bill Companion
Control head fhone
Socks Keeper
Energy Echange
The Can
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Flashing Liquid Process
Multipurpose Outdoor Tool
Magnifying Menu
Stay Cool My Friends
band aid (plaster) dispenser
Confy leather shoes
App my font
Long handled razor
SaniFeet
criminal runaway Paint Slusher
Smart Pet Collar for Dogs
In-drawer knife organizer
pool filter fingers
Smart Pop-Up Sprinkler Head
plug-in towel
Dental Floss Top
The steneograghic ink pen
Iphone/Potato Disguise
Pocket Helmet!
Bike - People with dsabilities
Shape Cutting Printer
Robo-Fridge
Automatic tonedown window foil
Makeup and medicine Freezer.
Fashion baby
Plug Slug
autolace monitor
The KeyLight
Feather weight walker.
triPod
Extend-a-bed
Lightweight Hand rototiller
golf ball tee-up tool
Warm, soothing shaving cream
Toothbrush holder
Slice n Store
SPL SAFE WATCH
The Clingon
Octipump
Guitar Case Stand
Belt Loop Clip Converter
Medical kit for cars.
Ant Proof Pet Bowl
Loo Roll
high heel stop toe slide
Bloc de prises pour Chantier
TOILET GUN CLEANER
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Pet-your_pet carrier
Blinking Fishing Rod 4 Kids
Automobile sundown VisorS
Surround Sound Hoodie
Reader for the Blind
Clean screen
tv remote finder
Flip wheels
ShareYourPower
Batteur distributeur d'huile
Wi-Fi "Selfie"
unmixed mixed drink bottle
Garage floor Liner w/ 3 side
solar car coller
Designer Grab-And-Go Box
Soda Can Pedestal Coaster
Photomower
Speaker pillow
smart remote
Disposable shower curtain
Dial It / Ditch It Mascara
waste can enhancer
Reusable beer case divider.
Elevated Eyewear
Warm Touch
Haunted Car Wash
COUPEPARTS
Le Porte Clefs: AntiPerte
rechargeable battery pwrd.rake
Level Light
PowerHub/ PowerBlox- Pivot ext
Solar backpack with umbrella
Zeus - Electric socket manager
"MY TEMP" STIRRER-for drinks
Portable AC
DragNet
Trash Can Bag Dispenser
GPS custom cover
Air Vest
Next Rx
Vehicle Smart key
Heart Rate Snow Shovel
bra for uneven breast
Personal Bug Dome
upwalk45
smartinteractive watch
External Computer Booster
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ShoeWrap
Light Twike
Easy Body Balancer
Standing Clipboard
Super Proofer
Wake band
LaundryFlip -Fold, don't break
Denim Blanket
Pivot Bluetooth Speaker
LASER PLUMB BOB
On The Go Tampon/Pad Pack.
WirelessWaterproof earbuds
SMART Batteries
wall switch extension
Tripod Case
Neighbor Alert Alarm
Coffee toothpaste and rinse
Luz
Cadre photo pour l'extÃ©rieur
collapsible beach chaise/chair
Happy seat
Vehicle Safety Recall App
WINE BANDANA
A Windmill on every Car
Lawn mower tank filler
Nail Tack
Tube Shaped Crust Maker
EASY CENTRAL VACCUUMING
Fill It Up
Bath Duckling
Electrolyte monitoring device
Toy Dispenser and Storage - Now kids will get out toys neatly AND want to put them away!
tri-clÃ© usb
Directional Wand
Home Bru
Ample brushing
Cell phone wrist band.
Pekabo Shower-Curtain
battle ball (or carpet pool)
Low cost solar panel!
Mobile office
app 911
Friends Anniversary
Always Charged
Dark Horse (The Re-Coder)
BUSY WALK BELT
Tailgate tattler
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USB multifunction thumbler
Windshield guard
Solar-powered Induction Mat 1
Trash Basket w/ bag dispenser
Swipe
cheap fix
Smart Butler
Good grip
BOILER...../ DEEP FRYER
App Air Mattress Tent Backpack
WIRELESS NOTE
DRINK UP
Solar Powered Phone
Pet Video Bowl
No-Nibble Wires
Calor
GPS sunshade
fresher breath
TV Duplicator
electronic line cutter
Anti lock brakes indicator
Date Hangers
FireChute
Super Mower Does More 4 Less
Pool Island
Easy Fill Gas Funnel
retractable car seat
Table Ready
Gant de nettoyage double face
Fringe Whiteboard
Scald-No-More Shower Bath Kit
The "Side Swiper."
Solar-powered induction mat 2
Ear buds clip with own speaker
Perfect Lips
Lani Bathroom Caddie
Notebook Clip for Work
Caregiver's Friend
Hal Projector
Music for my push mover
Never miss a call again
Hidden Charge
Flavor Straws
HIFI car stereo
Electronic Tobacco Roller
gas bike hybrid
Rain water (sump pump water)
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Cyclone 3000
vertical guest towel holder
Lights for the Holidays
Clip Save
1,2,3-Point Soccer Goal
Better Laptop Case
CARGO-NETand TARP- ALL-IN-ONE!
Pickup sliding door
Up your nose
Port Protector
Couche pour enfant ou adulte
Trash bin for under car seat.
octofeet
Solar swivel lounge chairs
Micro Ear/Nose Groomer
Soap with a Purpose
SmarBells
BugZap
Mr. Screen jeans
phone charger case with option
TEXT FREE
Retro Rumbler
Master Pedometer
sunvisor
Clip
Dog (pet) washer
All Occasion Lights
Where's baby Alert System
Perfect Sheet Cake Cutter
Truck Bed / SUV Organizer
Pet ID Locket
party bulb
Spray-N-Brush
glow games
Stylestation 1
Bigfoot
Aros - Smart Home Alarm
3 drinks in one baby bottle
Pillow Rest &amp; Hold
Flavor Reeds
mid-air ipad
Jazz Boots
Jammer charger
Frigidus
Easy cool car customization
Happy Heels
Buddy Safety Armband
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detachable comforter
Sunny side up perfection
Self-Powered SMART Shower
Single Use Hand Soap Packets
roll sani
No Chill
Life Saver Cell Phone Jammer
Handy Denture Freshners
Dr. Diabetes
Heel Saver
Com-press-ur
Bumper Straw
LED fake nails
Bill Companion
E-Z unlock
recessed bladeless ceiling fan
Mani-Pedi Works Plus Vacuum
The Rhythm Runners
STICKY PAD FOR HOME AND OFFICE
Gutter Pro
Smart Faucet
Smart Soles
Compression Ballet Tights
Bathroom FAN
CORRECT TOOTH BRUSH DESIGHN
Main Water Turn Off PLACARD
SeeView TV
Deodorizing Door Bell
Hand Saver
Automatic Rabbit Feeder
Tackle pro
Radar Detector HUD
Tag-A-Long for an 'ECV'
Chopped Game
helmet heads
Toilet Handy
Who is that?
Light Flow
Appointment card app
The 3 Putt Eliminator
Bag-away
BATHROOM BACK SCRUBBER
Power Chute
REMOTE CONTROL BEACH UMBRELLA
Cartridge Razor Saver Case
Storage and/or Disinfectant
jalon bike
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Jamming teddybear bookbag
Alleviate your forward head
trace-able remote control
Ringblade
Crumb Snatcher
heat-seat
Games for New Crash Vehicles
iFIND
LockaFi
Gates cake cooler
programmable holiday lights
Guardian angel
Forever Floaty
mini wall hide a drawer
DimeBall
Bucket for easy transport
Neon ropes
BirdwatchR
REFRIG WINE KIOSK hlm
Cell Phone Finger touch pads
Bottled Water Mixer
EatRight
Sip n' Stand Sippy Cup
Electromag Propeller
seawater activated battery
Smart Safe Refit Kit.
porte feuille smart phone
Total foot cleaner
baby bib clip
jouets autogonflants
Portable Air Safety Kit
The Rope
follow me lights
automobile cellphone jammer
Melting snowman Xmas ornament
BOUCHON DANSANT
Purple People Widget
Wink Car AC Control Panel
Refrigerator Magnet Rescue
Motorized Flexible TV
Safe Side Driving Ltd
Holey drying bowl
COGo
Color Me Envelopes
Pay Ring
iBreakfast Smart Cooker
CÃ¢ble de recharge flexible
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conduit hot/cold
Decibelle, level up the sound!
Rollo - "The Rollin Spreader"
Triple L Wire Phone Charger
The Beach Bed
Eye Art
Phonder
Shotgun Pellet Detector
Smart 3D printer
Great
Cold cryofusion energy princip
Soapy Shower Head
Kid,s Soaker Water Dispenser
MiFones
Pressure lens washer
Le super balais
Audio Cover
Universal/Portable Outlet
Smart Dice with game app
Aiplanes humidifer and filter
spinfly
Clean tabletop fountain
Crazy Clown Car Splash
The proximity Band Watch
Phone Drink Heater
Modern drumsticks for modern drummers! Ergonomic, precise, professional. Cyberstix - The Power in Your Hands! Taking rhythm into the future!
Proximity Tape
celphone car alarm
The Smart Workout Glove
The Jack Safe
Vehicle Slip Aid.
Gasoline Estimator
Honest Mirror
Cooling Pillow
Mic Handle
the rake stand
Self-Clean NANO Display Items
FoottC
OutdoorTable beverage holder
KeepCool
Insurance verification
gardner marshal
Housse de sÃ©choir transparent
Anchored
Multipurposes Sanitizer
flying motorcycle "hammerhead"
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Disposable Razor Hair Remover
Real-Time Enhanced Arthroscope
SANTI KNOBS
3 Partitions Canister
foldable pot mat
ouvre porte sans contacts
APPS In App Store
Sweep-Friendly Garbage ã¨ã¦ã‚‚å‡„ã„ã ãFireBuster Eggs
Pencil Rules
SWITCH COVER
Cartoon in a Pillow
Inside Windshield Cleaner Wand
Warm Meal Table Ware
iControl
Cow BQ
World Window
Increase Vehicle safety
Solar Drink &amp; Food Warmer
Residential AC shade
personal drone detector
REAL CAMPING COFFEE
cup-o-beer
Holdamelon
MAGNA HOLI-LITE
Smart Theater
The Wall Runs
Tent Ground Tarp Wrap
STEALING LAND GAME
Quick Cut Reel
Grow Tower
Parking sensors linked to an app on your smart phone-Attach a parking sensor to the front and rear bumper and never bump a car parking again
Inflatable Movie Theatre
Foto Fan
The Wizard
Save and shade
Charge diconnecting dock
Quirky iPad
Auto Lens Cleaner
Horizontal Hanger for Pants
Suspended Conceal Back Holster
Beach lovers' beach chair
Two tier reusable grocery bag.
Motorized wheel barrel :)
Liquid Makeup Tinter
Attachable self charging phone
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digi door
Wooden Graphite Writing Stick
Aircraft Regenerative braking
Personal Early Warning System
The Tire Gauge App
Tapis d'Ã©tÃ©
Emergency Car Window
Golfball automatic T-filler
Lap counter swimming goggles
Balcony Safety Rail
Smart Switches &amp; Outlets
Smart Power
The Arch Foot Warmer
Big Booby Bib
Pool Chair with Radio
Mirror rangefinfer
Lug Bug
self tanner back applicator
High efficiency wind turbine
Drones to detect lion fish
Travel Shower Caddy V2
Wall-Mounted Retracting Outlet
Air Engine Kits
swim exercise machine
Comfort Hands
Child Car Seat Warning System
Double iCase
Heart Meatball Maker
iPhone Bracelet Charger
Carwash Buddy
PhoneFinder
Smart Golf Flag Stick
fruit,veggie green container
Lazy Blue
Oldie Tune
Electronic Ice Cream Alert
Hotel Challenge
Hugtight Seat Covers
CROCHETGRIMP
Bath Temperature Sensor
Inner Soapholder
Extensible Power Strip
The Safety Connector
Air conditionersq are world pe
Magic bedside phone charger
A New Twist 4 Used PlasticBags
fun sticks
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Combined EV battery
Mini Hot Air Balloons 4 Kids
lapkins
Laser Pacer
Nail handler
Bicycle Banana Lock II
WARMING BUTTY TOILET SEAT
Intercell-bell
Body Shape Graver
Calculist
C-Better Tape
Guitar Headstock Tuner/Timer
Safe-T Tub Seat
front door radar
Smart Oven
Forever Cool
NEOLACES
Easy Spinner
Remote controlled cooler
Self-Stirring Pot
Spiral cord protector
What lane is best to drive?
Car Radio Remote Control
Sharing Sheets
Speed girl
CatsLOCK
safty device for cars
Drencher lawn chair
Dynamo-pile-usb
Luggage Lift
Go Mouse
Money Bra
Body Mobile Charger
Water Shutoff HardFreeze Alert
Music bluetooth connector
Frost shield or canopy ,
EXTRACTOR SANITARIO
solar lawn mower
TEMPERATURE CONTROL Wi-Fi PLUG
AutoSnapShot
Localisateur passeport
Plate Pals Reverse Models
Multi-Stroller
keep!
Portable Light Tower
Nimble Bike Lock
Sobel Blind Control
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cotton grabie
Newspaper Scooper
Get Kids back to Play
Find Your Ball
Breast Cancer Comfort Pillow
MINE !
Legs for amputees
Digital Hourglass
Dog Bra
PurePower Plug
Kids Safety Video Backpack
WINK Smart Bulb Switch
Directional Traffic Cone
ArtoFace
Adiabatic Expansion Air Cooler
The Truck Flag
KEYBOXCAR
BATTERY LIGHT LAMPS-remote/app
Key - Bracelet
Echequier electronique wifi
cant steal
"Mobile Dome" AND "Shelter"
Forecast Friend
wifi braclets
Renforceur prise jack
portable newspaper steak
Stall locks!
speed girl
ACCUBALL
Feel felt and found
Thermos-Design
talking complimentary peanuts
The Status Clip
One touch home entry lock
Snow-Go Pad
Got Your Back
Easy Iron Attachment
REFBATT - Refueled battery.
Graphene
Wireless Charging Dongle
Rollerbox
Paire de gants pratique
Adult Diaper Pail
Media mixer
Com-Pac Server
The New Pencil
RC Blimp-bubble maker
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Sweet Dream Mask
Chauffe couteau
Photo Robics
Cell phone Tv remote
Spread and Mow
Laterra's Integrated Baseboard
Cell Connection
Custom 3d Sound Sculpture
2 Step Square
Stack AND Collapse Containers
Easy High Chair
Bedroom Mints
Wrist Paint Cup
Muscle Clean
raclette de douche flexible
Tireur de chaÃ®ne de vÃ©lo
S2M
Sure shot
Sleeping beauty
Tip-O-Meter
KIT - The Keep In Touch eBoard
Braking Suitcase
Treadmill Battery
Pocket Nebulizer
New golf
Bathroom Stall Privacy Tool!
iwallet2
Automatic Toothbrush
Sweeper clean
TV sound enhancer
measured
The Interview Suitcase
App-enabled heating vents
Driveway de icing system
Backpackers helper
LARGE divided shopping bag
Measuring Spoon
The Wet Mat
Sleepy Jacket
designer remote control for tv
Automatic Pet Masseuse
Biker belt
Floating Board
Primary Stacking Stools
Hand Free Texts in Automobiles
Bed buddy
Children's water + bubble gun
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Green Coffee Creamer
New Sound Coverage Pattern
DANGER FLAG
no spill pitcher
Soap-eez
The Jewelry Clasp Saver
Beach Chair W/Retractable Top
Speed indicator notice
Spray 2 Nozzle for Gravel/Tar
Tire Valve Stems Air Cap
Budget-Conscious Smart Homes
MyCoach
HR Score
Magnetic Tire Saver
Portable plug
Tres Amigos Lotion
a cute licking doll
tree canopy flare
digital menus
Pet no scratch nail polish
AIRBAG-PORTATIL
Here's A new way to keep papers safe and together. Say goodbye to old fashion clip boards.
Chewed Gum Holder
Reverse Ab Feet Roller
Set of solar powered, stylish, LED picnic tablecloth clips. Clip them on, and set the ambiance well into the night!
Charge connector with lamp
Soccer Chess - eBoard Game
Tidy Joe
Cat &amp; Dog traveler
iLight
Wall hugger cat scratcher
Hands free Toothbrush
Multiple bird feeder for decks
Doggie Life Saver
Commercial use detergent bags
heat sensored child car seat
pantaplulong
Replacement flat screen tv sta
Mini Cooler Bag
Light Disposable Underwear
The Ultimate Back Scratcher
adaptable toilet brush
Mini Spices
Umbrella Hook
Foot weed puller
"Snow Cozies"
Dog Dicky / Cat Dicky
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The Hot Mop
The Reel Jacket
UV Sanitizing Doormat
"Flex Your Muscles" shirt
Thumbalina Tether
Text Wristband
The Traveling Table Bag
Floating Swimming Pool
water line bleeder
Magnetic Hem Weights
Find-Ur-Baby
AirVolt
Paint Plug
iTeeth
sofa with storage
Geothermal Water Heater
Stun Bands Paint Tray Climber
the smart light
the smart wallet
no more sagging sunscreens
Ultimate Windshield Cleaner
Modular Bag
1 Bag, Inc.
glowing toilet seat
On/Off Lamp with Wave of Hand
ID THEFT PREVENTION
Easy Pass App
air chair
my baby
Vertical Herb Garden
Original American Future Pride
Vehicle Protective Cover
Charging Cable Holder
Shoe buddies
garden stool with umbrella
Smart Hot Water Heater
FlashLife
Wireless Drive Hub
PhotoTask Lamp
chest tightener
Indoor tennis game exercise
Lighted wet/dry shaver.
Window dew be Gone!
Celular detector
Garden Guru
Specialty Funnel
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solar plate
Milk Perfect
MPH RunFit
Cordeau mesureur
Cool Room
Endless Pen
Golf glasses
No child left behind
Dash-kam
thermus holder
LOCKMAT
External car battery
Smart Seat
Attached Screen Cleaner
Handsfree Dogwalker
LED Tape Measure
Date Ring on Contact Lens Case
Barber's Heaven
Bottoms Up Jar
Find me I'm lost
Cigarette Receptower
Ice cream anytime.
Ceiling Fan Duster
Sweepster
Emergency Caution Lights
E-Z Step
Dry Cleaning Shelf
Home oven proofer
Smart Personal Jukebox
College Cap (counts coins)
Flavor Sip Straws
Hookout Hemo's
The ultimate bungee tie down
STRAIGHT SHOOTER II
Let's roll- garden wheelbarrow
Sipster's
App Lock
Smart wall mount tv holder
Save Space In Your Suitcase!
DIY Tea or Coffee bags
Shower Flip-Rod
iEarYou
Bro Sheets
AIRPORT LUGGAGE PICK UP
peddle mittens
D-Pad
driving costs
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app enabled food thermometer
Air-scents
The Doppler Clock
5 Gal Bottle On Demand Cooler
Rite-Fit Watch Bands
TOOTHE (readyToUseToothbrush)
Niblet Dish
At home Garbage Disintegrator
The Wheely Car Seat
Bear Reflector
ACR KOOLHEAD Motorcycle Helmet
!NEW HEADPHONE CASE!
Electronic Table Menu
Assist-a-Pour
water wise smart hose
Hockey Net on Wheels
Bag of poop
Shower air curtain
The Handy Handle
Solar Blaze Fire Starter
save our children
Solar Blinds
Bluetooth rain gauge m
Speedslide
Shower Cleaning Attachment
Poubelle Ã papiers recyclÃ©s
Flow Forcer
Forget-Me-Not
Doggy Tub
Retractable USB Wall Outlet
TWEENERZ
Carte de crÃ©dit sÃ©curisÃ© QR
matelas saison
SAFE-STAT
Improved Pet Butler/Translator
pestillo para webcam
Coss Cup
(Pen Open)-Letter Opening Pen
Scale w/ Body Scanner APP
La multiprise connectÃ©e
Dual Phase
automated washer and dryer
recurver
Dumb Away
Z-Wave Fire Alarm Detector
DETACHABLE SHOPPING CARD
Where am I parked?
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House Chiller
A smart skywriting airplane
Closed Garage Checker
easy trash
Texting blanket
Couch Tray
Balance Belt
Light Gaze
Bluetooth plug
Lamp Pro (smart lamp)
bass spoiler
Beach Tree
Retractable towel -tiny case
Growlers for your 'Growler'
ClozeHanger
SMART FRYER (GE)
Retractable Earphones
Scrollable Poster Frame
Solar Power Home Security
Deco tinfoil
Kool Buns
Wireless car charger
Total Body Anti-Perspirant
cooler w/ beach umbrella stand
PORT a Case
Save your back crib
Freeze dance
Revive the Flavor of your Gum!
WINK 1st Responder Child Alert
deodorant wipes
Motorcycle Helmet Safety Light
Perfect Polish
Eastro-Turf
Wink Smart Button
CellMate
4 in one Tool
My Driving Range
The Electronic Ruler
Fastest Gun in the West
NO-NIT LUV COMB
Moddies
CharBQ Grill
LexOps
Big Dogs two by one
Smart Stop
Mouse Alarm Cat Collar
Pringles Elevator
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iPhone notification light
perfect runners stroller
wall decoration system
bicycle umbrella
spill free cap
Sandless Beach Blanket
wristwallet
No lightning Umbrella
Rain Power
porte-DVD
Hot Dog Slicer
iPad Glove
Portable Addition Cleat
EZ Wireless Charger
Child Alert
Magnetic Power based outlets
BeachBlockersBlocktheSun&amp;Sound
Mess Less Bird Cage
Visor Disenfectant wipe holder
i-Kartserver
Garage Pole pad and caddy
Ninja Foot Powder
wine box drip catcher
3D instruments.
Solar powered beverage cooler
Canadian Porkfolio
Super Cooler
Finder
Perfect Temp Thermostat
Ball for all massager
Fuzzle
cup/permanent measurements
Terrycloth Potty Pads
Walk-n-Charge
THE HYWINN
secondhand-backlotioner
Just-In-Case
Extreme Smart Alarm Clock
Soap-Coat
T.Tower - Compact Roll Theatre
The Retractable Safety wall
Industrial Luggage
Lunch Bag Becomes a Place Mat
The Cooler Drink
Party Plate Holder
Gas Check
House gutter inspector
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CELLPHONE CASE GARAGE REMOTE
Interval Timer Jump Rope
The Fiano.
Dog Ball
Pizza slice holder
Light Your Way
No Fly Zone Koozie
Calculator crib
facephone
EXERTHIZER
Comfort Feet
Wireless Hand Set
Lighted Universal USB Charger
Strapped Phone Case
Drawer and Store
The automatic fridge
water hat
Spoon with silicone mouth spout.Helps kids eat soup,use in hospitals,those with tremors, after dentist, weaning tool for kids,does not exist
Pressure Caps
my car plus
StemCell bike trunk
knee charger
Global online FUTURE COUNTRY
brokeneggs
NEREG
Clutter Free Utensils
Wifi Re/Extend Light Socket
Stop, Look, Listen
Smart BT watch-band clip
Home energy helper
Right foot finder
Emergency Computer
Super Tuner
Break even or win.
Solar lawnmower
lap top converter
Tire Defrosters
Detachable Helmet Camera Mount
Crazy Random Idea
Wallet Locator
peel/stick cellphone magnifier
Anchor Beach Towel (&amp; Blanket)
scented silk flowers
Ball Buddy
Solar Thermoelectric Cooling
DOG BEGONE
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Double Sided pacifier
Appetite App
Doggie Doorbell
Bag Tap
DoggyDish - the smart dog bowl
NoScratch Kitty Smoosh massage
Pendant light "UFO"
BOXSEE'S
FANtastic Towel Dryer
Boitier multifonction
Charge Me
CAR POPRS
Smart Seat Pad
Heavenly Heat
electronic fridge notepad
Creathink
No Nibble Solution
kingdomofgod
SOZO
Glow in the dark bubbles
Actually Wireless Headphones
Portable heated bleacher chair
door knob hole be gone
Volume Sensor and Autoadjust
tkuit8ti7r
Window Box Fan
Mobil,hands free,tablet holder
App enabled Shopping Assistant
iPad Projector Alarmclock Case
DIY using the right tool
Tri - Matt
Smart Fish Cam
Plug Protector Plate
platine CD solaire
SpinBrim
Visitor Recorder Sign
Bulid a Brush kit
Nail File Case
Insta Cool
woof woof meow
Multi-Zone Air System
Smart Air Filter
Lash Goggles
Gradually Brightening Light
KIDS QUIRKY PLC
Secure to GO.
HidVid
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Take ur pickens table
home shopping cart
lighthouse
Mirror mirror on thewall
HOUSSE DE COUETTE JEUX
CENTRAL AIR CONCEPT IN CARS
Remodels
jonathan
disposible toilet cover
Timer Coffee Maker
Infra-red wand POSITIONER
Remind Me
insta tooth wash
The Toy Siffter
Remote-Controlled Rollerblades
Door Knob w/ LED Lock Notifier
AUTO DRINK CAP COVER
Juice Box Refiller
windproof picnic plates
Weighted Swimming Pool Liner
keboard light
Communidad
Resistance Bracers
miTickler
Hydra Belt
car sun visor adjustable tint
CoolCar
Foot Washer Scrubber Massager
Rocker Stopper
Window safety dowel
ladder loader
21st Century Emergency Lights
App Enabled Car Shades
Clap-it
Counting Bracelet
bikerest chair
Flexpot...bendable planter
The Ice Station
Residential Recycle System
Wire Organizer
KOVER KEEPER
Modern Tampon/Napkin Dispenser
Recycling Hanger Holder
retread egg
bike chain
Simple Frame
Jewelry Box Camera - Resub
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The Bucket Mist
LASER CUE BALL
Smart Port
Perfect hit
The Lithabroom
Hidden Tray
Save My Parking Spot
Polly Fob
Stove Control On Your Phone
Rocking Chair Bumper
TL StackerZ
PiggyPower Strip
Fuzzy Buddies
Leash Tracker
MY FRAME
The water fence
Ever Erase
BACK PROTECT
moms car signs
Fruit tree collar vending
Sunglass speedometer display
Abraser or Squirkies
EMI Shield Patch
Wall Size hand held printer
THE FINISHER
Easy Flow
The S'more Oven
HOLOGRAM VIP DRESSING ROOM
Hybrid Solar Heater/AC
Cover me cell phone
camera embedded stick
Shrink Film Couch Arm Covers
Harvest Energy YoYo
Lets bat hurry
NO step ladder
Soundless pen
No-slip side-sleep pillowcase
Emergency amplifier
Blutooth Gun range Headset
Fan misting beach lounger
mascara soldadura con pantalla
Portable EV Charging Station
in home phone locator
College Student Ready Outlet
chicks clothing
Rescue Balloon
Smart safety partition
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Outdoor heated blanket
Swimmers Jet Propulsion Saddle
"Skin Savior" skincare
Hexa-Grip
Headphones Power
HAIL VEIL
dikon
waterflute
Gas Guard
Toilet Paper Roll, Take 2
Funny flashlight
ZAP Fresh
LOO ROLL
Real Sounds Phone Case
Charge Buds
Headphone Cord Storage-clip
Water Master
Self winding cable organizer
test
The Bonster
I'm Cool
hand held keyboard app
Vacuum Hood for stone saws
Radio Controlled Mower
Toilet headrest
Pet H2O On-the-Go
Hat Mat
SpeedFeed ball feeder
The Windshield Wizard
Light up case
Bottoms Up Bar Stools
Little Ball First
CHEER BANDS
Hail Defense Tarp
Phone charger on bike
matpower
led clothing
Car sounds
walking belt
Adaptateur secteur multi-USB
Tooth Brush analyzer
Motorcycle Air Bag
Vehicle Baby Alarm
Bed laptop arm-stand
mowing deck extension
Comfort Cruise
Garden h2o
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Subfloor Screw/Nail Robot
Smart Oscillating Fan
Flexible Playbox For Cats
Coffee Cup No Drip
Perfectly Beastly Pet Placemat
Car Speed Capper
Lego furniture for everyone
easy access
Outdoor and Patio Lighting App
Mister Alarm
Smart ball
ProjectMe
Retractable badge holder.
Potty Wipes
Link-up
the tailgate jack
Leprechaun trap
The Mobile Clothesline
CoolSwat
Smart Indoor Garden
Ball of Bubbles
Basket Bar
Electrostatic Duster
fly socks for horse
The Sticky Note Printer
Leak detection &amp; prevention
Disolvable Sidewalk Decals
SPEEDCHECK
Tangled No More
WINK Robot
Make Dorothy Jealous
Portable Sun Power
Good Night
OrthoSeat
APP /Automatic Lawnmower
Bacon Flowers
The Dookie Leash
Fishing Lure Retriever
Invisibility Cloak
Gasoline siphon,
Right Keylight
test
The Clever Seat
GrowBrella
MAC Grill
Invisible fence for Elderly
Sandpaper Glove
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SmartPhone ViewFinder
gps trafic cam
Powder Coating Detail Pencil
Plant tudor
One Lock
ComBand Center
Avian force field
Tick Tocks
Built In Paint Can Mixer
Cell phone leash
Sports Knee and Elbow Bandage
App-enabled generator
RAIN POWER
Smart Karaoke
The Smart Phone Spray-Case
Perfect Travel Zzz Pillow
AppEnabled Swimming Pool Alarm
photo-mixer
Smart Socket
Toilet Paper Sheets
Talking Alarm Clock
Digital Filing Cabinet
Fluid Monitoring Auto Shutoff
J Bandz
Foldable Multi-screen Display
Smart Shoes for Health Stats
Trash &amp; Recycling Cart
Battery Powered Koozie
matpower
Electricity Stopper
Shopping Bag Carrier
My Med Info
Toilet tissue/wet wipes holder
Oh FanFan
All-in-one Car Washing Brush
Connection Game 4 Kids
Decisions - new board game
loving memories
Umbrella Cool
The Venus Fly Trap Game
Flipster Gardencart
i Names
Text Buster
Switch-it Furniture
Mouse trap w/audible indicator
The GetBack
Lunker scale
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ZipCharge or Zip Power or
Monitor Riser - Integrated
the barrow wheel
Dolley Helper
no more wrinkles
Digital App Pool Testor
Safer Sports helmet
Great
Serpentine Belt Pro
Wall Color Determinator
Battery Operated Car warmer
Fold-able computer mouse pad
Baby Bottle Warmer
Broom Duster
Sweet Breeze
The Gutter Cleaner
keyboard update
Find Fido
STICKY STORYS
Disposables for pets
KITCHEN KNIFE SHARPENER
EXEC IN CHARGE
Adjust-A-Leg/Sides Wheelbarrow
Zipline Picture Hook
Drain Dumpster
Toldo para Carriola
Whitewall Locketts
Smart Fan with WiFi
R-U-Hydrated--instant selfchek
Dual Cooling Jets Sunglasses
How to fix the Aeros A/C
Mirror phone case
Smart Toilet Paper Roll Holder
The Tie Down
Whiteout Plus Pen
Drink up and slim down
Car radio cd recorder.
inventanator
Hair coloring
Workplace Shoe Organizer
Frozen Can Koozie
Glasses shaped headband
Mint water with visual leaf
Swing Set Canopy
Wink Smart Medicine Dispencer
Smart Toy - Rube Goldberg Kit
Phone Night Vision
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Generator Window Mounted
Fingertip Beauty Blenders
Wifi lazer tag
toilet overflow system
Noisy Ball
Entryway Box
Perfect Shave
Toilet Bowl Liners
Lipstick mirror
Perfect organic veggies/fruit
iPhone case with 8 programmable buttons on back. Could be used for favorite apps, favorite contacts, gaming, or a chorded keyboard.
Emergency Services Detector
Face-Off Shower Head
Infant Comfort Heel Warmer
Copp-a-Dash
Velcro Picture Hanger ã“ã®å‡„ã„ã ã‚ˆï¼ï¼
HotCarGuard
Radar Gun Smart Phone Cradle
dF
not name yet
SeatAir bÃ©bÃ© - SiÃ¨ge auto
The water cutter
â€œFear No Windâ€ Umbrella Stand
Wi-Fi Enabled bike Helmet
Bug Off
Jungle race - get stuck or fly
Minimalist, thin 3" x 5" digital photo album. Show off new baby or vacation photos without printing or handing off your phone.
bed fan
Portable GPS
body massage
Time machine
Woof Walker
GreetMe
Starch Sheets
the auto cam
Betabench
Car POPRS
Retractable table/tray
Key Ring GPS
SantiMat
The Cool Oven
Clean Hair Brush
Quick change spark plug
Ride Along
Doorbell delivery app
V.S.T. VEHICLE.SAFETY.TECHNOLO
Neck Pillow Massager
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Camwatch
Cool-Warm Seat
Hardline Hack
Bar Soap Saver
The I card
Musical Dog Collar
rueda de bicicleta de caucho
Repose biÃ¨re rÃ©frigÃ©rant
Night Charge
Grout grinder
CycleSounf
Kid Jobs
Equipaje ideal
Travel Alarm
controly
Stealth Wallet
Traveler folding desk
Elevator Home Furniture
The Weekender
Static cling dry erase grid
Earing Aids!
Hands Free Binoculars
TripleBot
Corn Cage Corn Cover
80s game cartridge USB adaptor
Toilet Paper Plus
Urban dog travel in safety
Indestructible- Puppy Chew Toy
Smart Central Air Conditioner
EZ Heat
Purrr-fect Cat Bowl
Backup System
Mini Global Tracker GPS System
Plugin-Motor Vehicle Emissions
SWIM SAFE.
Magic Backpack
a bathroom dishwasher.
App-enabled Car Obsever Robot
Dital Autio Recorder Stereo
Self Powered Bicycle Lights
Bird Mansion
TWISTER
Lunette de toilette propre???
Retractable safety net
Elbow Buffer
Clip-on Laptop Speaker with directional light for keyboard and attachment for ipod or MPS player. Cord storage on the back of speaker/light.
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shoe clasps
EdgePro yard and garden edging
horizontal visor extension
Dual Ratcheting Wrench
Rise! Swimming pool net.
Cat Tag Automatic Feeder
Plop - A Hygienic Ice Tray
Day-Light
The Ultimate Omelette Pan
Shoe With Beat
Fridge Hanging Space Saver
OMI
Green detergent dispenser
Saver
Solar Laptop Battery Adapter
The Gripper
Front Door Butler
wireless remote control train
Elite Inside
Information card
Solar Charger Beach Chair
Stuff-it All Closet
Instant Jack-o-lantern
Coolerella
RAPPERZZ
Four Points
Automatic Fan Mode for Aros
chilled wine glass
trash saver
Toilet Seat Silencer
Spring fill
Oops sorry, road rage breaker
Hologram Home Theater
Interchangeable phone case
Beer Temperature Mug
Garage Memo
Portable Caller I.D.
Liquid- Solid Document Desk
Balance Basket
iBling
mobile workshop
Giterup cane
Hand gun sights
Lifeline
Spatoon
Propane Tank Cover
Ditch the Itch Backscratcher
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Ac compressor heat syncs
carriage skis
Everywhere water pot
The Beard Bib
Sun Skier
Emgcy vehicle warning system
Lazy chair
Golf Ball Caddy
Le sÃ©cudÃ©co cycle
Small Thong / Panty Liners
Trend saver collar buttons
Unobstructive Headphones
Rompers
Back Attack Massager
Glasses Finder
To-Li (Living Toy)
child locator
S.M.A.R.T. Motorcycle Helmet
Silica gel earplugs
DIOPTER PHONE COVER
triple totes
Tweak
Automatic Drywall Seater
The Scratch Vac
Mouse Clip
No Passenger Left Behind
Fan phone case
Easy sight
Plumb-Level Line Finder
Clothes Hanger Nanny
Pivot Power Wireless
copyless key.
Hair Dryer
Electronc Glass Refrigtr Door
Magic Mascara
Live images onto your wall
Ultimate Pet Tray
Bench insert
Water filtration Ventilation
Smart Heated Dog Dish
App Controlled Cat Mouse
Duck Return
Casque de chantier intelligent
open lock
Sure Foot
Under water
water bottle filler
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Nobleed Clippers
Canine Companion
Rumidor
Cigar Box Bluetooth Speaker
Sunscreen Spray Booth
Baby Food Garden
Easy Hemoccult
The Weight Machine Lock
Head protector
Child Saver
Cordless Device Charger
Designer Fabric Sheets
BlinkerZ
Retractable Extension cords
beach towel bedding
Pour Handled Paint Can
BallBot Robot
Smart Charger
Spice Hut
Travel Microwave
Paint Pal
App your Action Figures
Robot Bluetooth Speaker
aire clean
The Smart Phone Wallet
Aros - Nanny/Baby Room Version
small footprint home theater
follow me carrier
Write-Knife
Wash Time
SMarT USB
Pontoon wheelchair.`
Outlet baby guard+plug retain
MAGNETIC GRABBER
cardio vest
KissIt
Washer Dryer Combo
Fine Point Bluetooth Stylus
Mini Me Keyboard
Pop Frame
Outdoor Pot with Key Drawer
Batteryless wireless mouse
The IntelCycle
"Too Close! BACK OFF!"
Confident Colors
SCREEN BUTLER
Dog trainer bed
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carry on luggage charger
Sundae Cup Divider
Power on
automatic trash bag trash can
Instant Wash
The power pouch
iBoiler
Wash Dog
Plastic palm soap holder
Aero Car
Self Stirring Stove
Pipless Hot/Cold Water Heater
A smart phone bracelet
Jada Pants
Cold Roll
Pet Treat Trainer
Get Scott Kim a new microphone
adjustable leg chair
Gopro 360 powered mount
Climate Collar
Wind-O-Mill Power
Bike Beer and Wine Transporter
DIY Personalized Creative Memo
Flash Drive w/ security delete
ControlAir
LIFEDRAFT
Football Suit
Light up your stuffy
Safe Water Bottle
Trash Bag Installer
smartphone remote
Auto Laundry
study time
new wheel
Twist n' Shake
EASY LITTER BOX
Chewing gum removal strip
HOT SEAT Child Safety System
The Kooler Cooler
Eazy Peazy Rampup
No more lost keys
side by side bottle
winecork mat
The cool air chair
Abracadabra pool Cover
SLEEP AID
Post-it napkins
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Clip for tablets
SITTER MONITOR
Guitar Dock.
Integrated Power Supply Unit
Noodle Doodles
Cow Urination Counter TB
Real Portable Air Conditioner
Good Morning! -Stop Forgetting
others hands, but the
eaRINGS
self generating home electric
outdoor grills for girls
tech fanny pack
Flying Squeaker
brushAfloss
The Barbell
the

breezeway

The Tank Top Strap Adjuster
P.E.C. Personal Ear Caddie
Spray/Soap Dispenser
Utensil/toothbrush adapter
The D-Pad
seashore decor
Floating Beach Towel
Sophisticated Sippy Cup
magnetic curtain 4 tile shower
car screen for dogs
Actor recognition app
Under trailor
SLEEPMUFFS
panic gps
Brellastand
Greener Yard
connect the dots wall art kit
100beep
Clean Green Compost
Direct electrical generator
Ultrasound Effect Lamps, etc
The Ice Kube Ottoman
N!Use
Sliding Bead Curtain
Write one Tie
The Mom Bib
Lift Alarm Sensor
Catalogue produits Quirky
noodle doodle
Induction power kitchen tools
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Measured Privacy Screen
Snowboard Foot Rest
FunFace Mood Plates Cups Bowls
The Babel.ly
Concession Mate
Bloqueur tube dentifrice
KEY CHAIN PHONE CHARGER
detachable multi tool
garden gaurd
Water bottle dispenser
Window Darkener.
Microwave panini maker
The Split To Fit Lazy Susan
Melon strip slicer
Texting and driving deterrent
Pump grips
Smart Arrow
Home Propane Gauge and Alert
Pipe Cozy
Maia's feast
WaterFrame
Wireless Headphones
Ballon Face
The Push Up Glider
Tonal Umbrella
Edison-Tesla RPT-Generator
Anti-stress pad
Balance
Abridor de botes
Padz-It
Video Magnifier
Condiment Saver
Insulation cover
Worlds Smartest Mail Box
pocket size toilet seat covers
magic desk
gps locator for hikers
KleenArt Covers
UtilMagMarker
PORTABLE GPS RESCUE ALARMS
Boot Pocket or "Bocket"
The Easy Greezy
Gum Stick Dispenser
Dent Free
Thermal Car Charger
Non-slip grab bars
Clean Sweep Stylus
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solar bug screen for windows
No baby or pet left behind
GPS Arrow Tracking System
smart cans
Dynamic Pillow
tap dispensor
Retro Movie Hard Drive
no text
Twin Cans
Pet locator finder
Energy Hog Monitor
Ultimate Gamer
SeedCatcher 4 PostBirdFeeders
SpeechWatcher
Casex
Grass Genie
cool yourself down
Magnetic Pencil holder
Tailpiece Leak-Proof Washer
Bug Off Chair
Virtual Fireworks
HoodMags (Custom Car Magnets)
Cell Fax Adapter
wake up
reach-up foot ramp
Fabulous Purse Straps
Stand and Grab
training aide for golf putters
Roof Power, DIY Green Tech
Give your home a wave
Bullet Case for Dogs
Squeeze Cream
Thumbed hard drive
Echo
App controlled outlet
Dress Zipper Pull
Car Wash Hose
Toothbrush broom
Evaporator Coil UV Sanitizer
Backpack Table
Attache tetine bÃ©bÃ© de nuit
"Atti-Tunes"
Smart TV Monitor
Shifty Control Clicker
USB 2GO HUB
MESS FREE TOILET DECLOGGER
Remote Shut Off Alarm Clock
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Hot Towel Warming Bag
Air Jack
I-phone Wrist Band
pull-push coffe tabled seat
Tool-less Curtain Hanger
Brief Pro
the 'CoIN' (CO Indicator)
Non slip auto ramp
Shade Savers for Sunglasses
The "Motion" or "Pulse" Bed
Adresse numerique
Soup Cubes
Visor H20 atomizer for driving
Pen or Pencil Printer
Up-cycle tire
Solar Skin
The Wormer.com
Quick Defrosting Machine
Pawport 2
bicycle mobile phone charger
Thumb bumps
GPS Golf Balls
detection
Senior walking device reminder
MaÃ©lie
nyreedal Inventions
antihemorrhoids bicycle seat
Back windshield Medical Alert
Watersport Sound Grip
Slicer Scale
EZ Charger
stache
App Enabled Hidden Key Box
Pet gps collar
Smartphone to Wireless Mic
SECRET BANK
Touch controlled flashlight
Record Alert
Wind-Proof Beach Umbrella!
Intelligent external drive
Form fitting CPAP mask
Phone Spam Arrest
loo roll
Space Saver Christmas Tree
Unseen Mold/Mildew Detector
Smart Bowl
Glow-Ties
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Trashbag Holder Opener
No-More-Towels-Shower
Smart Portable Tire inflator
florist card seeing impaired
The Companion
Floating solar pool heater
Baby Car Seat Temp App/Alarm
K9_Groom_Lift
Tell A Tale Bed Time Lamp
PILL POCKET FOR DOGS &amp; CATS
HealthAlert
A Clothes Hamper
BirdZ
Body Scrub Mixer
test
Intelligent Electric Generator
Adjsutable Monitor Stand
ez-clap
Urban friendly wind generator
Pineapple Juice
Pocket Sized Weighing Scale
BBQ Grill Bonnet
portable car wash station
A Cool Mod
The VacYOUm
Grocery cooler for trunk
Scare E Crow
Pendant light "Zeppelin"
FootMolds
Wee Wee Pad Holder
3D road rug
cameo dummy
Shower Notes
WatchNet
OBD II power switch
Rear Window Noise Vibration
Worlds Smartest Mail Box
Toilet Seat Nightlight
Kookie Carton Icecream
Configurable Wall Charger
Extended Surge Protector
Clothes Caddy
Pillow alarm clock (PAC)
Smart AC Infrared Controler
WINK Wall Volume Control
MountianBoard
NEW KICK THE CAN GAME
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Towel Off
WHEREUAT
HMI-Caddie
eco charger
magnetic brake systems
guitar twang tweaker
light up your key pad.
The "I'm OK" Button
SCUB GLOVE
Beyond Breathable Shoes
Pop 'N Dock
christmas tree stand
Water Saving valve
The cool air chair
Product name: Clean One Circle
THE PRONGINATOR
keeper / keepr
Living Prayer
Thermo Imaging smart phone
Clamp-on Guitar Speaker
The magical doorknob!
Bluetooth speaker basket ball
"Lightening Legs"
Measuring tape helper
Noisy Buds Headphones
Brush Pro
Hospital Equipment Locator
Smart Shower Alarm
Interrupteur intelligent
Dishcloth washcloth dryer rack
Cycletron
iPhone case flashlight
EASY FLIP-IT CAPS
solartrailer conversion kit
2nd Travel screen for laptop
Retractable Flippers
Customized Cupcakes!
alert device inside car
Credit Card Mobile Battery
Silverware Rolling Machine
Drill-Powered Tie-Down
Micro Freeze
Hands Off, germ prevention
GE Appliances with Email Diags
One touch Jack
Solar Me
fire hose retreiver
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Grocery cart total
surf fishing backpack
Beach Cruiser
Quick Release WatchPin
Alzheimers ID Bracelet
tirelife
lite Organizer
Magnetic Cell Back Screen
Back to the Drawing Board
Daily Task Remembering Device
Snag Free Laundry Helper
service wika-081291315510
The Family Charging Station
DISPOSABLE TOILETâ€™s SEAT CASE
Backseat baby
Fireplace Vacuum &amp; Bellows
The Stays Hot Mug
Smart Wash
Baby Seat Safety Beeper
Alarm for car seats
AUTO-MELANGEUR MICRO-ONDES
Vertical storage units for cutlery and kitchen utensils. These units can be inserted into kitchen drawers and can be removed for cleaning.
The Turdbine
Grill lid raiser
wave lamp
Soap Bumper
Edu-Ray
Pickers'Ulti-mate One
Animals to ride
Multifunctional Controller
Attic Storage Bins
baby bath chair
GoTop
Stick-Screen
Home-A-Phone
Toilet cleaning robot
Grocery Bag Harness
Lawn Mower Car-Wash
BumperBust
Privacy Protector
Kit eyes
Garage Charm
AC Fan
Chip on your shoulder
Nushue
Air dryer Rollers
The Funnel Golf Game
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Water Cooler Caddy
Multiple Macs font
Active Screen Cleaning Gloves
Digital Greenhouse Controller
Stair Lighting
Amp meter adaptor
Travel:Sleep
BabyFarm/ToddlerFarm/KiddieFar
Smart Door
Battery Charge Indicator
Globe Safe
Solar Fabric
Quick Easy Spoon Covers
smartscooter
The interchargeable
Children's Life Saver
Wallwart AC powerbar adapter
save by the hat
credit card ice scraper holder
tabletop disposable
Inductive Charging sticker
Car Motion &amp; Heat Sensor
Shower Head Back Scratcher
Smart Puddy
Lampcup Holder
Cell Phone Vault
NEREG
Smart Stones
Cast cover
Solar-piezo Wind Chime
Smart TV
Towel rail and panel heater.
Multi-Part Multi-Plug
Run and Retract
Smart Office Divider
Grocery Bag Buddy
FullCharge
Fart Bubble Wrap or other smel
Bow "WOW" Booties
Pogo-Quad
Easy Baby Car Seat
Band wraps
Blackbox in car, bike
TRAVEL TRANS LATOR
water collection
The Belt Buckle
cruise-automated car light
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campfire buddy
Tap ToVoice Mail
Doggy Tub
Pakkap
The one tool
Baby Bottle Heater
Selecta spray
MOTION DETECTING PHONE CRADLE
"power modular"
Footster
Heated Rolling Shovel
Bookcase Cube
Craft Tape Organizer
TRIDRIVER
stapler that paper clips
Convience Card
Momma's eyes
Drowning Safety Wristband
Don't forget Baby
Travel Sleep Screen
Fling-It Dog Treats!
test
Sync Wrist Metronome
EyeWearBlingTM
Chemical Canister Yard Spray
Weedeater Back Saver
Light Charge
Inverted shower caddy
dust pan for truckers
Super HDMI cord for Mac
Super Headphone Holder!
MONSTER GUARD DOG
2, 4, 8 Multi-Spice Dispenser
Smart fan
Baby Pressure
TrueBlue
Scout Buddy
The Bug Bag
Magnet Toy Box
The Perfect Omelette Everytime
Handbag hangar
Solar Rechargeable Phone Case
Anti-toe-out suspension
Handicapped bathroom helper
Pet Sitter
lid-shelf
SnoreMuffs
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auto lock chair
Sturdy Bottom Trashcan
Move - Decades Ahead
Spinning Ice Cubes
Beepie the Pet Car
The Hoodie
Now do not scale digital
Walk on water Shoes
Maintien couverts enfants
Passanger Security Tape
You've Got Mail
All in one shower head
disposable divided cup
Expandable Outlets
Unique Meter Cuisine
Smart Jacket
THE UNDER COVER CARD
Like TIVO for car Radios
Go Brew
Bluetooth Surround Sound
Finger Cam
helmet lights
The Eyewear Clip
Baby Beacon
Auto Trailer Back-up Hitch
the phone holder
Better Toothpicks
Ski Cooler
Charmed Life
GPS LifeAlert
S.I.D.S. Saver
Bucket Pump
name me
Eye glasses finder
Portable Generator
DEAF'CONF
adjust. flip-top bottle cap
Guitar Holder
A better smelting pot?
Multi-Purpose Pencil
Color Beats
StandMe
Double Impact Golf Club
The Neat Shoe
The Guide
BACKWOODS BUG BLOCKER ANKLETS
Cool Diva Cosmetic Pouch
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GE Cordless Carpet Cleaner
Single aritcle Washer
The Zipper Helper
Easy Secure (Car Seat System)
Liquid Soap Saver
Ankle phone holder
Short Snap Leash
Copter Case
Super Amiga Computer
The wiser chopping board
ChillAndHeat car cupholder
The BABULOU
Screen Attachment 4 Smartphone
City Board
WavyTangyCharger
Smart external Battery charger
paving tire
Fun laundry basket
Adjustable tire iron
Bedtime Reader
Park n Charge
battery app
Sumerellaâ€“Your Personal Oasis
Sana Feet
Cellphone Keychain Tether
Wireless Ear Buds
All-N-1
HEATING / COOLING CEILING FAN
Side Cup Holder
vented table air freshener
Ultraviolet Water Purifier
Clean Shoe Strings
feln
deet dryer sheet
Wristband Cam &amp; Walkie Talkie
Coffee Break: Mug with a Timer
Mail Bot
Roundyloop
NO-PUF Vented Trash Can
skate wheels
Pique a Grillade
Remote Pager
CO2 Blanket Float for HomeBrew
PEE alarmer
A waterproof shower tablet
The Home Electric Generator
Fixed lock motorcycle
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the corded cordless
Hard-Boiled Egg Shell Peeler
picture window
The BrushMobile
Invisivolt
Anti SIDS Medical Device
Hosie Come-Along
Heated Gym Bag
Universal Gaming Console
Heatable Insulating Plate
The WINK Hotel Room Hub
retractable camper shade
Tilt-in window Jam Spreader
Hybrid Portable Generator
Flexible Power Charger
A Multipurpose generator.
iBreath
Charge Case
Power in flight
Hoodi surround sound.
DragonFire
BUSHION
Color Beats
Erupting Volcano Smart Lamp
Wonder Box
DOG POOP BUSTER
Jewelry Holder
Digital Recipe Box
Wrap wrap
Ghost gadget nightlight.
coke bottle air mattress
camping heat &amp; air
ess-cool
Ceiling Fan Stabilizers
MP3 player back-up battery
The Leaning Chair of Safety
Cell Case with USB charger.
Wifi Door Lock
Scale Rug
Shine the Light In
Cooling Cat Collar
Yard Master
Extendable Channel Cord Outlet
hair stylists protective gear
Optic Fiber Edison Bulb
Offset Utility Knife
Housse pratique
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TOE HOLD
Drywall Socket Punch
ALIENTO FRESCO MUY REFRESCANTE
Tissue Box Holder
Reusable Packable Rain Poncho
Muscle Phonics
Autocriket
pull string popcorn bag
Butter stick
Medical Alert Band
The PressEven Kitchen Trowel
Smart Inspired Kitchen Clock
Tennis Ball Arrow
'COOL'
the crunch belt
Electric generator
My WingM8
ANTI-THEFT DEVICE-BEWARE THIEF
SmartRings
Telescoping chair
Drive Smart
Countertop Slipcover
knee warmers for cold weather
Easyz custom pillow
Rainy day bicycle cover.
the Runaway Sleeping Bag
Patio lazy Susan and light
Live Bluetooth Bumper Sticker
Putter Protector
Talkie
Stake your drink
The Solder Sock!
personal vehicle finder
Easy Start Garden
Feng Shui Compass
Hip Power
Professional Egg Steamer
Full service induction charger
Rapid Rafty
Flexible Nuts
Stay White
Candeleer
My Frame
''Two hands'' gaming mouse
Enticing treadmill
Bluetooth Bass
Collaborative Time Management
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T-Pack
TÃ©lÃ©mac
The Flying Flame
"TUFF" Sprinkler mover
Exercise device
Custom Home Window Screens
Binder Scanner
RECUERDE TODO EN HORARIO
Knot Holder
Better print
Stealth Shoe Storage (Foyer)
Adjustable Lid for Containers
BriefTop
Heatretainer
Virtual Ground Fireworks
Umbrella Holder
Handlebar Beach Bag
Kitchen Squeeze
Snack Saddle
Golf Ball Locator
Tripod for phone cameras
Heli-Globe
Don't wake your spouse
NORTH STAR OFFICE SCISSOR
Fitters
The Nice to Angry Alarm Clock
AppleJuice
vacuum attachment
Ratcheting Gas Cylinder Opener
Mixer for your cup
SpaceBar (M.C) Advance Version
Ice cream push characters!
Solar Powered D.P. Headstone
Wet Wipe Roll
SuitySuitcase
Crumbless Toaster
Color match caulking.
Urban Hammock, new bed idea
Caddy for dog grooming
'Help Me Siren
sÃf;exibel sprinkler riser
Clear baby walker tray
Kibble Cone
Crazy Ball
Î’icycle phosphorus ring
Lottery Scanner
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Intellibrella
Speeder Beeper
The Magic Band-Aid (La Curita)
My Super Transformer
The Ring Caddie
Bunker-Blinds
DA-Remote
Cancel Proof Case
WI FI PASSOWORD LOG IN DEVICE
Keep your clothes folded
phone case
Perfect Shave
electro training bike
Ladder Caddy
Nipple Washing Assistant
Condensatiated
Lipstick Tube
Good to Go
Motorbike helmet earphones
Toddler H2O Straw
Water for Baby
Laundry alert
swim swing
The cupcake sprinkler !
The Secret Rooster
The Future of Laundry
Broom Basket
Bridge Whitener
Men's Grooming Roll
Fruit Dryer and Grinder
Puff of Smoke
wifi callbox
phone. shoulder holder
Bubble Drone
Deluxe Shaver
Prime Pizza Board
The Perfect Band-Aid
Rack Ruck Sak
Bathroom Trendy clock
Automobile motion detector
smart Grocery list
Connected RV Leveling System
Wash and GO
Sump Pump Savior
Sliding window lift assist
Electric boat cover
InCase
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Child Rescue
The Arrow Mouse
Band aide/Antiseptic Dispenser
Box Handlers
INTERRUPT #BreakyourBadHabit
SmallTalk
Clothes Wheel
"Choose 'n Go Hangers"
Navigate to Educate
ibot pod
DISPOSABLE INSERT OVEN GRATE
Electronic personal trainer
Easy Fish Net
Alarm Pal
Retractable wall outlet /usb
FOIL to Fit Stretchable Covers
Move or else !
Pool high ground for kids
Chalk Buddy
The Super Brush
Collapse a bottle
A thoughtful cup holder
Not My Bag
Water Saver
Hear phone ring everywhere
scotch hop hop hop
washbasin accordion
Shower Skirt
Blow N Putt
iLamp
EZ ROLLER
trouv'tout
growing tree light
Christmas Light Bulb
S Hook Emergency Purse Hanger
Happening Right Now
Shampufa
Heated Hockey Helmet
S'plash
Automobile Dyno Generator
spa mattress
No Ants Pet Food Bowl
tondeuse telecomandÃ©e
Baby Caddy
iOS Home Security System
The Wipehouse
Airg bag aviÃ³n
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Lighted Switch Plate Cover
AirHeadz
Emergency vehicle notification
K-Cycler (recycle K cups)
The Breather 4 Swimmers
remote finder
The Sol-Cool!
Cooper's chance (CC)
Un-Leashed
Notouchy
A comfortable brassiere
Yard Light enlightener
Java Walker
SERVICE SOLAHART JAKSEL
GE + Outdoor Fire Pit
Temp-u-sure
Exploisive Counter
power battery starter
Quick fresh sanitary spray
Global Online FUTURE COUNTRY
CEANNA SCREEN
CinturÃ³n seguro
Toothpaste squeezer
Presenter
The Swillow
Sprinkler Sleeve
Bedalram
Reverse Microwave
Retractable Lighted Leash
Safe Ride
buddy charge
all in one football sute
video game TV
Deodorant
MiniTripod for Phone Projector
Watermelon carrier
Double Duity
Travel Hand Soap
keg-minder
Road Rage Options
Sun Block
NoSeEar
Table EasyPicnic
INVERT-A-QUE
Walkie Talky Phone
Keeper
The Feinger Attachment System
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Car tyre with retractable stud
Digital Camera GPS
Video Game Sound FX 4 UR Shoes
NEW COOL SHIRT WHILE YOU PLAY
Ã‰tui pour paquet de cigarettes
Water-away / waterway
Ultimate Survival Shoe Lace
The Extender
Solar Window Charger
Vehicle load center
Car Dashboard Hand Sanitizer
Water Proof Window Screen
Ever Smash Thumb Hammering?
Tortilla Heat Warmer
Arii Fan &amp; Shade
Alarm Wallet
quick standup cars
Anniversary Clock
Portable Paper Shredder
Last/Best Catscooper Needed !
A/C register easy open
Private Phone
App-Enabled TENS Unit
my toaster (oven)
Auto bandaide
Popcorn Pouch
Slide-stop
Bandaids on a Roll
Radiant Rings
Build a car
Hail-No!
Picture Frame Auto Level
jot it
Food Shield
Smart sensor for proper postur
Slim gloves
EASY FEED-N-CLEAN
brosse pour produit toilette
Soccer Trainer
RIGHT ON HEAT MASSAGE-stick on
usb blocks
Smart Golf Clubs w Wind Sensor
Octo-plug
Smart Greenhouse 4 Kids/Adults
WaterWiser Planter
Finger Scrubs Gloves
luggage protector
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Tie wifi bluetooth earphone
Crosswalk
Fitbit Meets Security Leash
SPIN CLEAN
EZ Gym Grips
Shopping cart toddler seat
BLOOM
Bluetooth It!
New Desktop
card top cooler
Induction Charger Laptop base
SNAP ON BOW HANDLES
Fence vine holder
Trap-Free Vending
Mind Games
Projecto-Clock
Porge
Pyrex Glass to use in inductio
HandsFree luggage stap
steel heelz boot heel guard
THIS IS A PERFECT LIFE
The 'Bedwomb'
Steering Wheel Desk
All-in-1 Paint Brush
Rebooting power strip
Gravity lock wrench holder
fold-out seats
Smarter Home Energy
Automatic wallet
Light Level
The LIFE TIME STICKER
The SmartBell Workout System
smart bell
Cake &amp; Bake
Computer CellPhone Eyeglasses
Clean Belt
Super Selfie
teeth brusher
remote mail box sensor
Bend No More
crown hair lifter
Easy serve lasagna pan
Handy Kitchen Hook
smart wall heater
Neo
Glare Stopr 4Energy Ef Windows
Rechargeable Heating Cap
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zombie patch
world smartest Heater
Pull chain smoke alarm shutter
5 Finger Dog Mess Bags
New soap from old pieces
Pencil Grip Band
diary of a musician
the bed maker
Charger anchor
Bendy Dryer Holder
Grenade Cell Protect
Holiday Sleeping Bag
DRY-RON
The Forever Doll
Tornado Blanket
Cell phone battery jump cable
Corner Bug Trap
Packing Slide Stoppers
EAR TRANSLATORS
Messaging Mouse and Wrist pad
Digital Wall Calendar
Belt clip
Controle d"agua
Notes 101
Discovery of Time&amp;Measurement
"Thank You
Wound Protector
toilet seat connected
The Drop Pop
SLEEPMUFFS
EASY ROLLING
Kids finger saver door stops
BRT Ball
All4Basket
Disc Tracker for Disc Golf
nose nappy
SMART"Sun-Power"Patio Umbrella
Ereader holder
Tomahawk Wiper
Back Scrubber
La bottsket
adjustable breathable silk wra
Storm holder for awnings
Palm Poms
The cozy lamp
The Wicked Stick
Swamp Odor Eater
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Press Save
The Quit 10 Pack
Rocking chair fridge+charger
Her Confidence
Aqua Pick
Punch Alarm
windshield reservoir heat cap
PB Travel Buddy
Football Fannies
Flash Ring
Smart Hot Water Heater
NFL CAPES
The Picker-Upper
The Jetssons Floormat
Car Bandaid
Hand Sanitizing Pocket
Potted Plant Umbrella (hitech)
Motorized Basket for Disabled
airbags portatil transportable
Toothpaste protector
Sugar Buddy Pro
track luggage
Footsie Cleans
BIC - Baby's in the Car
X-Track: Grocery Rack
mosquito catching lightsabre
Endless Fun 4-in-1 Disc Wheele
HotStoveDontTouch--warn cover
office mini mini fridge
Packaging drink cup
Smartphone controlled room fan
Kooshy liner
doseur distributeur de lait
The Shwallet
TRAIL NIAL
MC (multi-purpose case)
Weed Rotor
Smoke Alarm Battery Tool
SolAir
Basketball score
Go-in Order
Guard door
On-The-Go-Kart
EZ SHADE
Medi-Bangle
Pinger
quirky minimalist purse
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Garden work gloves
Safe Smart Fireworks Starter
Perfect spice spoons
Home cold-water recirculation
Elevator Button Modernization
sanitary toilet seat
universal electronic adapter
Moule Ã chocolats surprise
Personal Charging Station
Robot trash can for trash day
Removable solar panels
Slippery Zipper
Optical Mouse Pen
Sweep Feet Door Mat
Meds Organizer Cabinet
Cardboard Recycling Crusher
digital dash scooter
Kidspoon children's cultery
Pamper pooper pouch
Universal Baby HD
Tub-Rain
Pop-in window tint
YOU'VE GOT MAIL
Safe Surf
KITCHEN GUILLOTINE
Mail Call
Face Massager+Video Displayer
Adjustable Kettlebell Dumbbell
Piezoelectric Etch A Sketch
ChipMe
Wash 'n Dry
Smart Phone Boxing Robot
Spray Paint Shake
Computer Clean Screen
The Best Fish Scale
Travel foot rest
The "Answer" Machine
Tripazoid
Cooking Oil powered Generator
Under desk leg-stretch
Green CAR
Fit Gaming
self adhesive mini-levels
Eco Multi Magsafe Adapter
Holiday Solar Light
support of mental n phy health
Headboard Brace
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Invisible leash
Cell Phone
baguette chinoise facile
reloj, pulsera anti estrÃ©s
Handbag basket
B4UCHEKIT
Baby alarm
Smart Window Fan
LEDSicle
Gun Safety Alarm
Video handycam support
CO2/Temp Car Alarm
BackPetal
COOOOOL AID
PERFECT STANCE
Inside-Out Folding Umbrella
Easy Open Freezer
Retractable Speed Bump
Self-Clean NANO Patio Table
Brush-Cup
Folding Keyboard large letters
Spice Silo
Easy-Aid
Golf ball marker
Urban Hammock, new bed idea
Satellite radio DVR
Large Turntable Stand w/drawer
Stable Table
Child Car Alert
Hair Brush UV cleaner
Magnetic socket/wrench case
Self Changing HVAC Air Filter
Home Land Security
Bowl-Scraping Ice Cream Spoons
Bike Speed
chip cookie fruit holder dispe
Critter Sh...John.
towel weights
Drip free umbrella
Invisable cloak
CalcStop
Optimist Mirror
Bracelet Balance
Pressure Breaks
Fulcrum Lifting Helper!
kid essential finder
The Hampster
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Smart Wheelz!
LOWER BACK SUPPORT CUSHION
Vita Patch - A multi Vitamin
The Load Jock
THE UTILITIES APP
quick wash n dry
GOODMORNING EYE OPENER GLASSES
gas station battery exchange
"Need a light?" Iphone App
Wireless Restraunt Menu
Ultimate Head Rest
Roof Recycler
Sexometer - Count Your Strokes
Candleplace
Safer brake
App-controlled space heater
ThruTube
Pompe a rhume
Track4You
LightningBlade
Pooper scooper
Pop a Top Cooler
Beverage fountain
smartphone tropical fish feede
I c watch
refigerator sensor
Anti Lumber Theft Unit
Press Here, I'm Lost
School safe
Helmet Ski mask
Dawg Days Cooling Harness
Water Saving Valve
ColorShake
Easy trash can
Dec-A-Cake
Tether - Bandit Line Extension
Rescue Refrigerator Magnets
acoustic tv normalization
Solar Powered Blind Charger
Sleeping Support in Airplane
Baby Guard Rail
Jane-It Shoe Straps
Global Gift Registry
Vehicle virtual companion
A Box Of Air
Smart Notebook
Car Start App Heat Ac Control
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Stove Apron
auto sunroof air conditionging
Air Flow Adhesive Bandage
Pocko Taco
Wireless Multimeter/Retro Kit
Protective baby carrier
Marathon Bottle
equine scratch remedy
Heat detector
DRIVE SAFE
Caretaker
TV remote control bell
Movie booster seats
foot massaging shoes
Finger Blade
Programmable Door Mat
You Left The Lights On Again!
Deoderizer Bubble Machine
Mocubo - No Stop Chop
Water balls plant your garden
MultiShake Bottle
FINDING NEMO
Traveling Laptop Desk
INSECT REPELLING PAINT
Guitar Karaoke
Stylestation hot Iron Stand
Clippy Canopy
regular water bottle you buy
Pivot Power 2.0
'Skybrid' Over the Road Truck
Pit Savers
Holiday Inflatable Enclosure
Grandma's Remote guard
REMOVEABLE FORMAL SHOES BOWS
Easy move
Medi-Assist Alarm Box
Keep Me Safe Car Seat Alarm
Strider
Easy steps
Taser Gun Bracelet
Trash Can Smart Safe
protection anti pluie
Biogenic repairing cells
Power Strip with USB ports
Smart Charging Station
The Purple Throne
"Forget Me Not"
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100% Recyclable containers
Multi use headphones
the hevently safe
Self-cleaning Hairbrush
food allergy finder
LED Case
FRESHTUPP
Room With A View
Roomba Metal Detecor
Multi purpose garden tool
Glasses Wifi/BT earphones
Easy Fit for Lips!
the bridge
Wall Album/Scrapbook
Never Forget Child Alarm
sun spot beach towel
MAGIC PEN
Easy Clean
Mascara with a brush cleaner
COVER AND BAG PROTECTION
suckits
Spring-loaded shower curtain
Wood-Burning Raclette Grill
Reading Buddy
ATOMO CONVERTER
Peace of Mind Bracelet
Portable Hydrogen Charger
Cold Draft At Last!
the 40 oz. beer cozy
CART STOPPER
BrightStep Handrail Lights
Neat Chef
Extendable Clohes Hanger
Grow-Quarium
auto security systems
Device for Ventilating Pants
Digital grave marker
SENTINEL-CAR ALARM
PhlipÂ©
Earsplendid
Kids Kozy's
The Water Saver
Baby Finger Saver
Sign-o-Bike
Bobber Buddy
Save a life alert
Spin Away the Fat
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TV Volume Monitor
ÙƒØ¨Ø³ÙˆÙ„Ø©
FERMOIR DE PORTE FENETRE
Fit Gaming
Pedal water disinfectant V2
Tripod Quick Release
Two Liter Bottle Easy Pourer
mini extension cord
WASHER SCANS FOR ELECTRONICS
Mousse Nozzle Replacement
Picture Placer
IV Access Sock
collapse cup
LadyBug sticker hole-puncher
CELL PHONE CUFF
SpaceBag- Memory Foam Mattress
Donut Discount Card (c)
Infrafind
Car Battery Monitor
click it
Play harness
Smart Power- wireless outlets
Suction Cup Window Shelves
Solar powered Real Estate Sign
iwipe
Foot Architect
Driving world wide web system
Shirt Roller
Hidden storage furniture
iPad Shower Holder
MyMail App
therapeutic suit
driving pilot lamp
Smart Window
Naval USB Wheel
"You've got Mail" Mailbox
Solar Charged Battery
smart faucet
Boat cover-ups
Sleep pad alarm clock
Fitted Fold
doseur de spagueties
Time Capsules
Draft Box
iPhone radiation case
SWIVEL REST
In Focus
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talking inches tape measurer
super-reflective pet collar
GolfClubFinder
Sinkware w/Style
la douche en trois minutes
LED press on nails
Pizza box sleeve
smart zip pouch
Slide-a-Socket
Device Mounting Platform
Backup Your Battery
keyless door opener
exotic automobile screen
outside covered dog potty
The Doggie Distractor
The Scooper Bowl
Le Blob
Safe security belt
Cap-It Caulk Saver
Electronic Scrabble
Print for me
hailno
Water making Sink
Cha-mallow
Tail gate cleaning station
Exercise seat - posture care
pants suspenders no clamps
PB Travel Buddy
App Socket
Shellngel protector
Real Live Dolls
Medical Measurment Gloves
CampCastle
White Chocolate
IckySticky
portopower
Scented Artificial Xmas Tree
Safe Wallet
wireless floor power port
Portable USB Flash Drive Array
Travel Headphone System
Advertising on brown paper bag
Extra Pocket
PortACaddy
E-RING
Always available
Electric Back Scratcher
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The foot scrub
audio power outage alert
Sound Central
Cerumenator
Beach Blanket Tote
Handicap shower booth
Cord cube caddy
The Rock Collection
FakePhone
disposable shower curtain
GPS Exercise Reminder
THE GEEKHOLDER
Foldable Keyboard
protect gel smartphone
Vision remote
Guardian Angel
BIG MUTE BUTTON
Wheel Chair with Air Bags
SMART"AUTO"Touch Dimmer Switch
Window Fly Interceptor
heated pencil
Womb with a View!
Climber Cup
BOX HIDER
Outside the Box
My clothing
Tray-zee
Whimsical Jewelry holders
Doseminder
Bussines Menu
Cover Me
Ultimate Gift Wrapping Tool
Private Bed Cinema
Smart Quick Draw guns, R,S,C,
plates &amp; bowls with handles,
Flavor Tap
Smart HVAC panel
Multi-Layer Spectral Encoding
HVAC Balancer
phone knife
The ultimate training bag
Wood Detox Chamber
Anti Dilution Ice Spheres
Mommy's Little Helper
Under-Sink Seat
The Sebbo
Be Bop's
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Owners voice anti-bark device
Attacker be Gone
FirePod Mini
Concrete block curve jig
key enhancement with addons
Walking Cane Wrap
"Brite Spot" (BeRight Spot)
Outside the Box
Spiked Cupcake Carrier
anykey keyboard various other
cell phone camera pod &amp; holder
LED lighting diffuser
Soccer Shin Guard FF
Shower Recline Stand
Stain-free Undergarment
Utilidade CafÃ©
shower balls massagers
PocketPal
The Key Chain Ear Phones
Pump boat
Nipits
Christmas Tree Pet Screen
Unlimited hot RV shower
1 button switches off all apps
can clip
Hedge trimming tree skirt
Scents in Motion
Spray &amp; Lo
Bite Aid and Burn &amp; Cut Aid
Ding-A-Ling Car Door Protector
POCKET CHANGE
Clothing/linen StackerUnpacker
Porta Potty Sanitary Helper
Exterior auto sun shield
Elder Wear-Tear away clothes
the up side
Hearing aid minder
GRID MAKER FOR SEED PLANTING
Expo sunglasses
THE COMPACT DISC
Embroid Printer
BALL HOLDER Dog Leash
Smart Hitch
Moth/MealWorm Detector
Be More Efficient at Being You
Gps for truck drivers
Pat.# US 6,199,211 B1
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Yoga Block-Box
Mini LED music boxes
Wink Wake
Lawn Bundling Ties
Car to Cart Cover
The Shake
Portable Speaker &amp; Charger
High Chair Ice Cube Tray
Nail Polish Mixer
Breakable Mattress
Tred
Potty Doggy
Fashion Cords
battery less
The Leaning Chair of Piza
Tooth Cam (See Your Teeth)
Turbo Stick
The mail cleaner
Transitioning Window Tint
Step Up To The Throne
WATERME (Water Me)
My game friend
EZ sealable plastic bag
Power Clip
Eyes On The Road
The disposable ear wax removal tool and Q-tip in one.
Sticky Buddy
The Be-All, End-All Car Cover
TV Remote Control Wet Wipes
Kids Tattoo Mini Station
Jet Ski Boomarang
Enviro treads
Mosquito proof fabric.
All terrain vehicle winch
Trashcan juice extractor
Floral Scent Picks
Shirt Shield
Soap "Smash" Tray (for shower)
Spy Proof Alarm Clock
The Bright Charge
Wind Wing
1Key
Ã©pluche tout autonome
shorouq
Self sealing Garage door
The Game Engine
AFNOSE - Air Filter for Nose
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Screen Protector Plus
DUR Glow draft guard
Flash Drive Holder
forknife
Hydro Treadmill
Anxiety Sufferers Wearable
The Lap-Top Sofa
Low Angle
Read My Lips Game
I-Beam Automobile Hood Support
skullptures
Easy Jack
GUMmy Worm
Squeeze
Seat Dreams
Hound dog bowl
Fan Net
Infrared auto-on light bulb
A new use for magnets toys
Wireless Charger Phone Case
Pursonality
BEHIND THE TOILET PAINT ROLLER
Le PERFECT-TART
Regenerator
Second Foundation Bracelet
Hat Form
The Keg Sweater
Vending Machine
Dog stop
Stay Plate
Mobile Chimney
DashMat, expand your car
Where's the Remote
Charger Saver
Extenda pump
The Iron Ghost
Occupancy sensor for stalls
Packet
Wireless Computer Monitor
Magic Egg Peeler
Baby Safe
slym
Watt of Money
Human/Electric 4x4
Kitchen Hammer Knife
outdoor smoke detector
Tips bandage
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Couch USB connection
arganize clothes
Smart Start: Remote Generator
magnificent
Phone shades
MOTION SENSOR MEDICAL ALERT
faster lighter skates
USB twin charge
DePuff
SOLOR HAWK
solar iphone charger
This lamp's smarter than you.
8 Wheeled Automobiles
Wine spritzer
Cooler/Dispenser/Blender
Wall mounted phone case
Half-fitted Top Sheet
Spray Sofa Stuffer
Eyes on the road
phone app
Multimedia headset
General Electric Manuals App
WatchDog Cariphone Ji
Cuff Keepers
PetMed Morsel Maker
Buddy Water
Dog proof Kitchen Garbage Can
M6V Cell phone charger
Measure Exactly Laser
Clean Generator
Thera-Glider
Sip, One for All
VacPack
clothes grabber
ROBO Wheel_Burro+
Remote TV Stand
Bridge
Pregnancy shoes
Doggie Drawers Complete Soluti
"No More Issue Tissue"
Automatic Fire Extinguisher
auto snow blower
doggie fan ramp
eyes in motion
LEDtip lane dividr road lights
Stealth Soduku
Breeze Genie
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easy agenda
Mascote Bike Little
Part of the game
Traffic Smart 1/ TS-1
BR de Convulsiones
TAME-DATE-PLUS
Pump Bottle Money Savers
water bottle whie walking
Sun guard umbrella holder
Skinny Jack (3.5mm Aux Cable)
Sport Clock
adj. heighten baby stroller
Collapsible Speed Ladder
Pro Broom Scraper
Beach safe Box
SERVICE SOLAHART
Easy Stick Outlet Extension
Awning
Aline Bed AC
Rotary-Spheres
The Paying Soda
N-Viro Seat
CAR DRIER
women/kids no-slip shoe covers
New use for old Phone Jacks
Modular Bag
Waterproof speaker/case
Space Saver
Tranq gun w/ electric darts
NavView System
Trivia Video Hunt
The Chewing Gum/Candy Diet
Right amount every time
Hfinder
Me Font
The DogCollar Leash all-in-one
Eye Glare Away
digital propane gauge
WIRELESS CHARGING STATION
wire wall
Clip-on cup holder
Mobile Air Condition Starter
Invisifan
Hair Cut Catcher
paint brush protector
ElectricInstrumentCableWrapper
magnetic i phone case
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Expandable Technology mount.
Multi Measurement Tool
GoPro Follow Cam
TAKE -OUT BOX TABS
Plate Parchment
Ice Press
Giant Aqua Speaker
watering alarm
ROBOTIC BUG GETTER-SENSOR
Talking smoke alarm
Pedal Me Chilly
Pass out pillow
Easy Lock
Portable Camp Shower
Zerotemp Hoodie
video cam face regonizer
AirLash
MIRROR WITH PRESCRIPTION
Laundry Transfer Tray
Aloe transducer
Auto Emergency Gasline shutoff
Boat Secure Docking Device
the pencil/pen golf tee
BeatBar Sound Amplifier
Poop bag scooper glove.
3d Printed Ice Cube Maker
3 Wheel Rolling Utilty Knife
Procrastibot
Optimized can opener
Build your own storage shelves
solo
Body Bath and Bubbles
Godo travel tray
The Helping Hand
Portable Baby Station/Storage
Selfie Bear and Selfie Dolls
The Plug Hair Stopper
SMART LASER FOR PLANTING SEEDS
no fuss hair applicator
Eggsact Timer
Protection coloration maison
Motorless electric generator
Mama pillow
Tape measure marker
Pool Liner Track Repair Kit
Wipe It
gauge saver
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Renforts lateraux enfants
Filtered Urine Pad
1 Safe Aviation
Reversed 3 Way Light Bulb
cart cover
cast iron cookie sheet
App enabled wine preserver
Gizmo Organizer
Vide gel / flacon
RAINRAPS
Mat'n'Tools Roll-up Resub
Smart Oven/Range &amp; Accessories
Talking measurement tool
Puppy Pops! Drive Dogs Crazy!
Self-Retracting Batting Tee
The Ultimate Party Duo
Dual Saw
Power Tester
Watch over me
ColorGo
The Backpack Hoody
No monsters under the bed
Ear Protector
Wet Willie
Perfect Moo-Bottles
craft glove
CD Retriever
coolest Mr. Ever
Clothespin Lego
Forget-Me-Not
Pet Comfort Pocket Beds
WIT (World Internet Time)
Change Default Outlet
Bike Trip Clip-On Music
Secret box
Warm baby
The Body Wash Tool
Mes ballerines
POWERPOT
The Collar Guard
All - In - 1 Hitchball
Coin Holder
AutoKITT: Tablet for your car
Decowall
Prevent a Dent
Beach Sleep
Rollable Keyboard Wrist Rest
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Fashion Audio *Detachable Cups
Renforts lateraux enfants
the rule-it
Grip-able cord case
CamÃ©lÃ©on's colors
retractable threads
perfect world smell
Charger Box
Smart grill and app
what's that on your umbrella?
Bag Strapper
Self Charge Blow Dryer
Tree-Aige Emergency Plant Care
Paper Race car
Warm-a-Tub
Charger Buddy
EyeglassArms set
"Type-A" Stemless Wine Glass
Smarter Kitchen Canister
extreme catch
Face pillow
Quick storm window protector
Easy Bag
Cherp Cherp-Wink
Catch-all
Phone wall mounter
Arm/leg sleeves waxing kit
baby car seat alert
Towel Buddy
Elect. Shades for cars
Bird Guard
Antimicrobial Crutch Pads
BrewStar!
Magnetic toilet-paper roll
Spice O Matic
MagLev Toy Race Track
Even Smarter Air Conditioner
Safety Release Headphones
ALIMENTO CRUDO PARA PERROS
Trio Baby Wipes
Schoell Cycle Generator
SmartFIT Condom
Car Witness
HEATED SPIGOT COVER
DVD/CD Surface Protector
Durable Grocery Tote Companion
Ganner
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The sleeve washer
portable book scanner
Garden Filter
Shaped Graham Cracker Crusts
TiteTie
Pretty Kitty feminine wash
walk w/ wroll
La poche de froid improvisÃ©e
Your Turn Portable Cutlery
clockstream
Bucky's smokin magic
HAIR DYE WITHOUT CHEMICALS
Portable Oxygen Plus
LED HEART FOB
DisposaSponge
3 Dolls-in-One
The drill bit sharpening tool
electric/ batterized hammer
Auto Toast
Smart soap machine
Scoop N' Go
Easy sweep magnetic lego
Instant ice cubes
Dipspensor
Smart Doorbell
The Hammock companion
Adjustable recliner pillow
Telescoping Plant Cage
cadre de protection pour table
Roo
Bluetooth vacuum
Clean Drain
Automated plant water system
Carson
Car Window Control App
Double-Hole Drinking Cup Lid
Syndoc
The Electric comb out
HELI-CAR
Big City Sounds
AUTO Hydraulic Jack &amp; Lug Tool
The unmistakable suitcase
Suntime
TrackerBand
Beauiful Big Girl
Plug Slider
Brosse Ã dents Ã©colo
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Robotic Lawnmower
App Interactive Board Games
car saftey
Napkin Keeper
App-enabled air freshener
Squeegee and Cleaner Combo
Changeable eye glass frames
GIIS CARD
Window air filter
sprayitall
Gas saver
The SnorZzzy
better scent
Drip syst kit 4 distant plants
Just N Case
3D TIC-TAC-TOE
ZipSeam Instant Tailoring
Cutlery Dryer
Cube Light charger!
Furnace Register Drying Tree
The Life Case
Green Cart
Make it. Use it. Cleaner
Smart Sweep
miroir face/dos
Dental Ins Check
The Bath Tub Blanket
Convertible dining bed (CDB)
Ap Enabled Sensor Bug Strip
Smart Breaker Switch
Bacon Dust
Metered Faucet
Track Wheel Dolly with Brakes.
50 wooden pen &amp; pencil holders
LITE-FIND
Sriracha ranch please
Vibrating Shovel
Dino Digs
Cord Houdini
non spill urnial for men
Mini Mower
Personal Power Plant
baby key or baby's key
Snow Sleeve
The Injection Distractor
Oil Wicking Sports Apperal
Automatic Pool Water Balancer
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Wisic
Headphone+
Soda Lid
Essuie vitre souple
Tiny Smartphone/Tablet Charger
Speaker iPhone Case
Pedal Health
The Sun Visor Extreme
Ms. Ironing Board
The cooling blanket
Hand-less umbrella
The Milk of Human Kindness
motorcycle communication
Cellphone Car Key
wire hider
Dazzle DOTS - Camara Flash
Universal Cable Puller (UCP)
Lint Roller/dryer sheet
HD LED Hoodies withBluetooth
Temperatue Gun/Laser Projector
Shut your apps and drive
Wireless USB Hub
Body Buddy
The 10 and 2
Deep freezer menu
Touch Screen Blocker
snappy socks
removable ladies tops
Abra Cadabrella
Christmas in the Gutter
Toothbrush Helper
Easy ear headset
LLS (Laptop Light Sensor)
aide pour les malvoyants
Pet food dispenser
Patriot Power System
holder for small laptops
Adjustable Weight Alarm
Car Incense Blocks
RX eye screen protector
"FOR PEN SAKE"
Gummy Birth Control
Vehicle tail light indicator.
puddle notes
baby beats
fan adapted to swamp cool
solar pane
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Colorful Changer
dualing dogbowls
The Flexi-Plug
Pet porch
FlexGen
Utility knife
USB Porter
Real Mop
Water Proof Headphones
Trading/Fantasy Sport Cards
UrbanAnimals Pet Care Products
lifesaver systems
DRI-JOK
Find my stuff!
steel'em
Aero Energy Converter
ScreenSaver
Driveway lip guard
Infant Clothes Hanger
bling-it-on
Dog Mates
Animal tail car antenna covers
Barware Strainer and Cooler
My Baby
Power Caddy
Hot Car
Party Dish
Shower/bath caddy
A BEACON
smile naps
Nail Tape
Bizzy Scanner
Ripened Banana Container
The Pet Pal
EcoFriendly/Durable Storm Door
Boater Motor
Bus Buddy
smout
Safe T Dog Food Storage
Handy Pocket
Knitting Needle Keeper
BrewInA Travel Mug
Fresh Water Saver
G.E.- Flat Lamp Sign
Cooka down Unda
Travel Fan
Angle chair
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sophisticated spicket
smart device optical pairing
smart phone bliss
dishwasaher door alarm
Trash Can Stabilizer Arm
smart skipass
Siding protector
Table cloth/Garbage bag
Wheel Wedgie
Shark Defense for Surfers
Lucky Dip
bathroom mirror defroster
Misting Garbage Can
Purse light
LifeLine
SweetClean
Bed Mobile
Rain Stop window louvers
Amoeba Vacuum
EinhÃ¤ngebeschlag
Fishing Rod Gripper
Car Fob Finder
hail no
Garbage container plastic line
You "Can"
The bug zapper
reading glass for cell phones
Travel Pillow and Blanket
Hair Cather Drape
Car hanger headphones
Instant Steps
Incognito Biometric Doorbell
App Humidifier &amp; Air Purifier
KeepItHot!
New Golf
Beltcharger
Alert Smart period
SWITCH COVER
Electronic Adverting vest
Stone garden edging
Ornament Hook Organizer
Sip N Separate
Stiletto Door Dead Bolt's
Rain-X Dilution Stopper
What did I wear and when?
Family board
Multiple dog feeder
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Easy DIY Pet Nail Trimmer
Power block
Home lock key light
flexiframe
Joint Vending Machine
perfect pram
Zalendo Wear
Floriflore
Cool Breeze Umbrella
Portable Backyard Power
SCR, Stout Shower Curtain Rod
Beatle Clamp Lock
FEMA Wood Gas Generator
Simplicity
transitional windshield
Smart meters
FIND ME SOON
UTI Impeding Belt
Tank Bank Charging Station
Chefs Belt
paddle wave
Satellite/Cable Backup Unit
uni system
After the Beach shirt
Riley Dimension 5
Before they were famous
Phone Controlled Pad Lock
In-Car Alert System
Duo Washer
Safe Temperature Child seat
The "Home Phone" cell phone
Memories on the refrigerator
TRAVELLING trash bags
Hide-A-Key Dog Tag or Collar
Adventure Pack Test Load
Expanding Pizza Pan
Color Code
Pro Pencil
chrome game
Aeroponic VerticalGarden Drone
Digital Credit Card Organizer
Sharcil
Compact Contact Lens Case
DishWasher remote fully operat
noslips
the shintun bed
RESUB: SHOWER DRILL SERGEANT
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Water Sniper
non-toxic alum battery
the Go 'N Glow
REST
Forget Me Not
The Indestructible Couch
The Active Anywhere Leash
Temperature based fan control
smart radio
Dry Towel
Traffic light Ad rotator
multi head hammer
boosting sale at super markets
Refrigerator City Toys
noise-canceling speaker
Wazers
Dog deterrent shoe insert
Smart faucet
Share ideas through TV
Umbuddy
BearBeGone
tapis de souris
Bike helmet handlebar mounting
Bicycle saddle storage
GoneTooSoon alert
Don't forget the child
Air Drive
Flexible eye pads
Auto Temperature Shower
Lawn, Plants and Soil Monitor
portable infared light therapy
cord detangler
child seat temperature alert
Soda fizz pop
Deoderizer Trash Can
Phone holder / (Screen holder)
Self Breast Exam Reminder
Sauce Storage
carry on luggage with cupholde
Tree Circle Planter Box
Computer Mouse Auto-scroller
Magic-Tips Nail Polish
solar panel router
Torque Dragons
Multi use board extender.
movement powered phone case
SmartView Pet Door
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Bluetooth For Anything!
TOILET SCREEN
Hat Saver
Sneeze Box
Wireless Router Smart Home Hub
ecoware
DRESS SHIRT COLLAR LINER
The Bug Glove
AirConditioner Turtleneck Coat
Aftermarket automotive control
Thumby
Mini Microwave
The Ladder Boss
JUST TWISTED
Quik Sketch
Tire Knight
The Drafty Drawer
Battle Star Fueling station
HANGER EXTENDER
Handheld Gyroscopic Airplane
Smart Charger
The Real Spaghetti Container
Tossing Saute Pan
Dosis programada de Alimento
Body cleanser
AutoChariot
The Soap Sak
tracker
Betweener Cleaner
automatic rocking stroller
Slide Jib
Skimmer Net
Washer / Dryer Alarm
Kid Bike Shoes for Braking
Tie Sleeve
Easy install fold out (takes up no space) wall Ping Pong practice and extra table with slide out Poker table options. Let the fun unfold!
Cushies
The self closing bottle cap
SUCTION ACTUATED PLUNGER
The Undercover Credit Card App
MaceTEra
LaserRack
Mouse with Backspace Button
Home delivery pizza bag
POOL-ALARM
Time Sync Alarm Clocks
Furniture Cube
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Marriage (Couples) blanket
strap cover with bib
Water Heater RecirculationPump
liquid toothpaste
Head Case
Hyperdrive
Automobile Digital Message
Safety Plant Stick Topper
Relief devices prevent falling
Fresh air in a small package
Baby Bottle Med Cap
Cooling Head Wrap
Pillow Clip
Dog Aphone
The Abdominal Office Chair
Silky seatbelt covers
TwoCents, or MyTwoCents
Med Clock
Surf Trainer
Neighborhood weather alert
Lymphedema wraps
Warm toilet seat
Page Pal
The Wall Outlet Safe
cell phone holder
uGO - Cell Phone Charger
Smart outlet
Tri-Collector
truck cab cover
Smarter Softener
Step along
TV WIRELESS SIGNAL
Smart Toaster
La cuichette
Self Aligning Clock
sweet feet
My Dome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(ww) whizzy Workplace
Plantalive
Portable abdominal gadget
Toothpaste Tablets
Spinal tap seat
Mild Filter puller
Shock safe tools
Helping Hand
Cannascope
Jakes Jogger
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Keyring Sweatband for Runners
Shorty Passenger Footrest
Smart Phone Accessory Case
Garment Bag and Steamer
Edible catfish bait holder net
Smart Blanket/Clothing Warmer
Pool salt distribulator
Sick Tummy Expandable Bag
Plant Wall Window Screens
Seatbelt Signal Light
PROPANE PORTER
Toothbrush UV light disinfect
Shark repelling Surfboard
Pest Out!
Baby Forget-me-knot
The Charger Pro
beach chair
Electric ceiling duster
med bracelet/scanned anywhere
Travel friendly stepper
Fix Your Fixture
Lemon-Lime Wedg-it!
TP to Go
Wind Direction for golfers
Drum House
GPS cell phone CHIP locator
Garden of Love Utencils
Screw-less Curtain Rod Bracket
Guitar Wobble/Dubstep Pedal
BluMotion Camera
Hand held and Shoe De-Icer
Universal Handle grip
i-mug
School solar charging stations
Dog Crashcourse
universal store card
Disposable toilet's seat case
Toilet Men Buddy
Snag free curtain rod.
Deck Supported Umbrella Stand
BugScreen
Get Rid of Solicitors
Lip gloss cooler
Tri-Collector
A-Symmetrical bras
salad bar
Glow In The Dark Soccer Net
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Fun Air-Conditioner Side Panel
Rubber-MAXX Weight Wraps
CAN FREIGHTER
Inhibit tornado by big bomb.
the hold-tite trashcan
Root ball basket
TOMATOE PLANT LIMB SUPPOT
RESUBMIT)TV tray Tables that can Convert to a Card Table. Tables come together to make one larger table. Easy storage
Study Buddy
Ma bouilloire
Comb in Hair Product
Electric Powered Food Plate
Ilog
5 in one Paint Brush set
Enchanted Canopy
Fishing Bobber + Camera
Utility belt w/style
LEVEL SENSOR
Solar Battery Charger Caddy
Garden hose Adapter
Lazy Lifter
Soap Sac
Fiber Optic Soccer Net
Pretty Umbrella Fans
Smart Laptop
SMART CEILING SPOTLIGHTS!
Coco Nourish
Signature Guide
Flash Drive Contents Display
Finger Band
Entertainment Center LED Light
jump on it - 'JOI'
Wireless Wrist Band Speaker(s)
The Toss-It-All
Gamer hooks
Hurrican Survival Kit
Smart Healing Screen Protector
Animal Magnetism
Tomato/pepper pollinator
Universal TV Remote Control
Fold In Scissor
Arrosoir mixage dâ€™engrais
PowerTracker
Q-Light: Why Buy Electricity
Turning film camera into digit
Wrist Band Door Cards Instead
Car Skins
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pet pack
Child Sense
Black Ice Glasses
The App Lock
The Perfect Pour.
the magnajack
Backwards Headphone Spillter
I Hear (Pocket Interpreter)
Topless Highlighter Caddie
Clipper Shed
Beach Proof Wine glasses
Side Shower Curtain Clips
Smoothie Strainer
Video Projecting Alarm Clock
Rechargeable Mouse - No plugs!
Dog stake water bowl
Bike safety whistle
Casement A/C
DisCart
i-Sing Car Radio
Exterior Intake Vent Screen
Rim Shield
Toothbrush protector
Fleepers - Flip Flop Keepers
gum crib
Water Bottle Freezer Sleeve
Privacy Cell Case
The Seat Shrug
Can't reach the light switch
Study to music
Card-n-bag
Garage in your trunk
Saute Mouton - TEST IDEA
TalkBlocks
The Burn Blocker
Selective Silence
EV- FX-SOUND
Lawnmower disperse attachment
the game helper
Extractor Generator
Xbox 360-Xbox 1 The Shirts
Wire Lights
retractable sun visor
Extend -a- stick
The imprint wordings
Quickey / Trendkey / Spif
Snore no more.
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A/C Wind Power
Wearable enviro-meter
The BoomRocker
Whole Home Air Freshner
Nyrreedal Inventions
shoe snappers
Countertop Glass Refrigerator
Lazy Barrow
Portable tanning wand
Combined pet leash &amp; collar
Floss Pick Dispenser
Dizzy Clock
Identity Vault
The 6 in 1 Camper's Generator
Outdoor fan party lights app
Foam Ladder
The TOOL BOX........LUNCH BOX.
geokeys ou callkey
Pool shock alarm
Tire Rim Multi-Brush
WiFi Editible Office Sign
Quirky Clock
Hot Dog Holster
Portable laptop charger
Wire Twister
Rope tensioner for vehicles
The Grill Pit
iFLIPSWITCH
dish of ice
Plantable Baby Diaper
Hairdressers Best Friend
glow in the darks
Helmet Hat
Beach Vault
Net Easy
Tau: ultimate drafting compass
Ice Cage
I Spy Bird House
Baby Power
The Kitchen Helper
Battery operated jump rope
3 TIER DETACHASPENSER
NIAK BABY
Steps
Inflatable Wristband
Fan Game
Q-latch
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Motion Detector Alarm Clock
Nacho cheese/chip bowl
Cool Sense
SafeBand
Voice-Activated TV
Making up scroll
The Milk Hero
Magna air
Early morning Goggs
Bottom Hinged Picture Frame
Game Mat Apparatus
Prescription Screen Protector
Ventilation grid heater
The fitted sheet folder
BudUntangle
Captains chair item catcher
Travel Sun Blocker
Scented Toilet Lamp
Couille Lessive
Grandmother Friendly Baby Car
Shopping Cart Flat Wheel Fix
Phone Leash!
Malt Softener
FIBER OPTIC SPARKLERS
Portable Generator
Customize Cider At Home
handy purse holder
auricular de almohda
Headphone Mic Stabilizer
Home Storage Bin with Dividers
Plug Pull
Mixer cup
Switch-guard
Auto Paste Deluxe (APD)
extend-a-hand (douche block)
Texting bracelet for disabled
Smart LED bulb
Bed sheets with side pockets
cooling memoryfoam insoles
Smart Top Pencil Holder
Groovy
attractiv purse/wood chair pad
Spice Right
ear bud amplifier
Heat miser
BAS (Bluetooth Auto Silencer)
Wonder No More
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Phone buddy
Chalkboard Paint Pen
Refill
Underwater IPod
Gyroscope Remote
Inflatable stand and protect
Princess Pane
Hot or Not Stickers
Round TV
Perfect Morning Brewer
Branch V2 - Mirror Image Hooks
wall- mounted speed hair drier
Monitor Caddy
No one left behind
Phone Hugger
ultra-fast deck clamp
Fore---pack for golfers
SILLA CON ENCHUFES
digital ruler
the pornyata
Cuffitts
Habit Ticker
E-hookah center
Floss like a boss!
The Sandwich Dicer
Dry Towel Bar
Luggage Pet
Pet Pickup
The Litter House
SMARTSafety ExtinguisherTurret
Skull Riders
Body RodZ Fitness Device
The Amazin' Deoderant.
Recycled Paper Machine
rear fog lights
Audio Multimeter
Collar with leash
Baby Heat Monitor
Camper Shell Roof Rack
Grip Guider
Applicateur AprÃ¨s-Shampoing
pantyhose/ tights suspenders
Safe911
Massaging Foot Soles
Bluetooth Dash Camera
Foot Mouse Control
C.C. Pizza Rack
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Password TVs
Illuminated restaurant menu
speedy rx
The "Highway" Cruise control
Ride&amp;glide
Smart Rinse
Sunglass Cylinder
The Smarter Smart TV with WINK
SMARTSafety Mailbox Monitor
chocolate pecan morsels/chips
Single bulb multicolor light
PowerCurl Charge Bank
Back Toothbrush
IDEG
Pocket Car A/C
Nesting Measuring Set
Tell Me Fishing Bobber
Safe Baby alarm
Allay Tsaa (relief tea)
Bottle Band
The considerate toilet seat
Recliner Booster Car Seats
Home auto soap enlarger
Handicapped door opener
Car mini feather duster
GLIDE SKATES
Power Free Lamp (NOT SOLAR)
Step Up
Swaglets
friendly retractable leash
anti lost alarm cell
You've got snail mail
Smart Laundry Tags
Polish-Off Nail Helper
Paper Pal
App-Enabled Awning engine
Herbes net
Roll Over Rescue
Bluetooth Keychain
Smart Cart
The Pop'N'Go!
Retractable flippers
App-Enabled melanoma detector
Gelpad Lined Car Cover
BATTER SPIN
Slideboard
life monitor
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Wet Detect
qwerty thumb k-board
USB Hot Slice
Gym Snowboard
Under cabinet ipad holder
Wall Rx
Shower Controlled App
S'mores to go
Moat-Pet-Bowl
Water Safe
Flexible drawing off window
Smart Kitchen Clock
Kids best friend
noodle box
Flavored Water Cooler
RePel
Autovent vehicle windows
The Spiderdome
Deadbolt knob position light
The Non Tangling Charger
Smart Battery
Early Years Modular Bed
U Turn Signal
Game Talk Guard
cell phone charger holder
The Voice Command Dishwasher
Water Toy UFO
Ipad wedge cover for cords
Proportionally Fit
Wireless Media Connector
Child Onboard Auto Alarm
PINGO: Ultrasonic Sensor Game
Mineral Spirit Wipes
Disaster home protection
Safe Text Logo Tote
Air Conditioned Mattress
T.I.P.S.
Porkfolio Alarm Clock
Always Cool
Foto Frame, a wall photo frame
Paintballz
Osteothotic Portable Chairback
Headless Ring Key
Auto safety ignition switch.
K-Cup Cutter
GE-Quirky optical appliance.
Color Coded Playing Cards
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electric fan dust filter paper
Bread Baggers
Mu-Social
Power pill
WINK Thermometer trigger IFTTT
Wireless Remote Extension Cord
ADD- ON-LENSE
seat belt safety
Lockerize-organize your locker
Gel_pad Mobile phone case
Shoo_2 / Brox / Switchers
Plane fitness
Wright Selfie
WIRELESS DIGITAL SPEEDOMETER
Penger
kiilbud
Garden Guard
Quirky App for android
Gredig Back Roller
Smart Case
Seed Organizer
Rain Timer
Purse Bonnet
FungiFree flip flops
smart wallet
Mine Detector
BabyGO
Heated sports pad
Doolys
Door Protector for Dogs
The Tomato Tamer
Drippy Catcher
Mesh Car Holder
sweaty patch
Induction Charging Iron
SLOPPY JAWS FEEDER
Stylish Faucet Knob Measurer
App controlled electric heater
Virtual Ticket
3D Printed CPAP Machine Mask
slide able barbeque deck grill
Clamp control
MixClick
Changable kitchen Utensil head
Baby Bottle Washer
Fishing Pole Catcher
chlorine tube
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Auto Cell Pouch
Third eye
Portable Basketball Hoop
Blue Cloud Headphones
Car Seat Position Assistant
Pet Activated Smoke Alarm
window sun shade for car
Smart on water Room service
No slip extension
Smart phone/tablet holder
Trackable arrow
Mail alert
LitterAir
Cheap, Clean, Mobile Dog Wash!
RBI (Rapid Breaking Indicator)
ReLuge
Growler Vac and Pressure Cap
Thermo Power chair
Lace Tips GPS Locator
Bull'inside
Retractable Oxygen Tubing
Clap Light Toilette
FoldSeat
Make it Rain!
Automatic disconnecting case
Built-in Ice Cup
The Blanky Bed
Refreshment Reminder
Real Depth 3D TV
Sofa King Doggone Simple
LIfe Saving Underwear
StutterShades
Solar Holiday Window Lights
Badge beeper/minder
shoe steralizer
Glapper
InstaLifeguard
Water Powered Lawnmower
Squirrel A-Tack
iDoor
Tablet Handler
Frogster The Frog
Pimple popping Patty
LooSit
chimney sweep
Intuitive Braking
Invisi-Sock Arch Supporter
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Snake killer
Outlet Twins
Flower Grow
Scented air conditioner filter
Quick Hose Attachment
Pretender Shades
Easy Open Fresh Produce Bags
Solar Powered Bird Bath Wobble
Drill Bit Adapter
"Leaf" Me Alone- leaf roller
deed
Find My Car
Eyelash holder
USB/Bluetooth 10 Key Printer
No Crumbs Pizza Pan
Bean Bag Mouse Pad
Privi
Bag Beacon
Anchored raft
High Speed Chase Rescue
Dung coloring
TV Hologramanator
PlanePerfect
Wifi Lock Key Home Router
The Rings for smart phone
Med-I
THE BATHROOM CIVILIZER
Fireworks Smart Controller
Universal temperature cap
Elastice material
Kid Easy Milk Dispensor
tissues for the car
Cleaner Zing
Smart Flash Food Freezer
Easy Clip-on Dog Leash
Ceiling Tool Caddy
Rewinding Medical Tubes
Veilleuse intelligente
Two pairs
Bath temp just right
Utility Slide Gripper
Siren notification
Range-mieux
Tracking braceletT
Golf Club Pen\Pencil Holder
Many...
Automotive Arm Rest
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Pillowed Table Cover
Home Croissant Maker
Digital Directory
Tape measure clip
The Smart Piano
Broom handle floor scrapper
Internal hard hat fan
GE-Quirky car motor monitoring
SELF CHARGING CITY BIKE
Metal Detection Vest for Glass
Vaccuum Cleaner Snake
Finally a quick, easy and effective way to clean the light bulbs above your bathroom vanity. Just a few quick passes and you're done.
Turkey
Disposible Flavor Covers
Geriatric Bulb Feeder
Virtual fan halo!
See right through smoke!
Morning Wood cologne
Distracted Driver Alert
Hand held fence post auger
Hang On
SAVE-A-LIFE
Hairdryer Brush
taille haie rÃ©volution
Memorial Flower Holder
Shower Buddy
easy snap-in outlet.
Tag Flap
Interactive Smart Spice Rack
smart tint
CCC (CAR COIN CASE)
Triggerless Caulk Gun
Driver-less Taxi
No wake-up Baby
Off Grid Electric Generator
Find my dog
Forget-Me-Not Safety Buckle
CONVEYOR BELT WAGON
Soapy shower attachment
Where's My Wallet
Waterhouse adapter
Chocolate strawberry syrup
Temp Fence Post Holder/stand
Nano Balloons
Gutter Net
"Your water"
boite a filtre cigarette
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The Hotel Curtain Wrangler
RV Airconditioner
Comfort Earbud Caps
No More Batteries
strengthen baby neck muscles
Self Inflating Balloon Bit
footdown
dog treater
Wii Sensor Bar Splitter
Mon-Alert
Perfect Makeup E-Mirror
arrival alert
stolen bike retriever
Soup Screen
Car protector
The Pool Stuff Sub
Ear piece foil covers
Secure visor garage opener
Smart Guitar Amp + MP3 player
NFL Craniosynostosis Helmet
Your car Your license
Laptop Pillow
Beauty Wand
Do-it-yourself Pedal Board
Pot lumineux solaire
Peeka Boo - child monitoring
Train shape cabinet
The Sandragon rolling cooler.
Ic
Magic Mat
In-cabinet fold-down stool
FIRE OCTUPUS ROOF SPRINKLER
Scruncella Umbrella Adaptor
Socks in a Box!
ABRASIVE PROXY TOOL
Washer and Dryer Combination
Fin style propeller
anti lost alarm Pet
Baby Zamboni!
Collar Straightener
Luminous Picture Frames
Full Elevator Recognition
WaterSkater
OTH (Off the Hook)
Storm Secured Sandbox
Auto Protecter
AutoMixer Baby Formula
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Water Saving Slip and Slide
WRIST BAND WATER SPRITZER
Flexibulb
Invisible scraper
The Coldest Cup
Edge lit led address
Orange Halver
Mower Deck Cleaning Wand
ice cream scoops
Lanyard phone clip
Disposable Tong Covers
Lighted knitting/crotchet need
Self-Generating Electricity
The Billion Dollar Note
Johnny Rocker
Heated Jewelry Case.
a willpower lock - saves lives
Peni pad
Weed Eater Leaf Blower Combo
Where's My Kid?
In-Car Food Table with Charger
Nettoyant pour roues de vÃ©lo
180/180 fAN
Hanplay
Picture-Printing to go
LANDSHARK by LORENZO
PediPen (a pedicure nail pen)
Lawn Sprinkler Weedeater
Goodbye To Car Ice Removal
Motorized Hydraulic Generator
Enrouleur d'Ã©couteurs
Window sponge
The Pool Pen
Blanket stayzzz
Smoke Eliminator
Intelligent Cookware
T.V. IN-Clozure
Venus Pod Trap (VPT)
Oven gloves
Glucose Meter w/Sliding Scale
Static Electric Dog Groomer
Glow Blaster
Pasacarga (pass on charge)
Wagon insert for babies
Beach Buddy
There are two USB interface ch
Disposable pet bed cover
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Lap Top Case with sun sheild
Aftershave Spray
Night crawler ground Shocker
Keep the beat
Power From Water
Round Nail Files and Buffers
Ice Pen
inner windshield wipers
Airharbor Green Window A/C
Movie listening aid
Magic Pedal workout
Smart Play Mat
Office Bleeper
TRANSPARENT SWIMMING POOL
Seedless drinking straw
douche portable
Fully Customizeable Headphones
Where Am I?
Stop Forgetting!
Solar Dryer and Plant Hanger
BunHeadz
Flip Laundry Hamper
Locating Chip
Brightlight Purse
Luggage wheels in a box
Smart Cane
Clear hammer
Adjustable Gauge IV Catheter
CLEAN FEET
Record from Commercial
Kid
911 Direct Connect
Continuous Bobbin
rÃ©cupÃ©rateur rÃ©sidues assiette
strapless sleeping mask
Warm water at the Dentist
Portable wet vac back pack.
IDevice Wire Saver
iPhone Case with Built In Cord
Single-Dose Mascara Ampoules
E-Z Baby Saver
Electric Tape against Insects
tablet stand organizer
Sunglasses thermometer
Power/Form
Smart Washer/Dryer Combo
Welcome Home Antibacterial Mat
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Power Bag laptop case
Elevator Scale
Inflight mobile theater
Sanitary "Floating" Toothbrush
Wireless Desktop Dock
Look Up
POLARZONE Heated Jackets
Club Hopper
Snap on junction box
Commercial Coach
germ free pen for MD offices
Memo-Wire: e-Grocery List
Slide Shovel
Automatic Food Spices
N,E,S,West Flashlight.
water conservation system
smart water heater
The Garden Gate
Smart Desk
Party Plate
Self cleaning fish tank
Sports Massage Roller
Personal Private Parts Towel
PC carry case and PC stand
Re-Vaxs food storage
lÃ¡piz-medidor-marcador
Medical Arm Bands
EZ-Overflow for toilets
Wii Sensor Bar Splitter
Towel Warmer at Swimming Pools
ForkLight
Life Lock
Time start
Sanigrip
Single-Dose Mascara Ampoules
Removable golf spikes
Auto parts selling
Denim hole fray filler
Smart rocker
Essential tissues
EZ Vanity
Safety handle
Coffee Cup Holder for Bikes
The Tailgator Deterrent
Sail charging station
device connection
3d printer for consumers
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FFGFH
Charging wire in phone
Brite Turn
Television Skins
Handle Hand - Travel Buddy
Professional cosmetologist kit
Rfid child pool alarm
A Mothers Touch-Bracelet
Potty glove
Rollon sunblock
The lipstick cooler,cooler bag
snogo rollers
brake away!
Robot Pooper Scooper
Digital Footbag Hacky Sack
Orgasmic Relaxation Lessons
ReclineRefresh
"echo"
THE EASY TILE LAYER .
Solar Panel Recharge Battery
Unclog Drains
Home Theater BASSWOLF
Foot Stand for Pushups
Dine-In
Iconicastle
UV Scissors Sanitizer
Blow out Hero
Mesh Plant Optimizer
Disposable Puppy Potty
PowerBalls!
Hail Guard
Remote Control AT Vacuum
mini-pong
Solar Powered Head Band Light
The Nomi Keyboard
Bath Mirror cleaner Fan
WINK Smart Flower Pot
sports helmet for pony tails
OutStanding Toothbrush
3 drinks in one baby bottle
French fry cutter
Laptop Bag with Charger
Programmable water heater
Super flow showerhead
Radiant heat trim
"Shooz 'n Snooze Kit"
Squeaky Cheeky
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the particular wine glass
Shower Buddy
TROPHY PLINTH MEMORIES BOX
Nonskid toilet seat covers
3 in 1, protective phone case
The Bark Button
Slick Paperclip
Carbon Monoxide To Oxygen
no more annoying commercials!!
Twister
safestep oxygen hose
Microwave with autoshutoff
doggie drop (dog walking bags)
Hygienic Coffee Lid
Interior travel Safety sign.
Perfect Pressure Bike Pump
Family double stackable dryer
Optical Laser Soaker
Gryogen
Bling Bandage
Grass goalie
Prank your keys.
Got your back
Pool guard or Pool safe
Write-on phone case
Power Fist
bag spout
tv person
iFeed Pet Food Dispenser
Travel Pillow
Fashionable Protection
Smart window switch
Self-venting Toilet
The perfect Halloween gift
Bathroom Dress Up
Pro-star sports bracelet
Cellphone wrist string
not sure, mobile holder?
The Boot Leg
Pressure Powered Cooker
Swim saver
Nail Biting Breaker
Tor Drawers
ColorScribe
Clip n Spray
Mustard Plaster Kit
Vegetable washer
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Phone homework
Wine-o-Matic
Snailmail Inbox indicator
Home Planetarium
TouchScreen Second Monitor
Turtle Teather
NEVER FORGET
mattress cool
Pediheavan
Make It Wireless
Exposed piping boxes
Bowl fresh
Cell Phone Case Holds Ear Buds
The Changer
posture and acupressure rod
BSAP ( bicycle seat air pump)
Scrub-A-Dub
Lice Shield
HooCups!!
The Quiver
Rearview Camera 18 wheeler
Tondeuse Toupie
Sleep with style
Bath Books for Big Kids
App enabled Toy Command Center
G.E.-Colorful Light's.
MoPro Scrini
Year-round holiday lighting
Bucket holder
Zen tools
luggage organizer
Lost your phone, swipe it out
X-IO
Adjustable iPhone Camera Lens
Core Cooler
Automatic Fish Feeder
Nail polish touch up 2 go
Speakercam Alarm
All terrain camping storage
Doggie Gamer
zero gravity seats
Shoe Case
Pool testing
gripstix
Poof-Off
Sensor Override (ORIDE)
Tag Flap
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Nimbus wall clock
GIANT Home Messenger device
thank you for letting me in.
Dog crate alarm
FoodKit
Propane Storage Box
FOLDING STEP STOOL
Butterfly Hug Sinus mask
OVEN HANDLE DISH TOWEL DRYER
rollaid
Flat-pack solar picnic fridge
Designer cover for your C-Pap
Bluetooth USB Hub
Easy Find Wall Socket Cover
Scorpion Smasher &amp; Clean Up
restring
Personalized Make-UpMirror
Aspir'O
Footcare Station
Bridge protector
Smartphone microtripod adapter
Cool car baby alarm
Power Up!
Supremme K
The eMbrace.
PADDED CAR COVER
Light Switch Coin Collector
Smartphone Bath Stereo System
The Shout-o-Meter
Tinted salt
Finger Glove
USB Air conditioner
Self rechargeable electric car
Aroma Alarm Clock
Pivot Power Wood
Automatic window shutter
Car Angel
ipet bowl
Voice/App enabled Wall Clock
Multi-tool Phone Case
Under water smart glass
Stain Fixer
Closet guitar hanger
Quick Wire
Basketball Court Creator
sticky ketchup cup
Better Wing Dipping Bowl
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Chairputer.
Soap Coat
P.A.W.S
Talking Piggy Bank
CMD Pizza Oven for gas grills
The Stake n' Stay Ladder
Bike tire
Vile koosey
Quiet Power
Pet Communication Collar
Fishing lure necklace
Caulk Saver
Grind on-the-go
key talk
Invent Me T Shirt
Water Resistant BT Bottle
Padded Work Pants
Dog Comb and Brush Vac Cleaner
iWatch Electret/Motion Battery
Migraine Ice-Pack
Window air conditioner frame
Pool Blaster
Core 360
Smart Dog Matt Game.
SaniGrip
Induction mobile phone device
Baby Button
dolly like no other
Kooler Kup
PIANO GENIO - SMART PIANO
Mobile stand
Multi-purpse clothes hanger
Easy, Replacable Light Fixture
Tag Your Tools
Best Bolt
ICEtip
Light Knight
Beauty Expiration Stickers
Mitori
Droppin'
connECT4-one
floop
Contractors Battery Station !
Blankature
Smart Dehumidifier
Toilet Bow
The Screwdriver Cup
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Fiber optic paint or wallcover
Dual purpose mop or broom
Squeeze me
Cigarette pack counter
Hairbrush phone case
PORTANT VETEMENTS PLIABLE
Pregnancy Panties
Clinger
Quirky + GE Kitchen Smart Top
Sweet Sleep
Pocket Solar System
Mobile Coaster
Dispense Man
C2P
You've Got Mail!
ROLL-A-ROOF
Pince Ã lacet
Crossing Gaurd Shield
Go "GREEN" Golf Pencil
Pendrive multiple colors
Moon tank
End bed guards
Radio You
No Wrinkle Ironing Board Arm
Supersonic Airliner
Johnny be good
Household Compost maker
Couch Bumper
Sunset Finder
MoodMug
The Invisible Hook
Aquarium Wind Chime
Perfect: The door bell
Universal Photosynth360 Mount
SkateBoard Rail Batt Charger
No Tan Lines Flip Flop Sandals
Connected Fuel Tank
The 360 Key Switch
The Sleepyhead Alarm Clock
Re chargable Smoke detector
Charge Stepper
Solar Charging Parking Meters
Carbon Monoxide Stopper
baby protect
Wireless electricity charger!
cell phone shoulder rest
Doggy Self Groomer
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Speed Scanner
Wower
the all spring golf tee.
Seen Saver
AlwaysWrite Smart Pen
TV Ad Block
solar powered recharger
Alarm Box
Soft Wash
Sound Detection
Restaurant roulette
Sun protector
Energy Saving Ceiling Fan
snorkel tubes
Mobile Tray Table
Showerhead Scrubbie
Spider catcher
Baby's 360 Degree Tray
SCHOOL BUS ALERT
super dig shovel
Ultraviolet hand sanitation
stuck on safety
Car Window Closer App
Bling Bandage
LITE-BRITE-ESQUE auto lights
Sing like a star
Individual packaging Foam
Air2O chilled tumbler
Input Dust Caps
SMART Electric Pre-Warming BBQ
Sh** Mitt
service wika swh-081291315510
safety seat belt for 3 and up
temperature control blanket
temporary eyebrows
SHOWER CAP APP
FYC (Find Your Car)
The Attaboy Leash Toy
The Weight Lifter
The grid
Chair Suitcase
Jelly bean Pie Maker
Gardener's Multitool
UNBREAKABLE iphone charger
Znowheelee(tm)
VidMail
Bath Tyme Buddy
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La fin du repassage
TP TOWER
Window Profile Air Conditioner
Agua Gen!
sunstrips
Get-a-NOAH-away anator
PowerIn
Layered baking cake pan
USB outlet
children home
Curb Your Cat Sign &amp; Repellent
glove dispenser
HANDY TOWEL
caring reminder saftey pad
sniper scope
Universal Key Card
interactive clock
Smart Property Tracking Tag
Ball point stylus
Glo Bro
The L pillow
Rustproof Beach Chair
Modular BATHROOM STORAGE !
Bumper Bubbles
Health watch
Invrt Hoodie
Door Arm Security Ring
rc mouse for cats
Wine bottle holder
iPhone Home Lock
ddddddddddddddd
Touch Bracelets
Modif-Eye
Whisper
iTemp
The Soap Hanger
Built in trash Can
iPhone Car Stereo Sensor
Quids
LifeSaver
The Dog Bud-E-Mat
E Indoor Decoration Plants
jumbo outlets
Score Alert
Pavlov Animal Feeder
Fully Electric Generator
Smart E-Lights
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Outlet on the move
Driving Free
Beach towel w/ hood &amp; arm open
Fashionable/Disposable Gloves
App Controlled Back Massage
Towel Rinse
SIT HEADS!
safety lab tripod
Easy Breezy Chair
Z View Finder
mobile distribution/marketing
double sun visor
Chess Reward/container chess
Scrapbook Your Wall
Child seat alarm
dog poop bagger
Magic Box Grill
Spoony
SeeMore
CUP LIDS
The Imagination Tree
MÃ¨tre multifonction
flavor shotz and liquor shotz
Cellphone Beltbuckle
Universal trash liner support
Charge Me
impervious to shark
Grille Seal Cover
Cast Keeper
Ringlit
Portable Luggage Slider
S.A.V.E
goodbackz
Nest Egg
Generator Umbrella
Easy Up
Smagma Guard
Wireless speaker gauges
cooler aire
Mobile phone remote controller
Winter Playground
Pen Refills
Grout Cleaning Tool
Upright solar power generator
Greens Cleaner
No hassle windshield shade
Emergency Home Phone
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Cozy Vent
WirelessTheater LinkingLights
Jumbo Dee
Havoc Back
D-Zyne 4 Power
Charger Hinge
The MAKE-SENSE chair!
Aqua Stepper
Magic Mattress
The Dual Mix
Utility Keys
Two-tone brake lights
Power Shovel
Shaver Keeper
Time Lenses
Palume
Purfect Cat Bowl
Water Safety Flag
Playable water hole
Pet Deterring Fabric
Base Ten Magnets
Dementia Tattoo
The Sun Patch
BABIES LIFESAVER
Handy car tool keeper
Cube Clip
Contact tool
Gloggles
Car Door Awnings
Trunk Charger
Sticky Tree
Medi-pacifier
Sure Brake
Lingo
Smart Maid 2000
Socks
hot melt glue applicator pen.
Hearphones
Rolling beach bag
barkmaatt
Power Wrench
Zombie in a can
sand skate
Scriptissue
Smart tub
Phone case lighter or MyFire
Winester - A mini wine rack
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Clip on Shade Visor
EatRight-DietMinder
Beach Bed
Find Center Of A Room or Wall
Toothbrush Floss Dispenser
Slow-Drip Fruit Tray
barre pour sachet riz
Special Needs Fashion
Cell Phone Car Cord Holder
Lumi Pens
Portable Shower Dispenser
GOAAL - Charger Ball
Lighting Asembaly Refrigerator
Bluetooth enabled Stethoscope
Hose Tender
Fitbit Flex Safety Clip
Mirror Mirror On The...
wireless audio system
Remote Finder
Moulin tranche saucissons
Giant Backspace Key
The Lite Bar
Sandglass chair
Poop Shoot
Island Beads
Nighttime Driving Glasses
Recycled Solar Fire Kit
Power strip induction mat.
Touch Bracelets
App Cat Toy with treat flinger
Helmet with Air Release System
HydroSaver - Lower your bills.
The Better Back Wash
The Cube
No hands flushing.
Magnetic Drain Stop
Master Tag
Palm held scalp self-shaver
HeadWeb
Fingerprint QuikDry Sanitizer
"Potty Boat"
plastic portable cup
FOREVER SHOWER CLEAN
Food-Minder
expandable cup holder amd tray
MINI CPAP
Juke Box for Iso Phones
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Smart Breaker Panel
Poor Mans Virtual Reality
Energy efficient Fan
Comfy Carrier
Countdown charger
Sipping Buddy
Vibrating hearing aid belt
Tupperware Flip Preventor
airline seating
Disque Info Accident
the soap press
back massage ball
Door Hangers Closet Bar
Share the music
Fass Towel / Hygienic Towel
surround t.v.
Energy Now
Showering in Luxury
Fix'tout
Stream Strength Test
Snap It and Find Me!
sight light
Beach Chair W/Retractable Top
PROP-EYE
push rake
Sun Room Pickup Canopy
Mic sound attenuation/mute
One Chop onion Slicer
Kwerky Stand ToGo
Fridge Love
Cleaning Scour Glove
Sprinkler Sentry
Bed extender
Cable Swirl
Antitheft Card TravelChallenge
Recycle capsules
Rain Barrel Apparel
Magnetic Skateboard/shoes
MaryMade
Idle Hands
Cellphone wrist lanyard
Character Campers
Charger Limiter
Disco Ball-Wink
Earthquake electrical shutoff
GPS Enabled Clothing
Travel Armrest
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THIRST MR. Â¨misterÂ¨
Stick-it
Legacies
App Enabled 1st Aid Kit
Boot dryer
A Smarter Window Fan
iPhone Case with Tape Measure
soalar cab lights
assistant typist
Tee Cap
Sock-Stapler (SS)
Form Perfection
sale Isabel Marant sneak
Wink Wireless Switch
PublicitÃ© sur les conteneurs
Plus Size Pre-Teen/Teen bras
inline blower air duct
Business Class Suitcase
Photohub
Ankle Compression Massager
Bark collar for people
#open-eyed
USB lamp coaster
service solahart jakarta timur
Smart Rifle Rack
Velcro as Capital
Magnetic Ketchup Squeeze
Dog Cell Charger
Copper Night Cap
Mater Gator
asdasdasdasd
3 in 1 Tea Infuser
swimmers ear
Swimming letters Game
Production Keys
PoolZebo
Micro Ear
SteamSpray Mirror
Sleeping back pain relief
handle for canvas foldingchair
Re-Squeak It
Hybrid Generator
Dog Barking App Door Sensor
The Plug Hug
Traveltainment
oil BallPen with ruber ball
A.M.B.A.
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Hoop Loop
Ela-Plate
Part protection
LEASH LOC
Individual Drink Cooler
unShoe
Style Tracking
Portable Book Scanner
Doodo Master
CO - VELOTAGE /// PLUG SELLE
Front Load Washer Mold prevent
Smart Watch
Pasta dryer
Beach Boss
New Commerce
multi phone camera lens
Travel Smoke Alarm
No-Cut Athletic Socks
flip toothbrush cup
Dry towel deliver
Endless Iphone WallPapers
Tundra
TACO BOWL
interchangeable tv cable
tv remote finder
Hovercraft Sailboard
Oopsies No More
keyless remote lock
service solahart-082310990753
The Hillde
wet suit for cell phone cover
Tub Foot Scrubber
Perfect arch
Voice-Activated Smart Faucet
Exercise on Tank Treads.
Self freezing ice chest
WALLcolor Pencils
Ice Cup
garage car wash
PC easy chair
Medical Marijuana Inhaler
Smoking gloves
microcontrollers your way!
Milk Proportion Gadget
E-Ink Shower Mirror
Back Brace Massager
water bottle name lable
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quotes on napkins
Hologram Christmas tree
ALUMINUM KUBB
Rose Petal Messages
Thermowell pass
shop and prop
Earbud Pulse
Bike Back
FencePaper
Cord-O 4 Cordless
Sprinkler dilution dispenser
automated air filer changer
Extention Cord with USB End
Golf Club Stand
Smart flexible power strip
Small plate for Dessert
"BOB" (Bottom of Bowl)
Jumping game
Chill Bride Undergarments
taking flight!!!
universal dosing
Parachute Ball (Radio Shack)
KIDS R HERE
Bigger Bed
Keyboard and Mouse Caddy
ChargedUP Solar Electric
Chaise et banc de musculation
Auto Dealer
SmartButler Intercom
Beer Bottle Paper Coaster
COVER DOODLE
SecuRing
L'Emporte-Livres
A safe Bottom Straining Pot
Retractable Outlet
XPIKA
Keyboard with sound for each
No more "Catfishing"
True Wireless Earbuds
Motorcycle/Bike Awareness
Friends &amp; Family Lamp
Velcro as capital
Bikini treadmill work out
Portable - baby safety seat
Travel Soap/Razor Holder
school pencil case
Self-feeding soldering iron
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Power wheel re-invention
Ocean Sounds of ???
The Yum-Brella
Pyramidix
TRAVEL TRAY
Coul'SHOES
Miroir de coiffure
xmas tree vacuum attachment
Drive Comm
RC Vacuum Cleaner
Solar Clip-On Wireless Charger
Preper Survivalist outdoor Pen
The VideOven
ACCU-STRIDE EXERCISER
Vac N' Toss
Message Bottle with Tracking
Young @ Heart
Coffee filter ring
Flexible roll adhesive solar
baby on board
Helping Handler
Chilled Water Vest
The Cart Caddy
Snappy Cool
shark off
Yoga here or there or anywhere
Luggage Bug
Solar Pack
Collapsible Travel Covers
IMinuteur
Waterproof Contact Lens Case
bang alert
break cream
Emotional water saver
Affordable Smartwatch
Monthly "smart" Box
Real Ice Wrap
An Extra Paw
Crock Pot-Wink
Smart Hotel MuIti-Item Scanner
Movie Machine Pro
Battery Life Indicator
GARDEN HOSE KINK CUFF
unburner machine
Fire Prevention Candle Cup
Smash Cars
EZ Back Srubber
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Texting Posture Brace
Save My baby!
Motion detection
A better backpack boot
Easy Removal Pool Cover
slippy stick
Bluetooth padlock
One-Album
Home Theater Challenge
Sturdy dishwasher for silicone
Dog Leash
Lazy Lawnmower
Shoveless
Solar Powered A/C
Electronic Lockbox
DETECTOR DE ROBO
Electronic Message Board
Salad washer &amp; chopper
No-Slip Grip Strip
FLOWER BOUQUET REVOLVER
Cell Phone view finder
Smelly Ballz
Disposable Pots and Pans
Minny Sub
hand free back back washy!!!
The Poop Pouch
Solar-Plus (+)
SIDS Prevention Mat for Crib
wireless remote control train
electric back scratcher
BAC/ASAP
Fan Genuis (WINK supported)
Portable ADs Device
To Improve Quirky's BikeSignal
solar powered cell phones
Eversong - earphones collar
"THUMBSNIPS"
REMOTE CONTROL STEP CHAIRS
ECO-DOUCHE
Electric Flute
Hail No! Car Cover
"Transparent" Refrigerator
Easy Remove Bandages Solvent
poppkusions
Smart Down-Marker for football
Dust Pan with Foot Powered Vac
Phone Pal
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wind power
Sun umbrella utilities
Bed coat hanger
Clear Whiteout
LED headband
Headphone Music Center
Proto-type Basketball Sandal
Toggle Switch Plate Speakers
Lawn mower tire grippers
Lowering Snowboard Rack
Overdoor Mens' Shirt Organizer
Ã©plucheur de pommme de terre
Cup Holder Scrubber
{aps} baby seem
Peel. Stick. Charge.
"Urchies" (patent/TM pending)
redrover
Rearview
Nutcracker
distributeur
Solar Umbrella Condom
Pick up free
Blinds rise to help u wake
sump pump sprinkler
waking the kids
light bites
toilet pizazz
Whats in the Fridge
Travel Noodles
MAGNETIC TILES
Infant carseats with temp.
Camo Hair Dye
Diabetic Bullet Proof Shoes
The Rainbow Rod
HIDE N DRY- shower curtains
She's tired your feet stink?
Igloo Fortresses
Booty Saver
Art Cart
EZ Tracker
Eye glasses for eye drops
Robo-mow
Solar powered light source
Heated Eyelash Curler
Wet Comb
Toilet Seat Lifter
Refrigerated Car Trunk - RCT
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The IBC basket
Draw String Catch (DSC)
goldlocks coffee cup lids
M.E.O.W.S
car roof pockets
Best Pet Harness
Urban garden hose
IOT Mod for Quirky Products
Pizza tote
Denture GPS locator
Camping Pillow
improved nail polish dryer
Coffee Time
Ice-making Cooler
Smiley,!
Boo Boo Bear
smart cover
Bank-it-Tude coin to dollar
Water Flow Monitor
chord protector
Herald is a hearing device
The PastaKeepWarmer
Electric Longjohns
stay hot coffee cup
Kitchen/Bath Tile that glows.
Water Tap Sprinkler [+ VIDEO]
The A-Maze Plate
Recycled Bar Soap
Headphones roller
Occupied Car Seat Alert
Walk it Off
umbrella holder
Automated Pet Food Bowl
Projector Laptop
Rover
The POPStrip
Target Health Wristband
Reading Without Hands
Grocery Getter
World LIGHTEST Car Seat
Easy Clean Garlic Press
Personalized Fire Alarm
Peek A Door
Resealable caps with easy
GlamBands
Bladeless Ceiling fan
Enviro - iPhone Case
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Adjusting truck hitch
Battery Charger
Microfiber Highchair Spill Rug
lysol bomb
Seat Safe
Restaurant Phone Charger
Kooler Golf Bag
Brake Lights
The Easy Look Book Bag
Carbrella
Swap Meat &amp; Garage Sale Buyers
Next-Gen Jewelry
Outfit hanger
Discrete Cold Sore Lip Balm
Custom PlayHouse
PET BED WEIGHT SCALE
Bluetooth Storage
The Counting Koozie (Patented)
Quench, the personal hydration
Wake bright alarm light
Runway landing lights
Smart Refrigerator Sofa
Tasteful water bladder
Puff Scrubber Slip On's
humane fishing string
Vehicle hail &amp; debris guard
no more lost cell phone
B.S. ( Butt Saver)
Arm Band Charges Cell Phone
Wink Wireless AC Router
Scan IT!
Clear Mastic
Tie on solar lights
E-bag
Timeless Smoothies
Electronic calendar
Baby Alert Motion Detector
the chopper
Prevent slivers or splinters
In The Cloud
Snap case
quirk service
SMARTSafety Gas Shutoff
Easy Splash Pool
Environment Monitor
Multi-use ALL POST NOTE
refrigerator microwave combo
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The RodSlinger
Salt Charger
Hair Vacuum for Bathroom Floor
Tidy Bird Feeder
Oopsies Be Gone
Car Guard
Lightning Wireless Car Charger
reading green: seeing health
Transparent Bobby Pins
rolling wash basket
SUN SLEEVE
BuzzyLert
Geiger counter for fish
Travel hamper
elephant lives
Busercize or Busercise
The Clean Split Travel Bag
Multifunction screwdriver
Stowe-able Car Seat Cover
Hose Reel Stabilizer
"Water Drop" capsule
Multi-Sectional Blind
SolarWindoWater Power Station
Travel Fan with White Noise
Liseuse MultimÃ©dia
Jokes on Hold
Fantasy Life
Friction Powered Car
Cooling Device for Phone
the baby bobber
Hang It High Hanger
No Alarm...
-CHICKEN SHRIMPRecess Soap
Butterfly Bra Bandage
Spill Proof Pet Bowls
The Lazy Cup
Mihaly Magic Flying Decoys
Locked-out
Cool Band
Solar Powered phone clip
Streak
Spray On Surf Board Wax
Condensation Dog Water Bowl
fly bird
Boob Mattress
Child Science Bracelets
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U-RANG
Ash Stone Artwork
C TO CCD
Bed Storage System
portable roll up fireplace
perfume hanger
Shadow Box
Hat Cleaning Machine
Cat and Mouse Game for Cats
Recycled paper maker
The Air Breathing Mask
Children's plastic water slide
Prism Shield
Rotating Back Scrubber
Oreillette, mini haut-parleur.
self washing window
Smart T.V
Smart Borescope
Anti-Phone Washer
Antivol pour valises, sacs
The Quirky Cookware line
Roomba Metal Detector
color filled tabs
Remotify
Detect Drowning
Camelwrap
Power Extention Cord
Mini-Dryer
oxygene mask for pets
Induction Charge Base Lamps
USB lamp coaster
Clean Air Toilette
Secadero de manos y cara.
WATER FOUNTAIN FAUCET FILTER
Pimp Yo' Cup Kit
coule pommeau de douche
Cancer-Free Safety Cylinder
SIMPLE SQUEEZE
cat craddle
Job Site Power
All weather barbeque lid
Sunscreen Remover
Sudsy
PortaStudio for iPad
iPocket
Hat-Nape Tape
Resphi-ra
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The Car Window Bow
Collapsable saw horse bracket
Smartphone External flash
SMARTSafety ElectricityShutoff
Dry Rack Stay
necklace connected to purse
Never forget key
smart cliker
Remote Note
Easy Sleeve Hanger
Pooh Detective
Universal Plastic Plates
Kitty litter refuse bags
Shoe Life
Bracelet key fob
Minicycle
The Pogo Dick
Heat detection gps
Flip/flop mirror sunglasses
Bug Protector
NO NEED OF CHARGING THE PHONE
Cereal Milk
The Beach Crawler
Vein Finder
The Crank Out
Outdoor transparent house
Hang Tite
The Wall TouchScreen Stereo
SportsTime
Autogbcan
CHARGED or RECHARGED
Pollen umbrella stand
Family Friend
Sliding Door Closer
Blanket-Pillow-In-One
Rain Flow Pool
briefezee
Take More Suitcase
Christmas Lights Made Easy!
DB Cup

(Disposable butt)

Instaball
app for eye exam/phone vision
instant christmas tree
LA BOUGIE RENOUVELABLE
"Rip-N-Use" Safety Seal
teeth protector for eating
up-down table stand
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StayBand
Adjustable vase
CHILL OUT or KEEP KOOL
Added grips for your costly gadgets. Don't shell out more money because you dropped your phone, laptop or tablet. Get grippy!
Remote Circuit Tester
WINKS DE-LIGHT! Xmas lights!!!
iREADER - smart phone case
MAGIC PEN (resub)
Mount-On Blind Spot Sensor
LADDER FLATTERS
TOTALLY disposable toiletbrush
Solar Fridge
Wacky-Wavy Tubeman USB
SnoWay
Dual iPhone Charger
dog scracther
I remember
The Ad Moderator
No more scalding.
KWICK CHANGE SHOES
The Alerter
Solar Power Portable Grill
Snowboard stomp switch
Candle Trimmer
Pivot Supported Weedeater
Secure Pocket Notebook Cover
Multifunctional memory car-key
All in one laundry station
SunGlass 360
degermer
flag grip,
Glow plug
Wireless Wrist Band Speaker(s)
coque, porte-clÃ©s intelligent
convenient hidden power
Portable Back Saver
ShowerScribe
Topia
Zip It
Seat Mate
VALISE AVEC CHARIOT INTEGRE
Bar Soap Recycler
Quick Lights
cpap swing arm
great morning glasses
Cast Buddies
Plug Park
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pull top containers
RF unit
Sticky Notes for Outlook
Top Touch Weight Scale
Battery drill adapter
THE SHOVEL
Guitar Jack: Guitar Stand
Rainguard
padlock protector
Snap Clips
xxxx
Mobile Gieger Counter
Oscilating jet dishwasher
Power Spindles Cord Management
Battery operated earmuffs
Hybrid Kite ( App enabled )
Self cleaning microwave/frige
The Document Toaster
CleanFast Medicated Beauty Soa
Free Calling For Everyone
State Bugle
Super high EER air cooler
mobile quick step
Bike Rack Turns Into a U-Lock
Lotion tube
FLAT SCREEN DECORATIVE FACE
Multi-Function Faceless Watch
Lawn Tractor Deck Washer
Cooling travelling Pet Hammock
Yoga Here or there or anywhere
vinfo
Spaceship Clubhouse
App Enabled Dance Steps Mat
No doggie lonely.
Big Green
AmbiDex Keyboard
SELF-VENTILATING TOILET SEAT
Active Wedding Bands
No more Texting and Driving
quick paint packets
Cup Cozy
Belt Battery Power
Tumbler mood changes
Forgetful Reminder
Dishwasher dry extender
Bio-collector
Furniture Inflatable Guards
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Helmet Smart Phone Interface
Deet Band Aids
Solid Key Fob Pocket Pouch
Portable Seesaw
She Whiz
squareflare
Dog Food Bar
Automatic fridge closer
Double tape measure
Backpack Food Bag Carrier
corrugated plastic ceramicpipe
Sofa Shield
Jardiclick
Eye Glass Lines Indent Prevent
tecno glasses
PORTE VALISE INTEGRE
Driver Alert
GE Powered Riding Toy
SPONGE IT
Accroche fils informatique
myglasses app
king size tub insert
Dementia with Dignity
EZ Bikini Tie Up
hands free baby jogger
always There
Foot and Back pads, shower kit
double push buggy
sss
pulse dark energy away vidgame
Drive-Off
Grippy
Milk Warmer in Bottle
Sound Streamers
Decorative Magnetic Frame
Auto Knight
The Medical Bracelet
Smart Microwave Oven
Sleep Warmer
Cool Aid
Cloud Entertainment To Go
Blutoth Headset w wired option
Lunch Safe
Cellphone A/C remote
Easy Rack
Dinner Dough
Smoker's Finger Gloves
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Self Cleaning Travel Mug
Hair free
Heated tennis grip
Physsio Computer Mouse
Denture Locator
Go Fido!
Toilet Paper Re-filler
Overcharging Prevention
Deck to Dock Ramp
The Pamphleteer
Reech
Clear Trimmer Head
TV Movie List Transmittor
Pillow Case Pro
T-shirt printing work as mirac
headless hopping chicken
Perfect SIze Jump Rope
Socket Finder
REM Alarm Clock
Traductor de lenguaje
carbot
Smart dog harness
WatchOut
?
carbage bags
BRAZALETE
Retractable phone case charger
Nozzle Rock
Keep Grandma Safe!
Iron Fresh
easy poo
Wonder Mouse
Paint on Nail Remover
Dog hitch
No batteries digital camera
NoTraks the eliminator
hot car alarm
The speller
Knot So Fast
Storage and Name badge holder
Pool Entertainment Fountain
The Safe Talk Protector
Passport Tracker
the baby bobber
Bored?
Shower Waterfall +Pipes [Game]
Wash&amp;Dry
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iSee USB
Glove Key
Automatic Garage Door Screen
Rangement de cuisine
Beach towel weights
Central yard power
Anti-splatter Foaming Tablet
FIRE SPIDER
Wireless Landscape Lighting
The Topping Tower
Shower Bot
Real Time Tablet
Homemade Lox Maker
ball glove rental
Water valve removal tool
Wrist Readers
'Your Headache Banned'
oscillating portable a/c
PEE PROTECTOR
Prinsta
Cooling Blanket
Smart Daily Organizer
Swimming Pool Rail Cover
Window A/C conversion kit.
Smartphone Smart Adapter
Ear bud translator.
Memory foam wallet
3d Fire protection systems
The Flexible Planter
REMOTES: UHH LA LA !!!
Telescoping Luggage Rack
BarCharge
Christmas Tree Train
Quirky Smart Painted Planters
smoking delayer
Accroche fils informatique
1-touch smartphone backup
The Collapsible Christmas Tree
Luggage skins
Pool Net-Brush
HEAT AND SERVE SUB HOLDER
Commutercase
Wireless presenter
Pre-mix disposable baby bottle
Automated Laundry Folder
Bag "Savers" Closet Pole
Solar Car Air Conditioner
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3in1 Charger
Smartphone Doorbell
Cold Climate Hose Reel
MEM's Masks
SOLectric Blanket
Tight for space
Fashion Readers
Solar Pad
The Floating T.V. stand
disposable leak sheet
Alcohol Calorie Glass
Cream cheese slices
Gum Line Tooth Brush
moodbuds
The self roller
Wheelchair Back Pack
Econo-poubelle
Dresser Case
Cutlery washer machine
Kitchen Trough
4-Sided Pillow
Pony Swim Cap
Car Seat Picture Frames
No Loss Anchor
Portable Wi-Fi Car Heater
Buzz Buds
Closet clothes protector
Cloud Feeder
Floating Pool Table
Tray Cooler
KIDS Bandages
ComfortCrate
FILTRE A PARTICULE FINE
Solar Cellphone
Solar Pool Raft
Breathalizer for electronics
Phone wallet
Slide on sit ups
Emergency Vehicle Warning GPS
Guitar Pick Pen
mannequin multifonctions
Hart Hat Sun Protector
Help Me Glasses
Binder Stand
Wallpaper/Lock Screen Photo/Video Stream.
Vehicle Engine
Quick Cold Drink Chiller
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cap carrier
Arm Wrestling System
Cellphone flashlight colors
Smart Coffee
Beer Shampoo
Blax
Ellora Electric Switch &amp; Plug
TreatMe
Electrontic Butterfly HairClip
Twin outlet split systems
Bell Boards
Filter Fresh
the remote jacket
Shooter Deterent Doorways
Motion Sensor Shower Curtains
EpiPen Saver
Doctor's medicine dispenser
plastic pet carrier on wheels
THE HOME PARLOR SYSTEM
Blind Visor
All-in-1 Umbrella Improvements
Power Windows for Homes
BURN FREE
Pop Wallet
ONE HOUR LEFT! PLEASE SEE THIS IS NEEDED!!Silicone Bumpers For TV Trays. Stretches onto any TV tray to create a barrier.
Traffic-be-gone
Canine Collar Charmz
Love2Level
Playing Doctor
Battery Box
incenarateur maison
THE CHOP RAKE
Aros - Window Generator Model
The Smoothie Sleeve
language translator
PercussionLCane/ Wheel chair
BBQ Grill Light
Smart Biking Rack
Carpet Saving Slippers
nettoyeur de gouttiÃ¨res
Wrong-way driver alarm system
Cold Clips
gants munient d'une poche
Motivational alarm clock (app)
makeup tube
Green-Light Red-Light
vaccum backpack
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Fishing Pole Backpack
Massage Pool
Therma Blanket
RV Supply &amp; by pass
Key Finder
Pain de glace auto-rÃ©frigÃ©rant
Camping chair strap
Memory CD Player
case with retractable usb
Infinite Air
The Fool-Proof T-Shirt
NOMO Headache
Makeup Brush Cleaning Machine
Pocketfind
ick blocker
Envision Nails
RV Pet safety monitor
Relaxing lamp with liquids
Shower curtain holder
Hitch grill
Bumpy Bed
Mini Snake Camera for Iphone
undisruptive sleep
Split Cookware
I hold you
Beach Pillow
Pack-N-Go for Active Families
GPS+ CONSOLE
Velcro Lego
Insulated Champagne Bucket
The Smellter
Eye See Screen Protector
App-Enabled Inflatable Pool
SyncClock
Thumb's door
rempli'vase
Smart Zap Plugs
handle
Yoga inspired tank w/pockets
Pipe Jam
a stick vacuum cleaner
Siding HammerHead
Omni Directional Stage Speaker
SHOWER SHAVER CADDY
potted plant carousel
Closet Ladder
CHILD ALERT
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Hold fast!
TicketNo
LED Grab/Safety/Towel Bar
creative lunch pods
Easycarry
Cell Phone Pocet Holster
mew feet
Retail store product magnifier
Lawnmower Caddy
All Season Lights
Steady "GRIP" Pad
Screaming ladder stop
Eco Friendly Refrigerator
BumBag
Blue Light Door Mat
Smarter Smoke Detector
GLOW IN THE DARK PLAYING CARDS
Liquid medicine dispenser
helmet sling
bidet con secador
Memories
The Ringer
2.0.2 speaker
Button buddy
Tracks and Trails
You Have Mail
EZ Hanger
hygiene pack (airline/cruise/t
World's Best Room Thermometer
CarNel Box4dog
Memory Chain
Ombrelle Nouvelle GÃ©nÃ©ration
Olli Mobile Wrist Cushions
The Backhand
Thing Finder
Heart Compression Unit
Shower blind
Travel Plug
CRITTER COVER
Ã”te Ã©corce
genie braclet
PowerCurl 2.0
Allergy Alert
Surveillance Smart Wreath
Secure Car Cover
Diaper bag for Dads
Utensil Basket Saver
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Stroller Safety
iFish the smart fish device
SIT-UP SHACKLE
WINK campingLanternAutoShutoff
Car seat alert/baby on board
GPS WALLET
Easy Start Generator
infrared stud sensor
break away dog leash
SMART APP ENABLED DOG PROTECTO
A Pump Dispenser for Dish Soap
Antiseptic Dental Floss
trash away
Waterless Umbrella / DryBrella
Multi Charger
Child Proof Safety Socket
Keychain and bracelet charger
Toy phone shaped like "I"
GPS tracking for pet injected
The Smart Toolbox
California Carwash Mit
Traveling Mommy
CLIMATE COVER
velcro poly spots for carpet
Edible popsicle stick.
Jammit
Quick start
Last Little Bit of Love
Keep Me Safe
The Mount-O Case
The System
Personal Transit Conductor
SEAT SPACER
FISH TANK MUSIC
Dog Defender Collar
ToothBrush Timer
Light Hot
White Noise Ceiling Fan
Desk Helper
Heavy Lift Green Airship
Suitcase Power Pack
Clean Shave
EZ hang frame
The Charge Guard
Donut Desk
Bathroom floor drying fan
Self cooling hydration bladder
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Breeze Busting Beach Towel
Tournevis
The Toy Box
Voice activated shower head
Portable Smart-phone Stand
SÃ©cuBike
Laptop Sun Umbrella
The Fridge Camera
Beep Beep Baby
Sealedtight floating Ice chest
Leo's Claw
The Key Finder
Diamond Case
Baby Proof Outlet
Dog Laser Gate
Bathtub Doll Hanger
Zumglass
apartment heater-fan
All-In-One Thermal Massager
Talking Music Blocks
universal liquid delivery
Toilet paper roll flipper
U-turn signal
Razor Sanitizer/ Dryer Dock
Tire Flip Machine
Zipezze, Zippease, Zipesse
Collar Assistant
Kitchen Knife Scrubber
The Ultimate Closet Organizer
iFLY ARMED
Break Away Bottles
stable straw
Planket
TV audio streaming device.
truly hidden compartment purse
Colorama
The Smart Flask
Vise Grips Multi Tool
Forgot child warning system
World first super straw cooler
Collapsable Garden Trellis
WaterStand
porta IPAD and tablet
Mirror Time
Retractable solar panels
Smartphone Attachable Scanner
Flair, for better blow-outs
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Toilet Odor Fan
Emergency Neon Caution Sign
Build-a-tray
Wall cables holder
Automatic Home Onion Processor
Bright Collar
VentBack
Smartphone Home Security Sys.
dog walker jacket
Low Tech Voting Machine
SOLAR COOKER
Smartphone PC
MeasureMe
Flexible eye pads
Smart Mow
Automatic Retractable Tripod
The Fuzz3 (pronounced Fuzzie)
O2 float
Bath wirecatcher
THE OUTLET Extension cord
Self leveling table.
hail cover
Springy
Skim Shark
Butter Melting Toaster
Greywater Reclamation System
New Design Cup for Kids
Pool Robotic Charger
Backless Stud Earrings
Dudley's Dinner Bones
Flavor Tipped Stirs
Mosquito Repelling Umbrella
music cube
Lâ€™Ã©lastique double ajustable
Bed Extender
One Key Hand Gun Safe
Pet door for hinged doors.
Cold Sticker
Stress-Ball Computer Mouse
Wave Runner
lampe lumino-phosphorescente
Invisible Powder
Solar Power Emergency Blanket
Sun Veyesor (visor)
Ideal Gym Bag
Coffee pot with auto cream
Orange Buzz
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Doggy Rocca
BottleBot
Crayon Roller
Home
Fashionable Room Dividers
Handy-Clamp
Scube
Book/Tablet Flexreader
Tisswipe Box
LAZY LIGHTS
Timescope
Build-your-own Honeycomb
Digital Display Toilet
Tie Holder
Electronic Wall Calendar
Remember The Child
Automatic Solar Storm Windows
Window fan
Who what where app
Light Walker
SmartValve Irrigation System
WATER HEATER
Kitchen Cabinet Dishwasher
Gum band-aid, NOT HUBBA BUBBA
Seizure Alert
SMART PORTABLE CLOTHES DRYER
Baby Alert
Shower Mounted Back Scrubber
Lite up
Desk Pal
CAR FOOD WARMER
The Keyboard Prop
work glove dryer in your auto
Transition car windows
Real Dreams
Serene Travel Projector
reading-, sun- glasses clip
Hang gliding on the ground
Attachable pool water bags
Tissue Dispenser
Escurridor de Pincel y Rodillo
Light wake-up mask
I title my is: MySci
TabUrHand
Rubberized Electricity
COMB - N - GEL
The Necklace Nook
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The Heart Alarm
Transitional Window Tints
iHide iPhone iN bOttle
Built-in Carseat blanket
RAILROAD PUSH-CART AB WORKOUT
Magnifying Mirror
InVisza Line
Paint Post-Ups
snow be gone
Bathroom Paper Rivalry
AUTO BEBEDERO PARA MASCOTA
The Quick Release Grass Thatch
sitandrotate
Emergency Motorcycle Headlight
Wacky Worm Hook holder
Coozie Find
Tersus
genius charger
paste-n-brush
Quick Canopy and Sun Shade.
Noise canceling home
Lifeproof headphone connector
Electric Garage Door SmartOven
Camp kitchen storage
the better toilet seat
2-a-day, prescription bottle
Ready2Rite Message Board
Flavored healthy spread
Buddy Buds
Electrician's Tape Measure
Diapers on Steroids
Green Clothing
SMART MAIL
Motorcycle cool spray system
Disposable frying pan cover
Smallet
Soap on a Stick
Brake-it!
PowerMe
Towel Rack Shelf Attachment
Dental Floss with Knots
cooling microwave
Velcro Hung Curtains/valences
Noah: Modular Ecosystem
What I to dress today?(resub)
Grabber Cane
CapKeeper
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Ute Electronique Scrub
SmartiePants underwear
Laptops and baby powder
Swivel Desk
No Hole Cat Food Bowl
Tummy Tuner
Floorads
App enabled wheel add-ons!
Pet Perch
Fksas
wireless hdmi chord
GenieTak, innovative fasteners
Space saving spice storage â€“ Magnet Magic!
COOL WINE DISPENSER
Cordless flatiron for hair
Stat Track Basketball...
Better Selfie Case
Jog Tank
Roll over Crash 1 Racer
Over Under
Smart Cord Retractor
Smiley Face Cargo Net
Transhield
Personal Holter Monitor
Netflix for clothes
Use garage door for storage
SÃ¨cheVite
Steam Cupboard
Termite Terminator
Smart dryer
Rechargeable Hand-Held Tiller
Bugster
Porta Mower
Rain Patch
Sandpaper glove
Multi-layer disposable plate
Benchie
Truck bed side protectors
Cat Hotel on the DL
Five in one tool
The Cooler Cooler
Multi-Mood Head
eye jacked it up
Apple Juice
Temporary Casters
Clothes Line Divider
Wireless aux cables
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Soft conduit
Lo jack
Sticky plate
Garden Rake Extender
Watch and learn TV remote
HMs , High milege
RenewDough
tWossers
Stool size Laptop desk
Mug Cake Mix
fishing leverage handle
EcoSprinkler
EV Lazy Charger
smartphone privacy enhancer
Ergonomic Team Athletic Bench
The Glamor Rack
Present Moment Bracelet
Antenna Glove
A new Energy-Drink
Cellphone laptop mouse
Car Door Stopper
Drill Ceiling Duster
Allsight
L.T.W ( lift this weigth)
Hickey Stencil
Live feed fuel gage
Bag Belt
A Bigger Better Reel Mower
Digital wall calendar and App.
Best before
Sheet Music E-Reader
Kinetic Powered Cell Phone
Toilet helper
DrinkBarge-deliveredinthepool
solar power revolution
Bottle Labels
Self Defense Mobile Case
carbon monoxide eliminator
easy to eat
Shower Hair Clip
Smart Water Glove Game
Motorcycle A Frame
Child Overheat Warning Band
Driver assisted window crank
Coffee ur way
JARDÃN PRIMAVERAL
Solar Powered 2-Burner Stove
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Dynamine / JuggleBeat
Calf Massage Roller
Rehang
Smart Air Mattress
Fishing Float
A helmet that keeps u cool
Presenter's USB
Poseidon Lawn Sprinkler
touch-it-up paint pots
Banana pencil
Do it yourself express brow
Shock Box
combo food dipping cup
GloverCover
Smart TV
SkimmerSense
Phone Fan
pendant on wine glasses
ApplicationVerificationSensor
le sac plume
YEP CODES
iLab
Rc IPhone
Extending the taper
Multi-Directional Binaculars
BABY BUTT TIMER
Toothpaste poppers
CHAIR/ICE CHEST CADDY
casque sans fil, mp3,telephone
Boogy Buffs
Hands-Free Toothbrush
Ladies Bathroom Box
Secure Wallet
The Dog House
Super Shoe
Self energy car
Eyelash Groomer
The Suck N' Save
Borne de lecture
Portable POS
TRIM COMB
Smart Home Heating Oil Gauge
Fpoon
SmartWasher
Hygienic Toothbrush Holder
Soap Re-batching Processor
Food Warmer for Busy Families
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Oven Mitt With Hanging Hook
Bluetooth enabled magic wand
SolPower
Angler's Arm
Lottery winner
Remote control sleeper keeper
hearfree
Lockett Labels
Pumpkin Puncher
Musical Baby Spoon
24 hour automated check in
Smart electronic coffee table
NanoLight
Helmet with safety L.E.D.
Unfrocen Tag
QUEST "BLAST AWAY" GAME
Lunch Box Purse
Two-tiered Carabiner
DEEP Coil Heat Exchanger
45 degree windmill
Jigsolver
Self Charging Electric Bike
One Handed Shopping Cart
Pump Bottle Recovery
AutoNap
Multi Functional Cooler
Shield Your Heels
Pop Up Tent
Mess-away Pet Feeding Tray
Pirullo
Clean slate
Highway Safety Alert
hotspot bracelet
D.I.Y Hair Extension Kit
I FOUND IT!
ROTO Brush
Child saver
Cuddle Couch Keepers
Screw (touch up) Paint
test #2
Flying in the sky
the bagger
The Pocket Wipe
GlideSafe Phone Case
Shaving "Dry"
Can Protector
heated clothes
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Nail Clippers
Gym in your Sofa
Ocean Exploration in Bedroom.
Combo Paper Towel Rack
LED Gutter
Sock Helper- helps put on sock
G.E.Sooth Surfaced cooktop.
the cooler cooler
Anyware chair, Extend-A- Leg
one man trotline system
EZ Fishing Line Load Clip
The Piggy Back Extension Cord.
Cell/Tablet Charge Cord Saver
Whisker Mixer
Jugglers Toss Inpector
Star Gaze Shelter
Chef's Coat Dress
Slack Tack
Turtle Shell Earbud Case
Computer Sox
Powder Convenient shaker
Monitoring &amp; Security System
orderless kittie litter box
APPrehended
Keep Off
Seepage soc
one dining set fits all
Painter for 3D Printer Objects
The Hot Shave Bullet
Budget Christmas Tree
Crutch and cae version 2.0
Backsplash
Toothbrush
hair to go
Bowl/Plate Protector
Solar powered smart phones
Sunflower LED lighting
house beautiful
The Crisp Cereal Bowl
Diet Plate
Kord Keeper
Turbo Shower Head
Better blender
Easy Way Seasoning
3m Post- Cutting Machine
SolarFocus (Generator Chal)
Deli Slicer Pro
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All-In-One-Net
Baggy Belt
Battery Belt Clip
Armband for bad posture app
Take-n-Hang
SNACK-man
Openers Coasters
cartbib
bed slip
Smart Garage
Tent with projector and screen
Piercing Protection
Tub Tunes
WindlessLighter
Region specific probiotic.
toe-gloves
HOME CLOTHES COLOURING MACHINE
air-water
nutripop
Solar System Splash!
HEAVY DUTY BANDITS
oreillette a micro a enrouleur
Gravity Ball
protien twist shaker
Waterbuggy!
Luggage Alert
Bike remote lock.
Smart Can
Multiprise cloche verrouillÃ©e
Modular Wall Organizer
Audio Armband
The Hand Pillow
CUR' COLOR
The Mini Blind Cleaner
2-in-1 Brush
Phantom Smart
Ice mold temperature control.
The Eat Smart Fork
LAWNMOWVAC
Back-bag
Four de camping solaire
Child in Car Alarm
Self-cleaning Truck Mirror
Wet Dry Holder
Portable Retractable Dog Fence
Silly Kittie Puzzle Bed
Power tower
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OPEN BRUSH
Blind Re-design
Drop the Drops
Tick Tape Tick Defense System
Shower Prayer
App - Control Vacuum Cleaner
Business Card Necktie
Coffee Maker 2.0
Smartphone Bike Lock
NoText
mujer tu zapatera ideal
Flashlight Eco-lamp
Edible Art!
"Within Reach"
Open Water Training Goggles
Prevent dropped items
Assault on Sleep
Safety Shield
"GET PADDLED" low tire,no text
Emphysema autoimmunity test
Backup cartridge
Auto lizard dispenser
Text Message Scrambler-Vehicle
Web Development Services
Moto-SAil
aromatic relief for achy hands
APPAREIL SATURATION A DOMICILE
Rod Daddy
le sac plume
Smart lamp holder.
Head Holder Pillow
Manual massage chair
Desk Hub
lisseur allume cigare
Smart Habit Watch
Jetted Bathtub Jet Caps
HOME ON CLOTHES PRINTER
Swim Trainer
Pocket Refrigerator(GE patent)
Spa Chest Jets
All in 1 Home Cleaning Tool
iBUBBLE ALARM / PHONE / CHARGE
Allowance ATM
Cable Case
CAPture
Small GPS Tracker
Super 3D TV
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float patch
WiperWet
Luggage Saver
MascAway
PATIO PET PORTAL
Mini Portable Charger
Power Case
EZ Collapsible Storage
Snap shot shoe
Waterproof Wallet
sound active E.M.S.
The Snooze Button Made Easy
Seal My Meal
Disposable bathroom trash can
The Real Wire Hanger
Silent Talk
post-it note with a (zip) bag
Hydrophobic Scanner Cover
Dog Tracker
"Your"gurt
Green travelling charger
Earth bound space view restuar
Morph Kaos
Garage door slide projector
The shower cabinet
Pool Raft Anchor
SqueezeBlade
Restful Headband
Baliza extensible luminosa
EASY CONE EASY ICE
Cool lounge chair
RainMist cooling mister
Slap Wrap, iPhone bracelet spins 360* Bracelet Double as desk top stand when its not on wrist.
Hard Disk Lite HDL
Bottom built-in strainer pan
DIY RF face &amp; body rejuvenator
Safer Home Air.
Hammock &amp; Tent
Wrist Wash Bands
quirky-cam
Auto Seat Cover Gard.
Razor Vac Pak
Blind glow
Stephens' MP3 Pen
Ultimate Portable PowerBank
See It!
Stay Put Sheets
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Occupant Protection System
STP Freedom Alarm
HOT AIR -ESCAPE
EZ Hook
Travel Dehumidifier
See-thru Stapler
Mommy Teather
Sound Block
Adjustable Pushup Ramp
Scratch-n-Play Stickers
Cam case
Wonders in My World
App Enabled Bug Zapper
Antitheft smart spot
NO GAS PORTABLE GENERATOR
Have you heard
Tool to remove weeds
Microphone Helmet ( different)
Photo Adapter Identifier App
Penny pump
Checking-In Daily Monitoring
Rando speed
A nail clipper with grip
UnderSink LightBar
Mace Light
Reuseable Bag Hook
Ceiling fan blade sleeves
fence feeding funnel
soci@l butterfly
The fishermans cooler
Kickstand Caddy
Poddy
waterless handwash
FM Transmitter &amp; Phone Backup
TARGET YOUR LIGHT
Hangit
Bar Soap Recycling Unit
Luggage Tracker
Revolver Auto Screw Driver
Rando speed
portable wifi block
Water Bottle with alarm
MIkki's Musical Markers
Portable Modular Closet
My Runway
Suction Cup Secure Solution
tv remote app
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NO TOOLS NEEDED DIVIDER WALL
Garage door slide projector
Frein Ã disque vÃ©los chainring
Biodegradable fishing tackle
Smart Strap
Baby cable protector
Smart Stick
make a wish
Quick cover
Cord-anizer
BaÃ±era segura bebes grandes
Smart House Numbers
The Clever Tray
Tired of show sweaty armpits
Lifeproof Floating Case
Zero-Gravity Spa/Bath Pillow
Seat Belt Cushion
The Parachute
Tongue Ties
The Buddy System
Watch buzzer
StrutLight Under Hood Light
Scrub brush holder
Plug-In Pop Timer
inside cordless tools
VERY SMART PORTABLE SAFE BOX
SafeSeat Alert
Easy does it
The Quick Charge
Prisoner Restraint System
Steel Wool Pad 4 Quirky Groove
Made In The Shade
Digital Divider Mech Pencil
mechanics magnetic glove
Tongs Click Flip
T-bag! Your toilet in a bag!
Hidden Monitor
Hair Clipper Sharpener
Cook while not home
12 gauge shot gun billy club
The Leaf Lifter
BlueTooth CD
Shape drop and learn
Hands Free iPad holder
Microchip enabled pet door
Cell Phone Visor
Rock your water
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Lawn Pong
Easy Dealer
Auto Shade
The Sky High Car
Pet Kennel Emergency Release
Poubelle trompe l'oeil
REACH SWEEPER
Step-Right-Up Pet Carrier
2faceCd
Liquor Keurig
Motivational Alarm Clock
HANDY
Tangle Free Headphones
App controlled fish toy
Automessage
Pro-cycle &amp; Cam Box
Motoair boots
App controlled Singing Doll
PortaBattery w/Car Charger End
Stylish Wearable Power Bank
Water heater remote control
Chauss'Ã©tui
phone locator
Garage Floor Cleaning Guides
Power Spring
SnapThat
Historic Heroine Dolls
Swivel Hunting Chair
A ladder alternative
b
Rock your water
kits 'n canes
Ultimate Android Audio Case
Odorless Baby Changing Table
Replacement body parts
Come Back Baby Alarm
K K Kids Kart
Dresser drawers with a top
Ring Alert
Brack
Loading Winch or "Back Winch"
The "Kevlight"
Inflatable travel hood
Child Watch
The Holster Binder
Automatic watch band
A Couple Words
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WallSticker Phone/Tablet Cover
Evaporative A/C water cooler
Brainiac baby
DÃ©trompeur magnÃ©tique USB
fuzzy worm light
explosive bikes
My time, not yours??
Med Spike
pullupforwomen
Cool Bandz
Power Puff
Talking Safety Steps
Super Sniffer Odor Detector
Fat be gone
egloves
Power belt for corless tools
Aircamp
World changer
House bout trailer!
Emerg Veh Proximity Indicator
MagnArtoh! Drawing String
Chargeport
flood prevention valve
Thermoacoustic Mini-Generator
Electr-On!
Laptop solar charger
Shampoo Dispenser
Personal audible alarm
Robot Pal
Timeout
Home Styling Station
No More Knocking
Sweet Roll
Paper plate w/utensil holder
clotheshorse imprint avoider
Pic Fence
Disc Golf Disc Washer
Silent Solar Mower
Standport
SAFE-STAT
Bluetooth Alert
No Mess Paint Tray
perfume bottle cufflink
Car Cover
Homemade Dog Food Maker
Sprung!
Travel Router USB Powerstrip
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Roly Poly Pen
Winshield Magic
KePSY
Customizable Phone Case
The Ba
douchette loisirs
basket for hot air balloon
EZ Toilet Paper Dispenser
Sports themed pound puppies
Bocce Ball &amp; Pallino Retriever
Ice away your headache helmet
RemotWrap
Where is my ...
Ultimate Walking Strick
All in 1 Baby Diapers/Wipes
Recuperateur de baguette
Trim Skim
Nail clipper/filer/cleaner
mouthguard toothbrush
Quiet dog crate
Ladies liner for a purse
Variable rake attachment
Floating ball For parasol
Jailbreak ios 7 For Everyone
GO - OUT
The changing snowman
THE SHOWER BACK SCRUBBER
buddy buds
I-driveway
Eco-friendly window
No Baby Left Behind
Attach it
CoolerHead
Accelerator brake heel assist
Mow and dock
Gasoline Save
The Extender
under carriage cleaner
Tornado Water Saver
Yard Bag Funnel
Best View TV Stand
Inductive Pyrex Glass
ExerBus
SWITCH SPARAYER
Pot / Pan Stablizer
Cardiac Stress test Bra
Handheld Juicer w/ Knife
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underwear hanger attach window
Cool View
Foot Bliss Heated Bath Rug
cruise ship toilet brush
Never Miss a Spot Sunblock
Iwo Gima Earth Quake Pen holde
pochette Ã©tanche
Hovercraft Golf Scooter
The SmartPress Trash Can
Bluetooth earphones / headsets
Wink RFID Proximity Sensor
Window AirConditioner Kit
Window Frost Scraper
Amazing Knitting Needle Holder
Pet Protector
Power-Storage Outlet
B10 link light bulbs.
'Dry Box' Jewelry Armoire
Beer buddee
Smart Scent Selector
Hoop Hut
Portable Camping Toilet
Sleep Monitor Pillow
Home Hydro Generator
Frost House
lithmus test for caffine in co
accurate THC test strip meter
Remote Recovery
Flip Flap-camera privacy
Seat Belt Grabber
Stress Stickers
Poof Perfect Pour
ROLLO
Putt Buddy
mail box swivel
Packet Puncture
Travel Basketball
Wire Independent LED Lighting
solar panel car ac/heater
Auto Tissue Box Holder
Connected Coffee Mug
Time Machine
heated windshield wipers
Insulated Heated car cover
Safelet
The ScrewBuddy
Riahc
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All in 1 Gardening
Fingerless UV protection glove
Add-A-Heel
customized tinted lens covers
Sticky Organizer dots
washer/dryer alert
Phone Fresh or Phone Phresh
Washer/ Dryer Catchboard
wormer
Robotic Trash Can
Tooth Brush with a Cup
Ink Wash Pen
Heatnado Efficiency Heater
Baja Shelf Pool Chair
Hide-A-Key
Card Bottle Holder
IoT Automatic Pill Dispenser
RAD - Rape &amp; Abduction Device
Clean Wash
Fiber Optic ChristmaTree Skirt
FORGET ME NOT Carseat Alarm
Solar lighted cooler
Know Your Reps
Monster Vogue
Sense It
Portable Paradise
Mega Bug Sucker
D-INSTANT SELFIE!
Hot Seat Child Safety System
PortableCar Cooler
Baby fun center
traductor inteligente
Tub cleaner
Always Tucked Sheets
folding chair lawn shoes
baseboard riser
Write and Correct
cartables scolaires - lourds
SAFTY LITE CAP
Induction Heated Coffee Mug
OUT OF THE BOX THINKING
SMART PHONE CAR STARTER
App-Enabled Family Photo Tree
Decorative AC Covers
Green Air App
The Box Seat
Pee-flector Shield- disposable
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vis ampoule
Selfie Flash
Superfly
External portable touchscreen
iPhone Floatie
shadow stickers
Paddle Wraps
Clear removable Bra Pin
Cepillo Optimo
Smart Healthy Homes #WINK
Dog Food Caddie
Wind safety
Smart glass
FRESH PAD
MediManger
Clip-On Desk Organizer
Hidden Extension Cord
Portable Clothing Valet
Facebook photo share and print
Spray Stopper
Auxiliary Connect
The Throw Ball Shooter
Attic Store 'N Retrieve System
Fork cleaner
Soil Moisture Indicator
Speed Limit Detector
Digital Toilet Seat Cover
The Man Can
Musical Umbrella
Ductwork Armor
A CupHolder that FLOATS on H20
Birdcage Lamp Stand
Potty Trainer Plus
Masque plume
Tent fan
The Air Column
The Walkers
kids keep it green helper
Flav-it
Squeezing Bath Sponge
The Coolest Seat
Power Toggler
Rubber lid for plates &amp; cans
Belt Plus or Belt +
Cam-Guard
Cellfold
Hot Social Shoe
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EZ Oil Filter
Handy Dandy Robot
DIY Electrical Fixutres
Keep Dinner Warm Plate Cover
Bottle Control
Phone Outlet
Lawn Bag
Sling &amp; Go
CORD CLIPS
Solar panel iPhone charger
Landline 2 mobile via internet
hat lift
Nose clip for nasal decongesti
UFO Frisbee
Lock Button
Big Bowl
Tail Ticker (k9)
cat scratch stair runners
Stak-n-Pak, Stack and Pack
APP home Stock
animal simulate card deck card
Toddler Temperature
self raising toilet seat for m
Shopping Cart with Purpose
Smart microwave
"Julz shoes" High &amp; Flat hills
Keyboard With Crumb Tray
Monster Light
Extra Trucker Security
Boltcase
Peep Hole
Tailgater Warning
The Smart Bumper Sticker
Battery Outlet
Back Yard Fitness Trail
automatic solder
The RE-CYCLE
PhotoSuit
Operable Charcoal Lighter
The Crow Hook
STOP FIRE HAZARD
Keep Em Clean
A One-Dish Pump Attachment
Portable charger
Fantaskit - Smart Ceiling Fan
Lighted Snorkel Mask
Cable Roll Card ( CRC )
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chopper
A-Bulb Bluetooth Control Exten
The glove warmer
Hydra-Lift for the Home
Motorcycle Helmet+Car Features
JEU DE CARTES CIRCULAIRE
Easy Up Garbage Can
Ink Bright
Auto Diagnostics
Umbrebig
MagJoint earphones
Beer Collar
An inside out washable bed
laser garbage disposal
neWare
shoulderless suspenders
Lawn Care/Maintenance
Water Jug Inverter
JUST SQUARE IT
Rotating back scrubber
Kinetic Energy Mill
Air sole
The Cool Cup
CLAMP&amp; SPRAY
Kid friendly wrist watch
Remote Thermostat
Sol-Air
hotel improvements
Mobile volÃ©
Smart Power Management Hub
utensil squeegee
B-Alert
whg cool clear choice
Hair HazMat
Screen Share Monitors
The iFan Case
Escape Pod
Safe Path Fire Alarm System
THE BODY BLADE ELECTRIC RAZOR
Chalk It Up
MANY UDDERS
Fishing Rod Traveler
Plug-In Range Extender
No slip mattress pad, serious
Anti-siphon straw
Bathroom stall door holder
Washer/dryer done app
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iShadowcastr
air-o-ruck
belly buckle buster
Entertaintread
delete EXCEPT!
Crocaduster 2000
Freedom â€œBand-Aidâ€
Safe Sport
Darklight DVD player
Wakeup Smart *working title*
Motion detecting scarecrow
Eye Q.
Life Alert Locket
The H2Go Travel Pill Holder
Cell Phone Outlet Hanger
Tape Measure Chalk Line
Dog Gone Bicycle Horn
Multi-purpose Bottle
Programable electronic car key
Pivot Extending Blocks
Vibration Shower Timer
Bedside Power Tree
Hammock bed house
bluetooth controller
Jetski Dredge
The Electrode Warmer
Return to the Womb
Chip Nap
Dry Erase File Folder Labels
Auto Mute
Side and back sleeper pillow
Simple Mileage Log
Energy Saving Fridge!
The Easy Breezy Hairbrush
Soothing Shower Weights
Charge It!
Bikini Buddy - Comfy Strap
Cradle videos smartphones
weather stopper
the lazy blanket
Twist and Mix Feeding Bottle
Fresh Shots
Fat and grease sucker upper
nacbox
Marco Polo
360-Degree Child Safety Sign
Safer Easier Pet-barrier
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Gourde auto-filtrante
Hitech Desk lamp
jet engine stocking
Metal Detector Washer
Skin Thins
Proactive Windshield Clearer
Re-bag
School's a Snap!
The HUGSBAND
marijuanlizer
One click open
Outdoor Faucet Flange
Eggshell replacement
action drone
Findit
Texting Camera
The Neck Saver
Car to phone chip
Grab-it!
Anti Allergic Glove for guitar
Better Spreader
The USB Runway
Stand up portable a/c unit
Smart Mailbox
Fabric stapler
dry decking
Therapeutic Hypothermia Ice tx
Soap Saver
Knee Pad Pants
Corn Dog Baking Pan
Troller cellphone charger
Smartphone enabled computer
Tint Decals
Pool Cool
Car Chek
App-Enabled Construction Truck
hydration vest
Hippie Trails
watch band enhancer
the simple toaster
POOL (or TUB) PERFECTION
Soap Infused Loofah
Toilet Plunger-Scrubber Comb0
Sit Cloth
Lap - STOP
TouchSense
Suitcase Box Games
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Stick on glove tips
Sheet metal caliper
BBall Soles Disposable Sticker
Modified Hat
Badge Everthing
Bed Tablet-Workstation
Experiment with smart device
MicroClean/ Microwave Cleaner
Battery water mister
shoulder alignment device
Fly bottle
BARE-A-SOLES - outserts
Anti Bacterial PVC
Beverage Insect Blocker (BIB)
Chippa Move
Physical Like Button
Rechargeable Ear Muffs
Noodle Connect
Hinged gutter
Rip It!
Custom Buxom Bra
emory auto
Slip-freePocketAthleticShorts
Carrinho eletrico para bebe
Human Car Wash
app cold stay
Mobilephone Charger Strip
Treat Trigger
VOICE Recognition Read Radios
Plastic bottle shredder
The acne be gone pillow
Sling Back
Aromatherapy porch door mat
Furniture Lift /mover ergo
MirrorCase for iPad
Tablet Cooling Station
sno'gloves
Put a spin on your dirty clothes. Bins that spin. Can be used for anything. Hamper? Recycling?(Max Jaques)
ceiling fan blade covers
Duality
strong suitcase
ScreenFission
NOAH - The Life Guard Sentinel
Remote Rest
Parking Light
Smart Diaper with Health Stats
Quick Cold
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POCHOIR TATOUAGE SOLAIRE
FLUER
leak-cup
Ants away pet feeder
Cool cap
Smart LED Clothes Hangers
Reusable Caulk Tube Nozzle
FURNITURE FLOSS
Blinding Pain Relief
blackout
Extendable Indoor Monkey Bar
Never Broke
Tick Proof Suit
Tissuebox Companion
Swift Feet
Hey Kids, Pee in this!
Scrub Rug
Freezer Door Closer
Child car alarm/ Child Safety
idapt
Wearable Heat
My Life Urn
Tan in Tent
The Smart Sprinkler
Portable light shades
Universal Water Bottle
Standard Waterless Products
cool survival helmet
Table w/ built in phone holder
Air Powered Toys
The House Keeper
Clinks
Smart Pup
Droller Coaster
Cordless Drill Grill Accessory
Modesty Panel
shower water pick
Water save shower time control
Heated Football Jackets
Mow -n- trim
Kool-Label
Multi Cable Hanger
BOOBY TRAP
Tube refill
Note Buddy
Plug Hub v2 Line Extension
Wiggin' Out Salon
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Smart water heater
scope for tablet
Coloraglets
Texting notification App
Double Knot No Knot
Smart Projector!
L.E.D LIGHTED NIGHT GLOVES
Recliner Desk Frame
Secure Kid Alert System
Water bottle id charms
Road Generator
Baby Phone
Custom Scents Alarm Clock
TAASDA; WIPING GLOVES!
Medigum
Generator for electric cars
LITTLE HELPER
vehicle clothes rod
portable charger for mobile.
Twist-Free Seed Shaker/Grinder
Emergency Detection System
Baby Bobber
phablet folding grip
Ultra Thin Table Aquarium
Clean a weld
Wink Enabled Universal Adapter
Square Power Board
Battery Pack for Tools
Pallet saver
Posture correction belt
Shoulder Phone Holder
the combination carrier
Fog Dog
Fishing Horse
Adhesive Cord Management
VIBE LIGHT
PetLert
"Clever Joint"
Bluetooth hearing aid
remote control swing adapter
Side mounted power plug.
Multiprises plates
Weather smart
The mans perfect urinal
executive iron tie
Maggie Cam
Home Sweet Home Spotter
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Expandable extension cord
Final Remote
MOBILE ALARM VIBRATING
Beach Buddy
smart straw
Weight-ware
Smart Loyalty Card
Fundraiser
fuel grade transfer gadget
Planet Power
CompatibilitÃ© aquarium
The Laundry Mover
Interchangeable Connectors
Self Cooling Ankle Wrap
Filtro
window sticker, logo for shirt
Elastic Ribbon Printer
UnderDiguise
Driving Arm CAPE UV fabric
disposable car ashtray
Wack-A-Mole kitty cat "touch" board game
Smart Food Scale
Crutch Caddy
Pyramid Clothesline
Mini Laptop Cooling Fan
SEALIE
Coffee Crema Maker
Garbage Can Mover Bot
Tela-Air Furniture
TV Laser Projection Center
Built in level picture frame
FOOD DELIVERY OUTLET
quirky water
Baseball and bat distance
NAP SAC BLANKET
Time Bomb
Car Coin Dispenser.
plant parasol
Clutter Box
Jumper Dress (Romper Dress)
Spill No More!
TriCharge Adapter
Child's Rocker/Swivel Chair
The zebra outlet
AutoLock Child-Proofing
Floor Stablizing System FSS
Dumb Switch / Power Outlet
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Messaging Backpack
Juego de rueda de colores
Highchair Tray Cover
Ident-A-lace
Elbow Cozy
Enter Exit Door Sensor Wink
Capocorder
WATER CONTROL
the wireless finger mouse
RemCon Backpack
what's in my fridge?
The Minecraft-Mini
Wash White + colored Together
icebox that attached minitable
Super Salad Spinner
Portable USB charger for car.
helping our people
Smartphone Auto Air conditioni
The Ouncie=Pacifier+1 oz milk
Robot Dryer Vent VAC 2
VidClip
Electric BeachParasol"SandDig"
Landscapers euipment trailers
warning bulb
Desk Lyft
Action triggered reminder
Ball and string door stopper
b-bottle
Solar Air Blinds/Curtains
Stroller Back Stop
WordDoctor - Words to Live By!
WATERPROOF PIVOT POWER
Gaming Senor
TEXT-N-TYPE
SILVER (All natural wipes)
Charge 'n' Store
Zips: Game Storage &amp; Backpack
Quirky's Verso for Toilets
Headphones Chargers
The Roller Caddy
Pacifier tilting
softglow
Programmable bedwarmer
ICE BLADE COOLING SYSTEM
Duluth Pack Chair Frame
Foam Expanding Headphones
1 Size 4 All TV/Mirror Frames
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safe touch
smart controlled windows
Wi-Tape
Flingo
ethc fuel oil
ephemera screens
securegrips
Socket holder
Easy Paint
Inductive Pots &amp; Pans
RAINBOW DECLUTTER smart inbox
Wifi charge
STORAGE STRIP
Soft Link Pill Travel Carrier
Dry Soap Travel Case
Transparent security blinds
Momscy
SEEQS
Easy Parasol
Suction Stick
chair keyboard
No Spills Tray
Evolutionary Eating Utensil
fire case
Joint Pain Relief Made Easy!
Hands-free phone cover
A FAKE PRODUCT DETECTOR APP
Quirky Inventors Apprentice
ChangePal
"Ch@t Tat"
ICast Car Radio
Cloud based security camera
Office-chair Neck Massager
All-In-One Projector Radio
Headphone Cord Organizer
Underwater Light Beam Game
Wifi-Controlled Pet Feeder
Plough BuddySelf charging mouse and mouse
iHelmet
Handyman's Helper
Saturn Pushup Bars
The SunPatch
c string
speaker cabinets
Porte carte ou photo mural
Honest Meal
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Android Video Mug
Addiply -- Fun Mathers!
La lampe Ã prise
The Bumper Sticker Holder
Phone Drive
Correctional Clothing
KozyBrella
GPS Eyeglass Tracker
Solahart Center Jakarta
TangleFree Dog Leash Extension
BOXIT (a Re-submit)
find the mobile phone base
couple ongle inoxydable
Bowl Beads
Christmas Tree Stand Pet Bed
Home Security Printer
Snowboard With Foldable Wings
Digital Orchestra
Safe Charge
Cubie Extension Cord
Smart stove
Pivot Power, charge and listen
The Amazing Pourpot
Infrared sterilization doormat
travel humidor/tablet case
Magic Car Cover
BabyGlowz
Bumper saver
Quill Tail Protection
The Air Doctor
Courtesy Alarm
Le rouleau a repasser
Family In Motion
Super Turbo-charging of Engine
Ã©querres support Ã©tagÃ¨re
Nurse-in Crib
Desktop Power Strip
Sunglasses on T-shirt
smart pan
The Vampire - cell charge alt.
Fanfoam Helmet
Half pie dish
Iphone 7
Bluetooth USB Hub
Camper for Distance Hiking
Wish You Were Here!
Suitcase conversion
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TATTLE TAILS
BOOMERANG WHEEL
Bright Donkey
Round Galileo-like Thermometer
Weed Killer Sheath
basket in suitcase.
multiple function pot
Roof decking wind straps
Table Trash
Backward watch of LOVE
Tick Tock kids clock
Easy Insulated Carrier
Snap-on Phone Case
Mono Mount
Bodyguard
Heated Pillow
BraMeter
Teflon coated toilet bowl.
Glow In The Dark Crayons
Always Hot Thermos
Baby On Board
Fresh Bomb
Electrobuds (Pain Management)
Smart Home IR Blaster
Fridgits: Smart Magnets
Tube Fan/Motor
Disappearing dry-erase ink
Quiet Pet ID Case for collar
PBS -Protective Belt Sensor
boules de petanque lumineuses
Fire pit chimney
jeu de dame Ã 4 joueurs
Self Two Rop
LOC8TOR
Sub-Glasses
Wheeldock
Medicine Cabinet Organizer
Woros v2
Breathe easy baby pad
Self standing suitcase
TIRE MOUNT BACK SAVER
MOVE - AB - OUTLETS
furr removal chamber
Dock-N-Go Radio
Hang n dry
E-Wear
wrapster with tongue &amp; cups
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Watch/light
Smart clotheshorse
THE LUCKY OILS WITH MAGIC
BEST SHAVE KIT EVER
Air Freshener Skin
griffe mauvaises herbes
IP-connected Universal Remote
Handy cord
The Chaser
Vehicle motion wind turbine
Cemetery Momento
Total Control
Scouring e-pad
Bed Check
Potato Perfect
Emergency Glasses Frame
Brush Cup
Shoe Flair
Mobile case shell battery
Sunglasses Iclip
Phone pouch
PERSONALIZED WALL CLOCK
WeedWhacker Shield
Life-saving wristband
New Bookcase/storage
Pop-Up Picnic
Popcorn and Drink Support
PooViscerator
Hamster bowling ball
the leaf master
Indoors Cosmic Laser Shot!
Inventory Digital Pad
Automatic Door Handle
Cordless Tool Life Extender
STYLUS HOLDER
Fresh Air AC system
Toilet Paper Wetting Dispenser
KEYHUB
Illuminated Safety Razor
Tank View
Selfie Mirror
iWatch iPhone 6 Book Case
Hot/Cold plate
Fly-Away
dispill Ã©lectronique
Toiletry clock home goblet
Female Lego Plane
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Pillow Drop Stop
Solar Power Sun Visor
Party Balloon Motor
the jacket backpack
ROLL OUT BOAT BRIDGE
DIGITAL TEACHING CLOCK
Plopp-It!
Beep to find
Mini-Halloween Candy Scanner
Manette Universelle
Subway Tile Update
Liquid soap dispenser tray
WEBCAM PRIVACY STICK ITS
Rememdate
Pixtur
A laptop game
Control the drinking straw.
GPS with camera
Sovie
Build-A-Cup
ConnectU
Cracker Maker Make your own cr
The Cook's Future Faucet
H2GO
prise mural mutifonction
Pill Popper
choco-dispenser
Clever Edger Waterin System
vitasmoke
whistle with bling
School Supplies Pocket Holder
Solar panel phone
The Smart Holiday Light System
Expanded Flash Drive
Theraputic Gel hot and cold pe
Paddle Safe
Bicicleta Anti â€“ robo
TUG - Prevent Fraying Wires
Store frame
Multi Tapt
Electric toilet plunger
Fanny Pad
The ski o tine
Greeting card holder &amp; binder
k-nineH20
LOCKABLE TIE DOWN STRAPS
Flexible Van
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Oval Umbrella
Remote Wrapper
THC Breathalyzer (Weedalyzer)
e-z pass caddy
WaterAway
Adjustable Wrench
PINCH
Monopower
One Wire for your computer.
The Snapper
Dually
inductive charging clock
MY volume
Power Saver
Shirt Pro
Quick-release USB Adaptor
anti theft wallet
babies purse
Treasure Trash
GreenShower
concave-convex lens set
A lighting multi-tap
Helping Hand Can Opener
Flashlight: Grab it to turn on
No Clean Drain Hair Catcher
Exercise Step with Fan
Mirror Roller for Upper Shelve
Smart Gate Intercom
BABY EASYGATE
Hotel Peephole Travel Vid/Cam
Mouse Paw
Bottle up
The Power Trowel Sprayer
energy box
the flicker
Lawn Bot
#Pete Smartphone
beach blanket sand clips
Air phones
the solar sombrero
Bb cartridge holder
Queue cruise control
Building Cap
Bottle Light me up!!
Touch Screen Stand Mixer
LongHaulBid
night eyes
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la multi interrupteur
Light Switch App Adapter
PowerBand
SANTA MY MAN
Vaniza
Hands free holder
Mygnonne's Mirror
DRYER-STAYs
EAR BUDS SECURED
push and power
counting water bottle
Take advantage of fingerprints to maintain privacy.Such as,Phones,Keyboard,Mouse.Etc.
The Protector
Screen Fans
million dollar view
E Z BATH DOG LEASH
The Hoot battery storer
FroBacks
Phone Batttery transfer cable
painters' tape PLUS (+)
Remote Strap
PARAPLUIE PERSONALISABLE
AdaptiveBike
Ultimate Artist Ipad Cover
comfort chair
Friendly Security Light
"Cosmetic Compact Protector"
Piggy tank
Kitchen step ladder system
Hard-boiled Data!
Lenzgard
Baby Vitals Monitor
credit tracker
Tote-Meal
En Pointe
Wink Enabled Power Monitor
QuakeSafe
Social Media Website
Qualified Self Challenge
Fake passports,and Id cards
Colts tailgate light
watering-can with connection
"Raffel It"
Wink TV
Smartphone Extension Camera
lotion less massage
baggie filler
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Laser Keyboard phone case
Custom-Size Hot Rollers
Electric Car Energy System
Mommy Cart
Mechanical Twirl Dress
Baby Duckie
BEACH B/BALL STAND ON BOUNCER
Adjustable Jar Handle
High Altitude Space launch
child alert
pyjama -velo enfants
Phone Ring
Sound Locating
Frisbee Launch
PosturePost
smart insoles
Dental Floss/Toothbrush Holder
Cool Down Push Up
Glove-rack
â€œElectrical Air Plungerâ€
Thank Your Mom
Parking Light
car guardian
Flawless
Spill-Free Soup Pot
Acorn Wedge
Critter Bot #WINK
Troyangles
The Cooler Table
kids art wonder storage
Hors'd'oeuv'er
Cat Mousetail Toy
That's My Baby
3.5mm bluetooth receiver
ManyFragrance Variation Bottle
Toothpaste Transferer
Rubin's Wrist Wroller
The Smart Home Alarm
Individual Water Lounger
Spring Tension Exercise Mat
Smart Lawn Sprinkler
Klee See
Star-Straight Screw Driver
AboutMe greeting cards
BPA-Best Possible Advantage
No Clog Toilet
WriteBoard - Wifi whiteboard
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Nimmble Texter
HiBeam Helmet
gant toilette dos et pieds
Cradle Captain
My Lawnmower Buddy (VIDEO)
Core your Vegetables Set
Hear Your Ear
CALENDOOR HANGING SYSTEMS
ContrÃ´le de postures
Alert Drivers About Medics
Happy and Clean feet
Test
the magic cereal mug!
Campfire thermometer fork
iSky
Trailier backing up flags
Shower Backrubber
The I Multi
Bath niche shelf expanded
Zora Cut
soil saver
Trendy Temp
POT HOLE
Receipt Holder
Hot Glove
mobile cover instant photo cam
Holey Balls!
Dust Puff
The Scrub Bot
Hermit-Can
The Umbrella Bat
Diggin' It
the winkster
Scavenger Memory Game/Picnics
Breezy Make up Mirror
energy box
Christmas Lights Module
silicone desk bloom set
Service Robot
Moisture container coaster
Pour &amp; GO!
Compact indoor composter
Saw Sqa
QI Freestanding Light Bulb
Bar of Shower Gel Scrubber
renfort pour plaque Ã©tagÃ¨re
toilet paper roll changer
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Market extension for PawDoor
Coller scracth n smell
smart food temperature meter
Sweet Potato Tots
Connect-a-hose
Lipen
Run Away Computer Mouse
Coldcatcher
Threadable Floss Pick
Painter's Tape Dispensor
Phone charger for your bike. Pedal the power back into your phone. A bike commuter solution
multi-dc power supply
Count Jump
Washable Green Screen Paint.
Animated cat tail customs
Noodle Steamer
Hair Accessory Jewelry Center
Baby Tooth Puller
Full Mouth Toothbrush
FÃŠTE DES GRANDS-PÃˆRES &amp; B. P.
Stylish Soundproofing
Demo Link Pro
Lid + spoon opening + adapters
Skin Tone Adhesive Bandages
Smart Display Board
Tablet Padfolio Adapter
tablet induction speaker case
Welcome Home
The Bath Mitt
Video Studio Desk
mart tape measure: new update!
electric shocker fishing
Vacuum Box
Smart Shooter
The Pied.Patch
The Car PreHeater
Peel-Away Glove
arm docking station
Curved Knife
http://org.grouprev.com/fishbu
Message Crayons
table
Vaporizers Parasol
window Zappa
Gas Proof
Scrub Sheets
Dress-Bag
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Perfect Tempie
KleenPlace
Knee Saver
TROTTE CIRCLES
Person Lifter
Automatic window opener
SHAGS
Cologne Cuff-links
Side Moveable Extension Platfo
Micro Wall Fan Plug-In
The All Ball
Swift Mist Car Wash
Cable Organizer
Adult Lego "Storage Boxes"
Sangmar Grip
Open Window Rain Guard
Water Mat
DIY Phone Case and Earbuds
Vehicle Trash Collector
Nail-IT
Garment Marker
4 in 1 fitness
iC
Little Comforts
Turtle Neck
adult game that can be played
Thought U should MEET
Climate-Controlled Trunk
Tazer Saver
Bulletproof Screen Protector
Toothpaste tube FUN! no mess
Water Stinger
The Claw
Measurement (tape) earphone
Bare Hands
Wi-Pow (wireless power)
visor buddy
Stove safety sensor
Handy lil Helper
5 PORT USB CHARGER WITH CASIN
Baby laser monitor
Hair Trap Brush
Smart Rack
Trap Box
bac a four systÃ¨me d'arrosage
Screen Door Pawtch
i-Drive
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Nutribullet Strainer and Guide
Stump!
Toguard
CAR SMART
photochromic car mirrors
TAILGATE TO GO
Pool Chemistry Sensor
Water functional phone case
Phablet Wear/ Phab Wear
Direct-charge Cell Battery
Wireless Fax Phone Line
Baby stable plate
The soap saver
Shoe Rack Expander
B-Light
Tine Eraser
Velcro Glove Charms
Clothing Curtain
PC Power Strip
Heelies
App Enabled Power Point
collapsible lap top table
Window Wind Breaker
bottom trash container handle
makeup mirror
Worlds Smartest Mail Box
Snow Steamer
Sun-dial chess clock
Time Saver Washer and Dryer
Steam Blind Cleaner
Iphone Thermal Charger Case
Warby Parker + Quirky
Plastic Flexible Bag Dog Poo
Collar Keeper
Fan Flags
lego spray glue
FLASH GRIP
Lock/Lunch Container.
Sanitary toilet
Baby Go swing
Shower Hemorrhoid Chair
bracelet dÃ©tecteur
Shotyjupe
Nighty Night Device Shield
iTray - Hands Free iPad/Tablet
Leaf It to Me
Pet Door
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the magic football
the economy kettle
Wink-ee Tinky / Zipper Alert
Roman Shade Cover
My Picnic Buddy
Solar Cooker
Iphone headphones protection
Coma Air
RemoteLocator
chargeable thermo gloves
Glycovein
LuggageSafe Security System
DM Ear Piece
Arm Sling-less Sling
Digital Reusable Nametags
"MECHEE"
car heat redirector
Rechargeable Spotter Dock
HardWire
Dog walking made easy! Self-sealing dog poo bag. Bag closes when hand is removed. Stop trying to tie those lil bags full of __________!
MirrorPort
Nighttime Baby Caddy
Adjustable Pillow
Frying Pan Mesh Top Attachment
Non blow away beach toel
SmartPhone become apple mouse
Chiller
Storage friend
Night Time Tennis
Wall socket thermostat plug
Eyes box
Power Saviour
Ride-n-go blanket
Keyless Home Entry
PortaSpikes
A cooling plate
Eagle Eyes
Beermates
Flour hood
moodmatcher
Therapy Magnetic Coasters
Easy Print
ergonomic smart phone case
Food Fresh Storage Solution
WRISTWATCH WITH FORECASING APP
Aquapatines (Patines para agua
amazing
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CYCLOPS Action Helmet Resubmit
SpinSail Wind Turbine
Water saving game for kids
Power bar concepts
New Body Wash
Waist away
long ass lasting battery
always cool cooler
The gutter cover
PAPER BANDANA NECKERCHIEF
Happy Labor Day, Mom!
Low Cost Digital Camera
safe talk
Smooth Shelf
fiber optic solar light
Co-fi Maker
FOREIGN FRIEND
Yeeah girl tshirt
Denture Brush Caddy
Chemistry Testing Drone
Multi-Function Hook
ipopper
word search greeting cards
Quirky bumper-stickers
THE UMBRELLA CLIP
Key Chain Cell Phone Tracker
DoorStop Mail
No Hassle Coffee
Clip in platform pedal
CD to iDevice
Wink air condition car seat
Lighted temperature taker
Sound Redirect Stand,Case&amp;Clip
MORE TABLE
SmartPhone Scanner Stand
POWER CAN
Shoot the Hoop
3 in 1 table stand
radio rewind
Ionic - The Gesture Bracelet
Sleeve-It!
wrap and go
Ultimate Safety Power Points
Swoosh
PAN to POT in seconds. 3 standard size frying pans = 3 standard size pots. Twist on for pot, twist off for fry pan. Store and clean easy
Electronics Power Organizer
ever change jewelry
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Needle Net
"MAILCALL" home mailbox w app
Bike Turn Glow Lights
Automatic Showerhead
graduation without glasses on
Ajax Powder Sleeve
Hot dog sleeping bag
The Illuminators
Lighten up door light for safety and convenience. DOWN light, illuminates knob and door, motion sensor, magnet lights of different colors
Potty-Training Privacy Screen
PALM POP TOP TAILGATE GLOVE
The Flavor Saver
Bike Recovery &amp; Safety System
Easy Garden Cover
Athletic sports card pricing
Bathroom Cord Curler
The Laundry Maide
Robotic Car Wash
The Home Access Swipe Card
Hit it n quit it .com
The Backpack MC
ordi clean
Wireless Charge Battery Case
The Ring Thing -Keep Ring Safe
Portable Phone Booth
ReNuShu Saves Favorite Shoes
smartbright led xmas lites
eyetastic
The folder
FUELLESS MOTOR - GENERATOR
Paper towel not helping? The super thin explosion shields for microwaves: inserts, takes the mess, is dishwasher safe and transparent.Colors
Give yourself the finger ring-mouse that will never leave your side. Doesn't get in the way of other tasks and improves efficiency
Drones Flying Gonzo case
multifil
Power alerter
Transitional Window Tint
no lift luggage
Bubbler - An air freshener that has a built in air pump that forces air through non-toxic fragrance gel
hover skateboard
Solar Steam Model Concept Car
Emergency Exit Plug
Lock you're cupboard
lighted charging slot
mini micro - onde portatif
Foldback Flipper Shoes
Wall Pads
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push-push
all purpose armband radio
Roofie Proofie
Kangaroo Cloth
camping sprayer
Digital Cat Feeder
"Plastic Bag Zipper"
Backup Power Outlet
ì§‘ì—ì„œ ì „ê¸°ë¡œ ë§Œë“œëŠ” ì†Œí˜• í–¥ìˆ˜ ì œì¡°ê¸°
Toy Flying Fish
GARLIC HOLDER
Powercord separation preventor
twin can drink
Enviroline
Gun barrel water sleeve
Cookbook holder
The Angle Driver
Ice Bands
Scented/Med app hair brush
Coat File
Remote alert
POCKET PALE
Stretch Bottle
Hippo Bottle
Nail Techs "Leg Up"
Presenting Mouse
Solar
Power Ride
The Skinny Post
CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYS WITH TITLE
My One &amp; Only Card
The Office Grunt
Roll'Jump &amp; Skat'Jump
Salad Buddy
Receipt by request
tubies reinvented
Kids love to sneak under the covers to read or play. Pod transforms bedding into their secret space, provides light and storage of "things"
Multi Chamber E-Cigarette
No more floods
iguide baseball
Wifi curtain rod controller
Forest fire home defense fence
windstorm 1000
Cellphy
Cardboard Laptop table
Clear Vision
Ultimate Electro Device Pack
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Smart Metal Detector
Wrist Reader
QUINNER!!!
Zip Clasp Bra
rapide et efficace
baby system watch
Magnetic Wine Corks
disposable nosehair razor
CB Drill Bracket
clear car window wipers
Never check the water in bathtub again. Place at desired height, emits loud noise when water level reached and also provides temp reading.
DropDesk
Desk Cup-Holder
Solar Powered Wireless Speaker
Undercoat comb
Bicycle Carrier
clean screen
Small &amp; Large Hair Pin Holder
Handy Headrest Hanger
ALWAYS SAFE, CHARGED AND TUNED
BlueTooth Photo Snapper
Rolling Herbs Chopper
tissues n colors
RETRACTABLE BIKE LOCK
Chat and Stash
Privacy Camera Lense Blocker
The Headboard Silencer
Color Planter
Smart-Chique Laundry Hamper
Laser Change Your Eye Color
Apple Geo iPhones/ computers
Stove top saver
Foldaway bench provides a place to sit in your compact apartment, condo or home. Finally an easy place to put on your shoes and hang a coat
COMFORTABLE STADIUM SEATING
dimension wallet
Due
anti butt dialing jeans
Earwax Removal
Soft Flying Saucer Launch
paint brush holder
Baki Pump
Wink Smart Hub Retro
Drive Mode
pull my finger
card stack
The EZ Liner
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The foot pillow, the warmth and comfort is inside. Cold Feet? Tired of trying to find places to stick those chilly feet?
The Volumizer
Mason Jar Humidifier Cap
PowerStrip w/ Retractable Cord
Target Mozzie
Save My Food from Spoiling
Flex Cannula
Selfie Safe
Water Dispenser Stand
AIR-STAT
Wii Hands
Tricolor Earbuds
shoe based activity meter
Nail Clipper Hugger
MOAT CARWASH
TheraKitty
poka
Tape Ender
s.h.h.c. stay home health chk.
Rotor Earrings
TabPhone
Woody Wipes
Flashy Stick
Easy Reader
ERTLC
Zen
Seatbelt Safe
Megaphone Beverage Cup
Slip On
Water-filled basketball game
Pills spoon
roll me closet
Coffee Mug Reinvented
Rain sensor Saver
Never Forget Hook
Strike-StrollnTrike
Heated Infaltable Air Bed
ThermoStick (ThermoBar)
NO TRAC Phone Case / Sleeve
le bracelet de vie
Tomato Dejuicer
Amblert Band
Cool White Shirt
Smart celling Fan and Heater
Stair-Eeze
New joss stick
Pocket PC Phone
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MagiQmirror
Automatic Fish Tank Cleaner
colorfull laptops
ice bomb roof defroster
remindme
Dual or Triple Nested Monitors
Key Light
Food Scale &amp; Price Calculator
Second Chance doll
N-Toothbrush
æ–¹ç›’åTack
SALT shovel
Translucent Display Cabinet
handsfree media headset
Multi-Device Power Station
Backpack rain jacket
Feel-Sound Vest
Shopping Stroller
Bag n" Leash,
Travellite bean bag toss game
Scuff proof
GPS Bracelet
the finisher
Selfie Stand
Watering
Food and Fruit Peeler
College Tracker
Secret Compartment WaterBottle
corn on the cob cooker rack
Squeegee and soap scum remover
The Quirky / Wink Smartwatch
Kwik Lace
No one in house Wink alert
Better Home Wireless
BaggTrack
Jack On
Grow Hair Comb
Chairble
Energy Trailer
Twister
Driving Aid
paroi anti calcaire
Convenient Counter
Pro-tech
Watchlet
comparateur de course
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Burner Hot Sign
Retractable Extension Cord
Contact lenses applicator
Cards for Window Envelopes
Modulcar
PIGGYBACK - POPCORN HOLDER
Pencil Sharpener
Easy Floss Series
Roboprinter
Regiftables
Rabbit
simmaster
Sleeve Saver
Magic Magnetic Plastic
Snooker table and table tennis
apprendre le vÃ©lo sans roulett
My Grocery Buddy
Network Emergency Watch Sensor
Snap on splitter
Nook and cranny hover trash can! For small spaces between laundry machines, furniture, closets and more. Reuse your plastic grocery bags
Dual Camera Riding Helment
Psychic Dice
Ellumiknight or (E-lite 2.0)
Cell Grip and Wear
SNEAKS
Gas Mower Electric Starter
Endoscope Clog Remover.
Hanger extensions allow you to hang more clothes to DRY from one hanger. Stop hanging clothes EVERYWHERE to dry and start saving your space
Walkers motion sensor
natural cover scent/hydrate
The Hair Ball
Mat desk
Scratch Free Pliers
Suitcase Chassis Frame 4 wheel
Sick Car Tool Tray
The Stroller cart
USB LED Flashlight
Even Stevens
ECO-trimaran
100MPHMUD
Universal Screwdriver
Wifi sticky Gyro sensor tag
The Ultimate Beat Pro
Start By Weight
home hands free for cell phone
Split SIZE LINENS
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The Coolbrella
WINKA CUP
Wastebasket bag holder
Laser Shooting Dart Board
Wink PickUp Power Remote
Bottle Buddy
Wireless Charge-Recharge Unit
Lipstick Holder &amp; flash drive
automatic sand bag filler
Single OR Double
Flexible dividers
Lady bag
Tyrannosaurus Rex camera. toy.
BobbleBooty
Microwave safety sensor
Safe-T-Scissors
Beach chair
TRANCHEUSE UNIVERSELLE
Possible Put water in a pot
shop and stop
Go go bowl
Sleepy Mask
Handsy Phone Holder
Greener Shopping Day
Cooper's Time &amp; Date Caddy
Cutting Board Holder
The Pet Protector
Emergency vehicle warning lite
Smart Bacon Pan
Holographic Note Pads.
touch Nail tip coat
Cake Walk
xxxx
Pest proof can( lid)
Retract Power
Scream Box (Game+StressRelief)
FLOATABLE FLUORO LUGGAGE.
Pop and Re-Pop - Play Mat
No Take Pens
CarDash
Portable phone charger
Cutting Edge
PICK-N-DRIVE
Custom Binders
TOILET PAPER TURNSTILES-refill
Concave Up Fruit/ Veggie Mat
For Your Hands only
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Baby alive
Jacket trainer
Smart Bib
Portable Phone Booth
Battery Powered Safety Cone
Family Calendar Display
Allergy Alert
qwer
Plus d'attente
proheat max portable heat wink
Adjustable Truck Side Racks
Power Cord
Weather proof smart devices
WiFi Pool Water Quality Meter
Automated Pill Dispensor Cap
Party Delight
Jikes
Compact telescoping bike lock.
Best Shoe
Cushy cord
tempature anywhere cup sleeve
The second chance
EarbudCurl (RESUB)
The Perfect Snow Shovel
MultiColor LED Switch &amp; Outlet
Chameleon stick orSpider Biter
its asentence
Pivot Power with Covers
Living Memory
Instant food
Soothing Herbal Pacifiers
Goldilocks Wallet
dog lovers bed
Cable Caddy
Ice Shot Glass
Window Position Sensor
Ice Bath Clothing
Power Solar Stove S#1
Curtain and Liner Saver
Tylus
Solar hat phone charger
Floodlight + Flashlight Combo
Square Socket Set
springy
COLD AND FLU TRASH CAN
Day and night clock
Aquarium bottom cleaning tool
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Customize our own drinks !!
Hole-free Calendar pushpins
Vehicle Sun Visor Extension
Gate Opener AP
Air Break Putting Green
Multi-purpose Box
Waterproof case &amp; cash space
Emotional Intelligence Ed
Charge bracelet
EarProtection Cap
Universal charger case
shoe cupholder
safety rash guard
QR Code for Treasure Hunt
Musician's Lip Guard
Body orientation trainer.
Convenient bathtub drain web
Regular Timer Heater
Clipper Condoms
Tasty Bait!
Clever Cleaver
gamelle anti-debordement
Notification bracelet
Vehicle Life Sensor
Bedspreads with Zippers
Garage vent/CO2 detector
SelfOdorEliminatingGarbageBox
SETS DE TABLE IMPERMEABILISES
Gumby Power
Beacon
Sun-oculars
Active-Image: Great Mornings!
Brobble
Safe-xtention
Nut Peeling Device
Keykeeper wallmount key holder
EASY MEALS
Ice Cube
Coffee Ball
Easy Fill Mop Bucket
"The Pod" pedelec
All-In-One Wrench
Fairy Hotline
Let's build an ottoman/bench seat that doubles as a furniture dolly.
cart pause
Shirt (back) wrinkle prevention board ! Prevent the back of your shirt from getting wrinkled while you drive to work !!
Corrective Dizziness Goggles
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"Water Me"
Self charging for electric car
Smart Hiring Platform
Hearing Hands
Water Log Bar
ONE BUTTON REMOTE
Keep me safe
Automatic nail punch gun
Club Card Caddy
Fasion Shoe Tattoo
Home/Office wifi intercom
MAKE THEM MOVE.
The "Whip-A-Matic"
Animal Extension-Plug Adaptor
folding counter top
Multi-Sensory Alarm Clock
sports rims
Compact Car Seat
Easy Trim
Piezoelectric 3DS Charger
Clic-sac
Easy caulking gun
Tactical Iphone Case
Outdoor Wink-Bluetooth HUB
STOP FUITES cachÃ©es
Mechanic Touch Screen for Dogs
Durable Braided Name Tag Clip
Safe Wipes
Camping Cater
liseuse vocale aveugles
Drums on the Wheel
MULTIFUNCTIONAL SMART BAG
Scrub Glove
Exactsy
Thermo scoop
Earbud Cord Hanger
Soap Saver
Egouttoir Parapluie Portatif
Socket and removable magnetic
glow float
total car
WINK 1st Reponder Child Alert
WetBeach Dance Shower
Beachy Beatz
Grocery Bag Grip
botte anti noyade
Best Board Game Ever "FREEDOM"
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No Knot Retractable Leash
Gel coolent workout mats
Finger tip Start up
Stay Submerged shield
Clean Basket
Smart Swich
RingWatch
broyeur individuel
External Camera For phone
Double dipper
Freeze eze
POZ-IPHONE
Portable Toilet Seat
attachable rain cap and cover
All In One Glove
Pet Feeder with water contain
surround media
L'ami-trace
YELLOW TOILET WATER
iWatch Earrings
Solar Floaters
Later-Gator Playback Saver
Dog fetching machine
TOP OF THE HEAD PILLOW
BlokBlok Squares -food dividor
chapa anti sismos
Planche Ã langer pliable
baster flow pump
WIRELESS POWER DRONE
Must Haves in the Car
washable mesh filter
Rough Beard Smother
Pot Session
Magic case
åœ°æ–¹éƒ-å¾·çº²æµ®åŠ¨
Date Stapler
bicycle stereo system
I- Glove
JELLY DRUG
Smart Key
Air-Tech
Webtop
Safe Stove Top
Portare
Laundry Wagon
Small Appliance Cord Wrapper
The Saliva Pregnancy Test
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Fly Stick, FlyStick
RC-UD RFID Card With USB Drive
Fertile Soft Air Pellets
Plane belt
Legendary Tales
Segmented Iron brush
Double Jolt USB charger
Dino Doorstops
Tel2Cel
bright idea
The TimeBar
Star biofeedback meter
Cuddle Foam Add-On
Surepositioner
Modular Power Strip
poubelle antidepression
Grille barbecue Ã 2 Ã©tages
never wash containers
Toothbrush FLOSSES &amp; SCRAPES
bluetooth phone disabler
Maceo
Roomwash
paint corner tape
Quirky Wearable Mouse
BedGame 2.0
Bin Scan
Stylish window security guard
Beach Tray
DOUBLE Shots Mug
CARkin
Nail Polisher
baby pad
Pendentif numÃ©rique
T3QLED
Gun Safe Refrigerator
Power-Roll
cencer of saycology
5 in 1 Perimeter Fence Light
wireless doorbell pager/ S.D.P
Plant Identifier
Wavebanz
A magic flat lamp
3Glass
SoundSleeper
recyclage plastiquer
Reserve Gas Tank
Intuitive Lighting
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Finger Wah Guitar Effect
Trim-It Snap-on Guard
EMERGENCY VEHICLE DETECTOR
Controller Protector
Beach Glider
Wallet Writer
Bra holder, chin rest, headban
P-ONZ - toilet training
The Portable Propane Caddy
Vivre-Card
zero splash urinel
Alimentation cable 180Â°
Floor Cleaner Companion
App-Enabled Hole Puncher
App-enabled Halloween Pumpkin
App controlled house items
Wink Wrist Watch (WWW)
UR-TURN TABLE
Home Caution Traffic Sign
Refrigerator microwave cafe
Just-in-Case Briefcase
The Bug Rescue
Autonomous Laptop Maintenance
Marshmallow Toaster Tamer
poignÃ©e lumineuse
Bathroom Buddy
I do my best thinking in bed
remote control snake
AquaBlade
All In One Gargage Can
Peephole Camera
SEAT STRAP
SmartWalk Dog Leash
Bikepac
Gap Guard
smart strap
The Temperature Hat
lift space saver
no waste jar
Portable plug in
Cord Separator
app controlled heat radiator
Weight lifting fitness tracker
Leaf Net
Sole-Protector
Mirror backed by air-condition
Retro Showerphone Speaker
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Heated Driveways
AC Drainage Pipe Cleaning Methods... will eliminate the calls to AC Service Tech because your AC is NOT functioning and is YES... OOFF.
The Hotel Door Messenger
Bucket Clip
EZSCREEN CLEANER
thrermo-secure
Dog Biological Gas Mask.
Timeless 3 in 1 Perfume
Coverlet
Car Camera + Incident Reporter
Electronic cigarette Holder
Tank into Spank
Independent Button Holer
Pringles popper
Time Plug
Flush Brush
Cool Clip
Umbrella 101
Smart Softener Salt Monitor
Chaussures rechargeantes
Smart tray
Coolster
Dual White/Color HolidayLights
Rear Image or Rear Reflection
Disposable Vacuum Shields
Measuring Colanders
WINK-Door Security Bar
The Contour Pro 3000
Dual Earphone Plug
Interactive Desktop Pet
The PediTent
The orCANizer
Blood Pressure Band for iWatch
Forgotten Baby Alarm
Magnetic Toolbox
Le drap housse anti-plis
Doggy Step Dog Bowl
Charcoal starter
CHOCOBOITE
WaterproofWirelessTrailerLight
celly cam
Above ground Dome pool Cover
back massager/scrubber
pen pen
The Sticky--( Bug Remover)
AIR BED FOR WE TWO
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L'aspirateur Ã puces, poux.
Solid Wheels
Sink Food Waste Separator
JuiceME
Muzik Mesh
K 9 GPS
ladder casters
Declogger - electric or manual
Remote backup - Budd-E System
Case lights
ADDRESS BEACON (TM)
Valise rigide rÃ©tractable
Smart business card case
Magnetic socket bolt holder
Sunrise Switch
Automatic shoe cleaner AutoMat
Zen Bath, Zen Shower
Weed Sifter
THE BED FRAME ROLLER GUARD
Zippermate
The life pen.
L'INCA
Cinnamon Roll Pan
Wire Hooker
Sanctus Pedalboard
ATV Camping Accessory
body guard
Giant Outdoors Mat
SillÃ³n lectura
zipper for collar or no collar
WAP light bulbs
Vacuum feather duster
Quick Zip
Privacy shield for identity
Stink Sphere
Smart Bar
Retractable Cord Reel
Piggyback earbuds
Depth Sensor Snow Cat
bucket holding pans
Bubble bed
Inexpensive Aerial Shots
Wink App enabled smart vents
Penguin Pal Case
the daddy packthis
Clip Tack photo/doc holder
Abris pour chats pour l"hiver
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Gork (aka garden fork)
Outdorr feeling on treadmill
Wink Wall Art/Viewer
Clip-it
Camping Multi-tool
PushPlugs
Rectangular re-usable bottle
Sugar Lower
Wireless Smartphone Loudhailer
Button Battery Induction Pack
Bear can
Couvercles en silicone
Solar Therm Box
Cubicle tablet wall dock
Fender Lights
multi picture frame
Shower Rack Clips &amp; Clamps
Descendre vos rideaux
PICKER UPER
mondone
Smart Socket
Green Chiller
AWAY TO CLEAN AND SANITIZE PET BIRD CAGES WITH A PRODUCT THAT IS NOT HARMFUL TO VERY SENSITIVE ANIMALS.MAKING
IT EASIER AND TAKING LESS TIME
Bug Away Bags
Solar fan
Sippie Cup For Adult Drinkers
Ã©gouttoir/sÃ©choir Ã vaisselle
Gumby USBMultiple Connex Strip
Buzzie the Hair Clipper
Solar Digital Pictures
Waterproof shoes
Cold Cup
The Warming Tree
Reflex
Trash Bag Dispenser
Child Protector Safety Seat
Remove harmful special Bluetoo
Walking Cane Enhancer
RV Parking Buddy
compacteur mÃ©nager
Oil Tank Capacity Detector
Fold it Hang it Store it
Flavored Champagne
Kitchen sink steamer
sac poubelle malin
Smart Socket with IP Camera
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The Alarm H.O.P. Clock
Star Skwers
Finger doorstop
self notes
Ocean/sea floating fields
Iron Mate
GE Dryer without wire!
Chess Clock Board
The Custom Plate
Picture Perfect Locator
heatcup
Spider web flashlight
HVAC Technician's Dream Tool
MULTIPLE CELL PHONE BATTERIES
BOOK STAND with POWER STRIP
4 in 1 Swivel Screwdriver
speednails
Smart wrist sweatband
Modular Smart Chicken Coop
Rythem Geeks
iDbeadz
That's A Wrap
Lost My Stuff
Simple scale
Rubben's
Umbrella Selfie
Interstate Turbine
Car Phone Bar
Shirts and Pants Hanger
siÃ¨ge WC aspirant
Collapsible Trash Can
Sighn Bumper
3D Toilet Seat Controller
TheLunchLady
OnBoard Distortion
Weed puller holster
shady maid
Hide-Away Reading Nook
The intelligent bread Box
Bright lights
Broccoli Keeper
Garden Cleaning Robot
Sport Straw Bottle Top
Shake Pocket Fan
La prise nouvelle gÃ©nÃ©ration
VelCord
The HangMate
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the limber limb
Telescopic Ice Auger w/sensors
BoxSox Reusable Gift Wrap
The Honey Team
MagicKone
iBALL
Head to Toes Shower
blanket wrap
Bottle to go
le pot anneaux
Dog REEL. Reel your dog back
The Ulta-Bag
Coiled cord mobile charger
Parpaing-brique
Venetian Blind Wand Helper
Open Genie!
diffuseur de parfum
Shut It - Door Closer
RV Propane Level Sensor
Smart Box
Cart Concierge
Easy Care Car Seat Cover
Hidden Power
Automate your Remote
POT DE FLEUR RETRACTABLE
Bike Blinkers
Easy cover for any container
comfort air
Air purifier for BBQ
Key-Chain Thermometer
Cool the game.
Car Pax
The Student Saver
Lips
Multi Screw Driver
Head Swap
Wheelies
easygear
Ranch Cup for Wings
CLICKSTORE
Root
App Controlled Pet Toy
New doorbell with options
The SKI CART for a Cooler.
DurÃ©e d'ouverture des aliments
adaptateur apple
Extra Hand
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Expandable gaming power strip
CRUZ &amp; SNUZ
battery charge 3 in 1
Iron Handles
BlueToothBrush
Bluetooth Wrist Baby Monitor
Dental Cleaning
Dog Suspen-Burs
Oven wrap
Leaf Blower Sweeper
Any Doctors in the House!
Worry no more auto shut off
DrawString Threader
Robo Fan
Multi-side clock
BedRest Relaxer
Portable mess free cupcake pan
Switch referrals for children!
Keys detector
Practical Baby Bag
Gourmet cheese scissors
Bottle Topper
Auto Hail Guard
spoon knife
My Morning Buddy
Baby Barrier
WiFi Switch
Energy-Saving Kettle
make your own sandals/slippers
InstanTea - Pour, Drink, Throw
SMART BAGs
The JS14
Porta Outlet
Baby flow switch
Wind powered headlight
Charger Cord Extender
EZ WOOD CONTROLLER
MONKEY PAW
Frying Pan Sausage Turner
Web Development
robo make up
Calculator Keyboard
Modifyed Clothing
Brilliant Oxygen Tubing
Amazon Prime GE Television
Fetch Friend
Pick A Size
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Wavesaddle
Apple Watch CHARGER JUICE PACK
Scan and Store
Plug &amp; Play TV
App enabled Tray
Auto dial 911 what if you were unconcious? intelligent Smoke carbon monoxide, and intrusion motion detector in one unit app enabled
Clean Prep Cutting Board
Snow Shovel Handle Helper
Leaf Bag Holder (LBH)
The Maxi Bag
Bug-i (Bug-eye) nimble camera
Thigh Shields
recyclable &amp; disposable ware
Keyboard That Charges iWatch
Cycle grill
MULTI-PITCH PLATFORM LEVEL
A few in every catagory
Weight Case
Nail and brad holder
Bus Canopy w/ builtin Chargers
Clip-on Battery Pack
Prise pivot
RLS Socks
BabyVendor
All in one manual dough maker
Back lotion applicator
Construct-A-Straw
Car-Tissue
Car Baby Temperature Alarm
KD E-Z-Y- Drink
Microphone Drink Holder
Trusty Tracker
Just A Pinch
Wink keys
BATH ROOM HELPER
easy contractor scoop
memory band
oh-no you dont!
The shoe brush helper
picture planter
Object Locator
Watch Translation
Laptop hinge &amp; upgrade casing
School Bus alert sign
Quick Dish
Bring it back TV remote leash
Grand miroir dÃ©pliable
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BagTrack
Clip-Tray
Under Cabinet Fan
Pen and Teller
Electronic Monster With Powers
Snap, Twist, Lock
portable band saw stand .
WINK connected weather station
Bb drone
All-in-One Screwdriver
blenzers
Shopping Kart
FlexTex
Decorative Cake Shield
Window fan cover with wink
Take n Play
Turn any chair into a rocker
Hot botton for car insides
RetroFilm: Black&amp;White Life
Rx Bottles for Boomers
Auto - Pod
Perforated Wrapping Paper
We Game
Lighted fender cover
Eyeglass Armband/Bracelet Case
The Nail Marker
Beard Wipes
Note
MÃ¶bius Cog
EP (electronic paper)
Rhino Skin Flameproof Skin
BROSSE A CHEVEUX CLEAN
Mobile Photo Stabilizer
Penis in a bottle
Auto Shut off cell ph battery
easy clean keyboard
Sock Fighters
Instant nails
Rolling pin w/holes &amp; storage
Auto interactive driving shoe
super protection pour ordi
volant chauffant
Copper pipe cleaner
TEC Travel Mug
AT dream
LifeBeamer
Griddle/oven for BBQ grill
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Cordless lead
Movement of pet
Motorized Venetian Blind Addon
Let's Share
backtopixel
the bbq turkey sandwich
Be With Me
Intuitive Lighting
Rubik Cube with Digital Sudoku
Power Uprwite 2.0
2-In-1 Pumpkin 4 Kids &amp; Adults
Scented Paint
Pillowette
Cup it Strainer
Cold/Dry Tote Bag
Earphone Holder
remote locater
kidz guard
Plus Sized Sports Team Attire
Digital Business Card
Dewy (Bike Mounted Mister)
CoolBox
Time Out!
The jakPak
Laundry Caddy
Wireless Speaker Track Lights
golf light cover
Car Camera APP When Parked+Off
iPhone Pill Case Holder
LZR-Unlock
Step-Up
Clean Trash
Interchangeable Cleats
Silent leaf blower
ALL SEASON FIRE PIT!!!
Remo Power
find it faster
Easy Extend Ladder attachment
Student Speller
Bubble Buddy`s Bathtub Mat
Power Save
SplashTowel - Keep a Dry Sink
HeadsUp Travel Case
Safe beam
Barking Pond and Garden Rock
The Comfy Drive
Serrex
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Golf Gadget
le plat Ã belle tarte
Santy fanny toilet seat cover
Tracking Infrared Heater
Temporary shower converter
Unusual Portable Car Cover.
sleep goggles
rooibos
The Nuke
Home Key Remote
Doggy Don't Slip
Charades quirky edition
Fruit Pants
Aroma Pack of Cologne Clothes
Scribble Bytes
culotte,collants pour handicap
Time Stamp Food Storage
The Breast Exam Bra
Wallscape
BOB (BLACKOUT BOX)
The OH STRAP !!!
Bath Crayons/Our 44 Presidents
Electronic Spend Brush
Universal Music via Bluetooth
The Unified Utensil
Beer Glass freezer and cooler
Home Filter Monitor
Rolling Laundry Bag
The Helping Hand
Qwean - The Queen of Wean
Handi-Ski Pole
Smartphone Body Camera
pupitre repose tablette
Driving zero distractions
Stay Fresh
Visual Braking System
WARM FEET
Showbiz Kids
Hanukah Menorah With Adustable
Portable Soal Power Plug
MALC
Backup Battery for a Home
Ear Bug
Discrete Power Converter (DPC)
ISay Sign (popup sign)
Heel the Sole
FOOD STAMP
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E.M.P. PROOF CARTARP
Golf String Coach
Natural TV
The Pocket Panic Button
Cell phone with glucose meter.
steel back phone case
Follow My School Bus App
Freezer Gel Skins for iPhone
The Child Keeper
HOT ROD
the cube light
Drill-mitt Dustcatcher
nightcrawler catching apperatu
Inflatable Clothes Steam Press
PortaSki Trolley Shopping Cart
POTENCIA C
Talking Comic Book
App Enabled Rain Gauge
LAKAL TIP
MOBILE HOME CAP
No Drip Coffee Cup
Shopping cart cellphone holder
Smart Timer
arosevacance
Vacuum headphones
Car Alarm Alert Key Chain
Frostette
Stove Knob Shield
bed caddie
Attachable Cups
Cool It!
All in One Light Bulb Zapper
Sport Specific Equipment
PenMark
dinner plate scale
Spider Ladder
Phone bell
Wink Enabled Car dongle
Auditory recovery
electric tape dispenser
Long Handled Garden Sprayer
Hand Watch - Know everything!
FEBREZE FRESHENER SHEETS
Elastic magnets
SKNZ
Pavlov's Door
Smart Shower
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double tap keyboard
Wireless Laptop Power Cord
The (PizzaBox) Levelizer
Solar cell phone charging.
Le distributeur 3 en 1
Carbin
Safe-T-Cord
Bath tub flooding rescue buoy
Backpack Cot
smart chargeur
License plate screw covers
No-Tie Shoe Laces
STOP THE BENDING. IPHONE CASE
The Burger Maiden
IPHONE DOG LEASH CASE
brick pergola candle holder
beeper horn
LÃ¨ve poussette
Wigloo! keep your head cool
smART
SMB Device ( Save My Baby )
The Smart Sawhorse
water lift-transport-dispenser
Round Smartphone &amp; Phone Caddy
Portable Paper Cutter
Yapudeneu
slide to unlock car door
Heally healthy air travel
PROTECTOR
Clogged pore suction cleanser
Squirt Baggie
Rubber Ice Trays
Shower Meter
Mixing Bucket Stand
Follow the sun umbrellas
Vidlids
helmet- sun hat
Chirps
Picture wall
portable socket
Stand Upright â˜…
Q+HomeDepot Male HygieneGadget
Module connectÃ© pour voiture
reverse vac blower
Crumb Cleaner
cough &amp; congestion remedy
magnetic shock absorbers
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A Cooling Flower Vase
Shower Wall Back Massager.
GPS-Park
Easy Car Mat
Tasty Flavored Toothpicks
Quick Frame
SafeBuds
Bed Sheet Design
Kids' Language-Learning Tablet
Tushntoss Baby Wipes
Water Bullet
Slide and Charge
Flavor Picks
Coiling Ear Bud Bracelet
LEDs for wall and ceiling
UBetter-PH E.T.
Clothes Steamer Cabinet
Flash Drive JukeBox
Knee and Elbow Polisher
eZopen
Rainbow Butter
Fish Eye for the Sports Guy
App controlled cat flap
The Happiest T-Shirt On Earth
Smart Air Vents
pushrake
Project Handlights
Emerg-A-Magnet
Worm away
Helpful Pacifier
Save-A-Life Garage Door Opener
retroviseur spherique
NFC Lost Buzzer
Umbrella Smartphone Alerter
rideau pare-douche
Smart Treadmill
Pop fizz keeper
wireless game connection
The Tooth-A-Namer
Courtesy Alarm
Mobile UV air sanitizer
ShowerPower Speaker System
v
Camping Chair Umbrella Holder
Apple Watch Charging Stand
Flashlight Cam
Step Up
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Pantry Organizer
tortilla toasy
Free Cccam servers , newcamd
magnetic piercing
Eversharp Knife
Measuring Up
Tower Power Strip
Sender Man - Ascent Counter
Self Check Engine
Fixed universal pram shield
Laundry Straps
Bluetooth MP3 Controller
Arm exerciser for runners
Vibrating Infant Pad
I POUCH
Leftover Cubes
Building Block Shower Station
Wave Bathroom Towel Storage
MidiGlass
Make Away
Ronds de papier sulfurisÃ©
IcanC Hat
Smart Garage Remote
sQoosh Ultraband
rewindable light system
Blip! Fitness Tracker
The Quirky Store
3D scanner &amp; Printer
stiphones
stepladder plan
Ultra neat back pack
S'more Caddie
Mini shaver
Multimeter Handi case
Inexpensive ice-based air cond
Digital Cable Box Holder
Washer/Dryer
Usb Monitor Stand
wheeled cargo friend
Body profile bed
ArmorBack for iPhone 6
Accessibrella
Hold It Buddy
Eco Smart Outlets
Whistling Slides.
Yard Hog
Swing-free is a universal hands free utilizing device that allows a locking door to move freely without the turn of the knob!
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Curved Push Pin
Attache poussette duo
His and Hers Phone Charger
REVERSED 3 WAY LIGHT BULB
At-Home Mini Vending Machine
Baby lives
Squeezor Clasp
Portable Multicooler
BIG BUTT TOILET COVER
The Spair Winch
Tri-Wrap
iMulch
Wink-Smartest Mail Box
CAR KEY + MAGNETIC STRIP
Openable Bottom Wheelbarrow
Ramen Noodle Maker
POWERED STEP LADDER
The cooler cooler
Bike Clipless Pedal Adaptors
FALL RECOVERY
The Tire Car
Bottle Drip Protector
Coffee Spoon/Scoop Counter
torse grip
boÃ®tier multi prise tendance
chair table for small spaces
Nightstand lamp charger
Indestructible headphone jack
Gemmy Classics
Power to your couch
TV Game Show/Video Game
Ice Sculpture Fountain Maker
LaundryNet
The Tissue Stake
Toy Hovercraft up/down stairs
Cat Attitude Exposer
Handle Bangle
Semi-Public WiFI Router
fashionable belt pouch
Rubber Band/Velcro Strap
Target Sport Catcher
Illuminated Towers
Travel Beverage Bib
Lit - a smart, portable light
Folding Skateboard
Plate / Bowl Cooler
Magnifiing rear view mirror
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The Fan Feather (oversized)
The Enforcer
Quirky products ready for EU
Crossword Helper
Room Identity Smoke Detector
Expedit half shelf insert.
ElectricCon
Whitebind
Meta Sound
All terain sut case
macetas con esferas verdes
Doo Doo Defender
PP (Porcelain Privacy)
Praticoq
The Concrete Cruiser
Window Cooler
Cocoon Timer Switch
Multifunctional shower
Lidies
Hydrate! Smart Water Bottle
test
MOVE EASY
EZHOLDER
Taxi Fair
Clip-on
Personal Pay Pass (3P)
The Clean Getaway
Shower Scrub Tech
Travel Pillow for Two
Modular Home Maintenance
Revive
saving belt
Kitty Servant 360
Coolio Quick Chill
The Refresh Pillow
Baby walker for sports
Both ways cutting scissors
Induction Charger Outlet Plate
Pen Armband
The Crumb Catcher
sno blanket
Anti-Siphon Splash Shield
Mess free baby feeding spoon
Knife blade finger rest
Automatic (open) Selfie Stick
Multi purpose bicycle fender
iPhone Camera Extention
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No mess gloves
Socket Watch
Dish Brush Holder
Bike DirectionalStereoSpeakers
tablet holder fr TV or educ.
Alarm eye strap
Hands-free Pumping Clip
Cigvent Calendar
Neural System Reply
Sticky T.V
visually impaired navigation
Tri Combo Color Markers
Water backup alert system
Pivot Power Clamp
APP Soundbar for Vehicle-resub
Green Eco Softner Rinse
keychain with an app locator
Hot boots
Ladies (easy style)
Flexible book/tablet stand
Wheel Buddie
Smart Wind Chime
Vehicle Rain Protection
Temp-Mug
Couches moitiÃ© prix !
Solar Panel Sun Shade
Velcro dog grooming mussle
Mobile Gloves
phone light hook
Solar electric bicycle
Shh Don't wake the Baby
Rolling Window Shutters
Fresh Sandwich Puzzle Box4Kids
wheel around
Taze Case
Car-aoke
Mobile Security pod
Chauffe-gel douche
Auto Sensor Tub
Remote Beeper
RengravablePortableVinylPlayer
Car Door App
Seas Unit
Straight Scissor Guide Plus
Invisible waterpic
usb wall
Wifi everywhere
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Paw Boots
Portble Outlet
Prompt Signal
2 Beverages In One Cup
HOME THEATER SPACE BAR
Standing Stroller
Portable window garden
Bathtub Hammock
Decorative Metallic Pochette
where has it gone
CoverUP
Pet Feeder
Digital Music Hub / Subwoofer
Solar Cup Sleeve
Snowboard Stick
Wall Paper Steam and Scrape
INFLATABLE FLOAT SAFETY
Cardcube
cadena a detection digitale
LED Lamp for reading
Beach Dressing Room
Smart Roller/Ice Skates
Boucle Box
Eyeglass cleaner and holder
WALKAS ONE
Turbosurf
Flower power
No DoubleDipped Tailgate Chips
mug with lid
Cordless drill with reserve
The @ home digi poster
Burning Food Alert
Rechargeable Wristband
cooper quick grip
Watch charger
Building modules
Whole Home Diffuser
Energy Flag.
Hot Key De-Icer
Smart Charger(Gas station)
projection prophet alarm clock
Security Band
Window Rain Sensor
dishwasher info
HIDE â€˜N GO BEEP
tire bouchon
Butter Cooler/Heater
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Emergency Post Laser
Heated grip for canes/walkers
Fix window blind cords
Better Photos Phone Case
TRAVELERS UV BACTERIA LIGHT
Clothes Safe Bleach Sprayer
New design for Snack bags
Powered fish tape
Instant player piano device
Smart Training Wheel
AppleWatch easy clip 2
Deer Down Tracking System
Botany Bottles
Phone Charging Lock Box
Toilet flushing hands free
Deeper Sleeper
Displayble
Wink Air Filter Alert
"anti-bending" for iPhone6
A to Zoom
Pedi-Magic
STRAP FRAME
So Smart So Cooler
Trailer Light Lock
CABLE BALL
Tapis de bain tout en 1
Sunscreen Indicator Pad
Phone charger/holder
water pressure to air pressure
Flo-Con Tub
safe kids bear
Child/Pet Resistent Trash Can.
Cooler Stop
Osprey Designed Android or Rob
Internal Soap Holder
robot chip
Simple Surface
Vapor holder
Refuel 2.0
Self-Heating Coffee Mug
EAR BUDS SECURED
Big home ergo-keyboard finder
My Book Maker
telescopic stripper pole
Interchangeable candy bar
LEGO -T-Shirts
NO-C-AC Cover
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Movable Shower Niche Shelves
Unibud
Note-Cup-Book
Mounted Knife Holder,
Sports Water Pouch (handsfree)
Choco-a-tine
Extra Battery Pouch
SITTER MONITOR
Unlock
Theia
Crawl Space Belt Loader
home footing
Lock Down Box Clips
Easy Out
Mmmmm Butter!
Bubble Wrap Rainbow
Easy Replace flourosc Fixture
Serrated Pooper Scooper
Lightning Light
Retractable Christmas lights
Insulated SteeringWheel Warmer
Power Saver 2
The Wedgel
Police Necklace
Come Find Me
Stand Mixer Beater Cleaner
Padlock Flashdrive
Spotter "Nightlight"
Leash less walker
Iron for you
Hook Tight
Triple Lock Safe
User-friendly Ice tray
EZ access washing line rack
Smart Lock
perfect bedroom clock
3D theatre screen
LA POUSSETTE SIEGE 2 ENFANTS
Medicine Bottle Cap Lock
Switchblock
Friendly Tray
Koolit
MaxSoap
Flavr Shakr
fiber optic fishing system
universal dressing rim covers
iPhone 6 "Ultra Case"
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Airbag phone case
Socks in a Box
iWatch Brooch/Lapel
Wireless device
The Smoothie Block
+91-8107764125 BLaCk MaGiC Sp
Fire Fresh
SeatBelts 4 Pet/Animal Carrier
Magnetic Toy Box
Speedo Camera
Adhesive Solar Shield
ColorSplash
Retractable Ceiling Fan Pole
SHAVE4EVER
Mood Wrist Band
Water Brights
Tru-Cam
chargeur wii fi
Waterproof /Floating PhoneCase
table de salon et a manger
Plus Charge
In-A-Pinch
Collar Cleaner
Cover Me Up Pet Bed
Vehicle Deaf Light
Cool Fresh-Air Central-Cooling
Shapeshifter
ergonomic tablet case
Baseboard Broom
Fog Free Scuba Mask
Clean air.
TV Eliminator
A NEW GLOBALTRANSLATING SYSTEM
Under Cabinet Kitchen Helper
Where is it?
Theater Translator
The Standing Desk for Everyone
Contact Tracker
Water Bombs
GPS Tracking Strips
The Holo-Clock
Spiral Notebook Label System
My First Liquor Cabinet
Switchable tile tray
pet taxi
Digital Scrapbook
golf finder
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Carving board with drip tray
Hot FLASH Be Gone
Eternal Message
Active Conversation Translator
water saving toilet
The Smart Trashcan
Android/iPhone movie easel.
Antitheft Bike Grips - Pedals
iCarry
Pinverter
Wink Laundry
DIGITAL CLOCK
1 load washer/dryer
Modular Smart Receptacle
"DayGO" Calendar with WINK
X-Change
Pocket Salt Calculator
Expanding Lego Mat
Pickup Tent
Mom's Digital Task Organizer
"Bicycle Case"
Enlightened All in ONE Diffuse
Easyglide stroller
Pole vac?
magic baloons
Vending machine networking
Self Power Case
Gradual darkness night light
modu-morph
" Thee Grip "
Catch &amp; Release
Microwave Hot Water Heater
Scholastic Quest Board Game
Lazy Mug
filtre CO2
Foot Lotioner
Bubble Wings
Rechargeable USB Cord
The StyleGo
Snake Lighting!
Hose saver
The Original Booty Buffer
Speak-A-Type-Laptop
SUCTIONING CHEESE GRATER
Remote-free TV
Paint Tray Liner
flex earphones
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Snowdon-Smart Goggle
W D matic
Hug glove
smartdrug
Retractable Cat Toy
Watch and Listen
My car saved my life!
Power Wall
Motorcycle lens visior
Vehicle windsield umbrella
opposites attract salt &amp; peppe
"Spotless Specs"
Paraflex
Smart Sling
Smart Instrument Tuner
Barking Spotlight Alarm
Peek-a-boo Basket
Illumma chair
Sock Buddy Laundry Basket
Mood Hair Extensions
Diffuseur de son
SPOON SACHET
Oscillating Scrub Brush
Kelley coolbox
Instant Running Water Cooler
your own inflatable
Personal Sound-Effects Machine
Stirling Engine Charger
Simple Dry
Q Male Toilet Hygiene Reminder
Converge Mini for Apple Watch
Cooler Crates
Build A Frame
Batman Hovering System Modifie
Smart fans
Secure Bike Bag
Grippy
Smart Wallet
Read-Out Keyboard
Paper arrangement machine
Digital Camera Stabilizer
DayBox
Floating Car
Never burn beach pillow
The Chair that grows with you.
Pace-drive stroller
Remote Control Finder
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TV speakers deflector
AT Shoes
Wireless earbuds
Furniture leveler
Snap on Button
Dice Football League
8 a Day
Spinal Support A and B.
Cut and Iron Mat
Bracelet Charge for iwatch
The Wedgel
Shower Shades
Fine Art Digital Tablet
smart holster
Mr.Punch
Smart Safety Locker
candle snuffer reinvented
Monkey Middle Cord
IronMan
Elevated Ergonomic Keyboard
CUVETTE WC HYGIENNIQUE
flyz
solarwave
TackyMagFlipper
Cell Phone Reader cover
Glare Garage
Pet Escape Prevention Panel
Gesture controlled lights
FINKER
Cuadblox Speaker Bookends
service Solahart bintaro
sapin'malin
Double Clip
Radar Golf Putting
Water Car and Water Tube Idea.
(SMART) BLADELESS CEILING FAN
Wireless heated wiper blades
BUSHING REPLACEMENT KIT
Room Colored Trash Bags
Flashlight &amp; Battery Sheath
Drone Protecter
Maura Pillow
Weighted Water Exercise Ball
Smart Labels
Fabric Gift Wrap
Heated Ski Poles
Just in Case
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Faster, Safer, Easier Toy Slingshot. Resubmit after 527 votes. Changes made to prototype and video!!!
Sense
Phone Pro
Makebot
Water Saving Control
baby gate / bed
chronic pain self relief
insulated waterproof coveralls
Good Morning
ocoband
WaterBrain
My Drink
Grab Safe
Text Block
SHOWER ORAL WATER PICK
easy change dispenser
phone hand holder
Backpack Umbrella
Inflatable Toilet Seat Riser
Sumbrella
Smart Fridge System
New Shoe
Electric independant machine
The Poopie Pouch Leash
silicone dustpan
Hand Held Vacuum Extender
Realtime Basketball
Reinventing the shower
The Reversible Grill Brush
Box Recycling Helper
CheminÃ©e Ã vapeurs colorÃ©es
A Better Pool Brush
Hair Be Gone
iPhone Loop Buddy
Trash Spider
Text Guard
Voice Activated White Marker a
compact luggage system CLS
mobile cup holder
Vibration Detection Mat
auto-stirring cup mat
Swivel Spatula
Smart Cash Register
Sicky Vicky.
Programmable audio pet collar
Porta Lock Box
Cat/Dog Open Door Deterrent
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anuiballe
Warm Air Pocket Tent
Lysol for the Restroom Idea.
glass bathroom cleaner
Gesture Based Remote Control
Hold on the texting
Stylus Holder for Tablet
Refill Pack Clamp-On Cover
Quartz color therapy wand
Vibrating mousepad
My Portable Modular Greenhouse
Smart Key
HVAC Air Filter
Radio USB Port
Solar Seat Warmer
perfect angle
THE SOCIAL ALERT
Contort Mini Keychain Battery
Digital Hang-Tags
6+ car phone holder
THE LOCK SWITCH
Smart Door
sleeping bag w/blow-up pillow
Smart Lock
MigiwÂ© - shockwaves generator
Surgibear
TACH...Hanger - Have Prototype
wing dipper
Pot ventouse
Vent It
Strap wrap
TÃ©moin couleur usure pneu
CafÃ© italien express
Whatmacallit.
Bait Ball
Large Box Organizer
No Mess Cereal Pour
personal tornado shelter
FORGET ME NOT MEMORY BOX
Top Assistant
ice flop
TINY Find-Me Stickies
The Screwgrip
Sticky knobs
Lost love spells magic rings
Camp Light
Gluten Pen
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Smart Shoes
BlinkBot
Shielded wallet and pocketbook
ROOM TO GROW
Ghost hunter game
Turkey Thawer &amp; Brine Cooler
Grrrrr
Moisture Razor
The Sink Buddy
Akiltour
Indoor Sun
FlatSpeaker Directional Sound
Guacamole Dispencer
Protect-mains
The Hair-Free Brush
Caddy Cooler
Binary option trading platform
traducteur simultane
cord tangle buster
Toit de lit bÃ©bÃ©
anytime a/c
Recycled iPhone4s
Solar iCharger / Solar Stick
ShUV
ventilateur sphÃ¨re
NRD_BAG
Solahart Bandung 081310944049
HANDWRITTEN TO ELECTRONIC
Folding fence for babes
double trouble shovel
Hanger without the hassle
Nut, Bolt or Screw extractor
Virtual phone
Punching Bag Fan Wrap
School Text Book Bandits.
Self-reporting firearm camera
Wink Gesture Control
tire gauge all in one
Smart Bright
Surround Projector
Travel Perfume
SnapFort
Baby Forget Me Not Lock
K Camper Brewer
L'Hiblou. ( visions de nuit )
Bye Bye Bink
THE BEVERAGE BUDDY
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Cheaper Creeper
Bend and Snap Razor for Women
Rat Stopper
Helmet
Medusa Mop
Lego sleeping bag
Smart book reader light
Communicator Dashboard
Hotel Travel - Seat Towels
Feat Heat
Arm rest pillow
EZ BRUSH
Next Generation Back Scratcher
FireSmart
Adaptateur ipod / iphone
Transitional Tinting Glass
The Icee Pillow
Go-Leash
iPhone 6 eCharger
WARM FEET
wifi shadow puppetry bulb
Walk and push - better workout
Panier Ã linge Ã roulettes
Save Motorcycle Helmet
Mud Flips
Mamarelle
Numchucks.
The Pivot-Plug
Personal cosmetic e-makeup sys
Cable coil hairdryer
Sunrise: Connected Alarm Clock
The Vac Brisstle Scratcher
Radi resistence Phone Case
Yoga Mat with Fan
Booster seat stabilizer
Quick Blow
Reusable Thermometer Tape
Collapsible Jogging Stroller
Strap On
Naughty Kitty Vase
The Angel Wing - The Life Cam
Bluetooth Notification Band
Cardoor Magnetoresistance
Pencase
Flying Animals
NEVER-CATCH-ME SQUEAK TOYS
Reciprocating Saw brushes
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Cooper's Cup Lite Up
dosasac
Vibra - Mow
Ball Track
Apple Watch Charger Spindle
Countertop oven burner
Solar cell phone
Cord Lock
Vid game/movie APP
BudSplit
Number ticket dispenser w/ buz
GlassGlow Shelf
Fashionable Fitness
Bvroom (Vacuum Broom)
Light Bulb Collar
Samsung Gear desktop charger
ring of life
Sparkys tapemeasure.
Page Turner
The Standard Tee
Smart Flexible LED Sticker
App enabled Learning Orbs
Cable Fix
Weight changer
LED Parking Signs
glowcard
Subaqueous earphones
nailpolish organizer by season
App-Enabled Air Fryer
The healing MAGIC RINGS
Ultimate desk hanger
Enlargeable Pivot Power
Portable Business Card Maker
Sleeve cooler and organizer
Honest Golf Ball
FLOSS-N-BRUSH
Outside Tripper Extension
Star supply Caddy
Props/Wrapster with a clip!!!!
The Sock Monster
Ants stop
Le Porte-clÃ©s Infos-secours
Heart Alarm
Silent Sleeper
iHub
Ergotop
Fingernail Brush Ball
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les cÃ©pages du vin
The Perfect Tuck
Automatic Hair Roll's
Raspberry PI ATX board
light off indicator
Automotive storm control
hands-free umbrella
Automatic Storm Door Closer
Augmented Reality Power Plug
Gravity Water Bottle
Ironman
Service Center Solahart
Data transfer
Gas Saver
Laundry basket that cleans
Lighted restaurant menus
Best Ever Outdoor Tablecloth
SHIFTERS
HOUSSE/HYGIA/CONFORT
Dark and Cooler
Wonder Wallet
NECK PHONE
Mini USB Phone Charge Bar
Keep the cats away!
dredge nozzle
induction cooktop
Hidden Hatch
Bright Idea Pool Light
iVisit
Thumb War Machine
Ready Epi
Spacial Brush
UV Disinfectant Phone Case
Mic Pocket
Racing Car Mop
Baby Beats
Wipe Up
3D Screen Viewer
GERMINATOR
Me-FOB
Reaper Watch
IOT MultiTab
Crazy chase
Carry-N-Change Table
The EZ portable cushion seat
iAuto Android based car stereo
HIDE-A-WAY-KEY-LOCK-App enable
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Artificial Drizzle for hot day
FRIDGE DOOR POCKETS
Book light buddy
The Orb Light
Easypot Planter
Eye Mini-Projector
Retractable door stop
Patrol bot
Laundro-Net
Attictive Media Frame
Window Cooler
Thermalos
Always on Phone Car Charger
Shopping Bag Soundinsaproofing
Ironman
WHEELBOXX
Ready-Set-Go Desk Starter Kit
Memory Card Speaker
Fondant coloring mixer
Core Gum
"FLIPSTER"
TakeOff
Ironing-made-simple
Easy ice cube tray
The squash-able bottle
Slide-On Sponge Cover
Life Extender Body Cooler
Pillow outlet
Face Off
2 in 1 scratch and rub
Smart Welcome Mat
Earbud Yoyo
Photo/movie book
appli malin
Electronic Guitar
double single serving
Medicine Cabinet Caddy
Clothes Warmer
Air-conditioned sidewalks
The Male Dickey
Hats with hair
infant fun toy
Interrupteur Wifi
Mininet for Rice
tablet handler
SWOX
Mess Free Xmas tree stand
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Interior design lights
my Calendary
Go Girl!
BRICOPEN
Jumping &amp; Popping Number Pad
FunChair
USB music import
Bulletin Board Folder
Shoemifier
Rre-Theader
e-Lamina
Super pack
padded work pants
Car SunShade Visor
Legal Dinky
Stead over Heels
Stabili-Pot
Command Buttons
Perfect Pizza Porter
Hands Free Phone Necklace
WINK Fish Pond Fountain Pump
plugngo
Wink Home Escape
5 tips for choosing flowers fo
Heat charging phone case
Burglar Smoke Alarm Remote-Switch is a simple methodology to have all home Smoke-Alarms fixed to accept the remote signals to activate IT
Safe Temp. Band
BRICKS BY DESIGN
Fitness Gjerek
Economical RC Car
Car SHeat-Alert
A quilt/blanket for couples with two sides of different temperatures. distinct parts of fillers, would be hotter on one side
Self oiling door hinge cap
restring
Drip Away Dryer Sheets
Easy access wheelchair
Sleep-Proof Alarm
Binkie Blankie
Fire Fan
Ultimate touch up brush
Meter Feeder
Porta-Sockette
Smart Battery Detector
kinetic energy
Clear Space
solar esky boombox
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123feu
The Measure Reader
credit card shield
Solor rider
easy-release dustpan &amp; brush
Dog Lease with Velcro Handle
THE BACK-BRELLA
KNOW YOUR PLANET, KID
Peek-a-boo Basket
09166714857=vashikaran special
stick &amp; go
just incase
Bicycle Generated Usb Charger
Meatball and Burger Maker
MOON SENSITIVE T-SHIRT plus STENCILS - Makes drawing on your TSHIRT with the Full MOON UV - Fun and ecological
Leaf Plow
2n1 Granny Cart
Briquet autonome
The seat belt cushy
Magnifier Glass Dinner Menu
Pot d'Ã©chappement
Carryon Shelf Attachment
Scrubbing dishes In a new way
Bra suspenders
TriggerLight
The faceless scrapbook
Wireless mouse charging pad
movable Hairdryer Holder
Mover 'n Shaker
The Perfect Paci
vision tv
Airplane Smart Window
child saver lock
Keep gift paper on rolls neatly cuffed so that the wrapping paper doesnâ€™t get torn or crumpled.
Hand held x-ray
couteau lame double sens
Wifi enabled light bulb
Testeur '' Cloclo ''
The virtual stand-in
Mobile check in
Perfect Balance Yoga Pants
Fly Our Universe
MYBOWL Pet Feeder
smart mucrowave
Leashband
Biodegradable Beer Can
Food Releaser
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The headphone speakers
Pain Free Drive
Bottle Wrap with Magic Strap!
Trash can lid liner
Water proof Flash Drive caddy
Super Stapler
Food Plate
Diaper Smart
World clock (â˜…MOVIE Added)
High &amp; Tight
Roll-up Bike Lock
cat's ice sofa
Cooler Cozy
Luggage That Moves
Free Motion Home Generator
1/4 Inch electric ratchet
Eyeglasses become sunglasses
Laser+Lightshow Bulb
Wallet Pencil
Urine Collection System
Heads Up Gauge Display
Back Stop
Basement flood preventer kit
ALERTE PEREMPTION
T'Stat buddy
Autism identifying jewelry
Clipon Vid Cam for Smart phone
Bouzie' Eye Wear ( Glasses)
Expandable Laundry Basket
Unfreeze you're Pipe's
porte ceintures
FreezMo
CLEAN AIR
Airbag assistance
Attachable Theft Alarm
OdorPicture
Coupe gateau amovible
Golf Guide Gloves
Air Lock
Umbrella Alarm
scan-compare
The Umbrella Hat
retrieve-a-ball
Car Seat Companion
ad
Kool Case
Safety jewelry
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Munchy Breaker
Navigrocer
Garage Door DIRT STOP
ONE-Way Flexible Spatula
car safety for children
No slip Spoon
U-Lock Strap
BearGrip
PaySide
Car Seat Safety
Hair Catcher
Quick Cupcake Icer
Funny T-Shirt
PoinTees
Glue for vacuum suction cups
Easy Chair Anchor's
Aviator
Knee Saver
Drink tracker
magnetic hook kichten cloth v2
Heavenly Scrubber
Silly aprons
Puzzle Frame
Pill/Med Bottle Cap
TOOTHPASTE TABS
Laptop Turntable
Golf Guide Gloves
PERSONAL VALET.
Thermal Underwear for Diabetic
Mobile friendly haircut cape
Powered Cooler Back Pack
iShoe
EXTENSION OREILLE TELEPHONE
Pool Monitor
Safer Roads
A Waterproof Solar Backpack
AcoustiCase
avshd
Clear Safe Skimmer Lids
Floor scraper
Portable Beach Hammock
THE CAKE BUDDY
It's A Wrap
self massaging SMART tool
Car Seat Net Catch
hangeasy cloths line
rayonnage vite pose
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Pitcher's Tee
lampe multi prises
ROBBERY / BURGLARY DETERRENT
SOUND THE ALARM
All Aboard
iPhone Panoframe
Selfi
Portable phone amplifier
Donut Belt Holder
Relief Chamber
Ratcheting Torque Lug Wrench
KeyChain case
Escort - Garage Parking Guide
Pure Juice Container
Swedish Slat Stays
Sunburn my Walls
Delivery Driver Thesaurus
The Back Door
Pop Out Wall Art
Smart calculator watch
Lever Arch File Clip on Label
Laser Obstacle Course
Kinetic generator battery pair
Safer chainsaw starter
Waterproof Case For Laptop
The Reminder
Hanger Extension
speaktype
Wine Inventory Picture (WIP)
Tire Generator
Smart Arrow Safety Road Kit
Too hot to handle
Front and Back Baby Carrier
Easy Disposable Pad
Sleep-E
Two Season Inflatable Toy
A Disassembleable Couch
Stick on car airfresheners
Water Brush
the seat belt help
configurable beverage cooler
Yoga Mat w/ stretching strap
Self contained bird feeder
Taka battery
Iluminador de Control
Tire &amp; Rim Protector
Versus
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comfypad
Solar powered fedora hat
Skewer Squeeze
Retractable Heat Blocker
Custom Living Room Furniture
Print anywhere
Felt pad Belt Hangers
auto stay dry
pocke charger
New Age Smart Keyboard
Deer Scare
key pager
Money Making Machines
Computer Pedal Scroller
Circuit Toy Stove
tap charger
High Tech Modular Knife
AdBlock for TV
Frantoio
Build Me Dino
Tissue Box Holder
Portable Surface Extension
*DuoDock* Collab w/ Aviv B.
Battery Pack Conversion Module
Non-Stop Battery Life
Baby heat protector
Tagits!
BBand
airfoil for bike
Filter Lid Garbage Can
Animal Recognition Door Opener
Aux. battery for i-phone 6/6+
Race lights
All purpose child tray
ECO sticker Faucet
Armni-Freeze
Skimmer Reader
Earphone charger
porte ceintures ou ceinturons
dream pillow
ada-Rak
Credit Card with security
The Skinny Post
Electric Meter Reader
Wink Ceiling Fan control.
The Protein Bottle
aide Ã la maladie d'Alzheimer
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Swivel Outlet - Space Saver!
TeckTies
H2O Resistant E-Scanted Candle
Emergency belt loops.
StethohangER
The Smart Sawhorse
Smart Stand Mixer
Next Gen Keyboard
Water boatman desalination
Crylite
Trim &amp; mow
Floor Lounger
Beachfront Office
Rubber Band Drill Bit Holder
Soapy Surprise Capsules
All-in-one laundry machine
Boat bumper clamp
Mens Sneaker Shoes
The TabStand
Powerup
Catch A Leaf System
Music Motivator
Belt buddy
Smart Shade
self cleaning broom
Super dog brush
Smartphone Photo Frame
Smart Toothbrush
bottle saver and more room
The Last Tee Golf Tee
hot tootsies
'Bed-Time'
Mobile Power Tool Charger
Sugar Classifieds
Action Case
Radio Bump
Johnny Flaps
STD Detecting Condom
PET FORT
Monthly Calendar Pillbox
Swap case
wick away h20 all weather hat
Footsie
Better Ceiling Fan Cleaner
bad christmas bulb detector
Bluecover
Hands Free Rash Remedy
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Body Dryer
turn the key, save the baby.
sportez-vous bien
Quick Dish
Universal Refrigerator!
"Rolling week" bulletin board
rotational valve or pitshaft
Doctor
Moving chair
Monitor your kids media time
Pill o matic
Heels High
The Swoob
Dog Bath Tub
Text Pause
Under the Bed Roller Hamper
Twist and Mix Blender
Plinkies
String Cheese Cutter
Recycle pails
Pen-Pencil Hybrid
Step Toilet Seat
Smart Lego Sorter
Holographic Wall Safe.
MIlk Gallon Pump Dispensor
BETTER COMPACT CUTTING BOARD
The Fragrance Fan
CheminÃ©e Ã©lectrique Ã vapeur
Chair store
Tank Treads
B-ALARMED
Mesh Backpack Organizer
SMS Safety Pod
SubZone Smart Vents
Motion Detector Ap
Smartness Addon for Switches
Fiber optic fashion
Step off Power
Smart Ke
Outlet Genie
iphone sports action headband
Wrink-Cycle Garment Steamer
Paint roller tray
EZ Grab Cup Holder
Discrete Reminder Watch
Snow Board Kayak
Oil and Lotion Maker Machine
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Phone Panties
The Pal System
fitness bag
iLife
The Stretch Scratcher
phone
Camping Tent Raft
optimum optics
Magic Mirror
Headband Hair Roller
Red-Handed Anti-theft Device
Mobile Skeching Table
Â¿QuÃ© dice?
Solar camp charger
Shotgun 500
Go Any where case
rase laundry basket
Hammock plus
Pawlish portable paw cleaning
After the Rain Car Wash Cloth
Bitten T-Shirts
Apple Core
SMART FONE JACKET smart jacket
Full Body Dryer
Non-Tip Flower Pot Holder
Wi-Fi bulletin board ribbon
Teacher's Dream
Inflatable Kids Bunk Bed
Mobile ring flash
Atomatic Window cleaner
Tattoo Machine Revolution
JellyFishEggs
Dog'Gone It!
Couette lavable Ã la maison
The Gep
Smallest 6 Plug Power Strip
The Smart Pad
Quick Cleat
Rally Towel Dowel/Rack
CCReader
REKINDLE GRILL
Bulk Aqua Transport System
Portable Food Tray
Magnetic Gauntlet
Spider Web Removing Tool
The illuminating Bag
Magna Fort
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Medication Tray Alert
Drive My Child
Invisible Traffic Stopper
Tool Organizer
Vehicle Interior Heat Alarm
Measuring lid for pasta box - make it simple and easy to store and measure pasta without extra container and measuring tool. Resubmitted.
I-cyclops
My beat
appliction scanne course
iSunShield
lazy susan 1- tier spice jars
Smartscope
Stablelizer
Hail No
Pocket Cup
Detailing Razor
Furniture Pet Border
PLASTIC BOTTLE SHREDDER
LIGHTNING-A Smarter Light Bulb
lawn pop up water and trimmer
APP operated TV Wall Mount
Grocery Helper
iFoot-Warmer
Wash'n'Dry
Package/Mail Has Arrived
Amazing Portable Beer Table
Car Stereo Recorder
Tablet Phone
Coffee Warmer Coaster
Extendable Vaccuum Extension
"Light Sorcery"
Lazy Reader
Express-A-Card
CarryOnSmart
Cornhole Automatic Counter
Mirror iPhone Cover
WD MyBook Protector
Silly aprons
Baby Thermometer Bracelet
perfect tinting
Call recording Hands free kit
Gap Catcher
bowl buddy
WINK Robot Vacuum Cleaner
Masseuse Shower Head
Solar Acclimatizer
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What's-in-that-bag cat toy
bluetooth keychain
Short gate for short dogs
Urthen / Rattan Coffee Table
TUNE (Easy Audio Switch)
Polarized Contact
Portable makeup pal
SMART BIRD BOT
Portal Power Strip
Eradicate mold spores with
Magnifying Glass Multiplier
UV headlighit
liquid stick
Light reflective diving float
Glow in the Dark TV Remote
The all weather lid.
Your social protector!
puce rfid tableaux oeuvres
Elastibelt
Charge Mobile phones Remotely
Leaf Lifter
VENTU 2.0
Personal Sleep Center
Rain guard backpack
True Solar- Heated Birdbath
Caddy-Hand Golf Umbrella Stand
Bring-Along Book Pack
cup with built-in magnet
FPSVR
Shopper's Third Hand
simple shopping cart
Porto-potty cable
Verseur 2.0
Tub Mop/ Tub Scrubber
happy time
B.A.U(bedside assistance unit)
EZ Sheer Curtain Hangers
Shark tooth
No-Worries Plug
IPhone Channel Changer
The Scream Band
iphone &amp; keys alert
Stylized Lawmower
Indestructible Stapler
Pushietainment system
A truly-smart power strip
SolarCell
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MagnaCord
Cross Over Sneaker (COS)
Solar Phone Case
Multi TV Gaming System
Digital keyboard
Cruncher Trash Can
bra bling
Hassle-free Extension Cable
Socktogether
Robo hairdresser
Converge plus Speakers
Appetizer ottoman/pouffe
Contort Adjustable Wrench
casse tete /break in head
Silicone Vacuum Food Bags
clothes dryer induction tube
The Mans Vacuum
Fingerprint Identity
Write Blade
pad shirt
Potty Butler
blacklight cash register
360 swivel make-up brush
Smart Mirror
Werner truck rack
iPad Air Case
Bed Frame Socks
Save - a - Charger
Inside Bug catcher
Solar Step
flatjack
Push Button A/C Vent
SAFITY SIGN
#1 SIGN FAN
ExtendablePrepasted Toothbrush
Earrings fast switcher
The Medicinal K-cup
Perfect Toilet-Seat
universal disk brake tool
Hollow Glass States
bubble med spoon
TENTFEET
Be Gone Turkey Neck
Shoe light attachment
Fitted Plus Sheets
Straight Eyes
Personality headphones
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pumpkin spice
RYO tobacco etc system
Easy Broom
UP HOBBY CAR
Pastry Passion Stand
Power in your Wallet
Chaise Douse
DRONEPHONE
"No Child Left Behind"
EZ Method
Smart Hot Water Pump
Shower Meter
Flat electric extension cord.
BurnTab
Picture a day for life
Flu suit
Click' TV
Measuring Tape
OutieLet
Clip on trash container
Groundskeeper helper
Combfee
No Bend Case
The Canned Food Scraper
Sock Shooting Sleeve
The Countercaddy â„¢
Gamers Table
Burrito Bands
Skate-mop
Water Detection Puck
fan favorite
Backup Flexible Power Strip
flat screen mounting pole
Auto Accident Accountability
The Dena Cart
SHOPPERÂ® Liberty
Periscopic Sunglasses
Water Bottle with share cup
Animals of the World Globe
rollerblade windsail
Music without injury.

/Toy/

Home Cranes
CUBIE TO GO
Voice controlled ceiling fans
Don't forget the kids!
Geofence Dog Collar
Magic Mirror
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Mobile Money
Temporary Window
Rechargeable Fogless Mirror
amazing glasses
SuperVizer
SweetyFeet Sauna
Digital Trophy Top
Twist and Shake Baby Bottle
Vlogger Video Camera Mirror
Peace and quiet anywhere
Collapsible Shopping Cart
The Informer
Le cache Cubi.
CLOSER
AC wallet
puce rfid bijoux
N-Home
The Soap Saver
CORD WRAP AND CHARGE
house helper
Dog-Nanny 911
Cooling Jacket
Rhyno Trade
NeoCover
Wink Enabled Socket Extender
Reinforced iPhone 6 cover
CableManagementLaptopStand(RS)
Cable stiffener
Inkless Stamp
Sleek Walkie Talkie Wristband -Stay connected to your kids in large crowds-App Enabled
EGO coffee table
Vehicle Melting Strips
Parapluie pour deux
Rocker Roller
Golf Bag with see thru pockets
Moving chair
Universal Wheelchair Basket
Dryfast
The flying bike
Flexible USB strip
Leash Saver
Smart TV IR Blaster
CRAZY/GENIUS
snot wipe armband
buddy-belt
FailSoft layered air mattress
phwatch
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Air Phone Case
KnowFlow Shower Master
Mr. Masher
DISPOSABLE K-CUPS
Quirky Matches
Dosage guide thermometer
Game turret
pen
Stroller Pals
eye wear i.d.
Pants Hanger Extender
Tower of Power
tabouret Ã roulettes
No-light line
quick - sweep
Audio Spotlight Watch Band
Magic Algae Eater
iMotor
No-Worry Baby Hammock
Direct to wall power strip
Stack and Bake Bakeware
Book Reader
IV port head phones
On-Demand Dishwasher
Standalone Portable Battery
Ramp Ball
Automatic Learner Plate
The RUBEN
Paint Brush/Roller baggie
Truss and Wall Layout tool
Cord Reinforcer
Jacked up sound.
Ipad Speaker Case
Alarm Ratchet Straps and Net
Comfortable slippers
Flux Bulb
Flip a Clean Seat
Laser Cat
Clean Baseboards and Steps
Golf lesson memory
Straw lamp
Do not Disturb sign!
Disappearing Rear-View Mirror
H.U.G.S Help Us Grow Stronger
cutlaser
Bed/Room Dome Theater Tent
Air Conditioner Side Panels
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Portable Sun Block
Mixing pal
Keep it crunchy!
Ricochet
Impact taker hole
Wheel Blocker
Train tracks with Magnets
No-stick litter liners
Vitality Light
baby bottle drop
SquatPot
Thank You Board for your car
folded laundry basket/space
TailHat
Pigeon Race Ring Tracker
Ã©nergie renouvelable marine
SMOKE STACK
Simplify your laundry
LED Switchplate
Doggie Robe
Inductive Heat Bags #Austin
Pegit Watch
ebible
a touch screen tv
Oufspeed
Phone Floaties
Lullabi Night Bear
FEUX VERTS DE RALENTISSEMENT
Key fob redundancy
Temp controlled dumpster
DIY TUBES
Pole Weed Trimmer
K Cup to go
Leaf Bag Holder
Toy Bag
test idea
Easy Read Meat Thermometer
Bicycle automatic brake light
Streaming photo case
Interchangeable pics toy cubes
iPhone/iPad case with magnate
Park Pass
Time Knob
Suitable
Half-Step
DROOP
NO Snow Sleeves!
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Bath tub drape.
Sweat Protector
Sleep 'N' Sock
The Sidewarmer
FlowPower
Smartphone Touchpad
floor vent close dryer
Cell Phone Battery Clip
Ultimate Game Cube
parois de douche et de baigoir
LED Lighted Restaurant Menu
Automobile Passenger Table
bighug or el abrazador
Window cleaning rail
Filtre Ã mouche
Non-slip Table and Pet Pillow
Independent ice mold
trash can
PPB (Pre-pedicure shower boot)
Two side Flat plate LEGO
The Variable Clothes Hanger
Better Than a Bread Box
The Intelligent Dog APP
An iPhone5 Case with a mirror in the back and a Kickstand as the frame.
Plastic Fan Cover
Pivot Desktop Pro
Trap Door Shelf
A Golf tee that won't break
Anti- Shock Plug
GuestRest
Essential oil suncatchers
LE PARASOLAIRE
Round Playing Cards
Headphones Comfort Kit
Hanger for strap adjustment
Save A Child
WaveTickler
KRUCS
Snow Spike
Smart Soap
sock organizer for the washer
Corner Table Top
Suctioned Step-Stool w/ Wings
Caterpillar Helmets
Controlled Dimmable Sunglasses
H20 Roulette
"Solar Prison Cream"
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Finger-Mounted Marker
Sports Butts Receptacles
Easy Change Photo Frame
Wink Exercise bike generator
PICKUP POWER MODULE FOR PORTAL
Bring lock-n-carry
Pickup Power Plus (USB)
One Seat
CarDock Station w/App Function
interactive bra
Laptop Speaker Case
DAH, door assisted hinge
radoteur encastrable
Measure Stress Level
Dispositivo de guia a ciegos
Sam-all Call
Frugaly controlling spending
ALT - Alternative TV
universal hide away jack
Shape Holding Electrical Cord
UniRemote
D'heserbeur 2en1
coffee table book
Mosquito Free
Home air vent cover
FLAG FLAPPER
Lipsicle Case
saving rubber for plate
Forget Me Not Child Reminder
pompe Ã calenoni
MESH TO SOLID!
Hands-Free, Wash Sprayer
The QLav Personal Hygiene uni
Portable Collapsible Vase
Syphon chantilly sans cartouch
The Fan Buddy
Drum Nesting Adapters
Smart Watch Winder
Electric Heated Flat Hairbrush
Safety Wall
Advertising vending monitor
Total Control
Car Life Raft
Portahammock
usbpen
Hold my baby bottle top
Hot Stress Reliever
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Vibrating Clip
Sketch $hit
The Shrub Shield
CleanRain filters
Dehumidifier &amp; Leak Detector
Disposable George
smile wights
Water-Free Umbrella
Pull up stop
Housse Clean de transport
fence post cutter
Shapeable Animal Balloons
Emergency Response Locator
EASY FIND
Sm Handheld laser board cutter
HiCar-Hidden Camera in Ur Car
Edible Coloring Book
Storable Portable Funnel
Paper Scrambler
Purge your clothes closet.
Orgacharger
Digital board to-do list
Picard
Weigh machine Luggage Caddy
Proximity Sensor Roller
Compost-power generator
pressed in a store
Wheel Well kept Ice Scraper
The Saturday Sunday Jersey!
Rotating blade razor
air cleaner pal
The Tongue cleaner flosser3000
Lexi Glass
Harley alarm clock
Police Backup
Game Floor Design
Saving Face Screen Door Spray
TintMeter
Sound pod
4everTree
comfort eyeglasses
Stylo 4 couleurs effaÃ§able
Shoe Tornado
Bubblehead
shell winder Earphones
Vehicle Vacuum
Capless Spill-Proof Bottle
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Notebook stand fit to tripod
hybridize his car
Lotion Warmer
Can I hear me?
Collapsible beach back bolster
Under Cleaner
Plugeeze
Party disposable plate
Steal the cool from your pool.
xy
Reversible Motor Window Fan
BARKING BOWL
Business Lunch
Aquatic Air Matt
BOATING Pants - Overboard Save
Look At Here
Soapy Socks
Cramped Rain Collector
Signpen with dater
Magnified Restaurant Menu
Button covers
Big'N'Uff
G spot
Retracting toilet paper holder
Cordless electric blanket
Bathroom sink cover
Handy lil Helper
Integrated Tea bag to a Spoon.
Flat line
SMART PHONE/CELL PHONE TETHER
Ice Cooler Sectioner
colonne de douche sÃ©chante
Rocketbottle
Universal Nipple
Kruze Kontrol
Bartender Bottle Opener
Baby Anti-chafing glide stick
Fuel Cell Cooler
Photo Album/Scanner
Barbeque Condiments Caddy!
Sole Protector
Cat Tree Converts to Xmas Tree
Box poignet
WINK Circadian Rhythm Hub
OsePose
High Rise Bike Storage
swishaspritz
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Flexi-wrist Cellphone stand
Self contained tobacco liquid
Thumb Stylus
bracelets parent-enfant
BLOUSON AIR BAG
bike pocket stotage
At Home Health Tracker
batterypusher
Air Conditioner Louvers
Mechanical Pool Chalker
Cool Comforts
App-enabled warm tent for bed
Intello'France
Notice pratique
Glow-in-the-Dark Branch
NETTOYER
Roof Rake &amp; Brush All In One
Hair extension organizer
WADESNIPPR
healing step stones
REMOTE BAG FINDER
locks for a lifetime
Snow Plow with Salt Dispenser
Backseat BuckleUp
Solar Map
Windshield Ice and Snow Melter
under sofa cushions tray
Tower power pivot
Stick-on Laptop Mouse Pad
(M) Brace
bracelet gps enfant malade
The Sidebar
Child Carseat sensor
Wise Razor
batterie Asus Eee PC 1225C
Death Drive
"Tether Alert"
Pill holder
Walkin n Talkin
Shear Cut
Find My Wallet
Lingette Allume Barbecue
Brosse Ã dent 2 en 1
Wildfire Structure Protection
No More Tangles
Wyreless
Earth Anchor
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The Separagether Skillet
Sprinkler purifying bath
horizontal bicycle seat
The Jax Baby Changing Table
Phone Photo Wristband
EZ VGA to AV Adapter
Z-wave wireless flood sensor
smartpen
SALADIER GAITEE
The Shower Monitor
iLens
Recharger
Not so dumbell
winter summer hands
Pick-a-Sip
Frite de survie
Band Digital Flip Folder
Windshield Drop
SD-Card Holder
TV Too Close
The football catapult
l organiseur de courses
Sunbrella - UV Protection
Crystal Radio + Arduino
Protective case on Apple Watch
The Leashless Walkabout
Simply Meals Cooker
Invo Holder
The Heater Umbrella
car cable organizer
Time for love
LureViewer
Water Gate
photovideo
cool strips
3-D Christmas
Bed Lifts with Night Light
Any Glove - A Smartglove
warmed handy umbrella
Brouilleur de tÃ©lÃ©phone
Basketball Grip Spray
Untouchable Ball
Bobbercam
Blaze Blade
Public Speaking Toy
LIGHT TOOL BOX
European wink products version
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shower petty
FLOWER TABLE
iPhone Case IR Blaster
All in one home hammer set
Wink Ceiling Fan Control
KenTel
CLEAN SYRINGES
Pare douche rÃ©tractable
automatic seatbelt release
Hands Free, Sensory Hairdryer
Emergency Signaling -Sport GPS
RoundAbouts
Apartment/Home Security Kit
Utility Van Access Window
SelfiSnap
Pousse mousse malin
Always Prepared Binder
GrippCharge
three point crutches
body temp buddy mat
computer thermometer
Smart Lobby Cam
Grizzly Shovel
Silent Alarm
Lego Sorting Blanket w Pockets
DESIGNER SKIN PENS-any pattern
video alarm
Verti-Store
Customizable Alarm Clock
OBD Port
Documentation Pagination
Smart Evap Water Meter
Outreach Multi-system
Transportation Bike Holder
Fold up laptop, envelope size
Flat Phone Charger
YARD WASTE COMPACTOR
STR8 Line Paint Brush
Puzzle in puzzle
"rightous"
XPANDABLE CONTAINER
Split Lens
Bill Book NFC
Hurricane Filter Cleaner
The Charge Pod
All in one power toothbrush
The Gum Rapper
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glove for cell phone
FRISBEE BUBBLER - Resub
The Coffee Puck
Stve Warning Light
Easy Morning Wake-up Clock
Birdie Hi Rise
PathLights Automatic Lighting
VA Wine Fridge Matcher
screen freer
Christmas Light Bar
6 port flexible USB strip
APPLI FIDELITE
Mesh Food Covers
App enabled tint window
Hammer With Ratchet
Tailgate: Flexi-Storage Cups
Wire-Hairband 1
Anglerâ€™s pro seeker
Labelize
crunch sound jersey
FlashPack -No Zipper backpack
Come to me Cart
Lighting to Watch
Kitty-Hoppers
Wink Collar
Car Vibration
The bookmark tracker
Iphone and IPad Charger Clip
Illuminated Pyramid Structure
Rear Seat Object Detection
Heart Rate Car Monitor Alert
Milance
Power Strip with Digital Timer
Disposable Bio Travel Socks
SMART BULB SOCKET
Pico-Bulb
Soft tangle free earbuds.
Smart Pull Station
The savior
aros two
Go Fresh
Fluorescent grease
soporte para smartphones
Wounded Veteran Action Pontoon
Waterproof Pivot Power
Fingerprint Scan Garage Opener
Hold A Phone
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SAFE TODDLER ESSENTIALS
Curling or Flat Iron Protector
Shower Me With Sun
Retractor
LightTorche
Bracelet reminder
Master Gate
washer and dryer in 1
Cord Connector Organizer
SliderMan Phone Holster
Mobile Picture Wallet
White Spike
Breathe Bright Facemask
Edible birthday candles
power for mobile phones
Cardboard X-Mas Tree in 3D
toothsaber
Guignol
LockK
WINK Garage Door Lock
The Magic Lamp
NailBrush
Quick-Dry McGraw
LIGHT up pet leash
Water Resistant Briefcase Skin
charmcase
Bulb w/ change sensor module
a movie in your pocket
Leap - Adjustable Planter
The Uniga
Mouse,Knob,Case,Walking Stick
Wink pet bed
Auxiliary Headphones
A portable outside warmer
Shower Head Radio
The Ant Blaster
shoe fans
The Beauty Dish
Forgotten Kids.
Soap pad
TIPS
Power bill calculator
Toughknife
Snow
Swivel DVD player
POUCHO a camping bed solution
Test #6
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Mini Fan
HadiPump
SHINE Dental Organizer
Teacher's Stapler
Wink Seismic
Robotic Floor Sander
Remote Control Sleeve
Lap-Speaker-Case
The Body Dryer
Stuffed Animal Organizer
E French Press Thermos
Ipad Carrier for the Autistic
Dry Cleaners Carring Bag
TV HUB Box
Stair climbing hand truck
The Zanimat
indcateur direction vÃ©los
push to talk smart bracelet
Paper Towel rack
Smartphone Smartcharger
Wallet Friend
Emergency Pump
Cool Snap
Mobile Phone Projector
Building Block Floaters
ALL-IN-ONE WASHER AND DRYER
Ã¬ Smart Park
Lightning Activated controls
Christmas Waterment.
el agua fuente de energia
foldable hunting arrow
The YOU Bear
Smart Pill Top
Towel clip
Remote camera
Pack wine
Heat APP
Beach Blanket and Transport
Women Card
The crisp shirt
Meet the next Pivot Power.
Remember! time sensitive notes
Y'all Call
comfort ankle straps
Let's Praise Dance
4 In 1 GE Blameless Car Camera
High Rise Window Cleaning Syst
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E-vent
THE SHOVEL
Happy Box
4-in-1 Apple Watch, Phone Dock
The Beach Towel Holder
Motorcyclists Life Saver
Blueplug
Yoga assist
The full body towel
Magnetic Guitar Slide. 'KONX'
Reusable Index Card Pack
Silicone Shoulder Pads
Le WC Ã pÃ©dale.
Reusable Shampoo holder
laptop screen pouch
Baby Alert
Autonomous Lawn Mower
Baby Car Alarm
Cup of soda/ recharged RFID.
The Book Sleeve!
Heure raie cas
Veggie Drum
Flight Tray Extender
Hot Pocket (hand warmer)
Twist me squeeze me
Ergonomic laptop
Two in one dispenser
Niteflight Light
Simple Wash
Belt Buckle Toolbox
Bible book Marking Pen
STRAPPY
Coffee Coozie Stops Drops!
Dry Erase Printer
Walphone Holster
Vacuum Cleaner CleanerÂ
Light Up Tree Personalization
Toilet Bolt Cap Cover Light
Wall power
Water Pyramid
Interchangeable sheet toppers
FIRE SURVIVAL SUIT
portable hat clip (phc)
NIFTY COOK
Toothpaste Time
Shower Buddies
be safe, have a Quickdraw!!!
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charging cord extender
Hand held powered bath buddy
Kid's Lego Furniture,
Imprim'poche
Scrip Crypt
H2kn0w
attache couette
Porta-Power station
Caulk Gun Driver
Wink Dimmer/Light Switch
Convertible Baby Carrier Chair
Chrono-freshup
All-Style
Memory Cupboard
Bump Charge
Windshield Air Curtain
A bath fan shelf &amp; wrl speaker
private movie theater audio
Swiveling Pastry Wheel
Cords-No-More
WiFi GuestPod
FlowerTable
icebox upgrade
Stick Cups
The thinking Cap
Spectrum painter
Sock Buddy Laundry Basket
No-Drip Toilet Brush
Hand Odor Neutralizer
Juice2Go
Portable Printer
wifi glasses
2-D Tree
Wireless Zoned Thermostat
Hi Five
WEB Radio
Kool Slippers
Expandable Travel Refrigerator
Pec Isolator Bar
Easy off paint roller
Secure Tracker Band-It
Warmies
Object scanner
Peaceful Water Floats
BABY DIPPER - BUTT CLEANER
Drive smart
Wireless Television Antenna
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Sand Camel
The Push Gate
Never left behind
Save my Child
Snap Stylus
Grabbie
magnifying tablet cover
Diaper Carriage
electronic sunshine film
Cuniture
Bungee Cord Maze Cube
Pivot Power V8
Pelle Ã miettes de table
MediStrap
World Shirts
Misty Coolbrella
The Backpack Jacket
Multiport keyboard
Holiday Ornament Ice Tray
Play 'n' Spray
Wireless Zoned Thermostat
Color Coding Cup
Close-and-Stir Lid
KIT USING THE SENSES TO READ
Hold'Em Outside
Ice Grippers
Pic-A-Month Calendar
Steel toe slippers
Wireless Multi-Speaker
Point -N- Paint Glove
Booger Monsters
love pendant
solar battery charger
Smart Shutters
hgfhg
power strip &amp; outlet speakers
Hot dogger
Easy Wrap Earbuds
Kidde' Printer
ring my remote
Eye Surgery Protection
life line
Click &amp; Slick
Safety Band
Digital Calendar
Car Locator
Starlight Rocketship camera's
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EZ-EYEZ Light Switch
easy shelf
NAIL BITING STOPPER
T-Carre
letter to parents
iLED

LIGHT ALERT BRACELET

Solar Powered Breeze Generator
Soap Saving
smart co/smoke detector
The PlayVac 4000
The Phone Pin
Spray body soap
Potato Poker
Wink Christmas Lights
Tuna Drainer.
become affiliate member
Easy Evergreen
no fuss toothbrush
Room Butler
RFID Swimming Lap Counter
headpodz
Brush Spin
LED Hair Ties and Clips
Double IPhone Case
Lunch Box
Tilt
ecran enroulable en tube
HeatWave
Baby protector
Tire Storage Rack
warm up pajamias
Sleep Tracking Light Alarm
Owl House
Form Fit Comfort
intelligence buck
Vehicle Vacuum
GRASS SENSOR
Wireless Photo Frame
capacitive multi control
Finger Phone Belt
Dual bike
Lean Back Toilet
The Tranferable Purse light
AIR COOLER
smart peephole viewer
A2A Communication System
Binder Clip with Pencil Holder
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Wide Back Scratcher
Potterheads Mingle
summer slim holster
Solar Doodad
Patio TV
Window Outside Cleaning Tool
Selfie Copter
minibar minder
excitinghole
the innovative speaking sphere
Springles
They're with me magnets
Easy stack camping
Mouthguard Toothbrush
Solar power headphones
Styling product wrist strap
Replacement Wheelchair Grips
24/7 Hang Out
Time for your Medicine!
Recognize Headphones
ADULT SURROUND WALKER
sound equipment problem detect
Thermo-Charge
bracelet watch
Solar thermal gloves
Energy 2 Go
Show Sodium Who's the Boss
iphone casing w/trendy straps
La SoundPlug
Align Paper Punch
Instant 3D Prints
CAR CHILD ALERT
Foldable Dishes
airhair app
The ice car
Shower Clean Radio
Sneak-over
Wild Game Magnet
Smart Wink Shower Mat
Fresh Running Water for Cats
Perpetual Greetings Sign
EasyCore
Car Pod
The GOAL COIN
Mirror Mate
Power Reel
A better sorting recycling bin
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Oxy Enzyme Complete
Smart Cart
IQ clock
Cutting Board Sleeve
Sunny Beach Chair Towel
Crank Window AC Install Kit
BagDaddy
Automobile Light Tester
I phone-Case on Wheels.
Indoor Bocce Ball
Lenz Lid
Auto Text
Framer's Fastball
Multi USB Plug
Kid In Car Alarm
Waterbed Hammock
A refillable water bottle
Cool Walkers
re-design your memory
Car Seat Net Catch
My Bike Buddy
Pivot Power with Dimmer Switch
Cell Phone Private Talker
Nift Wallet
Wall Street King\Queen
PickUp Power for cars
Mini-Ã©pilateur Ã©lectrique
Digital Gas Meter (DGM)
Shirtee
UV (Ultra Violet) Box
Shower Curtain Weights
Restaurant Table Handbag Hook
The Team 2
magnetic purse for coins
Dry Cleaner Clip/Organizer
Flip Flop Flaps
DJ Felony J Headphone
The treadmill shoes
Bar-Ã©tagÃ¨re transformable
Wifi battery light socket
Instant Blind Repair
personal atm
Digital Electricity Monitor
Amp It Up
shower catch all
protection casquette chapeau
Custom Cereal Box
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Hydra-Pet
Exploding Ball (in development
Thing Holder for a Car
Hands Free Jogging Stroller
iphone charger console
Flex Leash
IOS 8 plug in
child bots
ChakraView - mobile app/game
Clear Hole punch
Illuminated light switch
Mat Strainer/Stopper
Free Energy Charger
THE MINI - AIR
CubeLox
Travel charger
Bijoux Shoes
All-Terrain Electric Motor
Hockey Goal/Net Bumper Wrap
PORTABLE FOOT REST
Sticky Case
Juicer Airtight Thermos
Shaped power extension cable
Two Way Baby Bottle
iWatch Necklace/RetractorReel
AlarmClock With PortableButton
Smart Shovel
safety storage
Quick FInder
WINK Housemap
EZ Boost Jumper Cables
anti-whiplash car seat
Chistmas light tester
Vent heat shield
Brake Check
Brush Cap
wifi call bell
Color to Clear Window Cleaning
The Booming Backpack
Smart light switch
"HIDE A FENCE"
On the Go Bottle Cooler
Bulb Bug Zapper
Eco-friendly Cooler
Glasses for concentration
Electric car window scraper
ComfyFeet Sheets
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Mini Fridge Boom
Fruit Air Bag
beach towel in it's own bag
Travel Mattress-Topper
Kid's Car Seat Tablet Holder
light walking
Portable Sand w Vac Attach
Auto visor xtension
Shop with Ease
Bible Book Note Pad
Kid Vid
The Bath Rim Pillow
Hammer
Refrigerator dust cover
charmcase
The Phone cone
Rail Rider
The Uni-Cycler
Kozy Koozie
Dual Duty Laundry Bag
I-RADIO
wiper viper
Coin holding phone case!
cabinet door soft closer
Hydro Greenhouse soil warmer
CLIP&amp;MEASURE BAKING SPOONS
Magnet-Proof Laptop Case
Symm-Mat-X
The Selfie Box
Odor Free!!
Laptop Anti-Theft
Memory Clock
Improved Coffee Creamer Lid
Flood Stopper
Bruster
Basketball Keeper
Heat tube
ALCOT
GE WINK Water Filter
EZee Tree
Axis
CHAUFFE MIAM
Canne Blanche Ã©lectronique c.
Metered cup with screw on lid
Bright Visor
Tablet Carrier vest &amp;FannyPack
dog leash
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BagRoll Tech
The easy oven
Beach Bomb "Evil Grampa"
Plates with Spoon and Fork
Play-n- Brush - Puppet Toy
Positive Vibe
Theatre Mode Glasses
The guided-knife
Golf Course GPS
Shopping partner
Kids Ball Run Furniture Sets
Toe dough
iFob
Power Cell Extenuator
Airplane bottle holder
The Laptop Angler
R/C Skydiver Dude!
Clearview AC panels
Larger scale PowerWheels
magna mirror
Sunscreen Hairspray
Memory Glass
SD Card Album
"Live Chat Transfer"
Toddler Keyboard Cover
gravity generator
Piss Smeller
EXERCISE MUSCLE MONITOR
Expandable Smart Phone Stylus
Pebble
Style-ish Holder
Cat Claw Snowtire
sheets that kill bed bugs
PowerCurlPC
Charger Earrings
Towel Tamer
Animated Fan Blades
Cubicle Clip for Money Plant
Shock Absorber Cell Phone Case
Cliker for presentations
Bendable Kid Tunnels
Easy Clean Brush
Bluetooth Double-Side Deadbolt
ClampNote
boat water awning.
Luggage Cart Foldable
pure fire #2
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snowboard ski boot and binding
The Sharkfin Hydration System
Shade
breakaway pillar
Scrub &amp; Spray
Communicator
clip on air freshner
Fun /Simple Construction Game
CarTap
e phone 6000
Bluetooth adapter
Total Home Aroma
The Snow Steamer
Thermal Banana Sock
Floss guard
The Knob Clip
Magnetic Oven Mits
i-Steering-Wheel
VAPE HOLDER
Zodiac Spin N Win
Ilumi / Coins examiner
LidMate
PriseTouch
Rain Lights
shoe light attachment
Shower ease wound cover
Page Tagger
Water Heater Heat Exchanger
Back Pocket
Razor Cleaner System
carte de fidÃ©litÃ©s medical
Talking Mouse
life saver
Baby Food Squeeze Pack Window
UV PROTECTO
3 Sided ToothBrush
Omni Digital Pen
Solar Heat Powered Car
MacBook Power Squid
Office circular power strip
Floor Cleaning Air Purifier
Breast Buddy
Spice ease organizer
Space Saver Lawn Tray
ShutIT
Gracie's Lifeline
Adjustable size ice Ice
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balayette WC bio-dÃ©gradable
Wink Universal TV Remote
Clip-on Board
Color changing bag!
environment indicator
The Snacky
Trekker Walking Stick
Transporation Card Reader
DryThighs
UTouch
Office Essentials
Vehicle Charging Pad
Flip Flop Clips
AUTOMOBILE DOCKING STATION
support cuillÃ¨re
wireless leash
HANG TIME clothes hangers
Holidays Lights Farm
Ice free
Carpet Touch Up
Do selfie with rear camera
Aqua/power broom
Pen-Time
Cookie Slider
PICK 'EM UP PALS
HOGAN'S all in 1 game bag
Safety Candles
Easy Release Fish hook
relax
Times Delayed Smoke Detector
Highlighting Tape Dispenser
amazing locator
Automatic Door Closer
cowboys/indians of the 1870s t
candleproâ„¢
Sun Shapers
Record-A-Scope
Clip-On Hoodie
ThermalH2O
Fish Paper Shredder
Spepper
Wink Smoke Carbon Sensor
Letter Opener
Couch Surfer
Guitar Tension Gauge
Cooler Hat / Seat
Spam Slicer
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Sugar Cubes with Whitening Gum
The mirror Pic
Interactive Pet Toy
miniwind
Concealed License Storage
Electric Grill Fork
All-Around KidsToothbrush
Voice activated Headphone
Ice Floe
The tail
e code
Porta-Toilet Seat
X-Actrite Utility Knife
Battery saver
Smart Power
VASK WC
Pasta to Perfection
Scented Seat
FULC
Home Bottle Cutter &amp; Design
Cure
Soap Saver
ibelt
Clorox glove
Life saving material
Hand-crank Iphone Case.
Music LED Sync!
Curtain Guard
Pee freely
My B-Card
Baby bath drain guard
Core 360
Magnetic Oware Game Set
car care
La tute magique
Clever hammer
Alert drive
Smart Phone Doorbell App
EZ Washer Body Washer
EZ Reach Smoke Detectors
Warm Shower Alarm
Ã©co-bain bÃ©bÃ©
drivecam
Hot Air Register Humidifier
X-mas light plug cover
whistling
Vid game /movie APP Omega Exit
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Best Smoke Alarm 'Snooze' shut
Lipstick X
Driver's Cellphone Disabler
Party Plug
smart meter reader
Cake Cutter
metalic clamp for spoon
Smart Eyes
Multi-scratcher
cap-candy
Is your room bugged?
Fountain Funnel
Wireless lamp
Phone &amp; Watch bedside charge
Splatapult
Flexible Seat Cover
La tÃ©tine qui ne tombe jamais
Beauty arch
Colored Changing Sunscreen
Urban Trekker Walking Stick
Wire Caddie
Radar - Live Radio on iPhones!
Buddy Alert
Copier Hand Scanner
The Ice melt dispensor
Multi Herbals Blenders in one
Helpful Hand
GARAGE DOOR VENT SCREEN
Smart Safe
Dual-Stock Lock
Wink app car remote start
Running Mate
Butter tube
The Plate Sealer
Tag Along
The Car Mat
SmartSharpener
Electric BBQ Meat/Bun Drawer.
TRICK-STICK
TouchPad TV Remote
Wide paperclip w/ self stick p
Transforming Glass
Fajita Rack
Pink Ribbon Pillow
Touchless Wipe Dispenser
Double Bloat Shirt and Pants.
Integrated cosmetic containers
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Swatch
keep your coffee hot
Music Tool Box
AlertMe
seat belt back pack
Heated floor tile
U-Light
Trinity Turbine
At home Cosmic Bowling Kit
Can Coozie
service van battery charger
protege moi
Personal alarm clock
PERFECT SIP
The Tactile Table
Smart rechargeable heating
Fully Automatic Tool Cleaner
charmcase
photo patrol for your car
Phone Power Share Device
Shootin' Tube - Safety Device
scissors turner
Lint-A-Way!
Smart Power Strip
FryingPan with Protruding Spot
Smart Alarm Clock
Locking Rod
Floating Matey For Fish Pond
PowerShell w/Bluetooth Speaker
Pet Toy for Cats and Dogs
USB Prong
run free
heels saver
Add Screen
finder
E-Z Drop
2 Cutting Boards in One
Cookie Sheet Handle
VACUUM FLEX END
Shower cap filter constants
The Magic Bullet
FPS (Football Positioning Syst
Phone-Shaped Thermometer
Wifi hair clips
clothes that never smell bad
JourneyGram
Lefty Unsmudger
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skypeNstories
Door Knob Protector
Clean tea
Silent Mouse
Interior Solar Lighting System
touch+ stylus
Plunger Sanitizing Station
Computer Radiator Air Funnel
Adjustable lights to clamp on lower ends of crutches, walkers, canes, wheelchair frames. Dark shadows create dangerously poor visibility.
9-Hole Tabletop Mini-MiniGOLF
Jet Streamer
ã…Ž
Tie Down Tamer
Movie Specs
Plug &amp; Play TV
The Reminderall
The Cordanizer
bleach balls
Spa Wear Towel
baby syringe
Lotion Rubber
SIDS wall outlet smart fan
Click It Tie It Anywhere!!
Shopping Buddy
Comfy Paint Can Handle
portible E box
Know about Indian Remy hair
Recording Practice Drum Pad
Fart Free
The Toilet Table
Sleepful
Versatile Car Charger
Combo Pivot strip
Clavier de PC rÃ©troÃ©clairÃ©
Dispenser Extension
The TailGTR
Pen-Time
SNAP DRIVE FOR IPHONE/IPADS
Antidrip sandwich bag
Unclip the kid
Voice Silencing Gaming Headset
GoSauce
controlling your controller
Elderly care
Safe/Smart Electricity Outlet
Custom Video Game Controller
UMBRELLA WIZARD
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Memory Frame
But what is this mushroom?
Internet Outlet Socket
la brosse Ã toilette magique
Tapis violent
Old Timey E Cig
Computer Security Back Fires
SWEEZERS - HairTrimmers
Drenched Text
Stationary toilet seat
automatic baby bottle warmer
Smart Punching Bag
Pressure Sensor Door Mat
GPS Windshield
Paint Can
Duh-ster
Umbrella sprinkler
Ballon de foot alvÃ©olÃ©
The Pedi Shoe
Tool Battery Life Extender
Is your room bugged?
Cooling Foot Wrap
Toy Block Collector
2 X 2 Pivot Power
Wifi Humidor Hydrogmeter
Change the drink
Soul Mate
Emergency water bottle testcap
Top Prop
Mini Cable Reels
Laptop Pro
Solar window Blindes
Private Time
Motion Follow Me Security Cam
Ratchet ladder
3 Tiered Warming/Cooling Rack
THE AMAZING FRINGE HOLD
seat belt shortener
Powermat ring Keychain/case
Quiet Alarm
Straw Float No More
Private I (eye)
Easy Load Dolly
SmartCart
soapy sinks
E Z Freezer
Safe case
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Improved Finger Toothbrush
easy port
TV Viewing Control
Clog-catcher
The Game of Life
protect-life
Removable Tape Residue
Magna-Systems Plus
jelly crutch
The PaintBucket
Wink music
Night light strips
THE COOL CAN COOLER
Rounder
Triode / Warning Triangle 2.0
Lunar Lamp
#3 the scoop plow shovel
ATP Rollerball
Overhead Fan/Lamp for the Bed
Pro Snow Broom
Hands-Free Cookie Dunker
Modular Dishwasher Racks
A FOOD SAFETY DEVICE
Baby Napsack
Bluetooth Smoke Detector
PortableVapor and Smoke Vacuum
DoNut
Anti-flood Vehicle tether
Hot Pens
Power Up
Early satiety
The Life Saver
AND AID
ereader voice
4 gadgets in 1
Pool stick device
Dustless Sawzall
no more ugly roofs
Grate bottom Trash Can
multiprises modulaire
Snake Outlet/Safely Cap
Jumbo sifter
eating knife
Smart earplugs
The Dri nk-A-Bowl
Hands-Free Media Stand
Xmas Light Reel
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Power Link Surge Outlets
Smartphone Holder
iWatch Charging Cable Wrap
Personal Planner
Window Cooler
Smart Punching Glove
DETECT' CAR
The Kart Keeper
ruler tv
Wireless phone charger
store vÃ©hicule adaptable
inflatable swim suits
Magnetic Smart Power Plug
WINK Element Bots
Wrist Reader
The Magic Squeegee
Wireless on/off chord switch
Dark Side Scrubber
Multitask Hair Brush
PIZZA DONUT
Sonny's Arm
Quirky Watch Bands
K9 Water Bottle
"Blow-Hard-Bellows" Air Pump
SMART SHOPER
Hit and Run..?
Thermo-Flash
Saber Ultimate Blender
Cart to Market
Flat flexible headphones
Furnace Starter
School Safe
Portable Charging Case
Smart Home Lock
Apple Watch Charger, 2 Options
Moskila - Mosquito Wipe Out
improved track light fan
Non-Slip Shoe Adhesives
3 in one bidet
Enhance Visiblity Cone (EVC)
The Potty Blockey
Smart Pantry
Laser Lighted Christmas Tree
U.L.T.R.A. Talk.
Arrow Retriever
Double threaded Jar
Saw Guard Dog
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MedScript
Inferno
Child Reminder
smooth surface wipe
Electronic Wristbands
CITY TURBO POWER
PinaMagnaSnapa (SnaPinMag!)
Sink Splitter
Garden Gninjas
bands4u : music generator
The Perfect Blanket
Shower Disposal
Wash And Dry
Door bell clock
time-slice camera
Shortwrench Longwrench
Collapsing Blade Shovel +Light
Fishing Pole Holer and Storage
POWER BAND
WiTrack Wall Upgrade and Wink
Cloud Projector
"Hinged Sand Creature Molds"
Self-writing Pen
Roof Rake &amp; Brush All In One
Talking Relaxables.
Electric Pressure gauge
No mess hair trimmer
Tight-End
REPOSE PIED EN SILICONE
System to grow plants in shade
Arch Support Socks
Back rubber
"Truck Tailgater"
Beacon Tape
HOT DOG PLATTER
Clean Dog!
CleanVer
MIRROR-PHOTOGRAPHER
eyes in the back of your head
Personal Air Freshener
Photo Magnet Carousel
Easy Meal
The Pooch Pole
Balloon blower
Dog companion
Ceiling fan flip
Apple Watch On the Go Charger
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Non-Slip Runners Knee Brace
Quick Stand
Predict it, traditionally!
PC FOCUS
Safe Protector
L' IDÃ‰AL
Happy Watering
Tee-Bra or Bra-T (brat)
MLB safety device
IceFree Blades
Never Miss
Smartwear
Hand warmer case
Stove heat sensor
L' IDÃ‰AL
Wash and Soothe
Travel lock
Couch Stopper
houho
Prescription Pill Regulator
Mineralizer
Scent-sense
Energy reduction remote
OK serrure verrouillÃ©e
Easy to Fill Ice Tray
Blanket Magnets
solarrz
The wire full jack
Watch Dogg
shimmering body lotion
iPad lock for purse/briefcase
Headphone slitter
Zip Quiver
Perfgirl
Wireless Flood Control Value
BandMates
Xmas Tree Leveling Stand
AUTOMATIC SELF-COILING EARBUDS
Adjusta-Grip
Morphee
Soccer Ball Control App Game
smart light headband
in home fire suppressor
SaniPhone
No Snow Heated Driveway Cover
The Jam mug
Chefs travel kit
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LAUNDRY SADDLE - Gid E Up
Power Transfer
The Amazing Round Brush
LED ring swing
secret stash
GPS Child Tracker
Breathable Longjohns
Thermal changing sheets
Easy Dust Ruffle
Wallet + Wireless Phon charger
hand pad
Crazr
Convenient Core Power
Toilet seat handle
Belt Loopr
Disposable auto bra
Solar USB Hiking/Golf Staff
Hair be Gone!
Booze
Temptation
Changing Number 1'S
charger winder
passage door soft closer
Car DVD Player with bluetooth
Magni~Sighn
Mimi
Heel magnet
SunBlock
Pup-to-size Wee Wee Pad
COZY LOOKOUT BLANKET
Low-impact boxing gloves
the handy craft
LightLives Outerwear
phone bandz
Fingerprint cupboard lock
Chalk Line, Ruler Pencil
New mouse/trackball buttons
C flange bracket
iWatch Pocket Watch Case
Electrical socket at eye level
Child Stove Guard
Stitch stapler
Multi-surface light show CUBE
Baseball Hat Detergent
Dryer Sleeve
Power Monitor
Tandem Tots Bicycle
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Quick Trife
VISOR FOR BICYCLE HELMET
I'm On Top
Speakless
Hoodie
Driverless Parking
Multi-Use Clamp
Fiber Optics Field Turf
Smart Jewelry Case
Frame Genie
Shop Vac Beater BarPower Head
Ã‰nergie Solaire " Gjerek "
REarring
magnidraft
The Vault
Sport Heater
Mirror Holder
Parapluie auto-sÃ©chant
Sleep Sense Mask
e Bend code
Collars Up
Stuffed Animal Play Mask
The home sign
Wink doorbell
Stop boil over.
Shirt extending hanger
Reuse Store Plastic Bags
Don't wait, Vibrate
Seek and Destroy Animal Poop
black out
Sandwich Griller
Wavos - NextGen Microwave
SMART SUITCASE
Smart Home Assistant
iphone converter adaptor
Diving Saber
No more adding Scrabble tradme
Limber Lego
aluminum DIY products!
EXTERNAL SHOE EYELET
Power Control Freak
Self regulating faucet
Recall App
App Jack
Iron-omatic
Magnetic Pill Box
Water Saver
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All Occasion Lights
Color Strip
Stress free USB
Scrub easy
Collarful
Mobile gym
Where's my top
Home Workout Dvds
New Gen Bud Wrap
Precision Mini Shave
Glancer
Back Wash
Backpack Raincoat
Coin Ring Maker
carpet seam tape via electric
Tracker
Stomach Muscle Builder
The Baited Bobber
Power Plug
Stickers antidÃ©rapant sol
Baby Storage Car Seat
The Flushing Sink toilet
Eletable
Solar Power Tablet Stand/Cover
Shire App - Swipe and Hire
1-2-3 Tie
Grow spurt
Wink Pool Water Tester
Slim Surface
Keep Us Safe
etagere chateau de carte
Express box
I, Pet Nanny
MORE PROTECTIVE BACKPACK
"slap a gnat"
CONVERTIBLE SHOE
5 Gal Bucket Multi-Use Insert
safety haircutter
INSIDE SHOE CLEAN
Contact Case W/ Info.
Quick Leveler
Book on Engineering DC/DM
Vegan easy bake oven
Format Translator
X-Mass Tree Watering Ornament
Stick-It Golf
Folding Rack
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Credit Card Privacy Laminate
WonderWinder
Playset Guarding
Balance Shower Station
ipad induction stand
Chiller Crock Pot
Adapted Equipment Inc
Travel Shower Caddy
App Controlled Door lock
Smart Bulb Pro
Partner
Nerf Airplane
Power-stand and watch
speednails
masonary sawsall blade
test1
Toilet paper saver
Sink Rack with Power Scrubbers
Plastic steam return lines
Opposite Wall shower head add
Dream Shoe
FreeRider
VOUCHER
Mommy Deariest Hangers
Ooo' La LASH Kit
Apple's Milk.
Dog collar bark alarm
Perfect Warmth
Stress and Sitting Cure
The Solar Flip
Coque rechargeable
kaidan kam
Barbie Build Your Dream House
Air Cushion for Wheelchairs
The Bosom Buddy/The Udder Mudder. A WASHABLE, light,feeding VEST with milk/formula pouch inserts. NATURAL BABY POSITIONING
ENHANCES BONDING.
Backrub
Back Bone
WINK Bot Platform
Smartphone Keyboard-Cover
Cordies Power Strip
Unitouch (interface not final)
traveling mirror
Low energy Smart Home Security
Flow
The Shower Monitor
USB Key
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Pro Playoffsâ„¢ Games
wound tracker
Secure Phone Case
Wink Garden Hose On/Off Switch
No Sweat Pro-tect
L' IDÃ‰AL 2
Wood chipper 2 make cat litter
silent Blow Dryer
Dri
Big Home keyboard case
Hood-Ez
Paci-Police
Headphone Case
Sphears (spherical ear plug)
Mobile Powered Infinity Puzzle
House Alarm Clock System
Smart Pillow
Switch controller
Where is it?
Scale Shovel
KaraokeGREENscreen
Directional Foot Control Pad
Saw Dust Catch All
Condiment Combinator
Car Jumper that Never Fails
Porta-Sockette
Mobile tree
Volets Persiennes Solaires
Carseat Alarm
Snap Box
Qi Desk Cover
MicroWay Microwave Bag
Cool zone herb gaden
smart pocket watch locket
Modular magnetic LED shoplight
Car Conversation Camera
NO MORE COMPUTER MOUSE
TVAlways
msPad-Medical Shorthand Keypad
TV BUYER!
"Incognitos" (Incognito Heels)
Water Muscles
SmartPhoneMousePad
Rechargable iMac Mouse
Elve Mop Shelf
In Wall Lasso
See Clearly Strips
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My Brain
Case with Earphone Holder
Mood setter
All In One Tape Dispenser
Mixed-breed stuffed animal
UV Kids Toothbrush
Weighter
Physical Torture Cubes (PTCs)
WaterWall
Smart Vent
The Instant Closet
whats for dinner
Corner Masseuse
Emergency Vehicle Strobe
Toslink to Bluetooth Adapter
Vacuum Scuff Preventer
Green solar space heater.
Holler: keeps you awake
Smart Air Freshener
Healthy shoes
Hot Water Watchdog
Mason Jar Adaptor for Car
The XO Fresh Juice Box
It`s new charger
8 hours of power
Litter Claw
e-smell the new innovation for your computer. Receive and send scented emails with a choice of 99 fragrances. Add a new dimension to your PC
AppEnabled Bicycle Seat Warmer
Retractable Shower Curtain
Solar Powered Travel Charger
Bound
Beer bug lid
LapScapes
Smart belt
cardless purchases
Compact Ladder Rack
SinusGrip
Jean still button cover.
Lockable Ratcheting Tie Downs
Soapy flush
CO-PILOT
Pocket flashlight
Beautiful, custom, bed-tray
Charger case
Phone Financial Organizer
Stick-Ears
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iphone 6plus charger case
Versatile hanger reck
Ultramat
Awesome Fruit Fly Trap
Baby Forget ME Not
Drips-No-More
All-in-one Scrubber
You've Got Mail!
SECURESTOP
Book light
Final Touch Dual Paint Bucket
Where's the Remote!!!
CNTRL (Smart AV Receiver)
Heating Coil Wire For Bikes
disposable PAINT brush SEALER
The night water
double sided folder
Easy Strainer
Smartphone HR monitor armband
that drug detector
Bike Balance Vest
uBand
PLATFORM
Comfy Frames
BRUSHOW
Screen Protective Film
MS BAND 2 WK Charge Station
gu10 magnetic connector
Phone Pole Rider
Detachable Toothpaste Brush
Bake Shapes Cake Bands
TV screen roll up
Sparkle Visor
ExtendMe
SunDew Solar powered desal
NeverAlone Monitor
5 in 1 Electric razor
Wireless heater
Life Sync
Soap pouch
Legging Topped Stockings
The solar mulk plane
Press for WINK
Wireless keyboard &amp; Mouse Pad
Strawberry Stemmer
Deep Clean Floss Brush
QR Golfball finder
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ESCRITORIO PORTATIL
The Powerzoid
Light stick
Night glow cover and glare shi
Workout Buddy
mesh support bra
femail book end
sercrity strap
Black Loose Diamonds
Clean EZE gutter cleaner
Color Changing Mirror Markers
Selfie Glove
custom mounting block
shop smart
gliss tab
Riding Mower â€œSaddle Bagâ€
Wink FridgeFreezer Thermometer
Bac a vinyle encastrable
Quirky Motor Controller
snow car glove
Power Master Box
power outage alert
Battery Back-up MagBase Drill
Bio Trash/Compost Bag
spill controll bowl
Portable Charger Station Bag
Cooler Puller
Eye Glasses
The Team
Stick-On Shades
CellPhone HandsFree &amp; Bracelet
Share-Phone
Floatation Delivery Pod
Outside Sentinel #WINK
Waterplug
The Utensil Display Tray
World's Fastest Smart Cooker
card gard
SeeMe Helmet
Rowmer
Smart Candle
jacket that turns into a bag
Laundry Pod
A power censer for your house
Self Powered Optical Mouse
Super Shovel
kindle/tablet spinner handstra
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Chameleon insulation
tight fit drill
Camera Shade
The Poodie
Solar Animal Clock
Brush Strainer V2
Re-Loadable Carbon paper
Wearable technology
Airflow clothespins
Board Game Box
Rotor Blade Protection System
Bicycle Handlebar Heat Blowers
Pivot Power Pop mini
styrofoam rocks
Cubby Fridge
Wait Time
The Communter
Wallet Wise
Chalk Board Car Tag
DoorWay
24 pieces, 26 letters
Learn to pitch.
Phone Fusion
shower trash barrel
HYDRO-GEN SAND
Stor-a-bath tool
Driving Safety Lock
The World Wide Swap and Trade/
On in 60 Seconds
Magnetic glove
Picture Perfect
Design Disc
WiperLactic
Clip Me
body temp buddy mat
Shield -type fire extinguisher
Ball on a Stick
Tapt Fan Control
eScope
Smart Air Mattress
Fridge Helper
Blindfolded
Wheel Secure
Applewatch

(Clip n Clasp)

tables amovible chaise
Insulated tilt a minnow
Motorized Wheelbarrow
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Countertop bottle washer
solar air conditioner
hover scooter
Track The Dose Med Cup
le tas de merde (reinvente)
Robbie
Brush with toothpaste
iWatch Car Charger
Waterproof Attachable Bag.
Low Profile Bluetooth Headset
Spirtitual Warfare card game
Saving storage in your carrier
Control Gate Car
All season lighting extreme
Biodegradable Lighter
Laptop Camera Cover
Funband
Solar Snake
PolarPrint
LUXURY LOUNGE CHAIR
Crisp:Travel Towel Drying Rack
retractable smart lock
Shelving in a Snap!
Impact Helmet
Detachable Pastry Brush heads
Alufa Mobile Print
recly plastic sherrardder
Beverage can I.D.
AquaPrompt
arrow tracker
Safe Case
Self-luggage Weigh
Flashlight Radio with siren
Your Headphones,
The Smart Pot
Propane tank guage
Foldable Laptop Cooling Pad
Laptop Rack for Home
Screw/Bolt Carrier Glove
Stroll Easy
Retro
Bin Power
dont flipor op
Christmas straight-star
DIAP~n~Wipe
The BABY SAVER
Pooh Sticks
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water filtering down spouts
Hotel Room Camera Security App
CLIPUP
No-Hassle BBQ
REMOTE STARTER FOR VEHICLE
Comfy Grip Cell Cover
Artist's Glue Bottle Holder
Tool box bike
All White
BROOM/BRUSH/DUSTPAN
Apple Watch Charging Case
Mood Shades
solar cooling seat cover
ERGOSEAT
Instant Mini Hand Cooler
Tress Tammer
Clap On Lazy
A showerhandle with timer
ciclostatic - elliptic
safe sound
Exercise Talking Mat
BedPod
Smart Baton
Gun Detector
the couch companion
EDC phone case (EveryDayCarry)
aplication
Pressure watch
Fireworks transporter pouch
The Milk Mate
Remote catcher
house sprinkler
Luggage Tags tht recognize you
BURBUHA baby medicine spoon
Sling Shirt
Dishwashing Soap Dispenser
Iphone6 Accordion Speaker Case
Ciroc Ocean Spray Vodka
Flan Lamp
Instant Print Laptop
Multi Lid
Apple Watch Keyring
Fractal Erector Set
Magnet-Proof Laptop Case
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ í¬ë¦° ì—…
Porch Light Security System
Bookfriend
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The Helpful Hamper
Rise N Shine Alarm
Dress-Bag
Anti fire candle
Nap Around
Locator Device
A Safety Iron- Wink Monitored
WINK Protein Shake Maker
Special Needs Seatbelt Lock
CAP-less Toothpastetube !
la T-TIB
Lounger Pillow
Diaper Bag w/ Net Bag Insert
portable shredder
Luggage Charging Station
Powerless Outdoor Heater
Scrape Broom
Adjustable His/Hers Caddy
wheely paint bucket on wheels
superspot
Power Tower
wide angle rotating flashlight
Britebot
Dirty Door
Spout, Snap n Seal
Wall Hanger
Perfect Pregnancy Fitness
Porch swing supports
Xignem
Virgin Beer
Multi-Pitch Whistles
Wink Enable circuit breaker
Doublet
Catch a thief !
Remote control stroller
Finger Guard for Bi-fold Door
Cracked cuticle cure
Pocke V3
Easy Christmas Wrap
Scented wrapping paper
Web-Anator
Control Your "Selfie"!
Sam Bot
Dust pan basket
beach totem pole
Disposable Truck Liner
Self Checking Volt Meter
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Pre-Zip-Fill
Fast dissolve baby formula tab
Stroller charger....
Medical Message mask
Mini Travel Wheelie
Delyght Fragrances
Perky Wrap
Rasta Claus
Shoe insert scale
Smarter Washing Machine
AssistMeN
RIM LIDS
The Slobberbowl
Puce Ã©conomique de batterie
Snap N Pull
Garbage Bag Maker
PowerDisc
The Easyclutch
Battery Heaven
magnetic shoe dryer for dryer
Solight
Coque rechargeable
Handy Quirky Kettle Car Toilet
X-Port
Multi Tech
Organizer backpack
PERFECT Christmas Tree
"Pixy Ceiling Light &amp; Worm"
Urban Come-a-long
Audio Master
PICTURE FRAME PAL
automatic mail box
WC Ã Lave-Mains intÃ©grÃ©
Whiteboard scanner
Automatic Light-up Umbrella
Online Game
Salad Plate
Snatch Em Jig
Marco Polo Goggles
IBlinds
Fleece Lined Heated Jacket
WINK TOUCHSCREEN REMOTES!
The Any Case Camera Attachment
porta pants
Smart Water Bottle
smoke detector cover
e string
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Mini maker w/change templates
Wheelchair Workout Add-On
Hanging Christmas Tree
"iStyle" iGlove !
button-bud
ATM Anywhere
The Toilet Safe
Backpack Baggie
Invisible Jump-rope
Water Powered Pool Chair
Emergency Roadside Flag
Bicycle Power Pedal
'no falling down'-mini speaker
bankiking agent
Plate Handler
the elimnator
Healthy can
Nap Lap
Color Me Neat
sports sunglasses keeper
Petdora Collars Charms &amp; More
Bike Invisible Pocket
Power Grip
Carry Carriage
Covers
APP Alcohol and water tester
Wet Dreams
piÃ¨ge mulots infra-rouges
Pocket Blanket
Phone Holder w Battery Charger
Levitating Candle Holder
Next Generation Wink Control
Drawstring Fitted Sheet
The sixth sence
The Chop-guard
Take-with-you needlework tool
Wink - Echo
Cable Grabber
Reading(scaning) pen the words
KITTY LITTER PLATFROM
i see baby cam
Fold-A-Way Brace
Binder Clip Shelf Label
Dehydrated toiletries! Simply pack dehydrated versions of your favorites and reconstitute upon arrival.
Pull out
Office Status
Remote Constroll
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Pet Door Sensor
Down dog
Trackable credit card
Power in cold weather
Dream Travel
Calculator That Prints!
ReTake
I Belt
Band Aid Applicator
Jump Radio
hi new world
Combi bÃ¢che/sac bien pratique
Never Lost Lovey/Buddy
Moppit Toppit
Mood Gem (jewelry earrings)
Clean Hands door opener
Running Music Player
ZAP POTATO
Confi-Tense
Always H2O
The Bar Soap Saver
REMOTE SPIGOT
Tennis Ace: Ball Retriever!
Vehicle Solar Panel Strip
Electric car battery booster
roller cleaner
FingerSlide
Sock Lock
iPhone Brooch
Next Level Induction
Mobile phone levitation device
Hummingbird Food in a Pod
The Clever Ring
Mechanic TouchScreen for Dogs
Swiveling child car seat
iPhone idose
Trainer Tanks
Universal EZ Bluetooth Printer
Smart Scale
Icy Splint
iPad Cam Grip, and Pistol Grip
Coaster Glass
freehands phone clip
Neckmaze
safekids classroom doors
App Enabled Pumpkin
Magnetic File Drawer Covers
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Pastel Shaper/Sharpener
SUPPORT MANETTE JEU
Boiling Detector
Side by Side Tower Fan
Shepherdâ€™s Hook Support
USB Clip
Tri-fecta coupling device
Weigh To Go
Good Vibrations
Energy Producing Shades
mini shopping cart wash
Hand Dollies
HD Santa Hat
Sticker Cam
Hydrodynamic Palisade
The Smartphone Monopod view finder
venison / elk Back Strap Knife
multi cup holder
Purse-Snatcher Blaster
Acrylic Tea Pot with Infuser
The Perfect Cup
Single use PVC glue
"buckshot beer"
SaveCig
bip puce
E-Z Reader
Phone charging earbuds
No Whining Zone
Front Loader Washer Door Stop
Garage Door Open?
Child Proof Floor Vent
progressive brake lights
My Backstory
neutralizerPLUS+ toothbrush
LEGO power cord
Cake Pan Magnetic
Transitional Windows
Running Charger
AirStream Batting Tee
The game characters
Hose-it-up
Bench Press Helper
steamless bluetooth mirror
Car Monsters!
Universal tablet bumper stand
Memory Squared
connect iphone to home trainer
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Automatic Auto Bumper Guard
-RETRACTABLE AIRBAGS!ICE SKATEBOARD
DYNO~Jump
switchable power strip
Christmas Tree Stand Indicator
Telescopic Portable Hand Rail
h- electroMagLite
long distance seat cushion
Italian Lady's Cheese Grater
Snail Cord
ALL SMILES
Fax Cellphone
New Twist on Tape Measure
Naked No More!
Facecloth Wash
Gamelle sonore
the college gril
TV Mount with Cable Box Holder
The Copy Paste Pen
BED TIME BUDDY PILLOW
Rear Car Camera Cover
lap top credit lector
prise demi-puissance
Car Seat MultiTray System
Faucet delay
Fast Roll
Fluid pillow
Nail Polish Guard
Inflatable Bicycle Helmet
Sound Wall
Leo Pack
The Remote Detector
Humid-Tap
Sav-a-life
Verti-Bed (Vertical Bed)
Hamster Generator
Fence or Deck Post Toppers
Floss Guard
Water Saving Showerhead
Pizoelectric to the nth degree
Spin Spin Sugar
Mini Microwave
Double The Fun!
smartballs
CLEAR VIEW
PurchaseSave
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Iesa
Magnetic Switch/Outlet
CINTRE GAIN DE PLACE
Solar Water
Teeth shower
built in earbud for mobile
Solution for Blanket.
Gaming Boom Stand
Antenamation
WHAT THE HECK POPS
Safety harness for divers
sun-shower
Platform Performance (shoe)
affirmations for your walls
Golden Gutter
Sun-Scents
child/pet/ resistant trash can
Don't forget the beer
Speaker Bumper
Ink Pen Rejuvenator
CHARGE! by Quirky
No Clogged Toilet
Save Water System
the magnitized screwdriver
Insulate and Mix
SNOW PATH CLEAR DRAG AWAY MAT.
Highway Bikes
Ultralight golf bag transport
Innovative clothes counter
Taser tag
DISH BUTLER
Server Saver
Carpet exercise mat
Scissor Lift Tool Tray
Prevent scattering condiments
OffSet
Tailgator
Thermo Finguerprint
Star Wars Trailer Pillowcase
Smart Trash Bucket
Coil Spring Powered Bicycle
powerstation w/tunes
Bicycle handle rocker
Everclear Shower Mirror
Wet Floor Sign
Video Guard Sensor
transbee
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Thermos lid heating element
Wink iBeacon
Holder umbrella
The Body Rack
Keys bok ride
Crazy Child Calmer
The Shirt Saver
Easy Braid
Milk Pacifier
the cologne phone
SmartFaucet
The Hot Pot
The CargoSock
Rain Shower adapter
6,000,000 Words
clothing iron wire coill
Dockins
Flask!.
Retractable Power Strip
Wink compatible crock-pot
LightBulb Speakers
Car Charger Power Pack
Conversation Privacy
Quik-Mousqueton cuisine
Brushows
Toddler Walker
Microwaveable Body Suit
Pillow talk
THE PRO-CPT BOOK
bizbutton card
Fruit bowl for better storage
magiclock
Quirky Patent/Idea Search App
Cover Spring
The Transforming Hat
travellock
Solar Charging Piece
Curtains Make Scents
50/50
Magic Wand
TEGG
VIBRATING Paint Roller/Brush!
Configurable Wire Shelf Boards
extenda chair
Wink window lock
pretty pouch
Pocket Sash Bag
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Watt Per Hour for USB Outlets
Mixed
Microwave Fabreze
BathTube
bike lights removable
Razr Buddy
Heat master &amp; meat marker
teaching guitar
Multi prise modulable
Thermo Box
Car Color Changer
Stylemetoo Dog Tags
PrÃ©vention des infections
Save My Place Mat
Trunk Bench
eMind Me
Blue Drive
Power Gator
pure breath
Laptop cooling fan lap desk
All-in-1 Smart Food Processor
save me
Extension cord coupling device
Cord Clip
WindWater - wind powered desal
Makeup Mat
Office cafe
Funtudu
Charge-On USB
GPS thermostatique
tiktak
Tyre Changer Garage
Blu - the smart earphones
Seasonal Strip
Remote Recycle
Butt Buster
Met-Case
PhotoShop
Easy way to solve the belt
Advance iPhone 6 Hard Case
The very stable toothbrush cup
Screen Buddies
Card-shaped office multitool
Topfitted sheet
no Slide
Hotel Showerhead Adapter
Aros A/C control ...for RVs
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Toilet Flush Water Reducer
DomoTech system
Luggage rubber wheel covers
Pep to the Petter
Slipper to shoe skin
Switch Spot
Time Catchers
batteries amovibles voit elect
A Better Sack Lunch
WaDryer Combo
lumiphoscreen
Secret Compartment WaterBottle
BradBowl
Liberty Dressing room.
A spring-compression curtain rod that is easily installed and removed on any window with casings. No drilling, no screws, no holes.
Refrigerator Fruit Bowl
Cigarette Smoke Protector
FANtastic breeze
What was here?
Balloon Spinner
outdoor lighting effect
Hoodie napper
Bedtime Sentry
Tree Trunk Huggers
Safe-Start Texting Stopper
Amped Headphones
Tailgating Tent
ChargeBase
PowerPlate
Baked Liners
Tear Proof Cat Scooper
AppEnabled RED Lite GREEN Lite
ER Candles That Don't Burn You
The Hi Viz Indicator Vest
compact atv spiderweb blocker
Restaurant Phone Holder
CurtainCatch
Digital Multilingual Keyboard
Smart Tire Pressure Guage
Disposable undies
The can stand
Tighty Tush
PRISE TIMER
portable wood decking
Cups with Coasters
Nose Buds
Dog Ramp With Storage
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Flexible Tin Can Phone
Rainbow Shower Extension
Ecoplug
Tape Measure Attachment
a chalkboard gadget
Trolley opens to shelf closet
Motorcycle helmets denver
Motion Problem Gyro Glasses
shrinkable shelf
Intercooler Stubby
Carbon monoxide sensor bulb
RibbitRibbit
MotionPlus
Balloon YoYo
The Grow Pole
Self Cleaning Toilet in a WINK
Halitosis Buster
Wearable Airflow Deo
detect failer
GPS Sticker
Personal Wi-Fi
Screen Bling - Screen Decor
Auto Shut-off for Hair Tools
Thieves Protector
Salad Re-Fresher
Auto-Rocking Bed Frame
Phone Fan
crÃ©er de l'Ã©nergie Ã©lectrique
Pivot Power Plus
Subway Snoozer
Jelly cap vase
Automatic Pet Feeder
Flexible Clay Mobile Stand
DIGITAL BAR SCALE
Ruler Printed on Stud
HereYourNextSeat
Present Sir
The Rechargeable Remote
A towel dryer
Striker Speedball
Sap-Resistant Tree Skirt
Loyalty card holder
Google reality
Stackable Charcoal
Walk and Grow Play Mat
Travel Lufa Case
Android Video Coffee Mug
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New sock shape for bare wear
Virtual Reality Controller
Auto Water &amp; Pot Rota-tor
The Dripper Picker
Garden Hose Sprayer Guard
Bolt through electric ratchet
The LS-1 Life-Star One
The skate stand
The Pet Projector
Toilet Lid Water Harvester
HOMEBASE
Automatic pumkin
Nail gun auditory empty alarm.
hearphone
Italian Lady's Crabby Cloth
Laundry Wagon
Weight Bug
Tire chain wizard
BT sound equalizer/enhancer
wally waterbottle
BioNappy
Cake M.A.I.D. (APP Enabled)
Hold-it-all
wifi-home decor speakers
Breath Sticker
Happy Travels Tray
Toasty Paws
Tooth Time!
Fire Wall
Natural Baby Feeder
ALARM CLOCK for EARLY BIRD
gelatin mold
Tube amplifier
On the go Salad barista
ClÃ© USB Male / Femelle
The FLOOR DRAWER
disposable Filters
bottle vibration holder
IPhone Pocket It
Hot Water Heater Monitor
Single Handed Baby Food Spoon
Disposable Shaving Razor
Allergy Free
Extension Hanger
Cutting thimble
The Heated Passer
Brosse Ã dents Ã personnaliser
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USB wall outlet
Hand Drier
Fruit infusion straw
2-in-1 Bicycle Shopping Bag
The PedicRobe
Shower timer that turns of H2O
Core your Vegetables Set
Baby calculator
Smoke and Odor Sucker
iSaver
Split Microwave heats &amp; cools
bathroom faucet redux
Microwave Boiled Egg Container
Movable Cup Holder
Multifunctional Chopstics
OUTDOORS PACKAGE/FOOD STORAGE
Apadter
Customizable Storage Shelfing
Forget Me Not
Kids Tooth Station
unlimitid power source
Did I...?
heatcup
Time Machine
PowerPossible
Double Lock Weight Collar
Closet Shelf Space
Lettres sous le sable (plage)
hook on unberella
Bacon Pan
KD X-Ten-Do
Bucket Seat
Recycling Garbage Can
Find My Remote
Power adjusting threshold ramp
Doggie Brush and Vac
Power Scrub
Flip Free Litter Pan
CONVERT UR SHADES
Fire Smother
Toilet Seat Screwdriver
Smart Fan
Wine-Pops!
EZ Filter
The wrist watch illuminator
Comfy Feet
Add On Toe Ring for Flip Flops
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Power Tower
Selfie Addiction
Earbud Cleaner Tool
my rear guard
No more keys
Matching Socks easily
iphone 6 battery clip
BakeTrio
Shop Vac Filter Cleaner
Magteau
Bubblehead Bobblehead
PURSE BRITE. A LED battery operated snap on light for your purse, briefcase, etc. It's the size of a quarter and easily pushes on and off.
AutoShower
Kitchen Grater with protection
Movie Theater Seat-Cover
Bed Bugs
SMARTINT
Baby band
Thermal helmet pads
Roof guard
SaveVault
AirJet
Collapsable cupcake tray
The Watchdog
Sphere
Safer Baby Seat
Dissolvable Water Bottle
Spaceremo
My Big Ball Bag
LemonCut
WRIST SAVER ( SHOCKTEK )
Flip movie screen I phone#6
Best Holiday Window Candles
Kitchen Ultra Sonicator
Coaster Toaster
Portable Induction Charge
Key Finder
Smart Lightway
Travel size CO2 detector
towelette holder
Connected Floor Saver
Remote Keeper
pint size ac/heater
Rotatable outlets
Sticky Soles
pool chair
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Multi-line Cell Phone
Portable Teepee Style Fire Pit
Solar Panel Mailbox
Multi-cup Thermos
Behind the mask
Pressed to Impress
Uncanny dog
Chair Armstrong
Spa rubber gloves
Wireless charging case
AlertMe
Quirky Stylus Set
Helmet Signal Indicator
Forget-me-not
Xtra Hand Magnetic Strap Holdr
Portable POST IT MAKER
KEYLOCK (The Orifice)
Radio USB
Paper gloves
Extendo-charge
Heat Protector
Doodle and Ride
Green Tool HD
THAT CHARGER
Bee Kozy
BizViz: biz card &amp; memo viewer
CRUISE/FERRY SURVIVAL KIT
The Extra Outlet
Solar water tank defroster
heated smart gloves
Mini Snow Gun
the divded bottle
Smart Cake Machine
Berm Bracelet
Nursing bladder
TBD
Portable basketball Base Fix
Real Hands Free
Moisture Wicking Bag
Tune Tooth Brush
Never Drop! phone case
snow-away
Etch a measure
The extender
Ice Chest/Cooler Organizer
10min multi use Raincollector
Pencil Hat
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Water Wise Vase
Jewelry Stand
Confirmation locked door
Plugins
Teddy bank
Funnel Bank
Airtensil
Razar Blade Brush
The Great Divide (HOTEL)
Magnetic mouthpiece
Cocktion
The Zudo Box
Bath Sponge Container
Tired of telling kids, finish your milk? I've seen bowls w/ straws, too hard to clean. So my idea is a bowl with a Disposable Straw Holder.
EPONGE ASPI-ELECTRO
Fisherman's First Mate
Baby in car alarm
Wink Touch Lamp Module
Stackable Alarm Clocks
Precision Cut Your own Hair
WISHUS app
Launduro Bag
Inflatable Ping Pong Table
Stop Spending Money
protege cuvette w.c et jetable
Bumper guard
Precision rust removal
Shoe Locator
The Green Bullet.
Jumbaby Wipes
Food Dye Remover
The Perfect Fitting Sock
eco refrigerator
Save-A-Life car seat
A vase wall
iPhone Touch ID Padlock
Spray paint can splatter proof
Multigame Tailgating
Always-Up Cup! Tailgate/picnic
Computer keyboard fm radio
Ta-Da!
neck ease beach chair
WRAP SACKS
Volets solaires
Vegetable Steam Mop
Carry Ease
Phone-Controlled Fans
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Dual washer/dryer
Snappy Socks
The Sweep Keep
Babero Adultos con mangas
Moving Heavy Furniture Tape
Roach-away
Kitty's Corner Scratch Posts
Axony
DropLeg Case
One use Syringe
Sheet-Rock Handle
JellyPatch
Hot and Cold Crockpot
your bosses route
Stadium Seat Cushion and Tote
Car Trash Receptacle
KidCare/Motion Sensor
3D express
SpotLight
Whirly: Pencil Sharpener
Wink Enabled IR Controller
Message in a Bottle
Grab a hold of the Dirt
Magic Microwave
Self-stick Shelf
self diagnose stove
comfort mouse
Auto Bathroom Mirror Cleaner
Free Talker
The Coffee Drip
Pump it up!
Shoelace Shortener
Marko polo watch
Laser keyboard illuminator
Retractable Power bar
Smart Charger
Easy tweezers (easy tweeze)
iSwivel Cable
Dish Wipes
Tripode stick Movie theater
Smashable toy derby car
Shopping Cart Navigation App
Kid Pig (cordies)
TwisterFix
Double iWatch battery life
Home ice maker machine
Solar Powered WiFi Booster
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Lazy Susan - Quirky Susan
TUSB (Tri USB)
Neetocro Kit
traffic escape
ExoScreen
One Handed Cutter Grip
Fullsize Electric Horse
Smart Door Lock
Phantom energy stopper
Quake-Mate
The BPA free folding rule
Piggy back chair
Flee finder
Pre-sort laundry basket
Smart Drive
The Sh*t Mitt
BED VACUUM CLEANER ATTACHMENT
capse
Warm popcorn.....
Detachable Paintbrush
Computer mouse accessory
Communication Collar
Flexible Furniture Dust Mop
Baby Beats Bedding
Carbon Monoxide Eliminator
Pet Spa
Connected Fridge Alarm
Wainscoting Kit With FIR
magnetic key finder
Smart Educational Twister
Smart Phone Jewelery
Gutter Plant Sprayer
mobile phone hand&amp;wrist holder
Coolest Shoe
Battery damage solution
The Stiletto Cup.
Portable Outlet
Portable Work Table
Douball
Backless Bra with Support
Hilo antirobo
Jug-Cap
Buff 'N Shine
The iDOGWALK or iPETSIT
The Cleanest Brush in Town
Doormatgic
The Gravity ladder
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Kegelman Bikes
Modular Wrench Set
Pixel pen
Watt Per Hour USB Outlet
Never-Lose-Ems Fob
Poubelles plastiques jetables
Stove Gap Filler
Curiosity
Intellectual Propert APP
Button Stapler
Rosetta Clothes Line
modular heat sink
replace sandals thong color
Rain No-Pain
Wefi
Flexi Power
Handlet
Magic Mirror Room
ManGlozz
Travel &amp; Bedside Watering Hole
Bouchon d'oreille rÃ©veille
Compass with map
MINI BOULE PARLANTE
Vacuum broom (two types)
App/Auto Opening Xmas Tree
The Sensible Night Stand
Smart Card For A Smart Watch
Vehicle Window Cover
Ramasse fruits
WeePee Pal
Inductive Charging Surface
sdffsfs
personal lift (Jack's Jack)
Flat plug electronics
Chamelion
Hand Saver
Treat Leash
Easy Keyring
The Weighted, Sleeved Blanket
Eyeglass Lift
Charger Jewelry
iSMART CHARGE AND SHARE CASE
Self-It Measuring Tape
Bicycle GPS Theft Recovery
2 &amp; 3 Liter Bottle Pourer
Digital Nurse
My puffer
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Wandering Eyes
Eco-Divide-A-Can
Glowie
Glow Drive
CAN CLIPS
Dishwasher Handspinner
Parepluie pour ordi portable
All in 1 Environmental Sensor
SMART CHAIR
THE MAGIC BRACELET
clip hanger or strings.
QuacSpread (Spray Guacamole)
Strong Arm
Dinner time!
Tailgate Trunk Prep Table
ProBi-Protect
Retract-o-key
All weather cane
Portable Energy Station
Game retrieval system
Hanger Organizer
airfreshener ceiling fan
electric coping saw
The Scrapper Sleeve
UnParking Mirror
Out door stemware holder
My Hooky
A smart collar for your pet(s)
eco-kinsÂ®
Voice Activated Light Switch
BABEL, LA CONQUETE
Speech Recognition Medline
HomeSecurity Swiss Army Knife
Funky footprints
Lego Shoe
Blend it OUT
MULTIPRISE BALL
Anti lightning umbrella
ledhouse numbers
Creductor
a sout cass /a tv
Stelamp
Auto Toilet Lid Closer
2 way surveillance camera
Windy Havoc Prevention
Conditioner Comb
Solar watch and phone charger
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Chic Cheap Wick Dipper
Really secure!!
Umbrella that Fits in Wallet
finition
TangleFree Head Phones
Kitchen Helper Memory Hub
Baby In Car Alerter
Christian wind chime
crybaby
Quirky's Verso for Toilets
red light alarm
H.O.T. hotwater open terminal
Prosthetic Foot Cleaner
study sense
KD Snissors
Re-charchable Gaming headset
Airplane Phone Charger
Dog talking !
Life's a Grind (re sub)
TRANSPARENT CELL ,
appli demarre voiture
Sleep Better
Cross country ski mobile
The Convertible Travel Scarf
Musician's Nimbus **RESUB**
Generator Electric Motor
Canvas beach mat - Galapaguena
Snore Storm Preventor
The Foot Vacuum
Handiguide
tool locator
Shave templates
Quirky Pro Shoe Cleaner
Keep it clean
Catcher matt
Prep N' Go Food Caddy
MAADE_EASY Photo Restoration
Cool
Smart Box
The Cupcake Sprinkler
Automatic Pausing Earbuds
train time location app
Cordless to Corded Drill
My easy cooking pan
mini vacuum cleaner
Smoke and Odor Sucker
Christmas counter star
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Heated Weight Blanket
EASY DOSE IT
Mason Jar Drip Coffee Maker
Phootie
Sweater Dry Rack
smokes easy
Don't Go Sleeveless
Wheelchair loader
Audio enhancer
Beer Safe/Cage
Od-orbs
COACH TO CLASS
Walking Collar
electrical power strip
Self Leveling propane base
All in one toy
Meat Injection Bullet
The Drivers Little Helper
Universal Translator
tablette commande restaurant
Do not get tangled earphones
Table board
Bar Of Soap Dispenser
Pet Candles
Physical and Cognitive fitness
Zero Clearance Ground Stake
Sticky phone case
Base bed
Scanner Tracker
The CLAW
Country Dog &amp; Cat Food
No Mess Baby Spoon
M16 X 2.0 SKC ROUND DIE
3-1 adjustable ceiling fan!
MUSB (Music USB Flash Drive)
Eyeglass lighter
Cell Phone Easel
Goodbey microbs
Safer Shower
pen holder
Camping Extend A Step
Pop-up oscillating irrigation
So-son
Greatest hits made easier
Automatic Dog Feeder and Water
Easy Glide Ted Hose Footie
Solar panel iPhone
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hepo
Auto Sport Fan Hood Cover
Cop a Squat
Portable pole dance
Christmas lights separator
Rooftop Fans
Rockin Christmas Tree Lights
The Easy Cup
T-shirt Printer
Fence Busters
Electric hand wamer phone case
M20 X 2.0 SKC ROUND DIE
(CSI) Clean Sterile Inviting
Roller Visor
The Game Key
Smart Cam
Monitor LED Eye Spectacle
Gant "Money clean"
Jewelry Art
Turnkey party lites
Clear Pool Cover
Can Spray Extension Grip
Hassle free children's gloves
Wireless earbud headphones
"Laptop that is a Case"
Green Kettle
Double Data Adapter
18 Volt Hollow Pump Mop
Chair-box
Real Tank Battle
Sunny Side
u-cake-em...we bake em
comfortable envelope
Light-Up Tennis Ball Trainer
Toe Protector Sock
FindMe
Device pre-starter
Small Shrub Winter Wrap
Add a belt loop
HearPlug
Save your back water caddy
Multi SD
Wink Doormat
Sock Pockets
Automatic Turn-off Oven
GE+Quirky Refrigerator opener
Green USB Power Plug
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Hipster Dual Release Doorknob
head portrait,box
SECUREBED
Freezer bread box
Camping Cool
BARDUMBUP
Travel potty
PC salver
Window Energy Loss
Acudose
energy shade
Thank You, @#$% Light
Airbarg for doors and windows
Do Not Disturb Doorbell Cover
Stackable shoe cubes
Waffle crackers and ice cream
1900 electric car
Tilted Plate Dryer
SmartBowl
The Eyefan
Chocolate Ferriswheel
never leave your child in car
SLYDER iPhone case
Apple Watch Wrist Headphones
hands free suitcase
WRIST WRESTER
The Love To Hate Toilet Cake
ALL SEASON FIRE PIT!!!
Duo Heating kettle
Compressed Air Engine Booster
Pfunnel
Holiday Nut Smasher
B-FLEX
USB Screen extension
Hot flash magic sleeping bag
GlowLet
Sombra
Auto Order
the scratch remover
The Iphone ball and chain
sightnet
Portable Mug Warmer
PRESENTATION LAPTOP
USB UFO
HomeAway Remote Control
Blankee
Toilet Accumulation Prevention
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Smart Pen
Bedside Charging Dock
No cold feet sheet
Automatic skipping-rope
night-flight
pet hair be gone
Salon Sink Headrest
Standing Child Carrier
Practice Suit
Car-aoke
Awesome Toy Box
The Life Saver
the double shovel
bracelet thermomÃ¨tre
Clean Pet Cuisine
Alpi's
Pool Safety Beacon
self returning softball
handheld lint and hair vac
ChittKutter
Wet/Dry Ice Chest
Talking Dog
The Gatekeeper
3D TV Retractable Screen
Perfect Picture Pin Ups
food trap
Task Light
velcro curtains
Phone case extender
Sustainable Energy Heater
KEYLESS LOCKING SYSTEM
JacLock Screw &amp; Driver System
magnapen
Screen Plus
power strip with switch
Lost phone locator
a smarter wiz cake...
Portable Drink Stabilizer
ageframe
The Hammlet Hammer
The Pocket Extinguisher
GE-Quirky Baler.
SOLAR VOICE ACTIVATED HELMET
Mixed Jelly Mould
Free cable for all
Power by design
Safe laptop (lead-lined) desk
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Buttonhold
Modular Magnetic LED Shoplight
Chargehead phone
AR for KIDS
Storage on the Go
Spottle
Snow Glows
MINI MOVING TABLE-rotates auto
Kindle Cover w/ Sunshade
Sleep n' Ride
Historic Toys
induction battery clip
Healthy Clean
Porta botellas NÃºÃ±ez
Wink Relay Cuff
Parking beanie
Tee &amp; golfball placement tool
panini gril
CuffClips
AUR - Any USB reversible
Sleepy-ear
Stagr
Wifi Duct Damper
Clip n Sip
Wink Control Bathtub
Peekaboo Doggie steps
Kitchen Utensil 'D-foody'
A CLOTHESPIN WITH A HANDLE
organizing hub
Wink Hub Upgrade
stretch-n-pull dog leash
The venus disposable fly trap
"GUM SHOE"
Four Earbuds
'Always Right' Picture Hanging
Clever Cutters
avertisseur de fin de papier
Roadtrip Wipers
Multidirectional Domino
power pack
The Personal Book Press
Blender bubble
App BodyMasseuse that Detaches
Stem Bright
Smoothie Multi Blender
The Gripper
Tower Of Power
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Potty Back-Splash
Pepper Mill + Dough RollingPin
Guitar Pick Cover
Mosquito Easy Killer Trap
Rose Tree Deerterrant
Hand Ball - Jetson's Style
TURNEY PAINT ROLLER CLEANER
The Kare Towel
Snow No More Car Cover
Highly Visible Salt
All In One Gift Opening Tool
iPanic
PENSANI
Restaurant Booth Playpen
The bicycle Lawn mower
Home Cell
Lockable bowl
swivel corn decobbinator
4 roll toilet tissue Dispenser
The Centipede
Stuffed iPad / Book Holder
ShopNroll
Aspirateur Ã insectes
Sticky Tape w/ Level on Tape
Solar Panel Beach Umbrella
The Chord Glove
PORTABLE MEDICAL BED URINAL
YES
Food for 5
Gives angle for socket
Universal Remote that's also a House Phone
combo mouse
Baseball Practice Stand
MEN'S "P" WEAR
Drainable Crock Pot
airhandy
The Sharkhead
Vib-minder
zoom glass
Ice Pick Shovel
Theory &amp; design of 'chill' box
Critter's Friend
Ã©chelle pour chat
The Taco Grill Basket
Transparent Hole Puncher
Patent # 4,981,439 redone
"Redneck Sherlock Homey Hat"
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Desk Buddy Beverage Heater
W.I.N.K "FLAMELESS CANDLES"!!
Mosquito-Killing Lamp
Seau-Intelligent
The Stretch Bag
Shipping Saver
Personal-alarm-ring
JessyGoPole
The Tablet Handler
All-In-One Seafood Utensil
Bloody mouth
Modular Power
Quadrotor Dog Fight !!
Bluetooth Scoring Tower
mausu osshu toothbrush
eyes of the world
Custom Home Decals
Ash Tray Hoover
XYZ Coordinate Plane
Loop (cellphone USB charger)
voiture auto alimentÃ©
Never lost remote
Disposable Sanitizing door mat
Grub Gloves
zappy tennis rack
Chapstick Container
bÃ©bÃ©protect
USB power adaptor AND battery
Smart Skylight
Automatic paw recognition feed
PowerPump
Strike Three!
fingernail clipper
Hey dumbshit don't talk &amp; ride
THE WHEELIE FOLDUP BAG
FoodiFi
Simple Switch or Relo-Switch
Under Gutter Light Storage
6+ iPhone Holster With TieDown
Smart Doormat
The HideAway and Play Hamper
LES MINICOMPACTS
BOUTEILLE ULTRA COMPACTABLE
toilet seat lift
AntiTheft FingerPrint Car Key
push to talk headphones
bike holder
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SHAKE'N'SHOOT
Wink Frame
Travel Wallet
Under Table Net
SCREEN SUN SHADE CONDITIONING
The Better Brush
Pulse bracelet
Refuel v2
Wink Rearview Mirror
Trash Can Shredder
911 Dialing Bracelet
Irrigation Flow Detector
Toilet Hygiene Dispenser
Keep cool sun block
EVODrap Wireless
Console Game Switcher
flower-poubelle
Socket with Protect
Over door hook organizer
Makeup capsules
Easy-On Infant Pants
No lose sippy cup
Lights Out
Ring that Prevents Assault
Iphone 6 &amp; 6+ survival case
splatter guard for paint brush
Portable nitrogen inflator
Bluetooth vibrating alarm
Remote dog
Shower board
Marmelade Dispenser
Wise Wallet
Quick Filler
Glass Salad Bowl
UV HAND PROTECTION
Alcohol content sensor
No Text and Drive Phone Case
Sing and pronounciation helper
Genus Satalite/Cable Ready TV
Smart Pool Jet
My Pocket
Sofa Gate
Origami laptop case and stand
Gardener's Secret Bite Eraser
Bangle charm bracelets
automatic kickstand brakes
SMS Garage Door Monitor
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Telephone Tray in Toilet
Safety Candle
The AutoViewer Models 1 and 2
Adjustable Bedskirt
Aros Auto
Amazing eyeglass cleaning tool
Child tracker
Beach Baby Backpack
Remote Oil Lantern
Ergo Pocket
Multi-Use Baking Sheet Pan
The Passive Hunting Rifle
The Shake Shaker
Program keyboard
Iphone CasePoll
Still Working on This!
Guitar pick holder
Anti Scratch Floor Slippers
Tick Shield
spray &amp; brush
Bright Mat
Bulkhead Pet Door
Cake N Cupcake Pan
Avertisseur de sonnerie
One
#NAME?
Plant Genious
KeepInTouch
TV net
housse de protection pour tele
Food Health Monitor
finger vac
Wick Protector
Bento'd
personal pontoon
Cyber Leash
FLOAT-FLEX
FOLDING PAPER CUP
door handle disinfector
Aux cable with small headphone
SnapSHOT
Grills On Wheels
App enabled Air Purifier fan
MoodMuzic
Light Wars (Video!!!)
Steam Mop Stand
ipower strip wink enabled
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smart armband
Hide a hose
Listen
air conditioner cover
car wind mill
torque cordless air ratchet
Cell Phone Finger Ring
Scrub eze
Find It Chip
velcro phone holder
Magnet Grocery List App Wifi
Selfie-Stick Phone Case
Toppings
Power Belt
coughdrop popsicle
Nut Sucker
TABOURET BAHUT TABLE BASSE ..
Cozy smart mattress
sneaker wear indicator
Paige Mobile Map Viewer
ZEEP ( Zeep bag )
Convoy Assistance Package
Three In One Mop Broom Dustpan
Cake Shapes
Smartphone Laundry Crane
Battery Transfer-er
Track blinds motor dongle
Window air curtain
Safe Ledge
car window blanket
Photographic calculator
The Triple Lock Top
Hung-brella
"Easy Fit Water Pourer"
Javictonary
GimmeBack
Retractable Travel Mirror
Dumbbell/Kettlebell Conversion
Pretto cutting board
new process bicycle drive syst
4 roll paper towel dispenser.
Flower Pot Hangers
Micro GPS, track stolen tools
TreeFresh
Grip Gloves
Water Me Botlle
Clothes scent refreshener
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Electric Vegetable Brush
See Through Screen Door Bar
Speed Toaster
Water Spike Wand
ElectroPress Coffee Maker
studybuddy
WiFi Window Candle
The Corner Pocket
CORE-Sistance
Wireless Laptop Tray Massager
Adj Monitor Stand w Lazy Susan
Mini Choo Choo
Semiconductor Home Security
Antler Inspired Speakers
i-screen
electric motor for car
ClipOn battery terminals
Wink TV
Tile Fingers
Le bloc niveau, traceur ligne
Wink Camera
SMART PERSONAL ORGANIZER
magnet bag
ShoePocket
MAGIC BAND
PIGEON INTERACTIVE MESSAGING
"Smart Commute"
Clutch holder
Oven Door Lock/Sensor
IRock For Baby Stroller
FLOWER-PLANT SEED DEPTH GAUGE
The Tie Iron
Cats' Crazy Stick
QuickFix (Temple) Tips
Wallet Replacement
Elite controler
Air Duster
Motorcycle Light Suit
mini guitar
No-Snow Heated Driveway Tarp
Musical Toothbrush
Expandable Spatula
Sport Utility Shoes
tracktwo (tracktrack)
Independer / Independlet
just a better shave
Dripies
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Wi-Fi Photo-Stream Wall Frame
Swift Life
Sleep tight
Gplugz the real plug
Zade Cosmetics
TrashVent
airoz
Intuitive temperature adjuster
NEW ICE AGE
BAR-CAM
Bandless over ear headphones
Quick Light Fire Starters
RoboPhone
BPT/BPTMD
Nutrition Fact scanner
DIRECT
Sprinkler System Upgrade
Wireless Power Outlet
Klenestix
iMac Monitor Shelf
Quicky garlic peeler
KNOB LIGHT
The Acorn Mully
Solar Mug
Personal Christmas ornaments
The Car Hanger! Hanger's neck has a hinge allowing it to be hooked onto headrests behind seats. Neck has a loop for more hangers to hang on.
ReScents Wax Cube Warmer
DADADA........Basic IPHONE
Intelligent Circuit Breaker
Time Boss
Counterfeit Counter
leaf block or gutter guard
Focus on the Modern Family app
POP-UP Test Stips
On-Notebook Printer
"Plate squeegee" or "food foe"
Ice cube blocker
L' IDEAL (2)
Vocabulary-building game
Star shower tanning blanket
Clamp Stand
Arm Wrestling Power
Manhole cover stickers
Brushies
bigeye
envirofan
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Sneak
Poop Scooping Robot
Bedtime Entertainment Center
Most Compact Skate/Scooter
I brush
Pack and play
GPS Luggage Tracker
The water plug
Rememdate
cordless drill clamp
Laika
The Tree Light
Dissapearing Phone Screen
sky-line farming
Dry Towel Shower Curtain
"Soil Saver" for planters
Breakreader
App-Enabled Sunglasses
Leg shaver
Clean Pull
FilterGuard
Lost Home Phone Fix
Smart Sliding Door/Window Bar
Tree Wraps
Baby Ride and Glide
Heels 2 Wedges
personal back scrubber washer
Wink Whole Home Speakers
SMART SELFIE 4 ANY MIRROR
Corky Baby Safety Sign
Snow off
The Bike Brake &amp; Turn Signal
Mobile Directional Sound
Bluetooth TV phone interface
Camping Tent With A Garage
THE PAN HANDLE / CERAMIC
Clean Drive
In-Line Light Timer
MVT
zip ring - tear protector
BackBuddy
tall loaf pan
follow me
Power Transfer Device
Racer Tracking Device
Portable Personal Ice A/C
SmartphoneCameraAssist
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Migraine pressure relief
BetterBib
Simultaneous Channel TV
Identificaton BadgeWith Camera
Weeders
BLUETOOTH PICTURE FRAME
Smart Lock
Drops count
YSML aircraft seats
Security glasses
BOOT POLE
Frubber Mat
Swimming Benches.
Hands-Free Walking Weights
360Â° Ice Cream Scooper
Bag-b-Gone
Temp Top
smart eye lens camera
smart portable table
Wink Hub RF Converter
Forget-Me-Lock
LEGO Glow in the dark castle
heavy-duty water rafts
Sprinkler Head edger
Stake Starter
Curl - Bluetooth Headphones
Jet Board
package tie ons
Tanning Towel Pillow
The Bowler
Will Call Buddy Monitor System
Cough Bee Gone
On the Go Food Wipes
Compressor of tobacco
Dry Iced Fire Extinguisher
Digital Record Adapter
picky
scented air filters
Hanging plant rotating hook
convention Bag
GoNoUSB
The Butler
Dirty GPS
Mouse Pouch
tire gauge locks
Appliance Monitor
E Plug
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Grocery Guide
Irrigation Recycler
Hands Free Umbrella
Smart Door
easy ride
1-dial nimbus
Companion pillow
Peepo is earbuds for keychain
Removeable Knife Base
The Bowl Step
microwave oven induction steam
Eggerater Easy Scramble
Smartphone Flippy Protector
Infinitely long Whiteboard
Self Cooling Beer Coozie!
Tailgating Portable Sink
Wash and Moisten
SHOWER KARAOKE !!!!
Wire Saver
iCraVe A Selfie !
Recipe Food Calculator
Finger Guardz
Tissue-underwear and more
iWatch Charging Monitor Stand
The Talking Tee
Cool Twist
NCLB System
Solar AC
Wireless FOB Protection Device
BioHolster
Movable Nightstand Lamp
THE LOCK BOX
Mattress Size Adapter
Car TabClosure
A/C Water collector
iWatch Charging Mouse/MousePad
Easy Lift-Ups Freezer Baskets
Padjector
Smart Mini Dehumidifier
LADIES This is it!!
Nimbus for the Car
I witness
Reversible umbrellas
planche Ã dÃ©couper intÃ©grable
tamper proof pizza protector
Pog &amp; Slammer Stack-n-Play
smart glasses
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Bag Storage Trash Can
Queen's Hair Dryer(Save time!)
Sole ease
Allergen Detector
POP
Secure Gun
PeelMe
Smartphone Overnight Charger
Powerline Network Power strip
Laser Keyboard TV Remote
Plantar solution
help for sore feet
Perfect Freezer? Freeze Flat!
KEEP KLOP
Interrupteur Sommeil
Dog H2O
Trash Bag Table Cloth
The most safe toothbrush
Automatic pet feeding station
wrong way diasters
phone desk lamp + powerbank
The Dry Sock
(WINK) GE Smart/Efficient Oven
ADR
Hanging DecorTree
Backcountry K-Cup
WALK N' GLOW
Potty to Go
Wowsy Rugs
Z-Scrubber fr clearing the air
Leaf Lasso
Simple Christmas Lights
Towel warmer/dryer
The Best Wall Mount Orcanizer
Deflate'n Go
Lens Wrappers
Get down
Cuplink
WINK Central AC Air Filter
Color changing silverware ( for Kids or for testing how hot food is
Cutlet cutting board
save a childs life
On the right track
Anti-bacterial Coffee Pot
SMART CLOCK
Disposable pet dishes
Digital Archery for ScreenGame
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PScream!
gunk out keyboard
Headache Away
wireless projected light clock
Clip
WallEx
Clothes Tag Coverup
Lunch scale
Apple Dual Charger
reusable pizza box
Flash expand phone
Portable Double Screen
Real Camera Necklace
Wink app addition 'Doorbell'
Toothbrush Sani-holder
Solid Shelf Top for wire shelf
Pedestal cleaning brush
Energy wise surge protector
Glow in the dark white walls
Don't get stuck
E-Ink dash -Nimbus like+photos
Canine Head Wrap
Crack of Doom Stick
Passing Through Clothes Hanger
The Pasta drainers
Kitchen Vacuum
Find My Binky (App)
Tidy Timer
No cables Power Strip
Thumb Scribe
Dissolving Mixture Vessel
Cool Cubbies
FUN PROJECTOR FOR YOUR HOUSE
Smart Text
Sports cap
Peevent
Poo-Picking&amp;Disinfecting Robot
Smarter Dish Rack
Anit-microbial Phone Screen
RoboPhone
Carpet Max
Universal Bottle Cap
easy clean roof gutters
Smoke alarm /Ceiling light
Get me to the wedding on time
Anytag
Disposable Toilet Plunger
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Pillow Coat
Car Seat Sensor
Weathervane style flag pole
Mimic Mat
Triggr
Rockin' Heads
Portable Body Shower
BackBright
Quirky safe helmet
Foot activated trash can
Pen holding cordies
Bungee Cord Organizer
squeeze bottles
Frigiclim
Panic-Case
Nail Roll
arm sun protector
Vehicle Person Detection Hub
Phominder
Wine Candle Cap
SpeakHouse
Safeguard
Mix-tell-plus!
Refillable nail art pens
Smart Gauge
cucumber stixes
lube up
Pet Sitter
cell phone holder for taking p
IntelliDrawer
Binder Spine Stick
Dual Charging Cell Phone Case
The Robotic monkey
overhead drill clamp
Solar Faucet defroster
Baby table edge pad
Austin Cooler
Roman numeral clock ring
iPhone/iPad WiFi Screen-to-TV
NYC NO FEE APARTMENTS
Ursidae Shears
Magnetic HDMI connector
the play saver
Clipboard Assist
Posabelles
Smart Wall clock
automatic power shut offswitch
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BRACELET TO FIND PEOPLE
easy tea
Reusable Paper Plate
PENGAR
Hydra Suit
Hotel Challenge - Security
Keeps mattress in place
Smartphone Post-it case
tracky
NAZO Wine Holder
Rapid tire washer
Commuter Love
Baby plug box
GPS Glasses
Hide A Cam Flip-Lid
fade away email
Smart Calendar
Winter windshield wiper saver!
The Ultimate Meat Machine
smart fish house
Magnetops- Versatile Furniture
Singing Susan
Movie Theater Headphones++
personal safety camera
Collapsible Hair Diffuser
Paint/makeup brush Cleaner
Hastings television escalator
Alert Light
Mini Hot plates- costers
DROP NOT
Smart TV
Navigator
No more toe holes
Mail Alert
Lyric guessing party game.
The Quick Locker
Moldable Phone case.
Trash Can ID
Multi Use Level
child watch
Smartifier Humidifier
Quick-Quench beverage machine
Battery Wrap with Pockets
Ultimate Universal Remote
Spinal Exo skeleton
porte gobeletS
Big Bottle Buddy
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VACATION PET FEEDER AKA VPF 1
ICollar
miroir portant modulable
Dinnerettes
filling fast
Eraser Collar Addapter
Les Pixel-Blocks
Click on Yoga blocks
Toe Nail Clipping Made Easy
Voice recognition lights
Smart Clips
Clothes Hanger Adapter
keyless padlocks
power hand bag charges devices
Quirkam
Click and twist
Tech beach towel
Thanks! Sprinklers smoke alarm
Smart Pump
Fence Scapes
Mini Object Finder
10-Minute Lights
Jevis.
Stylish and easy frames.
Click DIsh
Tablet Pin Track Case
Clothes Netty
Wash cloth with an edge
Cool pad
Hotrod Holster
Quick Folding Towels
Mouse Trap with Audible Alert
Don't forget baby carseat
safetsoft playground material
I wish my bathtub was deeper:(
The Heated Back Scratcher
Safety Harpoon
The Pocket Boot
costycnc cnc foam cutting
Smart Crate
the filed
side paint
Headset cord autowinder
KISS curtain hardware
Sit up/crunch bar/ floor mat
ijewerly lock box
One-handed Plug Plucker
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Wet/Dry Ozonator
AROS Portable Smart AC
Driveway Shine
Fire Starting Device
Chlorine bands
Forkula (Fork &amp; Spatula)
Portable Massage Socks
QB play
iWatch Converge add-on
Charge Lock
Wrapster V2
The automow
Wiggle Wrangler
Smart Pocket
Pop Up Potty Privacy Tent
Parental Control television
Stick It
Custom Foot Orthotics
Banda Bib
iRay
Eye Screw With Screw Heads
Mailbox Mounted Shredder
instant utensil disinfectant
Wearable hummingbird feeder
DÃ©jÃ vu
Vinaigrette-It!
electric suspenders
THE BELT-LESS BUCKLE
Delta Kite Ball &amp; Racquet Toy.
Card/ID Phone Case (redo)
Save-A-Life Sensor
Never late alarm clock
"I brake for yellow!" car stic
Band Guard Ring Protector
bluetooth space heater
Stub Hub
Drain-N-Dry
WALLET ALARM
Flash P A C
Crockpot Strainer
Temperature in ear headphones
stickup leds
the "Crabber" crane + grabber
find it!
PadPal
The Guarded Diaper
photovoltaic hydrogen power
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LEAF BOT
Sports bag
Tivo Rz
Pyramids Game
S.O.S. for your car
improved christmas tree stand
2 in 1 sweater and pillow
KEY HOLDER
Soap Pouch
Universal Utensil Organizer!
Cache-CÃ¢ble
Ultimate Cutting-Edge Blade
POOL POO AWAY
infant sleeping cap
MammoBra
A kings rest
tracking arrow
Pulse Alarm
Infinite Stone
Smart wallet
Cucumber Peeler
Baby tracker
Digital Menues
ecoQUICKFLEX
Phone Cover And Key Holder
I Don't Really Do Glasses
The Invisible leash
The Child Saver
Air Controlled Pet Carrier
Stand up Christmas stocking
alerte rouleau papier wc
Baby Bed Bumper (BBB)
K-Cup Coffee Sachet
Bat House with Learning Sensor
The Booster Booper
V-bike
Automatic Vacuum Cleaner
MusiPlay
Refuel Propane Tanks
My Talking Dog
Kids Build a Building Toy Kit
Reusable Lemon Wedge
Egonomic Laundry Basket
The Hair Grower Hat
Wall Mount Base &amp; Inserts
Weighted Table Cloth
Perfect Clean
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Disinfectant Fogger
hydrogen power stick
TagCase
File with reinforced corners
Bluetooth Splitter
Python Power Bar
The Digit Ice Pack
chaplet
Room Emergency Light
Skygarden
Wall Bridge
Digital Bluetooth Dashboard
Smart Alarm Smoke Detector
3d printed lighter cover
Green Pizza Box
Fitness by the Gallon
This might be a life saver
Can opener for campers
Travel Monitor
casquette solaire
The Case Finder
Peizo Fan Speaker
Glucose/Ketone Test Cube
SmartBell
Honey-Do Scrubber
lets talk
Finder
Find Easy
Christmas Decoration Accessory
FILTER REMINDER
Digital Notepad Laptop Cover
Fit Fab
GLOWING GREETING CARDS
Adjustable Moving Cart
Oven Drip Catcher
Rock 'n ROLL
GE Cooling Headphones
Prop Plates
Weighted Heating Pad
Spatula
Smart Christmas ball
pastavaiselle
The Commuter's Tray
Pantyhose Polish
Chatty Chew
animal advertising
Collect n Pass Go
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Hormone Pellet Injector
Portable Passive Car Heater
Negativity filters
Quick Clip Carpet Binder
easy ice cream scoop 1-2-3Cordless phone charger
Repellent Windows
Pet Pass
Piggle's Potty Pucks.
Dual Parking Hang Tag Hook
Safe Seat for Baby
Travel Trendy
Three In One
Direct to Garment Auto Press
Coloring Stickers
Restaurant Cheese Scissors
Corner Pocket
Shower buddy
power beach buggie
Dog on a Shelf
Flexible Funnel
Easy Ice Scraper
Cemical Cannister Yard Spray
Quiet Breeze
Can Crusher w/ refund counter
Magna Glove
HI Tech Keybord
Smart Aquarium
Voice Activated Desk Phone
Tissue dispenser
C 2 Jumprope
scented lip strip
Self-Backup USB Drive
Task Motivator
Propane home guard
Vaporizer time out
fresh wet
"SWING BELT" training device!
Kaplan Kampas
TRAY COZY
Shoe Gliders
the slammer
Unibrella
Mini Solar light clip/nonclip
iSee
Beverage Express Train
2 And 1 Washing Machine!!!
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pare soleil
Shoplist keeper
A Smarter Smart Phone Charger
Portable breath detector
monthly filters
Wheelpropellor and Water Car.
Blojobber
Disposable Menstrual Panties
Rooftop
levitating wireless charging d
Bartender
Safety Spray
Quirky whiffle ball!
automatic pet waterer
Mail Box Notification System
Twistee
Hoist Helios Solar** iCharger
virtual weight loss surgery
Prosthetic warmer
Power Strip Desk Clamp
Warm breath
Iron Glass Products
ShaverSaver
Portable Movie Theater
Help starter
pare soleil innovant
HOT BOX
Thermo-Alarm
Magnetic Zipper/Button
The Exovator
Toe Jam Be Gone
Oil Storage Pan
Q+GE Stop Abuse Parked Car APP
GlobeTrotter Outlet adapter
Arctic Bottle Rack
Tissue Box Anchor
WORD-TO-WORLD
Breath Of Life Jacket
Qwizard- Smart Flash Cards
CHIC CHARGER
Auto Chalk Box
speednails
Power Plugs
Slumber on-the-go/ Happy Baby
Exercise for power
The Medi-Stir
Incline Plyometric Trainer
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Dual Mode Headphones
Sports Chair Snuggler
bright spot!!
Bed Bug Prevention
Slingshot
closed caption for music
Charger cords
Let Me Out !
e-Fit
Cold Fusion Device
Back Flipper
Painters Covers
Garden Click It Fence
Fun Tires
Rolling mesh pillow
Tree Guard
Sustainable Energy Blindes
Smart Gas Hot Water Tank
Lunch Cop:'We Guard Your Grub'
Just Right ! Sleep Mask
Aros v3
Vitcontrol
Auto-wheels (rollers)
iPhone 6 Shoulder Rest
Magnetic rubberband (M.R.B.)
Cooking Paste Spreader
GreenBack
life saving knee brace
Backpack Power Master
washer wonder basket
Handy Handle
Personal Temperature Device
Dry Rack
Pock-Its
FRESH AIR ROOM FAN
Portable wifi
Window Sill Heater
Tank Top Clothes Hanger
The Ahhh Washcloth
EasyFix
Unclog it
spray bottle holder
Swiss Army Lunchbox
soundbite
High End musician pedalboard
Automatic Lock Re-key
Self Wrapping Cord Straps
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TARKA- the first towel/parka
Trash can slide tire
Anti insects food support
The Ab Tuck Pro
La litiere florale
Book Leash
Fishing Rod w/ Crank Charger
Funnel e-liquid
Remind Me Button
Protecto bike
Cooler Car or Roadtrip buddy
Self E
All-in-one customizable bag
Sharp Eyes
Cycle with indicators
Plastic tablet germ cover
Book standy
The Fling Fly
NoClubLeftBehind
Knife Sharpener Case
PassPen - the password Pen!
Coffee Crema Tool
Due Date Reminding Paperclip
Every Color @ Once Nail Polish
Warm-ups
all terain wheel chair
Drive Alert
FUN IQ LEARNING READER
Foldable Wipers - Rain Drive!
1 shot floss
Pizza Go
food pop-up buzzer
Inflatable guest room
acne evacuater
Power save plug
Make a happy world
Swagger Pillow
smart device tripo
Tank tamer
House of Blocks family fun
Cordless Power Receptacle
Last drop stopper
Road Load
App-Enabled T-Ball Set
ATLANTIS
Automatic Station Tuner
Smart Fan module
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All-in-one toothbrush kit
DanceFit Orthotics
Drag-n-stuff
Ethernet in-wall hub
SpecSaver
Smart-Curtain
6 seater motorbike
R2D2 Toaster Griller
Customized Readers
"Forget-me-not" carseat/carrie
clean rim
fange
Hemp Helper
Electric Baby Bottle Brush
EASY WASH FOR DELICATES
The Pets R Fed Touch light
h2ozego
Scoot n Shoot
the body pillow
Anti aging product
2" Nylon Caster
Modjii
Expandable One Miter Box
Solar flag
Parking Receipt Holder
Toastie Knife
WALL PLANE
The Smart Power Strip
La litiÃ¨re florale
Smart Kitchen Faucet
stiff grocerie box bag
snap&amp;print picture phone case
Bulk food handy tie
Hygeine2Go
An Automatic Vehicle Umbrella
Footmill: The Treadmill shoes
Ã©pluchoir pele
Mow and Blow 2.0
sniffnues
EVERYWHERE AIR FRESHENER
Supercharger Phone Case
Global Security Network GSN
Cable cover tube
the klip-it closed
the better squeeche
Trackffick
Fresh Dial Clip
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Jean Pant Bottom Protector
Beer Pong Ball Stopper
Paint Straight
Palm teller
X-mas Tree Orchestra Keyboard
HotBox
electricians meter transmiter
Deflate a criminal
Locator Sticker
Wet-Erase IPhone Case
Snow Shield
Solar Shade Power
flat guard your bike
Cloud Cooler
Car gate remote control
The Catcher
Air Conditioner Gutter
THE PHOTO CLOCK
Mobile Guardian
The Cleaner
Phone Lanyard
French Door Painters Panels
sanitize AND squirt !!
Unseen Mold Monitor/Detector
Ultimate Selfie Monopod
bed situp bar
go pro copter
Heated Floor Mat
Attachment -Smart Phone Wipes
Twin Targetting Microphone
Stripped Screw Remover
No Frustration Faucet
Food Anator
Friction Motor Board Wheels
Forever shower cap/rain cap
e snow shovel
All in 1 Mini Medical Watch
The Beacon
a hardware keyboard with app
CaterTrackar
WHERES MY CAT!!!???
Pack Away Tea Tray
Light up your writing!
winkswitch
Floating Solar Pool Warmer
Baby Peeker
App Enabled ICAM Makeup Mirror
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ElectriCord Safety Mat
closet/storage &amp; utility table
Wink Hear
CARSEAT KOOLERS
Speaker cases phone laptop ect
TravelBuddy
gaspack
Wink - Weight Mat.
Walkie Watch
QUICK CAM
Kule Tule
SENSITIVE LEARNING MAT
Strapped For A Cure
Bal-Lazer Pet Toy
PIT-Pets In Transition
The Expando Curtain
Hoodie Heater
Exact Length Christmas Lights!
Universal Cake Cutter
Power Strip with Induction
Piezoelectric iWatch Band
Straw Muddler
Wink Sound
Eazy Tie
Spices-Oil Pan
SunsOut
Smart Wearable Wedding Band
New Eyes
light up pajamas.
Mini Pool Foot Matt
Sole Free Flip Flops
School Supplies Pocket Holder
U-Turn Indicator
Snapomatic
FOOD BE GONE!
Glasss Plate
Festival multi purpose tent
Cell Zippered Case
Extension cord clamp
Clamp-on Bike Trainer
Tatoo Ink that lasts ~7yrs
Rechargable iSoundCase
Family I-Phone charger
Quick Link Help!
Puppy Pot
Drink Carton Nozzle
Crolf Game
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Scraper Paintbrush
Streak Mobile
Safer design for Traffic signs
HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOON VIEW
The Smart Blender
Wrist fatigue saver
Digital Dog Whistle
Body rear(end) view mirror
Personalized Preservation
Lite Steps
Green screen
phone band
solar led flower pot
Transperent hole puncher
TOCKS instep socks
THE BODYGUARD
Quirky's Convenient Poncho Kit
Portable Spit Sanitary Tube
Quick GEared
steam welcome mat
Talking pet name tag
credit card anti theft sleeve
The Puppeteer
Paw2O
Kid's space jacket
Pizza Keeper
Storage for running strollers
Voice Controlled Wink Hub
Twirl 2 Gen Charger
No mess potty Training Pads
iPhone 6 Tamer
Hang On Dish Rack
REACHABLES
Vac Hose Wand
Quick Leaf Bagger
hair sun
Safety Jack Stand
Utensil Guard for Non Stick ..
the ring thing
BLUETOOTH â€“ WIFI BINOCULARS
'Wink' Footy Heater
Even Heat Plate
Incap Moisture Absorber
Chicken in danger alarm
Wireless Driving Module
Eye mouse
Never drop your cell phone!
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Emergency Vehicle Indicator
Keychain for Authorization
Automated Vent Controller
EZ-Up Tent For 1 Person
Anti-Pod
The Living Stone
Smart Luggage Guard
New Refrigerator Shortage
Glowing Headstall
shower roller
FreeBreeze Window Screen
smart driver
Bloque porte
sno blanket
2-SIDE BRUSH
SPORT SQUIRT
No shot
Smart Comb with Laser Sensor
The Perfect Christmas Tree
SWITCHO - light switch
The Comprehender
eConnekt
Sports Shoe Shoulder Sling
Button Rescue
Portable Laptop Ergo Stand
Keep dry
Selfie Stick Cell Phone Case
Smart Electricity
Stress-Less
rotation plug
bible game
Spray toilet cover
Air freshener ventilation
The Amazing Cordless Hairdryer
Adjustable magnifier
Mckinney .500/3
ToddlrBlockkr
Pregnancy Stomach Sleeper
Interactive motion couch
REUSEABLE FOOD CAN LIDS
sponge with a mouth
A/C Fresh Water Productor
The Barfy Buddy
Body Temperature Hat Sensor
EverLead
SnackBetter
Pattern stitch extender
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Educational toy
Saving Face
App Controlled Cat house.
E.L.O.R.A
Neck Saver
Paint can groove protector
universal control watch
Razor Attachment Extender
Floor paint guard
Hands free paint stirrer
Cutter Cars
Bathroom window deco cover
Robot Vacuum with Attachments
Gate Drape
Lefty the Shark Stuffed Animal
Windmills on the expressways
Mini key chain pkg opener tool
Doctor's Appointment Scheduler
LED medicine bottle
camera slider
Tong Holder
Oral laser graphing
No Fly Dome Plus
My Chicken Laid an Egg!
Dogwa (or Dagua)
SHOE RACK IN A BOX
Miniature Latex Gloves
Smart Flush
Toilet Plunger Sleeve Covers
all in same time USB charger
Boardie
Green Trash Can
Kiddie Spoon
steamit
Glove Saver
Shrink Proof
Combo Microwave UV Oven
Smart Universal Remote
iwatch induction charginstand
THE MEAT PINCHER
InsightMailbox
tub food disposal
Holiday Fabric Softner
ForgetMeNot
Electronic glow candles.
CarTalk
Soak up the Length
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Phognet
power stop
Hang time
Self Powered BBQ Rotisserie
The Curtain Clip
the DEADBALL
bathroom toilet buddy
Advanced solution face massage
Thermos Warmer With Battery
GPS Magazin
Drain Scrubby
Pen Organizer
Shopping Buddy - RESUBMIT
â€œtear offâ€ corners
2en1 shampoing gel douche
T-sack- tote
The Baby Bottle Diffuser
iWatch Clips/Camps/Mounts
OUTTHA
Hearing comments online
Photo Description
The Fan Fixer
Combination Padlock with Alarm
power xchange cord
Memory Key / Brain Key Buddy
The Smarter Watch
Helping hand to Button Up
Power Saver Strip
No work no mess nail clipper
Wi-Pen
Reflector Tow Ball Cover
Retractable Outlet
Dirt Alert
fEARless
last drop
Whispen
step'n flush
Insulting Snoozeless Wake-Up
Air Conditioner for Parked Car
Telescopic Electrical Outlet
Light Running
Coconut opener
Bella Bed
sub-chat
ElectrÃ³nic rÃ©cord enumerator
Spears
Airplane Tray Tablet Holder
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GYM Bracelet timer
Duvet studs
The Oven Buddy
Tempo socks
rouleaux tampon
Musty away door tether
eye Patch
Suitcase Seats
Stick-N-Flick Mop
3d holographic stadium
Flash
phone alert
Bicycle Dress Washer
Saw Stop and Material Support
DrySock
Traveling pillow always stays
Food Saver
Pinner
LA FONCTIONNELLE
clean hook
Baby Carrier with Trolley
locker fingerprint scanner
WiFi Blanket
one stop bottle
Liberty Dressing 2#
dash cam
No More Shower Mold Inserts
Don't Forget Me!
SmartCollar Proximity Trainer
Dish and glass color changing
Show your heart
Twist Power
Scream Bag
Home's Smart Helmet
TIRE STEP
ecommerce : holyworld.com
Pongmaster
vacuum helper
Tp saver (toilet paper saver )
Emergency Floatation Belt
Automatic Ketchup/Mustard Disp
DANCING DOCK
U-Snore
Wifi bathtub faucet and warmer
TimeRx
Four way wine bottle
Distributeur repas Bio
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Glown
Earpiece cum mobile stand
Self Sharpening Knife Block
No Mess Shaving Mat
Baking Mixer Reinvented!
outboard motor gas hose drain
Water your plants when away
UniSweats
Home scented air filter
Magna-Fin
Last Drop Hand Soap Dispenser
Two-Piece Stapler
Childrenâ€™s Music Player
Sunnah Babies
Keyboard With Vibration
Gopro Mophie
baby carseat sensor
ROCK JAW Neck&amp;Jaw Strengthener
Octo-Mop
Garbage "Maid" Easy
Plates Spray
Self-Tinting Windows
Magnetic Bottle Holder
Shoe Lace Ear Buds
To big for Legos try "BigO's"!
Hydration Accountability
bypass pool cleaner
Watering can with sprinkler feature.
Inductive Pyrex Glass
Easy Treehouse
One handed fishing pole
Never tangle Christmas Lights
Emergency response
E Cig and Ballpoint pen
enk phone
santa prezent shooter toy
Guarda Roupa de Plastico
Gabarit Ã dÃ©couper des cercles
The Cool Straw!
Toothbrush Pocket Knife
chew dawg
VidClip Picture Frame
Hair Hooks
Indi*Case
Golf Car Heater Frame
Breathe Safe, Live Safe
Easy Back Reacher
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Hand Cart Cover
Fruit Pump
aspi-pc
Health Track ing Treadmills
Beta Chair
iwatch Induction Cylinder
Keys&amp;Smartphone/Tablet Finders
Portable Hinged Double Screen
Blue-tukebox
Private writing spotlight
Ink-A-Brella
Dryer Hoops for Bed Sheets
An Extra Hand
Ice Blade
Pop-Up Play Mat
selfie case
Save The Bee.
Built-In Credit Card Reader
no more dog holes
Tuteur Malin
Password Jumbler
Cintre Ã bras tÃ©lescopiques.
Smart Sprinkler
flip-flop slip-mop
Bye St"eye"
TV remote finder
SANIGLOVE
"RIYA"
icarradio
Bird Connect
Refilling Party Serving Bowl.
Versatile Tall Garbage Can
iSee
Automated Dish Washing Scrub
Automatic coffee makers
easy charging, easy dock
Yow! Instant Tattoo Kit
No Tip Sip
Clip Clops
Healthy U
Japan fan
Speed Alert
CARRY ON WHEELCHAIR RAMP
EASY CARRY COOKING POT/PANS
Shower Commander
Paper Cut Ring
Relay Style Stove
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Strike
Smart Plant Food Dispenser
Foldable solar pool rings
Privacy Shield
Universal OUTLET
EasySoft
longlife clothespins
Eyeshadow Tattoo
Pup Stic Shews
2-in-1 Trash Pan/Snow Shovel
Protection pour Ã©couteurs
Bio Markers
inmate funds and foods
Backpack Tent/Tarp
Roll Me Closet
Snuggly Blanky
one piece pole xmas lights
1 Million Bag Designs?!?!
Universal Vertical Stand
cordless quarter sized charger
Triple Combo
Crowning Achievement
Lose-Me-Not
myBuds
On-the-Go Disposal
Child aware
Auto- Uri
Safety Rope
Awesome rake
Sanity Touchpad Skin
Racuum
Ocean wave power &amp; propulsion
Backup Buddy
Lift assist trash can.
Total Lightbulb Power &amp; Contro
Save Water and Time
Seed Circle Plunge and Plant
Cold Fury
Predictor of earthquake
Touch Screen Window Stickers
Flosslight
Thotbrush
The Quick Change Stall
Referee Sensor Tape and Ball
Skater gear
Wireless Multi Switch
Car computer
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Adaptateur Universel
The universal cord
TagCase
Personal fitness trainer(wink)
Helmet Visor Protector
melon knife
Heated Stones
PORTABLE, HANDHELD, DEVICES.
ngupst
Shoe Soap
USB Charge Stopper
The Immutable Controller Mouse
Protective Cover for A/C
# SUP32105 Security lock box
Weed Kicker
The Scratchie
Prescript. PC screen/cover
Item Finder Remote
The Camping Buddy
2X2 POWER PLUG
Spill-Preventing Coaster
Portable Hotdog Cooker
leafless gutter
Pizza-vise
Wink enabled peephole
Plugged In?
ThermoCup
Pet Fire Escape
Ac Control
No-No Bandz
Rapid Deployment Jack
Battery Guardian
Phone Band
Magic photo frame
Fresh Genies
Pasta Box Covers Protectors.
smartdog collar
Kandle Kisses
COUVERCLE ENTONNOIR POUR POT
Clace
hotspot
Safe Drive
i wanna build a toy
Finger Keys
solar paneled vehicle
Fan. See covers
Do the Work for you Shovel
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umbrella drysuit
Single Glass Washer
Combination Bike &amp; Ski Rack
Key chain "Kitchen Sink"
iTable
Earbud Organizer
The Anti-Snooze Alarm Clock
Robotic bookshelf
Soapy Scrubber
Smart Charger
Fridge Fresh Liners
Smart Lock
COMPUTER HEADSET AND MOUSE DUO
Priority Ideas Desk (PID)
Baby Reminder
Cyclone charger
the life saver
CORNER MOP ON A STICK
iluchbox
Flexi Selfie stick
petfinder
A - Pod
The Tablet Table
Closet Hanger Extensions
NotJustACan
Intelligent doorway pullup bar
CupGrip
Son&amp;LumiÃ¨re
Power Table
Pillowphone
Mr. Chopper
iPhone 6 Ear case
Office TextBoard
USB light
dreamer pen
Safety ring for women
Launder Less
Appearance Altering Camera
Secure Password Manager
Roche Clipz
Kids Safe-n-Sound Headphones
Umbrellievable
Purr...fect Christmas Tree
Huddle Hut
VALISE PERSONNALISEE
The Easy Bake Roaster
iparking
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Clip Cup
Sleep a Blanket
Portable Barrel Smoker
smart&amp;click
Personal Shopper
"No Socket Needed" Oil Filter
Leaf Lasso
Step It UP!
waiterqui
Portable Smart Outlet
snow shield.
Autoplow with salt dispenser
ukids or jr.utube
Today's CD Walkman
Family Album Coloring Books
Scar Skin
Flatless air mattress
Porte tÃ©tine malin
Bag Trap
My Health Band
Flipping Diceâ„¢
The Soul Remote
Cup holder to go
Laptop Case / Lap Table
Appliance Charging Furniture
Pet Washer
Smart power modules
The Bellamy Trimmer
Grass Pegs
Mirror iPhone Cover
ICE CREAM BOX
The Perfect Boiler
Aerobic Step Trainer
Whole body exercise device
ShuTree
valise personnalisÃ©e
FETCH FAST
no harm sunglasses
POWDERED DRINK MIKER
Road-trip Travel Mattress
Hammer Hydro
Porta-Crib Pal
Keyboard App
Truck Mini Door Opener
Baby life saver
Bug-i
Casserole warmer or cooler
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Matte Clear Polish
fresh bowl
COLD HANDLE FOR HOT POT
Ellie's Rain Booties
ORBIT ATMO FANBarsagge'
Got your Back
Snowflake and Star Templates
Smart Collar
MIzEN gardening system
Towel-Stay
The Wrap Ring
Air stream protector/umbrella
Ski Strap
Germ Free blankets
Pocket Charger
Anti Fire Cap
Warning App
Meds Portfolio
Stove Top Spill Pad
no splash bleach cap
suitcase stand
The slidable and rotating plug
Twin Crib
Skin lifting treatment
mailbox transmitter
The QuickSilver Shake Washer
Build a Tree
Dust-herd
Lunchbox with Toaster
Wink Enabled Blind Automator
disc holder cleaner
FixMyGadget Minilab
PORTABLE, HANDHELD, DEVICES 2
Test
The Salad Claw
Drone Paintball
Need2See
Oil Change (Skin Care)
Emergency light up outlet
U-v protection sleeves
Hip travel bag
Garden Girdles
DYF: Date Your Food
Power On/Off Extension Outlet
Quirky/GOPro Camera Adapter
Linear Dynamics Polish Caps
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BIPER BAGAGE
Smart Bobber
Comfort Steering Wheel
The Light Shield
flexible toothbrush
Best Shopping Buddy
Chordsâ„¢
Zippy
Patterns for sandcastles
Passenger Entry Security Syste
Propee
Tri-Blade
No pump vacuum lid container
Arm warmers
BloHole Scented Smokers Device
The Leaf Blanket
Automated Air Vent
GE Auto Clothes Dewrinkler
Power Punch
Face Wrinkle Preventor
pure fire
Wonder golf glove
Lights From Above
Phlebotomy Android Spider
Air Conditioner Window Wrapper
Toilet Scrubber
Loaded Light Lazer Sword Kit
Five mice on a string; cat toy
Infusion Toothbrush
1 + 9 patent patent thoughts
Grounded(earthing) Shoe Kit
Lego Vortex of Doom Game board
Power Sphere
Tissue fanny pack
ClipMoore
Fork Scissors
Marble Table Covers
LED lit Extension Cord
TOILET SEAT TWO (TS2)
Induction-heated ironing board
Clic Erasable Pen, Clic Erasab
Complete Case
paint-can foam handler
GetCharged
posture probe
Smart Bicycle Workout &amp; App
bathroom stall door lock
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Static Carpet
NEXT Toothpaste and dispenser
Suds Gloves
HELMET LOCK ALL IN ONE 4 BIKE
Awning/Cell Shade
Multi-Design Phone Case
Suspend
Vanishing Ink Highlighter
Handlight
Hypnoticball Stressbuster
automatci stove timer
ABCube, the Rubik Solver
arlaun table
Mouse Bands
HAND PUMP VACUUM CLEANER
Cordinizer Surge Protector
Scent Spree
System for advertisement
lighted micro - b port
Wild Fire Home Protection
Bulk Worker
Travel friendly breast pump
The aux box
The Bounce Back
Coko-Dile Styling Iorn
biberon main libre
Wireless Tether
Smart Lighter
Airwick vase
Musical Sparkle Wine Tags
Stick'em paint wall coverings
Iphone 6 Plus HeldSafe Case
Powerful A-4 paper slingshot
La pince Ã linge bicolore
cookie machine
sunscreen shower
Infra Red Electrical Fencing
Storage type mirror
LensMate for iPhone 6/6+
Sanitary Travel Utensil Cover
Speaker Phone
Fruit &amp; Vegatable Feeder !
No Waste Pump Bottle
HardMute
Chair Tab Holder
Semi MC/DOT LED Door Wrap
cell phone to landline/celline
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REMEMBER
chargeswarm
Smart Plumbing
Smart Shoes
Battery Powered sifter
Lemon Diver
The Perfect Tie
Hose heating attachment
Wearable hair dryer
Long Enough
Measuring Can
The Velcro Hager
Automotive Warning Device
Color your computer
digital cookbook
mini eclipse
Hair Squiggles
Blow Socket
no lost items in the car
Modified Ramp Idea.
The cobra garden hose
Spike Bike
"Pockets" Organizers
Layered Bath Soap
Computer that doesn't hurt eye
shredbox
Woodstove
Voice Control Microwave Oven
usb 2.0 surge protecter
iPhoneEye
Safe Shower
Eternal Youth
The Shorty Driver
Molpel
Campground intrusion detection
GPS over AMI mesh
TOP SHELF for flat screen TVs
Smart Oven
Sports Score Block Out
Integrated cosmetic containers
PupShade
Found It!
pup tent
Hand Held Dip and Nacho Bowl !
Add a Switch
non-mess dry fast nail polish
Mobile Signal Boost
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kajsja
A fan in a phone case
Smingle band
Luxury Total Body Dryer
TowerGrill
Talking Mirror
Massage Roller Bed
Senior Fall Assistant
Parking Pleases.
PreAlarm lamp (app-enabled)
Pill Fill
cigarette lighter plus defence
economical zipped tubes
Future Wheel Chair
Hideaway Chew Toy
snack in one
USB w/ LED and Laser Pointer
self cleaning bathroom mat
My luggage tag
The audio post-it note
Defrost Box
Wearable Bluetooth Speaker
Power Charge Clip
Select Granite Rollups
T-Locs
the phone glove
Personal power meter
Changeable Bag Cover
3D Wall Panels/Slots In Design
Light-N-Protect
combustion engine check valve
Women's Complete Outfit Hanger
A/C Keeper
Cutting edge of tapedispenser
Sure Pour Stix
Bow Brace
The Tenon Cutter
automatic shoeshine
Eli's Paper
Keyboard protective layer
My nail photo album
Moto Swim Kickboard
The Ginji Frame
Easy-Lift Bike Rack
Speech controlled home base+GE
Super Shaving Blade
Desk Mounted Cord Management
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Multipurpose Button/Touch
bathroom beauty organizer
Memory Bunion Spacer
Lego Floating Blocks
Our first year
SCRUB BUDDY
Appliance Sliding Tray
Chart Tablet Saver
StretChair
MirrorMe
Moller 400 Flying Skateboard
Garden Lily Pad
Feline Friendly Feeder
Traffic Information cones
Tushie Trainer
PORTA-SHADE
smart bike ulock
Screen Proof Glasses
tooth paste topper brush
Christmas light power extensio
Bungie Belt
Sauce Packet Squeezer Gadget
Bluetooth car seat
Corner back scratching station
Light Sensitive Backpack Alarm
Bottle Buddy
gps shoelace
online Vashikaran Specialist
Walk five dogs using one hand
Microwavable Meal Assistants
Snow catching shoe organizer
Emergency LED Storm Light
ceramic mug with ceramic lid
Baby crib soother
Expanda - Box
pencil-holder
Total TV Tray
riverse Armature
Wink - Pet Heat Mat.
"Extra hand"
Gutter sock
Orgy
Go Everywhere Stroller
Smart Receipt Printing device
Can draining system
EasyCam
home-ullar or home-cellular
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Total Guide
Balance Builder
Curton
Enlarged clothes hanger
QwikShade
Essence
Baby bottles
Quick water dish
CarTrays
Smart Planner (E-Planner)
Double barrel bottle
Electric car warmer
noteprotect
The Chap Pencil Cap
Ice chest closet
Pop-up rain hat
LITTLE DETECTIVES
Monitor Clip Mount
Witness for the Defense
wireless magnetic camera
Retractable Ironing Board
folio scrible pad
Flash smart umbrella
EZ Camouflage
Wireless HDMI Adapter
Comfy Camper
Hide-A-Way TP
hose clamp
Self Checkout Shopping Cart
the closet cordenator
The Perfect Pitch
Nubs
dress easy support shirt
Vashikaran Specialist baba ji
The ultimate beach game!
light up no burn showerhead
Wink Enabled Landscape Lights
She Knows
Head Rest
Lamp +, Cup Holder plus more!
No Child Left Behind
MicroSuction Shower Station
MOPOLE Mobile Subway Pole
Speedo Meter
Christmas Tree Planter
Med Patches
PRISE TIMER
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Openable Bottom Wheelbarrow
Pixles: Smart Light System
traveling dresser
"SAVE A LIFE BRACELET"
Switch Plate Cover Cover
Biometric cabinet lock
Computerized License Plate
OG Solar
Car Camera Eyelid
handi-towel
Home Cooling System
Multi Tool Desk Trash Can
Crackling gas logs
Spray paint buddy
G-Baby phone
Gentle reminder
Math and Match
The Water Slide
Home Inovate
solar panel iphone case
ultrasound mammogram screening
Coktail Together
Bike powered dock and light
Knife Shield
iSpy
REGLE CULINAIRE
Scroll Curtain, Blinds, Shade
Portable Sports Drying Rack
Clippy -Inductive Charger Clip
Car Sun powered a/c unit
Parachuting Phone Case
pop up flag
easy to drink
Squeaky Clean
Auxiliary laptop monitor
Wink Smart Batteries
Solar beach umbrella
Badge Tracker
campSQUARE
Toast-It-Right
Smart Toy Animals Chairs.
Magnetic Lift
Hole engine
RJ45 FIXIT SHROUD
Cell Foam Case
Storage phone case
TRAX
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YUCK NAIL
Forever Mine
Aggressive Home Security Cams
Hologram tech
la bouÃ©e de cou
iphish
FoodBev Real Glucose Meter
Royal Chess Cards
Cooly Cushy
Homeowner Rooftop VAWT
Merger
Super groomer
WINK Toast, Bacon Coffee Maker
Cari Strap
Cellphone Recovery
Hiding a sun visor in your car
Drone Hunter
The click planter
Connectibles Serv it Cold
key rack and pen holder
Portable Liquid Heating Device
Laptop keyboard dust protector
Paint Brush Saver
Selfie case
CDirectliiOS
hands free
Sliding Car Sunvisor Extender
Room Service Porter
Bezzle
The bulb - wifi light
UV Light Disinfectant Dryer
Warmer/cooler for prosthesis
Big time Fund
Wink Toilet Paper Storage etc.
Juiced
Smart Headphones
Inductive Wall + Power Magnets
Garbage bag ballers.
bug dug
WARMING SERVING CART
Kudio Maker
Safe Football Helmets
hochartg
Photo Prints
Hisma
Dispense Now
The Smart USB Flash Drive
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comfort for your headset
CPAP Face Saver
Backbender
PAC Socks Button
Steak Knife Friendly
co-working bicycle lights
Baromalarm
New Life Pillows
Double Black Beltâ„¢
SD Card Reader
key ring alarm
wastesorting trashcan
foldaheated snow broom
Napskins
Sound Bubble
Valise Ã frein
Mother's Toy Sleeve
Fish Tank Hanging Decorations
Solar Bluetooth Headphones
Fresh Trash
silent Fan / AC Heat Cubes
Personal Grocery Bag Cart
Merged Water Bag Kettle
Hive Charger
mattress attachment crib
The BAT-Shoe
Smart Fan
NICE TO BEE-HOME
Univeral Table Remote
Flexible shampoo hose
App-enabld rolling storage bin
Calendar HD
Parking Pal
Erase My Side
Shoe sanitizer mat
Stereo Receiver With Apps
Smart Pillow
SIMPLETTE
The WettSki
a closet scanner
Earthquarke saver size 5x5 cm
The E-Ball
Monster Lures
Real Reliable Safe Receptacles
automatic stroller break
In the Side Pockets
Polarized Shades
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Fun Sports Pad Covers
Life Bracelet
WINK 3D Converter Projector
theraw diet
Wireless Power Strip
Grill Screen HANDler
Button Up
Safe Painting
GRIP SENSOR! for Air Condition
Toilet paper moistening spray
THE RETRIEVABLE BEACH BALL
Wall Valet
Quick sensing dog nail clipper
AC/DC/Solar USB Adapter Device
The Tissue Condom Box Cover
Water Bottle Docking Station
magnet case
Pool Pulsator
spare hand
Front+Rear view camera glasses
Wink Enabled Car Interface
SLEEP SAFE COUCH CRIB
Massage/Scratching Bar
Glow Earbuds
Airbags from a car seat
WAY TOO BIG
Mens Leg Hair Trimmer
Spider weenie machine
SonixBox Mobile Audio Playback
LIVRE SCOLAIRE ELECTRONIQUE
Trek plus Qi
PopPlug
Glare free Apple Viewing!
Typing Gloves
application las vegas
Keep Bag
Fan Blocks: Window strip fan
lamp drawer
Solar Christmas Light Adaptor
Customizable Pill Box
Static electricity dress
carpet-bed
Washing Machine Bank
Pop-up Blueberry Protector
Solar Collector System
Smart golf flag
The Baby Tablet
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Nutritional Fact at Home
instant iron
Stretch / shrink wrap recycler
Hands Up
"The Swopper"
The Internet Pen
Pictorial Language Flashcards
Breathez - Smart Humidifier
Three in One Pan
smart gun safe
the high tech kitchen cup
always charged cellphone
Tri-Color Polish Pen
Dynamic digital calendar frame
Multipurpose 3-D tablet
pool/ pond tester
In The Dark Potty Shot
Bike Retrofit Hybrid
massage sleep helper
Adult Walker
Plastic Bottle Scissors
lay back pack
EASY KEY (clÃ© facile)
NFC Safety Socket
The Backseat
Allergen-cleansing candles
pick up walking cane
Winter Coat Backpack
Biometric Shotgun Lock
Round Knobs Lever Cover
My very own shake bottle
Tick Band
Tan Too
Bottle Buddy
Strawberry Quarter Cutter
FPL-L Flat Panel Lighting Lamp
Biometric Car Ceiling Safe
Retractable Magsafe Case
Half Length House Window Visor
U-Victory Cuff Bracelet
Dish Rack
Go-Fan or FanCase
Rotary Scissors
Solar charged (diaper) bag
Weed Whacker Mower Attachement
corner microwave toaster
umbagella
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Torch Chimney
Christmas light hanger
Pawfect Smart Pet Fountain
BlueTooth Fairy
Tree Tent
mail alert
Buddy buds
The Buddy Clip
The Lab DeTECHtive
Non-Slip &amp; Non-Visible Hosiery
The Hub Clip II
Rallonge USB Modulable
Obstacle Alert
couchcolor
phone peeps
Running Shades
Cell phone purse/holder
Walker Butler (tm)
Crawly Vac! The insect remover
Mini helikopter house 5x5 cm
shower head filter
Baby On Wheels
ipad / tablet charger
the weatherbackpack
Mat Sac
WIFI IR BLASTER
The traveling hotspot
Koszulka biegowa
Case Charger Wall Plug
Clamp On Bedside Stand.
Apple to Apple
Cell Phone Focal Adjuster
different dream catchers
direct injection
StupidLaptop for SmartPhones
Le Combib'
Partition Sealing Device
Clip and Sip
Sanitary Toothbrush
Yo
LEG (Literacy Enrichment Game)
Street Shoe Protector for Bike
BoardLock
Baking Mixer Reinvented GE
Doubled headed toothbrush
Solar Case!
Leash
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Egg peeler
Collapsible shopping cart bag
Business Card with SmartButton
LIFE CONNECT BAND
Flip Chair
No fog, Light Bulbs
Warm Play Mat
Supper Coffee Cup
Suitcase Luggage Stand Combo
BBQ Heater
Face Wipe Deluxe
Mantra Yoga Mat
The Never Stop Smart Car Seat
Family Bike Rack
HydroTrough
Water xylophone
Gripp
Dawdlebug
iPhone 6 Grip Support
Virtual Test Preparation/ VTP
PeePal
Suction Flex
The sleeper
Credit Card Bands
christmas tree light holder
le bavoir malin
window retreat for the office
Fold Back Glove or Mitten
Smart trash can
BIG BANDITS
Gulp-Grip
TheGORDYcart
DOUBLE HELICAL chopper/crusher
Pet Tail Aid
My Toilet Paper Idea.
Canine Capes
change pen
The App Controlled Lantern
Clip-on Parking Sensors
Sanitizer Dispenser 2.0
Portable Pen Printer
Dial-A-Medicine
UmbriTent
Toothbrush with reserve of wat
AUTO PET DOOR ACCESS
Cablegrip
Garden Knee pad workstation. Fold and go, tools stay in the pockets; debris falls through the mesh opening and magnet strip hold extras.
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Green Biodegradable Memorials
Bike &amp; Motorbike
solar wind mill
alocovaa
pump inflatable Lilo
POP LIGHT BOWL-see the popcorn
drivers stress buster
The Expandable Chopper
got-yo-back
The Smart Wallet
Smoke detecting Stuffed Animal
CAP LOCK GUARD
TV Sound Deflector
Smart Converge
"Meet Oddie"
4EVERXMASTREE
Solar Motorhomes
Quick Draw
Running Earphone placer vest
Music lover case
Make Your Top Sheet Fitted
uv air conditioner
cell phone head lamp
Ipad Power Bar
Turn Anything into TouchScreen
Mascalper
sanitary vacuum
touch screen tv remote
Cord Saver
Study Budy
Indication recognition
SD Remote
Parade stand
wifi-home decor speakers
Smart Extension Cable
Seal it, Save it, Store it!!
Dry ahead dryer
Code 3-Z
milk &amp; sugar stand for coffee
the bike wave
Happy Baby Wrap (edible wrap)
Gutter Ease
FAT DADDY EYEWEAR
AutoFix-Tab2
TSA fees transparency
Hair Dry Towel Holder
Bear Money- Not a DORKY PORKY!
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Miki Mousedesk
The Saliva Catcher
TV Mount Auto Adjusts!
Barefoot Soles
Automatic rubber band gun
The W.A.L.K. Pads
Pickup detachable pickup crane
Osprey Flying Skateboard
SKIP COUNTER
HomeStay
Pursuit Termnator
Nail Polish Tipper
No cut offs
EasyOnTheKnees Folding Chair
KURN
Luggage Lifter
Clip On 3D Lenses
Lady Bug Bike Rack
Bath Visor Pitcher
trypod
power saver app
keys with indicator
The Urine collecting Machine
Thumble
Skank in the Tank
IOU-Borrowing battery power
Customized Gift Card
Cell phone speaker system
Shoe Dryer
Spinbag
Warmer/Colder Childrens Game
AppleÂ® Watch Car-Cup Charger
Golf Club Swing Speed Monitor
Pipe Water Power Generator
remote cell locator
STOP THE BENDING. IPHONE 6
Water jet shoe mat
Filter Straw
The Automobile monitor
CPT PRO-SESSION TRACKER
Artists Easel Apron
Wash Wand
Better Mouse Trap
P-EZ!
Just
Stroll Right Stroller
Charc-O's
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Drink Chiller
Harvest Energy From Dryer Heat
Track the donation
One Handed Clothes Basket
Self-Interrupting Power Supply
Super awesome dry erase board!
Tennis kleet
Easy Bond
Converge for iWatch
rock salt bucket
Ghostbuster Remote Scanning
Liquid Dumbbells
prise bÃ©bÃ©
Smart Door Knobs
tvand lab top with computer
Single multisection herb jar
Holographic Windshield display
Deck and Fence Robot stainer
THE TOOL LOCATER
Chill n Bake Oven MINI
Smart JRope
Warm dog coat
Look up
Sheept Stretcher
E-xigo
USB cable inductive charger
Smart night light
Vibrating Floss
The delightful travel mate
Amelioration Packaging
Robot Dryer Vent Cleaner
Cork Temp
Kickstand
Ultimate Phone
Auto Dimming headlights
Groceries handle
The Bottle Topper
The Tie Pad. Text messeger 2.0
car heated lunch box
WEphone
Stackable dollhouse rooms
Retractable Wall Outlet
AT YOUR PACE -IN A CASE-walks
light activating pressure plat
MiniJoy
Portable inductive Sensor
Sweat Band Bra
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All in one paintball equipment
Five Ring Spiral
Electric Car Sound Effects
BEATS BY DRE MP3 &amp; MP4 PLAYER
best coffee friend
Grocery Satchel
PIVOT POWER LOVE EDITION
iSnaX the Free Vending Machine
Static Stop Clothes Hangers
Weed Whacker Attachment
Moodstand Light
Kudzu toilet paper
medical alert car sensor
Support Band
eye light
Cell Phone Airbag Notifier
tug-a-door
AC Reliever
Smart Heels
chocolate ring
The word
sand shoessand
TWIN CORDIES
Control Your Selfie!
Rotor de queue Ã©lectrique.
Microwave Steam Cleaner
Sun blind Guard clip
the caraoke
Shopping cart with scanners
Channel Changer
Fishing Snap Weight
E.Z. I.D. or handy-tab
Carry 'N Stroll
Triple lock safe
Power Card
Staircase elevator
Deaf Beats
Tailgate Warning License Frame
My Mobile Business Cards
LED Light Changing Ceiling Fan
Three Pointer
Whitebind
2 in 1 car remote
Wireless USB Wall/Car Charger
Climate Change CO2 Stopper
Water pipeline
Case Keeper
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FollowMe
Stir-less Punch Bowl
Le brosse-oreille - Ear-brush
Game On!
Strawberry Scented Tissues
Clipaway
SAFER TODDLER PRODUCTS
All-in-atizer!
Oyster Shucker
Rip Off Shirt
Lift and Flush
Water Safety Gloves
The Mumbrella
Automatic Measuring Machine
Soap Infused Shower Mitt
School Glue Packets
Always ready pen
PP Bag
Silence Filler
redepoyabe parachute
Wifi Garage Door Control
No-Wait WEIGHT
Rinse away tub n tile
USB Last Testament
Smart curtain
Mosquito Bulb Zapper
Detachable tooth brush
Tran Blocker
al-G gone
No bounce soothie pacifier
The Donebrella
deo reach
dogs backpack coats
TSA Compliant Compression Pack
Garbage Disposal Push Stick
BiteMeNot
Nomad Lumbar Pad
iSnuuze
e code
Virtual Dog Leash
Garbarator
chamele case
Nightlight Toothbrush Holder
Smart Space Heater
Toothpaste in a Mint
carguard
Weighted Arm and Leg Sleeves
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Microwave Dishwash Toothbrush
Upscale Ornament Organizer
Spin-Outâ„¢
CatWarmer
Wash n' Dry
eyeglass defogger
Drill Shield
Grace Shoestring Ties .com
Rubber Gloves for Both Hands
mug with lighter holder
Line-up bed Sheets
Self Charging Phone
Free Your Armpits.
lollipop roller
Self Camera Mount for Umbrella
Ceiling Fan Fragrance Kit
Apple Watch Band Battery Pack
Musicport
Hi-Lo Curtain Rod Brackets
Plantfinder
The Potato Clock
Knob 'massasage
Djembe tone bender
Mobile Guest mode
Prinder â€“ Don't shred paper
Rawstock
plunger guard cargo net
OptiKlip Forever safe Eyewear
No Child/Pet Left Behind Alarm
Stair Climbing Luggage
Keyboard Shelf
"Skimmer" Card
TV remote control locator
CLAMP SNACK TABLE
personalized balloon
Powerless Laptop Charger
Scuba spike for your swim fins
Durable tooth-brush
Obvi
GERMAVOID DOOR/DRAWER OPENER
bedroom jumper bumper
DJ Reporter (Dancer's Mood)
3D TIME
Home Dryer Vent Accessory
CatBath
Smart-Bells
Produce Bag Gripper/Opener
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latch on cup holder
The GO Leg Buddy Cup Holder
Cellular clip
embout arrosoir casse-siphon
LED DecoCeiling Medallion
The Pyramid Pillow
Stylo de soudure Ã©tain
SCENT AWAY
Solar Power Charge (SPC)
Lock Light
Extreme pizza cutter
Theater Seat Frustration
Ilook
wireless wall light switch
Lâ€™ecopresstubes
moule a cappuccino
Localisation traffic
Individual Wine Cups
Apple of My Eye
Smart Care Cummerbund
My Partner body &amp; back scruber
solar hub of power
night rainbow hose
Cool-and-Hot-Owave
Keychain Charger
CENTRAL AIR PLUS FURNACE
Flat Heels
Color fax machine
Your own world
Scooter Rack
Pet Caller
"BLUE EDEN" 4 HEALTH &amp; LIFE
AirHeadz
NESTED BLUETOOTH PHONE CASE
NAG - Wink enabled Laundry
Monica's peephole frame
Facial recognition phone
Hanging Squeegee
Glasses that changes every day
a ski and snowboard combind
Completely Wireless Headphones
FIDO- the inventory Bots
Underwater Bike
Heliumbrella
MultiCLEAN
Refridgerated pill case
Roboprinter
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The Laundry Sink
chargeur Ã enrouleur
Foldable laptop holder
Patch Vibreur pour montre
The Drivet Gun
Lightning Detect Surge Protect
The Shoe Cleaner
Quirky Crossover 2.0
Pivot Socket
LOCK N COLOR
Glasses see ahead and behind
Cool Air Pool
Kilbrus
Easy Hanger
FlexTex
color-slice
Vehicle Inspection Reminder
ForgetMeNot Jr.
pouch arella
The Komfy Chair
Aqua lid
CAN SPRAY PAINT DIAL
GERMAVOID KEYPAD
Scooper, a smart litter box
Shower Multi Tool Rack
simple earbud case
b-bottle us patent #usd517,866
Glow on the Go Flat Tire fix!
Cord control
Front face PC case
THE HAND ME DOWN COLLECTION
Burrito Plate
Smart Pet Feeder
analyturf
Customized Pillow
Locked Game/tv Outlet (WINK)
Coolest laptop cooler
Toddlers play pole
Bathtub Baby Bumpers
Quick greenhouse
Mocubo Pro
Umbrella for Taxi Catching
Smart Play Entertainment Resub
Rolling Recycling Center
speedy- cats
Suitcase Outfit Binder
Smart-Light
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Mobile tree / Apple tree
The Lint Roller Cover
Half and Half Sunscreen
Alcohol test swab
swing usb flash drive
Solid
Portable Sprinkler System
Dress Weights
Mirror App
BAND-ITCH
Lined paper dispenser
KETCHE KONNECT
Pacifinder
Flip Flags
Car camera alerting sys
Headroom Stand
rÃ´tissoire Ã lÃ©gumes
The Original Ash Eliminator
Phone wallet or keeper plus
security pousette
Night BlackBox
Breezy
canUsqueeze
Jest Handle It
Fire Escape Knightlight
Smart garbage can
Pet Net Wink Collar
Smart handle Ipad case
Spring: Keep wires frm fraying
Tossitome
Save your Smartphone
Electronic memo pad with pen
Bobble Deads
Soccer Goalie Glove Surfaces
Washable Sock Hamper
Coffee table cooler
Magnetic Floating Pyramid
C2C SPF 80 colored lipstick
Better Bathroom Cabinet
gps for magnetism
Side Blades Nail Clipper
Le ventil Ã poussiÃ¨re
Toothbrush Mate
Steaming microwave plate cover
square push pin
Pumpkin alarm
Shopping Cartopia
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CUISEUR POULET A ETAGE
wind generator
Crazy Loop
Lazy Man Bed Sheets
ecusson vÃ©hicule
inductive Lightball [VID]
Justchatt
Smart Green Shower
Talking Check Presenter
Face Paint Sunscreen
Blu Anywhere
IBath
Spider Gear. Lighted shoelaces
Safe-Grab Case for Smartphone
Auto lift toilet seat
Soccer Gloves
Vocied Memories (Resub)
Yes-Dear
tuiles rÃ©cupÃ©ratrice d'eau
Multi Function Tea Mug
The baby special storage bottl
Phone Case with Magnifier
Stereo Phone Case
Cooligy
"Practice Perfect" Timer
Skate Trampolin
SilentSnore
Smart-Can
Cord Camo (camouflage)
antibullyng
Google Earth Lawnmower
RECHARGEABLE BATH EXHAUST FAN
Sanitation Fogger
Slip Away 3000
Cantilever Blanket Rack
plants recognizer
PoignÃ©e de biberon universel
Baby Carseat Alert Device
MAKEUP BRUSH CLEAN MACHINE
USB TV remote
Home Backpack Ladder
"DontTouch" Silicon
App reminder GPS
Spinlock bearing collar
Retractable Remote Holder
super dry umbrella
Hot Pot Bottom Drainer
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Banana1 + Video
Nut Allergy test kit
Hideaway Charging Station
Drill-Mate
Iflow
wetnaps on chipbags
In Car Water Filter
Life Saving Bulb
Straw in a bottle
Learn Languages Fluently
screensplit
the mower home
The Denim Cat Cone
Lighted Christmas Tree Picture
smarteating
Filterpal
6 in 1 electric nose trimmer
X-Treme Water Slide
Window Cleaning Double Play
Fresh and Ready Ice Cream
Velcro hat
Condiment Wand
PassIt
heads up biking glasses
Portable Water Heaters
Sprout Whale nutrients
Leaf Blower Gutter Attachment
Retractable Crutches
Soap Compactor
Easy Pack
Bone-conducting Phone Case
Line Extension Groovy Holder
kindness.
Quirky Suitcases
hitched n' hydrated
Belt Fan
Roof-top wiper
Emergency light in plain sight
Flush Plus
CAD Scrubber CulturalmAffectiv
Waterproof Storage Face Cloths
Jump Roping Bike Rack
Door Bell calling
L'auto-stop
Underplate Food Weight
the cooler case
Vacu-mate
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Laser Pipe Gunner
Rifle Rest
Open Fill Yard Bag
Dog's Care
Verseball
The Giver
mediumphone
1Be3
sac aimant
1000 et 1 couleur
Protection headphone glass
Family Calendar
FAT RIM Conversion Kit
Plug Hook
Terrycloth PetMat
Cinnamon packets
Cork catcher multi tool
Microwave Ball
THE TOOL KICKSTAND
VR 3D controller
The Lock Genie
The Great Divide
fro yo to go
Green Kitty Clean
Tooth Brush Mode Faucet
The Xpanding bin
Modern Calendar
nodrop
Over the Headboard Storage
Stern Lamp
Salt water purification
zorganizer backpack
SnaPinSuctionMagnet
Double-Wind-Spinner.
Nutri-Plate and Moo-Cup
Browning Fork
The Pop up Toothbrush
EZ-Foil
Tie-dy Towel
Knock! Knock!
Shin socks
DC UPS
Face and Neck Sunshade
Self Stirring Juice Bottle
POSTER (FANCY BANANAS)
buoyant a spoon &amp; chopsticks
sport phone's ~
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Dehumidifying Line Dryer
Shower Waterfall Projector
WASTED MONEY
Scan your family needs
invisible windshield.
BAHAREQUE ARQUITECTURA
Invisible roof tarp
Smart Solar Chargeing Case
Walking Phone
Power Stand
Dog BathShampooer and Massager
stovetoperaser
easy ice cream scoop1-2-3
All Sizes Tupperwear Lids
Emergency Vehicle Strobe
Musical Hair Dryer
Phone Box
USB Mouse Pad
Support tablette ou telephone
Safer Stoplight
Hang &amp; sit frame
FreedomWeeder
The Door Slammer
Elastic tool holster arm band
Home Oven Rotisserie
Keep it Cold
The Exacta
the cheat shield
Hangit Helper
utility box cover
Tarply- Lovely Tarps
Smart toilet paper hanger
BOSU Mini
Commuter Cup
Para Cord Clip Extension
Height adjustable bowl
morning tray and alarm watch
Sunglass Case
The Phone Printer
smart phone holder
MA SHOPPING LIST
theWorld'sSuperBowlCup
Remote ceiling fan reverser
Phantom Energy Saver
Bug Off
cervical dilation wand
Zipit Buds
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Mag AC, cooler/heaters, IC Box
Clip Camera for Pets
The Promulgator/Picture Window
Video Vault
Outdoor cooler table
Sand Be Gone
Phone skin for stylus
Never Bend Wood Rack
Fiber Based Mop/Scuff Remover
miracle guard
Bumper Snicker
AppWater
Taco Frying Form
U Grip It
Versa
Aegis air Umbrella
Wink Fishing Lure With Camera
Cone-B
Vacuum hose unclogger
smart electronic/TV lock-out
Knees Freeze
Remote Beeper
COOL UNIT
New Sole
Sun-reactive Windscreen
little"Effort"is all you need
cereal catapult
No Chew Shirt
Fetch-o-Matic
Mani/Pedi Care Tool for Senior
Ready Reminder
Umbrella with Smart Handle
Personal Transporter
Divert
anatomic headphone
Wink Door Lock
Adjustable - build a Desk
Ring Me
Electric baby carriage
hydrogen cell
multi tap socket.
eyeglasses reminder alert syst
Flexi Headphones Box
STEAK TENDER
Delicates Table Top Washer
Small Hand Held Paint Bucket
Coffee maker that never spills
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Haunting Glowing Eyes
Playspace
Portal Inductive Outlet
Stair Climbing Bowling Bag
Rollerjet
dÃ©corsvolet
Vibrations Speaker!
PhotoShow
Urban Designer Garden
Little Squirty Toilet Training
New ecouteurs
Speed Trainer
Rentable Sheet Music
ladder tool case
Combined gloves
photo phone
LED colorful watch
Tailgate Topper
Portionate
Bug-B-Gone
Toothpaste refill tube
Table cloth
Narrow Toilet Paper Rolls
Crochet Counts
Ritzy's Save-Your-Soap
Odorless wipe
Smart Hose
Earplug Heartbeat Monitor
A rust prevention lid for cans
Weather Shirt
"LOOK MA, NO THUMBS" T-Glove
Whole Home Water Shut-off
automatic birdbath refill
INTENSE RADIATIVE COOKER/STOVE
Cradle Ticker for Computer
Removable Golf Shoe Cleats
sharpner in cap
Selfies Group
P- DRESSER
Anti-theft Purse Protection
Drinkware Lids
Condensation Free water bottle
Beast mode reps
Twitter Beats Twaffic
Dash Bag
human thermostat
Improved Safety Razor
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Speaker Storage
roll the dice!
Nifti Golf Tees
lego compatible Slot Car
SmartMotion
Back It Up
Woodstock delivers the mail.
GoBand
Plumbers' Pipe Ruler Kit
3D WiFi ExternalProjectorDrive
Car Expert Mechanic on-the-go
Fishing Radio Control Boat
Backup battery for Apple Watch
Spotify MP3 Player
Light Power
Meyha talking toy jewelry
TAG EXTENSION PERMIT MOUNTS
medice kepper 2.O
Remote Foot Massager
MAGNETIC WRENCH BOTTLE OPENER
Hassle Free Heated Gloves
Emergency Contact Notification
Birthday Wish From Anywhere
leon world
Hair Tie Bracelet
Inflatable Guitar Case
Drizzle Magic
IPAD SMART FLEX
Coin-return couch
Poster crnr reinforcing strips
tellephonique domestique
Dumbbell Wrap
The Slycinator
ENTONNOIR PROPRE
Washer with built in vents/fan
Ebook physical visualiser
Ice bandaid
kite troopers
Co-Pilot assistant in traffic
FLASHMOOV
TV Eliminator
Passenger Parashutes
COQUE PROTECT
Modular Garden Electricity
Charger Gripper
Pet waste removal kit
Vision Mirror
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Vibrating Pillow Alarm
Remote-free tv and computer
Push Down Trash Can
The High Bar
EncryptedDigitalPhotoScreen
Portable Body Scale
The tempertainer
Boitier de gestion des volets
SUNTRACK
4 in 1 Hockey Puck
Vanity Clean Wipes
Wink DUAL Sensor/Pump 4 Floods
Simple Bike rack for Trucks
NoSnore Side Sleeper
Epluch'agrumes
Easy Power Wash
No See Texting
Anti cheek chewing device
Car-seat heat sensor
Bottle Quick clean
Bunny Hop
Plateau verre bateau
COLD FREEZER
FITconsole
Smart Bottle
Wink water cut-off valve
Sub Wave
The Wireless Charger
Fire Wall
The one hamder
Cell Phone Hoodie
Heating Hat
Scented Air Filters
Roman bumper
Fast Roll
Spaghetti Fork (animation)
SoundCone
Tick Trap
Paint roller cleaner
Test
Smoke detector bedspread
(zen)giro ball skateboard
Spinach Strainer
InfoUp
smoker 911
GameReality
Beverage Carrier
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iPad Binder
"SPOTLESS SPECS"
Phone charger indicator
Cutting Guard
ROD HOLDER
Nightstand with Water Tank
Shower stool and caddy
game disk
in ear wireless headphones
Waste Basket Fitter
Ease the bridge. Nose pads.
Suitcase hamper
Angle sdb avec compartiment
Mesh Catch Bag
LED Screen Vehicle Dashboard
The Shoe Hanger
Blutooth Bracelet
ICE+AIR
interrupter buddy bracelet
buoyancy spoon
Navigation Windshield Display
Automated Socket for CPU
BULKHEAD GREENHOUSE!
target marking spotter scope
Combination Anti-Rain
Bracelet Alert
Eco Bar
Velcro Zipper Stay
portable stand up desk
Every Grandpas Best toy
Dominator
DeluxeDentureCase
Friction Powered Skateboard
Remote control heat/cool vents
Gross bottom cups
Kar Draina
Grocery caddy
Aero Lures
Glamour
Perfect Portion
All Natural- pHresh
Remote controlled Coffeemaker
Oli'LASH
Merger
Clear Restick
Smart Fridge Notepad
Animal Saver
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glove latex shoe cover zippere
Wireless Charging PC Mouse
Wink Spotter For Vehicles
CHILD-PROOF SAFETY OUTLET
easy dump wheel barrow
Magnetic - Magnetic Charger
FlashCam
Gym Washing Bag
Count It Right!
White Board Bluetooth
The Safety Walking Stick
Vine Guides
le SÃ©choir-ImpermÃ©able
SOLAR-OIL
Sleep Guardian
Phone-Tray Car Exit Beeper
Sprinkle Bot
mp-watch
Ipas
Breathable Desk Pad
Tail Gate Party
NapBag
RISC-V ATX Motherboard
Condom4pole
easy charge
Air fresher for your home
water to light a candle
G4G
Stop Talking Button
Service Solahart Ciawi
Phone Shade
3D WINK iPhone 6 Projector
A Sling for Dogs
Cart Counter
All-in-one Sketchbook
Wink Driveway Gate Controller
Seed &amp; Bean Cleaner
Smart APP Gas Local Heathing
Airbag pour smartphones
talkin bedtime story pillow
Solar Concentration Toy
Door Connect
Hands-free garbage bag opener
bluetooth earbud hat
H2Glo
Guardian Angel Pin
SIMPLE SCREEN
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Cache coin
Sight Reflex Trainer
Drinking Water Generator
Ear-Aux
Invisible Life Jacket
Coffee cup stirrer
PoohBar w/wo conditioner
Stir Lid
KITCHEN FIRE STOPPER
Room for a parcel APP
Racquet Jacket
hyper-drive
Tire Retractor
Emergency Disaster Distress
Bluetooth controlled Windows
Tambourine Girl
Battery organizer and carrier
not so low living room table
Pesk-Ridder Doggie Door
Carpenters touch.
Epibracelet insulin bracelet
MyFam Tracker
INFLABLE (DUMMIES) (S.O.S)
Convert Chair to Balance Ball
Purrfect Pillow
Ambient Light
drink copter
Load N Lock..use cont asa safe
Sticky tape measure
beach chair leg rest
Free light
Manly Curtain rod hooks
speedy cats
Extension Cord Blues
rearview mirror cam
The Ab Platform
Get back burger fliper
Selfie wall - mounted mirror
Fan Blade Dust Catcher
Active Built in Watch
Weeble torch/lamp
3d mechanical design services
Transformer Lamp
Hydro Mower
Alarm Me
Cleaner Hands
Hotel MiniMedicinalFridgeVault
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2 Way One line Alarm
Magnesium fire strike bracelet
Rapide-prise
Crank-a-Blank
WINK Variety Egg Cooker
Tickle the Bug
Bed Tend
Can't Loose
Fire alarm w/ speaker
CHILD-PROOF SAFETY POWER STRIP
cooker lid rotating with spoon
Side-Nursing Sheet Protector
Zombie Apocalypse Tag
Smart Phone Assistant
Transferable charger
Food Friend
Detachable Aircraft Cabin
Rimshims
reusable bubblewrap
Cat window patio
Educational Toy
Stable Table
Arrow Tracker
Fan &amp; Light Control
Outlet Socket Power
take medicine alert
Insta-glasses
H Mat
Shipping scale-all-in-one
Vacuum Buddy
Voucher
La pince pour grille - pain
Shelfie
Wherever Case
Temp controlled sport cushion
Simple Lamp
The Power Shower
SaniShell Seeker
stationery doll
Door hanger motion sensor
power bulb
Toddalert
The Kleen Keyboard
Mobile Ladder
HBOP (High Beam Off Please)
Bob-O Bowl
Removable Blocks Toy
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360 Speakers
do you have potted plants and your animals are digging in them to potty? this can be used to prevent that or to help prevent spills.
Smart Plug Snap
Swiss Army Leash
ELECTRONIC TEXTING KEYBOARD
Add A Ruff!
Unisex Resizable Bag
Chill o' Heat a bowl
Expandable Book Cover
Hidden Handle
Smart Pivot Power
All in 1 Laundry Machine
Porte clÃ© brosse Ã dent
Cool Contacts
Footprint in the Land
Up voice
Water sensor cubes
Never loose your Ipad,anything
Harry's Helpers
Car Wash Vacuum Extension
Googleâ€™s Penguin 3.0 Update is
Skatchy
The fertilizer rake
Hand (or Paw) Auto-Washer
mother of a dish drainer
Security System Wink Hookup
Quirky Home Game
Non-slip Silicone Serving Tray
Smart tablet/phone stand
Bocket
Cat Food Pantry
Fun Therapy Voodoo Dolls
"String It Up"
Instant Tattoo
Perfect Strike Trainer
child safety protector
Wireless Powerstrip
Deck Star Freezer
All Degree Drawer
Wire Organizer
xbox remote
Propane Detecting Propane Cap
The Spotter
Mechanical Mattress Lifter
folding tv monitor
Mutli-use Bar Frame
Mobile battery
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Hair appliance organizer
Alcohol Key Safe
Enter a video game
top pencil sharpener
Orgo desk
TV Stick
Comb Case
Autoloader Nail Bits
Silicone room planner
Coffee Lover
Sleep Muff
Mood Shades
Vivo v2
Eyeglass frame applique
Corn Pillow Creatures
EasyClean Slippers
the toilet paper cone
All Weather Apple Watch Wrist
The Hydr8or
Computer with built in Scanner
Bunker Free Golf Bag
Platformed Clothes Basket
Latex-free dish sponge-gloves
WINK DUAL Pipe Alert
The Backpack With Cooler
Did I shut off the Oven?
ProThrow
Quirky &amp; GE Adapter
Wash n` Dry
UBetter-UV
Air Trampoline
Automobile Shopping Bag Holder
Self Righting Highlighters
Couliss'frigo
WaterShock Phone Case
Toddler Bath Table
paire de lunette bluetooth
Smart Car Seat
Smart Scoring 4 Any Pool Table
Soccer Earring Cover
WORK STATION DELUXE
pump free pump
The Comfort Pen
short shelf
Smart Table Mat
The Poop digger
Keychain Crossbow
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The dog detector
thewater on water off umbrella
Glove with Apple Watch Charger
Retractable earpiece
Foldable Monopod
The re-size shoe
Branch - Towel Rack
Call Recording Dongle
Cable Remote Pager
Vehicle Burglary Prevention
SideSho For the GoPro
Waste heat to electric engin
Staggered Pants hangers
Life saver
Under Water Flying Saucer Cam
Hothead
Cup OF Poo
Snap eye glass screw
Pet's Flavored Water
Multi Purpose Breakfast Maker
SJA's bike frame
kasper home generator
Pre-Owned Movie DVD Kiosks
DISHY - the simpler dishwasher
Smart Lamp
Motorized Luggage
Kill The Charge
StandnTable
Dog-Cycle Bike Attachment
the dish freindly rubber sink.
Hydraulic Shovel
Stress Couch
SD writer/ formater
Snow Path Clearer
Safe Transfer
Rescue Me!
App enabled Hotel Rooms
CapsBox
Burn/Smoke Free Toaster
Move Easy
Shower n Tub Cleaner
Double Stylus
Contact LensPhotosensitivity
I Got Nothing
Play Leash
Disco Bath
Watch Face
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RASC
Lezzov Trash Can
Rubber Rail SNAPS
Desk Top Shredder
CURB IT! Lots of uses!
Kinetic Mouse
The Parisian
Portal Interactive Wink Outlet
Freshener
Baby Alert
back up for cell
Automatic scrubber brush
P-Media Storage with Wifi
Tank Jacket
Guide de montage des nuls
The Grocery Vest!
Automatic House Key
Stroller Outdoor Cover
Strollmill
WIRELESS VITAL SIGNS MONITOR
protective socks
Pizza Weights!
Tru-Temp Pet Dish
E Bottle
Sapce Saving Grill
Support napkins
110v powerstrip for 220v outlt
The Toddler Pad
shoesocks
Shoot the fishies
Human tracking infrared heater
Multipurpose travel kit
Photovolatic Umbrella
the lawn weasel
Door Lock Status Notifier
Multi Head Dog Leash
Easy Pour
Travel Organized
Wooden Flosser
Air Voice - Ela
Outdoor Motion Light
Weight elliptical
Vacuum Hanger
Thumbys
Beach Chair
Quick Snap
mp3
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Cool Cooler
Reversible USB
Heating Pad Scented Sheets
The Ultimate Cupholder
Microfiber Phone Case
Secreaux
Shoe/Heel Protector Polish/Gel
Ceiling Fan Blade Cleaner
Egg Boy / Egg Rocks
Swim Bladder Generator
True alarm
Tool box
Sole Savers
Snowbox
rewindable am/fm car radio
Gentoo Band
Faux invisibility suit
La niche chauffante
Wireless Charging Desktop
E-Canvas
Custom Keyless
Snap-um Trap
Beep 911 watch
Mobile Piggy Bank
velcro jigsaw puzzles
The Eggstractor
IN-DOOR SECURITY LIGHT/CAMERA
Apple Watch Armband
Funky Vacuume luggage
Self charging electric car
Decorative Whole Fruit Display
G4G
Wireless Charging Batteries
Suport candle
I watch USB charging stand
Wink Backpack
Pet 2 Go
Solar/Wind Energy-Ridge Vent
Zero gravity spray bottle
Strike A Pose
Sing me to sleep
The New Beach Chair
Fan Stand
True Wireless Access Control
Robot Hair Styler
latch release hangers
The Omega-Key
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How to take care of your baby.
alphanet
ear noise
Hotflash Supercool
Bottle Ring
standing/vertical power strip
Party machine
Cosmetic Hanger
Memory Stick
Travel dryer
Thermo-mug
Pocket Flap Fix
pedales retractables
Scratch &amp; Sniff Wine Tags
Ez clip
App-Enabled Water Filter
FIFO Double Sided Laundry Bag
solar heat
WiLock
Round Cooler
Universal flipflop
U-CAM
Wireless Power
Controlled Fan
No crack
Handle kit-for shaver blades
battery recharger
Vibrating Key Fob
Shoot &amp; Save
Cup Plate Grabber
solar powered pool heater
Reminder toothbrush
TVPay
SPIDER LACES
Personal Transporter
Solar Powered Sprinklers
Bare Leg Saver
No-fog cold weather face mask
Ideas translated from my site
credit card tote
Everlasting Dog Stopper
YOUNG GIANT DRYWALL SCREW DRIV
Drawing tong bag
Audible Mouse Trap
Treati
Charging Entertainment
dehumidifier cutoff device
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Cell phone thermometer
LoYak
Screen dust remover
AWS
Ifrared LED built in case
Fully Customisable Keyboard
Paper Cutter Clamp
Medicine Alert (MA)
The SmartPot
Peeler
hand E-Z
Power use alert
The Hold Pack
all in one remote
Firefly Safety Device
Keys Locator
-SPIDER NET TARPHoodie Tablet Pocket
Gutter Rider, Light Installer
Tunezoom
Cell phone solar panels
Silver saver
MillÃ©simes
Water selfie
Magnetic Laundry Drying Bar
Wink-enabled LED Wall Lighting
Wink enable ergo workstation
StackRack
Hair Color Applicator
Measuring tape sends to iphone
wash dishes glove
Edible Pet Gift Wrap
Digital eye tape measure
Removable Wallet for Boots
Creative bookshelf can be when
STUDENT CLEAR TOP DESK
smart helmet
+9197808 37184 love vashikaran
Measure-omatic Kitchen Wizard
Sport Heal
6 plug mini power strip
Easy reader page finder
The FanStand
Text Box
Every Step Shoes
Car Locator
foodies rejoice
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Autofire
Insta cool Coozie
Spielberg's Tripod
NUT-TIE
Sun Block for Idiots
cordless lamp
Half round stacking Game
CURB APPEAL GARBAGE CAN COVER
Softies between teeth spacers
key identifier
Smart Toaster
Child Kickzorber for Airtravel
Social mirror
Dual Shades
Gas Powered AC Window Type
The Box
EASY-STAT
stylo 6 couleurs
Perfect Floss
Get A Grip
The New Beach Chair
pansements doigts
Kool Socks
GSM JAMMER
Microphone 101
iPhone Flashlight Color Case
brush ball
Lawnmower to Vac.
Portable &amp; Detachable cart
Wi-horn
Label Destroyer
FillableMicrowavePopcornBag
Coffee Grinder
Store Unique
Hearing aids Detector/Warning
hydroboule
Power Source
Switchez flat shoes
Bar Soap Dispencer for Shower
Ventilateur de parasol solaire
Spider board
Smart Scent Maker
Rub-A-Glove
Converge Cables
TuneTime-The Smart Kids Clock
Gaming Sensor Plug-in / Iphone
Key of life
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The foot warming blanket
Crate Mate
Electronic Extendable
iMobile for Baby
Armordant
SleepShut
SoL*NiX (Sun and Snow)
Seglawn
pole dodger mover
Multi dog lashe
Fire Wall
Piano Pen
Clear View Mirror
Screen Door Pawtch
dirt bed
Remote Washer and Dryer
EcoHydro
Shit Tees
Box-free Commercial Organizer
What's Trump?
Bio-Degradable Termite Sticks
Smartphone Kickstand
The Ultimate LunchBoX
The Street Performer
Wifi Sensor
Haircut Ear Guard
Car Talk
Crib Buddy
i ring security device
Mommy's Power Outage Protector
Mommy's Dream Sleeper
Hose up the Shorts
Cell phone camera stick
The Phone Line
Dish Zipper
Air Conditioner Indoor Storage
Autonomous sanitization device
you want from a bank?
Dual Watt Per Hour Contort
Footssage
Satellite Dish Cover
Sock Dispenser
Phone pants
Magic Mount
DRIVECLEAN
Fully Automatic Can Crusher
Sound making Prosthetics
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Head ShaveWare
Earring Support
AQUABLOOM
Ultimate Party Koozie
Adjustable baby bottle nipples
Baby On Board
spree
REVO - A beautiful reinvention
Ant-Proof Automatic Pet Feeder
Spin Cut
magnetic bed
Tweet Cleat
Electronic Training Football
Cooler Cruiser
BudBean
Home Drone
Power Plug+Ethernet= SmartPlug
SUV SLIDING DOORS
flavored self melting teaspoon
Smart car seat heater
hoverboard
Purse In Boots
laptop phone
instant star
Coffee Jitter Monitor
FlexHeat
Seniors Ride
Haiyan Life Bag
Portable charging table
charging station tray
The On-Track Sneakers
ReengraveableVinylRecordPlayer
Easyout Carseat
Half-turn power cable - Apple
App. Enabled GPS Light
bladeless turbine
heat relief beanbag chair
Bottle salter
Smart Track Light
Squishy Face I-phone Case
Infinity Motor
The Smart UPS
Hook 'Em Headrest
Car Door Bump Guard
Corner broom
5 Point Knockout card game.
montre SOLGPS
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Plow Shovel
Power Strip Fitted Toolbox
Rotating Refrigerators
Cell Swipes
Automated Rack for SSD
Button Clip
Sprayer Splash Guard &amp; Funnel
Automated Life Guard Solution
Dust Preventer
Stealth stik
iphone case
Inflatable Bike Helmet
pole saw bridge support
ë””ìžì¸ê¸°ì—…ì—-ëŸ‰ê°•í™”ì‚¬ì—…
Seeing eye dog device
Induction Ultrasonic Cookware
solar powered battery booster
Power Strip Stand
Smartphone workout Caddy
Divvy Dish
The Hover-Cycle
Waifu Hologram
Smart Speakers
Flag holder
The Reecher!
New-Hat System
organizer clothing tray
3 in 1 Crazy Straw Challenge
Doggie Treadmill
Charge Notebook Pouch
COUNTER TOP FRUIT COOLER
Voice recognition E-Flashcard
In-Car Cord Hanger
Ultimate Event Chair
Smoke alarm music
Wireless TV Setup
Loving Hands
Bowl'v
Visual signal thermometer
The Simple Grip
Digital nut and bolt sizer
Tattoo art art transfer
Stuff N Stuff
The Potty Egg
Smart Tampons
Code Monkey
Desk-Site
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Key chain smartphone charger
Flip Switch
Voice Activated Sound System
Reusable bag for 12 corn ears
Tailgating Just Got Serious!!
Drone insect control
Blinky
save my back
Make-up Throw-A-Ways
The Pour Buddy
Cut-Da-Cheeze Stadium Seat
Keep It Fresh Travel Cap
"Canary" wake up to my chirps
Dog leash water container
All-purpose wall hooks!!
Smart Hiking Poles Glo in Dark
Read My Feed
Float Your Moat Cup
SAFE DESCENT, THE 9-11 MACHINE
Digital Wall
Total Tesla air conditioner
Base Cycling Training
weedchopper protector mask
lazy lights
Smart Hip-Hop MC! Toy
Ketchup filled hot dog
Power Exchange Accessory
Keyboard cover for kids
vashikaran # lost 97808 37184
Monitor W Basket
flying shoes
Text Disconnect
sous ceinture lombaire
Smart Garage Door Remote
Turn On
Foldable Wipers - Rain Drive!
"Twizzle It"
Home Security Mat
doggie banage sock
Reach It Spray It!
TV UNIQUE 3D
Courtesy Light
Trash Bag Slider
Home dialysis machine battery
SkyPorts
dBPhones
Perennial Mowers
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The maze runners game
Instant Defense iPhone Case
Wink Proximity Car Charger
Wireless Cold Chain Monitoring
Reusable dishware dispenser
CoolJet Beach Umbrella
Good Job Joe
Bib-ons absorb/ protect
GOOGLE MAP - CLIENT TRACKER
knee helper jogging cart
Party Condiment Holder
Secure Pet I.D. Tag Display
Compression ink
La Boite Ã Brique Stop-Gouttes
Affordable Bluetooth SmartPlug
Adjustible Bluetooth Gauge
solar cellphone charger
iWatch Charging Ear Muffs
Second-Hand Smoke Protection
Cache coins
Digital Scented Pictures
APP CONTROLLED WARDROBE
Ultimate Selfie Stand iPhone 6
Mommy Dry / Daddy Dry Umbrella
Power Bar
The Kellerband
Wheelchair Hoodies
Senior-friendly elctrc blanket
ProtecTOE Socks
Chaise pour bÃ©bÃ© astucieuse
Perfect Winter / Summer glove
Smart Pill Dispenser
Santa Hat Pointer
Sport shoe washing machine
Aquabit
4 square toilet ware
safe sound
RJ nail gun
Perfect Swing Golf Ball
Sanitizing Dryer Dish Rack
Kidspiration
Vaping Cell Case
Heated Mouse and Keyboard
Life Light....a mobile light
Tablet Buddy
Un chariot Ã la hauteur
cork magnet
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Seal Belts
Hand brake for shopping cart
Tailgating Cooler Table
Wings and Things Pitcher Bowl.
Golf laser stance
Personal Health Camera
The Surf and Skate
baby changing on pit row
Sunbrella audio headrest
Internet Speed Booster
Package Box
Quick Print
Mitten/glove w/access to thumb
Saisie programmÃ©e
Smartphone Sunshade
Multi Wrap
Trashtrack
Scoop-n-Trash
Smart Globe 360
CarChildSafety
Anchor TieWrap
Parent Leash to Carseat!
Watch AED
Motorized Sun Visor For Cars
Portefeuille Intelligent
The "Loose-Change" Pocket Pant
Air Filter Change Notifier
the Yew
Multipurpose Paint Brush
Dish Brush Lazy Susan
Opt2thrive
Fire Wall
Prune V2, King Size version
Dreadheadz
Mama Bear
Never shovel snow ever!
Magnet Petbowl
power beach blanket
Shirt Straight
Make It Rain
Invisible Winguard
BEAR MONEY
Straight Shooter Golf Ball
hear-bud
Compact Belt Bike
Full Power
Good Gutter
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iWATCH Charger No Cable.
Bed exhaust fan
Potted Plant Surface Covers
TheGamingBuddy
MAINS PROPRES APRES WC PUBLIC
Car Organizer
corn holder holder
Rota Tree
super portable
Fancy Wire Management
ilumiscape -Smart LED Canvas
Excersice Bike Stand
Mini TV Antenna
GOOF
Wink Smart Power Interface
The Itchy Stick
Skylight Solar Panel
bud lover
Smart Mail
FOOTBOWL
Chargeable bra
Ladder mount hose clamp
Car Seats - Memory Foam
Smart Remote Control
ANY SURFACE LED LIGHT
Dog No More
Parking Toll Auto Pay
Tomato Plant Hugger
Doll fighting
Helium Ball
Perfect DJ Power Cord
fitted top bed sheet
Jacketbag
The Grilljack
Wireless Leash
Smart Water Filter Pitcher
The Pillow Tee
App Enabled Memo Board
infused hair dryer
STUD DOOR STOPPER
Kool Dawg
Desk top cell phone stand
Aqua pillow
Cordless phone docking station
The Rotating Pillbox
Wearable Tattoo power supply
Biggie-Tron
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Modular Growing Wall
NO SWEAT!!!!
Smart Dancing Mat
Timer for every electornic
MushBerry Picker (with Light)
Your hat no headsets
Light powered Smartphone case
World's Easiest Picture Hangar
Baby Monitor WITH lullabies
Click and stick rod
Kick Boxing Electronic Target
candy animal
Home Gym + iPhone
Decorative sink drain
Ear cuff
Forget-Me-Not
TBall
smart dehumidifier
Quirk! The Board Game
Typ'Hide
DATE BANDS !!!
The TV squeegee
SmartPhone Controlled Car LED
Business/Executive Lunch Bag
Smart Circuit Breaker panel
Buddy Buds
One handed video game control
Cereal Slots
Underwater periscope
Disposable cap for breasts
Pen with Magnetic
Power on Camera
Slide Toothbrush Holder
Find Me
easy air.mini air pump
Gant microfibre
shower controler
Workout Ap
Slap Wrap Accessory Holder
Laptop Shade
Alternating Progress TM
Water Turbine for Power
Stretch Freshers
Baby bib hanger
Shower Cubicle (Hoop La)
Peek A Boo Laundry Basket
ergodry
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Light Up
Pivot Power USB
Reinvented
EZ-EYEZ Light Switch
SUNSHINE ALL THE TIME-REMOTE
POWER PACK Earbud Case
Intelligent Bowling Ball
The Easy Door
Octo-Bulb
The long umbrella. [Updated]
skis d une main
SLEEP TIMER APP
iBumper - End Dented Laptops
ready coffee...
WINK Enabled GFCI Outlet
Spooky Eyes
The E-light
onetwoone
be kind with toilet tissue
tablet printer
Utensil Catcher
Wearable Water Purse
Camera+ Bag
Safe Cooking
lighted running/walking shoes
NoConcussion Football Helmet
Small air conditioner
Motion sensor inside the car
Phone holder
MagWeights
Chromecast Projector In/Out
wall wizard power outlet
Personal Privacy Dome
stinky smokers car no more
iPhone 6 and 6 Plus Cases
Smart Charger
app mover move anything in sec
Flip 'n Fork
Prop Power LED
Grass pellets
Detachable Wink Relay System!
GPS rear window panel
Easy Bag
Remote Home Entry
Hex Station
Stix
Solar robot lawnmower
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The No Soak Umbrella
The TouRest
Punching Bags Made Easy
Inside accordion backpack
No Fall ladder safety device
Dental Self-Check Device
MOUSTIMAILLE
Covered Toe Flip Flops
HOME BREW MEDICATED TEA
air power
Dolphin - Luggage That Lives
Intelligent clothes hanger
Buckle up buddy
Touchscreen Combination Lock
The Straddle shower curtain
Dry Plant Notifier
AMT- Automatic Mileage Tracker
Multi Audio Vehicle System
The Out House Transport
Slanted Dish Drainer
Satellite Dish Snow Brush
Snap Screw
Washer Dryer combo
Shopping assistant
Shoe tying helper
eyeglasses tearoffs
Car Air Normalizer
Typewriter keyboard
ErgoFIT
Mint Lighter
buzz buds
Free-Hand Typer
Make me hot
Polar Ice Caps and Flaps
THE SMART HAT
The BOA
Beer Gauge
briquet tempÃ¨te electrique
Power-line speaker
Artist Painting Pen
The energy you need today
glasses
Medifier
Infinity Floss
Water Prevention Invention
Gift wrapping assistor
Golf Glasses
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Wireless Speaker Track Lights
selfscoring scoreboard
Extension Cord in Disguise!
Cool Fresh-Air Central-Cooling
Cordies Key Organizer
Cuplink
ChargeBand Plus
Weighted Christmas tree apron
Smart Personal Pain Relief
Customer Support Directory
Accent Erasor
Smart Trash Cans Network
Flying Classroom
EPower
Folding Art Chair
Anywhere Frame
Garden Hose Nozzle with Light
Magic Box
Umote
HangerMark Hang4Sure
Splat mat
Remote Access Bike Lock
The Dog Bobo water dishWhwn
Wink Switch &amp; Light Dimmer
Gyro-Ladder
remote/charged electric kettle
Ebol-o-Meter
The Ear Cuff
Injury badge
Massage Couch
The Purring pillow
smart card
Plus Size Razor
pocket life
Cool Dry
Freedom wireless charging
Dancing Kit
Butter Genie
Thermometer drinking straw
Life-Gard
dog collar for every one
Wink Christmas Lights
Decorative outdoor lock drobox
Noor; Sunlight Alarm.
Speech recognition Portable
Max Bag
Marriage Saver
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The Cooling Cushion
Android Self Folding Graco Typ
speak and translate
CUCKOO FOR COFFEE
Dhair Wipes
Snail Mail Destroyer
magic charger controller
Smart Wall Clock
Test Idea 1
The Laundry Pro
The Sell Phone Cup Holder
SMART OBD
Skeyb (slideout keyboard)
Flip Out Standing Bike Wheels
PRO CLEAN -1
I've Been Framed
CCups!
Cell Phone Shopping Cart Mount
fireos
Rescue Boat
Twin Dog
plummers creeper
Musical Key Sensitive Lighting
Your Perfect Writing Tool
Gum Table
Shoe Buff
SLIM Apple Watch Charging Case
CellPhone Ring
Herbvoure'
Stroller Motion
fireos
Ultimate Scratcher
GoSurge
Trash Can w/ Ambient Lighting
tips for memorial wreath
Mini Wall cable hide
Floating Phone Case
Detector
Ultimate dressing gown
Porte tablette de bain
Smart Dolphin
RV-PRO
Easy Phone Backup
Peel-off Bottom Shower Curtain
Ceiling Heat Straw
Pocket Bra
DNA Lock
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fashion theory
Attendum: Stranded Passengers
The Revolving Mascara Wand
servicese solahart
Solar Powered lighted collar
Multi SD Card Holder
Massage Headphones
thermostat/automation master
Shell Seat
Anti-noise device
Adjudtable Splatter Top
Kitty Corners
PowerPort 4 UR Portable chairs
Auto Watch
iGas Handsfree Gas Lever Ball
DOGFISH
My Mold
Plug 'n Play Switch (Electric)
Foot Powder Tray
Tin Foil Wrapping Paper
Solar heating tank
Digital Flip It
Smart Fridge
Off and On Again
Change the firmness of the tip
App-Enabled Salt Spreader
Easy Toilet Paper Dispenser
2 and 1 Washing Machine!
CELLBELT
Jiant Juicer
One Touch Tea
Lithium
Top Pool Skimmer
Nose up
A drill bit ground rod
UV light Footwear Deodorizer
IBait Lure
Better bath cover for men
Exhaust Deflector
clay's magic mortar bags
Power Wipe
Durable Google Cardboard
The Mail Catcher
CIGARETTE FILTER PEN
PowerBlocks Surge Protector
Alphabrites
Wireless HairDryer
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Plunger Cover
Disguised Hand Bag
WINK flavor chimney
Mens bracelet/USB chargecord
Cell Charging Solar Jewelry
Running Back Gauntlets
cork magnet
Insider pocket shirt "IPS"
Paddle Lite
Snap To It Carry On
kindness with toilet tissue
Cooler butler
Smart Headlamp
Snaap ON
Diapervent
The Pet Defleaer
The Commotion
â€œThe Delivery Plantâ€
Weights to success
Flying Shoes
Protective Cover
Laptop/Projector with Windows
Changing the treadmill floor
Flower farts
Blow out candles w/o the spit!
The Receptionist
PLUGGED-IN
THE SECRET HORNET TRAP
Smart Faceplate
Flip Pan
Solar energy Coffee Machine
Retractable Plug
corner shower curtain
Monitor stand + wireless charg
Carbon Monoxide Phone Dialer
Power Wedge
Collar De Garrafon
Colored shower water
stretchable electric socket
Walkie Talkie Bracelet
Soap Dispensing Bath Tub Brush
Happy Heels
Save a life
Dog GPS Finder
da folds television
Heated chair
Movie Buddy (for iPhone)
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Regenerative Braking Bicycle
Disappearing Soap
OnePhone
21
Robot tripod
Plugxtender
l e d pajamas
Universal E-Tag
XR Mobile
Spiral-Wound Hose Reel (video)
Smart Toothbrush
COMPUTOR DESK SURROUND
Water Bottle with Speaker
Bluetooth Splitting Phone Case
Turbo Food Dehydrator and Oven
The Baggy
Shrinkable pot lid .
InCase Phone Charger
Mobile drink stabilizer
Tubey Doo
Kil-G (Kill Germs)
Countertop Lid Hero
Phone safe case
BACKPACK USERS' CUSHION
weather sensor for smartphone
Cart lifter
Speaker Stand On HDTV/Monitor
Baby Bathtub Hammock Sling
Gem Cave
Micro Sun
Power Plus: Concealed Power
LEAF. Bring your tea to life.
panoramic vision
Drawing Caddy
Fun Buggy
Shoe Boomerang
bendy light
WeldWell
Home SICK center
solar polymer cellphone cover
Wink so you don't sink
Auto Spill Rag
Circadian Rhythm Mask
Smoothie Cup Strainer
kabobit
Seven stones outdoor game set
Rotating Garden Hose Brush
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TUNEUP Connected Vehicle
Multipurpose Proximity Sensor
Machine Translation for gramma
unSCREW40
"Tickle the Bug"
The Ball Drop Arcade Game
Candy Drive
Portal Crate Storage Rack
Mirror eyes
Home Use Cellphone
Headgear Hype
Gyn Exam Chair
Smart Baby Bracelet
Aros 4 Dogs, Cats, Other Pets!
Hair Sponge with Handle
NCOT (Not Call, Only Talk)
Wildflower waddles
Hired Hand
Adjustable eyeglass shading
Pretty Clean Wonder
The Cool Tool
Access
Commuter Bag - All in 1
Self charging battery
Razor Guard
Business Gem
Numchuck Sticks.
Neal Scruber
Stop light timer
app-enabled 3g wifi
Dryer Fire Supression System!
Genius Slippers
Screen Sponge
Homeless Help Kit
ScreenFlexOne
SnowAway or Snow Buster
Anti-slip caulk
One time Secure parcel box
Chair pants
remote area power
Dog Toy
Leakproof Crate Bag
marwenpeters@hotmail.com
Plugdead
Picnic Cruiser -- Lets Party !
3 Bowl Cat feeder
Can and Jar Squeegee
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Handheld Edible Ink Printer
Rotate This
VHS2Digital Converter
LGI Type Fire Truck Type Rescu
Adjustable socket
travel bag chest
Bootwipes.......
Souper Bowl
Sanitizing Pen Holder
Hairbrush
Rim warmer
Sand Soldier Cup Holder
I know what rabbits say
App-Enabled Room Security Cam
Folding\rolling Parasol base
hair dryer assistant
Carpool Saddle
BraForm
The Jewelry Wallet
Hang it up
SmartWear / SmartPurse
Cane Grabber
Exterior retractable vacuumhos
nasal mask
T.S.T (Tube Serpent Toboggan)
All-in-1 Smart Food Processor
Foot Shield
Nutritious Groceries
the value of 0/0=0
Emergency Sunroof Cover
BABY TRACKER
Chop Guard
Volume Controller
Tennis ball hot box
Le combinÃ©-compensÃ©
the blank book
Air conditioner
water saver shower
Leaf Lid
Bird feeder plus catcher
One Handed Spice Measuring
Adjusting solid wood broom
Shape Changing Cookie Cutters
Wifi Fridge
VERT- The Stair/Floor Vacuum
Multi Phone Sim
Trader's World Clock
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Photographic Glass Mosaics
HELP! SEAT
SMART SOCKET
Cup Holder Plate
Crispy Collar Keeper
The Funnel Scooper
Extended barrel curling iron
Wake Up Alert
STEP PLANTER
TeaBag Caddy
The IPhone Grabber
l'INSONET
Night Wolf
stretchable electric socket
Garbot
Body wash warmer
Airplane Belt Snugger
Courtesy Light
Automatic garbage bin
Hot Pens
E-token manger
Shoe Size Adjuster
Nailfile Pen
Hose with Motion Sensor
Smart Gas Mask
Beauty Basket
Tac-A-Towel
Feeding TIME
iPeed - bathroom break device
La douche avec savon intÃ©grÃ©
stePee
Interactive art: move-&gt;enjoy
Detachable Coffee Press
No Leak Shower Curtain
I own Patent Pending Tag Flap
Hi-Vis Hand Tools
Wink Universal LiteBulb Socket
RETRACTTABLES HEADSET EARBUDS
Tab Board
Runny Relief
Heated robe
World famous best Dr.Payback
Sponge with a mouth
Cords Never Tangled
Intelligent Milk Jug
Automatic Rod n Reel
PAINTERS BRUSH SAVING CART
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AIRPLANE ANTIBACTERIAL KIT
The Wagon 360 Attachment
Headphone Jacked
BackPak Hair Dryer
HOT DELIVERY
CatchIt picks up
Alarm Pillow
Spongetortionist
Mouse Guard
The Clifton
Smart Watch Wall Charger
"Canned Music"
The GRIPstrap
(The microwave fryer)
Automatic Car Window Screen
Tub Lounger
Truck bed side protectors
CONTADOR DE ALARMAS DE ROPA
**21st century playing cards**
Double Up (toilet roll holder)
bLanket
Orbital body trimmer
TREBLE multipod
Super Sipper
LE PORTAIL ROULANT
shelf for flat screen TV frame
Home Salad Bar and Deli
flex Ã©couteurs .
Barn Door Open
Hand-y Clean
A Cooler Ice Bag
Stable Mate
Multi-box tool
Dog Shock Collar App
AC battery
Water Quality Drinking Glass
Word Race
The Time Box
Sound Effects for Pets
Outlaster-Survivor phone case
SafeTe Case
Smart Panel
Forkspoon
Space Glove
See to Shave
Oil Press
see salt
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Tokr
Shower Memo
arrosoir aqua stop
Find Me Alarm
New Kind of Hatbox.
Tree-Vees - Video Ornaments
The ligthweigth umbrella
Road Alert Bracelet
Smart exterior power control
You Got Mail
Inflatable Support Pillow
Binocular to iPhone photos.
Remote Locator
Architectural phone
TROTISAC
DreStore

Dresser Storage

trainer kit 4 motorbike racers
Dual Torque Bike Chain
cell your house
photography anywhere
Smart Dresser
The microwave fryer
pet door 2.0
Mountain Girl Stilletos
Whole room fragrance bomb
Nico-Treat
Voice activated Headphone
little calendar date squares
Grill Liner
Moovax
Individual Gel Ice Cube
stop your chair from rolling
Clean-it-up Onezie
EMBERS
Avalon Body Wand
Multi Language Control Watch
Solar Powered Mouse (for CATS)
Cellphone Wireless TV Device
Coil All your Cables Up
Foldable Cup Holder
PANIER DANSANT
Bath Buddy
Toilet Plunger Splash Guard
Sani Mit
Speech recognition WINK Watch
Movie Theater Pre-Order
Easy cooler
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Remote gloves
Kitchen tablet
The Smart Cork
Electric Producing Rims
3 in 1 Coffee
smart 3 wheeler
Solar Powered Child On Board
safe guard scissors
Bathroom purse hanger
Disposable Gunk Liner
My MacSeat
Key Reminder
Vinegar Corner Scrub Pen
Rotisserie Bike Storage System
eyeglass sun shields
Golden grip
Detachable Mirror
Lap Pad
Sippy Bottle
Adaptable Framework Couplers
Table mat
gps bracelet
Crazy Big Muscle
Light Up Logo
Poster Machine
Sand Blocking Beach Blanket
Mechanical rod
Solar Heater Belt
Orbit Watch
SPOOL BUDDY
Cooling Rack with Fan!
Truck Bed Cargo Mirror
The social thermometer
instant cold one
All purpose battery bank
Smooth Top Stove Protector
Grass/Leaf Bag Holder
Air prevent rainwater umbrella
Quick Stand
Perfect Caulk Sleeve
BAM curtain
Kiddie Kolor Clock
floss gripper
Efficient Toothbrush and Timer
Multiprise murale adaptable
TOPTHAT!
Smartphone PC screen holder
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Water Powered Wet Sander
pup lite
When your windows are clean your whole house looks clean. Really. No joke.
PC Power Pill (P3)
WhiskSpatula
App controlled Spigot
Universal Drill-Bit Adapter
Blue Reel
Nerd Pocket Power
2-in-1 Quirky Treadmill
Drainer bowl that turns
Smart Clothes Dryer
Air Duster Vac Attachment
samrt-bot
Boost
Wearable enviro-meter
Hotel &amp; Home Peephole App View
Medwatch/Medsmart
SOLAR XMAS LIGHTS
library sound frame
The Butter Bag
Babby Bumper Walls
Base track
Mood for you eye glass frames
Bongo
Easy clean liner
Intelligent Cruise Control-ICC
Bikers Back Signal
Standup Car
OUTDOOR ADJUSTABLE BROILER
Fun Meter
Energy Monitor Interface
Screen Saver Cell Phone case
pet...poose
Stack and Grow!
Clamp Lamp
Measuring Spoon / Whisk Resub
luggage track rack
SweatHeads
re-re usable source of energy
Pitch and Fish
Salty Sheets
Stove+Convection+Microwave
The Fifth Leg
FidoFeeder
Bluetooth Repeater
Simplest best Pressure cooker
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Forearm support for typing
PORTE -BEBE DANS LES WC
Taste Stir Flip Add
FLOAT Console
Iniduoh.
App-Enabled Paper
Drone Cam
WelcomeZ Door Mat
Pivot Power Desk long
sound system with heating
'im not cold anymorel'clothes
electronic nurse
Pickup Power Line Extension
Bluetooth Audio Link
Wireless USB Hub
EDDS ExactDepthDeliverySystem
Smart Car Seat Alert System
The Energy Chair
My Battery Backup
Stick-On Solar Cells for Power
The Foodball
Bluetooth light bulb
Desk Cup Counter
Magnetic Pill Box
Light Table 2.
Hold Alert
Notepad phone case
Cat cage water holder
Eyeglass Contact Combo Case
The Ringdicator
PLUC
workout equipment for walking
Turtle Topper RetractableDoor
PracticePet
Fire headphones
Kid-O-App
Kitchen power strip
Ã‰chelle extensible
Flying Air Purifier
ROLLNET the best toilet paper
Smart View
mattress solution
Hands Free Dog Walker
Easy opening envelope
Lights 365
le MAGWEN
Laundry detergent cap/lid.
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The Works! Teabag
TSA Slippers
Stop Flow ( Caulking Gun )
Pick-Me-Up
italk
SMART Vent
GOLIATH ULTIMATE POWER PACK
ProxiHome
Travel Bra
Boutineer Bracket/Corsage Clip
Soap Dispenser Saver
LED Hinge Light
The Self-Stirring Pot
Alcohol in Breast Milk Sensor
thermalert CC sleeve
Water bottle remineralizer
Food de-icer
Window Position Sensor
Blue tooth camera
Banana Peeler
talking hanger
sink slip
Just testing
Clear Coffee
App enabled Sprinkler Control
Computer Guided Color Mixing
Vegetable &amp; fruit peeler
PotHeads
Fempad organizer
Re-usable point of sale basket
Glowbook Pro
CPU Cooler reversed
The UNbrella
manual cookie clicker
WiperLactic Wiper Sheaths
Liquid gloves
Pop-up lighted magnifier
BATH BUBBLE MASSAGE THERAPY
stop blow
Root Zone Turbo WormComposter
Safebeam Garage Opener
No Cord Outlet
Sushi Pro
Musical cards.
Blink, Your Wake-Up Station
Estate Planning Tool
Solarbuggzz
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Giant Cubes
cell phone 2 sided suction cup
liquid measuring system
Washcloth Q-Tip
Watergun Painting device
HANDI-HAND VAC HANDLE
plastron de protection
The Trailer Snail
ledge recycled bottles
''Reminder''
Wireless Dog leash
The CASE
Capz
Mosaic LED Loop
raincoat helmetå¸¦é›¨è¡£çš„è‡ªè¡Œè½¦å¤´ç›”
battery operated heat blanket
Saints seasonal paint
The button zipper
Smart Plant Pot
Stacker USB Drive
Leveling out Air Bed
POCKET SUPERVISOR
porch light with 3prong outlet
iBrush
Tight Wipes
GPS VIBRATING WRISTBANDS
Multi-membership card
MyBook
Pet Box
Walking Charge
Stroller flaps
Garage Door Safety Lock
Add-on Carry-on
snap socks
Massage Vest
DODEcalendar
Hotdog bun with indentation
Daisy
Frozen Pipe Monitor
Snap Dry
CHILDS CAR SEAT WITH HEAT ALER
Baby Safe Car Seat Belt Alarm
Wash and economic disinfection
The FRESHEST pasta sauces!
Ice pellet guns fo defence
Kinetic Energy Iphone Charger
WINK Under Sink Water Filter
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earwings
Alarm Light
COIL HOLDER &amp; DISPENSER
Book Cat
Shower Mate
vinÃ©o
Asian Soup Spoon Hook
Lovey doll with real hair
Crutch Shocks
Snap Train Track
(Cooking) Pot Bags
TOP Angler
Magic Drum
Wifi Light Therapy Lamp w/dock
Home-Boy Portable Wind Turbine
The Anywhere Socket and Switch
Adjust-a-Frame
contractors best freind
forever hot tub cover
Less Stress Doggie Leash
Drink Right- Fluid Tracker
Safe-Me Key
Handy Squeeze
Invisible Suspenders
boost
iradio
Lens Latch
cyclesafe
Toilet seat clip
Timer shower head
Trimmer Vac
Auto-Response Body Blanket
Cat Blocker
FLUX
Bluetooth mouse iPhone case
Biz
Cooking / Baking Thermometer
Qspeaker w/ camera
reusable poop scoop
Noiseless vacuum cleaner
Portable Object Holder
Lay Play &amp; Relex
Foam roller holder
Aero Mover
Upside down lawn sprinkler
Bluetooth Lamp shade speakers
Health Watch
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Feeding Bra
Campfire Canopy
Single Action Liquid Dispensor
Wireless / cordless dog leash
Alcatraz Financial Cellz
coffee cup drip catcher
Perfect Bead (Caulking Finish)
Sticke-Zips
No name yet.
I cross my heart
Steerable Trailer Jack Handle
Spinning Dry
Body maintenance module
Food Wrap Dispensers
tattoo stencil print cartridge
Power Cane
Intimacy Skin
Mama Bear
Voice Activated Ceiling Tray
Perfect file
the forget wee not
Find My Stuff Tracker!
Split
Toy Time Out
ExpandUtensils
Bandits..."Add-on" clamps
Car Dash Cool It
Digi Picture Frame Thermostat
talkischeap.com or tic.com
Gyro Tilt Salt &amp; Pepper Mill
Worn-out Handle Fix
Pour It Up
iMagnify
The shutter line,for cellphone
Subtle Team Classic Clothing
Fan Pals
Stripped screw remover
BOXSTERE
wireless pc mouse w/UPEK
Laundry Card
smart disjoncteur.
Twist Music rings
Peeless Toilet Seat
Ready Cube
The Bed Maid
Recover energy battery
CADDIE TIROIR
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Teacher Student Electric Notes
Disco Bright shoes.
Triple Effort Toothbrush
Sugar-Power Portable Battery
Automatic Refilling dog bowl
Carte SIM multi-opÃ©rateurs
Quick Mount
Sleepy Snapper
Subway drink caddy
Walk don't Pull
CleanSmoke
H2O Flavor Infuser
Time Lasped Plant Monitor
Quiet Clips
Teapot - wide flow no dripping
QUICK PLASTIC
Cooling Fan w/Drawers/speakers
Laundry Buddy
Consumption Mat
The Table-Fridge
Fingerfloss
Telescoping extension bit Hold
peas please!
replaceable toothbrush heads
Beach Book Holder
Hose clamp
Yard Sprayer Air Valve
The Smart Shower
funbrella
Batterie transportable
Coolingmatt
voice recognition lyric writer
Baby In Car Seat (BICS) System
Mold your own Snow Penguins!
Advertising Video Kiosk
Dip Net w/Light, Fish, Crab !!
Air Phone
Pastel Box Foam Inserts
Casque velo camÃ©ra
Smart Bulletproof Tire Sleeve
child locator and safety belt
Non-Kink Extension Cord
Table Ready Pot Covers
Smart Microwave/Convec. Oven
Voice Note Taker
The Kitchen Connection
The GAINS shirt
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windshield mop
self starting pizza oven
Fresh Face "Porfection" Exfoli
The Heat and Humidity Equiizer
3D Virtual Christmas Tree
Milk-mix Pour-spout
Programmable Garbage Can
The Evan
MLK eyes
Inflate your spare wheel
War/Strategy Game
Squidgy
Allrganiser
Versatile Bottle Brush
keeper cleaner diaper
Wrapid
ButWhatWouldIWear.com
Remote Wireless Streaming Hub
Convenient screen
flora flow
Window Jimmy
Interchangeable Button System
M.O.L.A.R. System
Antibacterial Welcome Mat
Stove Caddy
Dog Energy Drink
Smart pill case
Life Saving Air
CAR SEAT BUDDY
Cup holder for couch, armchair
functional cigarette pack
Wink Candle Warmer
Micro ID
ekGE
Easy Turn Jogging Stroller
Wallpapershare
e-copy
Ebola Protection
Hidden Wall Safe
smart golf putting trainer
Rescue light
Worryless Nights
Cyclist Indicator Jacket
Kellem Exercise Grip
play guard
Oh Crab
Dorsal Fin Bike Wallet
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iCool Smart Case
electrical powered system
Sol Observ
Decorative Power Surge Holder
Dream Tire Gauge
Push Aside Snow Shovel
Smart Ring Toss Game
Wall Wedge
Scope
Seasons Greeting Light Covers
wavs
Quick Drink Water Bottle
Self Rescue Waders
Best Full Slip ForWomen
3 in 1 Dessert Plate
MOLAR System
The GF Shower hair garbage bin
push up lotion
All-In-One Smart Dog Collar
Ant trap safety enclosure
Best Friend Mirror
deer tracker
Pet Detective
solar roof tile
Dribble Mat
Spice Precision
Light Up My Drink
Smart Water Detectors
The Little Red Ride Tracker
Champion Smart Pet Collar
puce identitÃ© bijoux
I-Spy Coffee Lids
belt for recharging an devices
CAR GLOW CARWASH
Battery Powered Quirky Crock
Spring Loaded Foot Press Drain
BBQ Blower
Corded Drill Batteries
The Beach Blanket
Dais-e-Chain
Fear-buds
automatic pot top
Hair product grip
Removable shoe sole
The AnDrone
Restaurant Condiment Center
Buzzz off
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PrÃ©selecteur de vitesses
remote massage therapy
Coolanket
Dust pan grabage can
Drone Tangle
prescription safe
Nutflix
Ceiling Fan LED Party Light
double chin reducer
Clic Sac
Umbrella Hover Drone
A collar that makes a dog talk
Baby Minder Bracelet
New Way Fan
parapluie sans mains
Voiture Ã mÃ©canisme perpÃ©tuel
EZ Pass Snap Cover
Double Wreath Hanger
Car Tech Caddy
Velcro Smart-device Case
The Polite Horn
Office Multi-Purpose Hanger
Magnetic Snow Ski
PIPE LINE
Hanger Rod
The Mommy-Where-are-you? Phone
A Medicine Cabinet tht Reminds
Cool Fan Jacket
Perfect Air Circulator
The Bottle Tether
Modular, 3-in-1 Speaker System
Bluetooth phone charger
Apartment grillers
+27793007029 Love Spell Caster
dessin cappuccino
Retractable Cord Phone Case
Multi-storey Hanger
Energy Producing Cozy
Q-Aid
kitchen sink rizer
Masculine Under Guards
baby cot death preventer....
ARM CADDY
Pizza sleeping bag
ALPHABET AND NUMBERS MOLD FOR FUN ! IT MOLD EVERYTHING LIKE JELLY ,ICE ,CHOC LATE ,CAKE AND MANY MORE
RLS Leg Wraps
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Rite Yard Light
The Pelevator
Remote your 4th of July
Smartphone gaming mic
light stripe
Scrabble Board Innovation
Grass Art Creator!
Salad Dressing Pour Spout
Chocolates &amp; Toys
Drackie
Foot Powered Wave Pool
power cube.
Adjust Any Desk to Stand
writable tape measure
Flexi Roller
I V Line for plants
BassPad
The E Bolo Tie
Combination glasses
ElectroBike charging station
Moving Cage
Eskimo AC Fan
Anklor -Ankle Anchor
Height Adjustable BBQ Stand
The Can Sock
Hybrid fence
Lideaze
Yearly Timer
Pregnancy/over weight sweat
Cup holder umbrella
The Study Box (Pat. Pending)
COUNTERTOP COOLER
Toilet Paper Holder with Alarm
F.W.T
Kids Connected Timer
Good idea
Football, QB Training system
Multi-Comparment Truck Box
Pivot Power Plus
No-Tip Coat and Hat Pole
Erasable labels for containers
Shoe Booger Picker
Phone Case&amp;Contact Lens Holder
WinkBox: The Wink Lock Box
The EZ Planter
Power Landing Strip
Water dispensing alarm clock
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Drill shavings magnet
Magnetic Bed Sheets
Clip and Breathe
SIMPLETON
presoaped disposable glove
Ultrasonic Steam Luggage
Power Sharing Outlet
Maggy- MacBook case
Radio Controlled Car Cleaner
Paint Brush Light
The Every Girl Doll
KNOW WHEN YOUR FOOD EXPIRES
Voice control toy robot
Bright tweeze
Safe Trap Alarm System
USB Protection Device
Hand held Potability meter
Central vacuum robot
MAGNETIC MOSAICS
Spot On
Head Razor
She wallet
Forget Me Not
KP Fitness Pouche
Electric Toe/Foot Pad
All In One Key Fob
Pool Party
EXERCISE GAMING
Custom Chip Flavorer
Disabled Car Tab
Smartphone LED Blacklight
Interlocking Pot Lids
Automatic House Plant Watering
Fire free fume
Quirky (tv series)
EZ Wash Bed Comforters
piano stickers
quick dry
View of aisle when backing out
NEW SCISSORS FOR FRESH HERBS
Flexible Bluetooth Scale Mat
Nutflix
Southern Fashion Magazine
QUIRKY-RIZE!
Retractable Wire Casing
Mini-foldable basket-bike
Roller Buddy
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Le range chewing gum .
Floor dust roller
Light Piper
Disposable Icepack Lunchbag
Tilt-A-Pad
Which -Squeeze-Tender
The multifunctional bowl
Bracelet connectÃ© pour enfant
Smartphone Trunk Case
compressed air marijuana vapo
Work on the Glo
medicated hair gel
trio hot dog sleeping bag
Nail Filing Toy For Dogs
Fan Tastic
The Breathlet
Soil warming sheet
Power Snake (Power Snake Bar)
Lottery Cards App Enabled
Clippy Lights
Cozy Coaster
emgency belt
Carry-All Stool
Tower of Power OR Power Pie
Spearks
HOSE CRITTER
Capri-shoes (Capricious shoes)
Share Power Cable
Voiture Ã Ã©nergie propre
Hard boiled egg peeler
Foot Anchor Dog Training Leash
Clever Cord Clamp
GAMU
Electricity saver outlet
Clean gutter in 5 minutes
Napkins Dispenser&amp;Center Table
Tweedles High Chair
Shopping Cart Break
Laundry Rack and Rod System
Mophie transporter
No Tangle Charger
Energy Generating Air System
Security camera mirror
SECURE CELL
Hitch Brush boot Cleaner
Pizza Tower
You UV
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"Car's Still Running" Alert
Basis for hot glue bench
Tailgate Football WIFI Charger
The Wall Valet
Clips 2 Vids
master drawing
Adhesive fake car fog lights.
Gentle wake-up clock
Pumpkin lava lamp
The Advertiser
Find my phone siren
tubies
The Wonder Doggy Bed
StreamSavers Strike Indicators
Shoulder Strap For Your Bike
RELAX
Blackhole Trash Can
Magnetic stripe cellphone case
Toolbox: Self Aware
Watch out! Grenade!
the tire grabber kit
Smallest tire inflator
Trash can caddy
Light Lock
Public Charging Station
Bendable Powerstrip
Fire Snuffer
eye catcher
RC sprinkler with Iphone app
Bolero Automatico
Connected Bicycle Helmet
The Page Klip
Turbine spoon
Snot Spot
Two Position Curved Shower Rod
Shoelace Geolocator
Survivor Vest
Commuter Gloves
Digital calendar
Toppy
Single Christmas Tree Lights
MPG Based Gasoline Pricing
Aim, Shoot, Record!
Body oil Gloves
Bendy Clips
mini-serre individuelle
quirky arduino wifi shield
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Office Productivity Manager
Distributeur dosette lessive
Social Media Scanning Stopper
Phone smoke detector
Electrician's Toolbox
Bedbandz
Fishing rod cast counter
cane device
Battery strap for Apple watch
SPUSB
High Helper
Reversible Colored Shutters
Interactive Music Pad.
THE MUSCLE/CARDIO FITNESS RING
Wink Relay 2.0
The Hang Up Hero
GuardianAngel
2 Person Add-on Table Extender
Hand Washable Scrubbers
bodyguard
de-tangled
×©×¤×•×¨×¤×¨×ª ×ž×¡×¨×§×ª
iGarbageDisposal Motion Sensor
The Liquor checker
cat's home
Quirky Shower Board
NaturaGo
One voice
Water usage warning
Trunk Assistant
pencil protector
the Kidskie
EYE HOLDER
digital medi smart
Mini Tripod Brace
Hook in car that holds handbag
Coffee Jack
Moteur spirale
Stylist Set
The One Cup
Frog ladder
The Invisibell
Barn fly repellant
App enabled coffee maker
Gesture Recognition 4 Phone
iPhone Cover with Fan +Speaker
MUG CONNECTION
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Remind-Alarm-Call Wink Plug
Touchup paint holder &amp; brush
Q-Aid
Condo Caddy
Roof Snow Collapse Detector
EZ Garden Lighted Plant Stake
Wireless pet leash
Hang In Sink Kitchen Utensils
Eco Mousse Gel Douche
Friendly Air Freshner
Razor Sling
WaterCycle
SLIDESHOW
ICE TIRE
Media Merchant.com
waist tie backs
Reach Hidden Plug
GasBlade
XI Shooting Glasses
IFAK Assistant
Sun shield for smart phone
The Quadcicle
The Shower Slate
Heated dresser!!!
Contractor Pencil dispenser
Camera ball
Wink Alarm System
Smart Water Bottle
Ebola care mask
True Face-Tracking Web Camera
Slide-Out Cooler Bin
Safe Bracelet
Wind-up Rotating Pizza Pan
Mailbox Smart Light Sensor
Info Board
Candle blow out Germ Guard
Heat Ups
Reclaim your Toilet
Pregnancy seatbelt helmet.
Chinese Letter Thermometer
SAV-UR-BUTT (optional)
Power box
Cepillo de Dientes Renovable
All-In-One Safety Backpack
Edible Food Markers
Digital planning board
Sports 1st person madden
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Strap Speaker
iForget
Sterlin Band
Baby Saver
AUTONOMOUS USB STORAGE
Real Life "Dungeon Crawling"
Smart hot water heater convert
Smart H2O Control and Monitor
ClipaCord
Kids Ajustable Shower.
The Dip Dish
Shower Wink
Collapsible Grocery Caddy
Quirk Stic
InBag Protection
The last roll reminder.
RoamGems
Snack Blocks
Energy Saving Smart Fridge
i-Table
Olympus
toothinator
GapZap
Soap Shower
Own Your Pizza Box, Oven Safe
Zzoothers
Stay-Bowl
Medication Bottle
Cat base board scratch attachm
Pillow talk
untitled
Anti-mosquito Fire Log
No 'Poo Scalp Scrubber
Kids learning watch
Dry Snow Cleaning System
Pop-up Flowers
Foundation Wipes
Hot Tees
Magnebox Storage
rÃ©cupÃ©rateur d'eau du robinet
Toothcam
Bath Crayons/Our 50 States
Peanut shell
IsMyPlugOn
BLOCKS HARD KNOCKS
Leather iPhone6 Wallet/Purse
CABLE BALL
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Heated Pajamas
Package Alert Pad
Universal Battery Case
Half Cooler/Half Griddle
four new "wink" home sensors!!
Multi-Sounding Chew Toy
Huge Life Size construction kits Erector type set, Full Size Build and USE what you Create not just admire it.
Cap a Candle
The snack sack
No Peak Pyramid
File 13 and Shredded
double dish
The Lets Meet TV Show
Shhhhhh! Whistle
Vehicle Occupant Sensor App
Healthy Clean
Drummer
Portable Handicap Ramp
crib teething rail
smart oven and cooker
Star Watch
Swimmers Invisible Nose Plug
survivle watch
Window Cell
Ice Breaker Pro
Plated
BATT CHECK
Table-Pong
polar pocket sleeping bag
4 in 1 phone charger
chargefi
7" tablet wall mount
Suport Umbrella
rechargable mouse pad
Remote Cozy
Roller Chain Pliers
Alarm Will Sound
Solar Stroller Products
The Portion Plank
ROLL-A-WAY GATE
Modular Induction Charging Mat
Smart Pet Sitter
Very simple support blocks for computer tablets. Allows for the charging cord to be in place when the unit is being used for long periods.
Travel Cup / Cell Phone Slot
Inflatable headboard
Year-round Holiday Lights
deer tracking arrow
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Square Pressure cooker
The Bathroom Silencer
Any-Outdoor-Light Bug Zapper
Saucepan Lid Holder
Fastsnap Trim Products
Flip and Flush
Sandfilled pads for tables
No More Mess Serving Bowl
APP enabled, GE produced, outside window washer (use after rain or after hosing window) for home or offices with hard to reach windows.
expanding cooler
Buddy bear
5 in 1 Super Skates
HANDY POWER-Battery on Hand
ç”µè¯
no more burn taste
Hotel Voice/WINK Shower Mirror
Wristband Hands free light
No- Hassle Popcorn Bag
Je marche,je recharge mon ipod
Guest/Hotel Rm Clock w/Outlets
"Meal Me"
Multi Plug Travel Cube
Bird Saver 2000
Expand- N- lock door guard
Grass Designer
Field Ears
Wall Fridge
UV Steralizing Pen Holder
The Tickler
Twin Chamber Magazine
TURNSTYLE-For Subway Riders
Case-It
At Home DTG
flosseaz
Dog feces eliminator
Spike
pillow with a purpose
APP driven badge so medical staff communicate with patient admitted from another facility. Records don't always reflect patients conditions.
E-call
Recovery helmet
Upright Chicken Cooker
Ti Nspire Phone Plate
Skateboard basket
Bookworm
Wireless Headphones TV Dongle
Mo'Money
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POSTIE-PEN
POINTO
Universal folder &amp; mini stand
Door sensor
Fruit/VegCleaner DispenseBrush
srapbook camera supplement
Fan sees
PumpIT
NERGY
In-home Water Meter
kegerator buddy kit
The Pool Boy
vrd glasses
Game changer of the future: Selling 32 or 64 oz reusable containers to be brought to a store that sells detergent from a vat (via a siphon).
Cool Arms
The Mason Jar Bag Clip
Drawring
La gamelle magique
Forget me not pillbox
Fresh fruits
Entertaining Undergarments
Snack-Drink Container
Green ethical credit card app.
Desktop USB Data Access
Growing childrens furniture
Urinal Carnival Game
Door Lock Sensor
Ice Breaker
Bubble Stick
Soap Savers
elo desk
Doors without external handles
Temprature detecting sticker
The OFRAY
T-Clean
App-Enabled Laser Show Drone
stepladder plan
iBackup
Blaster!
Light-up Agility Dot Game
Wink WirelessShower Controller
Flipping Fork
The Skebo
ALON iPhone case
Muti-use Screwdriver
Portable cable case and clamp
Bar of soap grip
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Cut_Top Storageware
The Revolving Surge Protector
collapsable laundry tray
KidKlik Locks (Resubmit)
Peel away Car Air Freshners
Complete Tablet
Garden Window Insert
Sweaty Hands iPhone Cover
"Clean-up on recyclables"
Waterproof Wrist Warmer
Anti-drown monitor with GPS
roadrunner
Wireless Flash Drive HUB
auto-warm
Egg Cracker
Bedside / Couch iPad Holder
iPad DoubleBook
slim batt
refresh lid
speaker with theft alarm
solar ac for cars
InstaCool
I READ/U SLEEP NIGHT SHADE
Cordmania
Condiments Dispenser
Blackout Plug
Raving Rolling bag
Plant Tracker
Ridgrease container
Whiteboard Privacy Shade
duo
portable magnetic LED light
rechargeable pivot
Beadrette
phone case &amp; earphone store
Hot Chix and Big Cool Daddy!
Nomad Tether
E-Z fold
Quikstir
Mosquito Net
Smart Stem Cap
10-Port "USB" Power Strip
translate in a proper way
tolietcoverlet
Portable wireless dog fence
DSLR Silicone Camera Cover
Bug Nabbit
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Bag Bandits
Rotatable strip
Quirky Magic Birthday Candle
Game Sole P1
Counter Punch Kick Boxing Bag
Smart Full Rotating TV Mount
Classy travel
Foldaway Basketball Backboard
Fridge Eye
PoE-Powered AC Outlet
Toilet&amp;bathroom in use warning
C.L. Klamper
Handy Versi-Stool Plus
The Hose Lock Multi-Tool
Interactive Drive Threw Experi
Plug Plus Cord
Cut The Cord
Waterproof Nipple Covers
Makemybabybottle
Le Hamburger Bag en silicone
There are nonstick oven liners that keep the bottom of ovens clean, now a mat that unfolds so the 3 walls of the oven remain clean too!
Mystery Chews
The Package Shelter
Body Warmers
Mini Key card holder
Endless Fun Toy Airplane
Apple Watch Charging Band
yogurt spoon
LARGE Microsuction Hooks/Racks
Tropical storm wind reduction
BIKE BAY WASHER - 1
indumentaria termica
Im gonna call them spyspecs
Split water bottle
The Blanket Tag
Mist fan converter
The Hang Up
Text Free
Advanced Pet Finder
Rotating Collapsible Tray
Core-Sistance
Squoccer
Timing Toothpaste!
Shop List Bag
Transparent phone
Spray screen
Armrest Bag
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The Dryer Sleeve
Easy To Find Wall Plug
SmartLedge
Swift Scan
Accent Your Eyes
Bandits temp. Or permanent
See through tent for observing
Best Day Ever child books/game
Interchangeable nastramus
Magnetic Solar charger
Alarm Bracelet
We Fresh
Food containers with draining
Trigger Safe
Reuseable Sticky Tape Measur
Self-leveling strips
car cup liner
When entertaining, add extra eating areas by using your bar stools and our new style tray tables that can adjust to the exact stool height.
One Size Fits All Ice Band
The NutPick
all side visible mirror
The Radio Hat
11111111
CeilingPlug-Adaptor(BottleTop)
The Ultimate Headset
External hard and SD disk dock
Squirrel-proof bird feeder
Windowless Window
Ventomatic
Smart Shower
SkyCam
Pract
Paint Sprayer Laser Guide
Pokit - portable kitchen table
Stub Hub
Ball Pit Bed
The long keyboard
Master Tape
BabySense / LifeSense Kit
basketball finder
Anytime Umbrella
Smart noticeboard
Quick Six Baby Bottle Cleaner
FloraFauna App (See&amp;Tell App)
A Smart Phone Assistant
Never Lost
Happiness Scale
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Wing cam
Smart Tap
External Case Apple TV remote
trout finder
Oven Baked S'more Pan
INTRAZONE
Tornadojet
Carbon fiber clipboard cover!
Toot Fruit
The Swopper
Social dog
clean ice
Pear Mug
motorized stroller
Disposable Bathroom Trashcan
Kold Hands Drink Puller
Extinguisher
Nogginz
The Health Belt
Boilalert
Microsuction Sheet/Mat
Flashcards 4 Pre Health exam
Solar Thermal Window Art
Car Door Thumb Scanner
Solar Outlet
Charging Hair Dryer
Skin-Away or Cheeky Clean
Pocket size ice cube maker
Car Corral
Expanded Memory Ccard Holder
Multiuse laptop compact table
Customized Container Garden
ready in shower
SydeKick
little travel trailer
Up Your Skirt!!!
Seat Tray Pocket
Make-Up Orderly
Sun cooler
Umbrella Belt
Carlert
The Snore Binky
The Shirt Tuck
Heating carpet
Locator app
B.OB.
Handy velcro mat 8â€ x 15â€ sits on top of your car mat with 20 disposable sheets to avoid embrassing blk scuff marks on heels of shoes.
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USB iPhone Glasses
Wireless Ear Plugs
Ultimate Gaming Cube
Baby Phone Player
The Cable Concealer
Tripod cellphone case
kVudsy tether card
Garage Rubber Brick
Stuck on Grasshoppers
Smell absorber
Ear Perfect
Soccer Assistant
OKEYS- state shaped key blanks
THE HELIUM HELI
Ding! Your clothes are dry!
Bluetooth Case
Nike Washer and Dryer
Bark Activator/Voice Command
Repurposed Household Broom
Animated automobile sun shade
360 degree chiller
Musical treasure hunt game
springback training wheels
Light Bulb &amp; Battery Cabinet
P.R.E. Bag
Dominant Glove
Thermoroller
Car Care Unit
Solarsill forced air heater
Grease Trap Wares
A box of paper bags used to carry your food, then just heat in microwave and then dispose. Same concept as microwave popcorn bags.
Wink Hub Offline Support
The Everything Hub
UPODZ
Total hear headphones
Faucet Friends
cpp (copied pixel projection)
Tech band aide
Tough scuff
Creative Niches
LCD Magnifier
Better CPAP Mask Nozzle
Easy Golf clove grabber
Grocery Backpack
Hot car child alert
Supergirl Cape Dress
Football concussion protection
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Gametime Cooler
Quirky Loud Mouths
SNAP Pillow
Glow in the dark shock
Stamped sonotube
Night vision Welding hamlet
ToPShelF
Chest Light
Hybrid House
The Surge Train
Charge Your Cell By Microwave
Moated Pet Bowl
USB Extension Cord
life detector for car
RFID - Personal Temp Control
Hannon's Hail House
CaptionBar
It's called an iPhone but let's make an accessory to help it be an "Easy on the Eye" Phone. These are accessories to help view your phone!
Wrist Tissue Holder
Bottom draining Bucket
Wireless Charging Hair Dryer
Solar Powered Ice maker
Taggo
wallet finder
Pet ID Tracker
Fresh and Clean
Smart Scoring 4 Any Pool Table
Finger print sensor lock
New design of Paint Brush
Emergency vehicle indicator
ARRIVE ALIVE WITH TEXT TIME...
Tube amplifier
Desk Chair reinvented
#spotsv A box of paper bags used to carry your food, then just heat in microwave and then dispose. Same concept as microwave popcorn bags.
flippin-stick
Power hand
Engine Warmer
Phone cooling pad
Toilet smell extractor
Hose Holster
7-Day Pill Cup
Alternate Camera on Cell Phone
POCKET Running Shoe
Designer Smoke Detector
Rope Proof Shin guards
Blanger!
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Handing
Plugless Phone Charger
Vertical clin on blind tips
Bait Commander
Paint on Your Smart Tint
EASY DISPENSE CONTAINER
Under the rim toilet brush
good grips door knob locksets
GoSurge 360Â°
FireStoppr
Ketchup Fries
tenant thermistat
Earphone for one ear listening
KitchenCam
Luigepopo-dog pickup
The Brush Off
Oval tablet
Gym towel bag
Cup Holder Buddy
Jump In-Jump Out (Toy)
The 2 in 1 Magic Stand
Cube n' Go
The Masher
Sticky Ants
fruit picker
An outdoor video camera disguised as a flower to attract hummingbirds next to their feeder. The images can be fed to a TV or computer.
Dirt Catch Attachment
cook away grandma
Adult automatic swing
Motion-Activated Door Opener
Under Desk Smartphone Holder
Lawn Laser
Parasol multi
Neck 2 Neck
Undy Sperm Undy Shield
The Dog Outhouse
Synchronise
Techside Table
Cuffing Kit!
reimagine
produce electricity
All in one Gadget
"GREEN DRYER SHEETS"
Matching Jackets Humans &amp; Dogs
picnic-separater
Lite Store
Safety Helmet
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Levitating pet food bowl
Meditation Cap
finger-binky teether
Calibrated Baking Pans
Lotto Ticket Foil Remover
Patients who can't speak or write need a form of communication if they're transported from one facility to the ER without family there.
Support for skewers
Muff My Muffin
Silky Tires
Secure A/C
Improved Rectal Tube
computer pad blanket
Pace Power
The Dashbuddy.
battery powered portable knife
TelÃ©fono de hogar inteligente
Character Faucet Knobs
EASY 'CLAK
Takastyle
Smart Mailbox
Women bulletproof vest
Flash Keyboard
QUIK DUCT
21st Century Port-a-Potty
Sucker!
Electronic Phone Book
Expandable spike buster
Smart Safe
SureStraight ChalkLine Snapper
Hotel Alarm Clock
House Charge
Foot relief
Chair protector for office or home! Think of a washable slip cover for the back of your chair imprinted with a companies logo on both sides.
Seat Belt Kid Lock
Life saving safety headphones
Recycling Tower
Proximity Key Locking Keyboard
Smartphone handstand/headstand
Super-Awesome Cooling Device
SOLARCELL-SPRAY
Alert-it
Credit Card Protection
Porta Pallet
the intelligent pan
To save me from running away from my friends & families dogs, can we invent a dog repellent that does not smell or stain clothing?
STOP THE DROP
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"Bubble UP"
Trash Stash
My Scent - Home Air Freshener
Chain Case
Electric Bed Warmer
Wardrobe of Plastic
WiFi Cell Phone Charger
clipsouls
The Flasket
winter boot soles with cleats
Bib Clip
Hot Diggity Paws
Multi Light WINK Bulb
Forgetful finder
Hold-a-book
Hugger Trunks
Pool party System!
surfboard suitcase
SmartScan Auto Alerter
beer and soda and keys locator
Telescopic, Compact Rake/Broom
A/C Thief Alert and Alarm
Eyes and Ears
Medusa Head LED Security Light
Ornament storage tubes
Bike wheel gaurd
Modern vent cover!!
IK Case
lavadora individual
Snow Shield
neat storage
Collapsible Shoe shine box.
De-Tangler Trolling Motor
DUB-IT
Clip and push car seat
Scented Wrapping Paper
Vacation Memories
Chip Dip Plunger
Full Size Makeup Mirro w/ Fans
Baby forget me not
Maggies Favorite Leash
Tennis traction
Student Notes Sharing
Stomach Skater
Folding Cabinet Scale
save-a-hatch
The Light-Tree-Hugger
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Jumper cables/ extension cord
Outdoor water chair
Super Loop Hanger
Storm warning whistle
painters tape corners
Adjustable Workout Hand Weight
Purse hanger for shopping cart
The paper holder
Trackers
Track your child
Sun Chair
360Â° Helmet
Re-cable-it
Headset Bungee
Surfboard Can Holder
Transparent car gps
Chargin' Case
Circuirt Pro
Holiday Lights--All Year Round
Communicate to separate
WINK Levitating Speaker Light
Rape Alarm Phone Case
Multi-Purpose Hot Water Bottle
Pivot USB Hub
solar panel on electronics
Whats Wrong with every Single Circular Saw? I DO have an Innovation !! I got Rid of the Motor On The Side
heated paint scrapper
Emergency alert for cars
SuperCharge
GLOW FAN
The Drink - O - Matic For the Modern Home **Video** #ROBOTS --ROBO- "Hasta Barista Baby"
USB / POWER travel mug
This Mother Shreds EVERY THING, a Waste/Garbage Bin For Household use. no prisinors on this one Reduce volume Waste Easy **VIDEO**
RFID TRAIL TRAK
Alarm Clock Interacts w/Home
Speaking musical/LED baby bowl
wall electric outlet hanger
Jewelry Vanity Visor
bracelet gps pour enfant
Constant Contact Car Seat
Marriage spells +27791394942
Fred (the dog)
Find-This
Glare off
Real Weather Temperature Ball
Push luggage like a stroller!
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mini I project
Foot Sole Vibrator
Passion floor multifunctional
Protective breadbox
Trimmer Extender Attachment
Sectional Hard Top
Supreme Party Lights!
d-vacc
Emergency Vehicle Notification
Voice
DRONE SOCCER PLAYER
smart shake
Electric Car Power Jack
personal transporter
Form Fitting Passport Cover
Folded Monocular
Safety Mirror
thedoormansystem(private eye)
Digital "Aloha Sign"
LEGO Clamp
Electrode Head Massager
Cover Loop
Duster-Duo
EZ Nails
Coffee Filter Caddy
Office-Chair Deluxe
Zip Chip
Nurse Pill Solution
Pocket Bra
instant Water - chem dehumidif
Typing protector for Fingers
Landscape Trim-Eze
A Phone that Charges Himself
Solar Air
Multi-Drink Thermos
Talking Toothbrush
Butter Dish with Butter Cutter
Shake on the go
SHOULDER HOLSTER
Self-stirring cups
Shark Extension Cord Caddie
Convertible Tents
Wink App. Enabled Water Filter
Tailgate table &amp; chairs
Eye Candy
Cell Phone Guardian
Bed Bug Prevention
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Retractible hand towel &amp; hook
Real Energy
Snap'N'Lock Bottle
App-enabled Heating Pad
Paddle-Point
Anti-Gravity Cat Toy
Fingernail Prints
battery backpack
iparkdisplay
Forever Powered
Sustainable Biogen
Cat bobble toy
Yoga Soujourner Towel
Finder
Quake Light
Perfume necklace
Zip Keyring
Accident prevention system
Kid Indentifier
Digital Paint
RFID Frisbee
Sugar Buster
Change in Headsets
Tote-L-Gym bag
Plastic bottle cap attachment
Ratchet Wrench
Smart Trainer
Measuring tape tip pencil
Slip-in Chameleon Phone Cover
Graffiti Fast
Radar Live Radio for Devices
CHAWAN U.2
Childrens Sketch Pad
E-cooker
disc cleanning tool
Power Belt
Retailer quick counterfeit bil
Righteous Rake
Portal: Desk Power Modules
montre sortive vibrante
talking ball
Tile Changer
smart hammock
The Fry-tech
Automatic nail file
Elacestics
SuperVizer
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Story Telling Origami Machine
Magnet Football
Cup w/ Permanent Mixer Ball
fkl
Stretchy hoes
Wrist Alert
LockSwitch
Mobile Power Outlets
rollout heated driveway
Low Battery Warning.
Stiletto Door Dead Bolt's
bath room delight
FOUNDATION APPLICATOR
Bug Breeze.
Self-charging heated gloves
Remoty
The Magic Water Pot
Hang up's
solar storm shutters
Alternative Automotive AC
GPS anywhere
Earthing in shoes
Insulated Hammock
Camera drone smart phone cover
Six Shooter Syringe
Heated Tail Light
Incredible Home Heat Machine
Non Profit Bar
Pet Seat belt Carrier
glo pots
Chess Cards
Tent overlooking the night sky
Bath Toy Box
3D Copy Pen
The Nose Kozy
Grillanimal covers
Fiber optic bulbs 4 lamp posts
rubber feet for chairs
Pocket protector, Pocket saver
Scented hot glue sticks
Hands Free Bag Carry All
Car Screens for Pets and Kids
The Wand Assistant
Straw Cleaner
Self Powered Water De-scaler
Xylophone Practice Mat
Toilet Backpack
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Heavenly Seat.
Organic Sofa
Twii
Remady
Electric Electric Generator
You've Got Snail Mail!
one mother of a dish drainer
Step Up &amp; Away
Phone Glasses
Portable Emergency Pendant
Audio Sync Meter
Heat Shields
Mop Kit
Mother of all grocery bags
TURBO PAINT
Curly Cord Mouse
Moving platform for bedsores
Beacon Alerts
Mobile phone Bracers
Vertical blind tips
Baby Wipe Toilet holder
E-ink Blackboard
Tissue Tank
The Juice Straw
Spotter Remote Temp Sensor
Powersport tracker
travel jacket
RV contoured glass squeegee
Fence caps
Cloud Pillow
Neat &amp;Tidy Toy Box multi Locks
Gooseneck urinal
Peristaltic Paint Roller
Tablet Case/Stand
Umbilical Cord
QUIRKY +GE REFRIGERATOR
Ringer Finger
Human Motion Generator
Near
White LASER beam flashlight
hotel luggage locating tags
Knowdes
Skate Trekk
Finn Nap Sack
SECUREBED
Tips for a longer lasting roof
UV Ultrasonic Towel Sterilizer
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SunCharge
Smart Toilet Water Saver
Mag Safe to USB
BIRTHDAY CANDLES !!!
Power Ring
TV Blue
The Anywhere Chair
Smart Desk
Movie Idea
Key Light
the backseat bodyguard
Apple Watch Magna-Charge
Dash Cell phone holder
iShave
slack indicator clamps
Wink Curtain Rod/ Curtains
Garbbage Gagget
stroller safety
lavar lamp reinvented
Toilet seat for Men
Med Chip
Outdoor Adventure Mapboard
Power Rod
Lamp Socket USB Charger
Swizzle Stick Drug Dectector
"Stupid Idea That Works"
Easy Erase
Car Snow Removal Mat
BAM! POW! Slam That Button!
Mirrories
antenna heating pad
Workout barbell pad gloves
Infrared headphone adapter
solar energy motorcycle
The Pack Rack
Plugboard
Image transfer to your hair
Sharpy Knife
The Silent Alarm
train flo
Ski Map Wrist Strap
Protecto Bike
DUO papier toilette wc metal
up side down spray bottle
S.O.S= Save Our Shoes!!!
MoPro
Closet Caddy
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Smart Ice Machines for Hotels
Hot Shot
Power Control Pessure Pad
Solar Anti-Sand Towel
Have Fun Cook in the Sun, A Sun powered Grill,a Parabolic frensel lens Grill griddle for BBQ time or Camping or everyday use RESUB NOV 2011
Ac water evaporater
Deo holder
Mouse Case (Smartphone)
Tent in a Towel
GE patent inspired Worlds first Community Created EV uses Technology developed By GE to become self regenerating thus longer running
Alerter
BOOK STAND with DARTS
TentMag
a vertically movable washbowl
2 Wheel Vehicle 3rd Wheel
WrapUp Table Cover
KeyStake
The Flatfoot
BABY ARMOR
eGecko
SoapDoh
H2o pod
KD Plant Protector
jays tooth brush
Magic Mouse Pad
Shower Head Germ Capsule
Wireless Power Theatre Adapter
Flexible Bedside Tablet Holder
Apple Watch Power Plug
radical grip
Critter Guardian
le tapis degivrant
Dock-It Pocket
Convenient Concept of Scissor
Vision Alarm
Multi charge
Kitty Knuckles
Port Power Clamp
Comic Book Door Storage
Your light
Brush Strainer
Titanium blades
Pacific Gun
The Boobie Trap
Octoplus
StopText
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Automatic Timed Bottle Warmer
Connexion florale
NOT your Grandma's BLINDS
Toilet Brush Cleaner ,Plunger2
Preparing your car for storage
Chaises Upside Down
Travel Chic Containers
heated steering wheel cover
Stick Threader
Rotating remote sprinkler
Power Box
PowerZip, Compact Ext. Cord
q tip with head of a bobbie pi
Back scrubber
Anime Light
Easy Bags
Dishwasher Dryer
wacky words
Chargeurs de poche
Security Fan
Hooler Curtains
Copy and paste pencil
BedLites
Snow Away (re-submission)
Slipper Strap
Segmented Mortgage Loan
Smart Mirror
Aux Ears - Practical Earphones
Hot and Cold
Backpack Your Beach Chair
Wink + Baby Night Light
The Smart- Pac
sacoche portatif seche cheveux
Exfoliating Soap Skin
iPhone Black Light Converter
concussion eliminator
FIREFLi
Phone Pillow Buddy
Urban Bags
Smart Goggles
É™-PAW-lo headphones
Snow Melting â€¨Modular Heat Mat
reduce now
Magikbands
Bracelet with zipper
Educational Toss Game
Do it your shelf
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Easy Blown Insulation
MOVIE POPCORN WARMER
iCord Cover
WaterNorm
3D facebook
legs abs and arms
Universal Thunderb Docking
custom cord saver
The Everything "ALERT"
QuickZip
Smart Schedule
Key Kaddy
USB Storage &amp;Transfer All-In-1
Hot Tot
Self Reliant Cooling Vest
Digicushion
Flash iPhone Case
Croc-able Charger
Safety Barrier Kit
Cell Phone Mirror
The Life Pan
Spoiled Timer
Toothpaste dosifier
Alarm, Lights On.
Freezee
car sensor hand sanitizer
AnyGo Tablet Case
Truck Bed Extension
Great new wrench
Ghost mower
Paint Saver Aerosol
Gas Tank Cover
Modern Day Mt. Rushmore
Robobrella
quick butter stick
Toilet Chair
:(
Niche Market Portal
Sani Towel Dryer
the roller stroller
Moreselfie
Self Defense Bracelet
Coque protection Doigts pieds
Wireless Fever Monitoring
Emergency Multipurpose Charger
Enclosed Beach Towel
Wi Fi Fused Switch
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Perfect Clean
Pic fly
Don't forget baby seat alerter
Plug Hub 2.0
electric/acoustic guitar
steam powered generator
privasee
The bag mit
Backpack wheels
Bath Bottle Holder
Fence Pixel
Safe Future
Power Bank Projector 4 iWatch
Thod
HOT DOOR DECAL
Sexy you up-doo
Trailmax
protect-pneus
The Dust Bunny
EVA -emergency vehicle alert
Truckers pen caddy
3d printed hockey sticks
Toilet Mat
WRIST-ALL
Lantern Buddy
Quick Wick Umbrella
lugguage scooter
Solar Window Heater Via Wink
The auto resuss Shirt
Battery Saving Phone Charger
All-in-one HOLD ME TIGHT
black bandaids
The Ayuda-me shirt
Screened Window Jam
Pen tablet swivel assistant-2
USB Integrated Case Cellphone
Patio TV
Dicing knife finger guide
Travel recharge kit
Sani Towel Dryer
Bluetooth Bug Zapper
The Baby Belt Bank
Weeders
spray it!
holdmetigth
Olive pick
Hair Cessories Organizer
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Kaleidosoap
Nap in a Car
Belti â€“ Heating Pad 2.0
The Ice Cow
Laundry Instruction Pegs
EZ Charge
quirky que
The Now/Then App
Mine and Baby
The All Season Multi tool
Back belt
Cause
Slip and Panty
UltimateLazy Laundry machine
Tomographic Motion Detection
Twister Pot
Smarter Windows for Hotels
Reaching Rolling ice pack
The Water Saver
WINK Car Defroster/Heater
Tuna Can Squeezer
Solar powered a/c wall unit
Smudge Protection 4 EyeGlasses
Meteo CamLive
ensemble brosse Ã dent
CarBuds
The Bra Egg
Peel-off Bottom Shower Curtain
Ear tunes
Auto Cam
kudio zen
The Cold Blanket
shower speakers
SportsView
Heated Snow Shovel
Waffle Slicer
NewShield
Whole home power monitor set
e M-Lamp
The Locator
Digital Fridge Calendar
Carry-On Board
Neck Manipulator
PORTA-GRILL
Universal Rewards
MOULE A BOULES DE GLACE
MATTREST - Smart Mattress Pad
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Spider Taser
Cell Bones
Painting supply fresh keeper
Period Hero: absorption stick
beauty pillow
Wink bathtub water level alert
Harvest Blanket
Neon Paint for striping roads
The Lube Lamp
airpilloe (LULU)
Electocuting Watch Alarm
Splinterator
Ready Rack
pommeau de douche enfant
Router WiFi signal amplifier.
PARKING GARAGE SPACE FINDER
The Wire Wrangler
pet travel pullalong
WARM AIR BLANKET
Back Pack with L.E.D.s
Scooter Backpack
Re-Con
babysitter fairy
Rip Tide Alert Indicator
A CABLE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION !
Duo Earphone Band for Ipad
dÃ©fibrillateur en jouet
Circle of Light
Teeth Stain Preventative
CamCar
Spacebowl
Hard Cover case
Shower Water Monitor
All-in-1 - Phone Case
Flexible Shower-head holder
Smart Ceiling Fan
ice blaster
Wireless TV Sound Streamer
Contact Quick Carry
Smart wireless router
unstickable silverware holder
Dog Walker's Vest
Interchangeable Embellishments
kids magnetic building blocks
iGauntlet
Past Office
the text free key
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THE GAME-CLOCK
Rot-N Odor Eliminator
The WIZ-DOME
test
Easy Empty French Press
The Freshie Fresh
Dog Ultrasound Belt
E Z Paper
Headphones Helmet
Urine Flush
T:T ( Time &amp; Talk )
Off-Load Front/Back Pack
Creative Flooring
Cloud Carpet
Retractable Charger Holder
CHECK LIVER LIGHT
Alley Cat Voting Booth
Power Disk
MUSICAL BANDAGES
Warming Touch
protect yourself hands-free
rota leeva
Wood I-Beam Storage Hanger
Quick Candle
Crayon Keeper
Home controller
Shotgun bat
turbo shower arm
Cubactus
Ratchet strap roller
Yucky Batteries
App-Enabled Beer Caps Printer
Endless Jewelry Organizer !
'No-Fly Zone' Serving Bowl
Phone Power Cord Light
Atlas' Arms
Book cover w/essentials
The Hiking Helper
Wifi Enabled Night Lights
Clip-on
Toilet Sprayhood For Men
remote control condom
Germ free ergo fly swatter
Waterproof earphone
Clear Wrap Assistant
Celly - P
Water intake
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Automatic Plant Handler
Wireless power ice chopper
Touch-enabled keyboard
Pet Cocoon
Sticky Board Pen Holder
Gas Tank Cover
Shu-brella
Hip Life Bags
Smart Office Remote Control
Bluetooth measuring wheel.
bequille double pour handicape
Dark Energy Repeller
transition window tint
Ice Log
The Ginji Brush
American Patriot Lava Lamp
Portable Sports Kit
Dachshund Hot Dog Steamer
Face coat
U-GRIP
Bite Relief
Brush Buddy
iPlayTime
Lazy Lawnboy
Always in reach!
Apple Watch Pivot Power
Chime/Beep module
Beer Cheese flavored Chips
Bikemount Apple Watch
Find My Child
1-Massage
Heated seats in kayaks
SugarPick
Name Saver Reminder
The Umbrella Cap
endless water supply
You've got mail
Quick key
TreatBlaster
1,2,3... FAULTLESS!
cell phone visor
Dog and Cat CPR and AED Kit
Auto helmet
Car Windmill
sunroof solar panels
Smart Drone floats
Solar-powerd, USB Led Torch
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ICE GLASS
Canopy Lighting
smart armband
ClimaCool Controler Case
Compartment trash
Beach Towel Ties
Coffee Table +
Extension of the parasol sword
Standalone Camera Phone Case
stop herpes from happening
hvyjbuy
sound and noise charger
Scent Mania
Smart Fireplace For Wink
Bedside Battery
Rainforest Eco Bath Fan
Drink 1,5l of water daily
Toilet Paper Stamper
UsB enhanced Power Pivot
Cell phone charge
Mobile Kitchen
Kid's wheelbarrow (toy)
disinfecting bombs
Wash tub with overflow drain
OmniFan
The PlayVac 3000
Every Hose End
SmartCase
Simple Security
ACTUELLE
Lift buddy
Auto Locator
Magnetic Staple Remover(Best!)
backpack shampooer
DOG COLLAR HOOK
Forget me not
Hand Held Vacuum and Dust Pan
Phone holder for car
Sports Alarm
Comptelong electronique
Plantsitter
The Lided Recycling Bin
Waterproof Transparent Wallet
Garage CO detector
Messy Diaper Detector
Wink Lock
Dual zone watch, Israel
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NFC Fraud Detection system
The Liquid Lift Umbrella
Alcohol meter reader
Safest vault for your Valuable
Gps app
Le cabas Ã©phÃ©mÃ¨re
ICE DUO
Acoustic bumper for Ipad
Frontload Washer Aerator
Simplex
Build a Rainbow Prism Sticker
flavor pod
Phone Speaker Amplifier
hotte vaisselle
walker safety seat
The Pod
Mobile Cover with Support
Save my House

T-Stat Backup

Shoe Sizer
Motorbike Kickstand Alert
aromas we cherish
'On the green' Ball Cleaner
Easy Mix Blender
Four Corners Wedge Workout
Solar powered e cigarette
Changeable Iphone case
WarmFast
cbrush
Nail Art Tape
Quick-Fix Iron
WISE HANDLE
Bicycle base for Smartphone
disposable vacuum filter cover
shuttel
The Dogie DeShedder Box
Heat seeking fan
Inteli Learn Home APP Control
IR Remote Phone
WASHER INTO DRYER COMBO
KINETIC SELF-CHARGING APLWATCH
Smart Jingle Bell
Cool Pet
Portable Coldshed Cooler
Car Text with Phone Link
Rechargeable Belt
Conversation Napkin
Apple Watch Armwrist converter
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Norm for Baseboard Heaters
Add-A-Sack
Ring Finger
Best Window Candle Ever
3 in 1 Bidet
Bathroom Wastewater Purifier
Laundry Lift
Java Lamp
Guardian Bracelet
Drop a Crop
Self-Hair Removing Brush
Ascend Plus
Auto Lawn Fertilizer System
My Personal Alarm
unlock cars
Bot Assistant
under sea dam
Water Guard
force field drinks
Giant Lint Roller
Auto-Tightening Braces
Wink Sound Control Bot
Power splitter light sensor
FAN FOAM
Knottz
Kraddle
Crocheter/Knitters Dream Tool
Humid-i-vent
auto-climatisation
sd
Easy Peasy Organizer for Kids
Parydo, pare rideau de douche
fingerprint guntrigger
BABY SAFE
WASHER/DRYER TEXT MESSAGE
Kitchen Calculator
Sync Lock
Thermal Compartment Lunchbox
Caraoke
Cell Phone Bumpers
Clean flush
Lightning resistant umbrellas
paragrÃªle voiture
Child resistant toilet seat
Magnetic Safe Purse
Drink-Monitoring Glass
Changeable Iphone case
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My Space Child Simulator
Wink enable Individual Sensors
Whole Home Timer with Wink
Super Glue part - 2
Compact DVD/BluRay Projector
Active
Swivel
Vanity Camera/Video Screen
The Scent Cover
Oink Box
Hybrid Diving Fins
Cordless Electric Slippers
landscape lighting
Touchdown Sensor Technology
Sun Tattoos
Dust-um
Don't touch it!
Bug-Out Car Window Screens
Glass pipe organic tar eater
Tv skinz
Massagipack
blue tooth usb
"Flip Clip Straw"
solar power charger
A Steamer Closet
Up Snooze Alarm
quick chopper
Can Opener Re-Invented
Easy lawn treatment
Solar Wireless Headphones
Computer USB Transformer
Easy Pack
Wink voice control
Spidy-Cam
Extendable Tailgate Table
Cheese wire For Mocubo
Head on Alarm!
Castle Defense Game
Musical Light Switch
Fresh Flow Filtration System
two words
Modern Round Car Port
Smart Charger
Cocktail Glass Untipper
Magnetic Strip Protector
Universal garbage bag holder
electric pet feeder
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remonte cuvette de toilette
Battery Emergency repair kit
Backpack lunchbox 2-in-1
clear cover for cakes
bright light, anyname
Neckebag!
Complete Sheet Security System
The Ice Melter
Automobile vehicle cup holder
Bluescope applewatch stethscop
Garbage Odor Sheets -GOS Sheet
Dip Down
mini vase Ã accrocher
Modifiable Paper Punch
Bug Net 2.0
Smart Selfie Stick &amp; iOS App
universal piano
No More Wind Turbine Syndrome
Oven Auto-Turntable Re-Sub #IC
Sunflower House Play System
Dot-Matrix Dominoes
7 power tools in ONE MEGA tool
NAUW
App Enabled Shoe Sole Inserts
Sliding door helper
siren dectection
The Architect's Birdfeeder
Cooking/Dinner ware w/ Sensors
Multi-Lamp
Track My Wallet
tape measure pad?
Canvas Carrier
CD KLEEN IT
Disposable Dog Bed Covers
superior LED lighting system
Doodles website
smartclip
Home phone + texting
The Supreme Contact Cleaner
GUM VIBRATING MASSAGER
Working title "Strapettes"
The Spill Saver
Mini Dog Ramp
Fog Light Shaper
Baby bathtub storage/therm
2in1 Vibrating Knife &amp; grater
The Chugle
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Denture of One Piece type
battery saver for laptop
Safe at work
The Dogger
PowerBank with OTG Hub
Alarm Clock Plus
Smart Washer
stop play
Florescent Lighting SUCKS!
FOLDABLE WHEELS FOR BICYCLE
love back astrologer
The Brallet
USB String Cheese Warmer
Constant Connection
World "Cups" Soccer Golf
Pain Trasmitter
Night Notes
Touch pen
Life Saver
Satellite Dish Cover
Luggage Carrier
Clearly Juice
TRAPPE TV
Heated Driveway Blankets
smart roads
tint my glasses
All-in-One Stapler station.
Inkless Direct Laser Printer
Purse Saver
Power Cube
App Enabled Boomerang
jelly helmet
portable car wash drive throug
RestoRouter
Considerate Chimes
Munchkin Sister
Universal Head Phone Cable
AC Screened Panel
MAGICLEAN POWER BALL
Jump rope 2.0
Pool Jigsaw Puzzle Game
Plant Saver
RC Helicopter Greetings
Toilet Caddy #CB Prototype
MyVitals
Creeper Beam
Bottle hats
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dye-lock
mirror app
Butt pads
Color Snap
dog walk monitor
freshairescent
Kid Car Divider
Direct GPS Address System
Bottle Cap Opener/Catcher
Track My Life
Elastic band to dry your shoes
A temporary pet garage shelter
Permanent LED Christmas Lights
Heating Pad for the Car
Window Screen Protector
handle heater
Staple Catch
Safety Trimmer
Smart Canvas Painting
Free HVAC for your home!
Lock/timer for electrical plug
KineticWirelessEarbudsW/trackr
Valve Stem Gauge
Travel Neck Rest - Next Level
Wink Away
cool hair straightener
The Upwardly Mobile
Refill Genie Twist Cap
TuGummi
Drack
Know No O2
atm
Hand Held Hose Prop
Fresnel llenslaptop - cellfone
Easy Bucket
Cling Battery for Apple Watch
"Poop-On" Pads for dogs
nana time
Cast A Toy
Children's Cell Phone
Lightning Accessory Splitter
spot On gloves
Perfect Pear Pants
Lighted door knob
Wireless Desktop Speakers
Multi-Purpose iPad Case
Solar Charge
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clip- n- hold
FitServe
PlayTray
LED Bottle Bands
BluView
The Lens Joey
Family Fence
Automatic Door Opener
The two in one washer &amp; dryer
Insta-Wand
THE 4-EYES SYSTEM
wine clamp w/bucket
pocket pod keys
Mouse Jiggler
Hefty hard-drive!
Disposable P Paties
Bluetooth ring speakers
Biker's Head Supporter
ATV Rack Bed
Hat Shield
Cube Shelf Door
Fragrant Fido
Expanding Broomy
Wrist Talk
Awesome Bench Press
Firefly 1 Tent Lights
Braclet Assistant
Screamer
Geezaaa
Kitchen Basin Utility
Waterproofed drainage mattres
proof cover
reusable cable ties
Mowtrim (New brand/redesign)
welding helmet
Trash Can Buddy
SILLA MULTIFUNCIONAL
Keep it clean
Tennis No-Pinch-Grip
Emergency extinguisher
Wedgies
genie slipper
remote to the cable box
Life
Charge bar
All-You-Can-Drinker
Room temp monitor
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Fanny Fatigue Fixer
Camera Mount
theheadbox
Thimble Mascara
The Root Hugger
finger tab
Potty Buddy
Sound the Alarm
Snobser
Universal strap for phone
D-tect
ZEN AQUA MAT
Mix Buddy
Waste B Gone
No Texting Wheel
clean batteur
Oval Plunger
LED Beamer Lamp (Spot)
Stroll in one
ACCROCHE COUVERCLE REVOLUTION
Light Bulb/Battery Back Up
TV Remote Tether
Super Desk Lamp
Hand Sanitizing Bracelet
Soap Dispenser Meter
Garden HUGE Pin Ball Game
YOU WANT TO LEARN HAIR LOSS ??
Phone Nibs
No hair gloves
Eyeliner palette
Indestructible Pencil Sharpene
Voice based color change light
trans-talk
Personnel phone case
Mailbox Cameras
Service Solahart kalibata
The BullSitter
Child Tracker
Stove Top Cover
Thrown item GPS locator
Grow with Me Hangers
Dual Roofing Tool/Broom
Smartfridge Grocery Inventory
yard rags
Vibrating alarm
GEQ Generator
SureConnectMarker
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The Cable Caddy
Car alarm clock
smart super shreader
The Face - Balls Towel
"Shopping Gurney"
TexTips
Car shift knob cozy
Pockets for women
solar laptop
CUBIE TO GO
Slider-Absorbent Boot Trays
drone landing feet
N/A
Empty Lottery Machine
Garbage Odor Sheets ( GOS )
EXPANDABLE COOLER
drip dry
Hydres
smell the scent
love dog
AC/DC Port Saver
Elastic Headband for mp3
Commons
The Portion Pantry
roof tent for car/truck
Influence voters
Snow Free Blacktop
USB Device Holder
Chip Zip
Golf Tee Setter
magnetic coaster/sleeve
Medical Gift Cards
Dribble Bibble Bibs
The Heavy Hanger
Style Ride
Lamp Anywhere
Breakaway Outlet
Lightning Free Umbrella
mova cart
Cool water storage for shower
shoe rack refresher
Pick Stop
Soda Machine Bottle Sterilizer
Car Rucksack
Dashboard food warmer
Kids safe from hot cars
WiFi Watch
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squeegee
Cooler Funnel
lawn mower weed eater
Extra battery
HELI-HAT
the steam case, suit case
KOKO
the savior (save your)
Ear Protection
The Vibration Tuner
Quick Release U-Lock Holder
56-card deck with 4-10/5
shampoo band
Prep Tensil
Smart alarm bike lock
snif
hard shell mask
The BullSh*tometer
strap-tap
earplugs for doggies
Solar Cord
easy mail box
Laptop Station Charges iWatch
Perfected cigarette lighter
Dog Bowl
Car Seat purse/bag holder
Big Sip
Wheelbarrow ToolBelt
Perch Points
Sprinkler Pooch Collar
The Cleaning Bomb
Dishwasher Utensil Brush
EasyPad Relaxing reads
cover that nail-hole
Magnetic Thread Chaser
Size Wise
Affinity
Iron Jaw
Automatic Extending Selfie
The Bull.... or Bullshit Card
Passive Window Vent
classmaster
Sound Director
Rescue Hiking and Ski Pole
Wood I-Beam Storage Hanger
Brushable toothpaste
Dual Purpose Web Cam
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FLIP COLORED MARKER
Waterproof smartphone bag
Pencil Cap
The Grow Cart
Tripod for Smarthphones
Autophox
finger print bike lock
The Slider Seal
Multi-functional hanger
Rear camera of Cell phones
Go2Pons
CLIT IT NOTE
Tiny OTG microUSB flash drive
Nose &amp; Ear Trimmer Keychain
Illuminate
Multi point tree stand
Easy Freeze
Basket Shot Keep Away Catch
Lock-n-Lite
HOLD AND FOLD
holdlessphone
Bin Buddy
SockPad
dish base
I just saved your butt
kelly kettle distiller
PINK POOP
The Mountie
The photo processing software
Memory Jolt Tracker System
Camera-flage
Dental Floss About to Run Out
Tach-Lights
Life Save
Convenient Tape
shower cleaning tool
PEN EAZE
Electronic charging binder
Rubber Outlet Strip
Zz Earbuds
No More Car Thieves!
Help Baby Learn to Crawl
Light Ball
Gamified Band-Aid!
Christmas Pivot Power 2
lights apps
AB Mouse
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The Messanger
Vehicle Flood Wrap.
EZ Jump Battery
MasterKey (MainDoor+1Bed Room)
glow bowl
Chunk
Roll on Fabric Patch
Shower Saver
Bendy Cord
Fold up Skate Board
Handbag hanger
iPad Flight Sim Joy Stick
Handy ice scoop
Anti-friction merchandiser
Laundry Hold for Hotel Room
Telescopic spout
Phone Pocket Ring
WINK Pool Heater/Cooler
Configurable Laundry Hamper
Ring Light
Multiple Bluetooth Manager!
Nike wife beater
The Dipstick Slicker
Earbuds to Closed-Ear Headphon
Pizza box
applock
Cellphone/Laptop Pouch.
Comfy Smart Heels
Stick-On Heels
EZ Shades
DON'T LET THE CAT OUT!
couvercle ouverture partielle
Keep Calm and White Board
Golden Zone BiodegradableRings
MR2Go
Toilet seat tweezers
eyeglasses holder
Functional opener
Glowing Life Jacket
My work
Flat Bottomed Freezer Bag
Thermacool water mattress
Detachable double sink
Firefly 2 Tent Lights
Universal Charger
Uber Apple Station.
iPhone Disco Case
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Two in one suit
PHAT HAT Ultimate Work Hat
All Natural Shampoo/Soap Maker
360 Gaming POD Sphere Globe
Converge 2.0
EZ-DRILL
Flat Bottom Bag
Paint Topper
"BuildYourOwn" Power Strip
BadgeCam
Vibrating Potty/ Alarm Mat
Blue-tooth outlet + USB Ports
Bottled Baby Water
Protect from door
The Cool Pillow
ibeacon speaker
Foldable TV (+Camera ;)
Helpful item on the fridge
Chill Baby
Heated Shower Floor Pad
SmartGirl Dupe Detector Straw
FLASHLIGHT-BELT-CLIP
CAP
My snood
Hot Button
Elderly Leg Lifter
Budo Kaki
Attachable Urinal
Plug-N-Power
Dual purpose Keyboard tray.
soap ends scrubber
easy brush
3 in 1 DENTAL FLOSSER
Dark readers
Brush-o-meter: Smarter Teeth
Voice Activated White Chalkboa
Child Alert
Orna-Ease
Hair Valet
Apple Ex-Cord
The Findee
Runners Protection Glove
Wall of Pockets
Pivot Power Mat
stripping shoe
"Sticky" Tissue Dispenser
General purpose robot
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baby safe
Heated Jacket
Spring Wallet
"Only You" Spark Screen
Fresh Breath Vapor Pen
The All In One Round Brush
Colorful Stove
tums chews candy coating
plastic recycler
Shower Notification Center
Easy Memory
Feux pour vÃ©lo 3 en 1
Adjustable height walking cane
Cellomputer
Fold-able Kickstand
water clean
Service Solahart 02171231659
Dragon Lite's
Pod Power Cube
window clothes dryer
Bathroom Warning System BWS
Hilarious Car Signs
Spinning Cleaner
Drone Receiver Window
unsure still thinking
Step N Count
Safe Brush
G-flash
Smartphone thumb-drive
Big Screen Leveler Device
Visor H20 atomizer for driving
Fish Chaser
Rover on the Go
The bobber
The Phantom Mirror
Otter BOX for car
Lunch Warmer
Phone charging/Pencil holder
Riding Vacuum Cleaner
shamcomb
The AUTO Tray
Mobile Phone Dock Extendor
Bluetooth/Speaker/Mic EXT cord
Stick Arounds
Monitor Stand with sterilizati
Forage Storage
Hot slippers
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Clothes to regulate body temp
The Coil Case
Bluetooth speaker earrings
Smart trap
An Automatic Back Scratcher!
Any Printer is a Cloud Printer
burst charging future phone
MILK EASY
Nuvinci Dynamo Cycle Power
Golf Ball Dispenser on a Cart
RAYblock
Growing dog crate
Smart Lights
Silicone Rubber Guitar Strings
P-Pal, Pe-Pal and/or Pee-Pal
Tough travel CASE
Insulated Induction Cooker
Football Tailgate Robot
Height increase insole storge
chew on this
Automobile cup holder enhancer
Sliding Microwave
CarSeat Cooler
SmartPhoneFlashlightCharger
Life Survival Vest
cool water pillow
Love My Grandma Videocam
Smart Ventilation with WINK
UP AND AWAY!
Hand/Hair Drier Combo
EZ Tape Measure Dispenser
Child Tracker
Service Solahart Jakarta Barat
20-2 timer
AVALANCHE GUN
Heated Utility Knife
E-Z rescue system
Really Ugly Cat
A heating pack
Pet cover Scrunchies
Easy Paint
Smart Camper
Group ;)
wink HDMI flashdrive
Inkless Printer
no paint waste funnell
Warm Bong Environment Suit
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service solahart tangerang
Foldends
EZ Curtain
R U BZ? and BallZ
Dokino
Fart Filter
3d scanner
Fold Away Induction Cooktop
business proposal
PRINTED CLING FILM GIFT WRAP
Wink for Asia Market
nail techs "Leg Up"
Tailgate Hanging TV &amp; Speakers
Reminder Wrist Band
Vision Blockers
Quirky clothing
Dog outhouse
Top Cloud Cat
Critter Cords
Tetris Squeezer
watch your back !
TAPLOCK
Secure Lock
Geotherapy Massage Tool
Credit card sleeve
KURN WHERE I WANT TO GO
hot tea
Portable set
magic quiver
Cap Trap
collapsible porta studio
Sol Bottle
convection universal lid conve
Sonk Box: Video Games with THX
Leaf Tip Clipper
over cook warning themometer
Core Ball
Laser practice putter
LPC ( liberty phone charger)
polish palm
Gortus
POWER PATROL
Frisbee cube
Universal Fast charge
Necklace Clasp Anchor
Pacifier hook
Remote Controlled luggage bags
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Bowl Power
3D Printer for Artists
Bill Covers
Bluetooth Forget-me-not
Come here bracelet
Real Self Checkout
Solar House Numbers
VENDING "BOOTH" FOR ARTISTS
tomato protecting marigold box
invisible solar glass smartpho
wrapster with tongue
Add-On Binocular Stabilizer
BigEye
Clean/dirty hanger pegs
Slingshot Camera
Cloth Toothbrush holder
Battery Energy Transfer Cable
Fill a Bunch of balloons
Perfect Temp Slow Cooker
Natural Bug Repellent Tape
AFTER SCHOOL TROLLEY
The Cordion
Ice Skateboarb &amp; Ice cleat
Active Lifestyle headphones
Rescuelight
Medout Pill Popper
HIDE-A-FART
deaf notes
Minha rede social
The Shopping Friend
Les stylos beep'
Weight Cart
nolipelle
Twist-A Cord
Smart washing machine shutoff
Coil Binding Pocket Machine
Bluetooth/HUD bicycle helmet
Service Center Solahart
Wallet schield
power magic ring
Flexible Outlet Strip
Table Glow
heater to kill mold in washers
Next step bicycle trailer
Rubber/silicone roof guttering
App Control Fuel Cut-off Valve
Wall-Mount Pivot Power Jr.
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Nice try
Window Wand
Card Table With Storage
lighter
shelfie for that perfect selfi
HUMIDIFAN
Uns on the Run
Mail Box Assistant
W.T.F. -- Wallet of The Future
Directional highlight
Interchangeable swim suit
Car Remote Starter
app cap
GHOST DRONE
Beach pinc'O
Portable Headphone Charger
Crutch Clutch
desktop daydreamer
Baby On Board SteeringCover
Smart Wallet (app enabled)
Quirky Razor
Gun Monitor
Ceiling Defused Solar Lighting
Motordome
dish rack an dry
La teinture en spray !
Strap Hanger
stresswatch
Hotdog Toaster Fork Skewers
Snap Cap Real Estate Sign
Belly Buttonz
Flip Flop Brush
Cheese pan and grater
sac a dos tante incorper
Safe Card
Doggie Health Collar with App
Musical Pillowcase
Head Games
now hear this
StaplerShaper
The Key Alarm
Flat Geometric Sugar Portion
Wireless door bell
30pin to Lightning Adapter
Battery Adapter
Dance Pad
self transferring washer dryer
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Smart TV for cars
Easy Flow Polisher
Pair and Share Coloring Book
Plus basket
A cell phone pad that glows
Stand alone cane with class
Garden helper
automatic shovel
Wireless Router with Battery
Floss Brush
Garden Ladder
WiBoard
baby feeder
Chill Buddy
Moulinge
EYE-MOUSE
T-RAIN
Vibro Charger USB
H2o Plant Sysem
Wink Voice
NAME THAT BONE!
Trimming by color
Electric Generator
Dual warmer
Humbrella Outdoor Sound System
Write Again
GAP
Came Cover
Rotating Toilet Bowl Scrubber
The Tinker Thinker
Cell Phone Charger Necklace
3WAY PAPER TOWEL DISPENSING
Not Just Jewelry
Dead Bolt ALERT
Toptopo
Fijnrfeoihnfvdkjhdbf
Spy handsfree
Measuring Cup with Leveler
Photochromic Windshield
Heatchyer Seat
Speakie
Punching Stick
Iortus
Cat scratch puncher
Blind Eye
Retractable phone case
Smart Home IR/RF Bridge
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rim cap
Flow
lacemax reinventing shoe lace
Drive-Spy Video Camera
Flavored pacifers
The Instant Bike
CuboClock
Knob gripper
Hamper Hooks
service solahart bekasi
Laser practice putter
Smart cell phone bag
salad keeper
FisherMAN'S Best Friend
Flag light
Coast-Its, Disposable Coasters
Sweet Giggles
Pee-Pong
inside electric portable bbq
chancellor
REFILL Prepaid Vending Machine
Toasties disposable gloves
A light-activated, battery-operated, window-mounted bathroom exhaust fan for renters and homeowners who can't add a fan to their bathroom.
laser spirit level
KD Cutz
Hikers Companion
SafeTrike
Comfy pad
Trunk Mounted BBQ Table
Smart Cloth Washer-Dryer Alarm
baby tub with drain
Lipstick in a flat container
Air sleeping bag
ADA- Friendly Pinball Machine
Fan Cleaner
Trash Can Companion
ShowerStore
rfid house locks
Visually Handiycapped Gloves
cubicle with lcd display walls
Leash with bluetooth speakers
motorized electric rollerblade
The net light
The Ultimate Fan's Fan
Trip-safe power cord adapter
Hot Rock Technology
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"Hook It Up" Dog leash
Palm Tree Basketball Hoop
Boat anchor dynamo
TVÂ´S REMOTE CONTROL SEAKER
Dual Voltage Changer USA UK EU
Soft toy night light
GLOBAL CUSTOMER LOYALTY CAR
Never Lose Anything
The smart clothes hanger!
Solar Curtain Charger
Laser Razor
my brain buddy
BigEye
Brush buddy
Ornament Alarm
Magic Wand
Frozen Coaster
Paint Brush Cleaner
The InterTread
SmartWave
Dokino PREMIUM
The Melting Quilt
Starters magic rings
Laser Carpenter Guide
aluminum lined wallets
The Ripper
Disappearing Spray Paint
Activity and Adventure Table
Level Trim
wire/cable/pipe marking block
Stick on pagers
Smart Hair Dryer
Stealth phone use book
Jon Duck Seat
A Cup Divided
Action Teddy
Automatic Shut-off Shower Head
Ocean Wave Alarm Clock
Bagel/Condiments Caddy...
Bullet Button Thumb Tool
Mobile Gaming Dock
Cahier de texte effaÃ§able
Mii charger
Massaging t-shirt
Wire Ribcage
Scented Fan Blades
COOLER'S
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Air Powered Screen
Recyclable Striped Dog Caddy
UV Sanitizing Door Mat
Performance Tune App
WINK Smart Car Module *Resub*
Smoothie Buddy
Accessory of the future
Cabinet Sidekick
Portable trunk air conditioner
Lightronix
Wifi connected LED humidifier
Indoor/outdoor dog race track
HOTEL ROOM FINDER
Egg Wash Spritzer for Pastries
Reflex
The D-rinal
Broken Heart
Laugh at Student Loans
Dynaphone
CLIPSOKET
E Z Rider
"The Hot Coffee Table"
Index Card Printer
Mini Sun Screen
Personal Umbrella Monopod
USB Flash drive never lost
FastenTab
Party Mic
douche-cheveux
DRAWER STOR
FLEX-OLED
BackBall
Switchblade Squeegee
FLASH MEMORY CARRIER
Very Simple High reach Painting system fits Standard Equipment Rollers And Brushes *Video* and mock up of concept 10 ft or higher prototype
IBOOK phone case
The Laundry Buddy
TrakJack
Crop circle cake template
optimum grip pressure
The Party Oven
Single gang box cover
THE BLUECUBE
Smart toothbrush
squeeze tube holder
Door key box
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Soporte de celular para cama
easy ambient
On the go Womb Sound Mobile
The Back Sack
The Surf Saver
UTENSIL WASHER, SHAKE AND WASH
Levitate and charge
suspenders plus
Foot activated washer / dryer
Blinds With A View
Door Handle Intercom/Camera
Drone ball
Portable bathtub
Light my ride
cart stop
Working Table
gilet de sauvetage
NEW Extension cord adaptors
Magnetic Pen
ShopSafe! - Cart Seatbelt
Desk art cable catch
Pocket Lint Swabber
The Remote Control finder!!!!!
Fever alert
Clearspeak
Wash Cube
Sports Black Box
WINK Timer with Mic &amp; Speaker
Digital Temperature Detector
AIO Washing machine
Perfect Paper Towel Holder
Protein Coffee
Nutrient Pen
Coque imprimante
Dazzle by Wink
Yard Can
LED Mini Clip Light
Lighter Cordless Tools
Swivel Tee
Find my item RFID tag stickers
BEACH BAG WITH COOLER BOTTOM
Solar Heater &amp; Charger
Power Bag
Scrambled Eggs
Fresh Hair Brush
GatorCam
Hand Hugger
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Scenties
STATIK Shoes
Double sided fan
DesignMax Pocket TV
Silent Airflow Cleaner
Mini Digital Tally Counter
Action Teddy on Huge Adventure:Independent travelling bear Follow his progress Keep Check on Action Bear on his interactive travel blog IMP
House of Cards
SmartFire fireplace controller
The Take Along
Bear Money
MyWatch
Phone Cover Cam Privacy Guard
electronic reel
Auto volume control
SmartCruise
dog lift
hair bag
Flexible Carry case Arm Rest
Solar Qi Pack
Whiteboard Coffee Table
safknife.
hera I am
Doggy Phone Case Harness
Water Band
ultra compact roll up grill and griddle for camping, hiking, climbing, beach and every day use
Dream Machine
Woman's Personal Fire Alarm
Bed Tower
perfect pillow
Clean car lunch trey
BUGSY - Window Lock Alert
The Hvac Filter keeper
Smart Low Voltage Controller
Quarter Saver
NON STRETCHER UMBRELLA
The Mother Hubbard 3000
"Baps"
Spot-it
Holiday changing lights!
"The Velvet Underground"
Energy Bar.
Cordless Table Lamp
The LAPTA
Stack Power
fold easy
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Un Jammit
Emergency Gas Can
Glow in the dark Horseshoes
LED Cyclist Safety Vest
Home Autowash
Krank
female specimen collection
Any Length Ladder
Swivle Power ! the Next Big Thing? Dont get all twisted up extension sockets and plugs that revolve 360
Find and Follow
Interchangeable garden tools
Desktop Smartphone Keypad
Mechanic Gloves
auxiliary display pen
Hand Pain Relief Gloves
Laundry detergent wand
Mechanical Shower Timer
Smart Fridge Attachment
WB Note
Insta-load Aircraft
Memory bead
Babyloons
The Toilet Tree
Phone Bungee
Sand Aid
Garden Tracker
Molten Coaster
WindowBot
Knife Shield
Custom Kennel Covers
Scan your environment gaming
Safety Sensor Caps
Vacation Luggage Dresser
Dual-row Socket Tool Tray
ReBoot, buzzzr, XtraJoos...
Car Brain
Neck Goose
SoleMatch
Synchronized Xmas Curtains
charger winder
Brosse a dents de doigt
An Eco watering system automatic for remote growing, or in a standard garden water harvesting and programable app enabled telemetrics
Fitness Tracker Earphones
CloudCase
NewMote
Water gun refill station
Portable power luggage
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Spare Tire Compass Cover
Coin Dresser
bagkins container
personall toothbrush base
Censored Locked
Grillmate 2.0
"TRANSTAND"
Ortho-Pop
Remote Control Rolling Ball
Hot dog saped egg boiled mould
Twist Tubes and Stuff
Solar strap for Apple Watch
Add-On Shower Head
If We Were...
Parking lot bumpers
Ear Tingler
Stop texting while driving
RETRO-FIT WEED WHACKER KIT
One Paint Roller
Ã©co lave glace
Assist - the Home Care Robot
Plastic collapsable tote
Toebou
Shelfie
extendable snow shovel
Lighter Cap
Infant Playing Cards
Sense Glove
VacSmartCord
jikes
Siliconer's
Hotel Massage Chair
4-in-1 Measuring Cup
The Don't Drift Lounger
Mechanical surfboard
Lullaby Nuk
The quick self
easy read
The Hip-Pack
RestEazy
Magic windows
Solar window shade
Garage Sale Kit
Converge Inductive
Truckers Portable Broom
only have a few dishes? Lazy? want more time? Dish O Matic Eco sink top Dish washer speedy and less water,size,Effort than a big dishwasher
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PowerSmartPhoneChargerCase
Toasties
Seek &amp; Find Game
Lawn Mower Handle Extender
Tablette essentielle
Separable Shopping Bags
Teacker
TriYak
Wink Home Escape
Solar Canopy With Ceiling Fan
You've got mail
BBQ Smoke and fire detector
The smallest Iphone Protector
Make your own laundry pods.
Queezen
The Spill Stopper
SCRUB-A-DUBS
Hatty Door Hanger
Battery-solar hair smoother
Stitch
Hair stapler
See Free
the season eaze
Velcro Smartphone Wall Mount
No Drought About It
Charger pencil case
Snap Cord
Wheel Booster
Puppy Doorbells
Trash Can Full
SleepZZzzy
A REINVENTION OF THE TWO WAY
Self watering
The Thanks Giving Table
Wink Christmas Controller
Phone Warmer
Walk with me
Cord Shortening Outlet Cover
Toy Paper Maker
alarme portail
Dog walking leash with pocket
Survivor TV show Paddle game
Soap Scum Repellent Spray
Magnetic Car
Laser tag fighting drones!!!
Cup Clean
Swimmer Button or Flipper Fin
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cell wallet
Mr.KIM measuring cup
Door Jammer
Sticky Power Strip
The Nochu
Tracker Apparal
Wink: Glow
UniGlove
Selfie App to Add Greenscreen
SmartAirSensor
debris catching door mat
Jar Knife (working title)
Snap-on Wheel Cover
Stick-a-Boo Boo
Lullaby Karaoke Projector
'Free Energy' indoor cooker
Double up hook
Mcmauler Strut
USB Electronic Highlighter
Gas Cash Fast
LITTER BOX == TOOL == CADDY==
STILL SHOPPING
The Bloaster
fun, energy saving roof block
Deck Washer
toilet water softener
A-B switch Bluetooth Mouse
My Pet Monster
Better Bottle Brush
Heated car seat covers
Easy Taco Form
Bowling enfant
Perfect Form
AutoPal LED
Cold drink
iFrame
shoes who needs shoes ?
Hotel Solution Challenge.
A.D.D. Focus pencils
The Burger Stuffer
knife clip ruler
cache lacet
All Your Lips
TopShelF
Dog Bed Covers
Pattern Christmas Lights
Tap ph and temperature detecto
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Selfie Card Micro Tripod
chancellor
Measuring Tape Hip Flask
DJ On Demand IMP enabled mixer, allows Clubs or parties get a remote DJ from anywhere in the world Mixing live at their venue +live Video
Hot car alarm
Catea
highway tape
Fire Flag Pet Locator
22m2 Student apartment
Throw-up Guy
Keyless Bike Lock
Best Draft Pitcher Pour
LockTube
Heat tub before filling
NetPong
Kicks Stylish Moto Cover
Spread Trap Band
Freezing Machine
"Hand'Cam" pour GoPro
Paper model press kit
SiÃ¨ge auto enfant 3 places
Magic Sofa Desk
Para-Sol
Bag Roller
rope light purse insert
Wink Smart Remote Control
The Universal Talkie
Insectus
easy tab
I Phone Bouncer
rolling cane attache
Locate me
Your city as your curriculum
Zigzag phone cupholder adapter
smartheadband
baby car seat smart holster
CordWrap
the quick poop picker upper
Text Your Way To Success
Snap-On Soda Fountain
Dispenser for mixing bowls
Preset Dominos
Go Get It !!! or Crazy Bounce
2 Headphones Connector
Cell Phone Camera Holder
Clothing Skeiner
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wireless audio interrupt
Big Bugs Mummy Maker
Power to the Pen!
Restaurant QR Code Dishware
Carry-On Top
nut butter mixer lid
TECH-TETHER
Hair Iron Station
EASY PRACTICAL ECO shopping
Quirky Way of Washing Dishes
voice activection
Man Utd vs Southampton Live
Clean-Screen Finger Films
Double Sided Luggage
H20proof storage battery case
"See Drop"
KITCHEN FIRE SPRINKLER,
Where is the Lint Roller?
Candle Screen
Citrus Hub + Stand
remote control lawn mower
Hand held fracture scanner machine and vital body function monitor ECG and defibrillator in one unit, emergency use Paramedics+ Remote areas
Phone Bra
Quirky credit card
Drawer spacers
the tile grabber
Smart Smoothie Maker
Enjoy Longer Hot Water Baths
Indoor Snowboard
mechanical gills
ColorBlind Traffic Signals
COLOR CHANGING SPONGE
Color Spelling Sequence Game!
Testez votre intuition !!
Goggle less goggles
Mute
run4you
wireless charge pad for a car
Dual Bottle with Ice Pack
The SIX-PACK COOLER
Stabilized garbage can
SnaPinMagGrippaJaws
wiper buddies
Charge Slider
Easy sliding pocket door lock
green traffic light alarm
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Step Retract
my stuff case
Family friendly Baby gate
Sun Visor Phone Holder w NFC
A Smart TV That Makes SCENTS
Data Glove/Musical fingers
Device Dock
Skin relief bag
Paillage rapide des arbustes
Toybo - versatile storage box
Fizz Away
The "Kangaroo"
Wall Clock
Beep It Baby Bottle!
Qi Charge Case and stand
Super Hanger
The Perfect Cookie
Ultimate All in One Kitchen processing Machine ONE Does all, less space more uses, app enabled controlled.
Flagpole Control
ZAP POTATO
Magneasy spilling proof cover
Speed Multi slice, chop ANY Food, prep with ease and totally flexibility high end high volume in stainless steel, prototype example video
Shower Speakercase
Lippy Tool
SmartFlex spray
Laser Projected String Bulbs
Scata Scooper
Anywhere Shade
App enabled Solar USB charger
Space saver
Carry aid
Smart Portable Radio/boombox
Ð new type of ( PV) modules .
Snap Shave
ICE BUCKET COLANDER
App Enabled Pill Box
Smart Cart
GET A GRIP
Car Charge
The worldâ€™s first community built EV / PMV for urban transport. A new Era for Quirky You Can Pull this off!Hereâ€™s how
Automatic Plant Watering
the tree puller
motorcycle parking
Smart switch
led earings
Qspeaker w/ beam projector
The Touch Up - Neck Relief
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extra outlet
The Smart Pool Thermometer
Keep it cool
Thought Messaging Device, No speech or text input. Relay and receive thoughts and Emotions and control your smart phone by thought alone
Auto Co Detecter
A Bitsy picture
Nail Paint Corrector
Smiley DND
Cleans without water
Monitor-Alert
Smart Lamp
Softends
dual life jacket
Child LIFE Saving
Pipe Rack Protector
Tee de golf Ã ailettes
GOOGLE EARS for blind people, And people that dont want to look like dorks with stupid glasses?
soCal vs. Cancun
Bluetooth light /music speaker
windshield wiper snowbrush
SmartRun: A New Kind Of Smart
dust mat
reusable candles
Panic Band
No propeller wind generator
Ceiling Fan Blade 'Air Filter'
Slowed Load
The electro arm
Quirky IR Controller
Make up holder
Airwave with Particle Count
service solahart 087820647381
Doggy Potty Stand
Picture Frame SnapFit Hook
Retractable Selfie-Stick Case
Sock trans
Lunge Master Flex
Thought eye and voice Glasses projector head set to control all CPU devices No need for screen, mouse or key board, no need for ear buds
Bomba - Bath Bomb Press
Ship-out Insect Trap
Modern Day Scarecrow
Flea Detector/Trap
Rubber DuB Scrubb
Golf Club Grips NEW Material, instantly moulds to the users grip like memory foam but super grip viscose silicone spring back silly putty.
Flip Stops
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no more soggy hot sandwiches
Small dog timed feeder
Text Free Smart Key
Air We Go
Book Corner Saver
Pediatric nebulizer mask
See what you want to see
R/C Walkable Dog Cage Car
Heating blankets
The Sani-Seat and Flush
Mentholated gel insole
water safety goggles
blind people guider
E-Blanket
Bluetooth crossfader
I call it the "Fuzzy Wuzzy"
Power blanket
The FINDER
The Soap Saver and Maker
Ram L-Bracket
Orbit Robot
Sunglass contact lenses
writable tape measure
Smart Water Saving Tap
PowerPhones
Mini refrigerator
foot crank
NoPtS (nopes)
Smart bath faucet and wtr plug
Video Memory Frame
The Call Stall
Biodegradeable garbage cans
The warm up jacket
Nail Saver or Quick Key
Twister Coffee Machine
Climb Resistant Child Gate
Simulated Morning/Evening Bulb
Wrapky (wrap key)
Use sensored power strip
Lazy Stewie
red fire alarm hide a way
Luggage Wheels won't break
Better TV watching
Screen Glasses
Let There Be Light
Anti glare Titanium Di Oxide Nano coating for car windows or motor bike visors, basicly a see though two way mirror
Clever Cleavage
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Tongue Tamer
Rain or Shine Spa
Applicâ€™facile
Grab On
EZ access Washing line rack
Daniellovesdogs22 PC
Frein a Control parentale
Waterfall (Toilet Rim Block)
motion2sell
Flavored tootthpicks
L-frid
Release My Pan
Wink Link Picture Frame
Gym Grip Towel
Bookcover stylus and holder
Sneaker Caps
Shower Water Saver
Rag Wipes
Lets save a little energy
Belly Brush for dogs
The Balance Snacker
Robo Cow your Friendly Milk Dispensing Animatronic Fridge Fun and Practical !
LEASH BRACELET
All-In-One Screwdriver
Quantum levitating Race car set/ Ride on PMV, hover board and track Back to the future in Real terms !
DUAL FLUSH TOILET CONVERSION
Are we nearly there yet? Donâ€™t you hate that question when driving? here is the answer a great car game.
cordeau graduÃ© pour jardinier
MeshVent
personal cap toothbrush
dog siren
Heatphones
Safe keyring
Precious pics for your car
Repose Jambes Escamotable
Leg Cane
Built-In Webcam Clip-On Cover
Extended Battery Wristband
The power source
Hammer Head
Sports cam
Pet Door Butler
Egg Boiling Basket
Roll Tight Strips
Microwave toaster device
Power Shot
Hydro Electric Platform
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Instaheat Ice scraper
Ceiling Fan Z-Wave Controller
SPEICAL FRIEND
Heated steering wheel
Turn off the light
outdoor socks
Tinted baby powder
Stick-it-coolie
Home Turbine for Free Energy
HOLO-TV
no over charge
Pull Out, Swivel Bathroom Sink
Zombie Finger Capo
Zipper Sleeve
L.E.Dease
Augmented reality relaxation capsule, Head gear/ 3D projected visual experience,like a power nap but real geeky.
SEEDLING POT MAKER
Magnetic Key magazine
Android/ITunes Alarm Clock
Ipicture Case
Smarter case
Service solahart peluit
App-Enabled Salt Spreader
Un wc sans odeur
IKNOW
bag carrier
Rocket Salt and Pepper shaker
Swiveling
Extend and Bend Snow Brush
Farm To Fork role play Game interactive Fun Discover the world of food,where it comes from Grow it gather it sell it buy,cook and eat age 3+
Fun Furniture Template Sets just mark, cut &amp; slot together,recycled materials ply wood, cardboard, plastic. Small or large Easy to Make
Clip On Light
Deluxe sippy cup
epayee/esave
Glider connecting energy plug
Pray on the plane
pendent Speaker "Bluetooth"
Practical Save the Date Magnet
Rep counter
ConnectU
Shoe Balance
chancellor
Solar powered cash register
Real Life Mario Kart ROBOGO Kart *No steering wheel* Hands Free uses Wii Steering wheel controler
Custom fit sunglasses
New improved socket
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the goggle tightener
The Aderman
Magnetic Turbine Gears
Bike Tracker
s.a.s.o
Duffel Round Corner Gym Bag
PlexiArt
No Tangle Headphones
SwimTrainer
The Couch Spot
Hair Trimmer that Self-Adjusts
Call Sentry
Coolest Cooler
twinkies and cream
Weapon Caddy
Shop Vacuum w/ wireless Remote
Snow melter
Drone Auto Pilot Transmitter
THUMB POWER #iPhone6
Toonizer
Vac scratcher
Laser Shaver
Universal Purse Hook
The Buffy Plug
Side Battery -Apple Watch
Charge Connect
clean visor glove
iWatch Charging Headphone Set
BoomBox Charger
Home Control
Binder Bud
Wink connected on-off actuator
Highpocket504
USB Extension/Micro USB Cable
Super straw
WiFi Direct P2P Auto Platform
Dog Belt
Roulette Cap
MAVERICK COOLERS
Dog Door Open/Close Collar
Time Controlled Cookie Jar
Easy Picture Frame
RETRO Electro mechanical 3D Puzzle maze PAC MAN meets Pin Ball, kerplunk, connect 4, marble runs, User configurable.
The No Razor Shaver
Cold Shot
LED Condom
l organiseur de courses
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Cushy Tushy
Trash Dash
Long Veg Expanding Sock Speed blade peeler /slicer/julienne combo Works on Carrots Parsnips courgettes Cucumber Asparagus beans 4 uses in 1
Decibel Monitoring Headphones
Hamper Detective
Soothie socks
Scents-It
Perfect Outlet
Corner Boxer
ONE STRAW (portable straw)
Ultimate charging station
Pucker Ups!
Sling a mouse
Wash Cloth/ Towel Rack
Inline Surge Protector
handsfree electronic holder
Check-in Device
"Best Light"
ê°„íŽ¸í•˜ê²Œ í† ìŠ¤íŠ¸
No ache arms
Purse Security Lanyard(s)
Reheat N' Eat
Find My Device -Battery Mode
Sleeves with style
Insta Cutter
The Magneteezer
Mandles
Attachable bedside power table
ROBOfone
The Love Lounge
Etiquettes prises Ã©lectriques
SightLight: Light the Path
Nail polish Dryer
fun fashionable wearable
Never Spill cupholder
Watch with Smart Bracelet
keyboard glove
Weed Patch
charge cart?
ToothWash
Tempurpedic Truck Matress
Multiple chargers
Thumb saver
Mulch Bag with Weed Block
The Head-Bobber-Stopper
Hair Brush Cleaner
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Non-dry Funny Multi Clay
bath bibs
Levelizer
PLEASE Brush Your TEETH
Waste Basket w/Bag Holder
Ball Of Water
robotic snow blower
LED flood light/WiFi camera
Ooli
XSS") ;
Children Storage rack
E Z Sheets
Solar AIR
smart ligth and sound switch
NEW DESIGN FOR WIND TURBIN
Beach Umbrella Gadget and Towel Holder!! NO MORE SAND ON YOUR STUFF!
Shoe Fitter
Desktop Plug-in Power Strip
kite line winder
iphone entertainment mount
Splint for Smartphones
Remote Selfie
Smart medical gown/gloves
iWatch Accessory
Wireless earphones
phone/tablet band holder
gasblockerhandler
Improved Adult Pull Ups
Solar Powered Blender
ULTRANext
Retractable badminton
Miss Me Not
Non-reversing tape dispenser
Gabriel
Unplugged
Pool Motion Alarm
Hands free trash
Solable
The Garden Template
Home Flood Kit
Outdoor Outlet Bluetooth Spkr.
Waterproof study help
Port Aid
mirroring airplay
DOUCHEMOUSS
Pesticide Quick-food testing
Pill reminder
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Paper disposable sunglasses
Freeze Pop Pusher
Sladel
5 in 1 Clay Targets
Countdown
No Tangle Headphones
PAI - Robotic Sentry System
single headphones on 2 devices
Clip-stand alone holder
Power Plunger for Toilets
HoloCase
Pillar Boss
snow friends
Carpal Tunnel Ice-Pack Glove
IN TIME
stretching post
iShare cover
Unitroller
Audio Flash Cards
Desktop PC buddy
High pocket
String bed
easy tether
Waki
Power Extension Ladder
propulsion by pendelum
Le pÃ¨se personne intelligent
The Bright Brush
Great Paint Can Spill Catcher!
colored salt
Drawer Divider
My lucky Bingo ball cap
Longer life for leafy greens
Phone Razor
Pressure controlled VR gloves
Outdoor dining without a table
Laundry Basket Divider
USB/AC to AC Adaptor
Coffee Coat
Connect &amp; Charge On The Go
Lighter Alarm
Smart Pack for Travelers
SMART GUITAR TUNER
ceinture facile
Wrap Holder
LED Christmas Light Strip
Christmas Ornament - Memories
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Allergy Nose Clip
Camera Support
Lighter Keeper
It's a Wrap
Green golf tee
Double Bottle
console cooler
The Key Chain Finder
LE KIT'NET
Real Mobile Baby Bottle Warmer
holiday flag pole attachments
Mirror
a rotory push lawnmower
ilost locator
Quirky future tech
ThermaCup
Custom Protective Phone Case
App Enabled Wedding Runner's
MagClip
Jolt
Back Roller
LUMINOUS AQUA GOGGLES
Adjustable angle broom
Smart Alarm Clock
Paper Pen
smart tray
Mood board wall frame
Smart Dog Kennel
Moo!
Bionic Braces
Traffic Jam
speak radio
Safety Car screen
Jewel Hanger
Laptop Key Protector
quiet time
Video Game Extender
GoPro Skycam/Trackcam
Chausse express
Fishing Lure with Camera
Razor Savior
Wooden Spoon Chimes
Gel palm anti blister shield
MWatch - The Helping hand
steal search
Iwatch charger keychain
Toffee lift
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Perfect Shower Pointer
Magneton Series (Î±, Î², Î³, Î´)
Bit Load Driver Socket
iCopy
Hauler Hook
"The Weakest Link"
Twin Koldies
Ice Mates
Personalized It
Floor Cordies
USB lamp for keyboard
Dandelion weeder with foot ped
perfect world smell
The Purse Buddy
Customosize
Chainless Bicycle
Slipper Station
FIND MY STUFF
painters helper
Comic Books HD
Purse Hook
Price apps finder
DisposablePlunger Splash Guard
THE FAN HAT
All Season Snow Balls
Household power generator
DoorStop Bumper!!
lawn mower deck
Sniff: Calming K9 Candle
Cable Holder
Fit Your Frame Camera
Cloud-Flyer
Low Pressure Fast Dryer
Pull String Eyeglass Holder
The Unmentionables dryer
scannable upc on mailbox
Heated Wiper Blades
Changing the Face of Earbuds with the hottest trend for Spring 2013: Sunglasses!
Kid Chef
Conversation System
easy power strip wall mount
Solar lunch box
Quiet Hotel Doors
The Soap Smasher
Adaptive Glasses
compactage jardin
Useable busby plug covers
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The walkers friend
Anti-shakepad
Portable Doctor's Office
Vehicle Camo decal kit
Universal Plug-In
Multi color tablet pen
Aluminum Condom Protector Case
Pantlers
Dual 3D DVD Projector Drive
Washer/dryer folder
Piano Doorbell
Dual Flow Baby Bottle
practical doggy pad
Bluetooth Picture Frame
Suction Cup Straws
Toilet Paper Flat Dispenser
Parallel Power
Writso
Smart Sprinkler Sensor
Flat Trash Bag
Shape a beard
camper underpinning
lawnmower blade inserts
pinglum
App Driven Robot Football Game
Man back scratcher
Compactcuttinchair aka (c3)
genie slipper
Cool Pillow
Wild Kingdom Habitats
Lumbar / Sacral brace
iPhone instant film case
AirCase
Style Pro
electrician meter transmitter
Toilet Brush &amp; Plunger Combo
In Car Siri
Travel - Smart Carry On
Early Stage Online Consulting
Earring Clasp Sterilizer
Drip Pan with Spout
Upright Toilet Seat
Tiny Fireplace
Stuff-It Bucket Stackable Cart
desktop charge outlet
Insta- coverage
Laptop computer with Scanner
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Personalized mini confetti
Smartphone savings bank
Road Boggie Board
Hands Free/Adjust WheelBarrow
Plant Stencils
Double Sided Shampoo Bottle
Hammer Toes No More
Wink Thermostat Outlet
Hotel Solution Challenge.
baby safe play-yard
Shade Phonez
Wall Mounted charger
Fireproof Drone
BEER DOG Tag . comon guys how many times have you wanted to know which was your beer, you dont want girly markers for your drinks,DOG TAG IT
Pozi drive 3 in one tool pz 1 pz 2 and pz3 all in one tool the invention is the barrel design magnetic double ended barrel to take hex bits
cam with lenses &amp; connection
Boom-Boom Peak Hole
The Reacher
Quick key
Tan-sparent Tee
Tipping tool
The H2OT Box
Dip
Adjusto Side Compartment Bowl!
Dimples Bat
earphones and charger
FindMe Phone Case
Pen/Pen light
CO Safeguard
ECOFILTER
Go Hangit
bracelet scan
Cookware you can write on !!
Upside Down Exercise Mirror
Hide a hose
Offline Web Browser
The Write Storage
Smart 53 inch Golf .
poster maker
Laser Gazer
Universal Phone Mount
App Enabled Swing Set.
Ice Breakers
Smart Heater
Sink/Tub Strainer Reinvented
Multi Seasoning Barrel
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Ash Case
One size fits all protection
Pocket Vault
"Ice Block Straw"
Weight disc knob
Wink Speak
Secure A Life
Side opening storage tote
Soaped screws
S-Reminder
Clip Board Assist
Mirror Cover
HAMSTER-CARE-BOX
Plaque Hunter
the KOOL-Z
iWatch Charger 4 Car/Anywhere
Clean Toy
Angels Eye
Car Visor CrossOver
Cleaner
solar powered vegetable tower
Fire alarm w/ speaker
Skrole Case
BENCH VICE INBUILT DIGITAL PSI
Backrest Removable Covers
Streaming USB Remote
EMA academy
Iphone Cord Sleeve
Motorcycle Footwear
Survival water bottle/jug
"SAVE ME"
Swivel clip and clasp
Grocery MATe
Compost Pot Holding Frame
Easy sweeper
ì• í”Œ ì˜¤ë¸ íŠ€ê¹€ê¸°
LAURAS DREAM
Garbage Can Raccoon Repellent
Bee Gone Zapper
Magnetic Brakes
Travel Sleep Cradle
Hidden Car Remote
KableKache
Doggy Mobile Leash
zip towel
Water Saver
The Garage Door Sensei
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Build=A=Bag
Light sensing LED candles
Woman spotting device
Music light cube
squirrel executioner
Desk Rodent
The WAVE Bike Rack
Over 1001 famous char Book
Battery Run Birthday Candles
Drone butterfly air dispenser
Cool Coaster
Free Fall
stylus pen
Miracle mower
Frequency x nector
GoExtra
genie slipper
Charging controller
Smart Drums
USB Food heater for gamers
Sweet Garbage Can
Recyclotraan
Mothering Comfort Pillow
Bottle &amp; Can Carrier
amazalight
Stop, Drop, and Roll!
Drying Hanger
sunglasses
Acu-force
Refillable Dental Floss Caddy
Dongle
Never forget Pill Alarm
Squishy cups made from Jell-o
Otto Rottweiler
book and toy
CAR2CARmsg
Smart Curtain Hanger
clean ergonomic painting
GYRO-Gym
cable box
XoomRooms
Toothbrush Facial?!?
Free HVAC for your home!
Scented AC Filters
multi cell phone adapter
Cat's fur cleaner
iPHONE Retractable Cable Case
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Connected Single Outlet
Stop Bird's From Eating Seeds.
Hit belt for carrying loads.
MG (Magic Ginie)
Electrical control for kites
Environmental Security Window
Bum Gaskets
Radar Pet
Air Care
Easy Punch
Mail box fairy
Taco tape
Cut it straight scissors
battery recharging pedaling
sharon yard scent
hookwrap
Airline ticketing kiosk
Portable Keyboard
1 ringy-dingy
vibe
Deaf fire alarm
Gloves with Fingernails
dog repell
mobileslot
"Sight" to see
BBQ Gill Heat Deflector Addon
Baby snap socks
coin wallet
Wink Pet Feeder
Personal DVR
Camp food Solar cooker tray
Desk and Portable Lamp
Smart Keychain Holder
Save Your Soap
ClÃ© anti-stress
GAS GUARDIAN
Modern Sexual Enhancement pack
Flip Top Closed
shopping cart chair
Chinese fingers!
hat+scarf
Multi-connecter cable
Timeless Clock
Tired of taking your purse to the club OR wallet at the gym OR fumbling through your bag to find money? Try the hands-free CASH BAND!
Cruiseshoes
The cool down suit

15-12596-mg

electro cards
hangskit
TANDEM MAN - DOG
Gingerbread Man Onsie
Carbon Monoxide Car Detector
mobiletatoo
Recycle Box Caddie
Pocket Dog Waterer
Smart-LockZ
Ladder Socks
pocket organizer
The Footie
Shifting Chair
Illuminated Shoes
Instant Digital Camera
Corner refrigerator
The Mechanical Stylus
Cell Phone Shoulder Rest
Dog Scratchless nail polish
Safe+Clean UV Toothbrush Kit
Rearview toilet seat mirror
Futuristic extending trash can
The Lather Master
Dog water bottle (bowl)
Pool Party Darts
on the go super mini vacuum
Clean Air
The Sanitize Machine
Umbrella mate
Mr. Sonic
CADDY ON WHEELS
The key
Desk Wire Clip
DAR-MOBILE
Frame for Record Wall Collage
Coiled Jumper Cables
Breezy Rider
Snap A Case
The Pullen-Miles Guide Stickâ„¢
Port-a-Pet
Hardware and tool catcher.
Scrubby pouch
Ne plus s'endormir au volant
medication drink bottle
currency gas pump
Solar Power Charger
Aftermarket Patterned Seatbelt
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custom comforters
Smart Blend
Cigarette holder/disposal case
Picatinny Rail mount for bikes
intelligent sound system
Picture Social Mobile Messager
App-enabled guitar stomp box
Baby Box Phone Case
Remote with parental lock
Grill Box (Like Denture Case)
Apple Watch Dual Charging Case
Put a Stop to all those Family arguments with this decision Cube, you write the decisions loads of fun and options, even adult:)/ business
Windshield wiper arm bushing
catch a weigh
KIM2O Bottle Cleaning System
sitty backpack
Phablet Phat Belt
hjghjg
Power alert
LALABY ALERT
Pot Savers: disposable covers
GET HELP NOW
Veggie Chopper Cleaner
Igloo Sleep House
G-plugs
Totlite
Metal Detecting Mountain Shoes
KeySurge
Handy
Wrapits
Light-Wand
2 in 1 Combo Contact Lens Case
MAGENTIC STRAPS
Cased
bogus blahinator
Stop that Damn Shower curtain sticking to me once and for all for Peteâ€™s Sake
Cover My Basket
Quirky Turnkey
Baby Animations
Senses
New Crash Safety Technology
Bracelet Assist Band
Ez cup
Ultra Flexible Handle For Broom Groomer, Way Better than the OXO handle and pan Makes Broom Groomer Stand Above the rest Video proof concept
Dustpan- picks up everything
EasyOn Long HairCap Protection
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Super Reacher
Windpower on freeways
Soon's Jewelry Box
Satchel Power Insert Case
Automatic Laundry Basket
GloveGrab
Quesadilla Flipper
Sleeveits, for your remote TV
Android Folding Up Stroller.
The Cold Blanket
Bike iwatch charger
Portable Dog Watering Device
Peel-Away White Out Tape
Mouldable Perfect Fit Skull Candy Over Ear Headphones NOT EAR BUDS !! NO Headband or Clips Unique Design, Custom made By You, your own Fit
POP-UP PICNIC BLANKET
HomePortal
trouve tout
The "C"-Wivel Clamp
Three in One Toothbrush
Smart Wink Mailbox
Cordtraktor
Q SMART GE GroundWaterMeterAPP
Wireless Waterproof Headphones
Cheddar's Custom Cleaner
Leftover pasta
Chill Out!
OnlineTV Decorder
Tag and Wait
Dual Fuel Rocket Pizza oven/GRILL combo Low Gas Consumption Works on Single Gas burner or Wood
COMPANY COMFORT
Clay Bags for Yoga
Gymnast Phone Case
The "CHILLER"
Clock and Learning Clock
Pivot Power Yoga Tower
Adjustable tablet car mount
Quilling Designs
Hang up sounds
Boxmob
kitchen onion peeler slicer
Swivel
USB rechargable Power Adopter
Electrostatic Laundry Filter
cups a go go
Portable book stand
Powerless iPad Keyboard
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Smartest solar window Blindes
swiss army compact
Whoopee FISH..pure FUN Blow them up watch them Zoom accross the water while they make the sounds of the whooppee cushion
Follow-me Camera
wardrobe space saver
Fence Gaurd
power commander
Keep your Coffee Hot
smart alarm
Weather Radio for your Car!
Double-Sided Pen
3 in 1 Paper shredder for car
BruTable Top for large trash
Hair Free Vacuum
Toothpaste dispenser
Aluminum Credit Cards
porte-enfant sur les Ã©paules
Fridge Check
EXPRESS BUMPER STICKERS
Blockheads: Puppets Cubed
The Hammer Hero
Code Name "Alpha Electro"
Cut the Chase
Picture Alive
KeyChain 2Way Phone/Key Finder
Adjustable Window Tint
Baby Bottle Keeper
Block Computer Keyboard
Kids Perfect Rain Jacket
Sanisteth
Want to present your food in a fancy way? like a top chef? How to Quenelle the easy way special Trick of the trade released
CoasterSleeve
Anti-theft wallet
Big Magnetic foam fort blocks
ToolBOX
The poncho solar backpack
Sun Case
Head Protector on Cap
Pourmatic
What isssssss this???
VERSR iOS/Android Power Cable
PIEZOELECTRIC BUCKLE and CASE
UNI-BATTERY
Flip A Switch
hexa-frame modular system
The angled toaster
anti tip stoller clamp on saftey device with buck board for todlers too
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Haunting Wreath
travel pillow/blanket travelog
Daisy
GECKO SPIDER CAR FLIPS STICKS CLIMBS WALLS FUN Small battery toy car
Spray Bottle Siphon
Clip-It-Quick Sheets
Laptop Mouse Hold Up
HAWAIIAN STYLE BBQ GRILL
The" Glacier"ice chest
"REMEMBER ME" car seat alarm
System for stroke detection
Neck Phone Holder
The Baby Buzzer
Lint Roller Cover
baseball cap or home theatre.
Locking Landing Net
Touch Enabled Keyboard
EZ Workout Towel
The Punch Straw
Easy Peel Bandage Dispenser
car portable sun shield
No more dirt car mats
smart bell
2-1 Toilet Bowl Brush Plunger
Retreactable Surge Protector
Smart APP Safe
Light where you need it
split pitcher
Coffee Tumbler w/ Flex Plate
Card Size Tools
Instant Recliner
Noise Negater
Dead Ringer
Bomb Squad (game/toy)
H tunes O
Swivel Broom/Rake Combination
Clothing Warmer Fragrancer
Remote control panel
R3Picment
test
Rx Temp Adhesive
The Anywhere Work Table
Heat &amp; Cool Microwave
The Scent Away
"Clean Thing" - Slide-n-Clean
iPhone 6 THUMBSTAND
Golf Pro Ball Scoop
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warm doll or heating doll
Sniff-a-Case
Customizable USB
Guitar cable holder
Everything Holder
Breathe Safe Keyring.
PEN WITH METER
BEAT the HEAT
zip-stay
Computer Umbrella
Hose Lock Multi-Tool
You.Me.LOVE.
Table &amp; Chair leg extender
heated snow shovel
Spice Master
Cleopatra's Oils
Pram wheels cover
WEED EATER FOR LEFTY
Life-Gard
Little cargo drone
Apple Products
Litter Box drop box
VApor
Buzz-Um
BOXMOB
Light up plexiglass end table
Origami Raincoat
Power Wheels Push me Pull me Universal Power cart, From Extreme Sports to Garden use, wheel chairs plus many Other uses read on!
non-stop-search
Surfboard Wax Remover
Basketball Sensor Defender
Consol Dust Shield
LifeSense
Laser pointer stylus
Motorised BED Chair LEG Raiser tilt and incline uses screw Jack stepper motors independently 2 motors or 4 helps Getting in and out of BED
TRAVLIN' PALS
Groovey Bike Rack
Light Weight Car Seat
Only one mouse
Find my cow
Phone Wipies
Bootie dispenser for airports
LADY LEGS
SPA TO GO EYE GLASSES
Baby Stop
SaniMat
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Internal UPS
IPhone plug in
BookReport Share by App
LED slippers
APP-ENABLED ELECTRIC BLANKET
Flamless Stove
Quirky Clip-on Frame
Wireless Controlled PivotPower
PERFECT DOOR BELL
Bedtooth
Ox Buds
SilentNinja
Plant Growth Partner
le casque audio modulable
All-Terrain Computer Bag
Phone charger with memory card
Charge On The Go
An Eco watering system automatic for remote growing, or in a standard garden water harvesting and programable app enabled telemetrics
Virtual Indoor Bike Exerciser
SIDS Prevention camera
Water scale daily
Wireless Charging Case/Dongle
Stake
smarttalk
lingle [ link + glue = lingle]
Shoe Clique
Year Round Holiday Lighting
smart lock
Smart heated pet bed
Measurite
jacket tote
911 Emergency Call Pendant
designer shoe organizer
Wink Relay Desktop Model
Power Cube
Footwear Generator #VIDEO DEMO
electric plug extender
Electroy
piezorround
Rain Jacket Sweatshirt
The Kwik Kettle
Time Me Toothbrush
Wink water heater
Wi-fi heating oil tank gauge
PartyCup
THE CRUTCH STROLLER
"Train Motion Bed"
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Go Go Gadget Beach Legs
Clothes washing dresser
BathTime
OVUMAT
Foldaway bath taps
Flat Tire - Frozen Lug Nuts
Gleash - Dog Leash in a Glove
PowerPods
Suer-shot Laser Pool Cue stick
Bug Alarm Defense
PICKELARIUM
Virtical Fun Race Track
Quick Install Ceiling Tiles
A magic Marble Feris Wheel /steel ball /LED Lamp/ USB charger gravity fed a science project and desk toy
CHARMOB
helium 3 project
Rotating Double Socket Adaptor extension with added USB points
Onion Slicer
Message or writing on T shirt
Auto Accell/Decell Light
í™”ìž¥ì‹¤ ì—í‹°ì¼“ ë©œë¡œë©œ
TOWEL MATERIAL SHEET SETS
External camera for your phone
recycleitbin
Floating Cup Holders
Postal Sorting Tray
The Pee Pedal
key chain power driver
acceleration light
360 swivle plug and socket and inline swivle combine for a truely flexible connector and extension cord Great for the UK market and others
Denim Wash
The Marker Pointer
Danger detection
Velcro sport ice pack
headphone clip
Retractable Purse/Bag Holder
Aroma Therapy Bath Curtain
SOLGER (soldier) Power Holder
never miss
Little Bitty Coupon Printer
Sponge pads to soak wet away
Wind Charger On Elec-Vehicles
Le courant communautaire
Comforter For Her &amp; Him
Look, Mom!
the travel watch
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XCharge
Dazzle Clock
Dry Curler
The Flower Guardian
The Bed Stay
Bath Time Fun blow em up and watch em go, bubbles moves, Duck, Boat And Ball, Makes botty burp noises Giggles Galore
magnetic baby seat harness
Buzz Off
wisdom of life
Bags in Bags Garbage Bags
I-Work and Play Station
Smart Coffee Maker
Electronic Swivel Camera Mnt
KCP Steps
Spine Align
FridgePics -Fun in the kitchen
Pitchers Helmet
Dual Volume Control Earphones
Designer Bumper Guard
Clear Drive
Bendable Hanger
To see car spot
Light Monitor
The Gripper Clipper
Smart Cord Reel Power Station
Hand Held Toilet Pump
SWEEPER/ SWIFFER/ WET VAC
An Innovation DVT preventing Foot and Leg Exercise Squidgy Cushion with adjustable resistance Great for Elderly, Immobile,Sitting Workers +
Capsule/ bounce ball Seat
crib side protectors
2 in 1 magic stand
Smartphone Photo Magnifier
Outlet Mismatch Covers
Game Bike
magic box
ROBOTIX
Gel Brush or Color Brush
Smart Desk
ROUND FOLD Splatter Screen !!!
SRS mini phone speakers
Bed Theater Station
Remote Control Baby
runner/ walker doggie cup
Lipstick Mirror
Traffic Drones
Iphone Style Slider Case
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Christmas Light String Along
New Stick and Find
2 part proximity warning.
Wood Turning lathe for Quirky Rails Turn your new rails into a ULTRA Flexible Awesome low cost wood turning lathe. Great for Hobby DIY
Ergonomic Slip-Proof Crutches
Garlic Lovers Salad Bowl
Get some work done
I Watch Color Case/Protect
TeleClutch
Kid friendly YouTube
Fill N' Fish
Bark Activated Security Light
Adjustable usb lightning cord
WBC Detector
No more flats
Huge Thrill Adrenalin rush? 24 v 14 MPH Motor Powered OFF Road Dual Track Skateboard a must watch ** Video**
Music Motion
Umbrella's, hats with uva/uvb
T.V. Channel never been done
Artisan Dentistry Newburyport,
portable lap table
Sailing Practice Machine
easy case
information band
WinkTags
Pool Leave Guard
Add-A-Urinal
xxxxxx Decore
Pull Plug
anti tip stroller clamp on saftey device with buck board for toddlers too fully adjustable fits ANY stroller
3D mini palm projector
BUG-BRELLA
GECKO SPIDER CAR FLIPS STICKS CLIMBS WALLS FUN Small battery toy car
Battle Boats and pool Water Cannon, Blast the boats with your water cannon sink them to Win, Great for all to play with
KnickKnack Rotator
Car Side Window AND Mirrors Clear Vision! Rain Or Snow/Ice Blast off the rain spots clear your vision clear the ice defrost fast
Sinustoes
Vacuum Haircutter
PICTURE -BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Adjustable Golf Holes
frozen food checker
Vanity Travel Case
Lacrosse Ball with Speedometer
Chewable Vitamin Letters
RingyWatch
Kindness Cards
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Shoe Sole Steamer
Auto Truth
Dorm bed Shelf
AB ASSIST
GlowB. Spherical Keyring Lamp
Chargies
Chillin' Wine Caddy
mini smart board
The Straight Brush
Unbendable i Phone 6
Bicycle Stow and Go Fender
Motion activated ceiling fan
phone case with built in cord
Guitar Sound Hole Cover Tuner
School Bus Trax
"Sink-N-Play"
Hammer Falshlight
Executive Fit - Carpool
Ã‰chafaudage rapide
The every woman 1/2 &amp; 1/2 Bra
gps equipped bicycle helmet
QRHUD
Portable Back Scratcher
Adjustable Golf Holes
Flat Heels
The Valco Fluid Catcher
THE Carbox
Easy To Install, No Drill Clip
medicinal mask
Pocket Fly Tyer
Refresh My Mat
Music snake
My Future Watch
Cordless decorative lightning
Foldable Seat Tray
Dryer cord converter
Handy Night Helper
The Mouth Sprayer
The adventurers earphones
Office Cubicle Air Curtain
Decor sleeves
Universal Razor Handle
Porta-Dim
Divided Fry/Chip Container
Craver
airborn skateboard strap
Spectacular Christmas Lights
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Pocket Change
Traffic Sentinel
D-Tangle. Life Made Easy.
The 1" Window Air Conditioner
Sand Castles
telescoping kayk or canoe padd
Zip
EZ Cut
Styfi-Stylus on the finger
flavor bomb
Kitchen knife block sharpener
Portable power socket
Bed Grounding Kit
Baby Bottle Drip Catcher
Business Master
Travel Bib
STOP ALL BORING NESS MAKE THIS CUSTARD PIE MIX, JUST LIKE THE CLOWNS HAVE, Just add paper plates and kids [Video]
Panic Braking Horn Activation
Dust Pan Hamper
trampsneak
Bycicle Charger for Smartphone
The Outrigger
Pet Taxi
Car lookout App
stretch shirt hanger
ceiling fan fresh
Restaurant Window Display
WINK Sound Hub
radio signal mailboxes
Digital Fuel Indicator
Remote control locater
Fire and gas alarm clock
Pump Up Your Game
Umbrella Thermometer
SNOW TIME

YAayyyyyyyy uh

APPLE WATCH CAMERA
Pawcet Hose Filtration
Wall Bicycle Rack
Chip &amp; Dip Party Carousel
HideMe
Custom Holder #Hashtag Sign
octoplug
Snow FUN with the back pack Snow/foam machine, go wild and have a blast with the Snow / foam thrower, Great if you dont get Snow at Xmas too
The Clipper
Kill-ean Gear
Bird Cage Rack
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fun and safety go hand in hand
Sprocklers "Rock Sprinklers"
Fuel Cell Tree
Warning Bracelet for Runners
Hitch Buddy
Goal guard
Re-Nu Charger
Football Magnet Gloves
Adhesive Ink Holder
girlbox
Talk Talk Baby
FoneFun
be green fertilizer spreader
Smart Xmas Lights
The Shoppers World
Sac Ã dos chauffant
The Shower Thermostat
the toothbraste
Gordon 1.0 &amp; Gordon 2.0
Hug Me Ice Pack
Toilet Skirt
Auto dial 911 what if you were unconcious? intelligent Smoke carbon monoxide, and intrusion motion detector in one unit app enabled
Smart Headboard
HANDLE BABY SAVER
Collapsible Shoe Rack
baby bath trouble
passage facteur signal radio
a kind of umbrella for cars
Smart Clothes Rack
Tropipop Pool Storage
Ez trailer jack
Solar Pavement Marker
Fast drying shoe doormat
Tablet Tray
Un moule Ã part
Detachable Head phones.
GetCustomCalls
"The Marriage Saver"
step off
Two Drink Cup
Folding Hotdog Roaster
No Sore
Kitchen Sponge Cassette
SIREN BLASTER
Heat Resistant Palm Rest
USBKey
TP Shredder
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App-Enabled Smoke Detector
driveway entrance markers
Mr. Flathead Phillips
Le four connectÃ©
Empire State Building Feature
3. Wasp - Electric Vaccine
App-Enabled Marionette
The Shrinkable Shovel
Window Fan HEPA Filter Combo
WaveSkate: Walk on Water
Dermal sex toys
Magnetic Clip Connector
Lily' Fan

(marque protÃ©gÃ©e)

defrosting windshield
Pop up sing along
Solar-Fridge
3 in 1 stapler
Back Scratch Tee Shirt
Big Wedgies For Quick Clamps OR Use them on Their own, Always there always handy ! Use Quirky Bandits to hold them Together
portable switch
Cook, Flip, Cook ,Flip, Serve. Pancacke Production Griddle Fits on normal stoves or you can use on an outside grill, Dual plates that flip
Line Extension! A Clip on Cheese wire for Mocubo !
Bike-Connected Walkie Talkie
Multi Function power tool It Sands ,planes,cuts like a circular saw,cuts strips from sheet, routes grooves and slots, profiles
Reusable E-Ink Paper + Printer
Epoch Fail
Clammer
Built in can opener for cooler
Correcteur couleur
kid finder
MOST EXPENSIVE FUR. BEE FUR
shower and use your devices!
Smart Space Heater
Can you hear me now
Ratcheted Chin Bar
Light Wars (Video!!!)
solar siding
Magical Shower
SHIRLEY SLEEVE
Salt and Pepper Shakers
Musical Plunger
ALON screen/ screen protector
DIY Musical Jewelry Box
Drink Ur Cup
Sheetrock Skin
Bracelet connectÃ© vital
Smart Reverse Sensor
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Quick Clean Glove
Christmas Tree-fill
Wink Announcer
This Picture IS The PROBLEM The solution Is a Horizontal Modular Shoe Rack. Simplicity space saving Storage, see other pictures
Baby Beats
Pluck Mini
Strong Toothpick
Curfboard
CHANGE - O - MAT
Next To Me
Multi-Holiday Lights
Car closet
BANISTER CANISTER-carries it
WINK Pool Alert
Sustainable wrapping fabric
One Cool Pillow
Cutting board fence
Brosse Ã Brushing double prise
Car Locator folding attachment
Antiflight nail clipper cover
on point
Emergency Mobile Application
Hot &amp; cold beans
The Pick 6
Auto Filling Cake Pan
Interactive Dance Mat
penpr paper and pen clip
Go walkers
Phone in Everywhere
Smartphone controlled items
Elderly and Youth locator Gps
GPS pour Senior
Refrigerator Generator Plug
Telescopic Truck Racks
Remote detector
Nomad Tether- Resubmission
DÃ©tecteur de fumÃ©e laser
Yard Sale Sign Hanger
Multi-facet Beach blanket
Bibleopoly
Laser hat
Smart hand grips
The Drink - O - Matic For the Modern Home **Video** --ROBO- "Hasta Barista Baby" NOT a Soda Machine!Does ALL Drinks
Low-V
SCIZZORS
bocina con sistema youtube
toilet analyser
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ILIKE
Bathroom Coaster
Universal Pancake Mold
Tranzver
waterproof hair dryer
Bath Time Fun blow em up and watch em go, bubbles moves, Duck, Boat And Ball, Makes botty burp noises Giggles Galore
Crossfit Attachable Lift Heels
Magik Measure
Foot Operated Shower Control
Shoap Shaver
Ground Hog Plant Watering Syst
The Catcher
Give em the Hook.
Solar Herbert
"Slotted Screw Paint Remover"
Smart Smoothie Maker
Remote Caller
Can't Touch This
heater in clothes
Retracord
The Terrafirma Beach Towel
Intercom-Speaker Smoke Alarm
Replacable Sponge Brush
I Solar
Improved Shower Liner
Time to Dim
CRUZSTER
Mommy and Daddy helper
Teeth Paint
Glue Buttons
XmasLite Window Display System
DELTA-FORCE
Battery Pack Watch Band
Saddle Up!
Paci Cleaner
Ski a teen
bar transformable
Child Sensor Pad
Anti shark surfboards
The MixMat
Multi-Purpose Lifting Frame
The Quirky suitcase
Smart beach chair
Refrigerator Cork Board Tiles
i-Table
Butler Buddy
App enabled LED Sleeping Mask
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Belt Cam
The Universal Power Port
Godessipit
Hanging Holiday Tree
built in phone key fob
Watch Chick Fil A Peach Bowl
Uvodi
Instant Sound
Monster Cookie Machine, a conveyer cookie cooking machine how cookie is that! it does Toast and pizza too!
Flight Seat Caddy
BreastFeeding Clip
Dryer cord adapter
The CarFinder
USB and blue tooth jump drive
eWalker/eCane
Bottle dynamo power charger
Keg Table
Flexible splatter shield
Hard Rock Hippy Handrums
Grip Clip
Heated butter knife
Easy Alarm Clock
GlowInTheDark Toilet Lid Cover
ADSL and landline
Rolling Stool
The Locator
Shapeable Christmas lights
Life Size construction kits Erector set, Full Size Build and USE what you imagine,Bike Car Monster truck Drag Car Go Kart
Sow 'N' Grow
Bluetooth CD
TIRE UV SUN GUARD
Expandable Pots and Pans
Car Shade
Survivet-Ring
The Planket
Extra Hand Umbrella
Paper Mop
Reachable Handles
Heated windshield wipers
Eye in the sky!
Bug Repell Strap/ Bracelet
Toothbrush head Caddy
invisaleash
Shower Timer or Shower Sanity
PORTABLE CARRYON HEADREST
Truckers Voice Permit
Never lose or fall sunglasses
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Smart Security
No Snow
Ceramic blade razor! how sick are you paying a high price for blades that wear out.
Wireless diagnostic tool
Anywhere Wifi!
On the Grid!
"Easy Stop"
Magnet blanket
WallMatch - Texture Cloning
Hamper Funnel
Quirky TV
Ugly Christmas Sweater Creater
Grippabrella
Brain Pencil
Blank Book
TacKlip
Drivewayspikes
the sleepwalker
Unique Twister Barrow On A Ball no Strain easy to move anywhere Balances easy Spins 360 old principal VIDEO full size Prototype follows
Abuse Saver to help victims
Scrunchie koozie
RV Slide Out Broom
magnify lid
"ReSoxology" healing socks
The motive blanket
Deflectair
Chameleon Lights
Cleavage When You Want It!
Hand Bag Organizer
talking phone
Glass monitor pedestal
Protector Plate
THE CYCLON THRONE
Porstitution
Carry Cup
Blanket-Clip
Bungee Belt
Swing IQ
Travel charger table
HEX KEY DRIVER
Water Tracker
knee pillow for the car
Wink - Baby Movement Monitor
Home Made Gummy Vitamin Maker
Smartbells
The shovel-Broom on Wheels
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This Business is famous for?
COMMUTER'S TRIANGLE
Laundry bag classification
Live well/cooler truck toolbox
Cube Companions
civil defender
eyeCase iPhone 6 case glasses
Telling Toothbrush
improved portable cup holder
Wood Turning lathe for Quirky Rails Turn your new rails into a ULTRA Flexible Awesome low cost wood turning lathe. Great for Hobby DIY
Situational Sound Button
Sure Safe
Mirror It !
Wind turbine car charger
Instant Light
Phone support
Flybot Selfie Camera
Parking Guide Light
Adjustable Bakhoor Burner
AC Rattle Snake
Make your own perfume
Decky
Personal Airborne Wind Turbine
Disposible tanning strips.
Car trunk hazard triangle
Kids Rides at Home
Quick Signal Watch
Secure Credit Card Cover
Carryall Raincoat
Helium Light
Apple Shoulder Holster
Craft your own Thing !! A multi press/mould fully customise your own coasters, place mats, phone cases many materials Many Other things too!
ss
'Speedklock'
Hush Hair Dryer
Holding Healthy Tape
Kiddie Car Belt
Finger Application Launcher
Table Clamp Tape Dispenser
Wrist Rest
Hair Accessory Dispenser
Car seat with leg support
Oxisock
Pet Hair Eliminator
Digital Personal Trainer
Solar phone charger for bikers
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Auto Stirrer
Rear Windshield Wiper
ASPHALT ODOR DEODORIZER
speedy cats
Head Phone Detangler
Duct Tape String/Sticky String
InstaBiblio
Clear View
RealEDC flashlight
High Order Flashcards
Smart Wall Map
Microsuction Tape &amp; Dispenser
Ipad Manager
Keyboard Protector phosphoresc
Uni-Prise
The Wolf
Charger Cord ID Set
Football Soccer Rugby Base ball pitching catching passing etc AUTO Loading single play practise machine see Video for inspiration
Bathroom Mirror Defogger
Whats Wrong Circular Saws AND Compound Mitre Saws ? Ihave an INVENTION NO Motor On The Side RE SUB: Proof 346votes379 veiws proto
**VIDEO**
Removed Laptop w/o unplugging
Bluetooth sleeve DVD player
Drive-Thru Grocery Store
Voice Cap
the quick no quick nail shaper
Electricity Overuse Warner
Genius Pre paid meter
golf finder
PC with more than 0 and 1
special needs clothing line
Multi-Sided Pivot Power
Luxury/Comfort 20" high Toilet
Rest N" Rise Quilt
Big Wedgies For Quick Clamps OR Use them on Their own, Always there always handy !
Quirky Cares
smart Bluetooth armband
FanDom
No means No
MY insulated car wiper covers
The thicker rag mop
The "Dam it"
Peephole Viewer
Easy Juice
Elliptical Charging Machine
"Wedgies" adjustable packing wedges for construction, Quick Cheap and easy to fit/use multiple uses e.g. window/door Frame fitting leveling
"C-F TORTILLA" (corn &amp; flour)
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Wink controlled Pet fence
Vector - car to car messaging
Meter Maid Bird
Toilet Seat Lifter
Power bar with light sensor
Cordless Induction Charger
Thermal sensor check
Perimeter One
Honey Do
Analog Weather Clock
Feet Cool Pillow
It's 5 o'clock here clock
My Travel Desk
SOSO Bracelet Light
Eye-Friendly Monitor
File Ranger
Flash Drive Scanner
multi power tool It Sands ,planes, strips wallpaper,cuts like a circular saw, cuts strips from sheet, routes grooves and slots, profiles
imÃ¡n mÃ³vil
Robotic bathtub/shower cleaner
Baking assistant
wireless charger
Flat Plug
Cooling Electric Blanket
Cops will always find you
Precious Cargo Baby Decal
Pet Placemat Backsplash
Toilet Training Undies
Wire Free Powerplant
SurgeCube
Slip &amp; zip up crib sheets
Attic Trolley
Closet Calendar!
Towel Dryer
Cable HDMI Long, TrÃ¨s Long
construction mini digger bulldozer,track driven another awsome ride on toy
Scrubsters
Braille Pictures for the Blind
LED Toilet Paper Holder
POWER POCKET
File Pack
Rack-it-up Game Pack
kiddy curtain
Smart Eave De-icer
Pawfiler
jouet lavable
Cell Phone Privacy Shield...
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Simple Can
Toe Guard Slippers
Color-Apropriat Holiday Lights
MCR
drapreau aimantÃ© pour suppoter
Crutch Clamp
Runny Nose Tampon
Rubuggle
Wink outlet adapter
A Bamboo Cookware range for Traditional chinese cooking
Wizard
Nip ball
Lazy pillow
Tray Chopping Board
BatBox
smartphone pc
trouve doudou
mail lit
LuminÃ¡ria colors
Pet Carrier Liners
Window Planter
Adjustable Desk
Back of Car USB Charger
air shrivel
App-Enabled Tape Dispenser
The Ultimate GO PEE Kart.Go Kart runs on URINE,closed loop energy system,Doubles as a Standby Generator students have made similar
Star Wars style Light Sabre With Sound (yeah been done !!) but not like this !
Spinaramma
Cell phone scanner with scale
Umbrella Dryer
Water Whirler
Smart Wheels maintenance
Earclips for standard earphons
car hand sanitizer
Added Flood Protection
Easy Eatin'
(safely) cook and heat with anything that burns even in an appartment also get light/electric for free from the heat.
Drive thru napkin holder
Souris webcam &amp; micro intÃ©grÃ©s
Plant Protectors
Auto Life Raft
Improved wind proof umbrella
All my grub/ finish my dins
Super room cleaner
Comptroller of Electricity
Rain Water Toilet
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Braille Tab
The Tee Buddy
Foot croissants
Keurig Bottle Maker
The Grip Counter
Ergonomic peripheral holder
TEXT TO STOP!
Mail lock Box
Smart Watch Sport Cover
Go Go Wipes
GAMERS ON THE GO@@@@@@
Drink on the run
Solahart Cibubur 02124003752
OutDoor Organizer
micro pour smartphone
Front Door Oasis
Wireless Outlet
car dryer
Whats Wrong Circular Saws AND Compound Mitre Saws ? Ihave an INVENTION NO Motor On The Side RE SUB: Proof of Concept proto type
**VIDEO**
simple way to hold any tablet and not touch the screen with your thumb (proof of concept proto type pictures)
Gopro Ratchet
table a langer
The Vacuum Glove
Iron Bucket Lable
Magnetic Flag Light
Pot lid holder
Genius water meter
Writeout 2 in 1
'Dry-Du' Swim cap
I pad Mini Gossemer Silk thin ultra light case with built in bump gaurd carry strap and storage for cords/buds
Ez Gliders
This iron steamer
Bark Belt
WINK Ice Cream Fridge/Freezer
Portable USB Wall Charger
Notebook Spiral Stopper
Forward Grip Pliers/Snips
Towel hook
No Drip Paint Can Utility Lid
man-dle
Clip-on Power Cord Coil
Nail Clippers w/length setting
Shower Liner Weights
Bluetooth protection box
PowerUp Pill Tracker
Light Switch Induction Charger
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Light Gloves.
Dessert Cutters
Mini Sprung loaded conductive Chop stick Stylus for ladies with long nails and people with fat or Dirty fingers.works with any phone/tablet
preheated hotwater fence
transporta-power (White)
PEACE KEEPER
Collar Stay - NO WAY!
Used battery juicer
Vanity Vac
Wireless and cordless earphone
Puddy &amp; Woffie Gourmet
Cool Car
"DuaLeaf-Rakit"
SHOE STERILIZER / SANITIZER
Spice Stack
TINY Cubic Power
Salt Saver
Smart Charger
Sucky Suck
Solar Charger Window Shade
AirTooth
Microvent
Automated External Latch
Smeal here
Flat fitted sheet
Stair Extends
Gas Saver
Finger-holster for iPhone 6+
Wake Sense
Biosodmesh
handy dishwasher
Smart Fluid-Intake Bottle
Chalk-A-Bike
THE DRAGONFLY
fish food distributor.
Remote Switch Power Strip
solar window coverings
Instant Auto Wheather Guard
ultimate door bell
Apple Chew
BLOOM - A portable heater
ex fresh
Prescription Phone Protectors
Emergency Vehicle Alert
Automatic LED Emergency Light
EL Wire: iPhone &amp; Android
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Pickup Stick
icu
Bag-in poop scoop
Half-Fit Sheet
Battery Share
Chillin'
Antiscratch gloves
Cat-Friendly Safety Gate
SKULL-SHELL
Headphone Helper
The HammerGuard glove
Marky Measure Tape
wall outlet ( with wire hold )
pare-soleil photovoltaÃ¯q
fingerprint Lock
Yard Sled
Squeezer Infusion Bottle
Rural Dog Feeder
Flexible Sport Water Tube
Wink-Boom Voice
Sanitary Birthday Candles
problem solver
The 360 Ride a Wheel The Hubless Wheel you can ride like a single wheel skate/surf board UPDATED
Quick Cover
la rÃ¨gle Ã compas
Kitchcam
meter reader
Smart Wall Clock
Notes w Microsuction Adhesive
Tracking Bracelet
ROBO Kart #crazyIdea No steering wheel #robots
Convertible Sink
Hand keyboard/mouse
Ladder Caddy
Bike in a Bag/Back pack for commuters and airline passengers Students on campus.Kids see VIDEO #QCYCLE UPDATED Re sub
Green Like
Anatomic headphones
Caisson d'armoire
Family Fun Baseball
soccer video game
Mouchoir Ã©tanche
Memory Mats
temppan
boite Pocket chewing-gum
USB Car Charger Power to Go
Modular smartphone
Auto Drainboard
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Customized Cutter
The Ultimate Home Juke Box Music system High Q ~Tech Touch/Flat Screen And DJ Kit visual and audio combined in a NEW way, SEE **videos**
All In One Showerlite
Shoulder purse magnet
Finding Yourself
Swimming fish speaker for pool
Whistling Slides
I phone case Star Trek Communicator Replica
The RainCloud Umbrella Minder
Spoon holder
Kitchen Faucet Stream Blader
Safe Ride
Toothbrush Locker
LUCKY 4 leaf clovers
FIRE SPRINKLERS on the roof of a house. or use lawn sprinkers. have a generator pumping water from the deep end of the pool. WILDFIRES!
WIZ
Scentsus
Girly Girls 3 pocket I-Bag with dual length strap,Bling and Style with Function As Requested by My Girls
chameleon phone case
Swing away Mail box
Scalecase
The cheapest computer touch
Tool Zen
bacon Ramen
Smart Chip Continuous Read
Bookchelf Chair
Hang it!
smart powder feed nozzle
Pineapple cutter
Appuccino
5Star camping
Meet The Most Awsome Bike Ever seeing is believing !! #QCYCLE
Tastee paste
Air Fort
Wireless Ear Phones
Luminus
Illuminate Me
RC Boogies
Simple &amp; cheap Car Deodorizer
Silent Heavy Bag Mount
Gaming remote with keyboard
4-in-1 Apple Watch, Phone Dock
Heated Kitchen-Aid Bowl
Stylo autopiqueur chauffant
Showerhead scrubbie
Huge Thrill Adrenalin rush? Motor Powered OFF Road Dual Track Skateboard a must watch ** Video**
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Polished chrome Mirror Case With integral Lipstick holder and Tweezers that also act as a 3 way stylus
Lumacube
Backpack with built in file
Tizerband
catch all pet bowl
Sliding Tool Box
fer Ã repasser automatique
The bookbag printer
Bookbag Book Slots
INFOR-MAT
One number multiple cell phone
silent pet vac
Kettle Bath!
Vayu
Repot a pot
Don't bug me cup cover
Push Up Cordless Screwdriver
under the weather
Roofers Caddy
"Touch-Aid" Bandages
Wall Pivot Strip
WINK SpareWheel PressureSensor
GRILLE PAIN DEMONTABLE
chariot tout en un multi-usage
Talking Mouse or Mighty Mouse
Smart Safety cutter
App Enabled Space Heater
drawing dress
Doggy Bath Gate
Lid Lift
Universal HUB complete cable/connectors all the cables you ever need in one audio visual and power, connectors for other uses USB Camera ETC
hands-free umbrella
Haiyan Life Bag
GOURMANDISES FACTICES
Clip on garbage container
Broom/Rake Combo
washyer
The neÃ³n Bag
police gauntlet
Expandable midi keyboard
Stiledge
Car Emergency pack â€˜nâ€™ jack Peace of Mind in a handy box all you ever need in your car for those unexpected moments on the road
Inductive Charger + Mouse Pad!
Residential Drinking Fountain
Humidity Free Shower Cap
The Cholesterol Solution
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Gumless Laptop Rubber foot
Disposable Christmas tree bag
Unique Twister Barrow On A Ball ERGONOMIC no more Strain easy to move anywhere Balances weight with ease Spins 360 old principal New VIDEO
COMBINATION Solar/Wind power
Turn Your Weed Eater Trimmer,into an effective low cost Light to handle Snow Blower,AND Leaf Collector All in ONE Tool Fits ANY Trimmer
4 in 1 gym soap
Heads up
Hydraulic Bench Vise
CUSTARD PIE MIX, JUST LIKE THE CLOWNS HAVE, Just add paper plates and kids [Video]
Year-Round Holiday Lights
I move tv
Lâ€™oreiller ajustable
You joy TU
Stay put and stop drifting
Hundreds of Holes
Da vinci chalk eraser device.
Space Bar Inductive
Hot Lunch Box The Modern Day Tiffin a Thermos for your Food, take to work on a picnic Keeps it hot, no more soggy sandwiches fast food
Portable Environment
flex screen
Wire Lamp
Toothpaste and brush all in 1
Night Eyeglass Holder
Drone Mine Sweeper
Utilities hand washing
Now I Hear You
Windhurst Air Motor
Date-An-Outfit/Calendar Closet
Tire rim bling
BAR B Q BRELLA A multifunction Shelter you Grill with Extractor Fan LIGHTS and more use with Any grill Anywhere No More Smoke in Your Eyes
elastilaces
Iwatch Charging Ring
useful bottle
Bathroom Bumpers
Tabocco Tally
Backup Safely
The Salon Soother
My Teen's Fav Youtube Calander
MFT Pro Cinema Smartphone
All-in-one Place
Gel Hair Roller
bike for horses
Flex Speaker Ipad Case &amp; Stand
What about when you're absent?
Mojo portable Smoker
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My Phone
Danger UXB Time Bomb Disposal Game DO YOU have the nerves of steel required? BOOM Your Covered in Green Slime
To The Point
gyro-cup
The Life-Saving Car Assistant
Digital Wall
ramassoir magique
psi saftey
Save Our Sockets
MiiDock
La MarlÃ¨ne
Headcase - Smartphone Cap
Laptop / Notebook Safe Wrap
powmod
Color Changing Glass Pipe
Cute Nose Clogger
almost free refrigeration
Masseuse
Child Safe Nightlight
Jack Of All Trades
SmartLock
TeleDoc at home tool kit
Toilet Bot
Smart Sump
Swiss army Style Key Fob TUBE,Glasses/Screen Cleaning cloth,Knife,Tweezers/Nail file (combo),tooth pick,LED light,mini screwdriver+ #spotsv
Clip-based Car Deo
SELF-CLEANING TOILET
Beach Blanket Anchor
Coilie
Pet tracker
Closet Bling
Glowing Water Mat
Battery Pack Wallet for Men
Wink-Enabled Heating Blanket
Wearable cable organizer
Work out gear cleaner
Receipt App
Personalized Bra
E-Z-Divider Bin
Reverse curve tv
Waterproof Bag
Deep Fryer Rack
Hang 'n' Fly
www.ovational.com (prototype)
Kids play helmets are boring and 40 years out of date Communicate,Command and Record with the Upgraded essential play Helmets,Hi Tech, cool
Kitchen safe
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feet cleaner
Shape Box
EZ PASS APP FOR SMART PHONE
Stick on spy camera
Boo Boo Band
Plant Pot Guard
Smart Vent
Now back from UC with modifications ITS A :Multi SOCKET,HEX KEY,TORX KEY, ALL IN ONE TOOL
HandiMop
BELT BATTERY CELL CHARGE
The Bow WOW
Peace Of Mind Bowls
Snow FUN with the back pack Snow/foam machine, go wild and have a blast with the Snow / foam thrower, Great if you dont get Snow at Xmas too
magnet pin
Make-Up Shower Saver
Water motivation bottle
Return to Me Dog Ball
Best Buds
Electronic dog whistles
smart signs
BFR training gear
Plug N Thaw
Selfie Mirror
Hazmat Sanitizer
X-Caliber Super Stapler
Smoke Boss
WaL-BuDDy
Shopping Cart Partitioner
Communicate,Command and Record with the Upgraded essentials Helmets,Hi Tech Not Boring, Redefining the dull Kids Play Helmets market
Rep-Counter For Idiots
The "SLIDER' golf club
Battle Boats and pool Water Cannon, Blast the boats with your water cannon sink them to Win, Great for all to play with
runner's phone
Save a KID .................
ESP Computer Duplex Mouse
Smart HVAC on the cheap
One Hand Operated Scissors/Pli
SelfieCASE
Inventanoccasion Lights
Umbrella Holder
Inzzomnia
Tumbler Thermo/Cooler
AABS Adjustable Backpack Strap
The Hammock Butler
Rigid back iPhone 6 case
Stinky Dish Cloth, NO MORE
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Mosquito Killer
recyclable container
Squirrel say cheese!
Bike across EVERYWHERE
portable trash can
Q Skull Candy DESIGN YOUR OWN top quality sound Keeping your ears and hearing healthier!!! NOT EAR BUDS !! NO Headband or Clips Unique
SLEEVE KEYBOARD
3 angle selfie device
Timer Switch
Waterlight
Professional Gaming Chair
Cord Clips
THE CART RACK
adjusty!
Spike Me!!
technician plus makeup chair
Rain /sun cannopy for up and over Garage doors to Extend your work space rain or shine
photo Stop
Accelerometer brake light
Check Yourself Bag
Toasty toes
Realistic baby car seat
fare finder
Le bracelet de survie
The 3in1 cleaningbrush
kitty litter;easy
Ladder Cabinet Storage System
Tidy USB power extention lead
Blue light protection
Digital Readout Gas Can
smart wheeler
Diaper Bag To Go
Remotecontrolled flying Heart
Travel K cup mug
Toilet Scented Film
Responsible Fish
Cross walks
Quirky AutoVent
Sit and ride DOG/ SCOOBYDOO render by simply declined
Misplaced key detector
TÃ©lÃ©mÃ¨tre pour smartphone
poche anti vol
TiTUS furniture
Broom groom man's man
Rooftop Bucket
Gunshot Detector
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Cap On
Energy Strip for Electronics
Architectural Doghouse
heat cycle
Slide Over
Wide Awake Co-pilot
iamBappie
Scented Match Sticks
Fizz saver
Snow FUN with the back pack Snow/foam machine, go wild and have a blast with the Snow / foam thrower, Great if you dont get Snow at Xmas too
box boom case
Glow-In-the-Dark Pet House
Pot Tops.
magic printer
CoolBean
Zip Clip Stocking Saver
E-Vapor Cigars
Wireless Car Charger Pad/Pouch
2-Way Case
WINK Ice Cream Fridge/Freezer
Personal shoe/insert 3D printr
-ROOF SUPPORTforLADDER RACKSPlug-Anywhere
GRIND-N-FILL K-Cup system
Water Squeegee
Better handle for sliding door
The Do-it-all Laptop Bag!
APP CONTROLLED REFRIGERATOR
Insect Eyes
Chocolate maker
YABA DABBA DOOO meet the flintstones ride on toy for 3yrs up non powered foot push
Ultimate Fort Topper
Smart Belt
SAFE CAR REMOTE CONTROL
CasePro
Funny Chew toy for dogs
Auto faucet Runner
safety tab disposable gloves
Any Which Way USB adapter
Multi warmth LED Light Bulb
The Early-Bird (Alarm Clock)
Butt warmers for kid carseats!
Parental Control App
The Bye Bye Dry
0 spill double sided sippy cup
Auto-light
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Pets collar app
Cat House
Rain Auto Car Wash
Low cost manhole covers
Sit Smart
YANKEE OR RED SOX WOMEN'S BOOT
Smart Closet
Audio choice
Service solahart tangerang
e snow shovel II
Shaver Saver
MotiveSound
Beach Sand Bathmat
TAG AND WAIT
Smart Doorbell
Heated Lacrosse Shaft
TRA LA LA LA LA LA ONE BANANNA TWO BANANNA THREE BANNANA FOUR...Bananna Splits type beach buggy mobile/NASA Moon Buggy
/Amphibious bananna
Snow Duster Deluxe
Robotic PAC MAN Toy using a robotic R/C collector, first to collect all the Ghosts wins Retro Fun not on a screen!!
The Hikers Harness
Gleek:Robotic/App EnabledGecko
FURNITURE SKATES
Clippy Clipper
Smart house vents
Print &amp; Cut 2D Copier
Smart-Bucket
Power on the Go
Multiprise extensible
hi tech tire cover
The timing of mobile phone cha
cell phone umbrella
healthy life style watch
Ear Muff Hoodie Scarf
Last Touch
Chest Reader
Fool a Thief
Rainmet
CONCIERGE
shopping cart for winter
Comfort in carseat.
Battery-PAC
E-Bookshelf
tablet stand with desk stand
Smart Faucet
Pocket Ebola Saver
GLOW IN THE DARK BICYCLES
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Table Manners
Road Trip Power Strip !
Bluetooth heating device contr
Refillable Tire Air Can
Smart Onion Vac.
track light fan
Multi-drink Bottle
ToyRollerCoaster FLOATS on Air
All in One Hair Brush
wind deflector
Toilet Protector
The Brush Applicator
Beach Bike Carry All
The Charge Pack
Long-Hour Work Body Suit
TAPE WITH PEELING EDGE
THE HOVERA
Interactive New Zealand
Touchless Bidet Attachment
Computer Clips
Flash Drive with 1-Port Hub
Service Solahart Jakarta Barat
Interrupteur connectÃ©
poussette motorisÃ©e
Dirty Light
Blast Off!
Plastic Hot Glue Gun
Motorcycle Parking Python
STAIR climbing wheel attatchment for Stollers /prams buggys that can remain fixed on to a standard stroller Wheel Easy to remove refit
Decorativ Holiday Ornament
GE-Quirky 365 - ?
Keep me up pillow
Solar Nite-Lite
fresh n clean
CigBox
Hoodie Drawstring Lock
the mood coloured pen
The Color Film for Glasses.
Scan-Q-Jump
Catchy fruit bowl
Mobile to POS Integration
CAMP OVEN Bakes, steams,pressure cooks,griddles food on open fires,or charcoal grills /barbeques great for emergency use too
Wireless Television Antenna
BATHROOM VALET
car to car communication
extension ladder safety dogleg
Cell Phone Grippers
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Mouse Coaster
Lifelight
Wi-Net
phone without SIM Card Slot
Brotch
Dual lock power plug cover
Paperless Wallpaper
Car all in one
DoorG Bell
Beep Hero
Smart Bridge
Lavee: the rocker washer!
Hikers Light/Telescope Combo
Lazy Susan cuttingboard
Easy Clean Razor.
Handy Vacuum Dust Brush
Disaster crank/battery lighter
LIGHT TOOL BOX
Square pill bottle and medical screw top cap top for people with artheritis/ or weak hands can open easily and special key,remains kid safe
Batter Balls
The Nap back
Universal Case Charger
Hang up and drive car magnet
Spider man gadgets
Pivot Power with USB Ports
Shred not compact all your garbage easy peasy with a little help from Mack save on volume collection prices
A Whole NEW concept in Household Power, Use Quirkys 12/24v power system and electrical items Re inventing How we use power
Windshiled De-Icer
Robo-call Interceptor
service solahart jakarta barat
Smart Light Switch
Swidget
Rain Cover for Cars
Alerm Gym Alert
Auto Headphones
Cordless lawn mower adapter
Balloon Blast
Canine Clean Wipes
plummers creeper
The lap ticker
Cain with velcrow for the hand
cell phone hands free at home
space saver
Wrinkle Remover Press Machine
See your seat
Mobile phone data line do wris
PressedPenny Bracelet
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Back Pocket Light
WINK Garage Door Monitor
Headphone with Smart earpieces
Scale Plate + Bluetooth + App
Cough Drop Lollipop
la boule multi prises
The Healthy High Heel Shoes
Hubcaps for 20
Life in the Key of...
Traction Pads
opti-clear
The microwave pizza fryer
Shutter Pot
The Funnel Dock
Point-Of-View Headband
Slot together flat pack Office/home/student Furniture ,recycled materials ply wood, cardboard, plastic.chairs desks storage cheap and easy
Auto Drag Fishing Reel
Windshield Handle Umbrella
WeedOut
Battery Buddy
no waste polish
Save The Envirnment or STE
Vac attachment to unclog drain
Protect-a-Purse
CINTRE PORTE BIJOUX
Pipe hammer
Giver
Lime-A-Beer
Adjustable legs lawn chair
Disposal Wireless Head Phones
Strap on Foot Cushion
Magic TV
Broom Sticky
Heat Howler
Introducing
Nimbus Watch ( or armband)
PUZZLESCAPE
The workout master
Quirky Wireless Capsule
Thermoelectric Bedding
Safety Transmitter
Tri selectif Ã la maison
The Watch-Watch
soda lid dispenser
Dry Foods Dispenser
Hair Color Cover
WARM MIST
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The shower stoop
Whiteboard coffee tray
ETT - Escarpin Tout Terrain
Flexible blanket
traduction long texte photo
Motion sensor/camera sound
Cool Xs 2
Hang and App
Leggings with Weight Resistanc
Ironing Board Beer Pong
Light socket ceiling fan
Snap on/off flower pot
moti video game system
Chatter Box
Soap Consolidator
EasyPlug
Phone Case Key hider
CARFORMER
closen cell phone/tablet
Baby's Third Eye
Cargo Cooler
Cello tape LED Light
Paint Saver
Learning Table Disks
Stove Smart Timer
Souris sans fil "Mouse"
No Child Left Behind
Got My Back
Endura Bite
Service Solahart Sunter
Independolet
Filet pour lave vaisselle
Power Lift Toilet Seat
Electric Tire Lug Nut Remover
Socket Got'em
ByeBye Front Load Washer Smell
Inflatable box in a pouch
cube
Rescue Band
Unboned
Physical Electronic To-Do List
Robotic friend for kids toddlers /teens away from friends Parents away from kids, works with smart phone interacts relays social stream
RF 2 Wi-Fi
Portable Multi Generator
Conjoint Twin earphones
Sun Threads
Window air 2
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Lightofan
The Body Wax Cradle
Luna Photo V2
The Shower Master
ON/OFF EXTENSION
Heat Pack Drink Mug
Smart Faucet
MINI USB bar code reader for ANY phone add your shopping up on the fly save work at home on list save it work out your spend
BALL HOLDER Dog Leash
Multi hose water connector
STICK EM SPEAKERS-Bluetooth
service solahart 087820647381
Magnetic-powered umbrella
SHAKE it Up By Water Unlimited
Tooth &amp; Tongue Brush
PowerBot
Water Stopper
1111
Freestanding mailbox
Stereo photo stick
Stand-UP Phone Case
Fannypack repair clip
Easy Oil Change Kit
Time to Travel Saddle: )
A better tennis can
LAP TOP BED CADDY
The Tentacle Extension Cord
Bobble Flashlight
wheel shade
Sock-ears
Polite Light
Tailgaters toolbox
The JAM/Jelly Maid a way of keeping your Opened Jam/jelly longer mini vacuum plunger/ OR re useable vacuum Jar you can re use over and over
GLOW IN THE DARK ROLLER SKATES
Traveling list
Haptic Belt by Blake Brougher
Key Protector
Lottery checker
Core Cushion
Stove/fireplace alarm for kids
Retractable Extension Cord
Snow Blower Extreme
Drip
HOLIDAY WINDOW DRESSING
Breathalyzer pill dispenser
Low Tech Smartphone Amp
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kk dog
2 cup measuring cup all in one
Dodgem's Bumper Car Fun A Scaled working Car that works on grass and in the yard For kids of All ages
Service Solahart Tangerang
warning solar sensor lights
rallonge autoenroulable
co2 spike weapon
Musical Video Cup
Band aid roll and dispenser
The Soap Presser
Road - Car Messaging
Fruit Shaped Tableware To go with the future of Juicing Pitchers/jugs Drink from plastic fruit shaped cups, Quirky Design Can Funk these up
Pill-off Toilet Covers
service solahart 02134082652
SLOPPY SOCKS
Pres-assure
luberciated gloves
door lock reflection
Le trieur de lettres
Solar Powered Speaker
Plinkies
Pull-out shoe rack
Vibrating wrist alarm band
DOLPHY WING
Smart Baby Gate
fallen angel
Cloth cast
Executive Office Tray
The Perfect Arch
SollaRolla
The Flex - B
BlueWire Headset
Dual Head Garden Sprayer
Lego wire holder
Marcador con minas de repuesto
Umbrella Savers
Razor scooter seat kit
Automatic Home HVAC cleaner
Feline Fence
Smart Power Management
Quick Play Toys
Bluetooth Heater
Safelady
AROUND SOUND
Telescopic Paint Bucket Holder
Menopausal Dildo
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Green Xmas Trees For Real!
Universal Screwdriver
money saver
Smart washer and dryer
Buzzsaw Move it all
Banana Pen
Baby Powder Cap
Wiz Bee Word Game
Smartest Ruler on Earth
Quick tight set
Water supply generator
HANDS FREE Baby Food Maker.
Tailgating Beer Tree
Bicycle Cup Warmer
Easy Dish Wash &amp; Store
Wrapping Paper Holder
Ever-Clean Pet Bowl
la loÃ¯quette
No-Slip Bra Clip
Where's my beverage?
fourrreau rallonge Ã©lectrique
Quick Snaps
The Tiss-let
Even Flow Paint roller 7
Watterbottle with phonecase
Antibacterial Trash Can
Wall Switch Thermometer+RH
Guardian Angel?
Palms Light.
Digital 2.4G wireless mouse
Heads Up Snowboarders
Dog collar recording
Shoe tattoo
5'oclock Shadow Shaper
PODDED
fire stopper
Laptop ATTACHABLE Compartment
Forgetmenot baby life savor
App-Enabled FLOATING Toy Train
thermal blocking dog waste bag
Disposable Shaver Saver
Bloodpressure Mood Ring
Inductive Charge Speaker mount
BACKPACK FREE WEIGHTS
llifeline
BREEZY SCENTS
High-tech glass
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Thermostat NewWave
under bed fridge
qualted case for computers
Heat Hoodie
Under Water Web Cam ROV Toy SEE whats under the water record to your phone or lap top, for Pool Sea or Lake/River
Smart Fan
MelodySquares
Soothing sounds monitors
purify beads
Baby Alarm - Cat/Animal Alarm
Crates Accessories "Lazy Susan" style Roatating plate and Floor stand, for 1 to 4 crates and a stack see other pic
lighting for your bike
Jet Bike - Bikable Luggage
Cell phone Sun Visor
HoverSuitcase
Keep Clean Towel
Unused Cord Storage
Friendly Wall
Voicebox
Suppot phone case
Soapy Socks
Travel charge station
Focus locking stand for smrtpn
stop chute
kwik jot tape measure
THE TRACK
Brosse WC Ã©lectrique
No More Ugly Shrubs
Panorama cam inside helmet
Splash Back
PENDABLE PEN FOR A MAN WALLET
Power Strip.Bank.Light
service solahart jakarta timur
Eyeless Sewing needle
a perpetual motion machine
Tear-away Screen Protecters
CRATES WALL MOUNTING PLUG And Heavy Duty Mounting Bar PLUS connect crates together use 2 of these and a bolt &amp; Nut makes a connector
le polygraphe
Cooling Headband
Pinceau de cuisine a cartouche
Solar Power Car A/C (Parked)
computer technicians belt
Hidden Treasure
Cafe Connect
Power Tool Air Sweeper
A Wireless Ergo Gesture mouse Come on DO The Mouse.its well overdue
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Duo dish
Bottle Connector
"Enlightened BBQ"
Sock for Clogs
Soggy Cereal
Wooden Light Table.
poubelle roulante new
Charge On TheGo
Watch Dog
phone case ring saver
Pedal Toilet Seat
clean sweeper
Kid's Carseat iPad Holder
BoomBucket
Bike Hat Vending Machine
Cannulock
Mohs
Smart Faucet Aerator
A vibrating ring for the Man Text or Blue tooth operated Idea inspired BY LAM cuningham so colaboration is insinuated
cooling shoes
Contemporary Valet Organizer
Portable changing table
Men protect your soldiers!!!!
CAR I.D.
smsnet
Smart Cup
Cell use monitor for cars
Shower Genie
Kitchen whiteboard: online!
Snag-Stopper
Hatch Guard
Multi functional Tent
Dusting Vacuum Gloves
Critter Control Trashbag Tie
DRIP ZIP
a spray for trains
Headphone AUX Cable
u-shapes rugs
Kaliedosoap
Multi-jack wrist bracelet
Smokeslayer
Disposable washing sponge
Sukoshi Projector
Fan of Power
Pocketbook with inside light
LEDplacs
Bags Trolly
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Billy kart
Energy Wag
HOME CHEESE MAKING SYSTEM For the modern Family
Stroller Kickstand
LED "PIGGYBACK"
Coque Radio pour iPhone
comfee sole
stop touch'
The Baby Reminder
App SiliconeTiles Use Anywhere
HIDE A KEY ULTIMATE VERSION NO ONE THINKS OF THIS
Motorcycle Honeycomb Helmet
Extra Hands BAG OPENER Holds the Bag open for you, so many uses, such a common problem
The audio interrupter
Better Bag Dispenser
Graduated Brake Lights
rechargeable crock pot
Smart Car Alarm
All in 1 Wallpaper Applicator
service solahart kebon jeruk
Dental App Electric Toothbrush
DON'T EAT THAT !
"Fit 2 B Tie"
Spachet
dissolving flower pot
Ã©nergie renouvelable marine
WINK Water Hub
App-Enabled Dog Fence
sac Ã main lumiÃ¨re
Easy Open Pumpsprayer
Flavored dispensing lides
hold up
Ski and boot travel bag
Swiss Miss-Multi Tool 4 Women
Bathroom sink caddy
Cap ur Do
Parent child relationship
Suppot phone case
Resealable bags
Compucan computer
Universal low noise hairdrying
PEE POT
Children's Drawing Tool
Workout
The Knee Shaver
In N Out
Booster Feet
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ChargeIt
the aquaduct umbrella
Bucket Buddy 4 Potted Garden
Joggers Buddy
Light Blinds
Odorless Pet Vacuum Cleaner
foul weather clothing
quick charge booth
Rumple Shrimp-Skin
graffiti cellphone cover
Fuel saver &amp; secure your Car
Inductive Charging LaptopCover
MAGIC SHOWER HEAD
Volant rafraÃ®chissant
Carpet
DUDWTFTâ„¢
Portable Push Up and Sit Up De
Multi-holder
service solahart bekasi
iWatch Bracelet/Band Charger
Heated Underjacket
A safer helmet
Smart Laser Track for kids
'ELECTRA PLATES
3D art wallpaper
THE LEARNING TREE
Shaving Toothbrush
Selfie-Case
Mug With Attached Coaster
The Voice Switch
Flip-Out Glove
Transport@tion
Microwave Coffee Mug/Cookware
Cleansing Hair Wipes
Project next great revolution
Pivot Power Usb Eu
Cable Caddyy
beautifulblades
360 reflector
Kids Art 2 Sided Tape
Smart Printer
Tuber's Radio
doggy Curtain
Wireless Audio Transmitter
Watt Per Hour Pivot Power
Flip Tip
massage coat
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12
W.B.S.C, worlds best shower c
The Eraser Sharpener
Auto road cone safety - an ARC
Quirky Compressions
No morÃ© splash
Leak Seal Boot Sock
PhASE
rc kids toys
Wall Mount Digital Art Frame
Find your way game
Humidity sensing clothespin
Reflex
Collapsible Heels
Portable Thigh and Calf Toner
Clear Vision Spectacles
adjustable step ladder
turkey king caller
Perfume case
Safe 'N Sound
Running Garbs
Corner entertainment center
The MAILCURY Mailbox
Kart Kaddy
smart personal transporter
Healthy Bedside Cooler
Conducteurs ConnectÃ©s
The in-sink brush
Shifting safe made affordable
Pet Food Warmer
ONE-SHOT nasal spray
Coupon Pro
Sanitary toilet brush
Fun Walker Bags
The WallMark by JP
Back Space
UPSIDES
inteligent Smoke carbon monoxide, and intrusion motion detector in one unit app enabled, with auto dial sim card to alert relevant services
Bluetooth Wrestling Headgear.
onscreen alphabet
stackable magnified mirror
Smart stove
FlashStic
Minivan interior bike rack
FOOT PUMP CAR JACK
Portable Power
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Have Fun Cook in the Sun, A Sun powered Grill, not electric a Parabolic frensel lens Grill griddle for BBQ time or Camping or everyday use
STORY STRING
Aqua Clip
CALLER ID DISPLY EARPHONE
MIRP-My InfraRed Phone
MultiMower
StridentStrobe
Smile
Break-Away Mag Plug Adapter
Sleeping surge protector
Curveless Venyl Chess board
Mindmap PC organizer programm
bed textaid
Cardio Fan
RANGEL WINTER WINDSHIELD COVER
iBuds
Cook, Flip, Cook ,Flip, Serve. Pancacke Production Griddle Fits on normal stoves or you can use on an outside grill, Dual plates that flip
Vehicle Parking Lot Umbrella
Q+GE Greeting I-Voice DoorMats
Auto feed
Ladies Knee Guards
Car Hat
Soil Saver
Map with all speed limits
Pets food monitoring system
modular travelling bag
magnetic head light
Phone app sniffer.
Sweet feet
Wifi backpack
Surf Case
Hammock Support Kit
Upholstery Stapler
Exercise slider shoes
Musical Video Cup
Vehicle Alarm Indicator
Cord Charger Case
Social Piggy Bank
Adjustable Bottle Cap
Pedesk
PVB reflective paint
Car Trap Alert
Phone Pal
backpack/deck-chair
Poche "GranitÃ© Parfait"
WindHandi Charger
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Danger sensing Headphones
Dual Beat Drumstick Attachment
DawgHaus
Soda pop catch
Vacuum Handle Adapter
Social Network against bullyin
Dimmable Sunglasses
ONEder board
Women's Shoe Travel Companion
Benefits Of Hiring Packers And
Motorized Wink Track Lights
Wink Speaker
Collect puzle
Portable Posture Straps
Roton wet/dry cleaner
Briefcase Net
Slip-On Rollerblade
Wifi Watering
Wink Landscaping Timer
The Lazy Drip System
memorabilia display lock case
tall hammer
Light Chaser
Electric Bells
FRESH AQUA
Edible Cups
Shower Dispenser
SmartPhoneFlashlightCharger
Fashion Money Band
Wheel creeper seat w/LED bar
Safe T Kit
HydrationMonitoringMouthguards
Good Night Switch
Hot protector jacket
Private Eyes
Blow away HE smell
Women only invisible ink
BODY DRY AND GROOM STATION
Lighter Clip
CigarsAficionado Intelligence.
New Home
Wash tile
Trackprey
Flat phone micro USB charging
dog leash collar
Watch computer mouse
Spice Measurement Tube
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Non-spill pet bowl
Rearview Monitor/Mount
Snow block maker
Squirrel Ladder
Take out hot tray &amp; chop board
Big Deal
Rain on
The Kettlebell Maker
Disposable Sterile Baby Mitts
Hands Free Luggage
pc/police help
Snack stick
Save on paper towel and electric use. save cash, is eco, is hygenic your own personal hand drying solution
Compact Portable Pencil Case
Quick install ceiling tile sys
shape and stitch clips
No Look Lineup
Resistant Watch Glass
The Shave Diverter
Lift Away
SOLAR POWERED HOT CUP
Jump Jet
The Re-Soapler
bag-tron
shape&amp;roll
rapid protection
security slipper
the rim protector
SoapSaver
microwave baseboard
"The Brain Box Cloud Pillow"
Toothpaste Toothbrush
processus agrandissement buts
Balloon Bomb
Mini Scapes
kids just love to spin on stuff check out the indoor/outdoor spinning disc
The Multi Maccerator, churn/chop up just about any thing, with no power required
The Paper Stay
Happy Couple's Blanket
Insulin vial protector
LED Tabs
automatic laundry machine
Pillow Changers
Cooling Shoes
cellbell
SpinBrite Ceiling Fan LED
Easy Gutter Clean
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iPhone notification case
Introducing Smart Garden
the last drop
Caged
Magnetic Puzzle
Back Seat Baby Alert System
FINE AND SPEED SIGN!
cpap mask adhesive
Cover Secure
couvercle-refroidissant
Guardian Lock
Coffee Crema Maker
Eyetastic
INTERNATIONAL LIFE
Brush-Ups
Solar PORTABLE BATTERY
Automatic clothes hanger
solar cooker
any time ice skates for use at home NO Ice No Problem
Hydro Hand
Smart maps
Lockable Universal Remote
smartphone keyboard purse
cage tube pour rongeurs
Two Piece Power
Weed Killing Weed-Wacker
Bathtub water heater
G door guard
Bike Bottle Lunch Box
The Ultimate GO Kart-O-Matic..Self generating Hydrogen powered Go Kart runs on Water,closed loop energy system, students have made similar
Never sit
BusBoost
Safe Water
Z- NAME
Digital Hair Blower w/ Sensors
PowerBryck
Diabetic Glucose Strips
Quick Hair picker
Formula Vacuum Cleaner
stadium seat warmers
Service solahart swh jakarta
BLUB
Disposable eye ware protection
Crescent Clippers
Ladder Mate
Perfect temperature machine
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N-Sight Purses
Rain Guard for HOME windows !
Christmas Light Controller
Baby Wetness
Night/Day Sneakers
Calendar Sync
Smart Luggage
Bike in a Bag/Back pack-o-matic for commuters and airline passengers Students on campus.Kids too see VIDEO http://youtu.be/NocN9b_PfJs
Pet Nail Accurate Trim Device
Instant On-Demand Ice
Garage Door Magnet
Free Pen
Razor Blade Dryer
Weight loss belt
Macbook Charge Pad
Trash Shoot
Silent Microwave
top bracelet
warm mist
Smartphone Blanket Holder
Colored Common Table Salt.
Quirky App-Computer program
The Dental Block
Dark Energy Purge devices
iPhone PVR Docking Station
Necklace retractable pacifier
Fusion Battery
Service Solahart Jakarta Barat
Heat Exchanger Breathing Pouch
Save-A-Shovel
voice controlled lock system
John Light
AutoCutr
portable dry stor laundry soap
let there be light lamps
Switch Light
Auxtooth
Solar Powered Charger
Omni
Adjustable pan
Charge W/ USB Cord Management
Play Call Glove
WORDERING
smart transporter
Odorless ink
T.E.R.I.
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Inner Armor XGear
Shower temperature
Pillow
New (updated) tv show
OH CRAP I forgot your number the "oh crap -o-matic
Total Low Voltage Lighting KIT Stick N Fit Simple to Instal By anyone
Chicken Door Closer
MEUBLE D'ACCUEIL MULTIMEDIA TV
Retract-and-charge
Cool da junk
Power 'Brick' Stand
Behind Neck Massage Belt!
Button
My Shimmys
The Duo Cup
Self Cleaning Home System
compresseur de bouteille pvc
School Bus Locator
Easier Home Automation Install
Smart Basal Thermometer
Self Righting Tablet Stand
you guard
Use Your Water supply and waste Water outlets to Generate power for Low Voltage LED lighting in your home
Designer Bathroom Equipment
Shop for mommy
Portable phone charger
Drydigo
The Dimension
Construction kit of treehouse
Greeting Voice DoorMat(Future)
Christmas Tree Straps
Corde case
Bazinga! No mess cutting board
Wall-EZ
The Wedgie
Thumb Drive Plus
Outdoor plant umbrella
Help Kids Learn Logic with a developing Logic Gate toy, that grows as they do, a bit like electronic lego
fast food cup lid
Portable Time-Out Corner
Fun Furniture Template Sets just mark, cut and slot together,recycled materials ply wood, cardboard, plastic. Small or large Easy to Make
Beach Day To Go
Spotter+
The Easy Board
EARMPRESS
Mailbox Sensor
Ultra Efficient Fridge
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Haute n Sweaty
Travel Atomizer
Alarm Mattress
Boogie Pad
Smart Spray
Enjoyable Reads
Q Male Toilet Hygiene Reminder
Retracta charger
Re-usable Plastic Storage Bag
Growler Ice Bucket
Fusionlight
CANDELABRA - Bud VASE
The Amazing, Growing Lego Mat
Multipurpose Weigh Spoon
Good Vibrations
smart studio
Boot Strap Gaiters
Store N' Sport
PLASMA LIGHTER
Morphos
PORTEGGO (PORT-EGG-GO)
The makeup mountain
MICROWAVE - FRIDGE COMBO
Condiment Spreader (D479957)
Everywhere AC
Eater
OUTLET CLOSER
WrapMat
Safety Mask for Water Sports
Cell phone wall mount
Nippies
P J Toaster
Surround Power
Coodles
house utilities in a container
A LUGGAGE TRACKING SYSTEM
Slice Dippers
The Amazing Paddie (Patented)
half tv
Sleep Easyâ„¢
Door Guard
Quirky Bricks
Scratch Free Adjustable Wrench
FREE Electric save on electric bills and have stylish Lighting Power modular portable adaptable generation system for the home and outdoors
Shape Shade
Love bracelet
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plus switch
Solar Power Cool Air
Sunlight Alarm Clock
Talk Time
Muzik
song watch pets
The Re-cycle
Water Time
SMART COLUMN
Protected flash drive
EFTD- Eyes for the Deaf
REKINDLE GRILL
Instant Football Field
Equipement SantÃ© perso Santix
Trowel Power Sprayer
App Enabled Alarmed Bike Lock!
Wrap around flower pot
walkmaster
Cling Ice Shield
"Pen" It Up
Forever warm
Easy toilet seat beater
Wink-Enabled Smart Mailbox
MoustiquaireGilles
cell phone handle
Magnetic drawer lock
Liquid/Cream Saver
NO GO Ignition for cars/motor bikes, Electronic shut off/pass breathaliser security device/key
Mobile Servcie Selector
Mobile Office Desk
DAR Radio
The Meter Reader Case
Service Solahart 082113812149
veilleur de coeur
Soft water shower head
The Cell Band
ET - Electronic Trolley
polish pencil
Recycle Paper Printer
Tripod Neck Rest
iglove
calorie counter
illuminated dice
Closet Travel Companion
automatic candy maker pot
Digital Picture Matte
Wink Motorized Air Registers
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Pocket Shaped Sticker
Mr. Dry
Rabbit Ears
NEVER LOSE YOUR KIDS!
Le Porte-Baguette
Car Side Window AND Mirrors Clear Vision! Rain Or Snow/Ice Blast off the rain spots clear your vision clear the ice defrost fast
Wireless Flat Iron
Touchscreen Waterproof Speaker
Snow Shovel with Foot Lever
Door Eye Spy Prompter
simple induction sous vide
A Wireless Ball shaped ergo Gesture mouse Come on DO The Mouse.its well overdue
Cork-a-Cola
pee pee no mess
ZoomFlume
Live Case
safety pin
Drone charger
The Light gun Game
Magnetic Windshield Cleaner
Holographic DJ
Double Launcher
Ring Glove
Ice Castle Maker
Bedside Lamp wake up light
Grate and Go
Pivot Power Kitchen
Fun Furniture Template Sets just mark, cut and slot together,recycled materials ply wood, cardboard, plastic. Small or large Easy to Make
Easy Pic
Electronic Bumper Sticker
Electra Sheath
Child Protection Locator
The Frole, instant face charm
Multi-use Trunk Case
House Window Rain Shield
USB3 Quad CF Card Reader
the expandable mailbox
Smart Lint Detector
Pill Box Plus
hand blender splash proof lid
Slide Show Smartphone Case
Clear Seed Starting Kit
Shop Clean
home cord organizer
Closet Spacer
high heel bouncy house shoe
Charging by your Shoes
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VC Doggy Scrubbs
Textbowl
Smart washer and dryer adapter
Coffee Pal; savor shopping!
Back Therapy Pillow
The Coolest Backpack!
drainable bedpan
Face Off - Identity Protection
SD card reader
HANDS FREE
Soft Peeps
swap-a-plug
A Wireless Thumb and forefinger ring mouse with a trackball that has 3 functions...and Cant Find one Come on DO The Mouse.its well overdue
Stack Vac
Self Sustaining Crock/Cook Pot
rotonail
Telescopic Lamp
Got your back
shark Avengance
Cylinder bit holder
Ear Speakers
My Design Frames
the wall selfie
Eethg Corps Inc
Movie for my ears
Wireless wall outlets
Roller Wind (rouleau Ã vent)
Accurate Alarm
App Enabled Lunch Box
Beacon
Confitube
ice breaker
cane with eyes
3dI
Panojhik
Efficient Extension
Look-on-You
In-door bike power generator
ABC Light and go
steamed fitted
Have Fun Cook in the Sun, A Sun powered Grill, not solar electric a Parabolic Grill for BBQ time or Camping or everyday use
IComfort
PowerBag
SNAP LIGHTS
Double Decker Couch!
Door &amp; window sensor for wink
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skyhawk app
Staircase Shelf
Go Filters
Shapely scissors
shower specs
smart data cable
Hamper shelving
unslippery shoes sole
Car Battery Minder
Pic-Preventer
Commercial slicer scale
SOLAR CONNECT
Locker Buddies
PillowRest Plus
Digi's, finger germ sheild
Earplane headphones
Selfie Grip
Pan with Retractable Lid
Indoor Digging Sandbox
Instant Quick Cold Pacs, re-shaped and re-sized to fit bottom of standard coolie cups. Squeeze like regular Cold Pac to chill when needed.
Blade Gun
Interchangeable eyeglass frame
Sudsy
Liquid Food Cooler
Car Deal
No more burns
Perfect weed eater
Walk on water
Kell's Bells
couvercle pratique
PAINT TRAY LINER SHEETS
Klean Gutter
Video Storage Unit (VSU)
Magnetic Ball and Glove Toy
New Timing Device
PowerWatch!
Smart Wire
Dual circuit wall tap
FLEXIBLE ADAPTER
Solar gas
DisplayDisk
The Pocket Cooler /with Siphon
Airplane Cup Holder
wind proof playing cards
End Of Product Saver Recycler
smarty pants
The Perfect Taco
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miroir portatif sur soi
WINK Water Hub 2.0
Locking wall outlet
Inductive Charge Stopper
The Magnet Bottle
Power Chameleon
porte carte bancaire securisÃ©
inline hydrowheel
Dispenser Modular Drinks Station For Tea Coffee Sugar tea bags Multi task and save storage space, organise your cupboards, Funky Retro look
"Swiss Army" Versatile Sucker so many things to mount no idea what to buy Suckers Reborn and Morphed the does all sucker.
Germ free tongs
Wine Bottle hanger
Backpack Organizer
Assault Prevention Kit
Frisbee Game For iPhone, iPad
PILLOW TALK
Photofeed
The cool lamp
Potty Training Music Box
Sound Sharers
ShowerSpa
Breast Cancer Screening Glove
Fireflies
tazer lock
(up Phone) smartphone stand
Cooking oil ergonomic measure
isense
GameGirl
Un parachute Ã VÃ©lo
nose tips
Remote Dog-treat Dispenser
track light fan
Car
Ride-Along
Quirky II
ServiceBeacon
Smartfridge
Forever Fizz
The Beer Bazooka
Jumpys
Jug-Cap ''Bright''
Big Little Ironing Board
2 Way Toothbrush
Desktop iPhone Dock
Intelligent Vending Machine
Flexible Trimmer
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virtual stadium
Lamp &amp; Ceiling Fiber Optics
Infant Peel &amp; Play Rug
Roofie detection stir sticks.
Screamer 1000
The Core Bar
pop smoke
Fi-Do (Find Dog)
Blizzard Bumper
Universal TV Mirroring Device
Electronic Colonic Massager
Forget Me Not
SNOW/WET SAND CONSTRUCTION SET
Her Perfect Cell Phone Case
built in car shade
Garage Floor Induction Mat
Grimy gloves
Armsreach
Nordic Sweaters from Africa
PEDRO Mousetrap; PETA gets 15%
Multi pen
Digital Cell Phone Case
Sho-Flo
Retractable Tv
Adjustable bottle spout
Grass Defenders
The InHolster
supportdeco
Gravity Relief
Discovery DVD Player
Happy Nails
kitchen online pad
Code Status Bracelets
E-Cords
Drain Hair Catcher
The Outlet Chair
Pivot Powr:Surge Prot/Wall Mnt
Magnetic pencil and pouch
GPS tracker for kidnapping
Belly Toothbrush set
Sentinel window guard
L'interprÃ¨te
Environ (Environmental Monitor
Smart Electronic Pictureframe
The Wunderbar
Savelectro!
App. Based iPool Alarm System
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Guardian gargae door lock
Drone landing platform
Beach Buddy
SALT &amp; BLOW WINTERS RELIEF
Talking Dog
scoopcut
cap for plug and switch
Iron Pen
Snowball fighting scoop
Super Tray
Hands-free running kart
Portable clipboard station
Cellular Inside Breast Pocket
Solar window shades
The Outgoing Girls Wallet
baromalarm
app stores
Stick on car air fresheners
GPS Tracking Bullets
Roll Stop Chair
Wireless Adapter wall plug
CARTTOOS
Porty 3D
"StartTouch" (one word)
detachable roller blades
Curved Razor
Driveway child safety monitor
Fun-in-One Junior Treadmill
The Little Thing Finder
Homework helper
Heat Shield Maxx
Cee Case
multi-screen media.
CONCLAVE
dog protector
cellphone warning sensor
The Ear Phone
Cookie Moisturizer
shower BACK SCRUBBER
Car Cups
Golf Cart Cordless ChargingMat
Smart Surge Protector
Chris and Robs Dance off
Solis Energy Smart Watch
Easy plug lever
CINU
Window Washers
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square head
Medicine and water container
Zap Band
Wiper collector
PANORAMIC SIMULATOR
Converge and Connect
A no fumble clothespin!
Bluetooth Audio Winter Hat
Toe-Jimmy
Cowhide stools for home / bar
Automatic Language Translator
Parked car AC
the courtesy flush
Green Soapbox
Smart foot measuring for all
2in1 shampoo conditioner
Faith Headphone Holder
The Style Saver
bouncy cell phone case
Weed Wand
Vomiting Figurines
DRAW STRING PICNIC TABLE COVER
Quirky redesigned
Kills bugs dead
Pool/Spa Heater, Cleaner Wink!
Helping Hand
KeyBuddy
Perfect Tuck
The "Shift Whiff" container
Oxidation Vaporizer
Windshield Sun Shade
BlueGrip
App-enabled Oven Roaster
Mini Hygrometer with BTLE
Worldy Pepperonies
Hand washing basket
Smart Dog Treat Dispenser
seat belt phone holder
Doubo
X FIT (Cross Fit)
mouth snorkel
SecondFlush
bridge water
Tri-Compartment Recycle Can
The Strawberry Destemmer
INTERACTIVE MAKUP MIRROR
HVAC-R Clear core changer
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Arrive-Alive Hula Girl
Quadcicle bike
WATCHAFLICK
Styrofoam Cups w/Spout
The Clicker
Airplane Seat-Back iPad Holder
UNORTHODOX PING PONG NET.
box chop
Dredge Lid
Binny
LEGO and the Inflatables :)
better phone power/data port
smart audio
Cooler Clippers
Smart Hair Dryer
AIRLESS TIRE DRILL
BTG Shield
K.I.S.MAT
SARATOGA WIND SONGS
magnetic mechanic gloves
Garbanzo Bean Pitching Machine
hydro-sooth pillow
Go Sheets, toilet seat covers
the toilet paper holder
Fruit Pickers
Pant Wraps
easy clean tablecloth
Healing sleeve for animals
Hanger Star
The Gator Bite
Bumper Jacket
Telescopic Truck Racks
I-Pod ear buds fall out,ears itch, Want style,top quality sound Keeping your ears and hearing healthier? NO Headband or Clips Unique
Batterie 220 volts universelle
Smart Air Vent
Sun Beach
No Burn Fingers (Bic Lighter)
USB Glue Gun
Oxygen Tubing Organizer
Shine: Wall Light/Flashlight
washing machine checkvalve
â€œMurphy Bath Fanâ€ â€œHome Depotâ€
All-In-One Cookie Decorator
Bladder Saver
parachat
The Grillbrella
Cuddle Buddy
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Pocket-sized Espresso Thermos
Spill proof pots
POI Binoculars
Soothing Buds
Ready Teddy
clarity
Solar charger 1.0
Bath Buddie
Fetch Clutch
Swap a trade
Portable Game/Puzzle Table
pudgy piggy
solar power light for mailbox
solar power bank in parasol
Perfect Wear
phone grip
Small space cabinet, Bathrooms
cleanshave
Mechanic's Cup Holder
All Terrain Walker.
HotDish
BEEP BOOP
solar car heater
EASY SHOW
Stadium seat warmers
HDMI Echo Kit
LED SIGN MEMBRANE
Radar dÃ©tection obstacles vÃ©lo
Turbo Dry
Bright glove box
Not Available Box
PROTECTION BRACELET
Snow Roller
mower deck washer
Bee Tunnel
the backup bolt
tables basses pour salon
Auto MatSaver
offset ladder legs
OutHouse Transport For Dogs
The Skate shelf
Chocolate flame
Intelligent Beach Bat and Ball
Battery Operated Hair Dryer.
Car Fabric
Moving washbasin
Safe Candle
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Baby left behind
Poster Sleeve
spyclip
Happy Vibrato- the modern vibr
Air Care
master fish
movable wardrobe shelves
Crutch Rest
non Alc. great beer
eWhiteboard
Cop Swivel Pen Light.
Superb Reallocation service su
Sandoodles
Small Print Helper
OneTime Key Padlock
AppControled Ceiling Light Hub
Dustbin freezer
Water Shield
BACK SEAT ALARM
Hidden moat pet food bowl
Car Seat Leg Rest
Door Hook
Magna Cord
The Swing Whistle
Buggy Buckle
helpfull tape
Bluetooth / Wifi control fans
Illuminated Frisbee Golf
Golf Mat 59
Fitness belt
Bunches begone!
Flawless One-Touch Supreme
WOW CATTY
Shaking Ball
Speakup
clever drinking cup
PUSH DROP MAIL TOWER
Tape measure charger
yard wagon
Wallet Charger
Glitz
On Guard
Poision ivy no more
doggy food travel back pack
Life Alerter
Beverage Consumption Monitor
Pad-Pad Bun Steamer
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Mingle for Apple Watch
Toothpaste 4 Kids
Fan-A-C
cloud9
Free Talk
Pill dispenser
Athletic Lift
Superscrew
DeadBolt
Unpowered Hot Coffee Coaster
Auto using electric
Glasses Hunter
safety steps
Lighting Table Number Block
Alarm Clock Projector
Alertakeeper
Portable Shopping Scanculator
Elderly/Disabled Fall Sensor
Door Clear
The Shaving Razor Preserver
quick n easy
All-in-One Baby Play Unit
Ignition Child Saver App
-POCKET SAWZ-ALLBiodegradable Leaf Catcher
The Evolution Electric Bike!
Senzy
U-Glo toilet bowl cover
B.A.C the Game
emergency information
WORK STATION DELUXE
Can Minder (Team Idea)
No Mess Breading Spinner
4-D TV - Four Dimensional TV!
Grease Grabber Wand
Tiebib
Charger XL
USB Thermal sheet
Stay Put Top Sheet
Pet Rental
The Keyboard of Many Languages
Electric MouthGuard Toothbrush
Wirelesses Earphone
"Stoper"

arrÃªt d'urgence

The Conversation Listener
The Lint Scraper
Frozen Lollipops
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Trash cAnt's
instant coat hook
WaterBULL
Satellite Dish Debris Remover
nu waive chair
Doggie leg warmers
Waterproof thermometer
kitchen supply app
Brrrrraaaaaa
Carousel toy box
Allergy Vaporizer
POUSSE TELE
Plunger cover
Extension Cord Surge Protector
simple tab
Pool Maid Pro
The Nail-Clipper Cube
wall heater cover
Snorkeling with more freedom
Solar-Pod
Pimp your wheels
All Skates
Forever Golf Ball
Pockets tablet case.
Heat Tech
Wink reset tool
retractable toilet seat reclin
Corner Cushion
THE DIMINUTIVE DINER
Stick-on LED Wall Sconce
My Space Travel Face Guard
Sports Player Speaker
Dual snore noise cancellation
Smart Tobacco Filter
Tire Iron Extender
Perfect Sweater Hanger
Meet the next Pivot Power.
tailgate gap guard
elastilaces
Emergency battery repair kit
smart brush
Dry Cleaners
Suck it
soapy depot
PMS Survival Package for a man
A New Wearable Input Device
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Smart Tub Gauge
RevID (Reverse Identification)
The Birdie Brush
The Wallmark by JP
Laundry Basket Rack
mice for left
Outdoor Package Alarm Mat
Variable speed belt bicycle
Misty Alarm Clock
Marker Parker
LED Ceiling Light Fixture
Moment Magnifier
Smartphone GoPro
my perfect pitch
Smart bowl
Baby stop
The CushionEdge
Caysen Crank
Accident Avoidance
Double Foam Roller
Wink notifier
"The Sustainability Challenge
Bella-Q- Smoker
Date Stickies
smartphone dock pico projector
QR T-SHIRT
Bench
Winter Heatwave
Clean Skin Keys
Bed Bug Interceptor Kit
Fresh home air
Wind up Generator
Inside-Out Washable BodyPillow
WINK Plantation Shutter Opener
Kids rocket toothbrush holder
DustMate CleanVac
Converge Cables
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ì• í”Œ ë¼ì´í”„
Rememband
The Osprey
Alarm bracelets
Cell Phone's Clips
Battery Buttons or Thimbles
Glow Hanger
Smart Module plugs
ProtectCharger
Fire Alarm That Lowers / GE
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Mop Buster
Swiss Army Watch
light weight helmet
CLOSED RECIRCULATION TANK
Towel Hook
Hammer pads
Belly Blanket
Mail Box smart lock
Hand Held Deterrent Device
NO BATTERIES NEEDED CHARGER
Skin-dents
Magnetron
MURPHY DESK
Disposable Toothbrush &amp; paste
Gloves for Office
TweenWatch
Auto toy box
Bowler Vortex
Tree Paint Tape
PORTABLE MULTIMEDIA FOR CAR
Open Clock
minibar scanner
Electric sport shoe brush
Jelly Beams
Wrap earphone attachment
Head Cooler Insert
Noodle Joint
Intelligent LIU
Wink IR Blaster/Remote Base
Air jet Vacuum Cleaner
knee board
Cat Curtailer
No worries BBT
7-Pole Dust Cover
Joey Cell Phone Workout Belt
Neck Assist L.L.C.
KoolR table
Rebus Ink
Team Cape
Blind Control
Full Apple Wireless Keyboard
I am a furniture designer
QuBe
Equine in Mind
Underwater-Not Under Dressed
"Sandwich Cut" Pickle Slicer
lightning reflector
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Alternative Starting Device
Microwave Mute
Coupons other hand!
Tip â€˜n Splitâ„¢ LED Magnifier
Wireless Sound
electronic animal healer
earbud wire retractor
Piezoelectric Flashlight
Pivot Power + Extended
Label Tape
Heated window wipers
The STRETCH-O System
Channel Remote
Power Square
Induction Charger Adapter
The Last Drop
Work Time Out
Tabby Tabs
Easy Open
Contact Guardian
MacBook Pro Battery
Cabbage Appetizer 'Cup' Press
FUNnel
Auto cup holder pads
Secret Agent Case
mini projecteur de son
Flap Saddle
(Link2PC) answering system
Pet Pal's "Mitt Magic"
The â€œCane-Doâ€
Vitraux photographiques
isolation gear/wet suit style
PourPiggie
Pet Biometric Mat
Art Wraps
Shoe-In Shine (Shoo-In Shine)
Car Multimedia box
Smart Dishwasher
Video Game controller holder
"Binny"...TrashBin Compactor
solar pit pro
clock radio
Instant Colour Changing Nails
Waistline app
RONI GUN
CANDLE IN THE WOODS
Finders Keeper
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Minvit band
Indestructible Hookah
Fast Clasp
medi-braclet
Cat-in-the-Box
The Paper Saver
Parking Space Navigator
fridge eyes
"PleaseGet OffThePhone" paddle
Enhance FaceWasH2O Filter+++++
Xbox Kinect Case
bigmouth coin box
iSTREAM MEDIA- SHOWER CONSOLE
THE PETIT PASSENGER
Pet Selfie Clip
lumiclose
Race!. Smart!.
Echo your TV to other rooms!
Pet re enforcer
Hands Free Speaker Talk
The Chamber Mattress
cork skimmer
Spectacular DPS's objects.
Foot Massager
Emergency Power
bubble bath dispenser
Paddle in land got faster !!!!
iC
Pillow Talk
Shower Safety Sensor Mat
Q+GE Stop Abuse Parked Car APP
Photovoltaic CarRoofBox (RS)
Heart-Rate Activated Camera
Night fury
DESIGN BOX
mail carrier warm gloves
Weight
Voice to Voice Interpretor
Doll-mation Movie theater
iPhone charger lock
UnConscios Mind Reading Cards.
ClampOn Fire Sprinkler Head
STD Condoms
Mascara Warmer
Mosquitos hate this!
alarme arrosage
TEQUILA TIME
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CarPet-heat $$$ saver (re-sub)
SCARE CROW
Lowering Light System
toilet overflow system
Pen Holder Dart game
Handle slip-it
Jumper cables/ Tow strap
call center service solahart
Gir
clear the green blower
Kazaam
advanced truckbed cover
charge smart
wallet infused pants
Sec et rangÃ© 2
Brooke Stand
Dogg Belt
Milk Maid
snoozie
Life Detector
RFID Scrambler Card
OLED Panoramic Night Vision
Wheelchair Environmental Bubbl
Easy clean Vacuum Brush bar
Pet Treat Tosser
The (Context-Aware) SmartBook
Ultra Compact CO2 Lifejacket
ChildTracker
The Baby Minder.
Remote control Fisherman
Rideau anti Ã©claboussure
Gluten Free Frozen TV Dinners
mosquito net xe
Ironin-Clothes Avatar
sound and noise charge
POCKET FRIENDLY HAIR DRYER
The Study Buggy
Touch Overlay
Bum Booster
Self Folding Bike
YOU SNORE REPELLENT
Smart Shower Head
Good Morning, Goodnight Light
Hoodie Straw StringsU tell it T Watcher
BANDAGE BY THE YARD
Easy Open Umbrella
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Clothing hanger straightener
Hygenic candle blower
wrap and go
Remote Controlled Retro UFO
Buoy Buddy
portable wine celler
Microwave Even Cooker
Solar charger
No Tangle Dog Collar
Wireless Cooker
An universal Remote control
APPLI CONVERTISEUR D ARGENT
Eco-let
Salted/Sugared Beverage Straws
Mp charge
Timer Lock Bag
Stroller Airbags
Disposable Clothing Diapers
Dissolvable toilet paper
Walpaper Scrape and Steamer
iPad Air 2 charging case
Acend's
MiWire
Kids' Splash Zone
Low cost dryer
Earmuff Headphones Covers
Corn Cooker
X-Tent -Elevated Kid/Pet Tent
Multiple cat house
SunShaderfor cell phone, &amp; tab
plug brights
PENIS ENLARGEMENT CREAM,
I SEE CLEARLY
Pen With Mug
Canine Cam
Buggy Buddy
Siphon Charging Cable
CAMELBAK DOG LEASH
TASTY FLAVORED ENVELOPES
Petbrella
Retractable USB charger case
Vertical TP holder
test
Wrist Charger
Solarsell Rear Rack
T9 Bluetooth Keyboard
Football Shotgun Snap
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date/time magnification
Paint Roller Cleaning Tool
Window Filter Fan
Hang It
AC fan
QuikSpa
Conditioner Comb
scratcherrrrr backerrrrr
Omnia Cleaner
The WiFi Eye
"My Pet Only" pet door
RemotKontrol 2
Family Friendly Couch
Armatron meets 2014
Bike Pods
Smart Tailgate
Office Push Pin Holder
wheelchair play tent
C-watch
Ready? Set, Glow!
Travel Toothbrush-All in One
Salute
Campfire Umbrella
Slideshow lamp
SunReflecter
Magnetism Car
Bangle umbrella
No more slipping
Pouch spoon w/handle
in3rdperson
Mascliner
egg+mouse = eggmo
clean chuck
Muti-Colored Clay Pen
Music Hang Out
Heated table
Duty free shopping online
Cleavage Cup
Simple tactile messaging
Back That Lash Up
locking refrigerator
Man-Up
Hair dryer helper
ALL IN ONE TOOTHBRUSH
Delivered Package Defender
Quick Fill Funnel Mop
Carpet for Bunk Bed Stairs
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Waist Manager
Strip battery testerrecharger
Delicate Dots
Alone Alert
PENIS ENLARGEMENT HERBAL CREAM
Juli Sippy Top
le pinceau qui ne coule pas
Wall mounted cat house
Fas Twin
Mini Hot Plate
Ice Cooler Solar Charger
Necklace organizers
Auomatic Wipers-lights
Screen Caddy
Solar Panel charger for laptop
Cockroach Cups
highchair mess preventer
Power &amp; Memory
The Predator
Nube de robot
RESTO ILLICO PRESTO
Smart LEGO
Smart Sole
Woibles
Color &amp; design changing case
Yoga Music
Swim N' Sunglasses
USB and Power End Table
Classroom Germ Sanitizer
Tidy Bird
SUPPORT BEADS
Koolbrella or Umbracooler
In-Wall Extension Power Outlet
Double-sized tablet for scores
The Lala
Tarmac/Runway Generators
Carbon Monoxide Alarm for Auto
Nosy Neighbor
Baby In Back
The Ball Grabber
Clean Cage
Temp Block
Seated Foldable Push Scooter
Low Volt Moniter
Gum Shots
Eyeglasses with removable lens
The Brow Maker
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[minus]Dirt
Retractable USB Cord
DispLego
MyDog'sTVids
Bangle umbrella
BeautyBox / GroomBox
Portable Lever Handle
Snow Away
The Baking Buddy
PUTSTUFF
THUMBLES smartfone finger bud
Phone Breathe
Ear Safety Tip
Quick Chip
back buddy
Pryers
Rainbow Bunco
Solar Christmas Bulb
Light and sound
C.A.C (Charge Anywhere Case)
Pedi-Stand
Hear me out
easygym
XYZ
Shake N Charge
plastic window for bookcase
Pee Pee Wall
The Pump Bottle Extender
Portable instant i-boiler
Folding Machine
Soothing Sucker
Away switch
Modified Hose End Sprayer
Dryer stand
Three shot, flying disc game.
KD Light Me Up
Mario Party Real Board Game
Zing Zong Ping Pong
Cold n' Flow
Life Saver
On Guard
VHS converter to MPEG-4
wheelchair armrest cover
Weed Snatcher
Washcloth with buttonhole
HydroHeat
App-Operated Flood Lights
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Inflatable smart pillow
Shock glove
CLIP SPEAKERS
Extreme Workout Vest
Multiple Outdoor Tool Set
Secured Hose Water Turn On/Off
Doggys are human too!
Man Cave Beer Refrigerator
AC Condenser Turbine
Moj.io Support
On-U
cell phone cover stylus holder
Zite's
Wink Enabled Space Heater
GPS Teats
Clamp-Ease
ProThrow
Detector Condoms
HVAC Monitor
Intelligent Radiator Heat
SPOTTER LOCATOR LIGHT
Doggie Doorbell
versi-cleats
Bond Ox
The Smart Door Bell
stand around advertising
Talking Tape
RAKUUM=Rake +Vacuum+Chopper
Milight for the Wink Hub
Hydro Kitchen Flowerpot
Snow Day alarm clock
Cellphone Hacking panic button
Koozie Holder
No digging under the fence
Lost Alerter/Take It Reminder
Hydro Hives
TILT
Didgit
Ear Bud cleaners
Dishwasher Door Indicator
Digidog Caller collar device
Canopy Bags
split pitcher
Pottery Pal
Double stepped car signaling
WINK Massage Furniture w Aroma
Maid in Bed
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"Stoper" ArrÃªt d'urgence
Water Safe
Indoor Paint Sprayer
Insta-Change
gotcha
Access to Cash
Keep warm always
3D-Maze Created by Yourself
BamBox
Hoods - A hood for high heels
service air panas ph 082113812
EZ-PZ Pull Tabs
The Tummy Nylon
shorter strap
Neur.io Support
Best Baby Stair Gate Ever!!!
Programmable LED phone case
The Self Making Bed
Reverse Bike
Unpolished Nail Remover
Pet Friendly Baby Gate
Clean and Comfort Toilet
Sewing or Craft organizer
save a flush
Quik Connect Kayak pole holder
COUNTER TOP ROBBERY DETERRENT
Strength Stack 52
Purrfect Litter Brush
micro fiber fan blade cleaner
ClearView Window Cleaner
Cutlet Cutting Board
Don't Get Angry in the Shower
Foot Powder Infused Insoles
3 D Alarm Clock
Toilet Phone Holder
Cord Organizer box
Paper Pal
Adjustable resonance guitar
get a clue
tampad
Dollar Shave Club Travel Case
The Toilet Terminator
Bell Turbine
The Bandit
L.E.D Bug-zapper Flashlight
Eco reverse osmosis filter
Surface Sanitizer with UV
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Disposable Luggage
Safe Crowd
Induction Charge Stopper
carcam
Adjustable Clothing Hanger
soaper
Smart Phone Camera Lense Cover
Gaming Dock Charge
Condometer
THE CAR POWER STATION
Nail Catcher
never snooze.
Keyboard, Dock, Hub and Sensor
Sd storage
EZ Flex
i Metronome.
Car Window Protector
ThermoPlate
Apple Sweaters
grocery bag placeholder
Safety Rag
HeatLine - Energy ReLocation
Pocket Knife FOB
WINK Combo Juicer Blender
Strappack
Road security display
Bedside Phone Radiation Sheild
Multi-Purpose Cart
auto retractable chalk line
Electronic Boat Plug Alarm
Always Light
Vehicle inside heat sensor
Handlebars, meet Bike Lock.
Slot Car Lap Timer&amp;Lap Counter
Flat screen dÃ©cor WOW Factor!
Chafe Free Sunglasses
Quick'n loads
Scent Switcher
SMART HOME TV STICK
Water Warner
Play Me
belt buckle
Hand Cranked Recycler
Cry-no-More Bubbles
Aromatic door dispenser
DAR Radio
Cast - app based fish finder
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PORTE BEBE DANS LES WC PUBLICS
gymFLow
BoxBQ
PLINKIES
shoe light attachment
Tremor Alert
Heads Up
RFID blocker bill
Memopark
TrimEase
Black fly in my chardonnay?
Protective security device
Human Transporter
The Propper
Rectracable Cord Management
Hands free toilel flushing
Hands free bottle
CARABELT
SIZ-IT
mghfjhfjh
Multi-Sensor Outlet ChildProof
Seperate Light Beacon
GE Mirror and Nail Dryer
Collapsible Hard Shell Luggage
IFRAME
USB Heated Cat Keyboard
Radar
mattress with phone holder
The Under-Rigger
bar fridge minder
LAPTOP HEAT COVER/LAPWEAR
Oh Deer Humidifier
Flip-pump Top
Auto rotate for TV sceens
Industrial Vehicle Charger
Level Choice
the handstand
App Enabled Breathalyzer
Right coffee
Tip n Splitâ„¢ Lighted Magnifier
Makeup Caddy
Water bottle holder
Stretching power strip
The dark will be gone "Lumos"
Headset Buddy Phone
Better Swabs
Quad Split Axe
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PADDINGTON CARE
HVAC baby seats
Little Piggys
Hip Clip
pluck pluck
Lovers Trivia Board Game !
Sterilization appliance
Get in Touch
Honey Bee Watering Device.
Portable kitchen timer
SnapSack Case for Skateboards
Music Walking/Running Dumbbell
A Little Pick Me Up
therma pad
Protective Ball Cap
no scratch lens protector
pyramid powerplant
Mobile Mechanics Plus
Workshop Wonder
boot up
water cup
The CHIRP Exercise Mat
Laptop
Electronic Mask
Cop Watchdog
The See-Through Blanket
Scented Hanger
Sauce Holder
rob protect
Devin Shrimp Skewers.
starter alternative
Toothcleaner Pro
Fire Slide
Plate / Butter Cooler
The Watchman
Pock-IT
Self-Mixing To-go Coffee Cups
The Rush Brush
Perfect Angle
Bucket Seat + Sifter for 5 Gal
App-Enabled Dash Defroster
Fray Free
meat thermometer
The six in one tripode handle
Toilet Base Floor Protector
iCharger chain
Pressure-free Bike Seat
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Sunscreen Applicator
Icord pack
The Anchor Xmas Tree Stand
Solar Pool SkimBrush
Universal Motor
Cell Phone Reading Magnifier
BATT CHECK
Hairbrush Water Squirter
Easi-Blind
Cold Beer in less then 1 min
QuickRzR
Phone Bluetooth range extender
flying car
Battery Charger App
electronic tourniquet
Pop up Cup
U selfie
Wall Chord Hanger
Liquid Cooking Station
Q Tip Twister
Bluetooth Charm/CharmBracelet
Better sleep ear plugs
WheelCover/Hubcap with Speaker
iPhone Power Pod
Customizable Porkfolio
(Ellie)phant
Avian
Battery Buddie
Do not drop your mobile phone.
Bike Wind-Turbine
Firearm Safety Lock Remote App
Voice Control Smart Iron
3 Wheels 2 People Motorbike
Plant watering stick
PUBLICITE A ECLAIRAGE SOLAIRE
Better cat pooper scooper
Never Again
No catches them, kill spiders
Cotton Swab Dispenser
Privicy Mini-Blind
Color clip on microphone
Awesome Pocket Flashlight
Ultrasonic Pest Bracelet
OpenedZipper Sensing BackPack
Virtual game
Smart phone display mod
Reusable Lunchable Container
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Foldable Tray
Temporary Car window
Task timer smartclock
Travel car extra storage
Store grille pour pavillons
DictionoGrapher
Beach Caddie
The Drip Catcher
Pick Up Power Car Cord Charger
Talk Water
The Ultimate Travel case
Finis les bleus
Griff 's Fabulous Freeze Flops
Ball Keeper
Portable umbrella case (short)
iPhone keep cool case
Baby Safe
SUPER TECH BRAKES
Magic Mirror
JELLYBEAN
The round brow
Hot Shovel or Cozy Shovel
Ipod/Iphone Time-used control
Flip write ring
Trolling Motor clamp
Grill Buddy
Accent Erasor
Side by Me
bike tire tape
Open/close leaf scooper
Child GPS and message Bracelet
Extend and Wash
spendSMART wallet
Pierced Hygienics
Quick Erase Whiteboard
Sprint Runners
Camera-Blinding Necklace
heating water saving solution
Inductive charging tool box
Rescue Power Pill !!!
Phosphorescent Holiday Lights
"Egg Ribbon" Create Any Shape!
BBQ helper
Smart Workout Machine
Safe Routing
Never ending shower
Electonical Nano Tent
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Roasty Toasty
solar eye
Wifi Ceiling Fan Controller
UMPIRE BRUSH WITH RETRACTABLE
Peripheral addition phone case
Booze Watch
Magic Mattress Lifter
Smoke Alarm Extractor
toilet

splash guard

Digital rubber Stamp
Grocery List Pad
Special Teams Wristbands
HEAT RECOVERY ENGINE
A mug with built-in warmer
Mini Mini Smart Fridge
EASY WAY
shoulder shield
Trail Music System
freeride
POWER PILL
Electro Block Outlets
The Smart Badge
Steady Action Cam Fishing-Pod
BuzzMe
Countertop Lid Hero
Lazy Calf
Sticky Zips
bodyPOWERtwister
Headlight Eyeliner Stickers
BT Jump rope
Drop catcher
Office Buddy
Lunch cooler
The Magno-Wand
Square Daddy Oil Caddy
Look Out!
Egg Whiskpoon
Paint lid tool
Touchmark
Home Action Panels
Esay Wood Sander
Silent Dryer
Wireless 3-way Switches
Ear Bud Cleaner
AC Car Cooler Bag
Milk Table Cooler
Perfect Sleep
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Hunter's Video System
kinetic mobile phone charger
foamshape
Foot Floorfah
Tube Blanket
MY PEN
The LeashHelper
Stem-sational
Toilet Seat Heater Cover
Sleepy bi pillow
la couche appli
Aros retrofit power system
Guitar Crucial Coil Cable
Zap text msg
Plug Control.
Porcelain fishing weight
The Weave /Wig Warmer Stand
Powerboard with suction foot
Open Door Custom Sound Player
Squash Ball Compact Warmer
Iphone 6 and Iphone 6 Plus
Hoverme
Sunny Solutions Phone Case
real stop watch
Detangler Brush
Laptop Buddy
no cash, no problem
Home BP Calibrator
Heated suit
Baby weights
Hammer Helper
SpeakAboost Case
The ItChair
Perfect Punch for Scrapbooking
ne7gezlk
Construction vacuum
ZIP BACK CASE #iPhone6
Natural Gas BBQ Shut Off Valve
Curb Shred Junk Mail
handy helper
Magnetic wood stove blower
Shredder Paper Guide
Painter's Friend
Culinary Silicon Balloon
CARRY ALL CELL PHONE COVER
Washer and dryer in one
Aromatherapy Mouth &amp; Nose Mask
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FACEMATS
Wide area water sensor
All in 1 Binder.
Propellor Wheel
Wine Cork Casket
Bird's Eye Camera
Book bag hand helper
Dunk It
Gun cabinet habitat
Emergency TV backup
Color Reader
Sunlight Capturer
Power Tablet
Feline Scented Disk
pool check point
Drill Bit Screw Remover
Pigeon Poop Strip.
Let There Be Light
Floozie
Smart Dumbbells
SHOE RACK + MAGNETIC STRIP
Shuffle
Cake Lock
stream clean
easy salon
pouris
Wine Pump
Bed Pocket
Review Cube
Cat Nail Clipper
Light switch
Rotating Frame
No Slip Toilet Seat
BPT ( Baby Picture Taker )
AutoShower
The Caffeine Detective
I-phone sliding shell
E-Yacht
Portable umbrella case (long)
Fitted Sheet Folder
Hood Breaker
WizKid
Pump the Beat!
Eye Slides
Powered by Greg
Bodyguard drone
The Golf Tilter
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Rubber Durable Heel Protector
FANTASY FOOTBALL MONOPOLY GAME
Digital in-flight meal select
Aging Compass
Adjustable Work Chair
Rotating Socket
Bathroom Shelftronics
Wrist Weight Band
Table top cover hold down clip
TransmisiÃ³n auto electromagnet
Fingerprint-proof screen
Nagahama Gas Meter
Phoxy
"CORE" Go e-drive platform
Handles basketball
Float-Stop
The Lunch Board
3D mobile phone camera
Multi Head Phone
Can It Fly! - housefly trap
Waterproof phone case
Phone Scanner Tripod
Self-Loading Trash Can
see and say
Universal Pool Shelf
Driveway Blanket
Surfboard Sharkskin texturizer
Pan Prop for Scooping Your Fat
Accordion iPhone Holder
Remote bicycle brake
Audio speakar
Freezy
already sweet tea bags
Backpack Shoulder Strap Grip
MilkMaid
The Power Center Cube
Ask It
STUDENT WORK CENTER
The Helper
Grass Cutter
Interactive Elec. Reading Game
LG G Watch (Accessory)
Portable Workbench Paint Tray
insertaBOWLS
Clic Pen Upgrade
Infrared Mobile Mouse
La Fendeuse
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The MonOcal
Lawnmower Fertilizer
Carbon Monoxide Circut Breaker
Camera security system
gLoW tape with fiber optic pen holder
Shoe hotel
the navigator
mini chocolate conche machine
Plumbers Helper
LEWISLEE-RING
Iphone Speaker Case
Vap or vaporizer for medical
Soup-a Mug
Adjustable halogen lamps
Car cam
MagShaker or sticky cup
The Banks Lock
Wireless Pocket Charger
Lap EEZZ
Six Pac Cooler
Smart Tattoo Sticker Maker
Smart box pencil
Kids Magical Toys/Bath Curtain
Dribble Guard (Apron)
Windshield sensor &amp; ice scraper.
Monkey Bop
Door-punch
Tabasco Sauce Holster
Pre Eval staff: Please don't let this slip through the cracks! A RAINBOW HI-LITER will be a MULTI-MILLION unit seller! Read on 2 learn why.
The Sound Director
Hap-Flower
RemoteCut electric switch
The MAD RAG
Shopping Cart Cover
Pool Protector
Spotter locator light
alarm clock
iBella
extra set of eyes
Magnetic Smart Strip
Hide it
Freezies
Le RÃ´tissoire
Wander Ball
Restroom stall lock &amp; hooks
retractable grill cover
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Digital Highlighter/Recorder
BACKPACK USER'S LUNCH BOX
WINK Lamp Shade
Easy weed eating
Urock
Neck Saver
Mpower
Dieter's Travel Buddy
Intelligent spice mixer
Breathing pillow
teethup
Extension-Ladder Shelf
Scented Dog Collar
An iPad Mini arsenal case - protects, props, and provides sections for on-the-go necessities.
Elevated Litter Box
ThermaSense Shirt
INVENTOR'S APPAREL
no-spill tray
ko indentifer
The Vortex Mixer Micro Tornado
Tres-Stic 3 in 1
Shower Cruize
The H.O.C
Motorcycle Bike
kitcouet'
SlipNOTs
Sponge Soap Dish
SKULLY
Blaze Freedom
MEMO WATCH
LugPower - Power on the Go
NFC Smart Padlock - iPhone 6
Katondah Voice Recorder Dove
Back lite
Shit shit shit
windabot
Hands free shaving
HEAT Dissipate
Watt Per Hour Outlet
Tubby Dive Team 12
The perfect home bread slicer
Rear view antihead light glare
Visually Impaired Navigation
Loofa w/ Bar of soap holder
Tool Coolie cup
Periodontal ligament Implant
Shout!
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Wearable Lego Shapes
Thermal sensor check
POWER RELEASE CYCLE CHOCK
boo-boo grabber
Roll Call
Intelli-blanket
Automatic wet food feeder
quickker emergency response
Pres-assure (resubmit)
Founder
iSwitch
Charge speaker
Door banner/hanger
Sleep Buddies
pentaddy powershare
Reusable LED light dimmers
Eye Safe Scanner
The Tanning Belt
Tube in a Pot
Dancing Feet Doormat
Yoga Moves
Leaf Blower with LED Lights
Snap Outlet
EZ Windshield Shade
Charging Station XL
Invention Challenge: WiFi-Mic
Light Boxer
step ramp
Smart Outdoor Wall Light Hub
Wink christmas Lights
Wink TV Device + IR Rec/Trans
Wireless Xmas Village Lights
Clothes scent refreshener
Sky lantern with seed(s)
Hitch Quick
Drain Tarp
Travel head strap
Blind Manager
Expired Product Detector
Anti sleepy bracelet
Search my picture
The Finger Coozie
Digital Gift Card
Unbound Sound
Instavac
PostClip
Power Table
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Hitch Mit trailers protection.
Brando
easy umbrella
Mount anywhere umbrella
Forsyth Modern Lighting
K-Cup Strain &amp; Brew
Motion-Activated Car Seat
AirbagSafe
Secured Parcel drop box
Assisted-Open Refrigerator
Cell Phone Cubbie
heat sensor disarming system
Home Charging Station
Drywall Taper Tool
Food bowl for pets w.timer
wireless-warm platter
Freshness
Car Door Pre-Open Warning Sign
The Infallible Zipper
Shopping Cart Totaller
CatCase
Adjuster Broom
Sunscreen Patches
Wink Remote Control Device
Teleport in Virtual Reality
Electronic Gameboard
push-a-knob
It's Stool-Easy
Smart Chair
One Glove
Walk safe leash
Wheel Chair Cover Domes
Emergency vehicle silencer
Moving charger
Duvet Your Way!
Sky Fence
Party Decor ICE
Reclining Toddler Car Seat
HC-MP3-SD Card
Curtain Caddy
airless tire
Portable Hybrid Car Charger
bicicleta
Bungee Y Leash
clothes pin
Ke-Ko
The Home Recycling Blue Box
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Light Bulb with Integrated HD
Rotating Shelf System
Wink camera on wedding table
Sneakers jump
safedrivers device
Light A Seat
Run Buddy
App-enabled Baby Bottle Warmer
Strain n Store oil strainer
wolf girl
Jelly Net
The Internet Switch
noise cancelling app
The i(NTELLIGENT) Desk
All-Holiday Smart Lights
A better mousetrap
Air Audio Sun Naturesimulator
DOS
hot-cup-ever
no charge laptop
Auto-Sharp
Scoop-O-Rake
Donut Caddy
The 2shay
Watch-let
The Washer Dryer
Backup Wall Light
Cable Spring
CanDuo
FIFE
Power Pushpin Case
like a pen
Magnetic Trunk Organizer
Walk in the Park-W.I.T.P
Socks/Clothes Basket Top
2 in 1 cup
Remote-free tv and computer
Easy Reach
paper dispenser
Compact Refrigerator Safe
puppet wash cloth
find me
ImpactDriver/Drill Mixing Bowl
Apple Watch Backup Battery
Trimmer Attachment
App Massage Pad 4 Animals
Outlet baby guard+plug retain
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SOLOREACH
Cam Tether
Construction speed reduction c
Wink Power Pro Auto
Multi System Headphones
Compact Divice

(CD)

Taringa wedges
The Nota Switch
Port-a-Play
Headset clamping device
Cintre Ã ressort
Record Away
Spare Air
ADAPTATION...
The Time Out Chair
The Drip Catcher
EZ Bands
Sleeve Ironer
Plastic number shapes
Dual Cooling Cores Aros
Smart Ceiling Fan
Easy dry
Playstation Gaming Desktop
Combination glasses
Shopping cart check out
LED smartphone case torch
the Heimlitron
Sexy Flats2heels shoes
Fast Food Saver
Hidden Objects Ceiling Tiles
sac a dos de survie
French Lock
Suck It Up
Po-Pocket (Portable Pocket)
Kids Easy Hair Station
Finger Pattern Security
BBQ Corn on the Cob Holder
BLITZ
maginified phone cover
Whitebind
THE PLATE
Save Ur Face
Kid-Phones
neb on the go car charger
Conductive Outlet Plate
Pro Partner
Angel Pillow
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Shower Saver H2O
SuShine
Retractable leash for Puppy
Selfie Stick Phone Case
WiCar
Charge iWatch while wear it
Super stable toothbrush cup
Hassle Free Cord organizer!
HYDROSLEEVE
Recase
speed boards controlling speed
X-Tra Hand
Molle Solar Panel
Smartphone controlled closet
Take Jell-O shot to a new lvl
DÃ©boucheur de canalisations
Driverless car
World History Globe
Feline Spiral Staircase
Save the last drop
Infinite Headphones
Girl on The Go
GloveYourself
Cordless Candle Warmer
BABY LUCIOLE
test strip drum for glucometer
iPhone extran hand holder
Mail here
Wine UV Shield, Tilt + Swivel
Operating Smiling Sunflower
babyjust
Windspired
Snixx
6/6+ Hand print IPhone Case
Car Lap Seat for Dogs
Expanding Wall Mount Coat Rack
Designer shelving strips
Prohibition Cups Party Set
ELECTRONIC ALL IN ONE TOOTHBRU
maman protÃ©gÃ©e
Veille automatique voiture
the fine print pen
Pocket Socket
BP Mobile Stethoscope
TidyLight
Storybook Recording Device
The Gate Keeper
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AirCatditioner
Football Game Day Tray Table
Pre-strung tennis stringing
MY-Knob
Smart Watch Jewelry
Chaussettes intirbouchonnables
Paper Sorter
Sprinkler Garden Edging
Shade Savers for Sunglasses
safety Pets
Instant Earbud Re-Wrapper
The Fitted Fleece
KIDS FRIDGE MAGNETS
Laptop Charging station
USB W/Power Outlet
Sew Smart
Gotahaveit
Refrigerator Salad Bar Tray!!
No bend shoe cleaner.
Wink Focusing LED Light Bulbs
Dvd Jukebox
Ultimate baby bumper
comfy bathing
prevent outdoor faucet freeze
Motorchair Umbrella Harness
vacuum cleaner alert gauge
Miss You Bear
Little Sticky Light
Keyboard and Mouse Platform
parapluie rÃ©sistant aux vent
PERFECT PAPER
Drink Wrap
Math Basket
Trolley-Lift
No Harm Charm
PROTECT A MAT
EASY SWEEP KIT
Arm Covers
Faux Toe Tape
Liquid Ice Melt
GE -Q Smart Robotic Hologram
decosmokealarm
Tickle to sleep
Space Sound
Music-tap-beat
auto-brush for dish-washing
Auto On/Off Power Strip
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Floral design for dummies
Potty Pets
Smart business Card
Blue Charge
Stork's Nest
SafelyThaw
Heated Flowerpot Ring
Pot-Lid Steamer
Snow Razor
spotter mounting brackets
Beard Bib
Retrouver son enfant ou valise
Solar Cell Charge
Safe Charge
portable massage 2.0
Smart Smoke
Crying drake showerhead
Computer Traveler
Wheelchair Scale
Manual Moving Train.
eco refrigerator
airport luggage travel
Pumpkin/Garden Perch
Casetatch
Sipper top
3 in 1 stapler
Thief Monitor
High Overflow Sandbag Shield
Align stapler , removal kit
Napkin Holder for the Car
Ear Phone Cell Phone Player
The up &amp; down Back Scrubber
WaCup Lid
Shoe sole replacements
Noise Canceling Pillow
Umbrella Light
rolling lawn mower cable
Toilet Tray
iPhone 6+ Case/Stand/Keyboard
Intellitape
Balancing Glasses
Portable Car Heater w remote
office stapler reinvented
Cell phone sensor
Big Sip
Sweet Chore Dispenser
Pouch no slouch
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Dryer Spider
My alert button
Aquarium Rescue
Collapsible Cupholder
eolienne savonius
"SORTED" (Cockney Accent)
Barbecue "KOOL Wall"
Paper Pusher
Silicon foundation applictor
The Hoody Buddy
Alarm Clock Bed
Squeeky food
The Atlas
Ipad Car Steering Wheel
Ð¡Ð¾Ð½ Ð¼ÐµÑ‡Ñ‚Ñ‹
Bandaid Tape
Clean Toilet
DIRTY SOCKS SACK
Multifunctional Case for phone
Fob Keyless Entry Deadbolt
Portable Kinetic Charger
Crossover for Pickup Power
The Renegade: 2 Motions, 1 Rep
Aqua Bike
Bug Plug
The GPS Tracking Bracelet!
Voice activated door lock
Shaz-BOT- the SHAZAM for faces
Bong condom
plasticplug-in window kit
Rhino Skin
Hey2O
Anti-drone EMP drone
Muddy Shoes Cleaner
Dual Line - The smart wheel
dewrinkler
in the house? cat privy
Potted Plant Heat Stone
Strongman Smart Rack
Smart Bin Laser SensorDumpster
modern ceiling fan
BedGame
H.P.S.C.
Rolling room divider
Fingertip Warmers
Blow dryer steamer attachment
8chess or Octochess
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Sticky Note Pen
Future Shoe Sorter/Bin
Lights On Alarm
iphone charging dock with wink
Drip Map
"Shades" sunglasses.
Slide-A-Shade
Store and Pour
Reflexology Yoga Mat
Wink Wireless Headphone
refrigerator light dimmer cont
LACS - Compact Nightstand Kit
Adjustable mat
Red Alert
tuff liner
Fresh Breath Shoelaces for Dog
VersaPot
"Automatic retrofit Gas Valve"
x-ray position holder
Swivel Wall Charger
Green Magic
Hotplates/Oven Wink Sensor
Cranode
GlowCube Night Light
Sound Down
Childproof Cabinet Storage
The Last Drop
Cell Phone Light
MINI COFFRE DE PLAGE
Cord Cast
Bathtub Wink Sensor
Life Watch
CLIP ON POWER-backup power USB
Back scrubber
Electric Lint Vacuum Roller
Smart Phone Video Stand
Presencer
beverage cooler
application cartons
Snow bike
PIVOT POWER MINI
The right-hander, baby spoon
smartwave
Wonder broom
Digital Radio Recorder
Remote control locater
Coolspot Cooler
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Magnetic Gloves
Flavored Cocktail Stirrers
Easy hold iPhone 6 plus case
Insta-Speaker
My Home Assistant
Where is the remote?!
Electro brush maker
Door Alert Reminder System
Electronic Tweezers
Mailbox Tracking App
"Germ Free Ride"
GO GO VANITY........re sub
SPOT N HANG
adjustable screwdriver
vacuum buddy
The Flitted Sheet
Outlet riser
mirror : rear-side appearance
Portable Athletic Shoe Dryer
Coffee In A Can
ICE GLASS
Cookie Cutters for Pumpkins
La multiprise adaptable
Smart Space Heater
Rolling silk screen
Fridge Bowl or Chill Bowl
Heated lover
My BackPack!
Sauna phone pocket
Power Strip w/retractable cord
All in One Gift Registry
clothes slider
le solaire discret
LED saver
Spatulrest
Dawnâ€™s Light Phone Dock-Alarm
Ecran Plat TÃ©lÃ© - Miroir
Child Reminder Portal
Necklace/Hook Cellphone Holder
Docking station for cell phone
Cord Stopper
Rotating toothbrush
Rep and Roll, or Traveling Gym
Roaming Shoes
Smart Lock
The best bedside table!
PUSH HOOKS
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Peek-A-Boo Baby with Cat Toy
On the Scene
Seethrow power
Ball Pit Colletor
Rideaux amovibles
Year round holiday lights
Textbook Spine protector
Puppy Pleaser Portal
please review my e-mail
Porkfolio Mobile (Line Ext.)
Who just let that go!!
Air Conditioner Wall Switch
Blurb
New Hammer
Adjustable Monitor Stand w USB
Invent a Amusement Racing Park
Dual Fuel Barbecue Grill
Ninja Flappaddle. rivercrosser
2 Tier Holiday Shopping Cart
E-Board
brosse a dents futee
Mold Away Paper Towel
Dunking Bird toy with sound
My view
Headtronic
Clean 4 You
Solar Outlet
Computer Cell Phone Eyeglasses
Pop 'N Dock
Sheel Shield
Note Pad Cup Holder
Garage Door Butler
the book pillow
Transverse Skates
auditing machine
The Entertaining Lunch Box
Hyper gravity ball
Mini skin vac
No Waste HVAC
Color Change 3D Print Filiment
Kozy-Comforter
screaming remote
Easy Drop
Kettle Kontrol
1 for the Mix
marijuana breathalizer
Media Center Hub
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Cooling Stockings
Massage-To-Go
Dish Watcher
S5 Drift Case
Tone It Down!
Hap-Flower
Grocery Bag Carrier
Smart cooler/warmer
Pinpoint Caster
Flex Force One
THONGless Sandal
Vibrating baby swaddler
SPEED SIGN!
Advanced Locks
Wheel Rain Barrel
Automatic Stall Lock
Umbrella Harness
Propane Tank PCM-Cloth Cover
Donut vending machine
Phone Projector/Camera Obscura
Water Pillow
SOLARGUARD
Cordanizer
serpillere gratte par terre
Smart Wall - Be productive
Grip Clip
Mom Quick Link
Line Measuring Pen
Touchless car wipers
No-strap Knee pads
Shrub Shaper
Aromatherapy Pillow Insert
Heated Car Cover
Hands Free Water Bottle Refill
To-Day List
Rodents Away
All Weather Folding Chair
tire and rim alarm and locator
dÃ©tection fin rouleau papier
mp5
AIO Pumpkin Carving MultiTool
Short Stop Tire
Smart home Fire evacuation
"LetÂ´s share cakes!"
Wristband Fan
Smartphone Head Cam (Video)
Cuzzie temp.
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View Curtain
Pro Tech Tunes ?
Awesome EDC key gadget
Bed Cradle
Hologram Car Display Adapter
Vacuucomb
PUMP
e-Key
Cast-a-way
Easy Freezer Defroster
AV smart Refrigerator
Motion Detection and Tracking.
Switchout WINK Power Board
Rays
Icy Drink Lid with Cooling Fan
the pendulum
Moving pictures
6 dans 1 (Porte-tout)
Cordless Drill/Tool Cord
Magna Tape
Pet food dumb waiter
shower stall curtain
Ironing Buddy
No-clog pump
iFind
Cord Simple
solar panel/lighter cell case
Light Spray
Wink Wifi Extender
Fly swatter nunchucks
cozy shower gel
Best Friends Sparkle necklace
Heat Safe Device
MAG-STRP
Smart connections TV
Twist Cooler
TravSAFE - Travel alarm system
Engagement Planner
Saving Shades
Million dollar APP$$$$$$
Molkky connectÃ©
Easy water goggles
Rotative Power Tower
Mobile Support Station
Pivot Power Safety
Lighter Lightbulbs
TUCK A WAY PHONE CHARGING TRAY
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Bluetooth mailbox
Mug with cellphone &amp;Key Holder
Trade Secret Denim Fade
Auto Compass
Perfect Shower
Perfect Shape Flooring Cutter
The Tablet Home Theatre
Wink Remote
Adjustable iPad Speaker Folio
dustpuff
Cooler plus
Peaceful Paws
Toiletbreeze
Rollable grill grate
Blissful Memories
pen memory
Stick-on Knee Pads
Extendable Car Hook
Lumbar post op cushion
Bang the door -protection
Fun Mouse
Text Freeze
Hydrophobic Measuring Cups
Tee-Caddy
AppleWatch connector
pare feu de toiture
energy saver
Mobile Alert Device
ID- Lable
AEOLIC HAIR DRYER
Cooling Migraine Relief
Hydra
App-Enabled Ankle Twist Game
Lacrosse training aid
Soft Touch Lighter
Golden ticket
Find your PHONE
Forget Me Not HeatAlarm
Shoes with Retractable Cleats
Baby-on-Board Reminder App
Disposable "Poopy" Mitt
excercise machine for kids
Portable Monkey Bar
Tailgate Buddy
Kinkless extension cord
Funny Detect
CAR PROTEC
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bicycle kckstand attachment
D.O.G. Flyer
The Lipstick Pen
home sti test kit
The clinger
Laser Line
Gas Cook Top Burner Covers
Programmable L.E.D. Phone Case
Fertiwiser
Safety Baby Nail Clipper Guide
Spy proof phone switch
fill your own beauty facemask
Privacy Headset
Glitter &amp; Metallic Tattoo Ink
Hot Cubes
HandsFree Walk Beside for Bike
T.V remote sleeve &amp; locater
Power check
Smart Body Fat Calipers
one touch butter melter
iPhone Flexible Flashlight
Wifi enabled Clothes Iron
the perfect nail
Talking Welcome Mat
"Bianca" folding table
Cell Phone Record Button
Caddy Shower Rod
Dispenser
Washer Throw
Sticky Power Outlet
Easy Tree For Presents
space ring
"Ready-Set-Go"Oral Hygiene Kit
Toilet roll disposer
Icy Case
Cleaner Ear Plugs
The Chomper Bin
Min Pins
Long Tray
3-in-1 Paint Buddy for roller
Cat proof tree
Baby Saver Seat
Weight Adjustable Hula Hoop
The Wrist Teller
Faucet Wiggle
Green wax diffuser
Ice Overflow Container
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IPaint
5 Feet Away
The Warm-Up Chair Mat
A CADDY FOR MEDICAL OXYGEN TUBING OR EXTENSION CORDS.
poolcho towels
eyeglass app
CELL PHONE AUTO SAVE
go-go phone
Recandle
Duel Lip Plant Saucer
Adjustable Matress Bedskirt
Digital Gift Card
Power Grout Cleaner
Cup-OH
smart mini bar
collant matiÃ¨re legging
Golfers ball holder
Party in a Chair
coque enceinte et plus
Drain Aside - Free Your Sink
Magnetic Blackout Treatments
Power Strip (Tape or Sticker)
Electronic backpack
filter-it
Real NES Horn
Smart iced coffee / tea maker
Hairbrush with refills
Recycle101
Pre-running Valve
Human Scratching Place
irazor
Golf ball detector
Flying Sprinkler
ANTI-TIP POT HOLDER
Mantleshelfer
TRANSPUB
The mix maker
the headband jogger
Cubed Yoga Ball
The Patio Parasol
Who Needs Water
Electric Salad Chopper Bowl
Car/Home convergence
Remote Alert
Cap Saver
Dirty Squirters
Braille touchscreen display
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FLAVORED MOUTHGUARD AND STRIPS
flash stick x treme
VERSATRAY
Coffee pops
Portable Microve
Blanket for smartphone
Sani step
iphone projector
Find My Child
The Net Timer
Trolley-Lift (Forklift)
No Flyers
Rechargeable Hearing Aids
STOW-PRO SNOW BRUSH
Messenger Bag w/Lunch section
hot and cold air regulator
Chromecast Where You Go
Auroculars
Phone cover power charger
Quirky Phone Heat Charger
Ipool
The better camcorder case
Clap
Spring powered wrench handle
(Resubmit) Vacuucomb
Kidnap watch
Smart Service
Smart Jacket
home furnace co/smoke detector
b friend
suitcase with carbon monoxide
VIVE LA GRASSE MATINEE
Memory Lane
Timer HandMixer
Wrist-Saver Paint Roller!
Wink Clicky
convert gas grill to a charcol
traducteur long texte
Carsafety4kids
le bingo des dÃ©partements
STAY HEALTHY MITTEN
Pocket Pets
Bluetooth Anything
Custom Greeting Card Machine
Bus Boards
Trash Snorkel
Tare Weight Container
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Shark-Tuff Durable Puppy Cover
pillow hood
Glow Purse
LED cake candles
Plug Light
Rolling Illumination
Mouse pad for your wrist
TV sound to Smartphone
electronic photo album
Sanitary Scales
4 teas in 1 bottle
One size fits all cook lid
Artificial flowers w/UVA UVB
I forgot my Umbrella
helix pen
solarsill
Wink Pet Feeder
Spring Plant Pole
The Cancer Buddy
vitalistic
3D AC
reception booster
BACKSAVER WEEDWACKER
Waffle Pocket's Maker
Suitscale
Tush Toner
Soap cake with sink
Wink Home Wireless Speakers
Smartphone Projector
instant 5-a-day drink
Poop Bag Dispenser/Sealer
pÃ©dalier d'abattant toilette
ARMTEK TOOL HOLDER
Become grease lighting
Cheat Sheets
multi-plug
Patio Mist Cooler
GYB (Got Your back)
MAILDRONEPORT
Golf Ball Detector
Inductive Wristband
Alarm pot
Super Case
GardenAnalytics
Mr Speller
Converta-BIKE
Snow Melting Net
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An inline dimmer socket that you install between the light bulb and the light socket.
Monster Traps
Clip-on Towel rail
JardiniÃ¨re avec arrosage
Blow dryer holder
KID'S ORGANIZER HUB
Football Buddy
No Scratch Snow Shovel
Hotel Environment Maker
New Color Car
Decorative Tablet Stand
Smart Sink, Tub, andToilet
Bluetooth: LED Text/Image Hat
Presentation Magic
magnetic diving board
Non-slip laundry drying rack
3 in 1 Shoulder Wrap
A Camera For The 21st Century
Extension Cord Plus (Power +)
Peek-A-Ring Gloves
Drowning: Life-Saver WristBand
Phone Rink
Chinese Water from Sand Clock
TrackMeLuggage
battery poc
Smart Lawn Sprinkler
Straw Snip
Quirky Security SmartWatch
Shaving Razor Blade Dryer
It's NOT A CLIP - IT'S A STRAP
TileVision
smart safe
Smart Column
Pool Caddy
portable extractor silencer
Remote Seeker
Foundation Wedge
moble band saw stand
inductive stand case
Cake Topper takes the Cake
Q-Protected (Q-Safe)
The I-Phone Alarm
La cheville autoforante
Laser Cellphone case
Flight relief
MINI THERMAL CAMERA
Cozy accessories for 2015
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Beauty 911
ear-plug net
wireless mobile e security fob
Apple Charging Console
The Hover light
Vibrating Gum Massage 2
flosspicc
Disposable Shaving Tissues
Adjustable Toilet Seat Handle
Mugsy Easy Grip
male masturbation towel
Collapsible Grocery Bag Frame
Quick Thaw McGraw
HALE VAIL
Chargelets
My view - edit to previour sub
Palm Shading for a drawing.
Smart Dog
Easy emergency button
I flip
Under Car Diaper
TV chair
3CLIP WALLET
Almighty Key
8 Socket USB Exstension Lead
CuffClips
KOALA
Bike Tracker
Whistle Light
led sharpener
DIAPER PACK
The Bees Teas
Ultrasound Hammerdrill
Draft Enders Curtain Clips
PortableApp MusicMedia Catcher
fingerprint locked wallet
Video Conference Laser Pointer
Hair Zip
Class-Pen
Qeyboard
Idea Recorder w/ bluetooth
Fridgventory
Cold Band-aids
keep it clean
Extendible cleaning utensils
Tooth brush attachement
Bicycle Safety Announcer
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helium 3 project
Dirt Disk
Cough Drops For Kids
coolier cooler lights
Sani-Soap Box
designer charger
BEACH WHEELS WAGON
sports card vaule
Perfect Smoke
kameleonjewelz
Spring body
Smart Organizer
Two Faced Bottle
Dog Doo Door
Light My Path
AfroAids
catch a weigh
The Stevie
Idea joke
No left/right slippers
Floating Glasses
Perforated Section of a scratc
Plate Mate
Can you see me now?
bass made by Arthur
Auxyheads
All in One Beauty Pen
Opti-Trash
Cell Phone Case w/cord recoil
E-Learning- The African Child
The Cane Chain
shower window curtain
Smart Night Light
carBOX
Garbage Clean
2nd Generation Dryer balls
PS portable speaker
The PITA Button
The middleman of business
Baby Lamp
TV INHANSEMENT SCREEN PRISM COLORS IN COLORS OF THE RAINBOW LAYERED GLASS WITH TWO TYPES OF 3D CELIFAINE ALL
PUT TOGETHER AND MAYBE (ECT)...
gants gel douche biodÃ©gradable
Selfie Mirror Cam
Safety device for bicycle
Washer/Dryer One Shot
LES EFFICACES
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save your baby
Baby Buddy
the bag opener
Staggered Timer
SOLAR CASE
Sheer Compression leggings
face suport
children shoulder leg straps
Unknown
FACES(TM) Face Sketch Software
The Salt Shooter
tap sensor
Puppy roll over Mat
Best Vinyl Record Carrier
Air Canophy
The Finger Blade
Hair Washing Gloves
Parental Call Button
"High Bar Peddler"
Time to go to bed kiddo!
bit-o-dispenser
Air Stream Nail Polish Dryer
Baby Mattress Lift
Multi Room WiFi Speaker Amp
Anti Gravity Device.
Footbit Ankle Pocket
Auto Life Protection
Digital Display Mowers
Slider-ware
the ultimate pain patch
Earbud plug Alarm
Airline All in One Travel Case
Door Skins
voice regulator
Detootifier
Senseat
chew shield
Portable Trolley Ski Shop Cart
Egg Roll Fryer
The Shoe Magician
Electric Auto Engine Sounds
Kick-start and go
Magnetic Boots and Mat
High-Tech water bottle
Pop Barrel , K9 pop keg ,
GU Lamp Base with Embed
camelbak cell phone charger
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Mask it
Earrings and Necklace frame
COUPON CREDIT CARD. One COUPON CREDIT CARD for all of your COUPON needs. No more clipping -cutting -storing -filing hundreds of coupons
Snow Igloo House for Kids
DvD storage rack
mobile med care
Geobox
Eyephone
Decorative TV Stand Set
Name in a bottle
GANT DE TOILETTE JETABLE
solar recharging phone case
360 DUST CAPTURER
Fitted Feet sheets
Heated Thor Line Extension
LA POUPEE POLYGLOTTE
Zero Text - Parents
Pain Translator
HoverShade - Always Have Shade
The Simpler Shredder
TABLE OF POWER-CHARGE &amp; BACKUP
Easy Sanding
Water Temperature Displays
Dual monitor image device
Detachable Travel Charger
Refrigerator dust cover
Free Moving Wrist Buddy
induction babybottle sanitizer
WiFi No Water/Temperature Detection Unit
Hotel fire safety
Folding Microwave
Electric feed tape measure
Lip Balm Bracelet
Toilet light
Paddle Math (Team Challenge)
Energy Tracker
Solar Tracking Charging System
Ram Expander App
Jiffy Leaf Bagger
kid handy
New Hand Wash Dispenser
Tuteur Malin.
Winter Sunshine
TruProtect
CarSucker
Shower Towel
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Save your seat pizza car carry
Wind Lights
THE FOOT SOOTHING OPERATOR
Fox Ear Headphone
Cold Fusion devices
Stroller wtih Storage
Mini Water Cooler
Scale-in Monitor
All-in-One Light
The letter lifter
Smartphone Bluetooth/BT Leash
3D Pen
finapart
le porte clef scolairej
The H Bomb
The Quad Shadow
scan barcode
The Intelligent Boombox
Iphone backbutton Film
The Best Cordless Hair Dryer
Replace Halogen lamps w/LED
Apple Watch/Companion Charger
" Fish with the Twist "
iFHUS
payday
booster bike
Family tracking device
Grade Cap
the next gen books
Protective Children's Goggles
Helmet Full Opion
Battery Design
Express Window
Iced Coffee Sleeve
Bath Recliner
The Gardener's Rain Cover
Automatic Baseboard Sprayer
Taking magnetic current
Magic flowers
Food for Peace Daily Meal
Coin Operated Bar B Q
Pill Bottle Cap Light Warning
TAILGATE CADDY
College Desk Clip
ElectroStatic Dust Free Home
Soil Coil
Alarm Light
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fish eye webcam
baby formula tester
Heheflexascarf
"Sneaky sight"
SOUND PAL
Ergonomic Cat Petter
nay mee
PDAS
Collapsible laundry basket
Feeding cover
Ride-Powered Smartphone Charge
Heated - Exterior Car Blanket
The Window Mate
Pure Fire 2
Nylon Lattice Garden fence
green tea snuff or dip
Socket Wrench/tool w/light
Cell phone neck holder
Lost Stuff Saver
Water Bottle split in half
Sun-charged chairs
Branch Buddy
Pencil Ring
Easy Douche
Finger Print Guitar
Laundry Alert
Adjustable Height Toilets
Dryer Ventvac Adapter
Smart Vent
Peg from forgetfulness.
Box Set of BUILDING PANELS that CONNECT - free to create furniture, toys &amp; what u need, Use same Quirky Crate Material/Same factory!
Multipurpose Trash Scoop
PAINT CAN ACCESSORY
Service solahart 082122541663
Belgium Waffle Bowl Maker
The Scraper
Deer Lights
The Erbitts
Sis
Smart Race Track On The Wall
Bottle cap
Solar Motion Bike Light
tablet induction stand case
Spunky Sprinkle
mens key board
Speech recognition door locks
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Outside Light Flying Bug Strip
Wireless Room Charging
"Skeaners"
utility yard truck
drop line bobber
Security car mat
Up &amp; Up Umbrella Stroller
CEREAL/SOUP DRAINING BOWL
Green Wave
Mail Transpoter
Tools at hand
Nimbus Watch ( or armband)
Lockable Pill Bottle
Wink Cell Phone case
Smart Cleansing Brush
service solahart jakarta barat
You-Ga
Personal Space Heater
3-in-1 Floor Cleaning Device
Lego-nator!
Makeup storage modular system
chalkless pool cue tip
PEM Strip
Paintball bluetooth mask
Fresh pasta maker
BaldSoap
Auto
Grab-N-Go
hat phones
Double Bottle
Footloose or FreeFeet Blanket
Clog-catcher
WILD Pokemon Maker + 6-th gen
The Grate Guide
Static Slap
saftey pack
Ergonomic Tablet Grip[
Pocket grabber
Snap N' Go Duvet Covers
Sweat absorbent wear
Cracker Grinder w/ Prototype
Circular boxcutter w/belt clip
Gym Anonymity Mask
Kindle/iPad/etc holder
Stepper with Weighing Scale
face suport
tiger
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The CORDinator
string bed
Hydro-marcheurs.
Cub3d - Trilinear Data Storage
Subtitle Phone
Heated car windshield cover
selfie smartphone case
Oxy Aide
SACACORCHOS CAVA
BUD VASE OR CANDELABRA
Easy Turn
Mechanical Gills
Arrow Tracker
emergency light switch cover
DIY nail design machine
Brick of Imagination
Dog Leash Container
Drill Bit Depth Guide
Processeur frÃ©quence variable
Carseat temperature gauge
Moneyback Bulb!!
Pot Watcher
smart security alarm system
cell phone case mouse
Smart Commute Coffee Maker
Charger cord wrapping
My Size Cup
Key Holder Switch
trash Dash
Air Eye
Bear Money
Ukey
Waist trainer doggie belt
Not Your Grandma's BlindsGrip Cup
My Easy Horse Shelter
ScanBasket
4-in-1 Cocktail Condiment Tray
Tough piggy bank
venticoque
Endless Supply
Loofastone Bathmat
plug in's
Shelf Help
Act and read your way
tÃ©lÃ©phone enfant bloque
smart grill
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No plug in heating mug
Temperature Sensitive Carseat
Morning Massage Wakeup Clock
Personal Robot
Selfie Stick Phone Case
Upcycled Digital Photo Frame
Pet Step
FlyBall (indoor floating ball)
Reminisce
WeekInTheBox
Resistive Needle Nose Pliers
Pre Measured Baking Products
Mounted Knife Holder,
Holiday Light Tube
soccer-cleat automatic warmer
Tailgate spatula
Logster
Leash Ogre
water heater leak alarm
Legimation
hands free microwave
Ionizing Ceiling Fan
Adjustable cheese slicer
Stethoscope scrubs
2-in-1 Paint Buddy for brush
Smart Lift Panel
myactionfigure
HackMeNot Armoured Cardreader
Sparkly Eyeglass Case
lamp fire paint bucket : )
Dessert Island
Dual Cane
Don't forget baby
Silicon Sandbags
Flexible Children's Furniture
Belt Buckle Battery Pack
organized bath net toys
23
R/C Parachute / Hobby Rocket
Boogie Board/ Removable Wheels
Tow Buddy
Wifi message LED bulb
Automatic Oven Turntable
Smart Swarm - Wink Light Bulbs
Short ratchet long ratchet
Collapsible Work/Tool Cart
It's all in the boots!
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Battery/App Quirky Mood Lights
Home Depot! Door Hinge Wedge!
OCTURBINE
Stack-able Toaster Oven Pan
Apple Juice

(resubmit)

Multi-picture photobooth frame
Airless Tire
Disposable airplane food tray
Flash Drive Phone Charger
Drawstring Re-Insertion tool
Smart dryer
6QT Jar Canner
3 in 1 keychain to the future
Light up Ladder Golf/Bolo
Auto close air vent
Bike Dynamo
FLOSSERS
Corner Warner
Clothes Line Bouquet
The Stroller Sled
Female Urinal
Stove Counter Cleaner
Finder Flag
E z seat
iwatch induction travel case
LastFed
Painter's Helper
Arm Pillow
Tablet wall mount
pense bÃªte
Ergonomic Dual Mouse Keyboard
WINK learning station
Shavin-Stub Filter
ski light
Smart Garbage Disposal
Grow it straight and strong.
Follow the Leader Flags
Screen Snatcher T.V. Monitor
A Better Webcam Experience
Sticky Opener
USB GLASS
Shush System
Electric Trucks
Bluetooth cd
autoprotector
Tuba-Flaps
Beach blanket chess/backgammon
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magic glass cup for fit-body
Plant water reminder
My Warm &amp; Cool Pet Carrier
Ultimate Note
FullView 360Â°
Straw Chopsticks
gaspistop
Adjustable clothes hanger
My baby sleeps in the car.
la poignÃ©e haltere
Heart Rate Alarm Clock
SAC POUDO
Tornado shaker
Bouncimals
The Hidden Seasons
Pillow Shelf
iFob
padded elbow/armchair savers/
TrickleIn
Game Day Frames
TEMBO'S (Sound Booster)
Foot Hand Blanket
Pocket sheet
Temporary Elbow Patches
SnoGo heatstick
Facebook Frame
small camera and flashlight
Touch Door
weight plate
Navigate the Universe
Digital Cookbook
Cool it coffee lid
Wind me up
Lightweight Power Tool
2-in-1 Kids Wagon/Sled
Hap-Flower
Cool Car
emerg-n-see
Parking Drawer
GravitEx
Pound away bag
PerfecTechnique
My Purse
Bike Lock Storage and Use
File Server on a Keychain
POSTMAN Expandable
Flex Sound Accessory Slider
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Luggage Insure
SNOWMANY COLORS
BLockZ
U joy TU
Earring drop notifier!
Outlet Odometer
Runner / Biker Life Saver
Quirky Secure Mail Box
DECO-POTS
Home Drone Defense Turret
FormulaVac
Ear headphone covers
P&amp;S soundproof foam
halagen visualization scope
ShareBox: SharingMadeEasy
Love Bandit Notes
Brush Guard
Retractable Cord Power Strip
Edible Lego
The multi-purpose shelves
Solar powered mobile cover
Easy Pumice
Solar Powered Car Pre-Heater
Wink Low Voltage Switch
Floating dvd shelf
Dryer Remote Control
Bumperers or Bumper Tagz
Then and now
Two Clippers In One
shot glass display
iPhone 6+ Brace/Keyboard
Forever Journal
All in one night stand lamp
No-Germ
Drill with out mess
The Dog Doo-Hickey (Videos)
Low-Pro Wall Surge Protector
Vehicle snow tent
Toppings Caddy
earth -savah
cool arms
The WiFi Switch
2 Piece kids suction placemat
Washable Sealed Gym / Yoga Bag
~My Play Space~
cell phone induction case
Baromalarm
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Skisock with shin protection
Augmented Reality Light Bulb
Ring Filler for Skinny Fingers
The Road Trip Intercom
WATCH-KE EPers
EZ-Reader 4 laptops &amp; tAblets
Cablebox
Car Seat Alarm
The Bracelet
Deflector for air conditioner
Jewelry Organizer To Go
Wallpaper PinHook
hud glasses
blinkers off
iword
Pet Bath Brush
Pet door that removes hair
Self Cleaning Software
Mirror oh Measure
base command game
The perfect swing
Hair curling cream
Rain Jackets on a Roll !
Hologram barmaid
Memory Foam Cushioned Toe Sock
Mailluminator
Mighty Umbrella
StepAway Bathtub Showerhead
AÃ©ra d'Air
The Pool Boy
Self-Cleaning Shower Curtain
Advanced 2 Seater Wheel Chair
Console Game Holder
the reminder
Pots of Love
Electronic tape measure
e-pantry solutions
Energy saving phone charger
testy saver
Momento Pearl
Alcohol in Breast Milk Sensor
Foot Clean
iBlind Adapter
More for SWITCH
Kiddie Pool Cover
CarText
Revolving Barbell
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21st Century Payphone
Keep Cool
Glide Grip Driver
perfect tablet stand
Flange pipe bracket
Real time data app for cell
special plastic glass
Keep it handy
just add water
Octopus Electrical Outlet
Clean room time
Laptops on Laps
Smart Iron
Wrapping Scissors
Thermobottle
Smart Power Inverter
TÃ©lÃ©commande universelle
Instant mail vac
Optilense
Hot Car Alarm
sun visor extention
Surgical cover
Mounting Block
phoneUp
Mega Leaf 3000
Cigarette Saver
water saver,toilets
Stirling Engine Tea Spoon
transition windshield glass
Home Router
Go Anywhere Desk
Beta-bench / PRO GYM
YorRadio
ColdFeet
no tyes shoe laces
Car valet computer setting
Heated Circulation Jacket
Smart Sticker Maker
"All-in-one-Sweeper-Broom"
SnapIt
E-cig /portable device Charger
LipStrip anesthetic strips.
Home Health Monitor
Hiking/Selfie Stick
Crib/Toddler Mattress Straps
SAFE-T-STEP
Briefcase Lunch System
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service wika bekasi
Whey Go Cups
Walk Behind R.C. Lawn Mower
Fan Blade Hula Hoops
On the fly teeth cleaner
BuyIt
Get Off My Lawn !
Ceiling Fan and light control
Hand Charger
App-Enabled Lactose Test
Solar Powered Hiking Guide
Front and back mirror
Hide N Seek Just Got Better
Cellphone Finger Holder
Photo Wraps
Cell Dwell
Transforming backpacking tent
App-Enabled Toddler Monitor
CLIP-ON DOOR SAVER
ZEN COSMETICS SHELF
Magnetic playhouse / fort!
ScanDiskCam
Smart Home Clip-On Controller
Portable air refreshener
love back astrologer +91 76655
Bottle Cap Plinko
Rockin Tab
Safe Place
Smart Cart
Crisp &amp; Clean
Forget Jumper cables
Sponge Squeezer
Poolside Adventure Fun Kit
commercial muffler for your TV
1 Step Measure
Credit Card Prevention
LEGOÂ® Shower Caddy
Alarm clock recorder
Bee Hide Remover
iLED Light Alert Bracelet
Crazy Moustache
Microwave even cooker
EasyCan
Designer Swamp Cooler Cover
Scribble Over
Drying Pad Plus
personal inflatables
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Heavy-True-Exercise, H-D Bike
Hanger with Flexible Bending
BEANBAG CAM
Tub Chair
No more back pain from bed!
CO2 Pillow/Pillow Case
Magnet-embedded car washer
Car Accommodation Pack
Chair Exerciser
Electronic Window Tint
Detachable Cuttingboard
Lock Protector
Disabled Auto Caution Sign
SafetyNet
applesauce for meds
TV locker
Broken Sprinkler Head Shut off
Cable Light
PowerCubicâ„¢ Power Socket
rescue airlift plane
Battery Case
Couch
ECO PROMO
Takes corn off the cob
Salt /calcium shop vac tool
Odor avoider
Palmy
Oxy Control
Compact Power Tower
Pets to paintbrushes.
Life Spot
Flip-Flop
Cold to hot wifi crock pot
I - Collar
Grabee's
iWatch
"Older Hands Phone"
wifi grocery feed tray
Sole
tablet surround sound qi case
Smokey Eye
Bed Warmer
Block Lock - Knife Safe
Grill Guardian
elite bug stick
Car Microwave Oven!
Pedicure Tub Liner
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the stay wet watering system
Smart lamp wakes you up
Finglet for Cell phones/Tablet
Educational Ornaments
Temp. regulating outerwear
Infinity
Smart Circuit Breakers and Box
leg-illows
service wika bintaro
People Finder Chip
Swimming Pool Ring Stack
The Better Bottle Top!!!
Gnat Catcher
Toot Away
Nest External Power Supply
Precision Nail Filer
Flower Shower
Total Hearing Headphones
BLOK
Verticle Blind Lint Roller
Keep it Cool Pie Pan
Perfect Detergent Scooper
EZ scoop
Life saver!
iPhone 6 Stiffener Plate
AUTOMATIC TOILET MODIFICATED
Gloves bicycles rear-view mirr
Mixer
Arm Gliders
acountabilaty
Waistwatch
The camera does not lie
Take years off your brows
Router Chip
BacVac
Personal ice cream container
THE TABLETOP
Paint &amp; wallpaper scraper/Tray
Safe-T-glass Holder
SIM Replacer
Firefighter Wipes
Dream Web Solution
Fitness Tracker Additions
Golf aslignment stick stand
Jumper Cable's
Mobile phone bike indicator
wireless GPS
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Nesting Cutting Board
Bike E-Ink display rear camera
The Always Hot/Cold Plate
DVR Radio
Holders for Various Surfaces
What's that
Idiot proof leftover plate
Beach Bumz
Hero Sock -for prostate leaks
DIY GFI
HELIODROIDS
Relax the Back
Wooden Magnetic Puzzles
App
Air flow increasing device
Strip-N-Tote
Simple Solutions Daily Planner
mirror gloss
LuLu
SERvice WIKa kapuk
Grass Watering System
the dark of venice
Golf Ball Tracker
Zipped Neck Warmer.
New Eyez
The Pick Pocket
tubies
PURIFIED PERFORMER
Dog Wallet
Nosey
At Your Service
Reduction spoon
Meassist
Instant replacement zippers
Heated Windshield Sensor
Convertible Child cover
the get up n go
Car Window Fan Vent
the backup back-up light
ON THE GO BONNET DRYER
Car Painter Printer
The AssistHand
USB COOLER
Delay - Radio for your TV
MT-UP Efficient dispenser!!
SOS Umbrella
Key Fob Consolidator
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The phone toaster
Tagits!
Box lcd
Center Stage Umbrella
automatic translator
Auto Oxy Wind
Simple Retractable Pergola
safeway lighting
Get out of a bed alarm
Wireless training camera.
Chair Hammer
BeatCase
All-Terrain Walker.
Wellness Jug
Smart Skate
P.O.M (Piece Of Mind)
Two Way Parking
Diamond Shaped Putty Knife
On-the -Go Toilet Seat Cover
CuttingEdge
Sitting Buddy
GapGage
Shower AutoTemp Control Keypad
Le poly-chausson
use your phone as a mouse
vinyledger
NiteBrite
Eye-shaped timer
S'mores Rotating Toaster
magic magnetic glass cleaner
Versatile door stop
greenbow
weapons locked
Shopping Cart With Ski's
MP3 Album Frame
Electric Mani/Pedi
Remote control bathtub
"BAUNFIRE" Open Space Heater
window app
Toxic Chem Height Probe
Smart Thermometer
Replacement Alert
solar seller
Lit escamotable
NO STAIN DISPOSABLE COFFEE CAP
hot/ cold cup holder
Bicycle to tricycle front fork
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Garden Ideas Rebar Connectors
Bottle pump
Inventor's Story (board game)
ABSTRACT TOWEL WARMERS
infinite extensible strip
Propellor Wheel.
Root Cellar for apartments
Pushup pillow
PAREBRISE TEINTE
Quick Portable Dish Washer
Alarmate
Pen Ruler
Solar Powered Speaker
Control of health close
U turn car blinker
Helping Hand Grocery Bag Valet
No toilet paper.
Sleep with it
Automobile Snowshield
Holiday Candle Covers
The Spider
the bill collector
Car seat Space Saver
Don't Leave Home Without It!
Beach Umbrella Anchor
Induction Grill/Prep Table
Electronic Asbuilt Drawing
Chargeable book bag
GLOW-In-the-DARK Bandits
Smart Fan
ViewZ
PERSONAL WINTER SOLARIUM
Eyeglass Cleaning Pads
Wireless house phone
Monitor Connections
Smartphone Shower Speaker
See Screen
J-Hook
MyBud
Snooze More Alarm Clock
LOK-BLOK SYSTEM
A dry spare
turning motorsport into vr
Smart Key Padlock
cycle to charge
Ice-Qube
Glove lights + knee pad lights
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The perfect jar
Chants (Chair Pants)
TWEEDLES COT BUNKER
Tooth Brush Cleaner
Idea percolator
coil-ez
Wireless Remote Finder
MUGMATE
Peephole on your iPhone
Bedroom Bath
Sabrina the safety advice doll
PAPER TOWEL HANDLES
le cintre modulable
A Quantum Dynamical System
MyPilot Remote Control Valve
RX computer screen
The Office Mate
wheel all
Germ blocker
Travel Entertainment Case
Autolert! Snapshot the thief!
Hotel Inspector
L'entonnoir Malin
Cabinet Door Magnetic
NEW LOOK (dye hair comb)
The Portal
solar cell
bump in (games)
swisspad
Nauti-Dog Pet Beds
hextile
Fish Chaser
rip tide ring
lighted fishing pole
Binder Clip with Pen Holder
Smart Nozzle / Toothbrush Bee
Quirky ALIVE Voiced DoorMat
SARATOGA WIND BUOYS
Chamelion
Little Goalie
Built-In Visor
Golf Cart Solar Roof
Measure It Fish Scale
Soundbar w/ removable speakers
Password protected phone case
Bluetooth Bike Helmet
Smartphone Remote &amp; Locator
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Baby Formula Water Warmer
W.W.W.
TROHOS
Heated leather couch
Foot huggers
BRACLOT
Golf tee setter v2
leaf let'er
24 hour perfume
The Dehibernator
Fluid Catcher
Animal Saver
Grade Shade
Nu-Adapter
Clever Card
cartier watches
Hexa clock
Rattle Glove
sticky trash bag
Out of Toilet Paper
HANG THREE
WaistWatch Belt Buckle
kids room christmas lights
Squee
Lubricating Bolt
Gutter Glitter
Call Me Maybe Bands
Behind The Sink Organizer
GlowNDark Drive/WalkWay Liners
Food Fighters
Qualified Self Challenge
FIXATION BALAI ASPIRATEUR
Magnetic Doll House
Car Timer
Pumice Socks
Rivet Power
Bagel/Condiment Container.
The Best Workout Glove
Phone Hand warmer case
Drill-Wrench
TWEEDLES BATH TIME
Seasonal condoms for holidays
Debris diverters for shoes
Battery Safe
Phone Charger &amp; Signal Booster
Solar Camping Chair Heater Pad
Gutter Glow Security Lighting
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Door Hinge Cutting Tool
Bucket radio
Lit up umbrella
Game. Play. Convert
The Hose Heater
in-line bungee cord
Ear Buddy
Uni KeyCard 4 Store/Cash/Door
high and dry
PET CON
Bugvac swat
Magnetic zipper
Big Foot ComboSticky/Swiffers
WINK GAS FIREPLACE CONTROLLER!
Garage door seperator
SELFDOOR
Power Assisted Shopping Cart
BackPackSafe
The Super Toothbrush
La MARMA
Interior Rendering services
Criss-Cross Mask
Smart TV Remote
Tech tote
Disc Golf Bag with Seat
Towel Warmer
Ruhs Reel
smart tv
Cellphone case w/ Charger
Solar Powered Power Cable
A SNAP-ON NIGHT LIGHT
Smart Wallet
Pouring Rain Nozzle
Bluetooth Speaker/RGB Light
Fast car
Wireless Vital Sign Sensors
Coffee sleeve gum
no touch dog poop bagger
SOLAR POWER WELCOME MAT
EAR PLUGS WITH SPEECH CONTROL
PavÃ© de colle pour placoplatre
towingaide
Two-step Lock
Cockpit
Employee Lie Detector
Adjustable String Light System
PEN KNIFE
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Iphone Slide Wallet
Phone-Floss
Portable clothing hanger
Panic Bracelet (Safety Device)
Smart Board
resub.ONOFF Switches for each plugs / PIVOT / BALANCED look / EASY REACH / NO NEED TO CRAWL AROUND UNDER THE DESK
iStay
(The Flexi-Exercise Seat)
Adjustable Family Rack
Hotel PaperTowel Dispenser
fry temp
Motorizzato
Rocky Road Relationship
Lamp with WIFI Hotspot
Sani Tweeze Sharp
keep water from washbasin
Cable-Wrap
THE SIFTOOL
The Unplug Stopper
cowork pass
Scrub Rug
shower water saver
Digital TV Antenna and DVR
Apple Watch Camera Strap
Baby sock dispenser
Lighting Ratchet
SUNCARSCREEN
Discreet Pill Holder Resubmit*
Symm-Mat-X
Cloudo - sponge for children
smart phone bracelet
ExecUbib
A safe way to play subwoofers
Hotel Flips
self power your phone
Pet Leash Retractable Bat.less
Tv eliminator
Phone Locator
TAC Card
Souffleuse a neige avec gÃ©nÃ©ra
Syn-Corder
Banish Razor Bumps
Never be with out light
The Peace Blanket
Personal portable Hone
STOMACH MUSCLE BUILDER
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Tidy Traveler
SCRUBKEY
Fan Strip
The Knuckle Saver
Medication reminder
Door knob holder
plugi
No Drop Pill Dispenser
HOME THEATRE SIX WAY PROJECTOR
Remote controller
The Strength Clench
Extension Plug Cover
Sponge Bot
Women shoes-HALLOS Heels
Connector
ALOTTA LIP SERVICE
floating cell phone case
Swimming pool bumpers everyone
Life Perserver
BIKELOC
Trio - Charging Station
Perfume Lighter
Individual Smart Plug
Life Bulb
The " Only Surfers Knee Brace"
Wink NFC/Bluetooth Sensor
Power Box
Mini Canon
Digital Desk &amp; Message Plates
what's for dinner health watch
Energy Trailer
"INDOOR ROTISSERIE GRILL"
Card Game Portal
Projection watch/phone
DIGITAL TAPE MEASURE
Prong Plug Extractor
Clean happy pets
Nifty Nets
Prep â€˜N Cook Cookware Set
Yard Pods â€“ Connected Home
Never forget your stuff
RainMinder
Another Hot child alarm
Infinite rotating camera mount
dishball, boule de vaisselle
Bra with Pockets
Eyeglass lift
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Athletes ID
PC - Portable Charger
Sharkbite tourniquet tight
Smart Sprinkler Sensor
Rechargable 'watch' batteries
PowerWatch
Braided Macbook Charger
USBoot
Magnetic Resonance Detector
One Healthy tobacco
Auto Clothes Dewrinkler Resub*
Home Door Opener
Pet Finder Collar
Smart Energy Saving Vent
LED USB Cable in the Dark
Soothing Back rub Mat Massager
Emergency parachutes for plane
The E-Grip
cLENSly Lens Cleaner
Fun Cat Toy
Pet Detect
Home Picker-Upper
Headphone wireless security
Wall Corner Spider Killer
BeautyCleanser
iMac USB Hub
QuantifiedSelf: Stress Reducer
Alarm Find
Transportable Yarn Carrier
Auto-Bit
Tubular Unitary Skylight
SmartBinder
Louder
LE LAVCHAFE
Water Jet Baby bottle cleaner
international power cord exten
Cat Like Sleeve
The GRIPstrap
wrist mouse pad
Portable Journaling Printer
ping ping pong
Hot CHILD Alarm 911 option
Poo-Go Sticks
Purrlicious
Steady foam
Safety Pack
Swimmer Saver
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The tailgate chair
Wink Smart Power Strip
Sure-Stick
blow up leg support
KITCHEN FIRE SPRINKLER
Practice Keeper
MOVIE MAKER
Digital Photo Tree Ornament
Retro Vision
Rolled laptop charger
ChargeBand Plus
Mouse clip pad
The No-Mess Fish Scaler
KeepALive
Motion Detected Bike Lock
iBaseball
360 degree dog runner
Snocks
Sol Sec
Water Bottle SHOWER
Personalized toaster images
Back EaZe
it smells like coffee
Credit Card Safety
pocket snap
Cordcami
Free energy toys
Smart Spray
Smart TV Tablet
Potty Alert
Adjustable cookie cutter
Brace-lets
Take Your Best Shot
Smart Phone Breathalyzer
man heli
Climate Cup
magnetic oil funnel clip
WINK Utility Timer
Synsurge
LIGHT TOOL BOX
Hydronic Heating for Garage
Side Loading Mechanical Pencil
Deskside space maker
First Baby
Ultimate notebook stand
classmaster
selfi security mirror
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HexKey Driver
Perfume Light
Microfiber Scrubber and Polish
All-In-One Power Switch
Hairband for glasses
SplashK@
Anti-Bend iPhone 6 Plus Case
Hang It!
Markers with Cap Base
BUKAFISH
Smart Sharing on Social Media
Charger Stay!
Validating Green Garbage Can
Padded &amp; Inflatable Waterslide
Fresh Fold
magetic lock covers
Nail Design Stamps
SwimSafe
PaintSphere
Expanding Airplane Tray
Keep it Level Picture Hook
Snow Mower
Car Shade Defroster &amp; App
Maintain driver safety
Clothes line
Tracker Bookmark
Pollujack
solar cell patio table
battery pack wallet
Nest Bag
Three Man Wizard Chess
Cellular Disinfecting Device
iPhone screen light emphasizer
Guilty Shower head
Portable directional speaker
Direct Dot
Smart Case
Shield Stand
Modesty health product
Solar Band
MOGO Mobile Workstation
Home Inventory Assistant
Crumb Catcher
Thermal door mat
Insects in a bubble
Trainer Care Cover
DEADBLOW LOG SPLITTER
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Air conditioned stage
Power converter with powestrip
Helping Robot
carspeakers
Zzz Bedside Hydrator
K-rybags
Dispensicare for women
Airborne skateboard strap
Headphone Sport Socks
MÃ©nage Strap
Foldem and Holdem For Eyewear
The Home Salad Bar
Cyclops Action Helmet.
UV kitchen sponge stand
Safety Boost
Bouche VMC Ã©clairante a LED
OBD II Wink w/ App
smart transporter
Aux with small Headphone
Child Proof Pivot Power
The Sneaker Closet
The SafeWay Bra
Easy Clip Curtain Rail Clips
Slow eating and lose weight
all in one driver
"Skyway"
Relax Bible Stand.
Fork spoon two in one
q
Double Cane
speaker guide
The cereal scaner
Genius Damper
Portable Roll/Fold Up Grill
Showerhead thermostat
"Roll A Pallet"
food delivery stop
Partition Mate
outlet blocks
Winter heels
Stadium Seat Mounted Tray
DOUBLE PONDs
Whack-a-Mole for Pets
Fingertip Germ Barrier
Sales Pitch
IPHONE DANCER !!!
Weed Razor
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Amazon Dash Switch
Soapy flushed
Non- toxic smell markers
Soda Can Re-Carbonator
Mobile Polish Carrier
Quiet alarm
poubelle anti depression
tongs power
stop goutte vinaigrette
Hover outfit
Beach Blanket Speakers
OST to PST Converter Tool
Knottz
dream
FIND-ME GPS TATOO STICKIES
Smart Poo Vacuum Cleaner
Total Sandwich Machine
Use Those Small Bars of Soap
Dinner Scissors
Portable Garage Door Screen
3D lidar scanner drone
Free Weight Smart Tracker
The Coolest Laptop Table
Oven Mittens
FOLDOUT Splatter-Shield
Curvey Pro Pole
Smart Door Bell
Ultra-Charge1000
Language Teaching Phone Toy
Zebulon
Phone disabler app
3D Effects Mat Game
Bluetooth steering wheel R.C
CellSafe
Feelable cat ear and tail
EZ -Locc
Glass for various Tempered
face renewer
tomsnow
Skirtseize
Belt to Bra
Smart Vents
Digital bathroom magazine rack
USB cup kettle
Outlet Shifter
EZ Microwave Eggies
The Brak
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Breastfeeding nativity set
Sports watch
Cell phone tape measure
popper scooper holder
Swapper
Mini-Bar Magic
"Selfie Stick"
READY READERS!
The snow breeze shovel
Party pouch
Cell phone awning
Heavy Stress Bag
Cure for 'quirky' bots/buts
Bleacher chair with legs
Somethings Out There Switch
Brush Dryer
Spotter Outdoor Heavy Duty
Kettle Genie
Nice and Clean
"Warm Feet Warm Heart"
improved game controller
eraser storable pencil vase
Turbo knife
CO-PILOT
Attache tÃ©tine prÃ©nom
RL SOCKS
Turing Test Security APp
universal charging station
Bathroom Fan Heater/Hair dryer
Beauty Brush
Avertisseur eau en Ã©bullition
Smart relaxing chair
Double Cake Pan
Hold it
Bottlebanz
mobile app/wall paper/display
Talkitive Mouse
Foaming Shower Head
purse light
smart hinge door
Poppy Waffle
"Inductive Charging Glass Top"
My Hug Cushion for backsupport
Solar Cooking stove
The Notetaker
Iphone 6 cover with clip
Qspeaker (I WILL FOLLOW YOU)
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Stick it up Roller
Adjustable Push-up Step
PLUG HOLDER PLUG
Stoper Emergency stop for bike
Auto-Bit
Spider Storage
Automobile safety belt
Stinky
Smart drill/tools
the
Freedom Personal Body Mount
FUNKY FOOD CLIPS
Photovoltaic CarRoofBox
enrouleur wifi sans fil
driving sleeve or dreeve.
drop not kick stop
The Medication Magnifier Plus
Air blow comb hose hair dryer
The Hat Clip Monocle
The Airportabed
Retractable Power Strip (V2)
Therma Body Contour pad
ear bud and cord organizer
ASPI LIGHT
Rideau de douche new gÃ©nÃ©!
Portable wireless router
WiScents
Childdren's Truth Detector
Fone Army knife Cover
Wine Calorie Guide Sleeve
Ratcheting vise grips are here
One Hand phone charger
Assess:Kid Progress Tracker
THE "LEGO" MEDICINE BOTTLES
A key to cut the electricity
air/CO2 powered toys
Flick-Me-On
TV Tripod 2
Retractable partition
Dual Hook
Rear seat air
Ticket Master
Hands Free Holder
Jacket packet
Headphones With Pull-out buds
Fun shades
Sleepy Shield
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Customer POS
phone renew
WallPro
Small Shopping Carts
Country night sounds.
NEARMACY
meuble Ã chaussure tournant
Travplate
The smallest bag
Olive Oil Spread
Sink Based Washing Machine
Battle Shield Laptop Case
"Night Owls"
Beginner Yoga Mat
The Tub Tug
HotFace
The Money Saver Pool Heater
Power Down
Two In One
Bicycle light reflector w/GPS
Earthquake Shield
Floral LED Crown
Make a sound a toy stethoscope
Razor Reach
CLIPSTEL
Blanket safety pins
The Mini Movie
Le short qui sauve la vie
Induction Charger Bean Bag
Tool Up!
iPhone 6 Anti-Bending Case
Height-adjustable Pillow
The NotePad
STYLE CADDY
Remote Controlled PLB
holographic pocket watch
iShine
Protein Pal
the solar flashlight
Disposable Suit Cases
Ice Pack Pouch
fleece lined scrub pants
The Space Hanger
The Pull Out Closet
wireless combo
toilet targets
Misting ceiling fan
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Retractable Christmas
PLUG HOLDER PLUG
Call-A-Pet
Quirky Ear Muffs
Swim-Fit-Puck
Gatorade Bottle Holders
Safeguard Umbrella
ciseaux de precision
Chaserz
Premature detonation IED bombs
Adjustable Cargo Holder
soap dispenser
Apex Car Cover
The CAMPING GADGET!
decorative porcelain cook wear
iPocket
Inch Wood
Double Sides Underwear
Smart parking prevention devic
Clothes rack pot plant
hanger bag
Toothpaste Toothbrush
The Octopus
Mouse holder for laptop
safer stroller handle
T-shirts With White Trimming
chaussons de sÃ©curitÃ©
Toilet plunger draining kit
The Ultimate Water Gun
Geometric Clock
Wireless / cordless dog leash
Vacuum Fly catcher
Tailgestroy
E-larm
TailHook
Canne panier Ã champignons
Super motorcycle helmet
Dry my wet boots
Heated Snow Brush
ID tracked braclet
Automatic Toilet Paper Dispens
Shirts, glasses, with a saying
Real Ears
PTFE-coated pipe
ocoband
GPS Cap
Insect Trap.. The Sticky Frog
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Corkscrew Spicerack
Perfect Pour Funnel
itrak
Car Chime Horn
Back Tracks
Drink Protecter
DTect Washing Machine
sidewindow de-froster
Speech Reconition: Microwave
Portable Clothing Stand
The Ther-U-Lator
smartbrush
Car Bumpy
Quick Rinse
Pitcher and hat cambo
Key bag holder
Complete workout Vest
GPS enabled Road Reflectors
Bathtub heater
The Meta lamp
Plug-In Electric Backup Unit
Two Lock Box
Harness car
Phone mount
Radar - Live Radio on Devices!
Quick-Aid
Improved Nail Clipper For Pets
Ergopad
The Streamroller Mop
Outside Security Lock Box
The Iceman Coaster
2-in-1 Umbrella Holder
App In Sync Lightbox Cameras
staining serving bowl
Watch Key
Cigarette packs with matches
Anti-Foam Beer Mug
AppleWatch + TimePiece Band
Wifi Baby Car Seat Sensor
A Better Mouse Trap
Reel Buds
Tire Groove Sentinel
Pet-proof soft furniture
Warm Heads
The toilet papar holder
Strummer clock
PINATA PUZZLE
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SOAPLESS
DIY bathroom shelf
ECG Heart Monitor
Deoderizing pet supply storage
Warming chewing gum
Super Motorcycle Accessories
Yallmaka
Ceiling Light bulb Helper!
the HOME LEVEE
Spill &amp; Peel
The Weight Plate for Pets
Magic Easter Bunny
Water Use Tracker (WUT)
Gate Sitter
Icicle Light Wrap
RAKKUM
Garden Water Filter
Slogan on shirts, glasses, etc
the liquidfier
Shared Travel Outlet Adapter
An ambulance motorcycle
connected people
Keep Guard Liners
BromoCodes
Magnetic headphones
NADADATOR
Pillow/bed outlet
Heat Sensor Microwave
Gift Wish
FlexNet: Hot/Cold therapy pack
Universal colander
Baseball POV helmet
Heat sensitive coasters
Musical Twist to Cordies stand
Door Triggered Weather Alarm
Sucker&amp;Hanger
Automatic Drywall Cleaner
Lego Power Your Way
The Armadillo Cellular Phone
Polished jewelry
decorGate
Wind Turbine Flag Display
NO MORE DRINK AND DRIVE
Car Lock App
Spider Storage
Play Caller Block
Remote Cellphone Speaker
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Smart filters
SURGICAL IRRIGATION
FitBit for babies
The Momentum Dryer
Arm Rest
Coach Guard
Hands Free Phone Prop
WashroomHelper
Automatic Safety Wheels
Aero wheel cover
Double Cup
Cool Air
Signs of Life
Emergency Rescue Fire Ladder V
teste 1
Self leveling kneeling system
The Versa level / 6 in 1 level
Autism Coin Cents Wallet Box
Visibly Smooth
Carbon 14 Power generation.
Crop saver
Handy Plant Minder
unstucker
Air cap
Movie mover
CAR DRIVE SMART CONSOLE
Easy Cover
The Iphone Apple Core...!
Inner-BiB
DVR Transporter
LONG STRONG BACK SCRATCHER
the backpack phone charger
Under bed dust/item guard
Sidewalk Threshold Repair Kit
Extension Cord with Light
Maxed out trashbag
Sound Wave
The Stud Plate
Ice Pouch
3d goggles
Thumber
Vibrate Ringtone
Interior AC cover
SSS Board Straps
Ð“ÐµÐ½ÐµÑ€Ð°Ñ†Ð¸Ñ ÑÐ»ÐµÐºÑ‚Ð¾Ñ€Ð¾ÑÐ½ÐµÑ€Ð³Ð¸Ð¸
Sticky Pads
Language Device for Any TV
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Personalized Candy Heart Maker
snack rack
Cell Phone Pocket Recharger
Gem String
Phone Yo
Foldable clothes hanger
the call catcher
Modified Buckets.
Woof!
used tampoon disposeries
Extendable Clothes Hanger
Remote Finder
Laser Fence for Home Security
Inflatable wedge wall
E-percolator
emergency child locator
Advanced USB Drive
Sealable Paint Tray
Make your own surf wax
whole body shave
Mirror mirror on my device
molesses (monitor + glasses)
Spring Bike: Body Stretching
The WiFi Battery Backpack!
Digital Timer Container
lit up animal body scrubber
The "Saving Cream Can Mirror"
Dry Painting
leaf eater
CHARGER BATTERY EXTENDER
Locatable Eyeglass Nosepads
USB MULTI-TASK
Slip-On Work Boots
Voice On
ThunderBolts
CoinCard
Car Seat Alarm
Doggie Nightlight
Changing T-Shirt
Tablet Game Console
LED INDICATOR CHARGER
TIP DICE
Pacifinder
Retractable Light Globe
Clingies
Automated touch screen menu
WINK Pipe Valve Controller
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The Hand of Kong
Finger grindz
Glassolls
Don't pee on me
Makeup Brush Cleaner
Shower Temp Controller
Time Teach Clock
The Shower Tempmeter
Contact Bracelet
Tool Zen
List Master
Justice Lock
illuma chair
sweet spot marker
Eat Your Feelings
Automated Smoker
TidBits
Wash Chuck
GBC-Golf Ball Cleaner
Heated Backpack
Snap On Dog Boots
Drawstring dress
FlexFlash
Ntime
Prizzle
visual investing
Home Plate
Sink
Bretelles Ã bidou
cordless power winch
Room SAFE Quirky style
Hallway Traffic Alert Device
The Vibe
Wherever Wash
Portable Towel Bar
L'insubmersible
The Duo
Rim protector
Table Chamaleon
Clip on Headrest
The Dreamer
Make it to go!
Comfort Strap
Toothbrush Disinfectant Spray
battery back pack
Neat Hand Shower
Versa Rain Shower
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The Bookshelf, just like LEGO
The Blender Silencer
Learning Underwater? Yup!
Door stop DustPan
Adjustable Coathanger
All-In-One Electronics Outlet
Humidifier Light
Sports Bra Vee Neck
Clean Hands on a keychain
PD Board (Personal Display Boa
Pivoting Level
Hexbug Nano Cat Track
JustACup SingleServeCoffeeMate
Lift-away Trash Can
Neck Assist L.L.C.
Ingredient teller
Thumb pain relief with OT-FES!
Garbage bin with hidden liner
Time Trimmer: mow and trim!
Liberator Kit
Jet ski pour enfant
Electronic visual white board
Golden Luggage
Rain detector
Digital Portrait/Light Jewelry
Xmas Snow Globe/Serving Bowl.
The CoolBrain
L'Ã©tendoir connectÃ©.
Stinky Clothes Bag
Decorative Waist Pendant
Modpot
Crowing Toy Rooster Alarm
Reverse suspenders
Power Chain Adjustable Outlets
Directional Audio Alarm System
About Face Clock
wasp-away!!
iSnore &amp; Sleep Apnea Indicator
Thembler (The Tumbler)
Hinged Roasting Rack
Bird Fed Bank
Deck/Wall Mounted Grill Cover
Palm-ratchet ball/Multi-tool
Alien Spaceship Fighter Simula
easy grab
Robot lecteur
plug ins
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Auto Spill Rag
the cleaner fan
Multi Marker
First Ever Smart Water Bottle
Outdoor Life size elf
The Study Buddy
Collar Protectors
the latter helper
Filing Cabinet Receipt Holder
Frame It: Send pics to frames
Window Washer
Barktender
The STRETCH-O System
5 gallon bucket grass catcher
Pop up Disposable Glove Caddy
Hold My Bag!
Gravity Propulsion Vehicle
U Forgot this!
Heat Death Preventer
Light for video calls, selfies
Smart Padlock
KD The Smithzone-ian
eBox
New Peg!
Loopty-Poop
Wink Facade Christmas Tree
Earthen Travel Mug
Pen
Verse (theverse.io)
Behind the neck earbuds
An Excellent Hair Treatment
BOD Lights
Changeable Pivot Power
Noodle Jax
Smart gas can
Flying bike
Curbside Postal Box Lock
Acoustic Cooler
outdoor home fire fighter
Sock Roller
Tub Scrubs
LumiThing
Toast Perfect
programmable bed risers
Gum paste
Portion - Measuring Spice Rack
101 Curlbar and 101 Barbellbar
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Snoogle Body Pillow Accessory
Pass a drink Football
Manual Dental Jet
facilivue
Shoes Machine
MALE COVERS
New Shoe Era
Wink Christmas Tree Minder
BestSelfie
Portable wax warmer
MowBoy
Powered Up
Cheap All In One Gaming PC
Solar Charge Windshield Wipers
Fan Blade Cleaning Sleeve
Sole with loops for crocheting
Door Gap Minder
Universal toilet flush lever
Garden Hose Nozzle Cover
No-Holes Leather Watch
Wrapping Napkin
Tablet sized stylist pens
Stylish windowAC
Guess what this means!
Measure It
memory pen
safety lock
Double Tea Bags Carrier
Seam Guide
Flexible HVAC Vent Extender
Thermal car
Computer adapter cover
Shoes Machine
App Enabled Projector w/Sound
Home Golf Ball Retriever.
Double-holstered mama
Herbal Prickly-heat Powder
Wireless pen
Glute Squat Chair
Headphones stand/ hanger
Home safe electronics
clips pour lacets de chaussure
The USB Extension cord
Perfume Spritzing Jewelry
suspension chair
The X-steam
USB-SD Holder
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Toilet Tissue
B-4 blow dyer
Blue
The doggie toy
Self moderating -'healing' P.C
Rollup Keyboard
Candle Blower/Snuffer
Aros Type HVAC
buggin out
ColorPop Cover Hub
TELEFASHION !!!
Secure genius
Color looks good
Pool Level Alerter / Temp
Smart Bicycle Warmer
Save a buck
share-phones
Bluetooth Earplug Earbuds
Air Pollution Control filter
Cord Camo
PushingPower
Backpack Power Strip
app-enabled: WATER BOTTLE
Wink Key Fob
Devine express'
REMOTE HANGING PLANT POTS
Phone Tag
Power Pack
Desktop Power Lab
T.V. poster
Scent tips
Easy Can
smart cooler
MikeShi(clip-it/slip-it)
technician plus makeup chair.
Teleflage-Television Camoflage
GOATEE RAZOR
Bowrider Boat Door
Whirley-Go!
SUGGESTION MACHINE
Inflatable Float Anchor
Avertisseur d'appel portable
adjustable iPhone stand
Floating Sumo Platform
The Butler!
fillable beuty facemask
Smart Shower Stand
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Apple Watch Charger
White Rabbit Perfect Campfire
Promotion Holograms
Wink Tent Security Device
Underwater Drone
Smart Leaf Collector Robot
Modest Marilyn Dress Weights
Binary Coded keyboard
Switch Lock
Easy(bottled) water flavoring
Personalized Safety Paddles
Onion Soup Oven Tray
L.E.D Lightetd Handle Bar Grip
unbird nest cable
Buddy Band
the blind can see
Finger tip bandaids
Hover boaed
Vodka infused olives
Bio Clock
simple sandwich
Second Sight
Shreddy
Purely Clean
Jeu de plein air
StopMe
Scanner for tracking food stoc
Adaptateur-remplisseur
kan-drip
THE ORIGINAL ASH ELIMINATOR !
Vertical Garden
The Vortex
the bike towel
casques Traducteur temps reel
Jacuzzi Bluetooth Caller ID
Working Man's Pencil Holder
Pool Alert Monitor
Ear shields
Shower Saver
Trim Guide
The Remote Unplug Reminder
solo solar
BuzzCut!
Le kit chasse dâ€™eau de pluie
Hoop Toss Game
SHTF Multi-Tool Bolt Cutter
SAFE SEED STORAGE
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An Excellent Dandruff Shampoo
BobbleBooty
Phrazey
Light Sensor indoor plants
Buy 4-mmc, 3-mmc, ket, Amp,Met
Fashionably Fit
simxadapter
Power-line Intercom
River Rock Floats
Disc Saver
Robot Cat
Pendulum Reading Glass Arm
New Food disposable bags
Power Jumper
aCordian
Smart Tablet Stand/Charger
Stir-UP
Multi-Level Storage Box
Hotel Safe-Shelf
Proximity
Cellphone Magnification Screen
Hands On
Signal bike helmet
Floating Cup Holder
Baby Bowl - that doesn't spill
Vent booties
OT-DRAWER
Eco (Recycling) Bottle Cup
Personal I.D Protector
Toothbrush
keychain knife
Broyeur de dechets de cuisine
BlingAnizor
Glow hamlet
Doubleduty Phonecaddy
Clip on individual xmas light
EMERGENCY VEHICLE WARNING
Swipe &amp; Wipe
Secure balloon
RETRACTABLE CAR SHADE
Mirror with instant camera
E device charge lock
Solar Speaker Table
Volleyball Passing Machine
Zigbee light base sensor
Ceiling Fan Temp Control
Siri-aid
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Tablet and computer sunblocker
TKO NAILS
TV Turn Table
Shower Markers
Flip Stik
Shopping Shell Buddy
Golf Swing Training System
Scissors Pencil Sharpener
Toy Dog Roller coaster FunPark
Hober Tent
MakeLifeSimple
Grocery Backpack
Korner Klix
iDok
All-New Slap Bracelet XXI
H-PULL
Sip Clip
UC2 Mobile Case
CollapsiCart
Snoring ruins many peoples ability to get restful sleep. I am tired of walls rattling, backaches from the couch not getting enough sleep.
Pancake in a can
safe distance warning light
Winkonnector
Burn Off Fat And Mainta ANDROX
Last yoga mat
Memory Mat
Ride and Recline
Convection Converter
Pool Glass Wine
Invo Holder
Toilet Cleaning Glove
TwistHop
River pup Pinata
SmartGrip
Water proof shoes
The Modern Lounge Chair
Sno-shield
Multifunctional phone pouch
Sexy Pants &amp; Shorts
Mismatch
Ringler
Block Knocker
Beauty services home delivery
The Best thing to ever happen
Charger station tray
Table leveler
Menorah Tray

15-12596-mg

Programmable Compass
Place-It Drink Coaster
Times Up
" The Hop Up"
Wine Cork Game
Got you
Portable hanger
Soap Saver
Automatic translation software
Bluetooth Bike Lock
colorfully fresh
PillGo Supplement Dispenser
Pastille dÃ©sodorisante
Une valise localisable
Wink RFID Anti Theft Device
The Shelf Valet
In-Tent
Baby Alert
tranquillou
Abstract medicine Skateboards
socket outlet + wireless charg
Christmas Dradel
Automatic Bed Risers
No Hands Mobile Mount
The Hanger Buddy V2
new age backpack blower
THE PICTURE
Safe Water
iPhone Cord Koozie
find my keys
ScoBi Ride
Quick Cupcake Froster
Mousetrap
Gube
Beauty Tongues
Reel In
Smart Wall Frame
Quirky Aid
String It Up
Spotter IR
ecoFloss
Motion detector on vehicles
Christmas Tree Vacuum Bag
Safety Brite Goggles
Bath Sponge gator
ParkWhere
Recall Warrior
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Electric shoulder massager
ELITE'S WORST NIGHTMARE
Beach Bed
Dumb A** Sticker
Quickly Pass
Disappearing Highlighter Pen
Desktop Organization inspired by 1950s GE Clock Radio Design
Smart Water Alarm
iPhone charge LED lighting
tracking chip for wallet/keys
Yard Soil Conditions Monitor
Shock reversal helmet
Roller Steam Shower Shade
iWatch Solar Watchband charger
Bio-Clay
Ottoman as pets home
sunscreening room
Air-Vent Sauce Mount
Pocket sized shirt
Clean Collar
Bed bug tape
double shot dry
USBER
Trampoline saver
cell phone saver
light up skis and snowboard
Electronic eye glass finder
Solar Tarp
Sim Card Via Wifi
THE SMART DRESSER
Nail polish finger guard
Cutlery Holder
heater with smoke detector
All-in-one Car Washer
CallWatch
Enclosed hydro generator
The Box
Electronic referee card
iWatch Night Light Charger
snow gauge
Soft Hands Training Ball
iRadar: Syncs to Apple Watch!
Adjustable blanket
Wink enabled Key Safe
Color Changing Link Bulb
Find Missing Kids
Toilet Lock
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Thermaband
Nitrogen in a Can.
Swimming Lap Logger
Cool table
Emergency Baby System
Solar Timer Light
DRIVER ANTI- SLEEP CENSOR
big thumb
Charge Bag
Scout
SUPERIOR VEGETABLE SPIRALIZER
Corkie
child lock for devices
Freecharge
limb trimb
Night stand Powerbrick
One Card
Medication cap scooper
Toaster Printer
LED Snappies
Magic Case
THE DIAMONDNIZER M/P POLISH
Low Profile Lightening Cable
Selfie Light Phone Case
Powder guide
Vent Buddys
Chewing Gum Speaker. /Toy/
Water Heater Sensor
RESCUE POWER PILL
The stool inside
Shadows lightbulb
WINK
"DYE-NAMIC BRUSH"
Potycach', dessus de pot.
The Ultimate Mouse
BAG E-SCOOTER
Smart ventilation grill
BoÃ®te de jeux 4 en 1
Solar All-in-One Umbrella Adds
Tree Hugger
iCarry
alarmed child carseat
The Sneaky Selfie Camera
Tethered Lighter
Utility Box Camo
Release me
Swiss Army Style Cake Comb
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E-Z chalk/whiteboards
Vis-air solution
G4G
Kaleido Flood Lights
propane heat indicator
Baffi Drawer Handle
Car Message Tablet
Custom made glasses
Light Me Up
PlatPhone
The "Toddpull"
Brain-Wave Lie Detector Cap
Diaper Defender
Emergency light, Backup Bat.
Pivot Power Interchangeable
Motor Vehicle Deer Avoidance
Men Funnel
iBrew
Trash -N- Tear
The TP Tree
DKG Diabetic Pen Travel Pack
Spacial Brush
Extendable Phone Charger
Smart Charger
Car touch pad
EASY SCALE
Dual Zone Lunch Bag Hot/Cold
SaniBum
cell phone finder
The Dog Sitter
multi screen
Bra Deux Over
KICK THE CAN
5 Way Charge
Adjustable BBQ Grill line!
BBQ Grill Foil
ceinture de sÃ©curitÃ© moto
The dog clinic
Recov
In-Home Acuity Chart
handie man mop,toilet brush,et
Blind with a View
Hawaiian Style Christmasi Hat
Service solahart 021-71231659
Ladder Shim O to 4"
Ornamusic
Buddy System
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Alarm Clock with Wink Buttons
Carlite
â˜…T-POPâ˜…
iWatch BodyCover &amp; ScreenCover
Retractable Outlets
Apple Watch Wrist Charger
Multi Power Outlet Box (Multi)
Breathing Stone
Tie Down Alarm
Indicateur d'oubli de brÃ»leurs
$$$$
i-larm: Bluetooth Alarm
flex UV LED strap sanitizer
The Tucky Blanket
Warm to Cool Headphones
Battery Maintaining Phone Case
Litterbox wall protector
Garden tool gloves
Rockbottom Happy Feet
CADDIE DE COURSE ULTRA LEGER
Water Bottle Caddy
Smart Wall Calendar
Automatic fishing caster
The Bed Rock
Scented light bulbs
Toilet Bib
Apple Juice Clip
Multi-Purpose Lighters
Rechargable Snowblower Light
Computer Keyboard stabilizer
The iPod Wrist band
Nail Clipper Cartridge
My Tie
Shower caddy for chairs
washer/dryer in one.
Knee Relief Pro
fridge helper
wireless exit path lighting
Water Safe
ìŒì„±ìœ¼ë¡œ ë””ë°”ì´ìŠ¤ ì œì–´í•˜ê¸°
wraparound heating pad
Spider plug
Riverpup Tennis Ball despenser
La GoPro qui vous suit
Fluffer
Ant resistant trash bags
Pour N Store
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suitcase organizer
GroupHear
Smartphone cukoo clock charger
Battery Operated Blanket
USB Jump drive / SD expander
Hollow Cake Maker!
Mail bag
Fade King
Mega Vision Engine Lamp
My Life
Select-A-Size Post-It Notes
Portable Camp Fire Tiki
Tailgaters Tumbler
ZIP TRASH
pare douche rÃ©tractable
Heated Earbuds
Hover Soles
Solar Power Pool Tiles
Perfect Slicer
Child Bike Seat 4 Public Bikes
thermos en forme de tasse
iView #iView
Privacy Lock
securite enfant
Rear windshield wiper
Alien laser sounds guitar.
LeashGuard ToProtectYOU&amp;urDog
Hot water stopper for taps
CANNED BLACK COFFEE
Otterbox Preserver Adapter
Always There Pen
Cholesterol Identifier
WICHAFI
ConvertaShirt
Water Bottle With Ice Pack
Self Checkout Register
Key chain lint roller
Cafe Curtain Stay
perma fix for plastic
Smart Charger(The Apple)
Connects
Laptop Charger cozy
Ding
Dual Room Fans. The Lower Fan delivers a Cool Breeze. The Upper Fan delivers a Warm Breeze. You Choose Your Own Comfort level Or Mix It All
infectious Detector
Programmable hair straightener
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App-Enabled Tape Dispenser
Day cab storage box
Smart Cooking Knob
1st Responder Communicator
wheelchair accessable lawn mow
keyID
safety patch
Service solahart jakarta utara
Golf Ball Holder II
shoe drier
dish is easy
Easy Target
Levitating Lightball
MAMAN DODO
The Friper
My Pet Box
Ready anytime
Cool It!
Towel curtain
Magnetically assisted golf cup
Self Watering Plant Pots
Christmas decorative ladders
All in one baseball shoe/cleat
Leaker app
Tracker Bookmark
BODY PUMP COUNTER
Full Spectrum Flashlight
Cable-less cables
Breathalyzer Keyholder
The Dog Nail Trimmer
triple v motorcycle engine
Snap-off cutter &amp; Blade case
Usb animals
Refrigerator notebook
Easy Measuring Tape
Levitating Hover Board
Aros Whole home split system
NeoAir Vent
perfect labeling tape
Tool Kick Stand
SD Card Holder
Smart Charger for electronics
Goldenrod differential group
Transporter
Smart Phone Inspection Camera
Bidet In A Box
tradutor de voz instantaneo
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space saver luggage
Folder Holder Strap for Laptop
Embeded horoscope
Makeup brush holder/transporte
The Wheeled Hurdle
Can counter
Adhesive LED Lights
A Bubble Machine on a Tripod
EZ Fill Contact Case
Hanging Herb Garden
AisleSearch
evo fridge
Solar Charging Clip for Mobile
Cold Necklace
WINK: HOTEL
SPACE ORB PILOT (Toy)
KLAXON Floodlight Siren
Smart Recessed Light Speaker
Electronic Smart Ab Wheel
Dual Paint Roller
a
spray on chalk for kids
Bluetooth Guitar Jack
Toilet Santi Wipes
KEYMASTER
TOTAL COCCUN GYM
Radar Collar
talking calculator
The StandOut
The Splendid Shower Panel
Folding beauty organizer
Canopy for your Smartphone
Sharpy Knife
Rolling Diaper Bag
heater
Closed caption for the movies
How to prevent water leaks
PavÃ© de colle malÃ©able
window unit generator with wif
Dating App For Gym-Goers
The Roller Buddy
MIRROR-PHOTOGRAPHER
haut parleur domotique
No Mess Honey Spoon
Smart Charger(basic)
Thick 'n Thin Pillow
Two in one adult infant chair
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New Iphone 6 Idea
Smart Pen-iWatch altenate
Zoom
Phone Case Controller
Biodegradable Decorattions
iswype
Xmas Tree Trunk Cover
cats eyes
graskanten
Fast Food Car Cup Holder
Tooth paste saver
Nail Biting Deterrent
Gift-N-Go
Scroll
Chase Me
The snap lighter
AllCharge
Suitcase with brake
Auto headlight dimmer-sensor
On the Go Quick Tops
Ebola Contamination Suit
Montre gps qui compte tours
Invisible Phone Holster
"YARD-2-GO"
Swim Sentry
Merging Speed Display
Tailgate Roll Up LED Screen
personal air conditoner
Painless Bandages
jetscrub
Infinity Marker
Be safe
Sticky sweet step
Revolving Tree Stand
Flat Bladed Sander
Book Scanner/Copyer
Little Farmers
Safer Life Jacket
PB - Playfully Brush
X10 Home Control Smart Bridge
Dental Jaw Stabilizer
Toy Extraction/Maintenance Kit
Super Frisbee
Deco-Nec
Heat and dry.
Versatile Fixed Stand
Mojito straw
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TakuGlass Anime Glasses
Vehicle u - turn signals.
Power Curl for Ipad
The Airman
Dog Cone Replacement
Handheld Wireless Charger
Smart Shower
Totally Wireless Earbuds
Lost item finding sticker
MobairugÄ“mÄ Fun
Sticky Pins
Wink WallOutlet Security Laser
The Bathroom Gentleman
I-Find
The Pholster
Wink enabled Shower
KOOL GREETING CARDS
5 Point Knockout Boxing Game
lights out alert
L'Oreiller haut-parleur
Strainer Straw
Perfect Tap
Press out cookies
Egg cracker
Smart Stick
String light battery pack
Smart Refrigerator
Skateboards first aid kit.
corbeille a bascule
The Digital Banker
Scrapbooking Camera (?)
Cable-concealing furniture
Analogue 3D Camera
Cell-phone data protector
buddy light
Contact Lense Case
LCD Picture Refrigerator Memo!
SILVER WIPES
The B.E.S.T Filter Mask
The Upper Hand
Fantasy Football Tablet
Portable PC gaming case
Bling Blinds
Drinking straw cover
Attachable Laptop Palm Rest
Roll -N -Go Paint Tray Bucket
Gusher Craft
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Emergency Light/Power/Locator
Biodegradable Ear Plugs
Expiration Containers
Sno-Glo
Body and Head Separated Wrench
Bluetooth chip stores products
DRUMSTICKS LEATHER GRIP
Indicateur chaleur eau
RollerBoard
zip charger
Ceiling Fan with heater add-on
Pen, pointer, thumb drive
Fire Saver
Follow me caddy
The slinky gadget holder
The Multifunction Backpack
THE ULTIMATE TOPPER
Enhanced Knitting Needle
Happy Feet mat
The Dark Night Clicker
Wirelessly Engine Block Heater
Sensory Shoes
Don't Poke The Bear
Cupholder Magnetic Blender
Baby Chiller
Boogie Buddies
Stain resistant clothing
Dry dishes
The Ring Ring
Cup and ready for kids
Shovel with Replacable Blade
Plateau TV - station de charge
Bin Bags
Automatic Dog Toy
Moto Rake
Rest A Sure
The Over &amp; Under TP Dispenser
Windbreaker, fence panels
T-shirt with changable logos
Balayette Ã recharge dÃ©tergent
AppEnabled GunBox SafetyDevice
Solar Charger To-Go
Charged outer box
Tech Tracker
Shredded Memories
WINK Indoor Garden
Choose your scent
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deciBuddies
ORAL CARE MUST
Tree Stand w Bluetooth Speaker
Pock-It
ZippyGal
Q STOVE MONITOR
NAM (No Anger Mail)
Mother's Hand
Happy smellz
Emergency Safety Smart Ring
Gutter Flaps
The Shave Square
Baby's friend
jasa pemanas air-081291315510
Hook Up Cleaning Board
The Scent Away
Guide Dogs
redoor
PawRamp360helper
Charger Identification
Campfire USB Generator
Seashell Serving Tray/Bowls.
Personal Transporter
Vanity Top Accessories
Hanukkah Menorah w Speaker
wireless window defroster
Electric Pan Brush
RISING AUTO OTTOMAN-chair/foot
Comfort Control
Cosmetics Sample Stand
pants lifter
The Octopus
Motion acted 3-D toilet seat
Two Bags in One
Cell Lounge Pad
Alarm-Alert
mower/wheel-barrow combo brack
Filtr-On
Green Shield
Pear vs Round Toilet Plunger
Grip 'N Great
EZ GRIP LIDS
the corded cordless battery
parallel measure
Ice Cycler Cooler
CLIP N CHARGE
the avant-garde
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sink screws knifewith this you
Universal pairing remote
FOOT MASSING SLIPPERS
Dancin' Longneck
CO2 Scrubber-Air purifier
Best BedWarmer
Film plastique toilette
the winter hat heat warmer
PortaPower
Instant Business Card maker
Snap-fastened buff
Motion Napper
The Irrigator
washer wedge
The Intelligent Microwave
Sticky Note Holder
Dazzlr FlasHorn
Light Toliet bowl
Speed reader
Smart Flush Device ( SfD)
powerbox
smart box
The Covermatic!
Snow Mower
CMessage
The Courtesy Clip
HappyBrush
batting glove
Drop less clear eyes
Wireless charger without wire
Air freshener strips
Fast Print Point
Organizer Charging Station
Small Kitchen Prep Center
Smart Remote Control
Trash can bag dispense system
The Baby Shower Basket
parasole chargeur solaire
Ladder Caddy
carbon monoxide/alarm clock
Glad Hand Clamp
Above Ground Pool Shelf
generateur d'electricite
Truck Elevator
Windows 9 Laptop
The Moving Sand Picture Frame
ConvertAHanger
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Temporary Dining Room
SlideSmart
Holiday Charger
Magnetic towel rail
bagAbowl
Extra Eyes
Baby Chair Companion
is someone listing at the door
Airtight Toilet Seat
The Mantel Extension
Coffee Cooking Chips
Inflatables bike tires.
Self Heating Cellphone Case
Wireless bluetooth earbuds
Soft Glow Light
Push-ups for power
Retractable Cord Holder
bracelet clasp weight
Doggie Car Window Net
Resistance / Restistance
Elecrtonic Led Pencil
Cans Opener Easy
Tidy
football helmet roll cage
Jewelry wrist weights
electricity by water
2015's new computer mouse!
Scrabble Punctuation
the container puzzle
TV Stand Disc Repository
Bug sucker
Shaving Buddy
Bath Aqua Fall
Cooler X
Kumihimo Handy Helping Hook
Positive ID Remote Control
boite magique
Floating Pool Water Quality
Baby Dome
Lighter Inexhaustible
Luv Shape Roomy Durable Pouch
Flavored Coconut Mugs
Hearing Helper
lawn mount
Bluetooth-Enabled Waist Twisting Discs
my phone buddy
no concrete support bracket
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Floor Cleaners in 3 seconds.
dry sensing clothespins
QB3 Â·
Quick-P
can lid sucker
WeightTracks
Blow-chair
Lamp with interchanging shades
IDENTI-CAP: For Use With Prescription Pill Bottles
App enabled locker lock
Digital Water Bottle
PAIN STOP BODY LOTION
double iPhone case
Keeps Cutlery Dry and Handy
Hydro-Lounger
no kids left behind in the car
The A-Brush
Video diving system
Sluice
Ceiling Fan without propellers
Hanging Lid Adapter
Stirling Engine Generator
Skin Care moisture applicator
Mirrors in g minor
Drawing Pad/Organizer OnTheGo
Shoe Tags - "gps" shoe clips
Rejuvenation chamber
Smartphone Holder for bed
citronella emiting lights
CCReader
Warning-Robot
Paper Clipper
Cereal Milk
Solar Powered Fire Starter
Handless Umbrella
parallel universe sock keeper
APP ENABLED NECKLACE
Package Bulldog
Stretchable silicone mug lid!!
Finders
Caption
The Easy Trash Can , OR EZ-CAN
Pick Proof Wallet
Easy Coax
thermos Ã cannette
Pocket Pareo
EcoBrush Tooth Brush
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Self-disabling power outlet
Muscle Meltdown
Wonder golf glove
OPEN BAR
la housse de couette zippÃ©e
Cooler Cradles
Make me a 3D action figure
Bee Gone Bags
Speaker, laser and fog machine
Fin Toppers
counter magic squeegee
Silicone Toilet Wrap/Prototype
Free Apple Watch Armwrist
Portable Post it Printer !
Go- Charge (solar case)
shantzies
Couverts sÃ©curitÃ© TempÃ©rature
Where's the Baby
Optimized kid's room
iPad/iPhone Mic adapter
Kid Quick wash
CamÃ©ra SecuritÃ© Auto
icordie
Color Organ Lamps
Shower Shoulder
Spice Shaker Blend
Modular trash
The Limpet
Doorhandle w/Flashlight
warm buns hot seat
slice saver
The Smart Desk
Paint without tape
Solar-Powered Phone Case
Crab Grabber
Adjustable Waterproof Ear Plug
Solar To Go
Folding Chest of Drawers
Broom / Rake Camping Tool
I've had breast cancer
SaniScreen
Stay Put Muni Meter Recipt
Litter Wizard
Universal Tea Bag Saver
Formation of Colors Book
u turn signal device
Blue Group Cube
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Pivot Power Charges Wirelessly
OVEN SENSOR
Cube Speaker
App enabled baby swing
LockPump
Knife friend
QR Code tape with dispenser
WEENIE WONDER WHEELS
i-Kartserver2.0
Wink Monitored Pond De-icer
Co2 Ice Wraps
not sure yet
MAVERICK WAGON
Shoebox Gym
iConsole
All Burn Candle
Charger and hair dryer holder
Bagella
rapidessoreuse
iHelmet
The Kennel Camel
Handfree Garden Waterhose
the glove
tÃªtiÃ¨re personnelle pliable
Ads on Mobile Wallpaper
Smart Toilet Paper Dispenser
Softees
Selfie Mirror
SlyBrows
Oreo Stack
Power Plunger Pro
The perfect pizza cutter
THERMO-STAT
A Simple Self-Hypnosis Lamp
housse portable
Hot Car Alert
5 and 1 gallon can opener
Snow melt
snap and seal tonneau cover
More Tools for Switch
Bike Seat Storage Locker
Wink TimeCard Hub
MultiFan
Smart Inventor Sketch Folio
Taking a nice hot shower should be relaxing, but the shower curtain won't behave itself. Make that curtain stay put with a pair of these.
SOAP SEEDS
coque enceinte pour tÃ©lÃ©phone
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Power UP Tool Belt
Blood Donation Jacket
Beach inflatable pump pool
Energy sufficient world 2
Picture Frame Monitor Mount
"ORA" pod. Travel charger
Pince ergo
The Anywhere Any-size Trellis
shower dry
Autos USB
Body Hard Hat holder
SENSE ALARM
Wild fire extinguisher
Hoverboard
intelli-lamp
Monitored Fall Arrest&amp;Restrain
Hide away
Disguise Floor Lamp
light timer power saver
Handy Yarn Caddie
Wireless iPhone Camera
Piwer Weave Needle
Laptop Magic
Adjustable Fridge Organizers
Follow me cooler- tailgaters:)
Wink Speaker Phone
Water condenser for exhausts
NestEgg
Knife Block re-invented!
boom!
Dice Reader
Scented gel curlers
Verdure
Connected Doorbell &amp; Buzzer
Play with Nails
Cord Board
Wireless Stubs
Easy Reach Car Table
Picture Album Iphone Case
All things baby app
Freshest Refill
cellphone charger
Car antenna spy video cam
Smartwatch Dock +Phone Charger
double stroller umbrella
Lounge Chair Book Hands
The 12 Pack GelPack
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spring assisted hamper
Comforter with sleeves
Smart Compact Travel AB Roller
Dust Bunny Vacuum
SideWinder Mower Attachment
Solar Ear Muffs
Twist Power
TravellingMamasan ShoesOff Bag
Lift Down
Earth Battery Outdoor Light
GET SIDETRACKED
iPhone Charger Storage Case
glow blanket
Really-N-Joi
AUTOMAGIC- INSTANT AIR CHAIRS
Ecrou Ã sertir Ã usage unique
Stationary soap dispenser
Tooth aide
The Waterfall
Shop Vac Output Mold Filter
Solar Powered Remote Control
Hand Held IEC Generator
cheque scan carte identite
Gyropoussette
Emergency Lights Candle Led
intregng ladder Earings
The rubicon
No Bend Dish Washer Rack Track
Gripped
Bait Mate
CHILD-CHECK
Car Changer
Coverme
Bottle RockIt
Handy Hand Held
Lid drip
Smart Charger
OnePutt
Angler Fish Reading Light
Spider power outlet
External Batteries Car Charger
Texting Pen
Floating Sunglasses
Firewall
Its4me
Dumbbell Drinks
Smarter Case
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Waffle Pocket
Measure-ManHassle free travel
Low Profile
Intelliband and Identifind
Preasure Sensitive Breaklights
Freezeable drink wraps
D-bag
sunpower saver
Sacoche de vÃ©lo glaciÃ¨re
Keyfinder
Mobile Sock
batterie portatif pc solaire
Grocery reminder
Foot Strummer
Shower n Anywhere tablet case
Cooling Fan on Cell Phone
Recycling Cart
piano keys for learners
Oxygen Refresh Option
usb charger ion battery cable
Wink Enabled Water Meter
Camera Mole
Rotate TV with phone/remote
LifeGuard(Child Safety System)
Apps control Guitar Case Amp
Propellor Wheel
Home active noise canceling
chore master
MiKey Board
SolarFilm Induction Power Dock
Omnilingual Flashcards
Walkie wifi
Clip n Skip.
The Car Seat Reminder
2 face
Sweet Heats
happy a crews river
Hot dog sleeping bag
Skin Care Travel Set
The Bra-some
Blind Energy
Car Seat Alert
Personal GPS
The moving camera.
SnappyCatz
Drive Straight
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no slip grips
Freebounce water belt
Shark warning surfboard fin
Pool pump heater
Cylindrical hanger
Master Car Shade
High Torque Screwdriver
Gutter heat packs
easy battery
ultimate charge card
F2P (free to pee)
Reese PB&amp;J
LED Light Up Shelfs.....!
Third Arm
Phoneleash
smart caulk gun
User friendly creams
Cup Pal
No NOISE
asd
Magic windows- sunlight 24/7
Ecar
pneus de couleur
Mumbai Escorts Services,
Clean Clothes Caddy
Nighttime device blue blocker
EasyFaucet is an easy to turn garden hose faucet replacement handle designed for seniors, children or people with limited grip.
Filter your Nose Allergies
Just the right Serving!
Dual Power Supply Driver tools
no spill lid
UmbrellUs
Pet Bath &amp; Med Brace
Bucky Ball
BCs- Cargo Retaining System
KEY PHONE LOCKOUT
Solar Powered Cell Phone and C
"P" Pal
Step Pull Lawnmower Starter
"SEAL IT"
The PyramiTroniX a Resonator
Service solahart jakarta barat
Go Charger
Toothfoam
The Convertible Cap
Shake Awake
SecureIT
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Night Speedometer for Drivers
low load wall light switch
computer screen printer
WoodCutz
Hands Free Umbrella
Alaska snow lit skies &amp; polls
Individual Smart Sensors
CB Pizza Cutter
Remote located
Safe Plate Knife
SPACEMAX
Ã©couteur Ã 4 oreillettes :
Mixed Bag concepts..
Pocket Power P3
ZipPix
Dental floss with knots
Drink Split
iWatch Ring
The Cooling Dome
Collapsible box fan
The L Headboard
Cake Moat Dish
Intellipot
matelas drap et alÃ¨ze bizip
FRIDGE POCKETS
Waste heat recovery engin
Wink smart inverter
Zwave Blind Automation
Stay Put Organizer
peddle flush
Auto Lock
umbrella stand for car
The Clipper Caddy
Turney Paint Roller Cleaner
multi-slice cheese slicer
ball bottle
Filter emails app : ipad&amp;ipad2
Drive-thru grocery stores
The Bucket Buddy
outlet adapter/extension cord
PERINEUM
Black magic vashikaran special
In-N-Out Shopping Cart
best charger case
The Cleaning Belt
Weighted Bike
æ¡Œé¢å†°ç®±
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InfraRed Remote to ZigBee
Sterilization for toilet seat
The IRRIGATOR
ladder secure
sand safe bag
Wink Floor All in one Detector
Interlocking Block Slot Car
Wireless charging waist clip
PETALS - CUTLERY WITH A TWIST
Rolling Laundry Hamper
Snow Blanket
USB hanger
travel litter box
Spinning Ear Q - tip
smarty bags
Reachable inbath taps turner
iFind
Battery Assisted Wind Turbine
E-Z Net Systems Volleyball
The LTB ( ladder tool bag )
Solar Auto Shade
Calendar Review
Breathilezar App
The "Water Me" Scale
Smart Stand
Puppy Stuffing
Iphone Plus/Phablet Leg Holder
Ninja Tiger 3-in-1 Body Guard
3d foldable shopping cart plas
Key Fobs Suck
EZ - Strap !!! NEW PICTURES
STORHUB
clavier tactile personalisable
Application "PETIT POUCET"
Collapsable Bike Helmet
Mailluminator
Putt
Bike Cellphone Generator
Rubberband ball eraser
echo
Device For Cleaning Windows
spin n win
The GRIPPER
Deflatable Memory Foam Pillow
Hose, Cord, and Rope Hanger
Grizzly Bear Back Scratcher
Flip n Sift 2 in 1 Litter Box
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Balcony/Patio vegi grower
The portable freezer
Lumbercrack
SOCIALITES
V;IR BOX
Smart Wall Mirror
Where's Binky?
Smart Bank
Mac Port Covers
Sleep tight!
Alone people health security
piggy back cellphone chargers
Le Babyphone Ã©volutif
AirportNavigator
STAR LOUNG CHAIR
chillin
Crank Hub Transmission
Smart Card Proximity Holder
Hot Head
blind corner stopper
Girls for fun in Dehradun call
Pill &amp; Vitamin Dispenser
Cell Phone Headset Built-In
Water Balloon Speed Filler
Easy Fast Hanger
magnetic grease zerk cap
Shame WOW cloths
Wind Muff
Form Printer
X-mas Tree Watering Ornament
Resocialization device
Bungee Rack
Innovation suitcase
Smart OnDemand Water Heter
Lid Lockers
Maths Learning Blocks
Plasti-board
Digit Armor
Jumbo Aircraft Tire Saver
Stack-a-Lamp
Allumeur Ã BBQ intelligent
house fan
Qualla Wally
High-Lite
Coffee Floating Shape
Cool Carrier
holographic watch
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Central Filter
WINK Control Air Condicioner
Senior activity/Safety sensor
Moller 400 Flying Skateboard.
Skirt weights
Alligator Call
Sockrates
The Butler
Betterwrap
Made By You - Light Bracelet
Clean my sofa
Collapsible suitcase closure.
LED flashlight
AUTOPOT
Bottle Arm
Vehicle Safety
Smart Pen
Yum Gum
Baby 911
intercom rec&amp;touch
phone leash
your mum
Outdoor Worker's Light Vest
Dotz
VertEolo
FLEXIBLE GOOSENECK HOLDER...
Makeup brush holder
Baby sprayskirt for high chair
kneeling shovel
Medicated Toothache Patch
Active Mobile Holster
soft-bait line cap(s)
Phone Core
super soxs
TELDEM
Smart Space
Dyd'sheet
Running Rocking Horse
The Truck Vacation Cap
Stop mycoses
Laser Light Show Speakers
caddie scanner
Dual Purpose Toilet and Urinal
The "Reminder" Clock
Wheelchair Safety Flasher
all-in-one lid (prototype)
Car Mount Phone Case
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"The Soap Glove"
3D HOLOGRAPHIC CHRISTMAS TREE
rotating rural mailbox
Sock Roller
Aqua Play
Fitted Sheet with Buttons
T-4-1Mouse with key pad
Doraemon Magic bag
Tailgate Tumbler
Charge Hub
The amplifying case
Post Darts
GENERATOR GENIE
"EZ Glyder Shopping Cart"
Doggie stroller tag-a-long
Trapper Hat Pillow
Firestopping Tracker
Smart seat
Child Monitoring Device
WT3-who touched the thermostat
toilet tank dehumidifier
Peel able Double Sided Tape
Epi Bike Holder
Sock Savers
Weight Sensitive Car Seat
"Three Way Shower Caddie"
mini serre tropicale
FORK-AND-SPOON
iphone Case Printer
Combine USB Storages Into One
POCKET FRIENDLY VACUUM
Catalog Coffee Table Book
Opti-Trash 2.0
Seat Belt Airbags
UltraSmart Rechargeable Lamp
Crock Pot with Refrigeration
Dressing and condiment saver!
The Digital Mirror
Compact lite Kettle
Lubricated earplugs
porte tel
magnetic hook for kichen cloth
A Quirky LOGO Kind Of FloorMat
Smart cafe holder
Shredpactor
Smart Mail Box
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Sparking Micro Stylus
iJumper
Just in Case Cameras
Coin Roller
Travel Food Bib
Two in one purse
coathanger pegs
App controlled door opener
Drone to pepperspray the thief
multi 2
Flag Pole Control
Smart phone gx 6
On the Go Baby Alert
Wink: Stickable Puck Lights
i happy-dog house
neat ladle
roll in-case
The Bowl Koozie
The talking smoke alarm
Easy open food pkg resell bags
Hair Dye Freedom
SmartLock
Rust Rings Be Gone!
The Hideawaste Basket
Balease Biker
The Fruit Shower
foldable backpack
TeethCleaner
iPhone Charger Off Switch
Kitty Tap
Polarized Car Windshields
Amber Skye Singapore
Battery Charging Trekking Pole
Creative fingerprint ring
a body dryer
Text Later
TempCast
Shrink Wrap Phone Protector
23232
Speed Ping
Quirky Doorbell
Water Whristband
The Beachy Towel
Scented Trash Bag Clips
Shower Buddy
The Stabili-T
Light Up Letters

15-12596-mg

WHEEL OF TUNES
Dont Forget
CLIP'S TEL
l auto degivre
Exercise Shopping Cart
save a child
bandeau anti choc bb
Wink Sensor for Chimney Fires
Kitten heel crochet boots
Enviro Traffic light
Endurance
The Lean Bench
Massaging Compression Sleeve
Electronic Inspirational Board
Visceral condom
backbuddie
safety cord ex. case
Vehicle Suppression System
Blood Glucose Meter App
Roofing tile Gauge
ring finger
carrywell
Coin Card
SNOW OFF
Mobile Breastpump
Suction cup platform
Water bottle easy to replace
Solar power elec bike motor
iturn
Alt. Car AC
lidar pulse (hgc)
Sun Lounger/sunbed
Lap Stop
Sober Key Box
Personalized Water Sprinklers
CALCULISSIMO
Forknife
POWERCUBE
The Feet Seat
Fold Up Throwing Stars.
Wink Porch Light With Camera
Touch Scent
Dishpod
Bedshelf
Million Dollar View
Wink Greenhouse Control
dripper cover
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PhotoLamp
My Plate Calculator
Day/Night world clock
chlorine pool dispenser
scented glue sticks
Modular Power Strip
The Bit Band
Eyeglasses for Glaucoma folks
Crankless, Camless Engine
Receipt holder
Child Hot Car Preventor
foot operated keyboard
wall break detection system
Socks No MOre!
Guiding Friend Smoke Detector
Charcoal Liquor Filter
Backpack Toddler Trailer
No Waste Cookie Maker
Handy Handy
Electric Kennel
Save A Baby!
Peekaboo, I See Me
shaver mask
RC kids mobileizers
Water Guard
Flea
Baby Safe
Travel Pillow Pillowcase
sleep alert
Drink BIB
paint brush protector
ada-Rod
The Spider Sucker
Hanger Butler
Flex duct EZ connect
Powered Bunk Bed Shelf Add-on
heeter
DETECTEUR DE COURRIER WIFI
Flip-Top-USB-Smart Charger Hub
smarcard
Audio Spotlight Umbrella
Laptops LifeBank
Easy Picture Hanging
alerte cuisiniÃ¨re
Cooking Weight Jar
Phone Yo
easy fire
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Quirky TV Show or Network
Flag It/Bag It
Poubelle CAP'S
Painting Saver
Buoy Flavor Infuser
Self Automating Smart Blinds
NG Tube Comforter
Biker Balease
mini broyeur
my hug cushion for backsupport
Life Form Detector
Cell phone handle
Smart home monitoring
mini projector
Fartwear
Food preserver
Super Short Antenna.
AppleWatch easy clip
Toilet laptop holder
The Hoover park
Smart Cigarette
CloudTemp
Scented Wooden Leg (Humor)
ELECTRICITY GENERATOR PEN
Home phone alerter
Cologne Laundry Detergent
Man overboard
BRAPS
LightBlade
Carbon Monoxide Garage Opener
Bath water flow blocker
Deodorant Health
EVERLASTING BOUQUET! Oil Scented artificial flower bouquet for a functional piece of home decor for everyone to enjoy!!
Life Monitor
Anytime shade umbrella
Crazy Clock
headlight blockers
Easy Clean Hinged Gutters
Color Me Shave
Non-Thermal Dog Waste Bags
Electralube
The Sleepcase
TOOTH BRUSH INVENTION/IDEA
Connected Spectroscope
Mega Plug
Leaning Coat Rack
sit sack (need better name ik)
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OBD2 for Wink
Piano Doorbell
Remote Front Door lock
MondoGrip
Smart Toilet Lever Set
le mÃ¨tre cutter
Power Shelf/Rack
The open sense me
Blanket with Velcro or Ribbon
Smart Solo Desk
Twist and Filter Travel Mug
THEORETICAL DIRECT CALCULATION
low cost heating &amp; air
Grandpa's Powerstrip
Sound Responsive LED Speakers
Molly
Knife hanger
De-corkinator
Enhanced Heating Efficiency
icecream kozy
Video Tree Ornament
Smart Skate
Battery-free Selfie-Stick
Chronosone Ceiling Fan
GREEN HOLE
Level Pillow Mattress
Soakies
flosseaz
Magnetic Tool Belt!
Busy Feet
Craigslist PLUS(but diff name)
Ajustable heated blanket
Instant Fisherman
Induction powered (Mat)
Snow Sun Visor
Easy Charge
More than right mascara
Brush Ready
Flirtatious Hangers
Trousse LOCA
All in one lapop cooling pad
Auto Umbrella
Change iWatch Bands and Bezels
Plastic bottle cutter
snowblower augerbox wheels
Beercase Suitcase Insert
Plant Shade
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Flat TV Stack Up Blocks
Flash back alarm clock
the car scratch remover pen
One
Diet Plates
Freeze 'N Bake Ring Pops
Cordless Qi Mug Warmer
Power strip and wifi
Mingle for Apple Watch
GPS Automobile Speed Limiter
Dudelerz - pencils with style
bottoms up jars
Pike Kole ( prick n stick )
SweatPad
universal flashlight
Alpha Deck (Word Game, Cards)
Pro Vibration Dampener
ellis one
Tidy Wire
ibear
lock for skateboard
Peephole door viewer via WINK
Turn Signal Cycling Vest
Akihabru
EASY SUNSCREEN
Electonic whiteboard desk
Cranked
Constructix
The Sleep Vest
Universal retractable earphone case
A very simple dish washer
StayCool Tool
Pull n Change
Quickness Trainer
Winter Wonderland
The HuggaLog
Quilter's Fabric Hanger
comfort tone
Older people assistance alarm
Auto wheel luggage case
Smart Yoga Glasses and SYG App
"Scroll Color bracelets"
KOOL GREETING CARDS
smart remote
wet and wash
Chest Air Piston
Foot Ponchos
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SWITCH
Home Rover
Selfcooling Plug Sockets
Wireless Phone Backup
robinet reglable
Disposable scarf filter
Portable Work Bench
Power Tool Battery Charge Pad.
Universal Cell Phone Bumper
PetTasker2
Echo
PatternCap
Pocket Umpire
Hair Tamer
Reusable Body Decor
Accordion cleaning bucket
KITCHEN KUBE
Sun Cut
car auto start
Fantasy Team Journal
Valentine's wreaths Ideas
Off Weight
Usb Willy Warmer
One Shot BrewStir
HUE
zipz earbud untangler &amp; holder
Smart water heater timer
POPSAFE the better popcorn bag
JOB SITE KIT
NO FLIP dust pan
Solar phone recharging
Bomber Guitar Tremolo
Broom Butterfly
hydration pack 4 dogs w/ straw
Shoe mops
app enabled back scratcher
One Wheeled Golf Cart
RASECO
The snake vent.
Handheld Hem Press
Armchair Barrier
Powder Sponge.
capcam360stereo
TÃ©tine sonore
"cutting board"
induction coffee mug warmer
ThermoStick
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Smart Life Bulb
Single application hair dye
The Anywhere Pet Deterrent
EZ Pack'n Hang
Pill Pop Cover
The Bumper repellent
iPhone charging/speaker case
Robot Mop
Glamp-eez
LED mat laundry dryer
SmartSafe
Sleeve
Dock Light Alarm
iphone case
HOOKEY
Debit tracker
Paint can groove protector
CAT in a Bath
Clikko the healthier smoke
Cool-quick
My Bird
powerwindow
Butterfly Clip ( Staple )
GE Blue LED Light Handles.
Dorm Time
Ocular
Car Malfunction Code recorder
Ball of my last hope
Sofa Power Outlet
drill power sprayer
Language learning toy
Re-cloud-er
Urban Garden
boxIT - World's cutest Fridge
guitar-pick holding system
Fire Truck Nonextended Snorkel
Fisherman's Pet
Smart pillow
Fine Art Screen Protectors
The Perfect Fitness Tool
The Ultimate Ceiling Fan
salade Ã percuter
LED outdoor light + outlet
Terry Wash Hand
Build your own power strip
MetroCard easyswiper
Lightup keyboard cover laptop
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solar sun blinds
Bio degradable waste bin.
Nook &amp; Cranny Wand
SMART LUGGAGE TAG
Dual MiniMedicinal FridgeVault
pot pour plante avec reseve
Lid-Lite
Plug with integrated LED light
temperatur and vibration combo
Jogger's Flashlight
Universal Page
Toothpastebot
lighted purse
Power Walk
mÃ©di-sucette bÃ©bÃ©
curtuinaint
Gravy Boat Boat
Wink Relay Voice Command Band
SOLAR POWER CHARGER
Breaker Style, Safety Plug
Backpack/Workout Bag
Puppy Teethers
Lifesaving Swimming Glasses
ethnograb
stick de gonflage
Smart Lint Detector
Generation Sports
quitasol portatil solar
external seatbelt indicator
Car seat carrier strap
Season Pro
Tube Cake Cooing Rack
Fan Hat
Foogles
Fitted Terry
Match Maker
Eyeglass Lanyard
Didactic chess
Ballon Smart Led Multicolore
Cycle Dots
Hold Me Down
Affordable baby car seat alarm
le mÃ¨tre crayon
Baby saver
Brushless Toothpaste
dispensador de tÃ©
Iphone Sound Amplifier Unplugd
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tree limb lasso
Golf Ball Warmer
Brush Away
Kaleidoscope Life Manager
iWatch Bracelet
U-Win
Heat saving kettle
Power Alert
all-in-one pot cover
Illuminate-â€œHerâ€
Handle bar bag adaptor
Ring-Time
Charge control
Bulletproof Backpack
3d printer at home
Retractable Power bar
Solar Protective Case Charger
Brail Phone
Smart Lamp Switch
youtube toucher
The Eraser Chaser
The TALKING TIMER
Pro Belt
No-Spill Poultry Feeder
Paint Pal
Automatic Leaf collector
ScramBLR - Hide your PIN #
The Coaster Cup
Druff-A-Gone!
Quick Puff
tubular vacuum dustpan
Accesoire de voiture
Get Your Scraps Off!
Super Scooper
Lawn Rover
BAMBOO Gift Cards / Credit Cards / Debit Cards / Rewards Cards
All-in-1 snow brush tool!
CareGivr
Vehicle To Vehicle Headlights
Ab Extreme
WHEELING BABY BED
Snow Brush
SmartWatch for seniors.
Le coupe and clean
Magic movie
Remote Door Knob
The Post Defender
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Take a Number App
Super Smart Sunglasses
QUICK PAY ONE
washer dryer machine
Maple - Your music!Anywhere.
Farmer's market veggie bag
staywarm
The Remote
Biker's Bag 'n Strap
AUTOMOTIVE AIR STRUT HOLDER
Water Watcher
3d Baby Print
twist and sip
View My World
Flight data storage
"Comfort Nurser"
mindmap master plate
Flat Top Stove Protector
LifeLight
Porte-TÃ©lÃ©phone Portable
3 in 1 capo
Level-Bug
Nacho Hat Pan
SMART WIRELESS POWER STRIP
HVAC Humidifier
Hands Off
Simple separator for coloring
uv ligth air duct
sd card case
portable car a/c
I wonder if i need to get milk
D.A.D/Directional Audio Device
Bed Sock
Image calorie counter
Eye goggles for combart
Heated plate
Elder Care Motion System
Road security display
Nightstand Lamp with clock
Polish Palm
myCase
Eco/user friendly paint roller
Immobile Fan Blade Cleaner
the computer screen curtain
Travel blanket
Sticky Pet Brush
Double toothbrush charger
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Multi-purpose microwave
Toddler/young child GPS
Burglar trip wire
life friend
umpire scoreboard and locker
Extendabin
On-Off timer switches
Portable laptop mouse surface
R/C Sky Glider Dude!
Easy Change Smoke Detector
Bric Ã Bacs
Quirky "Q" Loop Cell Case
ALERT-DRIVER
vehicle warmer
Backpack Divider and Organizer
Wifi Wireless Personal Storage
pillow scents
Backside of Plug Outlets
The XFLIX
reflective and water pack top
Cup Holder Charger
House Helper
Bump Free Clothes
Contact Lens Assist
Six goal
Extendable power
The Holding hat
finger protectors
MULTI DRINK PORTABLE BARREL
Happy Birthday Moving LED Tray
Entry Door Snapshot
Glove Stretcher
Glofeedo
Iron tie
castration zip ties
wink wireless camera
Lightweight Soccer Underwear
Hands Free Toilet Lid
Spray funnel
Keegloo
Phone Stick
Retractable Coat Hanger
Anti spill coffee handle
protable cd dispensercarrycase
One Step
GE- Quirky,smart Meat Grinder.
Plug Buddy
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Man wipes
TempHolder
electronic toys
On my shirt TM clean my hands
Re-Liner
QR CODE / Checklist Shopping
Anti Child Suffocate
Smart Bathroom mirror
couvercle universel cuisine
Smart Kitchenware
Stay Nail
Stretchy Bottom Bag
Skillet Supporter
Embroidery Punch lego patterns
Lovey Glovey
Basket Caddy
Shower towel
Folding bench
Key Tight Key Lock
Bucketless Auto Washer
Chiro-Assist
Decorative Designeds TV Skin
Dryer snorkel
Popcorn Soda
Coffee Now
The Debonair Space
Trafic Commander
Mattel Childs Bed Headboard
MAID
a thing
Portable Salon Chair
XMAS BLOW BLIZZARD SNOW GLOBES
EvoMuscle
Lockdown!!!
James Alert Car Seat
The Ultimate Painter
BABY BED MUSIC LIGHT CANOPY
Kids Today Toothbrush
LED vintage light bulb replica
The Pizza Knife
Car Park Storage
Wheelbarrow Ramp
Qlicker for the BLIND
3D gaming system
Wind catcher
Headphones+Speakers
skibikeboard,s&amp;enginebikeboard
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MATDOG
equilibrium models
Racing View Hot Wheels Car
Built-in headphones hat
garden crutch
gummy ears
BABY HOOK OR WRAP ORGANIZER
BABY SMART BOTTLE
Automotive LED windshield.
Inflatable booster seat
Phone Alert Sensors
Child Activity Tracker
Edu Smart Watch for Kids
Charge Me (Wink)
Moody Cooly Jewelry
Window Sill Power Strip
emergency lighting sandwich
DVD Burner+Portable DVD Viewer
DRESS UP STAND
music puzzle treasure game
Solar Light Mailbox
phone ringer
VideoNails
Sunflower Seeds Container
Where is the FLAVOR
Instaheels
Aeroboard
self stick lenscover
phone solor charger cover
Period Kit
The Bum Butler
Incentives Safe
MUSICAL SNEAKERS
Plant Hub
Liquid Medicine Dispenser
3rd hand... baby bottle holder
Smart Child Safety Locks
text blocker
Beer Keg Pulse-Ox
Car Zip Line Travel Board
Blendy Butt-Ons
Insta Photo Player
WakeMeUpDrive
Splash Fort
Ghoul Wheels
LED Rodentia Activity Wheel
Chow-Timer (pet feeder)
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1st Degree
Trash-Man
CAMPERS NIGHT IN THE LIGHT.
Outlink v2
Ant Mound Poison Cover
INSET Headphones
Toenail covers
Screen Door Protector
Rubbox
Snack-It
Moldpod
Privacy Camera Cover
Pressure Touch feel Tech.
Battery Size Stickers
The Courtesy Light
Formula Container with DIAL
all in one diaper change
My Guardian
Mothers and You
crazy cord
Changeable Panel Tablecloth
phonejack charger
The Wingman
survival hiking stick
Cart Smarty
Buttermarsh Cookie
Decorative TV/Audio Tree
True Hands Free Texting
revamps warped cookware
Stickup Fly Trap
Kinetic wireless headphones
Right Pens
KRUSH
TrashManOne
Collectories
Keyboard Layout
Never loose your LID
Baby Blow Dryer
Glow in the dark material made into attractive &amp; fun home lighting solutions along with a solid bulb shape that could sit in a wall sconce.
traveling canvas
Brite Box 360
LCD, Solar Powered Headstones
Baby Haven
Silent Bed Alarm
Signal Vest
Egronomic Dish/Pot Washing Bru
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Double sided TV
Ice bowl
discrete dispenser
Black Six Pack
ThermoCase
The Emergency Zit Kit
jar and bottle drainer
Smart Oven
GirlDrone
LCD Touchscreen Bus
Belt Charger
Auto Baby Wipe Dispenser
The 2thbrush
ECO G Carrier
The Fanbrella
MY SEAFRIENDS
Strikers.
Smart watch clasp
Salt Gun for melting ice
Smart Pet System
safe backpack
Prevent Child Drinking Torture
OUchlEss SUgAr MeTeR Less fAt
Book Protector
Silicone Safe Heating Vent
Poop-Picker
Icy pole opener
Baby Formula timer Sticker
Pear ball game
Soap Dish
The Boxout
Office on the Go
The Soapbrush
Cake Cap!
Blinky Toes
DoorDrops
Thunderbird Feather
Sneaker Savior
Fireproof storage bags
Secure child seat buckle
energy control for wink automa
Grip Clip
RoboCan
FanBoard
Pen plant decoration set
tourmaline battery
Nosey Nanny
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Handi Phone Case
CD Protecting Film
Sol-Air Car Charger
Bracelet Light
PED-STOP
Quarter Bagz
Tomato Vine
The soap saver
shower mat massager
Smart Earbud Jacket
PackageAll
Wall Wobblers
The Dynamo Lighter
Cold Hands No More
Break Apart Alarm
mountain monk
AirChair
never spill beer cozy
babysitter controller
pacer bowl
Interactive Night Light
License Plate Display
Baby carrot buggy
Cell Phone Loss Prevention
Exterior Sealed Window Fan
Automatic cat milk dispenser
Please Lock The Door
Digital BalloonZ
girl engineer tumble-tent mats
Paint color projector
Quick Slicer
Trip Chip
Power Pack
Luggage Link
Automatic key holder/organizer
Karaoke Helper
God loves you
Sombrilleta
Food Holder
The Space Case
Balancycle
Seat N Eat
Fireproof photo album
Everyday Lid
GolpÃ©alo !
Pizza Flip TM Pizza Both sides
Tub-Time Pump Station
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Doorbell Security Sensor
Flushable Handy Wipes
The BABE-pron
Perfect temp baby bottles
Smart Gold / Silver Spoon
Self Helping Robot
SITTER MONITOR
Daddy friendly clothes
Circular saw attachment PACS
voice control the devices
Slip on clip on headphones
Mattel Marker-Minders
The Ex Bed
Water All Gone W.A.G.
The Mystic Jill
Razor Skin Stretch
Xswipe
Time and Environmental savior!
Key Holding &amp; Turning Device
Digital Post-it
Mobile Device tracking Code
Date Rape Problem Solved
Slip Sock
Bulletproof headphones
Red Light, Green Light
Tie-D
Baby Bib-Shirt
Overhead Smartphone Tablet
Steering wheel heater
Spinning wheel scooter
Technology Cupboard
Gator Stapler Remover Etc.
auto fish tank/&amp; pet feeder
Notox Tape or Beauty Tape
Sticky Stop
Switchable Power Strip
Yummy Maple Hotdog Roll
The Fast Inflater
LookLock
Arminals
V plow snow shovel
Don't Disappear Pen
LED PORTABLE
Internal hinge foam guards
Dr. Notify
Disposable wine thermometer
Security Footstep Master
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No pain earphone
The Art Trainer
The Cool Case
Retractable Cell Phone Case
Easy Clean Up Magnetic Legos
Raspberry Pi Project Kits
Bobble Umbrella Stand
GEOFishTracker
the curler mitten
Every Last Drop
lite brite charger
Kenetic glasses
Customizable Headphones
Wired backbox
Toddler Safety Sheet
Pushion
CarHeadComforter
Modern Modular Rifle (MMR)
Kid's Healthy Lifestyle Game
Virpie Cloth
Never ending salad garden
Click Bracelet
TabletTrace
Cool Boobs
Swallow Safe Keychain
C'mere Bracelets for Parents.
occupency protection device
Baby's Towel Cozy
Infuser Beverage Dispenser
smart water meter and valve
A DRINK ON THE GO
Blossom
cord buddy
AccuFlate
THE RECORDING BUSINESS CARD
Fetch Hands Free Tablet Holder
iBand Rehearsal Studio
Selfie Hair Clipper
Tame Flyaway Hair
SmartArt Paper
Smart Brake Light
Cooler Chair/ Drink dispenser
Sock Savers
Stickee Earphones
Smartphone car stereo
SmartSeat
aaaaaaaa
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phone case/headphone storage
Mobile Perch
BioUrn
Hair style shaping bands! Hair turned to art!
clip on or snap on wheels for crate totes and connectors to hook the crates together
Adapter drink babys
Baby Washer
Tic-Tap Pen
Bar Piano
Wireless out out office board
Kitty Tub
Selphies
Frame w Bluetooth Speaker/Mic
No Cold Teeting Ring
Underarm Liners
Non-Pierced Belly Accessory
Wireless electricity monitor
NO MORE WET FEET!
The SunBrella
Slicer with scale
On wheels........Curious?? Ge
beautiful sleep light
groceries carry case
smartphone holder
Wearable Exercise Cleaner
Traditional Grocery Stores
The Monitor Montage
On the Go Bottle Cleaner
Park n lounge
uTimed Out
click the button that one time
Inexhaustible Fan
throw away baby bottles
Banana Buddy
4 in a row ring toss
Cool fit
Car ceiling garment bag
jigsaw puzzle scoop
Snowmelt - CarNet
iPhone Sun-Blocker
Insulated gulash
The Convertible Chair/Table
Leftover Love
Mousy For Kids
Translo-speak
attach-a-finger
track your car
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Mattel- Plane Golf
baby bath gate
Carabiner Cup
Two Piece Measuring "Tape"
Retractable L.E.D. Light
slippy wire blocks
CAP TIGHT INDICATOR
Wink Cable Outlet Wifi Router
Home Invation Stopper
Pan Perfected
right headphone
Breast Pump Pacifier
R.A.T. Protection Tunnel
Car Seat High Chair
Umbicare or Umbisoothe
Detachable ear buds/earphones
Gardening Bucket
Lamp Base Booster
UV Hair Lightener
cool spot
No no, never never, uh-uh-uh!
Animal poop incenerator
Gear Glider
Hand Movement Wheel Controller
animals beg
Cereal Shakes
CHILD ALERT
SCRIBE Backpack - Line Ext
Match It Pad
Mix &amp; Match Me
HTubO
Motorcycle lane light
Invisible PetHair BedProtector
SAFE CAPE
Ironing Cord Hanger
New maritime container
Fisherman's Safety Straps
Play Scooper
Toy Vacuum-no more bending!
SPEDEE FEEDEE
Built-in mirror Defroster
RESUB! Spray with smell and taste (meat, chicken, fish) for ration of dogs and cats! Everyday my dog ask for more than ration! Check it out
The Perfect Pad
Disposable Desk Mat
No Mess Nail Clipper
side mirror dimmers
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Alcohol Ice Cube Freezer
Leak Barrier For Baby Diapers
Temporary extend a Bed
Top Lap
toddler tracker
E-alert
Tellabrella
Y step stake
Twin Riding Toy
Stay-put Multifunction Stylus
Quick cap
THE NO PRIVACY SHOE
Baby Monitor Alarm Bands
SINK!
Baby Carriage Charger
pool ball
post-partum bra
Safety helmet child locator
Privacy Protection Button
Winter jacket rear view mirror
Poly-Ball - pure summer fun
HoleinCup_scond
T-Box
SkiSafe Wristband
The Gadget "MIRA PIN" LPS (LOCAL PRICE SYSTEM) is the quickest way to know about the real estate prices. ItÂ´s Unique! Check it out
Lawn chair caddy
BungiBandits- A small elastic band with a hook on both ends.
MAGNETIC LED LIGHT- with 180 degree rotation
bow chair
Sole Patch
3Dprinted Carbon Fiber Glasses
floating headphones
Phone Display Projector
Jacks invention
The Backpack Weight Takeover
Singing blanky with motion
Blood Sugar tester using light
Potty Trainer Pucks
Baby Burp Cloths
Tub Time Play Table
Phone activated crib mobile
Dog Pack
Baby language translator
WINK Home Gate Automation
OctoAloha's AnuenueRainbow
Backpack your stroller!
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Lip bombs
Container collect cables
blue thumb Vinyl gloves
Spaloon
360-DFST
Keep Dry
Introducing, "NIBZ"
new drug discovery
No Error Homeplate
EZ Press Bar
AcCord Manageable Power Cord
Soap Stomper
Connected Baby Car Seat
LED Cross Language Shirt
Frag-trip
Sand stroller
MiCASE !
Garage Door Monitor
Baby Road Rocker
Cabinet Shelf Support with Peg
Electric bookmark
Aquarium Tracker
Snap-n-Sprinkle
Modular Circadian LED
handy hose
(POPPY) LED OR OLED BULB
Safe and Secure Collar
Earth friendly snow&amp;ice melter
Mini Plant Berm
Hassle free charger pouch
Shower water saver
Multi-Game
Driveverywhere
pen saver
The Eliminator
"Lights Out"
Baby bibbed t-shirt
Palz (Mattel + Quirky)
Headphone remote
Pillow Crew
Toddle bottle cap
Drink a Ring, control alcohol
Ani-muffs
Tabit
DOUBLE POWER
The Laundry Room Drop Catcher
DRY ERASE ACTIVITIES MAT!
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MUSICAL STAIRS (VIDEO Example)
THE DANCING EAR BUDS
winter wall
Zip (The Paint Pen)
Instant Wipes
Child-Friendly Keyboard Cover
Music station
REVO
Sporky
Tovi
Wink Home Enunciator
Real World Barbie
Shave Light
Cabinet Cube
Photo Bug
loud wooden cooking spoon
Cupsie
Remembering made personal
Unzip Mitten
Baby Link
Pooch Grass
Block Play Castle
Reach-All Disposable Razor
E-Z Tarp
Introducing, TINY PINSAS.
Child alert
Water Purity Monitor
Device 4 Reducing Energy Cost
Air Heads
The Poo Protector
Exercise or else!
Doorknob for Dogs
Wink Watch Band
Computer Phone
facebook comment
Caulk Block
Our Team
High Heel Protector
Vacuum Cleaner Hose ClogBuster
Universal Washer
Inflatable Furniture bumpers
stylus nail strip
Mommy Meter
Inner voices combined
water proof baby bottle brush
Two Dog Poops, One Bag
Blue Tether
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BiblioÃ¹
The Bar/restaurant assistant.
Neuropathy Relief Massager
Introducing, BOH WHEELER.
phone finder
bleeper
Protect your head &amp; your phone
Invigorating shower brush
SeeSalter- See it hit the meal
Beetle with blocks
Vocaline
Marker Furniture
TAIL OF MISS SNOWY PINEAPPLE
SmartShelf
Forever Skate Lace
Sportswagon
Mega Bloks Decal Printer
Drill Driven Wrench
Steal proof Wallet
SideWinder: Independently Retractable Headphones w/ Mic, volume control and call answer ability
Line-Call Tennis Tape
Happy Baking Box
oi knob stainless steel
Cry activated baby sounds.
MediBink
Amrband Phone Charger
Nipple to go
Wink Weight Loss Measurement
The Automatic Cutter
StrumWizard
The complete digital guitar
2 in 1 luggage
Chair Me
FACTORY FOR VETERANS
Yellow Motorcycle Bulb
Harman Shazan -Info Headphones
Mattel's My Ride My Design
Chargr
Time of the Month Bag
Mp3 Player Head Stream
Puppet Banke
Louder
Hot wheels in the bathroom
Children's Line Of Book
Powered Rain &amp; Patio Umbrellas
fork hanger
solar aircon shutter
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LIFE-LIKE TRAINING PUPPY
socket m.a.c
friend finder bracelet
Potty Zip
COOL &amp; FANCY SIGN=IN KEEPSAKES
The Tali (name can be changed)
EARTHQUAKE BED COVER SHEET
Mini-Plug-In-Photo-Slave-Asst
quick response alarm
Apple Windows Integration
RFID embedded smart phone case
Vibrating dish scrubber
Add It Up-Mobile Application
Bedtime Headphones
Thermoelectric Attic Generator
The Shower Shade
foil-lined wallets and bags
No Reach Plug In
a step further
stroller cover up
Shelf Extender
No Child Left Behind
Introducing Vape ICE
Child Car Seat Cooler/Heater
Arshawn
Tummy Time Pad
Baby Bottle Time Stamp
Swimming Pool Vacuum Viewer
Yesterday's Tomorrowphones
Camera Photo Television
Snow Shoe Shovel
The Expander
Clickernex
Self-tie shoes
The perfect Figure Skate
Apple voice
Barbie : MyScene Dolls
Smart P.O. Box
panty liner dispenser
Active Cat Bandage
Shop-EZ
Letter Links
Modular Moblile Media
Singing Barbie
Ceiling Level Hat Rack
Thumb Print Tracker Bracelet
The Readers Backpack
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RubberRacks
ABCYCLE
EyeCalculator
Magic Sheet
Eye spy or (ispy)
the c-dot
the Boh "SUTURE MULTI-TOOL"
Lock your phone without a code
Cardit
Contemporary Waste Bin
iEssentials
R.C. Computer Lazy Susan
Toys for little kids
2nd ears
Light Bulb Heater Fan Combo
one-hand bandaid
Easy Access Bottle
The Car Eye
Cordless Tool Battery Belt
Inner-belt
ABC, 123 LIGHTS &amp; LEARN
Magnetic Color Pencils
Dental " Peroxide Floss"
Diaper Bag Changing Station
HVAC Smart Register
Redesigned Travel Pillow
iPhone case that has closeable ports or tabs that can cover all camera lenses, speakers and power inlets/outlets.
Introducing "BATON"
Mood Bling....for your pets
Tuck-A-Diaper
StrollerSounds
Versatile Dorm Furniture
Add compartments to bag
No-Bleed Baby Nail Trimmers
Inflatable Tent
Couponer's Shopping List
Smart Microwave
I.D. Bottle
frost stencils
Wireless Power Strip
Locking jewelry clasps
Eye Catching, Attention Getting, Flashing LED Integrated Into Power Cords Will Stop Or Reduce The Possibilities Of Cord Tripping Accidents.
Disposable Beer Koozie
Shenzhen smart generator
Revised Checkbook
E-z fold
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REAL SIMPLE: Sick Shield
The Dog O Meter
WinkUSB
App enable tent/canopy
Royal Jelly &amp; Honey Bandage
Bed Sheet Handles
edible paper for babies
Dog Chewing Deterrent Tape
iPhone Dock for corporate User
Child Sleep Light Trainer
Beeper Socks
Elasti-Tight Tarps
Baby snaps
Telescopic Razor
Cooled fan for cars
Stir-easy teaspoon
Parents approval
iPhone solutions
NeverOut
Guy Guard
Running Helmet
Phone Audio Booster
Kidzsafe
Baby Formula Dispenser
UmniPower
Interacting learning toy
Coupon toolbox
Practice golf ball.
The Head Nurse
Cdoll
2 sided children's book
Weight Plate Handlers,
Road sign for snow shovel
Sticky Dust Ball
Simply sync and charge
Chameleon Shoes
Shovel Lite
Lost and Found
GE Riding Lawnmower Uses Wind
Personal Snow Melter
Baby Stroller Safety Brake
Introducing, "SLIDER"
Wallet Protector
Accessible Phone Shity pocket
Light Fixture Sound System
CigSafe
Multi-Pet Feeding System
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Infrared wifi pool thermometer
Pos'Lunette
Baby carrots buggy dish
Water bottle for drivers.
Car Door Bumper
Easy operation for garage door
hand shower
SeatSaver
Temporary Highlighter
Expandable Musician's Binder
Sound Tabs or Music Dots
L.T.T.A.C
iFree
ibuttons
Water Ring
Laundry Pile Petbed
Two-way tumbler
Retractable RemoteHolder resub
Plate Step
Master Charging Station
Doggie Doo Vac
GoYo(B2)
Finally! Notepads,Books and Notebooks can hold your Pens and Pencils !
Ems helper
Universal Home Outlet Adapter
PAY DAY Token Task Chart
Babybelly music belt/micophone
Cluttered Cables? No more - Simple yet Effective Cable Management Solution
wuwenqiu11111
Drive Cam Stereo
foldaway
High Chair Buckle
Stick-E-Bug
Remote Control Tow Truck
Roof Shingle Lighting
Car Seat Stroller
Sleepy Feed Bottle
Easy Plant Shaping Globe
Electric-On-Us
HOT DOG NOW
Surplus Motor
Tell Me a Tale
Foot Rest
Meltz Machine
Timed charging station
Sofia Vergara Barbie Doll
Kick A Bone
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advanced handles
Pill Bottle Removable Cotton
Dronie me
The Electro-Magnetic Dominoes
Light for reading
ThinHanging Kitchen Baskets
Illuminating Lantern Bag
Proximity wristband
Read/Comp Gaming Kids Video
Sing me to sleep
Swing Free
Child bike emergency brake
Smart Mug Social Media Cup
Nest Protect Plus
My Reminder Bracelets
Squirtie
Smart Sheets
VBC
Downtime Jig with Barbie
Shower head Speaker
The McCelli Extender
light bulb for freezer alarmed
MoistureTester+Insect Repeller
Quilt cover helper
toy train retainer
mini tubs
meetherealme.com
Allianz with Activision
Bunkers - Instant Bunkbed Fort
Children's Poncho Pack
Magnetic Lids for Mason Jars
Clean Mower
Year round Holiday Lights
Save Me Mat with App
power wind musical accessory
Wireless Battery Charger
sticky buds
Tape Measure Attachment Marker
Peanut Butter Sticks
Back Scratcher
Warm Clicks
TURN-IT-UP!
DOG simple
Practical simple weight.
extended car cupholder
Colder Cooler
Easy Mileage
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Mommy Butler
Smart Cruise Control
multi-vehicle winch
duo
Text the Fridge Magnet
peace of mind
Powered Razor Knife
Baby hair wipes
Suitcase with Drawers
Hot Bars
Oxygen Glow
Hands Free Baby Feeder
Mouse-Be-Gone
Vacuum Cleaner Chord Safe
Bunny Ears-Devil horn Headphon
Hose spool water reservoir
SonicBoxTronic-Phones
Velcro ball game
Quick Tire Studs
"Color It In" Children's Books
Funky als Flash drive gps
Find my Earphones!
MacPod Workstation. A backpack that holds all your stuff and turns into a workstation mat. Open it up and all your supplies are right there
Transitional Magnified Windows
Easy Tack
Cyclist Foldaway bac ReliefBar
Adjust-a-Cat-Tree
The shower hook
Ice mold
Disposable Pig Sleeves
Internal active noise cancel
Reflux Recliner
Retractable Flag Holder
phone wrist strap
Brakes for strollers
The Scoop-ener..."
Standing Grabber Buddy
Snow Shield Technology
Sleepy Time Baby
Color changing lights
Smart Audio/Radio Recorder/MP3
glovErZ
Dwipes
emergency bathroom
4 lines headphones
Window opener
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Funnel bottle
detection of water in plants
Adjust a cup
Easy Compost Bin
Tactical/Outdr LED Scuba Knife
Musical Pet Bowl
Tent Mate
dogvest
Power Spotter
Lazy Men
Headphone with Storage
Fan Powered Mobile
Solap Charger
Flavored pacifier
Cooling Tape
Double suction cup
Booty spray
Private Viewing Case for I.D.
Sippy clean
Kids Bath/Shower Goggles
Light and warm
DOORMAT PACKAGE KEEPER
The Slip On Snow Plow
Multi-Purpose Night Stand
Glare Wipes
TWO TIMER APPAREL
ICS-ONE Irrigation Controller
Completely Wireless Earphones
Fashionable GPS DOG collar
sani-bag dog waste bag
Jojo Rae Rings
Element Card Game
Music to my Ears
Interchangeable Baby Maze
bumps begone!
dish or body-wash soap brush
Jamlight
Cool Koozie
Chilly Dog
Kife
the never lost golfball
Twin to King Bed System
Gooey
490X-Treme Eye Pro
Live to Dream Again Fire Alarm
Wavlers
Convenient mini cart
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The SP
safeTbear (for Safety Bear)
Port-a-wipe
The UNIVERAL VAPORIZER CHARGER
Smart Christmas Tree Stand
Walking on water
Dron landing
fish food picker
Phone Charger ARMOR
Pencil Sharpener for Job Site
Squeaky Concept Braclet
Car/Hot Seat Monitor
Baby Bumper
combustion generator
Chair bumper
Bulb Buddy
Motivator
Electronics Dimmer Clings
LukeWarm
The Elephant
Gillette Razor Shower Mirror
Smart Charger
"Quad Trash Bag"
Drive Dock
Harman FlexCans Headphones
My town
Smart shopping cart
bluetooth sports ball
Baby SleepNet
SHARK FREE
Portable Swing For Babies
GAS BE GONE
Cutomize Hotwheels RC
Interior Decorating
Where Are Your Kids?
Gum brusher
Robotic Lego
Magnetic Wall
Boybrella
Novel LED garage lighting
Silicone finger
aroma air?
AUTOMOTIVE HEAT EXPULSIOR
No spill
Laptop Additional Monitors
Cellphone wallet
Safety Cotton Ear Swab
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Happy Smelly Picture Frame
Switch Socks
Self-drying Umbrella
Smart Elevator
Nasal cannula
Locker Touch ID
Note on a rope
Glove Compartment NapkinTamer
The Step Up
USB adapter with front light
Late night headphones
Cleaner environment
auto flush
Read on its own book
shoulder relief Snuggie!!!
POWER SHEARING WRANGLER'S
Crib I-pad or Tablet holder
The security blanket
Hand Guard
Go Time!
Reminder Earpiece
Beach Sand Coasters
PRODUCT SAVER
write it, beam it!
Better Butter
Floor Mark Cleaner
Radio Control Car Race Track
A Dish "Cabinet" (Seabreeze)
Got mail
Sounds in Silence
Contain-a-Rail
Less bulky sleep headphones
Loom
PingÃ¼in
tracking tags
Everhot Coffee Mug
It's a Big World Afterall
2 Taste Wooden Spoon
The Air Brush
Child Wake-Up Clock
booster seat
Task helper
Ice cooled fan
Big Kid Potty Trainer
Sandras Animal Rescue Karriers
Potty training stool
Scissor Safety Poach
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Snack-eaze
Rolling Child Seat Carrier
The Modern Child Tether
My Spelling book
tripstick
future tech lighting
Straw Stopper
Instant Scaffolding
easyZ Belt
Levels
Baby Ring Spoon
Hot Wheels Race and Learn
Personalized Shower
Zip Clip
Lights, Camera, and Photo!
RC with Fingerprint Scanner
Cell mirror idea expanded!
Wireless Anti-Theft Device
Unisize Citrus squeezer
Flavored teething rings
Slide n' Charge
Dashcam / four sensors
Power Adapter organizer
Personal tech journal
The blue light app
MacBook Stander
Smart Phone Dog Shock Collar
The Smalarm Clock
Invisible Fence for Children
Hands down recording
Smart snow blower
Tower of Kings
Stability Funnel
Aux. HeadPhones
HiChair Peel-Away
Better Acoustics.SurroundSound
The Cart Seat
Spocketz
Bicycle Secure Cover
self inflating child booster
Transformer Headphone
Toesies
Breakaway Plug Adapter
"Disposable Pulse Ox Covers"
Vanishing Tissue
spin chill
NeoTemp
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Split Keyboard
P.O.D box!
There it is
Kord Katcher
Real Flushable Wipes
Jamboxx
BarbieÂ´s Hairdryer
Frequencies inhibitor 4 drones
Color Changing Earings
SaveCal Water Pot
DASH Toothpaste Dispenser
The CATWALK
Magnetic scale
Convenient 8 X wall power bar
Massage Headphones Stream/Wifi
Toddler Self Feeding Dispenser
Me Hero
Remote Control Holder Light
Spice cabinet slide-outs
220V Smart receptacle
Name that TV Show
STIRCRAZY
PlaySpoon
Create a radio controlled submarine in the shape of an airplane for use in a swimming pool
RC Boat, Sub, Drone, &amp; Car
Cooler Safe UPDATED
HARMAN KARDON CHALLENGE
Dishwasher Air Freshner
WINK BiPinBase 2 SocketAdapter
Alcohol identification system
Refrigerator Freezer Monitor
Heel to Toe
Power Wheels Vacuum Cleaner
App controlled fan switch
Spirit Fingers
CoLoRs HeadphoneS
Sea Horses tm
Disposable Flash
Purse phone
Low Voltage Wink
KEYLESS ENTRY
Pancake Art Printer
Coffee Pal
Car Seat Connection
pet grooming shears
Can Opener
Diagnostics Computer Chip
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Wink Smarthome Headphones
The sound brush!
Earshades
Dri lingerie
Double Doodie Diapers
Shower Saver
Power Chord Clamps
School Bus Alarm
The Body Rake: Modern Strigil
Straight Tee
dryerdrobe
Helmets Bluetooth
The headphones of tomorrow - c
EARMARKS (EARBUDS)
Earbuds for all People
The Medical Grade Iodine Pen
Abdal Salam
Wonders of the world
Snowman and animal mold
Itty Bitty
-9643296066
Smart charger
See Belts
Ambient Noise Headphones
railing baluster layout tool
Smart Cart
Daddy-wear
Keep awake
The Stroll Plow
personalized toothbrush
The BikeBag
Rewritable bottle
Socket Juice
Whipster
TOOTH BRUSH PROTECTOR
Carry all sports chair
Hanging Tortilla Warmer
Scrubbie Buddy for your feet
Awesome Title
American Girl Eskimo/Inuit
Clean and Green Cell Phone
Snake Scope Phone Cam
Hydrogen Peroxide Tips (HPT's)
The Double Tape
Volume inhancer
Outdoor hose water filter
GelBrush
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Baby Bucket
Glass Toddler Cup
Disposable diaper dispenser
independent dog robe
Easy skateboard
Pacifinder
The Glake
Iphone into an Ipad
Security System For Road Traff
My Own Meter
Quick click (maybe)
Gait Mate
Nurse fishing
Stereo implanted shipheadphone
360 Solar Sun Chair
Web Developer
just sports
Kit for A/C Condenser Filters
The Smart Headphones
vapOmeter
I-happy socks
New 3dsXL Game Case with slots
Cloth Diaper Cleaner
Wet Dry Toilet Paper Roll
Burpy Bib
Healthy Wash
MiC (Music identify channel)
Pitch -It
Electronic File Cabinet
2 plates to make cars lighter
few things
Easy Open Cereal Bag
Port-a-plug
electronic clock of a new kind
See through hole puncher
Lulu Scale
App Enabled Aromatherapy
Busy Bag
Updated GoPro type interaction
Ear Sox's
luggage tracker 4 wheeler
Intellegent SodaMaker
Washer Net
Mouse Trap App
Mattel's Color Changing ToyCar
THE MULTI -BAR
A safer car seat
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Snow Plow Skis
The " i-stethoscope-clip"
kid proof frames
Ceiling Fan Covers
Bus safety tracker
Skill Link
Never Lost baby's Pacifier
Stroller Glides
Nail Mill
Bobble teether 4 baby
Baby Car Monitor
Disc Holder
Tupperware Tote
Roomate buddy
Bathroom Fan Light
Back Buddy
Electrothor
LIGHT-LEI (Life saver)
Thomas the Train Race Track
Bonair Vent &amp; Air Freshener
golf club caddy
Leaf Net
Fan Umbrella
Solar Cell Phone Car Mount
Disposable reading glasses
The Hover Ball Catcher
hotter colder cup
4D Harman Headphones
UV Toilet Seat
The Equalizers
Motion Cam
adsg ahoisdugh auidshg iuashdg
lovey locator
Kast Kovers
The Mini-Mudroom
Pocket Watch Case APPLE WATCH
Sunblock everywhere, everytime
Scanning pen
"The Mechanic's Flashlight" v3
The Flame Lighter Protection
Laundry Swoosh
Pump
QUICK CLEAN DISPOSABLE RAZOR
Pet Pedi Sock
supepperspray
BabySafe
Save-A-Case
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Baby RideNGo
Window Shut
"Safety Stroller"
Leather Case- Remote Control
Water tether ball
Grenbarrier
Headset with online indicator
Baby Bottle Buddies
Healthy Feet
The Child Custody App.
"Hula--Fit"
The flexible Pencil
All in One Car Chg. Adapter
"The Sentinel Mech Lantern,"
Showerhead Applies Sunscreen
BeautyCleanser
Tape Meausre Light n Lazer Ptr
Home Invasion Stopper
Alpha-Remote
WINK Waterproof AIR Batteries
Blue Nano Doorknob Germ Guard
Adjustable Baby Shoes
All-in-One Drawing Tool
Chair Brite
boardslider
Emergency gps beeper
Fashionable phablet ferry cas
Around the ear headphones
Talking Baby Pacifier
LifeLight (AUTOMATIC)
Baby Food Warmer
Heated Driveway to Melt Snow
Jamboree On The Go
Ever Ivory
Multipurpose lifting weight
The Christmas Light Box
On-The-Go
Smart Light Switch Adaptor
Spooljet
Automatic Fire Suppression
Bug rope
No slip clip
The Ultimate Call Blocker TUCB
Barbie Baby &amp; Kid Monitor
PVC spout
Knowledgable
The KICKR KEY Protct Cell Case
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Mattel's Color Changing House
USB Wall charger
fashionable headphones
Sliders
Auto car seat
Trefoil fabric
Stay Cool Pet Water Dish
AllPlay
Jammer
A smart microwave
Laundry soap dispenser caddie
Pulley Up
VAPE HOLDER
BREATHE
wireless mouse case
Ceiling Fan Projector
Carousel Coffee System
Snowfree SUV
FotoFont
Kozy Koozie
Coaching Implementation Game
Retracctable exterior Christma
electronic charger
LWK - Less waste kit
Talk Board for Family Memos
Women's blouse with cell phone
At the Clap of a Hand
Activity Table Puppet Theatre
HVAC Register Controler
Power Wrap
foldable vehicle window handle
Guest Phone
Wink Hot Tub Control
smart luggage
The High-Jacker
NFC Smart Jewelry
Reminder finder
Infant Car Seat Carrier
Information Smart Projector
Infant Safety Seat
baby monitor with app
Biodegradable cemeteries
Monthly toothbrush with paste
Ice warm
Flexi selfie
Power supply Organizer
MAGNPLUG
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"Class of..."
The Finger
CoolCap
Cell phone case with ID pocket
Home Hydro Power Unit
EZ Mojito Muddler
Office Stoplight
TimeGrabber
Fresh Fruit Infused Sippy Cup
wistle bulb
Simple Cabinet Childproof Kit
Grappler Stick
acoustic engineer
Smart Toy Box
Quick Mini Sweeper
Hermes - GE Lighting
Screenex
Electric Vehicle Boost
Build Your Own Boots
Desk Design Duos
All-in-one smartphone case
H2O2
Quiet coffee mug
Assembly room occupancy sensor
Breast for Baby bottle nipple
Pulv
The Pharos Pyramid Puzzel
automotive cell signal blocker
Sensitive pipe out burst
Golf Shot Trainer
Meister Lacrosse Balls
debts paid app
New life batteries
Mug locator
Satellite Radio Headphones
Hybrid Keepsake Album
His&amp;HerSheets
Porcupines Instant Bouquet
KoilKord Extension Cord
Post it 2.0
Car seat woes
Meditation spots
InShower
hat and glove saver
Change Me Filter Alert System
Liner Line-Up [organizer]
hair catcher
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iWatch SnapOn Charger
Really Wheely Clean
The Treadmill
Electrical heated shower panel
Dollhouse Doors
Texting Bandage
Easy open polybags
Yo Pizza on the Go
Get accurate translations
Collar Cooler
hearnone
road construction idea
POP
ampoule Ã zÃ©ro watt
The Baggy
Pants length adjuster
The perfect stroller
Cable Take-Me-Not
Where's that damn cat?
Super Bike Horn Hero
filter straw
heated jacket
LaBelle Style Doublet RBA
Noizee Cars
shower connected
'Stay-up' tights
No Tangle Bag
EP Zip up
Shew-Wee!
"X-LEVER" -vid on twitter
VOLSTAB
Handle Handle
The CoffeeMaid (ex-ThermoSCAN) Spy your coffee: know at any time how much coffee has left in your insulated mug (and its temperature, too)
The Coaches Link(basketball)
the solar ball.
House main Water Valve Control
WheelyBelt
Fit Bite
Smart Socket with Nightlight
watch@me
Learning Laces
Balloon Puppet
Pre-measured baby formula
DOUBLE BARRELL HAIR DRYER
Boo boo bags
Spatuloon
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Portable Baby Blender
tailpipe exhaust filter
Scissor plier combination
multi disk change console
The Quiet Box
Hybrid Spatula
movie drone
Love spells â€“ Witch Craft Love
Ball Tracker
Interchat
PrivitCover
Multi Use Baby Carrier
Always earbuds
Steady Bag
secure snap ,ittens
Laser Wheel's
CycleCart
The Mivy Mill
Help Me
Soap Puff
Suck dust from everywhere
SnapFlap
Childs serving spoon/fork
Mr.clean shower head
Bottle Pump Stabilizer
dual visual display
UpSeat
A non-gross timing chip
LOOK MY SNIPPY IS NOT TOO HOT
Wearable Tissue / Toilet Paper
Strollchair
The "TWITTER BILLBOARDS,"
Doubler
Stack Buddy
Find it! The Light Up Pacifier
Grippable Plunger
BOITE PLUS A EMPORTER
Chicken Rocket Composting
kinderedubilingual tool
Safest Phone Charger
Weight Sensor Car Seat
Freehander
The "Fast-FoodCourt-App"
Never lost
MOMXO
Helmet Headphone
Under Cubicle Shoe Rack
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Collapsible Work/Tool Cart
1st Responder alarm
Color Coded Pool Rack Trainer
the neuter-ball
Digital growth chart/Photos
SmartBrush
Organic Restaurant Wipes
Sea Pack
Charger Guard
Optics toy for your phone
RAZOR-EDGE
Language translation under txt
UniWrench
The Tweezer Comb
Portabelt
Easy Rapid Strep
rash away!
stackable shoe box
Music stand extender
Bra-meter
Mivy Projection System
"The Folding Leaf Rake"
The Dutch
Sun Shade Helper
The Stick Mitt
PopLock
babybesafe
Picplaytz
RIK-JAK
Smart Watch Expansion
Friendphones
Diaper dispenser
A fitted Cooling Screen Lid
Power Saving Plug
Quick Visor
Cubed Achohal
Gnat Swatter
The "CLEAN" Bucket
EZGO
Always Connected
WiFi Tents
retractable Sunshade
Safe Park
Baby monitor/recorder
cordless dog leash
Laundry basket 2.0
Baby Bottle Order
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Pet Alert
tapi-pus-antivol.pus par-satÃ©l
SPOONEE FEEDEE
I'm Home!
Kids Sports Starter
Beta Brake
Quickdefroster
Saving Lives
USB-C to MagSafe Converter
3D Home Painting
Portable Target Line
Wireless Siliconic Comfort
Spot Garage Door
Wrist-Ring-Rope
Power Strip with Suction Cups
Strawlways ready!
Selfie flash iPhone case
EZ Wheel (Don't really like)
Full Leg Workout Machine
Perfectly Grilled Pizza
Hope for paws rescue dogs
Wine Ice Cream
Gogglebot
Fish'n'Hook
ergohitch
Convertible stroller
Milk, Cream Bowl/ container that keeps milk or cream cold.
The Sippy Saver
Clip On's
Pocket Razor
Foam Forts
Date Stapler
The Trusster
SmartRun
Sta-Clean
Key Fob Consolidator
Transforming Play Tent
trouser pocket organizer
Transformer Umbrella
Holo Heroes 3D
Cell Phone case Attachment
This lid turns any regular sized drink cup into a neat little trash bin for your vehicle! Go green and keep your car tidy at the same time!
One touch toothpaste dispenser
Vasectomy Icepack
Parenting Made Fun
Let's do it.
Comfy Changing Pad
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Athena
App Enabled Door Knob Camera
trash barrel
PEN STAND â€“ STAND PEN
Burst - w/ Mood Board
Binky Beep
reading glasses easy to find
Ginormous Hot Wheels
Three Tables In One
The gift is the wrapping
Smart Swim Cap
Steering wheel cover with heat
Designer smoke/CO2 detectors
Presence activated switch
On-Call Smartphone
Hard to Destroy Squeeky
Shaker Bottle
BIG BAR Soap Maker
Scented Underwear Shields
Smart Body Dryer
Grip-EEZ
Car Paper Shredder
Pool Smart Meter
"Mommy-to-be" tees
Magnet Tarp
harmony harman headphones
DRYve
PlugEar
WiFi Baby Monitor
The Beether Teether
Potassium Serum Analyzer
The lego sorter
THE PITCH SAVER
Tempa-Stir
App-Bike
Dental Sounds Toy
Inwater Remover of Vehicles
Self-Powered Light Bulb
sex dreamer
Alert me Key-chain
Ear-Buds
Earpods and Headclip
Shower Saver
portable situp
Whatâ€™s SUP?
Robazz
SPLASH BOUNCER
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Moving Sucks
Car Seat Alert
Hanitizer for kids
PHONE SAVE
Music Aids
sock dryer trap
Clear Ceiling Fan Dirt "Socks"
Diaper teller
luxury shower massager
Star Maker
Insulated Safety Cord
Bike bright
holo-guide
Spike Roller
Seamless Phone Monitors
Dry trap sensor
Adaptive Over Ear Headphones
The AlphaOmega Line Headphones
NO TIP
Maze board game
Keyless Padlock
add a pocket
Power Pal or Battery Bum
Baby Onsie w/ iPhone Pouch
Self Belting Sweatpants
Spring Cleaning Caddy
Hydra Beats
Meet the 5 GAL PAL. A set of handles made for lifting 5 gallon water bottles dropped off at the home &amp; office by Sparkletts, Arrowhead, etc.
USB-BB
Lint Light
Way to go! Spoon
Frame sleeve
Follow-Me Lights
WINK-voice recognition
TAVOLE'
Self-Stirring Spoon
Cold Door Draft Stopper
Just Chillin
day to night
Ford F150 Cabin Air Filter
MY SELFIES
Smart Cell Holder
Bahama Barbie
Cell Phone w Detachable Camera
Child Scan Radar (C.S.R)
Heat Bulb
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Easy Satellite Finder
Better way to deal w/belly bug
Pieces by pieces backpack
Snow-go Drone
Mother's little helper
THE "TUBE-O-FACTOR"
Smart Sports Cones
Lottery Scratching Tool!
Custom Bottle Nipple
Quick moving
Powercord Outlet
Breast milk freezer organizer
Electricity from lightning
pop em' s
Guitar Player's Camp Chair
Collapsable Headphones
Save Power When Not Charging
Warmit
SpaceSelfie
The Box
Hubble Bubble
Smart Kitchen Timer
Craft*Ease
WATER &amp; GAS COGEN
Internet Excersiser
Smart Canister
The Portable Vac-Pac
Robust Notification Device
Temp Timer
class glass
velcro baby buckle
Down Under Freshness Wipes
The smart phone viewing google
Swivel Sippy Cup
Smartin
Anti-Microbial Purse Protector
Anchor Away
InstaHole
Wink Enabled Border Patrol
Chocolate maker
Home product alert APP
smart head phones
Utensils to eat pasta
PawsOff / HandsOff
alien eye
Collapsible Playroom
Smart Eye Glasses
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Locate It!
The Eye Glass Pocket
Laptop With Detachable Monitor
stop power if water detected
Strip Cap
Magnetic House
H2O Infuser Dispenser
Flip it
PORTABLE CAR WASH
Ant-proof dog food bowl
Fish'n'Hook
Haircup
New Sports Shoes For Training
Kuckle Head
The light bulb that never dies
The Bobber APP
New LED light modules
Mobile Minder
One Button Folding Hanger
I Need a Hand
ECO BIN
The Remote Controlled Car Jack
A Refillable Bath Soap Bar
Pots, Pans and Bowls
Slap Wrap Sanding Sponge
Call Me I'll Move parking sign
18" Doll Hijabs
Bone-chilling headphones
Baggie Rims
CONSERVE MUG---conserves WATER
Cellphone screens carry more bacteria than toilet seats - that's a fact. Here's how you can prevent them from getting on your face.
Ice Cream Drippy
Electric Plug Cover
Women bag safety
Pump Hands-Free Bra
ID Me
Expandable Water Bottle
Wearable WiFi baby thermometer
Restaurant Locator "Gobbles"
WINK BiPin Adapter 4 LiteBulb
PV-Headphones
Easy Grill Mark
Alert car system
Find My Stuff
Water bottle for drivers
Super Server
winter shutter
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Flavored Ice Cubes
Push Me
Child Proof Pouf
Plant Cozies
Under Couch Toy Storage/Bumper
Untangle Earbuds Cord
See it read it App
illuminate
Mail sensor
Automatic Pausing HeadPhones
Smart Underfloor Heating Mat
La Fuente (The Fountain)
My Guardian Angel
The Cool Seat
Squeaky Back
All-around Sneakers
Zipping Shower Curtain
Brake Light Meter
Pulse binky
Retractable Wall Plug
face changer
The Travelers Friend
Fresh2Go
Snow sprinkler
The "teekup"
CAR PLUG POWER CHARGER for all eletronics, the new way to transform a single socket into fabulous features for your CAR.(254 votes)RESUBMIT!
Tackle-Mate
GoMe!
Link Bankz
Poop Pocket Diaper
Gamer Glass - Console in Glass
Pop Up Mirror
The vagina
New Hair Styles Barbie
Cat Cleaning Suit
Check it!
Training pants alarm
solar powered shades
Cake decorating tool
Modular Daypack- Customizable
Remote Locater
Soap Powder Tablets
Mattel: Hipster Barbie
Fastest Peeler Ever
Phone Kickstand Multi tool
Dryer second time around
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shave count
Audio Spotlight Amplifier
Apple Watch Lightning Charger
Utensil Protector
Alert Smoke Detector
My Idea
Beanbag lined car seat
Recycled feminine products
Keeper v2
Spray on Holiday Present Wrapping.
Reclining child safety seat
Moodphones
sign in
on the go nipples
Incredible MP3
Wink switch for low power
Baby Bottom Cooler
Flick-Stick
Ni-Night Nanny
Soap Saver
Dragonfly
Brain Freeze Protection.
the coat messager
Cat igloo
Ultrasound printed tee
Bottle Cap Compressor
Koozie Kaddy
Cord Caddy
Mail Manager
Tear Off Pad Disposable Bib
A Better Post Hole Digger
Oven Vision Light System
Grippy for smartphones, tablet
Speak Easy and Freely
FETCH!!
Key/Phone Carrier
LED (Light Emmitting Dentures)
Grill Tackle v2
Garage Floor Mat
WHLC KIT - WINDEX HEAD-LITE CLEANER / YES / MY wife said just use WINDEX As good way to CLEAN-OFF all of the GRIM on your Head-Lite
LENS...
Smart Key
The Back Hand
mother bibs
Total Mouth Brush
BlinkyBinky
Headband Visor
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childs sun shade
Bili Baby Blanket
Magnetic headphones.
Solar Candle Light
My Information Caddy
TaPiK..... Tape Pick
Floating Fishing Pole
wrist cell phone
Grid LED
Battery Depot
No Kitty! Off!
Railroad Push-Cart Ab Workout
AQUARIUS WATER PURIFIER
save swim
Music to my ears
3 Outlet Power Strip + Cable Management System
Baby Safekey
bottle buddy
stub proof socks
The Travelers Cane
Cat Keeper
Mr HomeBot
Child Location Glasses
LF stroller (luxurious freedom
Wrap around Amp Meter
Stroller Stay Harness
Reflective Camouflage suit
Deployable life saver
Salvo
Double scrubbie
Rinse-eze
Process control simulation
Bluetooth Collar Clip
Versa Rehab Pad
Mechanical socket wrench
ClearScreen - (open to ideas)
bluphones
sew it easily
Since mainly analog meters are used in most households to measure electricity,use an optical sensing system to evaluate the measured values.
Ding Dong
Grill Tackle
Hot Dog + add what ever you want in your hot dog or sausage cheese chili peppers or make a reverse corn dog.
U-Sync
Extendabrella
Nimbus Air- for pilots
Resonance Wireless Power
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Toddler circuit board
Car-bo
The Bitten Mitten
Wink PickUp Power Speaker
long arm
Dare to wear
YouRing?
"The Abrazor"
Sister Stool
Ear-cover phones
B Plus
CounterPan
Breast feeding poncho cover-up
Massage Plus
Cart-ease! roll-up pad 4/pet
Headphones + Glasses
Till' the end
HWC (healthy water closet)
Wink Control Adapter
Gravity-Oriented Sports Pads
Yorkie Pets
Dog/Pet on elevator alert.
Dual Atty
chargeabelt
Big Haul
The Insta floaty
Finger FlyRz
HEAR &amp; PLAY NOW
vacuum packed suitcase
DIY dog and cat groomer.
Binkie Portable UV Cleaner
USB type-C charging cable/HUB
fdfd bbfdabfeta baebgae rtbgae
Keychain GPS
Ball Socket Receptacle
Transparent Hole Punch
Love MaRRiage Specialist baba+
retracting propeller
Rat Trap with Wink
mist snow blower
Compression Bra
Seniors dog leash
simple cooking coach
SELFIE MIRROR
Easy Grip
Allergy Alert
Couliss'Color
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Bi - Swipes Baby Wipes
concave dashboard
infinity crackproof phone case
Doggy Door Pad
Rideshare finder
Mail Spotter
Projection Door Knob
Heated Yoga back roller
Pot Pebbles
Aqua Hose
Nonslip Waistline
SuitCase S2
Quickfind Fire Exit
Frisbee carrier
Pivot Contort Power Genius
Mud Buster, Snow Buster
Kid Power Toothbrush
Through the Looking Glasses
THE U
alien eye
Sheet Cake Pan Topper
the oopsless plate
Smartphone cam case mount
Toddler Bath Seat
SMART-WALL-CLOCK
The Wave
No worries bungy cord.
Super shooter
Waterproof FitBit Bracelet
OHN Action Figure
Quick Clamp Quick Caulk
Mower Blade Maid
WATER FILTER + GENERATOR UNIT
LETTER SHAPED CUPCAKE TINS
Case for phone charger
Three Dee Dominoes
Quirky hammer
Practice Pro
Softball Pitching Trainer
rubbAdubb tub filter
text scrolling string lights
Chargable Wifi backpack
snuggle feet
Kids cast tattoo cover
clearaway
Che-Mystery
Free electricity
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Dishwasher
Homer
Toddler Tipper
Secure plates
Life Mat
Sit Up Press
lag
Dirty diaper detector
secure pet assistant
The metal cable
UltraLight TravelExtensionCord
easy carry around stroller
Coffee Conditioner Hair Rinse
StormBubbles
L.S. Walking Stick
RoboPancake
Vent Pusher
Fart lighter
Truck Tail
combo crryon bag and foot rest
Wireless In-Ear Headphones
Wireless Charging Bateries
Airplane Tablet Solution
Quirky Bluetooth Handset
Where is the remote?!
Training Pedal
Easy-Clean, Easy-Ice Bottle
Baby Car Safety Alert
Baby Tushie Wipe and Brush
Dual Paint Cutter
cool spot
roller cover washing machine
Temperature Regulated Drawer
IoT Humidifier
Easy Igloo Maker
Julie's specialty shoes
Empowered!
Drizzler
Freezer Pop Koozie
Stop Dropping It
Coast Lights
RETRACT CEILING Speaker Mount
Quick-Release Ignition Key
clothes folder
Like to eat pizza but hate the mess? Introducing the Pizza Holder. A single handheld trey for eating pizza on the go.
Telescoping Push Pole
Headphone Protective Covers
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Recordable Teddy
Toddler Bluetooth Phone
Photovoltaic Air Well
Baby Cocoon blanket
Remote windows
Trek Support Battery+HD
Two-in-One Spray Bottle
firstnew snow ski,scharger&amp;gas
SnowBird Thermostat
The Razor-Back
Auto Armor
(first ever gas raszor board)
huntingbrella
Sanding Glove for DIYer's
Perfect Sounding Conversation
SnowAway
Scannie Scan with your Phone
Pro-Ject-On
Audio Garden Stakes
Fake Gold and Silver detection
Tooth Chip
Easy Frame
Sweet Paci
Wink PetDoor w/Tripper/Spotter
Laser Ignition Wires
The Germinator
DoorKnob Emergency/Night Light
Cone-No-More
Wear anywhere heating pad
Large print baby bottles
protective cover of hot fat
Mommy's third hand
Wheeled Mattress Bag
VibeSpace
Smart Alarm Clock
Easy Spray
CassuÂ® Devices
words
FISHING LURE CAMERA
Neck Saver tablet holder
CORNER COVERS! Board Game box corner protectors! I know it is not life altering but they would be useful!
Clothes Detective
HEADPHONE HANGER CASE
The VLG
Super Duper Chipper Dipper
Watch My Game
Smell Away
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Double Condiment Press
Truck Mounted Shooting Bench
Everday Safes
Totem Plates
Magnetic Child Plate
Golf Balls designed with microchip centers that feed location to a hand held device. Golfers will be able to find lost golf balls easily.
Poo Poo Putter
snuggle baby
EZ Peel
Mason Jar Adaptor for Car
The Energy Collar
sandwich miter
Automatic dog pooper scooper
Kid Kuff
Scribing tool
lined healthcare scrubs
incredible Ice Scraper
Plug-On-Plug
Sensor headphones
Q-Mattel Barbie Explorer Packs
Mattel: Hot Wheels Cold as Ice
Best Exercise Headphone
HospitalBed built in bedpan
Worldâ€™s Best Hex Key Organizer
Baby Spoon Teether
CLIMATE
COP A SQUATT KIDDIE STEP
ThermCup
damp guard
TABULOUS(temporary name)
Baby electronic lock
Hirise shelving system
Twitter feed TV display
Green Ice Cream Scoop Cleaner
Hairbrush Net
RelaxToilet seat
Wakie Wakie
baby weaner
String-Trimmer Leg Protector
HD Recording Headphones
Adjustable Dish Rack
Xyla Beats
caulkmaster
the protector
Energy-free workstation
Formula Baby
Kids screen time alarm/tracker
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inflatable signaling kit
2 chance handy dad
Timed Food Bowl
It's Nap time Somewhere
Vacuum Cleaner Pad
Kids book
Home Urinal
AquaBaby: Water Boxes to Go
Lumino
Gasdusche
Let's Remain Ambulatory Walker
Selfie Stick With Light
iWall Phone Wall Holder
Smart MultiPurpose Lock
Junk Mail
Christmas LightTrax
Car portable table
College Dish Racks
SMARTCOLLAR
Top holder
Rotating Spice Timer/Clock
Finger Safe Tape Dispensor
Ketchup, Mayo, Mustard Mixer
SPRINKLERS OF OIL
Car selfie camera
Dog Treat Made in The USA
You are what?
Rollers Ã 4 roues orientables
Twin Pivot Power OLED Adapter
extendabin
Enhanced Scoop
Baby Supplies Inventory
Kids Journal Mania
TuneIn
No tippy toppy
Solar Paver
Ear Bud Muff cum Carrying Case
Paper Rollo
Un-Holey
Lint Away
Conscious Bin
Pocket Space
DITTO Charging Station
The Z Seat
Triple ball launcher
The wash dryer
Foot Fetish
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Transat 360
Selective Listening Headphones
Wonder's Feather weights
Frying Pan Vaccum
EyesinBak Safety Vision
Interchangeable Garden Hoe
Ice fishing APP w/smart sensor
Mag-lev car
Little Glovers
Training Toothbrush
Vanderwater Trowel
Baby Changing Swaddle
Dog Leash Clip
Pelax
Box with warning
Insulated Case
Bouncing laundry basket
STREAKERS SWIMWEAR LINE
payment friend
Butt B Clean
Smart Home Driveway Sensor
Magic Film
Safe Share Anti-microbial Toys
Power Wheels Power Kit
Sports Hanger
Cat litter box air freshener
The Origami Headphones
SMART "Follow Me" Stroller
Freedom Cuffs
Temporary Privacy Screen
Forced Air Freshner
Stinky Shoe Odor Remover
Hydroponic station.
PACK STACK PLUG
AM/FM Tape Measure Radio
Wink Link Lamp
High Jacker
Smart Water Tub Filler
Travel sleeper
Sqeak Spot Shot
Comfort air mask
pet potty
Nail Polish Caddy
Skyx
Rater
MHP3 (MUSIC HEADPHONE PLAYER)
The heavy Punching bag that bobbles. It always comes back for more and is easy to move around...
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Barbie the Genius
Track my Remote
Dryer for happy feet
Shoulder Bridges
Foursquare
Beauty Karussell
Extension Ladder Safety Rail
Charging dock for Apple Watch
Eye Pockets
rockabye baby
Arm Pillow
The Lint Factory
Grocery Cart Child Seat
Layering Friend
Multiple Teeth Retainers
Electro extender
iphone cover helper
Round flashlight
Automated Flag Pole
Disposable Nose Hair Trimmer
Crates "Missing Link" Resubmitted - Introducing the Crate Shelf &amp; Desk Kit
Harman Sound Borgs
Terraforming Drone
Electronic magnetic calendar
JoJo: The clip-on tie hanger
Sun Lenses
The Pinning Whiteboard
Human Avatar for Websites
Hot Wheels Marketing
Thumbs for driving
MusicBand
Sticky GPS
Combine a straight edge wallpaper scraper with a circle scraper to remove wallpaper. Add a chamber for liquid solution for easy removal.
Baby Status Monitor
Cell phone timeout
AdsEverywhere
Baby sleep-safe bed
Child-Resistant Tablet
Kid Safe or Kid Wise
The Velcro Purse
Fake Video Game Controller
backpackitall
The Cordinator
Pivi-blade
Shopping cart cover
Bond portable pocket
Trolley Hop Up
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Air Lite Ads (210) 629-7953
Android Wear Headphones
Svario
C. P. Pads
The Remote Controller Robe
Sitting Stick
YoYo Speed Racers!
Doggie-B-Down
FINAL WYPE
Baby Safe
All Weather Grill Cover
The teething soother
stroller up and down
Safe and Sound Key
Zombie Low power flashlight
Physioband
fruity rice cakes
Solar Car Cooler
The Necklace Guard
Srubbie Gloves
O2 EYE GLASSES
CigSwipe
Critter Ridder
touch and dream.
Brass Instrument Wall Rack
I GLOW
BabySafe Remote Control
golf tee placer.
The Perfect Penman
Laptop/iPad Guard
Magnetic leather plate
Cell your house
Trundle Chair 1 becomes 2 seat
A new concept for power surge
Track jumper
Practical delivery of food bag
Grinder,Zester,Grater,Shredder
Dualis
Hot Salt Water Snow Sprayer
home automation trip sensor
Vitamins included tea bags.
Tempest
Chop top
Backpack hedgetrimmer
dual iPhone 6 thin holder
360 Protect
Ear Dropper Guard
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Wireless Wi-Fi Headphones
Full body umbrella/attachment
House FOB
Maintenance Reminder for homes
Locator genius
Garden Hose Water Spray Guard
No Bad Band
Migraine Fighter
cat happiness
" The Chickstick"
Baby On Board alert system
Never hunt for the outside dog bowl again.the bowl is attached to a weight preventing it from moving&amp;durable enough not to be chewed up.
Hemisphere Contact Case
Beeping Ball for Blind Dogs
BLOXi Wordplay
Sprash
Play-On-Words Mat
Conventional Oven over stove
Wristband thermometer for baby
You've Got Charm
Fire speakers
NXT Generation of Musical Toys
RecyclEasy
LED AGILITY LADDER
PurrrFect
Slouch Potato
Convenient Care Habitat Liner
Listen to the better half
Non-Chip Manicures
Attachabed dog bed
Pocket air dryer
Beacon Bike lights
Neck Tie Memory Card Set
Electric Christmas Tree
Don't forget me
STudypad
Spreadably
Momma's Carry - Baby Arm Saver
Balance Buddy
SLIDE ON STYLUS. make any pen or pencil work.
Electrical Receipt
flash drive alarm
Abandoned Baby Car Seat Sensor
Pitch and Score
first waterjet bike,s&amp;jet boad
Car Mirror Igloo or Mirr-Igloo
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Juice/Milk Box Bi0 Straws
P Light
Dizzy
Pet Pill Tag
Hands Clean Pressure Guage
Brisk Beverage Buddy
Chalk-O-Lash
Gardening Buddies
Reflex
Yo-Man
Fluffy Wheels
Rainy Day Cover
Build N Balance Sculpture Kit
Hot car child/pet rescue
The Phullet
Inductive Charging Cabinet
Beverage caddy
Generator Power Stroller
portable pet fence kit
Universal Work and Web Module
cobobag
Zen Cosmetics
LETITRAIN SHOWER CAP
Your Name in Lights!
Easy Open Butterfly Door Knob
radio pen,s radioclickpencil,s
the Clip Hanger
Big Round Bale -Portable Blind
Roll 'Em
hygiene package
pouch forEpinephrine
Ownart
French Onion Soup Scissors
Cell_Case_Strap
KLEANWRITE
Repad
Expansion Storage Containers
baby-safe seats
Modular Home Energy Storage
Airport carousal luggage finde
Funnel toy box
Super Bike Horn Hero
The Looky Here
Chat holder
Sleepy
Stem Zester
Invisible Dog Leash
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thong toe guard
The "Hair" Conditioner
umbrella anchor
220 Wireless Wall Plug
Remote heat miser
5-Toed Compression Sock/Sleeve
Electronic Placard
slip-on golf cleats
G Controller (G for Generic)
Smart Cell TV Adaptor
Chick/duckling brooder tub
Guiding Cane
Halo strap
Retract-a-Mac
My Locator
The Heart Heroes &amp; Company
Child-safe fingernail clipper
Hot Tracker
GE Rapid Infusion Mixer: (RIM)
Baby Car Seat Alarm System
THE BABY SAVER
The Closet Door Desk
Golf Ball Marker
Wifi Focuser
Modern Lava Tank
Instant Band-Aid
marsupial mat
RUBBER DUCKEZ
Baby Car Seat Alert
safety vest
LEGO IDEA
Litt-R-Tote
Drymouth Guard
Easy ice cream scoop ,only one
Separatist
Clean Paws
Wrist Ease
Pooch Lift
Boat Barnacle Zapper
Barbell water with iron bar
Cup holder tissue dispencer
Never forget your baby in car
"Baby On Board Announcer"
WiFi Bed Wetting Alarm
Spread And Bag
Feed All Animal Feeder
Find Your Seat
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Suck it up
Child Screen Divider
Better Poop Bag Holder
ejection seat air plane,s
Z-wave 60amp 4 wire relay
Go Anywhere Bidet
â˜… Compact Styling Iron
"TEA" SHIRT
SeeMe
AC Relay
Wink smartydoorbell
Breast Measurement Device
Modern Disposable Toilet Brush
home k-cup kit
Weather guard Cast Cover
Pet Pad
shingle printed tarp
Animal Trekers
Baby Latch
Weed Defeater
Track my Kids
Flash-Light switch
The Pill Puck
My closet
SHOWERMODE
Voltmeter 10,000
Radio Control glider adverts
Go â€“ Glow Paintballs
Fed-Petz
The Freeze Bowl
Hot Roller Curling Iron
two side open mailbox
soundWear
Magic Flowerpot
Matty App. La mascota virtual
Motion Sensing Smart Bulb
Easy eat pie tray
Selfie Mirror
Flat Toys and Conductive Ink.
Aquaponics power bar.
Air Freshner Strips
Hotwheels anywhere racetrack.
Tucharge
Baby Crib Mobile
Palater
VibeWake /VibeAwake -undecided
Vehicle Child Reminder
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Automated window opener
Integrated Audio
Choking release
Cable Wall Plate done right
3d print custom bottle nipple
Clean baby coat
Collar Guard
WashWand
Indoor tether ball for pets
Self-Powered Car
HideAChain
The ESP 4-1-R
Buddy Meters
ONE WAY MIRROR WINDOW BLINDS
(1st ever gas ch razor skate b
Alsome water heater
THE OUCH MACHINE.
Smart Two-way White Board
Math Basket
Solar Panel Snow Remover
Happy restroom time
gyroscopic* no spill * sip cup
AVOID EATING BURNS
Battle Bike
Fan USB Pen
Bow-Nanza! Never worry about where/how to store your girlsâ€™ ponytail holders again. Tangle Free Storage!!
Multiple paper rolls holder
Kids Training Faucet
Carseat 360
Selfie Phone Case
Swimmers Toe
Baby's World
wind powered garden light
K9watercaddy 2
The Breast Bra
Find my Bird
SeniorCare
Waki Travel Charger
â˜… My Bonnie
TRACE - University Mace DNA
Armband smart watch charger
Message board on your door
Hand Clapper
The "Shelfie" Grocery Bag
Just got mail
Headphone on Helmet
Cool Pull
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KetchAkey
Klean Kids
cordless mp3 earbuds
kid identfication
Tast'y Toy's
pump and brush
Family finder label
B-Alert
Kitty Backsplash &amp; Floor Prote
Toddler Toilet Guard
With the business end of cords secured by a Cordies, store excess cord lengths on a CordiesCoil to eliminate the tangle and jumble of cords
Kicky Sticks
smart dog or cat collar
Coupla Umbrellas
Kinetic Scarf
Distract Cat Nightlite
Melt Mat
Quirkier
Leaf Net
Facial Recognition TV
mid sea explorer
Freedom of Voice!
Reveal Headphones
Self-clean pet water bowl
toothpaste brush
Shoe Gutter
freetalk
The Amazing Rake - No Leaf Stick Rake &amp; Scoop
A NEW IDEA OF BBQ SKEWER
An add on furniture foot pad with a non-abrasive felt pad held in inverted cups nailed to the bottom of the legs without using on adhesives
â˜… Sonic Vibration Mobility
Toothbrush Buddy
Secure Sholder Strap
SPUD RACER
Get a Grip
Biker's helmet headphone
DIP String
The Trash Jack
Wireless Shower Earbuds
Smart DUAL PROTECTION Umbrella
Blue-Blockers
Babysafe
Baseball Swing Machine
Smart Bag Detector
Wildfire Protection Barrier
Techno compact
K-Cup Composter
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Find-it sticker
The Turbinator
Sensativity Adjustment
B2BF: Back 2 Back Flat
The Toy Fairy
Table Tennis and Beer Pong Ball Retriever And Storer. Helps the players to quickly and effortlessly retrieve balls for more added fun time!
The Locator Wristband
Baby Bath Towel Clips
Mobile Mobile
flash light tip glove
Digital Dog Bowl
â˜… Sonic Facial Cleansing Mask
Push Button Light Switch
Child car seat safety latch
The baby taker.
PEEING COLORS
Baby Car Alarm
baby's Head Bumper
compact fishing device
International Imagination Day
Ouchies
catastrophe protector
smoke hut
xmas tree light holder
the finisher
Once A Day Box
Bip-me-up
Super Snorkel
App-enabled baby monitor
Cell Phone Mirror
Clippy Carrier
The Soap Light
3 Hole Punch/Riveter 4 Binders
Magnetic buttons for infants
Disposable sippy cup lid
Where's My Baby?
Motion Gate
Babies Nighttime pacifier
Booster seat lock
Foot Or Body Protection
Go anywhere stroller
Suction cup Baby Wipe Holder
USB privacy tether
Baby in Car Alert!
Home window deflector
Curtain Plus Rod In A Bag
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Smart USB power plug
Build a Friend
Waterproof Soft Spinner Luggag
Rain Away Border Panels
2 usb/2 outlet cube ext cord
HOW DO I SOUND?
Sew Easy
Children and pets car monitor
tv remote pager
Artic Baby
EZ Paste
Alternative to Drop Down Cribs
Link Locater +Bezel body guard
Frosty wave
Wall Board
Switch off Standby
Vinyl Shingles
Touch-Bud
Walk about umbrella
A Better Way to Snuggle.
Baby-go-round
Sterile Stays
DUKE (Hiker, Fisher, Hunter)
The iSpeaker iPhone case
BP Aux Transmitter
Mouse Brake
Electric Stable Fork
Mickey Mouse coat hanger
Rapbella Rain
Give smelly odors The Boot!
THE Quick Vac And Compact WAND
The plow shroud
Multi functional Glove
Musical Sippy Cup
Solar protection capsule
Ear Caps
The Missing Pocket
Ski Handle with built in water proof speakers. This idea is a revolutionary way to hear music clearly, while Wake Boarding, Skiing, ect.
Tame Your Brows and Lashes
I Chef for Kids
Koolwater Kid Valve
extansible power strip
EZ Open Key Ring
Weight up and down all around
Zombie Baby No More
Modern Device Organizer (MoDO)
Seat Cell
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Kaske-Connected Headphones
The Web Caddy
Revolution Box
Cosmetic Brush Cleaner
Banana Bands
audio headband
Phone Fingers
Editing Blu-Ray player
EarSnapPhones (Quirky+Harman)
Sound to Electricity
Hotdiggity.
Bluetooth auto supplement
Reusable Raisin Boxes
Who's Your Caddy
spout-ee
Headphones / Cool speakers
Hot-Wheels Finishing Line
Easy Open Bottle Cap
Gina's Smart Brush
Bathroom Buddy
Instant Boats
Don't forget the baby
No Drop Phone Case
Security Petdoor Cover
Innertube Wine Holder
Multiple alarm analog clock
Non screw-in light bulb
side mirror wipers
ActiveBaby Portable Monitor
power strip
Updated Red Light Green Light
Hand charging lamp
AIRE WALKER
Nextware: Tupperware 2.0
RESUBMIT "EASY SOAP" automatic shower system based on automatic car wash. It's a voice activated or a push button shower system.
The Manly shave ax
GE Wall Plates Make Scents
Hands Free Umbrella
Drain Mate
Cosmetic Cups
Oppie
Water exchange is easy fishbow
Bathtub Draining Storage
Low Cost 3D Printer
Solar Ice Melt Strip for Roof
Fanny Fan and headlight
wc musical
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Find-A-Kid
1x4 Smart LED
Heated Car Seat
METL Headphones
Find It Now
car heat alert safety
PX490 Video Surround System
Toilet Sink Conversion Kit
Secure Fridge
viralstop
fresh/pre powdered
Thumb Defender
spread-um
Anti Theft Wallet
Unscrewable Extension Cord
Electrical supported BabyBuggy
GPS with Toll Cost
Precision Nail Clippers
Peticular Pet Feeder
GUESS IT!!!! Board Game
Freestyle Charger
car cozy blanket
Fishie ice pop pack
Bottles Wise
check in kiosk
Bilingual Baby
automatic baby bottle washer
Don't forget the baby
Kiddy Fob
Service: 24/7 Hotel runner
Arm alarm
DaFuture Headphones
Double Decker
smoke disposer
Future phones
Better Nail Filer
USA App
Toothbrush Protector
Purple Heart Band-aids
surf walker
Fun Table!
Induction Coffee Percolator
Device to IPHONE
C-Mag
Its a durable BBQ carrying/hanging case!Customize/organize your needed items as you BBQ at home or on the go!!Please see other pictures)
Prevent a Pinch
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FULL UTILITY PATENT " THE POWER GROUTER " Is a rechargeable battery op.apparatus for dispensing grout and thin-set into tile joints.
Travling Diaper
Safe Snuggles
My Growth Hall Tree
The Traveling Dresser
MARKER SAVER
Wear-Buds 2
DryEar
Roof Drone Hangar
Smartphone Reading Glasses
One a Day Socks
A Velcro Shirt
Workplace Headphones
Track my Child
Earpiece Walkie Talkies
Meditation Spine Supporter
Come Fido! Come !
Clang it
Charge Clip
Mono-trÃ-pode
Cigar Saver
Easy sheets ultimate bedding
Health Condom
Wireless Headphones
Lice Guard
Pivot Power Z Adjust
The Transitional Necklace
Battery Power Converter
Baby shower seat
swimming diapers
better pet bed
Diaper POP
Kid-Trax
EZ TP CHANGE
Dumpster Apron
EyeTalk Lense
SmartPhone Adapter Tracking
Cal-file
Drown Not
Win-Ink Frames
peel &amp; stick lenses
portable changing table
snow slider
Directional hearing
Gaming Timer
Building Blocks in Real Life
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Never press keyboard keycap
Interchangeable sports jersey
Tactile Bluetooth Keyboard for iPhone
Elfbag - bag of the future
Heat shovel
PetNet
Clean with Water
Barbicide Jar Gets a Facelift
Monster Hunter
Nip Stick
"Tailgait" Canine Leash System
FEET RIGHT
Oopsie Daisy
Optic Yellow Baseball
SHOCKRa
Backseat Valet
Vacuum Rollerbrush Cleaner
rc bobber
Colander Cup
Sound Sleeve
Peel Off Bubble Bath Strips
AllChargeMat
Zigzag Partition
Robotic Wall Cleaner
Clear Winter Booth
DASH Paper Holder
IQ clothes warmer
Tire Snow Remover, Simple
Amnesty Locker
Build your hero from set of 12
Mileage Log Button
Tart Warmer Liner
Bizzi Bibbi
Picky Plates
Scrubby clean ezz
idawwwg
Brake Intensity Lights
Car Snow Blower
Nxt Generation Headphones
oversized toddler bib
DOGGIE EAR PLUGS
Temperature starter
Optical RX screen
Battery Powered Lights and Fan
Painting Protector
Dog Health Combo
Convertible Shoes
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Self-Propelled Baby Stroller
Heat Head Lamp
Martel wrist learner
Wrapster v2
Cycle Stand Stabilizer/Alarm
Flash Drives + Earbud. Let's make our life simple.
Tool Storage Ring
Soothing Pillow
Mattel Dandy Lions
Interactive Digital Placemats
Mirage Roofing
Bake Shapes v2
Hands-free DIY Printer Wand
Lil Shoe Clapper for Kids
Infant Car Seat Alarm
Deco Pastry / Pasta Scissors
4th ammendment protection
Lighted Dog Leash
Hydration Tracker
car baby
anti gravity room
"Purinal Mat"
Sensor for the Car Seat
PoolGuard- Smart Phone Monitor
The Back Scratcher
eco gym equipment
Alarm-n-Lock
Bone Transmission Barrets
The Knee Wedge
The Lint Mitt
Weight-baring Cast Moniter
Goodnight babies
Wally the Watt Watcher
Sweet Mouth
Hearing Aid Helper
TuneBrush
BaByOK Mobile Nurse
Touch-Proof Case
Car door protector
Smart bed for dogs!
Time saving formula scoop
inflatable holder
Grip Tip
Easy Wrap
Printmac
magic potty
Babys family book
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Cookie Decorator
Tank Top Breast Pump
Purfect Texture Ice Cream Bag
Life Noise Supressor
Self cleaning shirt
The Easy Packer
Multi utensil
Baby Wobble Monitor
Expandable Sling Spear
Humid-tray
Ambient Beats
App-Enabled Bathroom Pull Cord
Boo-ray Bottles
Tick Repellent
FASHIONABLY FIT
Sound Unseen Earbuds
The Instant Cold Can
Doggy GPS
School Safety Check-in/out
Camera Clip for Olympus TG-810
Low Sun Blocker
Cool Car Seat
Fingertip Stylus
Desk / Table Napper
smartphone holder
Bandaids on a roll
footsavers
water fountain disposable
Flipkey Headphones
Bra Strap Securer
A problem made bearable
Coreyscanner
Popcorn Bake Shapes
myCar
RC Bodies
cliparette
PIVOT POWER HEARTS
Ice Putty
Ergonomic Ring Baby Spoon
Flavored Tongue Depressors
Plug &amp; Play
Headphones to share your beats
Adjustable handled stroller
Plug&amp;Wind Headphone Keeper
Storm Fighters
SACKED UNDER
Bug Proof Force-Field
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Phone Amigo
Convertible Headphone Speakers
Build Blocks Storage
Dual Wiper Blades with fans
Airflask
Chapstick Phonecase
MÃ¼Di- Your Mood, You Decide
Pooper Scooper
smart oven
The Ice Break Snow Shovel
container sealer
The Xceptional Party Bag
Quick connect baby bottle tops
Hole Punch Vegetable Slicer
Wink Universal Remote
planned to turn off the lights
Harmony......Harman Q.
Ideal pots and pans set
Lojack for bicycles
Mini Carbon Monoxide Detectors
Roll N Go
Car Seat Reminder
Dog Out!
Plategates
Ambient Sound
Baby cry activated bed rocker
Measuring Badge Reel
dinosaur phone remix
Lock Box For Air Travel
Who'sThereWare
Police Chase Interceptor
Banana Booty
Headphone Power
Dispenso
Indoor "Snow" Blowin' Toy!!
Its a simple idea to make the most of what you have if you cant afford the latest sports/ helmet cameras.
Pop-up Baby Changing Station
ice cold cup
Follow Fido GPS
The Run Guide
Safety swipe cards for school.
GEOMETRIC CAR KEY PAD AND HOUSE KEY PAD this is a pad that you open you'r house with with just your thumb print and also unlock your car....
I*Interpreter
Grater Grip
magnetic border paper
Multi-mouse
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Pocket Condiment
Garden Sentry
Mood Phones
Hands-Free Wrist Mounted EMF Detector - Electrician Safety / Consumer / Science Tool
New Cereal Container
A fold up flip flop that women can fit in their small evening bag. The brand name could be MARAKA-my initials combined wth my best friend's
Moulding power!
Jump rope exercise system
Scrubbing Gloves
Clock Lock
Headphones Smart Clamp
Lit-up phone charging cable
12-15 inch long metal plate connected to two semi-circles metal rods (collapsable) that will accommodate the helmet with a number lock.
EasYlaundrY
iPhone USB flash adapter
The Great White Way
Car Seat Notification System
App-synced Time To Go Watch
mattress protector w/ bumpers
Complete Package
Solar Sun Heater
Snap N Play Deluxe
Snoogie seat
Grease fitting
le dÃ©tect syllabes
Roof Ice Sock
Hot Momma Mirror
Toaster/Butter Softener
Can be Cap
Dial-A-Blade Hobby Knife Set
Rays
IceFlask solid-state cooler.
"BLADE"
Bottom Release dustpan
A Better Paper Towel Dispenser
Music To My Ears
Bumper Buddy
birds clean water system
ZAP the clothes that charge
Mix, Roll and Cut
Call Caddy
Dog Ketcher
Baby Jiggle Wheels
The Warm and Cool Bear
Iron Water Filler.
Hand Held Bluetooth Keyboard
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Baseball Hat Bubble Blower
Lightning Cable Protection
The Box Office
IN-WALL POWER SURGE ARRESTOR
Inside windshield washer
Mattel Snowball Escape
Holi-Dazzle Rope Lights
doggel- freshening dog towel
Multi Device Charger
Perfect Inflator
Big-Hair Shower Cap
brarios
Breast milk thawing device
Stabilizing Ladder Plate
Double Feet
The Backpack that Powers and Protects
The Bobbing Bag
Automatic golf ball washer
Always~Warm Appetizer Tray
Ouch Free Ponytail Rubber
CATower! Austin Challenge
Fanimals
Green E-Analyzer
Snow/Ice Dryer
Crocodile Specimen Bag
The Blood of My Enemies
Fire Snuffer
Multi Use Clothes Hanger
Pressure case
Camouflage Cords
Drive forever, without gas
The best car alarm
Quing mattress
Yellow Motorcycle Headlight
Hot Wheels Studycar
smart air fragrance
Pet tracker
RipBand
Zen Sound Alert
Protection of mobile &amp; iPad
Android / iPhone adapter
Outlet Extentions
Supermarket Stroller Side Car
2 And From
Portable balloon with contraption to attach a camera and take pictures from high above. For fun and also for business with various add-ons.
Indoor Padded Boot Slip Ons
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burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
Glove Caddy
Toilet seat lifter
Just enough
Talented and Gifted Learn Box
Baby Bee
Stylus Pen
TEEN TIMER
The Forever Gift
The Fetch Fisher 2000
Cramp Cuffs
CDS (Child Detection System)
Barbie Mini
portable barbecue
mini charger bank
Solar Emergency Vest
Sofa Lifter Silly Stencil
Purse Light for Women or Men
Make your own Fertillizer
Tron Gate
Shower Door Towel Holder
Car Photo Clip!
SITTER MONITOR(resub)
The Multi Fan
Kiddie Caddie Storage Unit
Covered Bottle Drying Rack
Canesthetic
The Shmitten
Steps that convert into a ramp
Spoon Scrape
Slap Bands with Resistance
Pit Pads
Quirky Kitchen's Salad Slasher
The Fun Cup
Caddy Buddy
Utable
Modular Party/Christmas lights
Instant Ice Melt
Harman Keen PbQ
Decibel Regulator
Smart Hot Water
Inflatable Cover for Cars
Puck Handling Accessory
TREE OF DEVELOPEMENT
Safer Stuffed Dog Toy
Hook &amp; Loop (Velcro) shoelaces
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Loopits with Polyurethane Pads
Pivot Power Plus
Safety Grip Stroller
Ruler Gauss
Tubee
Ginger Snap
Child alert system
Baby in car warning carseat
SurgeWhisperer Plus
Retractable Phone Charger Case
Transparent stapler
Backseat Hero
Merdive Scuba Suit
Musicspeaks
Ring Box-Cutter
Style with Style
Quirky Quarium Monitor
Play book ball
Filtering Power Supply Unit
SAFE SPIKE
Pressure Sensitive Stove Top- Don't be limited to a couple burners or size of the burner any longer. If you can fit it, it can be cooked.
Bodyfixed umbrella
Plug and Play Tray
Walkie Wrist Talkie
Updated on Sunday, June 16, 2013 â€“ This Is A Faster, Cheaper and Better Way To Label Your Files and File Folders. Watch The Video.
Forget Me Not
Wait for Me!
Kodee- Coding Tablet
baby on board monotor
Digital family Playing Table
Remote temperature fan switch
Multi-Task Sunglass
Personal Hand Sanitizer
Ice Chest Buddy
SECURE + SURE Car Seat Harness
Quito Smart Watch
Wall sized Moving Art
duct tape pacifier
Clicker
Robot Desktop Vacuum
Do you hate it when you can't find your clothes, or open to a messy wardrobe? Finally a QUICK &amp; EASY way to FIND YOUR OUTFIT!
Improved Sippy Cup
DIAPER POP!
Ultrasonic Baby Bottle Cleaner
"socket" Power on and off TV
child seat alarm
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Child Safety App
key faub notifier
Cord Zen
BODY BUDDY
Guitar Player's Mouse
Pet Pee Stopper
bottle phone stand
Glittery flying butterflies
sonic sound , surround sound
The Lenticular Box
Rakoe
Raccoon Proof Garbage Can
Crock Pot Separator
The Time Consumer
Rotating Headrest
Auto-measuring Oil Pourer
Drink the light
Footie Cleans 2
safe housing
Little League Star
Traveling with a twist!
Mail pen
Child in car reminder.
Ferris Wheel Rotating Skewer Attachment
Car auto snow remover
Invisible Buttons
Protect it child safety net
Toddle Bottle Holder
Avid golfers need a serious golf club cleaner that is top notch, handy and durable. The Tier 1 golf club cleaner is the ultimate answer.
FitPower Exercise Power Strip
Nook and Cranny: Broom With Inverted V-Shaped Bristles
Mommy's Little Helper
Innovative Windows Computers
washer that foleds colths
Baby Emergency Package
Map Jacket
Glow Stow
The Bin Bomb
tuta da lavoro ti salva la vit
Headset Finger Control
GoGo Buggy
Harman Copycat Modeling Headphones
The coffee pouch
The car bidet
Improvised microscope
Air- It -Up
byte storage plan....
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Suma Mixing Bowl
CleanBrush Holder
Stroller Concierge
Sleep Friendly Baby Monitor
Portable Bumper for Children
Sideswipe
Type And Draw
ThinkWell
MATTEL -KIDS MICRO PHONE
Echophones
Recoverator
Mouth Peace
zap wax
Hanger Helpers
tooth wash
The Drool Bag
Safety lock type outlet
Thomas the Smart Watch
Ultimate Curtain Rod, Resubmit
Mattel - Diff Voices Megaphone
Pet spill - proof travel bowl
I hear you
HANDYCLIP
Baby Alert!
The EAKER-CLAMP is an new electrical connector attached to low voltage outdoor lights that will secure the connection and release with ease.
mug safe
Baby Car Seat Safety Alert
instant sunglasses
Bubble Funnel
Take and Shake Baby Bottle
Adjustable stroller handles
FAUCET PRO
Computer text dictionary
Baby Seat Monitor
Bye Bye Binky
SPLAT! Poison Free Bug Killer!
Kool kid
invisible basting stitches
Go cucÃº
Safety Dollar Bill
Air Exhaust Termination
Audio Post on Social Media
Moving Trash Can
Don't Forget the Baby
Parental TV Override Device
Pop up t-Ball
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"Douse" The Smart Shower Mixer
Binky Finder
Home/Office/Travel: â€œStaplerâ€ inspired Swivel Charger Surge Protector
An Eraser Highlighter
ECO NAP
Eazy Peezy
Garment Roll-up -- Saves space, reduces wrinkles, stores socks and underwear along with your shirt, pants, tie all on one tube.
Child car safty
Smart Wrist Band
Baby Parking Permit
Adjustable Smartphone
PROGRAMMABLE E-INK KEYPAD
Perfect Wine
Trickle charge clothing
CouchCot
Restaurant toy &amp; food saver
Mousepad Roll
Apple Watch MultiBattery Chain
perfumlistic
Easy Pickin's
The Box Block
The hat whiz
Tripod Adapter for CellPhones
Bottle bib holder
Trash bag buddy
Salt Levels
Lockdown: Prevents Entry into Medicine and Kitchen Cabinets where drugs and potentially harmful cleaning products reside.
Funny Mirror Decal
Easy Rack
Child in the car seat warning
My Angel's Guardian
fishing line bracelet cutter
Selling Cvv CC Track Dumps
Pacifier dispenser
The Aquasetter
Baby bottle warmer
My perfect gym bag
Perfect Pearly Whites
Catnip Infuser
WINK Bi Pin to Bayonet Adapter
Teacher and Me Music Player
manic organic shopping
Hot Rod Radio
iRoom
alternative diabetes testing
Trunk Trunk
The pappararzzi necklace.
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Give it a TURN
Baby projector
I Fly Butterfly
Full foot stepladder
Fresh eggs checker
Kiddie Food Kooler
Slap Stik
DA TINTIN' SELF GLASSES
Forget-Me-Not
Go CuCÃº
CoolBaby
no child left behind
Baby Air cushion
Shrimp-Safe Fishing Lure Rig
Raindrop Earphones
Fishing Lure Bait Patch
Noise Allowing Headphones
Get Key Loops
Women's smoking hat
My Cool Water
Gas remover
Safe dog leash
A MINI LED PLANT GROW LAMP for your kitchen countertops or anywhere!
Mash Out Decals
Freezable Shake-Mixer Balls: Mixes and chills your shake at the same time. Helps keep your drinks colder longer
Person-Alized Headphones
Eyeglass Finder Frames
Tweezers with Attached Camera
Steam and Dry laundry System
HOVER BIRDS - Hit the EgGs....
credit card ghost
Mattel's App Enabled Baseball
Splat pad
An ALL-IN-ONE iPad/GPS/iPod/Phone-mount for the Car. A more versatile way to use Electronics in the Car without obstructing the drivers view
Baby Bottle Alert
Don't forget me!
Vibrating Teething Pacifier
The Sling Thing
No more Drownings
Child in Car reminder
Harman Aura PbQ
SightBoard
Baby Alright
BLEND HEADPHONES
Control your Childs VGame Time
Regional Vac
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Smart body checking machine
Koozie Kounter
Wet Remover Sheet Pad Cover
Cord/Cordless drill adapter
Keyless Padlock
pockotote
Bluetooth Backlit Keyboard
Rainbow PEN
Remote n Ride
Pill Trapper
Relief for Arthritis Gloves
Toddler Seat Weight
Sleep Tight!
SHARK FREE ZONE
Vibrator cushion for LapBabies
Passed Partners
Electronic Student ID - ESI
The Soap Squeezer
Infant Car Seat To Deep Sleep
baby alert
The Kinder Komfort Matte
Baby Seat 'n' Stroll Carrier
LED/LCD digital Postit
Harman 2.0
Precious cargo pad
Elderly Driving Regulation
prism
Cozy Cup O'
Double Teamed
Scarf buds
SHARK FREE ZONE
Rapid Mulcher
Ultimate Baby Monitor
Pupp-E-Pad
Solar Tool Shed
Child Emergency Notification
Purcharge
Guardian Angel Personal Drone
Cutting Boards w/ Suction Cups
Dead Centre Screw Anchors
#spotsv Zipper Keeper Upper- a small ring that attaches to you pants zipper and hangs around the button to keep your zipper from opening.
SWEATPANTS WITH BUILT IN SOCKS- Hate waking up in the morning and throwing on sweatpants only to have freezing cold feet 10 minutes later
Scuff No More
bucket transit
Arm-Armor
Vehicle Motion and Heat Sensor
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Mess Free Diaper Rash Cream
Consequence visualizer
Oxygen
Murse and Men's LED Light
Happy Hair
Best way to return a lost pet
MegaPower Plug
Cord Label
floating cup holder
Remote car key/ Code Grabbing
Skinny Pup
Vertical Wall Bar
bluetooth distribution plug
Triple Class B
security device - child in car
outer cap worker.
Pair and Share
Aprischender
Perfect Sleeve
Snow melting mat
Pregnancy Zipper Extension
Open Up
3 and Me Sippy Cup
Banana Saver
Rolly
App Enabled Photo Baby Bottle
#NAME?
Automatic Sauce Stirring bowl- for Hollandaise sauce, tempering chocolate, etc.
A bedside Children shelf
Pronto Brush
NanoRec
GOTY of Color
Dog leash/Belt
Invisible cot Gabriel
Digital food scale show carb count, fat, protein, more nutritional info. Recipes for diabetic, low carb, low fat diet, app for recipe input.
The cure for cancer
The Catch Strap
Smart Flush
eLocktric
Air Conditioned Child-seat Pad
Dual Blend
The Mug Plug
Back Packable Baby Scroller
Upper Torso Weight System- for push ups, pull ups, sit ups, back extensions, and walking.
Heat safe
Solar mount
Household Toxins Child Safe
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"The Easy-Ope-Envelope"
Car Bidet
My Home activator
EMPATICA
Wireless Swtich Adapter Z-Wave
L.E.D. Magnifier Light
Ride along stroller
Toilet Paper Warmer
GE Link - Slim Bulb
Homemade Tater Tot Maker
Chocolate maker
Like Interchangeable Lenses
Quirky Lava Lamp- A long and narrow lava lamp
The Resurrectah
MY BUDDYS TOY BOX
SMARTInfant Formula Dispenser
SafeHouse
Baby's Bluetooth Teething Ring
Organizer Frigerator
BuggyCool
Bacteriocidal computer screen
Connected Fuse
Never Forget Alarm
Toddler Tubby
EYE SHELTER
Charge and Shop
Solar Hot/Cold Water Fountain
Plush recorder
closefone
Sothat
Smart Scale
Winter Driveway Blanket
Snow blanket
headphones for everything
BONGO BETTY DOLL-BEAT GOES ON
Trash Bag Storage Trash Bin
Disposable Tooth Brush 4 pets
Find my jewels
Eyes and Ears
Anti-robbing underwear
quik cut
The Dancing Hula
Wink light socket outlet.
Wink APP Home Security
multibag
Poppy Mill
Pack Tightâ„¢
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Stroller Power
Bad Cat!
Let baby likes to drink!
" Lil Toot Hi-Rise Stroller"
Pre-eminent Pet Brush
screen cleaner
Rock and Roll Stroller
electronic signaling diaper
Heat Shovel
KIDZ BIT
BFFs
Monster Message
past girl of the year mini dol
The setting
Laundro-safe
Fitbi fits your stuff while you are doing sports. All your things are with you, just wrap it around a bottle or around your hand.
Thought controlled diver-comm
Memory Foam Toilet Seat
cloud call thunder&amp; lighting
Motorstroller
SmartDiaper
BassPhones
Daughter of Nosferatu- MH
dÃ©coupe pratique
easy fill garbage bags
The Micro Tracker
bus indicator
Dog Leash
Garment Roll-up -- Saves space, reduces wrinkles, stores socks and underwear along with your shirt, pants, tie all on one tube.
A Interactive Ferrofluid Dome/Spiral Sculpture
Buddhist Bell-shaped Audio Sys
TECHNO BUG WARS
Tempband
Maintain the mobile and iPad
weight loss shirt
Broken Limb Itch Reliever
Smokin refillable lighter
Privacy phone case
cell phone charger/holder
Magic Belt
See Well detail glasses
The TrackMaster 3000 is a revolutionary personal property GPS tracking device that will locate lost valuable items easily and efficiently.
School Zone Cruise Control
The Prongs
Shoe mirror/closet step
MagnaBand Organizer
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Heated Floor Mat - Dry and heat your wet shoes in the winter, or use outside the shower to evaporate any water left on the floor.
2 Way Video Baby Monitor
PAY ME NOW
transparent storage container
Your Corner Man, utility aid
baby-adult hanger
Baby Smarter Bottle
Smart Girls
Decant Aid
hand mixer splash guard
Perfectly free from ext sound
Car Cooler
Multi-cube
LIFE- SAVER
Silent Cell Phone
Easy winow blinds
DASH Cup Dispenser
Live More Clearly
Electronic Student ID - ESI
E-Chore Chart
easier &amp;cheaper phone service
Baby high chair safe
Rug Roof
Pleasure Travel Mug
LED light for lanterns
Timed Electronic Regulator
MacDegen/Low-Vision E-Reader
Baby Alert
Referee
Weigh't
airshare
Gelbows Replacement Arm Rests
Clip on dress straps
Baseball cap w/storage visor
Auto Purse Holder
Smooth Learning
Sudsy Gloves
Arizona Watch
shop rite
handy trowel
barbie wear printer
sealed reusable ice tubes
Imac Battery Pack
Just Jo'Kins
Gardening barrel leaf funnel
robotic weed wacker with vacuu
Deaf Phone
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Ketchup Packet Opener
Illuminated camping chairs
Soapy mesh sponge!
DÃ©trompeur chaussures kids
F4R Paws
solar sail
GelPhone Case
SMONERS : A portable ash tray
Smart Phone Holder
Baked bean sauce
The comforter clip
Thermal Hydrant Cover
Movie theater popcorn holder
FACE UP COPY
Plexus
AGUA
Barbie STEM Doll Collection
Vinyl on Demand
paint shield level indicator
IC-UC
Bicycle Handle Bar Extension
Digitize Cards
Heated Floor Mat - Dry and heat your wet shoes in the winter, or use outside the shower to evaporate any water left on the floor.
Switch-a-Roo
Plank Master
Set it and forget it outlet
Responder
Garment Roll-up -- a tube that you roll your T-shirt/Pants around for a more organized closet and wrinkle free clothing when traveling.
Twin pan
"Standup" Computer Bag
EYE-TEA tired eye soothers
Baby Alert
the grow and learn shoes
Contact Calendar
Magnetic cubes
Cook Smart
Inductive Charging Shelf
Retractable Flashlight
gov ourselves
A bright future.
Earbud Auxiliary Cable
The Automoto Strolla
Bullet Proof Superman Umbrella
Hot Shovel
The Flower Sponge Rain Catcher
Health +
Meltz
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Germs Away Wrap
Luminance phone cover
Doggie Vomit Pockets
Live music headphones
Medication Juke Box
gas stove flame meter
spice box
Headphone Bluetooth Adapter
Child Proof Seat Belt Cover
Handywoman Barbie
glowing lamp shade
Laddie and Lassies Come Home
Retractable Broom
dog knotter
eX900 Shredding Scanner
Mobile Solar Outlet
Save-A-Spill
"car"bon monoxide detector
SunScanner
chicken towel
"Keys To The Rainbow"
Wink receiver for ceiling fan
The good deed keeper
Soul Food Frozen Dinners
clean pen
loopin links
Push &amp; Go
"Lock'a'Sock
2in1 Aquarium Heater/Bubbler
Formula for dummies
Smartband Pitch Counter
Cordless Mobile Chrager
Kid Sink Ladder
Cool Cube
Safe Baby Changing Station
The Social Tip Jar
special needs monitor
eye drop scheduler
Car Seat Alert!
Finger Damper
Bike Bottle Securing Device
KidProofAC
Smart Entertainment
Mobile pooper scooper
Wrench Rings
NC Fashion-Forward Earbuds
Rake &amp; Shake Leaf Tarp
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Soundproof Recording Mask
Parent Alert Car Seat
Smart Binder Tips
Power-addition
Design You Own Lunchbox
Crockpot car carrier
Pseudo-lap hammock
Wireless Porridge Maker
Forearm Charm fishing brace
One and Only Picture Hanging Tool
Portable Johnnie Jumpie
Baby Smart Seat
Laptops surface as chargers
Troll finder
Silent Night
Grip
Spit Bag
Smart Seat
Cape On Me
Decelerator Break Lights
Earth Live
Silicone coated pot
People seat saver
Swipe4Sure
Skytrain set
InWall Remote Dog Bowls
Reader's Buddy
Neon needle
SMART SLEEP PJ'S
3 Way Charge
CHILD SEAT ALERT
DFB BOBBLE BABY HEAD
Trashbot
Branch - Line extension for the Closet
Snow/fog pile up prevention
Magnetic Towel Holder- to attach your paper towels to the refrigerator, tool chest, RV, boat, workbench, etc.
Child head support
The Magic Hand
Magic Strap!
hair brush cleaner
Virtual leash
3D visual set
SS Combo
Braille Translating Helper
charge your phone in 20 second
The J-Swivel cord
Adult Peronsal Wipe Dispenser
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Mini foldable tablet table
Charged
Sit n Stand Learning System
easy twist
Slide-and-Devide
Stub Stopper
A Travel App
Interactive Car
Perpetual (almost) Generator
touch screen charging film
Geo-Smart Star Projector
Aqua Pet a Bed
Horzenbier
Double-Barrel Weed Eliminator
Mattress Mover- A mattress clamp with handles for easy mattress handling
Friendly street bumps
Forget Me Not!
Travel Pillow Bag
Talking Baby Bottle
Sink combinable Thomas
Wall Cubes
Quirky Lava Lamp- A long and narrow lava lamp
Mortar Less Interlock System
Tinnitus relief
Gotcha Covered Condom
Safelady Key Now bracelet
Your Corner Man / Utility Aid
Ear Headphone
The Car Sprinkler
SAFE SNAP BOTTTE
Puppy Mug
showcase
The Child Car Seat Alternative
Harman Haptic Touch Headphones
Shower timer
A Perfect â€œCARâ€ for KIDs
scald stop
cordless hair dryer
Corn Cob Foot Massage
Baby Bath Buddy
Stroller Roller
glue stick stopper
bug belt
Shoes String fix equipment
TV TRIPODE
SAFE CHILD?
easyseat
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Solar power case
Plunger Buddy
SmartJar
backseat boost?
Perfect Pass
Phone Shade
Eavesdropper Game
Shape shifting power!
tracing letters
Refillable Air Duster
Pre-braking signal for car
The Smart Mirror
All FX pedal
GFCI trip sensor
CAR VISOR ORGANIZER- with fold down dock for iphone navigation, FM transmitter and a speaker/mic for hands free calling
Outlet Guard
Child Car Seat with Snack Pack
sweet rewards
Forget Me Not Infant Car Seat
Baby Buggy Bag!
Hard to reach places Broom
iPad/Tablet Stand
SPILL PROOF BONG!!!
bicycle wheel fits in anywhere
Quad (Compartment) Garbage Bin
Toddlers learning cup one &amp; up
Spunky Barbie
Telescopic Glasses
360 Headphones
Cellphone in reach
Shoe wind blower
USB On/Off switch Alarm Clock
Bird-B-Gone
Deoderizer Bulbs
Ergonomic Peeler/Scrubber
Car Seat Napper
Better Laundry Basket
Stair-Eze 2.0
Suction Cup Recorder
HydroPhone
Agi
Baby Car Art
Electronic Baby Bottle Brush
lapicturea
Smart Humidifier
Child left in car alarm
Vinyl Fence Repair Kit
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InnerZip Backpack
Reminder App
Disposable hip flask
clip ons
MOBILE HOME THEATER
Powder Pourer with a controllr
GIGI
GPS with Google Maps
MotionSense
kitchen appliance dril bit set
Paint Can Ring
Easy-open poop bags
Edible Campaign Signs
Swim Band
The Safety Sack
Smart Pool Monitor
A knife block with a retractable cutting board.
Indoor - EcoRainShower
The Clip n Cook-a utensil attachment RESUBMIT
Shininging outlets
flood protector
Car Smart: The baby car seat
Bunchbox BentoThermos Lunchbox
Portable Playben
Tru FitPhones
Quick Step Scoop
Arctic
Bait Caddy
The Finger Grinder
Portable Child Swing Set
BEEPING DIAPER
Popcakes!!!
The Gold Taxi
Bed Alarm Clock
parental game pause
Ultimate gadgets-charger
Power Octopus
Healthier Floss Stick
edit and share
Ez open
V-Smart Bulb
Flexi-Brella
solodome
Electric Skate
Portable Point System For Kids
Magneeto
Save kids' from HOT carseat
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3D puzzle
internal motion sensor for car
Early reader stylus
Children's Harness - Big Catch
I love my stinkie
Weather Sensitive Adapter
"Gangnam Style" inspired iPhone case - fun, flashy, fashionable.
Super Duper Chipper Dipper
propeller underwaterskateboard
Electroair
Liquor Infuser
Lotion On My Back
TopThought
Bluetooth USB Reader
Flask light
The Nosey Bowl
self ladder
forever headphones and earbuds
COOL COASTERS.DonÂ´t worry about the stains of wine on the table.Dive into the crater! THE CRATER, a quirky product. (RESUBMIT)
Improved cane for the blind
MicroBag Multi
Stay &amp; Go Dog Tie Out
Woofie - Pug edition
Night Nook
Open doors for stroller
Glo - Bink
Smart baby bottler
Baby head support
Surround sound Case
Auto Child Reminder Alarm
Infant car seat swing
Belt Light
e usb
Everlasting Card
Log Teepee
Light Bulb Heater w/ Speaker
Traffic break light
Virtual Housecall
Bake Build and Eat - Q +Mattel
Fade-Aid Dye Sack
Multi-Computer Mouse+Keyboard
check light
Fly Our Universe
no more crack
Cool Mom Nursing Pillow
Universal Stroller Bumper Bar
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GroovingSoothing BeachUmbrella
Customised dslr bokeh shapes
Easy Release Bin
SMARTInfant Motion Monitor Spy
Puke Chute
Multi Cinch Closure Trash Bags
Solar powered batteries
Stylus In-n-out
Hot car baby alarm
The Gym Rat
Dust Glide
Head poncho for older men
e-sports plataform
Mitesters Character Toys
hg life app and flickering art
The Sand Glove
Shredder mailbox
No Stink
color changing shoes
Iron Scanner
The Nightlight Buddy
The Pegasus
BABY BOTTLE NO SPILL SIX PACK
Sun In Your Eyes Preventer
Diaper Bag Stroller Hooks
Soft, durable functional case - a mix of athletic shoe design and a multi-pocket backpack. A sporty alternative to Keeper.
App enabled projector on phone
Harman Sleep Wake Headphones
Cable Outlet Wifi Router Hub
Harman Headphones
The Mom watch
Kids Temperature gage for food
BobbleBrush
The Kiss Boxx
Textural Toes
Lightweight, nylon 'backpack' you can attach your snow skis onto and wear to the mountain.
save kids from hot cars
Child-n-car
The Smart Wardrobe
Solar Drop
Long Johns w/removable legs
Critical Home Alerts
sticky t-tags
Willy Wick
Inwall Power Transformer
Failsafe (Nat) Gas Furnance
CloudFan
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OZ Tornado Alert
Charging Station with passthru
ST.Roller
Stow-A-Weigh
Cable Lock Helmet
Scooter Buddy
BlueTooth Car Seat Sensor
60 second pizza oven
all devices all tv connecting
Coffee Cup hot plate
Chatzapper
Pop and Poof
Cold Coasters
The Romanoff Fire Killer
Dual Cell Holder
Style Safety ProtectionPendant
Sound Charge
Finditz item finder
Thomas the Hair Clipper
Dizzle Pill
Pretty Paws
Conga Barbie
Wirelessly
Leash bone - The best a leash can wish.
Clean Baby Hands
Memory Card Manager
Lightweight Baby/ Infant Swing
Shopping List Veiwer
Sound 2U
automatic wall dog stretcher
Girl Scout Cookie Flavored Gum
Home Delivery Vault
Smoke your latte
Cup Charger
Insulin Pump for Pets
cooktop cleaner
High Heels Foot Guard
You got mail?
No more texting
Fingerprint Elevator Pad
Harman Fingerprint Headphones
Toasty Warm
Wink Doggie Doorbell - RESUB
Blinking Fishing Rod 4 Kids
Finger puppet for Mattel
Squeaky-Clean Slippers
Kiddie Pool Pad
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Touch Shield
The Paci-feeder 500
Mechanical Pencil Lighter
Solar Bright Pumpkin for candy
Magazine Pumpkin
STENCILSCRIPT
RESUB Pen for Ipad, mini ipad and iphone, to copy and paste text and links from one device to another. iphone to ipad and vice-versa!
volumen irregular de la tv
Swifeeder
zZIPole
All-in-1
Baby-On-BOARD or Heatminder
Refillable k-cup coffee filler
sav a life
heatbox
My Defense Palm Alarm
Heat Headphones
Detachable Foam Roller
Pike Pole D Handle Conversion
the Upower system
Dead Flies and Wings
Cubical Curtains
Creative Kids
Aircraft anti-crash device
RESUB! Spray with smell and taste (meat, chicken, fish) for ration of dogs and cats! Everyday my dog ask for more than ration! Check it out
The Rainbow Family
dog poop sensor glasses
Infant Car Seat Light
Sox-Lox
The Gel Control Comb
Non Stick Snow Shovel
Pen for Ipad, mini ipad and iphone, to copy and paste text and links from one device to another. iphone to ipad and vice-versa! SUPER IDEA!
firstblower motor surf board,s
Chuted Ice Container
House fan filter cover
COLLAPSIBLE SPINAL SUPPORT
Baby Time's Up!
Dash
Litter Away
Personal/Public Headphones
It prevents noise and wear of the sink when you shave. Hit your razor against the object rather than against the sink.
adjustable lawn chair
Games Using Mini Air Blowers
Laptops that print
Home Water Alert
mini air conditioner
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Piggyback CellTab
Smart Child Seats
The Gadget "LPS" (LOCAL PRICE SYSTEM) is the quickest way to know about the real estate prices. ItÂ´s Unique! Check it out
CampAir
Little Secrets
Non-Extended Bucket.
Car Seat Window decal
Clippy Canopy
MOBILE ETHERNET ADAPTER
Storage Organizer for All your digital memory devices and cords.
The plug-in solutions
Better Butterer
Sensory training pants
The Maintainer
Tub bud
Babyâ€™s e-sheet
ChargeBand
Rolla-Way Massager
Garbage Can Decorative Decals
Perfect AC Window Unit
The FlirtLight is the new way to flirt, something new and innovating which will help you out find about the person you are interesting in.
vinyl fence extender
Wink Thermal Bridge
Save the Date to Your Calendar
So you play Poker just like me, The TEXAS HOLDEM REMOTE is the quickest way to play poker online with friends. USA has 60 million players!
Travel Bidet Kit
The little sand bucket and shovel, paired with rubber sandals.
Remote Control App
Electric Fruit Cold Plate
Cool Breeze
Abat Jour Dock
Dryer lint vacuum attachment
Lava Girl Monster High Doll
Don't Forget The Baby..
Easy OFF-WASH-ON Dog Bed Cover
Locean Sunscreen
Ladder Legs
Blow Up Coat
Earthquake escape device
SleepEzz
Cookie Catcher
Nasal Cannula Support
Key Kase
Tweedler
Stackem Snackem
Touch Smart melody instruments
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Executive Chin-up and Dip Bar
Poof
Bed Bugs Be Gone
instant post
Harman Plugs
Wink Cabinet / Cupboard Lock
Kids Cartoon Faces for Shoes
Plumb-Simple
Solar spot
USB Power cord battery pack
Heat Alert
Smart MailBox
The FlirtLight is the new way to flirt, something new and innovating which will help you out find about the person you are interesting in.
Color Changing Baby Bottle
Die-Coin
Jon boat light- snap on v-hull
Gym rat mat
Power Octopus
Smart brush
Motorcycle stop sensor
Dog Poo Bags + Hand Sanitizer
SingingInTheRain Daiper-clipon
Wink Universal Sensor
M-USB (Magnetic USB)
Cyan Duck
Monster High Ideas
Ultimate Study Binder
/q/Harmon/all-in-one-fones
MASSAGING STAND FOR YOUR PET
Key/Coin/Cell Charger Tray.
Cutter Vase
Utencilio Universal
Friendly
Pump Motion Lotion ALL Gone
Bucket Golf
NO MORE KNOCKS
Video Clip Connect
Slouchy Boot Straps
Warming Driveway Mesh
Heavenly Heater
Simple plumbing solutions
Spray = No Sweat!
Norm-mV Thermostat
Phone camera periscope
Mini Arcade Phone Charger!
Heating Keyboard
Hemp Wick Lighter Case
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Hotdog Fork Caddy
SUNBRELLA CAR SUNSHADE
Cold blanket
RED GOLD "N" GREEN
Child car seat alarm
Portable Toddler Safe Playarea
Child in Car-Seat Alarm
Kadabra Cube
Pedestal Device Bag
BedSpace, for Bedtop Workers
Two Handed mouse control.
Home interior fly trap
Easy Hang Curtain Rod
Get a Grip
PlayAway
electric skateboard
Window with a View
FreeSticks
Trivial CP cm1 ...3 ieme QCM
TrimStick
Expense Monitoring Wallet
Filter Fresh
Sleeping My Way
alzheimer's essential
Smart Chip PadLock
BluePower Earbuds
Women's Badge Wallet
miList
The Mommy Shammy
rad ram HEADPHONE
Quirky-Mattel City
The Organizer
Toy Potty Trainer
Memo Re - Grocey List Maker
Baby Bath Mate
High end stroller organizer
Hold iT
Colorotation
Cord Keeper
Emergency escape showers
iSpacio
Battery OFF Switch
Creamy Printer
User friendly PC headphones
LED Window Sticker
Adjustable pack n play
Multi tooth flosser.
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FootMouse TouchPad
Select Sounds diagnostic tool
Bar None
Canine/Cat Carpet Keeper
Monster Spray Away Hoodie
Self-propelled Wagon for Kids
Oh Deer
G.O.T on the go
Speciala
Power Pointer
Wall Monitor
ToddlerSelfWipe
Child tracker
Universal Video Input
Sanitary Baby Change Station
Fixed blade utility knife
Foldable child's car seat
Scoop Stamp
AnyTM (Any Teller Machine)
Broom combo
White board panels
Portable garage
E-Z PASTRY SLICER
forever mulch
Rolly Rolly
dress cloths powder
Fruit Infuser &amp; Water Purifier
USBovo
Wipe Smart
Stinky Butt
Car side seat storage shelves.
A simple stand supports all iPads in the most simple way.
iGGy the imagination toy
Cordless charging cell phones
Vac Saw
MyHealth
Shoulder Bump Steamer
Starplate Dome Pillow Cover
The Attic Roller Coaster
Scantron Pen
SAFEER LADDER LEGS
Radio Rewind
WaterWhizz Quiz
Lock n' Shop
Pepperoni Gun
PORTALAMPARAS CON ADAPTADOR MG
The Hyer - Smart Home Move
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Smart Light Box
Blow snow with push mower
The World (Harman Headphones)
Universal arm tool support
Blow Dryer Sleeve
The Log Pile
Photo Shoot
Automatic Jewelry Box
Improved Checking Out System
Sriracha/Habanero Marshmallows
Easy Home Intercom
Hidden Pouch
HOOD WOOD
Tabletop Toy Clamp
Mattel Kaleidoscoper
4-Season Animal Water Fountain
The Cuddle Crib
Bounce Bottle
CelCompact or Celerity
Heated window wiper blades
H.A.P. (Hot Air Pack)
multipanel
Hand- free keyless entry
Decorative yard panel
The better animal door
Ice Dam and Icicle Prevention
Remoldable Bluetooth IEMs
Hearing what i want to
The Smart Belt.
Selfie click
lightspeed measurements
Baby arm cradle cushion
Solar Powered Phones
handler
Kid's gold highbanker
I.V. Drip Clip pro
Open air narrow directional he
THE D.U.I Procter
The Go-Burn Kids
Clamp Blocks
Safty seat
Cool Mix
Safe Baby Car Seat / Key Ring
Egg Minder Adjustable Safe
youTunebaby
CAR ID PROTECTOR ( CIDP )
Stinky Butt
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U Turn Signal Indicator
Fanci Pans Appliques
Vibra-soles
Potty Blocker
Beginners Piggy Bank
Joy Puppy Breath Toothpaste
MacAll portable solar charger
Purse at Peace
S-EHD (smart external hard dri
Baby Utensil Keeper
iComb
Breath mint for toilet
Parental Gaming Control
Stack Shelf
Clip Bib
instant retract safety leash
mother friendly car seat
No Child Left - Warning Device
GPS Dog Collar
Baby Safe
Dispense
tights + tidy = tighdy
BeltIn
Six-Packer
Snows-A-No
Dog Waste Holder
Car insurance accident camera
Crash Cushion
London Lounger
Whole house water leak monitor
SmartTPHolder
Smart lock
Wow! "R U kidding me?" New, shoe side lace lock. Especially great for kids and athletes! Prevents tripping accidents, and Looks cool.
Bike Beep
Lighted Edges
Hands-free contact inserter
Versatile baby bottle top
Lace Clips
Child Link
RC Harman
Sock pulsoximeter
Q's Fanny Pack
smart phone holder
Kid Klean
Chewie
Car Seat to Keep You Sane!
CliC
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Cordless Lamp + Phone Charger
Tod-B-Safe
Antibiotic Mouthwash
Polly Replicator
Saniscan
Fresh beverage lids
hand held mayday device.
Xactula
SITTER MONITOR
Multi - Sport
Gramma Garb
cooling sheet
The Manny Peddy Buddy
The BoBath
Lil Angels 911
MAG-MOMMY, MAGNIFICENT MOMMY
Tuskless the elephant
Auto shut off outlet
Lap Leader
Ear Pads
Pickup Load Net-Securement
kennel safety latch
INFUSE ON THE GO
Nite knight
batting sleeve system
Tire Changer Challenge
NeckIT - Neck Shaver
Greeting Cards
Microwave hot handle out
EarWraps
Website: Unsolved murders
Tie down towel
Noise Canceling Bluetooth Head
Stump Game! (Mattel Idea!)
Clean Sip
Wifi Pet Rock
Rolling closet / storage bag
Paperless pen
Sun guard for lips
smartphone miniature joystick
Easy No Blade Rubbing Shaver
Child Auto Detector
Baby Safe Drop
Swim Smart swim diapers
The Driver Alert Device
The Circulating Pet Well
Lullaby Digital Mobile
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Wink Link Lamp
car seat tray
Going, Going, Gone!
Baby Bottle Fridge &amp; Warmer
Almark Pathmat
CARGO
Soap Saver
Pill-Aid
Order Number Locator
SharpErase
Sinus relief heat pad
Baby Blocker
Low Cost E-Bike Update Kit
CloudBlu Headset Drive
Turbine Super Sled
Bag-Mate
Back Rest-Folds back in seat!
Electric Gym
Mama/Baby Recliner
RoundABurp
Sand Castle Deco
Back Saver Outside Faucet
K9 Super Bowl!!!
Port-Racing
Fall Saftey Belt
care your love +91 97808 37184
Thermometer Mattress pad
Mr HomeBot MkII
Pack and Potty
SHOWER WASHCLOTH &amp; BAG
Tongue Ties
Favorite 5 Video Gaming CD Mat
TheOctopus-SurgeProtector
PAT BATTY
Solar panel phone charger
Pop Box
Scent Clip
Sock Mate
Payment at your fingertips
S.Y.C(Save your Child)
Wake-me-not
Baby Dreamer
Car Seat Sensor
Z wave light and fan control
Precious Cargo
Wink WIFI Dog Fence
"Baby on Board" Silent Siren
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Simple Spot Quick Turn Cleaner
Clip on umbrella
RSO Revolving Safety Outlet
Pocket Collar
Self Cooling Child Car Seat
iron on pockets
Baby Swing Seat
mirror door notes
Security Peeper
vacufresh
Safety headphones for night
Froven (frig-oven)
Best Fruit Fly Trap Ever
Retractable Drying Screen
Pillow Headphones
Auto charger turn on/off
iPhone saver
DOG-B-GONE
Smart Home Lightswitch
Ceiling fan mobile
Locker Fan
Kid finder chip
Ferrofluid Clock
SLING-SHOT PHONE APP
Flavored dental cotton gauge
Dog leash stand
Profile Pro
Anti-Break Phone Leads
earring with camera lens
SmartHub -USB Hub/Stereo
blankie light
mail's here
child saver
Mini Photo/Video Lens
EZ Door Stopper
Wipe Off Puzzle
Dual Comfort Bed Sheet Design
PumpPad
Perfect Fit
Bath Buddy
Diaper Magic
COMPACT CORDLESS TOOL SET
Kid Lifesaver
Remote control bike brakes
Backseat Baby
A SMART BABY'S BOTTLE
Unique Cheese and Cracker Tray
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Connected Picture Frame
Neat Beads
snow skull
No child forgotten
Lip Balm Extender
easy stand
DogBreath
Rover
Child seat alert
The one thing we all need!
Shoe protecting from driving
Flash drive security holder
Human Hand Thermal Powered Fan
Sweat Swip
Therapeutic Headphones
BookHook
Toddler Tubby
Interruptible headphones
"Vintage" Hot Wheels
Braille
Slavic Girls
Folding beauty organizer
Tracker
Exit Barrel
Baby on the go bag
Car seat monitor
Car Beverage Maker
Movement sensor for vehicle
The Egg Starter
Car Seat Temperature Monitor
Barametric Bones
Laser Defroster
Football Shape Reusable Plates
Easy Tap
ONETWO
Power Tower
Smart Headphones
Reusable bag
The 15 second light off switch
Crunch Technique Tutor
R/L Auto Detection Headphones
Spouty
C-the sound
A rolling creation.
Metallic Green Tea bag
The GreenFriends
Camera headphones
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NEW Spam Slicer
LED Hand Saw
GradeSaver
Warn Me interior car alarm
No More Broken Glass
THE FIND-IT-FAST PADS
Changing mat with diaper locks
Inner Being Barbie
In car child monitor
LEAPFROG LAB ON A CHIP
an indestructible dog blanket
smart charger
snack n shop
Laptop/Cord Organizer
Button Belt
Cloud Connected Flashdrive
dual Bluetooth and Jack
Learning Baby Monitor
American Girl Rocket
C-Breeze
Ultimate Headphones
Creepy Critter Catcher
3 drinks in one baby bottle
lollipop preschool cheerleader
Tape Machine Roller Combo
Secure Baby feeder pillow
VBD - The electric dental floss!
The All- IN-One -Headset
Secured Jeans
Up or down tower socket
Carpet Cleaning Wipes
MOUSE PROOF TOASTER
Magnetic iphone case
Ceiling Closet
Foldable Treadmill Desk
Smart Finder
the phone call
The Medicine Cabinet Fridge
Pocket Phone
DroneKing
Smoke detector z wave bridge
Phone Projecter
PenHolder
EverClean Pacifier
PocketMouse
StayClose
Rolling Suitcase Hand Truck
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Egg Wash Brush For Pluck
NoseBetter
Olive Oil Spray and Pour
My Back Balls
Baby Alert Shaking Device
magnetic seasoning container
Xtend-a-Tie
Disposable towel
I-Dolly Doll
Infinite Garland
SafeChild
Printable recorder and UBS recordable Print drive Everthing you say on the recorder is printable conveint for when internet cost to much....
Cool Carseat
Multiple charm dog collar
Easy Tub Lift
Radius
24h light
Smudge Stopper
Non-Battery Electric start law
lap shade
Mr. Bucket
ShoeBoot
On the go cereal and milk
The Cookie Keeper
Fitness dolls
com-leash
headphone earrings
a 4 tray rotisserie accessory that allows you to rotisserie any food like ribs fish burgers etc and fits any grill.
Zephyros and Boreas
safe walker for babies
Baba - Baby Formula on Demand
Egg yolk separator
I Spy! You Spy!
Vehicle Window Cleaning System
Disposable iliostomy colostomy
Boom Boom Buddy
RUG AIR MATTRESS
Toy Track Hoe with Control Rod
Children's Entertainment Chact
wired to Bluetooth keyboard
Theme park plate
travel wined fish tank,s&amp;bowl,
Automatic water shut-off valve
The Groovy Helmet
Automatic Plant Watering
AQUA DANCE
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Dual nasal spray
Multiple Babies Carousel
360Â° Phone-arm Pillow/speakers
Back Saver Home Lifting Device
Plunger Pen
safe baby
Phone cord saver
cultural dolls
programable outlet timer
Magnetic Wall Mount
Stick-watch
Cool;soothing goggles
space adjustable bags
h-ears
T.V.T.R.A.C
Ice Cream Cone Cosy
Post-IT Pad
Bath Mill
little crawler
Dog watch
Lightning Dock for Apple Watch
Dodo Speakers
The best drink yet
RingPhones
Kiddo Clock Pets
Filter Air Rest
Baker's Best Friend
Bluetooth /Remote powerstrip
Child Saver
rubber funnel
quick clean diapers
sunband sunglasses
Stay "Cool" Baby Bottle!
Organized Cardboard Recycler
Automatic Knob for Car
Cell phone holder that attaches to the rear view mirror and has a panel that creates a shadow that prevents heating.
Forget me nots
Forget Me Not Infant Car Seat
FOLDING TRAVEL TRAY
phone suport slingy
Wet Brush
Cool Beach Umbrella
Microphone Head Set
Cool Bags
child-safe round tip sharpner
Home Moisture Farmer
BluetoothHiFi
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easy cabinet locks
Infant seat temperature alert
Pocket Pix or Kinex 1500
Smart Headphones
fitness tracker armband
The Cool Straw
Smart Keychain
Shower Floss
The Tread Baby
Modular AND Expanding Stroller
Plantar Fasciitis Wedge Insert
Find it app
The tittle is - Powa Pak
Bumper Spikes
Phone Saver Fashion Bracelet
Combo Grocery Bag Holder
move&amp;fix
Trashcan Valet
Hole in Cup
Pure Water Backpack
Battery Popper
Automated TV Stand
Manual Washing machine
GROW BOX
Smart Hearing Aid
Bobble Toilet Paper Stand
Hot Shot Shovel
Patch It
The Cuddle Baby Changing Table
In Line Golf
Safe Glass
HeadBand Adjustable Stylus
Pressure Sensitive Car Seat
Ball Slider For Dogs
mr repair case
Neighborhood Watcher
BabyBeeper
GoEasy
Stroller Whiskers
Child Alert
Baby car seat reminder
Home Aquaponic Fish Tank
teething crib rail
The Neat and Tidy
Fresh Hair Brush
H2-GO
TempoCup
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All-In-One Headphones
harman kardon challenge 2
Remote Control with "Finder"
Safety Way Of Driving
The Personal Pocket
Attach-a-cord
Teleport.
Fire reflective strips
Diaper with wipe
Breakerlink
The Lead Head
solar charging dish
Bounce and Soothe Chair
Breastfeeding Bib
Rodent Eradicator
Pocket Boomerang
Multilevel Diaper
BUY FAKE PASSPORT BRITISH(UK)
Touch dictionary
Wear Your Burrito Order
The Cool Case
S'gum Bags
Eink interface for iPhone
Umbilicord
All Wireless Everything
Condiments To Go
Adjustable weight belt
iSafe
Work Around
Daylee's Mirror, Beauty Helper
Telescoping Handle Stroller
Disconnect
Boobie Bib
Disposable slow cooker containers
Shopping Cover
The No Mess Highchair
No Holds Barred iron clamp
Go Power
Stylish Pet/Flea Collar
air snow removal
Stroller Power
Masonry Insulate Concrete Form
Breast milk carrier
MonoBed
Stock Rotator
Lifeband (wristband)
Gold Bandit
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"DiGi-STYLerz"
To manufacture a self sanitizing commode. With a press of a button this commode will sanitize the seat and make it ready to use.
Phone Only Car
Song Beat Guessing!
AUTO TEETH CLEANING SYSTEM
Street streak
Beach Thing
WINK Circline Tube Light
Hit 'N Done
PIRATE-TREASURE-RING
Centinela
Solahart Depok
The Slouchproof Posture Chair
Speaker Door Bell
Instant Lever/Childproof Lever
4-Piece
The Conservative Crayon
A phone you baby can use!
Puppermint Anti-Bark Spray
Car Battery Post Cover
Picc Line Cuff
Shower Gel Reversed Support
Foo Foo Pet Collars
Copy &amp; Paste
wink freezer/fridge alarm
'Peticure' Treadmill
Virtual dollhouse
Quadruple buds
Zipper Gripper
Wink hard wired secutiry
Potty Pictures
Make your own 100$-200$ worth WALL POSTER for only 10-20$. Ideal for home or office decoration. Artistic look. PROTOTYPE!
Comfortable in Own Skin
Kiddie Tymes
Magnetic cable adapter
E-Z-GO-Round
Children's Harness - Big Catch
Paint saver scraper
Selfie Strap
Baby's best diapers
Umbrella scoop
Dime sized phone press the one button on it and speak your phone number out loud useful when you don't want to carry a lot of gagets around.
Robotic Roof Sweeper
Stayput
Magic color pee
throw-away diaper shirt
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Collision Blaster
Glasses on display
Child in hot car
Where's Baby?
Reversible sheet sets
Naualitos
DUSTER BUSTER
PositiviTee
Pocket Locket
Video Game PlayPAL
Lights Off
The Indoor log dryer/seasoner.
The Guardian
Doggie Dootie
Automatic Smart Candle Sconce
Anty ant Dong plate
Power Battery
Sniffle-Be-Gone
Dad's perfect Birthday Tie
NoToddlerLeftBehind
I propose a multi compatable cover for e-readers with customizeable accessories.
Voice activated clock radio.
The Tablet Strap
The Box Seat
Shoe Sizing Inserts
Silent Splash Stopper
Sunstretch Beamcatcher
baby stroller treadmill
Decorative Kitchen Grease Hold
Magic Headphones
The ClampBit
forever puzzle
Clearkept
Music Stick
Agenda
Lost Cube
Perfect for baby's vender
shape ons
EASY ON/OFF WINDOW GATE W SENS
Gas leak???Don't Freak!!!
Dating Site Reviews
Super Glue Project Board
Cordless String Lawn Mower
Mechanical Ice Hockey Game
Prey Bowl
Graynotes
Smart toothbrush
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Smart Bottle
The Chair Anchor
BlueToothAerodynamic Headphone
garden gold
Fan Back Rake
Pocket Fresh
Headphones to Share/Sense/Swag
Distracted Driving Detector
Emergency iPhone Charger
Clean-n-Twist toilet seat
TOGGLE
Sprinkler Trimmer
Planet Earth Watch
The Flowgurt
Sand paper gloves
perminent stakes
The Hot Dog
New baby bottle nipple
Dog Bag Alerter
ComfyBaby Carseat
Swaddle and Snap
Orb Dryer Monitoring Device
No Child Left Behind
dOg GuIdEd NYC ToUr
Apple Smartwatch protector
Ultimate Shoe Rack
Click-In Weights
Habatory, or Hab for short
Emergency Wiper
PowerLamp
Amazing swim headphones
Tennis Ball Tattoos
KidSteps Pedometer
Caught'cha
Next Gen Headphones
Scalars Smart Tools
Safe Play Area Boundary Strips
Remember BABY on Board
Timed reminders for kids.
Pool Buoy â€“ On Guard When Youâ€™
Strapz
PC Cool Wrap
Snap N Play
Bumper Car
WONDER WHIRLY
Washable bottle
Changeable Tire Cover
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Litter Bugs
Dishwasher Clean/Dirty Blinker
Wood floor mats for vehicles.
Peace of Mind
Bird Dog
Lemon water TOGO
Fingerprint Gun Lock
knit.chart.shade
CleanTopCell
itch gone
Tablet Storage
R-homeenergy
Cookie Tray cool rack built in
Smart Headphones Plus
Wireless baby toys
Carbon Fiber Tipped Gloves
KidSafe Swimmer
The strap wrap
Baby Bottle (musical chimes..)
salt water transfer into water
Stylish Candle Guard
WysiWyg's
CAP CADDIE
Garbage Bag Holder
Power Raiser
save a child's life carseat
Baby seat with weight sensor
melt mat
Yoga mat with removable Pillow
Ice-away
TrakiT
Lost Pyramid
Bluetooth headphones
Easy Clean Plate
Snow Much?
Modern Pedal Car-mini car size
non-latex tennis ball
The iGroup
Nite-Flights
Smart Phone Baby Monitor
Outdoor baby playmat
Forget Me Not
Fit to Multiply
Trampoline Bed
Forget Me Not Baby Alert
Audio Aux Out
Clear Box Put here your waste
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stranger danger alert
DBox
Drip for winter
Teething Fingers
kneellows
Quirky Mattel baby balloon
flexible wireless headphones
Micro Carbon Capture Device
Best Beanie Cap
Bully Buddy
Welcome a board
Bolt
Mini Wall Charger
Pooper-Pusher
Boring!
Kid can/can't play Door Hanger
Virtual Reality Workout
Water Wicker
Inductive Headphones
Shhh baby
The Debate Room board game
Maleable Headphones
LineUp Laser
Baby proximity alarm
GreenFlush
Gum Reflavorer
Footsie Roll
RUN AND ROLL A SPORT TOY
Quirky Quick Shot
The Family Cruiser
Don't Trip!!!!!!!!!!!ALARM Fan
wink light bulb adapter
Button Panty
cross-device noise cancellatio
EAR DRUMZ
Music Sharing
By best friend
Flushable Wipes Holder
Snack and drink
fancy elastics
Fresh Air Rider
Organize Family Wakeup
BARC retractable dog leash.
Bag Bandit
BluetoothÂ® Desktop Monitor
490X-Slim Smart Wallet
The Perfect cup cake
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stubless bed frames
Swamp Cooler Plug
hands free baby bottle holder
PORTABLE CEMENT MIXER
Child in backseat sensor
Starfield Ceiling Fixture
A Universal Smartphone Cover
laundry basket/thong tongs
Keyboard Shrinker
Charger Cap
The Wonder Spoon
Stable Picture Hanger
Baby Seat Beeper
Extendo
Fido Safe
Sprayer brush
Electric Car Noise device
Metal City Sandwich (MCS)
Flavor 2 Go!
Wink home safe
Folding desk or easel desk for multiple uses. (pics)
PORTAL â€“ The SmartHome Door!
Bluetooth Padlock
Tripper 2.0
"Davy", the digger dumpster
ENCUENTRAME
Ped Pong
Desk pad
HEY GET OUT OF HERE
Making dates easier.
Baby Blu
heating floor for bath
Safety Swivel Carseat
Whole House Air Freshener
Better Bass, Batter Sound
The Sick Station
Elemental U
Product Locator Cart Companion
Bo-Bi Baby Care Kit
The remote control box
Automatic cord winder-unwinder
Stay Neat Clips
Baby Babble Box
Water Bottle Buddy
Open Sesame
Rebottle
Smart Baby Temperature Band
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Forget Me Not
Smarter than Smart TV w/ WINK
The 3D Toothbrush.
Auto Lead Device
Master Controller
Mommy Minutes
SensiLive
Instant Rain Shower Head
Mobile Surf Fisherman's Buddy
Reggie
Think...
All Terrain Survival Suit
Best Invention
remote gas shut off in fire
AM PM Weekday Digital Clock
Sock With a Sole
FreshPlug
App controlled fan thermostat
L.E.D. headphones
Cutty Board
3 drinks in one baby bottle
Solar receiver for BIETR STF
Baby's Time Capsule
ba ba dj
Post-It Pad
Wireless Baby Tether
Warm Embrace
SmarterJuice
Baby Band
I love my back
Window Solar Heater
NOMORE
Shoe snap
Minime Portable Microwave
Handy Sander
Wheelchair Lift for Pubs
Clothes Dryer vent connector.
Heated blanket dog bed.
Space saver entertainent hub
Smartphone/Tablet Brace
Swivel Jaxx
Hush headset
No H20 Portable Bottle Warmer
Hotwheels (c) Cartube
music2go
Easy duo
Safe Clean
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Ear Buddy - Ear Phone Wrapper
Forgotten Baby Reminder
Heated Football Gloves
guardian
Emergency Mini Batterry (MiB)
Snap
in case of emergency disc
PaciFinder
KeepBabyCool temperature alarm
Learn &amp; Wash Bathroom Buddy
Auto Cell Alert
Next Generation Roofing System
Conversation Buds
Fast Funnel
toothpaste pellets
Snugly
CamIGo
No Confused Nipple
Toddlers Bookset
UV light cover for keyboards
Quick Release Car Seat
Pet Carrier with a Pop-Up Pen
Baby Belly Motor Boater
Hum-bird
Portable Instant Kid Kite
Slip-Snack-n-Play
Baby Roll
Video stream Boom box
Baby Watchdog Car Seat
bedside camping pole
Smart
measure-me blanket
LEDphones
HaloSync,for your little Angel
Wrist Band Massaging Teether
Ash away
The Yard Web
Franchise: A Sports Board Game
Universal Carwash Vac Attach
pancoast_construction@yahoo.co
SUB Alert
battle karts,
Page Opener
Control facial expression mask
Save Kids from Falling in Pool
CrÃ©e tes tampons encreurs...
Charger Ear Phone Case
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Solar Reflector Cooker LED-PV
Cover Charge
Feline Couch Guards
Baby Barista
Atlas Athletes
safe baby
Car interior motion detector
Flying Fairy Barbie
Thumb Saver Punch
TV Boo
The Biggie Brush
repaintable puzzle
Easy Oats
Push-Button Mileage Tracker
Baby Saver
On Guard
PlayRooms
Customizable Headphones
Automated house painter
BabbleFishAudio
Dream Box
"make it easy" crib bedding
"EyeOnU" Child Tracker
Musical Night Light
Hubbub - MacBook 2015 Ports
Hands On
Cube
Ballooon
Can opener press
Swiveling car seat!
mod hose reels
Soap Paste
Pickle Pocket
HarmanE
Electromagnetic fitness equipt
VBOT
Hook Turn Storage Frame (HTSF)
Rite-Wrench
Snake Rail
The State Game
SIM Headphones
PRO DJ Headphones
Wi-Fi Satellite!
Motivational Headphones
Quirky/Harmon Headphones
Pet soothe
my future headphone
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Uno Button
smart fan
BALLE CHANGEANTE
Sound Car
noPee
The weight lifter
Exrta Power
chocolate Nacho Candybar
modern compost collector.
Sunrise Sleep Shades
BABY FORGET-ME-NOT
SMART TOY BOX
Rosetta Stone Baby and Toddler
DING STOPPER
No Child Left
Get A Grip
Keep your hair
Display, Multiple, CD case
the real world
Classy Wine Box Holder
The Drink injector
Nu-Clear
THE FISHING BUD!
Echo Scoop
Transformer Ball
Playset T-shirt
The Best daily-use Headphones
Hip-Flask Baby Bottle
Eyes Everywhere
The Table Tub
Cat Perch.
Baby alert
Mermaid High
BacKEez
baby bluetooth tether
Baby-health Monitor Wristband
Oxygen cord assistant
The Sleeping Baby Alarm System
No brainer golf swing trainer
Home art work drones
Chestnut Milk
Kids With Clean Hands!
bra buddy
Graco Type Fast Action Self Fo
Lazy Dog - Pre-built Wood Fire
COASTER COVER
Lockable Pill Box
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Metoo
SPF Long Sleeve Life Shirt
Ultimate Shower Caddy...
I remember when
Monster High Elemental Dollies
Hot or Cold Gel Gloves
Successtory
Event Notification Device
Watchdog
Motivation band
alarma especial para vehiculo
Candle Confetti
Connected Plant/Lawn Sensors
Bathroom Caddy
Air tube headset
Wireless headset never run out
car breathalyzer
Metamorph Headphones
Pop and Pull Snowman
Fold and Shoot
Harman Osteos
Karshoo Cleaner
Personal headphones
Ultimate Power
tidy teeth
The Garage Guide
Heel-It!
VOCAL
KnowB4YouGo - CostCo App
NEVALOST
baby's best friend
Child Tracker System
O-No emergency stroller brake
Easy Clean Baby
Storage device for hair pieces
Lusyfasio
InBag
Nanny Bot V2
Breast Milk Minder
multimedia 4.0
Best Brush for Women
light rod
Wireless Fan/Light Switch
ANTIBACTERIAL SIPPY CUPS
grow hair
Broken coffee pot solution
Multi-Directional RollerSkates
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A new take on the drink stick
Kfotz - the frog that responds
Flux
Option one for power
Equalized L/R Pitch Headset
Quick Putter
Tap Water Preheater
Tear Drop
Deep Irrigation for garden
Reflection wand
HEAR ME, ALPHA LETTERS
Grate Plate
Shopping cart theft stopper
Peace of mind
Cover all towel
Harness Mate
Wipe Alert
Multi use Toy rack
Nintendo DS Server Emulator
Quirky Kleenex Travel Holder
Automatic Germ Destroyer
petescape
shocking wallet
Stow Away Bungee,
SipEzee
Cap Nav
Headphone with a remote
Workspace headphones
Balloon Brigade
Ambient Sound Mixer
Dink - Wink for Babies
Wink enabled WiFi repeater
Bed Riser
Droolery
LIGHTS SOUND ACTION
Baby on Board
TailorMe
MugRug Mousepad
Lamp Shade Companion
Kid Finder Wristwatch Timer
Safe Change
Cooler Fan
Pool Tool
Hard Drive Extraction Device
Project WOW
All in Ones
GINGOS CRAB
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Coffee Complete
Waffle icepack
WIIL (what's n it label)
colorful smoke
"Life Saver"- Child's Car Seat
Lullaby Night Light w/app
Stroller handle extender
Family Photos
Baby Barrier
Microwave Popcorn Stirrer
Airport Security Socks
The Lip
Incentivize School Funding
Find My Bags
EcoDrone
The Knee Protector
Cheat Sheets
Digital Screen Case
Mini Cooper Grocery Bag Holder
Nighty Light Slippers
Key finder
Large Adjustable Parallels
BoxFan Filtrz
Family friendly cabinets
Medication dosage deliverer
Flexible Night Light
Full house air freshener
PUSH 4 BOARD GAME
Bed Looped sheets
SHARKAWAY
The Food Dude
Kids' Language Learning Tablet
Abandoned Toilet Flusher
Energy Free Stand-By
Chameleon Color Teaching Pal
Foodwatcher
Stroll-eash
Cup with base
Easy Baby Bottle
Child Seat Safety Indicator
The Flat Liner
SMARTGARDEN
Disposable highchair liner
Wicking Star
Baby Bath Tub
FAUXCOVERS
tactical safety gloves
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The Scribe
The game of real life
Antimicrobial Gel Glove
Quick Shop
Traveling Mannequin
The Anger Ball
Adjustable Rack
Prescription Monitoring System
Release Leash
Prev
pizza pup
Mix Fix
Smart Cat Box Deodorizer
Rikki's Release Leash
Automatic Book &amp; Text Reader
Easy Tie
Toy Helper
snow shovel broom
Stainless Steel Wipe
Diaper moisture monitor
Protective Parent Harness
Automatic Hand Wrap Roller
THE PUSH -N- COOL SYSTEM
contact SHAKER cleaner
Revolving plant stands
PRESSURE-TRAINING PADS
TheStickBrush
Kinik:Tablet-charging Keyboard
Retractible Oxgen Hose
Animated Framez
Touch sensitive wireless HP's
push button selfie stick
Snappy Pad
Math
Yogurt Top
Brave Bracelet
OCR Answer Locator
mermaid tail
Last Call
Non Slip Dental Floss
SNOWLER
Happy Button
Flush Plug
Smart Knob
Shower holder
survival bag
The Noodle Lounger
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GINGOS REPTILE
Shaving Pen
Special pencil cap
Toddler clock
Wireless headset never run out
hands knees and feet
Car seat life saver
Lights and learn
â˜… Infection Sensing Pen
Vibe
Pool Safe Bracelet
Hands Free
Pee in the Pool Alert
App Mattel Thomas Air Train
DRYWATCH BABY - check diapers
You've Got Mail
Wink horizontal blinds control
Audiomals
Smoke-triggered safety switch
Digital Music Stand
Interactive Magnetic Alphabet
Smart distributor
Nightlight Outlet Cover
KLEEN-PAWS
Sanitary Self Serve Containers
musical auto load toothbrush
C thru mask
A alarm clock is on ceilling
Customized Headphones
virtsec
The Smart Belt
SecurePurse
Fold-up Office Chair
The First Modular Phone Case
KID SAFE
A reminder device
Car Seat Blanket Clips
Wireless dual Bluetooth stereo
The Pillow Clip
Barbie Tool Belt
Readymilk
Boundary
i-glass
Plow Impact Mailbox Protection
Back Seat Bicycle
Design a cord
kids training pocket knife
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A piggy bank that subtracts
Banana Comb
App-Enabled Wall Chore Chart
Nice
What's Ur Type? Nail Art
Solar Outlet
Microwave NO MOVE
moon boots tyres
Headphones of Tomorrow
Ryclcled Scouring Pad/scrubber
Knots No More Comb
Mattel Ballwheels
Heated Salon Apron
Razor 2.0
SHOE SCRUB MAT
Home button lock case
Smart Ear Plugs
The Back Seat Bib
iphone case with dictaphone
Fruit &amp; Vegetable Baby Bottles
World's Best Dog Nail Clipper
Twist and shake formula
Sippy Saver
The Better Belt
Book Buddy
ApokkaLips: for the end times
USB Battery Car Charger/UPS
Spaghetti Pusher
LinerX
teething shirt
Adjustable baby pen
Cord Faces
Earbuds split in two
Grill-on-the-Go!
Baby pillow
The Wrist Twist
remote locater with transmitte
Solar Rooftop Educational Toy
Modular Grooming &amp; Hygiene Kit
the friends
Totes my soaps and shave saver
FAST Charge
Potty Pals or Boo Boo Buddies
Home Drone Defense
The Microfiber Eraser
canaleta electrica
DeskDock
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Cover Form
Schedule Sensing Light
The Java X Roaster
Mobile Device Heads Up Display
Multi-Story Tent
Shattered
Two Temperatures Nordic Duvet
Childrens Barbeque Guard
Gym in a Shoe
Sabbath hot plate
Sound aid
Comfortable Stroller
Broovacmop
Headphone Subwoofer
Headphones of tomorrow
Make your Headphones Wireless
Wallet with wireless charger
Stinky Bum
Tree Protector
Snaps
BOOKSHELF CORD TUNNEL
The Snack Bottle
Timeflies Timepiece
Save-your-back snow shovel
Built In Step Stool
Toilet tank skins
baby memory book
Effortless
don't know how else to contact
Mail Safe
Makeup Brush Magic
Shower Expander
Instant Music App
Baby Brew
Smart SELFIE case
Piggy Pet (Mattel Toy)
Winter power tools
SLIME BOMBS!!
Whisk Sleeve
Safe Socket
The Light Shovel
ShowerGator
No more Lice
4-way Gliding Chair
The Lazy Dad
Bluetooth baby mobile monitor
Infant swing blanket
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Thermal Vent Shutter
Car charger, can't lose cables
Mattel ColorChange Toy Apparel
Tub Scrub
Animal Sliderz
MyBox
bluetooth speak holster
Stippled Stained Glass
Universal Laundry Hose
Umbrella Backpack
Chair Caddie
3D headset
Headphone safety lights
CruiseFun
Headphones of tomorrow
Simply Clean Drain
Wonder onsie
THE Cam-Car
Pregnancy Babybjorn Underwear
Rotary Airlock Diaper Pail
Light Rod
Chill-ware
White for a night
ICalendar
Wifi Electric Blanket
Keyboard Kid Blocker
Reusable K-cup vacuum packer
Anti-Loop Ethernet Cables
PanaVise Jaws for Wiring
Sweater Clean?
Thinck
extension cord charger
Smart Dollhouse
Smart Remote
Cell-lumanation plus
(Winter Sports) Wipeout
Hot wheels off road playset
Sleep time ride
Customised / wireless / perme
Destructo Derby
Thomas the Smart Engine
follow up instant stake
Dial-A-Color touch up paint pen/nail polish + app. Snap a pic and the app will let you know what to dial in to get the exact color match.
Perfume Pump
The Chaser
Tray &amp; Play
Traditional Baby Pillow
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Don't Forget Me!
That flag is mine
Idiscipline
Invisible Inductive Charger
Sunbrella Solar Umbrella
mouse-pen
Privacy Pro Cabinet
" THE BACKSAVER " Snow Melting
Multiple thread stand
Sound Laser Headphones
recreation
Peting Automation
World Water Globe
Sticky Reusable LEGO Tape/Roll
Winking Water Fall
App-enabled Growth Chart
FoodDetection
Smart Phone remote
Foldable Hood for ipad(resub)
Commuter App
Plates all over the Fabric.
Expanding Gate
heart beat simulator
Paci Pet
keeper cleaner diaper
baby lift pillow
Anagelesic sun screen the stuff they use to freeze and help muscles cools you while you play in the sun it also proctects you from the sun..
Upside Down Bottle
Smartphone Child Proofing
power adapter holder and organ
Mirror Mirror
Lash Dryer
Flexible Warming Band(resub)
People Blinders
Lumalure
self fire/carbon m extiguisher
TeeShot
Zipped Bed Sheets
Fire Safety
Boneout Earbuds
Easy Handle Rescue Tube(resub)
PILLOWCASE DOUBLE
Wire wrapper
Battery/operated heat pad
The Tip-Top Thermos
Pet Feeder Helper
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LED â€œSnap It Inâ€ Tool Light
"No-Cry" smart bracelet
Sliding rain canopy
Hydrophobic Tie Dye Pen
Shower Gabby Caddy
The Dwiper
Pet Tail
Liquor Bottle Lock
water shield
Soxon-easy
Bedtime Stories
Stay together
Power Cord Caddy
Fragrance Bracelet
The Caring Tear
Quick Cleat
Sole Switch
Stroller Safety Device
Currency accepting device
Ceramic Suction Cup Soap Dish
Reflective heat lamp
Paint tray liner bag
The Lap Top
Safe Bath Hair Dryer
JustPlug
Auto Fill Detergent Dispenser
Cool School Multi-Tool
Crib Bubba
The No Shamer or The doggy pal
Simple box
Wireless independant earbuds
Shavetastic
Soft Ears
Life Cube
Morphing Sports Sphere
MemoryMaster - Never Forget
finger condom
Phone Boot
USB Port Vacuum Cleaner
Flexible Molding
Dipless Brush
Defense Signal Lights
The Anchorman
E-Book Tablet
Portable Gain/DAC Headphones
Transparent Wound Cover(resub)
PLACEMAT LUNCH BOX
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Smart Face Makeup Mask
Vacuum buddy
ElectricStroller 4 DisabledDad
Zig zag
Sweet Bum Changer Saver
Stir-rig Coffee Maker
Right Angle Cutting Board
Child car seat alarm
Jolt modular smart backpack
Head-down cycling glasses
See thru sweater boxes
Baby Crawl/Walk Assist Device
Dimmer Timer Light-Switch
Retracting Wheelchair Umbrella
Twifher
Litematic
Shufflebowl 300
Smart Make up Pen
COUCH COZY
Wii Mii apparel. Me Apparel.
transponder lifevest
Sound Asleep: Introducing... Wake! The fan alarm clock with no speakers. REVOLUTIONIZE THE ALARM CLOCK. It has my original "Wake" feature...
Open My Blinds
stoplight nightlight
Voice Auto-Texter
Anti Tearing Cutting Board
toilet spritzer
color changing credit card
Kartman E-Scooter/KickScooter
Race Car Sleep Machine
two-sides blade kitchen knife
Vehicle Life Sensor
Quick-stir cooler
Pet Treat Dispenser
No Baby Left Behind!
programable seeds toaster
iSearch
Projector book
Animal Blocks
DoorBall
clip coat hanger
Stream
The Talking Night Light
Diap &amp; Wipe
Full-Day Protein Shaker
partner connect
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rubberband with hook and ring
Medibelt mobile pill carrier
Customizable Stereo Headphone
Sterilizing Cutting board
restaurant server light
Colour in shoe kit
3 Holder Paper Towel Carousel
Travel Watchdog
Power4Me
Troca de lÃ¢mpadas
Cereal Milk
The 360
Underbed Monster Detector
BLUME
no spill engine oil funnel
BABY MONITOR PATCH
Waste Filter
Bluetooth-Led License Plate
Your Bed Your Way
Baby in car alarm
Iholder
My-t-sharp
multi-device wifi adaptor
plumier pour dyspraxiques
Cellphone Car Dock
Baby Vibes
Footprint Night Light
Smart Spray (Pimples)
Hanging Power socket
Tweedles Walker
MULTI-USE PACKAGING
size changing pillow
THE GUARDIAN
Smart diapers
Zippys
rob protect
spring loaded iphone charger
Plastic Screw/Nail/AnchorMaker
B/W (Black and White) Barbie
Always charged
The "HOT PATCH"
Smeater
Food Glue
phone cuff
Smart Shopper
Pet Flash GPS
Nite before hanger
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Motion
Rubik Tutor
flutter street light
Ridge Back Flat Flip Flop
Barbie Makeover Doll
Muffles: Comfy EarmuffEarplugs
Helicuptor
Eco Action Sensors
rewrite phone case
Hawk Fire
Golf Ball Trapper
Image Printer for Hair
First Aid Dispenser
Itemizer
Talkie Hard Helmet
Drink Drug Indicator
The Modern Dog Leash
Slurp Tracker
baby shower slings
water-filter head for vacuums
Universal
Tap me to pay
Mr Hyde
Echo ball
The Charging Lanyard
Pickle Pocket Plus
The Groomer
The Pawlet
the harvest bag
Breath of Life
Universal joint lube system
SIZE:MINE
PC PONY (Horsegame)
Shadow Light
The Feeding Friend
Glow in the dark kids fort
Toaster Tool
YellHelp
Flush it
Grocery Carrier
LiftBit
Fireplace Gas Valve Locks
beeping outlet cover
Reflx
Keg Dolly
Wheelie Clean!
Laundry Room GapZap
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Overnight Toothbrush
THE TWO HEADE FLASHLIGHT
Power Tower
collapsible cup holder tvtray
soundwave
eMotion Headphones
BABY CATCH-NET
Mix n' Sift
Poppy Liquid Vac
Mighty Sentence Builder
Driving Chair
Snow Evaporator
CREATE
Elbow Wrench
comfy-womfy
The Safe Outlet
Acetaminophen Dosing Tool
Baby Snooky
clip it SunVisor
Clean Toy
Windshield Blaster
Zip It Shopping Bag
Child safe bike storage rack
The Bed Hand
radio mouse
Bed Basket
Secret lego shelf
LED placard signs
the dishwasher aid
untangled earbuds
Test Idae
Remote Control Tower
Interactive calendar
FanC
Garden Stick
Lips Melt NOT
booster seat adapter
Power Bathroom Cleaner
CHILD IN CAR ALARM
The Human Doll
eagle eye
Velcro smart phone pads use as
Behavior Meter
Purse Charger for Apple Watch
Control-music-Earphone
EZ Threadz Base
Pet Robot/Watch For Ages 4-12
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MÃ³dulo de Energia Limpa
folding wheelchair
Right-Measure Storage System
Strap Ball
Heated Gutters
Light Enhancement of Light Emi
HOLD iT
HydroPhones
Bluetooth Starter Wristwatch
The Green Button
the bathroom play
Strapped for Memory Cards
Shades
Kids windows lock
Lawn Saver
Smart Water Softener
Bicycle Sissy Bar
Instant Traction Shoes
Unicus (Quirky + Mattel)
Coat Message Relaxation
Television remote control
(silicon straw), silly straw,
Hasselback Knife
Pool Puzzle Game - Mattel
Customizable surge protector
Home hydroelectric generator
Water Bottle Cabinet Insert
Purse Vacuum
Lord of the morning
tubular water fun
Flea/Skin Pet Patch
Twins &amp; Triplets
Fast Food Drive Thru Bib
Clipit cigarette waste hold
On in 60 seconds
Cold Crush
Silent cables
Big Head Headphones!
Smart Medicine Dispenser
Post Injury Prevention
Solar Powered Fireplace Insert
Revolution
Fingercam
FootPrint Night Lights
Zombo
Smoothie Starter
Forget Me Not Baby Car Seat
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LessLabor: A supermarket car
Table ronde trouÃ©e
Phone timer
Spotter Uniq IR Transmitter
Smart steriliser
Find it Easy Remote
Air Hog
Protected School Supplies
ElctroPack
Notebridge
noticibly clean tampons
blah
undercar wash system
car snowblower hand held
Safe Purse
Bingo / Infant Carrier
ConfettiShooter
The sound signal navigator
infinity generator
History Collectibles
HandyHand
Quick n Easy Weave
Accurate Height Detector
Glow in the Dark Diaper
Table bumper
WIDSHIELD-WIPER SLEEVES
portable car seat baby changer
Electronic locker
Downdraft Changing Table
Sterile Wash Rag/Sponge
Sleepy baby train
The Weight Mat
EASY HOUSE FINDER
Headphone controlled by mind
Floating Life Proof phone case
GQ light switch
Migraine Magick
Smart Shopper
Automatic Curling Iron
portable water proof pocket
Kin Code
Inflatable travel high chair
Solar electric hot air balloon
Candle bubble blower
Sanitary Hot Water Flusher
Tub Handle Cover
Ice Skirt
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Auto Baby Burper for Car
Pregnancy Headphone
breathemybaby
PLugme
Scream cup
Ping Pong Baller
Bucket Lid
car carbon dioxide detector
The Personal Shower Chair
THE HOOK 'EM
AllerCareWear
The Cooler Seat
Earbuds with dual mics
Turn Right Follow Love
intimate pads for man.
Switch To Aware
foot lotion shoe
Self-driving Hot Wheels mouse
Fishermans Friend
Billiards Rack for Kids
vacuum air freshener
Wink 'Mote
Water Saving Garden Hose
Pop-up Plastic Poop Pail
Wearable Baby Camera - Monitor
Customized Pill Dispenser
Gyroscope Car Cup Holder
Baby Bidet
Slide Daddy
safety seat
Pill Me
Keys Slot
10 Second Tools
Speak-Tu
LASER LIGHT EXTENSION CORD
Quirky Car Products
AC helmet
Jar Shaker
Handle Huggie
Peppermittens
Colour changing hair
Tablap
Silicone Headphones
Rubber end utensils (REU)
Snow wrist guard
find my e-cig
Child Heat Interior Limit Dev.
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The good parent
Baby Temp-Plates
The Cruz'r
easing cooking process
Backpack Organizer
Kids Bath Helper
Baby Poop Shield
Hudson the Lift Jack
Foetus (buggy)
HARMAN &amp; Runners
Smart Stroller
The E.T.
Riding Stroller
iGripz
automatic toilet seat
Bottle Ease
wifi impact alarm for helmet
FridgeBlocks
Recycle Truck Toy - Mattel
Journey Pals
light, portable mic stand
Vac Cane
Test
Snow Shovel Helper
see with sound
Port-A-Tri Socket
Cell powered wireless headphon
Q-E Box
new book format and viewer
Glasses hairbrush
Paper towel end protecter
Self-braking Baby trolley
Child Hot Car Warning Device
persona - the all in one pc
Bendy Electronics Mount
Sorry honk
indy wheels
Brush 'N' Store
wireless coaxial for the radio
Car baby monitor
The Shooting Star
Awning cover
The Smart Leash
wipe with a smile
Music notes for your tune
TryWalls
Hair Ball
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Poppy Squeezy
Shoe Cover
Fitbit Flex band extension
Outlet Extender
glow bikes
Robotic Fish Finder
Strolla Brake
Roll &amp; Go
Spin Your Bowl
Moldable Stroller
The Notifier, call back ASAP
The kid tracker
Safety-Light
Perfect hair straightener
Child Alert
Coaster Cup
speaker buddy
Prefab Snow Fort
Seatbelt Plane Ligth Control
Target
Dental Broom
Smart List
Teaching Keyboard (piano)
Easy watch
easy pooper scooper
Cell Phone Hand Charger
MATTRESS JACK
Mobile Nail
Comfort Dog Cone
Bathtime Shampoo/Water Dauber
Natural porch plant watering
Even Griller Basket
Bumpy Dreamer
Wall-E-Calendar
Magnaspell
Fridge-E-Pad
Jumper Cable Labels
Portable Feeding Pump with App
eyeglass-shades
"the reachable"
RecordablePal
A soudn proof headphone
D toe lamp
Universal Lint Remover
Cable Carousel
Jack Hopper
Winter Plant Protector
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Man overboard boat tether
Stylus Fingertip Pads
the L umbreLLa
NEED TO FLOSS ON THE FLY?
Chow Now
insect safe trash bags
The Marshmallow Oven
Cuddle Buddy
The " Create a family coffret"
Toy alive
Drive Safe
Cozy or Cozee Headphones
Toilet paper holder
Leak Proof Litter Box
stylidflash
Onefit Onsie
CCC- compost counter container
Clever Tape Dispenser
Foam Wand
Baby handles
Mega Stapler
Turn a Sponge into a machine
REET
Satellite Dish Defroster
Say what
A better seat
Forgot your charging cord? Now use any cord for any device. Many people only have micro usb chargers or only apple chargers.
A more adventurous Barbie
TOT-SAFE
Aux plug headphones
Baby Car Tether
Electric baby stroller
Asleepin baby
VelcroSoles
The Dimple Wok
child proof outlet plate
Solemate
Power Unit
Retractable pacifier
Bike Basket or Baby chair
BeltzBib
I spooly
Bobble-cap hat top NFL, Disney
Custom Reading Glasses Machine
HARMAN H20 Bluetooth Earplugs!
CameraBall
Phabletize
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Surfer Safety
Mascot Comet
How much have you had to drink? Don't remember? Let this app remind you!
Carbia
3D MARBLE ROLLER
Mechanic's "creeper" w/VIDEO
SWISH BRUSH
communication beads
Collapsible dryer concentrator
Rainbow Rose Maker 4 Kids
Diapers with cream
Toddle Time
Truly Wireless Headphones
Smart Spoon &amp; Smart Fork
Adapter + Portable Battery
pillaer
alert frame
welcome scent
Bacon Rack
ToothRush
Vaccum duster
Window shopping
Guardian Klip
PMK Protective Eyewear For Gam
Slip-on Grip-0n
Linger Towel
Light up handbag
Baby Safe Bracelet
Phone Charging Keyboard
Just like Mom
Infant Secure Seat
Groovy Dog Biscuit
App enabled diaper check
Smart Smoker / Curer
Door handle extension for kids
The Mommy-Where-are-you? Phone
Baby Nappy Changer
Circuit Flow
SAFETY-MINDER
Prescription smartphone lens
"Swish" CleanTeethLessWater
The Bed Warmer
Sand Hopper
Bowl Lock
Spell Well.
ankle guards 4 scooting babies
bean fork
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cloth protection and drier
Product Brush
Drivable Over-ear Headphones
The Blind Side
Pillow in human form
4-in-1 Modular wall deco
AMA SYSTEM
fire eliminator
chalk foot
Mattel-Lucky Win
Silly Snaps Drawer Labels
Rain Recycler
Oriental audio boost for phone
Toilet Glow
no more pushing baby stroller
Baby temperature care monitor
Bottom of lotion bottle flip t
Math&amp; Alpha Kids Projector
Pedestrian Vest
BEEP-A Child's Computer Timer
Portable toilet seat
H.HOLD
Wall Mount Mirror w/LED Lights
anti skid tech for cars
Ice Scraper Cup
Breakfast Burrito
ReadySteam
Royally Rebellious Fashions
Imagine
Glowing Eyes
Outdoor dumpster
RockABaby
Vertical Candelabra
Eyeglasses Earpiece
The Emergency Telephone
Backwards Baby
never forget tether
Baby head protector
RMEG-1000
Magic Air
The Smart Break
Remotely programmed TV
ExhaustOut
Voice activated Headphone
smart remote
Cruise Communicator
safe cart
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Mattress Shield
Garage door solution
Green tea spoon
WINK Pendant Light w/ Speaker
Grippers
Mobile Video game controller
Art Cart - Easy Access Storage
Vented Trash Can
ADAPT - USB to USB-C
Pilot Protector
Heat-Phone
NFC lined Fabric
child cup hanger
Rollup
Wristband Playtime
INCAR SMOKERS ODOR AIR VACUUM
Automatic Stopping Stroller
shelf extender
Virtual workout
Sink Spa
Ivory White
Smart Pet Water Bowl
Power on the Pack
Romans 16:20
iTorque
E-SPIN
Rotating dog harness
Halo Lens Smartphone Case
Heated eyelash curler
Safety Zip Tie
One hand pistol loader mehani
Kinetic USB charger
screw-in light timer
Flexible arm flosser
Easy Hang
The Quirky Scoot Boot
Orthodontic Head Gear Gas Mask
heart rate baby monitor
Perfect dental floss
kid safe
TOOTHBRUSH for KIDS
Automobile damage indicator
Whole Home Diffuser
Toddler Voice Mail
Baby and I, Stay Dry
Stop, drop and eat!
Flint Zip
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uniform fit polo shirt
Electric Skateboard Paddle
tip thaw
foot protector
Panda fortune cookie
Giant Puzzle and Rubber floor
magniefying with light
THE BLACKPAD DIGITAL REMOTE
Catch and Release Hunting
Next Gen Headphones
Finger Card
Auto-correct Pen
2 in 1 Scratch and Rub
SUNNY'S
Single Water Bottle Storage
Curvy Socks
Fidget Feature Sensory Jacket
Stovetop Monitor
T-Go toothrush
A Cool Dry PLace
MAMA BIRD chewer upper
Kitchen Mates
Attachable bedside power table
Muddy buddy
Glamirror
Mouth Mount
The Soft Escape Sound Pillow
Socially Secure or Freedom6
N.N.P ( NO NAUGHT PAWS)
BlackBox
Healt apps
SmartPhones
Chocolate egg for diabetics
Ever After High Hairplay Line
The GloRod
HotCold Clothes
Ratchet Scrench
The Pacifinder
Liquid Level
EZ Glide Carrier Base
Bluetooth Notifier
NAG
Cell phone signal jammer
Game Flow
The HIA Band (HIA= Here I Am)
armbrace ice scraper
Smart Mooring Ball
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Toddler/Child wrist timer
Free Sound Around
Solid Mouse Pad
can with hidden brush
intelligent fondue sticks
Monster High Next Top Monsters
Positive Imagery!
Build a Tree
the interchangeable case
Water Sensor
Dust Pan Pedestal
multi-contact wifi
The Magic Wall Drawer
Digital Cool
3 Sided Raised Cutting Board
Zocket, no more cold feet
The Stain Stopper
Coat Cushion
Shoe Dryer
Gourmet Art
CHipPE
Morpher Rims
Snap-ease
Dr.Sherman's Medical Travelkit
Night Sky
Picture Perfect Any Surface
Kool Kords
Fish On 300
Wearphones
Easy sweep pool skimmer
Electronic Flea and Tick Wand
walkeeze
Rear seat alert monitor system
Seatbelt comforter
E-trolleys
VIAs â€“ Very Important Animals
Cat Fly Fishing
Nana's Bassinet
Spoon Buddies
My Toolie
PediProtect
TipTapTop
Wallet Woofer
Multi Instrument Music Jewelry
EV booster
GPS Bracelet
The BodyGuard -Personal Safety
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Snap Strap for Ski Pole
Safety Ring
No Child/Pet Left Behind Alarm
one step shoe polish
clean dry
CLEAN BOTTOM
Kombo Kits
The Lazy Person's Mail Grabber
Sleeping Headphones
Tree fertilizing ring
Twist/Turn Headphones
Plant pots getting knocked over? You need the all new Bobble-Plant-Pot. Always returns your plant to upright. No mess and No fuss!
Lollidropper
App-Enabled Baby Mobile
Smart phone shushing device
BICYCLE INFLATABLE SEAT
TOILET PAPER TISSUE BOX
"Sippy Cup Pickup"
Sensory Mat For Liquor Cabinet
Parenting License
Z-Wave ODBII Car Diag Reader
Z Hook Quick-drying Towel Hook
Better Pancake Box
roof rake snow pusher adapter
INVERT LOCKER
Pooh Pail
The Flipper
the x ear phone
Electric Toothbrush Paste Box
Stroller rock
Pet Glow
The Wash &amp; Pair Socks"s Net
Rotating sun lounger
windshield wiper clapper
Sleek Sounds
Prograf home testing kit
3D Augmented realty puzzle
Adjustable Shoes
W-EAT CHAIR
Wrapped In Love
Musical timeout pad
Easy bib
Starry Night Light Outlet
scanner app blocks sexting
Baby Alert
Natural heated power washer.
JesuitSingles.com
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The Smart Calendar
Smart Hot Water Recirculator
Pizza Degreasa's
Head Case, Load Off
Smart Padlock for the Wink Hub
Ab-Blasting Cardio Rush
Sunnybands!
Snugs
RUNNROLLIT
Stop and Communicate
Bubble Chaser
Lightbug
periodic fruit h20
Smartwatch NFC Tags
Drive Time NO-tify
Snap 'N' Crawl
Kids Soft Taco Holder
KnockKnock
Loz Pops
The Mobile Baby Carseat
90 Degree Outlet Adapter
aim app
Happy ice
Kid Carriage
BABY A FLOAT
Baby Alarm
Flash Pad
Remote Friendly
Self cleaning gutters
Twistkeeper
Soft Shoe inserts - all sizes
Bed helper
The Renegade X-Pro Series 1
Food for Travellers
The Pouring Buddy
Toothpaste saver
Smile Brite
Cargo Caddy
Exza Finder
Mom Magnet
Forever Stay
Stepetrition
alphabet plane
Eye Cheer
Charcoal Grill With Rack Lever
Kids Juice Box for Medicine
The doggy car bib
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Curfew wristband
Cigarette and Cigar Case
crawler
Growies
Quirky spoons
Zipped Bib Apron
The Bee Bumper
Personal Safety Device
3rd man
good boy
Pizza plates with grease pan
Camp Fire Pit Safety Screen
blister safe
Straight laced
2x4 Joint Connector
The Bionic Wagon
Fire retardant canisters
Square Wheels Business Toys
Fluorescent thermometer
Tool invention / Woodlevel
GPS Tracking Glasses
App Enabled Music chairs.
The Smart Sink
The Tooth Fairy Treasure Box
Easy Care Carseat Cover
Aqua Alert
Guitar Fret Toothbrush Holder
sleeping bag w/pillow
USB protector
Cube with a View!
Computer Control Center
Child Water Safety Gate
Spoiled Food Indicator
Ziptube your Smartphone Cord
Medicine package reminder
The Wifi Chager
Wasp Mesh Screen
THE ROOFERS DREAM
Split Extension cord
earphones/earrings
The Cool Dog
Auto Tune Microphone
Cupcake/muffin pre-cutter
CHILD SAFETY IN THE SEA
Cloud Headphone
Extend A Brush
Baby Formula easy measure
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Dog Walking Trainer
Dummy Car
Jetchute
Tag It, Skratch cups/bottles
Karlo St John Headphones
Sport Blanket/Pillow
A Functional Nightlight
Inline USB Security Device
The tooth fairy
assist wheelchair bound person
Flexible Bike Trainer
Socially Secure or Freedom6
Multi-Bowl Gravity Cat Feeder
Air Vent Dust Cover
SuperMe
Coat-Tailies
Hot Momma Mirror
ELEVATOR ESCAPE LADDER
garlic hat
Earviewz by Harmon
Refridgernet
pressure point relief
Bath speaker with a caller ID
Toilet Paper/Wipe Holder
Cardboard Kingdom
Yomota
Compartmental Diaper Bag
phone mirror
Instadrunk
Pizza"Corner"Cutter
Women's Exfoliating Shaver
Attachable extension socket
safe alert
Solar Powered Beach Sunbrella
Plainview Safe
headphone charger
Power of the Fish
Retractable Essentials Holder
Intelligent Plates aka iPlates
Hair Designer Barbie
Slack hitch
Fast Tracks Builder
TextEase
Sonic Lenses
EMOTISMART
Car La Cart! Car Seat Evolved
Drive and shine jewelry
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solar powered toaster oven
Chew Me
No Child Left Behind
COUNTER STEAM
Parent &amp; Teen Trivia Board Gam
Perimeter Safe
Babies favorite diapers
Wallet Pill Card
Windscreen water collector
portable crib monitor
Roil chef grill oiler
The ergo sun lounger
The Power Brush
SkyLife Cardiac
Anchors Away
Intersection Alert
The bathroom secret
Sipper
never lose things
HOME EMERGENCY PHONE
Fully Conductive Bandages
The" SHRADLE"
beach chair
The cool plate
Alert Seat
The Brush Dryer
Extendable Outlet Light
Drop-N-Charge Strips
The sand tracker - Roller which creates railroad tracks.
Forget Me Not (FMN)
Never forget baby car seat
carseatfeet
Oven Camera
Uni-Light
in-line weed and feed
Eternal Sounds For The Soul
Rainbow recipes
ListenIn with mobile
Switch it on
EzShoe
Pressure Brake Lights
Harman/JBL Smart Earbuds
Quick Sweep
Non plastic waste basket
Coolzzz Pillow
religious barbie families
watch that sticks to skin
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The Sink Link
Twerking Darts
warm hands
bladeroller
Smart Baking Pan Turner
Diggable Doggy Bed
"FLEX IT" Expandable Cooler
Side Trackers
Mirror Stand
Snow Salter
Toy for cats and dogs.
Verseur Carafe
Add A Spout
Flying Stick
HydraTube
pool shade
Earings Headphone
Junior Size Pressure Washer
leaf bagger
My Air-ea
dual steam iron
toddler hand towels
kidsafe cart belt
Disposable Teeth Cleaning Kit
PowerZan
Peace Pillow revision
tooth paste pumpe
Tissue/Disposal Box
cable clean
Glow-zzz
Responsible Piggy Bank
Endless Power
Back scrubbing mat
Pill Minder
Suck That Dust
Expanding laptop speakers/mic
Guitar Scale Lights
Airplane Tire Saver
Easy Sheets
Aquarium pail
Thinker phone stick
Swimmers Alert System
Wireless charging basket
Individualizer Back Scrubber
Poppy pop
Heart Attack - 911 responder
Combined Mold and Scoop
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Charity Clearing House
magnetic break away plug
Gator-Grips
X Cube
The Game Changer
Over-head Harness Carseat
int'l shipping for individuals
globows
Hydro Traveler
Paddy O'Burger Paris Adventure
The Safe Sponge
Rescue Me! (update)
Straw Ice
Baby Wheels
Amazing Cool-est Light show
Squirrel and Pest Zapper
ventilation and equalization
Lightup Car Floor Mats
Finger Drill Glove
iTrushBin
Golden Glass
Car Stereo Cuckoo Clock
Barf Bag
Headies
Windows Wiper idea on Car
Mobile Induction Charge Shelf
The Zebra Swatter
Transforming Headphone
Push pins that expand to hold your paper closer to the wall - use less pins to keep your corners from curling!
HeliCar
Growth swing
Car seat alert
Chunnel
Kidsclean
Distracted Driving Monitor
Toilet Seat Disinfectant Roll
Anywhere Teether
The Stretchable Blanket
Soda/Water Bottle Holder
TV turn off for kids
The Swiss army phone
The BrewMaster
Craminals At Large
clear aide
Lunchtime Lego* (trademark)*
Super cross play set
Bundled Bottles
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Outlet Extender
Sherpa
Pipe Themostat
Travel breast feeding pillow
Always There Pet Kennel
Integrated block heater cord
Dylan's Germ Fighter
LumenAttic
OfficeConnect
HARMAN Quadphones
Server sleeve.
#LeanInTogether Barbie
Soft Shieldz
ball stylus
Shift
In-Wall Outlet/Receptacle
Cat Box Cover
Size adjustable HANGER
Deacti-Cat
Decorative Christmas Tree Stan
All in one compact tv mount.
ez mega fort for kids
Stickee Notes
Selfie Glam Fan
Multifunctional chopsticks
Wrist Measure
EXTERNAL RECHARGE PACEMAKER
compact beach buggy cooler
Baby clothes that float
nappy alarm against napkinrash
Graco Fast Action Android Self
Sticker Protector
Travel Sippy
Fold no more
Seat Belt at Sea
Deflect
dcd
The Edible Drink
Dollar Dewrinklizer
Hide a Package !
Masculine spray fjor men
Liquid Sensors
Kitty-Let Kitty Litter Burner
Harman Tx+
Gamer Monitor
"Eternity Faucet"
Door Scarf
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Power Tool Princess Barbie
Petometer
The Time Machine
Face detection gun safety
Flip Ounce Bottle
baby body bib
Computer Cuddles
Move it to Use It!
Portable plug-in
Pram Assisted Charger
Sunny
Toilet Tattoos
Track Stylus
Brush Tidy
"Bathanette"
Snitatch
HeatWrap
Single hand bicycle
Arctic Air
Piggy tank
Pet Furniture
Litter Cycle
Timely Toothbrushes
Nothin' but phones
resonanz - dynamisch
Child proof lock for carseat
The dry wash
Inflatable Fishing Shirt
Mini iMac dock
Bluetooth Chopsticks
Clip Holderman
no more dr visit
Smart And Safe Headphones
MATTEL - Mood Strands
Stroll-n-play
Weather Wipers
Ceiling Fans For renters
the adjustable pillow
The Back Relief System
Omni Phone Protector
Wingnut Remover
Conscience hearing device
mouse-pen
Ready Plunger
Baby bumper safeguard mattress
Butter-FLY Girls
Reusable low waster diaper
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licence reader
Travel to China and accounts f
Ear tunes
Baby on the Go Rolling Base
Clip-On Light
Flash Light Shovel
wrecks
The cooler Cooler
KO-NECT: The Sharing Headphone
The Clippy
Just Like Mommy
Wink Furnace Filter Monitor
TherMOMeter Liner
Baby Security Gate
2 in 1 tether come toothbrush
Forget Me Not Car Seat Cushion
Strollight
Car Potty
Lens Replacement Reminder
AutoBlinds
Disapearing Cigarette Filter
fasdf
single bag crash protection
Flash Cleats
smart bike lock
Fun, Healthy, No Battery added
Movement Jeans / Pants
Per-fit Headset
inflatable hotel back pillow
Sphinx: The Faucet Sphincter
Soapro - soap protector
Baby Protector
Baby Paper
Newborn Baby Simulation
Sheets of Shampoo
door pin popper
REINALL
Super daddy
Detachable Power Strip
Yams - Creative Building Toy
Tetrapix/Cube Picture Display
Welcome Home Honey!
DELIVAPORT
The Take Home Kart
DOGZ Car Cover
Quick Clamp
Birthday Calendar
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App Enabled Baby Seat
A Drone Of My Own
Test 2
Babys`Rocking high chair.
triggerWINK IN/OUT Sens Bridge
find my car
Cleaner Bot
walkseed
PocketBraâ„¢
Ad Free Bracelet
convenient toilet tissue
aqua alert
The Gripster Smarterphone Case
Backpack Stopper
Wireless Dog Leash
HarmanÂ´s H/P with Aural Sensor
The MultiCup
5 Minute Masterpiece
Remocator
conformed blood pressure cuff
3in1 Toothbrush
Wireless Earbuds
Sugarcheck
Smack Talk Sports Gloves
Doggy Snow Trail
Short Stem Long Drag Pipe
deck shuffler
the tester
THE STOCK STOPPER
Light Powered Car
iPad DVD Player Case
Exhaust Flame
Wearable and reheatable heat
Ryder Gloves
8 Port USB 3.0 Hub charger
Car catch-all
Push Pop Drink
Outgo
Dual WiFi Audio Baby Monitors
Cool Cups For Kids
SIMPLE OFFICE WORK OUT CHAIR
Faraday Briefcase
Bumper Pad for Each Wood Slat
Touch pen holder (Band type)
natural lubricant
Welcome Home Honey!
Designer hearing aids
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The Floater
"Fab Rocker"
carpet cruiser
safe shopping carriage
No More Mess with Banlish
Temperature app for Uconnect
Game Day Diapers
Baby Poop Detector
Floppsy - Baby Food Jar Holder
The Tote-Stool
Floor Saver Vacuum Attachment
Electromaglev Music box
Easy Serve Frying Pan
Sky Line - Cable Car
Mani/Pedi/Jewelry
The Hair Extension Holder
BACK SCRUBBER &amp; WASHER
Noodle snap
Slumber
Pet Warning Signs
Wolf Whistle
The Key Chain Shop Vac
Ear Drum Concierge
portable car shelter
Hair Conditioner Comb (HCC)
Quit It!
Grocer
Barbie Q Doll
Paw Prints
underside rinse
Flov
Car Seat Child Chime
Game Time
Automatic Emergency Lights
Ear pinky swab
The stroller cart
ultimate diaper bag
Scented Band Bursts
nomnom / breast milk warmer
Code Brown
Spice Barrel
Smartphone display protecting
combowater
Roll 'n Clip
SaveASlice
Hot Wheels Soap Box Derby
Earcase
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Chic secret
Heated Umbrella
The "tidy trimmer"
Kangaroo Baby Diaper
Strip-Less Driver
Toe / Foot Shield (Diabetes)
Grid (virtual space time)
Go Quick Coffee
Twang
Barbie does the world
Flex arm multi tool
My walking buddy
Doggy water food pak
NannyBot
Sprints
Less Mess Pregnancy Test
Smart Car Seat
Ki Blaster
Touch and Play Cards
HUSH
QR enabled giving
GRIPPER
CRAMPLESS BED
Restuffable dog toy
Advance Notice
Window Power Strip
MagnoMeasure
Ready Trash
The Toothball
Gardener's Green Sleeve
Twirl Girl Baton
weed threader
Electric Water Treatment
Rock On A Stake - Magic Border
Sleeping Sara
Baby lounger
long board brush
Listen in silence
The DIGITAL IBAG DIAPER BAG
Foundation bottle
Light-up Minecraft Pickaxe
GRIP- ONE
compostable butter pouch
Juice nips
biker chic bff
Bully Cat Be Gone
Snow Melt Blanket
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Flex Writting Pen
The headphone
germ free toilet seat lift
THE TOMMY VOLT
pet hair remover
Water Management for the home
Projectiles with cameras
cup duo
RePeeps ReDyeable Easter Eggs
SwingSafe
STAGE
Car Temp Maintainer
Roadway Phone Alert
Medicine bottle that unscrews halfway down allowing easy access to the medicine at the bottom of the bottle!
Switch Off TV...
Mini Printer
WINK Convection Heater
Mommy hold me
Active Mouse
Silvies Roller
Non-permanent Real Tattoo Ink
Quick Change
The Doomsday escape bubble
K9-KLUB
Cup holder for stadium events
Stillness
Test Prep Gum
The Hot Gluestick
RSI 2.0 indicator - instrument
Magic wand
Hybrid solar concentrator
Self Opening Shoe
Faster than ever 3
Snack and learn
jshoxz
AllTime Waves
Glow-n- Snap
Headphone Song-Skipper Ring
All-in-one Toothbrush
TWEEDLES CAR SEAT
crowbar plaque buster
Pocket-Sharecraft Headphones
No-Spill Swivel spoon
3D-SND Shoulder Speaker System
Virtual Keyboard Note Computer
Snap and Emoji
Car seat monitor
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Snow Tracker
RL shoe strings
Binky Burp Cloth
Automatic electrical swing
Real Estate Consultant
Piggy back baby bottle
Spring Hitch
Head's-Up Cooler
Headphones of Tomorrow
MORPH Music
Dispensing toothbrush
HÄ€TR System Backpack
EZ Open Toothpaste Tube
portable electric fence
Drip Stop Mug
Bottomless Coffee Pot
Adjustable Blinds
Easy Breeze
Bird Bomber
Smart Ball For 1-3 Year Olds
SEESAW ARITHMETIC
NAME PINS
carseat baby visual stimulate
The Landmark Selfie Cam
Nu Tube
Smart Home Outlets &amp; Lights
Weebler Cane
Mailboxshredder
Selfie Drone
The Cleaning Belt
Pocket ticket
Fold-able pet food mat.
Water Guardian
heated underwear
Ear phones
wireless hdmi cables
tie-up
Alert me play pin
E-coustic
Diaper Change Assistant
Baby Warm &amp; Safe
Baby Rack
DVD Burner+Portable DVD Viewer
Le jeu Mental
Blanket with warm feet
Live facebook streams
Mommy and Daddy Helper
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Lazure painting DIY kit
Pool air table
Baby heat saver
Wireless cooking thermometer
Super Shovel
The Hygienic Toothbrush Holder
Lorem Solis
magic carpet cleaner
Hot Sauce Bottle Holder Cannon
Rising Bottom Firewood Bin
Headphones of the future
THE MIRROR - SHOT
VeeCom app
The Paint Blade
Mitten Clipper
AM/FM Visual Video Radio
HomeSecure
WarmLit
Snitch A Toothbrush that Tells
Poppy paper towel dispenser
Lil-tris
Eating Time
EMF Protection electric cars
Drivers Emergency Alert System
The Beverage Cooler
Shoes
Flavoring for pets water
PEACER
Safety vest for your car
THE G.P S GLASSES
Non-Sweat Pocket Cloth
remote charger
Jumper Dogs
PLUG TEMP WARNING DEVICE
ThumBoard
Wonder Funnel
Wireless Refill
App Enabled Reality Blocks
The Smart Frame TS Frame
Bucket Buddy
bluetooth slim jim
D.U.I Stopper
The new key to a perfect tailgate party or cook out! Check it out!
OAISIS
Toddlr Monitr
Scrubby Buddy
Eco-Friendly garbage bin
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Help! SOS
Dura-Tee
Home Heating Oil Tank Gauge
Oil Tank Reader
plug in ice box
Skateboard Wallet Holder
The Dog Shield
fresh wine
Ghost Tint
Cordless Styling
Reaching razor
Bag it UP!
family alert
AppleWatch DualPort BatteryPak
UbikHead
Baby on Board
Lighted Water Bottle
Sponge Plunge
Hug-a-Bowl
Workers Phone Case
Flight Deck
Express Charge
baby bath safety net
backwards tread mill
Eco-Reciptacle
"Self-Leveler" Mug Holder
Practical bottle opener
The Trido
SOUNDZONE
"Roller Controller"
Kids track bracelet
stop text
fully featured headphones
Racquetball gaming screen
Power wall charger
snap charge
In-Frame Retractable Bike Lock
Genius Toy
Cream Brush
Mattel Surprise Eggs
Sidespecs
Baby Safe Wrapping Paper
Wire Cleaner
Static Dog Bed
Cheap WINK Robotic Hand
"The Seat Easy"
Finger Dental Mirror
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The germ mask
Keep it Kool
The Burnbuster
The Easy Wash
Wireless ElCTRO VAPOR Charger
Pollen Protecters - eye wear
Hair Band &amp; Bobby Pin Tree
Smart Bot
Airphones
No-Wobble Flying Disc
Adjustable Game Ratings
Classic Oldies
Sunscreen Spray Booth
The hail tarp
The Flexlight
LIFESAVER SEATBELT CUTTER
Hot Seat
Personal Battery Belt
Frog It!
Modular Hangers
clothing hat shoe holders
CHILD/PET HOT CAR ALARM KIT
Sound Switch
Dry Aging Box
Non spill Baby Bowl &amp; Plate
Toddler Walker
Project-a-Paint
BikeLok
Auto-Shower+more
CHUCKLE
BROOM HEAD COZY
Steady Bedsheet Kit
Stack the Deck furniture
Wash &amp; Store Produce Set
Reliable Door Weather Sleeve
Bar phone chargers
B-Grilled
Flash, the E-Paper Photo Frame
Easy Wrap
Spreadable ketchup
Rolling Luggage Sled
Water resistant tampon string
Small motion detected alarm that propells a safe air vapor and loud alarm or your voice recorded and lights up, keep cats off counters/table
App for Parking the car
Infrared Babymilk Thermometer
Ball Utensil
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TV Sock
Sac-Sac
car seat swing
Mobile Bed Cubes
Child Safety Sensor
iPhone to Andriod converter
painting gloves
TextMate Dolls
Stationary Sit and Fit Cycle
new shoe
Pencil Caddy
Disposable EZ Fill K-Cups
Powder Medicine Medi-Funnel
how much you can pump ?
Mobile Phone SLING-AROUND
flirty petal party shoes
Throw at you
Penclet
Intercom Pro
find me
Wheelchair Peddling
Safe Hunters Buddy
Brick Breaker
Proximity Bands
Lint Cloth Comb
Bootle Broom
iBuckle
Keepers
Chew Alternative
Elastic Skirt Dog Pee Guard
Children's Personal Finance
Caulking &amp; Brick Pointing Gun
Modular Pivot Power Genius
Tissue Toss Box
sports influnced ceiling fan
Overcome Public Speaking Fear
UD (undroppable) Guitar Pick
windowmaid
The 3rd Arm
Bug Proof Garden Boots
Humane Woodpecker Repeller
Liquid Mouse Pad
Children's play table Clothes.
ReShift Adaptable Headphones
Automatic Icecube Tray
convertible hiking poles
Harmonica style Phone holder
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Stroller Pepper Spray Holder
Forget Me Not
Bib N' Pill Caddy Necklace
POPSEY
The Baby Saver
Kids Wifi Humidifier
iHugger
Mix &amp; Feed Baby Bottle
Reversible Pillow
SureFlight Kite
Oriental spoon through
Upower Station
Home Weather Station
All-Terrain Alpine Wagon
Mr. Grumbles
Re-Heat A Slice
built in card swiper phone
Solar Bank
Key case
Frying Pan/Skillet Level
BLUETOOTH SETTABLE CLOCK
Wheel and Stick
Turn your iPhone into a home rotary phone! *Resubmit*
Wash Mate
USB-Rechargable Batteries
The Modulate Headphone
Sleeping Pod
picnic blanket w/back support
Baby emergency I.d. Card a
Flying Fox Jnr
clean hands
On board vehicle booster
Savvy Sorter
MR-1000 Forklift
Bottoms-Up
Origami Salad Containter
Online Banking
Scoopy Bagz
Solvet Tub
One Way Pen
Crying Reducer Armband
wet dry toilet paper roll
Magnetic tweezers
Jeans cellphone repair patch
ears to you
Baseball pitches
Massage rolling pin
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BBand
Parental Bed Railing
Body Heat Baby Bottle
EyeHand Coordination Game
space saver bed
Robotz
Whatâ€™s SUP?
Speaking spoon for babies/kids
The Catwalk
Travel Stroller: Shop or Beach
pest preventer
WORK/TRAVEL PHONE CASE WALLET
Hand free washroom door opener
Unitree camping tent
Auto muting headphones
Smart and Secure Package Pod
Snow chux
Paint Spots
no gloves
Wizzle
Forget-Me-Not, Protect Me
empty bottle fixer
Canvas Mount
Car Infotainment for IPhone
Welding hood with lights
retractable cable headphones
The Wire Saver
Exact Water For Baby Formula
The Cord Case
pack n pee
WINK Mobile and A/V Monitor
the kids voiture
Lint away
Rechargeable Kettle
Harman Edition
Hands of Time
holds trunk subwoofers. 4 piece set. 1 piece on each corner. At the bottom of every piece will be teeth for grip.
Wink Bluetooth Beacons
Shopping cart phone case. Enjoy hands free shopping!
A rhythm modification device
Cop Caddy
flexibrush
Techi Head Set Audio Vision
smart cup
Save My Carpet
Gopher Run
Pickle Pac/Pickle Purse
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Hot Wheels Aircraft of the Wor
Slipper tabs
Wall Wipes
Office Chin-up Bar
THE GROWING BABY GATE
Drip Drop Stop
Sunscreen Spray Booth
Hanger Hide-Away
Bird,mousse Cage connected
Pacifier medicine dispenser
AirPhones
TV smart cord
Wireless charging handbag/Bag
Little General/ little lady
BeachLuggy - a new beach chair
Healthy Plate
WiFi 490X Magic Thermos
Guitar case stand
Sucker Saver
I Strap Phone Case
A FRIEND you bring everywhere.
first radio tape measurer
Roller basket
CanCap for Carbonated Beverage
My Speaking Buddy
The Future of Picture Framing
Kidz-Pal
Stroller Carseat
Easy glide stroller
Pro C
BuzzBase
Winclosall
Do Right Dolls
Smart water flow globe
Hole-in-One Pacifier
SLAPâœ‹ON HANDLES
Rotary style iPhone dock that plugs in through the lightening connector and input allowing you to use the dock as a phone.
Dronie - Drone Window Pad
Pre-Fab Electrical Conduits
RV DRAINAGE SYSTEM
smart tombstone
Wireless headphone tights
Stick In The Sand Dog Bowl
Garage Door Warning Mirror
Double lid system
WINK Synced Baby Monitor
Snow Trapper
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Replace airbags Pat# 8,449,038
Seeing Eye Locator
Formable Cookie Cutter
Tecno Glasses
Location Friend
"Dinners Ready!" Bracelets
Candid
WINK Smart UPS Back-up Power
Light Line
Smart Extendable Shower Head
Tactile Treasures
iPhone case for one handed use
Eyeglass Frame Polishing Kit
No Stress Manual Snow Remover
Kwic-Drop Braces (ie: KDB)
Carbon Fiber Fishing Hooks
THE Better Mouse Trap!
A new cap for current bottle
Easy Washing Tap
bike skate&amp;engine bike skates
Park Ranger Barbie
Sandwich/hamburger/salad hub
automatic door
Wings
The Elctro Book
Don't forget baby!
Babys Buddy
Instant clothes identifyer
Wireless Heating Pad
sensible kids shoes
Golf Practice Ball
Rubber band floss
SWITCH
Drawer-gan-izer
Sandbox Backhoe
Balloons blowing up Robot
Bluetooth handheld locks
Wink connected bulb holder
Wink smart refrigerator
Artic Pitcher
Rotary style iPhone dock that plugs in through the lightening connector and input allowing you to use the dock as a phone.
Minder Angel Keychain
Status Basket
D-Fence The Drain Fence
car cam
Infrared Heated Headphones
Gsound or GlassHead
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warming sneakers/boots
QuickSqueeze
The Shamband
Refuel Home heating oil
Shower Buddy Water Saver
1-2-ON-3-Off
Modular Headphones
Cord Cling
Froggy and buggy friends
Disposable Plate Cover
Disposable Shirt
Crochet needle counter
Root to Root
Cooling spray
The Pivot
sim card station
The Keeper
Too Young for a Walker
MotionSense
Dual window blinds
SurroundFX 3D Sound System
driving hazard reponse
Easy Pour Add On Bag Spout
Apple Watch Charger
bear back scrubber
Little Grabbers
Customized Greeting Card Kiosk
Child's Car Seat Warmer
Self Cleaning Comb and Brush S
Carbon Monoxide Detecting Shoe
Coke aerator
Text Protect
foot pedal rocker.
Cry Baby
Long string flossers
Chapstick X
Pregnancy Stomach Sleeper
Footcet
Everyone Lamp
Stucklet
Multi-Stain Concealer
desi-CANS
Garage Trash Can Odor Eliminat
Xfall
E-Sax
Screen Tray Walker
Dual Workout
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Laptop Charging Case
Methane Gas (Fart) / Air Purif
Sleep on belly
Fandisco
Pup-Cup
Shark Tank Board Game
Perfect Grip
Barbie's Pink Challenger
Musical Tolilet Seat for child
Wall Tile Level
Breast Milk Nutrition Analyzer
Revolving Window Frames Min
Serving Size Saucers
Monster go away
Shoes sword
Diaper station/activity tracker
Fitness Avatar
Neuter ball
the flip seat
Quick Release Carseat cover
laced baseball helmet
Solar Car Aircon
SNAP
Above ground pool dirt liner
Medical Marijuana Water - H42O
sharper penzil
Bye Bye Baby Burn
pedometer that is a sticker
mail box opens at both ends
Portable Heated Wrap
1/16 scale tractor shed/shop
The Tinkle Timer
Blink off
rubbing alchol flip top cap
The smallest baby car
K-Cup Refrigerator
landline wink
Add vibration technology to
Extension Cord Holder
Bluetooth splitter
Speak UP
PhoneWAK
Personal Data Profile
Smart Tube
Utility hiking stick
Motion-Sensor Water Bottle
SANSEAU
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humorous golf ball
Sea Siphoner
Wallofah, wall-mounted scrub
Silk Forearm Feeding Sleeve
Spilly Saver
Infatainment
What the Vibe
Thomas Hopper Car Loader
iDesign Board Time
scissors generator
Gopro friend
pound pad
Quacking Thermometer
Thermo Vacuum Machine to help us community prototype products for quirky
Oversize Injury Gloves
notre dames original nickname
Goose egg
SweetSmarts
Easy Kneeler
Educational Stuff Toy
Curtain call
The Purse Pal
Dumbbell Hangups
Whispering Melody Headphones
ToothpasteTubeTighteningTower
Easy One
Fat Blaster
tablet shoulderbag w/lap stand
Baby Call
The gift box
Messenger
Advanced Vision 4 your safety
Cozy Cheering Chair
Concert at Home
BluetoothX
Baby Pack Mattress
Companion Comfort Chair
The Unknown Monster
Happy Stroller
Lather down
HID Glasses
wetheadz
Easylite
Armband pacifier
The Caulk Finger
EZ to orient
Portable heated blanket
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Re.Wrap but open to suggestion
Touchscreen Keyboard
PAINT BRUSH BATH
Heavy duty headphones
Headphones of tommorow
The Humdinger
Kuali
App Enabled HK Receiver
Road Watch
Poppy Washer and Dishwasher
In-Wall Plug Ejector Outlet
Hot Wheels Foldables
SHARE
Barbie &amp; Ken
The Sneevey
Smart Spot Heater
Mani/Pedi Ready
Greetifi Greeting Games
Pet Safe Recliner
Gingerbread Wonders
Plastic Bed Cover
The Waistband Pocket
Baby attachable bib
Plugless Window Lights
Kiddie Timer
Toddler Smart Marker
pacifier/teething ring
utility boat
Sueeasy
Sticky-Backed Smartphone Loop
Stroller Cart
Eye Directed Monitor
Checkout Cart
Clean-Plunge
Filler up
Easy hand spinning kid device
TP House
Ultimate Heaphones
Wall Hanging Stand Everywhere
PC Display Case
The Awesome (UAF) Faucet
All in one Laundry bag
MagneTarp
Memory Foam Bath Rug Scale
Backpack genie
Peeler and zaster/grater in 1
The Jesus Machine
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Baby Monitor with Fever Alarm
driving communicator
Rotating speaker
The gold any color gem ring
Personal Drone helicoptor
CompEasy
The Night Rider Baby Stroller
Swappable Battery Charger
Biscuit Buster
Magician Andrus Inventions
Vi By Brianna
Foldek Tonneau Cover/Atv Deck
Clip Ties
Underbody Shower
TRI
Rewarding Candy dispenser
paylater
Charging bracklet
SCREW BIT SCREW HOLDER
Study bike for secondary or high school students for technology courses. (12 pics)
Large Soft Puzzle Play House
Portable swing
No-Tip Chair support
child safety product
Skimmer Pro
ComfortFit Headphones
the Saint-bracelet
water fertilizer
Sharge
Forget-Me-Not Drink Carousel
plug stick
Auto Open Oven Rack
The Balance Blade
Powered crib rocker
eye strain no more
Why I Prefer to Date Older Wom
Andromeda Balloon Filler
Sniffer Scooper
Shovels and Rake Combinations
texting and writing on paper
PhotoWise
sunny head phones.
cool table
CAMPAD
Golf Ball GPS
The Christ Image
Sip N' Snack
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Combine pillow shawl
Leaf Net
Pipe Themostat
J-Box7
Backseat Babysitter
Music Theory Casino
Tight Car Cover
QuirkIO
Toddler Underwear Liners
ffff
Shoe Patina Kit
Toddler Bath Water Saver
Tee Shirt for Baristas
Thomas the Funny Face
Smart Barbie
Purse Protector
Portable hair washing helmet
Pet has left the Property
THE BODY VAC-BAG
Sure Footer
Survivalist hot water
Grabber Cane
Electronic Bricks (RESUB2)
steak clamp
Smart Snooze
Eating Bib for Busy Adults
Forget Me Not
Go, Chess Combination plate
smart-phone camera extender
Magnetic Cell Phone Case
Fluency
Itty Bitty Fingers Snack Tray
Tent Peg Holder
the save a marriage tv
Comphy Happy Baby
Clicker Finder
Bottle Canopy
Dongle doggie door
the mood-cup
Quirky Intercom Speakers
Denlite
The anti germ light.
Grom Grub-Tub
Pneu Power Cue
VizerFX
Holla Tags
Birdhouse
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EHAP Walking Desk
photo school clothes id tags
Always Clean Toilet Seat
Shoezzes
Shopping ease
Baby keep warm sock
Balloon Ball(New Sport)
CUSTOMIZABLE SURGE SUPRESSOR
Gel Solar Hat
Vessel
W4ZA
Bedtime Headphone Cap
Smart Headphone
SIDS BE GONE
Water Scooter
Solar power port. concentrator
EatnDrink
Lace-snap
Pumping toothbrush
playing card improvement
ElTooth
The Doctor's Companion
Drebox
Transforming Activity Table
Rolling Baby Car Seat
My Turn Your Turn
Braking intensity indicator
FreeBee
field conveyor
two in one knife
Innovative Mobile Case
Auto off plug - 1hr
Don't lose grip on your flashlight. Knuckle-mounted flashlight for a more ergonomic experience
Better Men's Underwear
CLAMP RENCH
Potato balls
EHAP Laptop/Tablet Stand
Pool Safe-T
Two-way door handles
SpeakerPhones
Heroes 3D googles
Third Break
Movigraph Frame
Stroller Tablet Caddy
Quirky + G.E. "Closed Captioning For Life". Help for the deaf &amp; hard of hearing. Please read on or see the photos.
Trike Track
Juicer In a Bottle
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Window Alert System
K-Cup Recycler
ANTI SLIVER GLOVE
Shin Saver
Diaper Pad Pressure Sensor
New Mothers watch
Car Seat Sleep Hood
kid smart
Think Incisor Box
potty clock
A story book
Wrapster Plus
Tech Neck Brace
sensitizing a tablet keyboard
Pregnancy Panty Liners
C.B.H.
Easy Push Wheelchair
Wink power bar
Zip Strip Drain Bit
Salt and Pepper Tilt nâ€™ Grind
LOCO-CAR SEAT
Pocket Device Stand
Headphone (Music and Call)
WIFI Extender LED Light bulb
Sound hearing deficiencies
6-Cylinder Alcohol Dispenser
Quick Latch
DATA LAMP
LCD screen ball
Door Johnny Insulated door qui
Dogpers
Interchangeable backsplash
On The Go Bottle Cleaner
Slow Glow
Paper or Plastic?
Plastic Shoe Sizer
Edgy Jack Protect-a-Plant
Eye on Energy
Detachable Glasses
"Charge" A New Way to Work Out
Heated Outdoor Ceiling Fan
Quiet Collar
glow in the dark pacifier
Subterranean Irrigation System
Smart Phone Oil Tank Monitor
behind-the-wheel communication
Cemetery Flower Bouquet Drone
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SOUND IN, SOUND OUT HEADPHONES
jet turbine cowling induction
The" Santa Knows" Phone
FLIP &amp; MATCH SIGHT WORDS
MOBILE NURSE
Baby Changing Pad with Scale
Universal bottle brush
New Boost Booster
FIND IT FAST PATCH
Shower speaker
Brace Case
Command Control
Hang It Together
umbrella stroller carry strap
wipe and diap
Big Girl Panties
Waitress Call Button
Smart Bank
Toddlers' Restaurant Mats
Pic-A-Wall
Portable Aluminium Battery
Anti snow roof
Baby Carry On
Barbie Real Garment Design
Infant Diner Chair
The one bathroom organizer.
The Baffcup
Shower Buddy
warm fast food container
comboluggage
Poop Catcher
UNIVERSAL NUT
Bluetooth Restaurant System.
cordies 1
The jamin tooth brush
Hidden Antenna
Ornament clip-hooks
Modular Furniture System
Grab N Gro' Teething Rings
The Foot Patch
wireless video doorbell
Jumping Higher Pressure Shoe
MonsterGuard Stingers
Bank On It
Pick, Crop and Design Build
Mattel-App Enabled Baby Waller
Ouch Free Ponytail Rubber
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Creams multiple dispenser
Stroller Snap
Easy Flip
Ant Farm Generator
Cocoa collapse
SOLO
Cubicle Rack 4 plants or space
The Doolittle
Stackable Pivot Power
Cocktail bottle
Anti-pollution road vent
kitty litter bagged
Selfie Strap
Umbrella sellfie stick
Spill-proof "to go" coffee cup
iQ vacuum your snow
STEM-Code Game
Clothes Peg w Better Usability
Safe Pen desk security system.
Modified Powerwheels
Campsafe
several shifting producers in
Rummi Bears: Alcoholic candy
A pot with a cover!
Mu(g)love
The Replacing Shoe Sole
Kid Car
Better Living Humanitarian Kit
The All-in-One Toothbrush
Hot Seat
Key to your heart.
Drawer Locks that WORK!
CATCH-IT Baby bibs for parents
auto braking strollers
Multi-Shower Dispenser
USB Power Plug
The Together Head phone
Monkeys Around
coughdrop popsicles
streaming funerals
Birthday Cake Sneeze Guard
Cranophones
Cloud based black box
THC Induced papers
Cooler With Expandable Seating, Slide Out Drawers, Table Space, And Back Support
Heartouch - sport headphones
Hair Tutch Up
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Child Safety Locking Bags
Smart Connected Headphones
lunchfun lunchbox
Icecream bar grip for kids
Alarm Cot
Stor N Boat
Terrible Teens Alarm Clock
Adjustable Scale-Length Bridge
shopping Cart Buddy
Intelshower
Q+Harman Over Ear Head Phones
Lotion helper
Keyboard Self-Cleaner
Dinner pet
refridgerator handles
Washable down comforters
The Lazy Baker
easy bug screen roller
Child Safety Seat Harness
Internal Temp Cookware
SITTER MONITOR (Resub)
Chopsticks Spring Loader
Live Well
DR SNOW
LATCH-EASE
Perfect Shower
Hamper Shelf
light up signal back pack
Flavored Envelope Adhesive! Licking Envelopes Can Taste Good! - ENDING SOON!
Iphone5 Bike Lite Combo Mount.Iphone5 as front bike lite combined with mount for LED flashlight.Non-Apple cradle also available. (videos)
Elevated 'easy reach' plug in
Step Lock
HeadPhones+
Security Bag
A soup ladle designed to get every drop of soup out of the pot.
Gravitational Pull Workout
Soft Handle
Deo Hair
Floating instrument stand
Hands free umbrella!
Power Wheels Boat
Refrigerated Feeder
wifi reboot switch
Thunderbolt TD Headphones
exposure protection
Faces
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One piece coffee cup and coaster. Set your cup down anywhere without having to search for a coaster.
Melee + ranged exhammer1.0
My idea is to improve the Keurig coffee making experience and enable easier clean-up along with being 'green'.
VISTA VOYAGER An Adult version of RoadShow Tablet/Laptop Case &amp; LAPTOP BAG will have appealing adult colors and textures (ie. leather)
Ergonomic Pan handle W/ a ball at the end of the handle to distribute the lifting pressure away from the wrist, making lifting much easier.
Snack-Facts
Personal Broadcast LED Pin
aNNNAAANAA
Thinga-ma-Bong
Ionizing muffler filter
Stay Fresh Personal Beer Keg
Electronic Retractable Oxygen
Wallet Bag
stock savior
Separation Anxiety Dog Cage
Moving candle holder
Handheld Toilet Water Spray
Portable Mini Sand Blower
Babylon Wall
Open Sesame
Tempro
Re-Carafe
alterable ceiling-the killer
Hydrix Power Plant
Head-bang-phone
Protect the Cake
Super sponge tissue
Flex Fashion Jeans
An insulating layer for a french-press coffee maker that looks like a cashmere sweater.
Glisten-Free Beauty Fan
Gi' Me 5 Shower Gel Dispenser
ORGANIC HERBICIDE A.D.I.O.S.
Solahart
Solar Saftey Shield
Pool vacuum cleaner
Rodent repeller
Modular Pivot Power
Medistaxâ€“ Smart Meds Organizer
Perfect cup cake
Mason Jar Utensil Caddy
Hole-in-Wall
essential stock up strategies
Sliding Dog Ramp
warm or cold glass
Clean Car Mat
budgeted impulse
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Total Recall cup storage
Smart Surf Soundpod
iClick, the iPhone camera shutter release cable for blur free photography.
Screen Savior
Gap Minder
Home Automated App Window Fan
Digital Mixing Glass
SnapStix
Alfred
Cordies power outlet dock w/ USB's and optional speaker. Shelf w/ cord &amp; small electronic devices organizer + USB &amp; power outlets + speakers
Total Hearing Headphones
Manimo
Restaurant Ear
Attachable Dispenser for Moist Wipes and Disinfecting Wipes for Bathroom or Kitchen Use. Great for Institutional and Commercial use too.
"Shield-a-Splash" shield splatters on stovetop,fits all pan size. Prevents dirtying stove while preparing a quick meal. NO COVERS.NO SPILLS.
EZwire Electric Box
Anti rain windscreen
A Mans Microwave
PC Projector
Photo Editing on Camera Roll
PAIN be GONE_BODY PAK
Railway Charging
GasJocky
The Instant Shelf
Smart mirror
safe-prof bike
Steel iPhone case with integrated bottle opener.
Tired of fussing with Butter? ButterBuddy neatly stores and slices sticks of butter with no mess!
Mini air conditioner
smart cup
Tailgate Warning Sign
Unisex Select-A-Size Razors
Flavor your coffee anytime with no mess! COFFEE FLAVOR CUBES(Paulette Jaques)Flavoring Stones
Mating Necklage Tag
The Bearable Alarm Clock
Glove gator
Fishy
Pocket Bra
Quench Sippy Cup
Splights
cash for cards
Power Vehicle snow-brush
Storable Bunk-Bed Writing Pad
All-in-1-Car-Gadget
The Mint Inner Earbud
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drink can fizz container
F!ngerT!p-ProTechT
My Screen
Rolly Polly
bar shampoo and conditioner
Knife Guard will add a safe &amp; secure place to hold your knife &amp; help prevent accidents the next time you're chopping, dicing &amp; slicing.
Heat-Powered Grill Lights
Smart Motorcycle Helmet
bike car round phone Cady mont
Improve your storage, Expand the Pen Zen. This can be used in many ways and here are a few of mine.
-One motion Band-aid feeder. Result, happy kids, happy MOM!
online hud for cars
Crotch Cooling Jeans
Water Pixie
qiuick test 2
Vibrating Bed Alarm
good morning
the Leaf Smusher
Hands Free Emesis bag
fixed control of volume in the
Toilet Seat Covers With Wings. The Wings Are Used For Positioning, Keeping Our Hands Clear, And Keeping Seat Cover In Place Until It's Used.
3d HQ HOLOGRAPHIC HEADPHONES
Heated Toliet Seat
Rembark, the Painting Dog
999.PURE SILVER IPHONE 5 CASE personalized
Knot
Modern Hall pass
Strategy Key Chain
shock assisted brushguard
Easy Reader
smart warm and cool delivery
MOUSE TUNNEL BETTER MOUSE TRAP
HD Laser Heaphones
'Egg Mitts' - the amusing and practical finger sized protection for holding hot boiled eggs without all the "Oooh, Ouch!".
Harman Inter-active Headphones
Lint Take Away
Litter House
Magic Game Spinner
Heated Wheel Wells
ASSEMBLE your DISH RACK to your need with WASHABLE DRYING PAD on the rack for use in large and small kitchens, campers and all households.
PROFIT, PEOPLE, PLANET
BAHEDD ( Balance-Hang ergonomic design dinner set )
DVR4Radio
Potty Wrap
Travel Child Changer
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Straight T
A vehicle remote car starter that gets your car to your perfect desired temperature via smartphone without wasting fuel! Green!
The Catorama
no more dog holes
The Coolest Bag I.C
Cable Lift
WineFresh
HelePhone
Tv series on a dongle
Stylish glass water jug, with stainless steel reservoir to fit standard size filters (like a brita filter you could get anywhere).
Multi-Use Headphone Kit
The Collapsible Cup
The Magnetic Toothbrush
Modular Computer
Box Grater that comes apart for cleaning and to form four separate hand held graters/slicers.
DisposaClean StoveTop Sheets.
AirSoft Travel Body Pillow
No Texting Car Horn
The 3 in 1 shower dispenser
ENDING SOON! A Colander and Press Stand ideal for straining gross, smelly and pungent tuna like liquids directly into kitchen drain!
Bath Cleaning Walking Machine
Illuminate your way. Prefabricated solar walkway. Make sure you check out additional pictures!!
Manholes
SAFE swim
Prevent stale/crushed taco shells and taco messes!
Bathtub heater
GE Link Bulb remote
Solar battery
"Tremor" Bone Conduction
Bookmark page holder
the flip disposable razor.
Device industry for the instal
The Head Vibe
Automatic Document holder
HeadSetGO!
Scrub your entire BBQ grill, oven rack, tools, 100% totally clean. No elbow grease, no chemicals. Say goodbye to the brushes forever!
Wink Stress Orb
i-Balls
Rethink the humble sponge, make it out of cheap recycled paper so that it can be reused or tossed after one use--biodegradable.
Automated Massager
smart calendar (smart cal)
Corner Vacuum Cleaner
French Press Style Wine preserver for your open bottle of wine. Why pump when you can press to preserve. Works better than vacuum.
Wink + Touch Shower Head
Stroller Exercise Caddy
self watering plan ters
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My idea is an iphone case with an optical illusion holographic effect,its amazing,mind blowing,and high tech looking.please vote
knight strips
IPencil
Levalert
PhosisPipe
Smart WeighV Scale
Character Fan with Meoldy
GPS-Radar detector
Finger-Saver Matches
cuts pen
ChargeMe2
Laundry Ball (resubmit)
The Headphones of Tomorrow
STABILIZATION OF MUSCOVITES
Connect heads with Headphone
Ambient noise
Wheely tow
This bottle is unique -Don't shake it to mix- Pump it up and down with a Bellows type attachment-more control- less mess- unscrews to clean
Do you need some?
Trays Bien
Shoulder Bridges
The Replaceable Table Top
I never saw one of these,but I think it's about time. A sturdy, universal,clip-on scraper to attach to a kitchen sink spray hose.
Adjustable Garland
Sound Powered Head Phones
Non-Flip Luggage
A glove bag to collect biodegradable deizioni animals without being invested odors or getting your hands dirty use / disposable
Blade Check
Swift Water Lifesaver
Winter Hat Lanyard
Peruvian Dandy Dog
Easy Car Charger
Backup camera rotating cleaner
SUNNY BEACH TOWEL
String light clips
soap filled washing gloves
Disabled Person Alert System
Surge Outlet Extender
Brush To Go
Tiki Tokens, for kids!
Resubmit: Modular, interlocking hot/cold pads to keep food at best temperature with same material used in pain therapy (beads,gel,clay).
My Olympic Team
Credit Card RFID scrambbler
Truck Box Hammock
3D Sound Head Gear
At the heart of every idea lies the inspiration to make something thatâ€™s great...even better. Introducing: the new Pivot Power - Plus!
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RED OR WHITE? Serve either red or white wine with one hand and in style with this two-bottle wine holder!
Salt Air Storage
Charger for PC and cell phone
We cooked a turkey upside down and stuffed it with spices and butter in a 13 x 9 5 inch high pan in water. My friend and I invented this.
Fluorescent tiles/bricks
Adjustable Single Cupcake Hold
My idea is to make a garbage can that has storage on the side of it for your garbage bags, to allow for easy accessibility and storage.
Power Selfie Stick
children's emergency watch
Blue Home Phone
Easy Steering Wheel Cover
Grip A Charge
cable passthru
Roof Sweeper
Sibling safe charger
Portable Stapler for Buttons
Tooth Brush Holder
Cuddle Cup
Car Helmet
Waterproof Picnic
Grocery Smartie
Worry Free! Dolls-Mattel
Mirror Makeup Holder
SOCCER EYE
Slipovers
Mason Jar Jacket
Tornado and Bullet SafetyPouch
BParfum
Trunk lid/gate holder
portable fold up cleaning cart
GE Light Bulb Speaker Fan
smart case
USB RAID ENCLOSURE
Text-0
Marker Saver
Skittles flavor gum
Central Airfreshener
NO BREAK SHOPPING
Sleeping Lot Monitor
Recycle More
The iKlip
A functional case to hold iPhone or iPad like a book converting older models or adapting new monitor as 2nd or even 3rd screen monitors.
Multi-player gaming headphones
Barbie: Back to Basics
medusa stone
Changeable Kitchen Scissor Set."Click N Cut"(Paulette Jaques)
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Light-weight Cordless Tools
3D EeZ
Green Wheels
No Charging Wireless Earbuds
Processualization
Gloxinie Princess Barbie
DC Adapter in Electrical Box
SmartStart
Homeward Bound
Mason Jar Buddy
Proximity Bottle Dispensary
Dogurt
Toldo para auto
cord hugger
Motion sensor basketball hoop
the box pillow
Rimming with Power
Selfiescope
Disposable shoe liner
MEGA BLOKS table top
EasyOpener
The FULA
Moto Cross Barbie
women,s radioworkout bar bell
Zipper Pillowcase
FASTEN
Soap Sock
Kitchen utensils temperature indicator
Wrist Lipstick
The WARM SLEEVE is an insulated coffee sleeve, charged via USB hub, that warms beverages while staying cool to human touch.
Smartphone/App controlled beach cooler! Don't lug your heavy cooler from car to beach, drive it! Sand too deep? Too hot? No problem! resub2
Golf club condom
warm bath
Safety Wink Bulb
Dentist's friend toothbrush
Headphone fashion
Cooling dish
Mixing Container for Big Jobs--Collapses for Storage
Side Visor for car
POOP POUCH
tooth brush refillable
new head phones
anti-perspirant shampoo
Too salty! Too bland! No more. The Consistent Salt &amp; Pepper Shaker
JustSound
Clear Shaving Stick
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Smart Juice
Freeze proof gate valve
We all need to consume less fat in our diet. How about cooling rack/trivet that drains the fat and protects the table!
Imagine being able to remove the bag without a huge fight and bag tearing. And put trash in without the bag falling in.
This product will eliminate coffee grounds from bypassing a collapsed common paper coffee filter.
The Sink Dome - cover your sink and let your kitchen look clean and dishes wait for tomorrow!
Scalloped Egg White Separator designed based on a scalloped dip spoon I have that I used to make a cake with perfect results.
My idea is to produce a different kind of household plummbers snake. The snake will get rid of all clogs and be able to get past the sink.
EatSafeWare
Own Coach
Brainpower Racing
Self Charging e-Bicycle Wheel.
The All-in-1 Showerhead
Smart Wallet
Secho
Doggy Doughnut
Dog Groomer
Childs room shelf
Air Horn Pepper Spray Combo
Clean Cooker
The dual chamber coffee maker. Has two spouts for coffee to fill either two cups at once or a dual chamber pot regular or decaf. Two handles
Mega Bloks Decal Printer
Sticky Finder
Dock and raft bird deterrent
Change your case to any color for free.
Abcycle
Zip Clip! A small strap that clips to secure zippers that won't close.
Magnetic Spice Wheel for refrigerator door.(Paulette Jaques)
dog feeder
â€œGreen Brainâ€ - Drain Doctor
Wash, Spin Rinse, Drain, Toss, Spin Pour Your Lettuce/Pasta Salad &amp; Store! All with 1 hand &amp; less space on the table &amp; Fridge! No Wilting!
maxima seguridad
Maxi Wear
Air Charging Apple Watch
clip weights
The Bone Zone
Better Grocery Bags
clapper for eyeglasses
beverage chiller
Noodle Caboodle
Rubber Tipped Tweezers
D-Jamz
Pipes anti leak
Bozobonez
paper box
All in one ear buds
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Garden Waterer
I want to make moss paint avaliable for purchase.You will be able to create living art via this product.PLEASE YouTube MOSS GRAFFITI.....THX
UV Sterilizing LED Faucet Filters. UV Disinfection Leaves No Taint, Chemicals Or Residues In Treated Water; UV Light Is Quick And Clean.
Self-Cleaning Hand Duster
An attachment for high chair or booster seat trays to catch pacifiers, toys, &amp; beloved plastic giraffes before they can hit the dirty floor.
Water Shutoff HardFreeze Alert
Home Automation Headphones
Canelift
DrivewaySnowMelter Rubber Grid
A smarter way to butter corn on the cob. This spinner heats the butter and is rechargable. Spin your yummy corn and sprinkle in salt.
My concept will greatly increase the shelf life of soda once the bottle has been opened &amp; some has been poured out.
Daily Medication Calendar
It's a shower head that has a all in one shampoo and conditioner cartridge that go's directly in slot at the top of shower head.
Soap-it-up
Scald-Guard Shower Showerhead
Removable hitch alarm
WiBuds -wireless earphone buds
electric cycle
Insta-Plug - Drain Plug
Sensor Salt And Pepper
Warm You Up
Freedom Wheels
the trash indicator
Makeup Igloo
THE CHANNELS OF TV DIFFERENT V
Bulletproof Vest Vibration
I will incorporate a spoon attached to the lid of a peanut butter jar like the old rubber cement bottles of yesteryear! Other foods too.
EZ Pay Cash Pump
Spaghetti Serving Tool ~ Easy to toss the sauce and serve with this utensil! It is a spaghetti rake update.
Stay Cool On The Go This Summer, A Dual Warp Around Cooling Fan, Share It With Your Lover Or Best Friend. Helix Inspired, USB Rechargeable.
portable aux
Portable Snow Blower
Hey! Don't throw that calendar away, rescue it- with The Calendar Rescuer. It's the calendar you control! Slide-in pics, quotes, and art.
Modular Wine Totes that Fit in Your Pocket. No more dorky fiddling with bulky bags at the restaurant or get-together. (For 1-4 bottles)
Tap Earphones
SEMI-SYNTHETIC CRUSHED ICE(pea sized ice pellet)wraps! COLDER LONGER!Do you have a sports injury? Tired of filling those ice packs?
Tanglefree Earphones
Flex-N'-Park
Smart Crock-Pot With Stir
Sheep Band
Diva mower
Beach Brush
Gasless Gas Rangetop
left handed sewing machine
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Stacking wires holder
SlipGuard
DoorMail
Minecraft SwimWear &amp; Pool Toys
Do you hate it when the floor is cable messy? Use the stable Verti Coupler-a vertical multiplug with 360 degree of freedom rotatable sockets
HACKAWAY
A Disposable Garlic Mincer similar to the black pepper grinders and sea salt grinders currently being sold in stores today.
Smart Travel Coffee Mug
Special Keurig coffee cup for all the iced beverages. ICED COFFEE CUP!
Mirror Magic
Coin Card
Power Puck
Disinfecting Drink Coasters. Make sure every sip you take is germ free. These drink coasters use UV light to ensure clean drinking everytime
One plate heats in the microwave at a time. Families need a microwave insert that allows you to heat up 2+ plates at a time to eat together
Roll Aide
Glass Brick Redux
The Wonderful brush
Green Ball
REMEMBER
Outdoor John
Digital Store Directory
Rotating food table
An iPod cube designed for babies/infants that could play uploadable music, slideshows, with colorful light display.
BEST AB ROLLER
Versatile adjustable towel bar. Optional; The big bar could telescope as shown in renders #2 and #3.
Apple valet wireless charger
#spotsv Re 1/9/11 Finger Pressed, Vacuum Sealed Bowls
fog/snow driving device
driving under the influence de
RESUBMIT: A canteen water bottle brush; extendable handle that actually reaches the bottom of the bottle; compacts for easy storage
alien I
Hoodie Chairs
Plaster/Stucco Mixing Monitor
Cool Shoe design Shelf
Breast Milk Measurer
Chute
Car side visors.
Quirky, quirky, quirky this is totally you. This can be smart and fun. We can do this!
upholstery pins
Accommodating sunning chaise
Knock It Off!
Fruit-o-Meter
dÃ©coupe pratique
Harmany-ear inner earphones.
Hand warmer Phone Case
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Low voltage power strip
heated snow melting blanket
Potty Here We Go Seat
NoTangle HeadPhones
sleepin bag
polypocket digital case +
FLY CAM
Tempersole
Dog-water-bowl-in car
Don't Leave out the most important ingredient, Tortilla Wrap Bands
Intelligent Head Phones
the shake n pour
Vac-U-Bend
Air Dry your Kitchen Dish Rag and Sink Sponge with this Colorful holder! --- Collapsible Visuals Added --SPAGO .. Spaghetti Storage And Dispenser Select exactly how many portions are required ...
Revolution Ab Exerciser
Gravitational Weight Smart Bar
CHOPPER XL - A chopper for XL-sized fruits and veggies - save time, trouble, and effort with a chopper that makes cutting super easy at home
Magic game spinner
Smart Room Shades
Vehicle Ground Heater
Build Your Team
JBL Spec
Renter's Lock
Exact Calorie Counter
Healthy feet cleaner
portable power producer
wifi powered phone case
Better hospital bed
Doorframe Hinge Replacement
first motercycle 2 wheel car
Collage from water
Pneumatic lawn dethatcher
Harmony Headset
rolling foof system
There is so much paper being wasted on straw wrappers! It would make much more sense to just have the tips of the straws covered
Capture Good Karma Collection
Coaster Glass
Pic hanger
Bracelet Controls AC Temp
put a hand held cheese grater and a hand held noodle strainer together and it will eliminate a tool from the kitchen.a two in one tool.
The Hot and Cold Sensor Guard
Butt B Clean
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos App enabled Printer~200 Votes In Less 48 Hrs Quirky + GE
LED Hat
Portable Yoga Mat
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Winter Glass Guard.
Flea Free Comb
Isolar charger
Bike Saddle with Tempur-pedic memory foam cushion and Kevlar cover--makes you feel like you're in the bike instead of on it.
Soap dispenser gauge
"It's On" is a low tech clip-on audio reminder that the stove is on. Turn on the stove, clip (or wear) "It's On!" Beeps periodically.
Follow Me Toys
Solar/USB Refrigerated Thermos
Speaker headphones
A retractable device that will allow you to neatly conceal your appliance cords until needed.
Inserts for ice chest coolers
Vent Conditioner
You grab a fruit, turn to the sink, peel off the label and... well, where will you put it? Your answer is the Pompad.
Smart Tap
Portion control is a very important part of any restaurant. Why not control your cost and keep your plate/workstation clean at the same time
IR Temperature for baby
The Grill Cozy
Trendi's
Perfect Tem.
The toughbook of iOS devices
Have you come across a waiter having troubles to balance or carry a tray? This is the solution...
Dual Passive Sound Enhancers Will Instantly Improve Your Flat Screen TV's Audio Quality. Listen And You Will Hear The Difference.
EASE WRITE
No more tilting heavy hot pots to pour water in sink! Pot has integrated release requiring no strainer.
Engine leak Pad
Share Piece
irestore
the rope plug
EZ Pick up Play mat
Portable Clean Glasses
Hearoics
REINVENT THE SWIMMING CAP
Friendphones
Cell phone bobber
Musical XMas Tree Decoration
Child care band
GhostVap
radio controlled hot wheels
Jumbo screen LCD watch
Mil-Don't
Fright Night Bucket Light
Pulse-metered showerhead
The Shish-K-Buddy Grilling System consists of a pair of handles, multiple removable end shish kabob skewers and a grill basket.
Eyestalker Camera
The Cordless Creator
Keep any size or shape mixing or serving spoon securely in place. Just wrap and drop this pliable strap, over the edge of any bowl, or pot.
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Ear Bud Shirt Clip
De-Ice Cream Scooper
Unity Earbuds
Tunnel Vision Gaming Glasses
Universal dryer straighter
Pill bottle reminder cap
Last step indicator
Best of All Worlds Headphones!
Bio-Skeet
just pump septic tank
HAMMER WITH STORAGE HANDLE
Wipey In My Diapy
Fingernail stain
High Tech Wink Bracelet
3 Sided Shish Kabob Skewers.
Thumb Drive Data Gauge
Harman-Quriky Earphones
Sleep all day!
Toilet Paper Moistening Stand
Hygienic Towel
These durable magnetic tongs will provide excellent grip and will lock into any generic sheet pan. No more slipping and burning yourself.
The Dough Pin
BANZAI Japanese game
Gloves that have either spongy or rough palms and fingers. So you only have to buy one product versus two. Saves on storage.
Electric Milk Steamer
The patent pending bacon cooking device consists of a slotted microwavable tray and a disposable paper or plastic grease collection plate.
AUTOMATIC CHOPSTICKS!, The "Chopst-X" is a chopstick that does all the work for you,Gently squeeze to grab food,with the comfort of gel pads
Adaptive lacrosse Stick
It's the NEW *Mood Ring* Click it for Sad, Mad, Confused or Happy icon to appear! Teens/Pre-Teens. Like social expressions online!
The Super CD
PUCK'EM
Digital Keepsake Album
Pool Chemical Alert
Playmate Saddle
Charger Top
Tuck Commander
pickup strip
With the Solar Panel Phone Case,it will charge with the sun's energy. When you don't use the panel, simply cover it with a custom cover.
The Musical Teapot - Love using your whistling teapot but hate the screeching sound? T-whistle Teapot plays tunes when your water is ready.
"No Slip" refrigerator magnet clip.
My Perfect Pot is exactly as the name says it is, "Perfect". My innovative design allows individuals to stir food without removing the lid.
DripZ
Living Bag
Headphones w/shareable earbuds
MOBILE KITCHEN for picnic, tailgate &amp; boating w/ sections for warm food, serving pieces, pull-out cooler, cutting board, prep table, garbage
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24/7 lifesaver smoke detector
Expandable Easy Shelf
Slope multi-tap
No Hog Bed Sheet
Magnetic 'Dino-ville Toy Set
Lowa
Sump Pump Motor Sensor
Seed Spout
Multi-purpose brush design
the glove warmer
Charger for tablet and phone
Grip it
Makeup Igloo
Goodâ€™nâ€™flat Soda Pop
Wearable Headphones
Sound Screen
Kitchen Helper
Interchangeable Cooking Dish
Infrared Snow Removal
A knitted scrub "cloth" for cleaning eating utencils, etc.
Frost Scraper
Meditation support belt
The Netminder
wordy phone cases
My idea is to create a cutting aid that uses any standard chef's knife to make an ordinary cook chop like a professional chef.
A toaster turner &amp; recipe book. Turn almost any toaster into a toaster oven with 1 flip and a 1/4 of the price.
Carry Your Drinks &amp; Serve Drinks More Efficiently Especially For WAITERS WAITRESS Bartenders,Catering OR At Home Use just snap them
together
The Alert "ME" case
Precision Tape
I hate when my husband and I have to heat our food using microwave, we can't eat at same time, by the time he heats his mine is already cold
Headrest Car Safe
Snap &amp; morph
EHAP Laptop Stand
EHAP Desk/Table
EHAP Walking Desk
Baxcess
hose bubbler
Wack and cut
Arm Rest Assured
The Pet Potty Paper
spring loaded device charger
DrÄn GÃ¤rd or Drain-Guard
Life video game
Flash Find
In Cap Tempertuer cooler
The towel turbie
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Peelers can be slow and dangerous when you have a lot to peel and your hands become cold and slippery. There must be a better way!
Kleenex Disposal Unit
GLOW IN THE DARK RUG
Chain Saw measuring bar
Olive Oil Dispenser with Pouring, Spraying and Garlic Press Capabilities United as One Innovative and Dynamic Product!
Advance Plug Protectors
Non-sticky spoon
All in one cutting board. Remove top cutting board. Bottom board has a crater with a spike laying flat. Raise spike to place melon for slice
wipers with a blade for ice
Weighted Packing Beach Blanket
A SPONGE OR BAR SOAP HOLDER. SUSPENDS FROM HORIZONTAL SURFACE ON SINKS/ TUBS BY SUCTION CUPS. OPEN FRAME
ALLOWS AIR FLOW &amp; MOISTURE DRY.
ParaBand Resistance Band
autopetgate
The Bug allows your iPhone to react automatically in certain places,and bring information you may need without your interaction.
Water Bottle Straw
Powered screendoor
Smart Breaker Box
4-banger
Mix and Match Toy
Suitcase Finder
Snap on Laptop cord organizer
Scrubbies
Hands-free Pouch Jacket
WiFi Battery
camtext
"Use your secondary display in Vertical mode using Vertical Stand " THE IDEA Base with raiser and Holder for Multiple Display Sizes
ThermoAdvisor
wall protector
No-throw dinnerware for babies. Base is fastened by adjustable strap to any high chair, bowl screws into base, spork &amp; cup attach to sides.
Eternal wall-or-desk calendar
Finger Protector
first 2 wheel scooter car,s
Heated chair
Crack up Chariot with Rumbling
Cellme
The Functionable End Table
Stackable Jars.
Sliding Dry Erase Board
Thumbsucker
Credit Card Protector
Skinny painter
tablet/phone holder
Portable Digital Sign
Harmon Phone Phantasy Set
Ear Pumps (Air Travelers +)
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Pause Radio
Full Cutomizable headphones
Ever hot coffee
My Earring Headset
Click On Keyboard Attachment
I-SEE Phone Case
VisibleGlass
Clip Weights
Pulver
Guardian Circle
Freeze_Pane
Mini-Hog
Qi Mouse and Chakra Mouse Pad
Gold Flakes Sectoral
Purse Tector
Denim *FUN* clips for Kids. Clip them: front or back Blue Jean Pockets and/or Belt Loop. Trade and Collect. Boys and Girls Designs!
The Big Mouth Mute
Q3
Zippers for Seniors
NoCord
Formula To Go
Fun Fins
Studio Mastering Headphones
Multi-purpose Headphones
i pen
Stream Internet Radio
Bland food pill
shoesox
Smart paint
Exercise Mat w/Easy Push-Up
Snowboard De-Icing Insert
TAGcase
Watermelonfairies
Handwriting Glove
Persomal Insect Control Spray
Drink "Chiller"
Real2Reel
Revolving Storage Unit
Orange-a-peel
Coffee K-Cup Carousel with top sugar tray and lazy susan bottom. Decorative piece for kitchen counter.
Slope digital alarm clock
Sentry
Ski Boot Heater
Spotter UV sensor
Crook camera
"Silence Is Golden" Sleep Pod
Shearheads
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Poop proof
Passenger Pal
Artisan's Utility Apron
Selfie Mirror
Box grater tray
eCups
Braille Pad
Custom Print Grill Cover
The Array
smart humane critter trap
All-In-One Headphones
ultimate bluetooth headphones
Speaker Earphone Jack
Do you have your carpenters pencil but no sharpener? Can't remember where you put it? Finally the Twist, a sharpener where it should be.
Bag Snapper
Wave-Reversal Headphone
OnBrella
Magni-Visor
GE WINK Sockets
Blinky light up iPhone bumper
Wearable Dryer Sheets
Ultimate Baby Swing
Purse Saver
colorful curtain rods
Tape donut maker
Camera- Headphones
Plug In Place
The Balance Blade
QUIRKY CELPHONE
Headphone Pairing
Dehumidifying Mirror
Cigarette lighter LED/Audible locator. Find your lighter with a Smartphone app by attaching this locator to your lighter, or any other item
clip-it toothbrush
Clipboard/Whiteboard
Smart Riding Pants
Fire Fly Ear &amp; Headphones
Safety Bells
Digit Brush
Heated - Inflatable Sun Bed
Bottle Bar
saves energy and cares for plu
Rockets and Cars
secure u.s. mail box
Memory Foam Tape.
Shower Water Temp Monitor
Motion Sensing Energy Saver
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To-share-headphones!
Tot Tracker
Don't Wake the Baby
Coil N' Charge
headphone comfort
iPhone Lightening Charger Spli
swype keyboard
Removable Candle Container w/ Timed Extinguisher: Encases loose candles and can be timed to close using a diaphragm to extinguish the flame
Rap Cap
THE TWISBOTTLE
WINK All In One Cloak Sensor
blacklight cash register
Pop-out Silicone Seed Tray
Roomba Mailbox Robot - Fetch!
Mechanical Smart Speedometer
Remote Control Assist
Tablet Hands Free Carry/View
Drain-easy for Salad Greens
SANDWICH MAKER â€“ NEW CONCEPT - Let's reinvent! Slim! Easy to store! silicone molds can be changed and removed for washing!!!
The Tech Pea
Tap Out
Shop-vac trash can attachment
Any Wear
stethoscope cover
Nicotine lollipop
Weight Bar Warmer
The cat cave
Ultimate Baby Ride
Gesture based Headphones
Pivot Power addition
Car Tray
NURSE ALERT
Ice Dam Protection
Garden boutique curtains
Explorer Lens Car
Mattel Wishing Well
Wireless Water Leak Detector
Improved Kitchen Whisk. No more clumped up whisk! (Paulette Jaques)
The new rage is Cake Pops but so far there is no easy way to carry and store them after you make them.
Pocket Pickback
'The Eggleys in Eggleland
Disposable cart covers
A plastic platform that acts as a riser for dinner plates and/or soup bowls. Primarily for those with shaky hands.
Bathroom Wall Hooks for towels that remind you to hang up your towel No more towels on the floor . Digital reminder .
SmartWash
Light Show Changing Pad
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Right Angle Cutting Board
tablet holder for your car
Quick! Date-rape drink test.
ApeX9 Collapsible Computer
handbag motion activated light
Enhance motorized shoppin cart
WiFi Extending LED Light Bulb
Portable Table with Adjustable
New Bottle Cover
Free budz
Back Packer
Velcrosity: words will fly
Sick of throwing out all that "questionable" food in your fridge? How about a simple date/label printer on your refridgerator.
ROPOT
Qwk-Pket
Teddy Bears,Balloons,Flowers,candles,cards,Plaques,necklaces,bracelets,armbands showing condolences or expressing grief
Innovate the glass to enjoy cold drinks. Cold drinks precipitation make glasses slippery and cold to hold. Improve grip on glasses.
Window Solar Outlet
The Alert Calender
ECO TURBINE SPOILER
Towel holder
Finish That Phrase!
Solo Rok Glider
Commercial Burger Mold
Vertical Wind Generator
Trotting Bucket
Barbie 2.0
ATV - Sun Shade Bikini Roof
Brighten Your Morning
Clack-free ID
The Perfect Slicer
Don't get burned again! Get a handle on your microwavable cookware! Instant handles on all sizes eliminates oven mitts. Pour seal and store.
Self-walking and Flying Slinky
Convertible XLR Cable
Tranquil Headphones
digital wallet
digital calandar
Thomas AMOLED interactive face
Matting Strips
Silent Air
Inlight
Orbital Bottle with Pump
Hand Wash Countdown Timer
Octassist
Electric Pizza Cutter
spaghetti stopper
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Seat Heat
Monkey Box
Charguple
Red Handed Smart Phone Case
heated dish rack
women's oval razer
Makeup Mirror&amp;Lights Cars
Ergo Computer Center
My Turn
iSea Snorlking Eye Wear
Plant/Flower Protector
Intellisense Headset
An easy-clean cheese grater, with an adaptable cutting surface which grates cheese or other product, but not your cleaning sponge
Mattel challenge"The Gecko"
Meat Master
Harman Versatilsound Earphones
car tracker
Collapsible Mega Bloks Tray
Hangover Cure
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
STIRCRAZY
LED Light Safety Jacket / Vest
HOW ABOUT A BAKING TRAY AND COOLING RACK IN ONE? No more burning your fingers OR breaking cookies tranferring from one to the other!
Magnetic Blackout Curtains
Auto Stop Freeze Sensor
Hands Steadying Exercise Cup
Perfume for allergic people
Slide Heels Shoe
Sensitive
Shopping Cart Reader
UNISHOVEL
Perfect Pancakes!!! Make multiple Pancakes for you and family or company... no waiting around for 1
voice powered garage opener
safe condoms
This is an all-in-one kitchen work &amp; storage space. Can be moved from one home to another supplementing spaces with little or no kitchen.
Safety Rubber vehicle safety
Smart Mask
The Spine-Saw is an innovative hacksaw/bow saw with an adjustable throat. This is the real deep throat.
explore the world little pup
Easy Floor Tile Remover
Helping Prevent Road-Rage
Instant Coffee Mug
My Checkout
Beauty of a Lens Cleaner
Strong motion sensor for Baby
Cordless Window Defroster
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THE HOOK ROPE
Water Pong Cooler
Talking in the dark
Golf cart pad
Bleacher Buggy
HOT DISH HOLDER
Majik Hook
Spray Awake
Over-Ear Buds
The hair catcher
Kid Construction Zone
DVR Radio
Smart lotion cream applier
Lampshade/USB Charger
A plastic/glass Generic SQUARE/OBLONG universal lid for glass bowls/plates in microwave. Heat food quicker, keep moist, and stay in bowl.
Tube Tosser
Ultra Headphones
Salt and pepper shakers with interchangeable caps and bottoms. (Video included)
Shower foot scrubber
Dog walking necklace
SymPhones
Puff Mark
Portable Handy Massager
fish farm
( clear glass) changable bedfr
iGlass
Silverware Roller
Flat like tape Extension Cord!
clip on shoes
Ready Lite
the power box / smart box
Project Origami
The ALL SAW
Tree climbing kit for kids
Turbo A/C Booster
Motion Light
personal items holder @ table
Selfie Stick With LED Light
SANI-GRILL
Upright Lunch
Open Anything Alert
Squat Comfort:Super ergonomic squat cushion that locks preventing any dispositions during exercise thus preventing back and neck injuries!
Milkbuddies
"The Mini Mop"
gps dog microchip
Ice cream scooper that puts up no fight is easy to pull right through right out of the freezer.
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We're is the Remote
E-Z Gun Cleaners
The Challenge... What's in the Box? INTUITION is an unlimited puzzle that changes with every new object you place within.
Child Safe Nozzle-lock
MY GUARDIAN ANGEL
Max ear phones with sunglasses
Dog Defense Collar
smart clip
bag attachment
ATV Kit
Kidz-Vision
Veggie Keeper
headphones enhanced bass
the two-headed fan
slice and dice
A divided bowl,milk on one side and cereal on other.Simply spoon over cereal to milk as desired.
Smart Toothbrush
NEW - Small Tool Clamping Hobby Holder with Light - Expanded ability, function, and wider range of job type usage.
Tamale maker with 3 sections connected into one appliance. Masa press with plate on top; food, sauce and cornhusk holders; bucket steamer.
Memories in Action
No switch needed
iPhone Wireless Charger
tracking patch
Preset time car starter
Personal Run Blazer
wheel chair reflectors
Tetris table
Peanut Butter Twist Container
Earphoria Ear Buds
rockin' in the shower
Rain Perfume
Mannerly Molly
Battery Sharing Cable
External Bypass Technology EBS
Mattel Fishin Buddie
playing hands of instruments
Sidewalk Ice and Snow Covers
Make an electric vegetable slicer based on an egg slicer for safer cutting when you have frail hands.
Rubber Cable Managers
Janus VS, Multiplayer Gaming
Yukon Power
Deco Mesh Tabletop Holder
"Mom's relief"
The Peel and Seal
Slope Chair
Body Gadget watch
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Varied Tone Referee Whistles
Amazing Foldable Screw Driver
Sample
Bar pong
Set Net
Auto detergent injector&amp; alert
Your Last Pair
Optional noise isolation buds
Print My Lyrics - PML
Pizza Reheat Bowl
insta question
Yoga-Web
TABLE TOP GRILL COVER
Wireless Headphones
Message In a Stopper
For salt, pepper, cinnamon, spices, etc. - Flip it, measure it, and shake it (or pour it) - Its that easy! Portion control simplified.
Pedi Socks
EZ Sheet
Smart Audio Note Pad
Detangling Hairbrush
By adding The Portable Grill Plate to your own BBQ set you will be able to prepare and enjoy the Teppanyaki Japanese food in your home.
Sponge Suction Cup Holder that Folds. Keep the sink clear when washing your dishes.
Cleaning drinking glassware,jar,cups.spinning manual washer what you need to keep it clean.practical and simple.WATCHVIDEO youtube - tonibes
Rescue Me Bracelet
Crop circle recreator
The Brobe
Healing stones
Unloseable Ball
Shoe spray brush
Creeper Light
The College Ears
Fun fact mug
Travel Jacket
Short Straws
The Amazing Rotor-Straw!
eat and play
Ounces on the slant
Wifi Travel Tea Mug
We need Collapsible Scoops! Do you want the storage space back that your scoops take up in your canisters or other storage containers? :))
The Snappy Cabinet is a space saver kitchen shelf.
Let's put a LIGHT inside girlsâ€™ HANDBAGS! We'll help them finding things in their handbags at night more quickly and less painfully!
The "Trash Masher." A manual trash compactor. Just like any other stainless steel trash can, only this has compacting component implemented.
Drill bit whisk
Uncle Pocket's Coat
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KeyMinders
Trouble storing foods,liquids and many other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way without needing to hold bag with your hands
Digital grandfather clock
Water saving kitchen sink power sprayer with compressor. Delivers three times the power with half the water.Dial in three different patterns
Mattel Hopscotch Fitness
Contact lens with indicator
Velcro Ball and Glove Set
The superior T.V.
Anti-itch toy
Hydrocount
Doggie Lawn and Garden Care
Clear Drive
Heated Lawn/Leaf Blower
Next Generation Mars Rover
IlumiScape
Crimp Tip Screws
Swimming Pool Pistol
VEGGIE SPIRALER: Make veggies look like spiral pasta. Great for those who have gluten free diets. Made it to Eval (RESUBMIT)
Parenting Device
Sling
Homewink
MFB /Mobil Friends Backup
OUCH!!! Have you ever burned your fingers trying to get all of the food out of the plastic pouch after you microwave it? I have a solution!
instant post
Letter Balls
Auxiliary headphones
Hot Colander
type power
Portable Eco-Ventilator
AFFG
Lotion Cap
TURPs 3 and TURPs 1
Windshield blanket
-nails in a bottle &amp; eye shado
SoundLok
Magnetic cable management
Curling Iron Gripper
Pull N' Lace
Foot Pocket Rug
Wrap-n-Dry
Fun Baby Feeding Spoon
Slight Light Stopper
Insulated Water Forms (IWF)
Yeti Grooming Mat
One of the most used and useful items in the kitchen is the toaster oven. Some have trays that pull out but this one exposed the whole top.
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Karaoke in the car
Letter learning tool. Young children can reference the blocks to arrange individual letters, in order. Flip around for different case.
the refresher
Hush Ring
Tent Backpack
Unique Way to Display Your Trophies, Sports Memorabilia and Hobbies. Plus Artful Display for Your Fine Collectibles (RS)
Solar Powered Plant Rotator
Qrate
The Fan Wristband
Ice oars
A bowl for young children that sticks to the table until it's released like the hooks that stick to walls untill their released.
Any Bluetooth cordless phone
Bathroom Break
Baseball bat grip last forever
Towel Crib
iPhone cover with trackpad
Luminous Lift Raft
Dispense soap and water into sink with one hand, and no bending to get soap under the counter. No separate dispenser or bottle on counter.
Hug Light Reading Buddies
Google Glass JBL headphone
Plug Easy
Smickers
Under the Cabinet iPad/tablet Holder
Smartphone Sandbag GPS Holder
Lock Box
BathBobberBall
Infant Parabolic MonitorMobile
Supply Holder
HealQuick
Washcloths for Branch
Automatic lawn mower switch
Smart Insoles
Sheeping Bag
truck low center of gravity
Auto-Measure Spice jar
LED Flash Light Reel
Twillow
Who doesn't love bacon? My frying pan comes with a built in bacon press in the lid that reduces shrinkage, and dangerous grease splatter.
Bluetooth Equalizer Headphones
Candle holder with speaker
Improved Screen Protector
chopper
Reinventing Quirky
Wink + Baby Night Light
Bendable dish scrubber. Please view pictures.
Hydro Tank
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Cord Reducer
Food containers (like food domes) with a built-in cutter which divides Cakes,Pies,Pizzas,cheeses into equal pieces quickly! Cut&amp;Pack easily!
The Clipper
Chirpy - Wink Audible Alert
Ice Chest Water Cooler Combo
Ice Away
One Word....MeasureMe2!
Window Mesh
Smart Bike Lighting System
VitaBuds
EZ Fill Squeeze Tubes
Top Fitted Sheet
3D Printer For Fine Art
Smart Magnets
ReMember
Relaxation journey of senses
O+C (Open+Closed)
BRUSHWASH
Magnetic Coiling Charging Cord
Passenger car seats with audio
AbVaq
motorcycle hearse
airdried carts
Magnetic Bottle Opener
Bonding Blocks
Kids Klassics
ASCEND UP and UP
Auto Open Oven Rack
Balance Stand for Carpet
Colander Grease Catcher
Yummy Morning
Presence Detection Power Plug
Reflective Fire Hydrant Caps
GRILL GRATE COVER using a sheet of aluminum foil with slits in it. A simple device to cut the slits, cook, and throw away. I cook this way.
Fashionable Wristband Charger
LICENSING The FUTURE brand ,
flushable panti liner
Turn any portable car seat into an insta-rocker to rock baby to sleep in restaurants, parks, friends' homes, or anywhere you want to be.
Integrated key reel
Apps In Shower
Sofa armrest + tablet station
lotion warmer
stand display structures
Unlimited Charging
Power Pop
Explore pluss
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iron jack
Noise Recognizing Headphones
Safe Pencil Case
Smart Fridge 2go
Olympic Barbie Dolls
CRATES CLEANING SPONGE
the name would be Shhhhh!
Toothpick shooter for hor devours and etc.
Electric ski boat system
pinclip
FormFitneses Assistant
Cuchina Safe Lid
Indoor hopscotch pad
Mattel's Teaching Oware
Harman Ergo Headphones
Recordable teddy bear
Innovative pot for cooking
Z-Waze TV Interface
Stay Plugged In!
BARBIE from each US State
Quikboard
LEL (Low emitting light)
comphortech
Automated Mailing
Inground Angled Flag Pole
Cocktail glasses w/ingredients
Weight-remote
Shoe Shell
Stix Gripz
EZ-SHAVE
Right Height Mirror
Pets Aboard
Contact lense uv protection
see and hear in the dark vibe
Piddle Pad Privacy Box
Quirky + Harman Headphones
Ergonomic tote
ARCH SUPPORT
Magic Toothpaste
Connected Gardener
Liteloc Switch Guard
Movie Theater Bottle
Voice Powered Grill
Text You - messaging to all
Dog Bowl Cover
Fall proof laptop floor stand
Executive Note Scroll
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Valet Key
wifi on the go
Play My Place-PMP
Pet Privacy
FRAME W.o.W.!!!
Convention bag
Handy Spread
High drag swizzle stick, coffee stirrer for Starbucks, Nero grande coffees
Bath Tile Clings
A date stamp that would fit the contour of a fresh egg and gentle enough to not break the fragile shell.
The knife and fork draw is a mess, where to add this new cooking stuff ?????
SHARK TANK/DEN AUDITIONS Change the look of shoes by adding colors or picture insert into the invention and attaching it to the laces.RESUB
The Mushroom Kennel
Always accurate watch n clock
Automated baby bottle maker for those who hate waiting to heat up water and then dealing with the mess of scooping powder into a bottle.
HK Omni Headphones
Smart DVD player
PS3 BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY
WHAT TO DO
LEGOrganizer
The fork is in need of an upgrade. Get that delicious food off the plate and where it belongs.
Hotwheels Mashup
pocket projector
disposable shoe liners
Auxiliary furniture legs
SALT/PEPPER/SPICE MILL Re-imagined - one hand; no twist; precise, metered dispensing - "functional sculpture"
Banditos
Cargo Grips! Protects the cargo whilst keeping your ropes and straps tight and in place.
LullaBuddy
Nightshade Windshield
Teaching Squares
Chopstick assist
Personalized Knife System
If you have rheumatoid arthritis and cant hold kitchen utensils with out extreme pain,These utensils are for you They have xlarge handles.
Keeping track of Inventory
A spill or sticky spot inside your refrigerator? Don't fumble looking for a paper towel or wipe. The solution is right at your fingertips!
PaintStraight Ceiling Edger
Colored roads
No handle on that cup? Universal cup gripper. Squeeze and hold. (Paulette Jaques)
Multiple Knife holder with built in Sharpener in slots.
E-Bot: Robotics And Learning
Party Plate
Roll-off Deodorant Cover
Everything Fish
Silent "P"
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align-right
UnderBody Sprayer
Multi Phones
Your Screen
Maker Barbie
Why do coffee cups have handles? I'm not sure, but check out the Hug Mug. Stackable, ceramic cup, mug just sits on your hand under "lip"
No more ring stains on your counter / table tops. The Snap on coaster is unique, functional, fun, convenient, mobile and easy.
Mosquito Net Air Mattress
Baby Attach
Do you hate losing, storing, or putting wrong lids on food storage containers? Would you want a single food storage container?
MilkPad
Neck Plate resistance Weights
Unlimited range FPV flyer
Ideal bar, 3 in 1
Mask-R-Aide
Wireless Running Headphones
Resub. From 2012 Cutlery/Attmt Measures Meats Veggies Precisely Note- it might have been submitted before Glide which is being made by q.
renewable work eyewear surface
Plastic wrap dispenser holds plastic leading edge straight when pulled with 1 hand. Keeps plastic wrap from folding upon itself. quick easy
Sani-Mist
E-POUCH
Door Pop
Emergency Dog Pack
The Nap Glov
stair sled
Simple hanger but convenient.
Garage Door Roller Holder
EGGORNOMIC COMPUTER CAPSULE
Perfect Toaster
MATRIX CURTAIN
Retro-Barbie w/ Tin Case
Detachable ear buds
"Illuminate Your Mess" -LED flashlight with clip to fit onto any broom,mop,or dustpan handle!READ STORY &amp; SEE WORKING
PROTOTYPE/RENDERS!
Designer sponge or scouring pad storage with an optional soap dispenser.
The Squeeze n' Feed - Toddler food feeder. A quick and convenient way to supply food that a toddler would be able to feed to themselves.
Wi-Fi Locking Package Box
Noise stop
safety boards
Cooler Buddy
ChartPC
Wireless Lamp Kits
FRY GUY Battering &amp; Seasoning
Guitar Ribs
leaf bagger
R/C Hot Wheels "Drone" Car
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Baby Rocker
Sip/Mist? Just add a 1$ Mista cap to a standard water bottle. Why waste cash on a special bottle/spray?1065 Votes total last 3 subs
SolTub charger
Eldercam
Lifeline
My Family tm
Swinging two ways
Port-less USB Memory
Hot tub stacked bromine feeder
Friendcard
Mini Sticky Mirrors
Prion - Mobile Security Camera
Weigh Smart
Worlds Greatest Travel Mug
Hair Brush Cleaning Invention
Ridge Racer by Hotwheels
BabyBeep
pill twister
Heat Indicator Solution System
Baby Feed &amp; Teethe
carriable dryer
Any Way Flash Drive
Nada Sleep
Dry Ears
Retro Shelf Blocks
PetSpa
Wink enabled swinging cradle
Sound Snap
Perfect Cupcake Maker ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Cart Counter
Child car seat safety alarm
Networked Audio Headphones
All in on
Pick Pedal
Smart phone screen projector
Wink Sound
The Perfect Tie
Freedom Case
Let's design the perfect SOUP BOWL! How about:Dry "well" for croutons. Gripable rim.Somewhere to rest your spoon. INSPIRED BY WATER RIPPLES.
The Simple Cup
THE RIDGE Dental Floss
Comfy Mouse
The Souper Bowl marks the end of cold soup, noodles, stew, etc. It will cook food, keep it warm, and cool it down right after preparation.
Cup &amp; sleev for hot drinks
Snow Catcher
Instant road traction
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Toy Stop
SHARE IT by Harmon
Backpacker Insulated Airbed
Tuna Squish - handheld can press let's you open a can of tuna wihtout smelling like one! Never Touch Your Tuna!
Adem &amp; Eve
Fortune Cups
BrainEx
CLIP ATTACHMENT for EXISTING serving UTENSILS to prevent them from sliding into bowl,pot. Extension to Broom Stopper! RESUBMIT-273 votes
LT!
Broom &amp; Mop Caddy
Trash Can Caddy
Doggy Blue Beds
Homer's Lunch Bucket
Children's Shoe Teaching Aid
Wire-free invisible dog fence
Envision
The breathing plastic/paper leaf bag. A bag that allows you to compress and compact leaves better and faster. Get more leaves in your bag.
Ball Grip Pens/ Pencils
Lets design a Chicken Breast Shredder, and simplify the endless shredded chicken recipes, in less time.
One Bottle to Rule them All
Capacitve Touch Power Outlet
Optimum, A Transparent Module
Magnetic Breakaway Power Cable
Perpetual Motion
Quickeys
Heads up on Alarms
Gravity Neck Traction Device
Glue Gloves
Statt Matt
No Mess Cupcake
Wireless HDMI Cable
Ambient Noise + Lamp
Grip Strip
FitFold
Toddler bed bumper
Space efficient storage for the kitchen in-cabinet lazy susan. No more boxes or containers on round shelves falling off and behind.
BottleAll
Party Ball
Home Court Advantage
Car windshield heater
Doggie Door Warning
Peek-to-Peak View
Electric heated wheel cover
MacBook USB-C Dock/Stand
Smart Flush
Innnovative toilet brush
Box Lox
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"No Drips" Paint Ring
Rest Of Your Life Alarm
Smart Pool Tables
Rice/Bean/Veggie Washer
wide erogonomic mouse
New and improved Pots and Pans with a redesigned base, heat up the pots quicker as heat is not lost up the sides. Save Energy using less gas
Drill Guide
Drum-Strings
Coffee Lid
3d printers
Auto-ejecting Bluetooth capsule! Keeps your bluetooth earpiece dry,protected,and accessible in a flash. No more fumbling around.It's there!
Appliance OpenVPN
What's that app
Heavy Cool Blanket
HotWheels Customs
Never Lost TV Remote
Outdoor Lightbulb Camera
Fresh tasting coffee from a process that keeps air from ruining your coffee beans before you could use them; even for several weeks.
The Hoagie Circle
Smart ToyZ
In bed trash bin
Dyson Vacuum suck from main container into a small throw away bag. Dumping the dirt from a Dyson cleaner is a hassle.
Inflorescence
Safety release infant car seat
"The Halo"
The Pick Pocket
Cardboard sales/picnic table
Shower Shoes Washer
Sneaky iPad coat
Pear ball game
Double Baggy
smart display
Tri-Blade Chopping Knife
Stroller Dog Leash
CableCaddy
Adjustable Heat Resistant Utensil Holder - Keeps Utensils Clean &amp; Drips in the Pot - Hooks On, Adjustable
This is a plastic container with an inner shelf that allows the storage/transport of baked goods without having to stack them on each other.
Thermo-Back
DASH Toilet Tissue Tube Holder
King Katcher
Weight Trampoline
Magnetic Clamps
Push N Paint
A regular-sized knife, spoon, and fork that would work both as your everyday and cooking/serving utensil for the ultimate convenience.
Never use Foil, Plastic Wrap or Sandwich Bags Again!
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Travel Power Outlet
Power2go
sound bounce phone case
Pine Cone
Kite Light
Stereo splitting headphones
Alert
Round head razor
The SandWedge
Little helper
Berm Reclining Seat
Exerciser-Charger-Battery
The Laundry Helper
Unsinkables
This product will give you more room in your trash can, help recycling plastics, and save the planet be reducing space in landfills.
Character Surprise Popsicle Stick
Ultimate Digital Baseball Bat
Replace the waste of packaged microwave popcorn with a better stovetop method, served right from bowl with a transforming lid.
Electric
A device that will fill and seal disposable, biodegradable coffee and tea cups for use in today's one-cup brewing devices.
the greatest case
Internet Enabled RemoteControl
Spinning Dish Brush THE VORTEX
Solar Powered Blanket
Lets create realy easiest way to pull and tear foil and plastic film. For to cover food and other open food containers.Get redo cardbord box
Save Energy! Body temperature monitor that turns on and off a small fan to cool you as you sleep. Automatic-Wireless-Quiet
LEGO like power strip. How about have your power strip just the way you want ?
Horizontal Potato Chip Bags
Gator Camo
Smart Calendar
picc-a-dilly
Sponge brush
Family Bread Loaf
O Go
Baby teether
GOMOw!
eSense
Quick Scissor Measuring Scoops
A slap on bracelet Bluetooth keyboard... type easier anywhere cool and convenient. Even the iWatch will need one! RESUB 330 votes
Eat Noodles with Fun without fighting with your chopsticks !
VOD ReleaseÂ®
Hand held power scrubber that uses Magic Eraser pads. More cleaning power and less toil!
Wrap 'n Roll
Unique thermostat
Ladder Buddy
Stellar night light
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Dorm sized Cappuccino Maker
The Fridge Safe is a convenient, lockable box to be kept in a refrigerator to stop unauthorized consumption of food, drink or medication.
A self cooling ladle. A ladle with a blower built in its handle.
Friction Powered Charger
iWatch / USB Travel Charger
drive thru lane safety gate
Rain off Vechile
Anti-Germ Phone Protector
The sun shield
Ear Bud Ease
Headphones Jack Bluetooth
Vault
the i-wirstband
The A Ring
Sleeping bag plus
What's around you?
Senior Citizen Hearing Aid
Dream Glasses
Smoked flavour cubes, for use in an everyday oven when you can't cook on the grill outside due to weather conditions.
Tv frame
Never lose track of time while cooking again. Easily keep track of all your cook times with pots and pans that do the work for you.
Lens protection &amp; Manner Case
Innovative deshedding tool featuring a multi-blade comb with a vibrating head, which makes the deshedding of your pet much easier and safer.
HOMA colostomy bag deodorizer
Baby, It's a Breeze!
Soap bar saver
Powered Straps
Chopping boards and knives are used together always.Why do we search for a knife in every single time we want to cut or slide something?
Ice Melt Roof Spreader
Â«UV-BallÂ»
BRUSH
The Doodle Doll
dis-BOWL-zese
PicPro
port-racing
License plate hidden key pouch
Salva beach umbrellas
Plank squared
Headphones/Combination Speaker
Shoe Sizer
Get to your iphone quicker! The iLoop makes the iphone easily accessible.....and it makes iPhone the accessory!
Travel Brush
Gender Neutral Barbie
CLEEON
Memory Foam Bottle Cork. A NEW way to put a cork in it. Fits multiple bottle sizes no effort required.
Bable
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For GET IT
Arklippers- Nail Clippers
Chewth Brush
Flavored Paper Plates- Spice things up (pun intended) by flavoring your own food with flavored plates
App-enabled, smart golf ball. GPS/distance meter capable. Know how far you drive the golf ball (185 yards), easily locate ball on course!!!
Trash Bin Organizer
Re-usable squirt bottle has flexible "straw" with bouy on the end allows you to use last bit of liquid in bottle.Spray upside down/sideways
Adjustable Locking Vice Grip Jig for workbench.
ITransit- The Transit App
DOUGH ROLLER Mistake proof baking. Cookies, pies, biscuits! Flawless uniform thick dough is simple &amp; easy to obtain with the DOUGH ROLLER.
Athma-Pure Nasal Filters
For those cooks out there. Here's a great solution to keep most or all of your kitchen cooking utensils at your reach in a stylish holder.
Rechargable Portable Heat Lamp
JEDACOR (TV-folding table)
Eye protection shield
Holy Chip
Cell Speaks
Smart USB Charge Station
Endlessly digging to the bottom of the freezer? Freezer Files are hanging folders for your freezer -store your food upright and organized!
Basketball Toss
Bird's Nest Diaper
My Monster
the photo clock
healthy neck warmer
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
Introducing the two bowl container.The two bowls screw together with a compartment that holds utensils.Great for moms on the go!
EarGate - Studio Ear Protector
Poppy Mouthwash Dispenser
Vote for these K-cup coffee pod size spice bottles. I need 'em for my rack. Convenience, saves space, cuts clutter...too new for Quirky?
SCOOPATULA a scoop and a spatula for the big jobs! KNION (mini version of Scoopatula) a spoon and a knife for the little jobs
A perfect fit to clean
A heated ice cream scooper that allows the ice cream to slide right off your scooper.
Pairings
Insight 360
The Finger
Personal Heater
Toothbrush Contact Lens Cleane
Style &amp; Comfort
The rewarding potty
Refresh phone case
Water Wise Guy
FYG
ion laptop fan cooler
The Smart Button
LIFE-LIKE HEADPHONES
poochy pouch
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Automatic Snow Remover
DIGITAL MEASURING CUP: Mix, Measure, and Pour! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Smart-Party Drink Protector cover: notify a person when unwanted hands tamper with his/her drink. (smart phone and wireless key)
Quadpod - a convenient always-on micro "tripod" for your point and shoot digicam. Compose or pose for your shot anywhere and anytime.
No Phone, Fitness Headphones
Tired of spilling your hot cocoa or sauce from your saucepan? This pan directs the flow of liquid right where you need it! It's the future!
The swiss army phone
Aural Portalz
SNOWAWAY
Get Your Love Back By Black Ma
Skinless Canned Chickpeas
SideWin Sunshield
Car Armor
Nozer - Nose Hair Trimmer
Case replaceable supplementary
UnplugNot
Cell/Internet/VOIP Modem
Chia volumizing dust
heat alarm car/booster set
PIF: Potty is fun!!!!!!!!
The Hot-Box
Parking Garage Spot Finder
This idea is evolved from the Cookie Keeper Into a Meal Keeper for restaurant or Dinner parties as plate holder for table waiters.
bicycle brake light
Anti-theft FOB Protector
The Mouse Helper
Zzz-apper
Craig's Sno Mat
Charger Lanyard
The Overlap
A light weight antibacterial plastic cutting board made with 1 or 2 holding bowls/containers (rectangular shaped) 1 with perforated holes.
My invention is a fan that would stop pots from boiling over and making a mess on the stove, making clean-up easier. See video at bottom. TY
Infrared Light Controller
(RESUBMIT)Silicone Wine Glass Grips.Hold on to that wine! Use on regular Glasses too!
The Calculator Pencil
Video Pictures, similar to those seen in Harry Potter, will be the new fad. No more still photos or digital images... but moving pictures!
the night clock
precise spice
Random Light
An device for a bike (at the chain) to compress air (to fix flats), generate electricity and when engaged it assists up hill pedaling.
Create Your Own Pokemon Cards
GE Multicolored Light Bulbs
Collapsible Standing Desk
Insta Charge
Transitional Tanning Dolls
Rotating LEGO Figure Display
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Microwaterheater
Monster High (Elementary)
bluetooth pawn
Remote controlled power strip
Solar
First Aid Vending Machine
What's n YOUR Dash?
INSTANT ICE ANYWHERE, WITHorWITHOUT ELECTRICITY!! make ice using vacuum. Can be used at home or camping.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOYgdQp4euc
A lid for a pot that has a system incorporated into its design allowing the user to clip the lid onto the pot while cooking.
a foldable handle for the Swiffer mop so it can be folded into L shape (or different angles) and clean under heavy furnitures
soft coners
Fade Blending Hair Clipper
"Connect the Dots" cookie baking sheet! How easy can baking cookies be?
A dispenser for alluminum foil, plastic wrap and parchment paper that's wall mounted and has built in cutters for each roll
THE Q-FRY A SELF HEATING FRYING PAN..NO STOVE NO PLUGS
N TIPS The Microqueen
420 Vacuum
The "Shopping / Coupon Coat" incl. removable shopping bag. Could have specific areas for coupons!
Brake dust shield
Bike Wave
Ear Bud Cradles
Jukebox Charge
Dirty bathroom door opener
Sponges with ICONS, finally!
the toilet water saver
Growing Laundry Push Cart
smart pet collar. prevent unwanted barking or use as alerts. Track pet location. track number steps. Speed. Train smarter.
Hotel chip keys
Gas-less Lighter
Home Extension Cord With USB
Custom Time's
GOBLO
Custom Fits
Motorized Baby Stroller
Cream Cheese Slices! Round shaped slices of cream cheese the size of a bagel with a hole in it. Perhaps separated by wax paper or plastic.
rj nail gun
Sonic ice cream scoop
Sensored Heating Soloutions
smart stove, an oven, an refrigerator
A solution for those ugly bathroom vanity strip lights. In minutes, change that lighting fixture that looks like it belongs at the circus.
Glasses change your color eyes
The Seal
Sunspot Solar flag light
Thermal Solar Water Hydrant
Ice Cooler Stand
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cardless atm
Tee-Beeday
Smart faucet
Hibryton Dolls
Multi Purpose Trailer
An easier, better way to contribute as needed when asked to prepare and bring deviled eggs to a picnic, dinner or any special occasion.
SPELL BUZZARD
Ice Sweeper
Health and Fitness Power
HANGING DISH RACK - place it and hang against your existing cupboard or shelf. If placed over the sink can be used for DRYING too.
KITTY LITTER STEPS
Hot Wheels Floaters
Floating "Black Boxes"
PRETZEL SCOOPS! Who doesn't want to dip their pretzels into mustard, salsa, cheese?! By having scoops, no mess, no fuss.
EarWorms
Sturly Hairspray
A Crate With An Height Adjustable Lid That Quickly Turns Into A Usable Work Surface Or A Table Top. So Many Uses: Both Indoors And Outdoors.
FastCharge USB
Simpl Cycl
Disposable grease bag
Heat Hat
Portable 'Glory' hole
Touch Control SolarBuds
The Invisible Door Stop
DPan Vac Attachment
The Resting NeckSet
Interactive boxing program
Smart Tripod
Streak Nix Brush
Triple Play
purse lock
Lunch Buddy
Coding Blocks
My Home Network devices
Swim Buddy
Picture Hanging System
Onion Fan. Stop crying while cutting onions!
CUBE SLIDE
Auto Freeze Free
Manual Trash Compactor. Close the lid lift the lever and squash it down. No need for electricity.
Quick Dry
HIGHCHAIR SPILL CLEANUPS
GoBananas
more effecient water sprinkler
garden helper
Snooze and Soothe
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Removable HighLighter
Never Clean Again! Robotic Swiffer Dust\wood polisher\glass cleaner. Save hours on house chores while the robot does all the cleaning.
Exercise for your TV
Gyro-Spinner (or Helio-Copter)
ImperEco
Mirror Brush
Wireless EarPods
light &amp; fresh
Sun &amp; Shade Portable Tent
Now anyone can fold ice cream like Cold Stones, right at home using the newly invented Freezerstone. visit freezerstones.com
first water jet razor,s
Eyeglass Finder
Vent Saver
Glow in the dark bed side water cup. No need to feel in the dark for your cup. Just snap your fingers and there it appears!
Rubber Drumsticks
Twist 'n Lock Tools
Outdoor Sounds Streamed Live
walker/rider golf cart
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
Adjustable durable versatile tableware risers for plates, saucers &amp; bowls. In an array of colors, patterns, solids, stripes &amp; circles.
Odor Trapper - air tight compartment for your refrigerator to store leftovers
SmartMEDS
Biodegradable K-cups would allow people to add them to their compost piles or at least lessen the environmental impact from their disposal.
Move over you outdated overweight Teddy Bear... there's a new stuffed animal family in town! I bring you... "THE RATZ"!
Inflatable Patio Cushions
Portable Suction Soap Case
Headphones for All
invisible bookshelf
Bedspread/comforter holder
Level Food Transport
cbox
Plus Size Barbie
Cool sleeve
LITTLE STAR FISH SLEEPING BAG
Universal Silicon grip attachment that straddles top of blade would ease my hand when I chop certain foods or prepare for a large meal.
Vessel
CUPsumption: The Chronicle Cup
Rack n' Roll- A mobile 44-gal indoor trash bin. 3-4x larger than traditional home trash bin. Optimal height for easy table-side disposal.
SeÃ±or Whiskers Razor Guard
Rack it! Turn frosting bag clean up on it's head! Dishwasher safe insert that makes it easy to clean frosting bags in the dishwasher.
An adjustable brush arm for glue/sealant containers. Like an antena in 1" sections to extend in length as product is used.
Single-serving coffee pods
Olympic Free Weight Spotter
Neat100
An easy way to gradually lower your intake of caffeinated coffee without the fuss.
A refrigerator door ice and water dispenser that has a third function- a built in "cup" (k-cup for instance) style single serve coffee maker
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Single serve coffee brewer box. Many cups ready to go without wasting time or materials... Go green easier!
A hollow bracelet that holds your perfume. Its clasp would disperse the scent and is covered by a Pandora bead (yours). Comes with funnel.
Smart Home Safety
Lost &amp; Found Smartwristband
CARTA MY OWN !
Plugin outlet with usb adapter
Hide-A-Crate
Andromeda-I
Over-Charge
Up-pens
tree fairies
incontroller
Blanket raiser for foot of bed
The Ultimate Wearable
Worry free USB flash drive
Chick Wheels
Proximity Alarm Button
Soy Sauce Dispensing Chop Stix
Heat Shield Tubing for your Toaster Oven Power Cord. Prevents fire when the power cord is touching the hot toaster oven.
Ambient Sound Mixer
Cost Effective Toilet seat Sanitizer
i8
revolutionary mop 2.0
PortaCloset
Tobacco Smoke Filter
A rolling pin with multiple attachments that slide over it for dicing, chopping, meat tenderizing, pasta cutting etc...
You know what a pain it is to wash potatoes when your in a rush, well my idea is to have an Automatic Potato washer, your done in seconds.
Tompon
Tablecloth Savers. Completely Covered and Protected.
The Dumpling
Cleaning Floss
Colorization process for Tires
Nfl logo golf ball cabinet
One step pool cleaner.
Lullaby
Sweet Sneaks or Cool Kicks
Safeguard Case
Spinning Toilet Brush
Swift Refresh (Quirky + GE)
Tired of burning your lips on hot drinks? Try the Temp-Stirrer! The world's first stirrer that also tells you the temperature of your drink!
first engine surf board,s
Get the bag out of the garbage can easily. No tugging and riping the bag.
Ice Cream Sandwich Maker using cereal! Ben-I know you love Cereal! (Paulette Jaques)
Cheese cake knife heater\cleaner. Contains hot water that heats a knife, with rubber blades that wipe the knife clean as it is pulled out
DUO 2! The Duo 2 can hold TWO drinks at the same time. It has lids on the top to make sure the other drink does not come out.RESUBMIT #3!
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Bite Buddy
PLACEMAT AND ITEM HOLDERS â€“ when you need a better place to keep your placemats and other items, and need more kitchen space.
BBQ and Smoker Thermometer
Multiple Stud Finder
"POWER LIGHT TOWER"-(silver)
Rear view mirror Sun blocker
VESSEL
Transition Door Windows
Key-In Keyboard
*CONNECTABLE COOKIE CUTTERS*(use separate at family time/connect when rushed)ONE PRESS &amp; you're done! CK Companion! L@@k at
community ideas!
Hold On Baby! (See prototype)
EASY BIN - Never be plagued by garbage removal again. A completely new take on the kitchen bin. The easiest bin out!
His n' Hers blanket has a zipper off of middle so that if 1 person is hot and 1 is cold, the zipper can be pulled down to accomodate both.
Wireless ice cream scooper
the new backup
Color coded Snaps
Instant Glow for women
Disposable Air Mattress
Colorout
magnitron heater/ furnace
teethbrush
Swimming Floats
Audio Station Shelve
LINE EXTENSIONS for Cookie Keeper, Mini Muffin and Cupcake inserts to replace cookie sheet inserts.
A modern stylish mug with a built-in tea-bag holder. The tea bag holder will hold your unused teabag and then the used teabag.
Melody Blanket. Fall asleep to your favorite choice of music without the discomfort of headphones. Safe for baby and kids. Machine washable
Hand held electronic/battery cheese, veggie grater turns in circular motion. Put food in holder, push to grater. Attachments and bowl too
Get Lit Lighter
Battery Motherboard
The English Box
Individual Ear Volume
Nail Holding Hammer
Jug Spout
Pacifier basket
Sticky Pics
Plug In2M
Guest Services (Re-key Kiosk
Equi-Brush Off
Selfie Harness
Barbie's Baby
EncycloBear
AQUA BARBIE
Baby restraints
Deer Parasol
Wireless lock &amp; tracker
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My Size Hot Wheels
Window Silencer
Junction box organizer
SMALL SUPER HERO AND PRINCESS
Mini-space shelves
portable wind powered charger
American Girl Doll
Versatile teeter-totter ride
Water Brush
Paciphonicsâ„¢
Nail Dye
Kix Kars
Smart coffee/end table: holds and displays digital photo pictures with projector capability.
BRAINER
Port friendly shirts
LAUNDR-EZY
Regional Broadband
Open Sesame
Push-up Glove
Outlet Shield
Eunique
Bottle of Lightning
Basketball Shoe Sole Protector
Here's a hands-free way to open the refrigerator door. You just use your foot to step on a pedal and ta-da! Easy access to your cool food!
Bath time helper
Cheapest, lightest laptop
Neat Cord Wrapper
The Quirky Erasable Box Toy
Loopies
MAGIC CLIP DOES EVERYTHING.It secures wallet,cellphone in your pocket,keys,cables,ponytail,hang clothes,files,decorate shoes,purses.RESUB
Corn bowl
dish rack drain tray- its not elevated high enough for the water to drain into the sink therfore leaving slimy water and germ to grow.
Money Clip with Key
Easily Remountable Mailbox
PP Pole Tray
Pinchon Bladder Leakage Contro
Ultimate travel headphones
Water Temperature Regulator
Adaptable compression garment
stayput card table
Air Conditioner Solar Panels
Perfect for college students!European living! Powered oscillating dish brush with interchangeable heads to wash pots/pans, plates,and cups!!
TornadoTumbler Give your kids a fun Drink Mixer. Drink a Real Tornado! Great for juice, milk or other drinks!
A cup that has a secret compartment on the bottom, so you can hold your cookies and your milk in one hand!
Thermostatic energy savings
mp3 guitar
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warm butt chair
THE KINGPIN. The 3 in 1 rolling pin
Smart Fridge
Bus stop notification
Scrape-n-Scoop
The Magic Door
Automatic Garmet Steamer
The ChargerDesk
Eye/ear protection combo
Sliding Refrigerator Shelves
Turtle Sound System
snow slalom
Directional tracking headphone
Unique Anti skid Rubber Tube
JB Jacket (Just Breathe)
The Flipula
Safe T-Cup &amp; Sport T-Cup Bra
Ant proof dog food bowl
TV RC With Calculator Function
The Hoverboard Skateboard
Orderly
Half plastic half wood cutting board. Wood side for cutting vegetables and plastic side for cutting meat. Please look at pictures!
SNAPFRAMES
Packet Pocket
Trash it bag it
magnetic cell phone case
Rainbow Measuring Cup Colors could appear when the liquid hits the marks.
A Back Scrubber You Can Pack
Expandable Power Strip
Vegetable Cage Support System. Expandable Support Rings. Pull Rings to support Plants as needed. Click image for animation.
Putter Ball
Minature Gyoscopic Stabilizer
iPad videoconferencing stand
Child Alarm for your Car
Darn Zippy
Tissue-Cup AND TRASH!
Mobile IntraMesh Node
Encryptor/scrambler
Adjustable Stand-Up Wall Desk
Cable organizing sticks
Dog Teeth Cleaning System
Silencer
Wearable Art Magnetic Sound
Two knives made one! Introducing the first kitchen knives with two blades for multi purposes!
Connected Home - WiFi Wink Cam
Stacking set of cutting boards/trivets.Deters cross contamination and is heat resistant.Flip over for trivet.Recessed center deters spills
RE-SUBMIT KEEP FOODS CHILLED LONGER! Freeze this fabric bowl then place your serving dish inside!
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Super Ski Poles
Ezwear
Lane Lights
PoE Phone Charging Cable
enginerollerskates eninline sk
The unique, simple design of the Herbivore herb de-stemmer makes plucking leaves from stems passÃ©! Fast, effective, and metal-free!
Portable car/truck cooler
Safe Grocery Travel Box
Having a kick-stand on my phone is very convenient, I think all phones should have this option. Now they can with this simple modification!
Beard Contour
personalized punching doll
A solo red cup that has two lines going around the outside of the cup.
The Smart Drill
GutterEye -gutter view safely
Perfect cleaning
Efficient Dish Rack Attachment
Adelynn's Miracle Beans
Flea Away
transition windshields
Guardian Angel Boxed Set
Harness with retractable leash
Worry Free Bottles
StarCube
FanTail Fur Magnet
Water Filled, Rolling Pin with Flour Filled Ergonomic Removable Handle. Rings to Measure Thickness. Stores other Size Rollers &amp; More!
Fresh T
Barbell Lever
Abrasion guards which prevent glass and ceramic vessels scratching similar surfaces and assist temperature control.
Ole Timers Tape Measure
Mattel Toy Stacker Hammocks
My product is Gloves-2-Go. Disposable, plastic gloves in a handy dispenser that takes seconds to put on, thus increasing productivity.
Clean Up: Save Space and Reduce Mess! 3in1 Salad Spinner/Serving Bowl with Clip-In Tongs, Eco-Conscious Concept + Materials
Slice and dice forward/backward with hand held rolling food slicer.Has a dial on it to allow perfect width of slicing. Slice anything faster
The Cooling Case
Stand a toilet paper holder vertically, add a base and removable top. Press the top down to hold the roll in place and tear off one sheet.
A collapsable shopping cart that helps one carry groceries and stuff from the car to the house. It should be light, easy to move and store.
Adjustable Bristle Brush
Red e bands
Markless Tape measure
SNOW CHIPPER / PAVEMENT SCRAPE
Circuit Spec'ing Blocks
Dual Retracting Auto Windows
path finder
Clear Pots Combine Cookware &amp; Measuring Cups for Less Mess
Bluebutton
Universal Cell Phone Charger
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SmrtBedÂ³
LifeVac life saving device
RESUBMIT-Stack and bake cookies, cupcakes, biscuits, muffins Making and baking takes a lot of time-Bring baking to a whole new level!
Two piece flower pot
THE BEACH HAND
Low-Fat &amp; ZERO Preservatives, make your own Granola Bars! **VICKY LAURSEN**
Comercial and home kitchens alike need a floating knife so the dishwasher doesnt slice there digits! Easy to see and safe for all fingers.
The Ice Cube - Sealed Ice cube tray. Compact. Spill-proof. Stackable. No level surface needed. Toss in and freeze. Perfect cubes every time
PartyHear
Wash 'n Go
MULTIUSE HOME AND GARDEN SAW
DualPaci
Reflection Pen
Hbitats4Humans
Window Cleaning Implement
eCalendar Lite &amp; Pro
Big Charging Shelf
Longer Legs
Pattern Pens
Commode Lid Clamp
Cutting Board/Built In Knife
Multi Charge
Temp Rite Temperature Valve
te best Electeric maker
A bowl that can easily turn into a plate. Easy to store, easy to use.
Poke-Sphere
Pre-Set Shower Temperature
Multiple earphones jack/plug
Quick TV
BodyBuilding StretchMark Cream
Stylish Modular Can/Bottle Crusher &amp; Recycling Bin
Desktop Bubble Wrap Maker
There are More Than 500k Bacteria in the Kitchen Drain! Water Can Back Up When Draining Food. Use this Foldable, Colander Pedestal!
I have an excellent idea for cutting your perfect slice of cake or pie in just one cut using my adjustable cake slicer.
The Bird Bath The perfect brine for the perfect bird every time! Brining is THE secret to great poultry but you need the right container!
SnowGone
A fabric-based, wireless video game controller woven into a comfortable pair of shorts provides the comfort of couch play for your computer.
Kitchen floor oil guard
Vinyl Record Dust Matador
HoloSpeaker
Shaver with foam dispenser
Cyclops
Cube shape Toothpaste
illuminated curbs
Smart Button for Wink
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Wall Pipe Sensor
Smart dishes
Cordies Mouse Pad
charge clear
oldie(Machenical Wall clock)
ButtFitt Glove
Intelligent Headphones
The "Party Line" Headphones
Wireless car charging
insect repellent dryer sheet
Fancy Headphones Now What
No mess Shisha
This is a reusable take out container that will keep harmful styrofoam out of our landfills and keep harmful chemicals out of our food.
Clearvue headlight covers
Bed Rox
Wet-Catch bags. A new type of garbage bag. They are set into the garbage bin normally, but a have a small, extra pocket, on the inside.
Have you found yourself hungry for a pie, but not wanting to bake a whole pie? CHECK THIS OUT! 1/2 MOON PIE DISH
RESUBMIT-smarter way to butter corn on the cob. This spinner heats the butter and is rechargable. store in fridge for next time.
Measure Wand
UP Case
A Universal Power Supply and Back-up for electronics that looks like a stereo component. App would check voltage, energy use ans temp.
GREEN TRASH CAN
Washer dryer rake
Conditioning Clip
How to fill many glasses at once without spilling the liquid around and obtaining the same amount-level in each one of them.
Tidy Didy
Razor Rag
sock saver
blue tooth simulcaster
Rise and Shine Alarm Clock
Smart Laundry Basket
USB Bike Generator
Micro Pump - Mag Coil Airbuds
Perfect Portion Hair Care
The gel inside the KoolSpoon absorbs heat from your hot food or drinks while you stir.
Treadmill Notification App
Bike alert
This bundled condiment shaker will keep everything in one place.
Hey Ben! It is time to reinvent the Salt &amp; Pepper Shaker! No more over-salting! Interactive games built-in! Bring the family together!
The Sock Saver
LUNCH STAKERZ-Multi-meal storage/transport great for picnics, field trips and workers on-the-go. No more tupperware messes. Carry All Easy
Wing-It is designed to make the chicken wing eating experience cleaner and more fun.
Kitchen Sponge Accessory. Clip On Scraper.Or Embedded scraper inside sponge.(Paulette Jaques)
BAG LIDS Pour your favorite cereal pasta ETC right out the bag with this new lid No more mess Stays fresh Only the bags needed Simple
Successfully flip a cake out of it's pan!
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Vodka Filter: make the cheap stuff into the good stuff.
A new look for your home
A trash can that can open up on the side so it's a lot easier to remove heavy trash bags and prevents bags from tearing and making a mess.
Extreme Music Mouth Guard
Accu-Travel Scale
Vaporized Hand Sanitizer in a(refill)canisiter that is trigged by(motion)waving hands over canister no mess to clean up.
Easily remove hard boiled eggs without that messing peeling process! Plus, keep the egg shape for making Deviled Eggs...YUM!
Pitty â€” solid small plastic device for remove cherries or olives pits. Easily used by one hand and easy-to-wash. Really fit the arm.
My idea is a cross between a cooler and a beverage tub.It combines the look and convenience of a drink tub with the practicality of a cooler
Battery to plug
Stock(ing)
Box compartment
An inexpensive dish drying rack, that is not only more useful than the old standard, but customizable, with an eye toward "green" design.
"Hot Real Wheels"
Loop Skewers! Add and remove food with ease. Flexible design can fit in container to marinade food on skewer. More sanitary &amp; time saver!
This cleaning supply organizer is called Rack It!!It hangs on the door of the kitchen or bathroom sink.It can hold all of your supplies.
A LID THAT SNAPS IN PLACE ON THE SODA CAN'S LID WHEN OPEN. IT WILL KEEP THE SODA FRESH AND FROM SPILLING.
NoROLL, the silicone refrigerator mat prevents side-stored bottles, cans, or round items from rolling. Its space-saving and dishwasher safe!
Need an EXTRA HAND? ;) Elevate your utensil stand! Put down a utensil without touching the counter top while cooking. Fits all handles!
Coffee anyone? Sanitary/arthritis friendly filters/w tabs and wireframe dispenser system.Perpetual demand.
No Snow.
The idea consists of a bottle that can contain any beverage, it will be very cold but not icy...the bottle will keep it cold for a long time
Scratch Off ticket Scratcher
How often have you put ketchup &amp; mustard on a hamburger/hot dog &amp; thought, why can't I put both of these on at the same time? Now you can.
Breath-O-Fresh-Air... Trash bags create a vacuum when being lifted out of the bins. Vacuums SUCK! Problem solved with this portable device.
Create a polythene bag magnetic folder to stock all polythene bags in a straight position with no folds.
Butter Calorie Counter. Eat butter without the guilt. **VICKY LAURSEN**
Imagine access to the 5% of "leftover stuff" that is stuck to the inside of containers. Let's get all of your products value and stop waste.
Table wear with portion and measurement sizes marked in a decorative pattern, cereal, soup, salad bowl, dinner, breakfast plate.
A plastic salad set which includes a plastic; salad/lettuce cutter, knife, bowl, a pair of salad servers and sealed salad container.
Use drying racks in the house? cut down and freshen up your drying time !
A utensil that multitasks. My idea is a kitchen serving spoon that has two functions, to strain liquid and to collect liquid.
The butter pen is a dispenser and container that allows you to use the right amount of butter, without mess and greasy hands. No waste=money
A drying rack for re-usable water bottles. They sell them for baby bottles (those racks r 2 short, not fo reusable bottles.
FISH 'UR CHIPS - a gadget inserted in potato chips can to lift wanted amount and for sanitary purposes, etc...
EXPANDABLE ROLLING PIN SET-holds cookie cutters inside the pin- One rolling pin that replaces all of your rolling pins. EASY &amp; NEAT
STORAGE.
Inflatable Mattress Tent
Silicone lip cover for mason jars. The lip cover will cover the threads of the glass. This will smooth out and protect the jar lip.
Pan/Pot Cover Storage. Hangs virtually anywhere. Can match any kitchen decore. Mutiple colors and pictures or personalized. Machine washable
Dish spinning scrubber attachment. Water propelled scrubbing attachment for sinks. No more film on dishes
Shampoo Mixing Bottle
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THE SPONGE STATION" The Easiest Way to Have a Clean Sponge Ready for Cleaning at all times. Let the Sponge Station do the Cleaning for you.
"Change the way you DRINK COFFEE". "COFFEE MUG WITH IN-BUILT STIRRER" (2 UNIQUE DESIGNS) Fun, environment friendly &amp; a cleaner
way to STIR
Peanut butter spreader works like a deodorant dispenser can be used to make sandwiches.Perfect for traveling. no knife needed. Cover and go!
Soup anyone? Best soup bowl ever! (Paulette Jaques)
Lets Reinvent the Thermos! PLEASE READ COMMENTS QUIRKY.(Paulette Jaques)
2 TIER Ice Tray Storage. Keep your Ice trays from sticking to each other and have a storage for your extra ice.
A plastic SQUARE &amp; OBLONG universal microwave cover for glass bowls and plates. Economical, heat food quicker, keep moist, and stay in bowl.
Soup n Sandwich Bowls keep soup warm w/ plate-lids swivel open just enough to eat out of. Also good 4 Ramen/Ice cream/chili/chips/oatmeal
360 degree-cone shaped customizable dish drying rack with holes for moving pegs. Even put pots on it. 4 panels lock together/take apart
This is PALS (portable and logical servings). A collapsable on the go portion control container. Take it dining out,take extra home.Simple.
ANTIBACTERIAL CUTTING BOARD THAT DOES NOT DULL BLADES.IT HAS A VERTICAL DETACHABLE WIPER THAT YOU GLIDE
ACROSS THE BOARD TO EASILY CLEAR
*Reusable Baking Pouch* Toss in the goods: food,herbs,spices &amp; oil. Shake. Heat. Eat. No more foil origami. Making meats &amp; veggies a breeze!
BNL (Best and Last) BBQ Brush you ever have to buy! Achieve tailgating superiority!
Clever space saving cutting board. Convenient wheel design for multitasking in small space. Easy to clean and store. Looks Professional.
Introducing Slice-N-Serve, New and Improved Cake, Cheesecake, and Pie CUTTER AND SERVER, Cut a slice, big or small, pick it up and serve it
Practical and Affordable Sponge Sanitation Device
Form fit liners for the your stand mixer. Cheaper than an extra mixer bowl. Faster than cleaning the bowl each time you mix multiple items.
Cake Pops are the Latest Craze! Enter the Modular Cake Pop Holder to assist in decorating and transporting. Who doesn't love a bite of cake!
A two piece, 2" thick pyrex glass disc sauerkraut weight for use in the industry standard 1/2 gallon and quart wide-mouth Ball jars.
RESUBMIT!! Table Skins are a modern, easy-to-clean, affordable way to protect any table in your house. Please keep the comments coming!!
motion activated reminder cali
Stainless Steel Citrus Fruit Peeler! No more peelings under your finger nails. Easy to use design fits comfortably in your hands.
Left-over Nuker! A raised grated rack the size of a standard dinner plate made of microwave safe material to re-heat pizza or solid foods.
Keep your 2 liter bottles cold at your next party. No more warm drinks.Save money with buying bottles of soda not cans.(Paulette Jaques)
Tired of using a strainer. my idea would combine a pot and a strainer in one.
An Adjustable Calapsible Baking Tray Lid. GO GREEN. Use on all your pans or trays.

A simple great idea!

"Sliced" A quick easy way to slice bread,cheese,vegetables, fruit
"Chefs" and "At Home Gourmets" Is your knife block cluttered and full of knives you rarely use? Meet - "The Last Knife You'll Ever Need".
Let's reinvent the sandwich maker!! They have the same design for years! Let's give them new design, vertical, modular, dishwasher friendly
Throw away your dish sponges,scrubbers and holders. This idea is basically a kitchen sponge or a scrubber that stores its self. See Pics
Cook 2 slow cooker meals in 1 crock-pot at once! A silicone insert would subdivide your crock-pot into two - easy cleanup - saves time!
Made for the office break room, this small countertop appliance washes and dries a single dirty coffee mug in a matter of minutes.
DATE/TIME LABEL PRINTER FOR REFRIGERATOR:stick on labels for perishable goods. Stop wasting food and money! 4x6 size; uses standard labels
Introducing 'MilkBuds' The revolutionary creamer for Coffee. Wipe out old coffee creamers containers!
Clear placemat with some thickness and a thin space at the bottom to slip in a sheet of paper. The design of the paper would show through
Cake knife and Server in one, just fold blade in half.
Is your cookware killing you? Cookware that kills Free Radicals created when food is cooked could be the solution to a healthier lifestyle.
Control your cutting board! Don't lose a finger because a cutting board slips on your counter, use a board buddy to stop the slip!
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Clip On "Egg Cracker"
The Block Out
Measuring Scups! Spring release measuring cups.
My Sharp Meter is capable of reliably, readily providing a quantitative and localized measurement of edge sharpness of any material edge.
A charcoal or carbon filter in the lid of your indoor garbage can. Simple to install. No tools required. Removable filter. Slides in.
â€œOn-Guardâ€ or â€œEn-Guardâ€, a grease, heat, and steam guard for most kitchen utensils.
Hot n' Shaky: A kitchen multi-tool with a handle that can heat up and/or vibrate various attachments.
Prepping and storage cups with built in measurement
If you're cookin' the bird on Thanksgiving you want a baster that doesn't lose suction and drip--right? Let's make it a Power Baster!
The Amazing trash can. Load once and done ! Click to look at the pics. Thx
Oil Spinning Strainer. Just like the Salad Strainer but for Fried Food.
Quirky,Can you make a Seasoning Grabber? For when you're cooking you don't contaminate the seasoning jars, bottles, etc.
This idea is an add on foot valve for a sink faucet.
Set of 2 pans: 8 &amp;/or 9" waterproof springform with 1" larger round pan and cage for water bath for making great cheesecakes!
Surface Cleaner with detachable handle, ergonomic palm use with liquid cleaner insertion
1 in a Quirky million! Crock Pot Liner is reusable AND conforms to the food! Saves 2 ways!
The concept is a simple device inserted into a pot of cooking rice /potatoes / soup etc . When the water is too low , the whistle will blow.
Hook A Bag will end the frustration and pain associated with grabbing plastic bags of groceries.
FONDUE Party at home!It's cheaper and FUN! But when your cooking it's very hard to remember how long all your different foods been cooking!
The Cup Cake Scoop is BACK! We need to make a scoop for runny cake batter that actually works. Even MARTHA can't get the batter out!
HOW ABOUT A BAKING TRAY AND COOLING RACK IN ONE? No more burning your fingers OR breaking cookies tranferring!*RESUBMIT*
RESUBMIT: My invention is a fan that would stop pots from boiling over and making a mess on the stove. See video at bottom. It really works
A Barbecue Wok perforated evenly for grill stirring vegetables, seafood and delicate meats.
Need a low profile paper towel holder for home or work? Here ya go! (Ruben)
2 IN 1 SILICONE SPATULA AND RETRACTABLE SILICONE BRUSH .. By AWESEMO
SIX 1.5+ Lt. bottles gripper to carry big sized soda bottles with only one hand. It also helps organazing and keeping bottles standed.
Salt and Pepper Shaker with Timers built in the base. Use your shakers for more than just seasoning when you are cooking. Firedude
See where and how much you are seasoning. Salt and Pepper Shakers with LED lights. Great for the grill or mood dining. Firedude
Brown Round is the name I would use. My idea is one that browns ground meat without having to stand at the stove.
no more burning your hands, silicone covers that goes directly on lids, handles, spoons or radiator knob with adjustable size and colors.
RE-SUBMIT. PLEASE LOOK! For those cooks out there. Here's a great solution to keep all of your kitchen cooking utensils within your reach.
Meatball Maker-Helps make meatballs quick and easy, with no mess
A small attachment that fits on a faucet and allows you to regulate how water flows. When activated, it rinses the entire sink.
A silicone take out container for microwave or oven.One large and two medium compartments,like you get for leftovers at a restaurant/foam.
A simple food box lid cutter that makes it easy to slice the top off of glued box tops: cereal, raisins, baking soda, crackers, pasta . . .
EXPANDABLE SPLATTER COVER KIT: Functions as a splatter cover/steamer with expansion rings, and stacks to form a multi-item tray.
e-ink SMART Blackboard (resub)
Sink divider magnetic mat that suctions to sink to prevent mishaps when washing dishes. PROP knives and protect dishes!
Trash cans that automatically tie your trash bag,determines the weight,has an automatic air freshener to kill all bacteria and a side door
I would like a product that you can attach to any drink container, especially milk jugs, that can be opened and poured with one hand.
Tired of messing up three or four pans to just cook for one or two people...Well I have the solution for you! I know there is room for ideas
DISPENSABLE EMPTY (SEALED) WATER BOTTLES! To fill up with liquids for travel or the gym. Throw them away at day's end or keep using them!
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KNIFE SCRUBBER AND HOLDER FOR THE KITCHEN SINK. It will save you time and your fingers!! Keeps those expensive knives clean and sharp!!
2 SIDED PLATE/PLATTER-one side of plate designated for raw meat &amp; the other side for when the meat is cooked.Perfect for to &amp; from the grill
You go to a party and put down your drink. Someone takes it right? My invention will make this a thing of the past.
A bowl that can easily turn into a plate. Easy to store, easy to use.
A portable, multi-use griddle/warmer. Something small enough to store in a small space, but large enough to cook a large meal.
Fabric Freezer bowl-flattens for freezing, keeps foods chilled longer while serving. (re-submit)
How about a spoon rest that works like chordies. Rubberized and can hold several utensils and then throw in dishwasher to clean. Firedude
COFFEE POT WITH TEMPERATURE DISPLAY-Tired of poring coffee only to find out that it is cold &amp; old? We need digital temperature on the pot!
Parcel Safe
Sippy Cup + Beverage Can = SippyCan. The easiest way to give a child a drink on the go without any worries about spilling or finger injury.
Desk lamp + radio / alarm clock + docking station + USB Ports + concealed retractable extension cord (optional). Reduce clutter. 242 votes
AUTOMATIC PERSONAL POMEGRANATE SEEDER: EVERY pom lover has said, "these things are so good, but such a pain in the ass to eat!" Not
anymore.
Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
Freezer Filler - save energy with neutral loading! The pic does not show idea well! please read!!!
It's a container that you put juicy foods into. The filter on the bottom lets you keep the food and juices separate. No more soggy fruit!
Ultimate Cutting Board to help keep things orderly on your kitchen counter
A THAWING CHAMBER IN/WITH THE REFRIGERATOR TO SAVE ON ENERGY &amp; ADD VALUE TO THE APPLIANCE.
KEEP YOUR FOOD CHEMICAL FREE WITH THESE BPA-FREE STACKABLE MICROWAVE COVERS. THE COVERS CAN BE USED
TOGETHER TO HEAT 2 FOODS AT HE SAME TIME
Frosting gun with an ergonomic handle and ratchet action that uses standard pastry bags and decorating tips. Easy and simple!
The linerlock mounts on the outside of the garbage can solving the problem of sagging or messy garbage cans.It locks the liner in place.
SCREWD. Changes from Flathead to Philips with a click of the lever or turn of the knob!
a silicone bag with pinholes and pullstring closure to cook pasta/rice in a broth and when removed, drain liquid and save to add at serving
Pastry Fresh...a simple non-invasive device to keep baked-goods moist and fresh for weeks instead of days!
Save your counter space with the Cabinet Mounted Cooling Rack.
Why throw that expensive cooking oil away, now you dont have too!
My idea is a nutella or peanut butter dispenser which delivers the right amount for a piece of bread.
Adjusting to fit trashcans of all sizes, the Trashcume makes taking a garbage bag out of a trashcan a cinch by eliminating suction.
For ages we have cooked in earthen cookware, the food that is cooked is simply delicious. This is a earthenware for the present generation.
TO PLACE A STRAINER IN CURRENT MOP BUCKETS AND INSTALL ONE IN NEW BUCKET DESIGNS SO THE DIRT AND GRIME FALL
THROUGH &amp; SETTLE ON BOTTOM
Interchangeable Peeler - Comes with 5 detachable heads with various thicknesses to Peel, Shave and Slice. Use for fruits, vegetables, etc.
Tupperware containers with changeable expiration dates
Don't know which keys goes to which lock?? Make this headache go away! Know your Key! Check this out! Also Glows in the dark!(Resubmit)
Carry your coffee mugs/glasses safely to the table in one trip with KOFFEE KADDY. No spills, stylish and neat. Condiments and utensils too!
PERFECTLY CLEAN OVERSIZED/TALL MUGS AND CUPS BY BEING ABLE TO "UNSCREW" THEM IN THE MIDDLE AND CLEANING THEM
IN THE DISHWASHER! NO RESIDUE!
New Utensil Rest Design. Accommodates up to 4 utensils simultaneously and prevents bacteria from entering your food.
A locking bottle cap or lid cover that keeps minors out of liquor. Also protects bottled water milk and juice from theft or contamination
Countertop K-cup holder designed to look like Christmas tree. Perfect for serving coffee/tea/etc at Christmas parties! Perfect for TARGET!
A modified Boil Buoy that starts an electronic countdown timer. Timer can be set to perfectly cook soft, medium or hard boiled eggs.
REDESIGNED - Salt &amp; Pepper Shakers that spread spices more quickly &amp; evenly! Adjustable flow and stacking. No more salt &amp; pepper
clumps!
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Redesign the waffle potato cutter for perfect trendy home made potato fries! Let's make it safer and ergonomic too! #spotsv
A MACHINE JUST LIKE MICROWAVE THAT HEAT UP ITEMS HOW ABOUT ONE THAT MAKES THINGS COLD INSTEAD OF HOT COLD
BEER IN SECONDS CHILLED GLASS ECT
Super Party Bowl
Soundproof Mask
Omelet Maker. Fill with eggs and filling, shake and set in boiling water. Perfect for camping or anyone who has a hard time making an omelet
Salad spritzers
crock pot with separate compartments inside the single pot container which can be set on delay timers to open later in the cooking process.
By activating the bottle you can thoroughly disinfect every surface in a room without using your own time or inhaling harsh chemicals.
Dispense your favorite soda and keep it fully carbonated at the same time.
This is the thing which make you easy to find something like remote control, keys and so on. With this product, you can find things easily!!
Disposable absorbent spoon rest / coaster that can be personalized or used for advertisement. "Post-it" adhesive holds it in place.
Concave and flexible rubber drink coasters. No more coasters sticking to the bottom of your glass. No more need to dump salt on a napkin
Refrigerator door cluttered so IMPORTANT notes go UNSEEN! "Voice Memo Recorder" w "Motion" sensor set off by movement when fridge is opened
PerKUp is a heat-sensitive mug that allows you to SEE when your coffee (or hot beverage) reaches the perfect temperature for drinking.
Adjustable Cleaner Handle That Uses Any Cloth And Any Solution For Hard To Reach Areas. Rounded End Mimics A Hand And Applies More Pressure.
A cutting board that fits over any sink with perforations for drainage. Same item flips over indented to become a flat colander. 2nd Submit
"Connect the Dots" cookie baking sheet! How easy can baking cookies be?
rope ratchet tensioner
ULTIMATE PARTY TRAY - This is not your ordinary party platter tray...
The door to your room missing a lock? Attach my EZ Twist Door Lock with no extra hardware. (The Lock Bug!)
NO MORE SPILLS! Kids wouldn't have to pour their own milk for cereal. Great for adults too - TAKE TO WORK BOWL - KEEP MILK COLD.
SAFEKEEPER! Food safety at its best! A reusable, smart, washable device that can be used by everyone to track opening or expiration dates!
#QCYCLE UNIVERSAL Bicycle Phone Mount (not just iPhone5) for fitness tracking. (Original submit 12/9/11)
Sinkamabob. The easy-grab, tasks-in-the-sink-I-wish-I-had-something-to-help-with tool for faucet flow, scraping, cleaning, clearing, &amp; more.
*REUSABLE COOKING POUCH* MARINADE.BAKE.EAT. Quirky has a freezer bag, now we need an oven bag. Stop foil origami with your meats
&amp; veggies!
Resizable Collapsible Universal Lids!Pot Set(Think Adapter Rim!)and Other containers too. Possibly built in Timer and Alarm on lid!
Mobile Phone Turns into Silent
Shop Buddy, the ultimate personal shopping cart. A stylish, smooth rolling, lightweight, portable, heavy duty cart for your shopping needs.
Re-Invent/Redesign "Citrus Juicer" that has two rotation and it is affordable. It need to be have better improvement and strong material.
A new solution for drying out reusable water bottles completely, getting rid of the stagnant &amp; bacteria producing final few drops of water.
LED ambient cabinet lights- good for small dark spaces like inside cabinets and under computer desks.
Never struggle with a garbage bag again. My garbage can allows anyone of any age or strength to pull the garbage out of the can.
Welcome the Sponge Clothe. The sponge clothe will wash the dishes and get the tough stains out at the same time.
100 Calorie Serving Snack Stacks ~ Buy Bulk Save Money ~ Reuse ~ Convenient ~ Plan Ahead
Sponge or Brush? Cleaning dishes requires TOO MUCH JUGGLING. IN SINK...finally a dish cleaning tool with BOTH SPONGE AND BRUSH!
I love pencils. I also love to erase. A lot. Once that tiny little nib of an eraser disappears the pencil's usefulness is greatly diminished
spray . . . Tired of those sprays that only work upright? . . . Sometimes we need more freedom of movement and now its here!
The Scrub Bot makes household cleaning fun and easy. It eliminates the neck and back pain that comes from scrubbing surfaces clean.
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My product is a power cleaning brush. Combined with a motorized base, brush attachments, &amp; high RPM's it will make cleaning easier &amp; faster.
Would you like to drop your stained and spilled-on stovetop in the dishwasher or sink? With this invention you can.
Airtight Coffee Dispensing Container. Perfect measurements everytime. Never use a scoop again.
Small portible dishwasher that fits in the sink. Would be for apartments w/o dishwashers,college student,singles etc. Hooks up 2 the faucet!
THE BOTTLE JOCKEY...the ONLY no-pour, no mess, measuring accessory for cooking oil...for healthy cooking, green living and perfect measuring
SINK-VAC The SINK-VAC could be utilized as a quick convenient way to either clean as you go or for a quick clean-up after preparing a meal.
Chocolate Milk mixer and dispenser all in one and no batteries! Mix your chocolate milk without a spoon with consistent results!
Sponge Sanitizer/Holder with germicidal UV technology to eliminate 99.9% of germs on your sponges.
my idea is to create a snap on top for gallon bottles i.e. dressings n such. That has a pie shape notch cutout useful for pouring.
A 3-compartment trash bin that is tall and slim to fit in small apartments, with divisions for trash/paper/plastic+glass+metals
Let the kids eat on the couch! Sand Bag Bowl will not tip over or spill!!
Electric Countertop Food Smoker
Flush Toilet Dehumidifier
"COOL HANDS" Hot Plate Handles!! The Amazing Universal Silicone clips/grips for hot plates! Microwaveable and Dishwasher safe. Clip it on!
RaCaNiMaLs, vibration dampeners for your tennis racquet. why use a plain vibration dampner when you can give your kid this amazing product
A Spatula that flips on time, every time. Push twice (and so on) for two minutes and the Spatula beeps to let you it time to flip again.
I call my idea the Cool Station. This is a Stainless Steel box/cooler for condiments such as veggies, dips, salsas, and many more!
Mountable Dish Drying Cabinet-ECO FRIENDLY!While dishes dry on the rack, excess water drips down to water your herbs!Please leave Feedbacks!
The "S" stand. An iPad stand for the bedroom side table, home office desk or wherever you use your iPad.
Having Trouble removing that cake you baked from the pan ???? With Elevake your only worry is EATING the cake :)
the bully backpack
A hand pump for wine to control spillage and spoilage, while quickly aerating at the same time.
A Toilet Plunger that doesn't splash its user, no matter how hard or how fast the plunger is used!
My idea combines a house broom and a spray bottle together making it easier for people to clean around thier homes, without all the hassle.
Shining Stars. You grab a star, activate it and just throw them. The stars would bounce and illuminate an entire room as they come to rest.
Cook many pizzas simultaneously. A pizza cooking stacker that fits into an ordinary oven. You can take out each pizza individualy when ready
Oven Grip Spatula for picking up hot dishes from the over or microwave. Holds them tight and reduces the chance of getting burned.
One-handed espresso doser, tamper and cup stand. The shiny device that helps you make espresso at the speed of light!
Easy Meat Thermometer Redesigned - Measure using one hand without holding down meat! Just like dentist does with anesthetics needle
french fry cutter and veggie slicer and dicer
Rechargble battery/handle=comes with 7 CORDLESS KITCHEN GADGETS to plug into it ElectricKnife,can/wineOpener,beaters,wisk,auto stir,frother
Mini Milk Jugs: Take a one gallon jug of milk, and pour some into the mini jugs. Good for portioning, and having a jug you can chug! #spotsv
A Pepper shaker that WORKS! It can Close, Open and have 2 sizes. One medium and one small.
this unique device is suitable for bar, kitchen, camping and any one in need to open a can, bottle or tin
No more dried out markers! Combine a click marker with a simple timer and you have marker that will close itself.
BLADE FREE
Ice Cream Slice box- flip ice cream onto pegs pushing down on wooden base. Fold up hinged plastic sides to store until ready for slicing
#QCycle LED to Safety Bike Fenders with LED's modern and stylish unmatched visibility.Possible product extension for QuickRelease BikeFender
"Glug-Free" Our Top Rocks! by: The Immortals
Decorative Storage Pillows~ Eco-friendly Fabrics
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Tired of waiting to drink scalding hot coffee, tea or hot cocoa? Brew at the optimum temperature and serve at the temperature you prefer
Socket UPS - app enabled power socket with built-in battery. Communicate with your device so it can shut down properly when there's outage.
atomatic carrot peeler and chopper,fast and simple you won't have to chop carrots for a salad,portable for picnics,even a child can do it!!!
Wish you had more water pressure for those dirty dishes? Use "Clean Pressure" for your kitchen!!!
Easy Slice - A knife with many faces.
Flexible NEON Glow sticks with magnets! Personalize your bicycle,locker,spell words on your FRIDGE,Wrap a Picture Frame etc.Lots of colors!
Tongs with spoons that face the same direction. This way you can use the outside spoon as a scoop! Pick up pickles and scoop out sauces!
Smart Curtain Bug: App-enabled for remote control of your curtains. Open/close, schedule, wake to light! Use with existing curtains &amp; rods.
IMP/App enabled Wine Glasses! Customize with Names or Phrases. Will show up on LED embedded viewing area!
Have trash troubles?As you improve your life,improve with the Zip 'n' Lift (Ziplock) trash bag.Durable for any reason and everyway.
Potholders with trivet hooked on - pull hot dish out of mic or oven, trivet swings underneath so dish can be set on it.
#spotsv Keep your forks, spoons, and knife off of the table surface.
A SALAD SERVING SPOON! Why use TWO HANDS for such an easy task? Are you ready? A revolution in salad serving!!!
How cool is that? Ice drops keep your drinks cold with crushed ice inside! No melting ice cubes, always find your glass - perfect party gift
Mac Mini Vertical Stand that slides to fit your stuff, USB and SD card slots up front
Inframe bike bag. Waterproof, locks in with small magnets &amp; easy to detach. Space for a laptop/lunch. No sweaty back/panniers. Grab and Go.
TOASTIES - Make cookies and pancakes just by using your kitchen toaster.Baking has never been this easy! Have a look and decide for yourself
Why not take the click n cook to its natural successor...kitchen knives. I propose the Click and Cut.
The auto-muddling system makes muddling ingredients quick &amp; easy, also allowing you to shake &amp; strain your beverages without changing tools!
Flavor Ball! Turn your water pitcher into a flavored water pitcher! Imagine fresh Icey, Strawberry, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raspberry water
Stir up your drink and drink it up with no mess and no hassle! Even get the stuff that settles in the corners of the bottom of your cup!
Small container to carry Edible Seeds or Nuts in, Pumpkin,Sunflower, Walnuts,etc.. Recommended to eat for health, have handy!! Saves Money!!
Heat insulated place mats that keep food hotter longer &amp; change color according to temperature. Fun and practical
Mounted underneath a kitchen wall cabniet would be a vacuum with a retractable hose to quickly clean crumbs in toaster, untinsel drawer etc
Extra Fridge. A smaller Refrigerated Box that attaches to the side of your fridge, top of fridge, or bottom side of fridge.
Disposable drip bowls makes cleaning the stove top a breeze
Waffle Iron with integrated measuring bowl. Mix, measure, and attach to waffle iron for the perfect no-mess waffle for the family.
Never DROP your Eyeglasses on the ground/floor again! Keep them securely in place and at the same time keep them readily accessible!
grocery bag shoulder strap
Slice Mini Baby Cut Carrots like in bags at store at home, fresher, healthier, cheaper
The punch bowl of the future. No more worrying about ice!
Soaking cookie sheet/broiling pan/pizza pan on counter?This large soaker stands up in your sink for you to put pan in/soak.Suction cup/folds
"DIBS CHAIR" 1960's &amp; 70'S POD STYLE~ BLUETOOTH IT! You'll never want to get out of the chair, for fear someone else will claim dibs.
Something New in the Kitchen. We use a Scrubber Sponge Combination for dishes. Lets Make a Scrubber Dishcloth Combination.
My dryer is like the opposite to a Pressure cooker, using less energy to dry clothes
#QCYCLE Turn Signals for Bikes! [first submitted Aug 11th, 2010 for $100]
A train-shaped toilet training device. A potty chair, in the shape of a train, for young children to learn to be "potty trained".
On the Couch or On the Go: Introducing... Cearup! The Cereal Cup! View Concept Video and Read the Description. PROTOTYPE.
Commercial fast food restaurants filter and reuse their oil over and over. We need a residential filter that ACTUALLY WORKS effectively.
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Magnetic Grocery Notepad with Roll Design.
Power from motion. A phone case that takes everyday movement and with a simple generator converts that energy into a backup power supply.
Ever tried filling Manicotti or a pastry bag for that matter? Lets make the process simplified!
Waitstaff have A Tough Job. Any small Advantage is a big help. Wouldn't it be great to be able to save a few steps throughout the day?
3 in 1: A Tea spoon with sugar and tea dispenser to use at work, or anywhere else!
Want more space in your kitchen drawers? line of cooking utensils where HANDLES telescope into/out of ergonomic grip handle-clicks in place
Fork that can cut through any piece of soft meat! On the side of the fork there will be little criss-cross ridges similar to a meat beater.
This stunning tabletop decoration is actually a multitasking vessel for utensils, napkins, plates, mini salt and pepper shakers! Simplify!
NO MORE TEARS..........CUTTING ONIONS!!!! INTRODUCING.....THE ONION HUT!
This is all in 1 disposable velcro scouring pads.Pads velcro to the palm of the gloves.Cleaning n wearing gloves are a must,so is scrubbing!
The cake cutter will make cutting food a breeze.Cuts cake,waffles,cornbread,pancakes etc.Light weight,kid safe,easy storage.
Chop and serve with built in weight scale!
Drawer Dividers inspired by Lego. Click together components to create drawer dividers to match YOUR requirements.
We've all heard of the multi-function tools, but how about one for making desserts or helping ice a cake.
#SPOTSV Universal Sippy Cup! Fits over most sized cups and glasses. Spill proof because of stretchy Silicon sleeve.
The Perfect Tea Spoon, really simple and really effective;reuse tea-bags,mix and is also easy to use and clean. Collabo w/ JJames
Keep your eggs under the shelf! Inclined tray feeds eggs forward gently one at a time in channels. Easy to load and use-won't break the eggs
Deck clips with Canopy Ball Bungee connect into the spaces between patio deck boards. Secure items to deck for storm &amp; theft protection.
Was UC - Ribbed retractable dishmat. Pulls out when needed and drains to sink- When dry pull to retract back into case.
A Modern Design Pull Out iPad/Tablet Computer Floor Stand That Folds Flat And Stores Conveniently Under The Couch. Space Saver. Use Anytime.
While Cooking, A Pull Down Range Hood's Suction Quickly, Efficiently Capture And Remove High Food Smells, Before It Can Permeate Your House.
Regulated Pourer and Measurer for 'Screw Top' Tetra Pak drinks. (Cant find this anywhere!) Stops the Big Glug, also measure what you pour.!
Paper Towel Tube Insert, safely transports Knife, Meat Fork &amp; Cutting Board. Hangs or Stands Paper Towel Roll! G8 4 Picnics &amp; Camping!
RESUB
UTENSILS that SCRAPE plate squeaky CLEAN with no SQUEAKS! Incorp the spatula into eating utensils. Good 4 Kids &amp; Elderly &amp; Camping!
RESUBMIT
Keep it sealed tight, freshness or crispy on their original package. Seal food on the go or for refrigerator. Seal liquid using plastic bag.
Quirky Recipe Book! Top 100 recipes submitted by community members get influence. Must incorporate Quirky kitchen products. Collaborative!
The hooked whisk. It is a whisk for mixing things such as batters, soups, etc. The whisk would have a hook on the handle.
Glass Microwave Cover. Eliminates chemical contamination from plastics &amp; BPAs. Safe in conventional &amp; microwave ovens. No melting plastic.
Make any lawn and leaf bag of any brand more efficient and ready for Rake and Tamp.
No more bending over repeatedly to pick up your swept dust. Just sweep into the bottom of this quirky can and worry about it on garbage day
Finger Holed TheraBand Secure Grip Specific Fingers = Specific Muscle Activation Sport / Rehab / Exercising - Don't be without one
#spotsv-Flexible gel ice pack Koozie with elastic portion that also has a handle that pivots.
combine soap and water from one source: faucet
an electric coffee caraf that has an outer layer of hot water to keep coffee hot.
Don't get burned, use these silicone heat resistant utensil holders.
Appetizer trays that you fill with water, freeze and later use to serve and keep your fruit and veggies cold and crisp!
Easy adjustable shelf hangs from the top ceiling of the refrigerator to use empty space about the top shelf. Fits any fridge.
this product design presents different patterns of mashed potato / veg. on a plate.
Minha ideia Ã© uma torneira lavadora de copos, pode ter refil e lavar com Ã¡gua quente ou Ã¡gua fria
RESUB--Baby Bottle with Built-in Temperature Gauges. Now you can be sure your baby's formula is not going to scald them.
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Quirky Donut Maker: Who doesn't love donuts? :-) Have fun making them at home, and save some money!
Pyramid-Quadruple Tier Dish Rack. Four sections. Now your dish rack will hold all of your dishes neatly without overflow.
Provisional Patent on The Shower and Tub Pole-Style Caddy Enhancer: Slide it and hide it! Now you see your shampoo bottles, now you don't!
Resubmit)Accordion style trivet. Opens and closes to whatever size you need.
Make use of your favorite fast food condiments at home! Upcycle your life. Easily collect ketchup, mustard and more! Store, Dispense! Voila!
Stove top temperature guide. A strip numbered 1-10 that lists cooking temps for different foods and has an adhesive backing to secure it.
The Bagaway is a retractable grocery bag made of silk/synthetic material that retracts in to the handle for easy storage.
Steel iPhone case with integrated bottle opener
Introducing silverware were the handle on it that gets longer and shorter with just one pull.Save space in drawers,great for camping.
Sink Mat with Removable Screen - Catches food minimizing food going down drain. RESUBMIT
This device would enable any regular lighter to function as an â€œAim n Flameâ€ type lighter without altering the lighter itself in anyway.
A Cooler that keeps your food from touching the pool of melted Ice in the bottom. No more soggy food when using a cooler! Ice lasts longer!
Bug and Fly Cover for Cans of soda AND glasses that sit outdoors. Never again fear swallowing a fly or BEE that landed in your drink.
iPocket - iPad hard case. Protect your iPad in a fashionable way, easy read on the go and on a desk. Light weight and solid !
Convert any kitchen drawer into an organized spice rack with individual interlocking spice jar holders.
Gravity Holder (made of Gecko Skin) for all your desk items. Just stick it on and it stays in place! Resub.
Glass tea kettle / teapot with detachable bottom. Goes from the stove right to your table. Great for home and commercial use. 108 votes
Cook pasta in individual pods or pouches keeping servings separate 'til your plate. Silicone mesh material is easy 2 clean &amp; no need 2 stir!
Easy temperature control feeding bottle. Red color of sticker shows if the temperature of feeding bottle is too high or too low.
MiNi JELLo BOWLS mold - eat the entire bowl made of JELLo! Fill with yogurt, pudding, fruit, etc. Great for parties, kids will love
Depth measuring rolling pin that can be set to roll dough to the exact thickness the recipe calls for with the use of measuring disks.
Why use a sponge AND scouring pad AND gloves to do dishes when you can wear "SCRUBBY GLOVES" that are waterproof and have scrubbing power
A vertical food thermometer that will turn colors between numbers to show food temperature, great for carry ins or picnics. Keep food safe!
NEW HIGHLY EVOLVED LUNCHBOX. Smart whole fruit handling for the modern primate. Intelligent, space saving, protective. Show your Fruit!
Custom Cola: Syrup flavor packs to add to your favorite cola. Want an Orange Coke, Chocolate Coke or Vanilla Pepsi?
Resubmit-Port-O-Handle! Add a Mug style handle to any handle-less cup or bottle.
"The Measurater" separates while you measure &amp; measures while you separate! Meat drippings, eggs, flour, juices. It's quick, clean and FUN!
A wristband that holds water. Inside a standard size wrist sweat band, holding a minimal amount simply to wet your mouth to finish your run.
Cutting board with drainage. Cut and liquids go into catchall below.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 185 votes
Printable Vinyl Decals for your children's cups or glassware. Create your own design, click, print remove adhesive and stick.
You are making a large diner some of the guests may not like onions so you do one with and one without.
Cold press coffee is a preferred brew because it is less bitter and acidic. This concept reduces brewing time from 12 hours to 30 minutes.
Like baked or grilled potatoes but hate how long it takes to cook them. The potato skewer cooks potatoes considerably faster.
Squirt &amp; Scrub "Mouse" Features Spray, Scrubber and Polisher in One Design
Dry Erase Tupperware! Tupperware you can write on! Don't tear your refrigerator or pantry apart looking for the right leftovers or snacks!
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
#spotsv HandySpoon &amp; Warmer - Don't Stab it Grab it! Eat easily w/ HandySpoon - Thaw frozen solid ice cream more w/optional warmer
Prevent frozen goods from sliding out of the freezer and easily access your frozen goods!
WHLC KIT - WINDEX HEAD-LITE CLEANER / YES / MY wife said just use WINDEX As good way to CLEAN-OFF all of the GRIM on your Head-Lite
LENS...
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Please create a bowl that filters out kernels of popcorn while leaving the rest of the popcorn in the bowl.
Preheat the oven with a swipe -- Smart microwaves, ovens, &amp; stoves start cooking and set timers STRAIGHT FROM THE PACKAGE. Gonna be big
Ice bucket with built-in drain to prevent watery ice cube soup!
Are you tired of buying plastic food containers that absorb odor, leak, and need frequent replacement? You need The Lifetime Food Container!
Garbage can that releases febreeze smells or the like.
The strength to support your heaviest omelette, with the flexibility to leave your bowl with no batter left behind: This spatula has it all.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 183 votes #spotsv
Make Cupcakes the easy way! Pump out the exact amount of batter you need. No mess no stress. An Accordian mixing bowl with pump dispenser!
Easy To Make Citrus/Herb Infused Olive Oil. Heating Station Similar To Coffee Maker, Heats Oil To Proper Temp, Deposits Infused Oil Into Jar
#237 Votes! Resubmit...Quirky Bandits for kids/teens! Simple...transform clasp into fun shapes. Kids use rubber bands too!
Distance
Stackable Herb Freezer Keeper
I have an idea to use the massive horse power in a Kitchen Aid mixer to automatically PEEL potatoes!!
Canning jar 2.0
Dryer vent disconnect alert
Collapsible Fruit Basket - providing you more room to keep your fruit separate, prevent spoilage, last longer and cut down on food waste.
The Most UltraThin Line of Portable Fans (using GE's Dual Piezoelectric Cooling Jets which are as small and thin as a credit card)
Under Consideration (Resumit): 2 part versatile four canisters for easy lifting and use. Only lift half w/built-in sifter &amp; measuring cup.
SPHERICAL FLAVOR PARTY: First compact elegant spices rack with a place for : Salt,Pepper,Vinegar,Olive Oil ,Apple-Vinegar &amp; Pinch-Herbs !
Store Frozen Soups and Sauces Like File Folders to Save Space in the Freezer. Flat slim soup and sauce storage containers to save space.
Insert a Coffee Daisy through the hole in your cone-shaped drip &amp; voila! Coffee that flows and is hot!
Everyone thinks of keeping wine fresh inside the existing bottle. Lets think outside the bottle!
Make S'more without the mess. All-in-one tool that makes S'more making easy and safe. Keeps everything in place until the marshmallow cooks.
Reheat or keep that single plate of food warm with this battery powered lid. No need for microwave or oven. Lightweight and portable.
These reusable caps are designed with straws to fit onto bottles (using rubber material to fit many types of bottles).
#spotsv Resubmit)2 liter bottle holders. Bring them with you to the grocery store along with your re-usable bags.
Do you own a single sink and wish it was convertible to a two compartment sink? Hereâ€™s the solution, an adjustable sink Divider.
VibroSocks
THE ULTIMATE CAN-OPENER(EASY TO USE)
Lets solve the big one Wash, Dry, Press and Fold my clothes please Quirky Washing Machine. I think Quirky and the community can do it!
The Hand Soap or Glove Soap would add another option to lathering up in the shower. Soap that fits like a glove. Never drop the soap again.
Silicon Disk w/ Center Ring for Finger to Quickly Grab from Fridge or Oven. (Pot Holder, Jar Opener, Hot Mat or Cutting Board Grip) RESUBMIT
TeaOnDrink! Use FilterCoffeeMachine for making tea. Just change the filter. "Thicker" filters that "holds" water for 4 min. Your Tea-Machine
Who doesnt like the speed that microwave ovens heat things up? How bout a device that cools things down at the same rate? The UnMicrowave!
My idea is to have childrens plates light up/play music with fun colors and cool pictures on them.
Combining a french fry cutter with a home food processor makes a machine that will cut a dice of any size at home. No more mindless chopping
Pizza Pin: Create perfectly round pizzas using a rolling pin with a sphere as it's main feature. Great for icing too. Proven to work
CITRA-PRESS is a hand held kitchen/bar-tending utensil used to add that extra twist of lemon, lime, orange, etc... to your drinks.
A motorized level with floor lift step stool to help aging and physically challenged have a more independent and quality lifestyle.
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Meet The Kitchen Amigo! A kitchen tablet for monitoring kitchen inventory and creating personalized recipes based on that information.
Exact Measure Baking Cups â€“ perfectly sized and consistent cupcakes and muffins every time!
A fully adjustable wine tote.
See Spot Run! A hand held glass spot removal wand.
Custom Sliced Watermelon Storage Container..A new way to store in fridge. Great for parties, picnics or buffets. Snaps together,looks Great.
A large bowl made with an attached utensil holder. This utensil holder is used from keeping your utensil from sliding into your food.
Resubmit! Plastic lap food box/cup holder with bean bag bottom that contours on your legs when you sit this in your lap.Great for movie time
Instant Coffee Spoons. Dissolves in Water for the perfect serving of coffee. No Mess! Fewer steps
People hate messy sinks. Water gets on counters,soap dispensers,soap dishes, messy! DELIVER THE SOAP next to the water,OVER THE SINK!
HINGED SPATULA. Sides fold forward to hold foods better and backward to cover food rather than using pan lid. Great for Grilled Cheeses!
4 in 1 Measuring Cup
Port-O-Handle! Add a Mug style handle to any handle-less cup or bottle.
Straw Strainer - An attachment for straws to keep out the junk! Perfect for smoothies and Mojito's!
Sponge Holder and Squeezer! Plenty of sponge holders on the market, but none that squeeze the water out of a sponge!
App-enabled mini projector that allow you to test paint colors before painting your walls, test many colors in seconds with no mess!
Looking for a single unit to hold your tea towels and paper towels? Here is a unit that does both and has a ring holder for a bonus.
Pots/skillets where the handle doubles as the utensil holder while cooking. Handle is shaped like a spoon rest.
A travel orange juicer/thermos, for being healthy on the go!
My idea is for disposable microwave liners that make cleaning microwaves easier.
#spotsv Pasta Pusha!- because not everyone uses a big pan to cook pasta spaghetti- (but everyone knows what its like to get a singe! )
Air-Tight built-in Tap Growler Cap
Marble "Wall" Tracks WOODEN, Not plastic.
A sink brush that sits on the side of the sink, keeping the head of the brush in the sink and the handle on the rim or counter top.
reusable K-cup measurer for those who think one use k-cups are wasteful but don't like the mess and inconvenience of reusable k-cups.
Kids love their hot coco &amp; soup. However, they'll cry if it's too hot. My idea is mood plates. By color, they will know when it's cool.
Auto Tea Stirrer,Steeped Tea in 60s without the bitterness, sits on a Tea Pot without the lid,it has four parts,Knob,Spring,Lid and Stirrer.
Silicone Balloon Whisk, Fully Adjustable from 6" to 12", Space Saving 4 in 1 Kitchen Utensil. A must have for any space saving minded person
A Potato pricker..a device that speeds up making Baked potatoes with just one press your potato is punctured and ready to be cooked.
Anyone from the housewife to the michelin chef can use this washable silicone kitchen prop to enhance their kitchen experience !
The Cookie Clamp will reinvent the way cookies are eaten. Cookie eaters everywhere would never have to dip there hands in milk again!
"Free cutters" in scotch tapes
Simple small easy to use lime and lemon juicer for food and drinks.
Safe to use Q-tip. Q-tips can be very dangerous if inserted too deep and could rupture the tympanic membrane leading to tinnitus or worst.
Rotating pizza pan. Will cook pizza evenly everytime! (quick video inside!) (good for cakes, pies and casseroles too!)
Use 100% of your kitchen drawer's capacity with an expandable/modifiable utensil tray. Will hold most all of your kitchen utensils together!
Bowls for kids that can be connected. Like a Lego, kids have option to put it together. Will stimulate kids to come eat at the table.
Magnetic Wet Wipes Dispenser that fastens to metal appliances via rare earth magnets. Residential &amp; Commercial uses. Thank you
Vacuum and garbage bin combined; VacBin is a rechargeable, detachable hand vacuum attached to the bin which deposits debris into the bag.
A programmable refrigerator timer that reminds you of when your perishables are getting close to expiring.
A Device that will recognize a product by word or picture to alert a person as to what chemicals NOT to mix together.
The best kitchen organizer ever! The magnetic Mat that organizes and holds your utensils on the Fridge. Bottle opener, spice rack etc...
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#SPOTSV A Better, Greener, Broom/Mop combination for cleaning hard-surface floors!
#SilicPad is a 3-in-1 pliable silicon kitchen area aide. It combines a temporary funnel, pot holder, and oven mitt in one! (82 votes B4)
Resubmit: Silicone Gripper &amp; Spatula Combo Tongs: Great addition to your Kitchen, Grill or when you need both at the same time.
Chick Magnets
This simple kitchen tool is a funnel that holds zip-lock bags while you fill them with no mess.Nice!Easy!Simple!
Double Sided Peanut Butter Jars to help avoid getting peanut butter on your hands.
Automatic deoderizer, sanitizer and freshner spray specially made for the trash can.
3 short words to sum it all: "A Multi-Kitchen Utensil"
Mantis Style Waterproof Light to Clip onto a Kitchen Faucet ~ Smaller for faucet with a pivot clamp for movement ~ Where's the Light?
The #1 Kitchen Trash Pail . This unique pail addresses all the frustrations encountered in trash disposal with simple solutions in design.
Do you want to use Keurig coffee pods, but only have a regular coffee pot? Use this adapter for a custom cup of joe for one!
Transparent energy saving pan lids with whistle and burning alarm that sounds when the food temperature close to the bottom gets too high.
I am working with a design that will easily pull one napkin out each time until the last one is taken.
A platform to set your Pot on to help tilt it &amp; pour food into a bowl. Heat resistant, and provides grip &amp; a helping hand in the kitchen.
Fingertip protectors for cutting in the kitchen.
Asian Soup Spoon molded rubber dimpled sleeve with a Hook
The Cake Cover Slicer is a convenient cover that cut slices in your cake and covers the cake as well.
Super absorbent mat w/ water detection alarm. Prevent falls &amp; plumbing disasters. Use by sink, tub, anywhere water damage can occur.
PB&amp;J Cowboy
Travel mug with Attached Lid - never misplace that lid again
"Kitchen Sink Popper" Sink stopper with bendable metal spring release.(No spiral springs) No more pulling.
The time has come to fight ugly smells with something beautiful.
Dry Ice Freezer / Refrigerator Combo use with or without 12v assist. (Optional heater hood for triple function).
THE MEASURING CAP !! this cap fits onto any spice, salad dressing, medicine bottle or any bottle that requires measuring
Instant Coffee Cup! A coffee cup with instant coffee already in it.
Hot and Cold Wraps - Silicone or Gel with Elastic. Flat and stretch to wrap and hook. Two designs. Freeze for cold and heat for hot.
D.I.Y 'Wrap light'for tools-Fits all hand tools- now offers constant light onto tool work area. 6 pics and and alternate designs included.
ALL NEW MINI-MATIC!!
A bottle/jar opener that is mounted under your upper cabinets. Would consist of cone shaped rubber to fit most if not all size lids.
Measuring spoons and cups with sports theme. Make the spoons shaped like sports balls basketball TBSP, football tsp, soccer 1/2 tsp, etc.
One size fits all, used in clothing...why not on certain kitchen appliances and accessories?
My idea is a covered ice cube tray.
#NEVWET Ice Cube Trays
Themed ice trays- mini ice cube trays and large sculpting ice molds for fun and parties- Ancient Egypt, Medieval Castle, Galleons and Boats.
KITCHEN SINK SCRUBBER! Redesigned,resubmit UC
Fill cupcake / muffin pans with ease no mess no overfilling perfect each time
Quirky Strain &amp; Drain All-In-1! Never pour out hot liquids while boiling pasta, hot dogs, dumplings, hard-boiled eggs, sterilized baby items
My idea is a lap top cover that is fun and incorporates theme textured pictures w/ matching feet that will lift and keep your computer cool.
PLUCK wins again and save the egg yolks. New attachment for Quirkyâ€™s Pluck that allows use of the egg yolk.
The fastest way to open a lobster or crab! Cook Sebastian for all of your friends!
ALL-IN-ONE KITCHEN/COOKING KNIFE. Minimize storage and maximize ease of use with this combined knife set.
Dough Drops! User friendly measuring spoons with a Spatula contoured to fit the spoons. Scoop up batter cleanly drop onto baking sheet.Resub
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Rest assured that your stove(gas/electric) is switched off, when you leave
Wine bottle holders that "snap" together to stack on top of each other and side by side. Stylish, portable wine rack for a fridge/table.
The hand-saver trashcan has a removable lid insert to be used to compact the trash while protecting the hand and wrist from getting cut up.
Extension for counter mounted hand soap dispenser. Fits into large liquid soap bottle. No mess, less refilling, less time consuming.
Cook at the correct temperature every time. Digital cookware communicates with your GE range or cook-top Set temperature, stove adjusts
Peanut butter and jelly spreader Quirky style.Double ends reduces the amount of silverware needed and mixing of the ingredients.
LINE EXTENSION !!+ CLOCK, TIMER AND DIGITAL SCALE TO MOCUBO !! FROM NOW MOCUBO HAS ALL YOU NEED!
Recycle all of the plastic bags you get from the grocery and department stores.
Dislike holding the teacup at its handle? Do you keep the spoon in the cup but hate when it falls when you're drinking? This is the solution
Sponge and Hand Towel Holder for the Kitchen. Keep the sponge in the sink and the Hand Towel right where you need it.
SPOON SAVER Where to put that dirty spoon after stirring that coffee or dinner dish. Disposable spoon pads is where. Home or Office
Cooks! Ever pulled a hot pan from the oven forgot it was hot and grabbed it again! Not anymore!
A better Water Filtering Pitcher...
Edible Chip Tips prevent the residue left behind by seasoned snacks from adhering to your fingers, preventing all unwanted messes.
My idea is an attractive kitchen appliance that holds &amp; sanitizes the dirtiest items in your home: your kitchen sponge &amp; scrub brush.
Swing &amp; Lock Knife Block. Flat against wall when not in use, turn knob forward and swing to a slant when in use.
Fractions of a pot to stove coupled on base holder.
A KITCHEN UTENSIL CLEANING TOOL THAT STAYS IN YOUR SINK WHERE YOU CLEAN YOUR DISHES ITS WATERPROOF AND CAN BE
CLEANED REGULARLY.
Upgrade your weak fridge magnets! Rare-earth and steel adapter to hold heavy fridge magnets to any fridge, even stainless steel fridges!
The intelli-dispenser; A dispenser which not only memorizes but learns as it dispenses and identifies; Dispenses anything from anywhere
Bagel slicer attached to your metal toaster or stand alone. Put the Bagel in the slicer and cut through the slit to a cut it ready to toast.
I want a counter top machine that will take loose tea, herb or spice mixes and put them in tea bags for me. Needs to be light to med. duty.
Learns how you use hot water and figures out when the water in the hot water tank has to be hot or not via a WINK enabled faucet attachment.
Hanging Tea &amp; Coffee Caddy, with hooks to hang cups or other items such as keys.
Manual Garlic Peeler for quick cooking!
Finally oven mitts/gloves that are easy to wash. Sides open up 2 wash and dry. No smelly gloves.
Plate divider drawer convenience. Splitting space in your drawer into many different cells with divided compartments.
Hey LAZY people! No more bending ALL THE WAY down to get to your roll of trash bags. Convenient solution, bags right where YOU NEED THEM!
The easiest honey and syrup dispenser
Serve your SODA STREAM drinks with a reusable SIPHON CAP. Great for parties at home or the office! In 2011 Soda Stream sold 634,000 Units
Nutrition tracking made easier - Food scale that wirelessly sends nutrition and weight data to your favorite food diary website or app
MIXER BOWL THAT WORKS LIKE A COCKTAIL MIXER - recipe proportions are marked on. No more measuring cups/scales!
Clip-ON Sponge Holder - NO GERMS - Drip Dry
"Patio Spray" smaller diameter plastic hose with sprayer that attaches to apartment kitchen faucets simply by tightening,for washing patio.
Mobile Travel Jacket provides people with a comfortable way to transport luggage on airlines without paying fees.
KEEP IT FRESH CUT TO SIZE BAG CLOSURES YOU CHOOSE THE SIZE FITS ANYTHING YOU WANT TO SEAL
Double or Single Pump Container Solution. A double or single pump dispenser that contains one or two pumps that retract into the container.
Cake pan with Letters &amp; Numbers that go on the bottom of pan before pouring batter.
Single-serving ice cream maker
Fill it up yourself. Hot/Cold Water Dispenser with built in filter and container. Have cold and hot water readily available. 2 in 1 machine
App enabled Kids Safety Tracking Bracelet to allow two way communication with parents through voice and buttons.
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Digital Timer Stove Handle Sleeve(s) ...allows you to perfectly time and cook several meals all at once in ONE convenient place!
French Fries For One. Single serving using one potato. Cutter &amp; Baking Pan Combo.
Re-useable soft ice cream cone that can be opened for emptying and easy cleaning.
Hate all those tiny measuring spoons? Screw this new top on your spices and never measure again. No batteries, only common sense needed!
How do you put salt into the narrow-necked cruet? Here is a good solution about it. Very easy and take less time than other methods!
Revised:Glass with integrated partial blocker. Perfect for blocking ice, lemon/lime slices, fruit slices, bubble tea etc.
A Reuseable bottle cap with "ears" to help open up large soda bottles after first use. For older people, kids, or whoever needs assistance.
Baking Soda Counter Top Fire Extinguisher - Combine vinegar (in bottom) and baking soda (in top) with a twist and then point at fire. Video.
Slim Knife Holder - Takes up less space on counter or even hang on wall. Simply insert and twist.
BIG Quirky Water Bottle Challenge, Make your statement I Drink Tap water how Quirky am I? +safe water drinking straw donated to charity
Why we should sell a 2 slice toaster which each slot operated separately?
Saucepan/colander combination. Traditional saucepan that can change into a colander to drain unwanted fluid whilst retaining contents.
Cute coffee cups you put in freezer: I want my iced coffee to stay icy and my HOT coffee cooled so I can drink it immediately.
Frozen Pizza - Direct on Rack with Cheese Catcher for easy clean up. 1/3 of Americans eat frozen pizza at least once every two weeks.
Country Kitchen Dishwasher
Don't let your leftovers get soggy! Grating inserts into food storage containers to help drain stored foods. Doubles as steamer &amp; defroster.
Portable Fondue Set. Rechargeable, battery operated, high-watt heating element designed specifically for fondue. Do you fondue?
Q-Smart FridGE! Let the technology embrace your routine and be amazed with the next generation kitchen appliances!
Interlocking Oven that has the locking mechanism already built into the oven for safety precaution.
Strain-It. Pan that strains anything from fried foods to vegetables. Drain pan underneath. Use in oven to drain chicken grease &amp; oil
Kiss Off Wipes - disposable wipes with a solvent to remove lipstick, lip gloss, and lip balm from the rim of any wine glass.
A "Green friendly" higher capacity easy to use kitchen trash can.
Magnetic Silicone Oven Rack Pull/Push tool, sticks to your oven door and is there everytime you need it.. Magnetic oven rack tool
Hi very simple but useful in every home kitchen and professional as well This a ring mold with a push down stick to fit perfectly the mold
now you can save space in the fridge when it comes to your bottled water,with the water rack!
A fun gadget that works like a syringe, holds a standard stick of butter and squeezes soft butter directly on rolls.
Chopsticks with slideable, retractable heads to more easily pick up and eat larger items while eating Asian Cuisine.
My kettle master can make you a fancy cappuccino, a soup and boiled egg in same machine also baby can enjoy warm milk and health baby meal.
A better spatula for removing the remaining food from jars and cans
Pop-out thermometer for turkey that shows the internal temperature in increments so you know how close a food item is to being fully cooked.
Silicone Finger Held Vegetable Peeler. Place over finger and peel vegetables in a snap
Reusable drinking glasses or cups with a write-on surface for labeling with your name. Great for families and parties!
KITCHEN SINK SCRUBBER! Redesigned,resubmit UC
Fast Breakfest sandwhich. Its an organizer you can put on your skillet so you can cook eggs, bacon, and toast your bread all at once
Pet Buddy: keep your pet company when you're away! For one day or extended vacation, simply record a message and set a time for it to play.
Sausage fork, cutting fork
Quirky Butcher Block and Steak Knife Set: Child Proof
Animal Crocks: Crock pots in animal print colors whose lid could also be in the animal print design or else in the shape of animal's head.
Drink Bucket With Wheels!!!
A cyclone mixing pitcher at the push of a button activate a cyclone to mix your lemonade.
This kitchen spatula much better deals with slippery pancakes (or whatever), so solving a really annoying problem. Prototype developed.
POWER EGG: Eggstra power for kitchen appliances! There are no power strips made for the kitchen, lets change that. RESUBMIT
Soft Spoon tips for regular metal spoons for feeding your baby or toddler
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Resubmit... Eliminate Refrigerator Odor while adding a Fresh Natural Scent (lemon or mint)
Drip dry your mop over the bucket. No more smelly mop heads!
Finally a place for those bags of dry mixes in your kitchen: a Slinky! (Design Alternative: shallow box with rubber bands)
The Egg SWING Fun! A Nice Decorative Egg Swing for in the kitchen. Let your Kids decorate them or let them ride the Swing Plain Style.
It's a Microwave Food Cover, that Collapses, and ALSO mixes your food to warm up evenly!!
Squirt &amp; Scrub "Mouse" Features Spray, Scrubber and Polisher in One Design
Asian Soup Spoon molded rubber dimpled sleeve with a Hook
COOKIES N SWEET MAKER. A all in one solution for kneading dough / whisking eggs / grinding nuts &amp; Customizable Cookie Figurines/Molds.
Bowl Duo: A Bowl on top and a Disposal Compartment on bottom! Use for anything!! Example: Cherries in bowl and toss pits on bottom.
Need reading glasses to see if you're salting your food? Is the salt coming out? Use this easy measure salt shaker &amp; see what you're salting
"Salad Hand" is as simple and effective as it looks ! A one handed kitchen device that allows you to pick and choose for salad and more !
One piece dry measuring cup. Slide up and down to get the right portion whether it be 1 cup or half a cup of flour. 1 piece rather than 5
RESEAL YOUR BAGS. With the resealer you can close items such as cereal bags and get the same fresh taste next usage.
A box to hold a toaster eliminating crumbs along with tongs to remove items stuck in toaster.
DrySmart. Washable Hand Towel Feeder that you pull &amp; dry your hands. More towel available for next person. When done stick in wash &amp; reload
Pet detector
Introducing the SAME SIZE SLICE CAKE CUTTER!
A cook can go from SOUP LADLE to STRAINER and back again without changing utensils or washing &amp; storing two different kitchen tools.
An easy snap on device that makes pouring grease from a frying pan easy.Getting grease out of a pan now a breeze. No need to buy fancy pan.
Corkscrew with cork sharpener. A pencil sharpener like sharpener on one end of a corkscrew to trim one end of a cork to use for re-corking.
Rubberband Cover Container. Elastic Cover that can cover up any shape and size bowl and keep it fresh.
Kitchen all-in-1 tool. Includes bottle opener, peeler, cake poker, wine opener, &amp; more. Dont look around for needed kitchen tools
Anyone looking for the next sexy thing...This is NOT it! Those of you who have ever had a sick kid this IS it! The SICK SHIELD!
Smart Marinating Machine
The Nifty Active Toaster will liven up any Kitchen as toast or toasties travel around a single heating element until they are just right.
U can buy a pot strainer, U can buy a pot spout but U can't buy a Pot Strainer Spout. Not yet. Not until Quirky make it. RESUBMIT
Coffee Straw: a new coffee brewing method. Like French Press without the big mess!
Make food cubes with two moves.
Expandable dustbin
Towel Station. A paper towel holder that stashes a tube of household cleaner inside its hollow stand and handsoap dispenser inside its base.
Mini COTTON CANDY MAKER. Make your own Cotton Candy and Explore different creations. Comes with a SPRINKLES Shower. RESUB
Quirky-Adjustable Refrigerator Water Bottle Holder that can hold water bottle and fix into any standard refrigerator.
Convenient light weight portable Dolly for transporting Large Water Bottles.
Quirky Recipe Book! Top 100 recipes submitted by community members get influence. Must incorporate Quirky kitchen products. Collaborative!
Peanut butter and jelly knife! Don't you just hate it when someone gets peanut butter all over the jelly! :(
Nopal Cactus Peeler
Customizable Cookie Cutters
An attachment to Quirky's product cube tube that will crush ice as it comes out of cube tube; Alternate design -Crusher in a coaster-Image 2
My idea is to invent a safe one piece training fork for infants to prevent them from putting the fork too far back into their mouth.
Hamburger / Hotdog Bun Combo Steamer and Toaster with Space-Saving Collapsible Lid
Salad Nossel Screw on Cap with Filter
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looking for the perfectly boiled egg? Can the eggie be upgraded?
Self Standing Oven Mitt-Takes up less space;Easy to slip hand right in.
The TV Tray &amp; Lapdesk COMBO is a TV Tray, Lapdesk, or BOTH! [Former UC-Revised based on Quirky feedback]
A Combination Ice Cream and Pie Dish. Together but seperate.
Peel n Mash. A potato masher with hidden peeler within its handle.
Vine extension: Keep your 2 liter soda bottles in order in the fridge! Stabilizing band or stand: Stack 'em too!
STRING CHEESE MAKER. PUT ANY CHEESE INSIDE THIS TOOL AND IT WILL SQUEEZE OUT STRING CHEESE. MIX ANY CHEESE
Holds any lid on top of its pot/pan while cooking. Clips on to any size pot/pan. Working Prototype Video Demo below. Numerous benefits.
Got Kombucha? Brew Your Own. The Naturally Effervescent Tea Drink. Let's Save $ by Making Our Own @ Home.
Kids love two things -- popsicles and toys. Why not combine the two? Our battery-powered popsicles are loads of fun and reusable!
Fun Shaped Cake Slices
A dual pourer which strains the liquid,leaving solids behind.MiniSpout slides out for bottle pouring.Progressively decreasing strainer holes
Pastry Bag with ADJUSTING TIP so you can adjust from thick to very thin effortlessly (same tip).
Twist Tie Dispenser Cutter
Need to take a file with you? It's easy! Just plug in your keys.
Introducing the vacuum dustpan. You place the vacuum dustpan and bring the dust near it. And voila, the dust is totally sucked up.
This cost-effective device helps individuals conserve water - reducing water bill payments and saving our most precious resource: water.
Now it's easy for anyone to turn that garden faucet off! Ergonomic and attractive, creates leverage, saves water. Perfect for gardeners.
Glass/bottle brush with suction cup
There is a demand for cast iron pots (wash pots) but there are slim to none suppliers. Temperature control to be installed.
Stop hunting for the drain stopper by dunking your hands in the dirty dishwater. The "Dry Hands Drain Stopper" is clean and simple.
Reinvent the 2L soda cap: Cap says if flat or gaseous AND tells you if it needs to be turned tighter. Collab with LAM Cunningham
Composting garbage disposable [garberator], by reducing, recycling,reusing kitchen waste.
Quirky's Collapsable lunch box (collapsing in horizontal direction rather than reducing thickness). Easier to fit smaller places.
Line extension to BATCH-Add SLEEVES and now you can store, stack and carry after frosting and decorating cupcakes. Previous UC Resubmit
The banana saver. The biggest problem we all have with bananas is shelf life. We need a new and improved banana tree stand.
I am serious about my coffee. Are you?
A collapsible, eco-friendly, lightweight but sturdy cart allows you to take your groceries directly from the store shelves to your shelves.
"Handwich" is a new concept that holds your sandwich from dropping or dripping Ideal for dirty hand too !
This solves the age old problem of looking for &amp; storing the handy common utensils everyone uses in the kitchen. Quick and easy to install.
Bagel Chipper. Make your own Bagel chips at home
Glued a 14" diameter piece of 5/16 clear plexiglass to a 300# rated 6" lazy susan bearing. The heavy bearing gives a smooth rotation.
The Green Shopper
Rack- it Pull!
GarLickity Split...
Flexible bowl insert separates unpopped kernels from popcorn. This silicone insert conforms to various size bowls and is dishwasher safe.
Milky
â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢ SLAPITZ LABELER â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢
The Vine for Wine Racks
Multi-Tasking Timer (simple)
cup holder serving tray
The mini microwave is really a great item for all the people working for large companies and warehouse type jobs its portable and safe.
Sink Sweeper
Push-Up Peanut Butter Jar
Dish Speed Dryer
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Keeping guacamole from oxidizing and turning brown while being stored in a container in the refrigerator.
Kitchen digital cookbook
Breakfast ALL IN ONE
The
DRIP-GONE
Car, purse, keys or clip to anything you lose. This transmitter is charged in your cars cigarette lighter. Charge it when in your car.
ceramic protection
Divided Baking Sheet
The door to your room missing a lock? Attach my EZ Twist Door Lock with no extra hardware. (The Lock Bug!)
Kitchen Vise
Butter melt
Earphone jack padlocking security device to lock device to purse or something else.
Adjustable Funnel
CHOP EASY
FlowSauce
GaSaMa (garlic sauce maker)
Lunch table shelf
Can Opener Cleaner
Dough Preserver
Move your lazy Ass! Deflating cushion on a timer/App gets you up and moving every hour. Great for cafes/offices. PERFECT for Leno! :)
Perfect Burgers
Recyle Bin Reducer
Balancing Salt and Pepper Mill
Easy drying trays
mini hotte mobile.
N-R-G Pot
Quirky's Olive Oil Bottle
handysheets bannas wraps
Leftover Fridge Magnets
Refrigerator Shelf Sliders
Snap-A-Spoon
Save N Spread
Screw ON funnel and base
Cookie molds
A potty method for dogs to keep their coats dry and clean when doing pee pee and floors protected.
curry fork
Personal Bubble
dimpled rolling pin
Quick Mix boissons
Fruit Grip
Stove Top Oven Mats
CARROUSEL A EPICES AVEC DOSEUR
The Presto Chango Pot
Fresh Dog Food Maker
Lidstick
Temper Bowls
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BB BAG - Best Before Bagâ€
Full Auto Rice cooker
3 Square Plate
Plate-Tastic
pincemoa
Penneypincher vegetable peller
Handle Helper
The Burger Stand
wilDrinker
Sponge steam microwave cleaner
Reusable Greek Yogurt Cover
Rain Baster
How much salt
Popcorn Filter
Pizza Pads
Table Fruit Cooler
COOK &amp; GO
Strain Easy
Frosting decorator
Trivet/Mitten Combo
Le Coco-Cola
dispoable RESEAL
Ã€ La Carte
Easy Garbage Disposal Install
THE RESTAURANT SERVER
stove top liners
custom zest
Moule Ã manquer superposÃ©
retractable stand napkins
Cooking utensil saddle
Automatic Stove Knob
Easy Glass Lunch Jars
Blend-O-Drink
Fried Green Plantain Masher
Dip clips
3D Cone Maker Machine
kidcup
Fresh Taste Box
Aluminum Foil Tray
Gimballed Martini Glass
All containers
Measuring Spoon Holders
HOT DOPG STAR
Fun shaped ice cube sheets
Volet-table amovible
Make your donut
The Bigger Baggie
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Fridge Locker
The Warmy Plate
spoonjam
In Sink Dishwasher
Food Chopper
Cube Food Slicer
fixens
Wi-fee
Xtra Wheel Pizza Cutter
prettypendulousproducepannier
NO-DRIP CUP SNUGGIE
H2Flow Control
Hot ice cream scoop
Rotate Mix Bowl
Whisk with Spoon bottom
Egg burgher Maker
Lazy Susan Insert Containers
verre de pique nique stable
laveuse a riz
Gran-U-Pour
Slideâ€™nBake
Efficient Burn Tops for Stove!
Drinking glass washer
Tongs with Spikes for Gripping
Zip! Corn (Zip! is italicized)
pop handle
Food Memories
Kitchen plastic drill
coffret de verres en kit
Luxe Clean
Discrete type Mug cup
Gunk-proof sink area, Etcetera
Perfect Steak!
DID I LEAVE MY STOVE ON!
Perfect Margarita Pitcher
Bedder Refrigerator System
TACO OIL DRAINING PAN
Kitchen Counter Vacuum
Scrubber Tips
The butter-Stick
Finger Gloves
Less mess containers
SeeToast
Heating stand mixer
Taco "stand-up"
Sudsy
Happy Hand, a hand in kitchen
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Pull &amp; Seal Vacuum Food Sealer
No More Guessing
Mutli seasoning shaker
Coffee Run
rags wash
Clear Keg
The Ice Straw
QTNG EGG MACHINE 22
Peach scoop
Touch activated ice pack
Smart Stack Pans
Boron Nitride Coated Cookware
I'm Spared
Peel-N- Seal
The Cold Crock
Jar Scraper
Flour Power Pods
Kitchen Appliances Slider
The Cutting Grip
Chop and Drop
Measuring scoops
A Smart Electric-or Gas- Range
The Top Shield
Carrot sharpener
Ch-Easy Slice!
Chew Sync
Measuring Bowl + Spoons
Kick The Stick
ChopSeal
The cake thermometer
Pretzel Ice-Cream Cone
Hard-boiled Egg Peeler
quick pizza slicier
DRY SOUP SPOON
From Soup 2 Nuts
Can Saver
happetizers
Salad Tongs that Flex
VacuSeal Storage
Powered Verseur - Verseur V2
THREE FLAVOURE BOTTLE
Ooo Brr
Containers with Attached Lids
Itsa Plate
Vision Refrigerator
Smart Crock Pot
Spill Proof Stirring Spoon
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Pri-Nut.!!
Beer Ice Pack
Polite Fondue Pot
Neat &amp; Clean Dish Rack Sponge
Bague pour vins effervescents
Universal Food Storage Lids
creamy spoon
set de table Ã rebord
Cool Dairy
Koolma Koolers
Soup Bowl
stapler
Cutting Glove Guard
Milk Minder
The Ashkin
App-Enabled MEAT THERMOMETER!!
Egg Slicer w/bottom &amp; cover.
Auto coupons
head tracking tv
Garlic Peeler Smasher
Goupillon pr carafe Ã dÃ©canter
Bottle pressure cap
The Bar's Bouncer
Vac Hand Pump IN the Container
Removable Silicone Cup Insert
Sponge washer/cleaner
Rapid Desalination Tool (RDT)
bottle opener CUP
Pantry Mind
Germfree Birthday Cake Cover
Dinners made easy
paradise fever cocktail
A Collapsible Bundt Pan By AJM
WINK Wine Rack W/ Sensors
Temperature displaying pan
Clear Toaster
GE CookConnect
Wink Waffle/Sandwich Maker
Need Milk?
Spaghetti fork
Wink Laser Toast
The Cereal Keeper
Wine Glass Steam Cleaner
Rings &amp; Sink Disposal??
Handful O Nuts
WINK Wine
Ice cream cone catcher
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Wink Roaster
Cap with nozzle for easy pour
Wine-In
Microwave Twister
Range Hood HAND DRYER
All in one tea bag
Measure, Strain &amp; Ladle
World's Best Root Beer Float
Recessed Stud Power Strip
Power Track Shelving
Organizing Lazy Susan
Hot cup
Sugar Keeper
Even Bake Cupcake Muffin Liner
Lid Caddy
Pre Cut Non Stick Bake Paper
My Chef Wizard
the bacon spoon
Fast Vegitable Slicer
The No Mess French Press
Toaster Tray
AUTOMATIC Cake Cutter
Squeasy Ice Tube
Vine Extension
Every Last Drop Dinner Spoon
B-CARD
Runnin' Low
Mini Cake Decorator Bag &amp; Tip
porte paille pour soda
can opener glove
Smart Plate
36 oz MicroBowl
Bas-lid
Spinner Cake Pan
Le Tupperware pliant
Bread toasting knife
Kitchen vs Bath Sponge markers
Cool Touch Gloves
Beer Chill Monitor
Wink Enabled Waffle Maker
Variable Diameter Sealing Lid
Jar Minder
Waffle in a pan
oven swich off
Dry Erase Coffee cup
Dual Salt/Pepper Shaker in ONE
Banana Fresh
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Doody Free
Grape Fruit Holder
The Rice-scale
Sploon
Spray-free Bottle Brush
Pizza Scissors
Fresco
Magnetic Refrigerator Storage
The Masher
Hands-free ipad/tablet station w/desk
Pot-o-matic
Shopper's Backpack
Stir-IT
clip for pets soft packet food
camping/countertop fridge
The Convenient Cutter
Put-Away Leash
Connected Cutting Squares
BandIt Food Storage Containers
Funday Sundae
Baking Stone Electrified
mayoharri
No Go Mixing Bowls
My Homemade ookbook
Bread slicer and dispenser
Coffee filter Grabber
Hot &amp; Cold Crockpot
Sand Crab Cooler
App-Enabled Universal Remote
Mesureur multi-doses
Chocolate Chip Cookie Spray
Quick iced tea
Toaster oven splatter screen
Kitchen safety wash
One step cream and sugar
Non-stick storage
Side Door Trash Can
APP Enabled Pressure Cooker
Kids Pick-A-Portion Plate
pince tube
HINGED SUPER-WIDE SPATULA
LITTLE POTATO POKER
Holder for heavens
CUPPY CAKES
Empanada Labeler Press
Good Timing
The Only Right Food Wrap
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Multi-purpose Dish
coffee pod flattener
App Enabled Roaster - GE
Maintien du froid Ã table
Hard Top for Pans
shelvies
Simmer &amp; Stir Lid
Peanut Squeeze
Spachler w\ Retractable Blade
lids and more
clog free drip coffee pot
DÃ¨jÂ´Baguette
Cooktop ovenrack safety device
Expfier (Expiration Notifier)
Stove Glove
Perforated Aluminum Foil
Resizable Cutting Board
Milk meter
Self Heating Lunch Bowl
Counter top â€œNo-Drip Stripâ€
BEER BETTER
Salt Mister - Sodium Atomizer
Kitchen hand dryer
Smart Microwave
Measure and Freeze
Reachable measuring cups
Plate Wiper Set
Seep Tea Cup
Dual Salt and Pepper Grinder
steam colander
Chili Fingers
Ice Cube Fun
3 en 1: mug, thÃ© et cuillÃ¨re
Hover Cover
Pantry Chef
Banana Slicer
Chip Fresh Easy Clamp
micro freeze
Silicone Baster Shield
Hand protection cover
Cleanable Forever cookbook
Feed The Freestore Hungry App
App-en. Food Saving Containers
Changeable Serving Trays
Changeable Coffee Maker Drawer
FOOD DICER
Machine Ã expresso Ã©conomique
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Wireless Grill Brush
Sweet, Sweet Portion Control
FRUIT JUICE DISPENSER/DRAIN
Retractable food tongs
Expand-a-Spoon
The Ice Trap
Microwave moisture
The Pizza-i-yolo
Adjustable Kitchen Sink
Turkey Neck Broth Bulb
Food Storage Tag
Easy to Clean (inside) Toaster
Scramble Egg MESH
CuillÃ¨re manche pour mug
Loaf Cake Saver
Water Belt
Step "N" Stow
Lunchbox Deodorizer
Cake Cutter
Self baser
The Instant Burrito Cooker
Instant Omelate Maker AC/DC
Mighty Macks
Bagel Toaster with crumb tray.
Retractable stove counter top
Rag that will not ball up
get a grip coffee mug
Cave Ã lÃ©gume
A la carte pasta
Chilled Veggie Tray
Liquor Infuser
The Pasta Box
Fold-it Power - Multi-plug with folding (not winding!) extention cable. Tired of tangled cables and annoying storage ? Look at this... :)
Comfort Cooler
Drink Ready
Bento chauffant
Clean Plate Scrub
Hot to Cool baking Pans
SystÃ¨me RÃ©colt'o
Mex Bot
Cupcake Time
Attract2O
Magnifier for the shopper
Electric hard boiler egg pot
Toaster Coaster Tray
Couverts clipsable
cool traveller
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Dribble Ties
Cake Stamp Salutations
Affordable Outdoor Pizza Oven
Grill Handle LED Light
Disposable Pots &amp; Pans
writable and erasable lids
Simmer-ring
KniSci
Casserole 2 en 1
Expand Stem for Liquid Spray
Heated Ice Cream Scoop
Smart Anti-Waste Faucet
Squeeze bottles for salads
Ice Cream Koozie
Simple Hot Dog Slicer
C3 (Custom Cake Creator)
COLD BOARD (sushi prep &amp; more)
Milk Gallon Pour Spout
BBQ GRIL "KEBABER"
Bun warmer
Spaghetti - Store &amp; Measure!
a kick node
trvel cup with attached lid
GLOW IN THE DARK LAWN CHAIRS - For beach fun at night, by the pool, camping, just in your back yard. No more tripping over a chair.
2and1
Noodle-to-go
Sachet de farine anti-fuite
Doser for pancake's batter
Mump
Universal Cup Lid
B.O.B.S.
Squash Made Easy
EXPANDABLE-RETRACTABLE STACKING DRAWERS-Great for small closets, apartments,dorms, condo living or travel trailers, motor homes
Silicone Kitchen Gloves
The Digital Cooking Spoon
coffee tea bag
Sandwich Keeper
Handi- Helper
Bottle maker
Easy MILK pour for kids
Shelf-Minder Fridge/Cabinet
Adjust-a-Sink
Pan Skitters
Cob Knob
Oreo Dunker
ICE CREAM SCOOPER WITH A TWIST
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Blade Sharpener Knife block
Gooey Goodness Spoon
The chicken net
Marco Polo Spice Mixer
FLEXIBLE BACK SCRATCHER, SHOWER MASSAGER OR SCRUBBER--MADE OUT OF HEAVY DUTY FLEXIBLE RUBBERMAID TYPE
PRODUCT FOR DURABILITY AND EASY CARE.
Resealable chip bag
oil and company
See Salt
Adjustable Baker's Ring
Snap Saver Bag Dryer!!!
Strain-it Drain-it
mold elemintator
Internet-Connected Coffeemaker
SECURE, SERVE AND EAT.
appliance easy move
Disposable Toilet Seat Covers and Hand Sanitizer Dispenser kit. A must have for everyone's bag.
Frozen Drink Maker
the universal dispenser juices
Water quanti-Faucet
To-Go Nozzle
Coffee mug frame
Voice Activ. Spice Dispenser!
Bagit Rackit
Butter Dish, Wink App-Enabled
Replace your taillight bulb to a design your own shape LED taillight. Customize position of each LED.
Instaplate Storage containers
OK,, WHO CUT THE CHEESE ?
Canned Food Reminder
Mocrowave
COOLEGDE
App Controled Hot Plate
keep knife board
QuikFREEZ Ice Cube Tray
Econocup
Piur
A-E Bicycle Helmet with Lights
WIFI Microphone
two for one ladel
visiogril
Personalized Tupperware
The Spice Factory
Cherry tomato slicer aid
Self Measuring Coffee Filter
corner microwave
Keeping Lunch at Its Freshest
Tupper topper
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Vacu-Can Garbage Can
Grease Police
papier cuisson prÃ©-dÃ©coupÃ©
SAC-N-PAK
Spork &amp; Knife Switcher
Noodle Nabber
Heat Powered Oven Fan
(RESUB) Easy Bake 3D Cones
Pancake Ball (resubmission)
Smart spaghetti dispenser
Water Bottle meets Cup
the faucet scrub
pretzel stick corndog
The Grip
Ready Coffee
Stackerble Wine Glasses !!
Secondary purpose aggregate
Corn Cob Clips
Air free zipplock bag
Baby food jar lids
Chilled Rolling Pin
Adjustable fork/Knife (Fife)
Food Flags
Beer Cooler &amp; Keg Minder
Herb/Tea Infuser, Spoon Holder
openday
Clipo
Counter top biscuit baker
Bills and coins piggy bank
DeLuxe Cake Cutter
'Big-Barrow An extendable wheelbarrow. Triples the capacity of a wheelbarrow(With ani) QUIRKY STAFF please see NEW product link "HUGE INFO".
Measuring Cap
Dipping bowl
Pot Pie Ramekin
Protein Powder Mixer
Mixer Balls
Crisping Tupperware
collapsible food storage
Egg/Pancake Bowl Mold
Frozen wine
Kale Massager
THE BLADE BUDDY
separateur de jaune d'oeufs.
Draining Board Dryer
Easy Kitchen Tool
The EZ Pizza Cutter
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Handy trash bag dispenser
Diag-0-bag
Talk Water
Fizzkeeper Soda Bottle Wrap
cool-crock
Under Sink Garbage Bag Secure
Cookie Cutter Jar
Grocery Bag that is sectioned
Bluetooth Boil
Magnetic Spice Rack
Food Plow / Wedge
Sac compostable pour Ã©pluchure
Meal Planner Gizmo &amp; shop list
Ziplock Absorbent
Porte capsules
Sandwich Bacon
Jam and Jelly Maker #Austin
No-mess natural peanut butter
Soda Saver
Cookie Monster Cookie Cooler
Vine Wine Drip Stop Ring
EASY OPEN CARBOY HOME BREW
Split Cooking
whoo-pee tea kettle whistle
Ice Diamonds
BUBBLE SPONGE
Peeler, Corer and Cutter
Line-A-Bag
Tupperware fork holder
The Bag Minder
stack a spice
Silicon-tipped spoons and fork
Soap dispenser sticks
Safety Chopping Board
Plate Utensils Combi
Modern Butter Churner #Austin
The Straw Washer
Dish Dryer Rack
Q-T Homemade Iced Tea Maker
Wine Bottle Roller Chiller
Couscous knock-down stemware
The Combo Cooker
Sombrero Salsa Jar
Drink chiller
Wedding cake slicing template
The BOTTLEiNATTOR (Holder)
Thermos .... Squared
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Smoothie Bags
SLICKER SLICER
Pot Boot and Skillet Skirt
Ice shape maker
candle pow'd mug warmer plate
The Greenskeeper Superfork
Magic Flip Spatula
drink can seal savers
Smart Glass
Pure Straw
Chef's Dual
Recipe Synced Food Containers
Kitchen stand for short people
Brownie Slicer
MOBILE FOOD THEMONITERS
vbag
DIY Tea Bagging Machine!
SENSIBLE 3-D cookie mold
Beer,Wine,Food Reminders
Mason juice &amp; grain pour spout
All Round Bacon Rack
Blender Scraper
Fridge Top Organizer
Portion Strainer
DEVIL EGG TREE
Easy Clean Dishes
Lunch Time tupperware
Mason Jar Cup Holder Adapter
BowlClaw
Never-Soggy-Cereal-Bowl
Spoiled Milk Sensor
Fruit-flavoured filter
Bread Maker with Wifi Control
Cubey
EZ Clean
Portable Salts Cellar
Neapolitan Scented Brthdy Cndl
Wok on your Grill
Soft~n~Fresh Bread Saver
Pan scratch protecter
Careplat
EZ Chopper
Taco Tape
Utensil clip
Full Size Pizza Containers
Rotating dish bowl
EggCooker
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Wine oxyder
Cake Slice Equality
GLOW IN THE DARK LAWN CHAIRS -No more tripping over that lawn chair, spilling your drink, or getting hurt.
Bratwurst Grilling Rack
Meatloaf Slicing Pan
Sweetener Nirvana
IT IS TIME TO RE-INVENT THE SAFETY PIN-I think different shapes,and sizes; circles, squares, rectanges, with bling, multi-colors &amp; CLEAR.
Super Bowl
No Mess Food BREADING System!
Rotating Dispenser
No more Moldy Straws
Silverware soaker/holder
Dripless Mug!
SpaceSaverSilicon Cooking Tray
3-in-1 frying pan
Ice Tubes
Counter Clear
line flying pan
PIC A BROCHETTES LATERALES
SEASONING COMBO SHAKER
Split Cup
Wine Drip Stop
Inflatable set for the kitchen
pick a dish smart timer
Hot Lid Holder
Invisi-straw
Smart ice mold
Inductive Microwave W/Speakers
TRASH CLOSURE APERTURE
skinner
No more Flat Sodas
Spill Less Kapp
Bread Minder
Pasta Box Tops
Backsplash protector
Quick Sharp (Knife Sharpener)
Wine Minder
K-Cup BREWING Travel Mug
Zig-Zag Pan
cutting board bowl
Party Tray Carrier
Onion Fan
Multi baker
Sandwich Spreads Dispenser
More "NIBBLES" smaller cake.
Dish Rack Plus
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soft edge spoon
Sink Tools Organizer
Car fog, night and poor weather camera and monitor (Helps Prevent Accidents and Deaths from Accidents)
FONDUE PRATIQUE
Pie Stacker
TOP THAT MACHINE-any topping!
Color Gas Test Stick
Oops ...No More
Pre-tilted Soup Bowl
Unpopped popcorn remover
Cooking pan splitter
Ice scooper that drains/Light
microwave doubler
cool bags
Gas Supply Shutoff Valve Timer
ez-pour
Cheese Cave Appliance: Austin!
East To Clean Water Bottle
YOU NAME IT!
dosette de liquide vaisselle
Induction Lunch Box
No Mess Watermellon
APPLICATION AIDE CUISINIERE
Crispy Lettuce
Finger Loops for Baggies
BaconOF
C &amp; J'S JUST ENOUGH
BIRD FLIPPER
Perfect Popcorn Pot
SideCar Smoker
Cinnamon or Sugar Shape Maker
Solo Scrub
Multi-Purpose Dinner Plate
Smart garbage can
CUSTOM-SHAPE CROUTON TOASTER
fireplace Grill
vibrating pour assist
EasySpread
Better dish washing gloves
DENOYAUTEUR D'AVOCAT
Reshaping Cookie Cutter
The Cover-Up
Homemade juice
Single Use 'Zipper Top' Bowl
Beer Kangaroo
Bake ware Divider
Ice Cream Cone Bites
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Tenile Hook Hanger
Thermo Knife
How Hot Is My Tea?
Vacuum Pill
Beverage cooling plate
No-mess Softdrink Chiller
DivideYourVeggiesContainer
"Slice of Life" Butter Slices
Cake-Pop Carrier
QR Code Microwave Scanner
Disposable Cutting Board
Multi-Function Utensil Holder
Baking Dish on 3 wheels
Squeegee/Soup Ladle = Squeegle
"TUNA STRAINER"
Organize shelf
Avocado stoner
ServeMeUp
Simple Syrup Maker &amp; Dispenser
KEEP YOUR FIZZ
Splash can
The Condiment Caddy
Penguin Baker
Flour/sugar perfect dispenser!
C-Que Grill
Butter Cutter
See Easy
Nested Pots
Tea Bag Sticky
French Press-A-Lot
Flat surfaced Food Warmer
the retractable dish drainer
Salt and Light
TherModule : Modular Thermos
Hand-wash dishwasher
Dial-A-Lime
Locker fridge / cooler
Oven Fingers
Smily tops
Fridge/Freezer Open Door Alarm
Interlocking Spice Set
Grab it to Go" Milk And Cereal
Swimband (updated swimcap)
SCARF-CUBBIE DRAWER ORGANIZER
CLEAN CUP INSERT
CREDIT CARD PULL TABS
Grocery Shopping Made Easier!
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Never Burn Food Again Reusable mailing box package.
The Jar Emptier
Knuckle-Accessible Jar
hand coffee maker
Rotofried? / Rotafried?
Wrap X
CompoClick
Arbre Ã pero
hand pump dishwashing liquid
Chauffesauce
FINGER SAVER
Dish Disinfecting Wipes
AUTOMATIC OVEN RACKS
Salad Bar Bowl
Salad Toolbox
Adjust-a-Crust
WINK Bread Dispenser
Heads Up! text neck preventer.
Toothbrush holder/protector
The sink scoop.
The Greens Machine
the Lip Bowl
@ Home Dim Sum
Grill Mark Press Plates
Water Hose Nanny
Fill'em Up
Honey Warmer and Dispenser
3D Lollipop Factory! *AUSTIN*
Mr. MixSplurtCook
Bottle washer
Tortilla toaster
EZ Cheese
Grill 8 en 1
The Any Fruit Corer/Pitter
Toaster basket for leftovers
The Perfect Cup
wirefree oven thermometer
Cutting Board Scale
Elevator Shopping Cart
Crock Pot Coveralls
PLACPROP
Groove in Kitchen Cleaner
Red Sponge, Green Sponge
Mega Magnet Suction Caddy
Perfect Mug
SOS! Save Our Stoves!
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Tea Mug Membrane
Blade 3. Slice and chop faster
Cold Server Bowls
The Wringer
BANDITS with LOCKS - tighter and more secure GRIP of items. No unwanted releasing of items, no loosing... PROTOTYPE!
Shapeable Cookie Cutter
3 in 1 - Scoopi
Instant Convection oven
Little Dippers
Egg Dipper
EZ S Halloween Bake Shapes Pan
Tab Docker
Back-Eze by Adelaide
Mechanical Bottle Cleaner
Smart Bathtub Faucet
Universal Tea Organizer
Let Off Some Steam
Snacks to pot
Semi's Canned Pepper Soup
ChillIt
BBQ Saucer
Distributeur de Ketchup
Silent Cooking Pan Storage
Date Turnover
Green Waste Bags
ROLL O MATIC REMOTE TRASH CAN
Food remains scraper spoon
Homemade Yogurt Maker
Multi-Strainer.
Thermo cuiller
duel faucet
grip pads
No More Pots Spilling Liquids
TupperFlare
Burner Beacon
Drink Topping Container
Bread Machine Buddy
semi trailers should have heated tail lights to prevent build up of snow on the lenses thus preventing rear end crashes and multi car wrecks
aluminum cupcake holder
Super Heroes Jello Mold
Touchless Kitchen Timer
Self Cleaning Colander
Magnetic Taco Stand
Fanning Omelette Flipper
Sauceta
Pack Back
Drip N Flip - Coffee Cup
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aDD-a-shelf
Multi-Functional Microwave
Permanent Cereal Boxes
2 in 1 Baking Pan, Mix'n Bake!
3in1 faucet solution
Double opening bowl
Bloody Mary Straw
Drain Saver
Easy Freeze Lunch Bags
Easy Fit Trash Can
Easy steam
The Cake Stamp
Collapsible microwave
Instant Dish Dryer/Kitchen Air
Cooking Baster
Sweeper
Microwave Food Temp Indicator
Nugget Ice Conversion Kit
The Cupcake Liner Keeper
What's left in the fridge ?
Cake Saver
Kitchen Dish Towel Holder
Shape and Bake
Hard boiled eggs peeler
Water bottle dryer
Make The Best Fried Foods
Dry Spice Machine
Perfect Pasta Bowl
Air-Play Space Bar
Bake 'n' Print [RESUB]
ChEasy Pizza Cutter
tea bag caddy space saver
Grippy Sippy
Twirly
No-Stick Rolling Board
Remotely Adjustable Stovetop
Baby 2 Go
The Bacon Basket
Home Probiotic Drink Maker
Shapeable Cookie Cutter
Form Fitting Cooking Glove
Ready coffee
EZ Microwave Eggies
Straw Brush
Folding Oven Cover w/Drip Rail
The dragon thermos
Digital Espresso Tamper
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Distributeur boisson multiple
Weight sensing canister set
Condiment Carrier
ICE KING TRAYS-double the ice!
World's Fastest Spice Chopper!
Smart Cubes - The Ice Tray Booze Control
Wall Mounted Stovetop Mixer
Double microwave bowl
Stack Rack
Lasagna First Serving Helper
Same Time
Kitchen In A Box
COFFECTO
Smartphone Balloon Light Saber
Disposable Dish Wipes
Burner fix
Cookie Cutter Rolling Pin
ZIP BOX BAG-zip it stack it!
Personal Slotted Soup Spoon
The Leftover Liner
Silly Straw Snake
No Mess Spoon Dropper
Bake Shapes Full Sized Cakes
Exact sugar dispenser
Soap Spout
Spicer
Spaghetti Sleeve
Fridge Friend!
No Spill Cake Cutter
Clear Toaster
Pyrex Casserole Silicone Wrap
CarbCop
Stove Cloth Bar Hook
Easy Can Re-sealer
Forchettone ("Big Fork", it)
Java Radio
pack of biodegradible sponges.
Home Frost N Glaze Machine
DEVILED EGG SCOOPER
Product calculator
Shopping List
Insta-cool
Stirring Spoon [RESUB]
Swirl Ice Cream Surprise
Smart Prepped Produce Storage
Pen that changes thickness
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Food Ninja
2 in 1 or 3 and 1 Slicer
Garlic Peel &amp; Chop 2 in 1
Drop pot
Compressor for spice in meat
Antique Oil Can - food safe
Potato holder
Keep It Hot
Sandwich Mitt
ONION SHIELD
PanGuard
Freezer mug
The Breakfast Butler
Eplucheur d'agrumes
Bacon Fork
Measuring Cookware
Quirky Stands
The Sugarpick
Perfect lazy containers
Stay in microwave food cover
Butter knife that warms up
Toastersize
2 in 1 salt and pepper shaker
Sliced bread packaging
Oven Mitts with Temp. Sensors
BAG - OLE !!!
Ice Cream Scoop Upgrade
Perfect Fish at Home
How Do You Like Them Apples?
Adjustable Spatula
Adjustable Plate Divider
Toaster Roaster
Little Wine Caddy
HOT FAN TO DRY FAST DISHES !!!
Quirky Cookbook - Brain Food
BuilderBottles
NO MESS Deep Dish(resub)
ReOil Reuse The Right Way
daily breakminder
In Shell Egg Scrambler
"Insider" for cabinets
Single use sponges
Warm or Cool Water Cannon
WOOD-look plastic board
Grill Temp-Sensing Light
Plastic Wrap Dispenser
POWER OUTAGE, FOOD THAW-TIMER
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Couvercle 2-en-1
Heat-za-Pizza
exhibidor de capsulas de cafe
Press Ðžlive Ðžil-Austin
Self brewing bottle
Collapsible Tea Kettle
Mayo-knife
See Salt
Coleslaw strainer conatiner
Smart Doggie Interior Gate
multi-bag trash can
TourneFrite
Connected thermometer
Austin- Mashine Champagne
Right Portions
Bluetooth Toaster
Bug Tapper
Automatic French Press
Tortilla Cooker
Tooth brush and paste
Automatic Microwave
Secure Grip
Cooking Oil Baster tip/cap
Tile Floor Cleaner
Dust remover and cleaner
Fridge scanner
RoboCrock (Smart crock pot)
Salad Chopping Tongs.
pull "T" shapped to open can l
Forget me nots
Three Teir Egg Tray
Pizza Baking Rack
Bread Pan for Crusty Ends
Quesadilla Trio
Pizza dough in 1 click !
Sprouting lentils
silicone stove top cover
Wave Whisk
Measure and Grind
Table-Heart
Scale pasta dish
Triple Drinking Cup
Pressillico
Poppin Wok
Up your Chicken Hole
le sÃ©che-vaisselle
Caution hot
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Knife Point Guard for Dishwash
Crock-it
curved razor blade holder reye
Recipe helper
Framed Food Dispenser
Plastic Storage Pocket Packet
MICROWAVE+TOASTER OVEN -mini
The flowerizer
Extend A Knife!
ONE POT ONE BOWL
Fresh Impressions
Check Pantry While Shopping
SET PIQUE NIQUE
Home Oven Rotisserie
Electric kitchen scissors
Cutlery safe
Graded Butter Holder
Hot Lid Holder
Hot Coffee Cup
The Restaurant Call Button
ThermomÃ¨tre flotteur connectÃ©
The Mugnificent
The Perfect Pie Crust
Porcelain Waffle Maker
Bite Bowl
Portable food saver PFS
Temp Lid
Can Opener Redefined (2 in 1)
Grill Veggie Steamer Bag
Smart meat thermometer
Adjustable Measuring Cup
Butter Stick Slicer
PicturePerfect OR KitchenPics!
Perfect Popcorn
Flow Control Bowl
cooking tool hanger
Meds in Chocs
Multiblade kitchen knife
CAKE KNIFE
The Brush Off
Festive Tortillas
Pro Egg Boiling Monitoring Pot
Slide out microwave turntable.
Ever- Flavour Gum
Scramble'n'boiled
Freezable Beer/Drink Coaster
Cannuk Canes
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Bottle Recycler
Edible Tape
Noblivio
Food Splatter Container
Squeegee Fork
Stackable Dish
Sausage Cyclone
KaziÃ©
Fondue Sliderz
DryFast
"Building a Better Crock Pot"
Shaker Ã Vinaigrette Propre !
Pitcher/Juicer Press Combo
casserole intelligente
The Wing Chalice
Salt and Pepper Shaker
Nannerator
recap
No More Wet Cups
The Ultimate Dry Mug/Glass
Condiments on with a twist
Microwavable Cool-Touch Bowl
EZ Swap Cabinet Hardware
Lend me a finger
ILY lazy susan kitchen tray
Recipe Maker
Garbage collector
Inside-out Oreos
The Baristo
Cuisine facil
Clear Silicone Lids
Smart Kitchen Scale
Brandwiches!
Heat Powered Tea Stirrer
Milk Minder
Clear oval placemat modernized
Lazy Susan Organizer - resub
Mug with a "too hot" sensor
EXPANDING BASKET
Plastic Bottlecap Helper
Expanding Lunch Containers
Pot Collar!
Dual LED Safety &amp; Reading Glasses - Auto On/Off + Auto Brightness = Longer Battery Life.
Accordion Folding Toaster
Press Olive Oil at home
Austin Invention Challenge
Eco friendly bread sack
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Blender attachable strainer
The Pizza Saver
2-Tier No-Spill Serving Tray
SOS! Save Our Stovestops!
Kitchen Appliances Slider
Can Hand
boite hermÃ©tique modulable
Porte-Bol
GARNISH DISPENSER
The redo bowl
Color Change Easy Ice Tray
Chip "Clipp".
The i Waiter
Fun Fillers
FRESHNESS FOOD CONTAINERS
L Shaped Stove Top
Cool A Wave
ReCanCan Magnetic Cap
Ferrispice Wheel
mini hammock
Easy Pizza Sleeve
Cauliflower Orb Blender
Leftover Monitor
Smart Food Storage
Multipurpose solar chopper
deep seasoning blast
Teflon Safe Fork/Spoon Combo
Quad Blade Mezzaluna
airtight container modular
A messenger bag that can charge your gadgets in the go. Use movement (kinetic) as well as the sun (solar) to charge up to 2 or 3 devices
Magnetic Measuring
Coffee Stick
Center Core Microwavable Bowls
any size sink plug
EGG TIMER- EGG CUP COMBO
PDT-Easy Cook
The Perfect Electric Griller
Potatoe
cleaner pet area
How's my toast?
Collapsible Strainer Pot/Pan
Wrap blades
Food Inventory Scanner Manager
Frutus
Sili-Pan
Easy Biberon
NutBowl
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Grounds Collector
Easy fit sandwich bag
VULCAIN BOX
Multiple Heads Turner Spatula
Screw on shot glass
Oven Tray Spinner
Cool Crock
New MugStir - useful update to the current MugStir spoon with some essentiall improvements like an integrated straw or a telescope function.
Snap Sleeves
Chocolate 3D Printer!!!
Sizable slice
Powered Air Drying Dish Rack
Keepr
Part-Of-The-Room Box - It becomes partof what it is attached to - like a camelion
Custom Teapot Whistle!
Home Dip/Spread Maker
Whisking Spoon
plastic bag hangar rack
Rallume'gaz
MELANGEUR PORTE PAILLE
Teaspoon with tea inside it!
Tot's of pizza Pizza Cutter
oven helper
Sleek Spray Bottle w/ Hook
user friendly microwave
Cool-Lid No Spill
Get the last drop
Utensil organizer for kitchen
Insulated Induction Teakettle
Don't Forget Me
HANDHELD AUTO SLICER-fruit/veg
Recording Frig/Freezer Monitor
Chocolate Lover
The brew Through Effect
The Fruit Jacket
Pots and colander all in 1
Microwave Removable Liners
Spatula Cutting Board
Cook Master
2 in 1 Wire Rack
BB Mixer
Insulated Induction Teakettle
collapsible splash shield
Prep 'n Peel
Smart-up your fridge
No Spill Stir Fry/Cooking Pan
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GREASE BALLS w/ clamping tool
Spoutz
Perfect Portions Baking Pan
Re-Sizable Spoon
MAGNaffeine Coffee Maker!
Knife ruler
The Sneak Peak Refrigerator
CREAM CHEESE SLICES
EcoBox
Austin Invention Challenge
Smart Cook
Boil, Strain, Boom.
MINI CROISSANT MAKER-AUSTIN!
Couvercle anti-dÃ©bordement
A new wine decanter
Microwave pot holders
Seasoning Saver
Forever Sharp Knife Block
Mechanical Soap Pencil
Crackashell
At Home Kefir maker
Bouteille de sirop 2 parfums
Every Last Drip
Disposable butter dispenser
Air Popper Snack Machine
UV LIGHT SPONGE HOLDER
Fingerprint shutoff gas Valve
Single Lettuce Rinser
Easy Eatin'
Hand-held Melter (for kitchen)
Touchless Condiment Dispenser
Stove OFF
Reusable Coffee Tea Bag
pizzeat
Hassle free Hasselback Potato
special paper towel rack
Garlic flattener and scoop
cabinet sticks
Cappuccino, espresso, winked
Microfridge
The Potato Baker
The Sippy Funnel
Re-inventing the Grill Cover
Easy on the creamer!
NO TIP MIXING BOWL
THE NEW (POT AND PAN BAND)!!!
Hands Free Dishwasher Opener
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The EZ Pizza Cutter
Meat Syringe Marinade 4th post
Adjustable Pan Lid
The Turkey Sponge
Non-stick Cupcake wrappers.
Fruit Fridgebowl
Scruve
Wink cake decorating station
Ice Cream Pint Container
The Salsa Tipper
"Guardian" Salt Shaker
Citrus Euphoria
New Pringles Can
Fat Finder
Silo Liquid Pitcher
Stroke Can opener
Fingerprints Saltern Lock
Bobble Cooking Spoon
VENTU Lid (Line Extension)
Consumability Color Containers
Tableta de sabores y olores pa
KETCHUP EXTRACTOR
Pop-On Coasters
Bake Shapes Eggs
Refrigerator Food Dater
Ice Sculptor maker-kids\Adults
Easy Access Lid for Food Items
Bin: Cloth Towel Organizer
no mess bacon
Easy Food Dispenser
Milkcubes
360Â° Ice Cream Scooper
Eco Triple Toss
Detachable grill in all sizes
Spice holder
Pomegranate Pounder Ball
Baking Counter Cupboard
Can It
The Slide On Food Container
Moisture Sensing Grid
Rice/matshed potato moulds
Even Cake
peanut butter
Boiling Milk Avoider
Refrigerator Door Decor
Thermometer Frying Pan
App Enabled Range
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Reuseable, Pop-Up Timer
Kitchen Seaons Measurment Cup
Finger Food Holder
Electric Coconut Corker
SolApp. Solar products for your yard, app enabled solar lights, fountain, speakers, bug zapper! A backyard Utopia from your phone.
Silicone Chocolate Bowl Molds
Electric-Eye Toaster
Air Amyd
Microwave Cleaner
Cooling straw
Make fun shapes out of bacon
Videvalve
The Handy Spicer
Chefs Cylinder
sieving warmer/cooler
#Chop (Updated)
Once-Opened-Use-By Timer
Bready Yum Yum
Kitchen all purpose measurer
The Sink Heater
Awesome Paper Towel Holder
Energy/Power Bar Maker w/app
Smart Tap
Pint Cup Koozie
Upgraded MacBook charger. Extra outlet and USB ports. Charge all devices at once, even at Starbucks.
UV Lighted Cutlery Tray
Instant cooling or freezing
Holster to carry iPhone and everything else.
Silicone Microwaveable Pouch
Fruit and Veggie Preserver
Knife block sharpener attchmnt
Chicken Tendon Cutting Tool
The Toss
Bacon Buddy
Smart Dough Spatula
Pot Helper
Sous-chef App
Pan Soaker
3x5 Index Card Page Protector
The Cake Blower
Brick oven great taste at home
Rad soda dispenser
Mag Bag
Karlita bottle handle
compost producer
IOS IPhone Baking Thermometer
Fondue Fork Timer
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Tapis de travail de cuisine
PARTY PAL
assiette rapidement nettoyÃ©e
Vegetable cutter practical
TacoManga - Taco holder
Even table temp all the time.
Tempgaz
Flexible brining container
Clean my stove
Single Serve Salt Shaker
smart water dispenser
IngenuiTEA - TEA KETTLE
Heated Grill Cover
Mag-A-Cup
Technically Tea Mug
Electric Stove Flame Knob
Plate Buddy
Snack bowl with movable bottom
MINI POTATO CHIP MAKER-AUSTIN!
mug for herbal infusion
Finger Safe Toaster
double mill grinder
The Hideaway Banana Tree
Handy Bread Slicer
App-Enabled Kitchen Canisters
Fruit Euphoria
Bottoms Up Bottle Holder
Smart Measure Kitchen Scale
Kitchen Quant
Gaufrier
Hot Cubes
BeerMe-Beer Mug Freezer Insert
U.F.O. Uniform Food Oval
Cold Stone @ Home Kit
Hanger â€” a hands-free knife
Dishwasher Statuser
Accu Pot n Pan
Dual Botttle
Do you love fried bacon?
Self Stirring Mug
Keep Hands Dry
Tea Mug with a Timer
Kutting Klaw
Forky Spoon
The Coohook (Cook Hook) name?
SqueeChup
Forever Fresh Ziplock bag
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Easy Roll-Out Shelf
Non Environmental Garbage Can
cup with slot to store cookies
Repose ustensiles
Multi-Drink
Cold Dishes
Slow Cooker Keeps it Cooolld!
BBQ TONG TRIGGER
Push Up Cake Pop Maker
Exothermic Drinks
Slice v2
Utensil Pre-Washer
ReSeal
Freezer organizer
BBQ pliers 180 swivle
Pizarra magnÃ©tica
Smooth(re)Move
Overflow Protection Pots
The Sidesaddles (Updates)
Adjustable Pot/Pan Lid
freshbottle
Boiled Egg cooker
Swiss Army Lid for Coffee Cups
AUSTIN Coffee Stream
Digital Dated Tupperware (DDT)
Perfect cake slicer
Any Pod Coffee Machine
Note Bottle
Connecting Vines for Wine
Bacon Sales Sizzle
tool box for food !
Two N One salad container
Automatic Mayonnaise Maker
serving tray
Cereal-ity : the perfect bowl
Chicken Wing Clips
Sensing Bag
Recipe Helper
E-fridge
nouveau coupe - pomme .
Toast Shaped Frying Pan
Beater Whisking Spinner Cup
Just Deserts
Dish Soap Catty
Measuring Cups in CuttingBoard
Foldable Grocery Bag-Colander
No Hands Brella
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Hour glass eggtimer eggcups.
Magnetic Bottle Opener
Electric Heating Butter Knife
Jar Tells App When It's Low
the better shredder
foldable bag holder
Warm butter sprayer
Frito-Pie Taco
Reusable Ice Cream Containers
Frosty Icy Bowls
What's in the fridge??
ThermoPOP
TAPIS PROTECTION CASSEROLE
Citrus-Strain
Austin Invention Challenge
take it light drinks
QA Bite
UV -A SANITIZING FLATWARE TRAY
3D Cellphone Camera
Grip n' Serve
Save the food!(and cosmetics!)
Mobile app allows you to design and customize a unique case for your iPhone, which one can then purchase on the app
Red boat corn chips
Machine coffee &amp; infusion caps
Tether Beer Glass (QLine ext.)
Alphabet Containers
Bread End Board
Fake Bottle Soap Dispenser
Date Marker
Meat presser
CANETTE DUO
Snacky Sticks
Sink organizer
Stackables
Kitchen Multi-Timer
Pot Top Holder
Thermo Pan
Ice Cream Cones Extraordinair
1AndOnlyLID Non-Stick Cup Lids
Dishwasher bottom rack lifter
Co2 Olive Oil Spray Mist VIDEO
Home Horchata Maker
Zipp-Zapp Your Bag
Ã‰pluche les agrumes
Strain Clean
Turbo Dry
The Lid Cinch
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"PCS" Perforated Cooking Stone
Fun Size Pizzas
Microwave Buzzer On/Off Switch
Absorber-Cell, on Rails
Kitchen Timer Stylus
Spicepot!
Environmental Garbage Can
Coconut Oil Cooking Dispenser
Pressure Kettle
Toddler Bite Size Cutter
spoon-o-meter
Blade Box
Cool handle mug.
washer to dryer gravity chute
coaZie coffee cup warmer
Quick Flip Food Turner
STICKY DATES for Food Safety!!
Better Bottle Warmer
Egg Crackensure
Caramel Pop
Easy Spread Toaster
wingmaker
Bean Saver
plate to bowl convertor
rOven
Kitchen in bag
Zip it!
Dishwasher Flatware Clip-ons
ALLFINGERS- SILCONE OVEN MITT
Spotless Coffee Urn
Sleeves rolled up keeper.
Like Poppit for Bowls and Mugs
Spectacula
THE RELISH SQUEEZER
Dish Brush Sanitizer
MasterBrew coffeemaker control
Turtles
Connectable Ice Bar
Ecooker
Cutting Drawer
Tea Infuser
Better stretch wrap dispenser
Silicone cheese cloth
Durable piping bag
CCC (Cloche Cut Cake)
Spoil no More
The CANdana
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Cookie Cutter Connect
Glass with bottle cap opener
Kernel Keeper
Plastic Wrap Holding Arm
Grips
Cooling Straw
Fake Vase Soap Dispenser
FREEZR TRACKR
ProtEvier
water boiler &amp; control
SmartCup
turn old wine into new vinegar
Built In Food Dehydrator
Pot Shot
Cream and Sugar Pods
ThermomÃ¨tre de four
Pouch Pincher
sausage helper
Latte Froth Color Printer
Smart Meat
Eplucheur Ã©lectrique
Temperature indicating pot
Sleep fan
vaso reciclable
Folding Pan
Monster Clip
Chill out
Baking and cooling rack in one
ketchup retriever
Hot/Cold Food Pouch
Double Up! (Spatoon)
Sink Scrub Brush Holder
Mixicles
microwave helper (buddie)
The "Non-Tipsy" Wine Glass
Recipe for you
Add-A-Spout
Go groceries
Honey Get Milk
Cup Clip
The Pan Handle Lever Lifter
Bendable Fork
Automated measure
"Lemon-do-Hickee"
Austin Invention Challenge
Icecalator Ice Dispenser
App-Enabled Kitchen Timer
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Know about the Cabinet Opening
Clean Shower Hose &amp; Brush
Wink Food &amp; Liquid Thermometer
Pleated Baking Sheet 4Pouring
Splix Senior (ladle/spoon)
Easy Cracker Maker
TRASH CAN GROOMER
Can Liner
Leveling Range Drip Pans
Multi Seasoning Shaker
The Mi$er
Batter Splatter Lid
Induction Cooktop Element Swap
weight lock fridge scale
le saladier musical
Steam Knife
SOS! Save Our Silverware!
Rollo
Leftover Pizza Calzonificator
Austin Invention Challenge
Sachets cuisson micro-perforÃ©s
Nubbed Dish Washing Gloves
Oreo dipper
THE KITCHEN HANDLER
Let's just call this Apron Art
hands free faucet control
Candy Sprinkle Sifter
Eco ice
Smart Faucet,Smart Shower Head
Recipe book cover
We Like Our Beer Cold
Packet dispenser
Folding Cutting Board
Clever Oven Alarm
Kitchen Counter Space Saver
Fruit&amp;Veg Tester for nitrates
Prep and Peel
THE SHIBBY
Clear Cubes Cool Collections
Chef's knife with sharpener
Pan Spoon and Kitchen Caddy
Thermal dishpan
TeaBagz - Save the string
Easy Berry Slicer/Stem Remover
Ziplock handsfree Helper
The Fridge Topper
Optimize Gravy Accessibility
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MeatBall Maker
Cooking Grease Absorbers
Full Servings
Cuttingboard-Tray-Strainer
SpatuLux
Magic Mashed Potato Dispenser
categorized freezer bags
Dual wheel pastry cutter
Cub'O-paille
3D Latte Foam Art Maker
Food Calorie Counter
Measuring Lids
Smart cooking pot stirrer
Perfect Coffee Filters
Sticky Plate
heat resistant timer
Perfect seal chip bag clips
Microwave food crisper
Tourn et Peser
Self-Stirring Cooking Pot Lid
Dish rack rotator
CRUSTLESS SEALED SANDWICH
Better Chopping Board
Tamale board.
Wine Cooler Machine
Compufry
The Tyhme Machine
Couvercle sonnant avec chrono
Digital Tupperware Lids
Digital Cutting Board
No More Cork
Caps for fizzy drink
Perfect Utensil
The Canned Food Squeegee
Heated Stirring Spoon
Permafrosted Glass
Ice Cream Sealer
Smart Beverage Container
PLANCHE MULTI FONCTIONS
Dry the cup itself
Hollow Tube Cake Maker Pan!
Home Croissant Maker
THORK
Disposal Magic
Dog (Pet) Proof Trash Can
K-Cup Coffee Mug
mini hotte aspirante.
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smart measuring cup &amp; scale
dish drainer steamer
Cool-Lid No Spill
Silent Cereal Box Bags
Vide poubelles
Telescoping Sink Strainer
loaf pan with changeable base
Vine Wine Foil Cutter
Pipe serving of carton drinks
Super Brush
Measuring Cups w/ Release Base
Mocubo's Buddy has Arrived!
Expandable trash can
DIY Milk Frother
A spife
The "TRAYTE" = Tray + Plate
Salad dressing machine
Kitchen Kozy
Stir-It
Electric Peanut Butter Stirrer
Inner Core Mug
Recycle Plastic Bottle Melter
Kitchen EveryTool
3D Baby Face Cupcake Toppers
Key discount/membership tag card holder and memory stick carrier
Drawer organizer stabilizer
Cracker
Cereal on the Go
Collapsible Oven Pan/Sheet
Reusable k-cup cleaner
Every Last Drop
one step salsa
Keurig machine for martinis!!
Kitchen Counter Food Dustpan
Spaghetti Spinning Plate
Panini-Maker To Go
pie cover
Rub-A-Dub-Dub Scale and App
AppEnabled Kitchen Thermometer
Fresh Limoncello, Kahula Maker
Sprayinade #Kitchen
Mini maki
Butter Pen
Lockable Knife Rack, Sharpener
Cup and Bowl Combo
CooL Can
Versatile Food Tong
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Coffee Cubes
anti spill cup/glass
Spill No More
smart cake platter
Mug Washer
Veggie Freshness Gas Sensor
Roach Pruf Flatware Cover
U.F.O tea things
EVENBAKE CAKE PAN
Onion smell go away
Handle bowl stand
Egg Toast
Wine Making Kit
Touch-Sensored Heated Saucer
induction outdoor grill
Apple Slicer Plus
Extender Cup to Pitcher
Protector for frying
Paper Towel Dispenser
Russian/DC doll measuring cups
Graduated Cooking Pot
21st Century "Cookie Jar"
Trashcan Band
Home Deep-Fryer
FreezeDried Yogurt Snack Maker
Cupholder-Friendly Mug To-Go
Round Dog
EGGcetera. Versatile egg caddy
Bag Filler Assistant
Pizza Dough Maker/Spreader
Pint Plate
Milk alert
Cap it
Super Hot and Cold Lunch Box
bottle hanger
Pan Sieve
DishBrushy
No spills
Drink Ice Wand
Leaf (resub)
Dip Chiller Bowl
Knife Zen - RESUB Year Ago
Light saber cheese cutter?
Pure pop corn
BETTER BATTER CUPCAKE BOWL
Cupboard door memo holder
Bowl Dry-Stackers
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Mussup
Micro-Green Salad Spinner
Adjustable length spoons!
The Rice King
Halfhandy
Double Side Pitcher
Continual Basting Oven Roaster
Ice Cylinder Tray
Machine - Omega-3 fatty acids
APP Enabled Pressure Cooker
The Incredible Spreadable
boite hermÃ©tique variable
Circulating Oven Fan
Oil Flavor Infuser w/a Muddler
Consumer priced Freeze Drier
Hot Flash: Pan Heat Display
Liquid availabality indicator
Lemon Seed Catcher
A Grater Idea
Silicone fruit Cubit Tray
Cool &amp; Cook Pot
Peanut butter slice
HOMEMADE SEASONINGS APPLIANCE
The Coasters cover
Granola Bola
Silicone Rising Dish Cover
Crock Pot Management
Good Cook's Thumb Guard
Clean Scrubber
Guacamole-To-Go
IDEAL TEMP
plastic bottle vacuum
hot grip
Beverage Chiller Glasses
Blade Clamp for Cutting
Toaster Cover &amp; Tongs
Tortilla Making Machine
Chill-N-Serve
Back-Eze by Adelaide
Grocery Shopping cart attached stroller to operate as one vehicle. youtube link http://youtu.be/LmckN5Y91Lg
Baby Spill proof cup
Graphene Coated Skillet
2 things in one
Austin Invention Challenge
Neverdrip Pour Spout
Let us create together, an ethernet clip easy repair device. No need for wire strippers,testers or even crimpers. I call it The Ethe-Clip
wrist saver
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The Vertical Tray
Fridgey
Rectangular pasta steamer
The Trickle Trapper
Magnetic stove top
Measuring Spoon Spice Jar
Colored salt
Butter Buddy
The Thaw-er
Locking Lunch Plate
Meat Loaf Pan/with Skewers
WATERSCOOT
Computer Speed Crank - Cubicle Bling
Grill from the top home BBQ
FreeZs
Easy Tea
Strain &amp; Mix
MiSeal
Straining Measuring Cups
Ketchup Slices
Parts Drawer Spice Rack
Self Balancing Tray
automatic flavor syrup dispens
Bend it!
Regular and Chocolate milk Jug
The Sponge Glove
Dinner Plate Sheets
Fresh Label Food Containers
Sudz - it's in the sink.
Dishwashing Soap Dispenser
why not cut?
Microwave Defroster
ILY shape waffle/pancake pan
ARE YOU KIDDING ME COFFEE
Re-sealable Food Bag Organizer
Sideways expandable dish rack
SONIC HANDLES BUTTER
Adjustable Casserole Slicer
Measuring Cupcake Liner
Gnat Free Trash Liners
Recycle Bin Trashbags
Cake-Pop Carrier (All in 1)
Syrup Server
Shop-to-home produce basket
squeeze tube peanut butter
Precise easy microwave use
Mixologist's Draft
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Under-the-Sink Disposal-Vac
Silicone-Bottom Pots &amp; Pans
Refrigerator Oven
Cheese with nettles
The "Glove Aerator'
REAL SIMPLE Sponge Sanitizer
pour 2
EZ Pour
Clam Pan
Thermal Pad (for dinnerwares)
HINGED FOLDAWAY DISH RACK
Flavored Lava rocks.
Snap On BBQ Tools and Kitchen
cookie cutter
Easy Pour Grease Guard
High and Dry Watermelon Bowl
Green Pods
Disposable Pot and Pan Liner
hot and cold beverage holders
easy scoop
Toaster Tongs
French Onion Soup Scissors
Winter-Time Refrigerator
greasy pig( grease jar)
Self-scraping spoon
Tea Bag Mug
gitbh measuring spoon
Arm wraps
A plate with loading wall
SANDWICH BUTTER
Plastic Bag Clipper
paraguas anti escurrimientos
Dish Wizard
Mesaure with Ease
The Electric Mixer Umbrella
THE PERFECT SUBMARINE SERVER
Hold My Dishwand
Egg Remover
flatware grips
Gotcha
The Batter Buddy
The Panda, spill sucker
Apple Jack!
Kitchen Buddy - Spice Stor
cone pan cover
Hidden Cutting Board Container
Six Safe Pack
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Colored Salt Shaker
Water barrier for behind sinks
cup kakes
Kuerig K-cup Adapter
Cool Mouth
Liquid Monitor
Dirty Grapes
Twin Chicken Baking Tray
Beer/Beverage Pitcher Cooler
Tea or Cofee Tablet
Versatile Kitchen Tool
Wonder Cookie Spatula
Under counter storage
Magnetic KitchenAid Wraps
Johnny ScrambledEggs
Chip bag zip lock
The Upside Downzy
Meat Ager
freezer bowls
Spaforky
NeverSpill Coaster holds a drink in place with silicone base to prevent skid,and plastic top with rubber rim to holds drink in place.
Wifi crockpot
Oven brush and scraper
Chopping Towel
Smart Coffee Maker
Soda saver
McCurds- the new cheese curds
Click stop fawcette.
self measuring bottle
Lid NZ Cup
Uni-Pan (Universal Pan)
Real Simple Pegboard Dish Rack
Baggie Drip Dry
Delayed Slow Cooker
#realsimple Stainless Polisher
Easy Trash Bags
Always Cold
Buffalo Blue Cheese
Spice dispenser
Silicone Freezer Mug
KLUCK COOKER
Perfect Liner
one button tongs
Easy drain cookware
The Meat Manager
Chip N Dip
The Bagmate
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Pre-measured coffee filters
Double Cupcakes
sardine can opener
Water bottle refill station
Ice Cube Fun
The No-Brainer Microwave
Fruit Juice Sucker
The Visible Waffle Iron
Miracle Stir
Chocolate-Lovers Willpower
ADD-A-SHELF
Multi wave detector
Fry Box with ketchup comprtmnt
aluminium can recycler
Rubber Kubber
toppins, fillins
COFFEE BREW TIME CLOCK
Every Last Drop
Drawer cup
Keep-Fresh Jar Lid
Ice Stopper
The boob bib
Kitchen Liquid Soap dispenser
Roller Coaster
Edible Cupcake Wrappers
Safety Range
Portable Disposal-Vac
Snapkin Holder
Refrigerator door closer
Self stirring lid
Hot Plates
Grife
Toasty
EveryLastDrop Dinnerware
Clean Oven!
Coaster cup
Smart Stove automatic shutoff
Coffee maker tray
Spin Lid For Cooking!
Lazy Susan storage bins
Drink-8
Pure Life Water
Springform Pan Sealer
Safe Oven Door
TiePhone
Never Falling Cups and Glasses
Vanilla Easy Measure
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Single cup tea/coffee
Flavor Cubes
Anaerobie
"Cook it before it Expires"App
Kitchen Sink Heater
Glove way
Cookie Solution Spatula
The Topper
Sprink-Lee Sprayer
Self Filtering Deep Fryer
Better fly trap
measuring butter dish
Steel Stem
Tank toppers
Dish Assistant
Adjustable blender lid
healthy squeezer
Tator Spike
programable slicer with scale
quick easy door handles
MAGNET ADAPTS for SS FRIDGES
Never Forget Grocery List
Top Glass
Scrapper
Stay still food bowl
Sheet if Ice...?
Emergency Sterno Cooktop
The Topper
EZ Step Trash can
Family Link
Free-Standing Mixer Attachment
Multi-blade knife
Glass Pen
branding iron for grill marks
Garlic Peeler
Plate Pillars
The Clock Pot
Non spill cup
Ice pack doggy bag
Grease Grabber
dishtowel ball in dishwasher
Solo-Scrub
Stickey Fingers
Grease stop &amp; store
Smart step
Coolzy
Even Heat Microwave Mug
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Toothpickles
Baking Liner Sheets
Hot Dog Wonder
Super Easy Cookies
Automated Napkin Dispenser
The Hamburger BBQ Grill!
Ice-O-Wave
Spray Bottle fix
Sick cutting board
The Shoe Bootie Floor Wipers
GLACIERESCANNETTE
Burrito Wrapper
Peanut butter dip
Peanut butter baking bars
F.O.G. Away (Fats Oils Grease)
NO-DRIP STRIP
Magnetic cooking utensils
Easy Hanging Kitchen Towel
Cranberry Infused Mayonaise
Condiment Caddy
The Snakin Nakin
Adjustable Sink Screen
The Ultimate Garage Fridge
Handle This.
Liquid Dispenser for Fridge
Vented Kitchen Trash Can
The Quinoa Cleaner
Mix-E-Cup
Bottle Cap Bag Sealer
Co2 Olive Oil Spray Mist
Precise Cupcake Liners
Burger Bread Wave Cutter
Music Lunch Box
Everflow Sink
Never-Due Egg Timer
Yogurt &amp; Pudding Holder
Sticky Finger Evader
Dutch Oven Cool Handle
dishwashing rinse aid
Smart Toaster
HOT/COLD ON THE GO
Warming Stick
Panlid
Smart Slow Cooker with App
Saber scoop
A Dividual Tumbler. Lovler!
Spatuspoon
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Hygienic finger protector
Float-a-Cooler
Extra Large Boiled Egg Mold
Two in one dishwasher
adult soda
Quick Salad Maker
Large Cookie Sheet
Colored Salt
Cracke-Pain
Elegant To-Go Ware
Smart Cutting Board
Snap n Grill
Porta-mop
Oil Mister Cap with Pour Spout
Chili Sampler
Safe Sip
Magic Eraser Armor
Sub-Top (TBD)
Food Splatter
Measure and mix straw
Superior Salt
Microwave with Camera and App
airer
No More Messy Grease!
Open bottom french press
spray on gravy
prep oven
Toddler Chop
Cutter for Crispy Fries
"Keep it Cold" drink Cup
Granola Bar Maker
Fork cleaner
Right Amount
Cold Torch
Fun-nel
The Helper
Removable Oven Door
Prep Pro
Spoon Heater and Cooler
French Press Juice Extractor
Gel Ware
fridge alert
All purpose cooking gloves
Racecar Jar
Cordless Stainless Polisher
napkin dispenser
Chiller cups.
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dispenser spoon
MicroLindo
Jest-A-Bit sampler platters
Funnel Twist
Lasagna Boiler Divider
PoCo
****Locking lunch pale****
Cold Hot Plate
The Grape Slicer
Micro Cup Container
Ice Cream Bender Attachment
Refrigerator Knife Bar
Cereal Serve and Store
smart sensing oven
The Bowl
Gas Explosion Controller
WarmPlate
The Counter Topper
Juice Fever
WaffleCake Pull and Slice
silicone clip for baking sheet
Pro Egg Sandwich Pan
Deco bags
PÃ¨le agrumes
Dishy Vibe
Mega Corn Cober
milk cooler
Gas Stovetop spill guard
Hot tools
Coffee To Go
The SinkMate
Automated Personal Pizzaria
Frozen energy bar
The S'morezer
Sim. wood nylon cutting board
The Grease Trapper
Microwave Time Table
Simple Cleaning Solution
The Pollution-Free Pan
Double squeeze
scrubb mitt
nEAT CAKE CUTTER
K-cup Refill Funnel and Tamper
fork n' lift
Make My Coffee
Utensil holder
Fruit Fly Trap
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Timer/Temp Pots and Pans
Trash Pusher Downer
Big Kid Bib
Cublate
leftover dater
Crockpot with a timer
Best effing coffee maker
Dish Rack Planter
Just Enough
Snappy Shaker
Spoon GPS
Chill Sticks Keeps Drinks Cold
Pantry Roller Baskets
The Garbage Tie
Recipe Clip
The temp mug
Pasta-Vege seperator
WatchYourWaste
Non-Skid Dishware
Uni-lid
The Splatter-Master
Chicken wing holder
Watermelon Bowl
Chocolight
Taco Tamers
See Through Foil
2-n-1 washer and dryer
bacon mac and cheese
Ground-free French Press
Humidifier food microwave
cook
Single serve bacon strips
easy Food Stirring device
Tooth Decay Cure
The Magic Twist Pour Spout
Quick Scoop
Temperature indicator light
YogiWrap Flexible Ice Pack
Serrated Fork
Portable cup blender
Extra Freezer/Fridge
Grease-off Scrap 'N Brush
Cool Spoon
The perfect microwave
Heat-A-Plate
Ice scoop for bartenders
Lobster Drainage Plate
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Kitchen can shredder
Fruit Bowl Chiller
BUTCHER'S KITCHEN TWINE
Peanut Butter and Jelly Knife
Voice Control Blender
Trash clips
Jennys Freezer Bowls
Cooking Oil Cleaner Recycler
cookie sprinkler
Portable cooking Pot
Safe Clean Bacon Cooker
Stick and Scrub
Oven Mitt Slip Cover
Disposable Spoon Rest
counter saver chop block
Jar lid removal system
Lunch plate tote
Press Do
The Cookie Saver!
Shape Cakes
REAL SIMPLE.........PARTY PAL
Multi-Use Mini Grill
Easy-clean &amp; store muffin pan
One For All, All For One
Ties With A Twist
POD COFFEE CREAMED
Ready Coffee Cup
Hot-or-Not
Mocubo V.2
The No-stickum baking sheet
A dividable grocery bag
The Souplate
A Dividual Tumbler. Lovler!
Sauce bowl
Carrot Cleaver
Fridge Runner
Tilt Tray
DeluxCup
Broken Desk Light F-I-X-E-D... AS a consultant to many CLIENTS over the past decade... I have noticed many desk lights that were BROKEN
unslippable butter dish
The Troth
GAS GRILL LIGHT
Calorie Counting Plate
double-lidded bottle
Spray And Scrub
Disposible Choc. pastery bag
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Ultimate Wing Dipper
MicroWay Microwave Bag
Counter Catcher
the easy cap
Single Unit Measuring Spoons
The Crust Cutter
EasyPour Coffee Maker
Mason Jar Relabeling System
Butter Dish &amp; Slicer
keep it kool
BBQ Self-Basting Drip Pot
Emm I Just Busted A Good Nut!
Laundry bin first in first out
Potato Peeler
Sink Hose Spin-Scrubby
Ã”te-Ã©corce
Perfect Slice
Fillable/Biodegradible K-cup
Plastic bag washer
Oil on the go
Edible Birthday Candle
TupperDry
the cake cutter
Ultensil
Temp Stir
Proper BBQ
Beer label "shaved monkey"
Fridge for Single People
Color changing ice cube tray
kitchen floor saver
Sink,shield
Bottle holder
Durabox
Cold to Hot Crockpot
Wifi capable Oven Camera
vacuum bread basket
Knife Organizer
entonnoir compteur .
Home plastic shredder
Affordable Conical Fermenter
smart chopping board
kerlingon's
Butter Cutter
Crunch Crunch Ice Tray
HP Knife
QR Code Shopping List
No fuss syrup container
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Grocery Cam
Twisted Tupperware
Banana Peel Starter
Dryer rack for washed baggies.
EasyFiller food oven maker
Tile backsplash protector
Colorful Oats
Individual brown sugar packets
Accessible Pet Food Dish
Metal like toothpicks
machine lave fruits et lÃ©gumes
Is this expired
Coffee basket cleaner
Instacutter
TUFF-CUFFS
Takeout Timer
Can Do!
Bone-Appetite
pizza crust
DOUBLEDUTCH BUCKET*RealSimple
Za-Box Refridgerator Pizza box
Dishsoap wipes
decorative dessert stand
tuna can opener/squeegy
Spice Zone Map
Mixer Mover
Perfect Potato
Grind n Go
stirmee
Bar B Q Upper Rack Grill
Flat Pack Hamburger
Purple Cow Spoiled Milk Tester
Decorative Cupcake Tongs
Kitchen Organizer
Flavored Olive Oil Container
Hands-Free Refrigerator Opener
Peelaway grill liner
Scramble-In
Pan Tree
Keurig coffee adaptor holder
The round about tinfoil
Peanut Butter Knife
Pitcher Filler
Toaster Tool
The Edible Cupcake Liner
List 2 Go
Baked Goods Freshner
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Low Level UV food saver!!
Plastic wrapper holder
The Triple Threat Bottle
Waffle / Pancake Cutter
Almond Milk creamers
The Perfect Pour
Non-Slip Sipping Straw
Gyroscopic Tray
Better Butter Knife
Soda Saver
PB&amp;J Knife
Kitchen Organizer Plus
TRASHBOT-the smart trash
Puzzl coasters
Chill Time
B'ole' (not your boring bowl)
Toast Grabber
GE MicroSteam
Cookie Dough Mold
Refresh my water
Microfreeze
On Time, Hot and Ready..Coffee
top keeper
Double lid jar
SPOONGO
Grand Slam Cutting Board
Commercial Cooler Caddie
Tea Skirt
Kitchen Jewerly Hanger
PERFECT STEAK COOKER
Siverware protecter
Slow Cooker Strainer
Bottle twister
Smoke Chicken House Chamber
SELF CLEANING MICROWAVE
The Oil Can
Smart Oven
Micro- Rack
Twist-O-Jar
Condiment Adapter
The amazing peanut butter jar
pizza slice toaster
Sour Cream Squeeze
Skillet Saver
Parfait to go cup!
No melt ice bucket
The Auto Fridge
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Ice cream holder
Automatic Grocery List
Rentt
Adjustable Pot Lid
Energy Saving Teapot
Cake Shield
What is the biggest problem with everyday Lint Rollers? Nowhere to put them?
Dishwasher Fan
Lighted Peper Mill
Cup Bib
Mallow Squeeze
App-enabled moisture detector, great for letting you know when clothesline (hang dry) clothes are ready. ReSub from 215k ideas ago. :)
BBQ companion!
"the tinkle"
Pizza stand
Combination food and smoker
The Wine Timer
Quick toaster
BUTCHER'S KITCHEN TWINE
Cheesecake Crust Keeper
Smart spice dispenser
The Clean Ingredient
Eco-friendly Instant Composter
Safeblade
Easy chopsticks!
The Fiork
Micro-Fresh
Pot Lid Organizer
Scissor Slicer
Cool Touch Toaster
GE Refrigerator Pure Ice
Metal â€“Detector microwave
Pot lid as coaster
Self Clean Outdoor Grill
automatic uv sterilizer
Delve
Flavored coffee filters
BEST-BETTER-BUTTER
Converts grill to great smoker
Helping Hands Spatula
Paperlastic Towel, no mess
Garbage disposal safety guard
24-Hour Fix
Hasselback/Fan Potato Cutter
'Zen' Dish Drainer
shot stacks
Kutzit
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Smart Ring
Refridgabottle
Dinner Knife Wipes
Perfect Chicken Wing Dipper
Stem Stainless
Thermo-meater
Smart Stop Technology!
Universal Beverage stopper
Taco Shell Supreme
My Groceries App
Kettle Energy Skirt
Keep it fresh
Maple Syrup Carafe
The Twelve A'pastas
Refresh
The Hopper (Kangaroo logo)
2} dishwasher 30 to 65 " size
Self-Stirring Microwave Bowl
Deco Swiss Roll Printer
The Flying Spoon
A Fake Hearing Aide that secretly and discreetly records conversations, concerts or any audio!
Good milk tester
Right Temperature Butter
Perfect Packet
Disposable Pot Liners
The Wedge
Dressing Du Jour
CakeArt by You :-)
Microwave Mitts
super suspension zip top bag
Food-brite Disposable Gloves
Microwavable plate warmers
knife edge protector
No Wine-ing Sour Wine Detector
SNACK WARMER
Trash can EAZIE
Butter Up!
Quadracup
cookie chips in cereal
Measuring coffee filter
KRUGER
Better sliced bread
Designer Kitchen and Trash Bag
WINE BOX COVERS
Plastish
Deep South China
Keg Kups
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Motion Can
MR. TABLE
Wi-Fi Coffee Pot
No more sponge
No mush, no fuss, RICE COOKER
The Perfect Cupcake
Colder cream
Chill N Drink
Peanut Butter Scrubber
crack me up
Spoon for Dieters
Pie Server Spatula
The Stove Mat
Coaster Cups
squeeze bologna
Clip-on Oil Splatter Screen
Ergonomic Hand Blender
My Tap-a-Pack
silverware roller get r done
Ice blocker cup
Imprimez votre Hamburger
Keep It Crunchy!
Butter Quick
Double Spork
no more mess
DRI-Ware
Drip Coffee Pot
Self-Clean NANO Dinnerware
Kitchen sink hose scrub attach
Wireless Oven Thermometer App
heat then eat from same bowl
cover It
2 in 1 Colander
microwave napkin
The Coffee Blanket
K-Cup Decoupler
Tongs Over Troubled Waters
Space-saving hangin spice rack
Teflon mixer beaters
Presse agrume jetable
A Better Toaster
The Better Breakfast Spoon
frying pan handle with oil
Tidy Cook
Upside down Bottle Holder
keep cool containers
Grill brush magic
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Quirky's Future Official DREAM CATCHER - (AUDIO BRACELET) A Friendship band/bracelet with an INBUILT audio recorder 2 capture your thoughts.
Gabarit papier cuisson
The spinner
duck
Dishwasher Freshener
Kitchen Hammer Knife
Measuring cupCAKE
Track Can Dispenser
Grease Disposal Container
Adjustable Stove Grate
Hassle free alkaline water
Bouteille de condiment
Made for Molasses Flask
Coffee Maker Freedom Maker
Lunch friendly Thermos
Convection Oven Fan
Fridge open door counter
Custom Cruet Kit
Removable microwave skin
Saltcake
Easy Cook
spoonspat
Glass Cornet
TACKY A/C FILTER made of reusable washable silicone that reactivates tackiness so micro dust particle allergens stick to the TACKY FILTER.
bentoGO - INSULATED bento box
Fresh Ice Tray with Easy Fill
CoolNap
Cat furry autoclean
Round Refrigerator Shelves
Cutting board warmer
EZ Skewer
Shot Shaker
instant hot chocolate
Radiant Glass Range Elements
Support Canettes transportable
Beautiful, Functional Oil Can
coffee pot basket cleaner
Mug converter
Attention!!!
Jesus is on my toast
Elevated feeder with storage
Easy Wine Bottle Opener
Nice Rack!
Booze Lock
The Fridge Door Frightener
The Grocery Cart
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Fat extractor
Butter Stick
Who needs a cake?
Dual Compartment Cooler
Plastic Bottle Shredder
Stove top safety
Perfect Layer Cake Everytime
multi slicer
Salad-Sphere mixing ball
Wonder Waffle Press
Programmable Standing Mixer
Dip - N- Droppers
L'anti perimÃ©e
Liquid trigger handle sponge
Auto Broom &amp; Dustpan
Carrot Catsupp
JavaKix Square
Single serve steamer
Microwave Crisper
Sinky Binky
SPORKNIFE
The soggy sandwich stopper
Expanding bottle brush.
The Goldilocks Cup
Guante cosinero.
Microwave sheets
Mini Egg Masher
Baste Easy
Hot Handles
Nail Cut stem
Freezer Dectective
Vulcan Inferno Power (V.I.P.)
Convection Now
The edge man. It prevents injuries from sharp edge. I made it with character and simplicity.
Personality Napkins
Eventail Ã gÃ¢teaux
dfgfdgfdggggggggggggggggg
Bar Tray Picture
ModCon
side funnel. ..
Freezerwith built in microwave
K-cup holder/dispencer
Get-It-All Spoon
Mutifunctional Treat Carrier
Smart Island Refrigerator
Hyper Scurbber
KEEPER- wine &amp; soda preserver
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Hand held washing machine
Canvenience
S'moretastic s'more maker
sweetSip
The Corner man! make every corner From useless to valuable &amp; funny! (Safety triangle series No.2)
Quinoa Cooker
Cool cookie
Perfect fit grease catcher
The Perfect Bowl
Refrigerator Scale Set
bowl clamp:place bread+soup
Lid Holder
Expand-a-can
Trayvey
Clean Stix
"Hold" The Ice
Kitchen Guardian
Fruit Suit
Self cleaning kitchen
Bug Deterant Interior Paint
Peak of Perfection
Carrot peeler
QuickFreeze
Interlocking Pizza Containers
Vent Cap
Coffee buddy
The Cool Spoon
Foldable pizza pan
Hot Drink Cooling Fan
ice grip tabs
The Thrifty Can
Home K- cup machine
EZee Plates
Taco Bar Party
Dishwasher Mounts
Thermometer Spatula
Butter Remaker
Filtre vissÃ© sur robinet
Diagonal Handle
Universal Pot Lid
Down Stream
Popcorn kernel &amp; flake remover
Portion Sized Plate
polar fridge
Recycle anti stick pans
Thermal Pad (for dinnerwares)
Corn Mittens
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Bathtub drain solution
Paper Teacup
Cork Pot Holder
Convector
The Frosting Finisher
Self cooler glass
An allergy prevention micro charcoal filter with nose attachment to wear on nose opening. as an alternative to over the counter medicine
I-Phone squeegee is a cleaning tool that helps keep the phone glass clean.
No spill cooking pot
Guillotine Bowl (Set)
The Food Flipper
Keys Bracelet
Sugar saver
Hangable strainer
chef's Talons
croc bouteille
Wireless power outlet adapter
The Safe Touch
ice cream saver
no ice glass
Plastic Bag Vacuum Micro Pump
The Carb Cutter
cooking tool holder
Glow In The Dark Baby Bottles
DryDish
No Butt
Plateau Moules Frites
FIX MY PAN-NO STICK PAN SPRAY
Freshest Refill
TELESCOPIC FLIP TOOTHBRUSH
Mortar and Pestle Appliance
Home Freeze Dryer
APP Enabled Smart Spice Rack
Easy clean cutting board
Sink Animal Protector
easy box barbecue
The Kitchen CrumbVac
capping packages
Shellie's Cup Cleaner
AIR SHIELD FOOD PROTECTOR
The Plastic Bottle Imploder
EasyString Food
Ever-Flow Sink
Spice Pods.
stay safe-food themometer
Fridge Magnet Date Label Maker
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ServesUWell Tray
Baking Sheet Lattice
Timer cookwear
Flavored Hot Dog Rolls
The New PB Jar
Foldable box
Grill Marx
top torque
Corn-Thorn
Tabbed coffee filters.
BULLSEYE!
CHEERS! Party Candy
INSTANT COFFEE BAG
Color-Coded Cutlery Forever
anti aging pillow
Dessert Shooter
MASSAGE PHONE CASE CHARGER
Silver catcher
Mocubo w Trash Tray
Silent microwave
SanitarySilverware Drawer Tray
wine drop catcher
Whip cream gun
BEER LEGS
The Stacker
Lid Securement Band
The smart Measuring cup
"Weigh2Measure" Weighsure Bowl
Butter bath
Oven Cam
Steam Sponge device
"Butter Peeler"
Smart Cap
TABULA(Dual Cutting Board)
table Juicer
Flexible neck water bottle
Trash can compactor
electric fried egg cooker
Fridge TV (tablet) Combo
Two Blade Blender
Easy Grease Drain
Portion Pan
2 in 1 Coffee and Frappe Maker
TowelStay
Foodbook the 3D dictionary
Car cup holder USB multi-port with cord management. Reduce cord clutter by wrapping and hiding them under your drink holders.
twist it
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Twist-n-Pour Spout
keep my tops
Pasta'Sauc'
The grill pill
Half-gallon storage bag
Self mixer jar
Rubber ring for the tresh bin.
Roller Butter
Carafe d'eau ChÃ¢teau La Pompe
Household Freeze Dryer
Pour It Out
Truly all in one coffee maker
Cuit-oeuf
Sink dishwasher
Scoop It Up
Pre-packed Brown Sugar
SmartBBQ
extended coffee filter
Duo lid
COOL BIN
The magic band that will help you to never forgot your wallet or phone.
Qoil
Sensor Enabled GE Blender
Milk Pouring Made Easy
Freezer Notes
Multiple electric base
Apron Protection Plus
bestsie food box
Opposites attract food sealer!
Spiced
Rib Rocket trimmer
dinner roulette
EZ-Choco-Printer
DAM 5000
Grill Scraper
Perfect Microwave/Oven Cooking
Cu plated plastic kitchenware
Hands-Free Cutting Board
Automatic-SeaSalt-Grinder
Ice cube saver
The Bun
slow cooker for breakfast and
My coffee
pic nic partners
2-pc cutting board knife store
Disposable Kups
BENTO
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Different Spork Combination
Tomato Paste Syringe
Brewmaster
The Kangaroo
CUP CAPS
VeggieWare Utensils
Instant Coffee Cups
Rubber Cup Tops
Nanush Bottle Warmer
Extra Counter Plus
Taco Holder
Slice-N-Slide Cutting Board
sachet ''pneumavide''
Squirtmate
Melon knife
Springform Pan Condom
Heated Cake Slice
Dishwasher Wait Cycle
Table-top mini chiller
The Waffle Ball
Spoil alert stickers
Tornado Toppings
Dish- Wash Returner
Cool Wave
Temp-Timer Lids
thermometer spoon
Tab-Up!
Garlic massapeel
The Smart Fridge
Vinny's spray
Cupcake Pan &amp; Server
The Cookie Cup
Strain-N-Serve
Onion quick slice
Smart Tray
sell to health line of product
N
Diswashing gloves with velcro
Straw Holder
Coffee Filter Brush
Refrigerator Food Preserver
Portable Hand Dryer
Stove with Integrated Scale
Food Tape
Bottle Drainer
baby formula dispenser
Coaster Dash
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Individual formula canister
PARCHMENT LINED FOIL WRAP
Connected Coffee
Container with cutting board
Water &amp; Ice Out the Door Chute
Remote Safe Defrost
Washing-up brush and scouring pad together in one tool
Hot Air Blowing Dishwasher
California Drawer Organizer
EN-Da- Zone Football Tray
The picnic food protector!
Fast Frys
PERSONAL ICE CUBE TRAY
Verseur with a built in Cork Counter
pot drain
Fajita Station
Icing Bot
Cooling Balls
Imagine a remote control ball that glows green light and makes a streak of green light when it goes fast.
Poached eggs for muffin
Gripies
Smartphone Container
Corn Gloves
The Grease Caddy
cakepop carousel
Home Salad Bar
Food Chiller 4000
Pasta Fan
Perfect Stirring Pot Lid
Groceries from Garbage
Koffe King
Your flexi world
Collapsible pie Tupperware
"TranchÃ©gale"
Make it Pretty
Safety electric cord cover for outdoor tools.
THE PLUNGER SINK PLUG
EconoPot
Countertop Look'n'See Fridge
Cordless Drill Kitchen Tools
Apple Cutter Without Seeds
Controlled-drip "Castaway" lid
PieControl
cookie dunker
the cereal bowl
Frosty Bowl
Utensils cleaner
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Perfect Cup
Rice Perfect
Self-heating Foodbox
Craft Beer Kegerator
Child's cooling spoon
The ultimate Vegetable Slicer
The catch all
Quick Freeze
Amazing Stuffed Waffle Maker
ice cold box
HOME PASTA COOKER ELITE
Automatic Breakfast
Arm net
Brown Grocery bag organizer.
Dessert scraper/spoon(s)
Happy Plate
Humidity alarm for meat/fish
Wireless oven thermometer app
Meat Smoker
Easy Cleaning Whisk
All terrain baby walker
Dual Paned Food Canisters
No Tip Tippy
Leftovers Stickers
GE Oven w App-Enabled Racks
Dish Assist
Click Knife Block
Peanut Butter Scraper
Baking and Grilling Pouch
Over Sink Table Top
Lazy Chef ingredient holder
Kitchen katcher
Safe Sponge
Beverage Alert in Refrigerator
bouchon de presurisation
LockSafe Stove Knobs
Keep Kounters
Popsicle hilt
Locked Snack Container w/Alarm
electric muddler
Jar Utensils Fork/Knife/Spoon
Voila - Pasta/Pastry Wheel
EZ Eggs
Salad dressing condiment caddy
Disposable Measuring Cup
Easy peanut butter
100 Calorie Snack Dispenser
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SUPER KOOZIE
Sectional Snack Bag
Rollo - "The Rollin Spreader"
Smart Sink
Sharpbox
Disposable Cutting Board
The Gourmet Honey Spray
Begin Eating Now bowl
Convert oven to convection
Gummy
Paper pizzaz
Ideal Trash Can with Storage
Electric MP3 Kettle
MicrowaveOven Radiation Shield
Salt infused napkins/coasters
BBQ BAGS
Dish Drainer Scrubber
One Hand Plate
expandable lunchbox
Hamburger grabber
Baby pacifier trainer
Dual 13 gal Bin Garbage Can
Prep and peel made simpler
Butter Cover
All in one chopping block.
Brigadeiro Maker
Snap &amp; Go meals
MasonJar Lid Dishwasher Basket
Smart Grill -GE Patent 6862494
Compass rose flag
Refridgerator with Keurig
Bulbo -- Roasted Garlic Scoop
solar/baterryoperated crockpot
MagnetSteel
Folding Pre-Oven Pizza Cutter
Easy twist
Coffee Cup Insert
Perfect Pint Beer Thermometer
Food Labeling Tracking System
No Wash Pan!
The Egg Sheller
Popup Round Paper Towels
Smart defroster
Butter Stick
easy in
Reusable Silicone To-Go Box
All in 1 measuring cup
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Teaista
The Knifork
Perfect Steak Thermometer
Interchangeable Handle
Tortilla Accordion
Fillable Rolling Pin
Vegetable Oil Press
Clean Catch
Bendable Spatulas
App enabled Oatmeal Maker
Counter Fire Unit
icecool
Leftovertape
Bottle drainer
Garlic Stripper
Ceramic BOILING PAN like ventu
Quick-Wake Egg Boiler
Coffee Quicker Filter
The Mini Kitchen
refillable k-cup storage
Crock Pot Connect
No Hassle Trash Can
Burrito Belt
Food Storage bag cleaner
Colored Water Bottle Caps
Pots and Pan Paper
Perfect Cake Pan Stand
KItchen Faucet scrubbing brush
Color Coded Cutlery
No Cut Aluminum Foil Cutting
heated scoop
Water Recirculation Faucet
ONE STROKE MEAL CUTTER
Cooling Rack Sheet
Knife Blister Protection
Smart Coffee/Espresso Maker
doughnut holder
Magnet holder
grocery bag assist
Finger Sling
Freezer Shaved Ice Dispenser
Outdoor Water Bowl
Smart Stovetop, No More Fires
Cuber
The Flip Flop Colander
Rechargeable cooler
plastic bags that retains temp
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Dish Wraps
Biometric bottle
Stink Boss Kitchen Trash Can
Smart Grillin
Easy-Carry Drink Tray
SPRINGLES
Dishwashing gloves w/ a touch
Money saving cooking tray
Passoire pratique
Water Filter Top
Stove Cover
Cold-activated Coozy
The Lettuce Weep
Food Prime Timer
Beverage cooler indicator
PRO-POACH
Cafe-to-go
keep meal warm
Double Drain Strainer
Portable Rottisserie for Grill
Baking Sheet Cake Knife
easy drink
Butter your corn on the cob!
Plate food strainer
Dust Pan + Lint Roller Sheets
Sponge Caddy
wonder glass
Ready 2 Drink 1 (R2D1) BarBot
CutKeepToss-CuttingBoardEase
Una valvula para Estufas
Banana Keeper
Undripable coffee mug
Spoon-Sucker
Easy Bagger
The Turbo Pealer
Rinse, Cut, Mix &amp; Serve
No sink garbage bags
2 Second Electric Can Opener
Soup Helper
Zoidberg fingers â€“ gentle quick-fix solution for home repair, DIY and art projects. Please watch the video inside! (Updates, Resub)
Measure Clip Drip
Martini Twist
Egg Shaker Scrambler
New sink strainer
Heated Ice Cream Scoop
Plate-a-bowl
4 Second Can/Lid Opener
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Zip Handle
Wrap my trash
Mircowave bowl holder
Notes/Grocery Printer
SPATTER SPOTTER
$30- super-easy-Juicer
Ice Chute
No bugs
breadbox
Coffee in GE Cafe Series Fridg
Strap to arm cup
Drip-Free Wine Bucket
CUTTER SACHET
Bagel Spreader
Warm Dish
Little Dipper
plastic portable cup
round refridgerator
Desktop Soup Tower
Water Less Coffe Maker
cutting board cover
Handheld dishwasher
No Drip Sip
Pre Clean Scrub &amp; Scrape knife
B-day candle w/ colored flames
Snack Safe
Handy Sanitizer
Speed Thaw
Freezable Beer Koozie
Pizza Slice Containers
Springles
Wrap-It-Wand roll dispenser
vide poche fleuri
Wrinkle Reducing Drink Straw
Stylish Grills
The Butter Dispensing Knife
Grow your own coffee kit
Ice Bowl
Multipurpose Double Sealed Bag
Copper cutting board
The Wing Bath
Sharpie Squash Scoop
Meat Press
Temperature Display Cup Lid
uv sanitizer
Just the amount I need.
croc bottle
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Magic Refrigerator Door
REFRIGERATOR ADD ON DISPENSERS
Plate Riders
Oeuf Ã la coque au plat ...
The Mat Caddy
Contenant a vide d'air 1
Drip Snitch
Pre-pricked Sausages
Mush less fried veggies
All In One Tray
Sport Drink Flip Top Lid
Sink Shield
Cookie Statues
Solo Dishwasher
Airtight Bread Box
Rubber finger cutlery
Scrape and Sweep
Molocut
Refrigirator Lazy Susan
Drinkmate
Telescopic Drinking Straw
Adjustable Tong Grip
Boil Plates
Solar induction range
Adjustable kitchen trash can
BeerHand
Heating cup
Contenant a vide d'air 2
CleanWorks Hinged Water Bottle
Perfect Mug-Cakes Mug
Grillin Sprays
The Perfect Pour
A BAGGY DRYER
Fridge Safe
FridgeMinder
Waterproof Hands
Canning/Pickling Jar Flip Top
Picasso Magnet Canvas
Garden Baster. A simple solution for your watering needs.
Cool Kids Lunchboxes
Silicone Ice cream Cone Helper
twin dishwashers in cabinet
Multi Spout Funnel
Top foie gras
Magic Wand
Aluminum foil w/ holes
Compress Pops
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Oven Refrigerator
2 Handle Ultmate Pizza Slicer
ShakerShot
Folding Ice Pack (Icerz)
Spill Saver Bottle Stand
No Measure Recipe Cups
"Flat Top" Cake Pan (Aluminum)
Convenient ring
BBQ aluminum foil dispenser
poor sipper
Coffee filters
Spice wrappers
Quick Freeze Liquor Bottle
home k cup
Aroma Feast
*Updated*: Manual Olive Slicer
Bottle Tops that open the can
coco pop
mirowave spill protector
Edgy Cutting Board
Collards Shredder
Frigo intelligent
EZCookin' Pan
Short corn
2-Liter Adapter
SPA-TOOL-A
YOU DO THE DISHES!
The Champagne Popsicle
Dry erase board that emails
Board Bath
The Perfect Chill
Fridge Magnet Notes Rack
Designer Ice Molds
Easy load and unload dishwashe
Fruit and Veggie Toppers 2
Time saver kids cutter
peas &amp; corn pan
LED Lighted Cooking Utensils
Endless Parchment
mathematical measuring glass
Fruit Plugs
stacked slow cooker
Safety Straw
Thermos-Design
Multi Measuring spoon
Hot-Hand
No spill Coffee cup
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Microwave Carousel
*SCROLL LIGHT*
AutoPot Stirrer
Zip-it
Pet water cooler
Droppy shelf
Utensil Spine Holder
gocup
Stir the pot
Cool Cups
Lifesaver Dispenser
One Squirt
safe stove for assisted living
Bag Adapter Kit (BAK)
6 Pack On-The-Go
Weber Grill Lid Expander
Chip Bag Slide Out Organizer
Knives With Instruction Sheath
Hand press Juicer[for family]
Meet the First Folding Stove
homestyle ceramic food-warmer
Mechanical egg-beater
Kernel Bowl
Creative cake creator
Popper Pots
The perfect slicer
Wall-Mounted Folding Dish Rack
Spoon with retractable opening
The Tuna Strainer
disposable loose leaf tea cup
Smartest Drinking Cup Ever
"Bite Size" Ice Cream Scoop
Oven Rotating Tray
Coffee Genie
Cake Cover
Milk Carton Tupperware
Sodasaver
A PLUG LIGHT with proximity sensor, camera, speaker and a microphone that allows me to SEE, HEAR or SHOUT to burglars
Restaurant Pepperoni Placer
ezfork i cut all my food with
Super Stacking Shelf Solution
Easy Greens
ConversionCreations
CuillÃ¨re pour boules de glace
Pain Free Cutting
Paingant de boulangerie
Bloc Clear Knife Block
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Gourmet Honey Spray
handiacap espresso machine
Spatula Hand Mixer - Updated
Meat Tester
The Keg Cozy
sell to health line of product
Prep-Station
The Footlocker Fridge
Curved Peeler
auto pot stirer
Useful shopping bag
Twist it Up
DUAL SPONGE/SOAP DISPENSER
Smart Portable Cleaning Device
Swabee Glass Cleaner
*HALO* (glowing bedside mat)
Ice Cream Super Scooper
top of paper cup
No WET FLOORS!
The Uncanny Can Opener
fountain valve &amp; rack for 2LTR
Grease Monkey
Thermal Food Cover
rapid cooling of beer
knork
Disposable Kcup Creator
EEZ-Bottle
PÃ¨le agrumes
Butter Brush
Barbecue Tree
Wine Glasses for tastings.
Ready Rice
ultra chef
The Canpostager
The Scoop
PumpVac Bags
Travel Mug Dryer
New twist on the old popsicle molds...freeze ice cream in the center of your popsicle.
Food Pouch No-Spill Base
Ex-large silicone hot plate
Freezer Strong Closer
The Butler
Easy Box Barbecue
The Fire Ranger
Combowl
Home Harmony Baskets
Server Grips
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Insulated tea cup
Push Pull Bottle Caps
Boil-dry protection in cooking
Multi purpose bristle tongs.
Salad Cleaner
True Comida!
OJ Slicer
no strain pot
Groove Griller
Food-Sandwich Saver
Stove Timer
Smartest toaster oven
The click on bowl
Dish Collector Baskets
Condiment Scooper
Caps for Koozies
a drying rack for baggies. a lot of baggies may be used again after a good washing. this would help some to keep plastics out of landfills.
Oven-Cam
Fixtures for Cutting Board
Ice Cream Chiller
Fool Proof Pizza Stand
Adjustable Vegetable Slicer
Redneck Go Cup
Barista Brush
Baking Bowl w/ Built in Feet
Coffie basket vibrater
Chop...Blend and Scrape Tool
Smart Fridge
press one
EGGY - Sanitize your fridge
HOTROCK BBQ - bbq accessory
Cheese cutting board
Galette des reines
Les Ã©pices 10 en 1
Market Minder Wifi Fridge Hub
Perfect Mix
Rinse Bowl and Rinse Spoon
The Simple Rib Rack
Kids playing sign with car sensing! This sign warns cars of kids at play, it also warns kids of upcoming cars!
casscoco
Disposable Cooking Pot
Spachometer
Lift Me Wave
Shoehorn Shaped Dustpan
Creative photo magnets
Just donâ€™t clean it â€¦ UV it!
Butter Gun
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frozen spinach+strainer
Cooking Ruler
Perforation bag
Lockable Food Container
Spicy
TriFecta cereal Bowl
lunch box freshener
Round Refrigerator
t-disk dispenser
All-In-One Pizza Maker
MySpoon and MyBowl by UniqueMe
GreenSmart Garbage Disposal
The Drink Plate
Port A Pan
GrubbGrabbers
Wireless Cooking Thermometer
Chocomallow
Home Perfect Jerky
Reverse freezer
The Pit Stop
Force air Dish drying rack
Space Ship Kitchen Strainer
Cool Hand Microwavable Bowl
Sugar (in) Spoon
*BUFFY* Lip Exfoliator
The refizzerator
Temperature regulation Tumbler
Ketchup with a Tabasco kicker
stiring gadget
Perfect layer cake
PATIO TABLE SERVING TRAY
Comal table
Breakroom Microwave
Drink straight from an orange
Hidden dishcloth/sponge holder
Tips
BBQ Flavor Saver
Wish Mate (or a Cake Mate)
Tippy's finger tip protectors
Pizza Patty
Lunchbox with integrated warmer/cooler The portable fridge that goes with you
Yoquick
Vegg-safe
Retractable Shelves
Butter Brush
Circadian Refrigerator Light
Popcorn on the COB Popper
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stay new stove top
Fridge Tracker
In Shell Scramblegger
Wrap and Roll
Widemouth Salsa Jar/Bowl
Must Have Clothes Protector
Range Safety Won
Bar Tray
DIGITAL LIQUID MEASURER
Produce Peelz
Even bake rotating plate
Automatic Spice Grinder
Carousela refrigerator
The Whiner
Drain Eat Twist + Go Bowl
Smart Cook pot
Transitional Glass Toaster,TGT
Flavor Sphere
Self Sharpening Can Opener
ICE CREAM CONE CONTAINER
Foldable Pocket Utensils
The K Cup Kleaner
Temp tation
Out with the Old Maids!
Pocket sized to-go container
Hot Handles
Condiment knife
Juicink
RIBMITTS / WINGMITTS
Pancision
Recipe card holder
Pot w Stirring Spoon on Handle
Disposable roasting rack
TrashScan
Super S Teapot
The Green Genie
Dishwasher Indicator
Squish Travel Coffee Mug
Boilermaker
backer
Dustless cereal container
Butter Pen
Living Art?
StaCol &amp; Drink Beverage Cooler
E-Z Stove Sheets
Your coffee maker
self sharpening knife holder
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Coldgrill
SonoPasta
Universal dosing
The Switch-a Spoon
GRILL FLAG 'COOKOUTS'
Attachable Grill Lid Holder
Large Spoon with Scraper
Pizza Puller
Buzy Susan
Mixologist
Bread Hanger
Easy storage
WIZZ Blade Cleaner
corkease
Drop
anna lloyd's cake cutter
The Guardian
Toasty Plate
range minder
Dress Strap Clip
Burn free cooking
Smart Frying Pan
Stack-able pop up containers
The Little Dipper
Poor Man's Trash Compactor
VegeBurger Maker
Easy italian ice-cream maker
Nail Sheet Printer
ALL IN ONE PASTRY KNIFE
Automatic Sandwich Press
Don't fall
Play with Food
Chef belt
Locking water bottle
#hashtagtrashbags
FRY FOIL
polar pipe
Home Pro (BFF)
Wine dispensor
Cookware Counterweight
2 time
Cookie Sheets for all occasion
poignÃ©e pour saladier
Re-Usable Birthday Candles
Handy Gloves
Wine Tagz
Raised adaptive dining plate
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Scrub and spray
Corn on the Cob Shredder
Corn Dog with edible stick
Shake It Up!
poignÃ©e de soutien poÃªle
THE REAL HOT PLATE
The Rogurt
FREEZER ILLUMINATOR-Motion Lit
swing wall mount tablet stand
Destapador de tapas Gaseosas
bobo
Duo Spatula
Grater Bowls
New cutting Board
Measuring Box
Splatter Catcher
iTot
High End Straw
spoon and fork
Triple Function In A Device ; a decorative bookmark, an extendable page holder and a collapsible book stand.
BBQ SPRAY
GE Fridge with Smart Shelves
Electronic candle birthday
Silent Coffee Grinder
Gant grattoire
String attached
Locked Snack Container w/Alarm
Spoon + Fork = Tongs
Cordless vacuum
Pot Stickers
side by side refrig kids lock
Non-faucet faucet
Double Headed Water Fountain
La friteuse familiale
Digital Cocktail Shaker
Canned taco meat
Half loaf
"kabob klip
SPA- TOOL-A
Just in time toaster
QR reader microwave
Grill scraper
sloppy Joe Buns
Food Tape
Soy/Almond Milk Maker
Hi &amp; Dry
Digital Bartender
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Grip Device for Kitchen Knives
Smart Grill via iPhone
Scroiled Eggs
3 Sectioned Water Oven
"EAT ME" "DON'T EAT ME" Clips
sink caddy
SuperBake Gloves
The handless oven
half the jar all the fun
Stay Cool Bento Box
THE HOLDEE
Dunk It!!!
Ice dish,cup
Mircowave Stack-er
Odor control Pouch
Ustensil with splashes protect
E-Z Grill Skewer
FLEXcollection
SizeBottle
Under Sink Nut &amp; Tool
Sponge Glove
Spooner
Trash Can Separator
A Smarter Toaster
TAILGATE TO GO
Hash Brown Iron
EasySlice Pizza Pan
Easy Cup Project
Hot Drying Stand Kitchenware
Self Cleaning Gas Grill
The Tea Me
Soybean based soft drink cup
Lave vaisselle pratique!
Dishwasher Toe Kick Applique'
HotBox
Sqeezer without Seeds
Garbage Disposal Deodorizer
Thermometer in serving bowls
Cheese Machine
Coffee Temperature Stick
Measuring Spoon Cup
Dual Slow Pressure Crock Pot
Micro Quesadilla Tray
MultiKitchen Disc with a twist
Banana Handy the Banana Saver
Smart Stand Mixer
Push Up Salsa Jar
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ChepIN
QFrost
uvLED Toilet AutoSanitizer
Orb Tray
mocubo
The Pizza Pinch
slicky
Thai Nam
The MR. BACON LAYER
ECLIPSE
AnyCap
portion control dispenser
Kitchen Towel Cleaning Machine
Pot Holder SafeTSleeve
Mason Jar Blender Lid
Spoonula
EasyGrip Cooking Utensils
Doser pasta noodle and rice
Pop Can 2.0
Optimal Tortilla,Naan storage
Flatware Drawer Tray With Lid
ThermoFloater
Counter Top Saver Stones
Toaster Alarm
Pocket Brews
House of Good Fortune
Turtle Lunch Box
Side Dish / Tea Bag holder
Convertible SKIMMER Ladle
crocken bowl
Pineapple Processor
BOMBE Chantilly Divers Gouts
SQUARE CROCK
Smart Dish Washer
SNAK ALL
Self powered roaster grill
The Fly Begone Fruit Dome
fastest cooling kettle
pot multi sauce
Pampas indoor grill
Non Scratch Pizza Cutter
The Salad Eating Utensil
Room Temperature Cooler
Vision's Case
Bravo Taco Holder
Toasting/Roasting Grinder
Measured Strainer(s)
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Steamers for your pans
cafÃ© con fav
Instant Under Cabinet Lighting
Smoothie Straw
Ice Singles, ice tray
anti-drying device
Hot handle
The Spife
Self-Stirring Pot Lid
OdorBuster
Flo-Con Kitchen
Disposable round cake pan wlid
Veggie Griller
Splatter no more
No-Touch Glove Dispenser
Drink Dial
bottle coasters
cooling cover
Safety Faucet
Tea-Hats
Coldy Mug
BBQ helper
Coffee Grinder
Boil Alert
Dripping measuring cup
THE PERFECT SLICE
Cabbage Rice
Puzzle Plate
Mill Spices Spatula
Custom Drink Identity Resubmit
stove top digital temperature
autostir
new and improsilverware holder
My innovative frying pan
Pot Topper
StopWok
Dunking Stick
Mug Heater
SYE Elevated Dishwasher
K-Filter or Coffee Saver
EZ K-Cup
Dual Knife
Brillo Glove
Attachable, Reusable Coaster
Mellon bowler
Easy Bake Grip
Toaster Oven Rack Topper
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The QuikChef
Safety Kitchen Knife
Plateau mobile pour Ã©plucher
Comfy Cake Carrier/Display
The food Beacon
Heat Resistant Kitchen Gloves
Wine Tap Tally
Detachable toothbrush heads
Handy Cup
EL CHEF RESPONDE AL INSTANTE
Whizzzk! â€“ The 5x faster whisk
Squeeze
Retractable pot and pan lids
*App enabled Hair Roller Set*
Backsplash Power Strip
Double sided fork and spoon
The Compost Master
No Mess Under Counter Mixer
Cooling Rack w/Fan on Bottom
Fruit and Veggie Slicer
Wine temper Decant
Personal Message Cake
Quick Slick
The Frost Master
Chef's Pen Timer
stove on the go
San's food caddy
Silverthere
Anti- Cat cooking station
hard boiled scrambler
TACO PLATE
Mod Kitchen Egg Beater
The silencer
eclean
myWARE CADDY
Set It and Forget It Coffee
Cilindric Turning Fridge
Apple heart extractor
stove temperature regulation
Burger/sandwitch spreader
Flexitrash
Joover
Smart grill machine
microwave liners
Freeze and Stick Straw
KEEP IT RAW, flash steamer
Yolk Stack
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3-in-1 Pot
San's Teepee Caddy
No-waste Lotion Pump Bottle
Cooling Screen Lid
Flip-O-Matic
Smart Pot
The 3 in one
Tap-to-Measure Kitchen Faucet
BagRack
Flipomatic
mirror wiper
pop a spoon
twist-off twister
Dish Dual Wash
The Chill Chafe'
Microwave Heated Butter Knife
Grilling spatula
SmarTender
UV Bread Box
Condiment-ium
Corn Cones
Cake Saver Candles
porta guantes de goma
In and Out Cup
Flybye
Deep Feeder
RimmÄ“
Wink Universal Cooling Lid
Temp. Controlled Ice Cream Box
Quirky Lid Remover
Electric Glass Kettle (EGK)
Petit lait pour cafÃ©
Hot &amp; Cold
Topperz
The fUNky Plate
Artificial Ice/Heat Bullets
Smart Tonags
Stay fresh donut box
Tong n' Knife
Drink Finder
Cookie Jar (Wink App Enabled)
Cereal Dunking Bag
Freeze Dried Coffee Art
Infinite Sharpened Knife
Spill Cap
Swivel Chip Dip Pump
Sharpnit
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AquaGuard Faucets
Helping Hand Holder
The Courteous Coffee Maker
bac a four systÃ¨me arrosage
Bottle Sanitizer/Refiller
Convenient pots and pans
Leak-Proof Baby Food Lid
Two-way glass refrig door
Wire2Go Phone Case
Salad Bowl â€“ Mix Advanced
Liquid Soap Pods and Dispenser
No boil over
*PantryPal* (app enabled)
even pizza cutter
Wink food container in freezer
Fresh-Out-The-Oven Cookie Jar
Bangle Bracelet eBag
The Barracuda
Glow cup
Sink Blaster
2-in-1 butter/knife dish
Soup and Sandwich Maker
Detachable tupperware
Taco Tape!
Stuffin' Muffins
RoboBrush Self-Rotating Brush
K-Cup Manual Brew
Chocolate Trainer
la grappe
Pizza Cutter Sharpener
Stroller break helper
PopTop
Bake Shapes Deep Fryer Basket
Disposable K-cup filters
Pepper Mill for Cordless Drill
Hot Butter Sprayer
Steak Master Tongs
Handwich
BaristaBrew
Cool Microwave
EZ OPEN
COUNTER-TOP UTENSILS STORAGE
Dual condiment dispenser
measuring cup on sauce bottle
Corner Unit Microwave
cereal box storage
Hotter taste and colder taste
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REDNECK Shaker Top (video)
Pot Stirring Lid
Easy Probiotic Drink Maker
puts the pan fire out
Veggie Cleansing Brush
â€œNow Tap It"
Smart Spice Dispenser
The Icarus
Smart Kitchen Faucet
easy-clean resealable bag
Crunch cup
Multifunctional Grater Box
Spongy Cord Faucet Clips
koozie cooler/heater
Cake Shapes
Modular Appliances
Thermal Mug w/ Heating Stand
PALM SAVER
Cutting Table
Fry Shield
Multi Wok
coconut cork and sip
Hybrid Seasoning Shaker
automatic cone maker
Pot High
Butcher Block Cutting Board
BBQ Grill Spatula
Tea Bag Bobber
Self-Heating Pans
The ultimate pan
Salt and Pepper Utensils
Dalek Tea-maker
Bagel Ease
Handy Cookware
Kitchen mill
Hands free risotto/pot stirrer
Joe to Go
iceguard
dry glass
Straw Holder
Ironing board tablecloth
LazyTea
Antitears Onion Glasses
Hot Diggity Dog
Strainer Drain
100 candles
Q-Cup
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Compatible couple
spill proof coffee mug
Smart Cook Bracelet
Wink BBQ/Cooking Thermometer
Roll out K cup storage shelf
MULTIHORNO CONCHITA
Beer can chicken
Lid Skid
Magnetic Wine Bottle Cap
Frio
Pop Shot: The Popper You Fill With Confetti, Marshmallows, Water, &amp; Dog Treats ... Then Launch!!! Great for Celebrations, Play &amp; More!
Two way cooking tongs.
Zojimochi - Mochi Maker
Baking Pan Turnout
Frozen Fingers
Heat Cream
Boite alimentaire multi-usages
LA FONCTIONNELLE
Microwave Quick Cover/Stacker
Dishwasher Reminder
Un-squeezable!
Hand Mixer attachment
Biscuit catcher
Le MALOMAGWE
Smart Crock Pot
Cold serving crockpot
Care Package Contrainers
The perfect toaster
Perfect Salad Fork
ColdCup
The Beverage Bag
Smart Stove
Better fridge
Chop, Slice N Serve w/JenJ
Hand-make smoothie maker
1-Hand Corkscrew
Space saving spice organizer
Well, Organized Containers.
In sink blender/disposal
Skimmer
App Enabled Wine Charms
Coffee in tablet
Not So "Lazy" Susan Roto Tray
Smart play kitchen
Food Allergy Coffee Maker
App-Controlled French Press
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Turkey Fryer Thermostat System
foil box
SIDE WARES = All Aboard
Handy plates
Deli Caddy
Lid hugger
KCUP MULTI
5 in 1 Kitchen Knife
soggyless
Dress Cups
Toast Trivet
Shot Glass Protector
Fridge/Freezer Inserts
Salad Bar Lunch Box
Bottle washer
EZ Air Cake Decorator
The Beer Coolster
The Chop-Guard
Micro Mitt
Squares
Move It With Bearings
Green Oven ( /Food dehydrator)
Crunchee!!
The Cereal Dispenser
Ice Out
Easy GreaseRelease Pan
new-tech ice cream scooper
Mieve
Home made Granola Bar Machine
Filtered + UV Sanitized Water
RELAX
Refrigerator Grass
The Coffee Making Cup
Stylensils: Functional Eating
Quick food dehydrator
The Stir Crazy
GarbageOdorEliminateEachTime
Design for small batches
Burnt or Rare
Bentea
Crustee Bluetooth Breadmaker
Crock pot divider
Water Measuring dispenser
STOVE BURNER COVER
spat-tongs
The easy ladle
Stay Green Guacamole Bowl
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The Knife Knight
trash can plunger
2 in 1 Fondue Pot
Snack Bar Cubby
Mi-Glass
Fizzy Lid - Water Carbonator
Knife Cover and Storing
Vegan "egg" cutter
South Paw Scoop
Ice Cream Slicer
Automatic Ice Tray Cover
Guitar Stands &amp; Wall Mount Hangers with Security Keypads
Diamond-shaped Vegetable Dicer
Refrigerator LiteUps
Mill Spices Pan
Club Chop
TEMPlate
The Better Beverage Koozie
Fresher
Talking Plates and bolws
INDOOR GRLL
The Grease Caddy
Mult-Tea Carousel (Tea Lover)
No Flies Thanks! Cup Protector
Fall out tongs
Shot glass/can holder
grease guard
Recycle Cabinet
Pie patterns
Can You Weight
MotionActivated Seed Dispenser
Easy Tea
Silicone grease grabber
Sponge on a Roll
Cool-Warm- Bowl
Oil Spills Grabber
Ropa
The Egg Maker
scoopcut
garlic holder
Shallow Depth Refrigerator
Fridge Piggy stops smells
Disposable paper trash bowl
ThermoStir
Movie theater straw
Supplement Dispenser
Mixer w/ Magical Potato Peeler
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Popcorn cup
Ã”te Ã©corce
Playing Stair Ball
Make any Microwave app enabled
Quesadilla Flipper
the wizard tongs
Fridge - Flavored Water Filter
Smart toaster - oven
Shape-Shifting Cookie Cutters
Stove cutoff device
Perfect Pour Wine Glass
Touchless Drain
Candome
Hug N' Sip
Cooly
True drip-free syrup dispenser
The Portion Spoon
FlexBake
Filla Line Coffee Filter
straw paper cap
"Fill-to-Here" Cupcake Liner
Magnetic Pepper Grinder Holder
Portioning machine
QuickPour spout
cool can
Stove Heat Sensor
The â€œElevatorâ€ Fridge
Transforming Tray
FeuBBQ
Kaleido or Tipsy
Diet bowl
A device attachable to your baby loved pacifier with a sound activated pulsing light.
Zojimochi - Mochi Maker
Steak Knife Friendly
L Shaped Baked Goods Tester
The Sanitary Door Knob Cover!
peaks sponge
Ice Cube Tray Cover
Broccoli Keeper
No-Spill Cutting Board
Nutri Bullet Blanket
Spray-type Kitchen Cover
New rubber gloves
Boron Nitride Coated Cookware
Its a salad bowl mixer
Corn Processor
BACKPACK USER'S LUNCH BOX
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The multi baking pan
Egg-Box
Semi Automatic bread Toaster
Egg Assembly Rack
Totem Plates
Colander Watering Can in One
Expandable bottle brush
*SNOOZE* (app enabled)
Eazzzy Scoop
mini game controller for phone or tablet
doseur cafÃ©
Pasta Made Easyâ€¦
The Pan I-Can
Robotic Smart Pantry
Over Range Pizza Oven
Stackable Microwave Plates
FlavoredSparklin H2O Dispenser
Squish the Fish
Adjustable slow drip spout cap
Refrigerator wrap
The Perfect Platter
Chefs Dream
Meat Master
The Hot Scoop
chill spoon
Easy Quick Pizza Storage Bag
Dehy
the swiper
Multi-use Container mixer
Oil Brush Baster
Customized seasonal apron
The coffee of you're taste
Gas Cut Out (GCO)
Youtensil
IFN Intelligent Fridge Nose
Non-stick Mixing Bowl
QR Freezer Storage Containers
Baking and Cooling Rack in One
TURKULATOR
Gradated Insulated Travel Mug
Spice Spin Rack
Zen Kitchen
Smart Set (of bulbs, speakers)
SPOON/EGG REST and EGG CRACKER
Dip 'N Jar
Weapons Control - Children and criminals should never be able to use your weapons.
Programmable Wet/Dry Grinder
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Smart Cutting Board
Wireless Meat Thermometer
dish washes
Snappable Magnetic Clips
The Worlds fastest Corn Cutter
test
Tree of the spices
Smoothie Straw
Bluetooth compatible crockpot
The Squirt Brush and Bast
Pots
Refridgerated Cream /Sugar GE
Quick glove
Tugo
Eggs Press
Rotate and Record
foldable Pot
Butter melter/spreader
Cold and warm portable cooler
Ice â€“â€œCUBIESâ€
Spice Mixer
Edgefork
Flexible Trash Can
Pint Preserver
KITCHEN TIMER /THERMOMETER
Java Brush
FOOD PLATE
Finger Saver
Mommy and Daddy Car Seat Caddy
Salad and Condiments Caddy
Ice Cream Making Soccer Ball
draining cutting board
Doubly Holed Cutting Board
Cake sprinkles gun
TOSTIHORNO â€œNO PRENSILâ€
Shellfish Cracker
all you need measuring cups
Kiwi Peeler
Measure That Cap
Easy Clean Reusable K-Cups
Martini Glass Spill Preventer
Spatuladle conforms to any pan
KaKuzi
OOBB (Olive oil bottle-brush)
Dwain
tubapack
Lazy Oval Susan
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Thermo Pans
CAPSIROP
suck&amp;seal
stir me up
the Appetizer cart
Reusable Ice Cube
SiliCap (watch the VIDEO)
APP PlusWatch is a APP and a Watch. Change your watch dial to any picture you want.
Cootie Cups
Interchangable Cookware Set
Chipwich
The Duo-Drinker
Root Cellar for apartment cont
Silicone Pan Carrier
american shellfish opener
Bobba Formula Dispenser
Mug Spoon Clip
SmartTracks
Stamina Watch. Keeping our stamina to not get sick. The technology inside wristwatch can read your stamina!
Cup BouCake
Banana Preserver
Transparent Toaster
The everything microwave
Potatoes To Go
Spring Plastic Water Bottle
The Gratest Lid
endless garbage bag.
Half Open Storage
Eggs Perfect
Baby Bites
Sandwich Cutter for Adults
Mini- Autofill Ice Trays!!!
Coffee filter dispenser
Magnetic Display Pannels
breez wave
Safety Smoke Alarm
BOT-B
Coffee Saver
Taco Shell maker
Warmitts
Wine Encyclopedia
The ToasterLabler
Pen type bottle screw
Spray Away
Cool-It Spoon
The Keen Wash
Smart Market
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Countertop Silverware Washer
straw-anywhere
Herb Rocker Rock n' Roll
easy clean mug cup
Safe Sip Cup
garbage wheelies
Pie Edge Saver
Heat resistant camera for oven
2-in-1 Condiment Dispenser
JUST SQUARE IT
Shallow Silicon Cupcake Pan
Ice Catcher
Sugar Dispenser
Pizza Press
Continuous Knife Sharpener.
coffee warm plate
Half-Nuts
sno-cap bottle cap
The Plate Tipper
Knife cleaner
The Uber Gear
Trash Can Separator
Tempers
Portable iphone kitchen
Green Lid
Dynamo Pantry Lazy Susan
Recordable Lunchbox Note
Prep-n-Seal
no mess veggi pealer
Lidless Plastic Container
FRY NET
Healthy Spin
Egg Tuber
8-Bit - A Designer Cake Pan
Bulk Bags
Best Travel Coffee Mug
Multifunction Pivoting Shelves. Extending shelve spaces.
The Sangria Straw
CofFree
Stanley Cup Coffee Cup (NHL)
Straining Frying Pan
Fantastic Cooling Rods
Scrubber Glove
Multitasker Food Helper
Garlic Clove Expander
Cuit-Baguette
BUG CAN
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Two Tier Thermo Flask
Tailgating Hitch Pack
"Pastadvantage"
The Pan Handler
The burrito Stand
The StirMaster
Double Skillet
Oil Spill Prevention Ring
Always Coffee
Wave - Cordies for Utensils
Time Bottle
Dual Insulated Thermos
large pieces nut grinder
SIEVEPAN
Pineapple Upside Down Ripener
Oven Handle Holder Hanger
Joe-to-Go
I combine elastic wrap around head bands with hair comb or mini hair clip to keep the band in place.
Cookie Cutter Jig
clothing protector
safety pan
2-in-1 Vessel
Dip Dispenser
Apple Wax Scraper
E_Z store and go pizza bag
Splash Be Gone
Disposible aluminum pan liner
The Soapy Faucet
3 Handled Pot
Cookware with custom dividers
Slice and Store Cakes/Pies
freezable straws
Jalapeno and spinach nachos
No-Drip, No-Tip Dish Drainer
Soap sink
Vinnie Self Release Fire Ext.
Chefs heat gun/thermometers
porta rubber gloves
Cottage Cheese Cups
chop n' roll
Wink Meat Mate
Frosting Molds
"Breakfast Anyone"
iRemindMe
Sliding knife
Kitchen sponge press
Foldable Fajita Pouch
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Resub : SiliCap (VIDEO inside)
Cutting Board with Juice Cup
the omelette spachelor
The noiseless cutlery
free tranche
KITCHEN JACKS
Cooler with Pop Down Wheels
Get A Grip
A tablet hanger/stand. It will hang a tablet from a shelf or cabinet. It also functions as a desktop stand.
Portable purse cover to protect it from dirty surfaces such as plane floors, train seats, bars, etc. this will help keep it looking new..
SLO COOKER WIH A TIMER
Sure Shot
APRON BAND
Easy Twist bottle &amp; jar opener
Tuppertracker
Microwave Soup &amp; Stew Bowl
snap a recipe
No More Leeky Plug!!
Drink Temperature Scanner
Click Lock Stack Store &amp; More!
Countertop dishwasher
Quick thaw McGraw
Oven Alarm
Country Club Plate Holders.
Vine Stop with vacuum
Kiwi Peeler
KRUNCHY PIZZA
on fridge hand sanitizer
Self-Stirring Pot Lid
A better cast iron handle
Hasselback Potato Board
Self Heating Tea Mug
magic box
Bakers Peanut Buddy
Sink Liners
Splashield - Stay Clean &amp; Dry
Box of Wine Drip Catcher
The Hot Plate
TrewBrew Coffee
Cacerolazo
CoasterGlass
Open and Hold
Bad Dog Kibble Bucket/Scoop
Gluten free bread pan
Perfect Temp Coffee Stirrer
Standing Kitchen Tools
ScrubBall
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The Ice Glove
The Future of Picture Framing **resubmit**
broyeur domestique
Seal Fresh Cereal Bag Sealers
Dish Washer Safe Ziploc Bags!
extreme strainer
Hotdog injector
cake machine
Tuna Juicer
Pot Strainer Attachment
Treat Crushing Bag
Easy clean
A robot wall painter you control with a app
Tea Smart
Food Safe Tongs
Eliptical Oil Splatter Guard
VENTU MINI for daily use. Love my Ventu. Sometimes I just want to wash some fruit and am hesitant to take Ventu out. Lid included :)
Earth Friendly Garbage Can
Icecream Cake Knife
Sauce Dispensing Fork
Vegetable Slicer
Seal Fresh Cereal Bag Top
Top This
The Slider
Heated bowls, plates, and cups
Hand It Off
Chimney Charcoal Starter
Crazy bowls
Melon Slicer
Chop-Pro
Spowl bowl with a spout
Auto Knife
All Weather Window BBQ
This solar backpack has fans that channel air in a series or ridges between backpack and the personâ€™s back to prevent back sweat.
help each other
WINK Chef Bot
Perma-Seal Plastic Bag
The Soap Sponge
Bar Bq Meat Warmer
Deep frying tongmometer
The griller/steamer
Clean Cut Pizza Cutter
squeeze bucket squeeze
Reheat Rite
The Kitchen Scrubit
Midnight Microwave
Rock-n-Chop
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Flex Protector for USB, Power , Headphone Jack and Sync Cords
Countdown (GE &amp; Quirky)
Store Flat Cook &amp; Bakeware
Stay Put Tablecloth
The Body Faucet
Hot Lunch Thermos
Lighted Cabinet Hardware
Anti fall soap
Edible Staples
CanDeecorn
Cake-tainers
Food sticker
Doodle Bugz
" Chicken Clean"
Cake Tray with String Knife
Spout w/cooking thermometer
fouettÃ© fruits instantÃ©nÃ©
Home Yougurt machine
Dirty Dish Rack
Bluetooth Kitchen phone
splatter master
*App Enabled* Clip on *Digital* Magnetic Timers for Pans/*handles*.Perfect when making more than one meal at a time. Resub
Cell phone salt pepper shakers
Stuck in Thyme
EasyPeel
Smart Sleeve
The Smart Bowl
InstaCool
Measured Ice Cube Trays
Dishwasher Cup Flip Preventer
BIRTHDAY CAKE SHIELD
Stay Fresh Container
ion battery operated toaster
Pouring your food
EASY PUSH-UP for pastry bag
Wireless Refrigerator Scale
Horseshoe Sponge
spring operated noodle spinner
Rainy Day Burger Buddy
lid-saver travel mug
Toothbrush
Toddler/Baby Travel Kick Mat
Microwave Toater &amp; Spam Press
Liquid Precission
The Oven Handler
Water Wise Vase
Drinking water sensor
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Straw Brush
SERVICE SOLAHART DEPOK 0812974
Double Spreads Knife
FOOZIES
voice activated microwave
Sauce/Steam Cooking Attachment
TOASTER CRUMB CATCHER
Temperature setting bottle
Water Gallon Cooling Device
Double-use ZiplocÂ® Style Bag
Happy Apple/Fruit Eater
SMART EJECTING PIVOT POWER
Wifi curtain rod controller
Magnetic Mess Saver
Cake cutting plate or liner
Food Watcher
Disposalmagic
Salad Tossing Bowl
The Towel Gripper
Super Green Towels
WINK magnets for Fridge
Shower Fragrince
the Flid
Drink ShaQuir
BUMBLEBEE!!! THE MICROWAVE
Triple Chop
Micro Wave oven scans QR code
Kitchen Helper
Eggcellent Sandwich Pan
Create-A-Cube
Butter Buddy
Frost prevention cage
Automatic egg fryer
Carry Coaster
Spatchspoon By Tom Warner
Stay Ready
Easy peel
Self Stirring Pot
Infinite popcorn flavor
bol mÃ©nager graduÃ©
Clamp fingers
Dish Cloth Aerator
(Microwave) Food Tent
Nova Oven
Crazy Pizza Cutter (Animation)
The juicer carafe
app kitchen
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CUP HOLDER
Smart Coffee Container
Gas Burner Timer
GET IT ALL
Slim Bottle
Smart Containers
The Clear-fect grill
sporknife
Adjustable dish rack
To-Go coffee mug lid
Bake Cut N Serve Pizza Pan
Searchable Recipees
OUTDOOR POCKET CHEF KNIFE
butterroller
Knife patch
Partitioned Fridge/Freezer
Sili3D Cake Mold
Cleanist Sponge
cool sips
World's Best Microwave Burger
Induction Module for Old Range
Adjustable Pots and Pans
P'Zass
Upright Grill
Cluster Fruits Holder
Fresh cheese container
Fridge Marker
Spoongs
The Better Dishwasher
Collapsible accordion dish
Granola Bar Maker
*PIVOT POWER ECO* - Beautiful limited edition Pivot Power made completely out of bamboo/Wood. Sockets surrounded with blue LED - modern look
Awesome In Sink Dishwasher
instant rotesserie
Chip wipes
Leftovers Warning Label
COUVERTS MALINS
HAPPI - Instant Cocktails!
TYPHOON EFFECT HEATER-WARM
toaster slide
Metal ball heater
Mooo Cheese Please!
Butter Dish - Warm/Cold base
Gophone Kit
Self-draining Food Container
The iWrite: A pen that can write on anything. And remember what and where.
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Retractable Oven Mitt
no splash ladle
Infusion Cocktail Glasses
Two in 1 Condiments
Dish rack, expand shelves
rouleau laminoir
saving the drop
iBurner
Team hairnets
Smart Kitchen Containers
Selfish Sleeve
Seafood chowder
Oven Spatula
silverware scrubber w/ caddy
3D Cone Baker
More fun EVEN less sand! Fill chamber w/ baby powder. Press to release & easily dust off sand when applying sunscreen or getting into car.
Co2 Wine Bottle Chiller
Dual Scissors.A two in one pair scissors has both scissors and a retractable utility knife or box cutter.Great for the home and office.Video
Steam Buddy
Twist Bottom Jar
Drip Pan Syringe
Oh lets see....Forget me not
High Sink
Vacuum Suction Marinator
colorful crib safety mesh
Watch your sip
The MilkCapper
"Automatic Fridge Door Closer"
Drip-free teaspoon
Milk Saver
Le tube de NUTELLA
Flipper Baker
Kickstand for pans
Kitchensaver
Candles and Soaps Maker
smart mug
Cap It
Turbo Food Dehydrator and Oven
Washable finger gloves
Food Preservation Vacuum
Fantastic Fridge
Cordless Crockpot
Coffee Filter Paper Buddy ID
non beeping quiet microwave
Individual Element Timer
Pre-fab floor and wall triangle tiles will make diagonal design pattern installation easier, less time consuming and less costly.
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Smart Brunch Table
The world needs an extension to make the top of a cars door panel a comfortable place to rest your arm. Current arm rests are too low!
Easy Eggs
No mess/easy salsa jar
eat flipper
Cereal Sifter
The Ice Cup
Hand Clean
Scoops ice cream
Coffee Cat
crumbcatcher
Treats Transporter
lid support
QuickShop
The Sunshine Toast Machine
Easy Slice (pizzaslice server)
the transforker
Vacuum Encapsulator
Soda Dispensing Refrigerator
carrot fancy peels &amp; storage
Eat Your Salad
Waffle Slicer!
Elemental
Coffee Wake
Cooking Utensil Holder/Stand
No Mess Bacon Tray
Coffee cubes
GreenSmart Garbage Disposal
Magnetic Vine
Spice Cooker
Wine Vacuum Seal &amp; Pour
Round A-Bout Foldable Portable
Seasoning Vending Machine.
reverseable cookie sheet
Clip That Straw
best pre made Lasagna sauce
combo straw
Slush glass
Cupcake Carousel
Cutting board drip tray
The Cookie Box
Wind-Up Mixer
Easy Disposable dish sets
toothbrush stand
eTrolly for LPG Home cylinders
Car-umbrella: allowing folk with wheelchairs, kids, prams, heavy loads etc to get in/out of vehicles without getting wet when it rains.
Sink Waterfall Octopus Tray
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Manual Mixing Mug
Wine Saver
CoolSips Mug
Strawp!
all in one
Collapsing Cake Dish
Smart Kitchen Sanitizer
Burrito Clip
vegetable chopper
GE Wink HQ - Monitor, access and control any GE Wink enabled appliance you choose, from anywhere
Minimalistic Sleek *wall mounted app enabled printer* Print Pictures, documents, coupons while not taking any space on your desk.
Adjustable Waffle Maker
CoolSips Spoon
EZ Dish Washing Dispenser
ZIPPY FUNNEL
Stainless Steel Magnets
All-In-One Cutter Holder
Step &amp; Save
Power Fork
baguette box
Broyeur Plastique-Carton
Table top crumb catcher vacuum
Muffin Cutter
Spill-proof take out container
Quick Boil Kettles and Pots
Alarm Bell + Microwave Oven
EZ Cheeseball gobble barrel
Cool hands
Scented Trash Cans / Hampers
Manger selon son dÃ©sir
Dish Soap Towels
Wireless Mixer.
food saver
Clean Knuckle PeanutButter Jar
Refillable soap bottle
Food Expiration Scan Reminder
Clean and Season
Electric Muddler
Easy dish-washing
SPOON AND FOLK STORAGE
Organize That Knife Drawer
Collapsible Grocery Cart
Expand-A-Pan
TOAST TEXTS
plastic glass for the cat
FILLING LAYER CAKE TIN
Smart Portions
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Egg Plant Cutter
Reusable Cooking Bags
SaniBlade or
THE SAFE CHEF
Butterpen - without knife
Spinner Dinner
Flexible pizza cutter
Mini electric cooking utensils
Hard/Soft Taco
The Waist Pan
The Hanging Dish Rack
HOT MUG
Smart Preheating Oven
Portable Heated Dish Water
rearrangeable dish rack
Disposable Frying Pan
All in one place seeds tower.
The perfect caramel maker
seafood plate
The Ultimate Cutting Board
Only One Shot
Pour n Go
Twist and Click Jar
Stop Boil over
Cordless Toe-Kick Dustpan
Salad Dressing Spritzer
Personalized Baking Pan
Salmon Thin Slicer
Adjustable bottle brush
Wink smart food plate
Slim laptop case with integrated pop up privacy/anti glare tent.Place case on surface, unzip front area &amp; tent pops open.Could be removable.
Henry Hoover Eggcups
New Seasoning Container Set.
Tkaro Portable Drinking Glass
Sinkbrella
menu book
Droplet Disc
Aluminum pan shell covers
NGL (No Grocery Listing)
Fridge List
Teaspoon -size Strainer
Inteligent Cup
The One Dish Dishwasher
Portion Enforcing Plate/Bowl
NeatHandle
Design Your Own Yogurt (DYOY)
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fish scaling knife
Salt buddy
The Oven Elevator
The Perfect Mug
Kitchen Skinz
Slotted Cereal Spoon
Food farming
Whole Cake Cutter
doser pasta, noodles and rice.
The perfect pan
App Enabled Stove Knobs
pie paper
Expandable Utensil Tray
Tired of rearranging sofa pillows on your leather furniture? Here is an easy solution to sliding pillows.
The Lazy Lemon Zester
*Snail* is an app enabled tiny printer that prints stamps on demand. Can also be personalized, design/upload pics - License to USPS?
Cake cutting plate or liner
Glove that wash, clean, rinse
Cameras inside refrigerator
Vegetable peeling pliers
Jar Opener + Knife Sharpener
Smart kitchen boxes
All-in-One Measuring Cup
Pour n Go
spoon holder clipon
COFFEE COMFORTER
Measurable Ice Tray
Aqua Freeze and Squeeze
iceÃ¤lot
Refrigerator Inventory
Receive a message when your package is delivered to your personal home lockbox.
Smart Microwave
COLDSTRAWS
Last Drop Spray Bottle
Slice-N-Slide Cutting Board
flavor in the flow now Go.
Lazy Cup
The Eggtopper
Cocopen/Coconupen
Ripen Pinapple Stand
Electric oven plate bluetooth
disposable pots and pans
automated spice rack dispenser
Clip on Bowl
Cook and Steam device
Double Holder
Fridge shopping list
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stay cold
K cup Kitchen Cabinet roll out
Teenie Covers
Pop-Up Basket Strainer
Snapping Crockpot Lid
Splitter
handheld electric can opener
The Trio
Dishwasher and cabinet.
Sink water pedal
Collapsible Dish Rack
Lunch Locksâ„¢
The CABINOTE
Traeger Cloud Controller
Breakfast By Design
Automatic Tortilla Machine
Venn Diagram Wine Rack
ULTIMATE FOOD CAN SHELVES
Toaster Booster Seat
The Counter Caddy
automated flatware saver
Hot Handle Grabber Utensil
Ultimate Dog Food Canister
Collapsible Cupcake Stand
Multiple Seasoning Cylinder
Multi-Mug Coffee Filter
Vibrating Sifter
Can buddies
*LINKLETS* the modern pager! text, encourage, set reminders/list, memorize, timer. App enabled bands.What will you use it for?
Healthy Girl Bagels and Breads
MAHODA KNIFE
Autocollant Robinet ECO
Hang It All on a Weber Smoker
The "Set-Amie".
LARGE UTENSELS COVERED CADDY
the sink rizer
the express faucet
Universal Pot Handles
Cuit-frites au four
Spaghetti Fork
Hands free risotto/pot stirrer
Handle-less Pots &amp; Pans
the lovely trash can
UP TEA
Disposible K-cups
double lid
HANDLE IT - for Knives - An Easy Way to Add an Extra Handle to your Knife!
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HotDish
breakfast poppers ;)
BRIDGE kitchen cabinet doors.
RESUB-Glow in the Dark Wall Picture Frames. Colorful, Fun &amp; Trendy. Great for Kids, Teens, and College Students.
Outdoor food warming lid
ultimate utensil
Lave biberons
High pie
refrigerator laser
The SPOX - Sponge/Soap Holder
bac congel pour glacons
*iMat* App enabled Mat to be placed on floor inside the front door that will instantly alert on the iphone of an intruder.
Charcoal Scoop
Changeable Blade Cooking Knife
Bread in a box
Smart Microwave
Freezer Silicone Bread Box
Bottle Buddy
Freezer Pops Opener
Freezer cubes
A pop can closer
Spice Dust
Connected Coffee
Butter Wizard
The Rotating 8 Slice Toaster
Refillable Cartridge Juicer
Adjustable Capacity Oven
Mini couteau Ã©lectrique
Dishwasher Plates Organizer
strain and bag
securi tasse et securi verre
Trash out!
RubberSpoonClip for PotHandles
A rack of Upper Sink
Jar Opener
SteamPoach
Muffin pan liner
Trunk Refrigeration
Fondue Tower
The Sake Sok
Panbowl
Antioxidant protecting teapot
Gyroscope Spatula
Peeler Express
Fresh Fruit Bowl
Fit 2 dishes in the microwave!
Scork
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Kitchen sponge strainer
Defrosting Help - Keep H2O Out
Java Lava Cup
Cap Lid Lock- worry No more!
Delirice
EGOUTOIR FIXABLE
"Can Do" Trash can
Heated knife
Stir
FRUIT CUTTER
Zero Air Storage Bag
one ounce of salad dressing
Smart Refrigerator
Ditch the beverage coaster!
Roll 'em Griller
Pinchables - Bread Bag Clasps
Rotatable Trivet
e DF scooper
The Tower of Bagel
Fibbler
2X Slow Cooker
dual function silverwares
Carving Pin
Wink Egg boiler
Jugster
Imagine being able to feed or give a treat to your pet while on vacation or away...*iFeed* a smart line of devices to feed pets.
3 in 1 Oil dispenser
Grill Guardian
Tinfoil baggies
Easy Clean Oven Tray
Today Toaster
3D Candy Printer
foldable Pot
Spill proof recipe book
Accu-Grill
Solid
THE ANY SHAPE COOKIE CUTTER
Bread Boats Pan
Koffid
Ez Flip Container
Smart Breakfast Bowl
taste neutrality
toastTED
Tactical Advantage Phone Case
Chickenleg holders
customizable cutting board
Utensil Sterilizer
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App Controlled Rice Cooker
Hot-n-go
Weighing Slicer
Peanut Butter Paste
Tablecloth stopper
Thumbprint Cookie Thumb
Microgenie
Dishwasher Silverware Rack System - sort before you wash - slide clean silverware into drawer.[Resub]
Can Can
Pick your Pluck! Pluck *Holiday Edition* is a fun extension to an already successful product! Great stocking stuffer. Collect them all ;)
Condiment Squeeze Bags
'STAY DOGS'
Banana Keeper
Dispenser Cap for Ziploc Bags
The Eggs-orcist
SMOOTH FUNNEL
Grease Strainer
Food &amp; Beverage Management tab
Caremometer
Smart Kitchen Can
Give it a Whirl
Crank-E Clean
Mixing Bowl Smart Lid
Biodegradable Coffee Filterbag
FanWare
clean dish ring
S &amp; D
toilet-seat handle
Smart (Rubber) Spoon
Easy Pour
CustaWaffle
Carton Holder
The ultimate futuristic sunglasses.
Plate/Container/Glass scale
Veggie and Fruit Hats any veggie or fruit Save,Cover,protect till next time all sizes from half a watermelon to a small lemon NO MORE WASTE
The Tortilla Toaster
The adaptable spoon
UGRILL
Grill Tank Auto Shut-Off
It's a PEEP SHOW! Make your own quirky Character Peeps! See hilarious VIDEOS. This idea is all about fun...and delicious creativity!
Auto Rotating Oven Turntable
App enabled 360 video/camera for capturing unique pictures: Use on bird-feeder. Aerial wedding reception shots etc YOU control it! So fun!
Mouthstick Stylus
SmartBasket
Ripe Fruit Indicator
Yummy Tummy Containers
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Meal in a Crock
Taco sleeve
Tupperware Timer
Foodgnets
Ice Cream Keeper
Caddy Bag
Ketchup bottle shaker
Hot square food
Smoker BBQueue
Paper Plate Tidy Keeper
Milk Saver
EZ Pour Carton Holder
An accessory which hangs on a kitchen cabinet drawer to facilitate the use of typical retail plastic bags for kitchen refuse/ garbage.
Utensil Rack
"Green Fridge"
Scoop Wine, Cheese, Crackers
Granola Bar Shell
French Fry Flipper
ClipEZ.com self-locking clip
SweepVac
Refridge-A-Dater
NibbleTongs
Plate Storage Container
OfficeMealFridge
the bread box
Smart Hands-Free Masher
2 in 1 Knife
Plate Warmer
Nutra blade
"Time Sensitive" Tupperware
Bacon Cooker
electric dish drying mat
Dishwashing liquid bottle cluttering your sink counter? Pop the dishwashing liquid packet onto the sink basin wall.
Beer flavor infuser
This massage design for pain between my shoulder blades works! Since 1989 it has never let me down!
K-Cup Killer
The Lid Ladder
Dry Goods Genie
Platter Spatter Protecter Pro
Better Bites Snack Plate
The Perfect Salsa Bowl
Freestanding funnel
Permanent coffee filter lid
Tabegami
The V blade
The Rose Petal Coffee Filter
Surimi Strip
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Open Bag!
Plate it
Fruit friendly
Disposable Cooking/Basting Bru
Spaghetti Cutter Fork
Out of code lables
Trifecta Coffee
Courtesy Blinker
Micro Freeze
Pour and Go
No lick!
Cool and Cook
Smoothies To-Go
Cap-it
Vino Glass Nostash
Knuckle Kitchen Knife
Disposable Condiment Utensils
ARMer
SpoonCaps:Healthy-EcoFriendly
All-In-One-Lunch
RECIPES MADE E-Z
SNACK SAVER
The Sauce Maker
Dish washer friendly trash can
Heksacake
Fill Right Vented Funnel
bowls easy to wash salads
Strain Free
No butter fingers
the modern mason jar
Poppy Dry Ingredient Dispenser
Pizza fork
In-basin Sink Boiler!
Locking cookie jar
Loose Bandit
Coffee Masher-Portable
Reusable Coffee Filter
Charmed Drinks
grocery bag cart storage
WetGuard
Poppy Spice (owned by Q)
POPPY Cold/Hot Press Oil Maker
Cheese Slicer for Chrackers
Egg Indicator
Cutlery Dryer and Holder
Coffee Wagon
Cookie Dipping Cup
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Whiskey Glass Tray
the cereal dome
Fridge Hooks- Hang kitchen utensils and oven mitts from the refrigerator! More pics inside including sketch and photos. 440 votes/487 views
Thrifty Tube
"picker upper"/ broken glass
Kitchen Helper
Silicone Temp Control Holder
The Fruit Puncher
Seal-a-bowl
easy bake
Milk container spill proof
Pour Over Coffee Machine
Leftover food Saver
Electric Whisk
Roll it up!
Bottle Bright
BBQ Filled Chicken Tenders
connect-a-mug
"PEEL AND STICK" Odor Remover, place it on your fridge, trash can. Extremely effective and affordable.
Double sided ketchup bottle.
Dog Bisquit Spoon
The EAZY TRASH CAN. Aren't you tired straining your back and shoulders or tearing up large trash can liners when pulling them out?
Cake Pop Decoration Stand
Oval lazy susan
H2OPROOF LIGHT IN KITCHEN SINK
Easy-out
Perfect Coffee Mix
Downdraft Defense
canned food lids
BEVY Wi-Fi Beverage Inventory
Spout
No-spills System
Waiter's BEST Friend
Outdoor meal heater
Jumbo Lumps Bad Ass Crab Cakes
portable food grinder
Split grill rack
Dual Condiment Squirt Bottle
Reloadable Trash Bag Can
hot-handle skillet cozy
Easy Access Cabnits
Hot in one step
SIP-N-SEAL VACUUM SEALER BAGS
Crock
FLIP RACK GRILL
Chilled Cereal
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Whisk drill bit
the 360 turn
Adjustable Rubber Drink Koozie
Tre Bien
ICE-POP Fun Tray
Metal detector kitchen utensil
Scrubby
Kittchen(sp) Viewer
The Sensible Coffee Mug
Voice Controlled Kitchen Scale
Fully Automatic Tea Machine
Popcorn bowl removes kernels
Microwave Food Cover with Door
Colored table salt
Food-chill fan
PROJECTOR to DISPLAY the 7 CONTINENTS &amp; major cities/places on your bedroom ceiling/walls. NIGHTLIGHT, EDUCATIONAL, &amp; FUN!
Endless BBQ Sauce brush
Lo-Pro Refrigerator
disposal relief
Cake server in which the handle dispenses 4 choices of sprinkles. Wider spatula area,squared tip and more. This was a finalist in a search!
Hot Dish
Ultimate Grill Brush
Dish Brush Station
Speaking timer
Cheese-us
Wild Milk
Utensil supports
Coffee creamer foam pump
Translator
Garlic Maraca
The Saturday Night Chef
space jug
Easy Can ( Trash Can)
Ninja Knife
Turkey Stuffing Grip
Ultimate Bread Box
ZipDish Containers
Guard Glass
No Spill To Go Milk &amp; Cereal
Enviro Cups
Microwave Mixer
Cool Potty
Multi - Condiments
Scentsational
A triangular shaped bandana with a pocket sewn into it to accept 2 pocket hand-warmers to keep the neck warm during winter activities.
A Cleaner Kitchen Sink
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Gloop Remover
Tea Drop
Pic a Lid
Digital Saltminder
"Smart" shelves and organizers
POOFLESS, Flushable Trash Can
SINK MIXER A ready-to-use sink mixer for kitchens and bathrooms with two different taps for water;cold and hot. No more burns and freezings
Coffee Straw
No Backwash Straw
Cherry Pitting Tool!
the pancake funnel
Sippy
Sausage patty press
Splatter guard bowl
Beef Jerky Dippers
Super Strainer
stove heat sensor
SPOONER - For the Final Scoop
Taste and Smell Strips
Reach-In-Grab Platform
Potluck Salad Bar Server
Cutting Edge Cutting Board
Mix, Pour N' Store
Dry feet coffee mug
Butter Spritzer
The Claw
Signal Color Detector (SCD)
COOK-ALL
milk minder
Scratch out dinner Cook Book
DIP BOWL
Undercounter Toast -n- Grill
Dripless Coffee Carafe
EggOhh-The Refrigerator Friend
The Bake Flat Pan
BONA PETITE'COOKTOP STOVE
Temperture Coffee Cups
Conversion Cups &amp; Spoons
"Imitation"Cup (Phone holder)
Square Taco Shell
Smart Food Canisters
Dunking Tongs
Patty Pro Plus, more than just a patty maker. Make four different thickness patties using various meats: Hamburger, Chicken, Turkey, Vegan
Smartest Cereal Keeper
Tender Box
Baconeezy
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The bacon-aider
Disposable plate cover
water case strap
VERTICAL ROTATING SHELVES
Dripless-Aid
TacoJigg
Food Date Labeler
Lid spoon
Fr-easy Ice Trays
Bakin' Love
Bacteria Control Kitchen Cleaner
WRAP RIPPER
Cooking Oil Strainer
Disposable Divider Bowls
Ice Cream Melter
TORTILLA TOASTER
Better Tupperware product
Removable cup holder
drinking machine
Beer Popper,
Smart Measuring Jug
melonwear
Shirpron
Expand Stem for Liquid Spray
Tilted Bread and Dinner Plate
Fresh Lemon Slicer
The Best Waiter's friend
Liter-EZ
The Wrap Brush
SmarterCup
Taking "Pedestal Don't Do Squat" Quirky product adjustable dog bowls adding in a towel holder,shelf and also a timed bowls.
Self Stirring Spoon
adjustable seasoning bottle
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
Peel and Heat
stuffed fruit pie crust
Water gun with interchangeable 2 liter water bottles
cherringer
Ingredient Dispenser
The Ghost drawer
The Pot Strainer
POPPY (Smart Water Dispenser)
SPICE-EZ
Onion Cutting Knife
OUT DOOR SHOWER HEAD WITH HOOK! Hangs any where! Connects to water hose! Build up accessories also!
KRABALL
In Fridge Carton Dispenser
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ChipStix
Frozen Trash Compactor
Matchup
MEMOFRIT counter for frying
Fast Fill Freeze Pop Bag
Pangaea Pancakes and Waffles
Egg Freshness Identifier
Party Paper Towels!
Double section "sandwich" bag
Pyxx: Edible Utensils
FitBag
A capsule shaped container - screws open/closed for maximum freshness and ease of use. It's intended to keep cookie dough fresh and at hand
Battery Operated Mixing Bowel
Combo Shelf Liner - Wallpaper
Cabinet Door Knife Block is also a Cutting Board
Pantry Planner
A Definite Higher Quality Sound From A Metal Type Sound Enhancer. iPhone 5's Sound Enhancer, Minimal In Size. Take Hi Quality With You.
One dish only - pan and bowl
CHOP YOUR GROUND MEAT WITHOUT CHASING IT AROUND THE PAN! Chopping the meat within the confines of the utensil produces desired
consistency.
No more loosing food at the bottom of your fondue pot or burning your chocolate! Retrieve your food every single time!!!
Here is FORTS re-imagined! Easily constructed dome-shaped forts, with themes, that connect to make for a highly creative playtime session.
Microwave:Wasted Space Inside&amp;Out. Circular plate in a square/cooks from outside in?Cylinder shape/Buttons on top &amp; Bottom/Top microwave
Folding Shute, great for pouring from bag to cannister, bulk sugars,coffee,rice,spices and more.From bag to cannister mess free.
RESUBMIT- Child's Smoke Detector/Night Light- you won't forget to replace the battery since your child will want his night light!
Pots and Pans that can pop up and collapse. Expandable, Self Measuring, Portion Control Cookware for Chefs who value space in their shelves!
You liked having a small private cellar of wine on the wall of your kitchen or living room of your apartment ... and occupying only 50cm?
Z-T Kettle
QUIRKY INVENTORS GUIDE E-BOOK and PAPER BACK! A complete guide of the inventive process! Inventor tips, patent info,ect! Collab with Lillie!
Cable Crony
The Best way to CLEAN your TOASTER is TRASHit and buy another one, until now easily disassemble, clean&amp; change(color) panels. Cleaning Video
A set of kitchen knives With 3 or 4 large dimples on one side to place spoons while working in the kitchen
Ladies, we need this! Ever go out to a bar and there's no place to put your purse, so you hang it carelessly over the back of a chair?
Keep your personal hygiene products to yourself. Hide it all with style! Now your hidden clutter can be the focal point in your bathroom:)
UC idea revised &amp; resubmitted: For hard to reach outlets behind beds, sofas, etc use this retractable power adapter that saves energy too.
Unique spill-proof way to polish fingernails at home or on the go. Fits most nail polish bottles. Stores easily. Nothing else like it.
The next generation of laundry machines: Supernova Spinner. Washes and dries your clothes in one machine, and even cycles 2 loads at once.
towel rack for the pool It needed to hold more than one towel ( it holds 10 ) and be able to be mounted in a small space ( 3" x 14" ).
Small, lightweight, portable solar powered boat. Design uses solar panels to create a canopy to provide shade and keep the battery charged!
Wireless Covert Property Surveillance Camera disguised as a lawn ornament
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Soft Wireless Microphone You can Hurl Around the Room - Perfect for Q Evals, Parties, Karaoke, Fun! Suggest Creative Shapes for influence!
Beautiful colors, amazing detail and a personalized crest, the Princess headboard and Bookshelves is perfect for any princess' bedroom!
The "Bunky Bag" is a set of bed linens designed primarily for a bunk bed to make removing and remaking the bed extremely easy.
This Blood Bank Bag Holder could help organize patient and blood specimens in your blood bank!!
QuikDraw Slider Case: Stand, Hang, Protect, Better Reception or CARRY With ONE FINGER!
DOUGHNUTT - Ipad stand with flexible neck and arms that can be coiled around the base for easy portability
Car power adapters are annoying! They get in the way, don't fit in, stick out too far, or fall out. PowerPlugaway puts it where you want it.
HomeMD (App-enabled) keep track of regular home maintenance, notify/identify when appliances quit working, problem and predict the cost.
Getting dirt all over the place when dumping your dust pan? Gently Squeeze the handle and collect dirt in the middle of tray and dump easy!
Frustrated in getting all the contents out of jars and cans while cooking? Waiting, pounding, scraping, while wasting time and food.
Wire bristle brush with flip-cover/handle protects your hands and the keeps the bristles in shape. Store in your toolbox, etc. safely.
Shadow Walker- the yet to be fully designed-(S.O.S QDS!) but highly overdue 'cool' way to protect your dog from big sun! #spotsv
Use your phone while charging and sync it to your computer and move the cursor to navigate around.
PadView, A portable IPad/notebook tripod which obtains stability through body weight, fully collapsible &amp; viewable in everyday settings.
Soap dispensing Shower Head. Liquid soap dispensed directly though shower head.
iPad case with integrated retractable carrying strap (might also be used as a charging cable).
Iphone5 Make Up Case For girls on the go or just for a quick touch up.
Iphone5 Headphone Case with credit card and ID holder.
Forget Ice cube tray..! Use Liquid filled ice balls ( get in different shapes ) Reuse them.. Enjoy the cold servings in different style.
An iPhone case that has pockets for SIM cards and the SIM card release tool. The Keeper could be adapted to this.
Have you had to guess how high to turn the stovetop flame? The chefometer will help you meet the challenge of fire and prevent ruined meals.
A device that lets you find all the stuffs you can't remember the place you put them in (keys, wallet...)
Help cookie-dunkers keep their fingers clean &amp; the milk from becoming a cookie mess! The cookie-fork can do that. Reusable rounded tines.
the cup holder measures 4" x 9" x 1" thick . one cutout and one through hole . prevents spills in the kitchen when useing paper cups .
Super CLASSY iPhone case. As classic and elegant as the iPhone design. Inspired by Art Deco, Art Nouveau, and Faberge cigarette cases.
This smart vacuum has an air-flow-sensor and will raise itself and lower itself, for optimal performance on any surface.
Finally a detachable, adjustable, portable, stable, universal, comfortable ball stand for your iPhone. Works with existing cases.
Measuring cups should give weight, fluid ounces and conversions. Click on picture!
Scorpion Writer: Holding a pen is work. Resting your hand on top of a mouse isn't. This ball point pen works just like a computer mouse.
Power strips are often on the floor while in use, right in the territory of our voracious little explorers... let's keep them safe...
"Dusties" foot mops for kids you can put on your feet that make sounds when you move around on the floor.
There are millions of owners w/ an android, tablet or eâ€reader w/ untapped potential! My mobile adapter opens these doors while on the go!
With flexible q crate links in various sizes you can link your crates or use them as a crate hinges to attach a lid or padded foot rest.
Disposable/Dish Washer Safe Cup Holder Inserts for Vehicles. *See Pics*
Add and stir sugar into your take-away coffee without taking off the travel lid. No more spilling in your car or at your computer!
Hands free umbrella with lights attached so one can carry objects while walking in the rain,
Love going to the beach but hate getting into your car with sandy feet? Just open your trunk! Simply pump, spray, and go!
Mini Electronic Bike Tire Pump - More than enough battery to fill 2 tires - compact - light weight - recharge via USB port.
Chips Snagger.This is a plastic bowl for holding large bag of chips or snacks.Its a best way to serve the bag of chips,they fit snag inside.
Chillair. A compact wine chiller/aerator in one. No ice bucket needed. No decanter to clean. None like it on the market. **SEE VIDEO**
Exchange your Bamboo Duo ink pen by precise disk and get advantages of both precise writing and comfortable soft drawing in one stylus
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RESUB.cork memo board,take space plus have to screw them on the wall.now you can have THE MEMO BAR, place it on different areas.useful
A New all in one tool for installing sheetrock/drywall
Multifunction Hammer. Steel and rubber in one grip.!
Universal Wall Dock for iPhone, iPad (Mini), or iPod. Hold them Vertical or Horizontal. Adjusts to switch from one to the next in seconds.
Security clothing camera. Help Homeland Security and Law Enforcement in small or large events. Camera embedded in clothing.
Who hates cleaning dirty floor grouts in the kitchen or bathroom? Use this machine to scrub the grouts clean, effortlessly without bending.
An app that starts your coffee maker when your alarm goes off in the morning!
GLIDE as KNIFE SHARPENER new member of GLIDE family, clip on the knife when is the knife not enough sharp just slide few times and GO !!!
MeteorWrite
A Sprinkler Assembly That Has The Ability To Follow An Outline Pattern As A Guide For Irrigating Your Lawn. Lawns Differ In Shape And Sizes.
Dual Passive Sound Enhancers Will Instantly Improve Your Flat Screen TV's Audio Quality. Listen And You Will Hear The Difference.
Change the look of shoes by adding colors or a picture insert into the invention and attaching it to the laces.(Pictures are not included)
Day valet tray! Misplaced your reading glasses? Cell phone ringing but can't be found? Need things close by all of the time?
My idea is for steel toed house shoes that are slip resistant and so comfortable and stylish, they look and feel like regular house shoes.
RESUB! A simple, easy to use Prep 'n Peel bowl for your fruits &amp; veggies. Helps reign in those flying peels!
Wrap Earbuds Around A Magnetic Holder That Snaps Onto Top Of iPad. Ends Snap To Fit Tight Onto Pad's Top.
A Sandwich Bread Crimper. It cuts and crimps the bread edges. Customize your crustless sandwiches, Unlike Pre-shaped bread cutters/crimpers.
An all-purpose stick-on paper napkin to protect clothing. Ideal for the elderly, toddlers, and others. No more baby bibs around their necks.
STACKIES. Sleek Stack-able Storage. Saves Space. Looks Great.
Sani-Glove - This is a disposable 2-n-1 product that is a combo latex glove and a cleansing wipe used for cleaning patients and babies.
Modular Power Outlets - Let's make Pivot Power more flexible
Small closet? Shoes piled up? Can't install $$$$ shelves? Use Otzi - Tight Fit Shoe Rack Kit. Organizing women's or men's shoes is now easy!
USB Strip bar to plug in all Apple products for charging iPod, iPad and iPhone at once with 6-8 slots to plug into AND Surge protector!
It's time for a smart screwdriver. One screwdriver 4 ALL jobs. No bits to change or lose Ever.
The Udder Bag.. Need to MOOve your baby bottles from one bag to another? MOOve over and make room
The Spring Clamp has just become more innovative. Take a look at the Elevator-Clamp. Resub.
Light tight box/device covers annoying LED light on an appliance in a bedroom. Door on box opens and closes to block or see LED light
Ever want to "ski" on grass or pavement? Now you can ice skate anywhere. Even stairs.
An Ice Machine That Can Produce A Variety of Different Ice Shapes --App-Enabled-- (Click 2 See Pics and Videos)
Easiest, fastest, securest infant swaddle blanket that anyone could use! Allows infants hands to touch while they remain securely wrapped!
Cereal Container with a twist, Crumb &amp; Dust Trap Link to Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lM92_NbKFQo&amp;feature=youtu.be
Solar charging case for iPhone.It charges your iphone on the go and protects it as well.
'File' your clothes. Avoid messy dresser drawers by 'filing' your clothes instead of stacking them.
Tea Mug with the build in Tea Bag Squeezer! Enjoy every last drop of tea with a help of this cool mug.
A fully functional car seat and stroller in one, wireless remote controlled motor for tilting seat, with two bluetooth speakers.
Plug power center behind furniture, pull out required cord length then rotate each plug to where you need it.
My bento boxes look good AND are portion-controlled so I know when I fill it that I have the right portion sizes. Measure once! Save time!
A laptop Organization Station. a lockable hang-able laptop station with built in speakers. Great For College or home.
App-Enabled Light-Sensitive Adhesive Strips - Know when your wallet/billfold/purse has been opened. Not all thieves are strangers!
Take that black big flat screen TV and turn it into a work of art
UNDER CONDSIDERATION Twice; 3rd time here we come. Improved function and space saving cooler.
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Silicone stove drip pans.
Clip-on christmas tree stand
Clip-N-Stopâ„¢ is a clippable doorstop that's easily attached and removed from any door. STOP! Ruining your expensive trim,floors and doors.
Bottomless flower pot: many shapes, durable, raised flower bed, fast installation, and no need for a weed eater because of the ledge.
A chic solution for cable management and universal charging.
Recollection is an addictive social trivia board game, it brings people offline and back to playing with friends and family. Game is INTENSE
Attachable/stackable reading glasses holder that stores one or more pairs of reading glasses out of the way but within reach.
"Changing Oil Filter What A Mess" This is a big problem, when replacing the oil filter!
INTRODUCING THE 1 0R 2 SAUSAGE ELECTRIC GRILL.
Collapsible garbage bag frame that takes up less space than a traditional garbage can when not in use and is strong enough for yard work.
Small enough 2 be a tab &amp; bookmark, big enough 2 replace a sticky note. Reusable, magnetic, rewritable paper clip tab note. Resub 286 votes
The Intelligent outlet...The outlet that will make everything else on the market obsolete...How do you ask? Click and Read on...
THE SOUND OF SILENCE! No more annoying rain noise, while driving. Let the hammering background â€œorchestraâ€ of droplets disappear.
Tapout is a $200 MILLION industry. Tapout? Really? Everyone in MMA would rather knock their opponent out than tapping them out!
INSTA ROLLâ„¢ allows you to give kitchen, bar, island stools even table chairs mobility to move around and prevent from scuffing your floors
Three legged dogs and dogs with arthritis have difficulty chewing a bone without the use of both front paws. A bone holder would help.
Idea for kids,a few in one.You can put cubes together make a different furniture,like chair, desk or board(you can write on it!)and more.
About 26 yrs ago, we had two daughters ages 12 and 17 who liked games like checkers. I got the idea to create a new game called "Hexagrams".
QSANDY: Emergency home Life boat. In areas hit by natural disasters, Homes equipped with inflatable life boats and vests can save a life.
myClip merges a pen clip and earphone jack plug to keep your iPhone from slipping out of your shirt pocket when you bend over.
Tack Back Post It Notes Holder! Post It Note Holder for Cork-boards. Put in a pad of Post It Notes and stick it on your corkboard.
THE SANDBAND creates a beach boundary for your friends,family, stuff!! Keeps others at least an arms length away. Practical , colorful,fun!
Giraffe is a flexible hands-free iPad stand versatile enough to mount to all types of furniture and perfect for movies, Facetime, or Skype.
Electrical Box Drywall Punch. Simplifys laying out and cutting holes in drywall that except electrical boxes down to 2 moves.
You can assemble your own extension cable. It is similar to lego system. 450 votes. GIVE ME CHANCE!
Pantri is a foldable silicone sheet that enable an easy and intuitive folding into three rectangular baking pan sizes.
A simple &amp; practical iPad stand for use in the kitchen while viewing online cooking recipes. Allows for storage of power cord in the back.
Hangs ALL SIZE toothbrush handles easily! Doesn't crush bristles! Easy to clean - no small parts! More sanitary - no bristle splatter!
Commuter Cargo is an aerodynamic commuting solution for the bicycle enthusiast.
The Extender (Resubmit): Plug with wind-up cord extension so you can take the power to the device. No more tugging, pulling or unplugging.
A "trans-rack" for BBQ Rib or for drinking glass/cup/mug/plate. An all in one adjustable design to minimize clutter in cabinet or grill.
The wEDGE. Designed uniquely to support the bathroom scale. Collaboration with Capone
Art Glove Paint-Set - Palette You Can Wear - Perferct for Kids, Customize As needed, Spill Free #toy
Make cyclist happy! No more struggling to carry all your bike bags. New improved Panniers. Holding steady with 90% of the vote...#QCYCLE
MY WEDGIES - A pair of vinyl covered foam 2 X 4 X 14" blocks. Fill crack tween seat and console, wedge baby, armrest + 96 uses in the car.
Let's up the quality and comfort level of goggles, worn by most people in laboratory settings and workshops. No more post-project headaches!
Video Pictures, similar to those seen in Harry Potter, will be the new fad. No more still photos or digital images... but moving pictures!
a NHL boardgame, 900 players, board, dice, everything you see in a real game is in our game, even fighting. goals passing, great goaltending
First Apartment? Living Temporarily? No Storage? No space? Introducing T-h junction a flexible way to have your closet solution.
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Textured Gloves with different Patterns to help Pottery &amp; Clay Artists. Various patterns help keep consistency along the entire piece.
iSpin: Built in Ring. Flush with middle of case, folds out, spins 360. Easy/Safe to Rotate with 1 hand. Slide in finger while holding.
Unique Buckle &amp; belt system with no ugly belt tail or marks from previousy used positions includes beltless system &amp; interchangeble buckle
Accordian Bed Wedge! Ratchets to desired height.Hollow,no need to stuff with expensive foam. Portable,compact,adjustable,comfortable!rsb1
Slide Cargo Bay! Pickup-Truck Sliding Load Compartment! Cargo Bed bottom slide move in and out. More easy to Unloading.
Cat Litter Scooper Shovel: Retractable handle/pole w/ litter scooper on the end No bending down or getting too close to dirty litter.
"Touch Point" An elevated 'box' that help you target in on the center of your 'touching pad'on your laptop, Avoiding the cursor's craziness!
The Easy Massager. A relatively low weight Hand held Massager, able to easily reach the lower back with a flexible delivery of the massage.
JOHNY IS THIS YOUR CUP?!? do these words sound familiar? Lets design a modern cup holder for everyday use. Dry erase or magic slate inspired
Portable trash bin which clips on the table and is always by your side. Needed while you are doing the work producing small pieces of trash.
An Exoskeletal Back Brace, allows natural movement with full orthopedic support and assistance, reducing pain and stress along the spine.
Adding a mirror to the back of the phone and a cover to protect it from scratches. The cover can be styled to look as a window blind.
A belt that does what it should... work, but not be seen-Appears seamless under clothes/keeps unwanted bulge from being seen under shirts.
Finally a decorative and useful Car Trash Bag. A decorative, useful trash container and organizer for your car. Huge market!
iPod shuffle is so small, clip it on your head - no dangling wires! Can also clip iPod onto head phones or your cap
â€œFIND IT" is the easy way to use your Apple Iphone or Mac to locate missing remotes, tools, keys, and even your lost wallet!
The Split-Key. An Ergonomic iPad-Keyboard Case. Detachable, Bluetooth, Silicone Keyboard; can also be used for typing with any Mac or PC.
A new take on the Power Strip. Modular system lets you choose the kind &amp; number of outlets you need. Add extras resub .
RESUB: Disposable velcro scouring glove n pads.Pads velcro to the palm of the gloves. SWIFTER on a glove,just clean n toss.Even windows !
A Three Wheeled Garbage Can. Let The Wheels Take All Of The Weight While You Pull It Along. Make's Your Life Easier And Saves Your Back.
How many times have you seen a dog owner carrying a little bag of poo around with them ? Here's the discreet answer to "our" problems.
Iphone bike combo light mount kit - Caught without lights? - Flip it down and use your phone as a bike light.(Videos) [ReSub]
A design for a garbage bag holder which is useful in the garden collecting leaves in the fall or indoor uses in the kitchen.
A shoe/boot tray with hinged metal grate that flips up, and tray that slants down for easy cleaning. Allows your boots to dry off.
This is a very versatile device for cleanly, easily and securely recovering the liquid remaining in containers using gravity.
I would have loved to have a BIOLUMINESCENT pet biosphere as a child, still would! Similar to ant farms and sea monkeys but way cooler.
Text Tote. IPhone 5 APP enabled tote bag. Customize bag with personal messages or photos. Now with NeverWet. (Resub)
Ever get to doing your business on the toilet, then find you have no toilet paper? The TP-Tube will make sure it doesn't happen again.
Gostaria de apresentar o meu invento ; PRENDEDOR PARA TÃŠNIS E SIMILARES ,QUEM USOU ADOROU ,fÃ¡cil,prÃ¡tico,inteligente
prendetudojunto.
Similar to the, "MAGNET STATUS" available to Hospitals; I propose a similar system of accreditation for group community living.
burger flip press is a hand held utensil for a quick and practical way of making a burger meal on a pan. cook,flip,press and serve.
In UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! Mr. K said think BIG. 465+ Votes on all sub.
Smart Phone Time Capsule - Bury a Piece of Your Life Experience for Future Civilizations to Enjoy
iPhone Beach Anchor, Keeps iPhone handy and out of the sand while enjoying a day at the beach, it's a simple way to protect iPhones.
My Product is a Skull Cap in a Ball Design of your favorite sport. The name... SPORTHEADZ! My slogan is.. Elevate your Game to the Dome!!
No longer will you have to carry a toothbrush and toothpaste. Now, you can have all in one with the On-the-go toothbrush!
A carbon fiber roofing shingle with a built in solar panel! Turn your whole roof or any part of it into a solar panel! #nevwet
Get rid of your headphone wires and carrying your iPods in your pockets without buying expensive wireless headphones. HERE IS THE SOLUTION!
Divvy (brownie all in one pan)
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need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
Medapplicator is a simple device to allow application of cremes and medications to difficult-to-reach areas of the back.
Shoe.be.do.bees make putting shoes on, EASY and FUN for kids.
#NEVWET Jacket, Vest that transform to raincoat. Always prepare for all weather! QSANDY!
Drip - Irrigate your potted plants in your absence using the drip cap and any water/cool drinks bottle.
New concept of HEADPHONES and speakers for All Apple: Mac, iPod, iPhone &amp; iPad. With emphasis on iPad.
Combination Wrench With Attached Movable Handle. It Supplies Comfort Grip And High Torque. Slide Handle To Opposite End Of The Side In Use.
A Microwave Tray And Tray Cover, Designed With Surround Handles That Makes It Safe To Lift The Cover And Check Or Remove Your Heated Foods.
Hide your cables in your wall! This device allows an in-wall conduit system for hiding your cables. Resubmit 400+ votes. Working Prototype!
Fuzzy Feet! A NEW INVENTION that adds a warm comfort to any scale and a unique style to any home. COLLABORATION with Lillie! RESUB 412
Votes
MEMORY FEET. Memory + Hopscotch = The Perfect Gift for this Christmas!
Solar Powered Crock Pot. No more stale outdoor food. Place cooked barbeque &amp; tailgate food in a temperature controlled slow cooker. (Resub)
The 3-in-1 Sports Headband, Earmuffs with Compartment Options for flat penny-size removable headphones, for smartphones, ipods, &amp; mp3s.
The dual condiment packet. The perfect combination of your favorite condiments on your hot dogs, hamburgers or on your sandwich in one shot.
Smart Pill Bracelet
Adjustable Cup Holder Insert for car cup holder. - Finally a solution to an irritating problem.
Ever seen an arm band for music w/ water for runners or those spending a lot of time outdoors? Not until now. No more holding water in hand.
A fashionable, functional travel handbag with anti-theft protection and other built-in safety items (first aid kit, whistle, etc).
"Sleeping Bag Buddy" is a attached Air cushion that offers floor comfort anywhere for sleep-overs to camping ,hiking, vacationing and more !
Modular Fridge Storage. Better than bins because you can adjust the supports, the size, height, and width, supports snap together in anyway
Recharge and carry your Mac+iPad+iPhone using PowerCase, all in one! A portable docking station and a cool case/backpack for Apple lovers!
It's an elegantly simple device that will enable all of the stereos that you already own and love, to stream bluetooth from your smartphone.
People travel; to tired to deal with customer services?; People love privacy. Well we all need a CTM Hotel/Motel to avoid all thee above.
A HAND TOTE DEVICE TO CARRY YOUR GARMENTS IN A GARMENT BAG WHILE TRAVELING ON CLOTHES HANGERS OVER YOUR
SHOULDER, WILL NOT HURT YOUR HANDS.
"Henna Roller" A cheaper, faster &amp; more fun way to apply henna body art. Many designs for most body areas!! Please see picts,comment &amp; vote!
Bracelet, Belt, straps hole punch kit. Make your own &amp; customize (shorten length, add holes) bracelets, belt, purse strap, watch band, etc
Hands free Ipad stand. Light, extremely useful. Nothing available is close to the versatility of the Pad-Caddy. It's a revolutionary design.
This bottle is unique -Don't shake it to mix- Pump it up and down with a Bellows type attachment-more control- less mess- unscrews to clean
Water filter / bottle filler. Filters tap water into small water bottles. Filtered bottled water ready in mins. No more filling each bottle
#QCYCLE.highly visible Protective INFLATABLE waterproof impact arm reflector/directional indicators. safety first for skate/scooter.#NEVWET
((Resubmit - 222 votes)) Salt and pepper shakers with interchangeable caps and bottoms. Video inside. Last re-sub - Please comment
Fully adjustable/mechanical iPad holder, for using your iPad while laying down. Or can be used at eye level while sitting on your bed.
Grill accessories manual. Get everything you need to cook in minimum space.
Steam punk Electronic Jewellery, uses and shows the components. and uses body functions to change the displays or look of the jewellery
#QCYCLE Commuter Cargo is an aerodynamic commuting solution for the bicycle enthusiast.
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos App Only, No new printer needed~200 Votes In Less Than 48 Hrs Thank YOU! Resub#3
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THE EZ-BREW LID - The Coffee Cup Lid that Brews It's Own Cup of Coffee.
A door bell for you head phones. A gate keeper to your inner office space.
The Anaconda is a SILICONE hot water bottle to wrap around your neck, limbs or across shoulders with a wide mouth for ice cubes or hot water
RESUB improved. Trouble storing foods,liquids other things in zipper bags? an easier and practical way, no need to hold bag with your hands.
USB Chargeable Bike Lights &amp; Combo Charging Station - Charge your lights just about any where - Combo charger has phone dock.[Resub]
*SEE VIDEO* ModPod. A sleek like Apple, modular way to combine your Iphone accessories vertically. Custom build for your needs.
A durable Hard Shell iPad Case with an extendable strap and integrated storage.
CoolGrip Workout Gloves (Cool your Core). Hands Free Core Cooling Gloves keep you hands free, cool your core PLUS add weights for cardio!
New Design For a Skateboard, with a different take and all sorts of new possibilities. "The One Board"
Collapsible, Space Efficient Dish Drying Rack With Draining Pan - Dries Dishes, Keeps Your Sink Dry, And Easily Stores Away
Protective clear fingernail tape. Apply over polish to make your manicure last longer &amp; for extra shine. Hardens &amp; protects nails.
Redesign the Potato Ricer (MASHER)add removable blades for coring/slicing fruit for pies and such. 3rd RESUBMIT
Pack strapps on supporting electronic device allowing access while walking, standing. Handsfree solution for tablet/laptop users on the go.
One Shot Pizza Cutter evol of Multislice Cutter http://www.quirky.com/ideations/390826 (under USPTO).A cutter that cuts into several slices.
A Much Better Toilet Seat.It stays in place even if holding bolts loosen up. In fact it could do away with those nuts that always come loose
(Prev. 255 votes)MOCUBO's Best Friend: Multi-Slice &amp; Dice: Slice food items multiple times w/ 1 motion &amp; dice in 2 (G7 on EN)
OK I have made my own because I can not find anything like this. It is a big pocket under the seay of my wheelchair.
Triangular corner ceiling mirrors with a twist - able to rotate for back lighting making ceiling corners useful and beautiful. See Video.
3 FOOT+ REUSABLE REFLECTIVE STRIP with flashing LEDs that is long enough to spiral around limbs, waists, bike bars, walking sticks and more!
Glow sticks are cool and fun, sometimes itâ€™s hard to find the ingredients to make glow sticks. I would like to see a glow stick factory
Not invention,more coming together,2 old products to organize cords,cables,hoses,etc. can be sold together in one package see photos.
Power Lock! Don't be locked in the past - this RFID Lock is the Lock of the future!
Universal Drain Plug, Mark II - 225 votes first round
Use the ergonomic Computer Keyboard Wedge to get instant wrist and hand pain relief caused from typing on your computer keyboard.
Eat your food, don't wear it! The Burger Buddy is a convenient holder for your food while driving. Great for kids in the backseat.
"Illuminate Your Mess" -LED flashlight with clip to fit onto any broom,mop,or dustpan handle!READ STORY &amp; SEE WORKING
PROTOTYPE/RENDERS!
Bracelet HEADPHONES! Wear your headphones on you wrist or Expand it and listen to you favorite tunes!
Your Hot Or Cold Drink With Your Sugar, Cream/Creamer, Spoon And Cup All On Just One Small Tray. An Easy Move Around Singly Or In Groups.
MILLIONS cannot work at home. Company sensitive data can be viewed on their computer screen. COMPUTER SECURITY GLASSES would eliminate
this.
Versatile auto adjusting wrench. Self centers to drive nuts, bolts, screws, drill bits and allen/star bits. Open head for long bolts.
Tired of your cellphone holster rubbing your waistline? This cellphone case holds your cellphone in a unique, comfortable, secure location.
Electromagnetic pickup tool. Pick up dropped paper clips, push pins, and more quickly and easily. USB recharged. Perfect for the office.
A normal canvas bag able to be re-sized as needed. Small/large compartments that attach/detach, creating the perfect organizing travel bag
Pair's of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
Duzall.Reduces ALL sizes of beverage containers to a fraction of original size helping promote recycling. Watch Video link below.
clip on or snap on wheels for crate totes and connectors to hook the crates together
iFly Hand Held Camera Crane: pan, tilt &amp; swoop your phone/GoPro etc from floor to ceiling to shoot impossibly cool videos. VIDEO DEMO.
A SHOE TRAY THAT LEAVES THE WATER AND DIRT IN THE TRAY AND THE BOTTOM OF YOUR SHOES CLEAN AND DRY!
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"Stick-A-Patch" fashion branding system. Velcro-backed patches of logos/characters stick to/remove from the system's apparel &amp; accessories.
Make your own paperclip tabs. Sheets of tabs you put on paperclips. Write on to organize your papers. You can recycle your paperclips!
Pop-n-Drop: The easy access bottle opener with precision recoil that stays on your fridge. No more searching drawers looking for an opener!
USA One Kup Coffee Maker. Brew your Favorite Coffee Uses Reusable Coffee Pod Can use any K Cup Pods Comes with travel coffee mug
TheAppThatActivatesVia iPHONE WhenEverYourVehicle,Bycycle Etc Are STOLEN.Data/DownLoaded To aSecurityAgency/ReDirectsINFOtoLAW
Enforcement
Back Lit Holiday Garage Door Murals. Flag Murals, Sports Murals, Vote for Murals, Happy Birthday! You name it!
Mini Electronic Bike Tire Pump - More than enough battery to fill 2 tires - compact - light weight - recharge via USB port.[ReSub]
TOYS im MONKEYING around lets put a jump on this old timey favorite it will be alot of GREEN BANANAS !resub
A hair clipper for people who cut their own hair. Ergonomically designed to give the user a good solid feel while cutting his/her hair...
Bluetooth shelves, controlled by iPad, will revolutionize the way you manage your kitchen!!!
Dev360View HANDS-FREE laptop, tablet pc, smartphone holder that works great in bed, floor, dorm, park, everywhere! VIDEO! (will be plastic)!
Take the bags off your shoulder and put them on a wheel. Wheel with telescopic handle, extendable shelves and retractable cable with hook.
A magic hand for iPhone, iPod, ipad. The hand can turn into many shapes, depending on the intended use(whatever you want).
A marble game of skill and accuracy. The shooter aims marbles into the various sizes of the home box until all his marbles have been shot
Floor Mat Alarm Clock - Stand on it to turn it off - Don't get caught in the Snooze Cycle Again - Prototype Video
POWER CLAMP â€“â€“â€“â€“ The clip-on power cord. Tweak: Now hookable too!
A Functional Smartphones Case, With An Ergonomic Oval Shaped Pull Up Handle Attached To The Rear. Quite Simply More Comfort And More Style.
A Fabric Covered Folding Footrest Or Footstool That Folds Flat And Is Conveniently Stored Under Your Couch For Easy Access And Use Any Time.
Finger Bobs for cooks Stop Those slippery little suckers popping out of your grasp Get a grip on it.
Lighted Dual Document Camera/Scanner Mount for iPad, iPad Mini, iPod Touch, and iPhone!
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as dinner table candle when not using instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for cellar. Tons of [pics]
A Bullet Proof backpack that not only carries your books but could save your life or that of a loved one. Let's take action now!
Ice Cube tray with sliding Lid. serve the ice needed, no more ice spreading every where when serving the ice.just slide, drop and enjoy.
CONVERSE

ALL âœ® STAR - do you LOVE them? then illuminates them!! (4.5 million pairs sold every year globally!)

Back view
SnaKe,a new way to organize your stuff at the office,kitchen,bathroom,childrens room. In collaboration w/MarySunny.
Bicycle Saddle Bag / Back Pack - Take the weight off your back while you ride. Saddle bag converts to tablet/laptop friendly back pack.
hard time applying mascara to your bottom lashes without it getting on your skin? disposable..easy to use...recyclable...prevents dark eyes.
Smokeless or Scented Birthday Cake Candles, The smoke from birthday candles smells terrible and they ALL SMOKE. Lets make better ones!! ;)
COOK YOUR LUNCH IN JUST ONE PAN! This idea can make various kind of food at the same time in the same pan. WATCH THE VIDEOS BELOW!
To create designer Ace bandages, casting bandages/coverups that have various patterns. Offer a myriad of colors, designs-sequence,patterns.
Anti-theft iPone and iPad case. Prevents that a thief TURNS OFF your iPhone/iPad.
IPAD TRAVELER My multi adaptable support system can be a stable,hands free platform on your person, desktop,car,or virtually any object.
BROCKET!!! Secret pockets that allows women to hold their essentials: money, credit cards, ID and phone without the need for a purse!
Bending over to stick your hand into a pool strainer basket sucks! My tool intends to solve this problem for 10 million pool owners(or half)
My product combines a floor lamp with wireless charging capabilities for a cordless vacuum. The pair is meant to be displayed as home decor.
Board marker + magnets = REUSABLE POST-IT! Never discard your post-it, reuse them. Glue will never wear off. Reorganize your white boards.
RESUBMIT: These would be so useful for a lot of things and there are none on the market! Box CORNER PROTECTORS! See pics!
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Increase SUV storage, secure items, hide valuables, keep items out of sight and from rolling around, retractable dog ramp, easy to install.
A new way to insulate those old and drafty double hung windows. You don't have to replace them so soon. AIRBAGLASS for your consideration!
With this new outlet design you can connect many more devices. That means less unnecessary cables, more organization and better looks!
Adjustable bands that keep sliced apples fresh! Could use for other sliced fruits/veggies and many other purposes too. See result pics.
Plate Fork
Men love BBQing &amp; gadgets.Introducing the Grip n Flip.Let''s combined a rotating grabber with some of the most used BBQ tools.SEE PICS.
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos App/ Printer~200 Votes In Less Than 48 Hrs Thank YOU! Resub.
quick bandage
Soft Score! A soft, portable scoreboard for organized sports and road races. Check the pics, envision the concept. I appreciate your vote!
Speaker Sticks Attach your speakers to your monitor quick and easy. Adjust them as you desire.
Customizable Straw Maker. Make your own straws! Fun and easy!DIY
Wearable/Clip-On Continuous Audio Recorder-a small lightweight clip-on device recording the last 60 minutes of audio in your environment
I'm sure you've seen the SuperSuzie by SteveKaz. This is a pivoting attachment that allows you to use it on smooth tables and counter tops.
MyPolyTote is a laundry hamper, sorter, and tote: Lightweight, compact, portable (even on a bike), it loads washing machines in one motion.
Loose the clutter ,Save space and time cleaning the kitchen and get back to living! One handle multiple clip on cleaning tools = Winning!
Dishwashing liquid bottle cluttering your sink counter? Free the counter of clutter with the floating apple dishwashing soap dispenser!
Working late, coming from a class..lets build a BACKPACK with FLASHLIGHTS in the straps. I can't believe this does not exist!
I've designed the perfect Eye Candy; Lightweight Titanium Eyeglass Frames with interchangeable "Colour Pane" Lenses. To fit your every mood!
Ice chest with retractable cords in handle allowing you to tie your load. Yes no more lugging chairs, bags, use chest to carry all.
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
need to go for #2?,well you need to place the wide toilet paper roll holder for a scented room. no more stinky bathroom.
Holiday Lights that are installed only once and then programmed for each Holiday color scheme of your choice.
Never Forget your Bike lock EVVVVVER again! Lock the device to your frame or wheel and use the retractable chord to lock bike anywhere.
Custom Glow in dark Silicone Rope !!Create your own rope!decide the length, color, shape, text.. put it where you want! don't have limits!
A hair clipper with a powerful, quiet built in vacuum. It will include a hair collection cartridge that can be removed, cleaned and reused.
In UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! Mr. K said think BIG. 510+ Vts on all sub.
MEME KEY CAPS.

make your own keys !! always recognize the right KEY!!

The Split-Key. An Ergonomic iPad-Keyboard Case. Detachable, Bluetooth, Silicone Keyboard; can also be used for typing with any Mac or PC.
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
A carbon fiber roofing shingle with a built in solar panel! Turn your whole roof or any part of it into a solar panel! #nevwet
An effective way to remove slugs from gardens, without the use of harmful pesticides. A device that attracts slugs and disposes them easily.
A bed sheet with slots along each side. A rod to slide through the slots creating handles to lift a patient off a bed with minimal movement.
Portable emergency power for home or apartments. Includes solar panels and LED lamps.
TAG MESSAGES
2 Color Fluorescent/Neon Bulbs at a flip of a switch. Perfect for adding ambiance in gyms and bingo halls and hospital rooms.
Secure your $$$, ID &amp; credit cards IN YOUR PHONE with a personal security system! You must know the password or secret slide to gain access!
DIY Wearable Mirrors! Hands Free Styling, Beauty, Makeup, Shaving, Hair Line etc. Dual Telescoping Side Mirrors, For Viewing Back And Sides.
Color Changing FEATHER Earrings &amp; Jewelry! The HAWTEST trend for 2013!!!...Q'll love it &amp; so will the celebrities!!!
Cord Buddy: A headphones cord wrap that looks like a creature once the cord is wrapped up and keeps the headphones from tangling.
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Let's fix this!!Among children under 5 years of age, scalds or contact burns are responsible for 90 percent of burn injuries! Let's stop it.
The Bumper Protector. People are constantly brushing signposts with their cars in carparks. This idea minimizes scratches and damages.
The foil covers on K-cups are rejected by the recycling companies and hard for individual removal. Create a tool to remove foil and recycle.
Label your hooks.Write on hook 2 label it. See pics of all situations where others would benefit from this.Label your keys,towels,Kitchen
Folding lunch/kitchen/storage box. Save space when not in use. Stack easily like papers. From 2 in to a quarter in.
Hive. Interconnecting modular honeycomb design concept for storage.
Poseable Figures/Dolls that you Shrink Wrap your face onto! Make figures with your face!
IT'S A SET OF BABY CRIB INDIVIDUAL BAR COVER PROTECTORS TO AVOID AND PREVENT ACCIDENTS OR DEATH AS YOUR BABY
STARTS GROWING AND MOVING MORE.
A sleep appcessory that can be used to help people fall asleep, stay asleep, and wake them up.
Would you like to have your mouth constantly clean? My product would allow your mouth to be cleaned out with mouth wash anywhere, anytime.
A Better Toilet Seat. A toilet seat that stays in place automatically even if holding bolts loosen up.
SWIVEL POUR - Now All Your Party or Dinner Guests can Pour Their Beer, Party Punch, Ice Tea, Lemonade, ETC With Ease
Car Adapter for 2 110 outlets and 4 USB slots. Comes with magnetic holder to keep the Adapter in place under the glove box.
A small audio splitter with a twist. It has rotating, modular body designed to simplify plugging in from any angle. Keyring attachable.
2 Intensity Fluorescent Bulb. Instantly dim the lights in your office without having to change any parts. Perfect for office buildings.
Unfortunately, poop happens! Dog owners will appreciate this disposable pocket-size scooper to clean and pickup their dogs' waste.
Blinking Jogging Braclet or Belt that charges with the motion of jogging or walking.
Extendable Duster with a grip handle that cleans the duster and is a cover for the duster as well. Please look at pics.
Kids just seem to love it when a puppy licks them - they laugh and giggle. Why not package that idea into a simple child's toy?
Beach buggy
resub with a little change)Rechargeable Glow Sticks. Charges by a plug in light base Or Leave in your window. EARTH FRIENDLY.
Pocket sliding up and down behind iMac for documents and keyboard to place what would clutter the desk.
L shaped planter with a wrap around copper strip to deter snails from eating plants!
Here's one for the two Ipad family! A mounting bracket for a babies crib &amp; an app to share the video with some other controls built into it.
Vise Grips with a rubber strap wrench and jaw guards. Jaws not big enough? Strap it! Finally the all new Vise-N-Strap.
LINK IT Create the perfect size gate link together system customize a gate to your size needs easy add on or take off hook and eye concept
Turn any fabric like covered helium balloon into a fun throw pillow ~ includes a pillow kit and can be sold at any gift or card store!
A ramen sized bowl that has markings for amount of water needed in popular microwavable noodle dishes.
The Urban Transporter
An accessory that Shapes the cord to bring the MICROPHONE closer and facing the MOUTH!! VOTE if you think this is a very COMMON problem!!
Quirky Recipe Book! Top 100 recipes submitted by community members get influence. Must incorporate Quirky kitchen products. Collaborative!
WhiteBand ~ use to wrap around anything and Mark on it for quick identification using permanent marker. Use for Dates, Names, Use, etc.
Easy Clean French Press. Mesh cylinder filter doesn't need to be taken apart and can be taken out once brewed. Resub 325 votes.
Apron with ATTACHED SILICONE GLOVES...What more could the cook in your home want. No more looking for the oven mitt. Oh Happy Day!
Adaptable, affordable chest warmer blocks headwinds and insulates the torso for better performance and comfort than other cold weather gear.
SpinBuds is the fastest way to store your ear buds between uses! Push the button to wrap them in this portable ear buds storage device!
A simple device attached to a bike's handlebars to hang shopping bags. Make carrying bags on a bike safer and easier.
FLIP ME folding laptop stand resolves technical problems like lightweight, folding and portable stand.
A headset with the function of the data line. Only one line, rather than the two headset and data cable. It would be very easy to use.
An entertainment helmet with built in headphones and docking station for your smartphone. Great for kids for long car rides.
Honey and Herbal Tea Vending Machine
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Plug-n-Pull retractable extension cord for a 110 outlet. The cord is retracted into a sleekly styled round housing that plugs in. No fuss!
This is drink coaster that combines a simple LED light and a thermometer. It illuminates your cup matching the color to the temperature.
I intend to start a menâ€™s accessories brand called Zest Accessories, which will initially sell nylon wallets for young men.
Gripi's! Throw away those slippers and slap some Gripi's on your socks! Dryer-safe (Silicone), fabric-safe (soft Velcro) and slip-free!
"THE BOWL STAND" Don't bend over to eat cereal or soup and spill it all over you and the table! Bring the bowl to you. Eat sitting up right.
The idea is that a device designed to help people who are restricted to get service or assistance that they can't do on their own
Everyone looks for convince in today's world! My idea is to create a tooth brush resembling the look of an electric toothbrush.
31 Days-31 Inventions (Day 1): A solution to baby/security monitor static. We need monitors that network through a house's electric wiring.
Undergravel home aquarium Philter System helps reduce bottom debri build up and filters water evenly. Extends life of charcoal filter.
Universal Honey Dipper and LID combo. designed to easily hold more honey content, and prevents mess, while still being easy to clean ...
Keep Out for Pets! Prevent your pet from getting underneath your bed with this amazing product!
The iPhone survival kit. This case or bag draws the water out of your phone when you drop your device in water.
An optimized iPad organizer that is ergonomic and customizable, in a single pane view that suits the user.
Hand extensions for stretching using both Rope and solid material. Extend your reach for stretching and increase your flexibility.
Fold Flat Egg Cup Holders that open up for egg and fold flat for easy storage in a drawer. Prototype made Watch Video.
Nightlights are boring. "invisible" by day silicon/sticker small range motion detectors to light up as you walk: like the movie AVATAR
This new household accessory is sure to save space, impress guests and make your life easier! Watch VIDEO.
The ScubaBall. For anyone that loves to swim underwater without having to come up for breath or snorkelers tired of sunburned backs.
Go GREEN Quirky - Hard IPhone Case made out of Recycled Materials With Built in Hook for Easy Carrying - Made out of Laminated Grocery Bags
Non spill - no push suction cup pet dishes
"Touch Point" An elevated 'box' that help you target in on the center of your 'touching pad'on your laptop, Avoiding the cursor's craziness!
A Timer for giving your pets their food. Shows clearly at what time pets had their meal and when their next one will be. Pets eat too much!
3 in 1 baking dish: Silicon pop up baking dish. Rectangular compressed: 15x10-----then pop out 13x9---------then pop out 11x7
Secure Slice. A new way to secure and slice your food. While keeping your fingers out of harms way.
Move over Bedazzler ----- Here comes SQUISH ----- decorate pens, earrings, glasses, shoes, bracelets, cell phone (hot glue gun)
Porta-Port is the inexpensive, portable, storage to protect outside items from nasty bird droppings, hail damage, and sun.
And the Oscar goes to.... TOWER POWER: Stable, Portable, and Stylish. Handle to carry and help with inserting/removing plugs. Resubmitted
Hot Dog + Banana filler Stuffer add what ever you want in your hot dog or sausage cheese chili peppers or make a reverse corn dog.
The Bendable Snake Fan (with Quirky Ions)A Fan that can wrap around anything! Cooling w/ Directional Lighting. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
Jet Air Water Scooter - Inflatable Jet Propelled Water Scooter - Pump up the power bladder and cruise through the water. Great fun.[ReSub]
water bottle or soda bottle cap with a straw in it ,and a tube the attaches to the straw so you can put your bottle on your belt or backpack
You only have 2 hands! Spray and Wipe at the Same Time! Interchangeable attachments for your Kitchen Sink Sprayer. Sponge, Scrub, more!
City Water can Be harmful to Indoor plants. Gravity fed fine sand filter that removes the chlorine from the water without using any power.
Man's best friend has a new "LEASH" in life that combines both walking and playing. Look! retractable leash and throwing wand, all in one.
Een uitklapbaar inzet hor dat past in de holle ruimte van de meeste kunststof en alluminium ramen ook als voorzet hor te gebruiken.
A broom that the bristles pop off and can be thrown in the dishwasher.
Vibrating Razor with USB Bobble charging Station:
Stylish Corkscrew - Doubles as dinner table candle when not using instead laying around uselessly, LED flashlight for cellar. Tons of [pics]
RESUB Don't dry your Dishes with rags, paper towels. place the Drying Fan over your dish drying rack, turn on and let Drying Fan do its job.
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Magnetic Pot Whistle. How many times have we put water in a pot to bring to a boil, only to forget about it ? Its a Quirky little whistler
The Garlic Chop &amp; Peel: The quick and easy solution to cleaning your cloves without smelling like garlic for the rest of the day.
Hold your smart device any angle any hight. the way you want it and were you want it. compact and easy to go.(The Crattle)
A velcro tool strap with a hook that attaches to any power tool to hang it from your pocket, belt, or tool belt to keep your hand's free.
Phone Time Capsule is a soundproof box that hides your phone and FREES up productive time for specific periods. TIME FOR PRODUCTIVITY!
My kids are always drawing on their clothes. Now I don't mind at all! Introducing the Doodle Sock and Glove kit.
Quirky's SuperSticky inotes the first "non-app" mobile reminder!!! for iPhones.
Triangle Pizza Cutter Shaped like a slice of pizza press down to cut the perfect slice
Carve Like a Pro! - Perfect Slice &amp; Serve, Every Time. [Prototype Video].
RESUB: Fruit Holder-Slicer device that can hold and slice a large number of small fruits (grape, cherry tomatoes or strawberries).
Make CRUSTLESS SEALED SANDWICHES at home. Leave an inprint on top to tell what is inside (good for people with food allergies).
Stops water pooling on concave bottoms of all drinkware -- Insertable anti-water pooling rack for cups, mugs, and glasses in the dishwasher.
COOK YOUR LUNCH IN JUST ONE PAN! This idea can make various kind of food at the same time in the same pan. WATCH THE VIDEOS BELOW!
RESUB: ARMREST PILLOW CONDOM! A comfy, germ free way to relax on a flight. You know they don't clean those armrests and no pillows either!
Three legged dogs and dogs with arthritis have difficulty chewing a bone without the use of both front paws. A bone holder would help.
Wine Rocker-Holds your wine on the counter and assists when pouring.
(USE CASES PROVIDED) Travel Tray...converts to a TV, Laptop or iPad tray. Unique design allows use in/out of the car for kids and adults.
HYPERCUBE - Dropped the phone! If you have a HYPERCUBE case. Decorate mobile phone in a variety way! At cheap price
Save time and water â€“ quit fiddling around trying to get the shower temperature right.
small cutter that attaches to your keys ring to open those hard to open bags of chips,candy and many more hard to open bags
"Quirky Cube Trivets"! Just throw a few of these cubes on table and put that hot pan on it :)
small clip on flash light that clips on the top of your shoe so you can see in the dark when you are walking hiking or running at night
durable plastic case that holds 8 credit cards at once,20 business cards ,drivers license keeps cards from getting bent or dirty
This product is a corded drop light with the usual hook attached but also mini suction cups to stick to most surfaces above your work areas.
A box set of 4 *FUN AND FUNKY* wine glasses that double as regular drinking glasses.
A new take on the Power Strip. Modular system lets you choose the kind &amp; number of outlets you need. Add extras
An Exoskeletal Back Brace, allows natural movement with full orthopedic support and assistance, reducing pain and stress along the spine.
Quirky launched bicycle turn signals... I Designed a BATTERY-POWERED BICYCLE BRAKE SIGNAL to go with them. SEE ILLUSTRATIONS FOR
EXPLANATION
Hand held nut crackers work well only on small size nuts. The Automatic Nut Cracker automatically adjusts to the nut size.
RESUB: You know BEARDOÂ®, don't you? How about a rustic beard hat dryer (not only for BEARDOs)? (incl. prototype/sample VIDEO!)
Q has many organization solutions for cords in use, but how do I ORGANIZE CORDS NOT IN USE? Lots of evidence for CONSUMER
FRUSTRATIONS!!!
Sticky buttons &amp; sticky board (like cork/dry erase board). Made out of "sticky" rubber.Press and stick papers on buttons/board-dry erase too
Double-slicing fruit/veggie cutter - for chopping fruits/veggies in 2 directions simultaneously (existing products only cut in 1 direction)
Verticle 360 degree light source for indoor horticulture use. cost effective and simple way to increase overall quality yield and profit.
One Size Fits All: A lid that can fit any size pot or pan in your kitchen!
*New pics added* Mini indoor waterfall fountain feature with running water, soft LEDs and relaxing sounds. Adjustable volume and night mode.
HOW MANY TIMES DO WE ALL CIRCLE THE PACKED PARKING LOT LOOKING FOR A SPACE? NOW, FIND THE GREEN LIGHT, AND
YOU'LL FIND THE VACANT SPOT. EASY
The easiest way to keep your tape measurer at your side, no clips, no magnets!
THE picture describe better then many words
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Get it straight the first time! Avoid a HAMMER to the thumb! Say good bye to crocked picture frames,mirrors,paintings on the wall
iPhone Stand Key Ring. Attach to your Key Chain and have an iPhone stand wherever you need one. Lots of Pics.
Bicycle Saddle Bag / Back Pack - Take the weight off your back. Saddle bag converts to tablet/laptop friendly back pack.[Resub]
Springs apart in a blink to line dry faster and more evenly, NO MORE DRY T-SHIRTS WITH WET ARMPITS, Clasps back to normal width for closet!
A Fondue fork that allows you to keep track of the cooking time by using the built-in timer and LED indicator light.
Security Desktop Avatar Ornament. Customize skin color, hairstyle &amp; facial expression from your IPhone. With built-in movement detector
[resubmit: 120 views, 100 votes!] Slimy Smelly Wet Dish scrubbers? Introducing the Quirky Scrubby Holder! Real life prototype too.
Relax in the bathtub with a foam cushion backrest suctions to bathtub
glasses with headphone ,one product
Accommodate for the newest trend in organization - folding pants/jeans/t shirts and tucking them vertically in drawers........many options
Paint-filled cotton swabs, "snap" swab at matching colored ring, releasing paint into the tip. Q-tip painting, great/fun art for adults/kids
Samsung Galaxy S3 Ergonomic Case, With Finger Friendly Concave Grooved Sides. Better Audio Sound Outlet's On Top, Plus 2 Rear Compartments.
Batters Up. Fill Cupcake/Muffin trays with ease,no over filling,no more spoonin,no messy bags, Great for Pancake batter too... Batter Pump
Idea: Longboard skateboard with LED lights on the bottom also it can include EL wire on the side of the board. This is for style and safety
My idea is an adapter that allows you to dock an iPad on an iPhone docking station.
Quirky Bandits for kids/teens! Simple...transform clasp into fun shapes. Kids use rubber bands too!
#QTOYS. Safety pea shooter popsicle maker.Dorm room, Kitchen.
KIDS EAZY FREEZIE KIT with ZIP LOCK freezie bags. Kids will love making Juice,Soda,Yogart, even water freezies AT HOME, kids love freezies
two in one pizza cutter with spatula. practical and quick, just slice,serve and enjoy.
ALWAYS HAVE A CHARGER FOR YOUR IPHONE. Cell phone case with built in two prong retractable electrical charger. Design Patent in the works.
Using a Velcro Strap with WaterProof Material to cover your expensive gold, silver, and leather watches, and bracelets.
Swiveling Power Adapter/USB Charger. Closed it provides 2 power plugs and 2 USB ports. Open it up for 2 more of each! Resubmitted
Stop that Damn Shower curtain sticking to me once and for all for Peteâ€™s Sake, MOCK Up made with pics thus re sub
Twister Pitcher. Drink pitcher with two different sides! Save space and time. Great for waitresses, parents with kids, making mixed drinks.
A non-plastic glass-only elegant sleek water filtration carafe that looks as good on the dinner table as it does on the kitchen counter!
ALWAYS HAVE A CHARGER FOR YOUR IPHONE. Cell phone case with built in two prong retractable electrical charger. Design Patent in the works.
Deter theft of expensive central air conditioner compressors with this simple solution/device.
fruit shishcobobs
EstateSale
Bravocado: The quirky solution to preserving unfinished avocados.
Bed and storage that grow with your child. second submission.
Feel Naked, Feel Protected No BULKY cases. Full access to buttons and ports. FEEL your phone, not your case!
Round paint pads that fit directly in paint can for quick, clean painting. No pouring or clean up required.
Portable recliner! Ratchets to desired height.Hollow,no need to stuff with expensive foam. Former UC Keeping the dream alive! rsb2
A garden rake leaf remover that removes clogged leaves from the rake and doesn't require bending over to pick up leaves.
Light all day wearable, water resistant! Necklace Stereo Wireless Bluetooth Headphone for Mobile Phone, Tablet and other portable players.
Smoking steak master Bear basted, Juicy tender steaks With that great smoked flavor, And crisp grill marks. NO flame ups.
Patented Duzall Reduces ALL sizes of beverage containers to a fraction of original size helping promote recycling. Watch Video link below.
One Shot Pizza Cutter evol of Multislice Cutter http://www.quirky.com/ideations/390826 (under USPTO).A cutter that cuts into several slices.
IQ The Flavored Vitamin Water Brain Food for Inventors and Creative Minds! Nourish your brain with it's flavors &amp; enhance your intelligence!
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Sponge With Flexible Wiring inside. Bend and keep that shape. Allows you to clean those hard to reach places.
Tired of the same old fruit baskets? Looking for a modern twist to display and preserve your fruit? We have just what you're looking for!!!!
Here's my new idea for an easy to use dater for items you have in your freezer. There are colors and a true date wheel for organization.
Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers/Racks/Shelves~Smell Fresh! Resub. 100 votes in less than 24 hrs.
Never misplace anything? RFID scan device with 8+8(both sides) colored rewritable buttons helps in finding misplaced items (Resub, improved)
Samsung Galaxy S3 power-free sound amplifier and phone holder that tilts your phone for optimum hands free viewing.
SUMMER IS ALMOST HERE! --------- Pitch! is a new twist on a couple cool, old Backyard Games. Looking for suggestions.
Pair of disposable glasses that gently compresses eye treatments (such as cucumbers, tea bags, collagen treatments)
Baby that grow with music are much culm and happier.
the automatic flavor syrup dispenser is what you need to pour more flavor to your milk,ice cream,snow cones even deserts
So what do you need? Clip on case? Arm band? Head band? Neck/Shoulder strap? How about all in one? Decide in the moment!
Window blinds are boring they get dusty and are hard to clean. How about a printed window blind tape dust strip, comes off with no residue
Aluminum Bluetooth Portable Speaker High Fidelity Bluetooth Speaker for all your Smart Phones, Tablets, Laptops etc
â€˜Smart Lampâ€™ â€“ a Table Lamp, Alarm Clock and Power Ports all in one.
EZ-BREW - The Coffee Cup Lid that Brews It's Own Cup of Coffee.
Sliding Storage Bins and Shoe Rack for A Wall or Over The Door! Customize your space!
SWIVEL POUR - Now All Your Party or Dinner Guests can Pour Cold Beer, Party Punch, Ice Tea, Lemonade, ETC With Ease
Funky, Flirty &amp; Fun, Tasseled Yoga Mat Design. Currently all yoga mats are almost exactly the same. *Yawn* Yoga is allowed to be fun!
It is already cut,you don't need to cut to slices your baking pizza/cake or other cooking
IPhone Roly-Poly Charger Dock charges iPhone anywhere you are. Without headache of cords. Stylish look. Embedded power level indicator.
Extreme couponer's book
sprayable leash. the handle would be similar to a spray gun toy, refillable,one hand accessable,uses water &amp; thus cheap to refill
Tired of wasting money each month,throwing out stale chips,crackers,cereal? Going broke buying food saver vacuum bags? Please look at pics.
**Perfect Plastic Wrap Cutter** - yes, they are a mess but there is a solution!
RESUB Keep your paint brush and roller from drying out between coats or during breaks. No need to wash your supplies until the job is done.
Beautiful, Eco-Friendly, Pieces of Art, that help water plants. RESUB 100+ Great comments! UC'd! Great for Landscaping too!
No more digging through icy water! Drains water from the ice as it melts. It also has detachable condiment and sandwich/meat caddies.
eQuariam - Where the Pets Never Die
Stove Burner Covers you CAN COOK ON. Turn old electric stove into a flat-top.
RESUBMISSION ! iLight table lamp with a iPhone dock! The lamp will have a charging dock and USB ports to charge devices!
Remove all hot bowls from your microwave without gloves and spills. Resub with 552 views &amp; 509 votes 91%.
An accessory to convert earphones into headphones.
Making cookies is easy as 1-2-3 cookie press designed to hold 1 roll refrigerated cookie dough.Insert dough,close,create perfect cookies
Heard of the Quirky Pixit? Transfer your photos to your Pixit automatically. Ecosystem with App, Dock and Website Concept.
Safe and convenient place to keep your Electronic device near you while you sleep. Important call? Can you find your phone easy in the dark?
Better aluminium macbook stand with powered usb hub.
Make hanging items on walls easy. By creating a sticky yardstick/tape that incorporates printed measurements and a built in bubble leveler.
Men...do you hate going to the beach because your bathing suit causes you to get a rash? I have the solution that will end this problem
AUTOMOBILE-DISPOSABLE CUP HOLDER &amp; ACCESSORY TRAY LINERS FOR YOUR CAR. KEEP THE SPILT DRINK &amp; DIRT AT
BAY. MULTIPLE COLORS &amp; PATTERNS.
#spotsv Prop your stuff. A simple, sleek and convenient propup piece that can be used with snack jars, craft bins, books, tablets, etc.
This watch makes it easier to tell the time and is capable of informing the wearer of any incoming calls or text messages via bluetooth.
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Apple Juice modifies standard mac power adapters with a portable battery attachment that can be used to power accessories on the go.
Vacuum-Powered Shoe Sole Cleaner
Air control stilts is the tool we all need to reach out over 10 ft high
TV Search App
Tired of HOPPING OVER your welcome mat after a rain or snow so you don't track in as much mud and moisture? Get one that dries fast.
baby protector
A Bluetooth activated vibrating necklace with interchangeable charms would alert the wearer to incoming calls.
Save Time By Shaving In The Shower With My Opposable Shower Mirror!
5Gportable powerpack with solar powered integrated recharger curcuit and AC precharger for use with DroidX iPhone4 iPod &amp; USB devices
Crates "Missing Link" - (Re)Introducing the Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Just want to keep this idea alive! "Never give up...Never Surrender!"
THE FOLDTAINER â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Heavy duty metal box that STOWS REALLY BIG and stores away really small.
A Steady Single Handed Serving Tray With Integrated Wrist And Lower Arm Support, Allows You To Move Your Servings With Confidence.
Ipad/tablet.These devices are kinda big and awkward and really no way to properly hold device while using them so i came up with the cradle
Never Stoop Again Grout Sealer Applicator for Tiles!
No more electrical cord messes! Or hard to wrap/store cords with built in individual surge protector to keep all appliances safe.
Lace in Place
Find a Parking Spot in Big Lot
sky sleep
Squeezer Feeder
Snack food container/seperator
Power stroller revamped
No Go Baby Bowls/Plates
Wrist Fan-The Fan Away
Teething fingers
CuillÃ¨re Ã cafÃ© en sucre
Fun Patch- KidTrac system
Snap-Off Stick of Butter
Burpie Minder
The Potty-Cot
e-comauchan
Mommy &amp; Me Alert Bracelets
kid centric Wifi Alarmclock
Brake Pressure Light Indicator
Mama's little helper
Sick Ez Blanket
Dress cube. Cube with zipper, buttons, velcro strap, snap buttons, etc. To teach kids to dress themselves. Made of foam and fabric.
QWERTY KEY BOARD : caddy for keys , recharge phone , desk stuff , change ...
Random Button
Color Wonder Kids Nail Polish
Fasttrack
Disposable Sippy Cup
Lolly Pop Pen
Flat Stanley
Bubbles on Wheels
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Baby Bottle Thermometer
Mom's Nipple Molds for Bottle
Pen holder sponge
Hand-crank Vacuum Burr Grinder
Portable Bottle Warmer
e-driveshopping
Pop-Up Splash Guard
Lady bug baby monitor
Nimbus Spotter
Stroller immobilizer
Brown Sugar Measure Cup/Tamper
Story Time
The Poop Chute
TOILET STOOL SEAT with furrows that help reduce the pressure on the major vessels through legs,mitigating numbness. NEW STANDARD!
Adjustable Trash Can
Save A Child's Life
pen pencil
Desk and chair set that optimizes space. Desk integrates chair with drawers. Open to collaboration
Plastic Ear Covers
The Cleanie Genie
Rainbow Potty
ClipTags
baby never dirty
Luggage GPS Tracker
The idea is a lantern with usb that you can use with a uniqe stand for a table lantern or bike lantern or just regular lantern
Follow me baby!
TracMyTot
I want to be an Action Hero rather than have. This enables me to convert an existing action figure into the personal likeness of mine.
Stackable Heels
GPS child tracking device
ABC Blocks with voice
bottle juice sprayer
Chair removable folding stool &amp; removable folding TV tray. For extra extra seating and to store TV dinner tables.
Tendonitis Prevention Sling
The Z Bag
RESUBMIT)2 in one. Herb Chopper &amp; Mortar and Pestle. Flip unit to use the other option.
No Stoop Grout Brush
Bebe-Joliet by Shanley&amp;Singh
Brush Cutter
Baby carseat monitor
suck it
Car Seat Blanket
Ruby Wheels Mobile Car Seat
safe nail polish for kids
ZZZZZ
Jazzy Baby Bracelets
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Garden Gnome Foam Dart Turret
Silent Sipper
HDMI LIGHT
Fresh Formula Baby Bottle
Fly Stopper! Ever have problems with flies getting into your garbage cans and becoming a huge pest problem? I have a solution
Button Alarm Clock
BAKKENOILSPILL.COM
Straw holder tab
Too HOT 2 Sleep?? Too HOT to Eat?? Grouchy Baby?? Wasps / Flies bothering your Outdoor lunch? Try this Natural &amp; MEGA Refreshing Solution!
Little reminders
Heated shoes!
Bottle Bottoms
Climbing Omni Treadmill
No Bother Baby Mover
bumber sticker funny but true
Perfect fit sunshades
Radio "DVR"
Teething Sippy
Breathing Bed Keep Baby Asleep
Air filter crib cover
Rolling carseat
Child FIRE HARNESS
Smart Cookie Jar With Camera
Reusable Cap
Hot Soup!
Toddler Boys Training Pads
Electronic mirror - see what you normally cannot.
Christmas is coming
Infant faucet hose with sensor
The UnSpillable
Red Beacon Ride
Baby Minder
Decorative Bucket Cover
Programmable Smart Toothbrush
Boot Tampon
Nappy todler car seat
notsobabybibs
Let's reinvent the night light! Market &amp; Package *Dim* LED strips as a night light and parents would love this. Save $$$ on electric bill!
Smart Shoehorn
hands free baby stroller rockr
Grocery carrier' a basket that you wear it around your neck and low back with fabric strip
The Claw: Super Rake
baby bottle heater
Velcro Cable Holder
CARESEAT
Oops! there goes my butt
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Stay With It!
transparent tablet
Thermometer glove
Rechargeur usb portable
Baby neon coach reflectors.
FLASHAWAY stops Hot Flashes
TubeBud â€“ for Tangle Free Earbuds.
Little Sous Chef Kitchen Chair
Ezpz Feeder
Invisible Blinds
Cozy Infant Wear
Find my child
i-temp
Breast feeding blankets
One More Step
Automatic infant cars seat
Timer Gift Box
Scented Diaper Genie Bags
porte tetine
Baby Headband Temp. Monitor
THE Pin-Sol Scented Candle
Cold Victoria Baby Bag
Veggie watch
#NAME?
Command Level
Foot Rest for Kid Booster Seat
Rolfeast
Kid Call
Hooklip
Soda fizz detector
Birthday cakes base
Ventu Mini (Snack Fresh)
baby bio bib
Shoe Renew
Baby Crying iPhone Alert
The easy clean hair brush has a self cleaning device built in. when you squeeze handle, tines raise up to push hair out for easy removal.
Reminder Binder
App enabled washer/dryer.
æ»‘åŠ¨ç§»åŠ¨æ’åº§
La Wine Box transportable
Mini Vac
Coffee in a spray can. Make coffee , tea, creamer and many other products easy to use at home and away . (Resubmit)
z-wave and zigbee iPhone cover
Kid's Sore Throat Spray Gel
BabyWatch
Sunflower Desk Organizer
Slick Comb
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funtensils
E-Family Communication Center
Mommy's Little Helper
Edible Sports Trophies
Vehicle Floor Mats with hidden pockets under them as hidden compartment for your house key,D-license,emergency cash or other valuables
ç”µå-å›¾é‰´
Juice box koozie
Absent Feeder
The Pill Box
Grow-With-Me MP3
Kiddo Cam
Dry Night's Sleep
Have to roll coins - this is simply the easiest, fastest way to count and roll your coins!
Bluetooth Earplugs
Baby Mop
Wedding Glasses- Handmade
No more swinging ipod wires while you run/workout/sktboard.1 magnet on inside of clothes,other on outer clothes has clips/wire wrap for ipod
BABY TEMP. MONITOR BATH HEAD
ThinBase: a foldable and ultra-thin notebook base that fits easily in your bag! A lightweight solution, easy to carry around!
Scrub Sponge
Faucet Facts
Glow Passie
Remote Garage Door Opener
Hanging hardware press
TRIGO
The Power EEL Combo Charger
Carrystoll
Power supply with built in power meter. How many Watts are you using?
Baby Coupon Organizer
Disposable diapers with wipe
Easy place dispenser for toilet paper and paper towels.Dispenser will stick to most surfaces with suction cup.
iPhone iHome case compatible
Light-Up-Leash
shopping assistant ap
BurpBee Diaper Bag registered
A paper napkin should be in your lap, not on the floor. What if the napkin had a bit of adhesive on it ? No more slippage or sloppage.
Jordi Light
App enabled pacifier finder
A puzzle of the United Sates that lights up when states are put together correctly. Name of state and capital plus more.
Forever Safe N Sound
Pant/Bags w/ Zipper Pulls
Glow in the Dark Baby Bottle
Baby Bottle Time Assurance
RemoLyte
umbrella stroller extenions
Unfolding Diaper bag
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Easy FLOSSING AND CLEANING in one piece toothpick type unit. When Flossing string cannot go in between teeth, the Flossing Micro-brush will.
Digital Gallary
TEACHER IN A BOX
the enhanced spotter
Nesting Celestial Bodies
Clip-On Text Messenger
Faucet Facts
Baby Shower Spray
Appliance Child Lock App.
SMART BABY DIAPER
GyroCool: Unique beverage cooler design. Resub.
'we R one flesh'-plate
Peace and
I can see you !!
BigTop Trampoline Topper
Training Seat
Less Is More
baby watcher
Tower Power: Stable, Portable, and Stylish. Hexagon base and case. Handle to carry and help with inserting/removing plugs. More pics inside
Kettle Coach
Pantry Calculator
VendorChek
Car seat carrier
Galler size digital frames.
Glass Guardian
Motorcycle iPad Backpack
Waterproof burp shaw for mom
app-enabled space heater
My Potty Buddy
Telescoping Wheelchair Legs
Rest easy
Quick tortilla
Tired of using a loofa and then having to soap it up? Loofa+Soap in ONE!! A couple of squeezes and the loofa is lathered up. More variety
MailBuddy
RSW Fishbag
C/M Bed
Motorized scrubbing dish wand
Spoiler Alert
edhoeid
Solar Window Speakers
Baby in Backseat
Baby-Dry Car Seat Umbrella
linner disposable drain
Device of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) to facilitate the twisting of cloths and fabrics by hand without great effort and with greater efficiency
Pre-measured Cupcake Liners
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Waterwash: Portable wash facility with detachable lid. Handpump puts water into lid/sink. Use filter for refill. Picnics, bedside, camping.
You heard of chips and dip...what about ice cream cone scoops and ice cream? Sugar cone scoop maker.
Hair Curling Iron For Your Car
Air Towels
Auto Dough roll
Garlic Peeling Pot
Never Out - Milk Sensor
A decorative reusable gel ice-pack to place at your heart center for temporary immediate relief of hot flashes during everyday activity.
Smoke alarm battery booster
Collapsable stroller
Velcro Coverall
Wink Lotion Warmer
Heel Saver
Glases with built in lantern, now you can see much better during dark houres, it is also give you more safty on your way
Smart Fridge
Frozen Rolling Pin
Oil fry pan
Alert Magnets
Compact Minder clock
Milk Manager
Duo Thermos Blender
Stay Cold Beer Mug
La Doobie
Bottle Washer
My Night Blanket
Keyless Entry Bike Lock with ALARM DETOUR THIEVES FROM STEALING YOUR BIKE. Works with keyless entry device or Iphone / Ipod "APP
BWOOPWOOP
Pre-Filled Smoke Packs for BBQ
Electronic Word Game Board
jump drive button to stop it
Synced To-Do
Mini Mobile Squeak for your car! Smaller version of squeak for use with automobiles. Telescoping handle and cover for the scrubber/squeegee
Peanut Butter and Jelly dispenser set. Store your PB+J in them, and just press down to cover bread. No butter knife needed
Pascot (Pacifier of a Mascot)
Bottle Collapser
Cosmic Rocket sm/tm Toys
3 in 1 Mop
Bacon griller
Snug-rite carseat shopper
Have you ever wanted to take smooth videos with your iPhone? The magnetic iPhone holder takes the shakiness out of your video shots.
USB CD reader/writer
quick garden hose clamp
traceur d'objet
Waterproof Sock Liner
Connect to wear bracelets
Tablet Video INPUT adaptor.
The Leave-It! Lock
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Iphone smart cover with built in keyboard.
"DUSTER GENIE"- is here!!
Rehab The Mayor
Baby Safety App
Hair Color Tracker
Peanut butter Pockets
Bookcase full? The Paperback Box slides a row of books in front of your existing books. Itâ€™s easy to move and see whatâ€™s in the back row
Quick Cider
A Sweat Absorbing PC Mouse- Definitely important for gamers and people with sweaty hands.
Be a JEDI! Train your reflexes
Spotter Outdoors
ded
Insulated Casserole "clothes"
Micro ball
The Spoonometer
Cool down. a magic hat that help "survivaling" in hot day for anyone that make activity outdoor like traveling/work/jugging/or else
Snack Attach
Inner Core Mug
A 'sippy cup' for babies/toddlers that features folding/collapsible handles so that it can fit into cup holders in cars and on strollers
Cool-Lid No Spill
Improved Mirror App for phones
IdentiRing
YARD SALE LOCATOR APP
Flea Grabber is the easiest way to rid your pets of fleas. A sticky cotton swab lets you easily dab, grad and kill the flea instantly.
Gas Siphon Alarm
Windows 8 Taskbar
Jelly/Butter Secure
SENSORI - turn on/off easy way
Extension Cord Slider, Trades
Switchy
Use Quirky's COVERT locks to baby proof kitchens or for other places in your house!! Great for being ready for the grand kids visit.
Pluck - Flour &amp; Sugar Measure
Sneaker Speakers
the bagnet
Infant heart monitor pad
Scroop
The Revolutionized Carry On Suitcase keeps you organized by keeping dirty clothes out of the way and speeding up your time in security!
ç§»åŠ¨æ’åº§çš„å‘å¤¹
SPLASH
Quick clip yard tool system
Baby / Toddler Car Seat Alert
House Door Unlocker
Six pack remote control caddy/utility lightweight, adjustable with padded compartments
CuickCold
Rolling Baby Carrier
A FlexFunnel is made of durable and flexible heat resistant silicone designed to get liquids or dry products into tight spaces with no mess.
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Mommy's Favorite Bottle
THE MOVING BUDDY!-shelf mover
The Super Chill
Pivot Egg Minder &amp; Egg Tester
Dual Chamber baby bottle
SEMI KNIFE
jet squeeze
Kitchen Sink Buddy
The 'Walker/Tote' Cane support
Lunchbox with warming containers &amp; folding tray. All you need for lunch in 1 box. No more waiting 2 use the office microwave. Open 2 collab
Potty Training Panties
New soda/beer can cover. No bugs will climb into your hole.
Clothes line Peg - Reinvented
Microwavable Thermos Mug
Refregerated garbage container
IConnect
HDepot Blower Attachment Kit
CoverRoo
Cut Marking Measure Tape
Trauma Buddy!
A high-temperature, magnetic smoke alarm. Put it in your oven. If the food starts burning, it will tell you!
Disposable Poncho Play Pants
Knife Safe
"WireWho" is a wireless stereo Headset that holds mp3 player files.
POT MALIN ENTISECH
Children Watch Beacon
Takeout Food Container
App-enabled food taster
Better Buckle
Swiss army for kitchen
Collapsible Handle Broom
continuous transmission
Help.Me
E-INK iPhone cover
storyteller
App-enabled hand gripper
Smart Laser USB Adapter
Smart Phone Amplifier
Doggy Jogger
A fun Water Balloon dodge/fight yard game for kids. 4 color coded bases, hoses, water junction box and 4 fill spouts. Result: Hours of Fun!
BRAbLASTER
Ironing Machine
WALLPAD
Bread cooler
MicroMate
Blunty
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Design your own nail stickers website. Use your own pictures or art to create completely customized nail strips online.
Fanatical Fridge
RESUBMIT! THANKS FOR THE PREVIOUS SUPPORT! Solar Powered Sprinkler Timer- A Collaborative Entry - ENDING SOON!
la Tower Power Light
The Microfiber Tie
Coin compass was design to make rings for plastic coin holder,and add the bling bling to coin collecting. Unlimited design ,color and size.
Heli-sentry
papier absorbant de poche
SweatSaver
The Svelte Shower Curtain
Powered Tunes
Thigh Sleeve Pocket
Trash tongs
elastic trash bags
Wash your king size quilt
Hotbox
Grow Table
New sleek circular design for a portable shower to be used by campers. Utilizes telescopic legs and a newly incorporated foot pump.
HydroGEn STOVE
Magic paper clips
Compact iPhone Case
Like to read, surf the net or eat while in bed? How about a small table that attaches to your bedframe, that swings up and over when needed?
Power Cord Holder
H(all)iday lights
iPhone Episcope/Microscope
iPad Sound Booster
Customize Your Bike Horn Sound
App-enabled lock
Bathmat-Girl
locator
Filtre Bouteille eau universel
shower dryer
Human powered golf cart
Fridge Label Printer
Water Bottle Top With Filter
duct fabrication
BOBBLE POPSICLE STICKS
Sled Launcher
ELECTRONIC COUPON HOLDER Scan your coupons. Do not cut them. Don't worry about forgetting or losing them. Use anywhere! Awesome!
Holy Kitchen SmartBoard Batman
heated wiperblades
Hygenie Toilet Tool Sanitizer
Outlook Cloud Scheduler
Easily lift manhole
retractable oxygen hose reel
MagicArchive
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painting lid
Symbol Keyboard
I PAD all-in-one case redesign
Curved Food Peeler to peel apples, carrots, anything round. Adjustable, and blade can still become flat like traditional peelers.
milk level cap
digital nail polish designer
Jewelry that contains medication and drinkable liquid disquised fashionably as one. Never be caught with out your medication and a drink.
Security for stealth growers
Charger Doc.
Draw acircle on the floor tool
Peace of Mind
The Blow Vac.
Panic Button, or Close out
3 in 1 - NUKE TRAY-microwave
Wrap-A-lope
Quiet ear
standy cord extension
Remote Thermostat Space Heater
key chain fragrance
iSmartStroller
A telescopic U-lock for so that you can fit more than one bicycle.
Turn shredded documents into fuel bricks with one machine.
Right Length Socket Extensions
Errand Boy
Windfix
Wake-up Ring
Gluco-meter
Plant Hydrator
Spider Stick Em' &amp; Stuff Em'
Camping Water Tester
Retractable Bike Snack Tray
Aloe Packs
smart doorbell pager
GUTTER Leaf Blocker... will keep all of the accumulated FALL and WINTER LEAFS from clogging up the GUTTER'S DOWNSPOUT.
Ab Wheel/Dumbell Combo!
Underwear &amp; Sock Warmer!
chaussures amovibles
The Side Sleepers Pillow
dosettes lait bÃ©bÃ©
Toothbrush 2.0
Drain Declogger -Vacuum/Shred
iWaiter Tab
Calendar Clock
Magnetic Socket Organizer
Paw Pleaser
USB Outlets for Single Outlet
Cat Scooping Box
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Find my car
SMARTCrate Fan Cooling System
Hello, my idea is to make unscented shampoos (and/or conditioners) that can then be joined with your favorite scents.
Digital tv event transfer
The Road Warrior Traveler
dormir tranquil
Sole comfort
Prevent Skin Cancer
App Enabled Wallet
THE DONKEY
Spice Pie
Softee Artifical Eyes
Cleaning Cell Phone Case
Vapor-Pacifier
Silicone covered brick
All Holiday Lights
NosKlos
Koozie Kool
Walk &amp; Talk
Tired of finding a mess after the kids take a shower/bath? Let's fix it then!!
Putter laser
Laundry Hamper Made For Stairs
GIRLS ride in your own penelope pit stop beauty mobile
Apple Watch Carrier &amp; Stand
Short ear buds with extensions
Indoor doormat with a corner that wedges up and acts as a door stopper. pull tab to pop up and lock. Simple and easy. Pop lock &amp; prop it.
Spotter: Switch Closure
Tired of pulling on the top or bottom of a drawer, here is an add on drawer pull without permanent hardware
The Sweet Bag
ipod nano
EasyOpen garage sensor
Spotter: BlueTooth Sensor
Wall Mounted Artist Easel
Coffee Condo
Marble Stix Game
Keychain Locator
Keychain Locator
Suit Soaker: Wetsuits Stink &amp; Wetsuits Float. With two latches, Transform your plastic tupperware or bucket into a smart cleaning system !
No cell
Window Tints
SquintEase
Sippy Cup Bottle Converter
Smart Table
recorking device
Pickaxe shovel
Double Duty Dumpster
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Dish scrubber with pump
Automatic electric lawnmower
Anti Bug Shoe Sole Protector
Phone comp stand
Vein Finder
Easy Wart Remover
Buffet Plates
My Power
Duffle Ball
Chores Board for Kids
Wire End Locator
Bye Bye Bugs
mao wire woven bags
iPhone-Weight/Presence Alerter
Ergo Laptop Screen Lifter: lifts laptop screen up so you donâ€™t look down on screen which results in poor ergo and neck/shoulder/back pain.
A thin, convenient, take-anywhere, credit card-sized pocket microfiber cleaning pad (with sturdy cover) for smartphone &amp; tablet screens
Slow-n-Go
Roofie Straws
Wipe N Toss
Emergency Heat
Double leash
Easy on light switch
Lock Bot
Dryer Dice
Decorative Bowl Cake Molds
Emergency oxygen supply for snow skiers(avalanches), speed boat racers (under water).A small bottle attached to a vest with breathing tube.
Carma
Sip Where You Sit - Two Piece Stool With Cup Holder - Takes up little space when stored away. Small-Medium-Large Children and Adult Sizes
Rechargeable plate heater
Portable Baby Walker
happy fingers
The watcher...
Sun visor
Smart screen
tube squeezer
YOU'RE PLAYING A SPORT IN THE SWELTERING HEAT AND YOU NEED RELIEF? "LILLY PAD COOLING WRAPS". THIS GRAND SLAM
IDEA IS SURE TO HIT A HOMERUN!
Oscilating motor for box fans
Poop Catcher
Man Little Helper
Robotic Floor Steamer
Phone Duel Utility Cover
safe crib bumper pad
Flexible Vent Extender
SnoGo Mat
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Date Keeper
Isee
FUTURE TIME SAVER VAC sm/tm
Storing Jar w Bottom Dispenser
cereal keeper 2.0
DUMMY PHONE PEPPER SPRAY
Shopping Cart w/ Front Shelve
V shape snow shovel.
Life alert bracelet
Vacuum duster attachment
TOOTH BRUSH SANITARY HOLDER
Lets make a kitchen sink that converts from a double sink into a large single compartment sink. Simply remove the waterproof divider.
Breast Friend
Stick on LED mirror square. Turn any mirror into a light up vanity
House Maine With Leash!
Tangential Wheel Suspension
WINK: Lock and Remote opener
IR EASY INSTALL LIGHT REMOTE
The simulation fitting
iToilet Seat Washing Robot
Cell phone activated Landline
Reverse Umbrella
cardnsleeve
Holiday lights all year long!
Family porkfolio
Buy clothes software
EM/tag wash machine preventer
CAKE WALLS !!
Dust Collecting Pods
Mugs
One Half Gallon Extra Handle
Stroller-On
Quirky Water Bottle W Filter
Choose my meal
facial tissue : Replacement
APP ENABLED LIGHT FITTING . CONTROL YOUR LIGHT BULBS FROM YOUR PHONE
Weilders Helper
Keychain Bag Opener
"Never Lose that Pen Again!"
Iphone protector
Cook Ware set
Germ free birthdays!
APP ENABLED PICTURE FRAME
Piano On The Go
"Potty Talk"
Breast feeding Device
UnderSink
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Smart Shoe Size Measurer
Recharging Shock Absorber
Blue Iguana Child Locator
Bluetooth Parking Sensor
Newborn-Infant-Child Friendly, 3-in-1 Folding Shopping Cart, Hygienic &amp; Ergonomic, folds in a snap just like a Graco "Pack N Play".
INDEX PUNCHER.
Proximity Hand Gun Safe
Gluten-Free Ingredient Set
Tv Turn Screen
ishower
Scrolling License Plate
REDUCE EYE FATIGUE AND STRAIN . iPad AMBILIGHT
E reader wireless page turner
Forever Warm
Front Door Shoe Wash
SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE CUPS AND SPOONS
TAPIS COFFRE Autobloquant
Improve the traditional deadbolt by replacing the solid metal throw with a flexible metal/rubber throw which can better resist forced entry.
Pizza Perfect
CORDLESS HEADPHONES WITH SOLAR OR KINETIC CHARGE works with current and all future ipods and shuffle devices
Spotter: Tilt Sensor
Pill monitor
Spotter: Water Pressure
Screwdriver extender
VEL D'APT. AUTONOME
Chow cam
eSynCalendar
Mini Glass Grill
Twin bag
Measure down cooking meter
ChargeAway
Car Wash Vacuum Adapter
Reduce ice on a automibile
Beer goggles app
SLiiVE - Safe tablet transport
Voice labeling pictures
Do you have elderly people in your life that you worry about being at home by themselves? This is for you.
L'ami du dÃ©mÃ©nageur
hip air bag
Flip tablet with clear screen
Rotation bunk beds
FONTEN
Secure Fire Up Wipe for BBQ
app enabled hair
Laser USB Pivot Power Mini
Interactive Battery Case
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Heat Seat
The Extender: Plug with wind-up cord extension so you can take the power to the device. No more tugging, pulling or unplugging.
Super Soap Saver
Double-layer wiring board
Bicycle helmet with lights
Jock Sock
Transformers shirt
EMERGENCY ALARM PENDANT
Resubmit: FUN FUN FUN!!! - Meet the Squeak Sticker for kids between the ages of 2 and 4. Just stick'm and squeak'm. - FUN FUN FUN
carte fidÃ©litÃ© universelle
Pot Cammy
Console Game Disk Loader Case
Love Builder Bed
BAGS OF BAGS
The Silencer
double rotating toothbrush bristles .. finally a toothbrush that does all the work
A secured plug-in
Marshmallow Rod
RUBBER VAPE CAPS/ STOP LEAKING
Modular Cell Phone
Pack Wrap
Soft Tackle Box (14"x17"x5")
Pen Zen Toolbox
DUMMY WALLET/PURSE PEPPER SPRAY
Built-in Electric Toothbruth
Hot Water Bottle Wraps
BrandKing
Sani-sponge
iBean: Stickiness Thermometer
Pasta Pockets
Facilitates raising and lowering the lid /Reduces family quarrels /Lowers lid slowly so as not to cause cracking noise /Easy and practical
GPS Health Monitor
mini clothesline to dry food
The WINK Pellet Stove
App enabled Car Door Opener
CutToSize Pressure Mat (WINK)
Updateable Digital Trophy
Mascara Brush Cleaner
Pee Funnel
CLUTTERED TOILET Most people have considerable number of items in the toilet area / HELP them keep clean and healthy over the daily chores
A Timer that will be control with a thermostat to turn on/off air conditioner according with the time and temperature.
Pen Zen garden tool storage
WiFi Air Freshener
For emergency care of temperature exposure pockets over key areas adjusts to any size prevents too rapid cooling and aids in heat retention
Light Microwave Controller
Remote Control R-light
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Rotating Removable Mailbox
4 simple stilts and a ladder (assembly required) turn any bed into a bunk bed. Fun, free up space, less expensive than real (nice) bunk beds
Smartphone Connectivity Wink
Portable Chiminea for camping
Engine Bright
Steakon kosher Bacon
Due to lack of space, place shoes one behind the other as oppossed to the general idea of having them side by side. Fit more pairs.
Fancy Light for Plain Sockets
My Ring
Smart Sensor Wallet
Threaded bobbin
Rustic Globe
Folding seat built-in to carry-on luggage. Allows passenger quick access to a seat when one is not available.
Folding outdoor stovetop
Elegant Laces for kids
MyPillow Maternity Pillow
Energy Hubs- Power Puck
Comfy Wraps Designer Look
Rollin' Buddy
Crayon Wand
The Habit Bracelet
Easybattery - Chargeur facile
RÃ©flecteur de soleil
The ball and collar
TENNIS SHOE SADDLE BAGS
Inflatable Cold Air Blocker
Child locator
No more passwords. You authenticate your computer by fingerprint, retinal or palm scan. Web sites are issued access tokens by your computer.
Mantis for magnetic whiteboard
Squeeze Paper Shredder Wand
self stirring oven
Pan Greaser Tool
I glove tablet hand glove
How in the world can a person clean silly straws!? Take a look.
RECHERCHE PAGE
COQUE MULTIMEDIA hub SD/USB
lightweight airconditioners
Layer dryer - it's an electric dryer for clothes which contains from a few layers. Clothes placed between layers.
Silicone Oven Mitt(s) Hook
Faucet Monitor Wink
Pulse Pick
Cordy Single for when you only need to manage a single cord.
iSurf
Battery type mini mobile power
Add a Wrist Rest
Pivot Power Genius Outdoor
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Fleur De Lis Christmas Topper
Potato Baker
Wireless Pet Leash
Duvet Cover Snaps
The Boss
Plug Safe
Ear Buddies
Visualize a camera ball with 360 deg lenses activated by a g-switch that takes a photo at an impact or at zero g's at the top of a throw !
Greeting card and phone stand
Resubmit 253 votes)Graffiti Your Car! Soap based car paint. Let the kids paint your car, then water will make it soapy to wash your car.
I'm submitting a design idea for my son, Julian, who is always coming up with weird stuff! It's a quick, easy, collapsible iPod projector.
mr know it all app
Water Buddy WiFi Coaster
Smoke and CO Alarm
App-controlled picture frame
SafeTrack - Monitoring App
Film gloves
Mileage tracker
Callaway Iron Antivibe Insert
Pivot Power Tower
Miaou the P2P WIFI Chat tool
Lighted power bar
Wireless Jack
Designer Surgical Masks
Sequential power power strip
SOLAR POWERED DIABETIC METER
EZ Drink
Body Rock
Auto max starter remote
Windshield washer bladder
Crapper Trapper
Twist up peanut butter jar
An unpowered inline-impeller that duplicates the flow in one fluid line to another either in loop or parallel.
The Santa Spy Cam
Qu-Skins
Mr. Toasty Pizza Warmer
Baby Watch
Light Bulb Socket Smoke Detect
Description of Cart Items
Under counter drinking glass
Rope-ball for baby
Laser Love
Keep all your cold drinks colder for longer period of time. All sizes to fit bottles or cans.Beer,wine,sodas,water etc.
The Stair Blocker
All in one weight set
Phone (gadget) Finder
Mug &amp; utensil cleaner at work
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Bed Booties
Smart Canisters
Auto painted nails neat &amp; Dry
Anti-Tip Ladder
Solar Wall Calendar
A convenient combination computer keyboard duster brush and microfiber screen cleaner with built-in stand. It's simple, sleek and portable.
Your Very Own Autobiography
Paci Phone
A reusable, heat-resistant straw to reduce the tooth-staining effects of dark-colored hot beverages such as coffee and tea.
Essential Track
heated bathroom carpet
FitDice
Changeable Decor
siege auto porte bebe
Phone Tether
Book FinderMinder
We've Got The Power!
DON'T TEXT &amp; DRIVE THE JAMMER
Bluetooth Activated Padlocks
Softbozo seat covers
Nail biting can be a pain!!! Are you a nail biter? The solution is finally here!
Functional Wallet/Storage Hat
Smart Car
Category 5
Pristine Paws
Shock-leakproof bottle:infused
Peel/Store/Air Freshener. A Peeler and Storage Container with Openings on top to let the fruit smell out. The All Natural Solution.
Polish-On-The-Go
Diaper/wipes/butt cream case.
Sani-Block
PTA+++
GymBuddies
ShelfCheckout Grocery System
RGB LED Party Sunglasses
GC Sensor
Solar Device Charger Case
Emergency BlueLight Key Fob
Kitchen Mate Computer/stand
Easy Coupe
SAVEPETFOOD.COM
Scope2Screen
emergency vehicle radio alarm
Tasse froide
iCube Desktop
Smart Plate
Save your Surfaces
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Decorative Liquid Soap Balls. Soap can sometimes look tacky. This way Soap is now decorative as well as functional....And Fun!!!!
stuck on fitness
The Retractable Power Strip
Smart Aid For Archers
RESUBMIT)Scented Curtain Tie backs. Freshens your room without being seen
Point Dexter
iPhone 5 Laser Lightning Dock
Elastic Silicone Base layers
Cycling Nav Kit
Collar Up
Magnetic Tractor Caddy! Attach to any tractor to add the extra storage space needed to hold a ipod, phone, keys, sunglasses, water bottle..
Fashion Charge!
Stopper
Pinky Relief iPhone case
The Safe Place Knife Guard
Bureau de cuisine
Laptop reflector glasses
APP enabled air purifier
Personal shopping cart
LINKITS. Link them together or use them separately in the shower, garage, laundry room, or anywhere to secure various items with ease.
Isnake Camera
H' Earing Aid / Ear fones
MirrorMuff
lit d'appoint dans commode
Cake Pop Sticks
Portazip - A Portable Zip!
Ceiling Fan Display
DROP-SAFE KITCHEN UTENSILS
Talking clock- bedtime warning
Sled puller
Electric Tooth brush Travelbox
Taconfort
Optimal Battery Charger
Tablet HDTV Antenna
Lingette qui reste humidifiÃ©e
Petrack,
Tweener, Keep your distance
POWER FRUITS
Charging Cord Holder
Piggy Back Power Splitter
rice balls new preparation
Retract-a-Whisk
Nonstick Bar Napkins
iPhone Case Buddies
never forget backpack
Wireless Waterproof Speaker
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EDUNEEK
Bathtub Faucet Mixer
The Water Snake
two bowls for partys one bowl has your salad in the other bowl put in the freezer put the salad bowl in the frozen bowl go to your party.
Dog Collar Training Aid
Automatic Grapefruit Cutter
ROBOT METAL DETECTOR
Adzam Mobile App
BrandQueen
iTRAVELLER Tablet PC Case
The Bark and Bump
Pigs in a blanket
The Foonk
Boot and Shoe Cleaner for vehi
Get Closer
Guardin' Gnome
Needle People
Leg massage during flights
Christmas lights for your home
Drone umbrella WINK enabled
Supplemental Air Disinfection
Quik-Slik
lifting table chair
electric doorbell operator
Decorotator
Charm Alarm
Collapsible Straw
Soap Duds
Conductips
Gps Tabs
Finally a dust pan for larger sized areas, as your garage or patio! Uses any size trash bag and your broom, cleans up easily when finished!
Switchy
La clef des clÃ©s
An app for an iPhone that can identify a bird from its song,
Alliance Controllers
Wireless outlet
Magic Candle
Bake Shapes
The Perfect Slice
Energy Hub- Power Snake
InfoTag
Hotel Room Curtain Design
hophop
Preforated Beverage Box Koozie! Simply tear off the preforated section on the box and attach the latch for a simple Koozie. RECYCLEING
Collapsible Solar Tree
Motor Vehicle
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Tail lights that clip onto your running shoes.
Flit sheet
Morr Laptop Power
Can counter
Adjustable Chip N Dip bowl.
Fast Food Disposable Tableclot
Surface Pro Stylus Holder
safe shoes
Fly Mode on the computer
Spirit Bags
Camera becoming obsolete!
Iced Coffee Maker
Bottle Sleeve
Umbrella Qtip
Interchangeable Door-Mat Cover
perfect piggy bank
Left-over Soap Recycling
Shovel Sleeve
Easy Back-Pack: A back pack strap attachment to hold your water bottle, wallet, sunglasses or any other item you need easy access to.
Easy laundry
Expandable storage bins
Magical Mirror
stroller buddy
Ear bud band
Aerolizer
The Sporkula
Eye Dropper Cry Stopper
Porti-gam
Measure It All Ways
Smart Cat Flap
cone scooper
SD - Smart Diaper
Dry Erase Marker Indicator
Solar wifi/HIFI in/out speaker
Expiry Date Fridge Vendor
Toilet Paper Dispenser
green mower
problem to your lost binky
SHOWER RACK MUSIC-tunes clock
Coconut kids TM /TM Toys
An effective way to fill the room with sound from your Apple iPhone or iPod that requires NO batteries. Introducing â€œStadiumâ€.
Ever need power in a jiffy ? The PowerPak is just the solution for you, THE portable power source on the go, for laptops, portable devices !
The Perfect Amount of Sleeve
WINK Pet Camera Collar
The iPhone/Samsung Air Bag
Pump Action Dish Soap Dispenser/Scrubber. Dispenses soap with a pump action to properly soap up dishes and eliminate leaks and wasted soap
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Fish Tank daylight simulator
Cake Takers
STROLLER SKIS
Seatbelt Savy
Summer//Winter Shirts
WirelessPower
Puffy Comfy
Astro Cart
Traval Pal
Electrical Trim
flavored pacifer
Scratchy
Slide-Lid Cooler
LUSTRE 2.0
Cell Phone Secure
Remote Rotational TV Stand
Introducing the bobble straw!This straw won't fall into your drink when you don't have a lid for your cups at home.Kids will love these!
Zip Socks
sqeeky knees
KidSafe
One Dock To Rule Them All
ADD YOUR LIGHT XMAS SHAPES
Banana Keeper
Home Plate
The sunscreen sprayer
Specially designed pillow for working out in the gym that supports the neck on flat bench apparatus with straps that wrap around the bench.
Use you Hands to fly Kites
Kitchen Collage
wrist pets TM pets you wear TM
Heated back lotion applicator
Windshield wiper sleeve
SCREWD
Workplace URINAL PAD keeps your customer's clothing CLEAN. It's shape fits to the standard sized urinal Non-toxic agent smells fresh
The re-engineered mouse
Garbage Can Clips. Can use in the kitchen, or those pesky bathroom wastebaskets. RESUBMIT with new picture
Heated towel
KOMODO
Stay Tucked
Energy Hub- rectangular
Sleeping My Way
Smart-Bright Light Bulb
Portable Armrest Extension
Choose a magical seed, plant the seed, and learn your destiny!
Golf protective helmet
My Puzzle Necklace
Portable UTube/Twitch Camera
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Quick Cutter makes life easy in the kitchen. Cut up and serve meat or poultry easily. No more fighting with forks or knives to enjoy meals.
Hit-the-Spot
TriSpeedSeat
Soft N Fab
Craft Caddy
crock pot and more LID HOLDER
Group Chat Exit Door
Exerise Motivator
find me
Instant Flavored Water
Bob Weaver, Bob Weaver Jr.
Bopp
Banana Caps
bathroom saver!
personal retractor
Toaster Tool
iPhone speaker case
WALLET KOOZIE!!! Great for advertising Company and Team Logos. Pass them out as business cards!!
Doggie Washer - Wash your pet with this Hose End Sprayer/Soaper filled with liquid soap to suds up your pooch virtually hands free.
no-no break case
Telo
Nursing on the go!
Busy Mama's Umbrella Holder
fange
The Mosquito Fan
The Bib Transformer
Sticky Hands
Mini smoke alarm detectors
Foot Smoothie - hands free
Never lose pacifier
The Senior slicer
INSTANT PAIN RELIEF for EAR ACHES! 90% of children in developing stages experienced the pain of earaches. Natural pain relief for ALL AGES!
The S-n-O-Ring
GBALLMARK
shower light up curtin's
Jeweled Antenna Purse
Touchtar
BlueDefinition
Portland Beard Company
Rainbow Cookie Kit
micro -cave
Minute Art
The Picture Projector
There is nothing like the fun, love, and excitement of a new puppy. The Tug &amp; Play will entertain them and burn some of their energy.
Scented toilet seat
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The retro wrap.
travelers clothes cleaners
The Safer "Kids At Play" Sign
Personal Car Wash
Camera Sunglasses
silicone ear protector
Smart Lock with Question Bank
Taco tape.
Phenomenon in a bottle!
salve paddle
Fire pet safe collar
TV where you need it
USB Power Strip &amp; Plug
TV where you need it
App Enabled power washer
Sitting on log Light
Fill&amp;Go! Small disposable plastic bags(2.5oz)triangle shaped w/perforated tip 4 easy dispensing of condiments, salad dressings&amp;jello shots.
A rubber plug to install in automobiles prior to storage to prevent rodents from entering engine. Could be used for all types of vehicles
Whisk
Basket Fold
Having a traditional diaper changing station is expenive and takes up a lot of room.
Don't you remember?
ROCKIN HAMMOCK
Tie 's combined quirky
The Wrist Stop Hand Rest
Time Stamps
Plug protector
Reclining headboard
3 in 1 broom in a bag
POPPLE PAPER
Taco tape.
Perfect Luggage
Baby reminder
H2O STOP
Ideal Weed Trimmer
Convertible women's hi/low shoe. Convert your heel height with a simple slide and lock mechanism.
Hey U!
NEVER LOSE YOUR WALLET AGAIN!!
Bibnetic
leaf bag adhesive
Umbrell-Pac
Heaven lights
Rotating Refrigerator Shelf
Enter the Lawn Ninja! Peeking from behind a bush, in a tree shadow or behind a rock. Subtle enough to be cool, cool enough to be worthy.
Bibnetic
Hearing Aid locator Smart App
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Wireless computer charger
spike chock
NEVER DIRTY YOUR HANDS AGAIN TRYING TO DIP DEEP INTO YOUR SALSA/DIP JAR! A NEW LEVEL OF ENJOYMENT OUT OF YOUR
FAVORITE DIPPING PRODUCT!
Confidence Booster
The iPod triPod
Moose-Knuckle/Camel-Toe Silicone Flask. Conceal all your liquidy goodness or simply enhance your pants! Never go dry again!
Plug protector
Coffee Stir Pro
Towel bandz!
Wink Enabled Curtain Rod
ControlAir Ultimate Thermostat
Protect your tube tire valve stem everytime that you change your tire or fix a flat. All comments are welcomed.....Thanks
Compact stowable cart cover
Light-Up Earphones Psychedelic
SOLE-M
Foam Safe
window heater
Easy Breezy Metrocard
baby milk mixer
Woof...did you say?
The Bug Collector, for kids to collect bugs - fireflies, spiders or caterpillars (with a stand) or adults to remove bugs from their home.
Clean bubbles
Make your Credit Card Work!
Clean bubbles
Complete Massage Table
Passport
Eco Friendly Doggiebag
bumper saver
Sip and Slide
Klick n Lick
Wi-Fi hot spot anywhere you go
SmartMark
The Zeus Indicator
Cheat Sheet
Doggie Wall Mat! Protects your walls from food and water splashing as well as a white board to remember when to feed or give medicine.
wire-ip battery/chip
A tiny wearable electronic device that alerts you when it's parted from a more expensive mobile device (phone) it's wirelessly paired with.
Make your own blister packs. You pick what to put inside. REUSABLE?
Traveling Bars
The Head Nanny
LADIES!!!! The Ponytail Brush Cuff!!! Designed to always have a hairbrush on hand.. and the bristles make easy to hold and manage your hair.
La trousse idÃ©ale
FLAMINGO STICK VAC (STK_VAC)
Umbrell-Pac
Emergency ballon
Plug protector
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FoodCut: A safer &amp; easier cut.
Car Emergency Button
Tired of slicing your vegetables at a time? Then this vegetable slicer is for you! You can slice vegetables less than twice SAVES time!
Easy Breezy Metrocard
Wireless Keyfinder
Smartcup
Unique cutting board drains all mess and juice to its sturdy lower tray. Finally, cut messy stuff like roasts and watermelons with no mess!
Tub fill control faucet
Awake GREAT! Alarm Clock
Kiddie Kuff
Toilet Brush Holds Cleaner
WEBCAM Cover
Multi Use Wink Home-Office Hub
Zip-phones
Clean bubbles
Muralist
Kitchen Buddy
Sous Vide Immersion Master
Drug drive
Marking paint can warmer
Smart light switch
LED light doormat automatically triggers door chime, seasonal message scrolls across mat, and plays seasonal music. Helps you find lock.
Beach Bucket Backpack
FUN alarm clock &amp; charger
Hate shopping? Try on clothes that fit YOUR body type without going to several stores. No more frustration &amp; depression. Know before you go!
The Ultimate Dog Collar
K-cup for baby formula
Smart garden sprinkler
Digital Camera with slide out or touch screen keyboard to document people, place, event, and time. Catering to scrapbookers and historians.
Smart boxing gloves
Magnetic helmet and gloves + +
Automatic dog trainer
Blank-Oh
Ratchetbar
don't forget me.
app enabled padlock and safe
Calender that disappear
The quick lock adjustable clamp system will lock on any board from 2 to 8 inches in seconds.Now one man can level and plum a beem with ease.
Scrunchie Tree
The Most Powerful Plug [WINK]
Neck Saver
UV Light Hanger
Your famous sports figure
Wireless earbuds
Keep it cool!
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BARCODE SCANNER APP
SLEEPMATE
Driving Range Game
ladder leg extension
"Counter Party Surprise" is a product with a timer that people can program to play at the most important moment of the party, launchings etc
iPhone holder
App Enabled Chore Board
Instanails
Dieters &amp; the health-minded know it is essential to get in your daily intake of water. Never lose track with this cup-counter glass.
Clamping Self-Watering Pot
Ultra-Mini Toaster - Battery Operated
STOP! Sofa cushions soft and losing shape and support?Stop using plywood and silly plastic slats under them.They are not the solution
Retractable bungee cord - Reel it in when not in use. Hangs from its hook.
Electric Engine Warmer
Force2d
NO-CELL
The "Creation Station" is a stand for people who use their laptops indoors or outside. Work comfortably wherever you please.
Portable Snow Brush
Snore Muffs
Bed bugs are an epidemic in the US and abroad. I have the answer for exterminating these voracious pests in a quick, easy, 'green' way.
Digital Business Cards
Iphone 5 Charger!!! IQ is designed to fit and loop around any object securely. Belt Loop, keycain and purse!
Salad Dressing caps
Pet Flushes
INK CARTRIDGE TESTER
TRANSCAN translate documents
Never Lose your Phone, again!
Flat Screen Cover
MP3 USB Flash Drive Powered Musical Locket Pendants, With or W/Out Earphones/ Headphones in variable shapes and size (For Girls &amp; Boys)
Shower hair dustpan
Red light timer
Protein Ice-Cream (MassCream)
Ipower! Carring your USB charger and adapter can be a BULKY and a PAIN!! Power up with all your needs!
WatchIt! Vehicle Backup Sensor
Hard-to-see iPad Flex Camera
Bungee Skates - Just insert with existing shoe &amp; strap. Bungee would offer comfort flexibility &amp; arch an added bounce which can add speed.
Heater for feet and shoes
Colored Flames Candle
Quick Band Aid
Need a cute case to contain the gum that falls out of its package sticking to everything in your purse? Solution a fun designed pastic case.
Mug heater
Sanitary Bags
Nimbus Cloud
lreadyp sprayed cup cake paper
The G-twister
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Fiber Optic Calculator App
Plug &amp; Go
TRACE CHIP
Safety Time
clothes horse spinner
Motion activated talking Einstein bust. Can link with your To Do/Notes list from your phone/email/apps. "Hey Einstein! Don't forget to..."
Have you ever forgot where you parked your car? Before walking off the lot stamp your ticket at the nearset STAMP BOX.
STABLE NAILCLIPPER
Track My Sleep
Instant Snow Tire Kit
Reversible Tie
Portable Body Heater and AC
YOGA mat &amp; Block - 2 in 1
Shoot the Fishies
Tuck your toes
Tender Tibia Relief
DRIPedge
Handy Dandy Vac
PRE-LUSTRE DIRECTIONNEL A LED
Solar Powered Cell Phone Case
Ultimate Windshield Cleaner
Smart Coupon Card
Talking Toy Box
APPLE LIGHT CHARGER - with a built in utility card. When your POWER is OUT... you have a built in flashlight.
Toe Slippers
Santa's WormHole
pet-vac
toilet bowl sanitizer
Infant Emergency Info Tag
Horror story book
Never Expire
Isol'sol
HUMAN ORGAN DIAGNOSTIC DEVICE
Skillet Splitter
Grocery Trackerâ€“One device tracks in-stock grocery inventory using UPC;Second tracks items discarded using UPC to compile a grocery list.
Easy Install Wall Moulding
Prevent children from being lost! This idea will slove the problem with a simple solution! Check it out!
KIDS WILL LOVE IT!!BIG DIGGER
Filter Top Cover Ice Tray. Get rid of that funny taste in your ice cubes.
Clip and Grip
Let's Go Girl cell phone cover
Hands free channel changeing
Design Box
Indoor solar power candle lamp
Tuff N' stuff
Ultimate Teacher's Lanyard
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Kid tags
Adhesive window shade bracket
Caze
Magnetic Earring Set
Teletube Dust Catcher
Smartphone mouse
Iphone Headphone Charger!! It is designed to carry your headphones, USB charger and possible folding wall outlet.
Fast Footings
The Stay Put NG (Nasogastric)
AutoBag Bin
Look Ma No Keys! - Projecting Device for Digital Media - No more cleaning your keyboard
Mind craft phone case!
Two-sie
Thermost-app
Fireplace shutoff sensor
Ihelp dispatch
Bra Strap Cushion
Chess Table
Kid's Bike Invisible Fence
carseat wheels
The Tollster
Man Grocery Shopping App
Dashboard Crevice Vacuum
My shower temperature
Gummi Boost: A board wrapped with gummi rubber material to boost laptops.
Hang up your cellphone
gamer helmet
The Coffee Coffin
Easy Can Grabber
Kup Coffee Station
The Scuddler
MOD POCKETS
Gum disposal
casa 3d impresora
Ice Booties
Lil Sandy
Toilet Paper Holder
Signing aid
SaniSeat
The Neighbors Pet Deterrent
Here's a way to constantly view your bucket list. This is a bucket list rearview mirror car charm!
The card clipper
glow in the dark hacky sack
Brake Cleaner Wipes
blow hole unbrella
giant can crusher
support for chicken broth
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Nursing Seat
Keyboard Dust Scraper
Suck-a-Bug
Cord retractor
The Last Straw
solar panel charging station
Tuggable Tug Toy
Nostril cleaning tool
Dog dryer
LUMINO is a cordless solar lamp that provides days of illumination to help you save every month in energy costs.
Origami Portable Standing Desk
Squirrel proof bird feeder
Bonicon
Toe Nail Polish remover
quick grips
keep snug comforter
PILLOW POCKET OR SLEEVE
Chem protection Kit
gamer snacker
Waterglass Mobile Charger
Disinfecting Candle
advanced baby bottle
Lice Roll-off
Bed Bag
Green Weedeater String
The Road Rage App.
Contracting Fishing Net
Front and back pack
Gravaty Generator.
The Buckle Board
Scan shopping
Club Coozie - Drink wise. Play
Clean Cake Cutter
ANTI-FALL PHONE
Forgot to bring your portable mirror with you? iPhone case with a built-in mirror is for you! You won't forget it anymore!
Keep it cool!
Breakfast Daquan
Shop vacuum cleaner head that grinds up leaves with an associated accessory that adapts the shopvac top to a compost pickup bin.
Variable Curtain
Rock-a-bye Baby Stroller
Dolphin
baby doll carrier on bicycle
lighting sticker 4 wall outlet
mircowave hot rollers
Folding up Christmas Tree
Slops
Pivot Power Battery backup UPS
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EZ View
The mobile hypnotherapist
Build A You Book
Even Temp
Little Chef Noodles
The Drink Sink
Siliring
Portable Geodesic Dome-Native American weaving rings made of PVC pipe that unfold into Geodesic Dome for versatile shelter.
SANTA'S LITTLE HELPER
Glow In The Dark Keyboard
Credit relief
Roll up Backpack
The Carty
Ice skate cover
Stove-top Grill
Child seats for motorbikes
Halloween Bake Shapes
Pool Safe
The Bottle Prop
hard hat radios for work men
AUTO BACKUP USB3.O FLASH DRIVE
Bottle Ball
Grocery shopping cart
CarSeat Savers
All in one sheet and blanket
Dazzy Cord
Cubster
Socket where you want it
Golf score keeper smartph app
Minimalist backpacker cart
Clip-on recycling bin attaches to the side of any wastebasket. It goes in any room of the home, and makes recycling easy and convenient!
scissor shapes
Alpha baby
Brim Vision
"Easy out doors"
Navig'o'market
Soft Seat
Pivot Power with Security
i can see
Stroller extender
Toilet cleaner brush
Email and then some...
I'd like to invent a machine blows water drops and drys in umbrella. It's similar to a dry machine in toilet for hands.
Sports tracker!!!!
Ad Swap
Bubbles
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Misplaced keys finder
Wrap and attach. Bendable silicone grabbers with suction cups. Holds and stores things in a world of places. (Octopus tentacles inspired).
No Drip Tong Rest
CC-app
arrow shooter 3
dog washer
No wash phones or electronics
Tornado Generator
Magnetic Necklace Headphones! Wear them around your neck for safe keeping stylish and easy to use!
What's This
Kangoo-cell everywhere
Divvy Bike Helmet
Double Wreath Holder
lite it light switch cover
Bicycle snow plow
Time Out!
pull apart wrench.
Easy golf-ball extractor
Electronic Auto Log
Shower Sponge with Soap Pocket
cold electrical pad
The "CoolOff Campaign"
The Catcher
Drop It
shake-a-wake! WINK
Los Angeles is banning plastic grocery bags, and charging 10 cents for paper bags. We should make a reusable HEMP grocery bag.
SOS Band (safe on the sand)
EZ Nails
Find It!
Tail Cords
Single Smores
Keys
No S weat Pads
Textboard
"The huggalow"
Collaborative problem solving
BACKPACK VACUUM W/ BACK MASSAG
It is difficult to change the string or re-string a weed wacker. My proposed string is unbreakable and attaches to the outside cover.
Art of Hearing
Ice-cooled containers
Light Snow expansion wings
clean cloths saver
ANTI HEAT GRABBER
Social Photo Frame
Lead your fashion with the Smart-Tie (a Neck-tie), equipped with millions of designs. Fashion sector is a Blue Ocean for OLED technology.
emp proof casing
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Reusable Bottle Handle
The dental glove
Cup Condensation Collector
movie watcher
Men swimsuit (Waist belt)
Dual Chamber Tumbler
Sliding Smart Turbine Blades
handle/carrier - folding chair
Keys can be hung like a waist
DeShox Football Helmet
PROGRAMATEUR ALLUMAGE CHEMINEE
TV Remote Charger&amp;Finder
Automatic Charging Phone Case
For ladies that cycle to work in a busy windy city, while wearing a skirt, "Down Boy" will preserve your modesty in comfort.
Cup holder
Better Baker Butterer
Elemental Generators
acetaminophen patch
Finger guard
open-closed toe shoes
water proof duvet cover
Preset Remote
Sun Shield
electric spice grater
hidden leash
Little Somethings
Public bathroom valuables hook
Razor Electric Toothbrush
Fancy Trash Bags
My Big Box
Charging Pants
Big Kid Training Underpants
Monster Be Gone
Parking Car Cooler
Pop Up Bathroom Tray
AirHead Bike Helmet
Coffee Now App
Fitted sheet with border
cell phone projector
Pencil Desk
Sticky Scripts
neat-o
Retractable Bracelet with charm of your choice in an emergency it will hold up the zipper of your pants Collaboration with Andy Sam
Flavor/stuffing "pocket"
EZ Carry
"Ear" Cellphone
5n1 Interchangeable Extension Cord. Up to 16 configurations. Resubmit: 173 votes!
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simple remote
UV Brush Cleans Effortlessly
the '' Venetian Twist ''
Pocket Socket
momop
Padded pants for babies/toddlers. As babies try to crawl and walk they need extra protection for their knees and tush for when they fall.
Reforming Paint Samples
Slumber Gloves for Arthritis
"Kan Jam" for water. Popular beach/back yard game taken into the water/pool.
Find It Patch
Strobing Car Headlight
Infant Stay Fit Socks
Wireless Elevator Calling
Toilet Wipe Container
Bathroom vinyl cover
change dispensing wallet
Fido's lost bones are found
Robbers beware! Introducing the Text Lock! Shocker option.
hillside chair
STOVETOP MONITOR &amp; ALARM
On the go hot taza
Forget Me Not
Public Restroom Door Opener
milk carton spout
Heated Toilet Seat
Career Explorer
The Hot Cup
travel banana
Fancy guttering splash
Innovative prescription meds.
Shelf Babyproofer
Lefty can opener
12 Lead EKG separater
Electronic harmonica
Tam Tote
Boom Bike Speaker
Traveling toothbrush
Kiddie Kuff
Finger guards
Glassless phone app
Vaisselle modulable 4 en 1
Milk bottle temperature teller
Blade Saver
Double picture frame
Jugo accessories. Push-in pieces to decorate your cardboard house.Collaboration with Debra Courtenay
baby food dispenser
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Door Knob. Not home and someone stops over? They can leave a recorded message via your door knob! *Collaboration with Paulette Jaques
Prescription Sunglasses-cheap!
reduce head injury helmet
Vase modulable 4 en 1
Defend Gems
Iphone 5 Tool Case!! A multi purpose phone case for the next camper or office handy man.
Slide Runner: Cross between Treadmill and Slide Board with the fun of a Hamster Wheel. Also rocks for cross training.
Liighted Christmas Tree
Wireless Keyboard USB/solar
Social alarm clock
Kids' Comfy Reclining Car Seat
Redesign the chase lounge for comfort, uniform tan and ventilation while removing the discomforfort of existing designs
Contact lense timer
GPS Golf Ball
Portawipe
blinkig light for lawn tractor
eld creations
SPEEDEL'STAR
Pratik Cut film alimentaire
Chef game
Packable Pails
hot head
Double Decker iPhone Case
Hot Sandwich Cutter
Curtain Stay
Automated Lawn Mower
FACILO
A compact cooler with a funnel, a metal coil, and a spout. Strong Hot coffee goes in....strong iced coffee comes out. INSTANT AND UNDILUTED!
Refillable customizable pens
Sorti d'air chaud de cheminÃ©e
laquer flip
Digital transaction pad
party drink markers
Post Pregnancy Pants
Playmat for Hardfloors
wet pad identifier
CLOUÃ©
quick change turn signals
Couteau pliant nettoyable
vehichle child alarm
Easy Button Feedback
Purse N All Protector
LED Lamp with Exhaust Fan
Solar/Luna/USB mouse
Safety pans
Lipstick Pull
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PRETTY POTS
Electronic Lawn Sign
App-en. Hose/Cable Connector
TWEEZER CAM

Ever sat on a splinter? ever tried to pluck an ingrown pubic hair? See what you're doing when you really do need to

Read to me bear
DARTcrush: Commuter Dating App
Phone Tracker
Cast Critters
Garbage Protector TM
Arm saver Luggage
Instant Calorie Counter
manufacuring dress shoes quick
Picture Pro
simple tongue drops
ChatiÃ¨re fermable via l'iphone
A Workout App
A LINEN DISPENSER that eliminates messes and creates an organized closet
EQUAL CUPS
Case w/Retractable Headphones
å°¼é¾™æ•°æ®çº¿ï¼ˆNylon cable)
Snap Simply
X-treme Rider Bike
Shower reminder
Meet Ski and Snowboard Goggles that allow you to ware eye glasses COMFORTABLY while on the slopes. Comfort, Comfort, Comfort!!!
Flavored Utencils
car body protector TM
I would like to design an over the shoulder bag, a dog bag, used to carry items and free your hands while walking your dog. E.P.S.
Toilet tab
student tool kit
Better Sleep Smart Lamp
solar powered dehumidifier
Table Top for the Quickie Quirky 2 Piece Stool
Hurricane Window protector Kit
Feet Flushing
Grip Cell Phone case: Cell phone case with built in flexible finger holes, so you never drop your cell phone again and can loosen your grip.
Beach Buddy
FOAM RUBBER KIDS TM
Child drop off alert
Bracelet hair tie
Park right
manbib
No show shoelace clip
Scratch Box
Stop living in shadows! Fluorescent bulbs may cost less to use but offer little illumination in recessed/canned/potted fixtures.
Glass ceiling
Sani Sleeper
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Smart Mail box
singing/melody infants bottle
A garbage disposal sweep. Handle is 5 inches wide, bottom is 2 1/2inches wide and a rubber end to sweep. It's flexable and rinses easily.
Pretty Pots
Sleepy Time Toothpaste
Sleeping seizure detector
Universal Cart Mount
OnePencil
NailWipes: Ever clean a fingernail using another? It works. Use tissue, it works better. Impregnate with a fine abrasive and it works great!
Keks Self Organizer
Ez Serve X-Mas Bake Shapes Pan
A device, to charge electronics using a generator to capture the energy from the wheels of a baby stroller. Include universal adapter/ USB.
Double-Duty Glassware Cleaner.
Microwaveable grease pad
A magic-wand-remote that can operate electronic toys. for example: toy clock run forwards or backwards or stop. toy lamp turn on or off.
Enviro-K
Wrist Pen
Baby Plop Pen
Trash Can Belt
Corner folding chair
Removing your shoes at the airport and walking barefoot with your family through security is yucky. Using a community shower is unhealthy.
Variable wallpaper
Crystal Ball
The Gumball Tree
Smart Lace
Bulb Tree Branches
Waterfaller Bath Toy
Seat covers that slip on and off to look like a person or pet, never travel alone again. There is less chance of being robbed &amp; carjacked.
Grease bag
A tiny, detachable printer for your cellphone to print off photos and stickers. Even with Facebook people want to have tangible pictures.
Spnork
Facial Scrub extension
Rewind-Radio
password/smashword
A tiny, detachable printer for your cellphone to print off photos and stickers. Even with Facebook people want to have tangible pictures.
Pet Mosquitoe Repellant Wipes.
Clean Cords
Balloon Band
The Solar Cooler uses the sun's energy to keep contents of the cooler cool eliminating the need for ice which provides more space for items
-=[ Track My Bike Back ]=USB Drive Ring Holder - A simple place to keep your files safe!
Self Powered Reel Shaver. Same concept as reel mower for lawn just scaled down and made safe to use on your face. No electricity required.
trash can snorkel
Voice Recordable Greeting Card
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TOYS CONTROLED BY THE MIND
The No Text No Drive Device
Pants Chafing Protection Patch
This pan allows you to warm flour tortillas and brown ground beef at the same time.
JACK TECH
Coffee Cup Cover Hole Poker
Taco Plate Set. Hold and serve your tacos upright and hold your sides on the side. Keep the taco in the taco with these festive plates
I have patent #US D586,449 S dated Feb. 10, 2009. Tub Trim turns a dull bathroom into a work of art.
CLEAN FEET!
Robotic Piggy Bank Toy
Lighted Flower Vases
Phone Headset holder
Temp-brr-ture
Parking detector
TED hose applicator sleeve
Bed Bandz
Never Lost
Safe Shield Helmets
Fedz Electrical broom
shower dispenser
iPad Keyboard Case
Pedal Power is a technology that can be placed on Hybrid cars for recharge. By placing one on each tire. You will have 4 times the recharge.
Transform your ugly pillows on your bed into a beautiful elegant pillow roll that completes the finished look. The Pillow Roll!
EASY EMPTY TRASHCAN
Hydrotronics
CameraFlash
Pro Shooter One
Ditto Adapter (micro USB)
Electronic "Sale Setting"
3D character modeling
Spit guard for cakes
Automobile purse holder.
mp3/stereo lunch box
Baby bottle air free ingestion
O'dor N'omore
Lilly's Organizer for home and work environment to load their phones to avoid taking up space on the table and avoiding losing the House.
Design "clothes" for cellphones--examples: Superman phone; Gaga Phone; Obama and Romney phones.
Network Camera
Easy Seat Saver
Desk pouch
Smart Clips
Using a "slap" bracelet with a removeable, reusable or disposable icepack that slips on the bracelet for a cooling effect during hot days.
No child left behind
Condom with your initial on it
GERM-LESS TOOTHPASTE CAPSULES
Sterilize the food!
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HATCH HUTCH. Simple "tent" to slip over the hatch of a vehicle to give vertical height and privacy. Magnetized sides, weighted bottom.
Wedding Wonders
rETractable
Kozy Fingers Freeze Pop Koozie
knife finger protection
keyfob alarm notification
pay me jack
Tick Eraser
shaving template
shocks for strollers
Clean/Exercise - Lower Body
The Ceiling Mop
ReducciÃ³n de consumo
Mood Molding
Spidey
The Lazy Bed Exercise
OPPS! I forgot!
pringle pincher?
Interchangable Grip Tips
Pacifinder
Game Sphere
Destroy unpleasant smell shoes
The Dual Rake
The Cupcake Splatter
permanent in-car carseat
Love red string
Baby Butt Patter
Nucrum Toast
Lighted Napkin Rings
EZ Srv Animal Bake Shapes Pan
Baker's Helper
Sleep Smart
megact
Maternity shoes
easy cake bake
water sleeve
MUSICPRO
No melt cosmetic bag
Clean/Excercise - Upper Body
AutoSnow
rÃ¢teau avec niveau Ã bulle.
Children Car Watch
bed warmer
Smart-charger
Solid non-smart phone
Parasol Ã©cologique
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recycle wonder easy trashcan
ContinuousTrack Medical Walker
Chimney fire alarm.
The Mystery Fun Pack
face mask justable chin strap
Do Not Disturb Indicator
Granny-connector
Scented tissues - "Sneezies"
USB@! Monkey key on USB stick!
installAdrive
I-Car
Wanna know whats on the next station without actually changing the station grab a "RadioID".
Quirky Squares! A new design in building puzzles and to display them. Collect a series! Build your imagination!! Many images can be used.
flexible yard lights
Mommy Sleeper
fast sassy curls
Dishwasher soap for Fine China
Shopping cart with brakes
A chopper with five blades that you can change to a cheese shredder. It looks like a computer mouse but its a chopper.
No-Waste Container
Game for kids with math
EXTENDER LAMPS-adjust to you
Chistmas ornament lights
An interchangable cupped bra allows a women to either wear pregnant or not pregnant without going out and buying bras during pregnancy!
Bedblocks
Sluggage (sliding luggage)
Check out the new saucepans with liners that double as serving dishes for your meals.
cring-ko
Boot-Cast Elevator
Now you know: Piggy bank
PeeperStopper peephole blocker
Carga FACIL
PetCheck
CoolCan
Stacked Cat
sand paper gloves
underwater notification system
BATHROOM TOILET FLOOR TRAY
Barbecue Ã grille coulissante
Backup-camera bluetooth phone
white saver or smile saver
Confuse Big Brother, with six sides on a dice. Play mind games the huge Information Gatherers. With DECISION DICE Whats' more fun than fate!
Solar Blanket for Tesla Cars
No Rust License Plate
great idea
Tissues N' Memories
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BendBulb
Lip Care Squared
Proximity sensor activ.d light
Igolf
Smart BOX Puzzle
Transition contact lens get darker when entering the sun light This can be achieved by a hard contact, but it needs to be on a soft lens
Air brake stroke indicator
Kids-light-key
pumice stone cleaning utensil
New Kitchen Caddy! Kitchen-Roll/Foil/Cling-Film taking up real estate in the Kitchen? Have them where u want them. Inc Dinner/BBQ table.
mop flops
JARO
T-Core
Weight Blanket
VodKaps
Meditation time chamber
Dancer/Prancer Impeder
Floating Infant Seat
TV with build-in WebCam
iPhone Lenses
Smart Salad Bowl
Airport egg
This is a virtually dust free and safe way to remove and empty a wood stove ash pan. Prevent accidental hot ash from starting a fire
Don't know how to sew? No Problem! Just input your dimensions and designs and fabric..then let the magic happen! Sew Tight is the answer.
best boost
Comfort shampoo bowl
Breaking Bad's Best Moments
ACTIVE OXYGEN
Light My Night
Forget outlets while your out and about. Forgot to charge your phone so what your laptop so what. SolaTower sun in you hands!
Handy Stand
The wash and dry machine
Some areas prohibit putting up garage sale or yard sale signs. This idea might help your sale.
Smoothie Vending Machine
Sealer Nail
Tai Chi - Interactive program
Iwait App is designed to eliminate waiting time at your Doctor's office!! ISO software syncs to your doctor's office.
QUIKI Clean Up Sliders
Snap-a-Snack
Pump It UP
StandUP Mini SURFER FINS
Game time
Two in One
Rolly Tape (smokable tape)
Frame My Wifi
Ultra Tiny Hair-Buster
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Food Level Monitor (Resubmit)
Reusable Gift bags
app trash can lock
Water Buds
SmartphoneCar
Portion control
NeverLost Golf Ball Marker
P@RTy BOX
Safe covers
all in one collar
Humbrella
Lets make better Arm Floaties! Arm floats can hurt your arms. Hard to put on and take off, and very uncomfortable to wear.
Bluetooth Your Keyless Remote
c-better blades
Sensor Collar for Pets
car visor extension
Blackout GPS - Go explore
Bleach Balls
The Body File
Horizontal wall outlets
Visible house numbers
extension Handle Grips
medi holder
PlayThreads [Prototype ready]
REWINDER TM
iLie
Statement Clothing TM
RCM-

THE ONE

Simply the best Trash Can ever
The Bolt On Bike Carrier. Bolts onto any bike frame and makes carrying a bike easier! Simple Simple Simple!!!
Nimbus OBD-II car gauge pod
Floating ipad
KIK (Keep It Klean)
Toy Car Roll Up City
mirror wipers.for semi trucks
Computer - TV - Scent
magnetic picture hanger
END OF THE SMELLY SHOES!
A magnetic ball bearing pen and pencil holder!
Self flash
Culot d'ampoule avec minuteur
SmartCase for smartphones
Calorie watcher
Optical pen bookstore
dingtone
Turtle fire pit
Comfortable High Heels
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Clicker Finder
WINELET CORKSCREW
personal item locator (PIL)
Improved C-Pap Headgear
Water Baby
Potty Trainer
Vacuum power strip
stay put water aerobic cuffs
Dice Cubes / Ice Dice - An ice cube tray that makes ice cubes in the form of dice.
flower reach
mp3 lullaby/teaching pacifier
LEGO IPHONE/IPAD PUZZLE CASE!!! have fun with the new innovative lego puzzle. Concept idea
The Never Lost Wallet
App wash
Resubmit)Fake veggies that float in the hot tub with you. Carrots, potatoes, celery.You will feel like you are in a stew!Lighted? Scented?
Vehicle Heatstroke Alarm
THE THINKER'S BOX
THE BUG LOCATOR-GOT YA! app
BON APPÃ‰TIT
Premeasured brown sugar
Moisturizing Foot Massage
Zip-Line
Outdoor shoe sanitizer
lazer jet lawnmower
Bed Belt
LotionBack
Toilet Urinal Bath air cleaner
Temperature Safe Baby Bottle
Bicycle Alarmlock
Safe to Sit
Pockit Robin
Steam/pot burn fr the oven? All in one double oven mitt-helps every cook Thumbs grip/wrap to protect/bold colors/designs look just right!
sound found
Smart Presenter
Automatic mop
Snadalyns is a closet accessory with knobs, clips, or hooks that are stacking, snapping, circular motion that hold folded 4 or 6 bras, etc.
TV Skins
Eatable Coffee/T Cups Cupcake
Design your own sneakers.
Cupcake Handles
K Klips
All In One Binder
AquAlert
Wet Diaper App
Electronic shower head
nyc tour guide
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Snotty Box
Duo Dog Leash
Pocket Beach Blanket
Insuline on the go
Self Leveling Extension Ladder
QuirkyPaper
Knock It Off!
Weighted Beach Towel
Warning... this is not a slow cooker or crock pot! This will cook an entire dinner with only one dirty pot in less than 15 minutes.300+votes
Dashboard Purse Hook
Rust less Circles
The LuvMe
Sip-n-Store: Bottle w/ Storage
Photo Search
3D Shapes Filling Cores
Songs Video App
Beer Garita
Moisture Alert
Heart-rocker
NO text zone
Cuiseur de pÃ¢tes
Rust less Circles
An idea that simplifies your life when you want to fix something around the house with a stronger adhesive. Saving you time and money.
Warm alfresco dining
Cell phone hotel
Temperature Controlled Bottle
MY MEDICAL HISTORY CARD
Stop in the nic of time
The two-in-one skate
Quick Drop
Under Helmet Brain Protector
No text while driving
OpenerUp
Holly Lights Christmas Lights
If you have children,you know what i mean. After drawing or colouring, kids just don't clean up pencils. Until now!
Dish towel clamp
Double Sided Soap
wireless coffeemaker
Hydro-Electric Generators
K I K Keep It Klean
The KeyMan
Laundry Folding Machine
Filled soap
The Rubber Freezer Guard
The Pocket Bra
Radio TiVo
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BBQ GRILL CONDIMENT CADDY / RACK Attach to front of grill with magnetic back, holds your condiments, cooking utensils, wood chips, etc.
Don't plug your phone in!
The "Dummy Bulb" - the compact flourescent compatible, lampshade adapter! Possible Tagline: Sometimes being a dummy has it's advantages!
Motorcycle safety light helmet
Window-Ledge Herb Garden
My proposal is a special type of hanger for clothes that have to be hung to dry.
rechargable hearing aid batter
The Cleaning Fun Bot
REEL Eyewear
Paddleboard Viwer
Toobee
Springform Halos
tv glasses
Sun Shady
SELF-HELP
In-car heated meals
Telescopic shades
Mini Bar Mixer Station! Have dozens of options for cool flavors and drinks mixers. Have the coolest party in town
My warmer
Young boys baseball hats
Pop Out Pizza Handle
Night Vision Screen Covers
Car charger w removable power
Pupsicle
Tank toy for kids
cough drop pop
Charge your phone or music player while you cycle.A Docking station powered up as you cycle. A docking station on your handle bars.
Zip Boots
Server RM Power/Ethernet Cords
Washer/Dryer Automatic Combo
App Enabled Dog Collar
GPS Animal Locater.
wine sucker
In-Ya-Face iPhone Holder
Pet Command Center - hide your pet products and food - hinged top for food, middle drawer for toys &amp; leashes, bottom for food &amp; water.
K cup holder
Human glider /Parachute Wings
portable height meaure stick
Showerhead + hairblower = 2in1
golf safety hat
The Ulitmate Fitness Trainer
Power in the Shower
PhoneShades
On-the-Go Smartphone Display
Nappe Ã©lectrostatique
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Puppy training dog leash.
Remote controlled cat flap
CAPTURE
3.5 jack lighter
Ice Stopper
Easy Homework
nitetime tv
Innovation in Urban Mobility
Be vote #250! FLOWERPOT that GREW out of an IDEA SEED.
Sloth-Sack
PAPER CLIP SNAPPERS. Coil of paper clips that you simply "snap" off. NO more struggling with a tangled mess. Easy to organize for reuse.
Bluetooth Headset Case
Next Generation Shirts
LED bulb that when the switch is toggled 3 times shifts to a low level of light and stays, untill toggled 3 times again for full light.
Cupholder Auto Trashcan
LoLo! (Lotion on, please!)
AUTO POWER SURGE PROTECTOR
Hair dryer on the go.
Insta=Hair
The moving drawer
Kid watcher
Transparent mechanics Jigsaw
Bluetooth Hat
Snowboarding extra push
Titan Hands
Flavor Ball! Turn your water pitcher into a flavored water pitcher! Imagine fresh Icey, Strawberry, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raspberry water
Kitty Caddy
Introducing SHOTGUNNER, used for poking in the shotgun can tab, but also turn any beer can into a shotgun can (or make it easier to pour)
Tent Stand
Stop Dogs From Counter Surfing
SPRAY ON VELCRO
Vapor Cig holder or lanyard
connect
Color air
A set of kitchen tools with an extensible/telescopic handle that can be easily stored like normal flatware: no more messy drawers!!
The Liberator of Ketchup
Rocker automatic for babies
A small device that attaches to the sliding lock on the inside of hotel room door. Prevents special needs child from exiting the room.
Toothpaste Stopper
Talc applicator
Front window car break light
The Ball Tracker
No Tip Sippy Cup
OXY
musical christmas
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iPhone Case w/Built-in Charger
Fresh Feet!
Bedside Caddie
Sports bag on wheels
Safe Hunting GPS Wristband
Power Squared: A power outlet/surge protector that plugs into both wall outlets and provides 12 power plugs instead of 6
Select- a- size shredder
Smartphone security strape
digital fuel pump handle
Locking Ratchet (tool)
hand kotatsu
Inbrella
Food Prep Time Saver
Tree-Angle
Fabric softener sponge
vertical dam
Road Glow
Hands free Band Aide Dispenser
Pillow Buddies
The Clamshell Bookcover
No more READING GLASSES. The iphone 5 case magnifies the screen for easy viewing for people always looking for there eye wear.
Cozy Heels
MAGNETIC WAITING TRAYS
the elderly shopping walker...
Surmatelas chauffant
Elemental Head Shield
Cruise control assistant
SolPad
HALO! The leg bracelet that lights up 360 degrees around. Your best friend in the dark.
'Sweat" night shirt
SEATCASE
Car Bathroom
teeth care
convert a bicycle into a EG
Decorative mop/broom, iron/board holder. This product would replace the current boring holders for a more decorative flow for your home.
Gooday
Lost &amp; Found
Bird Feeder Craft
Sta-Put Color Pegs
Sas-ChatiÃ¨re
Quick Charge
Hair Cleaning Combs and Wipes
Headphone Cover
EPICk
flip flop socks
SmartWater
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Breaker 1 9
EZ Fitted sheets
No Slip Crutch
coque jack
Coat rack &amp; visitor gun locker
Trashcan leak catcher
Panic Button
Kids adjustable rainbootpant
rear vehicle door pet barrier
WINK Tower Bolt
the utensil
salon cachecache
Fragrance Primer
vision-clavier
Umbre-dry
diablabois
Perfect HI-lighter
NEW oil filter
Microwave Pancake Pan
salted napkins
Hot and Cold lunch box
Prostate Pad
The Tic Tap Wrap.
LED Battery Christmas Lights
sleep comfort
Remote finder
Ergo Laptop Case
BROCE
Get the exact portion you desire without using measuring spoons. Saves time and less headache!
Slowmouv
Guitar pigtail
Three outlet switched adapter
Rapping Paper
Stranded? Need help -- cell phones are great but sometimes you need a good Samaritan. This flag/sign will help one find you.
Watch Me
Ladies' Urinalysis Funnel
BluEar
"Identify"
cordinroll
HIP-HOORAY hip protector
Do you swim in a lake near a dock? Keep you and your family safe. Voltage tester for water to see if it is energized. Can save lives.
DispenseALL Liquid Sock Dispen
SpeedPurchase App
Squeeze Me nail brush
The Smart Night Light
LED bulb that operates normally untill the switch is toggled on and off 3 times, it begins to flash and remains flashing untill turned off.
Charging Chill Pad
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Baby big enough
JOLISON
Solar powered outdoor Christma
Accessory Finder
wireless hair tool
spigot hide a key
Did You See That?
KeyChain Looper
Dish scrapper with dish washing liquid soap dispensed through pours in head! Bottom unscrews to refill and button dispenses soap when needed
Cinnamon Spotted Pluot Jam
Family Organization Station
portephone
FLOATING ICE CREAM LID
Cool yourself, your dogs, or anyone down quickly with this Motion Activated Refrigerated Cooling Pad. plugs into outlet at home or work.
Sensory Screen
Grill Scraper with cleaning agent/soapy water dispensed through pours in head! Simply press button and clean grill with a real clean!
the perfect fill
Reversible bench grinder guard
Electric pitter w/ different attachments (cherries, plums, olives, peaches). Prepare healthy snacks 4 the whole family in no time. 152 votes
Sling Free
Book Strap keeps my lesson plan book together when it's full of papers that need grading. It keeps my organizer open to the right week.
Stove alert
A voice activated kitchen timer that can be told to turn on/off and add more time. This way the user can still manage their timer when busy.
Smart Headphones
travel tight
Quick Privacy
High Chair Suite
Perfect Potato
Pool Alert
Stop Leaking Light! A Better Keyboard Protector
H2Ornament
Tub Safety Drain
Kinetic Charger
Smart Alarm Clock
Foot Controlled Mech/ Hand
iCondiments
All-in-one Buffet Plate
smartshirt
LED Temporary Tattoos. Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
no more smoke
musical pacifier
Smart Bionic Backpack
Sports bra with a detachable smartphone pocket with sliding fasteners to snugly secure it between her shoulder blades. No wobble, no bulk.
Properly Fitted Sheet
Rain Ready
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Zipper alert
The "U" Fine Signs
Flash App
Perfect Pan
Find It Beepeer
Side by Side Treadmill
Kosmetic Kooler
Every Size Pot Lid
Extra Shopper
Handles for iPad Mini and iPad
Dog's Best Friend
In Car HUD for Phone
EnCore Cooling Vest
Find A Room
Toddler Cozy
Avoid the Cold Shower
meds forever
Dog Proof Catfood Bowl
Driveway Basketball Template
Blu Lock
Door Alarm Warning
The Watcher
GENERATOR PHONE CASE! (RESUB)
A firearm that would breakdown after a certain amount of time. An internal timer would guarantee the gun would only work as long as needed.
Timing Bowl
Bigger Buns
Whatâ€™s my page?
The One Card
Garbage Needs Emptying!
StubNots
Never Forget Your Cell Phone!
Dont loose your lids
Clay Bracelet Former
Easy Adjustable Locker Box
condom boxers
Recycle and Sort
Timer on mixer
Roll up / fold keyboard
Thermo Cooler
Magnetic zipper pull
Smart Mailbox
see describe the problem below
Mix your own nail polish
TODDLER TOILET STEP
AdjustaPillow
the catchall
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LED Socks. Dress up, fashion statements and dance class! What little girl wouldn't want these? Collaboration with Debra Courtenay.
H2O Tracker
Razor Blade Counter
Framed holiday lights.
Make Your Own Nail Polish
Travel Ease
Car windshield cleaner
Interchangeable Eyewear
Help me Microwave! I'm tired of cleaning dirty microwave. I'm tired of looking for a microwave cover that isn't there when I need it.
Camp Shower
"iPad Shower Case" - Apple's iPad is great for everyday activity. Imagine using it every morning in the shower !!
trackit
the tracker
Shotgun Seat Holder
Magnetic Umbrella
Car seat alarm
snap shot peephole.
Corner Picture Hanger
Battery Buckle
Easy on sheets
ì»µë°‘ë³‘ë”°ê²Œ
Great addition to a traditional hanger designed for collared shirts. This unique hanger eliminates flat or wrinkled collar lines w/o ironing
Wall Christmas Tree
Slidable Breastfeeding Bed
Clip n Zip
Hot box
Snail Mailbox Alert
Groomies
Mommy blanket
TRS - Textile Regeneration Sys
LED iron on for t-shirts, back pockets, purses, jacket, backpack or anywhere. Spruce up your Hanes! Cusomize - stylize - brightenize
Safe Text
Crispy oven wings
Safety Alert
Big letters and numbers
lifeline app
Ultimate child's headrest
Clothes Hanger Organizer
Inflatable Baby Car Seat
Makeup Monocle
Boat Flotation Collar
E-elment
Favorite Chair Swivel Platform
YOGA MAT WITH RECESSED FOOT / HAND HOLD TEXTURED AREA - helps to hold your foot in place while doing poses especially when sweaty
&amp; slippery
Clikit!
Weed Whip
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Fork Cleaning BRUSH
The Quakebrace
Snap on those XMAS bulbs
wc medecin
CAR REMOTE CASE
Solar Wind
Beauty Smart &amp; Simple
water quality monitor
Non-latex non-vinyl condoms
Floating Hot Tub Cup/Glass
Car-Burglar Alarm
Car Umdrain
Shower with a memory
The Bedtime Timeline clock eases children (and parents) through bedtime by making time visual with color and icons.
Security Alarm Cover
My idea is a simple one but one that is needed in a lot of homes, it is a electric jar opener, wich is multi sized for all jars,
Child Cares Dream
Floating Headphone Hanger
The Only Vase your controll
Blonde Airhead Doll
floating child back carrier
ShadowCase
safety belt
garage door app
Computer Contact Lenses
Picnic Cooler Combination of a cooler and a picnic basket combined Hard plastic with an attached large picnic basket that has plenty of room
WhereMe
zip It's
PB&amp;J Dog
"On Guard Fire Alert System"
Fog Gone
Stop Pouring the Milk!!!!
Walk and Stalk
Its a spatula that's a masher, or a masher that's a spatula.
folding scrapbook page
REPEL DEER EFFECTIVELY
Lace Cuffs
Glow in the dark replacement collar for popular baby's bottles. Just a simple luminous material with no maintenance required.
Collapsible Sippy Cup
Dashboard shelf
The Pivoting Toothbrush
Banana Trainer Skis
The project "Smart iron"
Ice'O'Wave
reflexo feet
tracker arrow
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Lawnmower &amp; WeedEater Attac.
Air travel stroller
A life saver
Heat your butter and spray it with this butter warmer/spray bottle.
The Orange String
Happy Hooker Service Bar
Hair "stamps" for kids with short hair.Using the colorful hair dyes they have out there,it could be really fun!Lightning bolts, skull X bone
We need a more ergonomical lawn mower. A simple attachment rising the handle so the operator stands upright is a no brainer! Simple as that
Leashgrip
parking locator app
Tat Scan
Food Expiration Reminder App
Hand-Aid heavy duty bandage.
Food Expire Date Barcode App
Bake Trap
Echo friendly gift bags
Jello Spice Tower Machine
Chin Pillow. A small but effective way to travel and sleep without loosing composer. Have a nap or getting sleepy get some chin pillow.
Dryer-Heat Diverter
fiber finger
Timer Tap
Panorama Car Cam
Quirky auto off on hair curler
CAN'T LOSE MY BABY
battery power drink mug
Pants cup holder
Bar-to-go
Functional Beach Backpack
stack your cups to dry, with this spacer
Solar X-Mas lights
Keyboard USB Power
iPhone Keyboard
Alarm Clock Bottle
How easy can it be to hang your new picture? One, Two, Three.....Presto!
GP cell
External CPU
Libation Labels
Tips
Cell phone disable;preventing accidents due to talking and texting while driving!
Discounts Alerts
Holds ICE down in your DRINK
Smart GFI auto off outlets
Designer surgical gloves
Ergonomic Handheld Smart Phone/Tablet Clip-on Holder Swivels and Flexes wherever you need it to read/work/play comfortably
Banglit
easier window cleaner
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Stroller Rocker
The Pop-Up Potty
energy saving fan
A "kitchen bench sculpture" that holds many different shaped knives that is unique, stunning and visual, with a small bench-top footprint.
REUSEABLE ONE CUPS
Dental Shield
The chair arm pad filled with various materials creates a soft surface to rest your elbows or forearms while sitting.
ANIMAL CLIPPER
Voice Choice
Laptop/Note Protect
the window caddy
Key Ring Clip
Shower Hose Head Holder
A file holder/stand that does not only hold paper thin file but also books and even keyboard to help organizing all our desktops from chaos.
Any cords(usb,iphone,...) can be attached to this device to become retractable cords.
bobble yourself
LOObs
App Panic Button
Easy 2 see light switches
Stolen Bicycle Tracker
Infant safety head cap
ROCK-CHAIR: A desk chair that keeps you moving all day long. Exercise the balance muscles, burn calories and better your posture.
Direct Spray
The Family Alarm clock! Multiple profiles! Settings for days of the week, monthly or annual reminders! Tablet or phone docks! Smart clock!
Light Me Up
Rx Check
Homebase Child Check In
Christmas light tool
My Key's
Work shop - drawer handles
bed warmer
Styling Headband
Fork-N-Floss
Youtune
This is a tubular holder with bottom to hold wraps together while eating. It pushes the bottom up as you eat, exposing more of the wrap.
inflatent
Body Bliss Dryer System
Spotter Plus
"Aye Yai Yai Patch" Protect that 'built-in' lens on your device; protect your PRIVACY!
Inflatable Freezer
The Floating Thermometer
TidyCables
Charger Cord Mess Solution
Hair Spray Protector
Trailer hitch positioner.
EZ safe Med Dispenser
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No-mat TOILET TRAY
Bar soap warmer/shaper. Device that stores leftover pieces until enough to make another bar of soap. Use warmer to shape/mold into a new bar
USB Uploadable iPhone Case
Musical Ladder
The Purse Shirt
bar soap dispenser
Home Spice Dryer
The Litter Sleeve
Sandwich made easy!
Vein Finder
Paint roller washer.
pas-a-finder
Fingertip Grips (For Sports)
Keep it Fizzy
Bitcoin ASIC miner
Nozzle Mitt
The Perfect Pea
Display your Nerf &amp; water toys in style. Nerf display case with drawer to store your ammunition. A fun way to help kids put their toys away
Grocery getter
self mixing pump
WeedBot
Grocery Store Memorizer
Habbits app. Works on Iphone/Ipad devices and is designed to pick up on Iphone or Ipad "app" usage and or Habbits.
Hair and Foot Dryer
Extremely practical Power Extension Cord solution - Can't believe this hasn't been done before! *** Watch Video: http://youtu.be/NzsrqRMGYNo
E Z P B's
One size fits all sheet sets made to cover any size mattress and box due to adjustable draw strings
bike back pack ride and play
Christmas Tree Trunk Extension
Bloomin' Brella
BIB FUNNEL
Twin Swing
Germ Stopper
StepBlocker
bath tub foot scrub
My clients need a foam roller they can use sitting in a chair instead of rolling around on the floor to relieve muscle tension and pai
Food housekeeper refrigerator
SUN OF A BEACH
Pan Buddies. A cooking pan and spoon set where the spoon rests and latches onto the handle. Say goodbye to drip messes and spoon holders.
Bro 2 Bro
Hotel Inspector
find it
Reminder Bracelet
The NEW way to COAT RACK! Hold onto your HATS! and gloves, and scarves, and lots more. Bring in the BUNGEES!
Headphone Beanie
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Duel Purpose Flash Drive
Lock-N-Load: A Snowboard Carrier with a built in lock. Lock-N-Load allows you to carry your board, helmet, gloves onto the slopes with ease!
Hikers dont like to carry much. Hunters /bicyclist/runners/walkers love safety. Why not give them something light weight and keep them safe?
Chew proof heating pad &amp; chord
Introducing the Quirky Lunchbox, let's take lunchboxes into the 21st century, add some needed features, INCLUDING a LOCK, roll, fingerprint?
power generating furnace
Itunes carry a huge Music library!!! Convert them into SHEET MUSIC OR TAB!!! intergrated software
TrashCAN
"Annual Receipt Organizer" - keeps all your purchase receipts for an entire year in one, easy to retrieve, miniature storage space.
Trail Video
The VBar
Buck balls
GPS for children
Vehicle Braking STROBE SYSTEM
Camping chair with wheels
auto heated car locks
Hands Free Door Opener
Laptop Stand + Case
Beatle Calender
TRINO â€“ Collapsible Wine Rack
Automatic Home Door Opener
EASY LIFT
This is a concept of a toy Penguin which almost exactly looks like a real penguine and moves almost exactly like a real penguin.
Family pet
An adjustable double pizza wheel - cuts pizza into even strips. Great for parties, smaller portions, and cutting rectangular pizza evenly.
Nuts To You
Animal Thermometer.
"The Scoop"
Songlet
Finger Nail Catcher
BottleBuilder is an innovative bottle recycling system which allows consumers to build tables &amp; other useful items from recycled bottles.
mouse repellent tape
Easily read, use your iPad or laptop while walking on a treadmill. Holder is not attached to treadmill; no shaking or having to look down.
Busyblock
Chef's Smart Wrap
Beauty shop sink soft cushion
Remote for Wink Products
wino wash
A pillow Heater
Adjustable Koozies
shovel aid
The Sponge Casing
MULTI-TOOL IPHONE CASE - THE WOMAN PERFECT IPHONE CASE
protective helment
Reflective dog leash
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cargo on the go
par three golf bag
Doggy sitter
Black Friday Deals!
Clip on Mop Bucket Strainerr to existing mop buckets to catch the crud before your drain does.
Red Button
A system to count the number of door openings, to detect intruders, spies, criminels!
Charging Shoes
Washer lint catcher
Personal Umbrella Heater
Baby Bak
Quick Dry
Lighted Purse
STOP KICKING YOUR PET BOWLS
Money to go!
location attachment
Multi function tape Measure
smoke alarm information
Bike protection
Bugs Away Windshield Wiper
CLEAN BACK
The Best Kitty Sitter
Edge Power
solar/friction phone case
Soft touch clip
MAGIC TRASH ELITE
Table Armor
The Silent Alarm
SOFT-â€™N-SNUG NYLON BANDS
Heat Pal
Bandtastic Organizer
Socket Gadget Power
Bluetooth Speaker Hat
Wireless leash
Bubble Protector
Paint Dispenser. Press and release the desired amount of paint into your paint tray.
Swizzle Stick Safety
Easy pooper scooper
*Wringer*
Chap
Hide your cables in your wall! This device allows an in-wall conduit system for hiding your cables. Resubmit 400+ votes. Working Prototype!
La Chaussure
Triple S Vintage
catcher's cool
Desktop extension cord that fits in standard hole on top of computer desk. Avoid crawling under desk for plugging and unplugging cords.
i-sound
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soft deck suck dust.
for all the android users in the world what if it was possible to connect to the ipod products with your android phone with a simple adaptor
Natural organic Spices from
PuddleMuckers
WaterSpot
glow-in-the-dark pacifier
I removed the idea
Active Noise Cancellation Hub
Anyone else tired of stinky dish cloths? Wouldn't it be nice to wash them every time you run a load of dishes? Dishwasher cloth holder!
LED Reading Glasses
Battery Guard
Phone and Credit All In One
IronJacket
All Purpose Lights
Speak and Find
Know it All
The Leash Harness System. Walk your dog or carry your dog in Comfort. SEE IMAGE
Ecouteurs sans-fil flexibles
Scrape Spoon
WiFi Water heater thermostat
Timmies Candles
Hologram Golf Ball to practice
Car Dock for iphone! All of my friends who have an iphone are jealous of my car dock made specifically for my smart phone.
rechargable outdoor outlet
Solar cell phone charger
Dressmaker's Pin Caps need a home!Pin cushion with holding chamber in the middle, with "snack trap" seal so they don't spill.Has wrist band
Sand Pockets
Contrepoids pour ecouteurs
protective disposable shower
Pencil online
Seen the inside of a bag
Child Locater
Parents control 0% alcohol
Ever wonder how much power an item in the house is using? Create a Power Plan and save money now!!
Sound Smoke Alarms
Contrepoids pour ecouteurs
Scribe 2
SecureLite is a bedside security lamp with an alarm siren, flashlight, blinding strobe light, and normal lamp.
SCRIN2
Listen to ipod while your in the pool? Can now with waterproof wireless earbuds
Brain Safe
BODYPILLOW WITH SOUND!
Cord Chameleon
Eluhmentl Energy
Never lost
íœ´ëŒ€ìš© LED
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UAV for the masses
maXcord Electric Cord Holder
Mat in the Back
Glowinthedark Christmas lights
SUPERLONG BATH MAT
bluetooth ear bud headphones
Emergency contact button
life saver system for cars
Smart sponge
Night Light Car Seat
Potty Training Character Toys
Sand Pillow
Mistletoe kissing Pole
Sticky tape w/ free cutter=tab
App. controlled iphone stylus.
WannaC2
Squinty eye detector
C'LOR
The Smarter Pen
An improvement on the salt and pepper shakers now both in one stylish bottle
Escalator Handrail Cleaner
duel scrubby
Torque socket wrench with electric gauge (beeps when target torque reached) and an extendable handle (extends when maximum torque needed).
Remote control finder
Addict mobile phone case
Rechargeable remote with pager
Customize Your Picture Frame
there's many times when you have to take out a rag to wipe clean your smartphone only to find there's not a wipe around when you need one.
Fire Ant Sapper
Trash Trap
hair just like me
Mind Recorder
Sock clips
An earthquake alarm clock
Who loves the smell of cookies baking in the oven? I know I do, just wish there was a faster way to make homemade cookies. . . .
Solar Powered Boat Lights
Bag Charger ï¼ˆSmart Bagsï¼‰
Non electric Heated Insoles
Spout Bumps
Transparent Toaster
Emergency Evacuation Vest
Shake iPhone Wallet
Cube Chess Board
AdTech - Digital Media Device
InstaBook
Nose-eze nasal stent
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Elevator Sanitizer Sleeve
CuillÃ¨re stylet
A glow in the dark umbrella. Public will be visible in the dark, and in pouring down rain, which can be a dangerous combo. Keep you safer.
cash prepay at gas pump
Garbage traveler to dumpster
Child Identification App
Hands Free Ice Cream Cone
Collapsible Bread Box
Post-it toilet seat cover
Soda Bottle Cooling Dispenser
Mixi Curling Iron
Induction Power UniVsl Adapter
Driver 'thank you' sign
Sticker Sleeve
U-Turn Signal
FLIP TOP MEASURING DISPENSER. Great for dressings, marinades, etc...
ocho parasol
Portable Key Safety Storage
kelson prone pillow
Drone Alert!!
tv interactive television app/
Le Prise-Partout
USB picture reader for tablets
Plant Lamp
Unique Auto A/C
Fit Tight Top Sheet
SolarShadez
Back In Play
automatic smartcooking machine
Retractable charger case
Solar-Powered Camp Lights
Can/bottle sanitizer
Sofa-Top Coaster. Watch Video.
Magnifying glass App
Coeeta: Smart Coin Box
Book Holder
pocketbook hideaway
The Privacy Pod
Urban Stroller Attachment
Discreet Wallet Security
Outlet Mover
App enabled car heater.
A watched pot never boils, so put a universal pot lid with a whistle built in (think tea kettle) and do other things in the mean time.
Solar car cooler
App-Remote
Improved collapsible hamper: Includes 1-6 compartments, detachable mesh walls, rollers and a hook for picking up clothes without bending.
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Club Found
Suck and Blow Dryer
Hose Bucket
Hospital bed caddy
iReady iPhone Case
jeux pour chat
Induction Light Bulb Sockets
Garlic knife for chopping/crushing garlic very quickly. The base of the blade is designed to crush and finely dice garlic in 1 motion.
"Keep 'n' Cut" Bread Bag
Kids + Learning to tie shoelaces = Headaches! Simple, effective visual/hands-on aid. Stays on shoe as a cool accessory! Pls vote &amp; comment
The KetchCup
LIT BEBE MONTER SUR VERRIN
Headbones
Miracle Alert Cards/Bracelets
Slimming Jock
Pet - Food Dish Tracker
boogie slip
Induction Light Bulb Caps
ENDLESS ICE BAG
Durra-Ball
PlotBoard
6-Disc DVD Changer
Iclock
Active Traction
A drinking cup with a suction cup on the bottom to avoid making a mess if spilled!
Kitchen Multi-Tool. A combination of frequently needed kitchen tools in the kitchen combined into on clever tool.
Fun Concept idea with I-Tunes!! Inneractive Guitar Fretboard that lights up when you need to play chords, lead and rythm.
Iphone case holder
Retractable LeashLight
Beep Its
I like hot chili, my husband likes mild chili. I have to use 2 crockpots to make chili for a Sunday afternoon football snack.
Interactive SPOTTER
retractable pacifier holder
Oil Bottle "popable" membrane
The rug frame
Boot Mock Sock
Tag It
Distri-Ã©co
Parent Trap
High-end Pop-off Paintbrush Handle with an assortment of exchangeable brush heads, perfect for painting your home or decorating!
Concealed Connections
Garage Sale Made Easy
Pool Tamehose
A slip cover for a credit card that let's you use the card like a stylus without adding anything to your wallet.
A simple tool to train a young person to hit a base ball. Intensify practice 10 Xâ€™s. Eliminate the negatives and reinforce the positives.
Seat riser for any chair or toilet. Portable, self inflates &amp; deflates, 3 different levels, can velcro together for whatever height needed.
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Individual Protection
Clock mount on TV
my converted cervical pillow
Crazy Charmz
iPad Gaming One Finger Gloves
Resealable bag for brown sugar. Seriously, why doesn't brown sugar come in a resealable bag? It dries out quickly and you have to waste it.
Eco Friendly Straw Dispenser
Utility Trash Pan/Lid
Wine glass lid covers
Rolling-Block Cane Rifle
Toasty Toes
Supa Loofah
An idea that will help childre
Multi-Holiday Outdoor Lights
My idea-A Portable,Stick it Mini Air Freshener w/ Deodorizer.All natural,removes odor in enclosed spaces,fits in pocket,purse or wallet.
Swing Adapter
Power Manager
Fresh Air Bath Fan. -Home Depo
2 Heavy Duty handles on at least two sides of futon cover so as to be able to reposition it more easily.
Secure Voice Only
Many have tried, but here is the solution! Bra strap covers for any size knockers! Back me up ladies!
SUBFRAME METAL REPELLET INSECT,RODENT AND REPTILES .
Temporary Dish Drainer
Trash Ease
Handie Shower Cleaner
Knife band
Shower Footsie
Detachable Quilts
CAReOKE
Kuggers
Metal cream/ointment tubes get dented unintentionally and then spew forth too much product when the cap is removed. Messy and Wasteful.
Side Step Ladder
wiskey minder
Sun reflector umbrella
Car Finder
Feuille
A coffee carafe that helps you to know if the coffee inside is decaf or regular coffee. No more sleepless nights cursing mixed up coffee.
Coffee Creamer Singles
SmartSwitch
Park Place Monitor
Mug Handled Can Cooler - Made with a inner foam variant of neoprene and a harder plastic or acrylic shell to emulate the feel of a mug.
Wooden Salad Tongs
two time trailer
Big game finder
porcelain Party plates with a built in cup holder. Wine &amp; dine &amp; stop guessing what drink is yours. Keep everything you need in one hand.
Use subways to transport goods
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Portable closet with mirror
DISPOSABLE UMBRELLA!!!
Ice/heat suit
Two small pieces of plastic that go on the end of the pull switches of a ceiling fan. One shaped like a light bulb one shaped like a fan.
The Polite Driver
The Wedgy
Book Suspender
Probiotic water treatment
The idea was to develop a product to store plastic bags in a practical, inexpensive and efficient way.
Smart Breadbox
up date the old fashion support nylons specialist reommend woman to wear to stop painfull throbing legs while standing and help veins
shoe sweep
App for Photo Recognition
laundry helper
A Wrist Band Baby Watcher. When ever Baby moves away from the Parent/s, the Wrist band will alert parent/s by Vibrating or a Beep Sound.
waste away
This light switch plate has a find-your-stuff button to locate your phone (even when itâ€™s off), wallet or keys! One touch finds it now!
Seasonal Lenses
Shower Walls Tile Cleaner
Laptable: The ideal table for you + your laptop. Pretty, compact and versatile. You can use on the bed, sofa or office. Great for Laptop use
Glasses Finder
Dine out in a flash
A Better Shaker to make the Perfect Mixed Drink with a built-in measurement reservoir.
Phone NEVER EVER drops!
Air Conditioner Theft Alert
The dish rack re-invented..........AGAIN! Only this time it really is better..... It has a big red button.
Cruise Ship RFID bracelet
multiprise tÃ©lÃ©commandÃ©e
A durable silicon ring guard band made in cool attractive colors. This guard won't move out of place and won't damage your stones.
sock eyes
I have invented the easy reach razor.It has an extra long handle so you can shave STANDING up!!!!
Detergent dispenser
Holiday window shade
Mail Order Storage Unit
Leftover Storage
cathedral lamp
App Enabled Salt Dispenser
On your next camping trip, don't struggle with tent poles. Just push a button &amp; watch as air-filled frames set your tent up for you.
Don't drink soda and have unused fridge space?. Soda can sized Tupperware. Fit perfectly in any existing soda can rack. 97 voted
iXtend
I removed the idea
Multi-use level is for your house improvement projects or anything that you need!
eyeONit
Extenda-Flex Light Socket
TIRED that your PHONE OR LAPTOP is running out of BATTERY and you don't have your CHARGER, THIS IS THE BEST ECO-SOLUTION! WATCH
ME!!!
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Raising eyebrows
No Freeze Hummingbird Feeder
ON THE GO - GERM-A-WAY
Coozy Caddy
Bibbies-clear protection
pocket smartphone stand
INTERIOR MOTIVE
The Game Pad! Outdoor pads made to play a variety of games. Roll them out to play and roll them back up when your done. Front and back games
Weigh to Go!
VELCRO-CLIP SHOELACE REPLACE
Help sear the edges of meat
Light Write
Portable Cupholder
Baby warmers
PrintPad - Extremely green. Let's print thousands of pages without spending a single sheet of paper. Millions of trees/year will be speared.
Ready-Note
Heart Beat Detector
Sock-it To Me socks. No more writing directly on the fabric or ironing on labels. Special tagging area already on the socks!
Sunflower Desk Organizer
Poo Sucker
I-Touch Gloves
Moving Bags &amp; Things
Collapsing Blower Tube
Stop Thief!
Boot Uppers
fashion temples
Breathing Sensor
Notebook
Poker Coin Chips
New age Convertible top
Alpha Sorted keyboard
Baby Tummy Sleeper Bed
Dehumidifier clothes dryer
Mag Pen
Launch Realistic Looking Butterflies Into the Air! Watch Them Fly &amp; Flutter! Wings Move! Option to Light Up for Nighttime! Æ¸ÌµÌ¡ÓœÌµÌ¨Ì„Æ·
I have seen so many extremely cool and excentric pop-up books, why not make a dish dryer to do the same?
Ready, Set...Park!
Media Jumper for Ipad/iphones
Dish Dews
I removed the idea
App-enable any device
Your kids walk away from you and you donÂ´t notice it? With "Watcher" youÂ´ll know the exactly distance and position of your lost kids.
Fun Concept Idea Iphone Apple Pod! Energy friendly transportation unit with all the technology installed or just a simple scooter.
temp expandable toilet seat
Athletes foot soles
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When we first learn to brush our teeth we are taught to brush using up and down motions. There is no other toothbrush like this one. Re-Sub
Paralysis boots
UPDATE: A cord Quirky should use on future products where the cord getting in the way is an issue (curling irons, lawn tools, etc.)
Watch pole
Spring Up Stick
An outdoor side table has a bonus function to harvest rain water.
The Bottle Pop
A solar powered 'smart' portable outdoor toilet. Rethinking the porta-potty with an eye on waste management and sustainability.
Disaster Hunger Relief
Child or Elderly Tracking
Remote finder
Deck Post Speaker
Beautician Stool
Have you ever been torn between owning a powerful laptop and a lightweight portable laptop? This might just be the solution to your problem.
Moving Bags &amp; Things
Heated Slippers
Klapa
Hair Clipper Comb Attachment. No need for multiple clipper combs. One comb for any length of hair.
Clip on menu light
Work &amp; play media holder
Armband life saver
cool feet
Garage helper
Wireless pendant
Ergo-envase
Waking on Sunshine
Road Animal Deterrent
On an average summer day the temperature inside of you parked car can exceed 120 degrees. Lets put an end to that with the Window Fan!
Refrigerated Exec. Lunch Box
A stapler that does not use staples.
Help Light
The Cube: Office Mess Kit
Pivot Board
Fork Pokes and Knife Cuts in your dish water are a thing of the past! A utensil holder will eliminate your search in sudsy dish water.
the extendable suitcase
Flip Smartphone Case
A Children's Fork and Spoon That is Easy to Hold, and Will Also Adjust to Any Angle Needed for Each Childâ€™s Individual Needs. Re-Sub
Bathroom Mate
Screen Changeable Smartphone
Digital Calendar Frame
churn your icecream
Dueling razor
glow to grow your business
Wonder Plug
Spoon Support
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Strain liquids from your skillet easily and effortlessly, with no mess or hassle! My idea is to combine a skillet and strainer into one!
Distance
Changing color case cover
Kwik Scooter
DOOR BELLS that "ring" holiday themes inside and out. Halloween ghosts and screams!! Irish jigs, Stars and Stripes Forever, Santa Claus...
BeverageBand
Chargeable square
PrecisionRoll
BullHorn Mask
Uncut Key (Blank) that Incorporates a Clasp into Top of Key - Simply Push Onto Keyring! Easy to Take Off from Keyring Too!
Transitional stained glass windows- Running electrical current through the glass to allow light to flow in. Solar panels run the power.
The Self-Cooling Stove Top
Crateless dog crate
emergency airway device
Disc Matrix
The Pet Flea Brush
Box charger
LifeLine
Universal seizure-proofing
Get A Grip
The finder
Toddler Undie Liners
iDrive Safety Cable
STUNGUN WRISTWATCH
Wardrobe Jack/ Wardrobe Jill
Camping blanket
WOMAN'S PEPPERSPRAY WRISTWATCH
Stand Alone Diaper Stacker
Poo pants
Find Your Car &amp; Bicycle
Expiration Station
Noodle Float Headrest Slide on
The Sneaker Sock
Wake Me Alarm Clock
S.O.S. (Shower On Line Support
USB Hub
flip disc counter toy (heads and tails)
packman
Tiny wonder brush
Finger protector
LUGGAGE WITHOUT WHEELS
blackbox for passenger vehicle
Med Minder
NIMBUS Dashboard / Monitor
Car crevice wedge
Hammock
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Clock on a clip. Date/time, stopwatch, alarm clock, temperature and a sturdy clip. Good for chefs, cooks, coaches etc...
Dry Bra
fashion alteration
ARTISTS!!! A etching press/ machine are way to expensive. Quirky, please help us broke artists with alternative inexpensive PRESS machince.
System to protect cars,standing outside in the night,from destruction by fire ore from theft of audio and expensive apparatus.
"No Mess" Mess Kit Wipes
Germ away
iShield iPhone Case
music in motion speaker
A simple glass of health- 3 measurements of bad beverage effects on health in 1 glass.NOT A NORMAL MULTI-PURPOSE MEASURING. EASY
MADE&amp;USED
automatic volume adjuster
Build a DESK with Quirky: Quirky built desk that beautifully accommodates all of quirky's desk/computer accessories. Functionality cubed!
Little Black Box
Tush tucks
Cat Cozies
Adjustable Ice/ Ice Pack holder. Control how cold the ice/ice pack is on your skin. Kid's will love it! Prevents ice burn. Feels "perfect".
Many people have a hard time washing their back due to mobility issues. This cleaning board can help them to do this whit ease.
Versastyle
Aparato del mal aliento
Cookout Aluminum Foil
A bluetooth boil alarm that predicts when the water will boil. I explain how in a comment.
alien seasonal yard ornament
Squbble
A Bike with Automatic Shift
SprinklR
baby nappy change pram
FashionMaker 3D Printer
Automotive code reader/reseter
Sleep with Oxygen Tube Pad
Rise and Shine
rubber necker
"V.E.C.T.R."
La poubelle sans problÃ¨me
Lipstick Locker
Ski boards sledge
Kitten Mitten
Universal game box
Keyword: Security.

How smart DNA can help society to prevent riots. This product will take anonymity off the hooligans during riots.

Bookmark led lights
Nail decal machine to sit next to PattiD's winning nail polish maker idea. Get your custom polish and decals at the same time.
Sting Car Alarm
Stair Railing Reinforcement
Bus.Box w collapse containers
iDoll
enTRAY
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Compact Onion Ring Slicer. Can also be used for tomatoes, apples and oranges.
Blueprint Tree Topper
My invention allows you to update and customize your cabinet doors and drawers, change styles, colors or patterns easily and inexpensively.
Sem sujeira vem pra solucionar seus problemas. No mess comes to solving their problems.
Framing/Finish Hammer In One!
Freedom Phone
Resubmit 270 Votes: Wet Erase: kids color in Puzzles Blank puzzles that kids can draw their own designs and instead of what comes in the box
The IQ is a phone case that allows you to Dock and Charge your phone. Eliminating wire clutter.
Trap and zap. Even one or two flies in the house can make you crazy. They are fast evasive and even if you can squash them they leave a mess
Giggles - Interactive Baby Toy
Adhesive decorative neophrene skins w/ clear plastic panel for the Kindle Fire and other electronics.
Lipstick machine, matches color, will sit next to PattiD's nail polish machine. Match your lips with your nails!
App-enabledTimeTrackingDevice
Tasty envelope and stamp glue
Kitty Litter Traipser Trapper
Child-proof phone cases
Rate Drivers
The perfect Jewelry box is your solution to tangled necklaces and lack of storage space for EVERY type of Jewelry all in one space.
Pooch Poop Pick-up Genie
STORE++
Decoy credit/debit card when used calls police and gives your information.
App-Guitar Amp
gas gerry can/bottle
Eye glasses that could be changed every day. Basic frames supplemented with unlimited accessory packs.
Foot Massage Socks.
A quirky Staple Remover for STAPLES (the store). Solves a common problem with staples (the metal things).
IN-CAR USB DUAL CHARGING PORTS
Better MarinadeContainerVIDEO!
Anytime ice
WINK Shower Tap &amp; Mat
B4Warnd
Floss built in toothbrush!
sleepy-time earings
Spittie Cup
Heated Long Underwear System
Dual Screen Viewer (iPad)
magnetic suspension
the off roader
Window Wiz
Head Phone Mount
Smart Mirror for iPhone and SmartPhones A mirror you add to your phone , that is easy to use and gives you a real mirror experience.
Sticky Frame
Transition Windshields
keyword
Rhythm Baby Bed
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" i vanity " phone mirror case
WEBWEBAPPåº”ç”¨å¼€å‘
Handy plug joiner
Take your Charger on the go!!! The i-Drive is designed to Tuck under your case and lock securely.
Purse luminator Inserts
Wink Motion Detector/ Camera
Tracking device for kids,senior citizns w alzh Similar 2 device injectd undrskin n animls. inject tiny device that can b detectd like onstar
Baloon Deflator
TV Lazy Susan
Don't brush a little! Insure that you and your children brush for the full two minutes that dentists recommend with our tooth brushing timer
Rubber ball with a hole
Dog's food storage and dispenser. Bring style, quality and mobility. Bonapetisco.
Alarmed Safety Chain
Induction Power Extension Cord
iCrane
Recharge your coin/button batteries with the Ray!! Recycle and save money operating your Ions, Socialites etc.
Time's UP
Extension for vacuum cleaner
Knob-It
blazing shovel
Waterguard
Modern Day Clapper
Boo-Boo Cue
magnetic shoes
cell phone emotion robot
Clip on clip off earbuds
Wheel chair ramp
ODOR CONTROL TOILET
Transmit for translation App
Module power strip
Fan power
Removable wall covers
Genie
boite de mouchoir + pratique
Watching the washing
golf ball finder
never ending garbage bags
iphone 5 home button
Junk Tools For Men!
Pet motion
Porkfolio CHRISTMAS suit
No longer will golfers need a push cart to hold their golf bag. I am proposing a golf bag with wheels attached(maybe retractable wheels).
Reel Heels(spelled wrong purp)
Nowadays when everyone has a smartphone with a speaker can easily be the other end of your regular door bell
Solar Window Speakers
STARZ... The Novel Flying Toy That You Create. Play in groups or individually with themed targets. Ask your children if they want this!
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Cup Screen
grocery scanning calculator
connecteur facile de cables .
I would like to make a "sippy cup" lid that has an aerator and chiller that made to fit wine glasses.
dual game controller
Push Paint
SWIM BAG W/ MESH/DRY POCKETS
The Stylus Gloves (For Winter)
A portable hoodie that can be worn with a T-shirt,a jacket,a sweatshirt, or even without a shirt for the beach.
Intruder and Tracking Device
a sponge made with soap and effoliates that dissolves as you shower
Handy Apron
Warm clothes
I removed the idea
Beauty Catcher
Bar stool footrest covers
Exercise bicycle that generates power and returns it to the grid. Designed specifically for health clubs to save electricity (and money).
Sleepytime Toothpaste
advanced decorative lighting
The spin dryer
Shoe Fairy
Handheld Infrared Searer
tv table
Key Locator
SoundAround - Universal Stand
The concept is designed to hold a power source as well as storage space for your accessories. Also with a built in keybord
DRIP CATCHER. Ultra absorbent terry cloth band for paint brush.
Cluttered Bathroom... can easily become uncluttered with a simple rotary shelves within basin sink cabinet... these can be in KIT form.
Bluetooth Shower Mat
A portable putting board, unlike any other, that will deliver results far better than what is available on the market today - The Putt-Back
Safe - effective water goggles
Excalibur Trolling Motor
the g-stick
Heating wire hangers
Tracks
cuddle bathy
the eating-can crocodile
A multi beverage pitcher.Store and Pour 3 different beverages from one container! Three in one design that you can seperate at the table.
PELVIC FLOOR HERE
Excalibur Trolling Motor
The "Bee Sweeper" would help the average homeowner contribute in a positive way to the environment by saving bees while mowing.
TV.C.E / TV Commercials Eliminator... is easily eliminated with a simple digital cooking timer record down times of 6 commercials/divide
color ID recognition
A ball that sparks when you dribble it on concrete/other hard surface like Razor Spark Scooter. Different colors!Or just a stick that sparks
Dry Erase T-Shirt. White silhouette images on t-shirts that you can write on and wipe off with dry erase markers like a dry erase board!
The Apple Slice... keep your phone accessories together. Easy to carry and easy to use.
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Disinfectant-Spraying Door Mat
You Just had a workout your muscles are tired and ache. You don't want to deal with the shaking and mixing.Introducing the portable blender!
A snap type device to hold extension cords together so they do not separate when using them.
eye on my helicopter
Second Skin
Vitamin B
Custom Numerical Doorbell
Cell Phone Alert
POPUP Grill Shelter with extractor fan, cooling fan, lights,music system, and power, Portable
Spray Paint Quote from Printer
Key Dispenser
Electric Nail File
Derma~Razor
Toy:A baseball launcher that launches balls in random directions around in air for kids to run around and catch 'em (within certain radius)
Ichest
VaporÃ-a ( olla para baÃ±o marÃ-a
The Beverage Butler(temp)
Handy and safe device for getting english muffins and other smaller toasted breads out of your toaster. No more digging them out with knife.
Spark shoe heel or toe attachments....drag or stomp your feet and it sparks on hard surfaces. Could spark different colors.
Snap &amp; Save
Always leaving important things behind? Missplacing your keys or your cellphone? Scared your little kids will go too far from home?
Squirt Sour Cream
Heat powered hotdog rolling grill. Cook those hotdogs evenly every time! 224 votes first time, UC second? Resub.
The Phone Charging Speaker
21st Century building/alphabet/number/learning blocks.Must see video of prototype and my kids reacting to a regular block and the new block.
Tinker Lights
Super Duper Garden Scooper â€“ POT UP PLANTS quickly &amp; efficiently without losing soil or making a mess - more fun in the garden!
The NEW App-enabled Coffee Mug
Steamer/mister bath accessory
Kids Helmet Cam As Seen on TV
Shoe name
Your Umbrella
Universal earbud sports clips
Nightime Protector
No Mess Toilet Plunger Cover
Remy Hair Extensions
Bus Driver
Water Bottle Refill Center. A Quick and easy way to fill 24 / 36 empty Water Bottles Turn on the water and instantly fill em up.
A box set of 4 *FUN AND FUNKY* wine glasses that double as regular drinking glasses.
Heat Resistant Oven Rollers
Shield your Shades... with the same materials and concept ideas used to protect your cell phones. Also protect your camera lenses.
Never ask "What's that cord for?" again with the Snappy Label!
Minutes Jellly Maker
Reduction-Extension Cord
The Wee alarm
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My Window-many sizes available
custom fitness tracker cases
Case notes for phones
Tab/Enter with your PC Mouse
Christmas Tree In The Sky
A handle to hold your phone up during video calls. Also converts to a tabletop stand.
Tennis Shoe Locker /Sport Team
Stay put
Baby bump cap
moveE
WiFiLawn
Smartphone carry case
One hand toilet paper loading
My idea is for a universal can drainer. My design is easy to use,low cost to manufacture, easy to clean, and, it has NOT been developed yet.
Master wallet
Rake n Roll
Year Round Hidden Lights
Towel Twizzler
Water spout cap
Anywhere Invent
CEG therm o regulator
AviÃ³n salvapersonas ....
Van Door De-Icer
Build a snowman
Laptop - Monitor Combo Stand
Multi-use-umbrella
A real wallet replacement and smartphone cover... Why carry both on separate pockets?
Easy Express Bra
Voice Overs: A Party Game
Personal Trainer
Drinking water in an envelope. Or, bottled water flattened out into a foil or paper pack. Flat shape fits in your pocket for easy carrying.
SCVEC
Laser bike/motorcycle attachment alerts you of obstructions way ahead of you:further than your headlights.Sees WAY before you do.video alert
Medical oxygen packaged in a small flat paper or foil envelope for quick ONE TIME use, with an easy peel back opening for inhailing.
I removed the idea
LuggageFinder
Fill any pitcher!Has a rubber tube that slips over the fill tube on the fridge and directs the filtered water in the pitcher.It's magnetic!
The way a toilet should be
shirt
Smart Cookie Cutter
Bath Time
Sock Sorter 3000
Automatic Mini Pot Fan
Go Trainer Clothing
Gift Card Lottery tickets
Shoe inserts for Smart phone.
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For the working Men and Women, Ansi Class 3 bibs, made of Poly/Cotton Twill material with Reflective stripes for those hot summer days!
Bike safety is a major concern as well as the safety of our children. This "app" or device could help detect any vehicle in (?) radius.
Nicotine Mask
Air Filter Jacket
Large triangular metal detactor on skies. Larger area to detect, almost zero effort to use. Push and scan. Video pinpoint screen available
tooth stain eraser
Tea &amp; coffee mugs
Sensi-Container
Mold resistant paint additive
Never Forget Again!
Let's Invent Dissolvable KCups
Digi-tips (RESUB)
Crossover ONE Piece
anti-slip shoe guard in colors
cooling sticky pad for helmets
The Warmer blanket
Skin tone body powder
Mailman Alert Device &amp; App
la piqueuse
Tilt-table. A center of gravity changing cooking pot that requires no pot rest. From the stove to the table. Just tilt!
Baby Feeding Necklace
Where's Jake?
French Baguette Box
4 in one cutting board
Bee Eco Four
eyeglass reading light
dixcreet
BarTech or DigiBar
Eco friendly flea killer. No spray. Just uses water dish soap and a light bulb.
Tv cup
Bee Eco Five
Snap jack putter
SAVE LIVES! NO TEXTING/DRIVING
WYNG - Where You Need to Go
TheGripStrip!
This idea is for a honeybee shaped honey bottle. The stinger would be the spout where honey comes out. Lets give the bear a break!
Solar Powered Deck Lighting
We Can Build a Better Universal Hot Glue Gun Holder
Money-mals
On-The-Go Activity Kit
Pacifier cover
Most Advanced Baby Mobile Ever
The HOLeY Bath Towel
Stores toilet paper in a and a decorative enclosed container,with means for dispensing. Provides a cost efficient source of facicial
Sippy Snap
Port-Racing
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puppet klenex for kids
Car Phone-Answering Gear
Safe-Temp Safety Solutions
MuSync/MeuSyn (Music + Sync)
Lightomatic mailer
The Kindle Frame: Bring your family photos or artwork to life by setting the mood and by controling the intensity of the light with a dimmer
Cookie Wraps....Aprons
Dish Glove loose pairs
Transformer PC
A reflective vinyl tape that wraps around an entire motorcycle and/or car. This will allow cars to shine at night without the need of power.
Non-Locking Spring Loaded Wrench Holder. 6" in diameter circular rod, 1/4" in thickness with a spring loaded arm.
foamtech
Morning Coffee
Velcro Dartboard: Kids like to throw stuff in the house. Here's a toy they can play with without breaking anything!
Point-And-Help
Herb Dehydrator ~ Dry your extra herbs ~ Share some with your neighbors (resub.1)
A house vent cover with built in fan to help pull air-conditioning or heat to hard to reach rooms in your home.
Scented Lightbulb
A see-thru tank cage for small and exotic animals to climb &amp; run through and that you watch their antics through ventilated &amp; easy cleaning
Pot Lid Holder
Call Finder
solar cell phone cover
Stick-On Scarf
concept dÃ©posÃ© il y a 3 mois
Decorative detergent dispenser
WATCH OR CLOCK WITH BALLS!
Wifi Car
LiftMagicDropped Cane Solution
EASY-HAUL! Is a easy product that can be used in any yard or to move other items around. Velcro straps make it durable and easy to haul.
Soap Indicator 4 Clean Hands
Watch Out App
heated water bottle
Cookienator
Universal QWERTY Keyboard
The Money Tree
Better Umbrella
Shower Entertainment
Pets Trip Motion Sensors?
SOLAR POWERED SAND CART..to safely get older folks,handicapped or physically impaired/injured ,onto the beach. all terrain..pedrail wheels..
Decorative Cord Cover
Personal Washer &amp; Dryer
alert now
SEAWALL CHALK
Take an ordinary spinning top and make it fly!Infinite spinning top takes flight with helecopter propellers-pull string or wind up-lights up
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This is a Early Alert Responce System called E.A.R.S. It is for homeowners and businessowners also. It is to SAVE YOUR LIVES.
The Fingertip Cover for Gloves
wine cradle
The next big thing in green. The evolution of quirkys Mercado. A universal shopping cart rack which come with reuseable produce bags.
SAFE COVER
saladcooler.com (my domain)
germ a fobe
GPS Locators
Trash Can Re-inforcement
The "EVAC TRAC"
A NON LETHAL Defensive Weapon designed to temporarily blind/confuse attackers, give the would be victim time to get away + attract attention
Diable-escabeau
All in One Laundry System
Handsfree lotion applicator
Find My Ball
Mailbox Cam (Video and Pics)
Electroblade
Carabandit Pouch (multi-resub)
tige tÃ©lescopique .
Gardener's Foot Washer
Instant Collar Stay Maker
TV Remote Locator
Recoiling wiring plug trailers
Wii Build
Lay-low Pet Collar
LICE CAP/DRYER..The dreaded school letter..YOUR CHILD HAS BEEN EXPOSED TO LICE...shampoo's are becoming resistant..heat kills lice &amp;
nits..
sole surfer
Keep that door closed
Hang It Up
Gardener's Foot Rinser
Trigger Fingers
Affordable Baby Formula Dispenser that dispenses with a click of a button.
Not your typical door matt
GeoCode Landing Pad
Christmas tree water system
ROOF Snow Removal Robot (video
BluStop
Duck Call Granny Doll
Get up! Alarm clock
Sand Vault. Clear top sand- screw device into beach. Open and twist top of locking anchors. Put in your valuables- and close.(combi lock)
the lipstick pouch
No Bend Over Pet Feeder
Cry No More - Colic Lotion
earplug alarm clock
Tie hook
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Ear buds that fit everyone's ear, comfortable, do not fall out. overall the perfect ear buds.
bluetooth language translator
Automatic Pencil Sharpener
Snake Light
â€˜The Holly-Dolly Birthday Bunchâ€™ has the ability to be a phenomenon. This product line is a small low-cost limited line of original art.
Outdoor Table Buffet
(461 votes resub)The only 'in-orange' juicer that allows you to mash/juice/drink directly from the fruit- no need for a straw.(321 votes)
Extensible outlet
Christmas solar lights
Kitty Kone Bowl
Paddleboard Exercise Machine
iPhone case scale
Bendable Kid Tunnels
Kitty Kitchen
A 'Smart' Wink Crib Cam
pet screen door
leash collar
The Safety-Catch Leash
My mobile
windshield wiper blades condom
SHOPPING CART KID SEAT
Resubmit 236 Votes/Dry Erase Stamps for Office tasks Stamp pre molded dry erase words or characters like a smiley faces for dry erase boards
Mobile solar shield
Cutting Board Scale
All purpose "Roll-Up Funnels". Roll the Plastic Sheet or Glossy Paper into a funnel shape and pour...
"Bottle It"
PLastic Serving Spoons
Egg Art
PornStopper
Garage door carbon fail safe
DUDS (don't undress sometimes
binoculars/camera
Life saving device..Inflatable strips of non slip silicone bandages you velcro around a serious wound, hand pump to stop bleeding in seconds
Phone Stand
Remote Control Stroller
Trash Bag Wizard
Travel dryer accsy. fold flat plastic sheet with neck to accept hair dryer. air flows into a coat hanger type form with perforations
BABY DIPPER - BUTT CLEANER
Ziplock coffee filter
iRubber
Lip Smack!
Fence-O-Gram
RESUBMIT.Stick N Measure It Tape"w/ dispenser.Quick, easy to use; stick it to walls,measure,tear off needed length and dispose used tape.
Decortive Fone Backz
Quirky gift cards
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Colored Soap Foam Dispenser
Make your own jelly bracelets (like easy bake oven). Place little colored rubber pellets in bracelet mold, then bake! Add glitter/charms/etc
Lighted Magnified Charger!!
observatory hemisphere lens
Baby temperature monitor
Beer Gum
Art Therapy coloring book
Simple Tub Heat Exchanger
Slip resistant tongs
Bedtime Hoodie
Spairs mittens and gloves
App-Enabled/Controlled Heater
The Germ Bomb
Can't read House Numbers? Individually Solar-Powered House Numbers! Everyone will find your house!
cup holder plates
Smart Waffle Corn Dog Maker
The 4 in 1 cheese tool! A tupperware container, with a built ON cheese slicer, grater contained IN the lid, and a slide OUT cutting board!!
Car horn lights
Bend Pro
Snow Baler
Screw Remind
Foam Cheese Grater Hat
on Demand TV
FindIT
CarVisorBlade-lessSpaceHeater
My idea is a devise that automatically raises &amp; lowers a laptop or computer screen/keyboard so you can sit or stand while using a computer.
stay alive bra
Just Like Mom- bottle nipple
Invisible Scented Air Filters
THE MONKEY GRIP.. For hanging plants, wind chimes, solar lights, bird houses and more. The concept comes from Gorillapod for cameras.
don't drive and text app
Box inception
Shower Curtain Plus
Head/taillight flashlight
Remote Control Pager
EasyTape
Flavors cap
Carrying heavy Cameras can be a pain in the neck.. literally. "SNAP" eliminates the neck strain by spreading the load across the shoulders.
P-BOTTLE
A set of jaws that mount on vices with replaceable jaws specially designed for cracking nuts, especially the hard to crack butternut.
Androview
SHELF SLIDER-slides it out
safe ride
Easywave
iPhone/IPad/iPod Transcription Foot Pedal: The ONLY one that can work connected DIRECTLY to any iOS device.
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Pizza Taxi
FoneKee Case
Fence on the go
Clothes Hanger 4 ironing board
Ball and Stick Back Relief
The Touch Up Paint Brush that can hold a reservoir of paint. Painting made easy!
Handicapped Marijuana Grinder
Keyboard Light Up
pelvis adjusting chair
The Power Tower
Diabetes Herbal Recovery Hope
BEACH-FEET BRUSH! remove sand from feet when leaving beach! 5-6 inches long, flip-flop shape...clips onto your beach bag or chair.
cabinet/drawer hardware covers
Dog Leash USB Charger
Interlocking solar cubes
Wind turbine
Auto dose insulin pump for pet
AM Shower Information Panel
Locking Pill box watch with alarm.

Multi-compartment automatic rotating band dispenses pills, releases when time is right!!

OLED Bluetooth 4.0 Photo Frame
Perfect position pillow
CHECK TEXT AND CHARGE CENTER
A pouring spout that attaches to a standard milk jug (replaces the cap).
shade tree chair
Subtitled
Paw Paw Self Cleaning dog brus
JEWELRxY, PURxSE, BRxACELET
disposable seat covers
App Enabled AC Wall Outlet
Apps enabled Pan &amp; tilt tripod
EAZY FOOT SOAK
Soap Spike
Nail Clippings Catcher
Mirror App
Many drivers pull off in there cars and don't buckle up. Some end up in accidents that they don't walk away from or possibly severely hurt.
Pet Fitness Collar
POST ART: for homeowners to decorate and for businesses to post there ideas or advertizing. Hang bird houses, sculptures or favorite team
USB hub and flash drive combo with retractable cord to keep all those annoying cords out of your work space.
Clutch
A collapsible adjustable bush trimming net, because the hardest part of trimimng is picking up the debris. Use during winter to rack also.
Flat Back Ring
Bubble Gum Birthday Candle
Wireless phone charger
Find Me Key Tag
CRUISE SHIP TRAVEL SAFETY -LIFE SAVING KIT. A backpack ( can be used as a flotation Devise) filled with Life Saving Equipment-Will Save you
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Tot Reminder
Universal Andriod Case
Scissor with a counter
Shield Glow
Sweet Tooth
electric less streetlight
Chalkboard place mats
auto highbeams to lowbeams
Pacifier docking station
Exhaust generator/Turbine
Painters helper
Fully Adjustable Heel Support
Media Device Projector (MDP)
"Shake N Bake" just got easier! Coat/Cook and Serve in same pan...coat more than 1-2 pieces at a time.
Finally! A way to apply muscle rub/moisturizer to your back, without the help of others. Especially if you're in pain or just can't reach.
App enabled modular healthpod
The Semi-Fitted Top Sheet.
Not sure of a title yet?
My invention a Soft Bottle with a wide bottom opening for easy cleansing and a secure closure. Pouch with strap and pocket for easy access
Yum Tape
Doctor consult
Attic Fan Converter kit
The coolest flip flops ever! keep you cool!!!____ Made mostly of freezing gel beads, the flip flops will keep you cool in the heat!
Mobile walker &amp;Oxygen
Toe protector &amp; Isolator
Windponic Harvesting System
Power Pro
In Store Purchasing App
Cool Square Shelf
Consumable cartridge weedeater
Football Concussion Preventer
Dustpan Vac
Shade holder
Water guard for laptop,tablet
Love Stars
Pair A Noya
2 OPTIONS! Resubmit with MarcR's Suggestion! Beanbag Toss "Dunk Tank" that is Tankless! Fun and Refreshing!
Hunting Buddy
Home Outdoor Ashtray
Toasty Nose
Hands Free Driving App
Long Ice Cream Scoop
The Broth Gun
Safety Net
Eyeseek or Iseek
Safe Lift
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Easy Gift Wrapping
Squeak + Groove = Squoove!
JOHNNY MAGIC will save the home-owner considerable monies each year and saved America over a one-billion gallons of water each year.
TRAP FOR KILLING GOPHERS
Light &amp; Locator
TIpod. A discrete listening device for your Ipod or MP3 player. Hidden inside one of the best fashion statements of all time. Your tie!
The Powl
Trying to plug in your phone charger in the dark is no easy task. With this clip-on LED light, you can add light to any charging cable.
Cart cover
poncho pour cycliste.
Bouncing RC SUMO WRESTLERS! People, I implore you- How cool and fun would that be?
Pivot Power Picnic and Pool
REACT!!
Walk &amp; Reach
Rain Buddy
Press-n- Fold Wrapping Paper
Turn your outlets that are exposed to water into Waterproof, Covered, Extension Outlets. With The Wall Master Outlet. Safer is Smarter.
In-ear pink noise generator
Anti-Bed Bug Roll-Top Laundry Bag with Built In Heater and Thermal Lined Interior.
Shower Heat
Temp-Alert Car Seat
Blinking Bikini
MAKEUP CADDY
Wind Proof your Lighter
The Heating Blanket
Introducing the "CARIA". Automatic temperature sensing exhaust fan for you car. Keeps car interiors cool and can save $1000's in repairs.
U-turn Signal Light
traction buddy
Toilet paper saver
Pivot Power OutDoor App Enable
Fridge Stay Open
No more chew
MOMM (Mom On the Move Monitor)
The Rake
Instant-Sleeper Coffee Table
Cold Toes Covered
"Tripod" iPhone Cover
Curly Hair Shrinkage Solution
Commercial Sound Control
Plastic "Paper" Dolls w/ Sticky Silicon Clothes/Plastic "Scenes" w/ Sticky Silicon Figures
emergency dial
Greer's arrow tracker
Fizz keeping Bottle Cap E-Pump
Smart Motorunicycle
Multi-purpose Pot with 4 Individual Mesh Baskets. Cook 4 types of pasta/vegetables without the danger of draining a big pot of hot water.
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Robocall Killer
Modular interlocking plates. A different take on a common Quirky submission.
Personal Airline Seat Sanitary Cover! Save yourself from getting sick or an infection!
HIGHBEAM SENSOR
Toothbrush Quiver
Simple, chunky/thick, smooth, 3D, modern, picture or mirror DRY ERASE FRAMES:great for foyers, kitchens, bedrooms and dorms. Great 4 Target!
Non-stick Snow Shovel
Shower Steamer Clothes Bag
The Buddy Doll
Resubmit:Universal Coffee Mug Lid. Ever want to take your favorite coffee mug on the go? Well now you can take it with you!!!
Burger Maker
Got a pen? Got a phone/ipad case? Here's a sheath you can attatch so pen/stylus is allways handy.
Growing Memories
"Touchdown"
night fishing
App Enabled Infrared Heater
Find My Missing...Dog/kid
2 passwords one phone
Glow Grow LEDs
P-BOTTLE 3 round prototype
A universal Phone to Phone charger. Now you can charge your phone using another persons phone anywhere. No outlet? No problem! Click picture
Counter top utensil and cutting board storage system. Convenient utility and seals from bacteria and pest. No drawers to open and close.
Crease-no-more
Active Scale - Rethinking the bathroom scale.
Pen Holder
Toothpaste Holder!
Dishes washed are all touched by the sponge which may be full of germs. Be sure to sanitize the dishes in the rack with this steam sprayer.
Non-stick Snow Shovel
App-enabled Revolving TV Pad!
Finger Linker
3rd resubmit &amp; today's my birthday. Please Quirky select my idea-Reduce risk of losing costly clothes to forgotten stains w/my stain finder.
Handheld charger
â–ˆ Nut Shells Go Flying? â–ˆ
Car wash that dries with towel
Table set for Phone &amp; Watch
Drum Stick that lasts
handle programmable timer wink
TIME MANAGEMENT-EASY TO USE TIMER-track kid's chores &amp; your "to do's"; self-employed/telecommuters &amp; those with ADD! No Number
Cycling!Resub
a touch of sweetness
Pic to Text smart phone app
A name badge that stays on!
Bring another level of safety to your home - A Bluetooth door open indicator - For doors, cabinets, mailbox, your car, cookie jar, etc.
Job Site Cell Phone Charger
Culinary Oil Wipes
Dome iPhone camera reflector
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The pickle lifting device
The Broth Friendly Pan
An Area Rug With Outlet Cutouts Built In So You Can Plug In Without Wires Running Across Rug. Wires Are Under Rug.
The Toilet Seat Protector
Cooling LEGO Bricks with Gel
Electronic Keychain Basketball
tap of piped water extension t
Real Face Emoticons
Check if the cake is ready without taking it out of the oven or burning your hands!
3-In-1 Meat Mallet
Glow in the dark Beach Twist is an updated version of traditional twister with detached pieces playable anywhere. (Resub.)
'CYCLIST IN PROXIMITY' sensor
Mind Boggling Pad Lock. A twist on the Pad Lock: Rubik Slide Pad Lock for Kids and Adults. Challenge the memory and keep items safe.
Palm of the Hand Bottle Opener
A combination metal clip and stickpin, ending the pain from getting stuck when trying on clothing for fittings or lost pins. Easy to use.
Video Wristband
Seat Passenger Sensor for Car
Lace-Up Plastic Cards become Lace-Up Plastic Books
The Shower Keeper
MELON TAP! A simple tap that screws into a watermelon (or pumpkin) along with a stand that turn it into a classy drink dispenser.
Umbrella Combination Lock
Stove Knot
Enterview Microwave Mirror
H2O, Ho HoHo
tape square
deodorant socks . socks with a deodorant will be a great way to refresh at any time a day your feets.
Cellphone Speaker Redirect
A shallower tub can be enjoyed the same way as the deep luxury one. The infinity bath tub design is simple and convenient.
Portable Natural Water Maker
Resubmition(600 votes) Vertical Boiler
Poots - Keep paws clean
During the summer months certain medications could be ruined. A miniature medicine cooler is whats needed for medications like insulin.
Personal Car Tracker
Eliminate aches, pain &amp; numbing when flossing.with "FINGER FLOSS" you'll stop putting off flossing because of the pain your fingers endure.
Text-messages answering machine, a system that responds to text messages automatically until you have time to reply.
Know when your Keg is empty
My box wine caddy is stylish and purpose built to compliment any household decor. Can be made out of any wood for any decor.
Coffee Thermos-Optimal Temp
Magna Noodle - Flexible Magnetic Wire with 1001+ uses!
Talk on the Fly or Road !!!
Insulating Holiday Decoration
The"Wall Wanger"tm This is a piece of 5" x 5" cardboard affixes to the wall to catch plaster/wood dust on drilling a hole.Keeps jobs small
View and own vintage images that describe an era in itself. These images portray feelings of love, respect and what life is really about.
Spill proof bowl
Passport Clear Cover with Rapid Customs Processing Feature... Protect What Matters And Show Your Patriotism! What's new, check it out.
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The Around The Whirl Ceiling Fan Cleaning System is designed to clean both kitchen and household fans...without using a ladder.
SUB2: The HOT Dogger! - Eat in less than 2 minutes! On the Road, tailgating, at home, students, office, anywhere there's power.
iCollier pour chien fugueur
Waterproof Silicone Bluetooth Bracelet: Vibrates when your cellphone receives a call, SMS, Whatsapp msg, email.
This puts the "personal" in personal computers! Dress it up; make a statement; decorate for the seasons; show your personality.
fireatorm
the no reach gym bottle
Wish your favorite running, workout, or sport earphones were bluetooth? Now they are!
DESCENDING LIGHTS-w remote/app
Forget something with your uniform? Keep it together with the LIBERTY HANGER! It's simple! It's a hanger with another hook for your stuff!
Parental Power Control
The Shade Saver... Here is a product that can save your glasses or sunglasses from ever falling and getting damaged. Easily attaches!!!
It's a hamper, a basketball hoop and a punching bag. Kids will never want to leave clothes lying around again.
a zip strip on bags of chips to make the bags easy to ope
Lunch Bag
the pointer armor
Accessory Tag-Clip. Goes over any hanger and helps keep your accessories together!
Tongs that take only one hand to close and lock. A push button on the side that can be pushed with your thumb to lock them closed.
Morpion/ Jeu de dame de plage
Multi-Blade Razor cleaner
resub: COFFEE SPOONS. Shouldn't they be as useful as their names? Instant Coffee as you like it. Shaped like a Spoon, they Taste Great
Shaving Step support platform for shaving legs and washing legs and feet with a built in liquid soap dispenser and razor holder.
universal phone waterproofer
Stationery Rack
Never sit on a dirty surface again with a BOTTOMS UP seat cover! Portable, washable, compact - fits in your pocket or purse!
Gel Freeze Lining for Blenders
Multi-pocketed Uniform Garment Bag. Never forget uniform accessories and devices again!
Computer Cake Writer
santatary box dispncer for spoons,knifes &amp; forks. good for hospitials,resturants,home,partys any where you use plastic untiencels.
earphones with the ear shape, material should be smooth and comfortable.
UGLY ARMS ARE A PROBLEM OF THE PAST. Women have worn hose on their legs for years, now hose for your arms. Long sleeves are in the past.
Disease Area App
The Atlas Pack
resub: TEA SPOONS - Hot or Cold, it's Tea Time.
Tick Gun (Tick extractor)
Recycle bins w/adjustable crushers built on and reusable/washable bags. Crushers for both cans and bottles adjustable for small and large
Sustainable Projections
Forget something with your uniform? Keep it together with the Modified LIBERTY HANGER! Hook swivels to flatten hanger for easier storage!
The Hot And Cold
Bluetooth headset built into a hat. Various style hats to suit most anyone with the Bluetooth built in and virtually unnoticeable.
PlugPoint
CRATE line of smart casual furniture by Q to make any home happy. That is a Crates unique line where creativity has no limit. Just Imagine!
Accu-Straight Ruler
Large strong manual screw on lower end of Beach umbrella pole w/a manual bike pedal crank for screwing easily/securely into the ground.
Own your own portable light weight airline footrest. Unlike others this one fastens temporarily to the seat in in front of you.
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Mouse Cozy
Walk in bathtub shower insert thats does not require a expensive remodel for a reasonable price. Great for our older generations.
Where's the DOG now app!!
The temperature probe takes the estimation of roasting/baking/broiling by cooking foods to the exact doneness you want!
Beach Cooler stool with lock &amp; removable auger for the beach or park. Wet/dry storage lining. Cable Lock for urban use. Could have an alarm.
GRILLES POUR PEINTURE
A solution for messy, tangled, unlabled wires and cables for your TV, DVR,DVD, etc. A simple disc that winds up and labels your wires.
baby Care
A video camera attached to the back of the rear view mirror of cars,that records some hours of driving to be used as proof of accidents/tkts
Baguette Mitre Box
fence renew
D_Watch
LITTER BOX FOR DOGS
Game Camera / Streaming Video
Copula
Piggyback Tack. Two Tacks in One.
Take the Flash Card to a new level. RESUBMIT
Light Monitor
Haunt your house
NOOZIE... Coach Lite that can hang under the over-hang or front-porch, IT does NOT use direct-SUN-lite, ONLY uses Ambient-Lite(recharger)
Efficient Coat Tree/Hanger
Small folding push mower for small patches of grass.
Rainbow Pen
Fast Ordering
Clean Bed
Mobile Ad Blocker
The Bath Cradle
Derriere Dryer
Diabetic Test Strip Dispenser
like a paper clip.One end you loop into the zipper openning then other loops over the button then you squeeze both ends together and button.
Auto-Unfolding TV Tray/iStand
TRIM LIGHTS...faux moulding/trim with LED lights hidden underneath.. PREVENT FALLS.. DARK/LIGHT SENSORS...peel and stick..blends with decor.
touch-up paint in a wipe
Savvy Sippee
Interactive whiteboard table
iPhone screen replacer
SlideNoMore Shoe Cover
A text book or palm size dry erase board, with a protective cover.
Liquid cleaner
CAP (car adaptor plug)
Nimbus Graphical
No Peeking Public Toilet Privacy Shield - These Strips w/suction cups Cover Restroom Stalls openings
doll my face
NEON COLORED (solid color not transparent) protective SILICONE SKINS for the new flagship CANON DSLR the T4i, and other DSLR brands/models!
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The Water Laser
UV Shoe Tree
serve safe serving tray
Sudsy/Sudzee
little helpers
AquaBalm (TM) Aquasate (TM)
Cordies for the Garage!
Ascendit
Happy Baby Bottle perfect temp
App Enabled Pet Feeder
Air Tops
Solar Powered Predator Control for gardens. Goes around your garden on a track.
SAFETY GRAB BARS--grab from any angle!! for the bathroom, shower, etc. designed in the shape of an "X" or a Plus Sign "+". 18 inches across
Fingers Down, Drink up!
Interchangeable Outdoor Lights
Gravity Bender
Lifesaver 101
Secret sheet for women
Laundry Maid
light grenade
Better Bungee Cord/Tie Down. Flat and Wide with screw on interchangeable hooking options. Carabiners, Velcro, Snaps or Hooks.
My idea is to have a Silicone Skin or hard shell to protect the Logitech Harmony Remote Control from drops or KIDS.
Silent Sip
The Bobbin Box
Back pain@work? Posture Belt!
SAVE ON HEATING!! two-foot round cloth tube 6 feet long hangs in the corner of the room. a fan at the top SLOWLY re-cycles warm air downward
Waterproof Case!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
LESS FAT BE HEALTHIER
Car Window Defroster
GPS Walking Cane For The Blind
Brag Buttons!
Photovoltaic sun shade
Pain Relief Belt
Paw Pals SlipOns
A better potato masher
A unit that plugs into a Ultra Book to boost performance. Like an external HDD but instead of storing more data it will increase performance
ë…¸íŠ¸ë¶ ê±°ì¹˜ëŒ€
Cut-out Curtain for Bath Bench - Ideal for the Elderly and Infirm while showering so the floor does not get wet
scruberator
Toe Guard
QuickCharger
Baby Car Seat Alert
Wink Tattle Tail
RESUBMIT)Lighted Outdoor Sprinkler for Kids! Glow in the dark Sprinkler
Forget Me Not Car Seat
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Harness Hydration BackPack
The Santa hotline
This is a product that attaches to a cell phone, e-reader or tablet. There are 2 to 3 slots to place your fingers in attached to a hinge.
my idea is a to create a usb stick that has a numerical lock on it like a lock and it opens once you put in the right combinatio
BIF aka Built in Funnel
sani-t
The HOGGIE DOGGIE
preschool lunch box
BBQ beef bun
The Perfect Rear View Mirror that eliminates blind spots for safer driving. It attaches over any factory installed rear view mirror.
Rear Bike Blinkers
Did you know that air line companies made over $500,000,000 in profit from baggage fees alone this year?! It's time to fight back!
Quirky Staff Must Read!! An ideation your not use to seeing. A sister Website using the same Quirky formula in a different setting.
Auto Lite-Check
Yogy Paint
Coffee Caddy
Prayer pillow
Safer Smart Electrical Outlet
An outlet that has a retractable cord that is used to charge an I phone , I pad or I pad touch .
Sensor Drive way light
upgrade imagine a play station control on youR cell phone a smaller version that raps around your cell phone (THE TAKE OVER OF CELLPHONE)
Disney's first 3D vacation glasses in summer if your stuck at home using the same type of 3D vision for there 3D moves put in glasses ect...
The Compact Kitchen
Play Mat for baby/toddler - Stores Toys, snacks, valuables rolls up for transport. SAFER OPTION THAN EVA FOAM PUZZLE MAT! RESUBMIT
A simple, flexible potato chip grabber. Fits on your 3 fingertips and hangs on the side of your bowl. Color coded. Keyboards stay clean!
To re-design the traditional post hole digger by having a drop down &amp; adjustable set of horizontal posts that can be stepped on for leverage
Food Fresh Stickers
Binkeeze &amp; Binkeeze-find App
Natureâ€™s cables are beautiful! Letâ€™s make beautiful cables too
New use for PC power Cables
A brass-military-cartridge is recycled, and utilized within a 3d representation of a commemorative poppy as a wearable non-wearable object.
BLADRNR Power Scraper
Multipurpose remote switch
Rest-a-phone
Fluid Fix
jack cover-up
Cordless lamp bulbs
Smart Phone Waterproof Cover
The diaper detective
Wink Enabled Space Heater/AC
Power blocks! Intelligent, stylish and modular power extensions to meet all your power needs.
Everything A la carte!!!!!!!!!
Never Hot Handle
Crime Proximity Alert for Home
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tent w fan for sporting event
Tablet &amp; Note Book Stand
Candles in the windows, year round or around the holidays. But without the cords and batteries! One transformer per room with a set of 6!
Child proof Medical MMJ contai
Nano Nano Mittens
This is my title
Milk Minder
Childproof Stove Switch
Stoopless Upright Crumb Vac
Colored Deodorant
Step Siblings
Rolling Towel Rack
The "Cable Gear" cable tie, A flexable rubber clip resembling a gear. Allows you to have cables orginized togeather yet free at any time.
ROP (roll off protection)
magnetic skateboard
Porta Power
fingertones
The Phone Rest
Sammys Snow&amp;Ice Super Scraper
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TO6oQqOadNE Now the idea has already been done but it is the whisker bisket "Mount" is what i am after.
Satellite Tv
Le Potager Ã Hauteur
Auto mirror cover.
Beer in the Shower Koozie
Fun kid sunglasses
PILL REMINDER &amp; COUNTER 2
Eye-Level
KeyZy
Ayries-car window vents
The Shoppers Aid
set-up dental trays by numbers to help organize a dental tray of your choice no more having to totally go by memory of organizing oral trays
PANTOGRAPHICS
Hot Slot: Add a slot or pocket to the back side of a phone case to hold credit card and ID.
Muffin Top Pan
Timed Control Shower Head
Mac &amp; Me
Re*Tract/iOn
table Ã manger ajustable.
ToiletTank Water Saving Sensor
Universal Automatic Soap Dispenser Top. Fits on your favorite Soap bottle. No need to transfer into a container. Just use original bottle.
AVB carseat Blanket
Baking Pan with Compartments--NOBODY makes these that I could find! For baking a few things at once. Currently at 216 votes and 329 views
Roll Yourself
Interval kitchen timer to go
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app enabled Musical Sippy Cup
Ear piece earrings
tin scooter runs with only magnet thats power can be intensified or lowered in intensity will help third world countries it helps save gas..
Boogie Man Eliminator
Heated Snow Shovel
Heated snow-blower.
ChargeMe Portable
AIR BUDZ! Adjustable Pump up ear Buds for a better fit.
EduFlip
Scoop-that-pooh gloves
Micro Soccer (2 Person Soccer)
No more dirty public toilets for our toddlers! An inflatable and disposable ring with extra long paper flaps to cover the whole toliet.
Anti-Concussion footbal helmet
pumped air rim baseball cap
An inhaler for all perscribed perscription drugs this is to get the medicine in to your system faster and is less painful than a needle/pill
Ca$h Card
A net. detect. for lost items
Snow/Leaf cleaner attachment
Portable Water Heating Device
GO TEAM! - Everybody at college needs hangers, why not sport their own team!?
Stroller Auto Safety Brake
Cant get to the center of youre truck or car ? know you can with clamp on tire stool.
fat sukker
MOOSE CORD-KEEPER
Suction FUNction
My idea will be called the TAB - Tiny Annoying Bits. It's a mitt for the shower or bathe that has a pocket to put small soap bits in.
Lazybase Baseboard Cleaner
drink umbrella hat
Quirky Cares Program! Donating (tax deductible) to communities and home town of inventors.
Heat-N-Scoop
Cool Breeze Personal Security
Pet grooming is expensive. More people are their washing pets at home. This device converts a standard bath tub into a pet cleaning station!
ME Card-Medical Emergency Card
Mattress handles for moving
Do you work in a Cubicle? How to you hang stuff? How about with magnets? Use Quirky's cubicle magnets to hang or decorate your cubicle.
Nightlight/flashlight
The Bucket Watch. A linear life-goal clock prompts you to achieve your goals!
Airplane pacifier
fish finder app
enleve les poils d'animaux
2-in-1 Disposable Razor
3 in 1 tea/tablespoon
Happy National Ice Cream Month! Now ice cream is fresh longer by warding off freezer burn &amp; save space with the Ice Cream Box Cutter.
KITCHEN CONNECTION APP
Candle Circuit
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Demonstr8
Thumbs Up Headphones
Vice Bands
Soin du dos
The Closet Shoe Rack
END WITH FRINGE
Good Success/ Abundant Life
The Makeup Brush Drawer
Multi'miroir
Phone Case Leash
I-STAND PHONE COVER
Clip Cord Holder
Clefsec'
Teak Plantation
Montre perso
So-Bro Social Broadcaster
Quick LEVELING PLATFORM 4 ALL
Christmas Tree Bowl Filler
Wired Camera for Phones
Cabinet Guard
Roll-A-Tree
Jesus on a Shelf
Find my Price
LunchBox w/ Freezable Liner
Pivot Power Connect
Cool Crock
Portable Car Air Jack
My Mushroom Companion
Bottle Buddies
Auto-Follow App For Drones
Griller/steamer
INTIME
NeverLost Bracelet
BATHTUB AQUARIUM
Faux Window Holiday Candle
Scent study pen
Stop N Shoot
Ball and Socket Drill
Pajama Khakis
Zzzzzzzits away
MAPPROACH
Smartphone Remote Ringer
NO SLIP
Amber Alert Necklace
TAG-LOC TAGSALE LOCATOR OR
Easy Level
Knot Tying Helper Finger
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SoundSign
Giftcard Balance Sheet
Easy Boards!
scented diaper
Medical Statis Monitor Sytem
Smart Smoke Detection Alarm
Key magnifying glass
Hands Free Umbrella
Color-changing Pan
Musician's Book
PORTABLE CD/DVD READER
goron
keep baby in your arms
Oink
Bath Time Bucket Buddy
Tiny Knee Highs
Cell Phone pager
Obesity Happens Over Time!
Green Sling reinvent a Eco bag
E-CIG LIFE CASE
Sweet Spot - Massager
Digital pool table
Digital Marquee
Cold Weather Breathing Aid
Rocking chair
Here kitty kitty kitty
EZ Plant Root Sprouter
The Nosey
MOOD MUSIC is here to stay!
Cadenas sans clÃ© ni code
RIDEAU LUMIERE
Custom Made Stories for Kids
Porte-pommeS
Prop-up Pillow
Hot Glass
temp fix for broken car windo
Dust cover fresh scent
mini clean it
Speech recognition SPOTTER
Charge Everything Every where
Quick-Toggle Quirky Ideas
Swirly....Team Challenge
BuggaBuddy nose &amp; face puppets
Leash for winter
Primary Stacking Stools
Ultimate Ice Scraper
Test Strip Dispenser
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Smart Terry
The Movable Musical Car Mirror
LineLock by safetech youtube
SÃ¨che-linge/sÃ¨che-cheveux
Dock Jockey
HAPPY HOUR OUTSIDE DRINK CUP
the frost free
strucrig
Humidor/Cigar Scented Spray
KoolBucket 2000
Squeegee Handle
Solar Wink Enabled Pad Lock
Cane Blind with wheels
Home fire prevention system
Ipad Clip Holder
â€œUsefulâ€ Glasses bracelet
BIB-ER-ALLS
Digital Rearview Mirror
STAY! Stamper
Solar Wink Enabled Door Lock
Ultimate Bicycle Signals
Lace Once Shoelaces
COOLER HEADS
Finger band-aids
Psoriasis treatment device
Why Our Farmers Becomes Fail
Ruler Jump Rope
Sleeper Keeper
drive thru grocery shopping
Flower Shaped Solar Charger
Lean Pillow
Self help construction brace..
Adjustable Snow Plow/Shovel
A-tten-tion!
Paint Away
GE Wink Cradle Rocker and cam
Touch Screen Patch for Gloves
StowEt
Teen I Watch
Unlimited Expanded MobilePower
Smart Heated Insoles,WiFi
MAGNET-HOUSSE
The SMART Baby Diaper
Bodyband for iPhone
heavyduty litter scooper
Peinture numÃ©rique pour murs
Honey&amp;cinnamon candy
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Extended Power Box
Switchable Phone Inserts
Smart-Fan
The Ladder Leveller
Shower Control Panel
stroller heater
Mop,New System Squeezing water
Wake me up bed
Lifetime DIY Shoe Taps
Sound Seekers
Remote ICE Rescue (RIR)
Help me find
Toddler pee wall
NO SPILL GAS CAN
Zipalope
Antimicrobe Toilet Seat Cover
Modular Storage System
Nature's Helper
Retractable Pocket Screwdriver
Parent's TV Monitor
Bug-Away
SmartCase - Track bagged items
Manufacturing Drop Stop
The Cool Cup
Bugsaucer
Universal Laptop Battery charg
I HEAR SANTA
Ring-Thether and Bling-Tether
Window candle lock
Safe and Smell Free Deep Fryer
Pocket Square Holder
Ultimate Pet Safety Restraint!
Kiss My Glass
no mess
Clothe and music C&amp;M
Beverage Buddy
Stop sign light
Laptop to Tv
"Flatliners"
Christmas saran wrap
911 Emergency Bracelet
Redneck Elf on a Shelf
Ultimate Pancake Grill
Bag-Loc
The ShareBuds
heated stroller
Little Rebel
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Car Seat heads up
BABY MIO
Smart Dressing Mirror
AUTOFLUSH SYSTEM FOR HOME USE
Digital Valve stem caps
Apple TV remote case
CLOTHES HANGER ORGANIZER RACK
Pocket ultrasonic cleaner
Ipalm
DomeDry
Inside truck-bed lifter
The potty fairy
Dual Phone Case
Ultimate WiFi Door Bell
Smart Straw
Do Not Pass
Spaghett ease
Stay Tucked Sheets
Umbrella for car
Keep Critters out of Garbage C
Get kids outside and active with *WATER SKIPPER* the stick revolves &amp; children jump. Product is hooked up to a hose. FUN!
shingle remover
Grease keeper
SmartAir
Clamshelf
VESTpump
Seat Protection
Roll Patrol
Row scooter
Nimbus Line Extension
App Enabled On/Off Timer
STORK: Sleep Delivery System
PIT BULL BUGLAR ALARM
MOMMY BABY MONITOR
GROCERY HANDLE
Universal Mug and Bowl Toppers
Baker's Keeper
Suds Saver
Soft Cake
The Parade Lounger
Pet Oops-Corrector
Car De-Icer
Smart purse
Meal app for venues!
Time Killer
bird feeder w/ camera and mike
The Ultimate Smoker Grill
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The Soap Locker
"Bum"per stickers
Lost Phone Alert
Portable Perimeter Alarm WINK?
Learning Spoon ! Hold it right
clothing selector
Grill Mate
Skrapers- original shoes
"Bob's Ultimate TV Tray"
Transition Windows
Baby Food Bottle Rack
shopping cart cell holder
Forget-Me-Not Alert System
Adjustable Pillow Plumper
Avalanche shaker Car edition.
The Personal Cable Retractor
Quirky Lightning USB Connector
Sleep Better Dry
Tissue Keeper
TuneTime-The Smart Kids Clock
Find Amazon stuff locally
Bag Handleâ€”Google Glasses Case
Owchi-Wawa Boo boo Bandage
Wi-Fi Spy
Ornamental Iron mailbox stand
Boite Ã cuire les burgers
Snowshoes and skis
Glove with Disposable Pads
PICTURE FRAME WITH STORAGE
MAGIC TABLE-remote/app
Appel2BlueTooth
phone charger gloves
Portable Umbrella System
Reflective EYE TABS
Dish Rack with Heater
Candle Extinguisher
Lottery Split App
the hubbit
Resetting three way switch
mirror wiper
Cheese Grater Vase
Mix drug &amp; drink!
EAT OUT Gift Card
Glue Butter!
Extendable Pivot Power
Space Saver Table:
Handy Tree Helper
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Smart Pan Sensor Safety Device
Tidy Hem
Chaussure bÃ©bÃ© agrandissable
Local Crime App
Lil' Chip
Pitch Simulator
Power to the people
WiperLactic Wiper Sheaths
Gimme a V-O-T-E!
Shoulder Safe Smart Hanger
Wearable laundry bag
Duo Toaster &amp; Crouton Machine
The Baby Wall
Visual Remote Control
Toy Take Apart Snowman
Shower bottle with 2 openings
The Hand Bib No More Drips
PHONE BUDDY
My Attorney Is Present App
(FIRE Safety) Wink SMART DOOR
Participle paint brush
Smear Off
CORD-IT CLIP
Adjustable Size Whisk
ECOBRELLA- Green Umbrella
Unclutter Box
The Helper
TRANCHEUR ELECTRIQUE
Knob Cover with Smoke Detector
2 speed screwdriver
Crib Guardian
Pinch (ER back in 4/12)
Retractor
Corded when you need it Drill
B-there VPD
Cream Keeper Mug
Floss Rings for Bobble Brush
Adjustable Crib Dust Ruffle
Smart Checkers
Infinity Connect
Smart Hotel Trolley
changeable serving clamp
Coffee or Dessert Decorator
Wireless charger
reusable baby feeder
TreadMill Advirtising!
Temp Tracker
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Teach/Prompt kids 2 save water
Ergo Nudge
Advirtising on Gym Treadmills
Counted shoe rack
Universal dryer helper
Foot warmera
Retainers
Secure credit card
The Sushinator
See-thru, No-Spill Coffee Lid
The Interpreter
iPad Clip On
Portable Gas Detector for CO
ALARME de FRIGO OUVERT
Portable Device,Checking Water
lot de 10 sacs poubelles en 1
Le bonbon enivrant
1-2-3 A TABLE
HOT CAKE
Portable Control Pb in seafood
CLOTH CAR PROTECTOR
Interactive Baby Monitor Devic
Do This Tag
Electronic Med List Keyring
Better Than Burpee Tomato Cage
All In One Cat Tower
Hot Head
TazerLight
Cooking Spill Catcher
App enabled "Projector K"
Toasties food warmers
Long Shakes Grill Seasoner
Crossover Accessory
Bottle holder
clean edge painter
Seal N Drain
Spitube
kids cook
Scented Shoe-Boot Shammy
Pets Best Friend
2060
Smart and Safe Shovel
Pet Saver
Service Mart
LavaDog (Play on Love A Dog)
Wink GE Magic Date Ball
An Alarm for Your Valuables
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Self Burrowing Candle Wick
TABLIER ANTI-ONDES PC PORTABLE
safey band
Stop Burning Yourself on Pots
The New Shoe Rack
The Rain Butler
puppy pales
Car Heater Cube
Retina Stand
BikePower
Smart fridge notepad
Two Side Plate
ACHAT FAST
Hair Dryer Bed Warmer
Portable Hygiene 4 Smartphones
Raising Weathy Kids Piggy
"Bottle Pot" Stovetop Warmer
Poo Catcher
Upcycle Doll Style
Vine Wine Foil Cutter
Flip-top Countertop
All weather mosquito device
Wireless USB Network HUB
Water weight
UVBOT
Perpetual Phone Charging Case
Smart Weight-Lifting Machines
Runners Companion
LUMISPORT
Reinvent Elf on the Shelf
Smart Funnel
Blind Spot Alerter
Football with a camera inside!
Ring - Rotate and Reach
Flatstick: Thin Chapstick
Heart rate monitors clock
USB Charger Cord Winder
Turn and Transfer Golf Trainer
Easier Cat Carrier #PET
Substitute iPhone for quirky
Cell Wristlet
Double Safety System 4 Ladders
AIR-PILLOW WOTH 2 AIR PUMP
Labels for Power Chords
Portable Inverter
The Grip Strip
Micro refrigerator
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lottery ticket checker
The Parents Hockey Bag
Happy birthday social beat&amp;pic
Privacy Pillow
Fixated On Cheap Gadgets
Sauce Holders
Frytastic
VITA-GUM for TODDLERS
Gift- Cash

($+ink)

First-Aid Phone Attachment
Car and car key finder
Bar Bar Marchine for Hummus
App Controlled Wifi Blimps
phone/hangs from rear mirror
Spectacle's sticker
car cup tissue dispenser
App-enabled Windshield Wiper
Automatic Swear Jar
SOLAH
coque de smartphone tÃ©lephone
Kancha stand for imac
BYO Deli Container
UNBREAKABLE LIGHT BALLS-app
Dual Food Container
Auto-Flip Clean or Dirty Sign
Auto Office Organizer
ELECTRONIC E-INK CALENDAR
Baby Sits Harness
Wall Plug + USB A/GFCI Circut
AccuDose: Weight-Based Dosage Spout For Medicine Bottles That Dispenses The Prescribed Amount
Thermal Scale
Stylus Pen Caps for touch screen devices like the iPhone, iPad, or any other mobile phone.
Climate Coat
Bathtub Backrest (Stay warm)
Loudspeaker-mobil phone, car
Gesture Touchpad
AccuVert
LEGO TO GO
Hair Curling Comb
Wall Repair Kit
Pickle up
3D Mouse
Battery Reconditioner
Verseur Metal
Carpenter Tool Holster
SnowFort and Beach sand shovel
DOUBLE POWER
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Shake - Women's Tote
product 0909
USB-C OUTBREAK APADTER
Mocubo v2
sword sword
The ScrewHole
Dog Ear Bookmark
The Water Teeter Totter
Beach Scooter
DiapeRoo
Portable Yoga Mat Case
the uv makeup bag
Popper Stopper
Smart Bulb
online travel agency
Crazy Tape
Converge
Grill Wrangler
noble mobil
Smart Box
Blow out brush
Crocodile Organizer
Flashcase
Womens underwear line
iPhone 5 NFC Case
Smart Power Adapter
Kevlar Bicycle Lock
Ladder Caddy
Mailbox Alert Sensor
Piggybacker
A way to store your toothbrush, paste, floss ect w/out drilling holes or ewy adhesives by building an organizer around an outlet face plate.
Milk Mat
product 1066
Pli
book covers
Crossover for iPad miniÂ®
KEEP BUGS OUT! AND LET AIR IN! A flexible mesh screen that easily attaches to any car, truck and RV windows and/or sunroofs with Velcro.
A video sports games apps in which you are able to design plays(schemes)or choosing one on a electronic tablet.
A tray that attaches beneath a tissue box to hold the used tissues when you are too ill, too far away or too lazy to use the trash can.
A backpack that has a patented concealment system built in always there whether u need it or not,the idea can be used for so much more
Liquid soap dispensing bath brush
With DrinkDock, you sit your bottle or can on the deck, just like you do in your car or favourite camping chair.
Smoke and CO Detector
Mini Curio Lamp; great in small rooms, apartments or as show piece of you living room. Alternative to large expensive curio &amp; dual function.
Air Conditioner Controller
A ground-coffee storage-dispenser. Airtight unit accepts a bag of ground coffee. Brilliant lid mechanism dispenses measured portions.
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A clip on sliding shower door that allows privacy waterfall effects between the doors
Man's best friend - Keep your beer cold as long as you want.
A flexible back-scratcher with expandable size surface area, telescoping rod, and exchangeable tip ends.
Lock around Ear hooks for ear bud headphones to fit on the ears and prevent them from falling off while exercising.
Ceramic stove burner liners. Never buy ugly foil or metal liners again, try attractive, stain resistant, machine washable ceramic liners.
Wireless Headphone Earrings or Headband. Download the Headphone app to your phone or attach an adapter.
Video: An Apparel Clasp that eliminates unattractive knots and dangling strings on cloths that tie to fit such as dresses, tops and bikinis.
A laundry hamper featuring a compartment for your socks. This compartment holds a removable bag for socks that can be placed in washer.
Easy as 1 2 3...Has a salon chair style pump under seat you just stroll up to table and elevate child by pumping with foot!
Hot potato style game. Hat with water chamber **Water releases on losers head when time is up** SOOO FUN!!! Imagine the excitement!!
Revolutionize the conventional school/office ruler, to guarantee perfect parallel/horizontal lines adjusting it just by eye.No measuring!
"THE HEATED FOOTY", Can do more than keep your LEGS and FEET warm. No need for heating pads, extra blankets or thick SOCKS!
G-VIB is a Polished stainless steel mobilphone stand for laptop screen No more mobilphone in the way on the table
Kids love taking photos - expand their photographic capabilities with fun accessories - a bug box for macro shots, a periscope lens, etc.
Stink Bug Catcher-Extender pole w/ replaceable sticky tape like a lint roller to capture the bugs in windows/high areas to rid annoying bugs
Kid Wipes helps children wipe themselves without the mess. Takes stress out of potty time!
A silicone hook that hooks your bag on a table edge or over the bathroom door keeping your bag off the dirty floor. Can be sporty or 4 kids.
A travel pillow that combines a sound deadening ear muff, a comfy pillow that stays in place, collapses, is reversible, comes in fun colors
Outlet Extention combines the standard electrical outlet and extention cords. Never search for an extention cord again.
A new Designer License cover plate. This stylish cover plate has a lower casing so you can put your name,holiday,business,favorite team in.
MantaRay Bi-Focal Flashlight. The Path to where you're going suddenly becomes clear ( &amp; safe )

VIDEO: http://youtu.be/amX-R6zUtMM

A Scrunchi with a center pocket to hold soap bits or shower gel capsules, offering a continuous sudsy shower. Never throw away soap bits.
Snowball Maker/Launcher: 12 Ping pong sized snowballs are created by a plastic snowball maker, snowballs are then loaded into a launcher.
Ever heat up sause or soup or make cheese dip in a microwave? If you have I'm sure you noticed it always boils on the outside edge.
Signs for the visually impaired. If properly designed, this product could be mandatory in ALL public buildings.
CREATE A HINGE for bottles/canisters/bowls with light covers. Never lose/misplace the covers again!
Burglar BAIT is a simple &amp; effective solution that will not only help recover your stolen valuables but also put the culprit behind bars.
Allows for dog leash to go from long to short so as to allow the dog more or less distance from dog walker.
Get rid of those paper towels, dish towels and kitchen sponge! Use this kit with cloth towels, custom dispenser and sanitizer mister inside.
Need that mirror to put on your lipstick or makeup, Make the Cell phone case or back of cell phone a mirror!
How many greeting cards are sold world wide? My invention is unique,we should be making MILLIONS if you think you can handle my invention!
The Grab N Grip is a personal kitchen appliance for those with limited physical faculties.
Fitted Top Sheet, no more losing the sheets or blankets to your husband or wife during the night with their tossing and turning.
DISPOSABLE FLY SWATTER. Easy to use, less expensive, more sanitary. One handle, unlimited swatting heads.
An arm/waist band that is expandable to patient size. The band would hold a telemetry monitor, making patient activity more convenient.
Bedroom sound machine with wireless surround sound speakers. Listen as the storm passes through the room as you catch some z's.
Combining two kitchen tools which always go hand in hand into one. A masher and a spatula into a 'Mash n Mix'
A personal cooler that opens out to a complete beach set up,including overhead shade, sand mat, seating, personal, food and ice compartments
Cleaning /cutting fish is messy and dangerous task. This cutting board improves speed, safety and removes touching the fish while cutting.
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A WRIST WATCH that displays time/date/temp. on your skin. What? no way. Ohhh, Yes Way. Just touch your skin to display. watch video.
Inflatable mattress that allows a pregnant woman to lie on her stomach safely &amp; a how to massage a mom video every client asks for this prod
Cupcake Tongs. Use for serving cupcakes without getting your hand and fingers in the frosting. Cupcakers want this tool!
I believe that I have a very innovative invention; an improved luggage cart that is more stable than traditional luggage carts.
"A cell phone case that does more..." It protects, props up, and attaches to your tripod, all while keeping a sleek look and a compact feel.
Free up entry and exit door clutter. A catch-all with click lock handles. For those who need order, on the go, and in a rush.
The Power Cube offers a consumer the convenience of a retractable extension cord with multiple outlets in a mobile storage space.
Iceless cooler for on the go! Keeps food and drinks cold while using a rechargeable battery pack!
Constantly adjusting TV volume? Up for whispers - next moment explosions so you turn volume down. Automatically adjust MIN and MAX volume.
Now enjoy your iPhone, iPad, or Smartphone in the direct sunlight without overheating. Shade easily clips to device with/without case/cover.
Product for studying. Easier and more fun to use than flash cards. Kids will be organized and better equipped to study anywhere at anytime.
A retractable frost cover for the home garden that covers quickly and easily when there is danger of a frost or freeze.
A comfy "work in the garden" seat.
A building block style modular power solution. Spark up your life by making electricity fun and functional, and look good while doing it.
HARD BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS

FAST COOKING EASY EXTRACTION

My no drip pitcher idea! When pouring or finished pouring the added feature under the spout will catch all runs &amp; drips &amp; funnels back in...
A sliding rule inspired device with built-in leveling bubble to precisely mark the hanging tabs of any frame/mirror/picture on the wall.
"COCKTAIL CARRIER" Mixed drinks are all the rage! Leave the wine home and WOW your next hosts by bringing a crafted cocktail concoction!
Leftover cupcakes from birthday parties or bake sales at school? You can freeze them - let's make a cupcake holder for the freezer!
A collar that automatically releases a startle spray when a dog pulls too hard on leash. An adjunct to positive training for difficult dogs.
A Solar Fun Plant Lighting Ring! The ring is placed around the inside rim of your planter indoors or under plants outdoors. :))
Clothes Hangers with separation tab to keep garments from crushing thus wrinkle free
Raise electric outlets beyond the reach of toddlers and pets; or for greater accessibility to the elderly and disabled.
Save Space and No Lost Lids - The Quirky Food Containers - Collapsible - Swivel Lids - No Toxic Chemicals when Heated
A laundry room tool for Front Loading Washers to clean the seal between door gasket and the inside basket, fresh clothes again!
Interlocking plates, bowls cups - one solution for multiple problems! Simple eating made fun and inviting - less effort. Impress guests!
Baby bottle with air expelling apparatus and optional formula storage.
A smart phone customizable sleeve/cover system that easily protects it while in your pocket or purse, converts into a stand.
Rewards Key Selector. No more standing in line at the grocery store, sporting store, or any retailer flipping through rewards cards.
The Sure-Grip Eyelet Strip. Your shoes will fit better and never loosen under constantly changing conditions again!
Plug Saver is a plastic putty that adheres to places where the plastic has worn, and covers the exposed wires to protect them from damage.
Multi-Gadget Wall Charger with STANDARD size plug to charge up to 4 gadgets without having to unplug something else first. Home and travel.
Hate digging in your make up case for the right blush/liner, then a mirror,and light? Want to just grab what u need? make it easier/faster?
Hinged keyboard accessory for more desk space.
A stroller that is lightweight,with ample storage, and easily goes up and down stairs.
Absorb the liquid/stink in your trash with a garbage can that has a slide-out tray filled with Oil-Dri. It's like kitty litter for your can!
How do you carry your iPad? You carry it in your iPad Holster. Either a stylish over anything holster, or one built into your shirt/jacket.
Scissor w/comb attached for grooming dogs.It cant cut the dog.My prototype saved me hundreds of dollars since I invented it approx 4 yrs ago
I WANT A SHEET PAN THAT CAN DRAIN COOKING JUICE OR BACON GREASE.A LITTLE LEVER THAT OPENS THE TOP LEFT CORNER SO
YOU CAN POOR OUT. SEE VIDEO
Money saving device that can tell how much charge is left in a AAA or AA battery (Not just if the battery has charge left) Go green! product
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Resubmit- A dog bed with built in storage for their toys
Strained necks when doing work on laptop with multiple papers no more! The protective case that folds out to hold important papers.
His and Hers Toilet seat! A spring action (in the back) with a MEN/WOMAN switch, either slowly lowers the seat (woman) or raises (men).
I keep losing my bottle tops. Until all bottles are made with built-in stowage for tops, this versatile bottle top stowage system can help.
Handheld Pneumatic Shrinker/Stretcher Tool.12 years in the biz of metal fabrication and the one thing every one says "Wish it was hand held"
COLLAPSE TO SIZE SNACK CONTAINER w/ CUSTOM-SIZABLE SPOUT IN LID. Splits in 2 to share. Store &amp; eat with ease - fruits, veggies.
candy...
Thermoelectric Generation Suit or TEGS! It is the future of apparel for a new age. Retain and store wasted power to charge devices by touch.
Silicone adapter for bottles in a bottle neck.
Meet "Grill~Mate" for your BBQ grill. see attachment.
I am addicted to multiple computer monitor on my computer. But I need adjustable stand for them so they can line up at the desired height
Remember snap bracelets? Create a coat/purse hook anywhere! Coated with slip resistant material and equipped with a hook they snap anywhere!
Self sealing dog poo bag. Bag closes when hand is removed. Stops the smell of poo, seeing the poo and even touching the poo...eww.
Reusable trendy **tiny** spray bottles that attach via suction cup base to mirror. No need to dig for cleaner anymore. Great for touch ups!
Universal phone cradles that attaches to shopping carts and tables. Parents can shop and eat stress free while keeping children occupied.
Prevent your pants from dragging under your shoes using two clips connected by string worn on your shoes and pants. Easy, Durable, Stylish.
Sit or Stand at Your Desk with this Easy * Ergonomic Solution (SEE VIDEO)
The Ultimate IPad Case - Sleek Design - Flip down Solar Charger and Silicone Bluetooth Keyboard
The Fridge Pump â€“ this device allows for you to utilize your fridge to dispense water and ice from your 5-gallon jug.
Collapsible Standing Work Station - Based on the Workbench!
There are 15,000+ tragic and unnecessary dryer fires occurring in homes each year resulting in injuries, deaths and property damage.
SMELLY FINGERS Scented Stretchy Gloves for kids. Never fight with your child to wear gloves. Gloves scented with smells that kids love.
A TOY That Cleans Up TOYS! Imagine a remote controlled bulldozer(ish) toy w/ the remote attached to a dustpan. Kids play while they clean!
A residential emergency escape ladder that illuminates the way to safety communicates to 1st responders during the critical first moments.
Smaller Ice Cubes Freeze faster, Cool your drink quicker. Smaller tray for ice and a receptacle to gather and pour the ice cubes .
I love drinking wine, don't you? But there are so many tools. This wine rack is different because it holds everything and looks really cool
Add a dip for your serving bowl/tray! Add a dip container according to how many dips you with snacks. Inside or outside the bowl/tray
Bread Box Storage with built-in cutting board and bread knife. Expands and retracts to fit whatever size loaf you have.(Paulette Jaques)
Innovative design for kitchen utensils: Elevated cooking utensils to keep them off the counters and germ free.
A kids' carnival booth water gun target game for the bath tub. Inserts into the drain and also serves as a stopper.
Strap on handle for iPad. It would be easy to clip on and off yet strong enough to firmly grasp and hit someone over the head if need be.
Smart Sponge the refillable highly flexible sponge for multiple uses. Uses mouse like ball technology to dispense soap as sponge is moved.
A multi-plug outlet that charges batteries 3 ways (plugged into outlet,plugged into car,hand crank charger) &amp; you can plug into it to use.
Yogurt maker- uses solid state electronic heater/cooler timed to first heat the culture then switches to cool so that it is ready to eat.
Umbrellas always require at least one hand to hold them. This linear umbrella is integral with and/or attached to a backpack.
"Power Strip Ease". A 2nd Generation, in 'Flex Your Power' product line at Quirky. An expandable, modular, extractable, rotation pwr strip
Imagine making changes to list/schedule/calendar on clear dry erase silicone - paper attaches to back &amp; erasable notes jotted on top!
An elegant solution to handling the quintessential tool.
The Gyro Case is a Ipad case with a Gyroscope in it that will balance the ipad without a stand just turn on and select the pitch u need.
It would be a power surge, that is extendable. It would have separated outlet, USB chargers, and an extension if you need more outlets.
Emergency light that fits between the light bulb and the socket!
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Make your reusable water bottles all yours with fun,colorful,stylish bands. The stretchy, non slip material allows you to tag it and swag it
How about an Ipad or Iphone case that has shock absorbing foam or silicone padding so you can feel safe letting your kids play with it.
Goodbye to gunk at the bottom of toothbrush holders! This design eliminate residue buildup, sanitizes &amp; covers toothbrushes by the sink.
Remote Brake on childs bike to enable parent to avoid many dangerous situations, simply by applying the brake, using a small remote control.
THERE IS A TABLE IN MY BACKPACK? Backpack Transforms into table w/hidden mechanism to allow regular backpack
use.AccessibleConvenientStable
laundry basket with a pushable bottom allowing the clothes to be pushed into the washer without having to dig to the bottom to get them
3-in-1 Cutting Board, Food Safety - Avoid Cross Contamination, Dishwasher Safe, Easy Storage
Portable Windmill Power Outlet: Ever been out camping wishing you could turn that wind into energy for your lamps, chargers, or radio?
Ergonomic backpack strap add-on that cools the area contacting the body and/or lower back to prevent excessive sweating and discomfort.
A water fountain attachment that fits to the top of any standard 5 gallon water bottle for outdoor use.
IPAD SKY CASE-allows you to adjust the IPAD height and angle to a comfortable and ergonomic position!!! Look at your IPAD at EYE LEVEL!!!
Hinged cutting board. Colors represent food you are cutting. No cross contamination.(Paulette Jaques)
Mini Dachshund Clover is looking for a Free Rideâ„¢ -- a safe, comfortable, and cool basket that attaches to most rear bike racks.
Makes cable tie wraps (zip ties) of various widths and lengths out of disposable plastic bottles and jugs.
!Resubmit! Take back the front of a Stainless Steel Refrigerator Door with an attractive,Slim,Flexible,Magnetic,DryErase Board+suction cups
RESUBMIT A baby booster eating seat; portable and folding; store in car so no more forgetting it behind; unique features
Stuck on Furâ„¢ is a colorful slide on pet collar which is "Fun for the Fashionable Pets"
My idea is for a practical real estate sign, one you can keep in your yard without pulling out every time you cut your grass,
A SIMPLE MODERN DESIGN SOLUTION TO AN EVERYDAY PROBLEM. A 2 IN 1 SINK ASSIST.
An aesthetically pleasing cell phone/iPhone/pad case that has a small built in retractable earbud mechanism that's subtle when not in use.
2-sided vending machine for reusable aluminum water bottles &amp; filtered water dispensed in various sizes and temps in a non-contaminated way
Light Switch Plate Cover: Hold Keys, Mail. Fits Over Existing Switch/Wall Plates.
Cold, damp wash-cloths and sponges are HISTORY. Automatically warm-up your body-scrubber before soaping-up, then rinse it clean when done.
My invention is a young Thai coconut-opener. Open Thai coconuts with ease and speed, with no mess at all! A dream for raw food lovers!
Reusable Deposible Plates are simply two plates in one, instead throwing the deposible plate away remove peelable layer and use again.
Need to pack knives for picnics/tailgates/fishing trips? Want to keep them and your fingers safe? The magnetic knife case is the answer!
iPad iPhone iPod Touch stand that's good in bed car couch Handsfree Lightweight Stable Not metal No brackets 4 kids vets seniors or couples
THESE SLIP/STRETCH AROUND THE BOTTOM OF WINE GLASSES OR OTHER GLASSES AND ADDS EXTRA TRACTION. COMES IN
COLORS TO KNOW WHICH GLASS IS YOURS
iPhone Fiber-Optic Camera Extension Turns iPhone Into Wearable Camera
Imagine a kitchen sink drain cover/ food stopper that served as a small, inexpensive garbage disposal.
Paper-thin garment shield(customizable in size) designed to protect clothes from embarrassing perspiration stains &amp; preserve life of clothes
Product: One cell phone case that hold 2 phones
Ever Clean a Paint Roller and not know where to place it to Dry? This is an Eco Friendly and Economical solution to every painters dilemma.
5 on 1 hanger that allows you to coordinate, organize and save space when hanging clothes for those special events that you plan ahead for.
Kitty City; Build a custom city for your cat, modules snap together to make any size and shape city you want. Fun themes, unlimited choices.
THE VANISTATION - Your prep station when someone else is hogging the sink
No more leaving your phone on the floor when itâ€™s charging.. hereâ€™s the USB travel charger that cradles your phone. NEW RENDERING ADDED!
Solution to people saying sarcastically, "How was your trip?!" - Breakaway magnetic plug adapter for household items!!
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Reusable parts to create Halloween pumpkins.Carving and painting is dangerous and messy! Would take the mess and danger out of the tradition
A hands-on board-game to help learning disabilities. My game idea helps children (with autism, add, adhd, neurotypical) via custom play.
The "Ice Shield". A simple solar (or plug) retractable window heating shield. Ice Shield heats the window to ensure no ice/snow builds up!
ParaSolar: Umbrella with solar panels powering usb ports. attaches to stroller-golf bag-chair, can be used as patio-beach umbrella as well.
Dog Dock lets your dog bask in the sun on top, or hide from the rain and snow underneath. Leave your dog outside, safe and happy.
An ergonomic kitchen sink that wraps around the torso at hips to minimize back ache. Powered brushes and adjustable dish rack makes it easy.
OFFICE STORAGE LAMP is great for a clean organized office with features like the power strip,ipod &amp; cell holder, storage drawer + much more!
Many menâ€™s lives revolve around lots of sitting. This design to menâ€™s underwear will make sitting in the same spot more comfortable.
A kids LED toothbrush holder that creates a fun tooth brushing experience, resulting in improved brushing skill.
In a gym keep your stuff together. A colored loop/ring around the neck of a water bottle that safely holds keys, towel, plastic case for ID.
My bedroom can't fit a nightstand so how about a Murphy Nightstand instead? A modern picture frame that folds down into a nightstand table.
Programmable digital door hanger - hangs on the inside of your door to ensure that you don't forget something before you leave.
iPhones are expensive and expensive to replace. With this caseâ€™s self-retracting wrist strap youâ€™ll never pay for repairs again
Bathing baby requires multitasking; This holder will organize everything you need to bath baby; including hair wash jug and soap dispenser
"iPad DUAL Monitor, and Case/Stand" Computer industry has Dual Monitors everwhere but for tablets, why? Lets change this fact! Vote YES!
My drawing cube idea! For all who likes to draw... My new cube design is great for drawing, sketching, shading &amp; has multibale edges!
Not everyone is an electrician, I propose a "no wiring needed" alternative to convert a wall outlet into a wall outlet/USB outlet.
My extendable storage tote! Its a plastic accordian style storage tote extends up to hight needed &amp; callapse down when finished to store it!
Save Fire Fighter's lives and the lives of fire victims. By stopping Back Draft fire balls.
Ever try to hold a flashlight &amp; wrangle a shop vacuum cleaner hose at the same time? I want an LED lighted vacuum hose attachment.
Elastic canopy to secure that overloaded truck bed! The snug fit keeps everything from boxes to lawn clippings from littering our streets!
Ever needed a Jump start for your car battery and your in the middle of no where and your phone is about to die. I introduce you to "CRank"
iPads (and other tablets) are growing into our everyday lives, for fun and work, but are difficult to carry - the "iGlove" resolves that.
Have you ever felt stressed about the reduce space in your kitchen to cook, or angry about the increases in gas and electricity bills?
A dog leash that has a detachable water &amp; food feeder and also includes doggie bags. When you're on long trips you can click on the feeder.
Remote Control Storage and more in a Decorative Throw Pillow. A Decorative Accent for Sofas, Arm Chairs or Bed. Easy Store &amp; Find!
GET STUFFED! Modular,Integrated,Storage Solution. Multiple ways to store and transport stuff. Intuitive and user friendly.
Collapsible CHAIR made in Plastic; light, modern, attractive and cost effective that can easily be assembled without tools rapidly
Using Bluetooth technology, wirelessly listen to your music and answer calls from your 'iPhone/iPad' type mobile device while in the shower.
The Showertub is an inflatable bathtub that fits in a shower stall in which an adult can immerse himself in an upright, seated position.
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET MADE OF RECYCLED MATERIAL: Click To View Two Different Working Prototypes (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
A handheld umbrella with a retractable canopy and telescopic tube that collapses to put in your pocket or purse! Not your typical umbrella!
Possible HOME RUN!! Chop with the main blade and slice with the shear.
A cord management holder for my Laptop's AC adapter. Will prevent it sliding off the table, damaging wires, overheating. Keep organized
Children will save their pocket money on sweets and chocolates to buy a ride on SWISAW â„¢ to get the thrill of their life.
Rotating toilet brush cleaner that is adjustable to your comfort without having any strain.I have also added a clog remover;NO more Plumbers
Modular/Expandable power strip design. Upgradable with 'expansion packs' for the existing product. great for under PC desk, or in garage.
Stylus 2 Pen Adapters: Turn a favorite pen, pencil, drumstick or tree-branch into a touchscreen capacitive stylus. "Write with Styl!"
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HydraDUO? -------|||| Why not use it for liquid soaps for home /gym shower? Save money , save space

OPTICAL COMFORT TUBES will end the "SLIPPING" and/or "PAIN" of Glasses. W/low prod. cost &amp; millions of return customers.
A non battery powered toothbrush head that moves vertically even when you hand is moving horizontally.
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
an Adaptable Power Supply for camping, travel, business or emergencies.
This item solves the problem of holding paper leaf bags upright and the top open while picking up and placing leaves in them for disposal.
A remote control caddy to attach to the center of the headboard, accessible to both parties, eliminating the loss of the remote control.
The BIBKIN is a conventional 17.5"x17.5" paper napkin with perforations that allow it to be converted into a bib, covering the upper body.
This product is an adjustable, see-through, breathable tent that covers your babies sleeping space in darkness.
Photos are sent to anyone. anywhere. anytime. Framing should be just as easy. Light weight, damage free, pic pockets, traditional frames.
This is a crib bumper that allows the infant to safely breathe if they roll their face against it.
A disposable sippy cup for young kids to be given their drinks in fast food restaurants! Why is this not invented yet!? Mom's will LOVE it
Regulator Coffee Cup dual chamber, controls temperature, hot or cold with a push of a button, without any heating or cooling elements.
Flat Panel TV Top Shelf is designed to create additional storage space on today's thin TV's, for DVD players and other peripheral devices.
disposable contact lens kit, compact enough to fit in a purse,wallet, glove box, tsa travel safe to take on planes..be prepared anywhere!!!
The Herb Tower is a specially designed, multi-tiered planter that would facilitate cultivating and picking herbs,growing and cooking.
Battery Operated Light Bulb Replacement. For locations in your home that are not convenient to electrical outlets.
Laptop Lid Organizer. Easy-to-use storage for common accessories directly on the lid of your laptop! Goodbye heavy bags and missing pieces!
Laundry basket that transforms into a table allowing you to fold your cloths. Folds back into a basket to transport folded laundry.
EASY TURN ON/OFF WATER HANDLE (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
I have an idea for the most effective LAPTOP COOLING UNIT not on the market that really works and affordable for everyone.
A guitar pick holder that clips on to the front lip of a music stand.
Flexible kitchen faucet that frees up both hands while able to pour or spray water at various angles set by the user.
Its an interchangable picture frame within a weight scale! Great for health,fitness,weight loss by means of a motivation and much more!
Food Tents-a better way to go is add weights and an access door. For use on the windiest of days. Calling this FoodDomz.
Ugg Boot BandAids *patches* A trendy patch to hide scuffs, holes, rips in expensive boots.this can be a fashion accessory to add to any boot
Where do you put the lid when you need to stir your pot? Keep the messy dripping lids in one place, on my "NO MESS Lid holder !"
A Multi-Focus Lamp. Top of Lamp comes off as a removable flashlight! Different modes: Desk Lamp, focused lamp, room lamp, and flashlight.
Do you need a way to KEEP YOUR SHOWER CURTAIN FRESH AND FREE OF MILDEW between washings? My shower curtain brackets are it. Made
in USA
The 360 degree rotating sprinkler ball water hose attachment will sit on a tripod consist of 50-100 water spouts covering the entire ball.
A bowl and base set for toddlers that resists being tipped/thrown! Not only for home, but it can be taken to a restaurant! Parents rejoice!
Look in style everyday! Patent pending "INN-SITE" HANGERS Never hunt for jewelry/accessories anymore, save your time
FAUCET/SHOWER DIGITAL WATER TEMPERATURE MONITOR allows consumers to monitor and adjust water temperatures before entering a shower
or bath.
My Invention combines a Hidden Mirror into an ultrathin protective case which can be manufactured for the Iphone or any other smartphone.
Iphone CUBE Speaker box. Made with rubber bumpers and dry erase surface for taking those quick notes. Use at desk, in car, etc.
1+1+1=1. Eyeglass case + Contact Lens Case + Solution Case = NOOG! Travel a bit lighter with "noog". All-in-one vision case.
Wouldn't it be nice to get food out of a jar without sticking your hand in the jar and making a huge mess?
A toothbrush with an LED light and possibly vibrate mode, sensor in the angle of brush senses when you are brushing too hard and alerts you.
My idea to attach a small broom on the reverse side of a rake so you can rake on one side and sweep on the other side.
The air assault is a powerful omnidirectional fan offering 360 degree air flow to your environment.
My Father built this wall mounted ping pong ball and paddle holder probably 40 years ago. It came in handy for storage.
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Recycle bins disguised as functional stools for the kitchen. Space saver in the kitchen. Make a stool out of a recycle bin!(Paulette Jaques)
Magnetic Under-shelf Storage, Easy Installation, Simply Slide On/Off! Many Uses, Great for Pantry, Cupboards, Garage, Bathroom and More!
Blemish/Blackhead Remover. Simple, Disposable and Sanitary. Reaches difficult areas. Better then any other tool designed for this.
An under the kitchen cabinet content storage and measuring dispenser which saves space, time &amp; requires absolutely no cleanup.
Budcozy is a soft fabric accessory that looks great and keeps your iPod &amp; iPhone earbuds fom getting tangled.
A minnow net rammed into a shaft of a broken golf club. It has a grip like a club.
Wear Anywhere, Wireless, Boom Box Speakers. *SNAP* to your Clothing. Donâ€™t let headphones imprison your sound. Listen Out Loud!
Our family has invented a tabletop war game we call "COMMAND DECISION--THE CIVIL WAR." Great fun for two, three or four. Educational, too.
It's a PeePee-Bib. Works great to prevent my dog from peeing across his belly and down the back of his front legs. Couldn't live without it.
Touchscreen wall calendar.No need to buy paper calendars any more.Touch a date to edit, set alarms, and download pictures as backgrounds
Need an xtra boost n the gym? Is ur currnt preworkout tking too lng? Wth ths new idea of a preworkout oral-pouch feel the pump with n mins
Everyday people come up with great application ideas for smartphones/Iphones, with no way of actually producing the idea into a real APP.
USB Pop-Up LED Task Lamp/Light, Flashlight Combo, Folds Flat, Easy Storage
Two in One CANE + Gripper, stop bending over or kneeling down and get assistance picking things up.
My Bed By U pet bed, lets your pet be next to you in bed, without being IN bed with you. Reclaim your comfort, and give them theirs.
The best way to carry small doses of cream around. The Creampen holds 3 tubes(15ml)of creams in one container. Choice of your creams.
After cooking, turned off stove eyes still remain hot. With this cooling pad, fire hazards and burnt hands go out the window!
A backpack that includes a zipper area that has a rain cape/poncho attached and can be used when you least expect rain. Bus stop kids NEED.
Pop-up room divider that separates infants/toddlers from their parents while traveling and sleeping in the same room.
Let's alleviate the stigma of carrying a condom around! Let's create a container that is sleek, elegant, and protective!
A laptop case that converts from case to kiosk and back instantly. Convenient for out of the office or anywhere with no suitable work space
Sturdy flexible rubber bands with rows of metal spikes,that fit over lawnmower wheels and are used to aerate the lawn as the grass is cut.
My idea is a simple, effective, and portable fire safety prop that can be utilized anywhere as long as there is a power source.
The iPad Extension arm connects to head board of bed so you can just lay there and have the iPad hover over you. call it iHover or qHover
Athletic bodysuit designed for average people who do sports regularly which will have built-in braces and support for each major body joint.
The Interchangeable, Adjustable, Unbreakable, Garden Tool Set. Perfect for everyone from the amateur gardener to the professional crew.
No more spilt or half full juice boxes thrown away; Straw solution for kids and adults.
The NO Mess Universal Fit Toothpaste Cap Designed for Kids to Prevent Lost Lids and Messes - Flip Top, Fun Animal Characters
Rechargeable USB LED Task Lamp/Light, Flashlight Combo: Free Stand or Hang, Bends/Reflects Light Where You Need It Plus A Fun Toy/Gadget.
The Tablecloth Trolley. Finally, a storage solution that keeps your tablecloths clean, wrinkle-free, and within hands reach!
Reading glasses are a pain especially when you have to put them on with both hands. I want glasses to open automatically for one handed use.
A gps for golf clubs so you can locate a lost or left behind club on the course utilizing a smart phone app or existing golf GPS system.
Nighty Night! The eye cover/ear muff! See no evil, hear no evil:P Sleeping made more comfortably.
GROCERY SHOPPERS! CarriageConnector attaches shopping cart to parked car to prevent loss of control while unpacking &amp; freeing both hands.
NEW LIGHT FIXTURE: Change Bulbs &amp; Clean Light w/ No Ladder [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
A set of tiles -stickers- applied with water or other glue that may be easy to set in the right position. An easy way to renew the kitchen.
We have produced a Hollywood-quality DVD that teaches women how to pee standing up without the need of a device or funnel just her anatomy
"Quirky Consideration Redesign". A reconstructed suitcase like laundry hamper that rolls and stands for easy push,carry and towing.
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an adult vibrating bouncer chair like the baby bouncers it will be calm and relaxing with massage and non expensive chair like the baby one
An "iPod" with built in nested earbuds and independent speakers. Use earbuds independently with pads,cells,TV's. Dito w/speakers to share.
A blackberry picker, for when you feel like Aesop's Fox, enviously eyeing those juicy clusters hanging painfully out of reach!
SAY NO TO CRACK and bring the SEXY back to low-rise jeans! Our sleek Aspender will provide support and coverage without sacrificing style.
DRY INGREDIENT MEASURE: Food Prep Without Hassle (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Sticky Magnets!! Stick your kid's "A+" paper on the fridge without even moving the magnet!! Please see video.
Trash can with a small air pump on the bottom that can first, suck the bag to the bottom of the can, and help blow the bag out once full.
Keep your chips, cereals and nuts from going stale! This products takes up very little space in your kitchen drawer.
Change the color of your eyeglasses without having to buy new frames by using stick-and-peel color adhesives.
This is the first fully customizable iPhone 4 &amp; 4S accessory. What makes it so unique are its pliable rubber legs used to attach and mount.
LIFE IS TOO SHORT FOR COLD TOAST. ADDED NEW IMAGES!!! Keep your toast warm that little bit longer using the heat from your coffee cup.
A Tassel like accessory attached to a device to remind you to take it from that airplane seat pocket. Also doubles as a screen cleaner
HOTSHELL WIRELESSLY CHARGES YOUR MAC THE ONLY WIRELESS DROP N GO INDUCTIVE LAPTOP CHARGER ON THE MARKET
TODAY with NO bulky add-ons
Divert rain from your foundation. A simple, cheap to manufacture and purchase solution for bent dented downspout ends. Routes rain wherever
A pillow/purse - a pillow to support the back in restaurants, etc, attractive, functional, lightweight- The purse has everything you need!
A universal game controller attachment for all Androids and iPhones. It incorporates a 4500 mAh battery, palm grips, analogs and buttons.
A utensil organizer with two tiers, a swivel base, and separated compartments. sleek looking but compact to get rid of your utensil clutter!
The K-Reservior. Large water reservior for Keurig Home &amp; Office Coffee Brewing Machines with Storage for K-Cups &amp; Other Coffee Supplies.
Bread Pods. Breadbox's with built-in cutting boards.(Paulette Jaques)
A pen sized inspection camera for use with any smartphone, for technicians or tradesmen, diy'ers or kids, simple to use, affordable to all.
A container that when hot food is in it, condensation of the steam is "caught" stopping water from dripping onto the food making it soggy.
SMART SLEEVE- The Silicone smartphone or tablet sleeve with a built-in USB cable to charge or sync your device anywhere. (RESUBMIT)
Keep sheltered from the elements with the KEEP SNUG. A cover that slips over your favorite folding chair like a weather proof sleeping bag.
"U-CAN-DIG-IT" the name for this product. This gardening tool for anyone is to perform gardening, planting flower &amp; and plants. Digs a hole.
The Mac Daddy of all diaper caddies! Condense, organize and simplify the process. A fresh approach to diapering: clean, safe, effective.
I would lose my head if wasn't attached...SO I need a retractable power cord permanently attached to my phone that can plug in anywhere.
A universal bag that fits onto your luggage handle! These stylish bags make getting around the airport a breeze!
Kitchen laptop protector- Protect your laptop from kitchen spills &amp; splatters. Read recipes, watch shows or listen to music with no worries.
Hang holiday lights year after year without the mess. Use our magnetic clipping system and your lights will go up and come down with ease!
Travel Bar Set: A Set of reusable travel sized Liquor and Mixer Containers for accurate and convenient consumption
"Whisper" - A Low decibel (under 40 db) yard leaf blower using light weight Electric fan and rechargeable Lithium battery belt.
Drop on Toilet Paper Holder. Imagine the roll being on the holder every time and someone besides you actually put it there, every time.
ALUMINUM KUBB: The next great outdoor lawn game! [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Hanging Hair Accessory Organizer - Perfect for Closet or Back of Door - Silicone Strips Hold Clips in Place
Laptop cooling pad which addresses the problem of using the computer while standing up. Eliminates bad posture and awkward angles. Added USB
No more high chair food spills!Tired of cleaning food spills after the toddler attempts to find out if that bowl of soup can in fact fly?
Inductive charging key tray and key ring battery pack. Set keys in the tray, leave with a fully charged backup battery. Apple or microUSB.
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Turn your hard-shell carry-on piece of luggage into a back pack. Can slide off before flight and go under the seat as a handy bag/briefcase.
DrinkCube: Modern, Space Saving, Portable Drink Dispenser w/retractable stand. *NOW WITH VIDEO* Iced Tea, Lemonade, Sangria, etc! (Resubmit)
*UPDATED 2: Prototype Photos* THE SAFE PLATE. A slim safe sliding plate that covers your outlets, its easy to open and looks great!
Electric Stove Burner Covers that you CAN COOK ON. Never clean up burned on spills again. Turn your old electric stove into a flat-top.
Get the best view of your baby,monitor on the stroller,bassinet,crib and more. If you have a baby you will love my idea,think as a parent!
I have proposed a clip that snaps onto an oxygen tube for the elderly/disabled that simply and cheaply prevents them from being strangled.
Easy to make and use, and operates FREE--even under a spa cover. Attach the spa sweeper to a jet. The sweeper cleans while the filter runs.
A Portable Crime Deterrent With Alarm, Camera, Light, Automatic Text Message. Interesting features designed to surprise/scare/deter intruder
Voice recordable ruler/measuring tape and mini digital camera.Just measure, record and listen. Or take picture too!(Paulette Jaques)
UPDATED: Organize that drawer of wires and cables. NEW PHOTOS
Collapsible soft sided cooler, with blue ice sheets that drops in. No wasted space. Blue ice folds to store in freezer. (SEE NEW PHOTOS)
Attaching buttons is a pain, especially for those of us that don't sew. Let's create a stapler that will easily attach buttons to garments.
QUIRKY CUBE! 3 PIECES OF FURNITURE THAT SLIDE TOGETHER INTO A HANDY CUBE.
It's a wine glass that balances a wine bottle -- Humor, Irony, Niche (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Hi Quirky, I have an invention that has a patent and I've sold a few however marketing and licensing is the big problem.
QarCover: Pop Up Car Cover. Works like a shell and could be equipped with alarm system and low level heater.
Change an ugly wall easily, no screws. A metal grid base holds thin magnetic decor tiles that cover the wall. Change tile colors &amp; designs!
Modern USB flash drive with an integrated LED screen, rechargeable battery and USB connector and USB hub.
Guitar Pick Holder. Never lose your guitar pick again. A Quirky solution to lost and misplaced guitar picks. VIDEOS and PICS.
ERGO-CB: Ergonomic Clipboard [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
A new twist on your Old School food cooler.
Hands Free Ipad, E-Reader Holder. An innovative Swing Arm design allows the user to read in bed at a fully relaxed and hands free position.
Prevent Hail Damage! My idea is an inflatable car cover. Once on the car it inflates via small imbedded pump or via a hand pump.
Quonsetto: A telescoping emergency shelter of carbon composite/aluminum shell for rapidly deployable individual protection. Patent pending
Filtered moving adjustable showerheads with adaptable hand held option. Portable, easy to install/remove. Fits any size bathtub/shower.
Omelet Maker. Fill with eggs and filling, shake and set in boiling water. Perfect for camping or anyone who has a hard time making an omelet
Hidden Cable/Satellite/Xbox Bracket for wall mounted TV's. This eliminates the add on wall mounted shelf for your external TV receivers.
RESUBMIT-&gt;CAN :U REACH YOUR BACK TO GET OFF THE "ICKIE DEAD SKIN"? DOES YOUR SCRUBBER HOLD LIQUID SOAP? HOW
ABT A MASSAGER? THIS WILL--&gt; :))
attachable Trash bag holding clips with airway to prevent vacuum effect on bag.
Help reduce diseases in your kitchen! A spoon (spatula, knife, etc) holder that doesn't contact contaminated surfaces.
Universal purse hook that also provides a security feature.
Travel mug keeps phone, keys, ipod, IDs or small wallet safe and nearby in a push to release pop up safe hidden in lid.
Let's reduce the need to use aluminum foil when cooking in the oven and keep the baking dish clean at the same time. Flexible SILIMAT.
The 1bag Scalable Laptop Bag System: Users configure style and function to needs at the time to create an ideal bag for their situation.
The SHARKEE STAPLER is a combination stapler and staple remover in one - Practical, Efficient, Convenient, Ergonomically Designed, Stylish!
MULTI-USE LEVEL/STUD FINDER/SCREW HOLDER ALL-IN-ONE TOOL [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
The QUIRKY- Blink'n Binki - A baby's pacifier that lights up in dark/ so you can locate it quickly before child is fully awake.
For school or work, cold food or hot, this is a single, simple solution for taking lunch on the go. This is the ideal lunchbox replacement.
"Hair Flat Irons" that doubles as a stand and a retractable electrical cord spindle. No more spiral/tangled cords or loose laying irons.
ALL-in-ONE Household Tool! Wouldn't you like to be able to tackle almost any household project with just 1 tool?!
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An electronic sender/receiver unit that beeps and blinks when activated. Attaches to cellphones, remote controls, pet collars and keys.
Simplify life with an over-the-door electronic gadget organizer. Find the right charger, cord, or cable instantly. No more tangled mess.
For artists: The Ultimate Art Mannequin. Using an advanced armature and silicon skin, this new mannequin has an unparalleled range of motion
A back pack that doesn't sit on your back. Sits across your shoulders. Has wide elastic bands that keep it tight &amp; high on your shoulders.
Quench, the personal hydration system. Resubmit, got a lot of votes last time.
My improved safety belt is used for shopping carts,and chairs, Keeps children from falling out, its snug, comfortable and practical.
"U/C Resubmit" The best of both skateboarding and scooter worlds combined. Why have one when you can have fun on both at the same time?
Towel 4 those who want 2 avoid drying their face with the same part of the towel they used to dry their armpits, feet, genitals, or rear end
A cooler with a separate compartment that holds 1 bag of ice and dispenses it by using a self cranking auger. Tailgating and for parties.
Collapsible whiteboard that folds tiny to fit backpack. Easier to transport w/o accidentally erasing. Locks into one sturdy piece
Control the portion sizes you provide for your children and those who need to control their eating habits.
Spin clean A toothbrush made to properly clean your mouth; teeth and tongue, the way your dentist taught you.
Do you love walking your dog but hate holding those stinky bags? Let your dog carry his own supplies and smelly bags with the Poopie Pouch!
A Drink Stirrer made out of ICE that won't get your hand wet. Stick a piece of fruit on the end &amp; the whole thing is edible. It's Green&amp;Fun.
Improved set of templates for quickly and easily measuring electrical boxes on new or existing building material such as drywall surfaces.
iPhone Protective Cover w/ Integrated Wireless Laser Mouse. Eliminate your extra mouse. No software needed. Market potential +70 million!
Need a place to put your glasses, phone, book, etc. when in bed, but don't have a nightstand? The Quirky Pillow Pocket is the answer!
FREE Electric save on electric bills and have stylish Lighting Power modular portable adaptable generation system for the home and outdoors
My invention is for ladies who use a hot blowing curling iron and also the straight curling iron. My pictures, A picture is worth a 1000 wo
Adjustable Children's Crayon Holder! Attach to arm!Keep them organized! No More Broken Chalk or Lost Crayons!Great in cars!(Paulette Jaques)
This patent pending iPad, Tablet or E-Reader holder provides hands-free reading in any position-on your back, on your side, or sitting.
[RESUBMIT] A revisit to the classic analog clock, but this time it's ARMED WITH LIGHT. The lights go off and your clock-viewing improves.
Flip Slips are comfortable shoes that fold up and collapse into a pouch so they can be taken anywhere on the go.
A soft sided dog crate that is rubberized with chew toy type plastic/rubber to resist chewing and scratching
Charm call indicator light like htc's - for all cell phones in different colors and shapes!
Silicone windshield Mat. Keeps ice and snow off of your windshield in winter..Hot sun out in the summer.
"Flaura" Lamps-Illuminate your world by bringing the magnificence and serenity of nature indoors to enjoy all year long!!!
An umbrella that allows you to secure it to your car for hands free coverage!
Go GREEN - Customized Chair Mat - Protect Floors, Make Chair Easy to Slide, Interlocking Tiles out of Recycled Plastic - Matches Decor
MOCUBO's Best Friend: Multi-Slice &amp; Dice: Slice food items multiple times with 1 motion and dice in just 2
Ever felt like grabbing a gun and blowing away something or someone on your television and having the satisfaction of "sending them away"?
Never have a dried up can of PVC cement or primer wasting away in your toolbox ever again! Single use foil packets keep it fresh and ready.
Ever felt like your body still feels dirty even after a shower? With Scrub-ME you'll never feel dirty anymore. EVER
Gas pole to solar retrofit kit. Looks like gas but cost nothing to run. Looks like authentic gas light and retains it's aesthetic appeal!
I have developed a fast ,dependable ,clean ,inexpensive and safe tool to quickly start fireplace, charcoal grills, fire pits and campfires.
Food Outline is designed to help consumers to eat properly-sized portions of each food group at every meal.
3 compartment mop bucket. The idea is to rinse the mop 2 times before entering the clean water compartment/keeping floor water crystal clean
DOORMAT KEYLOCK- a doormat with a giant keypad that allows you to unlock/open your door by stepping out the code. Or mount it on your door!
A hands free book, iPad, e-reader support holder for reading in bed, in a chair, standing, or on the counter top.
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Pizza lovers, here's a one step pizza slicer that cuts all slices precisely evenly, quickly, and much easier.
An iPad stand with a ---"Jumper Cable Clamp Approach"--- if you will, would be a very versatile iPad stand.
Real looking remote control &amp; iphone teething toy with LED lighting &amp; squeaks. No more sharing the germ infested remote with the babies!
On the go personal rice cooker that warms your food up in the lid container. Cook just enough rice for yourself
You just washed your hands. Are they clean? You sure? Check them under this handy product.
GRAB SALAD WITH GUSTO!
"SWATCH YOUR COLOR" - An ADHESIVE BACKED 8.5 x11 PAINT SAMPLE BOARD . Light weight, easy to use paint and stick color sample board.
Laundry Basket/Mat (Laundry-Mat) un-snaps from a laundry basket into a mat to fold clothes on and re-snaps to carry folded clothes away.
Loose Utility Trailers cause deaths that are preventable. Tow trailers caused 15,523 lives to be lost since 1975. Over 500,000 injured.
Floor mop with cloth loop chamber a la vintage restroom towel dispensers. Clean surface is pulled up using the handle as pump.Washable loop.
Self Wrapping Music Cords..kind of like how a tape measure works avoid the tangles and make it easy for musicians around the world.
Turn any cord into a retractable cord. Tired of tangled and messy long cords? Make them all retractable.
Pls c attached pic 1st,visual b4 readin aid much.Marine veteran,shoe collector,Marathon runner. Interchangeable backheel pod for sneakers.
A Metal Wall Switch Plate With Magnetic Accessories! Easily attach this wall switch plate to keep keys and other items organized. Updated!
A truck bed organizer that's light weight,adjust in seconds, durable, strong, customize fit, no mechanical parts and anyone can use.
All Natural Reusable Pain Relief Heated Therapy Sack
Looking for a fun way to display photos? Bored of the usual photo frame options? wouldn't you love a fool proof kit to create a fun collage?
Never forget your cell phone charger again! This new cell phone case has an integrated charger that is always attached to your phone.
An ergonomically designed iPad grip and stand providing the most comfortable and secure way to connect with your iPad.
This handy tool makes small marks/indentations on food as a guide to help you cut EQUAL SLICES/DICES. The blades ADJUST to vary thickness.
Remote control car that draws with chalk! Make huge drawings!(Paulette Jaques)
Don't have room for another jewelry box, frame or cabinet? Adhere my customizable earring system anywhere; NOT a cabinet.
Restaurants swing to green. New LED screen â€œbillboardsâ€ Health Department score at each location. Perfect PR. Ideal employee motivator.
What I see is a book stand adjustable to height, book size in order to use it daily for reading, working and also having great looks to it.
A simple, user-friendly and advanced stress control card which is an instrumental tool in preventing health problems caused by stress.
Multi-item locating system. One remote control activates several "locator charms"-attach to keys, glasses other frequently misplaced items.
Inflatable portable travel dimple for babies to snooze on with kangaroo pouch interchangeable cover. Join dimples together for twins+.
Illuminate your life! Want a way to to light up the inside of your trendy handbag, school backpack, diaper bag or briefcase?
Can't tell which smoke detector is beeping because it needs new batteries? Let's make a smoke detector with a visual indicator.
Prevent your pot from boil over. No need to stay at the stove while waiting for your pot to boil.
POWER TO THE DESK - A power strip designed to look good on a desktop,a desktop organizer, LED lamp and cable management all in 1.
Outdoor pizza ovens are awesome, but way too expensive. Let's design a cost conscious consumer grade gas pizza oven for less than $150.
Give iphone users a hands-free device allowing them to use their iphone camera, Facetime or video features to interact with others.
I thought the 60lbs dog was trouble in the bathtub, then I had a child. This is the shower head adapter that will make both much easier.
Winston! is a motorized, remote-control, backpack, grocery, luggage and pet caddy that allows students, the disabled, etc. to use handsfree.
What if you could measure your morning coffee (sugar, chocolate, etc) with your eyes closed? Wouldn't it be nice!!!!!
Shark Scoop: A raised-edge toothed ice cream scoop with easy thumb-release
Pancake molds in a whole new way. Make a lot at once. Quirky Cakes even(A mold with many Q's)!!(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
the CDBrace is the stylish, comfortable and convenient way to carry your laptop around the office, on campus or just about anywhere
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The XTWR. Removable pantographic case for proper sorting of travel necessities and clothes. Adjustable for any suitcase size
Step Stool Shelf - hooks on your step stool to hold your stuff
The only efficient way to clean multiple brushes in a single stand alone unit in under twenty seconds using a downward flow of water.
Take your measures on your own! A measuring tape with a buckle! Designed to measure people!
A Stretchy Silicone rubber band with a slot or slots to hold pens. It would hold the notepad closed and store your favorite pen.
A compact eco-friendly k-cup cleaning brush that quickly removes &amp; cleans wet grounds from your filter without damaging it.
A Laundry Sorter for Young Children is a cabinet having indications for sorting laundry/clothing in a manner recognizable by young children.
Sliding Table Cloths No More With Hidden Double Sided Table Top Pads. One Side is Slip Free &amp; the Other Side A Re-useable Sticky Surface
Modular sleek makeup holder. Take part of holder when you travel. Use on the counter, drawer or hang over sink. Built in mirror/light
WALK YOUR DOG IN ANY WEATHER! A backpack with channels of Flaxseed, you can microwave it on cold days and freeze it on hot summer days.
Expanding the horizon of solar lights to a decorative container for the deck, or higher in the air so it can tower over the snow.
To sip cereals&amp;soups Unique sip spout Unique curve of bowl Optional duo lid Insulated H-temp nonslip textured material Commertial&amp;Home
A similar solution given by magsafe for laptops, for mobile phones. It is a mini adaptor between the charger and the mini or micro USB port
A solution for outdoor Christmas light planning, maintenance, setup and storage. The Clark Griswold's of the world need a better solution.
How many of us wear socks? How many of us lost socks during the wash cycle? Who hates matching the socks after they get washed?
This is a very fine tooth comb with a Container that has a suction to get head lice and eggs from the hair shaft,Keep it contained and safe
Cereals &amp; snacks, donâ€™t you wish they were resealable? A convenient solution for non resealable bags, cereal, snacks, etc. Seal and hang.
Recycle Master recycling bins for under sink use. Bins have cutout to avoid plumbing. Front bezel removes to dump recyclables for pick-up.
Twin beverage holder and serving plates with beverage, utensil, and napkin holder for use with lawn furniture during summer entertaining.
My idea is for a figurine-type trophy that can be interchangeable for special occasions or in honoring a person's accomplishments.
Folding Shower Rod Drying Rack. Also can be temporally or permanently hung in laundry rooms, in basements, or outside under soffit.
The wAlert is a way to protect you phone and wallet from theft or loss. It's a simple card sized device carried around in your wallet.
Prompt Video - The idea is a light-weight portable teleprompter that adjusts to fit the size of both laptops and tablets.
Don't Burn Your Food Again! Kitchen Wall Clock with Built In Remote Control Kitchen Timer. (Paulette Jaques)
A laptop to help ease the pain of "Carpal Tunnel".
LED rounded compact fun wrist-band flashlight. Hands free, swivels &amp;secure when hiking, travel, camping, sleepovers/ emergencies. Detachable
I am entering my p.p reusable garment bag, already on the mkt. Really what I want to is t bring my Brand of reusables to this amazing group!
Squeegee Umbrella Dry, Hands Free, Wind Resistant, Ergonomic Hold, Hang, Hook*Different Mechanics &amp; Material than Ordinary Umbrella, See How
Change the Keychain!!! HeyKey is a fresh and creative solution for your key ring. Magnetic design with infinite combinations.
Dual function lamp/flash light.A multy tasking lamp can be used as night table reading and a flash light to move around when is needed.
The Door Bell re-imagined. Let's add some technology to the standard door bell...
Personalize your phone greeting! Categorize your Contact List so callers receive the appropriate greeting.
Bathroom scales take up floor space. We all have one. Why not own one that can be folded/rolled up to store in the drawer?
An iPhone 4/4S accessory for your daily commute! Works perfectly on headrests, airplane seat hooks, dashboard, rearview mirrors &amp; much more!
RESUBMIT with changes: Stop burning your fingers on "microwave safe" dishes. Quirky's grabbers are designed to save hands while you eat.
The ultimate bedside water solution. Bedside shelf &amp; water solution. [link for PRESS RECEIVED inside] [RESUBMIT]
Cats just wanna have fun! Customize your own kitty city and play area! A variety of modules snap together, fun themes for play and sleep!
Freeze any liquid into perfectly sized portions for later reuse with the Portionizer! Soup, ice cubes, sauces. If it is liquid, it'll work!
Lets add more comfort to your automobile. Finally arm and elbow comfort.
Hood Mat. Keeps the prints of the front of your hood and lets the animal rest on a nice soft place. Its a win win situation.
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Extension Cord w/ telescope rod - it fits under furniture like couch, bed, arm chair, etc. No more moving the couch to plug something in.
A skillet with an adjustable, full range sliding divider that is also removable. Saves time, space and energy while multitask cooking.
Pill sorting system--Easily sort pills &amp; capsules into daily pill organizers.
The burger is made to fit the shape of a hot dog bun or mini dinner rolls by using a uniquely designed press.
Collectable stuffed animal hole closers for jeans, fastened with velcro. Looks like they live in the hole. Holey Moley!
Homeowners use a wheelbarrow while cleaning up leaves during fall. Increasing the capacity of the wheelbarrow gets the job done faster.
Spoon and whisk resting tower for the stove! No more clutter or mess while cooking!
Wouldn't you love to put Ornaments on your tree faster without unboxing, unwrapping, and losing the little hooks? Over 100,000 sold on TV!
Beauty mixing pallet with brush cleaning station.Disposable. To be worn on the wrist or stuck to any surfaces.Allowing for best results.
A coring knife that easily cores fruit such as apples and pears and still be used as a knife. Any size slice ....easy to clean
When cold weather hits, cheerleaders and fans want to stay warm and make noise. Gloves, however, muffle clapping. Solution: Cheer Gloves.
Mmmm, Grapes! Rinse, Place, Serve and Enjoy your grapes &amp; other fruit with this quick &amp; easy all-inclusive serving bowl with strainer.
UPDATED! Universal Plug and Lightswitch cover. Have it fit on any lightswitch or plug.Place anything you need near the lightswitch or plug.
Re-Use those plastic grocery bags using this customized portable waste-stand system you can use anywhere in the house, backyard, or camping.
An automatic vacuum cord mechanism that not only retracts but releases automatically based on the direction the vacuum is moving.
This is a unique way to dispense salad dressing on salad and other foods.
Swim'N Spell. Learn while you swim.(Paulette Jaques) SUMMER IS COMING!
A Phone application that sounds an alarm when you are at your desired location.
Kids will have fun with these image creating sandals. The bottoms have attachable cutouts of letters/animal paw prints/ect.
The Hide-A-Way trash container is designed to match kitchen cabinets or match kitchen flooring. The Hide-A-Way will conceal your trash.
Better your posture, strengthen muscles, relieve back pain stress and fatigue will improve waist line,stay limber while sitting In office.
Featured on Quirky TV episode Hell Yes: Smart Cup is a two part cup that puts your Coffee Pod and or Tea Bag in it's place.
Wine Glass Bumpers (Please look at other photos for invention)(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
THE BETTER 3-RING BINDER: Maximizing the function of the spine. (Search: JARED JOYCE)
A new and improved way to store baseball caps by attaching slots to closet or book shelves for the cap button to slide into...
Unbreakable Headphones, a protective material inside the wire that prevents the wire from breaking, the speaker/headset is tough as-well.
Self standing, DUSTPAN with pull out handle. Stopper to held broom upright! Easy to store, with collapsible push in handle!
An Easier to Use and Space-Saving Pot/Pan Combo!
(UPDATE NEW PHOTO)Mop Bucket Attachment that "Combs" the mop strings, so you don't touch (Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
How many times do shop-assistants refold clothes because you are looking for your size? How about DIVIDERS FOR FOLDED CLOTHES?
The coolest and easiest way to eliminate bacteria from your toothbrush and SAVE your teeth! And NO, it's NOT a chore!
Solving the long standing problem of losing, sorting, finding pairs of socks. Keeps them together from leaving your feet until back on feet
My idea is based on creating a conduit with electric band, this may be used in restaurants and it facilitate the delivery time of the meal.
[ MUST SEE VIDEO ] !!! THE LIGHTED LINTMASTER HELPS PREVENT DRYER FIRES, and CAN HELP SAVE LIVES.Check out BEFORE and
AFTER pictures
Stop tap noise, how to sleep without a tip-tap on your sink. Fix Stop-tap to the tap and drops will leave it
E-Book Reader/Small Tablet commuter glove allows use of a device with one hand without risk of dropping it.
The CAN-ANCHOR keeps your trash cans stationary &amp; upright so they will ALWAYS remain neat looking, organized &amp; exactly where you keep
them!
Clip your iPhone onto your Macbook screen, so you have your hands free all the time but see the iPhone screen as well. Ideal for commuters
The all in one floor cleaner and storage case, check it out, you'll love it!
Octagon Shaped Pizza Pan. Cutting evenly sliced Pizza Pie. With a detachable handle that also can be used to cut the pizza! All in one!
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This invention is for the pregnant women that need the belly support. It is a compression type garment with stretchy light fabric.
Mommy's Helping Hand! A bib with a bottle sleeve to secure bottle and elevated foam insert for adjustable bottle angle. Parent is handsfree!
I'm driving my cell rings no blu tooth or dash phone holder so I grab my clip-n-hold quick attach&amp;release seatbelt accessory hit speaker
My idea is to combine book marker and page marker as one set, so you can use them together conveniently.
Multi purpose storage for back of door. Can be carried and used anywhere and variety of attachments for hanging/storing anything.
Collapsible soft sided cooler, with blue ice sheets that drops in. No wasted space. Blue ice folds to store in freezer. (SEE NEW PHOTOS)
The perfect solution to taking notes on the go in a fun and easy way.The Dry Erase Cell Phone Case, will eliminate the need for paper.
This is a pair of ultra-comfortable sunglasses, inspired by ninja turtle. The lenses are attached on a cloth band, but not a frame.
I want to create a cheap product that helps you find your most misplaced stuff
A device put on the women's bathroom wall in residential and commercial use.That a sleeve comes out off to put used tampons in and sealed up
ALMOST OUT OF TIME! 3 options -Light up belt for kids! Walk and lights blink! Dance and lights blink!(Paulette Jaques)
What if the Paper Cutter was turned into a Food Cutting Board?
TV Remote Control, easy to use, easy to carry on, even do you can sleep with it, convenience at your reach.
*Keychain-sized UV Sterilizer* Cleanse your mind and your surroundings with this pocket-sized UV light.
Triple-view Semitruck Side Mirrors, motorized and heated, stainless steel to remove the "No Zone" blind spots that semi- trucks are noted.
A skillet strainer: either a built-in or attachable strainer for skillets that can lift meat out of the grease for easy flipping or draining
Beach Buddy allows you to take your valuables in the water while swimming at the beach or running in the rain, all whilst keeping them dry.
SINK SKINS Colander Strainer that uses the entire sink and has handles.(Submitted by JEFF THIRTYACRE)
Let the Doggie/Kitty door or litter box do the work. No more brushing
IRON GLOVE-Iron Ur Clothes With Your Hand, Use Entire Palm 4 Large Jobs, Your Thumb 4 Small Jobs or Pinch To Heat Both Sides...See Drawings!
Medical/Building consultant with no where to land? Every work area is hijacked? MEET YOUR NEW COLLAPSIBLE DESK/STATION on wheels.
A pillow/case for kids printed in Giant colorful words : Happy thoughts spot. Easy care, organic or not, soft and comfy and positive !
Customize your own headphones! Change your style whenever you want! Stylish caps/skins for your headphones. (Paulette Jaques)
Finally a "blackout blind" that really blocks all the light! Fastens along the moulding to seal out the light and stop drafts.
Fire safety door knob/handle mechanism that will let you escape smoke and poisonous gases. A must if you have children. A must period.
The whooler is a collapsible cooler inside the wheels. Â
Book Buddy- hold books open and keeps hands free while you eat, comb your hair, etc... on planes trains and while riding in the car..
*Brace Line Extension* Quirky's Brace is a great product, but it could be greater with the addition of picture frames &amp; pencil holders
A Christmas tree stand that looks like a wrapped Christmas present. Instead of the ugly stands everyone has used for years.
Tie-up Gift Bags with grommets and ribbons. Tie ribbons to close the top or leave open and add tissue paper. Beautiful and functional.
This is a Jelly feeder for Orioles. I was tired of putting jelly in a dish to have it just wash away in the rain. No more wasting money!
Orange juice bottle that lets you select PULP or PULP-FREE orange juice. The twist-cap will be able to filter out the pulp if you'd like.
Sleek, retractable laptop duster that attaches to laptop.
This is an improvement on a simple household item, the handheld dustpan and brush. This will make the tools more efficient and save time.
Lets make a messenger bag for skaters and bikers where the skateboard can easily be hold in the bag. This is great for students to carry
A reusable, standard 16.9oz purified drinking water bottle (shape and dimensions) with a screw-off top and bottom for easy cleaning.
COOLORS: An original hanger, full of style and design, to put your winter accessories orderly placed :)
take advantage of the heat that's produced by the sun shining thru your windows
Watch a show/movie on your Iphone? Want a larger picture? Cradle magnifier!(paulette Jaques)
A spatula device that will help you get peanut butter and other foods out of the jars easier. Shapes get under lips and corners.
Move over Ipad.......I have the "Whitepad".
Tired of searching for your earrings and necklaces, or having a mess to untangle? Organize and let your earrings be your artwork!
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What ever the problem you have with slip ons, this will get them on your feet with ease and no strain!
Handsfree Umbrella Holder... for those times when you need a third hand for your Umbrella and its pouring outside or just too sunny and hot.
Sticky boobs are pricey. Why spend 50 bucks for them to soon lose their stick &amp; buy a new pair. There should be a bra with replaceable stick
Aerodynamic pouch that slides on AEROBARS for professional/competitive cyclists letting them re-fuel without leaving an tuck position.
Get 8! Drink eight glasses of water with this fun vibrant color stretchy band and enjoy natural health benefits.
Power strip with connectors that rotate around one another allowing all power plugs to fit easily. Connect And Adjust For The Fit You Need.
Pool noodle attachments create the next interactive pool toy for kids.
Wreck these toy Monster Trucks and over 10 parts fly off then reattach via magnets to provide in game playing carnage and rebuilding!
Shower Towel with a String. Never have your towel accidently fall off.
The lipstick sleeve with mirror. Never has lipstick been so easy to apply. Eliminate the unnecessary and add convenience to your life.
Adjustable, easily installed window planter to fit any double-hung window. Anyone can install with 2 drilled holes.
FINALLY!!!!!! THIS WILL SAVE YOUR BUTT AT THE BEACH!! Meet an Awesome beach bag.......Lets look cool on the beach.
Oh man! I'm in the shower and I forgot to grab a washcloth....AGAIN! NO PROBLEM! (Paulette Jaques)
ITS HERE!!!! I call it the apretree. NOW YOU!!! can show off your cool new appetizers and your cooking presenation skills.
A Foldable Multi Tool-Style Keychain. Keys can fold and unfold like a Swiss Army Knife or an Allen wrench set.
Hanging Swivel Clips. Great use of pantry space on all of those products in bags we buy (chips, candy bags, noodle mixes in pouches, etc)
*** A PENCIL BOX THAT DOESN'T CLUTTER YOUR DESK! *** Great for adults and kids!
X-box like controller for Ipad
Get rid of receipts forever, GO GREEN! Never leave a store with a paper receipt again! Scan them into a digital format.
Modular Computer System (Computer Cubes)- Each component of a computer could come in a different module that could easily be interchanged.
Encouragement, from your bathroom scale! A programmable digital scale that tracks each individual's progress towards weight and BMI goals.
Ever tried to make raking leaves,grass or just garbage easy and effortless? introducing the All-in-One Deluxe Panbagger! Dust pan and bag.
The flash wand is a flash light and signal wand for motorist policemen firemen search and rescue personnel for night use in all weather cond
A Cutting Board with a Safety Sleeve to hold Knives, grainy surface for cutting round foods, and detachable spice rack and food scooper.
BIKE SAFETY is the problem these LED LIGHTED SLIP COVERS will SOLVE! We can be the 1st to slip a LED LIGHTED cover on our bike seats!! :))
Cyclists need a better mounting solution for fitness tracking apps! How many cheap phone mounts need to break before we solve this?
A Christmas tree top ornament of a logo, a mascot or a letter of your favorite team, illuminated with team color lights!
Superhero Spoon: Make your kid eat with Superhero power and speed ! (image is just an example)
Ever tried to wash a dog without holding on? Its impossible...so the Bath Paw offers a free hand!
Heat sensor with a timer that sounds an alarm if heat is detected when it times out. Never again forget to turn off your cooker or candles!
I hate excess cords and cables on my counter and floor. They're ugly and can be dangerous. My simple solutions are decorative and versatile.
The Drive Rack Mobile attaches to your laptop monitor to keep external USB hard drives safe and out of the way.
NO-MESS TUNA MAYO! A bowl and lid with a masher-attachment under the lid, so you can prepare (and store) tuna/egg/avocado + mayo.
Desk?We don't need no stinking desk: Need more room on your desk,dnt want a desk at all or want to move it &amp;the computer @the drop of a hat?
Iphone Wrist Lanyard that can be instantly attached or removed by interlocking with the speaker slot! Other lanyards need a case or screws.
BUY YOUR OWN DAMN FOOD AND BEVERAGES!!!Locking devices to keep roommates and co-workers, "honest", a must have product.
Elevated platform with strap Slide hand truck under product on platform, secure with strap Now safely and easily move product
Letâ€™s make a "VARIABLE GRIP CASE" which can attach to Quirky's Stance.It would hold ANY SMARTPHONE and/or ANY TABLET, not just the
iPad2!
Adjustable Coat rack with cubbies!(Paulette Jaques)
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Pooch Pouch - Clip on Cell Phone Holder &amp; Key Pocket for Retractable Leashes (Aubrey Avila)
Pizza serving tray that rotates
A Better Christmas Tree Stand! The Tree will easier to insert, level and secure. Plus a simple way to water, no bending over required.
MyCase makes your luggage easy to recognise, and easy to lock. Two common problems solved in one.
Organize USB drives and keep your desk clutter-free. Includes a powered USB hub saving ports. Buy more to stack for smaller footprint.
BEST LOTION APPLICATOR. DISPOSABLE SPONGE. FOLDS TO FIT IN BEACH BAG. USE WHEN ALONE TO APPLY SUNTAN LOTION.
EXCELLENT FOR SELF TANNERS TOO!
A foldaway storage bench with expandable storage bin, pull down shelf and adjustable coat racks. Bin and shelf fold up when not in use.
An Intimate Garment/Swimsuit Washer. Similar To A Salad Spinner. Small Enough To Use In Bathroom Sink. Soak, Gently Agitate, Rinse and Spin.
The window car pillow is perfect for traveling in the car. It's great for everyone and with its micro foam beads you'll never loose sleep!
A iPhone case that also serves as a wallet so you dont have to worry about carrying all both
The IRYS Slip Light provides a powerful and portable light source for cell phones, laptop and android users.
The Light-up Light Switch is a great way to help you find the light switch that corresponds with the light you want, both day and night.
Stop cell Radiation to vital organs,stop getting pulled over,stop losing &amp; dropping your phone, a device for the 1.6 billion phones sold!!
LightMark: A bookmark &amp; reading light combined into one. No more losing your bookmark or searching for a reading light. Stays in your book!
This product reminds you to do things every time you walk past. Record messages on the go and be reminded when you get home.
All-in-one, easy to carry organizer for the many different rolls of tape you use throughout the house. The Tape Tree.
My idea is for a traveling case for a macbook that can also carry the charger while destroying neither
A Tablet Charging Station - A single place to store and charge your tablets, eReaders, netbooks and other small electronics.
The prototype I have designed slips on your thumb, lights with the "SNAP" of your fingers, and it's modernness will destroy competitors!
The hook is a slick, precision BBQ utensil that fits in a drawer, measures your steak, is a meat thermometer and cuts your packaging.
Wall Mounted Remote Control Holder with Auto On/Off Switch inside. We can solve problem that everyone has: misplaced remote control.
Timed Tupperware is a dishwasher, microwave and freezer safe food container with a stopwatch to display how long it's been in the fridge.
Electronic GPS tags to protect innocent bystanders during hunting season. Hunters receive data via specialized device or cell phone app.
An amazing Multi Clothing Accessory Hanger, with perforated silicon slots for most of your clothing accessories.
An EXPANDABLE UMBRELLA comprised of a geodesic shape that can be worn HANDS FREE by utilizing MAGNETS!
DRINK YOUR DRINK!...A fun and easy way to identify your drink from others at home, school, parties or where-ever you gather.
Tiny *Anywhere Clip On Fan Air Freshener* Perfect for the car, office, bathroom, etc. Battery/solar operated. Which style do you like?
Magnetic shower curtain clips to actually keep the shower curtain tight against the wall. Keeps water in and you stay toasty.
This product eliminates the hassle and the time consumers would have to spend finding an extension cord. Now the cord is right on hand!
Double-hinged vanity mirror: opens one way to access contents stored inside &amp; opens the opposite way to see yourself up close in the mirror.
Waterproof silicon thumb flashlight. Use tools or write in the dark all while being able to see and maintain your grip!
The Scoop E-Z is uniquely designed for the delivery of powdered drink mixes into water bottles.
My wife wants a "his and her" toiletry organizer - my stuff on one side, hers on the other. Help!
Digital Frame Set w/ Wireless Sync Box and Introducing the First Digital Frame Photo Collage (Jonathan Harrison)
Gooseneck clamp with rubber padding frees your hands. Clamp anything to side tables, counters, stands, or shelves and twist for any angle.
A residue-free identity security shield that can be applied to the front of a bank card that will reduce theft of credit card information.
The ALL-IN-ONE Breastmilk Storage and warmer system/gadget. Store and heat breast milk in one beautiful and convenient gadget/appliance.
Salad Spinner with Built-in Salad Dressing Spray
The earphone case that clips to your phone/Ipod/tablet and works as a cool adjustable telescopic stand holder.
The Baby Shower: A new way to shower your baby and now you can do it safely.
Thee iPhone case for both sides of your brain!! This is a practical and beautiful way to keep your headphone cord in site and in check.
ENDING SOON! Stay Connected Hand Band Support for Smart Phones that makes holding and carrying your phone more comfortable and secure.
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Musical Puzzle That You Can Sing Along With! (Paulette Jaques)
SnackFingers: Snack Smarter. Protect your fingers from the spices, juices, and cheeses that make food worth eating.
My utility clip is designed for easy one handed operation to easily insert and remove notes, lists, directions, etc.
Vibrating and Massaging Shower mat!
The suction pen light with removable magnified mirror. Now you have a focused source of light that can be adjusted for your convenience.
MyStrip is a customizable power strip that is sure to keep stylish homeowners pleased. Now you'll want to show off your power cords!
A peeler that can: peel any type of skin, slice veggies, grate veggie for salads, collect your grated carrot so you can throw into salad
Seamless silicone egg and pancake rings (self-organizing to boot).
If you are a wild sleeper, a sheet set with an extra long beautifully designed top sheet can really improve the quality of your sleep.
Big nâ€™ Lilâ€™ Suction Lights for EVERY occasion: Make-up on the go, power failures, holiday lighting, ambient lighting and so much more!
An originally shaped book marker with a thin pen to underline sentences and with a clip to avoid it from falling off your book or magazine.
Save Money and help the environment, with a device that makes sure you do not squeeze out too much liquid from a bottle!
Kitchen shears that can: cut through raw chicken. Be used to transfer raw meat to the pan. Come apart for easy cleaning. Ergonomic handle
The Drop-In Diaper Bag turns any purse or handbag into a diaper bag.
More Space On The Picnic Table? Picnic Caddy. Keep your cell phone and Ipod safe from spills too!
A disinfecting fogger,basically taking a insect fogger and filling it with the same type of product as Clorox Anywhere. MADE WITH A SAFE PRO
"Grabber" is a double spatula for grabbing, handling, and supporting your food without dropping it, letting it fell apart,not making a mess.
A new way to treat and train puppies and dogs
Memory Wire Christmas Lights. Bend and Shape the way you want your lights to Look.
I'm a non-hairy Asian, but I hate spending $25 for razor blade replacements. Then I learned that blow drying adds 3X to a razor blade life.
Flight Gear comfortable and stylish smart clothes for a changing world. Clothes and accessories chiefly designed for airport security checks
LOOK &gt;&gt; A Collapsible Pet BathTub
My wife hates when I leave peanut butter on the spoon, forks or knives! No more dishwasher do-over!
BZZZZ. Lets create a Honey Comb container/storage that you can move around to how you want it to look.
Often when hunting there is limited cover and providing your own can be a hassle. InstaBlind provides an effective and affordable choice
This is a fitness ball made to look like a globe with a classy faux wooden holder.
A golf club with a rotating head. The rotation will be activated by pressing a button on top of the the handle, similar to a "click" pen.
Bathroom rinsing bottle for quick and clean rinse for your sink, toilet, tub or anything else as needed.
Portable speakers with solar cells with standard plug inns for other connections. speakers would include: plug-inns, speakers, solar cells.
This is a upside-down condiment (think mustard and salad dressing) storage solution for either a door-bin in a refrigerator or the shelf.
Quickly seal up leftovers with this reusable kitchenware top. Throw Flex-Kap over any pot, pan, or dishware and make food storage a breeze.
Reinvent the washcloth/bath sponge hook. Use with new Quirky shower caddy products; line extension for Tandem.(ADDED FEATURES)
reinvent sink basin. silicone sink. Soak &amp; wash baby bottles or wine glasses. Unplug and collapse. Can be permanently stored in your sink.
Ideal solution for outlets in hard to reach areas (behind sofas, bookshelves, etc). Combined Retractable Cord &amp; Power Adapter
Clumsy Santa. Santa Claus has slipped and is trying to get back on the roof. He hangs on to the edge with both hands while moving his legs.
A Collapsible STAINLESS STEEL water bottle.
*KEEP YOUR DRAWER-CLOTHES FOLDED* No more ruining the fold on your clothes at the bottom of the drawer. Just flip and access with ease
Funnest Toy of the Year!Stand in center of the mote-bubble solution lifting the wand up and over you from inside or help others outside!
A notepad that has different size portioned areas that are different colours and perforated so that they can be ripped off when used.
BEST COFFEE PRESS. Iâ€™ve tried many coffee press but none is quite perfect. I want to make the last and best coffee press I will ever own.
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A phone/iPod case that doubles as a wallet or money clip.
I don't want to reinvent the wheel. But i'm always looking for a different perspective. The "Lisboa" Bike is a reflection of my principles.
The Pet Carrier and Gate Combo. Keep your pet w!here you want them and take them anywhere you want. HASN'T BEEN DONE BEFORE!
Affordable solution to assist giving toddlers, children, dog, a shower. the"Helping Hand" lets you point the shower head where you want it.
Slippers should always be handy and bedside. Well they are now! MULTIPLE IMAGES :)
A small Dog toy that bobbles and rewards. Much smaller than the original Bobble Bone and hopefully a quarter of the price.
Stack and bake cookies, cupcakes, biscuits and muffins. Making and baking takes a lot of time and energy-Bring baking to a whole new level!
My clip-on diffuser reduces glare and conceals a CFL causing it to appear as the flood-type incandescent/fluorescent bulb it is replacing.
Musical Jump Rope.Your Own Music! Promote exercise!
Automatic sun-visor in your car
Two large claws for placing and removing large meats when grilling and cooking in the oven.
Magnetic Christmas Lights! Another angle for the Holiday tangle!
Redesign the Smores basket for kitchen and outdoor use.
Tired of lugging a backpack around when all you need to do is carry your essential items? Introducing the stylish, convenient new NÃ˜PAK.
An iPad Case for Kids with Built-in Timer. No Forgetting to set time limits + your kids will always know how much time is left as they play.
A Whiteboard eraser that is double sided, fits comfortably into the users hand and holds a marker when not in use
Humidifier moisture box for the BB Que grill
Accordion style trivet.
Cups,Glasses beverage holding devices. Having to worry about where you put your glass or who will knock it over? spill proof holder!!!
Dish Drying Rack: New and Improved Features!
New rubber organizing tool to clean up the clutter of pens and pencils, makeup, and more!
Pep up and prep for the day! This small digital display gives you a daily dose of reminders and motivation.
THE COOLEST SEAT EVER MADE. FOLDS AND TELESCOPES DOWN TO PRACTICALLY NOTHING!!
Resubmit..Scrub brush that is replaceable, can rotate 90 degrees to clean dishes or cups and glasses. With built in soap dispenser in handle
storage solution for the kitchen that is a soap dispenser and dish sponge dry rack.
The Knifer: The knifer is three knife blades into one for slicing bread, meats, cheeses, etc. Now you can evenly cut precise thicknesses.
A stand alone Character iPad case that a child can associate and relate to that is fun, soft, lovable, comforting and protective.
Eat Cinnamon Toast Crunch &amp; Lucky Charms in 1 bowl without a chance of cross-contamination. Oh, &amp; a cool way to drink the milk at the end.
The iPad Flower holds your iPad securely while allowing 360ï‚° viewing and away from troublesome spills, splatters, and slips.
A single tool that uses air pressure for both easy wine bottle cork/foil removal, and also air vacuum to reseal and preserve the wine.
The Pivot Power of Speakers - Customize your sound system for any situation
Beer Bucket Koozie Cup! Keeps the condensation from building up on the side of the bucket and getting the table and all your stuff all wet.
Baby bottle warmer blanket is an electric blanket that has a remote control to control the temp. Keeps baby and bottle warm.
Tired of headphone tangles? Retractable headphones allow you to listen to music anywhere without the mess. No loose wires in your pocket!
An iPad case that makes sense!This iPad case comes with a removable handle that becomes as stand and a hand sleeve.PLEASE LOOK AT ALL IMAGES
The constRAINer: A smart accessory to constrain your rain hood to your head.
Do you like chocolate? Here is an idea for an all in 1 chocolate solution. Melt it. Mix it. Pour it. Pipe it. Dip it. (Eat it!)
Tired of your boyfriend getting "hand cramps" giving back rubs? Put a trackball securely in the palm of his hand for a finger free massage.
This easy-to-use electric toothbrush screws onto toothpaste tubes of any size, dispensing the toothpaste directly onto the bristles.
Disposable plastic contact lenses... for YOUR FAVORITE SUNGLASSES! These soft, static cling lenses are made to your Rx &amp; you cut to form.
Protect yourself and loved ones against S.T.Dâ€™s (Shoe Transmitted Dieses and Debris)
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Earbuds shaped like Q-Tips, that stay in your ears like Q-Tips. These ergonomic earbuds put the fun in functional!
Magnet Mice is a fun and stress-free activity for you and your Feline companion, it eliminates bending over for those hard to reach spaces.
Make your mark as a â€œhighlighter of knowledgeâ€ w/an easy-clip book holster, placing pencils/pen/highlighter &amp; 6'rule at your fingertips!
2 in 1 Combination Toothbrush and Tongue Scraper Different from Current ones on the Market.
A very smart three legged lightweight walking stick, opens to a comfortable seat - Great for picnic, shopping, golf, stadium anywhere.
RESUBMIT-No hook in the restroom stall? No problem. Now you can hang your jacket or purse without a hassle.(Paulette Jaques)
EVERLASTING BOUQUET! The best of both worlds. It's an artificial flower bouquet but smells like fresh flowers. No sun, water, or outlet!
The Squeezle!! A bottle that inflates with water,and fits into your pocket when empty! A bottle that you won't have the heart to dispose!
Have you ordered a pizza, and ended up having uneven sized pieces? My solution to this problem is a pizza cutting machine.
Kit for users to create a cool chandelier out of wire hangers from the dry cleaners. It's design, DIY, and recycling.
Marker &amp; masking tape holder. Tape clicks into place &amp; marker fits into clips. Or a permanent cap 4 the marker so it has to be returned.
LOL - LMAO - BRB - BRH - CMON - FAQ - GB - H2CUS - IDC - NP (Paulette Jaques)
VEHICLE HEAT STRIPES-(VHS) Coils activated ,raising the car body temperature melting ice accumulated on top of your vehicle.(US.Patent-IP)
The microfiber and terry towel dispenser/station completes all the towel needs of the kitchen including an inbuilt hamper. (SEE VIDEO)
Connectable staplers! This is a 3in1 stapler! You can choose to have two or one staple at a time too! Perfect for schools and anywhere!
Rooftop bike racks are noisy! 10 to 1 they drive around empty and RATTLING.
DuraPier: For decks, foot bridges, sheds, playgrounds. See the 2-minute video demo: http://www.kennedyemail.net/durapierdemonstration.html
Reusable Quick Release Flattening Hooks
The portable dual towel clips make it easy to carry any hand towel on the person to easily wipe sweat off hands and face.
Take the hassle out of making your bed every day by using â€˜Eazy Sheetz,â€™ a combined fitted and top bed sheet. Perfect for busy parents.
Keep baby bottles upright when not held! Prevent the child's bed from soaking milk/formula which dripped out for hours.
An expanding fruit bowl so your one apple does not look so lonely in that large bowl. Banana hook will wrap inside/outside bowl to store
Need a tissue while you're driving? Need to throw it out somewhere that's not gonna make your car a mess? Auto Tissue Dispenser.
LAPTOP HOLDER THAT MOUNT ON THE STEERING WHEEL
I always wanted a way to convert my dumbbells to kettlebells. Quirky can make it for us!!!
[UPDATE] Earbud Organizer+Splitter=An organizer that STAYS WITH YOUR PLAYER. Function options: mute, adjust volume or seek. MULTIPLE
DESIGNS
No more burned fingers when cooking, removing things from the oven, grilling, stove top frying... Resubmit from Q staff comments.
Lighter with telescoping end which allows you to have a pocket lighter, can extend 8" to light candles, pilot lights, camp fires, bbq grills
POSABLE HAND HOOKS. Whimsical wall hooks for your home or office. Create a different hook anytime you need to! (Paulette Jaques)
SILICONE GRILL AND ACCESSORIES LIFTERS. Just about everything around the grill can be hot. These handles provide a safe, stable lift.
Retractable strap for DSLRs allowing user to stow away their cameras easier and provides flexible strap length.
Hubbub: A mobile stand/case designed to support screen-sharing the contents of your phone.
RESUBMIT -"Quirky" CONNECTORS that allows recyclable items to be attached together to create robots more!(Paulette Jaques)
A bag that switches from a backpack to messenger bag without the need of switching contents in the bag.
KIDS/TODDLER SPILL-RESISTANT SnackBOWL. behaves like a PLAYSTATION controller analog stick (Pivoting/ball joint) (Video visual!!!)
With the iReader attachment you can turn your iPad or iPhone into an e-reader that's easy on the eyes for those books and long files.
I-PAD Privacy Panels adjustable no-peek panels that prevent others from viewing your I-Pad &amp; reading personal info when on plane, train etc.
Do fitted sheets drive you crazy??? All in one fitted sheet with dust ruffle. (Jeff Thirtyacre)
Hi, I am an iPhone Addict.
A laptop lock that attaches to your computer's power cord so you never forget it at home. Flat profile makes cord wrapping easy too!
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Fruit Drawer- Maximize fridge space, and have easy access to all of your favorite fruits.
A way to DISPLAY THEN CARRY AWAY CUPCAKES. Great for party favors! Show off the cupcakes you make with the new QUIRKY "BATCH"!!
Decorative endcap, power source &amp; cord-tamer for holiday lights. Hang lights anywhere with style &amp; ease, But, without ugly, dangerous cords.
Quirky R=Outlet Delayed Power-up outlets for use with cable modems and wired or wireless routers that require a delay before re-powering.
NEW Lady's or Men's Suit Hanger, You take your jacket off first, why not hang it first? And then hang the matching pants or skirt with it!
Space-maximizing, high-quality OLED task lamp â€˜Elixir.â€™ It is foldable along the edge of the desk, you can maximize the work space.
Looking sharp will never be same with the help of the Starch-Ace. It's the latest innovation to applying starch to clothing.
Capture your million dollar ideas and always have paper, business cards, and a pen handy
App-Enabled Digital Calendar, To Do List, and Message Board - For a more organized and productive home. (Minimalist design) - Resubmit
Christmas ornament hooks, loops, you name it, suck! Why can't we clip them onto the tree?
The ORGANEYES is a memory tool for Alzheimers patients featuring a bulletin board,memo, photos,clock,calender,and daily weather.
Keep your fresh fruit from getting damaged. Reusable Eco-Friendly Snack Bags. (Paulette Jaques)
A four tier medicine organizer for a standard upper Kitchen Cabinet that allows user the choice of securing 3 types of medicine containers.
Battle SHOTS/BEER a game board based on the construction of the traditional game "battleships" which use alcohol as a ship alternative
Automate your window blinds with a compact, self sustaining actuator.
Does your dog tug and tug on the leash? This is unpleasant for you and your dog. PROBLEM SOLVED !!! leash training made easy.
BRACE-LET. A fashionable bracelet you wear that changes to a handle to carry Multiple grocery Bags, without hurting your hand.
I have an exciting toyline I'd like to make that is based on my iPhone game that is currently in development. 4 figures in total for now.
an attractive, simple, inexpensive Christmas tree watering aide. no more crawling, moving presents. And it alerts you to low water levels.
Washing machine feet stoppers.Â Â Make sure your washer stays in place in your washroom.
my product is called cookies and more it is a two sided cookie jar in one it will hold two treats in one jar
Acoustic. A guitar that records the music from mp3 or computer and plays it back instrumentally for the user.
Best bottle scrubber ever! Baby bottles, sports bottles, you name it! They are only a Pump and Twist away from clean! *Resubmit
Bottle caddies for shopping, recycling, wine collecting, returning empties: meet the Bo Caddy
3D glasses case / cabinet - now you have a place to keep your 3D glasses safe and clean
Have you noticed that remote control toys become boring rather quickly? Torrent Tag fixes this! Watch the video!
Specbuds are earbuds that hook to your glasses and can swivel back and forth adjusting the earbud away from the ear when necessary.
Cable free outlet charger for my cell phone. No more cords or looking for my charger. Saves energy built in timer.
The Baby Feed Bag is a strapped pouch with a locking attachment. The baby feed bag is used while feeding a baby or to carry a baby bottle.
TOY It would be a set of silicone bracelets for hide and seek. (Thirtyacre)
TITAN WATER BOTTLE (One Hand Operational, Chuggable, Carabiner Clipable) Patent-Pending/manufactured sample. [VIDEO] (Search: JARED
JOYCE)
Improved set of templates for quickly and easily measuring electrical boxes on new or existing building material such as drywall surfaces.
Giraffe is a flexible hands-free iPad stand versatile enough to mount to all types of furniture and perfect for movies, Facetime, or Skype.
A sleek, compact KEYCHAIN PHONE STAND.
Decorative Collapsible Gift Box The gift box that keeps on giving. A decorative collapsible gift box made in various sizes and shapes.
Hair Chalk Stencil Kit-use with hair chalk. Designer hair. Color stencil shapes and words on your hair. Literally make a fashion statement!!
When you see it, you know you need it! Simple, efficient, practical! The perfect coordinate hanger for your baby's closet, in pink or blue!
Modular heating pad that can be used on the ankle or back. Magnet therapy, heat and massage
Turn a smartphone into an iPad or tablet! Plug your phone into a touchscreen tablet that displays the function of your phone on the screen.
Stop lugging groceries! A new, stylish grocery bag carrier that fits in a reusable bag and doesnâ€™t make you look like an old lady!
Go green with the highway traffic wind generator!!!
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The Ultimate Dry Wall Knife! Cut the perfect line and any angle every time. No more mistakes with this tool.
Bend the broom to touch the dustpan.
A quick to deploy inflatable emergency shelter.
Where do I put my money or keys while I am working out? (Paulette Jaques)
a computer monitor and keyboard stand with a swingarm for use while sitting in your favorite chair/couch/or for use in a dorm. no more desk
Standing in line at a picnic or lunch stand waiting on the Ketchup or the mayo. why not have a small compact dual chamber condiment express.
The Santa Gets Run Over By A Snowball Inflatable Decoration. A dynamic and fun inflatable to decorate your front lawn.
BABY IS SICK? 103 TEMP OMG!
Speakers for tablets, smartphones &amp; laptops that are front-facing, break apart, and suction cups to hold on front as well as keep cord taut.
Baby stroller attachment that allows to slide stroller up and down the stairs in subways, shopping malls etc. Must be safe &amp; easy.
Are you a busy woman who doesn't have time to sit around and wait for her toe nail polish to dry? You need the perfect pedicure shoe.
Magnetic table for washer/dryer. Laundry room accessory.(Paulette Jaques)
A plant pot with a sealed containter that traps excess water. It can be easily detached for clean and simple disposal.
'Egg Mitts' - the amusing and practical finger-sized protection for holding hot boiled eggs without all the "Oooh" and "Ouch!".
An attachment for a GPS to sit inside the existing center console of a 2007 Toyota Prius without navigation. Devise should flip up/down.
I would like to create a contact lens case that drains old solution and fills with new solution without having to take the contacts out.
This product is a baby seat that you wear like a belt. Now you can hold kids longer and safer. Better weight distribution and posture.
Multiple food containers all using ONE SIZED LID. Each container size (e.g. 2, 4, 6 or 20 cups) marked on side as a measuring cup/container.
Stick Anywhere Picture Holders..........(College students NEED these. Prototype!)
A tiny cleaning kit that's small enough to be stored in a drawer, attractive enough to be kept on the counter, and able to tackle any job.
Lets make a auto seat protector/cover that is lined, padded, sectioned &amp; contoured to fit snug &amp; easy to remove for cleaning.
Reinvent your child's closet! Simple, efficient, practical! The perfect coordinate hanger for your baby's closet, in pink or blue!
Stop fumbling for your iphone flashlight app. We always need light, but it may not always be around. What if there is a LIGHT Watch jamesB.
Magnetic golf game for the carpet and other hard surfaces. Turn your house into a golf course with magnetic flags, balls and traps!
a combo household washing appliance for those living in tight quarters--combination tub, shower, sink, dishwasher and clothes washer.
Straighten chairs in a ballroom, church, wedding or anywhere there are rows of chairs.Get the spacing right &amp; the rows straight.Quick &amp; fast
Wet Spills? No Problem. Pick it up and rinse it off without spilling! Ergonomic! (Paulette Jaques)
quesadilla, cup cake makers and brownie makers I thought, make one electric machine with different insides to make them all on one machine.
20080228116 is the Patent App. number for my sling redesign that creates literal immobility enhancing the comfort level and speeding healing
My invention is a flat lip color and brush case. The design has a cap and applicator wand, housing a plastic, replaceable reservoir.
Introducing " Solo " a one handed ergonomic grip controller for current generation consoles.The one pictured is for right handed gamers.
Christmas tree sleeve. The Christmas tree trunk is inserted through the sleeve and then its placed into the tree stand. No more tilting.
Spruce Up Your Food with An Electric Hollowing Device-Hand Held or Stationary! No More cutting your fingers with knives!
Fashionable earrings that double as Bluetooth earbuds.
Tired of grass in your cracks? You need the CRACKATTACKER! This is the quickest and most environmentally friendly way.
Like Pizza? Baking? Have a "hot spot" problem in your oven? If yes... Then why not have a conventional oven with a baking stone built in!
Create a barbell attachment pull bar for better deadlifts, high pulls, and bicep curls. This product has slide on grips for ease on writs.
Ever been on a dream vacation trying to soak up every last drop of fun and ray of sunshine? This amazing idea can help you accomplish both.
A rod with a permanently attached fender that helps boaters safely and easily push away from nearby boats without causing damage.
Use hats with Velcro attached to put on a detachable emblem or add. Each graphic could be manufactured for each company or hobbyist or club.
Reusable pressurized aerosol can. one that can be loaded with home made cleaners, hair products, or even work shop lubricants.
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iPads &amp; TABLETS:STAY HANDSFREE COMMUTING &amp; ON THE GO Great for students,techies &amp; kids. 20 MILLION iPADS/TABS
WILL BE SOLD by end of Dec.
Walking a small pet and something wants to attack? Pick pet up with handle. No slipping out of hands or getting hurt by their paws.
Need to keep a pet from eating another's food? If you own a cat &amp; kitten or a dog &amp; puppy or a dog &amp; cat, my product can help!
Bottle, Glass and Jar Drying Stick. Completely dry all your just washed items, especially those that are hard to get into.
Hate getting your hand dirty to get those last few dips for your chips. How bout a bowl shaped dip container.
Battery operated car carpet cleaner w/vac no bigger than can of hairspray. 2 removable caps. 1st cap spinning brushes-sprayer.2nd a vacuum.
This is a pot set that either changes color or displays a picture when it gets hot.
Pop it. Grip it. Lock it. Sip it. More than just a bottle opener.
THE ROLY STROLY is a portable add-on for infant carrier seats that provides a quick, convenient and weightless way to transport an infant.
The complete MOBILE full body strength system in a convenient backpack! Yup! You heard right; â€œThe gym in a backpack!â€œ
Compact hand chalk applicator for pool players. No more messy chalk cones or powder bags. Millions of billiards players around the globe.
SOYSABI - For sushi lovers, a marriage of soy + wasabi into a tidy, useful package. Keep the condiments separate, or shake to combine.
I like to change the design of the computer mouse we use everyday.
Three cheers for 3 tiers :) Bake your cake and eat it too! * 1 pan that bakes three cakes. *Bake, remove, and create. *SWEET*SWEET
An easily accessible purse with specified compartments customized for nurses. The fashionable tote will hold: stethoscope, pens, badge, etc.
12V brake/blink light emits signals to 12V lighter beepers in other cars: the one in two cars behind your unseen car beeps when you brake.
Pat Pend: Child/Pet Monitor/Protection. A thermally sensitive circuit added into a car alarm transmitter/transceiver to activate "Panic".
Taking body measurements is normally a two person job. Let's make an easy, digital, lassoing tape measure. For body, head &amp; feet.
Stop throwing out birthday candles after 1 use &amp; cutting off the part of the cake with wax on it. EDIBLE BIRTHDAY CANDLES.
Lets make a bakers rack/cabinet worthy of becoming more than a microwave stand.Protect cooling racks,cookbooks,ipad/cookbook stand &amp; storage
Aqua Eye Q Swim goggles that a swimmer wears and it will project their heart rate and start/stop times and laps completed all in the lenses.
In Chicago, the Windy City, women wear beautiful dresses, but look ridiculous trying to keep them from blowing up, they need Wind-ease.
A smart phone protective cover with swiss army card like functions incorporated on the back. Include a knife, scissors, led, or anything.
My idea is for a lighted bicycle helmet. It will provide much better visibility of bicycle riders at night and reduce injuries.
Removable, non-damaging, cabinet and drawer handles.
Child Safety!! Electrical Cord Lock secures all plugged in electronic cords. My 1 year old pulls my cords out ALL the time exposing outlet!
a flexible bed/sofa/couch/wheelchair/ holder for ipad/iphone and all cell phones and tablets
Lint Vac: Picture a tiny vacuum with the look, size, and feel of a Sonicare toothbrush. An ergonomic handle with a small tube on the end.
Laser Level First Down &amp; Goal Line Marker (Football) PLEASE CLICK ON PIC BELOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! This would revolutionize football.
How many people out there, who wear glasses,sleep with them on? People fall asleep wearing their glasses and end up rolling over on them.
Why spill your favorite bottle drink when you can have a collapsible straw/bottle cap or a push/pull bottle cap for any bottle drink.
Stud Space shelves use the space between the shelves to maximize space. Who says shelves can't be within the walls!
The WALLET WHISTLE will revolutionize the way we whistle. It is fashioned after railroad strap whistles we made as kids in North Dakota.
Wave - Twisted organizer that will keep your papers of different sizes organized in only one place. Bent form avoids paper of falling down.
App that for guys that allows them to collect measurements (e.g. bra, dress, shoe, ring size) for their wives/girlfriend.
A yellow safety vest that has hundreds of miniature LED lights in the shape of a caution triangle that flashes and shines all day/night.
Here's a game that introduces children (between 4 - 12)to game play strategy while allowing them to have hours of "piping" fun!!!
My idea is simple it is a slim monitor that hooks on to any laptop and connects to usb and vga where other people can see what you are doing
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Why risk getting your car stolen or wasting gas leaving your car running for however long just to de-ice the windshield?
always charged, no battery vibrator. Discreet for travel. Subconsciously increases sexual desire when you put it in your mouth! high profit!
"YOUR BASEMENT IS FLOODING!" text message sent to your cellphone when water is detected. Prevents expensive water damage to your belongings.
A POOPER SCOOPER THAT CAN PICK,BAG,AND TIE,WITH ONE MOTION. REMOVE BAG HANG IT ON THE SCOOPER,SO ITS READY TO
GO IMMEDIATELY. VERY SANITARY
FAUX SANTA CAM TO WATCH YOUR KIDS TRY TO MIND THEIR MANNERS AND BEHAVE WHILE SANTAS ELVES ARE WATCHING
CARTOONIST app/device: Touch/light-pen screen. Draw picture, SAVE. Picture FADES to 1/2 intensity. Trace change repeat repeat. Play cartoon.
Gel N-Collar Strips! Thin adhesive and clear silicon gel strips for the dress shirt collar to minimize unforgiving neck irritation.
Hand held shaving apparatus secured by your middle finger for a smoother and more controlled shave, designed and geared for womens legs.
Look Ma No Botox! "ROSE PETAL PATCHES" ~ Face Neck Hands PADS ~ Soft Gel patches with Natural Rose Petals.
expandable hanger/attachment to an existing hanger that allows it to expand. it extend on each side for larger shirts, sweaters etc.
Wine Preserver! Keep wine fresh! Taste-Savor, disposable or reusable disks, inhibit oxidation of wine. It can also inhibit carbonation loss.
Five big problems solved. This fire pit is bolt-free, adjustable, portable and made of stainless steel. Assembly takes less than 5 minutes.
The Elevating Dining Table is a luxury dining furniture created to entertain diners while they make of their dinner an amusement experience
The Quicker Rewicker! An instrument that heats up so a candle can have a new wick. It's similar to a miniature heating iron.
Mag USB dust cover that can be used for more than keeping out dust it can be used even while the port is covered
A USB extension cord for everyone in the car. With all the gadgets in our lives, we need a way for everyone in the car to power their toys.
I need my earrings to be organized, yet it's hard to find a product that will securely organize and display earrings with easy accessibility
A smartphone case with integrated lense filters for custom photo effects on-the go.
A standard necktie and a knot.The wearer puts the tie around their neck and the knot is placed around the necktie and slid in position.
I want to create an In dash monitor for cars that allows you to transfer purchased music directly to your system.
How about a product that can combined small pieces of soap to larger ones so you never have to throw away those tiny slivers. Saving money.
Human mind tends to have short term memory lost. Losing our keys, TV remote, Wallet and etc. This IPHONE App will HELP YOU!
Do you have a baby only sleeps in a car? Seat simulates riding in a car. Seat will vibrate while it plays soothing sound of car engine.
Build a Water- Gun Kit. Turn PVC Pipe into a water-gun. Easy to assemble and made from Recycled plastic. Kids love things they get to make.
Why roll a dolly up your stairs, when you can walk it up? Attach this to your existing dolly. My artwork is terrible, but the idea is sound!
A Shopping cart that can fit in your trunk! Forget unpacking the cart and lugging bags into your home. It can fold up with groceries inside.
Specially designed fishing bait holder. It conveniently holds bait, knife and cutting board. Eliminates bending to retrieve bait.
Retractable Toothbrush
A universal audio tray for tablets! This is not an i-home. It is a tray with speakers, better sound and one can watch TV movies in bed.
ShrubHub is a small, plastic and fabric tent-like enclosure which conveniently covers sensitive plants to protect them from frost and cold.
Toilet Roll Table...Reading a magazine on the toilet made easy.
A pinwheel that is inserted into chainlink fence "Put-in-Cups" in order to give the illusion of a sign in motion and stimulate visibility.
Tired of constantly replacing your headphones because the auxiliary cable has been pulled, wires revealed and a connection lost? Get a grip!
A collapsible and portable solar powered external battery pack.
The Plant Tee is a watering reminder device for plants, flowers, ect. The design is simple and smart, about the size of a golf tee.
The FLOTILLA, a 4 Person circular raft. Offers a personal seat and an open circular supplies/beverage carrier in the middle.
An arched shaped decorative ornament that fits in a wall, made of tinted glass,aluminum, brass or iron, wood or carpet and blinking lights
My idea is to take headphones and make them do 4 different things.
Jeans!! Bottoms torn and frayed? It is a small plastic/metal clip that attaches to the back of each pant leg to keep them from tearing.
Removes over stuffed garbage bags from EXISTING garbage cans without having to purchase over priced cans.
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The Grill-O! A Grill top that allows you to grill virtually anywhere without the hassle of having to carry the entire grill with you.
You are at a bar, pool stadium that doesn't permit glass. You order a beer and they put it in a plastic cup. It's warm in 5 minutes!
Wirelessly charge your cell phone on the dashboard of your car; forget ever fumbling around to find your phone when it drops under your seat
This simple invention addresses a problem that all men face. This invention, much like an eyeglass frame, allows even trimming of sideburns
Diaper changes made easier and fun! This changing table lets infants stand and play and gives parents two extra "helping hands"
Famous Bra Hanger (FBH) was created to help everyday woman keep the integrity and organization of their bras.
EZ CHRISTMAS LIGHTS Never use your ladder again after your first installation. Stay warm by flipping the switch or remote in your home.
I have invented a MOTION SICKNESS VISOR. It is made of foam or lightweight, flexible plastic. It can be attached to any pair of glasses.
A computer case that uses the sun to charge your computer while you use it.
A compact laptop sleeve with a built in cooling system and sensor. Above a set temperature, it uses laptop battery for quick, easy cooling.
tie-a-balloon - is a balloon tying tool. tie thousands of balloons at partys and events without swore finglens. web. site tieaballoon.com
Stop expensive snowboards from chipping, cracking and scratching! Everyone who owns, or will own, a snowboard will want a Snowboard Bumper!
Holiday Holograms - Give your desktop some eye catching, techie flair with a desktop hologram with adjustable icons for every holiday.
The ultimate media sharing/storage experience. The iPhone case that charges the phone and stores compact flash, SD, and Flash drive!
Germs are everywhere! Especially on the silverware at restraurants. Who knows who or what touched your silverware? This will help!
The device is a portable Instant Cool, On the Go can/bottle holder that will instantly chill your beverage when inserted in the device.
The Bag Handle - hook the plastic bags on your comfortable handle and carry away bags without discomfort.
A gaming console that allows you to create video games and virtual communities to share or sell online.
QuikSheets - Make your bed automatically within seconds.
Cooler Divider - A practical solution for organizing beverages and food inside an ice chest or cooler.
Subject specific study guides printed on different product labels replacing nutritional facts or other information. i.e. coke bottle, candy
A handheld device called SPEAK MY LANGUAGE. You can verbally or type in what you want to say and it says it out loud in another language.
Make your notes stand out! Attach a POWER-CLIP! This fob with flashing LED attaches to any paperclip. Squeeze to turn light off or on.
Refrigerator dehumidifier keeps food and vegetables fresh and crisp in the refrigerator three to four times longer than normal.
If you like the idea of having your conversations monitored, or being tracked everywhere you go, then this product isn't for you.
for all golfers out there ! here's the last divot tool and tee that you'll virtually ever need, ALL IN ONE ! ... "patent pending"
Wireless Ear Buds Do you want to go to sleep while your loved one is still up tuning in to a movie? Ear buds! Two words:Wireless headphones
Tired of COLD Steering Wheels in the morning when your vehicle is parked outside in freezing temps? Try the new Heated Steering Wheel Cover!
RE INVENT THE TRASH CAN Have a trash can with a door on it for ease of taking out the trash out or a round trash can you can spin to open
Hairbrush with a built-in hair removal apparatus allowing you to easily remove hair accumulated within the teeth of the brush.
Magic Wand. A Warm Lotion Applicator. Ergonomic motorized lotion warming wand that makes reaching any area of the body easy and enjoyable.
Hip and dynamic board game inspired by the colorful songs of Jimmy Buffet-a blast for Parrot Heads and the next generation of pirates.
Tired of having to swap cleaning tools to wash your dishes? Well try the Kitchen Cleaning Cube and Kitchen Cleaning Cube with a handle!
Perk up a plant, a planting pot that looks like it fell,or was knocked over and the plant is spilling or flowing out of it. Unique new look!
A hook that can be attached to ANY cordless drill/nailer so you can hold your work with one hand while the other is going to grab the drill!
Convenient gadget that allows you to quickly pull your long sleeved collared shirt or sweater under another layer without bunching up!
LensCare2Go is a disposable contact lens storage case with 2 sealed, saline-filled chambers used to store or refresh the lenses.
A TV attachment that allows you to mount an Apple TV/Roku type device to the back of your wall mounted TV so that it is not seen.
What if your moving boxes were already labeled? Make your moving experience faster, convenient, and more organized than it's ever been!
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It is a simple stick on, LED brake light system that can be applied on any vehicle. A self contained unit with only three wires to hook up.
Glon'-"The Original Disposable Gum Container." Easy to use, portable, multiple colors or personalize your design like a cell phone skin.
A small screen terminal, that will communicate to small adhesive placed receivers to find any item on demand by giving a loud beep.
Magnetic Screw Mounts. Allow you to turn any screw into a magnet!
An IPhone dock that uses the usb charging cable that comes with the phone, is inexpensive, and comes in tons of colors!
"GPS ancestor" combines a compass and a map into one single product. The user only needs to turn it until the guide meets the needle.
Porta PupCup is a bowl that fits in car cup holder. Bowl can be used for food, treats or water. Spillproof lid and lid to keep food fresh.
Reading sleeves cover just what needs to be covered when reading in bed. Arms,shoulders,chest. Easy to take off,easy to put on.
ECO Disposable beer holder that stakes into lawn. Use at outdoor concerts and baseball games with grass seating. Never spill beer again!
Keep your dish warm with the self-heating plate! No preparation needed! When you want to heat it, just press the button.
Tired of hand-held shopping baskets that aren't ergonomic, stable, and/or easy to place objects in or remove objects from? Check it out!
There is yet to be a practical swim replicator that works without water until now! The answer for coaches and swimmers is here.
Love to cook, hate to clean. Save time, money, and headache by freezing your meat, vegetables, and fruit, in a convenient form.
SYNC CABLE PALS! Who said that your USB sync/power cable has to be boring. Bendable cable pals that also work as stands! Trendy and cool!
A stylish, pocket-sized electronic baseball/softball scoreboard for little league and high school games played without a working scoreboard.
Pill Popper- Arthritis aid that focuses enough force on a bubble-wrapped pill to push it through the aluminum foil base of the package.
MOST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD HAVE ISSUES WITH PROCRASTINATION SO OFTEN WE HEAR ILL GET A ROUND TO IT LATER. DONT
WAIT TO DO IT GET A ROUND TU IT
Adapter for any bluetooth use with apps that allow streaming music, will connect to your device and reach around to other ear.
The best looking toilet plunger and/or brush combo disguised as a small houseplant or palm tree
Kitty Kocktail is a novel new product that will be the first tuna flavored soft drink for cats. It is loved by all cats who have tried it
Flosser dispenser - exciting for kids: make flossing fun! Great for travel: stay organized and germ free. No more dirty hands in the bag!
Play the Camera Game: you're given 2 minutes to make fun poses while being shot with a camera. Build a fun library of photos &amp; videos!
Zero cord organizer allows to easily roll up cords of varied length/gauge; uses ergonomic handle, gets the desired length out of your cords
The effortless electric ice chest uses tank-like tracks allowing it to climb over anything with ease such as stairs, sand, and mud.
KANGAROO ...A hanging cell phone holder when your phone is charging, made from silicone, could print different designs on them
Need to lock your bike? This is the ultimate bike lock. One size fits all. Hundreds of tie up possibilities. Use one, three, or extend it
STOP digging around your purse for your keys. Charming KEYper keeps your keys, keeps you safe, keeps you productive and keeps you stylish!
Personal Seed Bank: Restarting life after a disaster. Seeds sealed in a glass pod and pumped under ultra high vacuum ensuring preservation.
Never search for another extension cord. This retractable wall unit replaces your standard wall sockets with added trip and lock features.
**Would Not Expect Full Influence** ...The Essential Grilling Utensil... Click n Grill is a modular utensil system for the grill
Tilting a laundry detergent jug makes dispensing the last of the fluid much easier. My spring loaded device lifts the back end of the jug.
The Ultimate Gaming Tower that protects,organize,and charges all three major gaming consoles at one time.
US patent#7,128,356,B2 an automated rail system that bolts onto any existing truck bed. A must for handi-cap,fluffy,and older people.
PaintSkin. A thin,flexible sheet liner which is not formed plastic. Its like a saran wrap that sticks when you press it to the pan.
Resubmit [SEE VIDEO] The 'LIGHTSLEEVE'..Vacuum Quickly &amp; Completely! ... SEE IT, CLEAN IT, FORGET IT....[VIEW NEW PICTURES and
SKETCHES]
3 in 1 Strainer-Bowl/Cooler for Fruits &amp; Veggies. No need for a strainer AND bowl when you can have it in one! Keeps items crisp and fresh.
Develop an attachable heel for women's shoes which will take them from half-high to high heel and back again as the situation requires.
a create a cap concept - custom design and personalize this unique baseball cap with many decorative ornaments, along with personal messages
The "Zune" Holder Video Demonstration: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSn2xViusGE&amp;feature=channel_video_title
Do NOT use this item while driving! 2 in 1, Cell Phone Cover/Mini Make-up holder with Mirror. Holds 2 liners and a lip stick or gloss.
Don't waste space in your kitchen! With the new space saving cabinets turn dead space into usable space!
No Ice Cooler, with blue sheets that drops in the walls &amp; center partition. Blue ice folds to store in freezer perfectly(Improved Viability)
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The Garden Waterbed is a gardening device that prevents weed growth, lengthens your growing season and increases vegetation production.
ECO-BEAR in this economy, its a good way to recycle old toys. ** VICKY LAURSEN **
The retractable porch shelf allows you to temporarily put items down while you get to your keys and open your front door.
Have you ever tried binding a small booklet with three staples? The triple-stapler makes it fast, consistent, and easy.
Gloves with the power to light your way in any dark situation! The tiny lights in the fingertips remove the need for a flashlight.
Safe Jogging Lights. Walk and lights blink! Lights up when moving. (Paulette Jaques)
REMOTE CONTROL HELMET CAR. This RC unit will allow the purchaser to play with other RC units like a real football game without the injuries.
GLOW-STERS! A sticker (glow stick) for the bottom of cups or bottles to customize your drink on one side and your college logo on the other.
Perfect Clean **VICKY LAURSEN**
The Tissue Tugger is a simple device used to help get the tissue paper out of a Store Four Tissue Tower.
Meet the Vervoer Sport Dolly, it combines the functions of a hand truck and utility cart with the chic design of a sport stroller.
Double Dog Leash: Rid of using two separate dog leashes by walking with your two dogs? Get two leashes in one handy and convenient together.
Removable seat belt cover zips open to reveal pockets for money, credit cards, ID, etc. Can be used on anything with a strap.
its called bottle buddy for years ive struggled with keeping my welding equitment organized , from where do i put my helmet ,tig torch etc.
A multi-level "tree" to store, preserve and beautifully display all of those shoes you love so much and have invested so much money into.
A Workout Belt that can be used to do rows, kettle swings, stretching, yoga, crunches, high pulls, and more (Not an exercise waist belt).
A mobile agricultural plot (MAP) is a multi-layered structure that can be delivered as a self-assembly kit to grow vegetables conveniently.
FORMER TOP 5: A pull-down suction Sunshield for your WINDSHIELD that you don't have to stash anywhere! No time wasted each time you park!
4 CHAIRS AND 3 COFFEE TABLES IN 1!! OWN A DINING ROOM TABLE OR COFFEE TABLE? NOT ENOUGH SEATS FOR YOUR GUEST???
NOW YOU DO*READ ALL PLEASE*
A garden cart that addresses some consumer complaints RESUBMIT
RESUBMIT- Redesign the Food Tray, not only do your plates or glasses NOT fall off but you can use it anywhere, bed, couch, chair or outdoors
A outdoor event heated seat cover to keep your bottom warm. It looks like a jacket tied around your waist and follows you wherever you go.
Recycling used tires has been a myth for along time.But what if we can recycle the tires for sandals. recycling used tires for sandals.
LSD(Life Saving Device) Garage Door Spring Safety Harness. This device would control the springs ravage attack when the door cable breaks.
With the Minishelf, you can keep your items organized wherever you are - in your home, office, even in your car. Just peel, stick, and use!
Digital photo frame. Doodle cute hats &amp;messages on each photo &amp; it saves doodle. digital memo pad,clock,calendar,alarm,recipes. Barbra
This is a new concept for a trash can. It has compartments for each bag. So you can store dozens of trash bags in this trash can.
A fun handheld electronic game! CrossPix (aka Paint-by-Number or Paint-doku)
"Cool Cubes" is a no-spill, no-hassle ice cube tray that doesn't water down your drink. Its Attractive, familiar and simple to use.
Get rid of that mess! Wirelessly transmit all of your devices to your TV using this top box and receiver! Never look at those cords again!
I've used other earbud cord organizers and grew tired of their shortcomings so I designed something that solves those issues. Take a look...
LAPTOP STAND: A reliable way to increase the air flow around the bottom, sides and back of your laptop to reduce over heating with lap tray
Refresh your drink with the pull of a trigger. NO BATTERIES. Great for cocktails(Paulette Jaques)
A Survival/Camping Pack: Be prepared with the all-in-one pack, for survival situations or the avid camper; The MURPHY PACK
Theme power strips that are functional and decorative. Can become collectable items.
A pivoting single or DUAL plug that can face on any direction for tight spots behind furniture, for working tools and more.
A SAFE and EFFECTIVE way to learn to walk. Babies are curious and daring! Help your child learn to walk safely!
Electronic-device drawer organizer/charger/USB station.Â Â Because who has space on their desktop anymore?
Prayer Cross w/ hideaway for prayer request for all occasions baptisms,funerals,hospital visits,birthdays This is a billion Dollar industry
Cubic Tetris Fruit Salad! Bring creativity in the kitchen!
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The QUIRKY HAIR STATION. A holder and power strip for ALL your hair electronics - straightener, hairdryer, curler.
The only multi-pack cold cap for the relief of migraines and headaches. Put the relief where you need it!
Resubmit-Recycle bins disguised as functional stools for the kitchen. Space saver in the kitchen.(Paulette Jaques)
A removable side view mirror for a vehicle using magnets.
The â€œExpandaâ€ knife block system is modular, expandable, and ideally suited for today's chef's changing set of knives and accessories.
Keep bathroom lotions &amp; potions handy with a nylon over-cabinet hanger. Slide it on for your morning routine, then slide and store it away.
An Ultra sleek All in one PC. Off-the-shelf components, fully upgradable, configurable, Smartest cabling, Colorful, powerful, and wireless.
I present to you a new invention that will revolutionize how students will study easier. I present to you... B.O.C (Book Over Computer)
Prevent your laptop from overheating with this fold-able pad.Fits all sizes laptops and easy to carry around + cheap to produce and retail.
Pack jewelry for travel without it getting tangled up in infuriating knots! A small, soft bar with thin grooves + hook for necklace chains.
The GoScoop makes it easy to measure/store/transport/mix/dispense snacks. From powders into water bottles 2 snacks in your hand!
It's FAN-TASTIC. Dump The Dust. See The Video. Tom Petty Fan? See Video. http://youtu.be/7StbPbi8PkQ
A mesh or a bowl with an integrated mesh to prevent salad from getting soggy due to the dressing.
"Hideaway" is a dual purpose personal hygiene and wet wipe storage unit that hides your hygiene products but keeps them close when necessary
A shoe with a replaceable sole base; easily attached or replaced when needed Effective when shoe base is worn out and for other situations
Hands free foot scrubber and reflexology foot massager For anyone who ever said My Feet are Killing Me We Know That's You Get A Free Sample
Never get stuck hunting for your other glove again with this simple device that keeps gloves together as a pair!
Leak Proof Toiletry Organizer for travel. Maintains pressure so your shampoo and toothpaste do not leak out.
A nail gun that uses a wheel to roll along the work piece to trigger shots at predetermined intervals for correct spacing and accuracy.
"Flexi-Vent" My idea is an extendable and flexible vent cover for the home and auto A/C or Heat that will add more control to air flow.
No more blood in your potatoes. My device is a tool that will ease tasks such as peeling potatoes and helps prevent the finger peel.
Exercise ball non-slip protective cover with adjustable resistance tube attachments. Safe and durable enough for outdoor workouts and play!
TetraPix is a puzzle created with four images on tetrahedron shape blocks. It has a Utility Patent,and the puzzle includes base for display.
The "Leash System" is a dog leash with interchangeable components that allows the user to customize the leash to his or her liking and needs
Garlic Pods. Go from roasting to pressing with one tool, no more oily messes.
Geek Stir automated pocket size coffee stir. Combine the functionality of a telescoping pen with a silicone mixer blade to mix your coffee.
Universal Multi Purpose Portable Cradle System for iPhone iPad Kindle and Smartphones, + integrated cable storage By AWESEMO
Chill! A device to maximize the space in a cluttered cubicle. A pen holder that attaches to the walls with several dispensers for pens, etc.
Make your own ICE RING POPS. Using your existing ice tray! (Paulette Jaques)
Tired of finding a place to put those utensils and lids when cooking? Lets put the right off the side of the stove where we can reach them.
Wall mounted K-cup storage rack. Saves space, looks great, and conveniently keeps your k-cups next to your Keurig. Two designs listed -&gt;
A sharpened even concave and/or convex corrugation flatly angled in a shaving razor cartridge for a smoother closer shave with less drag.
A revolutionary cooking pot set which resolve storage and spoon rest and covers rest problems!
Making use of Organic Weed Control Methods such as Boiling Water, possibly in the form of a steam device but designed to pinpoint/kill weeds
A reusable Advertise able Box Lock that seals the flaps of boxes together replacing none reusable tape and adhesives.
Retractable, refillable, waterproof,detachable KEYCHAIN LIGHTER!!! Do you lose your lighters as often as I do? Here it is... "THE SOLUTION"
Place mat for pans! Prevents spills and splatter on stove for small quick meals. Wok-like shape silicone encases pan to provide protection.
A funny glow in the dark sticker set that sits on the under side of the toilet seat serves as a friendly remider to men to put the seat down
A wooden bed frame facade that rolls out to cover up an unsightly metal bed frame by attaching to it with magnets - looks like a real bed!
Microwave Sponge and Kitchen Scrub Sanitizer. Kills over 99% of bacteria on Kitchen sponges and scrub.
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Placing a transparent, perforated plastic sheath over the IV clamp to protect against contamination of HIV/Hepatitis during IV starts by RNs
Ever go camping or jogging and wished you had a cup to fill at a water fountain? The CampCup: A fold-flat cup for pocket, purse or glovebox.
Ever tried to set your beer down on a balcony railing just to have it fall off? My "Beer Basket" fixes that problem.
Want Smooth Shiny Hair with Volume? Achieve a Salon-Quality Blow Out at home with the BLOW OUT Hair System!
Tennis Ball Holster - Securely hold 6 tennis balls to your leg/hip, for play or practice without limiting mobility.
An iphone case with a REAL flashlight built in / independently powered
RESUBMIT:Bathroom scales take up floor space. We all have one. Why not own one that can be folded/rolled up to store in the drawer?
Christmas light spool. Rotate the handle and the light string enters a cone that positions the lights organized one direction.
**WIRELESS**All-CHARGER Battery for all your Apple portable devices. All-N-1 portable battery for iPhone, iPad, iPod and Macbook!!
Don't break your back! Use the BakJak! Leaning over your car's engine to change belts, plugs, oil, etc. is torture. Let the BakJak help you.
Tubes! An easy to assemble old fashioned toy that fits on any wall. No moving parts. No electronics. Nothing to break or fix. Just fun.
A smartphone mounting system that's compatible with GoPro mounts (or generic versions thereof) for turning my phone into a helmet cam.
Cats have not read the memo. They kick and track litter out of the box. Introducing a cheap, cardboard, cat litter containment system.
A pre-cut high-temp mat to rest around the burners that would catch food and grease. Easy to clean and multiple custom colors/patterns.
The Future Trash Can! (Think Cooler): Trash container with wheels and cooling food container for food garbage only. No smell + no bugs!
Cord control at source! A QUIRKY adaptor plug to wind the excess cord around and off the floor. A mini-plug-hub!
Kid E Alert Pouch will help reunite children whom get separated from guardian. It is a pouch containing an alarm along with parent contact.
A sliding rail or peg board for your cabinets that hold items. Free up some of that lost room in your cabinets.Slim storage bins as well.
UNDER SINK CLUTTER MANAGEMENT !! By AWESEMO
For the technologically challenged among us. This is great for Grandparents, Parents, children, or anyone who is always losing the remote.
4 wheel, 4 person pedal power vehicle. Travel all around in a green, light weight exercise machine. Fun for your friends and family!
COMPUTER USB STORAGE BASE: Protect And Enhance Your Computer! (A Plug Hub Companion Product) [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Cell phone case with built in cradle. Comfortably rests your cell between your neck and shoulder. No more pinched neck. Teamlab
A Phone camera attachment, will allow the user to film or take pictures while holding the phone in horizontal position or any flat surface.
Toob line extension. Changing pad designed for sedan car.No more baby rolling due to seat. Change your baby on the go in your car. Barbra
Finally! Relief for small minor burns! Alleviate the stinging and pain without an oversized ice pack, goopy lotions or aloe.
Wet-Light. A waterproof push light that attaches to any surface. Use while shaving or light up a dark bathroom or anywhere you need light.
ULTIMATE Go Pro 360 Wrist mount. Mount your Go Pro and other cameras on your wrist with the ability to position it 360 degrees and more.
4-tier, compactable and stackable luggage with a telescopic and reversible handle. Expands when needed and compacts when it's not!
Modern Christmas Tree. Imagine a model made from clear plastic, whole tree would glow. Stainless steel or wood. Endless possibilities.
Cookies for geeks â€” the cookies in the forms of popular social networks icons.
The concept of TWISTER PLIERS is a pliers-like tool that would be used to remove a broken in-ground sprinkler and its pipe connection.
Carrying a Gallon of paint can be painful for some. Finding a place to hold your paintbrush is a pain for all! We can create a solution!!!
Tablecloth with festive pattern of Bird of Paradise leaves and matching centerpiece of tropical flowers, hanging crystals and tiny lights
Illuminated/Glowing Apple logo at the back of iPhone case to add "head-turning" factor to your toy. Lightweight/thin are so yesteryear
While driving you just rear-ended a car from turning to check your right-side blind spot. This could have been prevented with "First Glance"
More Space On The Picnic Table? Picnic Caddy. Keep your cell phone and Ipod safe from spills too!
Transformer Diaper Bag: always have a seat for the munchkin with you. Clips to a chair or "hang 10" on the bathroom stall!
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ULTIMATE PAPER SHEDDER - dump full envelopes, run then or wait. Dump more. Multiple passes by blades instead of one run, avoids bottleneck!
The Earbud wire is in the way!Lets design a new iPad case w/wire management that stores USB's and earbuds when not in use
Snap in Shower Rack Pole - DEEP SHELVES for KIDS TOYS and BABY STUFF and other various shelves and attachments too!
Aqua Knife is a little idea, a plastic cone that will allow you to water your plants simply and fast throughout the day or when you're away.
Resubmitted 4 different drinks in one Container easy removable Containers for refill/cleaning Carousel bottom turn right to your drink
Simply, the ability to shower with a device that switches between "Rinse, Trickle, &amp; Lotion" may save enough water so others can simply live
Power strip pod with extended receptacles that can be twisted and wrapped around objects in any direction, or laid flat.
Solar Hair Rollers. Let the sun do all the work.
Tired of beating up your racquet? Head tape is ugly &amp; bulky! Repairing grommets too expensive? The answer? Plastic Tennis Racquet Wraps!
Laptop Shade. Have you seen the hideous Laptop shades? Quirky why haven't you re-designed this? C'mon!
HOODY Low contrast on your laptop screen when watching films at sun? A soft NEOPRENE SLEEVE with light integrated sun hood. pls comment :)
An improved hamburger press. This simple device lets you make patties of different thickness, and shows you how much hamburger to use.
Audioverb.com is a search engine of subtitles with audio clips. It's useful for language learning and media archive searching.
Ever wanted to sweeten tea but sugar wasn't handy? My new spoon has a hollow handle and slotted lid for dispensing sugar, salt, etc.
LOCK-IN your electrical plugs, so they won't come out by accident and lose power! Child Safety design in the works!
Revolutionary topless UV slip on cover for surfboards and SUP boards. 4 way Spandex material. Patent Pending. See at uvboardbag.com
FLEXIBLE CABLE TASK LIGHT - This can be wrapped around objects or shaped into any form. Use it to brighten your workspace in a creative way!
Coneik is a stool inspired in traffic cones and like them, the Coneik saves a lot of space when stacked
Cellphone Audio cable yanked suddenly! This CASE SAVE's Your CELLPHONE from damage. The Shock Is Absorbed By This CASE, Not Your
Cellphone.
Why would you want to see the back of your own head, hands-free &amp; maybe magnified? (Photos each show PART of my idea...*)
Barber Pole Wind Generators
Product helps prevent permanent damage to your childâ€™s delicate eardrums from playing music/games through headphones at too high volume.
Doggie Fountain Bowl Diffuser
By combining a few simple parts, an infrared emitter can be made that easily attaches to one's cellphone creating a night vision camera.
Towel grips, so your kitchen towel stops slipping off the rack onto the dirty floor? Get back control of your towel before it falls...again!
My submission is for a tablet holder for use on commercial airline flights. With this hold it allows for more space on the seat tray.
Give your nuts a kick! Tired of eating ordinary nuts? Why not make them finger-licking good with a roasting &amp; flavoring system? Teamlab
RESUBMIT - Bring Solar Power into your home. Hybrid Power Strip with dual AC &amp; solar energy panel system (Original submit 11-18-11) (By AJM)
Keep you Phone, Beer, Speakers accessible and in reach while at the beach.. Can be secured to your beach chair, umbrella, or even the sand.
Protect your kindle fire or 7" tablet. My idea is for case that will let the kindle set up in any position and give extra storage space.
Key Torch. Ever struggle to see your front door key hole at night? This product aims to solve this.
Cool Your Cookies Faster! Wind Up Fan Cooling Rack.(Paulette Jaques)
Combination lamp/bluetooth stereo/smartphone charger/radio/alarm clock for workspace or bedside. Space-saving, all-in-one task station.
Hi Quirky Pls consider. Stop the sliding binders &amp; prevent binder tipping! Prop clip helps students, offices, home businesses, album users.
With my invention you can resize and reuse the same frame to fit any picture, big or small.
Liberate the Apple 6 Foot Power Cord, which comes with every Apple MacBook and Apple iPad, from its single purpose existence. NOW WITH USB.
BLADE FORCE - power, precision safety at your fingertips! Improve your knives with that very simple and cheap piece of silicon!
Hate stinky cat litter boxes? Then VOTE for this Quirky but proven idea. C.A.T.S the Clean Air Technology System removes ALL odor!
Detached bunk bed prevents transfer of motion from one sleeper to the other - perfect for sensitive-sleeping kids and adults.
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My idea is to provide small dogs that sleep on people's beds access to water without having to get down, especially bunk or loft beds.
NaturaLIGHT - the world's first alarm clock that combines natural sunlight with an audible alarm to wake you up at a time that you choose.
7-Day Programmable Alarm Clock. Each day can have its own alarm setting, easy to program with a large numeral keypad and buttons
Wrapster for your Wrist?! A Silicone Bracelet Style of Wrapster! Naturally Wrap your Earbuds and Wear them Conveniently on your wrist.
Keep your data organize it and find it when you need your most important data,music,pics and movies that you bring on the road.USB STORAGE!
Stackable Storage bowls/containers Store the lid inside the bowl / container Never dig for lid again.
The TEA BUOY - Keep your Tea Bag String Handle Afloat. Tea Bouy changes color as the temperature of the drink changes.
PadTech-Its a slim,light weight and adjustable USB driven scroll pad replacement that fits directly onto the laptop in its normal position
Opensource Toaster, using wifi import times and heat levels from people around the world so you never burn your toast again!
Digital-Interactive jukebox to sell to discoteques and bar. A table "ipad" to clients choose songs, food and drinks!
Tell your story walkin! A journal with pen attached or even inside - easy access writing. Everything you need to tell your story anywhere.
Pee and See! Color changing stickers that make a picture appear when urinated on. Perfect for toilet training boys, or just funny!
Personalized Sunglasses. Choose a lens style, submit you child's name, receive a pair with your child's name imprinted on the lenses.
NewView, an innovation to digital frame technology.
After completing a science fair over the idea, I propose a paddle-wheel turbine energy recycling unit to be placed over outside A/C units.
Private Tom (as opposed to Peepin' Tom) - Simple and cheap way to protect yourself from unwanted visitors
Introducing the "PAP-TRAP" (CPAP &amp; BiPAP machines are methods of respiratory ventilation used primarily in the treatment of sleep apnea)
A portable mat designed to protect your furniture; couch/sofa, beds, car seats, or anywhere that your potty training toddler decides to nap.
An applicator to apply pain cream to back or other parts of the body that are hard to reach. Hands stay,cream is applied, pain is gone.
JUNIOR HANGERS!...Our growing children need inexpensive hangers that are not too small, nor too large. There is currently no such hanger.
My Girlfriend HATES me... Stylish rubber "FLOATS" could have saved her precious Diors from the bottom of Lake Washington.
A planter with retractable spikes and insertable supports
App enabled Lighted ID. Tags
Safety Belt Extension - Avoid getting jackets caught in your safety belt device
POSABLE HAND HOOKS. Whimsical wall hooks for your home or office. Create a different hook anytime you need to! (Paulette Jaques)
A tool for cleaning the windows between the cab and cap of a pickup truck. The pickup truck pic shows the narrow space this tool cleans
Modern backrest that keeps you comfortable during your bike rides with a built-in convenient collapsable canopy to protect from Sun or Rain.
Love to host parties but canâ€™t keep your food cold? Cool-a-Bowl wraps around any serving bowl to keep food cold and fresh for hours!
IMPOSSIBLE KNOT!? This tool will help you UNDO those extremely tight knots of Plastic Bags and Ropes you do not want to destroy.
Suction-Tack the thumb-tack for windows, mirrors, showers, ceramic tiles and any other slick material
Adjustable Infant/Child Seat Sunshade that WILL NOT Obstruct Driverâ€™s View
Easy Strike Match Case. Toss in your bag water proof, compact, protective and auto lighting match case.
Stick-it! A golf T and ball setter for elderly golfers.
Today's wallets lack modern designs. Redesign the wristlet wallet clutch to carry more of our essential belongings.
If Anyone is like me you drop your newly bought cellphone more than a few times aday.All you think is(&gt;_
Self contained solar cooking (hand cranked) wares, such as pots, pans, cups. A demand for these items where electricity is not available.
E-lasses. Comfy, practical eyeglass solution. Elastic band replaces arms. Not using them? easy hang. In use? never fall off. Frame not mine
Make any pillow the most comfortable pillow. Helps your existing pillow. No more having a bunch of pillows under your head!(Paulette Jaques)
A polyethylene glove that has a bottle opener built into the palm segment, and a rubber under-siding to quickly open twist off bottle caps.
For people who like to keep both their hands and feet warm,my answer to this is sleepy sleeve!Basically a fitted blanket for your arm.
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A New Zen Chair! - Relax, Exercise or Release that back pain! FUTURISTIC furniture that PAYS YOU BACK by caring for your body!
The "Pet Chimer" the device you need to locate your pet. Just by a push of a button we can listen and follow for the chimes or beeps.
FLIPSTAND. A hair dryer with its own hidden stand built in the handle! Hands free hairdrying. Easy to store. Wraps cables too!
Golf Tee WristBand. A fun way to play golf and show your passion for the sport. May be worn on and off the golf course.
A pitcher that rotates to tilt and 360 degrees around
This design object is the sexiest, most beautiful accessory for every TV and transforms it into an animated light installation. Intrigued?
ReDo the Quesadilla/Panini Maker. We need a double sided Quesadilla/Panini maker that you can flip over and make 2 Quesadillas or Panini
Tea bags in the shape of a Christmas tree and a heart. A new design on a product that is plain.
Witness the evolution of the bicycle! Four plastic chrome hubs. Now you can ride in style, but also increase visibility, as well as safety!
For a night light simply hug the heavenly pet so the halo on top of its head lights up for ten minutes. Children need this night light pet.
Resubmit. Collapsible flask/canteen. Unclick into 2 parts. Holds drinks and snacks/lunch. Will create space in backpack or 4 work; Barbra
A ring and pendant that light up! A stylish precious metal ring or pendant that works as a flashlight when you twist the jewel.
The Handy-Plug is a surge protector with a set of four, spring-loaded, retractable extension cords with two (3 hole) outlets.
WOODWORKERS USE SOAP TO RUB ON A SCREW SO EASIER TO DRIVE INTO WOOD PROBLEM BROKE SOAP/MESS TOOLBOX WITH EZ SCREW soap CARRY SOAP CLEANLY
There is NO high quality (ruggedized) combination pen and capacitive stylus (for iPhones &amp; iPads). Please bring this design to life!
Fogged up Bathroom Mirror keeps getting in your way? Keep it clear, and get ready for your day without the fuss!
Do you have a BOAT?? Well no more boring boat fenders. We need re-invented fenders one's shaped at footballs, basket balls, martini glasses.
Pop-up Cord Manager! Pop up,wrap,pop down,twist lock base, mount on any surface &amp; GLOWS IN THE DARK TOO! For LARGE and small cords!
Hold plastic bags securely and NEATLY in wastebaskets. Everyone lines wastebaskets with plastic bags that flop outside or slide down inside.
A changeable LED hand-held sign (similar to a ping pong paddle) for drivers &amp; truckers to signal others of emergencies and other messages.
An accessory to secure a tablet device to your hand so you can use it with the other hand without it being wobbly or dropping the device.
{ENDING So SOON} Triple the longevity of your disposable razor blades, cut back on the environmental waste and conserve on water usage!
A revolutionary â€œdouble-sealâ€ step can that keeps trash and their odors out of sight, smell and contact with anything but the trash bag.
The Quirky Desk-Tidy: hooks on the back of a flat-screen computer and holds pens, mouse, headphones, CDs, even a keyboard.
A series of REUSABLE educational activity workbooks for children with durable, wipe clean polymer pages instead of paper, or laminating.
Too Long Cables (USB, RCA, Power...) ? ? ? - The Cordies Eater is made for you, no more disgracious cables, ONLY clean and arrange...
Filtered Straw! A regular plastic straw with a plastic mesh filter on the bottom to prevent anything but liquid to be sucked up a straw!
This is a net book case that is designed to look like a text book, so that when it is in a back pack it is totally hidden.
Hang it-in the bathroom/medicine cabinet,work,school,gym locker or/pack it up when you travel!All in one hanging hygien with UV light!
Pant puller-upper for air travelers. It is almost impossible to reach your pants in an airplane toilet if your less than skinny . . .
Tired of struggling w/ ice packs &amp; heating packs that won't stay in place? VestPak is the answer!Get VestPak &amp; stop the pain &amp; the struggle!
Lawn Sales! Who doesn't love them!?
[Upgraded] A product that keeps your clothes well pressed even days after ironing.
Privacy guaranteed! Shutter Bug is the stylish and collectible way to protect yourself and family from laptop webcam hackers.
Collapsible File Rack
Wooden Building Blocks with a twist....Bending walls and stacking tall, let your imagination go free...
Slim Narrow Wall Mounted Dish Rack, hang over counter or sink and pull out. Eva Foam to minimize breakage and mold.
Book Marker with battery operated fan.
No more stuck food or burnt food on the inside of your cooking pot again! Silicone Pot Liners. (Paulette Jaques)
Mailbox Snow Shield is to keep the street snowplow from covering your mailbox when it passes thus freezing it closed.
A device that will vibrate when decibels reach x amount, soothingly instructing the snoring person to adjust positions. A snorer's nudger.
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Strap on food tray for on the road eating=less mess!
FLIP elegant wood'n iron incense burner with incorporated lighter, sticks box and a special flipping feature!
Let's create an "all inclusive" ULTRABOOK CARRYING CASE with detachable sleeve+strap for a promising 2012 ultrabook sales year.
A Quirky Wall Calendar *SHOWCASE* 12 Quirky Products &amp; Inventors for each Month of the Year
Alarm Clock that plays a personal recorded message from a person, event, or or whatever. Dad saying "GET UP", a cheering crowd, train horn.
YOO-hoo!! LOOK!! A SALAD SERVING SPOON! Why use TWO HANDS for such an easy task? Are you ready? A revolution in salad serving!!!
Stop Soggy Sandwiches ... Use the Sandwich Caddy
Portable Upper Body Exercise tool. The perfect tool for the "on-the-go workout enthusiast.
Hate losing socks that fall behind the washer or dryer? The "Wonder Wall" is your last line of defense against the dusty abyss!
Dentist Approved! 2 n 1 Combo Toothbrush &amp; Tongue Scraper Different from Current ones on the Market OR Snap on Attachment 2 Existing Brushes
The Phone Holder Demonstration: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgl8tUnN_zM&amp;feature=youtu.be
Better Sun Visor attaches to a vehicle's manufactured visor. This visor is see-through and does not block the driver or passenger's vision.
I have an idea for storing/organizing sunglasses instead of having them scattered all over the house, not being worn or enjoyed whatsoever.
Laptop Stand for bed. watch videos, surf the web or work in a relaxed position in your bed.
The all NEW F2 an F3 Series hair dryers,F2 has a 14 or 18 volt rechargeable battery with charging station,F3 has holes in handle,EZ 2 hold
Quirkinites need your feedback. Cool-Stack Ice chest. Reversible inner lids for food prep surfaces. Built in telescoping dolly w/slide latch
Redesign the Potato Ricer (MASHER)add removable blades for coring/slicing fruit for pies and such. 3rd RESUBMIT
A "Third Hand" that mounts anywhere in seconds and holds your work while you are working it. Light, portable, proven commercial technology.
No More Data Loss: The easiest and most convenient way to synchronize and backup your data.
Little ones sick? Trash can closer to you when your in bed ill. 2 in 1 collapsible trashcan.(Paulette Jaques)
Tired of wasting time &amp; product while taking a shower or bath? Use of all of your shampoo, condition and shower gel without the wait.
Q-tip-like stick with adhesive tip used to remove stray makeup brush hairs from face. QUIRKY: THIS COULD SELL AT EVERY SEPHORA!
Combination smartphone sleeve/wallet
Modular food storage. Keep it all together at home or on the go.
Light tables are bulky and expensive. Light up film is light and relatively cheaper. Check out my alternative design to light tables.
Make virtually anything able to hang with hangables! Perfect for organizing any room in your house, shop, office or garage.
The Shelf Pal organizes the clutter in your shower - snaps firmly into place on a shower door OR towel rack - keeps your items clutter free!
IMac extensor for Ipad/Iphone. With Imac extensor for Ipad/Iphone you can put your ipad/iphone like a extension of your Imac,be productive!
The once-and forever solution to Obnoxious Curved Ice.. Ice that prevents you from thoroughly enjoying your favorite drink has been foiled!
RESUBMIT: peeler that can peel any type of skin, slice veggies, grate veggie for salads, and collect your grated food
Let's reinvent the rear window wiper on SUVs. Get cleaner rear windows in any condition. Drive Safer!
Luminesent Tennis Balls
Meditation is a growing trend in the West. Good posture is universal.
Pano Pod is a compact smartphone holder attached to a mono pole. It allows anyone to take great panoramic pictures/3D pictures and videos.
Mirror Dos: The Computer Cam Version!Choose Your Do; Avoid your Don't!
This is an easy and simple way for anyone to make a bed easily and with now pain or lifting of heavy mattress simple and easy.
One switch turns on everything! Your home comes alive, the way YOU want! My idea is a simple solution for home automation. (NEW diagram!)
NeverFind Lock Box. A small, secret and secure lock box designed to be hidden in a place a crook would never look.
Tired of getting peanut butter on your knuckles when you dig to the bottom of the jar? The Less Mess Peanut Butter jar is the answer.
INTAC, the Push Pin Cable Manager. Keep your cables organized. Also use as a regular Push Pin that can hold Pens, Pencils, etc.
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Keep your wrists warm when your long sleeve shirt rides up.
On-the-go Portable Power no longer tied down to outlet charging your phone, pads,readers,laptops,devices when charging when is not available
A blower heater similar to a hair dryer with LED lights to replace the existing 250 watt heat lamp that you can find in some bathrooms.
VacuCrane. A handheld vacuum with TELESCOPIC NOZZLE! No more bending over! No more cleaning on your KNEES under the kitchen table!
A FLEXI PLANTER made of a hard outer shell and flexible lining to make transplanting easier, cleaner, and better for the plant. Reusable.
Females are always looking for a new hairstyle... here it is! This curling iron will make fun shapes and designs in your hair.
Collapsible stainless steal FLASK! Perfect for traveling, backpacking and adding to the collection. We already have collapsible shot glasses
Cleaning caddy for Auto,Boats,RV and Home. built in vacuum
Raised Placemat for Kids - Helps Stop Spilled Drinks - Resubmit with 2 updates and working prototypes.
The "DOG WHISPERER" training collar for dogs. A smart humane fun for you and your dog, dog collar!
The "Sole Maid" placed outside near a door, sounds a motion sensor triggered message, reminding people to wipe their feet before entering.
A convenient and portable 'light table/box' alternative for design professionals and students.
Non-Stick Pan With Raised Grooves And Slightly Slanted Base to Allow Grease To Flow Away From Food.
A recycled material grocery bag carrier/organizer, very low cost to be used everywhere bags are used. Logo of any company on side!
A wallet that easily converts into a phone/device stand. You go everywhere with a wallet and phone, now you also have a phone stand!!
A low voltage detector that prevents dead battery condition in a car or RV when something was left on to long.
Measure â€˜Nâ€™ Cut - Scissors that aid cutting straight and proportional using a measuring device (e.g. ruler) attached to the top.
GPS STRIP: Every one has lost something. Whether they are car keys or your smartphone. No longer with this simple technology!
Door belt is the name that came to mind the first time I saw it in my minds eye.It is meant to keep an open door in place.It's classy-fancy.
Sound Activated Light-up iPod/iPhone Case - The Perfect Unique Accessory For The Hottest Product This Year!
Solar car cooler/fridge. Leave things in your car on hot days. No more melted sunglasses, melted lip balm or hot bottles of water. Barbra
TWST specializes in keeping any trashcan liner from slipping - and multitasks brilliantly outside the kitchen. Easy to use, anywhere.
Quirky Pivot Power spin-off... a smaller, outlet mounted, multi-outlet plug. For all those places you need options, but not a power strip.
Bra strap concealer!! Instead of buying a special bra or an accessory to hide the straps, just put a decorative cover over them!
Microwave Redesign. Time to cool off!
&gt;&gt; Keep your biscuits,powders fresh.Save cash!! Avoid foods turn to bad condition due to AIR inside a plastic container &amp; access food easily
Good-looking swimming-pool cover that is easy to operate and folds away compactly.
"Doggie Loo II": A compact Patch.Tree for male peeing.Container for feces &amp; to collect urine. Small door to drop waste.No holes @ Tree Base.
Multi-Juicer. Save time by juicing up to 10 limes, lemons or oranges at the same time. Without the seeds.
A device that captures second hand smoke.IS a fully portable,reusable, effective and inexpensive tool that can eliminates second hand smoke.
Organize electrical devices and beauty products in bathroom and automatically shut off appliances and be able use the sink.
Now your kid will eat healthy ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Combine the power of the iPad and the simplicity of conventional note taking into one simple iPad folio.
let's create chic reading glasses which can also be worn as headbands. Plenty of sunglasses are made this way, so why not reading glasses!
Pillow inside partially hollow pillow (Inception Pillow) Use individually or separately Mix n match pillow material optionally inflatable
PUDDLE JUMPERS (for Dogs). Protects your dog's undercarriage from fine dirt and water that sprays up from the ground on walks. All weather.
Cupcake Tower Feeding Kids Healthy! **VICKY LAURSEN**
Cheap! Student 5 star Universal digital notebook! No more paper! (2nd screen connects to tablet via USB) + pen w/multiple size stylus tips!
A device that catches and retracts a large weight that the user is lifting if a jolt is detected from the weight falling
Low to No Noise Motor, Music Integrated Blender with Retracting Effective Blades/Introducing the Q-Mixer Elixir with Qq-Tunes Jam On!
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Previous UC-same concept/different solution. Flashlight that magnetically attaches to clothes for biking/jogging etc in dark-ensures SAFETY
Mini Photo Frames. Switch them out! Trade with friends! Stick them on your lockers at school! **VICKY LAURSEN**
Bib Dispenser! Bring disposable recycled material or paper bibs with you in a compact function-rich re-usable dispenser. Bowl optional.
Steady there! This playful Tree Themed 3D marble game is a fun &amp; challenging way to increase kids' sense of balance &amp; perspective.
Quirky KIOSK in every high traffic mall displaying/selling quality Quirky products selected by the Quirky team and community. Modern design.
This organizer will make your day everything is together in one spot. Your desk will be nice and neat. Or put it on a counter or dresser.
The Media Rack System is the most convenient means to view ANY media device while parked in a car AND morphs into a presentation device.
Vote for this if you wear makeup **VICKY LAURSEN**
Makes your iDevice waterproof.
"Sink Scents" An aromatherapy line of disinfectant (trigger) sprays for the kitchen sink. Eco friendly, nose friendly, harsh on germs.
An adjustable size bookcase targeted toward college students and/or those living in apartments. Adjustable height and/or and width
Hard to fill mop buckets, waterbeds &amp; other buckets? Need a hose in your home? Easy storage &amp; hose clip included! SEE PICTURES FOR
FEATURES
Virtual Battery Re-Inventing the way the Battery is viewed and Used. Save Hundreds of Dollars a Year on Overpriced batteries!
Lamp w/Dimmer + Timer based off Turn Tables. Easily rotate discs on Lamp base to apply Dimmer and Timer settings. Nice and Simple.
iPod/iPhone/iPod Touch Lanyard+Case combination which allows comfortable holding of these devices around the neck. Customize your lanyard!
Neck ache? Shoulder ache? Arm ache? Wrist ache? Suffer no more! Posture PRO reduces the risk of RSI's and other office based PC injuries.
Tired of being a renter without curtains? Introducing CURTAINS OVER BLINDS! Simple installation. No holes in the walls. No damage.
A home decorative piece of art (lamp or coffe table) which can be disassembled into dinnerware for parties and the extra guests.
iSofa.tv is a TV-like way to watch videos on the net. Passive like TV, interactive like the internet. And you can have your own TV station.
EASY PLUG RELEASE - ONE HANDED - By AWESEMO
Too upset to talk or need a break from everyone...just point to the card on the fridge and enough said!
Curling iron with interchangeable barrel sizes. It will be a single curling iron so you won't have to own a whole collection.
A tent that allows the climate to regulate the temperature inside the tent.
-The Pet Spray Guard- Used for your pets litter box- Yes no more peeing and litter on the walls or carpet!. PROTO TYPE PICS. Re-Submit
A soap squirting dishwashing wand, that is flat on one side and round on the other side with RETRACTABLE BRISTLES! "The Porcupine"
Are you sick of your Apple's charging cords length? With the 15FT retractable cord you will not have that problem.
The musical Rotating Christmas Tree. enjoy all the pleasure of christmas with your tree, hear it play music
Toothbrush holder with virtual pet. Make brushing teeth fun and teach the importance of regular brushing using a familiar toy,a virtual pet
A coaster to shade drinks in the sun when there is no shade otherwise.
The Shop-Strap allows shoppers the freedom to carry shopping more comfortably hands free enabling the shopper to pay&amp;make calls undisrrupted
Outlets always seem to hide behind your stuff. The Rotating Outlet will help
It's been 37 years since the Pet Rock was invented! It's been a long time coming, but here it is! The follow-up product is... the PET BLOCK!
Bring back the single game handheld like from the 80's and early 90's With new games like angry birds and the other app favs RETRO DESIGN
Innovative Connection iPad2 Case ~ for kids for new apps that offer games that extend from iPad2 to iPad2
Boot Plugs
In-home, countertop, drinking fountain. Compact, cup saver. Flavor adding ports. Water supplied from filtered two-way faucet attachment.
Radiator Covers are dated and ugly. Letâ€™s update them and make them available in big box retail stores.
(Resubmit)Tablets and phones charging on the floor? No more!
Arms tired from hanging shower curtains? Check out my Retractable Shower Curtain Hooks [Video!]
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Do you hate it when people ask to use your USB drive while in use or they need a file from your computer? Fear not! The solution is here!
New &amp; Improved! Use your SHOWER CAP until the cap gives out NOT UNTIL THE ELASTIC RIM STRETCHES OUT!(Also for CLOTHES with
straps!)
Think my other ideas were bad...wait till you see this one! Extension cord management. No kinking, knotting, catching or pain to wrap up
PrivaSeat is a bathroom stall privacy shield the size of a USB key. It expands and latches to the stall door to cover the crack ;)!
The CALL BALL the next Terrible Towel x 10 in the shape of a football can be used to signal a good,bad or unmade call by pulling at a flag.
"BABY SAFE" BABY PROOF CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD THAT PROTECTS INFANTS FROM HARMING THEMSELVES IN THE CRIB INSTALL
OVER THE DROP DOWN PANEL
MouseMat Furniture Covers. Actual furniture cover that is a mouse - mat. Awesome gift for any Computer Nerd.
Attn: Chocoholics! Take a gander at this Chocolate Shot Glass Mold! Fill w/Liqueur, Mousse, Pudding! Makes a Unique &amp; Edible Dessert Cup!
New Improved Hangers! Accessorize your hanger. Foldable hanger with Snap in attachments. Make every hanger more useful!
A new way to clean dishes! Scrapes food off dishes and holds the sponge pad. Use with any sponge. No more sponges caked with food.
Baby head rest(portable) for car seat. Can hold the baby's head in an upright position thereby allowing baby to sleep more comfortably.
Child safe cookware that prevents burns and injuries in the kitchen. The design utilizes thermochromic decals and a removable handle system.
IPHONE GPS/MOVIE SUN VISOR. Rechargeable via solar panel on back.Attaches easily to any vehicles sun visor.
GOT MY IDEA WHEN I BOUGHT A NEW TOILET SEAT/COVER AND GOT BROKEN A WEEK LATER.
A pocket knife within an iPhone case. (yes, I'm serious!)
Make-up Sleeve Mat, keep make-up close while applying, great for areas with good lighting &amp; no counter. Minimizes make-up breaking!
Teach Your Dog to "Talk" the Quirky Way! Good Boy!
A Tong, spring loaded, heat resistant spatula with a 4 steel pancake/egg mold snap-on the bottom spatula, dishwasher safe and easy to clean.
Perfect Park - vehicle parking system. Requires no drilling/electricity. Mounts using suction cup, sun visor clip or removable adhesive tape
Tired of the traditional pet feeder? The Skate Pet Feeder creates a raised pet feeder out of a new or recycled skateboard deck.
We need an effective hands off way to brush a dogs teeth.
THE BODY TOOL Almost everything you need for personal care in one, flexible, affordable device. Comes with 10 interchangeable attachments.
Portable exercise machine for training all muscle groups with full range mobility, Train opposite muscle groups within the same exercise.
Power Strip with built in cord organizers. Each socket has its own cord organizer to hold excess cord, and it expands to hold large plugs.
Vacuum hose with LED light and bendable end. Hooks to any vacuum! Great for cleaning dryers, auto detailing and hard to vacuum places!
Remember Loved Ones or Pets with the Electronic "Living Memories" TABLET! World-Changing! There are More Than 800 Million Facebook Users!
Hot at night? No problem! Stick your feet through the hole of this amazing comforter and catch a breeze with the Breezy Comforter!
THE LAUNDRY BALL Time saving way to do laundry that pre-sorts pesky small &amp; medium items and keeps each family memberâ€™s wash together.
A portable shopping cart seat that you attach to the inside of the shopping cart for the mom with more than one child.
Cord Connector- Easily fix a lamp's broken power cord. Simply place both ends of your broken cord into the connector and WHA-LA... It WORKS!
Angel Jet is a RC remote control plane in shape of a Angelic Warrior. It will be the size of a GI-Joe with a long wingspan.
Why is it so difficult to line up your holes when using your paper punch causing a skew punch? Why not a transparent 3 hole punch? Barbra
juice boxes and baby squeezable foods always squirt all over if given to a child. i want to find a way to prevent the messy outcome.
Variable Picture Hangers allow one to align 2 or more pictures by spinning a wheel with 1/16 or 1/8" increments. Close is now close enough!
Pego : A Clothes Peg - when it's sunny. . . A Toy - when it's raining. http://www.youtube.com/user/PegoAC/feed?feature=context
KIDS NAME YOUR TOOTHBRUSH! NEW Toothbrush with DIGITAL NAMEPLATE for all ages and includes attachments heads for other teeth care tools
too!
COSMETIC CADDY WITH SUCTION CUPS. For Home or Travel.
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My idea is a universal wall mount for different size tablets.
A liquid dispenser and spray bottle that is capable of picking up every drop in the container without letting any remains go to waste.
Enjoy playing shuffleboard, darts, and pool? How about playing all three at once! Line Ball is a unique game that is both fun &amp; competitive!
Affordable Wireless Earbuds? It's simple: F.M. Earbuds/3.5mm F.M. Transmitter Dongle with 4 preset selectable channels.
Advanced Gas Pressure Regulator, Save the life of human beings add 4 Sensors-motion detection-gas leak propane-less oxygen-fire alert
Peanut Better: Eliminates the need for disposable plastic sandwich bags by eliminating the traditional peanut butter jar.
Having a pair of "Extra soles" in your house make your lifer easier and relaxed and intelligent. Try to Belive
Create Nice background in seconds when Web Video Chatting! Attach to an existing chair or free standing. Gr8 4 HOME BUSINESSES &amp;
STUDENTS!
A long life Street Light that can tell you from far a head if there is an accident in its area!consumes less energy and environment friendly
TIpod. A discrete listening device for your Ipod or MP3 player. Hidden inside one of the best fashion statements of all time. Your tie!
Easy Tile! Seriously. Anyone who has tiled must have thought there is an easier way.
--- CLEAN COVER CLIPONs --- Do you make people remove their shoes when entering your house? Then check this out!!!!
PEPPER SPRAY WRIST BAND, app alert! Calling all Joggers, Hikers, back packers, and parents worried about their teenagers walking to school!
Tired of wasting food or products? Here's the solution - this siphoning unit acts like a vacuum to recover the remnants in a bottle.
THE DOGHOLDER, the invention that keeps your dog waiting when needed, without having worries!
The Laundry Pro ** VICKY LAURSEN **
Shower head that mixes hot and cold water on exit from the head. Instantaneous temperature adjustment and reduced pressure feedback.
The Insulator Comfy Sock: this proven idea has three advantages: warmth, dry and ease-on footwear: all in 1 - a perfect fit 4 all seasons.
How many bottles have you seen that have over 12 uses? NONE! Right? Well have I got something for you. Patent Pending
HOVERING SPACESHIP TOY FOR KIDS Uses magnets to make the ship hover while kids race the ship around a space racetrack.
Holed headphones
Women always struggle with keeping their bra straps from slipping and staying secure. A clasp to hold them in place is the answer.
ALWAYS WORRYING ABOUT YOUR PETS WHILE YOU'RE DRIVING??? CHECK OUT THIS PROTECTIVE SCREEN FOR YOUR CAR!!! A
MUST HAVE FOR ANY DOG OWNER!!!!
THE PET SHAM: Converts old used common bed pillows into inexpensive, comfy beds for your pet!
Your Child Has a "Boo Boo" well kiss it and then dress it up.
Tabletop Food Stand with Lazy Susan for Pizza, Desserts and Other Foods - creates more dinner table space. Great for any table and parties.
Quirky!! please re-make the stapler
Docking Stations take up TOO MUCH ROOM! I need my desk space. Let's get our charging stations OFF the desk and on the WALL!
Child baseball cap that is also designed to be used as a bib. Worn upside down around the neck the cap and brim catch more dropped food.
Please vote for this! If you have ever been to the store and heard a child crying, you need to vote for this. Grateful moms will thank you!!
This fan fulfills the need of cooling different spots of the room at the same time with 3 directable fan heads with flexible goosenecks.
The Chip Slip Food System will make putting dried and liquid food goods back into their original packaging a breeze. NO MORE WASTE!
Carry your earbuds around your phone case! No bulky mess...No tangles...No hassle! Meet the Spool Phone Case. All in one phone case!
Are You Single? Can't Open That Jar of Mayo, Pickles, Bottle of Apple Juice, or Car Oil Cap? You NEED a Man Around! Check Out This Opener!
Want healthier hair, heart and skin? Want to be more environmentally conscious? It is very easy with the "HumanaFlow Shower Companion".
Found SOMETHING but don't know WHAT? Post photos to social site that connects you with those in the know &amp; learn what it is!
Make a hat organizer for men's hats that they don't fall off. It would be like a shoe organizer but for hats
USB OUTLETS Living-Room/Bedroom lamps with built in USB outlets for charging Phones, Ipods, Anything that charges by USB.
A novel dirty diaper disposal system or garbage can which uses an integrated cooling system to decreases odors (Cold things smell less!!).
Face it, we're all guilty of bringing our laptops into the bathroom when dropping 2's. Here's something to help ya out...The Dooey
Keep your belts in place and organized - BELTER.
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Prescription Bottle Gripper For Kitchen Cupboard Medicine Cabinet A Mold Injection strip 3-6 Bottle "grippers" Attaches via sticky strip
Cook BACON the Southern Way! Bacon Press and Pan Combo! Not a solid press. See the bacon, as it cooks. Rectangular Pan - shaped for BACON!
Don't leave home without what? Credit Card, Keys, Birth Control. They all get left behind. But how often do you forget your smartphone?
This Message will delete in 15 seconds.. "oh! its still here"
Five big problems solved. This fire pit is bolt-free, adjustable, portable and made of stainless steel. Assembly takes less than 5 minutes.
I wasn't speeding, the Dam! Cop lied..we have heard this before!
iPad stand that attaches to YOUR wireless keyboard.
Let's Go back to good old times. Turn your phone into an old classic
A modular storage unit with the ability to be designed, altered and become a unique furniture piece for anyone's households.
Back off, man! Tailgating prevention system that may save your life and possibly the life of that idiot driving behind you, and others.
Flexible Faucet Clean Around. A handy little tool to clean around kitchen and bathroom faucets.
The Can Buddy offer an affordable way to protect glass refrigerator shelves and other glass furniture from scratches caused by can drinks.
A sticker which covers the manufacturer's logo and displays the owner's own vanity logo such as my college football shaped "OSU".
Pull down shade holiday welcome flags for front door. All holidays in one tube!(Paulette Jaques)
Happy Grill More - Indoor portable grill with venting system.
NEW!!! ALL Resizable: Kitchenware and Storage Containers.(A Stroller backpack too!)
A portable back support suitable on beds, floor,any flat surface. The support ensures proper posture of the back while sitting anywhere.
Creating a bungee "web" on your fridge door makes emptying the contents of bottles quicker &amp; easier-less hassle-saves time,energy &amp; money!
Multiple Game System for Pool Table or Floor. Cylindrical rings convert pool balls into smooth action game pucks for tons of fun games.
Women everywhere! YOUR PROBLEM IS SOLVED! No more bra cups around your neck or bra straps hanging down your arm. Quirky's got a solution!
RESUBMIT-Make your own ICE RING POPS. Using your existing ice tray! (Paulette Jaques)
This SCrub BRUsh will make cleaning easier!!! Especially when CLEANING THE TUB!!!!! THE BRISTLES SPIN/ROTATE from your back and forth
motion
The idea: to prevent shoelace related injuries. The proposed solution; shoelaces that ties with one strike, with no need of knots
Working with a computer directly on your lap is uncomfortable if not dangerous. My laptop table creates a light, stable, mobile work surface
SCOOPATULA a scoop and a spatula for the big jobs! KNION (mini version of Scoopatula) a spoon and a knife for the little jobs
A fully adjustable and portable stirring machine
Oh No! No cardboard boxes at home for "JUGO (clips)...Just Add Cardboard! wait...until now!
Wire closet shelvings are everywhere,but the top shelve does not always create the ideal space for clothing. Get a new shelve instantly.
Don't be left in the DARK! Protect yourself,family,home and apartment with something as simple as LIGHT. Home Security just got brighter.
Double folding dish rack. Collapsible Briefcase style.See pictures.(Paulette Jaques)
An application to help you find things. The user would have a bunch of small RFID tags to tag things like keys, glasses, wallet, purse etc.
Insulating Foil Wrap: It may not be a "sexy" gadget but this layered foil wrap is an innovation without competition and huge $$$ potential.
Steamfree is a small but mighty defogger, clearing the mirror while youâ€™re enjoying that hot, steamy shower. Shower, groom, and depart!
Is it a handle or a stand? It's both. Introducing The Pedestal. A "tripod" for your smart phones camera. A stand for your smart screen.
Multiply your eyes for every situation and get the best view of your baby with a monitor anywhere - on the stroller,bassinet,crib and more.
#NEVWET *TENT* No more having to dry your tent before packing it.Tent could be expandable to fit 1 user to 10. It would be like an accordion
&gt;&gt; EASY WAY TO PARK CARS IN A SMALL SPACE. Utilize parking spaces effectively.One -Crazy idea but really useful iStand: A versatile iPad\Tablet stand that lets you use your iPad\Tablet comfortably
The Selfie Buddy
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Hello, I'm pitching a way to mount a phone/GPS system on the steering wheel of your car; within reach, easily seen, and more convenient.
Dot Walker
product 0193
My magnetic dish towel is both functional and cute. I give them as gifts and they all want to know where to buy them and you will too.
Text Tote. IPhone 5 APP enabled tote bag. Customize bag with personal messages or photos. Now with NeverWet.
Teapot Pump
The Office Pool. Lottery APP for the work location. Now add to the pool with your smartphone from anywhere.
TightyBotle
Miracle Bib
Toothbrush Holder
Wicky Lamp
Watermelon Smoothie Kit
Bariatric Rescue Board
PET MUSICAL MAT
Functional Temporary Tattoos
Swimmer's Tape
Portable, Rechargeable Lamp | With a rotating base and 4 different light lenses, for ultimate flexibility when you need light. [bjw]
Foldable Stool
INDUCTION HEAT LAMP
Vehicle Shoe Cleaner
Shoe Insert
Audio Bridge; An inline controller between an audio device and headphones or as stand alone; HD mic, audio controls, clippable [bjw]
TC WeB FINGER CASE HOLDER
OUTDOOR TUG TOY
Wheelchair Attachment For Doorway Entry
Memo Pen
Band Aide Roll
The Bottle Straw
**Cut in half your trips to the sink** Basket with divisions and handle aids in picking up the table ! With drip tray. Has 3 uses!!
Quick Thaw
Good Fingers
JustRightBath
Interactive Treasure Chest
Back Pack GPS
Easy Ski Boot
Back Cover Keyboard
Solar-powered Tent
Leaf Raking Tarp
Wine Glass Scent Clip
wifi pattern drawing robot
Headphone + Stand
GE PSU UPS
The Easy Jogger
Concussion Cap
wifi auto locking window Lock
Field Cover
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DOUBLE SHOULDER PADDED GUITAR STRAP; make carrying and playing the guitar less straining by spreading the weight between the two shoulders
Sight Stick
Baked Potato Helper
Better Suction Cup
Kepler Space Kit
I want to create a new technology to stop the universal problem of moles in our yards and gardens.
Pet safety alert
Odo(R)meter
Caulking Accessory
Individual **CLIP ON LIGHTS** Putting lights on your tree doesn't have to be tedious. Pre-lit trees are convenient but where is the fun :)
Thousand Color Pen
#spotsv: Fire Fly Night Light Safety Strip. Apply LED safety strips on clothing, Bicycles, Motorcycles, Helmets, safety vests and row boats.
Keep your shoes/boots dry
A product that allows you to find the level, measure the correct distance and mark your drill point easily
Baby Formula Maker
Clutch Natural
**Bathroom Wall Mirror That Doubles As Weight Scale** 2 staple products for the bathroom elegantly merged into 1. Convenient!
Puff Stem! Drinking fruit juice from the fruit! Without having to peel, cut, all the hassles that is in consuming juice! Press and drink!
Height adjustable washing-up bowl, to save your aching back.
Metal Sliders
#spotsv: The Lottery USB Flash Drive/Ticket Scratch Off Tool. Eraser on one end &amp; USB Thumb Drive on other. Safeguard your lottery numbers.
Door Peephole Camera
HIVE lights
Thor + Zeus
Toy Themed IPhone Docking Stations. Incorporate Star Wars, Star Trek, Corgi Model Cars, Disney Aladdin's Lamp, Batmobile, Transformers etc.
Camelina
Switch
Shake - Kids' Backpack
Calibrated Measuring Cups
Clip On Batter Scoop Hook
Walking Cane Insert
Rain be gone!
Painter's Tape Eliminator
Heated and cooled sleeping bag
Barbecue Caddie
My idea is to have a expandable funnel device you can connect to hanging plants to drain the water off into a reusable bottle.
Verseur Metal + Levier
aSmooth Liquid MargarineBottle
#QCYCLE*Customizable License Plates For Kids Bikes*Child snaps letters,symbols etc in holes 2 express individuality.Fun!Some could light up.
*Water Skipper*
ModuleS
Sock Hanger!!! Easy to use. Efficient and tidy
IF YOU DRIVE A CAR: You kneed a leg/knee board for drivers. A surface that attaches to the drivers leg that keeps things in close proximity.
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Nite Flyte
Le Gaufrier FutÃ©
Reversible Cupcake Pan
Travel Reality
Adjustable Cookware Holders
#QCYCLE: Stop Those Jack Rabbit Caps. Connect tire valve cap to tire valve stem. No longer lose your valve cap while checking tire pressure.
Pic 'Iphone's safe
Smart Kitchen Fan
Hot Cup
Tree Ornament Speaker
WiFi Rice Cooker
block termico esconomico
Stealth Breast Pump
Transfer Sound from TV to Headphones
product 0908
creepy-crawly stop
Lime swirl vanilla ice cream
Solar Power generating Sun Shade for vehicles. Charge your battery or device and protect your car from the heat of the sun
Alarm for the old
Snow/Ice Melting Machine
Plug Sensing Outlet
Smart cover for the iPhone. Create a screen protector and stand to view and protect your 4 inch retina display
Footlights
Ventu V2
Resin for 3d metal printing
Sushi Making Appliance
An Electronic PH and chemical tester to attach to garden hoses. To know whats in your water before you water your plants.
TreeQuake: Stops Tree Collapse
Candy Dispensing Pen
TC WeB PINKY IT DOS access
Sand Brick
product 0876
Easy Trash
Trash Can Vacuum
swag
Clip It Quick Sheets
Magnetic Laundry Bag
Rechargeable Hearing Aid Cup
Scriblies. Bracelet w/ markers
Cabinet Lifter
Hook Magnets. Ever wanted to hang heavier things with your magnets. My Idea is a larger magnet for hanging jackets and purses
A phone case that has a snap-in clear lens to prevent babies from accidentally navigating the touch screen and exiting Apps.
CleverCubes
Talk Blocks
Paint Can Handle
Prop any Power Cord
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Lego Panel And Umbrella Table
App-Enabled E-Ink Panels
Pen Paper-Ink (PPI)
Beats Ball
WINK Attic Exhaust Fan &amp; Light
ChildGuard
Smart Protein Shake Machine
Tired of losing your socks?
Lego Island Toy
School Text Book Bandits.
LEGO Paneled Lunchbox
Home Inventory Ordering System
A comfortable fitting head band. A headband that holds your hair, but doesn't give you a headache or slip off and is convenient to carry.
A fold-able, portable, camping grill/grate with telescoping legs. Always have a level and stable cooking surface - no matter where you are!
Litter box hood with fan and exhaust hose to window. Creates negative air flow through litterbox and out the window. You never smell it.
Give you child a straw in ANY bottle and don't worry about them spilling the drink! NOT A SCREW TOP!
A tube like container to store/shape cookie dough into perfect logs. Embedded measurements to avoid un-even baking. No plastic wrap or mess.
Hands free umbrella, never have to hold your umbrella whether using it or not!
Odor Neutralizing Underwear. The pair would be breathable, but still stop odors from escaping.
IPhone 5 Electronic Wall Painting. Transform your wall painting to suit your mood with your smartphone. Choose your favorite theme.
Laundry items for small spaces
CounterSweep
Charge all of your electronics, like iPods and phones, anywhere at any time with one universal device.
Customize your school backpack
IPhone 5 App to monitor your car's Motor oil, Tire pressure, Coolant, etc. No more concerns about your vehicle's vital levels.
Night flash light
Belt-Light
Store your K-Cups under a cabinet. Easy access pull-down drawer that keeps them contained, within reach, and out of sight.
Whizzy
Clip-a-bin. Clip Bin with Lid
Innocent Solar Iphone case
Vamp
Riddik Dog Mat
Spoon/Bowl/Dish Fan
CAN`T LOSE `EM CLOTHESPINS!
Arm Strong!
Heat Detecting Stickers
FootEez
Double Dippy Family Pool
On-The-Go Personal Essentials Case
Steam Weed Killer
Nomo dangerous Wires in ER
Standing umbrella
Lamp Torch'
'Floating bud' suction cup window mounted bud vase
Shovelplow
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Triple-Play Headphones
Vaccuum Popcorn chamber
Composite Landscaping Stones
Re-Usable Loofah-Sponge handle for washing your back. No more buying one Loofah for your body and one with a handle for your back.
Battery Cube Monitor
Classy Curtain
Box Light
Water Pressure Powered Shower Massage; Batteries not included... because you don't need them. Stay under the shower head AND get a massage!
Spatula Light
OrderBot
Fun Flutters
Moat
Inline Plug &amp; Socket Switch
Rounded can lip edge
Cellphone lighting unit
Glow-in-the-dark ink pens
Flat Table Surface for Shopping Carts. Can hold coupon binders or just shopping lists. "Lock In" design. Folds and Zips up when not used.
laptop Car Consul Stabilizer
TanTime
Right-Size Bite-Size - PATENT
joist troughing
telelid
Family Organizer / Calendar
Speghetti Readie
joist trough 3
interactive magic football
The Chair Cycle
Skaredy Kat
Heat Sheld For Hair Dryers
Showel-Fork
SpeakerNet
Articulating outlet adapter
Portable speaker w big batt
InstaBoil
AudioNet
Chopsticks for chips! Or, "Chop Chips". A handy bag sealer that doubles as a more hygienic, less messy, more fun way to eat chips.
Standalone Bag Seal (ziplock)
Pay yourself to get fit! Or, pay the consequences.
Digitizer
LumiBlok Lamp
"The Un-Dresser"-A portable suitcase-like product that fits in your Honda FIT as you drive away to college.
Kustom Shift
E-KEY
Bright-Port
Fob Phone Connector
Color Changing Hair Dye
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USB Charged Wireless Mouse/Key
Boo Boo Teddy
GOCLOCK
A LED display sign for offices, stores, events, or any where you want to place it. Display whatever, just by inputting it on your iPhone.
Green water gun
Bendable USB Phone Holder-BUPH
Decorate your fridge with fun educational magnets and incite your child or grandchild to learn by creating a to do list or items eggs,milk.
The Siri hand
Smarty Ducky
Watch Bands w/Linked Functions
Anti-snore Mobile
### Smart ***Xbox One*** accessory! L-Shaped USB Adapter to access the side-port from the front!
Plastic Recycle Shredder
B.One Hub
Kids Magnetic Lego-Shelf
Sink Shaver Saver
Moule Ã oeuf personnalisable
Beverage Dispenser Travel bag
#spotsv: Magnetic Digital Notepad. Apply grocery notepad on refrigerator. Household members can add to the list with their smartphones.
Hands Free Mouse
A LED display sign for offices, stores, events, or any where you want to place it. Display whatever, just by inputting it on your iPhone.
App Enabled Car Lights
StopStain
Morlock
Refillable Air Freshener
Smart Tap
App Enabled Blood Sugar Meter
Bug Killing Wand
Felt protect for hard surfaces
SAFE & CONFORT SLEEPING CAR
DUSTY
Multiprise de lit pour 2
blu-earing
Mesureur de distance malin
Backpackit
Protection pour pansement
Carbrella
power pack ! bricolez branchÃ©.
Stirring Pan
Les pinces qui se pincent
plateau Ã entonnoirs.
crok-manche
Digital Decals
Back to college, fold flat hamper and laundry basket combo!
listeur de course
My idea is an puzzle case for the ipad, ipod and iphone. So you can do a puzzle when you are boared from a line.
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Recycling bins that can attach onto trash cans that people already have.
stop-glop
SÃ©p' cong' bahut
Porte manteaux "four seasons"
un egoutte pinceaux
essoreuse a eponge
Mini Ã©olienne portative
RÃ©troviseur pour cyclistes
Anti- Splash
PÃ©tanQ
App controlled parking meter
farm animal wood puzzles
plat chaud sans brulure
Bee-Eco Three
Solar Self-Watering Garden Pot
Why go out of your way to grab a broom when you could have it in the kitchen? BIN makes cleaning easier and more assessable in the kitchen.
Screen dust roll cover 3-in-1
My idea is a stapler with a clear window on the top. Then you know when your almost out of staples.
Nylon straps stretch over your stuff and are beautifully integrated into one cool looking bike basket. No more ugly bungee cords!
Travel case for iPhone users
Electric shave brush
My idea is a stapler that has plastic pockets for staples. For an easy staple reload.
Blitz the card game
Battery or solar **Collapsing** flash light. Pop one in your pocket, purse, glove compartment, back pack etc. Strap for palm/head when small
CADDY DE VOITURE AUTO-VARIABLE
Pressurized coffee brewer
Harman Cloud Headphones
Un nouveau standard de rÃ©veil
La remorque vÃ©lo V'CLIC
A sink strainer that expands = many sizes in one. Extending arms for stability. Save counter space. Convenient for storage as well.
PetSafe Collar
Powered drop ceiling grid
Doggie "NO" Can
Amazon Dash Switch
Cookies Organizer
transfone
Kotatsu desk
Light Alarm
School Locker Shelf Units
Luggage Tattoos
Wink-Smartest Mail Box
Small Engine Recoil Rewinder
Pot Shots
Washing machine tank
Make custom magnets with your own design, pictures, cartoons or text with the new Quirky Homemade Magnet Kit.
air car
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Iron on luggage decorations.
Dueling Floating fountain disk
DING smart doorbell button
5 Floating light fountain disk
Telescoping Umbrella
Floats to Go
Mosquito/Fly trap That clips to the edge of indoor/outdoor garbage cans.
WAVE room controller
Helping Hand
Alerter
Size-It
1 case w/ interchangeable front frames.Snap on jewel 1 when going out w/ the girls,switch 2 bamboo for work &amp; snap on blue 1 for the gym
Electric Kitchen Mixing Bowl
Stablebags
LED light Luggage
Plate Utensil Holder
Paint Wizzard
freedom 251
Food Fingers
Charging dock for the iPhone 5 with inputs that fit both the new Lightning and original Apple connectors. LED indicates charging status.
Souridoux
Child Auto Safety Cushions
Pre-sweetened Coffee Bean
Universally fitting Stirrup inspired product attachment to prevent slippage of child's feet when learning how to ride a bike.
Abuser TracZap
MEMO Hotel Door Lock
Memo Lock
Over-the-bed fan with light
Arrosoir Brise-Jet
Simplistic Wireless case and charging mat combo for iphone5. Simply drop your phone on it to charge.
Joint Silicone Parfait
Smart Security System
Measuring tape that digitally records multiple measurements, with quick display right on top/side of tape reel.
"No elbow grease" Inertia Motion Scrub Brush, as brush shifts back and forth weighted bearing gains velocity and force in downward motion.
LE "COUPE ET CONSERVE"
Cordless mini travel hair dryer with handle that detaches and functions as straightener. Perfect for those quick touch ups anywhere.
iWitness
test
Smart Toy Tag
Hone
Design iPhone5 transforming charger similar to the, Nintendo DS 4 in one charger - Home, Auto, USB and shelf for docking
**Case With Detachable Wrist Lanyard** possibility of adding natural sound enhancer built into the case.
The "Travel ToothBrush"
LED & Paper-thin Speaker Strip
Stair-square
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Ironing mats are convenient but don't stay in place *IRONING MAT WITH SCROLL LIKE DESIGN* aids in keeping mat steady &amp; open when ironing
Chomper
Rider
Ref
a "line extension" to "hone"
Toggle
RFID/GPS combo
DOC STATION
Quick Serve Drink Dispenser
Measure EZ
Cat Trainer
TROTTE 'CIRCLES
Light Spoon
GoPop
#UNIVERSITE- HEARCASE
batterie-box speaker
Home Alcohol Detector
Moule Ã glaÃ§ons efficace
Ice frizz
Steering wheel tray
Scale Printer Roller
Adjustable Height Hanger
wireless electrodes-EKG
No more stinky kitchen sponges! This product will be a small counter device which will use the dampness of the sponge to steam sterilize.
BT RFID Reader Tag System
Self-Heating Mug
APP Enabled Safe that is hidde
The Copy & Paste pen
Body Health Drink
#spotsv **IPHONE BUMPER CASE + SOUND ENHANCER IN ONE** Let's combine 2 useful products. This would be a great mix of design and function!
Universal Remote w/ Audio
Sand Castle building tools and props to help kids build life like sand castles!!
A sound bar tv stand with inputs at the front. It allows for dvd player to be place below. And front camera for Skype.
You Pick guitar pick
A LED display sign for offices, stores, events, or any where you want to place it. Display whatever, just by inputting it on your iPhone.
#spotsv Simple 1 piece molded SUCTION HOLDER FOR NAIL POLISH.*PROP YOUR POLISH* No more gripping between knees or having to be extra
careful
Tired of painful gardening? My new gardening trowel with a slipless grip, a new technically advanced blade,and handle, makes gardening easy!
Tool Tracker - RFID Tag System
Bush Toupee / Bush Weave
iPhone 5C Case
#spotsv *UNIVERSAL KICKSTAND FOR UTENSILS* Minimizes mess on counter. Also can be stored on rim of pan. Broom stopper for utensils
iPhone case able to be drawn on, doesn't disappear in pocket and has add on stencils to purchase
Make Out Practice Pillow
Outlet Docking
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Water bottle with pill and powder storage. Creatine before workout, Power shake after workout. No need to walk with all separately.
Putting on your ~SOCKS HELPER~
Earplug Carrying Case
A glasses case, makeup kit, or a pencil case that is a iPhone/iPod docking station mini boombox.
Great Faces of America
Healthy, Juicy Hamburger Grill
Wireless "Hot" Plate
Fabulious
The new All-in-one nail tool for Men and Women! Similar to THE SWITCH but with nail tools! Bring it anywhere and use anytime!
Introducing the PARALLEVEL! Not only can you find level - now you can also find parallel!!!!!
Smart Phone Controlled Smokers
T. K. O (Tag Knock Out )
Bathtub Cleaning Shower Sandal
Hot Salt Water Snow Sprayer
A new way to store shoes. Shoes are all different sizes, length, heel height, etc. - We need something that can fit any shoe - men or women.
Natural Sports Drink
Venturi Enhanced Cooling Fan
A laptop cooling pad with built-in surround sound speakers and attachable speakers. Can also be used with tablets. Also is an USB expansion.
Mattel SunTan Doll
Floating Disc Fountain
Car Alets!
BE ON TIME! - The Bathroom Clock that is small and compact, but water resistant and has large numbers.
In-Door Dog Fetching Machine
RH salt spreader
WINK Range Stove detector
Revolutionize your power usage - do something effective about it!
Safe Grinder
Surface Kickstand Strip Cover
Active-Eat Health Device
Remo-Air
Poppy
1-2- TREE!
Toy_bicycle
Coffe starter cups
Q-rebus (A Quirky Dictionary)
Kold Klip Remedy
House Plant Moisture Reader
"FLY" BOARDING-KEN DOLL
Smart I Spy Pen
Animal Attraction Connection
Home,Auto and Travel Device Charger
Cars - Mater Bubble Machine
App Controlled Fuel Switch
Diversify by JBL
Make up Your Face
Craft beer rack for the ever growing craft beer consumption and brewing crowd! Safely rack your beer for future refrigeration.
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Generator Safety Outlet
Joblist
Touchless Toilet Flush System
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH
STACKS
Rainbow - Quirky + MAttel
The Can Cap
Battery Wallet
Floating Legos
Reach Under An Around Microfiber Sweeper Mop or Surface Cleaning Kit.
TV Dialog Enhancing Speaker
Grill Zen, Organizer+Storage
Tree Planter Back Saver! Let's Help Save the Backs of Tree Planters!
Laptop/ipad sleeve with a universal, secure, adjustable strap-on that can be attached outside of any travel bag for easy access anytime.
Modular Outlet
Dip and Squeeze Honey dipper. The honey just slides off when the dipper end is inflated. One piece silicone is easy to use and clean.
The Filter Straw
WINK Awake Reminder
Non-toxic Scented Wall Plug-in
Stackable Leftovers
Badge Reel? Toolkit!
Water Bottle Plus
Lacrosse Ball Refinisher
XYZ Technologies
Painters Pale
Decorative Popsicle Sticks
BlueTooth App enabled headphon
poncho for cyclist.
Sassy Scale
Shave Anywhere Guys
On your side
Instant Cooling rack
Wink Controlled Heated Blanket
The Smart Blanket
Recoil Buds
cut melon
Morning Schedule Announcer
Buckle Me Too
test
The Smart Fan
addiction connection
Quirky Wink Lockbox
Multitask Modular Arm Assist
A blue tooth device, similar to a hearing aid, that clips onto your ear when your asleep that will play your phones alarm, and vibrate.
Automatic Toothpaste Dispenser
Foot Friendly Bathtub Faucet
Winter Runners
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Poolside
Cable Wrapper Plier Tool
Handy Carrying Shackle
Multipurpose Note Reminder
Coffee starter cups
Robot Shampoo Vac
OneSound
Robot Shampoo Vac
Table Lamp w/ Backup Battery
Mini Washing Machine
CrankHandle tuning pegs
Hitch
Headphones case
Elevated TV Stand
Motor One Slow Cooker Plus
Trash Disposal System
Phone Expander
Bellows Light
Can and Bottle Opener + Dash
Cofee starter cups
Adjustable Kitchen Sieve
Power Scrub
Finger Head Massage
Eyelash auto-make-up'er
Spring Comfort; Insoles, Sneak
Under the bed lighting
#spotsv Delicates mesh washer bags are too delicate. *MAKE THEM OUT OF SILICONE* *No unraveling* no tangled messes. Snaps instead of zipper!
USB Powered Bluetooth Transmit
Clip-On Strobe Light
#spotsv KnobbyBands -1 size fits all*Tiny rubber-bands with conductive rubberized tips that fit on tip of finger*Use on gloves,w/long nails
Find the dummy
Ready Windshield Defroster
Atomic Spinners
The Perfect Toaster
Smart Blend
Wheelchair monitor
Tv remote control retriever
Color Gum
Introducing the Insta-Iced Coffee Mug! Brew your favorite hot coffee and use this cool new mug to cool your drink without melting your ice!
Kick flip
Spotter V2
Power Cable
The Smart Window
Children's Cutlery Set
June Queue Management System
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Pool Rake
Bicycle storage with headlight
Portable Hand Crank Generator
Bathtub Drain Strain
Seat Belt Cargo System
Vitamin Straws for Kids â€“ Make taking vitamins fun and easy
Hula Hoop Digital Counter: Let your hula hoop do the counting for you with a digital display..challenge your friends or set a personal goal!
Vitamin Straws for Kids â€“ Make taking vitamins fun and easy
wat
Hula Hoop Digital Counter: Let your hula hoop do the counting for you with a digital display..challenge your friends or set a personal goal!
Dish Rack Tray With Built-In Squeegee. No more nasty buildup due to standing water. Please See VIDEO.
Culture box
Window Washing Tool
This is a handle that makes everyone's day easier from the ages of 3 to 93! No more slippery cans; no more sweaty cans to drop.
Pin-Plug (By Idea)
Pan-Drainer (By Idea)
Pull-Up Blender (By Idea)
No-Spill (By Idea)
Keyboard-Shelf (By Idea)
Stuffed letter/puppet aliens,big bright friendly eyes and smiles,with cloth loops and cloth hooks to make it easy for your child to connect!
Are you tired of trying to find measuring spoons and cups when you need them? With my kitchen-tool carousel you won't have to look!
Fruit-Bowls (By Idea)
Onion-Slicer (By Idea)
Pivot-Jack (By Idea)
Castle-Bucket (By Idea)
Perfect Eyes
Soda-Sifter (By Idea)
Pet Fit
FLASH
Canned Water
Smart Notes
Ergonomic Hand Held PC Mouse
SwingCan Recycler
Washable Rug for Water and Mud
Drinks and Snacks!
Milk Gallon Pour Spout
4 Bladed Knife
Extra-handy Power Caddy
Primary Stacking Stools
musical night light
This is a revolutionary tool that will tidy up your tool shed. An interchangeable yard tool that allows the user to switch the head at will.
Internet AdVisor
This is a space saving laundry basket that also serves as a storage device for when you need your things out of sight.
Ceiling fan with dynamo
A single pillow for all preferences! Soft, firm, cool â€“ or a combination â€“ all in one!
Car Karaoke
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Drill Sergeant
Contact Companion
e-ink Xmas Ornaments
The Magic Toothbrush
the thrust
custom speed hair blower
Ladderator
The Expand-A-Can - Trash Can
The Cord Wrap
The Pan Guard
The Picture Pin
Interchangeable Scissor Hands
Resistance Bench Press: Use Resistance Bands As Weights! No More Plate Weights! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Sit-Up Mat: Do Sit-Ups With Comfort And Ease! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Utility-Cord: 3 Extension Cords In One! Hang Them! Strap Them! Light Them! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Paint rollers washer
a device that hooks onto a key
App. Enabled USB Power Adapter
Wrap and Tie
Colors to call out!
Water-Cannon: Never Refill A Water Gun! Use Your Pool! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Heat Belt
Sliding Outlet Extension Cord
Dishwasher Caddy
Flat-Pan: Drain &amp; Serve Your Food From Your Frying Pan In One Step! No Drainers! No Spatchulas! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
RESUB.
Jelly Pen
the car pen
Ice-Stopper: Prevent Your Ice From Touching Your Lips While You Drink! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Meal-Server: Serve Breakfast, Lunch, &amp; Dinner In One Trip! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Music-Plugs: Listen To Music While You Fall Asleep! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
edible cupcake wrappers
Grocery GPS
partical projector
Reversible Ball Pump Needle
Dragon Breath Beads
Dark night shade
Poppy Cord Management
Dual iPhone Dock
Musical Bottle Holder
The Candle Wicker
Imp + App Audio Activated On/Off Switches â€¦ Clap On! Clap Off! And Much More!
Mobile Battery Guardian Angel
#spotsv HangNotes are a paperclip + hanger in 1. Many uses:hold recipe card, leave note on the fridge, leave note to partner on door FUN!!!!
the computer of liam
#spotsv **Magnetic** Rubber Grips for use on pens/pencils, picks, probes, scalpels, modeling type knives and small hobby tools.
Wink ZWave/Zigbee Keyfob
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#spotsv PEN PALS magnetically or by clip attach pen/highlighter to back of book/notebook.Always have a pen available! Perfect when studying!
Cell Phone FiberScope
Automatic self cleaning window
Toilet Cushion Rotator
*GE Patent Induction Cooktop
CAKE DECOR GENIE
Help Alert Button!
Cake Decorating Genie
APP ENABLED THERMOMETER
Vertical Measurement Ruler
Turbo Air Squeegee
Magic toothbrush
These are biodegradable bowls used for kitchen scraps that can be thrown into a compost bin and it will increase the quality of your compost
Flexible Sun Shades with magnetic suction clips (revised idea)
Apple Watch/Nano Tuner Clip
Painters Helper
Pivot Lighting
Water Weasel
Aquarium Fish Feeder
Vinyl Shower Doors
Mobile Drive
Kids Dry Erase Board
The handy roller polythene sealer
Shower Cabinet
Solar Power Phone Holder
ter
Concave shape base Frying PAN
app to scan GE product codes.
Automatic Wild Bird Feeder
dual headphones
Transparent cake cover / Candle Stand to protect the cake from Spray and Confetti.
Two sided ball sponge and brush for kitchen
T shirt with funny Quote on 3D Technology..
Never fight with a kitchen garbage bag again!!! Maximizes the space in your trash bag. Also makes for easy removal.
auto address
No bottom trash can
Baby Bottle Cleaner
Beat-Colors: Let Colorful Lightbulbs Play Along With Your Music! (See Designs &amp;a Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Beany Bag Device Holder
NightShade Comics
Quirky's Lighted Power Plus
Call Ring
Outlet-Locks: Secure Your Electrical Plugs From Children! Keep Them Hidden From View! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Environment Simulator
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KidFinder
Eraser Buddy: Use Your Eraser Cap Without It Ripping Or Splitting. Great For Children! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Icy-Stick: Chill Your Favorite Soda Using A Stick Of Ice! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Weighted Cards
Paint-Covers: Get Paint From Your Paint Bucket Quick &amp; Easy! Use A Screw-able &amp; Unscrew-able Cover! (See Design &amp; Diagram For
Details) RESUB
Fun-Bottle: Pour Your Powders, Mixtures, & Liquids Into Your Water Bottle Without Making A Mess! (See Design & Diagram For Details)
Meter-Ball: Record Your Speed, Distance, &amp; Height Of Your Football Throws! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Drain-Topper: Prevent Floods At Your Sink! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
cell phone turns to TV
Spotter Developer Edition
Variable Volume Ringtone
pogo stick turned shoes
best halloween and christmas
Whiskey and Cola Slushies
never loose your wedding ring
A Self Charging Battery. So There Would Be No Need For An External Charge.
24 ways to wear one top
movie theater everywhere
Being Able To Cancel/Void/Erase A Text.
walk your dog no cold paws
ipad cross-body bag/hands-free tablet support: like a sling in when not in use (ipad in bag under-arm), and positionable for hands-free use
Head phones are boring.
Cordless earbuds. No Cord Attached, Just Ear Buds And ipod.
Cordless earbuds. No Cord Attached, Just Ear Buds And ipod.
Inexpensive, lightweight, pull-on, stretchy, waterproof, EMERGENCY BOOTS - think calf-high scuba shoes with a puncture proof bottom.
Easy carry on bag
3D GO
Pipe Creation
A Self Charging Battery. So There Would Be No Need For An External Charge.
Polish Perfection
Lets Take Safety Wherever We Go. My Idea Is Carbon Monoxide, And Smoke Detection On The Iphone.
A Self Charging Battery. So There Would Be No Need For An External Charge.
Measuring Cup Cutting Board
Quirky Goes To Hollywood. Create a format or panel for people to submit their television and movie script ideas. A talent pool for Hollywood
Bracelet-handle for grown heavy bag
Electrical cord clip. Apply cord clip at base of retractable steam irons. When the retractable feature on steam iron won't lock in place.
Patio Robot Wet Vac
The Grammy Goes To Quirky. Create a format or panel for people to submit their musical ideas. A talent pool for the music industry.
Multi-Zone Cooking Thermometer
Austin Invention Challenge
Scoop n' Serve, Slow Eating Dog Bowl ... Modular Design Grows With Your Dog!
Gamer Buddy
Veinz
Emergency Glow In The Dark Floor Stickers. During a power outage in a multiple floor building. Stickers will guide you to emergency exits.
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Wink Triggered Bath Fan
Austin Invention Challenge
CleanRoad
Cordless earbuds. No Cord Attached, Just Ear Buds And ipod.
Cordless earbuds. No Cord Attached, Just Ear Buds And ipod.
Pool buddy
Cargo Floor for Stow-n-go Vans
Wink Connected Doorbell
SafeCell Seat Belt Pad
No Phone Zone Seat Belt Pad
Front fastening backpack clasp
3D Printer Raft Recycler
Business Card Dropper Bluetooth and APP enabled. If you want to grow your business or meet that beautiful girl. But are too shy to ask.
Truck Leash
One-Hand Detergent Dispenser
Caesar Drink Dispenser With the ability to Dispense All Three Main Ingredients with one lever or dispense each ingredients individually.
File cabinets taking space,WHoaT? Introducing Flat-Files! hang it on the wall, fold it up, zip it, expand it, removable and reorganizable
"Emo", a Emoting Companion Toy
GotUbaby dress
Multi-dimensional Fan
Emo
Hitting the snooze button too much? You won't be able to if your alarm clock makes you plant your feet on the floor and stand up!
"BEANY": The Ice Skaters Beanie - with built-in head protection.
Candlelight Express
K9 Spy
Bath fan home depot. bladeless
Drone Port
Digital Pic Night Light
My Wifi Shadow
Unicycle Trainer
White Noise Night Light
Webcam that follows you
Privacy Room Divider Kit for Hotels, Condos, and Houses
Extendo Plug
Sun detecting-adjusting hat
XTATION
Contemporary/Modern Vegetable Holder with time/weight settings. Compartmentalize your Pantry Vegetables.
Lasso Nut Driver
Reducer tire wear airliners
Garage perimeter warning mat
PHONE CLEANING KIT TOOL
Heated and Cooled Case for all apple products.
Stem Plug - no more leaking
Steel Toe Full Inserts that fit into any shoe or boot. Customized to fit your feet.
Retractable Travel Razor that retracts down and stores in a tiny keychain container. Would be great for a retractable toothbrush also.
A plastic handle drilled to allow toothpicks to be inserted. It's used to hold your corn while you eat it. After eating you have toothpicks!
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Speak Easy
FYI- Tea is the most-consumed beverage worldwide next to water! The "Tea Canister" Mixes the tea bag for 2 Minutes so you don't have to.
Studies show as many as 30% of people use laptops while on the toilet.
Felt pad for hard surfaces.
Hide the shoes easy
Pivot Power Clear
Electro sailor cooler
Connect
Dog Tags For Teddy Bears. One Hotel Chain Reunited 75,000 Teddy Bears With Their Owners In One Year Alone. Never Lose Your Bear!
How about a baby bottle, that's also a rattle. You know the baby rattle, The baby shakes it, it rattles. The baby's entertained, &amp; feeding 2
Multi computer mousestand
my inventive idea is for the cap,you know the Yankee cap, A cap, Sox cap etc.Everybody's wearing them, from Jay-z, TI, Lil-Wayne etc. ItFit.
A wristband/bracelet that signifies that a guy has a girlfriend and that a girl has a boyfriend. It's gonna be fun and marketable.
A dog collar that's also a flea and tick repellent all in one.No more buying the collar and then the repellent, it's all in one.
App Enabled Pill Dispenser
Curtain Canvas, is a shower curtain you can write on while showering. The ink is water proof and disappears in hours. Perfect for inventors!
Hi, this is a device to remove things that fall into a garbage disposal. It is patent pending (Provisional Patent).
The Drunkard's Bag
A two in one baby bottle. In one side you have formula, and the other side you have milk/juice/water. Just Twist The Top For Either Side.
Go Glove
Laptop Carrying Handle
An Illuminated Travel Mirror. Making It Easy To See How To Shave, Put On Make-Up, Do Hair, Eyebrows, You Name It, It's Easy With This Mirror
Being Able To Cancel/Void/Erase A Text.
COOL SPOTS cool your feet
A Self Charging Battery. So There Would Be No Need For An External Charge.
Shower "Grey" Water to Flushing Toilet
Cordless earbuds. No Cord Attached, Just Ear Buds And ipod.
Tower Power will turn your power strip on it's edge. Turning the power strip upright saves space and gets it out of the way.
**Slippers with a built in weight scale** would be a convenient and a motivational tool. Could come in 3 basic sizes: small, medium &amp; large
Soldier's Little Helper
I want a set of *beautiful/modern flame-less candles that are also speakers* They put out a glow and music for a calming atmosphere.
Umbrella Stand and Water Catcher Design (SEE PHOTOS)
Coffee no spill
Umbrella Holder Hands Free: 2 in 1 (SEE PHOTOS)
Tree Planter Back Saver! Help Save the Backs of Tree Planters!
Coffee Free Tea! Keurig hot water insert, keeps your hot water from tasting like old coffee.
Lets Create An Iphone Cover To Keep It Lint Free, As Well As Other Debris/Miscellaneous Imperfections, While Carrying It In Your Pocket.
Quirky + Harman Headphone
Tri-Scraper
Sushi 50/50
Whiteboard Notebook
Perfect fire starter. Steel metal cone with cross beams to hold wood in place and create a hotter fire with less smoke quicker and easier.
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SPUNGEE, Sponge/Squeegee combo
Brella-Magnet (By Idea)
Tent Climatizer
THE BEST BBQ CLEANING BRUSH !!!redefine grill cleaning interchangeable and replaceable brush ends!!added tool to get under the grate as well
Belly-D-Poker (BDP) Protects your stomach from the painful metal button of your jeans or pants. Match the colors of your pants if no belt.
Dog Pop-Up Pad
Passive Solar Flip Blinds
Reusable drinking straw,with a freezable lower half that's an ice pack built into the straw. No ice needed! The straw provides the cold.
Reverse your Ipod 16gb Camera
port a ice
Senior Necktie
Squat Chair
Basketball Pro
Rippple
Sole-less shoe mask", place it on ANY shoe to always look cool for that occasion without sacrificing comfort or compromising your health.
Temporary Tattoo Printer
my inventive idea is for the cap,you know the Yankee cap, A cap, Sox cap etc.Everybody's wearing them, from Jay-z, TI, Lil-Wayne etc.
App-enabled Robotic Grass Trimmer and Wheeled Edger
dfsdf
A wristband/bracelet that signifies that a guy has a girlfriend and that a girl has a boyfriend. It's gonna be fun and marketable.
Retractable Snowboard Support
A dog collar that's also a flea and tick repellent all in one.No more buying the collar and then the repellent, it's all in one.
Blooming Chicken - Just Rip It and Dip It
Imprinter Pro: Create Your Own Nail Appliques inspired by Johnson &amp; Johnson Band-Aids
Get perfect Volleyball sets to practice spiking, blocking and passing all by yourself. yes alone! (or with a friend to spike and block
CHILDREN &amp; ADULTS GET BORED ON AIRPORTS AND AIRPLANES. THE SOLUTION: A quite and simple Non virtual toy game to go. No
batteries required.
instant walkway
Emergencie Siren Detector
Onsen kit
"BUSBOY"-The cordless scrubber for hard to get at corners (tall narrow cups, pots, slow cooker, etc); and an attachment for cleaning faucets
Parents need a case to protect their phones and their kids. It's the safety cap of smartphone cases.
CitriTwist
Side-Wipers: Add Windshield Wipers To Your Car's Doors! See Clearly Through Your Side Mirrors! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Passenger-Buddy: Carry All Of Your Fast Food &amp; Drinks On Your Passenger Seat! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Cap-Server (By Idea)
Cordies Executive: Large and In Charge
Soap n Razor Floater
Cylinder-Slicer (By Idea)
Easy palate
Lite-Plug: Turn Your Phone/iTouch Into A Flashlight! ( See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Pool-Reader: Read The Cleanliness Of Your Pool! Detect Parasites Diseases Or Waterborne Illnesses! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB
Text-Folder (By Idea)
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Pull-Out Hamper: Hang &amp; Store Your Clothes At Your Washing Machine! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Arm-Bottle: Carry Your Water Bottle On Your Arm! No More Holding It In Your Hand! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Harvester (By Idea)
Stow Your Stash: Accessories Case
dfdf
Floor Tile Scale
Lift-Ladder (By Idea)
Pivot Power Mini &amp; Cordies+ Hybrid
Bulb mounted ion generator/pur
Unique USB-Powered Hand Warmer
Dropped Items Retriever(Video)
Musical KickBall
An App-Enabled Toy Car capable to be controlled by touch sensor and moving sensor of a smart device.
A walker with a seat. the walker helps people who needs help walking, but they have to find a place to sit. What if the walker had a seat.
Push Pop Cake Baking Containers
A two in one baby bottle. In one side you have formula, and the other side you have milk/juice/water.
you speak, it writes. A device that writes what you say. Ideal for the handicap, elderly, and people who hate to write letters, like myself.
Handy fruit
3D Cellphone Camera
Smart Air Purifier
foldable soda bottle
Test
Capsule (By Idea)
Thermometer Spoon
Pull-Out Hamper (By Idea)
Smart Air Purifier
"HIDE A WELL PLANTER"
2-in-1 Pet Carrier + Portable Activity Center
So Here's The Question. Why?
The USB Carabandits Flash Drive
Harvester (By Idea)
Trash-Handle (By Idea)
iPad mini Portable Sun Visor Dock / Stand
Austin Invention Challenge
Beer Minder - Why Just Eggs :)
Floating Frog Pool Camera
Detector Low Battery Warning
new
travel
Thumb drive Failed? Master Thumb Drive saves data like conventional thumb drive AND saves data on attached back up thumb drive.
Back side sticker can role and use as a stylish pen...
adjustable dining table
"Please reheat my food in the kettle" Traditional reheating may be best
Angry Squirrel Tomato Tent: Drives squirrels nuts! Imagine your tomato plants safely camping in a tent made with deer netting. PROTOTYPE
Core Builder 360
Kid's Wink enabled nightlight
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Oven Fan
stay put mattress topper
Long Nose Hand Vac
Electrical Belt
Totally covered smart case...
Gunlock
Zig-Zag Pan (By Idea)
best razor idea
Rim Gripper
eye glass with micro projector...
HORIZONTAL HOT DOG TOASTER. Toast the bun with cheese, hot dog pops out onto bun.
Resubmit: WiFi VGA Adapter for Apple Devises
Invention
Colorful Plus
Swimmer Emergency Alert System
WiFi Air Freshener
Thomas the Robotic Tank Engine
Foamatic
pain wane analgesic lotion
Rechargeable iPhone Case/GPS
Dog-friendly "CamelBak"
Future Lights
The Pyro-Fighter Drone
Color thermometer stopper
fish catcher
Calendar Screen
SLR video Feed
The Game Changer
Drain stopper with thermometer
SELFIE "Distance" Camera Lens
small ratcheting mechanism attached to the shoe laces with a Click or a twist and the laces are tight and click a button and they are loose
duo invention
Universal Apple Adaptor
mko n
Reusable aluminum drinking straw with a freezable lower half that's an ice pack built into the straw or snap on ice pack No ice needed!
leaf bagger
360 Mirrorstand
iBoat
Nimbus Sport Dash Wrist Band
Lost &amp; Found Pacifier
LEGO Pieces Easy Image Scanner
DOG MLK - "Doggy Chill Spots" - Place them in your Pets favorite Chill Spots (On the porch, under their favorite tree, or anywhere)
Fish Seeker
Spin A Rooney
Perfect Bead Tape
Finally!! Ultimate in Dumbbell/Abdominal Workout Fitness!! Full Body Workout With ONE Innovative Set of Dumbbell's!!
safety bed guardrail
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Pan-Drainer (By Idea)
Electronic Wallet
Remotely Driven Automobiles
No More Keys Smart Lock
Quirky Food/Beverage Invention
Retractable Electrical Outlet
Quirky "PRONG" iPhone Charging Case! Absolutely does not exist! Let's make this happen Quirky Community!
Pull-Up Blender (By Idea)
FitFam
Plug Power Upgrade.
A button that is attached to steering wheel or dashboard, to activate Siri on older vehicles.
One Gallon Paint Can Holder
Roller Pin Massager/THE RPM
Life Saver
Speedy, The Dog Training Dog
Poppy Seasoning Dry Grind Mill
IMac Screen Stand
Collapsible Wine Tower
Kids App. Enabled Telescope!!
Toilet Lever Lock
Apple Slice Strap
Wink Smart Home Clapper
TriCopter Steerable Kite
Quirky Card Game..
RotaTower
Sticky Fly Swatter
Soda-Sifter (By Idea)
Electronic Luggage Tag
The Ornament Express
Ice-Stopper (By Idea)
Buddy for MugStir! New coffee cup with protective side and bottom, sugar packet pocket and reusable lid to make your homemade to-go.
Meal-Server (By Idea)
Straight Clips
Antivirus software that will let you know (visual or Audible) when your computer is infected.
invention
The Nucleus
Solar Panel Case
Mix and scrape
Wink Plug and Play Sensor
Pill Minder like Egg minder
hole friend
KitVac
Grocery Plastic Bag Separator
iPhone Case e-paper Display
Plug-In Electric Vehicle
Emergency Bracelet
Tree Stump Safe
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Cargo-Rack (By Idea)
Wink Personal Proximity Sensor
iWatch Electret/Motion Battery
Pocket-Keys (By Idea)
Bolts Dice
Poppy Pantry
Tray-Shelves (By Idea)
Portable Cinema
Swivel-Bowls (By Idea)
Baby Hide-a-Gate
The electric tooth brush.
A screen shield/protector that fits the dimensions of the new iphone5
zip-plug
Uni-Tensil (By Idea)
Solar-Brella (By Idea)
iPhone Stand/Hanger
Storage-Pans (By Idea)
Heated baby stroller!!
Flash Drive with e-paper label
ggg
Meter-Ball (By Idea)
Baby monitor receiver bracelet
Mix-Phones (By Idea)
Universal Outlet
Outlet-Locks (By Idea)
Seat vented to filter unit
SMARTLETS (app enabled)
Hydrofuel Solar Car RC
Smart home energy meter WINK
Flash-Screen (By Idea)
heat it up
refresher
Light-e-Light
All in one Sous Vide System
Babe
App Enabled Light Bulb Socket
VERSAGEN - Versatile Generator
BikeGirls
Bend-a-Light (By Idea)
Icy-Stick (By Idea)
Wallpaper B Gone
PORTABLE PHONE CHARGER
Paint-Covers (By Idea)
Dual-Jack (By Idea)
Telescopic Pole Phone Case
Heated baby stroller!!!
ShhBaby
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haul
LolliBrush
organize your face
The EZ Froster
Mobility Minder
All-In-One Picnic Cooler
Mattel Gem Girls
Connected Window Fan
Enhance the use of a hikers walking stick by putting a pepper spray canister inside it to keep a wild animal at bay avoiding an attack.
Cell Phone Finder
Cap-Server (By Idea)
Quickfit Pool Spline
App-enabled showerhead system that allows customization from toddlerhood to the golden years. Save water, time, and effort. Safer!
Customersonlylabs
Smart Remote
Valve-Handle (By Idea)
Ultimate Garage Organizer.
Protect your Furniture
Cooling panels
Edge-Curve (By Idea)
UT Tablet
Heated Manual Snow Plow
Foldable/ Angle Level
Refillable Cat Scratcher Box
THE CHARGER HUB
FRUIT MINDER
Solo Wheel
Hot Water Warning for Sinks
Bag Clip Holder
The Bacon Blanket to catch all the flying grease.
Make it EASIER to store, use, and re-use crayons/markers. SAVE TIME and MONEY. Durable, cool cases that any kid would approve of.
Update & reinvent the household cleaning caddy & organizer. More FUNCTION, more FORM, more DESIGN.
My idea is for a "sock" made out of rubber or similar material to fit over a light switch to prevent electric shocks.
Make it easier to STORE and RECYCLE (batteries, plastic bags, small gadgets, etc). Use horizontally/vertically. Modular, Multi-Use, Modern.
Pen-type polish remover can remove your nail polish. - With Kim Kyung Min
Smart Ball-water mine
Chameleon
Potato Skin Hole Poker Utensil
I-Answers for the Blind
Quirky Towel
Impact reduction child carseat
Clip-on dish towel hook
cool raft
Poker Tablet
UV Light Towel Heater
Logo Creator
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EZ Wipe
PillowBeats: Bluetooth Speaker
Zig-Zag Pan (By Idea)
Pivot USB HUB
Mail Call
Updated, Modern Bath Fan
AC with a View
Pop-Up Pool (By Idea)
Home Safety Lock Box
Pop-Up Pool: Turn Your 1 Foot Deep Pool, In To A 4 Feet Deep Pool! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Inside Out Refrigerator
Intuitive new way to wrap your earbud headphones. Please watch video!
Smart&amp;integral snorkeling mask
It's Ready
Harvester (By Idea)
Reminder Pillow
Compact cellphone battery-charger that uses an alcohol-powered micro-Stirling engine and electric generator that can be carried anywhere
Aud-i-os
Pin-Plug: Pin A Power Outlet Anywhere On Your Wall! Just Use A Push Pin! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
GoPrinter
Smartphone flashlight case
Power 2the peeple
LIGHT WHEELS
We bank online, why not piggy bank online? (With an app) You know, For kids!
BOTTLE CLIP
The Quill
electric fishing pole for dogs
drinkster
pot-tensils
Resistance Bench (By Idea)
Alternate Volume Button
Round LCD display headphones
Machine to recycle tennis ball
GE Novelty Ice Maker
Black Sequin Sweater
Basement condensation sensors
Sit-Up Mat (By Idea)
Cooler
Utility-Cord (By Idea)
GE Beverage Dispenser
Switch-Blade (By Idea)
3D scribbler
Under Cabinet Mounted Tiered Dish Drainer.
SafeFire
wear are you ? bracelet
True protect padlock
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UPCYCLED DOG BED:Inspired by the Quirky Blog post about Upcycling by Jessica Gray. This bed is entirely upcycled except for the outer cover!
Water-Cannon (By Idea)
App-Energi: Provide Power For Your Appliances &amp; Devices During A Blackout! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
PB&amp;J Bites
Treehouse on the Go
Shower scrubber
Watch Band with Color E-ink
Do you feel sometimes your out of space to place those sticky notes in your workspace? Have you ever forgotten to do something important?
PET HEALTH COLLAR
I want to bring a new look to a yard by changing the pathway lights and spot lights
911 System
Re -sub: A portable a/c and cooler with a cooling fan motor design. 2 in 1 concept.for Outdoor and Indoor use.
Pet Alarm Health system
Tortilla-Toaster: Toast 3 Tortillas At The Same Time In ONE Pan! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Tupper-Plates: Turn Your Food's Storage Container Into A Plate! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Task Oriented Lock Box
Up-Alarm: An Alarm Clock That MAKES You Get Up From Bed! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Lift-Ladder: Adjust The Height Of Your Ladder Without Stepping Off! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Grip-Footing: Exercise With Your Bungee Cord Comfortably &amp; Safely! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Video camcorder stabilizer
I Earned This Gray
bookSmark
HRAKE - Hoe/rake
Liquid Melt Sprayer for Ice
Vibro ball
App-Enabled Spare Key Hider
a
Storytelling plate
Sunpad
iQ Sound
Mystical - App Toy Box/Talky
Doggie Fountain allows your pet to have access to clean, fresh water at ALL times. No dirty bowls to clean. No empty or knocked over bowls!!
Package Keeper
Silicone Magnetic Wraps
Page Turner
Children's Riding Suitecase
Converge kids
Exercise Game Controller
Meter-Finger: Make Measurements With A Swipe Of Your Finger! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Cub3s (Quirky Edition): Help Your Child Learn Numbers &amp; Math Problems! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
App Joystick for Cooks
License Frame Camera App
Pocket-Keys: Forget Key Rings! Organize Your Keys In Slots! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Tray-Shelves: Stack All Of Your Ice-Cube Trays On Top Of Each Other! Save Space! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Telescopic Tower Pod
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Uni-Tensil: Use Three Eating Utensils On ONE Handle! Save Space! Great For Traveling! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Bakers Crate
Electricity App Plug
Signal Glove for safe cycling
LIGHT-ACTIVATED AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSER . Relaxing scents every time you turn on the light . Turns off when you turn out the lights.
illumination
Barbie Concert Stage
Bubble Beads
Reusable Concrete Form Table
3in1 :protection bicycle saddl
Safe and Handy Extension Cord
Air Conditioning Ceiling Fan
portfolio and a leather case for iphone.
PetHouse
Recycler: Calculate The Price Of Your Own Recyclables In Your Own Home! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Insect-A-Phone
Wireless Audio Transmitter For The iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch With A Corresponding App
Bicycle Turbine Light
fun glass pitcher of water .
vibrating gold pan
Internet of Things Build Kit
Countertop microwave rack for additional plate
Move It Yourself
Solar-Brella: Bring Electricity To The Beach! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
A coffee filter that has measuring lines ,it comes in REUSABLE too in it for the perfect amount of coffee For cone filters and regular ones.
Purse vanity
docile plug.
Soda-Server: Have Your Own Soda Machine! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Bucket Boys
Storage-Pans: Cook Your Food, Prevent Grease &amp; Oil Splashes, And Store Your Food All In One! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Being Able To Cancel/Void/Erase A Text.
The Levitating Lamp
Lever Arch WhiteBoard Folder
Light switch relocator
WINK Range Stove detector
USB CHARGING POWER POINT
notifyMe
Test
iPhone Extension Arm
WINE'D
Nimbus for KIDS!
Wrapped Extension Cord
Watch Band with E-ink
Securing handbags in your car!
GlowDummyGlow
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Lunch Bag/Mat holds fun inside
Spinner-Mop
FameFrame
RFID Tag Tuner-Hop Scavenging
App enable door buzzer.
Attic Heat Distributor
Poppy Breadmaker
Super Energy Saving Dryer
Shower Curtain Keeper
Create Right Angle Blades for the common #11 hobby knife blade to cut, trim, shape items in hard to reach places.
Smart washier and dryer
My Child's Safety Net
Poppy Ice Cream Maker
PowerBelt keeps you charged
Automatic Plant Rotator â€“ Lazy Susan type plate that rotates once every 48 hours to keep indoor plants growing symmetrically.
Tech Tape to measure "non-flat" surfaces. Update the old cloth tape, replace the metal with cloth tape to measure around curves accurately.
Groove Headphones
No Touch Thermal Thermometer
A removable kitchen back-splash of various size squares, easy application. Once removed wall will be 100% mark free.
Harman Vibe Marquee
Poppy Luxure Cosmetic Case
water bottle flavor cap
Easy Manicurist
Handi-Bands. A heavy-duty large rubber band in various colors and designs that can keep large amounts of paper together.
Sliding Door Air Conditioner
Dual-Jack: Connect Your Earphones Or Headphones To Two Devices At The Same Time! No More Switching! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
RESUB
Twig-Straw: Share A Drink With Your Special Someone! His &amp; Her's Straw! Just Use ONE Straw! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB
Tank-Drainer: Drain The Water From Your Fish Tank In One Step! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Mattel: The Choice Chair
DIAMOND BACK BOOKSHELF
Flash-Screen: Use One Flash Card To Practice Hundreds Of Math Problems! Great For Children! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Eco-Lite: Reuse A Soda Bottle As A Lamp Shade! Be Eco-Friendly! (See Designs &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Eggs, Cakes, Nachos
Ice Juicer
Electric Vehicle Flow-Battery
Clip Spoon: Prevent Your Spoon From Slipping Into Your Cup Or Bowl! (See Diagrams &amp; Designs For Details) RESUB.
Clip Cord: Prevent Your Earphones From Pulling Away From Your Ears! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Barcode Scan Calorie Counter
Seawater Desalinator/Purifier
Cord Control
Megacapacitor Electric Vehicle
Store-N-Go Mug: Store Your Pills, Powders, and Blender All In One Mug! (See Designs And Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Slide Out Flat Panel Pouches
Food Wire Cutter
ChargeSpace
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Cyops Smart Security Drover
NOTED
Coding Building Blocks
A retractable feather or static duster that can be used either alone or clipped on the handle of a plastic broom for better reaching ability
Snap shoe
animalert
Inductive Tool Platform
Astro Mat
A combination self-wringing wet sponge-mop and Swiffer-type mop that has clips added so the sponge-head holds a dry or treated cleaning-pad.
EyeFit 20-20-20
Power stretch
potatoes glasses
Kitchen Aid Light
PIvot Hanger
Home Plant Nursery
BASKETBALL TRICK-SHOTS
LED Camping Light
Underwire Bra
Smart Wine Rack
Twist Bottle
Oven Off
Carry your work clothes &amp; dry cleaning on hangars; yoga mats, beach towels, ads w/ easily attachable, extendable bike accessory. #QCYCLE
Face Page
AUTOLAUNDRY
App Enabled Air Purifier
product 1067
Auto O2
BABY BOTTLE HOLDER
Mobile Induction Charge Shelf
Poppy TWIRL CAP bird feeder
Smart LED Lantern. Great for camping and when the electricity goes out.
ProtectEM
Lemong - Video Included
Air-Charger: Reduce The Temperature Of Your Laptop's Charger! Prevent It From Overheating!(See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Wrist-Mouse: A Wireless Mouse With A Built-In Wrist Rest! Keep Your Wrist Comfortably Positioned! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Pop-Up Bins: Storage Bins That Pop-Up! Pull Them Up, Pull Them Down! Save Space! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
The Urban Transporter
Organizer Hover Grid
Smart Bicycle Seat
Reliable Fairly Priced High Speed Connection Hub
WiFi Thermal Printer
A-E Bicycle Helmet with Lights
Arr tech
Poppy Snack
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Pringles Container
Hasselback/Vegetable Slicer
í•˜ìˆ˜êµ¬ê°€ ë„ˆë¬´ ë”ëŸ¬ì›Œì„œ ëƒ„ì„¸ê°€ ë‚¬ë‹¤.
In Car Video Projector Screen
Countertop microwave rack for additional plate.
3D Press-On Nails Printer
Water Tote Rack and Roll
App-Enabled Toddler Monitor
FiberGlass Desk
Surveillance Camera Ornament
Countertop microwave rack for additional plate.
CereAll (cereal bar maker)
USB stylus
aa
Contoured Self-Adhesive Bumper
WINK 3 Way Security
Baby Changing Pad with Scale
Tape-Saver: Save The Loose End Of Your Tape! Don't Spend Time Looking For It! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Links
Quantified-self Headphones
Soda Box Support
Solar Panel Film
Modular Component Headphones
Shaving Cream Bottle Rust Ring
3-Fer - Mow, Power, power wash
Shower Water Flow Control
Brella-Magnet: Let Your Car Door Hold Your Umbrella When It's Raining! Enter &amp; Leave With Ease! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
RESUB.
Bed loadcells
Tupper-Case: Store Your Food, Utensils, Napkins, &amp; Condiments All In One Storage Container! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details)
Vegetable-Slicer: Slice Vegetables Evenly, Quickly, &amp; Safely! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Stand'n Pee Disposable Funnel
Putty knife on a mission
Water-Till: Cultivate & Water Your Soil At The Same Time! Perfect For Gardening! (See Designs & Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Broom-Vacuum: Use Your Vacuum's Suction Tube As A Broom! Clean Up Hard-Floor Surfaces! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Edge-Curve: Clean Every Last Drop Of Your Jars &amp; Containers! Use A Spoon With A Rubber Edge! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Alarm for anti-morning people
Scrapie - Cutting Board
Perfect Easy Eggs
Reservoir
Customizable Cookie Cutter
Paw Feeder includes VIDEO
Valve-Handle: Get A Grip Over Your Water Valve! Use Your Hands! Not Your Fingers! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Magna Cars
aa
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Text-Folder: Turn Your Textbook Into A Folder! Store Papers, Pencils, Sticky-Notes, Everything! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
App Enabled Air Purifier
Fan-Tastic
Cap-Server: Serve Three Cups Of Soda At Once! Serve Drinks Like A Pro! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Ventu Cold Keeper
Non-spill pet bowl
Trash-Handle: Throw Out Your Trash Without Even Touching It! No More Carrying Or Smelling Trash! ( See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB
Smart Padlock
SolarOptix
D-Lab
Electronic EtchASketch
Flip case lunch utensils
the memphis
OMG UAV
The San-Box Charger Plus
Cellulight
Wi-Fi EtchASketch
the soccer skills
wind panel with no wind
Collapsible Condiment Bottles
Vacuum-Filter: Prevent Your Vacuum From Sucking Up Large Objects! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Soda-Reader: Prevent Your Soda From Freezing Into Ice Or Exploding In Your Freezer! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Mesh N Fresh
Chef's Dual
Mother Ship Hub
A used battery holder that has visual reminders e.g. a counter stating "17 years added to mother earth's life."
Go Charger
CO/CO2 Garage Alert
Flexible but Rigid Power Pod
Oven mits, Tea Towel, Apron
ULTRACAPACITOR POWEROUT BACKUP
Scruballoon
Bellows Boost Headphones
Headphone Invention Challenge
Soap Dispenser Alert
Flexible USB Port
Art Toaster
Flexible USB charger iphone 5
No more tangled wires
Barbershop Chair Toilet
Harman Smart Binaural Headset
Solar Powered Self rotating barrel Composter LED light on lid for looking in
ULTRACAPACITOR CAR BATTERY
2 sonar devices that can be placed on opposite banks of rivers for surveys of Fish populations/species. Could be used by regular fisherman
Build-a-bath
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CORNHOLE LIGHTS
Smart Stamp
Louver Shift Tracking Fan
Pan-Drainer: Cook Your Food Without The Excess Oil &amp; Grease! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Accessory Holder
Motor One Ice Cream Maker
Window/Door Draft Eliminator
Pull-Up Blender: Save Every Last Drop Of Your Blended Foods! Don't Throw Away Hard-To-Reach Leftovers! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details)
No-Spill: Prevent Your Cup, Soda Can, Or Water Bottle From Spilling! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Fruit-Bowls: Prepare Fruit Salads And Take It To-Go! Don't Use Separate Bowls Or Fruit Slicers! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Onion-Slicer: Slice An Onion Without Smelling Fumes Or Having Watery Eyes! (See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Shampoo Pods
Sink-Tub: Prevent Water Overflowing When Cleaning Plates &amp; Cups! Use A Tub Instead!(See Designs &amp; Diagrams For Details) RESUB.
Precision-Ruler: A Ruler With A Built-In Pencil Slider! Make Perfectly Straight Lines! (See Design &amp; Diagram For Details) RESUB.
Chopping-Bowl (By Idea)
TelephoneFreeLandLinePhoneCall
cell phone arm sleeve
BBQ/oven baster
led shower curtain rod
velcro shower holder
Ribbon Flower Bed #Homedepot
App enabled Bowling Ball
Pinwheel Music Box
Packing Squares
RETRACTABLE WALL MOUNTED LEASH
Dating Game
Stop Bra strap cutting
TP-960
oil pipeline spill preventer
Worlds Fastest Pizza Oven
Surround Sound Shoulder Pad
Smart Headlamp Spycam Toy
App Enabled Hair Brush Plus
The Bagel Box
I like alot of artists have a constant problem of smudging my artwork. My invention is a half glove made of a smooth material.
An Electronic Dart Board using real darts and keeping track of your game w/ an app
I like alot of artists have a constant problem of smudging my artwork. My invention is a half glove made of a smooth material.
Electronic Wind InstrumentTOY
New Skating Challenge
Voice Control Light Switch
BBQ Grill Easy Hard Cover
TEST
SHOCK NO MORE
My dog speaks
Bendy and Compact iPad Stand
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The Light Ball
My idea is a new,eco friendly book light.It will be more useful and effective(as below). This will effectively light the page-UPDATE+resub
Micro Suction Wall Plate
Back to school supplies come into play before your kids get to school! It's time for an alarm clock that will actually get them out of bed.
Micro-suction USB Pod for Imac
Coat Hood Guard Keep Hoods On
Charge phone up High wi Magic
Top Notch Potato
Transparent iPad/iPhone Cover
Laundry Scrubbing Balls.
Control and Monitor your Circuit Breaker with your phone!
Physical Therapy Jogging Bike
New tea spoon
The Future of Plates
Why settle for just one scent? Let's make a product that can contain at least three candles and mix their scents together.
Dangle Berries
REMINDER WATCH
lottery ticket saver
Cat Scratcher
Siren Alert
Lottery scanner
Create Right Angle Blades for the common #11 hobby knife blade to cut, trim, shape items in hard to reach places.
Lost Sock (items) holder for those lost socks you find when cleaning that have run away from home. Store them until their mate is found.
Arm assist getting in/out of a vehicle. Grab the portable bar that can be inserted into any Car/SUV/Light Truck to help you get on your feet
Resubmit: Taco Stand: Oven safe, stand and stuff Taco Plate. You can warm them, stuff them and present them on the same plate
Rooftop wind turbine+Alternator+Battery Back up=Small wind generator. Reengineer/engineer off-the-shelf components to produce electricity.
Combine two electrical outlets on one cord. Separate surge protected outlets on each side/end of workbench/couch/bed.
(KATIE) APP ENABLED TONING BAR
Happy Teeth
Tech Tape for tailors/seamstresses. Time to update the old cloth tape, replace the metal with cloth tape and get accurate measurements.
EZ Find Pull Out Tray System
Lost Sock (items) â€œDocking Stationâ€ for those lost socks that have run away from home. Hang them up until their partner comes home.
Easy Pull Down Overhead Outlet
SafeKid Alarm
This is the only automatic pet feeder that can feed up to three pets at a time and includes a water fountain!
Teething Pacifier. Baby's use toys to help them with the pain. but how about a multi-functional teething product. Better than all the rest.
Bendy magnetic Strip for tablets and cell-phones. Place on back of phone or i-pad. Bend into stand when needed. most compact stand ever.
Backyard Splashpark
Gloves With Dish Detergent
COUNTAINERS
Lillie Bliss Actives
Iphone 5 case with 2 or 3 usb memory sticks attached - work/home/project different memory stick for different files.
Sensor for automatic window
Stop flood waters BEFORE they ruin everything. TOO BIG FOR QUIRKY? Dunno... View stills. Watch the animation.-p
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See "Chasing Ice"
Rooftop wind turbine+Alternator+Battery Back up=Small wind generator. Reengineer/engineer off-the-shelf components to produce electricity.
At a parking spot: More on preventing your car from damaging "kisses on behind"
Combine two electrical cords into one. Separate outlets needed at each side/end of workbench/couch/bed for tools/lighting/alarm clocks.
SOCKS WITH WARMER TOES' PART
Cup holder this stand alone travel ready cup holder will hold most if not all cups and glasses 12oz up to 44oz mega cups without spilling
RESUBMIT: Rechargeable and wireless power for any device. Plugs directly into power socket (90% vote to view)
Self Rinsing Toothbrush
AUTOMATIC WINDOW-BLINDS WITH CONCERN ABOUT PRIVACY IN THE ROOM
SIMULTANEOUS WASHING OF INCOMPATIBLE FABRICS
Tea is a ritual at my house :) A *FLOATING TEA STRAINER* would be convenient. Possibility to make it DIGITAL to have perfect tea every time!
**CLIP ON SAND TIMER** Simply clip the timer on edge of table and it will never topple over during a game. Help with visuals welcome please.
Back Lotioning Applicator
A MAGNIFYING DEVICE FOR THE I'S
BETTER AUTOMATIC DRINKING BOWL FOR PETS
HANDIER SEWING SPOOL
Nose dilator(for congested nose),made as coil: it is more comfortable and reliable than those on the market.Cheap production,high in retail
NEW SEWING SPOOL. IT ALSO MAKES EASIER TO THREAD THE NEEDLE AND IT CUTS THE THREAD !
NEW SEWING SPOOL. IT ALSO MAKES EASIER TO THREAD THE NEEDLE AND IT EVEN CAN CUT THE THREAD !
Let's make sand timers that Bobble! No need to hurry and set the timer back up when it falls! Perfect check out impulse buy at Toys R Us!
shower mirror steam stopper
right angle toenail cutter
Hangtime
Headphone Plus
fishing reel flashlight
fishing pole flashlight
cyclone gear
Tech Tape Center Finder - Extension to Tech Tape from Quirky. Measure and have the display show the center/middle of the measurement.
Tech Tape for tailors and seamstresses. Replace the metal tape with a cloth tape and still get accurate measurements.
Arrow "disappeared" from computer screen - how to pull it back...
Arm assist getting in/out of a vehicle.
vehicle retractable solarshiel
Extra plugs needed at the end of 50-100 foot extension cord.
Mi Monster with app
E-book publishing by Quirky. With all the creative minds all ready on Quirky there are probably many writers with book ideas also.
Bendy magnetic Strip for tablets and cell-phones. Place on back of phone or i-pad. Bend into stand when needed. most compact stand ever.
Safe To Borrow
Breath Test
App enabled body thermometer
Nylon Bag Ptotector
UV cell screen germ killer
Squishy Case made from a foam (memory foam?) material, so you can easily grip the phone and protect it from hard drops.
Home Made Whipped Cream Maker
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The Extender (Resubmit): Plug with wind-up cord extension so you can take the power to the device. No more tugging, pulling or unplugging.
Wall Light w/ Battery Backup
Self Inflatable Bike Helmet
Desk tidy and all in one computer Accessory Wrap. speakers, phone dock/charger, USB slots, pen holders and containers for paper-clips etc...
Shuzee Stash
Electronic Charge Plus
Iphone 5 case with 2 or 3 usb memory sticks attached - work/home/project different memory stick for different files.
ScoreKeeper
Ultimate Bedside Companion
tamp can
Fish-N-See
Pool buddy
The perfect toothbrush. Any Dentist will tell you to brush up and down motion Not saw side to side. My brush will do just this w lil effort.
Deep fryer Safety Flange. Clips firmly around the bottom of your fryer bucket so that if your Oil overflows it will be directed from flame.
Keyboard Music Instrument
super bath fan
Bathtub Toybox!
Solar outdoor dehumidifier
Wink enabled picture app
Aroma
APP Enabled DIGITAL MIRROR
feet heaven
APP Enabled DIGITAL MIRROR
Hover Shade
Easy remove trashcan modify.
MOTOR INFINITO
Side charger pulls
Iphone 5 and Ipad USB memory stick - save important files directly from your Iphone or Ipad.
Unisex jewelry box
The Bye Cry
WINK Person Recognizer (resub)
Earphones with Charging Cable
USB dock for easy storage and organisation of all those USB drives we all have.+ GODZILLA!
Coding Building Blocks
Universal Pull Cart Stabilizer
Big block engine usb
Plug-in Light Strips
Coffee Sleeve Saver! Quirky Designed!
Hold Books in a Bundle - Quirky Improved Design!
Coding Blocks
Simple and robust â€œTorch Wormâ€ can flex, be any length you want and easily be modified to suit the purpose that you need.
MOTOR INFINITO
Collapsible &amp; Adjustable Bed Laptop &amp; Tablet Table Holder that Fits Laptop Bags for Travelling.
Stylus with zoom in/out button or wheel. Easier than current method of zooming (tapping).
Single card iphone cover. No need to remove card. Scan or show card whilst attached to phone cover. saves time and effort.
Adjustable Desktop Table with Octopus Legs for Maximum Flexible Multi Purpose Use Anywhere!
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Stay Safe with the bicycle hand signal patch. Indicates a right or left turn at night using LEDs'.
Pen with LED Light Attached! Write in the Dark Whenever You Want! Other Tools Can Benefit from This LED Light Attachment!
Finger Flippers: Flip food in a hot pan, on a BBQ or in the oven. Finger Flippers protect the thumb and index finger from getting burnt.
RESUBMIT. Adhesive photo corners for your photos that can be attached in any configuration on a wall.
Motion sensing, Light Emitting, Rechargeable Glowing Collar Charm
Laptop Clean Cooler
TC WeB SEEM IT ACCESSORIES
The Sandwich Stacker
Slicer Guide for Small Items
"Hey Siri" Remote Station
Bluetooth keyboard that wipes out the weaknesses of tablet &amp; hybrid PCs, with built-in storage, disk drive, battery, speakers, USB, HDMI etc
Mattel Party Hat Surprise Paks
Your Number One Fan
RESUBMIT: Rock Chair: A desk chair for good health, I'm sitting on one now. It's the best chair ever!
Kitchen Entertainment Center
Never eat a soggy sandwich with wilted lettuce again! Sandwich stacker lets you enjoy a freshly made sandwich anytime and anywhere.
Spiral Cutter for curly fries
Skate blade dryer
RESUBMIT: Fist Assist Ratchet screwdriver is a new take on the T-screwdriver with interchangeable bits.
The best kitchen and garage organizer ever. Stick the mat to any surface and stick whatever you want to it. Organize your stuff: Video
LED / GPS Strips For Car
Add a Earbud /Headphone wire hole to anything! Backpacks, Hoodies, Coats, Work clothes, Athletic wear. Retrofit outfits for comfort & style!
Snore Stopper app/Imp and device
The Swiss army knife for the IPAD!
Mattel Magic Flower Pot
Chandelier (A pong game)
WINK Person Recognizer
Size adjustable, popup Paint Booth
OMNI POWER! Power &amp; convenience for ALL of your electronics on the go!
My idea is an inexpensive device to help you keep up with your iphone or ipod and also keep your device from being damaged when dropped.
SNOW Again!? Don't Worry about waking up early to scrape the windows anymore!! (Please read full description before voting)
Clean room bomb
Wild Tiles
Universal Car Smart Phone Holder! This will literally take you ONE second to use! No more suction cups, NO more bulky devices! NEW DESIGN!
Cell Phone Chain Tether
My idea is an inexpensive device to help you keep up with your iphone or ipod and also keep your device from being damaged when dropped.
Holography Blinds or Shades
Beadtastic!
Ipad case Memory & Flash Drive
Thermo-Cool Pastry Mat
Thermoelectric Hurricane Lamp
APP ENABLED 3-D Puzzle Cube
OnCore Smart Light Switch
Window A/C WiFi Retrofit
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WINK Synced Baby Headphones
bus stop sign
Vendor Bendor
Quick Dry Hair Dryers
App-Enabled Noiseless Radius
Evaporative Cooler Converter
USB flash drive watch
Smart Meat thermometer
VENTLESS HEATER HEALTH FILTER
Picture Frame Thermostat
Ab Roller Extension
Portable collapsible (sun)screen provides privacy and/or shade for using laptops, tablets, e-readers, smartphones etc. in sunny places.
screen genie
loco app
ULTRACAPACITOR CORDLESS TOOLS
Window Hung Generator
Crank portable charger
Invisible hair curlers keep girls looking gorgeous *while* they have their curlers in.
The Ultimate Beach Bag - Solving all those common issues.
Soundmixy
Smart Remote Power Strip
Key finder, Phone finder
Cell phone emergency contacts.
Motion sensor to quiet headphones as someone approaches, to avoid being startled!
Rise &amp; Shine
ReadyPour
Bug Be Gone glass and can covers - keep the bugs out of your drink.
Dishwasher pegs keep tupperware in place | A companion piece to Tether
MyProject
Solar Home Aquaponics System
melon drink
CrashCopter + live video feed
Smart Flat Wall Christmas Tree
Power Crib
Wink Auto Drip Faucet
Eclipse
The car hopper
Ride-on Stroller
Sticky Surge Protector
FaceLight
Airplane clean
Wristband LED Video Light
FaceLight is a stand with built-in light panels optimized to produce diffuse lighting for you to look like a star in your video calls
Limb Shot
PS4/XBone On The Go
Placemat with Cup Holder
Clingman's Pad Panties
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The Sliding Mouse Laptop
UPS &amp; Power Tool Charger
Solar Cooler with Spike
WINK Information Hub for TV
A indoor RC toy that Mom loves
WINK gaming control plug
Enjoy hot n ready pizza? Get it home it's less then hot n ready! You need a Quirky thermal take out pizza case, Bring piping hot pizza home.
Wind-Powered Charging Case
Prep and Dine Plate
Quirky The Snowman
Wi-Fi Router w/ Wi-Fi to Phone Adapter. Eliminate cordless phones. Use your Smartphone as a cordless phone.
Baby Teething Bracelet
An iPhone case that has the necessities for hikers and campers.
36 inch long lighter-HomeDepot
Flexisheet
Wink Safe Light
StopDrop Phone Band
Wi-Fi to Phone Adapter. Eliminate cordless phones. Use your Smartphone as a cordless phone.
LAPTOP COOLING PAD w/ AIR FILTER. KEEPS LAPTOP COOL & CLEAN.
Have you lost a Pen, Pencil, Marker, & Highlighter because they were scattered everywhere? Why not combine them into one? All in One Pen.
LAPTOP COOLING PAD w/ AIR FILTER. KEEPS LAPTOP COOL &amp; CLEAN.
Folder-Binder
Loving Parent Lock Box
App paired weighing scale lets you "compete" incognito with other weight "losers" online to give that extra push! RE:96% V/V, 216V!
Kids Calender Clock
Clip strip for homes. Vertical Packet organizer, free up space in your pantry while organizing packets.Packets are easy to access.
Monitor your health&amp;weight!App paired weighing scale lets you "compete" incognito with other weight "losers" online to give that extra push!
Masquerade Booth
ToolBox with PowerStrip
Cut in half your trips to the sink. Basket with divisions and handle aids in picking up the table ! With drip tray. Has 3 uses!!
mosquito protection-bed fishermen and others; mosquito net on a hinged support adjustable to any size bed fishing and other camping products
Got a small bathroom with limited space? Combine the trash/plunger/toilet brush together for room &amp; style w/ the ability to change the look
Snow Roller
*CUSTOMIZABLE BLANK BIKES FOR CHILDREN* No 2 bikes will ever be the same!!! Possibilities for accessories: markers,frame skins,stencils...
xzfsdf
DVR Share
S.M.A.R.T
Multilingual Character
Peel top can
The Pro Practice
Automated cat and dog brush
Sprinkler toy for pets
Lego Tray Above Desk/Table
Copypen
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Glass stirrer with color changing contents or Bendable stick with printed temp. gauge to let user know when a hot beverage is safe to drink.
Turtle Winder
Outdoor Auxiliary Sensor Light
UPDATED: Solar Fold Up Chair
Pocket Piano Dots are *individual* piano sounding pieces that would apply to a surface via suction cups. Kids will love using this in car!
Power/Light Cord Holder Pole
Electronics Learning Lab Kit
A computer *ORIGAMI MOUSE* mouse with Origami features folds flat for convenience when on the move or traveling.
Smart WiFi Outlets/Switches
Zeus, the PowerÂ² Generator
Fruit Infusion Travel Mug
Flavored Water Mixology Machin
Supplement Tracker
Happy feet
peanut butter hazelnut nutella
Wheel power
Parametric Speakers
Speed limit Governor
Med Minder - Did I take it?
Anyone
Earthquake Alarm Clock
Mobile food heater
Cork Plugs. Another fun accessory for the crates. Individual plugs with cork material for user to attach notes or pictures.
Beautiful Punch Bowl with *BUILT IN FRUIT INFUSER* There are pitchers, why not punch bowls? Possible universal suction attachment.
Portable Skateboard and Bike Ramp - Fun For The Yard and Driveway - Easy To Setup, Take Down And Transport
Flip Charger
aerh
The #1 cause of death in kids is DROWNING! App enabled pool device that alerts when child/pet has fallen in pool. Possible Licensing deal
Trunk Zipper! Very close! Help
The Reclaimer
Babies love pacifiers and rattles, but now both are together in the ultimate baby toy
USED BOX ERASER (UBE)
Need an organized refrigerator surface? Store recipes or your child's artwork with my magnetic LCD picture frame. It also runs on battery
Bluetooth case
Bike for 3rd-world countries
Edged-spoon
Smart Home
Splash Guard For Kitchen Sink
Pillow Cane
Soapy
All in one Wireless Baby Crib
Pop Up Case
Soup Bowlw/ temperature Gauge
Lumi-Two ways to illuminate
TV Remote Guard
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I phone head lamp
Copy Machine Toner Cartridge
Breakfast Factory
Movie link
The collapsible Wig Holder
Automated Pet pleasure tool
Back Flash
Bread Dispenser:Keep the breads fresh, don't mix them but organize them, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
Wall Switch Humidity Control
BottleUp
Fingertip Mount Wireless Mouse
No Invention
Vint Bracelet
#spotsv Flushable Qtips
Easy-to-water flower pot
iSmart Headphone
Breathalyzer car key
Automatic Light Switch
Walk Master
SCRATCH FREE SCREEN PROTECTOR + SILICONE FRAME OVER MOLDED as one single case cover
RESUBMIT number 3! Sink sprayer attachment with changeable scrub brushes for different surfaces AND soap dispenser built in. PLEASE Comment!
Wet Sander
Find My Dog (1 APP 100 gadget)
Help the downtrodden and oppre
BATH/SINK WATER PRE-HEATER+
Shoe Rack
Laptop/ipad sleeve with a universal, secure, adjustable strap-on that can be attached outside of any travel bag for easy access anytime.
Use your own coffee with your Nespresso
Hair Spray Deflector
ANTI-RUST SIMPLE ADD-ON
Spot
Grass Trimmer Attachment
naturelectricity
Travel bag
Whisper Quiet Flying Drone
Digital Pantograph drill
ImagiWagon.
Trunk Grocery Cart
Condo
New! Wink/GE Attic Monitor
Child's "Teach Me" Toilet Seat
Clean Bottle
Multi-Head Screwdriver
csdfasf
Electrified anti Red Slug
Easy-hold bowl with spoon holder for those who eat in unconventional places
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Face Time
AC Plug In Air Freshener
Multi Purpose Pull Cart Resub
Socially Secure or Freedom6
Rolling Lawn Mower Ball
Mattel Wake up Teddy Bear
G.E. inductable and lamp
HangFan
4-Slot Desktop Hard Drive Storage Unit
A cake pan designed to bake four small volcano-shaped cakes **Add ice cream, fruit chocolate syrup and other toppings.
a basket which saves effort.
Connect as many UBS's to each other as you want then pivot them out of the way. That's really it, modern and fun
Rotating Snowboard Bindings
The 2-Tank Propane Gas Valve
kindness: easy transfer of a disabled person in a wheelchair to a bed or a car.(Resub)
Credit Card Pen
Perfect~Pour Beer Glass
GE LED Gesture Light /w Backup
Mittzle
Collapsible baking rack for use with silicone baking sheets. Secondly, a collapsible baking cooling rack. 2for1 Look at Pictures
Great idea,"ninja turtles big"
Fridge Frames
BingoBall-resub-Mattel
MAGNETIC :) plug for Crates. Simply flap open and secure in place notes and pictures without harming them. Fit directly into holes.
Insect Motion Detector
Shower Power
Single outlet plug for crates. Place directly into crates in a convenient spot for you to reach easily.
Edible Staples
Beach Clothes Hanger
The Adjustabowl
Smartphone clip
What about a *MODULAR WALL/TABLE ANT FARM* Create it in any shape and any size. Imagine the possibilities! Kids will LOVE this.
Sunless Interior Solar Lamp
Bike Battery
Bubble Splash Jump Rope
Simple 1 piece molded SUCTION HOLDER FOR NAIL POLISH. *PROP YOUR POLISH* No more gripping between knees or having to be extra careful.
A simple solution that will end the battle of the Strongest Trash Bag. Tried and tested.
360 Degree Video and Panoramic Photo Digital Photo Frame, Remote Control, touchscreen, WiFi, cloud access, speakers
Rain barrel dog dish
Hideaway Charging Alcove
Ramen Noodle Brewer
Sock Sheet
Pet Solar
How about a simple toy that cleans your floor? Auto rolling ball that picks up lint, smal debris and hair using internal static electricity.
Limb Saver for Surfers
Water Pogo
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App In Sync Lightbox Cameras
Small USB Camera. No screen just use viewfinder. No cables needed to download. Compact, convenient and fun! Fun gift idea
GoTote
smart board
Sok Drop
Curl Crown
Don't forget the baby!
x2attachable screens to laptop
Inflatable jacket old people
Paint holder prevents drying
How do you delete a project?
Toaster Oven Heat Shield
Berry 'fuzers
Battery powered microwave
Monster High Nail Art Printer
MyMood
Wire Fence Un-roller
Silent Snacks
Bluetooth Headset + Projector
Bubble Rides
mini hover
Quik - snap hook kitchen
Mobile Stand
Baby Formula Warmer
Lined up
Port GSM Card
A smart, App-enabled, Bread, Cake, and Cookie Machine that makes multiple loaves
Find your golf swing tempo
Stain Preventer Strip
Thermos Plus
Silicone Laptop Screen Hoodie
A home Pap smear kit that any woman can use in the privacy of her home. It must be easy to use, low-cost, and yield lab-quality results.
Pest monitoring system
Insole stickers
Sensors/watering house plants
Cruisin With Tunes
An automated bread machine that makes muliple loaves and can also bake cakes.
A multi-purpose iPad cover that targets the healthcare market but can be used by everyone.
Air Draft Detector for Windows
A Home Pap Smear kit that every woman can use at home. Must be easy to use and yeilds professional lab-quality results.
An automated bread machine that makes muliple loaves and can also bake cakes.
Car window sensor
FOOTBALL EMOTION
Dry Flush
Floating Toys Swimming Mat
Pet Fire Safety Chute
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A Medical Kiosk (mini-clinic) placed in the community for consulting with a doctor, checking vital signs and buying contraceptive products.
Did the postman come yet?
Lighted Beads and Cross Rosary
Window Noise Cancellation
Doorbell Smarphone Helper
Magnetic Bluetooth Headphone Necklace. (never fumble with wrapping, losing or tangled headphone again)
TouchScreen Puzzle
A POPULAR RESUBMIT: A Floating LED touch ball Lamp. $$VOTE for Me$$
Earthquake Egg
A LED touch ball with a built in magnetic ring that floats on top of a mirrored gravatron base unit.
DisSOLV toilet cleanser
Combine a nail cutter with a hair scissor and other pedicure set for personal use like the convenience of a swiss army accessibility.
EZ slide under heavy furniture
Configurable Pantry
Clean â€˜N Mix
Bicycle Wheel Cleaner
Soap Bubbles by Kids Dancing
Car Steering Wheel Alarm
Universal bluetooth
ì „ê¸°ë¡œ ë§Œë“œëŠ” ì†Œí˜• í–¥ìˆ˜ ì œì¡°ê¸°
A silicone disc to fit inside of standard ice cream pints to keep ice crystals from forming on the surface of remaining ice cream.
Homie
j-charge
soda can cap and straw
Anti-roll Back Stop
A clipboard with a *Flush Clip* When not in use the clip is level with the rest of the board. Less bulky &amp; easier to store &amp; ship
Lap Pad Outlet Station
Solo Line Extension - Small version of Solo for babies/kids. Fun colors/patterns
Robowash Car Washing System
Cotton Swab Holder Saver!
Portable Surround Sound
Snooze or Brew? Coffee Pot turns ON, when your Alarm turns OFF.
Aerial Locator Life Preserver
Portable Retractable Outlet
Dual iPhone Ear Plugs
Floor rag gripper - Video is attached.
iPhone ring amplifier
Portaphone
A sink strainer that expands = many sizes in one. Extending arms for stability. Save counter space. Convenient for storage as well.
Space -on your nightstand- bar
Dragon Near
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ì• í”Œ ë¼ì´í”„
PAPERCLIP STAPLER!! Store paperclips and clip your documents with ease..
Plastic travel mug that performs like a stainless steel thermos mug by using heated gel packs for keeping liquids hotter for longer
The sand tracker - Roller which creates railroad tracks. Resub: 567 votes - Thanks!
Dental T-Rex
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Controllable floating lights
Flavored temples on glasses
Self-support Wall Ladd
Augmented/Virtual Reality
Mead Light
Dumb Talk
Laptop Carrying Handle and Sleeve in One
snow blower salt spreader pack
Baby Boomer
Firefighters Survival Suit
Cotton Swab Saver! How many times do we need to throw away those cotton swabs? Let's Create a Cotton Swab Holder that is reusable forever!
Improve Dental Floss Holder Saver in Quirky! Save the length of your dental floss you use daily.
Laptop Bed Table: Collapsible and Adjustable that Fits Laptop Bags for Travelling.
step ladder adaptor
Mattell Learning Chart
Smart heating vent
Iplug-shuffle
The traffic gym
Todays Internet TV is lacking
The iHealth Bracelet! A Bracelet that monitors key health statistics. Blood pressure, heart rate, hydration, even blood alcohol level.
Stay-In Collapsible Window Fan
Super Cool Shirts
ccc
Ilo Azule
Birdo
Bladeless Quadcopter
Smart charging smartphone case
Door Lock Delete
Smart Wallplate for Switch
Air Conditioning Revolution
Bladeless drone
ProShow
Smart hand
Fun Art work curator
Porta Change
Nursing Moms who Travel
Inflatable Baby Mat Fence
Auto-Auto Shade
Iwatch docking station
A Lap Top bag that is TSA Compliant X Ray AND sturdy.
Tofu Topper
ìœ ê¸°ë† ë§ˆìš”ë„¤ì¦ˆì™€ ìƒí¬ë¦¼ ì œì¡°ê¸°
Extension Socket
Auto Lights
Safe stretcher stairs
Hide
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Battle Box
Tamper Proof Pod Dispenser
Link-Trays #KitchenGadget
Bobble Brush Family (Line Ex.)
reverse umbrella
No more dead car batteries!
ketchup top
This" drill n vac" component has a neat and convenient way of removing screws from studs to disposing the screws into a vacuum bag all in 1.
Perfect neck pillow
Trash Cannon!
Save the Trees
Refrigerated Fixin's Keeper
Do Not Disturb/DND Headphones
All in One LCD Card
Hoisereez
Remote balloon burster
Squeeze Measure Oil Bottle
FingerPointer
EduSecure
OUTLET DETECTOR
POLYGLOT CHARACTER
TEMP PAD
Auto Clock
Reposition Your Outlet
consulting and debt collecting
iPhone 5c Wallet
POLYGLOT CHARACTER
A New Twist for Pivot Power
Paper Clamper
TEA BAG PRESS
1 FINGER OPEN SODA BOTTLE CAP
Kroma Wink audible alert
Gutter lights
Toy Car
Computer Lunch
ì˜¨ë„ ê°ì§€ ë¨¸ë¦¬ë ì›¨ì–´ëŸ¬ë¸”
Junk Funk
Voice recognition E-Flashcard
Sports Charger
My Cup
The Slide-Handle Screwdriver
H2OLev Ball Pool Toy
Toastheater
"Solo 2" - Collapsible Hanger
Fan-LED Smart Silent Strips
Clip On Close Rail Hooks
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Space saver 4 hanging garments
CE-Athlete Bag
Pin Art Organizer
Electronic field
Even Spreader
Sunpad
The Smart Parking Meter
Most of hatstands and hangers have a pointed hang and doesnÂ´t move.
iJUMP
Remote Scent Soother for Pets
Doggie carseat
Fresh Bread in Aluminum Foil
Warm LED &amp; Blacklight Bulb
Side-Cutter
Pop-UP Messages- Party Horn
Hot Driveway!
Wall Painting Robot
Healthy House Plants and Christmas Trees
asdf
A smart doorbell system that you can program to NOT ring during certain time periods (Nap time for the kid).
bathandle
Hello! My idea is for a recipe holder with a plastic sleeve and magnification on one side that would hang on a cabinet hook in the kitchen.
Harman Different Earbuds
Don't Take Off Headphones
Test
Inclimate navigation app
WHEELBARROW ATTACHMENT
Hands full? Then try the Motion Activated Condiment Dispenser! Very sanitary too! Check it out and VOTE! COMMENTS ARE GREATLY
APPRECIATED
MORPHULA
USBCHAIN
GAXT
Self Testing GFCI-App Enabled
The Smart Alarm Clock
Multiple Language learning
Crumb Catcher
Kiwi..Mmm... Spoon Scoop Eat !
Mobile Station
Caulking Gun Grease
Smart house paint
The I(imitation)app
App enabled Termites Detection
BackR - Conversation Recorder
smh
Self-Retracting Flag
Boling Water Whistle
Ear Drums
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Really... wireless earbuds
What do you do with that last banana? Change the design on banana holders by adding one piece to the medal hook to hold the last banana.
Sleep Aware
Fitbit watch accessory
Let there be light!
The coffee bean
Garden Hose Swizzle
Rechargeable Power Strip
Butter Ball - The Hot Sprayer
T-Shirt
Buddy Buggy
Priveeto RESUBMIT
#spotsv Hooks on a Roll! - with strong, flexible wire hooks and closed loop feature - one hook or a row of hooks - whatever and when needed
Drying rack with heater/blower
SPOTLIGHTS COMPOSER
facebook for dogs
Wheelbarrow Breakdown
Manual Water Flosser
Rotating Hotdog Fork
My Coffee
Sleek Walkie Talkie Wristband -Stay connected to your kids in large crowds-App Enabled
Coolheadz
Toiletry Carry On Bag
Adjustable Laptop Sleeve with Velcro Straps! Use it for ANY SIZE Laptop, Notebook, Netbook, Tablet Device!
pillow case alarm
roller
How to delete
Remote finder
Skin Changeble Wall Clock
The Mixer Container
Ultimate Portable Humidifier
Bend- to- fit
Intercept
Kitty Litter Scoop with extended-reach handle and plastic bag attachment
ì–ì–
Barking Dog Alarm with lights
Remolt Control Speakers
A Wink Space Heater
"Smart Checkmate". Bringing smart phone and check together. A phone tray to hold a camera phone &amp; a plastic envelope to hold a check.
Strobe Flairs...(Led flairs)
Stereo wings for your laptop!!
Crown / Baseboard Wand Cleaner
Food Expiration Date Monitor with Color LED Light Indicators
Bottle Saver (Shampour)
Smart Stove
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Computer Mouse Tail
Food and Drug Expiration Date Monitor with Color LED Indicators
Remote Scent Soother for Pets
Palm Poppers Game inspired by the gum wrapper popper
Power Strip Extended!
Framer's Friend
SmokeCarbon smartphonedetector
Resubmit - Heated butterer for those, "Oops the butter is still cold" moments! Just like you do with your corn on the cob!
Little Dipper
Mattel: CamouPets
Bandits-enabled iPhone case
Mattel: Professor Frog
Over the Arm Caddy + Charger
Hot Drink Straw
Slice it right!
MattelCharming Barbie Bracelet
Musical Softball/Baseball
Emergency Siren Detector
Mulit Foam Roller
Double-secure portable dorm safe. A traditional safe or lockbox is useless if a thief can easily remove it from a dorm room.
PRIVACY iPhone case - flip out "wings" shield your data from prying eyes
CustomBobble
A cake pan designed to bake four small volcano-shaped cakes.
Awkwardless
Glasses Projector
baby swing
A SNOW SHOVEL WITH A SHOCK ABSORBER BUILT IN. SAVES YOUR WRIST,ELBOW,SHOULDER AND BACK FROM SUDDEN STOPS
CAUSED BY CRACKS,ICE,AND HEAVY SNOW
Light Socket Converter
7 Day Pet Feeder
CarWall
Flexible arm holder w/charger
Floating Monitor Speaker
Fiber Optic Headphones
Cord holder &amp; labeler
OKTO
Highlight Shave
Jump off the couch landing pad
The SMART HDMI SPLITTER
T Handle Reinvented
Have a bathtub with no where to rest a Bathtub Caddy? Then this one is for you! Designed to fit all bathtubs! Feedback appreciated
Shoe Sizer
Link Wink Adapter
Washer/Dryer - All In One.
Onion slicer.
Desktop Organizer
Zip lock garbage bags
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Total Workout Chair
Can crushing rocket launcher. New motivation to recycle and clean up for kids.
App-Enabled Cam on Wheels
Intuitively Smart Bath Fan
Shrimp Shell Peeling Thumb
Laundry Yoke
WINK DIGITAL SIGN
Squeeze and Grow Animals
CupHolderHelper
VariHeat Output Radiator Resub
HANG N CLIP-A Wall Mount rack for tie, belt &amp; coat in 1, a new &amp; secure way for hanging your garments especially when hanging belt or tie.
Personalized iphone Casing
Utensil Plate Stool
Tissue box with trash bin.
Parking Hero
time sensitive piggy bank
Handkin
Fun Clip on Learning projector!Numbers, letters, shapes and simple drawings are projected and child simply traces over projection to learn.
Bright Ring
smartholder
Solar Cycle
Cookies and Milk
MagnaCase Kit
Slow-cooker lid gripper
Really light up your way with this *Multi-directional flash light* Bottom area could be removable. Suggestions welcome
Transdermal Lipotropic MIC
Tire cap remover and gauge
Resubmit *UNIVERSAL KICKSTAND FOR UTENSILS* Minimizes mess on counter. Also can be stored on rim of pan.
Put A Spring In Your Garbage Cans Step.Introducing Spring Bottom Industrial Garbage Cans So You Can Reach Into The Bottom Of Any Garbage Can
LightBot
Adjustable Shower Caddy
Harman Kardon Smart Headphones
Re-use those big zipper bags! Clean the bags in the dishwasher on a cleaning frame. Then snap the frames together to make a storage rack.
Re-Sub The Water Scoot
Make Your Own
Tea Bag Caddy with Multiple Receptacles to Store and Dispense a Variety of Tea Bags by Gravity, with an Option for Dispensing Loose Tea
Harman Parametric Headphones
Phone/Tablet organizer
Whisk - Wash - Stand
Tree Hugger Laundry Stand
Tree Hugger Laundry Stand
Don't forget the baby!
Whisk - Wash - Stand
collapsible laundry basket
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Dash Swipe Switch
Scrubber + Cleaner Storage
Harman Equalizer Headphones
CleanShield
Stop Falling for It.
Painting for the Homeowner DIY needs a Makeover, Less Strain to Manage Paint, No Bucket or Roller Pan, Safer Method for Painting on Ladders
That's right, a "Finder"!
Roticery Thermometer
Vanlexi Eleâ€™ Bounce
Cozy Critter Dog Bed
Another flat! Doh! My product idea is a DIY Tubeless Tire Bead Assist Strap Kit! Watch my 43 second VIDEO!
Remove with Ease
Space Bar 2.0! Now with a headphone jack!
iPhone 5 tower speaker!
Space Bar 2.0! Now with a headphone jack!
Space Bar 2.0! Now with a headphone jack!
Home Appliance Service Reminder App - Filter Changes, Smoke Detector Checks, Dryer Vent Cleaning. Keep your Family Safe!!!
My idea is a Solar panel case w/stand. That would have an extra micro usb port. It would provide alittle extra power when you need it
PYRA light fixture
Compact speaker travel pillow
All Seasons LED Globe Lights: LED Globe lights that change color, you select up to 6 colors depending on the season or holiday
10Q-E alarm system
iPhone 5 tower speaker!
Modular Multiuse Light Fixture
MEGA Lamp
Cold Brew Coffee Vat
HIVE COLOR led lights
TC WeB PEN STAND FINGER HOLDER
BIG BOXX
No more shoveling snow
The Jet Gun (Pool Powered fun)
iPhone GoPro
Auto EQ Sound Console
Cooling bra
Slide
Gyro" style liquid measuring cup. Dry ingredients as well. 'Gyromeasure' prior collaboration with Teresa-user 100549(JH
Coil heated battery powered snow shovel . Making a difficult chore easier. Great companion to Thor
the usefull washbasin
Kompaklet portable bathroom
Inwall Light Switch Alarm Clk
Adjustable Shoe Tree Tree
Compact, simple, and affordable steadicam camera holder!
Silicone bottom kitchenware
Adjustable Wheel clamps. Turn any chair or stool into a rolling chair with detachable wheels
Currently, when I go on a quick 1 or 2 night business trip or weekend getaway, I have to have someone feed my cat. We should automate that.
modular shelf.
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é¦™æ°´é¡¹ç›®
Rack a Boot
Fashionable headset necklace
Glow in the Dark Car floor mats. Find things that fall in your car easier and give your car a unique look
MemTight
Urinal Cover for Watercloset
Mobile Change Station
Ever wanted to hang up a sweater but you can't fit the hanger through the neck without stretching it out? The INSERT HANGER! Made in 2009.
Head to Toe Makeover Dolls
Childrens food molds for Baked goods or cooking eggs into fun shapes.
eat watermelon without seed.
1
Kids Bodyguard
innoative charger
Clip ON Rear Wiper for Cars.How many times did you drive in rain or snow completely blinding you from behind?No more with this CLIP on Wiper
Tagalong Television Modem
Work out bench and treadmill
Collapsible baking rack for use with silicone baking sheets. Secondly, a collapsible baking cooling rack. 2for1 Look at Pictures (JH)
Remove pet stains and stink from carpets permanently without expensive equipment. Power of Emzymes. See description. (JH)
mattress zipper
Memory Flash Mat Game
Blue Hat Bow Tie Shirts
qwerty
Utensil Drawer Revolver
DOUBLE CLOTHESPINS
ONE PERSON TAPE MEASURE
Baby Squeeze
Flossball Gum Massager
Funnel for Windshield fluid
Cylinder Segmented Nail File
AppEnabled Tire Pressure Gauge
Thermo cup or tumblr
Wake up call coffee
Battery Conversion
Cabinet For Hanging Flat TV's
DESKTOP ATM
Mini Speaker clip for the iPod or iPhone
Test
(Modified) Comflectors
French cleat attachment system with built-in level, and expanding anchors. The system is cut-to-length so any width can be created.
Comflectors
No mess umbrella
Rolla Ped
hhhhhh
Cntnued (Modified) Comflectors
Travel Bath-Rack
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Allclense
Roll of disposable floor covering for floor around your work station. Easy clean up! Please read and comment! Votes good too...
Sweat Body Liners
A deformable cooling element
DENTAL SUPERGLUE
Rolla Ped
Cube tool
Fingerprints Bracelets
App Enabled Pet Sensor Dish
FingerPrints Paper basket
Baby Scope
Clean TBrush
safe fall
Key Sleeve With LED Light
A new little luxury! The Cotton Swab Warmer.
Ergonomic Handle Grip - Use Anywhere For Painful Hands. Portable. Easy To Clean.
vv
Toilet freshener saver
Spice it Up
Wireless Remote Light Dimmer/Timer
Olive Oil DAUBER BOTTLE -- grease your pans and skillets with healthy olive oil. Silicone dauber can be used on hot surfaces. Easy to clean.
Icy Neck Wrap keeps you cool. Fill with ice cubes. When the ice melts, use hidden spray pump for a cool, refreshing mist. Reusable.
LiftStep
iPhone End Cap Case with Wrist Strap. Strap stores neatly out of the way when not needed by stretching around all four corners.
OK. We need to produce a more comfortable home foot bath experience!
SCAN MAN personal barcode printer &amp; scanner. Use the app to track anything you choose: holiday gifts, toilet paper, food in your pantry...
A real, working Easy Button. Connects with all your apps -- you choose its function. Send a text, order a pizza . . . how will YOU use it?
This trend will be imposed on our supposed freedom loving country across the land. May be a small market now but...
Underground Sphere
Austin Invention Challenge
Hunter's Ninja Hoodie
Effortless &amp; Perfect Pancakes!
cordless blowdryer
Wireless backlit keyboard that magnetically attaches to the SmartCover. Can be folded to act as a stand, so keyboard is angled beneath iPad
Out of the cap earphone
Bath Time Fun blow em up and watch em go, bubbles moves, Duck, Boat And Ball, Makes botty burp noises Giggles Galore
These *suction cup pouches* are perfect for kids and adults on car/airplane trips. Keep your car tidy and things handy! Kids will love it!
hydroatv toy for kids
1
Smart BraceLIT
POWER PAINT Panels and Thermoelectric Polymer Nano Paint,Light and power from your painted surfaces inside and out
Versitile
Natures Garden For Cats Indoor hydroponic garden litter box for cats/ small dogs App controled cleaning sustainable sand stop buying litter
ryhhh
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Life Style PA Guru system thinks for you so you dont have to, giving you more time to do Stuff you want, uses GE patent And wink IMP tech
The T-Suit
TheAppThatActivatesVia iPHONE WhenEverYourVehicle,Bycycle Etc Are STOLEN.Data/DownLoaded To aSecurityAgency/ReDirectsINFOtoLAW
Enforcement
mower blade sharpening stone
BobbleBuddy
Automated Makeup Brush Washer
E-Wifi
The Shoe Hook.-A home for shoes. Its a nil space occupying holder for shoes.Up turned hooks either in a rack style or freestanding stand.
Wink Louver Shift Tracking Fan
Cheecoting accessories
The RESTSACK
Seatbelt adjuster
bucket camping light
fntfgynjdfyhnytd
Phindit
TC WeB PINKY FINGER HOLDER
CyberPROTexion
Creation of software
Lookies
Pegs simplified and improved.
Headband with Acoustic Tunnel
Pop-Go Stick - Pogo stick that inflates balloons!
Cafego
MODERN WATER TANK
Phone Drone
The coffee bean
Touchscreen keyboard w/trackpa
RESUBMIT. Adhesive photo corners for your photos that can be attached in any configuration on a wall.
WaterDoll
Keep The Fizz in the Bottle
Find Collar
Adhesive photo corners for your photos that can be attached in any configuration on a wall.
My idea is a knife holder that has a button so that kids cant get knifes.
Tree health monitor
Clip-On Cart Canopy
Hot Colander
Smart Talking Teddy
3 in 1 iPhone case with build-in USB connector could be STAND as well but still keep slim and stylish look!
Fender
Multi-function dog leash
"Wink" Visual Countdown Timer
Remote play with animals
VisioFeel, aid 4 the blind
ClusterBall - Mattel
Aqualert leak detector
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Gentlebrush
Eco-Friendly wind/crank up lighter using Resistive heating like the old car cigarette lighters! Wont break for decades w/dry kindling slot.
Thrice Powered Cycles
the stretch Hand dryer
ShoeBritez
Battery Powered Vise Grips
Hook Tack holds cords and more
Pivot Power Snap
AB Swell Machine
Wouldn't it be nice to have a beautiful and decorative head board that has storage and is inexpensive. Decorate to your own style.
Test
Inhaler â€œSKINSâ€ With Hidden Box/built in flashlight in Mouthpiece
Kid Proof Robe
Cordon Murine
.
The Breathe Bracelet
Flip Mop V2
Automatic Gas shutoff for gas stove if pilot light is not activated. So if your little children turn on the gas it will automatically stop.
StarBurst Water
An app called "Lawyers Lair"
ExoSpeaker
A Watermelon or Melon Peeler
kamakui
Coin Wallet
Calculator pen
Battery Wallet
Output port for TV... front
Compost Ratio Calculator
Pod Power 2 x 4
Easy Does It Toothbrush
Cat Spire
Lipstick Stubs to Lip Gloss
EatSmart App-Enabled Lunch Box
App enabled automated umpire
The Birth Bag
DRINK CONTAINER OF DUAL STRUCT
Compactâ€™n Save for HOME DEPOT
Breaker power supply
Towable Wheel Rotor Generator.
Never over serve drink glasses
The Outlet Genie
BagBen
asdf
App Enabled Tire Sensor
Slider
Tabletop Toys
Solder Syringe
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Automous lawnmower
Sprnklr
my idea are bike/running shoes so you can run in the dark and not get hurt. it would be shoes with orange backs them.
Smart- TERMITES- detector
Bicycle Pizza Carrier
App-enabled massager
clubhouse construction
my idea is a iphone/ipad case that has a band aid dispennser so you can be prepaired to need band aids
Piggy Pen Pounce
Privacy Door UnLock Tool
All in one grapefruit utensil! Resub 95% v/v ratio (check pics)
Kids room privacy light
Hard wired battery booster
Pivot Power Boutique
My idea is a noise making iphone case so you can make funny noises if your iphone is dead.
in the middle
Eco Waste
BeachART
Rival caps/mlb
Meat Mania
Rolln bag
Weight Changer
Non-Stick Grilling Sheets!
Play The States
soda pop currency
Dauber Done
Ready toothbrush
Hingy-Top
Liquor Helper
Herbie Uno
Smart Calendar App Enabled
Cut the board
Quirky Port Power Travel
LOW RADIATION CELLPHONE CASE
The coffee bean
fs
Dual battery phone
The Soccer Trainer
Have you ever had trouble deciding from 2 drinks well my invention is a 2 sided water bottle. Its a water bottle with a plastic divider.
TalkToTheWrist
Switch
Cool Colourful Chalk
Smart light switch
Cloth Spot Stain Remover
Multi-Hue Sync Link
Plate Aid
A better smart wristband
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kjsdhflkasdja
Project
Shake n Rattle
Appenbld sport practice screen
More for SWITCH
dedede
Closet Worktop Tool Box
DICING KITCHEN SCISSORS
Life Raft Icebox
Multi-Timer
Attachments for Rake-N-Tamp
Smart Garden Hose
better wallet
"Insight"
EZ Reader
Cookie Dough Ruler
Pet Buddy
Hand It Off
Phone case w/vitamin dispenser
(B)ALL-IN-ONE
The Re-Usable Deodorant System
Bathroom stool with spacer
Stand alone ladder
water purification system
Wink Connected Alarm Clock
The Wedge vacuum attachment
Frame for switches and sockets
Shapeula Spreader Scoop
Touchscreen Phone Phys Keypad
The Sink Hair &amp; Beard Catcher
my idea is a kitchen knife with different heads so you can screw on the knife size you want. so you don't have so many kitchen knifes.
Test
What Do you Get when You combine your passion for Art and Practicality? Click to find out!
Shoe Traction Adhesives
Easy board
No Tip Trash Can - Dog Proof!
[resubmit: 120 views, 100 votes!] Slimy Smelly Wet Dish scrubbers? Introducing the Quirky Scrubby Holder! Real life prototype too.
the "Liam Light" It will light up the INSIDE of the mailbox. This will provide a clear illuminated view of the interior of the mailbox.
Forget-MED-Not Toiletry Bag
Jig imager
Hammer Time Hammer
My invention is a pillow with slots for books so you dont have to hold the book. Its would also come with a book light.
Spring-Thing Cord Compressor
OMNI POWER! Power &amp; convenience for ALL of your electronics on the go!
Resub: Public Speaking Trainer
How Convenient Global ePhone
Holiday Garage Door Mural
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Boreas
Tempered flesh
è‡ªå‹•ç”Ÿæ°´å™¨
BingoBall
Power Lock! Don't be locked in the past - this RFID Lock is the Lock of the future!
Flume is a simple and elegant desk or credenza lamp of rich polished aluminium.
The Weeder Wheel
Solar Powered Dish Rack
Waterfall is a combination desk-fence and cable guide.
Blank You
Cut and Wrap
POT LUCK
[Resubmit: 62/77 v/v!] Rainbow Sparklers! Amaze your kids &amp; make them smile! Eye catching rainbow fire, easy to make, and not expensive!
fashcan
Plant Spinner
KITTY KAN
Fall Sensing Wristband/Pendant
Games & Toys' renting
Kiddo Tunnel
Foldable Mug Spoon
The Qooler Tranformer
Smart Home
Hammock Bird Shelter Kit
Stringer mattress retainer
Lightstaff beacon
Stock Guard
Evo minicooker
Office Box rigid tablet case
Outdoor USB Wall Outlets
Nautilus water level indicator
your child locater
DeHu
GreenLight environment light.
The Blackbiphone. Add a BB like keyboard to the iPhone. Real efficiency for long text typing. Portrait+Landscape optimal Bluetooth of course
Motorized Dog
Interchangeable Bra
I use a pizza cutter to cut my home made 'quiche lorraine' fast. Unfortunately, steel can damage plate. So let's use a silicon pizza cutter.
Chime In
Interactive Greeting Cards
Edge Runner
Always drill straight holes
MODULAR AUTO OPTIONS
Hoverboard.
Squirrel Obstacle Course Kit! Let's make another FUN Quirky product. Create, educate and love nature, all in your own back yard!
Suntector Cap
staladder
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Quick Hair
EZ Knife Sharpener
refridgerated cup
Relocoutlet
Mint Jewlip
Suit your Clothes
App enabled Lunchbox!
Paprika food/beverge tray
Lights for all occasions
Poppy Music Light Planter Pots
"Stir-Up"
Glow-In-The-Dark Potty Chair!
Spout Up
New Lid for bottles
Airon icefan
The SQUID FLASHLIGHT. Flexible lights. Gorgeous looks. Inspired by squid.
The Smart Alarm Clock
Suction cups with magnet
Card Drive
VortekPulse Headset - Harman
DeskKit
Humidity control for your oven
Modular Robotic Home Assistant
Song Idol Barbie
Chapstick Charger
Pivot Power Flexi
Smarter Screwdriver
Remote Controlled Snow Plower!
FRIDGE FRAMES - 4 magnetic triangles that will mount any device to your fridge while you're cooking a tricky recipe!
Square digital frame
GMeter
Fluorescent Flexi
Put A Spring In Your Garbage Cans Step.Introducing Spring Bottom Industrial Garbage Cans So You Can Reach Into The Bottom Of Any Garbage Can
Hidden Tv in your Bath room
futureme
Handout
Cord Hugger
FREESTANDING Rake, Broom, Snow Shovel.... --------- Just slide it out and place it anywhere.
PLUG LED LANTERN #Homedepot
THE CLEAR RUBBER ERASER ----- The first eraser to get things completely and crystal clear.
SCORE BLOCKER
ZEN STONES ------------------ Find your balance at work or at home by shifting around with this set of stones.
Flea collar hotel
Shape Changing Rubber / Silicone Spatula >>>>>>VIDEO
THE FRAMED IPad BAND ------ a small band around the iPAD which can be PULLED OUT. to hang it everywhere. plane, car, kitchen, bath hooks.
Cord Chaos Controller!
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Put A Spring In Your Garbage Cans Step.Introducing Spring Bottom Industrial Garbage Cans So You Can Reach Into The Bottom Of Any Garbage Can
Ladder Pal
Ripcord
other quirky surgeprotector
Aero Light
TOOTH TIMER MUG --------- perfect combination: tooth timer and mug in one.
Safety candle
Your reckless son brings his $500 iPad to school everyday? Tuck it away safely with the Magnetic Binder Strip!
Pendulum Phone Holster
Crawling Jumping Fishtape Tool
Salt blower
Centaurus Theater
Flow smart window fan
Paint with heat! A heat pen + thermochromic pad that changes color based on its temperature.
Sidekicks by American Girl
Cable Sock cable management
Collapsible Strainer W/ LEG'S!
Apple charging cable extender
The PAPER CLIP. Clip your notes to your monitor while you're studying for quick reference.
The Speaker Bike Connect
Data storage unit having clasp
A solar panel that clips into the bottom of your idevice like a charging cable,that would provide free eco-friendly power for the device
MarbleRun
Dual USB charger
Pelican organizer
SmartBottle
Egg is a fun little solar powered nightlight perfect for a child's room or anywhere a compact nightlight is needed.
STACKS - tacks that stack.
Spindrift is a simple, environmentally friendly way to provide temporary cooling air for small spaces.
TEACHING DOLL
Smart indoor vegetable farm
DS
LITTLE MOMMY-PLAY KITCHEN
Keep it together! 4 USB flash drives in 1 tiny, sleek, and modular square. Keep it all in one place, keep your data separate.
The mini POWER PILL
Indoor roller rink
OLED Flat Screen Table TV
BATH MAT with WEIGHT SCALE
Portable Motion Sensing Fan
The Bud Band is a silicone wrist band for earphone management. Just wrap the earphones inside the band for convenient hidden storage.
Emergency Power Pill
Wolf Chariot - Gaming Recliner
Teepee Keepee
Eye-xercise
LED lighted TV tray.
Pivot Power Genius Junior
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BARBIE-CHAMPION RACING CAR
A Lego-like closet solution that can be customized to your needs.
Toothbrush with Dental Mirror
HARMON KARDON HEADPHONE KIT
Smart Dehumidifier
Retractable Shower Hose
Laptop case that turns into a portable desk
Wolf Chariot - Gaming Recliner
HARMON KARDON HEADPHONE VISOR
BARBIE-MUD SLINGING ATV
INEXPENSIVE PORTABLE MONITOR
Smart Gears, Wheels, Pulleys
Stir-Up
Texting Triggers
Gyro-Football
Solbrella
Mac Camera Lens Clip-On
Music fish
4 CONDIMENT DISPENSER
Collapsible Round Hair Brush
Ice Machine Cup
Bass Thumper Silencer!
Practically invisible but always ready, my wearable pepper spray gadget turns your fist into a point-and-shoot weapon. Plus: sizzling foam!
Pendreive inalÃ¡mbrico
Better Ball Vacuum
Laptop case that turns into a portable desk
Grind - Smart Coffee Grinder
iN-ChargeR for iPhone
Uta-Rinse
Replenio
Heel*Fit
HoloSphere
a USB Key never getting lost
Shapeula Spreader Scoop
Smart Bread Box
Coin Wallet
USB Legos
Selfie Stick WITH EXTRA POWER
The Write Light
Keychain Charger
Pivot Screen Self Rotator
zombie frames
Ab Shell
A circumference measuring tool with iPhone : Manage your tree farm with iPhone
BATH MAT AND SCALE
Baby Paper
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Arctic Mug
Save water invention
New binder using 6 pipes. Save your papers and space!
cooling gel bra
Arise The mat that transforms into a step stool.
An app controlled remote vessel that will carry and drop your bait out to your desired location when fishing.
See Me Umbrella
Kid-Friendly Phone Controller
The Giraffe Light
Tablet Blower Game
Portable Urinal for Men (PUM)
Labeled Gluten Free Utensils
Electronic Tennis Racket/Train
Growing Savings Bank
Hang "M" All
SIDEWALK ACTION RECORDER
LG Optimus F6/F90 two shell ha
Junior Holder for Squeezie
Magnetic light board
A jar opener with a twist!
Push Band
Silicon Pot Liners
FOLDING Splatter Cover
The Write Light
PENCIL CARRIER
SLR Camera Cubby
Pivot Power 360
test
Soccer Speakers
Potty Pocket
DOORBELL Ringer Recorder
iPhone Megahorn
Adjustable wall-mountable shelf. No drill, holes or hardware is needed! Install in seconds. Transform any space into efficient storage area.
Squid Flashlight
Vegetable Slicer- egg slicer style for vegetables such as cucumbers, pickles, zucchini, squash and more. (Resubmit, was Under Consideration)
Floating Building Blocks
GE Wink memory command center
Fridge Frames
Multi-gRain Herb Planter
First OatMeal Maker
SCOREBOARD - Hang on your Wall
Thermal shutter for windows
Mi-Kies
Self Drying Floor Tiles
app Unlock-a-frontdoor
Pet Video Game
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Individual Power Interrupt Sys
Antimicrobial Card Key
WATER/AIR JET DRAIN AUGER
the pickup truck cooler / storage box. it fits between the tailgate and the wheel humps. easily lifts in and out with one hand.
Cuff Stirrup
FOLDOUT MICROWAVE PLATE COVER
é¦™æ°´
Scoville Meter
SUZIE Q
Lego Organization System
Stylus Sheath
Simple Spin in Wall Hook
TWIST-O-FLEX Instrument
USB Legos
DegreeÂ°
Battery Wallet
PORTAL - THE SMART DOOR SCREEN
Laser Legos
A fun way to eat! Fondue for kids! Warm or cold dips for fruit, veggies, or sweets! Cut shapes, use chopsticks to dip. Fun Parties!
Multi-purpose Soda Cozy
Wristband remote control for runners
Your style
Spoiled Food Manager
Bark Buster
The Drip-Stop Flip-Flop
Super Rare Earth Fridge Magnet
The Verseur Metal/Levier Combo
Cell'a'Roo pouch
An entertainment enter specifically designed for flat screen TVs eliminates visibility issues associated with existing entertainment systems
Eliminate wet pillow case after washing your hair and going to bed. Towel material size of bed pillows, clips on easy to install or remove.
SMART CAR DEFROSTER / WARMER
THE FIRST accessory for Crates Links (otherwise a mute accessory), Serves as ambiance light and links crates at the same time.
Shredder
The Nomad: A Portable Office
Hot Wheels Light Race
Knob Button Stapler! Putting on a button on our clothes needs lot of prep..It works like a stapler with sharp staplers that goes thru fabric
THE CANDLE DISPENSER
Datetainers
Barley Grass Shots
Carabiner Power Strip. This power strip can be hang in pretty much anything!!
Earbud squish
adult onsies
Face shield bike helmet
ZIPPER POCKET Note Book
All season cycling gloves
PLUG HOLDER PLUG
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Nudge Button
Hover Sponge
JACOB'S LADDER LIGHTNING to USB CABLE. No tangles! Neatly folds up to display on desk, store in a drawer or to bring with wherever you go.
Generate power with your garden hose! A turbine + removeable USB battery that charges while you water your plants.
Keep the CHANGE! A sleek wallet made for coins. Loves cash + cards all the same.
CAR ZEN = CORDIES + PEN ZEN. A car organizer with grass blades to calm your cords. Clips to your AC vent!
ZEN GARDEN = CORDIES + PEN ZEN. A bamboo tray w/ grass blades to hold your phone, wallet, keys, pens, and cords for ultimate ZEN.
Tea Bag Making Machine
Cheer on your favorite team with the iPhone Loudspeaker! Amplify + distort your voice with the APP, fold it FLAT when you're done!
The CHAPSTICK CHARGER - a charger that's always there for you! Keychain friendly. Chapstick sized. A 2-prong charger for phones.
Lego Grids
The CREDIT CARD CORNER PEN - A simple pen that fits on the corner of your credit card, so that you're never left without a pen.
Eye-xcercise
BestFront Windshield Defroster
Better Apple Peeler/Slicer
phone fingers
self shaving cream shaver
Puzzle Graph
THE ONION RING â€“ Fresh4Months!
Shoe Sizer
Special Needs Christmas Tree
One tube. Charges 4 USB devices at once. Only takes up 1 outlet. Wraps your cords. Includes a rechargeable battery.
The LIGHT PEN CLIP - it lights up your life when you're writing in the dark. An LED clip that works with your favorite pen.
THE CAMERA CUBBY - a storage pocket that mounts to your SLR camera to hold SD cards, batteries, lens caps, etc.
Automatic Curtain Scroll
TWIST+FLEX - a TUBULAR instrument that you twist and bend to produce a symphony of sounds!
Configurable Power Socket
FLOATING CUBES - Inflatable, floating building blocks that kids use to build floating structures in water!
VAMPIRE CORD WRAPS - Keep your chargers and cords in order! Wrap your cords around it, and plug it into your 2-prong charger!
MessageButton
The groovySPHERE - a cord organizer for travelers! It's a ball with grooves to wrap cords, and it's hollow for storing chargers!
CHARGER BATTERY EXTENDER
APP-Enabled Decibel Meter WINK
ComfoSheet
Laptop periscope and face to face conference attachment for single camera smart phones.
Swap out the MacBook charger's two-prong adapter with one that also charges a portable USB Battery for phones and tablets!
The SQUID FLASHLIGHT. Flexible lights. Gorgeous looks. Inspired by squid.
SCOOTER II
Hot Hot Heat
On the Go Table Mat-For Kids
Sensors to detect the opened doors and windows in the room during Air conditioner is switched ON
Shampoo ketchup
Quirky Surprise! Surprise with a key chain shaped in the Q invention. A new egg that every kid wants!
MATH UP! A new easy way to teach children math! Something like "Word It" only for mathematics.
Christmas Lights Quick Mount
Car Seat Shopping Cart Adapter
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Soccer Speakers. Kick 'em. Throw 'em. Float 'em. The most rugged of 'em all.
Paper Clip - An iPhone case with a flexible Lightning cable that works as a cord wrapper, stand, clip, hanger, and more!
We throw away almost half of our food every year, nearly $165 billion annually. Stop wasting food with the Expiration Tracker!
SHAVING GEL Travel Packets. Aren't you tired of packing and repacking your travel bag? How many times have you forgotten your shaving gel?
iPad case with built-in screen cleaner dispenser. This case easily cleans the fingerprints on the screen by moving the handle left and right
POWER FLOWERS
WINK MOISTURE SENSOR
Bring-To-Front Pack(BTFP)
Boot and shoe dryer
Drone Electric Bike
Shoe Skins
Rise cooking tools! Utensils with adjustable suction cups on the ends. It can be adhere to any smooth surface for easy storage!!
smart outlet
Foldaway!
RESUB: Christmas Card that folds into a 3D photo Ornament! Template that customizes this card with their photos. Great holiday craft 4 kids.
Frost Bar
Induction Lap Top Chill Pad
Air wipers
Eco box for cigarettes end butts. Checkmate in 3 moves to solve the problem of cigarette butts thrown on the ground.
Letter Block Animals
Where's the camera?

In the CAMERA BOX!

Extended shoes Boots
Speaker earphone headset
Smart Top
Laser Shaving
Light Show Collar
Automatic Lotion Dispenser
iPhone case with a built in wireless RF transmitter to play your down loads or pandora for devices that don't have blue tooth capabilities
Out on the town and your phone died? This slim+thin wallet charges your phone. Don't leave home without it!
Keep the CHANGE! A sleek wallet made for coins. Loves cash + cards all the same.
Common Problems Of AC Units
ONE for ONE - a new product line: you buy one, Quirky donates one to someone in need. Please read and share your thoughts/feedback.
The DOORMAN, a security solution for the home! Accelerometers detect + alert you when your doors swing open. Imp and app enabled!
Egg skewers maker
ONE for ONE - a new product line: you buy one, Quirky donates one to someone in need. Please read and share your thoughts/feedback.
Saree folder
Re-invent the bar soap dish! A soap dish with a compartment for bar soap leftovers! The back can be used as a loofah using the saved soap
2 in 1 L Pan combines two cooking zones in one pan. Tipping the pan ninety degrees switches it from a shallow frying pan to a deeper one
ONE for ONE - a new product line: you buy one, Quirky donates one to someone in need. Please read and share your thoughts/feedback.
First Aid + Rainsuit Kit
ONE for ONE - a new product line: you buy one, Quirky donates one to someone in need. Please read and share your thoughts/feedback.
Oven/Baker's Cam - app enabled
ready rice
Lighted Beads and Cross Rosary
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CABLE BALL
Why am I sick
Wink Smart Home Alert
iPhone case that has a Faraday Principle device on back.Or separate when shaken, it will recharge battery for those emergency Moments!!!
Reel Viewer updated
IPHONE 5 case with snap on/built in, duel functions hand warmer and mobile power supply with built in rechargeable,high-capacity lithium bat
Circle Master
gf
HC engine
HEATED -EARMUFFS -HEADPHONES
Action Sensor
feelfree
Scalable brush for neck jar
Magnito
Mattel- Beeatrice Pollindale
Mattel - Supernova High
Barbie Roller Blades Park
The refrigerator which checks
POWER CAN
Smart Tire
Quirky &amp; Harmon wireless
Eye-xcersize
USB AAA Charger
Soap in handle BODY brush.
BA BS
Earbud Case with RESCUE POWER
RESUB: SPECTACLE LENS CLEANER with WET PAD and DRY PAD and CLEANING SOLUTION INLET
GoGo mobile vertical storage.
COCKTAIL GLASS WITH FILTER
RESUB 110+ votes: SPECTACLE LENS CLEANER with WET PAD and DRY PAD and CLEANING SOLUTION INLET
Race in the solar system
An all in one bath/shower caddy that hangs in closet and has lock box and ipod speaker features.Also has shoe hangers.
Lego letter and picture board
A paring knife with a clip built into the handle for dishwasher cleaning.
Watch wallet
Camelbak sips kept cool
24 oz can crusher
part see-through beer can
App-enabled Dance floor, choose your favorite song and sync it to the mat. select difficulty, compose own dance moves.
A car window shade that turns into an interactive screen with lights for childrens entertainment.
Wireless memory mouse
DRY ERASE IPHONE CASE, Change the case as often as you change your clothes, one cost a million designs,turn your iphone into self expression
Mini Paint Mixer for the Home
SQUEEZABLE SQUEEZER
Spice-o-matic
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No Installation Shower cleaner
Phone Case
Drawing Tablet
Transparent Ceramic roofing tiles using GE patent. Live closer to nature.
Watch your back
Smart stand
Nail Clippers that prevent skin cuts and help to cut your nails perfectly, even if your vision is poor and hands are not steady
Red Plate Green Plate
Two-sided dry-erase magnets
Universal Rail Mount
Bed Made Blanket
Deck Railing Outlet
Garden board
Hotwheels 15' Escalade design
PERFECT PIZZA CRUST MAKER
Double Bottle
Portable Insect Repellant
an Iphone case with a writable surface on the back that you can use over and over, erase with a button.
Tea cup lid to keep milk and steeping tea separate. Keep the heat in to add the cold later. no more waiting at the fridge for tea to steep
Speed up your time in cooking preparation. No more lifting the chopping board to empty/clear. The Lazy Chopping Board (LCB) is here.
simple 3D construction set
Traceart
45Âº
GE+Pivot-power/plug. A plug that sends you specific readings on individual socket as to how much energy was used. Calculate cost/device easy
Wrist Walkie talkie and proximity GPS locator. Add your friend's code and track/talk to those in your proximity through your watch!
Smart Cane (Visually Disabled)
Multi-cap bottle
Talking Bench
Hot, Steamy Face Towels / Spa
Ceiling Cleaner With Dustpan
Universal event catcher
Neoprene iPhone Key Holder Case - The perfect case for when you just want to have your phone and your keys.
VIBBRRRRRATING Mop
Butter Measuring Knife
Sphere dish-rack!! Collapsible dish-rack that grows with your dishes!! Save space!!
PLUG LIGHT â€“â€“â€“â€“ Charge it, hang it, stand it. Little bright rechargeable light for a thousand occasions.Tweak: Now with stand!
Breeze
Hands-free Camera Strap
THE POWER STAND -------- All-in-one: Xmas tree stand &amp; power extension. Cause there should be presents under the tree â€“ not clutter!
Surface cleaning Robot
SAFE VACUUM HEAD. Vacuum your desk and nursery. Suck up the dust and not paper clips or Legos. Put it on the hose of your standard vacuum.
iPad case with built-in screen cleaner dispenser. This case easily cleans the fingerprints on the screen by moving the handle left and right
Poxers
Battery Powered Baby Stroller
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Customized cup identifier
The Everliner Garbage Bag
Pillow
Pan Scourer
Eye-xcersize
Pan sensor
Automatic ice cream scoop
Ajustable Pillow
CatShit Bead Molds #Susan
KidFinder
SmartValve
Hands free pasta maker
Serve coffee with a push of a button. Lets make a Compact/slim Coffee maker!! It could automatically grind and brew a perfect cup of coffee
Salt and Pepper mill booties
THE DOUBLE BAG #Travel
The non-tie shoe laces
An alarm clock with a remote control.No more back and forth or up and down stairs to wake your child for school. A simple push of a button.
Fittnnes Freind
Safety Driving Laser
earpiece & leash for phone
Screen 2 hook up to cell phone
Ab Blaster 5000
Clock In
App Enabled Home Generator
Tackle-Bud: A light durable tackle box, with rotating lid, clamps on to the hull of fishing boats, allows for convenient fishing.
Shady Paws
Talking Horseshoes
Kick it
Outdoor tug a war dog toy.
Retracting yoga mat
A retractable dog leash which integrates a high frequency (beyond human hearing) sound emitter with an ergonomic shock absorbing handle.
Inductive UV Sanitizer Wand
Yoga Fan
iHeat
Yoga scents
Smart DOG HOUSE Wink!
Bacon baker baconator
Can Cap
trEND - Tape Header / Cutter
Headphone photo cam with visor
Rootz
Dog Water
Electronic Hide-and-Seek Toy. Modern version of "hot and cold" game -- more lights flash as child gets closer to hidden puck.
Collapsible/Expandable Laundry Hamper!! When the hamper its empty it collapses into a close shape.. Inspired by a flower!!
A Different Iron!! This portable iron is perfect for travel plus the heat roller makes it easy to iron over those hard to reach places
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Headset with projection beamer
xTend
Happy Hands Antibacterial Dispensing Bracelet - How about a bracelet that dispenses antibacterial spray onto the palm of your hand.
HOUSESITTER: An App that Alerts your Phone if Smoke Detector/House Alarm goes on; It activates a camera which sends live feed to your phone
EarMuffles!
Oven bacon baker
RESCUE POWER PILL !!!
IPhone/ IPad Case that has a Retractable cover/anti-glare film to protect the screen; designed similar to a Sardine Tin/Window Shade
cell phone bed holster
THE POWER CLIP
Leaf Goalie
Tur-bendi
ANY GLOVE iPhone Case
Atrapa ladrones
Carabiner Power Strip. This power strip can be hang in pretty much anything!!
RESUBMIT:Painter buddy slides thru ladder rung and locks in place,to hold your paint can and brush. This can be used L or R handed. See pics
Cable/Wire Management Tape
Carabandit - Flat Strap Design
LUNCH CONTAINER+PLATE, The Lid of this lunch container becomes a plate making it more comfortable to eat!! don't get an extra plate....
Heel saver
Water Roller Painting
Shower Rod Doubler
POINTS FOR BALL IN THE WALL
Map App
Container Shelf / Divider
Line Saver (Book)
Nosy Neighbor
The bath seat saver
Musical Chairs Reinvented
ShowMe
Orange press with knife
The Doorbell Bra
iPhone 6 / 6 Plus Audio Case
PlungePro Splashless Plunger
One hand opening marker
Grip Beats
OPEN SOURCE Sensor Wristband
Valet Charging Shelf
Child Proof Outlet Cover
Walking stick with Dog Tie out for dog leashes. Bottom of walking stick unscrews allowing you to take a break.
Watering Can with Hose Holder
Every Smartphones Best Friend!
Smart Switch - HomeDepot Idea
Water drainer cutlery holder
Swiss Army Knife style iPhone USB Cable and multiple connectors
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Mall Shopper Bag Handler
Ghost Load Power Bar
Fuel container emergency kit
hand cutting
The POWER SHOT
HIT IT
Project A.H.I.P
wierd
Sprink-La Hoop
Poppy Snack
Curamerc
Portable solar charger with built in supercapacitor(new tech) that adjusts to any sports cap / hat, for sports people &amp; the outdoors.
Custom Granola Dispenser
macri
Illumicharge
Fruit-A-Bowl keeps your fruit salads fresh - and not mushy!
GLOW THRILL
Shoe Lace Rachet
BlockZ
Baby left in car alarm
Best two for one appliance
Easy table
House improvement drone
PORTAL â€“ The SmartHome Door
Autonomous snowblower
Wink enabled window blinds
Surround Sound NeckPhones
Cycle Sound Bender
This is BRUSHY, a small brush attached to the end of your leaf blower. You can have a "clean sweep" of your driveway, patio, or deck.
Vacuum Attach. for Wet Spills
DICORS Dicing Kitchen Scissors
Droney
Diaper
IntelliDrink
Panic Button
HAN PLAY
Window Sensor - Light Control
Grip Clip, a transparent clipboard with a recipe pocket. Affixes to solid surfaces with suction cups. Clip anything you like on top.
Dock Away
The flexible Dust Bunny Buster replaces your regular broom, cobweb brush and long handled hand broom with a single tool.
Micro-Suction Light Bars
Bluetooth Bath Control
Power Outlet Shelf
Grow your own mosquito repellant. Seeds for 9 kinds of plants scientifically proven to repel mosquitos, plus starter pots &amp; planting medium.
ModularPots
App-Enabled EMOTI-CAT
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electric theropeutic apparayus
Extended line charger
portable power
Wizzy Whipper - a very efficient manual 4 quart mixer. Uses the same kind of planetary motion as the most popular stand mixers
Fitness purse
Brace for the treatment of Vertigo. This product could effectively assist in the treatment of vertigo in a safe and controlled manner.
Smart alarm clock WAKEMEME
Tie-me-Talkie is a shoe companion for kids that talk and directs with blinking eylets and arrows on tongue giving instruction to lace shoes
Spotter OUTLET MOUNT Dock
The Stovwarmer
Tether Lighting System
Jumbo Ice Mold
D-Key
Jump Rope Tracker/Speaker
Poppy Multi Purpose Dispenser
Preesa hook it if you need
Bluethoot HDMI Receiver
Screw spoons.. Knife Spork me!
All-in-One Shoe Care
Control &amp; Monitor Electricity
Cube LED socket
App Programmable LED DOOR MAT
feel
Solar Power Manager
Attachable Pen
My idea is a new,eco friendly book light. It will be more useful and effective(as below). This will effectively light the page- UPDATED
Cloggone
Smart Jar for Amazon Orders
Treat waste water
Vertical storage (see video)
The iPHONE ALL(!)-for-all Dock
NANOSUCTION WALL MAT !!!
B2B Vehicle Fleet Health
DATE TUPPERWARE â€“â€“â€“â€“ Store food with a date. Just by clipping on the lid right. So easy, so fresh!
Towaball
Package Safe House
SMART Raccoon Proof Grbge lock
CONSOLADORES MASTURBADORES
easy clean garbage bin
HANG LIGHTS
Vertical storage (see video)
CRANK CHARGED SPEAKERS
Retracting Needle Ballpump. No more lost, broken, or pointed objects to poke your eye out.
Botanical Infusion
THE DOUBLE BAG !!!
Smart home hub 2.0
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Once the cover mask pack
Unlimited Power - Portable
Bi-directional fan
Light switch for GE Link bulbs
The color -changing handbags
Button for the WINK Ecosystem
Single air injection tent
The Etruscan Roller
Auto wire phone circuit-breake
IPAD Fridge Mount/Dock
Child Safety Glass DOOR
An APP enabled flag that senses weather/darkness/damaging conditions and automatically retracts it for you.
Keep the trash off the car floor and do it in style.
Solarpack Charger
Shower Dryer
Water tank for plants
Adult Night Lights
All in one stationery set
Tear off disposable gloves
I would like a small fan, blower, to fit in the open space of my windows so that the security latch can stay on. Even a mini air conitioner
Teeth -shaped Denture containe
Water Concentration Kids Game
Smart Pet Collar
Self-development umbrella
Shaving foam bonded ceramics
BUBBLEZ
HEAVY DUTY BANDITS
Protective iPhone case that lights up and rings when you whistle. Quickly find your phone when you're in a rush to leave the house.
Computer-equipped Golf Cart
Transportacup
DRINK YOUR DRINK!...Please see pics.A fun and easy way to identify your drink from others at home, school, parties or where-ever you gather.
Adult Night Lights
Reusable SNACK TUBES. Great for healthy snacks on-the-go. Pack a handful of raisins, nuts, etc. Attached lid snaps on for freshness. RESUB
Expandable Backwash Hose
Trick Grips
Interactive App-Enabled Kazoo
TV BACKSHELF
Self charging wireless mouse. Just scroll/click and charge. We have a self charging keyboard UC, why not include a mouse
ISpy- the Iphone spy kit for kids. includes a wireless location tracker, -camera, -speaker, -Alarm, -motion detector and -microphone
Car Docking Station. Easy car stereo + hands free phone application. speakers fit snugly around steering wheel
iPhone 5 Dock connects directly to rear of iMac -- no cable necessary.
Wink* Safe
Auto-Adjust Long-Range Scope
OPEN SOURCE Sensor Wristband
GOLDEN NUGGET WATER GAME
AudioBeam - Harman
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Power Bar String
HAWAIIAN PARADISE VEND MACHINE
App-enabled Cat Whack-a-Mole
Water Cooler
Hn
E.Y.E
COLOR YOUR HEELS â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Blanko heels + leather coloring pens = The next ultimate fashion craze hype!!! ;)
Imeasure
shade tree creeper
Windshield Wiper Protection
iPhone/Pad Case telescope &amp; rotate lens, eliminates suspending phone in air to record events, detach lens. Optional Hover feature future mod
Spackle blade hammer handle
A personalized elastic band that identifies your water bottle or cup, therefore allowing it to be used over and over again.
Wink* Pool/Spa Filter adapter
Snap on button beats
Add-on Retractable Cord Reel
MEMO E-STICKERS â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Small App enabled little displays. Stick it at the doors, fridges, etc and send a notes to them.
End Cap Case for iPhone 5c
GOOGLE GLASS CASE â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ ItÂ´s hyped. ItÂ´s out there xmas. And it really NEEDS a HIGH QUALITY CASE. Sturdy, elegant and
shaped!
App-enabled Santa's Helper
bbq/smoker hot rod
Wheelchair free pedals
Pace Maker Drone
E-hammock
#Hashtag Car Holder Sign
Count Down Timer
Multi-device charger
EKG Chest Pad. Wires and leads for the EKG would be prepositioned inside a chest pad. Think Heating pad design. Suggestions welcomed.
Fountain Belle
Cereal Funnel
Pendant Drying Rack.

Designed to fit in small indoor spaces, attached to the ceiling it can be expanded and hidden easily.

Fire Extinguisher Gun
Smart Shower Mat
Stabilized Toddler Scissors
Redesigned Cheese Grater
the perpetual compost post
Power Switch - With Ringtone
Fruit Fixer, A Citrus juicer and apple corer/ slicer combined.
Freez-Cooler
PoppyBottle Washer/Sterilizer
Spin Mug, Twist and Stir Mug
Solar Powered Charging Pad
Small/Portable charger that works when you enter a coin into it. for Iphones,Tables,Laptops Great to put in tables of restaurants or bars
leaf bagger
Pumpkin Gut Grabber &amp; Deseeder
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Maglev Toy Car & Track
Wet/dry sponge
Interactive Treasure Hunt Game
One-Handed Visual "Count-Down" Timer
Cart Scanner
Refrigerator Caddie
Audio systems with Wi-Fi
Domino Template
Count Down Timer
Smart Combination Lock
Carry On Rubb-A-neck
Evolved drying rack 99% V\V
Count Down Timer
App Enabled Plant Cover
Magic Handle
WIRELESS INDUCTION HOT WHEELS
T-Handle Reinvented
smart blade
Tucked in
A Lint Mitt/Pouch made of Nylon Netting for use in the Dryer or to be used on your clothes for removing lint, fuzz, pet hair, etc.
Spray Bottle Arm Ring
Butter softener
Docking Power
framing
chore chart with space to put a picture of finished job kid can see exactly what's expected and check off if what they did matches picture
Solar sun roof charger
Electronic Croquet
Workout hero
Laptop Cooling Pad
DJ Direct Speaker Listening
This is a stylus with a capacitive rollerball tip that actually feels like using a pen when used on a screen.
iPhone iPad or iTouch case with imbedded Device that would beep when button on charging base was pushed
Heat protective i phone case
eco conditioner
3D Pixel
Hinged PVC flat table top that attached to the top of your washer or dryer for extra folding space. Folds back on top flat when not in use
Dusting Pod
Sneaker Repair Kit that will Extend the Life of that Favorite Pair of Shoes that is Easy to Use and Inexpensive
Heat, Eat, Freeze, Store or Go Food Container - You can store food/leftovers in the refrigerator/freezer and heat them in microwave or oven
Laptop Cooling Pad
Personal Bottle Caps
Extendable sun visor car
Multiple Directional Speakers
Drain &amp; Scrape Dish Scraper
Instant-Inflate Balloons that inflate themselves once activated. Like a glowing stick toy inside of a sealed balloon. Break to inflate.
Earbud Glasses
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Sand Floppers
HairMyWords Alice Band
iSweat
Easy Fold/Eat Picnic Blanket
Seatbelt Cutter - Press, tug &amp; cut. Fast, emergency seatbelt cutter attached to seatbelt at all times, removable to cut other belts 2. RESUB
Santigloves
portable water cooler
TABLECLOTH that gets never ever ever wet. #NEVWET
Smart Seat
Shift
leaf bagger
Wink Whole Home Humidifier
CAVEMAN Smart Mancave Recliner
INFLATABLE SACK --------------- For waste and many things. Freestanding. Convenient. Disposable.
Dryer warmth outfit
Double Suction Cup
ANYMALS --------- Mix your own Animal Toy Figures. Collect em! Trade em! Mix em!
Dusting Pod
App Monitored Pond De-icer
Splash Protector
Multicharger
Mattel - Smart Phonics Blocks
A-E LED Color Changing Mirror
Connected Pill Dispenser
PortAshower A campers Dream
Pet Collar w/ thermostat, APP
The Copter Kite
FOLD FLAT WASTE BASKET
Cell Phone = Microphone
Paint Brush Pointer / Bumper
NEW NERF TOY Grenade that projects NERF bullets from it also can fire at two modes,on impact being thrown, or on a timer. or for lazer tag
UNIVERSAL STRAPS! --------Take things easy: your bags, bike, suitcase,loads, groceries... They wind up. Tiny. Handy. Quirky. Universal Uses!
Do you or someone you know ride a motorcycle? Well Audio helmet is for you! Control your music right from your helmet & charge your battery
Juggle Tracking Soccer Ball
Sunbonnet Player waterproof
Dish Scraper with Drain Holes
The PEN STAND --------- a pen which can be bend and it turns into ...an IPHONE stand!
Tire Key
protect clothes w/ cedar chip
Perfect Timing Pill Dispenser
Good to Go
pool test telescoping handle
automatic puncher
pool skimmer brush
Christmas Claw
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AC Adaptateur Flexible
Pan stand
Finger Sleeves
180 degree Christmas Tree
Clip your Baseball Cap on Bike
FRUIT DOLLOP CUTTER for GARNISHING, adding to SALADS and COCKTAILS. Gives you ROUND FRESH FRUIT PELLETS to ENJOY
THE SAND STAND ---------------------- Place bottle in sandy etc grounds secure and safe from falling over and heating up. Cheers! ;)
Personal Trainers Barbie & Ken
Multi plug for usa / Europe
Universal Remote App
THE CLIP-LIGHT --------------- combining the best of a torch and a clothespin. For uses in car, garage, outdoor, basement, travel...
Seal &amp; Flip Side Chip Bag Lid
RESUB.. iPad/Tablet Holder - Attaches to your body. Collapsible and Highly Portable. Now WORK ON THE GO EASILY AND CONVENIENTLY
Pivot Power Mounting System
RESUB with MODIFICATION: SPECTACLE LENS CLEANER with WET PAD and DRY PAD and CLEANING SOLUTION INLET
Dog Carrier/WashTub
Kirlian iPhone Case
Smart Weather Device
Eco-Irrigation Resubmitted
Twist Grip
Express Tag stage II &amp; III
Flying Drone Case for Phone
Wall Cordie - Easy to reach charging cord and charging station for mobile phone. Good for places where there are no counters or tables.
Swivel Power
CRUISER/HANG GLIDER DRONE
Voice Converting Glasses
Accessorized Shower Head
False-cath
Grill-Air-A-Tor
SANDCASTLE KIT
HARMAN/KARDON-HEADPHONES
In Control
UltraFlex Jack
Express Station
IQ-THE SMART HOUND
Smart Helicopter Radio Shack
Spray Bottle Ring - Hang on arm while cleaning, hook to store. Stick microfiber rag/paper towel through. Dry erase board use. RESUBIT
Always Together Bear
Fake thermostat cover
ReelPower- SlingBack Revives
Adjustable Width Squeegee
Baseball Bot
IoT Speaker Lightbulb
Informative Motorcycle Helmet
Leap
Air Building Blocks
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Viewer for race biker
I-roll App Enabled fit roller
Connected spot-bulbs
Smart Toilet Paper Printer
Double go
Better wallet
3D selfie device
rc offroad truck
I Phone Case and Stand
Smart Phone Charger and Sound
Touch Sensitive Microphone
Wink Smart Sump Pump Module
Toilet Target practice light
POPPY-SORBET MAKER
Smart Frame
Color changing phone case
Wink home weather station
Paint Brush Pointer
cuttingboard with holder
Smart Phone Case And TV Remote
POPPY-BABY GOURMET CHEF
3-in-1 Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Diagonal Rods -Maximize &amp; organize closet allowing space for shelves too. Keeping things not used frequently out of the way but still handy.
Lego Gift Paper and Gift Boxs
Multi-Nozzle Water Jug
Phone Finger Link
Stand Up Exercise Keyboard
Kitchen safety device designed to constantly remind cooks that the stove is still on and needs your attention, safety for forgetful folks.
Solar Helmet
Watering can for spilling by the same amount of water
Scented Elastics
Earth Magnet Dumbbell
jjgj
3D Pet Food/Treat Printer
Accessory Case - Power Sources
Batter Mixer/Dispenser
Spray Bottle Ring - Hang on arm while cleaning, hook to store. Stick microfiber rag or paper towel through. Dry erase board use or Cleaning.
Blind spot monitor
Easy Weeder Garden Seat
Sticky Thingies
Maser
Wink Fire Escape System
Wearable Thin Screen OLED
The Smart Tooth Brush
An improvement to the working gloves mechanics use. Add a slim led light to knuckle side of glove and a magnetic tip to 1 of fingers.
Rainpeas
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SnapPack Suitcase
hidden earbuds
Magic Mat - A Formable Blanket
lean back clean machine
Mobile phone radiation Cases
App controlled Modem/Wifi
WaterProof BoomBox #SBRoom
Wrist flashlight
GOLF CLUB FINDER/SENSOR
Earthquake / Survival Kit
PORTABLE PARTY TRAY - Snap-Down Lid, Gel-Filled Sections stack in freezer & assemble on receiving tray. Keep cold cuts/veggies/cheeses cold.
Four Wheel Drive Lighted Sign
Buddy - the Ear Bud Clip
An Ultra Thin Stylus
Magnetic Seal for A/C filter
Box Alert
Suture Removal Device
thermostat controlled faucets
coolShirt
Alpha
retrofit broom groomer
bitcoin
Slim Dish Mat/Rack -Stores flat, folds into different sizes &amp; formations, depending on number of dishes being washed. Water proof #nevwet
Only Chiropractic Keyboard
Mug Hugger - Hugs most existing mugs. Prevents coffee from spilling &amp; keeps it hot longer. Protects surfaces &amp; hands. Sip &amp; enjoy!
Battery Charger
cold storage
Scented Elastics
Body Clock
Transitional Heat Light Bulb
Induction Charged Headset
TingTong
Take2 - Switchable Handbags
kitchen Fan Resub of 853977
Pill bottle magnifier
Assymetry
2015 Cadillac Escalade toy car
SOS BLUETOOTH SONAR BRACELET
assymetry
Earth Magnet Dumbbell - RESUB
IntelliBird
WinkVent - Smart ventilator
Smart Tools Kit
jdjkjdkjdkd
Unlock
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A "tower" for round container lids. Even when they are supposed to be stackable, a small touch and they fall over!
Beach TENT
ICE CREAM/BUTTER/CHEESE SLICER
Party Multi serving glass hold
COOKING HANDLER Saves Burns
Multiplayer Tablet Connect Mat
Burger/Sandwic folding wrapper
Baby Wet Diaper - Color Strips
aQuaclear
BabySitter Wink Alert Device
The Phone Lamp
THE CLIP ON FAUCET CLEANER ------- keep your faucet sanitized, decalcified and clean. The easiest way. Just clip on. No tools required.
Folding Reusable Grocery Bag
WINK TOUCHLESS FAUCET
Self cooling beverage cup
Safest Gasoline GaugeMeter Can
Flutterbys
CANDY TOWER Match Game
THE CLIP ON BREEZE ------------ just clip this fragrance on the ventilation of your cars air con. And enjoy the freshair.
UPSIDE DOWN BAKE SHAPES
ByeFly w/ Sun Protection
SinkSafe
AHORRADOR DE AGUA
Kick it
Wrapping Paper Station!! Tear Off Just the Right Amount of Paper for your Present! No More Fighting The Paper Roll!
Bed Buddies for Sick Kids! Heat them up and cool them down!
The Custom Tree
No-Spill Ice Tray
LED Headphone, Screen Lyrics
Wink Camera Saves Car. Hit/Run
Fabric composition scanner
Home Ravioli Making Machine
Vertical toaster with App prog
See you again
Sidekick Measuring Cups
Press-on Travel Bib
Weight Product Orderer
Noise Cancelling Earbuds. For use in noisy environments, airplanes, etc. Comfortable earbuds - no bulky headphones. Pop in your pocket &amp; go.
CAMBOT: Video enabled hover drone that syncs to your phone via app and auto-follows you. Great for taking vacation or adventure video.
disposable shower mit
Egg Minder tech. for butter
Sleep alarm for drivers
APP~ENABLED TRASH CAN
stacked book, side table
Back-betters
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Dual Washer/Dryer
kickbacks
Flexible BT Speaker
Light Music Mood
Blokly Smart MegaBloks
Coding Console
Back seat airbags
Smart Globe Encyclopedia
Spotter Socket Adapter
Baby's Nasal /Sticker Vapor Up
omni directional rollerskates
Babies Cry / Swallow Medicine
Light Fixture WIFI Repeater
COMBINATION 3 MODE HAND HELD SHOWER HEAD AND BACK,BODY SCRUBBING BRUSH!SHOWERHEAD,SCRUBBING BRUSH ON
STEROIDS!
Cell Phones Ear-buds Sharing
RECOVAlert Jewelry
No Splash Pet Bath
Dual Track Light System
Track light monted Smoke Alarm
Heated pet bed
Lego Compatible Hinged Blocks
An alarm clock with no snooze button and several different sounds for the alarm. The alarm sound will gradually increase in volume.
The Wall Climbing Robot
CHAMELEON WEAR,sneakers and hats that change color! Similar to the hotrod paint schemes.
Magnetic cord holder
QUIRKY THE BOARD GAME!
Cocoon Chair of tranquility
TheAppThatActivatesVia iPHONE WhenEverYourVehicle,Bycycle Etc Are STOLEN.Data/DownLoaded To aSecurityAgency/ReDirectsINFOtoLAW
Enforcement
Waterproof Walkie Talkie Watch
Vessel Junior
QUIRKY THE BOARD GAME!
Twithump
A baking pan with insulated sides
UV MakeUp Box/ Kills 99% Germs
Think before you flush / brush
SaviAir Cancer Inhibitor Ioniz
Airpurifier Ionized EMF Heater
STAYPUT Airplane Seatbelt
Power Share
Universal adapter light bulbs
APP ENABLED CLOTHES STEAMER
WATER BLADDER WATER SPRINKLER
Kid-friendly water feature
(Resubmit) Wraparound toilet step for children to use when potty training.
Letâ€™s change the way these games are refereed and bring more precisions. Imp Enabled
BLIND SPOT DETECTOR
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Home Body Wash Making Machine
LINK the SOLAR POOL SUN PADS
Secret Message for HELP
WINK Wireless Ceiling Fan
GE Connect... The Future is Now. Letâ€™s think outside the box and use the new Imp standard ;)
Universal School Kit
BatteryPowered Wagon
GARDENER$ - $AVE MONEY - Let's design a soil blocker tool that makes small blocks AND medium blocks
Dog anti pull trainer
test
Meal Planning Toolbox -- Refrigerator Organizers
Easily attachable moonbounce walls for toddler bed/mattress for a quick indoor moonbounce
Multitouch E-ink keyboard for iPad and other tablets. Multiple keysets (such as number pad) and trackpad functionality, customized with app.
Toddler push toy with multiple wheels on the side and top for kids who love wheels and anything that spins.
Plateau Ã meringues
Battery Operated WAGON PULLER
helper man
Navwatch
Pocket Pail
Ambi
The Travel KUP HOLDER
Locky
Private writings
automatic get dressed 2.0
Decor/Plate Center Piece. Center piece plate with an array of silk flowers arranged on plate. Plates of different styles and types may vary.
Mighty Sponge
Smart Key holder
Oven Mitts and Trivet in a single heat-resistant solution with a simple twist. Look at all images, Suggestions welcomed!
generator box
The Navigator
Map-Correct (M-C)
Easy Salad Mixer
This Broom has No Boundaries---&gt; Sweeps Under Baseboards, Furniture, Etc. Rigid Steel Torsion Coil Allows Broom Head To Pivot on Demand.
Smart Key holder
Wink window opener
Side suction vacuum cleaner
Private writings
Passworth
shoe cleaner
Shoe-shaped smartphone case
Laser Billiards(Pool)
Cucumber Eyes
whitning gum
LED Flashlight, UC Resubmit. Revised with NEW options and pictures. Hansfree features (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
PBSMV
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evaporation diaper
Chromebook have just been announced. Let's create a nice CASE/COVER for it. They will sell like hotcakes!
shoe tie machine
Detachable Cooler Wheels
shoe shiner
Drip to Drain
Ruler Standâ€¦ Unfold, measure and mark. Then use it as a Stand for mobile devices. Compact and easy to carry. See all images.
Ball Cycle
App-enabled Cat Toy
flip flip flop
Sliding Custom Phone Case
Instant shelter
A Mobile Alignment System
Fly It
App-Enabled Plush Toy Monitor w/voice activation. Hear child's coughing, crying or calling for you. Use with smart phone or home intercom.
Handsfree use LED Flashlight with Flexible/Detachable handle; hang anywhere. Magnetic rotating base, Rechargeable (Render by Peter Frazier)
umbrella cover
App-Enabled random number generator REWARD BANK. Children add coins, parents read their rewards on iPhone. Just like a slot machine.
EZ Squeeze Burger Sauce
The DigiTable
The DropStop iPhone 6/6+ Case
Digital Car Clip
Lazy Do It All Phone Holder
Here's a salad tumbler (NOT a lettuce spinner) that mixes all salad ingredients evenly in the bowl. Perfectly tossed salad - every time!
NEW iPod Nano are out and RUNNERS will need a new solution. Let's create the perfect solution for them!
Kids Sing and Recording Booth
Check your smart phone to read gas grill gauge. Not enough gas for dinner? Buy another tank before you come home from work.
Telephone Call and usage tracker. Get Information to Your Mobile - Wifi Enabled Protect your Family from Strangers..!
Here's a salad tumbler (NOT a lettuce spinner) that mixes all salad ingredients evenly in the bowl. Perfectly tossed salad - every time!
Keep your Tooth brush Germ free. Tooth brush holder with dryer.
grip 'n twyst
Clear View Cube
PingRemote
mega smart bloks
OVEN with WIFI module that let you start/stop/monitor your oven from your iDevice/Android. Why not work with GE again? Let's make it work!
Doorbell Customizer
Dehydration Signal Bracelet
Outlet/Plug Genius
ViBedChair
Device to make pates at home
Door Locking App
The Ultimate Beach Bag
BOOKSHELF ORGANIZER FOR USB FLASH DRIVES stores and labels flash drives in a book
ditch witch
IPhoneCase-window-breaker
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The SOTO Pocket Torch Case
Cars circuit battery free load
"Pixit" Your Hamburger
CAR STICKERS, Let's make a COOLER one and make it GLOW !
Call Concierge
Auxiliary cord with amplifier
Make a beautiful ice candle holder. Simply fill the mold with water, place in the freezer (or outside), and once frozen, you're ready!
Bath Reader | For Books or Tablets (iPad)
iNeed Watering soil sensor alert app lets you know when it's time to water your plant!
Sanitory napkin can
Power Generating Phone Case
StingRay MultiSurface Dust Mop
sdk
Versatility for your ear.
My Indoor Garden
Kids light switch
Safely Text and Drive
Hifi Wirless headphones
Study Hub base on Subject
Cigar's Chimney
Innovative frying Pan its handle works as a oil filter. Take out oil easily without any mess.
Flexible clamp Projector
Helmet with Speed display.
What's on your status bracelet
Lollipop Creator
Green power Christmas Lights
Wifi App Enabled Clip Cam
HEAT LUP
Smart Water Bottle
DogTop
Base Mobile for Kids
Complete Tatoo cover up.
Solar-Charging Sunhat
Air writer
Battery Tree
infinate coloring book
50% of all beer/soda cans aren't recycled, creating 670,000 tons of garbage each year. Solution: The CanCan! Follow on Twitter @QuirkyCanCan
miniski
Wheelbarrow Caddy: Add-on storage for the wheelbarrow. Utilize the space between your wheelbarrow's handles to store/transport supplies!
CoolBand
Kidzplay Jerzies
Hate stepping on a wet bath mat? This design creates air-space between the mat and floor to dry fast and stay fresh. Dry mat = happy feet.
dfg
GRILL 360 (FLIP)
Bluetooth SpeakerSync
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Car Seat Alarm
Fingerlock
The Changing Font Keyboard
Smart Phone Plug Magnetizer
Charging wheel
Smart Freezer with battery
X
The Water Writer
whisk and salad graber
Car Closet
Monicath I-V
Strawberry And Banana Mtn Dew
Internet Pin Pad
mobile voice recording studio
Ultimate sunglasses cleaner
air bag supplement
Smart savings pig
Pen shape USB with a reminder
KNEKTUS
COLOR CODED DIVIDER DISCS remind you to keep hanging clothing separated into basic color groups. Stay organized & save time in the morning!
VIRTUAL Digital Piggy Bank
Foundation match up
Easy to wear kids swimming cap
Microwave Spray for Metals
Kitchen-2-go(29tools)
Automatic Plant Rotator â€“ Lazy Susan type plate that rotates once every 48 hours to keep indoor plants growing symmetrically.
Shaky
Battle Blanket
blind spot warning light (BSW)
Smart Wireless Switch System
Stylus with Flash light / LED
2 position Toilet Brush
The Franzys
Olives dispenser
If there's a fire and you and your pet (or small child) are on a second story, YOU can out using a ladder fire escape; not with a heavy pet
Monitor Lizard
Toys: TODDLER ACTIVITY TOUCH MAT - Amaze &amp; amuse children. A lava-like activity mat with swirling colors that ebb &amp; flow at their own
touch.
TC ring pinky cell holder
UV cutting
Table Top Golf by Mini Golfers
Lunch box air freshener. It makes sure that you lunch box smells great with out causing harm to the food inside the box.
Cool Invent
Poppy Dispense by Weight
imagine you can change you color of your paint similar dynamic as DNA codes
US Flag for homes/apts, can be Half Staff by RAISING THE POLE. (instead of lowering the flag)
Sliders
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DOUBLE FUSION/drink infuser
Fridge top shelf
UNIQUE LAMPSHADES
Directonal LED Light Bulb / RE
Wink Spelling Pencil
A IPHONE CASE THAT HAS A BUILT IN CONTACT LENS CASE.
The Door-Stop
Transparent Hole Punch
TOWEL-SAVER DISPENSER - Torn off too many paper towels for the job? Don't waste them - fold &amp; insert into handy towel dispenser slot.
Countdown vault
Bear Rack System
Gps Flare
Cable Snap (Cable ReConnector)
Cot Width Baby Pillow
iSharpenU
A VELCRO CASE THAT CAN BE SLAP ON ANYWHERE WEATHER ITS ON A WALL, UNDER A BUNK BED OR ON A DOOR. THIS THING
CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE
EZ Release Swivel
Power Plus
Mini-Water Alarms
Universal adapter light bulbs
Chameleon iphone cover
A VELCRO CASE THAT CAN BE SLAP ON ANYWHERE WEATHER ITS ON A WALL, UNDER A BUNK BED OR ON A DOOR. THIS THING
CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE
#spotsv Updated LED suction cup mount shower light, water resistant mount in shower, press to change light setting standard to mood lighting
Create Shapes with Crates
safe steering wheel cover
Wingit
#spotsv Re 9/25/10 Vertical rotating baby bottle brush, will operate vertically in a circular motion.
MUG HUG
1st Wink wifi doorbell system
Cold Keurig Pod Holder
wireless cold serving dish
Kid Phone
2CYCLE - stroller to tricycle
Check calories consumption
An Ergonomic Hands-Free Paint Carrier that reinvents painting for the homeowner do-it-yourselfer making painting safer, easier and even fun
BANG IT
A Home Gym that Uses a Door Jam for its Vertical and Horizontal Supports and then Hangs on the Door for Storage providing a Zero Footprint.
Mini clothes dryer
BLANKIE BUM -A PLUSH TOY THAT CLIPS TO ANY SEAT BELT AND FOLDS OUT TO A COZY BLANKET. NO MORE BLANKETS ON THE
FLOOR WHILE ON ROAD TRIPS.
Ultimate Pooper Scooper
Wireless Peltier Modules - Recover Lost Engine Heat and Convert into Useable Electricity - VIDEO
Smart Crib Pad
Flip Hookah Bowl
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Personal Food Diary
Multi nibbles mold mini cakes
Evercharge or Everycharge
Helping Garagoa, Colombia.
Tek Band
Quero ser um Mestre Cuca
Mist R Clean
IPHONE SURVIVAL CASE. EVERYTHING NEEDED TO SURVIVE ANY LIFE OR DEATH SITUATIONS.WEATHER YOUR LOST IN THE
WOODS OR TRAPPED IN AN ELEVATOR.
Digital Food Buddy
Test
PCM
Table of Gaming
Technology for honest people.
Barbie's new dreamhouse
The "pee-wee" hangs on the edge of your toilet seat to can hang your "male junk" avoid dripping on the ground, and alternate place to rest!
Mini LED Light For Tools
QUICK RESPONSE GREETING CARDS
Curiosity; Forever More App.
The farmers wife
The Ultra Green Urban Washing Machine. Quickly clamps to any bicycle seat post. Game Changer #QCYCLE
phone phresh
New Painting Tool.. eliminates the time and hassle of applying painters tape. SEE PROOF OF CONCEPT VIDEO
AIR BULB Bicycle suspension, allows existing saddle To Multi-Flex W/Riders Constant Movement. SEE PROTOTYPE. #QCYCLE
Vivian life belt
Toothbrush
WALKER REMINDER
Radio Recorder
iPhone 5/5S Case with Gender
Heel saver
To protect children from the risk of electric shock, power outlet (power strip, adapter, etc)
New Device
Backpack with sitting cushion. The usual used as a backpack cover. When you open the bag, cushion changed. Protect your child's precious hip
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
Skin Vegetables FAST. Expedite the Process, Easier, Much Safer, Less Waste.
Reusable vacuum sealed storage â€œbagâ€ for large vehicles to protect large investments from moisture, sun, and insect damage.
BEDLAMP &amp; hidden iPAD HOLDER
iPhone 3G Hotspot Mobile Case, for travelers. No more roaming.
The Tie Towel
GET LAID WITH YOUR IPAD, TOO.
Smart Chandelier Controller
Drying system designed to fit in small indoor spaces, attached to the ceiling it can be expanded and hidden easily.
Hidden Drying System. Designed to fit in small indoor spaces, attached to the ceiling it can be expanded and hidden easily.
Sport Bottle
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
iPhone 5/5s Diary Case
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Home Cosmetic Maker
Touch Light
Ruby, The Trash Fullness Meter
A solution for a big problem: Iphone overheating! We want to put a heat sink on the back side of the iphone.
A precision pen shaped stylus that has a pointed, firm rubber tip. Not the common rounded "bubble" &amp; more comfortable in weight &amp; size.
Sick of having your usb connections stick straight out of your computer. Wouldn't it be nice to have a rotatable usb connection fold flat.
UGS-Ultimate Gaming System.
Artvention
Automatic Toilet Paper Changer
Finally a shaker cup that allows you to take your protein and other supplements in the same cup!
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
iPhone Bicycle Rearview Camera
SCREEN PLANTER
Envelope & Box Maker
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
Drafting Table Side Extension
WHEEL BAG 2.0 Because form follows function
Hangits! - Simply fit and hang! - the all in one hanger - Resub over 550 votes 1st time! 95% View to votes ratio!
Baby net
Be descriptive - Clearly state
Tired of time consuming straps &amp; expensive trailer hitch mounted bike racks? How about a light weight quick to install bicycle rack.
Skateboard Fins - Simply attach to the Rail, Nose or Tail of your Board. Gives you tighter tricks and added stance and energy.
DOG-Roomba Interactive Toy
Car Life Saver
Band Life & Smart Pills
Be organized on your next cleaning mission. Get to everything you need to make your house clean with the "Quirky Caddy Cluster".
Fanny Pack with Travel Map
iPad pegit
â€œThe Banana Clipâ€ - A new way to hang bananas while saving precious counter space; prevents bruising and allows bananas to ripen slower.
Tabletop Tantrums. /MATTEL
USB2HDMI
Shower saver
Back so clean
Are Garden Hose Reels Designed for 3YO Children? NO! Then WHY the Heck is the Crank 2 Feet Off the Ground??? I'm Tired of Breaking my BACK!
Raking leaves is a tough job even when using a tarp. We could make a tarp that turns INTO a leaf bag and make the entire job much easier.
Silica Crystal Filled Dryer Balls--->Rapidly Absorbs Moister. Dramatically Reduces Drying Time, Micro Fiber Sponge Casing. GoGreen/$aveGreen
APP CON -NIMBUS WALL SAFE
Perfect for a Dorm Room or any bed/bathroom w/limited space.Vertical Tension Rod Clothing and Accessory Organizer. Maximizes unused space.
FaucetPhoneCharger?
The Ultimate Rolling Pin
iTarget
REV-EXPANDALBE
It`s an alarm that sounds when a home gets so cold that someone is in danger of freezing to death.
Cordless Bluetooth Earbuds
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Adjustable gain guitar pedal
Always-On Power Cord
CONVERGE PLUS
Wall Learning Center
Its a flashlight, and it is also a work light, and it can also stand up on its own any where.
Mute Voice Phone Talker
PivotBroom" Now You Can Sweep Under Baseboards, Furniture, Cabinets, Etc. Rigid Steel Torsion Coil Allows Broom Head To Pivot on Demand.
beach umbrilla with table and
Forget-me-not
FlitchBlocks
The Spontaneous Selfie Device
Flushable sink
Portable networkable speaker.
Walker Reminder
Virtual Smart Home Comm. Centr
Forever-sharp knife box
A Lighted Handweight which provides night visibility; can change colors at a certain time/distance to let user know they achieved a goal!
Garage Pole Storage
findme
Conveyor Blanket
Grill Tote
A Lighted Handweight which provides night visibility; can change colors at a certain time/distance to let user know they achieved a goal!
Garage Door Storage
Maybe Baby
iMini Extension Cord+ USB
OmniDirectional Motion Detection Alarm {Hidden in Plain View} Can use many types of unit designs. Alerts you via email or app if so desired.
Pneumatic Step Stool
Pop-Up Power (Resubmit)
Jumbrella
Multi-use Cooking Appliance - Based on turn table pizza cookers
Launch Laser - Swing Trainer
Are you using you own utensils to serve Canned Dog Food?!?...Not Anymore! Universal and Reusable *Scoop/Serve/Seal/Store*
Fan Cool Your Hot Food Tasting
Water use meter
All in One E-Board Game
3 positions handle pot &amp; pan
Portabrella
Warehouse
Static Stop Drawer Mats
Sleep Lamp
AC and DC Charger - Charge at home or in your vehicle. Compact size is perfect for travel. ( Video )
((Ray)): mouse disposable covers to avoid sweat and microbes.
"Soap Bar Twist Dispenser" Bottom Dial Advances Bar Upward. The Top Twist Plate Grinds Bar to Produce Soap Shavings. Neat, Clean, Eco-Smart
Klawz-It Kitty
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A BetterHideaway Hot Tub Cover
Drill in the corners
New age sounds..HARMAN resub
#spotsv Resubmit Essential oil air freshener.
Poppy Beverage
Heated Take-Out Tote
Washer &amp; Dryer (for diapers)
Car Cup Holder Saver
Sanitizer and Wet Wipes in one compact design with Sani - Hand !
Seams Easy Caulk & Paint Guard
Rice and Fried.
Hide and seek 2.0 upgrade
WINK hamster all in one feeder
light Gloves.
College Campus, Elderly, Large House, Laundry Room in the Basement??? No Problem! Load it and Roll It! Climb/Descend Stair Cases With Ease.
Previously UC w/ 9 Votes. App Enabled Product Monitors Home Utility Consumption.
Harman Earings!.
Baby Protector
App I- ?
just sweep and eat
The massage mat
Quirky Universal and Modular Cord Organization &amp; Storage System
"JAWZ" Tenderize & Marinate Like Never Before. Vacuum Pressurized Spikes Break Down Meat Fibers like a Vise. Simplifies the Process.
*As Seen On Lifehacker* Let's Create Different Size and Color Silicone Tubes to Shorten, Store and Organize All Types Of Cords and Cables.
A Cosmetics File
Ultrasonic Cleaning Helper
4ë‹¨ ì ‘ì´ì‹ ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ ìš°ì‚°
"Bat Wing Concept Umbrella" Stretchable Canopy. Replace metal frame with FLEXIBLE RUBBER RODS = "Bendable" Not "Breakable" So Cool!!
See &amp; Point your Cats !
Ultrasonic Cleaning Helper
IRONING EVOLUTION-->Guided by the Palm of the Hand, Tri-Directional Maneuverability, Ergonomically Correct, Superior Functionality POW!
Clip Reminder
Charge Control
Virtual reality-Collar
MMA Light
iPairing
3DHolograms on phone+tablet+pc
Soap Sponge
Re-Usable Grilling Sheet - Grill food and simply clean to reuse!
Connector Mobile Smart Device
Spiral Strainer
Multi-Purpose Percolator
Thermocell
Mower friendly fencing. Under each post is a hidden metal post. The fence is raised and locked up. So you can mow under the fence
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Twinkle Twinkle Crib Mobile
iPhone Bicycle Rearview Camera, the camera system that mounts to a bicycle for providing a clear view of the road behind.
iFish Alert
CigarMatch
The boom in the subway between
Mulch bed leaf whisk broom
Key tunes
Vegetable Slicer- egg slicer style for vegetables such as cucumbers, pickles, zucchini, squash and more.
I Shade
Stylo helmet
Shovel reinvented by Q and HD
Garbage can replacement lid
APP Controlled Cage Camera
Tennis coach
Power Umbrella
Add-on garbage can wheels.
Device like a clock is by door. Security strips are on valuables, when taken to door alarm, lights, and hidden camera on the clock go on.
Tracer Bottle/cup
Wipe Away
Quick way to add extra storage space in kitchen cabinets with 4 adjustable modular, stackable pieces placed under each of 4 corners of shelf
An App for a carâ€™s broken tail light and if brake lights would not turn on
Usb to Usb Instant Copy w/o PC
Dig-Eze So simple-So Effective
Underwater BackTraction Device
For a Perfect Brew
Hang Tight
Earbuds for Two!
A Bar housing a UV light inside to sterilize yoga mat in minutes after each use to keep it clean and ready for next session
Inflated Sticker
An expandable solar- powered Cooling Mat for outdoor barbecue and picnics to keep beverages, watermelon, water and more cool and refreshing
A remote controlled pet friendly airplane toy that hovers high enough to avoid capture by pet all while dropping treats to chasing pet
Rake and bag your garden leaves all at once! A giant size adjustable dustpan with opening at its handle to rake leaves straight into bags
Do you have Sleep Apnea? An App enabled device attached to wrist sets off a vibration alert if you stop breathing for a set period of time
A "Pringles" like garbage can that is stylish and takes less space in your car with an adjustable size to the quantity of trash you carry.
Converge Mini- Everything you love about Quirky's Converge, in a smaller package.
iPhone Camera Lens Wheel- iPhone 5 attachment with attachable lens wheel. Easily switch between lenses with a spin of the wheel.
Kids Proof iPad Case
Totem Plate
The iPad 2 Magnetic Earphones Holder!
SpaceSaver for all toasteroven
A cheap, practical sink waste disposal for developing countries. For people in countries like Brazil an equipment like that is luxury.
Sick of having your usb connections stick straight out of your computer. Wouldn't it be nice to have a rotatable usb connection fold flat.
Porta - Vent auto window
jtut
WECOOL Platform
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ShokHeelz
Pop up and Retractable Wind Turbine Blades - App-Enabled Wind Power!
GE WiFi - Washer &amp; Dryer - App-enabled
Modular units that fit into any size closet. They can be used as surface tops, shelves or drawers, and can be folded to be shipped flat
UpliftHER
The drawer separator that fits every size! It's simple, easy to mount and gives you the space you need. [RESUBMITTED]
SpiceCase: carry your spices to your picnic
Smart outlet
iPhone/iPad Suction Cup Case. Easily attach your iPhone or iPad to your walls, refrigerator, whiteboards, glass showers, etc.
No waste in public restooms
VolumeValve
Vanity Mirror Monocle
Pockets of Memories
iDevice Airbag - Never damage or drown your iDevices again! Same technology that saves lives - can save your iDevices.
antimicrobial covers
f.i.t.
reusable coffee pods
UV hand sanitizer
ATM AUTOMTED GPS SYstem
Improve Sockets : Remove the handle and fill the cup with a dense "Silly Putty" to make the product usable by people with wrist injuries.
HANG YOUR PICTURES WITH EASE. Marks/Levels and sets the distance for hanging holes with ease. Slides in and out to adjust length. Firedude
Soap Sliver Saver Device
The Light Runner
electric walker
The I Scale..the remote reader
Beach buddy Timer makes sure you never fall asleep in the sun again. No more super sunburns!
Outdoor APP enabled Lighting
Fitness Tracker Headphones
Portable Screw in Seat
Smart Gutters
Over the Shoulder Cord Holder
Grill Eze no more smokey tears
Flawed Clothing
Personal road salter
Charger savers
waterproof bag
DOOR DIFFUSER
iMini Power Extension+ USB
CLOTHES ORGANISER
Child Care Safety System
No fly zone
Travelers' Watch - a watch connected to your phone that changes time zone automatically.
MOOD LIGHT MAKER
Adjustable Crib
Quirky! Your great product needs a little tweak. Fix Chordie from sliding around all over the place when trying to unhook or use the chords.
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Heat activated aroma pod containing essential/bath oils with which you can enjoy the equivalent of an aromatic bath tub soak in your shower!
Computer-friendly Sunglasses
Use Hands Free Clothes Carrier when clothes shopping. Carry weight of clothes on your shoulders, leave hands free to check out other clothes
Off-Set High Lighting Tool. Opens up line of sight enabling the user to High Light Straight and Accurate. SEE VIDEO DEMO
Small, telescoping wand pushes your computer cord up through the hole in your desk. No more crawling under your desk in front of coworkers.
Imagine unclogging a toilet with the flip of a switch? Oscillating Sound Wave Technology could be the answer. (Proof of Concept Video)
EyePod-eyedrop applicator
Foam padded Xmas tree skirt
iPod Touch 5 (16GB) camera attachment. The new iPod doesn't have an outer camera. Now you can take photos using the front facing camera.
Doze mask
Sleep easy baby
LOVE ALL
Four-Way LED Floodlight Bulb
We've all struggled with this dilemma. Fill any bucket or vase from your bathroom sink. **SEE VIDEO**
Mini retracting extension cord
Rising Spinner Keep Hot Trivet
Raising Trivet
Virco
3 in 1 Trash Can Project
Air Bed Wink Controller
Portable Hot Popcorn Maker
Legoons
SDO pro - Smart Disc Organizer
Musimetics
Safe View
The Animated Pixel Light Bulb
FloatingAirport
Bath Soap Dryer Unit
Count with Zero
iPhone case
Speedy toaster
Modular Sink plunger
Test3
Tugtug
MissMeNot
test3
iCraft Punch was discussed during Feedback Friday on 11/16/2012 and placed Under Consideration
Life Saver
Solar charger
Corner cubicle rearview mirror
Introducing the BUG RUG the easy barrier to entry for any door in your home that stops unwanted creepy crawlers dead in their tracks!
Dual Oculus Rift VR Connector
Adapter saver
Wearable "Pepper" Spray
kettle without spout
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Even Bread Spreader
Icane
By coming in different colors and with varying colorful shapes Colorifics Plastic Cups are a fun and practical way of telling drinks apart.
Harman Pulse
Piezo-Eco-Light with USB
SafeRunner by Harman
At Your Service
StepFlush
Leveler
Sunswipe
smelly
A strainer that rests inside bowl while mixing flour (for chicken, fish) then you can pull up and shake excess flour off.
Plug Hub STYLE
This Broom has No Boundaries---&gt; Sweeps Under Baseboards, Furniture, Etc. Rigid Steel Torsion Coil Allows Broom Head To Pivot on Demand.
Farm Protection
smart phone animals
MegaBloks TWIST
Silicone Top Car Trash Can
Anti- Squirrel Bird feeder
Chemistry Set for Girls
Hear Buds!
Doggie Talkie Collar
Zoomable windows
Anti-Bark Dog Collar w/App
Flip Flop Clips! Shoe clips NOW for your Flip Flops!
Jar-Lid Spreaders self tap into any plastic condiment lids. Never reach for or wash a dirty knife for the life of the contents.
SoundEars
"Nosestick" or "VIPSTICK"
SAFER EMERGENCY LANDINGS
MyEye
Mattel Draw Assist
Glow-In-The-Dark HOUSE NUMBERS that stick to concrete curbs and other paved surfaces
Citizen X
wishbot
MagnaPlug
EZprojector
mochila
The beam
Wrap To "Hide"your Power Strip
Stem Metal + CitriTwist
RETRACTING CARGO NET!
Washi Tape for Imprinter: Creativity That Sticks
The APP enable toy set.
Finger Cap
MULTI Shot Water Mix Dispenser
Dog Fence works w/WiFi Router
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SURVEY-The Ultimate Party Game
Batteries That Never Die
"EyePod" Eye Drop Application Aid, Prevents The Human Instinct To Blink ;( Bulls-Eye 1st Time, Every Time! #spotsv
Steam Cloth
Dancing Birthday Candles: Miniature Air Dancers / Sky Dancers adapted for Cakes.
FishGolf" The best of both worlds!!! Inspired by Krammer of Sienfeld #spotsv
The Front-room Studio!
>>>> Diet Magnet <<<< A diet magnet that can be stuck on the refrigerator to remind you of progress.
The Helium Kite!
ALERT HSN MEGA HIT!! A clothesline innovation that allows women to discretely dry bras and panties with out them being seen by neighbors.
Silica Crystal Filled Dryer Balls---&gt;Rapidly Absorbs Moister. Dramatically Reduces Drying Time #spotsv
Toiletry Inventory Clock
hipodetect
Light Night
Home Free Cooling
Dancing Birthday Candles: Miniature Air Dancers / Sky Dancers adapted for Cakes. Resubmit with 412 Views and 377 Votes.
Dancing Birthday Candles: 377 votes the 1st time, 247 votes the 2nd time. We hope the 3rd timeâ€™s a charm.
Feedback Friday on 11/16/2012 &amp; Placed Under Consideration: iCraft Punch
Gas Grill's Ready Thermometer
luz
Happy Nacho - The Ultimate Jar
Wink Lawn Moisture Sensor
Smart farming helper
Electronic Rewards System
Tracks In The Code
Oil Squeeze n' Brush
Wink Smart Door Knob
Bath cat strap
Fans Dryer
Under Car PowerShell
Couch Armrest Insert
App Enabled Honey Do List
Modular Backpack/Carry-on
Race the car in your city app.
Cork-E
iLost it iFound it
Silicone ice scoop
Mail-safe Mailbox
EverMap
Limbo stick
Self-powered smartphone
Embellished weighted magnets on each side of the hem of a dress to hold it down on windy days saves you from embarrassing mishaps.
Eyelash Customizer
Blankie Sheet
Bag Aid
Pack for all stuff...
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Crafts Cutter Machine
Best vacuum cleaner accessories kit...(specially for smooth, perfect overall cleaning and use for the areas that difficult to reach)
home car washing machine
RollStraight
sss
toy jewerly kit
This constant-tension tennis racket never needs to be restrung and can adjust tension during the match.
Affordable handwash dispenser
Flexible Cutting Board Scraper
Laundrybasket that has all the clothing already sorted on "washing" color. Also the clothing is easy to take with you to the washingmachine.
Wood hanger clothes saver
Totem glass cups
Basketball Returner
MIXING CLAW - evenly incorporates ingredients into cookie dough &amp; meat mixtures. Wedge tines scrape curves, sides &amp; bottom of bowl.
SLOTTED Toothbrush Holder
Laundrybasket that has all the clothing already sorted on "washing" color. Also the clothing is easy to take with you to the washingmachine.
Smart solar cover
DAC integrated headphones
Never Lose Golf Balls
Aerate wine inside the bottle with this Blooming Whisk Wine Aerator. Turn the ratcheted handle to rotate the whisk "blades".
ã…‡ã„´ã„¹ã„´ã…‡ã„¹ã„´ã…‡ã„¹
RÃ¼m
lime throat
HaloVino
cover for auto air fresheners
Bluetooth Emergency Lights
STOW, incorporated directly into the case. "iPhone 5 integrated Charging Case" Plugs DIRECTLY into any AC outlet. Why carry extra baggage???
xmas tree light holder
Handle It
Lotion Wand
Apple Watch- Waterproof Battery Case
Induction Powered Slicing
Sneaker Shells
Light Therapy Fan
Kudos Digital Calendar
Toilet Cleaning Robot-pod
1/2 hour shower in a drought
Apple Watch- Keychain
The Quick Slice
Be Cool
STOW, incorporated directly into the case. "iPhone 5 integrated Charging Case" Plugs DIRECTLY into any AC outlet. Why carry extra baggage???
Panty Care
Ding
12345
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BBQ Grid Cleaner
cooler rack
An ergonomic double ended touch screen stylus. On one end, a fine point, and on the other, a brush - Yes, some fingers are just too thick.
Blind Cane App Directions
garlic & ginger chopper to finelly chop a piece a ginger and 2 or 3 piece of garlic.
Chat on the fly
Health Challenge
Back forniture Mold sensor
Standard Inductive Batteries
EZ-Stack PLATFORM RISERS
Quick Release USB Connector
Sherlock
Chic Meal Container
Button Cap
Electronic "Hot Lava" Game
This inexpensive AIR BULB allows existing saddle To Multi-Flex W/Riders Constant Movement. SEE PROTOTYPE
LI'L SCRAPPER - Low, easy-reach trash can that sits in your dish drainer. Peelings, food wrappers, meat trays, meal scraps, tin cans, etc.!
Rock 'Em Sock 'Em ROBOTS
The blue key
Sea Glasses or Sea Lenses
Bombs Away!
Extra Pocket
bulletproof desks
safety bicycle wheels 4 child
BEACON Glow-In-The-Dark PAPER PLATE HOLDERS &amp; Drink Clips. Locate your plate/drink at evening outdoor parties.
Cookouts/Camping/Poolside!
The Buddy System
Sol'
The LookOut Helmet
I WORK FOR STAPLES, 20+ YEARS. THESE WOULD FLY OFF THE SHELF--&gt; A Highlighter that scribes a translucent RAINBOW image with a
single stroke!
SnugMug
FishGolf" The best of both worlds!!! Imagine casting out 200 YARDS from the shore?! Now you can! Swing a driver or chip one out. FUN
Post-It Notes on a roll, dispensed like paper towels. Serrated bar allows you to tear off your desired size.
Multiposition IPad holder 4bed
Filter for odors and bad smell
Green indoor fireplace
Interval Training Watch
Clickable Headphones
Tea Timer
Spinal Foam Roller
App enable programmable robot kit that the phone plugs into. Turn your iPhone into a programmable spider-bot. Like LEGO Mindstorm.
Thumb-Oli
Iron Evolution....Resubmitted with innovative design changes.
App enable programmable robot kit that the phone plugs into. Turn your iPhone into a programmable spider-bot. Like LEGO Mindstorm.
ss
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Car door rain shield
roof access panel
IMPROVED PRODUCT! Door Jamb Mounted Cylinder Safety Device-A cylinder tank security mount that attaches to door hinges. Robert Harker
Name of invention
Sleep Tight
Clocks controller
Lap Slide For Kids
Innovative, inexpensive Bicycle Seat Suspension Allows Seat To Multi-Flex W/Riders Constant Movement. Air Bulb Absorbs Road Shock. PROTOTYPE
A mom's bag. With a chic outside and lot of diversity.
Biometric Slide bolt lock
W.T
Cranberry Cinnamon
Squishy Circuit Dough Maker
E-Ink Pocket Tee's
Seed Start TP
GOOD MORNING CALENDAR BANK
Collapsible Camping/Dorm GAME or STUDY TABLE. Mesh storage Pockets inside, Cup Holders, Outer Tray for cell phones, game pieces, score pad.
Fashion Forward Fun
A mom's bag. With a chic outside and lot of diversity.
See Video Demo. Gutter Rake Snake allows you to clean out 32ft in less then 5 MINUTES!!! Nothing ELSE LIKE IT. FAST, SAFE &amp; EFFECTIVE
dmdkdj
VECTR
Keep fruit safe from surface germs in between bites. Perfect as a stand for Quirky's STEM spritzer. Eat at your desk or on a park bench.
Custom Track Outlets
"Bar Soap Twist Dispenser" Bottom Dial Advances Bar Upward. The Top Twist Plate Grinds Bar to Produce Soap Shavings. Neat, Clean, Eco-Smart
Eco-friendly NAPKIN BUTLER retrieves one single napkin at a time, in an elegant holder. Encourages family &amp; guests to only take 1 napkin.
Expression Texting
Abrasive Vegetable Sanding Block---&gt; Skins Vegetables FAST. Rinses Clean, Expedites the Process, Easier, Much Safer, Less Waste.
Pan with lid holder handle
TrueWeight
MeasureMe
"EyePod" Eye Drop Application Aid, Prevents The Human Instinct To Blink ;( Bulls-Eye 1st Time, Every Time!
Boogie Eater
Chews My Menu App
Earplugs slide into a Headset
Smart lighter
Unique Bicycle Seat Suspension. Allows Seat To Multi-Flex With Riders Constant Movement. Air Bulb Absorbs Road Shock. *PROTOTYPE
Free Board
ojlkn
"InstaSeal" Is A Reusable Box Strapping System. It Reduces Labor Cost, Eliminates Waste &amp; Re-Purposes Corrugated Boxes Between B2B.
Edible Pet Sticker Snack
Digi-Tooth Brush
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Unique Bicycle Seat Suspension. Allows Seat To Multi-Flex With Riders Constant Movement. Air Bulb Absorbs Road Shock. *PROTOTYPE
Emergency Boost
Modular cookie cutter
The Amazing HooDoo Skateboard!
Change the baby!
penpal
Can Can
Heel saver
dgykjfxgdyk
paraxanthaine-fill pencil lead
Mug Stir
SmartCap
spngebob
Nail polish for toes
Multi functional rolling pin
Multi tools
Aerodynamic Motorcycle
Thunderbolt RAM
Multi Salt Shaker
Children Puzzle Hang Up Frame.
â€˜â€™SAFE-N-SECURE:â€
Headphone set with AirFan.
rool away welding screen
The Spiral Spin Toothbrush
Wink App Ski Snowboard Racck
H-Q FITNESS in-ear headphones
E-Ring
ARD EL KHAIRÂ® Aquaponics
TheAppThatActivatesVia iPHONE WhenEverYourVehicle,Bycycle Etc Are STOLEN.Data/DownLoaded To aSecurityAgency/ReDirectsINFOtoLAW
Enforcement
Quick & Safe Trunk Escape
Soiling your cookbook? Converting quantities wrong? Reading recipies 100 times to know whats next? The solution: multi-purpose-cookbook-rest
Solar Power Drill
TheAppThatActivatesVia iPHONE WhenEverYourVehicle,Bycycle Etc Are STOLEN.Data/DownLoaded To aSecurityAgency/ReDirectsINFOtoLAW
Enforcement
CyberProTexion-TM w/miniGPS/microchipped digiCAM Embedded Within"Prompting Quick Recovery of Your Priceless Bicycle,MotorCycle,Moped etc
Vacuum SHOWER SHELF - Does your suction shower caddy come loose? VACUUM suction grip- pull brace handles inward for a sure suction grip.
PlayDoh Building Block Factory
Rent-my-stuff
App Airfreshener
Launchpad for ParentsCare
Clean Cocktail Mixers
Cat phone Case
Magnetic induction heater
Ceramic Panel Room Heater
Retractable Charger
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AUSTIN - Beer Machine
hugs simulator
Stackable PLATFORM RISERS for lawn, beach or picnic. A clean &amp; level surface for your drink, plate, book, phone or Kindle.
AntiLightningOutletExt. (Wink)
Advertisement in Vehicle
MixnMatch
Neti Pal
I have invented a device call the key buzz.it allows you to find youre keys when you lose them.
#spotsv Resubmit Tool and appliance cord protection and management
See Video Demo. Gutter Rake Snake is a gutter cleaning tool that will benefit every home owner Nothing else like it. FAST, SAFE &amp; EFFECTIVE
The Bubble Jet Flyer!
Abrasive Vegetable Sanding Block---&gt; Skins Vegetables FAST. Rinses Clean, Expedites the Process, Easier, Much Safer, Less Waste.
Driveshaft bicycle
KitchenwareCleaner
Solair Shade
home security box
Quirky Fishing Pod Rod Holder
Flexbroom" Now You Can Sweep Under Baseboards, Furniture, Cabinets, Etc. Rigid Steel Torsion Coil Allows Broom Head To Pivot on Demand.
Chiller Bowl
Cleaning Supply Basket
Firewall Pet Door
Dandy Digger
A Quirky USB Tube Man Toy
App-enabled Labeling System
ok you know about the solar powered calculators,well how bout a solar powered plug in charger the sun a bright light can charge your iphone
Pluck V2
ok black or white yuk how bout a kit to color or paint your iphone not a cover a colorer
CD ROM/BURNER APP :FOR TABLETS
The Smart Sleeper
Mattel Moving Target
Dog Collar with ID and INFO CARD INSERT - Embossed dog tags are hard to read, and you don't have to special-order a printed dog collar.
Champion Can
Think Chia Pet for your lawn-- landscaping coconut fiber tile growing medium where you add your own seeds, water, and grow. Sod-it-yourself.
Quirky: list of friends
App-Enabled UV/LED HERB HUB
All game cosole glove
A hanging rolled t shirt and socks organizer. Rolling your t shirts and socks keeps them wrinkle free, no hanger shoulder and saves space.
A folding table for compact spaces
PAWPUSH - Aquarium Pet Toy
insulation band for doors
My idea is to include one mirror in the case of iphone 5.
Ultra thin hard plastic bed tray that is secured by sliding one slat between mattress and box spring. 3 motions,Lift up, push up, lay down
An app that controls and mixes scents and releases them inside your house or workplace. Click and Smell...!
ok a twofer 2 - 4 - 1 or 2 in one a retractable power cord an head set/head phones
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The Tension Brush
A portable iPhone speaker and charger that solves the problem of texting and driving!
Glow Helmet
Nail Printer with UV Light
Henna Machine
Hygenic cutlery stand
Pedestal PATIO TABLE with STORAGE DRAWERS: Bottle opener, Napkins, Drink Coasters, BBQ lighter, Matches, Gardening Gloves, Trowel, etc.
Tired of getting a soda drink with ice that melts and ruins your drink i got the solutions ice soda or for any drink you get.
Tugga Bear
Treadmill Baby Duck
Magnetic power connector
Hand Grip Trainer Battery Charger
Silicone Seed Starting Tray
If you need reading glasses you may have trouble seeing the phone number on your portable home phone. We need a magnifying phone clip.
Christmas Tree webbed lights
#1 problem grooming a pet is??? keeping them in place. Splash Stacks &amp; Product 0157 research data Confirms it - Lets solve this problem!
All in one Window Fan.
Magic Restorer
Portable Battery Blast
fgfgfg
Free Sky
The Ultra Green Urban Washing Machine. Attaches to Your Bicycle Seat Post and Thoroughly Washes Your Clothes While You Ride.
A full size coffee pot and single serve / pod in one
Dirty Diapers Warning device.
Free Sky
Modular Bath Caddy - For Travel or Home
Crypt Tonight
Kebab Broil Pan
Rollies
Invent Better
tripode periscope
CoziBed Sheet Fasteners
Abrasive Vegetable Sanding Block---&gt; Skins Vegetables FAST. Rinses Clean, Expedites the Process, Easier, Much Safer, Less Waste.
Snow proof heated mat
Space Bar w/ Soundbar
Essential oil air fresheners. No more plastic inserts to dispose of!
FishGolf" The best of both worlds!!! Imagine casting out 200 YARDS from the shore?! Now you can! Swing a driver or chip one out. FUN
Converge w/ Soundbar
A Slim-line EXPANDABLE CLAM TOWEL HOLDER for rolled bath towels. It hugs the wall & will adapt to hold extra towels as needed.
Cold one
Dura-Winder
Flexi Bands
Was UC... Resubmitted with innovative design changes.
A Real Battle Ship Game!!!
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Refrigerator Tupperware
Aros Smart Box
No freeze pipes SMART FAUCET.
Nimbus w/ Audio
Mobile Urinal, attaches to any plastic bottle. Stores in glove compartment, right there when you need it
"You've Got Meowl" Pet Texting
Digital Shower Mixer
The Lane Staff
The I LOGOS.Customize I phone or I pad with an affordable interchangeable option.
The LookOut Helmet
Neck support for flying coach
Hooded blanket that turns into stuff animal.
"Real Simple" Circular Sweeper
Xtra Screen
Easy Char
Modular Pad Concept
Space saver Chairs
Flashlight with infrared
Interlocking pegboard pieces with attachment options that don't leave holes in the wall.
Automated indoor garden
Personal Assistant
Collapsible Drying Rack for MITTENS, GLOVES, PLASTIC BAGGIES, SOCKS, STOCKING CAPS, SHOWER CAPS, SHOWER MITTS, DISH
CLOTHS, etc.
VENT CLIP
Muusto
Table Top Skinz
Drone Rescue System
The Stink Box for outdoorsman
Expandable Luggage
Entertainment center / toy box for kids rooms
Toddler push toy with multiple wheels on the side and top for kids who love wheels and anything that spins.
Digital Block Stacking Game
Bench converts to babys crib
Quirky Curtain rod brackets.No tools, No Screws, No holes. Now you can install curtains without the hassle of hardware.
J Talk
Graphic Design Workstation
Push & Spin Coffee Grinder
Apple GSM Tracker Device For The Prevention of Missing and Exploited Children or Human Trafficking
Plunge Snake & Retrieve
EasyFork
Flexible beach umbrella.
Disposable bathroom accesories
ALL Sports Grip increased moisture absorption, seams for increased grip and hand speed, comes in polyurethane and raw hide leather.
Switch your iPhone case your way! (Resub)
SUN SPOTS
Parents Activity Vest
A paper towel dispenser that letÂ´s you moisten
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Smart watches connect people
Washable flower stem to create a beautiful edible center piece. (Resub)
Full Spectrum Frames
Folding Chest Desk
Executive conductive charging
Maksimatic Bullet Cup Holder
When loosing sight of your child. Ankle alart bracelet for peace of mine all parents should have.
FASHIONABLE DARKCIRCLES HEALER
Bottle Tracker 2000
A Real Simple Broom and Dustpan.
roll away screen
Intelligent Diaper
Kids car wash Summer time water time. Fun fun fun!
HAIR CUT PATTERN DESIGN GIG
Life Flight Rescue Chopper Game
slides
launderizer
Don't cover up that beautiful device in order to protect it!
Measuring knife. Measure and cut your portions.
Draft beer home
TRIPME
Inductive charge wall station
Sink Bib
TRIPME
Suck at soldering? Small-tip soldering iron that Works like an inkpen. Simply click to solder! Imagine what you can invent and create
Jigsaw Chair/Mattress For Child's Bedroom Transforms From a Chair to an Extra Mattress for Sleep Overs.
Hot Dog Browner
Food &amp; Drink Support Blanket
Alternative to CERAMIC TILES
Phonickey
Kitchen Trash FOODScraper Clip
owner3in1clothing
Trim flower stems in a snap. Creates the perfectly slanted stem that allows them to drink more water from the vase and stay fresher longer.
My idea is doggie drawers for storage of all dogs supplies. Including, feet for eating and drinking at feeding time.
My idea is to have an attachment similar to a retractable tape measurer that will extend the length of your earbuds. Something very simple.
Smart Rain
Quick-Grip Strap Wrench
eCar Power Tap
Fire Snuffer Pouches
I Glove You pet brush
Pour dry food ingredients without spilling it or making a mess to clean up later! Perfect for those bags of sugar, flour, or cereal!
The Ultra Green Urban Washing Machine. Attaches to Your Bicycle Seat Post and Thoroughly Washes Your Clothes While You Ride.
Maxer
Affordable option to personalizing your device. Endless options; favorite sports team, cartoon, logo, inspirational message, pattern etc.
FreeLight
chipput
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CozyCase
Jam/Jelly Maker/Infuser
"Flexbroom" Now You Can Sweep Under Baseboards, Furniture, Etc. Rigid Steel Torsion Coil Allows Broom Head To Pivot on Demand.
Where to place my hard drive!!! Introducing Sticky Drive
Bar Soap Is Slimey &amp; Unsightly, BUT it's Cheap! (so am I) AND It Lasts 3x's Longer Than Liquid Soap. Mountable Bar Soap Grinder. *Prototype*
Tot Shoe Saver String
Wheres My Keys?
SmartBar Flashlight/Toning Bar
2 in 1 phone case
Important Caution Unit I.C.U
my idea is a rearview camera for individual. similar to a rearview camera on car...camera will mount on a cap or helmet.
Keep Your BUNS from FROSTBITE
Clock Light
HomeDepot BathFan - SMARTFAN
Smoke/Carbon alert alarm clock
APPLE Mabook Battery Charger
safety light for bus stop kid
Collapsible laundry sort cubes
Goodbye Crappy Box Fan
Smart (App Enabled) Fish Tank!
Nerve gear project
No vibe no sting
Bravo Belt
Body Health
The glow case
soap sanitizer airfreshener
Doughnut Fresh Tube
RESUB:Large silicone speakers - Collapsible -wrap around chairs,tree, curtain rod,deck rail -place up high, indoors, outdoors, wireless.
CRAZY ZOMBIE
Ear Cup Hearing Aid
water-repellent seat cover
Diaper Changing Station
Nut Cracker
Spit Cup with Disposable Liner
Hearing Aid Cup
The Easy Glide Push Rake
Bungee Bag
Easy Glide Push Rake
Grease Gun Holster
RESUB-LOOPITS cork board style. I would like to design Loopits for my cork board. Get creative and hold back pens, notes, photos. C images.
Purest Water
Sticky Speaker
Was UC.Quirky loved idea but said they needed help on ways to use this. How would u use this?-Memo Line extension.
Everlasting Remote
Smart Tags for wallet & keys
Hold-a-Bag Wastebasket
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Glass Plant Meter 'Probe'/App. Manage and Monitor indoor plants. Know moisture, soil content and fertilization of plants in your home. Resub
Holder for Groove Accessories
PIERCE and PLUG Caulking Nail
razor holder, with dividers.
Nature's Way Humidifier
A universal remote that prevents accidental button presses and is more comfortable to use.
The Universal Communicator
Toaster Cover and Tongs
Folder with Side Pockets
Retractable Essentials Holder
Tiny Crevice Brush
Tub Runner
"SLIP-SAV'R" File Folder
hydra electrica
Bathtub constrainer/organizer
Inflatable Body Pillow
ShoeShine Sponge Mouse
The World`s Greatest Invention
"Flexy" is a durable, rigid, more comfortable mobile phone that changes shape over time by using the body heat in your pocket.
Unire'
A universal remote that prevents accidental button presses and is more comfortable to use.
A bookmark with a positionable arrow. Allows for pointing to the last place left off reading.
MacStÃ¤nder
Flat folding BBQ grill, designed to fold up and store with ease.
volo
Get your friends photos after a party/trip/event with this keychain flash card down-loader.
"Did Anyone Feed You"... I ask My Dog This Question Every Nite...But She NEVER Answers Me! *Prototype*
Train-Fence-Bark Free Collar
Ice Cube Tray
Multiple Laptop Cable Rig
Bright eyes
An Iron With An Innovative Open Slit Design, Allows Iron To Slide Inside Garments &amp; In Between Pant Legs. "Ironing Evolution
Who doesn't like grilling? It's great any time of day. Especially at night with the Ultamite Grill Light!
The Pulse Pressure Wristband
The Motherboard
CleanSweep
Smart Storage
VÃ¤gguttag med inbyggd sladd
Universal AC Adapter w/ Backup
This nightlight glows softly hanging on its charging vine, gradually dims over time once "picked" and can be re-lit by shaking or squeezing.
Battery Charger w/ AC Adapter
Foot reflexology massaging device: App controlled massage and heating of reflexology points on the foot.
SLIM Solar panel back cover for iphone or ipad, stylish and slim so we can use iphone like a iphone without making it bulky
Grave Pad
"AirRide" Unique Bicycle Seat Suspension. Allows Seat To Flex with Riders Movements &amp; Absorbs Road Shock Better. *SEE PROTOTYPE*
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Abrasive Sponge Vegetable Peeler" Rinses Clean, Conforms to Surface, Expedites the Process, Easier, Much Safer, Less Waste
Smart phone Holder or case for Bath room,solution to keep the phone in bathroom &amp; use it. and not to brake your phone again when using there
MAFIA: Rise & Fall
Clip Case
NO TILT WATER CAN
THE AIR CANNON
My little eye
Smart Watch Power Band
Jimi
Anti-snoring/sleep headgear
TUDO ORGANIZER: An organize mat with elastic bands to retain whatever you want. Hang in back door, hang it on wall, take it to travel.
Changeable umbrella covers
Smartphone Soundwings. Flexible Speakers and App. Listen to the beat of your 'Wings'
Don't you just hate trying to pour any kind of liquid from a pot or pan and it drips and pours all over. Don't you wish you had a spout!?
3 in 1 Reusable Grocery Bag
THE LIGHT BENDER
Tatoo coverup
Sunny rain
Plug-in Bluetooth Subwoofer
Clogg stopper
App/Remote Car Coin Pick-Up
B
Air Bladder Bicycle Seat Shock Absorber. Attaches Between Saddle and Seat Post. Absorbs Road Shock and Dampens Vibration. SAVE YOUR A$$!
Keyboard/Mouse 'Server' Tray. Extension to Michael Cavada's desk accessory 'Space Bar.' Enter/Return. Cardboard Prototype. Videos
Make your mark with ease, it's like having a 3rd hand. Also Dry Erase Ruler Surface. Tape-Measure version of *Footnote* with added benefit.
VOICE ACTIVATED PADLOCK
Meat Unskewerer
Stickable/extendable arm w/mirror to help free hands to cut our own hair it could attach w/suction cup or silicone depending on the surface.
bathroom cup with a lid
Ultrasonic Power Module
Potty Buddy
Talking Golf Club
Chalkboard phone case
Water your plants from an App
Fruit Picker with Soft Chute
OctoNation T-Shirt Co.
Robotic Furniture Duster
An app enabled bathroom scale linked to a personal trainer app.
Air worm vacuum feather duster
Hail A TAXI Pen
Conniption!
BIG Cup Holder
Golf Score Improving System
Halo â€“ light up your garden landscape with the wind. A modern and functional use of this natural resource with a twist
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Cafe Voila-The perfect boost to start the day! Playlists + news &amp; weather,served with your coffee.Connect with other wink products.Resub
CHARCOAL BATH-FAN AIR FILTER
Game Time Count Down Clock
Achilles' Cover
An app-enabled nightlight/music player.
Bugtropolis Home Depot
Limelight outdoor/indoor
ROLL-UP SHOWER CURTAIN. Say Goodbye to conventional, unsightly shower curtains. The roll-up shower curtain is built into the Rod.
Arise
Folding Plant Shades HOMEDEPOT
Just weight
Unicycle Pizza Cutter
EazySqueezie Onion Chopper
POWER FAN n FLASHLIGHT- A Must Have Tool for Breeze &amp; Light Anywhere, Anytime. The solar FLAIR charges &amp; fixes to your dash, desk
or window
Slap WireTies -Snap Slap Hide
App Emergency Back Up Power
Desk
The Sharing Printer
dddfff
Hook w/ Integrated Label Clip
FlavorPacked
Tidy-Up Catch-All Bin
Induction Charging Briefcase
Blue Tooth Tire Nozzle Caps
Multi-purpose paper towel holder with customiazation features. Paper towel holders are personal to people as well as functional.
Never lost phone charger
The ZoeLamp
THE TORQUE
IoT Mailbox Alert
AUSTIN: Pet food container
Travel Coding Game
AUSTIN: App-enabled Keg Meter
the car shade
Look through a scrapbook open a page as it plays a song you associate with a specific memory, like when you open a musical greeting card.
App Controlled Space Heater
Perfect Temp Water Filter
Powerport
Waldorks
Screw In Treetap
How to Sort Laundry
FOUR IN ONE SCREWDRIVER
Bread Bowl Maker
"Trifold" iPhone 5 cover and stand case. Screen protector and phone stand. Front and rear shielding. Mock up cardboard prototype.
Apple watch charging stand
phone port protector
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Nugget Maker: Austin Challenge
Tissue w/ a pocket full of Gel
App-enabled Reading Tool
Broom Groomer Pro for Kids
Bike mount for apple watch
iPod Nano "Dual" case. Double the retention. Share the sounds. Functioning cardboard prototype. Please see photos. Thank you.
Bluetooth Speaker
GPS Tracking System
Affordabl Multiple Showerheads
Just quietly, I need you
The Master Cut Cigar Cutter
An iphone case with an advanced latching system. The case would be able to attach to different accessories.
WINK: App-enabled Keg Meter
Steady Nail
A iDevice charging dock for Space Bar. 2 3/4" clearance. Prototype. View Photos. Thank you.
Watei
Magnetic Nail Holder
"You got to be kidding, John! A "shrink wrap" iPhone 5 case. Pre-cut/formed. Heat sensitive lined edges. Custom, snug fit." Yes, Ben! :)
Cody
ULTRA-WRENCH
Cake Cutter
A mouse pad and touch pad in one. Foldable, compact and portable. USB connectivity. Mock up prototype. View Photos. Thank you.
Ornament Hooks
Smart Carseat Monitor
Flush-it Diaper Change Station
Stonekisseyfrogs/game board/ap
Stonekisseyfrogs
DESIGNER BOTTLE CAPS
Wearable tray w/ cup holder &amp; pocket holds everything you need for the game, to watch TV on the sofa, or to do work in bed.
smart curtain bug + PLUS
Stonekisseyfrogs board game/ph
Automatic perfume dispenser
Antenna Buddies &amp; Superheros
Cranial Electrical stimulator
Keep your car clean with a cover for your stroller's wheels. No more rain water or leafs in your car. It is a shower cap for your stroller.
Secure Tarp
A High Visibility jacket that incorporates the use of integrated lighting for increased visibility in areas of low level or no light for...
dickie socks
wifi bulb w/ changeable sensor
Rain Roll
Rechargeable LED light toy attaches to any pacifier to make it easy for a child or parent to find at night. Use with child's favorite paci!
totty potty pants
No need for a bag! Carry your stadium blanket, art tube, yoga mat, or blueprints on your back w/ this comfortable multi-use strap!
Solar Off
RESUB: rotating sink organi
Hair Color Shampoo
RESUB Collapsing flour sifter
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Smart Lamp With Battery Charge
Wink weather station
Bikegan, veggie for the bike!
Dryer of umbrellas for Malls
Wifi natural defroster
Permanent Fire starter V.2
Gravity Disproven
Tub Time (Video). Ultra bright battery powered, color changing LED lights that slip over the side of the tub. The water and suds glow. Cool
Velcro Rubber Band
Glow In The Dark Potty Chair
SPIKE VEGGIE TONGS
Wifi finess scanner
Renewal Refuel
FOOD SAW
Just quietly, please come here
Broom-huntress, hunt iron dirt
GE link bulb w/ sensor slot
My idea is a multi-purpose divider with sponge back for reduced noise. It will be dry erase/lined paper for writing/help with focusing.
JELL-O INJECTOR
BocaPropa
Butter knife
Cake Icing Printer
Pokemon Scanner
The Cover-U Canopy Backpack
Rack charger
Powercurl for iPad charger
STRAP JACKET PACK
FEED BAG
Weights that count 4 u
The iPhone Contact Lenses
Let's replace the x10 home automation with wireless-app enabled outlets and switches.
Decibel equalizer
It's a Snap! shower rings.
Bacon Skillet!
Waterproof shower calltaker
Safe and Sound headphones
The Handy Cooler Pack
Canine Seat Belt Harness
Magnalite
Air Bears!
Talking Rocket Racket
Back to Back Bread
Backpack Umbrella
Power Grabber! extension cord
Icy Maker
Dustpan with Funnel
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Ice Maker Blast
The Grill Shock
The Broom Groomer doormat. A doormat that digs deep and looks sexy.
The Tortilla Clip
Trunk Strut Stop
Dishes with flat sides and flat bottoms make it easy to eat troublesome foods like peas, corn, or rice with a fork (using just one hand!)
Mug Hot
Heat Now
Magnetic Smart Bookmark
Soft tacos and wraps are easier and more fun to eat with "tortilla clips." The clip pinches the end together so you don't lose your fillings
Bouncy ball phone case
Earpiece Translator
Light Shield
Egg Discs. Multi egg rings for the home. Could call it Egg Discs or Eggs Roundabout
cell backpack kit anti-theft
Enjoyable Little Card Game
Image Carver
Flexible Tablet Holder
Noise Control
Extra Drive
Vertical outdoor power strip
Tempurpedic Dog Beds
Mic windscreen for iphone
USB Connect
SHUTTLE BIN is a revolutionary garbage/trash bin that allows quick release with a 'no touch' system. See pics and description 4 info (resub)
Sports &amp; Home Health Bracelet
3D Mini World
App enabled picture level
3D World
QuadBuds
Uni Savers
**ATTENTION GE** Want your SELF CLEANING Ovens to be even hotter?? Let's make them App- enabled (Has Not been done) Resub
Sometimes you just need to carry a few small things (keys, watch, etc.) This mini carrier instantly attaches with spring clamp. #QCYCLE
Baggy Dispenser
Soft Razor
Flash drives scattered all over your desk? Organize them with this simple flash drive holder. Slots are the same size as a USB port. #spotsv
Moving Lights
Stop losing food through your BBQ grate and into the fire. Mini-mesh grate sits on existing BBQ grate so burgers/ fish will not fall apart.
Portable, packable, adjustable, STANDING DESK with power and USB ports. Please see full pictures to see prototype desk collapsed and set up.
Fire &amp; Ice
THE PERFECT CLOSET LIGHT! Designed just for the closet rod LED lights shine bright. Millions of closets are waiting for this helpful light.
Make delicious classic ballpark-style hot dogs with hot, soft, and fluffy buns in seconds right in your microwave oven!
The coolest iPhone stand you will ever own. And it`s something that you already take with you when you go out.
Collapsible Slow Cooker
Home Phone Charges Smartphone
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Loosen that stubborn wood screw without rounding off the head. This simple tool can both loosen and tighten screws without causing damage.
App water bottle
wallet Lock iphone case
Decibel equalizer
Removable Skin Protector
Doggy Bed Cool Cover
Cabinet cup holder
Sports &amp; Home Health Bracelet
Free Sky
Free Sky
smokeless grill grate
Mystical Creatures Bake Shapes
Hot Hot Hot
Magic Restorer
Resubmit:Universal strap wraps around any drill,(front or back of drill) wrist, belt.Holds drill bits &amp;the fatter bit holders. Render by ME
Camera Spotter
Game Cloud
Easy Door
Drivers Thoughts
RESUBMIT:NEVWET on ice/snow removal products.Car scraper,snow shovel.Add it 2 Quirky's THOR/ZEUS.Look on Google,sticking snow is a problem
Catch that office food thief and end the rip-offs! Spring loaded alarm hides inside any food container and goes off when it is opened.
EggCite! cooks hot delicious eggs in your microwave oven in just moments. And EggCite! for Kids makes eggs in shapes that are fun to eat!
Bendable LCD NewspaperWallpape
garbage processor
Cooler Rack
Healing Scarf
Sleev
FLIPPEN, the gift you would love to receive. If you have ever stopped working to hunt for a pen or for a pencil you can appreciate Flippen.
The Travel Backbrush
Home air quality monitor
SoyAbi
Pivot Power Spin
Smart clone phone
mister chair
Pivot Power Connect
Pivot Power Connect
The VacSweeper
Projection Point
Pivot Power Spin
Blind Eye Glass
Einstein's Error
Stun Gloves
Brim
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USB Connect
Sports &amp; Home Health Bracelet
All Packed Luggage Sensor
Stroller Bumper Sleeve
Garden Bugs
Wink Frozen Pipe Preventer
Dual Cooling Jets For Laptops
Sport easy, phone keys pouch.
Emergency Power Generator
Less sway clothes hanger
Foldable induction cooktop
Disposal ease
E2-groggle
Ladies! I propose a solar panel on a purse, providing the power to light up and illuminate the interior, bottom of a purse or handbag.
bracelet 2.0
Camera Spotter
Ladies! I propose a solar panel on a purse, providing the power to light up and illuminate the interior, bottom of a purse or handbag.
"Boo-Boo" Patches.
The Flat Bat
Mantice, pretty shoes's helper
Soap Saving Bath Sponge
App popcorn,nut, maker
L.T. Side Speakers
Mat For Easy Under Bed Storage
Diner Depot
I LOGOS: Affordable option to personalizing your device. Endless options; favorite team, cartoon, logo, inspirational message, pattern etc.
LumiLego Pack
SPLAT NOT
Credit Card Size Stapler
Cosmetic Purse Organizer
leaf bagger
Poppy Wink Water Dispenser
Roll Up Whiteboard - the dry erase board that pulls out of a tube like a projector screen. Easy to transport without erasing your stuff
pig marine
Travel Baby
Ecological USB wall charger
The Socks Storage!
NEW RAIN PONCHO with a see-thru dry chamber that allows you to use your smartphone in the rain without getting water on the touchscreen.
Parents: The MULTIPLICATION VISUALIZER is a simple, effective way for children to see how multiplication works. A new twist on multiples.
Instead of conventionally pulling the plug to the socket, you can pull the color socket to where your electonics is.
Laptop periscope and face to face conference attachment for single camera smart phones.
Never sweep the floor after a haircut again! HAIR/SALON CAPE with HAIR-CATCHING GUTTER
The H2O Towel
inDOOR swing
Earphone cord wrap organizer
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Pee sheet app enabled
Child Safe
one handed dustpan
Digital math blocks for children. When blocks are grouped together, one block from that group displays how many blocks are in that group.
GARDEN BUD
Sunshine Press
Motion Video Picture Frame
Leaf Power: A table leaf with integrated wall/usb power. Extend to fit any center leaf table. Retractable cord reduces clutter!
E2- groggle
Countdown event/sports clock
Customize Decal Hot Wheels
The Kids Cover-U pack
Automatic pot stirring spatula
Eye drops on a keychain! Tired of not being able to find your eye drops? Keep them close with an eye dropper harness keychain.
Balloon 3D Activity Kit
App will turn 2D images into 3D images
Static Electricity Negator
"Rolling Hamper Sphere" Modern and Functional. Just Roll it to the Wash. *Resubmit* 165 Votes and a lot of Positive Feedback.
Bike's store, get all you need
Memory Foam Sleeping bag
STEM American Girl Dolls
Prisoner tracking device
Candies's corner dispenser
Statement
Power Bank for the Apple Watch
Crowbar with fulcrum point.
Shawt Suit
EasyKnob
Training Wheels
Conversion Tech
Make your mark with ease, it's like having a 3rd hand. Also Dry Erase Ruler Surface. Tape-Measure version of *Footnote* with added benefit.
children's countdown clock
Sleek ultra thin contact lens case for wallets. Convenient for guys to always keep a case on them. Snapping lid- no screwing/unscrewing
Silica Gel Dryer Tubes. Rapidly Absorbs Moister. Dramatically Reduces Drying Time AND CONSERVES ENERGY. Micro Fiber Sponge Casing. Reusable
A cooler that COMPLETELY drains the liquid, seats a person without breaking, and has a lockable compartment.
Animated Puzzle Set
3G Kit
Magnetic Outlets
Personal wipes on a wrist band
Extremis Sneakers
Date Rape Safe Staws
Shave on the go
Celebrity wake up call app. Request your fav celebrity to call with a prerecorded wake up call, inspirational message, holiday wishes, etc.
Affordable option to personalizing your device. Endless options; favorite sports team, cartoon, logo, inspirational message, pattern etc.
Photo auto share device
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Suramudaun
A container to put pet waste in after you walk your pet.
iSheets
The iPad is a game changer. My pen needs a refill (multi-function pens) that is an iPad stylus with rubber tip. Aviator B3 or ACME 4FP pens.
The Breading
Text Copier
Drill Driven Cord Reel
Hot water energy saving device
Catch bag of urine and feces
Accordion Type Pot Covers
Learn &amp; Play Octopus
Mini Locator
Mattel Easy Cakes
ulity belt
Permanence spark torch
Modular Ride-on Rollercoaster
Quirky Luxor tray
Quicker Power Cord Winder
Programmable light touchpad
PushOrPull
Shopping Cart flags
COMPACT CONTACT LENS CASE
FitBarbie with Child Pedometer
OmniCord.
Pet Rides or Pet on the Go
Clip On
Bath Splash
Toys for pet app enabled that can be used wifi, and miq can be use to send your voice to them.
Coozie Curler
Smartbake baking mats or pans let you know when your food is properly cooked. Mats may be made of silicone with thermometers inside.
Coast to Coast Video Calling
Help me sharp
Do you have little space in your hob for your ladles rests? There is a vertical stand solution, dirty control, hot protection.
Give kitchen utensils a lift. Elevate to keep clean and sanitary. Fasten to spoons, tongs and more. Keep your counter tops clean.
#spotsv Relax Mom! Pre-School Full Motion Protective Scissor, No assistance needed covers operate with scissors, blades are never exposed.
Projector for your phone
ALARMED TRIPWIRE FOR CAMPING!
Cover-me
Wink Air circulator w/ AROS
App Controlled Time Tracker
Let wild deer do your edging
Induction Adapter Retractables
DreamWeaver BMX Bungee Bike
Cell Mate
INTERACTIVE MAKEUP MIRROR
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Motion/Moisture Bathroom Fan
THE CIGARETTE SOCK
Quirky Coffee Cup
belly belt
Universal Health Assistant
Hot Bag
VOICE
UNIVERSAL NAIL MARKER is a new and easy way to spread and create the perfect painted nails using regular nail polish(300 votes on 1st run)
triple use utensil
Wink Jack/Air Inflator
A bounce check checker
Car bluetooth to communicate
Sticky Pen
Juicy - The Wallet Battery
Fridge Storage / Carrier
Jackalopers
Ti Charge for smartphone
Cozy Toes Pantyhose
Multi Use blender
Vertical Stacking Popsicle
Rotatable TV or PC screan
Remote Control Finder
High striker without tower
Swing Straw
Vertical Stacking Popsicle
Prisoner tracking chip
Inflatable Partition /Blanket
Fresh Kicks
Retractable wheel baby carseat
Green Bulbs
UmbrellaCupHolder
runnrollit
Adjustable car doorstop
UC Update! Magnetic pen/pencil holder with magnetic clasps. Attach the clasp on pen/pencil's head and place it under magnetic pen holder.
An accessory that Shapes the cord to bring the MICROPHONE closer and facing the MOUTH!! VOTE if you think this is a very COMMON problem!!
WINK - Control Base
Tethering device for travelers
Invisible Dog Gate/Prototype
Paint like a PRO! The first light designed for painting/drywall work that will enable the pro and novice to achieve a better paint job!
Baby Fun BUBBLE Tub
Prisoner GPS tracking chip
Ultrasonic Glasses and Helmets
Necklace (Wearable Tech)
SMART HOME - CHARGER HANDSET
Sink stand
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Make shower curtain that opens in middle.Shower curtain would open and close behind you when you enter and exit.Like Magicmesh-seewebsite
Sink stand
Track cleaner
SMART TRAIL CAM
Evans Co-Generation Energy
Never Loose Faucet Cover
Cell chargers.

Setters

Drip Tea Clip
An App 2 find other Golf buds
Waterproof Electric Lighter
iCharger
The Spot Watch
The Earbud Armature
Potato peeler beater for mixer
BoomCo Single Drop Shot Gun
Smart Refrigerator
Toy Like Me
Remote control salt spreader
Water Bicycle Seat
A camera lens dryer Rain/Snow
Portable barrier/pen
Grill Wrangler PRO. Includes a digital thermometer in the handle, probe embedded in fork tines. Resubmit 85% Voted.
app blanket
Lawn Edging for Uneven Land
safe smell
Grill Wrangler PRO. Includes a digital thermometer in the handle, probe embedded in fork tines.
stops tire.
Massage monkeys
Pet Perch
"Gloves &amp; Sponge" Wash Dishes
Yogle The Rock Monster
RESUBMIT Flaura" Lamps-Illuminate your world by bringing the magnificence and serenity of nature indoors to enjoy all year long!!!
Microwave with qrc scanner
Wink House or Room Humidifier
Resub-Personalized Phrase Changing Bracelet/Watch-Decorative-you can personalize as you wish, when you wish. Keeps you on task! Unisex
SmartCap
ProPets!! A Different Take on the Puppet-Let your hands do the walking, kicking, skipping, dancing or jumping....Check Out Video!!!
Electric Mixer With Tilting Bowl For Ease In Pouring-frees hands to do the job more efficiently-Blender-like Beaters in the Bottom of Bowl!
Toaster + Grill Sandwich maker
Custom assembled eye frames
Pen Clip
Fitness Motivator Wrist Band
Points program for kids
Timesaver Electric Tooth Brush
Coolbeer
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Utenmax Box
Smart Radon Detector
Feeders for multi pet homes
Remote door lock
Walk-N-Ride
Ultimate Noodle Bowl
Smart Wine Storage
Umbrella w/ Selfie Stick insid
WallVac
Car charger w/ power bank
Pill box fr Medicine Adherence
Dishwasher with safe dry
Inventory tracker Tray
Techneck retractable wand
Illuminatin Kids water bottle
A Frisbee that whistles and/or makes different noises when thrown....spice up an old favorite at the same time, collab with ManicInventor
Home Maintenence drone
Induction Replacement Units
CarVisor Make up Kit
Staykul
Surveillance unit w/ wink
Easy Access Car Glass Breaker
Foot Spa Massager with Cover
Self reel towel dryer, UV-beam
safe passage
If you have a kitchen drawer that is full of foil, saran wrap and rolled products, here's a way to organize it and put it at your fingertips
Electric Toothbrush Traveler
Environment Friendly Car
SAFE Lunchbag
Ingrown toenail clippers
Universal Portable Charger
Vertical clothing hanger station for effective space management.
This idea is for a bathing product - 2-in-1 body+back scrubber that performs both tasks in a convenient comfortable way.
Cell alarm booster
ipad strap/belt/sleeve that will wrap around seat of car, van, vehicle so that ipad can be used as a video player for kids in backseat.
iPhone Charging Case
Ear muff that holds your i phone it covers your i phone and allows you to be hands free and keeps your ears warm all at the same time.
Automatic French Press
Multi Faceted Solar Converter
Resub-Infrared Heating Massage Gloves, with raised Vibrating bumps and ridges for Exceptional Massaging Feel.
Meet Qwally
Closet OPEN-Rod
Magic eye
We eat,jump,sit,work,and of course sleep on it. Get ready to store it and travel with it in a cost effective, space saving,better way!!!
Comfort-adjust Bike Seat
ZEPHYR Desktop Handwarmer USB
Educational Water Puzzle
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tesst
Control it in your hand
this is and extension of your thumbs in order to text should u have big thumbs or decreased movement. slip on ring with pointer (texters)
*WATERWORKS*
Sprinkler Head Saver
Child Distance/Temp Reminder
Where'd it go
Light Life Vests
Pivot Locate
iCharger
Combine bluetooth dongle, usb flash drive and memory card reader in 1 stick
Air conditoned car seats.
Spice-EZ
MAQbook: a case for your MacBook Pro or MacBook Air that has triple functionality. PROTECTION/ POWER/ STORAGE
Crazy Kool-Aid
Top shelf for placing objects on top of a flat screen TV which has a very narrow top frame and no room for anything.
Transparent Watch Bands. Looks like the digital clock is part of your skin.
A clear plastic cover goes over a slide, open toed shoe with 1 or 2 inch heel. Images are put under plastic top to place designs inside.
FOOT PUPPET SLIPPER for WRESTLING with DOGS (2-min Video Pitch included). Play with your dog while you are couch-chilling or working.
Rear camera mirror lens
Sound Enhancer is a device with headband and right angle flanges on each end, fits over the head allowing flanges to put pressure on ear.
A solar light headlight
vaseline q-tips
Charcoal Re-Light Rack Buddy
Tree Scratch
cable enable
Smart Speaker LED Tube Light
PUZZLE TOY: a Spherical Maze with Viewfinder (short video pitch included).
Sapone
See Me Safety Sash
test
Gathering a trivet and a potholderâ€”kitchen accessories that we always look for when we use themâ€”in one place. - With Ryu Ga Ram
Contact lens case that protects both lens and its sanitary use. - With Lee Seul Hee
Decorative folding wall bench
to film the intimate lifes of animals.(kids will love it very much.Â°
#spotsv Reusable Ziploc Pleated Strips, attach to the open end of any nonperishable package with reusable adhesive tape, remove &amp; use again.
The revolution of a disposable razor! Its simple, convenient features make a clean finish after the use. - With Jung You Teack
Water measuring Funnel
Brightness Aware Light Bulb.
Gotcha!
parkers pillow
Guitar headphone/silencer
Dyson like dish&amp;cutlery dryer
Baby Bottle Saver
A case for the refrigerator magnets for storing household medicine. You donâ€™t have to worry about which medicine you are looking for.
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Cut a pizza into slices perfectly and serve them at a time. - With Ahn Ji Hyun
WiFi Tag pair, Need not iphone
The DeFoiler
The office gym
Now, you can replace a (light) bulb in high places without a ladder, if you have this product! with Jang Won Kyung
Hand washing bowl on the Table
Earphones are not only for the ears any more. Wear the earphones on the wrist and accessorize them! - With Park Sung Hoon
Wifi team tracker wrist band
Guitar pedal mounts
It's sanitary because its continually self cleans and holds the toothbrush in a fixed upright position. Just hang up after brushing.
eating is a big problem for people who have a hands are shaking (Parkinson's patients, the elderly ........)
Is there a way to keep socks pairs stay together like they were in the beginning? - with Kim Ha Lee
Guide me first bat with tee
iDrive Messages
Cadre Extensible
EZ Tape Measure Cube
MOODY !
Tired of getting your fingers inside your burger while grabbing it at the bottom of its box ? Every burger box needs this integrated stand !
pippo
Mr.Fun
This product prevents nails from spattering to all directions and is helpful for clean finish when clipping the nails.
The Lighted Musical Lounger
We need Uk pivot power, as we in asia also use uk plugs.
Inspirational Talking Barbie
All-in-One Router
bow
MaxMyTV
Explicit Chargeur
A machine that can count your daily perfect calories for your meal. An easy way to measure your diet without counting it every time.
App enabled counterfeit detect
Shelf for ontop Flat Screen TV
Glass cover
The Claw Rake. A Rake that doubles as a Leaf Grabber. Shovels are useless with this. (Rendering by Peter Frazier)
GrowingGrey
360 Gamers Globe
Silicon glue &amp; rivet &amp; stapler
NEW! iPhone case! Looks,feels and operates like a munitions box top!50/50 collab with Kyle Dulan.
A Portable, Rechargeable Desk Lamp with a rotating base and 4 different light lenses for ultimate flexibility when you need light.
Detergent Detector for faucet
Here's your big chance to pitch the community on your idea. Be descriptive and convincing! - With Jung Kang Yoon
DIY Donut Shape Maker
Your Own Frame (Extensible)
Superior Shoe Case
Hand Warming Tool Bags!
Gas Range Timer Knob
Silicone nub scrubber, pour in liquid soap squeeze to dispense desired amount, aids kids in efficient hand washing.
Face Tracer Charging Station
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Draw intuitively - CrayonCaps.
mobile refrigerator
ALPHABETICAL RESEARCH NOTEBOOK
Like to take your dog for a walk, but don't like to carry his water? Let your dog carry his own things.
Repeat Formable Cookie Cutter
Turbo Air Ceiling Fan!
Optic glassfiber reading light
Thumbable Chalk Line
The shoulder immobilizer
Lana lock
Digital PeepHole w/ Wink
Jet Compressor Forced Air Heat
Create yr Spine-S-PerfectChair
Nut Paster
Cat gaming console - AUSTIN
Combisaw Circular/table/miter
Baby stroller wheel covers
Multi-directional Rake,
Digital Display Cabinetry
Smart Cards
Your dog's household organizer... A single organized place for all of your pets belongings The leash will no longer be lost or misplaced!
Elastic jump
Hi Mobile Fund
Home Depot Bucket Head inspired Hands free spinning paint brush cleaner attach lid to any 5 gallon bucket, attach hose and pump spinner
Cool drive
AntiGermoGlove
Barbie / new barbie wave
Alzheimer / Dementia stimulating wrist band with remote.
The Sneaky Stand
Erase and Replace
Forada
STOP! App
Easy Filler
Snow Plow Attachment
cintab
WiFi Rebooter
Hairdresser bifocal
Stair canopy
Cataract Protector Windshield
GE WINK Weather station
Stack and Sing
Pizza Stow
Shorter, but stay new! It is very easy to make the candle look like new after each use. - With Chae Song Ee
Different Wristband AlarmClock
The popular circular saw used for cutting plywood and lumber, is the ideal saw however resting/ storing saw between cuts is awkward .
Train Connect
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Rent my trailer
Code Crawler
Back support for folding chair
Color Changing Coffee Coozie
Bath Bomb and Fizzy Maker
Interpreter
Nintendo app Creator
Design a 21st Century Egg Dispenser, The Traditional Egg Carton was Invented in 1911.......1911 ????
All-Charger
jochemvention
fan fresh
Potty Pants
SpinCase is just that, a case that spins. Play spin the bottle, start a conversation or just have fun with SpinCase.
Slim Storage - Resub
color flash bulb w/ smoke
Grater Easy-To-Use
Q Sound (Resub)
K Cup To Go Resub
STOPPER helps to relieve your discomfort when you clean hair from a drain. It prevents the dirtiness before your hair clogs the drain.
combine memory card reader with usb flash in one stick.
WHO'S BEHIND YOU? Monitor Mirror will allow you to see if someone walks up behind you while your "working" a simple mirror attached on top
Photography captures the special moments and makes your memories more beautiful. Look at the world in more beautiful eyes via i-Filter.
Card Magnetic Strip Destroyer
Brain controlled toy car
Sanitary Drinking Straw - Be guaranteed that no hands (including yours) have ever touched your straw.
Designed with the DIYer and Pro Painter in mind, precision freehand painting, never miss your mark, magnified surface and LED laser pointer.
Butter Sputter
Universal Dampers for Chairs
Click Clack Link bulb &amp; socket
Drone Delivery Box
Baking Dispenser
Emergency bulb socket light
Odor Control Kitchen Trash Can
perpetual energy generator
Supplement Machine
Party Starter - Make your guests feel like home with an app that shows their all round preferences
I Want It Stick
Protect your loved car against hail and pine cones, chestnuts and all objects that can fall from the sky and trees.
LinkedIn Mass Connection App
WINK Product Tray
Automatic Animal Feeder
Soap On a Stick
UNIVERSAL NAIL MARKER is a new and easy way to spread and create the perfect painted nails using regular nail polish
UFO FLASH
Worleep
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Spark Protect
BAKER - The only baking pan/tray you'll ever need.Featuring standard modules it let's you create your custom pan. More pics inside. Enjoy!
It is very hard to stand a wine glass on the grass at a picnic. Now, in the outdoor if wine glass is sticked into the grass.
Travel Pad - the smart solution for people on the go. Carry your essential items with ease and gain fast access to them (see renders)
SHUTTLE BIN is a revolutionary garbage/trash bin that allows quick content release with a 'no touch' system. See pics and description 4 info
It is very hard to stand a wine glass on the grass at a picnic. Now, in the outdoor if wine glass is sticked into the grass.
MULTILID - The universal lid solution for pots and pans of all sizes. See pics and description for how it looks and works
TabEd
Introducing a case for safe window blind cords to keep your children safe. with Kang Ha Na
electronic note book
Cooler House with Basement Air
Self Help Cursing Monitor
Art Learning Tablet
Cupboard Stock
Mix Juice machine
Five Point Water Level
Plunge
Cooler with built-in water thermos and cup dispenser.
z-board
Wi-Fi Elctric Instalation
A trash can that makes it easy to remove a full garbage bag without it getting caught, or ripping, or spilling garbage everywhere.
Sleeve Clips
Changeable Home Fragrance
Smart Flames - Romance Upgrade
Bicycle helmet that can be placed on top of bicycle seat.
Clearly Gold
Complete kitchen sink mount gentle Sneaker Washing Machine, stop the shoe banging when washing shoe in machine ruins the quality of sneakers
Herb cutting mortar and pestle with a "chop around the clock" motion.
Blisk
Auto lift Tea bag tumbler
ceiling space saver
Kids Summer time is here. Water shooting flying disk!
Medicine Dispenser
PortaPower
usable cup papers
Wine Stopper with Vine!
Plus Strip
Lego Rave
hair milk
Induct
Retract Charge
Viber earrings
Bike U-Type Smart Pump/Lock
Shirin
WINK - WiFi Extender
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Builder's Sideways Trash Can
BUMP
SD card + app combo that automatically uploads photos from any digital camera directly to your computer.
SPARK - Ignite your child's imagination with this modular kid-sized toy. If you can dream it, build it!
Wipe-Away
CONDUCT (charge on the go)
Controllable Sliding Crutch
Snow blower machine
CAR SENSOR GAZ CAP
Solar Conditioning
App-enabled HIDE-AND-SEEK GAME. Modern version of "hot and cold" game -- more lights &amp; sounds as you get closer to hidden token.
Water Bottle Gun Attachment
pivot
Smile for the Camera - Thief !
Ben asked for it! Less brushing &amp; sensitive tooth pain. SUPER THIN thermo-plastic boil and bite tooth cover. Pop it in, eat, remove, rinse.
Most Wall Hugging Power Strip!
Peanut Butter Knife Shields. GROSS! Peanut butter does NOT come off the knife in the dishwasher. It makes it more gross. Lets fix this.
Quirky pour entreprise
Safe Alert
STRICY BAND
No more back pain from bed!
iphone stringed instrument add
THE MODERN MESSAGE BOTTLE: Perfect way to deliver a discrete message, party invite, or scavenger hunt.
Smart Freezer
Night lighting for computer
kkk
Stake Tight
THE FAST FOAMER: Instantly foams egg whites. WATCH THE VIDEO!
Weigh Scoop
Adjustable Faucet Attachment
WINK USB power &amp; battery saver
Health Monitoring Drone
2-in-1 exerciser system
Fan with Clothes Drying Rack
Nimbus Nano
The $99 iPad!
Willy's Wine Sleeve Remover
Phone Stickers
App Enabled Power
Easy Clean Paintbrush
Pet Pedometer - App Enabled
Vertical Weed Trimmer Heads
Sugarcane Health Drink
Security Drone In Your Home!
TV Blare &amp; Commercial Control
TAKE-A-HIKE
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Any Light Bulb into Smart Bulb
Adjust-A-Box
Shower Head Cleaning Pouch
USB Wall Port &amp; Wire Manager
Interactive Wink Buttons
Magno-Shelf
Burn calories while sitting!!
Smart Button - Home Automation
ROTARY - the double mop
Home-Harvested Honey Hive
The "Smart" Storage Box
High Five
STROLLER'S WHEELS CLEANER
GeoTalk - camera add on 4 gps
Camouflage Metal
The Double Bowl - Less space, less clutter with a simple stacking system to aid you in the kitchen and beyond. What would YOU use it for?
Slide and store
Travel Pad - the smart solution for people on the go. Carry your essential items with ease and gain fast access to them (see renders) RE
Duo
Helium filled quadricopter - get the most out of air photography and surveillance with a highly independent, self sustained flying device
Lather
Fingerprint lock box - keep all your important items safe with a simple lock box instead of heavy, expensive biometric safes
Need to cut something, such as paper or thin plastic, without cutting your fingers? This knife pen will allow you to do so easily!
giza
MULTILID - The universal lid solution for pots and pans of all sizes. See pics and description for how it looks and works
Eco Freeze
BAKER - The only baking pan/tray you'll ever need.Featuring standard modules it let's you create your custom pan. More pics inside. Enjoy!
Emaze Marble Run
A binder that requires a student to select a category for their papers before opening it, much like with a rolodex device.
Umbrella CUPS
A shovel that dispenses rock salt at the push of a button and has heated blades which move back and forth to help break up frozen snow.
EZ Hot Faucet Attachment
Rubber rim. A rubber that goes around the rim of a jar or on the edge of a cut bottle. Making the jar and the bottle look more presentable.
Gun &amp; Rifle lock. A new approach to securing your weapon. We have all seen the through the trigger and cable locks. Quirky's idea is new!
Melody beach ball
ExpanDome
Motion Tracking Ball Launcher
Bad Dog! - Trash Can Cover
Website that tracks shipments
A hand-held, water-jet sprayer with a water-powered air compressor that supplies very high velocity blasts of water in power-boost mode.
Template
USB graphic design models
I love crystal light tea,but it stains my"pop-up top sport bottle"so, i made the perfect "cleaning tool" for all the hard to reach areas!
SHUTTLE BIN is a revolutionary garbage/trash bin that allows quick release with a 'no touch' system. See pics and description 4 info (resub)
An insole that produces a current as a consequence of foot motion when the gel gets compressed during walking.
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THe Ultimate Safety Flare - Get the help you need in any situation with the most advanced safety rescue system. See pics and description
iRipe Resub
Travel Pad - the smart solution for people on the go. Carry your essential items with ease and gain fast access to them (see renders)
TWIG - The simple, flexible USB solution for laptops, ultrabooks and eeePC
Organizer Pro Power Strip
Disconnected Camera Lens
RESUBMIT RESUBMIT!I drink ice tea,but it stains my"pop-up top sport bottle"I have the perfect"cleaning tool"for ALL the hard to reach areas!
RE-RESUBMIT,Hate digging in your make up case for the right blush/liner,then a mirror/light?Now just grab what u need? NEW WITH BIG CHANGES!
All-in-One Home Connection
induction charged hair clipper
Tween Communicator
Special hangers to get much more space on the clothesline! Can be used at the closet too, see images. RESUB
Induction charged hearing aid
Automatic Fan
EonBrush
BathHANGER (for a bottle)
Clothes Steamer
App Portable Space Heater.
Audio/Video Baby Monitor Mobile able to turn off/on from the receiver. Also you could upload your own audio files. Such as a parents voice.
Induction charged Steamer
Inductive receiver charge bat.
Like a vacuum has replaceable heads, ManyMop's are a sturdy but elegant tool with several attachments to give your broom closet more room.
LED Light-up Table Tennis Racket, a good serve or hit lights racket.
Movie maker submarine controlled and filmed by the iPhone, funny moments under the water!
EARPODS CAPSULE is a protective case that helps store the earphones without adding width to your iPhone/iPod/iPad
HIGH CAPACITY COLLAPSIBLE CARDBOARD TRASH BINS - Perfect trash storage solution for concerts/parties/corporate events. High potential niche
TWIG - The simple, flexible USB solution for laptops, ultrabooks and eeePC
"ULTRAVIOLET FOOD SAVER" !!!!
Affix Ring - The accessory that makes all rings fit to your finger
KEYS SLIM HOLDER
Sili-Set Screws/Tension Knobs
Tween Phone Watch
Detachable Notebooks
Multifunctional case for phone
LightningBox
Double Boiler Sauce Pot
Cut Pizzas Easier. Indented lines in the pizza pan so you can cut THROUGH your pizza!
Slug-A-Bug
Shower Timer
Deer STOP EATING my shrubs!!!
Smart driving license
Shower Cleaning Sheets
Hillbilly Air Conditioner
Eon Brush
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Vehicle wet one disinfecting wipes with accessory holding system. Fits into cup holder. Disinfect hands, clean windows, mirrors and dash.
Beverage containers that slide onto refrigerator and cabinet shelves. They take advantage of the dead space below the shelves.
Dispense toothpaste, mouthwash and cups with one hand. Conceals all these and toothbrushes from bacteria. All your oral tools in one unit.
Extension cord that conceals its cord. Elevates power receptacle off the ground for use around water. Cylindrical shape allows big blocks.
Book and News Paper Projector
Magnetic BBQ Brush
Fish Scorer
Scratch Free DVD
bag to pee
Static Cling Effects for lens!
Turbo Watch
onion ring ketchup holder
App-Enabled Serving Pedestal
DRAINPLUG SCRUBBER
pick me up a ...
Spring Screen
REFRIGERATED DISPENSER/STIRRER
Bright Ear
AROS HOTEL ROOM AC/HEAT UNIT
SAFARI TOOTH BRUSH
"Hinged Sand Creature Molds"
Chip Melting Decorating Tool
Chopping's evolution/mocubo 2
Real Smoky Eyes
No more ice
Toast sheet's
Go green mouse
cup of privacy
Electric Pants
Home Vent scent/freshener
Sprinkler Pad
"BARBIE's" - BBQ GRILL BALLS.
WANT MORE SAFETY WHEN YOUR OUT ALONE?DO YOUR KIDS PLAY OUT OF YOUR SIGHT? HERE IS A SUPER COOL AND EASY TO
USE SAFETY BRACELET! TAKE-A-PEEK!
*
Wink gas range shut-off valve
Foundation Proof Spray
Build~a~Happy Plate
*GLIMPSE*
I GO NUTS WHEN GRASS CLIPPINGS END UP IN MY GARDEN BEDS!MY NEIGHBOR MOWS MY LAWN,SO,I CANT COMPLAIN,OR ASK
HIM TO TURN THE MOWER DIRECTION.
SIMPLIFIED TV-STAND-Less Wires
Shine
Wink Relay on TV, plug N play
ERGONOMIC LAPTOP TABS
OnCore Lock-LightSwitch Combo
Measuring Cap Drink Container
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4 in 1 Smartphone Combo Set
*PocketPet*
Water Bottle Straw Redesign
Thermometer/Distance Reminder
Closing Fish Net
heated windows for the car
Laundry basket that fits into any washer and dryer. Clothes get washed in the laundry basket. Quick and easy transfer of dirty clothes.
Easy Exit: Add a Way Out to your doors/windows through your mosquito net. Apple enable to connect it with the collar to allows entry or exit
Utiliti
The funny anti-hits for bathtub, make safer you children and make funny do bath
Charcuterie Platter resubmit
Repost QUIRKY ORGANIZING LEGOS
pill dispensing tooth brush
Adult Instant Wipe System-Hands free dispenser used to make moist adult wipes from ordinary toilet paper. Cheaper and Cleaner!
Script
Butter Sputter
a frame picture with built-in spirit level control, to understand immediately if you're just attacking the framework correctly
Melon serving tray designed for holding a melon stable while you carve into it. All the mess stays in the tray. Perfect for Melon Stiks etc.
Inbrella
Hydropyre
Hotel Smart Mini Bar!
Hotel Smart Mini Bar!
App enabled
Handy Vitamin Dispensor
The Halo HairLo
CarTab
Diap-N-Wipes
Giant geodesic dome fort FOAM NOODLE building toy. Lightweight, safe pieces won't poke kids. Indoor/outdoor, reusable kit. -RESUBMITGPS Wristband for Skiers
Self Cleaning Rake!
Magnetic water fill cup/beaker for iron, never misplace cup again attach anywhere on ironing board.
Bluetooth Timer w/ iphone
Lets get our nail polish organized! Keep your fingers and toes happy with a nail polish/supply organizer.
CO2 diffuser w/ smoke sensor
Outlet tower
Sugetador de anteojos
slippers w/ slope air cushion
wifi dust collect solution
Pivot Power Hardwood Floors
Charcuterie
Recording Television
App. Change Screen Game Board
Juiced-up version of SPIRAL NOTEBOOK CASE for iPad Mini. Get extra power -- spiral connects to hidden back-up battery.
No more food particles or insects in drawer utensil holders. No more opening and closing utensil drawer. Rotates for very easy access.
Eliminate wrist cramp and stress. Customize the angle of your mouse pad. Tilts in all directions.
Bluetooth Jack
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This broom sucks! Suck up swept dirt with the broom vac. Slide down for floor dirt, reach high areas as broom handle is extension. Detaches
Inflate A Mount
Smart Charge
Rube Goldberg Machine kit. A colossal assortment of pieces and parts for creating over-engineered contraptions!
Put Your Foot Down
Bottle Pouch
Range oven blower, thermometer
Pot within Pot within a Box in a Box - Man can not live on water alone - For Camping, Cook-outs - No Ice Necessary!
Eco brew pods
Soap Glue
POWER BAR for iPhone. Charge with built-in lithium battery OR replaceable AAA batteries. Back-up power for EMERGENCIES and for every day.
Iswirl Drink Stirrer
reverseable reuseable eco bags
Multi-head appliance platform
SafeOutlet
Wink TV text messenger
Mic mask for your cell phone
Mom's GE Wink Idea: Wrist Cam that takes Pics of Mugger sends Image INSTANTLY to Others (ie. Police, Friends, Family)
GE Wink DIVING COMMUNICATOR - Send and Receive Messages w Underwater Antenna use w/ iPhone and App - In collaboration with Kathryn Brinton
Purrfect Pet Heals Injuries fast, lowers blood pressure, lessens migraines, helps get rid of insomnia, stress &amp; strengthens Bone Density
Mobile time card
Gray Away
Coffee Bot
Wink Go Caddy with Sensors activated by your iPhone When you want a break from pushing your Caddy let it follow you Bluetooth or App enabled
Piezoelectric flow sensing
Robo Workout Arm/Knee Sleeves
WINK Patio Umbrella Saver
BrellaCup
Spatula with a mist
Posture Meter !
Lotto Scanner
How would you like to TRANSFORM a PAPER PLATE into a PAPER BOWL or vice versa?? Need one or the other? Now you have them both combined!!
Bad Mother Pucker
inductive Austin Led f-light
Baby Monitor Light Activator
Jibber
Rap the Elfin App Robot
Remote Igniter
Collapsible Drain un-clogger
Extendable Arms Ironing Board
Measuring Funnel
Smart Breast Milk Storage
App Enabled Floor Vent Fan
baby boy/baby girl diapers
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Indie
Smart Clip Rack Inventory
Vibrating Strainer Holder
Retractable Thumb Tacks
PlugNplay sensor module socket
South Paw Bra-dapter
Electrical meat slicer that cuts through bones for the kitchen. This will enable seniors and people with disabilities to chop meat easier.
Speeds up the process of popping SHRIMPS.(motor driven prawn slicer)Just Remove the head before inserting the PRAWN.
Induction charge Steamer Resub
leaf bagger
UV-SANITIZATION BALL
Wifi hidden door open sensor
Retractile earbuds to enjoy music as you wish! Keep it near you in a cool and trendy way. Young people will love it.
Vase Water Filter
Suitcase Extends Into A Cot
tyler's kool thing
Wifi cooking moisture meter
Lilac
Bloomer
Rubber magnetic case, keep your stuff near you! Use it as your imagination wish!
Bug repellent paint
Paint Brush Cleaner Resub
Smart Vase
Air Drums
Chill beer instantly. A "really cool" beer container!
Adjustable Slicer/Folds Flat
Tank-to-Sleeves Top
Shake-IT Wand
Child locator
Easy-Measure Medicine Cup
Wifi roof snow sensor
Funnel with measurement and valve ... Now you can control the amount of liquid directly when shedding it! Resub
SratchX Liner
R.C. Air Powered Flying Toy
Tree Mount Wild Game Hoist Kit
Flavored Water From Fridge
Phone saver
App-enabled Luggage Scale Pad. Spread pad on bottom of bag before packing -- app sends weight to your phone. Packs right in your suitcase.
Poster frame with storage
Heated handle bar attachment
tyler's kool thing
Sleek Dry Ingredient Measuring
Pulse Monitor
Stay Put Pool Floats
Floor Booties
Slip on Booties
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A pre-moistened towel that attaches to a pad which is easily held by a comfortable handle. This device is to be used on countertops.
Heated Bicycle Seat
H2ON
Extend your power
Lockable Lunch Tote
Smart Grill
Foldable Drink Holder
Sugar Fancy
Rubber border
Mobile 5-Gallon Water Bottles
Cake Designer
Shoe string lock
External Video Card
effortless manecure
D Fashionista
Wifi laundry dry rack sensor
Student Multi-use Writing tool
Bike Alarm Lock
Emergency, Self-Sufficient Light Fixture â€“ Sound activated and no hardwiring.
The DISHWASHER HELPER. A rubber-net, that holds your dishes in place to get fully clean. No more bowls or cups flipped and full of water.
Learn-to-Code Keyboard
Motion Light Sound
App-enabled Hide-and-Seek Game
Flo
Whisper enhancer
Add on lock
Wifi laundry dry rack sensor
Slippers with a flashlight device at the very tip/front.
Keep Clean as You Cook help prevent transmitting bacteria,Sanitised Roll never ending towel on your hip, Not to supplement washing hands
Ergonomic Steering Wheel Cover
STAIRAGE SYSTEM
Wifi vacuum cleaner tracker
Cooksafe
Mocubu Next
Holohex
Media Box Organizer
Multi-Pairing Mouse
Automatic Hood Fan
test test test
Wifi heating mixing bowl
Pumped
Multi Pairing Keyboard
Headphones with App for Levels
Egglets
Booki (book device charger)
Reflex
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Plooie
Super Soaker Rave
UV Clean Floor and Air
Candlelight Simulating Switch
Toilet Paper Minder
Arm Chair Desk
teste
Wearable Wink Band
Smoke Alarm Smart Relay
Litter step n store
Artistic Food Peeler
Range Vent Smoke Alert / Alarm
Wifi weather station bulb
Multi-loop Bike Lock
Wearable Universal Remote
Add on sensors
Hide a light
boots pair jack
Snowby
Portable Monkey Bar
Shower curtains can be messy and leaky, doors can be expensive and hard to clean. This hybrid is elegant, fun, efficient and easy to clean.
Motion Tracker Monitor Riser
HelpMe
Toilet water leak alarm
iBraids
Eco Power
Photography lovers are always in search of the best shot. "Super 8" Iphone case will help you take the greatest photos!
CO Boss
FP Capture
Smart Eye. See Your Dishes Washed. A Smart Way of Washing and Watching Dinnerware with your Smartphone.
MotivaT
smart beer
Special hangers to get much more space on the clothesline! Can be used at the closet too, see images.
Oven View
Anytime Nails Resub
The BLAST audiovisual unit
Secure White Board
Prefer a naked iPhone? Slide-in Sleeve protects and automatically wipes off smudges each time you slide iPhone in and out. RESUB
Wifi Bird Feeder
Tilt-a-Sprayer
Carpel Tunnel Wrap
Smart Eco Refrigerator
Power Pouch iPhone charger
Induction Charge Tilt
Fresh-n-up
Smart Feeder
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NEVWET Wash and Glove Dryer. Keep your hands and gloves dry. Bullet shaped. Blunt nosed. Stainless steel and "frosted" polypropylene plastic
wifi crayon trace cap for KIDs
Hot Paws
Bowling Exercise Ball
Page Your Headset
Wink Hub Plus
Cheese Cave Appliance
Bugo
Kitty-cat Stacks
Induction Charged Google Glass
Wifi kid's knee N elbow pads
Announce
Multiple Clotheslines V1
A multi-side dock station. A Clever clip to all needs of idevice users. Also to outdoor use, water resistant.
Stackable LED bulb
Charging Battery Belt
Pivot power with Foot switch
SAFETY STAKES
Earth-friendly Wine Shipper
rgfmk
Interactive screens 4 travel
Ants Antz Ahoy
Device that can create a level outline of your object you are hanging, as well as the placement of the spots where nails/screws need to go.
External Water Tank Pump and drainage suction platform Drain Your Water Safely &amp; Easily Aquarium Fish or Reptile Tank Pump No Tilting Tank
Scoot N Strap
POPPY- LAUNDRY STATION
MoLight
Breathable Nasal "Diaper"
GE SMART WASHER DRYER COMBO
Smart Sit/Stand Desk
charfresh
A letter and package opener in one. Simple and handy, for home and office. Cardboard Prototype. See Photos to consider. Thank You. #spotsv
The Real Feel Jacket
Dish Wash Glove Dryer. A means to keep your hands and gloves dry. Bullet shaped. Blunt nosed. Stainless steel and polypropylene plastic.
Feel like doodling, solving a quick problem or jotting down a few notes, but you don't have anywhere to write it? Try the Sleek Board!
Attention all Gardeners!!! Lets Bringing your garden to your finger tips. App power device to help you grow you green thumb.
3d LED Alarm clock and light show
Roller suit (ROLLERMAN)
Smart and UV Light Humidifier
Exercise Ball Wheel-stand
Builder's Box
Canister thermoelectric charge
App-Enabled Drive EZ Recorder
App-enabled Aquarium Monitor
iPlug/ePlug
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Bass bost to Tablet
voice recognition outlets
Wireless Ear Buds
Ext. waterproof timer blender
Smart Button With Remote
Dog Busy Box Remote Treat Door
Anytime Nails Resub
Induction Charged Keyboard
BEACH SLED
Bobble Brush is Great! The Issue is my automatic toothbrush doesn't fit.
Personal Space Patrol
App-enabled Speedometer
Custom Approach - A 21st century makeover to the baseball card in the spokes trick, uses clip on sound chips that create a custom beat.
Pet habitat monitor
Popper
Bottle cap mouse w/ iphone
Moving scarecrow
Rug Flap holds area rugs down while vacuuming. Folds under when not in use. Texturized to add a non-slip grip. See demonstration VIDEO!
Bucket Buddy
Yeonjoung
Sport drink spout attachment! No need to lift your mask up or pour your Gatorade/Powerade into another bottle again! This solves the problem
Guardrails. Minimalist iPhone 5 protection. Uncover the beauty of your phone with protective rails as "guards." Cardboard prototype.
Air Heated Driveway
Glass Plant Meter Probe and App. Manage and monitor indoor plants. Know moisture, soil content and fertilization of plants in your home.
A Ultrasonic Humidifier/Vaporizer and Smartphone App. Control your humidity. Cool Mist or Steam Vapor.
Wifi Wireless Thermometer
Helper
Freezer swallowed Computer, GE
Portable Charging Wallet
Solar Charging Car Sun Shade
Book Holder with Light
Routine Keeper Alarm Clock
Helicopter Maze Challenge
Transformable Phone Stand
Chef Tom
App enabled Bonobo play
ECO Packaging - Garden Stones
App-enabled Luggage Weight Mat
My Polish Saver
Cool Boot
EZ Flow Nozzel
BOUNCEE!!
Hanging Plant Basket Light
Tired of bending over to pick up the dust pan when sweeping? Now, there's a solution - the Sweep&amp;Go - an attractive new way to sweep smart.
BODY TOSS (WATER GAME)
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App-enabled Fortune Teller
One mouthful cooling bottle
RV Leveling Two Way Ramp
Ogle-Me
Tea Travel Mug
Custom Pen Ink Mixer
Mindless Texter
play recording chess board
Sound and Scent Alarm
App Enabled Clothes Warmer
Modular Furniture
PoopsyÂ®
Shower Projection Clock
Crocs Rave Shoe Charms
Electronic Aim Game
Dangle
narct drop
Mug Hub
Mini dehumidifier for powder
Step N Stow
peeler, corer, zester and knife multi-tool
POM POM SPINNER LOOM
My Self Emoji Message
Electric Milk Kettle
Space-Making Shower Hooks
Home Handgun Target Practice
Add scents to play-doh
Interactive Kaleidoscope
Wink Smarter Heater
Poppy Wine Chiller
Odor eliminating Band - Wrap around cat litter boxes, trash cans, bathroom plungers, lamps and more! No more aerosol spray/candles!
Refillable Compressed Air
Resub Robot Pet Companion
Tennis Balls Under Pressure
Centricool
(Wireless File Transfer Diaplay) USB memory with the ability to display the content, send, receive and transfer files via Bluetooth.
Huff and Puff
Chair-back Posture Pack
Razor Power Rinse
X-mas Ringing round ornament
Bluetooth-in-a-Cup. Add voice-activated wireless connectivity to any car. Fits in cup holder, works with phone and music.
Mascara Brush Squeegee
Robot for your pet
iHold
Personal Pasture Ottoman
Vacuum crevice attach w/ hole
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Swivel Clasp Safe Pin. Secures Thick, Bulky,and Dense fabrics. A pin for "Big" jobs. Multiuse. Working prototype. See photos. Thank You.
Dog Hair Dye Gel Applicator
Mini Curved Flat Iron - resub
Bicycle Treadmill
Spatula Pet Bowl
Garage Swing Set
Balcony Bar Top
WiFi MOVIE THEATRE PROJECTOR
Laundry Detergent Dispenser
Lift telescopic trolley, box
Ultimate beach towel backpack
Pivot Power Ultra
"Unlosable" Golf Ball
Compartments that can hold your accessories around the perimeter of your Laptop, monitor or iPad. Think "little Lockers". Doors slide out.
STINKY, bacteria infested shoes will be a thing of the past with the revolutionary personal ozone cleaner.
Induction Charged Headset
"Why" Doll
A Step Stool Cleaning Caddy on Wheels
Glider for Austin Challenge
Centricool
per i scope
Grow-Up-Hooks
Pen drive memory with female USB socket.
All In Tailgate!
Magnetic Force
wifi spot light WORLD GLOBE
Billions of plastic water bottles are produced. 1 out of 6 is recycled, the rest to our landfills. We need an "empties" handler to help.
SMART GREEN GENERATOR
Spray nails
Foam Dome Kit
thermo baby bottle
Forget me not Umbrella Tag
An adjustable citrus peeler with pivoting, cutting, and scoring edge. Adjusts to thick and thin skinned citrus fruits. Cardboard prototype.
WINK SMART CARD
A scanner (RFID, barcode, etc) on the fridge to allow for an instant shopping list.
Quik Change Replacement Handle
Punch -n- Roll
Bottle Buddie
No Spill Popsicle Guard
Newspaper Window/Mirror Cleaner. Help make environmentally sound choices in how we clean. Renew. Reuse. Recycle. Prototype.
UVB Light
Magnetic "Wink" Buttons
SINGLE SALAD SHREDDER
iPad keyboard-case
App-enabled Retainer Case
Muddybuddies
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Urinal shield
Life Alert address light
InterCharger for Ñharging Power Tool Battery for Home or Industrial work.The Industrial Charger with control from your smartphone remotely.
NiteStar Oscillating Tower Fan
lock cable w/ iphone password
SPOTTER LINE EXTENSION
Receipt Me
Light-up Extension Cord
Condom Box
Motion Sensy
Mosquito Repellent Collar
spining multi-tap
Sporx-ones
Quicket
Back Pack Tracker - A systen to track back packs or any belongings with a gps chip and a smart phone app.
Animal fat absorber
Water Toy
Steel Mouth Freshener
Pumper
GE Wink Idea RESUBMIT Security Collar for Cats/Dogs/Pets with GPS and Camera Surveillance - Spy 24 hours a day! collab w/ Andy Sam
Magnetic base with hooks and ring holder attaches to smooth surfaces with Octopus technology.
Vehicle Alert
A centralized device that will interact with one app. There are endless functions that could be incorporated into this digital device
Wink Automatic Water Changer
Need a paper towel, tissue, napkin or a wet one. All are at your disposal in one container that hangs on any existing paper towel holder.
Clothes and accessory vacuum suitcase bags with closet and or door hook. Pack your travel clothes and accessories in a smaller suitcase.
Thermosphere
Topping Syringe
Cylindrical carousel jewelry holder with adjustable holders for all size jewelry.
Cooking utensils that self elevate the soiled portion. Lay the utensil down anywhere. No more cross contamination of food or counter.
Thump
A bathroom tissue roller that "Feathers" and slows "Flying" tubes! Working Prototype :)
Sip Where You Sit - Two Piece Stool With Cup Holder - Takes up little space when stored away. Small-Medium-Large Children and Adult Sizes
This rack hangs on a door and has telescopic poles that fold down and then extend out to the desired length. When not in use, flip poles up.
H2On
Toothpaste, mouthwash & cup dispenser. Dispenses the correct amount of toothpaste and mouthwash with one hand operation.
Wink Air Monitor/Purifier
Hot Air Popcorn with Popcorn Ball/Bowl Turner and ButterBall evenly butter Popcorn Voting is closed I submitted to UC
An iPhone case with room to carry your Quirky Stow directly with your phone. We can easily fit buds in there too. All in one iSolution.
Trap Door
What if there was never any dust under your furniture? That'd be kinda cool huh? The bunny duster is the new sheriff in town. Bunnies out!
The BODY DRYER
A 3-Sided, Compact, Collapsible Grater. Folds Flat. Cardboard prototype.
"Crocodile" Pins. Triple hold clothespin. Pin to hold, plus "hang" much more. Concept Prototype. Click on Pic.
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Scribbler
Kid Tracker
Coder
Kitchen Envelope. A grip wrap for "Round Food." See "expanded" and "folded" prototype images. Thank you. #spotsv
Gamer Connect
Ribbon Trivet. "Coiled." Fast heat protection for platters, pots and pans. Prototype. See additional photos to consider. Thank You. #spotsv
The power strip that goes where the devices are. No need to worry about devices with short cables or leave your place to find an outlet.
Water Skate Board
Adds more flexibility and fun for those who enjoy computer games with the keyboard. Especially children who are fond of online games.
bathroom Light check pinhole
Attention anyone who doesn't want to spend a lot of time cleaning. The Handy Scraper Multi Tool makes removing stuck on mess easier. VIDEO!
Pyramid
Schedule Marking Clock
Slow spin Ballerina peg-top
Sphere magnetic tray
All-Charger
Fuzz buster App for phone
Laser Mouse
Hatching Dinosaur egg soap.
I love my portable chair, but their is one flaw. It is so hard to eat, read, or work comfortably. Quirky lets remake the portable chair.
Toddler Stationary Bike
Smart Glasses
Lock Box for kids
SHOWER SCRATCH PAD
Attention anyone who doesn't want to spend a lot of time cleaning. The Handy Scraper makes removing stuck on mess &amp; stickers easier. VIDEO!
iBox
Wash Box
App-enabled Porch Shades
Ever find an old sippy-cup with milk in it? Gross. I loose them all of the time. How about a removeable cup locator band?
Stretchy - A tube on steroids
My product is a rollershade you pull down and hook to your car's dash to keep cool.
Twisty Glass Cleaner
HAPPY ENDINGS
Bubble Tea Maker
DIGITAL PICTURE DOORMAT+ APP
Not enough space to eat, draw, read, or play? How about a chair and tray to handle all of your gear? Lunch &amp; a book by the lake anyone?
skate water board
Ahh! Wouldnâ€™t it be nice if your childâ€™s teacher got the same messages you sent with your kid to school?
restaurant boat
Need four different cleaners to clean a room? Don't want to lug around or keep stopping to go get something else? How about a 4-way bottle?
ADJUSTBLE PURSE TRANSFER LINER
GOOD BEHAVIOR BOARD w APP
MINI CAR VACUUM-----Pick-up crumbs/dirt quickly with a READILY, ACCESSIBLE picker-upperâ€¦clean up and keep on the move!
[Product name] TBD
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Tracking Idea
Accu-measure Measuring Cup
the settings for hearing aids can not be changed easily, with an app it would be easy to create profiles for certain sounds and locations
Bagel Vise
Pine Needle Roller
Build-Your-Own Power Strip
DRS-Tissue, T/Paper-Store, Dis
Smart Garage Door Opener
smart toilet seat.
Align-Mate
Protect your iPhone while carrying it in your sports/gym bag. Squishy iPhone Container is made from same material as stress balls.
bucket visor
Magnetic BBQ Grill Brush
Basketball Score Keeper
The Tilter: Hang hangers in a space where there is no hanger rod; it folds away to give you plenty of room.
Automatic Electric Oven
Electro Chain
A clip-on air freshener/deodorizer that holds disintegrating scented pods. Refillable, non-electronic, versatile.
Chicken Lollipop Maker
Butter Sputter
Rainy Day Smartphone Surrogate
Avoidance Sensor Pet Collar
Picture scroll
The five senses
SIze-Specific Dog Food Bowl
The Axis
INDOOR TILTABLE SOLAR LIGHTS
Jogging Headphones
Timely Tea
Coffee spoon;
iBackpack
trash can protector Home Depot
WINK Smart Speaker Candle
Zephyr Air
Acorn Robot - Yard Roomba
Poppy-Aqua Wink
Manual closable fire sprinkler
Baby gloves
A flat silicone twist-tie! Use as cord wrap, phone / tablet stand, hook, and many other options! How will you use it?
Safe guard your Baby / Kids with Wrist band - Electric Voltage Power Detector Sensor. App Enabled
Thunder &amp; Lightning connector... Hi-Speed together at last!
power strip - flexible cable.
Farm Gym
Eighty
Coding Blocks for Kids
SEAT SAFE - Keep your Valuables AND your Seat locked with this Bicycle Lock Box #QCYCLE
iPinata
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DUAL IN BATH TUB STEPS
Buck Attractor
Modular WiFi World Clock
We need a mesh that organizes the trunk space. We all have stuff that stays in the trunk 24/7.
Quirky Hats
Wink Device Info Hub for TV
GE WINK Weather station
Portable humidifier that will eliminate all your dry air problems. Bring it anywhere!
Multi-Light beam garage stop !
DrinkCubes! Enjoy your drink at the correct temperature for a longer time.
No-slip Sippy Cup and Straw
Belly Button Cleaner
Talk to me.
Physical Calendar for Outlook
VIRTUAL ENGINE SOUND BOX
Snooze-with-love Alarm Clock
Dust-away hand saw clipper
Memory stick for all your Apple devices
Fan Fort VIDEO OF PROTOTYPE!
A LED display sign for offices, stores, events, or any where you want to place it. Display whatever, just by inputting it on your iPhone.
WAVE COOLING For LAPTOPS. usb
Vaccum-Sealed Waterproof Case To Protect Your Gadgets
wallet book
Spray in different texture
TRANSPOSE/trace MEDICAL image
HYGIENIC SELF ELEVATE UTENSILS
SMARTPHONE'S PRIVACY IN PUBLIC
Makeup Brush Sanitizer & Cleaner. Huge market potential (anyone who puts on makeup and also the makeup artist community)
A non-rust non-splintering steel wool-like pad pot scrubber.
Picnic Table Backrest
BOIL OVER COLLECTION SURROUND
Real Time Unit Converter Ruler
lazy susan for your PC.
A.I. plus inductive charging
A car closet. Folks need a place in the car to store essential items frequently forgotten in the rush to get out of the house!
Use Voice Rec to Speak Better!
Clean-Cone
Mobile Notification Hardware
Cleaning windows have never been this easy. Expand the width of the cleaning head to cover larger windows. Extend pole's length to reach.
individual retractable power sockets for Pivot Power - Line extension
Why would you buy a shovel and a fork? if you can just buy the ShovelFork, use individualy or together -all in one- less storage, less load
jkjk
Nail-top is a small tool that you can carry in your tool box. Fits any nail, giving it a bigger surface to hammer, no more crushed fingers!
Roomba-Robo-Poop-Scoop. let the poop-scoop tend to the dog's business. breaks the poop down and dumps it in the compost-pile/garden-Solarpow
FRYING POT SHORT SHIELD HANDLE
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Letâ€™s create a WRIST YOGA MAT for MacBook Lovers that is really relaxing for your hands and protects your Mac againist abrasion.
App enabled, speech-to-text device. enabling motorists to send a text message to someone just by speaking
GE+Pivot-power/plug. A plug that sends you specific readings on individual socket as to how much energy was used. Calculate cost/device easy
Timer power strip
GREEN-Recycling-bin, Recycle (melt) your used plastic in this recycle-bin and make plastic cups, plates and more(community please add!)
mini extractor hood .
Flexible, S-shaped frying pan DIVIDERS. Cook multiple ingredients on one frying pan but separately. Perfect fit for various pansâ€™ sizes.
Make Joe's iPhone easier!
HEAD GY
OCCUPIED ROOM SENSOR FOR WINK
Shave Pen
colored salt
MOBILITY CART FOR WINDOW A/C
Shower curtains often leak on the sides &amp; progressively destroy the wall/floor. This curtain/door hybrid seals the sides &amp; opens the center.
Solar Pad Outlet
Mi Speaker
Clingman's Pad Panties
Sit Up Buddy
An iPhone radio dock that doubles as an emergency charger. A hidden crank lets you power your phone, have some light and play the radio.
Portable Mini Projector
LINE EXTENSION for Slimline: Salad Spinner for Clothes! Spin-dry hand washables. Speed drying time for swim/gym wear, lingerie, etc. Green!
Charging Cable Reinforcers
Mobile Swiper + MagStripe Cards. App stores any info on card: order fast-food, share contact info, lists, reminders...Choose how you'll use!
QUAKE Tower Game
The hot seat!
Smart Fishing Reel
Roomba that cleans windows
Headphone Clip
hshhs
Foot warmer or pet warmer.
"A Decorative Garden Tool Keeper" that stays IN Your Garden! No more storing your tools in your garage!
A fashionable hardwood/laminate floor protector from women's high heel shoes.
Ultimate recycle bin
Azteca Beverages
Roll Clean
PowerGen
Switch on Switch
Much Needed Docking Adapter
A Anything and Everything Silicone Clip and Hook! Clip it and Hang it!
Power Jacket
SMART DOG HOUSE
Simple bar with slot to hold your tablet or phone. Props your device at just the right angle, frees up space on tray table, desk, etc.
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Harmon/JBL Dox
Cure for all
A Traveling Solar USB Charging Brick with a UNIVERSAL Charging Kit! GO GREEN!!
Anyone for a cup o' tea? Oh darn, it's gone all cold, how am I going to warm up this tea pot again? Introducing the Self-heating-teapot!
Swiss/Switch screwdriver.An all in one screwdriver
Memory wireless mouse
Are you digging around for cutlery between the "YACH" at the bottom of your washing sink? Fold-open cutlery washing platform or side basket.
All tridimentional laberinth
An Outdoor Lounge Chair Tray or Table for the Beach and the Pool!
scented spot spritzers
WINK Residential Drone Tasker
iPad Sound Projector
Born to be Wild
Pops UP Oven/Fridge. VIDEO
Liferaft GPS Protect
Missile Command light switch cover. Looks cool and prevents accidental and absent-minded switching
TubTemp
Wink app Lazy Susan TV Stand
Life Saving Dog Collar
SockEezs
Finger Drumming Gloves!!
Cut cakes easy and accurate!
Wind Tunnel Hair Dryer
Musical/Alarm Floor Mats
Sensy
Mugstir Product Improvement
Bebida
Cover for cistern toilet drain
Retractable Stroller Raincover
Spread and Slice
T-shirt with pocket for Ipad by Quirky!
OCCUPIED ROOM SENSOR IMPROVED
Reduce wrist strain with the LAPLIFT ergonomic laptop support cradle &amp; wrist rest.New folding design with cooling vent &amp; cable management.
Weather Proof Spotter
Tripod Motion Sensing Device
funnels in tray .
e-Stylo Phone Pro
One More Kiss
Get your friends photos after a party with this keychain CF card downloader.
Power Stylus
cool ship
Faster than light comm.
secret santa
Sunny Days Blanket UV Light
The Connected Car and Home
Litter Lifter
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Nikki Kaufman's requested "AUTOMATIC SUITCASE PACKING MACHINE". Quick, easy, wrinklefree packing from the closet&dresser w/ no extra
folding
Keurig Compatible K-Cup Sealer
Back Jack
Universal Screwdriver Bit â€“ Never change drivers again! Uses unique telescoping driver bit.
simplify barbecue utensils: fork, spatula and tong meat in a single instrument to facilitate handling.
Tripod Camera Bag
Wink Steering Wheel Car Kit
STROKIN: Smart Sensor
The Nomad Toolbox
Luggage Extension Tool (LET) - Move your baggage without a travel cart.
shower up
Floating Pool Warmers
warming mattress
Heated all weather Umbrella
safe silverware
Lighted Beads and Cross Rosary
Turn the edge of your credit card into a stylus, use it to sign signature pads!
A platform you step on that sanitizes the bottom of your shoes when you walk into someones home.
The ultimate car trunk organizer that is foldable and removable!
TOGGLE CLASP BUNGEE CORD. A simple way to secure a bungee -- no worrying about hooks damaging your stuff. A "Simple Solutions" finalist!
Tubai
Find your misplaced wallets and keys with this app and hardware.
Let's make some padded cloth potholders/oven mitts that never fail to block heat because they are wet. (Cloth beats silicone for comfort)
Wall Lamp with suction cup
Compartmentalized jewel boxes which can hold different jewels, Each or set of boxes can be removed separately for storing or travel.
Outdoor Outlets Reinvented
Pull n' Seal Trash holder
Breakfast from bed.
Heads Up Display for MC Helmet
The Feel Good Mirror: With the push of a button this mirror pays you compliments such as "My goodness you are lookin fine this morning!"
Hands-free arm holds iPad/mini/universal tablet (think Gorillapod). The Innovation?: End of arm has a mat to sit on, holding arm in place.
Insane Parent
Smart pen clip
Olfactive Dreams
"Portable, Foldable, Multi-tier Drying Rack" with Hooks & Clips : Carry it any place, Hang anything, Extend the Arms as Required.
CDM
Baseball bucket tee
Orange Pencil Cup
RESUBMIT: iPad LUMINUM. An ultra-slim brushed aluminum case for the iPad (and the upcoming iPad mini).
LAN cable links Anyone using LAN cables knows that it is a PAIN when your cable is to short. this link joins two LAN cables
No more burn for frying potatoes! we suggest that you should not be afraid of burning when you are frying food.
New experience suggestion of a wine bottle - After drinking wine, it makes a wine bottle as a moody lighting or as a flower vase.
Our case will make you healthier when you only grip it. It will stimulate your palm and help you healthy.
No more burn for frying potatoes! we suggest that you should not be afraid of burning when you are frying food.
Be handsfree whatever you do! Hang it everywhere (backpack or handbag etc) Easy to find it in your bag and arrange earset.
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It is very difficult to make a phone-call with a large device. Therfore, we need to use a small peanut clip instead of a large device.
Water Drop Toothbrush Holder!!! Use your toothbrush easily &amp; Storage cleanly!!!
Tea leaf !!! Leaf looking, Clean &amp; Useful tea bag accessory !!!
Multipurpose Retractable Key Chain/belt clipon. Used To secure your pocket items ---for the guys without 'handbags'--"PUT ME DOWN" toilet seat cover. To remind people of basic manners and to keep the wife happy.
App-enabled immobilizer for your car. Give your car that Extra safety-lock. Unlock with your phone before you can start the car.
Colorful, squishy CORD SPOOLS for phone and electronics chargers. Slots hold ends in place until you're ready to unwind.
Freezing your ass-off? at least get to save your nose. This nose clip on will warm your nose as well as warm and filter the air you inhale
power strip recto / verso.
Don't have a SmartPhone? No sigh, Introducing Quirky and GE's newest invention: control your app and device without your phone
Personal Keeper!
App-enabled home-water heater controller. Check the temp, check the energy usage. Turn the geyser on or off -easier way to save powerzip bag with double opening: quick use.
Smart Air Purifier
Easy Jar
flower pots the size of computer mouse (or less):greenery everywhere..
MAGIC SLATE FOLDERS - Add a Magic Slate to the front cover of a two-pocket portfolio. Perfect for reminders, doodling and more! -RESUBMITVibe Killer
electric cables connector.
no wasted :candles in several segments.
Selfie Stick
PortaDesk
New experience suggestion of a wine bottle - After drinking wine, it makes a wine bottle as a moody lighting or as a flower vase.
Easy way to check an E-mail through smart phone while reading a book! you can read your book comfortably and touch your smartphone easily.
A better baby changing station
iPad Car Holder and Car Usage Device
Time & Space - Write your daily important schedules and plans around a LED clock with minimal and modern design!
The Water Saver
eMagnify = nature, tech & bugs
Drip Counter
Your day is filled with important schedules! If you have an time-holder, you'll be able to confirm your schedules immediately and directly.
PIVOT POWER USB
100's of uses...better than Duct Tape...the QUIRKY STRIP - a thin but stiff plastic strip with adhesive on the back. Cut to size. #spotsv
Kitchen apron with washable pockets for utensils. Keep them with you when cooking.
Window Unit AC Diffuser
A 5-unit set of Soft Baby Booties for office chair wheels that protects hardwood floors.
SNAKEWAYÂ©: the modular, snap-together wire management system. Free-form paths, straight or curved, any length, above or below your desk!
Hot Lips Micro Melting Pot
Eru Leg Stool
Yudo Crutches
Safer Hair Straighteners
JUMBO SLOTTED STAINLESS STEEL PANCAKE TURNER.
Secured Glance
Try Angle
Ammonia Cell
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Boroscope (endoscope) attachment for iPhone4! Flexible fiberoptic, viewing end w/LED lights, battery power, sealed waterproof silicone body
The Step Up
Organ Preservation System For
A square glue stick! Apply glue to the corners of documents &amp; photographs for mounting! Chisel tip for pinpoint accuracy! Clean and neat.
Fantasy Politics
Smart Garage
chairtable
One More Kiss
Charge your iPhone or iPad, or blow your nose. Reduce clutter, manage cables with this combination tissue box cover and USB charging base!
scissors /cutter.
SCANHOLD: Organize keychain scan tags from grocery store, gas station or coffee club into a thin, credit card-sized holder for your wallet.
Sense Light
Unwanted sales call answering
Garden Transformer
Adjustable Picture Hooks
Fittens
EverWine - Serve and Keep
Multibit screwdriver - Auto selects the correct driver based on screw using 2/4 sensors for line/cross screws around driver's rim
Stick 'Em Up Everyday Containers eg For Spices - Stick 'Em Up Anywhere. See VIDEO! Collab with Sandi Lehr.
rocking lamp
Custom Over-The-Door Storage!
TC WeB TURN UP MINI SPEACKER
Digital "Photobook" Hard Drive
Holiday Cone Covers
PetanQ - Wink enabled game !
A steering wheel-mounted gadget holder. Dock your smartphone or tablet in the mount and use it hands-free. (to be used ONLY when parked)
What's up dog?!
Fat-Draining Skillet!
SoundSphere
PhoneLine
PowerPole - Light for free
Refrigerator Conveyer Belt
Barbell multigrip converter
Quirky's Next Product
Poster Printer
tray for ice cream cone
A faucet that saves lives
iPhone refrigerator magnet case
Eat in your car like a pro! (the ultimate food tray for car, work and home
Shoe Rack
STOPPER!
stopper!
A "Private" Floating Island for Water
iPhone refrigerator magnet case
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Home sleep apnea test
Lobes
The smoke detector that never needs new batteries (harness the power of opening/closing your door)
One More Kiss
Sticky electrical outlet
Eaarie Dip
AutoApp Reptile Feeder control
dishwashing glove
mosquito extractor
iPod Nano Badge/button - attach it to your shirt or backpack
WhiteStain Tooth Whitener
Hands-free Clothing Dewrinkler
Player Again
Super Smart Phone
Grease Caddy
Bandages with gel like pad that freezes in the freezer to sooth, protect bumps and scrapes while staying in place like a Band aid.
Pre-measured lumber
Wink App Water Relief Valve
Working late or being away for a weekend? Who will feed/give drugs(if needed) your pet during your absence and will do it at the right time?
Kitchen shears are easier than knives! I want a sleek set of specialized kitchen shears for multiple types of food organized in a block
Airplane EarBuds
EZMute Remote
134/159V.Quirky Weight! W. that is also an alarm clock. You have to stand on it to turn the alarm off. it also measure w. progress everyday.
kids playhouse made of white magnetic dry erase walls. Kids can play school, spaceship, whatever their imaginations can dream and change it
Pin the tail on the Donkey 2.0
Colored bottle or can tops.
WiFi Power Hub
baristazOne coffee cup lid
Poppy Ink
Forearm Pen Brush Tool Holder
Easy Toilet Paper Roll Refill
GOBBLE-O-SAURUS - Toy Gobbler
Mug / Glass w Chemical Readout
HeadCase
Robotic Bath Tub Cleaner
1" diameter felt pads for the iPad or similar devices.
Triple Function Sponge Planter
Automatic Home Clothes Folder
no more batts
Two sided window cleaner
Add security, space saving, storage and organization to your room with the Door M Locker. This small profile locker attaches to most doors.
Portable Wink App Touch Switch
faster than light comm
Planter that waters itself.
Hinged PVC flat table top that attached to the top of your washer or dryer for extra folding space. Folds back on top flat when not in use
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VINE Pets Cat Tree Play Stand
Tea Ball
instant post
Heavy Duty Battery Station
Dip and sip, the all in one for cookies and milk. no spill, no crumbs! Cookie dish with milk cup/straw built in the middle.
"Pi" or "3.14159265" is a storage container for leftover pizza, which usually consists of half of a pizza pie.
Public Transit Desk Toy
Harman Next Gen Headphones
Swiss Army Key or SAK Card
SOCK ROCKET SORTER
PAWBLE Pets Bubble Machine Toy
The clean case
Graphene Induction Charger
Solar Charge INDUCTION Battery
Resizeable baby/kid clothes. Kids grow ouf of them often before putting any wear on it &amp; go straight to the hand-me-down boxes! Not anymore!
INDUCTION Heated Clothing
MUSICAL TOY CHEST- PLAY STOVE
UV sanitary box for toothbrush
Elegant water swipe - iPod way
Dead Sea Gull
CapaLight
A Smart Water Treatment System. Filter your water wisely. Resubmit
Convenient Store Safety Mat
We were just fostering a puppy who loves to chew on wires. I'd love to have a protector sleeve I can slip over my precious cords!
Car ride simulator for all
UniCharge
Let's earn more with Quirky!
Water Backpack
A CHILD'S TOY CHRISTMAS TREE
Modular pet space! This set of modules lets you design your own dog house or cat tree in the shape &amp; style that fits your home!
Resizeable wetsuit. Change key pieces as you get older and rounder to avoid having to buy a new one!
A chip that determines the exact dimension of your body &amp; limbs by reading the conductivity of skin. Know your exact size for everything!
Personal Body Warmer
A stylish, stainless steel, unisex, bracelet that's a smartphone rechargeable battery +phone stand +LED email/message/call notifier via BT.
Trove
SOS Bracelet
Ultrasonic Aroma Diffuser
Always searching for the useful bread tag when we needed one? Now you can have it by punching on unwanted gift cards & etc.
SD-CARDS BOX
Snacky
A stylish, stainless steel, unisex, bracelet that's a smartphone rechargeable battery +phone stand +LED email/message/call notifier via BT.
Puzzle Pets
Fridge with Internal Generator
A Battery Powered Water-resistant LED light strip pet leash. Help my human get me noticed no matter the weather or time of day.
Taco Tape A real chance to keep the filling right where it belongs in Taco. It can be made to taste like Salsa or any other taco condiment.
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Is my diet working?
A stylish, stainless steel, unisex, bracelet that's a smartphone rechargeable battery +phone stand +LED email/message/call notifier via BT.
Poppy Printer
qweqwe
Instant Post
Smart School Tablet (SST)
A spinning electrical outlet with built in automatic night light and safety cover. Installs in any standard wall outlet locations.
Neti Pot with Filter/Boiler
Adjustable Condiment Topper
child car alarm reminder
COOK TOP MINI FRIDGE COMBO
HOTEL - App Enabled Dresser !
Protecting you, your clothes and kitchen from hot oil when frying. 2 in 1: usable as "semi-permeable" and classic dish-cover as well.
A plate set that allows you to serve, reheat, and store in the fridge without extra tupperware or clingwrap. Stack on top of leftovers!
Write Tee
A zip-sealed disposable bag to protect phones, cameras, etc. Clear UV protected plastic, with desiccant, talk & take pics while in bag.
MINI COMPACT KITCHEN UNITS
HATVERTISE
Car seat vibrations
A shaving station that eliminates the messy hair clean up needed after every shave and is attractive enough to keep on the counter.
Hamburgers cutting knife
Bluetooth CD
Easy screw remover
Rubber Remote
car/shower wash sponge. iron car/shower was sponge with soap dispensing sponge.
Every Way Charger w/Induction
2-in-1 BABY MILK BOTTLE. Baby milk bottle + milk powder container. Perfect for "On The Go Mom".
An automated bouncing Dog's toy. When it gets disturbed it starts vibrating/bouncing. keeps the dog entertained and cleans it's teeth!
app-Smart dog collar-cam. See what your dog sees, from your phone. tell your dog to get out of the trash, from work! you'll love the video!!
Home Exercise Motivator
So many pots and pans! Cut Down on cupboard Space as well as Pot-size. Up-size your pan to a pot and collapse your pot to a pan- all in one
Black light-attached to back of toothbrush. Check your teeth for stains, Know where your teeth are clean and where you need to scrub more.
an extending and retractable power socket. Extend to desired cord length for odd jobs, retract when finished to free up floor-space. -homeiPhone case that has a built in lighter, refillable with normal lighter gas. keep your light close at hand! For the smoker/handy
Power Scheduling Socket
DUO with Cooler. For wine lovers.
Ever wonder that the tea stirrer could be more fun and user-friendly? Introducing the Tea Stirrer with Steeper &amp; Tea Bag keeper...
Runnrollit
gpsê¸°ëŠ¥ì´ ë‹¬ë¦° ë“±ì‚°ìš© 3ë‹¨ ì ‘ì´ì‹ ì§€íŒ¡ì´
Sound Linker
Low profile crawl space heater
ê°€ì •ìš© ê³ ê¸° ì•¼ì±„ ê°ˆì•„ì£¼ëŠ” ê¸°ê³„
iPhone case with deodorant/perfume holder (refillable) - is there a nasty stench coming from you in a sticky situation?
Interchangeable Mosaic-piece iPhone case. Show your creative side. choose your own pattern and fill with your choice of mosaic blocks
test
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watchStand
Bedtimes
Cubicle Window
Amazing Tape Measure
Easy To Carry Gas Container
Thumb Print Ink Pen
Bike Bubble Wheel
APP ENABLED SECRETARY BRACELET
Baby Beats
Sound Bar Pro
Chevy military tribute
Cap Tracker 2000
Compact Travel Coffee Maker
The Bubble Buddy
Small Folding Table that connects with others to form larger desks and work spaces. Store easily. Configurations are limitless!
Seat Lifter Wings
An LCD mirror with a camera. See how your clothes fit from the back without hurting your neck.
Flower Pot Wind Chimes
LED Solar Wind Chimes
Flower Pot Mail Box
A LAPTOP CASE THAT UNFOLDS INTO A SIDE MOUNTING DESK, ABLE TO ATTACH TO NUMEROUS SURFACES.
Magnetic Vision Board Kit
Bake Buddy Scales
Let's create an elegant and functional way to store rolls of paper towels. Large packs of the rolls are bulky and get in the way..
Smart Bookmark
Toelights
Dog Cannon Toy with Treats
Strobie
Real time world atlas
Plexi or stainless steels baskets to the wine and wine glasses situated under the cupboard
NROOS (Never-Run-Out-Of-Stuff)
A leather (or other type of material) band or case, that the new iPod Nano can strap to or fit into, so you can wear it as a watch (iWatch).
Powerful Wall Mount EC
Perfect Sand Castle Builder
Automatic shoe stringer
BotTender
Idea 43
Powerful Shelving ECenter
2in1 carry bag for iPad. It's a light weight, stylish iPad carry bag, it's also works as sunshade for iPad.
Moving And Storage Bags
Silicone Seed Tray Inserts
Solar charger for toothbrushes
BEACH PRINTERS FOR YOUR FEET!
Musical/Alarm Floor Mats
Wet+Dry shower head. Dry yourself after a shower with a heat controlled-waterproof-bladeless-fan, tilt it and adjust up and down
App-enabled immobilizer for your car. Give your car that Extra safety-lock. Unlock with your phone before you can start the car.
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App-enabled home-water heater controller. Check the temp, check the energy usage. Turn the geyser on or off -easier way to save powerSoft stairs; my friend's grandmother died after falling on stairs, Cover up those dangerous corners on each step with a special cushion
Drinking water is essential to good health, but tracking it can be a pain...until now! Buy the bottle that tracks it for you!
THIS LITTLE PIGGY LIKES COMPOST....
Angel's Effect
Dancing Teddy
Shoe watches...to wear on your shoes (especially sneakers)...know the correct time by glancing at your foot.
A filter for your iPhone or iPad to enhance your FaceTime experience. Make your chat black and white, or vibrant and bright!
Silicone bath mat. All kinds of patterns and grooves to keep water off floor. Soft, thick, feels great on the feet. Clean and dry in seconds
Artsy Fridge marker. Write/draw anything on your fridge, from grocery lists and notes to full works of art. Erase easy when done
On the Tonight Show Ben said the Instant Ponytail vacuum Concept isn't a product. Here is your product, Bladeless fan pony-hair-band concept
Redesigned Pivot Power V2.0. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility. Includes USB and Vampire power drain shut off too!
Double bottle in one
Crockpot Divider
Quirky Cobber
Smart color changing RC cars
Handheld device for Pressing Carrot Shapes like the ones in the pic or any other- Getting kids to eat carrots just got cooler/easier!
Ultra Mini Projector
A customized iPhone case, also a stand (Inspired by Pegit - Holy Case).
Shoe Detectors
App-enabled mini-cocktail-bar. Download and create cocktails from your phone, for a better party! add fruits and ice
App enabled - pillow- alarm/sound box/lullaby. Set time/tone on your phone. Never miss your alarm. Option of playing music from pillow.
Adjustable fan like lid for microwaving and storing food. Heat food perfectly! Retract the lid to the desired spot!VIDEO INCLUDED!
Smart candle. ignites like a match or has an igniter for the required spark to light the candle. No more searching for matches in the dark.
Clothes Dry Fast Rack
Organ Preservation For Transpl
My First Clock
Is your dog mistaking it's food/water bowl for a play-toy? Secure your pet's bowl to the floor with a suction cup-add-on.
The Kitchen utensil pocket knife is an all-in-one device that saves storage space.The only tool you'll ever need in your kitchen. detachable
Fold-Up-Hangable-Shower-seat + shower basket. Shaving your legs/washing feet in the shower a balancing act? Fold-open and sit, hang on wall!
a Lighter working a bit differently. Pull fingers apart to light, and hold palm open to block wind, all with just one hand!safe as a whistle
Reusable match. burns out slowly like a candle, lights like a match. Please suggest materials
Levitating dinner table hotplate (Magnetic). This stylish centerpiece heats up, levitates and is rotatable. A feast for the future - See vid
Lunette pour migraineux
The TeaMometer
Workout with your iPhone with a comfortable armband. Easy to access your phone while exercising to listen to music or chat on the phone
THUMKING CAP
454
Diet Chewing Gum
Tagger
The Stand Alone: Personal smart phone/book holder
Whether they stand behind,sit,spin,or block the view the large cardboard PartyProp cutouts provide conversation and delight for the party.
The Stand Alone: Personal smart phone/book holder
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New look for a Pool Party .A floating water proofed jig saw puzzle designed for fun, competition or relaxation in a pool or spa.
Backpack bike hitch
a lighter working a bit differently, click with your palm, lights from the middle. use one hand to light + block the wind!
This app-enabled iPhone case allows you to upload any photo to the back of your phone. Choose your own back-background for you iPhone
USB Hub Pyramid
CONTAINER FOR TOOTH BRUSH AND PRESCRIPTION DRUGS.ESTABLISHES A ROUTINE OF BRUSHING FOLLOWED BY TAKING
PRESCRIPTION MEDS ON A ROUTINE BASIS.
O-pen
Clamp Water Bottle
Babyphone Necklace
cook breakfast, lunch and dinner with the all-in-one cookware skillet. no more stacking pots in the sink after you eat your meal.
Comb Style Metal Nail Holder!
Pepper scrape
Mahjong Card Holder stand
Ben doesn't like cats? Cats will love him after Quirky choose this all-in-one-cat toy. see example videos
Laptop/PC-Keyboard light, designed to light up your keyboard at night times when light is unavailable or forbidden(work without disturbing).
Charge wirelessly on the go with this Portable-Rechargeable-Wireless-Charger (see video). Recharge at PC or Plug.
Charge your phone on the go. Recharge your mobile-charger at home, charge any usb device when you're not at your PC/Laptop/plugs.
Cook 2 slow cooker meals in 1 crock-pot at once! A silicone insert would subdivide your crock-pot into two - easy cleanup - saves time!
A Very Simple Inexpensive Way To Secure Patio Umbrellas. Saves Valuable Space, High Wind Resistant!
Water Globe Game
Cook 2 slow cooker meals in 1 crock-pot at once! A silicone insert would subdivide your crock-pot into two - easy cleanup - saves time
RESUBMIT: 4-in-1 Office Supply Product! A 3-hole puncher that staples, has a tape dispenser and a pencil sharpener!! Eliminate the clutter!
Car Body Saver
Item Finder
Portable Footgolf
HANDY SPECTACLE LENS CLEANING DEVICE with CLEANING PADS and SOLUTION INLET
Baby Wash Mitt
Improvement on already two great solutions for the toilet-flap-up problem. Flush'n close. A toilet clip on that releases seat when flushed
SIMPLE HANDY PENCIL HOLDER, to select them WHEN YOU ARE WRITING !! Also applicable to pens, markers, highlighters etc
Introducing the scissor-sharp! a scissor with a sharpening tool, attached to scissor or to -fridge magnet holder. Please comment...
Motion sensor alarm system DIY. stick the sensors anywhere and link them to your phone. Know what's going on around the house
Tucked Tablecloth
App-enabled: Light up your front lawn next Christmas with jumping Christmas/any -tree lights. Fixed-outdoor-waterproof laser pointer.
CAMERA BRIDGE FOR DUAL CAMERA.A BRIDGE ATTACHES THE DIGITAL CAMERA AND THE FILM CAMERA ALLOWING SHOTS USING
BOTH CAMERAS AT THE SAME TIME.
#SPOTSV -WEEKLY GOALS BOARD - KEEP ALL YOUR GOALS TOGETHER IN ONE SPOT, REMOVE THEM WHEN COMPLETED.
Smart hats and bands
Packing Survival Toolbelt
MULTI-DIRECTIONAL FLASHLIGHT... Can throw light in MANY DIRECTIONS... CAN Bend and be COMPRESSED also.
Fertilizing Plant Spacer
App-finger-DRUM-DOORBELL. Let your visitors customize their arrival with a drum roll, add different sounds "ba-dum-TSH!" plays tune on phone
ThermoLite ( See Video )
MeteorWrite
QiQ Mobile Device Holder
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Strap On MASSEUR. Enjoy MASSAGE on the go. Strap it to your ARMS and LEGS.
Home making
pot lid recovers vapor.
Real Media - line extension
Fog A Way
charging surge protector
JUST FOR FUN! A cell phone in the shape of a shoe. A miniaturized cellular version of the one used by Maxwell Smart.
The Neck Saver
App enabled- Over a thousand internet radio stations available in your car radio, connected through your phone
Self-Powered Filter
App enabled-Find your stuff. Your phone will pick up a signal from 'tagged' items (carkeys,sunglasses,wallet) and locate it if misplaced.
My idea enables it's user to enjoy clean flavored oxygen in any environment, anytime. Attached is a full Business plan and short video
iPhone 5 Mosaic cover. Move the tiles, change the pattern for some Veg out fun!(could be adapted for games) Render by Peter Frazier.
263 votes 90% v/v. Ever laid awake trying to fall asleep?-Follow the light as it moves in slow motion..Zzzzzz -Image by Peter Frazier.
Logic For Kids
Big area of wood/ lino floor? dusting it is quite a job eh. Not with a retractable electro - static 'Mammoth' !! (4 ft brush head)
Pivot Power USB
VacuuGlue
Concussion Prevention Pads
Wet Pet
Poppy - Theater Popcorn Maker
HOME APPS REMOTE
When are you coming home?
Mindless Texter
Harman Home Theater Headphones
WINK Hot AND Cold Coffee Maker
Bedside Buddy: A plastic board that slips under your mattress and holds all your gadgets beside your bed for easy access!
POPPY Hot &amp; Iced Tea Brewer
magic ceiling
GoBottle
Test
Litestix
Free up the space used to store spreads and jars in the fridge(2 more pics attached)(Renders by Peter Frazier)403 Votes on first submission
Anypet
GET THE ATTENTION of your busy waiter/waitress by simply BEAMING your table number on the WALL!
DeskMate- The lighted app-enabled 2 in 1 cabinet + desk* space/$ saver
The Headphone Stand
PEANUT BUTTER &amp; JELLY KNIFE
Consumers seek ways to reduce power usage.This suction attach cover lets you toast but with less mains power- 2 Images By Peter Frazier
cable label.
How much time do you spend hanging up individual socks to dry? make life easier.. hang them all at once-! with a "Sockwich"!
Accessory for iPhone with memory for your files
Fuss and Fret In Fashion- de moda Wrist Braces- Collaboration with youcancallmephil Resub.
DOUBLE SHOULDER PADDED GUITAR STRAP; make carrying and playing the guitar less straining by spreading the weight between the two shoulders
Hook / hammer protection.
This is fantastic wireless keyboard. See more pictures please!
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Fuck machine
Cord organizing power strip
backpack for Parrot Ar Drone
Blow Out LED Candles
Mantis
My 6 yr. old girls idea - A vacuum shaver. No more mess after shaving, just empty a convenient container.
DOUBLE SHOULDER PADDED GUITAR STRAP; make carrying and playing the guitar less straining by spreading the weight between the two shoulders
magnetized plate.
A floating mattress with a collapsible tent made of UPF mesh for sun protection. Flexible supports and mesh can be stored in pockets.
The INSTANT CORNER SHELF that attaches to any 90 degree corner wall without screws,nails or glue using only spring pressure.
App Enabled - Quirky Scandder
ISACC
Was UC. iBall iphone5 case Now with image by Peter Frazier. Q is there a way to get the ball rolling?
Glass Swizzle Sticks with Texting Symbols
HammerHead USB Charging Cord.
GlowLight - Glow in the Dark Light &amp; Lamp Shades for kids too old for a night light but too young for complete darkness. #SPOTSV
I would like to introduce the snake garden hose. This hose will not only be kink free but will allow you to coil quickly for easy storage.
iTube. Collapse/extend/ power-free. An easy, cool way to less 'tinny'sounds on your iPhone (incl.VIDEO ) (Images by Peter Frazier)
Kids TableToothed Rubber Band
'STRESS!' a pen holder with an attitude.Render by Peter Frazier
Framed Art Dining/Coffee Table
Connected Temperature Probe
Mattel Roadtrip
THE HANDLER A fine padded leather bag for your new iPad
Door Generators
"Old Sneakers Never Die!" A vase for flowers or pens shaped like old sneakers.
Decorative, small bean-bag-like "pillows" to place under chair, table, furniture legs.
Portable Mini Projector
Colorful elasticized tree bands will add excitement to your home events. No more tacking signs to your trees (ouch!). Fasten with velcro.
BEACH BACKPACK...incorporate a lightweight folding chair as the base, add a sturdy mesh-type pack with lots of hooks, stretchy things, etc.!
Key Ring Attachment
Mac-Pac
How about a simple way of organizing your bathroom magazines without installing a separate rack. Just hang them with the DOUBLE CLAMP.
audiosense - A little â€œheads upâ€ while you â€œrock out.â€
Wink grill temp
iPhone 5 Mosaic cover. Move the tiles, change the pattern for some Veg out fun!(could be adapted for games) Render by Peter Frazier.
Full Size Garden Sculpture
Gas Pump Wedge
Wrap Around Heating Pad
My Umbrella. A kids umbrella they can draw anything they want on it to make it their own. They can show off their work of art with everyone!
Self-publish your own books
The Next Great Mega Bloks Toy
Magnet Clock
Similar to Q-tips but stronger, bigger, abrasive...great for cleaning hard to get places in your home
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A New Kind of Toilet Paper
Smart ruler/mirror
An ice-less shaker to cool shaken drinks without watering them down.
The Bathroom Backpack - Great for college students or camping!
collapsible case for iphone.
A combination barbecue light, timer, and meat thermometer that mounts to the barbecue lid handle.
Accordion shelf
toothbrush not like other.
ALL IN ONE PHONE CASE(AUX,USB)
Mingle
Freezepods
perforated toothbrush .
training bar for your hooper b
a
iPhone case that has compartments for over night items-always be prepared-paste/mouthwash/ asprin/ condom/s!/lens in solution (dog snacks?)
Watch Your Bac...A rear view mirror for your Mac!
Doorway Massage Roller
Massage roller set
Luscent Light
The Flex Neck Toothbrush
Was Live Eval-50/50 in audience vote!(Now has video that may help it through) Undershelf EGG CARTON HOLDER. reclaim space in your fridgeAirWay
HANGING FRIDGE TRAY
Smart Letterbox v2.0
Paddle Table
L.E.D. Hardhat
comfort hunt heated jumpsuit
BELT WITH A SINGLE HOLE
Clean Keeper
camp espresso
WINK Smart Letterbox
Mock
GE Universal Remote &amp; Wink APP
Super Home
Hornets Nest - drone pad
Freeze Frame Photo-Video
Solar Powered Butter Tray
Bacteria Killing Sponge Holder
USB Multiplicity
Wireless Magnetic LED's
Bacteria Killing Sponge holder
Electric car defroster
Stair tackling suitcase
Power Cube
Sun Glasses Visor Hat
Kyla Pack
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Flashlight Caddy
A shoe outter sole insert for tracktion and comfort. It's an insert that fits on to the outside part of your work dress shoes for exercise
Hair Deoderizing Dryer
Vaccum and shop vac hose attatchment with changeable metal scraper blade. Scrape and clean up all in one process. Gets the job done fast.
Power pivot 2x3 with projector
Reflective Animal Eyes
Surge Protector Extension Cord
Vibrating Float
Hanger Dryer
Doorway Vac
Scissor Lift Ladder
hook for computer keyboard.
Doorway Vac
spare wheel for bike.
Quick leash
Multi Charging Pad
mirror for PC.
Solo Power Cord
Residential Dual-Mode Faucet
A unique holder for liquid soap and hand sanitizers that enables the container to be inverted when the level gets low. Liquid now at top.
organized storage of empty plastic bottles.
100 Year - Fiber Optic Bulb
The Mouse.
Ago
Suspension re invented the Wheel RE-Invented thats it !
roundup roller
Dancing Robot
tie his shoes is no longer wearisome.
A combination cooking spatula and digital thermometer/timer in the handle. Two temp probes (left and right) on slotted spatula head.
Retractable Essentials Holder
(MP) Tales & Realms (mmLArpg)
Food Ball
EyeHide is a cellphone case that allows you to cover the camera when it is not in use. Protect your privacy with eye hide.
Stove Top LED/WINK knobs that Alert you that your stove top is on and the LED/WINK indicators remind you to turn them off.
Cargo Loop - A jumbo continuous loop to secure large items. Car-topping, Wrapping, Camping, Bikes Racks... GREAT ADDITION TO BIG BANDITS
10 min Laundry sorts,cleans drys,ECO system High pressure air and water jets blast your clothes clean and suck them dry, UV Sterilisation
Wink Watering Spikes
In Home WIFI Personnel Tracker
Bicycle Disk Brake Chainring
kindness: easy transfer of a disabled person in a wheelchair to a bed or a car.
Groceries Up
+ One-Handed Twisty Scrubber Sponge :: Clean the Bottom of Your Cups Quickly & Efficiently
Holiday Lights installed once and enjoyed for years! Low profile track makes the lights blend in with the homes trim.
App enable kids helmet camera
Spiked Mulch Bed Leaf Roller
Smart Direct Vent Heater
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Remote Ejection Plug
Grease Caddy
App-Enabled Car Alarm
Fine Liquid Measuring Handle
planter foldable
Capless Gas Cap
Bicycle bell that ring louder
Viwa
The Protector
ggggggssss
panel to teach children how to write and draw.
FATbars - Larger diameter bicycle handlebars, road &amp; flat bars, because not all hands are the same size. #QCycle
The power strip that goes where the devices are. No need to worry about devices with short cables or leave your place to find an outlet.
Feny
Adds more flexibility and fun for those who enjoy computer games with the keyboard. Especially children who are fond of online games.
Fork and chopsticks
Did you ever burn your tongue on a hot teaspoon? Can you visualize a spoon that magnetically balances? Do you enjoy art? Vote+get free!
Magno Mug
Heated car scraper
trap for insects.
Combined toothpaste toothbrush
Rock-it Baby Mobile :: AirPlay Enabled Baby Mobile & Interactive App
Adding a device to a bicycle saddle you avoids pain and health problem.
Salt Dispenser Auto-Measure
WHAT: fastest/most natural way to cook variety of meat/seafood/poultryâ€“even semi-frozen! WHAT NOT: Oven/Microwave/BBQ/Grill/Toaster
Goose neck clothes hangers
Iphone clock/charger converter
Pops UP Oven/Fridge.
Dual use cooking set, safe for conventional stove/oven and microwave
Power bar monitor and timer
Let's create the world's most advanced Baby Monitor. There is a massive gap in the category, and a demand for a high end solution.
don't have a place to put your important items while running, walking, riding, or swimming. Use the "GO-band"
MULTILINQUAL WINK PLAY KITCHEN
Light Might
16" Fan Funnel
Outdoor Safe Barbie
Under water lights scuba mask
Home made apple cider kit
Bulb Caddy
Bible Reading Clock
Industrial home toilet paper
all in one wipe, diaper
One Touch Locker
My Dog, . . Rocks !
iphone camera stand that you wear on your head like a hat so you can record what you see with both your hands free.
Temperature earbuds - Harmon
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iNSECT - BOT with a MISSION !
Powerchute
#SPOTSV The STRAW GUIDE that helps you get the juice out of orange type fruits without the hassle of peeling. STEM 2. RESUBMIT.
Multi-Time Kitchen Timer that reminds you what each time is for. Instead of "Beep Beep" it can say "Flip Burgers", "Turkey" and much more.
#spotsv How about a simple way of organizing your bathroom magazines without installing a separate rack. Hang them with the DOUBLE CLAMP.
DIGITAL PICTURE DOORMAT; APP ENABLED-----Change your messages/photos/drawings/statements all controlled via an app (porch or inside)
The STRAW GUIDE that helps you get the juice out of orange type fruits without the hassle of peeling. STEM 2. RESUBMIT.
The STRAW GUIDE that helps you get the juice out of orange type fruits without the hassle of peeling. STEM 2. RESUBMIT.
Thomas Feelings Engine
NEW OPERATIONS veterinarian
Self Charging Roller Skates
No-Mess Paint roller
PRINTAPE -masking tape printer
C-SAW (seesaw yourself safely)
AIR-CHAIR magnetic lift chair
PIN-PAL... the sense of touch.
WELDZ

liquid metal welding

BAT WING GLIDER ready to fly?
POWER2ALL ( power-tool-all )
Healthy Environment
ROBO-CLAW grab with 2 hands
Lighted Safety Vest
Heated Pot for Tropical Plan
SmartScreen for Farsightedness
Test
Candy Copter
RoCKY -Frisbees having Fun !
Clear Span
Magnifying IPhone5 Case
Poor Mans Ice Machine
Mouse Launcher (Trap-Release)
Circular Wink LED Bulbs
Raised memory foam pillow
Aura
USB Unblocker
Creosote Chimney Flue Senors
The Nut Shield - Nut Cracker
Test invention
Mechanical ice machine
Bad Medicine
Youth Soccer Smart Pinnies
COOL BREEZE ICE MAKER (VIDEO)
Universal Mug Handle Resub. Transform a variety of containers into cups, make established drink containers more comfortable.
Freight trailer cooler/ heater
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CONNECT THE DOTS LED Coloring Board. A FUN, SPARKLING and CREATIVE educational game for Kids. Who didn't play Connect-the-dots as a
Child?
soda fountain
SPOON RUB to Prevent SOUP / SAUCE SPILLING while serving. Heat Resistant and Easy Washable.
Shady Baby
Easily Remember 10 essential concepts in a book!! Tab-its..... Mark 10 things you wish to know from a Book you just read- #spotsv
Bike U-Type Smart Pump/Lock
Relay V2
Single Apple Super Washer
No more queuing at the Supermarket! Come in, shop, pay and leave without Queuing!
Ba-Ba : The Nip Knows
Easy Pour bottle vent
Telescopic Towel Bar
Baby / Toddler Communicator
the creeper
Sensor Plates
Pill Guillotine
Sticky Silicone, Magnetic Pads - Sticks almost anything, anywhere.
Harman USB Headphones
The Cave Pillow =Unique Pillow
Disposable Diaper Glove - Stop the spread of e. coli bacteria! (Resubmitted)
Aero
Poppy Air Freshener Sprayer
Portable Beach Fence
The Ultimate Breakfast/Laptop Tray! Great for multitasking when eating or it can be used as a laptop tray for late work at night.
Free electricity Generator
DrinkSicle - the Frozen Plastic Drink Stirrer you can sip like a Straw. Keep your beverage cold without ice.
SMART CUSTOM ICE MAKING KIT
Hey!
Bracelet Pouch
Self Charging Motor-Generator
relax your grip
Kitty's Keyboard Perch
PILOT ~ A SMART HEATER
Shower Power
Multipurpose Lawn Care Unit
A compact AC plug adapter to allow lamp/clock cords to lay flat against the wall instead of being crushed by the couch/bed.
safe steel road
Thinsulate dress socks for women
Personalized doll family
Sponge wand with retractable hard scraper. Push Bic pen like button to extract and retract. Sponge reaches in glasses and flexes to surfaces
Vertical 360' Powerstrip Tower
Kids activity watch: tells them what they should be doing at that time. They wake up in the morning and see "brush teeth".
smart plug
iSock cable management
SELF STIRRING CORN KETTLE
Magazine Shredder
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Self Cleaning Broom
Hands-free' Tablet Travel Case
HAMPER ON WHEELS #RealSimple
Arduino Dancing Robot For IPOD
App earbuds with inline camera. View whats going on in front while texting or working-from small pop up window on phone screen.
Space saving, flavor retaining pizza slice box for left over pizza into the refrigerator. Can be microwaved and served in the same!
Real Time translator ear-piece
Toilet mat and tissue paper
iRecord
YOUR DOG'S FAVORITE COLLAR! comes with a ball attached by an extendable string. No More lost balls and constant fetching. Great for indoors
Harmony
Mashed Potato Maker
A TV in which we would transfer video audio and photos wireless via wifi or bluetooth from an iphone or an ipad.
A bluetooth enabled capacitive stylus to improve the ink-ability of capacitive touch devices (iPad, Xoom, Galaxy S, Dell Inspiron duo)
Hot Wheels Domino Racer
Convert your headphones into a phone stand with these simple bendable addition.
Cafeteria Tray Wash & Dry
ear plugs that plug
Easy Igloo
QUIRKY HEADPHONES, with bendable string part that shapes into a stand. No need for extra gadgets, just bend your headphone string into one.
Fart Vac
iPhone/iPod/iPad Dock Keychains, expand your charging options!
LEG STRAP FOR YOUR DOG! comes with a ball attached by an extendable string. No more lost balls and constant fetching. Great for indoors!
Novelty/Fun iphone stands: Bendable human legs with suction cup! Marilyn Monroe's for example:)
Ultra compact iPhone tripod! Great for self-portrait or group timer shots and fits in your wallet or purse
The Butterfly Blanket
During Eval Quirky panelist have the table to hold their drinks, how about the staff?! Introducing your BENDABLE,CLAMPING beer/drink holder.
Travel Pals
Nesting Drinking Cup
Brush extender
Ding Detective
The Carpet Car
Flying Umbrella - RadioShack
Sidekick
Self-Healing Materials
Tired of using two knives for your Peanut butter and jelly sandwich? Fret no more! Introducing THE DOUBLE SPREADER!. Redesigned. M.E. Render
iPhone periscope
3D Multi head Printer LAB
Ref Vest
konstruktovator + Snowballator
DOUBLE PURPOSE SCISSOR, your regular scissor with the ability to punch a single paper hole with the handle.
DOUBLE PURPOSE SCISSOR, your regular scissor with the ability to punch a single paper hole with the handle.
Novelty/Fun iphone stands: Bendable human legs with suction cup! Marilyn Monroe's for example:)
Stop Surge Jumper Cables
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During Eval Quirky panelist have the table to hold their drinks, how about the staff?! Introducing your BENDABLE,CLAMPING beer/drink holder.
The Surge Stopper Battery
Plastic bottles, bad for the environment! Let's make them a school arts project for kids using these special CONNECTORS.
Motion Security Clock
Electronic Puzzles
Select-a-Spray
Easy bucket with its own attached and collapsible hose to allow for water fill up without the need to lift bucket into sink
Door Smoke Alarms
Smart Phone Mood Meter
Porcupine: Garden Leaf Collect
Peripheral Vision LED Headband
Surge Stopper Terminal Cables
L.E.D. Light Rider Skate Board
UV Stand Disinfect Garden Tool
Shower cap bag
Refire - Smart Grill Lighting
Greener!
Multiple Dryer Balloon Blower
Car Scan
The MINI UMBRELLA that attaches to either the phone or the stand with a clamp and a bendy arm to act as shade for your phones.
Double Hung Assistant Case
The STRAW GUIDE that helps you get the juice out of orange type fruits without the hassle of peeling.
Motivational Mirror
The Loaf Load Toaster
App-enabled Pocket Pet Feeder
Mosquito Mate
Page Rescue
The Morning Manager
Digital Bumper Sticker
Homemade Tan Machine
The TUNE SPOON
The SALT SPOON #Reinvent spoon
Fine Point Stylus
Sous Chef
FestTRACKER
single ladies
The Butter Knife with Silicone Grip that you can heat up in your toaster!or microwave, for slicing and spreading the frozen butter easily.
RELIEVE STRESS!, reduce roadrage, while driving with a pair of STRESS GRIPS that attach to your steering wheel. SQUEEZE and RELEASE!
The Two Finger Silicone Gloves for protecting fingers while cutting and slicing food on the board. Can compliment Quirky Finger Mitts.
Bendable smart phone stand; a rubber wire that shapes into a viewing stand for all kinds of cell phones. Shape your own stand!. RESUBMIT.
box with your pencils in it on which you can draw/write. It is made from easy to clean material.
Collapsible and Portable Home Cleaning Organizer plus cart.
GPS Arrival Indicator Light
The Foam/Sponge Hat, the fun way to protect young children from head injury during early stages of walking. Protects both head and face.
Winter Woes Garbage Can Ski
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Flexible and portable smart phone stand; a rubber wire that shapes into a viewing stand for all kinds of cell phones. Shape your own stand!.
Raccoon repellant buzz ball. It is a small round ball attached to a long electric chord that vibrates and makes irritating noise.
Wink Dryer Fire Alarm
Snap It On!
APP Control Power Strip
Smart Scale
Slide Lock Diaper Belt
Winter Woes Spike Tacks
Plastic Bottle Shredder Broom
lawn truck
Squirt
Jawbone Speaker Bicycle Mount (No company made yet)
Mini Water Turbine Generator
PFM Fuel Cell Gen set
SK8S 2 wheels under your heels
POSTER BOARD PRINTER (22"X28")
WINK Bottle Inventory Monitor
Keep clean cooler spout
â˜… Splashless Plunger (v 1.0)
BUCKLE-UP/ carbon fiber buckle
Charcoal Chimney Fan
NEX-STEP (emergency escape)
ONE LAMP LED TRAFFIC LIGHT
travel
Watering Jacket
Instant Iron
Coffee-Infused Shampoo for men
Anytime Nails Resub of #130432
electicit
Traffic-Accident Screens
DND Scarf (Do Not Disturb)
stake assembly
Pet Water Feeder Tube - VIDEO!
Bouncing trucks
Barrera de recolecciÃ³n de oil.
The PEDAL CLUB
leaf bagger
The Guillotine Kitchen Knife
Chargi-Fi ver.1
Loonlet
Happy Hands
App Enabled Drink Finder
Automatic Reptile feeder
Happy Hands
Boots Need a (space saving) Place Too! Store your favorite boots, keep them in good shape, and dust free all in a small space!
Hand held cooking appliance
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ufo hover uav
Plastic Retaining Wall Blocks
Talen Swoop Poop Disposer
Cat Disco Scratch
Liquid Fine Measuring Cup
Beer Buddy
wink Power-line communication
Keep Away Collar
Battery Buddy
Invisible Christmas Lights
Power Failure Detector APP
Fresco
Intelli-Comb #KC
Smart Notation Chess Board
Flagnogas
Octopus - The Modular USB LED Lighting Solution - Resumitted, nearly 300 votes!
spinnacal
Home making
Toothbrush for back of teeth.
Prong is the new Tong. see vid
FitTube. A Fitness Tube to Workout Anywhere. Different positions and functions.
Grip
Magic Ice - Manual Ice Maker with no Trays - Are you stuck with a fridge without an automatic ice maker... let's improve upon the ice tray!
Invisible Christmas Lights
instant post
Color lock
Intelligent Blow Dryer #KC
HEADBOW.Design Your Own HeadPhones with the Bluetooth e-PAPER Smartphone application.
boba kalua
Expire-O Metre
TrashMate uses simple physics
ALL-IN-ONE PHONE CASE (AUX)
Plasic Bag Grinder Mill
Music and Light Planter Pots
A/C Condensor Monitor
Inflatable hot-wheels track
The Kitchen sink guard
Rear-view Eye-glasses
Shower Tissue
Virtual Reality Book Reader
Connected Dehumidifier
Friend-Phones! App-enabled headphones. Friends can all listen to one device at the same time! Pair to music player, tv, computer, anything.
Friend-Phones! App-enabled headphones. Friends can all listen to one device at the same time! Pair to music player, tv, computer, anything.
Bendable Cord Covers
Conducting Lego bricks
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Finger guard integrated knife
Micro Beacon
App-controlled wireless alarm system with cameras. Use in a hotel room, car, home, or anywhere you need it! Know and see who is there!
Mini Mixer
WORLD CHANGING IDEA! Broom adjusts to the right cleaning angle with a push of a button! Broom head can move in any direction at any angle!
The Voice Translater
Hologram
CleanCap
Air freshening flowers with a built in fan to spread the fresh smells around the room. Each flower head provides a different fresh aroma.
Freshtop
Cling Film Gift Wrapping Paper
Perfect Air
Don't Pack your books, Pack your Bookshelf !!. A hybrid of a bookshelf and shipping cardboard box to ship books when changing accommodation.
Hand Clap Game Enhancer
iPhone cover with head phone cups at the back side with ear bud wrapping...
Stable Fold/Rollout Chalk Mat
Forkoon
Ride-on growing toy
Space Monger Prep Board
Pull Out Extendable Towel Rack
Animal Building Blocks
KeyCase
Multipurpose bluetooth speaker
Hoover 300
FitTube
GESTURE CONTROL REMOTE
The Skin Guard
Lego Scoop
Self Standing Transparent computer clipboard panel
AUX-Charge-Case
Foist Hoist
Pichkuu
Next Stop Alight
Twister Barrow Updated!
Ride-O-Sphere Board
UNIQUE CIRCULAR SAW N Chop Saw
RC Car Video Camera
Apple Watch QuirkyFast Charger
Pull Out Extendable Towel Rack
JustInCase: iPhone Case with incorporated USB/Electrical plug (already patent pending!)
Hang Aquarium
Flip Grill Compact Or Party
Smart Travel Luggage scale
Private Changing Shower Door
Smart
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Isophones
3" Suction Cup Tie Down Units
Scented garbage bags
Stick and Dispose Coasters
white chocolate chip brownie
Smart Indoor BBQ Grill
Bathroom Ceiling Towel Holder
Maze Escape
Best Face Cleaner/Buffer
Kumfatable
macri
Alive And Well
Micro Turbine Green generator
USB charger with battery
xxxx
Test
Horizontal Wine Carry an Store
Resub: Self Watering Plants w/ Recycled Bottles is an Effective Method. Here's How It Can Look Pretty in The Garden/Potted Plants #spotsv
Pant Stretcher
Health & Fitness in Phoenix
Book and News Paper Projector
Spoonopia
BAG BAG
portable blackout curtains
Rake N Grill
Self charging car battery
Ironman Flip-Mask Tumblr Cup
Table Top Kaleidoscope
Smell-O-Tron Stink Smell maker
utility belt
Quirky App
The Head Rest
Massage, relax and hang
Smart shopping cart equipped with list, transaction history, in-store GPS, point-of-sale and express checkout. Saves you time and money!
BI-POLAR Smart Light Bulb
Battery Teller
Snow Sport Bag
TACKY A/C FILTER made of reusable washable silicone that reactivates tackiness so micro dust particle allergens stick to the TACKY FILTER.
The Cyclone Charger
Sky Sight
Grocery to go
Hello, Baby! Phone
Portable Doggy Door
Duality
Medical ID chip
the baby milka
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Harman Hover Earphones
MY VOICE BARBIE
Last Minute Dinner
LIFTING DRAWERS
App Traveler Vacation Avatar
Give Pets a Chance To Get Out
OutsideIn
jam lid
Wink Snack Dispenser
Pop the House Door! App or Fob
Coffee Joulies for your Tub
Easy Sheetrock Repair
Pet Connect - Wink enabled
dusty vac
Multiple Line Laser tool
#spotsv Re 3/22/12 Shower gel pod designed into loofah, pour gel into silicone pod, squeeze pod to dispense gel.
Truck Hitch Tetherball
Toilet Paper Minder
E-Z Squeeze Cement Truck Mixer
Audio Alert Siren for Spotter
Hot Bot
Dashboard Slip Strip
Auto Home French Fry Machine
smart wall calendar
Robo Rake
URBAN SURVIVAL HAT
Krazy Kart
Bag Buddy
Bin with Hand Truck slot
Tailgate
Custom Cup
Ventus
test
Bible Reading Clock
Pet Entertainer~Team Challenge
Handy Pen Keychain Clip
Popsicle Sleeve
kumfatable
The Ultimate Trash Bag!
Envelope Wetter With Stand
tinder finger
Home Water Fountain
Wink Lawn Mower
Smart Home Alarm System
app controlled remote start
Dishwasher Netting
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A soda dispenser that dispenses cans vending machine style! Stores in your refrigerator, saves space and keeps your beverages cold!
Poppy Spice Dispenser
Small Dog Washer
Earphone to Headphone converter case for iPhone and iPod
BARBIE SECRETS Pillow
Earbuds Bracelet Stand
Mattel Master Blaster
ALIVE AND WELL
Toothpaste squeezer
The Flare-Up Preventer. "Tame the Flame" ... "The BBQ Whisperer"... "don't Let the Flames Begin"..."Keeper of the Flame"...Your turn :)
GE Wireless App Enabled Room Intercom's! Intercom people at your home while out or at home! STOP YELLING!
Have you ever searched for the right lid for one particular pot or pan? How about cookware where the lids are always connected to them.
Cookie Companion
Smart Caddy
HeadBow
Follow Me Cart
the cake/pie slicer and keeper
The United Plates of America
Spider fingers lightbulbholder
Recycling Container Crusher
Comfort Headband app enabled.
TV to Smart Phone Streamer
Sound Case
Dual Wind
Google Ears Audio Info
Gas Pedal Gel pad
Nite Lite
NO MORE
you dont even have to count
Zoots! The boots with a zipper! Makes putting on boots that go over your shoes easy to put on and take off! Fits in a bag for a rainy day!
The electrical reverting cord
Wall mountable/Desktop USB holder. Hold up to 10 USB's. Organize your office. Label the slots too.
Flexible Wrap Around Anything Can/Bottle and Drink Holder!
The Warm-Up Towel
Automatic Door Lock
Reinvented Door Stopper! Holds open any door! Puts pressure up and down between the door and the floor.
what you see is what you get
Snack Stacker
Cookie Mate. Keeps cookies warm so they always have that fresh out of the oven taste. No more cold cookies at the party!
Breakfast SHAPES!!
Qi App Enabled Xmas Lights
DRAPE WEIGHT Trivet
BackPack Scooter
The Drift Bike
Mailbox Notifier
Spotter with camera.
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Soda Cups of Separate ICE/SODA compartments,NO more mixing soda with ice ,keep your soda taste pure with keeping it cool.
The Marinating Ball
Qi Lap Desk
The play cacher
Toilet Matic Seat
Keen
Mini hub
Tool Organization Rack. Simple solution. Easy to manufacture. Easy to demonstrate on TV. Many other uses. [Video!]
Home Office PowerStation
G.P.S JACKPOT
arm ledge for you car
Power strip for your car! Power outlet to cigarette lighter/solar panel adapter. Get power from your car, the sun, or both!
automatic counting syringe
Maggloves
AMAT
Double Barrel Water Cooler
WE ALL NEED ONE OF THESE! Sink Drain Magnet! Never lose your silverware down the drain again!
saucer cone
Frame Up
Mascara Brush
swippers
Squash headgear for protection
bonga
Compact lever city Bicycle
Swiveling Hook Hangers
Auto Mashed Potato Maker
Ice Dam Preventer Panels
App Enabled Speaker Nightlight
automatic paint feed roller
Smart Safe
We all know gas pump at fuel station is dirty. Glove that fits in side the gas fuel door.
cool belt by solar power
Wireless Hairdryer
Multifunction Hammer. Steel and rubber in one grip! (Resubmitted)
Spoon Jam
Pop Out Handle on Insulated Travel Mug!
Connected Water Sensor
Not Too Close
Hair Decals-DIY
The Roller Iron
Robotic friend for kids toddlers /teens away from friends Parents away from kids, works with smart phone interacts relays social stream
Wireless Charging
Cool and heat your room faster! Floor air vent that can be extended to direct air up or down.
Voice Connect Necklace-Kids
Fumeter
Water gun attached to garden hose. Unlimited shooting power. Defend your house against your friends.
Dirty Duty
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Window curtain that opens when alarm goes off from iPhone Wink App.
Face mask 4 self face-painting
Doggie Dash
2-in-1 Easy-Carry Laundry Sack
Pivoting Shelves. Extending shelve spaces. (Resub)
Pillow-Me
One egg or two? fry a single egg without getting your big pan messy
Build a custom modular closet. "With out any tools".
Finger Bobs for cooks Stop Those slippery little suckers popping out of your grasp Get a grip on it.
Heatmat
Home alcohol still kit app enabled for remote operation and recipe instructions, so you can make your own wine beers and spirits with ease
INFO Cloak a device that protects you from data stealing while using connected devices.
Connectable individual lasagna pan.
Future Fountain
Sorry. Double toilet paper holder.
Re-sub Organize your office space more effectively with hanging folder holder.
Get paid for living ! A Device that monitors your lifestyle records it, sells the data to marketing companies pays directly to your bank.
Binder clip with hooks.
MAKE YOUR MASK!!
Downspout Hose Adapter
The Drink - O - Matic For the Modern Home **Video** --ROBO- "Hasta Barista Baby" NOT a Soda Machine!Does ALL Drinks
Demote control
bungee exercise and stepper in one.
Smart weight scales.
Hand mixer stand
No-Mar Magnetic Baby/Pet Gate
A light Weight all Electric EV please see main submission for full Details
Hook Bandits! Hook that can be used with any rubber bands.
Keychain phone charger with extra battery power.
Multi timed pill container
Pancake for One. Squeeze bottle with scale measuring guide for perfect 1 or 2 serving of pancake batter mix.
Flash light Navigation! Navigate your way around the street with flash light turn by turn.
OLED App enabled Home Message Centre organiser and display communications unit
The SwitchMan
K-Cup Storage. -- K-Cups are huge business, and people need a great place to store them, and to be able to look through their tasty options.
Biodegradable CanapÃ© Spork
The worldâ€™s first community built EV / PMV for urban transport. A new Era for Quirky You AND GE Can Do this
EYE PHONE CASE
E/A CF
Auto Rolling Tie Holder
A complete rail system that is strong, stylish, expandable, adjustable and minimizes the use of fasteners. Strong Inexpensive Components.
Fruit &amp; Veggie Bins
Roll-A-Dex Charging Station
clean silver
Scent replicator
SMART CLEANING HUB SAFE
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telescopic rod beach umbrella.
Soak-aid
Self Cleaning Lamp Shades
Retrieving Drone -Fetch Rover!
simple phone
A car or motorcycle as toys
Blackbox for desktop
Bedtime story & shadow magic
All-in-one Bartool Set! Fits the 5 most important bartools into one shaker. Great for professionals too (I AM ONE)! [PLEASE WATCH THE VIDEO]
Poppy Pour-Over Travel Mug
Air
INDUCTION IRONING PAD
Photo Finish Sensors
if the paint can be peeled off, you can buy without having to worry about the color.
Best mobile phone case ever!
Reusable pencil grip
Spiral extension power cord
Organize your office space more effectively with hanging folder holder.
Automatic Toilet Seat.
Earphone that turns any USB flash drives into mp3 player.
Adjustable Spray paint head.
Dubble toilet paper holder. For Those $@#*ing times.
collapsible trash can
Stackable Wine Glasses
Multifunctional bed side Lamp with speaker, Lantern, backup Battery power station. App enabled Wink to control light from anywhere.
Smart mouse......
Create your own edible center piece. Great gift item during Christmas, mothers day and valentines day. (watch the video)
Turn any stuff animal into talking stuff animal!
Trailer Hitch Punching Bag
Caulking Tape with center cut
TempKeeper
Over the door double side Hook.
Touch Screen Photo Urn
Car door defroster
Let the UV light from Shower curtain rod Destroy bacteria in bathroom.
EZ Pour Paint Can
We all know gas pump at fuel station is dirty. Glove that fits in side the gas fuel door.
3D Sleep System A unique sleep
Child Safety Wall Socket Cover!
The Whiteboard composer
AirPillow
Heated butter knife
Amazing Robo Phone Dock/charge
Quirky HOME DRONE
Tablet stand
Clay Dreads
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Beeping Outlet cover
~~~ALERT!~~~ COMMUNITY COLLABORATION! ~~~ Lets harvest heat coming from a laptop vent!? How? Laptop heated blanket? Hand warmer?
What else?
Beeping outlet cover
You've Got Mail
Plastic shredder for garbage
Make Google Glasses Cool
Time Release Snack Dispenser
bluetooth speaker hub
Cooler with Ice Dispenser
Pullup/Chinup Helper
Washable Extra Padded Yoga Mat
The Sofa Strip
Background Reducing Speakers
Iphone Lie Detector Case - An extremely accurate iphone lie detector. Apps exist for fun (and are accurate) so lets step it up a notch!
The Flavor Carousel Pitcher. Easily add any flavor to water in your pitcher with the press of a button. Mix and match flavors.
Cookie Cutter Pumpkin Carving Kit. Easy use &amp; unique! Multiple mix &amp; match eyes, noses, mouths for awesome pumpkin designs. SAFE! NO
KNIFE!
Freezing Cold Bowl. Pop in freezer, gel core freezes to keep it cold. Great for ice cream or nice cold cereal.
Collapsible bag lawn chair w/ side laptop table w/ canopy to block and protect from the sun. Could come with embedded power strip/extension.
Yoga You -- The Smart App Enabled Yoga Mat. Measures weight distribution & More.
SUPER SHOCK PAJAMAS! Take advantage of the static electricity phenomenon and make a set of pajamas that really make a charge!
PhantomLife
Spray-in bottle cap
3D TRANSPARENT PUZZLE (lego style) with LED LIGHT BASE.Challenging game for kids and adults too.Construct and display them.
Totally IMPROVED joystick stylus for iphone/ipad or other smart devices.
Moving Mate ?
Tube Top! An easy on easy off toothpaste top. Screw on caps eventually get way too messy. Hard paste, etc. This is a push in, pull out cap.
A PEN THAT TEACHES CHILDREN TO WRITE using VIBRATION at 4 pulse points around the pen to direct them which way to move it. App Enabled.
HOME DEPOT! Snap On/Clip In Baseboard/Door Trim Hardware. Snap on baseboards exist, I propose just the hardware to attach to any baseboard.
blah blah test
Runnrollit Handle and Wheele
GoingRandom.com
Snooze Gun
A hairbrush that fits in the palm of your hand - instead of using a handle. It's flexible with finger loops for a better grip!
Mobility scooter with secure storage and monopod's to hold cameras/electronics great for traveling and going to places or events
App Enabled Cloud Driven Holiday Lights Programmable Sounds Station Wink ;-) In time for holiday decorating 2013
Hide and Seek Balloon
The Queen of Flushing
Curvable/Bendable Melon Knife
Dumpster or Garbage Deodorizer
Safety Air Buoy (SAB)
A Cooling Pad for curling irons, straighteners, clothes irons and more! You can put these items away or in a suitcase immediately!
Secure your fastener
Quirky, can you make an interior doorknob that has a privacy lock on both sides? I need it!
AcuLevel Picture/Mirror Mount
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Every summer I watch my kids pour water bottles over their heads to cool down after playing sports. How about a cap that creates a spray!
Drive-thru grocery
WINK TextTV communications
WINK Enabled Butter Softener
Fruit Fly Trapping Jar Lid
The Milk Mat. This mat measures the weight of an object placed on it so you can tell how much is left and App alerts you when it is low.
Stain Stopper - Save yourself a mess and prop up your spoons, tongs, wisps and other utensils.
kumfatable
Eye phones
POPPY slow defroster
Wireless TV Antenna
Mini Spelling Stomp
Instant composer
Number Flusher
A sleek, smart "electric" butter sprayer with snap on butter cups like K cups, or refillable jar if Quirky doesn't want to mess with food.
Nozzle Magnetic Bubble Shield
SpinCase is just that, a case that spins. Play spin the bottle, start a conversation or just have fun with SpinCase.
1+1 Cardholder
IKey band Run with your Iwatch
Carbinium
Fire Alarm PODS! As many as 80% of children may not awaken to smoke alarms according to several studies. Place a pod next to their bed!
Eye-Mouse
Baby Carseat Shade
An app that lets you know when your child gets out of bed. No kids wandering around the house unsupervised!
birth effects
Bluetooth Hip Keypad / Text Pad. Text from the hip. NON KEYPAD PHONE ADD ON or ADD ON FOR GOOGLE GLASS. Clip to your belt and text
away!
REAL Bacon Air Freshener. Put a piece of bacon in this freshener and it super low heat simmers to give you that yummy bacon smell all day!
SELF WARMING Winter Jacket. A fun winter jacket that gets toasty warm using the power of your own breath!
What does that beverage pitcher have in it? Sometimes it is hard to tell. You can label this pitcher with any wax crayon!
Radiator Valve Baby Safe
Magnetic Headphone Cord Covers
This is a universal problem, wet grass/mud accumulating on your lawn mower wheels making for a heavy roll when you have such a problem.
Baby Monitor that translates crying into music. Now when your baby cries its less frustrating and you are in a great mood tending your child
Revolutionary New Wine Glass Design that that allows consumers to experience heightened emotions and passions related to wine consumption.
"Organizational Wall Tote" With Power bar, Shelf &amp; LED Light!!
"Strappy" is a smartphone protective case with an elastic strap that greatly improves one handed operation of your phone.
Helium Balloon Pet Toy
SMART PRESS ON NAILS
WIRELESS charge Pad RadioWaves
Air Hockey Remote Bumper Cars
MAGNIFISUN 2 (RE-DESIGNED)
VERTICAL LAUNDRY UNIT #RSIMPLE
Ether Powered Light by Q
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stearphone.
monster high: meet Bubbles
Pro Style Cereal Bowl! NO MORE soggy cereal or warm milk. Cold wall milk holder &amp; cereal hopper with release triggers &amp; milk drinking spout!
Smash 'em Bash 'em Robots! Lets update the classic Rock 'em Sock 'em Robots idea with even more awesome and functional robot fighters!
Bangles for Boys! Let boys mold their own army men, cowboys &Indians, Knights, robots, or monster figures. Make them any color combination!
Robo Laser Phone Tools
Roach Ball
Smart Pencil
While you forget
Java zoom scoop
Shattering your expensive eye shadow, blush or pressed powder can be heart breaking. Here's a kit that can put it all back together again!
Tempu-Tools
Switch Bot
Mini Wall Fan
test
Electric extension cord wrappe
DRILL VAC compact
Driving/Fog Light Film Cover
Coffee-for-Two Percolator
BackBall (89% Positive Votes)
BANDAGE TAPE
LOOT laundry and lint
Wash Machine Wish Well
Hair Trap
Smart Block Pivot Charger
Coffee Proportions
Lunch Box Saddle Bags
Toe Nail Station
Tablet Protector
Ultimate Power Eyelash Brush
CAT CARRIER WITH LITTER BOX
tv R.C. that is easy to find
hook and loop rubber gloves
Two Can Sam
HAIR-BLENDER fiber optic hair
Lock It In Your Brain
Sous Chef! A "cooking aid" system that walks you through recipes, showing you what measurement to use for fast and simple recipe execution!
Hangline Bathroom Towel Bar
QLOG (mech drain pipe cleaner)
Gazing Ball Connection
Quirky-T (t-shirt)
Smooth Top No Spin Pan Stop
iPhone 5 Solar Powered Rubberized Case
Got Sole! sole and inserts.
No Mildrew Shower Curtain
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Make your own jelly rings! Fun product line extention of Jelly Bracelets. Girls love rings as well as bracelets! Custom made fun!
Alarm Clock (silent) Bracelet
Wink Treadmill Safety
Wii U is coming! Huge Untapped Market! The Controller needs a functional "pro style" case! Natural Line Extention from Quirky Iphone cases!
Never wet teeth! Find a way to apply this product to your teeth. END THE NEED FOR BRUSHING!
Lens Blocking Cell Case
Automobile Pedal Lock. They asked for it in Eval, so here it is! Lets do it! Lock your Pedal, Keep your Metal. lol
Wii U is coming! Huge seller. Like with iphone, its our chance to make something for the brand new controller on the market! Case or stand.
Earbud Timer! A discreet timer. Goes with you, only you hear it go off!
Gutter declutter
Ck
Hows My Baby
POP TOP ( a soda can lid )
A one-handed seat belt stiffener sleeve for easy, one-handed fastening. Especially useful for buckling in a child's seat one-handed.
Talking Tape
HOVER BOARD &amp; RINK
Better Neck Pillow
DISTRIBUTOR TOWER HIDES under his cap all PLUGS and cords go out on line.Light on the base is green when on and red when power is too high
LED Bulb Projector + WiFi
Touch Screen Remote
Nature Floats (Bobbers)
Silicone sleeve for bottles
Robotic Wall Tile Cleaner
GRASS HOPPER (Home Depot)
Game controller case made for the iPhone (Android phone's later) that cradles or docks the phone and charges the battery.
Magnetic Earbud cable keepers
Touchscreen Smudge Mitt
Airline Tray Table Organizer
AID PLUS
Closed Circuit Vacuum Cleaner
Solenoid Magnetic Track
Drone Float/Bobber
Invisible â€œbulletâ€ (toy gun)
Ducted Fan (Mattel)
Pastometer
AUTOMATIC EGG SCRAMBLER. Add eggs and your favorite ingredients. Sit back and let the machine scramble & COOK your eggs to perfection.
Animal rescue
Smarter GE Light
A new age Tupper ware made of silicone, airtight, no odour or liquid trespassing from one field to another. Perfect for pic-nic or takeaway
SmartDoor
TUMBLING TILES optical ilusion
WINK mailbox for your packages
SecurityBot
EMP ENGINE ( Zero Combustion)
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Toe Stubbing Cure. A slipper with a cushioned steel toe to provide extra protection for those who always stub their toes around their house.
SSS-3000
BRIDGE OUT ! (warning sign)
Spa Mood Bath Fan / Home Depot
"BUBBLES" School Bus Wagon
Doggie BBall w/ Treats AUSTIN
Vine Right
GE plus Wink Smart Dishwasher
Hair-Free Hairbrush
Sidewalk Chalk Printer
Hook Together Link Kit
Hinged Reading for Tablets
3D Rendering 360 Degree Track
Kwik Klips
Silicone Lint Mitt
Poor Man's Garage Divider
A full size and single serve in one
3D Glasses need dust, child and pet resistant Cases
Velcro card storage case
Smart Grill
Device to hang Hair Dryer, Curling Iron, and Flat Iron
Tent-Seconds
Color Changing Plates or Pans
quick plugz
Steel wool glove (A rubber glove coated with thick steel wool)
Your Inner Soles
Clip LED light
Collapsible Cookware
Flying car - Mattel Challenge
Dust Buster/ Air purifier
Quirky Box
Kit for recycling plastic bottles. Hand crank chipper, label remover,bags to pack label and ship to plant,pamphlet w/all recycle plant info.
Cell phone balls
Sandfall
Wireless ceiling fan
App Enabled Hair Brush
Shoes or slippers with built-in temperature measuring capability. Important tool for diabetics to monitor foot inflammation.
Lighted Charge
RegisterX
Ladder &amp; Shelves
App Enabled Pet Collar
Trek tent
The AD Drone
Quirky Curtain rod brackets.No tools, No Screws, No holes. Now you can install curtains without the hassle of hardware.
Rack &amp; Track Kitchen, Bath, Garage and Pantry inventory monitoring system. Keep track of your home's supplies remotely via an iPhone app.
My idea is a 2 in 1 Strainer and Splatter Guard. Made of stainless steel metal mesh, 1 foot round in diameter with a handle for gripping.
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"i-Mouse" A Smart Phone App
Q + GE - Prism
FOLLOW THE READER
PRONG MATE
The Qube
MR. VENDOR
Wink Thermo-hygro-baro-meter
S.O.D.A.S.
MagnifySun
Smart coaster
narct despenser
A Simple Microwave Cover That Neutralizes Smelly Odors As Your Food Cooks
This plastic disposable sink liner keeps your kitchen or bathroom sink clean from things like greasy hand washing, beard shaving and more!
Know when your pet has been fed last with this easy to use cat or dog collar. Never ask "Has anyone fed the dog?" again!
HAMPERED ON WHEELS #RealSimple
Triangulated voice control
A shopping cart attachment to carry your shopping list and coupons in full view with pencil holder
Hate when your cat scratches your nice furniture? Protect it with stick-on scratch pads. No more messed up nice furniture.
Plug buddy
Season be right
Trash Cannon Pivot
Tyre cap driver
Ø£Ù†Ø¨ÙˆØ¨ Ø§Ù„Ø¶ØºØ·
Magnetic Cutter a la ALIGN
The Apple Lamp
Thermal Color Roof Paint
wake driver
The Most Butt Kicking Acoustic Covers Ever... Period!
Conquat
The Future Of Headphones
Egg on the Go
CHRISTMAS TREE
Mag-Track (For Mattel+Quirky)
Lottery Winner Barbie
Bank Shot Target (PbQ Mattel)
Bluetooth knob for guitar amps
mattress top straps
screw for tubeless tyres
Talking Target (PbQ Mattel)
Wink Enabled Grow Light
HANG N CLIP-Wall Mount rack for tie, belt and coat in one, Quick hang your tie &amp; belt and secure them with the clips. Pat-Pend!
SMART WATCH SHARE CHARGE BEAD
something
A thermostat with a setting controlled by budget. Using real energy costs, schedules itself to run efficiently within the set budget.
Stop Flow Funnel
Shared Power
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socket raiser for power strip
Truth
Kid's Glow Floor Dots
MathWord
NEW WAVE, Cooker
Drone Fun
Kitchen Helper
Microwave Popcorn BowlHALO GLOW for Christmas Tree
Math Fun
Biometric Dash Button
eye mask wake-up light
Diaper for 2-6 years old kids
Reflective Basketball
Shut Me Down
PattiMakeTower Mobile/Outlet Power Hub
Inspired by Quirky's Hive: The QUIRKY FLOWER VASE. Your flowers love the vase! Why? Because the flowers know you can use it in 1001 shapes.
hot air reducer inside vehicle
FarmInCloud
baby bump jeans extender
Waste to Energy - Compact for every single home
vertual sex toy
Small scale battery power backup for your home. Battery provides backup power for multiple devices can be monitored/activated through App.
Rain-Beau automatic, pop-up umbrella attaches to vehicle door and deploys when door is opened. Uses hook and loop attachment and securing.
A back scratcher to mount on a door or doorway...
PIVOT POWER WITH CO DETECTOR
Snow Creation
TB Quirky Adapter for Mac
Ultimate Earbuds - Interchangeable plug-in earbuds in a neat, attractive, retractable carry-case. Change buds to fit your mood or venue.
Quirky Butter Infuser. Cilantro, sage, bacon, thc, garlic, honey, burbon, anything infused butter! Simplifies a popular but tedious task.
APP~ENABLED TATTOO PRINTER GUN
power strip detachably tail.
Digital chores time clock
Hidden Refrigerator Door
CUSTOM LIPSTICK LAB
Hallway shoe caddy
COLOR CHANGING NAIL POLISH
FLAVA~ROLL
App enabled Xmas tree stand
Window Lock
Full Personal Automation
Disk lock
Ratchet Straps for bicycle
No Tangle Cord Clip
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Smart smoke detector
PET MUSICAL MAT...#AUSTIN
The Smartlight
Hand's Free Back Massager
Digital Doorbell
Chimney Smoke Purifier
Side walk cleaner
Metal Facia Light Clip
See time
UNIVERSAL CORDLESS CHARGER
ROTATING SHOE CUBBY
HUGE FIRST RESPONSE!! Resub! Presentation Clip Labels!! Tired of using Sticky pads to label your presentation or paperwork?
Doodle art type iPad/Phon case
Arched Shower Head Back Scrubb
Something Awsome
Smart Alarm Clock
BenchMate
DIY~PLASTIC BOARDS
Sitcase
Shower Head with Back Scrubber
Solar Powered Generator
L.E.D. Custom Brake/HeadLights
Mount
Moveable Facetime dock for Iphone/SmartPhone/Ipad etc.
Desktop Computer Swivel Stand
Smart Alarm Clock
STOP LOCK BUMPING! GE HELP!!!
Oven Heat Hinter
Quik Fit
Solar panel cell phone case.
Iphone Makeup Case with Integrated Mirror!
Smart and UV Light Humidifier
PCS.(Potato Chip Slicer)- safe, fast, easy, fun and stylish way of slicing potato into chips.
Qi Induction "Power Tower"
Sensor Plates
I Pad Suction Stand
All-in-one trekking pole
Wader Inserts
Ext. Perimeter Monitoring Sys.
The Quadruple(Kitchen Utensil)
Alice varient
Kinetic Charged Watch Trinkets
The problem is I have two dogs &amp; they both love food. My Idea is for networkable automatic pet feeders with App access.
Wireless Multi Hair Style Hub
Find This Text
Smarter Wash/Dry GE Appliance
Wallet Phone Holder Charger
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iPhone baby monitor/security camera uses Wifi/Internet to extend range. Aspect ratio wide for use with iPhone5
Roll on Anti-wrinkle Eye tool
Headko
Activity Lap Board Bag
Propane Smart Generator
Drag and Drop Smart Screen
Stackable Induc Phone Charger
Smart RC Wheeled Wagon
Beauty Product Tray
Smart Padlock
Couch cup holders. A plastic cup holder with a weighted bottom so your drink won't tip over. Helps avoid constantly reaching for your drink.
NiceProm
Toe Nail Art
SMART FLYING BIRD
Integrated Skis Boots
Sweet Corners
WINK Home Allergen Monitor
Pocketbook with code to unlock
Stretchy clothes
Solar Induction Charger
Robot Hot Chocolate Maker
Portable Heater Protector
Pen with INK and Whiteout
Cold protection quilt for kids
RING SKEWERS
The Spider Brush
Want to keep your beer cold and save space in your freezer? TRY THE ICE TWIST CUP to keep any drink cold without dilution.
Smart Baby Bottle
Spotter Upgrade
Kaleidoscope Target Mat
Senior's safety doorknob guard
eLorem
Automatic Door Locks
FRYING PAN SKEWERS
Bluetooth speaker bath pillow
Microwavable Iron
Facia Clip
Weigh Seat
EnviroVac
Inductive Charging Armband
Cushion in the prone position
Non-plain pattern rubber glove
TeeCups
Solar sprinkler with sensors
Smoothie Maker Fridge
Hard to loose stylus
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A Zen Cosmetic Improvement
card holder wallet
Smart GE floor fan
Laundry pods are popular for their convenience but they're also more expensive than regular detergent. What if you could make your own pods?
Sensor Discretion is Advised
Fresh Cucumber Hold Eye Mask
Wallmounted sunblock dispenser
Cereal Flavored Milk
Reinvent the backyard charcoal grill. Easier handle to carry and move. Convenient design to release your ashes. 4 charcoal compartments.
Parents - Activity Vest for infants and toddlers. Keep them busy whilst being held.
Illuminating Herbal Simmer Pot
What about the chargers? Design a Storage Case for cell phone, iPad, iPod Chargers. The case could have compartments inside.
Family Media Shuffle
Handle it!!!
App Enabled Tripod Sprinkler
Shaving Footstool Caddy
Herbal Bath Ball
Wink-App Office desk calendar
Telescopic Paint Brush!
Hi-tech Executive Briefcase Keeps the traditional look whilst providing modern usability
Home Induction Charge Platform
Measuring Funnel
APP ENABLED DESK PHONE
Sensing danger
Blondies
Self Burping Garbage Can
Grill-N-Cut
Modular iPhone case that adapts to your evolving needs - from bumper to full coverage &amp; everything in between with accessory attachments
SLICER / CHOPPER EXTREME
Peek A Boo Musical Box
water bidon positioner
Radio frequency operated fobs for pets activating the lid on the food bowl. Pet on special diet or medication or regulate intake of food
Power Tool Induction Charger
SelectColor aquarium waterfall
Hood accessory
Smart Medium device
DuoCase
IceTree
Slide a Roo Serving Bowl
iPhone case with carabiner loop. Hang your iPhone anywhere you want.
Hold It
Turn Toasting On Its Side! Cool New Way To Toast, Melt And Heat Food.
Leftover Lunches
Mobile security system
Sound/light select push toy
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A very sleek Magnetic wallet as an Iphone case. Stylish and trendy.
Easy Trim
Real Wheel Back Pack
Binky Style Baby Bottle. Simple Improvement To Standard Feeding Bottles.
FoldoBox
Magnetic Cord Release
Hood accessory
Nut Flavoring Machine
Re sealable wet toilet tissue
Polair Cub
Iphone case that charges, props, has a loop for clips (or Quirky blingits), stores ear buds all while protecting your new phone.
Ipad case that protects, props, stores ear phones and stylus and charges. A real multifunctional case.
pullup metal closet, ready !
Make your own inspirational quote decals, kids room,window decals, car. How fun! Custom repositionable self-adhesive wall/window/car decals
MiClip
Monster Crane Game
A solution to the Google Glass privacy issue. An obvious courtesy cover to be used in social situations where video is not acceptable.
An inexpensive wireless sensor node that transmits 3 axis movement data for use in analysis and study in many different disciplines.
Radiarger
Hotel Bed Desk
No stoop shoe covers. Slip toe in, press heal down and the shoe cover locks on to your shoe. Tap release button to remove. Almost 80%
Mold an insert
RFID chip in wallet sounds alarm if too close to washer.
The Worlds Best Bowl!
Stylen Pen
Readers4eyes
GE AROS for Hotels
Keep Cold Pitcher
ClipIt
Electric Nail Clippers
Wink Controlled Ceiling Fan
Wink App Enabled Bird Feeder
Dual Output Headphones
S.H.A.R.K.
Sponge Station
Lach
Knob Timer
Easy Grip
Home Run Baseball Board Game
WrapSaver
Displacement machine
Thunder Legs
Telescopic Paint Brush That Extends 24 Inches! RESUB 280+ Votes!
Hydro Powered Home (revision)
Vehicle Air Turbine
"Smash Ball" Beach Game
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Real Wheel Back Pack
Rollobraille
Heart Pendant ï£¿Watch Accessory
Gym Locker Lock - Key Chain
No disk worries or scratches
Cutting board knife - controlled collection of cut food but flexible plastic card works best. Video comparing options. Resub
XYZ
Not What You Would Expect. Extreme iPhone shielding case integrates high access and high availability with super low exposure. Value Leader
Balloon-Blower Attachment for Blow Dryers. Nozzle fits like a diffuser w/ concentrated air flow. Inflate balloons fast. Simple party prep!
Phone - Laptop Stand
Perimeter Security Multi prong
Car Safety Lights
Toilet grabber. Why fish? When you can grab!
Sweaty-Band.
Car Control
Glance
Got Your 6
Food Tubes and Beyond
(Resubmit) A Real Battle Ship Game!!!
Cata
RESUBMIT. Adhesive photo corners for your photos that can be attached in any configuration on a wall.
Power tool and appliance cords need management and protection
keyboard support with 3 jack usb and iphone charger all in one
Carry on fridge
Easy to clean and Go Green - manual litter box that virtually does the job for you.
Shower Caps for Power Tools - quick protection from rain showers and overnight dew. Strong elastic keeps caps in place even in strong winds
Music mat
dhanang estu bagio
Handle Holder - Retractable Towel, Clock, Thermometer, Mirror and plastic shopping Bag Holder.
Pet Trolley Toy System
Multi-use Cooking Appliance - Based on turn table pizza cookers
MultiSensor LED Bulb
Escalator Sanitizer
- Modular Sink & Bath Tub Caddy A portable copy/scanning stand for iPhone and any smart phone or small digital camera.
WINK Jelly Bean Jar - Counter
A Multi-Broom & Dust Pan
Quirky Retractable Earbuds
Table Rail - Modular serving station
Help me Watch
billarPro
Garden Hose Accessory Holder
A Ceiling Fan Chain Pull Air Freshener With Inserts
A QUIRKY New Take On Cereal!
CAST IRON BURGER COOKER
Reflective Window Blinds
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Desk Mounted Arm Rests
Plug holder/outlet protector
Soft Score! A soft, portable scoreboard for organized sports and road races. Check the pics, envision the concept. (Resubmission)
Ergo-Pen
Sun Slippers
Inbrella
Dish washer basket -chopsticks
Handcycle Reel Mower
No Spill Drink Coasters
How To Keep Your Flowers Fresh: With Fresh Water! Use The Vase With Integrated Water Filter
Home weather station
Solar Powered Lawn Mower
Smart Sleeping Bag
Extension Cord Holders
Harman Environment Headphones
Device gives you personalized "daily wellness score" by measuring UV, smog, pollen, pollution, etc. of just your yard/space. Also gardening.
Pet Door Chauffeur
Z-Wave Sensors
The Switch 2
Mini Beat Booster
App enabled Water Meter to measure how much and when water is used. Reduce Water Use through Insight.
Sweet Corners
School
GPS enabled fire alarm
Hydro Powered Home Siding
Gutter Cleaning Clamp
Shaking chicken
App for credit cards
Biometric Earbuds
Make Your Car Smarter
BOWL BALL SHAKER
Multipurpose App Enabled Switch! View my idea for an explanation!
Apple Watch - OLED
The Farmer's Friend
Flood Light that moves
Dissolvable Home
Smart Ab Wheel
Potluck rack
Organize and store your Smartphone stuff .. introducing: The (APPLE) Accessories &amp; Devices CASE
Kit to create your own Little Free Library. Encourage community &amp; literacy inside or out of your home. Video of seeing one for 1st time.
App Enabled Child Height Measure Tool
A antibacterial tab for toilet seats so you don't have to stick your hand under the seat to lift it.
"Peat Grinder"
Sky Electric Bus
â˜…Wireless Hanging LED Clusters
USE THIS stacked and can be cut WASHERS to DRILL a blind hole to a PRECISE dimension.Inside diameter fits the diameter of the drill
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Chef's Thin Slice Knife Guide
Note Tablet Cover
Electronic piano watch
Audio Home Concierge
â˜… Qwik Fluff Ice Granita Maker
Harman Oculus Headphones
Twin cups -Let's drink 2gather
Wink Smart Music Player
A TRIP BACK IN TIME with this manual pump that adapts to big bottle of water.But we don't have to wear the bucket
3-1-1 Travel Helper
The Door Holder , specially designed for leaving the doors and windows open.
Mobile PhoneCATV/DSL Meter APP
TRAYS pack with dish and utensils removable by hand.For picnic or camping car (no need water) One time used.Put on bag pack all remains!
SIMPLE Amazon Dash System
The Ultimate Showerhead
Duvet holder
The Switch 2, but this one is for organizing your apartement keys, office etc.
Apple Watch Band Case
biodegradable collapsible stor
Anywhere Sconce Kit
educate our children to recycle with this...play and recycle
Vyoga
Booty Bottom Charms
Induction Wall Outlet
WHERE ARE YOU CLIP CLIP CLIPS
HAPPY CHILDREN with this FOLDING TABLE With these articulations the table folds and becomes flat for easy storage Useful for camping too
TRUE STORY OF MY DAUGHTER: You're STUCK IN TRAFFIC JAM and urge to urinate...Today WHAT SOLUTION ? You must find something in the
car..
instant post
Gesture Base Remote for TV's
Sunset time lamp
SAVE PRECIOUS WATER!The water heater is far from the kitchen's tap :until hot water arrives COLD WATER IS LOST.HELP ME TO FINISH MY
IDEA.
Direct Heat for Zits
PhoneLine
A handy electric cleaning tool for cleaning the stove, sink and kitchen wall.
Catharsis
Dry Erase Fortune Teller
Sight Word Game
instant stake
Toothpaste Maker
Perfect Meatball Stuffing Mold
Interactive Squirrel Feeding
Humidity Free Air compressor
GLAZE SPRAY MACHINE
Walk and charge
A container that transports, stores and distributes sidewalk de-icing salt. Save your back, your hands and the mess on your garage floor.
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SUCTION CUP INDUCTIVE CHARGER
OFFICE WALL ORGANIZER CYLINDER
Lace Stay
MULTI USE HAIR FAN
A device to help you save gas and drive more efficiently
SUPERIOR CLEANING STEP LADDER
(Resubmit - 545 votes and UC) FLIPIT with confidence! Video included. New! Magnets hold it in placed on cast iron pan!
Bathroom Scale with remote Display/Readout. No stooping or straining your eyes to read display. Can display full body analysis info also.
PUSH PEN CLEANING TOOL
#spotsv 2 erasers 2 purposes, Full length Dry Eraser; erase entire board handle detaches &amp; doubles as spot eraser, erasers store together.
Crafty Upcycling: An easy tool to cut plastic bags into strips to use as knitting yarn. Projects include totes, jewelry, vases, hats, mats.
Stay Fresher Longer Dual-Chamber Milk or Juice Carton (actually good for any liquid beverage that may not be consumed rapidly).
The Coffee Gourd is an aesthetic one-cup, non-drip coffee filter which looks great on your worktop or kitchen shelf.
App-Enabled Water Purifier
Stabilized Computer Mouse for elderly and or people with moderate hand shake
BELT BOOSTER is an elastic connection between the pants and shirt that gives that little bit of extra support without undue belt tightening.
Toilet seat and lid with imbedded attracting magnets to keep lid and seat together when lid is lifted. Helps men to keep seat cleaner.
A gas pump with selection options for additives, like Carburetor/Injector Cleaner and Octane Booster, to be added while dispensing gasoline
iPhone holder with magnetic base and a tilt app used to set precise table saw blade angles
#spotsv Re 3/11/12 Ice Cream Scoop designed as serving bowl, detach handle and enjoy pint sized portions, heat silicone scoop in microwave.
ALL-IN-ONE THERMOS
Unclog Drains With Ease! Clogged drains don't always need a plumber's help. With INSTANT PLUNGER, unclogging sinks becomes a snap.
A pass through outlet wall plate with two induction charging pads for electric toothbrushes.
power strip with carabiner.
Handmade Ice Cream - Pint Sized and Personal. 94% V2V with 490 votes - thank you Qummunity!
Pool Monkey. Pool-edge chair!
Claytrons
Smart Wall Outlet
Test
Bake Shapes - Land Sea Air
RFID in your kitchen.
E. Coli Laser Detector
Vacuum Cleaner Hair Remover
Rechargeable Phone Battery
Booty Bottom Charms
suk-it-all
Cordies Premium - Make the base hollow. User fills with water or sand to add weight. Add Nano-suction base - keep it from moving!
WiFi Battery
2000 Watt Solar Generator
No More HairBrush Hassle!
Help me watch
cold straw.
Onsen kit
Rye Bread sandwich container
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Dip and Squeeze Honey dipper. The honey just slides off when the dipper end is inflated. A nice & Quirky kitchen idea. Resub 256/237 1st
FASHION MAGNA HOLDS
Beam
Self Standing &amp; Extension case
Shower Clock
BABY BUILD A PLAY
PINATA BOWL
FOLD UP VANITY
CANDLE INDUCTIVE CHARGE PLATE
Bag Transforms to Hammock
WEB WALL CHARGER
Heated Car Cover
â€œCanine Heart Rate Monitorâ€ â€“ A harness mounted exercise heart rate monitor for dogs with a wireless wristwatch display.
PET TROLLEY PLAY
Toilet seat and lid with imbedded attracting magnets to keep lid and seat together when lid is lifted. Helps men to keep seat cleaner.
Brake lights that incorporate a strobe light to signal the driver behind you that you are braking far more aggressively than normal.
Monitoring/control system for multifamily housing uses wireless mesh network &amp; cloud data for heating systems- mobile device controlled
tee chiller
Child safety seats that monitor interior temperature and link with communications services available in many new cars (such as On-Star).
APP ENA-EXTREME COUPON BINDER
Runnrollit it is handele wheel
A storage solution for plastic bags. A convenient tube to store plastic shopping bags to use as trash can liners or reuse in other ways.
Vinyl siding Hammer helps prevent nailing siding too tightly - Excellent assessment 1st time (414/379) Vinyl most used siding US &amp; Canada
Magnetic Hose Connector
Shower kit
Portable AROS AC
A TV/DVR that is controlled by an app on your smartphone. A UNIVERSAL REMOTE APP can change channels, record programs, change volume.
Button moulder
Breathable Apparel
Sump Pump Life Cycle
Frozen Base Cup
Holiday Lights
Selfie stick with mirror
torque wrench
Handphone Ringer Amplifier
Kettlebell Coin Bank w/Scale
Smart toothbrush handle
Hoverboard
Paper Towel Paint Brush
Warm the bedroom with solar heated recirculating hot water. Use a radiant heater if you plan to spend the rest of the evening one room.
easykey
Velcro Lego-Mat
Green App Pack; a smartphone powered, light-frame backpack that will change the way you take in nature. Turn your trip into an expedition.
narct drop
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Portable AROS
solor panel
Door Stopper
A Personal Portable Cooler with Scented Mist â€“ This is a portable device that sprays a scented cooling mist.
solar charged lighting for bic
Smart Meat Grinder Mixer
(REAL SIMPLE) CLOTHES LINE
Smart 'lil Steamer
Sandbox in a bag
PUSH PEN MULTI CLEANING TOOL
OLED smart roll up mirror
Flavor Injector BASTER
App Enabled Toy Sailboat
Detachable ear buds
SMART KITCHEN TRASH CAN
Cosmetic Bag Sharpener
Collapsible spout gas can
narct drop
BABY 1ST TOOTHBRUSH WITH TOY
Test Invention
NAIL POLISH TOWER
Spiral Cake Froster
Introducing LED Light
A Device To Find Lost Objects and Optimize Object Positioning to Save Time and Money
Glass Half Full and Half Empty
Anti-Odor Toilet Seat
Kutter
iPhone Smart Case
A better Rogaine dispenser. Present dispensers (eye dropper or foam dispenser), waste a good percentage of a very expensive product.
SOS (Son of Scoop)
Plant Care Markers
We need a panel "Disable" push botton when wiping the front panel of the appliance to prevent changing settings. Quirky+GE? APP enabled?
Cover for shower enclosures
Scroll
A tripod paper towel holder, inspired by the Digidude! It's compact, light, and easily folds for storability and portability.
Full featured knife block and knives. Knives are labelled and all knives will fit in any slot. Block is ergonomic and dishwasher safe. Resub
Socket in Plug - Manufacturers need to give us more plugging power. GE + Quirky could get this started. Now includes USB outlet. Resub.
HOLEY OR NOT spoon serves two functions in the kitchen - to strain or not to strain (That is the question)
Smart Phone programmable digital timer - Interactive, easy to change, reliable, works with all load types, home/industrial use. RS
After market interior light for dishwashers. Perhaps a light that generates output through a thermal process. A real challenge!
Vinyl siding hammer helps prevent nailing siding too tightly - stops buckling due to temperature changes. Vinyl most used siding US &amp; Can.
A sensor in the car that sounds audible alarm when my iPhone is not present. (Go get it before leaving driveway)
Steak doneness meter - changes made after live Eval. Easier to clean and new stand alone feature gives more accurate readings. 254/198
I.F.O. - EARTH
Greater-grater
iPhone becomes microscope with simple ball lens - current BBC news story (see link) inspired this idea.
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Double string drawing grid
Sponge Liquid Soap Attachment
Hoverboard
Freezer bag filling gadget - Makes you want to fill bags it's so easy. Fits all bags and pots. VIDEO of prototype. Resub (516/462 1st time)
Adapts fish lure to hold GoPro camera - Attachment for the camera lets you video underwater action. With or without the hook. Video. Resub.
Exercise Ball Simple Storage
Vibrating finger numbing machine - Non-invasive pain killer before taking blood sample. Resubmitted.
Collapsible Yoga Mat
Double Rim Ice Cream Cone
Let's you know if the door bell rang while you were out. Simple and inexpensive device sticks on the door chime with double sided tape.
STITCH-IT
I have an idea to convert a home dishwashers into a great wine-glass dishwasher.
Boundary Diaper
Corner Can
Magnetic Light Switch Plate
Kick the Can
4 sides alarm clock
SEPARATE IT lets you separate two sheets of paper quickly and easily. Hand held and desk versions. Prototypes work Great!
No name yet
My best playmate
! An expandable school supply cup that suctions to any smooth surface. Easy to expand & collapse; perfect for taking with you on the go.
Smart Wall Clock
This sweeping laser accessory projects field of view for the popular GoPro Hero camera. (Camera does not have a view finder or view screen)
App enabled internet modem
instant stake
SQUAREIT a simple and inexpensive accessory to help install basic wall shelves. Video demo included
! A counter top organizer to separate & store your used batteries, pop tabs, bottle caps, box tops/labels for education.
Cynosure
Powered Garlic Peeler
Retractable trimmer paint brus
KC language learning program
Customizable Stylus for IPad
Velcro fasteners forthe trunk
A clip on self-aligning optical Viewfinder for the iPhone. Sees same view as camera and it works in strong sunlight. No apps needed.
Crank Reel Mower
Demand
Pivot Power - Line Conditioner
Freezer bag filling gadget - Makes you want to fill bags it's so easy. Fits all bags and pots. VIDEO of prototype in action and development
Smart and fun PaperPlane
Rolling Tool Cart
Dye Pen-No more Bleach Spot
Automatic Bird Feeder - Arctic Grade - With a successful test over the past winter the feeder is ready. VIDEO shows feeder in a blizzard.
shade tree creeper
i-Wheelchair
Smart Pot Watcher
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My Neighbor's Flowers
Smart phones become microscopes with simple ball lens - Resub for Wink with more info. 372/344
Non-stick measuring cup
Cutting board knife - controlled collection of cut food. Guides food to small containers with precision. Video of the knife in action.
Replica car key fob holder
A handle to hold Quirky's up coming water melon pops. Made from springy plastic and reusable. "Good to the last bite"
Pet's Backyard Lookout Tower
Thrifty Beats
instant post
Digital Puzzle Set (Physical)
Full featured knife block and knives. Knives are labelled and all knives will fit in any slot. Block is ergonomic and dishwasher safe.
iPhone programmable digital timer - Interactive, plain language, easy to change, reliable, works with all load types, home/industrial use
Digital Pantry
Anti Slide Shower Head Stop
Kintsugae / Modular Partition
shade tree creeper
Audible Caffeine Bedside Table
HYDRAFLASK / Future Gym Bottle
d'oh hang up
Fun Outdoors Fitted Tablecloth
Icy Slide
Sprout Kid's Height Gauge
Modern Desktop Water Feature
Smartphoto
E-Laundry Hanging System
Batteries iPhone 6 Case
OGAMI / Adaptable Stroller
Easy to Hold Drinking Glass
Two-Shirt Travel Dryer Bag
The Step Up
Sports bottle
Water Spraying Alarm Clock
NEW: Flip Guard - evolved from the popular Flipit - Flip Guard easy on and easy off, very practical, for pros and beginners, New Video demo
Full featured knife block and knives. Knives are labelled and all knives will fit in any slot. Block is ergonomic and dishwasher safe.
Car potty seat
New idea to hold Flipit on the pan. The 2 - handle version can't be more convenient (New picture) . Flipit still riding high 1802/1508 (84%)
Daily Wall Picture
Steak doneness meter comes of age. This digital version of the meter gives an accurate indication of how well the steak is done. Fun & beer!
Floating Umbrella
Space hook hangers with accessory hook. These hangers have a wide hook to keep the clothes nicely separated. A separate hook holds bags etc.
Boxing treadmill
Bar Bot
Greater-grater :) This spring loaded grater hugs the bowl while grating. It also stands on its legs to grate on a plate or on the counter.
wireless cutoff switch Bluetoo
Hickory Dickory Dock musical and action toy. The video shows how this toy works but I would like to see a modern day version of it.
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Handy Clock
Waterproof case for iWatch
The StickySquare
Dark Morning
Self closing tap with timer
Transparent drain trap
No stoop shoe covers. Slip toe in, press heal down and the shoe cover locks on to your shoe. Tap release button to remove.
Two-Handed Bow Saw
A dinner plate with pockets to hold salt/pepper/sauce/spices. Good for home, restaurants, retirement homes, and so on. Quirky hole to hang.
Automatic fish food feeder for aquarium or pond. Extensive testing of prototype. Video shows the feeder in operation and how it was made.
Sink Faucet Spout Heightener
Better Desktop Lamp, include USB ports, power outlet, cord management and maybe a small drawer on the base for flash drive storage.
Smart Baby Monitor
Custom Envelope Cutter
Heat sink for backpacks
Zuvi ~ Limoncello/Lemonade/Oil Infuser
Universal USB phone charger
Grease Magnet
Never take jigsaw puzzles apart again-store your completed jigsaw puzzles in clear silicon covers and enjoy those beautiful pictures forever
Magnetic Sensor Pet Collar - Control Where Your Pet Goes - Simple and Humane
Luggage with Fold-Out Table
Lint Sucker - Prevents Fires
CROCKPOT AUTOMATIC STIRRING DEVICE- Different speeds &amp; intervals. Helps cook food more evenly and keeps it from sticking while you're
away.
Universal TV remote with a pull out mini keyboard and trackball for the new internet TVs, If we can do it on phone why not a TV remote?
Accessory 4 lighting remotes
Easiest House Plant Humidifier
Wine gadgets on the market clutter draws and the bar. Lets make a caddy that looks like a wine bottle that cuts, opens and chills your wine.
Pivot Power mounting block. Quickly mount or remove the power strip/bar on the wall or other vertical surface. Move around as required. (RS)
Air purifiers ceiling light.
Light weight slip-on adjuster gives full control of headphone pressure. Fits most headphones. Could be integral part of Q headphones. (RS)
Kitchen cabinet corner drawer handles. It's time a handle was designed specifically for corner drawers. Here's one suggestion. Video (Resub)
Adapts fish lure to hold GoPro Hero camera - A new attachment for the camera lets you video underwater action catching fish. Video included.
H-Board
Wall mount surge protector
Medical mouth swab with breathing tube - Ordinary mouth swabs just moisten the patients mouth but can impair breathing. Not this one.
Low speed rotating flossing aid - simply push in "Soft-Picks" or equivalent product and give a new dimension to your flossing.
Vibrating finger numbing machine - Numbs finger tip before pricking
Fence and deck paint brush - A brush with outward turned bristles that make painting between boards easier.
Child proof button covers
Clogless Bathroom Sink Drain
Monitor your home A/C condition through smart phone. It will notify you if it times to replace the air filter, if Freon is low or leak etc.
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An Easy-Clean Turkey Baster
Candy Dispenser @ Home
App Enable Light bulb Adapter.
Headrest cell phone holder
Motorized, Self-Rotating, Tripod Head: For Filmmakers &amp; Photographers
Smart Battery Case
LearnPlay
Holiday Serving Bowl that can also features a COLANDER!
An Easy-Clean Colander that pulls apart!
Coat hangers with a twist - These coat hangers connect together to extend the reach for kids. You can also get more clothes on the rack.
The Spider Leg Cooking Rack - BBQ-like cooking in your oven!
Reel Viewer updated
Quirky lamp hides jewelry - An attractive line of table lamps that also function as secret hiding places for valuables.
Sake Machine Homemade
Socket in Plug - Electrical/electronics manufacturers need to give us more plugging power. Quirky to the rescue.
Universal Induction WallOutlet
Led light for tailgate
Handheld hotdog griller with rear spinning handle. Rotate the hotdog as you grill so it can be grill evenly. Removable xtra tip when not use
Black Light Theatre for kids
Travel Pillow-Raincoat
G-BODY
3D engineering kit for Kids
signo helmet Bluetooth turning
Homemade Juice Machine
Waterproof case w BT speakers
Clean Toilet Seat
alacazam scrub brush
Smart APP Bracelet _2
TURKEY STUFFER - Makes it easy to get that stuffing directly into the turkey cavity. No mess - Just load and stuff!
RetroFlow
Steak Doneness Meter - A simple mechanical device that takes the guesswork out of determining the amount of doneness.
SPACE HOOK coat hanger. All clothes take up some horizontal space on the coat hanger rod. Space hook keeps them nicely separated and neat.
Pivot Power mounting block. The mounting block holds the Quirky Pivot Power strip and most ordinary power bars on the wall or desk.
Emergency ACHOO sneeze light - A light to induce sneezing when the sun is not shining.
Luminous Gloves
A COMFORT CONTROLLER for your headphones - Just turn the knob to decrease or increase pressure on your ears. Will fit most headphones.
Arm Mounted Tissue Holder
Air Dryer - Column
BUDBAND gently holds earbuds that have a tendency to fall out. Budband is a light weight and attractive accessory that stores easily.
ê°€ì •ìš© ì¨ˆ ì œì¡°ê¸°
JS1020
Stapler with built-in staple storage and display, it will let you know if the staple is low so you can get ready for the refill.
Kitchen corner drawer pulls/handles. It's time a pull was designed specifically for corner drawers. Corner drawers are becoming popular.
Improved hand held scooper that remains clean while picking up after pooch. Device easily discards into attached bag, ready for next use.
Car Mat Drying Holder
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Arm Extender - to be used when taking self pictures and you want more of the background included in the shot.
Toehold couch
Outdoor Heaters f the tailgate
Electric stapler with built-in staple storage and display, it'll let you know if the staple is low so you can get ready for the refill.
Paper towel holder with cover and decorative, protect paper out from germs and liquids. Removable suction cub to keep holder from moving.
A Quirky wrench and socket set that states right on the tool the size of nut/bolt that it fits. Nuts and bolts with wrench sizes marked too!
ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ LEDìŠ¤íƒ ë“œ
Kid's Baseball Batting Helper
Maze Builder Game
Beanie phone holder
#QCYCLE - Adjustable PediCab Push Bar. Push and Pull at the same time. International market.
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸í°ì•±ê³¼ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì‹¬ìž¥ë°•ë™ ê°ì§€ íŒ”ì°Œ
Luz portÃ¡til inteligente
Tiny Stick-on LEDs
Dry Line
Roller-Coaster Engineering Lab
Akwazoo
The Mechanical Couch
Antibacterial blower
Car Interior Remote Temp Alarm
The Stack Bra
Retractable
The Spook
The Quarterback Machine
Kids Engineering Lab
When it come to repair bath tub, sink, kitchen, or gaps around the house, there must be a FASTER and CLEANER way for reseal the silicone.
Progressive Snap Cap - Don't Spill a Drop!
Piggyback Apple Connector Case. You just bought it, donâ€™t break it!
SolSurge
Saquanna
FLIPIT with confidence! Great for everyday use or for learning the ropes. Culinary schools potential. Video demo included.
gpsê¸°ëŠ¥ì´ ë‹¬ë¦° ë“±ì‚°ìš© 3ë‹¨ ì ‘ì´ì‹ ì§€íŒ¡ì´
portable leg stand
Ruler style measuring spoon set. One piece with all the spoon measurments built in. Functional and can be made very cheap.
Puppets Cubed
Home Safety
The Anywhere Desk
Allergy Detection &amp; Relief
Charge Control:Save your phone
Slap bracelet with pepper spray and loud whistle. Slap on when you are jogging or out and about. Always have the pepper spray with you.
Mug-Hug
Resub - Clothing magnetic LED light. Attaches to clothing anywhere and has a LED light that you can can point in the direction that you want
DoggyTalk
Dancing Windsock Speaker
A silicone reusuable vented flat bottom steamer ziploc bag for microwave or oven : No more overcost steamer zip loc bags or oven bags
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Remote RC plane or blimp that makes colored smoke signal words in the sky. A RC plane that is built to hold and release smoke on the remote
Recipe Displayed Mixing Bowl!
Sensophone
Modern Adjustable Aerobic Stepper Platform - Count your steps, time your steps, take your weight and snap resistance bands on it.
DK Bell
TRIPOD I-PHONE CASE
Quirky home connection
SmartCell
PowerMat
Power Band
Greeting card Snapshot
SmartCloud
DOES YOUR HOTEL SMOKE ALARMS WORK? PROTECT YOUR FAMILY WHEN YOUR TRAVELING Iphone Travel Smoke Detector/Carbon
Dioxide Combined with Charger
Splash Alarm
Plug Hub Max
iHover - iPhone Controlled Hovercraft Toy for Serious Fun! Land, sea and in the air (kinda).
DO YOU WANT LESS MESS IN THE KITCHEN WHEN COOKING. Collapsible 3cup measuring cup that you can measure, shake, pour your batter from.
Analog watch with faces made from reject circuit boards. Each watch can be different. Tech/geek world would like then.
Sunshade
My idea is to create a clip-on for whatever you carry your electronic devices in that will house a high quality microfiber cloth.
Dust Dumpster
Radium Switch Sticker
Microwavebale collapsible butter holder Drop a stick of butter in it, microwave a few seconds, squeeze so it collapses and drizzle butter.
ì§‘ ì§€í‚¤ëŠ” ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ë¹„ë°€ë²ˆí˜¸ ë³´ì•ˆ
Video Camera Cap for iPhone, under $100. Show friends your next vacation paradise in real time!
Bath Fan + Ozone Air Purifiers
Point N' Click Fingertip Mouse
warm phonies
vvvvv
Power Vine
The Dryliner
Track-Me-Now - On demand, Real-Time Personal GPS Tracking. Lets friends and security people track you and your children.
fffffff
Hands Free No Hunch Stroller
#spotsv Slap on style bracelet that holds chapstick/hand sanitizer for kids. #spotsv
#spotsv Thumb tacks with a mini rubberband. Hold your pens, marker or other small items with your pushpin in your cork board. #spotsv
#spotsv Turn any mason jar into a money counting jar. A money counting jar lid that you place on any jar to count your money. #spotsv
Make Ledge for buckets! Pro Painters use 5 Gallon buckets of paint 90% of the time, we should combine Ledge &amp; Bucket Buddy for an easy pour!
Smart Fridge
Paddle surf board with chair
L.E.D. Hand Broom
NuStyle Phone Case
#spotsv Magentic/suction retractable string for hanging pictures or greeting cards on any magenetic or suction surface #spotsv
Easy-lift cup
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Lego computer
#spotsv Toothbrush timer that also keeps the toothbrush off the counters. A simple silicone band that fits any toothbrush. #spotsv
#spotsv Compare to pacifier wipes. Dorm/Camping Wipes-Easily wipe off cups, plates, silverware when you dont have the ability to do dishes.
RoadWords: Considerate Drivers
Sun Lounger-Spa
#spotsv Slap bracelet with pepper spray. Slap on when you are jogging or out and about. Always have the pepper spray with you. #spotsv
TITE CLIPZ
App enabled Cabinet Lock
Add an LED light to Prop Power for a posable extension cord and shop light. Three useful products combined for the ultimate hobby/shop light
Rodent Row
Word Processor for Healthcare
iPad stylus holder
2 Million 8 Ball Pool Coins
Kayu Sunglasses
CookieCutter RollingPin Sleeve
Finstyl
Flexible Lamp Shade - Direct your light down, up, or both!
#spotsv Microwave Steamer Cleaner Tree - fill with water/vinegar, put in microwave and it will force steam out of holes and then just wipe.
#spotsv Rubberband with a magnet on each end. One of the magnetic will slide in to be able to give the rubberband more function. #spotsv
External Hard drive with a wireless card and software so it can back up to iCloud or carbonite or whatever.
mid drift wedding dress
Flosser 360
Protect hands
test
Compact, portable device used to transfer data files from one flash drive to another, or picture files from SD Card to Flashdrive.
#spotsv Clothing magnetic LED light. Attaches to clothing anywhere and has a LED light that you can can point in the direction that you want
The Rider Mom
The ultimate step ladder
The Travel Wedge
The Strap it
Desk Extenders â€“ Increase your desk space without decreasing your floor space!
Water filter that lets you know when it's time to change it.
App enabled oven. Alerts you when preheated or timer goes off, change temps remotely, other features to keep you from burning house down.
DAAZEY
EZ LADLE
Whip-Wipe
A bed footboard with TV set.
Bike umbrella
spatula
Pasta Kettle
#spotsv Childrens spaghetti fork. The fork has round elevated dots built on the fork to hold the spaghetti. Holds parmesan cheese. #spotsv
#spotsv Ruler style measuring spoon set. One piece with all the spoon measurments built in. Functional and can be made very cheap. #spotsv
#spotsv Pumice Glove : A pumice stone glove that allows you to reach and scrub your feet easier. #spotsv
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Bulky &amp; rigid dish drainers take up precious counterspace. It's time we replace 'em with a solution that's compact, elegant &amp; easy-to-store.
Smart Wall Organizer Station
baby seat alarm
Bootsy boot temporary widener
PRINTO the 3d parcel creator
#spotsv Are you tired of the bad vacuum smell every time you vacuum? Bagless vacuum ball freshner. #spotsv
Key chain hole punch designed to punch straw hole in the plastic lid of a water bottle or disposable drink bottle such as Gatorade. #spotsv
SCAPR camera/scanner/printer
Salad &amp; Spaghetti Toss &amp; Serve
The Youth Training Football. A hand printed on the football to help teach kids where to place their hands that measures speed and distance.
Resub Heated shakeable 1/2 cup ice-cream scoop. Simply shake it and the ice-cream scoop heats up. No plug-ins, batteries or charging station
MOSEE voice programmable mouse
SolSurge
Portioning Batter Dispenser
clothes saver
Zenvert, the inverted Zen
Auto Chef Assisted Cooking!
Hammock Anywhere
Cast Iron Vertical Whole Chicken Cooker for the Grill or Oven - Make the perfect juicy whole chicken. Collaberation welcome.
Electrical Outlet cover with a cord grip that prevents the cord from been unplugged.
Collapsible drumsticks
Light The Way: Smart Lights
The One Wheel Hoverboard
Safe-Ds (Designer Disposable)
Infared Temp Monitor Vent Hood
Dart Shooting RC Car
The Ultimate Training Football. A hand printed on the football to help teach kids where to place their hands. Measures speed and distance.
Infared Temp/Monitoring Pot
Telescopic adjustable camera/camcorder mounting device. Quickly &amp; easily attaches vertically or horizontally anywhere. Better than tripod!
Selfie remote camera shutter
LED / GPS Strips For Car
The "Hose Ring" - it's a ring that cleans your hose as your wind it back up!
A shoulder/hip bag for a tablet, eReader or iPad.
Dumbell weight with resistance band built into the weight. Unscrew the middle of the weight and adjust resistance for resistance training.
Paper Toweller
New idea for online gaming
Wink Personal Routines
Magnetic Gym Clipboard
HD Paint Pail
Personalize your Crate with colorful letters and symbols. One letter will fit into the hole of the crate. Spell your name, popular for kids
gravity vape charger
SNAPPINS - Sectional Dishes
The Wink Stress Orb
botts little genorator
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The Wink Stress Orb
No Spontaneous Combustion Compost Bin
Versatile drawer orginizer
A jacket with interchangeable sports logos. Replace or change an interchangeable magnetic logo on the back of the jacket.
App enabled drone, for wasp &amp; bee, nest removal or relocation.
Induction charger -power cable
Cell Phone Charger Jack
Spooners - a combination of spoon, strainer and tongs! Instant transformation + No nooks and crannies. A collaboration with simplyinclined
Light Pull for Rocker Switch
lids for two
turners lefthanded peeler
stay on babyowl colar
A wristband cover for the new iPod Nano with a retractable headset built in! Wear it like a watch!
Aerial Video Baby Monitor - with anti-SIDS motion sensor - App Enabled. Resubmitted to WINK after 500 first time votes.
Hang your dog/cat bowls on the wall for easy height adjusting and to help keep those bowls in place. Hang bracket, click on bowls and adjust
An iPod Touch case with light and a Stylus that is stored internally. A click stand that enables it to stand up for pics, viewing,charging.
Versatile drawer orginizer
Indoor Compost Bin within a Bin with Dividers
Dumbell weight with resistance band built into the weight. Unscrew the middle of the weight and adjust resistance for resistance training.
iPower Button - Control Power to any Appliance from Anywhere.
Baby Spoon Teether Sucker - Let your baby teeth on fresh fruit juice, water, or pureed fruit. Put fluid in teether spoon and put in freezer
Key chain hole punch designed to punch a straw hole in the plastic lid of your water bottle or disposable drink bottle such as Gatorade.
Wall outlet with password
Ipad stand/holder:Clips on or screws to wall. Adjustable arm, led light, holds ear phones, USB charger and stylus. Collaberation encouraged
Slap on style wrist, ankle or arm weight. Wear your weights during the day to increase resistance with stylish slap on weights.
Insulated Medicine Dosage Cup
Wrap around massage belt
Smart lenses
CookieGuard, The smart Jar
TOWEL BAR HOOK
External Hard Drive Caddy - Keep your external media storage closer to your TV or monitor for easy connectivity. See the working prototype.
Fold Flat Fruit Bowl - Elegantly displays your fruits, delicately cradles them, and folds flat when not in use. See concept prototype.
The Milk Bottle Re-invented - imagine the nostalgic look of the glass milk bottle as your liquid container for home, school and on the go.
Power bar tree
Washboard for bathtub or sink
Lighter gun
Bug killer extension pole
Colander fruit / lettuce cleaning system : Avoid running each piece of fruit under water to clean, clean fruits quick and easy.
Hang photos on your stainless refrigerator,Modernized flexible magnet that is placed on the top of the refrigerator and hangs down the sides
PhoneLock - Self Locking Case
All-in-one Compact carrying case, USB hub &amp; Multi-card reader. Carry all your memory storage devices &amp; access them with one USB connection.
SteerSafe
Ultrafast freezer
i Magic mirror (RESUBMIT)
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fddsffd
Mini Solar Lights
Tape Measure Stud
Induce
Get Set Helmet
the owl rope puller
Home Robot Doctor
Adjustable Picture Frame
Live Bait Fishing Glue
Light the Way Smart Lights
Mini Foundation Pump
Be Gone, Second Hand Smoke
Clip- UP
Brushy
Footsies: The Wearable Soak!
House Maid
Bulky &amp; rigid dish drainers take up precious counterspace. It's time we replace 'em with a solution that's compact, elegant &amp; easy-to-store.
Apple washing
App Enabled Pedal
Bag Tracker
Smart Curtains
Salad Chomper
Smart Baby Home Hub Device
Suffer from "anus-itch" sometimes? You're not alone! Embarrassing, annoying, frustrating! Get relief with Butt-Itch-Pads!
The Sleepy Camel
Tired of shoveling/sweeping that light to moderate snow from your walkways? Here's a super solution! The programmable "Sno-Shoo!" system!
Selfie case
Redlight Warning
Car Minder
Baby saver
Lettuce Chop &amp; Spinner
App-enabled eyeglasses.
Backpackers Walletool
Whale done!
Tri-view Backup Camera System
Cleaning Tool Weighted Sleeves
Flat bottle-vacuum flask
Flushable Wipes Container
Candy maker
Morph Keyboard
Ski helmet w/ rearview mirror
Mini Supplement Funnel
The Cleaner
Bed Making Device
Rearview mirror for ski helmet
Clogstopper technology
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Prevent Identity theft
In Bed Laptop Charger Table
Easy Remove Trash Can
Rearview mirrorfor ski goggles
Biking with the Dog
Hydrocar
Offline Social Media Counter
Table Topics
Mess Makers Bath Dolls
PivotPower with built in Timer
DeGerm Fan
Simultaneous translator +APP
Bluetooth In-Ear Monitor Sys.
Smart Toy Fruit &amp; Vegetables
Beach towel-solar charger
Luxury Heated Bath Spa Pillow
Telescopic crutch
TP Phone case
water treatment plant
Missing Hair Dryer Attachment
b
Pet Bed Covers Help With Hair
Magnetized wood blocks
Career Matchmaker + Job Search
Paper Mill
A photographers case for iPhone / iPod touch that will introduce a STANDARD format for interchangeable lenses (zoom, fisheye, etc.).
The Unforgettable Umbrella!!
Hair Style Tools Shared Power
Recepticle Outlet Relocation
Half-Space Rack Power Unit
Smart Microwave
MagSafe Power for Smart Phones
lefthanded turners
Stocking Applicator
Outdoor BT Security Speaker
UmbrelLED
turners family size loft pan
Stocking KeeperSeal
Sandwich Maker Crimp Press
Stocking Saver
rocking chair
Fresh Hummus Maker for Home
Dog - Poo Poo Perfection
A water leak alert/alarm app for household appliances. Connects with small water detectors under appliance.
Liquid Detergent Pods Case
Shower Roomba
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App that notifies you when your car Inspection Sticker and Car Tags expired
App enabled Toddler Splash Pad Sprayground in your backyard!
SUNSHADE - SOLAR CHARGER
Gum Saving Toothbrush
The Bugger Buster
walker jumper combo
Pocket Door Dog Gate
App controlled Refrigerator Wine Center Drawer - Trade out regular drawer with this digital temp/ humidity drawer for wine.
Fossball + APP
A refillable app enabled new Shower Cleaning Product Device. Think air freshner meets shower jet sprayer.
A device hub that is serves as a "Baby Central" for all the in room baby appliances. App enabled
Silent discreet purse alarm App enabled that if your purse is stolen you can locate, uses GPS technology like Find a Phone app
Combination telescoping canoe
A Label Maker phone plug in (think Square or Intuit) that makes paper labels on demand.
Canoe Net is is a Net/Sack. Put Your canoe in the sack tighten it up put it on the roof racks, tie it down and away you go. (Thanks2 Lillie)
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
A device that counts, times, graphs your exercise on a Mini Trampoline.Great Exercise!
Inktel- Smart Detection
bubble shower curtain
Canoe Net is is a Net/Sack. Put Your canoe in the sack tighten it up put it on the roof racks, tie it down and away you go. (Thanks2 Lillie)
Vape Cape
gluten finder
Conduct
My idea is a sleeve that goes over your index finger that acts as a wireless mouse. Double tap your finger and the cursor double clicks.
RV Shower Mist System
Loopits extension for the GARAGE! Pegboard-Its *Adhesive buttons turn to pegboard friendly buttons.
Smart Switch for Wink Devices
Smelly Clothes? HE (High Efficiency ) Clothes Washer? Here is a Quirky Solution to a very common problem...
Womenâ€™s Shoe Shelf Storage- Doubles the Space - Fits cubbies or shoe boxes
Sonic Ice Fans Unite! A Grab 'n Go, Insulated ice chest that converts a bag of ice into crunchy, nugget, snow cone type!
A stylus that fits over your finger to use on touchscreen computers. This will help keep off annoying fingerprints and be more accurate.
Piano sticker
App that connects to your Car Tolltag Sensor/Solar strip that lets you know how much you charged to your Tolltag per outing real time.
Programmable Pot Filler
A happy walk with your dog
Swiveling Wall Socket/Adapter
finger tip stylus
Dog Collar Deodorizer
Tech Prisms
Disposable Plate Covers
Keychain Organiser
Pregnancy blood test
Glow in Dark Tapt Faceplate
Non-carcinogenic Nail Dryer
Orbyt - Smart Ceiling Fan
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Zen Cool Polish
HarrisCube
Smart Air Vent
Mannequin Barber Trainer
Superdrone
Cappy
Disposable Frying Pan
PINATAS FOR BLIND CHILDREN
UV sanitizer phone case
Shocking diary
Kids baseball set with leds
INTELLIGENT ADAPTER.
The little paleontologist
Inductive Sonic Exfoliator
(IFO)Identified flying objects
Bluetooth E T Pellow
Vest-electronic drum
Whisk Bit
Kids baseball set with leds
Bracelet and/or band head against somnolence at the wheel. This device detects the physiological symptoms of drowsiness and warns the driver
Travel tricycle
wordtreatz
portable door lock
Sonic Eye-Makeup Remover
Everyone hates the "big pinch" when getting an I.V. or having blood drawn. My idea makes the common needle stick almost painless
CasePower
App Battery Monitor / Control
Natures Health Tea Drink
Purse Radio
Battery always right
BellowER is a customized and modular headphones/earphones system solution..
iRing
Remote switch converter
Real Simple Mat-Drawer
Hair free
This concept case is inspired from telescopic structures and is adaptable to all the Apple devices.
Custom chocolate bar maker
CD HeadPhone Holder
Spice_Dice
USB dock for easy storage and organisation of all those USB drives we all have.+ GODZILLA!
I BIN (INTELLIGENT BIN)
Smart Reading Lamp
Waterproof Phone Case
Real Simple Painter's Tape
Travel Trike
Trailer Guide
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Beam
The Smart Net
Silicone BrushGuard/BrushStand
Link Ems
Magic Wand Mouse
Smartmount for shopping cart
Resubmit with changes. Lemon, lime and orange infuser. Fresh fruit delivered right into your favorite beer or bottle of water!
Car smartphone mount to go
Smell Adapter
TurrÃ³n maker
Handheld Banana Crinkle Cutter
Floor Protection
Wristband against dehydration
Apple Watch Band & Attachments
Sleeve for drying nail polish
Loops
Screen distortion app
Test test
A glow in the dark dog walking kit. Includes leash, vest, and collar. Stay safe when walking your dog at night.
Inductive Camera Charger
Stapler and staple remover
Portable DIY Escalator
App Enabled Scale
A whiteboard or digital screen with a smart stylus that you can make notes or a grocery list and be able to access from your smartphone wifi
Water jet oral cleansing RESUB
A durable case for your iPhone5 or S3-4 that attaches to a hat to record your extreme activities and show friends and family what you see
Soap maker
Money saving soap dispenser.
Hair cutter with hoover
Smart Thermos
Vital teeth whitening + APP
Maker of scented candles
Never ending boot
GODOUGH
RESUBMIT: Chip bag organizer -- neatly store snack chip bags. Adjusts to your needs -- create custom slots for chip bags of all sizes.
Chip bag organizer -- neatly store snack chip bags of all shapes and sizes.
Never worry about your your dog again if he runs away find him with the built in wifi and his address and ph. # voice recorded in his collar
Quirky Recipe Book! Top 100 recipes submitted by community members get influence. Must incorporate Quirky kitchen products. Collaborative!
A lotion applicator for your back and body that has a mirror built in to see the hard to reach areas also has bandit to hold lotion to apply
A neon case for IPad 2 or New IPad. The edges could be lit in different neon colors or change colors randomly.
Faux Viande.
Fiber optic case for Samsung Galaxy S3. You have one for the IPhone so what about all of us out there with the S3 there are a lot of them.
TOASTY smart foot rest
Semirigid School Backpack
Custom clipboards
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Ladder-Slide for children
dd
DIZZY
ReadyToMix Baby Bottle
Beer in Beer Mugs
New hammer and nail. One handed nailing process frees up other hand to grip other things. Needle pointed nails attach magnetically to hammer
smart piggy bank
App-controlled Leg Massagers
Bluetooth wireless earbuds like the regular earbuds you get with your iphone that can also be used for phone calls.
A hybrid charging device for iPhone. When charger is plugged in it stores power from light to charge iPhone quicker when plugged in.
toy car that follows the direction that focuses light from the Laterna, the car begins to move in the direction where the light this
Simple TV/Cable remote
ROBOT GLASS CLEANER
Ladder Safety Ground Grip
The Two Part Flip Flop
A case that form fits to your hand when you hold your iPad with one hand kind of like temper pedic with a texture for grip.
It is a cover with solar panel for ipad and mini ipad that allows to keep his devices loaded without need to connect it to a socket !!!
It is a cover with solar panel for ipad and mini ipad that allows to keep his devices loaded without need to connect it to a socket !!!
Toilet brush cleaner
An adapter for diabetics for glucose test machines and an app keeps extensive history of results an a reminder to take your blood sugar.
A stylish chain with case for women that will hold your iPhone,Id. and credit cards around your neck while out dancing shopping etc.
Paint stirrer with scraper
Wink Landline Smart(er) Phone
Edible Playdoh. You see all the new sets that make cupcakes and pizza and other food looking items, make Playdoh edible like candy flavored.
Bluetooth 2d Level for mobile
INDUCTIVE POWER STRIP
TWO TONES #HARMAN
Bear Cave Rocking Chair
BIKE LIGHTS -INDUCTIVE CHARGE
EVERYTHING Buttons
I want to give the iPad a new look!
BLOCKS TO PLAY IN THE SAND
WHEELED PORTABLE BATTERY
Grocery Grip Heavy duty ring with soft grip for hands and wrist brace. Latch opens to load bags and when inside push button to release bags.
Heated seat for bicycle
INSTANT MAGNETIC POCKET
Drink plus Snack
Nail polish without waste
The Baby Feeder
Dream Catcher
Thumb free smartphone
Kiddie Caching Treasure Hunt
Sleepy-Time SANDMAN
Stretchable plug light
Simple and robust â€œTorch Wormâ€ can flex, be any length you want and easily be modified to suit the purpose that you need.
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DVD Player for Flat Screen TV
Lighted iPhone Cable
Lockout Switch
Crates Desk &amp; Shelf Kits
Toy of the Future
Brake Alert for vehicles
Beard Tracker
Heated Personal Snow Plow
CurbEzz
Travel toothbrush
Projector Shelf with LED lamp
Wire Keeper
No ice
H2GO Sink
BOOK SAVER
Bookmark Pen
Fold-back Bookmark Pen
PIVOT POWER GENIUS OUTDOORS
Phto2Art Digital Frame
Programmable Sound Toy
The Firefighter
Ice Cooler Can Remover
Sticky Elements
ORIGARGANTUA
Quasso / Active Shaker Bottle
Easy, Accurate Painter's Tape Dispenser: Save TIME-- And your WRIST.
3D CUSTOMIZABLE INNOVATION SET
Sliding Window Clothing Hook
A Cloth Tray In Luggage
Pivot Power Wall Shelf
Duo Ear Buds
Recycling Educational Product
booster crazy
EZ Hanger
Frisbeanie
BreatheAid / Respirator Mask
Roll A Ball / Toy for Seniors
WASHI
Makeup Brush
Frisbeanie
Little Tots / Preschooler Toy
App-based Display for Mirrors
Child Safe Window Guard
Smart Shader
Inductive Charging Space Bar
FREEZABLE Ice Pack/Water Bottle. Unique shape maximizes contact with food. Keeps food fresh all day, cold water is ready at lunch. #spotsv
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Found Me
Instant Baby Changing Hammock
App Enabled Happy Fish System
Continuous Circle PUNCH PILLOW - Punch & prop into any angle for acid reflux or TV viewing. Insert hands for best sleeping position.
Equate - Eating with Math
Safest Desktop Surge Protector
FriendsApp
App-enabled Kazoo
Bike Bag for Alta Bike Share
TOGGLE CLASP BUNGEE CORD. A simple way to secure a bungee -- no worrying about hooks damaging your stuff. #spotsv
Beverage Bottle Holder
QReal Simple, Broom/Duster Com
Knot Untier
cadrain
Cell Phone USB Charger Sleeve
FBC
Finger Writer
AutoFlow
Ladies Option Package
Bluetooth Video Camera Glasses for iPhone, under $150. Show friends your next roller coaster ride or slow walk on the beach in real time!
A QUICK LEVER AND PRY METHOD TO REMOVE PESKY LUNCH (SOUP AT HAND COVERS) IN SECONDS, NOT MINUTES WITHOUT
TRAUMA TO THE FINGERS AND HAND.
Power Bezel for Apple Watch
Plug Keeper
Pooch Platform
Thermochromic iPhone, iPod and iPad Cases. As fascinating, amusing and unique as you. Reveal your inner rainbow!
Extens'nCordArchwayWalk-under
Induction Charging Phone Pouch
Magne Charge
TUB STOPPER -WATER THERMOMETER
fgdsgre trt trger
DOUBLE SPOON TO TASTE FOOD
Apartment greenhouse
Revolutionary frying pan
Stick-On Toilet Seat Covers
xx
Sticker dispenser for food
Roadside drug test
Omni-directional Skateboard
There are 3 kinds of ballcaps. A straight, or flat bill. A curved bill. A flat head (Army style) Why is there only ONE style cap washer?
A convertible hair brush that turns into different kind of bushes. its an all in1 brush so u don't have to buy various kind of brushes.
Dog Crate Busy Box "Crib" Toy
my idea is a cutlery organizer, that your forks, knives and spoons don't fall while you stack them in there place.
ALL IN ONE DESK ORGANIZER
3D printing the future
Digi Ouncer Bartender
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This is very simple and perfectly working idea for shower curtain. On the bottom part of the curtain their are pockets filled with water.
Compression
LugLock
App Controlled Window Fan
CLAMP AND CUTTER
phone tracker
CELL PHONE GADGET MITTENS. Keep your hands warm and use your touchscreen - all without worrying about dropping your phone or iPod.
An app that will be able to do all your commands to your phone without touching actual device and its different then siry.
a wire that connects your iPad to any TV
Plant support rod
Cup/Plate Pad
Electrician's PushBend Tool
cutt bottle.
pet-fit
PIGGY BANK FOR NOTES -APP
UV broom.
Track your BAG
Ken Soft
power on the go
scratch free
TOOTHBRUSH WITH DENTAL FLOSS
Shower Head Funnel
The Backyard Energy Pylon
kitchen pliers
Key Chain eCharger - For iPhones. Bright LED flashlight plus backup power anytime, anywhere. Resubmitted after 221 votes.
BottleBeatz resub from q 1.0
>> SLEEP SAFE | Double-lockable, bed-mounted safe
TP Fresh
ADJUSTABLE HEARING AIDS
Single Serve Dessert Maker
Smart Trash Pickup Alert
REUSABLE BENDY TIES. Bundle items together without smooshing them. Soft, bendable rods hold tight and adjust to the perfect size. #spotsv
ILLUMINATED STAND FOR CAKES
The Bark Shark -- The only "no bark" solution that works and keeps working.
DIY Cleaning Solution Maker
Mini Motorcycle/Scooter Cover
Glass with temperature reading
ffff
Eco-friendly Christmas Lights
DrinkSicle - Cold with No Ice to Dilute. Resubmitted after 327 first time votes.
Kids Steering Wheel Door Knob
>> Go-Anywhere Hook â€“ Hang your stuff where you want! Clamp-on hook goes almost anywhere, wonâ€™t mar furniture.
Daniel ureno
Easy Type
The Flush Cut Saw
THOR with a brush . . . for those days when your car is buried in snow!
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Chop N' Drop
HAIR CUTTER WITH HOOVER
Fluorescent light switch
Storage Box Moisture Protector
Coil your cables! POSEABLE CORD SLEEVE rolls up into a tidy coil when not in use. Holds its shape until you unwind it.
Canned food organizer that feeds the cans automatically as you take one down. Can be integrated into any cabinet!
The eqlipse mug mixes your drinks in the mouth - not in the mug. (Inlcudes images from prototype and tests.
Suitcase with folding bed
AROS Hockey
Deja Couture
aaa
Rolling Water Bottle
Spghti Pot w/ Boil-over Trough
picker basket of fruit
A box for folded paper towels mounted upside down unter the cupboard helps taking separate sheets easily without wasting place on the table.
Create custom compartments in a STYLISH CADDY that looks great out and about. A version of Cargo to use in areas other than the bathroom.
LASER LAWN MOWER â€“ DECORATIVE
SMART LUMBERTJACK HELMET
Slidelite No-Screw Lightbulb
SMART URN w APP
MULTIPURPOSE TOOL
Fitness tracker
MOBILE SALON
USB Port Hub with swivel ball joint -- fully rotates to any angle. Easy access -- great for iMac, laptop, all computers
Deep fryer with Hood AUSTIN
Pure Air Mobile Hood AUSTIN
Liquid measuring cup set inspired by dry measuring cups. Individual cups for common measurements - cups nest together - much easier to use
PingPong &amp; PicNic
Home Wine Maker AUSTIN
test
Ario
something
Inductive Solder Iron -AUSTINLAMPARA LED SOLAR AHORRADORA
A DOORBELL WIRELLES CAMERA that sends you a video to your phone of who is looking for you even when you are not at your home.
Garbage Wheelies
Beach Wallet
Solid Shower Station
ILLUMINATED STAND FOR CAKES
The Kitchen Sponge Hangar
Portaprint
Modular Kitchen Utensil Organizer. Colored, decorated and styled in a variety of patterns.
Wallpaper Cutter
Text Clock
Pancake Perforator
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A BathTub Shower Balancer
Sony MDRZX100 ZX Series Stereo
AntiCondensation Mirror System
Headphone Control Switch
Drink Anchor - The drink cup sand anchor. Perfect for the beach and blanket picnics.
Combo BR-Scale Pull-Up Counter
Travel Puck
Electronic Music Stand
Heel bass drum trigger
SMART SHOWER
A gin wheel photo 'hook': Quirky's sophisticated dynamic hanging solution brings life to the frames of your photo wall.
Go, faster with The Canoe Goo.
Quirky accepts the Bit-Coin
AIR Cannon!
candyOclock
Aqua Pot
Laundry Pro
Magnetic Glove
talk to alarm clock
Smart phone charging case
A remote control that plugs into the ipad, it acts as a gaming controller as well as a detachable remote for movies and/or music.
Computer KEYBOARD CLEANER
This is coat hanger with retractable cord. You will never see the hanger on the floor.
Coffee/Tea Mug with adjustable height. Cool, convenience and comfort.
My idea is very simple: the label on jug of motor oil (one example) to be relatively easy to detach from the jug and formed a funnel.
Butterfly push-up
a small container that allows you to put a chicken or other food in it. It will slowly cook the food, and the food will more flavor.
Plant pot with retractable rod
Intruder
Oscillating (Rotating) Tripod Attachment, to film an Entire Room or capture steady, BEAUTIFUL photos
Protect your Tools Pivot Power
A suitcase that has an internal battery. This battery can be charged by a solar panel on the outside of the case, or by a wall outlet.
"Bag it" sheet set
play pad with baby alarm
Remote Stop
Curling Iron with Retractable Cord, and Interchangeable Wand Heads
Stop/Stop
busapp
No Mess Toothbrush Hangar
PIVOT
Power pull
An umbrella that has a weather proof sensor at the top that slowly rotates to the angle of the sun. So your protected all day.
No Mess Soap Dish Hangar
a stand that allows you to move your camera up and down, but it'l view the same object, just at a different view/angle/perspective.
A flat piece that mounts onto the wall, when pressed, pops out a small but very sturdy hook.
Water-recycling shower mat
"RAINBOW" STAND FOR PIES/CAKES
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JUMPER CABLES W USEÂ´S PROTOCOL
iPhone Case with Date/Time
Night Vision Infrared LED Plugin - Take Photos and Video in the Dark - For iPhone Users and Aspiring Ninjas!
Automatic houseplant grow kit
Backsaver rolling luggage
Led Phone Case/Battery Pack
Adjustable hole strainer
Pilltyme
Wedge mounted digital mirror
Smart Bicycle Lamp
Pothole fixer
RC Battle Kits
Alarming bicycle lock
PHONE CASE - ASTHMA ATTACK
Mattel's Barbie a mom to be
Kernel Free, Microwave Popcorn Popper - Never Bite Down on an Un-popped Kernel Again. Resubmitted.
never miss camera
A trash can that has a rubber sealing lid, kind of like like a tupperware container, to trap the odors inside the trash can.
Hammock parchment HOME DEPOT
USB Rechargeable Mantis Clip on Task Lamp. Same great Mantis, only greener.
A Biometric Chest/box lock
Hose Caddy
CAR ASSEMBLY FACTORY
File Folder Printer
ONE Button= 911 &amp; SOS with GPS
THE WHEEL PROTECTOR SHIELD
Three basic pots in 1 skillet
Ball of Strength Trainer
Exotic Mosquitoes are carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever Eastern Equine fever. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes
GE Protect Deaf and Mentally Ill People with a Safer Alternative to the TASER An Electric Net is a safer control-able Restraining Devise.
Container/expiration alert
Underwater Pool Radio
A back pack with 3 different sized plastic slots with top, bottom and side storage pockets. A padded slot for PDA's is onboard. Organized!
Magnetic gate latch
LED CEILING FAN
PPower Cig Lighter VehiclePlug
dog gone tube
Maze Builder Game (MATTEL)
Healthy Router
Cabinet Corner Cop!
party cooler tube..
Quirky Shirts
TREKKING BOOTS WITH FLASHLIGHT
Based on idea from 10/18/2010, 11/01/2010,11/22/2010 - Create Your Own Quirky String of Lights! Perfect For Any Occasion
Dots
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Fanatarium
Resistance &amp; Waveform Readout
BladeBoard
sinkyfloaty lure
Line umpire
quick klip
Baking Tin "All in One"
let mesure
Self Watering Plants w/ Recycled Bottles is an Effective Method. Please read true story/light bulb moment! Thanks! Resub 6/22/12
Live Action "Picture Frame"
Retractable Travel Ext Cord
Message on a Bottle
Collapsing Pie carrier
Sneak Buster
Hybrid Generator BatteryBackup
Gas Oil Can
buffy the rust slayer..
Kinshi
Direction Speaker Neck Harness
BUILDING MAZESÂ´S GAME
Porch light weather station
Filling
Pan Thermometer&Timer in one!
Shower organizer
auto detail organizers
AutoFeed Painter Tape Dispensr
Pretty in Pink! Crates can be Any Color w/ Crates Paint. Decorative Paint that is Specially Formulated for Crates.
Bicycle Activity Monitor
All-In-1 work pouch for safe gardening. Protecting people with a netted graph grip cloth that pads and that you can carrier as a tool/pouch.
Ports To Front for iMac
Like Skin on a Crate! Skins for Crates! Animal Prints! Skin your Crates and Go Wild! Or - Solids Anyone?
Desk Top Charging / Data Dock!
App Enabled Meter Reading
Headphone Holder
HammerFit
Instant Virtual Christmas Tree (Be sure to view the attached video)
Re-HDepot -PaintBrush Storage
fruit pop
Cup caddy
Energy Conserving Thermostat!!
iPad Sound Director
Paratrans app
food app you can eat daily new
Better Baby Clothes Hanger. Add 3 integrated clips that work by tension. Save space &amp; get organized. Newborn to size 6x. Prototype.
Dodge Ball is an Exciting and Demanding Game but it needs another Element. (WATER) Soluable Paint in a safe sponge ball to mark the points
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Lock cylinder protection
Fake Invention
Couch Store
USB Wind Turbine
Exotic Mosquitoes are carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever Eastern Equine. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes
Bedroom's Smart Scale
SmartDorm-Grill-M/Oven-Toaster
Quirky's Next Product
MG-Life2
Rovey
GE Protect Deaf and Mentally Ill People with a Safer Alternative to the TASER An Electric Net is a safer control-able Restraining Devise.
iPad Steering Wheel
"V tubing" a damper and thermostat in the Clothe Dryer Tube vents the warm moist air either inside or outside as needed.
This is a simple Triple Combination Computer Screen,TV, Refrigerator Unit.
Computer Pal - 3 IN 1
Nimbus Line Extension, CockPit
swivel drill
Sex Box
Scanit
WATERPROOF AND SMART BULB FOR POOLS. Choose the color of the bulb from the phone or tablet.(resubmit)
Untangle Neckchains! Combine Wrapster w/ embroidery bobbin idea. Individual "Jewelry Wrapsters/"Jewelry Management System" or Both! *Re-sub
Portable USB charger
Austin Invention Challenge
car space saver
An App for Crates. I want to make buying Crates a pleasant, non confusing experience! How many will I need? How many connectors? Help
PORTABLE MEATSAFE!!! -BARBECUE WITHOUT FLIESPeople Feeder
Bike Seat for Doctors&amp;Segway!
WATERPROOF AND SMART BULB FOR POOLS. Choose the color of the bulb from the phone or tablet.
shoes with sound
Water Consumption/Temp Gauge
Dry erase markers popular, useful, and vibrantly colored, but hold a short life span and waste plastic. Why not make a cheap refillable one?
A Small Device to Aid Kids Learning to Tell Time. Portable. Biggest Feature is the Relationship of Analog and Digital Time. Ages 4 and Up.
Mouse pad for trousers (Integrated or adapted). You can use the mouse to work, standing or sitting
ELECTRIC KICKBOARD- SCHOOL BAG
CLASSIFIER OF USED BATTERIES. RECYCLING BEGINS AT HOME!!!!
SOLAR POOL SKIMMER. Welcome to the ARMY CLEANING DUCKLINGS. Resubmit to WINK
Non burn toaster
Quirky Microwave Popcorn Popper - Never Bite Down on an Un-popped Kernel Again.
Quirky USB Multi-Charger â€“ Charge cell phones, smartphones, and more. Revised and resubmitted after 276 votes the first time.
The Treadle Desk.The Treadle has been around for a long time The desk uses the treadle as a method of charging Computers batteries.
Safety Night Light Plug Cover
Austin Invention Challenge
9 Buttons Hours Clock
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Austin Invention Challenge
The Soothing Sock
Safe baby
Sound Booster
AirM inflate to bodys contours
Cooling antidehidration lotion
Austin Invention Challenge
Secured Tag Lock
When you need a few inches or a few extra feet, the Nomad will extend your electrical reach.
Make your own "Hot Wheels"
Smart Pill Dispenser - Reminds elderly to take medication - No programming - Fail-proof
So my roommates at college are always in my food in the fridge. I Propose a box with a lock that fits in the fridge to keep your food safe.
EGG MINDER MAX-Double TheSpace
invention cubes
Speaker Grinder
Built in Hula Hoop Music
Automatic system to put on socks (for people with impaired joint mobility and others problems)
Auto Flying Insect Containment
Any Shaker
LED Iights For Bicycle pedals
Universal Vehicle Alarm Warning, Message Scroll. â€˜Don't Touch - Alarm Warning' - your first line of defense against theft!
APRON WITH QR RECIPES
fruit bowl preserver
Shoe with cooling and heating system (rechargeable battery by motion and micro USB)
Composting Sensibility
ONE Button - Emergency Communication and GPS Device. Something the poorest person can afford and the most physically challenged can use.
Customizable Basket
BRUSH WITH PRESSURIZED WATER SYSTEM
cords box
App Enabled Vacuum for Vehicle
App-Enabled Salt Spreader
Biosensor Mood Detector
Portable, cordless, rechargeable pet blanket/warmer. Keep your dog or cat comfy anywhere, anytime. Warmth in places where you can't plug in.
Twist
Two bowls one on top of the other with a clamp on the sides put meat and sauce in the bowl and mix chicken wings without them falling out.
fresh fruit bowl fan2
LED CEILING FAN (You can choose by phone, your favourite picture, message, color or visual effect for your room)
Headphones with a light show
Let's revise a Quirky product! Light-up Props, for safety when walking, running or biking in the dark. Secure earbuds with glowing colors.
Easy Operate Barbie RC Car
A dog's best friend
The Q-bit
A blog with my own domain
Synced Counter Top Appliances!
Better Shredder
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Ready-Dress N' GO
Static triangle for bicycles.To use your charger dynamo in static: with your feet or with your hands.Anti Theft system-Easy parking system
LAWN MOWER â€“ DECORATIVE (resub)
THE QUIRKY JACK!!!! New way to give your phone a personal and cool touch-resub
mulch lifter
DIY Beauty Chalk Shadow
Recipe Displayed Mixing Bowl!
Portable Stove Sensor for Kids
selfie extender
CORDSNAPPER
B2 POWER
two head for garden hose.
STOL
Perfect cutting board
The Dog Sensor Collar Light
Flat Panel wall Generator
Wireless Powered Lights
Hikepod
TRH
An on-the-go baby bottle that allows you to save money by using less costly powered infant formula. Save money. Twist, shake, serve.
family happiness.
funnel with liquid flow meter.
Test idea
Heated robe
Bao House
The Fun Toothpaste Cap
EZSlice
Gripped
Roulette for new Mac Pro
Gravel Vac Grabber Attachment
THE APPLE CUBE POWER connects all apple devices. Each cube face is a solution for apple customer. Bluetooth technology. (resubmit)
BEACH TOWEL WITH SOLAR CHARGER and pocket (for protect your phone of the sun rays)
Senzy
Auto Brake Notification System
HDepot-Paint Induced Caulk Gun
Inteligent more efficient home heating also supplying lighting and low voltage power uses cool jet technology to increase performance
BABY SEGWAY STROLLER---New generation of baby strollers (resub)
Keep your eyes on your Balls ! golf and sports training Aid
HDepot-App-LightDimmer Adapter
Foot controlled sink
SUNSHADE FOR CAR OR HOME- SOLAR CHARGER (second rechargeable battery integrated) Resubmit to WINK
Litter Box Buddy/Groomer
MEDICAL KIT AND APP
Boogie Shoes Total Fun skim boarding on another level for kids to Adults with quick release bungee and Butt board *New VIDEO* Fun
SafeMitt
BACON MACHINE -- prepares your perfect sandwiches!!!(resub)
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Bebida
Solar case
Balmshells
Adjustable funnel and adjustable strainer. Be able to dial up or down the funnel hole size or adjust up or down the strainer basket size.
Quirky-Mattel Little Explorers
Contre Glasses
Mighty VAC
Quirky-Harman Headphones
Traveling fun window mat
Tunok
Move it coding toy
White Box Mobile Signal Jammer
Spam recipe cutting tool
De-Hair Comb
Longer Bandaid - full width pad - for those long cuts that a regular bandaid is not suited for.
The Sweat Seat
Cliffhanger Lamp
Bandits proves the market â€“ letâ€™s make a mini "stealth" bungee cord that neatly retracts into a ring of steel (or other material)
The Mesmoriser
Keurig K Cup- Chicken or Beef Broth Soup. You're already sick, why have to fuss with a can opener or pot?
Flexible, Multi-Purpose, Portable Stand: Uses Interchangeable Tips on the Ends of Posable Arms to Hold Just About Anything
MY FIRST MAGIG KEYBOARD ( keyboard for kindergarden children or special education children) with lights, colors and sounds)
Concerns Bosch e-bike battery charger. A well designed wand holder fÃ¼r the battery which integrates the original charger. 4 better living.
Integrated phone in the laptop: My idea is as simple as adding a phone to the laptop.
App enabled attachment with camera for creating 3D movies &amp; pictures that can be plugged into the audio jack or lightning port or both
GREEN STAPLER (no more metal staples)
Universal magnetic rack
RESUBMITTED: 5-Gallon bottle (40lbs) Lift-n-Invert - Change Water Cooler bottle safely. Eliminate back strain. 153 views 141 votes
Coffee Cup Warmer Stand for the new MAC PRO
TELESCOPIC CRUTCH, FOLDABLE AND ADJUSTABLE, to aid the physically impaired
Multiple User Scale that communicates weight to preferred recipients.According to the CDC, more than 1/3 of U.S. adults (35.7%) are obese.
THE CONCERT JACK --- LetÂ´s go to the concert!!!! (resub)
Bearing
Fitness center
smartphone safety plug
RUBBISH BAGS (DESIGN FOR RECYCLE)
Paranoia
Imagine if you will a Garbage bag that is odor free! The bag will have built in odor filters and eliminators built into the bag!
The perfect child geared product to help children stay organized both in the classroom and at home. Also great for adults to add decor!
Cell Phone Case
One umbrella
CAR ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM + APP (ELECTRIC IMP)
fadfs
no more boil overs
Towel Hook Labels
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Magmo
FLOWER POWER: Flower-shaped power strip. Each colored petal is a plug with two USB ports
QUIRKY Lap Table - Quirkable
Dog collar thermometer.
Suitcase, Inflatable Porta Jon
Smart Dog Collar and Dog Door
Power Saving Strip
Heating Umbrella
Humble Rumble (Mattel Game)
Pre-scan Grocery Cart
V-Power Shovel
DualPowerCharger
H2O Under Control
Air Pump Ace Bandage
FLOWER POWER LED LIGHT +APP -- Flower-shaped power strip. Each petal is a led lighted plug with two USB ports
safetyphone.
Grip Sleeve
flexearphones.
ELECTRONIC COLLAR WITH REMOTE CONTROL (by the phone)
Bendable, Posable Kitchen Utensil â€“ fun and useful: prop it; wrap it; hang it; adapt it for disabilities (((working prototype)))
â€œSOLO 2â€ Hanger â€“ Collapsible *and* HANGS PANTS: Premium Quality Line-Extension to Solo (resubmit)
Scent Alarm Clock
Wristband for Watch
Smart Toy Module
Smart Kitchen Pad
Medical Care System
Spice rack
Indoor cycle using VR
Scroll
â€œSOLO 2â€ Hanger â€“ Collapsible *and* HANGS PANTS: Premium Quality Line-Extension to Solo (resubmit)
Car Seat Cargo Racks
Pet Camping Tent
Nail polish application aid
Easy Window Wash
App enabled camera.
Alarm Chip
The Everything Remote
Solar panel defroster
COOKERVARY
small ruber
smaller rubber
angular flipable headphone
Multi Wifi lights switch
TOUCH SCREEN MOUSE WITH ICONS
Vehicle Plate Alarm
An Innovation DVT preventing Foot and Leg Exercise Squidgy Cushion with adjustable resistance Great for Elderly, Immobile,Sitting Workers +
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~The unique ROLLING, no-twist, 1-hand, table-gliding, GOURMET SALT AND PEPPER MILL ------>>VIDEO
DOCUMENTS CAMERA / PHONE . Use your mobile phone to make presentations!
Self-Cleaning Human Hair Brush
Digi-log Dual speaker
Super comfort Biker Gloves custom fits to your hands insulates, anti vibration, safety.TWO NEW Materials combo super high tech
PERSONAL CARRIER FOR ELONGATED OBJECTS
Hooks on a Roll! The totally tubular "Gravity-Defier" - with Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) wire hooks and closed loop feature
BACON MACHINE -- prepares your perfect sandwiches!!!
Apple Watch - Battery Pack
Ring/Hook/Bungee - a cool ring carried on a backpack/book bag strap - use as a hook/bungee on lockers, backs of chairs, fences, doors, etc.
NEW STOPPER FOR BEER BOTTLE (easy opening)
Travel Document Holder/Business Trip Receipt Organizer/Wearable Travel Wallet/Cup Holder (TT-4)
E-Lip
App Enabled Coffee Mug
Key locator
ROLL OF ADHESIVE TAPE WITHOUT CENTER RING (no more unnecessary plastic,no more trees felled )
jgguyg
Whats Wrong Circular Saws AND Compound Mitre Saws? UPDATED INVENTION NO Motor On The Side proto NEW *VIDEO* 2 motor suppliers in
USA found
BABY SEGWAY STROLLER---New generation of baby strollers
Laundry Static Eliminator
Expandable jewelry box that securely keeps necklaces from being tangled, rings sorted, and earrings together.
A bag for all seasons
o-DOOR handler
TRACKING SYSTEM OF CHILDREN IN AMUSEMENT PARKS &amp; ATTRACTIONS (Resubmit to Wink)
A ruler/scale for Every Paper!
Smart BBQ Temperature Monitor
Urbanite Cookware
Shake-Em-Up
Smart changing charger
Magic Garage - VIDEO Attached!
Cream cracker portable
THE QUIRKY JACK!!!! New way to give your phone a personal and cool touch
Bed Lift Blocks
TEXTulator. A Calculator and Text Messenger. Kids are buying both. Combine the two! Plus...Text in class and fool your teacher! Shhhhh!
compact stair stepper for car
THE SUPERBOTTLE GAME (8x1) (eight different games in one)
Brush Magic
Wink Community Group
Drumgraphix
Jet Stream Box 4 Plus 4K 3D
WaterProof Wireless Headphones
A waterproof device for parents to attach to a child's bathing suit/wrist or ankle. App Enabled/alerts. *IMPROVED w/WINK and APP TECHNOLOGY.
Control any light at your home by clapping with a device that is easy to install, change, or remove and can work in any light bulb.
SUNSHADE FOR CAR OR HOME- SOLAR CHARGER (second rechargeable battery integrated) Resubmit to WINK
Micro Suction Building Blocks
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Slidin' Glass White Board
Temlate for tying a tie
TRAY WITH CAGE AND ROTOR INTEGRATED FOR ROAST
BACON TONGS! Tired of trying to flip bacon. Tongs designed to flip bacon safely! Flips and Catches Grease. **See my offer** RE: Graphic!
CAGE FOR ROAST
OVEN WITH CAGE (detachable) AND ROTOR (+ APP for the phone)
WATERPROOF AND SMART BULB FOR POOLS. Choose the color of the bulb from the phone or tablet.
iPad case for reading in the bath tub-Cloak Splash
Potty Pad for the Potty
Luz
Cold Brew French Press
ProjectOrb
Wink Baby Mobile
Be like water my friend. FLOW!
A light weight cooling system which controls the air flow in a space to not only achieve suitable wind but also easy on the wallet.
The divided bottle
a
ShowerProof Tablet Case
Detachable Headphones w/Camera
An electronic cigarette and iPhone app that helps you quit smoking!
SUNSHADE FOR iPad and iPad mini(Especial for reading, watching movies, chating in sunny days)
Reading Glasses Clip-Ons
USA Flag Music Notes
Test
Got your Q card member? Send a picture and receive your card as inventor of Q. Welcome to the club of inventors!
A medicine container that is easy to open and is still child-proof. The current child-proof designs are hard to open for many.
Visicase
BLANC - A SINGLE BLOW
Cool sleep
Test
SOLAR POOL SKIMMER. Welcome to the ARMY CLEANING DUCKLINGS
FlashMat
Baby cart for automatic nap
Simon meets the drums
Cardboard Christmas Tree Stand
PlayPlex
Lunch plate
Cooled Countertop Compost Bin
You would think creating shopping lists couldn't be any easier. Now it is. How about checking off items while shopping? Yes, that too!
Worlds first recyclable disposable coffee cup
FunBikez
Scent Ninja
The smart clock: the clock reinvented.
Wink Chandelier.
Portable USB Charger to charge our iphones, ipads, android phones etc. Made with rechargeable batteries and a USB plug.
Beer Bottle Cleaner
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Charge your iPhone with another iDevice.
iPinata
Multi Ancol Pet Collar
Portable chair
Zippy Scrubber
THE GRANDMAÂ´S TRUNKS. COLLECTING TRADITIONAL GAMES OF CHILDREN!! A proposal against obesity, sedentary lifestyle and
videogames (abuse).
Flat-Bottom Spoon
SmartMop
Counter Top Fridge
ShareCharge
iPinata
Child Proof Pod Dispenser
Wink Global Wifi
Working name "Sputnik" - compact, efficient, expandable system uses AIR MOVEMENT to dry clothing FASTER; ZERO drilling; ZERO wasted space.
Set "Even tan"
MIRRWAND
The Tat Test Drive
HOUSE Bread Pan Bake-Shapes
EzBelt Multi-Organizer.
TRACKING SYSTEM OF CHILDREN IN AMUSEMENT PARKS &amp; ATTRACTIONS
Onsen kit
NuLife Mattress Support
Dumbwaiter Stair Lift
Cool Slide
GPS Child Tracker with padlock leash (paired with iPhone)
sir barksalot
SmartMop
Door hanging cat toy
The Telescopic Door
Wink Follow Fan
Bathroom Rail System - bringing Quirky's incredible hang-it-all design to the bathroom! Increase storage with easy access to the essentials!
Test
Mr. Locking Lid
Pick Pocket Protection
ToothBrush Tongue Scraper
Freshcar
Power Kitchen Mat/ GE/Q $$$
Beach drill
"Splash Shield", "Easy Wrip" 1-Handed Tear System, and All-Purpose 3-in-1 Mounting Base - This paper towel holder does it all!
Pickup Power Bicycle Light
Toilet cylinder holder
App Enabled Roaster/Crockpot
Wink Super Blender
Bebida
App embedded induction cooktop
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whistle
DONÂ´T LOSE THE IPHONE ! We're busy people. Sometimes memory fails. Sometimes we forget the phone at home, in meetings, in the car,etc.
Neck Weights
ELECTRIC CAR FOR HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES.This car improves the hospital stay of the elderly and children.LetÂ´s go park the
wheelchairs!
chip charger
FlashMat
MAGIC MOUSE HANGER. The apple magic mouse is great but when you finish work, where do you put it?.
CHARGING SYSTEM BASED ON A MAGNETIC DYNAMO. A GROUP OF MAGNETS MOVES THE CRANK OF THE DYNAMO.
PlayPlex
App Enabled Roaster/Crockpot
KIDS BASEBALL SET WITH LEDS. (FOR NIGHT&amp;DAY) Hey, daddy,do you want to play baseball tonight???
Baby knob drawers
THE REMOTE BLOCK. Do you like having things tidy? And relaxing watching tv?
iNecklace
Mess Consolidating Funnel
Temperature Charge
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
Mess protector over cap
Canoe Net is is a Net/Sack. Put Your canoe in the sack tighten it up put it on the roof racks, tie it down and away you go. (Thanks2 Lillie)
22
wax seal stamp
A small device that clips between a dog leash and the dog collar; activates a high pitch whistle (beyond human hearing) when tugged hard.
Home Size Sous Vide Water Oven
Coffee n go
scale pitcher(water proof). can measure any ingredient with pitcher scale (updated)
app enabled WiFi thumb drive
Floor Mopping Robot w/ Cleaner
Traveler Toothbrush. its a friendly toothbrush with toothpaste container and refill as much as you need. (updated)
A dry-erase silicon wrist band
THE APPLE CUBE POWER connects all apple devices. Each cube face is a solution for apple customer. Bluetooth technology.
Individual Office Trash Bin
WINK Ballast Wi-Fi Booster
POX: Painless Oral X-ray film
Quirky Fountain
The rainbow maker is a squeezable toy which creates a rainbow effect with fine water mist that is entertaining and fun.
WINK Miniature Circuit Breaker
Video on many displays (WiFi)
Fantilation
App enabled photo sensors for light bulbs that auto dim in relation to natural sun or ambient light in the room. Massive $ savings!
"QBrew" Micro craft beer and wine brewer, chiller and dispenser. Apps for various flavors and blends. QBrew to the rescue!
Container lids keep utensils, napkins, sauces and dressings separate but together with the main dish. Use with many misc items. See video.
Safe Retractible Dog Leash
SmartBaby Bouncer
Smart water bottle
Wink air freshener w/ filter
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kids GPS and walkie talk
Master code wallet w/ gps
Safety helm mp3 player
TOTAL SNAKE POWER STRIP. Ever heard of eels that give electricity? Put a snake in your life.You will not regret.
Smart Modular Bracelet
Health Band for Diabetics
Versatile Corer
The Spaghetti Box
A better door stop. It stops door handles making holes in walls. It stops doors were you want, it is there when you need it.
CarryOn
Thing
NECKLACE AND CARRINGS WIRELESS HEADSET.(iPHONE-Bluetooth).It combines functionality and design.
An ecosystem consisting of wristband, app and other hardware that allows you to control your life.
Dlight An exciting eword game
s
Apple Pay Reader
2 Piece Protein Shake Blender
Personal â€œDrop Offâ€ Oasis
Universal Headrest
Ridged Bookcase
Swimming Pool warning device.
PARATROOPER by Mattel
lightning powered home
SALT/PEPPER/SPICE MILL Re-imagined - one hand; no twist; precise, metered dispensing - "functional sculpture" (resubmit)
Phone Case and Wall Charger
No text zone
Pressure sensitive alarm
Warmin' Water Sprinkler
ROLLING Pepper/Salt mill (no twisting for hands that hurt). Easy on hands and way cool. Practical and fun: "will you roll the salt please?"
Flexible expandable flower pots will eliminate heavy huge planters which take up a lot of space in the winter season and are hard to move.
Meet and Move Neighbors
LightBall
Kinetic charger
Travel wagon
Glasses towel T shirt
stearphone.
Re-Google Glasses Comp. iPhone Video Lens designed into sports head band capture sporting &amp; special events. Well not exactly competition
Flexible, Multi-Purpose hangers. Flexible hooks that shape to whatever you want.
Cell Phone USB Charger Sleeve
BACKDOOR FLUSH
How airplanes fly
Internal wall painter
fried egg machine
Ice Fisher
Egg Cooking Appliance
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Mint Acai Pomegranate
MÃ¡quina de recargas en lÃ-nea
solar powered cell phone
Household Siri
Self-Replacing garbage bags/trash can. A system of garbage bags that automatically pops up a new bag when the old one is removed.
Static cell charging hair brus
Warm lunch box
Current Events such as The Boston Marathon show us the value of a single Bandanna or Cotton Neckerchief to quickly control bleeding
A silicone drawer liner with small slender flexible nubs specially placed so you can store odd or small items, making it an organizer too
Lunch box with custom removable dividers which can be moved depending on food types keeping food types separate. Stop contents mixing!
Find Me
Cutting Board Scraps Crock
Lego power strip
Apple washing
lumbar belt
COOL BREEZE ICE MAKER (VIDEO)
Bed Rail Helper
E-cigarette cell phone case
Smart Baby bouncer
Light switch to wrong outlet?
Bolt Measuring Ratchet
A Socket that will save energy by automatic shutoff electronic gadgets/ appliances with a Timer settings.
floor drain sewer
STOP ELECTRICAL OUTAGES By Using PROPELLERS that are out v balance to stop ice and snow from collecting on electric lines and breaking them.
Rock N Roll - BALL BED
Poppy Induction CookTop w/Wink
Buggy Tracks
The Cubes
Inhouse Lifeline Monitoring
Up &amp; Down power strip
Web-cam blinder
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
nurse doc
Desktop Timer
Marble Madness
Rock Pot
A flip over weather proof outdoor table which stores a telescopic parasol in its top. May also include foldaway seats with foldaway legs.
Stair glides
Suction (or better yet - GECKSKIN) backed magnetic sheet for stainless steel refrigerator doors.
Poor Man's Ice Machine
Pile O Poop
Cereal Box Cover/Cracker Lid which comes with adjustable lengths to fit other boxes.
#NeverWet Wet Suit - Stay dryer and warmer with a thinner, more buoyant suit
Pump-Outs Vacuum Food Tops
Logic Horn
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Universal dock adapter with offset design, in conjunction with Lightning Adapter, allows you to use old docks with newer Apple devices.
Lift out stains! REAL SIMPLE
Length control earphone
iPhone case with a retractable hook (like a bandit hook) that can slide into the case
Finger Drums
Pendragon Smartcase Z
SELF NEEDING KEYBOARD
handle for saucepan lid.
A low cost tablet with new pixel-Qi running android for kids Expandable via android updates.Wi-fi acess.
Directional Reminder Someone is driving down the highway with their they're directional light on for too long A cop pulls them over.
Holiday light house gutters
Faucet Electricity Generator
Furnace Vent Dryer
Measurement tools that use the 1/20th of an inch instead of the 1/16th of an inch to do their work starting with rulers and tapes.
Electric all terrain longboard
Directional Reminder Someone is driving down the highway with their they're directional light on for too long A cop pulls them over.
The Squeeze Rechargeable Mouse
Current Events show us the value of a single Bandanna or Cotton Neckerchief to quickly control bleeding.
keep fit Floor cleaner
Microsoft Surface Media Dock -Station with extra USB ports, Ethernet, and media features. {resub1}
The Body Washer
Microwaveable Heated Insoles
SphereCam -Covert security camera. Watch nature, keep an eye on the kids playing in yard, or use as extra security system tool. {resub3}
SphereGO Scooter - A push scooter that adjusts to any young age as the children grow and contains modern design elements.
test
Night Swimming Goggles
Dog Crate/Carrier that doubles as a Washtub (see image for sketch example).
testing
Belt u lock holder
Wrist Props
Consider a private mailbox and system with a card reader, lets people use it and documents who and when it was used for security reasons
Butane Purging Tool
Electricity saving lamp
Home Pest Test
EZ SLICE PIZZA PAN BAKE, CUT, And SERVE FROM THE PAN
Memory Star!
self punching files
Talking dog
Travel bed
Tube Umbrella
Wristband Speakers
Digital Picture Thermostat
Two Piece Smartwatch
Measurement tools that use the 1/20th of an inch instead of the 1/16th of an inch to do their work starting with rulers and tapes.
Twist-off Tongs
Humane Dog Training Leash
Wink Video Bulbs
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Bed xtender
Coolest Toy Ever :-)Electric Gyroscope Toy - Kid Fun as well as a cool desk item for your office.
A projection screen for the back or side windows of cars and trucks that will allow visual text messaging back and forth between vehicles.
A toaster which can handle any thickness of bread or crumpet and can be used upright or horizontally to grill food such as cheese on toast.
These are Easy Bend Aluminium Sleeves that join 12-16-24-28 Ounce Cans together for Air and Water Solar Collection Energy Projects.
dsf
Self-Defense Gloves
OYA/Zeolite. Oya neutralizes Ethylene Gas.Ethylene gas rots fruits and vegetables OYA is the main ingredient in Debbie Meyers green bags.
Your Social Security Number is in the hands of hundreds of people right now. Its only a matter of time before yours is compromised.
Canoe Net is is a Net/Sack. Put Your canoe in the sack tighten it up put it on the roof racks, tie it down and away you go.
Exotic Mosquitoes are carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever Eastern Equine. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes
Hearing impaired People Sometime miss key words or the point of a conversation This a combination (Hearing aid / Voice recorder.)
GE Protect Deaf and Mentally Ill People with a Safer Alternative to the TASER An Electric Net is a safer control-able Restraining Devise.
The Treadle Desk.The Treadle has been around for a long time The desk uses the treadle as a method of charging Computers batteries.
Dodge Ball is an Exciting and Demanding Game but it needs another Element. WATER Soluable Paint in safe sponge ball to mark the point
A Mine Detector that attatches to the bottom of a barrel of a weapon Its light weight aluminium and wire reinforced and easily discarded
Ever had your trash barrel tipped over by Skunks Coons Dogs or Bears? Here an answer.
Earn a Million What would you use a 3/D printer and a Gantry like ones used in Shipyards for? Extruding huge structures from the inside out?
Measurement tools that use the 1/20th of an inch instead of the 1/16th of an inch to do their work starting with rulers and tapes.
"V tubing" a damper and thermostat in the Clothe Dryer Tube vents the warm moist air either inside or outside as needed.
This is a simple Triple Combination Computer Screen,TV, Refrigerator Unit.
This is a screen for the back or side windows of cars and trucks that will allow visual text messaging back and forth between the vehicles
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
The Lap Cap
Laser Tag Programmable Targets
OYA/Zeolite. Oya neutralizes Ethylene Gas.Ethylene gas rots fruits and vegetables OYA is the main ingredient in Debbie Meyers green bags.
Travel bed
Steven Brimhall
NaviFlex
Everybody uses their refrigerator to put pictures, notes, calenders etc. on the door, to remind themselves of something.
Multiple Port-USB retracting car adapter, expands and retracts as needed, allows for multiple USB Ports or space saving feature.
xmas tree light holder
gasdfsdf fdsfsdf
LETS credit card (barter)
Frying Pan w/ Adjustable Drain
Canoe Net is is a Net/Sack. Put Your canoe in the sack tighten it up put it on the roof racks, tie it down and away you go.
STOP ELECTRICAL OUTAGES By Using PROPELLERS that are out v balance to stop ice and snow from collecting on electric lines and breaking them.
Huge Giant mosquitoes are carrying Malaria, Dengue fever, West Nile fever Eastern Equine. We can't control the climate yet; but mosquitoes
Hearing impaired People Sometime miss key words or the point of a conversation This a combination (Hearing aid / Voice recorder.)
The Taser is now a powerful part of Law Enforcement Equipment Accidents can happen so a new alternative an electric Net may be the answer!
"V tubing" a damper and thermostat in the Clothe Dryer Tube vents the warm moist air either inside or outside as needed.
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This is a simple combination TV/Refrigerator.
Walkers are dangerous People start out fine when they get tired they slide from a 12 to a 9 o'clock position with over extended hands/arms.
The City Slicker Umbrella helps you carry shopping bags home in the rain. Padded shoulder rest, adjustable length, collapsible. Collab w/DQ
A Mine Detector that attatches to the bottom of a barrel of a weapon Its light weight aluminium and wire reinforced and easily discarded
Measurement tools that use the 1/20th of an inch instead of the 1/16th of an inch to do their work starting with rulers and tapes.
NeverWet containers. Get every drop out of myriad containers. Stop $multi-billion in waste ending up in land fills.
Holographic Photographs on Credit and Debit Cards. It seems Photographs should have been there 50 years ago.
Marine Mammal LCD Aquarium
This is a screen for the back or side windows of cars and trucks that will allow visual text messaging back and forth between the vehicles
LIDAR Saves Police! This a long and medium range highway warning System. It uses LIDAR to judge position and speed of approaching vehicles.
Volcano Ramp Toy Storage
Table Extender
Trunk Maxx
AppContrl Landline Basestation
Green Mighty Power Generator
Line extension to Tackits. A more ergonomically designed version. Meant to force the consumer to twist instead of pull the tack out. HighQ
Smart Karaoke - RadioShack
OYA/Zeolite. Oya neutralizes Ethylene Gas.Ethylene gas rots fruits and vegetables OYA is the main ingredient in Debbie Meyers green bags.
Sticky Back Tablet Case
Turn two canoes into a catamaran or three canoes into a trimaran with a TRAMPOLINE and Play Deck, it also works well on kayaks!
tea or coffee on the go
Silicone shelf liner
A ambient/forced-air glove/mitten/hat dryer that holds multiple items and dries them from the inside while it sits atop a heat source.
No-Jump Training Collar
NoisyBike
Automatic Cat Nail Trimmer
The All-in-one Pet Recliner. For your pet to relax while at home or on the go.
Halloween Candy Dispenser
Shammy Brush
Portable Patio Chairs &amp; Table
Self-Rotating Cleaning Brush
Flex-Furniture
Microscopic Camera Lens
Bacteria Tester
iPhone holder.
Shower Stash
"Mix Ups" Dry Erase Boards
Bed Net Pet Screen/Pet Screen
Test
drip for flower pot.
Talk not/text not
Kids Yoga Challenge
Getting in a hot car is torture to fold and put away your sunshades that's why I invented an easy to install and retractable auto sunshade.
Zap It
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Menu Maker takes snapshot of food in fridge. Tells phone app to make a specific recipe from available food.
Automatic Shower Shutoff
Hot Wheels [+] Battle Track
external dvd writer
Wall-Mount Converge
A universal strap for hands free large umbrella carrying.
Rapid Rotating Kitchen Brush
Collapsable laundry basket
DRY ERASE IPAD CASE, Change the case as often as you change your clothes, one cost a million designs, turns your ipad into self expression!!
Herbal Essences Extraction
Future Home Delivery System
Elegant Dual Beverage Server
Smart bicycle air valve
App-Buffet Tray
Flextee
The Bagel Machine
Hybrid Wind/Solar Turbine
1.11111E+13
A game that teaches children how to cope with anxiety. Check out video and document. https://sites.google.com/site/antianxietymaze/home
Humos - Dehumidifier
Graces
Clean touch
Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
Dripless coffee pot
red thread
Resubmit- double brushes device for washing &amp; cleaning fruits &amp; veggies! The fastest and most efficient way to clean them all
The Pet Whisperer
No Mess Single Use Toothpaste
Power Proprietor
I-fridge
Resilient Runner
The Sleeping Chair
Motion-detect floss dispenser
No Mess Single Use Toothpaste!
Safety Charging Cord
Tan Topper
Sex Box
Stack guest coats on a bed?
Car Battery Protector
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger *RESUBMITTED*
Self-Rotating Scrubber
Balloon-Kite!
An All Natural Cleaner Maker
BackPack Scooter
Crockpot section liner
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Are you happy with your UGLY Dish Rack? Imagine a dish rack like a SHIP holding dish towels like SHIP SAILS! Becomes part of kitchen decor
HE Helmet
Harman MP3 Ball Cap Earbuds
Swimmies
shopping basket for bike .
Wattage Dial Bulbs
It is time for homeowners to easily take on sink clogs by using a quick release trap. No more plumbers and no more caustic chemicals!
Multibeverage Fridge Dispenser
film gÃ©nÃ©rique photos instant.
frying tray.
Car Buddy
Mattel All Star Game
Smart Desk
Alarm clock radio
hangers hung.
Street Surfer
Thin power strip.
Case
App Temp Alert for Children
App-Enabled BOWTIE
MAJOR ALERT, ALERT, ALERT!!! Smoke,Carbon Monoxide,and Radon wireless detector devices and app alerting system!
Store power with a tread mill
Summertime Cool-Drinks Maker
Palcohol Mixer Machine
iCar
Bathroom Infrared Bulb w/ Wink
Globe Bulb with Smoke Detector
mini safe for beach umbrella.
Scented silica gel laundry bag/hamper! Dry out those wet/sweaty cloths while the scented fabric keeps your room smelling clean!
Kid-Friendly Comforter Set
An iPhone plastic case that has a retractable wrist strap. Taking pictures, playing games or just every day use. Security when you want it!
Bladeless BathroomFanHomeDepot
App enabled tire pressure reader. Caps that allow you to see tire pressure on all your family vehicles tires via device.
Mat Scale
Smart Snuggle for Pets
lazer rearview mirror
nocoil
"MAGNETIC WET WIPES DISPENSER"
icebox with several units.
Shade for cap with by Velcro
Apartment Kegging System
Fold-Away Kid Step
Garden hose heating unit
carrier for skewers.
Smart wink egg boiler steamer
Mahantesh R Gundali
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wink smart Health drink maker
transparent pivot power pop.
NEED A ROOF RACK,SOMETIMES!!! WANT A SECURE WAY TO TIE THINGS TO YOUR CAR? Have a roof rack when you need it with secure easy
attachments!!
WinkHub fitted in bulb socket
Picture Frame 2.0
GERMS?Everything gets dirty. A rinse just isn't good enough. Now sanitize almost anything in minutes. Baby toys, Utensils, sponges, etc.!!!
Hawk! - An Eye on Your Kids
funnel with counter.
Rub Against a door jam ever? Same concept except on the wall with interchangeble levels and heads, for massaging and scratching!
pan into saucepan.
HOT TUB IN ANY POOL OR SWIM SPOT. That's right, In-Spa-Rations, a hot tub that can go in any existing or new pool or shallow lake or pond.
handles for flower pot.
GE Smart Oven
GE Smart Sink
Backseat Alarm
Re-Smart Dorm Refrigerator
SANDBOX BRIDGE AND TUNNEL FUN
Socket Saver
Expanding Bathtowel Basket
Decorative NEVERWET protective bedspread, fitted to mattress &amp; box spring, protects clean bedding from burrowing pets while bed is made.
The Smarter Smart TV with WINK
Smart Plate
Power Wraps
Ceiling Fan with Floor Sensor
CUP PinUp Board Desk Organizer
WEATHER ALERT HEADPHONES
New-fashioned Ant Farm
Cellphone Car Worklight
Total Docking Station
Double decker baking pan
Baby Bowl w/ Temp Readout
On The Fly
Bluetooth weight tracking Bands. Sync with your smart phone to track weight, reps, set and exercises
Bluetooth File Transfer HUB
Pantry Monitor
Ultimate Whiteboard Caddy - Markers, Post-its, Cleaner, Eraser, &amp; more. Collaborative, slides with ease wherever you need it!
Measuring set with a self storing handle for the spoons or cups. Now you can reach into those deep canisters and store away nicely.
Floating flat top creator for layer cakes. No need to cut and waste the top of cakes for a flat surface. Optional design mold for top cake.
WATERMELON NARWHAL
Magnetized Bands (Selfie)
Heated Steering Wheel Cover
iOS Sound Deflector Case
Lazy Lounger
Baby monitor that you can monitor with smart phone via baby monitor app.
E-Z Can
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The sleeping chair
Glowing Outlet Cover
Electric Shower, Saves Energy
Reusable Cooking Bags
High Capacity WaterGun/Sprayer
Infant Training Cutlery
The Flutinet
magnetic base for tablets
Fluorescent Essence
Hang Free
Freshest Lunch
CD / DVD Carousel App
Droneternator
Window AC Security Side Panels
movie glasses
Grocery Bag Stacker
Butter Warmer, GE Wink
A bracelet that displays reminders. The bracelet vibrates at the right time and displays the reminder. Optional: it beeps, too. WINK
Special treadmill for dogs
Lyrics
é®é˜³ä¼ž
On Star, features-WINK Remote
The Handi-Ramp Wheelchair Ramp
THE MESSY FORT. A dedicated space for kids to get messy!!
App Dry Foods Home Dispenser
Car emergency message board.
app controled water supply
The Heal Deal
Internet Radio - In the Shower! A bright tablet on your shower wall streams your favorite internet radio. Your Pandora, iTunes, or Spotify!
Tray-A-Along
Car dash moving traffic alert
Mirror, Mirror Gaming System
Cell Phone Charger &amp; Holder
wifi doorbell system via App
Safe Cracker Launch Glove
Steamer Hanger
Introducing Cloggy.
Dry hair faster with less energy from the inside. Deters heat damaged hair. Compact and telescopic for easy storage and transport. Curl hair
NevWet Paint Commander auto feeds paint to the perfect level.Eliminates constant tray refilling.Covers entire roller for consistent coverage
Inline Pool monitor / App en
Disposable cup! Stay!! :: Eco friendly - you know where is YOUR cup so there's no need to take a new cup every time.
On Your Fists! Push-ups gloves. RESUB
Beerkin
Built In Toaster Oven
Prepare for any occasion! The mobile phone Make-up case! A case that has a mirror, and room for interchangeable cosmetic products
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Wireless Phone Backup Cam
Outlet plug w/flashlight
Expandable Broom
Finger Drums
Cool Cup
Auto Loading Driver And Drill. Simply spin revolving bit holder and tilt. Great Lowes tool.
Directional Surround Sound Bar
Pen with paper clip dispenser. Great for the car, purse or the office. Many use the vehicle as a second office.
Simply slide in bed storage for shoes, sheets, blankets and misc. No need to remove top mattress to install like the competition.
Expiration containers for food and or all other perishable items. Simply push bubbles down to set dates.
Saving Lives!! Don't forget a baby to die in the car.
Game console extender
The Snow Shark
Second Flag Holder
Modernized Rotating Speaker
Pyramid leaf/debris bagger
TV Shutters
Serving Tree
Quick Car Cigarette Lighter
Wink relay per room
Electronic doggy door
BE the Tweezers!
WaterCooker + Wink
Bed Bug
Air Duster
Freehand
Earphones cover
å¨‡è‘µ
iMirror
Therawrap
Virtual Quarantine
iScale - Plug your iPod/iPhone into the scale and automatically track your weight! App displays detailed graphs over time w/Goal Management!
asd
Cel Tongs
Umbrella Car Door Holder
Golf ball +BlutoothLE Tracking
A Plate Set that can be used as a Lunch Box! Also reheat your food in them or store in fridge. NO more Cling Wrap or Foil for leftovers!
What To Do with grease and cooking oils when done cooking? This may be the solution.
Tiered Mesh Jewelry Tower - A perfect fit for every piece of jewelry in your collection! Display them all at once without tangles!
Cell phone utility belt
BERAZOR
Stringtape
Stander
SphereCam - Covert security camera. Watch nature, keep an eye on the kids playing in yard, or use as extra security system video/audio feed.
Can't afford a stroller for every occasion? How about a rugged wheel system for existing strollers? Perfect for beach trips and hikes!
EasyLift Power Window Actuator
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Old Mechanical Toy Wind-up Key / iPhone Kickstand / Add style and function at the same time. / Multi-position and folds flat when not in use
BookBox
Active Hydrogen Rich Water
Easy Access Baby Outlet Covers
Mini Insulated Bike Cooler - New and Improved with storage pockets for cell phone, keys, wallet, etc. Carry lunch/snack/cold water! QCYCLE
WIFI WHISTLE & GAME CLOCK - BLOW THE WHISTLE & THE CLOCK STOPS
EZ JACK.
Permanent AC SidePanels
Adjustable, collapsable, and now washable stow away mop! No more 'Don't step on the wet floor!'
An organizer to store pills based on the day / time of day. With digital date, day, and time. With safety lock, timer, dry erase memo board.
Auto Loading Driver And Drill. Simply spin revolving bit holder and tilt. Great Lowes tool.
Mouthpiece Wipe
Magic Wool Scrubber
HYDROSUN COOLING CHAIR
Pre-measured Resealable Baking Soda Packets with Measuring Indicators -FORMER EVAL UPDATED- Just Pour What You Need and Seal for Later Use
Pyramid Leaf/debris bagger
Versatile auto adjusting wrench. Self centers to drive nuts, bolts, screws, drill bits and allen/star bits. Open head for long bolts.
A cooler equipped with sides that extend out creating wrap around table, and dual hatch doors allow reach in from any angle!
Compact Pop-up Multi Device Charging Stand(s) for iPhone 5, previous iPhones, iPad and iPod.
A modular computer, which has easily upgradable hardware and a portable detachable wireless display.
Stylish case with flip down dry erase board and marker holder. Marker doubles as Stylus pen.
Austin Invention Challenge
MAGNETIC BAKING SODA STRIPS
Rotating and swiveling can, spice, water bottle and misc dispenser, eliminates searching and stacking. Take inventory with a quick glance.
The hanger with a handle. Hangs in either direction. Belt, tie and garment clip.
Microwave crisper that you can leave in. Also serves as a second tier to allow dual cooking.
Microfiber Eye Glasses Pouch
A Filtered Drinking Straw..
Multi-Task
Easy Drop Down Light Bulb
Baby knob drawers
SAN purses
Air Tent! No More Hassle
New ball
Poseidon
Ice - Knocker
Potty for car
InviroQ
Cordless/Wireless Earbuds
Travel Bug Backpack
Weather Activated Pet Collar..
Clean Keeper
LemonPack
Home Made Deodorant Kit
Your Bag Tells You "It's OK"
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OLED Smart Watch
Easy Drop Down Light Bulb
Precise
1. Apple washing
The Rocking Chair
Party Soda Fountain and Mixer
All-in-one armchair
Auto Intrusion Prevention Cam
Has the Mail arrived? The App will tell you.
Portable Laptop Utility Drawer
Flashlight with battery backup
App Enabled Vacuuming Robot.
ULOCATE
Toilet Lid Reading Light
Shower 360
Standy
Marker/crayon clean-up and storage system for kids! Easy clean-up after playtime! WATCH THE VIDEO
Configurable desk
Dozer & Dustpan - Kids play & pick up toys at same time! It's a remote control dozer & dustpan. Design possibilities are endless. VIDEO...
AB'solutely fun work-out Belt and Dumbbell, Hula Hoop inspired, Elliptical Motion Enhanced, collaboration/w Mark Wisdom, SEE CONCEPT VIDEO:
Universal Car Clothes Hanger
first
strapping system to hold a tablet (iPad) device between two front car seat headrests so that it becomes a rear facing entertainment system
Toggle alarm
Hologram Gauntlets
Notebook Hoodie
Spoke
Auto Intrusion Prevention Cam
Quirky Type, Ultra Light Weight, Foldable, Solar Powered (bluetooth?) Speakers
PHONE CASE CHARGES APPLE WATCH
AtomEyezer
Photo Enhanced Infant Play Gym
"The Asset Hider" board game
Voice Interactive Hologram
Never loose your keys
DrinkSafe
Flat towel heater
Desk notes screen (flat)
Wink/GE Illuminated Entry Door
VCC (Virtual Command Center)
Smart Eye
High Five's
Get rid of the musquitoes!
Peel potatoes easily
peach cobbler pie
Clip a Tip
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Vehicle Child Alert
Pivoting Bike Stand
blondie brownie
Degradable staples
Perfect Pour Beer Glass
Soundwave Wink Water Heater
gravity light
Touch Book
top player juice
Improved Prescription Bottles
Picture Frame 2.0
Wallace Catapult
Picture Frame 2.0
Measure Meal for Pets
Test
Delete me
Bathroom SOAP Faucet
Test
GOT LEAVES? Drag them? Bag them? Why not Push them. No strain, no wasted time, move large piles with ease!!. Stop dreading autumn!!!!!
Toothbrush w/Toothpaste Inside
Double Umbrella
Smart Chess Board
CenterPoint Measuring
Prescrip-sticker
Wireless ceiling corner lights inside translucent forms which adhere to the ceiling and walls of basic rooms....
The perfect dose of toothpaste
Decorative flags are now easy to store, hang, protect, put away, quickly switch out and more! Never struggle with flags again!
Mattel BOOMco - Machine Gun
Ray
Laptops with multiple screens
Mattel - Turtlebot
Sort and store laundry in separate hampers above the washer and dryer, then open door underneath the hamper to drop laundry into washer.
Spring-mounted door-massage roller...
Dome Pans
Portable Generator Outlet
PetCordion - Keep Pets Out
The Orbital Bottle with Pump
Kleenpawz
Hide Away Cleaners
Brush Base
Nickleback headphones
Meat browning grease pour pan
Thermal Insecticide
Shark Headphones
Thomas the magliv train
Tooth Brush Tongue Scraper
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Test
Hidden Bicycle Lock
Thermoelectric LifeVest
Chopping knife with finger/palm rest for extra control and comfort when dicing.
TWO SIDED TAPE MAKER
Vacuum operated garments
Stripped screws ,Screwdriver
**RESUBMITTED**

"THE INSECT GAUNTLET"... An attachment for your shop vac that helps kill bugs. Check out pics to learn more!

Winot
A decorative countertop "blotter" made of layers of wax paper used as a surface to prepare sandwiches/kids lunches/salads-tear off, no mess!
Test
Need a drill bit, two screws, a key, a wrench and your on a ladder. Use the Magnetic Belt Attachment to hold little things, for easy access.
cycle seat
personal space car divider.
VR Webcam
Test
Cabinet desk chair
asdf
Notebook Hoodie
FUN IN THE CAR! Kids need a desk/media center/laptop holder/in the back seat! Now they can have one. Color, use laptop, read, and much more
the baby
green powerstrip
new test
Smoke detector/AirPlay speaker
A power strip with outlets spaced out along the length of the cord. Bring outlets to your electronics, rather than running cords to outlets
ThermoElectric Can Cooler
Super-spring boots
TPchic
Mighty Hanger
Vent Cover with Detach Surface
Love Bands
Coffee Ground Catcher
Detachable roller bag wheels
Doggie Protector
Rechargeable infrared universal television remote that is connected into a base. Makes noise to retrieve when lost in the couch cushions.
Headphones Hub for iPhone 5. Use the quality of new EarPods with all your devices (iPhone 5, PC) without removing your earpods. RESUBMIT
Holiday Shape Lights
Snap
Infrared trasmiter with Universal Remote Controller App and Lightning (or 30 pin) passthrough connector to allow phone charging.
Preggers Aerobed
Mini Mower
Broom Groomer Evolution. Let's add a long handle to it. All of its benefits (bye bye dust bunnies) without bending down to pick it up.
Headphones Hub. Listen to all sound inputs (line phone, PC, cell phone) without removing your headphones or unplugging them.
Wire cutters with blade
babys first steps
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Booster Buddy
XSolarent
Crustless Bread
Test
dfsd
VacuCare
Austin Invention Challenge
4 way Earbuds
Fun aquarium accessories that glow using light from below. Build a lit underwater city, many possible combos or units. wet or dry use
Flexi-Luggage
XYZ
Multi Source BT Headphones
Exer Go
PET Bottles
bvvss
Instant Beverage Refrigerator
Toggle
Building Block Pool Fort
USB3 microSD Reader with Card Storage Compartment -Easy carry media drive 4{music/pics/apps/video/etc} Universal, expandable, &amp; futureproof.
SnackAngel
Crust-less Bread
Charms...lets get lucky!
Cane Seating
Use iPhone with PC keyboard
GOKU
App controlled AC
"Cubie" Wallpaper
On The Ball Core Control
Use your regular PC or MAC keyboard with your iPhone/iPad when you are at your office or home office. RESUBMIT
Child Car Seat Chest Clip. Improve your child's safety in the car by adding a chest clip to the seat safety harness.
Rip your CDs/DVDs to iPhone 5/iPad with a stand alone device without the need of a PC/Mac and SW.
Headphones Hub for iPhone 5 EarPods. Use the quality of new EarPods with all your devices (iPhone 5, PC) without removing your earpods.
Use your regular PC or MAC keyboard with your iPhone/iPad when you are at your office or home office.
Multi Headphone case
Portable Surround Sound
Hand lotion applicator
Sani-Shield Plunger Caddy
Flexible Phosphorescent Lights
PEARCING HEADPHONE-MICROPHONE
selfie cover
Power Strip that monitors activity and shuts down power to electronics. Helps save money on electric bills - NEED HELP WITH IDEA.
InstaCharge App
Smart Charge
Solar Cooler
Gate Saver
AnnouncA
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Electro
Nail Box
Child Car Seat Chest Clip. Improve your child's safety in the car by adding a chest clip to the seat safety harness. RESUBMIT
The Photo Bomb!
Fort Blocks
Keep your sunglasses steady
WORD'SPLASH TRIVIA GAME
Sewing Pen
Store N Bake Cookie Tray
App-enabled binoculars with movie camera &amp; digital camera, syncs to computer or smartphone. Share &amp; save those images!
Phone holder Cap
App-enabled CD Player turned on when your alarm clock goes off. Wake up to what YOU want to hear!
Wink mole and snake repeller
A suction based hook (hanger) that is portable so you can hang your coat/purse/ plants wherever you are on a multitude of surfaces.
KittyKat Play Center
Toddler Chew Brush
Plug it cube!
A snap on coat hanger key chain accessory to hang coats and bags on walls wherever you are.
App-enabled audio camera.. Mount on a bird house,etc. Listen &amp; watch your fine feathered friends. Motion sensor turns it on and off.
This is a charger that we can carry in our key chain,it is light weight and easy to use without forgetting it at home.
Pop-and-Pack Suitcase Hamper
Homework robot
MULTI-DIP Chip Serving Bowl. Simple Logical Design. Family and friends no longer have to reach over each other to get to the salsa or dip.
Piezoelectric Flags &amp; Banners
A multi-port Hose adapter that can be fitted to any faucet and can hold up to 3 extra hoses.
Collapsible LED hiking poles
Night Rider Skateboard
Versatile Mini curtain.
Smart Dry Ingredient Canisters.
Separation Anxiety Dog Tag
Reminder Bead
Fingerprint Home Door Lock
App-enabled electric, gas &amp; water consumption monitor, tied into strategies to reduce consumption, with GE advertisements
Smart Ceiling Fan for Aros
A window shade that lights up bright to make it appear as if the lights are on inside-- that there is someone home.
Child Life Saving Bracelet
ScreechStart - A Speaker/Alarm system that only turns off when a cap is opened revealing a task inside and forcing you to accomplish it.
Batt-Operated Flag Spot Light
updated volt bolt
TOTAL ORAL CLEANER is easy to use and easy to make. Eeveryone should have this product.It will increase your confidence.Fill free to use it
Modern pitcher with cooler
adsa
Toe Helmet
Fisher Price Crib SoundMakers
A completely modular organizational system for your freezer. One can install a variety of drawers and/or shelves that will save space.
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Ketosis Discs
Adhesive wall texture
A Bracelet Stylus! With A cool bi outer casing (like leather?) Funky Stylish Stylus! No more looking for it when we can wear iT! VIDEO :))
Vehicle Multi-Use Tool
Otherworldly
Hour Glass Flip Type Hamper
Health Cube
Do you have a hard time remembering things? What if there was a simple mechanical timer that played back your voice as an alarm?
Multi-Plug for Charging
Bitcoin water heater
Whirl Warm Water
Educational Toy - Kite Reel
APP for early detection of Sleep Apnea Or Enlarged Adenoids in Adults & Children -Find out early to seek medical attention
An app enabled surge protector that allows you to control any of your electronics individually in one simple device.
Shower karaoke microphone
Drywall, Dust &amp; Debris Catcher
The folding waste bag hanger can use garbage bags occupy less space. You can use this hanger to hang on the wall or stand on the ground.
Tough Puff
Universal Hook.
AquaSteer
Say Hi! To MOI
Lighted Mirror App
Be the Tweezers!
Bar Saver
Sketchbook + Pencil case
DIY MATTEL birdhouse
Kefir Appliance
One Handle for Every Yard Tool
Vending against homelessness
Water Heater Alert
Mattel - Portals
Half Time Grill
FROZEN BANANA HOLDERS
The Futter
3-in-1 kitchen helper
App Enabled Cargo Straps, alerts user if applied tension changes. Stop worrying about straps when traveling, security/tampering feature.
Double dog leash
The glider
Bath boat, Mattel challenge
Grated Cheese for 1 or 2
caution ! around corners
The Secret Door
iPhone Shaver
Plant Stem Fence
Bagel Maker - Eval Updated
Smart multi tap
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Dust cloth roller
VISOR TECH HOODIE BEV POCKET
Picnic Cooler-Warmer
Silicon car handle cover
Shop &amp; Rest
BEAT BOOSTER v2
The Bulk Belt! Move 3 times your weight and more easily to the curb for bulk pick up with just 1 trip and no help needed.
RFDSFS
Scrub-n-Wipe
Headset Muffs
Spring Up Skateboard Truck
Bed Airconditioner
Marijuana E cigarette
Bungee Case
Speak to me
Driver Assistant
CONDOR Mattel
Voice Control Light Switch
Craft Beer Can
Easy BBQ Rotisserie Kit
WINK Headphones
The Soaking Mat
My idea is a shoe that has removable bottoms so you can switch out the top or the bottom.That way when one of them wears out you can switch.
High power
Store your stylus on your standard iPad cover.
Bluetooth Enable Video Monitor
Colour Coded Socket Plugs
Ezy-Top and Ezy-Stick
SmartList
Baseball pitching machine with automatic ball retrieval (toy for kids)
Kids room epaper wallpaper
Smart Hat. A wearable toy
Fitted Head Rest
Container for cleaner items, with adjustable height. Working on your knees, or standing up, your items will conveniently be within reach.
Miniture Multilet
The cellphone/mp3-player Raincoat
Synthetic auxiliary fuel bladder tanks for Off-road / Enduro / Super-Moto style motorcycles with small fuel tanks
tea
Wink Gate Lock Plus
Stop Wasting Water
fdasgfd
Snowman Comes Alive!
TV-2PHONE
a pet dish with a built-in scale, and portion markings on the inside of the bowl
Smart Home Phone Hub
iPhone6 Case with Bubble Level
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Smart Stove
Can you hear me now?
Smart Refrigerator
GE Gas Washer-Dryer
Cardboard Furniture(Collapsible)! You know those Cardboard stools? Well, IÂ´m talking a complete set of furniture! Green & cheap to make!
Toasty Twisty
Smart Air Duct Smoke Detector
Widget
a pet dish with a built-in scale, and portion markings on the inside of the bowl
Breast Bottle
Neggt
Used light bulb 'safe'
Wink Com, Voice Command Module
portable LED lights
armREST
Wink Stirling HVAC
Choc-o-Lock
freeworld
Super Shower Organizer
NoSoggySarnie
Wire Clip
Running Machine For iPhone
Big Point Pointer
Lightning cable pin protecter
Lightning Cable Pin's Cap
Pin Protecting Lightning Cable
Multi-Purposed Light Lamp
Best mobile phone case ever!
THE SHOW GLOBE - Snowglobe w/LCD of personal photos/videos along with selected music/sounds. Enhance memory of vacation, event, or product.
The rechargeable electric dish brush that you easily change the brush to steel wool or a sponge!
BEAT BOOSTER v2
Cord Clip
Floor Scooter
Crib Spindle SoundMakers
Mic+Audio System+smartphone
Spice Shots
gyrolight
Camera Bag that SLIDES from your BACK to your FRONT or BACK to FRONT! Get to gear without taking off bag! RESUBMIT
Spinning Storage Wheel
Flip bracelet
WINK - temp control container
Link-a-Length
Smart food container label
Sacha inchi milk
App Enabled SnowSalt Sprinkler
Doggie Euphoria
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Headphone Storing Flash Drive
Pool cover leaf clearer
The Bulk Belt! Move 3 times your weight and more easily to the curb for bulk pick up with just 1 trip and no help needed.
The miniHUB allows you to use the Apple Lightning connector and the old 30-pin connector at the same time to charge your Apple device
Guitar Amp Cup Holder
Smart Candle
* 3 in 1 tool! Its a Bottle Stopper w/ Built in Jigger & Pourer. Just turn up the bottle fill the jigger and pour into shaker or glass!
Vegetable Critter Cutters
Solar-Powered Charging Purse
Turn spoons/forks into tongs
Mini Solar Powered Touch Light
Spotter - App
Sensoshirt
Typing gloves
big, decorated buzzer type looking device which suctions to the wall to serve as both a hat rack and a night-light.
Lunch bags and coolers that collapse flat: save space and get an instant lunch tray
"Mini Iphone Projector" make sharing easy and watch videos , show off some pictures, Simply Play some games or even get a charge.
Auto Stir for pots
Silicone Car Bumper Protector
trash can
A bath cushion. Shaped much like a toilet seat, but thick and cushion-y with an angled back to lean into. Mmmm nice....
RED LIGHT BITES Donut Warmer
Kid's Outdoor Bubble Shower
Auto Recoil Earbuds
Belt Charger
Scenic trail app
Lapdesk
high statistics contests
Coin collector/sorter/sanitizer
Chair
UtterInfo
Wink IR Room Heater
"Power Boost"
Ceiling Fan ANR Speaker
Solar-Storing Wrist Watch Band (for quick/small phone re-charging)
Save Pop
Tab Tile
Folding Level
Detachable Headphones
a pet dish with a built-in scale, and portion markings on the inside of the bowl. ReSub.
BaGo
sdfvsdfv
Tee Tubes
Induction Module for Portal
3dprinting art speaker
Tuck n Plug! - A kid-safe electrical outlet with built in night light. Modern look and feel. Install in standard wall outlet locations. EASY
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Breaking News Alert Light
bathtub fort for the kids
Instant canopy
The Black Hole .
iPhone case w headphone holder
Onion/Garlic-breath Eliminator
Alligator Clip Ornament Hanger
Evolution of the computer mouse: a wireless unit combining trackpad and trackpoint technology, can be used on any surface or angle
Base lids deter burns, eliminates oven mitts and snaps onto top to store. No transferring food to another container. No extra dishes!!
Keep Back 15 ft
Auto Genie
"Misty" Curly Hair Styler
Extension cord that conceals its cord. Elevates power receptacle off the ground for use around water. Cylindrical shape allows big blocks.
How about creating a bicycle HANDLE BAR GRIP that really works!? Gel tape isn't cushy enough and foam handles fall apart easily.
Laptop mouse pad cover at the flip of a finger so you don't accidently loose your spot when typing. No more frustration, simple and cool.
Former UC. Feedback was it needs to be more sturdy-easily done-With wider base. Self elevating iron just release and hot plate auto elevates
Exit Sign Back Advertisement
Pans that hold utensils off the oven, counter and out of the cooking surface. Deters soiling and cross contamination. Optional timer handle
Create your own design
Go ahead dirt, make my day. The Clint Eastwood of spray bottles. Wear it on your side and extend nozzle. Remains level to suck it all out.
Indoor WINDOW POTS - multiple use! Flowers - Holiday Decor - Office Supplies - Craft Supplies ***Space Saver***
grocery drone
NuCase
Car Ash Tray Cleaner
Blend-AIDS
Homework bot
Football Air Pressure Monitor
Command Headphones
Shower Helper
Red Neck Dog Leash
Head to toe sunscreen
Ladder legs
CAN'T BELIEVE APPLE DID NOT THINK OF THIS ISSUE !!! Solution to very annoying iPhone problem...
Poar
Roll rack
UC Update! Magnetic pen/pencil holder with magnetic clasps. Attach the clasp on pen/pencil's head and place it under/on magnetic pen holder.
Wink Enabled Kitchen Scales
MultiPeel Screen Protectors
Two in One Coffee Sleeve which can be transformed from handle on the go sleeve to mug sleeve with just an easy way! See pictures for details
Quotes Clock by Quirky: A POWERFUL dose of daily MOTIVATION and INSPIRATION @ a glance. A MUST HAVE for today's POSITIVE influencer.
Serving Spoons with Lifters
Hands free face washer
Lip Gloss/Color Wand Extender
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Sound bubble
Electronic Baby Spoon
"StapCy" Stapler with storage integrated on the top which could store up to six bars of staples. It makes reload easier and faster! Resubmit
Mouse for cellphone
Miniature greenhouse
Fir Box
Bike Tracker
Waste disinfection receptacle
Protect your Keyboard
GE Dual Screen Dual Angle TV
Ear bud case
WINK - Bathtub Shower HotTub
Smart Clothes Hangers
Group outdoor/indoor Foot Spa
Drainable Ladle
Tangram 2.0 Interactive Mat
Fish submarine cam
Garden Sentinel
Bike lock handle bars
Bubble Copter
Snap-on covers for laptops
"FISH" Home Pedi-Care System.
Clean clothes with SOUND
Extend, travel belt
The Lazy Washer
Large Mammal Repeller
Poopsy Daisy
Chocolate Creations - A candy making kit where you melt chocolate in a small electric kettle and pour it into molds.
Yoga matt bag combo
Space-Time Streaming Telescope
Accordion Travel Garment Case
Skin glasses
Room cooler for swing windows
LifeCanHack
Smart cards
debit card transaction
SOMHC
Car Cell Phone Bluetooth Mouse
The Double Decker Serving Tray
Don't be a Birdbrain. Don't peel Eggs or deal with so many parts to store and clean. Boil shell less Eggs, serve and store in the same tray!
Banana leaf iPhone case with storage for insert cards, pen+stylus in stem shape and small flat folding leaf stand.
Bike Tracker
Cover it
Bike Travel Trailer
Shopper's Helper Shopping Tray
Time to do sit ups. Who will hold your feet? How about my newly designed suction cup feet holders. I present to you "The SOLO Sit Up".
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resub-redesign Kitchen Fan
Adult Shopping Cart Chair
Broomzie
Temperature sensors
Flies like a Saucer, Spins like a Top, Orbits like a Comet, Skips like a Rock! It's as much fun to toss as it is to watch.
Remote golf ball recovered
Nourish (Connected Home)
IoT Lightbulb Camera
Face Album
Elevate utensils to eliminate cross contamination, soiling paper towels/dishes and handle heat. Built in magnetic tongs for dual utility.
Turn your cleaning product into a decorative counter piece. No touch cleaning head reaches and conforms to all surfaces. Built on wringer!
Protect expensive Tablets and other devices while extending the battery power. Ergonomic battery pack doubles as holding support.
Finally a food platter that chills, warms, protects food from pest, germs and stores utensils and napkins! Lift out trey for easy cleaning.
IPA Beer Can
Paste o'matic
Smart Light and Heat Fixture
KIDS BOARD
walkIN
Makeup Carousel Organizer
Watch Where You are Going!
MUSB - Modular USB connectors
TERS Portable Generator
Makeup Carousel Organizer - No more clutter in your bathroom, no more makeup spread all over the counter! All in one spot!
The Foil Dome Convertible
Easy Find Remote Control
Dr. Wink - Sustainable Energy
GERM VIRUS DETECTOR
hidden drawer
PopCorn Fun-Do
Frog Foot Bouncy shoes
Reinvent the Laptop Bag. A bag that also act as a stand. No need to take the laptop out. Just "Open and Type"/"Close'n'Go". Resub: 290/314
Smart Inverter Generator
MicroEgg sunnysideup egg maker
Swabee
Bluetooth switch
Memory Light Switch
Hard boiled Perfection
Battery Adaptor
Porcelain King
Activity Tracking Headphones
Kindle Paperwhite book case with built in capacitive/inductive charging ability and full stealth Kindle'ing.
Hide away Broom
Smart Window Sensor
OmniDirectional Motion Detection Alarm - Hidden in Plain View Security Device - Can be many shapes or use other types of unit designs.
Vol Control On Each Ear Hphone
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Thermoelectric Lampshade
doop
MASK EEZZY
Life Scale - know your vital
Tungsten Ejector
DRR DIGITAL RADIO RECORDER
Solo Cup Style Acoustic Amplifier- Boost your sound without needing expensive speakers or batteries. (Watch video for proof of concept)
Flying Drone Butler / Cleaner
â˜… kitchen Twist-Tiller cup
Ipad/Mini Case- A case with a pop out handle for a comfortable and relaxed grip that rotates 360 degrees and can function as a stand.
Bullet Proof Desk
talk with someone at anytime
Xtro
car door protector
â˜… Qwik Fluff Ice Granita Pan
Color-Shifting Large Vehicles
NEW - Hobby Holder with Light {Can have its own light or hold a Mantis.} Easily and quickly work with small tools for hobby work.
Quirky Lava Lamp- A long and narrow lava lamp
WALK ON WATER SHOES
testing
Breakaway Magnetic Lightning Cable
OmniDirectional Motion Detection Alarm {Hidden in Plain View} Can use many types of unit designs. Alerts you via email or app if so desired.
MAGNETIC MOUNTED FLASHLIGHT
Vending kitchen cabinet
Bluetooth Car Headrest Speaker
App-Enabled Hummingbird Feeder
Hair Dryer with Mist
"Squish, Jr."
GardenCompanion
Tube Umbrella
Tattler, Wink Enabled Security
Mason Jar Lid Lights
Exoskeleton for MD
Slow Rotating Trivet
Chameleon Crystal - Auto color matching glow crystal. - Can also dance to music if desired or smoothly color cycle.
shitter
Keep-It-Hot or Cold Trivet
Sound Bands
Universal Small Flashlight or Laser Pointer Bracket -Attach laser or flashlight to various locations or devices easily. Full motion range.
MOD3
Hollywood Style HD Mini-WebCam with Light {Can also be used simply as directional light.} Pro tools on smaller scale. includes light filters
WINK Touch Mirror Monitor
Smart Shade
sterilizing toothbrush storage
3D Stitch Sewing Printer
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Shower Mate
Multi-Function Modular Meter/Tool for affordable and easy field measurement and detection. Consumer/industry use. Off the shelf sensor parts
Versatile Travel Steamer Orb
PeepHole with Light Ring -Primary use is as a backup or for situations where lighting outside the door is insufficient.
T.R.A.V.I.S.
Cord organiger for New Mac Pro
AirCrutch to soften ground impact and provide better stability, easy adjustment, and comfort in use for those in need.
Choice of Oils &amp; Vinegars Set
RV Leveling Ramps
Golf Matt
mini charger
Retractable Static Discharger
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on plate to make back of iPhone textured dragon scales.
Introducing the Booger Vacuum. It sucks away boogers from your nose so you donâ€™t have to deal with all the mess.
Wifi bike gears
The No-Broth Spoon
electronic toilet lid
Induction Hot and Cold Cup
PADD Inspired Nexus4 Smartphone Case - More futuristic, customizable layered panels, &amp; still protects your tech.
Wink Wifi RoofGutter Heatcable
Web Highlighter
Introducing The Hot Box
Smart Wink Extension Cord
Column Clip
FlavorWater Concentrate Maker
FAST FILL TUB RESERVOIR
Small EMERGENCY POWER USE transformer/converter unit that plugs into and receives power to function from telephone line. {UPDATED resub}
Nexus4 Protective - Featured Case for Google's New Smartphone! - Possible lens cover, extra battery, LED light, and/or a simple metal case.
Self Stirring Swizzle Sticks
Safe kid
Drip Edge Painter's Tape
Dog walking leash grip
Fixed or Portable Sander
Zen Cosmetics Travel Case
Guitar Pick "Flower". An alternative way to store your picks.
App enabled light spectrum analyzer detects safe conditions, identifies objects and even can diagnoses health needs. GE medical &amp; optical
Breaker GFI Ungrounded Outlet
Equilibrium Battery Share
Dynamo Stunner - Recharge your own defenses &amp; never be powerless.
A way to tell what size screwdriver or wrench you need.
A set of aluminium cooler retention brackets will prevent the CPU cooler from snapping off a failing standard AMD plastic bracket.
Useful wireless device server dock for home and portable use * Very similar to a recent UC idea but has more potential.
Vitamin Sticks
CAR Freshner with Bug Repeller
Digital Audio Recorder with Laser Pointer - Free-Roaming Presentation Tool
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Omni Aerosol
Watch the latest Qtar Trek on this fancy wallet open door style case. Back is a stand + wallet case + enhances sound output.
Multipurpose Bag
Universal Laser Pointer or Small Flashlight Stick-On Clip -Attach laser/light to various locations or devices easily.- Full range of motion.
Q-mois: Quirky brand chamois leather sponge. An in-car mascot that helps you clear fogged up windows.
Shopping Cart Cover/Food Prote
Flexi-Hold Modular Accessory Holding Device -Desktop, Household, Workplace &amp; Maintenance use. Many possible accessory tips.{resub for Lowes}
Contractors-Printing Notebook
Slow Cooker Saver
A spinning electrical outlet with built in night light and cover. Installs in standard wall outlet locations. {resub for Lowes}
Cord holding cellphone case
Target Bot Game with Visible Beam Laser Pistol - {laser pointer} - Phaser inspired shooting fun with no ammo needed.
App Enabled Heated Lunch Box
Heated Lunch Box
Cool Study Lamp
Edible Mouthwash
App Enabled Heater/Cooler
App Enabled Infrared Oven
The Virtual Professional
App Animated Holiday Display
Reduce Energy Bills
Vitual Reality suit...How would you like to travel anywhere in the world in 5 seconds, or be a surgeon, or even animate your world
Connected Alarm Clock/Radio+
bicicleta RJ
DISHWARE SET = Plates, Bowls &amp; Cups THAT MEASURE FOOD AND BEVERAGES! Nice market size and design potential! **Every home can
use**
Rods2Travel is an sturdy and efficient way to transport a two-pieces rod including a line cutter, serving as organizer as well.
Don't be a Birdbrain. Don't peel Eggs or deal with so many parts to store and clean. Boil shell less Eggs, serve or store in the same tray!
solar phone
MCFLYBOARD HoverboardInvented By Andrew Magdy Kamal Vote for me and I will vote for you just comment after voted
App enabled drone, allows homeowners to inspect and record any damages or potential damages around the home. Roof, gutters etc.
Working Susan
Caulk Gun Screw for Drawback
Target Drone Toy - Automatically rolls, evades, bounces off things. Hits cause sound/lightFX/points! - Have a QuirkyBall!.
Butterfly Phone Case
Hand Sander Belt Cleaner
Candle Holder Forks
Sanitize dishes, misc items, counters and loosens grease from pots and pans. Let the power of steam do the work. Has built in removable wand
URBAN SURVIVAL KNIFE AKA MUTT
RF Meat thermometer. Monitor your meat from anywhere in the house or backyard BBQ by using your iPad or phone. Built in alarms.
BeeGone Bite
A Negative magnet force field around car doors and front/rear bumpers and highway guard rails to prevents accidents on/off highway.
Automatic wash hands
Holographic Ipod Laser Phaser Toy startrek-inspired case
Read to Me Teddy
The Gadget Light
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Nesspreso auto order storage
jewellery with added comfort
VegiGro-app Enabled indoors vegetable growing appliance, compact design, low maintenance, fresh veggies year round, promotes healthy living.
breakfast bag
Fun aquarium accessories that glow using light from below. Build a lit underwater city, many possible combos or units. wet or dry use
LED Fluorescent Adapter Tunes
An adjustable multi-use organizer that hangs over a kitchen cabinet door. Much more than a one-purpose hand towel holder or small mesh shelf
Virtual Reality Suit for Games
LED Blade Ceiling Fan
Design Rugged Power into a portable tool caddy, charge batteries, eliminate running multi cords, organize work area, ideal for interior jobs
Next Gen wallet keyring combo
Redesigning the Snow Shovel
EyeSee - All Seeing Eye - illuminated path pendant - Think Magic 8-Ball but with a much more stylish and powerful spin.
Taco Plate Set. Hold and serve your tacos upright and hold your sides on the side. Keep the taco in the taco with these festive plates
Tron LCD Gaming Helmet for the Game Console or Phone
Down-Sprouts a new way to hang plants on the outside of your home using your existing down spouts
Utility knife with ruler
With new Tech, women can now change their nail color with the touch of a wandâ€¦
LATCH - Home control
Nimbus Wall Clock
Smart Halloween Candy Bowl
WINKTALK
Bike Travel Trailer
ICOSMOS an Atari Cosmos inspired iphone case
MCFLYBOARD HoverboardInvented By Andrew Magdy Kamal Vote for me and I will vote for you just comment after voted
Drawer(s) sensor
Roasterizer/extractable Kebap
STATIC-_ Winter Woes Invention
OmniDirectional Motion Detection Alarm - Hidden in Plain View Security Device
Vitual Reality suit...How would you like to travel anywhere in the world in 5 seconds, or be a surgeon, or even animate your world
The World's First Microcontroller Controlled Energy Saving Generator at http://gamer456148.blogspot.com/#!/p/patenets-and-trademarks.html
Zip hoop
HoverboardInvented By Andrew Magdy Kamal
Self Cleaning Bathroom Mirror
Car-Charging Router
RESUB: Modular wall sconce lighting unit with multi-color LED lights and customizable snap-on accessories. Please see both example pics.
Electronic Door Lock - Installs in any door with no wiring or power needed for lock.
Smart Bagel/Bread Toaster
Lighter Buddy - e ink screen, info display lighter OR lighter case
App Enable Coffee MINDER Jar Because there is nothing more important when you wake up. No more WTF NO COFFEE in the morning
Upside-Down Steam Lid and Bowl
My invention idea is a remote controlled air powered flying toy that looks like a moon landing craft. (See animation)
App enabled nursing bra
Portable Speaker that Suction Mounts to any flat surface for added acoustics, adds deeper base and enhances sound, connect to S/phone audio
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GPS Car
Pastry Blender + "A Better" Dough Scraper combo. . . complementary and customized to make bakers rejoice!
Cookie Humidor
P-Cleaner
AUTOMATIC SELF ADJUSTING VOLUME CONTROL FOR YOUR TV! GE This is a good one for you!
Allergy-free window screen
Net wash bag where you can put cloths into it which works on the washer and dryer. Its a net bag that contains heat, drying faster.
Safe Watch
GivingTime
Soil Saver-Protect your houseplant soil from spills, animals, splashing water, and the occasional kid. Keep potting soil where it should be.
Spider Compact
Pinch Aid for Diabetics
Target Ball Game - Jedi Inspired - {Automatically rolls, evades, bounces off things. Hits cause sound/lightFX/points!} - Have a QuirkyBall!.
App enabled set of night lights sync together to predict your path when walking through your home at night, great for bathroom trips &amp; kids.
Bake Puzzle Shapes
The NO-TOUCH SOAP DISPENSER. Fill with your favorite hand soap, dish soap, hand sanitizer, etc.
Plant Hydration system
Wireless thermometer APP Just tape the sensor to the persons forehead. Check for fever check for Ovulation. Also lots of other applications.
cool ice
SET IT, and FERMENT IT! Error-proof automatic Home Yogurt Snack Bar Maker. Control your choice of fresh n healthy ingredients. (By AJM)
Vehicle Hubtaps
Shape Changing Wheel
Tan Timer Goggles-To avoid accidental over tanning because of faulty tanning equipment/wrong setting/falling asleep/etc. Easy &amp; add safety.
NeverWet For Entire Quirky Bike Products - Buffer, Bike Voyager, Courier, Signal, and More to come. (By AJM)
Marinate and season meals, Store &amp; chill meats in toaster oven, monitor &amp; start cooking from work via APP, dinners done when you arrive home
Plug Huggers: For Perfect Fit
Music-Lights-Water Sprinklers
Smoke Detector w/ Wifi Router
Eliminate odor, keep bath/shower clean and mold and mildew free with NeverWet SHOWER CURTAIN, MAT, SET. Liner not needed. #NEVWET (By
AJM)
Bird's Eye Traffic Scanner
Interactive Golf(Sports) Mat
Potato Chip Bag Seal
Fun aquarium accessories that glow using light from below. Build a lit underwater city, endless possible combos or units that could be made.
Enhanced golf mat
Cling Wrap gets all tangled before it gets onto the bowl? A Pull-Out Edge Strip will hold end straight and taut so no tangles (By AJM)
Contractors electronic, on the spot printing notebook, saves time and trips, ideal for contractors &amp; service people
Alarm Buds
Bathroom Induction Charger
SDock
Bottom Glass Message Stamper
Chef Chute Scoops
Baby Bear's JustRight TempSeat
It's a roll around Recycling Cart with Spray Nozzles, Run off Catch tray and Foot activated water switch on wheels at Waist height!
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Rest for reading glasses, rest clips to computer monitor.
Make Healthy Drink Concentrate
Lightning Case for iPad
Wifi Breaker &amp; Breaker Panel
Wall mirror - "Mini closet"
Dog bathing vest, attach water supply, pour in shampoo, silicon nubs interior of vest for scrubbing, adj drain holes for soaking or rinsing
Mock 2
Get It Together!
App Enable Pivot Power Mini
EasyFut
APP Controlled Mood Player
Base board cord keepers, easy as 123 slide clips underneath bottom of base board no glue or drilling, DIY product
Spotter 360* Cameras
Silent Stimulating WakeUpAlarm
Bake Shape for Nibble (Mega)
iPhone charging cord fifteen feet long. Retracts or expands from either side of "tape measure" style case. Heavy duty tip won't wear out.
Sweetheart Skylight Tent for Two..Cuddle together and count stars. Clear view of sky with plastic skylight. Air mattress built in to bottom!
Emergency Oxygen &amp; Mask in every First Aid Kit. Use with $7-$8 retail available cans of oxygen. See ABC News video Canned Oxygen (By AJM)
Kitty Corners
Luggage that allow APPS to wireless track history of intrusion, opening of lock by TSA personnel. Lock and unlock of luggage via APPS
Healthy Concentrate Appliance
A day in the life... Record videos of your day in ten second clips. An eyeglass mounted webcam downloads a video to cell phone,up to cloud.
Resubmit! Skylight Tent for Two..Cuddle together and count stars. Clear view of sky with plastic skylight. Air mattress built in to bottom!
Emergency Oxygen Life Jacket with Mask to use with $7-8 retail avail can of oxygen. See ABC News: Canned Oxygen.(By AJM)
Keep Cool Child Seat
Electric Auto-Can Crusher !
A wheeled, tethered kitchen trash container with a vertical seam.Hinges allow side to pop open allowing easy removal.Bags stored in bottom.
Earbud Headphone Frames that let you hear whatâ€™s going on around you. Plug your earbuds in & open one ear, both ears or neither! (By AJM)
Eliminate the humidity and dust in your closet. This hanger with dehumidifier will solve your problems. Keep your clothes with no odor
Worlds Smartest Microwave Oven
A back-saving weed sticker.A stick with a fork on the end.Could be retractable.It is my best garden tool,stick and twist.No bending over.
Laptop cool stand
"Male USB 3.0 to RJ45" Adapter
Bike-Air The revolutionary compressed air powered bike + Kids air power go-kart tri/quad bike. This is going to happen, we need to be first!
CareZip
Aqua Sound
Headphones and Case all-in-one
An ipad case with a midi keyboard and touch button midi (synth) controllers. (100% view-vote ratio up until '231' votes)screenshot
Commercial Clipboard
A retractable dustbin for the beach with secret compartment to keep your personal belongings safe. Even the best thief wonÂ´t steal trash
Slider Lawn Chair
A very simple fridge shelf clip stops bottles and cans rolling around.BRAND NEW DESIGN-wire shelf/glass shelf IN ONE&amp;new idea(510 votes 94%)
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Prop Power LED with switch
Fridge inventory tracker
eyeglass finder
A electric racquet Zapper with built in fan suction, kill the insect immediately.Rechargeable,removable box for keeping the dead bugs inside
Crossover ONE ( Flat Back )
Toilet seats with UV light
Color Caps for Rx
Pillow Shield
Soup &amp; Gravy Skin or Lumps YUK
Phone/Tablet Speaker Amplifier
Anthonyromeo1988@gmail.com
RESUB - Read w/Professor Quola
Weight-sensing backpack + app
Vortex Quick-Washer
#QTOYS Design a kids watch base that's adaptable to Quirky's Imprint Bracelet, stylish combination for teens, change band colors daily.
Test big gas tanks for volume
Bank Shot Technology
Victor lift
Rechanging TV
Beer
Bunster, Hamburger Bun Toaster
Push Receptacle
The "DonÂ´t drop on your head"
Shoe lace retainer to prevent untying during activity and if they do come untied, they don't end up underfoot where you can trip on them.
Toilet seat ORGANISER + App
Best Buddy Pillow
The Perfect Tie
Sporkula
Low Intensity Workout Device
Many car trunk organizers are large bulky styles which take up valuable space. My folding organizer solves this and more.
duple
NO-LEAK DISHWAND
Wireless Beer Tap
'Kaika Pipe
Scrup and wipe
Shin socks
LED display bricks
WaterWeeder
WorldRemote
Paw Paw
New PET Bottle Design
Expanding towel rack
Sport Tracksense
Bobyozy
BINGO ON THE GO, APP
test
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magnetic shower curtain
Travelers Fire &amp; CO Alarm
STACK USB Device Shelf
shareit gaming
The Multi-Blades kitchen knife
Run Well From a Good Smell!
Floss-Brush
Buddy Feeder
Mug Warming Coffee Maker!
Cool pillow
AC Window Unit Planter
EASY GRIP
Anywhere, Anytime Desk
The Ready Thermos
self stiring vibrating balls
Crayon Cycler (VIDEO Example)
Evanpole
We designed a cleaning caddy that will become part of the cleaning process and allow you to be organized at the same time.
FUNnelless oil container
A static electricity toilet paper "dust" collector. This will stop toilet paper dust , "sad snow", from forming on your bathroom surfaces.
POWER OUTLET FAN
The Coffee Can
Chalk Board Savior
baby car seat/bed
Wink-enabled air filters
Poseidon Plant Monitoring Syst
No Fret Buddy
Meye price
Home Depot Bath Fan-in and out
Edible Cups/Shot Cups/Go Green
#NEVWET Bathtub/Shower Edging and Bathroom Floor Anti-slip Mat
Dishwasher Chopstick Cleaner
Intelligent dog ball
Quickcharge
Power sockets when and where needed. Expandable/retractable socket sets. Retracts to base. Multiple socket combinations.Click to see more.
Reusing zip-top bags is great for the environment but also a great way to save money. Now there's an easy way to air-dry bags after washing.
Line extension Pivot Hub
Dip flip
Jet Setter
Oatmeal Bowl
Retractable Dog Lawn Spike
Golden Eggs.
Clear as day mirror cleaner
PolyMat - Shower and Bath Mats
Super Flex Chair 1000
Vitual Reality suit...How would you like to travel anywhere in the world in 5 seconds, or be a surgeon, or even animate your world
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I'm always looking for a better tool,my idea,putty knife with air hose built thru handle to powerblast paint off at the knife's edge
#NEVWET Eliminate standing water on your Shower Mat, let's design a safer mat.
Wink Hub V2
Store the things you want closest to you without having to get up from your seat. Travel wisely with are expandable tray and lap pillow.
SmartCooler
Compost cooler
mini alternator
usb cable battery back up
Life Bag
Poppy Pita Bread / Bun Maker
Stacking Rock Zen Pillows
Heated Ice Scraper
Bungee Bottle Caddy
Mommy recliner
Zip Kicks
keep warm baby bowl
Chocolate Jewelry Box Mold
USB Christmas Tree
peeler, corer, zester and knife multi-tool
Magnetic Belt Clip with Magnetic Tape Measure Clip. Perfect for easy release of tape measure and clip goes on any belt.
Push button soap dispenser to shower head (Trio-S Dispenser)
Wheelbarrow Caddy
Medusa Extension Cord
wash reminder
Snapper
Pest control garage door strip - stop bugs from getting in
Mech. Creeper with dual lights
PORTABLE COOLER
PORTABLE COOLER (WITH DEPOSIT FOR ICE CUBES)FOOD AND ICE ARE SEPARATED
Wrap your cord and stick it to the device.
Fondue Food Retrieval
The cuff is activated by vibration and draws in the "spray" of your cough or sneeze, evaporating it preventing the spread of illness.
Legal Citation
Personal Puzzler
Silicone Finger Protector
Interactive plate for kids
â˜… SmartSTIR
Round Mocubo with a Hole
Ringo
Smore -Magic
SKETCH BOT: Put your doodles on autopilot.
BOP Port-A-Part Ports
Linked Interactive Whiteboard
Automatic YogaMat Cleaner
â˜… Sonic Smart-Stir
edededdede
Simon Says... Vote for this! Electronic Simon Says game for all ages (By AJM)
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Power Outlet turns into an extension cord with 2 outlets and 2 usb plug ins.When your finished using it pushes right back in.
â˜… Splashless Plunger (v 2.0)
rear view cam for smartphones
Error-proof Home Yogurt Rice Crisp Snack Maker. Control your choice of fresh n healthy ingredients. (By AJM)
Beauty Sales Display Case Toy
recyclable trash bags
Similar to Surf Lock-Need to sleep in car had to many drinks. Lock your keys away for a duration of time so cops won't charge you for DUI
Peace Speakers
THUMB DRIVERS / Finger Tip Screw Drivers on Key Chain. Thimble-type Phillips and Flat Head Screw Driver bits that fit onto finger. (By AJM)
Breath Pick
Smart Medication Carousel
Two-Way
Blind Spot for cyclist iphone
Forever: As Friend, We Glow. - Heart pendents that glow when they are close in proximity. BFF
WINK Smart Stove Adaptor
Personal Drone Delivery Port
ClipOn Baby Monitor
Modular Patio Plant Terracing System
Portable cooler box
WINK PAD
Electronic Liquor Pourer
Smart (Phone/Tablet) Case
The Streaker Speaker System
Iphone Blind Spot Detection
TRIPLE SKEWER
Dishwatcher
4 Score 7 Beers Ago
Have any name ideas?
WINK EASY BUTTON
WINK Multiplug
Music Playback Grip (Resubmit)
Floss-Brush
Spot your Meat
Cream Design Dispenser
Mouse Bucket
Gutter Cleaner
Tank Base Wheels-Power Wheels for Kids.
sad
App Enabled Toy Piano
Cake-Top Pinata Candle Holder
Neo Bath Buddy
Colored Bubbles Party Machine
Punch out your own flip flop straps!
Don't eat with your fingers! Forgetful ordeal with tupperware
Lunch Box Temp and Alert App
City Skylight
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An open fridge can lead to spoiled food.
Burden of Proof - BOP Badge
Dish scrubber with a built in suction cup
Erasable iphone case.
LetterBox: Iphone case you can use letter squares to customize back plate.
Don't eat with your fingers! Forgetful ordeal with tupperware
Forever: As Friend, We Glow. - Heart pendents that glow when they are close in proximity. RESUBMIT
Dish scrubber with a built-in sink holder. RESUBMIT
EZ Clean Smart Microwave Oven
Batt Belt
Ramen Noodle Portable Cooker
Electronic Stove Dial (Wink)
Smart App for Lift Chairs
Ice Bucket Hat
Kid Sound
Smart Anti-Theft HomeSafe
Mini Pie and Dumpling Maker
#spotsv.: CAN YOU SEE IT? The opportunity to solve 2 different problems for 2 different retail markets? Hoodies &amp; Earphone/Earbuds. (By AJM)
A iPhone/iPod Touch case for kids. Hate to see Jr. Crack that nice screen, protects, charges and amplifies. And Soft And Fuzzy
Fab Hands
The Swillow
#Spotsv :Prev UC: I Count Carbs on Nutrition Labels. Often I need to pour exact 1-tsp serving measure of dressing, mustard ketchup (By AJM).
Webbed Nail Clippers
Double Side Over-the-Door Hook Hangers. One-piece adjustible bracket over top of door with Hooks on Both FRONT &amp; BACK Sides of door (By
AJM)
Electronic dice in class-rooms
Dumbbell Progress Tracker
Bean Bag with Arms
RESUB- Smartest Microwave Oven
Wireless Lock/Unlock Door
#spotsv Stealth bungee cord that neatly retracts into a ring of steel (or other material)
iphone Case with vertical telescoping & rotating video lens, eliminates suspending phone in air to record events (replaces tripod stand).
Homemade Treats Maker with app
Home Depo Saw Prop Between Cut
This device will guide you to cut precisely cake, pizza, pieâ€¦etc into equal pieces and as number required without making the mess!
Upside Down Steaming Lid
Aromatherapy Jogging Assistant
Table-covering patio umbrella
Is your door knob hard to see at night &amp; you fumble around trying to get your key in? The app controlled device will give us light.
Instant Drink Fulfillment. With your drink mix and liquid in one seamless package, simply release the mix, shake, and chug away!
App Enabled Fire Extinguisher
The Pot Hat! â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ Very simple solution to save time and energy when cooking in the pot!
CanvasCase
Portable baby/toddler heating pad - not as hot as 'normal' pads to keep your baby safe in the cold. Great for car seats, strollers, play mat
Just saute and drain away! Pan with a mesh bottom and a separate, lever-handle pan for draining grease, eliminating risk of spilling food.
Traveler Quick Translation APP
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APP enable shoe inserts!
Press
Safty Load Trailer
Location app enabled device for motorized wheelchair. It is like Lojack for motorized senior citizen or like.
Safe View
Portable battery supply shaped like a coffee cup for your USB powered devices.
RigPup
gps bank /driving licence
Smart device in stuffed toys!
IPhone Holster with Tie-Down
App enabled security viewer.
CleanAir
RotoBlade
"Allowance" Teller Machine-ATM
Eyeglass Steam Cleaner
Manscara - Mascara for Men
drone
See through Phone
WaterFull
B'day Candle Spins Sprinkles
Iphone Professionnal Tripod
Smart Air Conditioner Heaters
Radiant - Smart Heater
Pedal Powered Magnus BlimpBike
THE ULTIMATE GYM BAG
I want to have the new iPod nano as a watch, and a easily accessed music player for even better mobility.
Sprinkle Stop
fafa
Long Special Oven Brush
Sink water barrier
Mobile Health Lead
Wireless Bluetooth microphone for capturing better audio quality while video recording using your smartphone.
Green Charge Saver
Ultra Sonic Steam Oven Brush
Optical Repeater
Interactive Crib Sound Maker
AN HOUR GLASS TIMER THAT ATTACHES TO CHILDS EXISTING TIME OUT CHAIR -Add additional time as child grows, with adjustable sand
flow
Smart Space Heater + Norm
smart toilet
Easiest Oven Cleaning
An indoor/outdoor play kit for children that allows them to build structures driven by their imagination and encourages physical play.
LUGGAGE WITH A BUILT-IN SEAT that folds out for you to sit on while waiting in long airport and other lines & can be used to set items on.
Turbo Bulb
Air Conditioned Khaki Shorts
Tiddy Bear or Bare
iWatch Strap w/ Charge Cable
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My idea is a clip or small table/platform that would allow you to set your phone above its wall charger, keeping it off the floor/desk.
iPhone Protective Corners, The minimalistic protection
SCOOTER TRAVEL TRAILER / RETIREMENT HOME
A 21st Century Baby Monitor (breathing, heart, movement, sound, location, and sight) with smart phone access for parents anywhere, any time.
Portable Screencast Device
Wink Vertical Blind Automator
Public Bathroom Stall Lock
Surround Sound Headphones
Bud Buds are a complete earbud management system--never snag, never drop, never tangle again with a unique magnetic and stylish solution!
Spotter Uniq Switch
Semi Collapsible Bundt Pan
Directional Spotlight bulb
WINKcam Peephole Camera
Piggie-back Process yields 2 different Gourmet Dairy Delights. Make Homemade Cream Cheese with and from your homemade Yogurt. (By AJM)
The Trash Depot
Plantater - Glowingly Smart
Dry, Turn and Shine
Glove WOW
NFC Smart Home Reader - RESUB
Remember this? Clip your streaming music anywhere: beach chair, golf bag, bike. Share the Tunes with CLIP TUNES. 534 votes RESUB (By AJM)
Omni-directional speaker unit, guaranteed to make a 360Â° sound blast. No wires! just plug and play for everyone to enjoy the sound.
Homemade Treats
Electronic Ruler
Smart sheet music
Sparring Partner
Float and Melt Drop-Ins
Tab-it
Potted Plant Water System
Pedal-spenser
Spray 2 in 1. Sprays both solutions combined with one Pump. Also help make expensive solutions last longer by dilution. (By AJM)
QUIRKY+GE WINK Smart Watch
Beach Pillow is a Beach Tote
FreeBird - Seed Dispense &amp; Cam
The Better Mouse Trap! App alerts you when trap has been sprung; identifies which trap. Humane or spring type traps.
Easy Carry Brushes with Bristles that Fold Down Flat. Less Bulk to carry in Bags or Pockets; Carry like Comb &amp; and easier to clean too!
Steaming Turned Upside-Down
Spatula Sweepa â€”â€”â€” Clear the batter off the spatula without dirtying your fingers. (By AJM)
Cook Pancakes, Eggs &amp; Toast together in the toaster slots with pop-in, drop-down container/cups. (By AJM)
Vagabond Stray Feeder Cam
A app that let's you know how much power the AA's AAA's and C batteries have left in them.
Spotter Power/Light Switch
Eyes exercise assistant
HotChoc'
Catch-a-Do... pictures are worth a thousand words. New Doo-al approach. Don't pick up poop - catch it before it hits the ground. (By AJM)
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This is for a golfer who has a vision impairment and wants to play golf. When he hits the golfball,sometimes he looses the tee this can help
The Go Pillow - a Cooler Tote
Citrus Squeezer with built-in Zesting and Pulper. Grate and plane to ZEST the peel and for cutting out PULP. (By AJM)
Fitness Bluetooth
Headset, Go
VAM
LIVE IN PERSON
BE THERE
Bacon Boats - they're BIGGER
Sunglass Cylinder
Front Brake Lite relay to Rear
Drone Toy
breathe underwater mask
ExpandaCloset
Two Gourmet Dairy Delights
ghsghsdgh
Stroller-On
Window Spotter
ISmoke
Stasis - Move over Nest!
Charging Table
eMagnify
Life Scale - know your vitals
CanBand Real Simple
Save the Strain
Meds on-the-go
Begel Holes Snacks
Cordless Mop Bucket Pump.
Laser Pointer-Cell Phone Case
PowerCurlMini - Europe Edition
Grow light
SHIELDME - Adjustable umbrella
Dish Witch
Grip-flip and Push-off Spatula
DIY balloon powered
Kitchen Zen-Cutlery &amp; Utensils
Golden Eggs. Hard boiled eggs - scrambled inside their shells - Egg Spinner. PLEASE CHECK THE 2 DEMO VIDEO'S
3D Animated Light Fixture
Found
Tot Shoe Saver String
A set of rectangular plastic "stackable" travel bottles will allow you to fit more in your quart size bag. Also included are various tops.
Pedestrian safety mobile app
Learn to Swing Dance!
Life-Ring
Laser Rack
WINK - Watch/Necklace - #Wink
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LED Lighted Dental Picks
DUAL LAMP BUSINESS CARD SIZE
Fire Communicator
Detachable Bucket with Tray
Quickie Travaler Translation
Folding Slider Chair
The Beach Bank-It
No Lift Snow Shovel
hovering bug zapper
A Hip Phone/ E-Cigarette Case
MODERN BUCKET WITH TRAY
Reading with Professor Quola
Coffee &amp; Hot Cocoa Design Mold
"Bag it" sheet set
SODAAAA
LED Laptop Skin
STACHER - Staple Catcher
Pendulum Light Fixture. /VIDEO
Smart Drink Notifier
Vacuumclear War
The Nut Shield - Nut Cracker
Motion-detect floss dispenser
Launderoo
Make Down
Portable Power
Ladder with retractable legs
Veggicurls
Dr. Watsons Foot Remedy
PERPAN - Personalized Pancake
Smart Cabinet
Ab-Dolly
Whacker Wheels
Stem support for the plants and flowers. No more improvisation with skewers, strings, etc.
Transform every USB flash-drive into a mp3 player.
Block the Bite
Clover
testtest
Forgiveness Helmet
Baby Safe
Water Bottle Seat
D T Jewelry
US Lottery Scan
Breath Free
Breath Safe
A picture frame-like stand to be attached to the back of the device.
Positive-expressions

Exhibit A -
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Scalpie
Cush-Face
Back Scrubber with Massaging Head (Vibrations also help pull out dirt)
Canopy gutter
Lone Jumper
Apple watch lanyard
FLEXIBLE USB ADAPTOR add as many ports as needed
wink learner hub
Quirkstand, a picture frame-like stand to be attached to the back of the device.
Mobil Car Blocker/ VBlock
Electric Load Leveling
TALKING STRATEGIES
Ringlight--your fashionable ring is also a handy light! perfect for 40+ eyes,dimly lit spaces and safety. Wear your flashlight on your hand.
Measure-n-Mix
Easily Accessible Reusable Grocery Bag Storage that secures to your car window via suction cups.
THE iCUBE Cube shaped multifunctional desk station that covers all needs in one
Caremy
A picture frame-like stand to be attached to the back of the device.
A picture frame-like stand to be attached to the back of the device.
#QCYCLE bicycle flashing light gloves
Quirkstand, a picture frame-like stand to be attached to the back of the device.
Magnetic Wall Plugs
Bugkins
APP enable measuring bowl.
flashing scented mask
ttwin
THE MOST USER FRIENDLY TAPE MEASURE! How many times have you taken a measurement and said 21 1/2 and three ticks? This will eliminate that!
Wireless Damper Control
Accordion Spray Faucet
Pet bowl that allows only the correct pet to eat from it.
Smart Audio Adapters
Cup a fill
Connect your external harddrive to your laptop in a NEW way with less clutter and never have to remove it again. Its FAST and EASY!
Tot Shoe Saver String
Quirky's Next Product
THE FIRST EVER TENT POLE FAN!!!! A Fan the Mounts AROUND the Center Pole of an outdoor Tent!
Security Motion/Heat Signature Triggered Pathway/Perimeter Lights With Base Station Chime and Mobile Push Notification
Fusing Your Home!
GE Bedtime Bulb LED Wink Light
testing testing testing
Wiffle Ball Chase Game
Poppy/Dash Toilet Paper Minder
App device for gardening.
Lotion Saver Dispenser
The Multi Attachment Baster
CoffeeBean Grinder; Press; Mug
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iPad Case with Wrist/Palm support
socket
Curly Veggie Maker Storage Box
rfid App-enabled Excercise Mat
Trowel/Digger
Multicolor Dry Erase Pen
Sponge Gloves
Grind Alarm
Tie Tracker - Avoid Repeats
BodyBrim - Flex Bristle Brush
Bluetooth mechanics pillow
BRRRR your tree is freezing! Keep your trees safe from winter damage with the solar powered tree blanket.
APP LED Modular Lawn Sprinkler
A hand sized, easily stored and portable Pen Sized blender. No need for a large blender, and no need for a special cup.
Take what you need for the day
Perfect Match
Keep your home safe while frying a turkey this Thanksgiving with the Turkey Fryer Protective Moat!
Lock BnB
Bib Connection
PressTea
iPhone App where you can place a food and drink order from your seat at sporting events rather than having to go to the concession stand.
Beep to find lost glasses
Training Chopsticks Aid
The Knob Cozy
Apple Watch Audio/Charge Boost
Drink Watcher Indication "DWI"
A cover, shade, or filter to make cheap fluorescent dorm room lights more pleasant.
Free Portable Phone Charger
Shutter Trek / with remote
Stingray Pool Cleaning via app
Wink Socket Adapter
Wink GE Link-RC Triple Play
SoftPak Reusable Baby Bottle
Disinfect Dryer with UV
Air Grip
Soak--Frother Holder &amp; Soaker
Control pool/spa water/temperature/lighting remotely.
Kitchen Zen Cutlery &amp; Utensils
Slamcam
Stretchy Spoon
Tixoh
Life Bubble Boat will keep the survivors of disasters safe from the elements.
the quirky sleeper
Conversion cable to use iPhone headset with any computer to record voice (skype, chatting, podcast...)
Movable Home Theater Rack
An App Enabled Herb Growing Tower for the Chef/Cook that wants fresh herbs on the fly.
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Holiday Lights installed once and enjoyed for years! Low profile track makes the lights blend in with the homes trim. Can Be IMP enabled!
Wireless charging floor pad
Wink enabled Wireless perimeter. Set the boundaries of your home and get alerts when items or people come and go.
An attractive paper towel holder that allows for people to rip a sheet off with one hand, while ensuring a clean and even tear.
Smart Lock
Let's modernize the crayon! Wood wrapped outside, vivid crayon color inside. Make them longer and sturdy to last the entire school year.
Wire embedded tape
Up Grade of trains
App-Enabled Air Filter Sensor
UpScale
Porkfolioware
A device that sends a signal to any gadget(smartphone,Ipad,etc.) when your car is started without your knowledge.ALERTS you to THIEVES!
Klean-Cup Organic cleaning k-cup. Makes your keurig taste fresh as the day you got it
Multifunction Champagne Opener
usb charger &amp; docking station
Instant Drink Chiller! The Archimedes Chill cools drinks as you pour them
RC Car Dog Ball Launcher
Summer Fun in a Water Arch that has a sliding mat. This is fun and exciting! You can run around the misting arch to stay cool sliding down!
Boomer
Levitating Cube picture frame for the night stand or end table. Display photos in this unique floating medium.
Fliplite: A beautiful solar-powered decorative light.
Sun Chair with Armrests
Mosquito Bite X
Kids (Enclosed) Covered Wagon
Power Window / Glass Cleaner
Heated Coffee Cubes
Dance Pad Diary Box.
SMART MAILBOX -You've Got Mail
Wrapster V2 (Harman)
Look Here...
Cool-D
Traceable Fishing Noodle
Venus Bug Vac
DoorStump-Door Attaching Stop
The Ice Chopper and Shovel
Remote controlled power wheel
Safety Bed
~GLOW TRAY~
Auto-measuring Salt Shaker
Inspired by Timothy Ferriss: Stack--a food cup without a bottom that portions and stacks your food for less calories but better presentation
Spray Misty for Me!
Magnet Actuated Micro Robots
Pet Bed and Storage for Toys
Kid Cupz
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THE CLOAK3! Taking the Quirky Cloak to the NEXT level!
Wearable Bike Vent System
REVISED Pop-Up Bundt Pan will:
Wink Everything Button
1948GE SmartShelf / Lazy Susan
Wireless Earbuds
Monitor &amp; Auto Reorder Online
The Goldfish Crevice Tool
Window Jam Cord
Solar Oven Lunchbox
Candid Baby
Lumen it!
QUIRKY VISUALLY PLEASING, ERGONOMICALLY FRIENDLY iPAD CASE! - RESUBMIT- 200 votes!
For2
Measure 3D
A Steering Wheel Tray, Slips Over Your Steering Wheel. Easy To Use and Adjust. Multi Colors One Size Fits All, And Folds Up For Easy Storage
Expandable Pot/Pan Lid--- If you are like me and in my kitchen I have many pots and pans without lids
Car Bag hanger, For the little trips to the market or store
Trendy Toothbrush
SD and SD mini card reader for the new IPhone
Move it coding toy
Easy Pay
A recycling station that works like an ATM, people bring their items to the station and the machine automatically weighs and pays!
HDMI dongle that allows TV to display iPad or iPhone screen or video wirelessly (subset of AppleTV functionality).
Power pad
Portable Splash Pad
App-pot Aromatherapy
Pointless Hanger Huggers
Creamer or Marshmallow Shapes
Meal-of-Mine
Phone Pilot-Never Lose a Phone
The world knowledge game
Auto turn off
Frozen 3D Floats Coffee &amp;Cocoa
A Hot Shower
Spatercover
Test4
Medicine Chest Hook-on Shelves
Garden in a Box
Siesta Table
Shadestay
Waterfall Screen
All-in-one Desk Organizer
x
Did you know 1 liter of oil contaminates nearly 1 million liters of water? This electric can opener will help you recycle oil from any can.
Headphone That Listen
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Slippers Lite Way &amp; ALERT Mom
3D Meeting Recorder
An adaptable flower pot that saves water and shares it with other pots, keeping your plant fresh. Saves water when overflowed
Intuitive Bath Fan Home Depot
Toy Glows &amp; Wink Alerts Parent
trash shredder
EcoTech Toilet Flapper
Super Easy Photo Scanner
Pal TurnsOn lites &amp; Alerts Mom
Collapso
Finger Password
Have you ever seen this? My idea will teach your pet to behave
New iMac-VR or Virtual Resolution Monitor with Keyboard for Apple Products
456346
GE Digital Cameras with App Intergrated SMART Features
App enabled Digital Light Switches w/ app intergrated Home Security Feature
App Enabled Food Containers
A device for anti odor absorbing agent intended for placement where odors are found, ie sneakers, closets, cat liters, refrigerators.
Wink Bracelet
Remocator
Light Up Your Badminton!
Triple Function Bathroom Fan
Smart tech breadbox/cookie jar
A multi use travel pillow which is more flexible and less cumbersome and bulky than current inflatable travel pillows.
Ultimate washing machine
Graphics in doctor's office
UNIQUE HAMMER with all-in-one tool set; interchangeable ratchet screwdrivers and wrenches. (By AJM)
Interactive Barbie phone
Smarter Food Storage
A 200-Ft Extention Cord Cart that eliminates tangled cords for use with yard tools and for any other extension cord need.
Slippers Triger lite ALERT Mom
Beach Tech Pouch. A sand proof, water resistant pouch for your smart phone, wallet and keys.
SELF CLEANING SHOWER HEAD
Jewellery Tower the modular, configurable and space saving solution to hold all of your jewellery in one easy to maintain place.
Do you tip your umbrella into the wind and rain while your other side still gets wet? There is no need to tip or get wet anymore. (By AJM)
LED MAT'nTools Fender &amp; Ground
Pal up with Snuggle Monsters to become your child's Night Time Protector!
H20
Eco paint tray overlays. Never wash out another paint tray again. Simply throw away the old overlay, apply a new one and start again.
Sleep Tracker Alarm Pad
A modular and fully configurable clothes air drying system which can be easily assembled and will fit any home or space large or small.
Hook anywhere the hook system with a variety of attachments allowing you to use in the house, garden, garage, car, caravan, or anywhere!
Cooler Extender
Emergency buttonÂ´s clothes
Breaker Box Controller APP
Clip it stick it reminder!
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Control any circuit you wish!
Egg Cracker
Auto Tune Harmony Toy
Add Hand Rails to your Ladders
Heart Mate
Travelling Electric Generator
Grill Temperture Control &amp; App
Keep wires off your face!
Security Sensor for OnCore Hub
I GOTTA A WORD CARD GAME
Bathroom Air Purifier
Vital Sign Tester
Connector Hot Plates; Temp APP
the pee tube
Movement Stabilization
Fly Games
Slide for Magnification Mirror
ERTET
RESUBMIT: VertaBin portable version to use in the kitchen. Portability is adaptability!
Tri-Focal Mirror
Hail No! Cover Combo Life Raft
Portable range extender
Nail Text
Smart Entry Doors
Both Sides over Door Storage
An App assisted digital calendar for the home, or office.
BOOMBOX LAPTOP CASE w/ Slide out Speakers - Turn any laptop into a BOOMBOX
Ghosts In The Graveyard!
Wearable Audio + Video Recorder // Save & Send Pics or Sound Clips with a click of a button!
Smart Desk
The iPhone Boomboxx - Make your iPhone go BoOOO)000(oooOOOoom!
Wearable Audio + Video Recorder // Save clips with a click
BOOMBOX LAPTOP CASE w/ Slide out Speakers - Turn any laptop into a BOOMBOX!
A hanger for iPad2.
Ultimate jar opener.
Tree Rings For Healthy Trees
No Splash - Shake &amp; Break - Ice Cube Tray 2.0 - Never Splash water while filling an Ice Cube Tray again!
Decibel Drink
LED Color Changing Wrist Timer. Perfect for when you want to go on a hour long jog and other tasks
Quick tec
WINK Smoke Detector/Fire Alarms that will help direct Fire/Rescue. Quicker Escapes; More Efficient Rescues.
Wink Planters / Flowerpots keep plants Beautiful &amp; Healthy; ALERTS for water, food, pests, sunlight; has Beautiful LED glow at nite.
The One Club
Dual Apple iPhone 5 charging dock. Simple, elegant, cost effective
APP Controlled Accent Mood Lighting like Disco Party, Dinner Candlelight, Romance, Nightlight, more from any Wall Outlet. (By AJM)
LED Fender/Floor Mat Tool Wrap
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Kitchen Zen Utensil Auto-Dryer
Special Ed Hot Wheel Phone
Shipping Bubbler
SHAVAC - Head shaver and vac.
"QBrew" Micro craft beer, wine brewer, chiller and dispenser. Apps for various blends, recipes and updates on brewing status.
MagneCubes
Stainless steel ring pop; discreetly carried/used when foods made with garlic, onions or fish are eaten to help remove odors in your mouth.
Bathroom Fan
Safest Scissors
Scout
Smart Handrail Lights
peanut currency
monkey cut
A centralized device that will interact with one app. There are endless functions that could be incorporated into this digital device.
GIT Ball
All-in-One for Scrambled Eggsâ€¦. cracking, mixing, separating and pouring No More Clutter â€¦ and No more things to clean and wash
Storage Sensor
HANGor CLIP. It's a hanger and itâ€™s a clip. Whichever you need, simply pick! Itâ€™s up (or down) to you. (By AJM)
Pin Lights
I need help but I cant get my iphone! A Wearable Transmitter sends a signal to app on Apple devise to trigger auto dial for help. (By AJM)
cleanthrough
Resubmit- double brushes device for washing &amp; cleaning fruits &amp; veggies! The fastest and most efficient way to clean them all
Bright Eyes
FINDit
I need help but I canâ€™t get my phone! A Wearable Transmitter; sends signal to APP on smart phone to trigger auto dial for help. (By AJM)
MoonLights
Bead Buddies
Store
An iphone case with attached smart credit card case.
Icy Maker
Golf Putting Aid
Air Grip
I love my Home Coffee Mug. Lets make a Holder for the car that allows us to commute with our favorite mug w/ universal sippy lids.
testtest
Stick-on Window Bird Feeder
A dispensing unit for bleach bottles that automatically portions out the correct amount. Think, liquor pour spout for bleach!
Universal Wide Angle
Speed Bag Punch DRUMS
Smart Pot - Planter
iPad Under Cabinet Mount
Roller Pillow Cushion Seat
A multimeter/oscilloscope attachment for iPhone/Android phones.
Smart Key Chain / App
Garden hose BUILT-IN shut off
Clean Inside Car Window &amp; Out
Hookz - for Both Sides of Door
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Networked power outlets, switches and appliances that can be controlled via app.
The Untwist-Able
Shape Sorter Spoon
Danger Zone Smart Lock and App
Butter Sprayer
Drain Clean &amp; Flush
Drip Catcher Toilet Brush
Wacky Thumbs
SurfSucker
Press Olive Oil at home
Cream Design Dispenser
Smart Art Lighting
The Live Board
Drip Catcher Toilet Plunger
Tenvert
AirGrip
Smart Refrigerator Filter
Microfiber Glass Scrubber
Do you like to cook, but hate not having everything at hand? I do... How can we reach what we need without even walking? Here is my idea:
Car Charger with Cord Wrap
Just see the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAa6bOWB8qY
I/smartphone expandable screen
Chicken Roaster Infuser Insert
3D Children's Toilette Seat Covers attach with suction cups.(Zoo/Barn Animals) Double as bath and shower pals. Sure to bring smiles.
The Smart BedRest
Corner Hooks
Pliers-various
Pull down Compact Wall-Mount. Use as a drying rack, folding table, ironing board, hobby table. Extend/Retract/Raise/Lower. Store up & away.
Magnetic jewelry packets and hooks that hold sets of jewelry. Handy for on the go people. Grab a couple of handy packets on your way out.
Hook up with people you know or want to get to know who are within a preset proximity to you. A picture and/or profile will provide details.
Cell Phone Massager
Wearable interface device
The FRESH SMELLING storage container.
smoke fruity filters
uv mat
Caramelized Slices All 3 Sides
Voice mood control device
4 in 1 pedicure tool
I'm back home from surgery. I wish I had a Shower Curtain w/zip-openings to pass my head, arm or leg thru to wash &amp; still stay dry (By AJM).
The Dust Grabber
Mascara UP: The mascara with a wand that twists up the tube through a disk reducing the potential of clumps and spillage.
Trash Depot w/Crush Down Door
The Home Hairdresser
NOT YOUR MOTHERâ€™S MICROWAVE - Cook on the go with this small, space-saving microwave equipped with a handle for easy portability.
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Electronic Shopping Manager
Cook-In-Toaster Containers
The Smart Poster
Temp-kabobs. App enabled Skewers with positioned areas that detect temperature &amp; doneness of the meat portions. (By AJM)
Wink Wall Hooks and Cubbies
GPS Micro Locator
Canâ€™t get the leverage needed for that tight screw, nut or bolt? Then you need to Mount "Lever-It" to your screwdriver or wrench. (By AJM)
Austin Invention Challenge
Lassi & Kefir Appliance
Blow Drier for hand wash items
Mighty Pucks
CHAT IN QUIRKY
Garage Guides for tight spaces
Gaming Putty
PORTABLE FORGE
Cream Design Dispenser. Dispensing of the cream along with patterned bursts of air will produce many designs: Stars, Ripples (By AJM)
KoolGuy
Firearm Security
The Pizzinerator
Poppy/Dash Can & Bottle Opener
Stick-on LED Light with Switch
SmartGateway
Timer Dog Food Dish
power swop multi cable
ThimbleTools; finger tip tools
App-Enabled, Power Trash Can
Shz-healt
Smartphoto
Battery Recycling Bin - Dash
Air Conditioner Storage Box
Bag Valet
Bath Buddy
Garden Defense Snake
Cool-lips case cools your stik
Wipe and Diaper Tracker - Dash
A Better Litter Maid
Introducing the "Bakin' Bacon" oven pan to help eliminate the mess of cooking bacon on the stove top. No more grease splatters!
Wobble Dog Ball
solo headphones
Redesign---early childhood Learning toy/game/tool
Get Stuck On Quirky Line-up of Cord Organizers. Cordies, Cordles, etc. with SUCTION CUP, MAGNETIC or GECKO BOTTOMS that don't slide (By
AJM)
Life Table
Bluetooth Proximity Detector
iPhone Cable Repair Kit
Portable Seat Cushion with carry handle &amp; side frames that slide forward &amp; fold up to become a Lap Snack Tray with a Cup Holder. (By AJM)
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Wall mounted charging mat
I want to Bake Puzzle Shapes. Moldable Grid Divides. Puzzle cookies, puzzle fudge, puzzle ricey crisp treats, puzzle brownies more! (By AJM)
Stain Stick
Universal Powercurl
Laica Handbags
GOT MAIL? APP
Pool Tile cleaner
A new perch system for pet birds which can be used in the cage or with a stand providing a more healthy and realistic life for the birds.
A better ring binder. Remove one page or number of pages easily. No more threading paper on to the metal rings.or getting fingers pinched.
Power Pod PRO
Led emergency lights
Suction drainer system for crockery/cutlery that can be expanded to your needs. No more balancing your best china (cups and plates)!!
PortaPower
Mix it, Make it
HeliVest
Finally a Squeegee that can clean both inside &amp; outside car windshield! Spring flex blade for full contact with inner curved glass. (By AJM)
Easy Clean Thermos
Bathtub disaster, a common problem in a bathroom. Organize the everyday tub components to get the clutter of the bathtub under control!
Mobile Health Lead
Cleaning Tape
Fruit and Veggie Saver
Luggage scale
Make A Candy Tree
#NEVWET Bicycle #QCYCLE
SPIN WRENCH
SolarCase
Bluetooth Wrap
Self Charging Hand Generator
sanitary toilet brush holder
Water Cushion
Ribz skates
Cord Buddies
Komfy Kover
Back Pack Jack action figures
NOAH_BLANKETS.
The Padder
eteterte4
Juice-N-Zest; squeeze &amp; twist
TEA TABLET DEVICE FOR THE SHOW
Hoop Lock
Private cinema
Programmable Blocks
Peltier Drink Mug
Add to iphone or ANY cell phone case... Kickstand that doubles as a Thumb Grip. Use as Kickstand or a Thumb Grip for stability. (By AJM)
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Rolling Tongue Cleaner
App embedded turkey roster
Strawberry Flavored CoffeeMate
Clear spot chopping board
Car Monitor
Dual Language learning
Umbrella &amp; Table Chair Cover
Plug your earbuds into these headphone frames - You can turn your earbuds into headphones whenever you want. "HeadBudPhones" (By AJM)
TirePad
Throw away your ear buds
Bounce!
Always On
Hat stump
fruitella
A sturdy and trendy storage unit for food wrap with a integrated cutting unit which is better than the rubbish boxes wrap is supplied in.
Micro-Omlet. Crack eggs into container, add cut veggies, twist on the top to mix/beat, place in microwave, Perfect Eggs Every Time! (By AJM)
Tired eyes cured and blocked sinuses cleared whilst relaxing to calming music. Sound like heaven?
Shell stop, a new nut cracker device to stop the shell flying all over the place and ensure you get to eat the whole nut.
A sun/UV exposure monitor/alarm your family can wear. The device will relay live sun exposure information to the iphone user.
Resubmit KITE REEL -Learning Toy ~NOW YOU CAN KNOW JUST HOW HIGH THAT KITE IS FLYING, -REEL HAS DIGITAL MEASURING
DEVICE
SNOWLER
Remember this? Clip your streaming music anywhere: beach chair, golf bag, bike. Share the Tunes with CLIP TUNES. 588 votes RESUB (By AJM)
Carry it all
PET TREAT SNACKS-COOKIE / BISCUIT PRESS -Make healthy homemade biscuits for Dogs and Cats -Easily and Quickly(video)
DOG / PET SHAMPOO BRUSH W/ SHAMPOO RELEASE FEATURE gentle cleaning that distributes shampoo when needed and gently massages as it
cleans
Neighborhood negotiator
DEVICE FOR PRINTING DATE ON PRINTED DESIGNED STICKER ROLLS -Expiration dates for Pantry -Save the date -Garage Sales &amp; More
REFRIGERATOR COIL &amp; Dryer Lint trap CLEANER VACUUM ATTACHMENT Reaches to the back coils LED light so you can see what you need
to clean.
Score keeper
Baby Forget Me Not
safe lamp
ANT CITY -with illuminated LED lights -For those ants who have left the farm -educational &amp; fun to watch Age 8+
GLOW IN THE DARK HANDLE BARS
"Caterpillar" hamper - Same design (as Quirky's poppit); Adaptable use.
Soda Fizz
Frame Easy Hang
Stick To - a unique design of anchored tape dispenser that does not move when you pull the tape. Light, portable, use and store anywhere.
Micro Gym the compact indoor portable home work out unit which allows you to perform various arm and leg exercises, calf raises and situps
Smart Glass 2
Grill Slide Tray
Ice Bore. Hard ice cream, no problem! Bored of plain scoops of ice cream, not any more. Problem solved and fun ice cream for everyone!
A new throwing toy for dogs that can fit in the pocket and which can be thrown much further meaning less work for the pet owner.
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I want to Bake Puzzle Shapes in a Baking Pan. Puzzle cookies, puzzle fudge, puzzle ricey crisp treats, puzzle brownies and more! (By AJM)
Stem Metal
Quirky Hammer and hand tools
App Enabled Storage Container
CatchAlert&amp; RemoteRelease Trap
Golf blinkers.
Carry case opens to double size desk w/USB charging cooler in car, on floor, bed, chair. Space for multiple items. *SEE NEW IMAGES* (BY AJM)
RC Airplane-Kite&amp;Panorama View
Food Shapes Cutter
(Harman+Quirky) headphones
J Talk
Self-stir cup NO MOVING PARTS
Emergency Ice Ramp
Temp-Kabobs; Know the Doneness
Devine Design
Refrigerator utensil block
Battery Share
Kitchen Zen - Knives &amp;Utensils
Unknown Color by Numbers Puzzles. Puzzle pieces that you color by numbers, detach from template &amp; assemble to discover the picture. (By AJM)
TrainiDiaper
S.O.S (Sift Out a Soggy) Cookie Hook. Over dunked your cookie, graham cracker, brownie, etc? S.O.S. Cookie Hook to the rescue!
L.E.D Custom CAR Lights
Avalanche Fridge Ice Catcher!
Windproof Picnic/Tailgate Tabl
An organizer that hangs over the center of a kitchen sink like a saddle to organize things such as a sponge, dish scrubber, and drain plug.
Automatic Door Closer - perfect for an office or home office
Water Game Health Gauge
Upstanding Great Health
Plug Pal PowerLite
The Untwist-Able
Scented Air Freshener from your iPad, iPad Mini, iPhone, tablet, e-reader. Add fragrance to your air space wherever you go. RESUB (By AJM)
ShowerReady Alarm Watch
Smart Candle
Motion Detextor
Perfect-Fits
"We're # 1 " OR "# 1 YOU ! "
Stand Healthy
portion control bowl
Keurig K Cup- Chicken or Beef Broth Soup. You're already sick, why have to fuss with a can opener or pot?
Quirky Multi-touch Table
"Hey Siri" Remote Control
Compact TV based Security System that tries to scare away thieves with video while notifying the app.
The 21st Century Milk Box
THE PERR-FECT CAT FOUNTAIN
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Fan with Window Blind-type Blades that Spin + smart phone app control. Fully functional fan w/better view. Update NEW SPIN IMAGE. (By AJM)
Protect Your Plant - Smart Flowerpot - with humidity sensor and wifi - alerts when needs watering
Automatic Bathtub
Shower Soap Pad
HUMANE Invisible Leash Collar
The Ultimate Skateboard
Outdoor Wink enabled power adapters. Schedule outdoor lighting, and holiday lights. Could use weather and sunset times for more control.
Oscillating Drywall Sander
Refrigerator Wipes Dispenser
Vertical Kitchen Smoker
Removable zipper
Better Kitchen Smoker &amp; Grill
Bedtray Computer Table
Cutting Board
The Rake Stand
Ergonomic cereal bowl with few spoon movements. Large allowing separation of fruits, nuts and cereals without cereal becoming soggy.
Mattel Magic H20 Puzzles
Paint Dripper
Calorie Count Plate
Veloc
Induction Camp Stove
Learn in a Flash!
Skiers' GPS Wristband
HEATED &amp; LIT DOG COAT
Mount "Lever-It"
HUMANE Invisible Leash Collar
Twist a Toy
Quirky's SIGNAL including a Wide-Angle Rear View facing camera; works as Rear-View and Side-View Mirrors (By AJM)
Ultra Leash All in One
The Square Hot/Cool Thermos
Lighted (from above) Planter
Blink for Yes
Introducing the Kepler Space Burial Kit. Finally we can all space walk! Family members can get it on film!! Great line extension!!!
Smart Care Laundry
Ice Melter
CELEBRATE OUR MILITARY SERVICEMEN. Military design cases for all Apple Products: iPhones, iPads, iPods, MACs. SHOW PRIDE &amp;
THANKS! (By AJM)
Low Battery? Now you can tell which Smoke Detector is BEEEEPâ€™ing! SMOKE DETECTOR FLASHER. (By AJM)
Magnetic Indoor Hockey
Dream Wagon
Tired of Dress-Shirt Collars being Wrinkled? Slip my idea under your collar and have a straight and clean look!
Expandable Binders!! Fit everything you need for all your classes in one binder!
Hot or Cold Steeping Cup
**IPHONE BUMPER CASE + SOUND ENHANCER IN ONE** Let's combine 2 useful products. This would be a great mix of design and function!
Tower of Power and Power Bridge. Straight up or Arching power strip with Spinning Outlets. All the power, but a smaller footprint. (By AJM)
Home TV Network
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smart patio umbrella
motion detector shower fans
Freezer Content Monitor
Anti-drop straw
Polaroid photo Smartphone case
An alternate season calendar would be a wonderful uplift with viewing a summer scene in the cold winter season.
"Remote Release" outdoor critter traps! Alerts &amp; Identifies trap sprung; Humane Catch &amp;... RELEASE FROM A SAFE DISTANCE AWAY!. (By
AJM)
Temp-kabobs. App enabled Skewers that detect and communicate the doneness of the meat.
Mop Socks
Electronic Citrus Press
Soap n your hand
The Multi Melon Baller Tool that can cut out multiple melon balls at once. (By AJM)
Appetizer Filling Stuffer
A case with Favorites buttons for your iPhone or iPad, just like on a desktop keyboard. Use them to quickly open your favorite apps.
Nexerciser with tension resistance headrest heated back massage. Stretch head BACKWARDS to re-align back; side to side to relieve stress.
A insole for soccer shoes and shin pads that covers odors and covers it with natural smells.
**UNIVERSAL LOCKING BOTTLE CAP** Twist to unlock, twist again for water tight seal. No more unscrewing and no misplacing of the cap again.
Bicycle idroject canoa
APP MOLD SENSOR
The Triple Threat
#Spotsv .:Drinking glasses with a fixed measured "well" at bottom for mixed adult drinks or powdered mixes &amp; syrup drinks for kids. (By AJM)
A soft, flexible DEVICE (about 6" when fully expanded), to PREVENT INFANT/TODDLER CAR SEAT straps from twisting/folding onto themselves.
NEW Shower Curtain Design that will NOT Stick to you during your shower, stays Closed and Dries Quickly!
Poseidon Plant Watering Robot
Nexerciser with BACKWARDS tension resistance &amp; heated back massage. Stretch backwards to re-align back; side to side to relieve neck stress.
A soft, flexible DEVICE (about 6" when fully expanded), to PREVENT INFANT/TODDLER CAR SEAT straps from twisting/folding onto themselves.
Sound Emitting Wheel Cover. People will hear you coming, even if they don't see you... and STAY OUT OF THE WAY! 257votes (By AJM)
Smart Glass
The Teller
Alarm Clock
Gethe
Mini Mix lost out at Eval. Micro-Mix (resub) is real deal solution. Add ingredients, twist to mix/beat &amp; place directly into microwave.
Was UC w/Update.: Light Box "Tracing" Whiteboard desk/table that flips up to easel. Use with non-smudging WB Crayons. Prof or Toy. (By AJM)
Sliding Light Clothes Hanger
Mineral Powder Color Mixer
The iPhone Boomboxx - Make your iPhone go BoOOO)000(oooOOOoom!
Multimeter Watch
App Mineral Powder Color Mixer
Suction cup lens set for cell phones, ipads and computers
The Earth Suit, like a Space Suit, but for EARTH!
DigiDudes V2 - MINI! - Now for cellphones! - Help bring back the Dudes
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Zoe, the Connected Kitty Hub
#spotsv -- Flip Flop Clips! Shoe clips NOW for your Flip Flops!
Sync 'n Lock Buttons
Cozy Toe Tree
BOOMBOX LAPTOP CASE w/ Slide out Speakers - Turn any laptop into a BOOMBOX!
Dog treat bone
Cordless ear buds
The Country Boy Flag Holster
Watchful Creature
The portablender
Solution to keep Nuclear Dust Cloud contained plus a Brush to pull out dust bunches stuck inside a bagless vacuum canister during emptying.
Add Color and Express yourself; Shine stunning lite effect up wall. Add your own personality and style. Accent LEDs (SEE IMAGES) (By AJM)
Wink outdoor pest &amp; varmint traps! App alerts you when trap has been sprung; Identifies &amp; remotely monitors trap. Humane Catch &amp; Release.
Gas flame &amp; Induction stovetop
Solar powered headphones
Flex-Dispenser-Organizer-Pills
the duo dish
dual purpose bath fan Home Dep
Color-siftable Zen Garden
Apple Watch Docking Station
School Bus APP --- Track your child's school bus.
Roller Pillow Cushion Seat or Foot Rest. Simple seating that rolls out when needed and rolls back under and away for easy storage. (By AJM).
Gage for concentricity
Patio Umbrella slides down to become Table Cover; keeps table top cleaner and bird droppings free between uses. Sanitary is Healthy (By AJM)
Jumping Sole for shoes
DIY Battery Pack
Speedy Sweep,Speedy Wet Sweep
Touch sound
SPIN (app-enabled frisbee)
Finally, produce storage that saves space & increases shelf-life!
Tube Preserver
Inovated Mathematical Compass
Pivoty
iPad/Tablet Stand
Sweep Easy with Stickee Feet. Shoe skins made of washable sticky material. Walk-Slide-Swipe. Picks up crumbs, hair, dust, dirt etc (By AJM).
Cream Design Dispenser (By AJM)
Mini- Wink Enabled Defroster
Ice creams itinerant merchant
Light Up with Firefly Drone
BoardWheels
This swivel grip attaches to your luggage handle and gives you a place to attach you Smartphone to watch movies and Skype.
test
Build stuff with plastic soda &amp; water bottles. Bookcases &amp; shelves, benches, tables, skyscrapers, imagine much more. (By AJM).
Rotation toothbrush
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A citrus juicer that Squeezes, Zests, Microplanes, Pulps, Peels Citrus. (By AJM)
My Collapsible Rescue Vessel(Pod) would be very compact and easy to use. My invention would rescue all souls &amp; keep them dry.
Hole Punch anywhere
Flower Pot keeps plant Beautiful-Healthy; Rotates each nite so all sides get to face sun; ALERTS for water/food; LED GLOWS at nite (By AJM).
Clip solution
I Fed the Dog Dish
The merger of Pet and Machine: An Electronic Pet Toy as cool as "a cat chasing a mouse".
Bedside Valet Organizer and Docking/Charging Station with LED lights &amp; LOUD alarm speakers. (By AJM)
Grand mom forgot to take her pills today. Grand dad did not - however, he took grand mom's pills. Not good in either case. I have the answer
Mag Lev Train Set
I Count Carbs from Nutrition Labels. Often I need to pour exactly 1 serving measuring 1-tsp of salad dressing, mustard or ketchup (By AJM).
Elegant when stored...Loads of hanging space when folded-out
App-Enable Climate Contrl Unit
Holiday Projector
Bad box bottom carrier
Improved Wall Outlet
DaBrush
Bop it Game-Exercise Reaction
Light switch Alarm Clock
batting rectangle
Multi-Tool Grater Squeezer Zester for Citrus &amp; Control Pulp; Grate Cheese, Garlic, Nutmeg, Spices; Chocolate; Veggies; Cracks Nuts. (By AJM)
wePlug:Lets you share the power when outlets are scarce
Relax and let the app enabled pool cleaner easily remove leaf and other larger debris from you pool.
Roll and Sweep Dust Pan
You've Got Mail
Twister Wrap. Earbud Cord Management System that you can use alone or attached to ANY phone, on ANY case and on ANY ipod. (By AJM)
dryair Hair/Hand Dryer
Cord Buddies For HeadPhones
Reserved Parking Spot Device
Silicone Cooling Rack that Rolls Up - for easy cleaning and storage. Resubmit with a new triangle roll up shape.
Educational Guitar Effects
Hand Pumped Caulk
Teddy Bear App Enabled
ee
Are you intrigued? Look at ALL the images first; try to figure out my product; and then read Problem &amp; Solution to see the answer. (By AJM)
Car Tissue Box
UPC GROCERY LIST scan/reader for home. Scan empty boxes and used wrappers; List of products to your phone for use at grocery store (By AJM)
Baby Car Seat Assist
Security Computer desk center
A large car hide a key that can be hard mounted/magnetic mounted and it also contains a combination lock to enusure the key is secure.
CUPS-N-SPORKS - Containers with LIDS w/Built-in SPORKS, Collapsible into Discs, Stores Easy; Environmental, Healthy, Saves Money (By AJM)
The Nutty Seafood Cracker Juicer. Combination Seafood Cracker with Citrus Squeezer plus works as Nut Cracker with Adjustable Hinge. (By AJM)
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Hands-Free Umbrella Sleeve
Fire Generator
Don't let your pizza go cold. Pizza is delivered in a stay-hot pizza warming bag. KEEP it OVEN HOT, FRESH and CRISPY on your TABLE. (By AJM)
Bike trailer lock
A new twist on an old toy. Add glow to the slinky.
SLIDING DISH DRAINER
Bubble Music Instruments like a Xylophone or other than the usual blow bubble flutes. Make fun Music &amp; Bubbles as notes are played. (By AJM)
Quirky, lets redesign the sponge. One that's slick. ONE THAT DOESN'T PICKUP BACTERIA. One that makes people want to hand wash their dishes!
Outlet Plug Night Light - a child safe night light
Aphone-Television
Car Talk
Corn Holder Handles without sharp skewers
A Timed Outlet you Wind Up - re-submit, now simplified. Over 300 votes!
Decorative Window Art Bring Solar Power into your home. Energy saving Hybrid Power Strip uses dual AC/Solar collection panel system (By AJM)
Universal Silicon grip attachment that straddles top of blade ease hands when chopping certain foods or prepare for a large meal.
Unique Stand-up All-In-One Tool Set includes interchangeable ratchets, screwdrivers, socket wrenches and can be used as a hammer. (By AJM)
Stove Top Waffles in a skillet or pan. Why buy a waffle maker? Using this mold insert, make waffles simple on top of the stove. (By AJM)
Pacifier Cover
*Rubber-band + Timer* Place this around items in fridge. Alerts you when food has expired! Comp. is bulky :/ Use even around baby bottles!
Step Stool Shelf - hooks on your step stool to hold your stuff
Fabreeze
Invisible Light Fixture
Bring Solar Power into your home. Hybrid Power Strip with dual AC &amp; solar energy panel system using Decorative Art panel collection (By AJM)
The 'To What Extent' Game
Pole Power Organizer
Matey
amanda
Tough box crash cart
Charging furniture
Dog vehicle alarm
Recliner Computer Chair
ColorTime Toothpaste
IPAD MINI Spring Tilt Up Kickstand Case: Press to Pop Up - Stand automatically props up &amp; out of case to an upright position. (By AJM)
Upright Ironing. Less Repositioning, Less Hassle. Gravity hinders with flat ironing. Don't iron a section at a time - now 360Âº ironing(AJM)
No-Perv Camera Cover
Auto Sun Shade for your car with built in solar fans to circulate air and keep the car cooler!
Wireless charging
Bubble Music Xylophone/Instruments. It's more FUN to make Music AND Bubbles as notes are played. Can Create a Bubble Symphony Show. (By AJM)
Ultimate Flex Blade Squeegee for all flat &amp; curved glass like CAR WINDSHIELDS, Boats. Fill handle w/water or cleaner &amp; Spray Away (By
AJM)
Boxing Trainer For Children
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Blow Dishes Dry. Kitchen Blow dryer like the car wash and wash room hand dryers. UV Light Cleansing. Also, warms dinner plates. (By AJM)
Faucets and shower heads harvest and grow unhealthy molds, bacteria and disease. Cleanse even the internal parts of your fixtures easy (AJM)
Morning Brew
AIR PHONES
Simple School Solution
Baby-safe Outlet Armadillo
Self Chopping Bowl
Garden Irrigation Monitor
Bento boxes embody the smart & simple design aesthetic of the Japanese and would make perfect storage containers for first aid supplies.
Chari-ot-Stroller
Motor Oil Caps Built in Funnel
Ultimate Pizza Pan
Spectacle holder
Smart Kombucha Brewer
FastDraw Mobile
Talking My Size Wardrobe
Duo Rider
Wrap Around Portable Speaker
1
Car Talk
Ramp-A-Nator
*MatchBlox*
LAPTOP CASE w/ Slide out Speakers - One Size Fits All - Turn any laptop into a BOOMBOX!
Better Selfie
Clean tub
The Nutty Seafood Cracker Juicer. It's a combination Nut Cracker, Seafood Cracker and Citrus Squeezer with an Adjustable Hinge. (By AJM)
Kan Krush King
New QUIRKY ELEGANCE LINE! iPhone Dock Mini Curio Lamp - great in living &amp; bedrooms, dorms, apartments. Affordable Alternate Curio. (By
AJM).
The HydraLeash (named after the Hydra) provides a pleasant, tangle-free experience for dogs and dog owners and dog-walkers alike.
Mod Sleeve
QAIR
The Firemanâ€™s Friend provides a dedicated, sanitary storage solution that prolongs the life of their most important tool, their uniform.
paper cleanning inter teeths
Use simple water pressure to clear drain clog. NO dangerous chemicals. Attach hose to faucet &amp; nozzle into drain. It Really Works! (By AJM)
rainbow case
No to frosty windshields!
The Firemanâ€™s Friend provides a dedicated, sanitary storage solution that prolongs the life of their most important tool, their uniform.
Magic Cap
No Drip Umbrella
Party Machine that Produces Colored Bubbles. Bubbles + Colored Air = Great Fun ! Resubmit (By AJM)
Spring open, Tilt Up Kickstand Case: Press to Pop Up - Stand automatically props the phone up &amp; out of case to an upright position. (By AJM)
Tuegui
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travel heihei
Steady cup - defy vibration!
I want it mounted 10 inches from the top, 20 inches from the side, level and on the stud. No problem. The handyman tool is all you need.
CAN YOU SEE IT? Opportunity to solve two different problems for two different retail markets? Hoodies &amp; Earphone/Earbuds Croakies. (By AJM)
Time Delayed System delays lights-off. Gives you additional time after turn-off to see where you are going &amp; get to safety. #QCYCLE (By AJM)
Unique all-in-one Tool Set including a HAMMER. Interchangeable ratchet tool, screwdrivers and socket wrenches; and use as a hammer. (By AJM)
Beer sling
Automatic Bike Light System turns lights on in low light conditions and Time Delayed System delays lights-off for safety. #QCYCLE (By AJM)
FunTime
#QCYCLE Warm your Face and Head... Helmet Heater insert or Face Shield attachment. (the image is Quirky's Signal)(By AJM)
light foot
A cheap, single-use (or multiple-use) inclinometer which may be easily applied by glue or pin or nail or any other way to any surface.
Hydro-Locker
The Helping Hand
Vcan
What happens between the time a toddler falls in the pool and someone reaches the person in the water â€“ potentially drowning? NOTHING!!
Comfort Bulb
#QCYCLE Wide-Angle Rear View facing camera mounted under the seat works as Rear-View and Side-View Mirrors (By AJM)
Rolnex
ã…
Easy Unplugging Outlet
cool air
The Wife app
Magnetic Thomas Train Track
Magnolock
Runner's Wrist Water Bottle
Graphene Water Filter
2-in-1 Curl &amp; Blow Hairstyler
THE SQUEEASY 3000 WILL BE THE LAST SQUEEGEE YOU WILL EVER NEED THIS ALL IN ONE TOOL WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY
IT CONTAINS ALL YOU NEED
Let's reinvent the Best Ever Nut Cracker... The Nut Shield - Nut Cracker. Don't Spray the Nuts and Shells when you Crack your Nuts. (By AJM)
#spotsv Cling Wrap gets all tangled before it gets onto the bowl? A Pull-Out Edge Strip will hold end straight &amp; taut so no tangles (By AJM)
grandmas helper
Fresh Pods
Graphene Air Filter
Clip-on Speakers. Clip your streaming music anywhere: beach chair, golf bag, bike. Share the Tunes with CLIP TUNES! 452 votes RESUB (By AJM)
#Spotsv Keep Nuclear Dust Cloud contained plus a Brush to pull out dust mat stuck inside a bagless vacuum canister during emptying. (By AJM)
go-fish
Electrify
Poppy Hair Applicator
safe scissors
Armguard
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This is another perspective on the back seat mirror concept posted earlier. It uses the built-in car camera and the in-dash screen.
GE - SMART Lawnmower connected to phone app -tracks info and gives reminders for optimal mows and ease of use, maintenance, fuel, etc.
Groom Broomer mini SQUEEGEE!
UMBRELLA - HANDS FREE
Kinetic Tire Pressure Monitor
The hidden pantry
Gidget
Resubmit-Canâ€™t find the toys,leash,grooming-tools for your pet,they get lost,misplaced,not where you left them. Keep them safe in one spot
Tablet Input using Both Hands
Thermoelectric BBQ Light
Safe Key
Silicone Slow cooker liners
Oil Pan 2.0
GreenBags
Voice changing duckbill
A Drying Rack that you can dry clothes on and then go right to storage! When your clothes are dry you can hang right into your closet!
Reading Board Game
Sip of Nature
RE-submit RFID UHF active/simi-active tags for hikers (was in UC and live EV)updated from feedback---lets try again
Unable to sleep well
Resubmit---The Power supply travel bag, control the mess and forgotten power cords for your devices when away from home
MedFirst Identification (R)
Scrub Glove
S.Power
Give Your Dog a JOB. Help me put my dog to work (or at least give him something to do)!
LoveCups
A Dog Hypnotizer!!!!!! Help me keep my Dog calm and QUITE!!!!
Computer Magic & Internet Wand! (So you too can become Internet Wizard w/Computer Magic).
Garden Monsters
Computer Magic & Internet Wand! (So you too can become Internet Wizard w/Computer Magic).
PORTABLE LENS SET FOR CELL PHONES
IDEA CARDS : The Decision Making Card Game
Mouse for Two Computers
#spotsv Clip-on Speakers. Clip your streaming music anywhere: beach chair, golf bag, bike &amp; more. Share your Tunes with CLIP TUNES (By AJM)
A better Pet Water Dispenser!
twist spoon two sizes forkids
Test
power portable buffer polisher
Your Way Storage Container
Smarty
Harman+Quirky = Headworks
SD-Brick
FOB SAFE
Exterior Lights w/ wifi camera
SBN1
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Heated Air Flow Dish Rack
iSpy
IDEA CARDS : The Decision Making Card Game
PORTABLE LENS SET FOR CELL PHONES
CordSmith
PORTABLE LENS SET FOR CELL PHONES
Automatic Protein Shake Maker
Shoo Fly
Fireplace hearth ash liner
Touchscreen Finger Bandages
Pizza boxes with removable inner liner.Boxes are not recyclable at this time because grease from pizza gets on box.
iPhone 6 Charging App Hub!
Wall Mount Charging Station
Lotion Warmer #SmartBathroom
scruballoon
Stickless Spray
Spring Collaps Extension Cord
The Desktop Pro
The Toasti Towel
Perforated Snack Packs
Biodegradation mulching paper
Expanding flowerpot (ePot)
Slow cooker that also chills.
Using measure &amp; attention mechanisms, the "Safer" which attaches to a Car's door, allows parents to take kids out of the car safely.
The "Get Lucky" app
Wrap-it for extension cords
"5 minutes and dinner is ready"- would it be lovely if young kids could appreciate time? the "Clockid" allows young children to assess time
Diapy wipey
Garage Door Sentinel
Fizzital
White Chocolate Supreme & more
Roller Pillow Cushion Seat &amp; Lift-Up Foot Rest. Simple seating that rolls out when needed and rolls back under and away for easy storage.
Hidden contactless bike alarm
Dark Vader lights.
"Is grandma OK ?" how can we validate the well-being and safety of children left alone or the elderly, without invading their privacy ?
smaller toilet seat
A clean and simple snap-on iPhone holder for iMac. Easy to mount.
How can small clothing items be hanged for drying easily saving time and energy ? the Extender attaches to hanging ropes with ease.
Bubbles + Colored Air = Great Fun !
Igerm assassin
Smartphone Blacklight
Extend a cord outside
Cherry Berry Colada
SnapCase for iPhone 6/6Plus
Thermometer soup spoon
Office Massage Chair
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top inventuobn
Portable USB MINI FAN. EZ Carry - Memory Stick/Pocket Size. NO CABLES or WIRES and NO LONG STANDS or FLEXIBLE NECK. (By AJM)
Solar LED Soccer Net!
Place Cord Keeper at midsection of excess cord and wind up unit. Various sizes for cord thickness. Simple gear and lock with release button.
Aros-Swamp
Clip-on Speakers... Share your Tunes; Remote Bluetooth; Clip your streaming music anywhere - beach chair, golf bag, bike, and more. (By AJM)
CHILD SAFETY. Pinback button with bluetooth, pair with smart phone app, the app alerts you when bluetooth connection is lost.
a padded shoulder strap that you would use like a guitar strap when you play your ipad musical instrument apps.
All-in-one dorm desk. For when space is limited, built-in fridge and freezer drawers, built-in microwave, and integrated power strip
Cato'S
Space saving books&amp;Tabs Stand
Wink Home Security
Hello Barbie ToyTalk House
The joy of cooking doesn't part with age, but control does. Let's help seniors hold food while slicing / grating.
Tidy Bird
Robotic garden tiller that moves around on its own, churning, turning the soil. This would be used in an open area, before planting.
Brick oven great taste at home
Max Steel Bio-Link Wristwatch
My first Book
Center finding laser,improved!
"HASHTAG"
What's in it
Smart Thermometer
Necklace Tube Prevents Tangles
(THE SPECIFIC IMAGING CAMERA)Photograph an Image using a specific imaging camera then Search the image on the web to identify it.
Simple and Multi-Functional. This dual purpose cap allows you to either spoon or pour your way to a finished meal. Render by Peter Frazier
3-in-1 Storage, Carrier &amp; Buffet Server. Individ Airtight Sections stay hot or cold; keeps pickle juice away from the wings &amp; deli. (By AJM)
Picnicker's Paradise
Adjustable Sheer/Loppers
iWatch Charging Cable Wrap
Wink Snack dispenser
The Party Planner
3D ProTech
Recycled Water Washers
Barbie-Q
Traq, Sports &amp; Health Monitor
Easy Dish Cleaner
Canister minder
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Lawn Mower
Social Media IMP CUBE/ORB
Battery Power Electric Grill
Most RV wheel covers are one or two colors, off white,light beige but most of them are drab. My idea is Decorative RV Wheel Covers
The Carpet Edge Vacuum
Seal up and Cover
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All in one cleaning delivery unit,go from 3 or 4 cleaning bottles to one, make it your way,you choose green products,not brand specific
Solar Powered Energy Turbine
Easy phone alarm controller
Automotive Seat Leveler
Water Bottle w/ Towel storage
Infant Air Soother
Watch out! It's a zombie! Zombies are all the rage now-a-days. Now it's your chance to take on the horde in your own home.
Freeze-alert
iPhone 6 Plus Hard Cover Case
Home automation water shut off
Cord Clip
Quirky Ripcord Refined
P'vot Pow'r GFCI-ground fault interrupt. Use Outdoors, Basement, Laundry &amp; Bathrooms, Kitchen. Reset button - stops electric shock (By AJM).
Bath-ground sounds
Zwave or Zigbee fan control
AutoDimWindow
cloud light
Hearing Aid bath/Shower Alarm
ergonomic tile mud blade
Text-Enabled Landline
Hybrid Generator/Battery
RE- Charging Fixture/Lamp.
Automated Food Supplier
SmartViewer
polaroid my life
In and Out Fan
The Full Measure
Out with the Old in With The NEW. Lets Redesign the Watering Can with An Adjustable Spout, Arm and Trigger For Better Control When Watering
Camee (capture me)
charging armour
Egg peeler
Patent Pending, Fast-Loading, Fast-Firing Slingshot: See prototype and video!!!
The Phose
An "Adjustable Height" Laundry Basket that is Easily Accessed by Seniors, Physically Challenged or Anyone. Very Convenient. (See Picture)
Leg Up
The "Cruise and Snooze Pillow" is designed to keep a child's head supported in an upright position when they fall asleep in there car seat
ATIC PULL DOWN STAIRS CAP
Goldilocks Duck
Let's design a "Hotdog Waffle on a Stick Maker". These are Great but if you want one you have to buy it directly from China, Very Expensive
Make It Mobil
This is a Universal Stabilization Bar for Wheelbarrows. It helps prevent a roll over and spilling of the contents of the wheelbarrow.
Simple and effective study aid that combines Playing Cards with your Study Notes.
Trust Key
GroundControl
Keep it Simple Colander
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Remotely Controlled High Chair
Play Mp3's directly off your thumbdrive
A Remote-Controlled Strategy Game for All Ages: The first to knock their opponents out of the ring wins.
Built-in Hairtie Shirt
Porta Magravitational Reader
Roll'on
Puzzle Photo Hanger
Hair cutter
expandable lightbulb
Interchangeable Paint Brush !
ã…‡ã…‡
Make Your Phone a Computer
DAILY THYROID SENSOR
Can opener
biodegradation mulching paper
SQUEAK PRO
drill with battery and adapter
The Button Game
Device Micro-Detailer &amp; Stylus
GE Light Bulb No Electricity
Baggit
Now it's easier than ever to turn off that hard to turn outside water faucet knob. Stop using Plier's or wrenches, when you can use ?
A wall plug sensor with WiFi that detects and kills roaches (insects) and alerts an app on your smartphone.
Extend Laundry Drying Rack
Stele
Romance Seat
Tiger Survival Phone Case
TIDYTongs
Safe Walk
Car Paper Shredder
Keurig K-Scoop
Crumply Toy
Why didn't 3M think of this? The painter's helper: masking tape already pre-cut and pre-packaged in 90 degree "L" shapes.
This tool eliminates ANY oil drip when changing your own oil. It allows you to direct the oil flow where you want it.
Torpedo Cooler
Multiple fan system
Elbow Egg - Flexible cup shaped micro-file that removes dry and dead skin from ELBOWS &amp; that area just below the elbow (By AJM).
Kitchen Timer with Memory
WINK - Smart Wine Thermometer
A home for Apple devices - right at the center of an active family life. Huddle is a traditional cork board/whiteboard with a modern twist.
A Screwdriver with Telescoping Shaft, bit storage in the handle, Handle top can be used as a super short ratchet driver.
Whiteboard desk/table that flips up into whiteboard easel. Create siting down or standing up. Children's & professional's versions (By AJM)
PillowTop
Fish Tank Safty Monitor
Are the hot dogs done - or burned yet? Lid Light for Barbecue Grilling at night. Perhaps hybrid solar charges battery by daylight. (By AJM)
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Potty Trainer Alarm wrist band
Coffee/ Beer Delivery DRONE
BevFreeze
THE POP UP iPhone SOUND ENHANCER CASE! A non-electric acoustic case that magnifies sound. It's unplugged! Redesigned UC resubmit
Stake A Claim To Space! Enjoy the beach within your walls. Lets redesign the beach mat with Pop-UP Walls! Made for two!
THE AUDIO BOX! A Non-Electric Acoustic dock for iPhones. Paper roll tubes can also be attached for deeper sound. Its Unplugged!
Rx Reminder: App Bracelet
The Programmable Night Lamp Ceiling Projector! Story book images with sound for kids, or mood enhancing audio visuals for adults.
The Programmable Night Lamp Ceiling Projector With Sound! Story book images with sound for kids, or mood enhancing audio visuals for adults.
The MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER! Convenient to use pen type gadget wherever you go! Resubmit since Jan 30th, 2012. Once in UC.
The MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER! Convenient to use pen type gadget wherever you go!
Stake A Claim To Space! Enjoy the beach within your walls. Lets redesign the beach mat with Pop-UP Walls! Made for two
Secret Slider
Compost + Recycle + Trash
The Smart Mug! a USB Heated Mug with Built-in Temperature Gauge and Control. Now you can keep your drinks hot at your desired temperature.
Stake A Claim To Space! Enjoy the beach within your walls. Lets redesign the beach mat with Pop-UP Walls! Made for two!
Leg Light
clean
Garage door
Rubber Band Labels
Build your own FOAM furniture - For kids of all ages
Cutlery Holder/ Cutlery Bay
DOOR HOOK2 - Double-Side Door Hooks/Hangers. One piece bracket over top of door w/hooks on both BACK side &amp; FRONT side of the door. (By
AJM)
Floor Foot Brush
The MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER! Convenient to use wherever you go! Rechargeable Electric or Wind-Up Powered? Choice is yours.. Vote
Now!
THE ULTIMATE MAGNETIC WALL FOR KIDS. Letters, Numbers, State and Country Puzzles, Games Checkers, Chess, Sudoku. Even Building Blocks
.....
Redesign the disinfectant spray! Protect your home from Grime with The High Pressure Water Gun Cleaner! A hand pump gun to zap grime away!
Blue Roof Cafe
"THE KID CLOCK"
The PORTABLE SUNLIGHT EXTENSION! A Compact Fiber Optic Gadget to catch the sunlight from indoors or in the shade. Free Light!!! (Resubmit)
The Lollipop for Adults! the pacifier that can help break the nasty habit or to simply satisfy your sweet tooth. Lets reinvent the Lollipop!
App-enabled bike alarm (Equipped with motion sensor, camera, and gps tracker)
Multi tootbrush
Remote Fire Suppression System
The bib plate
Password Dongle
Low Clearance Checker
Swish
Sone di doll
The memorizer
A Camera-Operated TV Remote
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Packaging Tape Dispenser with a Trigger, cut the tape with a trigger instead of rolling it up and using the dangerous cutting blade.
3 way fan. 3 personal ventilators band together with flexible necks and can be directed to different directions.
Stylish BEER fermentation cabinet for the living room. Temperature-controlled cooling and heating capacity.
Childrens Hair Detangler Clamp
Quirky Club Brew, Grassroots Coffee. 1) Obama Kona Java, Presidential Blend &amp; 2) Dandichell, Victory Garden Blend. Moving Forward Brew
UPC GROCERY LIST scan/reader for home. Scan empty boxes and used wrappers; List of products to your phone for use at grocery store (By AJM)
BE the Tweezers!
A Children's, special needs, and elderly Fork and Spoon. Easy to Hold. Will Adjust to Any Angle Needed for a variety of Individuals Needs.
Ancer This Device
Smart Outdoor Umbrella
Rolodex Learning System
Every 1 second, 4 cans of Spam are Sold. The "Spam Extractor" Makes Getting Spam Out of the Can a Breeze. The "Spam Slicer" Works Perfect.
2 Buckets that Connect Together Making One. Replace the Water Side or Cleaner Side Independently of Each Other. Great for Mopping Etc.
"Easy Twist" An Excellent Way for Seniors, Special needs, or anyone with Arthritis or other Gripping Problems to Easily Open Jars/Bottles
(Resub)App enabled baking pans
Colored Correction Pencils
APP Enabled FISHING ROD
Gel Wrist Bracelets (Laptops)
Companion
Pointless Hanger Huggers
the cloud
Pedals - Plug n' ride! Bike's crank arm and pedals have a NEW STANDARD of relationship.
The "CAGE" - Bicycle Roof rack for the covered parking place. #QCYCLE
button to cover pan.
Envision a motion activated "No Soliciting" sign mounted on or near your front door. No other sign out there illuminates and TALKS.
The DECORATIVE INDOOR PLANT BOX ON WHEELS! with a built in Hydroponic System. Bring out your Plants conveniently for Natural Sunshine!
Leg Lock Purse Security
Toilet Tissue Loader
DIRT DW
Cell phone signal blocker
Punch Out
"Cody" Animation Creation
Key Pop
MOON POD â€“ A mobile, customizable indoor/outdoor mini-cabana -- your room with a view. Resub.
Next service due device
Laser pointer capture
Super Duper Garden Scooper â€“ POT UP PLANTS quickly &amp; efficiently without losing soil or making a mess - more fun in the garden!
Hercules
perforated beach parasol.
Candle Safe
The MINI ELECTRIC COFFEE FROTHER! Mix or Froth your coffee wherever you go. Impress your friends with this Pen-Like gadget! (resubmit)
App Enabled Fire Extinguisher
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Holographic Chalk Line
Sports Towel Twirler
Spider Cup
Bye bye caries
VACUUM FOR EASY RECYCLING OF PLASTIC BOTTLES. Flattens plastic bottles by sucking the air out of them.
Take a picture with your phone in CAD then Wink sync it to your 3D printer device. App controls the picture, process and printing.
Doggy Dust Mask
Sheer-to-Lopper combo (resub)
MACBOOK CASE OR SLEEVE WITH BACKPACK STRAPS. Retractable straps so you can carry laptop/ iPad on your hand or as a backpack.
Urine Healthometer
Med Vend
An app enabled cake maker machine that mixes the ingredients and bakes the cake.
Shears with adjustable pivot point! Hedge Shears and Lopper Combined into one! (Resub)
Bank of Charge
LET THE SUNSHINE INTO YOUR HOMES! Fiber Optic Technology using water and resins. Free Light!
Modular Vertical farming sytem
An app on the smartphone to alert me when the fridge is left open past 3 minutes so that I may message it to close itself.
Calendar Holder
Can Opener Cup
Easy Travel
Nozzle Lock
Roof Lou Ann
bottle
protector of fingers for heat
Jacket Of The Future(Back To The Future). With heater, interior earphone wire, pockets for iPad/iPhone, medicine carrier, phone charger..
Toe protector
iPhone 6 Charging App Hub!
Electric stove auto timer
mobile flexible flower pot
Kangaroo Scooter
Hair Assistant
Studydrive
MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER
Stylish Dump
App-Enabled Child Car Seat. Car seat w/ heating pad, music player, monitor and sensor to remind you child is in car.
CLOTH RACK for ShowRooms
Device Micro-Detailer & Stylus
Doggie Window Harness
Swept-Away
Kitchen Squeegee and Scraper
The Tendon Tender
MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER
g
Elect Band
Soft Bathtub Cover
LEAF COLLECTOR
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wifi wind chime
Sonic Sneaker Cleaner keep your expensive leather footwear boots &amp; shoes clean &amp; pristine w/up to 30,000 cleansing strokes per minute. (AJM)
MULTIUSE KEYS LANYARD. With phone charger cable and earphones storage pouch incorporated.
The Knight Light
Various size Grab-n-Go lunch containers with LIDS w/built-in SPORKS; Collapsible into discs. Make-n-Take Salad homemade pudding jello yogurt
Java Smart styling
Boomerang
Tempura Batter Breading Station w/cutting board built-in utensils. Cut, pound, flour, egg wash, breadcrumbs; to pan, to oven, to table (AJM)
smart entry
Hi Five Baby
spray sugar
Smart Control
Vinyler
Latest Lid
NO HOLE LID
Floating Entertainment Capsule w/ Bluetooth speakers w/controls, cooler, cup holders, and underwater lights for the pool
Bluetooth speaker dock that doubles as headphones
App-Enabled Soccer Ball. Get information of ball's speed, touches, kick psi, spin RPM etc. Great tool for training. World market.
Graffiti Soap
DIGITAL DIARY app-enabled. Record your daily life. Store pictures and videos, leave recorded messages for loved ones in case of death.
Poppy spaghetti canister
Harman Loop
Neck pillow / tablet stand
Sculptural Concrete Block
Cup Keeper
Closet compactor and divider
Love
Trash Tracker
Nest Egg - Financial Tracker
Anywhere Drawer!
The Garden Pose
RoboLights
I have a very fuzzy cat. Electric razor made him go crazy. Trimming comb can't go through his thick hair. We need your help. Thank you!
Future Earphone or it's just something too beautiful to resist? Introducing a combination of Quirky design and Fab style!
Car mode for iPhone5 - all phone calls &amp; text messages will be automatically converted to VOICE. My similar idea for car device on UC.
iShopmatch - an App for iphone5 that saves shopping time for buyers and helps sellers sell more products
(RESUB)App-Enabled File/Storage Cabinets - Easy log-in and locate objects/documents with iPhone App.
ZenbedZ
The wall outlet that comes to you.It can be a normal wall outlet,but if you need it,you can take it off the wall and take it closer to you.
Gator Guard
Cleaning tools container
All-Flex Squeegee - Ultimate flex for curved windows like BOAT and CAR WINDSHIELDS. Fill the handle w/water or cleaner &amp; Spray Away (By
AJM)
APP that warns you when your car brake and headlights need to be replaced. Avoid getting stopped by the police.
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Double size laptop desk w/USB charging cooler carry case/backpack. Use in car on floor bed &amp; chair. PLENTY OF DESK AREA for more items (AJM)
Quirky Hammer &amp; All-in-one hand tool for all your everyday needs. Hammer, changeable screwdriver, ratchet &amp; socket set and wrench. (By AJM)
PET &amp; OWNER HEALTH (SEE #6) Vibrating Pet groomer-massager. Dispenses skin lotion or conditioner (like Olio) as you groom your pet. (By AJM)
skate board electric
assa
Do you LOVE Fresh Baked Warm Cookies and Brownies? Have cookies fresh warm &amp; delicious anytime, even store bought right from your microwave!
No Fuss Ceiling Fan
the flying bike
Protective Utensils Spacer
Don't buy a special spinning bucket to wring dry your mop; a motorized spinning mop handle is even better. No more unpleasant sour mop odor.
Dog Leash w/ iPhone Dock. Easy handling iPhone when walking your dog(s). Plug-in headphones, free hand for house keys, flashlight, 2nd dog..
No more sweaty baby! Make their car ride more comfortable with a gel filled Cooling Pad for Newborn/Infant Baby Car Seats.
(UC/Revised) CORDIES FOR THE CAR. Cars are like our second office, we carry several cables in them. See Revised VIDEO.
iSticky
A thin inflatable mat with side bumpers for baby play time, similar to an air mattress used for camping. Available in different sizes.RESUB
Serve deli in DELI BUFFET; a serve tray with sections that fold into a storage &amp; carry case great for parties, take on picnics &amp; tailgating.
Pacifier that goes on Baby's hand/foot. Could be bootie, mitten, or pajamas! Can't find it anywhere, See picture for terrible illustration!
Talking Pet Collar
Canvas tote that attaches to the top of a cooler or ice chest to carry and store items.
Updated beach chair that is wider and more comfortable for all ages and body types and is easy to transport and set up.
No More Stinky Litter Boxes - Litter box with a built in odor trapping waste pail to hold soiled litter until time to take out garbage.
FlySwat &amp; Scoop
Adhesive Food Placement List
Tooth Brush Cubby
Get a Grip
www
FAIR SQUARE
Why do I have 3 dish cleaning tools when they can be combined into one tool? This multipurpose tool allows to scrape,scrub, and wash!
Heli-Selfie
CANDY ROCKET - KIDS FUN
Unique storage bins that double as trash cans and are functional for everybody! Keep your space looking stylish while being clutter free!
Tenderizer / Marinator Kit
Smart Plate
The headphones of tomorrow.
App-Enabled Pet Collar - With GPS, intercom, camera and shock collar option for some dogs.
Zheros
Automatic Spice Dispenser
Guitar player nail protectors
A handbag or backpack with lots of pockets in the inside, for fruits or vegetables.
Calming, ambient lighting with storage! Help feel relaxed, while also keeping the bathroom counter clutter free! Sleek, modern design.
App-Enabled File/Storage Cabinets - Easy log-in and locate objects/documents with iPhone App.
Apri
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Solar Hybrid Inverter
An App Enable Motion Detector Light when activated sends Alert to your Phone with Picture of what activated the sensor. Audible Alarm Option
A Fold-able/Portable "Accessories Table" that holds a variety of power tools and smaller hand tools. This table is designed for convenience
A Rainwater Gutter Divert-er, easily slips into your existing gutter. Attach a hose and slip thru existing gutter, no modifications needed.
Shake-Clutch clear product line extension to address new NFL "No Purses" rule. Ladies, we can come up with something cuter!!
An iPhone case/clamp that attaches to your monitor or macbook screen
Collapsable Olympic Bar
Phone Fan
Keurig K Cup- Chicken or Beef Broth Soup. You're already sick, why have to fuss with a can opener or pot? Made to UC / Resubmission
Plug n' ride!
Guitar ToneBank
Find-it-now!
Bluetooth turn/brake lights
SlapSet Workout Timer
easy untangle earbuds
Mobile Pod Coffee Mug
LAUNDRY BAG BANDNET - Oversized Bandnet bag for laundry and other tasks. Easier to get clothes in and out of the bag. Line Extension.
TwinLid Container
Voice control power outlet
Digtal Duck
EZ pop door lock
Bin With Drip Tray
Take that pile of Batteries and sort them like you would with spare change. Separate the Good Batteries from those that should be recycled.
Shape your Space--Modular Patio Cubes. Define your outdoor spaces. Your space, your way. Moving? Take it with you. Reconfigure! Resub.
survival stick
DOORBINDER! Easy to place with just one basic motion. No bending--no "jamming' necessary!
Big Bag Bowl
OASIS III - A Garden in a table. Revised after UC Feedback! Now includes LED grow lamps in column supports! Renders by Simplyinclined.
WHERE to put your MICROWAVE LID when not in use? A rotating lid you don't have to touch/remove to heat coffee/food that won't splatter!resub
CONTACT LENS CASE you won't lose! Carabiner attachment. Mirror; Extra Solution Section for rewetting; inserting. RESUB.
iMAC CARRYING STRAPS/CASE. Adjustable straps to carry 21" or 27" iMAC. Easy to carry around or back to the Apple store.
BUFFET/BAR Flip-Down Wall Mount; Indoor/Outdoor; Multi-Use--resub*

***Collaboration & Renders -- DesignJunkie

Tea Cup Shaped Baking Mould
MINI Walkie Talkie***Snaps on and off Mount and onto wrist band! Short range communication between riders. #QTOYS Renders welcome!
Ever bake and decorate a gorgeous cake and then mutilate a piece or two or three while slicing and serving it? Doh!
sweepies
A rigid clipboard with room to securely attach the iPad Mini/iPhone on top for fieldwork and business meetings. Renders by Webman.
Creamer Coated Coffee Beans
Light Enhancement
Battery Backup Home Intranet
Apple Watch Battery Pack
MoHawk-FlatTop Clipper Guards
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Power+
WAVES,Quirky's Bobble Brush Station. Inspired in the ocean waves.Simplicity,functionality and form.
IRON FOR BASEBALL CAPS AND HATS. Iron that can reshape wrinkled up baseball caps and hats. Make them look like new again.
iMAC CARRYING STRAPS/CASE. Adjustable straps to carry 21" or 27" iMAC. Easy to carry around or back to the Apple store.
Bathroom Concealed Magazines Holder. We like to read in the bathroom, but sometimes the space is limited, no problem, here is the solution.
Pro-Ball
MowMow
Huggu hoops
Moss Out Spread Eagle
Tired of dropped stockings and clothes in the space between the washing and drying machines and the laundry room walls? This is the solution
Smart Oatmeal Machine
Car seat alarm
Home Secure Plus
j26
LIFE GUARD
Hang Anywhere Curtains
Kitchen Hanger for Gloves/Bags
kid potty &amp; umbrella enclosure
FLOW MOTION the motion sensing shower head that reduces the water pressure when you are not standing in the flow. Conserves water &amp; saves $
Car Seat Alarm
"Mi-Q-Wave Saver Liners" keep your microwave oven clean! Filthy interiors are disgusting, unsafe; old smells &amp; flavors can infiltrate foods
Warm socks/gloves with breath power
The IPhone 3,000
Austin Tortilla Maker
Reversible USB Charger
Bar Waiter Gloves
UFO Balloon-High Power Speaker. Promotional Balloon Connected by a rod to a High Powered Sub-Woofer Speaker. Booms QUIRKY!
"Davy", the digging dump truck
PaperTowel Carry Store Dispens
Sticker with localizer in
TOY ROCKET FUELED BY DIET COKE AND MENTOS. Plastic rocket toy. Just pour in diet soda and drop mentos with a mechanical timer. Linked
Video!
Makeover the kitchen trash container. The "Trash Station" makes trash less of a chore, more efficient, better organized, easy, clean &amp; safe.
WINK Refrigerator Magnet Reminder
The World's First Microcontroller Controlled Energy Saving Generator at http://gamer456148.blogspot.com/#!/p/patenets-and-trademarks.html
A message chair controlled by the iphone, ipad, or mac through bluetooth or usb
IMOTO THE IPHONE CONTROLLED RIDE ON FOR AGES 15+
A message chair controlled by the iphone, ipad, or mac through bluetooth or usb
ICOSMOS ATARI COSMOS STYLE CASE For ipad mini
The World's First Microcontroller Controlled Energy Saving Generator at http://gamer456148.blogspot.com/#!/p/patenets-and-trademarks.html
Fishing Rods for the iphone, ipod, ipad, and mp3
App Enabled Compost Tumbler
LOOPITS NET. Line extension to Loopits. Great to hold more things at your desk, garage, kitchen..
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EZ,LOW-TECH, SNOW MOVER+SALTER
3-D Pizza Maker
Campers Java!
komfort travel pillo
Plant Pots w/ Ant Barrier
instant post
Door Wedge
Being "too light" is one of top 5 complaints about iPhone 5. HEAVIER iPHONE CASE. Case that adds 1 ounce of weight to the iPhone 5.
SlideSecure
Aluminum iphone 6# case
Multilingual Character
"No Taggy Blanky Left Behind!"
Cooler!
Dream
Generator Exhaust/Muffler Att.
Smiley Hair
Solar Charge, Laptop Charger
Subdrone
Programmable Essential Oils Diffuser - Holds Multiple Oils - App Controls what is Diffused
The Nozzler
Jd
Marble Blasters
Bench Buddy
Pillow talk
PIVOT POWER S&M (Stretch&Mold)
Multi-Bit Screwdriver
Double iPhone Charging Caddy
Strava Pod
The Solar Powered Laptop
Wink Powered / App Enabled Audio Spy Bug. Just for fun place this Covert Black Box in any room then Listen in on your Smart Device!
Create your own lightsculpture
Playful, Simple and Healthy!
ReadyFly
Shave Buddy
Wireless Smart Remote for your DSLR Camera. Control settings and get instant images on your Smart Device.
Control your Surround Sound with Wink! Adjust surround sound instantly from phone. Have preset settings for Music or Movies
Bottle sticky
Personal Hair Shower
"STEP-UP" the SPADE -see VIDEO
Heiho
Biometric Earphones
test no idea
Pillow talk
21st Century EVAC Systems
Look at a work phone, car vents, television remote, around the knobs of a sink, is it really clean? A triangle shaped sponge is the answer.
Compliment Mirror
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Remote Control Combat Barbie
PREVENT ANY HACKER CAN SEE THROUGH THE WEBCAM OF YOUR LAPTOP
CoolPac
DRINKING AN EASY HYGIENICALLY SODA AND IT DOESNÂ´T LOSE THE GAS.
biometric knife block
Lumaflex
My device helps put a bandage on when nobody is around. It helps holds the bandage then slips out of the way so you can continue wrapping.
Snack package
DOUBLE-SIDED GLASS CLEANER
PROBLEMS WITH LONG CABLES HEADPHONES
Power anywhere
Let's modernize the crayon! Wood wrapped outside, vivid crayon color inside. Make them longer and sturdy to last the entire school year.
3 on 1 Bottle
WHERE IS THE CAP/CORK? TIRED OF LOSING THE CAP/CORK OF BOTTLES? JOIN THEMÂ¡Â¡
Bendable "I'm with COCO doll"
WHEN I GO HOME,I DONÂ´T KNOW WHERE IS THE LIGHT SWITCH. I WANT TO SEE IT IN THE DARK !!!
Swift Sink
RESUB- S.O.S (Sift Out a Soggy) Cookie Hook. Over dunked your cookie, graham cracker, brownie, etc? S.O.S. Cookie Hook to the rescue! 3 pics
A SPOON WITH HOLES WHICH MAY COVER TO EAT CEREAL WITH MILK OR ALONE.
Is YOUR trunk lid lined with carpet or molded with no holes? How would you move an item? Magnetic Trunk Tie Down to the rescue.
the soundtrack
Table and chair booties that protect the integirity of the chair,and table while protecting the flooring. Especially hard wood floors.
Yard Pan plus
SmartFort
A cup holder add-on! A cylindrical device with an outer layer that fits in any cup holder and an inner core that conforms to any drink.
Tired of digging in your purse for lip gloss or a comb? This case offers users one, compact place to easily access these items - TOGETHER.
Interchangeable, nesting floor protectors with advanced cushion power SEE RENDERING
OnCore Modem or Router Module
Easy access shoe storage for "everyday" shoes and boots. Covered storage also available.
snap hook Iphone Watchâ„¢!
Quirky GE Wink AV Camera
Stud Finder, Level, Laser Level, Punch Pin, LED light , Simple Micrometer &amp; Calipers, L &amp; T squares, Measuring Tape. All in One
Easy-mixing coffee lid rotates open to mix creamer and sugar. Don't put your lid on a dirty countertop again! #spotsv
Shelfie
Super Absorbent Towel-Suit. SEE SKETCH Dries pet automatically
WINK Earnings + TAX Calendar
HARD BOILED EGG SEPARATOR. Tool that peels a hard boiled egg in seconds! No mess! WATCH VIDEOS of my prototype.
charger table
Containers that get smaller with the food they store
A charity system that rewards college students for their good performance by donating money in their name.
A flashlight that can be used like a lamp. Use it at home, or when camping... Give more use to your flashlight...
Hang a picture in under two minutes perfectly without tools or wall damage.
VIDEO Ratcheted Flexi-Duster
SUCTION CUP WATER PEN. Aqua Doodle like pen to moist car GPS' suction cups or any other. Designed with larger body and larger sponge tip.
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Multi-Surface Cleaner with UV Sanitizer
A new design for the baby bottle! Make it with different heads.
Mock
Water proof laptop
Finder
Fragvents
External Battery headphones
CARABINER WITH A SHARP HOOK. Useful for construction work, camping, fishing, covering truck loads, home roofs, prep. before after storms..
Carboy Gym
Electric Artist Stipple Pen
Safe temperature
EVE Baby Nursing Coat
KITCHEN TONGS WITH GRIPPING JAWS. Metal kitchen tongs designed to handle hot oven racks, baking pans, sheets or any other. (Watch VIDEO)
CARABINER SAFETY PIN. Safety pin with a hook. More leverage when inserting into cloth and harder materials. Home and industrial versions.
DUO-UNO AC
Mini electric pump/jack combo
Accustic siren recognition
Retractable Chargers
Modular Beach Cart
Bath Fan Rid Odor @Toilet Seat
Dubble
Lunch Organizer
"The Asset Hider" board game
Multi drink Despenser
Refrigerator LED TV/Monitor
Better Utility Cord Connector
FLASH/HARD DRIVE MINI A/B SWITCHBOARD. Use your flash drive between two computers without disconnecting it.
Super Zeus!
App-Enabled Smoke Detector
Trip-Tri
Supporting Socks
4th RESUBMIT- Looks familiar? PIVOT POWER JR. Travel size. 3 outlets and shorter cord. Can handle 120/240 volts. Carry in luggage or purse.
Beehive muffin molds
g
#QCYCLE. We don't have to reinvent the wheel, but can we please reinvent the seat?? Bicycle seat made like of a medicine ball or a bean bag!
Aros for central air
PHONE AND SUNGLASS CORD COMBO
PET BOWL change water alert
OVEN RACK PULL HOOK ATTACHED TO UTENSIL(Spoon or fork) Just flip the utensil and pull/push hot oven racks! Wood or silicone.
A-Frame Yard Caddy
PET BOWL
I'm tired of my headset cable jabbing me in the side! Use this 90degree attachment and your cable won't break anymore!!
Hair Brush Cleaning Pump
Design Vision
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Plane Tired
Monster Zapper
BEER STACKER!! Adjustable bottles stacker for the refrigerator. For any bottles: Beer, 2 Ltr sodas, water, wine. Fold flat when not in use.
Jumpets
Aros V2
test
HandLit
Balanced beverage inside car
Rotating Food Station w/ warmer for tacos, burgers, Thai food, Indian food or your favorite
SMART AND CREATIVE DOORBELL A device that rings the doorbell application on your smartphone
SMART AND CREATIVE DOORBELL A device that rings the doorbell application on your smartphone
11
SMART AND CREATIVE DOORBELL A device that rings the doorbell application on your smartphone
A healthy cat bracelet for sup
Le Cuit Juste
Scrubbie Glove
The benefits of a chimney with the ease of match-light
Ditto Adapter (Lightning)
YoRoller
Jeu cube-lettre Ã©lectronique
Plastic CMUs
Bubble Blowing Kids Shoes
Inflatable Pocket Umbrella
ApÃ©ro Tower
Test
Porte-sac de coffre
Telescoping "floating shoe rack" with Twist Tight legs that shift the weight from the rod to the floor
Ice Frizz 2
Self-Locking Towel Holder
Your computer IS your phone
"SHOWER SHIELD" - DIVERTS H2O
"TABLE EXTENDER W/ LAZY SUSAN"
HOVER HORSESHOES
No-mess adjustable sink net
MAGNETIC RATCHETING TIE DOWN
CRATE CUSHION Cushion w/ elastic hooked straps to quickly turn milk &amp; Quirky crates into low sitting stools. For videogaming, leg rest..
45Â° WALL OUTLET ADAPTOR. For a more comfortable reach when plugging in electronics and to better hold battery chargers.
"BUNGEEASY" - MAGNETIC BUNGEE.
"WRITE ON" - FRIDGE SCREEN
"PULSE" - Heart rate monitor
BETTER WHITE-OUT. White-out that works like a regular marker. Drier ink, NO paint, NO liquid mess, NO tape pressing.
"WRISTRANGER"
Keychain iPhone cord wrap +adp
SMART AND CREATIVE DOORBELL
coffee maker /cupboard.
Wireless Underwater Earplugs
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SMART AND CREATIVE DOORBELL
Ergonomic Keyboard
Skateboard Sound Effect
Child Protector Water Saver
Panic button
CASH CLEANER
Spin Toss
Tru-Call
Cool sleep
Led Lit Slackline
Non soggy Instant Salad Box !
Marble Blasters
apple slicer.
360 Movie Theater
Smart-Phone Shaver
Shams Jacuzzi
Smartest HEPA
'A' Lego Power
shower head-hairbrush.
Bricks
Stack Mugs
water cartridge .
Banana Cap
Smart closet
Female Shoe Heels Lever
Stirring Spoon
Piddle Plunger
HEADPHONES WITH SPEAKERS ON THE OUTSIDE. Use it as headphones or speakers without disconnecting them.
Uh-Oh! Time Out!
eGloo iPhone cooling case
Uppsy Sippy Cup
SmartClip
Coin Organiser
Bottle sleeve
#NAME?
"No elbow grease" Scrub Brush
Compost Bin with Auger and Viewing Window
Walla-Walla-Ball
Camera Wall Mount
No hand touch nut dispenser
cafe bliss
TV Skin
BUILD BLOCKS
Say NO to Clothes pegs/pins...a lifetime solution for drying your laundry! Please See the Prototype Video : http://youtu.be/5_qM1_QHL78
This is great idea for product that will add more HDMI slots to your tv without buying a tv with more HDMI slots. Adapter will be cheaper.
Bumpout
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100% splash guard for bike
protect your garden(click pic)
kID safe
Wall projected text messaging
Horse Shoe Sound
Mini Light Clip/ Minus-Clip
Leafy Greens Grater
Children's Transforming Play Tents
The Parisian Bin
signal enhancing phone case
Spin Blaster Water Gun
Meat Done TONGS
"CONJUNCTION"- Player 1 reads 2 words to player 2. The 2nd word must be the first word in the answer. Question: VAMPIRE BAT Answer: BAT MAN
Mens Bathing suite Protector.
Collapsible boot/shoe inserts
Digital Phone or Tablet Case
Smart Case that turns (2) phones screens into one large screen! Share with your friend the big screen!
Dream Wagon
Salt &amp; Pepper Shaker Combo
SautÃ© 4things at the same time
BATHROOM ESSENTIALS MIRROR CADDY. All your bathroom essentials handy in one place. No more messes on the counter. Includes a night light.
QUENGA ! IMP block tower game- we all know 'Jenga'. Lets have blocks that can change color/flash etc &amp; play in the dark! (avoids patents)
LazeSnips
POST-IT NOTE HOLDER WITH STORAGE COMPARTMENTS.No more post-it notes cluttering your monitor and your work area. Do it now with style.
Tag Along Safe
Head Phone lock
Portable Head Rest
The Porta filter
Smart Phone Kill Switch
App enabled fish feeder
Let's make picking up toys fun for kids! The Toy Loader scoops AND stores toys until it's playtime again
WOW! Toilet paper holder add-on caddy that holds and additional toilet paper roll, post-it note storage and holder, pen and book holder.WOW!
Bluetooth holder that attaches to your cell phone case or clips on your belt like your cell phone case.
Personal Protection Pepper Spray.Be ready to protect your self at any given moment.
Instant Heat
Barcode survey
It's a clever bathing glove to keep soapy water out of your pet's eyes. Great for the kids too!
Handwriting Machine
REDESIGNED COLLAPSIBLE SLIDING DISH DRAINER WITH GLASS AND UTENCILS INDEPENDENT DRAINERS. A modern dish drainer that
complements your deco.
EGGS STORAGE BOX. Two dozens eggs neatly organized and easy to reach. Looks good in your refrigerator and very functional.
UNDER DESK SLIDING CUP HOLDER. NO MORE WET ACCIDENTS ON YOUR DESK.JUST SLIDE IT WHEN YOU NEED IT. CAN BE USE TO
STORAGE SMALL ITEMS.
MODERN BATHROOM TRASH AND STORAGE BIN COMBO.
side visor
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Brake light accelerator
RAINBOW

TEACHER

A thin inflatable mat with side bumpers for baby play time, similar to an air mattress used for camping. Available in different sizes.
Kitchen hand towel dryer
iPHONE GOOSENECK WEBCAM - AND FOR OTHER SMART PHONES. Great for recording over crowds, making self videos and finding small objects.
Clampit
Z Shaped Cotton Ear Swab
BUTTON WALLET
Wild Life Awareness Via APP
Cleaning tool with spinning head and with fingers to grip any scrubber or sponge! Fit to clean all in your kitchen (Resub)!
Paint squeegee see video
iPHONE CLAMP AND TABLE GOOSENECK BASE. Perfect for watching movies and videos at home, car, dorms or when traveling
Wink Smart Safe-Box
RESUBMIT!! Rolling pin with silicon mats roll stored inside! 100's of cookies templates inside your rolling pin!... more fun!!
Resub/Redesign-Palm Can Opener
wink,window shades ( video)
WESESO
Smart Chastity Bracelet-Fitbit
Smart Beverage Dispenser
Water Volcano Backyard Toy
night light
Tablet Holder with SPEAKERS
Smart Lock USB Car Charger
Taco Shell Digital Deep Fryer
TOWER POWER
Fish On!
Piggyback Hoppers
Fingerprint Wallet
Stable Table
iPHONE/ iPAD CASE WITH MAGNETS BEHIND IT. Attach to refrigerators or school blackboards. Play music, look at recipes/videos while cooking.
G.P.S HEADPHONES
999 wristband
iPHONE CASE WITH HANDLE. iPhone case with sliding handle for easier picture taking and great for video shooting.
Bread / Tortilla Warmer
Katie's Kooltop Grill
Discount keycard holder
The App glass
Auxiliary Mobile Cover/Case
Halo-board
MULTIPLE COMBS WITH THE SAME HANDLE
GE Split Top Stove w/Grill
LUGGAGE IDENTIFIER
Pet feeder that alerts pet at feeding time. No more interrupted sleep!!! Now your pet can TRULY feed itself!
Feeding the Prehistoric Beast
BAG TO CARRY AND PROTECT GLASS BOTTLES
SmartPump
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speaking gift wrap .
Dispatch
Ergonomic Pee Cup & Analyser
Wink Remote Camera Pan Base
Wake up to a light show!
Digital Fridge Magnets
BAG FOLDING TO TRANSPORT THE BREAD STICKS
Level
Bed sheet stretcher End the unpleasant feeling of feeling unstretched linen sheets under your body when getting into bed at night.
USB LASER
APP Remote Start Generator
power strip with carabiner.
WINK TextTV
All-in-one Bra
Toothbrush Kickstand
rake with bubble level.
Don't throw those bottles away! Don't waste money on expensive Tupperware for storage of everyday items. Buy Reuse-it! Recyclers and save!
Winter Prep
Self Watering Garden Decoration
Never have enough storage space for papers? Now there's Storage Bar and Drawers for printers, under VCR's/DVR's &amp; to organize office cubicle
Ice Dam
Resubmit!...Headrest Pillow and Sunshade!.......The smart Combo for optimum comfort and relaxing at the Beach &amp; Great for Car Travelling !!
Collapsible Sippy Cup. When you don't want to carry around that big one for those moments when you really need one.
Next best outdoor gas cooker! Just sit back and relax as the unit does all the cooking for you Great for house, apartment, or portable uses
Tired of carrying around your phone? This Iphone Belt buckle holder, I belt buckle that can hold your iphone and keep your hands free
Handle Smart / Smart Handle
Get control of your table saw in ways standard bases CAN'T with Pivot Point Universal Mobile Base. New innovative design unlike any other!
Reinvent the orange hand juicer with little corerâ€¦. To juice More, Faster, and Easier!!!
Furniture foot pillow
Next best outdoor gas cooker! Just sit back and relax as the unit does all the cooking for you Great for house, apartment, or portable uses
antitheft parasol.
THE CUBE. An ad-on to pencils and pens that provides a convenient L.E.D light and stability. No more rolling pencils.#spotsv.
Always finding it hard to get into tight spaces. Always have the right brush for the right job! Use PopIt! Nested Scrub Brushes for the job!
Wild Card
Bendable Wall and Floor Cable Holders and Guide. Organize cables in a neat and elegant way.#spotsv
WOW! For the first time in it's history, the venerable broom stand-up in his own legs: INTRODUCING THE FOUR-LEGGED BROOM! YES,FOUR LEGS!
WOW! For the first time in it's history, the venerable broom stand-up in his own legs: INTRODUCING THE FOUR-LEGGED BROOM! YES,FOUR LEGS!
P.E.T - Pet Electronic Talker
DESK CHAIR ERGONOMIC CUSHION WITH STORAGE CADDIES. A practical way to do your homework with all your supplies at the reach of your
hand.
A GARDENER'S HAT with integrated sun-shade,sunglasses and a water mist nozzles system to cool off. Good for any person that works outside.
StemCell Bike Light
handles for flower pot.
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Check the inside of your Car.
Kitchen Knife with Sharpener
Sub-Drone-Fisher
SIDEWALK GUARDIAN ANGEL
Tired of losing a sock every time you wash your clothes? Add these buttons on your socks and never lose a sock again.
It's time to paint with "THE TURTLE". The most advance paint tray in the world. All the problems with the actual paint trays resolved.
CABLE TIE GUN. Electricians, IT, cable guys.. have to tie cables by hand. A mechanical gun to tie cables. This is not a tie tension gun.
Dry Shampoo with SPF
Changing Color Tree Stand
shade tree creeper
Move to the next level in safe cyber foreplay! App enabled long distance lingerie caresser open for group simulated exchange!
pot lid recovers vapor.
pivot USB.
BEER STACKER. Adjustable bottles stacker for the refrigerator. For any bottles: Beer, 2 liter sodas, water, wine. Fold flat when not in use.
Empilepot
Coffe Flower
45Â° WALL OUTLET ADAPTOR. For a more comfortable reach when plugging in electronics and to better hold battery chargers.
Secur'coque
Solar cells built in the dog collar and leash to charge cell phone, iPod, cameraâ€¦etc! Get free charge while walking with your dog!
MÃ©diaPrise
COMPATIBILITY BRACELET WATCH - app enabled/based matchmaking that lets you find the right person for you. Works with online/speed dating.
Computer-equipped mobility dev
Food serving bowl with adjustable size! Minimize the bowl size to store easily leftover food in your fridge!
Smart Art Lighting
CANNONBALL.Fun for the whole family. Bored with baseball glove and ball?This is a game of precision and coordination.Slightly additive.
Smart Counter Top Fridge
AppEnabled Heated Mattress Pad
Is this a Mouse Pad or is a Writing Pad? Well, is both and more. Multifunctional, office essentials holder, pencil holder and customizable.
Intelligent device to crack eggs and perfectly pouring eggs into egg rings! Makes everyone professional in eggs cooking!
Easy Empty Trash Can
Box Cutter / Package Opener
Flat fix for sport balls
Manual Paper Shredder
Crossbow cocker
TRAVEL DOCUMENT SLEEVE
Smart steering wheel cover.
CABLE ORGANIZER
Katie's APP Enable Aqua Guard
A DOG STRAP THAT FITS THE USERÂ´S WAIST, THAT THE DOG CAN ROTATE AROUND THE USER AND AVOID THIS FROM TANGLING.
Wall Modular CD Rack Storage.Convenient storage system. All your cds in one place,right where you need it, in front of you.
DIGITAL BIRTHDAY CAKE NUMBER. Change number and color, display it in four directions. Don't buy new candle numbers or use dirty ones again!
Aromatherapy good health
Harmon Kardon Interpreting H.P
PROTECTIVE TRANSPORT OF EGGS
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Sticky honey jar? No matter how careful you are, that honey jar always gets STICKY and MESSY! There is a SIMPLE solution!
Harmon Kardon Vision Assist
Pig Mania
FOLDING PITCHER TO SERVE LIQUIDS
PROTECT YOUR SHOES FROM THE RAIN
Anti-Theft Camera Strap with thread.
Home Depot Home Cleaning cart
CONTAINER TO MAKE AND COOK BREAD.
Home Depot Mobile Base for Saw
"Resubmit 104 votes" A DISHWASHING GLOVE EQUIPT WITH SCOURING PAD,SOFT and HARD SPONGES ON THE PALM AND BRUSHES ON
THE KNUCKLES.
funnels tray.
Dispatch and monitor your autonomous vacuum cleaner from afar!
Walking dog papershredder
Sandcastle Molds. Walls, roofs, bricks, tiles and wood.
Screw-down dog bowl with SNAP-OFF BOWL for EASY CLEANING &amp; REFILLING. Metal, so no bacteria from plastic bowl scratches! UC with 402
votes!
Hanging paper clip with telescopic wall holder. Organize your working documents off the desk while you work. No more paper messes.Convenient
power Z.
Think WINK AIR
Spotter 2.0
Your Shape nipple
Rack'em Up and dry some dishes
Folding Shower Rod Drying Rack
Seam Machine Plastic Welder
StainFlush your stains away!
Emergency rescue drone. APP enabled to provide high speed support to firefighters and high rises.
App Enabled Battery Charger
Real Simple Nested Brushes
Real Simple Quirky Clean Cart
KEEP Intruders Out w/Barrier!
Pet Christmas Love Hearts
NEW - Capacitor charges instantly then provides power for up to 10 minutes to allow devices to power-up, register, and transmit data.
Help Locate &amp; Rescue Lost Pets
Arctic Chill Dorm or Bar Mini
Time to Test Your Creativity!
CONTINUOUS BREWER for healthy trend - Kombucha Tea. Digital readouts + water airlock to control excess carbonation. Collab with Ruben Brito.
Quirky Counter Spin Fan
Wink Reassure under hood mounted APP enabled range monitor using Wink Link power technology (See WL sub)
Future Home Depot Bath Fan
Umbrella 2.0
Wink Link is a 12 volt adapter for the refrigerator light bulb socket that provides power to APP enabled devices inside the refrigerator
Curved Brush to clean bathtub with extra dettachable brushes. Bathtubs have curves so it makes sense a curved brush to clean them perfectly
*SNAP* This handy app enabled *clip on shutter* also works as a *remote shutter* Could live on key chain!
Indoor Garden Hose. Ultra thin medical silicone hose with reel and sprayer.
Stabilized Sprayer
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"ISLAND" BABY BATH TUB. When you need flexibility to bath your baby or when your are camping, this is could be the solution.
Wake up to a light show!
debt hub
Organize your audio world!
Control any circuit you wish
Sell millions to businesses!
Thumb guard
Katie's APP Butter Shortener
Cord Management for iPad charger....Its the PowerCurl for the iPad
Glove Pocket
Katie's APP Range Sensor
WINE CORK TOPPERS - Decorative way to easily identify red/white wines in ice bucket or fridge. Alternate topper designs possible, as well
Kids Advert blocker
A butter dish that precuts a full stick of butter for easy knifing of individual servings. No need to try a cut a cold stick of butter again
AutoIlluminating Escape Ladder
Mosquito Killer/ Bug Zapper with Kill-Counter and Computer Game Killing Sounds (Counter Strike "Monsterkill" or Worms "Bye Bye")
Self-Illuminating Escape Ladde
Spoonful of Tech
Organic, edible, board book for newborns that are teething.
Grease gun clamp it
Cooking Utensils Placeholder with cooking timer,sliding tray, and decor lighting.This is a forgotten item in the kitchen, let's reinvent it.
Resizable dish brush. Twist and turn to resize the brush.
Mechanical Leaf Rake
Home Depot gas Skewer Cooker
Home Depot Cord Hanger
Jostle
Home Depot Transparent Blinds
Home Depot Cat Monitor
Clip snap or slide on kitchen sink nozzle scrub brush. Please comment
No Mess Cutting Board
Organic Canned Food
Home Depot Nested Brushes
Big Ball Hand Truck
WinkLink Power Adapter
Keep wires off your face!
Banister Paint Brush
ISculpt
omBi - pAk
BETTER WATER FILTERS. Pitcher with filters with longer use and more affordable. Most filters only last three months and are very expensive.
DIGITAL BIRTHDAY CAKE NUMBER. You can change the number and color. Displayed in four directions.Don't use dirty melted candle numbers again
IceBlox
WALL OUTLET ADAPTOR. For a more comfortable reach when plugging in electronics and to better hold heavy battery chargers. Great for elderly.
Debt Hub
LiveEval SHOWED THE NEED - Passive butter softener with new design. Cheaper and simpler to manufacture with the same great usefulness!
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App takes multiple pictures of your uncolored roots using special camera mount and color contrasts and points you to the right dye!
Cooler scent
Parents! E-CRO SHOE STRAPS can turn your child's cumbersome laced shoes into quick &amp; easy-to-secure velcro shoes.
PEDESTAL MEASURING CUP: Closer to eye level for more accurate liquid measurements. White numbers on black background - easier to read.
Shower Heater
Detergent Drawer Peel off
GLASS AND KITCHEN UTENCILS DRAINER. No more broken glasses.Relocate the glasses and kitchen utencils to this drainer.Functional.
MAGNETIC KEY HOLDER AND MESSAGE CENTER WITH POST-IT NOTE AND PEN STORAGE. It's time to Quirky reinvent the old key holders.
MULTIUSE.
QUIRKY, we need this product in every car in the world. A collapsible window mounted TRASH container. Help to stop the trash on our streets.
Make a sweet fashion statement with CANDY BANGLE Bracelets. Fill with Jelly Beans, M&amp;Ms, Sugar Babies, Tic Tacs, Good &amp; Plenty or
Skittles.
Slide your fingers into the FINGER SOCK to keep them warm and cozy while using your computer mouse in that freezing cold office or house!
Dispatch and monitor your autonomous vacuum cleaner from afar!
BUTTERING SLEEVES. Plastic or paper sleeves for buttering baking pans. Comes in Box of 20+. Great for busy restaurants, bakeries, homes..
Eye buddy
Sole Mop
STYLUS PRESS ON FINGER NAILS... Used to interact as a stylus with touch screen devices .
Hi, Car or Truck Window Wipera
No Waste Duel Dispenser
Move to the next level in safe cyber foreplay! App enabled long distance lingerie caresser open for group simulated exchange!
Don't forget the litter box, use Litter Alert! Avoid accidents before they happen and monitor your cat's health!
FORMER UC RESUB - Butter Up! passive butter softener with new design. Cheaper and simpler to manufacture with the same great usefulness!
Hate Losing at the Slots,Smoking,etc!? Here's your chance to "PUNCH" back at your Addictions and feel good without remorse or retribution.
It's time has come! Remotely reset your network cable or wireless with R=Outlet. Use an APP from a remote location or a standard remote
In Reach Shower Head
Just for fun since GE makes jet engines. APP enabled HIGH SPEED attack drone. You never know! Big money in the defense market also.
Bicycle Tire Washer
Trans Optics one way vision vertical blind vane replacements. Replace a few so you can see the dog or all for a sleek modern look!
Eyeglass Arm Extender/Attacher
StowAway Folding Dish Rack hides under any standard kitchen cabinet out of sight and mind until needed. Ample capacity with drain pan cover
Evanna
NAPKIN BUTLER & Detachable Garnish/Condiment Tray. Butler arm retrieves only the top cocktail napkin from the pile - no napkin waste!
Now hang your power cords from ladders, gutter edges, and temporary nails with Power Clips! Easy to use for projects or Christmas lights
Doc Bud self ejecting earbuds hold their shape with memory wire and STAY OFF YOUR FACE. No tangle design. Super compact pocket size!
Wall mounted t.v cord conceal
BabyBottle cooler/ warmer
bucket cord
BubbleKite
Emergency Signal Mirror
Gout Toe Sock
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PureWater
iPHONE/SMART PHONE CASE WITH HANDLE. Phone case with sliding handle for easier picture taking and great for video shooting.
WaterWick
12 Volt Mobile Pop Corn Popper
Never have enough storage space for papers? Now there's Storage Bar and Drawers for printers, under VCR's/DVR's &amp; to organize office cubicle
The device for nailing
Drip Dry performance with #NEVWET molded into plastic. Keep it clean longer and get a hold on the clutter in your shower. Use ShowerMate!
Wireless thunb remote for controlling media apps. When laying back listening you don't want to be constantly fiddling with the device.
Differential Pressure Sensor unit for your Whole House HVAC- Do I really need to change my filter every 3 months?
Not sure about driving your BICYCLE at NIGHT because it is dangerous? That's no longer an excuse. `- WATCH THE VIDEO
Never have enough storage space for your printer's papers? Now there's Storage Bar for printers a companion product in Quirky's office space
joe blog
#spotsv Grease, butter, and food stains can be difficult to remove. Increase the surface area with Spot Flush Laundry Rings for results!
A fitbit type of device that measures your engagement with life, that keeps track of the opportunities around you that you engaged with.
Bluetooth enabled wired headphones. Listen to music from your computer but take calls when needed without taking your headphones off.
Quirky New iPhone case... Spy Photos reveal new phone coming!
A discreet way to handle and carry pet waste by compacting it into the smallest amount of space with Pet Poo Gourd! Transport on leash home!
Umbrella with Integrated lights
Ready-to-Use Sponge, ie, Disinfected and Clean
Fold and slice cutting board
A cup that tells you if you haven't had enough water to drink for the day.
CupHolder Power Charger for the iPhone.
21st Century EVAC Systems
A classy, wooden fold down desk chair that converts to a stool for easy storage under desk. Best for compact office spaces.
Floating Projector Mine Game
Le Pinceau Anti-coloures
Fat eater
Soda Can Cover
HANG YOUR PANTS FROM THE BELT LOOPS. Pants hanger with adjustable hooks to match loops. Keep pants wrinkle free. Great for favorite jeans.
Mirror Eye. A small convex mirror, to fixation on multiposition rubber holder. You can see what there behind your back.
MUSIGO
EMERGENCY FLOATING DEVICE WORE AS WRISTBAND. Many refuse to wear life vests on boats, jet skis etc. It inflates automatically or by mouth.
Get Outta Bed.......NOW!
Programmable Music Pacifier
BPT AUDIO AMPLIFIER
BOOMER! The Speaker Enhancer.
Basket Fits in Washing Machine
Wink Riser
Following shopping cart
Polycase
SeeSalt
Camera Countdown Clock
Spice
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Resistance set
Compact Travel Hanger Hook
Harmon Kardon &amp; Satelite
iPAD AND iPHONE CASE WITH MAGNETS BEHIND IT. Attach to refrigerators, metal blackboards etc. Look at recipes(videos) while cooking.
Kinetic phone charger
quite sticks
Robotic Boxers
Gardening for Letters Toy
Sounder
Eco Handle pot
Sanding gloves/socks
EZ-Trash
Multipurpose bag
App-Enabled Windshield Heater
HARMON KARDON GUARDIAN RESUB
Dash Enabled Vending Machines
Smart Pasta Cooking Machine
Fretless
Multi-Bean Coffee Grinder
Sift Large
Musical Harp &amp; Simon Game -Uses light tubes with simple LED lights &amp; adjustable scale notes to play music &amp; memory games with, or
autoplay.
Antimicrobial Wallet &amp; Stylus
Jumping frog toy
PIVOT POWERed SWIVEL SHELVES !
The flea collar hotel.
Switch Relocater
Laceace Golf Club Brush- Video
Laser bush trimming guide
Desk Board
SelfStabilizing car cup
Remote Usb Multiport
Loop
The Ultimate Sports Fan
FLASH/HARD DRIVE MINI-SWITCHBOARD. Use your flash drive between two computers without disconnecting it.
Leaves suction cleaner
MultiFunction Modular Meter/Scanner for affordable, quick, &amp; easy field measurement/detection. HotSwap sensor heads. Many scan/sensor types.
Stove top stopper
Writing Gloves - a tool that helps children drawing/playing/learning simply by using their fingers (resubmit)
HomeDrone (DRHOME)
COOKING UTENSILS WITH OVEN RACK PULL/PUSH HOOK! Flip your utensil and pull/push the hot oven rack! This double hook makes it more
stable!
All terrain fishing seat
Reusable Home Pregnancy Test
Cycling Sonar
OnCore Earthquake Alarm Module
Spin in Towel Ring
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Organic laundry disinfectant
GPS Tour Guide
21st CENTURY EVAC Systems
Spin in Towel Bar
UTENSILS WITH SALT SHAKER ON THE HANDLE. Great for picnics, work, school or if you don't want to carry salt shaker bottles around the house.
HomeCloud for Portal (#948)
CoolSolar
Bluetooth Wireless Earbuds
Spin in Tissue Holder
Cutting Connection
ACO
The Roll Baby Bag is for moms of toddlers on the go. Roll Baby is for use on all mounted baby changing stations, flat countertops, &amp; floor.
Fun party cup
Smart Relative Humidifier
Ipad Mini handbag. A Handback with protective lining that could be used to carry Ipad Mini around.
Increase the zooming capacity of your iphone into a professional camera with a case that enables you to attach pro-lens and flash!
Bubble Bracelet
Z-shaped cotton ear swab
DRY-ERASE MARKERS THAT CAN BE OPENED AND CLOSED WITH ONE HAND. Hold your notes/computer in one hand and open/close marker
with the other.
carry
E.E.L. probe
Cat Box Wax- Keep the the clumps from sticking to the litter box for easy clump removal.
Highlighter For Book Lovers.
Paint Brush Pods
Cord Wrap for iPad charger....Its the PowerCurl for the iPad!!!
smart water heater
USB outlet
Battery Charged Leaf Rake
two seventy
Solar Cooled Football Helmet
Updated! Sound matching game for children.The pillow will make a sound(note),when you press on it.
Air conditioners to humidifier
new socket for bulb
A new way of bringing colorful light, aroma and sound into your home, this changing color scented wind chime is absolutely wonderful.
Security strong box, that connects to your Desk Top or Lap Top computer, by a USB connection with built in alarm/camera surveillance system.
Module Splitter for Wall Hub
*Modern simplistic Magnetic Salt &amp; Pepper Shakers* that stick together. 2 pieces combine for storage. Clever and functional!
One Person Trash Bag Holder
Touchless Light Controls
GOOSENECK WEBCAM FOR IPHONE, IPAD AND SMART PHONES. This could replace the expensive inspection gooseneck cameras used by
contractors.
*Rubber-band + Timer* Place this around items in fridge. Alerts you when food has expired! Comp. is bulky :/ Use even around baby bottles!
NAP New Age Pants for women
ã€Foam &amp; Magnet Koozieã€‘Foam material can insulate your hands from hot coffee + Magnet prevent liquid in this cup from spilling out !
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Artistic faucet water saver
Car-aoke
Pan-Handle
CUBE LAMP
Floated Light
NEW DESIGN OF WATER TANKER
SAFETY RULER CUTTER
ã€Umbrella + Curtainsã€‘Make an Umbrella that can block the rain from any direction!
The Shoe Flyes
Car Seat Seam Protector
Win The Battle with Positive Reinforcement. A device dedicated to creating a slide show of your weight loss and appearance improvement.
Bicycle Inductive Hydra Pack
A WIRELESS MOUSE THAT CAN BE USED ON TWO DIFFERENT COMPUTERS(One at a time). A mouse with two receivers that can be switched
back and forth.
KupCare
Vehicle QuickHitch Umbrella
Compost Bin Build Kit
Waterproof Media Center
A Quirky Minimalist Wheel chair. Why not? We reinvented the bike. Approx. 100,000,000 are disabled and in need of mobility. We can help!
Babyâ€™s heart, listen to your babies heartbeat as it grows;monitor it for yourself,doctor, and family;portable device for your smart phone
Wireless Shutter Light
Prise portative
Toothbrush Holder
Stall Wall
An easier vegetable slicer
XimCard ( Simcard holder with many options)
The Water Globe Game
A better way to bag leaves.
SeeDark
Cool LED
Applesauce
iphone hat adapter for watching movies and videos hands free(Adjustable). I can really use one of this when I travel.
MacBook MagKeeper- 2
Environmentally Friendly Gearbox-driven Lawn Edging Tool
Vacu-Care
PRO THROW DOUBLE SEAM FOOTBALL
Wireless OR & Emergency Rooms
Harman Floor Lamp Subwoofer
Basement Flooding Dewaterer
Precision Digital Thermostat
The Oo spoon
BACK OFF!
XimCard ( Simcard holder with many options)
Space Shuttle Moon Racers!
bluetooth band
Quirky New iPhone case... Spy Photos reveal new phone coming!
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Remote Apartment Door Buzzer
Hate digging in your make up case for the right brush/eye liner,then the lighting/mirror,want to grab it and go,do it when your"there"Look!
Press And Go Laser Cue Ball!
Light "I" or Eye light
Paybox
Breeze Brush
FUN TOY FOR THE DOG, magnetized ball that moves all directions due to the magnetic pull & push from the leg strap. Unlimited fun!
ORGANIZING CHAIR SHELVES
Audiobook player and headphone jack incorporated into books. Don't stop reading that book, continue listening to it in the car!
Cool LED
Tired of opened soda drinks going flat? This reusable elastic cover placed over the soda bottle cap will prevent pressure from escaping.
RELIEVE STRESS!, reduce road rage, while driving with a pair of STRESS GRIPS that attach to your steering wheel. SQUEEZE and RELEASE!
Perhaps a joint product with NEST and GE. Several variations have been submitted by the community.
The Auto Grocery Shopper
Barbell Sanitzer
Don't let those cucumbers go bad in the frig! Attach a "Eat me Now" timer to signal when your food needs to be consumed before its too late.
Apron with absorbent border
Do it all Glove!
Condom belt saviour
Crib Climber Alarm
Ampii Earphone / Speaker Combo
Dough Drops!
solar patio stones
LAMPE DODO
earthquaker
The Wonder Shirt
Collapsible Sippy Cup. When you don't want to carry around that big one for those moments when you really need one.
*CAPIT* Never lose a cap again
Portable Lounging Chair. Current chairs on the market are boring and uncomfortable for lounging.
Quad Rechargeable Cooler
journally
Keep Corked Wine from Spoiling. 1 in 20 bottles of corked wine goes bad due to poor cork seal.
SmartSound Headphones
Hidden Helper
dddd
Grab & Go Frozen Frappuccino
Ø¯Ù‡Ø§Ù†Ø§Øª Ù…Ø¶ÙŠØ¦Ø© ØµØ¯ÙŠÙ‚Ø© Ù„Ù„Ø¨ÙŠØ¦Ø©
Poppy PURE inline water filter
Intellitoys
Around My World
Duel Sounds HeadPhones
Plunger Guard
hgyuf
Life Cup
Gas Mask Deploy Smoke Detector
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Automotive Interior Sunscreens that raise and lower automatically by powering your windows up and down.
Morph â€” over-ear headphones
Magnetic Grill Brush
sCape
Creative chargers
RESUB! Redefines locking your phone! A case that physically locks your phone so no one can get at your phone or any valuables in the case!
The Rubber Arm
TV Wire Harness - Organized
Flavored Cream Cheese Quick
Beach bag Dome ll
Combination hand soap and dish washing soap automated dispenser for the kitchen. Let's tidy up the sink with less clutter.
Dose Dispensing Pill Bottle
The Brush Stick
Flip Flop Fins
This product is designed to have a new inspirational quote each day to inspire you to get through the day in a positive light! Read More!
Collapsible Insulated Mug
Auto-off for anything!
SpaceSpider Redesigned*
Clamp with Modular Grips
Outdoor furniture with fold and store cushions to protect cushions from moisture and UV damage
Quick Release Towel Hanger
Key ID - Tired of looking for the right key? These glow-in-the-dark key toppers will make it easier. Variety pack for user's convenience
The Sleep Alert
A new idea about space shuttle
An easier way to chop vegetables and eat healthy. Counter mountable rotary slicer for fruits, veggies, and more!
Speed Gun Shaft
Wink Power Strip
An easy to clean garbage can
T-shirt printer
Arm saver bucket seat
Spray sauce
Smart Bird Feeder
Christmas light right
Easy Load
Plane Board Easy
HandsFree Steering Wheel Cover
Goswami's 3 in 1 Dust Pan with built in scraper to scrape stuck on objects and broom cleaner to take off hair and fuzzy stuff off broom.
U turn
Cut-chop-easy stir in too.
watchit
HOPSCOTCH BOT
The color matching mug
PlayPlex
suit case wall
ScRoBo: You can do A0 size scanning at the cost of A4 size. All Without any wires, No big machines,Simple Toy Car can scan huge drawings,
Clandestine Wallet
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Smart Diaper Station
Portable Outdoor Security
Garbage Bag Holder
Floating Shelves with a secret lockable drawer or compartment built right in allowing you to keep small important items to be hidden away
Adjustable &amp; Clamping Tray that holds your notebook or ipad that mounts to a standard tripod using the standard mounting system for a camara
Poppy Wink Vitamin Dispenser
Wink Bubble Bath
Case
Orbis is a traveling exercise product that allows anyone sitting on a long flight or passengers on a long car ride to exercise their legs.
Christmas Tree Umbrella
Velcro Tents/Homes
Charge Module for Product 948
Batter Beater (Pancakes)
Space Spider
Battery HUB
Snap Power
Spider Power
DIY/Contracor Pencil Caddy
adfadf
Cell phone camera stabilizer
Click Stencils
Party Water
Never get lost plush
Bags Carrier
Save-it
Handy Cord Holder Phone Stand
Great Cat Toy! #Pet
Thick, Glass, Totems!
Car Adapter for 2 110 outlets and 4 USB slots. Comes with magnetic holder to keep the Adapter in place under the glove box.
Metal Mesh Filtered Paint Can Lid for both small and large Paint Cans.
ã…ˆ
freshness date socks/underwear
Fold flat packing tape sold by the strip or the box. Can be personalized with "Happy Holidays", "Happy Birthday". Buy box or envelope size.
Ever-troll
smart sheets for kids
Lumaflex
Product line extension for STAKE. It is Stake with a pepper mill built into handle. Hold Stake upright and twist handle for ground pepper.
MULTI TIMER
Longer Lasting Drink Cooler
Art Piece Television
Cell Phone Pill Box
Kid-Phones
Combo 5 in 1 Office Desk Tool...It Staples, It Cuts Paper, It Tapes Paper, It Removes Staples and Has Correction Fluid. Check out the video!
Add a layer of flexible storage even in a full closet with a sheet of pop up hooks designed to hold small items like ties, scarves and belts
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Guitar dust cover
Ray
carpentry bee trap
Tandem
Sani phone holder
** SAND Anchors!** Beach Umbrella, Chair, Towel anchors that are collapsible bags you can fill with something heavy, like SAND!
Play Brite Magna Pad
Ab Roller Clip-On Extension
Creative Cooks and Candy Makers Will Find This The #1 Utensil In The Kitchen Temperature Control Has Never Been Easier. Professional Results
product 1081
Beach Towel, Bag and Dress
Replace Bott's Dots with NEW technology, The best way to light dark roadways. Uses LED lights, Solar Cells and Graphene super capacitors!!
Personal Cloud Picture Frame
ROBOX
Potted Landscape Edging
It's Sleek, stylish, and goes with any kitchen decor. No more trying to find space in your cabinets or drawers for saran wrap and foil.
Powerbank, H2O Bottle, Lantern
Carbles
Special action figures
Treat n Launch
Porter
Bake you own Bones! Dogs love biscuits. Kids Love dogs..and new toys! An easy bake-type oven can make fresh healthy biscuits for their dog.
Ella Pants
Out for Quest Condom belt
Awesome VIDEOS of PET Feeder. You train your pet to feed itself when ever it is hungry. Feed once every 2-3 weeks. Completely weather proof
The pack n sack
A dog food bowl made out of dog biscuit material. Fido can eat his food and have the bowl for desert! No need to clean the bowl ever. Yummie
perpetual energy generator
Taco Toaster
A completely new PET Feeder. You train your pet to feed itself when ever it is hungry. Feed once every 2-3 weeks. Completely weather proof
A Greeting Card with Two Lives. Peel away writing area on card and envelope. Recipient can peel off address labels, note area, send it again
Bucket fit-kit laundry
Meatpop
Lift
cradle cap
Shower Eye
Bottle-boat
Induc ChargeBriefcaseOrganizer
The shoe Softner
Cracker-spinning toy
Smart Shower #SmartBathroom
The Quirky Qlothes pin
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A Greeting Card with Two Lives. Peel away writing area on card and envelope. Recipient can peel off address labels, note area, send it again
EYE OPENER
handy hairbrush
plate mate
Inductive ChargePurseOrganizer
Window Fan with Smoke Detector
Smart Toilet #SmartBathroom
Therapeutic Shoulder Rehab
Food Expiry Date
Vision-correcting MakeupMirror
Carbonated Sports Drinks
cup carry
Test
poison-kill-find mice-pkf mice
Sweetheart Skylight Tent for Two..Cuddle together and count stars. Clear view of sky with plastic skylight. Air mattress built in to bottom!
Hands free speed square
Banana Bonnets
Route log application
911-MAYDAY
Naveda Salon
Side Straw Sippe Cup
iRing
Handheld stain washing machine
Stick it in the comb
SPIN-YO
poop be gone
Bathtub emptying side support
self detachable power adaptor
MIRROR COSMETIC HOLDER
I'm envisioning a printed-receipt parking ticket HOLDER especialy design for Metro Cities US.The item shall hold ticket visible to inspect !
Smart can / air vent system
Step Ladder Shoulder Rest
Mom's Hands Free Bottle Holder
Beam
Breathe by Design
Apple I Phone Sound Diverter
Zero-G Phone Case
It is time for a belt holder for 7 " tablets.I assume most of us have one and we like to carry it around.Can be textile or leather.
Smart Swig Mixology Bartender
product 1080
weightless bags
Remote pet feeder
Keep your babies and children burn free!
Garbage safety strap
Find Me USB
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Kitty nanny
Loggles
360 Music
Quirky theme clock
inductionbikelightphonecharger
ChopTop
Eye Opener
Steering Wheel too hot to handle? Use your App to activate the cover, with its two cooling sections 5 mins before you get back to car
WaterBottle Fruit Filter
In a snap onesie and bib
Kids love stain glass window art,currently it's mostly kits based on coloring paper. Make it more real by allowing them to use 'beading' .
Weed and dirt shifter
Bass Station
Comfortable bath pillow
No Maintenance Grass
Adjustable Travel Pub Table
Graffiti Fade
Hotwheels Volcano Storage Ramp
Bake Shapes + Pluck
A portable sterling generator
Music Muffs
A Thermo flask can holder
A compact mobile shower
Shake - Clutch
leaf bagger
Scute
Robot Tracing Toy #RadioShack
iPhone Scales Case
Windshield Digital Signage for Emergency Vehicles
crash your can into cubic so that easy to manage them, using this cubic can compressor
Convection Conversion
Portable Chair Sand Supports
Remote Control Car W/ Sensors
A multipurpose flying toy
Medical - panic alert and WINK
Plugy
Trickle
Quirky + GE Advanced Lighting
Levelling Portable BBQ
Flavoured popcorn maker
Waterproof Key Case for electronic car keys for use by watersports fanatics of all kinds.
Saltz - The Brine Gun
Cigarette Case
App-connected alarm clock. change music, led color, baby monitor, remote alarm set
MiQ
E Z Paint
Dolls Recognizes Each Other
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Emergency belt blade
A cleaning utility belt similar to the ones builders carry for their tools. Hands will be free and the most used items will be on the belt.
An app enabled gun lock
Bobby
Tahsin
Post Collision Avoidance
Automatic car defroster
Use phone as a remote control
Pedal Extenders
Bulls Eye
Mop &amp; Vacuum at the same time
Pringle's tube Push up
A heads up display that wirelessly connects to your smart device's camera to allow you to keep an eye on the road and your passengers.
The Green heater
Forced Air Vacuum
THE SQUEEZY PAINTBRUSH
A power strip where each outlet or USB port can be programmed to turn on/off any day of the week and any time of day. Great for holidays!
The Expandable Umbrella
A HOMEDEPOT WATERPROOF SCREEN
TalkToIt
Aqua Globes redesigned for rain collection
THE HOMEDEPOT POWER TRIMMER
FridgeLocker
Custom Reflector
A flashlight+headlamp made out of few detachable, small flashlights which has their own battery, magnetic base and Rotatable head.
Light socket 2.0
Wink light bulb night light
A HEATED DINNER PLATE
LightAndGo
Thermoelectric, automatic cooking stir, generate power itself, no battery, no recharge need
Animal/Vehicle Shaped Stroller
ModRemoteControl
MedicScript
Hotwheels automatic car parker
Fingerprint Sensor Child Lock
An affordable D.I.Y 3D printer
Push pins - head breaks off, point hardened drywall putty. No more walls with holes to find!
Shopping list device with app
Don't Slip Stickers
Home Generator: PortaGen
Spice Age
Push Pin dispenser/stapler
Turn your smart phone into an active massage device with an app to control the settings of electro pads or any other device
Lighten the Load
Scented odor eliminating Band - Wrap around cat litter boxes, trash cans, bathroom plungers, lamps and more! No more aerosol spray/candles!
Individual Home Tornado Alarm
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Balloon Crazy
OM Mobile
The toaster reinvented.
White Noise Ear Plugs
Antibacterial AirDuster
Acrylic lamp shades are ideal for the new compact fluorescent light bulbs. Variety of colors and durable acrylic plastic is inexpensive.
Interlocking Stamps For Kids
Outdoor Power Cords Reinvented
PtL converts rectangular tables and even floors into table tennis areas, without the need for net clamps or ping pong tables to buy.
Phone Headset - On a call?
Penta Solar *Quirky Challenge*
Animated LED Light Strip
Engine Powered Wheelbarrow
QUIRKY DOLLHOUSE WALL PAPER
Beard Buddy
ThermoFrost
Modular Power Outlet Rail
Wink Speaker Adapter
Yardboy mate
Train Headphones
Odor control for flatulence, that allows for the gas, without the smell or pills and medicine.
Thread Hair Clips
Modular Project Ara Headphones
Wink LED Bulb with Photocell
Wi-Fi Headphones
On-the-spot cleaning
Corn Starch Filters and Kcups
Balcony Entertainment Bar
Hot Perch
Inductively charged lighting
Crumbs Bin
Camera with Direction Speaker
Surf on Wheels
Flip and Tilt LED Wink Bulb
Charcuterie Container
DOUBLE SHOULDER PADDED GUITAR STRAP; make carrying and playing the guitar less straining by spreading the weight between the two shoulders
SolarTrack Directional Speaker
A canister that stores, grinds, measures, & dispenses coffee into your filter, saving time & effort when itâ€™s time to make the coffee.
'STRESS' Pen Holder &amp; usb base
Retractable Hair Mattel Doll
Sweat getting into your ears when you are running? This sweatband comes with toweling ear plugs attached (+Ear bud version 4 music lovers)
The "4 Way" is a paint scraper that allows you to scrape paint off a wall in a multi-directional fashion.
The ideal way to dispense tissue on the road within easy access and keep the used tissue in a cool container for later quick disposal
Coat Strap
Re-submitted (396 votes last time) - Toothbrush with replaceable brush heads - to help reduce landfill waste
Tough Closing Case
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Tired of using two knives for your Peanut butter and jelly sandwich? Fret no more! Introducing THE DOUBLE SPREADER!. Redesigned. M.E. Render
Tissue dispenser/waste recepticle Meets Diaper Genie: it fits in a cup holder with Disposable(eco-friendly), Waste Receptacle Liners
App Enabled Mini Measure
Children Induction Electronics
SliceBag
Laundry Hair Ball
Iron Anywhere! The versatile ironing pad makes any surface an ironing surface, even the back of your closet door!
Induction Magnifying Lens and
GPS Tracking System
StandUP Charging Dock
Stair Tosser
These are mini sand bags to hold down your beach towel and what ever else you want to hold down .
No baby left behind
Folding lid for trash drum
Solar Induction Makeup Mirror
DVD and Blue Ray and cd opener
I made a prototype hands free speed square.
Shaving Warmer/Cleaner/Whipper
Tooth Fairy_(Brushing=Reward)
treadmill bicycle
Sacha Inchi Milk
yard wagon
Bag Desktop Clip-HOLDER
I have made a prototype for a DVD opener that I use every time I purchase DVD's .I was tired of strugling with the packaging on the DVD's .
UltraV Home Sanitation
526 votes last time. As they get used and become lighter, shampoo and other bottles fall over-here's a way to stop this.pic by Peter Frazier
Throwable Camera Ball
Household Lullaby
Glide Copter
Turn salt water into drinking water using the reverse osmosis water purification method but make it a hand pump. No electricity!
Iphone to Ipad Connect
Help em keep it up more easily!Velcro attach trainer pads.When kids first start to play keep it up with soccer ball,they'll find it easier
Smart Adv
hikers back pack walking stand
Towel Warmer #SmartBathroom
The Gutter Rake
Paddle Boots
Let them press out their own carrot shapes-what better way to get them to eat em! Getting kids to eat carrots shouldn't be fun(should it?)
wake up and stay up
Easy Pills Dispensers
the lock back lid
Rsub(308 votes)Toy steering wheel iPad mount-linked to mini B/tooth cam(or your iPhone camera)on dash.They'll feel they're driving the car!
As they get used and become lighter, shampoo, conditioner and other bottles can fall over-here's a way to stop this.pic by Peter Frazier
Elevating Gate Hinge
Smart Lawn Sprinkler HomeDepot
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Creative intellectual storage
Watermelon Juice
Was UC (see below)Wall mount CONTAINER to hold smoke masks in kids rooms. Records and plays back to kids your instructions about what to do.
solar powered mini stove
"CIPHER MISSION' . IMP enabled 'dining table' code game- all age groups can play together with same chance of win!(Get the family back!!)
"I-Can" The can that can! Save your nose, save your car from used icky tissues in your cup-holder. It can save you in a bind.
Video Game Split Screen Device
Vacuum Sealed Salad Bowl
Induction Glasses
Double Fork Spoon
Remote Controled Auger
Removable Cover Washer
string trimmer chaps
EZ Measure
Ear phone
Pet Door Fire Escape
Little Solar
BATTLE ISLAND
Connected Tea Brewing Appliance
the workout bike
photoi frame
Kool Stool
Poolside
Twist Them! Bend them! Hang Them!! Collect Them!
The Diaper Pail Reinvented!!! Bad Odor No More! Easy To Take Out, No More Plastic Bags and Less of the Mess!
Spottercam
spinal taps from animals
Air CoNN
Comfy Case
The hands free speed sqaure
BaBa Blues
THE DOORBELL BUTLER!!
It's the NEW *Mood Ring* Click it for Sad, Mad, Confused or Happy icon to appear! Teens/Pre-Teens. Like social expressions online! Resubmit
CUCs (cucumber juice)
Scratch and Sleep
Paper Clip Dispenser. Sort of like a *PEZ* candy dispenser - but for paper clips!
Expandable Tray with A.Dash/RE
Selfie spinner
Kevlar MacBook Case
Receptor
Smart Outdoor Projector
Projector Screen-Solar Charger
fsadfasdfas
Kevlar MacBook Case
Apple Watch Locket Case
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HOT SPOTTER!!
A silent alarm clock in the form of a comfortable bracelet that you wear to bed at night that goes off with vibrations similar to a beeper
Firefighter Protection
Mania Puzzled
Total Tea Pot
Fully loaded tooth brush
ReCoil
Coolbounce
Smart Sink #SmartBathroom
Gadient mark on the road map
UPDATED - new pic! A mixing bowl, a whisker, & a salad spinner - ALL IN ONE! A CONVERTIBLE lid attachment for salad spinning AND whisking.
Surb's Super-Sized Chair
Scissors with LED light RESUB
Puppies(dog) playing involves tugging on an object. What if this object is not only tugged but rewards the puppies for all their efforts.
instant post
I USE SOLAR LIGHT OUTSIDE,BUT THE SUN DOESNT SHINE ON ALL OF THEM,SO I MOVE THEM INTO THE SUN AND BACK
EVERYDAY,BUT NOT ANYMORE!
Fit Lit
THE PERFECT HANDHELD GUTTER CLEANER!NOW GRAB WHAT IS BLOCKING YOUR GUTTERS,QUICK&amp;FAST! WITHOUT THE FUSS
OF LADDERS&amp;USELESS WATER WANDS!
Removable car parking assist
Sumo Arm Game set
Old school approach to modern day problem - messy cables tied by a cotten reel.
Birds of Prey Garden Drones
Wink Heater / Humidifier
Putting curtains etc. home windows is a personal choice but can be limited based on traditional products. Lets make this fully customized.
new awakening
instant post
Credit Card Floss Case RESUB
Lucky Lottery Keychain
VUS (Very Useful Spoon)(1027 V over 2 rounds) Prep spoon with hardened cutting edge for use when downward force is needed.Pic:Peter Frazier
Flower Shower
Cool Fridge Sensor
The Dual Cool Rolling Cooler
Hose Bibb Twister
Kid Doggy Food Bowl Alerter
Bath Flask
Cell Phone Holder
Eye Max
Device to press shapes in multiple Carrots at once-Get kids into carrots! Press shapes in 6-10 in one go, bag 'em /freeze 'em for use later
Cellular/Data signal jamming
Wet floor dryer
Building Bloctz for Hot Wheels
exterior pocket door
A kitchen grocery scanner. This device allows you to scan grocery barcodes and send them to your smart phone in the form of a shopping list.
Interactive Mats and Armbands
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Service for wifi sharing
free my window
I challange Quirky! Apply sunscreen to your back by yourself! - small enough for people to carry around without noticing that itâ€™s there
Bicycle Bench
The mirror's fan heater
TODAY I ATE A BOILED CAT - Have fun and boil your (scrambled) eggs in a 3D shape (animals, objects) Kids will love it! {RESUB 370votes}
Smart Charger
SitBack coffee table desk
Confetti Card Popper module! Just place a Confetti Card Popper inside any card you like! When it is opened... BOOM! [Resub 386votes 92% v/v]
There should be an app connected to your house lock. If you can lock/unlock and start your car - it should be easy to do with a phone.
TODAY I ATE A BOILED KAT :D - Have fun and boil your (scrambled) eggs in a 3D shape (animals, objects..) Kids will love to eat boiled eggs
Picusic
SunCharge
My extra hand
Custom Ice Maker
I want a mirror i can move/use anywhere,without having to stand/angle to a stationed mirror,I have just the one for that odd/no room area!
Toy Bot To Teach Programming
Never forget or lose you USB flash drive again! When the distance between you and your USB is too big, an alarm will go off.
Variant on water leak sensor tape. Apply to pipes and other surfaces. Detects/alerts of leak location via APP/imp. Avoids current patents
A laundry basket with a jack (just like a car jack), wheels and divider for white &amp; color. Just push the clothes up!
Ultimate Fan
If you have a pet that needs to be walked, and you're travelling, what's not better than a leash attached to its collar?
I use very unusual colors on my hair,but it gets on more than just my hair! now,i have a solution! it could be used for other hair tasks!!
Post card
AudioCo
A universal prop for small hand-held electronics. Everybody has small electronics, few people view them 100% horizontal. Elegant/Functional!
SymphoPad
Iphone cover with built in bluetooth speaker. Thin cover, powerful sound.
Cheechowban, Game of Tangrams
The Boiling Ball
Collapsible clothes hanging system. Hang on existing closet bar, hang clothes and then unhook center to collapse to double closet space.
Cheechowban, Game Of Tangrams
Auto retractable bike lock anchors to trees, poles, and racks with ease. Combo locks and safety reflectors. Long cable for versatility!
i5, IPOD, Tablet, Blackberry cases with instant auto retracting carry strap. Eliminate drops!
Broom Squeegee Scraper-Rotate head to sweep, squeegee or to hard scrap. Reach high windows with handle!
Base lids deter burns, eliminates oven mitts and snaps onto top to store. No transferring food to another container. No extra dishes!!
Four Way Laser. Find distance, level planes, centers for pictures, furniture/misc. Center marking hole for nails or other anchors.Lowes tool
Its time to organize your desk. An Adaptable ledge for monitors. Put your clips, papers, clock, usb ports, and get more space on your desk.
App Enabled Roaster/Crockpot
New Toaster Design
A tape measure that lets you write on it & on its whiteboard.Small holes to mark your exact measurement on the surface.Flexible,adherent end
Light up Hot Wheels/Matchbox!!
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Swiftâ€“ Steel wool with handle
prevent broken teeth guard
LED light diffusers
An adjustable and comfortable bicycle seat. Carry your things under the seat (1 pocket each side) and feel free to ride.
Robotz
Harmon - Sidekick
The ParkMate
App Enabled Pet Cages
Access your files directly from your cell or tablet. ItÂ´s a flash drive with memory card reader and bluetooth built in. No PC needed.
External Body Suit
A doll with a story
Coffee filter with fill marks
Stream It
INTERACTIVE PLAY MAT
Diet
Auto spout
Life as a Cop
STOPitNOW
Lighted Picture Frames
Smart Salsa Maker/Server
CuTIE: Next Gen Wearables
Mattel-Boomco grenade -2
SCREW IT!; A magnetized screwdriver accessory that will catch screws during extraction; catch also doubles as a shield from falling screws.
Shark tag generator unit
One-hand applicable chapstick.
WINK Heat Pad (Winter Woes)
Children's bowls with scraper!
Fridge in Mind
Slapstick, onehanded chapstick
nnn
instant stake
Barbie RC Fairy Ring
Poppy Mat
Air-Spawner
Never Forget While Driving With An Aftermarket Steering Wheel Cover With Built In Voice Memo Recorder!
Smart Milk Cap
Bloom
Enhanced Picker Upper
RingVote.com
LockFit
Test
KITCHEN CADDY
Expandable Cookie Tray
Visual Harman Headphones
bedside rug-bathroom scales .
Hide Away Coat Rack System
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The Pencil Box reinvented... Features pop-open compartments!
Self-Adhesive Knobs
DripSwitch
Engagometer
TriCase
E-Z Pull-Out Retractable Beach Sun/Wind Shade!
Modular APS Backup Units
REsub RFID UHF active/Simi-active tags 4 hikers;redesign/feedback of live EV last year;add GE Patent 5691980 multiple node tracking system
Fish Tackler
Table helper/extender that gives extra space for your table, a place for your grill, your garbage bag, your condiments, you choose the need
Camping, entertainment and strip lighting, GE Patent #6566808
Tablet movements in a mouse 4 your home or business computer,control your computer the way you control your tablet,Tablet-like Touch Mouse
hook for bath towels,flexible, clamp towels and do not let them fall.
wrench in wrench.
A capsule shaped container - screws open/closed for maximum freshness and ease of use. It's intended to keep cookie dough fresh and at hand
A capsule shaped container - screws open/closed for maximum freshness and ease of use. It's intended to keep cookie dough fresh and at hand
real xmas tree rotating stand
flowerpot upside .(home depot)
Pee-less Handle Toilet Brush
"Cranky?" A Wind-Up Portable Charger and Battery Extended for iPhone and iPod
HUBBY
Flextee
balloons of surprises.
Painless Waxing
marriage
Socks2Gether
"Low on product" Wifi Notifier
Fire-Safe Induction Hot Plate with Great Accessories
Lobes with Deflextion #Harman
filming with hands free.
Painless waxing
A capsule shaped container - screws open/closed for maximum freshness and ease of use. It's intended to keep cookie dough fresh and at hand
A capsule shaped container - screws open/closed for maximum freshness and ease of use. It's intended to keep cookie dough fresh and at hand
Electronic Meat Pasteurizer
Repumpable Tennis Ball
QUIRKY GLASS (Google Glass) that sends and receives critical information and images to Emergency, Industrial or Commercial personell
Explicit Charger
Front View Screen Monitor/DVD
Robotic lawn mower/spreader
A line of Smart Glass appliances that interact with us and other smart enabled devices in the home and workplace.
A Case for the new BlackBerry PlayBook Tablet that gives it 3G Capability
Weight Loss Lunch Box. A lunch box that holds the correct portion of food for the day. Put food in, eat food, lose weight.
Memo
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Tired of the same old potato chip flavors...
A Rashguard and wetsuit that can inflate with air manually and automatically and turn into life jacket or floating aid.
Pivot Power Plus
Toothbrush - Toothpaste squeezer combo....Why buy a toothpaste squeezer when you can have one on your toothbrush
Do you hate it when people take photos of you at parties or any social or business function &amp; post them on sites like facebook &amp; twitter?
Sex Wax...there's gotta be a better way.
water phone
The World's First Microcontroller Controlled Energy Saving Generator at http://gamer456148.blogspot.com/#!/p/patenets-and-trademarks.html
Science Kite
Finally...a laundry basket you don't have to carry! Roll it along with baby in your arms or when your back just can't take the lifting!
4x4 scoop: this is an all surfaces pooper scooper that you can carrier while you walk your dog, 14" long 6" wide. take a look
a glass two compartments.
Collapsible Pots!
IMOTO THE IPHONE CONTROLLED RIDE ON FOR AGES 15+
Spleen Protection Shirt
Floating iPhone Case
digital video frame
Collapsable drumstick keychain
Car anti-skid device.
Fisherman's Pole Pack
MusicMatch
Beer In a Cup
My idea is a remote controlled air powered flying toy that can do barrel rolls, spins, and dives. Was at Live Eval.(See my New Animation)
pet monitor
Smarty the Space Heater
SuperPosition USB Adapter
Easy earbuds
knife rolodex
Fishing Rods for the iphone, ipod, ipad, and mp3
Ibot, the 4ft tall iphone controlled robo-buttler kit
RESUB!! A laundry basket with wheels and a retractable handle to pull it!!
The World's First Microcontroller Controlled Energy Saving Generator at http://gamer456148.blogspot.com/#!/p/patenets-and-trademarks.html
22
Fishing Rods for the iphone, ipod, ipad, and mp3
Wanna buy some Official Quirky Merchandise...perhaps a shirt or a cap, a coffee mug or even a bumper sticker, but can't find any?
Souper Bowl
Pawcet indoor
Hover Sponge
GE and Wink dehumidifier unit
GE Shower Head With Sensors
Drawer and cabinet covers
GridShare
Life Health Device that monitors transmits emergency call and data regardless of physical or vocal state of the wearer
Clock Radio and Lamp W/ USB
Erase Forever
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pastebrush
Changeable Ice Maker Molds
Safety plate for door latches
A wireless keyboard that recharges itself! Peltier tile keys power the keystrokes' signals OR keystrokes churn a small motor...
All in one Plyo Box
WINK Peephole Camera
Bike booster
retractable smoke alarm
Sneaky Clean
Bugfree Mic
Mobile Holographic Projector
Life Health Device that monitors transmits emergency call and data regardless of physical or vocal state of the wearer
Happy Teeth Travel Brush
Inflatable Chair + Laptop Pad
PLAMP
Sturdy Virtual Reality Headset
TuffStick Dual USB Drive {prototype pictured} All metal and built work tough. With two drives on one end. Rotate stick to access drive A/B.
Safety Baby Blanket
Flat Bread Maker
Open and Start
Package drop off Lockbox
Customizable String-O-LED Lights with Covers {Slip-on whatever cover you want over each LED light peg... or 3-D print your own.}
Stereo audiovission
SUNGLASSES THAT MONITOR YOUR HEALTH! These amazing "shades" monitor your blood pressure, body temperature.
Live Braclet
This product would make use of two laser pointers to show the user where to drill or drive nails in order to hang items level on the wall.
Combination Wash Tub and Drying Rack that gives you the freedom to use your sink the way you want to!
Vac-U-Bend
Nothing
A Reversible Carrying Tray that can carry your Raw Meat TO the BBQ and your Cooked Meat BACK Inside, Without Contaminating the Meat!
Hot Coffee On the Go
GE Patent #6566808, Luminescent Display Tape, for uses as, Safety tape, Pin stripe tape, or tape for artwork
Bit Button - Achieve Your Goal
Spill Absorbing Table Cover!
LIGHT WEIGHT KAYACK
Traffic stamp(long Gum)
It's Time To Upgrade Umbrellas
Ice Sheild
Forget Your Combination 4 Good
Answer This Burning Question!
Universal Magnet Plug Adapter!
Let's Put A Sponge On A Stick!
BARK *Wink App Enabled
Tread Lightly At Work &amp; Beyond
Outside decorative lighting, programmable, unbreakable, with different looks and moods, on your walkway, or around the yard
The Wasp
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App Enabled Cuckoo Clock
Resub from 12-3-12-- fireplaces/wood burning stoves-Catalytic Converter for your fireplace/wood burning stove-see GE patent below
Organizer Cart
Down-Sprouts,new way to hang plants on the outside of your home,use your existing downspouts,porch/fence posts,window seals-n-shutter-posts
TV Remote w/Time/Date Display
Comforter which actively adjusts it's own temperature settings according to your body and, or room temperatures!!!
Roller coster baby seat
Stay Put Outdoor Trash Cans
Ladder Safety Ground Grip
LED Light Fixture IR Blaster
Seamless
Selfie Crane
Glove-It
g
An alarm clock that can be broken up in multiple pieces that go off sequentially. You can place them anywhere. Pick up to stop the alarm.
Paper Shredder In A Cup
Underarm protection
The Smarter SAFER Mailbox
Razor travel Cap
hi
Your own personal dolphin
HOTWHEELS WEARABLE
cooling device
Tick brush
Brain Sensing Headphones
App Enabled Shower Control- Start your shower from bed, set the temp you want, or sync it to turn on when your alarm goes off.
Converge audio- line extension
Pasta/Beans
ControlBuds
Home Security Gone Mobile
FanStyleSpeaker
gps tracked purse n wallet
Traveler'sBackpackLegExerciser
ZIP TIE- cut to length
Smart Belt
Smart Mailbox Sensor
LAUNDRDISC
PumpUPGKGlove
All In One Urban Gardener
Safer Lug Wrench
Induction Charging Travel Mug
find my luggage
Puzzle Cube with Memory -resub
Toddler Toy Vending Machine
gps satellite dog collar
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Dog brush with a Tick remover handle. "Tick population to explode in 2013" - vetpracticenews. Why use 2 tools when you could combine into 1.
tool to help install xmas ligh
Acne Floss
HOT DOG / SAUSAGE ROTATING TONGS - Easily rotate sausages or Hot Dogs 90 or 180 degrees in a pan or on the grill. Tongs w/ trigger to rotate
Allergy App
Baby Aboard
Get a Better Workout Wearable
Picture/Mirror combo with display from home Wi-Fi showing Traffic/Weather or other needed info as you leave your home for work or play
Applesauce
Snow Melter
PRESPICELY
Passenger Detection System
Burger Wizard
All-in-one Garden tool, small shovel/trowel, fork, hoe, stem/twig cutter, and thorn striper
Keep it cold until you cook; countertop grill; next step in the evolution of the countertop grills
Modular Silverware
IPhone Projection Dock
Phone@Home, turn your cell phone into your house phone. Connecting your cell phone to your house phones.
Kangaroo Clips. When you need more out of a paper clip without giving up size, style, cost or convenience all while keeping them disposable.
Tuna Press
3-in-1 Plastic Dispensers
Letâ€™s Q the carpet sweeper, new item for the cleaning line Re-sub with new features
METAL DETECTOR for I-phone "use i-phone metal detector save life"
I-pad controlled trade mill (fully control by i-pad)

Its TRUE ! we call it I-MILL

REPLACEABLE ICE CUBE RACK OF DIFFERENT SHAPES for different moment!

As Many shape u like

Pool Pump Debris Extractor
AUTOMATIC SAUCE DISPENSER "no touch no disease" "no need to touch,just place plate under it,it automatically pour your faviourite sauce"
ALPHABET AND NUMBERS MOLD FOR FUN ! IT MOLD EVERYTHING LIKE JELLY ,ICE ,CHOC LATE ,CAKE AND MANY MORE
Safety HELMET(bicycle and motor bike) made of Kevlar or carbon fiber with face of fiber glass
Controllable fan spin
Iphone@Home, a device that you can connect your iphone to, and plug into your house jack then all your phones ring when your iphone rings.
500 Votes resub. HINGE.iPhone 5 STAND- also a case and money-holder. View, protect and store with your iPhone- 2 pics by Peter Frazier
Rotating Toothbrush
BeverageServe
Aros Any Room Air Conditioner
EveryWay Headphone
Resub 272 votes 90% v/v. Ever laid awake trying to fall asleep?-Follow the light as it moves in slow motion..Zzzzz -Image by Peter Frazier
Dog won't try to chase a frisbee? Add a snack and stand by!â€”collab.with simplyinclined (pic to show concept only-final design will differ.
RC Flying Car
Wall Scene
The "Tick" Magnet
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Kangaroo Clips. When you need more out of a paper clip without giving up size, style, cost or convenience all while keeping them disposable.
Glowing Cup
Glowing Umbrella
Stair Staxx. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas
PunchNLoop
Thermo-Stir. Search: "Brandon Craven" for more of my ideas!
Fir Box
Inflatable bathing suit tube
Stack & Connect Beer/Soda Cans
hsakdjsa
Hot Wheels You Invent
Chameleon Nail Polish
Pause and Listen Feature
Sudden gust of wind and BAM! You just hit the car beside you while opening your door and damaged both vehicles. Proximity sensors stop that!
a
GLOWING TOWEL RACK! No need for a night light in the bathroom! Putting on the lights could be awakening and painful - no need anymore!
iPhone IS the accessory!
Decorative smoke detectors!A cute way to keep your kids safe!What doesn't change when redecorating-ugly while/yellow alarms;well not anymore
CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION campaign.
Focused,directed sound for your entertainment needs, in your favorite chair, couch (in your Man cave)or in your bedroom or family room
DASH Dishwasher
Calming harness
Change the color of your dinner plates to match your mood or event using IGZO,and Gorilla Glass tech please read links, thanks
FINDIT
Decorative smoke detectors!A cute way to keep your kids safe!What doesn't change when redecorating-ugly while/yellow alarms;Resub!
Odor Blaster
414 votes Resub -Rest legs comfortably at your desk..or gently exercise them (2 PICS) NOTHING like this on the market totally unique.
EARTHQUAKE! HIDE! Doorways/walkways now provide more protection against falling objects and more support with this device. Simply pull!
App-enabled NEW MAGIC 8 BALL
Pet brush/vacuum
Slice
BedEx
An Iphone case that would turn into a stand. Students could use that to record videos of their lecture. So that they don't miss their lesson
Not Another Dog Park
Classy Carry Travel Coffee Bag
Classy Carry Travel Coffee Bag
Hand trowel/fork set that has a detachable handle that can be turned 90 degrees for easier and more practical usage.
Ecologically Safe Bin Solution. A high tech bin that would not smell and that would help you produce compost odourlessly.
Automatic Pet feeder with water fountain. It is the perfect solution for people who leave their pets at home while they are at work or away!
Nose muffs
You shovel the drive-way clean of snow and then the city's snow plows deposits road snow 4 to 5 feet high in front of the drive-way entry.
Steampunk H2O Emitter
cablebox
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Ladle-within-a-ladle
Budget Cart
Pond Buddy
Gen Y Toothbrush
The Hog Tie
Expandable Luggage
Toy Trebuchet
The Come-Back
The MiVAARD
Chill Pillow
The MoVAAPD
Dual-Remedy Bed Alarm
Vacuum
The Print Snack Shack
High Efficiency Air Pump
Rail Accessories
LifeCloset
Walkie Talkie Laser Tag
Artlighht
Cloud 9
Umbrellight
Mattel 3D Toy Printer
Locking knife block
A portable lamp illumitating your picture and you can use at nigth.
Mattel Car-Copter/Submarine
Simple shopping cart modulable.
Activate a switch with your mind (it is posible)
Scroll-Pen Pen (or marker) that has a scroll cap
Harman Self Charging headphone
Poppy Balance
Wireless signal compass watch
Human-Diesel Hybrid Generator
Color changing pots
iPhone Shoulder Holder
Ergonomic Guitar Pick
SmartPot
Aros thermostat wall buddy!
SIMPLE smart home system
papertowel air freshener kit
Voice Activated Drink Machine
EDISON lego + link light kit
#Austin--French Fry Machine
flink
SpatuLight
RC/app controlled:Waterjetship
Convertible Plate/Bowl Dishes
Quirky daily status box !

Exhibit A -
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EXTENSION BUDDIES
Portable Snow Removal
Gyro-Quadcopter/motorcycle RC
Headphones 3.0
Mini Mattress Topper
Stealing an idea from YouTube - Super Clean Egg Yolk from Egg White Separator Squeeze Bottle. Uses suction to suck up yolk into bottle part.
MiniRetractable Extension Cord
It's often difficult to see how much salt you've added to food. The solution is to make salt that has some natural pink food coloring.
The Omni Light
A motorcycle driven by natural
Song Player/Organizer/Contrler
Smart Universal RC Controller w/APP -Use the remote control or your smart device to drive any number of possible toy vehicles. (see example)
7 in 1 Nutdriver
Travel Teddy Bear Tether
Hotel Room Hub &amp; Router
The Undie-Dispenser - A hangable underwear dispenser for the space-starved College Dorm.
Flip Top
Litterbox Jack
Wink Link: Provides Wink Products With A Back-Up Broadband Connection In Case Your WIFI Goes Down &amp; It Makes Your Wink Products Portable!
GrillPack
kid beep
Kid Beep
**Ending Soon** No one likes dealing with the messy and unruly flaps of an umbrella. This invention takes the struggle out of a rainy day!
Noyzi iPhone speakers
SAVE $s heating your home... Bring the heat back down to where we live and use less energy.
App Enabled Baton Microphone
APP Controlled Covert Camera. Watch nature, keep an eye on the kids playing in yard, or use as extra security system tool.
COT-TOP CHAMELEON
1.23457E+29
App-Enabled Travel Coffee Mug
Sweck Band
Contact/Glasses Traveling Case
Cable Weights
The most ecological way to start seeds for your garden! The Soil Cube Tool eliminates wasteful plastic pots, cups, trays, peat pellets, etc
Spray-able Peanut Butter
Smartfan technology display for a Fan. It can be used for lighting, fancy party FX, &amp; information display.
Cricket
Rooster
Toddler bathroom buddy
Solar powered Refrigeration
Smokey
Budget me
Vegetable Slicer
Life Bulbs
Tag-A-Light
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Green coffee maker
Faucet Beverage Dispenser
NO MORE BROKEN WINE GLASSES when washing and drying! A specialized rack just for drying wine glasses will save them from breaking.
Ice Cool Glass
Tying a piece of string around your finger still? Update with a Digital Watch Ring with Alarm Reminder
Strategic Chess
Eazy List
Output Aware
First Response
Poppy humming bird feeder
Shake Up Rechargeing TV Remote
Pendragon Kite Origional
thevenue.net
Shower curtain stabilizer
Pak-Lunch (By Idea)
Case with Loop : Get a better grab of your iPad! - Flush when not in use!!! Removable to use handle/loop as stand
Memories from the Grave
Strainer (By Idea)
Ghost
NFC Payment Credit Card Reader
Valve-Handle (By Idea)
Spakk The Burger flipper
Utility-Cord (By Idea)
Book Bumpers
plate cup combo
precision putter
smart card
Flatlander Barbecue
nkmlonj
Horsch
AppEnabled Privacy Screen Case
Surprise childrenâ€™s tableware
Lime Rickey
An APP maker APP with project modules and electronics kit.
Bedphone Stick
Living legacy video headstones
USB/Thunderbolt hub design for the newly announced cylindrical Mac Pro.
Multi use umbrella
Thunderbolt Hub for Mac Pro
Winkow
CardBoard Box With Wheels
AirCrutch to soften ground impact and provide stability, easy on-the-fly adjustment, and better comfort for those in need of long term use.
Smart garbage can
Air Soccer Ball
APP Control Ceiling Light with built in accent lighting accessory track/ring. Easy affordable alternative to current track lighting systems.
Water leak alarm
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Hamzan; A fully adjustable and portable stirring machine
Car NFC
MEGA multi use umbrella
(Resubmit) IPhone USB Case !
Pet Travel Kit/ Carrier
Bitz
Disposable Pooper
#CLEANING - uvLED Toilet Seat Throne AutoSanitizer - Sterilize with no fuss. Safe and simple use. Reduce cleanup work and keep germs away.
Testing testing test
Flip Spout Cap
light bender
Garbage Disposal Cleaner
Back Scratch Massage and Clean
IPhone USB Case ! More Memory
Music Muffs
Hear&amp;Heard, HeadphonesTomorrow
Window Fan That Can Detect Rain or Over-Cold Temps: Will shut off and automatically close its vents to prevent any damage to fan/property.
A heavy duty perforated cutting board that fits right across one's sink - any cutting juices go right into the sink for easy clean up!
test
discada
Kitchen canisters with reusable desiccant built into the knob on the lid. Keeps baking ingredients fresh year round! Mother Earth friendly!
car app
The HAVABALL Playmaker
Storage Kit in a Bag
Remote Control Back Scratcher
WildInvention
mate
CLEAN SIZE
Cubby Track
Quench
Directional Speaker Bar
FlyVac
Earbuddy Phone Case
Freezer Power Outage Indicator
USB Flash Selector
Auto Home Door Unlock
Plush Magnet
Auto Key-less Door Lock
cable wrap
Air Cake Decorating Tool
securtity max
His & Her Blanket
stick stuck
chalkboard stickies
Hair vaccum (tentative title)
Pool-Reader (By Idea)
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a visual alert for hearing-impaired or deaf drivers to alert them of emergency sirens or vehicle horns.
Trash-Handle (By Idea)
Pivot Power Leg outlet stand. Attach to a table leg or on the floor stand. Six large, three small outlets and 6 USB for all your adapters.
Handy Light
iFaucet
Towel-Pack (By Idea)
Mobile Christmas tree
Tissue Caddy
Text-Folder (By Idea)
Soda-Tray (By Idea)
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger *RESUBMITTED*
Soda-Reader (By Idea)
Ice-Capsule (By Idea)
Clean-Board (By Idea)
Salute! Italian Spirits
Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
Child size-Barbie Indy Car
Potatoskinner
Case with Loop : Get a better grab of your iPad! - Flush when not in use!!! Removable to use handle/loop as stand
BCaffee
~~Light Cubes ~~
Pole Lamp with Power Strip
Clean landscape stones with a cart that can wash 1.5 cubic feet by separating stones from weeds/dirt with water and simple rolling motion.
RUG FLAPS - Plastic, scaled down vehicle mud flaps for office chairs adorned with sports team logos or clichÃ© designs.
Doggie Ball Launch
Simple and thin wallet for the iPhone. Keep your essentials with your iPhone only when you need them. Leave the wallet behind when you don't
SmartMop
An expandable wireless motion light bar w/timer to light hallways and entrances at night without disturbing the house with bright lights.
Toilet Brush V.2
Locking Mechanism for the New Retina Display Macbook Pro
iSense
What day is it (WDIT)
Raining enter your dark home, trying to hang your coat, umbrella and take off wet shoes you slip fall, hit your head-there is a better way!
Kid Tag
Prescr. Glasses Protrector
Rum and Cola Slushies
You changed the look of your home; staircase just doesn't match; now it can without ripping it out, wraparound cut to fit stair decoration
Simple Ring
Lip Mix
Straw Shots
XEFIT
IPhone portable charger
Flash diffuser for iPhone
Magnetic Light
Venus Bug Vac
Lift-out organizers
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Keep Fizzy, Pour Easily
Pet food distributor box
A better measuring cup
Insta-cold Koozie
Dog Squeak with light sensors
Laser Blade Lawnmower
App enabled kitchen timer
Charge
21st Century Rave Barbie
Toothbrush and Cup holder
UpDown hanger
Ventilation drying rack
Makeup brush UV lamp
All-In-One Personal Fan
A app enabled home water filter that removes the traces of prescription drugs and other contaminants now found in our drinking water.
wind-resistant umbrella
Airturbine Battery Charger
Strap Secure
Sales tags encoded with ID
Simple Ring
OVEN CARGO
XMAS FLEXIBLE PIVOT POWER: the most flexible outlet gives you freedom of moving. No need to rearrange your Xmas lights this year anymore!!!
SlumberBright NightLight
Rubber Pager Protector
Back Friendly Shovel
Shirt button instant fix
App locating bottle/cup
Ear Brush Cleaner,
DRIZZLES, Strainable Mix Cups
Wipe handler
ghgdhgfhgfd
SHELF
The iPhone 6 charging stand
Coffee Co-Op
Capacitive Touch Faceplate
Backpack Power Station
Bottle inverter
Sleek Walkie Talkie Wristband -Stay connected to your kids in large crowds
Back forniture mold sensor
golf swing analyzer
Disposable covers get lost, don't get put back in, and children still get them off. This stays on and takes simultaneous buttons to open.
Modular bike
Bluetooth CD
The perfect pasta al dente!
Handle Buddies
Vehicle Traction System
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Nice cord manager
Ditch the spill
Shopping Bag Hand Saver
Holographic Tutor - Teach You Will I - Interactive like Siri- Study at dining room table. GE brings Education to Life!
Anxiety Aid / CBT Kit
collapsible fan
RESUBMIT final prototype it works!! Power band! The extensible power strip. Some electical outlets, two hooks, an extensible rubber band.
xmas tree light holder
Toe Poe
Armadillo the pot & lid the swinging that keep lids and pots together
fan sense
An app enabled bathroom mirror programmed to remind you of tasks and have positive thinking avatar to interact with.
H2O Pill Pod
Brush holders
Trowel/Digger
Pencil and pen holders
Shower Tissue
Snap & Nap
Plant Watering Aid
Virtual Dressing Room
gLoBaL TIRES
MULTIPLUG HOLDER DOWN TABLE
CAR COOL DEVICE
MATTEL - Kid Toy Plus
Designer Thomas &amp; Friends
IPhone portable charger(2)
Expand a brush
Consumer focused Fondant (dough) sheeter for making cakes and cupcakes. This NEEDS your vote to get built!
Find My Phone Sticker
INVENTION CHALLENGE: light it
Real Cut, Real Simple
fall bot
Designer Hot Wheels
Headphone Bendies
Toothpaste Tablets
USB to Car Adapter Socket
E-kup coffee pod sleeve
Shock Me Awake
Resubmit...Folding Garden
Snow shovel Holder
Adjustable shower cap
Junksta Headphones
MULTIPURPOSE HANDLE
Trowel/Digger
HomePharmaCenter
Xndid
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Portable, fillable, wearable, SUNSCREEN BLADDER BANDANA for Sun Hats. Forgot your sunscreen? No problem with this you are always prepared!
Rugby Challenge
Baby Secure
GatherUp
PPD -Personal Proximity Device
POPPY WINK Home Assistant
Cooking pot
App enabled drawer camera
Case flip display clean
App-enabled Blood Pressure Monitor that ties in with a complete fitness and food regimen. Let your monitor be your nutritionist and trainer!
Insulating Balls
Smart Device for Any Lightbulb
U-Charger
WASH-ANYTHING DISHWASHER RACK
App Mineral Powder Color Mixer
Middle of Wire Strippers
Ocean to Drinking Water Bottle
Simulator laser pointer
On the top step of the ladder and can't reach your tools? Here's a TELESCOPING UTILITY TRAY that clamps on to the top of the ladder!
App-enabled appliances that let you check out all of their specs as you shop. Don't be running back &amp; forth. Use your smart phone!
Keep Your Soda Fizzy
IPhone portable charging stand
Egg Minder Cooker line extend
KEEP KLEAN PASTRY BRUSH
Stop Panic Attacks w/ bluetooth ear monitor. It reads the heart rate, and talks you through a breathing technique. Watch the Video.
Home Frying Oil Recycler
Lemonga
Scrubs
Detachable Hole Punch
Evdi
Better Bike Tire Levers
Portable Washing Sink
AC/DC charger stand
Body Beats & Bass Speaker
Adjustable Gardening Cage
RESUBMITED: No Mess Oil Change
2tor - Fast Track
RESUBMITED: PowerTrak
do your brand tour
Pass-a-straw
Froadie
Blender It All individual size
The Duo-Bag
Trowel/Digger
Krepton
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IPhone portable charger
Key and Wallet locator app
Prototype 1
App-Enabled Whiteboard
Tap-It Ear-buds
sjhaus1214
Paint stick holder/stand/openr
Eargies - Adjustable Earphone.
No Child Left Behind
Timestreecher
When was the last time you gave your child their meds? Won't be a question you'll have anymore! Vote/Comment if liked but...Please Read!
Colored pegs accessory pack for the Pegboard case design that is curently in CMF phase. This lets the user personalize fun designs/messages.
Travel Workout Shaker
Hi!,This product will make it convenient to carry tissue paper/wet wipes in one container. Great for travel and everyday use.
DRIZZLE Measure and Strain Cup
PivotCord
Drink Pal
Kid Phones: Funky, Fresh, and Friendly Headphones!
A new design!! A laundry sorting system to help keep the laundry room looking good and working smooth. No more mildew. please vote its close
Portable Handwasher
Pot and Strainer
Liquid Cooler
iMacs and MacBooks get HOT. This is a simple cooling solution to keep airflow at a lower temperature and extend the life of your computer.
Color Gloves: Crayons/Chalk/Paint At Your Fingertips!
furry friends
Shaving stool for shower stall
Induction-4-one, only moments away from a good cup of tea, coffee, or soup
TILT
b
The Lovey Leash!
Useful Bookend magnet/picture
iBlend
Mud-race Spectacles
App embedded, Imp, induction cooktops
Refrigerator Shelf/Aisle
Connected Makeup Brushes
e-ink phone case
Inflataframe
a fridge tray with side flaps
No more broken baked goods!
Close Quarters Hammer
Retractable Extension Strip
WRISTEE GOLf SWING TRAINING
Macbook Upgrading Case
Cord Nest (PROTOTYPE)
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nature lover recycle bins
MARATHON RUNNERS
App Enabled Roaster/Crockpot
Smart Drawer
Phone Loss Prevention Jewlery
My product/idea is a solar powered/charged, overhead tent light.
A food storage container that has an adjustable bottom that can move the contents to the top of the container.
Home Sync
PARTY / XMAS FLEXIBLE POWER
Change-up Hat
Throw away the twist ties. The Bread Dispatcher is equipped with a light spring which aids in serving the bread by pushing it forward.
power up suits
Happy sunny fried egg
A smoke alarm equipped with a small built-in fan that can be turned on and off with an App. Burnt cooking smells are no longer a nuisance.
Space Bar Media
Clip cloth
Smart shopperâ€™s list
Ball and tether door stopper
Wet Connect Vacuum Attachment
Device to divert vehicle exhaust downwards to aid in de-icing our streets in winter! Put this wasted heat/energy to good use!
iPhone6+Apple watch charger(2)
iPhone 6 + Apple watch charger
iPhone6+Apple watch charger(3)
How about Dora or Spongebob waking your kid up for school or your favorite personality waking you up! DARE to enjoy waking up to your alarm!
Vac-Mat
Easy Dose It
WINK Toothpaste Dispenser
3 in 1 Wake me Up
MEMORY ORNAMENTS. Decorate your Christmas tree with memories. Baby's first step. His first day at school. Her Sweet 16. Your 29th bithday.
Easily lift pastry and dough from the counter top to the baking dish. Introducing the Cut-N-Lift. Resub!
FRESH-SOLES..The first hygienic disposable insoles that absorb sweat, keep inside of shoes clean and dry, free from odors and fungi....
360 Mirror. Shave your head. Style the back of your hair. Let's create a mirror that shows us the back of our heads. Please leave feedback.
Flexible Magnetic Power Strip
EZ Toilet Brush/Plunger Clean
Paris'15
Wake up and smell the espresso! App-enabled espresso maker comes on when alarm clock or smartphone rings!
Leaf Scoop and Long Handled Ra
Coffee Table
2 in 1 printer laptop
(Dry Board Wet Eraser)... There is a simple way to make your white board white again...
Rainsaver
An app-enabled sump pump that includes a device to monitor water level. No more water in your basement!
GPS tracking system
TURN YOUR PHONE INTO A TABLET! Slide your phone into the rear docking station - voila! A TABLONE! Can this be done, Quirky? Comments?
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Bending down on a step ladder is VERY DANGEROUS. Letâ€™s make a TELESCOPING UTILITY TRAY that clamps on to the top of the ladder!
Seal-tite window exhaust fan. A window exhaust fan you can put in the kitchen/bath window that seals to keep out heat and cold.
App-enabled bathroom scale that has separate functions for various individuals. Tied into a complete fitness/ food regimen.
ThermaCase
Step Ladder Add-on Safety Rail
Recycle your soap bar scraps. No Boiling &amp; Melting. A bath brush that has a pocket in the sponge to insert your small soap scraps.
Barbie's Glow House
Why are we still litering the earth with plastic weedeater string? Lets offer the same item in wire or string or something that biodegrades.
Single Serve Fries
"HALO" rides along with you - stealth and beauty encircling a strap or handle, then converts into a handy hook/security device when needed.
Minimalist Shampoo/bath holder
Black light smartphone case
CUSTOMIZE VOICEMAIL RESPONSES FOR CALLERS. This App uses caller ID and voice recognition to give custom replies depending on who calls.
THE QUIRKY GIFT PEN IS THE PERFECT GIFT! When you can't think of a gift for someone, inspire creativity by giving the Quirky Gift Pen!
Don't be a fool, stay cool! App-enabled patio umbrella and patio awning. Open them up BEFORE you go outside!
No more messy paint cans. A funneled plastic rim that you scrape brush on that directs paint back into the can not dripping down the sides.
No more messy, dripping paint cans. A new attachment that directs paint back into the can instead of dripping down the sides.
Twist on the business traveler's trick - a garment bag that collects steam while you shower - steaming out the wrinkles from your clothes.
A programmable, voice-activated earring, watch, or necklace that contacts Emergency Responders in case of Domestic violence, rape, etc.
EZ Garlic Peeler
Pig Mania
Napclip
Tired of trying to spread hard butter on soft bread?? A knife, ice cream cake knife and ice cream scooper set with rechargeable warm blades.
Improved No-Slip Hanger Grip
Store your bike, smart and stylish! Put on your wall if you don`t have room in your apartment! No need to store outside, more safe!
My idea is for a Bicycle Beverage Sleeve that attaches to the frame, allowing bikers to easily and safely get a drink while riding.
Bac Away - UV sponge cleaner
THE BLOCKHEAD
A hands free locking rod holder, keeps your fishing rod safe from that big fish!!! He might break your line but he's not getting you poll.
Jewelry that calls 911
Inexpensive bathing container for elderly and handicapped individuals who are wheel chair bound. They need this bad. Please look.
Lets get rid of the three annoying screws on light receptacles and invent a product that allows for easy access to the light base.
Mouse Mate Wrist Rest
Hithere
Magnetic Wall Charger
Bobble Toothbrush Travel Case
Universal N' Modular PowerCurl
Extendable Surge Protector that you can walk on. Great for your office or anywhere you need a power outlet.
Water bottle straw
Mouse Mate Wrist Rest
Jacket Ina Pocket
dehumidifier toilet
Bathtub Overflow Stop
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NO MORE IRONING BOARDS. A whole new way to Iron
Thermo shower head
Baby Bubbles (Quirky + Mattel)
OUTAGE BULB
Bracelet w/ detachable markers
A programmable, voice-activated earring, watch, or necklace that contacts Emergency Responders in case of Domestic violence, rape, etc.
I'm Tired of This! *Another Lifehacker Inspired* Silicone Cord Sleeve
Super Poof Dinner Table
not wet toasts
Mattel: Mozart Gloves
Automatic Window Tint
GoPro Camera Man
Ultra Quiet Window Fan--add on
Poppy Futuristic Water Cooler
sleeping 'water' bag
Rover
Poppy-Spyder
Fuelguard
Garden Hose Thread Saver Tool
Perfect Rolling Mat
App enable star gazing glasses
Poppy Dry Bulk Storage
The idea is that they are transformable shoes with ejectable fins that can be worn on land in water and on snow.
kickbacks
iPhone Flashlight Headband
Detachable Lid Mixer
Drink More Water bottle.
Text
Sock-fit
Phone Case board games
Shopping high capacity market
Bluetooth for old speakers
Insta-spray
insta wallet
Handle Cover
All together washing machine
BUBBLE MAKER WAND
just-weight
Learning Headphones
Marker kumpfy
Mama S.O S
Got a root? Grab your Root Out and eliminate the root of your poblem!
The Dog Companion
Keyboard
Controlink
Adjustable Pillow
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Clothing Proof System for Inse
Text Button
eyeglass pencil holder
A hand held, battery powered device to evacuate the air out of ANY resealable food storage bag.
GPStick
The Dog Defender
Universal Wireless Transmitter
Luggage w/bed/chair
WIFI BUMP ROUTER - resub
Anti gum film
Amphibian Ejectable Fin Shoes.
Space Plate
Retractable multi-Paint Brush/Pen for artists.(please watch my video)
It is a grocery bag holder with a sholder strap to suport more weight and carry multiple bags at once so the chore is done faster and easyer
Automobile Warning Call
Introducing "CH-IZMO"
2-liter soda bottle tap
Spooky Glow in the Dark puzzle
Pivot App Charger
"ONE finger splint"
"The TUMMY TRAINER,"
Quick Cool
Draw Glass
Flexible, Multi-Purpose, Portable Stand: Uses Interchangeable Tips on the Ends of Posable Arms to Hold Just About Anything
Tiro
Collapsible Storage Unit
Suppository Insertion Device
iRoad Reflectors
Stop Child Porn Viewing (DOC)
Poo Pal
Wink Enabled UPNP server
Easy to use Needle
Foot-operated joystick, gaming accessoire for MMORPGs. Strapped to the foot and uses tilt and acceleration sensors to simulate a joystick.
Gg
Fire Hydrant Defroster
Diyer QR sticker
Flat-Stop
Upsidedown Shampoo Hangar
The unique no-twisting, 1-hand, table-gliding, SALT AND PEPPER MILL on wheels ------>>VIDEO, PROTOTYPE
SMART POTS
Block the mind
The Expanding WallMount Jig An adjustable drilling/cutting wall jig for DIYers/Pro-Installers to use to cut uniform mounting holes.
One-size-fits-all free weight holder. Allows you to create your own kettlebells and save money and space.
"Quickies" single serve, silicone microwave cupcake dish topped with Quirkys Bake Shapes, microwave CUPcake baking in 5 minutes, UTube Video
Smart Baby Crib - cry sensing
FLOSS-in-a-FLASH
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Driving TALK
Dog Treat Feeder
Play Day Night Shooter
Steamer
OneStep Diagnosis
Gluten personal blood scanner
Storing necklaces: have 10-12 clear tube, attached on one end to a stand. On the other end a hook that can snap into place securing necklace
Cable ties available in market are not reusable,environment friendly &amp; safe.The proposed CableBelt is reusable,environment friendly &amp; safe.
Spookies
Players card
Like PC warnings a surge protector has an "Are You Sure" mode when you punch the off button, beeping for 10 seconds before shutting down.
Double-Handle Utility Tool
Quirky's skirt with iPhone 5 pocket
A Verbal Pet Tag 4 The Collar
A Better Frisbee.
Wrapping paper made of pattern printed aluminum foil. Gift packing is done in less than a minute. Hold pattern designing contests for kids.
fridgecam
Viral (infected)
Helmetwipe
ute extender
The Dream Catcher Jewelry Rack
Third Arm
roll wand
Seaboard
Hot Wheels SimCars
Ex-Hail
Frosty Rings
QOL quality of life
The rescue harness
testing
Modular Clothes Hamper
Sink Shield. Cover your sink
Packet Pal
Computer Keyboard Protector
The lighting Bolt
Talking HorseShoes 4 the Blind
Skidless device
test
Master Low PH (Alkaline) Drink
Hamper Table / Modular Laundry Solution. Hampers take up valuable space and serve but one purpose. We can Fix that.
Ferocious Toygun
Baby Safety Band
macri
Transformer Headphones
Space-Saving Drying Rack!
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Stinkbugs have become quite the problem on the Easern half of the U.S. Lets build a trap to keep our homes free and clear of these buggers!
Modular Laundry Room Storage System With interchangeable Components - Shelf's, Drying Rack and Clothes Hanging Bar.
mood changer
Headphones/Speaker Combo
Rice Milk
Laptop Webcam Privacy Shield
Retractable Extension Strip
A pedometer attached to a salt shaker and adapted to measure short "steps" as "shakes" becomes a Salt-o-meter. Measure daily salt usage...
Tester
Flat Screen TV Art Dust Cover
Projector Headphones
Build Your Own Lemonade Stand
BARBIE'S GLOW
Build-able Lemonade Stand
Hanging Hamper, Basket, with wheels- For use in dorms,hotels and homes.
Ipad Mini case with a Velcro strap at the back for easy grip to your palms, bike, furniture and ...
Multi-Angular Spot Light
A home Pap smear kit that any woman can use in the privacy of her home. It must be easy to use, low-cost, and yield lab-quality results.
Supply Light
PedeFloor
Mould preventing storage conti
Clean Brush
Work Sounds
AUTOMATED DOG FEEDER
Dart machine gun
Edger Adapter
T-shirt wallet
Toy X-Ray Machine
Watershed
The Tomato Booster
How many times have you had to rehang or straighten a towel after you or a loved one has used it?
Receipt Box
ElectroBoot
Minimalistic racquet keeper
Harness the power of frequency to charge your devices! Wireless chargers are common devices however, what about a wireless-wireless charger?
Harness the power of frequency to charge your devices! Wireless chargers are common devices however, what about a wireless-wireless charger?
STD'S Detecting Condom
RESUBMITED: Smart Audio HUB
Two sided laptop/tablet holder
PivotPower PowerTrak
RESUBMITED: iRoad Reflector
PoliceState.tv
AUTOMATED CHICK FEEDER
Clip-Cord (By Idea)
Earbud Cord Management Thingy (ECMT)
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Wrist-Mouse (By Idea)
magnetizing tool
NO MORE jelly in the peanut butter and peanut butter in the jelly. "Revolutionary" knife! No more mess!
Pop-Up Bins (By Idea)
Tape-Saver (By Idea)
2 in 1 foundation face wash
Brella-Magnet (By Idea)
Pak-Lunch (By Idea)
Pedal Power 1.0 | Generator
Wireless Speaker Projector
Baskie
MAGNETIC HAIKU BLOCKS - play, compose, and display (See video pitch).
Harold, the Eye Wear Assistant
NO MORE jelly in the peanut butter and peanut butter in the jelly. "Revolutionary" knife! No more mess!
Clip-Spoon (By Idea)
stovetop and oven timer
Safety Seat
Solar Hat Light/Charger
piezo
lipstick/lipgloss
EasyClean Drain Strainers
Wrist band attaches phone case
Tower
Bullying - interactive games
Sharpener & Eraser Attachment
Wink Fan
Goal Tennis
Wink Dimming Light Switch
Gravity-defying iPhone/iPod stand/charger - looks like a charging cord which has magically become rigid. *PLEASE MOVE TO APPLE ACCESSORIES*
Tinnitus relief
A utility knife with a built in blade sharpener will extend the blade's life and help reduce the rate of which they are discarded.
Automatic sieve for flour
Bike Front View Mount System
Mobile Invincible Fence
Peak
UNUS keyboard
Splat
Ultra portable clothes line
beach table
Smart Tower Fan with Light
Happy Wife Whisker Trap
Krish
video/dvd of the academic year
smart blade
App Enabled Mailbox Checker
AIRPORT TROLLEY ECO POWER
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Personal Wireless Video Camera
Aura
Laptop screen phone holder
Illumi-Wall
Right Angle Box Cutter
Water pick, Drinking Fountain, Face Washer. Eye Rinser all in one. Right in your Bathroom! A multi-function hose for your bathroom sink.
Hamper Table / Modular Laundry Station
Smart Luggage
ATM
Modular cat tree, mix and match, change whenever to give your cat a unique experience!
Rare Coins
Roadshow
iSight periscope type thing
Z-Wave Weight Sensor
Voice Activated Lights
Intruder A-Wi
Fancy Pants Martini's
Backed into a corner outlet
Harman Wave
Window Crawler
Light Sensing Plug/Adaptor
Cleaner Downer
Blow up desk
Placemat Shield
Portable Gift Wrap Station
Vomit freeze
asdfasdf
Night Watch Smart Socket
What Really Matte-rs
Inverted measuring spoons
Poppy Orange Juicer
Washer/Dryer all in one
Replaces Standard Outlet Cover
MP3 pacifier
Smart Cord-reel Pendant Lamp
Best feminine pad "period"!
The City Bento is a plastic-free lunchbox that takes the waste out of ordering takeout.
Roman Candle Fight!
Self Recharging eBicycle
Copper pipe cleaner
Air Freshener Tape
Eyebrown HD by Victoria Feliu
"STRIGIL" - Rediscover the ancient Roman skin secret - infuse the skin with olive oil, then use the Strigil for an incredible health effect!
The Ladder Caddy is an attachment that goes on the top of a ladder and holds the ladder away from the wall so that you have space to work.
steak hamburger
Rug system
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QUIRKY WALL PAPER
â€œKnee Flexâ€: An external frame knee support that keeps the knee bent from 10 to 110 degrees from straight and is spring loaded to 20.
Turn any water bottle into a camel back instantly! Great for back packing abroad, or anywhere that drinkable water might be suspect.
App-controlled back scratcher. It's hard to scratch your own back, but not with this gizmo. "Back App Ya".
Mood Music Headphones
Quick Color Drive
Freezer Contents Door Display
Cyclist Rear Camera Sunglasses
Low Ox Rocks
shrimp pita
Nailpops
Bicycle Induction Charger Bag
(Resubmit) Cabinet Door Knife Block is also a Cutting Board. Almost 500 Votes and 94% V2V ratio 1st round.
A lowcost, personal running device that would work great with Kinect, Wii, or just to run in place.
iHud - cost effective HUD solution for your car. Put your driving instruction where you can see it: on the windshield!
Bluetooth Home Phone
Crystal clear phone shield
Austin Invention Challenge
Dish-Eaze
"The Note Clip"... A Plastic Paper Clip that lets you jot a quick note on the clip itself, and can be reused over and over.
Stretch-N-Flex Cake Pans
BATH BIBS
Water pressure-powered fog-less shower mirror with light, date, time, audio for music, news, weather reporting, and possible intercom.
READY SPOON DIP LID
Connected Smoke Alarms -WiFi
WiFi Connected Straightener
Car Seat Rocker
smart blade
Accio
Car Auto-Sanitizer Dispenser
App Enabled French Press
Robot Scraper Sander Vacuum
Bladeless
Activilock
What if there was a mini toolbox you could always carry? A small box in a wristwatch containing a cutting tool, pen, and screwdriver head.
Combination Paint Roller
Smart Pillow
Isolated -phone case!
Ultimate Taping Knife
No need for a TV anymore...
Soap Saver
Multi App Enabled Nite Lites
wing pack
Gamers shelf
Versatile drawer orginizer
Can we design a belt that's retractable, portable, and stretches out around a pant waist to clip on to the waist of the pants? A pocketbelt.
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How would you like to have a plate that contained all your silverware inside of it on a push in, pull out tray? Simple and convenient.
Modock
Measuring Cups that also sifts
Butter sprout
Lawn Mower Stick Chipper
GoGo Cellfie
BRA IN PLACE
A trash can that clamps trash bags on the inside and has a revolving side door letting you easily remove trash from the side. Easy removal.
Mutt Mat Master
The Remote Tail
soap dispenser wink dash
Paint Can Handler
#spotsv Rods with retractable *Insulated curtains* to keep cold air more efficiently in Fridge. Simply Suction cup to walls/shelves. Save $$
Shelf-To-Desk Space Saver
Turn any glove into a touchscreen glove! Just a quick application of one touchscreen sticker to tip of the glove and your done!
Laundry lid
HangUps: frame hanging guides
crumble tunnel
Extend-a-stroller
#spotsv Clip strip for homes. Vertical Packet organizer, free up space in your pantry while organizing packets.Packets are easy to access.
Drum handle cover.
Beach/Park Safety Frisbee
The Hot seat!
Cover Plate Brite Screws
Quick Pay
Truly Instant Coffee Cups
Biometric Locking Headphones
robotic grocery helper
Bat &amp; Bird Bounce Guard
Anti-thermal fingertips
Traceart
Quick Seal Carabiner dry bag
Beep Me Baby
Easy Shoe Lacing
Hook it
Unique Office Supply Tiles!
smart dryer and washer
Z-Lamp
Quick Seal Carabiner dry bag
Worry-free Overcharged Charger
Nucklerz Rainbow Rings
Pizza Pouch
Test
Bluetooth Pass
Book Replicator
Q-Quiet sound blocking headphones
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airflow dishwasher
"The Breath of Life"
Colemans Adjustable Walker
Poollie
Baby Shoes
Keeper
Deskube
Motorcycle Steering Damper
Apple CAROUSEL - Charge &amp; Safely store your favorite Apple Products (iPad, iPhone, iPod) - Includes iPhone 5 charging/dock.
Body rod
Silicone DishWash-Safe Toaster
Full Body Workout System "Harness your Fitness" All-in-one Body Harness and Resistance Bands System! Personal Fitness is HOT!
Versa Towel Bar
Companion to the Petal Drops perhaps?
Finally! - WEDDING CAKE transport Made Easy! BILLION DOLLAR industry! Going GREEN, no more boxes!
Drink Body Pack
App Enabled Roaster &amp; Crockpot
Eco-Minder
Never Shave
Spotter ECHO
Robotic Tank Cleaner
SMART DOOR ASSISTANT
KidzGarm - Pleasantly Refreshed Garments! (Kills Germs) Fun Scents - Chocolate Chip Cookies, Peppermint, New Baby Scent, Lavender, New Shoes
Ceiling based storage. A storage system designed to be raised up to the ceiling when not needed, and lowered again when required
Clima
find it
Glove toothbrush
Smartphone Holster
Collapsible Chafing Dish
Mobile SMS Sensor
stake kit for curb walls and
Ceramic pan stand
Heel 2 Flat
Resubmit: Hybrid Container
Harman 1-Directional Headphone
Talking Cars
FOR PROFIT CELL PHONE CHARGING
Wake Up Call
Oven Door Fan
COMMUTER BUS*****TIME SAVER
Brush-N-Floss Timer: comes in different shapes/colors and favorite character with per-recorded voice, music/sound for brushing and flossing.
Scent and Sunlight Emitter
Universal attachable organizing unit for a stroller or a bike that contains hand sanitizer, noise tissue, first aid kit or bandages.
Interactive Digital PullUp Bar
hahahoho
Water Rocket Parachuter & GPS
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Wine Box Stand
Grip and hold
CC Band
Versatile clamp
Multi-Level Mug Warmer
Stain Removal Pen
Solar cooler embedded bottle
Wireless Headphone Splitters
The final notebook holder for all (inconvenient) situations. Work standing, lying down or on unfitting supports.
Water hoseTrampoline/speakers
Seik
Boot and Shoe Plugs
Twice the Mice
handy shopping cart
Sure Connect
Instant can chiller
Mini Portable Microwave 12/120
Moji-Tells
spray penut butter
Shoe + Boot Rack Solver
Luggage with fold out Chair
Aquarium Monitor. Sends Temp, Ph levels, nitrates levels, CO2 levels, ect. to cell phone.
Smart Gutter Strainer
WINK Door Camera
vacback
Smart Command Socket
Watch + iPhone Dock in one
2 Tone Skirting Board
Combination Hex Keys
Mini Sticker and Photo Printer
Room in a bag
Stretchy Cord Headset
xyz
Wrist power pack
Combination Paint Roller
Goemon Bathtub
Dimpled Cutting Board
everything on caster wheels
All weather All footwear Rack
Lock n' Play Headphones
Barbie & Ken With Prosthetics
the cellnitor
App Enabled TO DO list.
The Paint Mixer Buddy stirs or mixes the paint for you while you prep the walls. When done, paint is nicely mixed and ready to be applied.
ALL-IN-1 GRILL TONGS
unforgettable
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iWatch
Universal Coat Hanger
Controller phone
tests1111
The Ultimate Axe
A case that charges your iphone on the go
The handy roller polythene sealer
Senzy
iJump start syour Car
PowerShell EU
Patch
Winding Stand
Easy tummy tuck
Super-Glass-Holder
The Volt-In Level provides the ease of having a 4-ft long Level, 3 ft-Level,a 2 ft-Level, and 2 Torpedo Levels into 1.
FANtastic Flag Football
This bag cradles fruits and vegetables. Delicate fruits are placed in net/string bags and hang from the top. Opens from the side.
Standard 5 gallon bucket measuring dipstick. Measures ounces to gallons for those crucial mixture combinations. No more guessing! #spotsv
Cordapt
Safety That Shines
Sleep Mask with Ear Covers
Slingo
Riding Lawn Mower Cooler
The "Electric Dustpan" is a small, battery powered, portable device that vacuums up dirt that is swept into its opening.
Paper Grocery/Shopping Bags Infused with Seeds
Ruler Plus String Paper Cutter
One Second Kitchen Cabinet
Headrest cellphone Holder
Slim Mag
I want to reduce the number of people killed/injured while riding bikes, wheelchairs and mobility scooters during low light conditions.
Walking Wand
The end of lost socks! No more tedious sock sorting! Attach a Sock Snap Strip. Socks stay together from hamper to washer to drawer. YEAH!
RC FLOOR LAMPS
BS BA
Magnetic Accessory Display Board- A better way to store and display your accessories like men's ties, jewelry, scarves, accessories, etc...
Pill reminder huggy
Retractable power cord lanyard
Tall trash can cleaner
13 Minutes Left!! Store your makeup and other cosmetic supplies inside of your tabletop makeup mirror
#spotsv - A travel friendly combination soup and sandwich container/dish - microwave/dishwasher safe - super simple...
Mirror mounted suction cup tool to keep your wedding ring from falling down drain &amp; toothbrush off of unsanitary surfaces (great for travel)
Quirky Smart Table
Portable Back Builder
smart shower
Go-to Beverage center
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Travel Comfort Assistant
Redden, gas grill
Power Run
PoochPad
MIYA: Next-gen video game expe
Plastic foldable blender
Fridge-Cooker
SofaBed Recliner
VECTOR TRACE PEN
Inked by Design
smart wheelchair
Thermal Cell
Instant Coffee Mixer
Quirky + GE Door SmartLock
Scented Modular Furniture
hover spotter
SMART HOME A/C VENT
Induction
A waterproof velcro wrap with additional pouches for your EcoXgear case or accessories... Or similar concept idea.
Corn on a Crank
12 v haliogen portable heater
Ace
Clip Hanger
Induction Function Power Strip
finger nail camera
Kool Keeper
WSHARMAN - Share Your Music
Trailer back up lights
The Harmo-Neck
Octopus Earbuds
Hate sorting laundry? Having a divided laundry hamper makes this task much easier, turn any hamper into a laundry organizing star!
Amphitheater Canopy Phone Case
The Drink Band - Sports enthusiast now have the opportunity to have a drink and keep up with apps!!
SPACE SAVER!!!! Artists, Crafters, Hobbyists or collectors. There is a little more room to store your small accessories. The Door Storage!
XXX
Police Notifying Pepper Spray
Bitz
MeteorWrite
Pipes
Electronic Device
The cordless lamp
beachtide
Xpedia: ULTRA-FOLDING E-Bike
Card Reader &amp; USB Hub Station
The Bass Top !
Garden Go-Buggy
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Track Lighting Hot/Cool Zones
Electric Dustpan
PlayPlex
DiamondLight
The Handup cane!
Carseat Hip Attachment
Insteon Integration
Radar
Garlic crusher
FLAVOR SPIKE
De Moda Wrist Braces
Universal Bungee with Fittings
Fresco
FIRST CLASS!
An internet-connected oven
Eco Friendly Pet Vac Brush
The Tat Test Drive
Shower Vision
Fly Snap
! Ever wish you had a curved shower curtain rod? Well you don't need to waste time installing one with these weighted shower curtain hooks !
9-1-1 Assist
Enhanced Golf Driving Mat
Recover
Follow Me Doll
! Quirky Doesn't Need a Microwave Grilling, Frying, Browning and Roasting Pan OR Do They? !
Golfers footwork trainer
Attachable Drink Coasters
Coffee table with USB charger
The Omni Light (Home Depot)
Solar heater terrarium stone
LED DreamCatcher - Light up your dreams.
Weather
A "Pringles" like garbage can that is stylish and takes less space in your car with an adjustable size to the quantity of trash you carry.
Kool Komfort
Cube Solar Air Conditioner
Shower Water Saver
Key To Health
Inside Cabinet Bottle rack
g
RESUB-Work at a desk all day, bound to a wheel chair, donâ€™t like to exercise? The Foot and leg exerciser---â€œThe Foot Trackâ€ is for you
Daniel Kinart
liquid away
Zen Cutlery Drying Rack
Poppy Premier Select Dip
Wi-Fi booster with Encryption for your IPhone, smartphone, IPad, IPad mini, Mac, Tablet or laptop
Attachable Drink Coasters
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Smart space heater/air cleaner
Cup and Ball Target Toy - A new update for an old idea.
Are you a procrastinator? Is it hard to make a decision; Hard to make a choice? Let Fate take its course for you "Fate"
A Shelving System that can be configured to hold YOUR stuff the way YOU want it
The dancing robot doll
Share-Air (Quirky + Harman)
Letâ€™s get a jump start on the IPad 5 sleeve
WINK: No-Bulb LED Fixtures
Dual Plates - Detachable for easy cleaning and use. - Collaboration with Akash Thapa
iPrivacy
Bring those dead corners in your home alive with corner mounts; add pictures, plants, add flare to your rooms
Duel use case for the apple TV; for home use and travel
Heart Mate
The Cube
Combination Wrench With Attached Movable Handle. It Supplies Comfort Grip And High Torque. Slide Handle To Opposite End Of The Side In Use.
Auto Brightness Lightbulb
An Upright Luggage With Ergonomic Handle That Continuously Adjust To Each Hand's Motion As you Go, Ensuring Least Possible Stress Or Strain.
Mobile Stair Stepping Exercising Shoes. Burn Calories. The Shoes Telescopes Up And Down As You Walk. Gives You Some Mobility Indoors.
Utility-Cord (By Idea)
Resubmit---Combo- I Pad Mini Bike holder,car holder and desk stand.
Copy Paste Pen
Dual Use Of High Brilliance LEDs Lights For Space Heating And Light Combo. Fiber Optics Ports Lighting To Additional Lamps.
A Multifunctional LED Floor Standing Lamp That Has An Integrated Jewelry Storage Pod. Awesomely Designed, Maximizes The Use Of Floor Space.
SquareWare
Stop Tired Hands, Stop Numbness, Hands Free Coat Holding On The Go. This Belt Buckle's Integrated Pull Out Strap Hold's Your Coat In Place.
Kidmogo Smartband for Children
WHaaaaaat
Remote Versatile Robot Arm
QUIRKY+GE App Controlled Stamp
Soap-Scrubber (By Idea)
Self-Charging Mouse
Kleenex Poppy
Solar &amp; Electric LED Bulb
An Ergonomic, Steady Single Handed Serving Tray With Integrated Wrist And Lower Arm Support. You Can Now Move Your Servings With Confidence.
Dynamic Corner Projector
SmartBed
Movable Button For Clothes
A Uniquely Designed Floor Standing Wine Cooler. Yes, It's Tall, Slim And Slender, Fit's 12 Bottle.
Hoop Lock
âœ¿ Draw-Back Shovel Moves More
Tired of dead space in your kitchen and your beadroom closet, now thereâ€™s a solution, pull-out dropdown drawer. Resubmit 76% vote to view
Toy
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The Smartphone case that can detect Smoke and Carbon Monoxide! Let your phone wake you up in an emergency! Featured on Gadget Review Wow!!!
A WiFi-enabled security camera that can be installed simply by plugging it into a light socket.
Tube Printer -Pulls tubes through itself while printing on them.- Create your own custom containers &amp; craft building projects.
Smart Case
Vertical Pivot Power Station
TradeMill
âœ¿ Scrub your ANKLES, too!
micro bt module
Lets expand our iPhone screen surface, with a pull out flex screen case.
Super-Saw
Automatic dog collar
Broom Groomer SUCKS! Well this one does, a vacuum dustpan with broom groomer. Great line extension! OXO this!!!!!
Hanging display/storage for eyeglasses and sun glasses. Show off and store your glasses and get organized! ***Working prototype***
Global warming solution:for fireplaces and wood burning stoves-is like having a Catalytic Converter for your fireplace or woodburning stove
A portable, rechargeable device that can quickly warm up about 8 to 10oz of breast milk or water (for formula) to feed a baby.
excersing
Night light plus outlets
The Safe, Easy Knife Sharpener
Wraparound Hose Adapter
Travel Face Cloth
Jewel/Gem Factory - Molding Machine - No more searching for just the right ones, make your own however you want them with this machine.
kopkopkop
Quantshaker
222
Scoot and Charge
Introducing the Mag-Brush, a paint brush that you can shape and size. Need multiple brushes? Just pull it apart! It's that easy!!!!
Shower head water saver
Improved Tomato, Cucumber and Plant Supports
Found It!
Toddler Wading Dam
Wireless Decor Light Clusters
Lamp cool
Milk Reminder
Skoon
Flex-Stix
Ladder Harness
A Drinking Straw Cleaning Device. Itâ€™s not a brush. Itâ€™s not in the market yet and itâ€™s definitely easy to manufacture.
Steam cooking cups---Stop using those tuna cans---the hottest trend in cooking,steam cooking,open up the possibilities
Cooler with Secure Drawer
Shower Toothebrush Kit
Air Freshner and Bug Repellent
Clima
Plug and play spotlight harnes
Cubicle Chord Holder
App Controlled TV &amp; Play time. Restrict and manage kids from watching TV and playing their favorite game consoles.
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Things You Need To Know About â€œThe Microsoft Surfaceâ€
Transfer Belt
Bike-n-Go Picnic
Candid Camera Toy
Portable 3d printer
SofaBed Recliner
Auto-Umbrella
Bottle Border
Stickups
#QCYCLE resubmit-- Cable Bike Lock and Shoulder Strap for carrying Bike
I Pad Mini Case design inspired by Chip Foose and/or Carroll Shelby
DISPENSERS IN TOILETS ARMRESTS
Garbage Can With A Mini Garbage Can Cradled Inside The Cover. Use Your Mini Garbage Can Readily On Counter tops, Sinks Or Wherever Needed.
ibot steam cleaner
STRAINER for HANDS &amp; OVER SINK
A Jug Handle Designed Garbage Can, Resistant To Falling Flat With Contents, Has An Ergonomic Pulling Handle And A Single Thread Twist Cap,
Cord Case
3D Printer - Skincare Products
Pocket vacuum bag sealer
safety guard shower door
Paris '15
PopSnack Chip Maker
Customizable String-O-LED Lights for Party, Holiday, or Full Time Decor -Includes Pseudo Vacuum Tube covers. {Other possible slip on covers}
tedt
The Gypsy Cat Sanctuary
Web
two ways hanger.
Dial-a-Grater
Target Bot Game with Visible Beam Laser Pistol - {laser pointer or IR} - Phaser inspired shooting fun with no ammo needed.
New Gameboy games
FindMe
Flat sieve
uvLED GlowSwitch - Keep germs away from one of the most unclean items. Installs in standard locations. More possible product lines. {resub1}
Drip Catch Gutter System
Sing Song Baby Monitor
By inserting a Podium between an external keyboard and the screen of a laptop or an external monitor, you add a workspace in front of you
With the business end of cords secured by a Cordies+, store excess cord lengths on a CordiesCoil+ to eliminate tangle and jumble of cords
Timer Chess Board
A cutting board with sides that centers food for fast repeated chopping and confines food to prevent it from flying off the board
Introducing a better pair of pliers. Smart-Pliers clamp and lock onto cutting blades and wrench heads. Please view all images.
Introducing Caution-Bandits the reusable flagged warning bungee cord. The stretch version of the Caution Clip which sells at Lowes!!! Resub.
Pill Tracker
Earth Meets Music.
E-Dent
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Induction Valet
Tile a complete back splash without using any tile cutting tools! Introducing Snap-Tiles. The only tiles with a snap grid on their reverse.
LED edge-lit STASHBOARD. Modern! Minimalist! Attractive! (Product line extension) Think acrylic/perspex signs.
Use GPS To Control Gun Usage
Interactive Phone Arcade Games
Use the simplicity of Bandits to secure and highlight your load. Introducing Hazard-Bandits the reusable flagged warning bungee cord.
PeepHole with Light Ring -Primary use is as a backup or for situations where lighting outside the door is insufficient.
relief from tinnitus
HANG-ONs
Modular Bounce House
Standryer
Loco-Ocean
Handheld Power Mulcher
Plant Rain'n Shade
Drawing board only!
Command Center light switch
Tree Hugger Laundry Stand
Third Eye Car Camera
Sponge Wand
Open Command Alarm Clock
Pot and Pan Scraper / Spoon Rest - Clip it on your kitchen sink center divider. Rest your spoon + Kick pan washing butt
Roller Pillow Cushion Seat
Variable Instrument Stand
Dry erase recycling bag or bin - so you can write down the item youâ€™re recycling and the corresponding recycling center name and location.
Mathematical keyboard
Collar to protect your dog
An attachable waterproof pocket liner that protects cell phones, iPods, and other contents, thatâ€™s easy to open and close.
L.E.D. Umbrella / Cane
Travel Toothbrush
Fridge Snooper
Thomas the Tank Healthy Plate
Personal Glass Mirror Display
RunPrepared
Rotating Grocery Vid-Cam
Fabric-top office desk
Spray Scrape Windshield De Ice
Tree Hugger Laundry Stand
Strainer Insert for Pot
Smart Sound Interface Detector
Aloe Shower
Tortilla Flipper
Microwave &amp; DishDryer (Washr?)
the diet locker
Functional Gel Skin Case
MedMinder
beat bracelet
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Buttonnotes or Buttontunes
A Handyman Multitool! A slimline package of the most common household tools. Check photos of design and the traditional tools it replaces.
Avec Amour Lingerie
ADHD Arm Alarm
Harman Cloud Headphones
Carseat Forget-Me-Not Sensor
FlashMat
3dsmart table mirror assisting
FlashMat
Shower Soap Consolidation Pack
Toothpaste Maker / Dispenser - saves money - easy to use! A machine that makes and dispenses toothpaste.
Lunch Lock
WINK hot blanket/ mattress pad
iOS Wireless Microphone - Record High Quality Audio on your next Video production
Tree Hugger Laundry Line
instant post
I propose 3D Cat Goggles! Let your cat experience the magic of 3D TV! See them paw at, run and jump at invisible things :3
Clip-on Dog Reflectors for safe night walking. Why buy a separate reflective collar, leash or harness just to walk our pets at night?
Propane Shutoff Timer
desk for baby
QUICK MARINATION
Alarm Watch/WristBand uses EMS
Quickly Remove Static From Hair. No chemicals, No drier sheets. The Comb Plugs In, No current used, Static goes to Ground. Working Prototype
Extension Cord Surge Protector
ScaldFree Cups
Harman Kardon SoundLight
Snapanger
Soho Wireless Infinity
Snap Dress Tie
iGrate
Stop Go Outlet Cover
BalanceBikes &amp; Tricycles
SmartMop
plotter graph
NO DRIP SENSOR
Cool Wiz
Salt Thrower Solar Light Combo
SofabedRecliner
CubeLink
Replenish your body with your choice of fluid when you need it most. Double hydration bladders for Camel Back.
iBlend
RESUBMIT: Lotion Dispensing Bracelet! Convenient way to carry Lotion. After washing hands, just slide nozzle forward and Press the Button.
PetPal
Freaky
Dishwasher Glass Stabilizer Protects your Glasses. Reusable, Install Once. Stabilizes without the need to tie down. Saves time and work.
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RESUBMIT-138 Votes:Pot Cover Elevation/Holding Clips. Let's out steam and bubbles. Holds Tilted covers In Place while cooking. Cleaner stove
Lighted Shin Guards
SofaBed Recliner
Web/Crossover 4 iPhone 6 &amp;6+
Apple Pocket Watch Case
WINK Solar Attic Fan &amp; Exhaust
Modular Power Mirror Frame
Backup Battery Bracelet
Ravioli Pierogi Dumpling Maker
Jewel/Gem Factory - Molding Machine - No more searching for just the right ones, make your own however you want them with this machine.
solar power oudoor outlet
To help those who forget to brush their teeth. This product combines a mouth guard specially made to brush teeth.
A circular wall-mount with different types of hooks , etc on it. Turning the wall mount would change the hook depending on your purpose.
Apple Watch Power Tower
Retail clothing rack topper
#NEVWET {Infused Anti-Static Spray} Double protection for electronics and many other applications.
>> Go-Anywhere Hook â€“ Hang your stuff where you want! Clamp-on hook goes almost anywhere, wonâ€™t mar furniture.
uvLED Toilet Seat Throne AutoSanitizer - Clean and sterilize with no fuss. Safe &amp; simple use. Reduce cleanup work &amp; keep germs away.
UPDATED
Pocket Tripod
#NEVWET {Infused Spray Paint} Any color you want and protected.
Let's create an elegant sunglasses display & storage solution! Too many sunglasses without a place at home, just sitting there.
Gear Shift Connect
Smart Runners
ezHang
BBQ APRON LIGHT! Built in LED light that also comes off for safe washing! No more looking for a light or fubbling with all your utensils.
Quirky Sound Cloud
Momma's Extra Hand
THE BBQ SPICE WAND/ HANDLE! A easier way for BBQ grillers to prepare their food! Built in spice dispensor, LED light and bottle opener!
Water Suit
Kupola
POWER UP
Find-it sticker
THE FAUCET SQUEEZE SOAP DISPENSER!! Attach to any kitchen or bathroom faucet and just squeeze to dispense soap or toothpaste. SPACE SAVER!!
Sound Case
Interactive Quirky a.k.a. IQ
Apple's CURSOR ZOOM APP. Allow you to zoom in on your screen. Tool can be found on your pull down menu!!! Simple!
Trainer Leash
Egginson
This revolution in hand cleaning will make your life easier! Get the job done, every second counts! (Issued Patent 8230544)
Pillow Case Pro
Shift Sound Bar
Lightning Splitter Adapter
Lightning Port Splitter
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Headphone jack to Lightning
Smart Phone Rear View Bike Cam
Comb o ticket
Surround Sound Speaker Frames
Cordial
Tapered Stacking Containers
RC RECON
Tesla + Quirky + GE Smart Car
The Ultimate Beauty Organizer
Gryp
Microfiber Fan Cleaning Bag
Portable Baby Sound Machine
Kitchen Zen
Water Mizer
3D Animal/Character Glasses
Bike peddle replacement -glide
App Enabled Doorbell
SELF DEFENSE RING- WITH SHARP CHEMICAL TREATED TIP,READY TO USE MOMENTARY.
Fall Balance baby bike seat.
Hydro Flask covers
Shower Head with Timer &amp; Temp
Stellar Grid
NEVER a dull moment. Knife block with a built in sharpener in EACH knife slot. Remove knife to use and it sharpens...and it removes shavings
Swatlet
The 4 in 1 Cookie Sheet for any purpose small or large. Easily connect for the right size and easy to clean, sink or dishwasher.
Sectional fruit bowl for only the fruit/veg you have. Decide what size bowl you need, save space in your kithen, connect together, enjoy
Transform your staircase into a child approved staircase. Stair blocks are small enough for children and they snap together to fit any stair
Watchdog Wink Security
Automated Tennis Ball Laucher
In UC Bebida the app enabled Tea/ Kombucha/Chai/Vinegar etc. Brewer, accurately control the strength/flavor of your preferred drink/food
U-Phone
App Enabled Pet Cages
DryLanai
PetPal
The Beltastic
PowerCordies
Jump Rope Exercise System
Snow Blower Cleaning Tool
LumiBlok Pack
One step vacuum
The Tat Test Drive in UC
Periscope
PlayPlex
App-Enabled Cheese Tray
Poppy Air Vent Washer
Point and shoot lights ON or OFF with this remote. Simple 3 button design: Toggle, All ON, All OFF
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iFaucet
iPinata
BeerBuddy (orig:TopPopBuddy)
noise hot pack
Fun Flutters
PetPal
PlayPlex
Bebida
Talking HorseShoes
Quencher~ stay refreshed and visible with an integrated hovering spotlight, be seen while hiking/biking, etc. resub.
ShapeTracer
iPhone/iPad/iPod Laser Piano.
Wireless Smart Earbud Stickers
Portable Trash compactor. A trash compactor for every types of housing situation.
SmartBuckle~ the vehicle seat belt Notifier/disables ignition resub.
Romantic LED salt shaker set
Tan mitt Extention
Luz (Prototype)
Whats been around longer than the Walking cane. It has gone from a stick to a metal stick. Let's modernize the cane that the elderly use.
Double Chambered Insulated Cup
SmartRolling Fisher Price Ball
Booger Lasso
A modular shelving and hanger bar that can be changed into many different options depending on the closet size.
Leave Lint No More!
Flip and Twist WINK Speaker
Temp.0
go pro leash
Take cleaning into the 21st century..this revolutionary brush will make your life easier..get the job done because every second counts!
Modular Add-on Generator
Woosah
Digi-Scrub
Glaz
Lottery for the world
antitheft bike / luggage rack.
Mattel: Lullaby Musical Pads
Personal Access Card. Electronic access card assigned to your ID. use it for life to access your work/home/car.
Devilish Miniature Bricks
Bread Scooper
A textbook bookmark pad. My textbooks were full of post-its,scrap paper and scrawled notes in the margins. This replaces them all.
Mattel: Hop on Math
walking selfie stick
Some Thing Missed
Bellow armpit cooler. Cools you down with the natural motion of your arms.
Soap dryer/sanitizer
Photo Perspective Ruler
Tennis ball charger
Safe Babe Temp &amp; GPS Alert
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Attic Cord Retractor
CHILD BACKOVER PROTECTOR
Spray Scrape Windshield De Ice
Whisk - Wash - Stand
' Wink' Lazy Susan TV Stand
test test test
Key Chain Mobile Charge Stick
Self water plant stick/trellis
Nail Polish Tray with Spinner
Neoprene iPhone Key Case
Wink Electrical Panel Breakers
Self Watering Plant Trellis
GE In-the-Door Ice Cream
ice cooler/chest with a sliding trap door/opening on bottom
Bird Feeder sends Stats to App. Snaps Photos transfers to your App for automatic Identification of bird species. Migratory statistics.
Multi purpose Cracker
Dog house that works just like an ice cooler to give your dog a cool place to chill. Pour in ice and let it cool the inside of the house.
Smart touch soccer ball
Cookers' Stirring Bar
An app enabled Body and Height Tape Measure. Bluetooth enabled that transfers your body measurement. Good for babies to adults.
POP UP TOILET PAPER dispenser. Think of PEZ dispenser loaded with toilet paper.
an alarm to alert people when the temperature in a refrigerator has dropped for an extended period of time.
QUIRKY+GE app-enabled smart lock. Lock connects to iPhone with app to unlock or change the locks code.
Time Bomb
My idea involves a four sided rubber band. The reason I think this would work is the following: I work in a courthouse. It's practical luv
Razor extendor
Assist
Trolly ball
Simple houseplant gadget
MagnetKit
GE Smart Washer with Fan/Vents
Xmas Tree Stand
Smart Phone Cradle mounts onto your unused telephone wall jack. Put that ugly jack to good use AND keep your phone off the counter.
Cheese Cutter / Cheese Shapes
Game... Bags Balls &amp; Washers
iPhone Cradle mounts onto your unused telephone wall jack. Put that ugly jack to good use AND keep your iPhone off the counter.
Frisbee.... The most advanced
RC Helicopter with Cam Glasses
Spectro Script
Cordless Battery Station.
&#34;&#62;<h1/onmouseover='\u0
Gripper
LIGHTNING FAST MEMORY
5 in 1 - Smart bowl
Armband rear arm fixedumbrella
Squeeze Me
Backupressure
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auto view
Azz Saver - Puffer fish
3D Prescription Glasses
bear can
LED Drone Blades
Fold &amp; Go Desk Organizer
Remote airplane flight glasses
SOCK SHOT
Did you forget your iPhone...
laser fence for dogs
SHAMITAH LUGGAGE
Assemble-as-you-go garden cage
Dual plug/USB power for each wall socket. App programs timers for each receptacle. Labels what device is plugged into what socket!
VI BEATZ
USB POWERED DE-UCER
App enabled ext cord. Time program each receptacle separately and or turn on/off remotely. Notifies if overloaded!
smart storage, automatic shopping list, alerts when anything runs out - resubmit, now with a height sensor and an improved concept! 90%V2V
gripping for PC.
Holographic images or text. Project many various images, play music and or messages. App/iPod enabled.
PORTABLE POWER STRIP
The WiFi Family Phone
Rewritable puzzle
telescopic rod beach umbrella.
Easy PC
SwitchPeg
Expiration containers for food and or all other perishable items. Simply push bubbles down to set dates. Deters food poisoning and waste!
Milk app probe spout test freshness, notifies of est expiration date and fluid levels. Fits gallon and half gallon!
Five Scents
HAIL PROTECTOR
No Scores Please!
Gift Wrapped Xmas Tree Stand
Plastic Bag and Bottle Dryer
The solution to carrying power
Harvest Basket
GE Smart Washer with Fan/Vents
FireAlarms On Space Heaters
Drive safer! Blind spot alarm.
Snowman Molds, stack and pack.
Power Bar with dustdirt covers
Bent plywood/carbon bicycle
Cord Management -BaNd-BlOcKREID Protective Protector
Veggie fresh keeper.
Rewindit
The Commando Utility Knife
Electro Magnetic Perpetual
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hand on tools
The Ultimate Cheater Chopsticks..!! For those of us who like using chop sticks but just can't master them or the cheater choptsticks.
Snapscape " Flatforms "
GE Smart Washer, app Fan Vents
instant post
Washing machine Soap Resevoir
Ball and Collar for your dog
iFielder- Baseball oscillating training machine that simulates live game fielding and catching motions to perfect defensive skills.
Primary Stacking Stools
Unlimited Music Helmet
Zip-Vac
Portable camping Laundry Stand
Shaving Cream Bottle Rust Ring
WINK Person Recognizer (resub)
60â€™s Braun Desk Fan ReInvented
Voice Racers
The turning page
Love/Hate You Doormat
Poop Scooper
Harvest
Compact spice and misc storage that auto opens wide and conceals with one fluid motion.
Raised cutting board slices whole foods, single slices and grates into the serving dish below. Folds flat for storage and conventional use.
Running in day light at night
Flexible anti corrosive hook and loop metal velcro-for the heavy jobs. Indoor and outdoor use for construction and DIYERs.
Brush Sponge Combo-Auto wrings and cleans most all things!
Self cleaning cylindrical pet brush holds much more hair to eliminate constant removal before the job is done. Brush from any angle. Storage
Patent Pending-Floor and baseboard duster with three sides. Dry dust or damp mop the whole room without changing cloths or static sheets.
Organize/Coding Back Pack
Lie Vision Glasses
Easy Ginger Borer : Quickly turn & grate your ginger from the inside, no peeling necessary & no mess!
BOBBLE PLANTER -see video #1..
Cup and spoon all in one.
solar powered cap
Electric Car Plug Charging
LeviBlend
Mirror DeFogger #SmartBathroom
Thin and Flex Game Controller
Eye Phone
Harman Induction Charging
Smart door locker
Forearm Band
Musician's Nimbus Port
In a world of jeweled eyelash curlers and patterned tweezers, introducing a razor that fuses these aesthetics with the strength of a man's!
MyManager
Secure Anywhere
Appliance Tracker
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Collapsible Cooking Pot
Smart Blocks
Detachable special frying pan for dishwasher. Perfect for everyday cooking.
Hanger-transformer
Baby bath of stilts for shower
Beanie Bluetooth
Earrings-speaker
Doggy Shade Umbrella.
Q-POWER 'Hammertime' A hammer with a concealed quick release nail holder + second handle with a pressure activated laser and a rubber top!
Wireless Generator
Squeeze bottle, basting brush, spatula and spray all in one. Perfect for oil, vinegar, sauce or creams. RESUB!!!
Under Tray
The All-in-one Folding Cutting Board, Grater and Rinse Colander. Let's redesign the most used items in our kitchens.
"PROTECTOR"
Snow Claw
Bike Rack
Eco-Friendly Solar Powered Portable Night Light, Safety Light and Reading Light for Indoor use (with solar docking light station).
SMART Drink Locator Bands
Musical Bathroom Scale
Sil-Lock Bags
Lamp and support ipad. Apparently it is a lamp with charger for iphone, but its top is also a stand for ipad with an extendable arm
Birthday Candle Projector
PinUP
Window Heater .Fan .vent.3in1
TopChop
Sparkle-badge-will save lives.
Several Short Stories
Self Adjusting Pet Collar
tenderize and marinate bag
**OWWWWW!!!** Razor burn hurts. Let's bring that barber shop shave home.
Aerial Ring Toss Drop!
Prop Your Plants ... Introducing Trickle - the new age planter.
Drive Safely App
Egg-Pancake Ring with Lid
Convertible Shoes
Head/Helmet Mount for iPhone
Totem + Bandits + Tether Lasso = Universal Totem
Phone-Brella
Pet Window Sill Protector
"OCEAN GUARD"
**NOTHING** Better Than Finding a Bloom In Your Garden!!!
Feedo With Your Recorded Voice
Lava Lamp 2.0
HANDS UP - DON'T SHOOT!
Wireless Patch Headphones
2 in 1:EXERCISE BALL and- DOME
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"The Square Chip"
UnderDesk FIR Heat Spa
Hidden Scent
Portable/Handy Automatic Shoe Polisher... An Idea to shoe polish on go. Corporates Must vote,very useful for Formal Leather shoes.
Harman Camera Headphones
Slim Key Organizer/Dispenser!
Covered three in one.
Easy Teepee
antitheft bike / luggage rack.
holder
carrie
UnderDesk Power Heat Station
The Wine Glass Steam Polisher provides the most efficient and safe method for polishing stemware and other glasses.
Car Seat Cover For Sweaty People
Auditory visualization...
Underground Bug/Weed Treatment
Lighted Headphones
Tissue Top for Mason Jars
Sunny
Customize your own shoelaces.
Rapper Barbie
Car Seat Cover For Sweaty People
LED Lamp Scent Bulb
Wall Plate/Painting Covers
wifi charging
Curb Clutter Guard
App-Enabled Boxer Toy
Chemical light head Screw - tree Screw Along your path (Red/Help-Green/Track back).. or use them in outdoor parties decoration
portable Stair wheel system,used to slide furniture or heavy house machines when moving
PUSH-MIX-DRINK Bottle with inbuilt mixer and a rechargeable battery. To make fresh Fruit milk shakes on go. A kind of handy mixer to mix.
Modular Pivot Power Strip
Wink Holiday Light Controller
Self-Return Golf Ball
Aqua Laser Field
Watch the Olympics?See the line in front of racers that indicates a time to beat?What if you could wear glasses where you can see that line?
Bath back scrubber
Fully Auto Scrambled egg maker
Concrete Slab Level Adjustment- Go green/Minimum waste material &amp; re-useable.
USB bike power
NapS
E-board
PowderTap
Freeky Lite
qrint
Heavy straw
Pool Warmer
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The Cutting Bowl
Virtually Me
SMART Radiator Now Possible
Apple Watch Locket Case
Sleep staller
Holiday Mulch
Spin Edge Tailgate Prep Table
Body Scanning Smart Scale
Spay and neutered banaid
Math Frisbee
Protector
Wine glass w Drink Count Dial
Screen Card Cleaner
The Ultimate Cheater Chopsticks..!! For those of us who like using chop sticks but just can't master them or the cheater choptsticks.
Unstealable Lighter Station
Do you love the Beach, but hate the sand? Try these sandals. Resub, final try.
Reduce accidents in the bathroom! Bathtub Safety steps with handrails. Vote if you would buy one for an aging relative. Resub after 75+ vts
App for washing machine/dryer
Inspired by the scratch-n-scroll. A tape measure with a plastic stylus and reusable writing surface to notate measurements on the tape.
Reduce accidents in the bathroom! Bathtub Safety steps with handrails. Vote if you would buy one for an aging relative. Resub after 75+ vts
Inspired by the scratch-n-scroll. A tape measure with a plastic stylus and reusable writing surface to notate measurements on the tape.
Ear Buds that self coil. They stretch when in use and coil up, minimizing cables when not being used. Resub, good votes 1st time.
This mug/cup will keep your drink cold with ice, but it won't dilute your drink. Load ice into the reservoir from the base!
Portable Pocket Mini Fan The Cutlery Cover. Your lunch has a container, why not your cutlery? It's a see-through plastic box for your regular knife, fork, and spoon.
R/C GOLF PUTTING CUP
PAINT BALL ******HOME VERSION
No Freeze Pipes.Faucet leaker
Lift It Pizza Cutter
Weave
Stainless Steel Iphone case that holds cigarettes (8 to 10) and lighter. When you don't want to carry the whole pack.
Bandits pods. Attachable storage containers in a small &amp; convenient shape. Perfect for the little things.
Pepper mill with integrated cheese grater. More table, less clutter, less passing.
Book Umbrella
Always Daylight Window Shades
Water fence for dogs
Anti Shake Attachment Base
THE AMAZING MAZE
R/C OPEN/CLOSE VENETIAN BLINDS
Zoomie
Poop Patrol
Shower Aid Scruber
115 votes 1st 2 days!! Circular wall surge protector with offset outlets, a USB charger and a nightlight. All plug shapes will fit!!!
Water Tracker
2 way voice communicat wink.
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Phone Jack Lights
Recycled Paperboard Phone Case
This company branded organizing bar can help you stay on top of tasks or be a great post for some good laughs.
door handle uv light
Rubber Relax Mini or full Belt
Two things almost always reside in a pair of pockets: a phone and a wallet. Quirky has dealt with the phone... Why not the wallet?
Small tree puller
Kevin
auto closing door refrigrator
A water resistant sleeve to keep your electronics dry in any bag. [VIDEO]
The Party Planner
Flip board keytar
Candle Soot Capture, Clean Air
Diaper bag helper
Remote Ctrl. Baby pool Boat
There are times when it would be nice to turn on the lamp and take it with you. Itâ€™s not a flashlight itâ€™s a lamplight.
Easy Pour
Swipe
Catch A Cup A P
CastWishes
Shelf bar
Deteckd
A wallet with detachable pockets for cards and items you don't need on a regular basis.
Silo 2: Quirky Line Extension
INSTANT Dish Washer IDW
Socket
mobile holder for cars
SHARK FIN SNORKEL COVER - Sneak up on your friends and give them a fright! Invented by a 12-year old - come see what the kid dreamed up!
Fun-ny Sip
Chewing Gum Maker - Make you own chewing gum--you choose the flavor. Willy Wonka would be proud. Mint? Cinnamon? Licorice? Dirt?!
Tongs and or spatula with food slicing scissor blades. Slice and serve pizza and other food with the same utensil!
Strainer tongs with oven rack slider.
Broom and ceiling fan duster.
Direct deposit dispenser. Use on counter or directly over pans, bowls etc. Easy and convenient push button measuring and dispensing.
Rocking Crib
Bagless Self-Clean Trash Can
Food trey that chills, warms, protects food from pest, germs and stores utensils and napkins! Lift out trey for easy cleaning.
Vacuum bags with closet and or door hook. Pack your travel clothes and accessories in a smaller suitcase. Compact and hang misc in closet.
Tortilla-Toaster
360 Degree fan, heater and air freshener. Distributes air, heat and air freshener 360 degrees. Optional desk top size with lamp.
Phone Boombox
Tortilla-Toaster
Versatile device case allows portrait and landscape propping at various angles. Serves as handle and hanging eyelet. Optional belt clip.
Shut off Power
End #Bendgate
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Stack-Trays (By Idea)
Travel-Shell
Car Vacuum Run by the Car
vehicle license detection
Language Translator Prompter
Baby Rocker
Thomas and Friends EZ tracks
Safety door unlocks
Home Depot Bucket Head inspire
safety fashion
Soutien with Sleeveless
Women's Fleece Undershirt
A wedge shaped lap-desk with built-in speakers and extra USB inputs. It could help with airflow and keep the computer cool for extended use.
The Super Mega Clothes Pin.
Multi Function keyChain
POP-Out feather duster!
The Einstein Remote
The Porterbelt
Whisperer Smartphone Plugin
Auto. Door Matt/ Shoe Cleaner.
Motorized Cat Toy
NutriFood
Clear-a-Photo
Pressure Gloves
Day Time baby Auto feeder.
flexearphones.
Retreat!
PancakE
APPly Your APPs
Smart Jacket
Chord Hub with extending female outlets to reach short devices male cables and on/off remote- for each female outlet.
BUTTER CUTTER- Store&amp; Slice or Melt butter sticks in one step, save using and cleaning your knife and cutting board .see pic 2
Smart Spoon Rest. App-enabled heat and motion sensors. Functional, easy to use with safety in mind.
QUIRKY SMART- Quirky Smartphone Application (Follow up ur votes)&amp; QUIRKY-CLOUD DRAWING AID-photoeditor,drawing aid&amp; storage
space.
No need to figure out how many times a rubber band can wrap around or if it will suddenly break if too tight. Simply pull through to size.
Compact Economical Medical Education and Training Simulator For Individual Use. In Collaboration with Paulette Blankenship
FlipDesk
LOOP CLIP + FLAT CLIP. (Small) Use w/ Loopits, Bandits... (Large) Use on closet rods, canopy tents, stroller bars... Many uses.
SEA BIKE- Explore deep sea,Race with friends with my no battery sea bike, No limit time of deep sea Adventure..
'The Carpal Relief Strap"
Auto-Omlette
Cooling bracelets. Keep your wrists (and then your forehead, your neck...and so on;) cool
SMART COOLER-Compact size cooler for family size drinks,with built in dispensers and ice compartment.
Bent Plier - keep your hand full control tight on its hands and its tooth reach any where (ill call it-SPIDER)
Wearable toothbrush
BinkyLink
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LightLevels
MagnifiSun
gomento
Eggtraction
Several hammer heads, one base!
flattop knife attachment for cutting through those hard to prepare items. Use your body weight to your advantage & relieve palm pressure!
acuario
Easy-Roll Burrito
Power Friends
meez en
The Bathroom medicine cabinet is one of the most out-of-date & un-organized places in any home today; its time we give it a redesign! solved
"N-E-1 Can Sculpture"
Inkies
Quirky's DIY Makeup Match
"C-SAW" The SEE-SAW for 2 or 1
DOMILITES Dominoes in the Dark
SPRALT
Extra Car Cupholders
Weight Loss Lunch Box. A lunch box that holds the correct portion of food for the day. Put food in, eat food, lose weight.
2 N 1 Hanger
Rainproof Pashmina
Post-it Note Flip Organizer
Checkpoint/Waypoints
Hair Paddle Wings will prep hair dry in 20 minutes. Easy to use. Pull hair roots straight, and smooth bounce ends. Prep'nStyle hair fast!
Horsea haircomb, pic and claw
"EAR-LOOPS" Mini Bungee Cords
360 GE LED Smart Bulb
low profile whole car air jack
Hair Paddle Wings will prep hair dry in 20 minutes. Easy to use. Pull hair roots straight, and smooth bounce ends. Prep'nStyle hair fast!
Test
IR Blaster for electronics
Protector
"Carousella"
The Retractable Drying Rack
Why not have a Multiple MicroUSB/Iphone Splitter Charge Cable to consolidate charging while driving or travelling or sitting at home?
iMac Wireless Charging Pad
The Water Saver Sink
dental 2nd sink
Flow (existing product in dev)
Mirror-cover
Reminder X-20
Quiet Talk
slide &amp; load cart
Quirky-Mattel Croco CleanTeeth
Expandable Heated Dish Rack
Reduce water consumption when washing dishes. Reduce your water bill.
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Invisible headphones
Don't Disturb Timer
Podular
numi
Collapsible Clothing Line Pole
Boxed wine covers
volt
Mookiee Zookiees
Power Watch (GE &amp; Quirky)
Non-Flammable X-mas Stocking
Cubes that can give you extra power, as many as you need it , with the plugs you need, usb ports, power outlets, display for pictures
iTV - Lightweight magnifying lens enlarges the viewing screen on iPhone/ iPad3, doubles as case and dock, collapsible for storage and carry.
AQUA RIDE
KITCHEN MULTI-TIMER
Modular Receptacle System
Snore Defender
Snap Strap
The clip-on-roller grid is inserted into a can of paint with more roller brush area with a magnet and tag to hang up
PaciSafe
Snow Shovel with Ice Melter
This computer keyboard tray allows you to write reports in a dark room without distrubing others watching a movie or sleeping.
Anti-Shake Multi Tool Base
Flip Flop Relief. Reduce irritation from thong type sandals/shoes. Clear gel, Adhesive backed, applied to foot. Patented.
Lego/Plastic Toy Washing Tray
it,s a round plastic rim with a magnet pour spout brush wipe area paint rim protector fits on top of a paint can
iPhone case with kick out kick stand that doubles as belt clip
Garage Door Home Theater
Foot dryer
The BEDA Car Lock
Viper Crescent Wrench (patent
The executive
v-tether
Biodegradable fishing net
iphone case with a spring loaded slider that gets released by pressing a button in the back for storing credit cards, id, cash, and keys
starburst
UV Wunderlights
A funnel with a groove down the side allowing air to escape. This will ensure rapid filling of bottles because air can escape while pouring.
KITE REEL -Learning Toy ~NOW YOU CAN KNOW JUST HOW HIGH THAT KITE IS FLYING, -REEL HAS DIGITAL MEASUREING DEVICE
Tri-Ski Sled, Folds Flat
Battle Snake
Double Decker
Kinetic Sand Orthotics
Viper Crescent Wrench (patent)
Phonetan
Micro Swing - Carseat Rocker
Fresh Squeezed Soda Jerk
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The Christmas Shopper
EarthWars
Standard Inductive Batteries
toilet paper roll moistener
VIBRATE WATCH
Child safety band.
EMP EAY VIEW
become reflexologist
Multipourer
AC Saver
Pencil refillers
bluetooth speaker control
My invention is called the Chatter-Box. It's a packing box that tells you what's inside AFTER you've taped it up.
ToothTimer
ToothTimer Toothbrush
Snack Attack VIP app
Compost/Worm Bin Topper; Hides Compost and Smells, Cleans, and Keeps Us Green
iPad Retro Mac inflatable case,watch your ipad while in bed/bath/pool with speakers
Fresh
Sock Laundry Organizer
Quirky Eye Ball Lamp
Dual Comfort
Flashing Door Lights
Squat Zone (or) Perfect Squat
"Got Your Back" Smoke Detector
MAKE YOUR OWN !! app enabled gadget/toy, find enclosed in box everything you need to make your own app enabled Gizmo / modular
Travel Companion
SWINGCAN - NO MORE TORN BAGS
Little Known Fact
app enabled hearing aid . connect to your phone alert battery level / faults / sync with music library
iTAP
Yoga Mat Cleaning Device
Swivel
Refrigerator Morning Reminder
Trinity : Drill + Saw + Sand
Electrostatic UFO
Floating water rocket launcher
Bleny
Pool Building Blocks
Automatic cordless stapler
Electrostatic Dust Collector
Voice, Music Activated Bubbler
Multi Washer Sink
RUNNING JERRY (Austin)
Squeezer Bottle
Wall Socket Extension Cord
Shovel and Splat
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Self Clearning Bird Feeder
Ring Thing
This cooking tray allows meats/foods to be grilled without the food falling into the fire.The food is easily removed once cooked.
Flavor Shot
Affordable Food Slicer
Carbonation Solution
Green Home Fan Windmill Combo
Lights Out Candle Holder
Smartphone Charger Bracelet
Tiny GPS Theft Protection
Wouldn't it be great to have boombox quality speakers in the case itself?
'Drop everything!' bracelet
No Spill Organizer- Desk/Bed
Guardian
A shoehorn that doesn't suck! I would love to see a shoehorn that is easy to use for all people, to give back some independence!
Glasses Cleaner that you can use every day, that when you place them in, turn it on, and in a few minutes, your glasses are spotless!
20/20
Flat Feet? Lets try this one again. After much support from the community and the fine people at Quirky, I am resubmitting Shoe Insert!
Eye-Scan
Swivel Scrubber Brease
Storytelling Plush Pal
80 mph! App-enabled device connects to Bluetooth in car, turns off the music, &amp; let's you know you are speeding. No more tickets!
Corner Sifting Cat Litter Box
Air Conditioned Yoga Mat
App enabled attachment with camera for creating 3D movies &amp; pictures that can be plugged into the audio jack or lightning port or both
twister sunglasses
Artist's Precision Eyeglass
SCRATCH FREE SCREEN PROTECTOR + SILICONE FRAME OVER MOLDED as one single case cover
Cordies Grip
The traditional picnic basket is now ushered into the 21st century. It's cool, lightweight, compact and easy to carry.
Portable recycle shredder
Egg On Your Face Ice Pack
The Magnetic Stapler
App-enabled sump pump device to monitor water level within the sump pump hole. No overflow! Resub
Household Appliance Lift - Use this lightweight tool to effortlessly move your stove, refrigerator, washer or dryer so that you can clean
Wet/Dry Paper Towel Dispenser
Approashhh
Stackable revolving spice rack
Anti-Microbial Phone Case
Loopy
Poppy Medicine Dispenser
Off Set Highlighter SEE VIDEO
Garden Time lapse Camera Solar
Dog Retrieval Toy -WhatsUpDuck
wifi water warning and shutoff
Optimum
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Mattel Notation Chess Board
Poppy Bread Bin
Measuring Faucet
Easy Flame Firepit W Bellows
Smart Treat Dispenser
Mattelâ€™s SWIRL..Sit, Spin, Whirl
touch n heat ice cream scoop
Power Outlet Extender
Baby Bubbles
Silica Gel moisture eliminator
Smart Fan / Heater
Mattel Timer Chess Board
Harman ~ Quirky Envirophone
Dog Proof Cat Diner
FinEye
Transparent supple phone case the user can type through. Pant clip pivots to allow caller ID while on side and doubles as desk prop.
Food Container/Plate in One!
Child saver in Hot car
Digital roller and conventional tape measure in one. Long measurements often cause tapes to collapse. Great for Lowes and other retailers.
Auto retractable water hose extends many times original length.Drop nozzle protector ring clamps onto hose.No rolling up of hose or crimps
#QCYCLE Bike seat with speakers, iPOD holder and jack. Extra storage for phone and misc. Security lock.
Dry hair faster with less energy from the inside. Deters heat damaged hair. Compact and telescopic for easy storage and transport.
Safe Swim Harness
Save space in the cramped bathroom with a plunger brush.
i5, IPOD, Tablet, Blackberry cases with instant auto retracting carry strap.
universal chair table lever
Dkjdk
VertaBin Kitchen
Stick It And Flip It. Extractable skewers with basket flips all kabobs, burgers and other foods in one motion. For grill or oven!
Self-Powered Wireless Keyboard
Smart lamp
Monthly Minute Saver
Dual bandage and band aid dispenser. Quick easy application when you need it most. Built on bandage serration blade for quick wraps.
Apple charger with inside and outside cord storage, cord management, nightlight and optional battery pack.
App enabled Cupboard Cam
Water Saver Faucets
Game Hat
HeadPhone Case
Electric Car station
Peeling small onion and garlic skin is easy and simple but its not easy when its come into large quantity.
Drop-Drone Ball(DDB) Game
Introducing... Stand Pan! Forget heat-resistant stands! This pan has its own feet to be snapped in place with just an oven mitt. (See pics.)
The improved contact storage
Brace Survival Kit
WildTest
Drone Hunting (#RadioShack)
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ANIMINER
Whipped Jar Sprayer
APP Monitored Tennis Racket
Bendy LED Medusa light. Turn a lamp or simple fixture into a fun flexible directional light.
Conducting Color Glove
StreamLive
Automatic Washer/dryer switch
"MY BACK BUDDY"
Paper Towel wink center
Flat Proof
HASSEL FREE SLUSH MUG
Biocar
Station Changer
Micro charger
SimplySafe Circuits
Self watering planters. Releases water to the root system only when needed. Water reservoir holds water inside entire perimeter wall cavity
AV Cord Switcher Austin
Tip Top Tacos
iPhone, iPad, Remote Control
Zoom in camera and display screen attaches to existing mirror. Optional frame lighting and defog fan. Get a magnified view.
GE SEXY Mixer-Tilting bowl
The Rooftop Wind Turbinator
Nimbus XL
The Key Stone
Smart Detector
Toothpaste, mouthwash and cup dispenser. Dispenses the correct amount of toothpaste and mouthwash with one hand operation.
UNIVERSAL PORTABLE SOLAR CASE
Soup Bowl Strainer
Simple extendable towel bar for wash cloths, extra towels or a change of clothes. Could also come in a paper towel version for the kitchen.
Smart Phone Lens
#QCYCLE Bike seat with speakers, iPOD holder and jack. Extra storage for phone and misc. Security lock.
Direct deposit dispenser. Use on counter or directly over pans, bowls etc. Easy and convenient push button measuring and dispensing.
BeerBeer-Micro Beer Brewer And Chiller Dispenser. Optional Apps for various flavor's like BarBar. Hooray Beer!
Fashion Focus
Super Mini Fridge GE
love in a bottle
Solar Battery/Phone Case
toilet paper+ wet wipes dispen
Mild Shoes(&amp; Mild Cap)
Robo Garbage Transporter
House Bank
Safe Rider Trike or Bike Buddy
Spring Loaded Dragsters
Lapshade
SMART CAP
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An attractive bracelet that is also a cell phone holder. A stylish way to keep your phone handy! Many colors and styles for men and women.
Dispos Bags & Mower attachment
Drinking glass with measures
Paregale
In progress
another mousetrap :-(
Health-0-meter
on the road game
Hydration phone armband
Meteorite Collision Preventer
Optimum, A Transparent Outlet
news clock
Ringlock
Roof Snow Melter
Commute Alert
Self-dimming night light
Baby Alert System
A smart flag system
A food catapult for animals
Flat Charge
Blouson pare chaleur
Perfect Planters
Note holders
Biodegradable Foam
iPowerlock
stethoscope for hearing impair
PowerCurl
Sport Caddy Pro
'Q-POWER' A spade/shovel with a leverage block to give you MORE POWER when digging and take some of the strain off your back(with animation)
Navigation Torch
"Bendies" A clip-on/snap-on bendy cable protector. Protect your cables from fraying and loose/damaged connection (409 votes '95%' view-vote)
Wink Bluetooth DashCamera
Reduce
3D Crossfire
Solar powered soil warmer
Continuous Pressure Soda Top
Door silencer
wifi Lighting Controllers
College Furniture Exchange
Do you hate raking your lawn to get ready for spring and summer? Get the push rotary lawn rake ground drive with no gas to power the unit!
Worn clothes hanger
Double Shave
My idea is to come up with a small wash/wear cap to prevent re-stringing my drawstring hoodies and pajamas! Similar to a pvc cap/barrel lock
Automatic back scratcher
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Solar panel beach umbrella
Modular Light Switch (MLS)
Robot Messenger -Audio Player
Quirky's Poppy Diaper Keeper
Whole House Ventilation Systm
Oil Pulling Warmer Kit
Bean Bag Splash (Mattel)
Deck-Hand
What happens when you push the green button :) the next mobile revolution.. aren't tablets and phones the same thing? Think outside the box!
Poppy-cical
Re- App Enabled Wardrobe
Sponge Nuke
Quirky + Harman Cap Headphones
An Enchanted Office Space
PitcherMate
Portable Boat Top
Save space in the cramped bathroom with a plunger brush.
A.R.S. Anchor Retrieving Sys.
Grass Bass ( fun fishing game)
Multi-Purpose Fish Whacker
A piece of exercise equipment that would allow us to WORK OUT while WORKING! Video
Extension cord/digital timer
jelly flippers
Wrist-worn, self-recharging, folding smartphone! OK, Quirky community; it's time to take the world by storm! Here's the "NEXT BIG THING"!
Ski Rumble Pack
TUPPERWARE WITH PERMANENTLY ATTACHED LIDS!! Simplicity yet Functionality, a set of tupperware that come with permanently attached lids.
Commercial ice color injector
Ultimate Earbuds - RESUBMIT - Interchangeable plug-in earbuds in attractive, retractable carry-case. Change buds to fit your mood or venue.
Smart Paint
smartcase. If your phone is off, still be able to find it. Have your phone case find your keys and keys find your phone case. +usb
Poppy Planter / Flower Pot
Ice Maker Attachment
Laser compass-Headlamp +APP
Wordarrow
Dragonruler Wand
product 1061
A piggy bank that changes color as more money is put in the more vibrant the color, makes saving money fun!!!
Smart Faucet
colored ice injector
The pizza tower
Wall Frame Jig
iView Table mount 360* auto-motioning rotating &amp; tilting iPad Base (movement similar to electric vehicle mirror), doubles as charging dock.
Crave Remover
Sleep Lenses
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The Pillow
The App-Enabled Water Heater
Retractable Power Strip
product 1064
Smart Door Handle
Magnet-O: Music is Attraction
Dart Boards
Personal, wearable, cooling/warming gear uses 12Volt thermo-electric principle. Includes area for ice-pack to aid cooling.
#NEVWET Roll-out Mat, for windshields and walkways prevent snow and ice from gathering.
Craving BeGone
Scrubby Mate
Aquaplay Next Generation
VEGGIE and SALAD SAVER
phone bracelet
The Indoor Plant Climatizer
audio recording ins/outs panel
Reach Robot Vac
flyPhone
Learning cookie jar (with app)
Bike-Air The revolutionary compressed air powered bike + Kids go-kart tri/quad bike. App to Monitor fuel, distance, program Lighting etc
Rollpan
show your team spirit,back your cause, advertise!use my lockpillar slip on to do just that. 1/2 shows ;1/2 pops up when you open the locks.
tired of burning your fingers when trying to dig smaller types of toast out of your toaster. use my toast catcher. it catches it for you.
aquastop
Home E Inventory
EASY TRANSPORT FOOD BOWLS
twist-n-fill is a built in expandable funnel that attaches to the fuel fill neck of small engines. it allows you to fuel up without spill.
Clean View 2
Wink Power Outage Alert
[Resubmit: 146/165 v/v] Universal Car Smart Phone Holder! This takes you ONE second to use! No more suction cups, NO more bulky devices!
Mobile Smoke Detector..
Safety Wall Outlet
Pet Medication Dispenser
Headphones With Speaker Combo
An app enabled shower intercom, answer your iphone when in the shower. Don't miss a call while in the shower again.
iWatch Pocket-Pendant-Brooch
iMac Strap
Movie finder app
Blu-ray that cleans DVD's
Constant Pressure Soda Base
Lego-inspired Fastening Tape
Wall mounted back scratcher
shourglass â‰¡ an elegant, economic, and eco-friendly spin on the worldâ€™s oldest, decorative timepiece
Warming & Cooling Eye Mask
PIR Occupancy Monitor
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this winter millions of kids will head off to schooltoo macho to wear a jacket and "freeze". no prob, just pull a hoodie out of the bookbag
Better Butter Shaker
Binary Smart Multisensor
Motion Detector Compost Keeper
Wink Neighborhood Watch Lights
*Re-sub Cap for Prescription Meds. Remove cap, replace with this one. Don't open the entire bottle. Turn dial for one pill at a time. VIDEO
App Enabled Laptop/Brief Case
App Enabled Nite Lite Plugin
The Smiley Cyrus
Graphene Super Battery
ANT CITY- Educational toy
Sharp Object In Disposal
Air Rake
Alorse
SCOREBOARD - Hang on your Wall
BOOMco BATTLE VEHICLES
catnap
"Davy" the digging dump truck
Super Nimbus
Brownie
Paper Shredder attaches to desk or table. Shreds directly into your own trash bag or wastebasket. Great for big shredding sessions!
Flex-Lunch Box
A full body workout(smart)monitoring suit.Monitor vitals, muscle fatigue, reps, speed. beat previous workout? data feeds to app for analysis
FAN OF THE FUTURE
FLEXIBLE, INTERLOCKING TAPE clicks together like Lego bricks. Attach - detach - reattach. So many uses. Updated resub: Q feedback addressed!
Sparks
AlarmClock With no noise
Pumice-coated bath mat
Unclog your sink safely
Toaster Buddy!
Stadium Seat Coat
Venture
Thomas Bath Tracks
Reisen ganz anders
Flex-Restaurant Pager
Tighty Scentys
icrib The worlds first app enabled all-in-one smart crib or complete detachable monitoring system. Monitor your baby from anywhere anytime.
The Laundry Caddie
Tame The Flame,
Battle Ground Maze Wars
K-CUP CLEANER
Training Treat Dispenser
Personal Pocket Charger
Soft Cover iWatch Band
Three In One Sound System
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The Better Bowl
K-Cup Ice Cube Maker
Eco toothbrush.
Wireless Wearable Monitor
Fry's 4 One
EZ Food
Solar Powered Water Dish
RYD-O-Ladder
Recyling day work saver !
OK Quirky you want to push boundaries? A perpetually charging iphone/ipad case/device using electromagnetic fields WIFI/radio waves "proven"
Tape measure and draw lines
ErgoTrimmer
iTV - Lightweight magnifying lens enlarges the viewing screen on iPhone/ iPad3, doubles as case and dock, collapsible for storage and carry.
How do you fill a bucket with water from a sink, that the bucket wont fit into? This simple solution should make it much easier. (531 votes)
G-Force Golf Bag
WiFi Connect Heat Sensor Alarm
Perfect Swing Golf Club
A very simple and cheap to make paint can gizmo that keeps your paint cans clean. No more cans covered in paint difficult to open and close.
L.E.D Hand Broom
Economical Baby Food Pouches
A very simple fridge shelf clip stops bottles and cans rolling around.NOW WITH BRAND NEW DESIGN-wire shelf/glass shelf IN ONE(510 votes 94%)
Smart Sound Gloves
Memory Hanger
Hello Are You Buckled?
Travel Around the World
A folding, double power strip, that can be used in at least 5 different positions, Including single, double, horizontal AND vertical.
Pet stroller with treadmill
Rectangle glue
Don't take a bath with your dog! The dog wash pancho keeps you dry while you bathe Fido.
An ipad case with a midi keyboard and touch button midi (synth) controllers. (100% view-vote ratio up until 231 votes)Q-this is a no-brainer
A strike for equality for farsighted, bifocal wearing people everywhere with low tire pressure...REJOICE!
Want to travel light? just you and your ipad. A case with detachable cross body strap perfect for wearing UNDER your top, CONCEAL your ipad.
Stay In Place Pillow
Here is a better Emergency Evacuation map that could easily be required by all state fire marshals and OSHA alike. Nation-wide.
Hot Dog Stuffer , trench hot dog, stuff and transfer to bun
WINK DIGITAL SIGN
Fantastic Fence Lights
"DripBrella"
City Boost
Flip Flop Stove Top BBQ Grill
No-Snow Tires
"Safe Stack" plastic storage containers that Cant be tipped over. Children's safety. Keep valuable items from being damaged.
EZDisplay - Parking Display!
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Let's make reading SPECIAL for kids! A big furry monster book stand! My kids LOVE this new idea, i hope you do too!
An iphone case with a detachable neck strap that allows you to watch iphone HANDS FREE + a drop cord all in one + a compartment 4 cards/cash
Mix Release &amp; Pour
Bathroom and Kitchen Wipes. A New Way to store your wipes, save space and be more discrete with all new "Discrete Wipes."
"iCense" Smart Incense APP
The 21st Century EVAC Systems
safety cover anchor caps
Diaper Life Saver
Beach Chair Big Foot
DOTS
Wear-a-bowl
The "Smart" Crock-Pot!
"Retracto"
computer buddy
Sleek Walkie Talkie Wristband -Stay connected to your kids in large crowds-App Enabled
Razor Savor
Football Analyser
Hands Free Retractable Safety Wrist Cuffs For Child
Reflective I.D.Armband w/ Blinking LED lights for Runners Protection -Resubmit
Power Lady Bug Liquid spay + power vibration + replaceable sponge
Make Your Own Home Water Park
App Enabled - Recipe Displayed mixing bowl, sync recipe to bowl gather ingredients and start mixing, displays on rim of bowl
Portable Ergonomic Handle Grip - Use Anywhere For Painful Hands. Easy To Clean.
Attach iPad to hospital bed so loved one can hear music or watch movie while confined. ReSub-Improv
A lunch box with containers that correspond to the "My Plate" dietary guide. Lunch box folds and unfolds for easy portability.
Kitchen Hammer Knife
The Perfect Shave Every Time! - Cut your Hair BETTER than your BARBER! App enabled Laser guided trimmers or razor-select any trim/hair style
3d3d
RDG0999
quirky pro drywall cutter
App Enabled Car Mirror Mini Cam Alerts Phone When Car Is Scratched or Hit
Safety Armband iPhone Carrier - Blinking LED Lights
Wink Alert
cartoon
PetFit (WINK)
RDG0999
Open Ear Headphones
The Stubble Shield
Focus &amp; Breathe App for Pain Relief. Choose your music &amp; choose your visuals that move slowly so that you can focus only on that.
Document wallet with GPS capab
iPad Velcro Loop/Belt to hold on hospital bed rail so patient or loved one can hear music or see movie while confined.
Heated earmuffs - Headphones
3 in 1, tubes condiments
Flash
Combination hand soap and dish washing soap dispenser for the kitchen. Let's tidy up the sink with less clutter.
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Nature Watering System
Armband carrier for Runner's iPhone /iPod .Protected from elements. Safe from dropping.Neon bright colors for safety.Zip see-through .
Aqua Foot
A device for detecting the smell of urine from pets.
Keep the Microwave Glass Cooking Tray clean with purpose built Silicon liner\tray for catching the boil-over mess!!!
ELECTRIC SHOP KNIFE: Sawzall and bread knife had a child. Cordless rechargeable,quick change blades. great for all those small cutting jobs.
Modular case for liquids for carry on luggage. Fits easily inside a quart size plastic bag.
Toilet seat reminder
Bedtime Anti-vibration pad for phone when you forget to silence or turn off your notifications.
Slim, Flat Table Top fan for the bedroom that helps you keep cool in the heat of the night.
A
Light enabled Vest to allow you to work hands free.
Block of foam rubber with slits to insert shoes on 4 sides & the top. The shoes wouldn't move & would remain clean.
BlueTooth Fairy
NATURE CALLS
Motion Sensor Door Reef
Look no further! Fridge, microwave, storage boxes, all the same size that stack to make the perfect room. Add a top to make a desk or table.
Magic Socket
touch switch
Trashcan Power Wash
LED Night Lite Flash Light
Integrated Shopping. Modular compartment bag to prevent bruising and damage to your produce.
Lawn &amp; Garden Edging with LED lights that are solar powered like the solar powered stake lights. Color changing LEDS or chose your mood.
Hot Wheels "Flame Flyer"
LED Napkin HolderTrash Basket
Duos Headphones
Flower Pot Lamp
AirCrutch
A mini dry erase board and light switch cover in one, simple to mount, and great for reminders by the entryway #spotsv
Make Your Own 6-Pack
Pet Bed Weight
I think it
Adjustable Dumbbells
RC Car-Customizable Components
Fridge/Freezer Service Cart
fry pan safe
MacBook MagKeeper- 2
Ball, Count and have fun
Austin Invention Challenge
App-enabled water monitor and/or cold sensor device. Let's you know NOT to put your turkey into a deep fryer, or else it might EXPLODE !!!!!
Build-A-Sound Scapes
Austin Invention Challenge
HOPSCOTCH DIGITAL RUG
car key lock (prevent D.U.I.)
"Ohm-Resurge-Echo" Projector
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App-enabled device that notifies a smartphone when the air pressure in your tire is low. Safety and security can be Yours!
Austin Invention Challenge
Stylish case with flip down dry erase board and marker holder. Marker doubles as Stylus pen.
Time Bulb
Condiment Koozies. Keep them in your freezer and stretch around your condiments. Keep your mustard, ketchup and mayo chilled.
Tape Couture Barbie
Little gardeners
Corner LED Spice Saver
wonder nails
Surge protector where each socket is an extension cord. Many times you just need a little longer cord. Great for big block plugs.USB Ports!
Protect expensive Tablets and other devices while extending the battery power. Ergonomic battery pack doubles as holding support. Pen holder
Mobile Smart Hub (MSH)
Space Bar Directional Speakers
Tripees
Protect expensive Tablets and other devices while extending the battery power. Ergonomic battery pack doubles as holding support. Pen holder
HEXY Power
Wink Alert Switch Plate
Front Door Lighted Key Ledge
Four Way Laser. Find distance, level planes, centers for pictures, furniture/misc. Center marking hole for nails or other anchors.Lowes tool
Extension cord that conceals/protects the cord. Elevates sockets for use around water. Cylindrical shape allows big blocks. Lowes tool.
The bottle basket. Holds your fruit at the top for more flavor. Secures to bottle, closable lid that is also easily identified.
highway art
GPS Button - Tells All
Earbuds with mini suction cups and cord wrap. Wrap excess cord and suction buds to IPhone 5.
Spotter outdoors
Load attachment on the back
Keep your cables "off" the tables! Taking it to the next level, literally! Cordie outlet organizer! 727 votes 2nd Resubmit and last!
PhoneAtHome
THE ULTIMATE MAGNETIC WALL KITS FOR KIDS. Letters, Numbers, State and Country Puzzles, Games Checkers, Chess, Sudoku. Even Building
Blocks.
Trunk Pop Up
Quirky's Nimbus Converge Duo
Pop Foil
Smart Dorm Refridgerator
Smart Theater Controller (STC)
wheel lock
Memory Mower
Mattel Playhouse Maker
Music Speaker Phone Case
iWatch Neck Headphones+Battery
Never lose your plastic food container lids again! Keep them with the right food container at all times. Resub-Under Consideration.
Wave Generator
Home Depot Bath Fan Trash Can
A much better pruning pole
Bathroom and Kitchen Wipes. A New Way to store your wipes, save space and be more discrete with all new "Discrete Wipes."
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Tissue Issue
RESUBMIT: Use iPad in shower! Transparent waterproof case + suction cups.
sharing box
Easy clean
Crates Scented Insert Panels, snap on interior for clothes hamper purposes or snap on exterior for room freshener.
Bluetooth Mattress Topper
Bicycle lock (YouTube linked)
Ed Support App
A Transparent Toaster No more burnt toast Toaster flips horizontal great for cheese/toast 800 votes 1st 821 2nd Now with an AWESOME NEW IDEA
NEVWET Umbrella
The Shell
Smart Wall Panel Heater
Matchless Candle
Before college kids use Crates as furniture, they will use them to carry personal items each semester/year, lets give crates some legs.
Teacher's Pet
The Shake-it Spread-it Bag
Balloon Caddy fill/transport water, and compressed air balloons fill multi balloons with 1 nozzle. Air Pumps designed into handle of Caddy.
Plastic Quirky business card that can be folded into a functional stand &amp; dock for iPhone.
The New Words
Interior door lock
stream stick
Drone free house: neutraliser
Barbie Collector Madonna dolls
[Upgrade!]It's too HOT! This REALLY COOL BACKPACK will help us drop our body heat IN HOT SUMMER. We NEED to begin to develop this right
NOW.
Lay flat hook spots. Stick them to your iStuff so you can use it with Bandits, Loopits and more.
cieling upgrade
Faux Stained Glass Shades
Thinner Smart Watch Charging
No Drip Beverage Dispenser
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, Floating shelves that hide electronics and gaming systems when not being used,they could be electric or manual powered
Baby Seater
Velcro Lego-Mat
iPhone 5 Case with hooks that bend out for use with Bandits, Loopits, and more
Smart speed bump
Hands Free Baby Bottle No Gas
Smart door system
Connect phone to mobile phone
Easy-Open Pill Bottle
Digital list-it-all
Safe Gas Can shaped like a cone to prevent tipping and spilling while being transported in your auto
BananaFun
Vaccum flashlight
Amazing Roasting Stick
Mouseboard
Connected Home Fragrance
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Music Drop
Wink Enabled Power Usage Meter
Staff Stickies
Sleep head
[Wink]App-enabled electric massage chairs. You can control it yourself and make your own style of massage pattern by using app.
Turn any oven into a "BRICK OVEN" Bake like a true artisan!
LazySusanStorage(resubmission)
Secondary Monitor with E-INK
FED UP WITH OVERFLOWING BATHS!! use suctions pads to set required water level . let it alert you when the water has reached level
Ultimate Cell Phone Accessory
Revolve
Vertical Leveling
Student Pomodoro Timer
iPhone 5 case with integrated loop connector - use with loop - awesemo lanyard and quirky loop cable charger
We all know LazySusan. Now meet "HOT BETTY" the automatic revolving baking platform. Never have to open your oven again during your baking!
Intelligent Weed Killer
Back Saver
iPhone/iPod Kinetic Charger case , constant charge while on the move,while walking or jogging, night or day . protect n' power
Snake Game
Thermawake
Mothinator
Portable Generator Using Kinetic Energy
coffee travel mug battery pack
All in one Phone Holder
Airplane tour
FEATHERSTONE'S AUTHENTIC WRAPS
Mocubo Cheese Board - line ext
Laser Dice
Pizza Pouch
Texting glove
Satellite Dish - Solar Power
AppTAP
Expand-e-Rack
Splashless/odorless toilet
Pizza Envelope
Bun & Bagel Toaster
Digna-Ware..Labor with Dignity
(Toilet) Tissue Moistener
Combine the utility/portability of a fan with the cooling power of ice to keep you chilled all afternoon.
#spotsv 3/22/12 Shower gel pod designed into loofah, pour gel into silicone pod, squeeze pod to dispense gel.
Google Glasses Competition iPhone Video Lens designed into sports head band capture sporting &amp; special events. Well not exactly competition
Robot-B-Que
blinky bike
#spotsv Re 3/11/12 Ice Cream Scoop designed as serving bowl, detach handle and enjoy pint sized portions, heat silicone scoop in microwave.
Chilly Drink Glass, stop watering down your drinks" screw of bottom fill with ice flip over and fill with beverage. Resubmit 303 - 278 last.
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peephole scanner
Chow-matic
iPhone case with earbud reel, designed into case. Sleek minimal design with spring loaded finger press function to eject reel.
Solar Panels on Roof of Buses
Multi Wrap Bands, roll wrap and store all USB type cables, cable remains attached to band, multi colors for organizing. Wrapster 2 inspired
Sent Spraying Christmas Tree
Alarmclock Robot Sweeper
Eyeglass Pressure Reliever
WINK- App-enabled Scale
Alarm clock and bed lift combo
Stylus And Smartphone Charger
Vertical &amp; modular power strip
Roll out grants a convenient cleaning device for upholstery,carpets and other fabrics and applies to tough stains and spots with ease.
Water Wall
No Mess Salt And Pepper Shaker
Hotdog Bun And Taco Holder
retractable winch ladder
Bathtub Overflow Water Alarm
í›„ë‘ê²½
SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS , avoid clutter avoid searching ,misplacing your cups and spoons have them all in one place ;)
Aura
BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS!COOK &amp; STORE,SILICONE EASY EXTRACTION,FITS IN FRIDGE DOOR,PERFECT DEVILLED EGGS
.BOIL BAKE MICRO resub 2011
MAGNETO . MODULAR . NOW WITH USB FOBS !! Memory on the move Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist
Lets Design An FDA Approved Child Safe knife Block (Knives Included) resub August 2011 locking mechanism holds blades in place
RETRACTABLE HEADPHONE CORD
television remote clock
Easy Reach
Portable foldable cat hammock
Speed Logger
Multi Tasker a Home Depot Pick
The Bacon Drip
underwear skid mark prevention
Soggy Pants! or Poncho Pants!
Folding Standing Shelves
The Smartest Kitchen tool ever
Stacking Containers For Fridge
TO DO CLOCK Alarm Clock, have an alarm clock that wakes you up with your daily schedule or to do list that downloads from your phone
The Couple Pillow
Lilo inverted water bottle
Recycle Truck Shape Sorter Toy
MASON JAR SILICONE SLEEVE
UV TABLET AND PHONE CLEANSER
Thermometer Coffee Cup
Remove nasty clothing labels
No more checking to see when the bathroom is free. App-enabled "Occupied" sensor/switch.
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Easy Tights And Legging Hanger
Gyro Kettlebell or Med Ball
television remote clock
Rotating Disco Ball Ornament
STACKABLE OVEN TRAYS
Food Slice and Store
Collapsible Shelves
App Controlled PadLock
Peek-a-boop
Ready Maid
SeniorLite
Automatic Parking Lock+APP
SwirlAir
Glow in Dark Apple Watch Band
Gyro Mug
SKATE OR SCOOT
Voice Recognition Renders
Tool outlet
Small Zen Tools Box
Sushi Stix
Do You Remember The Fidget?
Clip-Spoon
iPhone Glove - Ideal Location
Corn Snack Maker
Why carry multiple credit, reward, gift cards etc when you can have all of them on one simple Scannable App? Safer than a wallet!!
Rust Rings No More!!!
Doggie Bath Time Easier On All
Protect expensive Tablets and other devices while extending the battery power. Ergonomic battery pack doubles as holding support. Pen holder
WINK Power Interuption Device
Rain Barrel Pressurizer
Outlet-Locks
Cabin Phones
Tired of kneeling down to pick your dog's waste? Does your back hurt every time you kneel down? are you grossed out by picking dog waste?
"Grasshoppers" The towel blanket! Looks &amp; feels like grass. Soft microfiber. They connect together when people gather. Beach, camp, events.
Love Egg Drop Soup? Hate the mess? This will beat the egg(s)- also squeeze &amp; drizzle in soup. One gadget does it all! *A discovery
Mop Wheels
Simply slide in bed storage for shoes, sheets, blankets and misc. No need to remove top mattress to install like the competition.
NO MORE speeding fines,accidents and fatalities caused by speeding cars ! App alerts of car faults. SAVE LIVES
Four Way Laser. Find distance and level planes. Find centers for pictures, furniture/misc. Center marking hole for nails or other anchors.
Catapult with Precision
Organize your spices where you can see them and free up cabinet space at the same time.
wink - mare your dumb TV the Smartest! control your tv from your phone/gestures ,share movies pics and more
Portable LED Light Bar
Cache-Driver
Smart Phone Easy Button
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#spotsv Telescopic pocket measure with LED light.
Baseball Simulator
The new protein tube
Auto retractable water hose extends many times original length.Drop nozzle protector ring clamps onto hose.No rolling up of hose or crimps
#spotsv Strap on tape measure with slow recoil safety nylon or fabric tape.
A knife with a sharper attached to its handle. Comes on and off for easy use always be prepared with a sharp blade!
PICTURE FRAMES that snap on and off allowing you to change just the outer frame to match your new decore or just to brighten up an old frame
Twin -Functional iPad Case
Make Your Own Sea Salt - Just add sea water &amp; this device does all the work, leaving you with a tasty treat or souvenir.
Self Watering Plants w/ Recycled Bottles is an Effective Method. Here's How It Can Look Pretty Every New Season. Resub
Wireless Control Any Speaker!
GPS tracker for your luggage: no more standing up and waiting for your luggage, now you know exactly where it is.
TANGLE FREE XMAS LIGHTS
My idea is to have a ipad/ipad mini case that also has a compartment for a phone. Which also acts as a kickstand.
Domestic Bliss Fan
The Crusher
Directional Surround Sound Bar
Expandable Shoulder/Courier Bag with a hide-away detachable 2nd bag that connects to the 1st bag allowing you to carry items more safely
Yogurt Glide
Car Wing Mirror Rain Drops Blower . improve visibility while driving . avoid accidents due to lack of visibility (wind or/and solar powered)
~ POP UP , CLEAR , ANTI UV , KIDS AND ADULTS PARASOL ~
Smart Baby Mug
Testing1
RESUB: 'A really Good Morning' - an app that prepares your home for when you wake up
A clean flexible iPhone 5 mount with a tidy integrated Lightning power and audio cable.
The drawer separator that fits every size! It's simple, easy to mount and gives you the space you need. [RESUBMITTED]
Stick It And Flip It. Extractable skewers with basket flips all kabobs, burgers and other foods in one motion. For grill or oven!
Quirky doesn't have a Swiffer. Dual pivoting design flexes between furniture legs, toilets and other tight areas. Holds duster and or cloth.
T- Buddy
Slouch
Shop Now! or Shop Later!
Raised slicing block allows direct food deposit into serving bowls. Concave center captures juices. Use in folded storage or raised mode.
This cooler rolls on hard surfaces and slides on sand. Has built in can and cup holders. Also a locking compartment inside lid for valuables
Squeezer
Window Shade Paint/Print!
Wireless Memory Family Game!
Meal-Server (By Idea)
measuring tape recorder
Smart Satellite Dish Pointer
Extend A Nozzle. For cleaners or a mister/water bottle. Reach into tight areas. Bottle stays level to extract all fluid. Clip to belt.
SnoMat
Image Recognition Sound Bar
App-Enabled E-Cig Puff Counter mouthpieces to help smokers QUIT! It counts your puffs and tracks progress/goals towards quitting smoking!
Pocket case
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Birthstone Bling
Tortilla-Toaster (By Idea)
3D Press-On Nails Printer
Tupper-Plates (By Idea)
Trunk Junk
Wash your hands, face, and hair without having to worry about cleaning the water mess on the sides of your sink. Light weight, and easy.
Rolling Steam Iron, steam travels through garment and, is sucked back into iron causing a rolling steam effect, saves time on wrinkles
A new mop bucket that has hand free cleaning and to pour out water to ways top and bottom and on the side.
Ultimate Cell Phone Accessory
Robot Weed Trimmer/Blower
comfort hunt heated bodysuit
App controlled wireless smart vacuum
Meet2Travel
Home Depot Bucket Head inspired Hands free spinning paint brush cleaner attach lid to any 5 gallon bucket, attach hose and pump spinner
App Enabled Lock Box
Interactive Kids Monitor
Broom handle with pop out feather duster simply press eject button, OPTION modify broom groomer to harness broom for space saving storage
Casino Tablet
App Enabled Lock Box
Bluetooth-Telescope Camera att
Signal Finder
???
Clear adhesive magnifying strips that turn sunglasses into reading glasses.
The Brekky Buddy
Smart Flood Lights
Portable Wink Button -- Resub
FID Golf ball
360* Rotating Pet Leash
Things to-do list, displays on bathroom mirror, via app enabled LED projector, which syncs with sPhone. Offers messages at a glance,
Card-Sized Induction Pad
iPad Case also holds iPhone
Austin Invention Challenge
Heat Resistant Suction Cup, universally designed to harness curling/flat irons, mounts to Bath mirror or wall. Eliminates irons on counter.
Induction Charging Phone Pouch
Illuminated USB Charging Tips
Q+RSimple Automatic Door Sweep
Mobile Buddy
Flavored Water Filter System
Wink Lock Box
Baby Changing Pad with Scale
Save money and go green. Suction to patio, front/rear doors and windows to seal drafts.
Stackable cup, bowl and food containers, allow air drying. Open end handle allows stacking and deters burns. Lids for sealing and storage.
Sponges are nasty, slippery, ugly and have to be wrung by hand. Hand and sponge can't fit in some glasses. Decoratively solved.
MemoryMate Watch-Quick Message
Noisy dryer balls damage clothes and drums. Suction or magnetically attach this metal sponge cored static neutralizer to any dryer door.
Air umbrella expands to half or full width. Eliminates detachment from wire points, pointed spikes and wind inversion damage.
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See the tip of your cell phone cable in the dark! Illuminated Adapters for USB Charging Cables. Check out all the visuals! SlyKly
Organizational Coding BackPack
Telescopic broom that conceals the bristles and stands upright. Adj bristle width for tight areas. Built on dust pan with broom groomer.
Rotating electronic device charging and display stand. Four sides each have plugin. 360 degree convenient reading light on top.
This is an improvement to the typical t-shirt design. With this simple adaptation, the t-shirt becomes much more practical and fun to wear.
Olive Pitter and Stuffer
Seal food boxes in freezer, food serving bowls, paint cans and many other containers with stretch and seal.
App Enabled LED Auto Lighting
Automatic WhiteBoard Eraser &amp; or Drawer
Automatic Doggy Fetch
The inexpensive alternative to expensive cable, game and other device stands. Pivots and is telescopic to fit most TVs.
Stackable cup, bowl, and food container that allow air drying. Open end handle allows stacking and easy wrapping anchor for tea bag string.
Wink Powered / App Enabled Audio Spy Bug. Just for fun place this Covert Black Box in any room then Listen in on your Smart Device!
Sml tools stick 2 any surface staying close to screws/bolts that need adjusting/tightening . Example office chairs, TV wall mounts. SEEVIDEO
CityScapes
Multipurpose Weight Sensors
Fender Smart CoverÂ®
Translucent sticky notes in varied sizes and can be cut to fit textbooks pages ect. for highlighting/note taking without ruining the page!
Toothbrush Holder that Times how long you Really Brush! Track through Smart Device App. Know how long your kids are Really Brushing.
Helmet Bike Lock
Bath Fan RESUBMIT 3 months ago
Bottle opener for Geeks
Window Buddy (Automobile)
iphone case that slides on and off the wall/any flat surface.
Wobble Board modified to accept the standard office chair as a form of desk exercise, light weight design locks in caster to secure chair.
Finally use ANY Hard Drive with your Smart Devices , use usb battery pack to power your HD
Jigamawhatsit
Automatic Bike Gear
Make SEALED ice pops @ home!
The flattest screen TV
Holographic 3D Sketcher
Handle Safety Grip
Barbie Q Custom
Your Drink We Decide
Story Telling Stickers QR Code
Power Tower Strip
Table Kid Bib
Balloon/Ball Activity Kit
#spotsv Veggie Bowl freezer insert &amp; dipping area incorporated into lid. Kids and adults can pack crisp veggies, salads &amp; dips for lunch
Floor Mat Alarm Clock - Stand on it to turn it off - Don't get caught in the Snooze Cycle Again - Prototype Video
Smart bandage
Carpenter Pencil Write/Store
Doubler 2.0 Cooler
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Utility Power Strip, prevent cords from being pulled from outlet, clamp locks multi cords to base; base swivels for ez maneuvering. HDepot
Talking Magnetic Words/Picture
"Swifter than a Swifter"
Poppy/Dash Trail Mix Maker
Convertible Balance Board - 5 Balance Boards in 1. Drift Line Extension!?!
Streaming DVD/BLURAY player
Wink Telephone Jack
BAKED POTATOES without the fuss .. bake vegetables potatoes fruit easy to use easy to clean use in oven or microwave - Resub
SoapBoot NonSlip Longerlasting
Space Bar with Built in iPhone dock. Lets get your iPhone off its back. Charge/Sync with Space Bar and add Speakers to blast your music!
Frustration Free Cooler Design
Automatic Bathroom Candle
Home Depot -App Flashlight
App-Enabled Pocket Scale
Illuminated Space Bar - Just take Space Bar and integrate Lights on the underside to illuminate your workspace!
Floor Mat Alarm Clock - Stand on it to turn it off - Don't get caught in the Snooze Cycle Again 401 Vote Resubmit
Pollution Mask-muzzled for dog
WinkLock
runnrollit.com
Universal Wall Dock for iPhone, iPad (Mini), or iPod. Hold them Vertical or Horizontal. Adjusts to switch from one to the next in seconds.
Really Play Cops and Robbers on your Bike with Blue and Red Flashing LEDs. Kids will Love pretending to pull their friends over! #QCYCLE
Triple Threat Baby Alarm
Safe Gas Can shaped like a cone to prevent tipping and spilling while being transported in your auto
See the tip of your iPhone cable in the dark! Illuminated Adapters for New Lightning Cables. Check out all the visuals! SlyKly
Line Extension for Spotter
Velcro Lego-Mat
Home Depot -PaintBrush Storage
Yolkster, No need for a second bowl. Less mess and faster. Extract multiple yolks quickly. READY, SET, REPEAT!
Transform spoon to spatula
Accident Stopper
Feelter
InstaHeater
Slide and Charge
Expandable back pack with wheels. Detachable shoulder straps allows you to pull when heavy.
Hot socks
Expandable round barrel brush. It expands from a small to a large round brush with a variety of sizes in between at the push of a button.
Need extra arms. Combine two great products into one. A magnetic tool, nail, nut and bolt holding arm band with bright rotatable LED lights
Retractable shade
Shower Wall Mystifying Cleaner
This cooler rolls on hard surfaces and slides on sand. Has built in can and cup holders. Also a locking compartment inside lid for valuables
Fire Resistant Document Case
The Laundrymate
Cast Carrier
Automatic shoe stringer
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Have all the essential cleaning tools that roll. Paper towel holder, trash bin, spray bottle bins and bag dispenser with retractable handle
Self watering planters. Releases water to the root system only when needed. Water reservoir holds water inside entire perimeter wall cavity
Plant Visor Prevents Sun Burn
Pans that hold utensils off the oven, counter and out of the cooking surface. Unique handle holds to deter soiling and cross contamination.
Tilt
Turn Ipad into B&amp;W E-Reader
360 Degree fan, heater and air freshener. Distributes air, heat and air freshener 360 degrees. Optional desk top size with lamp.
Cast Cover
Zoom in camera and display screen attaches to existing mirror. Optional frame lighting and defog fan. Get a magnified view.
Collapsible clothes hanging system. Hang on existing closet bar, hang clothes and then unhook center to collapse to double closet space.
Home Depot -Cleaning SupplyMat
Crackling and moving motion sensor "scarecrow" for garden or flowerbed. Scare cats, birds, squirrels, etc.
Universal Wall Dock for Iphones, Ipads, or iPods. Hold them Vertical or Horizontal. Adjustable to switch from one to the next in seconds.
#spotsv Wrapster for your Wrist - Silicone Bracelet Style of Wrapster! Naturally Wrap your Earbuds and Wear them Conveniently on your wrist
Magnetic Barbie shoes
Floor Mat Alarm Clock - Stand on it to turn it off - Don't get caught in the Snooze Cycle Again
Home Depot-SecurityLiteAdapter
App En- Heat-Vent-Light-radio
MULTI HERB GRINDER for freshly ground spices and herbs like the SENSEO SARISTA ESPRESSO MACHINE for freshly ground espressobeans
App Enabled Mirror On The Wall, Who's The Fairest Of Them All?
testing BR
Dashboard / Remote control / Domotica / Management APP for WINK products and other app enabled products.
Multiple Port-USB retracting wall adapter, expands and retracts as needed, allows for multiple USB Ports or space saving feature.
You're proud of your LITTLE REMBRANDT. You want to show the work + you want to collect the colouring pictures. Use LITTLE REMBRANDT
FRAME!
See the tip of your cell phone cable in the dark! Illuminated Adapters for USB Charging Cables. Check out all the visuals! SlyKly
Sparkly Headphones
"Captions" are a cap. Use the cap to attach a Re-cycled plastic soda/water bottle to a string of lights. Instant Luminaries! Prototype.
Soft Tip Electronic Dartboard with WiFi Or Ethernet connection allowing you to play darts with friends all over the world, from Home or Bar
Universal Wall Dock for Tablets or Smartphones, Hold them Vertical or Horizontal. Adjustable to switch from one to the next in seconds.
ReSubmit from 11-7-10, Classic Inch Worm Toy inspired as child bounces rear wheels propel board forward or operate in traditional manner .
MATTEL-SMART STEM DOLL HOUSE
Private Moments in The P.M.
Capacitive Stylus with Clear Tips. See what your stylus has been hiding! SlyKly
Add safety to any standard wall socket. Always have the power you need!
WINK connect a phone to my car
FLA-VOR-ICE Storage Container /Dispenser, for the freezer eliminate falling and sliding flavor ice when opening the freezer.
booby pillow
TV Remote Finder
Water purifier stand
Broom with pop-out feather duster, store duster in broom handle always there when you need it.
The egg peeler
Handle Grip Safety Sleeve
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Utencils plate
Tin iPhone case.
Portable Mini Golf Set
COLLAPSEABLE TOILET RISER
Headphones sharable
Wrapster for your Wrist?! A Silicone Bracelet Style of Wrapster! Naturally Wrap your Earbuds and Wear them Conveniently on your wrist.
Handy - Lectern for guitar
Memories
IoT DwiddMad
Clap Clap light bulb
FLA-VOR-ICE opener, rips the plastic end off flavor ice, instead of snipping with scissors safer for small children. Favorite for over 35yrs
Headphones sharable
This alarm will not shut down until you get up and walk away from your house or department at least 200 mts. and certain time.
SOLAR - Apple Solar rechargeable bracelet battery . always with you while on the move .wear 2 charge -also tells time and battery level
ReSubmit - Universal Smart Phone Kickstand/Clamp that could also double as a Thumb Drive. Convenient Lanyard/Key Chain
Illuminated Tips on Cell Phone Cables! See the tip of your charger in the dark! No more fumbling in the dark to plug in your phone.
Wink Speakers w/ High dB Alarm
Sweet thoughts
SPIDER CHESS 360
Smart Movement Sensor
Induction Extension Cord
ReSubmit - Universal Smart Phone Kickstand/Clamp and it is also a Thumb Drive. New Pics!
Wrapster for your Wrist!?! A Silicone Bracelet Style of Wrapster! Naturally Wrap your Earbuds and Wear them Conveniently.
Go Listen
Large mixing bowl with attached measuring cup and measuring spoon. Measuring cup is suspended in the center of the mixing bowl.
Portable USB purse/diaper bag
Wink - Double Light Switch
QUENCH-A Keurig-like Cold Drink Making Machine-Use Cold Drink Flavored Pods to Make Your Favorite Refreshing Cold Drinks!
A broom, mop and duster all in one unit. The broom and mop heads pivot allowing the user utility of either. Duster slides out top of handle.
Automatic Lego Sorter, operates similar to a coin sorter. Organizes the Lego fiasco so kids can spend more time building.
In Line USB Cables, More Compact than a USB Hub. For when you need just one more port.
A WATER BOTTLE that will hold WORK-OUT schedules, SWIM schedules, MAPS for running and biking, in a removable outer layer! PLUS OTHER
USES!
Baby saver
GE-US6140730A - FREE ELECTRICITY! Pendulum generated energy, will produce electricity in parts of the world, where electricity doesn't exist
Smart Lamp
Wrong Direction Car Sensor
Ray Infinite
Bread Minder
you can SMELL over the phone
Level brake lights
Shoe-band! Shoe designed with resistant bands , with a recoil device thats part of the shoe inside them, exercise needs at your convenience.
Ear Buds Portal Cam
Shoe-band! Shoe designed with resistant bands , with a recoil device thats part of the shoe inside them, exercise needs at your convenience.
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Shoe-band! Shoe designed with resistant bands , with a recoil device thats part of the shoe inside them, exercise needs at your convenience.
Twizzle Buds
Flip Flop Serving Spatula
The Servant
electronic dog house
Mini Car Wash
strategy
Wink Belt
Branch Out
Smart Charger
plug dam holes ( water fun)
Cold Activated Smart Band
Smart Cooler
TODO App &amp; WIFI Speaker
Invisible Motion Sensor
Bluetooth Texting Keyboard
Pocket-Keys (By Idea)
Veggie Saver
Icy-Stick (By Idea)
(3)Translucent Whiteboard Sheets, insert on illuminated base (calendar, lined/plain paper). Option- printable sheets, USB compatible board.
Smart Tooth Brush + APP/GAME
Water Proof Power Case Charger
App enabled bed &amp;/or body pillow, air induced for adjustable comfort, wrapped with memory foam type material, alarms w/music &amp; illuminates
instant ice cold soda can
Meter-Ball (By Idea)
#spotsv Students need a Personal Dry Erase Board, that inserts into any 3 ring binder/notebook, board should have collapsible easel stand
Bluetooth Energy Saver
Invisible Window Fan
App Enabled Wardrobe, inventory your wardrobe sync hangars and clothes tags designed of passive RFID tags-NO power needed, for easy locating
DualCase
Vertical receptacles with concealed extension cords. This product plugs into existing receptacle and extends it upward for easy access.
Convert a standard wall receptacle into four with two additional six foot extension cords. Extension cords wrap around inside to conceal.
Smart Plate, portion control & nutrition monitoring plate, assist with diets, transfer medical records! Personal Food Coach, APP enabled
Mouse USB Battery charger PLUS
USB Thumb Drive Firewall
Pop-up Garden
This all purpose cleaning wand incorporates three cleaning heads. A micro fiber, a scrubber and a sponge. One tool for most all surfaces.
Arc Drawing Tool
Electrical station with six rotating receptacles, LED work light, clock and radio. Extends power 20 ft with the auto retractable power cord.
EASYWASH
Powered Sit or Stand Work Desk
A radio, clock, thermometer, night lights and fan that blows out mosquito/pest repellent. Attaches to the umbrella pole or sits on the table
ACESSORIO DE VIOLAO
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Solar Phone Charger CASE
ICE CATCHER!
This product files the heels to remove callus skin and stores nail clips, a nail file, a pair of scissors and tweezers.
S-RACK swinging truck rack
lixit watering Extension Kit
Snow Melting LED Mat / VIDEO
Sponge wand with wringer, soap dispenser, ozone sterilization docking station and optional UV germ detector.
iSafe
This UV light attaches to existing faucet to detect bacteria and mold growth as you wash food. Deters food sickness.
Pickup Truck Unloading System
Musik
Smart Pool/Hot Tub Monitor
I need a name
floor saver
Plant Protector
Paddle Core
Google Glass Charging Unit
The Cartgo Cooler
The easy egg cracker, flip top to open and load, squeeze bulb and enjoy easy cracked eggs with no mess and no egg shell fragments.
Stand alone, modular wi-fi alarm clock that displays the info you want! Time, current temp, etc. No phone dock! No remote sensors!
Lectric Limbo
String Measurement Tool
Resubmit-iPhone Case Doubles as back-up battery power.
Redesign the apple slicer so that it can make beautiful wedges for large apples. Together, we can make the best apple slicer on the market.
Liquid Motion iPhone Case, capture the allusion of liquid in motion with-out water
sfdr
Toys
Egg cooker for perfect egg
Solesocks
Bluetooth Smartphone Goggles
Desodorante para Inodoros
heated/cooling infant car seat
Dream Mobile Phone
Remote control for bicycles
solar charging phone case
App-Enabled Buffet Mgt. System
#QTOYS - Classic Inch Worm Toy inspired as child bounces rear wheels propel scooter forward, for added speed (ages 12 &amp; up).
Recycled DIY Giant Lego Blocks
Shopping Cart Charger
instant post
Smart Glass
Dog Repeller for bikes
Ismell
#QTOYS Backseat Entertainment for Kid's, drive time can be educational, interactive screen that's iPad compatible mounts on back of car seat
vvvv
Small Word Document Printer, designed into iPad Case ideal for students, travelers commuters etc. (SEE World's Smallest Printer below)
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Ketchie
Doggy bowl and bottle holder
instant stake
An earphone clip that can be used any time, enjoying music or when save the earbuds. Simply cool and practical! Resub!
Phone magnifier
Wink Communicator
Little pieces sweeper
Laser Pinata (Mattel)
BLAST-OAR
Voice Racers
Protection baby forgot in car
Homemade Cookies anytime, counter top appliance install ingredients and watch easy bake oven do the work, adult approved product.
Magic Wand Game
Pop-Up Water Collecting Tent
Personal air quality analyzer and alarm. Learns your allergens, monitors toxins, pinpoints invisible allergens w/data + vibration alerts.
Retractable Spoon Rest
Holophone
Kid Design Window Blind, let the creativity of your little artist shine through with their own personalized window blinds. resub
With flexible q crate links in various sizes you can link your crates or use them as a crate hinges to attach a lid or padded foot rest.
Lack of energy points to charge notebooks/gadgets? An efficient and discreet energy point under the table (Ideal for meeting rooms) RESUB
ABS STRETCHER
Screw post anchor and thumb drive for soft and medium rubber or cloth products, and jewelry products.
Efficient Illumination
The Sandwriter
Shoeband
instant stake
Water bucking Summer is almost here.
Smart Pocket Device
Door Handle Ice Shield
#QCYCLE Weight Shifting,level ride bicycle frame. Level Ride Shock distributes weight of rider when bike inclines or declines (up/down hill)
Portable flotable device
Lucite K Cup mountable holder
Brush Razor
extenda charge
ELECTRONIC STOP STICKS
Beach Barrow (Mattel)
Cap for Prescription Meds. Remove your cap, replace with this one. No need to open the entire bottle. Turn dial, for one pill at a time.
Small voltage regulator!
Get Jewelry UNTANGLED! Combine Wrapster w/ embroidery bobbin idea. Individual "Jewelry WRAPSTERS" or "Jewelry MANAGEMENT SYSTEM" or
Both!
Thin Hole Marker
instant cold
Dry me
Better Baby Clothes Hanger. Add integrated clips that work by tension. Newborn to size 6x. Prototype. Resub 6/18/12 131 votes.
Watch Battery Induction Charge
Uni-back
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coffee quicken
#QCYCLE - resubmit 9/02 Kids handle bar grips, makes bubbles as kids grip and slightly turn bar grips 1/4 degrees. Fill with any kid bubbles
Bike Shovel
Real hoverboard
Food Saver for your Fridge
erwtertew
Spotter for Outdoor Garden
The bath that doesn't get cold
UCed on 2nd Day! Rebutted all reject reasons. See solution & comments. Folks have pots/pans but they still buy rice cooker by the millions!
Ultimate app-enabled Christmas tree. O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree...
No-Poke-Pads
Home Solar Charging Station
Thunder Dome Rapid H20 Boiler
Super lamp
WET&DRY CLEANER T-SCREEN CAR
top mop
Button Fast
Smart notebook case
Single Serving Rice Cooker. Perfect for dorm, small apartment, work place, travel and dieting. Huge market potential.
Hot Wheels Car Factory -MATTEL
Self Watering Plants w/ Recycled Bottles is an Effective Method. Here's How It Can Look Pretty Every New Season. Resub
Cargo meets Web to create stylized flat surface storage. Build your own weave. Use on binders, folders, walls, refrigerators, tablets...
Levitation train (MATTEL)
open&amp;close headphone
iPad mini binder insert and standalone case. Props, powers, and more. Perfect for students and businesspeople. RESUB.
Bedazzled with light Large studded shapes jewels &amp; bottle caps they push to turn the led light. Kids are more easily seen by cars.
The charger ports cell phones are breaking an adjustable clip/stand that supports the charger port to extend the life of the phone. Resub
n
This will never be attractive on a woman
Flame less rechargeable candles are great no worries some do have a scent, Lets make their chargers solar powered chargers.
Squeegee sponge clip
Pedometer Soda Can Dispenser
App.Enabled Pill Box
Milk Gallon Pour Cap
Electric Mower Cord Manager
Bathroom desteamer
Self Watering Plants w/ 2 Liter Bottles is a Proven &amp; Effective Method. Here's How It Can Look Pretty in The Garden or Potted Plants
GE Wireless Combination Outlet
Double Bed Privacy Curtain
Med Minder Resub 117 votes 1st
Deodorant Toilets
Portable Mini Golf Set
Smart clock
Kangaroo Cart
iPad mini binder insert and standalone case - SIMPLER version. Props and powers. Perfect for students and businesspeople on a budget.
Shower Arm
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Re-sub .EASY EXTENTION LEAD PLUG RELEASE - ONE HANDED - simply press plug or lever or button to release plug from power source
Stable Laundry/Grocery Cart
Turbo Solar
Smartphone Bunk
Pet Corral for the home
DODGE-IT
Quick Tie Off Bath Towel, slit in towel allows user to tie off towel with a secure knot, and more efficient fit than traditional towels
Rolling Desk Bed
Earn It
The faster breakfast
Movement Sensing Smart Fan
Vending Gift Card Machine
Keybars
Print-N-Stick Make up
The Stand Alone: Personal smart phone/book holder
iPhone(3) in one Transforming Charger, flip-out 110Volt charger, cigarette lighter charger, USB charger. All designed into 1 charger
Registered Weapon Bumper Stick
wet/dry counter cleaner
"Austin Invention Challenge"
ALCOHOL LOCK-TOPS
Silly Pup, house training puppy food bowl eliminate puppy food spills
Wifi Rocking Hair Dryer
Sidewalk/Driveway Warmer
bullet proof door extention
DIY Make-A-Mask
The Clip-o
Atom
EZ-CUT WHEEL
Suction Cup Anti-Slip counter top mat, no sliding pots, bowls, or cutting boards can double as heat barrier for hot pots, DW safe.
Hifi Wirless Headphone
Eliminate odor with baking soda placed in this decorative plug in air freshener with exhaust fan. Plugs into receptacle for easy mounting.
iPhone case with kick out kick stand that doubles as belt clip
Vehicle wet one disinfecting wipes with accessory holding system. Fits into cup holder. Disinfect hands, clean windows, mirrors and dash.
I0I
Styl-o-Pad
Rash Free Swim Trunk
Smart Bath Fan At Your Service
Pass the Salt, Not the Germs!
Ultimate Food Flavor Infuser
Wearable Temperature Control
Induction Charging Mouse Pad
Smart Rolling Preschool Ball
Reverse Fetch Fun For Everyone
Train #REINVENT THE SPOON
Wine cooler + APP
Food in a Spray Can.
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Shop Conveyor Divider
Hair Gel Dispensing Brush
USB-Lithium ion battery
Cord Labels for USB devices that are smaller than the ones available for large cords like printer cords.
#spotsv Re 6/17/12 Tiered Cereal Bowl, gradually feeds cereal into base of bowl. No more soggy cereal fresh and crisp cereal with every bite
Last Drop Coffee Mug
Water Kefir Soda Machine
wax it again
Induction Charger for DSLRs
Locking Knife Block
BackTrap Portable
Make Medicine Easy to Swallow
Magnetic Mini Dryer Vent Vac
A mini vacuum cleaner for your dryer vent that sticks magnetically to your dryer so keeping your dryer vent clean and safe is quick & easy!
A 2-in-1 convertible case protects your MacBook during tough travel days, but transforms into a sleek business case at a moment's notice.
RealSimple Cleaning Wipes Kit
Window Solar Wireless Speaker
Mattel Master Blaster
Illumia
Burn Preventer on Hose
Soft Rake, clean up your shrub
Mega-Wheels (Mattel)
Decorating with Mortar Toolkit
My idea is a secure locking device , for a window with an air conditioner in place, Very easy to install no tools needed, Very secure,
Covered Kitchen Strainer
Mini The kitchen friend
The Loehr chair
Coffee Filter Cup Filler
Elec.Bills Reducer Curtains.
Resub feb/2013.. USB PORTABLE CHARGER + MEMORY CARD READER / Charge ur USB Powered Devices , now on Kickstarter ?!!
Future Red Flag
Hitchhiker
Colored Air
BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS!COOK n STORE,SILICONE EASY EXTRACTION,FITS IN FRIDGE DOOR,PERFECT DEVILLED EGGS .BOIL
BAKE MICRO resub 2011
#spotsv Re 7/11/12 Popsicle tray designed to pour liquids into one reservoir, liquids distributed into individual Popsicle, less mess.
Complete office on your heels
Cycle safety light -MOVE OVER!
Robotic Carpet Cleaner
Talent On Deck Alert System
SC - Skipping commercials
Promusic Doorbell
Garden Buddy (Home Depot)
Photo App over fluid filled (lava) picture frame, your presence (motion) activates fluid teenagers will love this, change photos as needed
RECEIVR Spotter's best friend!
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A thin inflatable mat with side bumpers for baby play time, similar to an air mattress used for camping. Available in different sizes.RESUB
Poppy Home--- Cubbies
Maths And shapes Board game . lets invent a fun 3D Board game to entertain and educate our children ,learn and have fun , reverse board to +
Smart toilet Roll Holder
iShield - Cell phone privacy
#spotsv Connect-a-Clip, stacks &amp; capable of opening in a hinged book manner. Silicone connectors snap-on existing clips, connect multi clips
A solar energy cap to charge your iPod! No more silent jogging!
Boomco Target BattleBot
Save my arms and back from the sleepy baby'
TruLite - BEAUTY Challenge
Dish Rinser
Tracking system of children
lets invent a board game that will make our children smarter . improve their IQ and general knowledge while having fun
Third Ear
Adjustable Computer Table
Secret Eyes
iPhone dock station integrated with table lamp: technology and decoration in one product!
Convert-X Chat
App enabled Dog Alert System / Dog Trainer / Communicate with your dog / receive alert when hungry needs toilette or wants to play
Nitrology
iThumb! The iPad Mini thin bezel: where to put your thumb without activating the touchscreen?! Let's solve the problem before it starts!
Spilled beverages are a thing of the past! This innovative product prevents you from spilling drinks at home, in the office, or on the go!
Adjustment Basket III
Kitchen wall protection from splatters! This transparent wall guard lets the beauty of your backsplash show through.
Quirky should rival arduino and rasberri pi with an app enabled circuit .connect and control HWare via app.sensors motors ect.
Oven Brick Austin challenge
Portable Reusable Garden
Squirrel Obstacle Course Kit! Let's make another FUN Quirky product. Create, educate and love nature, all in your own back yard!
APP enabled Feeding bowl 4 pets with integrated digital Scale. Track via an APP the amount of food given + how much ur pet ate/food has left
Wall Clock of Apple
Popsicle tray designed to pour liquids into one reservoir, liquids are equally distributed into individual Popsicle, save time less mess.
PAWd
Mattel: Gender Neutral Pal
Smart Needle Technology
Adjustment Basket
Tupperware/food storage containers with a packaging compartment. Wonder no more what the ingredients are, expiration date + cooking tips!
Levitation train
Phone Stand
app enabled fridge memo board . always aware of whats in your fridge .resub 12th April
Tabletop Candy Shell Coating
Know when you break a glass in the kitchen and can't get all the little parts of broken glass? "Broken glass catcher" is the solution!
Don't Touch Me! Wink
Smart Home Phone
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PAINT BRUSH HANGER Don't leave your paint brush standing in the paint can on it's bristles. Attach it to the edge of the can for security.
Heat Trapper
P.E.A.S .
Lift Assisted Step Stool with gas spring used in office chairs. Handles designed for stability,extends and lowers the physically challenged
Burpies Disposable Burping Bib
app enabled Quirky 3D printer . lets take/make submission to the next level
Aros Companion
The Multipurpose Keyboard Garage (and USB Hub)

< One Last Try >

Key Case - An iPhone case with swissarmy style key storage.
Inertia "Hula Hoop Belt" designed as exercise equipment, monitors/corrects core and lower back exercises. iPod compatible.
An Iphone case to arrange it as you like. With a practical clip can be attached at many objects to take pictures (to you appear on it).
OMNI light fixture
Expand the available memory of the iPhone
coffee quickin
cool sticks
Perfume maker
Converge Xtreme: JBL by Harman
Electric Measuring Grinder
Lock you house , car , locker , and all your possessions with your smartphone unlock with Biometric Retina Scan using S.Phone Camera
Keep moisture and flavor in meals, heated in microwaves that all microwaves remove during their cooking process, no more dehydrated meals
QUIRKY ,LOST ART.
Built-n-Bra
Bug free Africa
Treat Elite Training Collar
Deskube
Quirky + JBL Harman Amplifier
Car or motorbike alarm that alerts your smart phone when it's triggered /take pics of surrounding vehicles
Spoons that can Suck And Dip
Eat & Drink with 1 hand!!
Chip clip with pump vacuum, Frito Lay sells 1Billion bags of chips a year. Let's keep chips and snacks fresh, longer.
Audio Spotlight Car Speakers
Multi Hanger Hook
Carbon Monoxide Garage Exhaust
Baby Bottle with flip open base for storing pacifiers when not in use, prevents misplaced pacifiers and frustrated babies.
QUIRKTOONS
Totem 2.0 Groovy Bottom Drains
Motorized Pencil Dispenser
Rotator Switch/Outlet/Light
Stop and Stow wheel chock
Portable mini power station
Selfie stick with mirror
Corn Hole Scoring System
A SAFE SPACE HEATER
SKY NOTIFY light fixtures
In line skate scooter
Paint Brush splatter shield ergonomically designed to protect hand from paint splatter, without obstructing users view of brush or surface
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Harman Icon Headphones
Underground Modular House
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod ......
STOP CARAFES FROM DRIBBLING
No Miss Movie App
A simpleToothbrush cleaner
Laundry soap storage
Selfie stick with mirror
SPACE BAR LAPDESK --- 1 in 3 use desktop computers. We need a QUIRKY SPACE BAR for the 2 out of 3 people using laptops!
A better tomato cage
Wastewater Electric Turbine
The "Land Blanket"
Seat back beverage holder
Let's go a Hunting
The Wet/Dry Shower Stall
Outdoor Zombie Tracker
Crossfit
Instant Soda
Flexible wand style, can starch or water spray bottle holder attaches to any ironing board, bottle is positioned for efficiency, easy detach
SMART TRASH CAN
Motorized Bowling
Levitating in-ear Headphones
Deodorizing Clothes Hangar maintain your clothes freshness keep fresh as the day you picked them up from dry cleaners or removed from dryer
The necklace/earring light, I am thinking of small bright lights that can come in many colors on the neck and/or ears
Alarm Buds
Easy Care FAN
Track Mat
the floating table for any pool
Wireless Induction Headphones
bathroom assistant
pool play
pet-a-boo
Trigger style spatula designed in handle eliminates need of spoon or spatula used to stir food when slow cooking no messy spoons on counter
WINK Patio Torch Flame Control
Air Cleaner Computer Tower
canhose.
Ceiling Fan Fragrance Emitter
Tight container for dishwasher
Hot Wheelie Rake by Mattel
Voice Face Plates
Comfort Air Tower
Walked into my kitchen one day, and found out how my children were using BANDITS, did not plan it, we have stopped using the chip clips
Everyman wind power
Best Bangs for the Buck
Modernize and modularize the timeless Army Men Play Set with folding case style war zones, auto movable men and machinery, stage your battle
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Let's reinvent Joule! Make it safe, functional to pivot the cord to prevent tangling, add an auto shutoff timer, cord holders &amp; safety off
Induction powerstrip
Genius
Flip down wall mount POST IT note pad holder, place anywhere flip down and write your notes on the spot, Ideal place next to light switch.
Talk To ME
Appliance steam squeegee
Smartphone document scanner
Quirky to merge with TechShop
Pop Up Outdoor Storage Bin
Bollard-flag Paddle Surf
G Force 365
Shower Curtains and Shower doors are both BIG Business, Why do we need both? Lets combine the best features of both into one product! EASY!
Not in your face umbrella
just a garage organizer? NO! Itâ€™s the holy grail of organization and itâ€™s patent was just approved by the USPTO
Fun, effective device for natural family planning
Anybody Can Be A Dog Whisperer
Start-Defrost System
Window Solar Headphones
Toilet Seat Splash Guard
A WOW MOMENT! â˜ž with the help of the Quirky Community I want to create a iPad case that gives the college student a flexible suspended comfortable
experience while in their studies and can be used mostly everywhere, classroom etc.
Dream Car
Smart safety gate + APP
DfLeCt It
ipad / ipad mini magnetic ipad bracket / turn your ipad into a fridge memo board / view your memos on the go
Page Turner for World of Music
The Triple Threat
Detachable Cooler Wheels
PECULIAR GOLF BALL (PGB)
Plastic seals are very useful to organize things but also to secure a luggage in a travel... but needs to be easy to unseal! RESUB
iPhone 5 ALL IN ONE LANYARD CHARGER CASE SOUND ENHANCER (resub feb 2011)
Homemade sternal for your food
My invention idea is a remote controlled air powered flying toy that looks like a moon landing craft.
Yoga Water pot
kid's telephone game... wireless!! The same funny toy now on a high tech view.
Auto Drawing Stencil Square!
BABY TREASURE
Pain Buzzer
Magic mouse customized with stickers. A trendy and cool way to differentiate your device at the crowd!
Show your music beat when you're out for a ride! An equalizer kit to be attached to the bike, awesome! #QCYCLE
H2O - a light,small,confortable backpack especially designed to carry your water/nrg drink while running, no more uncomfortable runs .
resub 2012 -iPlush -, have your iPlush INTERACT, ENTERTAIN, EDUCATE your children app wifi enabled
EXTERNAL FLASH SHARE DEVICE
Detachable Cooler Wheels
Aircondtion vent that opens when occupancy sensor senses the presence of people in the room and closes when people leave, saving energy.
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Radio Frequency Identification
iPhone and iPod case
SPIKE UR DRINK !!! fed up with tipping glassware on the beach or in your garden ? use these Quirky spikes to hold your drinks
backup cooler for fridge
Door Greeters
Pet health monitor collar
EZ Shopping Cart
Ice cream cone holder
Light Drone
Super-Align Stapler
Multi-Power Foot Controller
Water youre flowers and plants any time; with App-Enabled feeder!
Dip your hand all the way down to the bottom of the cooler to find your favorite drink (and even open it) with the Cooler Glove!
Shoe Wire-Lace
COLLAPSIBLE FOOD CONTAINER / NOW WITH LONG LASTING HINGED , ANTIBACTERIAL SILICONE CORNERS ,WEEKDAYS WHEEL ON
LID / UC MAY 2012
lets bring the Hotel hangers back home with us :) easy hang and remove wardrobe hangers !!!
INFLUENTIAL CALENDER QUOTES
Smart Tooth Brush
The Kitchen iPad Holder
Ultra Safe Non-spilling Kettle
Sticky Non-sticky Mat
Walker for Stairs
ee
2-way mirror sun visor
Invisible Shower Curtain
Rust Me Not Shower Rod
Pool alarm with built in mobile app!
Roll your chores
The Pot Puree" pot with perfectly fitted strainer and food processing blade. Food items are cooked, pureed and strained all in one.
POPPY Bathroom Appliances
Re-sub .PROTECT YOUR LAPTOP &amp; YOUR LAP . slim line MacBook Pro case with integrated cooling fan's
aros portable 5 in 1
WiFi Enabled Thermos
Bone Buddy
Freedom Bluetooth
VibratingShiftKnob and Gloves
UC- Lightning to usb keyring, always have a usb cable with you while on the move
Underwater tripod for iPhone 5, much more fun when you're swimming!
Popcorn/Nut Flavoring Machine
APPLE PROP AND EMERGENCY CHARGE . prop your device while watching a movie or while on facetime /30% charge for emergencies while on the
move
A jumping rope that can be attached to other objects. Practical to play with few children... no more boring vacations! Has a turn counter!
Duel Tire Power Wheels
Razor Sharp - razor sharpener
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod ......
Jack Jams
A torpedo kit to play at the pool! Use a ordinary plastic bottle to build it. Fun with a eco-friendly toy!
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Induction Charging power tools
Modern Smoke Detector
Off-Road Wagon
Lunch Thief Alert &amp; Terrify-er
CONNECT 4 REINVENTED - PLAY WITHOUT INTERRUPTIONS - NO NEED TO SEPARATE COLORED DISKS INBETWEEN GAMES - SIMPLY
GRAB AND PLAY
Nail Holder
Foot Sanitize
Ultimate Rake
Water Bottle Fruit Infuser
Smart Lok Wallet
Device Charger - Phone/Tablet
Windup Whisk Vinaigrette Cruet
The Do It All Coffee Canister
Workers Skewer I Clamp
Food Expiration Organizer
Watch How You Drive!
ALL IN ONE SPATULA CLIPS TONGS FORK ALL IN ONE KITCHEN UTENSILS SPACE SAVER
HOIST-secure your Device &amp; hang from ceiling.clip in pull down &amp; angle as preferred. #spotsv
Pocket Pro Makeup Brushes
What's My Number LED Visors
Snorkeling Mask with Camera
iPhone 5 ALL IN ONE LANYARD CHARGER BUMPER SOUND ENHANCER
Pocket Pro Makeup Brushes
Smart knucklebones (MATTEL)
Calculator-like Dictionary
Leaf Bag Vacuum Chute
Battery-powered shutters
BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS!COOK &amp; STORE,SILICONE EASY EXTRACTION,FITS IN FRIDGE DOOR,PERFECT DEVILLED EGGS
.BOIL BAKE MICRO resub 2011
SmartHoop Pass N' Play
The easiest way to clean baseboards. No one likes to do it and I believe I have come up with a way to make it quick and easy.
A Wall Organizer System combined with the design of a Classic Sliding Tile Puzzle creates a versatile, organized space with a touch of fun.
d
Smart Smoke/Monoxide detector
Smart sun gauge for plants!
Smart bulb for pool
stream or mirror from your iDevice to your TV or Projector.plug in tv and airplay/ stream your movies via adhoc wifi/NO INTERNET REQUIRED
QUIRKY UNIVERSAL USB PORTABLE CHARGER + MEMORY CARD READER / ALWAYS WITH YOU WHILE ON THE MOVE ,Charge ur phone
,tablet, portable HH Console
Mommy Stroller Umbrella
Detachable Cooler Wheels
Serennnity Coffee Table
It is a combo back pack, jacket, tent hammock in one. Detachable inner liner and zippered hoody. Get there, get in, sleep
DETACHABLE PAINT BRUSH HEADS
Reversed Cab
DesignMe
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Cabinet with manual lifter
NKLL showing a picture of a c
funnel with pump and counter
ICEBLOCK .. Collaboration with Arrigo Cipriani Owner of CIPRIANI chain of restaurants ,Resub Previous UC
TUB SCRUB - DESIGN RESUB 2011 - CLEAN THOSE HARD TO REACH SPOTS Signature Wind Power Generator
bilevel broom.
SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS , avoid clutter avoid searching ,misplacing your cups and spoons have them all in one place ;)
ddd
Anti-Theft RFID Baggage Tags
umbrellabag.
Remote Watcher
RESUBMIT: Cabinet with lifter
Fish Wheelchair
Blocks to play in the sand
LEGO Vacuum Cleaner
Portable Hand-washing Station
See 'N' Sleep
Automated wheel- windows/doors
CORDLESS HEADPHONES For your iPod shuffle or nano ,previous UC concerned with ever changing apple products , let's make it fit current &amp; fut
BRUSH YOUR TEETH LIKE NEVER BEFORE ,TAKE LESS TIME ,DOUBLE ROTATING FLEXIBLE BRISTLES CLEAN AND REMOVE TOUGHT
STAINS , BRIGHTEN UR SMILE
The little paleontologist
Digital Note Pad
BACKSAVING EASIER TO USE EASIER TO CLEAN MULTIFUNCTION BIN no more tearing bags and hard to reach inner bin , dismantle for easy
postage
#Spotsv A device that turns everyday eating utensils into tongs. Could also be for cooking utensils as well.
Smart adapter
Universal stopper for windows
ARMrunner
Tablet 2 PC
electronic fishing lure
#SPOTSV Water bottle is also a latch hook. Fill with water and hook onto bikes, backpacks, exercise equipment...
#Spotsv Portable/ squeezable water pick. Lock close/open feature for portability. Fill with water and squeeze. Water works like a toothpic.
#Spotsv - Multi layer emery board ball. When worn down - peel away top coat to reveal a new layer of emery board.
Golf Club Swing Speed Gauge
Knife Cutlery Set Tool
Colorful, squishy CORD SPOOLS for phone and electronics chargers. Slots hold ends in place until you're ready to unwind.
Portion
EVAL RE-SUB/PORTABLE BENCH/BENCH WHILE STANDING/WORKOUT WHENEVER WHERE EVER/EASY FAST WEIGHT
SELECTION/PREVENT INJURY,QUICK RELEASE/SEVERAL.
Bubble Wrap Maker
Keep your gadgets off the floor while they're charging. Outlet plate with fold-down shelf. Not just for iPhones! See prototype in VIDEO.
Solar Socket-USB
Hair Dryer Holder
i-comics
Illuminated Beer Glass
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BAKED POTATOES without the fuss .. bake vegetables potatoes fruit easy to use easy to clean use in oven or microwave
Solar-wind generator
Wireless Power Table
COMPLETE KNIFE SYSTEM . CONTROL WHERE AND HOW KNIVES ARE SHARPENED ,EASIER TO CLEAN ,MULTIFUNCTION,WITH
BREADBOARD PIZZA SLICER &amp; P.PEELER
Bread baking pan with cover
GIVE YOUR LEGS A FULL WORK OUT .. By AWESEMO
LAPTOP BATTERY GENIE
App connected pill dispenser
Universal misting fan
Liquid Measuring Cups inspired by dry measuring. A separate cup for each common measurement. Fill to top - easier to use!
Easy-Mop
"Fan Aeolus 360Âº"
This idea is a cat waste scooper, with a waste bag attachment and a funnel hole for waste to run down through the bag.
FOLD FLAT MEASURING JUG / NOW WITH LONG LASTING ANTIBACTERIAL LONG LASTING FOLDABLE EDGES :) UC APR 2012
App-enabled Privacy Door Locks
Breaks and work
Shopping bag holder
Programmable R.C. Car
Ambient LED webcam lamp.
Portable Message Display
Dorm Privacy Shield
R.C. Air Powered Flying Toy
FOLD FLAT COLLAPSIBLE FOOD CONTAINER / NOW WITH LONG LASTING HINGED , ANTIBACTERIAL SILICONE CORNERS ,WEEKDAYS
WHEEL ON LID / UC MAY 2012
V-Shirt
Bicycle candy dispenser
My idea is a USB writting pen,
This idea is a Bath Towel hanger and Jewelry saver. It mounts in bathroom wall or kitchen or any place that would be more convenient.
chair 2.0
Digital Family Calendar
My Adjustable Foldaway Desk
The BioMetric Cock Blocker
Dumbbells to barbells bar
Child Tracker w padlock leash
SnapLight
Re-sub .PROTECT YOUR LAPTOP &amp; YOUR LAP . slim line MacBook Pro case with integrated cooling fan's
SolarHydro lighter
Re-sub .CUSH meets CUSHDESK. lets combine cush with cooling pad and make it easier to use while on the move or sitting on your sofa
KINETIC - apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery .always with you while on the move.wear 2 charge-also tells time &amp; battery level
Multimedia fountain
SOLAR - Apple Solar rechargeable bracelet battery . always with you while on the move .wear 2 charge -also tells time and battery level
Bacon &amp; French Fry De-Greaser
Event Imaging Digital Calendar
Previous Eval ,turn waste plastic in something USEFULL! SUBMIT A PICTURE SUGGESTION , WHAT COULD STAMPER MAKE ? SUGGEST
SUGGEST SUGGEST
an iphone screen protector easier to fit less hassle use for longer
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Zombie Skull Multitool
iPhone Dock power cord
Cushions &amp;pillows for summer
Smart ball for training
Bicycle Tow Bar for Child Bike
Cutout Cover showcases 5c hue
Smart pet carrier
Wink Millivolt Switch
Water Pipe Freeze Sensor
Foldable Mesh Travel Yoga Mat
Smart pot for to boil Seafood
Wink Enabled Fireplace Switch
New iPhone? Clean &amp; Protect It
Design a better, user-friendly garden compost bin that will allow you to separate & collect the finished compost easily and without a mess.
Ankle Saver Inserts
Body Based Temperature Blanket
Mini AROS for pets
interactive TV in wall desktop
Molds to cut sandwich bread
Detect Fire Next Door
School tool
Hot table for home
Peristaltic Pump Baster
Magic Box
Wrapping paper with Quirky community stick figures. Very unique wrapping, and is an improvement because current papers don't have Q stuff.
iMac for any computer monitor
' Wink' Lazy Susan TV Stand
Camping tent air conditioner
Mechanical Salad Tosser
Remote view Nail Trimmer
risotto cooker
Apple multi-end charging cable
"Extended snorkel" for observation of fishes and corals. Greater autonomy than conventional snorkels, longer enjoyment while diving.
Stove device designed to constantly remind cooks that the stove is still on and needs your attention, safety for forgetful folks.
Travel hoes
Naughty or Nice
Smart toilet lid
Fresh fruit soda maker
An "Apple lock" that can be managed through your Iphone!
Swivel Power.
SIDE WIPES
Flower Preserver
iMulch
NO SAG BELT
The Derby No-Slip Pick
Elements Table Mat Game
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App Enabled Personal Bank
Weight Changing Skip It!
Shampoo Tentacles
Cord saver ball
A water resistant sleeve to keep your electronics dry in any bag. [VIDEO]
Invisible Shower Valve
A rubber ducky big enough to carry mp3 players, in other words a waterproof floating dock station, I call it RUBBER DOCK or RUBBER DOCKY!
I take elevator everyday, once I pressed on the button, I canâ€™t stop watching the floor panel, it inspires me this clock-DOOR OF TIME.
Rotating Cleaning Brush
Meat Steamer
Wrist Ease Mouse Pad Circle
Digital Luggage Tag W/GPS!
The Charging Bike
MAS
Forest Spy
Cinna Cakes
Quirky Scoot Boot
Clothespin Animals
AppEnable Hollow Cork Screw
Silicone Alert Bracelet
CrÃ¨me BrÃ»lÃ©e Maker!
Easy light candle
Easy Clean Gutter
C Thru Bar B Q Pit Lid
MyMood Speaker
On-pan Utensil holder/adaptor
Drinkie-Winkie
Alarm for the toilet lid
If you spend time outdoors you can find 100's of ways to use this.
BYKE HELMETS FOR HOT CLIMATES
Cry Specific Baby Monitor
Smart Fan-Heater
Fix Flip Flops in a minute!
A Hub for USB Flash Drives. Hub has tabs that are pulled/pushed to safely eject the Flash Drive. Preventing breakage + storage for drives.
TV Remote Control iPhone App
Mega Bloks Marble Run!
Hang Sandals &amp; Flip Flops, even shoes! Easy way to air out footwear indoors or out. Great for saving space, store them off the floor!
Get electricity to places a plug is to big to fit. ELECTRICAL CORD with a detachable wall plug.
Pivot Power Slim. Fits under low items. For traditional plugs and USB's. Could attach to the back of furniture for ease of access.
xmas tree light holder
EXTRA WIDE SPOUT! Gravies, Sauces, Soups, serves them all &amp; serves them Hot! A new way to serve them, in an old fashioned way!
Silicone Alarm Bracelet
Water Filter For Ice Chest
Ski goggles w rearview mirror
wire holder
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Drinkie-Winkie
Measuring Gas Can Fuel Spout
AppEnable Magnetic Car-bot
Mobile charger
Ski goggles with rear mirror
Stay dry UMBRELLA. New design will eliminate excess water on top of umbrella to prevent you from getting wet when entering car or home.`
Generator Gas Level Monitor
A DIY 3D printer from quirky! Use a 3D printer kit from Quirky to print exclusive Q product designed to made at your own home! The future!
Radio Signal Free Zone Case
An adjustable device that is embedded in jewlery boxes to keep necklaces and bracelets in place without movement.
Thunder dome
potigation
Gourmet knife (or Quick Mincer) to chop vegetables in a secure and easy way! First RESUB 476 votes, second RESUB 474 votes...
A reusable bottle with filter that has leds to change color any time children are drinking water. A huge incentive to keep them hydrated!
Remote Boat Info Explorer!
Hom depot seed holder bracelet
Swinging Door Floor Lock
Discreet energy point under the table, ideal for meeting rooms
Christmas Light Bulb With Clip
Solar Powered Window Fan
Power driver beach sand anchor
Gift Wrapping Made Easy.. No Scissors, Tape or Skill Needed !!!
Quirkyland
Candy Giver
L-EYE-T Storm=interacting with
Allen Key Store And Spin!
Mini camera to mount into the car, activated by the presence of someone. View everything in your iPhone, keep your car safe! [Ryan Hydro]
Tok
Hang--r
360 Induction Charge+ #Austin
LaunchBoard! See Video!
Your child talks to his or her toy, the toy repeats back to the child what the child said in another language
Adjustable Food Warmer Stand
Lets Go Treasure Hunting! Get the kids out side and exploring their world radio and RC metal detectors Fun for both kids &amp; parents. RESUB
The ultimate umbrella: keep your hands free, special holder with flashlight, hanger and magnet! Very helpful at raining (and running) days!
A-E Bicycle Helmet with Lights
Hinge Tape with Light!
Make your own Sandals ,add your own bling they are as unique as U.
Q crate caps allow you to use loopits and hang your stuff securely to the sides of your Crate Keep smaller stuff in one area
Pants hanger, save space and keep the crease of your pants in the center, less wrinkles. Hang your shirt over it.
SmartPhone Digital Scroll Case
Soldering Iron w/Fan
Supercapacitor Flashlight #GE
Sugar filter/Absorber machine
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Swoggles
Online Dating site for Vegans
Imagine this! No more gripping that bulky mouse &amp; moving it around. Get a wireless mouse that will fit &amp; grip to your finger. Easy to use.
Ice retainer clip
Fold Back Shower Seat
Hammer with accessory to prevent accidents. A single magnetic piece to hold the nail in time to beat... no more tears!
head phones
Bone Conduction Bracelet
"Aluminum iPhone case as magic wallet"...keeping your money and credit cards organized with style (it's different from other on the market!)
Mood Strands
TileBot (Wink)
Wink Enabled Stereo System!
A children's self-esteem aid that involves parents at a crucial stage in a child's development. Self-esteem linked to life success.
Pivot Power Giant
Harman: Sleep-Sensing Earbuds
Pico Projector Headphones
PowerBlock + USB + cord mgmnt
Closed Captioning For Life(GE)
Wink Universal Drop Counter
Mountable Fridge Locker
Fading PenDexter
PowerBand
Golden Egg Safe
frizbee drone
Functional and stylish mini iPad case with touch screen pencil integrated. Use the "ring" to keep it safety in your hand!
Gesture Recognition necklace
Expand Stem for Liquid Spray
Mattel: Vegetable Garden Toy
360 whiteboard
Backlit jewelry settings
Dash Battery Recycling Bin
Mira
Home Depot Bath Fan window
Party Light RGB + Black Light
Megabloks Music!
The Storage Cylinder
Many people get frustrated with trying to keep their water hoses from losing its shape and the hose often kinks up after using it.
The Kitchen Fan
Hotwheels/Matchbox Crusher set
Instant Dresser: Suitcase
Giving our elderly an easier, safer way to get into a passenger van without using their fragile knees &amp; arm strength to pull themselves up.
A New Twist on Headphones
Break Apart Mobile Scaffolding
Royalty Custom Designs
Lets expand our iPhone screen surface, with a pull out flex screen case.
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Liquid Water Colour Mixer
Screen Eyes resubmit of 825683
MegaBlok remote car chassis
Find your bicycle with ease - Track Â´n trace system. Always know where your Bicycle is, if it is stolen or just in a fully bicycle rack.
Foot Doorbell
Mirror "dock station" to enjoy music with iDevices (and charge it)! Cool, trendy and functional decoration accessory.
Prise murale rÃ©tractable
Nest chair
GPS and motion recorder for snowboards. Review your run keeping track of your height velocity and motion with a bluetooth app
EZ T screw drivers
Propster = Props &amp; Wrapster
Graphic/ Graphing calculator attachable device for IPhone
Roll Over
Hammer with accessory to prevent accidents. A single magnetic piece to hold the nail in time to beat... no more tears!
Auto French Press
Power in your community goes out, all cell service is gone, but you still need to communicate, Walkie Talkie attachment to your IPhone.
Ultrasonic Grove
Range Of Knowledge
Earphone clip to use attached at clothes or to use like a earbud holder when you need save it. Simple, useful and cool. [See other images]
Ultrasonic Cleaner + Steam
CES - iPlush - lets take tamagotchi to a new level , have your iPlush INTERACT, ENTERTAIN, EDUCATE your children ,
Mega Bloks Cuckoo
Digital Collage Frame
Coffee Maker and Cup Earrings
Smart Ring Railroad Set.
Floating Sub-woofer Speaker
MAGNETO . MODULAR . NOW WITH USB FOBS !! Memory on the move Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist
Stiletto Saver
"Wake Me Up" Sleep Eye Mask
Detachable Cooler Wheels
BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS!COOK &amp; STORE,SILICONE EASY EXTRACTION,FITS IN FRIDGE DOOR,PERFECT DEVILLED EGGS
.BOIL BAKE MICRO resub 2011
Fur Catcher
Mixing bowl + 2 concave lips
Smart Coffee ground dispenser.
The Total Chess Set
PROTECT YOUR LAPTOP &amp; YOUR LAP . slim line MacBook Pro case with integrated cooling fan's
3D Puzzle Bake Shapes
Cord Jack
Laptop Clean Cooler
Mega Bloks Graffiti Printer
Espresso-to-Go
The Ultimate Door Stop
HydraGuard
App Recordable Recipe Cards
App-enabled Beer brew monitor
CORKY (Verseur II) QUICK AND EASY CORKING / KEEP WINE FRESH FOR LONGER / NON DRIP CHILD SAFE ALL IN ONE
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The Smart RC Car
SIKU . FAST TWO BLADED ANY DIRECTION ICE SCRAPER - WINDOW CLEANER
Fish Bot-Mobile
heating teaspoon
EASY PLUG RELEASE - ONE HANDED AppEnable Floating Humidifier
A sport backpack for liquids that has a small cooling unit and a solar panel to power it. Cool drinks no matter where you are.
Digital electric harmonica with A.I. tutor
Any parent of any toddler, will tell you: bath toys are full of mold, and you can't sterilize them without poisoning your baby - until now!
Football Shaped Burger Press
DIY motion sensor system-App
Concave Food and Dip Bowl
Wristband reminders
Silicone Spatula Squeegee
Emergency phone charger
Dog ramp for foot of bed..
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod ......
Musical Markers
APP ENABLED PICTURE FRAME
Induction Hot water tank
Headband
CORDLESS HEADPHONES WITH SOLAR OR KINETIC CHARGE works with current and all future ipods and shuffle devices
A car sunshade as "workstation" for kids! Keep them calm when you're at traffic or traveling... also an educational project.
try1
Water/Carbide Generator
Special hangers to get much more space on the clothesline! Can also be used with magnets to attach and detach the hanger in a closet. (#2)
FlipApp
Brush holder
Device with magnets to facilitate connection between VGA connectors and PCs. Practical, useful and safe to notebooks, desktops, data shows!
Poppy Spaghetti Dispenser
Password Reminder
Lost track restorer
functional protective iPhone 5 case, stand, all in one , ONE PIECE SMART CASE
Easy Ratchet
mileage reward program
Smart Outlet Plug
App Enabled Floor Duster Robot
SolarHydro Lighter
Lid Vac
SMART Bedside Lamp Riser
The garlic pressed redesigned for better look and functionality. It will chop and press your garlic in one single press action. Quirky Press
App-Enabled Projector Drone
Sound Wave Fire Extinguisher
Wi-Fi Landline Adapter
FUSE "Cordless extension cord"
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Drinking water is more pleasant when the water is flavored. Make your own fruit and herb waters with this watertight, easy-to-clean bottle.
ELECTRICAL CORD with a detachable wall plug. Run the cord first, then plug it in! Get electricity to places a plug is to big to fit.
solar powered panel designed to fit Quirky Modular Battery Case
Magnetic AC Filter Door Closer
Easy bike lock. Just get on your bicycle, turn your key in and off you go
A bike helmet bag. It can be used as a hand bag or back pack. Your helmet fits on the bag. Convenient for bike share and carrying your stuff
solar inflatable snow tarp
IPAD POLARIZED GLASSES AND SCREEN PROTECTOR FINALLY VIEW YOUR SCREEN WHILE IN THE SUN WITH EASE NO GLARE AND
PRIVACY
"Deskdock" â€“ Turn your iPad into a desktop workstation
loop lanyard with integrated headphones ,taking advantage of new pop out connector
Detachable Cooler Wheels
Foundation Block Build
Germ Free
Yard Cover
laundry folding table
kairos
Timeline
Letâ€™s make training wheels fun
Plastic Screw/Nail/AnchorMaker
Multipurpose Keychain
iPhone 5 case with integrated pop out loop connector - use with loop - awesemo lanyard and quirky loop cable charger
Battery Coffee Warmer Mug
Smart Drawer Fridge
Anti Falling Phone Cover
Crap Tunes
USB bike horn A bike horn with downloadable horn sounds
Gravity Bins
Labyrinth
The Power supply travel bag, control the mess and forgotten power cords for your devices when away from home
LumiLego Bedroom Set *VIDEO
Power Shell -V2- battery PWR
A bungee/stretch cord with spaced holes on each end to latch the hooks to. Below the hooks add a 2-3in rubber strap with holes for latching
Helium filled backpack w app
An elastic band/strap/case that attaches to the iPad, goes around and presses your hand to it while holding it, alleviating hand fatigue.
PERFECT DEVILED EGGS!COOK &amp; STORE,SEAL WITH LID,FITS IN FRIDGE DOOR , BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS,EASY
EXTRACTION ,BOIL BAKE MICRO
Slanted carving board
Pool Line Floats-Speakers
Bubble Counter Ring
Perfumed Earrings
Smart Generator
IWatch Select Charger
New kind of Smart Cars Racing.
Sandbaggit
An elastic band/strap/case that attaches to the iPad, goes around &amp; presses your hand to it while holding it, alleviating hand fatigue.
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STASIS 345 Fuel Cell Hybrid RV
Do-it-Yourself Trims
Pizza Cuttula
EatWell Plate
Angelguard
Dryer Hands
Surveillance Light bulb
laser rifle and target
Me and My Shadow, my Embedded APP that follows me
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod ......
MAID(resubmitted from q1.0)
Water Balloon Machine Gun
Indoor Pollution Detector
Muffin Pan Handles
Easter Scavenger Hunt Game
Fun Laundry Point Chute
An ergonomic garlic press that does the following easier and quicker: peeling, pressing and cleaning.
Smart Mattress Pad
Battery Charger w/ UPS
Carabiner Cup
A fashionable iphone case. You get a transparent Iphone case with a several inserts that lets you change the colour of your iphone case.
The Electronic Staple Remover
UpFolio
Power Toolbox
Ultraviolet Toothbrush
Your Coffee Caddy
KINETIC - apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery .always with you while on the move.wear 2 charge-also tells time &amp; battery level
Wink Wi-Fi Hub w/ Backup
TUB SCRUB - DESIGN RESUB 2011 - CLEAN THOSE HARD TO REACH SPOTS - #spotsv #spotsv
Collapsible Garden Rake
MY Store, Make each store you visit your store, your own personal customer service representative.
Utilla-nozzle solves the EPA can nozzle problems on all new 5 gallon gas cans.
ChargePack
Accessory to existing Pivot Power, Make a magnetized holder that can stick to any metal surface like a toolbox or Office desk
Magic Mail
REPLACE BIKES INNER TUBE WITHOUT HAVING TO TAKE WHEEL OFF BIKE . 3 simple steps to change an inner tube. less tools . time saver
CIRC smart light bulbs
Detachable Cooler Wheels
Home Ultra Violet sterilizer for kitchen, bathroom or laundry.
BEAM II - keeping bikers safe with under seat message/logo projection ,let drivers spot you from a distance with ease
Heated holsters
BowTag
Motion following led light
A solar powered flashlight with an expandable and retractable light.
An App that gives you the ability to control color changing lamps or several other type remote controls with your smart phone.
iPhone Battery Sharing
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Cordless Extender Arm Vacuum
2 tiny electronic devices, 1 attached behind a TV and other to remote control. If remote gets lost,simply press button behind TV to find it.
CIRC smart light bulbs
#spotsv FED UP WITH OVERFLOWING BATHS!! use suctions pads to set required water level . let it alert you when the water has reached level
Flower Pots With An Integrated Drip System! Just Link Them And Turn The Water On &amp; Monitor It From The App!
App Enabled gun Safe or gun Lock. Know when a gun or gun case is tampered with!
ecoSlapWrap
The Double Sided Towel
Food Tray for Car
Bath Fan w/ Remote Power Strip
Run N Burn Belt
The Blind Lamp
ROBO Clean Bot
RESUBMIT Give your nuts a kick. DIY trail mix/nuts/pop corn/coffee. Y-not make it finger-licking good w/ roasting & flavoring system. C pics
STD TEST 2 GO
let the ashtray put out your cigarettes , prevent fires , burns , smells #spotsv
"Wink" Info Knobs
Dishwasher Buddy
REPONO
Tabletop Power
wireless microwave starter
snow removal app
OWECcable
GARBAGE TRUCK/VACUUM CLEANER
Portable Mini Tattoo Printer
WINK Portable Sprinkler
Poppit's Big Brother
KRANK 2.0
RC Lawnmower
BEAM - SELF POWERED LED bright pedals - internal dynamo powers LED's that brighten your path . let drivers see you from a distance
SJCO - Simple Jacket Carry on
KandyLock
helping hand
WINK Dog
Home sensor diagram monitor
Shoulderphones /Umbrellaphones
Target Parachute Plane
Duo Control Ceiling Fan Light
Power strip that you customize. Control the length, the shape and the amount of power outlets. Be a part of this new product.
Cash Savings/Changer machine
Interaction ICAM PlayHouse
New infant utensils. Infants and toddlers make big messes and with my utensils it reduces the messes and helps teach them how to use them.
Evaporative Ceiling Fan
Cordless Hair Dryer System
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Tracked Wallet
Gas can spout with built in measuring cup for mixing 2 cycle oil. Easy to add correct amounts of oil.
A bake potato masher
è‡ªæ‹ç¥žå™¨
Smart Pan Fryer
App Enabled Wake Pillow
LED light for night time jugging for catfish. With my light gadget, the light will come on automatically when a fish is caught.
Smart LEGO Playground-Speaker
Air Purifier Headphones
An Innovative Cooker
Child's watch tracker device, That can be tracked by your smart phone. For short range, like when a toddler wonders off at a store.
Paint Brush Shower
Traveling is hard. It would be great if child carseats had luggage wheels and a handle embedded in the back just like today's luggage.
Pet Fit (resub/remix)
æœºå™¨äººæœåŠ¡å‘˜
Smart Hybrid Meter
A Very Cool Cooler
Simultaneous translator
Mini projector
Pic-Light
WIFI Multimedia Hub
melody chest
Air Safe
My Little Helper
Cord Tuck
A portable sensory box for individuals with autism or other developmental disabilities. The box is completely portable with changing themes.
Pet Fit
Corn Cob Butter Bath
WEIGHTLESS BENCH PRESS.FAST SET UP AND WEIGHT CHANGE .USE BUNGEE CORDS QUICK RELEASE BUTTON ON BAR. SAFETY 1ST
!!
The Wrangler
Real Simple Cleaner All-In-One
Modern Filament Bulb
Imp + App Enabled Indoor Pet Containment System: Keep Your Dog Off Your Favorite Chair!
A WATER COOLER WITH A BOTTOM DRAWER ON EACH SIDE OF THE SPOUT to store spoons, forks, napkins, other items & a lid compartment for
plates.
The Coffee Butler
BANDAID DISPENSER
Pocket Pillow
Ear bud hanger for my car
Whipped Cream Extinguisher
Real Simple Broom Sweeper
Bagel and Bread keeper
Pill Bottle Safty Lock
The Chunker
#QCYCLE Cable Bike Lock and Shoulder Strap for carrying Bike
Wink Imp Hub &amp; Reader: Simultaneously Use Multiple Imps Or Isolate Imp User Access To Systems &amp; Devices From One Hub!
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Air broom
Tongo
Resubmit--Many people miss their pet when they go to the office,on a trip or,because it has passed away,the Solution--My Pet with Me
Extra Clamp-Hand
Lanyard Case for IPhone 5
Bow with paper arrows
lock screen notes
Healthy fork and spoon, to help you slow down and enjoy your meals, lose weight and live longer
Smart security
Smart Toilet Vase
PillO
Mattel's Smart Space
LEGO Playground--Roulette Game
HeadphoneInductiveChargingCase
kid friendly furniture
Weatherproof Padlock-doorbell
Multi-light break light for bikesâ€”yellow for caution or coasting, red for stop, bright red for hard stop, blinking for normal biking
Adjustable Length Curtains
Track you
Flying Bubbles Maker/Blower
My World
Dresser security locking strap
Vegan Kitchen
Double Hinged Door
Salt Glow rub dispenser
Force-Resistant Dog Leash
pouchit
WINK Pendant Light Fixture
SleepTight
Key ringer
A hollow cork screw that enters directly in through the cork. Pour your wine without having to take the cork out.
RFID tag for your children, while at the park or at play
Mini Hot Air Balloons 4 Kids
FUN STATION
Widgettron
Body Rock Mat
Tired of dead space in your kitchen and your beadroom closet, now thereâ€™s a solution, pull-out dropdown drawer.
Smart Water Slip 'N Slide Game
Resub w/changes Flashlight slices magnetize together to form one flashlight. Camping, working on a car, one to ea family mem in power outage
Powerbine
Locked door sensor app
Forge
Coleman has the Quad Lantern. Now a 4 piece flashlight. Hand one piece to ea. family mem in an emergency. Magnetizes to cars on multi areas.
RFID Pedometer,would track field of motion of the RFID tag to keep track of steps walked more accurately than current pedometers.
Smart Phone Accessory Case
ADVENTURE BEAMS
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Ankle bracelet sun protector
Smart Wink Home/Road Wedge
Wink Presentation Board
Stealth Kitchen Hood
Pet food Processor â€œAustinâ€
Wink Ultrasonic Soap Dish
Resubmit)The rifle barrel lock Secures the barrel at both ends allowing security and complete safety- it's time to save lives
Electric Stove Burner Covers
Saving Energy Circuit Breaker
Battery Heating Cup/Mug Koozie
Cutting Board Caddy
a 3 way shoe prototype
I propose we design an iphone 5 case that has a built in adapter for the 30-pin connector that most iPhone users already have multiples of.
Wink Flashlight-Bulb w/ camera
Steam cooking cups---Stop using those tuna cans---the hottest trend in cooking,steam cooking,open up the possibilities--Resubmit
Frame A Case That Clicks Line extension zoom lens--Resubmit
Corn Boiler Stand
Stork
Mealtime Miracle Cleaner
Fresh air safety
Lighting Fixture:Picture Frame
The Hurry Crutch
Roger
SMART FISHING LURE!
Saving Money Socket Extender
Sugar & Creamer dispenser
PR
Chocolate wrapping
Baby Vibe
Disposable K Cup Maker
Beam
APP-ENABLED BLINDS &amp; SHADES!
App-pot Aromatherapy
Food punch!
ADVENTURE BEEAMS
Just about everyone reading this has a cell phone, and I have a product that would expand battery life as well as protect your investment.
The Orthopedic Sock
iPhone Bluetooth Shower Caddy
Sliding Door Stopper
Makeup Mini Fridge - DIYBeauty
Robotic Carpet Shampooer
Spladle - #REINVENT THE SPOON
Quick Wine Aging Fridge
Oobleck Speakers
FruitBOSS
LostAndFound
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Projection Recipe Kitchen fan
TypeWright
Mag Puck
fdjshhxcd
FitAble
Retractable bike lock
FORE!
Magic Scribbles
Turn any light socket into a wireless speaker. No wires to run. No additional transmitter.
Magnetic tie down straps
Faucet Safety Cover
Gagaggagaga
Auto golf score card keeper
Bottomless Propagation Tray â€¢ Quickly, Safely Take Seedlings Out For Transplanting â€¢ Get Seedlings Out, No Broken Plant Stems
Kitchen Gadget â€¢ Fill Deviled Eggs â€¢ Decorate A Cake â€¢ Siphon Ingredients Right Out Of The Bottle â€¢ A Step Up From A Measuring Cup
Flexible Heads-up Display
This is an idea for a bag with sperate compartments for small and delicate items. It would also have a zip pouch suspended from the sides.
Hand Wash Washing Machine â€¢ Wash Delicate Items Quickly And Easily â€¢ Launder Lacey Things â€¢ Baby and Barbie Clothes And More
The Little Bar That Helps Hold A Bundle â€¢â€¢â€¢ Video included
HubPad
Balance Bar For Back Walkers â€¢ Get Your Back Walked Without The Person Falling Off and Over â€¢ Fun For You And Your Partner
Bathroom Floor Tile Scale
Big button iPod inline control
REsub with added features, make your own pet food with your very own Pet food Maker keep your pet safe from recalls and bad food
Better Breading Bowls
"I Want A Dog" Pooper Scooper combines the technology of Dustbuster and Diaper Genie. Will vacuum, bag and eject your pet's poop hands-free.
iWatch Charging Display Case
Memristor the new way to transport or back up your files and pictures, you could have a mass of information in your hand
Measuring String
On-The-Go Misting Umbrella.
Headline! Q and GE team to make redesign and reinvent the next generation Hot Water Heating tank for all homes and business
Comb-shaped hair iron
Wireless Charging Pivot Power
Candle Lantern Heater â€¢ Uses candle flames to generate heat â€¢ A New Kind of Table Top Fire Place â€¢ A Handy Heater â€¢ QSANDY idea
BANG-IT
Cute Canteen
Prayer Wheel sends mantra count to phone/tablet &amp; live streaming google map displaying color coded brightening light as prayers increase.
Outside House Lighting
Reacher /Grabber with Broom
Vibrating Shift knobs&Gloves
A car cup holder that attaches to center console with out any tools and no damage to the car.
Beach Cart w/ Umbrella Anchors
Hydrofuel Powered Pivot Power
A car cup holder that attaches to center console with out any tools and no damage to the car.
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App Enabled Soda Maker
Magic Mailbox
Heaven HeadPhones
GE Patent Methods for storing holographic data, a data recording device and a data viewing device for family pictures and family movies
Privacy screen
Wearable(by trees) Jewelry
GE Lights for kids
A virtual keyboard that works with an IPhone.
Camera Snoot. A lightproof tube that tightly directs light from shoe mount strobe flash, for closeup shots. Control the focus of your flash.
Hotwheels in Aqualand
#SPOTSV Flexible and Transparent Design/Craft Ruler - Large variety of Pre-measured Markings &amp; Cut-Out Holes. Your Designs in No Time!
Worlds First Smart Fish Lure!!
Fun and functional smoke detectors. Detector Trends.
#SPOTSV Silverware Soaker Set - A Weighted Bin that won't tip over when filled. Silverware all in one place and easier to clean!
Top Charge
Suck&amp;Seal
#SPOTSV A Measuring Gadget - Separate Egg Yolks with Less Mess - A Handy Picker Upper
Crock Pot Food Container with it's own insulated Lunch Box. Cook, Pack the Crock and Go!
POPPY- MEMORY OVEN (VIDEO)
An ipad case that has the ability of being chance to a different color. Feel like a red case on monday? Pink on tuesday? Black on friday?
Sunscreen wipes
A toilet trash can with an incorporated toilet detergents holder. Great solution for people who end up keeping detergent in their bathrooms.
Stirling Ceiling Fan
leaf bagger
A mop with a detergent dispenser that enables you to clean underneath your bed or big furnitures, thanks to its super accessible design.
Auto switch on/off flexible power strip. Don't leave your TV and other audio/video appliances. Save energy, save the planet.
Aerodynamic Easy Hula Hoop
Easy bike lock. Just get on your bicycle, turn your key in and off you go
A tool to make cleaning fish a lot easier. One tool to descale, remove the guts, bowels, gills and can also chop the fish. (youtube video)
Wink Gate System
Amp case
A SPRINKLER WITH ELECTRIC IMP TECH. THAT WILL ENABLE US TO TURN SPRINKLERS ON/OFF.
Gas Pump Verifier Tank Insert
MINIMO EXTENDO- Is basically a power outlet andpower extension in one product,with some SPECIAL features as well.MINIMO EXTENDO-MINI
EXTEND
Synced Group Voting Buttons
Modular Home Depot Bath Fan
It looks like a credit card but it's actually a lint collector, complete with disposable sticky strips, that can fit in your wallet.
electric cheese laminator.
Driving at night - the opposite lane, blocking glare from high beams. Driving at day - the opposite lane, blocking glare from sunlight.
NEVWET â€¢ A Vinyl Like Fabric Embedded with NeverWet. Use as Tarp or Drop Cloth â€¢ Cut it to size, use it anywhere you need it.
Thick Wallet iPhone Case. Phone is open to use, not inside the wallet. Plenty of room for cash and credit cards.
the puke duke
Bike Box â€¢ Keeps bike safe and dry â€¢ Locks, Air Vents â€¢ Made for storing a Bike â€¢ Stronger, Not a regular horizontal garden shed
Modular Smart Sport Rackets
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Pour Just The Amount Needed. Portion Control Bottle for Shampoo and Bathing Products Or Any Kind of Pourable Liquid Product
Long Handled, Adjustable with interchangeable Cleaning Brushes. Brushes designed to clean Showers, Tubs, Floors and more *Useful all around
Get electricity to places a plug is to big to fit. EXTENTION CORD with a detachable wall plug. Run cord through a tight space then plug in
expandable light boxes
Light will turn on when the phone is in a dark place. A soft bumper style case, made of translucent material that will glow with light.
Multiple Soap Holding Dish â€¢ Keeps Bars Separate And Neat â€¢ Space Saving â€¢ Peoples Personal Soaps Stored Together In This Dish
Outdoor light 360 video camera
Up Hill Down Hill
Transforming Flying Disc. A domed shape flying disc that changes its shape during flight and retracts to its original form.
Blah blah
Desk top cooking
ClosetFlag
Wink/App Enabled Sports Cube
fishing reel flashlight
Bath Fan Home Depot by Shawn S
Bobble Head Frozen Treat Mold
Jump Start Car Battery Cell
Spray lemon juice on sliced fruit, salads, grilled meat...anywhere you want, directly from the lemon!! (Please see attached video)
Smart Headphones Earbuds
flashlight fishing pole
Add-on Windshield Wiper
The Bed Chair
Transforming Dome Concept_Top
soda can plug keychain
The Citrus Mister is a pump style spray nozzle that can be inserted directly into citrus fruit so that the juice can sprayed from the fruit.
Modular Board Game Storage
Led earrings
camera blocks
Power Leveling and Wheels
Outdoor Robo-Vac
Belt device charger
Scanan
Mobile Refrigerator
Sense &amp; Dispense Fountains
Paint roller Preserver
Swimming Glasses
Smart Sump Pump Module
Frost Rails
mimi UV surface sanitizer
Wrist Watch as Headphones Case
Robo-Clean
A matt that attracts hairs that you've just trimmed/cut/shaved using statical energy. It helps you collect and dispose the hair easily.
Itchy and Scratchy No More
Hand hygiene monitor â€œSpotterâ€
GE-Wink Hot Water Bottle
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Hair Clips--Headphones
A toilet trash can with an incorporated toilet detergents holder. Great solution for people who end up keeping detergent in their bathrooms.
Remote Christmas tree stand ou
Opaque Sensors. Detect Dirty Windows. See Clearly Now.
App-controlled back scratcher
Tube-Racers
Palm Can Opener
A brush to clean the interior wall of our houses. Wall often tend to be ignored during the cleaning process.
BBQ/Picnic kit. Suitcase type of kit with towel dispenser and you can keep BBQ accessories, bottles of oils, sauces or even drinks on the go
Hight Sensor Light Trigger
Discotec: a Smart Disco Ball
Power Curl Car Charger
UV camera for smartphone
Cutting Board Caddy
Smart Egg Cooker. An Egg Cooker you can control from anywhere.
smart phone pillow
Swirly
Phone finder app
Connected Dimmer
StealthStereo
Crates for petsâ€”line extension, Crates + Cage = Grates
Stmoen-Stylist,Mouse,Pen in 1
A mirror in the house that is app enabled to display anxiety reduction game for kids, and positive thinking avatar to interact with.
no seq
Shave Sharp
Smart Balloons. "Float" Inside Your Home. Home Edition. A fun idea.
Poor man's freezer box
Smartphone Carpet Sweep. Quick Sweep your home with a phone.
Kids TV
Wearable electronics is the future of technology letâ€™s replace those bulky Ugly Bluetooth ear sets
leaf bagger
Resub w/changes Flashlight slices magnetize together to form one flashlight. Camping, fishing, magnetize to different areas on/under a car,
Resub w/changes. A hollow cork screw. Pour your wine without having to take the cork out.
Loofah Strainer and Case
Theralife
Brush Nanny
The Solar Flare Mobile Charger
Illumnistep - Home must have
Traffic Jammer
Dog pacifier collar. creates a sound that only your dog can hear. no longer have yell to pacify.
"BUMP-ME-NOT" BABY BUMPER
Save children from injuries or death by keeping them from falling off beds.
Bright-board
Flying Drone Metal Detector
Patch Up and Catch Up
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"Lid Seal" Drinking Glass Lid
Hold fast to your iphone with this finger-sheath case. Texting and surfing tire the hand. This case takes off the strain!
Smart Seat
Brush Nanny
Plug-tector
Watering Can w/ filter
Wink Sleep System
See-whats-behind-you-without-turning-your-head....safety cycling eyeshades. now biking will be much safer specially for kids and racers!!!RS
Try the all new "ENVI" Eco Friendly caddy and organizer. This will allow you and your employees to work smarter and not harder.
Water Bottle Coffee Maker
Cowboy Golf Cleats
Hybrid In-Ear/Over-Ear Phones
Wink Home Scan
Sun pointed parasol
*SoundStack* collab w/ Aviv B.
A universal cell phone cover or clip on device with moving arms and thumbpads that will help people hit the right keys when texting.
UNVEIL (reveal your makeup)
Stand Up Power Strip
Window Fan That Can Detect Rain or Over-Cold Temps: Will shut off and automatically close its vents to prevent any damage to fan/property.
table outlet
Magnetic earphone coiler clips will keep your earphone from entangling on it self. will keep your earphone coiled. when your not using it.
Rubber Shoelace Spiders â€” Business or Fun! / Mini Straps with Hooks
Soda Spin
music blocks
A universal cell phone cover redesigned with moving thumbpads turning anyone into a lightning fast texting wizard with keyboard precision
Squash ball recycler
Protective cover and carry case for the new Xbox One... for the ultimate in portable all in one media entertainment!
Roundees headphones
In Charge Phone Charger
Water proof Google glass case. Google glass is water resistance. but not underwater. Google advice's not to put it in water. not any more.
App controlled electricity
one touch spray
k
Convertible Mask Headphones
Just call me Carl or Carlyn
Efficient Water Tank
Moroc - Connected Cooker
New type of dishwashing glove. Outside surface is cloth with scrubbies for finger tips. Fits over rubber glove secured by velcro at wrist.
IMP enabled padlock lets you know when it has been cut or tampered with.
cell remote
Quirky Pressurized oil sprayer bottle with the possibility of making infused oil. Eat healthy and save money at the same time.
App enabled halogen bulb house heater. adjust's heating power depending on how many people is around to save energy.
Perfect Coffee Temp Every Time
A Quirky and revolutionary garlic press that not only performs better but also looks better than garlic presses that are already on sale.
Breeding of 3D Printed Toys
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A Quirky Knife that vibrates. Very helpful tool when you need to chop vegetables and can do a lot more.
Fire up grill helper
Electric Plug/socket with sling back option for managing cables right from the electrical outlet. All the mess hidden and it is good value!
Suction Bandits
A sleek skin for Macbook Pro and Macbook Air. The skin will also have an ethernet port and a very slim optical drive built in.
Breath Minder-Thermal lined band reading stress levels, alerting wearer with chime sound. They then listen to breathing instructions.
App enabled mosquito repeller. can adjust repelling power depending on how many people is around to save repelling fuel.
Voice activated RC helicopter
Uni-back
App enabled mouse trap accessory. turn's a simple mouse trap app enabled.
Kupcare,the Cloth cup insert, helps hold cups snug, absorbs moisture and is easy to clean
TV Remote with Amazon's Button
S'Phone Night Vision Goggles
Multifunctional Headphone Case
ReOrganizer; Dash Central HUB
Global warming solution:for fireplaces/wood burning stoves-Catalytic Converter for your fireplace/wood burning stove-see GE patent below
Solace (Solar Case)
REsub with added features, make your own pet food with your very own Pet food Maker keep your pet safe from recalls and bad food
Stone grate
Bacon, Bacon, Baconâ€”if you are like me you like Bacon, have it ready for you when you get up in the morning, hot, crisp and ready to eat
No mess, no confusion! Easy to use! Safe! Imagine not having your power strips and cables on the floor anymore! Make it almost invisible.
Smart OLED/LED Tube Bulbs
APP controlled back massage
Laser Collar
Printable lamp shades: Illuminate your way. Like a desktop wallpaper for your lamp. Design, print and light up.
Generator Smart Phone Gas Cap
Twitter alarm clock
X-Raptor-Elite
Electromagnetic pusher
Reusable shoe covers that can be dispensed directly from an umbrella handle. Keep your head & shoes dry when walking in the rain.
Toothbrush drier
Logical Toy
Track fans
An organizer that can be opened from 2 sides. Pull out a row from the front or from the side. Each compartment can be accesed from 2 sides.
Plant Water Alert
Scrubb
Semi-robotic Pesticide Sprayer
One-knob water dispenser.
Wink Zigbee/Zwave Sensor Hub
Football video camera
Watenergy
Pets Feeder with Tray-Scale
Track Buggy
Incontinbed; the right bed for your aging pet,Feedback Friday said to improve quality of life for aging pets!This is it!
Saving Energy Pole AirPurifier
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Invisible Light Switch
Safe Checks
This Invention Has A Long Name
Audiomation
Sleepless in Baltimore
Make your own pet food with your very own Pet food processor--- avoid bad food and recalls
Renters Food Safe
Ball Collector
SWEET HEAT
Leg Plant
Apex
Light Bulb with Swivel Fan
Invention
WINK Water Heater Element
Hat buds
Coat Rack with Fan/LED/Charger
My idea is a container which mounts to the inside of a garage door behind a mail slot. My business is garage doors so I have seen the need.
Bluetooth Switch Set
Avocado Tool
Like to feed birds,never see-m eat,now you can,WIFI camera transmits to your home network then any device connected,TV,smartphone/tablet
Buoyancy Electric Power System
Sticky Power Bank with Camera
Gesture tech: Emerging gesture control technologies, the best place to start is with your pet
Poppy Comfort Bed
Intelligent water flow sensors: Measure flow &amp; temperature on the shower, Track with an app &amp; set usage limits to help reduce use.
SecureCharge
A step forward in time, lose the cords for all of your kitchen small appliances, power mat and power mat receiver
Smart Wink Jet Sprayer-Flyer
Kids Wink Banknote Dispenser
instant post
Bug-Off: Down position to create a wind circle around your head that prevents mosquitoes from biting, up position is an ambient light.
Videodate
Coffee Pot Liners
åšä¸€ä¸ªåˆ›ä¸šéªŒè¯ç‚¹å-çš„ç¤¾äº¤å¹³å°
DV-R Transport Box
Wink Foldable Scale-Dolly
Windshield Wiper Blades
Multi Purpose Oven
Comfy belt
Two in one cutting board for different foods (wood/plastic).
Super bouncy ball + Sensor + Mobile App to track stats = "the bounce that counts" Simple twist on a classic toy! (Yes, GE makes toys)
Blood Line. Katie C Challenge
Convection Oven Converter
Want your SHISH KABOBs to have more flavors? Cut down on your Prep Time? Be the KING of GRILLING? The inject-o-skewer is for you
Side Slide
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SMART LASER TAG
Kids Mini Double Trampoline
Pow-Driver
Jerucie
Poor Mans A/C
Vacuum-Insulated Cake Keeper
Sound Swipe
Application on smart phones
Instant Corner Decor
App Enabled Hair Brush Plus
Garden Grow
Animal shaped Christmas lights
Outdoor Faucet
Shapes
I use my phone for music in my car using 3.5mm cable. Let's add a mic to it so we can speak to a caller while we hear them on the speaker.
Moving dart board game
wireless hanging ceiling lamp
Combined a pizza stone,with a handle,make the handle a detachable pizza spatula,you have"Grilling Pizza Buddy" making grilling pizza easier
Ultrasonic Wine Aerator
Resubmit-redesign Car Seat lanyard For trips to the market or store to hold your bags and keep them from falling
Portable solar panel for charging Hybrid cars
Fermentation Monitor
Tri-pouring Bottle
Tommy's manatee life saver
Most RV wheel covers are one or two colors, off white,light beige but most of them are drab. My idea is Decorative RV Wheel Covers.
I Pad Mini Case design inspired by Chip Foose and/or Carroll Shelby
Docking station for Mac Mini and IPad or IPad mini to use as display and touch screen to navigate mac mini
Stakes and Stones Pavers
Tommy Food Saver
Shining ball-bulb.
luxcart
App-Enabled Thawing Appliance
Flat fix for sport balls----All in one container
Canâ€™t find your transit card? The IPhone, iPad, iPad mini case for transit cardsâ€¦ is for you-- The Commuto-case
Purse with a designated module on the outside that will allow for convenient access to your cell phone while providing a techy look.
Jumping Pogo Luggage
Nimbus Auto
We were amazed with the tri(3)corder when it was used in Star Trek,with our current technology we can come up with the Penta(5)corder
Smart toilet
Yoga Mat with Projector
Poppy Snack
Toy Tag
MINIMO EXTENDO
OHM Alarm Clock
Twist
Smart Golf Balls
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Sticky Induction LED Spotlight
VIBE wristband kit
Snap-Fit Bulbs
A fingernail clipper that can be customize to each fingernail. Allows for one cut, adjustable trimming of all your nails.
Hot Water Plate Warmer
Minecraft Blocks! - Fun building toy based on the game Minecraft. - Consisting of simple small cubes that hold to each other.
Christmas Glowing Butterflies.
THERMO
Resubmit)IPhones have skins, how about skins for the Raspberry Pi and the Intel NUC, Next Unit of Computing PC
I spy with my little eye... a wireless APP cam with games and charge/power base!
Poor - Man Refrigerator
Armpit Charger-Cooler
Smarty
RV wheel covers are one or two colors, off white,light beige but most of them are drab. Resubmit redesign-- Decorative RV Wheel well shade
Rechargeable Prop Power Light
AUTOWATER
Drone/Microph. Attracts Lights
Audio/Video Hi Def Headphones
Drain and Set
The Ultimate in Green?: Thinking about the box.
Car Seat Belt Assist Tool
Fun easy to play family board game. Roll the die and follow a few simple rules. Be the first one to fill your board to win the game.
Cellmate
Disco Bulbs
Spil No More Drinking Glasses
Hand Stent
Shower Cap Rack for hanging wet shower cap when finished showering. The rack can be made out of plastic with hooks and suction cups.
Blind Choice Board Game
BARBIE'S- BISTRO FRANCHISE
BEDSHEET FOLDER
Swiss Army Knife of Coat Racks
Cup Shaped Car Vacuum
Banana Preserver
EMERGENCY SAFETY SLIDE (E.S.S.
App Enabled Cooktop
GE Phone Case with Flat Fan
App Enabled Child Outlet Alarm
Baby Comfort Pacifier
Canine Caddy
White-out pen
Mini Garden Tiller
Corn Cob Spinners !
GE Micro Blower/Vacuum Cleaner
Quirky - GE Convection Heater
Modular Shoe Organizer
The soup bowl
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BBQ squeegee brush combination (Resubmit 50% viewed voted last itme)this is a winner Q, lets get this made soon
GE Cooling Earphones
A Transformable file.
Star lites !!
Canâ€™t find the toys,leash,grooming tools for your pet,they get lost, misplaced or just not where you left them. Keep them safe in one spot
Box
Piggy Bank with WINK Switches
Window/Sliding Door Alarm
Poor Man Refrigerator
Beacon
RESUBMIT Belt loop suspenders-Clip brakes,hits you in the head,clip tears your pants or slips and your pants fall down,embarrassed-not now
Cinderella
Critter Walker
Saw Horse Branch Bundler
Smart Smoke
Dodge Ball
Guardian Angel
Cigarette Umbrella
RFID tag on golf ball to keep track of strokes for score card on smart phone. Or golf tracking device
Modular Cleaning Caddy
Portable DVD reader for your Smart Phone
Toddler deaths linked to crib bumper pads, Bumper pads should never be used in infants' cribs, says the American Academy of Pediatrics
Bubble Wrap iPhone 5 Case
Pod Power Entertainment
Bakery PCM Cloth Bags.
Fireball! Sound Around
A Movement Charging Case
Wink Fridge/Freezer
Keychain/PCase-Open Email Box
TWO GO DODO Teddy bear
Football Shaped Salad Tongs
Interchangeable Smart Pockets
eQualizer
RolyPoly: the game board
EZ FIX pulley
Goal Post Skewers
Field Goal Trash Can Fun!
Stabilizing Serving Tray
Bright
An Iphone case that when u play music on your phone it flashes colors in a equalizer form
App Enabled Inline H2O Heater
Watch Charger Cradle-Safe
Custom Supplement Printer
uvLED GlowSwitch
Waterproof Depth Wrist Gauge with Vibration for Diving! Each meter measures the pulse or multiple pulse.App which causing help.
Collapsible Monitor
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Multi-purpose kitchen rack. 1 rack, multiple functions- plate rack, pots and pans hanger, utensils organizer, or jars and can shelf.
BathroomHumidifier-Scale-Dryer
Smart Dustbin
FloorCleaningRobot-AirPurifier
"LID SEAL" Drinking Glass
FER A REPASSER MICRO-ONDABLE
Enhanced Immersion Suit
MIX-TAB
AVERTISSEUR DE COLLISION
Snap that lid
Kangaroo Wearable WatchCharger
Create your own Maze Cage for your pets. Buy more cage set to have more floors because the cage itself is ATTACHABLE &amp; CONNECTABLE!
The Mini Greenhouse
perfect folded fitted sheet
CHILL
Quirky Lights
Freeeeeee Energy Generator !
Breeding of 3D Printed Toys
Roof rack Backpack
Devilish Miniature Bricks
Modular Hamper - Table / Shelves/ Storage
NeWaCam
Bathing Soap skimmer.
New Freezer. RE
Smart Check holder
Paper Napkins Chiller.RE
Smart Balloons. "Float" Inside Your Home. Home Edition. A fun idea. Resubmit
Modular Aquaponic Family Kit
Zee
Third World FECVC
Interlocking sticky LEGO tiles
Interactive mirror
Trash away
Supercapacitor LED Light Bulb
Smartphone Carpet Sweep. Quick Sweep your home with a phone. Resubmit
All Terrain Remote Control Ball - Pushes itself along surfaces on magnetically actuated swivel pads that remain flat for traction.
Stacking vacuum canisters
Smoke/CO Detector-LaserPointer
Javalarm
Rechargeable painting spray
GE Patent Idea: Modular Mini Generator System for use in powering equipment that operates by use of electric motors.
Smart Dry Ingredient Canisters. Resubmit
Kozy
instant stake
COOKWARE THAT CHANGES COLOR TO INDICATE TEMPERATURE RANGE.
Wink GE Speedcook Oven
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Boomco Gun Recognizes Targets
Smart Ceiling Fan Cntlr - Aros
pocket survival light
My idea is a broom with the bristle's on one side (the longer side) hooked so they reach under things like refrigerators/heating register's
LANTERN BUDDY re summit
daBOMB! Coolest portable wireless desktop speaker of all time... including happy hour.
Office Telecon Headphones
Smail box
a devise that would allow your pet to signal you when they need to come in.
Quad Power Reel Mower
Battery Powered USB Memory Stick with wifi capability. Built in watch battery
MOBIKART
CEINTURE DE CONNECTION
rollit ,enrouleur dÃ©rouleur
bati-bac
Paci Crib Retriever
ECOBAC
The Home Hotel Cleaning Cart, Mobile Deluxe unit. For the Beverly Hills Housewife!
True Selfie
New product for Police, Fireman and Rescue type workers :-) watch the video to understand better.
tooth brush &amp; floss in one
Spray Paper: An Evolution
LIGHTED monster hand
lazer to light up car rims
CANE WITH LIGHT &amp; PANIC BUTTON
Condiment Portion Control
The Vibrafly
Hydro-Solar Generator
Clear-glass
High Beam Deflector
KitchenSink with Cooler/Fridge
Turtle-Toe protection guard
Auto car heater
-That's not for me, you get it!- Multi-Person House Doorbell With Custom Tones For Each Person and APP Notification
Wet Cloth Roller #RealSimple
BLACK-TABLET
Auto Wheel Generator
Serving cutting board
Cone sieve
booster buddy
Quirky should design a fabulous phablet case that you can wear.
Window Fan That Can Detect Rain or Over Cold Temps: Will shut off and automatically close its vents to prevent any damage to fan/property.
NEVWET Pet poop Scoops - IE&gt; The Quirky Scute Scoop
Fire Odor Tape
pseudo-primordial soup machine
Alarm Clock with Dir-l Speaker
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protÃ¨ge outils
A Stylish Modular Laundry Room Storage System With Detachable Components - Shelf, Drying Rack and Clothes Hanging Bar.
Real Simple Mini-Vac Broom
World Stinker.
BananaFries
GEOSTICK le retrouve tout
Modular, Washer or Dryer - Shelfs, Drying Racks and Clothes Hanger Bar
!!Problem: Fats, Oils, and Grease Clogging up our sewers!! !!There has got to be a better way.!!
test1212121
Real Simple Combo Cleaner
Fragrant & Absorbent Super-Gel Sheets
Heel Fido!!!!
CARTE SD OPTIQUE
!!Problem: Fats, Oils, and Grease Clogging up our sewers!! !!There has got to be a better way.!!
FAST-TABLE ,l'Ã©scamo-table...
post it 2.0
FlipSlide
RESTO-BIP ,le timing parfait.
Ã©lÃ¨ctro-suisse
AC with smartCurtains/Jalousie
comandeer
OmniFan with 360 degree directional air output with a light, adjustable vents like in car, and emergency power USB plugs for devices.
WateringSelf-propelledHoseReel
Bugaboo`s ( Mattel )
Driveway net
Easy Lugger
Easy Water Fish Bowl
Solt &amp; Pepper Stereo Speakers
Smart Gaming Headphones
No tangled headphones
splenda gum
" Splat " ( Mattel )
Night Wall Switch
Qvape
OmniDirectional Motion Detection Alarm - Hidden in Plain View Security Device - Can be many shapes or use other types of unit designs.
Phone case with speakers
Key reminder, never forget key
3D Touch Glove
Aluminum travel luggage
Quirky Light
Crisp
Cigarette Butt dispensers
Fillable Picture Frame
CDstroy
Fun Scarf !
"HIDE-A-WELL PLANTER"
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Just a Test
Casters/Wheels Stereo Speakers
Dishwasher Tupperware
Hanging strainer
Streamline Body Washer
FlyHoop with changeable weight
Better Bottle Brush
Internet Connected Egg Cooker
FollowMe/CatchMe Kiwi /VIDEO
Food Storage Aging
Stretch Screen
Leash Buddy
Comb 2 Brush
LightX
People lose their golf clubs on the course. My idea will alert them before they get so many hundreds of yards away and lose the club.
Dual Plate
Mimicry Twins Lock-Shocker
Color Decor Projector-Bulb
Ice Blocking Glass
Swing with Smart Fan to rock
Hot Colander
Like a Fitbit For Your Drone
Wireless battery charger
BATHTUB AQUARIUM
Wine Chiller and Flavor Sticks
Dancing Slinky
Monster gaming console
Wrap wrap
biodegradable coffins for fish
Coffee Bags
cutting board with collection
Wine holder and pourer
Virtual Tether
Smart Planter with Umbrella
HDMI Cord that can power too
Gemini Locker
"Ears and Voice" for Wink Home
Renew Soap Maker
Low Voltage Landscape Lights
Climatic Directional TV
The grippy sippy
The Tooth-A-Minter!
Speaker with Substituents
Neck and Back Self Massage
Inductive Charging Wall Light
Inductive Supercapacitor
! Old fashioned book carrying straps redesigned. Many Schools have banned back packs and book bags. We can help!!!
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Pen Printer
Poppy Shelving
Children's vessel-guard
Rear View Desk
Click and Clean
WIND SPINNER YARD LIGHT
HoTowel
Custom compartments in a STYLISH CADDY that looks great out &amp; about. A Cargo designed for other than the bathroom. Tote coffee, drinks, more
LA RAMASSE POUBELLE
FLEX -T
Footrest w/Remote Temp Control
Mag Stick,soap stone impregnated with magnesium pen.Mark where you want to weld a joint/surface,when you strike an arch,the mark illuminates
A device that suction-cups to plates or bowls to aid in scooping food up. For kids and anyone with hand-eye coordination challenges.
Ultra Wireless Mouse
Footrest w/Remote Temp Control
Lightning to 30-pin adapter with extra-long connector. Eliminates the need to remove device from its case before charging.
test
Sandpaper tape roll
bac a fleurs bi-arrosage
Le BON PLAN ?
Kissy Face Barbie
App-enabled Racing Yacht
Sandpaper Tape roll
TuneKup
My idea is a mouse trap that catches more mice and doesn't need to be baited as often. I made a prototype and it worked very well.
App-en. Angler Submarine/VIDEO
Aerial mosquito killer
Gas Generator-Chain Saw/Blower
REWIND Auto-Propel Push Plough
Amphibia with Metal Detector
Cooling Green Dog Kennel
Spy Fish with video camera
iPhone stand with storage compartment. Room for all your accessories. No need to unwind cable to use as a stand. RESUB
Qi Wink ID
Walk nice leash and collar
Luminous Gloves for Cyclists
WiTricity Chargepad
Refreshing spray
iPhone End Cap Case with Wrist Strap. Strap stores neatly out of the way when not needed by stretching around all four corners.
Sticky Third Wheel-dynamo.
Phone Shade Flip-Cap
OffOn cable switch
Password USB Flash Drive stores important info your family will need in an emergency. Bank accounts, passwords, insurance, medical, etc.
Smoke Guard
BARBIE'S MUD SLINGING ATV
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Screen-cleaning iPad Sleeve. Automatically wipes smudges off both sides of your iPad each time you slide it in and out.
Wink WiTricity Adapter System
The Automatic Key Fob
Chill-n-Bake Toaster Oven
Mug holder that warm the hand
Suction Broom & Suction Brush
Introducing Hook, Store and Hang! Forget about reaching High. Don't bother reaching low. Just reach to where you normally hang your cloths!
IdentiClip
Aching Back No More! Now you can Kneel & have your Upper Body supported by leaning it against a chest rest! Or you can sit down on a stool.
painters caddy
Skeletonized Stretch over the toe and heel shoe soles with stainless steel or ceramic studs for Icy weather walking.
Shepherd Hook Driveway Marker
Travel Voltage Stabilizer
Kittyguard :ultrasonic toy dog
Smart Ink and SmartWhiteboard
Soap dispenser Funnel Kit
Demolition Derby Car Wreckers
Wearable Gadgets with Dynamos
CAR suspension
WINK Control Button
Caffeine
SitBag
Simon-Says Drum Trainer
Smart water sprinkler system
Precise Pour. Be sure when you pour (sugar or salt)! My idea is all about being precise and healthy when you are pouring salt or sugar.
Water proof bathroom scales.
Tired of having to take the rat cage apart to refill the bottle? Refill it through the top of the cage with this new water bottle.
Easy mow gutter splash guard
Test
Gripper Mop
Vein Finder
Wiper Blade Reconditioner Tool
Portable Snooze &amp; Alarm Button
Thermo Buds
Wireless Recharge Batteries
Water Grill Cleaner
Parametric Speaker Headphones
Cool Sunglasses
sang jung lee
HighSecurity Induction Padlock
Fire Extinguisher with Shield
Magnet Bobby Pin /Clips Watch
Half-Wireless Phone Charger
Certified Property Value
Smart kitchen scale
Solar Greenhouse Film
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Induction Mirror-charger;Plug
Induction App-enabled Egg-toy
Get down!
Pressurized can wound sealant.
cpr certified personel
Ceiling Induction Charger with
I-phone screen enlarger
Art Wall
This paint tray insert is an "Ideal" location to sit your paint roller sleeve to dry after it is cleaned. Sure beats standing it on end!!
Be the Talk of the Pool, Bar-B-Que or House Warming Party with a WHOLE NEW type of FOOD Tray Caddy!
Ad-chair Advertisment chair
Fruit catcher / bird feeder.
Cool Sunglasses
A pill dispenser with focus on style & discretion instead of schedule thus supporting a selective intake of drugs, vitamins or antihistamine
Flip Down Headphone Shades
Interactive Animals
Covered outdoors desk
Head Directional Speaker
SWIPE home controller
iPhone holder.
The iPad2 broadway lighted makeup mirror stand will make you look better on fotos, videos and FaceTime calls.
Better pots and pans
GS2 bulbs....Quirky + G. E.
Flavored water dispenser
Screen Cleaner Slider
Luggage Scale And Monitor
Motion-Sensing LED with Secret
Headphone Speaker Combo
AB Exerciser-Manual Lawn Mover
Mobile Animal Repeller
Wink Fit ID with BLE/ANT+
Poppy- Toaster
Chair Bear
Flexible Safety Power
Dock Box: The Container That Keeps Your Accessory Cables Organized &amp; Utilizes Pivot Power To Provide Power To Your Devices!
Kevlar Strap with Buckle Lock
A Blanket With A Neckline: It Doesn't Bunch Up Around Your Face And Fall Off Your Shoulders As You Move Around!
Roll-Up Segmented Bag: Pack More Efficiently While Keeping Your Clothes Wrinkle Free. Also Keeps Clean &amp; Dirty Clothes Separated! (video)
Flag it
A modern kitchenware
Loops: Donut-Shaped Earbuds That Allow Ambient Noise To Pass Through - Keeping People Aware Of Their Surroundings
Tactus Keypad
Remote Control Bumper Car Coin Pick-Up - Race & bump to collect colored coins worth points! Have teams! Create fun obstacle courses! RESUB
Catapult with Precision
Let's share the banana$
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Kitchen Trash Can- Simple Twist & Slide Down to Easily Lift Trash Bag, Easier on the Back. Easier to Clean. Double Swing Lid! RESUBMIT
Qi Power Pocket
Headphones clench
New Refrigerator Design
Bathroom Mirror Sticky Spout
Spin Mug
App Enabled Door Sign
Air Purifier - Cat Toy
Handle Stand
Bagel and Bread keeper
Petal Vase - Adjusts to your bouquet size. Helps pour out dirty water & fill with fresh water without rearranging entire bouquet. RESUBMIT
Wink Qi Power Pocket
Over the Door Video Camera
Stroller Push Side Bar - Movie
Phase Change Pill Reminder
Foot Loofah
One Cup Cereal Dispenser
Self-dry Towel Rack
Doggie Door Collar Combo GPS
Compactâ€™n Save time and moneyâ€¦ could work well with Rakeâ€™n Tamp. See VIDEO and PROTOTYPE!! See all pictures!!
The Smart Clock!
DressMeApp
Stay Connected Guitar Rig
LED/OLED Duct Tape
Training Litter Box
Resub w/changes Flashlight slices magnetize together to form one flashlight. Camping, fishing, magnetize to different areas on/under a car,
FitRoulette app.
Smart Vents
SLEEK! ultra-thin cordless fan
CageLight
Convert Junkmail and Yard waste to Eco friendly fuel. Make your own logs and keep warm this winter or create your own mulch blocks
Motion View
Naked New Mac Pro
Wink Target
Baby Formula/Brst Milk Minder
Medicine Ball + Weight Plate
The Perfect Sip
Resealable Bag Slip
MULTIPAD la multi manette....
Multi-Use Paint Brush Holder
Easy Cleaning male Razor for shaving. (Resubmit)
Water Watts
The Google Glass Carrying Case
Food Habits
PuppetCraft
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Anti-nico Desktop AirPurifier
Mattel Drone-Car Circuit
Mist for easy shaving.
Heart Rate Wrist Patch
Gift Hiding Bag
Noise Blockies
R F P le jeu de l'annÃ©e
MacGrip
MoveMe
Removable wall baskets
Bifan - Home Depot Challenge
Pet waterbowl Ring-lid with UV
'Chimera' Basics Tool Set
Underground Fake Stone-safe
Gyroscopic Bicycle Stabilizer
Appliance cord holder. Wrap your cord around your appliance and clip it into place. No more dangling cords getting in the way of everything!
Raft
A compact, well-designed kitchen appliance that will take any plastic bottle and turn it into a small plastic token using pressure and heat.
Flex-Frames
Fishing With shocks.
#Home Theater Challenge BEER
A truly modular 'Drawer Separator' that fits every size! It's simple and easy to mount and gives you the space you need.
Power Pole
Snap Capps with cooling gel
Wine Bottle Stopper TimerRESUB
The PASTATRON converts dry pasta of different shapes and cooking times into a homogeneous pasta shape with a single cooking time.
Infant Musical Toys I don't
A sunscreen for your face that doesn't taste horrible if it gets into your mouth when you exercise and sweat.
Say Ahhhhh!
Broom Stopper 2
Pen Paper-Ink (PPI)
Motor Gloves
Hole Punch Pen
Viewable Water Faucet
Door Lock reminder: a product that check if your entrance door is unlocked at a certain hour (i.e.10 PM) and that sends you a reminder.
Floating Mouse-ball.VIDEO
Caitlyn
Sterililite
iReact Adaptors: Audio Activated Light Socket And Electrical Outlet Adaptors! Stand Alone Or Use With iSpy Sensor Monitors!
App-enabled Button Expander
Wall Mount lamp fastener with tray and hanger loops
EYE BUDDIES
LightBulb ExtensionSocket with
SNAP OPEN CAMERA BAG
Phase Change Trivet
New Cell Phone case w/Charger!
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Aros for cooling and heating
Pumice Ball
COLD WRAP
Aerosol App-enabled Dispenser
Double Wall VacuumSeal FoodBox
Airheads: Imp + App Enabled In-Ground Hot Air System! ... Never Shovel Snow Again!!!
Remote control dog muzzle
Compact Door Stop and Closer
App-en. Pets K-ration Feeder
Running smart utility belt.
Magnet Watch
DANCING DOCK Mattle
Stray Voltage Dog Shoe-Sensor!
racle pot
Wink Platform Doctor
ANYMALS â€“ for Mattle
Refuel-H2O X-Mas Tree
App-enabled Car Exaust Pipe
Tower Power Stack
Poppy Crisper
Inflatable bottle cap
Dual Dispensing Lotion Pebble. Just fill it with your lotion of choice & let Lotion Pebble do the rest. No more sticky, oily tacky hands!
sac a dos charge lourde
Lose something, Track a Kid, Need 911! An ID FOB with an App that helps you find item(s)you misplace, Track or 911. READ PLEASE Solution.
Poppy - refresh
multi balles
E CAM
Trash Can Two Giant Clips
External hard drive mount
App-en. Storage Rack and Dryer
test
Quirky Home Game
Swim vest with speaker + mike
Magnetic Cubes Puzzle Game
Lollypups
Polar bear toilet paper holder
Laptop protection bumpers
UV Antibacterial Peeler
Sponge with deepening for hand
Reduce Energy Bills
Milk/beer/wine/rice App scales
Any Bag ECO Trash Can
App-enabled OLED wheel cover
App-en. Flying Water Cannon
Ride-on toy
Cake Slicer wIth Ceramic Blade
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App-en. organizers with timer
jop
Weight Master
Strainers, hanged in the sink.
shell we?
A glossy or clear iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch case that does not scratch. I'm not talking about another "smoke" or "matte" case - the real thing!
BARBIE APP-ENABLED DRESS SHOP
"HANG TAG" for your Mug
CRANK CHARGED SPEAKERS
FlashMat
Automatic feces pets cleaner
Self-Charging Drone-Generator
EASY TO CARRY WATER JUG
Hair COMB&amp;STRAIGHTENER 2 in 1!
Mobile whellchair footbridge
PLAY FRAME â€“ The phone toy!
Travel Mate
SqrlStmpr
future booster
Friend
Car spotting
FlySnap
Batterysaver
Laundry luggage
Crosswind Laser Grill Fan
Icy Bowl
smart customizable bracelet
The product is a fun & quirky compact mobile phone stand which doubles up as a funky retro phone handset. I think everyone will want 1!
Prop your Ipad in more places with the Multi-Adapter. Uses Quirky's awesome Stance design to its full potential.
iPinata
Inline cordless tool charger
Tube Vase - Knife Sharpener
Magnetic plate and cutlery holder! Save money and space with some great ad-ons for your sink.RESUB with change of design.
Step Aerobics Smart Bench
Mod, Modular Back-lit photo boxes. Create a cool cluster of photos &amp; phrases. Interchangeable clock &amp; calender faces for added functionality
BBQ Ceramic Tongs-Knives
Microwave turntable liners
ratchet torque extendable bar
Toothbrush Tongue Scraper
Kitchen Sink with plate and cutlery holder built-in!Save money and time with a compact sink.
Muzikal headphones
Recharge
Lemon Saddle Knife with Teeth
The Smart Rebounder
wink square buds
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Luggage Handle Warm Wrap
iBackpack
Stylish Straining Fry Pan Straining hot grease & oils from frying pans can be messy.Can also do harm to our sewer systems & environment.
The Smooth Scoop: an ice cream scoop that will keep your hands warm while helping you effortlessly scoop ice cream time after time!
Find me my document
Manual Paper Folder. Fold documents to fit in an envelope with this simple tool
JUMPIOS!! Jump your way everywhere, with these under your feet you'll have fun on the way. Easy to put on your feet, for kids and adults. ;)
Windscreen accessory for cars in sunny countries. The product will block sunlight heating the interior when leaving your car parked outdoors
LEGO Wrap Bag Playground
Independent Power Outlet
Stackable pizza container
App Enabled Tray
Winkbands
Universal Sippy Cup
Wink on TV
D'Strip
The Key is Light Phone
Almost Everything these days is digital/electric but I still didn't found a electric device that cleans your brush itself so that's how i
Storing Bread
LuXector
Key Alert
Quadra - Organize Your Cords
Pollution Prevention for Residents: Fats, Oils and Grease. Help Stop Fog! Recycle It!
Clima
Wink Universal Remote
Anti-Suck Trash Can
Fats, Oils and Grease
Fats, Oils and Grease
Fats, Oils and Grease
Medical Design Station
Turn any Faucet into a Motion Sensor Instantly!!
shinenwear
tailor's cuff
Kit for making cookie cutters
An lcd tablet where your kid can draw anything he wants, erase it just touching a button, and draw again all the times he wants.
resubmit DOG / PET SHAMPOO BRUSH W/ SHAMPOO RELEASE FEATURE gentle cleaning that distributes shampoo -gently massages as it cleans
A product that helps you do your bed, so that your room isn't messy all the time.
ANYfit
Ultra Portable Laptop Cooler
Collapsible Gas Can
hook broom
Chocoberry crunch!
PetPal
Appenabled refrigerator coil,dryer vent, duct cleaning tool -Records scheduled cleaning &amp; reminds you when it's time to clean. Resub
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A toothpick that tells you if food is spoiled! Similar to a pH test strip but better! Food poisoning affects 75 Million Americans a year
tissue inventory manager
vacuum headlights
pencil brushes
EarCase
plastic mulch disc
Expandable basket for bikes
Scissors - no loops nor spring
Your Salt vs RDD
Beam
Quirky Watch/Clock
Self-retractable Pick Up Stick
SWIMMING MACHINE
App Enabled Battery Back Up &amp; Power Outage Alert to phone -For Refrigerator, Freezer, and Electronics
ABC Carousel
Glove Bracelet
A Spoon taped to a Pen. How to take that idea to the next level and help small business and organizations grow.
iPhone 5 Dock: Portrait/Landscape, Facing Up/Down, loudspeaker unblocked in any position, attaching the iPhone 5 with 3.5mm jack in.
A child dies from choking on food every five days in the U.S. Currently grapes and cherry tomatoes are cut one at a time. Let's change that.
Safer and more convenient carrying case (on-belt) for the iPhone 5
A micro-tripod for compact camera that when folded has its screw hidden and fits into a cylinder 1 inch high and 2 inches in diameter.
Yoga Mat Gripper and Protector
not yet
Focus Bracelets
dStress
Cord Organizer with App-e Lock
Umbrella's Water Drainage Ball
Security Dog Leash
Compact Beach Dryer
App. Last Date/Goods Reminder
Magnebandits
App-enabled plug cover
The MiniMax Fishing System
App-enabled Robot :Lawn Waiter
Ice Breaker for Bottles
Easy Hammer
Melt Away
Spicket Scrimper
FLAT-BASE
Connected Socket plug
CASSEROLE automÃ©langeuse
barbecue a grilles tournantes
ATELIER MOBILE
FLY-BOX
RÃ©pli-coque.
Inductive Safety Lantern
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Battery Backpack
"SuperCharger"
Pen Zen Pro ( Real Simple )
Cookware Lid, Safe when displaced
Planter with Drinking Fountain
ã…‡ã…‡
Circular Power Strip
Self-retractable Wire Saw
Bag Holder---Power Bank
Socket with US animal repeller
Stay dry
NoisyBike
Traveling window mat
Motherhood Burping Clothe
Mister Tap
sprinkle surprize!
Boomerang Ball - The ball that automatically returns to you
Pickup Power LED Light
Wink Room Monitor Module
Super-Gel Sheets for trash bag
Paint Box
Room Oxygen Maker
Balloon Ears and Balloon Hats! Can be filled With Confetti For A Popping Good Time!
GE Cooling Bottle Top Fans
Fog Free Bathroom Mirror
Converge EN
Hanging Hamper
cane catch
Velcro backed silicone pieces that velcro to an existing paint roller. Veriety of shapes, patterns, textures. Multi designs on walls, etc..
Cool Pack
Easily adjust the length of cables (ear buds, chargers, extensions etc.) Squeeze &amp; slide. Less bulky &amp; easier to adjust than wraps #spotsv
Balloon PiÃ±atas! --- Fill With Confetti &amp; Candy For Indoor Celebrations! Fill With Water For Outdoor Summer Fun!
App-enabled car tire pump.
misting lounge chair
Flexible silicone cover slips over a paint roller in order to create textures, patterns, borders or alternate colors on a wall.
Ipod Suction
Protective tire.
Bluetooth Pressure Gauge + App
Camera Cover - Protect privacy
OutdoorSolar Smoke,CO detector
Bitcoin Piggy Bank
Gravity Cap
Ultra Charge Wireless Mouse
Speaking SMART Clock (Wall)
App-enabled Umbrella and Table
mizani hair relaxer
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Phone Water Protection
A power strip with the switch at the end instead near cord attachment, always at hand and never more behind a forest of wires.
hair setter
Polarity Sensing Jumper Cables
Grout Genie
Ultrasonic Power Outlet
Door turns on Extractor Fan
Car side window Micro-Wiper.
Making things travel faster
LEGO Wrap Bag
Handy Charge Ball
Motorized fishing reel
Personalized Earbud Alarm
Real Simple Vac-Duster
Ceiling Fan Bluetooth Speakers
Pickup Power Auto
Time delayed OFF toilet switch
Track Your Bear As It Travels The Globe! Online 'Bear Tracker' Website Provides A Map And Live Photo Updates For Your Bear! (see pics)
WALKIE! - WALK THE WAY U WANT!
Nest of three dish drainers.
Car AC AirVent Diffuser
Cooling Tray with beer glasses
Bitcoin USB Piggie Bank
App Enabled Wakeband
Generator and Duo Adapter
Hair clipper with a camera
Real Simple Multi Cleaner
Large touch screen
Electric Toothpaste Dispenser
Infrared Motion Sensor Brake
SnapPack Suitcase
Insta-Record
Digi-Desk PlateOr A DDP
Dash Toilet Roll Dispenser
The Skew-A-Kube-A robust 6 sided stacking stool with 6 different seating surfaces and 3 heights for home, cafe and restuarant use
Voice Messenger
A Bluetooth Device for Parents that Disables Texting and Email While Car is in Drive! Too many accidents happen while texting!!
Just call me Carl or Carlyn
An easy to attach, one button camera that lets you take a picture of you (and/or your kids) every day (or week) from the same point of view.
Inked by Design
Caitlyn
GRILLE BARBECUE AUTO-ROTATIVE
Ultraslim car jumper w/water
Grasp
Wink Radiant Space Heater
Smart Plate for kids!
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Inked by Design
MATTEL - MAG NUTS, Power Toys
Hybrid Lighting
Easy to Clean Humidifier
PERIS-CAM
Test
Design cable wrap
HARMAN - High Quality Speakers
Courteseat
STATIC - Winter woes challenge
GE Link with Battery
GoGo Blend
Pod Power
THE 21st CENTURY BABY'S DREAM STROLLER/BUGGY.
3 Compartment Breading System.
Knife with knife sharpener attached on the handle. Great for campers or keep in a kitchen drawer.
wi-bell
Fitness Rolling Reel-armchair
SolarGlassbreak Shock Detector
THE 21st CENTURY BABY'S DREAM STROLLER/BUGGY.
Velcro Wrap Paint Can Warmer !
DIY Marble your Bottles Kit
App Solar Blinds Inside Window
Drum Time
Wriswink - Wink on Apple Watch
BBQ/StoveTop Sound/SmokeSensor
A BABY'S DREAM STROLLER/BUGGY. A STROLLER/BUGGY GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOUR LITTLE CHILD COOL, COMFORTABLE AND
ENTERTAINED.
A BABY'S DREAM STROLLER/BUGGY. A STROLLER/BUGGY GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOUR LITTLE CHILD COOL, COMFORTABLE AND
ENTERTAINED.
Hearing Impaired Bud Braclets
APP CONTROLLED Trail Cam
Paint that is applied like tape. Tape made out of paint. No more having to mask off wall edges or borders before painting. *Not wallpaper*.
Knife holder that sharpens your knives everytime you take them out or put them back in. No more hunting through kitchen drawers.
modelmii 3d
la valise assistÃ©e
On-Demand Salsa Maker
WIREBOX
Snow Thrower - Generator
Longneck: The Glass 'Water' Bottle With A Twist Off Longneck Top. Fill It With Any Beverage ... Even Beer!
cghnsfnh
Qi Cube
MugWarmer &amp; PhoneCharger(2in1)
Wink Security Controller
Wink Universal Repeater
Lawn Solar Underground Freezer
Stroller handle extender
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paws up
The Party Planner
Warm Mat with Motion Sensor/RE
A device that can test food and water for contamination. Food poisoning affects 75 Million Americans a year!! Went UC/Live Eval last time.
Smart Drawer Lock
Outlink 2.0
Solar animal pest repeller
Deubre
BatteryPostCleaner with Magnet
Apple e-ink Power Band
Rivalry Diapers
OneEighty for MacPro
Modular Light Switch (MLS)
Flat scanner attach to ipad and integrate with an app that can edit everything you copy.
Anti-mildew Device for the Shower! Help solve this age old issue with a stylish and functional solution!! Let's Collaborate
Lumu
Lock with pepper spray bilt in
Libation Strainer
EZ Display Board
GPS Ultrasonic Collar-shepherd
Automatic Motion Activated Toilet Handle
Flat scanner attach to ipad and integrate with an app that can edit everything you copy.
Socket with US animal repeller
3 individual stackable food container processors. Ea handle container goes from chop to table. Sliding side window for adding ingredients.
Portable discrete breast pump
Portable discrete breast pump
DOG-STOPPER
CoverHelm
Is it hard to enjoy your ice cream? Have a "Driller" Ice Cream Scoop on hands! [see more images].
Dial your size hair curl - curling iron. Small, medium and large curls. No longer need different size curling irons.
Inspired by "Automatic Light Switch"! Introducing the "Wireless 3 Way Switch"!! Stick it anywhere you would like another switch!
One swim fin becomes two. Two swim fins become one.
It is a kit with a flexible pen drive and a USB device that allows you to rotate hinged devices connected to it and protect against viruses.
PORTABLE EATING SET
Casa Case
Ball Boozled Yard Game
EarAlarm are comfortable ear plugs that have a built in alarm clock so you don't risk not hearing your alarm while sleeping with ear plugs!
Flying Aerodynamic Spiral Ball
Small bottle uses another bottle as its own screw top cap. Great for water, juices, baby formula, You'll know your drink is always fresh.
Water bottle is also a latch hook. Fill with water and hook onto bikes, backpacks, exercise equipment...
Mama Belbag
Resub. w/changes: One cup, One spoon, More room. Collapsible cup attatched to incremental line spoon for multi measures - with handles.
Quirky camping trailer w/Quirky product/items inside (even Crates). One side of the camper flips up for easy access and can be screened off.
KAIZEN - ELECTRIC OUTLETS
ZipTieStripe with MovableHooks
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Pump it up
Knock Them Down Robots
POST HOLDER
Austin Invention Challenge
Scatter Vacuum Box
Spin Toss
Wheelchair Rearview Mirror
Massage Multi Head Shower Head
No-Flat Soda Cap
neocloud
Trash can Broom Groomer
FakeTV/App-enabled Lumier Bulb
Terra Firma Preta - returning biomass to the earth for enriching soil
Extender,Speaker,Night Light
Austin Invention Challenge
BBQ Power with Fake Videocam
Austin Invention Challenge
Mower Pooper Scooper
App- bulb sockeT/smoke det-or
Outdoor Child Sensor Gate
Improve Security of SAFE/Jewellery Box with Smartphone Integration. Adds 'What You Have' (Phone+App) to 'What you know' (Pin Code).
Sunplugged Piano
Light Socket Fan
Rainbow Pen : Customise your pen colour with a pen that mixes 3 standard inks just like a printer does.
cereal maker
App-enabled Foot Electric Mat
Under-seat iPad Car Safe
Hands Free Shoo Fly BBQ/Picnic
Easy Speed
The DA VINCI Cup Holder
Battery Back-up Outlet
"YOUR GARDEN ANGEL" Pinwheel in your garden generates energy for built-in ultrasonic device that will humanely deter pests, including birds.
Power Bloks
Cool Baby/Toddler Food Quickly. Microwaved food takes time to chill so create a double skinned bowl/plate/mat & built in cooling mechanism.
Simplify cooking, and reduce pots used to cook Poached, Boiled & Scrambled Eggs with this single cooking unit.
Weed Be Gone
Rubber-Metal Warm Carabiners
Blackbelt
"THE SHOW GLOBE" Snowglobe w/LCD of personal photos/videos along with selected music/sounds. Enhance memory of vacation, event, or product.
lawn care made easy
Portable magazine rack, named Readme, that allows you to have your favourite readings always at hand. It can be hung almost everywhere!
Arm leather bags
Pivot Power on the GO
K - Cup Grounds Despencer
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Wink Radiant Space Heater
Three stage tomato plant cage
Airplane seat device holder
Travel closet/drying rack
Hula Hoop Calorie Counter
App-enabled misic Pops Up Toy
Spatula-tongs (REVISED)
Mini Locator
Smart Pan Fryer
Invention Challenge VideoPitch
Always Stand Up Lamp/VideoCam
Re-used water filter
Discreet childproof lock
Double APPenabled Lock/Padlock
DORM ROOM SURVIVAL KIT - Simple, fun gift that includes student necessities along with "quirky" surprises for starting a new campus habitat.
Anittheft card w/code 4 wallet
Grapes in to juice in seconds
STAR for ventilating-draining
App-enabled Glass Break Sensor
Lev-L
MATTEL - Shadow Puppet Game
Doggie Diner
Quirky Mini UPS
dog leash with mic to hear
Car App-enabl. Line/Flat Laser
App-en. BBQ IR video camera
Smart Iron and RFID care tags
Live Sound Override Headphones
Sticky Cable Fasteners-Holders
All in one impact wrench
App- Hose Digital Water Timer
LANDING LIGHTS
Bathtub chair with suckers
Swivelling cupholders that attaches to your umbrella. Even if the umbrella is slightly tilted, your drink will always be held upright!
Iphone Case with mini Projector.
"Swiss Army" Style Key Fob
Outdoor Cooler-Fridge Warmer
Digital Time Capsule
Dishwasher Capacity
Music smoke detector/speaker
UV Toothbrush Portal Module
App-en floating boiling sensor
Rubber Glove with Sponge Hand
Smart Top for Tablets
If/Then Wink Building Blocks
IPhone headset for people with hearing disability (feel the sound on your skin).
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Hot gloves
cristal opaco
TALKER
The case has an Aluminum Mirror on the back side. You can put the public transportation card in it.
d
privacy seat to keep skirt
Chair-Camera tripod-Tent(3in1)
Collapsible Door Holder
Collapsible Rake with Brush
COUNTERPUNCH - Improve acuracy
CarabinerBottle Carrier/Holder
App-en IR Lamp/air freshener
Rgamzsv
Splatter Guard Lid for Roasting Pan. Save your oven from the usual splatter of oil that results from roasting your favorite foods.
Poppy - Repair and Replenish
Clothespin Cargo
Trebuchute - Quirky + Mattel
Accelebiker
Retract/sanitized Door Handle
RoundShelf with secret drawers
New handle for peeler,scissors
Tongue Ceaning Tablet
Wire holder
Fridge Inner Fan with timer.
CompactRotating Cord Organizer
Weather alert helmet
Wireless pendants
Cord holder--voltage detector
Sump pump backup battery
Scorpio, two devices holder
Save 17k lives a year with a relay switch that won't allow the car to be put into gear unless the seat belts are fastened.
App-enab. Fake White Bulb/Safe
WHOAMI - Quirky+Mattel
Camping Sticky Rotating Chair
Moibus - Quirky + Harman
SHIELD - Hands free umbrella
Test Case
Pet 360Â°
WINK Doctor - Resub
A table that solves multiple dorm room or small space problems,storage,lighting,not enough outlets,space for chargeing up all your stuff!
Fruit Hammock With Suction Cups. Attach To Sink For Cleaning. Keep Fruit In Hammock Under Cabinet, In Refrigerator.Compliments Mercado, Frio
Lock and Log. Bins that allow remote lock/unlock and inventory tracking. For the home, office and dorms.
wall mounted back scratcher
Ride and Stroll
Trek Support Battery Solution
A table that solves multiple dorm room problems,storage,lighting,not enough outlets,space for chargeing up all your stuff!
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PowerStick Vac and Mow
TOPSHOT - Get the right shot
App-controlled rotating directional TV antenna for tuning in weak or distant TV stations.
Electric Barber/Styling chair
PUSH AND PEDAL SCOOTER
Pet 360Â°
SmartSheets
'Drawer Separator' will help you organize the content of your drawers. It's easy and simple to mount: one size fits them all.
WiTricity Inductive desktop
Underwater Eyes
Simple &amp; small app-enabled device tracks your household items to be refilled/restocked. Stop forgetting to write/type into shopping lists.
Speak Loud like crazyCool
Dialogue Dolls
Advanced Zipper Helper
Poppy Replenishment Mat
Personal movie theater
Electric Port Tong Wine Opener
Compressed Air Generator
Birthday Cake Candles Blower
Smart Light-Therapy Fixtures
Einstein Clock.
Peeler-washer.
Car seat shade N dry
Xylotone
Alarm clock only you can feel
A better key chain! Put all your keys together in a device that allows you to access them one at a time by sliding them out (See the video!)
Fender
Sprig
Comfort Air Car Kit and App
APP-ENABLED DECI-PUS
Fake Bulb--Party Popper
Thunder - helicopter sprinkler
RECALL - Re-establish settings
Safe-saucepan
Preventing floods App-en Cover
Door Knob-speaker.
Magnifying Glass Lid
Clear Cut Scissors
Car seat Shade N Dry
Snake Super Hooks ,Carabiners
Wheelbarrow,watermelon trolley
Window brush - water gun
Corner sticky trolley wheels
Water Powered Hot Wheels
WHOAMI - Who Am I?
book marker/door ornament
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Magnetic metal detector shoe inserts or bottom shoe covers. Bluetooth/ keneticly powered or rechargable metal detector. Detect w/your feet.
Back of seat baby supply shelf/work station for the car. Can be carried like a back pack or purse. Easy access to what you need for the baby
AUTOSMART - In car Wink access
iM-Print.. A treat to palms
Paint Yourself Clean Bath Set
Alarm Speaker Buddy
FACESAVER -Ceiling painter
Microwave + humidifier
ABCD
DRYFIX
TIMETWIST- Rotate Apple Watch
Companion
Stealthy Police Chase (Siren)
Boomco Target Clothing
A flexible rack for storing Wine bottles,Water & Soda cans or any product in a refrigerator! (Please refer the animation for understanding)
AROSTALK - Voice Challenge
Dancing Fountains
Smart Phone Web Surfer. Save $50 per month or more. A device that allows you to use your iPhone to surf the web on your desktop or laptop.
Dustpan with electric Sweeper
The Boogie Board Water Chair!
Collapsible Chair-skateboard
Under the Bed Pops Up Table
Combination Date Micro-clip
The Â½ X 2 Crate is half the height of a basic Crate and twice the width. Or is that half the width of a basic Crate and twice the height.
Bike Carrier - Compact enough for your Glove Box/Light & Convenient enough to carry on your bike

(Bonus: Receiver Hitch Adapter!)

UnloadMobile
Universal Window Blind Cleaner
Bellow-C; Excercise with fun
Beach bit
Smart Lock
Switch - Ez jump between games
OCTOPUS - beverage temp mgr
SmartAIR = Air Conditioner + Fragrance + Mosquito Repellent
Gift App
Dudley
Birthstone Bling
paNBin is a dust bin and a dust collector which addresses the problem of space availability.
Steady Tower power strip.
A very common problem with screwdriver is to find the right bit at the right time.The other problem people face is working under low light.
The Blue Collar Head Phone
I-phone screen enlarger
It's raining! So what, I still want to txt!. INRODUCING the umbrella with double straps that stretch out of the handle like a backpack.
Springy Spiral Cord Organizers
Cutting Board Knife and Slicer
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SOAP SAVER
The flyer
Energy saving key
Rubber-Metal Soft Carabiners
Garage car Stopper Music Mat
Cord-Away
Umbrella or Fan, and water gun
Cone Power Strip
Most of you guys used the vacuum or other equipment with long cords (lawn tools) and hate carrying the wire every where you go.[WITH VIDEO]
The Cofee Station
Piranha - Small LED lectern
Home Theater One
Green Thumb
CDB-200
test
Magnetic coil insert fits into/configures to inside of your shop vac. Attracts/ picks up screws, nails, bolts and other metalic items.
Ever struggled to remove a tightly stuck plug from a socket? Press a button and have the plug ejected from a Power Strip or Wall Socket.
There should be a pivet power for girls, they like to have girlish pink items to decorate there rooms. RESUBMIT nearly 500 votes-Do you like flat Coke? Do you like fizzy Coke? How do you keep your bottles of soft drink fizzy? I have the answer!
App enabled Data on ANY mirror
Rings turns tent flap into rigid door. Two piece adjustable magnetic circle or half moon connects on either side of tent flap creates door.
Medical Marijuana Pipe/Grinder
Freezer Content Monitor
Four-bladed, four-way pizza cutter: simply press down on the handle and your pizza is cut into four perfectly symmetrical slices.
Projects a grid onto a wall &amp; other surfaces. Allows you to mark where you want to hang pictures &amp; other items. More grid options possible
Scrup &wipe
Body Cooling Belt
Wine glasses with Speakers
Anti-theft hook and pad.
A Coffee thermos that makes its own coffee. Self contained, portable. Frees up the regular coffee maker for others.
The Rain Shield
Les Haute
Digital frames exist. Now a picture frame alerts you to important dates for the person featured in the frame. B-day/anniversary/appointment.
A digital tape measure with snap to chalk line. Use them together or separately.
Non-slip Wine Bottle Holder
Combine measuring cups and measuring spoons into one. Collapsible cup attatched to incremental line measurement spoon.
The Door Web
SMART CO2 Marijuana Grow Pod
Ð³Ð³
ELEVATOR BOTTOM CONTAINERS
NO-COMMITMENT STICKY NOTE!!! Why marry your sticky notes, when you can have a short term relationship! REVERSABLE! STICK WHEN YOU
WANT TO!
Mattel Tot Sport I
Pre-sliced Pizza Pan - Re-sub
Tea bag tag holder
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App HBP monitoring unit that integrates your iPhone for digital display, reset buttons and wireless PC connection.
Privacy on the air
Outlet Mount Beauty Station
Paint Brush Squeezer
complete Jello shot kit
Notalatte
Hydro power water metering
Impecase "Ultimate Phone Case"
App enable self-propelled whiteboard magnetic robotic eraser.
Rolling up your builders line. Was it used to build the pyramids? Smart-Line utilize a power drill. Now includes a level. Resub
App Enabled Tea Pot
Ambionix
New! Solar charging accessory for Google glasses, wear them and maintain your glasses fully charged.
Everyone wants to watch more programs on their TV set for a lower price.
Smarter Gamer Youth Headphones
Heat resistant silicone zip lock bowl. Can go directly from fridge to oven. Easy transport, storing, dishwasher safe. No lost container lid.
Beach & Pool Blankets that zip/velcro together so you don't have to carry a huge blanket if you're by yourself but can bring more for family
Sunpad
WINK GLASS, app enable glasses
Photo Card
Baskets that you can carry and pack items into then easily store above closet shelf
!!Harnesses with strap together!! Always having to locate your dogâ€™s leash and collar (or harness) every time you want to take them out.
An ultra thin dust vacuum for low-height clearances. Arms come out to collect items lost under sofas, etc. Monitors air quality.
App Enabled Fire Extinguisher
Nustick
Wheel chair Hight helper
Pet Crate Mate
Shoe Design
Make any headphones wireless
window screen frame
Doesn't everyone hate when they go to an event and ice runs out because it melted. My solution is to create a solar powered ice cooler.
Toilet seat Sani dispenser
Beat-keeper for Deaf Dancers
App Car Battery Charger
Musical Christmas Lights
It is a spring coiled dog harness/ leash combination. Won't choke dogs neck,torso or hurt owners hands.Quick on/ off - wrap around
Citrus Zester And Bowl
Zip Beach Towel
Circular Doorstop
Server Alerter
Projected Pets
My Blue Balls
instant poast
Wirlees Electric Car Charger
Position Power
Car sensing kids playing sign
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Digital DisPlay Headphones
!!Harnesses with strap together!! Always having to locate your dogâ€™s leash and collar (or harness) every time you want to take them out.
"Click-O" bottle opener, is simple and easy to use just select the bottle place the Click-O on the lid and push, ready the bottle is opened.
LED Guitar Strap
Wheel Mop
Calley
Dual countersink-driver bit
Milk Spoon
Vacuum Cord Tool
Arctic
"Click-O" bottle opener, is simple and easy to use just select the bottle place the Click-O on the lid and push, ready the bottle is opened.
Integrated Wrist Support Mouse
Handy Hook Ladle
Baby's tummy belt
It is a device that can attach to the inside of a dryer or clothes basket/ slowly moves dry clothes out, up to a hanger.Moves like an auger.
Pool Exercise Gloves
A serving bowl food condiment holder insert/skirt that can expand or close in order to fit to the size of the bowl.Carrots, olives, celery..
lighting rod
Quick! Get a towel, I spilled my drink! The Spill Pan is going to make cleaning up liquid spills EASY!
It is a lawn sprinkler and sprayer in one. After sprinkler walk up thru the no spray zone, converts to a hand sprayer for plants
Toothbrush and toothpaste holder. Cool looking, clean and compact way to keep many toothbrushes and a toothpaste together in the same place.
3D Pivot Power Strip
Small digital camera with a USB for a flash drive or flash drive camera w/USB on the other end for a flash drive. 4 on the spot photo gift.
heated slippers
A deflatable luggage bag w/wheels and pull handle - similar to the Space Bag except it is luggage for travel. Built in airout suction device
Cat mat
A great way to feed your pets
Snap on expandible, close/open storage lid insert 4 bags. Turns a bag into a storage container. Able to switch to cheeze grater snap on lid.
Bicycle spoke to spoke sealabe storage pocket attach by hooks and sits in between each bicycle spoke.Great for storage of small items.Vented
Ready for something totally diffrent for pool or beach? Periscope Goggles. This will be a Must Have for Kids going to the beach or pool.
Turn silicone bake pan inside out. One side is a cake pan/ the other side is a muffin pan. Did experiment: Bakes as well or better. No burns
Kinect-A-Kart
Build a snowman
Electric Book
Security walking stick
Pluto Ball
A retractable garden planting Helper. Two stakes with retractable string to keep Garden rows straight with plant spacing Marks built in
Free Parking
Sound free car finder
Cable Clip
Window(insect) Screens
Digi Bartender
Your Grounded
Smrt toilet paper/towel holder
SquigAir BLOW DRY WET FLOORS!
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Hat Machine
Ã©tagere pliable
Eau (French for water)
leaf bagger
Smart Outlet COVERS/PLATES
Book copier
Hot Wheels Track Chrono
Shoe Skatr
Apple Watch Keychain
Raise my bed
Ã©tagere d'appoint
Not Everything you put in a cooler is Suppose to get wet. The Cooler Organizer will help you keep your cooler Organized and separated.
Lets make quirky BIG
Hide
3 in 1 Jogger
bug sensor
Dish sink rack
test 1
Wish you could get a fresh snack while bike riding? The Snack Bar is open and it has what you want!
Poppy Luxure Cosmetic Case
Per-fec-toe
Barbie Hot Wheels Pop Out Case
TableSnap is a simple, streamlined side table that clips on to the base of the couch and that virtually has NO footprint. Improved Design
KeyTable
Rechargeable Mini Car Vacuum
Dropover
PlaneComfort supplies you with an alternative to the usual neck pillow. Multiple configurations means comfortable travel.
ALERT app for pedestrians and
Spectrum Headphones - Harman
Resubmitting:(72 votes previously!) Wish you could get a fresh snack while bike riding? The Snack Bar is open and it has what you want!
Games Case Organizer
Special Doormats
Most heat loss is through the head and neck. My idea is to incorporate a microwavable gel insert into a fleece neck-gaiter hoodie.
Revolutionized Car Cup Holder
Backcountry GPS Communicator
Hardtarget Mattel
The Hub of Power Outlets
Scrub&wipe
3-Way Wi-Fi Switch and More!
Advertising Product Solutions
Beard Shavings Sink Dust Pan
Modular Drone
Low Cost Wrist Band Audio
Laundry Coin Holder/Dispenser
The Hand Tool With Attachments
Ultimate Hand Weeding Tool
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Flying Orb Light
App Enabled Car Heater
a fan with a component you can freeze,, freeze attach to fan and let the fan blow cold air into your room
Know when lawn mower needs gas
An iPhone case that has a retractable wrist strap. Taking pictures, playing games or just every day use. Security when you want it!
Forward Fan
RF Meat thermometer. Monitor your meat from anywhere in the house or backyard BBQ by using your iPad or phone. Built in alarms.
RF Meat thermometer. Monitor your meat from anywhere in the house or backyard BBQ by using your iPad or phone. Built in alarms.
Sushi Machine for fast and easy sushi. Just add rice, fishes, and other favorite ingrediants to this counter-top maker for that perfect roll
Poppy Drink Smart
Trash Dash
Reusable Clear Silicon Zip-Top Bags with Manual Vacuum-Seal Pump
App How much paint do I need?
MULDER heated cheese Strings
Security Gate by Smart phone
Laptop Case Printer
Android 4.4 Pi Kit
Slim Key!
Popup dryer Save Energy
Hail Port
House Breaker Box App enabled
Aurora Borealis Bathroom Fan
Equipped Dog Leash For Walking
Smart Collar
Tron LCD Gaming Helmet
Plant/Grass Moisture Alert when you plants need water. It could be an automated system. When your plants are dry, the sprinklers will go on.
App Enabled Thermometer
CD Player Operated by Phone
Phone Alarm Scents/Sounds
The Watch
App Enabled Pulley
Magnetic Outlet
EZ Baggy
Comfy Sock Inflation
Electric Vulcan Lyre Idea
Best tolet wand
Kids Pop Up Car Rug
Multitouch split-head stylus
Car seat on the go
Pivot USB
Customizable Self IgniteCandle
App-Enabled Outdoor Outlet
The BBQ Smoker/Roaster! Slow roasted BBQ perfection,incredibly juicy, tender, hot smokey, full of savory goodness. All that and then some.
Cooler with folding table
Porch Light
Slide Rider for strollers
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Creature Cars (Power Wheels)
Build-On Brick Lamp Base
MoufMop
SELFIE CASE
Use UV flash light and UV sensitive clear coat to find golf balls hit into the rough.
Egg Cracker
Fancy Potato Machine- AUSTIN.
Wooden Staples
(Dry Board Wet Eraser)... There is a simple way to make your white board white again...
Swim Cap Sensor
Modular Sofa
Fork-Straw Combo
Modified can opener
Blushing Plates and Dishes
Safe Frying pan
Colorful USB Necklace/Bracelet
Weight Sensing Mats
Germ killer
Smart Strobe LED Jump Toys
The new stylus
THE BREASE BRUSH
UniDrone
U-SHAPE-UNS BARBECUE BUDDY
Custom Hand Puppet
3rd eye phone pocket
Confetti Card Popper module
U-SHAPE-UNS BREAD TOASTER
3D License season plate
In-Walk
App enabled HVAC controller
BBQ spatula w built in shaker
motorclye adapter alert
Traffic Light Monitor
Roller shades for car tops. Roller shades that may be extended to the length of the car, placed with rubber vacuums on top of the car.
ANCHOR PLATE
Pivot Power Genius Plus
Self Cleaning Shower Curtain
police turret cam
Shopping bag with an envelope stuck on the inside where cashier places receipt.No doubt that you find it later for returns or accounting.
Cell Phone case with screen
Mini Portable Stacker Plug
Having to squat or kneel is hard or painful for those aged, overweight, arthritic, those with knee, hip or back problems, the disabled.
One click Cereal Dispenser
Let us stop worrying if someone is trying to steal our bags, luggage, computer or any valuable we may carry with us.
KOOL KAPS
Blank Canvas Little People
Small Folding Mover
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Manty maker
adjustable height toilet
Grandma Pillow Talk
Auto minder
Poppy Toilet Paper Dispenser
Home Mailbox Wifi Alert
Doggie car seat and tent
3D Animation Connected Doll
Space Bar 2.0
SMALL HOME ANTIFIRE AND WATERPROOF BOX
Spray&Pour Cooking Oil Bottle
Bill Payment Tracking Device
Always clean dishes
Reading In The Dark
LONG MINI LADLE FOR NARROW OPENINGS
I Spy with Friends App
Fitted Top Sheet
App-Enabled Home Dehumidifier
Anti thief remote for phone
This product is a cat wobbler, it has detachable top food storage compartment, This design wobbler is designed to look like a real Rat/Mouse
TH2015
A Wheel or Wheels that can hook onto an existing snow shovel. The Wheel(s) would fit a shovel that does not have a wheel already.
Test
Scopie
App-Enabled Bracelet :that's synced with I-phone or smart phone!
Echo X - Phone Battery Back
Laundry Basket with spring/coil bottom or foot peddle (as opens lid on trash can)leverage/push the clothes up toward the top of the basket.
CUPeesh: a low-tech speaker for your iPhone (think BIG CUP) that will go wherever you go! Small cost, big sound!
Running controller watch
Battle Bricks
Velcrow real bow tie
I-phone sceen enlarger
This idea product is a 3-way folding cutting board for easy storage on kitchen counter.
Long Legged Ice Tea
This Could Save Thousands of Dollars;App-Enabled water sensors!
Laundry MeshVelcro Zip Closure
test
An office chair that converts into a cot. Power naps are popular in other countries and even encouraged for top performance. Why not here?
rocket cart
Sliding Stainless steel door
automatic cleaning toliet
THE ROLLER BALL STYLUS FOR TABLETS OR TOUCH SCREENS: Are you tired of buying a new stylus for your tablet or touch screen try this!!!!
Better than your rake
para legal telephone
UBA Cooling sports band ..
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Bug-trapping clear dustpan
Travelling Key Labeler
Auto Vertical Blind Attachment
GAMER
head to toes shower head
Wine Bottle Lock Up
Harman Listens
3rd eye phone pocket
Environment Augmented Reality
measuring pot
Drone Fan or Cloud or Umbrella
Cable wheel (a new twist)
ChillyDog
3-Way Light Socket Fixer
A better hand dryer
All-in-one portable cat toilet
Pre-measured Dental Floss
Test
This is a test
Bar-Coded Tires
Cats eyes safety pins
The Purse-onal Alarm
disposable trash can
Marsmallow Maker Machine
Attach anything to anything. Why stop with a hook + bungee or weight + gripper? Think bungee + suction cup, twisty + hook, magnet + gripper
Spoon-R-Lid
f
EZ cup
Flatscreen fishtank
Opus iPad Case
Plexi-Reflective
S.T.E.M.MEGA Bots (Prototype)
Frikin' Froster
Smart Lamp with USB Hub
The Mounting Marker
American Girl Arts & Crafts
Individual Kitchen Fan
Multi socket adapter with universal support for charging Iphone - Ipad - Ebook and any other phone
Beanbag towel or table cloth
Ima Chef
mower to blower
Bud balance
Prepare for a Healthy Flight
**RESUBMITTED** SPRING is here and so are the creepy crawlers unfortunately! Get rid of them w/out having to touch or use harmful bug sprays
X Cart Personal Shopper & More
Top Sheet Fit
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Nighty-Night Playset
The Bandome
Pocket Zoo, Bedtime Buddies
The Seated Traveler
Intruder Alert
iCoffee
Temp-Sensitive Dining Ware
the tilt
In Sink Portable Dishwasher
Car Window Screen
An App to detect/identify skin cancer, rashes, severe burns etc.
Baby Baller Bottles
Connected Display Clock
BallCharger
Two flat wrenches in a pocket knife style case, one SAE, one metric. Can be flipped out and used or removed from the case and used.
Optimize your catch by using temperature telling bobber. Bobber color changes based upon the water temperature for angler to maximize catch.
Garden Flag Grip
Support vÃ©lo cigarette
WindPropeller
hot car sensor
Real Simple Cleaning Bags
Wedgie
Adjustable Over Hang Mirror
Any Lid
My idea would change the landscape of a beach by eliminating belongings from getting sandy and wet.A bendable coat rack for the beach. Green
coffee quickin
5 Year Comp. Calendar Album
Smart Charger
The Sensor Light switch
Define -Mini Comp Dictionary
Motion detector light bulbs
Full Coverage Body Apron
Grocery smartcoin
The Contact Lens WhirlPool
Build-A-Bra (B.A.B)
AEOS â€“ Hot Water Monitoring
Baby jar expandable spoon
A convenient bluetooth headset
BBQ Minder
A lightweight, portable air conditioner the size of a fan that you can take with you room to room.
Mesh - Wireless Network Router
Tatoo model stickers
SKIMMER PROTECTOR
Baby Fever
Butter Sprayer
e-patta OR e-Slate
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Touch Screen Paint Easel
Automatic detergent purchaser
Chargeur portable
A mobile app helping in indoor location &amp; navigation of a confined geographical area.
Cargo
Pee Traper
PROBLEM: Dorm door message board pens get stolen or lost. SOLUTION: Pen-less message board. Use anything to scratch a message, even a finger
CITRICOLA.
Tweezer Pleazers
ToasterSnackSack
Bow Tie-Tie
usb roaster & heater
A marker-less dorm door message board! No more stolen and missing markers, an annoyance all students experience.
The water valve BOSS
hoiuyguo
Adjustable desk-top
Kick n' Punch your way! LizzyG
wind turbine
My first qtip test invention
Elevated Charging Station
Adjustable standing desktopper
easy listening
Collapsible Litter box- LizzyG
Story Board
Smooth pour
New Waterproof Shopping Cart
Lego Base Link
TC WeB MACK DADDY BACK PACK
Language Teaching Phone Toy
DVD printer
Lightning3.5
HDMI multi tool
Bluetooth Speaker Hub
" Quirky Cloud "
Twist &amp; Lock Outlets
CITRICOLA.
Stump
RESUB Stacking &amp; Sliding Food Storage. Maximize space and ease of access! The frame stays put while you use the container.
2 in 1 Watering Can &amp; Garden Hose Carbon Filter System: Refreshing, clean water for your personal plants and produce.
Wireless Rear &amp; side view Camera System with Color Display on the dashboard which will make backing up and lane changing for a vehicle easy
Improved Drink Coasters
Wifi Chimney Cleaning Alert
Q-Up
Compost Keeper Motion Activate
Dual Extension Cord
The Forever Planter
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Fun 4-7 yr. old Jewelry plaque
UV Shirt for Dogs
Proper and Efficient Wine Storage...in the Fridge! RESUB - Made top ten during wine round.
Extendable Shower Lotion &amp; Moisturiser applicator for back with cover. Small handle fits in purse and easy to change pads/sponges.
Home Pad
Study Aid: color and picture coded notebooks and paper with easy-to-reorganize sticky pieces; comes with pens in a variety of colors
Finally, the Perfect Cereal Bowl. Not too crispy, not too soggy, but just right. VIDEO included.
DryByNight
On The Case- USB adapter, Headphone storage, Charger
**ATTENTION GE** Want your SELF CLEANING Ovens to be even hotter?? Let's make them App- enabled (Has Not been done)
Playful Furniture (Mattel)
A case with built in "return" label, so there's no mistaking who the item belongs to, if found RESUBMITTED
"A wrapper for your cr**per" made easier??? Touchless Automatic Toilet Seat Liner Dispenser built into the COVER/lid!
Stylish modular storage system, to keep little things around your house well organized and much more
KEEP WARM IN SUBZERO TEMPS
Be proud of your Quirky avatar and bring awareness to the site, and your ideas at the same time! RESUBMITTED
Feet Sheets
Wi-Fi Safety Temperature Baby
Snow-scraping mittens
Digital Measuring Device
Pocket Protector Phone Case? A leather case with money clip holding pens, markers, and stylus pen.
Seal-Tote
Wi-5.0
gsadfs
cleaning brush
Bicycle USB phone dock/charger
Camo Pivot Power Covers
esenter
Vitanni A
Coffee Tumbler w/ Flex Plate
The Patient Poncho is a more comfortable solution for women having mammograms or other tests. It provides more privacy than a hospital gown.
The Better Beach Blanket
Ohana
Bathtub Plunger
"Extended" Backup Battery Unit
Ultra-Violet Toothbrush Bulb
Austin Doggie Diner/Feeder
JackPack - Combine Safety and Comfort - Adaptive fluo vest Wear a backpack and still be seen !
Every knife in the block is designed for a funtion, now we can add one more function with out adding any extra clutter to your kitcher.
beautiful sock organizer
The Switch Case
The Pop &amp; Chop slices your limes, opens your beer, lets you strain out any seeds and conceals a handy ice pick for zombie defense.
Puck Buddy
YinYangs: The Essential Black/White Reversible Socks
Sand Script
Smart Candle Holder!
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Safe frame
Wink Hurricane Shutters
180 Selfie Stick
Solar Powered Tool Belt - each pouch has a solar panel built in to recharge screwdrivers, drills or batteries in the pouch while you work.
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
Was Live Eval Now wPrototype!
Ceiling Fan Wifi Controller
Guitar Strap with pockets
power stick
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
Bestaurant
My Little Friend
home remote door unlock
New Kitchen Gadget for Shrooms
Counter Lights With Heat Lamp
Bikie Talkies
Poop Bag Defender
Bug Be Gone glass and can covers - keep the bugs out of your drink.
Pop-up 'tires' for fitness drills
Kool Aid Bubble Gum
a party mask that can be washa
Iphone Thermal Note Printer
The Perfect Headphones
Wink Enabled Fence Latch
App enabled Food Dehydrator
3 sizes interchangeable Whisks
Recycling Bank - Turn recycling into a family game! Keeps track of how much you recycle while sorting your bottles, plastics, and cans!
App enabled Cage Bird Feeders
Elderly-Handicaped Call Button
Heated clothing
Ever After High Chibis
Wink Nesting Dolls-Gadgets
Wood Canopy
Showerhead/cable heat colour
Twist And Spray Bike Grip!
App enabled thermometer
Popcorn2Go.
App enabled refrigerator coil,dryer vent, duct cleaning tool -Records scheduled cleaning &amp; reminds you when it's time to clean again.
Smart Padlock - Locks by phone
Smart Reverse Osmosis System
Portable Music Keyboard
Clothes hanger bag organizers allow you to store jewelry right with your favorite outfit!
Comfortable ear plugs that have a built in alarm clock so you don't risk not hearing your alarm while sleeping with ear plugs!
Suction Cups with Magnets - stick nearly anything anywhere!
Ultimate Umbrella - Invincible
PROTECT THE NEST!!! - Open &amp; Close your chicken coop door -protects from predators -May even apply to home or other uses
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The One Unit Electric Chair Be
MagLev train set
LEGO INSPIRED WALL ORGANIZER -Q MODULAR BLOCKS hang Keys,reading glasses,scissors, pencils Etc. ~RESUB WITH A PROTOTYPE
Resubmit BUNK BED LADDER SAFETY GUARD- Keeps climbing toddlers off the ladder -Prevents small children from accessing top bunk
App enabled Traveling Water Tester -Test purity of drinking Water anywhere~While traveling abroad ~Tests for contaminants
Download Hub lets party goers easily upload digital photos at the end of the night!
Adjustable fan like lid for microwaving and storing food. Heat food perfectly! Retract the lid to the desired spot!VIDEO INCLUDED! #spotsv
App enabled Deck Lights
Sleeping Bag Storage Roller
Multi sensor iphone case
Deck Post light/mosquito repel
Airless Pet Food Container
Shock resistant bowl
Sandwich hold together
Remote Button Presser
App enabled outdoor Koi Fish pond maintenance ~Vacationing is no problem-Feeds and maintains pond
UV Cleaning Station for bathroom supplies combs, hair brushes, makeup brushes, scissors etc.
SMART KITE App enabled ~How High is my kite flying? -What is the wind speed? These are questions that need answers
Solar powered energy tote
Adhesive Ceiling Texture Tiles
Maglev toy train set.
FROZEN LEMON GRATER TOOL ~It's back, WITH NEW ADDED VIDEO after it was UC, to give better idea of what this tool is
Non stick gel brush
Wink Relay 2: Laser Projection
Rotating FlavorTube!
Headphone with wireless Remote
Bluetooth for glasses
Smartphone placeholder
Baby burper
Bread spread printer
BABY'S CHEF
easy plunge
Wink-enabled Interior Doorlock
Diffus-ez
"Mail Box App"
Swipe Wipes
Wireless Generator
Portable Solar Panels
Projector fan
resubmit PET TREAT SNACKS-COOKIE / BISCUIT PRESS -Make healthy homemade biscuits for Dogs and Cats -Easily and Quickly(video)
Note assistance webcam
Educational Counting Game!
Flat Silicone Bath Room Scale -Rolls up for easy storage -take along on vacation so your mindful not to gain that 5 extra lbs
Resubmit PARENT MONITOR CAM FOR CAR~ So a toddler/young child can see parents face on Monitor in back seat
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BUNK BED LADDER SAFETY GUARD- Keeps climbing toddlers off the ladder -Prevents small children from accessing top bunk SUGGESTIONS
WELCOME
Resub.Tool FOR PRINTING DATE ON PRINTED DESIGNED STICKER ROLLS -Expiration dates for Pantry -Save the date -Garage Sales &amp; More
Wrist Reminders
In control
resubmit DOG / PET SHAMPOO BRUSH W/ SHAMPOO RELEASE FEATURE gentle cleaning that distributes shampoo -gently massages as it cleans
resubmit-GAIN MORE SPACE IN THE SPICE CUPBOARD ~SPICES HANG FROM ADJUSTABLE TENSION ROD
2 in 1 pen ink/whiteout
Band aid GPS child Tracking
The UltiMat. Your basic mat + your mobile device, combine it with speakers built in the mat along with pictures = happy product user!
Blockable
collar with microchip that can be placed on whichever pet that can wear a collar having a tracking system through an app on your phone
Chainsaw Fuel Cap Remover
Personal backpack tent
Blink
Bean bag beach towel or table
Upside down bottle head stand
Outbound Call Ringtone
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
Polaroid - Smartphone case
GPS for ATM machines
Having a camera that can capture who hit your car in the parking lot and therefore allow you to report the incident and have your car fixed!
The Dapper Double Diaper
THE CAP REGISTER
WINK Voice Control + Projector
Digital painting board stand
Cut a better mitre. Use the Easy-Mitre the only splitting Mitre Box. Resub.
Remove iPhone front screens in Less than 30 seconds. Use a cool tool in the process introducing the insect.
ATTENTION SEEKER
Soap Savior
SkiPole Multi Purpose Camera Stick - Monopod, Camera Pole, Tripod, Gyro Helmet Cam, Dolly System, Camera Crane (with VIDEO)
Detox Box sanitizes toys&amp;more
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
A contour gauge that can also level odd shaped items. Introducing the Contour-Level.
Adjustable measuring cup that measures ingredients by volume or weight. Finally the Cup-N-Scale. The measuring cup with a scale handle.
Sleep-E-Zzz
QUIRKY the real SPIDERPIG - Helium filled RC Foil Ballon toy driving upside down on your ceiling
A night light that automatically illuminates when a door is opened. Finally the Hinge-Light.
CAKE & EAT 2
Motion Activated Smart Camera
Fangle
Digital Hopscotch Floor Mat!
USB heated sweater
Capacity Details on Cookware
Solar Class
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Weighing Coasters
Smart Spelling Blocks!
Sleep aid
Hidden Wireless Charging
Ski/Snowmobile Long Jump!
USB Coil-Up Cord
Double-sided Plug Power
Controllable Retractable Leash
Shoe tie claw
LIFE JACKET GPS
Wink breaker panel
Electronic Lift Baby PlayPen
Suction Cup Remote Holder
Easy Ultra
LCD License Plate
Little People Smart Playset
Tube Racers
Flat Extension Chord.
LadyBug Garden Saver
Collapsible Nesting Luggage
Smart Pager
Trim moulding 3D printer
Easy Clog Remover
Smart Essential Oil Diffuser
Potty Step Rail
Flat Power Extension Chord.
Bed Coozies!
50 -50 Styrofoam Paper Plates
The most comfortable place for most people's iphone/ipod is right in the palm of their hand. Let's make that happen for walks &amp; working out
Let's prevent broken hips! Small device teaches you to shift your center of gravity while walking or standing to prevent falls.
Smart Home Surveillance Camera
Smart Pet Leash Monitor
CITRICOLA
Pet Catapult Pad - Auto Launch
Chew Fresh
Amazing Skype Kit
Revolving Push Broom
Kit that would allow you to send your iphone to the ocean depths and return it with a video of the trip.
This idea is a seat with backrest, and swivel types. with or with out soft cusions are optional. It made of any plastic material,
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
"NUDE SHOES"
This idea is a life saving boat paddle, it is detachable at the end of the paddle, and has a few feet long rope or type cable.
Bin Pal
Holdem
PROFESSIONAL NET
own lighting
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Mascara - never run out again!
Smart socket
Bleach toilet brush
Tickling feather
i Phone 6 cases
Thumb Cap
App Enabled Spice Dispenser
Space Shuttle Moon Racers!
No-Heat Dog Waste Bags
Running shoes with rockets
Stay Put Shipping Containers
Bean bag beach towel or table
Carrying case 4 cutting mat
Barrow Bags
Boat Racers! Land/Water Track!
Paw Dipper
Bullseye
Make Your Phone a Tablet!
Tomb Finder
Popcorn Flavoring Machine
Cereal milk
Bean bag towel or table cloth
Holoship
Customizable RC Track
Paint bucket and tray
Toilet Bowl Brush Sanitizer
Nice Floor Mats that alert you when wet. This is the answer to early detection of leaks and floods.
Portable Air Skeeball Game!
Electropeel
IntelliVase
Landscape Flower Bucket
Smart Small Pool Heater
A kitchen measuring cup that's good for dry, wet and solid ingredients. Introducing the Cup-N-Blocks, helps you visualize a quarter cup!
This new product idea is a BBQ tong with built-in Temp digital read gage, it all in one item.
Meal Mat Measure
Easily lift pastry and dough from the counter top to the baking dish. Introducing the Cut-N-Lift.
Foam Art Cappuccino Maker
STW
Phone proximity alarm
LED modular ceiling light
Nothing is worse then waking up at night with the covers pulled up and untucked.I know how to keep you bed spread tucked in and looking nice
Droolifier
Safe Sex Condom
horn born
Wave Auto Qtip Dispenser
PAMAMI
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OUTO (outlet tower) + Q-wink
Stylish fun designer bean bags
The Music Connection
Water Info Submarine Detector!
Finger Force
Camping police
Smart Water Animals!
Lingerie Hanging Drying Rack
Music fish
Twist Headphones
Perpetual Pillow-Box Challenge
Solar Still
Novelty says what you text
A better Pet Water Dispenser!
Protecto Gloves - Stay Clean!
The Bolt Butler is a cone-shaped, magnetic pick-up tool with a handle. It can magnetically "grab" a pile of bolts, nuts, screws and nails.
Flashing LED Antenna Ball
The Garden Saver: The swiveling garden hose and cord guide that protects plants from being damaged by trimmer cords and garden hoses.
Suction Enabled Grill Brush.
iFormula 1 is iphone racing. Dock your engine App enabled iphone on the scaled racing car and see just how fast you can go!
Smartphone Car Mount Set
five star fast food
Garage door shield
Fruit Easy Picking Tool
Bean bag towel \ table cloth
Meeting Point
test
Diesel gas-power long-broad a
A tool for hand washing dishes that is more sanitary than a sponge and more user-friendly than a long handled brush.
egg separator.
Dine and Dock
Pop-Up Fitness Tires
make-up kit and concealer
Money makes the business run!
Doggie Dumper
Chase-my-bus
Sweatshirt Accessory Racer!
Ambient Light Tube! A fun way to light up any room!
iPhone case with attached silicone wrist strap. When not needed, stretch the strap around the edges of the case like a rubber band.
Bean bag beach towel
Kitchen Utensil Drip Catch
RESUBMIT! Adjustable fan like lid for microwaving and storing food. Heat food perfectly! Retract the lid to the desired spot!VIDEO INCLUDED
Bike Lightz
My idea is a "Recordable Children book" where children 2 yrs old + will be able to illustrate and narrate their own and unique story.
NEW Air-Freshener
The idea simply combines a few known tools. 1.- Lifting Vacuum Cup Tool used to carry glass 2.- Bubble Levels 3.- 90 Degree ruler
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ergo bucket.
Get-out "Free and safe outdoor fun for your indoor cat"
The shell
Kids Alarm Smartwatch
The Cloud
Centered Push Broom
cordies stabilizer.
The Ever Ready washing machine
duplex screen PC (recto verso)
The "selfie" isn't going away - so let's improve on it by creating a selfie-mirror!
Track Light Fan
pix.e.pal toy connection
ColorSky
Electrolyte Alcohol
Sensyringe Penjector
Elderly Resistance Band Pillow
Bounce House Safety Stakes
Spinning Storage Wheel
Thin Book Light &amp; Marker
Mason Tea Genie
Collapsible Cereal Packaging
Bilateral Vacuum Cup
Hydraulic powered bathroom radio, no batteries! Conected before your shower, you can listen to music. And it also has a light!
Simplified Kid's Rubik's Cube
IRadio
Retractable Power Surge Plugs
Sugar 3D Pen
Camera And Talk Privacy Case
Youbook
Squeeze! 'Squeeze' your freezer's bags and set an expiration date for your food.
Busy Board
3-Piece Kitchen Aid
A stake that slids into a socket in the ground giving you something to chain your trash cans to on those windy trash pickup days.
Xtensible
My Guiding Light
Double Layer Cooking Plate
MODULAR WINE BOTTLE-HOLDER. With the possibility to extend it, take it apart and make it in many colors. Look at all the pictures.
easy cart
InteractiveProjection Calendar
groceries detector
Kinetic Energy Plates
No Mess Coffee Press
360 Air-Co
Doll Alive
Quirky Smart Watch
WINK I KEG never run out
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Custom Printable Band-Aids
Kid's Klock
Pee Pad Hold n Stash
USB Coil-Up Cord
WeatherFeel
Website: Getting It off your
Calendar frames, each made in various types of woods, plastics, or metals and colors.
BULLYS PEE PAD
Connecting garbage bags as reservoirs!!! Kitchen and bathroom... Lawn & Garden.
Smart Collar
PaperBuilder
Screwdriver + rubber disc.
Gravity Tower
LED Light Bulb/Projector
DVD Storage w/touchscreen
Power Brick Plus
Portable Roller Skates
sports ball holder
bluck
Fire Alarm Door Closer Hinge
hologram
Buggy Racer
1 Size Fits All Coozie
Heat Stroke Warning Eye Black Strip For All Sports
Food press to fill icecube bag
CPAP Aromatherapy
Headphones with Remote
Spin Dry
Virtual Lifeguard
Cake & EAT IT 2
Smart MusicianÂ´s glove: track speed, tempo accuracy, double-note accuracy, difficult sections, etc. Track and visualize data on your phone.
Running Headlamp Headphones
iLamp: charge your phone and display 4 feeds on the lamp shade sides. Â¡A lamp that is truly your own!
FOCUS! Bracelt that Zaps You
6 in 1 Grooming and Hygiene tool: a kind of bathroom Switch Tool. Electric razor, groomer, scissors, tweezers, toothbrush and floss.
Bottle with fruit bowl bottom
A book page holder with reading lights, a pen holder and a foldable stand. Basic improvements on a simple idea. Prototype (kinda).
Light guitar tutor: an app enabled lighting hub that displays scales, notes and chords directly on the fretboard.
An app-enabled sports net that tracks shot accuracy in soccer, tennis, baseball, etc &amp; see results in your phone.
iLamp: charge your phone and display 4 feeds on the lamp shade sides. Â¡A lamp that is truly your own!
A better water cooler: avoid lifting the 5 gallon containers and have a cooler design. (Trunk and waterdrop pictured)
Cat Paw on a Stick
fsddsf
product 1065
FridgeNotes - small touchscreen for refrigerator that syncs notes, grocery list or diet progress with your phone and other Internet apps.
Wink Controls your TV and more
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Infant briefcase to mini iPad, having fun with happiness and functionality!
Introducing the air duster, "Breeze" . A swiffer with a kick in it's tail, squeeze the handle and blow that dust out hard to reach places.
Washing machine soap dispenser
boOM
Doorbell Chime - Wink
Ultimate Car Shade
Message in a Balloon Kit. Great for kids, make their own balloon with a message inside. Launch it into the sky and see how far it will go.
Dog Poop Container
The Better Leaf Bagging System
Cellbracelet
2 piece bathing suit
Fit Nursing Mom
Umbrella standing tip: Make your umbrella stand up. Fits over the tip of an umbrella and opens up 4 supporting legs. No other support needed
Translucent sticker to create a personalized design stained-glass look on your home or office. Your own designs in various shapes and sizes.
Bug-killing vacuum electric gun. Makes it easy to aim, pull in and kill mosquitoes, flies, stinkbugs etc. Integrated light for easy aiming.
Smart Dog Collar
RippleToo - unstink the OTHER SIDE of the sink (just the odor insert for the garbage disposal)
Anti Theft Wallet
hoover floor mate toy
360 EYE
A case to store the iPad pencil in a trendy way, besides to protect the screen and keep the pencil saved (don't lose it anymore).
A charger case to load your iPhone anywhere, easily (with an integrated part that holds the IPhone while it charges).
Add Hot Wheels to your phone with tricked out cool looking cases that lets your phone go zoom zoom with embedded wheels and more
Pressurized backpack to paint. Cleanear and faster than paint by hand.
Toy device to make huge bubble soap... the existing ones are homemade.
Poppy Smart Range Hood
Retractable earbud case. Enjoying music any place, any time. [See video to realize how it can work] RESUB
Ease-Z-Relief Swimsuit
2-piece bathing suit
Self-defense equipment
An iPhone 5 case to charge it in your computer any moment you need... very practical (no more "cable management")
USBs separated by themes. You can view all of it in your computer, just connecting the "base"! Looks like a external HD split in a cool way!
Yogurt/ice cream softserve
Iphone cases to help people affected by the sandy.
BULLYS PEE PAD
Snap on Bike Radio
The LED Color Clipboard
Tenderizer & Marinator Kit
Safety Pan Cover
PlatePal
Bed'n Bag
Mini-Stylus stick to your finger, provides you precise touch your screen. No more big stylus and mistakes in typing. Huge potential market!
upgrated disposable cup
Bath Buddy
Perkley Agents Spy Missions
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Example Invention
Singing Shower
Guitar Cable Lock
Go Go Power Cooler
Sun Shade for Windows
Hot Chokolate
Aqua Jam
Plugin and charging dock-station will allow you to charge your Iphone and other gadgets conviniently at reach!
Quirky Cable
"iQuirky": impact resistant device to view around! See in HD video in the iPhone. With different kind of accessories can be used underwater!
DECORATIONS FRUIT
Beanie booty
Check-Mate
Growing Wooden Skewers
Star Gazing Goggles
Taking Medicine? Attaching a special case with pods for capsules you can activate your Iphone alarm clock and have in hand your medicine.
Insole Idenity
E.A.P. Drone Charging Station
Can Grab-Holder
Swimming goggles with camera to see underwater in the iPhone! [Collaboration with Ryan Hydro]
â€œPIVOT BOXâ€
Double Dock Port for Laptops
Jog leash
PORTABLE ROBOT AIR CONDITIONER
BABY WATER MOTORCYCLE
BABY WATER CAR
Robot for breakfast
Party Chair
3X3X3
Poppy Ice Cream Maker
Bicycle S-Distance
AFO Slide
Gourmet knife to cut vegetables in a secure and easy way!
Gourmet knife to cut vegetables in a secure and easy way! RESUB 476 votes!
Portable cleaning supply basket. Carry it through the house, then roll it under the sink. Spray bottles hang to save space for other items.
Stop Food Waste Reminder
Resubmit: Carry blueprints, small tools, and more w/ this multi-use strap. Contractor version replaces utility belt!
Solar Planter
Cats: Hunt, Eat, Groom, Sleep
Modular Charger AC/DC + Stand
Flexible mini-Tablet Strap
Smart Emergency Exit Lights
Roller Derby Bike Trainer
Click on Makeup Brush+Dry Rack
Reading Tool w/ App
Smart Emergency Exit Lights
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Modular Mower
Taking Medicine? Attaching a special (and cool) case for capsules you can activate your Iphone alarm clock and have in hand your medicine.
Smart Jug Spout
self-heating mug
Coffee Tamper (or Mat) With Pressure Gauge - An essential tool for serious home baristas
Electrolyte Mixers
smartbox !
The smart jug
Weatherproof Television
An organizer bag to store all your device stuff (iPhone/iPod cables, connections, magic mouse and others)
Fitted Top Sheet
Battlebots Toys
AirDry AnyWhere
Choose-your-Tone Smoke Alarm
Stop Food Waste Calendar
WAVE it
CoolPet Chill Pad
The Roller Bag Charger! The charger for travelers on the go â€“ a roller bag which charges electronics using the rolling motion.
Tuple Chain (Friendly Family)
Free-Kam
Olive Oil Spreader Bottle
Flashippers
Frozen Cooler for meal shakes
Keep your book open while you read, mark your place when you're done, &amp; keep your pens together. Works w/ laptops, notebooks, &amp; tablets too!
Survival shoelaces with a kick
Towel with magnets! Time to wipe kids will be easier, make a cape or a skirt with the towel, just connecting magnets! Adults will love too!
Enliven
Mutemic
iPhone Roller Charger Case/Companion - Use a simple flywheel to spin up a charge for your devices.
The TV squeegee
Magic mouse customized with stickers. A trendy and cool way to differentiate your device at the crowd!
Pouchie
Safe Band
Bake Shapes - Christmas!
sketch plane cube
shadeless
COOL PET
fgngffg
A kit to convert a Crate into a dolly. Don't unload just wheel them around. Great for milk crates too!
The Squeeze n' Feed - Toddler food feeder. A quick and convenient way to supply food that a toddler would be able to feed to themselves.
Flight Essentials Power Box
Bean bag towel or table cloth
Heated washer nozzles
Brush Floss N Toss
Threaded plastic POOL POLES with holes for draining, pool net with flexible scraping edge, flexible rubber/silicon bristle brush
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Painting with a roller today. Why is the paint tray on the floor? Bad back. Finally a paint tray at my level, Quirky please give it legs!
Safety Buckle
DateS
EleSnucker
Watering Can with Hose Holder
high power LED cooling system
A multi-side dock station. A Clever clip to all needs of idevice users. Also to outdoor use, water resistant.
Beanbag towel or table cloth
Poppy Spyder
Save your knees and back when working on your car. Introducing a tool bag that you can kneel, sit or lay on keeping all tools within reach.
USBs separated by themes. You can view all of it in your computer, just connecting the "base"! Looks like a external HD split in a cool way!
"Equalizer glasses", activated glasses with the beat of music. Put on evidence the beat you're listening ! Trendy and cool accessory!
ToyMate
OceanFinder
bracelet key
The "Anything" Headphone
Punch Hole with light &amp; mirror
Energy Harvesting Doorbell
Modular, customizable, programmable ergonomic computer keyboard, USB hub and media card reader
Wink Existing Detector Alert
Night Light Driving
AC cord push-pull attachment that stays with power cords and assists in lever-actuated disengagement and handle-assisted insertion.
Orange Earthquake
"iTimepiece Beat"... Light activated watch with the beat of music. Show the power of you're listening in your idevice! Trendy and cool!
Leave it on the grill tongs
Brakesafe
An Apple Magic Mouse that never dies How nice would it be if you never had to change the batteries
GE Heated Locker
pro power unlimited
Vibwatch
Evercold shirt
Toothlet
Selfie stick tripod
Automatic Litterbox
Toaster
Test
App enabled HVAC filter alert
Funny Boiled Tasty Colored Egg
Heated Football
Easy Clean New-Wave Drip Bowl
iCue Connected Thermometer
Case inspired at the Buckminster Fuller geometrical structures. Glow (with style) when someone is calling or you're talking.
Cooler Caddy
mini Dairy Kitchen FactoryWINK
Home Depot Bath Fan
Paymax
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Resizable juice sport bottle
Warm/Cool vest App controlled
Sort pans in kitchen cabinet
Grill Buddy
Clamp Portable Speaker
PowerBox
Swell X Regenerative Surfboard
WaterMe
"Light" Cane that Works with Your Phone's Battery.
"Light" Cane that Works with Your Phone's Battery.
Carcooler
Poppy Critter Chow Box
"Light" Cane that Works with Your Phone's Battery.
Night owl safety bracelet
Glasses Finder
Your Hand - The New Keyboard
Modular Smart Garden Sticks
Chest Bed with Speakers
Sketch Master
Turn Your Jelly Jars Into A Wine Decanter, Flour Sifter, Olive Oil Dispenser or Sugar Shaker with A 4-Pack of Interchangeable Mason Toppers!
chairDOG
Want a cutting board to solve all of your cutting and chopping problems then check out my Mega Cutting Board.
Etching Printer -Device you insert a tile or panel into that uses drill bit to etch custom image or text.- Can include lighted display base.
Upgrade for Pond/Fountain bell
Want to help your small dog to reach the car window to stick his/her head out and also keep them from sliding side to side with each turn.
Interactive Kazoo
Storytelling Shadow Play set
Baby dropped his pacifier? Afraid of germs and the 5 second rule? No problem with a reversible pacifier. This pacifier turns inside out.
Ladies freshen up anywhere with my Mini-Folding Flat Iron with retractable cord. At a party, out to dinner, at school, you are all set!
Robotic Window Cleaner
Car Wash Delivery Scooter
App-enabled 'Hot or Cold' Game
TextBloc
E-ink Bluetooth Headphone
Reusable plastic caps for your makeup pencils that have a sharpener built into the cap. Can be used for other pencils and sold in sets.
custom 3-D movie glasses
Timed ball pit balls
Fold Away Pet Door
Styled Window AC w/LED+Camera
chew Tobacco spit cup
Polar Lava Fan
Blue Buds
Steering Wheel Hand Grips
Customizable String-O-Lights for Party, Holiday, or Full Time Decor. -Slip on whatever style covers/caps you want over RGB LED light pegs.
Above The Crowd
The Gallery
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Bare feet carry dirt and germs into your house and onto your floors. This is a quick easy way to clean &amp; dry feet before entering your home.
Lawnmower weed control holster
Door Mat That Turns On Light
#spotsv Make-up junkies who like to travel light. Bring your mascara, liner, etc. in small make-up tubes, just like your larger versions.
Support Horizontal pour Gateau
Light Up Love Desk Heart
Connectable Plastic Hangers!
A better wheelchair for the next generation (that's us!). For those who can move with their feet or need to be pushed, a light, comfy chair.
Child Safety Bracelets
The most logical place for hand sanitizer is the bathroom. A TP holder &amp; Hand Sanitizer unit that prevent the spreading of germs on handles.
no more lost
a women with a dream of a pool
Kinetic Wireless Speaker
cover me
sds
PORTABLE CLOTH DRIER
A bathroom drawer organizer made for traveling so your personal care items stay organized and accessible like you were at home.
Auto-Slice Cheese Storage
Walkie Alarm Buddy *Challenge
Induction Unit To Replace Coil
Smartphone Waterproof Handset
DON'T TOUCH my Phone Screen
Collapsible Shelf Storage Unit
Smart Home Air Vent W/Lights
Fridge Faucet
Hookah Lock
Cargo Basket for Under Sink
Integrated Shelves *Challenge
Layered Cutting Board
Laundry Stain Remover Hoop
Ultra-Violet Toothbrush Bulb
Defender...Smart iPad Wallet
Master Lock Keypad Case Opener
Squirt To Move Toy Vehicles
Charge-on-the-go
The handbag apron. Apron that has all the supplies needed for household cleaning, it also folds into a handbag for easy storage and travel.
sproc.it
Magic Highlighter
Vanity tree
The Jesus Bobber
PHONE-BLOCK
Let there be light!
Grilling Season
Celebrity wake up call app. Request your fav celebrity to call with a prerecorded wake up call, inspirational message, holiday wishes, etc.
Resubmit. For your iPad or iPad Mini: A simple padded CASE WITH A CROSSBODY STRAP.
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Seat Belt's Breast Friend
Barbie Winter Olympic set 2.1
V-Pad 10K
The Plug Protector
Voice Command Headphones
Drink KOOZIE with FLIP-TOP LID. Keep your drink cold AND keep insects out.
Magnetic Laundry Drying Rod
PIROUETTE
Convert Junkmail and Yard waste to Eco friendly fuel. Make your own logs and keep warm this winter or create your own mulch blocks
FanPlate
Cookie/Chips Dispenser
Call 5 people on your cell at a touch of 1 button. Eliminate voice recognition that rarely works and say goodbye to scrolling your contacts.
GloCord
Ah Motion Detect for Spotter
Sanding Glove
Maintain Shower Temperature
Door Locker
An app enabled temperature taking device that a child can wear as a braclet that allows the caregiver to monitor via device
Hot water energy saving device
Dog Gone Potty
sylvia's sponge
A Truly Smart Home
Kitchen Cabinet Storage Organizer for Pots, Pans, Lids, Baking Sheets, Cutting Boards and More. Easy to use and set up. No hardware needed.
Shampoo/body wash holder that sticks to shower wall using suction cups or over shower and ALSO keeps them upside-down using elastic bands!
This product idea is a cutting board with a detachable waste cantainer in front.it has clamp type grips on both sides to clamp on counter.
Easy to fill and Easy to empty! The bottom slot where the paper comes out is the same dimensions as the width of an empty roll. In and Out!
An adapter for ANY headphone to plug into that allows the user to be aware of his/her surroundings, by decibel level settings: off lo med hi
Watering Can with Hose Holder
Expandable Infant Bed
Magic Cubes
Photosense
Smart Mouse
Storm /Screen Window Combo Kit
musical rc car and truck
Color Shifting watch
Storage Organizer for All your digital memory devices and cords.
SmartMice ( Comfortable Mode)
Travel potty
Find My Love One
Bacteria Sensor
We have to create a more safe and secure emergency system that will prevent future gun violence in schools like the one in Sandy Hook.
it's a video game controller as your school lock it's fun and cool
D.W.A
WatchoutCast App Rel 1.1
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J.K.E. (Gyro kenetic Energy)
ZZZzzz in a bag
Smart Flow Smart Gas Tracker
Learn-to-Type Keyboard
digital
GloBear Mountable Nightlight
Frappelattea
Magnetic Damping Stool
Snack Bowl
Smart Phone Remote Ringer
Crutch Stay Up. (TWO DESIGNS!)
Emergancy brake assist
EL Wire/Tape Zip Tie
Hollow connecting joints for cardboard tubes from paper towel rolls. New variation on previous submit not selected due to competing product
Mama's Medicine Marker
Cake Sculptor
Leg rests for wheelchairs
Wink Button -- Resub #468250
Remote Towel/Blanket Warmer
H2O LapTop
The App Trap
Quirky EspaÃ±a
MW FRIEGG
Power Tower
High Efficiency Dish Washer
App-enabled Luggage Weight Mat
Carkoveredy- ( dealership)
"X" out athletes foot
Swinger
Mechanical Chalk Pen
Creature comforts
Tastes Like Dirt
iPod Touch 5 (16GB) attachment
Ralaf
Olive Oil Dauber Bottle
Space Gladiators
Jay Leno Supremo Watch winder
this product is a kids flavor frozen treat, that can be used over&over again, it can be filled with your kids favorite color treats
Honey Warmer
FREEZA
(the "iPACK") a single strap backpack/messenger bag with a separate compartment for ipad, that allows user to walk while "ipadding"
iPhone/iPod/iPad Jumper Cable.
The Light Walker
Retractable Pet Barrier
This new and unique product idea, is a fish fillet knife with built-in weight scale to weigh fish. it has two sided cutting blades.
Choose-a-Tone Wink Smoke Alarm
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AppEnable Defrosting Container
mason jar microwave lids
USB Noodle
Mattel Magno Task.
Parent+Baby Hammock for Two
Sleep sack with mosquito net
**WINTER WOES** - GLOVELINE
lew
Mattel Fog Popper
Airplane pocket
Phone to Work/Play Station
Hi
AutoFlow
Lottery number generator app
Water Pipe Freeze Sensor
A system that plans ahead for you and monitors all of your groceries, in relation to your specific recipe needs.
Mosquitoes be gone!
barbie glam TV
Bouncy House Lights
Tallerme
Custom Chip Flavorer
Baby Vitals Monitoring Mat
No more ice scraping!
Lightening Proof Blinds
adhesive tape easy to use.
Home Appliance Replacement App
App-enabled Hide-and-Seek Game
travel suitcase / bed.
Wink Smart Cleaning
Smart Plant Pot
Cellbomb App
Smart Couples Pillow
App-enabled Tabletop Tripod
Margarita Moat
Bathtub villi teeth pad
Smart Hamper with Scale
Potty steps &amp; seat
The Icy Apron Keeps Chefs Cool
Sun Protection Sunshades for your car or truck to keep cool in the summer!!!
a spill-reducing mug, so hand tremors and shakes won't matter much when carrying from the kitchen to wherever.
A waterproof case &amp; earbuds for an iPod / iPhone - listen to music and take underwater photos
Tablet Habitat
Brake pad wearing indicator
Toothbrush that glows when you've brushed your teeth for long enough (built in gyroscope to sense amount of time/brush strokes)
Wristwatch, Hub, &amp; Accessories to Universally Control Everything Including Lights, Car, Appliances
Wink Smarter walk/drive way!
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Chrysanthemum umbrella .
The "Bra-kect"
!RESUBMIT! The Back Zip Backpack: An anti-theft, anti-bullying, pack that opens from the back instead of the outward facing side.
home safety monitor
Car back lash protection
Wink Calorie Counter
Counting Basketball Backboard
asdg asdg asdg asdg
Hands Free mobile set.
flexible silicone sphere
Counting Basketball Backboard
Foot Tracks Orthotics
Key Find
Promo- Quirky Flash Drive- Swiss Army Flash Drive- Flash Drive with Female USB Plug in the rear and a side slot that ejects an SD card
The Flatbread Scooping Morsel Maker
Google Project Ara Wink Module
Corn Cob Bobbers
Tapered Stacking Containers
Countertop 1 Gal. Water Cooler
The helper
The Bed Alarm
Spy Camera
Furnace Filter Alert
Line extension for Quirky Silo. Filtered water pitcher pours a perfect cup of water. Water stops just like a dog's drinking bowl. Resubmit.
Shoebox Smartphone Projector
Easy Lift Shovel
Blind Spotter
wrist fanny packs
Retro Charge
Foam Out
Wireless post detector
Cwic Couch Cover
Zodiac Cakeâ€™s decorative discs
The Bucket Spout
Kitchen modeller blocks
Pillow Cover Template Kit
Powered shopping trolley bag
Mattel My Story.
A cleaner cleaning caddy
Missions Language Convo
Moby Volt
Battery adapter
The Sancturary Door
Gesture Sense
Hair begone
bluetooth alarm clock
Sew New
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Tired that someone has dumped left overs in the sink and some of it is underneath the dishpan. Dreading to have to clean the bottom of it?
Footy Heater
The Barbie Ranch Dream House
Key find
No bulky case
MagnaWrap
Kids love to draw. Lets give children a digital upgrade to the Etch A Sketch. Fun,portable, rugged. Q's digital Art Pad.
Banky
Spray
Havaball (PbQ Mattel)
ControLink
See It
APP CONTROLLED DRAWING WHEELS
ProbioTeac Drink
iSnow Plow
APP ENABLED BRACELET
PinPression Bread Maker
self sufficient 3D printer
double smartphone pen
Harman Dually Headphones
GPS Laser Light Shoe Guide
Print on the go with PRINT-GO
Photon Hob
Disinfecting cotton swabs
Safe Sense
BLUE
Masstr
Smart Wink Bracelet/Wristband
The one step washer
Wink Smoke Detector
Havaball
AutoTent
The CPAPPie
Cooler Hat
jenna a mcintosh
Solar-powered cooler! When using a cooler, you're probably out in the sun. Harness the sun's power to help chill your food, drinks, etc.
Holo Wear
Kelly's invention
App enabled robot painter
Microwave Stirrers
Plunger holder
Wake up and smell the coffee - an alarm clock that releases a coffee scent when the alarm goes off, to get you up and going in the morning
Cardboard Challenge Strainer
no finger stick tape
Gravity
Black Baby Powder
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Morning Manager
Magnetic Mini Folding Spatula
scissors
Tubism Ziplock Tubes
Harman Headphone CAM
trash can with hooks
Band Type Inflating Tube
Morning Manager
Integrated iPhone Case
Water tank for plants
Laptop bag to a charging table
Beachwheels
I phone/I pod case that has a cord attached so you can hang and wear it around your neck. Earbuds attach easily. Credit card pocket on back.
Eco Thermo Chromatic Paint
Mirror in the front door
Black baby powder
Chestshaper
Handy Book Holder
Flip Up Reading Glasses
Baby communicater
Tritium Illuminated Key Sheaths/Covers that will glow for 10 years!
Lightswitch Countdown Timer
light guard
Hide-Seek Game Kit
Luggage Cart
Strawberry Huller and Slicer
A Key Chain That Has Glow In The Dark Key Sheaths.
Hanging Door Dresser
The PAINTKEEP...A spring-loaded insert for cans of paint, varnish, etc. to prevent air contamination and "skinning" of the surface.
Washer without the bend
Pull Out Shelf
Collapsible Measuring devices
Climbing Tree
Utensil Plus!
PetFit and Finder
Kid's Clock Set by Parent App
SNAP-TRACK Wi-Fi Speakers
Headphones of Tomorrow
App-En. Outdoor Outlet/Thermom
Zen Chime Pool
SNAP-TRACK EMERGENCY LIGHT
Snap-Track Nanny Cam
Quirky+GE Snap-Track Detector
Indoor Wind Capture Generator
A weighted stroller cushion that provides additional resistance when the stroller is pushed. Calories are burned & your baby is comfy!
The SpringBack toilet seat
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Hydration Cane
Adjustable Desk
A Better Helmet
Conductive motorcycle gloves
Programmable piggy bank
Interactive Ferrofluid Dome
Wireless Onboard Speaker
Foaming Dish Soap Dispenser
The Commuter GPS
Two Direction Extension Cord
Motorized platform for filming
Power Weights
Charging Block Robot that Finds You
Wink Parcel Home Delivery System :: Secure Your Packages from UPS or FedEx
Car slumber vibrator for beds
Climate Lock Frames
Fishing Friend
EASY-REACH SHELF UNITS . Move front items out of the way so you can FIND & REACH items in the back of your kitchen cabinets.
App Fridge/Desk Calendar
Why display that boring white paper towel roll ? My design is a Collapsible Paper Towel Holder inspired by the design of a Chinese Lantern.
adult training wheels, as people grow older they loose their balance, &amp; cant enjoy bike riding like they used to
CrazyBone
Headphone+Bluetooth speaker
Liquid Holder Showerhead
IPad/laptop warm bag
Pipe-Less Sprinkler System
Ipad Mini Case with Handle
Crates for pets
lets create a male 30pin to a female lightning addaptor to allow us to use our old apple devices with new accessories
cell phone screen cleaning pad
Anyone who has a cat and takes an interest in its well being knows that it needs to be stimulated. A maze is the perfect way to do so.
a pillow case that looks like a stuffed animal. you would feed the animal your pillows through the animal's mouth.
Bobble Spring cat Toy
A laundry basket that has a side that unhooks and acts as a ramp to your front loading washer so the clothes can be poured into the machine
Trek Support Battery Solution
My Guiding Light
a SINK LINER that protects valuable dinnerware and glassware while you hand-wash dishes.
Sleep Apnea Mask Sleep Sleeve
side by side refridgerator freezer with easy access to locate and reach food products in the freezer part and in the fridge part.
Kitchen garbage can that opens like double doors for easy removal of bag
Baby Bottle With Timer
Air dry folded towels with existing towel rack. This creates airflow in half the space. UNDER CONSIDERATION feedback applied.
Action Figure Lightswitchs
Designer Tarps, to mimic roof tiles, stucco, plant life etc. Covering something doesn't have to be an eye sore.
it's a video game controller as your school lock it's fun and cool
The PediPad Bath Mat
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EASY-REACH SHELF UNITS let's you find and reach items in the back of your kitchen cabinets.
Boss Alert
Mini-Mechanic
Stove Knobs
EASY-REACH SHELF UNITS let's you find and reach items in the back of your kitchen cabinets.
Illuminated Emergency Ladder
LASER WALL GRIDâ€¦hang things level, straight and with exact even spacing without measuring!
LAZAMAZE
Pivot Power Expandibles
Inventory Management Scale
Constant Clean Curtain
EMF Shield Pregnancy BellyBand
Baby Heart Monitor w/ AppAlert
Elegant mirror
Don't Forget Me To-Go Box
Bluetooth/Speaker Dock/Charge
Driver's Guarding Angel
Just "Clip &amp; Save" Shopping List/Coupon Clip
Travel Massage
Just a simple solution to a everyday problem. A trash can that is easy to clean. Please see images provided.
David Stone
Sewing Machine Printer
Dayter
Sharpest Sharps Container
Self Expanding Tent
Create Your Own Quirky String of Lights! Perfect For Any Occasion Video
wristrisk
Walk in the clouds
Electric Gyroscope Toy - Kid Fun as well as a cool desk item for your office.
Do you sit on your bed and watch tv? Do you get a stiff neck and sore back from doing so? Introducing the Ergo Bed Chair.
"Eazy Sleeve"
The Cellphone Booth
Screen Scribe
Wax Wafer Candle
SeltzerBottle
Barbeque Bucket Buddy
Snooze at Night
A Voice Activated Spices Holder/Dispenser! The Q-Smart Spice is App-enable to know what is missing, best combinations, where to buy, etc.
A pair of earbuds with a Microphone attachment in the back of one of the buds. Twist up for speech and back down for music. Simple.
Candle Snuffer Timer
New Apple Cable Adapter - 30 pin to 9 pin so that ALL your old IPhone gadgets don't need to be upgraded!
MakeUp to Go
THE GUN LOCATOR
Bobble Garbage Pail
Solar Powered Letter Board Sign
NEVER drill through your cabinets again to install handles. Attach the handles with magnets and/or self adhesive tape.
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Hot tires
Plastic Shower liner with multiple layers
Bottle Refilling Made Easy
ELECTRONIC PASSPORT
Mod Trunk
Kids Xbox controller
A Quirky Hot Dog Cooker! The cookers I own are inconvenient,hard to clean and take way to long to cook.I know we could design a better one
magic vibe
Exchange of electrical current
idea 1
The refillable rock salt dryer Ball Dry your clothing in half the time with the power of rock salt
Hot Chocolate tea bags.
The plastic 3way LED LightBulb. Its the next bright ideal in lighting solutions
STAY WARM IN SUBZERO CLIMATE
Banana Tree Clip (Dissipate Ethylene Gases).
Orange Extract
BoxGo Leash
The Flat Spring Loaded Cooler
Drones racing+APP+GLASSES
Bottom Pour Measuring Cup
Soft side Collapsible Cooler: Insert hard plastic blue ice into the slots to create hard wall. The blue ice folds to fit in freezer.
Forget Me Not Button
Squeezie Handle
Stand Up Crayons
sleep gear for stress relief
Mason Jar Lid Rack
The stack tracker
Bulletproof Scrollbar
Smart Phone Connected Mailbox!
Headphones Double Sound
H-Ear Clip
Heated Snow Blower/Melter
Sideline Sports Sensor
Real Time Electricity Bill Tracking!
Plug-to-Plug Motion Control
Plug "IN" Gadget
The Growler Chill
iPhone Dock Bluetooth Handset
Sleeping Bag Bed
Vehicle Bake Shapes
Night Rider Skateboard
FlashMat resub. from q 1.0.
Rake w/ Pan/Shovel Combination: You squeeze a handle on the device and it rakes into a catch pan or shovel device.
Pool Heater Hose Attachment
sewing patterns to fabric
Foodie Clips
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Tape
Upright/Portable BackpakVacuum
I Phone styles ring
The Versatile Snake
Red & Green Light Water Fun
CornerRock
Fishing Friend
Detachable Solar Path Light
City Survival
free walk
Spill-No-More
KVention
MULTI-HOOK: Dual hooks & cable tidy. Attach with adhesive or suction. Cord organization & versatile storage for cloths, dustpan/brush, etc.
Paper Cutter and secure
EarPod winding reel that can remain attached while iPhone is in use. Easy access to earbuds, optional key chain, can attach to iPhone case.
Digital Calendar tablet that replaces the regular daily/monthly planners.
!!!A refillable helium balloon kite With Skydivers!!!
BODY TOSS (WATER GAME)
Fireplace LED log
DualScreen super thin oLED cover iPad or iPhone case / Possibly also with extra battery or not, you decide.
Slim solution, organizing objects designed with customizable boards, using only plug-ins,which serves for storing magazines,wines,and so on.
splash guard
Visionary Blinds
Snap and Focus
Benefit truck drivers.It is very safe and save alot of time.Auto-switch that built inside the truck that help the landing gear come down
#NEVWET Paint Tray: Easy to clean paint tray with NeverWet coating.
Strap Anywhere Massager
Designer Tarps, to mimic roof tiles, stucco, plant life etc. Covering something doesn't have to be an eye sore.
Wink Baby Gate
An iPad case made from Styrofoam and designed to look like pontoons. Providing the ultimate protection and still remaining functional.
Scaffold: Easily assemble your own customizable storage solution. Modular extruded aluminum shelving system.
Douceur Hammam Glove
A Residential Emergency Escape Ladder that illuminates the way to safety. Communicates to 1st responders.
Air dry folded towels with existing towel rack. This creates airflow in half the space. UNDER CONSIDERATION feedback applied.
Windowsill planter that sides out when you close your blinds and back when opened. Clip-on, slide and enjoy.
Grill Roto Roaster
Herbert's Helper Egg Drip Catcher
*PowerScroll* charger + light
Multiple Watering Can
#QCYCLE An Easy-to-Use, Universal Shopping Basket for Bicycles! Load and Go! (Original submit Feb 2012)
Program
Eco Friendly iPod Cases
Hooked Up Hanger
Bling Your Rim
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Character Can Opener
App enabled "Smart Snow Globe". It "simulates" the weather using raindrops, snowflakes, sunshine, clouds and lightening/thunder effects.
Light inside the cabinets. One light unit switched on and off by the cabinet door, wirelessly controlling more lights inside the cabinet.
Smart Gnome
Hate your I Phone Cord sticking out the bottom? Re Route it! Inspired by SideSocket. HELP Please?? Need Better Render for Major Influence.
Baby carriage Shaker
This garden tool is to be used to remove those rocks that seem to never disappear from your garden,
Going to the beach and/or pool is fun, but chasing your towel down the beach is not.. QTClips solves this issue better than anything else.
Minimal Power
MATTEL SOFT BUDDYÂ´S
To have kitchen cannisters with two compartments, top biggest part for as usual items, the bottom for decafe and sugar-free, like products.
HIVE Natural Cough Drop Maker
3d toys for kids
A water game full of thrills.
Bluetooth Lock Strips
Utencils Phone Case
Electric Bed base
Thor line extension
What if your phone could save your life? The Shoq Box protects your phone while protecting you.
Boarding Pass Band
A small flashlight that clamps onto a cane. People who use a cane sometimes find themselves in a dark room--having a flashlight is great.
Iphone, Mac and ipad case with speakers!!! Portable speakers on the go attached to your i-device! Hear quality music wherever you are.
And again I ask, How many Tater Tots must die? Resubmitting after 680 votes! Save the Tots.
A rigid item that attaches to the iPhone5 9-pin to 30-pin adapter that wraps around the back and supports the phone on present accessories.
Iphone case with a solar charger! Never go powerless again! Could also be an indoor light charger
Flavor Flush Caps
Make a mirror that is an iphone case, with a small pocket to put cards and money.
LP Playdate Playset
End the Corded VS Cordless Power Tools Debate!! One Tool Now Does Both!
*STRIDE* motivational bracelet
Harness the power that flows through your phone jack. When your power goes out, jack up the light!
Small device to your car key that alerts if you locked your car or not and if you have windows closed. Be sure that you secure your car.
Swiss Mouse Chalet
Safety faucet cover
Animated Meteorologist Gnome
A3: Jobs and Gigs
Toe Scale: Just put your toes on the thin pad, a slight heel lift and your weight is displayed. All this at 1/5 the size of a regular scale.
Bluetooth Flash for IPhone. Slide-on case or kept separate. Countdown timer on phone screen to synchronize slight camera &amp; flash delay.
Handle changing colour on heat
Plank/Push-up Level
Little People My Drone Buddy
Custom Compartments Lunchbox
Good Behavior Board w APP
Resub, Handheld non-electric/electric hybrid sewing machine, simple and easy to use. The Simple Stitch. (505 views, and 430 votes)
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Toggle Clasp Rubber Band
stockers bestfriend
Bluetooth POCKET D&amp;D Character/Monster. Vibrates once the battle begins, Vibrates twice-lose,Three you win. Battles without leaving pocket.
x-runner
Front-Loading Washer Door Prop
introducing the Flying Maid. The maid that can get around quickly, and be forever at your service.
Motorized Lazy Susan
Drawer for chairs
A Trash can with built-in (not bend) dustpan, broom snaps on and has a telscoping handle to wheel with ease. No lift trashbag door.
Crack the egg easily
MuldiDapter
Pop Up Clipboard Light. (Very Simple &amp; Novel)
Floating SPA
Spy Fish. The camera that has no problem blending in with the fish.(resub)
Resub, Handheld non-electric/electric hybrid sewing machine, simple and easy to use. The Simple Stitch.
Complete Fire Alarm
Quick and Easy Duster
It is adapter for urinal cover which automatically goes up when not in use.
Pop Top
Brease
Pivot Power Bling
Barbie's Rock Climbing Wall
Wink Heated Dish Plate
Poppy Juice
Retractable cell phone cord and other power cords,
My idea is simple a doggy bottle & bowl for car trips of any length of time. Which Would be extremely helpful to pet owners.
gCode
BriefBucket
The Strap-It
FreshZone
3D Moving Image Playing Cards
Pillow Fort
Tea bag holder
the carseat nanny
Gummy Vitamin Dispenser
A Stovetop with integrated heat sensors in the range hood. Working together provide safety and control of objects being heated
harmon challenge - Turbine
Lighted Musical Canopy
A Cordless Television Remote Control Plus Telephone System All In One, It is a rechargable item.
Barbie and the Bungee Jump
SmartHold
Nustaband
Fusion; 3 in 1 cocktail muddler
Talking basketball rim
Lime Cutter
ShowerPal: A shower sponge with an adjustable handle and a shower gel dispenser
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silent keyboard
SCARY SCARE CROW/ APP
Floor/Ceiling Mount Tube Slide
Tired of being boxed in by binders that are not versatile? Me too. The answer is a ModBind (Modular Binder) What you need when you need it!
Portion Control that works. A timed snack delivery system that allows a sweet treat once a day. The Snaq Attack that keeps you on track.
pacifier with led light
Baby B Safe
A Trendy Serving Bowl; Serve food in style, Keep it fresh and save some space.
Check Oil Gloves
smart kitchen storage box.
Wink Omnidirectional Worklight
Multi Purpose Pull Cart
l.e.d. pacifier
QR Chop
A shower sponge with an adjustable handle and shower gel dispenser
Bathtub Water Level Sensor
Smart Watch Charging Stand
All-In-One Humidor
Plug n Play Bookshelf
Sweat/Wet Hamper
Drip not , waste not
Stereo + Home Cinema Reciever
Luggage Locator
Hotel: Powered Phone Stand
Right Angle Blades
pina colada with coconut
Mailalert
Hotel Guest Control Console
Bath Paws
Protable Wind Generator
Sunless Interior Solar Lamp
Pot stand to drain grease
This tool reaches where your hands or traditional cleaning tools can't! It scrapes, smooths, removes, stirs, tucks, and more!
Planeteers Power
Zen Traveler
SHOE ARMOR
DIAMOND FINDER
EXTRA FINGERS FOR TEXTING
Easy Squeeze Tube
Mirrored camera lens cover for taking sneaky pictures with cell phone/iPhone/Smart phone (the Subtle Snap?). Also serves as lens protector!
An umbrella that won't blow over at the beach! Great for the beach, poolside, or on your deck at home. Check out its many uses.
COLD AC IN YOUR CAR SEAT!
BARBIE COVER FOR CRICKET PHONE
ANTI THEFT CELL PHONE LOCK
DON'T DRINK THE COFFEE GROUNDS
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A Laptop â€œFunctional Caseâ€ bag with which you can work professionally while standing, walking, running, parachutingâ€¦ you name it!!
Gym Clothes Dryer for travel and work; do something about soggy, smelly clothing from exercise.
Power Vent
Paint Patch Pen
keep-cord
Re-engineer/engineer off-the-shelf components to produce small amounts of electricity and help reduce your electric bill.
hydraulic toilet plunger
Simple picture frame that holds either a picture or an iPad. Quick to put up for parties and display slideshows or quickly liven up a room
Stop a Walking Washing Machine
PawDoor special
Smart Rack: Bike handlebar smart phone/tablet mount with light. Holds digital device for ease of access with light and extra battery life
Air sound
Koobing
Hook Tack holds cords &amp; more
Better Multi-tool With Useful LED Lights
PureFrÃ©e Food Processor Work Bowl
Perfect meal
PowerLoop
Nightstand Night Light Mat
It's A Basket Case
A Quirky Litter Box SystemMusical colors game
With 2 panels for adjustable length, The Tier-Tray sits on top of another dish, creating a shelf. At each corner, a hook prevents slipping.
Retractable USB Power
Modern Extension Cord
worldwide gaming market worth $48.9 billion! Lets get some of it!
roby
Beekapoo Privacy Clip
The Standalone Headphones
Quirky Christmas/universal Lights Video
Expand
Tearaway Nappie
The Kapad2 frees users from traditional keyboards and allows them to type at a more natural position.
Cat's Eye - Austin Challenge
Auto Vibration
LOCiMOTIVE
Coloring Book Lap Easel
Kid Kart
Pivot Power Plug-Through
Dogwash!
Fillable Bake Shapes / Needle
Puzzle Cube with Memory
Live Trap with Notification
Add-on Dials for Nimbus
The Kapad2 frees users from traditional keyboards and allow them to type at a more natural position.
Interactive Dialogue Dolls
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Jumbo Bag Cutter and Clip
Solar Hummingbird Feeder
Vertical Fresh Display
Tinnitus tester, tracker, mask
Steering Wheel Nail File
Individual Smart Outlets
Wink-managed Home Humidifier
A tooth brush cleanser that quickly air drys your tooth brush after every use and squirts it with peroxide to prevent bacteria growth.
Smart Car Alarm System
Breastfeeding Measuring Device
Icebands
Vydrate
Tired of juggling your phone and your Ipad?
Log Cabin Gingerbread Molds
Lets Build a Better Litter Box
Traveller Toilet Center
Amphibious, Remote-Controlled Beverage Cooler â€“ Conquer thirst by land or sea! Get 2 and race themâ€¦ build an armada of refreshment!
Expandable MacBook base with R & L flip-outs that attach 2 iOS devices creating 3 OS X screens using app http://avatron.com/apps/air-display
my new idea is a pastic grip clip for holding tarps and canvas tents.
An Organizer's Dream! How many digital documents, images and files will you store in your lifetime? Find any file in seconds.
Backbone Clothes Hanger
Girl's Best Friend
Microwave Pizza Lunchbox
TransPuncher
Beverator
Dental Crown Color Match
Portable Headphone Holder
Add temporary buttons to your iOS or Android devices. Conductive bumps that attach to touchscreens with suction. Easy to manufacture!
Truck Stake-Pocket Bike Rack
Super DUPER Light
Circular Power Receptacle with Usage Monitoring and USB Charging Capabilities
Towel Dryer
SafeClean Project
Shovel + salt dispenser
Easy hammer
My Forte
Automatic Wheel Barrow
kick and Learn
Smart heater
Easy brush
auto ac switch economy cycler
Windshield wiper Guard
Over the Arm Caddy + Charger
Trampoline Crib
A Fraim Paint drying Stand
Better Chilidproof plug cover
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Clorox Cannon for Cleaning
SUNBLOCKER with built in headrest-The sun always get in your eyes while tanning at the pool or beach, or that terrible sunburned face, ouch.
Co0k your burger to 180 degree
Teabag secure
A Wedge Door Lock for Safety
Stylish Picture Frame Recharge station that turns your iPhone/iPad into digital picture frame. Charge with style! Patterns fit your Decor.
Bird Be Gone Perch
Sun and Shade Timer
Beach Life Guard Rescue Cannon
Survivialist Water Bottle Accessory that Collects and Purifies Water via Rain Catching, Solar Distillation, and the Transpiration Method
The Smart Case is the answer to having all the apps, games, camera and productivity of a smart phone without the huge data bill.
Grocery Cart Cup Holder
USB Powered Hand Warmer
Iphone case with a portable projector to see movies in any wall and it works as an interactive hologram, write a sms through the hologram!
Your lottery lucky number APS
The best cat toy ever!
Laser Games
"Cable-Label
birds nest
The Grow Box Toy Box
Step up - Lid up
Laptop Pocket or Sidekick
Protector Pod to store loofah
Grocery (list) Mate with app
utensil covers
Wobbly Wheel Indicator
Water Hose Wrench
POCKETED BUCKET HOLSTER FOR CARRYING CAR-WASHING MATERIALS. No more making multiple trips back and forth from the house to the
driveway.
Smart Driveway Alert
Stay pen
Laundry Tub Lint Trap &amp; Overflow Guard. A plastic insert that prevents overflows caused by lint,pet hair &amp;socks. Adaptable for other drains.
virtual visit
jewelry, makeup and hair care caddy that inserts into a standard size medicine cabinet providing labeled shelves
WaterWash
Magnetic Remote Holder
Little People Stackable Tower
Lint Trap and Overflow Guard
THE SMART SCALE: Flexible silicone mat of weight sensors. Can be cut to be a shoe insert for passive body weight tracking. (resubmit)
Droplet Dry - Bath Fan
App + hardware to help a homeowner monitor stored solar power or wind electricity and kW usage.
Stationary Dustpan/Vacuum
Magic Wand controls your apps
Books for kids with Autism that replace many of the words with pictures/photos of the items instead of words.
Ultrasonic Dish Ball
LED light up football, play night or day. This would be a great product for Toys R Us, Target, Bed Bath Beyond.
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Magic Magnetic Kitchen & BBQ tools. Would sell Great at Target, Bed Bath Beyond. Made prototype see pictures works great!
Product packaging, lip balm
Paint Can Mounted Drip Wiper
Lighted Feather Banner Flag
The Goggle Sheriff: Redefined
Quirky here it is, Sound Art. A transparent Audio device where you SEE sound waves in a colorful moving display. #Qtoys Karaoke etc.
#TGIFBF Shopping Malls have an awesome attraction for younger children. Lighted LED Floor. Lets do a interactive one with lots of games!
Sleeve Scourer
Carbon
The Goggle Sheriff
Kid powered toy Ice cream truck......... Big product for Toys R Us &amp; Target! Complete with your favorite plastic ice cream.
Candle Wick Replacer
360 SWIVEL PLUG ADAPTER
Push up wheel
Dynamic Stick
2 Bucket Foot Bath.
Phone Pad Carrying Case
test
AppBath
Cute containers clips which can be attached to bathroom mirrors of any shape and size and are used to absorb moisture
Venetian Blinds that need no frame, or curtain rod, etc... They stick to the window glass!
Have you ever tried to use a mouse while sitting in bed or on the couch? It can be tough to get the mouse to work. No more!
Coodle
Chargie
Mattel: Hot Wheels Smart Track
Have your dog be the coolest pup around with this convenient "Doggy water dispenser". Fits into any standard water bottles large & small.
It is 12 am and your iPhone beeps. "You have mail". It turns out someone sent you spam. If you mute it you might miss an important call.
Use small spoons made of waffle to try out ice creams etc. instead of the small plastic spoons (green, tasty, environment friendly)
Cipher 2.0
A case that as a multitude of data sockets and power sockets. These include USB, HDMI, ethernet.
SOCKET TO ME! Cap empty lightbulb sockets in a bathroom vanity light fixture. A decorative way to change-it-up while reducing energy use.
FIT POD workout assistant
SNAPLIGHT snap/slap bracelet
Smart Heat/Cool regulation PAD
Herbert Jr. moisture stick
Pump Action - Grass Trimmer
Temp. Controled Snowball Maker
Laptop Carousel
SNOWBALL SHOVEL shave the snow
Paddle Board/Lounge Chair
Adjustable Piano Bench
Winter is coming!
Lego-inspired Tape
Washer pans
Traceart
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total back scrubber
At the store but your list is home on the fridge? App-enabled List Camera shoots pic &amp; sends to your phone. Uses regular paper shopping list
the skidder
Round-shaped Switch
Engineering Toy: Design and build Rube Goldberg Machines. A colossal assortment of pieces &amp; parts for creating over-engineered contraptions!
the spin treat
Float Smart
Space Buddiez
Affordable modular wall sconce lighting unit with multi-color LED lights and customizable snap-on accessories. Please see both example pics.
Know when your trash has been picked up! Sensor attaches inside garbage can; app alerts you when garbage hauler has been by to pick up.
Safety Belt
Sunshades
Bluetooth Hearing Aids
Universal Tape Dispenser
Swipe Wipes
FitFriend
Traceart
Roblox account
Rotary Medicine Chest
Fun Bungs
**Stackable Food Storage Containers/Drawers**
The Speedy Washer!
Like your iPhone without a case? Slider Sleeve protects and automatically wipes off smudges each time you slide phone in and out. RESUB
Bedroom\Bed Activity Monitor
The Sliding Umbrella
Ice cream truck power wheel
Stopping Intensity Brake Light
Pi
~ A Cat Box with A Clear Silicone Side Entrance Hood And Easy Scooping Slide Out Tray ~
Wakezilla
Dynamic angle charger
~Paper Towel Caddy~
Softener Salt Alert
Dual Sided Memory Cards
Corn on the Cob Holders you insert BEFORE you cook. Folds flat so corn fits in pot, snaps open when time to eat. No more stabbing hot corn!
Power Bank Mount
!!Snack Bar!!
Shape Changing Rubber / Silicone Spatula
Menu photoShots
gfdgdfgfdgdfdfdasfds
Suitcase cot
Spider Chess 360
Off Limits to Pets
Surround sound headphone
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Dryer/Washer Cycle Alert
In-line Skate Scooter
Torus compact exerciser
Swivel Plug, The Plug Saver!
"Switch" Artistic Light Bulbs
Comfort Shower
ddfd
CVC's Fragrant Electric Vase
Germ-free teether case
Sond proximity headset
CoolHeds
Wireless x 2 recharger
voter fraud preventer
Spaghetti Cooker
Inform Tire Pressure Monitor
Backstop iPhone 6 stiffener
test
Weather Stick
OJT
Happy Hiney
Scanning Projector
USB/Flash Drive Deck - MAC/PC. Slide into your laptop and have extra flash drive slots, extra slot for earphones. Small, sleek easy to use.
you know those magical levitating candles you see in cartoons well why can't we make levitating candles with magnet science
High Proformance for PC Gamers
Square Lawn Sprinkler
handleit- handled iPad case
SaniTrav
Heated Liquid Measuring Cup
Strainer/Ladle: 2-in-1. Eliminates having both a ladle and strainer. Sleek, easy-to-use, functional. For home or food industry.
3D Sidewalk Art is Cool! Now You Can Draw on the Beach - Hopscotch, Tic-Tac-Toe, Cool Pics! Eco-Friendly, Water Soluble - See Proof Pics!
java pump'n
EAD (Eat & Drink)
Laptop Charger Cooler
Revamped Garage Sensors
Quirky made awesome shirts and posters, what I don't believe is that quirky never make their own costume made sunglasses
Gas Tank Door Alert Sensor
"POUR" - This is the liquor cousin of Quirky's Tap. With this you can get precise measurements for drinks. Home use, bars and restaurants!
Vehicle BACK UP BLUETOOTH CAMERA - See behind you on your iPhone, iPad, Android, GPS or any bluetooth device! Comments/Suggestions
welcome!
Laser Tag Guns w/ Cameras
A high pressure sprayer that is comfortable and allows for detail work not making a mess out of other landscaping.
Hot Topper
BIG FLUFFY MITTENS: For drying small to medium sized dogs and cats. Strong, absorbant fibers, long strands to hold more moisture.
Insulated tool bag
SodaBottle
â€œPopeyeâ€ the nuts cracker
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Stainless Steel Cleaning Pads
Stew Percolator - NO more burned stew, NO more stirring, NO more mushed vegetables. Gravy will rotate through stew for a delicious result.
Egg shaped timer for children to understand concept of having a time out. Face gets happier when time is done. *Can use for kids quick foods
Dont forget the List. Lets make a stylish shopping bag with a dry erase board embedded on outside for your shop'n list. Very Earth friendly
Many dogs enjoy going to the beach with their families. Often the dog's bowls get sandy or knocked over. So lets put a stake in it
Snow and Sand Writer
The Carroll Claw
Sun-shade sail
Fan Switch w/ Moisture Sensor
Ingredients shaker
Stacked Rack
GRACIELE ALVES DA SILVA
Multipurpose Bedroom
Musical Laser Tag
Pen Zen-like Wallpaper or Tile
"Pivot Power" Garden Sprinkler
yuva / low-cost shelter aid
Kinetic LightUpMusicalHulaHoop
Coast is a drink coaster that can better handle excess condensation from iced beverages. Prevents annoying drips and furniture damage.
Can Opener Also Drains Liquids
Skylight for Anywhere!
New Gardener's Tool!
Baby sling with pockets
Garage Tool and Wall Organizer
Soup Coozy
Music/Lightup Crib Slat Bumper
Measures, cuts and carries your weed-eater trimmer line. Buy trimmer line in bulk cut to size and carry with you while you do yard work.
Smart Outdoor Spigot
Garden Tool and Wall Organizer
klxcm ;l
R/C Kite that Cleans the Air!
Kid's Smart Gourmet Oven!
The Cow Says "Moo!"
Ultimate Umbrella
Remote Controlled Shower Head
Picture /Home Depot Bath Fan
Water Bottle Clip that fits any standard water bottle. (VIDEO)
Resubmit - "iCharge" - Battery extender and charger all in one for your iPhone, iPod and iPad. New way to charge your battery extender.
Child time out stop light
Cup for Disabled/Bedridden
Resubmit UC-"POUR" The liquor cousin of Quirky's Tap. Get precise measurements for drinks. Home use, bars &amp; restaurants! 306 Votes/359 Views
Handy garden sifter for separating soil from bulbs and weeds. Take the stress out of storing your favourite garden flowers year after year.
Cat Toy. My cat Nubby was in a dream. He said "Build it and they will meow"
Interchangeable Ice Maker Tray
SQUEEZE 'N SLICE!!! This vegetable slicer is a simple and easy way to slice your vegetables directly into your pot, pan, bowl or plate!
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"iCharge" - Battery extender for your iPhone, iPod and iPad. New way to charge your battery extender. Battery extender and charger in one!
Resubmit - TWIST POWER!!! Yes Pivot Power has a cousin and she is here. Ready to twist and turn to your desire. A lot of interest before!
Resubmit - SunAway with headrest - The sun always get in your eyes while tanning at the pool or beach, or that terrible sunburned face ouch.
"PRESS" - Multi function utensil that makes burgers, fries, julienne vegetables, slice eggs etc. Comments &amp; suggestions welcome! View pics!
Battle Draw
True Motion Sensor for Spotter
NO MORE FROSTY / FROZEN car windows with the microwavable frost remover pack. Quick, easy, reusable, green and energy efficient.
The Greater Grater
Toilet paper holder
3-D Dish-like Post it note. Could look like flower or other natural or sport related theme. Kitchen spoon drip tray. More fun to use! NEW
Foundation Smudge Remove Pen
Chest shaper
EASY MAGNET MOUNTED CURTAIN ROD, SHADE, ETC!
Easy to use 99.9% effective, re-usable/recyclable shopping bag cleaner.
Design product packaging to be used as a collective BENEFIT for users and those in NEED. Reuseable to help sell PRODUCT and help our PLANET!
Convenience
(RESUBMIT) Hair Squeegee-remove excess water making styling much easier and quicker. Wrapping hair in a towel is damaging.
unductive led lantern Austin
Artisanal Vinegar Fermenter
datamouse
forever full doggie bowl
iPad &amp; Tablet Organizer Case. Organizer Case for Tablets designed either as a binder-style case or a lapdesk organizer.
"So to Speak"
Remember This Toy?
Sun/Rain Cover folding Chair
Apple Home
Mobile PET Recycler
Pacific Passion
Kid-Friendly Controller for your phone and/or tablet. Keep your device safe -- let kids play games and watch shows using their own remote.
Dust Clip
Smart Plant Feeder/Fertilizer
All Thumbs Type
Yum Yum Spoon
Dog Collar Lengthen Alert!
Wild Whisk
Highway Patroller
Soap Catcher
Spin Saddle
Hair Clip + Holder
ROOT
car lights out detection
Reach
FUTA
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onezzee
CORDY
EGG TRIANGULAR
Stickrock
Simple Outfit Clothes Hangers #spotsv
MOKUHO
CLOCK SMART
Foil Utensil Rest #spotsv
App-Enabled Easy Bake Oven
ZEUP ORGANIZER
Resubmit from Letâ€™s make a hook product brief (Submitted May 9, 2011) Click -N- Hook
PORT FUTURE
Garden Hose Golf Course
Glow Floor Tiles
Customizable Desk Clamp
Solar Powered Car Fan
GoLite
Smart-Cool
Multi clock
An iPad (as well as iPhone / any smart phone) stand for the bath room . A stand /arm that can move out of the way with one push of a button.
LadderLock
x
My idea is a memory stick for Apple devices.
Pfligger
Clothespin pencil holder
The Peg Master
The World's BEST, easy-start BBQ non-gas grill! This beauty uses less starter fluid and quickens the up-to-temp time!
PAWZ 911 Button 4 Service Dogs
Ebola Fashion &amp; Solar Sombrero
Bottom light is a plug accessory for the charger/data socket. It works like a night-light.
Hands Free Under-Cabinet Step
alcohol anti drunk stopper
New comby broom
Retractable Snowboard Support
ShutUp
Interceptor
Smart Desk
Cordless Backpack Vac
Cordless Back Pack Vac
Vacuum Haircut/Beardcut Collar
Inductive Charging Tool Box
iBowl - Play With Your Food
Bath Ball Genius
E-nicotine Alert
Triple Roll
Mega Bloks Explore More Box
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Tap On! Tap Off! The Tapper turns lights on and off with just a tap to your mobile device. No need to open the app -- just tap the phone.
Swimaroller
Door Collision Sensor
Sit And Spin
Pop-Up Power
Speed Pole
Know when your trash has been picked up! Sensor attaches inside garbage can; app alerts you when garbage hauler has been by to pick up.
Ottoman Pop Up Dog Stairs
Robo Dog
Dog collar camera
Smart Belt, is the feature!! The belt is literal the center point of are body, within reach of our hands, there for the Smart Belt.
Automatically synch EVERY digital clock in your house to the US Atomic Clock. Great for daylight savings time and after power outages.
MRI Silencer
forever sticks
Hot Wheels Snap Track Maze
forever sticks
Absorbags- Hand size bags filled with fine clay absorbent (like cat litter). Perfect for spills in the car, or grease in a pan
Flying crawling fish tape tool
teste
Mac mini Laptop Kit
Swivel Head CORD (not Cable)
Spiral bulb lampshades
Can't always have phone in hand? Stretch this band around coffee cup, water bottle, soda can, etc. to alert you to incoming calls &amp; texts.
Assorted Cookie Jar That Fits In Corner of Kitchen Counter
Skewer some S'more
Feet Heat
Musical SoccerBall
Self-propelled Window Scraper
Bunk Chairs
Spotter LED EYE
Hot Potato
Sliding USB Outlet
Instant swing or pullup bar. Do you have a pole or tree perfect for a swing or pull up bar but no limbs etc to hang it too? This is for you
Handy remote
Horizontal pull-ups are a great back workout. Horizontal pull-ups, incline &amp; decline push-ups! Adjustable and collapsible
Step stool trashcan. A simple waste basket that can hold a persons weight. Step open lid design or open can-inside-can. An easy space saver!
Nesting blanket
PVC Garden
SWEET SOUND OF DANCING
Electro Cat Pom
The amazing laptop stand that hides behind your wall mounted monitor.. Saves so much space!!
Lighter protector Case
"SySTEM" A 4 piece "tree" to add Beauty, FUNction &amp; rain water to your Garden or Potted Plants, plus recycle any water or soda bottle.
Craft a game
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attention CATcher
Mr. No Tangles
4WD SNOW SHOVEL
Diapering Assistant
iPad 4th gen battery extender case that is a very rugged.
Can't text, I'm driving Alert
Toddler Car Seat Shade
Your kitchen counters can get disgusting! My product gets them clean, every angle, every crevice.. Even between the stove and counters.
Smart Sensors for Kids
The Ultimate Pet Protector
Twinkling Christmas tree light
Drink liners
Put Through The Wringer
Child proof plug in
car umbrella
Get Fit
A micro applicator to help repair/fill minor cracks using caulk, grout, concrete, wood filler, etc.
Want to watch TV in bed &amp; dont want to wake your spouse? How about a wireless transmitter for your TV that you can use with your own earbuds
Drain Lock
Wireless Apple keyboard w/ it's own screen &amp; storage. See &amp; save what your typing w/o being around your Mac-Great for Mac mini
Kitty ball ball
Posable cover that lets you wrap any cords around objects. Useful in construction sites for power cords/air lines/cable management in office
(Resubmit) Umbrella Stand Reminds You to Grab an Umbrella When Rain Is on the Way
A pillow case with soft built in speakers. Just plug your ipod into it and relax. It's comfort without the headphones.
Drone Con
Towel Warming Pad
Clean Caddy
App enabled appliances calls
Frozen Pipe Alarm
Party
Bobble Car Air Freshener
A pillow case with soft built in speakers. Just plug your ipod into it and relax. It's comfort without the headphones.
A "bag band" that secures the kitchen garbage bag in place. Garbage remains in the bag instead of in the can. It's simple &amp; Quirky
Magic Wand Rope Lights
Bag Stands
Small "Clip-On" Ring Holder Pouch used when cleaning, in surgery, at work by clipping onto your belt, pocket, or key ring
STICK-EYE
Party Too
Phone Deck
THE MOODY BAG
A Bread Box with integrated knife and cutting board. Built-in groove catches crumbs. Top comes off for easy access to loaf for cutting.
An ordinary sponge with a detachable hand grip that creates better leverage and allows for easier deep scrubbing.
Worker Friendly Stickers
Ever set up your sun tent @ the beach only to move it a few hours later? Since the sun does not stay in one place why should your tent?
Bib Dispenser
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Hot Wheels Custom Track
Digital reminder / to do list
Spice Master Chef
Wink Camera Sensors
2 Timer
iPhone case with integrated "flip down" landscape view keyboard.
Senses of Life
CHILD'S BIKE RIDE WITH IMAGINATION. See your child smile as he or she pretends to be a car driver. Nothing compares to a happy child.
Auto Window - Mosquito Screens
Poppy Sparkling Beverage Maker
A glowing cube that changes to six different colors when placed on its different sides. No batteries required, charged by shaking.
bibis dispenser
Kristen
Giant Collapsible Chess Set
Baby Monitor Headphones
Portable Smart Charger
Pivot Power Wood
Collapsible silicone pot
The Portable Outlet
No more stale cookies! Introducing Cookie Fresh, a totally new concept in keeping baked goods fresh, moist, and tasty!
Poppy Wink Spice Dispenser
iPacifier - The first fully enclosed, waterproof, baby-proof case for your iPhone. Turn on a video playlist and let them have at it...
ShowerPal: All-in-one Sponge
Allergy Quick Read
Kitchen Sink Expandable Divide
The Table Plate
Attachment for X-Acto Knife That Allows for Precise Control of the Depth of Cut.
Electric Applesauce Maker
Home Emergency Shutdown Switch
TRIO; The 3 in 1 sauce bottle
Over-the-Posted-Speed-O-Meter
LintBrush Phone case (Lint-Ca)
Ventz
Snap N Trap
X-Acto Knife Depth Guide
Poppy Wink Baby Food Organizer
Carry on luggage that folds out like picture/card holders in wallets. TSA can look thru your stuff without tearing it apart and you can too.
"quit your day job"
AudioNotes Manager
The Pet-Grow Carrier/Kennel
calt
MagikDolls
Game Cooler
Transbell
Slippers with illumination
GERM GUARD/Peel&amp;Stick-Who used this phone last? Was it him with the runny nose who spits when he talks? Here's self HELP in a crowded world!
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The Dolly Trolley
A cargo suit.
The Pit - with a lid
WINK Earthquake Detector
THE BALL BUDDY T-BALL TRAINER
A Magnetic and Removable Temperature Thermometer For Cookware
Poppy Wink Diaper Dispenser
Pin-ease
EasyPants
Egg Silicone Molds 4 Microwave
Instant CAR-TIRE-SUN-PROTECTION Screen tread &amp; sidewalls from damaging UV waves &amp; prevent premature aging of YOUR costly tires!
Double Plug Power--Line Ext.
Walker Wink Enabled Dog Leash
Guillotine Cutting Board
Wink House Outlet
PC Spacebar
Induction Cooktop Retrofit
Crazer
Strike
Would you buy this over the Trudeau pot clip? 2nd RESUBMIT/358+322 Votes: Design by simplyinclined #spotsv
Device Keeps Toilet Clean
Underwater Headphones &amp; Sonar
Portable Connected Wall Heater
Gentlemen's Wave
GE Medical Oral Mouse
WINK Smarter Home Assistant
Wristband Maker
Banditos (Bigger Bandits)
Seat Assist Lever Chair
Letâ€™s reinvent the soap/lotion bottle using the design of Quirkyâ€™s product â€œDuetâ€
Hybrid Headphones
Unique Multi-tooled Machete
A Heat-able Football! This is for all the times you're playing catch in cold weather and your hands get cold, now your fingers can stay warm
â€œZONEâ€, bladeless ceiling fan
WASP
Nimbus with a Voice
Portable speaker (via wireless) and charging dock for iphone. Dont spoil your battery while listening to music! listen without charging.
Walkie talkie for iphone5! Make it as an iPhone5 case! Bring it when you are snowboarding/ traveling with friends! Talk for free
Anytime Nails
Electric Ingredient Dispenser
iPhone 5 case to attach your professional lens. Take pictures as a professional for a much cheaper price. And it is much lighter!
PowerCurl or something smaller to organize iphone 5 / ipad 3 charger!!! It organizes the cable and accommodates earphones. Two in one!
wifi in a bag
Maelstrom
Simple and small device to record 360Âº videos! Just one device for iphone 5, ipad 3 and macbook!! All in one!
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An elegant addition to the Quirky kitchen family: clear kitchen utensils.
The office CUBE 4
Colorful stick that warns/blinks when you have unread sms/email and missed calls. Stick wherever you want: mobile, PC, notebook, keychains
Mattel Practice/Play Target
iPhone 5 Game Boy controls! A lot of games are very hard to play with touch screen. OLD SCHOOL GAME BOY EXPERIENCE!
Smart knives
Hot Dinner Plates
Poppy Paper Goods Holder
Effortless Washer/Dryer
Tight-Spot Screw Driver
Doubler 2.0
Like Skin on a Crate! Skins/slipcovers for Crates! Animal Prints! Skin your Crates and Go Wild! Or - Solids Anyone? Resub.
Pretty in Pink! Crates can be Any Color w/ Crates Paint. Decorative Paint that is packaged/labeled and recommended for Crates. Resub.
Insta-Water
The Up Down Light Bulb
Scan Bin
360 banana slicer
Balance keepers organization
Strap Wrap
Standing Soy Sauce Packet
Utensil Cell Phone Case
Better Brush
Ear Bud Case
Combo Goggles color,clarity.
Line Extension, "Cube Tube Pitcher", a dilution solution.
Temperature Made
Pres and Drink
BABY BUMP- Musical Touch Massage. Now Prenatal Baby can receive theraputic touch from Momy-To-Be combined with sweet musical sounds.
Power Trip!
Slide Chopper
UP TO 50 KEYS IN ONE HOLDER!!! You are able to make all your keys from one holder.
Modular Xtendsion Cords
Wink Water Bottle for cage use
Shower Bench w/Greywater Catch
Bud Box
Poppy Blow
Fan attachment Air Purifier
Light Anywhere
New Mouse controller for gaming Mac;s and for people who want a more fluid motion with their Laptops.
wireless earphones/headphones, no cords and only works with ipad.
No Hands Tape Measure
WINK Smartphone Security Syst.
Poppy Cup + Spoon
Bobble UV Toothbrush Sterilize
The Canine Cone Protector
Safe Paws
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Chairgonomics
This app would send out a signal to your child's device and would then let out a personal alarm to alert you to your child's location.
Double Barrel Water Cooler
A docking bay with keyboard, mouse, and a lift for the iPad. So you can use it as a desktop for people who like to write.
Fridge organiser for bottles
Adjustable Acid Reflux Pillow
Ambient Appliance LED Bulb
A clear "fingernail polish" that turns your fingernail into a stylus.
It's a pushable wagon! Just like a stroller it can be folded down to fit into a smaller space. Best of all, No more back pain!
Free Sky
home security drone w/ wink
multi spoon rest w/ drip base
Power Charge
Smart coffe machine
Auto Egg boiler scheduler
smart porch light
The Disarm
Smart Elec. Range With App
Shaving Brush with gel in base
There are a lot of bikes stolen, a good lock is important if you want your bike is still standing in its place.
Volume measurements and temperature measurement sticks For IPhone with Apps.
Power Transfer Cord
Sugar and Salt Measurer
Ultimate Oil Change Tool
Essentials Phone Case
Pet Patches
Better Meat Defroster
Clip for gaping curtains
Self retractable Cooling Cloth
lighted cellular phone
SPARE BUTTON
Umbrella tied to pouch
Hooks/hangers for car trunk
Frozen/ insullated cup holders
ROOM RAINBOWS
Blender,Freezer,Smoothie maker
Soap-eeze
Wireless Pickup Power
Universal Apple Product Kickstand/Clamp that could also double as a Thumb Drive. Convenient Lanyard/Key Chain
SUNBUG
U
Junior Holder for Squeezie
Shotgun shells containing colored BB's. Allows you to know who shot the bird. Makes BB' more visible for dressing and eating the bird.
RoseArt Paper Plate Maker
Height Adjusted Cutting Board
Most Wall Hugging Power Block!
The Mix & Bake Bowl
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My fridgephone
SolarPoweredElectricCarCharger
ì‚¬ì¼€(ì¼ë³¸ìˆ )ì œì¡°ê¸°
Charging Cable Come Loose?
Personal Mini Heater - GE
Modular chimney flashiing kit.
Bedtime Buddies - Plush critters for making sleeping or nap time more soothing and fun!
Bagging Leaves, Fun for Kids!
Hats Rethought
E-Z Scoop
The Bathing Buddy
Stall Mate
Race Against the Animals
ANIMATRONIC TOY. While your child plays, you use the app to control what the toy says. Fun, magical learning that evolves with your child.
Use this nifty travel tray when eating in your vehicle. A thin, lightweight and compact tray for your lap...no more spills!
Electronic Bandage Dispenser
Computer keyboard helps kids &amp; adults learn keyboarding skills. Say a letter and the key for that letter lights up. Built-in microphone.
Plastic Water Dumbbell. Therefore, the dumbbell becomes much cheaper, portable and easily adjustable.
The Daylight Tape
POOL FUN NET
Massage Envy
Rush brush\rush shave \rush pi
iPad Solar Charger + Perfect Stand (Horizontal and Vertical) + Cover
Pivot Powers for Switzerland
iPad Solar Charger &amp; A Perfect Stand
dog cooling vest
Supper Dunk Tipper!
5 SECOND PHONE CHARGER
Resub #Qtoy Qball - battery powered glowing musical ball with accelerometer for crawling babies. Lights up and makes sound when rolled.
Resub eChime - A digital windchime with different sounds and volume control which brings a nice rhythm to your home.
Resubmit Mocubo max - Vegetable cutter and storage made easy. No need for multiple storage containers.
The small bottle WRIST GRIP
White board to phone
Resub Konnect - Connectable kitchen container to keep common ingredients like salt, pepper
Smartphone gesture controlled Security/Surveillance camera - Pinch zoom, pan and tilt your phone to control the camera
2+ adj Blade Utility Knife
Drip guard
Photo Album with Soundtrack
Personalized Bobblehead
Can you believe there are no rectangular thermoses? Create some to keep warm sandwiches, pizza, etc. you can't squish into round upright.
garden rake
Power Management meets Cord Management! Combine Pivot Power &amp; Cordies to get the best of both worlds. No more tangly mess! Feedback
welcome!
Portable Thermamentojr Watch
Stretchy lids that stretch, cling, cover and seal any glass, cup, or jar w primary focus on your smaller containers, great if antibacterial
HeadPhone with camera / light
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Traveller's wifi hotspot - A rechargeable portable wifi hotspot that saves your smartphone battery and always keeps you connected.
iCross - Cross shaped illuminated docking station for iPhone and iPod
iShakti - Buddha hand shaped illuminated glass dock for iPhone.
Drip - Irrigate your potted plants in your absence using the drip cap and any water/cool drinks bottle.
"The Strap" will help adjust adult seat belts to better fit a child for when a car or booster seat is unavailable, particularly in taxis.
Storage Organizer for All your digital memory devices and cords.
Two Fold
Coil your cables! POSEABLE CORD SLEEVE rolls up into a tidy coil when not in use. Holds its shape until you unwind it.
Glow Bike Frame
Sanding block uses belt paper!
ORIGAMI CLOVER Fold Out Case
Computer keyboard helps kids &amp; adults learn keyboarding skills. Say a letter and the key for that letter lights up. Built-in microphone.
WINK - Porch/Perimeter Lights
skullybeats
Exquisite Body Essetials
Flip and Twist Smart Speaker
Wall mounted cord "chainer". Make that 100' extension cord into a clean and manageable 5' chained cord. Saves space, eliminates tangling!
Freshly-baked bread makes sub shop sandwiches so good. SUB MACHINE bakes just one roll. Use frozen dinner roll dough or your own. Updated!
Electric Car? Add Solar backup
Baby N Toy Travel Tote Bag
Fun Interactive Cards Teach kids to read and learn colors. Stick on items around the house. Better than Flash cards. Stick and remove.
Approval Measuring APP
Downloadable 3D Wall Art
YgenTrips
A Sleek I PAD/Tablet carrying case protector. No need for an extra bulky carrying bag.
Terra
Smellabag
Ice Tray Saver
Tablet Cord Caddy
Quick clamp and C-clamp combined. Tighten down by hand grip, if that's not enough turn the vise. Padded clamp surface pops off to metal.
Power Supply Holder
Multi-User Task List
Note Bracelet
Simple or unconventional, You Decide! Make a simple money clip, build a unique charging cradle, or turn your phone into a car... I vote car
A iphone case that has pull out armbands. Go from working out to back in your pocket without changing cases.
Motorized Self Stick
PORTABLE POWER BOX. On-the-go storage + power from three sources: AA, AAA and rechargeable batteries. Lid groove props up phone/tablet, too.
Protecting Cover Touch Screen
Connect Net Serving Tray
Easy-to-Read Medicine Cup makes measuring liquid medications foolproof. Slide indicator to desired measurement for the correct dosage.
Power saving Wall Lamp.
Fresh Coffee Just for Me
Pocketable
EVER GROW Bluetooth Keyboard
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pharma24
Four Sided Cutting Board
HOT MUG TO GO
Catch Me Mouse
Star Trek Transponder
Lost and Found
4 in 1 EMERGENCY LIGHT
Smart Blinds
ZenLash
For Your Eyes Only
Idea Filter
Light Up Cup Holder
Easy Clean Whisk
'Floating' Beer Mug!--A fun way to drink your favorite beer or any other beverage.
Pocket Organizer
No Marring Magnet Hook
Always new work surface
Smart Auto Masseuse
CLEAN GRIP ORIGINAL
asdf
Clean Grip
Adjustable Radius Hairbrush
Trasformer
Clima
App enabled water bowl
Security plug
Love Your Back
icy welder
Toilet Lid Handle
Whizzy
Disposable pots and pans
Shower Buddy
Back Saver PortaPillow
Detect Dog Collar
Vertical Clothes Hanger
Route &amp; Relay
phone case with wrapster
The Ketchup Mover
Salon Lap
Solar blinds
Cake Slider Scoop
Serve food to your dog
Auto Rotating Skewers Grill
The Kyle Adventure Pack
Snipe Store
Baby walker with auto brakes
RainBird Irrigation Sensor App
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CRUNCH CAN
Modular Robot Dustbuster
FlexPhone
SALAD SAVER LUNCH BOWL! No more soggy salad~ "just remove divider~ flip and shake together when ready to eat"!
WiFi MOVIE THEATRE TOY
step on light
testing test test test
Luggage Attacher
Multi-Dispensing Shower Head
HARVEST...A REMOTE CONTROLLED or APP ENABLED NUT PICKER UPPER! Works on all nut's! Rechargeable battery.
Engine Block Heater Control
WINK Liquid Drop Drink Maker
The QUIRKY PAINT BRUSH! Save some steps! A collab with John Abrams! A resubmit!
Group Playlist Wifi Speaker
Paintbrush with silicone bristles. Similar to food basting brushes but designed for paint. They would be easier to clean and conserve water.
Sleeve Help
hello world
HandBag handle perfume bottle
Wifi Controlled Dog Door
Electro-Hopscotch
WINKfishing hook and camera
Exercise Home Work-Out Mirror
Sometimes, the fridge is just too cold for medicine, wine, chocolate bars, and even some foods required to be kept in a cool, dry place.
Baking Divider
Eco pals
Break in your charger cable.
PowerBelt
Tsunami
My Harman Challenge Idea
Cell Phone Charger Ring Amp
Health for the Care-giver
Lifetime Learning Pet Pal
EnLightOn Fixture and Switch
Smart Robot to build
ID SCRATCHERS
Superball
Harman Boom Headphones
Multicolor App-Enable LED Lamp
Wireless Headphones w SUPRcase
Vertical stand
Soccer Bots
Vote for MAGNET MAN! Clamp him onto your grilling tools. He sticks 'em on your grill's lid. For no fuss, no mess, clear shelf, clean tools!
Ninja Slice cherry tomatoes
Compo
Smartify Outlet
Pen with a Mini Umbrella to provide privacy when writing or using an ATM. #spotsv
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Smart TV Memory
The QUIRKY BOTTLE CAP CUP! A collaboration with John Abrams! Please see pics!
App-enabled Venting Skylight
iKettle
App-enabled Porch/Patio Awning
Furniture Stickers - Upholstery made easy, make old furniture look new
Centricool
Septi Chem
Sani Scoop
Bio Case
Septi
iHabit
Wink Sound Shield
Time Out
Water Toss
Stroller Back Pack
App-enabled window bars
Wink Automatic Water Changer
Most Wall Hugging Power Strip!
Paint Pal
Avent
Freezer wrap for bottled and canned drinks! Quickly chills hot drinks with out watering it down! A collab with John Abrams!
App-enabled Smart Tie Rack -- You send it your outfit, it sends you appropriate tie options
Variable Sound Stage Headphone
Paper Grocery Bag Recycler
Dog-Leash Phone Holder
Magna Light
ThumzIt
Alert Live Tree Stand
Blind Drawing Pen by MATTEL
Remote Cover
App enabled slow cooker or crock pot with remote stirring abilities. Power outage alerts!
Cookie Dough Mixing Bowl with Extruder Attachment. Pumps out your dough and slices it into cookie-sized chunks.
HOTEL SENSOR CARD
YourPersonalized Vehicle Audio
test
App enabled TRAIL CAM. Recieve iphone alert via app and view live from your iphone where ever you are! Video and audio.IMP!
The Chomper's Chiller
Chippi
Vintage inspired Barbies
Hdmi portable screen
E Cig Smash Guard
The evolving Baby-monitor.
A Handyman Multitool! A slimline package of the most common household tools. Check photos of design and the traditional tools it replaces.
THE "HYGIENIC GARBAGE CAN".
The smart Toy Box
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Hot Wheels Hoops
All-In-One Handheld Shower
Smartify Switch
kitchen exhaust fan
Smartify Turner (Dial Turner)
App-enabled Silo Feeder
APP-ENABLED TATTOO PROJECTOR
App for controlling clogged chimneys.
Lay flat baking pans fit in cupboard/dishwasher. Metal/silicone covering or seal allows folding. Magnets hold together. See Video/Prototype.
THE PERFUME MAKER
Safe Stove
Popping Grease Prevention Pan
The assaisonneurs cookout
Cookout Set lighting
THE SMARTPHONE TV ZAPPER
Easy Charge
The problem with a pushpin/punaise is, when you must take them out of the wall, sometimes you need a scissors or knife to get them out.
Knitting Mate
Touch Derma
Late changing your furnace air filter? A clip-on meter can alert you when it needs attention. Save money and the environment!
GD Next
Tempi
Furniture roller!
iStream
iRipe Wink Fruit Monitor Resub
Outies
Tether
Wink Generator
Ice Time
Tooth Keeper
Garbage Disposal Cleaner
Wink Bird Feeder
USB Noodle. Bends and twists to any angle. Provides greatly-improved ease of access to USB ports on your iMac.
Entry Point
detachable powder scooper
Perfect Pie
WIFI Specialty Coffee Machine
Inked by Design
Voice/Instrument Sync Machine
Ipad Air Case
Face Case & Face Wallet
App Enabled LED Tiki lamp
Twistes!
Scroll Box, with a simple solution has everyone clear view on the Iphone screen.
Cordee
Multi K
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the glowing usb charger
Large Utensil Basket with Lid
Wink Car Alarm
Big K
Wink Wind Chimes
Humi
E-flush
Life After Drink
Talking Target Game
iRipe (Wink fruit monitor)
iMail
H2On
Neck Pillar
THE CAP "ALL WEATHER"
Musical Trampoline with LED
plastic Drink cup with mixing attachment to mix individual drinks like crystal light by moving the straw up and down or swirling #SPOTSV
Gumpii
Tovel for corporation use
Home elderly carer
THE "CUT AND PRESERVE"
THE ADJUSTABLE MULTIPLE SOCKET
Holography Blinds or Shades
A Heat-able Football! This is for all the times you're playing catch in cold weather and your hands get cold, now your fingers can stay warm
Auto Roll cage liner dispenser
VacuMate
Med Minder
Laundry Mate
Talk-E
I'm Quirky and I know it
Easy Shred
Ball with LEDs that change color based on ball speed. Play ball games in the dark or literally see who can kick hardest. Fun for kids!
RGB Color Light Blocks
illuminated Vehicle Locater
Shovalt (Shovel + Salt)
Dual sport helmet cam
Pivot Power Ports
Dual sport helmet cam
The Flexies
Customizable Head Phones
CCrider
Smart Food Containers
Splash Alarm
I-Pad Laptop Dock
Paper Plane Shooter
Hot Wheels Marbles
Microwave Sponge Sanitizer
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WALL EXTENSION CORD
Near Field Speakers
Connected kidroom appliance
MINI-narrow spot light-give you light in any small or compact area. please read more for details, any suggestion welcome
Umbrella hand warmer
Unfolding Easy-Clean Whisk
The Wink Bathroom Scale
GE EcoSwitch Appliance Modules
Folding dustpan
Origami Dustpan
Beat Bracelet. Feel The Music!
Reversible Airflow Bath Fan
BELLY RUB DEVICE FOR DOGS
Object Movement Sensor Pad
Multipurpose Colored Lights
Wireless typing wristband
1-2-3 Inch Brush
Venty
Coffee Caddie
IT'S BACK...Text On Toast- Sometimes you just have something to say! Personal messages daily for those you love-ON TOAST. (400+ votes B4)
The Ball and Chain by DuraBull
Weed Remover
OVERSIZE OUTDOOR CHALK STENCIL
QUIRKY MASCOT
STAMPODEX
HANDS FREE BACK SCRUBBER
Stackable Plant Pots
Save Fresh Water, Cheap &amp; Easy
Lightning adapter with extra-long connector. Eliminates the need to remove iPhone from its case before charging.
Cast-Iron on Glass Stove Top.
Slip and Slide in which the water can be re-used to water the lawn and/or garden.
App-enabled HIDE-AND-SEEK GAME. Modern version of "hot and cold" game -- more lights &amp; sounds as you get closer to hidden token.
TC WeB HANDLE IT cell access .
Insect Slayer
Let's protect children's hearing with whimsical protective ear guard/muffs disguised as animal ears. fun. smart. cute. and safety minded.
This "Container Collar" holds ALL (or some) of your measuring spoons/utensils on ANY container you need them for. Simple &amp; Cheap!
Introducing: The Container Collar- Keeps your measuring spoons or other utensils ON the containers you need them for!
Liquid measuring cup with moving indicator line. Twist the base to raise and lower the gauge, then fill to the line. Makes measuring easier!
Ring
No Access Net
jkgg
COOKIE DOUGH EXTRUDER: a quick and easy way to make perfectly-round drop cookies.
UV/Ultrasonic Contact Lens Kit
Save Fresh Water, Cheap &amp; Easy
Water Conservation System
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A better dresser - hanging storage for closet or door with zipper pockets for underwear, socks, and other items that get lost in a dresser
Treadmill Tracker
Reduce Open Door Air Exchange
MBS Braking
Hi-tech Quiver. this will be a shoulder strap with an HDMI cord running thru it with pockets to hold your iPad accessories.
Healthy, Juicy Hamburger Grill
The Big Roll
Pocket Organizer
Overhead Closet Storage Rack
Cover you and your BBQ. Keep your BBQ clean when your not using it, give yourself some shade while you grill.
Easy Unload Cutlery Tray
Cement Truck Food Mixer Re-Sub
Dust pan/ manual compactor
Cochlea Headphones Hearing Aid
Ceiling Fan Pull Chain Device
The Little Secure Doggy Door
Portable Home Camera
Coffee too Hot or too Cold?
Click it- Ticket
Mosoubo - modular soup and sandwich bowls keep soup warm until you're ready. Also good 4 pistachios/ice cream/ chili/chips/oatmeal/pasta...
4 in 1 Dry Erase Marker
Balcony Guard
Caravan Identification Light
Rova Cam
Clever Container
Cold Drink Isolator
Zen Fragrance Bottle Box Case!
Add storage space and battery life to your iPhone 5 by attaching your Nano to the back. They're so thin, this works.
cupcake liner with spike
Luminius
WINK Single
Glove Box Caddy
Coffee Safe Sip
The Matty
Garden Master
Power Wedge
Smart Strainer
WINK Home Controllers
Nail-clipper that catches and holds the fingernails in a compartment to be discarded later. Same idea as hole puncher that catches the holes
Let's remodel the computer keyboard. How about a touch screen computer keyboard, like the ones we have on our touch screen smart phones.
Disposable bracelet hand sanitizer.Unisex and one-size-fits-all.Keep your hands germ-free and smelling great anywhere, at all times.
1000 Kitchen Sink Rinses - Your everyday Sink and Drain disinfectant and cleaner. Kills 99.9% of bacteria, and gives a nice clean scent.
Children's Culinary Journal
Automated Basal Thermometer
Adjustable reversal air pump that will reduce the volume of any size recyclable plastic container by collapsing it by suction.
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The Eco-Xmas Tree
An app that controls your wall mounted electrical outlet. Never worry if you left the curling iron on again!
Disposable bracelet hand sanitizer for Men and Women.keep your hands germ-free anywhere at all times. just squeeze = be clean.
Silicone Pizza Carry Out Box
Cutting Edge Gator for kids
smelling flower pen
Rolling bench
Hit the Target
Clean Screen
Rubber cotton gloves
Bluetooth Keys
bracelet hand sanitizer
Frisbee-Launching Drone
Candle Crayons
No Drop
Hand Motion Controlled Toys - Sensor Watches And Mimics You - Inspiration: Childhood Pretend Play and XBox Kinect / Samsung Smart TVs RESUB
SURPRISE YOUR GUESTS! Stamp a Message To The Bottom Of Your Glass! "HELLO" -- "You Have Just Been Poisoned!!!!" RESUB
Modular TV's
App-Enabled Portable Car Light - Dark Driveway? Park in Pitch Black? Dome Light Out? Can't Find Your Car? LET THE LIGHT GUIDE YOU!
Robot draws graphics onto cake
Apptender
sends WiFi SSID Messages
App-Enabled Open / Close Sign. Can't Reach The Sign? Don't Remember If You Changed It When Leaving? Check It From Your Phone!
ROCK OUT WITH WATER!! - Programmable Lighted Sprinklers Set To Music - When The Sun Goes Down, The Lawn Lights Up!
Smart Towel Warmer - Same Routine Everyday - You Get Up and Shower. Why not start warming your towel when the alarm goes off?
Air Blowing Towel Bar.
Power Outage Lights
A "3D" Wall Twister-Style Family Game - Adds a Completely New Playing Field To The Fun Game!
Hide Your Valuables In Your Car Where Thieves Will NOT Look! The Floor Mat! A Hidden Compartment Holds Your Most Sensitive Papers!
App-Enabled Security Restraint Devices Such As Handcuffs For Prisons. Would This Keep The Guards Safer? Please Comment!
Automatic Cape Blower - Your Superhero Cape Blows In The Wind Even When Indoors! Fun For Kids!
Self-'Inflating' Beach Ball
Portable Conference Phone Dock
Handy DRAIN PLUG
The HOT-head Ice cream Scooper
Chalk RC-Cars draw with chalk!
Tool Booster
Sauce Injecting Burger Press
ATV &amp; Dirt Bike in 1 Vehicle
Cleanliness Bracelet
Voice-Activated Dresser
Hot Cocoa Maker
Accessible Ski Rack
Wireless Wrist Presenter
Anti Theft Brake System
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6-Section Storage flexible box
Motor fire extinguisher
Video Conference in the Car
Pivot Action Silicone Spoons
Tooth brush
Test again
NonElectric Super Tooth Brush
Zap N Tap
Newborn Hatching Eggs
Silhouette !
LED - G &amp; B.
Wink Family Display Hub
Wind-Turbine Device Charger
Self- Folding Laundry
test
Flexible bendable yoga figures
Custom Garden Flag Art Kit
Space Saving Clothes Hangers
Icy Drink Lid with Cooling Fan
Solar Aritificial Sun Network
Umbrella Style Tote Cart
Reminder Bands
Solar Ice Water Bottle
Egg-based sauce maker
Air Cooling Home Window Vent
Frying pan with oil drainer.
Tower of Camelot
PantEz - Closet Space Saver
Constantly Ketchup
American Eye Doll
Customized Cutting Board Set
Wink Room Fan/Light module
lightning bug
The Lazy Santa
Cord Hold
Hold-It-All Cutting Board
Pill Wheel
No Strings Attached
The Diaper Pail Reinvented!!! Bad Odor No More! Easy To Take Out, No More Plastic Bags and Less of the Mess!
CORE drive
Now Two or Three People Can Wash There Hands All At Once. Great For Water Jugs Too. Great For Kids and Adults!Easy To Use.
Plate-N-Take
Magnetic Drain and Plug
USB to USB adapter Bit
Smooothie/Drink Mixer On-The-Go! Express Yourself &amp; Make Your Own Drink!
Locked Door Opener
Push Button Door Opener
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Remote Control Home Opener
Magic Carpet
NYLON SLEEVES
Toilet paper core replacement
Ball and Chain
Categorizing cleanup Organizer
Ice Chest / Beach Chair Combo
Soap &amp; Sugar Hand Cleaner
Reading Lamp Space Heater
Easy Over Easy Eggs
Swivel Wall Outlet Adapter
Ecobox for cigarette end butts
Silent Wake-up Band
Mail in mailbox notification
A Heat-able Football!
Waterproof Backpack/Pouch
splash guard
2 in 1 Drinking Water Fountain
Pocket Protector
No Slip Soap Grip/Scrubber
Jumbo Bag Wrangler
Bluetooth Helmet Cam
the lean back clean machine
Steady Hand (a table game)
Plastic Bread Box Ejects Bread
Hide a hub new look 4 WINK HUB
Garden Glove Spade
Shower UV Light Stops Mold
Wink ambient-aware lightbulb
Body Boom
Cayes
instashelter
Ribbed Rubber iPhone 5 Case ensures a good grip. Bold and basic industrial design. Possible loop feature, too.
Port Power v2 - line extension
Thumbscan App Medicine Cabinet
7 and 1 dog leash w/everything
The Mist Brush
pivot sponge and soap holder x
Bring bluetooth to your stove
Most Wall Hugging Power Block!
REMEMBER BOX
Stove top mat keep it clean
Rock-tumbler style roaster
Never set your clocks again
Unum
Outdoor Pod Power - line ext
A Purse Designed with the Mature Woman in Mind
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WafflE
Click -N- Hook
360 Small humidifier for car
GPS School bus alert
Anchored
Dresser Block
Electronic Hide-and-Seek Toy. Modern version of "hot and cold" game -- more lights flash as child gets closer to hidden puck. RESUB
Lets make a modern garden gnome! The old look well, it was never in! This gnome's hat will also be a garden tool.
Yuck. Plastic bowls upside down &amp; full of dishwater! This clips to a dishwasher rack, holding down plasticware during a wash cycle. #spotsv
Another test invention
Click to Clean
Portable Cable Charger. ipod/ipad/iphone4/iphone5 USB Charger Cable
Stuck bagel? Toaster smoking? Quick - grab this kitchen sculpture...the TOASTER STICK. Quick? Sure! It's handy, not in a drawer. #spotsv
RESUB: Luminum Loop. Ultra-thin iPhone 5 case with detachable loop strap. SEE VIDEO!
VOYAGER V2 ONE SIZE FIT ALL
Play XBox Kinect? Want to jump without neighbors complaining about the thumping? Here's how...strap on these "Shoe Silencers". Market=30mill
A new twist on the thermos! A hot/cold thermos that also has a mixable snack compartment!
My idea is to have a safe, but disguise it as a modern potted plant so that the people surrounding you have no idea it's there.
smart bathroom mirror allow you to see what's on the back of you hair
The BBQ Closer
smart MINI BACKBOARD for kids to have fun while they are playing
saline smoke cigarettes
Polish Puff
Earbud-mon ball
Stack and pack
Throne: Toilet Seat Upgraded
An Electronic Book Illustrating the Artwork of Quirky Future Inventors. A regular volume published quarterly would sell to many interested.
Wireless Baseboard Thermostat
Pivot USB.
Shopping or ToDo List with fold back (or tear off) tabs. Pad magnetically sticks to fridge. No need to juggle pen and paper when shopping.
Wall Zen
Wind turbines waste a lot of space. Buildings first, power generators second. Why not use them for what they are? Live &amp; work in them.
Dual Comfort
#spotsv How much ground coffee did you put in filter? Picky about how strong your coffee is? Use the COFFEE STICK to double check.
..My next $10,000 winner...VOTE to get your part of the $$ when Bed Bath & Beyond snaps this up too! SPICE CONTAINERS for K-cup pod holders.
...Enjoy an elegant, pucker-free, worry-free tablecloth at your next party or picnic. Wind can't touch this WINDPROOF TABLECLOTH HOLDER.
Picture Converter for Pixit: Provide a simple image converter application that converts an existing image into a Pixit template printout.
apple carrier.
Talking Target
STORGAGE :EVERYONE NEEDS IT.
WINK BEAM TURNS EVERYTHING ON.
Perfect Ice-Cream Portioner
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Baseboard Heater Thermostat
Baby's Stair
Track 'N Find (GPS)
smart shelf vegetable.
Ever been sitting at a kid's game watching the action at the far end &amp; wished you could see in comfort? Time for a camp chair that swivels.
Easy Toilet Paper Holder-----&bull; The MODERN STUDENT BAG system. Two connecting bags + one strap = great weight distribution & a focus on student's needs.
We need a radio (Digital Radio Recorder) with memory and similar capabilities of a DVR, but for radio.
SHOES FOR THE Wii AND XBOX KINECT. Jump around and play your games without bothering anybody. Perfect for apartments and condos.
Antifreeze Snow Shovel
Smart Drive
A big apple for the Big Apple!
Computer Keyboard for kids and adults who don't know how to type. Say a letter and just that letter lights up. Built-in microphone.
Electronic Backboard Corn Hole
FlexiGrate
Garden Guard
Portable way of storing items
(APRIL SHOWERS) WATER-SOURCE-FREE DRIP-IRRIGATION FOR YOUR REMOTE FLOWER GARDEN
Straw Caps
Spotter with camera
AutoLaces
Removable Basketball Backboard
The Bag Bar
SPARE BUTTON
IMAGINATION KIT -- build Rube Goldberg Machines! A colossal assortment of pieces and parts for creating over-engineered contraptions!
Anytime, Anywhere Alarm
Porkfolio EU
Roll-A-Tooth Brush
Bike Guard
Hygienic Toothbrush
Eyeglass case that doubles as an iPhone stand.
iphone 5c replacement cases
Ondim the dimmable light bulb
Iwatch belt holder
Composter Companion - Heat and Grind the Bones/Meat/Walnut shells/Pet waste/Raw Egg Shells to Add to Your Existing Compost Safely
Smart Toilet Paper
TRASH WHEELY
The Interactive Waitress
3D Deco Puzzle Twist
KID'S Play House BUILDING KIT
Food Quest
Skateboard Sensors
Don't flip your lid! This bottle cap keeper &amp; get a grip on the bottle cap -easier removal -don't worry about losing the cap RESUB
3D LED GIFT GEAR
COMPUTER BUDDY
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Don't let someone spike you
Smart Water Bottle
Pump It Up Push Up Bra
Quirky Child Safety Locks
Bottle Refill Notifier
Band it!!
Water free plant
Water bottle web
PICK-IT
Even cook table
All-in-One French Fry Machine
PRISM INLIGHT
No more mold and mildew
Solar Headphones
Barbie Select-A-View House
MicroPaper Shredder onKeychain
SafeTSleeve
Walk on the Wild Side
WRISTLER
Heated changing pad and wipes!
Integrated Hands Free Mic
The Sprogz
Mattress Supported Bassinet
The Melting Driveway
LUCKY BEAR the secret pocket
Laser Mouse
Ouch Pouch
Sink Clothes Washing Machine.
A brush that has a back which opens like a door, so you can store small items inside like a comb, nail clippers, tweezers, etc.
Arriba
Pod Word
a closet umbrella holder/hanger
a belt to hold paper towels, plus some pockets to put the used paper towels, cleaner products, etc.
Wink Thermostat
Harman Hearing Aid Headphones
Scoop Stamp for Cookie Dough
GE Link LightTherapyBulb Lamp
Accessible Storage Station
elegant drinking water dispenser/fountain for backyard perimeter
Finger rings, that when given a simple twist, emit a pleasant smell.
An external computer Keyboard designed for long fingernails.
Sonic vibration pet chew toy
AUTOMATED DOG FEEDER
E-Z Scoop
Shredder Hand Vacuum
a scale built into a pet dish
An external computer Keyboard designed for long fingernails.
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A saddle that fits over the shoulders to carry a toddler/young child that could be made of a breathable, pillow-type material for comfort.
A saddle that fits over the shoulders to carry a toddler/young child that could be made of a breathable, pillow-type material for comfort.
Sifty cup
LED lit case for iPhone/iPad with constant glow or flash when phone/tablet rings receives messages or updates.
Portable POWER BAR iPhone 5 charger. Rechargable battery. Grab-and-go extra power in a sleek, efficient shape.
Plank Board with tracking ball
lotion pump extenders
Mattel Futuristic play house.
Dominos and Links
Shower Bub
Luminum
Macaroni mini space heater
WINK-Diaper Dispenser
take 2
Flying Bumber Cars
Launcher, Holder and Sprinkler
Cement Truck Food Mixer Re-Sub
Smart Barbie Car - MATTEL
Handy Window Cleaner
Snap-on toothbrush placker
Nuestra Belleza Latina Barbie
Expandable Food Warming Pads
Real Image Mirror
Power Curl Eeny!
The "Q" Beach Umbrella Anchor
Poppy washing machine
DRY CLOTHES FASTER! A cloth-type synthetic material that absorbs and emits heat very well, use it in the dryer to dry clothes faster. Vote!!
m-Asusu
Wink Enabled Socket Extender
Super KinderChair
Chest Freezer-Top Shelf
Front Loading Chest Freezer
thing
What's in Your Heart?
KEYLESS ENTRY
Aerow
Shower/bathtub protection bag
Auto Return Sports Balls
Thermoelectric BBQ Fan/Light
As U Grow
Guideline
Roll with the Flow
Home Info Center
Edible Cup
Self Emptying Roomba Dock
PINBALL.
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Forkish
Accutrack
SwingBungee in a portable crib
Smart Dice for Toddlers
App Enabled Wedding Runner's.
Freedant/strong h/ helping h
Noko - the Multi-Use Lamp
Translator.
Transparent Gesture Gloves
flying broomstick
Milk cApp
Attachable Shoe Dryer
Auxi Duo With Outlets
Resisting A Rest Clock
Hanging Store behind the door
TP Buddy
Un-douchey Bluetooth Headset
The Pan Stand is a stand that pans from side to side enabling the video camera on a smartphone or tablet to capture video by remote.
Automatic Plant GrowthRecorder
Spill Free Oil Change
Auto Rotating Oven Rack
Smartphone Remote Glove
Versatile Circular Saw Guide
E-Z Squeeze Cement Truck Mixer
Swiss Paintbrush
Pushup/Situp Counter
Travel Shower Pack
USB Uploadable Mouse Pad Cover
Smart Food Mixer
Pamper Bath Station
Smartphone Satellite Finder
Campfire Fan
30 Second Potato Peeler
Sound Dampening Window Fan
Milk Maid V2.1
Fruit cocktail soda
Light-bulb Socket Extender
Q Crosslink for drying line
Speaker Swap &amp; Share
Batter Buddy Re-Sub
Foldable Freezer Drink Carrier
Puzzle Cube with Memory -resub
French Fry Cutter...easy way to make French fries
Collapsible Plant Container
Biometric Password Manager
Milkmaid V2.0
No Nail Multi-Picture Hanging
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Travel Shower Caddy
Smartphone Mouse Dock
Easy Pull Outlet Adapter
Smart Furnace Filter Monitor
soap dispensing dishwasher. 360 degree rotating dish to give a good clean around bowl.
Flour/Sugar Container/Measure
Water Wall Re-Sub
Dialogue Dolls
Hate being in pain when carrying something heavy? Construction workers, we give you the Shoulder Guard to solve a big problem for you all.
Air Dehumidify/Garden Sprayer
Wink Whole-Home Humidifier
Hands To Face Safety Alarm
WASTEBASKET WITH STORAGE DRAWERS. Save space in your bathroom, office, bedroom, etc. This wastebasket sits on top of three storage drawers.
Shoe Reminder and Freshener
Scanner/Charger Tablet Mount
Auto Book to eBook Scanner
Dripfree Cooking Utensils
VertaBin For Ceilings
Vacuum Extension Attachment
Rye Fruit beers: alochol & non
BLIND DESIGN. Create cool designs on your Venetian blinds.Design appears and disappears when blinds are open and closed.
Bed & Breakfast
Removable Basketball Backboard
Sticky Pick-Up Handy Helper
safe swimming suit
Pet Toy Launcher Projector
Superior Snow Racer
Safety Rewards
The Soap Mill
Lets create the Skinny Plate and Skinny Bowl to fight against obesity in America, in our children and in our communities.
Makes home-made dry cerealsÂ
SMART LASER MEASUREMENT KEYCHAIN
Digital Fridge Frame
Don't trip or step in gunk
Emergency Charger. ipod/ipad/iphone/iphone5 all in 1 charger, no cable, no wire, no power needed
Barbekoozie
Wing Nutz!
The Drawganizer
sends wifi SSID Messages
Levier - Wall-Mounted Edition
Pivot Powered USB Hub
ColorMyWorld Case
Strike
Goodbye Whiteboard from the '90s! Here's an Electronic Whiteboard that syncs your notes/schedule via app. Jot notes quickly with your finger
Save your Gardens and House Plants from Harmful Chemicals and Minerals Found in Tap Water and in Well Water
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The Smart Brush is going to focus on removing all the annoying excess hair that is left on your hairbrush after daily use.
Roadway and Town Toy Magnets
Quirky GE Engineering Idea.
A Case that holds Colorful Transparent Lenses that slide over the camera to take Videos and Photos with a Colorful Disposition ;-)
Don't you hate your furniture scratched, hit, or chipped by clumsy vacuum hits. Say goodbye to that and say hello to the Rubber Bumper.
Have a desk job? Play video games all day? Protect your back and correct your posture with this simple product
Nevwet. Bike and scooter protection! Wet seats stink :-(
Cupboard Keeper
The Totem cups are great! Why not Totem Bowls?!
White Noise Night light to aid in Falling Asleep. With a Blue or Green light- Scientifically proven colors to relax and balance emotions
100% Protective case that turns your iPhone to a camera with telescopic lense, tripod, and shoulder strap. With an app better than instagram
100% Customizable to ANY hand thanks to Sugru. Ergonomical Case of the future, for Today.
Tinker Toy!
Sorted Finances
Etch Sketch &amp; Print
Smart Mirror
Electronic Kerplunk!
Hygienic Pen
"Grab a Float-n-Flex lamp!" 4-n-1 Lamp. Base mounted to wall. Flashlight capabilities. Battery option. LED. Adjustable brightness. Flexible.
Disposable screen protectors
Easily use rainwater to water your plants? Take this watering can: a wide bowl gathers the rain and magically transforms into a wateringcan.
.
Silenced Toddler Instruments to encourage your little one to play an instrument without the headache!
*A Toothpaste Dispenser Pen you can Fasten to Any Toothbrush. Small, Easy to Clean &amp; Store Solution to Traveling with Toothpaste.* (Pics)
NECKLACE TICKER
Itrey
Kitty Slowfood
Cupenos
BACK SCRUBBER PRO
VIBRATING SMOKE ALARM
Shower Essentials Warmer
Lawn mower caddy
Reusable &amp; adjustable dishwasher brush handle that can take various types of heads for cleaning different utensils, and reduces waste.
Bathroom destaemer
Salt and water sprinklers
Xtreme Boat 'o Car
Locker Charger
â€œRelaxâ€ dog trolley
SlideSound for iPhoneÂ®
Shield
Memory 2.0
"Wackyware"-Entertain and teach your child at the same time with this set of fun and innovative utensils for babies/toddlers
Heated meat slicing board/tray
Set for mussels
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Waterproof shower cover for injured foot or lower leg that's bandaged or in a cast. Reusable easy on &amp; off with nonslip grips on outer sole.
Portable sports shower caddy that can stick to surfaces using suction cups and set at a height thatâ€™s most convenient for you.
SkeeterScreen
OmniPlug
Credit Card Headphones
Leg Table - Backpack
Baby Floor Pillow
Old,New Socks Stretcher
App Enabled Close Dryer Heater
Magnetic Outlet Safety System
Tired of having no room in your fridge/cupboard because of all the bottles or cans you have? Make life easier with the VENDER!
Auditory Cochlea Hearing Aid
Baby watch
The palm size misting fan
Bathroom Comfort Air
Magnetic Outlet Safety System
Automatic flashing bike.
Singing Star - Band in a Box
fsdfdsaf
Pen Zen Keyboard Sanitizer
Epiphany head phone's.
Pod Power Classroom
Compact Egg Banana Slicer
Shower/Tub Phone Holder
The Shaker Charger
Smart Whole House Water Filter
Dashie
Personal Wind Tube
HearClear
The Time Machine.
Invisible Door Knob
THE AVOCUTLER An avocado opener/slicer/peeler. Easily open, slice, and serve an avocado with one tool in record time.
thicker potatoe chips
My Story Wizard- 7500+ combos!
Piano Pattern Lite Up Keyboard
Whirlpool Shower Tube
Wheelbarrow Balls
a-1 sauce packets
Totally redefines locking your phone! A case that physically locks your phone so no one can get at your phone or any valuables in the case!
Bicycle Lock
WIFI and Ethernet Extender
Test
Disposable Urinal to Women
SlideSound for iPhoneÂ®
Crystal Candle Holders
Wink Heat Cable for Pipes
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Smallest iPhone charger yet! Stays flat on the bottom of your phone until you flip the plug out for charging! Read on and comment!
SILICONE CASE FOR FOOD
Wink Heating Oil Tank Gauge
Self Measuring Spice Bottle
Stand plate
SlideSound for iPhoneÂ®
Bracelet Clasp-fastener Helper
Create stunning cakes, pies and cupcakes with a 3D Cake Decorator!
Bar Life
Globe Location Tracker
Not another Dish Rack that claims to adjust for your needs! Small amounts or large amount of dishes, fix it how you need it
Crock Pods
Fireworks Dome
The Prune Goon
Levitable - Levitating Table
Chatterbox - Talking Game
Model Car Hot Chassis Wheels
Cement ink pen
Ever use a string trimmer or weed whacker? Then check out this String Trimmer head on a wheel.
mini-bathroom paper towels, instead of drying your hands on a damp used towel. Quick clean up of toothpaste and spills! Pretty and useful!
OmniPlug 2.0
a
Childrens Superhero Backpacks Rain Proof Poncho Capes.
iholder
Apple Peel
juice
Apple Phone and Iphone Charger
Battery Holding Watch Band
Secure your belongings
All In One Carry On
Hors D'oeuvres Buddy
Glow in the Dark Pacifier. Find it in the dark.
Talking toothbrush holder
Cuckoo Tube - Vidlet Clock
Universal Wheelbarrow Loader
Portable Dryer for Camping
LED Frame Mood Light
Micro Stax
The Kitchen App
Click N Cook for Gardening, a Shovel, A Hoe, A Rake, with one handle. All contained in a solid storage base.
I have the perfect way to have a cold beverage,without the ice watering it down,or the "fake ice,taking too much room out of your drink.
Carry-oke
BOX SCOOP PAN SHOVEL
Microwave Cleaning App
Wi-Fi Talk/Listen Cube (Wink)
speaker that is small, light weight + portable.cupping your hands around your ears. It holds your ipod in place + surrounds the speakers.
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Nail Clippers 3-in-1
Smart Watch 2nd Generation
ID me please
EASY-GO
depression suppression
Mysterious Brush
360 cam-mobil
PivotPower/Converge Travel
The Shark Head Snorkel
GE Smart Disposer + Light
Head PHONE
bluetooth glove headphones
BOX SCOOP PAN SHOVEL
Smart Traffic Lights
Very cheap flash memory (2gb or 4gb), exterior made from very cheap materials, used for everyday data transfer needs (like stick-it notes).
Smart Shower Clock
86 Tailgating Grill Smoke
GE Lamp with Battery
Powercord Easy Grip
Laundry Basket 2-in-1
Kids Holographic Box
The Perfect Nipple Protector
Heart Rate Monitor Plus
ECOttle with Ice Mould
NoDegree - Job Finding Site
A Sleek I PAD/Tablet carrying case protector.
Smart Medicine Lock Cabinet
Kids Engineering Lab (MATTEL)
Sonos-ready volume control
Comb Releasing Flea Medication
Human anatomy game + APP
Reusable Icepack Servers
Detangling Dispensing Comb
Better Binder System
The cocoon (hammock)
3D engineering kit for Kids
Pluckmini stores with the rest of your eggs. Keep your pluck in the same carton as the eggs, just makes sense.
Smart shower head
de
Punch Top Tab
Connected Central Alarm System
Ice be gone
NFKey
A garage door that can be opened and closed via an iPhone app. Never wonder if you put down the garage door again!
SwitchMow
APP ENABLED PATIO LIGHT SET-Set your outdoor lighting mood from your phone. Bluetooth Outdoor Speakers too? Suggestions Welcome
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"Fight The Fungus!"Sense-A-Spoil senses when food is starting to spoil and sends a notification to your phone.
Rainbow Filament
Pivot Power Usb
Smart Attic Fan
This GLOW IN THE DARK THERMOS has colored SILICONE wrapped around it and the bottom TWISTS open revealing a small COMPARTMENT.
LOOK AT ME on wheels
Amphibious car for children
Palm Vax Candle Lamp
Imagination at Bedtime
Hand truck Rail System
testtesttest
Safe Crib
Safe Crib
Mold-a-Mouse
Stressfree Crutches
Wind gauge for golfers
App Enabled Quirky Car Magnets w/QR Codes!Let's up our social sales locally and SPREAD THE QUIRKY GOSPEL!VistaPrint Platform on Q's site!
GET THE GROCERIES
E-Car
testtest
Off Ear w/ Sound Localization
Solar Powered AC for DogHouses
*Toggle* Collab w/ Aviv B.
Baby Feeding/Reading Pillow
#spotsv Facial tissue carrying case. A new, durable container which fits comfortably in pocket. Great for children to carry to school.
Freedom Handles
boogie-buster's night light
Secoy
Satellite Car Audio Speakers
Hair Net
Mega Bloks App-Enabled Chassis
Digital Time Module
Incorporate Quirky Products into emergency grab-and-go backpack similar to car emergency kit.
*Lounge* Collab w/ Aviv B.
Real Simple - Carpet Muncher
Quirky Scoot Boot
Fashion headphones
Back Scrubber
A fun iPad holder for infants and toddlers to enjoy kid friendly apps without damaging Mom & Dad's iPad - Can attach to crib & carseat
Artistic Mega Bloks
SUNBUG SPRAY
boogie-buster's night light
Wireless powercord
Sponge wall
iMelt It
BUG OUT!! A Mosquito Tent Deployed Faster than an umbrella.
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Siren Sensor
Beachwheels
SPW(Sport&amp;Pregnancy Wristband)
Mixed Reality (VR & AR) Suit
Walkie Taikie battleship
The wrist mounted air mouse a product that makes mousing natural and the blocky mouse obsolete.
The best time to enjoy the tea
The roll-up Ladder
Pizza Warmer
Bewere of the chicken!
music mailbox
App Enabled Cotton Candy Maker
I.F.O. - WATER
MATTEL â€“ Dominoes 3D
A free floating invisible trellis,easy to build,never ending design,great for potted plants,easy to move indoors/outdoors,anybody can do it!
Thinner, Smarter Duster
Magnetic Contour
Neat hooks
Warming sensation
SALSA Brush it`s a barbecue grilling brush with a SAUCE dispenser! It requires minimum investment to be created and it`s really interesting!
How do you sleep at night? is it the hum of a fan?the sound of crickets?your fav radio station? But,your roomate needs silence? I GOT IT!
Tiny Tissues
WINK Floor Lamp
App-Enabled Baby Mobile
Eco-friendly Multi-purpose Sponge! Tired of washing your dishes with the ol` boring sponge? Here`s what you need! Spongee!!
Heated dinner plate
Emergency Gas Can
Mini Fridge
WINK Table/Desk Lamp
Rope Belt
Holed Cutting Board
Magnet Hammer
Hideaway hooks
iPad mini binder insert and standalone case. Props, powers, and more. Perfect for students and businesspeople.
BLACK NIGHT LIGHT
gps bullet or navigation bulle
J-LID
Stroller Kick-Stand & Counter-Balance
Remote finder
When you want an iPad Mini case that can be both hard and soft. Convenient 2-sided shell case. Hard for max protection &amp; soft for comfort.
arm90
Cork Board for Your Computer
Better Beach Toys that snap together for easy storage. And a really awesome shovel/rake combo tool where the rake looks like fingers!
"Secret" shoeboxes that look like magazine &amp; file storage so you can keep your high-heels at work without looking sloppy or unprofessional.
Umbrella - Headset + APP
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Earbuds that Also Amplfy Sound
armHouse
pots and pans lids
RESUBMIT!! HOT SPOTTER!
bling.
Heat- Up Pillow
beach vacation package
Azero
Wink Enabled Dehumidifier
Spotter Suction Cup Attachment
My Print = Quick Door Access
R U SICK OF WALKING IN YOUR DOOR AND STEPPING ON YOUR MAIL,ESPECIALLY WHEN YOUR FEET R WET? OR YOUR DOG HAS
EATEN IT, OR EVEN VANDALISM?
Qwirky Novels
The EZ Scoop
Anti-Hail Car Cover
Grippy Floating iPad Bath Suit
Sprinkle Roller
Accessorize your Mocubo Mini for on the go One Stop Chopping! Brought to you with the support of Justin Giannone and Maria Morrill
Prize Compartment Kids' Bowl
Azero
Monitor, Store, Control and Use Your Energy in Your Grid. (Modified previous submission 2.2012)
Kids Room Organizer
Resubmit idea...Double sided Gecko pads to hold your stuff in place in a new way.
ICE SHAPE MAKER - APP ENABLED
Induction Outlet Safety System
#Qcycle First Aid Kit on a roll as you roll.
#spotsv...Guard your food while on the move!
FRUITLOOSE
LED Cutting Board
Draw with melting crayons! A new layer of fun for kids of all ages.
Rock on and store your jewels in a simulated original site container.
Baby In car monitor reminder
Heated Dinner Plate.
Shopping Cart Cushion
Home Depot Bath Fan (and more)
Wink Toilet Paper Holder
App-Enabled Rice Cooker
Hawk eyes
Belt for heavy side pack
Wink Space Heater
Dog Winked - Smart Dog Collar
Doggie Glove
AppEnabled Home Parking Sensor
Wine Pour Rest
Hot wipers
iPhone cover with head phone cups at the back side with ear bud wrapping...
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The iPad Parasite Case
Stylish push pen with different sized nibs
Bake Shapes - Halloween!
Adjustable iPad handle grip...
A very useful gadget that organizes multiple chargers in one place without tangling.
Easy sip
The Kitchen sink guard
Electronic Music Synthesizer or Electronic Drum Pad Hat. For ultimate music portability, kids or adults.
Paintball shooting tank
Heater blanket for windshield
Voice Recognition Power Outlet
lorax wallet (working title :)
Portable Gold and Silver Test
Pool surface self-cleaner
Lawn Protect
worlds smartest sprinklers
Avalanche Rescue Ball
Bio Bank
Quirkized motion lights
BLACK NIGHT LIGHT
Cutting pie can sometimes be difficult for people who have arthritis, joint issues, etc., especially the elderly who tend to enjoy baking.
Portable Wink Easy Button
Hang flat to dry sweaters, knit wear and â€œlay flat to dryâ€ clothes. Original Rack Itâ€¦plus upgrades...Rack It 2Ä“!
Tool Zen organizer
Computer Double Screen
Snag It!
Hang flat with Rack It!
napper
Clear silicone mesh to contain and drain everything.
The Turn-Key Better Paper Towel Holder...Stops towel roll for tear-offs, installs hanging or in a base, ships flattened.
5 Pack Extensors... the next hot trend in exercise!
DIETGEAR
The Video Game Guardian
Cue your picture any way you wish.
A quirky product to help Wash and Drain everything but the kitchen sink... IN the kitchen sink!
College dorms bunk beds make storage of personal items near the bed a difficult task to accomplish.
Easy Ear Tip Cover
Smart emergency response
LAUNDRY HUB - App Enabled Wind gauge for golfers
Portable Cooler
CABINETTES - Keep Bugs Away
Wet Pet Food Helper
Tiny Quirky Smart Eco-House
Kids Dueling Floatingfountain
Firelight LED lighting
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SMALL BATHROOM? Curling Iron and Blow Dryer storage problems? Want them at your fingertips everyday? Styling Tool Bar is the answer.
Lipstick Match
Washer Timer
DK Plug-In
File Protector
Multidimensional flashlight
WINK LED HUD for smart home
Mining Safety sensor helmet
Rotary HulaHoop !
WINK Soft LED Light Collection
Mattel Sandbox Backhoe
mAt
Adjustable Nail Lengths
Waterproof Hair Dryer n Shower
R/C Balloon Flight
Gyro Cube
Poppy Auto Air Fresheners
Undercurrent - Vending Machine
Mini portable plate cooker
ShoeSlip, The New Shoe Horn.
Fresh Scent Toilet Handle
Teeth shower
Solly Nut Cracker (Patent)
Multi-Touch Capacitive Stylus: Say goodbye to tap zooms, this stylus mimics two fingers for controlled zooming. (Video)
Double Cookie Jar
socks inside washing
Double Punch Bowl
Smart Button Headphones
Lenskeep
Bluetooth Headphones/Speakers
Phoenix Light Bulb
Illuminated Hot Wheels Track
Self Dispensing Soap Sponge
Poppy Wink Oatmeal Maker
Solar Powered Ultra thin case for extra battery life.
Green Tool
Selfie case!
Multi-Time Kitchen Timer that reminds you what each time is for. Instead of "Beep Beep" it can say "Flip Burgers", "Pasta" and much more.
Neckphones w/ Detach. Speakers
Never miss a (quirky) idea again with this all-in-one idea-box.Itâ€™s more than a storage box,itâ€™s a creative station for people like YOU!
ewwq
water teeth shower
Chupee (Pacifier) Brush
Stair ramp
eye glass with micro projector...
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Water Balloon Rockets
Athletic bingo
ATM Teller Tongs
Wrap Around Comfy Ear Plugs with steady White Noise let's you get to sleep & stay asleep - Silence Never Sounded so Good
Stylish push pen with different sized nibs
Kettle Grill add-on Tray
iUmbrella
Hanging pockets with power...
Even-Keel Road Box
Stackable Paint Palette
Swimming Pool Ball
Dryer Lint Monitior
All in one in house protection
Recommend A DOCTOR
No-Spill Painter's Water Bowl
Blind Spot Sensor
Football Fever, board game
The most flexible rgb LED Light ever. App enabled.
Thermo cup holder
USB rechargeable Credit card sized torch convert in to small lamp
'CONTINUE', A flexible USB separator for laptop...
Self-Cleaning Corn Brush
Build it Blocks
Candle Hut
Roof Cleaner Drone
Turn and Grill
Paint Can Tap
The DropStop iPhone 6/6+ Case
Smart Chess/Checkers Board
Hands-free tablet case.
Wink - Pet Heat Mat.
Say goodbye to tap zooms, this multi-touch stylus mimics two fingers for controlled zooming (resubmit for apple accessory)(+Video)
Wink Enabled Smart Speaker
Grinlock
Head to Toes Shower
Inductive charging alarm clock
Wink Voice Enabled B/T Speaker
Interceptor 2.0
Interlocking Plates / Cups
Robo
Wireless Entertainment
Cooler-Grill (ER Resub)
LED Scrolling Car Emblems
Sync Bands
"Cable Spokes" For easy maintenance of cables.
Portable Scanner Z (or I )
Grow Up! Collapsible Recycle Bin. You could use these containers also for storage!
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Rubik gives you the solution! Compact container for recycling or storage.
Fixed Phone Handsfree Recorder
Personal K-Cup Coffee Grinder
Spin lights
Gesture Recognition Wisee&amp;Wink
Better Beach/Sandbox Toys that snap together for easy storageâ€”surprisingly few do this!!! (And a really awesome shovel/rake combo tool)
PLato para mascotas 2 en 1
Light Bulb with Tone
Wallet Sized Touchscreen Stylus. Fat fingers? Drawing something other than scribbles? Hate touching public touchscreens? THIS IS FOR YOU!
Sprue plate and 2 in 1 Pet.
BATH FAN-HOME DEPOT CHALLENGE
Easy Sleeve
Easy Beach Tennis Set
Comfy, "pop-up tent" style seat insert for kids on an airplane so they don't have to lean all over you or be slumped in weird positions.
Power pill (AA/AAA batteries)
ldfh
MagnaGrab
A table-top Cell Phone Signal Blocker for the dining room table (w/ matching salt &amp; pepper shakers). One-button turns it on for 30 minutes!
UNIVERSAL INDUCTIVE BATTERY
Saba
ergonomic plug
Hoist
FlooReader
The smart parking app is an exclusive i-phone application that communicates with a digital display on your cars dash
An exciting new take personal transportation completely controlled by your
soap grip
Sportaholic
POT TOP HOLDER TIPPER STRAINER
Teaspoon Tops
The Trashcan that Can!
salad â€“n- sides
Prop Power Drop light
Time Peace
The Charger Extention
HOOD UPâ€™S
Multipurpose Beach Mat
The Grabber
Desktop 120volt Receptacle
Electricity usage tracker
The Pickle
Neck Speaker
Musical TetherBall
Smart Home Heating Oil /App
Utility Broom Light
Grease Gobbler

i-phone
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Cool Amplifier For High Power
Fuddha
itrey
Grocer Bike Pannier Adapter
Chocolate Bowl and edibles
ERF or Easy Receptacle Finder
Dual Cooling Jets Portable Fan
tinkle activated toilet light
ERF or Easy Receptacle Finder
Wink Kitchen Inventory System
wifi oil tank gauge
UV Anti-Viral Lamp Mask
Picture Frame Plus
Quantum Kitchen Smart System
Candle's Sooth Capturing Stand
slide
Potato Ring Cutter
Smart iPad and Laptop Case
Wind-wiper
Indoor Outdoor Media Tent
No sound
pantalla protectora conaumento
Ethylene Gas Extraction Bowl
Stay Cool Safety System
A Bluetooth-controlled POWER PLUG to turn on/off lights in the room directly from iPad while you're reading an ebook in bed/on couch.
Fruit Minder Tray
Multi Tool Opener (arthritis)
The diet
B.Y.S.S!
Skin sensing Alcohol indicator
Programmable Wireless TinyKeys
A remote control squeeking mouse/rat to play with your cat.
Quick secure baby seat w/alert
Bilco Door Barrier
Butterscotch Milk
Spring Challenge: Cup Cleaner
Travel Printer with Hotspot
Morphing Display Cubes
Adjusta Heel
EZ Cup and Silverware Cleaner
Hybrid Power - Permits Max Use
Spilled milk? Baby don't cry! Dry your eyes! Deon has a simple solution!
Indie/Galaxy Girl Dolls &amp; More
Home Warranty and Other Record
Kitchen in a case. When a teen heads to college she/he needs to have bowls, cups, mugs, plates, utensils, cooking stuff.
Children's Bike and Skater Helmets! Fun and different than any other on the market.
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Twin Painters Tray
Speaker &amp; Audio Booster Skins
Headshot
Warming And Cooling Place Mats
LED Light + Ceramic Heat Combo
Stop Truck Snow Falling Hazard
Inductive Racing Game #AUSTIN
HoCo
Name Plate Award Ribbons
Tray With Adjustable Height
Inductive Outdoor Lighting
Auto Feed Kitchen Scissor
LIGHTER WITH SLIPSTREAM
Prop Up Microwave Foods
Refuel-H2O X-Mas Tree
TubScrub
#NEVWET Snorkel inside surface treatment makes snorkeling easier to clear water from the snorkel tube. Make snorkeling more enjoyable! Video
SUNBUG
night tinkle light
#SPOTSV Tea Bag Clips. Hold your Tea Bag like this!
#NEVWET Auto wax, polish, sprays and washes for paint, wheels, chrome, upholstery. Protect your 2nd most valuable possession. See Videos!
Beef Patty Labeling Press
Transform any 5 gallon bucket into a modular utility system!
Foot comforter
Induction Heat Hair Iron.
TC WeB Q cell holder access
Roof Heating Tarp
Vibrating Call Alert Band
causevac
Oscillating Grill Tool. No Scrubbing No scraping! No elbow grease! No chemicals! No preheating! No Fuss!
All in One Hair Station.
Instant Umbrella Beach and Patio Bar.
Tag - Adult Version with App
Light,Key and Mail.
My wife loves our Slimline and said that it would be even better if it was longer and had a folding table that worked like the drying rack.
Hot Wash Rag Wringer, protype
Electric Self Stirring Spoon
Do What You Want Headphones
A stylish, bedside Floating Nightstand that detaches and becomes a lap-desk or a dinner tray. See illustrations
Icebreaker snow shovel
Headphones Two in One.
Air Pad Lifter
Back Off LED Display
Portable Armband Alarm System
Electronic toy scoreboard that your toddler can use to keep track of the score and learn to count while playing basketball or other games.
Self Mixing Salad Bowl
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Louvered Medicine Cabinet
Health and sports monitor
Spoon-support and Egg-Breker
Smart pet
Sensory intelligent hairdryer
StopSearch
Oxygen Life Mask
Driver's Sip Safely Coffee Cup
What is this? $40 BILLION SPENT ON DIETING in the US market alone and NO SPECIFIC PLATES TO HELP those that are dieting.
Even Heating Microwave Bowl
Apples latest iPad aims at PC market. Lets make the ipad case A PLATFORM WE CAN BUILD UPON. ADD ON ITEMS mean much MORE LONG TERM
POTENTIAL!
Pedestal Interactive Pet Feed
Hair Brush For Dreadlocks Hair
RESUBMIT from May 2011 - Wish you had a curved shower curtain rod? Here's an easier solution. Adjustable weight and length curtain holders.
Triple bongui
! Open Source GPS and Accelerometer Chip Fob - Allow Programmers to Write Their Own Apps Using the Quirky Device - This Means More Sales!
Perfect Haircut
SUNBUG
Power Cable Clip
3 Leg Pogo
App Art (Digital Jewellery)
NIGHT BASKETBALL
Pickup Power Rugged
Glasses-Free 3D Portrait
It's an App-Enabled Bobble Brush Timer w/floss holder so you can track your child's brushing/flossing habits, set goals, etc.
Glass building cleaner
Self drying washer
Outdoor Pickup Power
Cat's window bed
Telescopic Tongs with Torch
Let's encourage our kids to keep the car CLEAN with these car trashcans!Comes w/optional strap to attach to the back of your car's headrest!
Snapbacks:Headphones
HEAD unit
The Business Persons Lunchcase
App-enabled Pager
Peliculasa
Charging Car Mount
Magnetic Chalkboard Coasters
GO CORDLESS
Rainbow Pen
Spray Can Safety Cap
Heated windshield wipers
U-Hanger â€“ Universal hanger
Hand lotion/cream roll on
Alerted Harman Headphones
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Smart Alert Vibrating Ring
Multi-Ingredient Food Keeper
Line Laser
Photographic Pen
App-Food Tray
Synchros Citizen Headphones
Iphone 5 MPC Cover Controller
1 Rotor keels fin fish
Easy Side Table
Electric Mini smoothy blender
Vertical Boiler
smart checkpoint bag
Wifi Alarm Clock Cubes
Dispensers for plastic wrap and aluminum foil built into your kitchen countertop backsplash.
Seasonal All-in-One Garden House
the easy marker
Public Rest Room Lock
Quiet breast pump
Skee-Ball Slider
Auto rewind extension cord
The techno water bottle holder
The Life Saver Sensor
GROWIE! Self-Watering Planter
Mattel Traffic Board Game
i.Mouse
Expandable Surge Protector
A power strip/surge protector where each outlet is individually turned on and off by an app.
Hard Tarp. Double layer of polypropylene woven (tarp) material sewer to form channels for self expanding foam. Foam channels support tarp.
Poppy Water bottle dispenser
Ice Cold Soda MINI CUBES Mini Ice Cube maker that makes ice cubes small enough to fit in the openings of water and pop bottles Easy to use
test
Outdoor solar powered lights controlled by an app.
Mini Pawport for smaller pets
An iPad case that is easy to switch between thin and more protective. 2 parts, a thin case with a removable hard exterior shell.
All-in-one kitchen gadget
Wifi Candles
Smart Driveway Marker
Year2030 Monitor your SmartCar
a hand truck that will move as easily forward and backwards as it will side to side. with a positioning lock that will prevent accidents.
Aros-Vertical?
Child Proof Knife Storage
Get a "Handle" on your Brushes
Back Packed
smart Heat
smart lamp
Cook-Mates
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fishtank underwater disco
Canvas w/ Bluetooth PaintBrush
Fiber Optic Whole House Light
Roomba that mowes your grass
CircuitGrips
Taco Holder
Problem: Struggling with plastic wrap Solution: Pre-cut sections. No sharp cutters!
Shower water filter
A COMPLETELY Wireless Charger
five minute holiday lights
Splash Tag - A summer tag game using water pistols and hydrochromic ink on costumes. Paintball with waterpistols.
Car sends text for oil change
Containers You Can Build With
Crying box
A fabric bag with fabric shelves accessed on each side by velcro flaps. There is a divider down the center, not dividing the last shelf.
Having hanging baskets on a pole to fit on the shower wall to be able but mutliple peoples shower stuff in the shower. Good for big families
HDMI Android PVR Switch
Winter Mascarf
Microwave Steam Cleaner
Portable battery bike pedal
Watering Cap for Milk Jugs
E-CABINET
Let's throw the Q Team a bone because if this wins, they will have a fun time testing it!
Mattel glowing beat blocks
Turn iPhone into a top mounted handle fisheye camera for filming skateboarding tricks.
Quirky shock absorbing camera pod with clear fisheye lens and control arm. Get extreme shots wail keeping you and your digital device safe.
Bar soap scrubber dispenser
í…ŒìŠ¤íŠ¸ìž…ë‹ˆë‹¤
Extra Hand for the Shower
Nimbus + Coverge
a bladeless, solar powered app enabled fan that will run and be monitored remotely thru wifi.
Smart Corrector Pet Spray
HoseHolder with Wink App
Runaway Pro
CAR BUILDERS
Adjustable Cord Extender
Di-VO
Wave to mute
Shopping or ToDo List with fold back (or tear off) tabs. Pad magnetically sticks to fridge. No need to juggle pen and paper when shopping.
Wink-bot
Power Ladder
Dry Flush
Where Are the Children???
Lamp controlled by Magic Wand
Slide Blade Cutting Board
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Built for Mono or Stereo
Animal Ears Hairband
Two for One!!! The colorful and "double faced" OplÃ chair can serve as a rocking chair or a still seat.
Electric Pan Scrubber
Soft Sponge Sander attachment
Squeezer for small citrus
No Ice
Constellation Glass
GE Link light fixtures
FunTidy
Rechargable buttoncell battery
Shell Seat
Wireless Charger Toolbox RESUB
DANCING MUSIC
ExoSkin: Hard Head Helmet
Non-backpack, tablet pouch/case to strap over your shoulder across your chest for simple, mobile, and convenient storage. No dangling.
BANDITS CrissCross Enhancement
A portable art kit for access to art utensils, tools, and extendable drawing pad all in one cylinder. Fundamental drawing tools in a tube.
ExoSkin: Extreme Watch
ExoSkin: all-in-one Backpack
MELT / MOLD YOUR PLASTIC WASTE
Fix the sunrise at time you want! Just put an alarm with a motor on roller shades. Sleep well in darkness and wake up easily!
Clip On Duo iWatch Charger
Bubble Cooler
Porkfolio Mobile (Line Ext.)
Expandable Storage Container
LegUp
Frying pan with grease funnel
Backpack Go Gadget!
Solar Picnic fridge
Iphone external harddrive
iWatch Holder Ring And Charger
Home spices
vgfhfghfgh
Hangits - Simply Fit &amp; Hang!
Measure Mate Faucet Attachment
Spice Wand
Multitool-Pen
Bluetooth Spkr/Night Lt/Alarm
iWatch Ring Style Holder
Snowfall
Honeycomb
Water Temperature Sensor
The Snug Plug
dsfsf
Coffee Can Organizer Kit
The Best Pen
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Metro Commuter Cup Holder
Repost: Anti-Hail Car Cover
iWatch Eyewear With No Lenses
Edison 2.0
Quick-n-Easy Bed sheets
Sifty Box
Wallet Glide
Dock station on your hand.
Steam Iron Brush
Whack-A-Mole (App Enabled)
GloMatch
Bracelet â€“ mini boombox for your iphone, ipod
"ROOM TO GROW" DOLL HOUSE
Luggage Tray, Mirror And Light
Pocket-Clad Water Bottle
Apple Watch Carrier &amp; Stand
Pantry
Waterproof case for ipad, iphone, ipod.
Amp
Desk
Night lamp - kaleidoscope. The good decision what to help the child to sleep quietly, and have color and kind dreams.
Fridge Minder
Travel Shell (Team Idea)
Bracelet â€“ mini boombox for your smartphone
Laser Pinata
Drone With Active Noise Cancel
FingerPaint on Computer Screen
Make safe kitchen equipment
power joystick
Don't you worried about getting hurt during opening Canned-food?? By using this, you don't need to be worried about that.
Lunch table shelf
Mini electric incinerator
Space Bar Media
Test
Floating Alarm device for car.
picnic pick&amp;pin
Can-Counter #MustHaveAppliance
Lapgaroo
Spindy (Homemade Prototype)
Lights Umbrella
Adjusta-Spray Lawn Sprinkler
testinve
Clamp Prop Power
Easy Rotate Endless Mattress
Sprinkle Roller
Tune Cars
Whiteboard Puzzle
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Keyboard Top Smartphone Holder
Pedestal Recycle Bin
4 WAY BANDITS!
Safe Notebook Charging System
Growing doll
Space-saving ice cube maker
Cutting board for the sink
PowerClamp XL
Ceiling Fan Slip
IMP 'Mini Measure'- Pull cord to measure waist/chest/baby bumps or anything even straight lines! see/save results on phone-or on unit itself
Door Extension Cord
GardenGrips
Big area of wood/ lino floor? dusting it is quite a job eh. Not with a retractable electro - static 'Mammoth' !! (4 ft brush head)
Slim Wifi Suction Attach window motion sensor. Sends intruder alarm via App +option for Cam too- Buy 1 or more(4 doors and cars too) also)
Mud Stopper
Pet Stopper
Shower surround
spicy water
Man hands
The Lazy Scraper
Skinny sneakers
Can-Counter
Modular Bird Habitat
Drain covers blocked? Install the Gutter Bucket now to stop buildup of roof runoff. Easily installed on all drains for easy removal of waste
ScoreTracker
GAME TRACKER
WASP DECIMATOR
Total Power Management
Laundry Station
Vertical Discharge Wasp Spray
Apple Watch Dock
Piece Eye-Shadow
Thermal Bead Ice Bucket
USB Powered personal Fan that doubles as a Night Light for laptop. Good for on the go especially if you are trapped in a hot room.
Whack-a-Mole Cats
Sprinkle Roller
Wall Hanger For Multiple Items
DRY CLOTHES FASTER! A cloth-type synthetic material that absorbs and emits heat very well, use it in the dryer to dry clothes faster. Vote!!
Dog Bowl
Dual Cooling Hot Drinks Cooler
Flex-Frames
Spotter For Car Preserves Live
Spindy (Homemade Prototype)
Flying Drone Metal Detector
PowerClamp XL
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Extendable Smartphone Holder
Beef Patty Labeling Press
Pivot Power Dashboard
Flex-Snow Globe
Travel Shell
Lap Tray
Sun Safe
Heated gloves
Fridge Minder #HotelSolutions
Glass Range Robotic Cleaner
Flexi Board
Refuge
snow skiers life saver
Utility Ladder
The Crab Clamp-on Kayak Mirror
The Golf Club Defender
Sifty Box
Musical Water Bottle / light
Eco cutlery
Cyclops
Auxi Smartphone/Tablet Holder
Stratos
Cable Wraps
FruitBOSS
Above the crowd
GE AQUA SMOOTH SURFACE RANGE
App-lock
Wireless Earbunds (separate)
wwwq
SMART CAT PLAYZONE
Tasty Jamaican Jerk Food Maker
Emergency powered radio
Instantly Chill Any Beverage.
Pocket projector. An app enabled portable projector. Show pictures, stream movies whilst traveling, or for portable presentations.
Portable Urinal for Men
Garden planting projector
Fridge Minder
GameWheeler/TabletTote
Vertical A/C
Springloaded SmartPhone Seal
Bicycle That Converts To Chair
This is NOT a key finder
The Teacher
WALL IN A BOX (Lattice sticks)
Low Cost King Adjustable Bed
SUNBUG
baby bottle holder
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The Butter Straw
Keep Your BUNS from FROSTBITE
Wet Cat Food Station
Store Anywhere Table In A Pan
Imagine creating that perfect painting? This high beam torch with attachable lens with picture images to project onto a whiteboard or wall.
CatPad- A Tablet for your Cat
Cones. An indoor or outdoor game for all ages using battery operated cones to conceal treats or surprises when found by blind-folded players
App Roof Top Snow Removal
SweaTrak -Wearable Tech Bands
Drain covers blocked? Install the Gutter Bucket now to stop buildup of roof runoff. Easily installed on all drains for easy removal of waste
Solar Lawn Watering - No Hoses
Quirky's Egg
Food Minder
Four In One Juice Bottles
Litter Box Wall Paper
Grid Cutter
NO MORE FROSTY / FROZEN car windows with the microwavable frost remover pack. Quick, easy, reusable, green and energy efficient.
Test
Clean look desk. 4 foot long molded plastic table with variable height legs, recessed sides for power strips. Embedded power/cable runs.
Wake up to your own personal alarm with the Gender Specific Alarm Clock. This idea is to create an alarm clock for men and women.
Mini Thor.
wink display glasses
Cablebiner
Ever wasted time going after a parking spot that was already occupied? Never again with this Available Parking Spot Identifier.
JOWRKESH
Engine Free Generator
The Chain Cane
Digital Pantry
UPCUPS
CUBZ
Pure Taste Tablets
Replaceable Tine Stall Pick
Pee Trapper
wink Bluetooth to if receiver
A notice board for the home which allows the user to connect with SMS text messages, photos, updates, to do lists from anywhere.
Playband
Lucent dog stick
All Weather Cat House
The ultimate exercise system!
Ladder stabilizer
Snow fridge!
QUIRKY BRACELET
Micro SD USB Host
Gardening apron with integrated knee pad
Clipâ€“on warning triangle
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EcoMat
Garden Buddy
SnapLeash-Love for your pet!
nuevas tijeras
Simple Wallet
Emesis
Poppy cleaning dispenser caddy
vwgesgrserg
Conserver
Sit-Right
Expandable Storage Container
Build Bigger
Connect a key( keyring)
Braille e-reader
Variable gear with hemispheric
XX
Induction Coffee Pour Over
Learn-to-Type Keyboard
Sticky Increasable power strip
Key Tracer
Bottle designed to Combine
App based smart hearth table.
Beat Band - Pulse Metronome
Gleeper (the glasses keeper)
NO Worry Nurses
Power Band: Bluetooth bracelet with USB and Lightning connector ends. Never forget your charging cable again. And wireless music too.
Portal Power Strip.

RE

Dispensing Facial Brush
Bendy Cable Organizer - RESUB
Power Strip---Robotic Cleaner
Mimic Dance Doll
UltraFUNctional Extension Cord
Smart Wink Wall Light Switch
Phone Case - Lie Detector
A BICYCLE PHONE CALL BUTTON
Home and Bicycle Light
Spotter UNIQ Clip
Voice Recording Bead
'Decanting Machine of God'
3-Partition Canister
Tubulars: Folding Chair System
Accelerometer Lunch Container
Need Help! Charging Organizer!
Spotter UNIQ bicycle base
Box counter
Rx Flip-Up Sunglasses
The DVD jukebox
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Skwak Box
An automatic stirrer for your Kitchen. It fits nearly every pot and does all the hard work for you.
A SIMPLE MICROFIBER SLIPCOVER to protect a smart phone from scratches and simultaneously clean the device without interfering with its use.
The Rolling String Trimmer
Tabeaze: PC &amp; Tablet Masher
Uber Debit Card
control car
Protector Beach
LIGHT BALL
Ultimate Tablet Pram Holder
Eco-Friendly Coffee Warmer
Heat Absorbing Cooling Disc's
Follow Me drone
2lip-Fork and spoon in one.Sometimes,at garden party,at festival it does happen,you've got3 things(fork,spoon and plate),but two hands only
Alpha darts
Smart Hotel Alarm Clock
Stove Top Safety Bar
Shelf for iphone, ipad, ipod in the bathroom
Lint Roller Travel Case
Wink water pipe heater
Keep water flowing down your kitchen sink! Stop food particles from going down your sink with a silicone mesh mat!
Pivot Power X
RE-wall
Better Brownie Baker - NPP
FusionHookz
Stretch out your Mid-Back with this apparatus. Does your upper back hurt? Do you have bad posture? This could be the thing you need.
I would like a plastics shredder. In my mind it is similar to a small wood chipper but for plastic milk, water, and soda bottles, and more.
Wearable Power Boost
RESUB: When one power strip is not enough and two are too many... use the Add-On!
For a walk with the dog in the dark, often have to take a flashlight. We propose to combine these two devices.
APP CONTROLLED CABINET ALERT
Variable cleaning knob - 2-in-1
*PICFOLIO*
BBQ steak stamp
Falling Ceiling Table
Creepy crawlers creating a crisis in your house? Don't take a bite. Get tight. Bug repellant weather stripping is the answer! Worked for us!
picnic pick&amp;pin.
Microwave Destroyer cockroache
Wrist rest support
Fan Blade Cleaner Dust Free
Camera Stick.. auto leveling self photo/video mount at the end of a wand for self portraits and videos!
Poppin- Board pin dispenser
Multi-device syncing Earbuds
Fully-automated, WIFI-tethered, Oblique-angle Prosumer Camera Stand for elevated video and photo - ie: Low-level/Pole Aerial Photography
Harmon See-Thru Headphones
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Magnetic key board for iPad 2
Biodegradable Dune Grass
Forget me not
Functional shower liner. Storage pockets and hooks built onto shower liner to optimize shower space.
Wink Smart Wearables
accept
Pocket Plotter
App Controlled Train Set
QUEUE (coding at its simplest)
MagniPeep
Doll Robot
Drip Catching Coffee Cup
Musical Notes That Make Music
Modular Mini Generator System
TinyWirelessMicHeadphones
screw driver LED
Flex Blades for ceiling fans
Lemonize-Just Juice No Messin
Universal Hand Blender Vise
Go-Brush
GE Under Lights
Obelisk
Fridge with Battery Backup
ArtHeart
Skateboard/Scooter Backpack
Repair-Zall collar
Lite Brite + Iphone Case = functional and glam!
Place your lemon into the cradle and squeeze - Totally New and Original Lemon Squeezer! the Chefs dream! (resub)
Stow Cubby
Desk
Apple peel one trillion people
STAR SHIP WATER DRONE
Cooking Utensil Rest that accommodates up to 4 utensils simultaneously and prevents bacteria from entering your food.
SHOWER SCRATCH PAD-----Jot down thoughts, ideas, things to do while youâ€™re in the shower.
Handbag charger
Butane lighter ice scraper???
#QTOYS Children love to play with boxes. Design a cardboard (looking) box made of dry erase material so kids can write, draw &amp; then erase.
KINETIK STROLLER or BIKE
The Bagel Machine
Poppin - board pin dispenser
Small Scale Popover Baker
WaterLite
WINK Frozen Water Pipe Alert
Beef Patty Labeling Press
Small Utensil rest for all users of microwaves and toaster ovens. More sanitary and convenient!
Wink "Flip" Remote
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Integral electrical toothbrush
DOUBLE-DECKED PAINT TRAY
Cook Fresh
Rowing integration for Fitbit
EXER-TWIST
Asterix
Nightlight projector
The Tablet To Dubble Screen
Finders Keepers
berceau "QUIETUDE"
Smart Tuner
PC for not tech savvy
collapsible food carrier
dfgdfdf
Anti-loss catch
FIDO'S ESSENTIALS . Collapsible Water Bowl that becomes a Frisbee . Handy for Parks . Stores well for travel.
Business Card Dispenser
Backup your iPhone Photos, Videos and Contact List to Flash Drive Every Time You Charge! Flash Drive is attached to Power Cord.
Condiment Caddy
S.O.S. Rescue Light
CONTAINERS 4 COMPUTERWARE and Game Systems.. Hide modem, cords, games inside.. Optional plugs that plug into each other 4 cord control
App-controlled Dog Bone
Modular Puzzle Maker! Create and cut puzzles anytime â€“ from home! (Great for educators -- including special needs!)
Is it a HONEY POT, or is it a SUGAR BOWL?

It's BOTH! 1/2 one, 1/2 the other! A TWO-FER, SPACE-SAVER!! Maybe a 3-fer!

SIMPLE sandpaper in a glove
Spray Soles
Universal Table Edge Organizer for tools, art supplies, and so much more! Clips to any table. New design is smaller and more versatile.
Spray Paint Cans and Caulking Tubes only work when warm. My simple Warming Sleeve would greatly speed up cold weather projects.
CoolWrap Food Container
Flex, An Improved File Box
Popcorn Flavor Lab
While you were out
An fun-educational board game.
SILICONE BRACELET to Measure WATER CONSUMPTION--- Drink enough water? Count on it!

HELPS in LOSING WEIGHT!!!!

TenderIZ or the Cube
Smalls, Lunch Container
Cooking Video Player
Popcorn Flavor Lab. Pop your own popcorn, addÂ flavors and make some fun shapesÂ using this popcorn laboratory and shaper kit.
A small device that plugs into any 3.5mm audio jack, and stream the audio via Low-Energy Bluetooth 4.0 to a smartphone or tablet.
Crutches made simple
fridge lock/open alarm
Don't have GLARE DESPAIR at the gym. Use a SCREEN FILTER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Windshield wiper exchange
#NEVWET
Germs xxx

Rain Poncho
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Hand-Pump Inflatable Sprinkler
iPad Mini WRISTLET Case-Stash and Hold Mini stays in case while using. Storage compartment included!
Conver-Table, Activity Table
Under Bed/Dresser Vacuum Wand
Countdown Event Timer &amp; Clock
The Beach Pendulum. A toy that creates cool orbital patterns and endless designs in the sand or snow. Beach,sandbox,snow,sidewalk,kitchen!
#QTOY

Pop-Up TOY WITH INTERCHANGEABLE TOPS...

Figures are UNIQUELY QUIRKY'S... Surprise is the name of the game!

Resibond Electro Splice.
oLED touchscreen for back of macBook air to turn it into super fast tablet or just use as secondary screen
Business Card Dispenser, just shake to eject cards, flip open top for easy refill
Novodriver Revolver
Smart Boiling
Salt and water sprinklers
Mail Minder
iPad Mini Wristlet Case-Stash and Hold Mini stays in case while using Storage compartment
T Knife Gaurd
Target Drone Toy - Automatically rolls, evades, bounces off things. Hits cause sound/lightFX/points! - Have a QuirkyBall!.
Coffee Heater
Fun Fins (patent #7,854,638) are a light-weight and portable pair of fins that attach to a pair of flip flops.
Dog alone treat dispenser
scrubE ...... 2 in 1 disposal stopper & scrubber designed to function with continuous feed garbage disposal (the one w/switch on wall)
Chapp App
Weigh me on the go
Roll out floor protector
Battery operated iPhone 6 Case
Safe Dog Leash Lock
Inflatable Tennis Ball
Smart Wine Barrel + APP
Hot Food Cooler
Auto Vibration
Keep distance Control!
Wires+hands free phone caddy. Loop smartphone into phone caddy w/speaker on No wires, no earpiece Just soft foam fabric on back of neck
MoboToy - Looks just like a real computer motherboard but is scaled up to be safe. Parts glow as placed correctly. Educational and fun.
Cutting Board
Poppy Toothbrush Holder
Key Rings
App enabled Microphone System
Blouse wrecked by an accessory pin that punctured it? Puncture-less pins are the answer! Ah, the power of magnets. Silk saved! Money saved!
Sizzapunch
PianoEZ
Poppy Loaf
ReachIt extendable multicord
Mobile docking organizer
Ultimate Dog Leash
Out of Sight Safe
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Standing/wall fan with dynamo
Detachable Headphones
Wiper covers
Build Your Own Wine Rack
Couch Station
Dust eater
Hang and press
Styrofoam tool organizer
Illuminated Level bubble
BabySense Car Safe
Proximity pet bowl
Smart Lamp iCharger
SurFan Umbrella Fan
Doll Retrofit
Screen Door Saver~ keeps your screen door from flying away during storms. Perfect for when you're away from home!
Senzy
App-enabled outdoor swing. When a person gets tired of pushing, he/she could have the swing going from a distance by using a smartphone.
Motion Tracking Ball Launcher
Lap Mat
Pivot Power Slim
FlashMat
wilan
The Fun Pack
VoiceMinder
Versa Towel Bar
Comfort-adjust Bike Seat
App-enabled ice maker that monitors temperature within, so when it is elevated, showing malfunction, a smartphone will be notified.
Beam
Nesting Medicine Balls
Baby Burping Shawl
SHARE /SAVE YOUR SHOWER MOMENT
Refillabe Piping/Frosting Tube
APP Freshener System
Manage your family/home w/ a mobile/web app that coordinates family's tasks, location, &amp; activities and your home's appliances/utilities.
CITICOLA.
boomco tank rocket launcher
Skin Scanner for Smart Phone
CleanRead
PILOT +
Mixing bowls + 2 spouts/holes
Boomco Bazooka
An Kitchen Appliance Control App that allows you to preheat your oven on your way home or get notices when it is preheated, left on, etc..
No No Hair
Ren-O-Clean
Towel T-Shirt
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Nothing But Goodness
App enabled indoor or patio heater turned on and off by either an alarm clock or smart phone. Get out of bed when it's warm!
App enabled side and rear view car mirrors. No more fiddling around when changing drivers!
App enabled cane that warns a blind person of a vehicle encroaching nearby.
POPPY Induction Coffee Sleeve
Bag Dispensers For Store Isles
Universal BANDITS
Charge Bag
Rotating DVD or Video Game Stand.It is collapsible for easy transporting.New modern twist.Lighten up your Living Room!
Wink Central Voice Relay
OLED Graffiti Billboard
Shoe Meter
Robo-Range
TAPY, The Smart Tape Dispenser
Underwater charging case
Pothole Radar Patrol
PetPal
Accelerometer Lunch Container
Coffee Roaster+Popcorn Popper
trash can
Predictive Stopping System
A false-bottom for your sink. A way to recuperate the water that is usually waste during your ordinary activity in the sink.
Neat hooks
Tip-Toe
volcanic mug
Smart door eye hole
Acrylic Paint Color Mixer
Light for the Boggy Man
Commuter Windshield Protector
Stop Purse Theft
Herb Vase for Refrigerator
Let toys detect each other!
Christmas Card that folds into a 3D photo Ornament! A template that customizes this card with their photos. Great holiday craft for kids.
Brighten up you breakfast with personalized pancakes. Surprise a loved one with a personalized message on their morning pancakes.
Clip+Slide Kickstand Platform
Microwave Light
CAN WITH CAP
Smart Shower Head
Portable airconditioner
Cardiac Rate SOS Device
Charge cell phone for free
eGuardian
Auto fertilizer
Plasti-Guard Screen Saver
New tech Pillow Fight
Don't Mess w/ Me Cane
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Keep your car organized!
Glow pillow
LeafNet
Car Seat Protective Barrier
Input
Travel-Desk #TravelPetPeeve
GE Motion/Voice Activated Bulb
I-MEM
Good Behavior Board w APP
Keep Soda/beer Always Cool !
Distant Child
Pen camera and projector. Photos transferrable between app and pen.
Automatic Gas Shut Off
Adjustable Length Curtains
Electronic Water Meter Reader
Illuminators
Porkfolio Mobile (Line Ext.)
DRIVE-IN home movie theater
CITICOLA.
Wink radiator valve
Floating SPA
BEGGOS
Hikers/Campers power mate
Electric Plunger
door
Little People Sports
PortableCellPhoneSignalBooster
Laptop Cooling Pad &amp; CoverCase
Filter Cup Filler
Safe Eye Burner Cookware
Digital Dry Erase Board 4 Kids
5 Little Monkeys
Car Radio alert system
App Enabled Laptop/Brief Case
CABINETTES - Keep Bugs at Bay
AppEnable Washer Shutoff Valve
My idea is an App that will allow you to control the on/off settings on your exterior security lights.
Multicolor bulb
Hologram Baby Game!
The "Birthing" Day Card
Oil Filter Wrench with Add-On
The Non-MissMace Bottle
Focus light
LED Telescoping Mirror +Magnet
The SpeedTrainer Putting Aid
Detector,detect frozen foods
Baby Safe

Exhibit A -
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Versa Vent (hvac vent)
AppEnable Washer Shutoff Valve
Thinking of you band
This is a STAINLESS STEEL WIRE UTILITY RACK that creats much needed surface space over kitchen stove and more. A true MULTI-USE UTILITY
RACK
Add a carry handle/stand to the gel case, hang from a hook or nail, a towel bar, a handrail or anywhere else convenient
Snapper Charging Cord Saver
Charging Office Organizer
The Butter Straw
fdsa
Pet Safety with Alert App
Webcam for TV video conference
Introducing Bikie-Talkies, Constant Bicycling Communications for parents and their children, never have to turn away from the road again.
PerfecTuck
â€œOn-Guard for Pots and Pansâ€, a grease, splash and heat guard for kitchen pans (even the new Quirky BBQ pots and pans).
Neat hooks
Mother
NaturaLight
Introducing Remembrance, Recordable Prayers and Messages from the Grandchildren to the Grandparents.
â€œOn-Guard for Pots and Pansâ€, a grease, splash and heat guard for kitchen pans (even the new Quirky BBQ pots and pans). Images to come
EMOJI MAKER
NOZZLE TO REGULATE SWEETNESS
Mail Box with a Display
Paint keeping paint tray
NUBS - Shampoo/Massaging Glove
La caja de los sentidos
SELMO
Perfect Blender
Smoky
Litter SmartBox
Kinetic-Generator
Key To The City
Rec Rug
Cereal Mill
Travel Laundry Flask
Flex-Basketball Backboard
Colored Bottled Water
App-Bird Bath
Spice Jar With Build in Spoon
The Bagel Machine
Travel Laundry Flask
Lamp controlled by Magic Wand
The water slide
EZ Load String Trimmer
App-Dinner Mats for Kids
Eco Phone Case Kit for kids
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Refuel-Christmas tree
Music Eye Mask
Kitty Kooler
Mistybrella
Beach Chair Rake and Anchor
The Power Prince (Refrigerator
Tire Repair Caddy
Mason Jar Lid Caddy
Build with Blocks
Coffeepaks
Back support in bed
Melt-A-Weigh, 2xBoiler/Scale
Freestanding Hose Reel (video)
Headphones w/ Custom-Fit Band
Wallet Glide
Spiral-Wound Hose Reel Cart
Lassie Child Car Seat
socks inside washing
Video dating
Empanada Labeler Press
Mag-Neat-O Activity Table
Game Changer Activity Table
Magic Top Lid
Automatic Cleanup Play Table
Conver-Table, Couch and Table
Roll Play, Activities Table
Bright Ideas Light Table
Laundry Caddy
Rendezvous
Plastic Bottle Craft Kit
Light O Vac
Common Scents, the Aromatherapy Alarm Clock: three different aromas to put you to sleep, provide a better deep sleep, and wake you up.
CLIP-EE'S
Common Scents, the Aroma Therapy Alarm Clock, three different aromas to put you to sleep, provide a better deep sleep, and wake you up.
Easy condiment fridge dispense
Flex, a New &amp; Improved Stackable File Box, with cantilevered front to access routinely needed or important files (or other stuff).
Flying Drone Delivery Bag
Sound Sleeve. Your personal speaker system that attaches to standard beach, folding and lounge chairs. Enjoy your music without headphones.
The alarm c(l)ock
paper holder
sdf
Introducing Melt-A-Weigh, an all-in-one Electric Double Boiler and digital scale, add and weigh ingredients, press a button and melt.
Introducing Wreel, an adjustable power-cord wrap solution with sticky tape that can be used anywhere you want it, home, work, car, or dorm
Better than Rosetta Stone!
Smart Bed
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#spotsv Resubmit â€œOn-Guard for POTS and PANSâ€, a grease, splash and heat guard for kitchen pans (even the new Quirky BBQ pots and pans).
#spotsv Resubmit â€œOn-Guardâ€ or â€œEn-Guardâ€, a grease, heat, and steam guard for most kitchen utensils.
one pull shoe laces
#spotsv Introducing Wreel, an adjustable power-cord wrap solution with sticky tape that can be used anywhere, home, work, car, or dorm
Countdown Event Timer/Clock. Let's you know how long to go before your favorite event. Birthdays, Holidays, Vacations, etcâ€¦
Flying Drone Home delivery Pad
Wink's flexible weight scale!
Unlimited water supply
â˜… Tourbillon Pedal Exerciser
Clipboard with back catch
Gutter Drain Sensors
â˜… Laundry Lug Jack-Rack
Watch Strap sensor/ Pulse
LED Safety Message Vest
Introducing Wreel, an adjustable power-cord wrap solution with sticky tape that can be used anywhere you want it, home, work, car, or dorm
Olive Oil Drizzler Plus
Beef Patty Labeling Press
CarLights Under Seat of Cars
My Ideation is Solar siding for houses. Generate power and have a unique look to the exterior of your home while you generate power
Superhero Fitness Ball
air conditioner for apartments
A small adjustable extra light for smartphone / tablet / iphone / ipad.
Door Mounted Kitty Platforms
Handi-Note
Pringles easy chips dispenser
GiftSwift
Coffee cup
smart power washer
New Shape Waffle Maker
iphone 5 wireless booster
HoCo Thermos
Coffee to Go
Batter Viscosity Tester
Universal Router
Re: Who just let that go!!
Biblioteca reciclada
Flat Yard Caddy
Exercise Band Lock
Car Guard
Wing Guards
Hand Restraint Support
Fan Mode
A portable/ squeezable water pick. Lock close/open feature for portability. Fill with water and squeeze. Water works like a toothpic.
Fruit protector
Smart Sensor Wall Outlet
Mace Pot
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VIVO WAVE for wall
Express yourself! Time to bring Jewelry into the digital age. Digital Necklace Photo Jewelry is the next must have.
icool
Ceramic floor tiles with built in heat elements for radiant floor heating.
Candy dispensing alarm clock
This is a food tray and travel tray in one. Now you can pack your food dish and serve it with one easy to use elegant solution.
Click -N- Hook
Multi flameless device app
Reminder Genie Caps
Blown Away
The handy roller polythene sealer
This backpack is for anyone who has ever sat on the lawn of any college, university, park or street to chill, study, play or read.
Two sided ball sponge and brush for kitchen
The best way to clean your Grill. A grill cleaner with spray top. Perfect to clean the grill and handy when you need to put out flare ups.
Perfect temp alert shower head
Carbage Vac
An idea to carry books or binder without carrying them on your arm. you can carry them with a handle.
Hotel Smart Light Glass
Poppy For All
Work out at home. Use a Swivel chair with arm rest with an elactic cord you can grip and move up and down or any direction while watching tv
ipad is currently diffifult to hold and navigate. My idea is an ipad hands-free carrier case that will sit infront of you via adjustable arm
Forget Me Not Sensor
A new and better Garden Flag. Add excitement to your landscaping. It spins in the wind and is view-able from multiple angles.
The best way to clean your Grill. A grill cleaner with spray top. Perfect to clean the grill and handy when you need to put out flare ups.
Spiked Grill Press
Debris Drain
Clip on faucet lock
Complimentary Battery Bar
The American Girl today
Salad Guard
Zvoganj animations
Stadium Sights
Light up Diamond Headphones
That big Nor'Easter you have been ignoring knocks out your power.. Ease your mind with the dynamic Flashlight/Bed-side Lamp Combo!
Eating with ladders and snakes
A automatic wine opener and re-capper, along with a removable insert for cleaning delicate wine glasses.
The Phone Finder
A product that folds and pops up into a small desk for laptops, and also columns on the side for organizing papers, may also be customized
Envy a dog's ability to lick its plate? Don't leave any scrumptious soup or dessert in your bowl. Use a stylish silicone coated teaspoon.
Warm your noggin AND shade your eyes for a good night's sleep. Like to sleep in a cold room? Got wet hair or no hair? Add a mask to a cap!
Can't see in the car at night? While I had an idea of a light that hooks on to the back of a car seat, and does not distract the driver.
Wireless Armchair Mouse TB
Poppy Smart Air Purifier
BLINK smart hub &amp; sensors
The Armadillo
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GloMor
Silverwasher
Just Like A Backyard Bellagio!
Microwave turntable liner.
Fishing Rod for Tablet
A sensor that detects mobile phones about to be thrown in the bin by mistake.
Facial washcloth cabinet with UV Sanitizer so that everyone has a fresh towel every morning.
The Ultimate Travel Pillow
Simple Stand
Chairboard
Jar Wedge (kitchen challenge)
Fish Tank Mining Cart Game!
Steam Board
Graphene Roll-Capacitor
Drying equipment for sand
Water Blaster - Water Toy
Pipe and Wire Protector
Alert Interactive System
Beach table
Dart Board Roulette Combo
Watching youtube videos of cops working alone, it occurred to me, that if they need back-up and both hands are tied, they could use my idea.
Power Storing Skip It!
Fire-Rescue Device
Dizzy Kat
What's in the box! A Storage bin with a SLOT on the side so you write what inside in and slide the card into the slot.
Docking, charging station with speakers. Shell OPEN'S to fit your TABLET too. The TURTLE BACK has a spot for everything.
Poseidon Disaster Safety Pod
Bonded Linens
Santa detection System
Electricity generation by the use of the endless power and movements of waves
App enabled Heat/AC vent
Home Bike
Tabletop Mini white dome planetarium. app enabled can display the night sky or constellation and can be used to view Google earth.
A Hanger for the bigger me.
Beach Umbrella Hooks
Hot Flask inductive. Austin
Cone-in-a-cone mold. I bought a two scoop ice cream cone. Before I could eat the first scoup the second melted and ran all over my fingers.
Hidden Suspenders
Mini Leaf blower for golfers
Stethoscope Fastener
Resub: An extension of the current iMac power input with extra power outlets for printers, secondary monitors, external hard drives etc.
keep "IT" silent with a cusion..behind the bed headboard against the wall, and also the front side of the headboard...you all know why!
get rid of the soap and water drips on your counters. just mount the liquid soap dispenser on the side of the sink using brackets .no mess.
Squawk Box Mobile Device Alarm
Tru-Basket worm detector
WASHER SCANS FOR ELECTRONICS
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Collapsible Clothes Rack
Tenticle
I Hate Loose Sheets!
Harvest
Nutrient Dispensing Vase!
Sink Em' Battleship
My idea is a double sided case where you can hold your iPhone and iPod together, iPhone/iPod are back to back you just flip over.
Lazy Christmas Decorating
The Injector
Clean Grip
SkullCap Harman Headphone
SmartOutlet: App-enabled adaptor w/ scheduling, auto shut-off for charging devices, manual on/off. Cut vampire energy loss.
TrowelGlove
Utility Tarp
Boxes
SPHERIC STOOL
A device that limits the mass of aircondtioned air to be used only to the occupied spaces in a building,cutting the cost of wasted energy.
Dental Friendly Soft Utensils
FluidMaster No Spill Mug
The Perfect Layered Cake
Black Light Theatre for kids
Zig-Zag Pan
Spoil-Sensing Wine Bottle Stopper: Determine if your wine is still good to drink at the touch of a button.
home decoration for single
water blower
led pendent
Scoop Spoon + Retractable Net
How Dry Stick
Easy Cream Cheese
Remote Pressure set
Espresso-2-Go
SEADREAM Inflatable bed
Peanut Butter Scooper
Pull out pickles. Stop forking olives. Condiment gondola goes into jar, spooning for cherries is history. Render: SimplyInclined.
Flavor syrup dispenser
PowerStrip Foot Lever #easier
TEXTips
Instant Lunch = Hot Food
Toothbrush
The Body Warmer
Laser bugbite and ulcer relief
jkjkk
Natural Hearing Aid
HARMON Home Theater Bulb
Rotating iWatch Charging Case!
Auto Dial 911 Fire Alarm
Easy Contour Mapping
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Forget Me Not
Crossover + Wrapster
ã…‡
On the go indigestion relief!
The Produce Minder
Adhesive Clips - Resubmit
adsogij
Urban Farming Barbie and Ken
Who Dat! Micro Door Cam
Lumina Brush
One-Stop Salad Shop
Wireless 2 Ton Hydraulic Jack
Bathroom Steam / Mould Trap
Carabiner Retractable C-phone
Stratos
Walky Talkie Wrist Bands
Speaker Case
Roach Hitter
Personal Wind Shield/Sun Cover
USB POWERED MOBILE PHONE STAND WITH FLASHING LIGHTS AND THERMOMETER
BobbleTunes
Regenerative Travel
Daddy Caddy
A circumference measuring tool
Alerter For Kitchen Hoods
*A-Frame* Collab w/ Aviv B.
Atom Crash
[Pegit Extension] Make a cool camera with your iPhone.(Resubmit)
The Locator
Personal Travel Scale
Old man Pee Cup
Hide the PLUG
Camera Headphones 360
[Pegit Extension] Make a cool camera with your iPhone.
WATER ALARM Easy to install device for early detection emergency water losses in buildings. Ultrasonic detection using Doppler effect.
Vacuum Head
Poppy/Dash Hot Drink Maker
Squirt To Move Toy Vehicles
Submerge!
Nail Clipper that works more like a hand held stapler-with finger ring to pervent slippage-allowing user to control evice for better cutting
SPACE CASE:
Smart Hacky Sack
Clip-to-Plate Eating Utensils
Home security transponder that positively identifies service workers that show up at my front door.
Integrate the washer and dryer, so that when a wash load is done, it automaticaaly loads and starts the dryer.
SPACE CASE: The space-saving and protective benefits of vacuum space bags + the stack- &amp; storability of conventional boxes and storage bins.
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Smart Bicycle Pedometer :
Lift And Drop Garbage Helper
FLUID MOTOR
Something awesome
Self Chilling Martini Mixer
Bacon Grease Press
SPEEDY SPOON STROLLER
Under Cabinet Spice Dispenser
Magnetic School board
Camping Chair Power Creator
Ambi-Desk-Trous
Outdoor Retractable Spigot!
Charging Recipe Companion
Blue Tooth Tiki Torch Speakers
V-notched baking dish
Press And Go Laser Cue Ball!
Flush deflector
OLED Expansion Display Cases for iPhone, iPad &amp; iPod. See to believe - video.
Screw In Pet Deterrent Horn
Size reader
Doodoo
Faraday Case
Extendarake
Unfogger
Green Sentry
MobiCam
The One and Only
Instant Smart Motion Light
Sound Investment
Bubble Head Bike Attachment!
Pop-Up Pool
TV Mirror
Heated Outdoor Mats
Instant Smart Motion Light
PH Soil Nutrient Cont. Monitor
Connectable Cupcake Pan!
A bike bag that attaches below the seat and incorporates a rain cover that cover the bag AND seat.
Laundry Basket with a fold down divider to separate clothes. Make washing or putting away clothes easier by dividing his/hers/kids.
Paint Buddy!
The Write Impression
Surf Leash Call/Text Alerts!
Poppy Litter Box
flexi-guard
Protect Your Nimbus
AirHeads
All-In-One Cooking Utensil
Glucose Meter
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Bake Shapes Mason Jar Lids
Tube Reflectors
Car seat alert
Free Sky
Traction Pad
Drill bit depth indicator
Puppy Door Stop Protector
Hard Hat Misters
The Drink Anchor
Smart Headphone
2 Ways Periscope Action Camera
Night Comfort Pillowcase
Home Side Panel Cleaning Robot
Painters tape with measurement
Tennis Ball Retriever
GPS Goggle Visual Display
frigetory
Powerprince refridgerator
Install a message board and HUD(Heads Up Display) with E-ink display on the car's dashboard controlled by iPhone
eRemote Touch
Chalk Drawing Car/Truck/Bus!
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸í°ì•±ê³¼ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì‹¬ìž¥ë°•ë™ ê°ì§€ íŒ”ì°Œ
Pot Pan Cleaner Polisher
Max Drive
HEPA Filtered Bath Fan
Wink Enabled Hot Tub Controls
An robotic vacuum cleaner, brain from your old iPhone
Souper Cooler
Wood Figurine Maker!
Multipurpose Culinary Peeler
Outlet tower
portable measuring wheel
All in one envelope
A low cost home bladder scanner that uses the owners computer for measurement and display.
Can-Counter
bDrones^3
Hexangon Wrench Sockets
Water Connected Lawn Spreader.
Sock your own device
Daily self fitness laser track
Porkfolio Mobile (Line Ext.)
Sprinkler Fertilizer/GrassFeed
The Nudge Alarm (Vibration)
Lightning Detector Cell Attach
Big size sun visor mirror.
Instant Responder
H20 Rake!

Exhibit A -
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App-Enabled Alarm Accessories
Tong / Serving Spoon
The ScatScoop
Easy to place cabler
Ring ruler
Pluck
ICYGRIP Ice Cream Wrap
Water Cooler Mister!
The SofaGlove
Sing & Bounce Baby Pouch
designer bandages
Soul Food Cookbook Collection
Precision Catapult (Cubicle Warfare) - USB powered - with Smartphone Interface App - Camera Equipped
Lay flat Whisk - storage saver (open for suggestions)
Still using tennis ball hanging from the ceiling? Here is The Blob (resub) - Parking Assistant
Room Pass
PROPANO Gas Detection Module
Clip-Spoon
tubeless mask
WIRELESS CABLE! It beams throughout the house from one central location to receivers on the TVs. No more cords, splitters, or bundles.
Condiment container
FLIPSCREEN screen extender
Simple Dispensing Gloves
Hybrid power system
Fresh Peanut butter machine
Mobile Exercise Pillow Cushion
#spotsv Modern Metal Picture Hanger Hooks with 3 prongs to support more weight and not easily turn and tear up sheetrock.
Headphone with Simcard
Second Life
self diagnose refrigerator
Socket savers
Steamy Espresso
Lounging straw
fingerprint padlock
portable sonar car system
White Board Backpack
voice analyze recorder
Body analysis wristband
food scanner
Smart Switch
Plug 'N Lock
App that monitors and reports GE appliances status. Hello, this is you washer, dryer, stove, toaster, and other GE appliances calling.
Rechargeable LED Light Stick
Towel-Pack
Gecko-backed iPhone/iPad case: Conceal when not in use; reveal to affix anywhere!
RO Chiller
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Clip-Spoon
Broom Groomer Adapter
Can-Counter
Paper trash bags- Eco Friendly
Power-Spindles
RESUB: Power sockets when and where needed. Expand /retract power socket stacks. See pictures for more details.
Ever wonder how many miles you have put on your skateboard or how fast you are skating? No need to wonder any longer. Skateometer is here.
Shareable headphones
This Ideation Has Been Merged with MarcR's Telescoping Pole... http://www.quirky.com/ideations/280770
Chocolate Humidor - Never Melt
Periscope Stick
LightSpeed!
Rechargeable LED Light Stick
Compact Pivot Power
Glowing liner. Used in 1 of 3 ways. Either built in, attached or inserted into a bag. No more searching. Everything is illuminated!
Get every drop from spray and pump bottles. No need to turn bottles upside down, pound them into your palm to get the last drop..
Smart Ice-cube Tray
Improved Mantis light.
JUMP
Video Christmas Ornament YES!
Rain or Shine Induction Grill
Barbie Bucks W/ Smart Watch
Play Day Night Shooter
I want all cheese, I want pepperoni and olives, and I want mushrooms and onions. Sound familiar,you need 3 pizzas or a pre-sliced pizza pan.
Knuckle Protector
Stream Scream
Mobile Charge
Interchangable Auto Bot
My ToastR
Piv. Power Individual On/Off
Your scale will tell status. An app that will interface with a bathroom scale, record weight and format it into various types of graphs.
27 MHz Smart Home Sensors
Pivot Power Pieces
Poppy/Dash Fresh Pet Water
Charge your devices anywhere!
Car Stereo Recorder
Laid-Back Headphones
WINK Pool Cleaner
Soothe Headphones **Video
WakeUp - Brighter Morning.
Light On **Watch Video
Real conversations with Barbie
Light On
Internal Cable Headphones iPod
Multi Positioned Staked Power
Travel-Shell
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Powerbrick with retractable Lightning cord and 30-pin adapter
Belly Buster Chair
SmartSense Rocker Switch*Video
FlatLight, GE + Wink
My Invention Collection (BOOK)
Power-Spindle
H2O GLOW- GLOW IN THE DARK CUP
Personal Security Drone
Powerbrick with retractable Lightning cord and 30-pin adapter
Dual Adjustable Wrenches
The Pouch
Dog Tether
Insect safe carrier
Hybrib Keyboard
Wrist Rider
Free-Standing Bird Dripper
Worlds peopleswatchdog website
FlexFuel Generator
Car Seat Cooler
Non-electric dome shaped "speaker" that attaches to the speaker side of any mobile device to amplify the sound without batteries or wires.
Real Mind
Baby Carrier on the Move
Smartphone Vibro-Charger
Laptop Lift
Reversible Bird Feeder
Complete Sweep
TV chanles for Kids
Doppler Radar - RadioShack
DOUBLE NOODLE
(KEYCHAIN VACUUM) Finger Vac!
Disposable stove top covers
Laptop Lift
Headphones to speakers-SNAP
Noise-cancelling Light Bulb
FREEZABLE BAND AIDS!!
Mommy's Lil' Helper
Strobe Lamp and Strobe Bulb
Flat Ball Saver
wrist buddy
PISHEZ
Hasselback/Vegetable Slicer
Milk Minder - The Perfect Compliment to Quirky's Egg Minder - Uses Temperature Differential to Measure Liquid Level.
Bluetooth Wireless Child Tether - Works with any App-enabled Smartphone - Simple, sure and affordable - Better than GPS!
Easy-Stow Wireless Earpiece
Hair Halo
Portable LED light Hopscotch
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FREEZABLE BAND AIDS!!
Dash Diaper Dispenser
pregnancy seat belt
It's simple, lets combine two very useful products: A binder clip and a hook!
Pack-Lite
Brick oven pizza at home
Ashtray for cigaretteâ€™s butts
Your Travel booties
Corner keeper
At-Home Custom Eyebrow Printer
Home&amp;Garden Chips Maker
Cell-U-not-drive?
Trio-Tray
Table pouring for beverages
Duo-Pan
Car hud
Squawker
City-Bucket
What is this? Is a break eggs! What? Break eggs and a egg white separator
Attached Personal Tray table
Thermo pot set
The Toilet Cam
Swivel-Bowls (By Idea)
Duet
Recycle "compartment-bin" for Cans/Bottles
Beach Changing Bag
Buffet refresher sensors
GoPro cam accessory attachment
Tub Hub
Safe Traveler Pak
Duster holder
Storage-Pans (By Idea)
2 in 1 case 4 Apple TV (Remix)
Sta-warm bread heating device
Sticky Notes Organizer
VasP
Similar Inventions App
tea clip
TAPT EXTENSION
Both faces toothbrush
Mechanics wrist light
Portable Battery
USB LAPTOP NIGHT LIGHT
Scan & Sum
Charger of smart watch
Smartwatch
I have the power

Exhibit A -
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Pulsera o reloj alerta
portable Windblocker/sunshade
Sport Billy Bag
funda paraigÃ¼a
Round Techie Style
slide
ADJUSTABLE VASE
AIR INTAKE CONTROLLED BY FAN
CELL PHONE MEASURING TOOL
Body Toss (water game)
Smart Plumbing
P.H
snap wrap and go
Rollphones
The Perfect, Organized, Easy-to-store Set of Cookware!
WINK Frozen Pipes Sensor
Pen organizer: Roll-Click
Classic Square, Limited Flare
The Wasp Cam
Meeting App
The perfect, organized, easy-to-store set of Pots and Pans.
Ski Boot Heaters w/ APP
Edrain
Zen Style Utensil Holder
Interchangeable Module
smart desk
Kids Noise Suppressor
PTNA..."political talk&answers
stick wrap and go
Liquor WINK bottle Sensor
Wink Fall Alert Device
Bath Fan #homedepot #bathfan
The portable outlet
FrioStraw
Clip-Spoon
Wink Motion Sensor
WINK Individual Cabinet Locks
Pen Organizer: Roll-Click
whats more maddening than trying to keep pictures hanging straight. my "keeps em straight" system does just that. no more frustration .
Coconut Accessory Set
Sharpening kitchen knives involves a simple push and pull motion across the sharpening surface. How about a self sharpening knife block?
BEAN BAG BOREDOM BUSTER!
Resub: Package Delivery Mat
A mechanism to shield the lips of user from lip readers or from filming by opposing teams or coaches. Provides secrecy of communication.
Poppy Teeth Cleaning Station
ABC 123 DIDACTIC BALL
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instant car heat
Dishpan tray
try to find a replacement screen for your foundation vent.couldnt. ended up with a pet cat we didnt want under our house. so invented my own
Aqua Weed Blaster!
WINK operated TV Wall Mount
Modular Drying Racks
Flying Toy Squirrel
Smart Remote for WINK
"Zen" Kitchen Caddy
PRANK GIFT: STONE PUPPET
Crayon Melt Art Station
Smart Battery Backed Outlet
BREWSTER
World's Smartest Combo Unit
Blizzard Blaster
Effective Public Toilet Seat
CarJack - Car Adapter for Laptops using Apple's MagSafe Airline Adapter
Watermelon Pop
Resubmit. For your iPad or iPad Mini: A simple padded CASE WITH A CROSSBODY STRAP.
The SmartBox
Battery Backed Outlet
Beacons Of Anarchy
Cell phone docked in another room? Lights + sounds alert you when your phone is ringing or you get a text. Put one in every room!
Sticky honey jar? No matter how careful you are, that honey jar always gets STICKY and MESSY! There is a SIMPLE solution!
Stow-Pitcher
The DaVinci is an All-in-one Artist's tool kit. Attach it to your keychain and you'll never forget your art supplies again!
NO MORE COLD CONDOMS!
Virgin momosas
The DaVinci is an All-in-one Artist's tool kit. Attach it to your keychain and you'll never forget your art supplies again!
Custom compartments in a STYLISH CADDY that looks great out &amp; about. Version of Cargo for other than the bathroom. Tote coffee, drinks, more
Fit&Fine Jewelry
An app that will read out all texts or textual notification to the user while he is having his headphones on.
Feet Flow
App-Enabled Track 4 Lights
WINK Track Light Adapter
Mattel Cameleon Fish/Fish Tank
Detergent Exact MeasurementCap
WINK Pendant Track Light
Chargang
Smart Floors
ZipShell
UPDATED Cup holder this stand alone travel ready cup holder will hold most if not all cups and glasses 12oz up to 44oz mega cups
EyeIce
snap bed
How about a reusable silicon crockpot liner? No more plastic bags that fit poorly. No more trash. Just wash the liner and reuse.
Power Wrap
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Tired of Soppy Wet Tuna & Broken Fingernails This takes the Mess-Hassle out of Preparing Tuna. It's Unique & Folds Flat for Easy Storage
Testing
Fly your countries/teams flag proudly but it should be taken down at dusk or during bad weather.
Chopping-Bowl
This STAND stays on your CAM
Simple low cost binder gadget that locks cords together. It's perfect for POS impulse buying. Countless millions of potential buyers.
Sea Monkeys on the Moon
Clamp-Spindle
Hair comb with camera
Meet Swipe.
iPhone 6 5.5" screen case
Girls and guys...Like an old pair of jeans, nothing's better than your favorite ball cap or hat...Nothing worse than it smelling like sweat.
Baking pan
drone fairy
Up Your K-Cup Game.
THINK PEZ DISPENSER! A wall mounted storage unit that holds bulky paper towels,keeping them organized, freeing up valuable storage space
A collapsible utility cart that not only carriers your supplies , but your refills and step stool as well.
Sea Monkey Do and Disco
The Julia
wtg corn shucker
Swipe
Arc Form, With Flower Style Stacker
securetouch
Smash Browns
Silo 2: Quirky Line Extension
G-Ancor
Can Minder (Poppy)
Baby life light
SPROUT - germinating dish
The EZ BAGGER
Fully customizable wall clock
Halos (GE Lighting)
App-Enabled Body Vitals Real-time Monitor
ACCURATE Calorie Counter
Pin-Plug
Two Tier Wonder Wok
Life Band
Pancake Hangers
Green Solutions (Home Depot)
SnapShot- take a pic remotely!
Marco Pool-O
Smart Kitten
a
Custom Cookie Cutter
imagine getting all the product you paid for out of dispenser . no more tilting or pounding. the v-bottom bottle keeps the draw straw full .
Sprinkler Reel
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Snow Shovel Cart
accumulated lint in the clothes dryer vent duct is the cause of many dryer fires.the vent mole makes it easy and affordable to keep it clean
Light-up Guitar Rings
Quik-button garment changer. Change your outfit without purchasing a new one, in seconds...for that new look which doesn't cost a fortune.
RainVan
new oil added to engines after an oil change is almost impossible to see on the dipstick. one drop of oil dye added to oil solves problem.
Mixi Tongs
RESUB with changes after Staff feedback: MODULAR VASE for deconstructing bouquets and Ikebana. Stack, arrange, and distribute!
Sensi Container
Ecolight
iPhone Case Wiper
Ladder/pulley design
Underwater SoundFish Stereo
Bluetooth-enabled Snow Shovel
imagine the possibilities for hanging holiday and everyday decorations on houses with horizontal siding without one screw or nail hole.
a electronic sensor measuring tape with a small display that records the last measurements you took (in case you forgot/lost paper)
Axis Bar
The On-Your-Hand Phone Case
Corona Volt
grey flowers
Imagicap
Tape it
Bubble Sunflower
unspill-table
Wink Beacons - Hyper Specific
Build it yourself RC Car
The 2 in 1 Cane Grabber
Robo Guard Dog
Smart Diaper Station
Smart Cookie Jar
unspill-table
Power Outlet Shelf
Custom Toast
Baby Soothe &amp; Scratch Protect
Multi Head Flashlight Lantern
Speaker Mods
Car Entry Bracelet
Air Phones
New Digital Media Player 4 U
Stackster! Click and stack your soda cans together !Renders by Vector.
Pin-Plug
Battle Box
Edge gripper
Tele Medicine
Swipe
Real Buk
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Harvest
The Wheelpack Desk
Anti Collision Warning Device
Colander-Cover
Sick of going to a movie having butter on your popcorn only on top? Let's create a way to have the butter and salt spread evenly throughout!
Travel-Shell #TravelPetPeeve
LED display bags, backpacks
Rake 'n' Grab
Morph-Box #TravelPetPeeve
Blue Tooth hearing aid
Team logo Sunglasses lens
Pack-Desk #TravelPetPeeve
test
Tabletop Power Station
#Beauty-BabyWipe Warmer/Cooler
Smart Interactive Alarm Clock
globe/sphere indoor compost bin
DaVinci All in One Art Kit!
DRINK YOUR DRINK!...Please see pics.A fun and easy way to identify your drink from others at home, school, parties or where-ever you gather.
Handy Case
An Xbox 360 controller accessory that allows you to play your custom soundtracks in real time without the need to go to the dashboard.
Cemetery groundskeepers can't detail around each headstone.Make a small tool with interchangeable heads to tidy up your loved ones headstone
Rechargeable LED Light Stick
Aquabag for cell phones
backpack expander (ExPack)
App/Wink Enabled Buddha?
The DaVinci is an All-in-one Artist's tool kit. Attach it to your keychain and you'll never forget your art supplies again!
An APP that reminds you to call or text a friend that is slowly disappearing from your life due to"out of sight out of mind" syndrome
Quick!Take down this phone #..write yourself a reminder and..hey..where are my post it notes? your quick scribbles have turned into a search
Cup & Glass with spout
aaaaaa
Voice Racers
U.S. Market Trends. In 2012, total U.S. sales for the energy drinks &amp; shots market was worth more than $12.5 billion.
Grill Wrangler
NO MORE EARLY MORNING DRESS STRESS..A figurine that your child can dress in the clothes they have picked out for the following day.
Multi-Detector
With any arm you desire up on the lean pad just above head level and a slight lean forward. A extra relief that can not be ignored.
Electronic Kids Chore Reminder
Magnetic Mini Spatula - resub
Dial-A-Tip Cake Decorator
Power Panel
Travel-Shell
Vine Chiller
Nail Art Striping Tape Thatâ€™s On the Cutting Edge.
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SUPPORT YOUR TACKITS A custom wall board that keeps your Tackits in a row while providing general information such as time and temp or ???
STAY IN BED! grab that spare blanket in the middle of the night without ever getting out of bed. Securely clamps to the end of your bed.
Bottle It
Bulletproof Coffee Maker
Get a Charge Out of Post-itÂ® Pop-up Notes Dispenser for 3 in x 3 in Notes
Cut, Emboss and Color Cookies
Battle Box
Sink Minder
Do Not Disturb
Lithium Drill Battery Line
The Speed of music
Time marches on.A wall clock that will display digital photos and change them at programmed time increments.Add captions below each photo.
Touch-Cars #RadioShack
Voice Racers
INDEX FOR CLOTHES (resubmitted
Find DVDs fast These little dots keep your favorite disks in plain sight. They are magnetic or sticky back. Inexpensive. Push button release
Hospitalization can take the FUN outta the backyard BBQ. Its easy to get burned on a HOT BBQ.Especially kids,or somebody new to the backyard
Can-Counter
B-Project
Hydra-Power #ReinventGen.
Dishwasher salt dispenser
Any-Fit Phillips Screwdriver
Utility-Bench
Wifi-connected heart
Rake 'n' Grab
Broomzie
LAUNDRY ROLL-UP COVER
Eyeâˆ™leâˆ™luâˆ™jah
Nail File and Buffer Facelift
ILUMINATING SURGE ADAPTER PLUG
the perpetual compost post
Let's make a compact pre-assembled image stabilization product. (or string-pod)
Catter Wallin' Green kitty spaces for small places. No hardware assembly sustainable material wall shelves for cats to climb and play on.
Pop-Out Mason Jars
The Safe Traveler Pak â„¢
Visually Impaired Guiding App
WINK [EJECTING] POWER ADAPTER
ANT PROOF DOG / CAT BOWL
VIDEO-Removable Air Vent Cover
Battery powered self-propelled whiteboard magnetic robotic eraser.
Smart Filter Water Bottle
Bath Fan Home Depot
Vine Wine Bottle Hanger
Side zipper multiple storage compartment backpack with detachable lunch bag.
Hamburger Helper
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Wrapster Plus USB Stick
Smart Chair
Customized cup identifier
Customizable Kitchen sink product! Works like the shower station..(LOOK)
Ampli-case
Smart Contact Lens Case
Eudy Moody Case
Energy efficient central lighting for your home which handles all area lighting from 1 source without interfering in task/ambient lighting.
Pocket Table Leveler
Fender Bender Preventer
Phase Changing Material Koozie
Robotic toilet cleaner
Retractable shelves that you can mount to the wall, and put them up of down for more/less storage place. Perfect for boxes or anything else!
WhatToDo?
The Ultimate Farmers Market Shopping Bag
Smart toilet
Toy Catcher
How close to the ceiling game
Smart Alert
All wines have sulfites. Many suffer from side effects when consuming a wine with high sulfite level.
Smart toilet paper holder
Personal Frozen Yogurt Machine
Shower Foot Scrubber ball
City-Bucket
Life Band
iReact Locks: Audio Activated Lockset Hardware! Stand Alone Or Use With iSpy Sensor Monitors!
Lighted Rug Underbase
Mini dish washer.
Chopping-Bowl
Bobble Beauty #DIYBeauty
Smart Chair
Pop Lights: Decorative Imp + App OLED Light Bulbs! Don't Hide Them ... Expose Them!
Travel-Shell
Travel-Meals
Shelf Life
The right temperature
Bee Reaper
A mobile phone w/ USB jack
House-Kennel
Imp + App Enabled Radiant Heat Floor Mat! ... A Safer Alternative To The Space Heater!
Pop-Up Pool
Precise watering device for plants or herbs
Equation of everything
Rulapse
SPIN TRIM
my idea is called the Hit For Power it is a product that will help kids of all ages to hit a ball harder and with power.kids will love it.
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Warning belt for diaper
Sports Bottle Straw Cleaner
longhandle.
Collapsible Stacked Trays
3 in 1 party kitchen tool
Automatic jack
Miniature Audio Spotlight
Bluetooth Bike Lock Headlight
Better Book Notebook
in keys U see, in keys U don't
Self-powered generator
Peanut Butter Stick
Curt's Incredible Window Shade
Wifi LED Light/standard Switch
A toilet paper holder, that sends you a message when you run low on toilet paper, and shows you the closest store to your location.
Walkabout Pouch
Laundry Soap Pods Dispenser
Dishwashing Soap Saver Cap
We need to replace punch cards with a modern elegant solution for the sake of employees and employers.
The Anywhere Chair
Bluetooth Gaming Dice
Milk Crate 2.0 with bicycle specific enhancements.
Milk Crate 2.0 with bicycle specific enhancements.
Wake Up With Friends
Iphone 5 case, with a built in battery and usb flash drive.
"Poppy" Pet Flow
Shubuza!...app-enabled (hic!) drinking game....plushhh...specsshial devicshe!
iPHONE home automation system without having to use an alarm company or custom interface control hardware.
Prep N Grill
Humid-Adapt
Sheik Spa/Hotel for Barbie
Ken's Big Adventure ATV
Poppy Double Duty
Harman Dual Cool Headphones
Free Form Headphones
H2O Sensible
Boost For iWatch
Grill--Know It All
Auto Light Sensor
Speaker Wall Switch
Cardsize Charge,
Ankle Ice Pack
Weightless
Gum Reflavorer
Quick Door
Stealthy Wallet
Gun Lock
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Electronic Tennis Ball
Towel-Pack (By Idea)
Rolling Weeder
Man Life App
Bike v Car
Power-Spindles
Plug-in Bluetooth Subwoofer
Interchangeable glasses legs
Kids Toys Storage Box
ACTIVITY BOX and SHELTER for CATS
GE Smart Backup Breaker Panel
Clip &amp; Stick (By Idea)
Quirky Stories! Everyone has a great story to tell! User voted stories become E-books. What is your story?
DUST REMOVER
Modern Walking Stick
Broomzie
Auto-off multi-port charger
Mac Lash
Castle-Bucket City (By Idea)
Colorful - Adhesive Bangages
Wastebasket Liner Support
Disposable Toilet Seat Cover
The Precious Needle Castle
Pee Buddy
Bobble Brush Family (Line Ex.)
Wrist-Mouse
RESUB!!!!iPhone/iPod docking/charging station and speakers that has hanging mechanic work light!!!!
Old radiator becomes smart
Cater-Tray
JUMP-N-SPLASH Quirky + Mattel
Harvest
Eye Glasses Detachable Temples
App-enabled Courtyard Dwarf
Silo 2: Quirky Line Extension
quoin
GRIP!!! TODAY'S UMBRELLA
Pack-Desk
Snap cap
water dispenser for pots
Portlet
UC RESUB!!Want to use iPhone,iPad,iPod while holding an umbrella? Improve the umbrella handle to meet needs of today's apple users!
Protect your stomach from nickel allergies and constant belly poking from the metal button or uncomfortable sewn edges of your jeans.
Mini CPU Dust Detector
Touch Smart calculator!
Seatbelt-on-the-go
AirPlay Anywhere: AirShow docks with Apple TV, adds wireless LAN to make this the unified projection package from any Apple device.
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Palm-Press Knife
Text-Folder (By Idea)
Boomsticks
Lamp With Directional Speakers
Clip-Spoon
Major Appliance Smart Plugs
Extra Juice For Everything you
Astronaut
Are your kids brushing their teeth long enough? Now you'll know!
Power-Check (By Idea)
DOG-COLLAR safety AIRBAG to avoid injury by dangerous dogs, attacked person can launch it directly or dog owner can activate it remotely.
BUFFER BOOTIES (for floors)
:-O AIR CHAIR O-: = exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort
Trash-Handle (By Idea)
Quork Board
Remodel The Binder! New Designs!..RINGS That Doesn't Rip the Paper...The makings of a BETTER BINDER!!!!
A Reusable mat That You Lay on the floor so your dog has somewhere to do his business when your gone!
THE ULIMATE WINE TEMPERATURE GAGE AND COOLER!! Want wine at a certain temperature than take a look at my idea!
A kid friendly,Colored Pencil life exstender, and Gripper!
Snack
Audible T/P Valve
The Quickwedge
User-Friendly Pill Cutter
Windables
K Cup spinning holder with center for disposing of old containers.
Note taker
Virtual Reality Time Machine
Mount your mini. On the fly mounting solution for your iPad mini. Great for the kitchen, car, or office.
Page Holder
Do you wash your plunger well after use? They are good to pump and unplug your dirty waters, but they're hard to clean leaving germs inside.
Extension socket takes up floor space. Why not turn it into a desktop ice-cube LED mood lights with wire organiser to emit candy hues.
Making villa sky scraper
Video image sizing tool
Magnetic repulsion car
Tenssoles
TEXTtoCLIP or ClipWords - TEXT SHAPED PAPER CLIPS @ , to sort your documents, leave message, mark, give warning ....
EGG TRAY*BELT ADVANCE TRACKING
Broomzie
Contain Aluminum Can's, Chill
Flat Panel+Directional Speaker
Colander-Cover (By Idea)
Block-A-World
Morph-Box
Solar powered Ice Cream maker
SPEAKERS NESTED give BIG SOUND
Temperature Reading Phonecase
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Bicycle Turbine Refrigerator
Chopping-Bowl (By Idea)
PlayItBack
Cordless Kitchen Appliances
Trash Bag Dispenser
Ciao Bella
Mboto Play Wagon
RGneer
Dunk Without Dripping. A new take on a classic activity.
Bathroom Bungee Net/Bag
Sit-Up Mat (By Idea)
Cats Playground
Pin-Plug
Amazing Laser Tag
Silo 2: Quirky Line Extension
Voice Guided Recipe E-Book
Swipe
Toilet Brush and Plunger Combo
Secure funnel hose attachment
Magnetic Levitation Car/Train
Clean View
Tray-Shelves (By Idea)
Pack-Desk
Simple Pill Tracker
Campfire Smoke Deflector
Sockets on the Rails
See to Pee
Fish bone catch
Picture Frame Iphone Case
Movie Vault, Movie Book, or Cinema Storage! Call it what you want but this device will revolutionize the way we store and watch our movies!!
No No Bite
ECWbook
Dust Watch Mat
Selfie stick with inbuilt cam
Picture Frame Iphone Case
Mother Apron
Cordless charger
The Weight Cape
Compact Bed
Upright Toiletries Tote
The Ultimate Fan's Headphones
Bend-a-Light (By Idea)
Note-Case
iPad Mounting Kit
Dual-Jack (By Idea)
Glasses for the dark
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Cooler-Trays
GPS device for tracking lost or stolen luggage. Can iron on to the inside of a bag, or lock on to handle/strap on to outside of a bag, etc.
Clip-Spoon
Flash-Screen (By Idea)
iPad Mounting Kit
Can-Counter
iPad Mounting Kit
Clip-Spoon (By Idea)
City-Bucket
DOC STATION
Boom
Water/BB/Bubble Gun all in one
Invisible Light Switch
Friendly Bug Remover
The Best Fan For Your Desk.
Find your phone
Speaker Audio Skin Boosters
Pack-Desk
Tape-Saver (By Idea)
App-Enabled Wine Charm
celiniu
Cup Holder Handle
The anti-mold. The moist air passes through the appliance and is dried, returning to the atmosphere to absorbing more moisture in a cycle.
Mini Legos
Wall Mount GE&amp;Wink Room Heater
Boomco FuryFist
Ecig ring stand
Smart Smack a Mouse
The boom
Toilet roll with air freshener
Wink Container
Willpower-Up
Quoters
Keyboard-Shelf (By Idea)
Niprun
Dice Designed Differently
Sheild+
Better Travel Pillow
Fruit-Cups (By Idea)
The idea with a huge potential to be in millions of homes around the world. The sachet cutter.
Bobble Brush Family (Line Ex.)
AdjustaDrawer
Soda-Sifter (By Idea)
Swipe
Blaster (The Wink TV Remote)
IDK
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Portion Classic
Anti Itching Belt
Heat Absorber
Micro Suction Building Blocks
store card app
change up eyeglasses
Purse Hanger for Public Restrooms
Mountable Cat Ladder
Light up a Hoop
PROP UP FOOD in MICROWAVE DISH
The 4 x 4 Cooking Basket allows for deep frying, steaming, cooking pasta and straining; in pots and pans sized from 6, 8, 10 and 12 inches.
Sleigh Go - snow ramp molds
Wrist Supported Tray Minimal
App Enabled Christmas Tree
Welcome "Cuddly Clutchers" a new kind of bag that comes in uniquely designed animal designs. With an inventive way to "clutch" to its owner.
"Cheers Team"
True Timer
DRIP GRIP!!! TODAY'S UMBRELLA
Smart Lawn Mower
Grass Defenders
STAVE!!!! A WINE STAND PLUS!
Auger for the elderly! The first product in a line I like to call: ARCHIMEDICS | Gardening tools for the elderly and arthritic!
A Serious Shepherd Hook
Air-conditioned child car seat
Baby Too Hot
No pressure knee pillow
RV Fridgefront guard
Portable Bed Safety/Guard
Portable Stool
Wink gate opener
Tofu making Machine
Heavy Duty Plastic Couch
Click N Cook BBQ heads! Why not just make more cooking heads for Click N Cook that can be used on the BBQ?
Clip and Expand Strainer
power tower
Jelly bean Machine!
Lost Item Beeper
Innovative suction cup
Want to use your iPhone,iPad or iPod while holding an umbrella? Improve the umbrella handle to meet needs of today's apple users!
Pet politicians
PencilAid
DRIP GRIP!!! TODAY'S UMBRELLA
Work Light with / Music
Wink~Work Light w/Music
GRIP!!! TODAY'S UMBRELLA
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A Serving Pan That You Don't Need Oven Mitts to Handle right out of the oven and has a rim that keeps utensils from falling into your food!
Redesign the old ladders that take up tons of room in your garage.
Redesign the Sponge.. REUSABLE SPONGE with extra features to make it unbeatable!! ....MUST SEE PICTURES!!!.....
Get it right YOGA
Silicone Net- Kitchen Multiuse
Trakk
iWatch Holder For Eye Glasses
The Temporary Locker
WAVE COOLER for LAPTOP/TABLET
Headphones With Safety Feature
Pivot Power for Kids (safety)
Refrigerator's Side Pull Tray
Folding bicycle wheel
Cooler LEGO Top Tray * Storage
Smart Sensor Outlet
Unicycle trainer
RACK for QUIRKY'S BUNDLER
HEADPHONE SHELL plus SPEAKERS
Deep Flys
Better Bath Fan - Home Depot
StrataChute
3D Clip-Ons For Your Glasses â€“ enjoy a 3D movie using POLARIZED clip-on lenses (NOT red/blue) on your own prescription glasses
Honey I spent money
Glove TV remote control
Collecto APP Enabled device
Snow Blower Power Cord &amp; Balls
Neat Puppy
laser cut utensils
Exo Book Cover
Higher Base Board Heat Outlet
Home Theater Chair
STOP TRUCK SNOW FALLING HAZARD
Billnizer
Multi Level Wireless Charger
Mboto Play Wagon
Ceiling Fan Night Lights
U.S. Map Dart Board Game
Induction Charged TV remote
App enabled Mail Sensor
A multipurpose mop/broom with interchangeable heads. Sponge mop,regular bristle broom, electrostatic cloth. Telescoping handle that adjusts.
Portable Invisible Pet Fence
hahaha
pedestal base for tv
Vlug
Knife Sharpener Module
Multi Function Pet Bed
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Dock 'N Charge
Steady Hand /Mattel table game
Laundry Drop
portable power
Cool Blend
10 YEAR PEN
Magnets screen to see inside
A Microwave with Options
Plastic blade x-acto knife
A Microwave with Options
Pivot Power Media v2
Auto Focus Directional Speaker
Inexpensive underwater drone
Krack it
Inductively Charging Case
Touch Mirror
HANGER + ROPE STRIPS + MAGNET
khalid home
Travel Size Baby Food Blender
Cubie Bloks
Trios Cool Blend
Easy Recycle
Speed Trap
Potted Plants Powered LED Lamp
Latte Art Dispensing Machine
Quirky Spotter With Led Light
Pivot Power Extending Outlet
Auxi Powershell Power By Echo
FINGER PAINTING DIGITALPLAYSET
Auto Used Dog Pad Changer Tray
Wrist Walkie talkie GPS
Test
Outdoor Solar System
Boogy board with engine
Adjustable garden stake
All Floor Level Robot Cleaner
Dripping
Locking casserole dish
Ever use a circular saw? Now â€“ line it up exactly and make a perfectly straight cut.
Bathroom Scale/Table/StepStool
Flexi-cord
Business + Sport Socks â€“ all in one!
zdhgfd
Make your own stickers kit
Heated clothing range
Mouse pad with integrated &amp; detachable drink holder
Stack Attack Game(Q+Mattel)

Exhibit A -
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Laptop Laser keyboard.
am fm wireless headphones
Cable Catcher: Organize the hard-coded cables
Mini Ditty
Umbrella And Phone Stand Combo
TC WeB THE EDGE Q RING HOLDER
Shades
Easy abs
The flexible Dust Bunny Buster replaces your regular broom, cobweb brush and long handled hand broom with a single tool.
EXTEND YOUR PIVOT POWER
Carbles
Can the Mess GarbageCanSystem
App enabled light bulb that is more like a communications hub providing video, audio, voice command, automation and more to your smart phone
Smart Range
Protect your cords and cables from man's best friends with a little spice
Inductive Charger Lamp Combo
JoeGo
Retractable Vehicle Awning
Nostrilz
Easy lemon -VIDEOClip-on iPhone/iPod dock
The Pest Hunter
Motion
Invisible toilet lid
Motorized Doggie Door
The newspaper umbrella
Smartwatch Charger
Sound Pro Mini Speakers
Wireless Charged Bag-AUSTIN CH
Remote control charging statio
A plug in flashlight that could be plugged in via headphone or main charger slot( or prehaps attached to headphones themselves?)
Shining Sight
Gelatin Maker Appliance
Friction Energy Panel
Food Slide Stopper
lightunnel
Charging tube
Hovertoys
Under Cabinet Inductive Charge
Materia mastica
Smart Jars (auto sprouting)
Weed control toys
Light Slab
Nail With Finger Safe Hold Tab
Wink Watch Interaction Hub
Stop Finger Crushing By Doors
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Reinvent the home shopping cart. Give it stackable nestable trays. Suggestions welcomed.
App Enabled Item ORGANIZER/LOCATOR (Home, Garage)
Optimizer toothpaste
A Bucket Full Of Enhance Sound
Shower Karaoke Machine?
Snap-on Button for ANDROID
Sound Cover
A home shopping cart with stackable,nestable trays. No more bags.
Pipepro
Music can be a great aid for falling asleep. Sleep.Tunes is designed to be comfortable and convenient so you hardly know you're wearing it.
Light for toilet paper
Sound-Effect Spoon
The KnackSack - A lightweight, collapsable, water resistant and comfortable backpack catering to bicyclists, shoppers and travelers.
Quick dry dish rack
Q is making TWIG how about some BRANCHES (Cord Savers)
Load Carring Frame With Wheels
Smart Tag
Compacting Patterns Melts Snow
Diced Pizza Cutting For Kids
Move!
Squeeze bottle, basting brush, spatula and spray all in one. Perfect for oil, vinegar, sauce or creams.
Moving booble head plays music via wifi. Pick your character and listen to the music while your bobblehead figurine moves to the beat.
Moving Snow With a SNOW WACKER
Mood Scentz
Contort Salt And Pepper Shaker
We need a hand held food scanner. The device is used to scan food for salmonella. It may also show other germs or bad chemicals.
I want to create a disposable filter for bottle drink. Filter sleave your drink of any germs or chemicals which are bad for you.
mattel top secret
Floor Standing Powershell Lamp
CO Detector that â€¢Delays Garage Door Closureâ€¢ , Relays Safe Levels and Auto Closure to Smartphone (Resubmit from Feb 12, 2011)
Wink chargable bulb holder
Quirky multipurpose pen. Ball Point Pen, Touch Pad Stylus, USB Flash Drive and LED light. (spacebar-mike) ...and...it writes in PURPLE!
SMARTER LINK BULB
RetroStrap
Re;NOODLE SPOON
Kevlar Bicycle Helmet Safe Bag
umbrella holding helmet
COOLER- DUAL HINGED SIDE TRAYS
SPACE BAR LAPDESK --- 1 in 3 use desktop computers. We need a QUIRKY SPACE BAR for the 2 out of 3 people using laptops! (spacebar-mike)
LED Lit Cable Management
Propware: Flatware With An Integrated Prop Stand. Set It On The Table After Using Without Getting The Table Messy!
Current to Current
RECYCLING ENERGY RESOURCES
Safe Holder
Beat Buddy
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Day Countdown Expiration Timer
phone case with sliding cover safely wipes screen clean. cover has removable reusable washable pad. special material that attracts oils.
World first professional touch pen!! Hardness and wight as you wish!! Write like professional!
App-Enabled Compost Tumbler
Cake cutter supreme
Nucleus: Home Server
WINK Peephole Camera
Smart SunGlasses
Lamp Trays, USB Cord Cavities
Resubmit: Sling strap for skateboard users
Solar Lawn Watering - No Hoses
'What's next?' Dice
Motorized Ice Cream Cones
Scissor Design Deep Soup Spoon
Universal IR Remote
Light Bites Candle Holders
Sticky Shelves
Collapsible Outlet Faceplate
Personal temperature shower and bath app. This app will personalize the shower/bath exactly how you like it with only a tap on your phone.
Shark Attack (Pool Accessory)
With this, we will forever change the way the world cuts meat!

The worlds first and only Oscillating Knife!

Ping pong window
Fold Flat Quick Attach Tray
"Touch Up" Will be a homeowners best friend. A reusable empty tube with a resealable brush top to hold and apply paint to damaged walls.
Spa like Gel Pad and shower seat set. The best of both worlds!
CO2 Rubber Ducky
No more bending over repeatedly to pick up your swept dust. Just sweep into the bottom of this quirky can and worry about it on garbage day
Quirky Shutter Microwave Cover
Wireless Earbuds
Neon Deon's Digital Grill Press! How do you like your steak?
Smart Range Hood
read my feet
The Remember Band
disc reading scanner
MIRROR SCALE
Joining Socket Extensions
Natural Fix
Aqua-Globes were a failure! This hanging plant watering system is not!
Car Seat Ride Simulator
Moving Snow With a SNOW WACKER
Twin Thermo
Pillbox Flasher and Alarm
jewelry
Smart Goal Posts
Fold Flat Tray - Easily Stored
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Musical Football
The Beating Heart Pendant ______________________

If we're making a Jewelry Storage Product we should have something to go in it!

USB Pivot Power
DESK SPACES - MULTIPLE PROJECT
Barbie-Drone w/fun attachments
Barbie Lady Gaga Dolls
Car Safe Keep valuables locked
Exercise Powered Cooling Fan
QUIRKY'S BUNDLER BIKE RACK
Nimbus Holder For TV & Monitor
Problem - trapped Carbon Monoxide gas (CO) in the garage.
The Snow Roller.
Slim Lightning-USB card... Don't worry about forgetting or misplacing your apple cable anymore.
STOVE BOIL OVER RETAINER RINGS
Pure Coconut Water with Cherry
Cooler With Sun Shading
Daily self fitness trainertree
Automated Intelligent Energy
Accordion Design Rolling Crate
BBQ-Adjust Flame/Grill Monitor
Automatic Eyeglass Cleaner
An intuitive Plug-in timer, Just plug in you machine power plug and turn it to adjust the (Off) or (On) timer. Take control with elegance!
Daily self fitness cat roll
WINK-BBQ Grill Gauge/Thermomtr
loftq
REGULAR OR WIDE BICYCLE SEAT
EZ Find Pull Out Spice Trays
Couch -Hand Rest- Holder -Tray
Aroma straw.
Custom seatbelts
Ring Drop Pool Float
Now soft-Now firm ShavingBrush
RCCB-in all el. appliances
Oil Comb
Dart Board Roulette Combo!
Suzy's Klever Keeper
The NOTE CLIP is an alternative that will be facilitates the visualization of important messages and also reminders that we must not forget!
Quirky + GE Smart Oven Rack
I love my smart phone but I want a larger screen for reading. I want to give my smart phone the tablet experience.
Retractable Quirky Belt
Compressed Air AC
Quad Insulated Food Containers
Tourist Iron- Battery Powered
Bag Slider
Solar wallet charger
EASY PULL 3 WHEELS GARBAGE CAN
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Simple picture frame that holds either a picture or an iPad. Quick to put up for parties and display slideshows or quickly liven up a room
Car spoter
Emergency Broadcast Device
#spotsv Bendable, Posable Kitchen Utensil â€“ fun and useful: prop it; wrap it; hang it; adapt it for disabilities
Universal Remote for Wink Hub
â€œSOLO 2â€ Hanger â€“ Collapsible *and* HANGS PANTS: Premium Quality Line-Extension to Solo (resubmit)
Bandits proves the market â€“ letâ€™s make a mini "stealth" bungee cord that neatly retracts into a ring of steel (or other material)...
Themed crayons
BACK SAVER MID HEIGHT CRATE
Little Kings N Queens Helmets
Bendable, Posable Kitchen Utensil â€“ fun and useful: prop it; wrap it; hang it; adapt it for disabilities (((working prototype)))...
LED FLOOR LAMP + JEWELRY POD
KITCHEN UTENSIL - ERGO SPOON
Car 'Sound' Sensor
QUIRKY's NIMBUS Indoor/Outdoor
Womens underwear line
Cellteether
Sprinkler Weed Trimmer
Shimmy Shimmy Shoo Cat Collar
The extra cool canvas chair
Baking SodaVinegar Sprinkler
Electronic Catball
BATHROOM FAN for HOME DEPOT
Reactive Fridge Socket Fan
Window strips
CAKE COVER- NO CONTACTING TAPE
Food Finger Cover That Clip On
spring safe knife
WINK - Atmosphere
Frog + Gumby = "Fromby" (working name). Flexible, extendable Gumby body and arms with Frog-like suction cup "hands". Sucks in so many ways.
Smart LED LightStrip with Wink
The Orb Light &amp; Clock Base
Coconut Water Frozen Drinks
Slice-Genius
Shock Proof Pivot Power
The Portable Smart Mirror
Grocery Ease
ROTARY CAKE and PAN SEPARATOR
dew
Garbage tight
Vlug Vac-packd Luggage W Power
Easy winder
AppCaP
Smart Space Heater with Wink
meat tenderizer
Wi-Fi Extender Portal Module
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EyeRazer
Rear Hair Styling Mirror
Activate n' Wait
Vitapill dispenser
PitBots
Cooking Aid Stove Front Tray
â˜… Match the Music Mallet â˜…
DashRing
Phone bed buddy
BotShots
Wink Pianobot
NaturCure
VECTR
Sipit Resubmit
CAR SEAT and BACK COOLING FANS
THE PILLOWLESS PILLOW
VITA-MARKERS Hide Vitiligo
Retractable Bed Wings
Auto-refill
aaa
STOVE BOIL OVER RING RETAINER
CPAP AIR MASK, Need's No Hose
Biz-Brace, LLC
GET HOT MICROWAVE BOWLS SAFELY
DISPOSABLE MICROWAVE COVERS
ORBAT Mattel
Dry Erase "Wrist Holster"
Wireless Mouse Smartphone Case
CONVERTIBLE WIDTH BICYCLE SEAT
WIRELESS LANYARD HORN SPEAKER
Tello
Dish Washer Indicator
Laser Bender
Pack n' Go
All in One Cleaning Backpack
Quirky Headset
SOS (Son of Scoop)
office and student swiss knife
MINI MANHOLE-COVER PLATFORM has "quirky" appearance but allows sink's water & debris to drain easily while plates or a pot sit in your sink.
GLASS TOP STOVE DRIP STOPPER
Easy abs
Privacy glass for smartphone
Baby Front Carrier Rest Insert
Meat spoon
DigiNote
my thinking hat
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Jewelry designed for a single person to subtly state whether he or she is seeking a relationship, and the type of relationship desired.
Surround View Multi Mirrors
PALM TRAY * Expandable Center
sticky Standipen
Wink solar pump with camera
MINI POWERSHELL FOR AUTOMOBILE
lens stick
Carpet Cleaner +Broom
Autohelm(power gen FM helmet)
Closed Caption Glasses
It's Battle Scrabble!!
Microwave Upright Food Support
Surprise!Fries
Anylite chargeable fan. I am at a workplace that won't let us plug in a desk fan. Says it will overload their computer circuits.
Powerbar with stabilizer flaps
Improved Ebola PPE Suit
'The Glasses Case'
cpu keyboard projector
The Shot Chaser
The Modular Portable Generator
all purpose car seat protector
GUTTER - LOW PROFILE DOWNSPOUT
The Butler
CHRGD
Zap It! Point-Outline-Print
Touchscreen Universal Remote
test
Elephant feet for beach chairs
Microwave Food's Prop Up Dish
Lite Night
Ultimate Exercise Machine
Cord Storage System. Keep power cords in one box without tangling, sorted, measy access.
WAVE COOLER

LAPTOPS/TABLETS

Helm-Aid
Stair climbing dolly/hand cart
Infinity Funnel!
Air-Vac BirdPro
Speek - translation app
A better paper clip
Prevent laundry from falling between the washer/dryer and create a more useful work space at the same time with adjustable shelving.
ssss
DEEP SOUP SPOON - SCISSOR TYPE
Heat indicator for pots and pans, Don't burn your hands again!
IN SINK GLASS &amp; BOTTLE SPONGES
Break Pro Pool Cue
The invisible toilet cover
ReachTop (Wi-Fi Armrest Table)
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The Chill Cup
Floatfie Stick
Skewer Buddyâ„¢
Environmental Safe Can
Magneto
Mobile Land
CounterTop Multiple Tip Hanger
EyeKeep
Dry Eye Spa Treatment
Windshield Wiper Squeegee Handle. Recycle windshield wipers into squeegies that work GREAT on curved and/or large surfaces like showers.
Ladder Tray by John Jr.
Versatile Snap-On Privacy Case
Bidirectional window blinds
White Knight Vanilla Choc Cola
PULL CRATE with a DRAWER
Interior car Temperature
PADDED ARM BAND LUGGAGE PULLER
COLLAPSIBLE COUCH SEAT CRIB
LAPTOP/TABLET CASE STAND COMBO
Travel Companion
modular hot- wheel/rod.
Garbage tight
The cake tin cutter
FOLDING STOOL WITH USABLE TRAY
Zipon Backpack (RESUB)
Test
WATER BLASTER DRAIN CLEANER
energy saving
Night Butler (smart device)
Hoodie/Beanie headphones
Storage Bench Lounger
Hub
Flexible tablet neck holder
Rolshield
EZ Selfie
Squirrel-Proof Bird Feeder
Sling Blade
inspector coffee cup
Loop de Loop
DECORATED PULL DOWN SHELVES
Cossack
Double Sweep
Case/accessory for the new Google Tablet, the Nexus 7.
Rubik's Q Alarm Clock
Magnetic Storage System
Express Tag â€“ Quickly Conveys
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Bev-bud
CUTTING BOARD HOLD DOWN STRAP
FLAT PLUGS With DUAL SOCKETS
Chatter
First invetion
Time Machine
Infant/Occupant FAIL SAFE
LED Lighted Pet Collar/Harness
Car Motion Energy Harvesters
Tree stand 2.0
Drone Dropper
Accordion style foot pumps strapped to user's feet pressurize air canisters that propel: foam darts, water, air bubbles, paintballs, etc.
Water gun that utilizes foot pumps to pressurize air canisters (via puncture valve) that are continually rotated between gun and foot pumps.
Eazy Borders
Ice pack drinking straw
Solar panels inbedded on outdoor shade canopies, pergola's and gazebos with decorative lights installed each backyard item
Headstand
Sound Alert! Stickers
Dispensable Scouring Pad.
Smart Water Shut-Off Valve
'Free'Energy Car Wind Turbines
Test
E-bike weather protection
BARBIE'S GLOW! HOUSE
Alien Grill Cleaner
Smart Fit Mesh Bicycle Helmet
WIFI Toothbrush
Home/Office WIFI Everywhere
Family Charging Tower
The bicycle-wagon
Slide A Border
USB Wall Socket Charger
Modulo
Connected Skating pile Cup
Alkabeads Face + Body Wash
Electro-Composter
Kideez
â€œSOLO 2â€ Hanger â€“ Collapsible *and* HANGS PANTS: Premium Quality Line-Extension to Solo (resubmit)
Slobber Block! Common problems that might be is still happening, in children and adults! That is, still drool!
Tri-Soap
Pluggy Plug with switch &amp; wink
How germy is your baby's pacifier? Parents should worry no more! Introducing you 'BOBBLE PACIFIER'.
Lock Light
Hot Wheels Rubberband Racer
Vine Trio
SALT/PEPPER/SPICE MILL Re-imagined - one hand; no twist; precise, metered dispensing - "functional sculpture"
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Connected Makeup Box
dfdf
Refrigerator internal pressurizer makes your refrigerator works efficiently by increasing the cold air induction inside.
Poppy Laundry Machine
Resub! PHO-PEN! When power lost, we want to know where furniture position is so as not to crashing when walking in the dark! 100+Votes!
Dish Drying Rack With Magnetic Sides - For Small Utensils and Knives.
Mounted Magnetic Dish Rack
A Glass Stamping Device - Stamps a message to the bottom of a drinking glass. "I Love You" "You Have Just Been Poisoned" etc.
Game Button vest
Vlug vacuum packed luggage
Dog-O-Meter
Feed
Remember this? The Beating Heart Pendant ^âˆš\â€”â€”^âˆš\â€”â€”^âˆš\â€”â€”^âˆš\â€”â€” (RESUBMIT) (spacebar-mike)
Sleep-Away Disposable Pet Mats
VITAMINS for dogs and cats
Stop annoying problem of shoulder bag straps slipping off your shoulder. This comfortable, simple shoulder hook keeps bag straps in place!
Plug-in Keyboard
Phone Case w/ Built in Tripod
grab a bag
Cake Cutting Guide stores flat
A device which eliminates wearing a school backpack incorrectly slung over one shoulder, which is linked to long-term back injury and pain.
Paint Brush Cleaner
Yard Waste Keeper
Flip-Side Syringe
Squeegee shower design
"SAUNA HALO" Chilled adjustable headpiece of neoprene-covered gel orbs keeps you relaxed in the sauna or helps you to cope with hot weather.
Smartphone Smart Charger
TOUCHLIGHT POWER
Auto window closer
SleepComfort Travel Band
Portable Attachable Speakers
Oh you got mail.
Reset NoMore
Charger Savior
Antibacterial Barefoot Sandals
Smart Radon Gas Monitor
Cool Charge
How about a device that works like an alarm to find your cell phone. You push the button and your phone rings so you can find it.
Shoolie
Calandar Mug
Smart Valve
Weekend Wire Walker
OneToThree - Multipurpose Cup
Draconian Shield iCase
Box of Secrets, high tech safe
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Enjoy Movie night with the kids and without spilling your drinks on the floor. Family movie night tray
The Governess
Window blinds are boring they get dusty are hard to clean. How about a printed window blind tape dust strip,comes off with no residue. Resub
Trick salt and pepper shakers
Customizable Hammer
MeatTester- harmful substances
A great and easy way to make wire ear cuffs and rings and charms for girls to adults
Spread without knife without fridge ! Easy&amp;no mess. Home,party,camping,easy for kids..(Resubmit-UC 8 months ago)
App Controlled Crock Pot
Instant Post
BathReader
Take extrusion gun, squeeze a slice of butter on bread and set aside. Comfortable, fast, no mess around the butter and spreading problems.
Portable Battery, Car Charge
BrumBrum Balance Bike
Key Box with USB and Led light
Power Up
Versatile Snap-On Privacy Case
Sweet Treat Training
Figure 8 Hanger Stacker
Thrifty Beats
Clip N' Charge
LightWorks
UltimateLazy Laundry machine
App enabled grocer
Watermelon Zinger
sensation station
Anaerobic digestion home power
Learning Spoon
Half-door for children
Car heated/cooled drink holder
Mango Peeler/Slicer
FrostyMat
Heated stepping stones
DigiLight
Vanity Mirror Magnification
Tile shelf
Boxes that can form a bigger
Power cycle
Fuel Vaporizer for Automobile
Nail Pocket Hammer
HeartBeat Teddy Bear for babes
Home Power Controller
USB3 microSD Reader with Card Storage Compartment -Easy carry media drive 4{music/pics/apps/video/etc} Universal, expandable, & futureproof.
"TP-Cube"
indexing needle nose pliers
Here's a Great Idea For Parties, Edible Spoons for Appetizers or Desserts.
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Detachable straw
Hang this simple CPR-GUARDIAN necklace device against chest area to give yourself CPR and automatically call 911 during a heart attack.
Know Your Switches: Customizable Floor Plan App inspired by The Floor Plan Light Switch
My idea is a pneumatic crutch to soften ground impact and also provide better stability, easy adjustment, comfort in use, and dependability.
Garbage tight
Paint Brush Cleaner
Gravity Hydroelectric Plant
My idea is a storage rack that mounts underneath a students bed to provide just a little more storage and organization in a cluttered room.
Water Gum
AdvancedTraffic Warning System
Remote Sound Creator (theory)
Charge your cellphone with water and ipad devices too! Utilize the power of sound through piezoelectric sensors.Sound and water power!
An elegant solution to hide cables behind your desk and keep then organized and out of sight
Keytops Lighted Keys Keyboard
Traveler's Laundromat
SPEAK-IT-TO-ME
Baby Bottle With Rattle
An alarm clock that brightens your room like a sunrise and as easy to use as a window shade.
VINYL RECORD READER/Recorder
Instant Media Light Reader/Rec
Often the difference between a life-altering concussion or being safe is a matter of fashion. This will reduce the impact of head injuries.
Intsant Post
Plastic connectors for cardboard tubes from paper towel/toilet paper rolls. A sustainable way for kids to build houses, forts, castles, etc
Adjustable Auto Polisher
BBQ Cover Table
Clipper
Austin-Homemade lollipop Mach
Mechanical Pen-Pencil - 2 in 1
Veg Berry kool aid
Smart Pet Treater
Glow-In-The-Dark Light switch handles that slip on to increase contact area and make them easier for arthritic patients to see and use.
Smart Air Freshener
Austin-Choco 3DPrinter Machine
Side view mirror stabilizer MC
Wink Motion Sensors DoorKnobs
Snap On Grips for Paint cans! No more painful cramps from holding gallon cans. Perfect for DIY's and Professionals alike! just snap 'em on!
Anti-spill lid for coffee cup.
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION LOSS
Wink Ecosystem WiFi Adapter
Shower Liquid Dispenser
Compostor Sensors
Improved Wireless Headphones
Tired of lugging out your vacuum every time your pet's hair is stuck on your fabric couch or rug? This product will remove it fast and easy.
Automatic Window Cleaner
Switch a Lumen Light Bulbs
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stop covering up odor and destroy it
Hangstar Space-Saving Hanger
Hanger for KNITWEAR. Anyone who wants to maintain the best condition of Knitwear should replace their hanger with this.
GPS device for tracking lost or stolen luggage. Can iron on to the inside of a bag, or lock on to handle/strap on to outside of a bag, etc.
Washer and Dryer in One
Number line Train : To teach toddlers and preschoolers the basic math skills in a fun way with a flavor of Thomas the trai
Hidden Security Pocket
Anu Finishing Foams and Lotion
Safety Radar
Ball-trapping tennis court net
Never get ripped off by a mechanic again! An app controlled device that connects to your car and can diagnose any issues with your car.
Measuring Muffins/Cupcakes
Ipad mini is too light and smooth. Let's make a better case for it.
Screen Charger
Cup Holder Change Sorter
Green Grass Whip
Dust Free - Hat rack cover
Guitar Picks When and Where you Need them with the Pick Clip
lucketh
WMLF
sectional recycle garbage bin
Rounded Eyelash Curler
a app controlled portable alarm clock set by the gps in your phone
a cradle to mount iphone to irobot roomba. gives roomba vision. control via wifi. security guard, games, enhanced cleaning performance.
Quirky Invention Illustrator
Quick Connect Charger Plug
Fire Alarm / Fire Extinguisher
CAR &amp; HOME multi charger cable
Instant Stake
Stop struggling with moving your hanging clothes. Let these easy slide on hanger hook covers do the job. #spotsv
LS
This is a case that acts as a picture frame on the back of your phone that you can switch out with new pictures over and over again.
Hex Hooks are your solution to damp towels and limited space. #spotsv
Biz card iphone holder
Prop Your Pictures! These are Butterfly Bands. Small easy fix to the age old problem of uneven frames. #spotsv
WINK-Self Clean Toilet
Disposable, stays open, bags.
App Enabled Pet House Vent
A sprinkler that can be adjusted using a remote.
Glow in the dark catapult game
Auto Combo Cleaner
Oh my Globe!
Twoone: Punctual coffee pot
My idea is a life tube cannon. This will rescue drowners immediately. There is no moment to wait for lifeguard to come.
FLORAL WELL PLANTER
Easy Penstacker, a.k.a. the disPENser. Easy distirubutor of pens in office, home and school-environments.
The Quirky/GE Line of Sensors
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ClipOn Baby Monitor
"Etch-a-Sketch" / "Magna Doodle" Type Post-It / Notepad. I'm accepting changes as if this were a design round so please collaborate!
Winkbands
DROP ROCKET:: Launch a Toy Rocket using momentum transfer -- the same principle that drives a Supernova.
The GE &amp; Quirky Home Module
Wifi Heat Sensor Alert
A scale with a digital display that can be mounted on the wall.
Glue those kids-bowls-and-plates to the table please! Have you ever said this? Than some suction would surely come in handy under those!
Power/Manual Sweeper
wristband charger
Bluetooth Handsfree Mp3 Player
The Snow Shovel Sled
Vibrating Ball Art
Beach Safe: Keep your valuables safe, hidden, and dry while you are at the beach but away from the blanket
Spin 2 Write
Ladder-Climbing Bucket: Keep tools and supplies safely at hand while on an extension ladder with a bin that 'rides' the ladder rail.
Universal Door Notifier IoT
RESUBMIT - Keychain Carbonator: Anodized keychain fob accepts standard CO2 pack; attach to your water bottle to make soda on the go!
ICECAP FOR BEER!
Spouting Water Mines
Pitch Perfect
A mirrored iPhone lens adapter for shooting 3D imagery.
Jack Mate
Iphone Screen Protector Apply-er - Try putting on a scratch proof protector on your iphone lately? Screw it up?
Canine Clean Cover
Keychain Carbonator: Anodized keychain fob accepts standard CO2 pack; attach to your water bottle to make soda or sparkling water on the go!
An easy distirubutor of pens in office, home and school-environments. Meet Pen-Zen's 'little brother'....
Umbrella Speakers: pop open for big sound, fold closed for easy carry
Display of the day
Pick up and move gooey messes! *UPDATED 29OCT WITH KETCHUP ON RUG VIDEO* Next Gen Scoop. I guarantee you've never seen anything like
this!
home gesture control system
"Fetch" the Hide-and-Seek Dog
K's Phancy Fingers
Store and Play
Speaker and Headphones
a machine that automatically mixes your cocktails
Perfect Temp Water Filter
Rewilding
A toothbrush for kids that puts out toothpaste when you squeeze it to make brushing much easier for toddlers.
OFFICEBOARD : Save space on your office desk. Improve your work efficiency.
Barefoot Slippers
Multilanguage Microphone
Real 3 in a Row puzzle FUN!
Drill Dust collector
Keep your eyes on the camera with "Quirk" the multifunctional Quirky Mascot!
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Wink Water Treatment System
Startup
multipot for outdoor
Alarm clock earplugs/headphone
Wink smart heater
Strider
Vibrating paintbrush
Genie in a bottle
miniBee (Real Simple)
The Goldfish
IT'S UP TO U
Safety Mattress Pad
Maker's Kit - Girl Friendly
The Leaf Bagger
Smart Weather Kit
Phone bed buddy
QUICKLY MOUSE
Wink UPNP media renderer node.
Headphone Earrings
"Solar powered gas bbq."
Augmented Reality Video Game
The leag bagger
Face changiable extension cord
Qi Bed Power Pockets
Kids' Airplay Speaker &amp; Lightshow / Star Projector
Ear buds that snap together
Scrissors
Wake up!
Collapsible book shelf
Wink Jamb Lock
Simple Family WIFI Dinner Bell
Mattel - DYNOmite!
SmartWink toothpaste Dispenser
SPACE HEATERS. PREHEAT small areas JUST before arriving home, going to bed. Room 2 room, floor 2 floor. SAFETY app PROXIMITY sensor.
Pluggy USB C,USB Ports
Green Tile
ToyMaker
Left or Right Hand Corkscrew
Tiltable Light Plug
Electrolosis Humidifier
Tpaste,Hwash,Shampoo combo
Stick up Outlet
The Flash Drive Dock
iPhone Ring Flash Case - if you know about ring flashes, you know they give a great retro effect and highlights that photographers love
bowl fitted with lactometer
collapsible measuring glass
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Wink power stablizer
Floating Umbrella
Portable Heater-GE/WINK approved in EVAL. Wall Mount. Issues addressed Proximity/Blockage/Tipping sensor. LIQUID Heat Element New SAFE TECH
Puppy's are cute, right? But they are also Biting Monsters. Here's how to keep them away from rooms, furniture, and other things you love
A "Empties" handler. Billions of plastic water bottles are produced. 1 out of 6 is recycled, the rest to our landfills. Working prototype.
App-Enabled Hair Straightener
OH SH*T, WHAT AN AWESOME TOOL!
Quirky's Own Wireless Router
APP -iPad DRAW-BOT
Living Table. Built-in Grow Lights. Soilless planting medium. Space Saver! Wink or no Wink ;)
The Swing Swaddle
Video Buddy
Silicone Plate Edge. Reusable
Cool Down Baby Car Seats
Fountain Pumps-Control Flow, Height, Spray. Stationary or floating pool (controls movement patterns in pools or ponds)
Sit Up Buddy
ì—°í•„ ê³ ì •
Mouse Move Cradle
RED bracelet
"The Handy scrub glove"
Cappit
New Motion mouse
BREATHING LIGHT
Translucent Color Utility Box
Square pivot power .
BED NEW GENERATION
FPS Gun Grip and Accessories
Diorama Cookie Kit
Hybrid power system
Sidekik
Pres detector.
Gaming treadmill
Mattel Quarry
Smart circuit breaker .
Computer headphones
phone tracker wristband
Wink Door Opener &amp; Lock
myZolar
Not sure
Kid / Pet Watch
Grill puzzle or folding grill
Realistic Bluetooth Phones
A garbage can whose floor elevates... no more pulling the bag out - it raises the bag to you (just by pressing a pedal on the floor)
Handy Cell
THE PIGGY THAT SHARES!
Microwaveable Heated Utensils
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Vegetable cutting device.
Ridgeline Belt
A Cooling Pad for curling irons, straighteners, clothes irons and more! You can put these items away or in a suitcase immediately!
"Quirk" - Social Camera Mascot
Moving Bagxes
Genie in a Bottle
Flower or Herbs Pouches
Make a statement without saying a word! New twist for car magnets. This driver-side magnet comes in a "do-it-yourself" kit!
Some people like to drink their beverages right from the can. But most times they are filthy. This sanitizing tool can help!
Royal Coach Wagon
Lawn irrigation bot
Measuring cups w/scoop levers
It's something we all suffer from - holey socks! This patch, made exclusively for socks, will help!
wink home security system
Community Mailbox APP
melagenina
Handled
Tired of taking up valuable desk space to organize your pens and pencils? This magnetic strip stores your writing utensils anywhere!
BBQ Buddy
Electro Fitness
Flashing Mini Safety LED Light
RESUB Chalk Bot
Soldier's Little Helper
Sleeping alone is scary for some kids (and adults too). Body pillow people may fill that empty space and add security!
Poppy Battery Minder
Intelli Toilet Roll Holder
outside spotter hub
Give your smart phone the larger screen you want, when you want it! A 9 inch touch screen that you connect to your smart phone.
Smart Phone Charging Station
Non-bulky (Back of Door/Hanger/Both) organizer that holds shoes, umbrella(s), hats, bags, accessories, and pet stuff. Has a built in light.
Tired of trying to clean your windows at home or anywhere- because you just can't reach?! Get rid of the hassle of spring window-cleaning!
948 Mini UPS Module
COVERNOTE keyboard whiteboard
Steady shooting makes great pics but carrying a bag &amp; a tripod is a hassle. With quad-pod camera bag you'll never be without stability.
Cordies Rugged, Worksite Style
Mic Mute Adapter for PS4
Stick on LED strips. Add lighting and/or color to a vanity, kitchen, or anywhere the suction cups will allow. Wireless lighting in a flash.
Tired of trying to clean your windows at home or anywhere- because you just can't reach?! Get rid of the hassle of spring window-cleaning!
Jewelry Settings with nano LEDs concealed beneath stone........

â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º- Click on Pic for Animation

Nimbus Armband Kitchen Timer
Movable Wall Plug Adapter
Holiday Light Ribbons: Credit Card Thin Electroluminescent Light Ribbons! Easy To Install &amp; Instantly Changes Colors Via Mobile App!
SoundBan (Head/Wristphone)
robotic iphone unipod balances on one wheel and takes awesomely smooth video. rotates, tilts, telescopes. programmable precision movements.
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Magnetic Blower Game
Mood Headphones
Drone's Airbag
Ringer
Sexy Quirky Nightshirt (please view all pics)
Necklace Band-Aid
4" to 6" Compact iPhone Screen Magnifier Base
The tree
Vibez - LCD Headphones
power your ipod with fun! ipad case converts kinetic energy into electricity. keeps your batteries from draining while you exercise.
R/C Feather Dusting Quadcopter
FlexiStrainer fits on any pot.
Two out of three Apple users use MacBooks. We need to create a line extension to Space Bar for the MacBook line of computers.
ipad Handle mounts to any side of your ipad. fold handle back to use as an adjustable stand or hang on wall.
power your ipod with fun! ipad case converts kinetic energy into electricity. keeps your batteries from draining while you exercise.
Taking photos and videos in bright daylight is impossible unless you have the Quirky iphone sun shield visor and case cover combo!
Santa's Magic Christmas Cane
Battery Charger w/ UPS
phone case with sliding cover safely wipes screen clean. cover has removable reusable washable pad. special material that attracts oils.
ipad Handle mounts to any side of your ipad. fold handle back to use as an adjustable stand or hang on wall.
Taking photos and videos in bright daylight is impossible unless you have the Quirky iphone sun shield visor and case cover combo!
AI Photographer Picture Frame. Mount ipad on wall/table at any party &amp; let AI software snap the photos! Smart sound and motion detection.
SelfieBot
AI Photographer Picture Frame. Mount ipad on wall/table at any party &amp; let AI software snap the photos! Smart sound and motion detection.
Modular R/C Drone Flight Kit
Magic Tuning Fork Wind Chimes!
App enabled Biking helmet has a camera behind it so that you can see whats behind you when you are riding.also use it to view ur GPS.
power your ipod with fun! ipad case converts kinetic energy into electricity. keeps your batteries from draining while you exercise.
The Plant Tripod
WiFi Socket for Data /Internet
Bouncing Microphone
Self cooling App enabled pillow. armed with a 'Dual Cooling Jet Fan' to keep your head cool when sleeping. no more flipping the pillow.
Bench/Tabletop Cleaning Robot
MULTIPLE WINDOW BLIND SYSTEM
Revol-View
GE LINK Security LED Bulb
The stack n pack
Proximity Romance Pendants
fifth wheel generator for Electric Car
Rake- modified for leaves
A modern Voodoo swizzle stick from the original 18th Century Caribbean Quararibea turbinata Swizzle Stick plant.
Fetch with a catch
Pet emergency wake-up alarm. Please wake up! ...I need to go outside!
Solar Sunglasses
Move It
A flexible light weight panel that separates roommates in a close dorm environment.
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GE LINK Auto-Blue LED Bulb
Smart Refrigerator Thermostat
Shoes storage
Koozie reinvented
water purifier 4 ocean, rivers
Protect my pet
Pill Dispenser That Dispenses One Pill per Click -Resubmit 8/7/2011- (spacebar-mike
FightClub
Smart LED Grow Lamp
The FireSwatter
Easy String Art Pen
Mini Conveyor Toaster Oven
Wink Imp Reader System: Plug In A 'Portable Imp' And Set Anything To Your Personal Preference Profile! Great For Shared Spaces &amp; Products!
The Lazier Susan
WALKIE TALKIE Pillow friends. Kids are crazy for stuffed furry friends! Make them into Walkie Talkies! Fun for Sleepovers!
Four seasons garage carrousel. The carrousels are divided by seasonal, immediate or long term use. The attic is a play or storage space.
Consumer/caregiver type vital health monitor that reports to caregivers with quick emergency capability.
Pop up Release Spatula.
RESUBMIT)Leaf rake broom. Rake then flip to a broom. Yard Work Just Got Easier! Great for driveways
sparky's tape measure
Imp + App Enabled Community Ticker Device: Help Find Missing Children &amp; Lost Pets! Get Active In Your Local Community!
Pill Dispenser That Dispenses One Pill per Click - Resubmit (first submission 11/7/2010)
Tape Catcher
WaterStation 2.0
Jewelry Settings with nano LEDs concealed beneath stone........

â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º- Click on Pic for Animation

The Wall Humidifier
Creeper Light
OddBall
Normal bag with hidden clam shell interior and more!
Whole Home Timer with Wink
It's late... you're already in bed... did you remember to lock your doors?
AUSTIN:PLUSH RECARABLE BATTERY
Ultrasonic Wine Aerator
AUSTIN;All in one charging mat
PILL DISPENSER THAT DROPS ONE PILL WITH A SINGLE CLICK
Pet emergency wake-up alarm. __________________ Please wake up! ..... I need to go outside!
Closet rods that slide forward for easy access to clothes.
A big mouth fish-like sponge
Portable cloth drier
BackToFilm - Put your digital photos back to film
The Multipurpose Keyboard Garage (and USB Hub)

< One Last Try >

OCTOPUS Power Distributor
Soccer tasks
Wardrobe to go
STOP Flag Flipping
Rotating Plastic Beverage Pitcher With 4 Individual Removable Containers.
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Simple clothes rack
Foldable Bath tub
CuffBlings
A flexible iPad holder that can be used while lying in bed
Harman HydroLights and Speaker
perfect leveler
Wheel Shield
Protect Your Child & Railings
Wireless gamepad with dock for iPad
Pen Bracelet
Smart Soil Moisture Sensor
Generator Hot Plate Oven
Water Turret; app controlled
Enhanced Flavor Drink Swizzle
Smart Car Locks/Starter
Your Day Window Shades (Resub)
Watering Can with Flashlight
NEVER drill through your cabinets again. Attach the handles with magnets and/or self adhesive tape.
Skin Sensing Mandolin Slicer
Cook surface temp display pans
Fresher
App-enabled, solar powered towel clips that update you on exactly how long you should be tanning based on real-time sun intensity.
Refuel Mini
A "Smart" Wink Crib Mobile with Music/Projections Controlled by an App! (resubmitted because late for wink judging timing &amp; popularity)
The Companion
The Heart Wrist Band
Socket-Dockit & Rechargeable UV-C Night Light Wand destroys infections germs!
Snow Catching Shovel
Wrist and head Coolers - stylish arm bands / head bands with a removable (freezable) gel pack in them that will keep your body nice and cool
Solar-Powered Slide Projector For Projecting Images Onto Your Garage! Use Any Slide - Perfect for Christmas, Halloween or Your College Logo!
Squeak
A "Smart" Wink Crib Mobile with Music/Projections Controlled by an App! (resubmitted because late for wink judging timing &amp; popularity)
Meat Thermometer App Enabled
emergent Windshield Wiper
Extendable Golf Clubs For Kids
The Safe Way to Text and Drive
Easy Stair Vacuum
Wrestling 50 lb Dog Food bags?
Shot Toss
Safe Rider
A cooking tray for making cake boards and cake post for that multi-layered cake. Don't use cardboard or wood anymore - now it's all eatable!
Omega Vega Milk
Meat Mania
Power Bank Clip-ons
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The DRAWER STATION rest over your cabinet drawer face and used to hold items like a blow dryer,curling iron, brushes, bobby pins, bands etc.
Genius Outlet!!
iBall Dog Toy
What about a sandwich maker that really makes the sandwich! With a "depozit" for the salami, with a automatic sauce dispenser, and pickles.
solar car sunshade with A/C
Bobble Brush is Great! The Issue is my automatic toothbrush doesn't fit.
Underwear Pee Pad
GEQ - The magic window
Sink Helper...by John Jr.
Bluetooth Toothbrush- times your brushing and tells you how long to do each side
A device that shows you the available rent and sale real estates in the area where you are walking in that moment!
The SINK HELPER is a sink protector with a curved slotted top section to hold plates, pans and bowls as you wash them - drop no more!
Crazy Animal Pogos!
Flavor Pump For Water Jugs
Gyro Cam Ball
BOX
Iphone or IPAD charger for your bicycle- Now you can have your navigation on without killing your battery!!
Power Bulb Connection
Wireless Underwater Headphones
Smart vent cover
Iphone Case Key Holder- Always have your spare house or car key with you!
Travel Suitecase Plus
Iphone case for USB Cable- Need to hook up for power. Simply pull your case apart and take out your Apple charging cable
Splatter Cover Board
Chipmunk Pop-Up
Safe-T-Hang
Cell Phone Cover with Touchpad
Smart Flat Wall Christmas Tree
Kitchen timers that hook onto the edge of a pan, lid, handle &amp; many other items. Time multiple items at once &amp; never overcook anything again
Wink Qi Power Pad
Bathroom Sink Organizer
Directional Modular Light Bulb
Ultimate Workout Bar
Cooler with side access! Grab a cold beverage without having to remove all the stuff we normally set on top - drinks, towels, sunscreen...
A cleaning glove where the fingers are covered w/bristles so you can scrub all those grooves and corners, the spots you just can't get to!
spRay
Backpack Booster Seat
Indoor outdoor grill
Easy to Store Seed Spreader
Straw cherry
Aerate while you mow! Fasten a pair of aerator loops to the front wheels of your self propelled lawnmower and let the mower do all the work!
The Pushaline
Personal Info Ticker
Rollaway
3 Inch Mini Garden Weed Eater
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Wink bracelet
Smart Power Dock Box
EasyPet
Nova *Quirky + GE Product*
Torpedo
Baggy
Automatic Hammock Rocker
Smart Power Pole - GE Patent
Under Table Tents
Cordie
The Computer Monitor is DEAD!
Smart Audio Activated Locksets
Modular knives
Cell phone balls - reloaded
a belt Flexible Solar Cells.
Interlocking Flower Pots
Oval mug
Smart Stackable Appliances
Induction Heat Hair Flat Iron!
iwatch charger / holder.
Bathtub Toys all-in-one
corn shearer
Safer Pivot Power
The E-Printer
Imp + App Enabled Garage Door Projector Strips: Easily Decorate For The Holidays Or Show Support For Your Favorite Sports Team!
Rig plus Cam = RigCam
Vibration Dampering Bicycle Stem. A simple seesaw action absorbs shock & vibration in handlebars.
vizRu
Liquid Stud
Bicycle Disk Brake Chainring
AdaptII - Pool Pole Adapter
Stretchy Tarpaulin
TradeBuddy
Car-Android USB Media Control
How much coins you have
Bedtime Sippy Cup Holders
Refrigerator Rethought: App Controlled Food Center That Instantly Reconfigures &amp; Becomes The Kitchen Appliance You Need! (click on image)
Super Sippy Cup
Smartphone case with AAA
Laundry Station
Oculus Earbuds: Opens And Closes To Allow Ambient Noise To Pass Through - Keeping People Aware Of Their Surroundings!
Binding buddy
Digital Sticky Notes: Mini Digital Displays You Can Stick Anywhere And Update Via Mobile Device!
#QTOYS Tigger's Loves to Bounce! Bounce! Bounce!
Wine bottle protector
Pizza peel with detachable handle
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Smart Glass: Color Changing Light Glass That Lets You Schedule Your Own Sunrise And Sunset &amp; Create A Room With A View!
Gallon and half gallon Koozies for milk Orange Juice, etc. containers Milk can get warm fast in the summer months.
The Book of Seasons Season packets, spice rubs, herbs and even tea's.
Lets solve the age old problem of strapping in babies to car seats. Why not have a belt that links both sides of the vehicle's seat belt?
Electronic Aim Game
Sitter: A Handheld Electronic Device That Calls Pre-Set Contacts And Provides Your Sitter With Emergency &amp; Care Info!
Composting Fork and Shovel
Antipregnancy Condom
App-Controlled Party Light
App Controlled Stereo Sound System - Recognizes People's Play Lists When Entering A Space And Generates A Master Play List
Shower Curtain Tamer
Imp + App Controlled Door Locking System - Lock Every Door In Your House From Your Phone or Tablet
Chilly Cup
Purse Hook
Poppy Flavored-Water System
Suction Mixing Stand
REVISED MODERN GAS STOVE
Combine the school backpack with the lunch box. Unlike current models, this concept allow your lunch to fit inside the bottom of the bag.
Bluetooth controller
Instantly Chilling Mugs
Wink light switch
Easy Paint
Robotic WheelBarrow
Suction Cup System: Threaded Suction Cup Base With Interchangeable Screw-On 'Topper' Caps! Suspend &amp; Hang Anything! Unlimited Uses!
Extinguish Fire alarm.
Mini Ice Pack Bandaid
Geek Approved Lunch Box!
Imagination / Engineering Toy
Wink Shoe's
Smart Air purification system
Kitchen Essentials
Double Water bottle
A Compact Side-Loaded Toaster For Making Grilled Cheese, Peanut Butter Toast ... And Bacon
Universal Hand Blender Vise
cloths washer and dryer combo
RE BURN
Wink Vault
ID bottles
Wink mail slots
the singer 3000
The Aqua Brush
Just Pour It
milk jug porta shower
Set and Forget Bath Fan
USB Wireless Charging Adapter
Bedside cup holders
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Have you ever left your refrigerator door open? What if there was a simple solution that gave you peace of mind..Never worry about it again!
Sheath
flo
PowerCurl meets iPad 3rd gen (cord management)
Bluetooth Controller
Next Generation Hand Scoop. This futuristic product easily cleans up gooey messes without wasting paper or getting your hands all nasty.
Voice Recognition Power Outlet
Meat thermometer probe
Flexible Carabiner made of silicone (: Not for Climbing :)
Power Bezel for Apple Watch
#Wink. In a land where internet enabled Chessboards come to life! Humans, App's, and robotics locked in an epic game of strategic warfare.
Keep your dogs out of the cat's litter box! Use our high-frequency dog whistle alarm to keep them away.
Trunk Lift-R
chair
PowerCurl Battery
SMART COMPOST MAKER
Potty Training Aid. Young children need a hand when using adult size toilets!
Groove Battery
Kompak
Keep your boots warm
Smart Patio Compost Bin
5 Gallon Bucket to Utility Cart. Useful Anywhere, From Gardening to Fishing, You Need This!
TINY, QUIRKY, SMART ECO-HOUSE!
Portable USB battery + storage
Because Canned Air Should Be Free! Updated!
Induction Charge Card
Caraoke
Bulletproof, Backpacks, Messenger Bags, Briefcase, Purse. Because you'll never know when or where the next shooter will strike.
Earbuds, headphones or both? A new concept for music headgear.
Use your iPhone app to select what spices to add to your dish and how much and this Auto-Measure Spice Carousel will do it for you.
E business card reader
The international symbol for "Call Me!" Is the Thumb and Pinky fingers held up to the ear and mouth.
Bring-along 3D Spectacles
Refillable Shower Caddy
Stash Pots for your desk, outdoors.
USB Wireless Charging Adapter
Wink Smart Home Alert
Spice up your cooking! This automatic spice rack will allow dispensing of spices without taking spice containers out or measuring.
Full illuminated extension cord. A combination of extension cord and rope light.
Mouse Pad Photo Frames. Hold your favorite photos and manage your desktop cords at the same time.
LED Button 24hr-Timer
'Interactive' App Plush Toy
Insert for freezer. Protect against freezer burn, holds meats upright not flat, easier to pull out and identify. No need to stack or rewrap.
Stud finder drill attachment
The Smart Purse
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Lightning
BOOMco Water Launcher
The Ãœber Yard Grasper! Because more fingers are better!
gps trackable sticker
Vulcan Fire Pro
Open any deep drawer and hook this shelf over back, adding another storage option for unused space. Keep small items seperate and visible.
USB Wireless Charging Adapter
Watermelon Juice
Splatter Cover Spatula
Porkfolio AU and NZ
App enabled cover for small gardens when you think your area will have a frost.
The Soap Mill
Powermat Adapter +Cord Manager
Easy Unload Cutlery Rack
Forearm Small Tool Holder.
Around the House BUG Vacuum.
Flash storage with both USB &amp; lighting connector. Intuitive use! Sharing the same data base!
App Shortcut Buttons
Two Feet
Wii U System Holders
A real, working Easy Button
Soccer Blocker
Protect your little Wii U. With Wii U Protection!
bluetooth warning triangle
Shadow Box Inductive Charger
Eco Friendly Pet Vac Brush
WalkieTalkieMouse (RS)
The Attachable Snow Wheel
cable for iPhone5, also a fashion accessory! Never be left home again!!
"Not Guilty" Mouse LAST VOTES!
Reading Recipes on a Tablet is better when it's at cabinet height!
Why shovel snow when you can simply push it out of your way. Prevent back aches and save time by moving snow out of your way. (No lifting)
Integration of touch pen and usb cable. Less stuff more function!
Do you like Lego's Boys &amp; Girls? Then stack your power strips in this!
The anti Apple case. Because the Samsung Galaxy S series are popular phones too!
Wink Family Dashboard
iRed, how many time we don't know wich remote control need to use for tv, dvd, BD, sat and others system!
Landing Base
AutoTint
Cool Breeze
Electronic Page Turner
Rap the Elf App
Base: Home Phone of the Future
Stackable Mason Jars
iBaby is a radar, monitor alarm that hooks onto the child seat for car
Ah Rake, Grab, &amp; Tamp Tool
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Cushion massager
ChopChop
Portable Battery +Glasses Case
ARglass, a device that carries all your devices in the future
Internet Radio Headphones
Charge Band
Celsius: Ultimate Kitchen Aid
Santa Sleigh Magic
iMirror, simply is a rear view mirror by which to control the car!!!
Purple dinosaur
All weather Wink Adapters
Stevia Extract Maker
Trunc-ated planter
Healthy Combo Baking Pan
fixed chess
AirCrutch to soften ground impact and provide better stability, easy adjustment, comfort in use, and dependability.
Learn-to-Keyboard Keyboard
Automatic stand-by Killer
Handy Bag Caddy
Power Bin = plugs + storage
SolarAutomaticWatering 3d pot
CrateSafe -Locking Cover Insert for Crates!- Great for kids to use as a toybox or to keep those nosy room-mates away from your stuff.
Microwave Pizza Plate
screamers- bike speaker
Fake alarm pad
Flip cooler
Home Texting Intercom
Continuous Spray Body Wash
Selfie Light
avalanche
Quirky Start-Up
WET-DRY PAPER TOWEL DISPENSER
Customized dollhouse
Retractable privacy screen for decks.resub
Keyboard Mica
Signal laser! With the recent events an affordable signaling device is needed.
Automated Baby Stroller
Child Life Saving Bracelet
Stretch privacy mesh for decks!
Rotating showerhead gardening stand with timer. Put water right where you need it, great for conserving water!
Fold up chair with sun visor, rain cap and under seat storage. Don't get stuck at an event without being prepared again!
Stretch privacy mesh for decks!
My idea it to create a split tape measure. Numbers on the top and marking strip on the bottom. Rub clean and remark for a percise cut!resub
Stainless steel cooking ball! This ball would be the perfect kitchen accessory!Resub
Quirky I product universal stylus. Stylus with attitude !
Rube Goldberg Machine kit
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Digital Piggy Bank
Pivot Power Spotter
Tile and grout cleaner! Don't just clean the tile!
Hand-Cranked Vacuum Broom
MessLess Nut Kracker
Solar iPad case
Lockscapes
profile for wooden flooring
The Toy Retriever
Excerdice
Grip Clip, a transparent clipboard with a recipe pocket. Affixes to solid surfaces with suction cups. Clip anything you like on top.
Proladder
iPhone Case with Date/Time
No More Foggy Bathroom Mirrors
SMART measuring instruments
WIRELESS HDMI
Scratch Guard - a suede coat for your claw hammer. Prevents scratches and dents while pulling nails
Child Safety Bracelet
Universal trash bag holder
Modular Power
Zipper
OutdoorSolar Vacuum Trash Can
Sales QR codes
Fantasy overhead fans for children's rooms.
MTwigg
Iphone Flash Extension
Keep Cool with ICE Jewelry
Solar Bottle-Phone Charger.
App-enabled Fogless Mirror
Boss Business Casual
Porkfolio V2
Fisherman`s Remote Sonar boat
Sterile door handle
electricity distribution loss
Iphone 6 navigation stand case
Lightbulb socket with remote
Iphone transforming stand case
Bop-it Style Kick Sack. A kick sack that has sensor L.E.D's inside. Try to keep up with the blinking lights. Small audio device tells score
Step by step power tools
Self cleaning blender
Wink Egg cooker.
Weight counter
Bath Water Monitor. LED display attaches to bathroom wall showing water temperature, rings when water level is reached. Syncs with iPhone.
Light Switch Outlet Adapter
Fly away free
strap for transporting a bike on the shoulder.Resub:300V/322V.
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Green Sun
Car spoter
Nut Butter Maker
Drink Weight
Walker-Wheel
Original Ice Cream Soda Cup
Computer display and TV cleaning brush that folds out to work like a squeegee and folds up to store it.
Outside window cleaner
Cranky Nutter
bendable broom.(Resub)
eden clothes
iHandy, transform your iPhone/iPod in a Handycam
FINGER STYLUS AND HGR DEVICE
Its a Cordie a Wrapster a speaker fused into an ipod/ipad case (which features finger slots).
Transform your iDevice into a PS Vita by iTouch, thanks to this particular case with a "nice" touch panel rear
Eco-Ride
Chop stick mouth pieces to insert into personalized pipes to make them long enough. The reason is to save wood.
Walking Drink Holster
Smart Alarm
Induction Charge Outlet Shelf
Spring powered wall Hanger
A bin that keeps score
Wireless Lights
SCENTED GARBAGE BOX
Code Red
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH
DISCREET TRAVEL PILLOW
This product avoids paint from overflowing around your paint bucket when using a paint brush to return excess paint back into the bucket.
mp3 Swimming Goggles+Earplugs
Small Quick Belt Camera .
NM Golf Ball
Touchless Door&amp;Lock
Catio - Cats can Enjoy More!
AudTik Headphone and iPod Dock
Patty Pack
Modular snow/sand stamping toy
Cologne/perfume bottle locks
Green Bottle
ACP (Apple Charger Protector)
NO DEBRIS garage corner guard
Keep your towels clean
Modular snow/sand stamps
Ironing now easily and safely!
The Bruise Healer
Crock pot app
Supermini Inductive Charger
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black plasters for black skin
SUPER SLIM PORTABLE APPLE CHARGE/SYNC CARD... Don't worry about forgetting or misplacing your apple cable anymore.
NO FLY ZONE window cleaner
Bicycle cover with integrated lock! Keep it safe from the elements and thieves!
eletronic bike
The Teardrop
solar powered vent fan
Ice net
Glow in dark Panels for Pegit!
SkullGuard
airplane insurance
Bendi
Motor cycle sound toy which attaches to the handle bars of boys bikes. Cone shape in design, battery operated with various sounds
Ice-skating boot bag
Make Any Fan Wink-Enabled!
Spider: Customizable Modular Compartment System! Create compartment shapes to suit your and your child's storage needs!
App Enabled Chip Clip
Travelling
gfgag
Headphones with Auto-Volume
Hangstar Space-Saving Hanger frees up closet space while enhancing your wardrobe! Tighten to make hanger compact, loosen to select clothes!
Tile grout and multi-purpose cleaning tool! Dual tracks, removable handle and brush attachments! Great addition to Quirky cleaning line-up!
Compact, interchangeable cooking tool with attachments and vertical slots! Easily cook foods and soups while camping in an RV or outdoors!
Turn Shower Steam into Water
Location Based On/Off for Wink
Dog Fit
Bezel less Smartphone
SHOPPING CART MIRROWS 1-N-T
TBD
Duel Hose Clamp
Easy Serve Cupcake Pan
Cold Water ,lighter bottles !
We all here about birthdays were they lit there hair on fire or couldn't blow out the candles. Electronic birthday candles can fix that
alarm clock for your music
GUN CASE ALERT U-1
Caulking Cone
Auto Inflating basketball
Home Hydroponic Garden
alarm clock for your own music
A Travel Cooler that uses multiple flexible cooling walls to increase surface area of the interior. Chills food quicker! Stays cold longer!
Its the WINE STONE! A totally new and inventive way to keep your wine chilled! Its sleek! Its Quirky! Its the WINE STONE!
SmartBake
Hover
Smart Scale
Do you work in an office setting? Are you tired of people drinking out of your coffee mug? Heres a mug that only the owner can drink from!
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WOW! An ultra-lightweight foam picture frame that can be wall hung using a simple straight pin or a magnetic anchor pin for added support.
Its the LUNA LIGHT. A Floating Aerial Light for Backyard, Beach, or Poolside Entertaining.
School back-pack with built-in Safe pouch
Blow n' Rake
The KingsMan Suit
Hanger Car
Mini Ice Cooler Fan
A big mouth fish-like sponge
Cell Phone Camera Shade
Back up spring
Don't touch notebook key pad
cell phone bungee w carabandit
Leading Light
Plumbers work dolly
Camping Pillow
Popp Bottle
Baby Rider
Car Anti-Theft Bar
Medicine Reminder Bracelet
Water Bottle Piercer
The Scrubble Bathtub Cleaner
Non-electric vacuum pump
FROZEN Wine Charms
Emergency solar power cut off
SMART TAPE MEASURE
The Wonder Car
Quirky Crates Accessory - a foam top that goes over 3-4 crates to create an instant storage bench. Great for play room, basement or garage.
Wonder Wireless Charger
Phosofilter
Vacuum Mail Bags. They are like Vacuum Storage Bags, but made for mailing things. Brown paper color and a place to write addresses.
Manual food processing machine
Zeus Wear
washerdrop
Beginner's domino effect game
Chicken Little Meat Thermometr
Laptop lap desk
The Impossible Puzzle
Pop Can FreezerTray
Tentacle extension power box
Date Genius Smart Calendar
paper straightener
App-enabled Ambient/Night Lights. Turn them on only when you need them. Choose color, brightness, and mode.
Hands free stroller vest
alcoholic ice cream
The Camera Re-Envisioned. Rethinking how a Camera is shaped and how it interacts with you using the power of IMP.
Backpack Hanger
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App enabled Karaoke Machine. Download music from iPhone, record singing, rate for accuracy - make it a game.
evolutiv bed
Smart Sound Sensor Light
App-enabled Electronic Message Display Board with alarm. Draw or enter message with choice of audio and display options
Piggybacking storage containers. Share the lid. These containers share the same lid. Great for kids snacks.
Modular Stick Up Storage. Stick on your fridge, shower, tool room, locker, and any other place you need space saving shelving or hooks.
Interlocking tray system that you build under your sinks! Keep liquids from destroying the area under your sinks inside your cabinets.
Text typer
Seven Seas Soap
WATER ALARM
Blue tooth Home Phone
Omni-directional ice scraper
Pillar
Linear smoke detector
iTether
LCD, or LED single pin buttons
Quirky Mobile App
Visionary Work
New digidtal media playerâ€¦
With the explosion of Apple computers to the market there is one consistent issue remaining lack of ports on the front of the monitor.
"Make-Peace" ... new media pla
New Digital Media Player 4 U
3D Globe with Zoom Technology
KUSH Indent HIGH Heels
911 one call
The Kitty Purry
The Mop with an edge
Heavy Shirt
Zip T - Adjustable Golf Tee
AFortTable
Twinkle
The Boh 5 gal. Water Jug
POWER PACK-&gt;PORTABLE FUEL CELL
QUIRKY coin
Automatic Glove Dispenser.
DIGITAL MOBILE LEVLER
Sock Sync
MAGNETIC Outlet Stick PLates
GOLF UTILITY CLUB 'n' SETTER
Multiple-Scented Candle Device. Turn the dial change the scent.
Hide-A-Spot
Prototype. Kids lounge buddy. Bed rest pet. Props you up while reading, playing games, texting, watching t.v. Etc.. Perfect to cuddle with.
Kids Hanger Converts to an Adult Hanger!
Instant Laundry Room. No installation required. Simply Wheel in place
The rumps
Fido Finder
Kitty Play Center - Kitty Dome
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Hunting for the 21st century! Makes all the animal sounds. A durable weather proof hunting caller using you cell phone. Also plays music.
Caseless Smartphone Accessory
Smart Sprinkler System
Personal Grocery Cart Gogetter
HELP LINE !
Phone cover speaker booster
Kitchen Cabinet Storage Organizer for Pots, Pans, Lids, Baking Sheets, Cutting Boards and More. Easy to use and set up. No hardware needed.
Window Blind String Clips
Strataboom Shoot moving target
Denture adhesive removal brush
A smoke detector that notifies you via your smartphone that it has detected smoke in your house or needs its batteries replaced.
Mattel Game Challenge
Tooth Brush Holder with removable bottom making it easier to clean and more healthy.
A smoke detector that notifies you via your smartphone that it has detected smoke in your house or needs its batteries replaced.
test invention name
Smartphone Reversing Camera
Carbonation for your FOOD!
A smoke detector that notifies you via your smartphone that it has detected smoke in your house or needs its batteries replaced.
Soda Gas Keeper
Bath mate
On-the-Go POWER BOX. iPhone dock built into this handy travel case. Stores all your Apple cords, cables and earbuds. Grab &amp; go!
WINK FERRIS WHEEL WINE RACK
Wink Smart Home Alert - RESUB
Customizable floor, table lamp or ceiling chandalier with multiple different attachments to meet any type of lighting need.
Five Scent Connected Diffuser
Mounted Knife Holder,
The Wise Phone
doggy dustbuster
An insulated travel mug with a built-in heating coil, to heat-up / maintain hot beverages by plugging into a USB port or the car outlet.
Line extension: iPad LUMINUM. An ultra-slim brushed aluminum case for the iPad.
Let gravity do the work for you. A gravity power generator for phones and other devices. Harness the power of physics in your time of need.
Bluetooth Baby Mobile
Smart control doll house
Receive a remote alert that your oven/grill temp probe has reached set point without the need to constantly return to check the reading.
Window mounted scraper that cleans the ice off WIPER BLADES as they run, so you don't have to get out a thump them on the window.
~~~My idea is a Recycling crusher . Similar to a aluminum can crusher but use for plastics, cans and what ever else needs to be smashed.
Portable WiFi Signals can be placed throughout your house to alert you when your iPhone is ringing.
~~~My I idea is a storage container that fits under a bed.That is stack-able,has separators,is connectable and have wheels.Also bed raisers.
a light around your key hole, being sort of a night owl ive noticed that when i get home i can never find the key hole on my door
Vibrating paint brush
Beverage Counter[Patent Pend]
ì˜¨ë„ ê°ì§€ ë¨¸ë¦¬ë ì›¨ì–´ëŸ¬ë¸”
LED light strip provides ambient lighting behind your monitor. Stick on, plug into USB. Use built-in software to change colors and patterns.
Collapsible Staging Furniture
App-enabled Pour Over Coffee
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Travel-ease
Harman SpectaPhones
AirPhones
Wink Musical Light Show
Circular AC Vents
AppOr Juice
The smart case
iPhone Pouch that easily attaches to an iPad case (or any other flat surface) so you can carry them both together.
Cord Management Power Puck
Lap Mats for the Car
TOGGLE CLASP RUBBER BAND. A simple way to secure your stuff.
BlindSpot Warning For Athletes
Nico Lights
SqueeMote
MOOD
Rain Jacket for Groceries
test tyest test
The Forever Birthday Card
Don't Blow Your Wish
WINK Smart Key substitute
1/2 Cup Flour Dispenser
Wink App enabled front door with a screen display for a window see who is outside and display you Live cell camera display
The better sofa sleeper
Power Sleeve Phone Charger
Coffin +
Holla Bize
PetPal
Never have a dead remote or controller again with the coffee table that wirelessly charges devices when placed upon it.
WOW, LOOK HERE: GateMate is an adjustable mount to attach to newel banister posts in order to install commercially available pet/baby gates.
DIPPERZâ€“ a set of dipper bowls that mount directly on any plate.
Fireplace Screen Cover Lights
hgc for cars
iPhone 5 Dock connects directly to rear of iMac -- no cable necessary. RESUB
mattress anti reflux for baby
Disposable Oven Liner Roll
smart wallet
na
Texting disabler
Dale's Hammer
Eye to Eye Video
Trickle Saver
Shower Sense
Kosoku 2 - a leash for large dogs over 90 lbs. Comes with matching neoprene reflective collar.
Walk about Mobile Phone Ringer
Portable Dolly
Projection Clock Bath Fan
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Slimmy
HOP-SCOTCH SENSOR PAD
Energy Generator
Design a sleek bright shiny red wi-fi booster shaped like an apple.
Adjustable Tinted Windows
Wifi &amp; LTE Headphones
Travel Tree Carrier
Voice Recorder Zipper Pull
Harman Earbud/Headphones
Plastic Bottle - Bottle Cutter
Word Tracker
Travel Adapter/Extension Cord
A sleek iphone holder with 2 large suction cups to keep your phone securely off the counter and on the mirror, wall or fridge.
Gravigen
Easily Add A Light Switch
Intelligent Cup
Mattel Interactive TEE-PEE
Drip Pan Covers
The Travel Tree
Curtain Clip
ë°©ìŒ íš¨ê³¼ ëª¨ê¸°ìž¥
The worlds first "Showcase Lamp Vase". No light bulb luminaire.Easy to Put Stuff in or Take Stuff Out, Flowers to fish,Show off your Schwag!
Q Markers
The round toothpaste
Protective Sleeve for Phone
Conceal
APP ENABLED COLOR CHANGING SMART LIPSTICK. You choose the color via the app. No longer need to purchase multi~tubes.
WINK Controlled Refrigerator
BUMPS and GEMS - the simple, silicone bumper/case with "bumps" or "gems" on both sides to help you grip your phone.
A child's Jack "N" the Box type Christmas Tree!Musical,rotating,lighted,rechargable,battery operated,usb cord! Plays Christmas Music!
Gift wrap cutter automatically figures out and cuts what size paper you need for a box. Input dimensions of the box, cutter does the rest.
Induction Koozie
New Personal Transportation!!!
Audio Labeler System
"Real Simple" Circular Sweeper
pot lid holder
Automatic Jumprope w/ Speaker
POWER SQUAT
Kids' electric or battery power toothbrush that delivers toothpaste directly to the brush. No more messy toothpaste all over the bathroom!
APP ENABLED SMART RAINBOW HAIR. Go one color or multi colored. No chemicals or permanent dyes. Change colors at the click of a button.
i-Fold clips fit on headphone wires making it easy to store headphones so wires don't get tangled. Also decorative in many colors/styles.
Data Jewels - Wearable Tech
front or back camera bag
Smart nailpolish
Distress pop-up flag
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Triple Scents
2-way wrist band w/limited ft.
Half and Half Pizza Pan
WINK SMART PARKING PASS/PERMIT
Foldable induction cook top
Hot Pads â€“ Wireless Heating
Bubba's Rubber Bong Topper
Wireless White Noise Earplugs/Phones: Spouse or Co-Sleeping Partner Snore? Need White Noise to Sleep? Never Use a White Noise CD Again!
IPhone/IPad speaker umbrella
HEATING PAD powered by USB,BATTERY,or OUTLET! Ideal for menstrual cramp relief! A collab with John Abrams!
Unseen Mold/Mildew Detector
Mini Indoor Pollen/Dust Counter: Suffer from Allergies? Know How Much Pollen/Dust Is In Your Home or Office
Medical Barbie/ doll Hospital
Interactive stacking blocks
The KiloKnife
kord mate
Snap-in utensil bowl
Headphone storage phone case
WiFi Only Smartphone
Freezie Cream
Collapsible/Expandable Laundry Hamper!! When the hamper its empty it collapses into a close shape.. Inspired by a flower!!
Toilet brick water saver
Apple Watch eCharger
tires that don't go flat
Hula Hoop Training "Plate"
Play n Type
Prop Bar for tablet or phone
RESUBMIT (Dec 15th, 2011) This iPad case comes with a removable handle that becomes as stand and a hand sleeve.PLEASE LOOK AT ALL IMAGES
Wine Aerator Multitool
Pocket-shaped Water Bottle
Wrist Strap fits any phone
Business Card Phone Case
Wink Enabled Alarm Clocks
RESUB - App Enabled Chip Clip
A basketball net that has mini chimes/bells that will be inserted into the hollow cords of the net it will produce a unique audible tone
Bell Squat
FRUIT FACES ART KIT! Kids will love making fruit faces and it will encourage them to eat more fruit! Plastic expressions with stems and more
An iPhone/iPod Touch case that wraps your device in a protective/fuzzy/fun little creature. Options of Sound Amplification/external battery.
Circulation toothbrush
The QUIRKY BUTTER KNIFE! A smoother spread with out cutting the bread! A collab with John Abrams.
DESIGNER FRUIT AND VEGETABLE MOULDS! Shape them as they grow! A collaboration with John Abrams!
A green way to clean your aquarium by recycling its own water through the filtering element and uses less gallons when refilling the tank
App enable 7 day programmable timer light switch or console which fits inside existing switch boxes.
ROCK CANDY MAKER! Make edible NECKLACES,BRACELETS,ROCK POPS,STIR STIX and MORE! Lighted chamber! Fun and Tasty!
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Sync My Life (Wall Calendar)
Solar Power Lamp Post with a wrap around Flower Basket. no electrician needed.The glow of the light will illuminate the flowers at nite.
Eco Friendly Pet Vac Brush
Multi-use Microwave Cover / Storage Container
The QUIRKY Ice Pop Maker! Healthy and delicious fruit pops! New and different from the ordinary ice pop makers! A collab with John Abrams!
Lets defeat shaky video/blurry pictures with a Low Cost, with a Hardware Image Stabilization Device.
AdoorAble
App enable 7 day programmable timer light switch or console which fits inside existing switch boxes.
App Enable Electronic Door lock
iPhone Case with enclosed Solid State Amp, plugs into lighting or 30 Pin, for Audiophiles or those who want better sound quality!!
Portable/Foldable iPhone or iPad Bluetooth Keyboard with integrated lightning dock and rechargeable battery. Write like a Pro!
Chewing gum air freshener
Harmon/JBL PulseLED Headphones
Coffee Grinders have a hard time getting all beans ground, they get stuck in holder. Swinging arm that goes around holder that knocks beans!
Harmon/JBL Pulse LED Headphons
Hog Wild
MOTION
All in one Modular Headphones!
"Toplo" the foot warmer
Triplester 3wheel SmartScooter
Health & Beauty climate case
Equalized
Solo Cup Cover
Sprinkler HR1913.1
LOCK & SHOP
Safer Home
Mouse-shaped Crayon Holder. Click the mouse to lower the crayon and draw. A fun, modern twist on writing and drawing for today's kids.
ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ LEDìŠ¤íƒ ë“œ
Bike w/ Pedal Power Collector
Kiddie Caching
Auto opening/closing cat box
iMac Strap. Keep your desk neat and organized while keeping important things front and center. VIDEO demo!
Unlock Box
Power Bank + Inductive Charger
Learn-to-Type Keyboard
1 Speaker. Bluetooth / Wifi
A Lint Groomer for the clothes dryer would make cleaning the lint filter neat and easy. Hopefully, it would reduce clothes dryer fires.
App Enabled Self Cleaning Oven
Secret Knock Toy Chest
Story Jars
Students should not have to store their backpacks on the floor during class.
iPhone/Apple Watch Baby Camera
MagSumpPump
Lightning dock POWER BOX. Battery charges your iPhone 5 for on-the-go power. Cleans your screen, too. Updated RESUB
Bell Squat
BackPack with Screen
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Spider Compartment System
Cord EZ
Apple Watch Rapid Charger
CHARGER SPOOL holds your USB cable and power adapter. RESUB from Nov. 2012.
SMARTPHONE STAND with STORAGE COMPARTMENT. Room for all your cables &amp; accessories. Easy access -- no need to unwind cable to use as
a stand.
Shower Dryer
R-Table
FLEXIBLE, INTERLOCKING TAPE clicks together like Lego bricks. Attach - detach - reattach. So many uses!
HP UV germ killer + Charger
Family TableTop TouchPad
Artistic Mega Bloks
iPhone Rest /w Back Up Battery
Baby Wipe Despenser Kit
Washket Dry
POWER POUCH. Slip your iPad Mini into this pouch with built-in battery-powered dock at the bottom. Stay powered all day. For iPhone, too.
Gripper
Reusable SNACK TUBES. Great for healthy snacks on-the-go. Pack a handful of raisins, nuts, etc. Attached lid snaps on for freshness. RESUB
INDUCTIVE CHARGING SPOTTER MAT
Portable POWER BAR CHARGER for iPad Mini. Built-in lithium ion battery. Grab-and-go extra power in a sleek, efficient shape. #iPadMini
TeethWash device
A bungee/stretch cord with a rubber band with spaced holes, by the hooks, at each end to latch the hooks to.
Fruit bowl that allows the fruit &amp; vegetables to "breathe." Fruit/vegetable can last longer thanks to bowl's enhanced yet simple features.
Wink Mini Vault On The Go
Mi-TAG
Plug-Right-Ins for Pivot Power
Smart LED Bulb looks like a standard light bulb, but is app-enabled. Use your phone to change bulb colors, dim, set on/off times.
app-enabled tea maker
t
Home Texting Station acts as an extension of your phone to send &amp; receive text messages. Stays at home -- keeps the entire family in touch.
Easy Christmas Tree Stand
Keep your homework in order with Backpack Buddy. Vertical accordion file built right in! It keeps your important papers neat and organized!
CAMOWL
FindIt - find your lost things
Crevasse
ShoeSaver "Condom" (Disposable rain overshoe)
Ring Tunes
Sunglasses with adjustable tint you can control. Use app to adjust how light or dark you want your lenses to be.
Strawberry -Kiwi Milk
Advlanche
Guitar Pic Innovation! Guitar pics have not changed for centuries, my design adds a palpable landmark assisting in pic playing accuracy!
Dual Washout
Day Countdown Expiration Timer -Resubmitted from Nov 30 2011- (spacebar-mike
Create your own garage
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Power Sweep
Fresh Or Not
â€¢ Flashing Door Lock Indicator â€¢ Originally submitted April 13th 2010 Resubmitted and "Under Consideration" Dec 2010 spacebar-mike
Fresh Or Not Containers
Avoid Oven Cleaning
Underbody Flush
App Kitchen Timer
Garden On The Move
'Glide' Portion Measure
CAR TRAY
Blender Caddy
Tap It Off.
WINK WINDOW CONTROLLERS
A Simple Outlet Night Light
Boomco FuryFist
Self Stirring Swizzle Sticks
FRUIT AND VEGGIE BLOCKS
Fold Down HDMI/TV Jack Panel
Fiber Optic Interior Light
Ambient sound headphones
Commuter Ticket Sleeve
FRUIT AND VEGGIE BLOCKS
Air Conditioner Noise Canceler
Bath Fan/Vacuum for Home Depot
Quirky Mirrored Glass!
POT LUCK VEGUCATION
OUTSTANDING Garden Tools
Plastic Bottle Shredders
KiteTurbine
ì§‘ì—ì„œ ë§Œë“œëŠ” ìˆ˜ì œì‚¬íƒ• ì œì¡°ê¸°
SMART CHAIR~APP ENABLED, WIRELESS ,RECLINING , MASSAGING and HEATED DESK CHAIR. Reclines to flat for napping.
Quirky cap
App enabled TOUCH SMART GLOBE! Teaches Geography, History, Cultures, in many different lanquages. IMP technology! RESUB!
Secure-Bed!
Graze
FurBall
Turn Me Off.
Jewelry Settings with nano LEDs concealed beneath stone........

â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º-â‰º- Click on Pic for Animation

HARVEST...A REMOTE CONTROLLED APP ENABLED PECAN PICKER UPPER! Works on all nut's! Rechargeable battery. Huge market! Nonexisting!
RC Fish Tank Sub With Camera
Pill Dispenser That Dispenses One Pill per Click
AN APP ENABLED BLUETOOTH LOCKET STYLE RING. Send and receive text incognito!
Soap Dispenser II
RC Fishtank Sub With Camera
TOY CAMERA WITH BUILT~IN~PRINTER! Create coloring book pages and colorful story books. Create custom stickers.
Solar Charged Moon Lights for HANGING PLANTS
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ì• í”Œ ì˜¤ë¸ íŠ€ê¹€ê¸°
Electronic Kick the Can
An app that lets a Mom see what her kids are doing on their computer or cell phone, without them knowing.
CO Detector that Delays Garage Door Closure and Relays Safe Levels and Closure to Smartphone (Resubmit from Feb 12, 2011)
Proximity Taser Mine
Nanostar
Interactive Charging Hula Hoop
RESUBMIT) Lock box for your Beach Umbrella! Secure all your valuables. Money-Phone-Keys -Ect. Clips and locks onto your beach umbrella
Metal Pin Waffle Iron
Salt and Pepper Sheeth
Drop and Go Washer and Dryer
Beach Umbrella Accessories - Clip on Cup holders - Clip on trays - Clip on Hooks- For your Beach Umbrella. It will make a big difference!
DUAL iSTAND case for iPhone/iPad.The iStand case works both Portrait and landscape! Opposite side is a compartment for CC,cash,key,ect!
reminder-roo
The perfect cut in paint tool
Protect your iPhone cable
Smart Multi-Spice/Herb Shaker - Keeps all of your spices in one shaker
Hard Drive Caddy
A silicone glove or mitt with interchangeable cleaning pads! Velcro attachment!
3D Mouse - Digital Sculpting
App-enabled Smart Tie Rack -- You send it your outfit, it sends you appropriate tie options
A MINI COMPUTER BLOWER With USB CABLE....No need to buy expensive canned air! Plugs right in to your PC!
Plant Moisture Sensors alert your phone that your valued plants need watered.
The Swamper
ë¯¸ì•„ ì‚¬ê³ ë°©ì§€ìš© ì§„ë™ ë°˜ì§€ ì™€ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì „ìž ì‹œê³„
Verseur with a built in Cork Counter
Storable home gym mirror!
Power Curl Mini- retractable
Run Dog Run
Sports Glasses
the all in 1 backpack
Pet emergency system that alerts owner of pet's need to go outside. I'm sorry! ...I needed to piddle and couldn't wake you!
Universal wireless battery
ì™¸êµ-ì–´ ë‹¨ì–´ ê²Œìž„
Low cost consumer/caregiver type vital health monitor that reports to caregivers with quick emergency capability.
Sunbrella
Covert Capture
(Resubmit)(Eval'd) EXPANDING COOKWARE HOLDER::Keeps cookware within reach. Click to see the results of a survey sent to 100 people.
This product is design to reduce the clutter of cables around the home and in the office resulting in a clean and organize area.
electric cables connector.
HAVE A LIGHT IN YOUR MAILBOX
This product is an easy alternative for hanging items on the wall or ceiling with minimum effort using just the basic tools
Speakers for iMac detachable
The Tongue
Tasty Breeze Personal Roaster
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ë°˜ì§€í˜• ì§„ë™ í˜¸ì¶œê¸°
THE CODING GAME TEACH CODING
6 pin to 6 pin adpter(video)
3D PV Hybride Water Heating
HVAC buddy
Pot Belly Band
the pizza rack and much more
Never burn your sauce or grits
Portable Hand-washing Station
An energy saving version of Pivot Power, with a 7 day programmable digital timer to automatically turn on/off the first five outlets.
Making candles from candles
bike pedal pivots.
Refillable Liquid Soap Bars.
Recirculating solar pump
ASMR Hat
Wall ( and more ) Zen
WINK app for my printers
Dash Voice Control
Harman Headphones + Power Case
Can Koozie with Flip-top Lid
I hate sand while taking sun
ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ LEDìŠ¤íƒ ë“œ
USB-C Power Bar for MacBook
Alfombra voladora
3D PV Hybride Water Heating
CloudPhone
Simply lit
Expandable Storage Bin
ì ‘ì´ì‹ ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ ìš°ì‚°
LASER BEAM CAR STOP MORE ROOM
DASH Office Supply Dispeners
Magnifier screen.
DASH Seasonings Holder
App enabled "VOICE ACTIVATED" Speaker system phone/iphone charger with CAM. Hands free talk! A collab with VECTOR! Resub!
Bean bag beach towel
Blight
THE AVATAR BAR~APP ENABLED WIFI TV MONITOR WITH DIGITAL TOUCH REMOTE. Now you can own Donatella, Da Vinci,ect. Breathtaking
live views!
Smart Aquarium Water Tester
Glovebox Traveller
APPenabled Rockem Sockem Robot
WINK Alarm Clock + Triggers
2 in 1 Mixing and Piping Bowl
A PIVOTING PC MANTIS
Hate sagging t- shirt collars
Briefcase for your 21inch IMAC
APP ENABLED BREAD, BAKERY and PASTRY MINDER! Trendsetters predict a 310 BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY by 2015!.... A bargain at $19.99
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Wink Dog Tag Whistle +Doorbell
Poppy Hygiene
TOUCH SCREEN ADDING MACHINE
Drone Detect and Deter Device
Shovel w/ Heated Blade/Handle
DIGITAL PIANO BRACELET
Spray Drone
Tidy Cable/Internet Cord Split
Solar Cross
Alarm Night Lamp Motion detect
Habits Bracelet Tracker
MUSIC BRACELET
kjk
Borrow friendâ€™s i-phone power
Portable iPad wall holder/mounter
Wrist Micro Racers
Lego Tiles for floor or wall
Find and Play micro bot
cutone watch/cutone cellphone
Superior Wipe-on Applicator
Ultimate garden Slug Control - A proven method that is simple, green and has over 100,000 YouTube views so far. Videos. Renders by Vector.
Wireless Monitor
Boiled Eggs Peeler
Special hammer for siding
the brush-up... by CPR 7-10-15
Shower Cabin / Glass Magnets
Inflatable Sleeping Bag
Rain shower caps for tools
Stealthy lamp hides valuables
Emergency Vehicle Alert Sensor
Bowl Hugging Grater
Fan base fits tripod
Resubmit! Patent App. No. 61/453,629 After Quirky feed back, Longboarders can now change trucks with no tools to assist them with cruising!
Golfers can now have an easier and more comfortable way to repair divots while they are on the greens preparing to putt.
SKATEBOARDERS! Increase board longevity and skateboarding skills with Grinding Plates.
An appliance for drying sneakers, hats and other items that maybe damp or wet.
Quirky Quick Plastic - An easy to mold plastic in credit card size pieces. Always with you for a quick repair or turn an idea into reality.
Wink Car Key substitute
App Enable Baking Pads
Unhampered - for the car
Magic Mouse House
Eliminate Cereal Dust/Crumbs
Versatile scale
Stove Energy Generator
The espresso machine and more
Dog collar cam and app
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Front Door key app
Prop Bar for tablet or phone
Contain - Freezer/Fridge Caddy
At the risk of being politically incorrect ... brown baby powder. I think there is a big market for this!
Wierless charger
Ultimate Sunbathing Lounge
Custom cabinet lighting - see all the way to the back and find stuff! A "Green" product everybody can use!
A pocket size booster pack to recharge your cell phone iPad or musicplayer It can run on an old recycled 9V battery from your smoke detector
Attention Golfers, lower your scores with The All Around Putter. Now you can adjust shaft length and putter head styles all in one. NO TOOLS
Hand Pillow
GOLF PUTTER AIDE! The introduction of a product to assist in the improvement of putting perfection to better the golfer's final scores.
EXTEND-A-VIEW! Increase your visibility while driving and enhance your awareness within and outside of your vehicle for even more safety!
KEEP YOUR DRINK COLD LONGER! Now you could have a travel mug that can keep cold drinks colder longer while at home or driving.
Hang your expreso cups
Scrubbing Skimmer
App enable wine pour
Harman Floor Lamp Subwoofer
Lazy-cise
The new dodge ball
Paintball for inside house
App-enabled 'Find It' Game
Portable Wink Button - RESUB
Re chargeable keyboard,mouse
'Home Honcho' Alarm Clock
Real simple cleaner robot
Induction Charging Phone Pouch
Wire Organizer
SUBMERSIBLE INDUSTRY / JOB
Pivot Power Wireless.
Resubmit (UC)!! Earbuds/Speakers (2 in 1) Twist the speaker to switch between earbuds or speaker and wrap the cables around the speaker.
iPhone Accessories Box that doubles as an iPhone stand.
ë‹¤ì´ì–´íŠ¸ ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ì²´ì¤‘ê³„
Cover baby in stroller or car seat with a BABY BLANKET made of one-way vision fabric. Keeps baby out of the sun with a view of the world.
Click N Easy
A teddy toy controlled by an app. The teddy comes with a children friendly app that allows them to interact with the teddy thru the app.
Line extension: LUMINUM LOOP. Ultra-thin iPhone 5 case. Detachable loop strap. Anodized aluminum. SEE VIDEO!
Smart Laundry Hamper
Engineering Toy: Design and build Rube Goldberg Machines. A colossal assortment of pieces &amp; parts for creating over-engineered contraptions!
Hate sharing your Earbuds headsets here is a solution!! Earbuds headset when connected together becomes a high quality speaker!!
iPhone CHARGER SPOOL holds your Lightning to USB cable and USB power adapter.
Imagination / Engineering Toy
Tape cleaning bathroom
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Porta-Bath
Doormat with bleach
The holster, everything there
Mid-Century Modern docking station.
Hammer crowbar get those nails
Make your own paper plates! The PAPER PLATE MAKER transforms empty cereal and snack boxes into paper plates. Save money - save the planet!
K- Skimmer
Bowhunting GPS Technology (app
Power Spoon
Reusable SNACK TUBES. Great for healthy snacks on-the-go. Pack a handful of raisins, nuts, etc. Attached lid snaps on for freshness. #spotsv
All in 1 Pet Bath Gloves
Vacuum Bowl Dusting System
Never Forget Where You Parked
Squirt!
Bike and Skate Connection
Mini CURVED FLAT IRON is easy to maneuver. Top plate is hot, bottom is cool. Perfect for bangs or touch-ups.
Dish Sponge Steamer/Dispensor
GoChair
Cool Wrap
Windshield Wiper Covers
Alcohol spout/closing end
Doorbell Voicemail
Soft Super Dolly w/Straps
Elec Glowing/Musical Ornaments
Bud Bundle Buddies hold earbuds bundle together. After bundling earbuds simply wrap character's arms around bundle to keep securely tied.
Quirky T-shirt for Promoting the brand.Currently, there are many manufacturers of T-shirts,but let's create a unique color combination.
Simple idea to bundle your ear buds - flexible wire near plug keeps bundle together.
Talk and text perfect
TRUST FALL WRISTBAND, the wristband that prevents dropping items
Garage Sale Kit scanner &amp; app
Interactive Question Water Toy
Don't get carjacked! Nozzle on door sprays pepper in carjacker's face allowing you to escape. Remotely controlled by switch on floor.
Soggy sandwich saver
All in 1 knife sharpener iPad
For teachers or parents. Keep track of how your children are doing. Reward or punish when they meet milestones.
MosquEato Fan Trap
Phone charger lanyard
End Tangled Headphone Wires
Easily wrap and store earbuds on the back of your i-Phone. Has slots to store earbuds and plug.
Imagination / Engineering Toy
Solar powered fan and mister for baby stroller. Attach to canopy. Maybe combo heater, too?
The Better Suitcase
Portable eraser
WINK APPS FOR ALL MY REMOTES.
App-Enabled Dog Tag Whistle
MooVeeZee
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The Right Utility Table
ARLivingBooks
Mobile Check-In Locator Device
Customizable SocketPower Strip
EZ On The Eyes Headphones
Audio Dice Pad
Air freshener ceiling fan
Soda Spin
Luminum with Emergency Boost
Combo: Grill/Cooler, comb
Cubby Caddy!, the convenient caddy for holding items that you donâ€™t have enough space for, interchangeable shelving hold most anything!
Multipurpose On-the-Go Dog Toy
KEEP IT COOL keep your smartphone or IPhone cool on long calls, with a hard case that has an embedded cooling fan,and rechargeable battery.
Any Size Laundry Hamper
Bumper plug protecter nitelite
An ultra simple stand for the New iPod Touch, making use of the new back button.
The karaoke brush w/bluetooth
Painting patterns fun for kids
Sunglasses music earbud clips
App-Enabled Hide-and-Seek Game
Dog collar tracking and health
A more efficient, cleaner and better PET water dispenser! This design can be used for any size pet! Make it easier to take care of your pet!
Tap On. Tap Off. The Tapper!
Smart Rice Cooker
LUNCH BOX/BAG IDEA - DON'T BE EMBARRASSED A insulated lunch box that looks like a paper bag for boys, and a purse style lunch box for girls!
Squishy Phone Protection Pouch
The grab and go seat
Can/bottle organizer
AMBIENT RINGTONE, the polite ringtone feature
Hook Tack holds cords and more
ShovelMod- 1 Handle Many Tools
#QCYCLE: The OmniCycle â€“ Personal fitness and transport for a crowded planet.
Tired of your cell phone or iPod lying around on your desk? We need a CONVERGE line extension -- a solo version to hold just one device.
CAR SEAT COOLER, device that helps keep kids cool in their car seat after entering a hot vehicle.
Math and coding made easy
Old school tile game on case.
An oscillating air deflector for home air vents. The idea is to move the air through the entire room from a forced duct.
Hot &amp; need a refreshing spray of water? MIST BRACELET is a trendy wristband/bracelet with a hidden spray pump so you can mist yourself cool.
Monitor electrical power
OSCILLATING SIDE MIRROR, the mirror that shows your blind spot.
Listen to a parent
The paint can squeegee
Steeper Keeper needs a buddy. I propose a pitcher that not only keeps tea bag tags from falling in, but also stops floating tea bags.
Cooking oil filter, gravity fed cooking oil filtration device
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Dome to cool any hot food
A proof tester for moonshine
Welcome to the presentation for Shoe Stax, a Quirky way of storing and displaying your shoes.
wi-fi toaster over
PortableSink 4 Washing Machine
Home made water juice
APP~ENABLED SOUP KETTLE
Smart family frame
Piggyback Plug
A bungee/stretch cord with a rubber band with spaced holes, by the hooks, at each end to latch the hooks to.
DOCKET~ APP ENABLED WATCHES. For the very" busy" business man and women. No more forgotten appointments.
Ultrasonic Floor Mop - Ultrasonics can brighten jewelry, clean teeth and even saw through wood. It's time we used it to clean our floors.
E/A ChickenFeeder2016
Anti-Gravity cars + walltracks
Doggie bowl water
AEROBIC METRONOME, the workout feature that will stay in beat with YOU
wi-fi toaster oven
Tool to Unjam Paper Shredder
MASTER card reads everything
Christmas lights that fir rite
APP~ENABLED COFFEE/TEA URN
VOICE RECORDABLE VASE! App enabled...Miles or oceans apart? No problem! Say "I LOVE YOU" in a major way! Experience the power of love!
SmartMop
DogMuffs
MicroKlean
Doggie water bowl
SOAP MAKER
Power station in your car
Spooky Rainy Night? Door Locked?
Carabiner Cup
TV REMOTE W/l LIGHT &amp; FAN
Multi-Task Towel Rack
Light Switch Counter
Re: Tool-less Interchangeable Skateboard Trucks will allow the rider to change to different style trucks or customize with other colors.
Cleaning your ceiling fans ez
1 click tells them you're here
Hand pillow
NECK SUPPORTING SLEEPING MASK
"Wink" Extendable Drying Rack
Money Tracker
Magnetic Laundry Drying Bar
ENERGY FROM COMPOST
ANTIBACTERIAL HANDLE COVER
ball game for parrots win nuts
The new oven mitt with handles
Siri button for the shower
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Vinyl Recorder
Shower Monitor
NO-TANGLES
SMART CROCK POT W/CAM
Bluetooth phone charger plus
Headset that will allow the user to insert a standard flashlight, freeing up both hands and illuminating ones task.
Quirky Shake
Smart Hearing Aid
My Folding Garden - Fast GROW
Bath Fan with WiFi Mat
Magical Toy Chariot AppEnabled
RESERVE-IT, The universal, personal seat saver
SMART LAPTOP/PC/TV CABLE LOCK
Single Sandwich Bread Machine
Find your glasses all the time
No Tools/No Mess Caulk
Knife cover keep kids
Chum Sinker
Stove top chopping board
Table space saver work eat.
Garbage can with airfreshner
ROLL IN THE FLAVOR
Less mess dryer lint remover
Bathroom window deco cover
Battery Fork
Bird feeder with water all one
ANTI DEGAT DES EAUX.
spanx helper
WIRELESS INTERFACE- PHONE JACK
The SWIVEL - (Problem placing furniture by the power outlet?) - pls help to refine this idea
Stackable Condiment Server Set
Smart garbage can
Wink Ceiling Stars
The Stroodle
Wink Blind Tilter
Connected Health
Shelf FX
Dual and Balanced Planters
Multidispenser Hexagon Pitcher
Perfume mixing machine
iPhone 6'9+
Avian
Vehicle USB Power Station
How convenient it will be to have an attachable tooth brush cover/cap on the handle of a toothbrush. The cap is connected at all times.
Zip line just hook it and zip
Bow hunting GPS technology (ap
Throw your voice! 1Touch commo
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E-Racers
Deuce Beach Towel
Sudsy
Color Sense - Artist's Palette
Sup Energy
Pandora's Box
FlashDrive-a-Mic
Roll BBcue cover/extra counter
Chameleon keyboard
facebook Radio
Key to my App
Magni-Panels
Home connected Waterfilter
BPMS for sportsballs
Picture Tripod
Texturewiz
Whose forehead is flat? This MINI FLAT IRON is slightly curved &amp; easy to maneuver. Inspired by a hair clip. Perfect for bangs or touch-ups.
Phenomenal Photo-Disc
A simple solution to the problem of what to do with a used tissue when a trip to the trash can is not convenient.
"Your Ride is Here" wristband
Active sound
Watering Can with Hose Holder
Nap holder for bathtubs
Stealth Fan - can be controlled with a regular switch as well as your smartphone
Barbie Saves the World
Under counter swinging mesh
cardboard walkie talkie
Brush straightener mirror more
Tankcase
Shoot iPhone photos &amp; videos more discreetly. Wireless CLIP-ON MINI CAMERA uses your iPhone as the viewfinder. App saves pics on phone.
Universal Charging Solar Kit for Homeowners
Cap for gallon of milk
Glasses
lovers heart beat band
poppy pancakes
Stealth Fan - can be controlled with a regular switch as well as your smartphone
in Vino Veritas
IMAC, PC holder,hidden draw ++
Nightstand Night Light Mat
Mouse
Expandable-Hose Pot saves H2O
just hand
App-enabled Key Lock Box
Wink all your air fresheners
Flavor Sprayer Airbrush
new peep hole 2 way miror
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Expandable USB Arm
Hidden Rear Bike Lights!
Smart Baby/Doggy Gate
AirTender - Car Heater
Position
Self-watering Flower Pot
Hot cup cold handle see video
base board and corner broom
Hide your valuables (video)
AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE VID
Smart Shower
This product idea is a detachable bobble bottem, for attaching top portion of tooth brush onto the tooth paste tube.
Laundry Stain Remover Hoop
Cut and Crimp Sealing Scissors
Wrong way driver disabler
Flushable Pet Potty Pad
Bluetooth Texting Folder
When you misplace your iPhone and the volume is on silent, you can turn on the ringer from another iPhone or Mac so you can locate it.
Slide-on Buoys for Sunglasses
Iman-coba
Toilet speaker
Die-Card
Boxtheatr
Adjustable prose fits all
IWATCH CAR CHARGER
Travel hamper, Unhampered 2.0
Bathroom Phone Capsule
APP~ENABLED HOLIDAY WREATH
Childrens bottles and children training cups with thermomether to take the right time to drink.
Make your own paper plates. The PAPER PLATE MAKER transforms empty cereal &amp; snack boxes into paper plates. Save money, save the earth!
RESUB
EASE~L (A SMART ART SKETCHER)
iPad case with built-in screen cleaner dispenser. This case easily cleans the fingerprints on the screen by moving the handle left and right
Portable induction cooktop
Childrens bottles and children training cups with thermomether to take the right time to drink.
Get paid with square keychain
Endorse a cause and have.fun
Perfect cut all the time
ROUND MINI FRIDGE w/ ICE MAKER
submited 8 months ago! Dual function lamp/flash light.A multty tasking lamp can be used as night table reading and a flash light
MINI BLIND SAFETY CORD KEEPER
Hang everything up clean desk
AirPort Express perfect place
resubmit PAPERCLIP STAPLER!! Store paperclips and clip your documents with ease..
Aerators, Oxidation Preventers, Server All In One.
porkfolio for adults ATM type
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Stop overcharging! Individual Program Plugs. Use the app to schedule when outlets turn on and off. Or control them from anywhere. Many uses.
The men zen keep it organized
Smart Tables Memorizer
Take the guesswork out of travel with toiletries. The Portable Everything is the ultimate DIY travel kit.
Wood a clock
Olive Oil Dauber Bottle - grease your pans and skillets with healthy oil. Silicone dauber can be used on hot surfaces. Live to be 200!
Adjustable Mug Lid
App-controlled "Laser" Light Show -- light up the sky! Safe alternative to fireworks; indoor/outdoor fun. Sync to your playlist.
Dementia healing toys
PORTABLE POWER BOX. On-the-go storage + power from three sources: AA, AAA and rechargeable batteries. Perfect for travel.
home depot fan w/ fabreze mist
flood light app home safety
Lid Guard
Equilibrium
The Quirky Work Out Machine! Small but intense! Great for small spaces!Just toss it in a bag and carry! A collaboration with John Abrams!
COMBINED CUPCAKES &amp; NIBBLE
Olive Oil DAUBER BOTTLE -- grease your pans and skillets with healthy oil. Silicone dauber can be used on hot surfaces. Easy to clean. VIDEO
all purpose brush
The QUIRKY GROOVED PIZZA STONE PAN OR CUTTING BOARD! Cut with ease! Cutting board guides exist but not grooved! A collab w/ John
Abrams!
Cell phone docked in another room? Lights + sounds alert you when your phone is ringing or you get a text. Put one in every room!
No more missing earrings video
THE DECK DRAWER
The O RING MINI BLIND SAFETY CORD KEEPER/PULL! The square box one on the market just don't do it for me! I want a more decorative one!
Headphones you can sleep in! Headband with integrated headphones and sleep mask. Tune out Everything! (Marketed to students and travelers.)
THE BEAVER BOILIED EGG SHOOTER
Hermes Flight Defense
Dual function lamp/flash light.A multy tasking lamp can be used as night table reading and a flash light to move around when is needed.
Eye-in-the-Sky Camera attaches to phone/tablet, uses your screen as the viewfinder. No more holding phone up in the air to get your shot.
The Bike Bunker
App-Enabled Shoe Finder
Combo Washer/Dryer Machine
Flex
The Q tip dispenser ALL NEW
Sink Defender
Full Flavor Grass (FFG)
A "Builder's Level" that will grip wood or 2" x 4"'s and then can be easily removed.
Convertible Side Table
Zip Tie Combined with Carabiner. Have A hook wherever you need it. Use to hang lights or other Misc. items wherever you need.
Dryer Vent Easy Connect
Just Breathe Heart Rate Monitor Bracelet. A Bracelet that Displays your Heart Rate on a Digital Display. Only Heart Rate, doesn't show Time
Smart satchel
Dishes tray
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Carabiner Power Strip. This power strip can be hang in pretty much anything!!
mirror wipers
Dog house with heater
Easy Wipe Dispenser
animal wall fan
KidTrax
Portable mini projector for ipod for sharing music videos, TV shows, movies and other visual media
The Blob - Parking Assistant
3D Spiral Eraser Pencil Topper doubles as a CLIP. Never lose your pencil again! #spotsv
Easy Sprinkler System
Clip-on shower head thermometer so you know when it's hot! WATER SAVING
Meet the newest member of the Bandit family! A Rubber Band + A Cinch Lock = CINCH BANDIT. #spotsv
TacktoClips - Tacks with Clips
NO TOUCH TEXT SUN VISOR
mobile answering machine
MAGIC MOUSE HOUSE. Conserves batteries by switching mouse off when inserted - back on when removed. Microfiber lining cleans mouse, too.
Bamboo On-the-Go POWER BOX. iPhone dock built into this handy travel case. Stores cords &amp; cables for powering all your devices. Grab &amp; go!
Bar Code Buttons
Eco-friendly iPhone Case. Made from molded pulp -- the same recycled paperboard material EGG CARTONS are made of. Write on it, draw on it!
FUN Shaped Eco-Friendly Bloks
SAFE KIDS TIME/GPS WATCH
Ice Booties
LAPTOP BAND
ELECTRIC FENCE CHARGER
Steam Powerd HoverBoard
protection order companion
Eye-in-the-Sky Camera attaches to iPhone/iPad, uses your screen as the viewfinder. No more holding phone up in the air to get your shot.
Waterer for hanging plantsâ€¦
Flip Power 50/50
Solar protective cover
Veggie Wash
WirelessReceiverlessTheater
iPhone Case with compartment to hold a microfiber cleaning cloth. Inspired by the old-school squeeze coin holder.
SILICONE MICROWAVE COOKING BAG
TOTEM BOWLS
Musical Chair
Seasoning Spatula
Zen Garden
SMART COLOR CHANGING NAILS
CROSSOVER LAPTOP
CrumbVac
WINK Heat Lamp Light Bulb
Robot Sink/Tub Cleaner
Prefer a naked iPhone? Slide-in Sleeve protects and automatically wipes off smudges each time you slide iPhone in and out.
Shutter for fresh soda drinks
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CHILD'S INTERACTIVE TOUCH LAMP
Shoulder Sound
PEEL "N" STICK HANDLES
Computer keyboard helps kids &amp; adults learn keyboarding skills. Say a letter and the key for that letter lights up. Built-in microphone.
Sudsy
Silicone Baking Sheet Cover
3 N 1 LAMP, CLOCK, SING~A~LONG
Drone Dome
SMART STEM DOLL HOUSE
POT LUCK VEGUCATION
Brokers bridge
APP~ENABLED AIR BOAT
Carbonated Cocktail maker. Directly carbonate individual drinks, just like a trendy mixologist. No expensive/hazardous CO2 cartridges needed
EXPAND ON SPACE, PORTABLE PET CARRIER CRATE! Triples the space, give your pet room to stretch and play! Collapsible for easy storage!
Bag cap for Dry food bags... Keep your dry food bag secure and fresh with this bag cap cover!!
The ULTIMATE CRAB SHELL SPLITTER "No meat left behind" with a stainless steel blade ,a protective guard and a smooth spiny grip for no slips
DIY...BLACK BOARD CRAFT MAKING KIT! Make decorative chalk boards! Fun for the whole family! See video!
Chilly Charms - necklaces that keep you cool. Frozen gel inside stylish medallions. Great for hot flashes or hot days.
SPRAYING SCRUB BRUSH #Rsimple
NiteLite Cordies... Neon glow-in-the-dark or lighted Cordies! Let there be light!
OUT DOOR SHOWER HEAD WITH HOOK! Hangs any where! Connects to water hose! Build up accessories also!
APP ENABLED BLUETOOTH GRAFITTI LIGHT ART CAMERA! Pair with iphone and control the aperture timer shutter wirelessly, via the app.
ë‹¤ì´ì–´íŠ¸ ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ì²´ì¤‘ê³„
SMART NUT PICKER UPPER
EGGCELLENT CLEANING PRODUCT
FindMe
APP~ENABLED BUILD IT RACERS
Re-usable. Green. Silicone eating utensils and food storage. "Travel-ware".
Cleaning tool with interchangeable heads and an ergonomic handle. Broom, Mop, and Dusting heads.
Electronically Heated Glove
ISBN to Audio
Smart diaper bag
Radio Tracking for Spotter
Backpack closet hook
Aromatherapy iPhone Case. Slide open the hidden compartment to enjoy the benefits of aromatherapy any time, any place. Refillable.
Pivot Power Swivel - Resub
Sub shop sandwiches are so good because they use freshly-baked bread. MINI BREAD MACHINE makes just one or two sandwich rolls at a time.
Eciting Floating in Air Cat To
Gyro Stabilized Head Lamp
PEZ-like portable Lightning cable case.
#NEVWET Swimming cap and goggles, leave the water in the pool,
Make your own paper plates! The PAPER PLATE MAKER transforms empty cereal and snack boxes into paper plates. Save money - save the planet!
Hologram Toy Projection
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Pencil Sharpenter
iPHONE 5 CASE WITH LOOP WRIST STRAP. When not in use, strap stores in attached compartment. *watch video*
The Face Maker
Computer keyboard helps kids &amp; adults find the letter they need. Say a letter and just that key lights up. Built-in microphone.
Bike Turbo Boost
"CHilly" drinking glass "Stop watering down your drinks" screw of bottom fill with ice flip over and fill with beverage.
Mattress Bag
Utility Pole Ad Covers
CUT &amp; CRIMP SCISSORS seal foil or plastic wrap in a single step. A better way to wrap leftovers, sandwiches, and more.
One-hand applicable chapstick.
Ice Level Detector
Jo_Test1
Portable POWER BAR Lightning charger. Rechargable battery. Grab-and-go extra power in a sleek, efficient shape.
portable phone WiFi/charger
PORTABLE WiFi RINGERS can be placed throughout your house to alert you when your iPhone is ringing. RESUB
CaptainPal
Trekking Pod
Coil your cables! POSEABLE CORD SLEEVE rolls up into a tidy coil when not in use. Holds its shape until you unwind it.
iPhit
'Rita sleeve
One-hand applicable chapstick.
APP ENABLED WIRELESS INDUCTION WARMER/COOK TOP. Single,dual or quad top. eCoupled technology.
BREAD and PASTRY MINDER
Broom Room
Smart bath sensor
Power Strip w/Cord Identifier
Make your own paper plates. The PAPER PLATE MAKER transforms empty cereal &amp; snack boxes into paper plates. Save money/save the earth!
RESUB
Love That Pet SmartCollars
I Forgot Again (IFA) Kits
Smart Air Freshener Sprayer
Dripless Umbrella
Extra "Table-Top" Space
APP ENABLED WIRELESS BUBBLE KITCHEN CAM for ceiling. Pan and zoom in and out. Got something cooking at home? Birds eye view!
LOTION MASSAGE MITT
TOGGLE CLASP RUBBER BAND. A simple way to secure stuff. A "Simple Solutions" finalist -- revised and updated!
Resibond Cable Splice System
WIRELESS APP ENABLED DOOR BELL. Change your chime to whatever sound you want. Speaker for talking to visitor.
easy tool
Child safe electric socket
12-Volt Plug-In Auto Alarm
A better MOUSE TRAP! Ready-to-use version of popular homemade bucket trap. Get rid of mice without having to invite MacGyver over.
PAW RACERS ....# AUSTIN
Sense - invention challenge WINK PLAY KITCHEN
smart stove controls
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Deodorant; Get away with it!
DIGITAL RECORDER ZIPPER PULL. Leave a reminder for yourself or your child. Message is ready to listen to when and where you need it.
NiteLite for smartphone
SYRUP MAKER DISPENSER
Pacifier that goes on Baby's hand/foot. Could be bootie, mitten, or pajamas! Can't find it anywhere, See picture for terrible illustration
ON-THE-GO BOX. Carry your iPad Mini plus all your cords, chargers, earbuds, etc. Everything in one beautiful case. Grab &amp; go!
Halfsies fruit case
Laptop monitor with castors
BUN OR BREAD WARMER #AUSTIN
Multiple Dog Walker
FOLDING FAN PEN provides privacy when writing or using an ATM. #spotsv
Tire Pressure Bike Indicator
Safety Frame
Shampoo shower head dispenser
What does a smart phone and personal self defense have in common? Nothing at the moment but my product looks to change that.
Find my child
Secret Compartment Silicone Slap Bracelet. Add functionality to the slap bracelet. Slotted cubby holds notes, keys, cash and more! #spotsv
Dishwashing Glove Holder
Stretch Power
Modern customizable bookcase allows for multiple combinations, easy portability and made from highly durable material.
Crochet Shaper
3D Crossfire
Gadgetcamera
Ballpoint Pen with Emery Board. The clip of this pen is a discreet emery board nail file. Finally, you'll have one when you need it! #spotsv
Automatic Plant Rota-tor
Ski Jumpers
Saddlebag Apron
All-In-One Cutting Board! The cutting board has a garbage bag attached to make it easier to throw away excess items when cooking.
A Nose Cleaner
FLASH GAME BOT
CONVERTIBLE SCREEN SAVER CASE
Ignition key holder
WRIST REMINDER - a silicone wrist band with a reminder tab. Better than tying a string around your finger! Inspired by Tally. #spotsv
Worried your phone or wallet will fall out of your pocket? Secure ANY pocket with easy-to-attach, easy-to-remove fastener. No sewing #spotsv
Icy NECK COOLER keeps you cool. Fill with ice cubes. When ice melts, use the hidden spray pump for cool mist. Reusable. #spotsv
Bag-On
QUIZ ME!...#AUSTIN
Camouflage Christmas lights
Stair slide-n-play
DESIGNER PICTURE FRAME CUFF BRACELETS! Why buy custom cuff bracelets when you can create your own? Change it out any time you want to!
The Chart Seat
Blinking back pack
Triple Scents
SUPERSIZED POWER CURL for shops, garages, and storage buildings! A heavy duty POWER CURL cord reel!
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Extensible flowerpot.
DIGITAL RECORDER ZIPPER PULL. Leave a reminder for yourself or your child. Message is ready to listen to when &amp; where you need it. #spotsv
Easily adjust the length of cables (ear buds, chargers, etc.) Squeeze & slide. Less than bulky than cord wraps. (Resubmit)
a fully automatic umbrella
PETSPA BRUSH ~ A WIRELESS VIBRATING BLOW DRYING PET BRUSH with RECHARGEABLE STAND! Have a happy and healthy pet! A collab
w/Lillie!
MUSICAL PET RUG or MAT for the BEGINNER or GIFTED PAWS! Pet toy. Plays musical notes when pressed! MUST SEE VIDEO!
Remover
gps card eg bank card
Laundry Stain Remover Hoop creates a taut surface for treating fabric stains. Frames the stain; absorbent underside soaks up excess remover.
DUCT TAPE BOW MAKING KIT!
A MARINADE INJECTOR FOR SLICED MEAT! A more even flavor. Great for grilling steaks,chops and other meats.
Aquarium Pop Up Sheet! NO MORE heavy decorations. As the sheet is being rolled the image pops up. Simulated pebbles. Roll up easy to clean.
Transparent ball for cat.
MAGIC SLATE for grownups. As a whiteboard alternative, this high-quality erasable writing surface has a ballpoint stylus for smooth writing.
No Scratch No Case Protector
Gumball Maker and Dispenser
VOICE RECORDER ZIPPER PULL. Leave a reminder for your child -- or yourself. Your message will be right there on jacket or backpack zipper.
Tea-Hook
COUNTER SWEEP - Place against the counter or table edge and quickly sweep all the mess into it without hassle or dropping stuff on the floor
BeachRuit
Lemonade Maker
Universal Webcam Cover
BluCharge
Diaper Dispenser
Chalkboard iPad Case
no name yet
A caddy that brings 3 different size brushes with interchangable handle. 1 handle, 3 brushes & space for your blowdryer & hair clips/pins.
InflatableCheckoutDividerStick
DOUBLE BOWL with DOUBLE LID! Vented Steamer lid! Microwave and dish washer safe.Eating peanuts need a place to put your hulls? 542 votes!
A child's Safety Jack-N-the Box style Christmas Tree! Musical,rotating,lighted,rechargable,battery operated,usb cord! Plays Christmas Music!
The QUIRKY CUP! The lid opens when you pick up the cup and closes when you put it down! A collaboration with John Abrams. Must C pic #2
Plush MONKEY iPhone/iPad/iPod carrier with long arms and legs that house the ear buds and charger! Hangs on around the neck and waist!
Line extension: USB MINI POWER SNAKE. Twists to any angle. Easy access - great for iMac, laptops, all computers. Resubmit with improvements.
Wick TwistCharge USB Candles
Greeting Card Clip-On Recorder
Robot Sprinkler system
Poppy Coffee Container
Safety Fence
(Resubmit) Stop using aluminum foil to cover your baking trays. GO GREEN Save Money! Use on all your pans and trays. A simple great idea
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The TUMBLE FREE TUMBLER with a SCREW ON BASE! Attachable HANDLE for creating a TUMBLE FREE COMPUTER MUG! Break it down or
build it up!
RESUB16oz to two liter bottle humming bird feeder quirky to make a humming bird feeder to fit 16 oz to 2 liter bottle universal unbreakable
Grip Heater
The CamJam Laptop Camera Cover
Tape Measure CUBE is weighted at both ends. Easy one-person measuring, even long distances. Jot down measurements on the dry erase surface.
OneWorld
"Step" Liquid Measuring Cup: Each ounce is a separate step to visually isolate the increments of measurement. Pardon my crude drawing!
The Cricket Condo...Of Death
My vanity traveling mirror
FOLDING FACIAL SHIELD protects eyes &amp; skin while applying hairspray. Reduces inhalation, too. Made from dishwasher-safe silicone.
Iron Maid, Wall Mounted Iron
I don't like rainy days! I really don't like it when it's very windy!
Smartphone soup or cereal bowl
Double sided utensils
BBQ rotater for hamburgers, hotdogs, and chicken allows for bbq meat to be fully cooked without always having to stand in front of the BBQ.
POPPY-STOVE TOP
FULL SHEET PAPER CLIP! Replace binders and clips. Easy to store on cabinet just slide hanging tabs on each side of the clip for cabinet file
RESUBMIT: User-friendly liquid measuring cup. Colorful markings, floating indicator, elongated design &amp; elevated base make measuring easier.
Traveler's Extension Cord
The butterfly stand or desk top easel and charger works both vertical and landscape for any cell phone or ipad! Expands for ipad!
An ergonomic, rectangular water "bottle" that fits into your pocket. Or you can clip it onto your belt, backpack, purse, etc.
A Timer that can be attached to any pot handle. Flexible silicone material. Magnets incorporated to stick on the fridge when not in use.
LED flotation products
Hat with built-in visor speakers lets you take your music on the go, while reducing pedestrian dangers associated with traditional earbuds.
MATTEL-POM POM MAKER
EasyStrain
A Laundry Basket that makes it easy to wash things in the order they were worn.
When your light bulb burns out this one automatically comes on! Don't be caught in the dark! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Collapsible Traveler's Lamp
SWEEP EASILY UNDER FURNITURE WITH A SIMPLE WIRE OR A TUBE OF PLASTIC WITH BRISTLES SCREWED INTO A BROOMSTICK.
Train Set for In the Car
Cling
WINK Mobility 2.0 Team Entry
Smart toy camera/printer combo
Smart air/heatpump
MILK MOAT CEREAL BOWL w/ twist open reservoir! Drink milk from any side of bowl without cereal getting in your mouth! Naomi Adams Co-Collab!
FRESH SALAD SHREDDER-LUNCH BOX
get started forever worry
Smart induction charger/phone
CREDIT CARD SIZED KEYBOARD
Cargo Travel LaundryTote
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A SWIVEL PLANTER THAT SWIVELS AND LOCKS IN PLACE! Prevents sunburn and scorching. A collab with Xibu! Please see pics and diagrams by
Xibu!
App~enabled stereo vase
When your light bulb burns out this one automatically comes on! Don't be caught in the dark! A collaboration with John Abrams!
CROSSOVER 6 AND 6+
Better Bottle Brush
Smart travel bag/luggage
POPPY-3 IN 1 KITCHEN DISPENSER
SEA SCOOTER BARBIE
Chips, chips and chips. We eat some and put the bag back and hope we have a chip clip to keep it closed. Well it's time for new clip
Spout Cap
TAILGATE KEG COOLERATER
BARBIE'S FLOATING ISLAND
Beach Straps
Transparent Lid with Wiper
STIR FRY,GRILL, and BAKE
Glowing panels / discs that anyone can simply buy and quickly attach to their bike wheel axle (or wheel itself) to illuminate the wheels.
Try It On
RETRACTABLE/EXPANDO CAN
Over the Door Video Camera
POLLY POCKET-FASHION STUDIO
Snap Capps with cooling gel
Disposable Razor with Wiper
Double Connected
Wink Space Saver Bath Scale
WINK ELECTRIC FENCE BOX
SUPERSIZED POWER CURL for shops, garages, and storage buildings! A heavy duty cord reel!
APP~ENABLED PORTABLE ICE MAKER
SlipOn Hand Pillow/PillowPhone
temperature control facuet
DIY MAKEUP KIT, MIXER, OR LAB
Expandable Shady Paws Canopy with/breathable/reversible Cooling Fabric Resub. perhaps it can be combined with our other concept PetPal
WINK TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER
POWER CURL STICK UPS with adhesive backing so it can be hidden out of site! For use of a more permanent wrap, such as speaker wires!
CUSTOM LIPSTICK LAB
FROZEN LATTICE PIE TOPPERS! We can buy frozen biscuits, dumplings and pie shells! Why can't we buy FROZEN LATTICE PIE TOPPERS?
SENSORY GLASSES FOR THE BLIND
Cipher
Fillable Bath/Shower Mats
Smart Bi~linqual Pet Pal
Custom lipstick lab or machine
Pinpoint predictions
Power All Caddy
Tanning products mixer machine
Food storage w/versatile lid
DIY Sunless tanning solutions
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Stepee
Hard wristband
DIY Salt &amp; Sugar Scrubs Mixer
Cold Morning Alarm Clock
Portable Punctuation Marks
SMART wall mountable COMPUTER DESK. Wired with outlet , usb, speakers and lights. Space saving and equipped.
WINK RANGE HOOD
3D, STAINED GLASS, MINI BLINDS
BLUETOOTH REMINDER KEY FOB
SMART DIAPER BAG
Social E Cigarette
APP ENABLED SMART, "KID SAFE" CORDLESS MINI~BLINDS or REMOTE CONTROLLED cordless mini~blinds. Solar powered.
WINK LOCKABLE MEDICINE CABINET
BLUETOOTH CLIP~ON PHONETTE
WIFI AUTO BATTERY Recharge your auto battery using your iphone. Jumper cables and a second vehicle are no longer needed. GE Patent#8030884
FISH BOWL LAMP NIGHT LIGHT
SMART PET HEAT LAMP
CARGO JUMBO TOTE #Real Simple
BINKY UV SANITIZING BALL
APP ENABLED DIAPER BAG. How many times have you forgotten to pack something and had to turn around and go back home?
SMART VANITEE HUBB
SMART CORDLESS HEATED PET PAD
APP ENABLED VENOUS ACCESS (PORT~A~CATH) DEVISE for training purposes. Create scenarios via the app.
A smart APP ENABLED COOLER that cools without the use of ice. GE Patent #8120908. A thermal management system for embedded environments.
Ring Beer Bottle Opener
A satellite or cable company that lets u make "Your Choice" of channels. I counted 50+ channels I don't watch. That leaves me 38 I watch
WINK Fridge/Freezer Temp Gauge
Chisel The New look
AllinOne KeyboardCase for iPad
Help A Life
Short for Shorts
No More Monsters
4rt Portable fort kit
Apple iWatch Wrist Charger
Music stand desk clamp
Box cutter with a blade sharpener.
#HOTEL Luggage Goes Vertical!
cold straw.
LED Lightbulb and Fire Alarm
2 in 1: knife bread / meat.
A wrap around bracelet with poop bag dispenser. When walking your dog &amp; have no pockets for bags.
HOUSE CLEANING GLOVE OR MITT
Portable Combo Tea/Tablespoon
WIWI Pad Odor Filter.
Self-Pulling(out)Pick Up Tape
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A wireless sensor that placed under a mattress that will only turn off your alarm clock after you have gotten out of bed
Resubmit 11/29/2011. ARM STRAP water camel pack!! why not have a camel pack but strap into your arm.12 oz water pack for your daily runs!!
Connor Clip
Scrubber
Rollable Ice Trays With Velcro
PIE CRUST IN A CARTON! Premixed and measured! Just add water! Makes PIE CRUST and TARTS!
This solves two problems for bartenders & home mixologists: Getting the perfect pour & keeping bugs out of the booze.
Batteries Organizer-Reminder
Sunflower Power for GE/wink
Beacon
Ergo Brush
The Cell Phone Hanger
Custom watch bands for Pebble
App Enabled Coffee Brew Center
Foldable Lamp---Cord Organizer
Mattel Smart Pool Score Keeper
Mattel App Inflatable Pool
Mattel's Violin &amp; Viola In 1
Mattel TummyTimeMat With Timer
Poppy Vitamin&amp;Supplement Maker
Mattel Flyers
AppEnabled RED Lite GREEN Lite
Smart Child-Proof Gates/Locks
App-Enabled Car Light
Mattel Color Changing Balls
Mattel's Build-An-Avatar
2-In-1 Pumpkin 4 Kids &amp; Adults
Mattel's ConnectedSpectroscope
A bucket with a hose coupled that allows it fills more easily in difficult locations and has a channel to wind the hose.
This is an iPhone case is perfect for the phone owners that are protective of their property and their privacy.
Retractable Race Track!
Pres detector.
STICKY POWER: Peel and stick electrical and USB cords. Low profile wiring with a peel-and-stick side. Check out PICTURES! (Resub w/ CAD)
SMART SENSORED ROTISSERIE
HYPNOS
An iPhone case that has a built in taser.
Guide The Wand!
ANT GLOBE - GLOW PANTS
A solar-powered iPhone case.
SaltSpoon.
mlkdog....lets invent a cooler tube
GoOne (Redesign)
Trio - multi-function light
drawer light
Wink Enabled Heating Blanket
The Awesome Freezy Mug
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TOOTH BRUSH SQWEEZ SYSTEM
Quick Exchangeable Battery
separator in a saucepan.
Sinus Sink Attachment
A thermos with an integrated THERMOMETER! No more burning your tongue. Know how hot or cold it is before drinking, and see how much is left!
BeClean Toilet Seat
its a toilet brush its a hair brush no wait theres more its a toothbrush new and improved 3 in one brush
Retractable Clothes Hangar
Total Fan Controller
Desktop 120volt Receptacle Box
get it done
quirky asked for stick figures.http://www.quirky.com/forums/topic/13673i have the fix.old fashion way.plus this figure has action.see visual
Light and Phone Case
app that flushes toilets and turns on sinks
Dry Ice Fire Suppression
Screw Gripping Screwdriver
PETSPA BRUSH ~ A WIRELESS VIBRATING BLOW DRYING PET BRUSH with RECHARGEABLE STAND! Have a happy and healthy pet! A collab
w/Lillie!
APP ENABLED COLOR CHANGING CASES for iPHONE, iPOD, iPAD or LAPTOP. Simply choose color and change at the click of a button.
PET BED with AC and HEAT! Floor register hose and adapter!
The BAG FEEDING TRASH CAN. Never be bagless again! A one step EAZY process! Expandable/opens like a drawer on a tract! A resubmit!
Hop-Along Back-Saver
WINK SMART MEMORY OVEN/RANGE
Harman Headphone Sound Hub
DASH Egg Minder
DASH Updated Water Filter
2 Headphones In One Set
DASH Salt &amp; Pepper Shakers
Adult Goose Neck Hangers
DASH Paper Plate Dispenser
Wireless Wifi~ App enabled ORGAN HARVEST COOLER. For the transportation and procurement of blood, organs, and tissue. A wide and vast market
DOUBLE BOWL with DOUBLE LID! Vented Steamer lid! Microwave and dish washer safe.Eating peanuts need a place to put your hulls? Resubmit!
A wireless WIFI frame or stand with built in TV converter. Just pop in your ipad, ipod, or iphone and watch TV, videos, music, ect!
Laptop privacy slip cover
MILK MOAT CEREAL BOWL w/ twist open reservoir! Drink milk from any side of bowl without cereal getting in your mouth! Naomi Adams Co-Collab!
Smart App~enabled Printer
Mattel's Barbie on Ice
The iBAG tote,roll,backpack, or shoulder bag! This is not your traditional bag but a TRANSITIONAL one. WATER PROOF. Go from the office 2 gym
WINK Cable Outlet
SILICONE STEAMER COOKING BAG
PoppyDash PastaMakerDehydrator
The QUIRKY CUP! The lid opens when you pick up the cup and closes when you put it down! A collaboration with John Abrams. Must C pic #2
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BOOMco Rapid Reload Dart Gun
DASH Razor Blade Dispenser
Inductive Charging Case 4 iPod
Poppy DASH Toaster Freezer
Poppy Dash Cereal Dispenser
DASH Pet Bedding &amp; Litter
DASH Garbage Bag Dispenser
POPPY Non-Dairy Milk Maker
GE WINK Magnetic Light Bulb
DASH Updated Water Filter
DASH Utensil Holder
CARGO JUMBO LAUNDRY TOTE
Wireless steamer/boiler combo
DASH Hub
Dash Paper Towel Dispenser
BICYCLE AIR PUMP! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Visual Data Transfer Tracker
Expano Strip
Chalk Track following Toy Car
friend finder, Q Inv. Chalenge
TRASH CAN GROOMER
Front loading wheelbarrow .
Hand powered vacuum
Husky 2.0
Non-Stick Pet Litter Pan
Digital Door Hanger
Interactive Puppet
updated electrical outlet
Toter
Double clip- fits to every lid
Unique designed Flexible Strip
CarSeat Monitor System
Induction Smart Chilling Doll
Easy Remote Control for Child
Protect/Shape Bras In Washer
Ever had the problem of having to ask for help when you need to feed a cable from the floor up to your desk? If so "Fish Tail" is for you.
Interior Dishwasher Clean Dish Indicator
A Timer that can be attached to any pot handle. Flexible silicone material. Magnets incorporated to stick on the fridge when not in use.
Self-Charging Closet Light
App controlled Block Heater
Infra red security system
Sock Dispenser
Smart Bracelet
Bicycle Training Gyroscope
Induction Wheeled Garden Caddy
The Cell Phone Hanger
Fresh and Go
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Contact Connection Wristband
POPPY Butta
WINK Fiber Optic Outlet
Amazon Dash Cloud
Zero Alarm
Solera - Rooms with a View
SphereCam - Covert security camera. Watch nature, keep an eye on the kids playing in yard, or use as extra security system video/audio feed.
The brilliant 'buddy-checker'!
SpiceChef - The Spice is right
Smart 3D dissecta bugs
Automatic Toothpaste brush
Here are new panel ideas for Quirky's Pegit iPhone case. More customization options equals more sales! Lets save the Pegit line!
TimedText
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on plate to make back of iPhone textured dragon scales.
SMART CUTTING BOARD
Spice Blender
SMART FOOD DEHYDRATOR
Recollection! Boardgame
Predictive User-Id Phone
Earphones - the Apple look!
Smart cordless karaoke mic
OmniFan with 360 degree directional air output with a light, adjustable vents like in car, and emergency power USB plugs for devices.
The True Dream House
BINKY UV SANITIZING BALL
hidden extension
Heat me up!
Hand Held battery Light Mirror
SHOE ORGANIZER SANITIZER
AERATED PLASTIC STORAGE BINS
Friction Free Stylus
Vodka bears
Bowling Ball Hole Motorized Cleaning Brush - Sterilizer/Cleaner - Easy use and carry. {Public use bowling ball holes are nasty germ havens!}
Strip proof nuts and bolts.
iCoin - Currency Application
PORTABLE HOT WATER HEATER
QUIRKY'S LAST SHOT
floating matter skimmer
steering wheel Utility table
broomlight
Safe Relay Outlet
WINK STACK, STEAM, &amp; SERVE
'Wind-up' Mason's Water Level
WINK SMART FURRY PETS
eryetyeyh5eyhe5
App Enabled Remote Igniter
Stereo SoundCase for iPad Air
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1/2 Soda
"BUILD~A~HAPPY PLATE" [TOY]
Vehicle- Auto Pilot LED Signal
WINK FONDUE FOUNTAIN
WINK PLAY KITCHEN
PeepHole with Light Ring -Primary use is as a backup or for situations where lighting outside the door is insufficient.
Hoverboard
GLASSES GPS
Light-socket based Apple charging tree - plugs into ceiling or lamp light socket, positions Apple products arbitrarily for use
#spotsv -Small flashlight holder for point n shoot cameras which won't interfere with tripod mounting of camera and can be stand-alone.
The Personal Ash Tray
String Theory Phone Case
Hands &amp; Dust Free Nail Holder
No Tool Curtain rod brackets
SphereCam - Covert security camera. Watch nature, keep an eye on the kids playing in yard, or use as extra security system video/audio feed.
FACE POST
AUTO DISPENSER AND STIRRER
Ironing Evolution
Speaking Cookbook
Prime Rib Yum ! GPS chips embedded in cattle eartags linked to I-Phone for ranchers on the range. GE, This is for the HOME. (on the range)
Bulge-less laptop bag with built-in retractable extension cord, instant "plug 'n play" and sleek look. No more cord-bulge, faster setup
In home UV Ray blue-light disinfecting station for bath and kitchen use. Cost is in blue-light ! Quirky/GE can be done way less expensive !
A spinning electrical outlet with built in night light and cover. Modern look and feel. Installs in standard wall outlet locations. EASY
IMPROVED SPRAYING SCRUB BRUSH
Off Set Highlighter SEE VIDEO
Vitamix Skin
ConnecTune
Home Depot - Hand Truk Power
Self-replacing trash bags, remove the old to load the new. Synergy with existing Quirky Stashcan. #spotsv
I-Phone cases that will change colors ! Color changing by heat and cold. Thermo Cromic Paint !
iTunes Mixing/Scratching Table
Phone Pocket Watch case
District 12 Spritzer
The solar umbrella
APP~ENAB COLOR CHANGING PAINT
Kinetic Charge Rolling Station
Power Shade
MULTILINGUAL PLAY KITCHEN
Holdit
Interactive Skateboard Monitor
MULTILINGUAL PLAY GARDEN
Ecoshower
APP~ENABLED FLOW METER SYSTEM
GRILL DOG
Tea &amp; Coffee Caddy
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Elpee Rack System
APP~ENABLED TINTED SKYLIGHTS
241 trike
Electronic Life Guard
APP~ENABLED SNOWBOT BLOWER
Accurate Drilling Adapter
Flexi-Hold Modular Accessory Holding Device -Desktop, Household, Workplace &amp; Maintenance use. Many possible accessory tips.
Directional Desk Top Speaker
Quirkistry or Quemistry
EMERGENCY BACK UP LIGHT
Waist Needle
handles for flower pot.
Bug Repel Fans - Not all flying insects deserve the death penalty.
AUTOMATIC SELF ADJUSTING VOLUME CONTROL FOR YOUR TV! GE This is a good one for you!
Memories App Photo/Video Album
Mug with bimetallic coil thermometer in the side to show how hot or not something is. -World's Greatest Quirky Inventor- Promo or mass use.
Directional Audio Station
Musical Coding Game For Kids
Eco Irrigation
iPAD PLAY KITCHEN
Mobile Rope trainer
Soda
LIL' SMOKING GRILL
Automatic LEGO Sorter
iIgnite
A PURSE or POCKET PC
Coffee maker + flavor enhancer
Steam Shower Curtain
Light Holder -Small flashlight holder for point n shoot cameras which won't interfere with tripod mounting of camera and can be stand-alone.
PET LOVE HANDLES
Mini printer that plugs in to the device and uses generic heat sensitive printer tape.
Front Load Washer Dehumidifier
Interactive Christmas ornament
WINK Metal Detecting Shoes
iPad Case with vertical telescoping &amp; rotating video/photo lens, eliminates suspending iPad in air to record events (replaces tripod stand)
Smart Wink Watch
ChicBox
Smart tools â€œStep by Stepâ€
RESUB: MultiFunction Modular Meter/Tool for affordable, quick, &amp; easy field measurement/detection. HotSwap sensors. consumer/science/lab use
APP~ENABLED SLOW COOKER
Laundry basket with hangers
Fast Dry Blaket Holders
MICRO~WAVE OVEN RACK INSERTS
Bluetooth app enabled CAMERA WITH BUILT~IN~PRINTER! Create cartoon pics of your friends, picture stickers and more. "INSTANT PICS"!
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App enabled TOY SUBMARINE/TANK that takes underwater pics and video via icam with optional night vision! Watch with iphone!
INDOOR/OUTDOOR FLEXIBLE TUNNEL
Clipped Angel Wing Speakers -Securely clip on sides of tablet, laptop, or about any LCD screen. They glow, react to music, and can be aimed.
FILE AND SHRED WITH STYLE
BEAN BAG TOSS FOR KIDS
SALAD SAVER LUNCH BOWL! No more soggy salad~ "just remove divider~ flip and shake together when ready to eat"!
Smart Phone Squeegee, attaches to phone, for convenient screen cleaning; cleaning gel refill cartridge. Pivots for vertical storage.
THREE-N-ONE ~ MEAT CUBER, MARINADER, TENDERIZER, ROLLING PIN. End spatter and blood born pathogens in your kitchen! "EJECTS
MARINADE"
A VERY INTELLIGENT BI~LINGUAL BLUETOOTH ANIMATED PET PAL. APP ENABLED, Cloud connectivity subscription services compatible $$$
WIFI APP ENABLED BLUETOOTH COFFEE/ SOUP CUP WARMER. "Revised"
Knock! Knock! KNOCK! "Mommy can I come in DOOR LOCK WITH REMOTE CONTROL: that allows you to easily unlock and lock your door from
your bed
The Universal Headset
AC &amp; Fan work in tandem(WINK)
Nail Guide
Vented Pot Lid, built in Stand
App enabled automatic paper towel, saran wrap, and tinfoil dispenser. App alerts when you are low. Touchless and motion sensored.
RESUB: USB flash drive that uses hardware dip combo to lock the device. Nifty geek toy or novelty item for tech company. ThinkGeek like item
SOFA CUSHION TABLE! The U shape sofa table slides over and under the cushion. Detach and store under cushion when not in use!
A COSMETIC CASE,PORTABLE VANITY, and HAIR STYLING STATION IN ONE COMPACT TRAVEL CASE
Built in Ice Pick in Ice Bucke
App Enabled Extendable Flashlight, control all movement through app, telescopes &amp; rotates, docks and charges on base.
Smart Cart (Quirky + Mattel)
Windscreen washer fluid sensor
APP ENABLED WINDOW and DOOR AWNINGS
7 DAYS PILL BRACELET
Decorative swivel cushions for your dinette. Easy in and out from the dinner table. Adjustable heights, locks, or spins. Booster seat too!
Shop Stool Tool Oragnizer
Magnetic Lighting
Tornado Helmet, is designed to protect the heads of persons that may be in the path of Tornadoes, whom may not be able to afford safe rooms.
hello quirky,my idea is a sock clamp.its made of plastic and can withstand washing machines and dryers still clamped together.Gator jaws.
dishwash rag stick
APP ENABLED SWIVELING BEACH or POOL LOUNGE CHAIR/CHAISE! Turn yourself with the sun with out constantly getting up via the app.
RESUB!
HAIR DOG DIAPER COVER
A BLUETOOTH TATTOO CAMERA/PRINTER GUN. Take a pic or upload any pic to gun and print! Makes edible ink crafts too!Collab w/John Abrams.
APP ENABLED WIRELESS INDUCTION SINGLE, DOUBLE, or QUAD COOK TOP with TOUCH SCREEN MONITOR. eCoupled technology.
APP ENABLED SMART PLAYHOUSE, complete with lights and sounds, stereo, tv, juice dispenser ,ect. IMP CHIP Brings it to life.
APP ENABLED INDUCTION COUNTER TOP GRILL with DOME LID and TOUCH SETTINGS. INDUCTION BASE GRILL PAD for indoors and out.
APP ENABLED BREAD BOX or BREAD MAT. "hmmm, do we have bread? Is it fresh?
Now soft-Now firm ShavingBrush
Water Blasters, with endless water supply, design individual shield stations, all stations supplied by water hose port, plug &amp; play all day.
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MODERN~ WIRELESS,APP ENABLED,SLOW-COOKER/ROASTER/CROCK~POT/STEAMER/SERVER with options WEBCAM,STIRRER,WATER
RESERVOIR. Revised UC resubmit!
CRazi
APP ENABLED SMART BATTERY and or CHARGING PAD! Don't be stranded. Recharge your Auto battery wirelessly!!!
WINK SpareWheel PressureSensor
A multichopper with sonic tech
An APP ENABLED SPEED GOVERNOR for your kids ATV'S. Remote speed control and GPS locator.
Toilet Overflow Preventer
THE ELIMINATOR LAWN MOWER
Vase with variable apertures!
Save toddler's from Shock&amp;Burn
Love the beach but Hate sand getting into things and coming home. I want my own little oasis of beach that is sand free. My own playlot!
Power Pack
iPad Air Stereo SpeakerCase
Light Holder - Simple universal small flashlight holder for point n shoot cameras with tripod mount or use stand alone with camera removed.
Lil Fashion Boutique is a Pocket Book Tote/ Fashion Design Art Kit that opens up for hours of fun and learning.For the little designer#QTOYS
Cord Keepers ergonomically designed to fit fingers harnessing the cord gathering and storing concept, stays attached to cord, YouTube VIDEO!
Vacuum Retractable Power Cord
AC &amp; Fan work in tandem(WINK)
Flexi-Hold Universal and Modular Accessory Holding Device - Desktop, Household, Workplace and Maintenance use. Many possible accessory tips.
Rotating Wall Socket Adaptors
Windscreen washer fluid sensor
Jump ball
Replacement Retracting Straps
Rotating skewers
No Stink Rubber Gloves
easy pick books up
Portal Power Interuption Mod.
WIRELESS APP ENABLED CPR MANIKINS. Create real life like events such as cardiac arrests, obstructed airways, and drowning's, via the app.
"I poppers" for I phone case
Plants control watering needs
Game Changing! "Sock Mates" Thermochromic ink inspired tube sock, ink allows paired socks to change colors when heated in dryer, ez mating
UC 9/2012~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! 900 vt Bring the Zoo to your neighborhood!Transform it. Morph it. Become it. Rsb9
Spin It!
toys
Date Rape Problem Solved
Stack your trays, plates, or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more dishes simutaniously! 526 VOTES last submission. Resubmit.
INCLINED CORN KETTLE! Remove lid, Tilt Kettle forward, cut corn with corn cutter on incline, replace lid, stand upright, turn on and cook!
Multiple Pill Cutting Station
Ceiling light fixture with built in accent lighting accessory track/ring. Easy install &amp; great alternative to clunky track lighting systems.
Wallet Survival Fishing Kit
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Customizable OLED Hair Band
Beetle Step Detecting Doormat
Hacksaw Frame Reinvented
SALAD SAVER LUNCH BOWL! No more soggy salad~ "just remove divider~ flip and shake together when ready to eat"!
APP ENABLED WIFI ROTISSERIE~ Complete with downloadable recipes, nutritional facts and contaminant alerts!
POWER CURL STICK UPS with adhesive backing so it can be hidden out of site! For use of a more permanent wrap, such as speaker wires!
Hacksaw Frame Reinvented
NEW app enabled 3 crock slow cooker. Cook an entire meal remotely via an app. Induction eCoupling.
Spinning Lites Glow Frisbee
Rotating skewers
Cloth Napkins for Children
No Stink Rubber Gloves
Zero Oxidation Wine Stopper
ThermBots
APP ENABLED SWIVELING BEACH or POOL LOUNGE CHAIR/CHAISE! Turn yourself with the sun with out constantly getting up via the app.
Stack Attack Game
MAKE EDIBLE CANDY or COOKIE GRAMS. EDIBLE PUZZLE GRAMS too using cookie dough. A complete kit with instructions. Makes great gifts!
The "Look-Good" webcam light.
Date Rape Problem Solved
Water/Humidity Sensing BathFan
FoldUp keyboard stand for iMac
(r)QuirkBot is a gateway into home automation. Connects all kinds of z-wave products and much more. We MUST be in this market.
SIP Collar Magnets
Retractable Water Level Tube
Bath-Mat Elevator
A phone accessory that can be placed on the head, with a zoom lens it allows the phone to function as binoculars and/or recording device.
Wok with built-in stirrer
APP ENABLED SONAR or COAST GUARD BRACELET OR ANKLET! Alerts you by vibrating when shark or jelly fish are in the area. Life saving!
ROCK CANDY MAKER! Make edible JEWELRY, ROCK POPS, STIR STIX and MORE! Lighted chamber! Fun and Tasty!
EKG LEADWIRE COMB! Keeps the wires straight and organized for better manageability.
A CUTTING BOARD with a CUT THROUGH GROOVE and KNIFE HOLDER! A collaboration with John Abrams! A resubmit!
Portable Skateroll
iMac Web-Cam Cover. I saw a story about Criminal Hackers using these cameras to look into peoples homes. Creepy. #Apple Accessory
App enabled/remote controlled via iphone ELECTRIC FENCE CHARGER. Receive alerts when live stock is out or a tree has fallen on your fence.
A bracelet that always matches the color of your clothes.
Brown Sugar Measure Cup/Tamper
Induction Landscape Lighting
Pretty Plunger
Head support for kids
Apple Pay Bill Holder
AppEnabled Wine Glasses
Wearable Tech: Playlist Tee
Squeezable Honey Dipper
Window Blinds Extender - WIDER
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resub: Safe Place Knife Guard
Bendable Tunnels for Kids
Single Lettuce Rinser
ShredBox2Go with Filing System
Body Polish
Wearable cord wrap for earbuds
Test
Tack Wall
APP ENABLED DEER FEEDER WITH OPTIONAL WEBCAM! Feed the deer remotely and watch them feed from your iphone via the app.
IQ! The very intelligent Bi-lingual, Animated, BLUETOOTH HOUND. APP ENABLED, VOICE RECOGNITION. CLOUD ROBOTICS!IMP!
Cat Mat
"No Life" bumper sticker
A RAINBOW in the bedroom A SUNSET in the living room A pale yellow MOON in the evening SMALL LAMP that PROJECTS your photos KIDS will
love
MAC BOOK PAD with "BALL CASTER WHEELS and BRAKES"! Rolls easily and smoothly in any direction, with out shock or damage to the hard drive!
The white board DESK TOP ORGANIZER features MAGNETIC,DRY ERASE,PEN CADDY, DOCKING STATION, BLUE TOOTH SPEAKER/HANDS
FREE TALK! WALL MOUNT!
Pocket Dog Gate
Centralize communications to all Wink home devices with the Quirky Wink Gateway appliance. Simply plug and play all Wink devices!!
Smart Kitchen Canister GE/Wink
OUT DOOR SHOWER HEAD WITH HOOK! Hangs any where! Connects to water hose! Resubmit!
App enabled cordless TEA POT. Make easy tea remotely via the app. Always have on hand boiled dechlorinated and purified water for any use.
Suitcase Organizer Insert
BEACH TOWEL with WATER PROOF ZIPPERED PILLOW POUCH for your favorite pillow or simply stuff with another beach towel! Always have a dry
one!
Drop and Pop Retrieve Dog Game
Tri Fold iPhone/Glasses Case
Night Light Bath Fan Uses WiFi
Alarm Clock app with Facetime
Silicone Business card holder which can easily flip thru the whole stack of business cards, easy to take business card out from the holder.
Mask Mount
An Egg Boiler Machine with extra function to peel off egg shells. Utilize the steam pressure inside the machine to twist off the shells.
Practical book shelf
3D DIAL~A~DESIGN FONDANT PUNCH GUN or PRESS! Select a shape, dial, and punch. Fondant decorating made easy. A Collab w/ Naomi Adams.
indenette
A Backpack that carries all your photo stuff and can charge your camera with a solar panel.It can also carry a laptop and a tripod.Usefull!!
Bbq or a chat grill wire brush
FREEZER TUBE MOLDS with a PUSH UP AND RECEDING mechanism ( like a syringe) for frozen cookie and biscuit dough! Assorted shapes
w/CUTTER.
Elbow Ahhhhh! -- Typing Pads
A TATTOO PICTURE CAMERA/PRINTER GUN. Design your own or upload any pic to gun and print! Makes edible paint crafts too!Collab w/John
Abrams.
HEAVY DUTY PIVOT POWER and PORTA SLING BACK REEL combined for industrial and out doors use where super long cords R needed! 1/26/2013
resub!
Let's make a handle, frame and wheels that attaches to any rucksack! " like mini light weight hand trucks"! A collab with John Abrams!
(r)QuirkBot is a gateway into home automation. Connects all kinds of z-wave products and much more. We MUST be in this market.
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Wide mouth funnel for baby bottles. Just snap on bottle and pour in powdered formula and water, close lid and shake. Completely mess free.
COOKIE CUTTER and PASTRY PRESS for making large batches of cookies. Time saving! Interchangeable strips of die-cut grates. Mix or match!
VOICE RECORDABLE VASE! App enabled...Miles or oceans apart? No problem! Say "I LOVE YOU" in a major way! Experience the power of love!
dryer
Crinkly
PET BED with AC and HEAT! Floor register or thermoelectric peltier chip and 12vdc or with house hold adapter!
In-Wardrobe Clothes Steamer
MODERN~ WIRELESS,APP ENABLED,SLOW-COOKER/ROASTER/CROCK~POT/STEAMER/SERVER with options WEBCAM,STIRRER,WATER
RESERVOIR. Revised UC resubmit!
THREE-N-ONE ~ MEAT CUBER, MARINADER, TENDERIZER, ROLLING PIN. End spatter and blood born pathogens in your kitchen! A resubmit!
The QUIRKY SUPER SIZED 3D PUZZLE with ACCENT LIGHTING! A collab with John Abrams! Resub!
THE SPEAKING PRESENT
Bike Tube Reflectors
The O RING MINI BLIND SAFETY CORD KEEPER/PULL! The square box one on the market just don't do it for me! I want a more decorative one!
Smart Coffee Maker
STAX... Stack your trays, plates, or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more simutaniously! 522 VOTES! 1 day left!!!
TC WeB ON THE GO PURSE WALLET
A SYNTHETIC CHAMELEON HIDE (TERRA FUTURA) COLOR CHANGING TEXTURED IPHONE PROTECTIVE HIDE CASE (see video)
Bar coded eyewear
The QUIRKY GROOVED PIZZA STONE PAN OR CUTTING BOARD! Cut with ease! A collab w/ John Abrams! Resub!
COMBINATIONAL GRILL WRANGLER WITH LED LIGHTED HANDLE and DIGITAL TEMPERATURE GAUGE! Can't tell if your meat is done? Is
my grill hot enough?
The BAG FEEDING TRASH CAN. Never be bagless again! A one step EAZY process! Expandable/opens like a drawer on a tract! A resubmit!
CROOKED TAIL TEASING BRUSH AND COMBS!It not only parts the hair but picks it up too!No more dropping the hair as soon as you get it parted!
Save drinking WATER . Important to save the water for NOW and for the next generation !!!
The QUIRKY COFFEE MAKER! Simply select creamer, sweetener, and Yes it STIRS and then dispenses into your cup! A collab W/ John Abrams
The QUIRKY CUP! The lid opens when you pick up the cup and closes when you put it down! A collaboration with John Abrams. Must C pic #2
ÐŸÐ‘Ð›
A white out style NON DISPOSABLE SELF LOADING ADHESIVE TAPE DISPENSER! Dispenses and cuts tape with a swipe! Reusable!
BEACH TOWEL with water proof zippered pouch for your favorite pillow or simply stuff with another beach towel! Always have a dry one!
A Bluetooth, "VOICE ACTIVATED" Speaker phone/iphone charger! Hands free! A collab with VECTOR!
BICYCLE AIR PUMP! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Gentle pets vacuum cleaner
Audio Spotlight Sports Armband
Plastic hooks for your keys and others things.
ShowerSounds
A very very thin broom. Do not move your most fridges, stoves and furniture, take the thin broom .
Osci
Tech TV Tray
Ultra Bands
Cookie Decorator Set - (Video)
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DUAL iSTAND case for iPhone/iPad.The iStand case works both Portrait and landscape! Opposite side is a compartment for CC,cash,key,ect!
Baby seat built in carrier
ì·¨í–¥ì €ê²© ê³µë™êµ¬ë§¤ ì†Œì…œë§ˆì¼“
It is a musical note stand/charger with surround sound wireless speaker sized for iphone and ipad! Works both lanscape and portrait!
MAC BOOK PAD with "BALL CASTER WHEELS and BRAKES"! Rolls easily and smoothly in any direction, with out shock or damage to the hard drive!
iPAD or iPHONE RING STAND! Works both landscape and portrait! Just twist the swivel ring! Attaches to ipad!
smart chair
A MINI COMPUTER BLOWER With USB CABLE. Have a direct hand in MINIMIZING GLOBAL WARMING Plugs right in to your PC!
Meat Thermometer for Dummies
PlayPaws Remote Control 4 Pets
CORK BOARD CRAFT KIT! Make your own personalized cork board! Makes great inexpensive gifts! DIY!
No More Butt Cracks Onesie
The QUIRKY PITCHER! Why pour when you can dispense? Less spills! Must see pics to see how it works! A collab with John Abrams!
Mouse Ideas x2 + software
Exercise Reward Dispenser
BEACH TOWEL with WATER PROOF ZIPPERED PILLOW POUCH for your favorite pillow or simply stuff with another beach towel! Always have a dry
one!
No Dark Corners Flashlight
"Mist Awake Up Clock" once certain events are triggered, squirts a gentle mist to make sure that you don't sleep through your alarm again
SPRING BREAK BEACH BAG! A duffle style bag with a zippered wet/dry cooler pouch,detachable bluetooth wireless speakers! VIDEO!
PETSPA BRUSH ~ A WIRELESS VIBRATING BLOW DRYING PET BRUSH with RECHARGEABLE STAND! Have a happy and healthy pet! A collab
w/Lillie!
MUSICAL PET RUG or MAT for the BEGINNER or GIFTED PAWS! Plays musical notes when pressed! MUST SEE VIDEO!
PENcil
A shock absorbing spring handled hammer with magnetic nail storage! It's all in the handle! A collab with John Abrams!
Quick &amp; Dry Motorcycle Covers
Talking Thermomerter
Cord Enforcement
The Time Out Board Game
Bluetooth Scoreboard
A TATTOO PICTURE CAMERA/PRINTER GUN. Design your own or upload any pic to gun and print! Makes edible paint crafts too!Collab w/John
Abrams.
BOX CAR TOY BOX! Collect and connect them all! Be the Conductor pull your friends! Chalk and dry erase too! A collab with Coleen Fuller!
Â Submersible case belt
Perfect hairbrush
Liquid Soap Key Holder
Ladies, are you tired of burning yourself while using your flat iron? The silicone cover for flat irons is your solution!
Running Laptop Reminder
OMNIDIRECTIONAL FAUCET HEAD! DIRECT THE WATER WHERE YOU NEED IT! Attaches to existing faucet! A collaboration with John Abrams!
PET BED with AC and HEAT! ....... The APPA reported a whopping 52.87 "BILLION DOLLARS" in Total U.S. Pet Industry Expenditures in 2012!
MILK MOAT CEREAL BOWL w/ twist open reservoir! Drink milk from any side of bowl without cereal getting in your mouth! Naomi Adams Co-Collab!
3D PIE PUZZLE for KIDS! Teaches colors, shapes, and numbers! Pie pan, 10 reversible pie slices,pie topper lid!
A toddler steering wheel and column with gear shift and pedals!Bluetooth for pairing with iphone (access child's favorite tunes)!
VOICE RECORDABLE VASE! Experience the power of love!
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A CLAY BRACELET MAKING KIT complete with mini oven! Make your own beautiful clay jewelry!
BUTTON MAKER....MAKE UNIQUE MUSICAL and RECORDABLE BUTTON PINS for any and all occasions! Great fun for the whole family!
A clay marble making kit! Complete with mini oven! A collab with John Abrams!
Not enough counter space? DISH RACK FOR MINIMALISTS! A collab with John Abrams!
Curves And Lines!!
iMagnify
Quirky teaching marbles! Learn while you play! A collab with John Abrams!
Natural Fertilizer Mixer
Zen Cosmetics 2-In-1 Organizer
berticula
Your Lufsig Protector
Shake It Up
Design your own case! SAND ART and more! iPHONE CASE KIT with a TRANSPARENT HOLLOW CASE! A collaboration with Maria Morrill!
America's Guardian Angel
ELECTRIC CORN CUTTER/CREAMER! Faster and easier!
a little or big speaker for iphone that u can transfer your play list to when you put the iphone on the dock .
The Mantis Keyboard clip! For those who prefer to use the keyboard in their lap! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Snapbrella
A CLAY BRACELET MAKING KIT complete with mini oven! Make your own beautiful clay jewelry!
A TERRY CLOTH GYM TOWEL with zippered pockets for housing ice packs! No need to suffer Heat Exhaustion! Great wrap 4 sore achey muscles 2!
Front View Monitor
A clay marble making kit! Complete with mini oven! A collab with John Abrams!
Coaster Cups - Don't sweat it
WIRELESS CROCK POT and CAM! Now you can check in on the Pot Roast from work! Seeing is knowing! Finally be at ease! Turn on off up or down!
Kudzu Brew BioReactor
TieBottleOpener
THE PETAL
Bake Shapes LoafPan PoundCakes
Light in your wallet
DOUBLE BOWL with DOUBLE LID! Vented Steamer lid! Microwave and dish washer safe.Eating peanuts need a place to put your hulls? Resubmit!
ScanCare
The WEGE VEGE STEAMERS Fit flush in microwave! Time saving ,space saving,ceramic,dishwasher safe,microwave safe,elegant dinner bowls!
App Enabled Barbie Horse Jump
OMG... Did I Unplug the Iron?
Plush MONKEY iPhone/iPad/iPod carrier with long arms and legs that house the ear buds and charger! Optional headphone and speakers!
APP device for info exchange
Solar Mount
Ask IQ the Genius Animated TUTOR! A very intelligent Bi-lingual,BLUETOOTH HOUND. App enabled! Interactive,educational and entertaining!
A BICYCLE IPHONE CHARGER W/ BLUETOOTH SPEAKER! CHARGE and TALK hands free while riding your bike! A collab with John Abrams!
Lumiere
Translation Speaker Headset
Pedicure Platform
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Ratchet-Marker
2 in 1 Transforming RC Car
Karoake Breathalyzer Mic
Picture Lock
Combination Rasp Surform Tool
Mechanics Super Socket
The QUIRKY PITCHER! Why pour when you can dispense? Less spills! Must see pics to see how it works! A collab with John Abrams!
Retractable Carpenters Pencil
Floating candles
MILK MOAT CEREAL BOWL w/ twist open resevoir! Drink milk from any side of bowl without cereal getting in your mouth! Naomi Adams Co-Collab!
THE BEACH BAG PILLOW! A duffle bag style pillow with a zippered cooler pouch, speakers and shoulder strap! Just in time 4 spring break!
BOX CAR TOY BOX! Collect and connect them all! Be the Conductor pull your friends! Chalk and dry erase too! A collab with Coleen Fuller!
A cleaning glove made of different cleaning fabrics lined with easy slip on silicone or rubber lined terry cloth gloves! Machine washable!
The Fantastic Cutting Table
Voice Plates
A MINI COMPUTER BLOWER With USB CABLE....No need to buy expensive canned air! Plugs right in to your PC!
HEAVY DUTY PIVOT POWER and PORTA SLING BACK REEL combined for manageability of industrial and out doors use where super long cords R
needed!
RESUBMIT - 230+ votes .. MULTI-DIRECTIONAL FLASHLIGHT... Can throw light in MANY DIRECTIONS... CAN Bend and be COMPRESSED also.
NOODLE HEADS mobile NITE LITE/LAMP/FLASH LIGHT!... LED projection and fiber optic color changing noodles. Makes lighted shapes on ceiling!
Smart plants watering system
Dynamo Phone Case
SmartDesk
RESUBMIT - 210+ votes .. MULTI-DIRECTIONAL FLASHLIGHT... Can throw light in MANY DIRECTIONS... CAN Bend and be COMPRESSED also.
Bottle Sealer
Minimalist Wireless Enclosure
Battery Gravity Sand Generator
Hybrid Electrical Appliances
RESUB.. iPad/Tablet Holder - Attaches to your body. Collapsible and Highly Portable. Now WORK ON THE GO EASILY AND CONVENIENTLY
3D PIE PUZZLE for KIDS! Teaches colors, shapes, and numbers! Pie pan, 10 reversible pie slices,pie topper lid!
Puff Puff Papers
RESUB 96 votes: SPECTACLE LENS CLEANER with WET PAD and DRY PAD and CLEANING SOLUTION INLET
RESUB: Laundry Basket with MULTIPLE COMPARTMENTS and SEPARATE DOORS..Segregate clothes of DIFFERENT SIZES..VERY EASY TO
ORGANIZE AND MANAGE
Laundry Basket with MULTIPLE COMPARTMENTS and SEPARATE DOORS..Segregate clothes of DIFFERENT SIZES..WELL ORGANIZED and
EASY MANAGEMENT
GE Sand Power APP- Generator
Adjustable Kitchen Knife
Tatt-note or Tatt-cue
Hello's not goodbye's
The Wine Bottle Sweat Band
Cup cover and coaster-all-in-1
Easy Typo
The Quirky SnowBot blower machine with options!Please read! A collab with John Abrams
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Automatic stirrer - REDESIGNED
iPhone... Portable Bluetooth SUPER MONITOR with stand,speakers and charger! Just pair your iPhone and enjoy a super sized monitor and sound!
awesome sand castle
Riser for LT, speakers+USBHUB
A CUTTING BOARD with a CUT THROUGH GROOVE and KNIFE HOLDER! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Sense - invention challenge USB FLASH DRIVE PORTABLE TIMER APP KEY! Govern the amount of time your child spends on the computer and gaming!
sleep suit
The United States Electronic talking Puzzle Map! Teaches Geography and History! Learn as you connect the pieces! A collab with John Abrams!
#NAME?
music alarm
Disposable Dishcloth
The O RING MINI BLIND SAFETY CORD KEEPER/PULL! The square box one on the market just don't do it for me! I want a more decorative one!
dg
The sap
wireless outlet
Gotcha Bag Covered
Rake with Integrated Grass/Leaf Untangler and Remover
The Quirky Work Out Machine! Small but intense! Great for small spaces!Just toss it in a bag and carry! A collaboration with John Abrams!
The QUIRKY GROOVED PIZZA STONE PAN OR CUTTING BOARD! Cut with ease! Cutting board guides exist but not grooved! A collab w/ John
Abrams!
Electric coffee stirrer/warmer! SPOON with USB plugs right into your PC! Warm your soup, coffee or tea! A collab with John Abrams!
Protect
Detachable Heels
All-Mega Sports bottle
Meet IQ the TUTOR! A very intelligent Bi-lingual, Animated, BLUETOOTH HOUND. App enabled! Interactive,educational and entertaining!
The Mantis Keyboard clip! For those who prefer to use the keyboard in their lap! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Smart Light Switch Cover
The white board DESK TOP ORGANIZER features MAGNETIC,DRY ERASE,PEN CADDY, DOCKING STATION, BLUE TOOTH SPEAKER/HANDS
FREE TALK! WALL MOUNT!
Sock support
Pop-and-Pack Suitcase Hamper
Multi-Sensual Films (Scent)
When your light bulb burns out this one automatically comes on! Don't be caught in the dark! A collaboration with John Abrams!
BOX CAR TOY BOX! Collect and connect them all! Be the Conductor pull your friends! Chalk and dry erase too! A collab with Coleen Fuller!
Plant GROWTH monitor (WINK)
Not everyone can afford a GoPro. Still, it would be cool to take a riding/driving video sometimes. This could be a low-cost solution.
TravelSmart Sound Machine
UNIVERSAL ACCESSORY SADDLE BAGS with CHARGING STATION! Hangs over any existing luggage! Just insert the handles! Easy access to
necessities!
PIVOT POWER with CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTION! Don't be a victim of CO POISONING! A collaboration with John Abrams! LIFE SAVING!
GoGo (Redesign Shopping Buddy)
PlugItAll
NEON GLOW-IN-THE-DARK or LIGHTED CORDIES! Let there be light!
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1322
OrbLok
Flexible BT Speaker
SEMI-SYNTHETIC CRUSHED ICE(pea sized ice pellet)wraps! COLDER LONGER!Do you have a sports injury? Tired of filling those ice packs?
Smart USB Drive
A PERMANENT STAPLER - makes paper connection SECURE and impossible to open. Ideal for businesses, lawyers, contracts...
Glow-in-the-dark plastic tubes with a slit along the side that allows them to easily be slid or clamped on to a bike.
CableTamer
B920
Purse/Package Hanger
MINI ROBO PRINTER - small portable printer you can put on paper and print on the go
Electronic battery saver
LILY PADS! Are you tired of the back pain? Bounce? Stares? Thinking of breast reduction? Think no more! The new and improved breast lifters!
NETIES - keep your stuff together attached to many things like phone, bottle, hand, laptop monitor, iPad... Various sizes. RESUBMIT 327 v.
Lite Night
Quick paint brush cleaner
STAX Stack your trays plates or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more! A time and space saver! STAX makes fridge space too!
Car speedlimit display
NO TILT! NO SPILL! The tumble free Tumbler with a flaired base! No use in crying over spilled milk! Solves a real problem! C pics!
Garden Grow
The WEGE VEGE STEAMERS Fit two together in microwave! Time saving ,space saving,ceramic,dishwasher safe,microwave safe,elegant dinner bowls!
Electronic Card Games
Pressure Plates
An iPHONE CASE KIT that one can design their own using a TRANSPARENT HOLLOW CASE with colored sand,lava,glitter,or confetti, and a seal plug
2-Way Pet Phone #Austin
DUAL iSTAND case for iPhone/iPad.The iStand case works both Portrait and landscape! Opposite side is a compartment for CC,cash,key,ect!
Indoor hop scotch
App-En Culinary Heating Pad
Meet IQ! The very intelligent Bi-lingual, Animated, BLUETOOTH HOUND.iPhone and app enabled. Interactive,educational and entertaining!#QTOYS
CheeseMolder
DeskMate
Cube Tubes: Shapes
THE WIRE RETRIEVER TOOL. No more stretched out coat hangers!No fishing!Guarenteed catch! YOUR CABLE GUY NEEDS THIS! VOTE! VOTE!
VOTE!
Shelfie
Smart Water Lifting
Wink GE Deadbolt Lock
Fresh Track
Magnets for All Surfaces
3D Baking Pans
The BAG FEEDING TRASH CAN. Never be bagless again! A one step process CHECK IT OUT...No batteries required
RC Car reinvented
Backsaver Travel Handbag
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When my mom parks I can't open the garage door! This is the perfect product for every aging driver. Now adults will know when to STOP!
Fridge and Pantry Scanner
Travel Rack
Baker's Ruler
USB Port Strings
park
Aqualifting bench
Aros Weatherproof Cover
Outline
Biometric Bicycle Lock
satis
Motorcyclez~ Bike Riding On A Quirky Level Resub Frm 2012~include a Stick Figure Q brand model 4 promo purposes sales Need 2 Increase ;)
Let's Join the Quest of Teaching Children About Engineering &amp; Spatial Skills resub.
fun day
In Home Movie Theater
Remote Controlled SmartBirds~ Be a Smart Observer with the video/camera capability Resub. Perhaps Quirky + GE
Cook-Away
Fasbar
Snapping Umbrella
Parachute Ball
PlayPlex~the Fun activity port
CustomS
the pooch pack
PestPillars-Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 1,300+ Vts ** Videos Included**
Maid the mechanical toilet scrubber Resub.
Screen Less Touch Display
snackbox that opens by walking
Car Tent
"Secure It" Garage Door Opener
Adjustable Hair Curling Brush
Can Good Safe Seal
Lace Clips
App-enabled Bread Box
Brush to Broom
Wink Sleep Aid Combo
Mocubo with graters
Medical Alert iPhone case &amp; Bracelet alerting EMS that you have a medical condition. App shows your data so you can get the best treatment
Multifunctional wardrobe with a rotating center
Pop up mouse challenge
EarHears
Soshring
Medical Alert phone case alerting EMS that you have a medical condition. App shows your data so you can get the best treatment Resub 96% V2V
Collapsible Cake Saver &amp; pans
Hand Health Glove
Additional intelligent i phone battery can be recharged solar or thermoelectric that fits in shirt pocket with magnetic lock
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Solar Dandelions Flower Eater
sQuish! The Mixer
I - Ban Phone Cuff
Door knob protectors
App ABLE TO TRANSLATE SEVERAL LANGUAGES: You speak and just after the phone translate and vice versa
Electronic Mirror
ROLLER FENCING, In or Outdoor
Gripster - Small and cosy pack for holding heavy bags. Thin carry bags and rough handles.
FRISBALL! Basketball frisbee
Boot up
thththht
dinh pham
Introducing EGGCELLENT EGGS!
HIDE-N-SEEK TIME BOMB for kids
CHAINSAW - SAFTEY BAR GUARD
Campfire Clamp and Cook
SL-ICE CREAM!
Digital/APP Snack Dispenser
Fashion Mirror - When in a shopping mall, getting a slot to try out a chosen dress in the fitting room is not easy due to the long queue.
Foot Soul
Walking Ipod/Iphone Charger
Risotto cooker
Graduate to a two wheeler before learning how to ride one. Enjoy family walks without having to carry bikes. See YouTube vid, great jogger
Urban Hive
The Power of Fingersâ€“Energy generated by typing with the fingers by a huge number of people worldwide could be used to power mobile phones
Road Safety Alarm - An Audio Alarm and Vibrator which rings when there is a vehicle or obstruction approaching while you are on the road(s).
Decorate headband
Road antirage
Your computer is too slow!Don't buy an other one!Put this QUIRKEY and you will try something new and fast you can't do without!
3D Oral Doctor - A tool which shows you the 3D details of each tooth. Gives info of the tooth prevention and saves you from dents.
Secure Garage Door Open Keypad
Rugged Nimbus
Band Lights, or MB Lights
Pickup Trunk
Wonderalla
Space saver cooking pans
Hopscotch Fitness
ACOUSTIC ISOLATION ELEMENT may be clamped to form a box or a wall in order to isolate an noisy thing Can also improve acoustic of a room
J Lid
SolarStation
Easel Field Scooter
GE Power Recycler
All-in-One Magnetic Fridge Organizer (Magnetic Bulletin Board)... stop knocking off pictures and papers
French Press Kettle All In One
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GARBAGE COMPACTOR Use atmospheric pressure to compact garbage bags save plastic bags Operate with small quirky pump or vacuum cleaner
Rubber Glove Hanger
#spotsv Cheap, simple fragrance clip-ons for indoor vents.
You've Got Mail!
Finally, a RUGGED ELECTRIC FOLDING KNIFE very useful to cut the carpet and fiber coating.With the QUIRKY electric knife you cut everything!
Eye Glass Printer
Move heavy or odd-shaped items easily. Fits any situation (rolling or sliding) and can be stored in a shoe box.
Desktop Buddy
Bicycle mirror with speaker
Drop Shot
test
Kings Cube! A new concept design! Story-line: Both teams have lost many men and each king leads the remaining men into battle.
Bowl and Cup Combo
Mocubo Plus
flexispout
portable fridge
Smart food containers
â˜… RoboBubbler
Carrybrella
The Pop-up Closet
Thermochromic Tennis Lines/Net
Wi-Fi App Enabled Salt Mill
WIFI enable any usb device
Multi-Purpose Spoon Set
Bio Sensor knife
New driver in your house? A BIG, simple, appealing magnet or window cling lets other drivers know a 16-year-old is behind the wheel.
Prest-O Change-O
Smart Pantry Aid
The Write Impression
DoVie
Taco Tamper
audio conect
Cargo Caddy
Multifunctional Brush
Grip This
Water Heater
Electronic Check Register
Hot Coffee Cup
LED-torch for camping with different settings. Try to go for some atmospheric lighting here. I'm talking fire-torch meets LEDs.
Pyramid socket
SPRING BLADE Ultimate Shovel
Permanent Sand Drip Castles
All-in-one tool for students, using an ePaper display. It's a tablet that allows for school functions including notes, calculator, and more!
Canister
smart pocket flash
Hey this is the sunglasses with attachable mini fan unit, I am thinking of a small fan that mounts on the shades.
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Retractable (Anti-Glare) Screen-Overlay/ Protector - Build into Case! * "Blinds" for your iDevices" * *MUST HAVE*
Hutch Jr.
Hobby or home, for the do-it-yourselfers, this will be the first tool you pick up. The hardest part is getting used to having one hand free.
The Tennis Mate
BiTrolley Bag
Creative Cooks and Candy Makers Will Find This The #1 Utensil In The Kitchen Temperature Control Has Never Been Easier. #spotsv
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger *RESUBMITTED*
Mouse Monitor
home security
Real Life Fishing Lures. New solar power technology created the giant market for toys and lawn ornaments. Now it's time to go fishin'
Travel power kit (all-in-one)
Maibox Defender
Finger and toenail catcher/cli
Truly GREEN Lighted Keyboard and Mouse. Imagine a product that recharges itself, requires no maintenance, light bulbs, batteries, or wiring
On Target Home Defense and Firearm Training Package. Used in conjunction with your TV and own personal firearm.
Exercise machine for the mobility restricted. Private therapy could be eliminated. payback would be quick and possibly covered by medicare
Glasses with built-in camera
Pocket Glass
Lester Long Arms
RESUBMIT - 160+ votes .. MULTI-DIRECTIONAL FLASHLIGHT... Can throw light in MANY DIRECTIONS... CAN Bend and be COMPRESSED also.
Pyramid 4in1 socket with additional (reading, bed, kitchen,workbench...) light.
Apple Watch Socket with USB
Chocolate Bark Machine
SoundCuffs
A small budget-lamp with one led, the button will be formed as the quirky's logo.
DigiSTAMP itÂ´s a digital office stamp that can replace all your stamps.
it is a bagless shopping system for groceries
Smart Wall Outlet Hub
Amazon Echo Portal Module
Connected Bracelet
ECigarette Crash Guard
Audio Spotlight Speaker Case
Mnthly selftesting smoke alarm
Useful Turbine
Smart Wall Outlet Hub
Meet â€œLook-Seeâ€
Nimbus v2
Portable shower 4 baby bathtub
Project 2020
Bottom Dispensing Shredder
Travel Dumbbells
Car Charger with a Coiled Lightning Cable that Doesn't Block Your Only Outlet
Body Dryer
Brush car shelter canvas
Connect
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Stop throwing out spoiled produce - Fruit and vegetable reminder magnets for your refrigerator
Apple Watch Induct Chrg/Spkr
Hide plugs!
Car Charger with a Coiled Lightning Cable that Doesn't Block Your Only Outlet
Wind protector cellular phone
Rolling trash for everywhere
An iPhone bumper with an integrated ePaper display to display a custom design, time, and notifications!
Plant Hub
A navigation on the vehicle using augmented reality with google glass software
Bendable Tunnels (Mattel)
The tie-off leash
Car Charger with Lightning cable and extra power outlet.
Sweet New Mouse for your PC
Mighty mouse for desktop
Freezable Crock Pot Liners
Rinse and Snack Bowl
EZRead GPS/Smartphone Mount
Home Workout Mirror
PhotoTech
Multi-Purpose Bag Clip(s)
Trip Memory Aide
SacheGo
Chameleon stylus pen for iPad
Weights 2 Go
Why do gyms have mirrors?
Dual wheel baby carriage.
Pop Up Food Storage Bags
The Toolkit
Dippy Bird keyboard
Have you ever imagine that toys can save our money in our pockets and also save our environment. Let me show you my toy story. ^^
Job Ninja
Nimbus Mobility Device
Trail The Back Saver Trash Can
The Kitchen Camera
Ball mic. for quirky eval.
Electronic Device and Method
Plannly
Turtleback
Doorknob Heat Detector
RimmÄ“
Queuing Apron -- Mom's Helper
Vise Spinner
sjakdj
Single-Burner Ventless Hood
Stack Attack Game
Hybrid Electric Stroller
Selectable Nail Punch
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Bake Shapes: Mason Jar Lids
In home bar code reader
Envelope remover
OneÂ Direction
Pedi-Pedal
Shake and Sift Kitchen Bags
Pivot Power Mini v2
Need A Boost?
Now a ladle, now a tong.
Wink Watch Band
Bake Shapes: Mr. Potato Head
moto 360 (Accessory)
ER resub:Plant Potting Station
Foot Massage Bowl (App-Enab)
Plant Hub 2.0
HoCo
Instrument Case Humidifier
In-car remote thermometer
Dual batteries
Prep and Peel
Stretchy Earbuds (Button) Clip
Induction Landscape Lighting
Lightning to usb charger
Doormat Visitor Alert
Garage Door Rodent Stop
Cool Crock
Clot shaving Creme
Fridge Door App Grocery Tablet
Curtain Rod Level
Instrument Case Humidifier
Credit Card Copter-RadioShack
throttle flashlight
Tilting bottle
Smart Sliders
LED Flexible Sheet Module
Buff 'N Shine
Millions of ladies shoes sold each year! Great licensing opportunity to a shoe company. A new design for a comfortable high heel shoe.
SSwivle Phone Case
Klippers
Banana Anywhere Hanger
Foldable Workout Doorframe Bar
Third Eye
#spotsv Flower, raindrop,or snowflake shaped air fresheners to hang on car rear view mirror. New look! We have all bought the little trees.
Cookie Decorator
Flying Drone Metal Detector
Cord Guard
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Wink Shut-Eye
Refreezable t-shirt
Dash mounted phone holder turns phone into Dash camera interconnected to internet database. Inspectors can poll opted in cameras
Sticky Switch
Stomach Partner
Wink HUB v2
Cycle Connect
Smart Electric Water Boiler
No stink space saving gloves
Spectamax Decal Holder
Grip easy. Prep easy.
Better music
SplatR/VapR guard 4 MicroOvn
WiTrack Light Bulb Adapter
The phone is the night light?
IDK
Trash Bag Holder
Soundtrack
App-enabled shoe insoles
Combo Garment Carry-on Baggage
WiTrack Spotter
Nomie Orb
Eradicate mold spores with
Shape Shifter Squeegee
BOSS
Pro-Painter's Brush Grip
Turbine Generator
PowerShell Power Bank
Golf Ball Locator
Razor Disposable dual cartridg
Wink Remote/Recharging Station
Razor Disposable 2 Cartidge
Shake & flip spatula
Wink Relay Sun Visor
Paper clip holder. In new look and design.
Smart Door Hanger
Wink Wireless Swivel Speaker
Keeper v2
EasyTap Door Hinge Pin
Silencer Wireless Electric Gui
fÄ•tÊ¹Ä-sh
Inductive Charging Wall Plate
Wink Biometric Key Fob
K-Cup Refrigerator
Nimbus: Connected Car and Home
Auto phone case
GPS-Enabled Motorcycle Horn
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Ringing Remote
Rise and Shine, Sleepyhead!
iPhone 6 Carbon 360
Mobile Smart Hub - Siri
Twisted Sifter
Handheld Mini Blind Vacuum
iPhone 6 Titanium
Decorative Pop-Out Frozen Cups
â˜… Non-Chip Manicures
Allphone
Replaces Standard Outlet Cover
FoodieCool
The Cracked Ice Piece
Scented Curtain Rings
The AdApp
Refrigerator - Warmer
BIAS - Cut Against The Grain
Fauxy: Exotic Nail Art
Locking Tongs &amp; Basting Brush
Perm and Hair Color HeadBand
Soiree
Smart Alarm
Headphones + Compact Speakers
USBend
GE 5W USB Power Adapter
Food Presentation Set
Baking Mat Has A Rollable Rack
Door Wreath w/ Security camera
Cinch It
Magnetic cell phone case
LEVILID- floating toilet lid
WattUp Wireless Charging
anything
Color Blind glasses
Soundless Subwoofer
IceWear Wristband
Dogs Will Smile toy
Leafy Vegetable Cutter
TECHNOLOGY
Sports Injuries: Ice or Heat
Animal Quickener For Vehicles
Thermo
Door Wireless security camera
App-Enabled Custom Manicure
PAW-EEZ
Spherification Appliance
Baby Bottle Prop
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Battery eyeshadow/blush brush
Chill - Jumbo Ice Mold
Core Coolers
Sink Side Strainer
SmycoTraveling Closet
Smartphone Vehicle Light Check
Chop 'n Scoop
Better BABY ON BOARD sign
Snapsock
Eazy Glub
Smart Electric Meat Tenderizer
Clamp Tape Measure
WISDOM LAND
Pebble Smartwatch Bangle
HoopiO's
Shampoo Holder
App Enabled Propane Heater
Multisensor Headphones
Liife Guardian
Robo metal detector
E Cig Smash Guard
Slap Wrap Shower Sponge
Ride a by Baby
Case That Cleans Mobile Device
Cake and Cookie Stamps
Vine Trio
Smartphone Refrigerator Oven
Bread bag with cutting board
iPhone 5c Nano Suction Loopits
Sporkula
Duo Nail Polish Remover
OneHD
iPhone 5s Bumper Loop
Cake Carrier and Stand Combo
DIY Nail AppliquÃ©s
Smart DART
Ball Boy
Hullberry ToothBrush
â€œBath Fanâ€ - â€œHome Depotâ€
Quirky Book Purse Charger
Cookie Decorator
Collard Greens
Coffee Tumbler w/ Warmer
Edible Writers
iPhone 5c Bumper Loop
Game of '' ilusion''
Smartcase
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POWER SHELF
The Seasoning Gripper lets you grab different seasoning bottles with ease. Keeping the seasoning bottles clean. (Resubmitted)
Life Dashboard
Quickies
MacBook Anti-Slip Bottom Protector for Case-free Design to keep the look Apple intended.
Propane Tank Bracket
Reflective or LED Cordies
The Smartphone Hooker
Refrigerator Venting
Cordies Integrated Stylus
Silicone String Dish Cloths
Clothes Hanger Safe, Hide your valuables inside the pouch of the hanger. Comes across as a padded hanger and not as obvious.
The Seasoning Gripper lets you grab different seasoning bottles with ease. Keeping the seasoning bottles clean, with messy foods. (Resubmit)
Cordies Classic Gets a Charge
Cut, Emboss and Color Cookies
Mantis v2
UNIVERSAL BATHROOM SCALE FOLDING MOUNT. Gives you easy access to your bathroom scale. Can be used on your own scale, mounts to the wall.
Despicable Me Body Fan
Eggsential Kitchen Utensils
Platinum Shave / Compact Shave
Sleeves
The Egg: Waterless Egg Boiler
The Turtlizer Tumbler
solor phone charger
Multi Strand Clasp
Soldering Pliers
App-enabled Robotic Grass Trimmer and Wheeled Edger
Push Broom Debris Guard
Updated on Sunday, June 16, 2013 â€“ This Is A Faster, Cheaper and Better Way To Label Your Files and File Folders. Watch The Video.
Unbreakable Toilet Seat
An app enabled color matching device!!! Trying to match paint on walls, bridesmaid dresses/shoes, or drapes to furniture.
Cure for All Cancers
Eskimo Cuzzie
OKeyboard
QuickBrush
A little plastic device that helps you align a nail or a screw straight towards the wall in a safe and easy way.
So many shoes and no place to put them...A ceiling mounted shoe cabinet!!! Gain valuable space using ceiling. Easy mount opening &amp; closing
Updated on Tuesday, June 18, 2013: Yesterday I reached out to some Nail Art Blogs and I asked the following question.
Robotic Painter's Tape Dispenser
Home Decor: Fiber Optic Holiday Table Setting
A Carabiner-Type Hook That Screws Onto Light Bulbs: Wireless Socket
Self-Adhering Peel and Stick Tile System integrated with GE OLED Technology and Electric Imp
It the fold luggage from 10inchs to 3inchs, it had 4 different separate unit to provide your cloths from wrinkly and organize.
Light bike
Christmas Tree Funnel Stand
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Extendable pruner from 8" handle to open to 38", cut well roses bushes etc. it had two blade that you can change flat blade, cutter blade.
Pluck-Kup
Ultimate Christmas Tree Stand
The Grilltacular
Link Charger
Pressure-Sensitive, Real-life USB Poke Gadget. Pushing the rod in on your device, pushes the rod out on someone elseâ€™s and vice-versa.
Hair Color Hand Plate
Egg Separator Shake Cup
MAGO dehydration health band
garage door screen
Fix or float
Bad breath indicator device
Bartender's precision counter
Whisper Wrapper
Electronic device stops mosquito bites from itching - INSTANTLY! This is NEW! Nothing like it. Nothing! See the very Quirky embedded video!
A flat, leak-proof, reusable Water Bottle. Carry in purse, backpack or pocket, like a paperback book. Don't put cylinders in flat spaces!-)
Transforming Light Orbs
Security Mat
Instant waterproof shoes!
Eternal Play Dog Toy
Pimple Popper
Storytelling Bear
Sonic Boomz
PopShades
Iphone cover with mirror
transparent film
Just a little scab
Solar Cube
Deskbook Pro!
Apollo: Amp it up!
A simple self-watering plant pot that is easy to produce and use and cheap. Adjustable holes or different models allow for dry/wet plants.
Scent Pump
Blue Ring / Diabetics Clippers
Clocky the Rooster
Test Invention
GO-ON TABLET CARRY HOLDER
Handy Lights
Esperanza / Emergency Jacket
Flavored Ice & Beverage
The home window opener
E-Paper Connected Display
Bob / Adaptable Rocking Horse
Mattress Mover- A mattress clamp with handles for easy mattress handling
FreeMo / Assistive Walking Aid
TOUCHLESS
MOVIE POPCORN WARMER-V2 carbon
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Chilled water cap
WALL PRINTER
Radio Patch
Smart Truck Steps
HANGER Q: Double, Triple, or Quadruple Hanging Capacity & Keep Outfits Together
Learn And Play Table
ALLEN ADAPTOR
Jam 2 device
Smart Air Humidifier
This universal connector hub will make it much easier for all laptop users to manage their externals, such as the monitor, keyboard etc.
Hot Pad
CHILL-X LAPTOP COOLING SLATE
Apps enabled Magnetic Switch
Aggressive Alarm Clock
AUTOMATIC SAUCE DISPENSER "no touch no disease" "no need to touch,just place plate under it,it automatically pour your faviourite sauce"
Baby Beer-jorn
All-sport Safety Helmet
Induction Cooktop Toaster Bag.
wood do!
Bluetooth Umbrella
Bird owners stop getting bird waste all over! Redesigned bird cage will eliminate the poop, food/water &amp; feathers on the walls/floor!
Bar Hopper
Poppy Beverage Bar - Drinks
Electronic Hop Scotch Mat
Handheld Steam &amp; Scrub
Ice Tees for Fun
Radiant heat not quite warming the room up fast enough for you? Why not add a slim fan to your radiator to help subtly push the warm air.
Universal Q light.
BOOM!Don't fight OXO! Leave Competition In Your Dust! The Broom Groomer+ will include removable gel lint roller(s) for small dirt particles!
Nama'Stay
Text free driving!
Faux Skylight by Solar Link
Ever misplaced power point remote during presentation or put it down to type? Wireless finger ring power point remote with laser pointer.
Imagine an LED display powered by a solar panel showing the the current velocity of any vehicle using a satellite navigation receiver, attached to your
vehicles back window. It helps drivers keep their awareness of their speed thus promoting safety.
Door Bell/ Door Matt
NFC enabled BARBIE
Sight Sound &amp; Touch Headphones
Daylight
Beverage Inventory Minder APP
HOME MOVIE ALBUM
Ravioli-Pierogi-Dumpling Trays
Tosser Bowl
Jelly Roll Cake Pan
Wearable Video Streaming Alarm
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SmartPaper
Soft vape tip
Computer Storage/Light. Keep desk clean and have storage for cords and office supplies. LED light powered by USB port, lights up work area.
Tennis Ball Retriever
Shape Plates - The plates that transform from plates to other dinnerware.
The perfect garment hanger. It looks like your spine for a reason:) It is bendable and telescopic to create the perfect clothes hanger.
Mash Potato Molds - Add some pizzazz to those Mashed Potatoes.
Sit 'N' Go Portable Chair
Travel Tray...converts to a TV, Laptop or iPad tray. Unique design allows use in/out of the car for kids and adults.
Floor Soccer
Pick the drunk person's car
Toilet Bowl Wiper Arm System
The Invisible Phone Clip
Car seat alarm
Combined Pepper/Salt Grinder
2 in 1 car sun visor
Solar Terrace Table
Straw with Calories Meter
HomeDash
Smart Water Bottle
Personalised Named Ice Trays
Shelf Ease Large Jug Dispenser
Floor soccer
handles for flower pot.
The two side paint roller.
Humming Bike Wheel Hub Cap. Pedestrians around you will HEAR you coming, even if they don't SEE you... and STAY OUT OF THE WAY! (By AJM)
Moleskine Reminder
SMARTPHONE MEETS SMARTPHONE.Smart answering machine , redirect calls,reply with text or prerecorded mess,listen to voice mess
iPebble -portable,versatile. Use while cooking,driving,taking a photo,chatting or watching a movie in bed â€“ collab with simplyinclined
orbital chess game
Wi-Fi App Enabled Cordies
Shelves
Energystar
app enabled car reverse camera . avoid accidents while reversing
ManyMop
an iphone screen protector easier to fit less hassle use for longer
NEW!!! Mini muffin pans are very popular, but who wants to buy another bulky pan! Let's have the best of both worlds!
HOIST-secure your Device &amp; hang from ceiling.clip in pull down &amp; angle as preferred
INK-A-DINK for reviving dried Sharpies. Alleviates waste and frustration of a dried out permanent marker when you need it most.
A/C Window Curtain
app enabled thermometer , use to alert if - new born room too cold,pets inclosure not warm enough,fridge door open .....
Gym bag that contains odor from workout clothes! Compartment for shoes & clothes with odor blocking charcoal panels! Removable mesh bags!!!!
Smart Mat
Wet Toenail Polish Protector
ALL IN ONE LANYARD CHARGER BUMPER SOUND ENHANCER
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App enable garden hose tap /sprinkler timer,never leave your sprinkler on over night control while on holiday !!!
app enabled ultrasonic laser digital measuring tape ,measure large and small areas on your own
Top-Weighted Blanket
Bluetooth Earmuffs
BOILED EGGS NO SHELL NO FUSS!COOK &amp; STORE,SILICONE EASY EXTRACTION,FITS IN FRIDGE DOOR,PERFECT DEVILLED EGGS
.BOIL BAKE MICRO resub 2011
handsfree app enabled speakerphones plug in socket take and make calls anywhere at home or at work
Timetable- Next-Gen Calendar
Case anti moisture chalk
slimline built in case bluetooth headset, headset just a click away .use apple charger
Magneto 2 . Secure your phone with ease remove with a twist .Functional case Sturdy travel Phone holder
silicone Gummy Bears Trivets
Entrepreneur Story
THERMAL CELL PHONE CHARGER
Remind Me Later
Smart washing line - built in scale alerts when clothing is dry or if it started raining !!
connect and control all your ARDUINO AND RASBERRI PI hardware and sofware / app enabled
IPhone with removable SPOTTER
Mop N' Squirt
App-enabled device that integrates a topological map with a 3D Satelite picture and a GPS System. Don't get lost again!
large portable collapsible bluetooth speakers . take the party with you !! water-dust proof,clip onto anything
Mosquito Repeller
adding a feature to ice maker
Barbell Bar Revolution
a shredder for plastic bottles
an iphone screen protector easier to fit less hassle use for longer
World Outlet extension
Foam Roller Yoga Mat
Portable Billiard
Magnetic EarBuds + Charging Band
TWICE TRAY -twice the ice- no spill ,silicone easy extraction ,maximise space fill and stack no need to lay flat .fills top and bottom
Flashmouse: mouse & pen drive
Water detector
HANDY TRASH- collapsible hanging basket ,hook on draws or doors under worktop .use for your waste or anything you have prepared.dishwashable
TWICE TRAY -twice the ice- no spill ,silicone easy extraction ,maximise space fill and stack no need to lay flat .fills top and bottom
USB MOUSE CLAMP. When you need
Stackable Steamer with Doors
Kids Toy RC Wave Runner
STOP YOUR KIDS FROM TEXTING OR USING THEIR CELL PHONE WHILE DRIVING, CELL PHONE BLOCKER PLACED IN THE CAR, BLOCK
CELL SIGNAL WHILE IN MOTION
app wifi enabled - door / dorm spy hole camera - door bell . find out who is at the door and who rang your bell while you were out
resub OCT 2010 / (band nets ?) DORM MAT .. keeping the dorms tidy without our parents can be quite the task !
Separate Function Mini Fans
No-drip multipurpose umbrella
MAGNETO . MODULAR . NOW WITH USB FOBS !! Memory on the move Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist
4-in-1 Office Supply Product! A 3-hole puncher that staples, has a tape dispenser and a pencil sharpener!! Eliminate the clutter!
Toothpaste Tube Clincher
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Apollo:An iPhone/iPad/iPod case with speakers. Apollo will amp your music up. Also charges your iDevice on the go.
App Enabled Light Set
Apollo: An iPhone/iPad/iPod case with speakers. Apollo will amp your music up. Also charges your iDevice on the go.
Cord Beads
Hoodie, the clip on hood. It is there when you need it, and removed when you don't! Clip it on T-shirts, jackets, or even formal suits!
Gravity Phone charger (USB),, we need tom make this tech available to the masses , GREEN! , check VIDEO
Twin -Functional iPad Case and App- merge two ipads together and unlock endless possibilitiesiPlush - lets take tamagotchi to a new level , have your iPlush INTERACT, ENTERTAIN, EDUCATE your children ,
Iced Coffee Maker
Marshmellow oven
Table Fan Without Current
The Can of Cookies
SLIMLINE ALL IN ONE CUPS AND SPOONS , avoid searching ,misplacing your cups and spoons have them all in one place ;)
NEW!!!A spring form pan with integrated collapsible stand/cover/handles for transporting!No more juggling act with your delicate cheesecake!
Speaker+Case!! Ever need a good speaker? Need some music? The Apollo case!!
Always having paper dropping out of your binders? Keep your paper in your binders, not out!Good for students, businessmen, secretaries, etc!
HOIST-secure your Device &amp; hang from ceiling.clip in pull down &amp; angle as preferred
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod ......
Grapple, the super thin extension arm, helps you retrieve unreachable objects easily! A very easy solution to a very common problem!
KNIFE WITH HEATED BLADE
Got your back stadium seats
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod ......
DOOR JOY
HOIST-secure your Device &amp; hang from ceiling.clip in pull down &amp; angle as preferred
We've Got Your Back Bed
BOLT - USB 2 Lightning + Stylus Keyring + Screen Cleaner . portable necessities for your smart devices :)
MAGNETO . MODULAR . NOW WITH USB FOBS !! Memory on the move Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist
PhotoThermal wifi lunchbox
Photovoltaic Beach Umbrella
Fisherman`s WiFi Sonar Float
"Treasures of the Heart"
Why Wash your Fruits and Veggies One at a Time? With the Fruit and Veggie Scrubber, you can Clean a Basket full at One Time! *SEE VIDEO
Smart Severe Weather Alert
iPhone Lighter case for smokers and non
Always hot meal
Efficiency Trackpad
One-Use Chaise Lounge Liners
Multipurpose Wifi Air Balloon
Picture Frame Flask
Table Fridge
*RESUBMIT: A Quirky Cracker/Cookie Combo Cutter: Cut Multiple Crackers or Cookies with one Tool!
medication controlled
Adjustable Storage Bin
ICEBLOCK .. Stop splash backs &amp; drink with ez .One size fits all fold like an umbrella springs open to fit larger glasses , RESUB
App Enabled Spice Dispenser
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Resub June 2012 IPhone BUMPER STYLUS
Interactive Butterfly Pad
MAGNETO . MODULAR . NOW WITH USB FOBS !! Memory on the move Holds your heaviest set of keys . Repel with a twist
REDUCE EYE FATIGUE AND STRAIN . iPad AMBILIGHT
Bike Latch , slide in seat over hooks then click / latch bike . hang your bike on ceiling or wall . extra storage
blah
Fishing Blowgun
Quirky / Go Pro Helmet
Flying disk with a motor
App Enabled wireless window solar lighting system you style you control the light output
Culture Agenda
The iShaver. Small and compact, this shaver attaches to your iphone to give you shaving abilities.
CUSH meets CUSHDESK. lets combine cush with cooling pad and make it easier to use while on the move or sitting on your sofa
Tea Spoon n' Tea bag Squeezer
NEW! Soft close hinges are good for more than cabinets and drawers! Let's make them for Appliances! New or aftermarket installation!
Future Generator
App Enabled wireless window solar lighting system you style you control the light output
This projector would project images onto the side walk that the kids could then color with side walk chalk. App enabled
Coin reader that alerts of potentially valuable coins via app. Image is a penny worth approximately $35,000.00. What's in your pocket?
Sleepy Feet
The new SÃ©ance Spirit reader For adult entertainment Allows people to Join from all over the world
Universal Multi Purpose Portable Cradle System for iPhone iPad Kindle and Smartphones, + integrated cable storage
Wrinkles-Away Pressing Mittens
Snow Shoveling Belt
This solar grill is stylish and affordable
Universal Multi Purpose Portable Cradle System for iPhone iPad Kindle and Smartphones, + integrated cable storage By AWESEMO
CHARGE -Apple portable rechargeable bracelet battery- always with you while on the move- charge n' wear -iPhone iPad Ipod
get down
Quik Fluffed Ice Granita Maker
The Tailgaterâ€™s Super Table!
Fire Truck with Laser
Headphone Speakers
Stove Control
A collapsible utility trailer!! Need to move motorcycle, lawnmower, haul debris,etc. Don't want a large unsightly trailer in yard or garage?
Cat Condos on the market are ugly. I want to make a cat condo that is unobtrusive, modern, and different than anything out there.
App-enabled Camp Lantern
Foldable Grill Sheets
The Spoon cooker
Mens facial hair removal-Perm?
Wirless Charging Pad Station
Shaver extender for back hair
Love books? Ever experience books often creasing around the edges? This product protects paperbacks from torn or creased covers.
No central vacuum? No problem! Add this after market KickVac under your cabinets toe kick to collect your debris. Simply sweep, tap & vac!!!
Ipad under the cabinet swivel mount for the kitchen
Oven Sensor
Helps seperate the hot fried greases/oil from meat while you tend to other things. Come back 3 min later and easily scoop out the grease.
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Breathalyzer key lock
Shower in a can
Pen/Pencil/Stylus Multitool
Steering Push Lawnmower
Caffeinated Gum
Child finder
CardHook
Bagless Trash Compactor
Twister Hose
Portable Dog Grooming Station
Noozo
Trash Can Clip-on Groom Strip
NEW!!!!A door security bar that you engage when you leave! Why only secure your crib when you are there? The thieves wait for you to leave!
Replenio II
Dry-Erase Baby Bottle Labels
The Jerry Table
Shovel, Ice Chopper and Brush
All in 1 Mini Cake Pan
The new SÃ©ance Spirit reader For adult entertainment App enabled to allow others to watch and Join in from around the world.
FadeLighter
App-Enabled Candle Switch
Dishrag Stow And Dry
RoboCleanRobot Pressure Washer
Sports/hobbiest sunveil
Cook-In-Toaster-Slot Toaster
Outdoor Athletic Headphones
Autolert! Snapshot the thief!
slacks hanger
Effortless dish cleaner
hearrings
Tablet Table Game Board
Better Spreader
Bro Dryer
Expandable Soft wine cooler to fit either a standard bottle or Magnum - 1.5 liter of wine.
Mini weather station
WINK!!Power when &amp; where you need it! Wireless RF/app controlled lighting (socket Extender) with integrated battery source as back up power.
Bro Dryer
Freezer thaw out
Adjustable Size Drink Cooler
Hairspray Floor Protector
External hard drive attaching directly to your apple device rather than relaying through a computer.
Windows Insulation
Please extend Stow (see ideation #275-iPhone5-charger) so it can be used in other countries, particularly for Europe and Australia/NZ.
Soul Shoes
Split screen Splitter
Home Size Sous Vide Water Oven
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LED Dual or Triple Brite Bulb
Vine Pour Spout
Wireless T.V.
New!!!!! Props is doing amazing this season! Let's make another version of Props with a clothes clip instead of a tether!
Mahj Kids
Ebook 2 Audio
Non Slip Bands
Inflatable Travel Pillow
Candy Dipper
Gameshad
Re-design of windshield squeegee allows user to raise/lower wipers with tool from one side of car. Also clean side mirrors/small windows.
iSpeaker
hj
Charger Pack
zipprplate
Eval
Follow me video cam
3D TV screen
Truck bed Squeegee broom
Solar Powered Fold Up Chair
New!! Gym bag that user can simply throw in washer and dryer with workout clothes in it. Removable charcoal odor blocking panels!!!!
Secure Passport &amp; ID holder around neck and waist. Adjustable. Zipper pockets. Protects from RFID credit card scanning! Feel safe &amp; secure!
The Space
Website Advertising
Smartphone gauntlet
Transjenner Doll
Clip-On Garlands
NEW!Baby changing pad w/integrated heated wipes! Can keep both pad and wipes warm. Wipes in same place every time! No more looking for wipes
SUV roof snow removal Ease
Invisible Fence Collar 4 Phone
tabelizer
New!!Tailgating Just Got Serious!! Bean bags, what's that....Throw corded ball over a towel bar...what's that....O.K. keep the beer pong!!!
Let's Quirk-ify the Bowl. Whether its cereal, soup, or snacks, let's make a bowl that is the essential bowl.
Flat necklace that holds iPod Nano/Shuffle. Would dock device and power light to the entire necklace for visibility. Integrated ear buds.
"Schoolhouse Rocks" for code
Rotation toothbrush
Pet leash with easy clip on
Hang-On Solar Desk
smart shutter control unit - synchronizes with weather conditions, sunrise, sunset, GPS data and alarm clock! - improved concept
KEEZER COLLAR CONVERSION!!
Recycling Can
Flexible L.E.D light wire
Range finding sunglasses
Kasini
#QCycle ATTACHABLE BACK Turn your bike into a RECUMBENT BIKE like at the gym Get rid of the PAIN STRAIN. Storage compartment in rear.
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FunTrax
Solar Marks
GPS &amp; Fingerprint Luggage
Pixels (cubes)
A REAL secure Flashdrive! Combination padlock that securely stores your Confidential Files. UPDATED :) Video added too!
Sofa Charging Station
scramboiled egg maker
RESUB-DECORATIVE CONTAINERS 4 COMPUTER WARE Hide modem,cords etc inside.Each with built in plug that plug into each other for cord
control.
Self-heating coffee cup
Body Dryer
In Conv
#spotsv Blouse wrecked by an accessory pin that punctured it? Puncture-less pins are the answer! Silk saved! Money saved! Magnet Power!
HatchetGrip
Solar Marks
Portion Treat Containers
Expanding garbage can liner. Expands&amp;contracts by push of a button (lever) allowing for easy removal of garbage bag within modern can.
Smart Pet Dish
Motion Light Christmas Star
Vinyl Window Crevice Cleaner
Paint color selection Appâ€¦ Designed by Quirkyâ€¦ Enabled by The Home Depot... Powered by Appleâ€¦
Virtual Bookcase
socket wrench, this socket wrench has 5 in 1, the wrench can be use as a handle for screwdriver, file, and ect...
Corner Kap
Modular toy car race tracks.
Wsabe Sensor Bridge
â€œQâ€ Designed Apple app enabled telescopeâ€¦
Swim Lights
BOOM!Don't fight OXO! Leave Competition In The Dust! A dustpan w/integrated gel lint rollers for small dirt particles! No Trace left behind!
Product filled brush
fgjfg
Tatt-away
An iPhone/iPod dock without the messy cords! The dock directly plugs into the USB port of a Macbook or any other compatible laptop.
Cradle Children's Fork
outdoor activity sunveil
Pillow height adjuster
G-Force Golf Bag
Quick-dry Hair Towel
Barbie Inked by Design
HEAT TRAP
Re-design of the toilet plunger. Their are many varieties all with the same theme. "plump air and water in the clog" Instead lets blast it!
Touchless Flush
Modern motion sensitive app enabled light, leaving outlet open,casts soft light on floor or converts to flood on wall to highlight artwork.
Hot Wheels Car Bake Oven
Customisable iPhone Cases
Grounds Away Coffee Pods
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Door Sleeve
Refrigerator Shelf Liners
Monster Bake
cold spoon
The Smart Puppy Trainer
skateboard brake
Library Alcohol Collection
A universal screwdriver/allen wrench/bolt wrench. Replaces 90% of your toolbox with a single tool. Also useful for stripped screws.
Solar Lit Ladder
Robotic Fish Tank Scrubber- similar to that of a pool cleaner. Used to clean algae off of fish tank walls, convenient, and saves time.
Ever misplaced power point remote during presentation or put it down to type? App enabled finger ring power point remote with laser pointer.
Wireless Fish Finder/Bobber
Teach your child how to tell time &amp; what it all means with The Tiny Time Watch.
Disinfectant Holder
Automatic Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Razor disposable dual cartridg
Catch it App
Stress-free Jar Lid
Quirky head buds
Longrangewireless Headphones
Stackable cans to save space
Sticky Letters
pcup
Super light portable bike
Listen to music anywhere with suction speaker! Attatch it to a window for a party, mirror in the bathroom for your shower or in your car!
Laptop guard
Salad Bar 2 Go
BOOM!Don't fight OXO! Leave Competition In The Dust! A dustpan w/integrated gel lint rollers for small dirt particles! No Trace left behind!
LytPak
serhat yesil agac
Spring Loaded Trash Can
Air Fort
Knife+Fork+Spoon Combo
Office Chair Bed
Volley Friend
double down doorknob
SKULLY BOARD
Thumking Cap
Baby Buggy Side Parasols
Stealth Mower for small yards
Bring Back my Gargoyles
Scan for Rare Coins
App Enabled device for watering lawns. Control water usage and shut off directly from smart device!
Heat Insulated Cooking Pan
Soul Bottle
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Modern motion sensitive app enabled light, leaving outlet open,casts soft light on floor or converts to flood on wall to highlight artwork.
Soul Water
WINK!!Power when &amp; where you need it! Wireless RF/app controlled lighting (socket Extender) with integrated battery source as back up power.
Portable outlet
FortPills
ZWave Wink Hub enabled sensors
Revised!!!Great for exercise/self defense! Jogging thru parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
RESUB!!Power when and where you need it! Wireless RF controlled lighting (socket Extender) with integrated battery source as back up power.
Quirky Voice Hub
Like shoes? No space to store them? Wedge!!! An over the door shoe hanger/organizer allows you to use any interior door to store more shoes.
NEW!!Mac cover that allows easier opening with one hand! Many suffer from medical conditions that limit mobility. Let's help them out!
Cutting Board Scale
Tater twist
NEW!!!Introducing the iPalette! An iPad case that allows user to relax hands while holding, but still have a firm grip!
2-Way Interactive Dog Fetcher
NEW!!!! A universal clamping device that goes between skateboard deck and wheel trucks to allow for easy install/removal. No tool required.
A light socket extension cord. Allows power from pull chain socket to be extended/controlled within reach as outlet/light switch.
Quirky.com App- Enabled Tool Package Kit...
My Barbie Doll
A fan that fits into the doorway of a front load washing machine, that will eliminate mold/mildew by drying remaining water.
Mattel - A Game for Everyone!
Popcorn Butter Maker Squirter
A Window's Best friend!! Squeegee with a built in power sprayer, mesh covered scrubber, refillable built-in reservior for cleaning solution!
NEW!!Mac cover that allows easier opening with one hand! Many suffer from medical conditions that limit mobility. Let's help them out!
Apple space view appâ€¦
SOCIAL NETWORK HEADPHONES
Telescope for Apple products
Smart Hotel Inside Room Keypad
Navi-Gate Luggage Locator
Q mini portable HD projector
Floss-Ease
A Cooler Caddy that is a saddle bag for wheeled coolers to help organize and transport gear.
Apple TV?
Lost your socks? SOCK-ITUMI the UNIQUE solution: Sock disks AND mat to keep socks together in laundry and drawer. Lose no more! Suggestions?
Fireproof Pod To Escape Fires
file transfer, made cordless...
iPad Station: Dock, 360 spin
Back Window Wiper
The Ultimate Tool Set!
App enabled meat defrosting device - start defrosting so meat will be ready for cooking when you get home.
Scruball
Make Me Happy!
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App-Enabled Bed Warmer
Make Me Happy Board Game
Resub: WINK Dehumidifier!
Ipad lap stand with keyboard.
PILLOW PRETENDER --- Hide Your Jewelry in Plain Sight!
Pet perfect
Sound Track Kids Clock
Drawstring container and playmat for toys with lots of small pieces. Makes clean-up easy for mom and dad!!
Frozen Lazy Susan 4 umbr table
A wifi enabled kitchen scale, that helps monitor calorie consumption and ingredient inventory.
Power Pack
Tidy-Up Tote...drawstring container and playmat for toys with lots of small pieces. Makes clean-up easy for mom and dad!!
wind turbine guard rail
Connected Padlock
A corner LED Task & Ambient light for iPad & iPad mini. Snug & Secure - slips on for easy use. Slip off for easy carry.
caddycup
Kids Fitness Payout Pedometer
New!!!!! Props is doing amazing this season! Let's make another version of Props with a clothes clip instead of a tether!
Cigerette Tube Funnel Filler
NEW!!An iPhone/iPod/iPad case/cover that's made of jewelry grade barbed wire! Couple the delicate nature of device with a tough exterior!!
A device that clips onto your bike and tracks the distance traveled, avg. speed and calories burned.
Ear-Rest for In-ear Headsets
Buggy Buddy
changeable bumper sticker
VEGGIE SPIRALER: Make veggies look like spiral pasta (Ricciolini). Great for those who have gluten free diets.
Truck Apron
Portable soap&water dispenser
Chariot
New!!!!! Props is doing amazing this season! Let's make another version of Props with a clothes clip instead of a tether!
Artist's PALette
BriefDesk
Thomas The Train Sink Caddy
NEW!!!A rechargeable blue tooth speaker that plugs directly into wall. Speaker allows use of outlets &amp; provides USB port and device ledge!
Windproof Garden tablecloths
yachanqui
Shooshitos
An iPhone/iPod/iPad case inspired by lady bug. Wings open revealing storage and become stand!Functionality is core of invention.
Smart Halogen Bulb Replacement
Adjustable Heel
Apps enabled Magnetic Switch
Protect your lung kits
UC RESUB! A measuring cup that allows you to scrape inside/outside of spoon! No more striking sides of cup! Also has a non skid / slip base.
Be A Walking Billboard
Bluetooth Fridge Calendar
Have A Cup Of Tea On Mars! Okay, maybe not on Mars, but with a cute, little Martian! This fun diffuser makes it a cheery, fun cup of tea.
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UC RESUB!!!Spring/gravity opening iPhone case. A protective case that opens with flick of wrist. Use case as handle for phone while talking.
Have A Cup Of Tea On Mars! Okay, maybe not on Mars, but with a cute, little Martian! This fun diffuser makes it a cheery, fun cup of tea.
wipie
Air Fort
Cell Phone Cord Clip
JoyWrap
Chips And Dip Together Forever! No more reaching! Less mess, more variety for dipping and a great-looking party conversation piece too!
Tttt
Safe pet leash
baby bottle saver
Emergency cellphone charger
The popularity of Iced coffee undeniable yet even the "Made For Ice" KCups get watered down.. Let's create a product to fix this!
Smart Profile+App Bath Fan
Car Cup Holder Cooler/Heater
TuneTime-The Smart Kids Clock
MoodRing ATT (MR@)
App-enable Portable Fan Heater
Ice Walkers
CONFIDENTIAL
App-enabled flagpole controlled by a smartphone. Raise and lower your flag from inside.
Interactive Display Cubes
Nuevo Hanger!! Hanger-to-go!!
RESUB!!!!!An iPhone/iPod sports armband that's lighted/glows for visibility at night. Using Q product Signal technology to keep lightweight.
Fridge drawer shelf
USB Laptop Graphics Card Boost
Have a Shaq Attack! App-enabled basketball hoop..Track your progress!
UC RESUB!!Finally pet food management fit for the house. Integrated bowls, scoop, scissor storage. Stop tripping over bowl!Optional lifting.
Folding stairs
EXPANDABLE COOLER!!!! Now instead of having 3 different size coolers why not just one that can be ready for any occasion and just EXPAND!!
NEW!!Penthouse!Bird owners stop getting bird waste all over! Redesigned bird cage will eliminate the projectile poop on the walls and floor!
Clean Feet
Hot Wheels Pump N' Go playset
Seekers
Remoball
SMART Barbie Car
RESUB!!!Ice chests/coolers! Great for picnics,jobsites,tailgating,etc. Who wants to bend over &amp; sort through ice water. Let's Raise the bar!
Stapler with compartment
Grease Bar
The Cord Protector
Pengone?
Selfcase
Coloring Brush/Comb
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NEW!!!!! A modular iPhone/iPad/iPod case! 5 pieces make one case. User mixes and matches accessories as desired!!!!
Colouring Brush
Steamy
Baby sock holders
battre
Softball Practice Pitcher Aid
Where it's at
Drawers for iMac.
yachanqui
Ekeieish
NEW!!!!!An iPhone/iPad/iPod case/cover that is made to appear as a precious gem stones with emerald cut to match the shape of the device!
Ease of mind mat
NEW!!!!iPhone/iPad/iPod/MacBook cover or case inspired by women's high end shoes. Red bottom shoes - Red Back cover/case!!!!
All In One 3d scanner/printer
NEW!Ice chests/coolers are great for picnics,jobsites,tailgating etc. Who wants to bend over &amp; sort through ice water. Let's Raise the bar!
Massage Feet
LED LOVE CLOCK (WATCH VIDEO)
Tummy Stand for iPad
Smart Cooler
The Ultimate Cooler
Lamps with a Charge
SuperBrush
Smart Mailbox
NEW!Raise pet food to you! Integrated bowls,scoop & scissor storage. Finally pet food management fit for the house. Stop tripping over bowl!
Kitchen Cabinet Step Up
#spotsv NEW!!!!!Great for self defense! Jogging through parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
Gyrospin
Monkey Speaks
Cool Cover
Smooth Trim Haircuter
Gorro - glowing blanket
Shelf Organizer
A modular shleving unit that stick and stack together and can be clearly seen with see through plastic bin.
RESUB!!!!Beach towel w/ integrated concealed lockable water proof/resistant pouches. Pillows with slit house and protect devices in pouches.
retractable water hose
#spotsv Re-design of windshield ice scrapers that allow you to lift and lower both wiper blades with scraper from one side of vehicle.
CLEVER PLATE for HEALTHY diet!
Hi
cell
Visualize musical vibration. A color changing LED array attached to your musical instrument will add another dimension to your performance.
NEW!!!!!!!!!An iDevice sports armband that's lighted/glows for visibility at night. Using Q product Signal technology to keep lightweight.
A clothes hanger that spreads clothing items apart either to dry them, or to keep them from getting creased in longer-term storage.
A body/bed heat temperature transmitter and smart control app that turns on your fan, AC or blanket while you sleep.
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iPhone/iPad dock extender lets devices adjust to fit dock. Phones with cases/cover won't fit in docks properly. iPad can sit on phone device
The Turning Tray
Cord Clip
Baby bottle washer
STAY MOBILE IN ANY WEATHER!!! Retrieve and stow away your outerwear: on-the-move, comfortably, and quickly. The NEXT-LEVEL packable
jacket.
The safe lawn mower
A light socket extension cord. Allows power from pull chain socket to be extended and controlled within reach as outlet and light switch.
CasePulse
Pen Paper - Ink
Hand Shaker Alarm
Self-assembly multi-tap
Pivot Power2
my idea is called the Hit For Power it is a product that will help kids of all ages to hit a ball harder and with power.kids will love it.
Dual Action Bicycle Sprocket
A blue tooth enabled necklace(charm)/wristband watch) that works like life alert. It connects directly to caretaker through speaker/mic.
Fish in water
iPhone/iPad dock extender lets devices adjust to fit dock. Phones with cases/cover won't fit in docks properly. iPad can sit on phone device
wSole
Cell phone holder
Bench Buddy
Socks Are Hot! Who's Stealing Your's?The solution: SOCK-ITUMI:Sock disks AND mat to keep socks together in laundry and drawer. Lose no more!
Cover for shoes
Where Do Socks Go? The dryer ate it? The solution: SOCK-ITUMI:Sock disks AND mat to keep socks together in laundry and drawer. Lose no more!
Fast-Nails
LOSING YOUR SOCKS? The dryer ate it? The solution: SOCK-ITUMI:Sock disks AND mat to keep socks together in laundry &amp; drawer.$$$ IN THE
BANK!
The TWO-FER Pitcher! Holds two different beverages,two separate pitchers...Inspired by DUO! Detachable, no-spill! Need your input!
COLLAPSIBLE Beach Sand Toys
A new bro or sis for CLOAK and CLOAK 2? Let's have fun with iPad/iPad2 tablet stands!4-way adjust,customizable rock solid construction stand
Measuring Salt n Spices Shaker
Wire/Wireless Mouse
Let Me Change Colors!
rounded modular track lighting unit using LEDs
CoolOven Cookware Line
Why isn't DESK tape dispensed the same way as packing tape?
Large Silicone Oven Bag
Glass Clips
Hamilton Solar Saver
Batteries w/Dash Replenishment
Heated Spoon to keep your coffee, tea and soup, hot. Heat up baby food on the go. Camping: quickly heat up food. Great for Dorm Use.
A measuring cup that bottoms out. Stop pouring out your ingredients, just press and release from bottom of cup.
3d Logo Design
Shoes cover
Pocket Pickets
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Power when and where you need it! Wireless RF controlled lighting (socket Extender) with integrated battery source as back up power.
Perfect Hanger
Light bag
Vulcan Fire Pro
Beer Belly Belt Clips
BEWARE App
A bird mirror with a recorder built into it with a motion detector. This will give your bird the repeating message you want him to learn.
NEW,IMPORVED CAR SUNSHADE!! Get Complete Shade Coverage For The Entire Front OF Your Car. New SUNSHADE Keeps Seats and Seat Belts
Shaded.
Disposable Baby Onesies for new borns. New Moms in the hospital or at home,can go though a lot of clothes in one day.
EverBloom Fresh Air Night Ligh
My idea is for dogs and cats, a Item that would be made of soft material to hold a animal secure, so shots and meds can be administered.
Zollstock
ladder jack
Universal l.e.d light onremote
PowerCurl Caddy
Child-Safe Stove Knob Lock
Solar eClipse
Sanitizing/Warming Towel Bar
Armchair for shoulders
Expanding garbage can liner. Expands and contracts by push of a button (lever) allowing for easy removal of garbage bag within modern can.
FingerPrint Security Entrance
Don't Run Out Of Juice! Recharge electronics on-the-go with THE SOLAR GO! the jacket powered by the sun. Just charge it! Suggestions wanted.
Sclaw
Modern Cleaning Bottles
The Cooler with Skis
FlexiMess
Storing shoes in an efficient manner is a horrible task. This concept makes it simple and allows easy retrieval. Adjustable hinge rack.
Magnetic External Antenna Set
Boat Cover with Magnets
Laptop Projection
FLY BOARDING BARBIE
Wireless Network Baby Monitors
Tipsy Outdoor Drink Holder
Bracelet Buds
Cleaning hard water stained vases/burned coffee pots with narrow openings is now easy! It's all in the bag! Work smarter not harder!
Radiant heat not quite warming the room up fast enough for you? Why not add a slim fan to your radiator to help subtly push the warm air.
Wire-tear free charger
A re-design of current windshield ice scrapers that allow you to lift and lower both wiper blades with scraper from one side of vehicle.
Ever misplaced power point remote during presentation or put it down to type? Wireless finger ring power point remote with laser pointer.
Disposable paper toilet seat cover on roll. Travel &amp; commercial use. Travel in plastic tube dispenser &amp; commercial roll like tissue roll.
Personalized lunchbag. As people's interests change their gear can too. A lunchbag/box with a clear plastic post card sized pocket outside.
findstick
Change the design of all slow cooker/crock pots from now on! Built into body of crock pot(recessed)are a spoon/fork, spoon rest/lid cradle.
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A chip clip that clips multiple bags of chips with a built in sliding retractable bag cutter. All in one clip can hold/cut up to 4 bags.
Lets improve Thor, the Quirky ice scraper by adding grooves to allow user to raise/lower wiper without hands. Also make compact &amp; add brush.
iPhone / iPod Touch Mounting Strap
How do you know its time for your child to move from crib to toddler bed? Most find out when child has fallen after climbing out of crib.
FlexiMess
Self-propelled EMR capsule
Petite Sweets
the liquid wreath
Multiple Copy/Paste Buttons
Barcoded recipes
Blockr
Senator Barbie
Save those still at home! App-enabled Natural Gas, Smoke, &amp; Carbon Monoxide Detector-Have your smartphone alert you while away!
100% trust build by 1 app.
BBQ SEASON IS HERE! And so are the Bugs! A BBQ Serving Tray with a sliding lid. Keep your food on the table but, Bugs away from your food!
An Expanding Hot/Cold Cup -Goes from 8oz to 16oz. very simply pull twist and lock. Stop buying diffrent sized cups.
Mic for recording heartbeat
StudyPen
The Ultimate Brush/Comb. A Hairbrush with comb hidden in the brush handle. Just press to release the comb.
Portable Hair Microscope
The Non-skid Shower Tote is a turning organizer with built-in pockets and detachable non-skid floor panels to prevent falling in the shower.
A mirror that will take your picture and send it to your cell phone or computer. See what you actually look like front or back.
Rear View Mirror Phone Mount
A Net that clips under a refridgerator shelf. Made for fruits and veggies so they dont bruise as fast as they would on a shelf or in a draw.
Vacuum Cleaner Attachment
The Ultimate Mouth Cleaner is a 4-in-1 toothbrush with a removable toothpaste tube, a floss spool, and a rubber brush seal.(Patent Pending
The Ultimate Mouth Cleaner is a 4-in-1 toothbrush with a removable toothpaste tube, a floss spool, and a rubber brush seal.(Patent Pending
Hanging Flower Planter
Tilting Light Bulb
Laser Distance/Length Measurer
Kindle Elephant Ears
App-enabled device that turns a faucet on for a certain amount of time, and also turns the water off. Water your lawn from a distance!
MudSock
App-enabled device monitors the light being on in a refrigerator. If on a few minutes, a text will be sent, meaning that the door is open.
Waterproof Speaker/Remote
Vegan Bacon Oils
CHEMICAL SAFE CONTAINERS.
5 Gal. Water Cooler Adapter
App Tender Vendor Buttons
The Invisible pocket! A pocket you can place anywhere from inside of clothes. Carry your money-Credit cards-keys. Heavy duty magnetic pocket
Weightlifters, avoid injury . Balance weights with a handy electronic level sensor wrapped around the barbell. No more awkward reps.
Gravity Driven Generator
Foldable sink... you always need water when you are preparing a party outside and you do not want to miss it by rushing in the kitchen
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KIDS HELP ME APP
UniAdvisor
Warmeo Nut Basket
Sponge for washing back. Sponge frame can be easily attached to the wall with suction cups. Sponges are easy to replace with fabric fastener
WORKOUT BRACELET
The Umbilicord
Warmeo Fireplace Heat Fan
breath light
I C ME Mirror
Shark Sightings App
WINK - Live Ticker Box #wink
Mount Smartphones Anywhere
Picky Coaster.
Touch Mirror Smart Display
Electric Ice Pack
Vortex turbine
No more crazy blinds!
Clip on Photo Lens with App
Mount iPad / Tablets Anywhere
Fresh Feet
Brown Sugar Box. Container to hold brown sugar and a side compartment for bread, rice, marshmallow or other item to balance the moisture.
A Computer Monitor AC Unit.
Transfer Bookshelf for Kids
Home Depot Simple Bath Fan
Never again discover that there is no toilet paper in the bathroom while using the toilet. This device alerts you with a beep-beep sound.
WinkBot - Your Smartest Friend
Atom
"Intelligent Desk Lamp"
The Power Trip
App enabled Alarm Band
Smart Medicine and Pill Keeper
Blindstop
Diaper Change Station
Wireless Charging Stand
Flower Sprout
POCKET CLOUD - Wink Hard Drive
Milk Jug Spout
Smartphone Polaroid
Universal Magnetic Power Cord
Indra - Door/Roof Rain Guard
Shoe insert like no other
A comfy bathrobe meant to carry your toiletries and dorm keys to the shower each morning.
Caring Pack Tape
"Water-Track Sprinkler"
Lighted ladies razor
Easy Hang
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Smart Baby Diaper
Selcastick belt
Cry Baby (Baby car seat pad)
Breakfast drawer for your fridge.This drawer will hold the main ingredients,EGGS,BACON &amp; green onion,it clicks easy under the existing shelf
#NAME?
The Recipe Caller
KUBIROCKS
Ultimate fridge bottle rack.This is mounted inside fridge!wall!.which will save lots of space.Each rack slot is detachable to fit any fridge
Sheep count projector
the lid
FridgeCam
Doggy Window Guard
Headphones with zipper or zip lock bag &amp; plug in bigger speakers!extra plug adapter to plug it in other types of device's so it's universal.
Smart Phones Charger
Spatula
feminine2
Smart Glasses
A CORRECTION PEN with WHITE-OUT-TAPE. This is very good for school kids. no drying time. Correct it &amp; write Quickly, get things done faster
Jupiter: Kid iPad Air Case
Tailgate 'n Tent
Thera Swimmer
WordRem
Learn, Create
OnTheGoToys
Magic Reminder Rings'
Deck Station
USB Christmas Tree Ornaments
The Vent-Aerator
Swivel Clasp Safepin. Secures thick, bulky,and dense fabrics. A pin for "Sizable" jobs. Multiuse. Working prototype. See photos. Thank you.
Socks Point
Ultra thin robot vacuum.
cell hand
Flexible Car Transport Device
'Cheap Home Doors Tracker'
Dashing Multy Power Sockets
Shopping Cart Caddy
TapWater clean+ ready to drink
Interactive Phone Projector
blah blah
((( POP UP ANCHORS! )))built in the phone case for easy storage of you'r headphones &amp; the phone case looks FLAT when ANCHORS are not in USE.
Slider Reminder
One side write's other side correct's.This is very good for school.no dry time.Correct it write Quickly,Isn't that the point!faster!
CoolSoup
((((( HAPPY EASTER EVERYONE )))) A turn-table like PLAY-STATION that allows the EASTER EGG to be PAINTED while it dries without mess-ups
)))
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Breakfast drawer for your fridge.This is a drawer that holds the main ingredients for breakfast.This will click under the existing shelf.)))
Ultimate fridge bottle rack.This is mounted inside fridge!wall!.which will save lots of space.Each rack slot is detachable to fit any fridge
Multipurpose AUTO RETRACTABLE HEADPHONES, on you'r headphone case
Headphones with zipper or zip lock bag &amp; plug in bigger speakers!extra plug adapter to plug it in other types of device's so it's universal.
Split Wood Keeper
A turn-table like play-station that allows the easter egg to be painted while it dries without mess-ups.
Ping Pin
Workplace laser tag game
can am spyder kids power whee
Hot Cup
Laser Security For Consumers
SynciT
Shovels where u push snow/dirt onto shovelhead that lets u press a button on the handle &amp; have snow/dirt flung off for u from shovel.
Cooling Suit
Flash
Helios
SocksHandler
Flavor Naturale' Drinks
The Closet Cubby
Wink enabled Emergency System
Nimbus With Projection Ticker
Hive Mind Pool Cleaner
HandWarmer vs PaperCoffeeCup
Smart Light Bulb
App-En Thermal Camera WinkEG
fireproof candle tumbler
Zen/Smart Stones (Quirky + GE)
One piece stylish portable Djun drum stand that allows it to quickly change from ballet to barrel style during the show w/no damage to drum.
Wink app controlled Jacuzzi
ÐžÑ„Ð¸ÑÐ½Ð¾Ðµ ÐºÑ€ÐµÑÐ»Ð¾ Ñ Ð³Ð°Ð¼Ð°ÐºÐ¾Ð¼
Light it!
Smart Rain Sensor
Smart Tires WINK
electronic paper map
Spotter upgraded (spotter II)
digital wreath
Car Door Stopper
Pic stick
Open close woodfire oven
Supreme Court Barbie
Mic and Ear
Clip N Seal
Timeline
Portable Disco Fx
Mitt'em Sweatshirt
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Amazing Talking Mug
Broccoli Kosher
Quick Change Picture Frame
CUBE Washing Machine WINK
4 in 1 iPhone cover
Read-Pal
Secure & Store Extension Cord
No Snoop Stickies
Pet Excretion Alarm System
Rechargeable Iron
Multi Thermometer *App-enabled
Kitchen Measurement Calculator
Smart Sleep
Pill Purse
sfwareg
An all in one solution for gift wrapping! Dispense wrapping paper &amp; accessories from this unique container, then fold it up &amp; store it flat!
Target Shot Bot
TOTO: 3-in-1 swivel lens kit
Saw horse with rollers
Food/Appetizer Filling Stuffer
back hands
"Building rod"
App Enabled O2 Tank/Monitor
Electric Food Poacher - Set The Temperature, Set The Timer - Gently Poach Veg, Meat, Fish In Water Or Oil And Get Perfect Results
Little Reminders
Rotating shower ball
Selfie
Inf
Shower Wall Hair Catcher
Baby Crib Monitor/Escape Alarm
Magnifying Clip For Tools
In shoe UV light cleanser
YourGarageCarWasher
TV Tray Coffee Table
Tape Measure Holder
Poppy Wink Air Fresheners
In shoe mouse
No mess umbrella
Caterpillar-Accordian chopper
Blanket Holders For Dryer
Portable Table Generator
*WINK* Car Window Defroster
Aviator
Safety Buckle Assist
APP Enabled Desk
Ovie Grip
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Cruiser
Bubble Trampoline
Pop Out Pill Box
Shower &amp; Tub Safety
Hands free smartphone holder
Litter Catcher
iTeddy as kids today want more interactive toys why not combine the old school teddy bear/stuffed animals with a iphone/ipad/ipod dock.
Co2H2o Co2 Cooled Water Bottle
One Knob To Rule Them All
HeadCase - A Unique Lego Piece
Wink TV Device + IR Rec/Trans
Maroc Pot
Elderly Patient Aid via Lights
Neto - GE Lighting
Moroc Pot - Smart Appliances
Moroc - Connected Appliances
PeepShoe - Run and Have Fun
Future of Entertainment
Duty
Ravi - GE Lighting
Mimic - GE Lighting
8-Bit - Design Your Cake
UBottle
Flood - GE Lighting
Solar Charging Blinds
Brush. Suck. Repeat.
Pivot Nimbus.
Ipad Car seat Back pack. Provides a lower display for a child, in a more natural desktop fashion. Instead of up high by the head rest.
The Ice Cream Saver
ss
Self Cleaning Pool Skimmer
WATCH Dog
machine Ã soupe
Holiday Light &amp; Music Shows are Awesome! Lets make a toy for kids to do the same kind of show on a smaller scale inside the home!
Lite Night
Freeze
HeadCase
Cruiser
Trampoline Sprinkler
Sync - Enhance Your Experience
Garden Hose Golf Course
Touch Speaker Shower Head
Quick Brick
Groot Inspired Planter - Video
Dancing Flower Pot w/MoodBoard
The Beetle Light w/ Mood Board
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Never drop your cell phone again with the PHONE TAIL, wrap your finger around the tail and no more accidental drops!
Small Hanging Light with Cover
Handy Light Source
Wink Alerting Pathway Lights
Slim Protected Hanging Light
Wink Adjustable Light Socket
Mocubo XL
APPLE WATCH CAMERA
Glow-in-the-dark printer ink
Standing Pivot Power
A app that can control the thermostat in your home.
Add security, space saving, storage and organization to your room with a door mounted locker that attaches to most doors.
Allergic Reaction Medical Alert System With Bracelets To Hand Out To Children Who Need Them At School
The Camping Buddy - Toilet Paper Holder Light - A Light For When You Have To Go!
SMART CAR DEFROSTER / WARMER
SMART CAR DEFROSTER / WARMER
NichoShop
A Better Mole Trap
Sparkling Fresh Flavors Soda
TOOL KICKSTAND
Automatic Corset
BUNK! A Trunk that is also a bed. (Resubmit)
THE TOOL KICKSTAND
Sound amplifier
High Sleeper Nightstand
flat iron re-imagine
Moms Mods
EZap
Cell Hand
Necklaces that Project Images on the Skin.
Save Your Blinds From Cats! A small and adjustable curtain that attaches to your existing blinds to prevent your cats from ruining them.
Have an emergency while hiking in the mountains and no cell reception? Deploy this antenna booster on a weather balloon.
Add flare and ambiance to your wine glass and your special occasion. The wine light serves as a charm while softly illuminating your glass.
Getting quality goods
Warm Up Feet
Hot Wheels FLAMING Streamers
The Silo Pitcher gives the Perfect Pour - Serves exactly 8 ounces every time you pour a drink. Same concept as Silo, but for Liquid! Resub
A light for inside of showers - Either a shower caddy with a light, or one you can attach to the shower head. More light in the shower!
RESUB - Pots &amp; Pans that pop up &amp; collapse. Expandable, Self Measuring, Portion Control Cookware for Chefs who value space in their shelves!
Ultimate Hot Dog Gift Set = Cyclone + Octopus Hot Dog Maker + Hot Dog Cutter. Bring Your Hot Dogs To Life! Great For Kids!
Hot Spring Home
Adjustable Putting Green
Magnetic Door Stopper
Introducing the KatKondo! The ultimate environment for your finicky feline with a modern touch.
Cell Hand
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A side-kick connector that lets me keep my mobile right next to my MacBook Pro, attached via USB with the USB cord reduced to the max.
Octopus Hot Dog Maker RESUB
Toothpaste stand / rack
Compacting Trash Can For The Kitchen - Crushes your trash then drops it into can. Works like a mop wringer. No Special Bags, Less Trips Out.
RESUB with PROTOTYPE - The Pet Blocker! Helps prevents pets from running out when a visitor arrives. Install next to door, nothing on door.
A Plug-In Laser Toy for your Pet. No batteries needed! Keep your pets entertained with pre-programmed laser patterns! RESUB
Half-a-bask
POPPY Tampon and TP Dispenser
To All Wine Enthusiasts! Everything you need to clean your Stemware with this convenient 3 piece glass brush washing kit!
Interactive Childrens Placemat
Co2 Icecap
Overcast
Privacy Webcam Sliding Clip
Luxurious Spa Bath Therapeutic Lounger to provide heat therapy and ultimate relaxation.
Automatic C-clamp -VIDEOSuction Candles
Wall Mounted Induction Charger
Smart Button Door Knobs
Co2H2o
Refuel w/ Temperature Monitor
Stovetop with Portable Pods
Co2 Ice Packs / Freezer Blocks
Item Locator
Cardboard Challenge Wink Heatr
Wood Veneered or Leather Box with modular storage system. The interior has containers of varying sizes that hold your most precious items.
Portable Table:table/laptop/keyboard stand that turns and be used with 3 projections or folded down and be portable. Great organizer's tool!
WINK Voice Recognition LISTER
Dual monitor image device
Fiber Optic interwoven clothes
Christmas Block Party
Wink Ceiling / Wall Speakers
Wink Enabled Christmas Wreath
One Touch Coffee
WINK Motorized Speaker Housing
WINK Motorized Light Housing
Musical Laser Light String
The Lightbulb Chair
Bricker
Sensor Window Mold Killer Fan
Brainwave Coding
Target Sprinkler Game
Splitbeam
Brickups - with Prototype
Folding Wink Space Heater
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Versatile Wink Wall Heater
Step s Tool Box
Drone w/ Interchangeable Parts
Homemade Tater Tot Maker
Empty bottles and cans take up too much space! The Quirky "Krusher" will solve this problem. Safe and easy for anyone to use.
Smart Leaf Blower Robot
Refrigerator Air Exchanger
iclock
There is no excuse for Dirty Finger Nails! Keep your nails clean with Quirky "Nail Toolz". Keep it in your purse or your pocket.
Math &amp; Science Boxing Lessons
Wink TV
Wink Bluray Media Center
Bubbler Toilet Keeps Clean
Sensor Activated Occupied Sign
Speech LED Sign
Sensor Activated OccupancySign
Transforming Lawn Mower
Stowables For Desk+ Spices
Walker Wink Enabled Dog Leash
Notify
My idea is a remote controlled air powered flying toy that can do barrel rolls, spins, and dives.(See my New Animation)
Notice - Text Light Bulb
Speech Rec Smart Alarm Clock
Wink Voice Command Center
360 Laptop Carousel
Window Condensation Killer
Regular Doorknob Innovation
Connected Walking Stones
Guitar stand built in speaker
Trailer saftey
shani
Zen Bath + Shower Version 2
Save The Hummingbirds @AnnaMom
Birder: Facial Rec Bird Feeder
Communicator with Safety Check
Headphone Plus Music Player
Wink Relay Style Home Phone
Wink Outdoor Power Outlet
Trax - The Toy Tracker
Mocubo XL
Wink Outdoor Power Strip
Relay Style Microwave
Missing pen.
Homemade Tater Tot Roller
Travel Sleep Sounds
polo neck headphone
Shake - Men's Tote
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SOUNDBOARD
Virtual Remote Control Unit
TVs mounted behind 18 wheelers
Portable Earpiece Cleaner
Sliding Multi-Outlet Converter
Easy Cleaning Vase. Easily change the water and clean the plants. Unscrew the bottom and drain through holes or unplug a hole in the bottom.
A pen that can copy what you wrote down especially notes and print with an app.
Coffee cup with sugar holder
Blotting iPAD â€“ Keep your info
contribute to make life easier for the visually impaired :application assist the visually impaired in their movements in the city.
LoudSilence
Magic Drying Hair Pin/Comb
Dog Control feeding device
Color Changing Belt
HOT TOP, Keeps food warm/hot..
Keyring Cable Lock
Backpack Hair Dryer
Window Fridge
Glove Extenders
Float Time
Automated Screen Pivot
Quirky - Tether - NEW TYPE Save Your Bavarian Weiss Beer Glas Holder not for wine glass but for Bavarian Weiss Beer Glas
Smart Toilet Paper
Retracting Shower Rod
VR Complete
Toaster Space Saver
Hide-a-Key Doorbell
No more measuring! This all-in-one picture hanging tool is easy-to-use.
Barbeque Cooking Camera App
Hypersonic Dog Toys
Compact, wall mounted, cordless, hand-held vacuum for bathroom with decorative storage case.
Water Sanitizing Neti Pot
Non Lethal Defensive Vest
Home Grocery Monitor
Hot glue stick, hot glue gun in stick form. Portable! Save time, space, energy! Great for much needed quick fixes on the go!
A Better Ice Scraper
Snowskate: Upgrade Your Board
Solar Charging Glove
Smart Stress Ball
FIFO Laundry Hamper - allows you to remove and clean oldest clothes first
Toddler Sleep EZ Car Seat
KNEELING PAD WITH FOLD-OUT POCKET STORAGE: Keep all your gardening supplies together in this handy tool organizer/kneeling pad.
Variable Length Ratchet
NFC enabled Garden Stake set
The Safety Remote Cover
Quirky Snowmaker
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Dry Toes
Remot Controlled Bag
Bathroom Fan Dehumidifier
Solid cooking spoon converts to slotted cooking spoon with slide of a switch! Two cooking spoons in one!
App Based Alarm Clock / radio
SMART GUARD...Control Splatter
Electronic Profile Gauge
Remote Vitals Monitor and Log
Bluetooth Headphones from Afar
Travel vibrating booties
Bath Alert
Microcosm Gym Bag
The Fill Easy. Measuring devices built into kitchen appliances.
Simplest Tape Dispenser
Learn better, smarter, greener and faster. It's every folder, pencil, pen, voice recorder, laptop and textbook rolled into one.
DriveSafe: Radar for your Car
Multi Fan
Voice Recognition Headphones
GymPack:Take Your Gym Anywhere
Self cleaning car mat eliminates the need to vacuum your car as often. A two tiered system that filters out sand and debris keeps car neat.
GyroMug: No more spills.
I think a dog or cat pedometer would be a great idea to track how much activity your pet gets during the day.
coffee quickin
Backlit Surge Protector/outlet
Yog-o-mat
SPHEREVOLTAIC
celphone clip
Universal Charging Box
product 0910
Mattel TempO
Food Cutter
The push broom is great for cleaning areas of crud, but what if it actually had some built in side walls so you keep what you sweep.
Hot Wheels High Seas
Testing testing testing
phone controlled hot wheels
Food Cutter - Patent Pending
Travel toilet seat
Ratcheting belt with quick release and snap on buckle.
Saad
Manual food and drink warmer
Smart Water Bottle
Microwave and stove cleaning made easy - finally!
GREAT GRATE
Blow-up, floating "bean bag toss" with weighted bags, that double as diving toys.
instant post
Wink mini surge protector.
Solar Outdoor Shower
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Smart Sprinkle
Beach Bug BGone.
Warm Your Sprinkler
trapea y barre facil
Do not disturb indicator
Moving? SlideRider Accessory
Automatic rural mailbox
Iceberg Cooling Glass
Folding Suitcase Scooter
Pop-A-Spout
Hands free InEar canal earbuds
Bandits with clamps
wallet shield
Animated Pumpkin Pail
Mutchup
CharginStressBallKeychain
Wheelskies
WifI Extender on Door
WINK WIFI EMS/PD radio Scanner
Carobot
[+] Mattel - Under Siege [+]
Intuitive Exercise Buddy
laundry protector
Cluster Fruits Holder
Dog Mister
The List
A Handyman Multitool!
Easy Paint Nails
Kitty Litter Sifter
Organize Your Bag App for Moms
RugZeat
Easy cut pillow
oHeadphones
sit and weight
Zbudzz
Cat Coop
Mom-Buds
Smart Stovetop/Oven
Storage Helper
A 12" disc of sticky material (similar to Sticky Hands toys) for cleaning records.
A Wall Mounted Power Hub that also serve as a Stand. No more tangled cables!
A Handyman Multitool! A slimline package of the most common household tools. Check photos of design and the traditional tools it replaces.
Smart LED
We see it everyday, On the news, We read about it. Missing Child!! Not anymore. This product could save a life.
A laptop Organization Station. a lockable hang-able laptop station with built in speakers. Great For College or home.
Wink - Programmable Sign
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Do you have several boxes that were just taking up space? Check out BoxSnaps? Reusable, collapsible, portable and expandable boxes.
Interactive Toy
Dust Mop + broom for counters
Zone Toss
Car Air Safety System
Rain Coil
Ear wave
The Receiver
ez cords
Smart Odors Cube #Katie
Gen-Bike
razor blade
Auto-Dip
Pluggy USB C,USB Ports
Smart electric pressure cooker
No pressure knee pillow
Face Spray (combat oil/sweat)
Apple Watch Camera Band
FRESH-SOLES..
Peace Rock
(Resub) Hinged Cable Adapter that Works with All Electronic Connectors
FlySnap
Customized Story Book
Targetz
!!Harnesses with strap together!! Always having to locate your dogâ€™s leash and collar (or harness) every time you want to take them out.
Lantern Beats
iPhone Case with Collapsible Shoulder Rest
Where Did I Park?
iPhone 6+ Anti-Bending Case
iSense
Desktop Computer Mouse for use by Righties and Lefties
PlayPlex
Splitbeam
Nailed
Cell Phone Case with Built-In Alarm
Beam
Wink 16.4 oz Propane Meter
The Scroll Strainer V2
Analog Digital Compati Hub
buz notes
Teflon Nails
Hair Dryer Filter Tear-Offs
iPhone Charging Holder Case
The Pop & Chop slices your limes, opens your beer, lets you strain out any seeds and conceals a handy ice pick for zombie defense.
iRing
iPhone tools for Switch. Give people a reason to buy Switch instead is Swiss.
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Mirrors for your Backpacks
Under eye massager
FunBikez
Go Pouch
SCHEMAGNETS
TOTE Bottle INSERT
Greeter
Emergency Multipurpose Polybag
Squirrel Bridge + Bird Feeder
KISS Method of Food Dating
Cooler w/ Foot Pedal Lifter
Wink Hybrid Lawn Mower
Phone/Camera Pole w/ LED Light
Ceiling Fan + Bathroom Fan
A tanning shield that would allow you to get bronzed all-over at the beach or pool, without being subjected to the leers of nosy neighbors.
Extend
Craze
A stylish Laser Pen for Pets with a Charger. RESUB w/ Changes
Mowatron
Bluetooth Luggage Lookout
Luggage With Locks Anti Theft
Itâ€™s time for a new Keyboard
Pivot Power Pickup Line Ext.
Flex Reading Light w/ Speaker
Flexible Light w/ Speaker V2
Put Your Food on Display! A Serving Bowl with Clip-on Mini-Skewers. Skewers clip on the lip of the bowl making an awesome ring of food!
Flexible Work Light BT Speaker
Rug with Light-Up Borders! This futuristic addition to your home will make your neighbors jealous!
Show off your Food! A bowl for dip that allows Toothpicks to be inserted in the Rim of it.
Cable saver
The Light Up Cat Rug - Entertain your cats while you're away - Lights stop and go in the rug, enticing cats to follow and play.
Quirky Pranks! A line of devices meant to prank your friends and family with. Not your simple whoopie cushions!
A Hands-Free Tablet / Ipad Mount for a Walker. Useful for long waits at the clinics.
Cordless Caulking Airsoft Gun
Target Sprinkler Game
Innovation for Food Processor
iPhone Case with Collapsible Shoulder Rest
App Enabled Glass Break Sensor
Pegboard of Iphone cases- lots of holes and ton of options. Push lock fasteners lets you clip anything on any point on the iphone case.
The LED multi-light
Sun shade for your seat
Beam
QuikClean
#Nevwet used in the manufacture of Tents.
Julgi - Hand soap dispenser
STUNTZEE. More Action More Fun
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Translation Context
Two Piece Dress
U.S.CoastalReverseOsmosisPlant
Connected Hotel Door Locks
iValve
Smart Shower Wifi Interface
Bucket Seat + Sifter for 5 Gal
Smart Hand Sanitizer Dispenser
The Smartest Back Massage EVER
Cool A Can of Beer In Seconds!
Smart Fire Sprinkler System
Wink Home Connected Door Knobs
Smart Stove Hood
Shower Caddy w Razor Sharpener
Dog Carrier With Pull Out Ramp
Take the AutoStir and convert it to a AutoPopper!!! No more uneven popcorn cooking in the microwave!
Window Bridge!Ever have to run an extension cord through a window and there is a gap letting air and bugs into your house? This will fix it!
Smartphone Radar Gun Add-On
A iPhone case that uses fiber optic tubes or edge lit plastic to change the color of it using the display light or border app from Quirky
(resubmit)Spice It!Lets create a fresh spice maker.Take a dehydrator and a coffee grinder and make it one device to create a spice producer
H2Cool - A Juicer, Juice and Water Pitcher in one... Enjoy a tastier juice or a refreshing water with one cold pitcher...
Itâ€™s a glove that keeps you from cutting your fingers off while using a saw or other cutting tool. Made with small titanium links.
Microwave Using Two GE Patents
Child friendly Shopping Cart
Smart Multi-View TV w/ Audio
Smart Easy Bake Oven
Multi Audio For Multi-View TV
Luminous
Auto Drip Catching Paint Brush
Pet Dish Also Holds Treats
Wink Bluetooth Home Controller
Auto Fondant Maker Shaper
Hinged Drip Stop Vine
App-Enabled Easy Bake Oven
Drip Stop Vine
3D Home All In One Printer
The Smartest Foot Massage EVER
Wink Driveway Alert Sensor
Chicken Fat Cutting Tool
A rechargeable Laser Pen for playing with your pets. No batteries to change! When not in use it would sit on a charger. Point, Play, Charge!
Wink Relay Door Lock
New Twist off cap bottle opener with square top to give it leverage and cone shaped bottom to accommodate different size bottles.
Smart Universal Cabinet Locks
Relay Style Refrigerator
Homemade Tater Tot Maker
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Ergonomic do it yourself Preschool My first ride on, inspire by Fastcodesign ingenious kids seat.
Smile-at-camera
3D Printer Scanner Painter
Can Gripping Strainer
YIH Bag - "Yes It's Here" Imagine bringing your closet when you travel...&amp; your clothes for the day is just a pocket away ready to wear.
Wink Outdoor Power Spike/Strip
Smart Alarm Clock (Like Relay)
DIRECT
Zen Bath, Zen Shower
Wink Home Connected Door Knobs
Ice Cream Float Food Storage
BrickUps
Confetti Blasting Gift Bows
Wink Electric Tea Kettle
Smart Automatic Air Fresheners
Smart Telescope
Minimized Folding Pet Gate that prevents pets from leaving. 2nd Design from me for this problem.
A Vine Extension
App-Enabled Foot Massager - Control The Program From Your Phone - Modes, Heat, Infrared and More! Also Could Massage Legs, Arms, Etc.
Dreamcatcher - At The Push Of A Button Voice Record Dreams And Thoughts - Sends Them Directly To Your Email In Text Form. USB Slots Too!
Smart Stove / Oven Range
The Dust Sucker - After you sweep, use this non-motorized dust pan vacuum - Uses simple suction.
Headphone Wear
The foldable/expandable wet & dry rack. This rack can hang vertical or horizontal to fit your needs.
ArmBouy
Bath Donut
fold up phone projector
Glow Knobs
POPPY SmartMop
Get a Grip
A pool pillow with music! Tan in comfort and style with all your favorite songs playing.
ShoeClez! Foot Design to clean corners both in &amp; out of your shoe. Remove smelly odor shoes with Precision &amp; confidence. Sneakers, boots etc
The sock ball was created to keep socks together in the washer and dryer. The ball allows you to open/close using a zipper or drawstring.
coffee quickin
PASSWORD LOCKBOX - Don't rely on technology alone to secure your internet usernames and passwords
Hotel medicine lock box
cell phone sun shield
STEAM BAG OPENER - Stop burning yourself with hot steam &amp; water. This tool is used to Grip, Steam, Pour and Serve your meal safely.
Open Car/Home Window App alert when bad weather approaches. A sensor with a weather app that will always keep your car and home dry.
USB Webcam to IPCAM Device
Reusable Six Pack Rings
Stowables For Spices
Stowables Mini
Splitbeam
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Suction Cup Dog Bone Holder
HandEcleaN
Sport Ribbons
A book stand attached the armrest of a chair, which can be adjusted through joints, and tightened with screw-in pegs.
SPOON GO BOOM SQUIRREL FLINGER
Quirk+GE voice activated bulb
Food Chair Stand
Yard Stick Ruler
Snack Pack
3D Printer + Regular Printer
Luggage Tracker
Wheel Warmer
A Portable Word Scanner Device Linked to Amazon or Ebay That Will Give The User Instant Prices - Scan the Book's Title Instead of Barcodes.
4-in-1 Robotic Lawn Mower
Remote Controlled Toys Controlled with your Hands - Inspiration: XBox Kinect / Samsung Smart TVs
Cooler w/ Foot Pedal Lifter
Fitpad
SPORKFOLIO - COUNT YOUR SPOONS
Self-Standing Lids
App Enabled Driveway Alert
Microwaveable Hot Food Lids
Spoon Toy For Cross-Eyed Cats
Smart Home Emergency Lights
Prevent Overfeeding With An Interactive Dry Food Cat Feeder!
Show off your Food! A bowl for dip that allows Toothpicks to be inserted in the Rim of it.
a gps for a store
Perfect Paws
The S4 Glow - A Light Up Fiber Optic Case for the Galaxy S4! Lights Up When Someone Calls! Changes Colors!
Fondant Maker
Did Jimmy Walk The Dog Today?
All In One Family Bracelets
Robot Lawnmower w/Detac Handle
Chess Board Docking Station for Ipad / Iphone. Play, See and Hear Your Opponent From Around The World! Checkers and More! Chess Roulette!
Main Generator w Portable Pods
Generator w/ Break Away Pods
SwitchVac Version Lawnmower
My Galaxy S4 is NAKED! I Need a Custom Case For It! PEGIT for the Galaxy S4 - Trade out colors and more! Make it!
Retrofit Trail For Treadmills
My Galaxy S4 is NAKED! A Case for the Galaxy S4 that holds cards, ID and also wraps up Earbuds! An S4 Folio!
Telescope Links To Planetarium
Drip Lip
3-In-1 Bathroom Towel Rack - Hand Dryer, Blow Dryer, Warming + Drying Towel Rack.
My Galaxy S4 is NAKED! A "Pegit" style case for the Galaxy S4 that has a Stylus and a Stand on the back.
My Galaxy S4 is NAKED! A Protective Case With A Pivoting Stand on the Backside for the Samsung Galaxy S4! Also Holds Your Credit Cards!
My Galaxy S4 is NAKED! The Crossover is WONDERFUL for the Iphone - Let's Make It for the NEW Galaxy S4 Smartphone!
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The Garden Weeder Tarp - Take the Weeds, but Leave the Dirt Behind!
IMP CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS - Send A Picture Directly To Your Mom's Ornament From Anywhere In The World!
App-Enabled Smart Extension Cords - Name Each Slot, Lock Them, Monitor Power, Add Timers and More!
A Moving Mirror or Magnifying Glass Type Device That Moves On It's Own - Put In Window - Pets Chase The Moving Natural Light On The Ground.
App-Enabled Halloween Decorations! They Move At Your Command! Scare The Bejesus Out of People!
Portable Backup Charger
Greeter
Fingerprint tsa luggage locker
Animal condoms are an invention to promote safe sex, prevent aids, and prevent teen pregnancy. Teen pregnancy is an epidemic.
Zwave automate
Early Medical Alert System
Bone Treat Holding Food Dish
Pho Rice Noodle Maker Machine
Heated Multi Utensils
cell hand
Planter Pal
Aero Fan Vent
JUMBO BANDITS
CRAZY BUILDER ( a table game )
Windshield Selective Tinting
Quick blade changes for oscillating multi-function tools. Resubmit with (hopefully) better graphics.
Yoga Rings
Induction Cooking Convert Unit
HANDY FISH
PMT
Gift wrapping? In the U.S.we use giftwrap, in Mexico clear plastic is used, and Japan makes paper constructs. Is there a better way?
Shoulder Rest Case for iPhone
HVAC POWER BOOST
Ultrathin beach waterbed
Gloves with built-in Tweezers
Accessory to provide quick blade changes for a variety of oscillating multi-function tools. Resubmit with (hopefully) better graphics.
WINK outdoor light fixtures
wink home telephone hub
CLICK-A-BROOM! A Broom with Interchangeable Heads - Click on a Broom, Mop, Duster, Push Broom + More. Store Them All Together.
Robot Vacuum With Hose
Transforming Lawn Mower Robot
App-Enabled Back Massager Seat Cushion - Control The Program From Your Phone - Modes, Heat and More! Would be Wonderful!
GPS App-Enabled AIR FRESHENER
Billy The Exterminator Would Buy PALLETS Of These! #Unverified - An App Enabled Wild Animal Trap Will Let You Know When It's Been Sprung!
Trash Can w/ Step Stool Combo
Robotic Dustbuster Type Vacuum
Pop Up Leaf Blower Lights
Cat Toy Catnip Infuser
Robot Vacuum with Manual Hose
Treat or Toy Bowl w/ Launcher
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App-Enabled Battery Powered Emergency Lights - Mounted to Ceiling or Wall - Turn on the Lights if the Power Goes Out!
Transforming Play Armor
Smart Stove / Oven Range
Wireless Battery Powered Motion Detector Alarm With Camera - App-Enabled Sends Alert and Picture Directly To Your Phone.
Confetti Blasting Party Bows
Garage eye
App Enabled Safe - Safe Alerts You When Opened or Tampered With - Takes a Picture of the Thief - Sends to your Phone
WITH VIDEO - Automatic Cape Blower - Your Superhero Cape Blows In The Wind Even When Indoors! Fun For Kids!
Sliding Tile Picture Puzzles that LIGHT UP when solved. When done, hang them on your wall! Wonderful Wall Art!
Real Playfield Videogame!
RelaxGlobe: WINK Sleep Machine
dispenser on the wall with 6 rolls of vacuum, with panel to decide how many tears have no idea practical and hygienic sucura
Clip-On Boil Detector with Alarm
set of glasses and cups silicone
A height-adjustable stand to keep your frying pan level
Next Gen Easy Bake Oven
Optical Illusion Mat For Pets
Stove Hood Also Cools Food
Multi-Costumes For Kids! SEE VIDEOS FOR INSPIRATION! Create Your Own! Get a Dance Partner! - Dress Up As All 3 Powerpuff Girls!
HALLOWEEN!
Now, Non-Pet Owners Can Play With A Pet! An App-Enabled Ceiling Mounted Pet Toy That ANYONE Can Control Via App.
Reusable Frozen Alcoholic Drink Pouches. -- For Margaritas, Daiquiris, Pina Coladas, Lemonade, Pink Lemonade, Jamaican Me Happy Man! More!
Reindeer track maker
The Kettle Pan - Kettle Lid - Combine a Pan with a Kettle. Two uses for one pan!
iPhone, iPod or iPad Holder for the Mac Pro that Utilizes the Round Top Handle. Could also be a charger base for the device.
App-Enabled Pet Door For Regular Windows. Adjustable to most sizes of window.
RESUB - A Lock Box That Requires Everyone To Be There In Order To Open It. Uses Your Phones As Keys. "The Marriage Box" "The Friendship Box"
Wearable baby blanket pants
An App-Enabled Temperature Monitor For The Car - Meant To Prevent Pet and Child Deaths In the Summer Heat and Extreme Cold!
A bowl where you can display your food, ready to eat! It allows Toothpicks to be inserted in the Rim of the bowl for easy pickings!
Good goal sensors
App Enabled Smart Toaster
iCard holder
Pivot Power International
Scrape it right
Bluetooth key chain
Sound Activated Lock Release
NFA
1 SizeFitsAllSelfStiringPotTop
3-in-1 Heated Multi-Utensil
Home Licorice Making Machine
Tofu Making Machine
Power Extension Cord with USB
Permanent Pregnancy Test
Microsuction Induction Charger
Dog Kennel w/ Ramp Built In
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Flying Cat Drone
Gameday Flag Waver
Robot Vacuum w/Extendable Hose
Tablet for teaching writing
Smart Bathroom Exhaust Fan
One Player Air Hockey Table
More Than Just Armor For Kids
Pan w/ Collapsible Spout
App enabled timed pet food dispenser. Seperate setting for medications- low food warning on phone.
LIQUOR BOTTLE LAUNCHER FLAIR!!
Resubmit: Former UC Idea Tuna Press New Design simplified clean &amp; easy way to remove the water from canned tuna. Feedback inspired concept.
Perk - Compact indoor compost
See Video! Sanding block that uses belt sandpaper. When sandpaper gets worn simply unclamp and move to the next portion of sandpaper.
Can Grips
Intercom/Speaker Wall Switch
Sleek Kitchen Cooling Fan
Magnetic Dish Rack
Deluxe Exhaust Hood Cools Food
Auto Cape Deployment System
Google Eyeglasses Travel Case
Telescope w/ Google Sky Map
A Vine Extension (resub)
Versatile Reminder Timer
Cat Proof Blinds
Progressive Light Timer Kettle
Progressive Light Microwave
Progressive Timer Rice Cooker
Progressive Timer Crock Pot
Progressive Lite Timer Toaster
#PET Heated Hummingbird Feeder
Running Total
Wink Plug In Single
WINK Electric Pet / Baby Gate
Scroll Strainer
No-tie Shoelaces
Pull Up Weight Scale
Ramen Noodle Bun-Burger Maker
Starch For Stalks
App-enabled Commuter Scooter
Trash Can + Step Stool
Smart Ring
Improved Extension Cord Reel
BlueTooth/WiFi Panic Button
Digital Corq
Smart Traffic Light Assistance
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Remote Brake Light Tester - Suction Cup Attaches To Outside of Brake Lights, Sends Signal If Lights Up Or Not When You Push Down On Brakes.
Nimbus Profession - w/ Video
Bobble Pen Holder - 'Nuff Said
Nimbus V2 - LED Ticker - Resub
Massage mouse
Window Art Squares - 8-Bit Fun
Smart Easy-Bake Oven
Reusable Frozen Alcoholic Drink Pouches. -- For Margaritas, Daiquiris, Pina Coladas, Lemonade, Pink Lemonade, Jamaican Me Happy Man! resub
Squirrel Bridge Bird Feeder
The Food Containers Are Dating
COMMUNITY COLLABORATION NEEDED!! Remote Restraining Devices Meant For Law Enforcement Officers To Move Inmates And Keep Safe.
Form Fitting Speakers For The NEW Mac Pro!
Drench The Competition!
Easymove
iPhone, iPod or iPad Holder for the Mac Pro that Utilizes the Round Top Handle. Could also be a charger base for the device.
A Speaker Docking System For the Mac Pro. Play Music from Phone, Ipod and The New Mac Pro. RESUB
Bokken
leaf bagger
ICC ! Instant Can Cooler.
App-Enabled Suggestion Box. Open up the line of communication from customer to business.
Air Blowing Towel Bar.
Quirky in multilanguage
LIGHT CornHoleBoardw/BTcounter
Conversion Heels
WINK KeniticCharging Pedometer
#PET Optical Illusion Device
Smart Picture Xmas Ornament
L.E.D. Motorcycle Helmets
trinity vaporizer
#PET - Cat Toy Catnip Infuser
#PET Heated Hummingbird Feeder
Drip Lip
Cell Shield
Casey (peek-a-boo)
Lose Your Phone? No Problem!
RV storage air-freshener plus
App-Enabled Toilet Paper Tower
The Baker's Buddy
Super Soaker Pool Toy
Convex Split Keyboard
Locking Entertainment Gear Caddy
Makeup COMPACT RACK
Touch Screen Foosball Table
Fever Pitch
Kit-N-Scoop
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Visual aid for car emergencies
! Drying, Folding, Ironing, Hanging, Collapsing, Rolling, Laundry Cart! Thats a lot of Ing's.!
Shower Head Cleaner
Crate Mini: Mini Storage System - for the small stuff. Add Suction cup clips and Anti-Slip Legs (RESUB)
Bath Fan + Air Conditioner
Connected 2 Most Wink Products
Remote Motion Sensor Activated
Yard waste bag dolly with rake support. RESUB
Simply Wave At It
Smart Stove / Oven Range
Wacky Waving Lovers / Fighters
Permanent Markers - 8 colors, 1 product. Same Application applies to Markers and Highlighter!
Nimbus Version 2 - LED Ticker
Wink Connected Gate
A different type of leggings
TravelTap
Pick n Stick
Grocery Hanger Rack
Campfire Chair Turntable
Laser Light
boat deporting System
Smart Laundry Basket
Go Ember is a light and charger in one. (Ember inspired)
Electric Plunger
Hide money and other important stuff from prying eyes.
Square Stackable Muffins
Automatic Cape Blower
App-Enabled Seat Warmers. Warm The Throne With A Touch Of Your Phone! - Doubles as an Anti-Theft Device - Alerts When Someone Sits!
WINK Bird House and Feeder
RESUB to WINK - Smart Planetarium Projector Device Shows The Sky in Real Time! With Teaching Modes, A Search, And More!
Wifi Extender Weather Station
It's A Bird! It's A Plane! It's SUPER IPAD! Standing Covers With Real Capes On Them! These Should Exist, Period. Iphone Capes Too!
Draining Trash Cans - Improved
Flat Thin Fire Extinguishers
Ultimate Kitty Litter Box
App-enabled Car Alarm
Instead of Barcodes - Scan Words or Images! A Portable Word Scanner Device Linked to Amazon or Ebay That Will Give The User Instant Prices
IMP Wink App Enabled Astronomy Telescope - Have your friends link up and view what you see!
Use the iPhone without holding it- A stand that allows you to place or stick your iphone anywhere, for hands free use.
App-Enabled Ceiling Mounted Laser for Pets! Control the Laser with your Phone or Tablet!
GE Wine Cooler-App Controlled
The Camping Buddy Lantern - Stands Alone but has Multiple Lights You Can Take Away Too!
Smart App-Enabled Home Fans - Multiple Fans with Multiple Settings, Timers, Duration Programs and More! Don't Get Up, Use Your Phone!
fghsdfggsh
SMART PRACTICE/TARGET/GAME NET
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Showerloo
Solar Cooler
Sunflower Power for WINK
Sink Organizer, Glove Holder
Power adapter charging base
Protect Your Food
Extension Cord Wranglers
Silicone Infused Window Blinds
Sick of having your usb connections stick straight out of your computer. Wouldn't it be nice to have a rotatable usb connection fold flat.
Sifter Tarp
Garden Tools w Carabiner Clips
Clip-On Garden Tools
Clip-On Spray Bottle
Fabulous Fruit Fly Funnel
Sand-Bagger
Remote Outdoor Flood Sensor
Banana Box (PPatPen)
Home automation fragrance dispersion system. Refresh your home from phone or key pad or your computer.
Smart Animal Monitoring System
Solar I phone case
No Kill AppEnabled Animal Trap
Easy Dirt Filler
Automated Patio Umbrella
No more wires needed! Its time to listen to music with nothing in your ears its comfortably designed to fit in your mouth! Check it out!
recycleing bottle press
2-in-1 Trivet Design - Square Spiral Trivets - One Trivet Turns Into TWO Trivets
Clip On Tools
Chess Board Docking Station for Ipad / Iphone. Play, See and Hear Your Opponent From Around The World! Checkers and More! RESUB
Apron with Detachable Mitts or Pot Holders.
Smart Bug Zapper
Smart Leaf Blower Robot
Trash Can w/ Step Stool Combo
Squirrel Bridge and Bird Feeder - Embrace The Woodland Creatures Around You! Tree To Tree Modular Bridge With Adjustable Length and Parts.
Sifter Attached To Garden Bag
RESUB to WINK - Smart Planetarium Projector Device Shows The Sky in Real Time! With Teaching Modes, A Search, And More!
Kitty Litter Vacuum
Industrial Use Cordies - Use Long Extension Cords at the Work Place? These Things Will Help Manage Your Long Extension Cords While You Work.
Automatic Litter Dispenser
Clip-on Measuring Cups
Beat The Summer Heat With Sponge Necklaces, Bracelets, Headbands, Belts, Hats, More! Stick in Water, Wring Out &amp; Wear! Keep Your Kids Cool!
Wall Mount Magnetic Dish Rack
Shake of the Garden Variety - A Garden Tool Bag with a Bottom you can Open Up to Shake Out The Dirt! Leave The Dirt Behind!
App-Enabled Portable Car Light - Dark Driveway? Park in Pitch Black? Dome Light Out? Can't Find Your Car? LET THE LIGHT GUIDE YOU!
Smart Filing Cabinet! Finds Files For You. Keeps Track of What's Put In, Taken Out, Dates, and More!
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Set of Carabiner Tools for Simple Projects. Phillips, Flatheads, Wrenches, Stylus, More! RESUB
Electronically Reversible Window Fans That Are App-Enabled - Control The Air Flow In Your House From Your Phone!
App-Enabled Open / Close Sign. Need to Change the Sign, But Can't Reach It Without a Ladder? Left Work But Forgot Sign? Use Your Phone!
Allergic Reaction Medical Alert System With Bracelets To Hand Out To Children Who Need Them At School
Messages and Jokes on the Bottom of Drinking Glasses! Custom Stamp or Decals for Glasses. "HELLO" - "You Have Just Been Poisoned!" RESUB
Grab and Go! The Camping Buddy - Toilet Paper Holder Light - A Light For When You Have To Go!
Lift the zZzKid
Scoreboard daily fluid intake
Record Headphones Sounds
The Scrapless Plate - This plate is designed to help with those last stubborn bites of food that you can't seem to rake up with your fork.
This is my idea for a Divider Bowl that lets you heat up your left overs evenly, without scorching one thing and leaving the other cold.
Use Sunlight To Play With Your Pet!! - Put In Window - Pets Chase The Moving Natural Light On The Ground.
Phone Drink Tester - Detects Date Rape Drugs - Reusable
Magnetic Battery Jumper Cables
Drive Thru Quick Pay
x
Tree Safe 3000
WineTrax
Squeegee to reuse water
Body Bar
Connected Neighbors wireless
Cool Undies
Quirky Pranks! A line of devices meant to prank your friends and family with. Not your simple whoopie cushions! RESUB
Turn your Aquarium into a Water Show! App-Enabled Ornaments with Synchronized Lights and Waterproof Camera for Live Streaming on Internet!
All-In-One Business Printer / Postage Scale Combo - Connected Directly To The Internet, See Your Order, Weigh, Print Label.
Baby Crib Converted
An App Enabled Smart Sound Equalization Device That Auto Adjusts The Volume Of Your Television When Sounds Around You Go Up or Down.
Set of Carabiner Tools for Simple Projects. RESUB
App-Enabled Security System sends Security Alerts to your Phone! Motion Sensor Alerts, Trespass Photos Sent To Your Phone!
Fold Flat Travel Cup
App Enabled RC Cars, Planes, Helicopters, You Name It! Use the phone's motion sensors to control the object!
An App-Enabled Smart Power Strip (New Design or Pivot Power Inspired). From miles away, turn on/off anything that is plugged into the strip!
Car ear buds
Wall Mounted Foot Pedal Pet Food Dispenser for Dogs and Cats - Let your pet feed itself!
Jigsaw Puzzles that, when completed, a circuit forms and they light up and twinkle! People love puzzles, Lets give them power!
6Plus soft cover charger
A stylish RECHARGEABLE Laser Pen Pointer for Pets. Sits on a Charger Until You Need To Use!
Put Your Food on Display! A Serving Bowl with Clip-on Mini-Skewers. Skewers clip on the lip of the bowl making an awesome ring of food!
Pop Up Grill Cover
Ocean energy converter device
No More Wet Floor Umbrella
Spoutula - Spatula with spout
Snap Clix Spex
More sun, lower energy bill
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MY 100TH IDEA - A 3-In-1 Bathroom Towel Rack - Hand Dryer, Blow Dryer, Warming + Drying Towel Rack. - App Enabled to Warm Towels
Adesivo TÃ¡til
Apple Watch Home Base
Picture Hanger Assistant
Bridge- Wink Local Controller
Camera mirror
Pencil bands
Knife with a Sharpener built into the handle. Always have your sharpener ready. No dull knife moments!
Umbrella - no dry needed
Wireless car phone charger
The Food Getter
Apple extension cable
Six stacker
App-enabled car coffee heater
The Writing Is On The Wall - Play Family Games, Sync Calendars, Write Important Messages and Project Images onto the Wall!
IMP - App-Enabled Digital Picture Christmas Ornament - Send Your Picture Directly To The Ornament! Make Your Christmas Special!
An All-In-One Cleaning Set. A Broom with Interchangeable Heads - Click on a Broom, Mop, Duster, Push Broom + More. Store Them All Together.
An Old School All-In-One Gaming Console - Resurrect All Those Old Games From Your Childhood - This Console Plays All The Old Cartridges!
traveling/portable high chair
App-Enabled Back Massager Seat Cushion - Control The Program From Your Phone - Modes, Heat and More! Would be Wonderful!
Toilet Smart Brush
Object Finder
Mirror incl. screen backside
Plastic Screw/Nail/AnchorMaker
Air-Pump-Gravity Soap Tower
Speedy Sight Words
Tree safe 3000
Spatulas and ladles drip tray
iPhone Case with Collapsible Shoulder Rest
Food Supplement products
Vacuum anti smell/rot bin
Wireless radar speed gun
Energy Sharer for mobiles
Pumpching bag
App-Enabled Color-Changing Tie
Rotating Clamp Handle
The Urinator
Billy The Exterminator Would Buy PALLETS Of These! #Unverified - An App Enabled Wild Animal Trap Will Let You Know When It's Been Sprung!
App-Enabled Battery Powered Emergency Lights - Mounted to Ceiling or Wall - Turn on the Lights if the Power Goes Out!
Wireless Battery Powered Motion Detector Alarm With Camera - App-Enabled Sends Alert and Picture Directly To Your Phone.
App-Enabled Liquor Cabinet, Controls Temps and Protects - Sends Alert and a Picture of the Thief Whenever Your Cabinet Is Breached.
App Enabled Safe - Safe Alerts You When Opened or Tampered With - Takes a Picture of the Thief - Sends to your Phone
IMP Wink App Enabled Astronomy Telescope - Have your friends link up and view what you see!
Alto
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Anyone like GOOGLE SKY MAP? How about something that projects the stars in REAL TIME anywhere in the room. Light up the Sky Indoors! RESUB
App-Enabled Seat Warmers. Warm The Throne With A Touch Of Your Phone! - ALSO Anti-Theft Device - Alerts When Someone Sits!
Landscaping Power Generator
Instead of Barcodes - Scan Words or Images! A Portable Word Scanner Device Linked to Amazon or Ebay That Will Give The User Instant Prices
App-Enabled Ceiling Mounted Laser for Pets! Control the Laser with your Phone or Tablet!
Bucket with hose coupled
Light Up Pulse Oximeter
Candle Warmer with Timer
Sensor child in carDONT FORGET
Get rid of your leaky asthma/COPD nebulizer kit and use one that is easy to assemble, use and keep clean!
Energy exchanger between phone
Smart Water Filter Pitcher
The Urinator
Sensor Screw Lights - RESUB w/ Changes - A screw light and a sensor replaces the screws on light switch covers and go on when light is off.
Anyone like GOOGLE SKY MAP? How about something that projects the stars in REAL TIME anywhere in the room. Light up the Sky Indoors!
Blow Your Friends Away With The Toilet Paper Blower! A Toilet Paper Gun That's A Lot Of Fun!
WATCH VIDEO! An Optical Illusion Kit for Retail Sale for Cats - Will make your cat go CRAZY!
An attachment for laundry baskets with a telescoping bar to allow you to hang up clothing on the basket itself.
Portable hood rack for any vehicle.
Crossover and other Phone Cases for the New Samsung Galaxy S4 that's coming out soon! Quirky needs to be the first to develop these!
Curved Based Protein Shaker
Hand Pillows - Put your hand into this small pillow - Great for travelling or those who sleep with their face on their hands.
RESUB - The Can Wedge - A simple item for organizing and stacking soda cans or canned food.
Cat Theater - A Cat Tree or Toy with windows for ipads or tablets. Turn on a cat game, slip the tablet in, and the cat has fun!
Set of Carabiner Tools for Simple Projects.
Mount for Ipad that has Velcro Straps - Meant to go on Cat Tree or Poles. Protects Ipad and Holds in Place While Cat Plays.
Lighted bath &amp; fragrance fan.
Controllable socket plug
Headphone cover attachment for ear phones
Eazee Trail
No ice
Extendable kitchen pot cover
Autonomous Powered Trimmer.
Philanthropist Barbie
coldbrew java triple shot
Kids room wall protector mat
Doggee leash
Keep your pets happy while you are away from home. Resub with changes. Scratch Resistant, Lights Entertain Pets - The Smart Pet Mat.
Lock wrenches
Crib Bars Hazard Gone
The Urinator
Buggy Buzzer
Lego Boat Toy (App-enabled)
Window Condensation Remover
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Freezer cooled fan apron
RuFuS
Insuline pump & glucose App
An iPhone 5 docker with USB port, music speakers, audio line out, + conventional phone jack for regular wireless phones.
Blood Presure Watch &amp; App/GPS
Baby monitor App
Rubber Duck takes temp and PH
Chaise Lounge Chair Cover
Voice Recorder Timer
WiFi activated USB drive
Adjustable iPad handle grip... ( Check images )
Plastic Bag Caddy
In-Frame Retractable Bike Lock
Two Way Thermos Bottle
Kitchen Water Bath for Thawing
The Blind Saver Cat Curtain - A small and adjustable curtain that attaches to your existing blinds to prevent your cats from ruining them.
The Perfect Pour - Serves exactly 8 ounces every time you pour a drink. Same concept as Silo, but for Drinks!
Turn & Tell
Knight Rider Style Light Strips for Pets! Lights dash back and forth across the room.. Can your pet catch the dot? (No.. but..)
Octopus Hot Dog Maker
Normal Trash Can with Compactor Top - Crushes your trash down. No Special Bags, Less Trips Out.
Custom Portable Smart Light
The Cat Escape Prevention Device! Helps prevents pets from running out when a visitor arrives.
Changing Abstract Works of Art! Sliding Tile Pictures For Your Home! Front Room Dated? Is Your Artwork Boring? Switch It Up!
Large Poster-Sized Tile-Slide Framed Puzzle Posters! That's a Mouthful! Kids will love coloring, solving and displaying these works of art!
Wall Mounted Sliding Drawer System.
Jigsaw Puzzles that, when completed, a circuit forms and they light up! People love puzzles, Lets give them power!
Sliding Tile Picture Puzzles that LIGHT UP when solved. When done, hang them on your wall! Wonderful Wall Art!
GPS shoelaces
The Eye - A Plug-In Automatic Laser Cat Show. Projects a laser on the floor. Keep your cats entertained with pre-programmed laser patterns!
Smart Broom
Toilet Paper Blower / Toilet Paper Gun - Great For College and Youtube!
The Smart Cat Mat - Forget the laser pen, lay this mat on the floor and your cat will follow pre-made or random light patterns! Fun for all!
The Can Sleigh - A simple item for organizing and stacking soda cans or canned food.
Clip-On LED Ceiling Fan Lights for Parties or Extra Lighting.
leaf bagger
Clam Can
Key Dispenser
No Bump Razor
Rock n' Roller Stroller
"Flasher"
water thermos with tripods.
(resub)App enabled baking pans
Now soft-Now firm ShavingBrush
Screw Lights - Tired of fumbling for the light switch? Screw Lights replace the screws on light switch covers and go on when light is off.
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Collar protector
Testing for Quirky - Hi Erin
Plastic Laundry Basket that allows you to hang up shirts using regular hangers.
Turn Any Shirt Into A Star Trek Uniform! Star Trek Pin with LEDs on the Back Side that projects light onto your shirt around the pin area.
Lighted Beads and Cross Rosary
Waste Water Retro-fit
Healing Heels
Reuseable Coffee Pod Dispenser
Rechargeable Car Air Freshener
Fishing rod storage
REINVENT THE PIZZA CUTTER!
Basement Pump to Lawn
Button Sewing Spacer
The purge video game
Add vibration technology to
No Mess Art Station
Camera Lens Cap Slilder
No Clump Raisin Dispenser
The BBQ Backpack
Bed in a Blanket
BabyBasket
2-in-1 cleaning cloth
Bluehub
Egg-O-Matic: Cooks Your Eggs
Bike Walkie Talkies
Easy Cream Cheese
Box with Top AND Side Openings
SMART RICE COOKER
SMART SHOE LACES
Ordi-main (ordinateur Ã main)
Expandable Jewelry BOOK
WINK BABY SAFETY
I.R.I.S.
PITPOCKET
Showerboard
3-in-1Coffee w/ Psyllium Fiber
Winged socket
eTimps
Solar Power Charger
Toilet Seat Silencer
Wall mount surge protector with cord management, 360Â° rotating outlets adjust to fit different side of adapters, Patent pending.
Clip-on smartwatch LCD screen
Reusable lightbulbs
Auto Eye
suitcase cots
Tap My Plate
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Eyeglass Washer
Switch - for Cosmetic Brushes
App Enabled Memo Board
WINK Meat Thermometer
Kid's Message Watch
PoolBoy Tracks Pool Changes
SHRIEK - Sensor Alarm
Antiperspirant Deodorant Patch
Hot Cover
Personal fan for your Kindle
Fun With Fruits
The Urinator
Super Stake
DOGGIE UMBRELLA
Slop Sink Surround
instant stake
Kids Talking Fishing pole.
The Vertical Spice Drawer! Modular magnetic spice racks on drawer sliders. Maximize space and organize your spices.
The Vertical Spice Drawer! Modular magnetic spice racks on drawer sliders. Maximize space and organize your spices.
FRIDGE BOARD
Phone cover headphone storage
A Drill Bit Weed Whacker! Why buy a $150 weed whacker if a drill bit attached to a small weed whacker head would solve small trimming jobs?
breathe underwater mask
Space Saver Coffee Maker
SKRUNCH BOTTLE
Exercise Ring Remote
SpongeGlove
Water Fountain Staircase
DRAIN, PREP &amp; MORE
Dough-roll-me
Collapsible Silicone Vase
Tower fan with hidden camera
Language Translation software
Gallon Boy
Lawn Mower Root Scan Attach
PortaChargeNFlash *updated8/24
Flying lightup UFO Frisbee.
VARICOLORWARE
The must-have accessory for drivers and co-drivers alike: an apron with cunning features for relaxed eating while driving.
A "magic wand" that removes pet hair from your clothes/furniture, using protons/electrons to make the hair cling to the wand.
Poppy Eggs Minder
Home Roof Tree Sway Monitor
Music Maker &amp; More
Printer of labels fast search
Smart 360Â° Tree Sway Monitor
Sunfresh
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Water Pressure Gun
Collapsible Vase (resubmit)
chest of drawers
Wee-Minder
Why not make car paint that is UV reactive? Your car would be one color at night and a different color during the day with "Double Color"
To dark out side? can't see anything Use "Water proof retractable light in a box" attaches to your belt or belt loop and holds u're supplies
NoisyBike
TheFly is a assist/resist wheeled based functional exercise device That works total upper body with a huge emphasis on core development.
Casting changes to sockets/ extensions. By casting the 1/2 inch ratchet end of sockets and extensions to allow ratcheting open end wrenchs.
With Phones at risk of being hacked and shared wifi connections we all need an app to see who is connected to our phones!! Use "Reveal"
Storybook app
Core Sharpener
Ever lose the remote,your cell phone,wii remote, your glasses,one of your shoes,your keys or anything else i missed Use"Stick It"
UV reactive tint, it automatically tints during the day and is clear at night so you can see better in the dark
In healthcare setting tubing is in the way.(O2,IV,and feeding tubes) Use Retract-a-tubing
Adjustable Bicycle
Does your child set in his car seat in that same position for a long time?Then you keep him in it while you shop too?"Car seat relief"!!
"104 votes" so far!!!Take a picture with your phone of your self with " Bluetooth Snap" or "phone buddy
PicturePerfect
Time Tag
Universal Mount(stand) for Upcoming Mac Pro 2013
Levitating Light
Power Strip Waterproof Sleeve
Energy Tile
GoGo Steam-N-Clean
No skid,covered tray goes over auto console. Purse sits on it not sliding off at stops/turns. Purse is in reach,out of way of passengers.
Frozen Food Organizer
Microsuction Induction Charger
APP RC Lawn Mower
Honey Coconut Water
Laser/Sonar walking sticks for
*Chassis* Collab w/ Aviv B.
Easy Clean
Mast Track lubricator
Fade - Light Switch
Reversible Pacifier (Inverts)
Illuma Key
Alarm clock blanket! The new way to get out of bed, wake you up and get you moving! All you have to do is set the alarm on the blanket!
Poppy Cupcakes and Muffins
Potato Tot Machine
vp
Poppy Petflow
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Glow in the dark!
Swivel Coffee/Tea Urn
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Broomop
Wetdown Brush
Automated low blue-light
Instant wink access wristband
A Smart BBQ Grill
Pet Cleaner
SmoothMount for GoPro
MultiBeverage Fridge Dispenser
Portable Sonic Dog Fence
Work Status Device
Gas Burner controlled by app
AROS Control for OTHER A/Cs
Opti- Grip- clip for eyewear
GRID-TIE BACKUP POWER
White Sticking tags Printer
Wireless Headphones with...
The
Baby Burping Vest
The Snap-scalpel
Buying list Manager (APP integration with your food, higiene products etc). Dont forget to buy Milk or Eggs again.
Don't be Gel-ish
WINK-Power Plug Adapter
Soup, Sauce, Tea Capsules Machine.
Sponsored Urban Furniture
Anywhere Notes
paint analyzer
A mains socket that connects to a foot switch and kills vampire power COMPLETELY and AUTOMATICALLY.
A Renewable line of Cases based on Cork. With a cool shadow image draw on the cork. With Video.
the automatic oven
KITCHENROLL /TOILETROLL HOLDER
A Case with Keyboard and Battery extension.
qqqq
Origami Spoon &amp; Knife Holder
Yo Photo
WINK Enabled Shower Device
Knuckle Savers (See prototype)
No Drop Phone Cord
Built-in retractable roof rack
Multipurpose bluetooth speaker
Countertop microwave rack for additional plate
CHILD-PROOF SAFETY OUTLET
DIY Leaf Fulcrum and Shim
Smart Stake Garden System
Mattel Hover Ball
Power Curl Eeny!
Outlet Spotter and Charger
CHILD-PROOF SAFETY POWER STRIP
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Speaker Buddy
ELECTRONIC Automatic hands-free toothpaste dispenser.
Boxless-Big Stuff Miter Guide
Landscape teepee
Smart Occupancy Stickers
Halogen Cone
Tablet Monkey
Countertop microwave rack for additional plate
Test
One leg squat machine
mymob
Plank Board with tracking ball
Socky
Ever been walking with crutches and tried to carry your coffee to the table? No chance. But with the Carry-Along-Tablet you can!
Re-usable bags for veggies &amp; fruit: for each kind the suitable bag for ideal storage conditions. Optimize your storage, environment-friendly
WINK - Power Adapter-Genius
Repti safe
Ear Plug Alar Clock
Shake/Baggette-Beach Blanket!!
Porkfolio ..but for Swear Jar!
clorid
silicone garbage receiver
fds
Gravy Spinner
Core Shapener
Safety Fork
Artificial Depth Perception
The lifeguard
Pull out your pickles. Stop forking your olives. Condiment gondola goes into the jar, makes spooning for cherries history.
Self Lighting Cigarettes
Quirky Improved Electrical. Use Radio Frequency ID at the switch and at the socket to turn your power on and off when you leave the room.
WINK Enabled Shower clock
Anti bottle freezing device
Briefcase
App enabled coin reader
App enabled pitching machine
Boil Buoy
leaf bagger
Easy Boston Shaker
Fun Baby Diaper Mask
A new design for a woman's high heel shoe with an ergonomically correct toe width thus providing more comfort.
Pet food / accessory container
Earphone Wire-Saver
Air Baby Mattress
Plank Board with tracking ball
Bake Shapes - Valentine's Day!
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NHL Goal Judge Replacement
layered pizza
Bake Shapes - Easter!
Glowing Corners
,xjijsksk
Berry Bag
WINK - Power Adapter-Genius
Framed cargo lift transport
shake it off
sent already
anti crash sensor system
MOCUBO2 "line extension"
Outlet SPOTTER
Tool Hub: Contractor Edition
Blow shower
Nimbus for Business
Baggette + Shake
Space Bar: Sticky USB
Six pack enhancers
Drink Pops
Anti Snoring Device
3D FOAM FILLED FRAME
WINK-wearable tech for elderly
Service Manual Library App
Binoculars with Camera Holder
Align Hole Punch Extension
Honey-Ola Cola
Heavy Duty Align
Stop Snoring Band
WINK Child Proofing Kit
Pedal car with pedal power!
Mops Mate
Chill on the patio!
ORGANIZER USB's
CLIP LABEL
Lunch-In Bags
Truck TieDown Anchor/Carabiner
Fracpack
Left your device somewhere? No one can return it without identification.Let's solve that with etching.
Key Reader:Magnifier+KeyHolder
StackDesk:Multi-Use SpaceSaver
INTERACTIVE PLAY MAT
The Umbrella Hat. Why try and change the umbrella handle when what you really want to do is eliminate it! Quirky I know..
KeyCall: Rescue Lost Items
Smelly Shoes Anyone! Use the Mini Ozonator - Eliminate the smell ... save money, time, and embarrassment.
Quirky App for a tablet
Purse Secure
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Inductive charge LED bathmat
Celfie stick
Cat Hair Brush/Scratcher/Toy - All in One! Let's get rid of those cat hairs in the house.
Ladder Guard
Remote Controlled Ditch Mower
The Top Wine Glass
Inductive Heated Towel Racks
Sticky Cases for the new USBs
WINK Tilt App: Staying Level
Chandelier bath fan combo
No More Flat Spare Tires
Keyboard Kleaner - The Computer Cleaning Pen... get rid of the germs! (Cleans your Screen too)
Cord Protector Qoils
Solo Hitch
Bottle with a springloaded cap like an ink pen. Users would simply push the top of the cap aprox 3/8 inches to reach contents at the bottom.
Fan Strands - using GE Dual Cool technology (think Christmas lights, accept little fans instead of lights)
Lightning Flip... Card or Stick (click thru images)... The Slim Lightning Power Adapter!
iPod Touch Adjustable Loop Lanyard for your Neck (hooks to new pop-out button)
Inductive charge LED bathmat
Gopro phone case
Pivoting Handle Hair Dryer... Straight or Angled... Stylist Choice and Folds Flat... Perfect for Travel!
Extra Low Boy Wheelbarrow
INTERACTIVE PET PLAY MAT
STOP SAND
App-Enabled Smart Humidifier/Dehumidifier 2-in-1 Combo - Remotely set the desired humidity level. Empty/Fill Bucket Alerts. All-Season #Wink
1 Minute Flawless Look
Inductive Heated Floors or mat
Disposable Stoller Wheel Cover
Fancy Bubbles
TIP THE CUP GOLF PUTTING GAME invention to provide a golf practice and amusement a portable apparatus enabling a player to practice putting.
Creative Cubes
Pill Dealer
Push Plate
motorized hard stain removal
My idea(L.O.L.-Light of Life)helps prevent accidents & deaths while driving. It attatches to a vehicles windshield & plugs into the lighter.
Pivoting USB Hub. Basically the lovechild of "Pivot Power" and "Contort"
Universal Speedometer
Healthy Hand Out Bowls
Car's Traffic Radar
Pet Stay
Liquor Locker
The most simple and effective "You've Got Mail" signal for your mailbox: no muss, no fuss, no tools required; it adheres to any mailbox.
Electric model car
Moulin rouge broadway
No Hands Garlic Press
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An app that would allow specified numbers (VIP-Very Important Phone calls) to have audible ringtone when phone is on silence or vibrate.
Bluedot
Ice breaker
Adjustable Size Yoga Block
UV Vase Buoi
Sticky Wheels
Day Planner Mirror
Dippy
Digi Helmet Attachment
Headboard Storage
Smell intensifier
Stroller Rollers
Ultimate hand soap accessory
Eyes on the road
Product Chemical Tester
Tablet Chill Case
NEAT TEA - It's tea on a stick! - Bringing the convenience and enjoyment of tea into the 21st century. ...No spoons, No mess, and Sanitary
Cat Water Enhancer
Heat Transfer Hair Tattoo Kit
iHabit - Resub 873347
Ice Ready
induction charged track pad
USB Hub for tablets
Steel Wool ("Q-tips")
Driving Simulator
Chill Phone Case
Centricool Resub 755888/874242
Coded Claw
The Handy Helper
Scrunchy Glove
The Bling Thing / Sparkle Wand
App-enabled Garden Ward
Danger zones's sensor for kids
Save your self a trip to take the trash bag out during parties and help the earth. Expandable trash bin. perfect for pull-out cans.
Abdominal Pain Relief
Tempi
Graphic Tablet
Voice Activated Shower
Evo Cycling Pads
Cam for RC devices
Play Chamber
Solarport
Induction Charged Keyboard
Resistance Bike Trainer
One Minute UPS equipment saver
Emaze Marble Run Resub
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Doll House HQ
Don't want your kids getting up after you go to sleep and watch T.V.? Use "No Way Jose", When you say No T.V. show them who's Boss!!
Doll Furniture HQ
"Pig in a blanket" the blanket kids will love!!! And parents will thank!! Watch that pig read, while your kids are nestled under it!!!
Yoga Fan Resub
Accordion Backpack Insert
Smart Vase Resub
Instant Coffee and Sugar
Personal Pop Tart Maker
Travel charger
Cat Water Game
Paint Brush Cleaner
WINK!!! Smart Stand Mixer
Reed inspired iPhone/iPad case
Tired of hard to hook up surveillance systems? Don't want to pay a monthly charge to keep your house protected?You need "Simple Camera"
Rainy friend
Coiled Earbuds
UpWrite-Tab Extend, Pivot, Pen
Scuba mask 360
Advanced slicing board
Glider
Pilot Pal
Water Level Detector
Cool Printz
Pumper
Don't get caught in the rain on your 4 wheeler. Convertible top for your four wheeler
Smart Harness
"Yumz" Resub
Earphone wire untangler
Slim Storage
TP Tabs
Filter Floss
Unlock
Hot-E
LiQuid
Fetch
Headboard Hangerz
Frost Byte
Squeeze
customizable hula hoop with phone app to count burned calories, interchangeable weight compartments, and a calming sound
Collapsible Pitcher
Dish Movers
Modular Super Case
All-out toothpaste roller
Moving Lightbulb
Toasting/Roasting Grinder
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Battery Tire
Ironing Organizer + Cordpulley
Razor Blade Life Extender
Interchangeable Belt
Pipe Labels
App Enabled "Weight Sensor"
Glass and Mug Movers
Sharpener with eraser cleaner
For kids that need extra time to learn tasks that other kids are already doing."Focus Doll",An Occupational Therapist told me they need this
Smart L Box Fan
Detect
iHeart
Door Top Hangerz
Tipper
Mirror Cam
SOLO FEEDER
Slip-n-Turtles
Flip-n-Frog
Expando-brella
"Button" Puff Tracker
CORAL POOL
COFFEE CONTAINER BIRDHOUSE KIT
App Enabled Posture Tracker
Ever just sit in your living room just to have some piece and quite, how about adding to that experience, with "Tranquil Decor"
Toast Spreader
Safe Pet Clip On
Serendipity Shower Attachment
Small business owners!! Tired of buying 1000's of ink pens to get a good price on advertising ink pens? Use"Universal Advertising Ink pens"
App enabled device 4 exercise
Yumz Toddler Tableware
Q Sound
"Squirt" Juice Tap
Coffee Cupped
In Case
Cool Printz
Prop and Pour Wine Stop
App-Enabled Drive EZ Recorder
Body Cleaners
Modular Roller Bag
iPhone 5 smart case! A case with a built in, but detachable compact lightning charger in the back so you're never left with a dead phone!
House robotechnical garage
wedding dress/clothing idea
LawnChair W/Integrated Blanket
A case with storage for ear pods on the back as well as IDs and credit cards.
#Home Depot -Security
LIQUOR BOTTLE LAUNCHER FLAIR!!
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Lightweight Hair Steamer
Turn Couch/Bed Into Tent/Room
Smoke Alarm Cleaner Tester
Door Mat and Stopper
double dough pizza
LIQUOR POURER WITH FINGER HOOK
Moving? Slide boxes downstairs
Key Connect
Officycle
The foot game
High-on-the-Wall Train
Mouse House
Speaker/Smoke Detector
A HYDRAULIC SALMON LADDER!!!!!
BlueTooth writing/texting pen.
unjammed
Innovative drone -bird Hunting
Sensor de pulso
Seat Shades (for babies)
Road Rave
Bug tracker world
Duffel/Cooler bag with roll out mat to take to the beach.
Let's create a watch strap for the new ipod nano.
layered pizza
Kooler Koozy
Perfect Workplace Organizer
Buff! A new powered screen / eyeglass cleaner that applies solution and leaves screens/lens clean! How clean is your screen?
KLEAN
CD Spiral Case
Waterproof Winter Wear
Easy Charge Remote
Ever have a difficult time putting on snow chains? I have a great solution. This product will be quick and easy snow cables.
App-enabled Fire Extinguisher
Lost & Found Microchip & App
Connected Security Panel
ROTOSCRATCHER is a handheld battery powered scratching device helping to alleviate out of reach itchy spots on the skin surface effortlessly
Accordion suitcase
Sponge for washing back. Sponge frame can be easily attached to the wall with suction cups. Sponges are easy to replace with fabric fastener
Wink Smarter walk/drive way!
MUSICAL STAIRS (VIDEO Example)
Vertical garden for everybody
Hanging Pocket Shoe Rack
Covered can cool cup
Auto-Blinds
Toothbrush and toothpaste holder. Cool looking, clean and compact way to keep many toothbrushes and a toothpaste together in the same place.
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Dishwasher Solution
Custom Grips
Drill Beach Pump for Kids
No Smell Diaper Pail
CQR
kd
RunNation
Veggie Life Extender
KOOB-BOOK Holder &amp; Carrier
Color Coordinated Car Trashbag
Fever Beater
test
Microwave Oven Mini Steam Cleaner Go green and clean your oven with the natural power of lemons. Clean food particles without Chemicals
Speaker iPhone Case
Writers Assistant
Ultraviolet light from mobile
Standing palm fan
Video Gaming CD Holder
A-MAZE-IN COUNTRY
Toilet Disinfectant System
Bike Grip Speakers
Smart calendar
Erasable Markers
Serving Jar Insert
Music Lights
Mole Hider
Paper Sticker
Circadian Rhythm Light Bulb
Portable Pillow
Shirt Weight
Poopeater
Ask (Laundry Drying Rack)
Runnerâ€™s Fluids Carrier
Digital Mirror
AlwaysHome
Removable Belt Buckle Asembly
SnowMelt
Invention
Arm Guard Blocker
Hello
Child and pet car reminder.
Smart Trash Lid
Nose corrector
Fantasy board game
Higher Pressure Angioplasty
THE GEEK BELT - A 21st CENTURY POCKET PROTECTOR
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Retrofit Wireless Light Switch
A Recordable Microphone with MP3 Player! (A "Flip" Microphone!)
A Recordable Microphone with MP3 Player! (A "Flip" Microphone!)
TC WeB LOOP HANDLE accessoies
Swim Bliss
Electric Ear Swab
cubrepantallas
Simplified Grocery Shopping
Test
Introducing one of the most hottest dogs accessories its "Just KIK-N-IT" dogs leggings.Pets look creative and stylish with a splash of class
Quick Change Record Frame
speech captioning app for deaf
Reverse Exercise with Traction
Snoozie!
Introducing one of the most hottest dogs accessories its "Just KIK-N-IT" dogs leggings.Pets look creative and stylish with a splash of class
Temp. activated coffee stirer
Duct cleaning ball robot
Mobile device bluetooth dongle
Text enabled action figure.
Chore reminder / lock out APP
Pegboard Hooks Locking Clasp
Stock Guard
Bluetooth Medical Pill Counter
Scented Garbage Bag Band
Chainsaw Laser Bucking Tool.
Ð¥Ñ€ÐµÐ½Ð¾Ð²Ñ‹Ð¹ Ñ…Ð»ÐµÐ±
Workout Furniture
Tideez
Automatic juicer rags
Duel tire power wheels
magnetic generator of electric
Powerless Exoskeleton
Smart Power
The Survival Glove
yoga
Nutrition Check
Never Drop Kitchen Towel
Piezoelectric Stun Knuckles
Soothing alarm clock
Beach Power Chair
Ð²Ð¼Ð°Ð¼
Kurio case built in headphones
Cord Dock
The techi privacy screen case
Auto-disconnect
Baby nipple size creator
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Safety Belt
Nailbrush with Soap Dispenser
Rotating Hanging shoe tree
Automatic TVpc screen cleaner
A new twist to the portable ai
Protect your pet
Controll your music in 1 room and play in the next via your phone!
Quirky community stick T-shirt
Door Extension Cord
Weigh Me
Kurio battery pack case
Set your kettle to what temp you wish! No more too hot tea and too hot baby bottle!
Quirky community stick T-shirt
Flip Laces
Baby traveling stroller
KID Nailbrush and Gelreservoir
Send pictures from your phone straight to your home or moms home picture frame from anywhere
Personilize your keys
Keep your bread fresh. Vacuum sealed bread holder and freshness indicator all on your smart phone!
Make your stove modern with this device!
Latte Art design printer
Any stove can become modern with this device!
Wireless electric powerstrip
Fully adjustable space saving tablet stand : with easy to reach power plug : can be easy tucked away when not in use.
Easy Holiday Light Hanger
Smartphone controlled locking dispensers for beer and wine.For use in or out of refrigerator.Drink responsibly,protect your family.SEE PICS.
The Smart Recycling Can
Sound Garden is a wireless decorative way of listening to your favorite music.Bend the flowers to direct the music.Also lights up.SEE PICS!
Keep items dry &amp; secure with enclosed plastic rear bike racks,that lock and have battery operated tail lights &amp; turn signals built in.PICS!
FETCH,the only dog ball launcher, where you will never have to chase a ball again.Combo of chuckit dog toy and fishing reel.SEE PICS!
A square power strip with magnetic back/6ft flush mount cord and removable night light.3 to 6 ports/1or2 Usb.Use power behind fridge.PICS!
Tool storage,step stool &amp; built in weatherproof power strip with 25 ft power cord reel.Great for DIY,construction workers.Safety!PICS.
A cool plug in the wall flashlight that turns on &amp; beeps loudly to inform you of power outage.Waking up late for work SUCKS!,we all done it.
Setting the (salad) bar higher : Create a rainbow of flavors and options with a mini salad bar at home.
Artist At Work
The swiss army knife of portable food container/serving dishes : perfect for your next potluck, party, etc.
Reusable bags are a good solution for small trips, but for the shopper with a car load of groceries; there needs to be a better solution.
Animal Track Shoes
Smarter walk/drive way!
Pick pock Who?
Door extension cord
App rotary lamp
Door extension cord.Now you have the ability to close your door or window.
fried pickles & tomato hamburg
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Door extension cord..Now you have the ability to close your door or window!!
Open source measuring box
Archive your full sit ups exercise with this Abbs counter!
this generator has your back
A pic-pocketer worst nightmare..
Listen to your favorite tv shows at any volume level without disturbing your partner while he/she sleeps!!
If you have a hard time with languages and learning takes to much time, this is the right device for you. Better than Rosetta Stone!
Ski//Ski dive mask with build in camera! Stream live using WINK
Protect your dog/cat and neighbors anywhere with this app!
Protect your dog/cat and neighbors anywhere with this app!
Learn to play the piano not virtually,, But with your phone!
Smart Lunchbox/Food container
your dollhouse your way
The Collar Saver: Stop collar flips with a magnetic clip.
Any-vision
This is the only automatic pet feeder that can feed up to three pets at a time and includes a water fountain! (re-submitted)
take care of your hands
Stretchable silicone mug lid!!
A kit for creating animal tracks. For making prints on gift wrapping paper, wall accents, or as a temporary tattoo. (Collab with Meredith)
your dollhouse your way
Dog Collar
How many times have you reached into your refrigerator for a refreshing drink only to find that your favorite soda has gone flat?
electric mortar and pestle
A new twist to the portable air-conditioner..(Resubmit)
Smarter walk/drive way! New approach to a Snow Day!
Hot feet
Solar Lantern Bird Feeder
Retractable Bed Divider/Rail
ADJUSTABLE BLADE GRIP GRATER PLATE: Thin and thick fruit and veggie slices all in one plate.
cat resort part two
Security for your belongings
i-List
shower wand w/retractable hose
cat resort
green bathroom fan
adjustable snap
collar clip for vacuum
THE MODERN MESSAGE BOTTLE: Perfect way to deliver a discrete message, party invite, scavenger hunt, or hand out a rejection number.
Find My Car in the Parking Lot
SCROLL organizes large rolls of materials like paper or fabric in an easily accessible storage unit.
Homemade Jerky Making Machine
Don't know which keys goes to which lock?? Make this headache go away! Know your Keys! Also Glows in the dark!(Resubmit)
Keep your bread fresh. Vacuum sealed bread holder and freshness indicator!
Say goodbye to Weight Scales.Change the way we weigh our selves.How do you see yourself using this?
Who thinks putting a Christmas Tree in a stand is a nightmare! My idea is a suction Christmas Tree Stand! NO screws, NO rope, NO problem!
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Glow in the dark roller blades with led front light and brake lights!A new twist that will have you have rolling in the dark!
Iphone5 and Ipad Mini Baby Ultrasound adapter.Share your pics and videos on FB,Instagram and more!(238 votes)Lets make it!
Bring the experiences of extreme outdoor fishing to the next level with this gear that will let you see what you are catching!
Electronic bed bug repellent bed sheet Get rid of your bed bugs!
Keep your bread fresh. Vacuum sealed bread holder and freshness indicator!
Don't know which keys goes to which lock?? Make this headache go away! Know your Keys! Also Glows in the dark!(Resubmit)
Painter's belt
Bluetooth enable boom box beach cooler. Have fun while on the beach while listening to your favorite songs!
A new twist to the portable air-conditioner..!Save big and your energy bills!(Resubmit)
Glow in the dark roller blades with led front light and brake lights!A new twist that will have you have rolling in the dark!
!!! Expandable Flower Pot made of a flexible yet sturdy plastic that can expand like the collapsible pill cup to make room for plant growth.
If you are like me who loves crisp wafer rolls, you will love this. Make Wafer rolls at home! How do you like your rolls!!(resub 349 votes)
Flexible weight scale! Now you can travel with your scale without taking up space in your suite case!
Your kitchen broom can sparkle like new if you learn how to clean it the right way.Kills germs and odors that can cause and spread illness
Iphone 5 and Ipad Mini Baby Ultrasound adapter.Share your pics and videos on FB,Instagram Flicker and more!
Back Pain While Flying on those long trips- How to Avoid It!
Silicon Canvas Art Frames
Is removing your tire bolts tedious work. New adapter that can help save you from getting back problems
CLEANING UP TOYS IS SUCH A PAIN. This Toy Scoop and Storage provides fun and efficient toy cleanup and storage all in one.
Crate Jack. Why have a crate on the ground? This adjustable accessory will help keep the crate within reach.
If you are like me who loves crisp wafer rolls, you will love this. Make Wafer rolls at home! How do you like your rolls!!
All Clocks Sync Time Together
Plastic wall anchor removal tool.
Muscle seat
cut safe
Air Dry your Kitchen Dish Rag and Sink Sponge with this Colorful holder! --- Collapsible Visuals Added --Get Cold beer fast quick and easy. Could be less than 5 mins
WATER FIGHT!!! Perfect stealth tactic is to line your backyard with these WATER MINES! Fill it up and run!! RUBEN
SCRUB EZ &amp; SAFE WITH NO FUSS!
Pest Away
BLAST OFF!! This writing utensil launcher helps kids have fun while writing. I have prototypes. Watch the videos! {Ruben
DeskPad
Universal Cell Phone Charger
Paper Tray With Outlet Strip
Privacy cover for phone lens
Wrap-latch
App-Enabled Smart Humidifier/Dehumidifier 2-in-1 Combo - Remotely set the desired humidity level. Empty/Fill Bucket Alerts. All-Season #Wink
Collapsible Cleaning Caddy on Wheels!
EVERY LAST DROP!
Geiger-Force-Field-Suit
My World Paper Dolls
The IT bag
360Â° Suspended Oven Cooker
Lava Balls
Handheld Thermal Skewer
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Spa Jets
Hard-desk Shield
PAPER DISPENSER WC
Moisturing saline wipes
Baby Safe Rat Killer Holder
FotoSynergen
dsgasdgasdgasdg
Corner sticky speakers
SIEVE at TOILETHOLDER
A dog collar that will beep or vibrate when a dog gets too close to an object considered "off limits." Think magnetic security system.
Rig
Smart pet water bottle feeder
Smart Pill Dispenser
Snap on vacuum brush
Saran/foil wrapper dispenser
The "FitMat"
Glass with Safety Caps
Thing 1
Coaster
Smart Pack. Never unpack your clean clothes into hotel drawers again. Keep clothes bacteria free and organized with this concept.
Pop-a-top
An energy-saving Aquarium Filter.
Touchpad disabling cover
Corkman
Light ball
Kool Breezz
space saver for bath room
Kuhle Brise (translated means)
Heart Mate
Clip-On Store Cart Scanner
A backpack with several connectors to allow the addition or removal of an array of custom pockets.
Filtered Water Pot For Plants
E-ink digital picture frame
A dog collar that will beep or vibrate when a dog gets too close to an object considered "off limits." Think magnetic security system.
The Power Center
Diaper Saver
Heated Windshield Wipers
Hollow Tapered Rolling Pin
Mini Mobile Drawer - clip-on, use anywhere
Keychain charger
Fresh Bread
Scoop & Cake
Bacon Cooker
Automatic Ladder
Automatic tire pump
Cell Phone Holder
Screw-In Hook Drill Bit
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super energy saver setting
Toothbrush Keeper
One Clip Nail Clipper
Phone - Laptop Stand
FIRMBITE
Magfast
Flowerpot Composter
The Usb Station device for a better use of your computer and TV .
The Fast Pancake Maker.
L.P. Licence Protector
Feline scratch tunnel and play
modern design chess board 40cmx40cm
Water Filter X
Core
Wink HUB+ (voice command HUB)
The easy way to clean mud, dirt, snow, or dog poo off your shoes. Scrub with one side and rinse with the other.
A backpack with several connectors to allow the addition or removal of an array of custom pockets.
Smart sandwich/egg meal maker
App Multiple Me. Austin eval.
Meet Qbook, the world's first non-wireless keyboard + case for iPad. (there's more)
Smart portable airconditioner
Iron Maid, ironing made easy!
LIQUOR POURER W/FINGER HOOK
Hand Grasp Phone Accessory
Mosquito attracter &amp; killer
Defender Ultra
Torch Table lamp
The Sketcher is a ruler that pivots for isometric & perspective drawing , create different size circles. New revision 333 votes.
The Ice Cream Cup
Sea Animals Kick Boards
easy open jeep proof
App enabled skateboards/skates
Bathtime Butler
hatef
App enabled crayons, colored pencils, pens. Grip activated to say/spell color selected. Adults, young children, the blind, and colorblind
ATTACHABLE FOOT-REST TO ANY CHAIR. ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST DISTANCE &amp; SUPERB SLANTING OPTION FOR EASE! NO
SCREWS NEEDED TO INSTALL! MIL $ IDEA
MOBILE POWER COVER
Poppy Smart Range Hood
Versatile Intelligent Doorbell
SpongeGlove
Water Meter
My basket is a Laundry System
Febreeze Fogger / Eliminator
Accelerometer Lunch Container
Smart Lock
Gennaros universal griddle
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Exer-Simon Says....... see Vid
Ultrasonic Buffet Serving Set
Reusable Coffee Cup Sleeve
RoboHouse Explorer #RealSimple
Slushy Crosswalk Corner-Ramp
Fun, fun, funkier, high jumping shoe convertors; transform your sneakers into a pair of powerful high jumping devices.
Cyclone V2
Flex-Dinner Mats
Cushioned Balcony Railing
Porkfolio Travel
Text or browse on your iPhone without touching the phoneâ€™s surface, glide your fingers across your touch phone and donâ€™t leave a smudge.
Spring cleaning trimmer, that is wheel or pushed like a vacuum cleaner, instead of been swing from side to side from your waist.
Letâ€™s refresh the everyday ice cube tray with the newest method of communication. A SOCIAL MEDIA ICE CUBE TRAY!
Power Grid
The Baby Monitor
Disappearing Selfie Monopod
Folding Travel Cordies
The Water Bottle Lamp. It turns a regular water bottle into a glowing lamp. Great for camping. Dorm or kid's room friendly.
Wireless Electronic Lock
Hoola Splash
SPOTSV Useful decorative silicon pouch, to keep your soap from getting mushy, hang your soap anywhere in the bathroom and get creative.
Kids Bath Time Helper
Integrate a mouse pad to your laptop, using the mouse with your laptop just got easier.
Chameleon Power Cord
Swivel base table for the patio furniture and adjustable height patio table; a perfect piece to add to any outdoor living environment.
A Stool for Active Sitting - Condition your core and leg muscles and burn more calories while sitting. Certifiably Quirkyfiable.
Pet owners need a sensor activated stool elevator to raise and lower small pets to bed or couch, etc.
Easy swing arm storage for hot hair dryer and flat iron. Stays hidden in the cabinet when not in use and easily swings out when needed!
Stargazing head sling
stuff
Rubber band type grip to hold larger media devices (kindle, ipad, nook, etc.) with one hand while laying down.
Better 2-in-1 Salt Pepper Mill
Memory Clock
Seasonal Photo Card Holder
YourDisposal
Umbrella that opens like the plume of a tube worm, easier deploying the umbrella canopy, keep rain dripping off of the inside of your car.
HBP monitoring unit that is all integrated in an armband, with digital display, reset buttons and wireless Cell Phone and PC connection.
2016 Presidential Statue Game
wiper blade cleaner
Breath Buddy - Breath Analyzer
Ultimate Tomato Support System
Sticky Lights
Baby Bird's Eye Mobile
Smart AC and Heating
Relaxing Floor low task chair, tommy chair or layback recliner for home, apartment or, for the dorm room, with three cooling fans units.
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Wally (Quirky + Mattel)
The AccumulaH2Or
WiGlow Ball anytime,anywhere!!
Ancient Bamboo style cooking meets New World cookware.
Turn your Iphone or Ipad into your own personal eyewitness, no more traffic accident disputes. Record in 360 degree!
Wink/Poppy/Dash K-Cup Tray
Children's board game
Turn your Iphone or Ipad into a 360 degree traffic dashboard cam!
Shower Curtain clips, keeps your shower curtain ends from folding or curling up on themselves, prevents mold and mildew from forming.
Build your own Wrench, any length, any size, and any head type.
App for power consumption of your appliances. The app that can control and limit your daily, weekly or monthly power usage.
Tangle-Free Coil-A-Cord
Keyboard sock for Iphone, just slip it on and start typing.
Mini Roof Rack
Hang secure is a ordinary looking clothes hangar with a security pouch. Just big enough to slip in a Laptop or Tablet.
This App turns your favorite Restaurant into a peripheral for your smart phone or tablet. Save order and submit by one click of a button.
Coop line extension give it a timer, digital or windup clock, measure cooking time for the finest and easiest edible egg delights.
New safety concept design for the football helmet; Honeycomb shaped Impact absorption sections.
Countertop Soap Bar Maker
The Splatter Dome
The Shoe Tying Stick and Bow
Planner containing all necessary tools for staying connected in Internet; have your most used access data right at hand and always with you.
Wine or Beer Party Plate
Poppy Range Hood
Sit-On Top Stow and Go Kayak. 2 or 3 Connecting Sections. Easily assembled-no air required. Space for child or pet. Cup &amp; Rod Holder
2 Quart Multi-Use Easy Pour Shaker. Option for Writable space for favorite recipes: dressing, pancakes, fitness drinks. Save time and $$
Backup Power and Data.
Helpo
Removable buckle backpack
WindJet Generator
Wink Smart Home UPS
iiZoom Use your tablet as hands-free document reader/microscope to project to screen in room: Adjustable-LED lights-USB/ charger (Video)
Spring Jumpster
Juice Strip
Cell Phone Sun Charger Case
Side-Lighter
Electric Potato Peeler
BattBelt
Smart Shoe Insoles
Top it
Squeeze
The Stalking Blind
Keep It Straight
WINK Power Washer Dryer Unit
Indoor Cyclone
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super sat nav
Bus
The Cut and Drain
Pivot Power Undercover
Quirky Brand of Bobble Toothbrush.People will buy more toothbrush rather than toothbrush stand.Please vote
Peeping Tone
Smarphone Armband w/ Storage
Revive
Scarecrow â€¢ Garden Trellis
Emergency Gravity Hotplate
Dish-washing Glove
emergency retaining wall
Sprinkle Roller (Team Idea)
Fruit Fly Assassin
Flexible multi section shower head, a shower that you manipulate as you desire, with soap dispenser and individual segment control valve.
Comfort Air Mixer
ALL BIKERS!Be safe,be aware on the road.Introducing you easy to install,detachable handlebar/helmet mirror.Make it safe to use.QCYCLE
The Family Tree
BoobiTrap
Disposable Funnel with Filter
Shop Central ~ Organized Green
CRUMB makes cool lunch!
Writable Light Switch Plate
Assistant lifter,pourer and gardening, for those hard to do tasks that require strength of your wrist hand and fingers.
Three sides brush scrubbing tool and scraping blade with spray liquid soap dispenser; all in one makes all surfaces cleaning a lot easier.
Clear plastic food grade polycarbonate sphere and flow cup within a, none emptying beverage straw for bar, night club, party, or home bar.
Pivot Pop Up Extension Outlet
Making the perfect cup of tea requires a great infuser.Scoop your best portion and enjoy the best aromatic taste anytime.
Goon Island
CHOICE SHOWER BAR
Folda-Rack
Clothes Dryer Extended
Range Top Prep Space
Gourmet Artisan Milk
cell hand
Houseplant Pet Repellent Bling
Protective pencil case
Tree Frogs
paper diaper with peeing hole
Cajun Warmer Rocket Stove
High Temperature Outdoor Fire
Rocket Stove Ground Heater
Wink Spa Central
Content magnifier device
Binny
Reel-It-Back-In Fetch Dog Toy
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Scare snakes off your land
Hanging! My accessory.
Blingits
A gardening tool that can easily dig a hole and plant seeds making this repetitive task easy without having to bend down!
Magnetic Power outlets
Fun/Scary Halloween Tombstones
Chinese Doll box jumps
Bubble Fun Pull Wagon
Hotel Master TOUCH SELECT
App Enabled Baseboard Lights
Train Cup Holder
Tooth Zen
Reinvented "Lazy Susan" Trays
Roof Ridge Combo Work Platform
Free Energy Dual Sweeper
GeoBuilders
Flex Drinking Water Bottle
Battery Box
Modular Propane Fuel Cell
Vase with variable apertures!
Baby Clean and Dry
Fallback
Battery powered vice grips
FORGET ME NOT
Sofa Storage System
Wall Bedroom Charge Dock
pill wheel
Spotter Pet
Anti-Scratch Furniture
Chair Side Guard for Toddler
A towel holder stand for your bathroom that can hold multiple towels and dry them at the same time. Reducing your laundry significantly.
Smart shoe insoles
Reinvent Desk Storage Space
Motion/Timer Action Pup Props
ThermoGen *Generator Challenge
Weaver style quick release rail system for bikes. Mount water bottle, Gopro + more
Combo Modernized Charging Dock
Putt-Putt Marble Shoot
Katch
Chilly Tails
Camp Brew Coffee Maker
Bluetooth Mat Speakers
Magnet Hangers w/folding rack
Classifieds Logistics
WINK Voice Command Controller
6-12 Lighted Holiday Ornaments
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Vertical Blind Sleeves
Inventor's Club
Smart Monopoly
RANGE TOP PREP SPACE
Sensor Odor Toilet Sprayer
App Enabled Smart Board Doll
Moxa Handler
PT Buddy
Smart Memory Shower Head
Collapsible Outdoor Dehydrator
Notification Token Alert
Mini Cold Frame
App Enabled Whole House Fan
FREEDOM FLOSS floss dispenser is an ergonomically shaped dispenser with a built-in grip that gives users 2 options to floss their teeth.
The GE-Quirky App Controlled/Programmable Oven Fan~Dehydrator Racks for any regular gas or electric oven. With Paulette Blankenship
Quirky Refillable Silicone Cold/Hot Pack ~ All Size/Colors ~ No BooBoo too small or achy place too large. Multiple other uses by Community!
Perfect Planter
DIY Biodegradable Seed Pots
Theft All-Light Sensor Alert
odaat watch
DRS Consumables Monitor System
Kitchen Faucet Hose Adaptor
Maid to Order.. Vacuum and Mop
Walking Stick Charger
Bragging Rights...It's hard earned and would be framed above my desk! Quirky Certificate of Accomplishment in earning your first buck+more!
"Builders"....The new train of thought! Snap on wheels and basic building shapes for Boats, Cars, Airplanes, Motorcycles, Spaceships!
FRESH EXTRACT MAKER Make any baking extract (or liqueur) at home with fresh ingredients! Check out UNIQUE self-measure extract spout!
There's wind everywhere, and we are needed for energy, planet earth is getting more polluted everyday, we could use wind to recharge gadgets
Multi faceted solar converter
Wrist & Ankle Band Chargers
Child Notificaion Device
Reading Light/Fan for Bedroom
The Ultimate Iphone 4S Case/Keyboard!
Twisted Trash Bin
Make ice cubes that fit your water bottle! you won't have to try to fit and break that big ice cubes in your bottle anymore.
LetterBox: Iphone case you can use letter squares to customize back plate.
An expandable square that can be expanded in any way, that show us where should we put the marks to put the nails or the adhesive.
Ventilated garbage can
Fondant Icing Sheeter &amp; Cutter
The problem storing the bathroom scale is finally resolved. Move it off the floor! It works accurately as a seat scale... Quirky~ GE
Wink Lamp Backup Module
SnowAlert - Shovel on Time
App enabled play dough maker...Quirky Slime, Gak, Flubber, too! Option for Musical Flubber, Oobleck mixer. (See video)
Hollow Tapered Rolling Pin
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Home security light/dark sensing nite light beacon with app control
Response-able nametag &amp; notecard. Most name tags are either stickers or slip-in plastic holders. Why not make it re-writable and two-sided.
A sturdy, divided desktop organizer for groups of students, artists or other creative individuals to share supplies, books, or materials.
Laptop USB Charging Shelf
Tempera: Iphone case that display real-time temperature.
baby saver
Bike Fan -- Induction Charged
Modern home bathroom vent fan
iPad Mini 3-in-1 accessory case. Steering wheel and handle cover with a built-in stylus holder for Kids. RESUB
Interact With Your Bath Fan
LetterBox: Iphone case you can customize words.
prescription sunglasses
Dish Soaker + Wash Duo with drain. Let the dishes soak until you're ready! A perfect fit for entertaining in your home or camping outdoors.
After-Market Soft Cabinet Door Closer..cabinet door hinge models change often and my broken retractable door hinges are no longer available.
Handy Door Stop
Office Supply container - DASH
Changeable Toaster
headphones of tommorow
Keep Cold Cups
DASH - Battery Charger/Holder
H2oControl
Picnic Bench Back Rest/Seat
Smart Electric Pool Heater
Disposable Dustpan
Babies hair brush with a nail clipper and a compartment for small items. Lose little ones' clipper lately?
Blind Spot Killer
PREP SIDE - PREP TABLE
frost bite
Organize power cord and stick it to the device. Resub
App Enabled Ceiling Fan Cntlr
Body Know
Powered Door Stop
Tag, You're It
Smart Black Board
App Enabled Door Mat. It is a pressure sensitive mat that will send you a notification if someone steps on the mat.
smart file holders
App Enabled Evaporative Cooler
Compressed Air Hand Pump
Easy Multi-Way Switches
Induction Warmer Coffee Table
All in 1 QuiBoard and Touchpad
Silicone phone/tablet/mp3 cover case with a built-in, sliding, full USB male connector will eliminate the need for carrying charging cables.
My idea is The MacDad Pad. The MacDad Pad is a retro-modern all in one storage unit that includes an iPad tablet stand and docking station.
Gas and go
Tuned Urinal
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Shower Buddy - A cleaning tool for glass shower enclosures. Uses a simple, homemade cleaning solution. Works on tiles too.
LOOOP
Scented Candles, plug-ins, and car freshener by Quirky. Inspiring smell that keep ideas flowing.
Wedge pillow for pregnant women to lie on stomach comfortably. Removable pillow inserts of 3 different sizes for different pregnancy stages.
Ideation Fragrance for Men and Women by Quirky
egg planet
Breezy Brella
Mixer for Liquid Nitrogen
The Gutter Plow
Heated toilet seat cover (for toilet cover, not the seat). Keeping tushies warm, maybe even from far away - comfort for all shapes & sizes!
Park Now Street Cleaned Device
Solar Kettle - Soke
Simple fabric ring. Covers expensive, sensitive rings (engagement/wedding bands) during activities (working out/gardening). Prevents damage.
Aluminum 4 port hub that clamps to imac and other devices
Babies hair brush with a nail clipper and a compartment for small items. Lose little ones' clipper lately?
iPad Mini 3-in-1 accessory case. Steering wheel and handle cover with a built-in stylus holder for Kids. (Stand? 4-in-1)
Chop veggies + fruits in only 1-2 chops! No more multi-piece mandolin slicers or plugged-in food processors. Save time & enjoy cooking!
Chop veggies + fruits in only 1-2 chops! No more multi-piece mandolin slicers or plugged-in food processors. Save time & enjoy cooking!
Introducing... Smart iPhone Carrier (SiC) for Women. It cleans, displays, straps to wrist and purse handle.
Robotic Pet for Your Pet
A Bouncing Maraca
John Mark
SwitchIT Bottle. "Pop bottle" style, reusable pop and water bottle.
Spotter Aerial 360
password proyected card reader
Immersion
Pivot Power Rate
Energy Autonomy Solution
E-Cig Jacket
A Teether that is chewy and made in a fun-shaped. Great for teething babies!
Pro Video Headband For Phone!
Tag, You're It
Adjustable closet extender for inside or outside of door. Also doubles as a clothes rack for drying, or just throwing your casuals onto.
Remote controlled baby walker. Unless you enjoy damaged walls and constant steering.
All-in-One Colander/Tool Caddy
Now making drinks at a party are made easy.A retro easy to use mixer that can be used to make milk shakes and other party drinks.
wooden box
Cell Case Builtin Wall Charger
NeverWet roof shingles to repel water for longer life. Cheaper then steel shingles? Great for home builders.
Bathtime Butler
Wink' Riser
Pluck + +.
vertical handle.
Neverwet floor mat for showers and bath tubs. Also, entry way floor mats.
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GrocerySnap, Stop Forgetting
a small recipient dual compart
latch bolt of emergency.
Countertop 1 Gal. Water Cooler
The Razor HD standing
BRAIDED
Personal Gift card reader
The Black Hole Teleporter
Ice less picnic cooler
Smart Infuser/Thermometer
Mousedrive
Stashboard
Plaka
Smart lightbulb adapter
Smart water dispenser
Wall socket genius
Modern Charging Wall Decor
Solar air furnace
WINK enabled fire extinguisher
Stylus
Head Board Pilliow
Leftover cupcakes from birthday parties or bake sales at school? You can freeze them - let's make a cupcake holder for the freezer!
App Enabled Child Alarm Clock
Resubmit from Sink ware Brief(Submitted February 28, 2011)- Click to Clean or not.
One (Modular) Keyring, so Cool
Simple fabric ring. Covers expensive, sensitive rings (engagement/wedding bands) during activities (working out/gardening). Prevents damage.
Suction Cup Head Board Pillow
smart ups
Let Ads Pay Your Way
Heated Cuddly Toy/Teddy bear
(r)QuirkBot is a gateway into home automation. Connects all kinds of z-wave products and much more. http://quirkbot.businesscatalyst.com
Everyone needs a BOOK OR PAPER stand sometime for while typing!
A baseball cap clip that lets you hang your cap from your belt while you are not using it.
Challenge your Balance
convenient popup roof
Banana Baby
Harman Theft Deterrent H-Phones
Mechanic creeper tray
Park your BBQ tool
Portable Sleeply mats are great!SLEEPLY mats are sturdy,soft and great for play.
Z-Wave Pivot Power. Add home automation capabilities to Pivot Power and allow it to be controlled from peopleÂ´s smartphones.
a tote bag for car.
Lose the CableClutter! Wireless USB/Firewire hub and matched Nano Receiver. Personal Cloud and Virtual Desktop access from anyhere.
Magic Icy Shake Squeezie Tube
Motion lighted pet food and water bowls
SerenKitty A New Way To Treat Your Cat
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Fridge Wine Chill Accelorator.
Apple Watch Belt Loop Band
Time to reinvent the airplane travel pillow! Let's create one that doesn't strain your neck and keeps you well rested to enjoy your trip.
Induction charging pads are common. But this one, with an embedded RFID chip (and an app) can make your iPhone SMARTER.
Cutting Board, Colander &amp; Bowl
Fabric grip sticker for hangers. Stick on any exisitng hanger to keep clothes from falling off the hanger. Cheap to make
Quirky-GE Smart TV
Power Cube
Smart Dashboard for the Shower
MY NECK HAS HAD ENOUGH!!! RESUBMIT: It's time to reinvent the travel pillow! An airplane pillow that lets you sleep and relieves neck pain.
Convertible Broom Vacuum
Quirky-GE Window Heat Pump
Product attaches to outlet/app then provides realtime electrical consumption for that outlet. Also could potentially have remote on/off.
Laser Bluetooth Game Boards
Are you tired of the bad vacuum smell every time you vacuum? Bagless vacuum ball freshner. CHEAP TO MAKE,LET'S TRY
The Qube your own quite world.
Ruler Measuring Spoon Set
Auto-Hanger
Personalized lollipops
dog bog water-repellent finish
Chalk Art Robot
Temperature Minions
Alarm clock bracelet - CHIRP accessory or standalone! Vibrating personal reminders at important times... ie: take a pill, make phone call.
Speaker with retractable buds
Toilet dropper
Outdoor Connected Products
On-ear adjustable headphones
SHOWER MIRROR NO FOG
Slap Style Speaker
Adjustable heating (or cooling) pad for awkward neck/shoulder areas. Every body &amp; every ache is different! Detachable pieces= customization!
Wink GE Sensor With Movement
SwitchTop
Hybrid Power Bank
Smart rotating TV mount
Level Tape Dispenser
sgdertga
An ap combined with a meat thermometer that would alert you when your meat was at your desired temp and alert you to spoiled meat.
FoodBook.com
App-Vision (Learns You!)
Apple Watch Charge Boost
hover bicycle
Qtwist cotton swabs
Many people have difficulty opening pill bottles. We can help them by inventing a bottle with a button to release one tablet at a time.
OIL DEFREEZER
Home QR System. Product creates QR stickers that allow you to easily store/retrieve useful info on anything in your home. (w/ app of course)
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Automatic switch off for stove top. After removing pan from cooktop, I sometimes forget to turn off the stove! Eliminate this fire hazard!
Bathroom scale, bends and super thin (think yoga mat) for easy storage. Sends your weight to web based application, hide your numbers.
Bandeen
The Butler
WAYARE
Quick, easy packing with packing trays. Fill trays, stack &amp; pack trays into luggage. Unstack &amp; put filled trays in drawers at hotel. Done!
Home Freezie Making Machine
Color MANTIS + WINK
wifi board game
Pod Power V2
slide wrench
coffee quickin
App Enabed Grill Thermometer
Alerter
Remote Garden Hose Spigot
My design is a ball that holds water and can be screwed onto a residential mop or broomstick for an enhanced upper body workout.
#spotsv A reusable "bag band" that secures the kitchen garbage bag in place. Garbage remains in the bag instead of in the can.
Collapsible Wine Decanter
Hobby Blade Mount For Switch
Flexible, Thin, WINK Mat Scale
wireless portable hard disk
Prop Power Work Light
#spotsv Doggie Water Dispenser. Can use filtered water or recycled bottles. Includes adapter for different size bottles up to 2 litters.
Spiral Wrap Flashlight
Wireless charge pad combo
Weighted Shoe Laces
AQUARIUM TUB
Table lamp
Wake up Kiss ass Repeat Poster
Catering heat diffuser
Iced Tea Pitcher Spoon
On My Way
noise ambient detector
Future Smarter Generator
Pip
The heated/cooling spoon
Soundproof Popcorn Bag
crabburger
NOSEY SMOKE ALARM
Organizes Electronic Clutter
Tool Size Bandits
Collapsible Wine Decanter
Smart More Efficient Generator
Kids Water Closet Seat
Bald Head Electric Razor Glove
Hercules S2 Headphone
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Modern Dish Set
Smart Grill Live Video
Suction Cookie Cutters
Universal Smartphone Windshield Mount
Hybrid Power Post Lamp
Speed Enforcer
Drip Guard
Smartphone Vase
Smart Grill Gadget
Mech Battle
The adjustable lacrosse stick
Cookie Keeper
Multi-Section LED Light Bulb
The Wine Glass Steam Polisher provides the most efficient and safe method for polishing stemware and other glasses.
BBQ accessory table. Tool holders, sauce containers, beverage holder. Light weight and folds for storage.
No more sweat marks
AROS portable for your car
the best cat tree ever
Mini mulch rings for gardens
Tripsaver
Improved garage work shelf
Baking Bandits
(Q + M) Teach/Learning Tutor
WIFI Convection Toaster Oven
App Enabled Patio Chaise Chair
Wink Emergency Alert Bracelet.
Suction leaves in any trashbag
Future WIFI USB Drive -WINK
Total Bucket
Voyager
Microwavebale collapsible butter holder, drop stick of butter in, microwave, squeeze so it collapses and drizzle or spray, measure, butter
Garbage clamps that attaches onto garbage cans of all sizes, to help keep the plastic bags intact. Better design and with a sented smell.
Desiccant to salt cellar
Safe bath
A Recordable Doggy Bed..You can leave a loving message on the bed for Fido. This can will reduce anxiety.
Stack-Egg-Bowls or Stackeggble
A Clear Plastic Car Window Writing Board W/suctions for easy removal. For those who want to write something on there car window.
#spotsv Soft Plastic Glow-In-the-Dark Dog Collar Helps to keep your pet safe Target can use their mascot "Bullseye" to advertise product
Fire Alarm and Carbon Monoxide Detector App.. It will let you know if it goes off when your away from home.
Pleated Silicone Baking Mat
Collapsible wine container. Possible built-in air vacuum,a new way to really make your wine last longer. read article why this is better
Lunch box with ipod/mp3 pocket that has speakers in it for tweens. They can hook music up through the speakers. It can resemble a radio.
Tool Tubs for Tool Hub
Modernized Football, can measure speed, distance, height. Possible hand print on ball for correct hand placement. Youth and regulation sizes
All In One Beach Cooler Bag has speakers, bottle opener,....
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A-zone
Jetpack
Food Canister Drawers Resubmit/Archive DOFS-03/21/2011 RS-03/28/2011 brief- 04/25/2011 and eval-04/25/2011 07/25/2011 08/08/2011 10/17/2011
Quirky Forums
Wallet Clip
No where to place your ear buds when your not using them on the go? No where to place your glasses when on the go? This is your answer.
Soundless suitcase's circles
Lawn and Garden Branch Bundler
Picky Puppy
Grater & Chopper in one
Inductive UV Light Knives
Modern Adjustable Aerobic Stepper Platform - Count your steps, challenge yourself by increasing your steps everyday - wink
Home Diet Center
Pregnancy belt with built in speaker- let your baby safely listen to you or music - grows with baby, please read
Process Multiple Avocados Fast
Smart Gate Keeper #WINK
Take Your Home's Pulse #WINK
World's Smartest Attic Fan
Spacebar Wearable Tech
Wearable Tech Sport Belt
Food Canister Drawers
360 degree umbrella cover
Mad Dr Grimstein's Lab.
The MINI MIX small portion mixer cranks like a fishing reel. Holds just over a cup of anything you want to mix or whip.
Steam garment clothing bag. The bag fills with steam to freshen or get the wrinkles out of your clothes. Steam or Dry your clothes is easy.
a compartmented grill.
Measure with accuracy.
Kitchen whisk unfolds flat
Dripper controller
Jugo
ear- earphone.
Toddler / Salad Chopper - easily chop toddler foods or have chopped salad with this 4 or 5 blade chopper with built in sharpener
Cart unload
q
a USB power strip
Collapsible 3cup measuring cup that you can measure, shake, pour your batter from. Measuring, shake, pour and contriol pancake, cupcake etc.
AutoEye
Shower Top - Keep The Heat In!
Tree Hugger Laundry Line
Palz
The Soup Cooler
Quirky + Mattel Smart Toy Cars
Wifi ,App enabled Thermostat
Light in the Rain
Swift
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Police Partition/Cage
!!! Lets design a cool caddy with a built in vacuum !!!
Lift Offs. A baking solution.
BibCilly
Raspberry Rack
The Neat Sheet
Pitch, Chip, and Putt
Crown Molding Speaker
Oven Eye
Squibby
Express Checkout System
!!! Low cost wood Pencil in a low cost plastic ball point Pen !!
Liner sharpener and warmer
Neighbor Chain
LAUNDRY STATION
Placebo - imitation pill
! A Pencil in a Pen !!
Bag Stands
Splatter Screen Tongs
! A Modular Cooler System. Table, Drawer and Cooler
Adjustable O.J Straining Top
Home lipstick maker
Universal Electronics Charger
Easy to open bottles
PS4 Charging station USB
Micro Movie Cards
Incase Shoe Holder Safe.
Design A Awesome Storage Tote System - Adjustable Bins
Dresser-Top Display Organizer.
Adjustable Straining Top
Grape Flavored Coconut Water
The TUMBLE FREE TUMBLER with a SCREW ON BASE! Attachable HANDLE for creating a TUMBLE FREE COMPUTER MUG! Break it down or
build it up!
Laptop table-transformer
Smart Pet Clippy
Vehicle rooftop 4- 360Â° Camera
A customizable Tablet or Smartphone case that lets you choose the locations for the power &amp; volume buttons and add a button for your camera!
A Easy Opening Food Canisters
Easy Salad Maker
Automatic Adjusting Pillow
Cutting/Trimming Hair Tray.
Coat in a Pocket
DOUBLE BOWL with DOUBLE LID!Vented Steamer lid! Microwave and dish washer safe.Eating peanuts need a place to put your hulls? 532 votes!
Honor Roll Wall Header Case.
Flashlight Tag
this will be the first hoop set that will return a basketball automatically shooters will become better shooters
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this is a unique one of a kind product that is fun for your four legged friend it's physical and mentally stimulating your pet will love it
this is a unique one of a kind product that is fun for your four legged friend it's physical and mentally stimulating your pet will love it
Kiley's crazy idea
Bluetooth silencer mask (updated) for iPhone
The Private Potty
The little paleontologist
Backside keyboard for iPad. Never miss a thing on the screen!
Every one who has ever marinaded for the BBQ knows it usually takes 24hrs to marinade. With my Idea you can do it in a couple hours.
FLASH GAME BOT
Voice silencer mask for iPhone and every other mobile phone,
Tabernacle
Free Weight Kettlebells
" A Modern & Modular Food Canister Drawer
" A Multi-Store Drawers system. Can be used by all.
Smart Clippy
One Size Fits All Coffee Lid
Feel Real
#spotsv - Pushpins that Work. Improved design fixes problems found in current designs. Attaches securely to cork boards or cubicle dividers.
Sumo
AirX
Side-by-Side Drink Cup
strap for transporting a bike on the shoulder.(Resub:438V/461V.with improvements)
Cell Phone Atenna Jack
yoga mat carrier
House following the Sun
casseroles with several levels and diameters:saving space and money.
App-enabled Driveway Chime alerts you via phone to let you know a vehicle has entered your driveway.
NaturalCleanerHub- REAL SIMPLE
Extendarm
doggie monitor/ walkie talkie
Eru Chair + Leg Rest
Disposable Cardboard Dog Bowl - Have one in your pocket or bag ready for use when you take your dog out for a walk.
Inside oven lazy susan
Coolers and Flower Pots Combined. Waters your Plants for you when the Party's Over! Saves Time, Space, and Water.
'Haversack' Team Challenge !
Dish Wash Glove
Clear Away Desk
A real, working Easy Button. Connects with all your apps -- you choose its function. Send a text, order a pizza . . . how will YOU use it?
MEGA BLOKS MEGA PLAY
Achoo
drawings and writing with neon led.
3d printings of photos of lost
App-connected Lunch box alarm
Floating lamp
Maximizing phone/tablet
Dust Bunny Buster
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Easy Scoop Litter Box System
Nail polish roller
Shower Buddy
Multi-Use USB and Memory Card Reader Hub. <imgsrc="http://oi52.tinypic.com/fm836b.jpg">
Spello reinvented
Social security # protect
Tapp
alert, driver disengaged
Cast Rest
Snag It and Bag It Pooper Scooper. Time to conquer the brown without the frown!
Picture Hanger
"Trip to Carnival" board game
spife
THE POT WHICH HOLDS IT'S OWN LID (with Video) This lid guides condensation drips back to the pot, for clean and compact kitchens (UC V:418)
sunflower.
261 vote back from UC. THIS POT HOLDS IT'S OWN LID. The lid guides condensation drips back to the pot!
The Accessorizer is an accessory organizer put together in a form of a brief case that is light and easy to hang on your wall for you to see
VINE + BOTTLE OPENER. a bottle opener which keeps wine in line. ;)
Bend your Netbook case for the Right Angle! Open it and use it. It is just under your netbook!
PULL &amp; STRETCH YOUR CABLE AS MUCH AS YOU WANT. Upgrade your Cables with this universal gadget.
Lumbar pillow wrap
MINI MIX small portion mixer. Holds just over a cup of anything you want to mix or whip. Cranks like a fishing reel. Eliminates the mess.
Do You Remember the Quirky Silo?! Why not have it for Slat &amp; Pepper?!!
clutch style cell phone protec
Appliances w/ MotionSense Tech
The Smart Bracelet helps you remember your pill! It is sneakily stylish and hides a pill compartment for your daily pharma or vitamin.
Swimmer's Roll Bag.
Puzzle Stools... Rotate and Stack it... Playful and Fun...
The Easy Lift Pie Pan set - no more first slice disasters. Lifter bakes in the pan with the pie. Snap the handle on the lifter to serve.
APP-ENABLED GPS CRASH SENSOR
Feezer Fence
SMART TAG LOCK BOX
cell hand
PROTOTYPE also on broom in pictures.A universal scraper to attach to broom or mop handle.No more bending over to scrape goo off your floor.
ReminderPal
Sensor type converter
Road plates
Car proximity radar. Lets you know in measurements of how close in front or in back you are to another car, or object to prevent collision
QueenWheels
telescopic rod for umbrella
SOAP HOLDER SANITISER
Soda Safer / Soft drink cap
Kids Auto Drink Dispensor
SlapBelt
Ez Oil Drop
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Motion Tracking Light/Camera
Ice straw:to have a cold drink instantly.(Resub)
Smart puzzle
Whistling straw
Autonomous cooling pad
a tote bag for car and prevents the animals and children spend on the front seats.(Resub)
A baseball cap clip that lets you hang your cap from your belt while you are not using it.Resub
promote growth of plants.
Grill enclosure/workstation
Retractable dry erase board,concealed in a decorative battery operated LED light.Great way of hiding these boards when not in use.SEE PICS!
Fingernail impression
BAG-IT
Consumer Grade Power Sweeper
Wagon Luggage
Bedside Bassinet
Sound Cup
Foam block armrest
Puzzle board app
The Smartest Stroller
new look for your bike.
Water Mate
I created a foldable shoe to have when you need comfort and RELIEF from foot pain. Women will defiantly love the sa
Interactive pet app
Wrist Storage Wrap for Kids/Dogs/Adults-For so many uses! Community feedback: Crafting, Nails, Snacks, Dog Treats, People Treats, etc!
USB portable extension cord
Old Smartphone Track
Cupcake Houses or Village
Freezer Fence
the cube
changeable
Smart Spice Carousel
Collaboration Annotation Board
Click to Clean or not.
Gardeners Hand Washing Station
RESUBMIT -- A Shoe Organizer That Doubles As A Shoe Deodorizer
A better dog training leash
Milk Cap Temperature Alarm
LED Insect Trap
Bag
toes uplift flip flops
Doorway Reminder Screen
Plug Power with Pass Thru Plug
Power Bag
Intercom w/ speech recognition
Supreme Sausage Spinner
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Create Your Own Quirky String of Lights! Perfect For Any Occasion <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DdIORXNkU0">Video</a>
Indoor Skate Boarding Machine
Cord Cubes
chop assist
Hygienic Gloves Machine
The K, Car Kommunication
iSight Glasses
HEATED BLANKET/Rev it up from our easy chair before going upstairs to bed. Don't kill the mood! WINK WINK(SAFETY bonus) Resub
Are you tired of squeezing and rolling up a tube of toothpaste? My video shows an invention of how you can eliminate doing that ever again.
Green - Insulated Shopping Bag
Nightstand Lamp w/ iPhone Dock
Utensil Drawer Shield
Octagon Birdhouse w/ wifi Cam
Senior Medication Dispenser
Fluorescent Shower Light
Desktop Statue that discretely functions as USB port extension, Phone Dock, Speaker, Headphone jack extension, etc.
brainband
frozen ear alarm
Private Eye-Covers Built-in Camera and slides to side for cam use. Functional USB Port Extension with Eject Button.
DualBrewâ€“Stops the Morning Duel. Wink enabled dual mugâ€“multi drink brewerâ€“select choice from your alarm app: Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, etc
Wink wireNess - full house
Bucket Carrying Glove
The Q-Cup Holder - as in "Quirky-Cup" - a minimalist design solution for convenient off-the-counter storage of K-cup coffee refills.
Emergency Button
Smart Nature Microscope Cam
Electronic Cleaning Gloves
Google Proj Ara Hotspot Module
Rex the Super Smart Dino Pet
An Electronic shower scrubber
adjustible Hi Heels
Grinding Infuser
Instadimension/weight
Smart Gate
An ergonomic hand rake to help landscape your flower bed, use it for planting, soil leveling, soil grading, debris removal and weeding.
Warm Winter Pants
The Cold Plate
insta - coffee
adjustable see saw
Smart Headphones to Speakers
Self-darkening Car Sun Shades
HAND SANITIZER TUBE BRACELET
Paper Waste Into Kitty Litter
nose plugs (variety)
Baby Grips
ear plugs for dogs, bath/ swim
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Kill Procrastination
My invention is a bathroom mildew remover spray nozzle and scrubber. A long nozzle with scrubber to remove mildew from ceiling corners.
Balloon Harness
Better Bike Parking Place
the even kebab grill
Virtual Concierge Creator
Art Palette
pocket size chair
Upside down bottle stand- plus
Wheel-n-go
Cinch
Drink thing
Recording knit/crochet needles
Two Stage Plastic Bottle cap
The quirky lottery ticket
Simple Garden Watering System
The teaspoon redefined. How it should have really been designed in order to deserve its name.
Mint Gun
Spice Ball
Mattress saver
ButterBarrel Butter Maker
Picture frame / mirror
Discreet Home Bathroom Urinal
Fantasy Sports Marketplace
DoozyDump PetWaste Obliterator
Fan-A-C
WINK Ambient Intelligence
A Spackling Syringe to fill the nail/screw holes when moving out or painting!
Portal LED Blacklight Module
Truckins
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on plate to make back of iPhone look like your internal guts or circuits are exposed.
Fly Fishing and JIG Clip Ons
A Connected Smart Water Timer / Sprinkler System
Adjustable Pan Handle
SPISER
Camera Obscura Lens for DSLRS
Body Scrub Glove
Frosting Flower Maker
Pimp-My-Pack Backpack with compartments customizable to organize anyoneâ€™s needs.
ROCKITE CAM
LEVELS OF FUNK Smart Bathroom Sponge Caddy
floor dryer
Locate
App-Enabled Garage Opener - Easily Open/Close from your phone and check if left opened!
Long sleeved baby and kids apron with a wide pouch that can catch all food mess. Great solution for parents tired of cleaning after feeding!
Self Protract &amp; Retract Tripod
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Real Lemon Scrubber
Trouble driving in rain or snow without a rear window wiper? Here is a remote controlled easily attachable rear windshield wiper for cars.
voice transfer to writing/prin
Kids recycling molds and factory turns material like plastic milk jugs into toys. Stay home spending time creating objects with the kids.
a little adapter that sits between a charger and the wall and prevents "vampire draw"
T-Shirt with a micro fiber cloth patch built in for cleaning glasses/smart phones, etc. OR a microfiber cloth that can be easily attached.
Fuel Cell Powered Generator
Home automation is sexy, but it's still out of reach for most. This is because it requires too much hardware and technical knowledge.
Anti Flyaway
Transition contact lenses
Automatic Taxi
Whole Family Hot Dog Carousel
World's Best Minnow Bucket
The Cobra Vacuum Flex System
Ergonomic Vacuum Hair Cutting
The Locking Office Chair
Bluetooth/Powerline Accs Point
Hollow Sponge and Scouring Pad
Worldâ€™s Best Seed Starting Kit
Paper Clutter to Seeding Trays
Stack and Lock Pastry Carrier
Tiffany Glass Bath Fan Bling
iPhone 6 Camera Tracking Chip
Solar Spa Bath Fan #Home Depot
Fish Feeding Fruit Fly Trap
BIG Rubber Strap w/ Many Snaps
The Northern Probz Mailbox
FindMi
Fahrenheit
Collapsing Luggage
Perfect Color Makeup Machine
VENT
Floating/Sinking Pool Toys
Outlink-Ex
SensEye - Multisensor
Phone Periscope
BottleBeatz
Recoil Compact
Shades - Smart window blinds
Pivot Speaker Headphones
Pair keeps items near you
WINK Bath Fan Linen Closet
:D This Bluetooth-controlled POWER PLUG can turn on/off lights in the room directly from your iPad/Pod/Phone while you're in bed/on couch!
Laptop Periscope
Q-Bowl (working title)
Aros Mini
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Luminators
Power leg/arm-band
Remote Doll
Glow Dog
Smart Essential Oil Diffuser
5 in 1 Pull Apart Pet Ball
Swift Check Deposit
Phone Monitor Stand w/app
A foam topped mallet stylus for a Wack - A- ? App Game. Used for other games or art, too.
Reward Counter Button / timer
Flexer
Paper Waste Into Kitty Litter
A smart and easy-to-use Underground Sprinkler System Panel that learns every time you water.
App Inventory Shoe Box Storage
Vehicle Carbon-Monoxide Sensor
The Cobra Vacuum Flex System
Smart Flameless Tiki Lights
Wink Controlled Gimbal Light
A Tree watering system that uses and collects rain. Use app if you are out of town or at work.
POPPY Plug
DryScape Home Moisture Barrier
Audiofeel headphones
App Enabled Lock Box
Alert - Display Wink Alerts
Ground Rockets
Shoe with a versatile style
Epilatoscopy
Canoe Stabilizer+Dolly+Turbine
WINK-enabled Weather Vane
Air Purifying LED Lights
Clutter Count Button Sticky
"Frying Saucer" Air Purifier
Instant 911 Alert Device -WINK
Temp. Regulating Headphones
K-Cup Inspired Shampoo
Wink Enabled Track Lighting
Live Digital Wall Art
Cargo for Cleaning Supplies
K-Cup Inspired Hand Soap
Tooth Brush Tongue Scraper
Trash Bags where you Use Them
Wink Enabled Thermometer
K-Cup Inspired Shave Cream
Poppy Perk
Telescoping Party Light Poles
SHOWER SALON: Shampoo/Conditioning Brush used to effectively clean hair and massage scalp during shower time.
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Smart Essential Oils Diffuser
MUB BULB
Customize the angle of your existing keyboard and mouse. Built in LED light, USB ports and gel pad. Pen and misc storage.
APP ENABLED DENTAL EX~RAY MOUTH PIECE or MACHINE! Wireless and cordless.
App Enabled Thermometer
NEW app enabled 3 crock slow cooker. Cook an entire meal remotely via an app. Induction eCoupling.
Hydro-Med
Dressing fork
The Quirky and GE app enabled SNOWBOT BLOWER MACHINE with options! A collab with John Abrams. A resubmit!
App Enabled Camera Remote
Stack your trays, plates, or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more dishes simultaneously! 493 votes now
Sick of water pooling in the bases of glasses, cups and bowls after the dishwasher cycle? Food particles may be in them.
HARVEST...A REMOTE CONTROLLED APP ENABLED PECAN PICKER UPPER! Works on all nut's! Rechargeable battery. Huge market! Nonexisting!
Sick of water pooling in the bases of glasses, cups and bowls after the dishwasher cycle? Food particles may be in them.
APP ENABLED WIRELESS COOLER WITH BUILT IN SPEAKERS and TOUCH DIGITAL MUSIC SELECTIONS. CD scanner! (((LOW BEER
ALERTS)))
Power Sox
IPhone earbuds with inline camera. View whats going on in front while texting or viewing-from small pop up window on phone screen.
#spotsv Shower storage also expands curtain clearance. Pivots for desired positioning. No need for expensive curved shower curtain rod.
Pocket Steam
Induction UV Water Purifier
Wall Awl
Smart Dog Collar
SmartVent
Mini Lego Snack Tray/Storage
ALL-IN-1 SELFIE CAMERA
Iphone License Plate Covers with hard plastic to protect the glass.. It would be nice if you use something other than plastic though.
side views
Kiriku
Fermenting Appliance
S2S pad
Perfect Patch
Stick-Up
Wireless Smart Remote for your DSLR Camera. Control settings and get instant images on your Smart Device.
Heavy-duty Porkfolio 2.0
Towel Warmer and Vanity Stool
Pillow Fillow.
Water Dancers
Smart Home Phone
Wiggling lure
Fillable Bake Shapes / Needle
Wink/WiFi Powered Speakers! Your Music can now Follow you from Room to Room!
Halloween Bake Shapes
Weight-based Coffee Grinder
Refuge
Meet Flip! Write on only one side of a spiral notebook without wasting the other side!
DRY ERASE ACTIVITIES MAT!
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Niagara
Accessible Shoe
Levier - Wall-Mounted Edition
FruitBOSS (BeerFruit - resub)
Toilet Seat-activated Bath Fan
Ladder Safety Cleats HomeDepot
Let's make a handle, frame and wheels that attaches to any rucksack! " like mini light weight hand trucks"! A collab with John Abrams!
Are you tired of piling shoes at your front door when a guest arrive just to keep a clean floor? Try the Guest ShoeGuard! (Resubmitted)
A device that connects to the shelf, weigh and remind you of the content you have left in an item on the shelves of a refrigerator.
Ice Pick/Flare Fishing Rod
A device that record messages and notes for self or family via in person, by smart phone or computer.
Deformable cooling solution
Trickle
Safe Stuffing Dog Toys
C.R.I.B. / Hospital Bed Sensor
Cup holder on Suction Cup
Torches with Wireless Speakers
Love Bracelets
Are you tired of piling shoes at your front door when a guest arrive just to keep a clean floor, then you should try the Guest Shoe Pad?
Headphone That Charges Device
HOOPLA
Are you tired of seeing sweat and stains from the arm of your shirts? Try the Under Arm Stain Repellent Patch.
A LAUNDRY DRYING RACK for hanging clothes to DRY OUTSIDE, with an UMBRELLA SYSTEM that opens in order to COVER CLOTHES WHEN
IT RAINS.
Are you tired of getting a ring around your collar? Try the Invisible Collar Stain Strip Repellent Tape.
Heated Knife
Bird spy
DrumPhones
P-NOC
BLARE
Safety Pivot Power
Remote Doll
VarioFlow -kitchen faucet head
Magnetic Shower Curtain Tamers
CarCarE
Shower Brush
Smartphone Caddy Coaster
quick nails
Effi - smart charger
moving LEGO figurine
Retract-A-Charge
GE Focus LED Light Bulbs
App-enabled Bathroom Mat Scale
Holographic Decorator
The Ghost Web
Work Place Politics
Lost key 3d print from photo
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Mini Wine Barrel
WINK Car/sport battery charger
Nimbus Sport
GE Spot On! LED Light Bulbs
Barcode Tracking App
Hair Brush / Lint Remover
Leveling clamp
Quilt Cover Stay
Designer Ear Buds
Juice Box
no se
Anime
ZipLyn Parking Lot SafT Handle
Indoor skatebording machine
Bottle Mixing &amp; cooling
A child flips over the toy with 100's of mixed beads at 1 end. A child shakes it + the beads "magically" separate into colors of a rainbow.
Three in One Baby Diaper
Your Season Makeup Scanner
Wearable Acupressure Facial
Plush Plug Pillow for Phones
AROMA MEMORY PEN. Untouched food aromas such as barbeque, peanut butter, popcorn, ect! Can't find a patent! A collab with John Abrams!
Induction Case forGoogleGlass
Flicker the twirling LED light
The Northern Probz Mailbox
SureSeal
Cardboard K-CUPS. Compatible with existing Keurig machines. Biodegradable-Recyclable. Self-fillable. Drink your favorite coffee brand.
Golf Swing Helper
Vanity Mirror Monocle
NO more fogged up bath mirrors
Quirky Xtend for Apple Watch
Smart Energy Saving Outlet
APP~ENABLED NUT PICKER UPPER
Speak Easy
Charge: Battery Box Organizer
Perfect Ponytail
GE DUO Ambient Light
STAX... Stack your trays, plates, or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more simutaniously! Time and space saving!
magnetic toothbrush
a
SMART APP ENABLED WIFI HEADSET PHONE with MIC. Listen to music. Hands free calling. Gaming. No wifi radius boundaries. (((IMP CHIP)))
Reinvent the Laptop Bag. A bag that also act as a stand. No need to take the laptop out of the bag. Just "Open and Type"/"Close'n'Go".
POCS = Pot of Coffee Stat
Press N' Slice
Car finder app
Egg McWaffles
Patio Cart Fridge - Radio
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Vibrating Alarm Mattress Mat
One spoon, many exact portions! A spoon with adjustable size so you can measure exact portions when you are cooking or making a coffee :) .
Like to play DOMINOES.
Personal Talking Alarm Clock
Meet Flip! Write on only one side of a spiral notebook without wasting the other side!
Storage Board
APP ENABLED WIRELESS BLUETOOTH BUTTON PIN SPEAKERS! Pin them any where, on your shirt, cap, shoes, purse, book bag, back pack, ect!
App enabled ceiling fan
Portable Rotary Seed Planter
Q-Cleanse
Hammer struck biscuit joiner
Yaxha energy drink
WOW GLOVES (homedepot)
Odor Disposaler
Mega Box ( Home Depot)
Mattel-Boomco remote blaster 2
Meet Flip! Write on only one side of a spiral notebook without wasting the other side!
Collapsing Funnel not only fits in your drawer but flexible tip folds into small spaces you'd normally need another size for!
Bikini Car Cover
Easy Open Serving Bowl: A bowl that stays covered to keep out bugs but easily opens for guests.
App enabled and lighted SMART 21ST CENTURY TOOL BOX. Protect your investments!
Phantom load eliminator
EASY INSTALL DOORKNOB LEVERS: Current levers require tools for installation. Let's make one that's easy to install for arthritis sufferers.
EZ Bucket
Amphitheater Canopy Phone Case
Eye Drop Sponge Applicator
This is a sofa pillow that is triangular-shaped so that it fits perfectly in the corner of the couch.
LED Snowman accessories
safe scissors
Back To School Swiss
Rear Luggage/bike rack
The PAINTKEEP...A spring-loaded insert for cans of paint, varnish, etc. to prevent air contamination and "skinning" of the surface.
CORNHOLE LIGHTS
Lazarus Light. A flashlight with a simple DIY circuit can bring "dead" batteries back to life. If you donâ€™t believe me, watch the video.
THREE-N-ONE... MEAT CUBER, MARINADER, TENDERIZER, ROLLING PIN. End spatter and blood born pathogens in your kitchen!
APP ENABLED...WARMING...PET BED/BED TOPPER. Slides easily across the bed with out disturbing your pet.
Bucket organizer
Self-clearing Whisk
Fruity
HARVEST...A REMOTE CONTROLLED or APP ENABLED NUT PICKER UPPER! Works on all nut's! Rechargeable battery.
Device hand hold helper
Wi-Fi Window Opener
Wi-Fi / Mobile Dog Training
We all have used bottles with the hand operated pump. What if you could get every last drop!!
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Lucky lottery ball
Do you have special eyes?! Calling all contact lens wearers. A new way to clean and sterilize contacts before use has arrived.
Hands-free, Wearable, Auto-setting Gardening Chair
Wink Motion Sensing Lightbulb
Hot Wheels Line Guided Car
Dip Stixs
QUIRKY INVENTORS GUIDE E-BOOK QUIRKY STYLE! A complete guide of the inventive process! Inventor tips, patent info, ect! Collab with Lillie!
Rolla Dolly
Mind the Run
Auto Lawn-Bot
Digital Dog Fence
push pin driver
Grow Cone - Deep root plants
A sheet that wont come undone, no matter how much tossing and turning or jumping on the bed it will always remain in place.
Orbit:Glide Soother
Suctions cups that don't suck! Made using a softer material and also incorporating a one way check valve for easier application.
Hover Lights. Magnet Floating.
Phone rest
Wake up Silent Alarm
iPod Touch / iPhone Landscape Holder
The Seed Range
Forget Me Not
Pivot Lamp
ShowMe - Food Preparation Tool
Eleganz ðŸ’Ž Hot Oil Comb
INteractive Speakers
Doorknob Heat Detector
Lego Masterpiece Display Case
Plate Pal Utensils
Mobile Antenna
Rechargeable Generator System
Race Driver Experience RC Car
Electric coffee stirrer/warmer! SPOON with USB plugs right into your PC! Warm your soup, coffee or tea! A collab with John Abrams!
The QUIRKY SUPER SIZED 3D PUZZLE with ACCENT LIGHTING! A collab with John Abrams!
Cinnamonutella
Electric shoe box warmer and deodorizer! Shoes got wet? Shoes stink? Drys and deodorizes wet or sweaty shoes! Get a fresh start!
Cradle Ladle
Streamline waterproof extension cord connector. Keep you cords safe, protected and connected!
How convenient it would be always have a cell phone charger readily available for use.A charger built into the case will solve this problem.
Shoveling snow is back breaking work! Let make it easier with the new NEVER WET SHOVEL!
De-Humidifier w/H20 Purifier
Soap Scrap Dispenser
A Bluetooth, "VOICE ACTIVATED" Speaker phone/iphone charger! Hands free! A collab with VECTOR!
Pocketbook tote sleeve! Hands free sleeve for toting thing like umbrella, sweater, baby bottles ect....
Intelli-Frame Smoke Detector
Painting made easy with RIGHT ANGLE FLEX TAPE. Just fold, stick,peel and paint for a professional finish! Resub
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Forget Me Not
Scooter using Handcar Tech
Introducing 3D-KEY! My idea is a new style keyboard where the letters used more are more prominent then lesser used keys.
Jumbo fillable powder brush
Team Huggie Pals
A full door drafter prevents air from coming in all four sides of an exterior door while allowing the door to lock, open and close safely.
Beach umbrella pole clamp accessories! Simple pole clamp design with any accessory you want! Towel, phone, kindle, hooks, hat ect..resub
CUTTING BOARD WITH INTERGRADED GRATER! THESE TWO BELONG TOGETHER!
Quirky teaching marbles! Learn while you play! A collab with John Abrams!
A full door drafter prevents air from coming in all four sides of an exterior door while allowing the door to lock, open and close safely.
Dont leave me (charger)
The QUIRKY MESH BOILER/STEAMER/STRAINER! A multi-tasking boiler/steamer/strainer that saves time in the kitchen! A collab with John Abrams!
Voice command smart home
A universal portable charging station "Laptop style" or "brief case" carrier! On/off switch for each section! Hidden compartment safe!
Hail No! cover combo life raft
Translucent caulk strips for countertops and bathtubs! Keep you caulk looking like it just came out of the tube! No more cracking!
inform bulb
The Plant Tripod
Dog Walking Essentials Bottle
Design your own case! SAND ART and more! iPHONE CASE KIT with a TRANSPARENT HOLLOW CASE! A collaboration with Maria Morrill!
Poochie Boots
Simple Jewelry Clasp Fastener
Killerstun
Plant-shaped, cup/bowl size and height adjustable cup/bowl holder. Saves space and can be used with multiple cups with its other branches
NO TIP GARBAGE CONTAINER
Silcone Paint Socks for Kids
Coding Mat
All in one CUBER, MARINATER, TENDERIZER, ROLLING PIN. End the spatter and blood born pathogens in your kitchen! Stainless steel roller!
STAX Stack your trays plates or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more!A time and space saver!Makes fridge space too! 353 VOTES
WIRELESS MAIL ALERT SYSTEM
Sticky Magnets! Stick coupons, notes, or pictures on the fridge without lifting the magnet. They stick directly to the magnet. See video
Snowtracks
FamFinder
LOOKOUT- for the Blind
Combo TV remote/light dimmer
aletas para mi mejor amigo
Magnetic Spoon Holder
Universal remote that also dims the lights. Comes with one or more light-socket bulb dimmers.
Hot tub heat guard
A vacuum cleaner that fits under the kitchen cabinet! NO MORE DUST PAN! NO MORE BENDING OVER TO SWEEP DUST INTO THE DUST PAN.
A television ( or universal remote) that changes channels automatically. Don't miss the beginning of your favorite shows.
The BAG FEEDING TRASH CAN. Never be bagless again! A one step process CHECK IT OUT...No batteries required
ghhhhh
Surplus (Team Idea)
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Static Cling Trick Ball Toy
Wireless LED garden lights
Proactive Smart Command
Monitor Mobile Via. PIR/Radar
Convert
Wink Stove
A BLUETOOTH voice activated HANDS FREE iPHONE CHARGER talk while you charge! A Collaboration with Vector!
Hidden Storage for Fem Care
Quirky designed Smoke/Carbon Monoxide detectors. WIFI enabled to alert smartphones. Fun and functional!. RESUB
Relay Companion
Kinetic Wireless Speaker
Interact Whiteboard Keyboard
Silent Classroom Wink Enabled
Floating Bedside Desk Chair
Bean Bag Splash
baby bottle thermos
DRY ERASE NAP MAT! Dry erase on one side, nap on the other! Sweet dreams and great beginnings start here!Bonus TUNNEL!Cpics #QTOYS
OnSpot ! Home Depot "Bath Fan"
green4go
IMPROVED PRODUCT! Door Jamb Mounted Cylinder Safety Device-A cylinder tank security mount that attaches to door hinges. Robert Harker
Cooled bottle
DUAL iSTAND case for iPhone/iPad.The iStand case works both Portrait and landscape! Opposite side is a compartment for CC,cash,key,ect!
i-Stein Smart Food Containers
Hey Quirky; what's that on your fridge? Its a Sticky Magnet!! Stick papers directly to the magnet, not under it! Please see video.
E Z pass covers tired of hiding your ez pass and taking it out at the last minute or hate it when someelse does it
cool arm chairs
Lightning Adapter Headphones
Frozen Cocktail Minibar
GPS for the Blind
Self-learning Robotic Vacuum
Moisture killing Air dryer
Elevated door stopper to prevent doors from closing. Not your ordinary door stopper that you placed on the floor, but high up on the door
Voice Activated Pilot
â™¥ Sweetheart Alarm â™«
DiaperWipe
simple arm sleeve made of hypoallergenic material to keep your baby comfortable in your arms can also be a pillow very inexpensive to make
Made in the Shade - Custom Tan
Fizz Relief Plastic Bottle Cap
hi
simple arm sleeve made of hypoallergenic material to keep your baby comfortable in your arms can also be a pillow very inexpensive to make
Table Reader
we need a car holder that connects to the actual rear view mirror not a suction cup type holder
The Kitchen Tornado!
NEW BEACH TOWEL CONCEPT can we make something round that can be folded to a smaller size we need to think outside the box
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E Z pass covers tired of hiding your ez pass and taking it out at the last minute or hate it when someelse does it
Compatibility Necklace
Container with Adjustable Base
STEM-Code Game Board
Rain Shield for Driver Window
Chia Water Bottle Cap
App-Enabled Repeater Button
Moisture killing Air dryer
Portable Fan
Wooden Spoon w/Thermometer
Ice Cooler Back-Pack
refreshing straw.
Build-A-Box (Storage/Ship)
Vest coat
Mark my nails
best phone specs
BlueTooth Enabled Helmet
Air Hammock for a flat back
App Controlled Bobble Head
Hang All
track
USB iPhone Case
aletas para mi mejor amigo
Fruit Seed Picker
Tack and track
IceCream Cylindrical Dispenser
Memory Stick Storage
Motorized Ice Cream Scoop
Moisture killing Air dryer
Fido's Gyro Play Ball
eazzphones
Beep beep Beep
â€œLUMINAIRE MAGAZINE RACKâ€
Plunger Splash Guard
BLACK WHOLE
Smart phone case controller
The Worm Bin
Tea Tree oil and lavender based cleaning product for any part of the house.
A bottle opener for medicine bottles
Fans & Light Stick up anywhere
Mattel Hoverboard-Resubmit
chair with transparent leg
The respectful poop cleaner
Scrap Soap Dispenser (Revised)
Sun lens
Mini Bulb Puller
Baby Trampoline
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Baby Walker
Donâ€™t you hate it when your coffee goes tasteless? Or just plain old cold? With The Cold less Brew, you wonâ€™t Have to worry about it!
Port Power Plus (USB)
I present to you the Night Light pet bowl. It's a food or water bowl that also serves as a night light.
Finger Cot For Arthritic Craft
Retractable Cordies!! Make Any Electronic Have a Retractable Cord with a Fishing Reel Inspired Cord Wrap
Universal Micro Charger
Battery Pack Purse for Women
Have you ever eaten a burrito or a wrap and the insides just keep falling out? With Tasty Tape you can "wrap up your wrap"!
Smart Home Keychain Remote
2 in 1 swimming shoes with swimming fins molded on the sole of the shoes. The same shoes can be worn on the beach sand and in the water.
Wine Ladder
Backpack Trainer
An Easy Access and Portable Saddlebag for the Elderly.
Double Pack Ramen Bowl
Blue bin wind shield
Solar Powered Suction Clock
2 Way Radio Intercoms
test
Retractable Cord USB Hub
Quarma
Clean and Condition Your Car. This is an all in one interior car cleaning tool.
Cubism
Bumbastic
Keep cold sandwich bags
Replaceable Shovel Heads/Tools with Same Handle
USB Stick storage box and hub
WINK CloseCall. Product makes contact with the closest person/service in the area.For emergency use but also for fun use.
IPad Mini Sleeve/Stand.Resubmit,362 vts (92%)On the backside now keyboard added.
Peel. Egg-peeling aid. Using sillicon balloon to generate blow of air to remove shell. Could be a Pluck add-on (use of same sillicon part)
NAPPAC is a backpack with inflatable/detachable neck and shoulder supports. Can be used by everybody who wants to sleep in sitting position.
Glass washing machine
at home recycling can crusher
It's a backpack cooler that can let you move around freely while transporting everything you want to stay cold.
Tangle Free Dog Tether
Hard Water Screen Unit
Child Gate Mounting Bracket
Light and Sound Math Blocks
Pet Micro-Chip GPS Tracking
Home beverage gazefier
The Pet Translator - Wouldn't it be great if your dog or cat could talk? Here's the next best thing
The Pedaller
Glass washing machine
angel food cake pops
The Paw Jacuzzi Wash - the best way to wash your dog's paws before allowing him to get back into the car or the house.
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Self destructing block set
Keypad with SS drive
Modular jewelry organizer
Marker Bracelet
Touch Emergency
Towel Bar Doubler - It simply attaches to any existing towel bar and instantly doubles the towel bar area.
Solar 300
Table Mat warmer
Salad Pod
Housekeepers Dream
App Enabled Cereal and Milk Dispenser - sync with your alarm, save time in the morning!
Napkin door phone charger
Heart Rate &amp; Phone Armband
Programmable Stove Top (Oven)
GE Furnace Smart
Where's baby Safety Systems
Race Bicycle Rack Mount Adaptr
Device that senses your car window open in the rain - relays to app on phone when inside of car is getting wet.
Sun Stick
F.A.S.T.
Easy Set-Up Baseball Bases
Remember The Pattern Toy Mat
Sprinkler Track System
Computer Mouse w/ Wrist Pad
App linked multi-DVD player for morning exercisers. Turns on when alarm goes off. Starts the disc you set on the workout DVD schedule.
Interactive Map (Wall Decor) - Sign in on the app &amp; a dot will show what city you are in! Follow your friends, family, maybe celebrities!
Pitch Perfect - Helps baseball pitchers get better. Track accuracy/stats on the corresponding App while you practice!
Interlocking Cookie Cutter Segments - Piece them together to create any cookie cutter shape you want! Take apart and create all over again!
Mug with built in slots for fingers - Warm your hands while drinking hot liquids!
Safety @ Home Flashing Light
Headphone of Tomorrow is Smart
NFC Light Switch
Wired
App-enabled photo cube
icleanwc
Bubble Wrap U fill with Candy!
Happy Dogs; Happy Neighbors
Heater vent air dancer 4 kids.
App enabled laundry reminder
Don't like Onions? Why not have "Potato Blossoms" at your next get together!
Planter House
50,000 LED
Germ free pill bottle dispensr
Ball cap for Ions
Weight Mate
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Redirect your heat
EasyOutlet / QuikSwitch
Digital Convergence!
www.quirky.com
Quirky 2.1
A better Flea/Tick Applicator
Brew Coffee Anywhere (Brewtus)
Fun Fishing
Digital Convergence!
Electric Dish Wash brush
Grab N Go Paper Towel Holder
WashSmart
de-polarzied LCD screen
The Smartest A/C
man cleaner
Convenient LED Solar Christmas
Exoskeleton for Squeezie
Fuel Cell Generator
Towel Warmer and Vanity Stool
Strata Hot Wheels parachute
Fader
Trailer
NoBurn Microwve Popcorn Popper
Snap and Dry
SafeSmart Pet Locator
Fan Blade Filter
The helix Hair Brush
Mute Button
Night Nanny
The Kid F/X
Santa's LiL Helper
App Enabled Security Lights
A case where part of the rim pulls up and becomes a handle, making the Ipad a lot easier to carry!
Heaterella
Voice Activ. Spices Dispenser
Divided Cup For food/drink
Take your book in a road trip
Motion in the ocean
App enabled baking pans
melting in sand forms
Pacifier holder
VaporBear
Save 2 O
Pet Vibration Trainer
Anchor
SansSodium
speaker fan
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The Box -Music You Control APP
Hold-Ez
ER Triage App/Check-In Kiosk
The LD WATCH. A round LCD displays multiple time zones &amp; photographs, finds and lights your way, and color coordinates with your wardrobe!
Vibrating pet trainer
Spinning under bed organizer
Leftover
antimicrobial kitchen utensils
Hold shower curtains to tubs, papers to metal cabinets with GRIPCLIP, the only two-sided clip with magnetic or suction cup mounting options!
Imagine a thick, iPod-Shaped Water Bottle. Carry in purse, backpack or pocket, like a paperback book. Stop putting cylinders in flat spaces!
A brighter selfie
EDGENOTE is a clip-on corkboard strip which turns any shelf edge into a message center! Pin to the cork, or fit labels into the grooves.
RATTLESTOP Door Quiet Band
Snakeway Wire Manager
Extend Quirky's powerstrip product line to include switched models! Eliminate trickle power vampires. Start with Pivot Power Mini (example).
Button Fasteners
Finder Sticker Loser Weeper
Aqua Cannon
Vibrating metronome bracelet.
Home Donut / Cronut maker.
Broom-Broom sleep cot
Space Bar the Sequel
Social Reality Connection: wearable accessory for iPhone/iPad/iPod etc. Active Digital Display of Album Cover of what you're listening to.
Mirror/prism viewfinder for smartphone. Old cameras had'em and now the hottest DSLR cameras do too. Anyone else beside me have 20 cam apps?
no
I-outlet
Double Velcro:Velcro strips are a good solution, but they deteriorate quickly and change is difficult.RESUB: please check video
In Store Bottling
Cell Phone Handset
the Gummy Bulb
Beer Bobble
Sustainable Dishwasher
Baby Bongos
Trash Tread
2 in 1 Putty Knife
the visually impaired have issues in their displacement:use bands.........(Resub)
Faucet Liquid Dispenser
4 way Charging board
A hard pencil case that goes from an enclosed transportable case to an open cup style, table top holder
Cup Covers - no more spilling on the go! A cup accessory that sits around the cup when not needed and slides to cover the top when required.
Refillable Blade Sharperner
POP CAN into a POP TOP Bottle
Universal Wrist Support that Attaches to Computer Mouse
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Book page weighted clips - keep your pages open and your hands free! A simple book clamp to keep your book open.
Window Air Coniditioner Panels
Electronic Scissors - similar in style to the electronic stapler. Perfect for quickly cutting stuff like coupons or craft material.
A printer that turns your homemade videos into flip books!
Cheef Stick - the cheese and beef stick combined! I want a machine where I can make my own snack stick that combines the two.
SeeSaw Basketball
nose
Multilingual Keyboard
App-Controlled Light Show
A kickstand that can stake into the ground! Use like a regular stand or stake it. #QCYCLE
The only calendar you will ever need! Magnetic, dry erase calendar with adjustable tiles so your calendar is always right.
Case with Interchangeable Alphabet Letters - Identify yourself!
A bulletin board that does not need pushpins/thumb tacks.
Fire and ice! ICE LUMINARY MOLD for your freezer: make beautiful ice lanterns any time of year, in any weather.
Window cling/film that darkens as the sun hits it and lightens the less the sun hits it.
Measuring Cups that scoop AND store
Attach-a-Snack!!! A bowl that attaches to the arm rests of camping chairs, beach chairs, etc. Keep your snack off your lap.
Personal Soundtrack
Clear Dry Erase Screen Overlay
Doodle Bug Pro!
Hybrid Food Container Idea: Molecules of the chemicals in the plastic can leach into the food or beverage when in contact with certain foods
Know when your snail mail has been delivered! Sensor goes in mailbox; app alerts your iPhone when mail arrives. Protect against mail theft.
Mini Wand dispenses a single dose of hand sanitizer gel. Always handy -- clip to your bag, case, zipper, keys, belt loop, etc.
Wireless charging toolbox
LaserNote
App-Buffet Tray
Keep track of your batteries with this storage container. Also can be used to check for battery power.
Mazik's - Resub
Adjustable LED Bulb-Tubelight
Kangamel
omniEM
This is an vehicle systems check app. It will plug into the car lighter and give a reading of vehicle spec and maintenance information.
Laundry Detergent Dual-Flask
Asthma breathalyzer PhoneCover
Wireless Charger Toolbox
Snap-Fit Bulbs
App-lunch menu Display
Mazik's - Resub
Quirky E-ink Flip Phone Cover
Flying Drone Induction Pad
Tire Repair Caddy
Stray Voltage Dog Shoe-Tester!
Universal Controller for Phone
Smoky
aletas para mi mejor amigo
Slushy Crosswalk Corner-Ramp
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4mugs
Roll-N-Walk Cane.
Bird-cage Electric Baseboard
The lock box phone case
Key To The City
S'Mores Flavored Milk Drink
Pothole Radar Patrol
Multiverse
Robo-Range
Multi Bin
Parakeet Handler
OLED Lunch Box
E-ink sheet music for piano
Roll Tamer
Virtualee
Never loss your luggage
Le Brun Glezakos
Landline Smart Base
Water Plate, To keep ants (and other bugs) off your sweets.
Foot Dryer
Splash guard for women sitting on public toilets who have exposed orifices that get infected with dirty toilet water back-splashing. GROSS.
Pedal Power
Pet Nook
Zero Que Headphones- Harmon
ifocus
On- The - Go Free Laptop WiFi
TIRE FOR ELECTRIC CAR
Projector Case For iphone/ipad
Germ kill shopping cart handle
test
Red Beet Rye Drink
Rotator
Logic Touch
LifeMatte Monitor
Stroller Umbrella
Modern Office Badge
measuring box 4 hoses
Killer stun
Tablet stand for bed reading
Garden Hand Spade
Love It With Me
EmotiCoffre
Stuff and Stuff
Comfortable Iron
Duplicate Transaction Reader
Halfpipe
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Job Bot
Flushing Puppy Potty
Embout de robinet anti-brÃ»lure
Freedom pet
Mirage
ultra antibotic
Personal umbrella cooler
Powdered Alcohol 8Qt Container
Clean Split
Frizzberang
Iso-Volt
A universal dock that uses a USB-Lightning, USB-30 Pin, or USB-microUSB cable for connectivity.
Capped
I see sleep
WiFi mini Spy Cam
Hot Wheels Labyrinth Ball
Repair Bench TV Lift
skijit
Jelly case kit
Smart Couch
predator tracking device
Power strip with wattmeter
Wheelramp
Rehang
SELF CLAMPING SAWHORSE.
A paint brush handle that has a paint cover lid opener in its handle that will extend and retract for proper lid removable.
Cupcake Lifter Pan!
Mood Gem (jewelry necklace)
ecowater
Cutting board â€“ bowl
Wizard Laptop
Lifter
Mood Gem (jewelry ring)
Rehang
Baby Safety App
Holographic book
Tower to keep pills
Conducting Buttons
Worm Tumbler
MULTI FUNCTION SNOW SHOVEL
Collapsible Cat Tower (Easy to Clean!)
Internet Snorkel Mask
Math toy
Beach Towel
thong for transporting a bike on the shoulder.
more joy for the birthday party. (inspired Confettis Candles ).
for more joy :luminous glass.
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Donâ€™t ask your ghost to do parlor tricks, its rude. Use a Ghost communicator so you can both enjoy each others presence.
App Enabled X-mas Tree Stand
Jack Attack
Climate Controlled Car Seat
Electric Pump Sprayer
Superhero HardDrive Protection
workout shoes
Diss-Connect
Automated Water Dispenser-Cook
Labeled Cleaning Products
Preserve
Fitbit Flex Wearable Charger
ChocoScoop
Shampoo Reminder
#R Shack You Sunk My B-Ship!
Circulating Marinade Bowl
Picnetic
Baby safe water
holographic book
Deep Sea Treaure Hunter
Smart Bicycle Support Wheels
Airplane Ear No More!
Glow in the Dark house key
Comback Ball! (with bat)
OneMind
3wheeled bike
stroller wheel with dynamo
Car Cover For Snowy Months
Multi - Purpose Electric Fan
Christmas Decor Cabinet
radio shoulder camera handset
Ergo Clothes Hamper
Portable Pup Gate
Quirky GE Wink Emergency Alert
Soap Saver
MacBook Side Connector. A block that would hold all of the cables in place for easy plugging/unplugging. No more hunting for wires
The Force Patch
Fabulisher
Hiker's Hoodie Head & Shoulder
Meatball/Doughnut Maker
Smart Wick
BoardAshelf
ihead torch
Inventor paper
Phone Shade
The ideea is something like that: will solve 3 ideeas case stand, monkey tale and usb power charger conector all in a slim case.
Tazo's
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Party in a Box
Minisecond screen
Autonomous cooling pad-227774
Oil Carafe that does not leak or spill oil at the bottle neck. Also, there should be textured indented sides for slip and grip control.
Wink Door Opener
Train your dog or cat while you are out of the house by using cheap RFID technology.
Modular SunGlasses
Power Tool Box
For new parents, baby proof and plug-in painlessly while saving your sanity and your finger nails with Kid Smart Electrical Outlet covers!
Air Ease Odorless Diaper Pale
Adjustable Tool Holder
Birth control gummies
Turbine Massaging Shower Head
A dual-bin, recycling wastepaper basket that looks good under your desk, or anywhere. Take out just the trash, just the recycling, or both!
Meet PuckÂ®! Rechargeable 5200mAh Li-ion battery w/AC-to-USB adapter, 2 USB outputs, recessed, fold-out AC power plug. Charge at any outlet.
Catch-A-Mess
iCircuit
Clip cars
App enabled Kick Stand Scale
DROP SHELFâ€“ Pull the shelf down to your level <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRsIiKR0CjY" target="_blank">WATCH VIDEO</a>
Edible Demo Kits
Honey Comb Wind Deflectors
Reach your back
body sqegyy
Fire Ant Proof Pet Bowl
Heat headband
Automatic Seat Lift Mechanism
The easy clean trash can
Magic Brush
TV remote with USB
Smart Case
dormPOD â€“ lockdown your valuables when you are away
Food Shape Cutter
Tool Lock
Charcoal/ propane BBQ grill
Sun Tracking Patio Umbrella
furling clothing
Spare Emergency Breaklight
water plant based on its need
Counting toothbrush holder
Traffic adjusting alarm clock
Child-Safe Surge Protector
App enabled Smart Wall Clock!
Stylish Snap-on bracelet fan
Water inflatable bath tub
Now a ladle, now a tong.
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Grip easy. Prep easy.
Phone/tablet no hands support
Tool Lock
Q-Dock
Pivot Power Triad
Kangaroo drill .
Coffee Warmer
Drap housse avec frontiÃ¨re
Smart Beverage Warmer
fÄ•tÊ¹Ä-sh
Toothbrush Compact
The Solo Suitcase
Handheld Spin Shower Head
Flamethrower
audio mixer
Crossover Plus
shelf creamer
Vice-Grips
Light and Sound Switch
Wink Speaker Light Frame Mount
Flavor Filter
bfcbc
An adapter set that will grip to any size vacuum end so you can get into all the tight spots of your car at a public pay for vacuum.
Power Sharing Phone Case
Customizable E-Paper Switch
Key Card Chair Staff Alert
Upwrite
The AstroPillow
Lighted Beads and Cross Rosary
Inductive Charging Wall Plate
Converge v2 - (Line Extension)
phone information retriever
Olympic curl dumbbells
Portal: Smart Wall Outlet Hub
Sturdy Ironing Board
Smart Wall Outlet Hub
Flyway
Wink Flush
Custom flavour coffee maker
Combined two-in-one Body fat/skin fold caliper with tape measure
Heated Eye Lash Curler
Tri-Pot
heated neck/bath pillow no batteries/plugs required!
EMG
Resonant Earphones
Painters Porable Sink
Quirky EMAIL Magazine
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The Base Bord and Crevice Tool
The Coil Extension Cord
Sink garbage disposal retrival tool. A long handle with a soft sticky retrival ball attached to pick up items dropped in the sink.
Wink Hot/Cold Water Dispenser
Yard Pan Plus
Hot Water Rinse Pan A container that holds a continuous supply of hot water.
Sensei
Spatula & trays personalized
Tea Honey/Coffee Honey/Cocoa H
Multimedia Wink Desk Phone
Lego Play â€˜N Build Tunnel
Dish Rack w/Clever Fit Dishes
Waterproof stockings
Touchscreen E Ink Battery Case
Eo mug
Portion Control Salt Shaker
Magic Touch Smart Phone
VIP
Fruit Picker with Soft Chute
Smart Turkey Fryer
Toaster Cover and Tongs
SASS:Smart Audio Shower System
Charger with external battery
Our product is a normal iphone charger with an external battery on the socket part.
Our product is a mobile device charging adapter combined with an external battery
Leaf-relief
$50 Bin Kit
Easy Outlet Relocate
Elder Surveillance
No Excuses Shower Drying Rack
iPod Shelf
Battery Transfer
device lock box
Pi Case
JustRun - Hem Gripper
nickalodeon cartoons novels
Learning guitar tab pannel
Future of SMOOTHIES - Freezing them ahead of time is a HUGE trend, but defrosting needs work.
Vacay
Smart Shining Earrings
A flower pot that closes itself at night and during storms, protecting the plants inside.
Magnetic Wine Saver
Perch Mini: The All-in-One Charging Station, Tripod, and 2-Way Stand for iPhone, iPod, Android Phones, and almost any similar USB Device
battery cigarette lighter
"American Made Products"
Freezeit
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RainBack: The Raincover for the Rest of Us
Rain Shoes: The Rain Jacket for your Shoes
What if you could prevent your laptop from falling and getting damaged, when someone trip over your power cord.
Lozenpop
App Design
did it ever happen to you, while taking your kid tempature your thermometer battery runs dead .luckily I have the old type spare hidden .
EcoWater
Decorative paper towel holder for any room of the house. (For cleaning up after kids and pets.)
have you have a hard time to locate a house especially at night.Decorative lighted house number signs. or by adding ambience to your house
a portable a/c and cooler with a cooling fan motor design. 2 in 1 concept.with option design that can eliminate the cooling fan
Clear Silicone Earplugs for times you want to wear ear plugs but not have everyone know you are wearing them.
Hang Guider: Attaches to things like clocks or pictures you want to hang and guides you to the hook on the wall when you can't see it.
Window Muffler
Transform any glass block wall ,glass door, window into a room with a view. To reduce the daylight glare coming from outside.
Swimsuit / Gym Clothes Drying Rack for cars. Solves the problem of damp clothes for people who work out in the morning then go to work.
Brushing Wiz
A new concept of carrying, drafting, sketching, drawing board. Fun for outdoors/indoors with variety of features for all ages to agree.
a solar panels to fit a car visors to recharge cell phones,etc. while traveling. and other side of the visor is a pouch for organizational.
koozies for bottled and canned beverages with a cap and lid attachment, keeps drinks cold and those flying insects away
Better housing
Spike
Ceiling Space Saver
Home For Christmas
Austin Challenge Sweet Silence
The Work Beach Chair
App Enabled mp3 Pool Float
Austin Invent Chal. pastaBOT
A convertible pool float
Thermometer Spoon Spatula
Credit Card Shield- A Secure Metal wallet for your credit cards that looks like an iPhone with a speaker for enhanced sound for your iPhone!
Zaydzone
GO-LEARN
Inside Out Water Bottle
Rub-A-Dub Doggie! A product that prevents your dog from rubbing themselves all over your house after you have given them a bath.
Juicephones: Listen + Charge
Pivot USB.(Austin Invention .)
Poppy Tray - Auto Refills
Light switch speaker
Slice 12 Cherry Tomatoes fast!
Kangaroo drill .
KoolGrip- Bike With Cool Hands
The Puck #REALSIMPLE
Powder Medicine Travel Pack
FridgeScan: Scan + Delivered
For the Clean Cup~!!
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go green a/c air filter,a design feature that will eliminate the cost of disposable filter. To washable and reusable every month or 3 months
FridgeScan: Scan &amp; Delivered
A pool safety buoy device alarm
just adding a feature that I bougth for my kid . no- back child seat booster.
go green a/c air filter,a design feature that will eliminate the cost of disposable filter. To washable and reusable every month or 3 months
Flaunt Headphones
timer shower.
without trackwheel spanner.
WiFi Pet Feeder
a
Flexible Pedestal Fan
Savior Phone
Noise cancellation speaker
Cookie Cannon
MICRO QR LABELER FOR WARDROBE
MOISTURE SENSOR CLOTHESPIN
Under-Cabinet Hanging Toaster
SECURITY ARMBAND
Power Pull
Prep Step
shoesy
Fighter Jet Windshield
Supplement Server
Iphone Micro SD card reader
QRide Advanced Emergency ID
Wallbrights
Take me fan
LED Flashlight phone case
Change Phone Case Anytime
#NEVWET Life Jackets that repel water.
Centuries old problem solved affordably! Know how much water you get in winter with non-freezing rain gauge. Render by Peter Frazier
DentaMech
A multi-outlet charging dock for the iPad mini. Get more power with convenient access.
iPad Kitchen Stand - for use in the kitchen or around the home with an integrated clock/timer! (Resub from 2010 Quirky Brief)
Stolen Power
Nanodiapers
Induction Charged Tamp Stamp
#NEVWET Kayak skirts that repel water.
Video slide photo bracelet
Add-on sets for Switch
PartyAnimal, Green PiÃ±ata game
Shoofly Serving Bowl
The Knuckler
Pots and Frying Pans with a Handle that is a Spoon and Spatula Rest!
Driver Drums
iKnowFridge
Water Wise
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EasyStix
Socket Finder
Tire and Rim Cleaner with Dual Head. Cleans large surface area and gets into the smallest spaces.
Power Pedal
Anti-Damage Screen Guard(ADSG)
Violet
Car Seat Caddy
Ice Cream Squeezer
Breathalyzer Cage
Fish Stick
Fender Bender Preventer
Curvee
Flare Bluetooth Surround Sound
Multi-directional Tube Lights
kitty
Rock-a-bye Stroller
Gimbaled IPhone Holder
Whale Saver for beached whales
Form fitting kettle bell
BBQ Foil Shapers
No more Headphone sharing
Aztec Death Whistle
Butter Pen 2.0
SmartPhone and Tablet Keyboard
Headfones with sensor
GPS Bracelet with Walkie Talki
StarryStar Baby Monitor Camera
OctoStraw
Electronic pen
WinkBattery
"MY BACK BUDDY"
Home Firework ControlBox
Poopie pistol
Alpha
VENT CLIP
Cell phone case with finger holder so you have less of a chance to drop your phone and allows you to take self portraits easier.
Circular Wink LED Bulbs
Interactive E-BoardGame
Giant Pin Ball Crazy golf Game
SmartAutomatedPatioUmbrella
TSB -Temperature Sensing Bulb
Easy view
Fit-Plate
Next Gen Solar Window Candle
Umbrella Carrying Case
Dr. Dre-Ed
WINK Cat Toy!
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A full or mid sized garbage can divided into 4 bins, each with a lid, a handle and wheels for easy sorting and transportating your refuse.
Frozen Topper for Pop Can
Hot/Cold Sports Bra
Bake Shapes Alphabet!
Spouts
Wink enabled street Light
Grubber
Mirror/prism viewfinder for smartphone. Old cameras had'em and now the hottest DSLR cameras do too. Anyone else beside me have 20 cam apps?
Wireless power switches that you can remote control with an app. Track power usage, set automatic timers, remote control anything!
Purse with Pockets for Shoes
Unattended Child left in car
"VISION" Combination Lock
Resonant Earphones
SurfsUP
Invention
Water Softener Salt Spotter
Sound absorbing paint
WINK Smoke Alarm
Holiday Window Decorations
App Enabled Smart Scan #KATIE
Hot Cubes!
App Enabled Grocery List
WindUp Helicopter
Medicine Pill &amp; Eye Drop case
Thermoelectric Portable Gen.
Muscle Stimulator Alarm Clock
liquid proportioner
Airplane privacy curtain
Smart self opening baby gate
GE Steam cleaning brush +Sonic
Dwipers
Multi Monitor Adapter
GE Flexible Refrigeration
Frame All Mine (FAM)
Artificial X 'mas tree outlet
Stroller 's Wheel w/ Dynamo
SmartDetector
port o potty fan
door knob towel hanger
Threads/Sensors + Mood = Music
Gesture Laundry Basket
Kids DigiCoin-Sharing Enabler
Charge Caddy for Device
Mag/Stick Back Dish Towel Ring
waterproof bedpad with strap
Snap Counter Worldwide!
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GE SMART DUAL WASHER~DRYER
GFCI Outlet App
coil extension power cord
easy to clean A / C filter
Water/Light Smart Skippers
PiezoPal
electric fan / air freshener
Squat Strap
Spy Camera Remote Speaker Mic
MY SMART-FLY
Potable Water Dispensing Unit
smart measuring cup
SMART-WAKE ALARM CUBES
E-GG
riding mowers backup sensors
visor with ear flap
Battery Minder
App enabled shower head
Smart Lawn Spreader with App
Light Sensing Socket w/ Timer
Garden Hose Accessories
GFCI outlet with iPhone apps
Slider Folding Chair
Solar Powered Nebulizer
GFCI With Phone Apps
Carbon Filter Sipper Caps
Desk Lift
DeadBolt Status Indicator
solid panel
Dishwasher Toy Set w/Basket
Q-Fit - WINKenabled pedometer
A bed warmer that uses a common household hair dryer for a heat source.
A basketball net that has mini chimes/bells that will be inserted into the hollow cords of the net it will produce a unique audible tone
Shower Temperature Setting
Optimal Breathing Project OBP
Food Weigh Scale App w/Calorie
Doily O'Matic
Germ Stopper Bracelet
BumpIt Headphones
AUTO SCAN &amp; ERASE Whiteboard
aa
folding two shelf cart for everyday usage.it can fit inside the vehicle,
beverages cap/lid swivels , outdoor usage such as birthdays,etc. comes with different colors also good for giveaways
cooking material washer
a solar power car visors to recharge cell phones or Ipad devices, etc. while traveling. and other side of the visor is for organizational.
A cell phone case with speakers built in to a sliding case. This concept is good for outdoor/indoor activities and it fits in your pocket.
E-leaf - Leaves are a breeze
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The Lockcycle is a reinforced bike lock that extends like an arm to post. Lock always be with bike and one less thing to remember and carry.
Carabandits
another way to conserved water for the whole family, person who has wrist or hand problem ,it's easy and safe to reach while taking a shower
Under pressure. A special carbonated beverage opener (can or bottle) that will assist with opening and prevent explosions.
Six pack remote control caddy/utility lightweight, adjustable with padded compartments
App Control
Anti rodent garbage lid lock
Fiber Popsicles for Dogs
Hoops
TuneTime Kids Clock
Safe Place Knife Guard
Plant Hub
Rinse and Snack Bowl
Rinse and Snack Bowl
Productivity Watch+Timer in 1
Spray Blades
Bobble Light
aa
SpaceBin:Space-Saving TrashCan
Did i? Hair Curler
Frigemates
extend a plug
Safe Bike
Do you feel sometimes your out of space to place those sticky notes in your workspace? Have you ever forgotten to do something important?
Transform any glass block wall or window into a room with a view. To reduce the daylight glare coming from outside.
Thermometer for a chafing dish. Too avoid burning your finger while checking if the chafing dish is being heated properly.
another way to conserved water for the whole family, person who has wrist or hand problem ,it's easy and safe to reach while taking a shower
A new concept of carrying, drafting, sketching, drawing board. Fun for outdoors/indoors with variety of features for all ages to agree.
Transform any glass block wall or window into a room with a view. To reduce the daylight glare coming from outside.
Cool Breeze! An idea for existing portable travel cooler/ A/C Water or ice is not needed to activate the A/C unit to reduce the weight.
Portable smoke cigar extractor
Snap-On Mug Warming Disc
wink FLOATER. Water Leveler
Kitchen scruber/polisher
TuneTime-The Smart Kids Clock
Bendable Tunnels for Kids
App-Enabled Heating Pad
Ski/Snowmobile Long Jump!
PAINT N' PEEL
Intruder
RazeShake
OctoGrip for Tablets &amp; More!
Real world / digital world toy
Ice Chest Helper
Portable Chair for your luggag
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Unclaimed Baggage Tracker
Personal alarm for schools!
Portable Chair: Everybody who travels use luggage. Suitcases are often the weapon of choice to transport a personâ€™s belongings.
Computer Market Item Locator - There are computers in every supermarket to do everything for the supermarkets but what about the customers?
Unclaimed Baggage Tracker a new way to trace your Baggage It has been reported that the airlines lose way more bags then they report lost.
Unclaimed Baggage Tracker a new way to trace your Baggage It has been reported that the airlines lose way more bags then they report lost.
Seat Taken Chair Covers is about the concept of covering your seat its about the people who make it a reality for your seat not to be taken.
People love their baseball caps, and they love to wear them backwards. That's why I came up with the idea for the backwards baseball cap.
What is a Luggage bag? Protect my luggage How would it be to know when you check your luggage in at the airport that it will not get damaged
One Stop Tech Shop
COOLSTICK
asfdk
Expo artesano
This electronic bulls-eye attaches to sidewall and has sensors in it that keep the score tallied. Who has the better aim? find out!
This children's sprinkler is like pivot power. Each head squirts a different way 12" gap between heads and 5 different heads! fun for all:)
Water weights
Presentation enhancer
Tired of clutter on your bathroom counter. Drawers full? Need more space? Great for dorms and city slickers! Please look at all the pics. :)
Water Cooling Car Amplifier
Handy flosser
twin towers
ouocvhduivpdvpudah
FULCRUMS-n-LEVERS
180 Lashes
Sandman Solar Powered Mat
Headsets for Dentist Offices
Smart JR
Barbie Paint-My-Nails
Air Mouse ! Cat Toy Game
A Scratch-able note board to replace white boards on dorm doors! No more stolen and missing markers, an annoyance all students experience.
Wink Power Washer Dryer Unit
You Got Mail!
iLens (Clip-on Phone Lens)
Green N' Go
"Fresh Bums"
PRISM
Luggage Locator
App Enabled Laundry Card
Self adjusting waist belt
Webpage transmitter for signs
Surrogate: stand-in camera
PROBLEM: Dorm door message board pens get stolen or lost. SOLUTION: Pen-less message board. Use anything to scratch a message, even a finger
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app private
Iron Anywhere! The versatile ironing pad makes any surface an ironing surface, like the top of your dryer or the back of your closet door!
The Chimera Toothbrush
Ice Yard Art
My idea is for a serving tray where the cup, bowl, tray and silverware lock into place. Another idea is just 5 wine glasses that lock in.
Jigsaw Alphabet & Numbers
Safe And Sound Machine
Scrub brush with built in spay bottle. Customize with diffident brush heads and scrub pads. One handle, many different cleaning heads.
save time cart
Safe stop
Having trouble keep those extra wall power supplies wrapped up when not in use.A simple plastic plug that locks the cable in place will do.
This is a bad idea
Child warning watch
Cushioned Balcony Railing
The Ice Cream Bag
UFO Balloon-High Power Speaker. Promotional Balloon Connected by a rod to a High Powered Sub-Woofer Speaker. Screams QUIRKY! Robert Harker
Press In Cosmetic Compact
Agrafe-couture
Special Spaghetti Bowl
fingerprint medicine cap
spick straw
Car
Hide It
A-E LED Color-Changing Mirror
Sound View
ShareGuard, a harddrive with a twist... Red side visible, it's like any other hard drive. Flipped to green side, you share only one folder.
Sleeping Bag Roller With Light
Support tablette pour jeux
Plaque dÃ©co Led murale
Lacets Ã©lastique crochets
Coque aimantÃ© pour tablette
Synk for Wink
The Finger mouse
Fruit Tree Fruition Monitor
Alarm Voice Aid
Find my car
mixing salad container
Dual Retractable HDMI Cords
Wink Stick-on Wireless Switch
concealable battery breastpump
Focus
Self watering pot
New 123ABC Teaching Tool /Game
Roll Up Cookie Cutter Sheet.
TITAN Water Bottle
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Smart Phone Holster
GE Gourmet Stove with Apps
Pivoting Level
Carbon Monoxide and Fire detector applications for the Smart Phones. Safety devices are always a plus.
GERM FREE - CAKE CANDLE HOLDER
" Food Allergy Smart Device" A smart device that will transfer food allergy alerts to your smart device.
Phone Clone
Retracting Bungee Cargo Net
finger freindly nail clipper
360 Degree Robot Drone Army
Counter Cooler Drink Maker
LED Strips Simulate Daylight
Cake tin bag
Smart Plant Tag â€“ App Enabled
Icloud
Drop Preventing Phone Cover
Sink Cutlery Soaker
Hairstyle Friendly Beanies
Foundation Fix
Qpad â€“ Mousepad to Go
The Lid
Kitchen Hydration Fountain
Securikey
MultiTwists - All Tied Up
JKER
A 200-year-old PROBLEM FINALLY solved! Dispose of dirty, eaten corn cobs WITHOUT ever having to touch them again, with the push of a button!
iSIT
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF A PICTURE FRAME THAT COMES WITH AN ATTACHED MOUNTING HOOK
Interactive Light Bulb Adapter
Balayage boards
Fray Away Cord Saver
Easy Breezy Can Counter
Serenity Bath Pillow
shoe lace stopper
heat source
ISight
Folding Lemonade Stand
Phone Camera attachment
dizzy bug
Perfect Pitch Clips
Harman + Quirky + Sensors+APP
Shower Foot Scrubber
Stapler that Loves your Paper
Starlight
Dual Comfort
Protective Laptop Case
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Power-3-Band
elevator
Emergency flashlight w/USB
iPhone Speaker Case
SPLASHLESS
Clean pacifier
The Water Tracker
Porta-Mirror
Bake Boosters
"Shacked!" You're tired, but not your roomate. She's on Quirky all night! And that glaring white monitor is keeping you awake!
Extention Multi-use Lighter
ONE HAND Keyboard Concept
Commander Light Socket
Safety stove
Rainbow Fingers
Gutter/Surveillance Cam
The Phone Sling
asd fasdflasd fkasdfkasdfkasdf
NFC Smart Home Reader - RESUB
A universal charger/carousel for ALL your rechargeable batteries (AAA, AA, C, D, 9V, etc) including your iPhone, Android &amp; digital camera!
WINK - Meter Reader
Smart Smoke Detector
iPWdock - beautiful simplicity
Kitchen top
Moibus Power
Spotter Smart Outlet
Watch and iPhone Dock resubmit
Walker
The handheld mirror that allows you to see the back of your head when you style it! Never struggle with seeing the back of your head again!
COOLpack - wearable A/C
It's a polarized lens that clips to the sunvisor that is used to block the glare from the sun while driving without imparing your vision.
Quiry + GE Smart Stove - resub
SkullGuard
Introducing the Tritensil! Tritensil is three cooking utensils attached to one handle. The spatula, the cooking fork, and the cooking spoon.
Smart Fridge Hub
Batter Up!
Toilet Flush Retrofit
Beso juice aka barley juice
The Tale of Two Motors
Quiry + GE Smart Stove
Pediscope
Warden
Ambient, smartest dimmer
Hands-free umbrella
dish
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cerÃ¡mic steam iron
Wink Link Plus
Motion sensor camera
iFM
DIGITAL COMPUTER KEYBOARD
Lotto app
Brushmer
Wologram
Grill gauge with app
Smart Air Conditioner Heater
Hand Drip
Wireless Light Switches
Towel Dryer Stand
You've got your schoolbooks and want them to be hip and keep them in one piece. But don't want to spend much time wrapping them in paper.
Rechargeable Battery 4 Gaming
Wireless BBQ Thermometer
Ping Pong Ball Dispenser
And organizer for already owned clothing closets. This will give you the tools to organize you clothing/underwear. Get more space/organized!
Invention
mirro
A cocktail shaker that let you make 2 different cocktails at the same time And they are cool because of the outer side that you can freeze
Santi-Mat
Easy hold painting container
I-pad/Tablet Jacket A jacket which people can stuff their 7" or 10" Ipad or any tablet perfectly inside
Double Headed Teaspoons
NEW! iPhone case! Looks,feels and operates like a munitions box top!50/50 collab with Kyle Dulan.
Right Angle Cutting Board
Washable Highchair
Electric Clothing Roller
Snowball maker on a mitten. Make snowballs in one easy motion, have more ammo in seconds! One hand for making and the other for throwing...
hajhdfa
Water Jogger
Car-Pac
Trash Smasher
Micro Cordies for all your thin cord needs.
Running shoes Light
Hulahoop Rainbow
Headphones with cable inside
cracker snacker! Bring healthy peanut butter, jelly and crackers with you easily.
Piece by piece knife holder
Universal Speaker in/outdoor
SKATE Patio Leash
Ajustable kitchen store syste
Bluetooth Keyboard Dongle
EZ-FUEL
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Keychain App Locator (GPS)
Space Saver Coat Hooks
Road routes SMS alert system
YoYo Speed Racers!
Reading ring
Extinguish Flame Candle Holder
An iPhone sock
Pet Laser Pen w/Charge Station
A star-shaped tip to a whipped cream dispenser that when dispensed, makes the cream star-like
Beer Beacon!
Vacuum paper towels for easy shipping, that can be stored on the fridge in magnet box, towel papers unrolled from inside
Drying rack that folds behind your radiator and can be easily put to use in 2 steps: uses all the air heat and no space for storage!!!
The travel back with battery
Flip Over Rake W/ Soil Leveler
Power Generating Luggage Wheel
jenna mac
Battery saver power cable
Smart Toilet Seat &amp; Mat - Automatically opens lid/seat depending on whether you're going #1 or #2 (based upon the orientation of your feet)
Electronic Page Turner
Vroomba
Washable grocery list
Smart Multi-Spice/Herb Shaker - Keeps all of your spices in one shaker
headrest
Light gear
THEMED DOORS for your home!
A Mini RC car that uses a APP to control the car. If possible a solar panel on car to charge it when not being used, or from apple product.
Awesome looking grocery bag holding device that will keep multiple grocery bags upright and keep them from moving around in your trunk
Headphones "Anti-Stop" Feature
Traction Plate Shovel
Quick fix window repair
CONNECTED DOOR KNOB (INTERIOR)
VacGuard
Thermal Transport Structure
Convoy
Laundry Lift
triple turn table
Omix Scrambled Eggs Maker
The Selfie Mirror
Portable travel bathroom scale
Bobbing heads cat dish
PassBook
Ladle that dispenses from the bottom with the pull of a trigger. Great for pancakes, sauces, gravy, skimming fat off, etc. Very ergonomic.
Porta-Wash
Pips PwrPrdcr of Solar Pwr
Remote Control Using Induction
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Acoustic case that makes it impossible to block the speaker output and focuses sound on user. I'm hard of hearing so it's an issue.
Telescoping Shower Head
Patented Clipboard/iPad Holder
detergent cups
Rearview Monitor
Cut a pizza while still frozen and put half back in the freezer! $5.2 BILLION frozen pizza industry, better leftovers, and portion control!
"Prop Power" Universal
Teethy Binky/ice box
Dunk on You Shoes
Pet Food Scoop with markings for dog sizes to manage your pet's weight, included AM / PM marker for tracking when last fed, and a bag clip.
Pocket-knife style micro screwdrivers - Keep them nearby when needed to repair or adjust electronics, eyeglasses, sunglasses, etc.
Solar Lamp
Beats shower curtain
Patented Clipboard/iPad Holder
I want to have a silicone removable liner for my microwave turntable that can catch spills , be pulled out and rinsed off and put back.
The potty talker/helper
usb drive with bluetooth sync
Portable speaker Guide
Side clasp bra
Storage Holder
ALUMINUM KUBB: The next great outdoor lawn game! [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
STITCH-IT (The Up to 5 Sheets of Paper, Electronic Eye Activated, Stapleless Stapler)
JUMBO LIGHT SWITCH: It will make you smile. [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
**Patent-Pending** THE ULTIMATE FRAMING HAMMER [1:15 VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
Portico
TOILET PAPER TISSUE BOX: Save Money Every Time You Blow Your Nose and/or Toilet Train Your Kids! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Toilet paper is not the best way to cleanse oneself after toileting. Millions of Asians use water pitchers called bodnas.
Emergency Band
AIR TIGHT STORAGE CONTAINERS: A Quarter Turn Keeps Food Fresh! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Bottled Tea
shower shaver
HOOKS...On A Suction Cup! (Search: JARED JOYCE)
PERSONAL ICE CUBE TRAY: No More Ice Bin, Hassle, or Mess! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Smart Dog Collar Camera
PORTABLE BABY BOTTLE WARMER: Warm Bottles Without Water - No More Wet Messy Bottles! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Adjustable Suitcase
Shower Handle And Soap In One
Sticking Plate Cover
Mattel VR Matchbox Cars/Sets
Xtender
Icandy
Closet Tamer
Telescoping beverage holder for beach, backyard, or anywhere else you need to keep your hands free for a minute without fear of spilling.
A Shock Activated Audible Alarm Bike Helmet. A standard bike helmet equipped with an audible alarm that activates upon a high energy shock.
A suitcase that unzips 360 degrees allowing a traveller to lift up [like an accordion] a set of shelves which than lock in place at the apex
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Its An Ultraâ€“Thin Bookmark Highlighter. Its ultra slim design allows for page saving with the added benefit of a highlighter.
These Flatpack Cardboard Robot Arms come ready for quick and easy assembly. Precut &amp; folded arms are inexpensive yet unique design for kids.
The Hilbert Curve toy is a uniquely designed geometric shape thats difficult to describe but amazing to view. Check out the YouTube video!
StagePower
alarm curtains
Armrest Seat
"MY BACK BUDDY"
Shirttailz
Autism Sensory Simulator
Spotter Uniq - Grid-EYE
Sun Glass
Atm that makes out money order
Stepper
Dunk on You Shoes
Air Freshener&Filter Detection
Skimmer basket hook and brush
Lite Night
JustBuyOne
Hula Hoop with a Spritz
Kart Kiddoo
adsfadf
Electronic nail filer/cutter
The pick Up Stick
erwrwrwrfsf
Tank tread column protector
Easy Garbage Transportation
Bean bag beach towel/ table cl
Shower water saver counter
Head hodler compact
TC WeB PLAYING GAMES access
Hand Held Food Tray
Bobbing buddy cat dish
The Mood Lighting Helmet
Screen Shades
iPhone Dock/Headphone Stand
active window.
Electronic bookmarks
Wall Clock Alignment Light
Air filter for your gas powered landscaping tools
Tap
Guard
A Travel Cooler that uses multiple flexible cooling walls to increase surface area of the interior. Chills food quicker! Stays cold longer!
A self heating travel mug that requires no electric allowing the user to warm, reheat, or maintain the temperature of a hot beverage.
A stirling engine fan with a modified flywheel / fanblade that operates off a frozen base.
Anti-speeder
Build Me Dino
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Magnetic Wireless Headphones
Doggy Pee Post
Fit Strip
Ultimate Beach Towel
Squeezer pleezer
Password Watch
Puppy Popup
Freehand
Overflow
Furniture jack
A teaspoon with a thermometer built in - no batteries needed. Works with tea, coffee, cooking in general, and more.
Cell Phone Charger Case
Bong Bowl Screen
Crab Scissors
ExtrArms
Dynamic Conveyer/Transporter
APP BASED FLOOD / LEAK ALARM
The paint pan cover.
Po
Bot Target Game with Visible Beam Laser Gadget - {Uses simple green laser as in pointers or laser sights.} - Phaser inspired target fun.
App Enabled Fitness Equipment
Key Pouch
Shock Activated Audible Alarm
Made Eval! {resub with updates} - TargetBall Toy - Automatically rolls, evades, &amp; bounces off things. Hits cause sound, light FX, &amp; points!
Redneck saver!
CHIP-IT WALLET &amp; KEY FINDER
Gimbaled Adventure Camera
Accurate Call Football
Power clean
OmniFan with 360 degree directional air output with a light, adjustable vents like in car, and emergency power USB plugs for devices.{resub}
Connected shelve + desk system
OnCore Outdoor Home Light Hub
Cool plate
Changing Table &amp; Nursery Scale
weed eater
"Noble 6" Watch Design
test
Stickable Legos
Lasar Smash Game
Penalty Clock TV Timeout
The Apple TV remote is so tiny that it vanishes. This product will physically pair the TV remote and the Apple TV remote together.
Beta Lotion
Voice Control Docking Station
ChairCan
BEN Bobblehead
Multi-storage and travel bag
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Climbing rope tensioner
SPIN Hair Ribbon Lacer
One handed Open/Close Umbrella
Odorific Laundry Container
keyboard for deaf-mutes
EZ Hangz
Flip-Phone Belt Pack
bottle dress
Splash-less Pet Washer
Day/Night Pill Container. Never be confused again! At a glance clearly see if it is AM or PM. Day with Blue Sky &amp; Night With White Stars!
Sharreeee
Fry Oil- Strain ,Store Bottle.
Corner Ledge Gripper Pad
Travel/Home Hairstyling Caddie
Storm
LED LIGHT LOOP
car
A Unique Organizer For Desk Items That Resembles An Open Book Where Pages Can Be Folded Into One Another To Create Containers.
Smart Home
Smart Lighting Bracelet
umbrella
Bathroom 2 GO
Smart Mirror
DishwasherSafe Electric Kettle
FLEXIBLE PHONE LIGHT
A LIGHTWEIGHT FOAM PHOTO FRAME
HEAT STROKE WARNING EYE STRIPS
KNOCK TO OPEN DOOR
IT'S THE AERIAL LUNA LIGHT!
#QCYCLE, Make your wheels glow, Laser or LED ring that clamps to you bikes wheel hub. This is the cats meow
ELECTRIC SHOP KNIFE: Sawzall and bread knife had a child. Cordless rechargeable,quick change blades. great for all those small cutting jobs.
Pet Submarine
(#NEVWET)electrical outlets and light switches
Turn your old Iphone into a 2nd screen by using a cable and app.
Fridge Stackers
"Low Noon" Watch Design
Super Stretch Basketball Net
Better Desktop Lamp, include USB ports, power outlet, cord management and maybe a small drawer on the base for flash drive storage.
Apple Watch Sport Bumper
Style detecting sensor
Tofu Queen
pvc suitcase oval convertible laptop support.
Norm Solar Thermometer
Waterproof iPad case for use while taking baths. Case is clear, durable an 100% waterproof yet iPad touchscreen is still fully operational.
traductor comercial
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App controlled space heater
Pulling the Plug
butchers
Skin Case for iphone, stylus and earphone.
Track Shelf Charging Station
The Nocrastinator
#spotsv - Caddy to organize the tops and straws from the reusable cups that are cluttering up your cabinet.
Stinkbug Killer
Desk Fan-Light-USB Power Combo
Intelligent Outlet
Vise Wrench
Thumb Drive Holder
Parking sistem
WINK toilet cover &amp; seat
Barbie Bucks Watch Accessory
timed leash
App enabled Microphone System
Portable BackPack Laptop stand
Exhaust. Dry Body. Dehumidify.
Wink Enabled Door Bell
updated wall socket
Cell Float
Disposable lint bag packs that hang on your homes dryer by magnets with lint brush. A little pack of liter bags that hangs on your dryer.
Cozy Bottle Warmer
FAJITA FIESTA Cook-n-Serv - Thick bottom skillet stays hot on top, rotating topping tray for salsa, pico, etc. Center on the table ~FIESTA!!
shower shaver
WINK App for Windows Phone
Inbox Pin Lock
Antistatic mat with screw sorter/organizer.
AUTO MEAT TENDERIZER - Tenderizes chicken, veal, beef using pressure and vibration. Set thickness push start. Render by Peter Frazier
A notification strip with LED lighting to notify about missed calls, messages, emails etc. It plugs into audio port of the iPhone.
Survival bracelet blade match
A notification strip with LED lighting to notify about missed calls, messages, emails etc. It plugs into audio port of the iPhone.
Ginger Ale & Cranberry Juice
KoolFan
Hybrid Remote Keypad
rear back up camera wiper
Backatcha Ball
High temp plastic fork
SmartZoo
Bubble Popping Laser
RESUBMISSION: At-A-Glance. Magnetic Board. Organize MakeUp, Tools, Crafts, Sewing Supplies - you name it! Reduce clutter!
Drywall Squeeze Handle
car
Under Counter Flour Dispenser
Sharkaway
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Paint Brush Cover
Password App with fingerprint
Physical therapy vest for ice
Home Communication Center
CT Scan rev-1.0
School Zone Alert
Chilled cup holder for boating
Sticky Magnets! Stick coupons, notes, or pictures on the fridge without lifting the magnet. They stick directly to the magnet. See video
Orthopedic Outdoor Furniture
Automated Water Line On/Off
SmartSpeaker
Solar powered Air Conditioning
Sink Supports
Pipe Monitor
Barbie Light up Christmas set
Beacon for blind
Wash baby, roll-up, and go! Travel bath hammock for baby that rolls up like a scroll! Great for travel. (Please view diagram for concept.)
A Chromecast dock
Magnetic power strip
Wallet Credit Card Minder
Easy operation purse
Lemon Sponge. Green Alternative To Bleach And Toxic Cleaners. The Sponge Fits Onto The Lemon. Squeeze And Juice Is Released For Cleaning.
Phone H
Hand saver for thin handles
Automated Gas & Water Valve
IceMaster Personal Carver
WakeUp
emergency button
Power Pellet
Manny the travel bear
Eyebrow creations
Waterproof iPad case made to get wet. Constructed from durable rubber so its 100% waterproof, shock proof, screen is visible in UV light .
Rip Cord
Light Power
Todator
Mat for rolling-up tents
CooLid
Wall mounted grip, hold just about anything!!
Touch ID Mouse
ShoelightÂ®Â©
The Konkrete Surfer
2-in-1 cleaning knob
Shower Head with Dual Massage
A shower caddy for a shaving cream and razor to prevent rust rings and allow razor to dry properly.
Leveling "L" brackets. Add a hinge and a turn buckle to an L bracket for a new and very useful piece of hardware.
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POLYBAR
painters and construction workers are frustrated because they have to clean their goggles every so often.
The Sock Ring
Mat Lights
Homemade fruit snacks. 3 simple elements to make a delicious healthy treat. 1st Fruit, 2nd Blender, 3rd Dehydrator... Lets combine all 3.
App-measured sun exposure
heated cold knife
WINK Whole-house Power Meter
jersey-hoodie
A magnet that attaches to any handheld can opener. Never touch the lid again.
Fido Go
PC Voice Memo/Recording trans.
Rain Auto Wash
MoZap
Step-ez
Apple Watch Echo Battery Band
Are there times where you forget to take your medication? I know I do. This fun talk-to-you pill box would remind you to everyday.
Napkin Holder Radio
Reverb
Liquid Trash Separator
Reverb
Carry on,pocket perfume bottle
Apple Watch -Echo Battery Band
Intone
Recordable hair brush
Pocket Bed
Easy Broom
Smart Quirky/Harman headphones
ALWAYS UP KNIFE: Standing At Attention Ready For Use. No More Sticky/Unsanitary Handles Or Finger Grazing Cuts.[VIDEO](Search: JARED
JOYCE)
PERSONAL ICE CUBE TRAY: No More Ice Bin, Hassle, or Mess! [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
SCREW-HOLDING SCREW BIT: Keep Two Hands On Your Drill While Driving Screws Into The Wall. [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
SunSpray Booth
Get Out of Bed Alarm
Poncho Texto
App-enabled LED Candles #WINK
Air Fresh vacuum attatchment
WIRELESS LIGHTS - Powered By WiTricity Technology (Now you can light your space without all the messy cords and wires!) [VIDEO]
App Enabled Fruit Bowl
Motion-Sensing Bath Fan
**PATENT-PENDING** POWER STRIP FOR THE D-I-Y COMMUNITY (Garage, Construction, Mobile Use, Office, Etc.)(Would sell great at Lowes)
[VIDEO]
CHEER BANDS: Cheer Louder [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
Cord Socks
Night Watch Stand
Mini Clothing Iron 2Go
Pro Stick Portable
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Keep your cords off the floor! How about Putting Pivot Power on the wall?
Back Scratcher Chair
Litter Vac
A light up pen.. the light is located on the top of the pen.
Solar Electric Vehicle
MonKey Clip Key Chain
One blink
I Phone 5 case that is a charger that has a plug that flips out to plug directly into a wall outlet. No cords!
Guy
Cooler Rack
Merry Goldstein
Silent chargin USB-Devices
Quick Shades
Cool Down Make-Up Mirror
SunSmooth
Cozy Koozie
Blinkers
Flashlets
This product is a key chain with a holder for a pad of sticky notes. It would also have room for a logo or service mark.
The lizzvention
Double Decker Microwave Oven
Musical Basket Ball & Hoop
"eWear" (Electronic Wear)
It is a record and announce device that records a personal message and announces it out loud and flashes a light at a pre-determned time.
KNOCK OFF
Rotulatiza
BREWSKEE BOWL
Tupperware power saver.
A self-sticking photo &amp; appointment card holder for the bathroom mirror- held in place with small suction cups.
TURN YOUR BATHTUB INTO JACUZZI or hot water bed massager IN 2 MINUTES- NO MORE BACK PAIN OR MUSCLE SPASM.
Cell Phone Arm Band Holder
AWESOME FAUCET: Saves time and water when drinking and washing your hands! [0:45s VIDEO] #WouldWinDesignAwards (Search: JARED JOYCE)
PATENT-PENDING TITAN WATER BOTTLE (One Hand Operational, Chuggable, Carabiner Clipable, BPA-Free) [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
WORLD'S BEST ROOT BEER FLOAT [VIDEO] (Search: JARED JOYCE)
model maker
!SEXY and ECO-FRIENDLY! Aluminum Pens with Refillable Cartridges and Carry Band/Display Base. [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
BIG FOOT AIR TIRES SAND SKATING--- have fun on beach or desert.
**PATENT-PENDING** POWER STRIP FOR THE D-I-Y COMMUNITY (Garage, Construction, Mobile Use, Office, Etc.) [VIDEO] (Submitted by:
JARED JOYCE)
ERGO-CB: Ergonomic Clipboard [VIDEO] (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
It's a wine glass that balances a wine bottle -- Humor, Irony, Niche (Submitted by: JARED JOYCE)
spiral stitch needle
Sous Chef Timer/Probe
Fruit and Vegetable Drainer
DigFlops: Sand Shovel FlipFlop
Crater Keyboard
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magne-sleeve
Triad Trailer
Popcorn/Chips Bowl &amp;Cup Holder
Magnet TAP THERMOMETER-Stop burning your hand each time you use your kitchen sink or your bathtub
Battery or solar power fan
Paint Can Opener on PaintBrush
Primelens
Bird Feeder sends Stats to App. Snaps Photos transfers to your App for automatic Identification of bird species. Migratory statistics.
Hotwheels Rocket Launcher
La ruche (The hive)
Portable BackPack Laptop stand
Advanced smart watch
Pest-ky Bag
Induction-Charged Curling Iron
Plant Pollinator
App-enabled Light Fixture. Control Light, Night-Light, Clock and Alarm. Multiple settings... Nice for kids rooms.
Cat Activity Dispenser
Mattel-Smart Diaper Bags
HANDS UP
Wink RGB + Black Light
G Blends
Stick it'n joy
Baby Canopy
See Who's Calling! Cool glasses wich show you who call you or msg you + Hands Free close to ear.
(Womens Only) An iPhone or iPad which comes with a mirror on the back on the phone and a little slot on the side designated for lipstiks.
Catch2
An app linking your smart phone to your existing home phone wiring. Resub
Better Life Jacket
Quirky Inventor's Club
SportUtilitySuitcase doesn't have competitors.It solves my problem=problems of billion.Patent for utility and design.New concept of suitcase
Drink Caddy
Carabandit Pouch (multi-resub)
Salsa Maker
Smart Dehumidifier
Hook Minder - the App Hook
Magnetic Hand Towel Holder
Whimsy Chair (Real Simple)
Expanding Wall Mount Coat Rack
RealSimple: CupHook
RealSimple: Flexi-Storage Cups
Cable Hideaway Trash Can
A shelf that goes opposite way of a regular shelf, giving you 3x the amount of space to hang items.
Smart Bread Holder
Super Scrubber: A Multi-section scrub sponge. It scrubs, It scrapes, It Swipes the mess away
An iPhone case with a headphone wrap up attached to the back. No more lost or tangled headphones.
Lets create the Quirky PET LOCKER. This locker would contain shelves and or containers for keeping track of all your pet supplies!
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Pets-Urn
More Kitchen Counter-space!
A little silicone piece that clips onto a toilet seat so you don't have to touch the dirty toilet seat. Use one for every bathroom!
adsguihadsguih
Stubbed your toe recently on the corner of the bed post!! Well no more with my simple product PostPad. Protect your feet by your bed sheet!
FLEX LAMP- Light By Your Side
SmartIce Water Bowl
Thermal Heating Mug
Smart Frame -Add. Feat/Options
Emergency Ladder/Window Shelf
FOLDABLE INDUCTION COOKTOP
Cable Clip
A Trendy Modular Sling-Pack!
Home Gym Futon
Cable less charging adapter
Mosquito/Fly Killer Bulb
Space Bar V4
Tooboo
Bills keeper
TeeVi
Universal pot cover
IPHONE 6 AND 6 PLUS CROSSOVER
A suitable pillow with a central opening for wearing comfortably headphone/earplug when you sleep on a side.
Harman/Eyes In The Back Phones
Rolling Pad
Last Drop Coffee Mug
A cross-stitch panel, New accessory for Pegit.
Gene-eaze
Wireless Bluetooth Microphone
On off ear plugs
mom's zone
Children's Paintbrush set! Reduce the volume of paintbrushes as much as possible. The paintbrush Handle can be used in combination.
SaveYourBreath mint dispensor
#QCYCLE : The Best Ventilation design Backpack.
Burp
"Fridgeglove" Antibac Handle
This is a fork, candle and glow-in-the-dark stick(or LED)! Use it at a terrific party and a happy birthday party. It is not a real candle!
LED Display Headphones
Backseat Car Fan
iPhone Bass Case
Travel Gym
"Sinkglove" Antibac handle
Infinite Extension Cord For Tight Spaces
Print Writer(typewriter)
Smart Mobile Cover
The Portable Throne: A lightweight, fully collapsible, sanitary, portable 'toilet' for the outdoors. Small enough to fit in a purse.
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Never Flat
Back Home
Smartphone Camera Cover
wall-mounted velcro key-holder
Range electric vehicles
METAL GLOVE
barefeet stockings
USB Unisex Shaver
barefoot pantyhose
Person Locator - Beyond GPS
InstaWall
Handheld Steam Mop
Community Helping Quirky2
WINK Gesture Recognition
Watch my Waist
oiadjsfoiadjsfoi
Monocopter Toy - RadioShack
Self-Healing Makeup
Bra with Money Pocket
Pop-Up Pool
Water Bottle with an integrated counter dial (or other mechanism) to keep track of your daily fluid intake.
A Beach Towel or blanket that will eliminate those little annoyances endured by everyone who has ever been to the beach or a park.
antimicrobial coffee decanter
Folder
A table lamp that has an radio digital alarm clock inserted.The clocks functions can control lamp such as turn it on durning alarm settings.
Trash bin solar dryer attach
Car hand washing module
pocket poop picker-upper
PRIV-PAK w lite,whistl/PCG I&amp;D
Ice Pak Wrap
Pots and pans that can conect with changeable utensil handels to stick (spatula, ladle, wisk) anywhere on the pan or lid.
Farm Frenzy
Road paint illumination
Easy Scoop (or Scooplify)
warm gloves
Travel Shoe Box
Cooler rack
Pressure Point Therapy Vest
The Savy Shaver
Terd Eye Cover
Pressureball
The Power Stick Sidewinder
Very flexible hand brush to fit the contour of veggie &amp; fruit when cleaning! Easiest, fastest, and more effective!
Tip up fountain sink faucet
Drone that collects balls
Date rape drug indicator Cube
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Dry hand restoring gloves
Push lid water bottle
The Clean-Up, an innovative furniture lifter, is a scissor jack based technology that is connected to a foot-pedal switch for easy use.
Passenger topology without GPS
Squeeze Roller
Retro Tractor Bike Seat
Cleaning tool with spinning head and with fingers to grip any scrubber or sponge! Fit to clean all in your kitchen!
Hardplace Pillow
Electronic Page Turner
Bean bag beach towel/table clo
suspension vest
Icepack Hat
Pool Sitter
HEADFIER
Doggie Do 'n' Done
A 115 power generator that would produce electricity by simply hooking a garden hose to it, and turning the water on.
Self charging battery adding solar panel material to one side of an IPAD, IPHONE, DROID battery.
A mask that you would wear underwater, and it would allow you to breathe freely without oxygen tanks etc.
USB Tablet Games/Movies
Neti Sanitizing Case
Bathroom window deco cover
Wireless 115v Power Outlets
pop''n''pop
PROBLEM: Dorm door message board pens get stolen or lost. SOLUTION: Pen-less message board. Use anything to scratch a message, even a finger
Wet Wally
Moisture container coaster
Fish Projection Bath Toy
Less mess dryer lint remover
hydra-crutch
Versatile door stop
Neti Tips
Baby straw
Cutting board paper. Paper covers your cutting board, to keep it clean.Similar to wax paper but stronger. Adhesive on back sticks to board.
Bath Desk
MotoBike
Story Telling QR Code Cards
Time wizard Digatal Calender
It's a cat toy ball that also has a laser in it. As the ball rolls, the laser moves. It combines the ball and the laser.
Mobile Phone Cooler
Have you left a place such a park, museum or mall when your child or older adult is tired and canâ€™t walk? Check out â€œFootcycleâ€.
A spoon that chills your meals
Ultrasonic Shoe Polish Brush
Cutting Board with a Slicer
All natural fruity drink
Color Gas Test Stick
Bluetooth Wobble Phone
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Pad-LED.Elbow,Knee Pad-lights
"Always Hot" Coffee Mug
CAT LITTER BOX DETECTOR
BikeLC
Customizable multi-tools
Easy as pie?! At the Farmers' Market you said it'd be easy as pie. I've been peeling these apples for hours and there's still no pie!
melt away snow blower
Ovala
Pizza Box Riser
FlashDash
OUTDOOR CAT INCLOSURE
Soda Keeper
FOGLESS SNORKEL MASK
CAMPING STORAGE BOX WITH LEGS
sleep sets
Sports Count
Adjuster Duster
Mobile Phone Cooler
Hang All
Cotton Candy Poppy Appliance
Poppy Liquid Holder
Four Way Laser
App UV Robot Vac
Mesh Bucket
Stapholer
Power Clamp
Max Bucket
Accordion Water Hose
Arm Truck
fgjdghjnx
Modular Headphone Hotspot
Drink water while Running
Bicycle Peg CO2 Pump
A product that makes the nice neat lines on a carpet after vacuuming. No need to vacuum a room when you could just make nice lines on it!!
i print
i-rescue
out of sight ceiling fan
Fast action door stop
Outdoor Pet Shower
Wallplate Cover with usb
App Enabled Snack Dispenser
Smart Mailbox
Extended Outlet Power (EOP)
UpSide Down Motor Oil Cap
Earn It!!
The Memory Pockets - Wristband
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4-Tip Cross Paint Brush
21st century Mr. Microphone
GE Durathon home power backup
Rotating Baking/Cookie Sheet
Quirky Fountain
Let's take video games and the iPhone to a whole new level! join me in creating the next big thing.
Caribbean in Canada
Peanut butter banana milk shak
KEEP your PEN with your Water/Coffee BOTTLE/THERMOS. Rushing to a meeting, you need liquid and a pen, never forget again! Click for Pic.
Deluxe TV Tray. EVERYTHING you need, Secure Cup, Napkins, Salt &amp; Pepper, Fork and Knife. Serve it all in one spill free trip. EAT ANYWHERE!
black razor for sensitive skin
BedHead Bluetooth Headphones allow you to COMFORTABLY go to sleep to Music, Thetawave Meditation, or anything on your ipod, or mp3.
Napkin Clip for business lunch and kids. Insert napkin into holder, clip on shirt. Keep suits and blouses from getting stained. See pictures
Power Vent
LapTop Garden for people in wheelchairs. Gardening lessens depression. Simple and Easy way for them to garden while in their chair!
One Pot Wonder
Musical Cricket Ball
The corn cutter
Bungee Tags
Macbook Power Cable Organizer
Go Cam Projector Tooth
LOST AND FOUND
Third Arm Carrier
Foamcore Monster Kits. Draw, Paint, cut to shape and stand up anywhere. Great for Halloween or theatre sets!
Mirror Mirror on the wall, speak pre-recorded affirmations to my image, telling me how this Multi-Billion $$ industry will sell them all.
Skimmer Basket Hook & Brush
Arctic Briefs
LED Color Changing Mirror
Right Angle Cutting Board
Bendable Spatulas
The Coffee Orb
Kitchen In A Box
Under Bed Storage Sleds
Intelligent Keyboard: Turbo Charge your typing experience
cool night stand
Freshness Resealing Cap: Finally a product that guarantees 100% airtight resealing environment for your chips/nuts/savoury packets(see Pics)
a machine to tie your tie
Barbie/ new wave barbie dolls
Tibbys
Use your smartphone and wireless adapter to set the torque on fasteners. Introducing the itorque system.
Baby Warmer Pad
My idea was born hearing about my friends, who are unemployed and seeking work and who has too much to offer in the fields to cultivate.
Delight - Word game + Dices. All new mentally exciting word game. Check out the flowchart to quickly understand this game.
Grease A Go-Go
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REMOTE CONTROLLED STEP STOOL
Quirky's Missing Product Link
Mobile Wifi
A Never Lift Clean Mop Bucket.
Light Weights
Broom with Pickup Features
App Enabled Spice Dispenser
5-Point Harness Chest Clip Lock: Prevent your children from escaping their car seats and strollers with a simple to use clip lock. VIDEO
Frank E Traps
Hydration Canteen Wrap
Quickly make croutons any shape you want. Cheese and meat shapes. Get kids eating salads! Introducing the Quick-Crouton Press. Resub!
Pomar Power Strip
Portable electric charger
Standard Size Battery Replacer
Shower curtain and liner
Face Spray (combat oil/sweat)
Invisible chicken fence
Concealed Carry Candy Holster
Bag Talon
Collapsible Outlet Faceplate
Pivot Power Stretch Cord
Magnet car lighted car wreath
NTOUCH alert device
U/V Home Sanitation System
Nex Gear
Light Bulb Socket Boil Sensor
iFormula 1 is iphone racing. Dock your engine App enabled iphone on the scaled racing car and see just how fast you can go!
Faraday Case
Angie Ifriend is an interactive toy that will transform from an egg into a robot that will dance to your favorite tune and guard your stuff.
Ride your luggage
Verticle usb charging station
Power Ladder - RESUB
Retractable Block Heater Cord!
With the iJumper cable you can borrow a bit of juice from your battery to your friends. SAME IDEA POSTED BEFORE. SEE COMMENTS, VOTE FOR
HIM!
Worlds smartest heater
Mag-Clip for Apple iPad Pro
O2 Air Purifier
Eye Glasses that you would put on elderly, sick people,&amp; long distance drivers It will turn your car off if the driver goes unconsious.
An Egg that transforms into a robot and can dance to all your favorite songs from an app that you download onto your IPHONE/IPAD AND MORE
Novelty Power Strip on the go
A watch that Vibrates when exposed to High Radiation and displays Dose Rate in realtime. Increase safety and Productivity.
Tool Zen Organizer
Dimmable pivot power genius
Fluffy Smart-Toy
A pair of boxes that incorporate a printer and a scanner. You write notes on paper, put it in the scanner, and it prints on the other box.
Baggy Trash Can
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Fooby
Water Breaker
Zen Organizers â€“ Line Ext.
Feminine deodorant
Radiator graphics
In a Flash
Modular Charging Shelf/Hub
"The Original Ash Can"
Perfect Tortilla
ADORABLE DISH DRYING MAT
Framed Cargo Lift Transport
Urina-Game
Induction Charged Tape Stamp
Ergonomic Pet Feeder
icy welder
Power up
Velco Palm Brace
listenanywhere
Multiple Remote control holder with silicone stand (rigid) & buckets (soft), ideal to keep remotes in place; also for mobiles during travel.
Reach Under Microfiber Sweeper
Tattoon
App-Enabled "INSOLE DR." The insole has sensors: the app diagnoses.
Fridge Charger
"Spring Cable"-based simple and multipurpose solution to give Paper Towel Holder tension and coil to Save Space, Effort, Paper, Money.
Unloosable Remote
Bug Repel Fans
Christmas Tree watering system
Decorative Thumb Paper Staples
Lite Night
Growing Glam Nails
App. Enabled Auto. Drip
Smart Sketch Book! I want a good (digital) sketchbook/notepad with pressure sensitivity that can easily share and has a good battery life.
Clip N Click
Rolled Up T-Shirt Organizer
Low Profile Liquid Carry-On
Carry-out style laundry basket
Watering Can / Lawn Sprinkler
ApnÃ©a Prevent
Needle Capper
Induction Ultrasonic Cleaner
Glideright
My idea is The Stroll-Charger. Designed to provide electrical power generated from motion of a stroller to charge cellphones and devices.
Spoonthers
Pacifier with drinking straws
AirPurifier with FilterVideo C
Slippers,InductionWarmer,Scale
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Easy changeable height Crutch
App-en. Retractable Hose Reel
Hydros
Levitating Drone.Air Freshener
Measuring Vibration-spoons
Vital Signs Cart
BrightCap
Shower Head ( Wifi Connected)
filo
Ice Necklace
No Mess Mixing Syringe
FireStarter Cube Dispenser
iprojector
crispshave
Pullapet
BLUE BOXX ICE
Roll-Down Oven Door
Electronic Kick the Can
Preloaded Manual Screwdriver
AM Motivated - Alarm Clock
Do it all Screwdriver
Woman's Wallet
Servo Bow
Spoons
Water Wars and Water Weapon
UNIVERSAL CASE
Energy From Lightning Clouds
Change Wallpaper App
Alarm System Pet Bypass Chip
Furniture 4Wheeled Smart Boots
USB Movie Rentals
Crobot
DirectionalMusicChargerCleaner
Smart Umbrella-Generator
Useful for all,InductPhoneCase
Let's design a new T-Shirt for the new Quirky Merchandise Line with the swagline "experience wÄ“-ativity".
Calculating Water Bottle
Little Nibble
iPhone Case with Periscope + Beacon. Find or Be Found above the crowd.
Paint Brush Skate
PIVOT POWER JR. Travel size. 3 outlets and shorter cord. Can handle 120/240 volts. Carry in luggage or purse. Use at hotel, airport, school
Kozy Feeder
Amber Dog Alert
The iChain and wallet/beltclip case. Stay Connected!
Plastic Stanley Blades
Painter Drone
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Broller
Speed-Fence
#Spotsv : OFFICE RUBBER BAND BANDITS. Regular office rubber bands with a plastic hook. For office and home use. Disposable/Reusable.
Painter's Tape Tool
Silicone Brush-N-Mat
Disposable sippy cups
A MULTIPURPOSE KEYS LANYARD. Strong enough to use as an emergency dog leash and elastic to use as an emergency bungee cord. With eye hooks.
Safer Carabiner - Stop Hurting Yourself and Your Pets!
Garment Stapler
E-Ink Custom Wall Display
ToothyFreeze
STEERING WHEEL TEXT PAD
Solar-powered Beach Umbrella
App Enabled Bed Lamp
Bracelet head phones
WIFI DIGITAL FOOD SCALE w/USB
Meat alarm guage
HARMAN DUAL CONTOL HEADPHONE
The Can Can
The Tablet Buffer
App Enabled Bed Lamp
INCOGNITO YOUR CAN
Pick Me! Pick Me!
Cap Cam
Saltwater shower heads
SMART HOME - TRASH CAN
Chalk Sticks
The Secret Cover
Probiotic Kefir Maker
The Zip-Stand is a retractable bicycle accessory that attaches to the frame allowing the bike to stand or be stored/locked without falling.
This is pretty much a power generator but it is small and it collects energy from the sun and water. It has a solar panel and a small wheel.
Kitty Safe
Serviette Solaire
CSALT
The Upgrade Pillow
Drink Busters
Individual Multipurpose Grinde
screened gutters for your home
Fence Weed Trimmer
autoroma
Tiny thin bluetooth speaker
Kitchen sink to sprinklers
Ice Cream Cone Holder - Catches drips and stands on its own!
Ice Cream Cone Holder - Catches drips and stands on its own!
Flip and Twist WINK Candle
"THE WINDPIPE"
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Geek
one handed utensil
WINK-Synced Baby Headphones
A New Turn
LIQUID Lemon - Lime / SPRAYER
PTO...Power Take Off Garbage disposal.
The Better 5-Gallon Bucket
A-E Bicycle Helmet with Lights
Smart Windows - Change Colors
Self-Cleaning A-E Robot Vacuum
Big Dippr
App-Enabled Universal Remote
Smart Bagel/Bread Toaster
App-Enabled Toddler Monitor
Patented TITAN Water Bottle
Ultrasonic training dog collar with owner recorded commands and remote. Collar include anti bark function. Train your pet in a safe mode!
Smallest BIG POWER Generator
Auto Open Oven Rack #HomeDepot
Heavy Duty Veggie SLICER
App-Enabled Robotic Vacuum
Auto Volume Sensing Headphones
Scramble Eggs In D Shell-Maker
Toolbox with Weight Sensor: Never forget your tools again + Intuitive inventory management + Beacons activate to help locate lost items
Smartspot
FREE Cold Air - Refrigeration!
12 Volt - BIKE POWER POD !
Electric Cord - Codes
Spoons
Back Lit Holiday Garage Door Murals. Flag Murals, Sports Murals, Vote for Murals, Happy Birthday! You name it!
Power Python - Worlds most flexible power strip.
1 laser remote control 100 S/W
tego
Bread Dispenser:Keep the breads fresh, don't mix them but organize them, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
divide scale Line marking tool
Mighty Strap â€“ The Ultimate Hand Tool. Gain increased grip strength, comfort and mechanical advantage. Resubmitted.
wifi waist ruler buckle
Nail magazine and holder
Self pump, spray watering can
Auto rewind paper roll attach.
Carpenter pencil Power sharp
Clothes Hanger Compress Clamp
Video game console reinvented
Bread Dispenser:Keep the breads fresh, don't mix them but organize them, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
Tennis Grab
Alarming bicycle lock
Indoor Tripod SwingSet &amp; Slide
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Reusable window insulation
Smart keychain
Expanse
Smart clothes hamper
Sprinkler Reel
Paint-Covers (By Idea)
Easy-Load Laundry Basket
Vortex Soap Bubble Gun.
Refrigerator w/ battery backup
Sensi Container #KitchenGadget
TUMBLEWURDZ
Lunchbox with reusable liner that opens to a placemat! After using, clean liner, put it back on placemat and close to a lunchbox again.
Top door lock
Power-Check (By Idea)
Wireless Mobile Climate Device
WirelessBone ConductionHeadset
Spotter induction station
Mystical Creatures Bake Shapes
The Bookbag Chair
Edge-Curve (By Idea)
Keyboard Shelf
Tongue Deodorizer
TUMBLEWURDZ
App control for lights
Swiftâ€“ Steel wool with handle
DishesCool - Have you ever burned your hands on a hot microwave container? DishesCool is a kitchen aide that's COOL TO THE TOUCH and more!
Retractable fishing rod
Introducing the new innovation in paint brushes. The Fold-A-Brush has a bristle head that is stored within it's handle to shape and protect.
iPhonePushNClip case has a push back that is spring loaded. Just push on it, slide it over, onto pants pocket, release, locks into place!
Shower mat with temperature
Outdoor Solar Chiller Tabletop
BBalance is a fresh take on the old youth bike training wheel product. Kids can now get real-time feedback with this 2-in-1 aide! (NEW IMG)
JAX

( Updated )

Tempurpedic Dog Beds
Sticky Wedge with Memory
Audio Recipe Book
Diesel mechanics STOP engine damage from gas misfuelling. Introducing the FUEL-FUSE the intelligent filter. Suggestions! need a Chemist!
Phone Holder-Adaptor-Charger
Do you keep losing your carpenters pencil? Pencil getting shorter. You need the Sleeve, keeps pencil the same length and adds new features.
Mason jar with double opening
Headlamp with Smart Ring
Kitchen pots and pans need a good cleaning? Introducing the Scrub-N-Scrape. Uses Stanley blades to scrape in addition to a sponge and brush!
Solar Blood Pressure Monitor
Window Fan with detectors.RE
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AirTreck
Plastic Stanley knife blades! Sharp enough to cut tape but not sharp enough to cut you! Use it to scrape fragile surfaces. See Demo Video!
Ez bath
Max Drive
Chewable, portable toothpaste
Electric cooking bowl heats food up to temperature, while constantly mixing the ingredients to keep from sticking and burning on the bottom.
App-enabled Freezer.
The Stove Top Magician
Induction Lawn Mover Robot
Qi Universal Wireless Battery
Setof Ultrasonic PestRepellers
The "HANDLE IT" is a handle that allows you to carry two bags at once. Laptops, luggage, purse, groceries, mix and match, it doesn't matter.
Solar Panel -Induction Charger
An ultra absorbent window sill cover strip designed to keep your sills from getting wet when it rains to prevent damage from warping &amp; rot
Induction Underwater Charger
Vibrating Sponge Handle
Window Fan - Fly Liberator
A "FOR SALE" sun shade for your car that turns your windshield into a giant bill board, to help sell your car NOW, &amp; can be used over &amp; over
Kitchen Sink Ultrasonic Pad
Turbo
Latter Grippers
Shoe Sanitizer Stand
Baby tub seat
shirts
Qi Battery Case &amp; Charge Pad
Wet Mop with Micro-wringers
Car Kick-Whiteboard Mat.2 in 1
Left Handed dSLR camera
House monitoring system APP. Home security APP. Re-Sub
Teether tooth for children
Nail Holder
Natural Sunscreen
Soft Roll-up Selfie Stick
Commercial Use for FlatLock
Bread Dispenser:Keep the breads fresh, don't mix them but organize them, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
Charlotte's Webb
Blue2
Hex Pot
TV Remote Locator Button.
An app giving you the ability to answer your cell phone at any of your home phone locations.
Neuralnet Biofeedback Control
Spinning Spaceship
Nanoperi
Credit Card Bungee Cord
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iPhone Wall Dock
Dev360View HANDS-FREE laptop, tablet pc, smartphone holder that works great in bed, floor, dorm, park, everywhere! VIDEO! (will be plastic)!
Pivot Power Flex Wall Bracket
Tomato Colored Microwave Bowls
Snappy Cat
The Bespoke Dog Walk,
Battery Powered Stem
Manual digital/Internet Radio
Best Lemon Juicer
Universal Padlock
Toast-A-Knife
sgsgsgsgsgsgsg
The Greek
#PowerBath is a bathroom aide that allows for up to 4 devices to be stored and powered at the same time! Clear the cord clutter and be safe!
True beauty rest
JHang Wall Braket
TITAN Water Bottle
Steady Hand Device
Soda-Tray (By Idea)
Gyro to-go!
tHe iPhone cAmera cAse
Spud Maiden BBQd Potatos
Shower Stair Stepper
The Better Visor
Feather Duster, that hides and wobbles at the same time, and stays standing at all times.
Never Hot.
This new invention is a travel type jewelry storage plus, a hanger hook type for hanging clothes, where it hides underneath cloths or coats.
HangIT Helper
RemoteControlledBuildingBlocks
RecycleIT
Infinity Bread
A LapTop carrying device that will reduce risk of dropping when carrying your laptop, and will work as a stand when in rest (hands' comfort)
Clean-Board (By Idea)
On Vacay? Let's Hang Out!! :-)
FlexPack
Bobble Rack
Window cling with LED's
Visor add-on
Phone charger location app
Rugged Lighted Power Curl
Flashlight Extension Cord
Amazon Kindle White Board
Rotoblade Utility Kit
Lens cap holders
Bucket Shelves
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A silicon wristband that has the qualities of a dry-erase whiteboard. Reminders can be written and then erased later.Can be reused. #spotsv
DSC (Dallas Surf Complex)
Tabletop Power Station
Nimbus Wrist Watch
Rugged Heavy Duty Web
OFFICE RUBBER BAND BANDITS. Regular office rubber bands with a plastic hook. For office and home use. Disposable/Reusable.
Socialite
X-box 6 disk changer
App-Enabled Music Sync Lights. Lights that react to music beats like a digital equalizer. Easy set up at parties or as Christmas decoration.
"Always Hot" Coffee/Tea Mug.RE
Comp-U-Draw
Hanging Garment Portable Iron
Bluetooth headphones for phones and music that work with any device
Portable i-Pad Docking Station
safeguards toddlers and babies from pulling out important plugs or putting things into an outlet.
TOY ROCKET FUELED BY DIET COKE AND MENTOS. Plastic rocket toy. Just pour in diet soda and drop mentos with a mechanical timer.
Seat Taken Chair Covers is about the concept of covering your seat its about the people who make it a reality for your seat not to be taken.
Chesse Mill Grater for all Chesse lovers
People love their baseball caps, and they love to wear them backwards. That's why I came up with the idea for the backwards baseball cap.
The Hanging Air Mattress Car Door Guard Protects both vehicles in your garage from accidental Dents and Dings!
Birds of Prey Drones
The Switchable Kitchen Knife; A single handle knife with a pivoting blade (and two edges) that can be changed in seconds. [new images added]
DIGITAL BIRTHDAY CAKE NUMBER. Change number and color, display it in four directions. Don't buy new candle numbers or use dirty ones again!
USB Flash Drive Parking Garage
iPHONE/ iPAD CASE WITH MAGNETS BEHIND IT. Attach to refrigerators or school blackboards. Play music, look at recipes/videos while cooking.
GET YOUR BALLZ
Tree Decor Helper
Servo Bow
Clothes Hanger Organizer
Test
Beer Cap Tool (84/100)
iPhone and iPod Car Charger and Car Music Player
Smoke Detector w/ Escape light
INFLATABLE LAZY RIVER POOL
Solar Powered Generator
Illuminate your door knob and deadbolt! - A stick on solution to help you unlock your door.
Multi Color Light Stick There are two colors on the top and bottom. Batteries control the switch which allows blinking or continous use.
Tired of those shower rings that bend and break? This is a shower rod that doesnt need shower rings plus adds to your decor!
TC WEB BUTTON IT accesdories
APP~ENABLED MYSTICAL MERMAIDS
HomeBoard
DoublePost - The tool to place up to two secure posts into drywall to hang your stuff!
diaper rash relief spray
APP~ENABLED PECAN HARVESTER
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TUMBLEWURDZ
Mallowmaker
Gel Based DSSC
Pill Plate
Come up with a funky name
All in One laundry Basket
The Particle Pooper
Cart dust catcher
ZenCosmetic Extension
Ergonomic Ice cream scoop 2/2
Servo Bow
Ergonomic Ice cream scoop 1/2
Wireless Charging Hotspot Case
Adaptable sport earphones
kala2000
Vur Pool
GE Air Conditioning Fridge
Environmental Safe Beverage Ca
The Olive Branch
Smart Inventory Sensors
flipsound
Did you know that 3/4 of all US households own a BBQ grill? My idea gives you a unique way to make, shake and store your dry rub recipes.
SÃ–CKIT
Bath Fan With Hygrometer
I've tweaked my idea for a way to keep salad dressing bottles inverted so the product stays in the neck ready to dispense with little waste.
Underwater Bluetooth Speaker
Smart Transducer Battery
Piezoelectric Strap Bag
Cordie
Allows you to store opened condiment and salad dressing bottles in your refrigerator in an inverted position so there's no waste or fuss.
Hard eyeglasses case has a built in storage on top with a flip top lid for holding car keys, lipstick, hair ties or anything hard to find.
A pocket size screen cleaner for your iPhone, laptop, or any other device that has a video screen. Perfect for spot cleaning big screen TV's
Microbe
Breece Bracelets
Get stronger and build a better physique in only a few minutes a day with my safe, easy to use, ISOMETRIC, self resistance training device.
Smart Loving Family Dollhouse
Space Bar Media #CardboardChal
hand held duster vacuum wand
Smart Hearing
Luggage converts into a Chair
This is the "Keep it up" badminton birdie! Fun for kids of all ages! Even if you don't have the huge net in your yard!
3D Marble Roller
Universal Broom Groomer
Lighted Gloves
Digital Measuring Funnel
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ajstbl weighted workout gloves
crochethook holder adjstbl-ltd
Sensi-Mouse
Cash Clip
flower I.V.
Imp tech window candlesticks
Empty Clothes Hanger
Light up pens! They'll be a lot of fun, but they'll also let you write down your late night ideas without disrupting you or a loved one!
Don't step into a suffocatingly hot car again! This device will automatically recirculate air in the car as it sits in the sunlight!
Water Meter
Clip &amp; Stick
Battery Recoil Rope Puller
Space Bar [Pro]
Sink Hair Washing Cap
Cordie Covers
Freesable serving containers for summer and luminaries for the winter
Modern Tea Cozy
iPad Mounting Kit
Egg-Safe
Fusion
Wicomputer
Split Stick Charger
Itcherz
Safe Sitter
Minecraft Tool
Quirky Pick Up Power Gift Card
If liquid hand soap can be converted into a foam, why can't we create a pump that creates foam sunscreen? Better coverage, and economical!
Prop Switch
Produce Cloth
Cart-Buddy
Popcorn
The Iphone Has Many Functions, But I'm Cold Right Now, And I Would Like To Know The Temperature In This Room. But My Smartphone Don't Know.
Kitty Pads
Bluaux
Car Zen
Servo Bow
Stack Plates
An app that creates an digital inventory of household goods. Finally a smarter way to complete your shopping list.
Servo Bow
Improved Nail Punch
Beautiful solution to hideous apartment bathroom strip lights. Like lighting, change a glaring vanity into a zen like oasis, for under $20!
***Modular phone and tablet mount, attach it anywhere to anything, no more separate stands for the car/home/office!Quick'n'Easy! {SEE VIDEO}
A display and storage case for the iPhone collector. Incorporates a rail system that allows a growing collection of iPhones to be displayed
THE BIKE BAG
Lightning to PMA Dongle
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Easily Remember 10 essential concepts in a book!! Tab-its..... Mark 10 things you wish to know from a Book you just read!!
Prop Garden Hose
Loose Tea Strainer Keychain
yummy dummy
A bathroom mirror that doubles as a tablet computer.
Combination Fire Extinguisher
Beach Easy!
GE Wink Fire Extinguisher
Battery Powered Vise Grips
Cold Drink Sleeve
Gesture Control Anything !!
Keep Students on Target!
MoleQule (Molecule) is a ball of multi-color LED lights. Match as many of one color before time expires. Rubik's Cube meets Simon!
99 tooth pick holder
Floating Bedside
Solar Driver
Fem-Bin / Clean Can
Rugged Power Curl
Beach Wagon &amp; Basket for kids!
Two way modular app enabled power outlets that provide power usage data as well as allow for ON/OFF control.
Night stand docking station. Charge your phone at night, play your favorite music or use as a sound machine. Illuminates.
#spotsv Flexible cup for everyone in the family. Cup transforms from kid size to pint size. Wide base prevents spills. Stackable. VIDEO.
Paymark
Never forget that combo again! This lock gives you hints that you create.
POWER GLOW SPIDER/ BAR
Car sunshade
Smart Dental floss
App-Enabled Toddler Monitor
Finally, a shoe cleaner that works because it cleans your shoe in the proper direction. Just step down and it scrubs your shoe for you!
Coffee Alarm
I would like my wall calendar to alert me to appointments and recurring events, like birthdays. Just enter the date then record message!
The Magic 8 Ball is enjoyable, but the answers are very limited and a little boring. It's time for a completely new take on this idea.VIDEO!
Too many runners, bikers and walkers have accidents with cars because they are listening to music and cannot hear. We can help change that.
Side Car Set
Dual Handle Box Carrier System
barrel-time bat
Multi-Towel Rack Conversion
Cast Master
BUBBLE BLAST BATH
Jeepers! Beepers
Child Car Seat Bluetooth Fairy
Paint Can &amp; Lid Handler
Burn your mouth
Golf Practice Swing
Two-Handed, Ergonomic Bow Saw. Inspired after hurricane Isaac. Now It's Sandy. Two hands are better than one - Resubmitted after 354 votes.
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Water Filer System (Brita like) that will automatically fill small bottles for you
THE MINI CAULK GUN BABY FOOD SERVING SYSTEM (Between breast feeding and spoon feeding this is the best tool for the job.)
THE ELECTRIC TAPE STAMP (The electric update from the manual version of the Quirky community favorite winning idea, THE TAPE STAMP.)
Soapy Slider
An App-Enabled Toddler Monitor/Nightlight that communicates with your child when they are allowed to leave their bedroom in the morning.
Cool Me Now
Convert WIFI signals from smartphone into RF and IR signals that control all other home devices such as lighting and home theater equipment.
Car Camera on Driver Eyes
Stick Arounds! Your essentials will stick around because these will stick around! They're small, simple, and won't fall down!
GPS Bullet
The mendable bendable pillow that you can mold as you please! No more wrestling to find the perfect position! Use it to muffle noise too!
cook smart (resubmit)
CFL Bulb Covers - Merged with David Veshapidze's - http://www.quirky.com/ideations/316468
Insulin pen for kids
Insulated Window Art
Maise Clipper
Frazzle or Dazzle TV widget that puts you the viewer in control of commercials and or shows give it a thumbs up or a thumbs down.
Water Buddy - A single sprinkler head that can thread into the existing set up. It contains a dispenser with fertilizer (concentrate).
Inflatable Silicone Bakeware
Jumbo Light Switch
adjusteble extension block
Inductive Converge &amp; Space Bar
The Faraday Case
Inflatable Bakers Mat
The Speed Monitor
Amigo Time Watch
Instant Hot Lunch!
Laser disco
Nut-Ball
Make my breakfast
Wink baby bottle station.
Safe watch
Smart Bakers Mat
no worries charger
It's a Smart House in a Box!!!
Intelligent punching bag
A MICROWAVE COOKER/STEAMER/SERVER! THAT'S UNIQUELY DESIGNED FOR COOKING CORN & POTATO'S STANDING UP. LET'S USE
OUR MICROWAVE & SMART COOK!!
MetroGlamour & Autoroute train
Apple Wax cleaning Tissue
Harman Cool Ears
Photo Corner Push Pin
Temperature control fan
Sled For Your Dog
the Kitchen Revolution
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SMART GRIP HOLD POTATO PEELER
A digital photo frame built into a coffee cup.
Kinetic Energy Power Pack
Glow In Dark Gift/X-mas Boxes
Mattel: Grouper
Master Console
Hang a decorative sheet of steel on wall. Place magnetic picture frames on sheet. Colorful rubber gaskets, frame it, completing the look.
Retractable Child leash
Take things apart
Pools Side Umbrella Stands
UV Ray Alert
THE DRINK GRABBER
An iPhone case that has wonderful design as a car, Ferrari or Lamborghini. This case will have something attractive from these cars.
Smart Stereo
cool belt
Safety Baby Nurser
Sitting in an office chair all day can take a toll on your body. The Sit-n-Spin chair strengthens your body's core and overall well-being!
Custom Envelope Cutter
3 in 1 Infant milk bottle.
The USB Magic 8 ball
Travel-friendly roll-up dog bed with waterproof bottom. The flexible yet firm edges allow for easy travel, roll-up and storage!
Poop Away
The App that has it ALL!
SecureRam Drive
Extendable Snorkeling Tube
Future Snorkling kit .
Save Life Patient Wrist Band
Power Bank Curl
Shoe Polish. All in one.
Easy grip Handle- use it to get your pans in/out your oven.. no more Hand Burns or burned gloves.
Punch counter gloves allow boxers, MMA fighters, and the fitness community to accurately document how many punches are thrown in a workout!
Brush my teeth
My favorite artist favorite ar
Insertable EE-Handbag
Create your own white noise! A personal touch to help you sleep!
Don't you hate when your light bulb burns out and you don't have any extras at home? This app notifies you when your bulb's life is ending.
Extension
Why are (Womenâ€™s) hair brushes a disgusting breeding ground for disease and yuckiness? Why so many hair brushes when one should do?
All in One Life App and RFID easy to use Consumer Life Tracking Kit Chipset. At the touch of a button-manage my life. Easy Fast Setup.
Hana
smartphone sportswear powerpak
Christmas Glow
pet rings
Laptop Cooling Pad Air Multiplier
Autumnless
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ThrillBudz
Ridge
Cell phone charging station
Tablet shower cs/spkr/suction
Sun Blocks
Coop
sick of waiting for roll on, lotions, creams etc to come out when nearly empty? hard to stand 'em upside down without falling over?
Slippery Devils No-More
SpeakerCase
PetPal
VertaBin
Device Holder for Lying Down
App Enabled Dough Proofer
App Enabled Water Pipe Heater
Pet Food Water Stay Clean
Solar mobile grill. Large and efficient,minimal, and easy to setup.requires no screws. It all fits in a bag, that can be put on 2 wheels.
Egg Launcher
App Enabled Track Lighting
Easy candle maker allows you to create your own stick candles. Save money, have fun and avoid the messy traditional process!
Administering insulin shots to children w/ diabetes can be painful and cause anxiety. This insulin pen will make the routine less stressful!
Save your Baby
Writing Tire Treads
Cookie Stamp Measuring Cups
Memory Metal Cake Pans
Car seat alert
Magic Extension Cord
Quirky wooden paint stick
Yoga knee pads will cushion your knee joints and assist you in performing certain poses. No more knee pain!
Box-Clever Hand Vise
Jack Machine H2O Grill Distill
Pet Clean Bowls
SMART SHOWER
AutoStir
TC WeB NICES
Pet hair grabber
Silicone Boiling Lids
Antenna of Bluetooth Phonne
tablet smartphone laptop
Porkfolo The Talking Pig 4Kids
Free Electricity
My Life in a Frame
App Enabled Counter Top Smoker
TV Remote Case for iPhone
Retractable Power Strip
Mag connect
Test
Fria - Waterbottle A/C
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AntiAnt Pet Feeding Station
In & go
Core
Kayak Mover
blue cheese steak sandwich
Bamboo Hybrid Chopsticks
Can't read prices on top and bottom shelf at the grocery store? That's where the Best prices are! Hard for you to reach the Deals? Get this.
Bracealert
Multi-Hammer
Succo - Eco Friendly Juicer
PIÃ‘ATA - AUTOMATIC/ WINK
Mini Caulking Gun
Grout Cleaning Blades
Stuffed toys wth hot /cold pac
Bandora
Germ Shield Workout Gloves
Magic Aerosol Paint Pen
Folder + 3 hole puncher in one
Bright Light (Night Light)
Oil Catching Creeper Mat
Leaf Slide
Stow-A-Cone
ColorGarden
Pivot Hand Truck
Plant HealthBar
THE KEY CARD. A credit card size organizer that stores your keys flat in your pocket. No more clunky key rings. UPDATE! Now holds more keys!
White Mistery Box
The DropStop iPhone 6/6+ Case
Levier
Baby Burrow
Stance
Incentive Spirometer with PEEP
Fifo Laundry System
Universal Socket Spinner
Create a Song Smart Toothbrush
Statistics Themed Kids Game
Transforming Yoyo
No Spill Ice Cube Tray
2 in 1 Rake makes yard clean up easier. Save your back, the claw action annihilates yard debris. Place in bags, or tarp, no dirty hands.
Wallpaper Hanging pole
Lunchinizer
Smart Water Purifier
Responsible Smoker
3d cad system
GOLF BALL RETREIVER DRONE
Quirky bug spray
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Magic Stain Eraser
The Kinetic Energy Charger
A hook that can screw into drywall, timber and metal studs. Finally the Combi-Thread. Hang items anywhere on the wall. Resub. Improved!
Stove Top heater (Microwave).
Introducing the Brush-Up. Put your paint brush down anywhere! Don't worry about the paint on the bristles!! Resub with over 200 votes!
Don't ruin your project or freshly painted walls with pen or pencil marks. Introducing the Chalk-N-Go the marker that you just blow away!!!
The Smartphone case that can detect Smoke and Carbon Monoxide! Let your phone wake you up in an emergency! Featured on Gadget Review Wow!!!
Don't Leave Me (DLM)
iPAD SLEEVE WITH RETRACTABLE BACKPACK STRAPS &amp; ACCESSORIES POCKETS. We often carry iPads in our hands. Now we can carry
them as backpacks!
Mono Pod Shopping Cart.
(UC/Revised) PAPER SHREDDER FOR CRUMPLED PAPER. Shredder that can take regular and crumpled paper. With safety door to prevent accidents.
STRAWBERRY CORER TOOL. You can nicely remove the core of strawberries with a plastic straw (See video). A similar design kitchen tool.
NOZZ 2. for Shower
OVEN RACKS AND PANS GRIP TOOL. Kitchen grip tool designed to pull/ push hot oven racks and handle baking pans, sheets or any other.
i-Phone Coffe Maker - an expresso wich makes the cofee with a sended MSG or Beep to the cofee maker phone cip.
Bend Over Kitchen Shelv System
Hair be gone
Robotic conference call holder
Crazy Portable MOBILE CINEMA
Hair be gone
A toilet wave cleaning device..With every flush it sends waves of gel cleaner into the tank water..For a fresh clean flush every time!! :))
Mag-track
Duet (Formerly Dough Drops)
Fix Sweating toilet
Laptop Stand
Smart Wallet
As the ageing process hits..Gripping and Strength decrease..hand's tremble..A simple product to help give back function, safety, freedom :))
Grocer Pack
Tune Cars
Pay and Stay Power Pedestal
Make your own pleated paper liners for Cup Cakes. Create your designs and press then out! Easy with the liner press. Fun for all the family!
Vibrating Ice Scraper.
Headphones Switch
Stack-kan
Magna-click
Lets bring the power of Lithium ION into the kitchen! Introducing the kitchen reciprocating tool kit. Give your arms a break!!!
WINK Home oil monitor
Quickly clean your BBQ. Introducing the Speed-Cleaner, just attach to a reciprocating saw!! Job done.
Runoff
Automated Door
Painting in hot weather? You need the Cool-Paint Tray. Fill it with cold ice water, stop the paint from skinning up and causing problems.
Cool Keys
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Smart Bottle
Fifo Laundry System
SMART ART CANVAS and EASEL
The kids like toast and jam! I like toast and jam! Why are the kids so messy jam all over. I like cleaning NOT! Introducing the Tube-Toaster
Easily locate wall studs at 16 inch centers. Introducing the Stud-Level a level with a magnetic vial! Easy. Prototype pictures included!
UPDATED: Cubicle Crowds: USB Flash Drive Holder
Introducing the Brush-Up. Put your paint brush down anywhere! Don't worry about the paint on the bristles!!
SMART SUBMARINE TANK
Zeus
Introducing the kitchen Swiss army tools. Combination tools that enclose the sharp edges within it's handle. Small enough for your pocket
Moderm Wall Bedside Table, is a small rectangle of an attractive design that allows you to store your accessories efficiently in your room
Summers here! Introducing the Soda-Blaster the bottle cap that shoots like a water gun. FUN for all ages shoot a drink from 100 feet!!
Drone Fishing
A reusable, dishwasher-safe CAP designed for an easier pouring experience with square one gallon milk jugs sold at popular warehouse stores.
Water Horse Shoes
XL Charger
A contour gauge that is also a level. Introducing the Contour-Level. Get more use out of that tool! Resub.
Usb Air Conditioner to pc game
UPDATED: Cubicle Crowds: USB Flash Drive Holder
Floating in air bubble maker
Styling Wand
A transformation of the common household BUCKET! This innovative bucket allows any orderly individual to travel unincombered while cleaning.
Powerline Ethernet Power Strip
Space Age Socks
Jumbo square
the harmless bullets
KUMFATABLE
JYM BAR
Nimbus Solo and Projector
Kettle BBQ Infra Red Oven
Soap-On-Demand
Odor Ogre
GE Wink SOHO Shipping System
The Water Ring
Quirky Grooming Pet Door
Mole removal cream
DeVine
Who, or what, is in my house? A listening device that records sounds, analyzes them and identifies the critters that have moved in with you.
Mesh Bucket
Cool Down Biker Mister
Versa
Chop block with pull out grater and slicer. Removable top cutting surface for easy cleaning. Concave center captures juices!
GE#8102148 App enabled photo sensors for light bulbs that auto dim in relation to natural sun or ambient light in rooms. Green and saves $.
GE Patent #7794896 Holographic images and text display. Project many various images, text info or play music. App/iPod enabled.
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Don't Leave Me (DLM)
The Sudsi Cleaning Tool
Hot Wheels Craft Punches
Tablet Wall Hanger: For the stay-at-home tablet. Instal one in every room you want some extra entertainment. Low cost to mfg. (see video)
Wall-Oh!
Soldier Privacy Kit
Modular Component Headphones
EcoBattery
A Power Strip with Sliding and Rotating Sockets to easily connect any size device plug. Even if its prongs are sideways.
we need a special hanger to hold sleeping bags, pads, and tents.
Why not light up a whole house using just one light bulb. Save money and energy using Fiber Optics Whole House Lighting.
A Dual Directional Cheese Grater. Cut your grating time in half.
This is a Hand Held Egg Beater. Liquefy your eggs in seconds. Great for Omelettes or just scrambled eggs. "WATCH VIDEO BELOW!"
Brush Strainer
This is a household Trash Can with Soft Non-Pinching Cutout Holes(Bag Holders) on each side of the can to keep the bag locked in place.
An App-Enabled device that is mounted on or is part of an appliance that tells you when something is done or ready.
A Power Strip with Sliding and Rotating Sockets to easily connect any size device plug. Even if its prongs are sideways.
This is a household Trash Can with Soft Non-Pinching Cutout Holes(Bag Holders) on each side of the can to keep the bag locked in place.
Eye Cycle
Palm-Press Knife
A diaper container with stretchable plastic disks overlapping to allow a balled up diaper to be pushed through and then close again.
Aros Desktop (Blade Powered)
Cub3s
Poop Away
Voice Racers
Beach Basketball
The reinvention of the simple wrench. The Viper-Wrench an adjustable wrench with a twist! Turns nuts, bolts and pipe! Resub.
Expanding Laundry Basket
Lighted pliers that are extra bright. Use with the jaws open or closed. Great for working in poor lighting! Introducing Brite-Pliers.
Ladies solar power handbad
slip forming
Use your smartphone and wireless adapter to set the torque on fasteners. Introducing the itorque system. Resub
Green Tupperware
Introducing Tool-Zen the Rugged version of Pen Zen. For quick and easy tool storage. Magnetic don't lose your parts!!
Have dirty windows! Cleaning them a chore! You need the all new Window Cleaning Robot. Cleans windows all day even on the 30th floor!!Resub.
Bicycle Induction Phone Mount
Food delivery service app
Remove iPhone front screens in Less than 30 seconds. Use a cool tool in the process introducing the insect.
No Lost
Need a longer skateboard? Cruiser, Tandem, Longboard. Introducing the Slide-N-Ride, any size you want. Resub.
Hail bop or ex- hail pro
Ratcheting belt with quick release and snap on buckle.
Miniature recycling plant
Wrapper Wrap
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TIERED CAKE CARRIER: An amazing cake makes the party, but transporting can be a problem. With this carrier, deliveries can be so sweet!
Precise measure and mark
LED Infrared smart light bulb
Healthy Skipping Rope
THE WORLDS SMALLEST MOVIE PLAYER - Thumb drive movie player INCLUDING THE MOVIE with smart phone app for control, eliminating DVD
&amp; player.
The Upbrella
Wear your I-Phone
Truely covert 911,
digital wallpaper.
new electric toothbrush
Bull Shit Catcher
Venture Nurture
Scented Socks "Smelly Socks"
Make-up Expiration Alert
No more backache or mess! This adjustable baby bath will allow you to bathe your baby at a comfortable level right in your tub or shower.
CRATE CUSHION Cushion w/ elastic hooked straps to quickly turn milk &amp; Quirky crates into low sitting stools. Nice for videogaming, leg rest!
battery 100
House-Kennel
Exersaucer or jumper on the go! Does your baby resist sitting in a stroller? Now, your baby can stand and play on the go
No Rust No Splinter Steel Wool
Waterproof Zipper Dish Glove
Salt & Pepper Tilt nâ€™ Grind
Plug Hub Mini
Plug Hub Power
Plug Hub Max
App-Enabled Noiseless Radius
Hose Saver
Bud-Chucks
Morph-Box (Real Simple)
Travel-Shell
ULTRA POWERSTRIP
HOT CUP
AAA
BSB Plant Stand
Bender Gloves
Capper
Audio Video Walkie Talkies, let's bring kids walkie talkies into the current century!
Quick and Easy Power-Washing
LED Blinds that are solar Powered (cells on one side & ultra thin LED lights on the other). Power storage behind the valance. (372 VOTES)
The CompletelyWireless Charger
iPad Camera Flash
A Kids Theater Booster Seat
Self Dispensing Soap Sponge
Coaster Hook (Triple-S)
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Holiday Decorations Power Box
This is a Box-End Wrench or Combination Wrench with a Magnetic Nut Stop to prevent slippage and injury. Watch Video Below!
eGrocery List
Problem: Dorm rooms are cramped, space is limited, lighting is bad, and number of devices that need to be charged is increasing.
Office chair caddie
Power Pruner
Connectimals
Hex Pot
Power cord sensor
Instant training/instruction
POWER TOWER: fully customizable power outlet system! add modules: usb plugs, reading lamps, bluetooth speakers, and many more!
This is a household Trash Can with a Bag Holder Locking Device on each side of the can. Keeps bag locked in place.
A new sort of umbrella
An iPad Holder Sleeve that can be attached to a kitchen cabinet door or refrigerator for easy recipe viewing.
Soap Glue
PivotPower Multi Purpose Plus
This is an iPhone case with Business Card Storage. Easy to open to pass out business cards.
This is an iPhone case with Business Card Storage. Easy to open to pass out business cards.
Party of Five
Why have kids wait their turn to ride a 2-Seater Teeter Totter when up to 4 can ride at once. This is a 4-Seater Teeter Totter.
Why have to hold a flashlight while working underneath your vehicle. This is a Creeper Crawler with Lights. Put the light where you need it.
Picture Frames not lining up with one another? With this Adjustable Hanging Picture Frame Hook you can easily adjust its hook and height.
T-Saddle
Rechargeable Pendant Light
This is an iPhone case with Business Card Storage. Easy to open to pass out business cards.
Wink Alert Glasses
A Power Strip with Sliding and Rotating Sockets to easily connect any size device plug. Even if its prongs are sideways.
Croclace (Croclet or Lacelock)
An app that will read out all texts or textual notification to the user while he is having his headphones on.
Wireless Earphone Earplugs: turn down the volume in loud events
Pool Pallet
The foldable waterbottle
Hang a Hook
iMop: accelerometer inside the mop handle sends data wirelessly to application. Use it to track and reward janitorial staff.
Pivot Power Extension
SMART SOCCER BALL. Soccer ball with pressure gauge that tells you how hard you're kicking the ball. Perfect training tool! World market!
Make me move, pup
DISCREET LIFE JACKET. People refuse to wear bulky life jackets on tour boats, cruises, ferries, jet skis, etc. Auto-inflatable. SEE VIDEO.
Patented TITAN Water Bottle
Power Track Shelving
Induction Charge Outlet Shelf
Mobile Induction Charge Shelf
chicken, ribs marinate sauce
The Better 5-Gallon Bucket
Auto-Shoe Cleaning Doormat
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Solar Fan
Fuel Sense
Mast-Mount Webcam
The Cling Bean
Heated and Cooled Bike Saddle
Up and Down "Stack Em"
Let's change chair cushion tie-backs to a connection under the seat of the chair and create a slip case to change the color of the cushions.
supercharger
The Purse Nurse
Test Idea
TUMBLEWURDZ
Beautiful *Layered Salad Bowl* Combines Style and function. Place desired condiments on inside rim. Sorry, not collapsible ;) High end.
Allergy Medicated Eye MakeUp
Induction Charged Elbow Grease
Rinse, Chew, and Floss
Bi-directional garden shoes
*Pie Embosser W/ Interchangeable Stamps* for outside rim or weave area. Pies are all about presentation. Make a pie no one wants to eat ;)
Smartphone Door Lock
Waterproof Zipper Dish Glove
Super Stretch Basketball Net
Bottle and Can Counter
Can-Emptying Can Opener
The Urban Transporter
Wireless Lights
EHAP Desk/Table
Check on the status of your laundry with your iPhone. Device sends a message when a cycle is complete to whomever you choose.
Smart Mobile Charger Adapter
Mob-brella
Smite
AROS RETROFIT FOR EXISTING A/C
The Cool Cooler
Stir-n-Rest would be cooking utensils that have a rubber lined cut in order to rest the utensil directly on the rim of the cooking pan.
App enabled Interactive whiteboard that is central to collaborating groups like a team of inventors or families.
Stop that Cart!
WINK AUTOMATED HOME ALERT
A portable shoe horn that stays in the heel of your shoes. It allows you to put your shoes on without softening your shoe heel. Hands free!!
Wink Bubble Machine
NON-SLIP GRIP STYLUS
Caution tape cone rod
Lego Fold-down box playset+
They have small ones for chop-sticks. A device that turns everyday eating utensils into tongs. Could also be for cooking utensils as well.
Living Lite
Build'n'Pivot
The speak light
All-in-one Bartool Set! Fits the 5 most important bartools into one shaker. Great for professionals too (I AM ONE)! [PLEASE WATCH THE VIDEO]
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PLUG-IN LIGHT SENSOR FOR LAMPS
Fall Protection
Right Sound
'springers'
Emergency Car Climate Control
BioMechanical Artificial Body
V-R Gyro Rifle Controller
Umbrella Headphones
iBoard
CARBAGE
the EZ-LIFT garbage buddy
iPHONE MINI-TRIPOD WITH A CLAMP. Quick to set up. Great for taking videos and pictures of family and Quirky ideas. Use with any phone.
CORD MANAGEMENT FOR BEATS HEADPHONES' SINGLE CABLE. Beats headphones are as popular as Apple products! Watch VIDEO!
Smart remote control
Piezoelectric Backup Camera
Portion Strainer
heat dress
Football Cooler Player
Variable 3D Printer
Link-Trays
TAG! The Taxi Flag
Induction Charged Tape Stamp
Smart Health Mirror
Smart Health Toilet
Internet Contact Lenses
App-Enabled Noiseless Radius
'springers'
World's Best Root Beer Float
2STC for Laptop
Aros Vertical
360 UV Sterilizer
Mini Brewery
Sunbrella
Sleep-y Passenger Head Rest
The CRYSTAL bead LAMP WITHOUT electric WIREs. It CAN be decorated Freely wherever! This is shining by reflecting other light or ITSELF.
Perfect Waterproof and Pressureproof EAR-BAND! Also, Protect your ears from the dust in your work place. Check out your EarGuard!â™¥v
The Instant Shelf
Green Pivot Power
Baby Bottle Holder
Window Generator, And HVAC
Kinetic Rechargeable Battery
Aros II Heater/AC
(Resub)Earphones Cord Wrap + Stylus + Screen Cleaner! 3 in 1. We need all and now we will have. It will be great combination product.
Soda Maker - No Cartridges
Wink 360 Floor HVAC
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[RESUB]What design of smartphone case do you want? What accessory do you want to add for yours? Now, Design it by yourself!
voice commander
Wink App UV Robot Vac
Pivot Duster
Brush Sponge
Ezee All Dispenser
360 AC And Heat
360 UV Sterilizer
Freeze And Go
Austin Invention Challenge
Public Transit App
Low cost welder
App-Enabled Universal Remote
2x4 Joint Connector
Cord Coil
Screw Bit Screw Holder
App-Enabled Light Bulbs
Ezy Flow
Small devices for everyday tasks. Modular devices would perform simple tasks (push/pull, twist, tap, etc.). Ultimate DIY.
Bath Fan Mood Light
A Pin Pad-Inspired Wrench - Use one wrench for nuts of varying size and shape and turn clockwise or counterclockwise without any switch.
GeoGlobe
Broomzie
Smart Locking Latch
Sensi-Mouse
Patent Pending-Austin Invent
Nimbus for Cyclists
Flexible Child Proofed Surge Protector With Retractable cord, and international Plug Sockets.resub
Austin Invention Challenge
A, B and C
seat sanitizer
Smart Pill Dispenser - Reminds Elderly to take Medication - Reminds Caregivers when Elderly forget. Resubmit of (245764) to WINK.
Never scratch another pair of glasses again. Simply protects the lenses every time you close the temple arms.
Austin Invention Challenge
Porkfolio Cash.
360 Light
Gyro Bins
Retracting Travel Hair Dryer
Roll-Up PC Interface
Up2Date
Magnetic Light Switch Plate
Digital Measuring Discs
AUTO OPEN OVEN RACK (Never burn yourself again when inserting, viewing, or removing your food from the oven.) [VIDEO OF WORKING
PROTOTYPE]
ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PROGRAMMABLE CRIB/CHANGING TABLE (Change diapers at any height, w/ safe integrated up/down all-in-one
unit.)
ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PROGRAMMABLE WALKING DESK (Sit, stand, and walk throughout the day while you work at your EHAP
WALKING DESK.)
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A cleanable clear kitchen liner to go underneath items in the kitchen especially things like the soap dispenser, sponges, sos pads
Flexible Child Proofed Surge Protector With Retractable cord, and international Plug Sockets.
Turn Down The Sound! Prevent Hearing Loss in our Children.
Who never suffered with a sweat stain on the shirt under the armpits? This kind of situation I want to solve with my product.
AdCrawler
Cup A Joe On The Go
Mobile Induction Charge Shelf
Chop Shop
Discreet Travel Pillow
Zip Strip Drain Bit
Max Mop
The Awesome (UAF) Faucet
360 Car Infrared
3D Press-On Nails Printer
Water dispencing tooth brush
Custom Envelope Cutter
Waterproof Zipper Dish Glove
Lid Lifter
Cluck
Draft Busters
Auto Load Driver &amp; Drill
UV Sterilizer
Wifi SpeakerLight DimmerSwitch
Roller Clean
Butter Knife - Heat Conductive
Induction Charged Tape Stamp
Emergency Dog Walk
Sock it on me!
Tickel Bug Hand
Photizone
Solar power bank station
The Lotion Grabber
Multi Sensor Bath Fan
! Without This USEFUL WIRELESS DEVICE SERVER DOCK your Ipad2 takes a step backwards in time. An EASY SOLUTION is Right here, Right now
!
(Resub)LED Decoration for dishes and cups. MAKE your boring dishes SPECIAL! For the Christmas party or your special time.â™¥
Toothpick shooter!................. Now, you can make several toothpick appetizers in seconds! Be ready for parties and occasions :)
<<< >>>> Amazing Quirky Character Desk Caddy - Why just vote for a caddy when you can vote for fun! Plus this can expand beyond desk use!
iPhone 6 is Coming - 2014
An iPhone case that has an additional memory card. It would be a good supporter to iPhone 5. In a word, Sub hardware case!
NoGlare
Spotter with Super Hearing
Soap holder with Band â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. For sticking a leftover soap on a new soap! No more waste :)
Noise Grabber *HT Challenge
I THINK I FOUND THE SECRET TO MAKING THE CHILLOW WORK! Want me to share it? Stop on inside and see what this idea has to offer AND
COMMENT!
Flexible basket that you can clip on a drill to capture debris when drilling! No need to clean after drilling!
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Grill Phone
Wink Moody Bank
Wink Lazy Susan
Pen with paper clip dispenser. Great for the car, purse or the office. Many use the vehicle as a second office.
Spotter Genius Infrared
#spotsv Tape dispenser with extracting/retracting tape measure. Cut uniform lengths to save $ and deter double cuts.
Vac &amp; LED
Dual Bit &amp; Childproof Driver
360 AC &amp; Heat
Party Plates
Rotating and swiveling can dispenser, eliminates searching and stacking. Take inventory with a quick glance.
Eggcellent
Flex Duster &amp; Cloth Damp Mop
Hand truck with telescopic load stabilizing support bar. Folds flat for storage.
Shell Less Egg Boiler &amp; Server
Photo Sensors Patent Pending
Cord Minder
Simple extendable towel bar for wash cloths, extra towels or a change of clothes. Could also come in a paper towel version for the kitchen.
Tape dispenser with auto cut lever. Optional tape length readout when uniform lengths of tape are needed.
Shower curtain and liner blinds. Allows air circulation to deter mold and mildew.
#spotsv Dry eraser that slides/stretches onto any existing dry erase marker. Large removable and washable head. Compliment to Qs "Mark Up".
#spotsv Expiration containers for food and or all other perishable items. Simply push bubbles down to set dates.
HOTCUP
Emergency Equipment Monitor
App Enabled Boomerang
Children training laces
Run Flat 'Inner' Tires
Sports Mason jar transporter
Poly-Bar
360 Degree Camera Bot &amp; Light
Fat Cat Exerciser &amp; Claw File
Home Depot Bath Fan
Q Brew
GE Grill, Steamer &amp; Hot Plate
Wink Monitor Dispenser
Home Depot Reversible Bath Fan
Wink App UV Robot Vac
Beverage Minder
Insulated lunch boxes keep lunches either hot or cold. This lunch box can do both. It's two lunch boxes in one.
Swivel Power
Triple Duster-Patent Pending
Flexible Rectangular Picture Helper with mounting guide, ruler & measurements plus positioning estimator for proper placement
Laser Pinata
Meat Sterilization Appliance
Channel Surfer
Key Finder
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Nourish
UV Tap Water Filter
Sponges easily wipe just about everything - including germs. The Clean Sponge Stand makes it easy to sanitze your sponge in the microwave.
This is a fully functioning watering can that can act as a portable sprinkler too! An aesthetic improvement on typical sprinklers.
"Coil Caddy": This is a spring-loaded cord reel for your hair dryer, curling iron, and more which winds them up while hanging on the wall!
Coffee Commuter: The no-cage insulated bottle strapped to your bicycle frame to prevent spilling and sloshing.
See through blind spot
Chillax Cooler Liners
Case - like Elegant Metal
XYZ table
Motorized - Wine Screw Pump
The Grill Phone
Teddy Travels Adventure Kit
Hose Water Saver
Cheap VoIP Calling for iPhone
Grocer Pack
Flexi Board
Paint Commander
Two Way Curtain Rods
Handy Bulb
Manual Mini Vac
Chop Shop
360 Dust Pan
Ladies, someone at your door you don't recognize? Answer with a big man's voice and a ready punch!
Four Way Laser
Sleeping Pleasure
Battle Box
GPS Minder - Where Did I Park My Car? Losing your car is NO laughing matter.
Voice Racers
Start Your Car from Bed - iPhone Remote Ignition.
iCiTE
Flexi Board
Life Jackets - Save Lives - Upgrades will Save More!
Masking Tape with Stripe
Glow in the Dark Luminescent 48 inch Level. Easy to see High contrast for Leveling anything. Will work With or without light and batteries.
Biking in the rain? Now you just pull out the shield to protect your lower body. No more wet trousers. Less Illness. Better Performance.
Tent+built-in air mattress
TSpeak
A,B, and C
The Remote Finder
Rain gutter+Apron=?
The Wrap-Saver
Peacemaker Coffee Machine â€“ Single serve taste, in every pot!
OUTDOOR WINE SAVER
A Brilliant Flash â€“ The last thing your attacker sees, before you disappear!
SMART CLOCK
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Unknown
Hold Smart phone or I pod with two fingers without dropping. Phones and I pods are easy to drop. {Short Video}
MoatMeal
Inflatable pocket or purse umbrella. No hardware to comfortably fit in the pocket/purse. No wind inversions. Never get drenched again!
Reversa Bowl-Sectioned server with open lower serving bowl that converts into strainer or chiller. Fridge storing lid converts into platter!
"Swivel Power" Great for behind furniture and converts for conventional use. App programing, USB and utility/night light!
Boil shell less eggs, serve and store in the same tray! No peeling and tiered serving option. Patent Pending. Please see prototype video
Video/camera self tinting glasses with display screen. Options: apps, email, web access, voice command. Qs answer to Google Glass!
"Scrubbie Mini" A mini hand held Scubbie for the counters, dishes and other misc jobs. Self wringer, sponge, scrub brush and abrasive pad!
Expiration containers for food and or all other perishable items. Simply push bubbles down to set dates. Deters food poisoning and waste!
Tape dispenser with auto cut lever. Optional tape length readout when uniform lengths of tape are needed.
Drying Chrystal Regulator
Laser guided saw that eliminates the need to draw lines or measure length of cut.
Protect expensive Tablets and other devices while extending the battery power. Ergonomic battery pack doubles as holding support. Pen holder
Hand truck with telescopic load stabilizing support bar. Folds flat for storage. Great Lowes product.
Dual zone microwave allows two different temperatures and time settings. Metal shelf also doubles as a crisper.
Four Way Laser. Find distance, level planes, centers for pictures, furniture/misc. Center marking hole for nails or other anchors.Lowes tool
IDEA 16: Vibe Ice Cream Scoop
Voice Racers
Steam releasing hanger
Utility Lanyard
Power-Spindles
Gamified Road Profiler (app)
Jet Pack - 3/100
Broomzie
Flight Turbulence Recorder
#QCYCLE. We don't have to reinvent the wheel, but can we please reinvent the seat?? Bicycle seat made like of a medicine ball or a bean bag!
Comb with gel
Trio-Tray
Shell Seat
"Swivel Power" Great for behind furniture and converts for conventional use. App programing, USB and utility/night light!
Clip-it
Extension cord with base cord storage. On/Off App and 110/USB receptacles.
App enabled ext cord. Time program each receptacle separately and or turn on/off remotely. Notifies if overloaded!
Massive $ savings! App enabled photo sensors for light bulbs that auto dim in relation to natural sun or ambient light in the room.
Wind-up Screwdriver
A rack for drying clothes that takes up NO floor space, holds 10-15 items at a time, and when closed looks like a beautiful cabinet.
Cell Phone shoulder rest
Towel Rack Fan Combination
conCENTRIC II/II
Zig-Zag Pan
iPHONE &amp; iPAD MAGNETIC CASES. Place them at eye level. Answer calls, play videos, music, look at recipes, web searches.(see VIDEO)
Whiteboard Puzzle
Kawaii Pistachio Shell Cracker
Incentive for Universal WiFi
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Fan with reservoir for oils
Always Audio
Pack-Desk
Utensil Holder
Skee-Ball Slider
Space Bar [Pro]
House-Kennel
TRASH CAN COMPUTER TABLE. Bathroom trash can that turns into a computer table.
harmany
Third hand
mister chair
Water dam strip/tape
Pholster
Anti-slip bedspread ideas
wet n dry paper towel
Umbrella Headphones
Why connect two extension chords into a knot? Kind of old school. Well, I believe it is time to end the overrated extension chord knot.
Can-Counter
Rubberband powered toothbrush
acoustic amplifier, stand & sound booster without an extern powersource for the iPad 2 (and if possible 1!).
Wink Tablet
Wire Charger Protection Clay
A Smart Water Treatment System. Filter your water wisely.
WiFi Resonator Router &amp; Plugs
Pivot Power Wireless Electric
Bath time aid
Morph-Box
Smart Retrieve Band
Arospotter v3
App idea for RF measurement
Easy plug in
Pet tracker
Driveway Snow Deflector
inductive charging in your car
Pringle Top
Rollo
Quirky for Kids
Parent-Child Schedule App Plus
Measuring set with a self storing handle for the spoons or cups. Now you can reach into those deep canisters and store away nicely.
The Grill Phone
Bug Detector
Car to Umbrella
MEASURING TOOL TO MEASURE THE OUTSIDE OF STRUCTURES. Lasers are only good for inside measurements. A digital tool that uses GPS or
other
multi tool garbage holder
Keep your fridge clean
Multifunctional car hanger.
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multifunctional brush heads.
test
DigiChowki
sdcsdf
A telescopic bath fan
A plastic cover for keeping the dirt and dust that comes off the wheels of your bicycle when you keep your bicycle in your home.
Apple Pencil Charger/Case
Bag Buddy
Easy Shelf
PIVOT POWER JR. Travel size. 3 outlets and shorter cord. Can handle 120/240 volts. Carry in luggage or purse. Use at hotel, airport, school
Syringe Sweeper
Desk Book Stand
SCENTED DUST MASKS. Regular dust masks with scent, to help people do those smelly jobs!
uberlyfter
Cozy Car
S.A.D Dog Wall
Little Big Joystick
Garbage day buddy
RESUMIT* AIR FRESHENERS FOR A/C VENTS Put on A/C closet doors and return vents! The A/C will carry scent to every room! GREAT FOR PET
OWNERS
GOOSENECK WEBCAM FOR iPHONE, iPAD AND SMART PHONES. Great for recording with the iPad, making self videos and finding small objects.
Dipper, Paint Brush Saver
Endless Eraser Pencil
Sink insert for dirty dishes
Kitchen knife locker
The E Belt
Cake Life Live
air pillow bag
Illuminating Emergancy ladder
Coleman has the Quad Lantern. Now a 4 piece flashlight. Hand one piece to ea. family mem in an emergency. Magnetizes to cars on multi areas.
Smart Answering Machine
Cannon
Live Animal Trap Detector
Ear-gonomic Phone Case
Slush ramp
wall socket combined plug
Skycleaner
Ikarda Systems, LLC
The DUAL MOP. One wet for scrubbing the floor and one dry for wiping the mopped floor. No more waiting for it to dry. THe Mop-and-Sop.
Remote Camera Control w/APP
Wireless Temp Data Logger
APPLE &amp; CUCUMBER Scoring tool
Self-healing iPhone 5S Case
Honey! Bee Organized
Notify
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Universal battery charger
Bluetooth Aux Box
easy tag plate
Bask
Balanced Safety Knife
Cold-bowl
A body washing device that shampoos and squirts scented body-wash, and hair conditioners from your shower head.
vvvvvv
Watch It!
Temparol
Cool Tools
MoOth (mobile booth)
Smart Remote
Helix
:::::CAMERA STRAP/WRAP::::: An all-in-one trendy camera strap that serves as a protective cover for your camera.
Pocket Briefs
Barbie LED Hair&Nails ch/color
Q-Link is a twist-lock key loop. Instead of bending nails and scratching keys to get them on a key ring just thread your keys onto Q-Link.
Toilet seat cover dispenser
Baby Bed Bumpers
Go Lean Power Generator
INTELLIGENT GARDEN
3, 2, 1 Light
Forever Rub
Had a tablet 7inch and 10 inches, needed a case to carry around and not get lost or stolen. Then it hit me a case with a pocket clip
Bracelets with design
clothes hanger storage bag
shower mobile phone system
AdCrawler
Aquafloat
Hydroworld
tic-tack-toe
Weather Window
FacePlate
WOOBLE KITTY TOY
Three Mouthed Kettle
Touch-Cars
Hide &amp; Seek Bands #RadioShack
1 Step Garden Planters..
Smart Necklace
Pull-Out Hamper (By Idea)
Cub3s #RadioShack
Portable Dust Collector
Paint-Covers (By Idea)
future
Headrest Blankie
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Indoor Wormless Compost..
Voice Racers #RadioShack
Soda-Tray (By Idea)
Diecast Drift Track
Hook-Board (By Idea)
Laptop Mouse Holder PROTOTYPE
Quirky + Mattel- SUN Doll Idea
Utility Strip
Swap (By Idea)
Water bottle makes hot water
Forget me not drink coozie
finger glove I-phone case
Rollo
selling gift cards and phones
Christmas tree power ring
Drink Topper
Coffee Cubes
Voice Racers #RadioShack
roomba paint
led phone cover
Battle Box #RadioShack
Solar USB Umbrella
Cub3s #RadioShack
No more bent cords!
Soft side Collapsible Cooler: Insert hard plastic blue ice into the slots to create hard wall. The blue ice folds to fit in freezer.
In Car Wireless Charging
Line Drive
Exterior Solar Panel Shutters w/LED lighting on the back for nightly interior window lighting. Slide/fold. Flip for exterior patio lighting.
Cool Caddy
Lifeguard necklace
Laundry Caddy
Tan Freak
Tosser
Air Dome
Non break yolk Spatular
Wink Essential Oil Difusser
TheeSpa Straw
One hand, light weighted, cordless string trimmer for cutting leftover lawn edges. No pain only gain. Please see video of the prototype.
Instructional audible shorts
Egg shaker. See video. Also for making dressings, gravy-adding the flour to milk/water and shake=&gt; no more lumpy gravy.
Bone Stra8
WINK insulin pump GPS
Inflatable Baby Tray
POWER SHOT
no blow back skimmer basket
Periscope Cam
Clock that Never Dies
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AA Akku - USB-C rechargable!
Manual Ice Maker
Glowification
Separate recycling trash can.
Light Up Phone Colors
Check luggage
Stand Up Power Strip
Maternity Coaster
Palm-Press Knife
The Lifter
Fireplace Log Safe
What's for lunch
Exterior Spotter
Grilling Plate Mate
Sound Shadow play set
Tootle-Loo
Window Cleaning Drone
uberlyfter
Grill Inside Out
The Index Toothbrush
Go Pro tear offs
Ballie (pitch two)
conveyer belt drink maker
WaterWiz: WINK Water Meter
Clean, convenient way to hang/store your poof ball in the shower! Great potential, see details
UniFuser
place-holders
Automatic Tape Roller
True Colors
True Colors
Morphing Iron
hello
How convenient it would be always have a cell phone charger readily available for use.A charger built into the case will solve this problem.
Individual Pet Food Guard
Ranew
Perspective
Prongless Outlets and Plugs
Gene Diet
Office Post-it-Note Pro
Glass Animation Table
Car Seat Caddy
Flexipower
CHEF MULTI KNIFE & VEG PEELER
True Colors
A completely customizable front-of-car license plate. Write whatever you want, whenever you want! (water/weather-proof!)
A back-washer that doesn't require arms, for those of us who cannot use our hands or arms due to arthritis, pain, or amputation.
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RF Wireless recharging bowl
MP3 Headphone w Text2Share App
The Silverback Buckle
123232
StickyLED MegaBloks Playground
TRUCK PARTS LOCK. Anti-theft
TV remote charger, box free, HiFi, iPod, ipad, ipod nano, bluetooth headset etc. .. induction kinetic heat (energy body) or heat source
Zig-Zag Pan (By Idea)
SNOW BOWLS
Swipe (By Idea)
fish scales catcher
Power Spindles Cord Management
Whiteboard Cubicles
Sync-Lights (By Idea)
Capsule (By Idea)
Harvester (By Idea)
Pop-Up Pool (By Idea)
iPhone Car and iPad Robot!
Laptop &amp; Tablet Stand
iPhone Car and iPad Robot!
Talking starfish earrings boost self esteem!
Cup sized water boiler!
Cup sized water boiler!
APP-ENABLED OVEN THERMOMETER
Sock-fit
Device that locates missing wallet or purse on map, notifies you when you get too far, and emits noise for easy location.
Doorjam
Damptor
Oven Cam
Cue ( Induction UV Thermostat)
A head strap for mobile devices allowing the user to enjoy streaming video content in a comfortable convenient hands-free manner.
custom 3D canvas wall art
Advanced Food Preservation
D-Tec (Scoreboard Included!)
Smartphone bad breath analyzer
Springed_Tweel
iPhone 5 wall charging unit w/ 3-5ft of extra retractable cord that can be used while charging and incl. a detachable rapid charge battery
Matchbox Car Readers
Safety Speakers
Conductive car phone charger
Smart Engineering Blocks
GPS Life Jacket
Bee Organized
Microchip kit with receiver
Solar
A simple wall mounted shredder that works like a juicer and reduces size of plastic bottles by 90%. Bags store each type recyclable plastic.
Pegfree babysock drying hanger
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Helpy
PoweRing
EZ2 Hold Baby Bottle Holder
IMirror
Bee Organized
Siphon
Corner Frame
Really Universal IR Remote
Customizable Family Placemats
Sport-O-Graph
NoBreak Outlet Plug
Portable folding tube ladder
Modulo
THE PUPIL
Small Eolic Turbine For Car
Deco bunch of eggs
Fire Searching Drone
Automatic window cleaner
GloMor
I WANT TO CREATE A BACON SCENTED SUN TAN LOTION THAT ONLY RELEASES ITS SCENT WHEN RE-APPLICATION IS REQUIRED TO
PREVENT A BURN.
Community Helping Quirky
fafafa
The little farmhouse
quirky robot vacuum cleaner
Can-Counter
Smartcharge
Power-Spindles
Voice Racers
Harvest
Zig-Zag Pan
Silo 2: Quirky Line Extension
Third hand
Poppy Pure Water
Bake Shapes
Tray Pouch
Car seat temperature alarm
EZ Pull
Office Bobble
CLIMAX
Sunread
TRIPS
Let's create a unique portable rechargeable multifunctional light for many purposes from studying, partying, relaxing and more...
Optima speaker system
Smart Whole Home Humidifier
simulator activated by barking
ION Gel Mask
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Shears with adjustable pivot point! Hedge Shears and Lopper Combined into one! Perfect for ANY size branch.
Magne-Tee
Pan Scraper-Dispenses Soap
Pro Trainer Running (PTR)Shoes
Bottle Ice Wrap. Keep your soda cooler for longer!
The cake wedge
UTILITY ROLLERS
Air distribution system
Wink Alarm Clock Light Module
Humidity sensing bath fan
Wink Wearable Switch / Sensor
(SMIEB) accessory battery
SÃ–CKIT
2.10E+02
Monitor 2GO
Chuck 'n track
temperature cup
Inductive charging heating cup
PERSONAL DRONE
Portable Baby Changing Station
Stack up with the node
Harman Hollow 6
Positive Pods receive positive messages from app ... Be kind, be generous, be brave, be open-minded... The app tracks your kindness.
Reader Shades
Save the environment, and your family money with a reusable solution to Q-tips
Connect On-the-Go App
Anti-Slip Macbook Pad
ecological lighters
Ceiling Fan 2.0
The Six Stick
CapLight
Piezoelectric Wristband
Immoseo
Backpack with rain/sun shield
DAT DUSTER
Hat Formies
AROS floor unit AC
Toppit
Safety lanyards that are gps/app enabled for employers to track the location of their employees/equipment in warehouse/indoor settings.
Cam-Fishing (Attachment)
'Gauge', the dashboard fuel calculator to calculate the cost of your journey, efficiency of your latest refill and CO2 emissions produced.
Head to Toe Organic Body Scrub
Got a small bathroom with limited space? Combine the trash/plunger/toilet brush together for room &amp; style w/ the ability to change the look
CrackerMagic - Kitchen gadget to crunch, dispense and store crackers used creatively in various cooking recipes.
WARM AND STEAM LIDS
Swiss Power Strip (Protractor)
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Locate Me
Bottle Holder
frutina
Denarith: the inkless printer
SOUND DIRECT PHONE CASE
Wink Search (( Indicator ))
My Crib
Car sync
Unique Snaps
Traveling Trainer
2 in 1 dog leash
Freeze Frame!
euphonic vacuum
Wink Notifier
Free-Tap
New mobile device concept
Wink Smart HuB (Wireless)
Ice Dry Bucket
Police Pursuit No More!
PENCIL CASE that attaches to notebook, binder, laptop, iPad/Tablet cover, book, journal, etc. Always have a pen or pencil when you need it!
Velocity Armo / self-charging!
Clean Learning Mind Mats
Power Check
The Bed-Closet
breast feeding mothers bib
Wearable Desk: A Blue Ocean Market
Selfie 360
Toothpaste Maker / Dispenser - sustainable product - saves money. A machine that makes and dispenses toothpaste.
Labour Carrier
Dual Trigger Bathtub Blaster
Protect your clothes with CEDAR on flexible, magnetic strips so cedar can easily hang from individual hangers.
Mobile Movie Theater
Introducing Power Band!
Automated Salt Dispenser
Folderable E-Board
RESUB!!Bird owners stop getting bird waste all over! Redesigned bird cage will eliminate the poop, food/water &amp; feathers on the walls/floor!
Wink Enabled Dog/Pet Crate
Stay put plate and bowl
Modular Phone Book-case
Coin bank that alerts of potentially valuable coins via app. Image is of a penny that's worth approximately $35,000.00. What's in your bank?
App enabled pitching machine and ball return system to supply machine continuously.
Travel Corn Cho
Solar Lite
Shelfer
Bicycle Seat
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Car warmer covering for snow
Cure Me!
SOLAR SAUCER YellowJacket trap
IConnect
In Room Holographic Concierge
Git! Pet Repellent
Shake&Rattle on the go Bottle!
BFF finder
SmartSign "Kids at Play"
SmartTie - Hotel Solution
Lighted Musical Bases
INSPIREdiets
Magnetic Workout Bench
Retractable drawer of Storage ear-phone Iphon and cord of refill
IQOOD is an application for iPhone and Smartphone ipad mac desktop
Auto Switch Air Conditioner
Mood Monitor
Recycle Can Liner
UC RESUB!!!Spring/gravity opening iPhone case. A protective case that opens with flick of wrist. Use case as handle for phone while talking.
Blow up Bra
OneEighty
Introducing Tower Power!
Block It.
BOOM!Don't fight OXO! Leave Competition In The Dust! A dustpan w/integrated gel lint rollers for small dirt particles! No Trace left behind!
EcoSponge
My clothing line
UC RESUB! Measuring cup or bowls that allows you to scrape inside/outside of spoon! No more striking sides of cup/bowl! A non skid/slip base
Mega Corn Cho on the Go
Coozie Coaster
App Car Remote
Retractable Usb Plug Connector
Auto Cup holder/ Change sorter
Touch Pad
hho
door jammer
Corn Cho Simulator
Faraday Cell
Really cool invention
kick scooter smart holder
Aros Jet Stream
Assisted Waterman Trap
R/C Pet Deterrent
*ELECTRONIC* Automatic hands-free toothpaste dispenser.
Nimbus Mini
Pivot Spotter Light Switch
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Pivot Power Track Lights
A-There
Beat Stop
Electronic waterproof toothpaste dispenser with motion-sensors for hands-free use that dispenses the perfect amount of toothpaste.
Seed Sprayer
Corn Cho on the Go
silent gear box
Door Cat-cher
mini hot plate and induction heating coffee cup plate keeps your coffee or a certain temperature
WATCH FIIBO Is a simple concept in an earthquake it can alert the population
Personalized Fairy Tales
PULL BACK SCOOTER
Smart Holographic Case
Sports Media Glasses
Portable Mini Printer
memory master
Steamy - smart &amp; healthy food
Visualization Speakers
Hotel Laundry Electronic Valet
Directional sound auto speaker
Drum Dock
Meter Bulb Controller
Voltage Plug (App-enable)
Multi shape detachable puncher
Pan lifter
Vibites
I HAVE CAME UP WITH A FUN GAME FOR KIDS TO DRINK WATER WITH THE [WATER WORMS]I CALL THEM WAGGLES BECAUSE THEY
WIGGLE WHILE YOU TRY TO DRINK
Zuper Charger
TechTag
sNOwby
Barbeque Corn Cho
WHITEBLOCK (App-enable)
Probiotic Kefir Maker
Mega corncho
An Electric Thai Grill I always loved eating in Thailand at the outdoor restaurants. This product is a version of that Thai cooking method.
No child left in a car
An electromagnetic child proof latch for under the sink /cabinet storage. On / off function controlled by a keyless remote.
Smart Range
Snap It Up!
Garden Webcam
Sock Monster
SmartSwitch Cover
Quirky Video Intercom for door
Head mounted mirror.
Disposable Free Jackets
Wired With Cord Management
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Rear Windshield Ticker
Crowdsource website
A case that has a traslucent flip open lid to put in a favorite item like a leaf,lock of hair,etc. to showcase the item.
Time Wazzel
Ambient-Flashlight Umbrella
Sanitize Station
Smart,Modular Storage System
Phone&amp;Key Operated Door Lock
nursery rhymes on tapes, etc.
Fire Extinguisher inside Hood
Hate cold coffee? This battery-operated coffee mug coaster works like a mini-hot plate, and keeps your coffee hot while you drink it!
Corn Cho drink
Box Tape cutter
KIDS TOOTH BRUSHING BEAR
Selfie-copter
Land Sea and Air RC vehicle
ORIENS_a Sustainable Toy Story
Hockey Concussion Preventer
Coin Money Exercise Weights
POP IT LOCK IT
Garlic crusher
Rotating Grilling Surface
Kid Stick
Weed Predator
Pen and Pencil
Mornin Sunshine
sawhorse
Choo Choo Spoon
The Phoney
Kick Snow Plow
Z air
Hanging Rotating Shoe Display
YouShop ToiletPaper Remind
EBTI
Headphones -Removable Speakers
Easy TP
Simple ham cutter
SensEye (Resubmit)
Air Conditioned Drum Throne
Eclipse
The iPod / iPhone INCASE!
REVERSE INSPIRATION
The Anywhere Pump
Stand for (Microsoft) Kinect, Quirky way, Creating Product Which Will Fit and Perfecting Kinect Spec
No more mess when trimming! Finally a way to catch all of your trimmed hair so you can dispose of it without clogging drain or making a mess
PortaCurtain
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Flat tech stereo like an iMac
Pope on a rope
View all words Dictionary
Glass Airplane
Book protector, keep your kids safe and your room tidy with the bookshelf bar. Clear bar or decorative easy to mount and use.
Twisty Plate, Never have a plate thrown or pushed to the floor again by an infant.
Your kid's best friend
Super Launcher
Simple Mix
RinseRight Dose-cap Timer
Discovering Patterns
Discovering Patterns
Wrinkle free clothes hanger
Perfect Vision Mirror
Round refrigerator
Shark Tag
#Home Depot-Outdoor projects
#Home Depot-Outdoor Projects
Cell Cop
Self-supporting Trash Bags
Extented Tweeter
Adjunct to Patent Office
Barbecue Sauce Shooter
Real Simple cleaning challenge
Inductive Heated Towel Racks
Lipstick cycler
doorjammer
Inductive receiver plug cap
Coupon Card
The Hot Ball Sleeve
The smart car cover
Phone Finder
Shaka-Word with Shaka-Block's
Completely Flexible Cell Phone Headset - bends to ANY shape to comfortably fit ANY ear
Anti-Smoke Fire Alarm
silent gear box
criss cross seatbelts
Carseat Door Rain Cover
One Touch shopping
Intl time/ fur band watch
Swiffer Brush Bar Attachment
Weed Wacker Height Attachment
Folding Chair
Chap Pen
Removable wall baskets
Dishwasher Tie Downs
WobbleBear
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The True Typist Keyboard
Pure Interface.
A PiÃ±ata you break with SONG
The "Better Anti-Snore Pillow"
æ”œå¸¶åž‹æ¿¾æ°´ç“¶
Spill-Proof Milk Bottle
Barbie High Tech
The Due Timer is a simple electronic device to allow expecting parents to gauge frequency and duration of contractions while in labor.
Gravity Litter Box. Easy, Clean. Never touch or scoop cat litter again! Simple design, No electricity required, No Mess!
Dustless Chalkboard
Carbonated Tea
I call it the "Go-Bench". its a one-piece, light weight, aluminum table with attached benches that can be folded and carried.
USB EXTENDS
The natural mosquito killer.
Cellphone case + earphone case
Spring CD box
Engine heat charge system.
Water adjust lens prescription
Ringer
cjcwjhjwc
Multipurpose Collapsible Ladle - saves space, fits into drawers and can have attachments for different purposes - soup, sauce, skimming fat.
Handle-It Paper Towel Handle
Ear Buddies
Behind Me 'glasses attachment'
SIP LIGHTS
Re-engineer/engineer off-the-shelf components to produce small amounts of electricity and help reduce your electric bill.
DIY Furniture
MAG CHARGE
APP / Dorm Bed Privacy Screen
Home Facial Table Top Spa
Flip woody flop
Play Pens
Multipurpose Tote Bag
1,2,3..ANSWER
BABY BUMPMusical Touch massage
Smart Glove
Automatic Power Washer
Wall Sun-Clock
#Home Depot - Cleaning
INTERACTIVE PET PLAY MAT
test
bicycle indicators
Campus CoLab
App enabled Safe for travel
Eco planter
Natural Light Alarm Clock
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Faster Embossing Craft Punch
Mocubo and Cubo container
The world is globalized. More people are learning not just one BUT two or more languages. Let's make a keyboard that can be used for that!
Smart Mailbox
Coffee Mug with Timer Beep
Hot? U need wearable cooler
Dual Kitchen Vacuum cleanergun
hi
CarGo Sleeve
Customizeable Quotes
DOG GPS/CAMERA COLLAR
Real Iz
Dog Collar with Tracking + GPS
Expo marker eraser topper
clip on go
belt waist measure
fry grabber
An Apple device adapter for a Micro SD card that doubles as a battery pack.
Seat Finder
Poppy- Protein Shake Mixer
Smart Vitamin Dispenser
YourNewsAudio
pinup - Drawing pin tool
Grip It!
Sanitizing bathroom bulb
Beverage-Missile Launcher
Playing Cards App
Dog Leash and
simply painting the walls
Bark
Lap baby pillow. Set your baby on your lap safely and comfortably. The pillow gives your baby back and neck support
Twisty Plate, Never have a plate thrown or pushed to the floor again by an infant.
Standalone Bluetooth enabled, LCD, mic and dual camera equipped mirror that syncs with your cell &amp; allows you to make and accept video calls
For kids or adults play your game with the "smart ball". Its a ball that can keep score, cheer you on, challenge you and even motivate you!
Busy Mom's Little Helper
All in 1 Gardening Station
Rolling Broom
Flashlight color covers
EasyBand
Detect, Alert, De-Energize
Smart Coffee Cup
Breath Clean
Collapsible tennis ball tube
Air tight, Vacuum sealable seed file.Includes everything you need to prolong the shelf life of your seeds. 'When a shoe box is not enough..'
Gum gets a bad rap, that's why I invented FUN GUM FORTUNES Put an end to gum littering while making gum more fun Please watch our video
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Multiple-Scented Candle Device. Turn the dial change the scent.
Kitchen Cabinet Storage Organizer for Pots, Pans, Lids, Baking Sheets, Cutting Boards and More. Easy to use and set up. No hardware needed.
Ice Catcher for Cups
the moving sidewalk
Fun Interactive Cards Teach kids to read and learn colors. Stick on items around the house. Better than Flash cards. Stick and remove.
NevaMiss
Play Pens
UC RESUB!!Finally pet food management fit for the house. Integrated bowls, scoop, scissor storage. Stop tripping over bowl!Optional lifting.
Revised!!!Great for exercise/self defense! Jogging thru parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
OctoBolt! A bolt inserted thru hole in Mac stand that supports extending arms to hold devices, paper etc. Each arm has powered task light!
Clip-crab laces
Dry Marker restorer
RESUB!Expanding garbage can liner. Expands&amp;contracts by push of a button (lever) allowing for easy removal of garbage bag within modern can.
The new iClamp that has extendable arm to hold iPhone while on laptop. User can view/use iPhone without constantly picking up/putting down!!
Fisher Price High Striker Game
NEW!!!!iPhone/iPad/iPod/MacBook cover or case inspired by women's high end shoes. Red bottom shoes - Red Back cover/case!!!!
NEW!!!!iPhone,iPod,iPad Mac case/cover with the look &amp; feel of Shoji door/screen! Could slide to allow camera use &amp; close to protect lens.
Smart Tiles
This is silicone key-skin for touch screen. It help you to feel real typing and improve speed without mis-typing in your mobile phone
Drinking bottles can be so BORING, let's make them Quirky and Sharable
Toilet Paper Cover
Candle Roll
NEW!!!!! A modular iPhone/iPad/iPod case! 5 pieces make one case. User mixes and matches accessories as desired!!!!
Weight & See
back buddy
versatile fun light &amp; projectr
All Weather Work Pants
A Sleek I PAD/Tablet carrying case protector. No need for an extra bulky carrying bag.
Remember the VIEW MASTER, let's build a similar one and give it some different usages! Could become a stand, charger and viewer
NEW!!!!!!A case/cover for iPhone/iPod/iPad that has integrated beads/chain to hold personal charms. Collaboration with Paulette Blankenship!
App enabled kitchen containers
RESUB!!!!!An iPhone/iPod sports armband that's lighted/glows for visibility at night. Using Q product Signal technology to keep lightweight.
Revised!!!Great for exercise/self defense! Jogging thru parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
Easy mow, Fold up gutter block
Pak Tent
Pee Tree
Fleet
Electric Emery Board w Clipper
Spotter+SIRI=Smart Home System
Safe Qube, Keep - Track - Protect your precious items. A Safe that is Smart!
Microwave with WIFI technology, Imp Enabled. Let's make the auto-cook function better and more visual.
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2 in 1 Aquarium Bubbler/Heater
Cold Stone Coaster
Portable glasses case
Perfect for new partner LOWES, Keeps both your hands and hose clean when rolling up the garden hose + Hands-free way to water your flowers.
OVEN with WIFI module (Imp Enabled) that let you start/stop/monitor using your iDevice/Android. GE is a Perfect partner to do this!
Aquarium Heater Bubbler 2 in 1
A NECKREST 2.0 - a book/iPad stand and a headrest in one. Inflatable for your comfort and travel. RESUB Apr 2012
Its My Car
LED Flashlight, Imp Enabled. NEW options like Inductive charging and Juice Pack. Hands free (Rendering by Peter Frazier) UC Resub
Pet Speaker, will follow you everywhere. Lots of options and FUN for everyone!
A Flexible Retractable Tape. Letâ€™s complete the Tech Tape's line, make sense! Send your measurements to an App, photo overlay.
Extenda-can
NEW!!An inline water hose usage meter &amp; shut off with remote. Add to end of hose and control with remote. Stop water and move sprinkler!!
#spotsv New!!!!!!!! Difficulty opening laptop due to carpal tunnel, arthritis or disability? Use these tabs/clamps/bars to help!!!!!!!!
Paci-Finder
Super Skinny Swiper!
Phone Pockets
The Pouch
Fence Rocker
Kick Rocks!
#spotsv NEW!! A baby formula dispensing cover that fits over standard sized/shaped formula cans. Why empty formula into travel container?
Coin reader that alerts of potentially valuable coins via app. Image is a penny worth approximately $35,000.00. What's in your pocket?
Auto Field Chalker/Painter!!!!
#spotsv A chip clip that clips multiple bags of chips w/built in sliding retractable bag cutter. All in one clip can hold/cut up to 4 bags.
Slide &amp; Slice
#spotsv A sign frame that is solar/battery powered to light common signs. Frame would have many attachment options for multiple applications
CooLift!!Ready for summer! Cooler that's great for BBQ,jobsites,tailgate,etc. Don't bend over &amp; sort through ice water. Let's Raise the bar!
Bulk Shop
App Enabled device for watering lawns. Control water usage and shut off directly from smart device!
test
A great gift for your loved ones during the holiday season! Just record your message, download your pictures. Bet thisâ€™ll make them smile!
Time to Resub! It's HOT! Don't fight with your hot steering wheel!! Use the "3 or 2 Part Silicon Cover" until it gets cool enough to handle!
Have you ever looked around your appliances? Trust me you don't want to. How to clean up? This can help! Now updated with a vacuum addition.
Scoopatula is a combination of 3 tools. This simple tool can SCOOPS, SCRAP and MEASUR. How COOL is that!\(^0^)/
Connectable Speakers
Flying car
The Flying Stick is Back
Airee
WeWash
Priveeto
Foldaway Basketball Backboard
#spotsv NEW! Keep your beach towels where you want them! Simply loop zip tie like cable on corners of desired towel and bury attached disk.
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A beach towel with built in lockable water proof/resistant pouch. Towel would have flap that conceals the embedded pouch from public view.
Deodorant wipes
Ice Holder
Bed to Hot Shower!
-Resub- It's HOT!!!! Don't fight with your hot steering wheel!! Use the "3 or 2 Part Silicon Cover" until it gets cool enough to handle!
Adjustable, flexible, easy to use, &amp; saves you space! This is the Adjustable Shoe Holder! It can also hold boxes, bags, toys like a shelf!
KITE WITH LED LIGHTS
iLaundry
Vac Attach
Portable charge/prop device
Straw Dryer
Smart Stand Mixer
Smart watch keyboard wristband
The Flexie Mobile Lamp
The Missing Link
RF and Dimmer Light Switch
Tree Self-powered LED Light
Potty Shot
Sound Controller
Clicker magnet
Real Simple Microwave cleaner
Shovel Master
SnowCastle Building Molds
Ultra Flat Extension Cord
Strip-Periodical Interface
Connected Humidor Sensor
VI Brake Lights
WINK..APP Enabled CPAP Machine
Toasting Spice Grinder
Child Protective power strip
The Vac attach
Back Saver Oven
Smart Pantry
I.C.A. Headphones
External hard drive/battery!!!
VORSTIR: Automatically stir ANY pot! Never hassle with anything that requires constant stirring again! Fits any pot. NO POWER NEEDED!
A thermos with a THERMOMETER! No more burning your tongue. Know exactly how hot or cold it is before drinking, and see how much is left!
STICKY POWER: Peel and stick electrical and Ethernet cords. Low profile wiring with a peel-and-stick side. Check out PICTURES!
Drone Security
dustfree earbud wrap
Charging Station
A paper plate wind holder tray! Holds you paper plate in place as well as your drinking cup and your napkins against high winds!
RESUB!!!!Bird owners stop getting bird waste all over! Redesigned bird cage will eliminate the poop, food/water,feathers on the walls/floor!
New!!!!! Props is doing amazing this season! Let's make another version of Props with a clothes clip instead of a tether!
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Power strip/outlet adapter with lockable child/dust covers. Could be modeled after Pivot Power products in other colors (pink,blue,green)
Side Wander
CooLift!!Ready for summer! Cooler that's great for BBQ,jobsites,tailgate,etc. Don't bend over &amp; sort through ice water. Let's Raise the bar!
A blue tooth/app enabled necklace(charm)/wristband watch) that works like life alert. It connects directly to caretaker through speaker/mic.
I-wish App
Solar Cellphone Battery
Timeless
Blenups
Lifting ice chest/Cooler RESUB
NEW!!!Introducing the iPalette! An iPad case that allows user to relax hands while holding, but still have a firm grip!
The Adaptable Spiral
UpDraft! WINK Enabled Bath Fan
real estate
Wifi Broadcasting Lightbulb
A measuring cup that allows you to scrape inside and outside of spoon so you don't hit the sides of cup. Also has a non skid / slip base.
WINK-Door Security Bar
Fleet
Aroma collector
Wink- Radiant Heat Fan
Twitter Chess
Ugg Buggs
An appliance caddie that has electrical outlets & wire storage so only one cable to plugin. The caddie can also be temp mounted side of sink
Homeeee
the wrist sketch
Smey
Garage Guardian
sdfgsdfgsdfg
Inductive socket extender
Kitchen Cabinet Storage Organizer for Pots, Pans, Lids, Baking Sheets, Cutting Boards and More. Easy to use and set up. No hardware needed.
Pots and Frying Pans with a Handle that is a Spoon and Spatula Rest
Billiard Laser Instructor
Inductive engine block heater!
Power Share Charging Case
Inductive charge cooling pad
iFan
Portable charge/prop device
Health Doc Connect App
Safety Seat
Decorative LED Equalizers
Bob
Vibrating Alarm Bracelet/Watch
Rent Out App
Smart storage of Mails/letters
Plank Board with tracking ball
Aquarium water pipe holder
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Smart touch screen
MY Bathroom Pal
IPad-Band: Traveler's Need
Phone flip cover with mirror
NEW!!!!!!A collapsible utility trailer! Need to move a motorcycle, lawnmower, haul debris,etc. Don't want a large unsightly trailer in yard.
NEW!!!!An iPhone/iPod case that would be inspired by lady bug. Wings open revealing storage and become stand! Both antennae can be stylus!
A basketball hoop and sports bracelet/fingerless glove product that gets kids away from tv and outside playing actual sport!!!!
Non sticky plaster
Suitcase Tracking Device
NEW!!!!!!A case/cover for iPhone/iPod/iPad that has integrated beads/chain to hold personal charms. Collaboration with Paulette Blankenship!
NEW!!!!A retractable ballooning carafe/vase cleaner! Similar to whisk products but with non abrasive cleaning sponges/cloth. Use dry or wet!
NEW!An Apple device case made to look like SD card. Case would have plastic/rubber qualities with metal contacts. Could have card storage!!!
Drink two liquids at same time
App enabled fish tank cleaning bot. Bot would move around tank cleaning inside of glass and possibly rocks. Like Roomba iRobot Vacuum.
NEW!!An iPhone case that looks,feels and operates like a munitions box top! Hinged top opens to accept phone and clasps phone inside case!!
Electric heating pad for hands
KEGGER!!
Motion Wheel Pro - An accessory for iPhones and iPod Touch Devices (and iPad!?)
The Idea Keeper (TIK)
Augmented Reality Game
An adaptor that converts ALL existing 30-pin USB cords and docking stations into Airplay-enabled devices
NEW!!! Mini muffin pans are very popular, but who wants to buy another bulky pan! Let's have the best of both worlds!
RESUB!!!!!!! Keep your beach towels where you want them! Simply loop zip tie like cable on corners of desired towel and bury attached disk.
A gaming/holding accessory for iPhones, iPod Touch devices (and iPad!?). It would have speakers and be used for gaming or watching movies.
name1
Resurge
NEW!!!!!Switchblade and folding knife inspired iPhone case. Let gravity expose phone. Use case as handle for phone while talking.
NEW!!!!!An iPhone/iPad/iPod case/cover that is made to appear as a precious gem stones with emerald cut to match the shape of the device!
RESUB!!!!!!! Keep your beach towels where you want them! Simply loop zip tie like cable on corners of desired towel and bury attached disk.
The Brush caddy
RESUB!!!!Beach towel w/ integrated concealed lockable water proof/resistant pouches. Pillows with slit house and protect devices in pouches.
NEW!!Great for exercise &amp; self defense! Jogging through parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
ACTUAL INVENTION ALERT! An energy storing component for two wheeled vehicles. Accelerate swiftly after breaking.
New CrockPot design!!Integrated spoon/fork, spoon rest/lid cradle on side of cooker! Never search for utensil again or sit on dirty counter!
Water-repellent toilet/urinals
SCREWiT! Never lose your Apple TV remote again.
NEW!!!!iPhone,iPod,iPad Mac case/cover with the look & feel of Shoji door/screen! Could slide to allow camera use & close to protect lens.
vertual reality game
SurfGo
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NEW!!!!! A case/cover for Apple devices that resembles 70's inspired speaker covers! For those that love music!!!
Smart CO2 Plug
Smart Home Faucet
NEW!!!MultiPack of various designed iPhone/iPad cozy covers. iCozy is made of recycled paper. Change cover and dispose when ready.
Slip-free Bar Soap!
A blue tooth/app enabled necklace(charm)/wristband watch) that works like life alert. It connects directly to caretaker through speaker/mic.
The Grader Garden Shovel.
Inflatable Computer Mouse
NEW!!!!!!Lets reduce the number of annual infant mortalities resulting from co-sleeping! A mattress supported bassinet could be the answer!
The new iClamp that has extendable arm to hold iPhone while on laptop. User can view/use iPhone without constantly picking up/putting down!!
MicroHand
iPhone/iPad dock extender lets devices adjust to fit dock. Phones with cases/cover won't fit in docks properly. iPad can sit on phone device
kidsling
Re Post-It
Solar Straw
Wall Crawler
sensordim
NEW!!!!On same lines as Nutter,Treat &amp; granola or cheese making machines, I would like to present Fluffy! A new Marshmallow making machine!
RESUB!! A universal clamping device that goes between skateboard deck and wheel trucks to allow for easy install/removal. No tool required.
NEW!!!!A retractable ballooning carafe/vase cleaner! Similar to whisk products but with non abrasive cleaning sponges/cloth. Use dry or wet!
Four-Drawer Dresser
RESUB!!!Ice chests/coolers! Great for picnics,jobsites,tailgating,etc. Who wants to bend over &amp; sort through ice water. Let's Raise the bar!
RESUB!!Bird owners stop getting bird waste all over! Redesigned bird cage will eliminate the poop, food/water &amp; feathers on the walls/floor!
five finger gloves for PAW
RESUB!!A quick connect baby bottle nipple. Simply slide down external ring to lock on bottle! One hand operation. No more screwing around!
Find My anything
Never Dry-Dry Erase Marker
Urine analyzer
RESUB!Expanding garbage can liner. Expands&amp;contracts by push of a button (lever) allowing for easy removal of garbage bag within modern can.
Revised!!!Great for exercise/self defense! Jogging thru parks, walking to cars, etc. Get the new SlapSap bracelet! They won't see it coming!
hard shell chocolate raisins
Clutch 3
App-enabled sump pump device to monitor water level within the sump pump hole. No overflow!
An iPhone/iPod/iPad case inspired by lady bug. Wings open revealing storage and become stand!Functionality is core of invention.
Portable Coffee Machine
EASY DISH WASH
NEW!!!!A case/cover for Apple devices that has look, feel and design of retro milk glass vases / shades!
Quit Smoking Water Bottle
Flexible USB Extension Adapter Cable - Mount Devices 180Â° and Prevent Damage. Actual Working Prototype Shown. (Resubmitted).
Natural (Green) Freezer Gel - Substitute for Nasty (Blue) Freezer Gels. Cool and safe for children, and other living things.
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Inner Space Heater and Lamp â€“ Screws into Light Socket or Plugs into Outlet
Solefull
Walker
Innovative GE Can Opener
ElectroMagna Patio Pet Door
Flat necklace that holds iPod Nano/Shuffle. Could dock device and power light to the entire necklace for visibility. Integrated ear buds.
Pivot Power Genius Nursery
Legos for Bongs
Office Multi-Tool
Blow â€˜em up! #Radioshack
#spotsv A light socket extension cord. Allows power from pull chain socket to be extended/controlled within reach as outlet/light switch.
Look Ma', No Cords! A double USB memory stick that is also a USB port supported stand for your electronic devices. Charge, Download, Save..
Expanding garbage can liner. Expands and contracts by push of a button (lever) allowing for easy removal of garbage bag within modern can.
Sift
ZigBee 3 & 4-way Light Switch
An adapter that ejects device plug prongs from adapter not wall outlet. Put adapter on device plug. It locks on. Insert in desired outlet
A sign frame that is solar/battery powered to illuminate common signs. Frame would have many attachment options for multiple applications
Barbell handles
The Communicator
Ever misplaced power point remote during presentation or put it down to type? Wireless finger ring power point remote with laser pointer.
xxx
Change the design of all slow cooker/crock pots from now on! Built into body of crock pot(recessed)are a spoon/fork, spoon rest/lid cradle.
iSmart
Fickled
Checker
ç”µå-çƒŸ
Sensory Altering Paint
Pedicure Flip Flop
Parents of newborns must tote many items including a heavy infant car seat everywhere they go. This concept will make their lives easier.
App-Enabled Wheeled BackPack
HeadBow!
4D Soundbar with Fans
Dry Erase Away
Grippy wallet
007 Compact Cuff
Fan Frames. Love your country? Your school? Your team? Your pet shih tzu? Now you can share your passion at home or on the road - in lights!
LED Under Body Case
Mobile Device Case Bounces
Car Seat Minder
Anti-barking Smart Light Bulb
Morpheus
Wine Minder
Baking Station
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The lotus
Auto Water Refill K-Cup Holder
EL U-Tape.Self-retractableTape
ANTI-BURGLAR/THEFT DETERRENT
Adult Diaper Bag
ColdBeef
SmartPen
Swirlabrella
Compact Squeegee
CremeCycles
[VIDEO] Soap dispensing dish scrubbing tool with multiple heads and suction cup secured base for easy one handed attachment swapping.
Computer air purifier, dust remover, and air freshener. Know someone who plays World of Warcraft, or works at home? Go smell their computer.
ONE TO ONE
!An alarm clock with detachable off button you suction cup in the shower. Off button could be water activated. Includes USB charging ports.!
Butter Boss
ArtistRelax
iGrip for Apple Pencil
Dog
Securely mount ur phone onto any tripod! Why buy a phone & cam when phones come w/5MP+ cams? Built-in keychain to carry w/digidude!
P. P. Pads
Vermi-Compost Screener !
Laundry Basket with a fold down divider to separate clothes. Make washing or putting away clothes easier by dividing his/hers/kids.
Pots and Frying Pans with a Handle that is a Spoon and Spatula Rest!
Prototype. Kids lounge buddy. Bed rest pet. Props you up while reading, playing games, texting, watching t.v. Etc.. Perfect to cuddle with.
A new and better Garden Flag. Add excitement to your landscaping. It spins in the wind and is view-able from multiple angles.
My gum wallet makes it easy for people to dispose of their used gum for recycling in a manor that will save millions of cleanup dollars.
This silly looking garden cultivator will get your garden beds ready to plant in no time and with very little effort. Easy and safe to use.
A "see chest" that would enable a person whose sight is fading to distinguish between small items by looking through the magnified lid.
My idea is a cleaning caddy that you wear on your hip that is a leak free mini trash can, complete with a place to hang your spray bottles.
A decorative Buttercup Flower equipped with a fan that sucks the surrounding air & odor thru a pouch filled with odor absorbing baking soda.
Safety Jewels
Selfie stick with Periscope
Fun Interactive Cards Teach kids to read and learn colors. Stick on items around the house. Better than Flash cards. Stick and remove.
A Soap Pouch made from a wash cloth sponge material. Use every bit of your soap. Get a better clean and No more soap scum in the shower.
Budd E
Wall Locker with a Drop Table
No texting while driving app! Help saves lives, especially young drivers.
COOLDER
Protector for Glasses invisibl
You Love cocktails but to lazy to find the recipes every time you want to make one????? Shake Mate will make it easy for you!!!
Barter-App
Prototype. Kids lounge buddy. Bed rest pet. Props you up while reading, playing games, texting, watching t.v. Etc.. Perfect to cuddle with.
Instant Laundry Room. No installation required. Simply Wheel in place
Cord namer
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Brush for window,own reservoir
COOC
Small portable rugged weather proof speaker system good for indoor or out. Use camping, music, movies, games to boost sound.
App Bracelet Saves Life!
Inductive Smart Watch Stand
Tally
C-Tab
Tooth Brush Holder with removable bottom making it easier to clean and more healthy.
Kitchen Cabinet Storage Organizer for Pots, Pans, Lids, Baking Sheets, Cutting Boards and More. Easy to use and set up. No hardware needed.
A Soap Pouch sponge cloth material with one side a lufa. Use every bit of your soap. Get a better clean and No more soap scum in the shower.
Socklights
Tire and Rim Cleaner with Dual Head. Cleans large surface area and gets into the smallest spaces.
Instant Laundry Room. No installation required. Simply Wheel in place
Tooth Brush Holder with removable bottom making it easier to clean and more healthy.
It's Mine!
rug with built in vacuum attac
Pizza Preserve is the perfect way to refrigerate and microwave your leftover pizza slices
U-tip
Funny Dog Feeder
Isabella
Two Little Kitchen Gadgets
Condiment Carry Alongs
Chocolate-Hazelnut Syrup
Swype Keyboard for your CPU
Tailgate Table Cloth Caddy
Retract Jump-Starting Cables
Coffee Supply Monitor
Two for One Carry on Bag
Spot the spot
Wi-Fi gps
PETS: Wireless WIFI dog collar
Wheelshield
Insulated Aluminum Foil
Store&Track Food
CS
Multi-Functional Pen
Fickled
A LIGHT WITH SPHERICAL SHAPE
LiteNite
H-Guard
Tub booster
asleep baby stroller
USB I'm not a paper cup warmer tray. Plug it into any USB port to keep your coffee/food warm. It looks just like your standard coffee tray.
Leap Frog Mattel Kids Game
Pop Tennis Lighting
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itester
RC Snowmobile
Refrigerator Saver Jar
The DVD JukeBox
Picture Collage Printer
Air blowing phone case
Tool Pole Caddy
Doggie bowl water
Are You Game?
Intuitive Surveillance System
Bird Defense
Paint Roller Cleaner
asdasdasd
OK polar pop express checkout
Chase and Eliminate
Doo-ti-ful.
J^MPTECH
Car ice melter
Hunter X
Green Energy
A Quirky Cracker/Cookie Combo Cutter: Cut Multiple Crackers or Cookies with one Tool!
Car Seat Safety Alarm
Tangle-Watcher
Sound Track
N&J Arms
Fusion; 3 in 1 cocktail muddler
Gripies: Donâ€™t let your utensil slid in pots and pans while cooking or serving food. (A simple solution for a common problem)
Desert Doggie Bowl
Smartphone temp recovery
Cast Rest
Seat crack pocket
mobile dog water bottle
Tri-Angle Mouse
ShowerPal: A shower sponge with an adjustable handle and a shower gel dispenser
Apple powercord reel , have a retractable spindle attached so you can pull the cord
Little black dress motivation
Donald Trumpo
kabacube
Graphene teeth cover
sdfsd
Personal pill dispenser
Clarified Butter (Ghee) Maker
Electric Home Quern
Wine Box
Active Motion Font
Quiet Luggage
Robot Tub Scrubber
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Shop & Cover
up and out bottles
Car seat blanket
Remote controlled cooler
Shoe Shields
Ultra Meet Hub
Solar Cellphone
Movie Streamer
eye glass cleaner express
the juicy water bottle
the Nob timer
Soothing Binky
ROBO - CAN
Doggie Drink
Smart Dust Collector
BARBIE-FLOATING DREAM ISLAND
marker dragwin jordys company.
A Smart Clothes Pin - Moisture Sensing and Weather tracking alerts - One for each load of laundry
Light On, Voice Activated Bulb
a recipie narrator
Elastic drip ring
Baby air bag
ToothPaste Bottle "Barrette"
"Son of a Glove" - The glove that doesn't get in the way of life.
Work-Text Buddy
Gardener's Space Saver
EasyDishCleaner
Eye Glasses without arms
cat can do
SD to USB Port
Quirky Smart Watch
Travel Port
SD to USB Port
The Pacifier Soothie
The Little Brewster
Band
Beacon
Clip
Car seat fleece
Pet Treat Collar
Smart EyeZzz: Fire Prevention
QuickPay
The bucket
Dumb Tablet
Zwave Dryer Outlet
Discreet Tie Holder
App Enabled Pet - Water Bowl
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Buttered Popcorn candle
nipple pocket
Twist and Turn Wallet
Street Racers City
InstaInk
Invictum
Squashball heater
Soundproofing Baby Belly Band
Wink cam
DeliverMe
The Chakra Mat
Burial economy urn for cremain
Mommy Mate
Wink Cam
DynaStroll Charger
Rollingz
The Butt Plug
Tabletop Power Block with 2 outlets and 2 USB Ports.
Mailbox Fun Lights
Easy apron
wireless charger for iphone
Hide-A-Key Doormat [myKEY Doormat]. The fake key rock for the urban dweller. An attractive doormat with a hidden key holder.
Airbags for Kids
Night Feeding Lids
BUL
Flashlight Walkie-Talkie Set
Stairmaster Composter
Slim & Tall Lunchbox
Palm Charge
Adjustable Sewing Machine
Watch Uself
Shelter for war game
Turn the iPhone into a gaming clamshell.
doorjammer
Reference Finder
Fruit Stickers
Pot or pan collapsible Lid
Ice Sleeve
community cell phone
Dust Vac Broom
SaucerWasher
360Â° Video Stick
iCharger cords are a measly 40 inches, that's barely long enough to plug in behind my couch and play Bike Race ;'-(
iCharger cords are a measly 40 inches, that's barely long enough to plug in behind my couch and play Bike Race ;'-(
Wifi HD speaker case 4 iphone6
NEVWET-Outdoor toys. My Son loves playing with his metal construction vehicles outside, but sand, water and dirt quickly ruin them.
NevWet Kitchen Sinks. Kitchen sinks are also a very dirty spot in our homes.
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Bath Buddy
NevWet Bathroom Toilets. NevWet is not only superhydrophobic, but ALSO antibacterial!!
GRAFFITI LIGHTS.
A simple silicon or plastic mold to make chocolate chips(think, like a potato chip)
HeadBow
FitTube
App Enabled LED Message Board
Custom scented cases. A case for iPhone and/or iPod that smells how you want it to!
NEVWET- Single sealed NeverWet cloths to apply the product to your eyeglasses and sunglasses
FitTube
The NO shells egg breaker
App enabled Pet Food Dispenser.
Cupholder Warmer/cooler
Build Your Own iHome Model Car Kits. Build it! Pop The Hood! And plug in your iPhone/iPod! Open the trunk and let the speakers bump!
PulseDock - Heart Rate &amp; Music
Blenderized Diet
Tap Measure Extension Cord
The Smartphone Cradle
auto cargador de electricidad
Booby-Tube Breast extension
Painting Drone
Oxygen Tubing Reel
Herding Dog Ball
Self-Stirring Electric Wok
Rechargeable Can Opener
Home Hydro Power Generator
Compostable Tarps
Smart Load Leveling Jacks
Laptop LED Desk Lamp - attaches to the back of your monitor. Also, works with Quirky Mantis task light.
Vertical Netbook Stand: Use your netbook like a desktop with no hardware clutter. Ideal for students and budget-minded business travelers.
transgender power plug
NyZ(handy zone)
Celestial exact foundation
RC Snowmobile
Trishue
Camera fun at weddings
Smart parking
FOOTBALL PASSIVE EXOSKELETON
Chinga-derris
Now Fresh
x
Spare Air
Silent
HeadBow!
Disposable Dishwipes
Cleaning System Animal Hair
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autogenerador electrico
WINK Home Security. App enabled Home Check in System.
Car handheld snow blower
Automatic Multi-tool
style Dock
water dispenser
durable iphone cable
REUSABLE DISHWASHER DTRGNT POD
ERGO QUIRKY IPAD AIR CASE
The 21st Century Evac System
COLOR CHANGING WINE MARKERS
APP that Notifies of Warnings, Errors Recommendations on ALL "Quirky Smart" enabled GE Appliances
Biodegradable, perforated plant ties in a roll that don't require a knife, or scissors to cut.
FitTube
Fancy Eggs
Aqua Buddies for Kids. Water bottles with interchangeable caps (colors/figures) and handles.
Video Clip Shopping Mall
The women's condom catheter
The 21 Century Evac System
Washer/Dryer alarm
Car Keys Alarm Clock
360 dgree multidirectional fan
Flexible Bluetooth Headset which can be bent around your wrist
Precise stopwatch with wire
Cyclapan
Unzip what you need. A Zipper Hard Shell Case for iPad + iPhone + Accessories + Strap
Automatic Wire Retractor iPhone Case
GYM WATCH
Universal Charging Station
timely sip for pets
THE BRILLIANT LAMP
The Power Belt
tv entertainment cd, dvd holde
The flip assist
Life Harmonizer
Deal Stealer
Tube Lash
Food Photo
Pupsicle
Doggie Diner
The bottle warmer
Automatic fishing rod
The Knife Scrubber
Barbie Pre-Filled Flower Pot
Triplet (3D Mind Game)
Controlink
All your baby needs
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ADD A Plug Pivot Power bar
Pivot Power Pull
phonebraclet
Back in 14:59
TUBE LASH
Secured Home Delivery
Beach Sled
GE Bug Zapper Light Bulb
the prototype
Omni Directional Speaker (ODS)
Collapsible Insulated Mug
Remote of remote
Color-Changing Training Diaper
MyBestBuild
durable iphone cable
True Nutrition
No name as of yet
Weight towel
Extendable Baking Pan - Out of one, many. The most popular cake pan sizes are just a slide away.
Find my Phone
Bluetooth speaker
Onion Peeler-No more onion-smelly hands from peeling off skins. Place half onion inside &amp; press down. Makes fast work out of peeling onions.
Cherry Tomato Half-er - Load up with cherry tomatoes, grapes, olives, etc. One slice cuts them all. Big time saver and safer! See the video
Flash Hub Pocket Case Holds 5 Flash Drives. Keep your flash drives together, just plug case into a USB port to access all 5 flash drives.
An iPhone wristband allows you to hold/text/scroll with one hand and twists back out of way. Wear for exercise, hiking, commuting.
Rice Krispie Treat Factory - Combines the fun of an Easy Bake Oven and a Play Doh Factory! Mix, heat, squeeze and eat fun shaped treats
Healthy Pop Silicone Popcorn Maker for the microwave. Pop in a collapsible serving bowl - no extra measuring cups or spoons required.
Orthopedic massager plus
Cool Hands Breathable Gloves
Sink Plunger
Pump And Scoot
Magnetic Pill Holder
Security Pen
ready pampers for kids from 2Flexible Pizza Stone
massager induction, Austin
Perfect Potato Fan Cutter
The All in One
A multifuctional barbeque/oven
App Enabled Window Opener
Austin inductive carvingKnife
App Enabled Security Light
App enabled door knob. Unlocks house door when touched if your smart phone or car fob is near or use lighted touch pad or key.
Pivot Power Auto - Add multiple USB and 110 volt outlets to your car's power port. Flexible to configure to the shape of your car interior.
Never lose that top again. Sealing rings stay on the container, allow nesting storage, create flexible water tight/air tight seal.
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Collapsible Towel Holder
Locate Extinguishers Fast!
Drying chamber
SUPER SHOWER HEAD
Cup holder charger
Floating Theatre Supports
Cases that Mount
Kitchen-Sink Wet-Edge Guard
Wireless Impact Sensor
Roll'n
Everything You Need T.V.
~Glow Tray (Resubmit)
Pancake Perfection!
It's just the size of a credit card, yet it can protect you from gas fumes, cold winter or dirty gas nozzles and sopping wet fuel stops.
Pizza left over? There should be a container that adapts (collapses) for storage in the refrigerator, because the box is just too big.
RESUB ((( INFLATABLE PERISCOPE ))) Kids will love the inflatable periscope both in and out of the pool. Imagine seeing around corners too.
Tray Stand adds convenience when placed anywhere in you house. Near easy chair, sofa, bed or desk. Even near sewing table or work bench.
Super Strainer and Server - One handed serving tool that drains better. Flip it or shake it for better draining of the food you serve.
Cold Serve Platter, Cold Food Stays Fresher and Longer While on Display. Similar technology used in mobile freezer transportation platforms.
~Glow Tray !! Find your stuff
Fingernail stylus
the prototype
The ShopBoard
A Vesa Adapter that clamps onto the the Imac pedestal and allows you to keep the pedestal in tact.
When you use tools to express your creativity, carry them with pride! For Model builders, Designers, Artists, Technicians &amp; Hobbyists.
Chalk ROBOT. Hopscotch anyone? Use your imagination. Welcome Home! Happy Birthday. Basketball Court. Parking Lines.
A Custom Aluminum Hub for Imac. Keep the aesthetic beauty and simplicity of the Imac in tact while adding up front connectivity.
A CASE FOR SECURITY - For all Apple Devices, other electronics, wallets, keys etc.
The Most Convenient Way to Store &amp; Enjoy Your Favorite Nuts, Seeds, Grains, Granola and Cereals (complementary to Q's New Snack Machine)
Scoop on the Poop
500 Dead or Alive
Power ball
Tight Spot Cleaning Tool
Mooch
iphone cable
Remote Control Cleaning Brush
Apartment Patio Shed
The Better Tea or Spice Pouch
NOW YOU CAN SAVE IMPORTANT MESSAGES, VOICEMAILS and CONVERSATIONS THE EASY WAY - Just Plug 'CAPTURE' into ANY
PHONE and Press the RED Button
RESUB for Apple Day --- You are Cordially Invited to the Marriage of EarBuds and Stethoscope!
RESUB FOR APPLE DAY - SOLID NEW BASE STATION for Ipad Display. -- -- -- (hidden wires, charging, audio out, sync)
Baggette
PARTY TIME.....space saving.....see short video.
Compact Portable Dual Mirror with True Mirror and Normal Mirror. You have never really seen yourself in the mirror! SEE MOVIE
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The Thingy
Summon
lightsaver
Mini Chinese Military Shovel
Attach Bots - Dumb Little WiFi Robots that Do Simple, Useful Tasks - Remote Control Every Button, Dial, Leaver and Switch in Your Home!
The E-cycle training bike.
Fire Chute
His & Her sheets
Crystlight
Doubles
WiFi Outlet/Switch/Power Strip
Weather aware surge protector
Ever put 12 socks in the dryer and only 11 come out? introducing the sock saver..
SPRAY-BOO
The Lines
Car Seat Clip Cover
Garage pegboard bands
Tire Tread Depth Gauge Dongle
Titular
Plunger pump
No-Splash Sanitary Toilet Tabs
cell phone beep finder
Smart Jewelry Box (resub)
Fine or Thin Extension Cord
ddddd
Cord Sleeve
Homemade Soup Electric Mug
different kind of power(curl)
Pill Vault
BuckleBuddy
Realistic Building Blocks
Balcony Powerplant
Ultimate Travel Cushion
Pak-Yak
Food prep is messy.Make peeling veggies easier and cleaner.Have an ergonomically designed peeler that stores the scraps until it's emptied.
color gel
Clutch
Automatic Cabinet "SpaceSaver"
Smart Cover Plates
Headphones
Big Bug Sticky Trap. Bugs, Iâ€™ll never forget what they did to us on Klendathu - time to get even. (Resubmit)
umbrella sunglasses
Board working paper app
Solar panels lamp reflector
Plastic Dog Bed
Gyro Drive RC
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T-DRYER
Themepark Waterpath
Safer Pot Holder
Beach umbrella wind turbine
Electronic Tablet holder
outlet smartphone dock
Mosquito trapping legs
Pro-chair
Auto stuffed dog toy thrower
bluetooth/wifi pictire frame.
Laser clothing color detector
EZ Freezy
laser picture hanging
Self organizing hangers
Remote buddy
Heated Table Leaf
Plunger/Toilet paper holder
wireless hub
Movable Toothbrush
Everyone's Drill Press
Air Sauna
Conductive LEGO Bricks
Power Station
Telescoping Rake
MediMonkey
TC WeB i2
Barbie Extreme
Silent buzz
floatroverone
Strawstopper
Open Up!
Late
Rapidly Built, Low-Impact Road
The Quirky VS Stick!
kibbut
Tooth Timer
kibbut
Novel iPhone device uses audio jack to brace phone on wedge stand & allows sharing audio 3 ways. Potential as a nifty marketing promo!
D-pack (Drinking pack)
Ask IQ the Genius Animated TUTOR! A very intelligent Bi-lingual,BLUETOOTH HOUND. App enabled! Interactive,educational and entertaining!
Portable Mac Charger
Mop with Bucket Filler Hose
ROCK CANDY MAKER! Make edible NECKLACES,BRACELETS,ROCK POPS,STIR STIX and MORE! Lighted! Watch the crystals grow! Fun &amp;
Tasty!
Customizable drive belts
APP~ENABLED TEA MAKER #Wink
Roll-bot
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My World Guide
The VOICE CONTROLLED QUIRKY iPhone Case! Opens, closes and stands on command! A collab with John Abrams!
The QUIRKY CUTTING BOARD with vegetable cutter! Measured precise and even cuts! A collab with John Abrams!
A-live Dog Toy
Fruits grabber drone
QUIRKY INVENTORS GUIDE E-BOOK and PAPER BACK! A complete guide of the inventive process! Inventor tips, patent info,ect! Collab with Lillie!
APP ENABLED COLOR CHANGING PAINT. Not by mood or temperature but by choice of color and the click of a button.
The VOICE CONTROLLED QUIRKY iPhone Case! Opens, closes and stands on command! A collab with John Abrams!
OUTSIDE- STEPSLIDE
Swift Check Deposit
The QUIRKY PAINT BRUSH! Save some steps! A collab with John Abrams!
BREAKFAST MAKER! INTERCHANGEABLE GRATES with PUSH BUTTON RELEASE and STEAMER! Make bagels,tarts,omelets,grilled cheese, and
hot cakes. RESUB
THREE-N-ONE ~ MEAT CUBER, MARINADER, TENDERIZER, ROLLING PIN. End spatter and blood born pathogens in your kitchen! A resubmit!
light source
The QUIRKY MESH BOILER/STEAMER/STRAINER! A multi-tasking boiler/steamer/strainer that saves time in the kitchen! A collab with John Abrams!
PIVOT POWER with CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTION! Don't be a victim of CO POISONING! A life saving collaboration with John Abrams!
test
BUTTON MAKER....MAKE UNIQUE MUSICAL and RECORDABLE BUTTON PINS for any and all occasions! Great fun for the whole family!
Accompany
Dog Play Date
Almost 1,000 VOTES! Thanks! The cotton swab was invented in the 1920s. It's time for a revolutionary upgrade. Introducing Blu-Tip!
The cotton swab was invented in the 1920s. It's time for a revolutionary upgrade. Introducing Blu-Tip! (over 560 votes! thanks everyone!)
Lightning killer
Snow shovel
TC Web It ; cell phone holder
PigOut Camp Fire Oven
PowerShell
Patio Furniture Arm Rest
Tasty ice cream small package
Remover
Auto adjust blind spot mirror
spray camera pepper
Easyload
Have you ever wanted to have a hanger that spins and folds down to maximize your storage space and have easy access we have your answer!
silent bathroom fan
BLUETOOTH CAR, HOME, and OFFICE KIT for hands free talk! Complete with versatile and universal clipstand! See pics!
60 Second Pizza Oven
NOODLE HEADS for holding nail polish while painting nails and for draining down your makeup bottle when it's at the bottom!
QUIRKY USB FD QUAD STICK
The Quirky Lift Chair! A collaboration with John Abrams!
Chopping Assistant
BLUETOOTH CHRISTMAS WREATH
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Valet safe
BLUETOOTH SAND SPEAKERS
MODERN~ WIRELESS,APP ENABLED,INDUCTION CROCK POT.
Versatile Kitchen Tongs
Home pro car wash
LED strap/clamp
Wink Socket Adapter
Waterproof Sign Printer - GE
Talk Through Teddy
Hi Tech Lapel Mic
Baby Bond
Single-use Toiletry Container
Connected Home Aroma Diffuser
Compact Floor Cleaning Tool
Portable Pod Power
SmartCity Build Mat
Connected Home Locks
Colonoscopy Prep-Kit
Self Defencing With iPhone
The Electromagnetic Technology
Kinetic massage
Crimp and go
The Lightnin Fast UncloggerÂ®
Range Hood w/Gas Detector
EasyTube for family peace
Wait no more
Family Facial Station
Remote Pet Play
hot wheels cars
Wink Bracelet
Aquaponic Bioponic Bio System
Healthy Snack Maker
Real Simple Deck Care Brush
Real Simple Furniture Staining
instawall
GE Microwave w/CO Dectector
UNDER THE CABINET WIRELESS APP ENABLED KITCHEN TV RADIO COMBO. Download your favorite movies or music video's with built in
power converter.
The United States Electronic talking Puzzle Map! Teaches Geography/History! Learn as you connect the pieces! A collab w/ John Abrams! Resub!
APP ENABLED IV MANIKIN OR DEVISE for training purposes. Create scenarios of possible problems while starting an IV, via the app.
ROLLING WATER BUCKET WITH HOSE
Portable Bluetooth SUPER MONITOR for pairing iPHONE with stand,speakers and charger! Just pair your iPhone and enjoy! CAR SEAT MOUNT TOO!
Almond Milk Maker
DUAL RECESSED KICKSTAND CASE
Wak a mower
Clearing icy roads
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SaddleSaver
ANTI-BOIL KITCHEN SPOON THAT DOESN'T WARP OR CRACK! "Secret revealed" A wooden spoon prevents a pot from boiling over! Collab w/John
Abrams!
Spinazoid
servifood
Josh Test
My Work
ee
FRUIT FACES ART KIT! Kids will love making fruit faces and it will encourage them to eat more fruit! Plastic expressions with stems and more
App enabled TOY SUBMARINE/TANK that takes underwater pics and video via icam with optional night vision! Watch with iphone! 407 votes
The WEGE VEGE micro STEAMERS...."FIT TWO AT A TIME"! Time saving ,space saving,ceramic,dishwasher safe,microwave safe,elegant dinner bowls!
App enabled slow cooker or crock pot with remote stirring abilities. Power outage alerts!
Warming ice cream scoop
MODERN~ WIRELESS,APP ENABLED,SLOW-COOKER/ROASTER/CROCK~POT/STEAMER/SERVER with options WEBCAM,STIRRER,WATER
RESERVOIR. Revised UC resubmit!
APP ENABLED BLUETOOTH CORDLESS COFFEE/ SOUP CUP WARMER or((( WARMING CUP))). eCoupling technology option.
Tablet Holder
App enabled WIFI cordless induction cook pot or (base) with digital touch screen control. Who needs an antique stove? eCoupled technology.
Stem Keeper - Line Extension for Stem. Stem Keeper keeps the lemon or lime fresh in your fridge after you inserted Stem. Ready to use again!
Ultimate Fishing Chair combines the best of all fishing chairs into one comfortable functional chair. Fully adjustable legs for all terrains
SmartFloss Vibrating Dental Flosser - Times/tracks/reports your flossing. Sends reminders via Bluetooth. App-enabled for iPhone and Android
Terra Line extension combines the auto-cooling carafe with a lick-type dispenser. Give your pet the gift of a cool drink on a hot summer day
Lighted Xylophone Interactive Wall Art - Large lighted modern sculpture can be used to play music. This is art that can be played with.
Power Concret
deal shopper
Name your invention
Snapster
Essential Oil Distiller/Maker
LumiLego
adfv
Hot Sponge - REAL SIMPLE
Data Jewels
***VIDEO*** Have you gone to the park with your child only to find all the safety swings taken or none at all. Now you can bring your own!
Delivery Light
Smart Medicine Bottle
Swim Shoes Convert to Fins
BBQ Grate Carousel
Automatic Artist Paint Mixer
App-Enabled Welcome Mat
Urban Pooper Scooper
APP ENABLED FISH FINDER with CAM. GPS NAVIGATION, WEATHER ALERTS, FISH CHARTS, TIDE TABLES, BOAT SURVEILLANCE and
ALERTS. IMP!
A Reconfigurable Drone
App enabled WIRELESS DOCK LIGHTING and FISH ATTRACTOR LIGHTING SET or KIT! Control with your iphone.
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EZ Composting
SOFA CUSHION TABLE! The U shape sofa table slides over and under the cushion. Detach and store under cushion when not in use!
Plush MONKEY iPhone/iPad/iPod carrier with long arms and legs that house the ear buds and charger! Optional headphone and speakers!
Conveyor Belt for Home Use
App Enabled Network Router
Spotter Bluetooth/WiFi Sensor
Inexpensive Airplay Adapter
Redesigned Safety Pin
Shapee Animal Toy
Connected Home Projectors
Ultimate Bike Shoe
Induction Flip Broom Vac
Automatic Pancake Maker
Dyson Bath Fan Skylight Combo
Car Camera Buds
Electric Load Leveling Sensors
Doll Condo
Perfect Cheesecake Maker
Fridge Door Keg
Ceiling Fan Cleaning Bags
Smart Watch or Touch Time
FindMe
Are you tired of continually making sure your kids are safe? Rest assured with this "Magnetic Child-Proof Lock" that they are!
Rock my Baby
Sync Pad
Vesta
DoNot Disturb App
Parametric Car Stop Light
NIMBUS PARTY LIGHTS
counter sink guard
Wireless Speaker Charger
NIMBUS DJ KARAOKE BAR
Power Washer for Dishes - GE
WiFi weight scale multipurpose
Cookie Care Package Maker Kit
De-cluttering Helper Bins
APP ENABLED COUNT DOWN TIL CHRISTMAS BEAR. Messages from SANTA and his ELVES. DOWNLOAD CHRISTMAS CAROLS and
STORIES. Parental control.
DIGITAL PHOTO ALBUM! MUSICAL,BLUETOOTH,MEMORY CARD/DISK READER/STORAGE with EASEL CHARGER STAND! Display's
musical slide show. RESUBMIT!
LAPTOP PODIUM COOLING BOARD WITH WHEELS AND BRAKES!
polution cleaner
Golf ball caddie
APP ENABLED SECURITY GUARD DOG SPEAKER. He never sleeps, requires no food or water. Programmed to intimidate and protect.
CAKE CAM! Capture those precious expressions on those little faces. Now you can get in on the pics too!
MyFitbra
Antivir Goggles
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Gate Guard
Popper
DIGITAL PHOTO CUFF BRACELETS! Mom's and Grandma's 21st century brag bracelet? Change it out any time you want to via apps.
A DIGITAL app enabled WIRELESS TOUCH JUKE BOX SPEAKER AMP. Download your favorite music remotely!
App enabled wireless FOOD DEHYDRATOR with downloadable recipes.
Magnetic Power ecological engi
TAXI CAR SEAT COMBO... #AUSTIN
Icecap
Tried to delete, didn't work so sorry...
APP enabled +CREDITS and -DEBITS TABULATOR with memory and usb port! Tally debits on the go! Put it on the tab! A resubmit!
Pump Control
ConveniCandle
Toy nomi
Quirky Twist Cork
CORDLESS APP ENABLED MASSAGE CUSHION for people who are bound to WHEEL CHAIRS or CHAIRS! Pressure sore prevention.
MODERN~ WIRELESS,APP ENABLED,SLOW-COOKER/ROASTER/CROCK~POT/STEAMER/SERVER with options WEBCAM,STIRRER,WATER
RESERVOIR. Revised UC resubmit!
Barbie's Dress Up and App
APP ENABLED SOLAR POWERED BLUETOOTH TOTE with SPEAKERS and PHONE CHARGER. Take to beach, boating, picnic, camping, ball games,
ect!
Recycled Coffee Cups Shop Bag
Smart Milk Tracker
App enabled WIRELESS DOCK LIGHTING and FISH ATTRACTOR LIGHTING SET or KIT! Control with your iphone.
APP ENABLED SONAR or COAST GUARD BEACH BRACELET OR ANKLET! Alerts you by vibrating when shark or jelly fish are in the area. RESUB!
DIY Makeup mixer or Machine
APP ENABLED FACE RECOGNITION DOOR LOCK and CHIME! Cam and speaker for answering door when you are not home. Wireless IMP tech.
RESUB!
APP ENABLED CORDLESS HEATED PET MAT or BED. No electric cords to chew on!
PIVOT POWER with CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTION! Don't be a victim of CO POISONING! A collaboration with John Abrams! LIFE SAVING!
SMART INFRARED COOKER # Katie
The Quirky telescoping step stool! Collapses for storage! A collab with John Abrams!
FOLDABLE SELF~LEVELING BUCKET TRUCKS. Easily move a liquid filled five gallon bucket with wheels and a retractable handle.
APP ENABLED FACE RECOGNITION DOOR LOCK and CHIME! Cam and speaker for answering door when you are not home. Wireless IMP tech.
Reversible Interlocking DRY ERASE ACTIVITIES MAT with DRY ERASE CRAYONS or MARKERS and ERASER!
RECIPE CARD AND LABEL PRINTER
Spelling Blocks and Mat Toy
The white board DESK TOP ORGANIZER features MAGNETIC,DRY ERASE,PEN CADDY, DOCKING STATION, BLUE TOOTH SPEAKER/HANDS
FREE TALK! WALL MOUNT!
App enabled TOUCH SMART GLOBE! Teaches Geography, History, Cultures, in many different lanquages. IMP technology!
TILT STOCK POT designed for a one handed tilt drain! Free up one hand and defray steem from face and arms! Also a simple wire basket remedy
iCANDLE...APP ENABLED CAKE CANDLE CAM with USB and SKYPE! "Live party cam". Now long distance family can join the party live via skype.
SPIDER LEGS...A co-collaboration with John Abrams!
When your light bulb burns out this one automatically comes on! Don't be caught in the dark! A collaboration with John Abrams!
APP ENABLED WIRELESS BLUETOOTH BUTTON PIN SPEAKERS! Pin them any where, on your shirt, cap, shoes, purse, book bag, back pack, ect!
Brew & Warmer Mug- Fresco
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Right Attitude Alarm Clock
App-Enabled Chess Board
Noodler Make/Cook Fresh Pasta
Portable Tv and Computer Fast
Window Emergency Light
HUGE BUB
No Pet Hair - Anti-Static Wand
CLOTHESPEG - CASE for IPhone. I hooked and hands are free.
Inflatable Bubble Mailers
Avalanche 257
Good Night Light
Steam Clean Dish Scrubber
App Enabled Food Containers
Healthy Snack Maker - Why buy chips in a can or stale crackers from a box? Who wants all those preservatives? Make your favorite flavors!
Great holiday gift for the gadget guy or gal in your life. An iPhone Case combined with a Swiss-army knife.
Kombo Kup
Pillow Idea Reminder
Reminder to Save Wallet
Counting Basketball
A HOLOGRAPHIC FLASHLIGHT PROJECTOR THAT WILL ALLOW ONE TO CREATE THEIR VERY OWN AURORA BOREALIS "aka"
NORTHERN LIGHTS SHOW! DIY!
PLANET DOLLS
a latch,wedged in the lock sto
WIFI CANVAS or WIFI MINI iPHONE PROJECTOR that reads DVD's, CD's and memory cards. Now you can own Donatella, Da Vinci, and much more.
JalapeÃ±o Seltzer
For iPhone 5 case with a round clip that easily hooks to belt like carbine, providing protection while freeing your hands.
Design your own case! SAND ART and more! iPHONE CASE KIT with a TRANSPARENT HOLLOW CASE! A collaboration with Maria Morrill!
THE QUIRKY "HAND HELD" JOY STICK MOUSE CURSOR! Sit back and relax! A collaboration with John Abrams!
INCLINED CORN KETTLE! Remove lid, Tilt Kettle forward, cut corn with corn cutter on incline, replace lid, stand upright, turn on and cook!
MAC BOOK COOLING PAD or CASE with "BALL CASTERS"! Rolls easily and smoothly in any direction, with out shock or damage to the hard drive!
WIRELESS CROCK POT and CAM! Now you can check in on the Pot Roast from work! Seeing is knowing! Finally be at ease! Turn on off up or down!
The QUIRKY BOTTLE CAP CUP! A collaboration with John Abrams! Please see pics!
Laser guide
Mobipay
STAX... Stack your trays, plates, or bowls in microwave,oven or fridge! Heat two or more simutaniously! Time and space saving!
LUG GRIP The QUIRKY BOTTLE OPENER! A collab withJohn Abrams!
A child's Safety Jack-N-the Box style Christmas Tree! Musical,rotating,lighted,rechargable,battery operated,usb cord! Plays Christmas Music!
DUAL iSTAND case for iPhone/iPad.The iStand case works both Portrait and landscape! Opposite side is a compartment for CC,cash,key,ect!
App enabled cordless dash board windshield defroster and de~icer!
A BRACELET TERRARIUM KIT or SEED GIFTING KIT in a clear plastic tubing bracelet with planting instructions. Grow it in the tube!
DIGITAL PHOTO ALBUM! MUSICAL,BLUETOOTH,MEMORY CARD/DISK READER/STORAGE with EASEL CHARGER STAND! Display's
musical slide show for sharing!
enjoy sun tanning yourself with no more difficulty of reaching your body parts. You can do it yourself too!
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SLIDER TABBED CORD LABEL TAGS! Writable and easily removable. Stickers too for ease of writing! Many other uses. A collab with John Abrams!
Mi casa
FAKE BIRTHDAY CANDLE WITH HIDDEN CAMERA! Capture those precious expressions on those little faces. Now you can get in on the pics too!
video
HEATING PAD powered by USB,BATTERY,or OUTLET! Ideal for menstrual cramp relief! A collab with John Abrams!
iPHONE HOLSTER CASE! Easily slide iphone in and out of clip-on case with open top and front finger slide. Credit card compartment too!
STAY BALANCED ON THE GO with the iPHONE APP OR +CREDITS and -DEBITS TABULATOR with memory and usb port!
nevom
CORD or CABLE COMB SORTER! Keep them straight and organized! A collab with John Abrams!
A CUTTING BOARD with a CUT THROUGH GROOVE and KNIFE HOLDER! A collaboration with John Abrams!
SOFA CUSHION TABLE! The U shape sofa table slides over and under the cushion. Detach and store under cushion when not in use!
TOUCH ALARM CLOCK! One tap snooze, two taps off! No more grueling searches for the right button! No thinking required! Like the touch lamp!
SEMI-SYNTHETIC refreezable CRUSHED ICE pea sized ice pellets that keeps it's form! COLDER LONGER!Works like the FROZEN PEA BAG!
Music Bulb
Don't beat your meat! THREE-N-ONE... MEAT CUBER, MARINADER, TENDERIZER, ROLLING PIN. End spatter and blood born pathogens in your
kitchen!
Tired of running out of clean cups or mugs? Well now you don't have to worry! This cup doubles as a cup or a mug
sdd
Quirky LATTICE PIE TOPPER and PASTRY DECORATOR KIT with a VERY UNIQUE PIE SHIELD included! A collaboration with Ken Y.!
LILY PADS! Are you tired of the back pain? Bounce? Stares? Thinking of breast reduction? Think no more! The new and improved breast lifters!
ALL-IN-ONE WIRELESS MIC/BUILT IN AMPLIFIED SPEAKER/RECORDER with volume, noise control, Charger and desk mount! No pc system or
amp required
INCLINED CORN KETTLE! Remove lid, Tilt Kettle forward, cut corn with corn cutter on incline, replace lid, stand upright, turn on and cook!
Quirky LATTICE PIE TOPPER and PASTRY DECORATOR KIT with a VERY UNIQUE PIE SHIELD included! A collaboration with Ken Y.!
Love hard boiled eggs but hate trying to get the shell off Worry no more this item you can boil your eggs in and open with no mess. Easy egg
Stylus Mouse. No buttons!
The Quirky GYM TOWEL BAG/EXERCISE MAT! It's a towel, it's a bag, It's a towel bag! Like the Quirky Beach Towel Bag!
Sample Garden Care
Bug theme shoes
BEAN BAG CRITTER iphone CASE/STAND/CHARGER/STORAGE/CARABINER ATTACHMENT! Hooks on belt loop! May very well be the next preteen craze!
The TUMBLE FREE TUMBLER with a SCREW ON BASE! Attachable HANDLE for creating a TUMBLE FREE COMPUTER MUG! Break it down or
build it up!
End-to-end Sprayer
Sleep sensing light
Wifi phone case
BREAKFAST MAKER! INTERCHANGABLE GRATES with PUSH BUTTON RELEASE and STEAMER! Make bagels,tarts,omelets,grilled cheese,hot
cakes and more!
A MOBILE LAUNDRY SUPPLY CART designed to accommodate bulk buyers of heavy laundry detergents and bleach. A collab with John Abrams.
digital note book
Tether Lasso
A TATTOO PICTURE CAMERA/PRINTER GUN. Design your own or upload any pic to gun and print! Makes edible paint crafts too!Collab w/John
Abrams.
Tea bag holder
Easy Flow Caulk Dispenser
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CLAY CAR MAKING KIT! Complete with molds, modeling clay,paint,wheels,mini oven and instruction booklet. A boys easy bake oven!
CarBoard
Glowswitch
Thingamajig/dogtags- find app
Dirty Ghost- security balloon
OCTOPUS II portable 3d printer
Extendables
pillow cover
Luffa-Life
HÅsr- waterhose app
Flatscreen tv clip on
Perfect-Collar Hanger Add-on
Sliding magnetic switch
MIKES BURGERS & BBQ
Wink Pet Door Opener
Quirky + GE Home Humidifier
Wink Message Board
Cut &amp;Shred Buffet Board
aa
Wink Produce Tray
Saver
Fan-USB-Pen Combo
Bent break light and headlight
Lap desk-bag
I scan I lock
Spit up cape
The Case with the Unfolding Strap
car-sol
iBeanBag - Rests your Phone, cleans your screen, integrates charging cable.
Retractable handle bar lock
Finger story Toy
I watch key chain wall charger
Hello! I came up with the product which makes drawing easier, faster and more accurate.
A stable and wide iPhone 5 Lightning to 30-pin Adapter for old dock systems
Lamp fan with alarm clock
Bracelet bar code price scaner
Adjust height of any table - Leg extensions or table top
Whip-Scratch
Appliance watchdog
Connected Light Socket
Pole Hanger screen mount
Loop
Max Steel Zip-Line Adventure
Magneto
Ventu
Plate-O Party Plates
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face slimer
Treeshade for a Car
Portable Magnetic Laundry Shelf - Adds space on front of washing machine for folded and hanging clothes. Folds up flat against machine.
GE + Wink Smart Remote
Hydra Tamer for Apple iPhone, iPod, iPad. One universal cable body with many interchangeable connector heads.
Easy Clean, In-Drawer Cutlery Tray. Resubmitted after 294 votes - thank you Qummunity!
Forklift Belt - Lift heavy loads with greater ease and safety.
Extendable Bungee Cord - Unlimited length ranges. One cord can work for small or big bungee needs! Retractable high strength center cord.
Wallet umbrella
Electronic Body Washer
Sani-grip - Attach to any dishsoap bottle. You Can pick up soap when hands are dirty, and bottle stays clean. Wash with hands and replace.
Reveal Education Initiative
TravelTrack
solar powered heated coat
Endless sketchbook
R'Go Sit
Grouting Gun
DVD film
Scalloped Nail Clippers
Expanding grill ( update 2)
Portable Hotspot Hub (PHH)
The Helping Hand
Wireless In Car Sound System
xzzz
Snow Stoppers Sox
Swimmercise
Grow Cart
Aros Air Diverter
Trunk Bar
Umbrella Pet Harness
Travel Pillow/Kit Combo
Smart Oven/Range
Digital Rubik's Cube
Foot Tapping Keyboard Setup
Food Heat Lamp w/Flame Detectr
The hot shoe
OVER THE DOOR VANITY
xxx
Hasta Barista Baby
Customizable LED Bulb-Hub
Navm8
Automatic Socket connector
FirefLi
all 365
Ejector plug out of the socket
The E phone
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Pole hanger for beam projector
Perfect Cheesecake Maker
aero2
Wall & Ceiling Mop and Cleaner
A pen mixed with a eraser
Induction Charged Tools
App-Enabled Back Massager
Dishwand with a twist. This cleaning tool uses any household sponge, fits most 20oz bottles, and cleans any room in the house.
Snuggie Mouse Pad
Coding Robot Toy
MagicBack Quarterback Trainer
The Quirkiest Rideable Cart - Garden, Play or Travel - Multifunction just got mad cool.
The COOLER Shake
Photo Cube-ees - Organization meets creative expression
The Practical Any "Sponge" Cleaning Wand
origashoe (original, shoe)
a
The Practical Any "Sponge" Cleaning Wand
Cat Tower Groom and Play Tube
Mixing SpoonTester-salty,sour
Kangaroo Clips.
Water Dinamo
Induction Charge Yard Tool Set
Never falling Candlestick
Induction Charged Grooming Set
Portable Absorber for Pot
Emoji Pets
Extensible washbowl for baby
Little Star
APPdevice-Empty ToiletSupplies
Growing Pot for growing plants
Remind Before You Drive
Screw-on Utility Brush for Plastic Bottles
Photo Cube-ees - Organization meets creative expression
no miss tiolet
Clean Dish Indicator
Washer & Dryer automation
Single Motor, Multiple Vents
Combined Drying Rack and Ironing Board: save space and time.
YuDu
Remote key finder
Cloud printer Apps
Emoji Pets
Word Salad or Word Chain
Laptop case uses vibratory motion (created by running the laptop) to create electricity and self-charge. GE patent 5578877
App-Enabled Chess Board. Set up a real chess board and move the pieces to play against someone remotely. Board shows other playerâ€™s moves.
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Skype From Your Wrist. Bluetooth bracelet has flip up video screen with camera and microphone. Make and receive video calls anywhere.
Compost Thermometer and Moisture Meter that is App-Enabled. Monitor Your Backyard Compost Pile From Your Smart Phone.
Playing Cards Embedded With RFID Chips, Keeps Score When Played on Mats that Read the Chips. App-Enabled to Choose From Most Card Games.
Pick out the Freshest Fruits and Vegetables Using an App Enabled, Hand Held Device Using GE's Smell Sensing RFID-Configured Technology
idk
lion power
Solar panel wiper blades
The Personal Security Bracelet
Smart BabySitter/Toy
The Tagged CookBook
Oscillating fan blows hot/cold
Child Tracker
The 3d Mouse
Smart Cut -The App Enabled Paper and Fabric Cutter. Cuts Out Any Shape Perfect Every Time
kung fu panda video game
A device that uses light to check moles and freckles at home! Fight one of the most deadly cancers! Lets save some lives!!!
POWER STRIP EVERYWHERE
Broom Groomer Pet Version with Brush - Bring the ingenuity of Broom Groomer to a pet brush. The brush takes hair off pet and/or furniture.
Portable Study Carrel for Children - Organizes learning materials. Limit distractions and give them their own space to learn.
Interactive Learner Response System Device. This wireless mat is activated by children with their feet to answer questions in class.
Pet Ramp is an incline that your pet uses to get on the bed. Pet Ramp fits between the mattresses and folds up to use or down out of the way
Pet Crate Padded Storage Bench - Top lifts to store dog toys, etc. Functional and beautiful for your home, Comforting and safe for your pet.
Shoe Tubes is a stylish and expandable shoe storage solution that keeps your shoes together off the floor. Use in or out of the closet.
Large Bamboo Cutting Board - silicone handles, stabilizing legs/non-skid feet. Legs pop thru board use reverse side - no cross-contamination
No hands snowball maker and launcher - Have fun launching snowballs without putting your hands in the snow. Works like a water blaster. Fun!
Save Time and Money Making Healthy Homemade Frozen Dinners. Set of 6 Divided Trays With Vacuum Sealer. Trays are freezer/microwave safe.
Travel Case to hold and carry your make-up or artist brushes.Styled like the new "Hive" product with cap to protect brush tips when carrying
Universal Fit Spray Top - Fits all size bottles. Adjustable Cap Size and Straw Length. Spray or stream your sauces and dressings.
Convert sandwich-maker to oven
Smartphone Case with retractable leash inside! Never lose or drop a phone again. 8 Million phones are lost or stolen every year
Cup Smart Jewelry Holder
Introducing the "Wireless 3 Way Switch"!! Stick it anywhere you would like another switch! Be sure to view my other products currently in UC
Magnetic Motor
A Bluetooth Device for Parents that Disables Texting and Email While Car is in Drive! Too many accidents happen while texting!!
Novelty Eagle
ROLL OF ADHESIVE TAPE WITHOUT CENTER RING (no more unnecessary plastic,no more trees felled ) (resub)
Lullaby Bumper Pads
DOCUMENTS CAMERA / PHONE . Use your mobile phone to make presentations!
DOUBLE USB CUFFLINKS - Elegance and technology. Choose a different color every day!!
Professor Frog
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Caulking Tip that finishes the seam while your applying it! No more messy fingers. Snaps on any tube and is reusable as well as adjustable!!
DOUBLE USB CUFFLINKS - Elegance and technology. Choose a different color every day!!(resub)
Math Hands
The Choice Chair
Burn calories working at your computer with the under-desk mouse mat! Use your feet & toes to scroll, click & drag across the wireless mat.
The Goldfish is the multipurpose, multi-scraping, cleaning powerhouse! This is a virtual swiss army knife of crevice cleaning tools!
No more fumbling for your favorite travel accessories! Keep them within reach with this bacteria-free, comfy zippered travel pillow.
Genuine hiring using AI
Nissalas
Mic Mute Adapter for PS4
Solar Shoulder Charger for sports activities â€¦
Stool for stool working
Fire Chute
Sticker microphone
mobile Coupons caller Apps
Funny waterproof housing iPhone Du(o)ck with speakers
Clip-anywhere Crane w/motor
Q-Shirt hides annoying cables and cleans your touch screen too!
App controlled robotic finger
Animation Innovation
Travel Massager
WaterBrush
Watch it!
Normal print Scanner or reader
Micro sd storage usb
Postal Mailbox Cellphone alert
Solo
Apartment Garden - the Turnkey, Modular Indoor Aeroponic Vegetable Garden System! Organic vegetables year round straight from your kitchen!
sweep eaze
pool board
Breastmilk Smart Storage
Natural Protein
1key
A reversible microfiber cloth that slips onto your finger and clips on your keyring so you can always clean your screen.
drive through shop
Sparkling Super Green Water
Sweat Spots
coffee pot
Flour & Sugar dispenser
P
Hair blow dryer stand with motion sensor for use as a hand dryer/warmer.
SewMe
Flying
This little gadget will assist crocheters and knitters with the uncomfortable tasks like counting rows or marking stitches-all in one.
Wallet-size Umbrella
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Made with Ks
Magna lites for Play Brite
Wet pet food feeder
Best friend support
A combination rain gauge watering can. It's useful, practical and could be a decorative lawn/patio ornament.
Outlet elevator/plug extractor
A cup lid that unscrews into two pieces allowing easy access to clean out the drinking spout.
Hot Wheels Interchangeable Kit
Wind Mutt
iPhone LandLine. Connect a device to a landline and wall outlet to charge your iPhone while making your iPhone a landline.
THE CONCERT JACK --- LetÂ´s go to the concert!!!!
"R.F.D. LOCATOR"
Drone Blocker
Kitchen Silicone Utencils
Wireless Hygrometer/Temp Gauge
Memo Software
Lap Desk Compact is a Keyboard, clipboard, Mouse Pen, and Mouse Touch Pad all in one. Designed for maximum work flow/comfort.
"Coinless Century Stand"
Re: Survival Smartphone Case
"Manchobook-Holder"
Major City Pot Holes Solution.
A designer denture holder
Multiple Horn Sound System. An audio system modular.
Cruet all-in-one
AI Hiring
Rollerblade winterwheels
Left over soap saver, save $$$
TimelyConnect
flaslight ring
Photographer in a minute app
PTSD TBI BRACELET BRONZE ION
Dead Cat Bed
Fancy Pan
Smarter TV
Finger Pacifier
My little robot.
BABY ON BOARD SIGN WITH LIGHTS
Defender
Bringing a boxers ab workout to the masses, this device allows anyone to work on their 6-pack and release some aggression without a trainer.
RC SuperCar 2.0 - Land, Sea and in the Air - iPhone Controlled - App-Enabled.
flashlight ring
Simply attach your garden hose to the T-shaped,post hole digger and let water pressure dig holes for you in seconds!Drill any type of soil.
In-ground sprinkler attachment
Nissi
Save a life
speaks the events
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Smart / Wink Range Vent
Smart / Wink Induction Cooktop
Rocket Powered Plane
Modular Horn Sound System
butterscotch frappacinos
Woof Pack
Aromatherapy Wake up
ShoppingList+
Protect your garden so easy
DYI BEAUTY SOLUTION CUTE NAILS
customrer call platform
Sleep Tracker bracelet
Innovative Funnel-shaped Table
machine a cafÃ© en vÃ©hicule
Radiant Pool Heating!
The Left-Over Saver
xmartcut
Smart Toolbox Bluetooth iPhone
just a sand shovel no rocks
Liquid Removing Can Opener
ya barbAAA button
3-in-1 suitcase solution: push instead of pull, integrated vacuum pump to reduce the packing volume and a balance in the handle! --> Vote ;)
electric heater rug/solar wind
Anti-affair lipstick
Throw your recyclables into one container and it does the sorting for you. There would be a magnet and net to determine where each belongs.
The no-pee-on-me toilet seat
92/108V. Weight that is also an alarm clock. You have to stand on it to turn the alarm off. it also measure your weight progress everyday.
Weight that is also an alarm clock. You have to stand on it to turn the alarm off. it also measure your weight progress everyday.
Small attached light, that can be stick in various places, but is also a normal flashlight.
Drink blocker. A straw with attach blocker. Great for drinks, to block ice, lemons, tea leaves and other things that touch your mouth.
What if a portable spray could remove nails polish by applying liquid acetone and helped wet nails polish to dry through air spraying?
3-in-1 suitcase solution: push instead of pull, integrated vacuum pump to reduce the packing volume and a balance in the handle! --&gt; Vote ;)
Disposable Toothpaste brush
Smart Higher
Backpack Bubble
Blue E
Keep Posted
Baseboard Cord Hider
SUNSHADE FOR CAR - SOLAR CHARGER (rechargeable batteries integrated) Did you forget the charger of your iPhone? No problem!!
iPHONE CASE WITH (AUTOMATIC-RETRACTABLE)CABLE REELS. ----- Store and carries everywhere your headphones
Cibus Ray
Track Shoes
USB-OUTLET.DonÂ´t get up!.Just plug!.This is the reverse connector that will save us if we have no electric outlets around.
Lace Ace
Shower head soap 2 in 1
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Wireless heating Coffee Mug
Hummingbird feeder barrier
CAGE FOR ROAST (resubmit)
Hearing impaired speaker
Need more space for your mouse
Measuring Cup Cutting Board
UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL (manage all kind of devices with your Phone) Updatable database of devices, brands and models with internet.
SOLAR SOCKET-USB (PORTABLE)
Parent Powered Fun Car
Beanie art bag
Refil toothbrush
APP Activated Slide Lock
BUCKET LIGHT
Is Anybody Watching?
MINI BLUETOOTH CAMERA FOR SPORTS(resubmit)
TRAY WITH CAGE AND ROTOR INTEGRATED FOR ROAST(resubmit)
OLED INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD
Studycam
LED LIGHT WITH CLAMP
Smart boiler + app GE/QUIRKY
WALLETALERT
toilet mitt
New bungee tip that's stright
SAVING WATER SYSTEM. Is there anything worse than a cold shower in winter? Yes. Wasting water.Our system saves water we donÂ´t use.
3 -in-1 Fry Pan/Wok/Cook Pot
Basically a wallet with a built-in GPS or RFID transmitter. I think a stylish design with simple functionality would be a killer product.
FrutiFilter
carry a tune!
Retractable Snowboard Cleats
Mood Express App
COCKTAIL PALETTE
Refrigerated cap
MB STUDIOS
screens connector
Self Sanitizing Kitchen Sponge
Pegit
Halftime Toddler Toothbrush
Find my doppelgÃ¤nger
iPHONE CASE WITH (AUTOMATIC-RETRACTABLE)CABLE REELS. ----- Store and carries everywhere your headphones
POWER ADAPTER WITH DIGITAL TIMER
Popsody
The 21st Century Evac Systems
Penile Prosthesis/Implant
Glute Bridge Exercise Machine
No more wondering if your mail has arrived. Smart Mailbox sends a wireless signal to your home announcing that your mail has been delivered.
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ID Protected Products
Multi Instrument Music Jewelry
i dont know yet
Homework Helping App
My invention idea is to make an animal. I would call it a cat. It will have four legs and have whiskers. It would be really cute and furry.
It's an alarm clock that a person wears either on their wrist or ankle, which will only wake them, by vibrating.
It's a pouch on the back of your phone that carries your key, change, credit card, cash, or coins. So, you can leave the purse at home!
Small electronic toothbrush-like tool that makes shirts whiter. Its for kids; could come in different shapes and colors. Smells like fruits
Looie
THE hanger
Sieve-Funnel (2 in 1)
Pelli sharp
All Zone Fridge Thermometer
3D Holographic Projected Image
kaYak loader
Portable scanner
Friction/compression hanging device. Brooms, mops, pots &amp; pans. Make in asst. sizes. Micro-size for ear buds? Squeeze, insert, and hang.
little Jim Boree
iPhone edge case with removable sliding cover. Works just like a calculator cover. Covers front or back, works as kickstand. Prototype VIDEO
Mixology APP blender or glass
Turn a paper towel into a paper plate. Great to use for toast, pop tarts, bagels, pizza.No need to buy/store paper plates any longer.
bAPPery-battery sleeve APP
Battery back up on relay
Feeding Friend-zee
Roll Out Athletic/Duffel Bag
USB drive for movies and Tv adapter with Av cable component to go with it. Tired of scratched DVDs or slow broadband here is a new answer.
Any color glove tip lights
A device that can be placed in the trunk or rear of a vehicle to enhance traction in bad weather.
Night Light Reading Buddy
A/c telescope panel cleaner
Sun Spot
Tripod mount that works without having to remove your protective case.
My bike will cut your grass
Wink Light Socket Adapter
Smart glove and ball
Tablet Monkey
The Doctors Distraction
Cooking Fire Supression
Iphone and Android wall holder is a product that holds your iphone and android while your reading, playing games, browsing on your phone.
Vick's medicated foot pad
CoolHeat - Parked Car Control
Your very own arm rest
App enabled parrot feeder
TC WeB Hp2
Swivel Pet Feed and Store
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Fizzy drinks Case/Holder for car
Wireless Charging - Ultrasound
Mixer Spatula in one
sport shoe angel
ShoppingList+
k[kkflsl;v;sl;flv
Free standing crock pot lid holder. The holder has a place to set your lid, a spoon rest, and a drip tray to catch any moisture.
Free standing crock pot lid holder. The holder has a place to set your lid, a spoon rest, and a drip tray to catch any moisture.
FRESHSHOES
Powermod
App to control drunk calls/sms to your pre-defined contacts &amp; by analyzing your drunk voice, it can regulate your drinking habit/ addiction.
Plz brainstorm: Anti-theft, easy-to-fit motorcycle bag-cum-backpack to guard your stuffs on long adventurous trips or a short ride to gym
Portable Ramen Container
GPS JEWELRY
Phone case charger
Bandz
electronic embroidery needle
Gaming Chopsticks
Rolling power skateboard
See Hear and Talk SecurityCam
The Jiggy Bank.
Adhesive backed seed packets
Automatic golf score card keeper, handicap calculator &amp; golf swing analyzer
eyelash mascara pin
Kid Gloves
Cordless coffee pot
Cordless chargeable can opener
Order Easy, stay warm and dry
Physics of a gyro Parachute
Solar power tree camera
The generating flashlight
Adhesive backed seed packets. Peel, stick to a bag of soil, poke your finger through, and grow! Plant a garden in less than 60 seconds.
Baseball cap w/storage compartment integrated in visor. Resubmit VIDEO with community input. Pat app written. Interest letter from cap co.
No title yet
AnnouncA
A Christmas tree stand that self-levels, set up by 1 person, no screwing in bolts, provides stable platform virtually eliminating accidents.
Back Scratcher Attachment
Silverware drawer organizer goes directly from dishwasher to drawer &amp; back. Exchange with the one in your drawer each time you do dishes.
Smart Fountain
The GreenCase
ROCKING HORSE ROCK
Bouble Sun Visor
Flavored IceFridge
Lift Chair 2.0
iPad Stand, versatile portable infinite position and designed to last a lifetime
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The Filter
Perfect picture hanging hammer that stores nails in the handle. How handy! Never search for a nail again. #spotsv
Flexible Cocktail Skewer. Stringer-style skewer that hooks to the lip of you glass, holds more &amp; makes skewers easier &amp; neater #spotsv
Sink extender/drip guard extends your sink size for washing large pans, eliminates water spilling outside the sink and 'wet belly'. #spotsv
Silly Bandz Style Earbuds. Add some style to your boring earbud wires. Your bud wires will create unique shapes.
Window Shattering Fire System
A full refrigerator saves energy. This innovation removes dead air space and reduces your energy consumption. Automatically adjusts size.
*BANGING* spots your add to utensil handles so you can *BANG* them on the side of your pots/pans without chipping or denting. #spotsv
iPhone case that turns inside out &amp; changes color. Works like a Jacob's Ladder Toy. See VIDEO of prototype to see how it works.
USB 8 ball
writer
Microwave heatable insert for snow shovel handle. Heat the insert, place in hollow shovel handle = warm hands.
A long overdue reivention of the contact lens case. Faster, easier, and more importantly cleaner and safer. Never touch the lenses.
Heavier cordies, as discussed in the eval of my clip cordies idea. Let's solve the biggest problem with one of Quirky's best products.
Clip Cordies! Keep cables from falling or taking up space. An alternative to adhesive. Resub after over 420 votes with redesign after input.
Swirl
WhereRU
fdff
Smart-sphygmamonometer
Happy Hands
A Better Ladder Attachment
Eco Outlet
Power Chameleon
Piranha attack
WattUp Batteries
Connect Me Plush Doll
UMBRELLA ANCHOR WITH TABLE
TRIO; The 3 in 1 sauce bottle
Nudehealthydrink.com
4 piece transform mirror
TC WeB ONE FINGER HOLDER ACCES
Filter Wand
On/ Off Velcro Pocket Shoe
Solar car sunshield
Whisk/Spoon hybrid allows you to rest and level spoon, measure ingredients, add to pan, rotate spoon, and whisk away! Please see all photos
Keep Track!
Auto Reflector
Keyboard Coach
Little Light Switch
Smart-sphygmamonometer
THe electric face reset
Iphone and ipad holder is a product that holds your iphone and Ipad while your reading, playing games, browsing or watching a movie.
Hamper Harmony
Jack hammer
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SmartSoak
Retractable Earbuds Speaker
Vintage Case Apple Watch
Awesome Adjustable Bins
Tile
HALI
Aerotowel
7th RESUB- STILL big comm. support 500 votes so far this round. At 10$ RRP and high margin-could be a quick win for Q? pic by Peter Frazier
Wind Generator Fence
The super large tablet
Wallpaper installation tool
Indoor Pet Potty
Eco soda
Auto Reflector
Shareable Water Bottle
Projector Sensor Nest
Solar LED rug
Deskube
PLUGit
Venting Booth
Space squad Freedom Fighters
BabyPedals
iFast Bluetooth Shoes
Shower shield curtain
RV Front Cover Bug Screen
Hover Shoes
Magic Magnets and Suction Cups
car inteligent visor
Full Body Swim Exercise
I woke up today to see acc
Precise Vision
Breez
sticky rag
4 piece transform mirror
Stackable Cooler
StartUp
Travel Sleep Pillow
Forget Me Not Mapper
Shuck
Solar Light
Turn and Click
The Smart Diaper
4thKind
pbcr
Easy embroidery needle
Prism Solar Panel
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Outdoor Lighting Projector
Hydro bath toys
The Distributer
Convertible Gown
Grind - Smart Coffee Grinder
smart
portable flashlight
Blood Glucose Pen APP. FINGER PRICK HURTS!!! I DO NOT FEEL INSULIN NEEDLE-Stores needles...let me explain
TVs for Muslims
Butt Bra
LunchLock
This allows a woman to easily transfer the contents of one handbag to another. Whether it's lipstick or a phone nothing will be forgotten!
Have you ever carried your cards and phone and wish it could all be in one place? Now, all you have to do is carry your phone!
Invisible light switch.
Bedpad
6 stemmed toy flower: you put each stem in different dye color and the flower becomes colorful. Fun creative toy
transmitter cord
Infinite Electricity
water proof case,solar charger,with clip to hold onto pants ,with usb port that has memory in the case
Drill with power chuck
Wake n Brew
The Difference is always U
Inductive wall outlet
Hoopin
An extreme-sport pogo stick with built-in air compressor where compressed air is stored over several hops and then released all at once
A power-nozzle with water-powered air compressor that increases nozzle exit-velocity during a power-boost mode for more effective cleaning
a hard case with a tracking chip,also a tweeting noise that goes off with a key that has a button when pushed it makes tweet sound.
iSee
SHOE TIE
App configurable Alarm Clock
VOLLEYBALL game WITH RACKETS
Black Rose Light
Nail Art Printer
Potato peeling device
Festival Cart
exhaust supercharger
Use any lunch baggie and the packet maker machine will create any size sealed packets of any condiment, shampoo, MRE, or other product.
The KVM/Dock Rethought: a completely modular and upgradeable computer kvm switch system.
Shoppack
Virtual Yard Sales
Bottle Cup
Make leaf & yard debris cleanup easier with the transformable 2in1 garden rake; Rake+Shovel+Ergonomic Handles=Yardwork Easier
Trunkster
Mini-Mist-personal mister
SMART CLOTHES DRYING RACK
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School Bus Laser Stop Lights
Magnifying Mirror Orb
Decorative shoe box with wine bottle style dividers that can be stationed on your porch next to the front door or inside the entryway.
Foggless Butler w/ wheels.
Tire cap remover
Scan- Shred Mail Station
Good Morning
Reusable FoldableTreat Box
Reinforcement hole puncher
Octopus Sprinkler )resub)
Can It...
Handbag/backpack Feet
Easy Drive Tire System
Pumpkin Stand
Kitchen Can Crushing Appliance
Shared Car Pool
Magnetic Power Plate
Bottle Cup
Poppy Pure
Mayo & wipped cream maker
Magic Magnetic Kitchen tools also could make utensils for BBQ. Works great! See pictures would sell Great at Target, Bed Bath Beyond
Transforming Tongs
Light up Football... LED lights inside A football with an off/on button so you can play outside day or night. No toy like this out there!
Help me Bell
Door Paddle Handleset
Flow
Protect open canned drinks from water splashes at the lake/pool between drinks and keep bugs from stealing a drink while your away KOOZIE
Bottle cleaning balls
Security! I-phones, pads, and everything apple is getting stolen! Lets give the thieves something to worry about. I-cherp!
Good Grip Scrubber
Baby Gate Monitor
Love to bake cookies? I do, &amp; I want to make as many as I can at one time so I am not minding the oven all day long. Quirky, I have an idea!
Silicone Vent deflector
Wet Dustpan and Brush
A Real LightSaver
The Ultimate Baby Cam!
The Better Outdoor Food Cover!
warp pad
The Perfect Swing
Clothing Label Remover
Pbcr
Ikon
Inserts for floor vents with scented blocks. Fragrances are emitted when the HVAC is active (especially heating). Already tested, lasts Long
Oneyard
y
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Mini Biodegradable Trash Baggies that attach directly to your egg carton for your eggshells.
Sittin' Pretty
kids recliner/chair covers
Mega-Wheels
NextGenTooth Brush
Interactive Place Cards
Crank Charged Mouse
Tasting Notes - Beer and Wine!
DuoKinetic Energy Generator
The Smart Loom
My doppelgÃ¤nger
Self-changing Trash Can
Chairack
Valve Stem Gauge
Stand for reels cable
Keeper
Pli
the difference is always u
Baby Password Generator
Power Tool 18v wall adapter
Glide
Portable mass storage device
to prevent overcharging
Tack O Lantern
The Ab-Lift is an ab strengthening alternative for people with physical limits.
MiiHolder
The Countdown Timer for Kids
Half Firm/Plush Mattress Pad
App-enabled Coffee Maker
Realistic Breast Pump
Designer Glasses
TPplz
Sand Off
Sedi-candle
Mint chips
Rising Sun Bluetooth Alarm
The app Greetor
I-ruler. Replace all ruler and tape measures with the I-phone app. Get accurate readings that save the information for use at a later time.
Scan and Fax with your Smart Phone! The free Software available is great! Now how can we make the most of it and get down to business.
Kitty Kactus
Water and boat saftey. Lets take a look at the current technology used to aid and protect people who are in danger of drowning in the water
Scoreboard!
Wearable OLED Pendant.
Fillitup! A Musical Toy Chest
LED Light Temprature meter
Chameleon tiles
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Pocket Plate
Test
TrivÃ- Charge
Slide and Snap Guardian.
BinBin
Yard Gard
WakeUP!
Space saver dropdown drawer
Do not forget
The Bombshell | DSLR Mirror
Multi-functional Flashlight
ApnÃ©a Prevent
Hidden Bicycle Lock
emergency alert system
Painter's Wall
Night Light Handle Remover
Fort Factory
Portal Of Heroes: Toys-To-Life
Heat Extinguisher
Taper
celular anti daÃ±os
Shakablock
Permanent Marker for Plastic
Old Fashion Heater APP
HELMET CALLS 911 ON IMPACT
The Laundry Mate
Slim Bottle of Water
App enabled scales and sensors can detect presence/weight of kitchen products and send alerts to a grocery app when they are running low.
Prescription Pouch
The SoapMaker
Musagge
Bluetooth charger
Electric Toothpaste Dispenser
Gyroscopic Travel Cup Holder
iPad Stand, versatile portable infinite position and designed to last a lifetime
Inside windshield wiper
Realistic Breast Pump
Selfie Stand 4Tabletop / Floor
Av-E-tar/ or "Alter E-go"
Back Seat Driver
wifi snow melter controller
Extendable Power Strip
Weigh To Go
Quick & Safe Trunk Escape
Ring for single peopel
Windowsill Covers
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The Ultimate Grill Bowl
Boomco Smart Stick targets
Invisible Recessed Lighting
Pocket kettle
æ”œå¸¶åž‹æ¿¾æ°´ç“¶
Asthma Safe
dumpster
App enabled car seat
Random
Use these finger protectors when cutting to help prevent injuries!
SmartMop
Smart Attic Fan Controller
A Series Lamp
Heads up projector and remote
Pacific Porcelain
BlackOut
Passport Clip
The Befuddling Blurp Ball
Easy Fruit/Veggie Wash Bag
Luggage lift
Spy Kit
Circuit Ring
Button Headphone
ZoraPhones
Caps
Corn Husk/Silk/Kernel Remover
NameIt
Urban Solar Window Fan
The Everything Cube
Just Pretend
The Catty Sack / Doggy Bag
PUBLICIDAD AÃ‰REA DE BAJO COSTO
Grocery/Shopping Bag Beeper
UVB LED Produce Protector
Anti fall ergonomic phone case
Tilly
Omni Plug (OctaPlug)
Solar L-Case, trickle charger for iPhone, smartphone and iPod Touch. Freedom from the plug. Resubmitted after 253 votes.
Spartan, return with your shield or â€˜sailingâ€™ it. New, Spartan inspired Skate Sail.
Key Chain eCharger - For Cell Phones, Smartphones and iPhones. Bright LED flashlight plus backup power anytime, anywhere.
Inflatable Motorized Ball
Bugs, Iâ€™ll never forget what they did to us on Klendathu - time to get even
Double-Sided Suction Sheets and Tape - Does all the things you wish Velcro and magnets could do.
Toe-rrific
a fan and heater in one
Pivot Lid for Charcoal Grill
Men Hate Changing Dirty Diapers. Here's a Disposable Diaper Glove for Men that women can use too.
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iWatch Custom Cover + Camera!
Olo - The 360Â° Photo Accesory
Travel Steam Bag - a hanging garment bag that also steams your clothes to keep them fresh and wrinkle-free while on the go!
DeTangler Brush
Sketch Projector (App Enabled)
TC WeB RIGHT DOUBLE LOOPS
CHILD ALERT
The Perfect J
Barbies Bladeless Flight
Home shopping cart
LADRILLO
The Marker Grip
Chalk Drawers
The Reinvented Kettle Ball
Motion Charged Phone
Smartbulb
Finger Print Lock
Hang Me Up!
don't know yet
Accendi Opis
Daily weight tracking
Chaise Cabana Chair
Digital Block Stacking Game
Octopus Sprinkler.
Easy Chicken Coop
Swing For One :)
App enabled Octopus Sprinkler. In the ground or in the pool.

(I'm talking Life ~ Like)

App-Enabled Command Center. The best of both worlds - Modern technology embracing old school.
Wait for me?
Ab cruncher
Paver Maker Kit
Bar Hopper Carryall 4 BarTools
Flushable condoms
App ~ Enabled Message Board
Surge protection blocker
ButtonUp
Formula Pen
Enzymatic
PLAYFUL
Slide - Ejecting Lunch Case
~ Cassiopeia ~

Kids Astronomy/Observatory Hut (resub.1)

Throw Light Disk
Gum / mint Container
XHand
"Ready For Refills" Container
Group Listen
Bulb Cover Blocker
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Rear port viewer
The Communicating Peripheral
Phantom Power Saving Outlet
Beer Pong Unleashed
Octopus Sprinkler. (I'm talking Life ~ Like)
Fantasy Sports Restaurant
Intelligent Phone
LiveWire
Seatbelt indicator light
The Arnold Schwarzenegger Game
Children's Play Stick
BUZZZ
SKY LINE BLANKET
Expandable Boot Tray
Vehicle Door Elbow Pad Insert
Automatic Car Sun Shade
Tetra
Hospital Mesh Pumping Top
two handled pushbroom
portable ashtray
Adjustable Headboard will fit any size bed. Mount on the wall or attach to the bed frame. (resub 2.0)
easy change wallpaper
mobitail
BarbieBook
Rise - Accommodates tealight, votive, and pillar candles.
Cooler Fan for parked hot Cars
Video chat light
Sheet and a Pan 2-1
2-8 Keg Clean-in-Place System
USB Oasis
Portable Montior
Mattel Treadmill Barbie.
Syrup Making Machine
Portable nebulizer pump
Physics of a parachute
Loud &amp; Clear OrderEasy
OneLight
USB Desk Blotter
Flash Memory Visa Card
Art Printing Press Printer
SURFACE LESS SMART MOUSE
BULB LIGHT/ TEST POWER STRIP
Illuminated Plant Stand
TRAVEL LUGGAGE TREADMILL COMBO
Wall Caddy with Sculpture
Furniture Guards
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Little Sunshine Clock/Dock is an iPod docking station and illuminated analog desk clock. Get your music &amp; glow of the sunshine at your desk.
HOT POT ~ Electric Candle Wax Melting Pot
Inductive Charging For Cameras
Social Speakers
mag clip
Can saver
Health Watch
Talcum Insoles
Water Logged
Woof Mat
Mobile Lemonade Stand
RFID Healthcare Identification
Timed automatic start
IR Link
The Milk Spout
Toddler Cookbook
Keychain Charging Cable
Eyelo
Audio/Video Speakers
Bodi-Pod
Mini Garbage Compactor
GFS- Go Fetch System
WiFi Pet Bowl
Keys
Glide belt
face reco at home
Clean Sink
EZ Clean Dishes System
smartcam
Dona Gen One
Black Chalk
~ Cassiopeia ~

Kids Astronomy/Observatory Hut

Clip On Battery Terminals
Sweetheart Skylight Tent for Two..Cuddle together and count stars. Clear view of sky with plastic skylight. Air mattress built in to bottom!
wardrobe ironing
the spoon
â™¥ Sweetheart Alarm â™« - Wake Up to Music or Words Chosen by Your Sweetheart, friend, or Relative from Anywhere in the World! Resubmit
Forklift Belt
Safebangle
Nipple Lock
GREENHAUS ~ LED Indoor Herb Garden ~resub.1 (213 votes previous submission)
Budd - Light up Pencil/Permission Slip/ID card case. Go from backpack to desk. Always find what you need.
iPad Mini Teleprompter
Ship your gift! A Strip of Rip! Independent strips of RIPCORD packing tape. Product line extension. 12", 18" , 24" strips. Peel back paper.
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#spotsv A Strip of Rip! Independent strips of RIPCORD packing tape. Product line extension. 12", 18" or 24" strips. Peel back paper.Resubmit
baby piggy back carrier
Cell phone mirror
Upcycle a jar
#NEVWET Diving &amp; Snorkeling Lens Treatment. A collaboration with John James Velasco - http://www.quirky.com/users/100222
HelmeTunes
Wireless tree light ring.
Appointment status checker ASC
The Note a Bottle
Folding exercise support.
Autobrella
I-Track
WaterMe ~Wink
Pet Deshedder and Vacuum â€“ Get rid of hair BEFORE it gets all over your furniture and clothes
Bathroom Storage Tower
Balloon Jumping Pack â€“ Is this too Crazy to be Quirky? Jump for Joy - Family Fun!
Healthy sandwich/snack builder
Solar Tabletop Charger
EmergenC
Adjustable Eraser Cap
Jewelry Turnstile â€“ Protect, Organize and Display Your Jewelry in a Simple, Attractive Case
Portable120VacOutlet Inverter
the droper
Mighty Strap â€“ The Ultimate Hand Tool. Gain increased grip strength, comfort and mechanical advantage. Resubmitted.
Bacteria-free earphones
Cassio Astro/Obseratory Hut
Chaise Cabana Chair
Easy Clean In-Drawer Cutlery Tray. Something you never knew you needed, until now!
AirSocket
Cocktail Paper Napkin Book #spotsv
Trash IT
Greeting Cards Book. Write - Address - Tear off - Mail
Cocktail Paper Napkin Book #spotsv - resub.1
A roll of cloth towels that last ten times longer than paper towels and fit the same size dispenser. Should tear off roll just like paper.
OneLight
SLICEaWEIGH
Drelmets
Cable Shortener
Portable Hand Dryer (+ Massager)
Swiss Knife Ultimate Adapter for Digital Gadgets [7 in 1] RESUB
App-enabled Command Center
Print~0~Bow
Pogo Stick for the Unbalanced Adult. Something your inner child can play with too!
WheelEase
Kids Mobile Lemonade Stand
Two-handed pushbroom
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Smokeless Pretzel Stick or Pen ..A smokeless cigarette that delivers nicotine without looking like a cigarette. Use in public, be incognito.
SolarCase
Earbuds that Fit You Perfectly! When they fit better, they sound better too.
Comfort heels
Speaka
Smart Sliding Window Kit
Design Your Own Watch!
Stair Barricade
Pool Water Bags Openings
GREENHAUS ~ Indoor LED Garden (resub.)
Planter/Cooler Pots use with or without canopy A collaborative idea with L.P.Angel and the great outdoors.
Floor chair
Earth TV
Medic Card
icover
Cell Phone Accessory Closet Organizer. Let's face it, we just have too much stuff!

*Collaboration w/ Janet Wilpan*

Cake Kit :) Bake your cake and decorate it too! (resub 0.2)
Food Torches
Cell Phone Accessory Closet Organizer. Let's face it, we just have too much stuff!

*Collaboration w/ Janet Wilpan*

POPTAILS & POPSICLE-RITAS
Boodbood
Foto Buddy
Touch Board input device
Three Level Rotating Cat Tower
Unplug Your Fridge...Forever!
HEARING AID ALARM
temperature sensing microwave
Phone Case Wireless Mouse
Augmented reality headphones
Retainer Reminder Container â€“ Now College Students Canâ€™t Help but Remember to Wear Their Retainers
Speaker Fan with Mic!
Water Level Wi-Fi Alarm
Flameless Candle Candelabra W/ Remote Control
Bake Potato Indicator
Zephyr
Smart smoke detector
Hanging TP/Paper Towel Holder
USB Laptop Brightness Sensor
The Solar Advantage
draineez
Bath Fan Hair Dryer
iPhone cover with power supply
Guilt Free Watering Can
The Hot and Cold Sensor Guard
Toilet Paper Wi-Fi Printer
Inductive Charger and Keyboard
Laser Play Collar
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A zipper bag that opens out completely flat. It has the zip around 3 sides so that it opens into a sheet instead of just a pocket
#spotsv A zip lock bag that opens out completely flat. It has the zip around 3 sides so that it opens into a sheet instead of just a pocket
Retractable Bows
The Pooper Trooper
RESUB:SILO FOR PETS.Pour out the exact amount.Stays fresh.No need to hunt 4 measuring cups 2 measure each time.Container measures as U pour
briteclean
Shrink Your Soup!
Resub: finger tap mouse
Cutting board book.SEE VIDEO.No cross contamination when cooking.Thin flexible, replaceable boards magnetically attach into a book.RESUBMIT
Quirky Recipe Book!
SLIM CAR IPHONE CHARGER cord free. Inspired by the slim iPhone charger win. Get rid of cords in your car. RESUBMIT
Smart Fan
Car seat with crumb Tray
Home Drone
Solar Powered Electric Mower
Power Briefcase
"Spare" Got your "back"
Self -pausing Headphones
Smart Coffee Grounds Container
App Enabled Lock Box For Keys
RESUB: THE TOOTHBRUSH UMBRELLA
Smart Coffee/Tea KCup Storage
Surge protector w/ cable clip
Build Your Own Ice Rink Kit
Hanging Planter Basket
Adventure Date Developer
App-enabled Massage/Temperature Wrap -- Self-directed massaging where you need it the most
Timed Coin Bank
Power Grabber! extension cord
Facebook feed control
Caker - first cake taker
FLAT IRON ironing board
Frying pan oil FILTER + COVER
Prop Power Extension mini
Squash it flat! Make it a game! A plastic bottle crusher saves space helps us to recycle all plastic bottles. HIT the TARGET! Bottle Mashed!
Voice Activated Universal Remote Control. Use voice commands like TV ON or CHANNEL TWO or RECORD CHANNEL SEVEN AT 10PM TONIGHT
or PAUSE DVD
PerfecTemp
Solar Powered Lawn Mower/Weed Whipper. Battery trickle charged in one week by dedicated photovoltaic array. Lightweight, telescopic, green!
Exactly What is in the Freezer NOW? And where is it? A Screen that displays an image of all freezer contents, location and date.
iPhone charging cord fifteen feet long. Retracts or expands from either side of "tape measure" style case. Heavy duty tip won't wear out.
PLT (Pause Live TV)
Concrete Light
Recovery station (capsule)
A roll of cloth towels that last ten times longer than paper towels and fit the same size dispenser. Should tear off roll just like paper.
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Drill Bit holder
A simple wall mounted shredder that works like a juicer and reduces size of plastic bottles by 90%. Bags store each type recyclable plastic.
Cleaning sponge holder
bang Tv Ads
Pill Popper.. A new pill "bottle" that makes taking you vitamins and pills a snap. Works like PEZ container. Why mess with bottle caps
LOOPITS cork board style
"Formables" BBQ tools
Door Decor
"cargo" Garden tool caddy
Let's clear the air! An air freshener sprayer attached to the toilet flusher handle. Makes it impossible to flush the toilet without a spray
The Better Beach Chair
A simple wall mounted shredder that works like a juicer and reduces size of plastic bottles by 90%. Bags store each type recyclable plastic.
Pivot Power Genius outdoors
Crutches with sliders for lowering attached hands to enable the user to pick up articles with mechanical hand that opens and closes to grip.
SmartMop
A mannequin sign twirler that is app enabled to use a wide variety of eye catching maneuvers and bring in business.
SofabedRecliner
aud.io indoor/outdoor
App enabled picture level. Use app to figure out where to place 1 or more pics on wall.Also use as a regular level
Snap on Condiment Container
RESUBLet's join recycling movement.Apple cell/Ipad Mini cases out of recycled paper.Q will show their green side&amp;cases will look fantastic
RESUB but w/App.DOODLE Digital photo frame saves 100's pics.Doodle pics &amp; message on photo.It saves doodle. Gr8 4 parties/college/family
Get rid of those paper towels, dish towels and kitchen sponge! Use this kit with cloth towels, custom dispenser and sanitizer mister inside.
RESUBMIT: App enabled BARBAR. Quirky's healthy snack maker.
RESUBMIT 8/19/11: Extendable handle bottle brush-reaches the bottom on your canteens, vases, beer mugs; ; compacts for easy storage
Product line extension for STAKE. It is Stake with a pepper mill built into handle. Hold Stake upright and twist handle for ground pepper.
â™¥ Sweetheart Alarm â™« - Wake Up to Music or Words Chosen by Your Sweetheart, Friend, or Relative from Anywhere in the World
Fold flat packing tape sold by the strip or the box. Can be personalized with "Happy Holidays", "Happy Birthday". Buy box or envelope size.
A toothpaste holder/dispenser with winder to roll tube. Has toothbrushes clipped on that soak the bristles in sanitizer cup when not in use
PaintCan Holder w/sliding Tray
Sole Cover
A Strip of Rip! Independent strips of RIPCORD packing tape. Product line extension. 12", 18" or 24" strips. Peel off paper on back. Resubmit
iRing
SMART HITCH LOCK
Dual Bottle Openings
Senzy
The Grocery Scanner
Custom Sliced Watermelon Storage Container..A new way to store in fridge. Great for parties, picnics or buffets. Snaps together,looks Great.
Eco- Grass is Greener Spray
Pushup Counter
Washer &amp; Dryer Dropdown
The Fungus Toe Floss (FTF)
Collapsible Cage
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iWallet
Bubble Case
Portable water park structure
The case with folds
Recycle Your Cans
Bebida
Dual purpose Cooler/Warmer. For tailgaters, street vendors, family outings. One side keeps things frozen/cold. The other side stays Hot/Warm
App Enabled Tray
A better shoelace...Tie it once,stays tight all day. No loose ends. No more tripping! Easy for anyone to tie.
Sun Umbrella
Electronic Dog Bracelet alarm
Crutches with sliders for lowering attached hands to enable the user to pick up articles with mechanical hand that opens and closes to grip.
3tone blue
2tone bluetooth headset
8 pack removealabe charged batterys that come in a charger style docking station, power that moves with you .
cops wants to use the ipad in daily functions but getting this device wet,dropping,our loseing is a$800 mistake they cant risk
how many cars &amp; TRUCKS have to get submerged in water before we support armor shield ,hundreds of vehicles in new york flooded.
Gold Sluicing Toy Truck
A clever Home Depot bath fan
The App Enabled Stove
Teapot takeout
Voyage
Water saving kitchen sink power sprayer with compressor. Delivers three times the power with half the water.Dial in three different patterns
Resubmit for Earth Day: Kit for recycling plastic bottles. Hand crank chipper, label remover,bags to pack label and ship to plant for reuse.
Trash can has telescopic broom on side and integrated dustpan underneath. Sweep dirt under front. Slide out dustpan sideways. Easy out bag.
A car sun visor extension with storage pockets for receipts and cell phone. Slide out to block the sun coming in the corner. Has zip pocket.
iRing
fruit picker
Christmas tree watering system
Bebida
missing-you
Refrigerator Food Sealer/Vac
Clima
ClipClop Horse Shoes
dsfa
iBackpack
FlashMat
Beam
iTrout
Friend Finder
Virtual Personal Trainer
Portable Refridgerator
Bar/Restaurant Charger
Water-Saving Shower Adapter
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The No Hold Bar
smart phone globe application
An adult/child shirt/ blouse protector that is clear and large enough, but transparent to catch spills or drips while working, eating, etc.
Get your microwave clean
Koala Blanket
Fashionable Charging Cases
Core Your Vege's Set
instalbum
POWER the life blood of the new age without this juice of which are modern day world survives,im asking the community support solar pack
Wireless Charge Pad Fan Cover
Core all your vegetables set
Findme
H2 whoa
Team Pride Rims
Lumbar
POPPY-KITCHEN DISPENSER
æ¯•ä¸šè¯æˆç»©å•æ–‡å‡-å-¦åŽ†è®¤è¯
revolutionary breifcase
a self propelled snow shovel with a cordless electric motor and rechargeable battery
Animal cleanser
rotated adapter
The Doppler Baller
mCircuit
The Green Keeper
Pillow for headphones
QQ: 234288114æ¯•ä¸šè¯æˆç»©å•æ–‡å‡-å-¦åŽ†è®¤è¯
CHILD ALERT
The Axis Shake Rod
The electric warm winter Coat
Enterprise karma
Hybrid Gyro Parachute WinBird
Ac Dc Generating Hybrid Shock
Energize MyBic Electro Lighter
Man Sheets
Hydrogen Gas Furnace Homade
Veggie Burning Furnace
DC CURCUIT BREAKER CAR FUSES
Safe Four Wheel Car Ramp Lift
Playup
Smart Shoes - Grows with Child
The dropper
Handmade soap making machinery
Chenille+Sponge Cleaning Ball
Seat Cooler
Wireless acoustic stethoscope
2 Sided tending clamps
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Smart Split-Pot
RemoShoes
rodwyboyhopper
Solar Power for Beehives
Knee Kaps
AmpleBot
BugEye
Multi Perfume Travel
Wholly sheet
a cup to go
App Enabled Barbie Dreamhouse
The Stylus
vibrating dog/cat bed
Spectrum
Health Up
Auto Control Ceiling Vent
easy sand umbrella
ScoreMate
Connected Wireles Panic Button
Ringtailed Doorstop
The Whistling Donut
TABLET COVER WITH SCALES
Precise-point
Knee Kaps
MY TOUGH UMBRELLA
The Eyeball
hover board
iPad &amp; iPad Mini Cases with interchangeable attachments. WE KNOW IT'S COMING! Let's make an iPad Mini case with interchangeable accessories!
Brown Sugar Measure Cup/Tamper
Rethinking the clothespin
Reinvent portable generator
Brownie Bandages
Dress Shirt Hanger
Pivot Power Clear
illuminating mittens or gloves
Little People Raft Adventures
This product is portable and can organize the power lines consumers can be satisfied, so I recommend this product. - With Jung Phill Kwan
Mocubo
Find the right person
Scribe
Automatic Hand Washing Machine
Solo
universal adapter light bulbs
Adjustable Pipe Wrench (resub)
portabello mushroom cheese bur
The clever bath boat
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Modular elec. Hurricane lampes
The Car Window Screen
Ledfi
Tether
SollarDrone
Soilus
Momo
App controlled candles
Cool Pockets Re-Submitted.
Light Loop
Quirky Business Card
Baby monitor
WATER in your TRASH
windshield GPS
Smart Smoke Alarm
The Milkmaid
Wink Automatic Blinds
pet alert
match chips
Blind Spot B Gone
Tool hanger shelf combo
Magnetic Tennis Shoe Dryer
peachy ribs
THE POP UP iPhone SOUND ENHANCER CASE! A non-electric acoustic case that magnifies sound. It's unplugged! UC resubmit since Jul 23rd, 2012
The Wallscents
The MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER! Convenient to use pen type gadget wherever you go! Resubmit since Jan 30th, 2012. Once in UC.
The Air Tube Ear Buds! No wires to break. Let sound travel through air inside the tube into your ear buds. Its water proof and non-electric!
The Air Tube Ear Buds! No wires to break. Let sound travel through air inside the tube into your ear buds. Its water proof and non-electric!
CORIZTA
degree baby seat
Pilot - A holder for an Apple TV Remote that is easy to pick up and harder to lose.
Hemphi
Refrigerator Wifi Calendar
Easy Light Changer
Prism - A compact "pick up &amp; go" portable stereo that enhances iPhone/iPod Touch sound &amp; boosts the iPhone mic for conference calls
Prism - A compact "pick up &amp; go" portable stereo that enhances iPhone/iPod Touch sound &amp; boosts the iPhone mic for conference calls
Star Wars Droid Car Accessory
pallets go green
PORTABLE STEP OVER MACHINE
Plate Pals
baby notify
App Enabled O2 Tank/Monitor
Connected Message Board
Track Wipes and Diapers - Dash
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Shopping Cart Wireless Charger
Escape
GoFy
Detangling Spray Brush
go honk yourself
Health Care Products
Hang Yourself! (Not really)
Modular MG Set
Power Strip Voltage Meter
Therapy Cushion
Mower to generator conversion
E-llowance
Table Top Pockets
Mosaic Mirror
security camera w/ motion detector so the camera can follow the action automatically
a gps micro-chip for your beloved pet
Body Scanning Smart Mirror
Cooler Phones
Metal lids for Pyrex bakers
Cutting Board, Colander &amp; Bowl
Washease Foot
Automated shopping cart
EZ-Toast
Bicycle lights that attach to the frame through the screw slots that are used for attaching the basket, panier, rack, fenders, etc.
Infant bike trailer
Student Arithmatic Desk Zipper
Baby Work
Grocery Store Bag Scale
No Tan Sports Bra
Amazing Box
Prunerator
Burrito Buddy! Holds it together! Catches mess. Great for kids/adults. Holds wraps, hot dogs, chili dogs, tacos too. On the go or at home!
Sharp Stapler
Window Wand
EVre-volt
Save Space!! Stackable Shaker Bottle/Drink Cups! Flat Lids! With ounce/cup lines. For dieters, diabetics, carb/calorie counting, mix drinks.
iPad Stand
Solar Pup
Multipurpose Holder
HI-RING
Health Mate
TC WeB KEYS RING HOLDER ACCES
Med Nipple
big mix
Collapsing picnic table
Orbit: WEAR Your Headphones
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Human / Dog Pedometer Set
Morse
Baby carriage warning strobe
Emergency Battery Light Socket
E-Z Sitter
easy change wallpaper
Ice Cream Filling Scoop
Natural Cleaning Solutions Hub
Nt
Electric Bain-Marie Set
Child Car Seat Monitor
Steel-Plex Concrete form
SDCase
choisungmin
Hand washing station
Soft 3-Way Booklight
Recycler Whiteboard Pen
HAIR IRON SKIN SAFETY SHIELD
Smart Gym Gloves
PVC universal protector
WaterPipeElectricity Generator
ShockClock
Piggy v1.02
Pocket Apple Watch
Box cam
SONAR
Eco Glasses
baby temp
3 bends chair
Puzzallenge
All-In-One Garbage Container
switch extender
App Enabled Canister, Never run out of coffee again! Could be one or a set of 3/4, always know how much is left in the canister (by weight)
A better mailbox.
Raft Anchor
GoPlug
self heated mug
Pill dispenser
Make every trash can in the house an opportunity to recycle with a clip on recycle cup. It clips to any trash can and reminds us to recycle!
Cooler boxes made of the freezable liquid stuff that can be prefrozen and then packed neatly into a large cooler when ready to go to beach!
Veinz
vibescoop
The Bendy light brush
Go Easy Laundry Basket
auto hand shaper
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Bra-EEz
6w-cc
Dominos that are played in 3D
Love My Socks
Emergency
"good morning sunshine"
Any pot lid kitchen holder
Regulador de temperatura cama
Drink shapes ice sculptures
Add a lever to a doorknob
Bag Glow Pad
Mower's Mitts
Door Bell Door Mat
Fish Buzzer
Split Stick
Smart-er Hub
Milton
Bluetooth Tracking SecurityPen
Home Lighting Conductive strip
Condiment turntable
Powerless Wireless Mouse
Prop Ribbon like Prop Power
Skipper
Family Charging Dock
I need stamps!
Sticks to Anything LED Light
Cord Stow
Silicon Pop Can Screws
Cutting Board, Colander &amp; Bowl
Trash can with wings
Camera That Sticks to Anything
LED mood lite and bulb combo
Shower timer push button
Green Toilet Paper Dispenser
Stainless Steel Faucet Cap
Data Fox
hand throw
Collapsible Measuring Cup
A Modern Way to Charge Devices
Let's convert any lamp to a SOLAR LAMP! You simply place plug into a solar panel that suctions to window charging an LED rechargeable bulb.
plastic bag spooler
"App. Puzzle Changing Boards"
Smart Hand Gripper
i Square
Brush Bone Get's Teeth Clean!
Car door gadget holder
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Quirky Cordies Box
Shine
Real Simple Soap Dispenser
Pet Dish, Keeps Food In!!!
Real Simple scrub glove
Quirky Cord Control
Real Simple Trash Clamp
Silicone cylindrical sponge
Fruit and Veggie Tray Keeper
1stopshop
The sssshhhhh light
Ultimate Beach Chair...
Leveling Frying Pan
KoKo
Car Neck/Shoulder Massager
Transparent whiteboard sticker
Prevent pans from boiling over
Water Filled Border Surrounds
oxygenizing brain saver
Easy to open Home depot lids
Double-Case-Phones with USB
Mower Mitts
Hydraulic Limb Pruning Shears
The sssshhhhhh light
Hibrid Quest Books
Pretty Primper
Measurement App. Sensors
Glasses for the blind
Poppy Canned Oxygen Refiller
Virtual Cruising Home depot
Snow-Mo-Board
FLIR HUD for any vehicle
Disposable Tackle Bags are see through and snap on to a reusable Tackle hangar. The perfect fishing tackle buddy. **Tappy's Tackle Buddy**
Detachable Scrapbooking Basket
Wrap 'N Pull
"Safety Key/Outlet Adapter"
Under Blanket
Kids Juice glass - Always full
Oil Burner WingnutBleeder Tool
Advance the human race!
Go-Go Buggy
Mechanical energy storage vehi
An Affordable Sous-Vide Cooker
Joystick Wheelboard
s
testing
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lumpia
Quick change
the long charging cable
Raised bed for pets so they can be right next to you but not taking space out of your own bed
The no slip garbage clip
Smart Energy CUBE
Blue-Ray Tablet by Quirky
Musical Revolution or Soothing Lullaby baby bottle. The Musical baby bottle that plays music while the baby feeds.
affordable Wi-Fi watch, necklace an pendant that can be used anywhere. In different styles such as gold, silicone or silver.
Adjustable Bungee Cord
The GE Print refridgerator. The refridgerator that locks and unlocks by programmed fingerprints.
walkie charger
banana lumpia
testing
The ultimate Kitchen Tool Set, this idea is a complete kitchen preparation tool kit for preparing greens.
Wearable Shelter
Driving School Hot Wheels
Paintable Smoke Detector Cover
Paintable Smoke Detector Cover
Additional Protein Kick
Adjustable Firmness Pillow, small built in pump sewn into the pillow itself, just squeeze to plump it up to your desired firmness!
Adjustable Firmness Pillow, small built in pump sewn into the pillow itself, just squeeze to plump it up to your desired firmness!
Adjustable Firmness Pillow, small built in pump sewn into the pillow itself, just squeeze to plump it up to your desired firmness!
Cell Safe
Baby Bocce or Tabletop Bocce
Totally Awesome Vibrating Dish Sponge
P-P Smart Light Bulb
Trash Can Grabber
Test
Fully Transparent, Magnetic, Ergonomic iPad Stylus - Featuring a Magnifying Nib with Crosshairs for Accuracy.
Dual upright toilet paper roll
Peeka Bear
Sani-remote
Plush Brick Couch
The Original Oli-Pic
Remote Keeper
Baking Dishes Handle Grips
Hinged Paint Roller
Teething Separates
Qi Warming mug
Locker
Bodybuilding Supplement
Rescue Me
All in one can
I'm Kim Cooper, like Oprah, I love reading in the tub. But holding my magazine left me frustrated w/a soggy book so I created the TUB TABLE!
SpeechToText Glasses For Deaf
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SpeechToText Glasses For Deaf
Roll-Up
Auto Body Tattoo
Battery Pack Phone Dock
The Stay-Put Draping Pillow
solar engine
Portlet
Baby BED and ROCKER
3 in 1 Device
Baby's MUSIC Bouncer
Retractable - Laptop Charger
Deodorant Wipes
Weight Baggage
Backpack 2 in 1
Crazy golf on sand
Drone window cleaner
Shopping management
Funnel light
Live Introducers
ThinkIt
Snoop-free
A curtain safety car
Earring Hanger
Bullet Laser
Bluetooth ear phones/ headset
Brow Perfect
Roofing service bracket
TINY TOUCH-UPS
Extension Cord Wall Outlet
Never Dull
Mental Note
ThinkIt
AIR BAG PHONE CASE
Porter
iPiÃ±ata
Gravity Block
Doggy Press
Diesel tech mechanics vest
TOUCH
Locker
Pack-it
Putting hundreds of postage stamps on envelopes shouldn't have to be a daunting task. Lets create a STAMP for our postage stamps!
PUSH-IN LIGHTBULBS for any fixture! No more turning and straining in hard to reach areas! WATCH VIDEO!!
Portable Bicep Pump
WrapSack
coolernator
32323
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Showantor
Release
TONIC
BASE
Pressure
Shoe Tier
Hydro-Pilot
Coffee straw
Green Energy-A mini windmill that generates electricity like the ones on wind farms.
GREEN POWER SAFETY SYSTEM - Front and rear LED lights, audible alert system. Millions of Razor scooters have been sold worldwide!
SoleShine Skins
Denture Adhesive Removal Brush
Bucket Cooler
Ram-Air Moped Fan-Cover
ju
Baby Front Carrier Clip-on
PicMeUp
Heated Kitchen Sink
Portable Dish Water Heater
DishWizard
Shop Vac Light
Food Processor
Smart Mini Extract Nâ€™ Dry
Half Foot Bath
The Curl Paint Brush
The inside-out socks
Bro-Support Boxer Brief
Slimline
Lecture
Uppabowls
Lego-type ATTACH and HOLD
MACord
Meal Cutter
Thermal Athletic Tape
Fridge with Back-Up Generator
steep keyboard
Fresh Bath
A PKP fire-extinguisher with compressed-air propellant where the air can be breathed through a face-mask if needed to escape to safety
Fuel-powered micro Stirling-engine power source. Run cellphones for a week on two ounces of fuel! One less vote than views last time!
Fisher Price Popper Toy
Wink Switch
Manually-Operated Dishcloth And Sponge Wringer That Sits Sturdily Inside A Dish Rack Drainage-Mat So Water Drains Into The Sink
Trailer unloading device
RESUB: 500 VOTES last round! Tired of it taking forever to learn the fretboard? Slide on the Fret Clip and watch your practicing improve!
Its time for a BABY CRIB that is not a hassle to bring with you but still offers the comfort, quality, and affordability you expect.
Potato Puffer
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Baby-waves
Wingspan
pizza cutter with panels from above and below to keep pizza in place while picking it up.
tired of going up/down just 2 close lights?how about a gadget that enables u to close/open the lights from wherever u r in the house!
Quick Checkout
After-Market Brake Steer Unit
The Dryer Towel
All In One Phone Case
Rec Ball
Take More Suitcase
High Heel Hanger
H2O whole house monitor
Home-Alone (Q+GE)
Sponge a ble
Equipo de muestreo de suelos
YOTU
Emergency
two for one bike
body scan
Pet finder
bologne wrap
Gym Traveler
Heels wheels
Corn Catcher
Remote Thermometer
Energy Meter Plug-End Sensors
Magnet Sponge
Pound And Crush Bag
On the go shield
TC WeB CASE HOLDER ACCESSORIES
Holiday mulch
The Flat Funnel
temp coaster
Lockup
Fun Blanket
Bubble racers
I/O Ring
Variable Zoom Contact Lens
Wall mounted full body mirror
On Skewer BBQ Meat Loaf Cast
On the go bottle brush
Stain-removal method using a special spray-bottle to force stain-remover from the backside of the stain into a 'wicking' cloth on the front
workout reminder case
A pet-washing tool that sprays, soaps, massages, and rinses using only one hand to operate so the pet can be held steady with the other hand
The Portable Keyboard
Squirt
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ball casting bat
Octopeidic Shower Shoes
CAT WASTE SCOOPER
heated plate warmers built into dining room tables.Tables that keeps the food warm when the plate is placed on the table.plate stays warm.
fishing rod repair kit
clothshanger&amp;storage
doggy pull toy
D-ice
Innovative Injector
MIRROR MIRROR
love
Ultimate Beach Blanket
vibrating dog/cat hair brush
Twirly
cool shelf
UnderstaDog Sensor
Optipro Maxx
bubbu
Timeout Turtle
Squirt
Barbecue turner
Dart Shooting RC Drone
Smoke Detector &amp; WiFi Booster
This idea product is a double hook invention that swivels fro side to side, See attached sample illustration image for your further study.
The Bella Double Umbrella
This is a sliced bread toaster that pops open on sides, See Sample Illustration drawings for your clear view and understanding.
This is a new better way to store a guitar pick, to prevent it from getting lost, It is a new and unique design with the unique method snap.
Air Pen
CANOUSELâ„¢
POOL SCOOTER BARBIE
Hot floors in my car
12'' Memory Foam Mattress
kiobosa in a blanket
TanBomb
This idea is a liquid spray can holder, for the garage.
Popsicle Catch Cup
Rock'N'Roll Yoga Mat
Eyeglass Bluetooth Headset
BARBIE- DRESS SHOP FRANCHISE
Expanding Shovel 4 light work
tic tac toe
LADRILLO
Dog Minder, the Dogs Protector
Temporary Cardboard Box Closer
Pen charger
Tandem
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CampusKitchen
Handy Arm and Shoulder Dowel
Necklace hanger
Disinfecting dryer
germ free gym
Purified Water Solar plt feede
Life clothes
Private Eyes
Cake Bumper
Practical Pan
Smartphone Video Stabilizer
m
TC WeB KEY RING HOLDER
modded keyboard
Storigami
Machanic's cap
GMO Detector
Cup Identification Charm
Party Cup/Juice Pouch/Juice Box identification charms. Decorate the cup/pouch for the party and remember which is your's. Kids LOVE IT!
Don't Touch My Stuff !!!
SilverGate
Water Blasters with Friends
Follow Me
Potato nuker
COLLAPSIBLE FOOD PREP WASTE BIN - Stop opening the under-sink cabinet or running back n' forth to your kitchen trash can during prep time.
Power Supply
1
Plugzit
Folding card
Sausage Holder
Mini App Controlled Speakers
Quirky.com clothing
motto " get it, got it, good."
Survival hiking stick
Filament LED Tube light
Discord
Drink Robot
Dean Machine
ILLUMINATION - ILLUMINATI CAM
SmoothEasy
Mud Run
multi ready toothbrush
The Floor Mat Door Bell
Glass Protectors from scrachin
Easy Pull Laundry Basket
Mongolian Grill, StirFry Balls
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towel boxes
Fast Fancy Freeze
Mixipan
Fashion Line
Psych simulator glasses
ExchangeCar
Potato stand
reflector for solar
Zero Lid Food Container
PMClub
Pocket Pal
Patio umbrella with solar panels in base that activates pole fan and outlets at table level for radio, tv, electric hibachi, lights, etc.
3 in 1 kitchen tong design
moto usb
THE SHOE DOG
Auvi-Q iPhone Case
Aura. Transpolar Stereo
No Show Protection Gear
EEGenius
Water Farm
I would like to design a stapler made with flexible, colorful staples that will be used to mend seams/mend a hem that has fallen down.
Tailgate barbeque grill
scaner
Cordies+
Catch
Bluetooth Gauge-Speakers
Baby Train
The hammer conceals a nail holder. Allows Safe fingers while hammering. Always there when you need it. Great for hard or soft surfaces.
New YouTube Audio Feature
Google Movie Maker
Eaves Storage Boxes
1-Per-Day Water Bottle
Bungiwrap
Sidelighters
TER
Insta-ICE
111
iTowel &amp; iBath Mat Heater
My fridge follows
Easyeco cloth diaper washer
Spotter for outside
Trifecta
spinal column keyboard
Pod Power Fixed
Screwdriver with Measurements
Get your baby asleep!
Trifecta
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Drift
Click -N- Hook
Baby Alert
Grieta LoL
The Pacifinder
Count With Zero
Shiny Umbrella
All-in Can
Smart Whale Banking
Coat stand extra
"Psst" - WINK Security Cam
swiss office tool
ANO- Washer Syatem
tu bu
You lost that hex-bit you need right now?

The dumbbell 'hex-bit' / 'nut wrench' combination will have it handy...

wb
eee
Baby Bath Basket
Glue gun safety gloves
barrier electricity
mStack
hair regrowth treatment
FOLDOUT Microwave Plate Cover
Cooking Balls!
TOOL HEADS
Cigarette filter
Smart Shopping Kart
Test
Misplaced that screwdriver bit or wrench? The hex-bit wrench combination kit has them handy... Inspired by the classic dumbbell wrench.
Under Door Air Flow Balancer
MiFlower
COUNTERTOP COOLER
SOLAR POWERED WIFI NOTE BOARD
Auto Sun shade
Kissenger
Expanding Soles for stability
Core
Nanomoser
Easy portion, even with Cereal
SPLATTER SHIELD REVOLUTION
Confetties
Scoop'n'Stow
abc
Minimalist Coffee Maker
Game Controller Gripper
Groove Cap
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#NAME?
The visual focus visor
3 Segment Saucepan
Rubberband with magnet on each end. One of the magnetic will slide in to be able to give the band more function. Put around items to hang.
Am I the only one that puts a spoon on top of my keurig? A suction coffee spoon holder that suctions to the top of your keurig.
#NAME?
Mattress pad for comfort with attached storage pockets - detachable to hang on end of bunk bed
Nospeedtik
Remote RC plane or blimp that makes colored smoke signal words in the sky. A RC plane that is built to hold and release smoke on the remote
Exercise Desert Survival Game
DO YOU WANT LESS MESS IN THE KITCHEN WHEN COOKING. Collapsible 3cup measuring cup that you can measure, shake, pour your batter from.
Thumbtack (or magnet) with built in emergency pen. Always have a pen close by when you can not find one (made with recycled water bottles?)
Dirty Foot Wash for Pets
Chore Bank
Mesh Hangar for Fridges
Headphones with a camera
Simple humidifier that uses convection to add moisture to a dry room. No electricity. Use on flat top baseboard or top of a wood stove.
Open door via phone remotely
No burnt pizza crust. My second take on solving the burnt crust problem is a washable ring/shield
No more burnt pizza crust. Foil sheets with the center already cut out. No more cutting strips or holes to protect that pizza crust.
Don't struggle opening zip-loc baggies, produce or trash bags EVER again. EASY money,sticker &amp; Contact paper separation. Stick and Separate!
Daily Dose
Light of Life
The game changer
Self_P
Sora
Chainable Hangers
Easy clean Garlic Press
Forever Flush
Purse Strap Alarm
MindFull Products
workout reminder
Smart Fridge Lock
Solar Tea Pot
Personal PizzaKutter
Small Vehicle Camper
All in one washer and dryer
TC WeB GOT IT cell accessories
Wireless Amplifier
Crossover for iPhoneÂ®
crazy check
Purse protectors
Extension powerstrip
The Grocery Cart with a Seat! Now you got a Place to set while you wait for the bus, or in the Grocery line! Bigger, safer, easyer!
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Cradle
Harman Hydraulic Earphones
Easy curl earphones
Daycare live
Internal lamp for women's bags
T Rump the game
Poppy Slow Cooker
Poppy Pure Water
Cat Eye Perfector
A tangle proof leash that branches off into multiple leashes 2 3 even 4 or more dogs could be walked on one leash without getting tangled up
Brooch Keeper-Square
Stationary Retractable Magnifying Glass.
3 in 1 solution : Protect, Power and Carry your iPad. Let's create a Solar protective carrying case that can become a stand.
PET ELEVATOR
Do you want to lose Weight? Do you want to stop eating everything on your plate? Use your Clip Plate and look great! Reach your diet goals!
Stationary Retractable Magnifying Glass.
Clip-on Hose Handle -&gt; Keeps both your hands and hose clean when rolling up the garden hose + Hands-free way to water your flowers #spotsv
Smart wake up projector
2
Electric Charcoal Chimney
$$ Quirky Litter Box System $$
Floating Shade
ArmPhone
A Affordable Outdoor Sink With Cutting Board.
! A Modular Vacuum Cleaning Caddy
Phobia the Board Game
! A Umbrella For Your Lawn Mower.
electric hoverboard
Ipad2 Skins & Decals Kit
Innovative "FLOWER - POT"
Stove Burner Timers
shaved
A protective laptop case that can keep external hardrives consolidated and protected so they dont dangle and damage usb ports
BOUNCE N'PLAY - The Bluetooth Ball that plays your favorite Music or Sound FX on each bounce! Meet iBall
USB finger RING, let's make them PRETTY and TRENDY! While we are there, why not WATER RESISTANT!
Bluetooth Chess - iChess FLEXIBLE Game Board, could be used with iDevices everywhere. Play real Chess game with an opponent on the Internet.
COLOR BLIND? Here are the DISCRETE indelible durable labels for clothes. Please try my test on the main picture, are you one of these?
Hands Off
Snackmat
Wall Charger
Pet Massage House
DBY (Developed by you)
CART X
Elastic Belt
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Pixels
A way to store your toothbrush, paste, floss ect w/out drilling holes or ewy adhesives by building an organizer around an outlet face plate.
disney record
Aria
Stick it Speaker
Ever cut your hand while digging through a kitchen drawer? Ya, me too. Make it a thing of the past with the automatic knife guard!
bobo
Tree
Calamity Cards for Safe Travel
Sketchy Sports!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers. Great for christmas presents!
Solor Pool Skimmer Chem Reader
Affordable wireless headphones
Cartoon Shaped molds
Bed Head Buster
Stick It Speaker
tv on car dashboards
Data Jewels - Wearable Tech
(UC Resubmit) Line extension for Grip Grater.
Mess free Salsa/Dip bowl
THERMALstat
Theme park chair
shower pump
Disposable Pop-Up Lawn Bag
design tool
Crates
EZ SHIELDZ
Balloon Kite With Skydivers and Electric String Winder
Poppit
Lets Build a Better Litter Box
Folio
E-Z Breezy Meat Seasoner
Weather change health alert
Lets Build a Better Litter Box
Moldable Plastic or Wire insert in Ziplocs where they zip together. You can bend any convenient shape to aid in filling or emptying the bag
POWER POD. Battery-operated iPhone 5 charger for on-the-go power. Inspired by a french fry box.
Sound Guard
Compact USB drive that allows voice recording of important mental notes, then converts it to a word document which you can easily save/print
DCRS Wireless Charging Zone
Suddenly tail lights on a car in front of you light up. With incremental brake lights, the heavier the braking, the brighter the lights get.
Pog Multiplication
Custom Compartment Storage Bin
Mag Swipe Lock
Magnetic, Pivoting Flashlight! Plugs into car cigarette lighter to keep it charged &amp; always ready! Easily mounts to metal for hands-free use
Bleh
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Bookmark Alarm Clock! Set your book on top of your alarm clock, and never lose your place again! Wake up on time after that late night read!
*LOCUS* Purse hanger + Tracker
Gridiron Rider
colored salt
*DUO* Collab w/ Aviv B.
multimeter holder
Katelyn.
water purifier
Drink Perfection Indicator
Easy Ice
Bottle Cap Water Filter
Bluetooth Spaghetti Diagram
Memor-ago
Modular Refridgeration
Motion Sensor Scare Crow
Wireless Charging Tool box/bag
FlatScreenTV Personal computer
Phone Case w/ Adjustable Stand
Men's Valet Inductive Charger
Ice Cream Auger
Pool Party Disco
For the Lovers of Holiday Decorating, How about Ceiling Fan Blade COVERS to change the look not the whole blade! Year Round DUST Covers too
Power Outage Backup Light Bulb
Flexible Phone Mount for Bike
Universal Charging Booster Case
ShriCola
Real Time Grocery List
sticker earrings
Body controlled Heater
Smoke Detector Smartphone Help
Mountable Toolbox
2 CONTAINERS in 1
Drone emergency tripod
Connected Bird Feeder
Pickup Power
Sponge,scrubber & soap in one
Hardest part about making pizza is trying to cut it when it's piping hot. Not if you have a pizza pan that has ridges
A Personal Flower Fan
The Floating Koozie
Circular Door Stop
The Sun Night-Light
EZClean Baby Depot
Kid Safe
I See Projector
Cloth gift wrap
LED GARDEN NOZZLE
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Everything Charger
ATHLETIC SHOE GALOSHES
THE BALL THAT COMES BACK
ReSub! ECO friendly, re-purpose those plastic bottles safely with my plastic bottle cutting jig. Safer for everyone that crafts. hand/motor
Frozen Treat
Fire Escape
PolishCure
Serve beverages fast, easy and spill free. At home, during any festivities or outdoor activities! Kids are messy and athletes need hydration
Hard Boiled Eggs from the OVEN. I propose a new silicone "muffin type" pan. Our Q egg pan is shaped to hold eggs for even and easy baking
Save Energy! Body temperature monitor that turns on and off a small fan to cool you as you sleep. Automatic-Wireless-Quiet
I would like a small fan, or blower, to fit in the open space of my windows so that the security latch can stay on.
NO, water, water everywhere...
Nifty way to give back to your community and Power The Grid (Search: wirelessguy)
SIX MONTH TOOTH BRUSH
extend-a-spout
The bathroom Warming Towelette Dispenser. (Search: wirelessguy)
Red Pencil
FollowMe Luggage and Wagons
greeting thank you card
Agitator pods
Mailbox Liner Secure Strip
YEAR ROUND DUST COVERS &amp; DECORATED COVERS FOR HOLIDAY LOVERS TOO! Keep the blades clean and for HOLIDAYS change the
look not the blade!
YEAR ROUND DUST COVERS &amp; DECORATED COVERS FOR HOLIDAY LOVERS TOO! Keep the blades clean and for HOLIDAYS change the
look not the blade!
YEAR ROUND DUST COVERS &amp; DECORATED COVERS FOR HOLIDAY LOVERS TOO! Keep the blades clean and for HOLIDAYS change the
look not the blade!
I would like the coffee maker to start brewing fresh hot coffee as soon as it sensed light or a certain sound.
Introducing THE COVER-RING , A "Ring Cap" (a small shower cap)to protect your ring's stone or stones &amp; prongs while keeping it sparkling!
Thumb Knife
Stick'n'Peel Fan Blade Filters
A small, use anywhere door hook for all of your bags, clothes, purses, etc. Can also be used in a bathroom stall and secure a broken door.
* SHAPLES * are Staples that are (and/or) colored, made in unique shapes, have words, images on them, etc.
shade tree creeper
Power Lite
Another Party
dry cleaner
A fast cheap Portable device used to flatten beer &amp; Soda Cans for those who make money doing scrap metal trade.Also can compact Trash.
Revolution Apartments
Home work looker
Power Strip Charger
Electric Hammer
cc
Touch this lamp anywhere and it will switch On/Off- a bedside lamp which also tells time for those who wake up in the night for any reason!
Bodybrella,rain tent
Activity Bed for Kids
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Click-a-Car
Crumb Catcher Highchair
Remember wrist
Dish drained with battery fan
Gripster
Attachable Hoodie
Theme Walker
Tablepus
Iron-On Micro Fiber. Avoid smudges, dirt, and scratches on glass items, like phones and eye wear. Micro Fiber when and where you need it.
dd
Clip &amp; Fly Remote Control Paper Airplane Increase Flight, Distance, &amp; Control of Homemade Paper Airplanes With Clip-On Design For All Planes
Doubled Layered Drawstring Fitted Tablecloth. Finally a tablecloth that stays put. Secure tablecloth to any table for any situation.
Samplez
Old Style 1947 Polaroid Phone Case That Plug To Our Phones So We Can Print Real Polaroid's On Our Phones Using Old Style But New Technology
Kitty Emergency GoBox
Fountain Bands! Easy attachment of a drinking fountain to any toothbrush, or anything stretchy band can fit, use as ring/bracelet
Sketchy Sports!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers. Colorful Fun For All Ages
Crumb Catching Highchair
WasherBots
Laser Pinata
Get Stylish Tan Lines Using Sunblock Stamps. Ink Stamps With Sun Block Integrated in Them for Fun Tan Lines When Playing In The Sun!!
Caught at the end of the roll with no replacement handy? This cylinder gives refill reminder, blinks while spinning as roll nears empty
parachutes on a plane
Screwdriver Chain 10-in-1
Suitcase Wagon
Storable Pots
Laptop and Eating Desk
Warm and Safe
Scratch-Off Surface Marker! Create your own scratch-off surface with a marker. Make Cards, Secret Love Messages, etc.. Endless possibilities
Easy Jack!! Handheld Device Easily Rotates Jack Handle For Scissor Jacks Lifting Your Car Quickly &amp; Efficiently. No More Awkward Tight Spots
Pocket Pants
Cyclist Day Pants
Residential Projection Device
Not just yet!
run and load
Car of the future
Wired Zip Bag
Lamp shade
gasdrvsad
Beautiful Bottles for your Bathroom With the Elegant Look of Glass but made of Plastic
A Creeper Crawler with Lights.
Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
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Flash-Charge Carabiner
Collapsible gardening pot
Magnetic Marker!! Make any objects surface a magnet simply by scribbling on the surface with a marker. Anything could have magnetic quality!
Is a case that has a sort of glove behind the Ipad so you can insert your hand into the glove and gives you better handle of the ipad.
THE "DRY DUCK" DUCK CLIP
Easy Jack!! Handheld Device Easily Rotates Jack Handle For Scissor Jacks Lifting Your Car Quickly &amp; Efficiently. No More Awkward Tight Spots
Chargzer
Soft Magnetic Impact Gel That Attaches To Any Hammer to Cushion and Protect. Remove Nails With Ease, No More Scratches &amp; Dents Left In Wall
Little Sis
Emergency Alert Phone Case
Feminine Disposal Jeannie
Fountain Bands 200+ Votes! Easy attachment of a drinking fountain to any toothbrush, or anything stretchy band can fit, use as ring/bracelet
Hookits! Strong bendable rubberized hook that can be used for hanging various items around a home. RESUBMIT 400+Votes!!
Sledding without snow! With Store bought ice blocks and my sled you can speed down grassy hills as if they were covered in snow. Watch Video
energy probiotic drink
Sunglasses with adjustable lenses you can control. Use a tiny dial or button to adjust how light or dark you want your lenses to be.
HEADS UP
Casing or Cap that fits any size or brand of USB that functions as a paper clip. organizing &amp; keeping your USB close &amp; easily accessible!
Quirky Extension Cord
Fountain Bands 200+ Votes! Easy attachment of a drinking fountain to any toothbrush, or anything stretchy band can fit, use as ring/bracelet
See what you're doing! Telescoping stainless steel PILOT LIGHTER with match-holding alligator clip, flashlight and flexible mirror.
Repono Ecliptic
Cleaner - Protector - Marquee
From Voice To Text! USB drive allows voice recording of important mental notes, then converts to a document which you can easily save/print
Refillable Trash Bag Dispenser! Put your roll of trash bags inside, suction to bottom of any can, new bags ready (like a tissue box)! Resub
Kitchen Phone Cradle
Worried your phone or wallet will fall out of your pocket? Secure ANY pocket with easy-to-attach, easy-to-remove fastener. No sewing.
Bluetooth Dash Camara / Hemet
Conceal Your Bra Straps! Easy Iron on Strap for the inside of a girls shirt to allow for easily keeping bra straps concealed. Resubmit
money magic
For serious sleepers, a not-so-subtle ALARM CLOCK THAT ASSAULTS THE SENSES. Random sounds &amp; smells + lights flash, wind blows, water
sprays
5464
App Enabled Light Security
A bag that attaches to a cooler (ice chest) that helps you organize and carry food, toys, and other gear needed for beach going, camping,etc
Retractable Extension Cord
A broom designed with specific bristles to tackle different types of dirt on different surfaces that won't leave dirt behind.
Adjustable Tint Sunglasses
A broom that has a dustpan that stores/hides into the handle.
energy probiotic drink
Solar windows
The BBQ Blaster - BBQ/Grilling Gun that Bastes, Marinates, Cleans, and Keeps Flames Under Control.
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The Pet Toy/Bowl Set.
Wine Bottle Utility Belt that holds essential accessories that you need to enjoy your wine like bottle opener, foil cutter, etc.
Add on Shelves for BBQ Grills
Create Your Own Animal Kit
Cordless Electric Bottle Brush with Detachable/Exchangeable brush heads. For Baby bottles/Jars/Kids Cups/Coffee Travel Mug lids Etc.
GE Smart Shower/Tub
Bluetooth Speakers Phone Case
Magnetic Cups!! Cute cups with strong magnets integrated into them allowing you to always have a cup on the fridge whenever you need a drink
NUT ROASTER, Small personal size for 1-4 persons for 1-2 Cup Capacity. Fresh Roasted Nuts ANYTIME!
Portable Power Bar Charger
Frozen beads -- strands of colorful ice-cold beads designed to keep you cool in hot weather. Ideal for men, women and children.
CARBONATED COCKTAIL MAKER. Infuse bubbles into drinks, just like a trendy mixologist. No hazardous CO2 cartridges needed. Updated with video
Connected Home Clock +Triggers
RESUBMIT: A flat 16-ounce water bottle that fits into your pocket. Removable clip so you can attach it to your belt, backpack, purse, etc.
A text book holder
Moldable Plastic or Wire insert in Ziplocs where they zip together. You can bend any convenient shape to aid in filling or emptying the bag
Audio Muffler
Brightly Colored Earbuds That Can Attach To Any Draw String Securing Buds When Not In Use But Also Giving The Wearer Totally Sweet Style!!
muted
! A better way to get the kids readyfor school. The kid clock changes color like a traffic light from green to yellow to red.
Re-submitted - Portable Hard Drive that you to connect together without having to use extra USB and Power cables.
Dingle Berry Disposer! Dogs get stuff like poop stuck in their fur often. Clean unsightly hair without touching it directly, easy disposal.
! A fun recycling game. Take a popular carnival game and combine it with recycling. More people will recycle if itâ€™s fun and easy to do.
A beach chair with pockets on back for storage. Spacer keeps your back comfortable. Wheels for easy push or pull. Everything in one trip.
One stop cleaning saves energy. Rolling, counter-high clean station keeps supplies together. Easy store under sink w collapsible legs.
Salt and Pepper shaker - with both the salt and the pepper in the same shaker
Microwave Popcorn Silicone Bag
Roller Ball Wireless Mouse
Clip &amp; Fly Remote Control Paper Airplane Increase Flight, Distance, &amp; Control of Homemade Paper Airplanes With Clip-On Design For All Planes
Magnetic, Pivoting Flashlight! Plugs into car cigarette lighter to keep it charged &amp; always ready! Easily mounts to metal for hands-free use
Mouse Pad that can charge a wireless mouse when the mouse is on the pad. Never have to replace the batteries again.
Sound sensor and wrist band
Refillable Trash Bag Dispenser! Put your roll of trash bags inside, suction to bottom of any can, new bags ready to use (like a tissue box)!
To Those With Active Lifestyles Who Love Jamming To Their Favorite Music But Hate The Hassle of Earbuds Falling Out And Wires In The Way!!!!
Inductive Charging Power Pod
Conceal Your Bra Straps! Easy Iron on Strap for the inside of a girls shirt to allow for easily keeping bra straps concealed. Many colors
KineticEnergy Generating Jeans
Robot "Roomba" Sander
SpeechToText Glasses For Deaf
Reversible USB hub. Simple, yet elegant.
Revolving Pet Door!! No Draft, Keeps Hot and Cold Air Out When Pet Door Is Not In Use!! Plus It Would Look Cool I Bet!!
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Smart Grill
Smell-o-Vision
Wireless alarm
iDock; Lamp, Speaker, Dock.
Measure Bolts/Screws/Holes
1.Squat Lite 2. a drain cle
Paper Plate Maker
Car Jack using DC Receptacle
Nosy fan
One-way window curtain
Sledding without snow! With Store bought ice blocks and my sled you can speed down grassy hills as if they were covered in snow. Watch Video
iPad case for reading in the bath tub-Cloak Splash
Baby Ball W/ Touch - Light Up
thigh gap pants
From Voice To Text! USB drive allows voice recording of important mental notes, then converts to a document which you can easily save/print
Resubmit blinking Array of LED Lights for Addresses on Mail Boxes &amp; Houses that can be controlled using remote. Make that house easy to find
USB Drive in which the cap functions as a paper clip. Dual function as an organizing tool, while keeping your USB close &amp; easily accessible!
HOOKITS! The Future Brother to Quirky's Tackits! Push Pins that hold much more weight than average push pins, with the convenience of a hook
Perfect Fit Body Scanner
mobile phone laptop protector
(Resubmit)Take the AutoStir and convert it to a AutoPopper!!! No more uneven popcorn cooking in the microwave!
Flyswatter Punch. Transform empty cereal and snack boxes into disposable flyswatters. Punch out swatter head and attach to reusable handle.
happy
CLUBTAB
Smart Phone Alert
NECK COOLER NECKLACE. Designed to keep you cool in hot weather, a frozen gel pack for the back of your neck attached to a rubber necklace.
Multi-Vac
Toothbrush Cover with silica gel compartment keeps your toothbrush clean, dry and protected. Dry bristles mean less bacterial growth.
Improvement To Current Bobby Pins In Stores. Entire Top Section of Bobby Is Covered In a Rubber To Ensure Better Grip &amp; Longer Lasting Style
Bumpers for your mini blinds! No more blinds crashing and banging when you're trying to sleep with your window open.
Drying Hair Brush
Cat harness
Brushing your teeth? Use a clean cup every time with this ELECTRIC STEAM STERILIZER. Comes with its own set of 3 ounce autoclavable cups.
Safingers
horizontal folding desk
Building toy for kids! Giant geodesic dome/fort FOAM NOODLE building kit. Lightweight, safe pieces won't poke kids. Indoor/outdoor, reusable
techlight
Reputation Algorithm
Carpas solares
Slap Rings! The Miniature Silicone Version Of Slap Bracelets, But As Rings For Your Fingers, Add More Style And Fun For All!, Could Be Big!!
Sandwich tackle box !
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Ability To Add An Extra Prong To Any Two Prong Plug, Keep Stubborn Plugs From Falling Out By Giving Them The Stability Of Three Prongs.
FUNctional Extension Cord
Your Dog Has Got Some Poop Cling-Ons Tangled In Its Butt Hair Or What I Like To Call "Draggies". Easy Clean Up By Using The Draggy Groomer.
Versatile plastic hanger. Uses: help dress children, hang shirts in proper direction, language flashcards, Braille labels #spotsv
Doodle Sports!!!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers. Colorful Fun For All Ages!!!
The Date Pineapple Kit. Got Some Friends Over Or A Hot Dinner Date &amp; Your Cooking? No Worries Impress Them All With The Date Pineapple Kit!!
Love Expressing That Inner Singer/Rock Star In The Shower Or Doing Dishes? Loofah Mic &amp; Dish Mic Bringing Fun To The Shower And Kitchen
Slap Rings! The Miniature Silicone Version Of Slap Bracelets, But As Rings For Your Fingers, Add More Style And Fun For All!, Could Be Big!!
Huggies kit
Interchangeable Solar Pumpkin
Monitor Strap. Keep your desk neat and organized while keeping important things front and center. Fun and colorful organization! Resub.
Auto Paint Brush &amp; Pump
Multi-Fit Bungee
Automatic PaperLog Maker
Tacky sleeve
No more awkwardly holding phone up to shoot photos &amp; videos. Wifi Mini Camera uses phone or iPad as viewfinder. App saves pics on phone.
GreatBook
[RESUB]Care for your teeth Hygienically, ANYTIME, and ANYWHERE with an individual UV light unit in a toothbrush storage tray.â˜….
Levitating Game Controller
Imagination / Engineering Toy
Barber Cape with pocket to hold scissors &amp; comb while you switch back-and-forth between them. Home haircuts no longer require a third hand!
This is a fork, candle and glow-in-the-dark stick(or LED)! Use it at a terrific party and a happy birthday party. It is not a real candle!
"Your Ride is Here" Wristband
Light-Up Extension Cord
(Resub)Decoration for dishes and cups. MAKE your boring dishes SPECIAL! For the Christmas party or your special time.â™¥
erjfoez
PinÂ Point
Hose Pot - Watering Can combo
Outdoor water game to test kids balance and agility while being sprayed with water. Last one standing is King of the Water Board.
Colorful LED MESSAGE BOARD plugs into a USB port. Flexible arm lets you position it however you'd like -- right next to your computer!
Sweater Saver
Bicycle Blender
"A crystal clear watch for a crystal clear picture of time," an idea for a watch case that suits the new iPod nano that have build-in camera
Store, Heat &amp; Eat Leftover Bag
Tired of your iPhone lying around on your desk? We need a CONVERGE line extension -- a solo version to hold just one cell phone.
Food Storage/Baking Tray Combo
Make your own paper plates! The PAPER PLATE PRESS transforms empty cereal and snack boxes into paper plates. Save money - save the planet!
Custom Compartment Storage Bin
A light show at your desk! Silicone bumper for computer monitor has embedded LED lights. USB powered lights cycle thru a rainbow of colors.
Goodbye messy cupboards. A neater way to store snack chip bags. Reusable, resealable transparent bag stands up on its own. Win the battle.
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Micro Rotary Tool
Push Bracelet works with all your apps. Customize to alert you when you get calls, messages, tweets, push notifications, etc. Simple band.
Foamy Beer without a Tap
Colorful, squishy CORD SPOOLS for phone and electronics chargers. Slots hold ends in place until you're ready to unwind. #spotsv
Tackle box for sandwitchs
Weighty
No more handling hot corn! Corn on the Cob Holders - insert BEFORE cooking. Folds flat so corn fits in pot, snaps open when it's time to eat
Colossal Cordies
a
LIQUID MEASURING CUPS inspired by dry measuring. A separate cup for each common measurement. Fill to top - easier to use! RESUBMIT #spotsv
Nimbus Pro
Power and Organization
A thin wallet-size card with a clear plastic pocket for safely keeping one or two important coupons or tickets in your wallet. #spotsv
Heat Out The Window
Portable TV
squeezy
Hot &amp; need a refreshing spray of water? MIST BRACELET is a trendy wristband with a hidden spray pump so you can mist yourself cool. #spotsv
Water Pressure and Safety
Booty Mop
Saddlebag Ice Chest
MAGIC SLATE FOLDERS - Add a Magic Slate to the front cover of a two-pocket portfolio. Perfect for reminders, doodling and more! #spotsv
Know when your snail mail has been delivered! Sensor attaches inside mailbox; app alerts you when mail arrives. Protect against mail theft.
Stencil Bake
Blinds with graphics on them.
POUR-OVER COFFEE LAB. Be your own barista and brew delicious coffee, one cup at-a-time. Bring the latest coffee trend home to your kitchen.
Hand Sanitizer MINI BOTTLE PENCIL TOPPER. Flip-spout bottle comes empty. Fill with your favorite gel or lotion and attach to pencil. #spotsv
Create a decorative doormat for dorms/apartments that helps lower utility bills by reducing under-door air draft. Simple, Green, Effective.
ID Badge-sized MAGIC SLATE. Attach this ultra-thin mini Magic Slate to your ID lanyard or reel. Always handy for jotting down notes. #spotsv
aMazin' Mama
Create a universal bike mount for cell phones that has an extended battery slot for long rides. For serious cyclists and Strava members.
iPad Habitat. Keep your iPad safe and sound with a dedicated home of its own.
STICKY CELPHONE CASE
Bagels In A Box!
Glow Swing Ball
Washing machine nets
BOTTLE CUTTER like those popular in the 70's, but designed to cut PLASTIC bottles. A must for living "green". Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
Pantastic
Tishooter tissue paper gun
ROLL TOP protective case for iPad.
A case that also is a backup battery for your iPad. A retractable cord inside case to plug in when battery goes low.
RABZ
KOOZIE WITH LID. Keep your drink cold AND keep insects out.
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Grocery Grip Heavy duty ring with soft grip for hands and wrist brace. Latch opens to load bags and when inside push button to release bags.
Don't leave your iPhone lying on your desk to charge. Pop it into the dock on this new version of Cordies+ and free up even more space!
Roll Out Racing
Reusable SNACK TUBES. Great for healthy snacks on-the-go. Pack a handful of raisins, nuts, etc. Attached lid snaps on for freshness. RESUB
Pram-Shell
CHILLY CHARMS - necklaces that keep you cool. Frozen gel inside stylish medallions. Great for hot flashes or hot days. #spotsv
Rotating Picture and Art Frame
not sure
Gerencia de la felicidad
Toplomjer
Springer Baby Bottle
FLYSWATTER PRESS. Transform empty cereal and snack boxes into disposable flyswatters. Punch out swatter head and attach to reusable handle.
Aqua breather
Don't leave your iPhone lying on your desk to charge. Pop it into the dock on this new version of Cordies+ and free up even more space!
Arc
Sub shop sandwiches are so good because they use freshly-baked rolls. MINI BREAD MACHINE makes just two submarine sandwich rolls at a time.
boxypee
iSense
Never hear your cell phone ring at home? WiFi Signals can be placed anywhere in your house to alert you when your cell phone is ringing.
There are many brushes to wash bottles, but how do we get them dry? BOTTLE DRYER is highly-absorbent and flexible to get every drop of water
Pacifier Nebulizer Attachment
Stroller Side Mirror
The Wallet Toothbrush
CHILLY CHARMS - necklaces that keep you cool. Frozen gel inside stylish medallions. Great for hot flashes or hot days. #spotsv
Cellphone Drop Saver
Bear Bottle
Self buckling seat
Collapsible Cage
the urinator
APP Controled Bottle Boat
Redesign/Resubmit: Icy NECK COOLER keeps you cool. Fill with ice cubes. When ice melts, use the hidden spray pump for cool mist. Reusable.
Wifi EXIT Sign, APP Enabled
Kitchen Nimbus
Flashing Security Flood Lights
Set of LIQUID MEASURING CUPS inspired by dry measuring. A separate cup for each common measurement. Easier to use, just fill to top RESUBMIT
Lady Trap, for Asian Beetles
Dry-lo
BOTTLE CUTTER like those popular in the 70's, but designed to cut PLASTIC bottles. A must for living "green". Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
H2Osynthesis Freshwater bottle
Portable Pocket
RESUBMIT: Liquid measuring cup set inspired by dry measuring cups. Individual cups for common measurements. Much easier to use - fill &amp; go
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Musical Pressure Pen
Know someone learning to drive? These MAGNETIC FLAGS easily attach to your vehicle to provide a visual aid showing exactly where car ends.
SMARTY
Sharing movie popcorn? Trade your brown paper bag for one made of SILICONE. Reusable, dishwasher safe, folds flat, SILENT! Multipurpose bag!
Downhill Skiing
Hose Reel - Sun Dial
Drone firefighter
COASTER BOX for your iPhone. A safe, dry, visible spot to set your phone. For kitchen, bathroom, desk, table, restaurant/outdoor dining...
BabyMo
RESUBMIT: User-friendly liquid measuring cup. Colorful markings, floating indicator, elongated design &amp; elevated base make measuring easier.
Line extension: CARGO in a variety of shapes and sizes.
-REDESIGN- Frozen necklace keeps you cool in hot weather. Long-lasting, constant cooling 58Â° reusable ice freezes in ice water or fridge!
Cooking Ball
Recoil Rover
ClicOOk mobile kitchen set
Mobile Row Machine
User-friendly liquid measuring cup. Colorful markings are spaced further apart. Floating indicator and elevated base make measuring easier.
Spin Box
Air Vent Increaser
Always carry protection..for your iPhone! Keep this thin, waterproof pouch in your wallet &amp; you'll ALWAYS be prepared. No more Ziplock bags!
A thin metal card with a clear plastic pocket for keeping one or two important coupons or tickets in your wallet, right where you need them.
Snip & Store Log
A portable safe with small ports for threading through charging cords. Charge your cell phone, iPod, etc. while keeping it safe from theft.
DOSCHAIR
PetPal
Reinvent the window fan
EL Wire Glowing Train Rails
Revolve
Car 360Â°
Cellphone Drop Saver
TC WeB RIING CARRING CELL
Dr Purbox
Auction Up
Smart Collar for Pets
Carseat cloud
Create Right Angle Blades for the common #11 hobby knife to cut/trim/shape in hard to reach places where you can't get a straight blade.
Gloves with scrubs and soaps
Multi Purpose Grapnel
Swaddle winter jacket
WashNRack
Food Flight
WashNGo
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Brick Blanket
FlatNGo
Universal Retractable Pucks
Rocket Ship To The Moon Game
Bread Dispenser: Keep the breads in good condition, remain form, don't mix and organize, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
Holder for plus cards.
PoochPillow
Bread Dispenser: Keep the breads in good condition, remain form, don't mix and organize, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
iKlyp
df
Bread Dispenser: Keep the breads in good condition, remain form, don't mix and organize, easy access, use dead kitchen space and declutter.
Vacation coloring book
Make a Quirky style bean bag chair made out of recycled material. You fill the bag with the plastic bags from shopping and grocery.
Cooking Removable Pot Lid Hinge
Omnibot
My idea is a Cooking Pan that containes the cooking grease away from the food product.
Avocado Squeeze Saver
Pill Popper
Finger print scanner for cars
Remote power cord disconnect
Pit-Pads
ADD/ADHD Home Schedule App
HDMI or Composite, Pivot Style
Hidden Cam Finding Phone Case
Scribblers
App Air Freshener
Quick Video Message Minder
Double Duty Broom
Wink Controlled Swimming Fish
The Hair Zen-ish
CHiLL
Lectric Limbo
Luggage with inbuilt scale
Simultaneous translator
Power Tower with Hide-A-Cord..
Telescopic Allen Hex Wrench
Mobile Alert
This product is the ultimate carpenters tool, all in one tool.
Smart Day Planner for Tweens
This product is a foam type, plastic or other freezing temperature materials that with stand freezing in side a freezer to freeze ice cubes.
USB otg attachable softkeys
This product ideas is a baby bobble toy, it has rattle noisy beeds, inside the clear ball at the top, and jingle bells inside the shaft.
Numby Buddy
Pot Handle With Digital Timer and Thermometer Make it Easy to Cook Multiple Dishes With Precision! Perfect for Big Meals or Restaurants!
Safe toddler foam train track
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Paper Towel Door Rack
*Portable Hot Water Heater-wash your Dog outside- Even during the summer, water from an outside hose is cool enough to make your pet shiver.
Sock-Dots. Remember the Silly Bands craze. Here is the next big idea. Velcro Shapes attach to your socks. Other names:Sok-Dots or Sok-Shapes
Fashion Eyewear
Magical wizard set
Hydroloop
Saggy Couch-Inflatable Cushion
Sock-Dots. Remember the Silly Bands craze. Here is the next big idea. Velcro Shapes attach to your socks. Other names:Sok-Dots or Sok-Shapes
Digital Door Peephole
Drill dust collector
Automatic Eject Battery Charger for Rechargeable Batteries.
AirPlane Spoon and Train Forks
Flexible cable organizer I want to have.
A poncho raincoat embed in a backpack.
purifier
PORTABLE STANDING DESK
Slide-Out Library Bookcase
Try It Before You Buy It
PoochPillow
Bluetooth phone projector
S.E.E.D
AirMaid - Refresh The Air
Doubler 2.0 Cooler
Coffits
Quick release shoelaces
Wine Reduction Trays for Pro's
Tele-Phones
Smart blinds
Guess my age
Smart equipment
Cap on Stylus
ijector
COOL OFF is a drink &amp; misting bottle. Bottom section comes off and can be used as a cup. This also makes it VERY easy to clean inside!
Toy Box Fun Set
The Desk Dozer is for those kick back days. Each time I sit back and rest my feet on the desk, the edge cuts into my legs, not anymore!
An adjustable sectioned candy/snack/cracker bowl w/center cup. Dividers are easily inserted or removed to allow different size sections.
PausePlay Earphones
The Bucket Tuck-It is a foam lined, multi divider to place between car seats for storing documents &amp; other items while in your vehicle.
Auto-tint
Universal Prog. Candle Warmer
Anti-space
connecting bath letters
RXdome
Pet Sauna
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Sneak Peek
PowerSkates
Bar Soap Puffball
Removable COFFEE STRAINER. This idea was UC and I took a lot of feedback from the community to try and make it work! Thanks for the feedback
Doodle & Color Phone Cases
ModBots
Ankle Lite
I love to put my feet up and relax! But sometimes, there's no comfy surface to rest your heel on, and it can hurt! It's time for "heel pad"!
QQ/å¾®ä¿¡:234288114æ¯•ä¸šè¯æˆç»©å•ä¸“ä¸šåŠžç†ï¼ŒçœŸå®žå½’å›½
Eye contact lenses dispenser
Baby/Toddler toothbrush
the Vent
Best Box
HoverBoard
Easy Robo
WEATHER HOUSE
shirnage purifier
Nerf dart pick upper
Twig
Pant Pal
RESUBMIT(UC) Universal USB with portable backup battery. A USB charger for the three main connectors!! The only USB Cable You'll Ever Need!
A device that helps us flatten plastic bottles for easy recycling. plastic bottles take up to much space making it hard to recycle!!
The perfect Salad Bowl with removable hands that when the hands attaches together becomes a set of tongs or LOOK AT UPDATED IMAGES OPTION 2
Freeze bottle is a smart idea to keep the water cold for long time.The bottle comes with individual GLOW IN THE DARK freezable tubes.
purifier
Snap-on Portable Cell Charger
The Cooking pot and Drain is a multi-purpose cookware piece that allows you to cook, steam and drain your food easily.
Mountable Everything Finder
h
Simplified Remote
Buboo
TC WeB MINI SELFIE STICK HOLD
Sheath
Layer Cake Pan
The Light Glove is a Ergo-flex design that allows you to focus bright light on your work while keeping both hands freework.
Strobe Light For Smartphone
The Baby Sounds is a shower handle that plays sounds or baby music to entertain the infant while in shower.Each button plays a unique sound.
App enabled Drone with camera
A new soft utensil that is part spoon and part spatula to use in items like pudding and yogurt to get to the areas a regular spoon can't
Eye In The Sky
houseofdream
5
Unipet
AQUAND FullForce Watering Wand
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Healthiest BBQ Grill
Upscale movable dog bed. Dog bed with wheels for easy movement and removable ramp for older dogs with problems jumping up.
A tangle proof leash that branches off into multiple leashes 2 3 even 4 or more dogs could be walked on one leash without getting tangled up
Snuggle Blanket
Laser projected mouse pad. Your finger is the mouse. Move your finger in projected box on desk as mouse. Like laser projected keyboard.
A new version of pivot power that is app enabled to be able to be turned on and off by your smartphone.
CO2 / sweet dead
ThermoRest is the heated wrist rest that can eliminate discomfort in the work place by providing heat therapy to the computer user.Patented!
Alto: Intel for your A/C
watercan purifier
Cellphone AED
Self-Watering Flower Pot
Rock Concert Lite Show At Home
A solution to microwave splattering and hot container burns in one complete interchangeable product line.
Sadeygator popies graber
Vibrating Shoes
Grouper
Disinfecting bracelets
Three in the Bucket
Bbong
Chiller
Fancy upscale looking Interchangeable snap on frames to use your iPad as a digital picture frame.
Hit n' Switch Hammer
The Multi-Drone
A leash that branches off into multiple leashes. 2,3, even 4 or more dogs could be walked on one leash. Also it would be tangle proof.
(RESUBMIT)A very durable tangle free leash that branches off into multiple leashes. 2,3, even 4 or more dogs could be walked on one leash.
Snap electrical conduit
OnePass
Automatic Fish Tank
Wobble Cup
PocketLint
The Lay-Out
glassWATER
Hot Wheels Steam Powered Cars
The Giftbox
House Party
Noise-less Ceiling Fan
TPF
Text book holder
Garden hose clean water helper
The Kill Switch
ShoeClip
Smart Rice Dispenser
Perk
Ara
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Zolar Klips, line of sports and safety visors that attach easily (no tools) to most sports, outdoor activity or safety headwear.
IN THE MIX
Easylens
new set of tools for cooking
Retractable extension Cable
Mr Brew
Baby Bottle Keeper
Magnetized bar/table/costers
App Enabled TV Swivel Retrofit
deneme
Adjustable Cleat
The Blister Preventative Sock
Superfly
Quick Liquid Dispenser
Car handbag rod
Smart Fusebox
cocoa tablet pills
Barbie-Champion Racing Car
Caleb
Sun-Themed Alarm
Street Meet
Lava Lamp Pen
Spectra
Recoverable Weather Balloon
Detachable Clip
Ghost Detector
Floating Exercise Device
Pulp
SnzBox (SneezeBox)
The Shadow
Smoke's smell worry free cars
What's That Smell? Oh, time to change the A/C filter. A battery powered, misting reminder magnetically mounted inside HVAC Return Duct.
Simple Calculator Pen
Finger Mitts
ADHESIVE WALL MOUNTED MAGAZINE RACK. Combines a stylish, minimal single bar rack with "Command (TM- 3M)-type" adhesive backed wall
mounts.
RETROFIT SLIDE-OUT VANITY STEP...Preschoolers unsafely utilize the vanity cabinet floor as a step to wash hands and brush teeth.
Lawnmower Debris Bag Holder
Dual Input EARBUDS w/Toggle
Self-Weighing Suitcase
RESUBMIT...Upright Long-Handled DUSTPAN with LIGHTS or after market switched light set ADD-ON.
Wind Kept
Sphere w/ Retractable Sockets
3in1clothing
The Lifeguard Badge
child proof your toilet
Write Anywhere Smart Stylus
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Moving Board
A LIBERATING PET CARRIER
Clip on Freon Screens for car
Boogie Board XXL
Future of Juicing
Findmychild
Modular wooden box system, that could be used to storage all kinds of things. See the pictures.
MICRO CHAINSAW / CHAINFILE
Stylish folding coaster tables
Mommy/Daddy Messages
BPA-Free Refillable Water Jug
Magna-Rings
KORE
Twist tie
Sink paste
Pet Talk
Word It
Space-Saving Drying Rack!
Coffee-Soda Maker
My EXPANDABLE DIAPER BAG is the answer to every moms travel needs! Sometimes you need a small bag; sometimes a large bag. Use just one bag!
View!Cam
The Perfect Diaper Bag
App App
peach wine
App-lique!
The super selfie
Happy Flowers
App-lique!
A Drying Rack that Rocks!
Sink paste
Double walls flowerpot
Modular Chair Footrest! Give Your Kids a Place for Their Feet! -- A COLLABORATIVE ENTRY -Month-of-the-Year Underwear
Peri-mirror
app enabled recliner..
Virtual Car Window For Dogs
Shoes anti-ice
Smart Toy Blocks 2
New Type of Sprayer
Umbrella Clip to simply fix your broken umbrella. [Resub. 270 Votes, 91%]
magic dust pan
Automatic pop-out straw. See the picture of my prototype.
My product idea is a frying pan with removable handle. Easier to wash in limitted sink. Solves the problem of storage and transportability.
Ergonomic Push Pins
My idea is a spacing plate between your back and backpack for summer. You don't need to sweat during summer.
it,s a 4/in one picnic ,beach, travelrug ,snuggi. with a carry bag , with velcro on the sides to pull off the bottom for a picnic
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LED Waterproof Glow Darts
roller grid exstention
2
Life Cam
wireless extention
Frying Pan Crumbs Scraper
LED LIGHT LOOP
Where To?
Medical Modesty Exam Gear
DualShock 4 BT Transmitter
Roof carrier spoiler
Battery Knowledge
BakUp Lanyard
hjgjghj
ice Shield
sports watch
gatherer of fruits
Pavlovs pad
whistle mitt
comfys
Colored Car Tires
Door Stopper
Stretch Tarp - New spin on a common item - Tarps are used every day and almost always require bungee cord or tie down. I say no more!
body sqeeggee
WheelieNeat Trim
Little Learning Bucket o Balls
Bookbag w/Built-in Organizer
Bars, Coffee Shop Menu Charger
Flip Charger
FishTank
shsgshshdhdhdh
While-Your-Away Dog Trainer
Candy Crumbler
Rugged bike
sdas
'Fun Things Around' web-site
"BufferBuddies" solve uncomfortable, loose fitting ear buds with improved sound! Alternative to noise cancelling headphones when traveling.
Drillatilla
Boom Box
Patent assistance
Flip Charger
Line Merge
Wink: Portable Bathroom Heater
Z campclip
Wink: Sleep Sound Machine
Drive Case
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5 points jacket
easy spare
Ereceipt
DIY E-cig juice starter kit
SimpliVape
Mount/inwall bluetooth speaker
PLAYBRUSH
Flying drone fairies for kids
CGPU
Aim Racers
Wheelchair Hand-Lever Drive
MOU
Extra Extensible Power Outlet
Multi Clip
A magnetic picture frame w/accessories to change the edging at will. Bored of the same old frame-change the look without buying a new frame!
Golf Ball Illumination
Canman
orange bbq chicken
BowlTv
Filter to drain
POP-UP STEP GATE - Designed for eye appeal and help families w/ children &/or pets against the struggle with pressure mounted safety gates.
sealbot
Hanger clip
The SINK HELPER
Kitchen timers that hook onto the edge of a pan, lid, handle &amp; many other items. Time multiple items at once &amp; never overcook anything again
Squatting Toilet
The DRAWER STATION rest over your cabinet drawer face &amp; used to hold items like a blow dryer,curling iron, brushes, bobby pins, bands etc.
Ergowalker
Fiddlenotes
Rollback
Bebida
Trigger Single Weedpuller
Straw cleaner
The cooler buddy
GAUGED EAR HEAD PHONES
Gaugers
Hands free phone case
Dog Wash Pod
asdfa
Tundra: Heated SnowMelt System
Dual Battery
Consumer Super Computer
Hop It Up!
Case-Erase
Stool with retracting steps
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Musical door bell ringer
Pure cold
Power anywhere! An Iphone to Iphone charger. When you need an extra push you can get a little help from your friends.
EasyWaste
Tempa Chair
Home based hand blow dryer
Age appropriate sewing kits fo
iPhone 5 Bicycle Mount
shade tree creeper
The Running Mate
Apple watch sweat band
Airline Bag Design
Pavlovs pad
0.5watts light,2435lux
Barbie Select-A-View Theater
Pursuit
"Sunshade Pod" a portable, light umbrella with a difference. iPad, iPhone attachments allow for no hands viewing!!! wow!!!
Empowerband
Trading Card Price Scanner
Mountain Club
Photo corner push pins
Snitch Mat
DIY Freezer Herb Butter Ports
Dock-it Socket
Finally!!! easy to use,takes up no room And fits all pan sizes! A no fuss strainer!! Finally!!!

** watch 22 seconds video**

WiFi Shoes
The Grip for Tool Handles. Grip your tools comfortably and keep the handles free from dirt and water.
awesome
phondler
nighty-light
Bed Wetting Monitor
Portable Water/Food Container for Dog &amp; Hiker
Imagine having an alert on when your food is READY when COOKING on FIREâ€¦ ! Never burn rice again!!! check out The NEVER-BURN-AGAIN
ALARM!
EMS Jaw Spreader
mini iphone " genius "
Power Cord Detangling Adapter
Kids Cooling Mask Sunglasses
"The Recycling Ben" A fun character that smashes aluminum cans with its mouth and discards them into a recycling bin.
agent barbie
Natural pest control wipes
zip air block
Retractable Charger-Heavy Duty
5 Points
Flea eliminator.
iConnect
PowerCup
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Bluetooth photo frame- it's so simple- with new iPhone photo streaming capabilities, display favorite shots RIGHT AWAY! Reasonable price
Drain Fish
Poop bags and puppy treats and cell phones - oh my! Let's create an armband that's pooch-perfect to keep the on-the-go pet owner organized.
HotCup
quick test 2
Armband for the on-the-go pet owner. Previous eval! Stay organized on walks. Holds (EMPTY) poop bags, treats &amp; your phone too! POOCH PERFECT
StormSaver Bulbs
Create a MINI AutoStir! Most single serve soup sizes are just a cup - take it to work and don't be that person that lets their soup explode!
Back to the car and your soda is boiling? Keep your drink cold in the car with the ultimate Kool Koozie! Gone for an hour? No problem
Outward Corner Curtain
Cydro
Find the remote
Bathe Mate
HealthScan
App Enabled **** Air Freshener
Rechargeable Battery Indicator
Mower Caddy
the robopill
Collapsible Metal Straw
Nerfie
Beamer
Portable Thermos
Cubby Cribs Natural Baby Crib
keepers
The Dolittle
Level indicator
Entrepreneur Lab
Pixit
Skill Frame
Squeeze n' store
InfraGo
CAMPING BUCKET LIGHT
Poppy Toilet Paper Holder
Leezard - Attachable light
Cylindrical Hair Dryer
Mobile Dirt Collector
Ring Tunes
Guitar Auto Tuner
Drill Bit Clamp (Adjustable)
Boost
Smart Humidifier/Dehumidifier
voice moovz
Chip And Dip
Bubble Blowing Speaker
Re-Bottled Brilliance
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100% Water Proof Phone Case
Get it
Canari
No Suck Trash Can
Decorative Ipad Holder
szrdxtfyugihojpo
The Kitty Potty Mat. A pad/mat you place on the bottom of your cat box to see if it needs to be cleaned.
Morse Code Bracelet
drinker
It is about a portable pet and a key chain that transmits an app(game) when you plug it, you can edit your pet's style and see it grow.
Wireless pool monitor.
Solar powered tiki torches with built in wireless speakers. All Controlled by your phone/tablet.
There is no way around it.. Cat boxes STINK! Why not create a device that helps keep your house smelling fresh between box cleanings?
The Hot Seat
FlexWrkTable
Tri Glide Folding Snow Sled
splash guard
Minicellphone Disco lighter
Tupperwere
Home Defense In A Pot
Simple Cable TV Remote
Heated Ice Chipper
KeyScan
Mundi
wheres home
Night Lights
Curbs and stairs are the bane of stroller pushers. Adding a tilting wheel base with simple shock absorbers should help with that.
Smart Weather Buoy
Acoustic dominoes play music as they fall and hit the next one in line. Think wind chimes or xylophone. Play and learn at the same time.
Buffy Bracelet
MOTORSICLE
the detachable hawkbill
The Perfect Showerhead
Bag Sealer
Is It Hot In Here or Is It Me?
Rubber soap dish cover
Look Twice
Wrapi
Container with Tare Weight
quite ultrasonic humidifier
Bucket Camping Light
Integrating an app along with recycling bins or other waste disposal units. Various content to assist and make recycling fun!
Smart Lamp
Secret book
MasterFill
Teeth-ifier
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Wooden Cooking Tongs
The airplane travel pillow needs to be reinvented! Let's create one that doesn't strain your neck &amp; keeps you well rested to enjoy your trip
phone external battery holder
Wedge pillow for pregnant women to lie on stomach comfortably. Removable pillow inserts of 3 different sizes for different pregnancy stages.
Bully cam
Shamrock Stamp
dfbzdf
Ig
Sewing Needle Threader
Veggie/fruit combo tool
2-oz toddler travel potty aid
Vibrating car floor mat
New tool for c and eye screws
A zillion power adapters tangled in a drawer and I don't know which goes to what device. Instant retractable case you can label would help.
Pregnancy belt with built in speaker- let your baby safely listen to you or music - grows with baby, please read
Kids lighted LED lighted bracelet. Customize your bracelet, change your colors, words, blinking function.
ì§‘ ì§€í‚¤ëŠ” ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ë¹„ë°€ë²ˆí˜¸ ë³´ì•ˆ
Lighted shoe laces are very popular with kids but you can't customize your color. You can now with IMP powered shoe laces!
Bluetooth Front Cam Flashlight
Collapsible wine container. Possible built-in air vacuum,a new way to really make your wine last longer. read article why this is better
girls emotions explained
Modernized Twister game. Use app to change colors, designs of game. It will be like a new game every time you play. Fun community project.
An application and plug that alerts you when your power is off in your home. Save your food before it is too late.
ìœ ê¸°ë† ë§ˆìš”ë„¤ì¦ˆì™€ ìƒí¬ë¦¼ ì œì¡°ê¸°
NFC Emulator
Dispatch and monitor your autonomous vacuum cleaner from afar!
ì˜¨ë„ ê°ì§€ ë¨¸ë¦¬ë ì›¨ì–´ëŸ¬ë¸”
Crosstalk
Clothes clips - keep stubborn clothes from falling off their hangers in the closet, while keeping the clips safe and secure on the hanger.
ìƒˆë²½ í-ì‹í•˜ëŠ”ë¶„ë“¤ì„ ìœ„í•œ ì‹œê°„ì„¤ì • ìž ê¸ˆ ëƒ‰ìž¥ê³
Smelly cheese, in the fridge? Cheese smart app, fridge connected! Control cheese maturation!
At the end of the day get your manicured massage with an app-connectable controlled massage lounge chair!
Bandage (Band-aid) w/ cool gel. For bumps/scrapes. Naturally numb wound. In freezer ready togo. Good 4 toddlers! Reusable w/ adhesive strips
A device that registers heart beats and takes pictures at preset intervals and specially when heart beat rises.
App takes multiple pictures of your uncolored roots using special camera mount and color contrasts and points you to the right dye!
Adapter USB X Socket
Charge Me
At-My-Desk Knee Adductor
Front Cam Flashlight
First-Class Women's Travel Kit
POWER SCRUBBER : Find your inner scrubbing chi! Easily battle stubborn spots & quickly clear cranny muck without killing your finger tip.
Smart vent adjusts room temps independent of thermostat. So one room's not hot while the other is freezing. Save energy, be comfortable.
Don't blast baby or you with a powdery blizzard! Product you fill with baby powder lets you control and tamp where you need it.
Tableware Set :: plates, bowls, mugs, glasses, & even flatware. Never burn yourself again. The entire set would be microwave compatible.
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STRONG ARMS: Weighted arm extenders increase effective weight with less weights + Ends act as ab-wheel. ALSO enhance your yoga routine.
Safety Cam Barbie
Metalform Barbie
Halloween Egg Decorating Kit
Beach Art Kit
Endless FP Basket
Utensil with heat-resistant handle, ring clamp and pouring spout lets you cook food in its own can. Great at bbqs, campfires - maybe stove
A faster and simpler way to cut and serve cake. Cake server lets you size piece, slice, and hold with one motion. And serve with the second
Solar-powered warming tray. Keeps food warm at bbqs and picnics and other outdoor eating occasions. Also has plug-in option for indoor use.
Keep your pet from biting and licking its wounds without giving her the goofy (and unwieldy) E cone look.
pool cover
Food Store Duffle
Test
NeoCupboard
State Barbie Dolls
Cloak 2
Airjacket
2C - Second Chance
Pour one out
Candle Jar With Censor
Daniel Test
Biodegradable Hemp Styrofoam
Cabinet Speed Square
Chicken Nugget Shape Cutter
Disc Brake EZ Pad Gauge
Retractable Jumper Cables
Ultrasonic Heaters
HVAC Generator
RESUB-Extend an unreachable receptacle outlet ANYWHERE in seconds!(UPDATED W/ PICTURES) How many times did you wish you had a closer
outlet.
Swimmers Panic alarm
Zoom
Espresso-tein
Electronic Pillow
light foot
Variable 3D Printer
Share Zero Space
Detector
Wink WiFi Extender Booster
New and improved Christmas tree hook... (WATCH THE VIDEO PLEASE)
Custom Cases
PhoneBud
BOLD - Happy House Videogame
Water lamp
Windshield chip band aid
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Style Your Step
Sound Direction Headphones
SmarPen
Collapsible Soda Bottles
ReSub! ECO friendly, re-purpose those plastic bottles safely with my plastic bottle cutting jig. Safer for everyone that crafts. hand/motor
Scuba Divers and Swimmers are going to love my unique trailer hitch cover. Check it out. The fins will appear to swim while you drive.
Universal Touch Screen Stylus
Wink Window Fans
Smart Snow Melter
Designer Wind Power Generation
OLED DISPLAY FOR CATS
Side view mirror defrosters
Sleeks
DEWY UltraSonic Steam Cleaner
The first watch even a 3 years old child can read. No hands/digits. The simple pie display tells your child when itâ€™s time to go home.
Portable Steam Garment Bag
Hold Your Trash Bag in Place
Croven
Micro Mesh Spoon
Microwave Steamer Cleaner Tree
Fast Food Bag Scan
Roomba that picks up Dog Poop
Hand held- Steams and Suctions
Electric Pomegranate Tool
Wireless Charging Science Kit
Pawnties
VOICE CONTROLLED HEADPHONES
Electronic circuit like GSM cell.It can be programmed by everyone with Arduino IDE.Everyone can use GSM with his own program code.
automatic flavor syrup dispens
automatic flavor syrup dispens
HOT WHEELS MAG-LEV TRAIN TRACK
EB BRACELET
Converge
medicine timer
Recessed Ceiling Light Hub
Bottomless Cat Food Bowl
Zip-Note
POWER UP TOOL BOX
stealth fi gyro disc
SpecShots
Furniture Fixer Support
Twilight Viewer
Bandits
Melon Master
stealth f1 gyro disc
RinseOff- new revolutionized in-sink dishwasher/rinser that easily hooks up to the faucet and washes dishes without having to lift a finger.
Fisher firewall mail
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The View
Stowables
Sleeks
Spillproof Refrigerator
Bloxkx hey how do i add a pic?
No touch floss
Vattenpass tvÃ¥delat aukustiskt
Brollex
Smart Grill Light
The sanitary toilet plunger sleeve. Everybody knows how gross it is to grab that plunger knowing the germs that have been breeding on it.
safdvasd
Porta vent window
headphone
TABLETOP TANTRUMS!
App enabled Bike Tire Valve
App Enabled Water Softener
App Enabled Toaster Oven
App enabled Out of Bed Alarm
Kids drum set-without the bulk
automatic flavor syrup dispens
Spatula with a mist
Hard boil egg shell remover idea #2. a small air blowing hand pump, quick and simple way to have a perfect boil egg Watch video on Youtube
Ouch Pouch
nimbus
Bathroom odors are the worst! Tackle bathroom odors on a daily basis with the Quirky Air Freshener.- The all natural odor killer.
taskdrive.domain-Dean
Claw cable lock for iPads or iPhones. Home or away, secure your iPad or phone from theft with a portable, easy to use claw cable lock.
Smart pdlc film/ solar panels
Cover and Play
iouihyfgdt
The Perfect Cupholder
bright tree
MATTEL-SMART STEM DOLL HOUSE
El Kasper
Sushi Machine *Patent Pending
Soap n scrub
Losing a key with no duplicates can be very expensive. Copy and store your keys into a modified USB chip. Introducing the "keyper".
Project Pocket
Salsa on the Go
walking robot human structure
2 partial Cup
Instagram is a very hot topic these days. How about a unique and different way to print these pictures yourself.
Snow Pump
Safe mask
Eda-Spoon
AlphaBeta Soup
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Disappearing Outlet
Fantasy Fitness
Two for One Lukes Ladders
Rubber cuff long sleeve shirt
Cushion
The Sewing Pen
The Fake Food Fly Swatter
The Ex Girlfriend
Poop scoop
Ringless Binder
Solar Panel Umbrella
Grocer
Test Invention
Tapping Pocket Watch
Easy Hang Towel
Cobra Hose Attachment
Automatic sunshade
Skateboard Carrying Rack for B
Cake Slice Serving Plate
Carbon cooler
Alerting Car Charger
#Backup
Babies with balloons and carry
The Healthy Baster
qCat
iMicrowave
Magnifiable Alarm Clock
Phone Case w/ Built-in Tripod
The Ultimate Device Charger
A pet activated food/water dispenser with a hinged lid that opens when pet steps on pressure pad and closes when pet walks away.
The Charles Challenge
Thumb Drive Storage
Motivational Meter
Kitchen Whisk Unfolds Flat
Organizational Power Surge
Modern Hanging Wall Charger
Bottle Cooler/Warmer In One
Custom Cake / Brownie Pan
Protect your Food
WrightSeat
Automatic Shower Attachment
Smartly Baby Proof Your Home
Vertical Wall Charging Dock
Smart Shower Radio/Mirror
Mobile Guard Mode
Modern Smart Car Dashboard
Shred your Crumbled Paper
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The DRY Pillow
Wettp
CHILD SAFE PIVOTPOWER
barack obama on a $500
Induction Charging Science Kit
PICKPOCKET STOPPER
How many Tater Tots must die? How often can the cookie crumble? The Snatchula is here to help. Save the Tots. UPDATED Design!!!
Motion Wheel Pro - a gaming accessory for the iPhone and iPod Touch that contains built-in speakers.
Business Meeting Location App
Pivoting Card Holders - VIDEO!
iPhone antenna mounted camera - Get those over the crowd shots, or see what fell behind the dresser. Lets create the iTenna camera!
Smart shopper
Dish magnet
Hollow Tapered Rolling Pin
Wine Fall
Get in the boot.
APP-ENABLED SHOWER TIMER
Redirect
electric riding lawn mower
AirDancer Butterfly Kids Game
stero karayoke
Sweet surprise
Nautilus
HiTech Wall Charting
aaba
A MINI ''SENSEO
THE HOMEDEPOT WATER CONTAINER
Wall-e
Share keyboard with iPhone
Airline Tray Table Organizer
My Cooler
Smart Mat
Smarter Toaster Oven
The Modernized Charge Station
Intractive Smart Game Mat
Sound Potential
Volume Remote for all Devices
LightLock: Key-Free Control
Weeble Wobble Cat Scratch Toy
Growdome
Floating Fish Camera/Viewer
Walk On Water Bubble
â€œLet-It-Snowâ€ Shovel
Chandelier Christmas Lights
App enabled wine preserver
Collapsible Iceless Cooler
Food Grip
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Handheld Cable Tie Machine
Retrofit Light Switch
Super Smart Washer Dryer GE
Scopie
Fold'n Grow
Test
App Enabled Mirror In My Hand, Who Is The Fairest In That Land?
App enabled BREADCRUMBING DEVICE to track children, people with dementia and pets on a crowded beach or somewhere else
PAPER ZEN: tool for important small papers like memos, receipts, tickets, etc. which can be used at home, office and in your car.
Motion Following Lighting
Hot Beverage Warning Indicator
Pulse - It beats with you.
Convertible Broom Vacuum
Head or Trip Danger Alert
Up or Down Toilet Seat Clapper
A trackable secure wallet
Kitchen Whisk Unfolds Flat
Weight Seat
Discrete Smart Bathroom Scale
Fly A-Weigh
The Lightweight Mason Jar
kodakyar
Smart and Safe Jewelry Box #KC
Laser light obstacle course, app changes the lights, colors and direction of light. maneuver through with out touching the lights!
Snap to child's shirt while they are playing, it buzzes you when your child starts to move out of the recommended space. Not a GPS
Collapsible 3cup measuring cup that you can measure, shake, pour your batter from. Measuring, shake, pour and contriol pancake, cupcake etc.
BIG WHEELS
Key Board illumination button
Trigger Finger
Modernized Twister game. Use app to change colors, designs of game. It will be like a new game every time you play. Fun community project.
All Ready
100 Calorie Snack Dispenser
Bathroom scale, bends and super thin (think yoga mat) for easy storage. Sends your weight to web based application, hide your numbers.
Iced Tea Utensil Double Mesh Spoon- All in One - Holds tea bags, lemon, mint leaves and sugar. The perfect pitcher of tea everytime.
Kids ice cream bowl maker. Keep bowl in freezer, add ingredients, shake. No cubes to add. Find out what asotv said
Service Solahart 081288408887
Forever fisher
Bottle opener 4 Geeks
Austin Invention Challenge 2
Pill Tracker
Tri-State Detector
Corner Toy Sorter/keeper
Sterile sponge
Poppy Snooze Bath Mat
An application that alerts you when your power is off in your home. Save your food before it is too late.
360 LED
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Colored hair seems to be the new trend among teens and adults. Why not make it quicker and easier. Best part, its non permanent. Any Color!
Poppy Port
ALL-IN-ONE HAIR BRUSH
Melt
A device that one can use in all kinds of social settings to get an introduction with another person that you may never have met otherise.
A modernized charging station ottomon to meet the needs of todays family. Opens up similiar to a dollhouse, stores and charges your devices
Steam garment clothing bag. The bag fills with steam to freshen or get the wrinkles out of your clothes. Steaming your clothes is easy.
Service Solahart Jakarta
Build your own ice rink in your yard. Simply add plastic from the local hardware store and add water and let freeze. Affordable ice rink.
Hanging Planter Basketâ€“Plant your flowers upright or plant your vegetables upside down. More flexibility with your hanging basket.
ABC's and Colors : The Getting Ready for Kindergarten Board game
No where to place your ear buds when your not using them on the go? This is the answer.
Modern Adjustable Aerobic Stepper Platform - Count your steps, challenge yourself by increasing your steps everyday
transparentPad
The perfect meat thermometer can be placed into the meat prior to cooking, read from both sides when you flip your meat, and then labeled.
Fit pod
Lapgaroo
Watch Me Now Platinum
Flexi-Lint-Remover Glove
App-enabled High Chair
Childproof Floor Vents
Watch Me Now
Wacky Gaurds
Find Me
PAA
All4ONE Washer/Dryer
AllINOne... G.E. washer w/app
Jewelry Clasp
Alergency
Wink Bath Scale Lillie&amp;Capone
Shower Foot Scrubber
Le SÃ¨me-Graines
Pet Sweep
Extention Cord with Timer
fsfasfsa
SPRITCHER
OSCAR
Let's create a pacifier that lights up when a baby cries so it's easy to locate in the dark.
Hybrid Grid-Solar UPS
New Glass/Storage Recycle Bin
dsa
Solar heated seed starting tra
INTERCHANGABLE MULTI SURFACE BASE FOR HOLDING CELL PHONES, E-READERS &amp;TABLETS. WATCH MOVIES IN BED,READ
RECIPES IN KITCHEN, READ HANDSFREE!
POD WRAP-FREEZABLE/HEATABLE "PODS"SEWN INTO SOFT/STRETCHABLE ELASTIC CLOTH W/ VELCRO CLOSURE. EASY TO WRAP
AROUND BODY PARTS FOR RELIEF!
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Firework Fortress-portable Barrier/Launching structure-help ensure your family &amp; friends safety while enjoying the fun of fireworks!
smart blanky
Press-on Platform
Reusable NoFire Pyrotechnics
Sof's baby doll
Sink / a cleaner's cleaner
Watch me, Mommy
the thing
xczzxc
Peneat
The
HOTEL EXPRESS
Atsali Glass
rocket board
Skrunch Bottle
prova
Jalam
app for electrical home panel
thumb swipe to send you txt
Goppy MoSty
HOTEL EXPRESS
Chopstick holder & key chain
CharSpace
Fishing: SwivelSnap+Weight
Per Se
InductiveCharginPWRtoolsAUSTIN
InductiveCHARGINsmartcarAUSTIN
Inductive tablet case
Smart Watch inductive case
HEALTH+
Virtual Canvas
Tea bags creator
Bike Helmet Hat
Keychain/Smartphone retriever
Smart Phone and keychain locator. Smart phone / iPhone app which is linked to a key chain via the app.
Livestock Hay Feeder. Weather-proof your livestock's feed from the wet and cold, while keeping it contained.
Cubo
Richcreek
Fire No More
Toyble
Track
Ledge
App enabled heater bath fan
Hidden Charge Battery
NAIL POLISH PUCK
Don't flip your lid! This bottle cap keeper &amp; get a grip on the bottle cap -easier removal -don't worry about losing the cap RESUB #SPOTSV
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Bike Buddy
Chore Bank 2.0
Toddler Slide Glide (slide)
Don't flip your lid! Use this bottle cap keeper to get a grip on the bottle caps to make removal easier and never worry about losing the cap
V-Ride
plastic Drink cup with mixing attachment to mix individual servings of drinks like crystal light by moving the straw up and down or swirling
The Grocery Chill Tote
The Diet Dome
Windshield H.U.D
Smart Clothespin
RubyLinc: a USB Cord Connector
cooling cellar for cosmetic
B
Cooking Glove
Finding stickers
YoGa Smart Coach
Better Shower Temperature
No worries bed fence
Seat Buddy
Electric flosser
TOWEL DISH DRAIN - PROTOTYPE
magnified workbench mat
NEW GAMING CHAIR
DRY ERASE- TENT/CHAIR/MAT
SMART ICE MAKER with sensors
NEW IMPROVED DIFFUSER
Truckbed support rails
Energy Station
Painteez
Smart travel case safe
Cool-As-Pluck Quirky Temporary Tattoos - "Get **it Done" "Better, Funner, Faster" "Quirky logo" "Inventor" and other Quirky Artwork
APP ENABLED OUTLETS AND SWITCHES. Mobile and mountable any where you want or need them. Wireless INDUCTIVE electricity.
ROCK CANDY-JEWELRY MAKING KIT
A digital thermometer timer that talks to a app on your phone to let you know when your food is at temperature (with multiple probes)
Portionware
A hot veggie peeler that is quick, safe, and easy to use. Would be great for Potatoes!!
smart lunch
Soccer Talker
A universal bit that has titanium push pins that form into any shape making it a true bit for any need!
SMART BLUETOOTH HOUND
SMART CLEANING HUB SAFE
Hanging LED sheets that can display multiple changing images. (much better than dangling LED icicles)
yours&amp;mine blanket-two separate blankets sewn together at the bottom &amp; fitted to wrap around mattress. No more fightin over the blanket!
yours&amp;mine blanket-two separate blankets sewn together at the bottom &amp; fitted to wrap around mattress. No more fightin over the blanket!
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cooling cellar for cosmetic.
Ink Out
A app for drawing pictures that transfer to a "etch a sketch" type device via bluetooth so that you can share with everyone.
Sure Scoop
test
light in makeup compact
Style File
An app enabled surge protector. Why do people with window A/C units not have the option to save money like people with Central A/C?
RELAX + MUSIC + BATH = COMFORT Play your favorite songs and have a relaxing bath. Enjoy the comfort and a good design product.
garage container
Powerful Entertainment Center
Uber Table
Shoo pet
Car Projector
Bubble Blowing Pedal Helicopter with authentic plastic cockpit! When pedaled the top propeller spins &amp; blows bubbles! Very Popular Resub
VERY POPULAR RESUB! Train your pet to do a trick to receive their OWN treat! Heavy Duty Interactive Fun Rewarding Treat Dispenser!
GOLD MINE Coin Slide doubles as a night light..let your gold mine shine! #spotsv#spotsv#spotsv#spotsv#spotsv#spotsv#spotsv#spotsv#spotsv
â¤â¤â¤Frozen Sip and Stirsâ¤â¤â¤ Keep your drinks COLD without watering them down &amp; illuminating your way! #spotsv
Utensil set that has a soft section in the handle designed so you can *BANG* them on the side of your pots/pans without chipping or denting
Laser style pen that shines your name or inspirational words! Shine on any surface day OR night, Kool fun pens for back to school!â¤#spotsv
Color Changing FEATHER Hair Extensions, the HAWTEST trend for 2013... Q'll LUV it &amp; so will all the celebrities!
Ez Shave
Turn a paper towel into a paper plate. Great to use for toast, pop tarts, bagels, pizza.
The Smart Hat
APP ENABLED WIRELESS COOLER WITH BUILT IN SPEAKERS and TOUCH DIGITAL MUSIC SELECTIONS. CD scanner! (((LOW BEER
ALERTS)))
The white board DESK TOP ORGANIZER features MAGNETIC , DRY ERASE and PEN ZEN too! It holds every thing from paper clips to mail.
Misty Hand Washing
recycling SOAP frame
Rotate power
Trader Von Braun
Big Carabandits
automatic fish scaler
APP ENABLED ORGAN HARVEST SMART COOLER! IMP CHIP! GE leading in the healthcare industry!
The Beach Cooler
DRONE ..Insect Zapper & Fogger
Greeting Cards Plus+
Shikiro Shower head and taps
The ROBO-SPRAYER! APP enabled remote control! It can Paint the house,clean the driveway,wash the car! Acollab with John Abrams.
CLAY CAR MAKING KIT! Complete with molds, modeling clay,paint,wheels,mini oven and instruction booklet. A boys easy bake oven!
Scrubby Buddies
Outdoor Light Delay Controller
Blower
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none
Free space bag organizer
Garlic Bell
The ROBO-SPRAYER! APP enabled remote control! It can Paint the house,clean the driveway,wash the car! Acollab with John Abrams.
The WEGE VEGE STEAMERS Fit two together in microwave! Time saving ,space saving,ceramic,dishwasher safe,microwave safe,elegant dinner bowls!
Zipper Pillow
ROCK CANDY MAKER! Make edible NECKLACES,BRACELETS,ROCK POPS,STIR STIX and MORE! Lighted! Watch the crystals grow! Fun &amp;
Tasty! 344 votes
Fancy Tyre Stickers
Smart remote outlet
GUTTER generator
,,,
Thimble ID
Hot shower predictor
Dust catcher clips
Plug-in Controller
Aquamaca
Sole
Seed, Herb and Spice Grinder
the mediawave
Squirrel Bridge Bird Feeder
BlowShave
Toddler Safe Coffee Table
The caution hose
Flipper Glasses
cool net
TixPen
MediTrend
Bathroom Spoon
Mozart Mittens
Cigarette Lighter Alarm
FITDOG
debit card access
Retainer cleaner quick spray
Water shoe with fin
Smart Heating vent
POPPY water Dispenser
Cable keeper that prevents your laptop power cord from falling off the table. Installs on and stay with your power cord. Like a Cordies.
GrindMe
Easy to fill K-cups! Dispense your gourmet coffee directly into reusable K-cups. Donâ€™t pollute the earth with plastic, save $100s per year
iPod inline control with huge buttons. Allows you to control your iPod (volume, pause, skip) without taking off your ski (or other) gloves
SWEGO
The Mail Notification System
Contort Power
The smart Cane
Namaste America Shampoo
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A set of medicine boxes with every reminder you need sent to your phone
Travelstacks
ScreenR
A messenger bag FOR WOMEN with a strap made to fit comfortably over breasts
breathific
The Easy-Up Grill Cover. Hinged tent like structure attached to your grill. It covers your grill to protect it from the elements. VIDEO
DigiBoard
iPad protective case with a built-in, collapsible, un-powered, speaker amplifier, sun shade and stand.
The ultimate wall mounted ball storage organizer. Stores all your kids play balls plus just about anything else they want to throw in it.
Spray-on stockings!
PRO-TART
Travelers often use the bathroom shower to get rid of wrinkles. A special lightweight travel drying rack to take advantage of that trick.
Cent by Second: the digital watch that shows your hourly salary as it accumulates in real time.
Friendly Reminder
An airplane game like frisbee golf but with thrown planes. Poles light up with your color when you fly thru. Loop course around your house.
An airplane game like frisbee golf but with thrown planes. Poles light up with your color when you fly thru. Loop course around your house.
Re-invented C-Clamp
Gaveet Construction
compressor caddy
compressor caddy
3D vinyl
Can't sleep in? Want to? Tuck-N-Duck away from unwanted light! Also has touch night light & compartments for your phone/remote/electronics!
Eyeglasses Defogger/cleaner
Electric Picture Frame
Syudy
Goo Goo Glue
Medicine Reminder tumbler
Stealth Catcher's Mask
Heated Towel
LockIt is cabinet and drawer lock. It keep little hands safe out. LockIt is simple to open for adults, but difficult for children.
FRIDAY NIGHT HUMOUR! Train your pet to do a trick to receive their OWN treat! Heavy Duty Interactive Fun Rewarding Treat Dispenser!
Adjustable size broom
Oven Drawer Storage Rack
Digital carabiner clip timers, to attach to your BBQ handle so you know your different foods are ready... clip them any where, for anything!
Smart tapemeasure
The Garbage Stomper! Stomping down TRASH in your garbage can without messy hands!!! 512 votes RESUB!!!
Boxapaint
App enabled coin reader
Retractible brush tongs... Rub your BBQ sauce in with the handy retractible brush tongs and flip your meat when your done
Closet Asseser
Lazy Susan Upgraded
Pivot Power EU
drink holding tray
BEER / DON'T BEER
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unstoppable car
Fabric covered hard case gets a style &amp; functionality boost with a pocket for quick access for storage; earbuds, money ect
Where do I put my key when I go swimming or run? A small mesh pocketed stretchable band, small enough to hold your key...Great for everyone!
Mechanical night light switch plate. The fun character moves up and down with the light switch! ALways find the light switch in the dark!
Sanitary Door Handle Sleeves, that easily fit snug over any door knob, kills germs on contact..keeping germs at bay!
A Pivoting GEL mouse that is comfortable which supports &amp; cradles your hand AND wrist all in one
A functional light switch iphone case. 2 in 1. Switch on a back light and use it as a kick stand!
Does your duster really hold the dust or just push it around? This NEAT Duster traps the dust with it's sticky ends you can easily rinse off
The Laying Reader
TIMED PICS
Peri-mirror
PICTURE LOCKS
FlowerShower
iPager Case
Cocktail Vending Machine
condimant keeper
Peel-N-Fit=plastic elastic!
Interchangeable Retro iPhone Game Case! Collect and Trade Games with your friends! Come On iPhone ...Let's Play!!!
Purse mate organizer...perfect organization at your finger tips! Memory Foam that conforms to each item, ultimately protecting each item...
Purse mate organizer...perfect organization at your finger tips!Â Memory Foam that conforms to each item, ultimately protecting each item...
Stool Organization Station! 1 cord in, 4 cords out! Storing all hair styling appliances, all cords out of sight with heat resistant top pad!
Wireless cup pad speaker
Car sunshades
Cold Shield Shower Head
Phone cover with Clip
Grating cheese is a breeze at a kool 360 degrees! No more bloody knuckles! The cheese is inside!!! Let the grater do all the work!!!
Retractible brush tongs... Rub your BBQ sauce in with the handy retractible brush tongs and flip your meat when your done
Crisper/strainer/bowl all in one! Sleek modern self contained sphere, adjustable hole sizing, keeping your fruits &amp; veggies fresher/longer!
Ear Bud Carabiner Plug Charm that LOCKS &amp; allows you to clip on your fob key and the plug is lock proof, so you won't loose it!
Koool Hyper Color Cases that revel a secret graphic when touched...heat activated!
Your children will love this talking puzzle clock! Watch your child learn how to read time in no time at all!
Simply Soaking Dishwasher
A vase to keep flowers fresh
partypipe
3D Interactive Bath Room Night Light...please come view and help me design/develop!!!
Inexpensive, Easy DIY. Printable faux tile, finishes, murals, ceiling tiles etc. Print to size, glue on and seal. Low cost per sq ft.
Water Bomber
Silicone Candy/Chocolate Molds
Tired of the bad vacuum smell?
INSTA MUSIC DOWNLOAD
A Multi Digital Stylus Timer/USB Recipe Book! Magnetizes to your fridge! Got many things on the go? Need a little reminder?
Digital carabiner clip timers, to attach to your BBQ handle so you know your different foods are ready... clip them any where, for anything!
Stop reaching over the table and other people for your fondue food! Lazy Susan Tray allows easy access to your next choice of food!!!
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PRO Rotisserie cooks and bastes your chicken all in 1, right in your own oven! BAH 2 cooking! Let your rotisserie chamber do it all for you!
This Handy fridge caddy utilizes empty space...Your Fridge! Hang this from the top of your side fridge with magnets &amp; store anything!
RefriGE-Battery
PRO Rotisserie cooks and bastes your turkey all in 1, right in your own oven/BBQ! BAH 2 cooking! Let your rotisserie chamber do it all 4 u!
A new twist on the game twister! Stackable twister, making it even more difficult &amp; even more fun! I invite you to plz help me build this!
Piano Tutor Allows Children to learn key by key. Red lights alert user when you have hit the wrong key...very useful for beginners &amp; kids!
Musical Lava inspired NIGHT LIGHT For Your Little Ones Night Stand!!! ...Push the top to activate ...Mesmerizing to drift off to..........
Ecodispensador
Thick Credit Card Sized Pepper Spray. Thieves Go For the Wallet, Be Ready. The Most Convenient Way to Protect Yourself.
Make Your Own Sprinkles Kit. Fun shapes and all sizes and colors. Holiday or party themes. Endless possibilities. Ingredients and templates.
Meat slicer 2.0
Emergency buttons stapler!! Don't need needle and tread!!
Easy Mag PC Extension Cord
Personal Record
The Moat Bowl! Bowl with mini plate all in one. The visuals may not be exact but you get the idea...
An extended corner that sits flush with the case and pops up when ear buds need to be wrapped, holds buds and cord in place
Trying to drain a pot with a lid or pouring maybe be difficult &amp; even dangerous. Strainer holes in bottom of pot, no more burns!!
Health Monitor
Free music for all
Quiet Cutlery
Safe child
A crancked powersupply
Motion sensor nightlight resub
Staykul
Frio
test
Ducky lets you know when your bath is at the right temperature, the duckie bobber makes it is to retrieve your the plug, no more ball chain!
The chain ALWAYS falls off the bathtub plug, leaving it so hard to get out. Mini Plunger Stopper Plug acts as a soap dish when not in tub!!!
suction cup sit up bar
A measuring cup that scoops and drops portioned amounts of dry substances for cooking and baking
Can your old or small dog not get out of the back of the SUV? Are you killing your back trying lifting them in and out + the ramp??? EZRAMP
iBeat-This LED iphone case lights up with the base of your music, and has different logos that light up for different callers.
Levitating ball changes colored graphics according to music played with a base speaker/docking station that ports to your IPOD &amp; IPHONE
Digital six-sided personality cube electric 360-degree 6-dimensional rotating frame, Music, Movies &amp; Photos!!!
Pizza cutter lifter all in one!
Digital Thermometer handle SLEEVES or clip ons, that allow you to time the cooking of individual dishes with alarm, fits on any pot or pan!
TS Baggage Bands
multivision swim goggles,no more collisions with fellow swimmers,look where you are going without effecting your stroke.
Musical Lava inspired NIGHT LIGHT For Your Little Ones Night Stand!!! ...Push the top to activate ...Mesmerizing to drift off to..........
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VERY POPULAR RESUB! Train your pet to do a trick to receive their OWN treat! Heavy Duty Interactive Fun Rewarding Treat Dispenser!
3D Rotating Fluid Bubble Clock, forever changing...like time, lighting up your life! Back by popular demand resub...
A Beach Blanket that Extends to Family Sized &amp; Stays where placed! Armored pockets, It conceals phones, keys, Out of Site Out of Mind!
New Use Air Filter
Do you wakeup because your partner gets out of bed and puts the lights on, or do you want to check on your kids without waking them?
Clip save
anti mess soap dispenser, soap dispenser that connects to the end of a faucet,eliminates need to lift we hands outside of the sink for soap.
Telecommunication Drone
A multifunctional self-inflating mattress for outdoors, it can be transformed into a hammock, chair, bed, shelter or bag.
Protect your self, and other traffic, from getting injured or worse, because people see you to late when you are having car breakdown.
Secure your $$$, ID &amp; credit cards IN YOUR PHONE with a personal security system! You must know the password or secret slide to gain access!
Kids learn their colors with magnetic illuminating glow in the dark blocks! What a fun toy to learn the color wheel! Blue &amp; Red=Purple Glow!
Bubble Blowing Pedal Helicopter with authentic plastic cockpit! When pedaled the top propeller spins &amp; blows bubbles! Very Popular Resub
The bike shopping cart
Osculating Induction Charger
Sip-Shirt
Touch night light TP holder that fits snug right over the side of your bath tub!
A tarmac-friendly version of snow chains. No more tangles, and zero damage to vehicles, tires, wheels and roadways!
Touch Responsive Light Up Phone Dangles~Acts as a kool light, 'just touch it!' (could glow a different color when your friends are around)
Nail Charm Piercing Gun! Problem: the only other way to do this, is to heat up a pin &amp; burn it threw your nail a simple gun is much needed!
RESUB ~204 VOTES! Train your pet to do a trick to receive their OWN treat! Heavy Duty Interactive Fun Rewarding Treat Dispenser! POPULAR!!!
RESUB! Can't Sleep In? Want to? Featuring touch night lights, storage compartments &amp; a privacy barrier, Everyone needs a Tuck-N-Duck!!!
3D Rotating Lighting Fashion Scents, that clips right over your light bulb fiXtures, filling your room with a beautiful ambiance &amp; fragrance
Does your duster really hold the dust or just push it around? This NEAT Duster traps the dust with it's sticky ends you can easily rinse off
3-D SANDS OF TIME wall clocks &amp; desk clocks...flip upside down to create your own unique sand art scenes! Beautiful &amp; very interesting!
PowerStop Cord
Where do I put my locker key when I go swimming? There IS NO where **********455 votes RESUB!!!!*************
Got no where to put your key &amp; card when you leave home for a jog/work out? This no slip, pro grip head band will conceal your key &amp; card!!
Consumption monitoring shower
Purse mate organizer...perfect organization at your finger tips! Memory Foam that conforms to each item, ultimately protecting each item...
Stick Phone
BrushBox
Dexk
Bartle Diagnostic Station
3-D SANDS OF TIME wall clocks &amp; desk clocks...flip upside down to create your own sand art scenes! Glow in the dark! Please take a look!
LOCATOR SAFETY WRISTBAND Wear when surfing swimming boating canoeing climbing and more Someone WILL find you GPS BEACON phone app
Levitating golf balls for the driving range &amp; golf course!!! .....really? YES! Golf just got a lil' easier!
PET PORTALS! A sensitive microchip charm for your pets collar, that opens the 'pet door' just for them! FOB activated type homing device!
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Are U &amp; your children brushing your teeth properly? Probably not! Dental Plaque Disclosing Multi Vitamins, allow you to see where U missed!
A Beach Blanket that Extends to Family Sized &amp; Stays where placed! Kool Hypercolours, It conceals phones, keys, Out of Site Out of Mind!
Corner Planters for your deck, patios &amp; balconies! Self draining, preserving natural rain water collector with beautiful solar night lights!
A Childs Dream Toy! Bubble Blowing Pedal Helicopter with authentic plastic cockpit! When pedaled the top propeller spins &amp; blows bubbles!!!
Kids learn their colors with magnetic illuminating glow in the dark blocks! What a fun toy to learn the color wheel! Blue &amp; Red=Purple Glow!
ALL board game players will love this!!! NO more waiting for your turn, NO more playing upside down, NO more reaching over the game board!!!
Train your pet to do a trick to receive their OWN treat! Interactive Fun Rewarding Treat Dispenser &amp; it drops portioned meals at meal time
Door Bell
TC WeB FULL GRIPP PHONE CASE
Fitness experts say that chilled hands increase endurance, lowers core body temp. Put gel hand weights into freezer 1 hour before exercise.
Paintable Decorative Extension Cords to connect our powered items without the ugly cords
Ohm
Nutrition Calculator-A Watch, Necklace or arm band At the touch of a button calculate calories, nutrition and exercise needs for the day
Staykul is wearable technology
Have you ever bought a 15kg bag of dog food, or cat food, and had no place to store it? Try this container!
Portable ice
Train your pet to do a trick to receive their OWN treat! Interactive Fun Rewarding Treat Dispenser &amp; it drops portioned meals at meal time
Ergonomic Dishwasher
apps for IOt
Reusable Frozen Drink Pouches
Compartmental Packing
Cable Safety Connector
Condoms Heels
Portable cord wrapper made for Apple's new Lightning power cable, with dual "Cordies" function that lets you organize 1-4 cables anywhere!
"TILT"----- This bowl has an angled bottom so scooping your cereal or soup is made easy!
HUMAN POWERED USB CHARGING POD --- Pull the cord several times with your finger, then plug your USB device in for a charge!!
eCADDY---- A caddy for all your electronics, chargers and accessories. Packs conveniently in this pouch!
A
Extension to Converge. "CONVERGE PLAYER" - Equipped with speakers, it's now a personal entertainment sound system and dock!
Do you love books? Stop licking your fingers to turn the page. This bookmark clip has a moist sponge for your fingers!
Snack on your favorite dry food with this portable storage container, dispenser, and snack bowl!!
mp3 cordless earmuffs
Car w/ Spherical Wheels
Single USB Plug - Fits perfectly over one outlet of PivotPower. Lets you customize PivotPower to charge USB. Compact and designed to match!
Reusable Floss Pick - Take ordinary floss and this invention to make flossing easier!
iPad mini case w/ hand strap and kick-stand. Let's you hold your device in one hand, without your thumb covering the smaller screen.
perfect scents
Talking Puzzle Clock
Entire line of mini-sized pots, pans, bake-ware for the toaster oven. Mini-accessories and everything stackable, compact, storage, organized
Tea Infuser with a built-in brewing timer. Place it directly in your cup of hot water. Twist top for timer. Hear the bell & it's ready~!
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A workout glove with a built-in stop watch & heart-rate monitor. For health and fitness enthusiasts who work out alone, or with friends.
GPS Shopping Helper
Self sustaining led vent light
Safe a rainy day
ROCK THE DOCK! Bring life to your Converge docking station by giving it sound! Portable speaker that works via Bluetooth
3 Cooking Utensils in 1. Unique utensil head allows it to change into 3 forms: A solid spoon, a slotted spoon, and a pasta fork. Cool!
*Updated* The ultimate Quirky PORTABLE surge protector. Has 4 outlets built on a retracting cable case. For people who plug on the go!
test1
Hot Dippity
Heavy duty bumper
FruitTester ~ Wink
The Dumpling
Jari
Moving Picture Jewelry!
wear-a-key wearable
Alert system unit -App or unit
Kid Friendly Fruit Dehydrator
A better nail clipper. A nail clipper that can cut smooth with one cut and can also file your nails. It can also include buffing pads.
APP -iPad DRAW-BOT
Glass Bowl Protector
Hi,My name is William Wynn.I am submitting a idea the App Mouse.It would be a combination of a mouse and Ipod.
Lounge Chair H2O/air sprinkler
Spat-u-Glove
"Pizza Tape"
Multi- Chew Toy
StealStop
2 Way Smart Cover
Robotic spoon rest
Don't set your BBQ spatula down on the shelf/chair/table. Use MAGNETMAN & "click" it to the lid. No mess, clear shelf, clean spatula!
Lined
Scroll-ball Case
Baby Ben Highchair
Towel Dryer
Personal Dragonfly
Smart Spice Rack
FruitTester ~ Wink
jgfifi
Edge of path solar light
Easy-Lift Bike Rack (Resubmit)
served
Water Rocket Launcher
closuit
LIGHT BULB PROJECTOR
HushPaci
smart peep hole camera
carpenter pencil sharpner
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RING,BRACELET,AND NECKLACES TRACKERS USING AN APP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You wont have to lose your kids again with my idea
SOLAR PANEL PHONE CASE CHARGER
Hangar
TRACKING CHIPS INSIDE RING,NECKLACES,WATCHES,BRACELETS,PURSES,WALLETS,OR BELL RING. ITS GOOD FOR NOT LOSING
YOUR KIDS.
Visind
Purse leash
Leather Deck. Wallet alternative that facilitates easy access to cards and ID using an elastic band with leather trims on the top and bottom
Portable Solar Generator
Dillow gloves
hull safe
App enabled cooler for camping
Runners can't HEAR me coming!
Cell Scents. Plug-in a scent.
Evolution Glasses
101 Faces Kids Changing Mask
Grabz-STUFF HOLDER -LOOK!
Chain Link Fence Decor
RESUBMIT- Heated Toolbox
The Fusion Clip
Thomas Line or T- line
Guard holder
No more smelly wet trash can.
Geekman phone case
Home Depot Ladder Helper
Hands Free Baby Food Maker
Wearable alarm for Cyclist
Hiking sprouter
All-in-one Safe Nail Clipper
App enabled cooler for camping. Lets you know when you should add more ice. Shows you danger zone.
Shrug Rash Guard
cough pops
Cupbed
Moving Picture Jewelry! See video! Not just still digital, but moving! Live Wallpapers. Use with iPhone.INNOVATIVE!*RESUB* Wearable!
Toddler Pop
hfhand
Portable, Modular, Flexible, Versatile. A new approach to the portable USB solar charger. Let's create a new power grid together!
Convertible Dishes; A use for everyone.
Lolly Pop holder
LCD or plasma? LCD TV's don't have image burn in, plasmas do. Plasmas have great black levels, LCD's don't. The solution? Fiber Optic TV.
Toilet Paper Shotgun: Finally! A new way to quickly lock-n'-load a new toilet paper roll when it's needed most.
S-Blender
ICompatible Case W/ IAlert
cleen
First Hand
Pillocise
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TransformBall
Invisible confortable belt
Unequal Footing
Gator Burger Flipper and Thong
Contouri baking sheet
Bubble Machine
FitNest Smart Sole
The Hookbox
pisto-slugs
Charge Ease
Vine Stop
The Grocery Maid
Super wire
Expandable Hitch Cargo Rack
The MovieCar Ride In Theater
Window Shield
Sit back wrist-band holder
Easy Pet Wash
Self-recharging lamp
Pure & Safe AC to go, mini!
Smart Bark
App en speaker socket and lite
Wireless Game System
Smart Bark Spray
Emergency key usb charging
Attachable Programmable Button
The Cheesecake Buddy
Volume Limited Wireless Buds
Bluetooth ear phones keeper
Silverware roller
Scriddles
Second Light
fire igloo pet safety containe
Home Automation is expected to be a $5.5 Billion. Yes, "B" market by 2016, and Quirky has the DESIGN BRAINPOWER to do an this awesome-ly!
Top Shelf provides a wider surface for placing things on top of a flat screen TV which has a very narrow top frame and no room for anything.
das
Donâ€™t be that boring side dish at the party! DECORATED FOIL dresses up your dish! Aluminum foil with designs on it! Donâ€™t miss out.
The lotus factor
Hydra Quick Pik
Extra power on hand bags
Never Stop Moving Dog Toy
treat cellar
Sit back wrist-band holder
Porta pan de yuca y yogurt
Magnetic Utensils
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Intensity Programmable Switch
Photo Watcher
Toob
Gravudus Ball
Faucet Extender
A fun and functional kitchen condiment containers in a form of Observation Wheel. Can be rotated and detached from the Wheel for easy usage.
USB charged flashlight with blinking function activated by either a shaking movement or a whistle.A great key finder in the Dark.
Travel Pour over
Impervious
The Potty Pulpit
Better Shower Hair Catch
BreakBag
The Mother Of All Car Accessories
Razor Knife Scraper
CarSense
Mobi-key
Mistybrella
Are you always looking for something to write, or something to store digital content ? wouldn't it be nice if you could have this in pocket?
Microwave panini maker
Space being taken-up on countertops by laying your utensils on napkins, cuptowels and conventional style spoonrest. Free up your countertop.
Lamp$afe
Basketball fantasy camp
Flippant Hat
SWITCH BLADE
Preheatable Microwave Dish
WHIRL WIND
Putting range finder
Sound Enhancer is a device with headband and right angle flanges on each end, fits over the head allowing flanges to put pressure on ear.
Folding Tube Squeezer minimizes unused part of tube by folding tube on itself using embossed self-locking fasteners on each side of tube.
Sound Enhancer is a device with headband and right angle flanges on each end, fits over the head allowing flanges to put pressure on ear.
Grey Water Valve
Finger Scan Door Lock
das
In the Bag
64 Down
Trash composter
2 in 1 faucet
HushPaci
Strap Cover
Cecil
documentation
Quickhelp
hardhat with better view
water saver
Basketball Gloves (Grippers)
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Bucket of bones
Who's there?
Motion Sensored Water Toy
TBD
Greenscrub
Hot Water Hose
Open Sesame Quick Touch
Plug-ejecting Power Strip
EchoMug.
Add On Projector
Travel hoody
chopping board
The Toothbrush Runoff
"Verve ICE"
TravelBody.Guru
Tube advancement bladder
UNDER COVER
Shoe sock
Lasagna Pan Perforated Lifter
Licouse
Distracted Driver Alert
Non-window A/C, heater Combo
Covert
Budget Card
Hurricanes in New Orleans..Stranded folks will need help. This portable washer inserts in any 5 gallon bucket.5% proceeds to disaster relief
POWER ZIP-Are you tired of extension cords and the big tangled mess? This cool extension cord zips up easily to store all of your cords.
POWERED STEP LADDER CADDY. Nobody likes going up/down a ladder that's for sure : ) Caddy can come with power or just a simple caddy/holder.
SUCTIONING CHEESE GRATER-Most cheese grating requires 2 hands. This only requires one hand. Great for handicap, elderly -See 3D Animation!
APP enabled CORNHOLE set
RECHARGING JEWELRY BOX HUB
PixelPallet
Scrub and wipe hand gloves
E-ITS
Lazinator
Biometric Universal Firearm Trigger Lock - A combination of the latest biometric security technology and tried-and-true gun trigger locks.
Smart Pathway Lighting
Coffee Pot time stamp
Pocket Light: Portable Flexible App Enabled OLED Lighting!
Page: Clip-On Cell Phone Pager ... Never Miss An Important Call Again! Lights Up &amp; Vibrates When You Have An Incoming Phone Call!
Frame
EXPANDING BIKE SEAT-Because not all butts are the same. Simple to use, easy to expand from small to large butt comfort. Fits any seat post.
A quick release bike seat that is easily removed and can double as a tripod seat. Always have a chair at park and soccer games to sit/relax.
Multi-Transforming Nurf Ball
Drone-brella
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MINI SKIRT WITH RHINESTONES
Under-Desk Installed Power Ring - Attractive and tool-free installation through a standard sized desktop grommet hole. (299 Votes!)
Nutter
Bangle
JBL by Harman: The Low Down
Baby OnBoard Reminder Device
auto tire inflator
Beer-wine
PowerCurl
Crawler Ball
Apple Cider Vinegar Towelettes
mLED
Tidy-Up Tote...drawstring container and playmat for toys with lots of small pieces. Makes clean-up easy for mom and dad!!
Time and date food Tupperware
Smart Stove
Children's bowls with scraper!
PIERCE YOUR CASE BY KYLE DULAN
Pennie Pop
THIS FAN SUCKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cupcake pan shield
Auto Field Chalker/Painter!!!!
health optimize
Quirky Pots&amp;Pans With Scraper!
tire
Mutable Pet Bell - The MEWT!
Electronic Paperclip Device
Versatile shoe
Dry Erase Typewriter
Thin Stylus Pen
Paint Balla/Splatter Up!
Loco-lights
Bobble Brush
MOM BALL
THREADED LAMP CANOPY KIT
PrePaid Shopping
Unlimted Mobile Data App
Wild Tiles
Presto
Invisible Defender
An extremely low profile NFC (Near Field Communications) adapter for the iPhone/iPod touch
Furniture-saving coaster that collects the sweat from your glass instead of letting it pool around the bottom.
good bye dish washing.
Music Pen
Wifi phone
The Hot Cross Bun
Cordies
mAlert
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Senior Home Care
Laundry Done Right!
Super Simple Track Cleaner
Carry Away Power
Pivot Power UK
AUTOMOBILE HIGH TEMP. REACTOR
S.A.D eliminator
aimantal legos
BIKE+
Chip Dip Assist
Say hello to Jarvis. Jarvis is a floating A.I. assistant than doesn't require any hands to opporate. Bluetooth enabled and ready to talk.
Convert your smartphone and headphone jack into an electric motor controller, prototyping electric motor set, or robotics set.
Protect your fingers,hand and knuckles when using wrenches. No more injuring yourself when the wrench slips. Please read the description.
Breathable bacteria killing,color adaptive gloves that will break the transmission cycle of dirty hands sickening people.
Safety glasses can be used inside a dark building and in sunlight. Design fitted attached polarized flip up lens for clear safety glasses.
Latch for the child tired
Alarm Cock
Flame
finger mouse
Safety glasses that can be used inside a dark building and in sunlight. Design a fitted polarized clip on for clear safety glasses. #Spotsv
#spotsv Space saving soap holder that holds your bar of soap on a narrow ledge in a dry position in the shower without falling to the floor.
Resub- Pill Tool. Here's a device for the elderly, handicapped and all of us to easily open blister packaging without injuring our fingers.
Sleeve Screen. A drivng cover up for your arm, to protect exposed skin from the damage of UVA/UVB rays. No fuss no mess. Slip on the sleeve.
WatchFACE
Padlock-Refrigerator
Scarf,Hat with a Heater
Anywhere Tv
Multifunctional Ofice Device
Magic Pedal workout
JUMP FIT
SITTER MONITOR
Healthy Pillow
Cup Clip
LED X-mas Track Lights, Create the perfect window trim by sliding the lights and spacing the as you like with out the mess of the extra wire
Tourist Hatchet + Share Filed
RCCB-in extender for current
Magic Pedal workout
Pet killing flea collar. Look!
Elastic Sens Screen Protector
Spatula with Telescopic Handle
New Watering can
Prefabricated Modules-watering
Gamers galaxy
THE ULTIMATE MAGNETIC WALL KITS FOR KIDS. Letters, Numbers, State and Country Puzzles, Games Checkers, Chess, Sudoku. Even Building
Blocks.
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ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, Floating shelves that hide electronics and gaming systems when not being used,they could be electric or manual powered
looby
Hibryd system for heating
MOBILE HOLDER: To help you place your mobile in the best position in your bed, Kitchen or anywhere in your house!
Gamers galaxy
Slickity Skimmer
tuyhkyoul
Twinkle, Twinkle Playmat
A large bag with collapsible rigid compartments. Wide shoulder strap for comfort and pockets for storing wallet, keys, etc. [Video]
Expandable Flash Drives
The Giggling Seahorse
Sunroof Leak Stop
the wipelense
Aqueduct
full tank
Pose
LoveShare
Powered Towel Dowel
The idea is a cat steam brush that at the same time brush and sterilize the fur with no stress in due to the water and the drierÂ´s sounds.
Pain Relief Wear
Quirky Gift Basket
Comfy shift
Cookie Cutter Cube
T-water
Peter Pop
Gather 'round
hand saw-trysquare-scale combo
WebCam with Live Preview, Microphone, &amp; Sound Level Meter/Light - Be certain your cam is seeing and hearing right from long distance easier.
Mirror Glass Advertise
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on thin LED light panel.
Futuristic Airsoft Rifle - Inspired by Star Trek weaponry/SciFi - Longer range fun, from the future.
Futuristic Airsoft Pistol - Inspired by Star Trek weaponry/SciFi - Plinking of the future, today.
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on plate to make back of iPhone look like your internal guts or circuits are exposed.
Wind Buster HANGER! A hanger separator to ensure the clothes you hang outside will be not compressed together when there is wind!
Extreme Workout Vest
Lighted Kiddy Gargle Cup
Opposed Synthetic Jets
CycloCharger
Cader
uvLED GlowSwitch {easy build} Keep germs away from one of the most unclean items. Install in standard location. Other possible product lines
MultiFunction Modular Meter/Scanner for affordable, quick, &amp; easy field measurement/detection. HotSwap sensor head. Wide field applications.
Water Play Baby
hyper drive
Carseat Checker
Pulsating Arm and Leg Massager
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Stop Dragging Power Cord/Compressor Hose 360* pivoting free spinning pulley for organizing cords when working around house, stake in ground.
Heat-Up Bucket
Wink Router Hub
Stop dragging around your Weed Eater; Inc. Ball Technology into Head of weed eater no pesky strap or fatigued arms, simply pivot to maneuver
Airborne Dust Attracting Decal, eliminate dust from entering electronics/appliances, mount decal near electronic wipe off dust periodically.
Truck bed slider
Design caulking gun that allows user to mix caulking in paint saves time, great for small touch-ups, no going back to paint caulking.
Kwik Lace hooks into your lace holes instead of having to take the time to thread each hole. There are several different patterns to choose.
Smart Mat
Gravity suit for astronauts...
0% Fee Crowdfunding Platform
Medicine Cabinet Pull Down
Mini stick-on LED flashers
virtual zoo
SMART BIKE
Spaceship Clubhouse
ClickR
Wink integrated Floor Heating
Pet camera
Fresh Lime Soda in a Tetra Pac
Hologram
AllTerrain Cupholder
snowman maker
Light thermometer
Easy sqeezy
Agua
Fresh Lime Soda in a Tetra Pac
E-ZShower
majid
Seed - PhoneBook
Plank Board with tracking ball
LawnChair W/Integrated Blanket
Wireless Wall Switch
Enginess Generator
Mini Window Light
battery shaker
DriverSchool
lazy susan for paper towels
Kart
Bj's Tankerator
Scraboo a word game
Glow In The Dark Condoms With Special Events Like Happy Birthday, Happy Anniversary Written On It The Words Glow ;)
Best way to clean ceiling fans a brush and dust pan/cloth connected underneath to collect falling particles working prototype VIDEO!!
Breeze
Open windows sensor
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Tiny Hands Scrubbers soft bristles designed in the shape of a hand. Mount to interior of sink for thorough scrubbing of toddlerâ€™s hands.
electronic car warning system for speed limit, school zone, stop sign, road construction, car accident ahead, another car in turning lane.
DrinkMate
Coffee-Go-With-Cream
Universal slicing utensil aids in slicing popular foods and deserts. Perfectly slice cakes, pastries, casseroles, and lasagnas with ease
3Solutions door mount counter top, with built in BBB approved cook top, preparing meals, eating or studying, detach board for multi use.
Color Changing Curling Iron Feature a Thermo-Color technology which indicates the heat setting your on by illuminating body of curling iron.
Milk and Juice Carton Cooler
The Craftsman Rolex (maybe not, but its up there). Funnel style nuts and bolt sorter, storage and dispenser
hammer magazine
No Flip-Pancake Griddle and Dispenser all in one countertop appliance
Twin beverage (wine) server
Digital Memories
Carousel Coffee Grinder
"Twilight" is made for your safety. It illuminates your path. Warns you of approaching traffic from behind! Flashing light warns traffic.
Cobra scoop and barbecue tongs
asd
HotWheels Pipe Connectors
RESUB: BAG LIDS Pour your favorite cereal pasta ETC right out the bag with this new lid No more mess Stays fresh Only the bags needed Simple
RESUB Quirky Socialite Hair Accessory Will be a must for young girls / young girls at heart Hair accessory that glows when close to your BFF
A device that reminds kids to wash their hands before leaving the bathroom, this can be used in private homes, schools etc
Stapler and Staple Remover all in one. Increase productivity in the workplace.
Resub App AC Air Filter, Measuring Pollutant Levels, check levels of microorganisms in your house (pollen) to help people with allergies
SUPER BACKPACK
PUMP-UP SPRAYER/CART!! Make it easy on yourself with a cart that will carry your pump-up sprayer for you.
LIGHTED UP CHECKERS!! It's time to give the old checker board game a new look. When you place your chip on the square, it will light up.
FINDER
Screwdriver Lock
Saork
App E. Fire Sensors Protect Your HOME, ground stick sensor for the exterior &amp; fire sensor for Iron, Oven, stored Chemical, Dryers Chimney
Safely Clean Microwave-covered and vented steam producing container, allows user to remove container without being scaled with hot water
cvcvc
Toothpaste Dispenser
Magnetic Iron â€œThatâ€™s Stealth Bomber Inspiredâ€ magnetic perimeter of iron will attract iron and ironing board, eliminates pressing of iron.
Seen on CBS Early Show 10/26/10 â€œSquare-upâ€ Iphone credit card reader, Inventor of Twitter Revolutionize E-Commerce, W/Global transactions.
An app controlled Robotic Arm
Digital full display-Calendar/Postal Mail Organizer, clear-off those countertops, file and shred mail daily, remember important dates.
Tiptones
Comanam collection
Children's Play Perimeter
Smartphone support for bed
Share Remote
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Affordable gyroscopic stabilizer for point and shoot cameras
Auto Flush Toilet
Bathtub/Pool Toy
Sun Sidind and Roofing
Zebrafid System
Golfing Shoe Laser
Lamp Post Flower Pot
garbage can wheel covers
The bubble fairy
coice
Oral C
Child Safety Device
Video Flex
Toilet Plunger Flip 'N Dry
Solar Roofing & Siding Panells
Vehicle Hail Protection
Breaksover
foot stone
SWAT - D
Mesa
ParkAid
Water Golf Club Cleaning Brush
Provisional Gear
Wink Front Door System
Ketchup Bottle 2.0
Subconscious Payment Process
Interlock
Custy
360 Bicycle Security camera
blue tooth dog leash/collar
Fiber Bubble Tea
Let's make it easy to create video with multiple angles very easy for people to show their DIY projects, 3d printing process, etc.
electric shoes
Audio Textbook
Custiy
Stationary/Scrapbook Machine!
power generator via vehicle
40 degrees above
rdme
Bottom-up beer Can
PeepHole with Light Ring -Primary use is as a backup or for situations where lighting outside the door is insufficient.
OmniFan with 360 degree directional air output with a light, adjustable vents like in car, and emergency power USB plugs for devices.{resub}
Jailbreak 406
Easy Ride Easy Flow
Luggage Tracker
Small EMERGENCY POWER USE transformer/converter unit that plugs into and receives power to function from telephone line voltage.
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Hot and Cold Lunch Box
Laser Barrier Full Doorway or Corridor Security Alarm -My childhood dream invention!- Comparable to, and companion for, ThinkGeek's SpyNet.
Hollywood Style HD Mini-WebCam with Light {Can also be used simply as directional light.} Pro tools on smaller scale. includes light filters
UPDATE: SafeUV Toilet Seat Throne AutoSanitizer -Clean and sterilize with no fuss. Safe &amp; simple use. Reduce cleanup work &amp; keep germs
away.
New Invention
40 degrees and above
Easy Open Portable Easel
Smart Phone Camera Cable
The Potty Pulpit
Swipe Switch
door alert
The Digital Finger
Spycam Humming Bird Feeder
SPLATBEGONE
recomdaily
The Space Bar Plus Speakers
Kabob Shawarma maker Verticle
ROBENOTE
DogFighting Quadrotors Resbmit
Cool Wagon
Microwave Cleaning Miracle
Easy Open Portable Easel
FLANGYZ
Jukebox Charge Pad Cover
Lamp and socket into fan
A Portable Fan
Dogbell: The App + Imp Dog Doorbell! Train Your Dog To Notify You When It Needs To Go Outside!
Hand side
contador de kwh (kilowathora)
Eco Tape Lights
The Instant Garden!
The Truck Boss
Seed Sower
Wink ID: A Wearable Device That Enables Wink Products To Identify You From Others &amp; Adjusts To Your Personal Preference Profile!
TouchScreen Menu Order
PillowithYou
Cordies Desk Organizer Tray
shopfyi
Cordies with USB Flash drive
Pluck Baster Brush &amp; Storage
Mobuco Mandoline Slicer
Thor V2 with Vibration
A stylus pen that can also work as a ballpoint pen for papers and has a built in memory stick. 3 consumer items in one product!
Playstack: A modular multipurpose furniture for kids (and adults)that can be transformed into different kinds of furniture. No screws used!
RAW food fridge
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ComboCuffs - Combination Lock Handcuffs - Consumer and pro variant.
Frozen passy
Electronic Door Lock - Installs in any door with no wiring or power needed for lock. The power is in the key.
Vape Juice / E-Liquid
The fuelless motor generator
Tissue Trash Can
snow crystal
Shrubs (Drinking Vinegar)
A
Guitar Pick Nail File
Flea marketeer
Wireless Charger+
DigiBike
Filter Spinner
V & P Preditar Decoys
Workshop box
PADD Inspired iPhone &amp; iPad Case - More futuristic, customizable layered panels, &amp; still protects your tech.
Chameleon Crystal - Auto color matching glow crystal.
tire emulsifier
A multi-hanger that transforms into a shelving system
Crossword Giftwrap
Blast Player
Ruck Buck
PlayPhone
The Magnetic generator
Away buddy
Any Phone Blocks
Work Phone/MP3/Radio/Bluetooth
Barbie Belle River Steamboat
OmniFan with 360 degree directional flow for placement at center of table indoors or out with a light &amp; adjustable vents like those in a car
DripLip
Piyren
meh
â€œParkinsonâ€™s Tremor Stabilizing Systemâ€ App-controlled, can neutralize the effects of body tremors due to Parkinsonâ€™s disease.
Textum
Tablecloth Without crumb
"The Hanger Catch" prevents clothes from falling onto the floor when they are hung from a door frame. Removes frustration!(See video)
Treat
GEÂ® Milk Minder
App-enababled SlowCooker
App-enabled Coffee Pot
Leash with built-in flashlight
Dancing Lights Bright Bot
The Cooler Re-designed
Book Warmer Cover
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phone charger
Important item tracker
At Home Reflexology Mat
Whirlpool Jetted Tub Mat
Guitar Fret Toothbrush Holder. Allows you to gain muscle memory &amp; strength for almost any chord while you brush your teeth.
Avocado Tool
8 Sided Highlighter Tape Device. Highlight in 8 different colors without destroying your book, a friends book, or the libraries books
Thin compact rollable / foldable laptop pad. Has hollow horizontal tubes with vertical ventilation slots to keep laptop cool at all times.
sayde3500
â€œClassroom Security Alert Systemâ€ app-enabled system with base unit provides lifesaving communication throughout an entire school.
â€œMY CARâ€: A â€œVehicle Status Centerâ€ app designed to report safety and maintenance status back to the owner.
Bendy Spoon is a versatile utensil that twists, flexes, bends and adapts to fit many kitchen functions!
Bacon Taco Maker
Sofft
Digital Ping Pong Scorer
weerble
Tan Timer Goggles -To avoid accidental over tanning because of faulty tanning equipment/wrong setting/falling asleep/etc. Easy &amp; add safety.
SphereCam -Covert security camera. Watch nature, keep an eye on the kids playing in yard, or use as extra security system tool.
MultiFunction Modular Meter/Scanner for affordable, quick, &amp; easy field measurement/detection. HotSwap sensor heads. Many scan/sensor types.
smart cool
Advanced Cleaning Shower Head
Desktop Ornament -ThinkGeek Monolith Upgrade {Now with soothing starlight flicker FX! Reacts to music.} My God now it's truly full of stars!
SafeUV Toilet Seat Throne AutoSanitizer -Clean and sterilize with no fuss. Safe &amp; simple use. Reduce cleanup work &amp; keep germs away.
TC WeB CAM FINGER HOLDER ACCES
Don't be angry man 3D
flip-n-mold
The 'High 5' Garage Car Stop
ReUsable Science Fair Display
App tire pressure reader
The Minibike/Generator/Combo
Uni-Light
Hinged Door Fan
pick a poop kitakkita
Car Seat Eyeglasses Protector
Easy 2 Use Kitchen Trash Pail
Remote control Parachute
Solar Pool Skimmer &amp; Chem Read
Smart Luggage
Solar Powered Gnome/Fairy door
Side View Hat
UrbanSafe Bicycle Light System
Solar Powered A/C Adapter
auto light sencor
Drone power solutions
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Suspender-Friendly Shirt
MY Privacy Screen
Shampoo Bottle Hanger
A plastic comb that is also a straight edge and small ruler. The measurement markers for the ruler could be raised and in a different color.
Bluetooth Cassette
Bluetooth IPhone case
Mobile phone cover-holder
The Thermal Bottle that filters the water in a moment. Fill it and take it with you
Muscle Monitorring Device
illuminator
Container
Shapable Sizable Cookie Cutter
Sond Headset - resubmit
MileHigh
Unsubscribe App
A Self-Inflating Produce Bag with attached self-inflating dividers to protect the produce from bumping or bruising other produce. VIDEO
Light Bulb Sockets Strips
EcoFill
The Suction Bin
Birdfinder
handsfree toothbrush
Snips
Smell the Roses
Beekon
Cellphone App 4Parent to Contr
Golden Gun condom
Badprop temperature reading
Tilt a baby seat
Toothbrush Virtual Pet
flexible taco shell
Cell Stand
Handheld Gardener
Smartfan technology display for Aria Fan &amp;/or a new ceiling fan product. It can be used for lighting, fancy party FX, &amp; information display.
Bug Bag
Snow Bot
Accessory for new Pegboard case. Snap on plexi-mirror plate with secure flip cover.
Snow Mat
Kitchen Sink Cover All
Selfickers
The hands off carrier
garlandextension
IVents
Solar Oven
2 n 1 sippycup. Your baby can drink milk and juice from the top or the bottom. A wall will divide the cups to keep the drinks from mixing
Provisional Gear
Can Do
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Several cleaning products in one hand! Dust, scrub or dry with Clean Mitt. One side dusts, the other cleans. Index fingers scrub surfaces.
Digital Baby Memory Book
Get identified and share medical info fast: an earring backing for pierced or unpierced ears that can be scanned by ERs or smart phone.
Shoe Slippers
GE LINK BLINDS
Washer/Dryer Sleeve and Basket
2016 Presidential Game for All
Smart kick boxer
Programmable Light Switch
Waffle Bowl Maker
Smart Walking Sprinkler
EnHanCeR
ARE YOU TIRED OF HIDING EXTENSION CORDS? My idea is a clear / non tented / transparent extension cord that blends with any color!
Super Underwear Man
Smart Cookware Bluetooth/Wifi
Team-iPod! Is an iPod with a built-in FM transmitter, that can send signals to 1 or more team-iPods so others can listen to music with you!
Flying Hair Dryer
Iron Hands
A hand held lottery number picker that randomly picks lotto numbers for you with a touch of a button.
Smart Hammer
Ultimate Travel Pillow
Key Me
A Thick Rubber Latex Paint that will not crack &amp; can easily be pulled off the wall instead of scraping when you want a change of color.
Protect your elbows from calluses and your clothing from getting holes in the elbows.
Silicone cover for flat iron to prevent skin or counter top burns and to keep the iron from getting dirty with product and make-up.
Vac Seal Trash Compactor
Ditto
Window shades for cars have been around for years, but this idea brings a ready to use convenience combined with a no worry storage solution
The Re-eraser
water bottle with lock
Apple Watch Trendy Bracelets
Pen sized rollup travel mirror
smart post mail box
PERSONAL ESSENTIALS ORGANIZER
A writing tablet where your family can input needed groceries by Icon &amp; color, updating instantly your Smart phoneâ€™s App shopping list.
Comby broom 4 x 1
SkipeeToy launch Disc on water
Projector for Christmas lights
BALANCED CLOTHES HANGER /L TAB
New style adhesive trash bag.
THE INTELLIGENT WELCOME MAT
GE fridge with door integrated writing tablet input needed groceries by Icon &amp; color, update instantly your Smart phoneâ€™s shopping list.
sea ray
High jumping shoe convertors; transform your sneakers into a pair of powerful app enable high jumping devices and record your progress.
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Touchscreen Puzzle
renovate your shoe bottom
sWindow
The Baster
My electronic product
Portotrash
Dr Watson's Foot Remedy
Isometric Workout Chair
The (Flat) Calculator
Smart Clock
Guitar Blanket
Night light wall art
test
Slipsticks
Automatic Hot chocolate maker WITH flavor injector. Mixes and heats simultaneously while also injecting chosen flavor.
Charge iWatch with iPhone
You want something different that no one has seen before? Here it is. Let's create a Jet Ski that converts to a Snow Mobile and back.
Enhance your next shopping trip with a cart-mounted iPad/iPhone or use it to entertain your child while you shop! Working prototype &amp; video!
Too many people are being injured or killed while getting around at night. This will greatly reduce the odds this will happen. Save Lives!
There are no good bike lights that can be seen from 360 degrees during both the day and night time. I want to change that with your help.
More people are riding bikes and using electronics, I want to create a Quirky (worm) Drive generator to power it all while riding.
Many people are active outside after dark. We should create a light that allows them to be active And safe for the more common activities.
Easy cool water
A "Q" shaped Paper Towel Holder (in profile) that is done in either stainless steel or extruded acrylic.
Do you have a digital camera and want to shoot pics & video of yourself but don't have a forward facing screen to see what you are shooting?
I want to reduce the number of people killed/injured while riding bikes, wheelchairs and mobility scooters during low light conditions.
Enhance your next shopping trip with a cart-mounted iPad or use it entertain your child while you shop!
Interactive iphone cover -App
Redesign plastic Coke bottles
friendship shoes
Im always loosing my headphones or I don't have them when I need them what If we could do an Iphone case that had retractable headphones.
Paint Brush Propper
I CAN paddle
Floating Frisbee
Youth batters training mat
Hands free tablet carrier
Skeleton Key
Umbrella Holder for Walkers. Help our seniors stay protected from the rain &amp; sun when outside. Attach behind handle grip. Easy on-off clamp.
Hurry Up
Bluetooth guitar transmitter.
Tea bag cup
Chilli Hot Dog Bed
Pehh
Shirt's Colar Saver
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NON-STICK Inverted Muffin Tins for BACON or COOKIE CUPS. Stop using the bottom side of your rusty old muffin tins for these yummy treats!
Oral Care+
#spotsv HINGED WOOD CHIP Hides Your Key in Plain Sight. Stash behind a bush, by a tree or in a flower pot. Only you know it's there!
Hand free tablet carrier
Battery operated surge prot
#QCYCLE - LED safety lights that can be inserted into a ventilation slot of bike helmets. Flexible flared rubber plug pops in, pops out.
Out-lock
sticking brick
comfortable wrench
Mona MEsa
visually signaling mailbox
Tooth Fairy Genius
Zap Sac
Upside down butter dish with built-in slicer. You can store your butter or you can display your butter. The lid is also the plate!
Data transferring application
Bruise Bands
kjkdjdkjdk
"sybrella"
Mac Pro Elevate
Hard shoe case
Phonebrella
Apple pay secure Car Starter
Catch
ChangeControl
money magic
Pivot Power Missing Link, expand your actual PP 1, 2 or 3 outlets &amp; USB with Pivot Power Links adding extra links to your actual Pivot Power
Cleaning windows the conventional way can be a pain in the neck! OUCH! Can't someone come up with a better idea? Yes we can!
Stapler and Staple Remover all in one. Increase productivity in the workplace.
koolshade
Pivot Power Twin Block that transform into a X, Y, T, U, O shape or just can be a double outlet without transform in any shape. More Outlets
Oxygen Outputter
Anti Theft Smart CAR Sensors will alert if your Car is Open or Moved because your Alarm &amp; Smart Key are not enough. See Video
Angle Floor Scraper
I Phone sun shade and case
Dining Dice
Baby unswing
Wire Brush Jumper Cables
Metrocard Checker
Smart Mailbox
Vacubroom: broom that vacuums
Toilet Seat Slider with Sanitizing Spray Capsule - Quickly disinfect any seat using this device and Quirky branded disinfectant canisters
Multicharger
Coal microwave
S-Box
Camera Cubby
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sea ray
The Flying Sub Simulator App
Salad Strainer To Go
Gator Rangler
Jump-n-Splash
Relax Baby
Breasties
POPPY-TRASH CAN
Antiseptic Airtight Container
The Shoe Stick
Silicone cover for electronics
Its an inflatable iPhone/iPod stand for uneven or rough surfaces. Beach sand, bed.. It takes little storage space. Perfect for travelers.
Boil'All
I don't want to get up to turn the light off. Now you don't have to as with the push of a button the light switch can be turned off or on.
FABulous Connectible Bed Pillows - Button them together &amp; take them off the bed "in a single action" in the morning. FAB.com DECOR item
Soft Drone For Kids
Easy travel nursing pillow
Detangling Comb with hair product trough. Distributes viscous (thick) hair products &amp; conditioners evenly roots to ends. EASY TO CLEAN!
Grinding Guard
POCUT POWER
Wink Photo View
Pop Up Lawn Anchor
A new twist on the water bottle, with a flex friendly modular bottle that is made to adjust and wrap to anything.
Bluetooth Fairy
Bryce Clippers
Littletoe
Kleenified
Heated, aroma filled massage shirt gives relaxation anywhere you need it. Adjustable sizes to fit any wearer. Convienent and needed by all
Boil'ALL
MONEY MAGIC
NoHeatDeaths
Turning Table
The Pexersisor
garbage can wheel covers
Austin Invention Challenge
Sprout
Central Refrigerator Hub
life jacket with gps
Scented Artificial Flower
Hang the party garlands on without leaving traces. No nail, no screw, no tape. Just this neat clamp for any surface! (lacquered wood/stucco)
The Dissected Glove
FreshBands
TouchCase
Cordless mini travel hair dryer with handle that detaches and functions as straightener. Perfect for those quick touch ups anywhere.
Notipz
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*ANGLED BASE* Smart Beverage Dispenser. TILT NO MORE! Let the juice come to you :) 2 ways to pour and 2 areas for ice.For party or daily use
Pawprint
Beverage hanger for shopping cart. Loop of rope with hook that slips over 12 pack of beverage so it can hang from front of shopping cart.
*Cal-O-Meter* is a magnetic app enabled device for the fridge. Displays your caloric intake goal for the day and counts down. Stay on track!
*SAND DUNES* Fill w/ sand &amp; place on corners of towel. Double as cup/stuff holders. Many design &amp; material possibilities. Maybe collapsible.
Weed Puller
GreenBright Light
Poppy Popcorn Maker
Confounded Credit Box
Simple Spin
Pram that rides up the stairs
*BUBBLE BRELLA* It's raining bubbles!!! Child presses button on handle &amp; bubbles are released into the air. Clean fun ;)
Flexible Mesh Tea Infuser &amp; Herb Sachet for soup stocks. Flat storage in your kitchen drawer. Turns inside out for easy cleaning.
*MASK* Is a very thin silicon sleeve that goes over credit-cards that only leaves exposed the magnetic stripe. Aids in 4 out of 6 situations
Breadcrumbs
SWITCH HITTER
Bath Buddy Hammock
With PIVOT POWER GLO you still keep the beauty and convenience of the original The area for the plugs would glow in the dark for ease of use
Expandable Baby Bag with **Removable Insert** Inserts make it convenient to find anything. Insulated Compartments! A spot for EVERYTHING!
Multi Battery Pack Case, batteries specifically spaced to accept finger impressions, designed to power iPad with one or more batteries.
Daily use Cutting Board with *Removable Guide*. Easy and convenient! Stop dulling your knife. Simply guide chopped veggies into pan!
Crate Plugs* Pop them in the holes. Won't disturb the looks of the product and aid in keeping holes dust free. Sheet form to cover more
Sheet of PLASTIC with pre-marked pattern. Child folds into airplane,boat, house etc.When done can flatten out.Build to play and stores flat.
I love my bagless vacuum but HATE emptying it :( GROSS! I need a trash can that is designed to retain the cloud of dust while I empty it.
Simple modern way to hang things *SMART HOOKS* Press and the hook releases for use, press again and hook retracts out of the way.
Smart Windscreen
Power Brush
THE ZOOM TANK is designed with specific area/areas for observing things magnified. See your fish like you have never before!Great gift idea!
*ANGLED BASE* Smart Beverage Dispenser. TILT NO MORE! Let the juice come to you :) 2 ways to pour and 2 areas for ice.For party or daily use
Beautiful modern decorative *LINE OF PILLOWS THAT LIGHT UP* not only provide extra light but add a fun atmosphere to any outdoor gathering.
An INTUITIVE TOWEL - Use the DECORATIVE LOOPS at any angle to facilitate drying the back of your body & the bottoms of your feet!
Snore Survivor
Customizable**GLOW IN THE DARK STICKERS FOR PIVOT POWER**Could have patterns too! Aid in seeing in the dark and personalize Pivot
Power.FUN
VolumeUp
Frying pan with grease handle
Design baseball home base plate to track the speed and velocity (ie radar)of each pitch. Plate could work in conjunction with baseball in CF
*Cal-O-Meter* is a magnetic app enabled device for the fridge. Displays your caloric intake goal for the day and counts down. Stay on track!
Grip Clip
TP Plus!
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Walk suitcase
App enabled 360 video/camera for capturing unique pictures: Use on bird-feeder. Aerial wedding reception shots etc YOU control it! So fun!
Kid Keeper
The Machine Works
Vibe Alert
Baby Lane
iBudz, ear buds that are universally designed to comfortably attach to sunglasses and eye ware ideal for runners, cyclist beach goers etc.
*RESUB* The #1 cause of death in kids is DROWNING! App enabled pool device that alerts when child/pet has fallen in pool.
Taking care of saltwater fish tanks is intimidating.Dipping stick that is constantly emerged in water will alert you if something is off.
#spotsv Excellent insulator - Design a Styrofoam insert, fits under any cap or hat weave design allows air filtration. Excellent Heat Shield
Save $$ with DRY ALERT - an app enabled device that user puts in the dryer and *alerts the user when laundry is dry* No more guessing!
Simple Solution *INSULATED CHAPSTICK HOLDERS* Keeps Chapstick from melting in the car or on the go! Trendy! Great impulse buy at checkout!
Slow Cook Connect
Presidential Game 4 All Ages
Magnetic Extension Cord
Akilah: Space Diaries doll
Multifunctional level
Gancho
Modern lamp that can also be used as an ipad holder. Face down for light face up for lounging in bed with ipad or book.
Power Your Way
PowerWash
Tapered Stacking Containers
Massaging Smart Hammock
Showerphonics
*Check* Type in the calendar app your activities. Device synks with phone to give you a visual reminder of your schedule. Other features!
Hot Wheels
Once You Go Black
*MEASURE UP*
Emergency electronic generator
GE Essential Appliance
GUARDIAN
Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down
Make bath-time fun with modular toy pieces that attach to wall via suction cup. Build Anything. Stimulates creativity and cleanliness ;)
SHOE-SANDALS
HOME USE AIR ACCUMULATOR
clean machine
The Crud Catcher
FLIP CUSHION OTTOMAN DESK - Small footprint for apartment/dorms or family room + storage space. STAPLES' furniture line!
Souped Up
shea
Jacket Backpack
Pet Pal (resubmit formerly known as Whereâ€™s Fido) â€“ vital pet information at your finger tips.
Lit Retractable Leash/Collar
GE-8194520- Teleprompter designed as text scroll, rests over keyboard to enhance typing skills and to offer ease of text display when typing
Cam's chocolatey cover spray
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Auto speed control module
Smart Watch Mini Clip Stylus
Fruit/vegetable Knife and Peeler in 1. A useful multifunction gadget for every kitchen
SmartVolt
#spotsv HALO is a glowing LED key ring that facilitates in finding &amp; using keys at night for home,car etc.*Entire key ring illuminates!*
MOCUBO SLICES - Justin Approved - I love my Mocubo but sometimes I just want to slice one thing. Individual Mocubos would be cool
#spotsv *INSULATED CHAPSTICK HOLDERS* Keeps Chapstick from melting in the car or on the go! Trendy! Great impulse buy at checkout!
Hydro-Hound
Step Can *GET A FOOTHOLD ON YOUR TRASH CAN* I need a trash can with an area that I can step on! Simple design tweak aids in pulling bag out
#spotsv Tiny *Anywhere Clip On Fan Air Freshener* Perfect for the car, office, bathroom, etc. Battery/solar operated.
#spotsv Universal Silicon grip attachment that straddles top of blade ease hands when chopping certain foods or prepare for a large meal.
Hot potato style game. Hat with water chamber. Water releases on losers head when time is up. SOOO FUN!!! Imagine the excitement!!
#spotsv Reusable trendy *tiny* spray bottles that attach via suction cup base to mirror.No need to dig for cleaner. Great for touch ups!
App enabled Sun Bathing Meter, monitors sun rays and helps prevent overexposure to harmful UV Rays, attach leads to sun side of body &amp; relax
#spotsv *Clear* Scented Ceiling Fan Rings(Slightly elastic to fit any size fan blades)Fill an entire room with scent,long lasting and hidden
iconic drink
Interactive Soda Dispenser
#spotsv **Suction Cup + Magnet** Leave a note or reminder on any flat surface. Magnetic tip can be flipped up and back down to secure note.
Auto bright lights
GyroBambino
#spotsv Dual Magnetic Clip combine 2 clips in 1, dual thumb tabs &amp; grips, remove needed doc w/out removing clip, save space on message board
Gizmo companion robot
Turn magazines into a hard back book, using retractable support frame, companies logo can be added
Clip strip for homes. Vertical Packet organizer, free up space in your pantry while organizing packets.Packets are easy to access.
Night-flash night/flashlight
*ECHO* (App enabled)
Mobile Forgot Alarmer Device
Resubmit - Table top 360* auto-motioning rotate pan &amp; tilt iPad Base (motion similar to electric vehicle mirror), doubles as charging dock.
SCRATCH OFF MOTIVATIONAL MEASURING TAPE! Uses same technology as lottery tickets. Scratch off every inch you lose and a smile is revealed :)
Mini Wine Glass Ice Bar, keep your wine chill at its desired temperature, maintain the recommended temperature while tasting or socializing
*Portion Control Ice Cream Scoop* One person eats about 20 quarts of IC a year, that is A LOT of calories ;)Now you know how much you get!
Automatic Cocktail Spinner, stop shaking your cocktails simply apply pressure and activate automatic cocktail spinner, mixes in seconds.
Clear silicone 3D Baking Molds take baking to a new exciting level! No more flat cookies. Perfect for brownies too!Could come in many shapes
#spotsv Kids handle bar grips, makes bubbles as kids grip and slightly turn bar grips 1/4 degrees. Fun in the Sun, fill with any kid bubbles
Everyone has one or knows someone that does, 5 gallon cooler/thermos letâ€™s add a needed attachment to â€œexisting water jugsâ€ REAL
CUPS/HOLDER
spotsv finalist back! Use on top to assist in chopping/put on blade when storing *Better Design & Dual Purpose* thanks to a collab w/ JenJ!
Universal Monitor Wall Mount
Mini Daisy disguised wireless outdoor speakers will create an orchestrated flower garden symphony, controlled via Smart Phone, Ipod etc.
Super Cute *INSULATED CHAPSTICK HOLDERS* Keeps Chapstick from melting in the car or on the go! Trendy! Great impulse buy at checkout!
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Bedside alarm clock and 1cup coffee maker, turn off alarm set-up and enjoy your coffee, sealed unit prevents coffee ground smells and noise
*MAGNETIC ROAD CONNECTORS* Child can build road in any shape/length. Different shapes. Ends of pieces are magnetic. My 4 year old approves:)
IPhone Retractable Fingertip Stylus. Designed for smart phone, tablets and readers. Clip on purse, belt, pocket. Never misplace stylus again
An app enabled Dongle for the keychain that alerts user of possible rain by glowing. Never forget your umbrella again. Rain drop shape.
Smart Gloves
My Toddlers need **PAINTBRUSHES THAT BOBBLE** Aids in creating more grip for them and less mess for me! Possibility of interchangeable heads
*IceKabobs* SO FUN AND YUMMY! Fill included ice tray. Put on kabob and enjoy! 3 different flavor cubes on one stick! My kids approve!
App-enabled Gun/Target Practice. Imagine the accessories --&gt; Moving stands, different style guns etc. Play alone or with friends.
#spotsv Re 5/9/11 Bendable Bungee, 1/2 Bungee and 1/2 Bendable, heavy duty design would be to add a Carabiner to bendable side of Bungee.
*HANDHELD MAZE* Child has fun &amp; develops motor skills. Hand Grip aids in controlled maneuvering.Different shapes/colors.Simple fun product!
iPhone Outlet, shelf charging
TELL-A-STORY BOARD
TELL-A-STORY BOARD
TELL-A-STORY BOARD
*No Nod*app enabled device to clip on sun glasses, ear, or hat.Alerts when you are falling asleep at the wheel.Hats with technology built in
PIC (Pilot in Control)
Get the Party started! Balloon Station fill/transport water, helium and compressed air balloons fill multi balloons with 1 nozzle, save time
How about an app enabled device that tells the user if they have bad breath
Eat and Learn
Baby Seat Monitor
*iMood* Need I say more ;) This app will dim the lights, start the fire, start the flameless candles, start the music...
Protetor das unhas
SAVES LIVES! A device that uses infrared technology in emergency situations. locates person buried in avalanche, collapsed building etc.
*Twinkle* adds a spark of fun and function to your phone. This beautiful silver case twinkles when you get a call/text
weigh your health
Xtension *Mini version of Silo* for any condiment would be very convenient! Nothing to find or clean. Adds a 1/2 tsp every time! Cute!
RESUBMIT: iphone Case Amplifier An iphone case that slides out creating an amplifier effect on the speaker side
A Finger Pointer,use it with the ipad,iphone and touch screen.Helps you type draw maneuver with more accuracy.Attaches like an eraser top
Resubmitted..Duct Tape Creation Kits That provide stencils for various items Fashionable Creations,such as Bags, Wallets, Purses, bows etc.
iphone Case Amplifier in one An iphone case that slides out creating an amplifier effect on the speaker side
Night lights are helpful, lets make them functional too by adding *CORD MANAGEMENT* *OUTLET* *USB PORTS* *DIGITAL CLOCK* or a
combination!
Dry sack for iPhone in a case. Clip for carabiner. Clear swipe-able surface for front and camera. Earbud cord slot.
Electromagnetic iron and bimetal ironing board cover will work in harmony to create the pressing effect of traditional pressing boards.
GLOW PETS A line of stuffed animals that glow WHEN THEY DETECT SOUND:)Give your children a sense of security &amp; friendship w/ these cute
pets
Child Proof Easy Open Prescription Bottle Opener, locks kids out and allows senior adults comfort bottle opening for different size bottles.
**Why are play-doh containers SO hard to open** Google this question and you will see I am not alone. We need a tool for this. HUGE market!
#QCYCLE water gun/device that attaches to the handle bars of bicycles. Great fun for those hot summer days!
#QCYCLE RESUB A *BICYCLE SEAT THAT HAS STORAGE SPACE FOR SMALL ITEMS INSIDE** Could also detach to work as a case. Could lock
close.
Compost Bin + Diaper Genie = Compost Genie ;)
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Mini Measuring Cup Drawer Set Where Each Drawer Itself is a Measuring Cup
Introducting Salad Plate! With its silicone surface, say goodbye to stabbing uselessly at the limp lettuce on your plate.
Holiday Door Decorations
Safe-Cake
Global language app
Sewing Kit Dispenser
After overwhelming support revised from original submission, after seeing my 7th grade daughter's stuffed back pack leaving for school
sign sign , get it?
Remember the SimonMemoryGame? *MEMORY MAT* is an adaptation of that game. Child jumps on the lighted sections exercising their body &amp;
mind!
Lets make a beautiful modern table with a gutter incorporated into the design. Automatically catches spills. Great for toddler years!
Modern *folding* solar charger for devices. Unfold to gather power. No sun, no problem can also charge via USB Many design possibilities!
Pyramid - Dish dryer
Reusable lint catcher attaches via base to inside of dryer. Get 2 jobs done at once! Slide out when full, clean, slide in! Simple!
*LINE EXTENSION* METAL POWER CURLS!! Get ready for our next apple store product. Our #1 selling product goes metal for a high end look!Olala
App Enabled Magnetic Sensors
Fold-away, wall-mounted valet shelf. Compact, stylish, and affordable. Now you have no excuse to be unorganized in the morning.
iPics smartphone accessories
ShopRing - The ULTIMATE bag holder!! Carry shopping bags with ease, comfort and free your hands!! With a Modern/Stylish design!!
Opal Sneakers
*Universal Cuff TV remote*. Clamps on to furniture (couch, coffee table) easily accessible and modern. Always know where your remote is.
Clip on *Digital* Magnetic Timers for Pans/*handles*.Perfect when making more than one meal at a time.John Silvan founder of Keurig approves
KEEP YOUR DRINKS/STUFF OFF THE SAND :) Cupholder attachment and basic hook attachment for purse, camera, clothes. Attach to umbrella pole.
MAGNETIC CEREAL BAG CLIPS THAT DOUBLE AS DISPENSERS. Magnetically unfolds like ipad 2 Smart Cover.Simply fold back flaps to pour
cereal.
Your new favorite pampering product! Simply attach *microwaveable gel pads* to glove for a deeper more relaxing massage. Makes a great gift!
Vela Electric Bicycle
Ben, you KNOW you want one ;) *PEN ZEN MINI* Why not? Not everyone needs a large one. 3.6 inches long, so cute and useful! $9.99
TOTEM LINE EXTENSION! How about making small ones with fun prints and colors. Provide a **better grip** for toddlers and children!
Global language app
ShopRing - The ULTIMATE bag holder!! Carry shopping bags with ease, comfort and free your hands!! With a Modern/Stylish design!!
Small modern and collapsible milk and OJ carton holder!! Makes pouring out of boxes so much easier and comfortable!! Modern look, easy store
EXTENTION CORD WITH TIMER
*Mini* Scrape 'n Vac â„¢ ;) is a tool that scrapes stuck food & vacuums it in one step. Solar powered and bagless. Use:counters,table,floor
**Pencil/Pen Bobble holder with weighted base**Fun/functional pen/pencil storage addition to any desk. **Time display** at base adds value.
Solar powered XTREME GREEN flash light with **SUCTION BASE FOR WINDOW** When done charging remove and choose from 2 settings (low and
high)
Pasta Dropper
*Clip That Will Keep My Baby/Toddlers Sleeves Rolled Up*ChipClips &amp; ClothingPins are tacky &amp; uncomfortable. Possible magnet 4 fridge
storage
Remember the memory games? **Imagine MATCHING SOUNDS instead** Turn piece upside down &amp; hear sound. Fun product line: numbers, ring
tones...
Pasta Portion Dispenser
Guardian Angel doll, is 16" tall, with fiber optics, sings, talks, moves wings up and down. Wears white and gold ballgown.
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BathTub Rumbling Back Massager
BathTub Whirlpool and Lights
Handheld RJ-45 connector
Home Made Finger Food Maker
Let's make a set of different types of lids for K-cups(coffee machine cups) to help reuse them for many purposes in the office or at home.
Dash Phone Holder
Don't get your phone, camera, or book wet when you are on a beach or pool! A water-proof pouch keeps wet items separate and helps them dry.
A Tidy-up folding basket with divisions to help organize things as you picks them up around the house. Put everything away in 1 quick step!
App-enabled picture/painting frame that provides accent light to shine on the picture or painting.
Basket for Quirky Crate
Don't fumble with the sticky tape to find the end. Avoid cutting your fingers on the dispenser. Modified per your comments and suggestions!
Child Potty that folds flat &amp; stays out of the way when you don't need it. Uses plastic bags to catch and dispose of gross stuff.
Austin Home Fermenting Machine
Don't spoil best picture or video by pointing a camera or camcorder at a person. App-enabled mini camera/camcorder controlled from iPhone.
Leave your garden hose connected & still have a spout available to wash your hands or fill a water can! Eliminate kinks & bends of the hose.
Modular Back-to-Front Hanging Rods System â€“ Achieve perfect organization in your closet with minimal effort!
Long distance call button that alerts all family members/friends that an elderly/disabled is in distress. No monthly fee!
Petal Drops Upgrade. It doesn't only collect rain water in an empty bottle, but also converts this bottle into an instant watering can
RESUBMIT 247 VOTES! Keep your trip to the beach/pool simple and organized! A beach tower/mat that wraps around a cylindrical storage vessel.
A simple disposable shower/tub hair catcher. It can be as simple as inexpensive textured spring that would trap hair &amp; be tossed once full.
Indoor basketball hoop that grows with your child - adjustable height over the door game. A lot of fun without it taking much room at all
Car Sunshades Made of Solar Energy Panels. Don't just deflect sun rays , use them to cool off your car , sunshade, &amp; charge your gadgets.
Carry, transport, &amp;store your sports balls with this amazing ball bag. Use it for training too. Every household can use 1 or more. See pics.
Create your own unique rotating storage space and hang is compactly in a closet. Add optional attachments to meet your own unique needs, like a folding
three panel mirror, electronics, stationary, hair accessories, and make-up organizer or a charging sta
Easy put together custom shoe storage - make it as tall as needed and either circular or semicircular. This shoe holder maximizes space.
ShEare, Audio Shared
Table **Lamps That Double As Night Lights** I envision a sphere where only little specs shinning through an outline give out light (stars)
Poppy Scales
Practical Pen Toppers
40 or 80V Cordless Power Strip
SMART CAR HEATER, APP ENABLED
CLEANRACK, Towel Sterilization
SWINGCAN - NO MORE TORN BAGS
Shopping App with Calculator
Ultimate Child Monitor
Driveway Snow Tarp
MagCovers-The any shape, anytime, and anywhere window covering. Cut it to shape, install the fastening magnets, and quickly cover/uncover
It's time 2 modernize &amp; add value 2 *Pregnancy Wedge Pillow* I need one that *Plays Music* Better sleep for mom and baby.Only baby can hear.
Weed Scraper
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Get A Grip
*Refillable Odor Eliminators WITH HOOK* allows over the door/toilet hanging (bathroom, side of toilet, shoe closet, closet rod, pantry etc)
*SOLAR POWERED NIGHT LIGHT* The safer and money conscious way to give your child a sense of security. Different colors and shapes.
Ray for iPhone that also serves as a case. It's a solar charger and case for iPhone
DIY Make 'n Mold
Generator Steam Powered, Safe
Modular Back-to-Front Hanging Rods System â€“ Achieve perfect organization in your closet with minimal effort! Clothes is easier to see too.
Table Lamp with storage space.Use on end tables in living room. Use on nightstands. Use in girls/boys rooms. Use in dorm room.
Check Your Child's (or your own's) Body Temperature without a need to hold a thermometer. Simply stick it on and see what color it turns.
Modular CD, DVD, &amp; Blu-Ray storage that grows with your collections &amp; fits any place available for storage. It fits nonstandard sizes too.
Daily and Weekly Contact Lenses are becoming more affordable &amp; popular. The world needs a great way to store, organize, &amp; dispense them.
The biggest problem with walkers is that they "run away" from elderly. Let's make universal breaks adjustable to individual walking speed.
Ballpoint Paint Dispenser. It works like ballpoint pen, but is bigger &amp; refillable. Paint straight lines. For art or house remodeling?
Finalist Idea Clarified &amp; Updated. Non-slippery Mat With Washable Interchangeable Rug Inserts. Helps to Prevent Falls in Aging Population!
The portable Sit-Up Helper assist in the performing of sit-ups which are more effective than crunches. No need for a partner or furniture :)
Last try...Retractable, reusable, hands-free list
Rice Coffee
Compost Friendly Lunch Box
Splatter screens are UGLY*Asian Style Fan Inspired Splatter Screen*One size fits all pans. Collapses beautifully to be hung or put in drawer
Iwatch Stand Charger
*Modern power strip with outlets that flip out* Power turns on when user flips outlet for use. Could be only one row. Child friendly.
Painter's Pal
Spray Bottle Brush Attachment
RESUBMIT: Store, Measure, and Dispense Spaghetti From the Same Container. Check Out All Pictures! Silo Line Extension
A Steady Highchair That Folds Out of the Way in Seconds the Way a Step Stool Does. Perfect for Active Toddlers and Busy Households.
#spotsv Playing card holder that has a privacy filter. Cards can only be seen when looked at directly. Image does not show filtering.
Toilet Drops
#spotsv A pacifier with a freezable tip using pÃ»rICE technology. Would help teething babies get more relief :)
Speaker Folio
Putty Ears
#spotsv Air fresheners that attach to any part of chain pull on ceiling fans. Distribute a nice scent evenly and discretely throughout room.
The RollerKoaster
jhohoihi
Wink IR TV blaster
Fresh airless ziplock bag
Sheet of PLASTIC with pre-marked pattern. Child folds into airplane,boat, house etc.When done can flatten out.Build to play and stores flat.
Reusable Sticky Notes. Create a reusable writing surface anywhere you need it! Like a sticky mini Scratch-n-Scroll! Thousands of uses!
A Radically New Way to Monitor Your Child's (or your own's) Body Temperature. Stickers that change color based on their temperature.
Pedal Drops II - Like "Pedal Drops" but better - it instantly converts an empty water bottle into a watering can that collects rain drops!
Mood Ring iPhone Case
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A Book Cover That Locks Your Book Open and Allows You to Flip Pages Easily. Book Mark, Highlighter/Pen Holder, &amp; Removable Light Included.
Organize Your Jewelry by Hanging it on Little Hangers. Hang These Hangers with Clothes They go With. Great for Traveling!
Magnetic Carousel Utensil Set. Top of base and handles on utensils would be magnetic. Very user friendly *Base catches drips*
A Floating Fully Automatic Water Gun With Suction Tube Allowing For Non-Stop WATER BLAST
Backup Battery Cable Holder
Phil is an empty capsule that changes liquid medicines to a pill that you can easily swallow without the yucky flavor
Let's create a **LIT UP WOODEN/BAMBOO KEYBOARD** Beautiful example of Form &amp; function. Red Dot? :)
the ultimate swiss-army knife
What about a **BICYCLE SEAT THAT HAS STORAGE SPACE FOR SMALL ITEMS INSIDE** Could also detach to work as a case. Could lock close.
Wink Outdoor Monitor
*Timer + Sticker dispenser Potty training aid* Alarm sounds every 30 minutes/child gets sticker if successful. Suction cups to toilet/mirror
Power Coil
My Toddlers need **PAINTBRUSHES THAT BOBBLE** Aids in creating more grip for them and less mess for me! Possibility of interchangeable heads
Porker
MusicDriveBand
**Magnetic** Rubber Grips for use on pens/pencils, picks, probes, scalpels, modeling type knives and small hobby tools.
BobbleBrush #3 **FLOSS DISPENSER** Bottom unscrews for placement of floss. User feeds through the top. Tiny attached cover.Smaller footprint
Hot potato style game. Hat with water chamber. Water releases on losers head when time is up. SOOO FUN!!! Imagine the excitement!!
Wall Clock with storage for tweezers,Q tips,cotton balls, and other small personal care products. Back of clock has mirror.
Fold-away, wall-mounted valet shelf. Compact, stylish, and affordable. Now you have no excuse to be unorganized in the morning.
Mini "Loofah" with antibacterial coating plus stand. Simply fill with your favorite face wash and enjoy cleansing and gentle exfoliation.
Cut in half your trips to the sink. Basket with divisions and handle aids in picking up the table ! With drip tray. Has 3 uses!!
Metal Detecting IPhone Case
Metamucil Slim
ProngChops
GREAT IDEA FOR A MEASURING CUP. *PLEASE READ DESCRIPTION* WOULD THIS BE DOABLE?? Solids are released without much effort
unlike competition!
Pull-up wastebasket
Soap dispensing palm brush that has *horizontal bristles* Scrub the bottom and side of pan at the same time! Simple and useful!
Have you ever eaten a burrito or a wrap and the insides just keep falling out? With Tasty Tape you can "wrap up your wrap"!
Ruler with pen/pencil storage. When you need one usually you need the other. Dry erase edges as well, no more stains!
The Most Intuitive and Practical Baby Toothbrush and Teething Aide Ever!!! Two in One. Not Just for Babies That Use Pacifiers.
Store, Measure, and Dispense Spaghetti From the Same Container. Check Out All Pictures! Silo Line Extension?
Universal Flip-Flops Strap. Unisex. CLEAR to match everything and be almost invisible? Go from backless to supported in seconds!
An Expanding Clip to Hold a Book Open on Both Sides + Super Compact Rechargeable &amp; Removable LED light + Bookmark + Highlight/Pencil
Holder!
One-serving Bowl &amp; Colander/Strainer in One! Wash berries, drain beans or tuna &amp; eat or store them in the same bowl. Check out pictures!
Moving our hips shapes our bodies in all the right places-abs, butt, hips, thighs, and back. All we need is resistance to shape up quickly!
Washable Shower Curtain and Liner in one that is split at the bottom so it stays inside the tub and looks nice on the outside
Vacuum Storage Boxes - better than vacuum storage bags - they neatly stack up on top of each other without sliding, rocking or falling.
An expanding napkin holder â€“ a perfect fit for any number of napkins! No sagging, falling or fly away napkins! No wasted space!
*UNIQUE FILTER PLACEMENT* allows for larger filter which means more water before replacement. Bottom area screws off to be used as a cup.
*MAGNETIC ROAD CONNECTORS*Child can build road in any shape/length. Different shapes. Ends of pieces are magnetic. My 3 year old approves:)
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*UNIVERSAL* Ultraviolet light vacuum attachment. Kills 99.9% of dust mites, bacteria, mold and other harmful germs without harsh chemicals!
Combine 2 useful products *Rubberband + Timer* Tie around anything!Use on Cooking handles,exercising,coloring hair,crafts,food Expiration...
Transparent repositionable/reusable wall decals to adhere users photos to wall. Come in different fun shapes and colors. Quick,easy and fun!
Horizontal/Vertical, Modern, SPACE SAVING CUFF CLOCK :) For bed railing(Vertical)or on any shelf(Horizontal)Clamps on.No tools to install!
A device that user wears/holds that counts down out loud # of crunches. Ability to download information into the computer in form of graph.
Multiple-Basket
Gel Skin Storage Device
ALMOST GONE :( *INSULATED CHAPSTICK HOLDERS* Keeps Chapstick from melting in the car or on the go! Trendy! Great impulse buy at
checkout!
*LABYRINTH WAFFLE MAKER*. Exercise the mind while eating waffles. Waffle makers are bulky. Let's make 1 that's thin and modern. VERTICAL?!?!
Beauty Fridge
*SOLAR POWERED NIGHT LIGHT* The safer and money conscious way to give your child a sense of security. 2nd child product in the Q. line!
PT Holder with Slanted Base for Easy Tearing with One Hand. Drawing is very rough. Picture a more modern design with smaller foot print :)
Wired to Wireless Speakers
Laser Tether Ball
Let's design a piggy bank that displays AMOUNT NEEDED :)to get to goal and a slot to place a picture or word of what the child is saving for
GEL ICE JEWELRY - Wear this jewelry on 3 main pressure points and instantly cool your body as much as 3 degrees!
You want an extra hand? :) This little doodad will come in handy when filling baggies. Compact design stays on the Fridge. Flaps fold in.
Doilet
Prop Any Cord Power
the self mixing Casserole
Tongs that will both measure and serve your spaghetti. Hanging loop doubles as guide for 1 serving. Gaps in spoons also measure!
Child Illustrator is a line of books in which the *child illustrates the book*. Fun way to encourage reading! Potential licensing idea!
*Safe iron* that when used *stilts are retracted* and when user lets go of iron *stilts automatically release* Economical version of itouch!
Easy-Out Garbage Bin (or Laundry Hamper) - don't pull your bag up,simply slide it out instead! No heavy lifting or torn garbage bags!
Handy over the sink shelf with drainage and organizers â€“ can be used in other places. Double, triple or quadruple your counter top space!
*Portion Control Ice Cream Scoop* One person eats about 20 quarts of IC a year, that is A LOT of calories ;)Now you know how much you get!
Hands full? Need your phone in view? Simple device attached to iPhone case to wear around your neck.
cargash
Baby Bottle with built in formula container either on base of bottle or as part of the cap. Holds up to 8 ounces of formula. Convenient!
Battery or solar **Collapsing** flash light. Pop one in your pocket, purse, glove compartment, back pack etc. Strap for palm/head when small
Need extra outlets? Need extra USB ports? Want it all in ONE unit with convenience and portability? Here you go!
Fun wraparound toilet step for children to use when potty training. Adjust height of step to accommodate child's feet when sitting on toilet
HALO is a glowing LED key ring that facilitates in finding &amp; using keys at night for home, car etc. *Entire key ring illuminates!*
Autobrella
Mix Master Shaker
HangNotes are a paperclip plus hanger in one. Many uses: hold recipe card, leave note on the fridge, leave note to partner on door FUN!!!!!
Let's utilize the walls of our utensil catch all drawer. Measuring spoon with *built in hook* or pouch that hangs on side holds small things
Soup is a ritual at my house. *EASY CARRY DESIGN*. Spout for optional sipping. *Hollow area for hand gripping* could be applied to any plate
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I want to be able to watch TV while holding my baby girl but she gets fidgety. This interactive *parent* bib would keep her and me happy :)
Pocket Piano Dots are *individual* piano sounding pieces that would apply to a surface via suction cups. Kids will love using this in car!
UUGGGHHHH!! A piece of egg shell landed in the bowl. Use these Marble tongs to remove. Calcium carbonate acts like magnet. Be sanitary :)
GlowTie
KEEP YOUR DRINKS/STUFF OFF THE SAND :) Cupholder attachment and basic hook attachment for purse, camera, clothes. Attach to umbrella pole.
dog trampoline
Easy-On Oven Mitt
*Vacuum With Retractable Wings* Vacuum in half the time.Lower the wings for extra area covered or fold away when using it in a small space.
Ever Phone
Bumbee
Laundry Folding and Organizing
The Bromb (brush/comb)
Real Simple Cleaning Bin
Snack-Lid
Thermostat With Alarm to let User Know when Coffee/Hot beverage or even soup is Ready.
My First Flower (giving new meaning to the â€œflowerpotâ€)
Thermostat With Alarm to let User Know when Coffee/Hot beverage or even soup is Ready.
Mirror Flick
Big Brother safe
Bruisers
Universal Remote Amp Control
Treadmill Resistance Training
Gun track
SpecStraps for Tots
Work Brain App
Hot to Cold Cups
ferfze
Over-the-computer Organizer
WINK - Wireless Vents
Jedi Sword Anything
Curvimeter
Tooth Fairy Genius
Smart Shower Curtain Rod
Modular Cooking Ware
Tooltime! With this "Combination Needle File" you always keep your set of files complete!
LightBowl
Anti Hay Fever Hat. Many suffer! Now you can get outside again. Fan blows clean filtered air in front of your face. Discrete and effective.
Stop spill oil from the pan
Key To The City
Property management platform
C Clip
Bag Handle
Label Cutting Device CUT that always itching label in your pants, shirts, shorts. Cuts as short as possible without cutting up your cloths
A fryer with a timer that sends a signal to your iphone when time ran out. It could have an app.
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Mechanical lock automatically
Plastic Bag Buddy
Make grooming fun for you and your cat!
Cool-Koil
Multi Mobile Phone Case
Wifi Camera in bulb holder.
SUCTION CUP for ROUGH SURFACES. You dont want to drill a hole and place a screw for that one time to fix something.
Safe Neck
Emergency Sign
The Green Bidet
Double tractions to bikes .
Energy recoverer
Navigo
Splaw
LugeCubes
360Âº Porn simulation real life
Cardio monitoring wireless
Custom Ice Cube Tray App
EEG Monitor wirefree
Better hands-free umbrella, better supporting apparatus, worn under or over jacket, frees hands for normal activities, groceries, cell etc
Dust shelf
Boombag
Restore moisture and flavor in meals, heated in microwaves that all microwaves remove during their cooking process, no more dehydrated meals
Reauction
Motorised Coconut Grater
umbrella zipper bag
Modify Master-Locks Security Bar, to secure exterior side of door, clamp too knob/frame upon exiting room. Interior side secures under knob
Micro grills had mass appeal and bad reviews,As seen on TV micro grill is NOT currently being sold,Possibly discontinued due to bad design
Your tired after a long walk, but pooch still has energy to burn give him â€œThe Greased Pigâ€ thatâ€™ll do it. Dog canâ€™t conquer or pick-up.
smart bottle
Ring toothbrush
BABY BOTTLE six pack. Baby bottles tipping over in your cooler and leaking? With a simple cooler insert, bottles remain upright. RESUBMIT
Endless Pancake Creations
faucet waterpik
Classy Collars
The Perfect Three
Familychain
WineBeerSpirits Cheese Vendor
Homes built with smart walls
The Ultimate Packaging Pump
The workout alarm
Happy Gloves
"Squeak" Scraper
Splaw
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App enabled car Black Box
Wink Car Sense
Wink Voice Command
INVENTION CHALLENGE- Commute
HANDS FREE TODDLER AND ME
NO STAIN - NO PAIN
Smart seat
WINDOW SILL BIRD HOUSE/FEEDERS
LED Football Mouthguard
Credit Card Sized Floss Case
Heated Faucet Cover
Speaking Animal Collar and Tag
Water Heater Leak Detector
Solar Cell Charger
flyer 2
DEE'S All NATURAL SKIN OINTMEN
Perfect Nail Cutter
Petal Drops
coaster for hot pans
ONE DOSE, NO SPILL MED COOLER
The Literal Butter knife
DEE'S All Natural Skin Ointmen
Tanning Pal
folding cup
mini directional light bulb
Horizontal Stationary Bike
Outdoor seat
2 in 1 Travel Buddy
JIG-SAW BOOK
Shake N' Ash
Multi-SwingChairSet
flyer
Curl
4D Motion Seat Pads
Built in thermometer drink cup
SmartSoak
Versatile Breathing Monitor
Magno Toothbrush
Buff and Scrub- The cleaning glove that has a gentle scrubber on one side, and a buffing side on the other.
Solar powered tiki torches with built in wireless speakers.
Ice Car
Octopus Meal Tray
alcoholic drinks in a can
Music fam
Fire legal doorstop
Plate, changing bottom picture
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Boom.Co Bazooka
The Triceratops Water Bottle
Night-time Germ Barrier - My idea is to create a barrier which will limit the spread of germs while you sleep next to your ill spouse.
Bed buddy
A "Fitch"= combo of fix/stitch
TC WeB Raps
Lingenfelter Line Guide
Shoe Light
Motion/VoiceLight Switch
no more poopy
Hanger Holder
iCatFeeder
Bathroom sanitizing station
Test idea 1
FireHose
When you're driving, most dogs love to stick their heads out the window. This is difficult for small breed dogs unless someone holds them.
pressure sensor pencil
Fabrack
( ( ( * MISSING/ABDUCTED CHILD PREVENTION * ) ) ) Parent/child bracelets that communicate with each other to keep child within set locale.
Traveling jewelry holder that has a hook at the top so it can fit in a hangup bag. Slides down to lock in place for secure traveling.
connecter
Quirky App
key pad lock for refridgerator
Ions
Ever been cleaning your yard, throwing debris in your pickup truck? What if the truck followed you by itself?(Submitted by: Smith)
My Entrepreneur
Over 390 votes. Spray Bottle with slanted bottom. It forces the hose & fluid to a bottom corner. Helps to create continual spray when tilted
A new take on the old "Lunch Bucket"
Lumi Blok
QUIRKY!!! PLEASE HELP US... 2.5 million sets of crutches sold nationwide each year!!! We can make a better crutch tip and crutch.
#AUTOHASHTAG PHOTO
Liquid Shades
Try the football with a built in camera and spiral counter. Replay your play with built in camera. Fun for kids of all ages. Birds-eye view
Chirp
Enjoy perfectly steeped tea on the go! A travel mug that solves the problems with making & drinking tea on the fly.
TC WeB STRAP DOS HAND & FINGER
unknown
THE (FOG BLASTER)
Easy-to-open Lid 2
Speedboat w/ Wheels Amphibious
Lazy Susan Platform
japan
Bed Brain
Extension cord in power socket
poolbed
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Car Finder
Flying Frog Jump
Quick Sip Cap
TC ring it cell phone holder
KK's Pain Reliever
da buzz Icee Slurpee
FashioNail- Truly cutting edge
Holiday Decorating Made Easy
Shelf for top of flat screenTV
LumiLego
U-bra
Studio Dust
With iAngle, You rule!
Fruit Ninja IRL
Still cutting nails round? "Well rounded" is overrated and boring. Get "FashioNail" and set a new trend
Blendy
Pivot
App Enabled Aerobic Step Bench
Resub: Toast Buddy - Your Breakfast Pal. People would buy more than 1, more like 3 (For Butter, Jelly &amp; Peanut Butter)
R. Shack App Enabled Chess Set
Got a pen &amp; paper handy? No? For those moments you need to jot down something quick, this is your best "Case" The "Q-case, Just in case"
Vela Electric Bicycle
Resub: Soda-Z. A stand for beverages at your party. Let'em serve themeselves. You only have 2 hands.
Pivot Power Remote
Reach smartphone case
s
3rd Hand
Phonics Childs Book, letters light up in sequence as child reads and sounds out words(3)stages of word lighting accommodates fluency level.
RESUBMIT Trigger spatula designed in handle eliminates need of spoon/spatula used to stir food when slow cooking no messy spoons on counter
WATER WORKS Shower Wall Cleaning System will mount similar to a shower curtain rod valve adapter will transfer water from shower 2 cleaner
Re: Trigger style spatula designed in handle eliminates need of spoon/spatula used to stir food when slow cooking no messy spoons on counter
AUTOHASHTAG PHOTO
Throw out! Krafts store purchased shredded cheese packaging, make way for an ideal designed shredded cheese storage container and dispenser
Venus Fly Trap inspired, eliminate those Pesky Flies from landing on utensils when Grilling BBQ, simply press eject button to cover utensils
child seat belt
fastener interchangeable
Projector Headphones
The Pick Helping Rod
Hidden Spice Rack
Aero
Hammer Screwdriver Multitool
Under Door Paper Catcher
Time Saving packing Tape
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Indicator
All 365
EZ Flowers Arranger in Vase
Drill Dust Capture
Grass Custom
DoorKnob Night light
Connected Brooch-Wear Anywhere
The thing that reports stuff
LED Jenga (or Uno Stacko)
The Pen Phone! (Resub)
Spring Cleaning Detailer
Cordless Pivot Power (Resub)
The Pen Phone! (Resub)
This Pen Receives Phone Calls
Cordless Pivot Power Tidy
UV Sanitizing Toothbrush Case
Mavericks Pro Sunglasses
BrassBot
AutoBathroom Sanitizing System
zoom in/out feature for camera
Bike Tracker
Trace Lace
Cereal/Soup Spoon
Sandables
Drop Zone fixed sagging pant's
CHUTE, the collapsible ice scoop designed to operate universally with all refrigerators door mount ice dispensers, lets fill up those cooler
*CallHelp*
Smart Phone Projector
Shelf for top of flatscreen TV
StopTop Tupperware
Umbrella for the elderly
TP that doubles as a potty trainer. Simply rip and put in the water and have your child to aim for the target (rival teams, aliens, etc).
JUMPO
No Mess/Waste Lemon Juicer
Exis solar charging stick
Silicone bowl that can fold flat to turn into a lid for other bowls for food storage. Stores easy! Item in photo is a foldable dog bowl.
RollBot security robot.
book
All Swing
Pets Tracer
Find Me
Selbrella - Selfie gadget
Water bottle cleaner
Vine
Pineapple Pro
pressure plate toilet seat
a
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Picnic map - garbage bag
Parfas
Radar Motorcycle Helment
Riding mower air conditioning
My Easy Cooler
ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ ì§€ì§„ ê°ì§€ê¸°ì™€ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì§„ë™í•˜ëŠ” ë°˜ì§€
Hands-free iPad holder. Sit on the mat - which holds the arm - which holds the iPad. Great for class, places with limited table space.
kneading for can and bottle
Vote 4 this "Safe Driving" iPhone case - with a secure key ring. Can't text if your keys are in the ignition!
phoneholder for bikes
gliding scooter
The New Age Bag Clip is an app-connected clip that allows for a better overview of your ever-hectic pantry! Helps w/ diets, staleness, etc!
A remote airplane that you can write in the sky with! Both manually and automatic! The pen is removable and allows people to draw by hand!
Stow your cords with your iPod/Pad/Phone: Wrapster3 with a suction cup on the back...wrap your cords then stick them to the screen or case.
The Incognito Pregnant Belly Portable Keg!! The name says it all!!!
Vote for MAGNET MAN! Clamp him onto grilling tools. He sticks 'em on your grill's lid. For no fuss no mess clear shelf clean tools! #spotsv
Live Video Picture Frames
Mad Your Idea Wasn't Chosen?
Stuff
Coolest Coaster
Love listening to music on portable devices but hate the tangling and dangling of the wires? My idea is simple wireless ear bud headphones!
ì• ì™„ ë™ë¬¼ ë¯¸ì•„ ì‚¬ê³ ë°©ì§€ë¥¼ ìœ„í•œ ì§„ë™ ë°˜ì§€
ë¶„ì‹¤ ë„ë‚œë°©ì§€ìš© ì¶©ì „ì‹ ì§„ë™ ë°˜ì§€
Safety Magnetic AC Adapter
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ í¬ë¦° ì—…
Capture the moment
ì‹œê°„ ì„¤ì • ìžë™ ë¬¼ ë¶„ì‚¬ê¸° ë‚˜ë¬´
Self Lighting Birthday Candels
elecfeeder3000
E
bike pillion helmet holder
Poingo
ì•±ê³¼ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì¸ë§¥ì°¾ê¸° ì§„ë™ ë°˜ì§€
ê°€ì •ìš© ì¨ˆ ì œì¡°ê¸°
DORIC HOIST
ë ˆì´ì € í¬ì¸íŠ¸ ìž
iron neck
ì—ì–´ì›Œì…” ì •ìˆ˜ê¸°
subsription catalog of quirky
The Pizza Pal
Trail shoe with torch
MacBook Pro/Air case that has a second retractable screen! Wish you had this for March Madness? Great for work too! Look at photos for info
ì˜¨ë„ ê°ì§€ ë¨¸ë¦¬ë ì›¨ì–´ëŸ¬ë¸”
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Ever get mad that your idea wasn't chosen by Quirky? Take the anger out w/ a Ben Kaufman squeezable rubber stress doll! Talks when squeezed!
ì†Œí˜• ì• í”Œ ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ì„¸íƒê¸°
Trail shoes with torch
ì•±ê³¼ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì¸ì—°ì°¾ê¸° ì§„ë™ ë°˜ì§€
ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸í°ì•±ê³¼ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì‹¬ìž¥ë°•ë™ ê°ì§€ íŒ”ì°Œ
A hydration system attached to the forearm w/2 velcro elastic straps, a mouth piece held between the forefinger and thumb by a hand strap.
Dog bath training
This picture frame will show a live feed of some of the most beautiful views in the world, mirror when turned off!
The Make-up Mill
ë¶„ì‹¤ ë„ë‚œë°©ì§€ìš© ì¶©ì „ì‹ ì§„ë™ ë°˜ì§€
Tank for drip irrigation syst.
ë°˜ì§€í˜• ì§„ë™ í˜¸ì¶œê¸°
ì§‘ì—ì„œ ë§Œë“œëŠ” ìˆ˜ì œì‚¬íƒ• ì œì¡°ê¸°
DumDum3000
ì§‘ì—ì„œ ì „ê¸°ë¡œ ë§Œë“œëŠ” ì†Œí˜• í–¥ìˆ˜ ì œì¡°ê¸°
bubble makers
Bulldozer D11 RC (Scale 1/14)
Locked Refrigerator
No more germeez
A Better Eyeglass Cleaner
Long-life Fongs
EZ sip
Scatter, Dog Poo to Fertilizer
The Holder Upper
Get ahead
mining toys
Jingray
drone hologram message
Boomerang bounce Ball
Summer is coming. Pool toys, goggles and other things to step on get left lying around. I present a cool way to store pool accessories. ARg!
Night Light! Kids can draw their own pictures and snooze as they scroll across the ceiling!
Mini walking doll
Survival Pack Drone
Trash can N cup holder
SmartTech
Glowing Flying trap
4 lanterns make 4 Flashlights, Make one Lantern. Can take a piece of the light with you.
Dish Scrubber. Little Hose pulls out the end. Bristles Spin by water power!! No more elbow grease.
Cordies Executive
PECGram
Stay dry ice chest
Beach Umbrella Like No Other
Tank Washing Machine
Time Up
THE SPLIT-IN-TWO QUIRKY SUITCASE! Enjoy all the benefits of a big suitcase. But avoid the over-weight fees at the airport!
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PLAY TIME! Automatic Ball Launcher for Dogs! What dog doesn't LOVE to fetch, now your pooch can play all the time
Fingertip Microfiber Eyeglass Cleaning Cloth: Cleaning your eyewear is now at your fingertips...literally!
Digital photo frame that receives pictures sent from your iPhone.
Digital photo frame that receives pictures sent from your iPhone.
SpatterNoMore
The Minute-Marker
VOTE for the PADSSERIE. Over the shoulder iPad2 holder. Go hands free!
ever city
DingDong
Smind
SuperMute
Long Live
sleep charge
Quirky International Bank
Cuddles
Play Jewelry
lose it
High quality tweezers and cuticle nippers that are effective, sturdy, as well as compact. The handles will be silicone and the tips metal.
charlottes web movie
STUNning cell phone case, literally. It's a HOtterBox case. The case is a working stun gun, back-up battery for the phone and water tight.
Tech Tape
Life Saver
new bus
Doggy Doorbell
Floss Boss
Pivot Power Jr.
The game of world destoryed
Modular type storage system that very flexible. Useful for any size or type of shoe collection.
A CLEAR POD COFFEE TRAY THAT BLENDS IN WITH YOUR EXPENSIVE COUNTERTOP LOOKING GREAT WHILE PREVENTING SPILLS
AND STAINING.
Get Off!
Modular type storage system that very flexible. Useful for any size or type of shoe collection.
A place to store extra toilet paper rolls that keeps them clean and dry.
Wireless Wristband Dog Trainer
StayUpPaper!
Ultralight airplane seat.
bath dispenser
HeadWrap
Anywhere Hanger
pear juice
Broom Groomer
Modern Kitchen Board
Archery in real life
Trek Support Tote
Polar Bottle
Polar Koozie
Automated cane for the blind
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Skewer barbeque spin.
Place2B
Trade/Barter
Control the drinking straw.
Trek Support iPad Case
perforadora de bolsillo
A external flash for droid phones that hooks up to the USB port on the phone
Expandable trash can for you to be able to get the trash bag out without the hassle of shaking the can forever! When your trash is full.
Friend phone or "iphones" Allows you to use your own headphones while watching someone elses movie, or allows you to listen to there music.
Electronic mop bucket
Echo App
Clean & Fresh Tongue
Self Punching file
"THE PERFECT CUT" an enhanced Paper Cutting System - Uniquely Designed, Creative Edges,Quick,Smooth,Especially made for the Designer in You.
Hot & Ready
Refillable luffa/sponge
Nightlight Alphabet Adventures
Diversion
Perforadora de bolsillo
Disposable Instant Toliet
The Diamas
Home Temperature Monitoring
A device which make mixt juice of fruits and share it like an octapus (on 8 arms)
Personal Health Alert Advisor.
Gym for disabled
Lighted Path
A device which could help the people which can't speak/which can't express their exactly feelings in words
Taking your truck topper off by yourself is a PAIN! SO how do we get it off easy well how about a easy to use pully system for your garage.
Populate
BLACKOUT GLASS. Automatic Blackening Smart glass for your bedrooms and theater rooms by the touch of a button. Get instant darkness!
Straw Heads
Rearrangeable Organizer
A Collapsible Suction Clothes Line. Do not get your clothes line in a bunch. Collapse it!
ECHO App
3d Snow Shovel
Telescoping Bike Rack
Touchscreen Keyboard
Resizable Box â€” 10x10cm pieces
The POCKET
Mark-It Up
Calorie Scale
GPS BackPack
PORTION PLATES. Easy way to eat healthy. Clearly marked for proper nutrition. High-end design you'll use daily. Great teaching tool!
Lid with steaming chamber
An iPhone case with a "hidden" hook that pops up to hang from desk or table in a restaurant, etc.
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Metal Cordies
Naseberry Juice
Measuring Tape Charger Cord
taller, layered grocery cart
PhoneCharger w/Length Markings
A fold skateboard
Lasting Flip-Flops
Hanger Fast! A simple hanging strap that keeps empty hangers in one visible place in your closet so you can find 'em fast, even in the dark.
Baby Bottle Cleaner
The Sturdy Walker
Brown electricity
Bluetooth/WiFi Pivot Power
Cauliflower press
Setting tool
The Paw Stopper
Wink enabled iPhone Ring Light
Collapsible Muffin Tins
Gloves for handling slippery frozen food in a freezer. Built in Magnets allow you to hang them on the outside of a freezer or fridge
Electronic Dog Security System
Multi Function Campers Tool
Pet grooming is expensive. More people are washing their pets at home. This device converts a standard bathtub into a pet cleaning station!
iPad Shopping Cart Holder
A Cooler that keeps your food from touching the pool of melted Ice in the bottom. No more soggy food when using a cooler! Ice lasts longer!
Collapsible Muffin Tins
The RV world needs a modification to rubber bumper end caps. By making them magnetic, it secures the waste hoses and caps don't fall off.
Prevent frozen goods from sliding out of the freezer with this convenient Freezer Net
No more soggy cereal
Shower Tile Cleaning Hose
A Better Night Light. This design shines a wide beam of light along your path. It shines at the floor to protect your night vision.
Paper towel holder/attachment - attaches to any cleaning cleaning product bottle. No longer need to carry them separately.
Dragging a stroller through doors can be a challenge. Solution: stroller attachment that is a doorstop that you can easily pull out.
Resub: Ski Boot Heated liner
Trek Support Messenger
Smart Necklace lost cell phone
Android Smart CreditCard cover
'Toonies' - The cartoon character slings brand.
App enabled Freezer Alert
Unlock doors by touch the door knob and turning.
commercial airline ejector
USB to USB
Dry Spot Cooler
Tree Leaves Net Catcher
A disposable scented pad that absorbs moisture and odor and smells great. Nothing like this available and these would sell!
Spec-Dangle
Luggage Infant Seat
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The Spinner Suitcase Wheel...You remember the old Car Spinner Rims? Just for fun, bring them back to the suitcase world
Smart Parts Build Imaginations
GameTouch: A touch screen board game system with individual wireless touch screen units each player can use to hide/play cards, tiles, etc.
Align
Fresh Ground K-cups
The Dealer
Hear Phone
The procrastinators clock. We all want to sleep in as long as we want to, but what if traffic, a blizzard, an accident, someone in the show
sdfa
K-cup Coffee Grinder
Blinds that have a built in retractable cord. This will eliminate ugly cords, ugly extra addon cord shortners, and safe for children.
Backpack bottle holder
heqdphones
WALDO
ì‹œê°„ì„¤ì • ë°©ë¬¸ ìž ê¸ˆìž¥ì¹˜
ë ˆì´ì € í¬ì¸íŠ¸ ìž
Web Master
The Crock Pot lid holder can hold any lid on any crock pot out of the way and off your table and give you free hands for getting your food!
nothing
nothing
abc
Security Ankle Bracelets are getting cut off for people who have all types of Criminal History. There is better system with better results!
It is an EXTREME toilet plunger that you do not get the wonderful or should I say disgusting back splash of the nasty water int he toilet.
The ULTIMATE CELL PHONE HOLDER! THe MOST compact versatile cell phone holder for your car that works as a charger as well!
Musher
Turn Signals for Bikes! Take the surprise out of turns and make cycling safer in the city! (former Top5 with a staff score of 9)
Granny Radio
The cure for depressed and overweight pets: a toy that wakes up to play with your pet while you are at work!
Sound Activated Light-up iPod/iPhone Case
Sunbrella
Massaging hammock gently rolls a matrix of soft spheres across entire back, arms &amp; legs for a relaxing massage as you enjoy the outdoors
Wireless Movie Speakers: enjoy your movies in high quality stereo on your iPad!
#spotsv Re 12/11/11 Flip down wall mount POST IT note pad holder, place anywhere (3M adhesive) flip down and write your notes on the spot,
CONDENSATION STOP
Shampoo roots applicator
CONTROL TOTAL
shockets
#spotsv Re 1-29-12 Deodorizing Hangar maintain clothes freshness keep fresh as the day you picked up from dry cleaners or removed from dryer
King Midas Earphone
Cordless Hair Dryer
Synthalectric Cow Rug
Fueling a hot engine on a mower or generator can cause a fire. Temp. sensor latches gas cap to delay fueling a few min.s until engine cools.
Wheel spinner
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A bin that makes it easy to remove a full bin bag without it getting caught, or ripping, or spilling rubbish everywhere.
#spotsv Suction cup mounted bar soap net, designed from quick dry/mildew resistant fabric. Store &amp; recycle soap remnants net used as towel
Mini Line Follow Racers with Radio Control Steering Override; Real driving action, Change lanes, No tracks, Print your own course any size!
Quick! You're late, your windshield is iced over, and you have no ice scraper. This thin, self-heating ice scraper fits in your wallet.
ì—ì–´ì›Œì…” ì •ìˆ˜ê¸°
Get the big picture. Literally! Watch videos off your phone/mp3 player at twice their size with Pod2Pad. Easy on your eyes and wallet
Cook easy with PanDuo(Peanut). Great cooks out there: Imagine what you can do with this. Restaurant Chefs: You need 1. See image &amp; reason!
Resub: Thank you all for the support. Watch videos off your phone/mp3 player at twice their size with Pod2Pad. Easy on eyes and affordable.
Dry Spot Cooler
ì†Œí˜• ì• í”Œ ìŠ¤ë§ˆíŠ¸ ì„¸íƒê¸°
Tape Wrapped Pencil
Personal DronoCopter
HighLo
.Bottle Peeler/Crusher: An easy way to keep and carry plastic bottles for recycling
ghost bugs
Auto sun
Holiday light panels
Cupidon Love Boomshooter
Matthew #1
Prop Power
dayway
device for recording ideas
Mercado
Cat scavenger hunt Toy
Auto Bath Exhaust Fan
Alphabet letter tiles and Alphabet stencils. Combine them. Children spell words with tiles then write them using built-in stencils.
Drunk Patch
Chair Height Cellphone Butler
Slide LOC
ì™¸êµ-ì–´ ë‹¨ì–´ ê²Œìž„
A Koozie that is filled with a liquid that can freeze, keeping the bottle cold for hours. Would still show the elegance of wine bottles.
WOW-DOCTOR
My idea: A spreader that has a suction cup on it so it can attach to jar lids. It will be in 4-6 sizes so it fits in any jar height.
Digital phn/Pacemaker Rdr/App
Ego Tool
The Tocket
Shoggles
OUTPLAY
SoMuglar is a solar powered, temperature controlled Mug. Make your beverage Cold or Hot with temperature control in minutes. Sun Powered
Imagine an iPad case with a Micro Projector! Sales presentations, sharing videos and photos is easy, self-contained and ready to go!
A designer tie that fits a bluetooth receiver and speaker speaker to project your favorite music. Great for meetings with a BT mic.
self cleaning
TabEar
Imagine mini box/safe that allows you to lock your iPhone for chosen time. Once the time is up you are free to use your phone again.
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Fridge ENERGY Saver !!!
asdasdasdasd
Flat screen fold away shelf
balloon shoes tree
Squeak Edge
Vanity Tower for your bathroom
Cold sore Eliminator
Bolt
Drain Umbrella (DU)
IPhone with Screening Passage
Bucket Handle Cleaning bottle.
Laptop Dual Monitor Attachment
Seat Base
Bluetooth Double-Side Deadbolt
Smart Rice Percolator
The idea is a bathtub accessory that can hold your scented candles or perfumed oil. It can easily be attached to the tub or adjusted.
Ever wondered what your pet really needs? With this gadget, you can find out by simply training your dog to use a very simple, one push toy!
The Neck Headphone Set
Bucket with storage space.
The invention is a car safety accessory. It is small, cheap to produce and easy to attach to the seat belt. But most important, Life Saving!
FaceLight is a stand with built-in light panels optimized to produce diffuse lighting for you to look like a star in your video calls
Here comes tr.ipod, a multi-functional tool for probably every camera phone. For all you multitaskers to have and to hold...
A graphite stick despenser for mechanical pencils. Putting graphite into a mechanical pencil is a pain and this would allow easy refills.
Cut your flowers all at once. Vase with built-in stem-cutting mechanism cuts flowers at optimal angle for hydration.
A single adapter for your Macbook Pro or Air that gives you access to full-sized VGA, HDMI, ethernet, USB 3.0, and Firewire ports. Sweet.
Stop heating empty rooms
Having to match socks is never fun, let's face it. Now there's a way to keep your socks matched during washing a drying!!!
Solar power curtain retractor
Body Color Powder
Savlife
Kids lunchbox drink bottle
DroneCameraChargingDockStation
IPhoneChargingCable USBstick
Moshi
Light 4 inside your shower
Solar Musical Beach Chair
HOT TOP, Keeps food warm/hot..
Bag clip punch
Window child protector
Handy Chargeable Socket
Photo App over fluid filled (lava) picture frame, your presence (motion) activates fluid teenagers will love this, change photos as needed
Central Perks
kids ipad remote volume contr
Fold out Ramp/Deck for...
Quick First Aid Stick (Q-Tip)
Lighting Window
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Wireless Controlled Cooler
Drive Safe
Colonial Collection
The next big thing
WINK ENABLED SUMP PUMP
TunzaTvâ€
Soap Glue
Charging Station
Portable Grill Carrier
My idea is a simple adaptor for a shop-vac, it makes your existing shop-vac and trash can more useful. Please read Vote/Comment. Thanks.
PickUp Power for cars
Cassette Aadapter for iPhone.
Power Curl Eeny!
ice cream scoop
Swingstar
My idea is a simple adaptor for a shop-vac, it makes your existing shop-vac and trash can more useful. Please read Vote/Comment. Thanks.
Spare! - Always there.
Get a Handle on this!
Wrapster V2
Construction 1
stick on tracking patch
Touch-Board
Scooping Spatula (A Scoopula)
App enabled sketch projector
Gloves with Fingerprints
WVIEW
A stylish purse that protects your iPad mini!
iPhone case that functions as an expanding wallet
test1
A clear silicone shaker bottle would reduce bacteria build-up, dense build-material would make it tight, spill-proof, and shatter resistant.
Don't dump that hot drink so fast. Keep it hot or cold longer with Muggy! Avoid accidental spils on your meeting tables. See prototype
Cell phone died? Get "Cranky" - The Crank power generator. Don't wait for the Sun, Wind or the Cows to come. Get cranking,anywhere anytime!
Resub: Pls. vote again. Cook easy with PanDuo(Peanut). Great cooks out there: Imagine what you can do with this.Chefs:You need one.
iPod touch stand and screen cover that attaches to the loop button and folds up behind the device
Brush Buddy
My invention is a toilet paper holder that allows user to simultaneously remove the old tube and install a new roll in a single motion.
Drill Generator
CHUTE, the collapsible ice scoop designed to operate universally with all refrigerators door mount ice dispensers, lets fill up those cooler
Broom with pop-out feather duster, store duster in broom handle always there when you need it.
Kids Backpacks are to heavy, design a pack the weight is shifted and balanced creating lighter distributed weight
Dont loose plant to sunburn, place a visor over plants for UV protection. Dont Loose plant to frost transfer plant inside, LED grow light
Ambiance lighting stick any where shower wall, bathroom mirror, battery powered suction mounting
Seasoning/Spice stand for prepping meats harness multiple seasonings on one stand pull on handle to pivot and dispense spice from bottle.
Hot Water Chair
The Doorbell Drumpad
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Interchangeable Oven Pan
#spotsv Re 7/16/12 Tiered Cereal Bowl, gradually feeds cereal into base of bowl. No more soggy cereal fresh and crisp cereal with every bite
A full motion mechanical stand for your iPhone or iPad that tracks your face and readjusts accordingly.
TEST
Green tiles
Cup head phone
Phone Charger for Public Place
SAFE HUGS OR KISSES!
Automatic Wet Strip
fkjdbgk,jh
Shutter
Lost Hand Found
BabyBreeze Change Station
electric cables connector.
Universal Hand Blender Vise
Hello World
hook for computer keyboard.
Lookback
iPad, iPhone or iPod case made of "Breathable" visco-elastic foam which has a more open cell structure, allowing higher airflow.
feedog
PARASITES/INSECTS KILLER
MassageMeNow
Pivot Power
Baby poo nappy
mini recyclebin for Car.
THE GENTLE DRYER
360VirtualOccasion
Leihla's invention
Kids Backpacks are to heavy, design a pack the weight is shifted and balanced creating lighter distributed weight
Squish
Foldable DollHouse
IPhone Retractable Fingertip Stylus. Designed for smart phone, tablets and readers. Clip on purse, belt, pocket. Never misplace stylus again
Universal snap on and tighten handle, ever needed extra leverage when using cleaning/maintenance tools brooms, mops paint stick etc.
5 DAY APPETITE REDUCER PROGRAM
Press down to turn, screwdriver set for the Arthritis Sufferers and Elderly spin top inspired spiral shaft, actuating sleeve wraps screw.
Pop A Fly, bulls eye magnifying glass enhanced fly swatter, with pull back ring designed into flexible flip action swatter, ie bow and arrow
test
letter lottery
iPlunge Toilet
Wide end of ironing board needs a pull out caddy for iron, starch etc., attaches to new and existing ironing boards.
Multi-part popsicle mold
#spotsv Very Frustrating when ATM cant read my debit card, Protect your debit cards magnet strip, damaged strips are annoying/time consuming
Mattress Jacket
Deodorizing Clothes Hangar maintain your clothes freshness keep fresh as the day you picked them up from dry cleaners or removed from dryer
E-scent
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Tablet Case, with retracting cover, reinforced corners for protection, fingerprint impression for comfort, USBcord storage for convenience
Keep Active Table or KAT
PLAY TIME! Automatic Ball Launcher for Man's Best Friend. What dog doesn't LOVE to fetch, now your pooch can play all the time!
Fan Hands
This Product will provide a value added feature to the time tested traditional trash picker stick. It's an adjustable trash picker stick.
Folding Micro Beads travel pillow supports head neck and shoulders, folds and stores in its own travel bag.
Plus-One Headphone
The B'umbrella
Guarda conectores
The traditional picnic basket is now ushered into the 21st century. It's cool, lightweight, compact and easy to carry.
Smart Touch
CustomICEable Technology
Adjustable necklace supports, model hand with paintable finger nails wears your rings, crystal clear jewelry box.
D-Stapler
No more boring tanks, Adventurous Fish Aquarium with attachable accessories tubes, tunnels. Kids adults will enjoy creating and watching
Doggie Drinking Spout
Pull-Out Paper towel holder and dispenser, designed to mount in the upper dead space, of the bottom kitchen cabinets.
A+
Cordies Inspired Sleeve for PCs-Mouse Cord, no snagged cords, no friction, only free moving cords while operating your mouse.
Wink Pilot Wall Plate
Smarter pet door.
Trip Hazard No-More
Wink Landscape Lights
Kid's 5-Point Safety Harness
angel golf hat
NoMo Stinky
The Travel Buddy
My Calls
Straw-Brush
Gifteze
Chip clip vacuum, Frito Lay sells 1Billion bags of chips a year. No folding or rolling bag, chips stay fresh as the day you purchased them
Mouse Gun
First putt
plastican
Smart Candle
Pull-Buoy Inflatable
A protective case that includes a clip on bike handlebar mount and a clip-on suction cup mount for a car.
Flood detector for basement/under sink that notifies you by iPhone if water is detected.
FindMyStuffs
Braided Challah Bread Machine
Toilet Paper Displacer
Smart Pipes
Security Chip
SHYB bicycle services + app
Kitty LItter Alert! Device that alerts you to change or clean your kitty litter !
The laser basketball court provides you with an instant basketball court! Even works during the day!
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Helmet Safety Zone Halo
Audio pet that plays music and reacts to your smart device!
i belt
soaplet
Test
Gamers air case pro
Smart App Sketching
Collapsible Broom
Rail
shovel with salt dispenser
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
Stackable Serving Trays
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
IntelFit
Shared music for 3D sound app
The Charge Train
The Decibel Blocker
Glow Mailbox
Mattel-Boomco foam grenade
Volume Override Headphones
EasyTrash
Baby on board detector
The Neat Cup
Super Hero
Quick connect bottle/cup tops!
Flip Top
The Mailbox Strap
curl wrap
BUNK! A Trunk that is also a bed. (Resubmit)
Tired of crawling behind your TV Stand,Night stand,Computer Desk?? No more!! NEW ELECTRIC FURNITURE!!!!!
windshield washer jug
fortune cookie tape dispenser
refillable ink
life's manual
Robot Sentry
UP & At 'Em
PILL SORTER DISPENSER
Drop Not
Gutter Ball
Aire acondicionado automatico
Byubuybytvyrcrybjb
lemonade granade
Instant ATM
Irregular Pentagon Stand
Ambient LED ChristmasTree TopR
Ace The Lace
Solar Water
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Mug Foot
Air Quality Monitor
UTools are a family of 3 hand tools designed to remedy the issues of traditional hand tools, while increasing accuracy and efficiency.
Grease Trapper Pan
TEG (1.0)
Quick Slicer
electronic school lock
pumpkin mocha hot chocolate
Medicine administration
Person Sensor of Car
The Lady Pack
fast food delivery
A downspout water collector
Easy-Measure
Tidy-Brush Hanger
2 WAY
The Card Reader
Phone Case With Camera Block
MY JUG
Forget-Me-Not
Simple Tool
sticker sterile
Mobile head band
plexy glass roof
Isle 29
Phone Case
Toilet Seat Stay
Easy Log Splitter
Apple Watch Keychain
customized calendar business
Magnetic Rubber Band is wounded around an item to be segregated/bundle together/attached to any metal surface. But can be easily detached.
lap pool lane changer
POPPY Water Bottle Dispenser
Poop Emoji Floatie
BackSaver, Snow Shovel Upgrade
Missing Monkey Mystery Game
GluReady
Circular knitting needle holde
BenchPlate
Hygiene Sweat Towel
Tough Cam
customizable magnetic clock
adventwreath for lentenseason
Create a large hydration bladder that is designed to be placed in the bottom of an ice chest. The hose will run though the drain hole.
Auto Scroll Monitor
Nibble
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multi color reflective vest
flex earphones.
beeko juice
QFit:24/7 HELP to Quit Smoking
Test
EatFit:DIET VOICE Alert Band+
Lap Station
Aroma Robot: Spring Freshness!
Nappetizers
nasa almanac
Resubmit-Pivot Adapt keeps you charged up where ever you go. The adapter includes a usb port, international plugs, and cord storage.
Steel Tipped Work Gloves
Pivot Adapt keeps you charged up where ever you go. The adapter includes a usb port, international plugs, and doubles as a cord storage.
Quirk up your bathroom counter with this pivoting toothbrush, toothpaste, everything holder.
NowBag:Vest w/integrated Bag
Cat Gym - Hangs in Doorway
Smart Doppler
several times, our stroll is bungled by unanticipated rain: it was not with us our poncho ,or poncho is ample and hinders pedaling.
Climber
memory cube
La luge "Clik and Rolls"
Hvac taper
Smart Headphones
Screenstones
2do phone cover
Pear Phone
Un-Lose-A-Ball
It may be hot now, but the snow is coming! Combine the wheeled snow shovel with the salter - twice the work with half the effort. See Video
Microwave clean/steaming tool
Stair Maid
phone application king me
KNOT IT
Laptop Tabs! Open easily!
toothbrush hideaway
External hard drive/battery!!!
Block blinding headlights
Universal Vape car holder
laundry basket with wheels
Milk carton
Total Tongs
Vertical Train Garden
Modern Table Hanger
Tooth Charge
Earphone with safety features
Toddler 'Science' Lab
WINK Smart Bulb Switch
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Car's Safe
Bow work out towel
GE Link bulb/smoke detector
Anxiety Sufferers Wearable
wireless cable jacks
Cloud Ride infant car seat
Conectingbar
GoGo Gadget
oil changer
Blue wallet
Flexible beach umbrella.
BLUETOOTH CEILING TRACK
headphones speaker
Hive
Set mood for a relaxing or romantic bath! An LED bath mat will do the trick! Multiple colors in one mat feeling blue or heat it up with red!
Arm Saver!
! Quirkys only chance at a groundbreaking multi use paper towel holder is right here. PLUS the first public introduction of the basic design
Carousel Swivel Style Shoe Storage + 3 IMPROVED DESIGNS SHOWN HERE!!
gum jingle
Living Zen Rock Garden
I baby
Binder Based Reusable Paper System
Dish scrubber with suction set to dry
Wallight
Chrysanthemum umbrella .
Mess Less Bird Cage
Irrigation Stick.
Spotter for outdoors
Sport speaker
UV Egg Minder.
Pick Inspired Cell Phone Case!
Windproof Lighter and Holder
Holy Light
Powerpack
Personal Heating Pad
Wink Enabled Socket Extender
Busy Kids ipad
Lifting ice chest/Cooler RESUB
Smart Charger
electro man
App enabled coin reader
Pee Sponge
Spray Any Direction Tube
anti-freeze hose bib adapter
Plug adapter that casts light
loaded chicken baked potatoe
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Fan-bass Audio Player
smarter
zipper glove.
Smart Device Reader
Lifting Spring form Pan
A HYDRAULIC SALMON LADDER!!!!!
GPS holder
XimCard ( Simcard holder with many options)
Victorioso Sport Wristband
telescopic power strip .
Jewelry grade barbedwire cover
nestable outlets.
Lifting ice chest/Cooler
Smartphone Selfie Case
bucket collapsible +basin.
Traffic Bicycle Gloves
Home Depot! Door Hinge Wedge!
Wink Enabled Socket Extender
Organizador de fraccionamiento
THIS FAN SUCKS!!!!!!!
Perfectly Hung
A 3-course meal in 1 dutch oven using 3 disposable aluminum foil wedge-shaped inserts with sealed lids;ideal for small groups;easy cleanup.
car air
new song
EZ nail striping tape printer
How not to be rapped on the knuckles with a hammer?
The Cube
Automatic Eye Shadow
Real Simple toe kick vacuum
IPhone mouse
Easy out
SmaWL (SmartWater&Lunch box)
Catalytic Converter PreWarmer
Remote Touch Communicator
Butter Bliss!!
H Depot Survival Shovel
findit
Selfie Flash
tv turner
Talking Desk
Adjustable Splatter Lid
Handle with Vacuumpump
Magnepuzzle
Smart Device Band with Battery
App-Enabled Label Printer
Beer Pong Master
Workout Koozie or bottle combo
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Smart Flush!
Stop using man purses, fanny packs or other unmanly items. Presenting a cool redesigned holster that fits your daily items wallet,phone,keys
Twist to open bottle, pour wine without removing corkscrew and when finished twist counterclockwise to push the cork in to seal the bottle
Music while you swim!
Something
Inflatable Cash Grab Booth!
Hang On to Your Phone!
Can3
Nunchacku salt/pepper grinder!
SMART HOLDER
ADVEC...........MAKE IT RAIN
WINK FireShot Alarm
elevator
PeteZ
Iron man suit
OWL
The PRESS & STICK TABLECLOTH will stick to any table by just pressing on it. No more tablecloths blowing away! (RESUBMIT after going to UC)
Nana. Eat Smarter
The PRESS & STICK disposable TABLECLOTH will stick to any table by just pressing down on it. No more tablecloths blowing away in the wind!
fried rice
PROP POWER RUGGED W/WORK LIGHT
pull over
A HYDRAULIC SALMON LADDER!!!!!
Skills Challenger
WINK!!!App Enabled Coin Reader
WINKAPP Enabled homeBP machine
Luggage with tracking
Fool proof charger
Hot Wheel Quadcopters
No Mess Rectractable Charger
Baby car seat quick release
Tentito
An extendable handle for combs, sponges, razors, and more!
Eco-Stain Pen
Easy Wake Alarm Clock
'Fluorescent band'
FilterPlasticStraw/CiliaStraw
Smartcil
A control center for your bike, its a small handlebar attachment that wireless communicates to a rear attachment with brake and turn lights.
Magnetized Earbud Rings
Soapy
Multi-used nightlight
Baby Nail Clippers with light
Runways â€“ Toy Shoe Propellers
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Fit Kit
Butter Wand
Wrist Wallet
Shirt Stretcher
Universal Self-Defence Device
Pocket Step
GoGo Gadget
Washable Window Blinds
Digital Crochet hook, counter!
Cell Phone Belt
Footsteps Earn Power 2 Devices
Silicone "Snap" Fastener
Thumbset
Bluetooth jacket
TEST
MOBASIC
Universal Strength Test
Bagel Butter
Yin Yoga Timer
Saf-t-plug
Bathroom sink water jet
Ultimate Pizza Peel
VIROPHONES
Rosewood Coffee Table
Musical Pedals
Soft Serve Ice Cream Cylinder. Turn your favorite flavor of hard ice cream into soft and dispense into cones and cups. No electricity.
Coffee mug for McDonald's etc
A small decorative storage cabinet for storing bar soaps in the shower.
KleenWin
Smart Apron
Little Dipper
Chemical Detector
Office Anywhere
GE Smart Wine Cellar
Anti-bug Dog Bowl
Rechargeable Heating Pad
The stop and go. Football.....
Deneme
Lumi-Up
432Hz Cool
Ultimate Fun Memory toy!
Road Peace
Reminder Bracelet/watch
Triton
Squeeze music baby bottle
BathFan-HomeDepot
Grill with build in Hood
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Deep Fryer with Hood jeroeninv
Recirculating Mobile Hood
Universal Drawer Dividers
TriBurr - 3 tools in one!
Baby Halo
Penger
pigpen
Kite iPhone Attachment
FishBowl Lid
Mobile Hood
Grill with Hood
The Ice Cream Fun Factory
4-G solar power
Eco Nozzle
Resub:Stand holds Ipad&amp;Iphone
Beer Tap Counter
Bedside charging caddy
Vertical outdoor power strip
80 20
Firearm Recognition Lockout
Soft Serve Ice Cream Party Box! My idea puts in one box: soft serve ice cream, cones, and sprinkles into homes and supermarkets everywhere!
Soft Serve Ice Cream Box! My idea puts in one box: soft serve ice cream, cones, and sprinkles into homes and supermarkets everywhere!
SOAP O MATIC
snow density test kit
Brow define
The Habitual Wristwatch
The Pasta Trap
Find my remote
Babytemp
Screen Guard
Cordie Line Extention - Car Cordies! A cordie that can be stuck on the dash or console with all the potential "cord ends" would be great!
JUS
Headboard Desk
THE NEW SUBTLE-ACTION-FIGURES
built in paint brush holder
Over the sink cutting board
Veggie Grip
Bone Wrap case 4 Ipod Shuffle 3g
Backseat Baby Helper
FootWork
De-Scent Odor Remover
UBC (Universal Brush Cover)
snow
Hide
bottle opener keychain case 4 Ipod Shuffle 3g
Staple Tack
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Fly Shooter
DutyDenium jeans
Never Have Ants In Your Drink or Your Food or Your Pets Food or Your Cakes! Quite attractive too! New Picture.
DCB-001
Soap Saver
Easy wall mount power strip
Never need a ladder again to change a high lightbulb! Self-lowering lightbulb adapter! Easy installation &amp; makes life a lot easier &amp; safer!
Mobile Call TV Caller ID Alert
Color changing towel
'Fluorescent band'
Motion Tracking Toothbrush
Fluffy Collector #homedepot
CordLord - Keep your cord neat
Table Storage - Store your stuff like ipad, laptop, puzzel (NOT your mother-in-law) flat and horizontal UNDER the tabel in no-time. Resub 2
Scopper Dooper
Wayzard
Charger Case
the tasty vape
Super Porkfolio
Connected Doll Condo
perfecttempt shower head
KoKo Nut Lotion
Induction Power Plate and Lamp
Cook-it-well
Bowl + Colander = Bowlander
Turn dot
Eco Nozzle
Handled
Cordless Bathroom Appliances
Tri-Layer Bikram/Hot Yoga Mat
Pick Up Desktop Pivot Power
Pot Lids with Digital Timers!
Motorcycle/ATV Cage Stunts!
NailMarker
Duet Ultrasonic Microwave
Visually signaling mailbox.
take now
Bathtub entry seat
TreeGrip
An extension cord built in to the outlet. Pull out to exact length you need and push a button to retract hidden away in the wall
Pick Up Power V2
Mortar and Pestle Appliance
Modesty Bar
fixawrap
circle
Skills Challenger
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A laundromat for backpackers. Store-wash-and-rinse with one light to carry tool. Stay fresh on the trail.
Can't quite apply that suntan lotion on your back, even with sprays? Applying suntan lotion is still a two-person job unless you have this.
The pencil has made a comeback as a scribbling tool. This is how to carry it seriously.
The Solar "Stained Glass" Window
mouthpiece music for the deaf
Sun Shelter
Music- for the deaf
Bottle Opener Coaster
Cherry Tomato Contains/Slicer
Stand N Sand
Portable Balance.
Quiver Tracking
"J" by Jennifer
Wiper specs
Double Sip
Charger retract
code
We sit too much! Letâ€™s develop a simple, customizable device to provide a gentle reminder to get up for short breaks during work.
Comfort pedals
Hot Glue Gun
Superset
Greatest invention
make a inspire
Fly Away
Time Watch
Quiver
Message Corkscrew
Glow n Go
UV auto block umbrella
Truly Neat Desk
Tag-Its
Sounds Good
Digits
Splash Stacks
dd
Travel with you
Clip on stroller handles
Algum nome
Comfort clip on handle
NIGHT-MOTION
Chargei
Solar Cooler
Meltaway
LOR
Anti Nod Alert For Drivers
Keep food on the tray and out of the way.No more juggling whatever is on top of the cooler to get whats inside the cooler.
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Beat the heat and stay cool with COOL-WEAR.Works like an ice pack that you can wear while working out, playing sports or just out in the sun
ice cream kick ball
Customizable Xmas Ornaments!
Book Pouch
Easy Install Weather Seal
baby spray
Inductive Controller Charger
Dual Roll Paint Roller
Smart BQ App Enabled BBQ Grill
Multi Outlet Emergency Light
Travel Dock
AudioBraille
Hydrojam
Multi-purpose patient's bed
Makeup brush dryer
The enforcing punch
FLYING BUBBLES SAUCER
Duck Call Cap
Motion Sensing Phone Car Dock
Stay Put NO Sand Beach Blanket
More Hits-Smart Baseball &amp; Bat
The Flat pen fits in anything and goes everyhere. With the wallet size flat pen you will always be prepared to write.
Universal Cord and Cable Reel
Partners finder
A Sata HD Dock with Thrunderbolt for sledding 2.5"/3.5" Sata Drives and a Portable Enclosure with Thunderbolt for 2.5" Sata Drives
CaneKeeper
Hockey ball game
DRONEO
21stCentury-Auto Clothes Press
Water bottle Dispenser
Spot-A-Lot
Click n Cook
Kayak anti-roll device
52 Pickup
Elderly SmartWatchPanic Button
Shaver with Light!
Directional Sun Shade!
Hanger Clamps
mega bloks Super Movers
Pen Bombs
On the Way from Point A
AudioBraille
Hangoverade
Sport speaker
Auxi
Remote Snowboard binding
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Magnetic charger, dock station
GPS, Easter egg Hunt...
Turns Your "Light Switch" into a Remote Control for any of your outlets. Just plug and play no wiring needed.
Freddy Fazbear 1.0
TYS. Track Your Sign This is a GPS enabled real-estate/jobsite sign.
DUSTER
Kitchen wall protection from splatters! This transparent wall guard lets the beauty of your backsplash show through.
App enabled Crib
Smart Yogurt Storage Tray
Laptop all in one is a carry on and kind of a table at the same time.
AudioBraille
Baby Moo
Bookmarker
Beer octopus in balance
ABIB
Extended Cord
The 'Me do it' baby spoon
"KFS" (kid fun shot)
Auto Returning Shopping Carts
The 'me do it' baby spoon
Fan Clip Refresher
Faucet Flosser Adapter
Mason Jar Lid Organizer
Snowball Fight With Olaf
white chocolate milk
xxxxx
Tetris- interesting regiments for storage of your things. When to you will bother, it is possible to change a composition at any time.
Shopping Cart Charger
Floating Cactus
moveable shampoo chair
ShowerHead Diverter Rod Handle
NAY
Why should socks only have one mate? In a "BOX OF SOX" the socks toes are color coded by size &amp; go in a matching colored box.
finger chopboard
olive
Gymtertainment
Cool Pool
VR iPhone Case
The perfect mug.
Improving hands-free headset
Fluorescent Essence
Grain Silo
Iphone/Potato Disguise
HOO 2 en 1Freezerwave
Safeband
Power strip inside the enclosure shaped like a sport ball. Volleyball, Basketball, Soccer Ball, Bowling Ball,....etc.
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iWatchÂ© LED Wristband!
'LIGHTBEING' MODELS
Go Caddy
artificial teeth
Peneficial
Tread lightly
No More Flying Nail Clippings!
A Unit that Helps You Replace Paper Towels with Washrags
A Heat Blanket for Keeping Your Compost Cooking Throughout Winter
Game Cooler
Hand-Cranked Vegetable Shredder
Outerwear Waterproof Socks for Suprise Storms
Smart Vent
Small-Scale Trickle Irrigation System for the Garden
Uwork
Smart Bathroom Vanity Cabinet
Battery Plug-In Power Sleeve
Battery Powered Device Sensor
The Doo Doo Zamboni?
Grab 'N Drink Watter Bottle
asdasdas
Ultimate meal deal
5 Function Metal Citrus Tool
Individually Heated Sections!
Vehicle Data Center With WINK
Fluorescent Essence
Math Clock
Morph Racer
Trailer reverse assist
Safeband
Customizable Phone Case
Wink Pocket Watch &amp; Locket
Toss &amp; Soak - Mini Dunk Tank
The Moving Air Purifier
Digital Hopscotch Floor Mat!
The Party Platter is a hand held bowl and plate combination to use at your Party for your guests.
Motorcycle rocker with lights and sound for preschool to 6 years old kids to enjoy with beautiful graphics.
Key Card Chair Staff Alert
Solar light amplifyer
Smart Door Handle
Naughty Chair
hearing aid smartphone app
LightRyder
Colors Uncapped
THE SPLASH GAURD
SkinUVmirror
Osmos
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Harman Vest-electronic drum
Gut it Out
Snack Stopper
BBQ cold smoke generator
Missing You iBuddy
Holds Trash Bag Up & In Place
Bandwith Monitor
Greetable Koozies
Above Ground Pool Protector
Smart Door: WINK-enabled intelligent Front Door connected to a mobile device. SMART MODULES perform as many functions as you wish.
BatteryBook
Keurig Coffee AUTO-REFILL
The Third Arm
Teleporter
Pro-Basketball-Return/tracker
Smart Golf Ball
EZ trash bin
Truck Bed Netting Cover
Plate Converter
save money every time you boil
App enabled Baby heart monitor
Inspired by Power Pull. Unplug EZ Power Strip
Super Slim iPhone Battery Case
Wi-Fi lightbulb Collar
Single & Single
Stem Garden
No Install Greywater Recycling
Sunscreen Holder/Reminder
Airtight Cheese Grater/Storage
Hidden Bath Rug Scale
Servio
Camera Slider Clamp On
Reusable Coffee Cup Sleeve
Easy Aerial Photography
Snappy
MAGNISPECS
MAGNIFY YOUR MANICURE WITH MagniSpecs HANGNAILS-BE GONE GLASSES WILL ENABLE YOU TO EASILY SEE YOUR NAILS NO
MORE $$$ TRIPS TO THE SALON
Tread Lightly On Ice
*WiTricity* Powered Carabiner
Suit Up
POWER WHEELS-GARAGE
Hammer Helper - Finger Saver
Power Plug Saver
Toy Chest 2.0
Jiffy Brush
Spaceship cockpit that children can plug an iPhone into to make a display. App lets you control the starships functions (Ludacris speed!)
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Apple Ethernet
A sun visor for your above ground pool that floats on top of the water to reflect the sun so it doesn't feel like a hot bath.
The Smart Smoke Detector
Easy Sharpen Knife
S
Microwave/oven cookware/bakeware with coolâ€“touch ring that acts as a built-in placemat and is made from clear, hard, food-safe silicone.
Chain Wallet for Cell Phone
ChargerGarage is an enclosed power bar with enough space to park all your smaller OEM chargers and cords. Also acts as a powered USB hub.
Flash
all.n.one chest master
forearm flex
Transformer Scissors
Flat Chest Men's T-Shirts
Glow kit
Resuable tea bag
My solution is a desktop power and storage organizer for all those disparate computer peripherals currently loose on your desk and floor.
THE SPLASH GAURD
Wallsketches
Disposable razorcliponvibrator
Plug Hub for Pivot Power
App Enabled Bill Minder #KC
quick racer
Reuable Post it notes
FoodMitt
Electric coping saw
Cat Mat Toy
Adjustable strap Bungee Cord
Rubber band with drawcord&amp;clip
Matey 2 birdCage/AnimalFeeder
Carbonator for all foods
Ultimate Seed Starter kit
Fruit ripener!
AppEnabled Heater/andorAC unit
Hand Rake
Morphing Mirror #KC
Piezoelectric Cellphone Case
Trailer Ladder/Lumber Racks
Shower Tower Improved!!!
LED Lightbulb With Fan
Textpic
POPPY- SMART TRASH CAN
Hold the Phone!
DogSpeak. That dog talks!
Flippy Reading Glasses
VarioSpeed Bikebell
TRANSITIONAL SMART LAMP
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Rotating Tray ToolBox
Cooling Sphere Utensil
Smartphone Case For Photos
Defender: School Edition
easy set up space saver christmas tree
Smart Home Siri
Tactiles - 3D Design Gloves
EZ Hang Drywall Metal Frame #2
EZ Hang Drywall Tack Strips #1
Portable 5 Point Harness
haithem attia
On Demand Power Recepticle
One size fits all lid?
A Game About Nothing
lightfe
broom swifter
A convenient way to hold all of your shower needs. Hangs on the inside of your shower curtain on the same hooks. Made of mesh. Washable.
A no more bending kitchen garbage can. Taller, but not deeper makes this unique. Made of durable plastic. Has a drawer below for storage.
All in one dog brush that vacuums at the same time you brush your dog. Runs on electric, portable, convenient. Opens to dispose of the hair.
A rain gutter cleaner that extends to reach a 2 story home. Attaches to a garden hose. Has enough pressure to wash out the gutters.
A vacuum sweeper like no other. This one is quiet. Has a muffler so you can use it when the kids are sleeping or anyone else is sleeping.
A window treatment made simple, vertical blinds sold in packs of 12. just slip on your regular curtain rod. Cut to your length.
See Your Sound
(Re-sub)Mammoth Chill
automotive sky
Lady shoes for no concerning
Cordies Anchor
Fabric Stapler
Reverse Screw Sizer
Stir-Mate
Qubicles
INFLATABLE PLAY GARAGE
Inner Plasti-Ring
WinkFLAG MailBox
FRESH SALAD SHREDDER-LUNCH BOX
VAC / VENT
Modular Battery
PROMOfriends
Box Bug
Muscle rub applicator for back
Smart Bread Maker*app enabled*
Fly Not
Monitoring gas stove sensor
SCOUT perfect for wink line
SudoKID
THE INSECT GAUNTLET
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Bath. Fan plays wireless audio
Gig Pack, the scooter backpack!!! Please produce this Quirky it's totally your thing! And its a prototype already. Please VOTE!!!
Smart Book Holder
*SMARTLETS* App enabled
Mosquito Eliminator
food container that seperates
Lazer Tag Drone
iWatch Waterproof case/battery
Belly Button Cleaner
Stairslifter
Eagoo Baby Monitor
Easily removable cushion support Bellows insoles that push air into your shoes from the outside not the inside of the shoe.
Lets incorporate a knife sharpener into a Retractable Utility Knife so that the blade is sharpened every time the blade is pushed in and out
A razor blade that more efficiently cuts hair for a smother, closer shave.
Shaving Your Water Bill
Single Serve formula cups
Thread Knot
BENDEL Vehicle auto-powered
Lets incorporate a knife sharpener into a Retractable Utility Knife so that the blade is sharpened every time the blade is pushed in and out
Redesign the Safety razor to have interchangeable lockable blades so you can chose how many blades you want to shave with 1,2,3,4,ect...
Pump-n-Seal for fuel cans and car's gas tanks.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VbnJfs6YUE
Safe Spot
Outdoor timer with memory
Luxury Cot
Mower Weed Eater
sliding pot covers
spinealign
*WEB GUITAR*
Eyebrow Spray
Picture Scanner
Forward History
Find my pet
Cyclone
ClipPro
One air bag inside another
4k Ultra HD Converterbox
Smart DVD Catalog Book
A small ping pong ball shaped flexible re-freezable silicone ice cube that is used to cool drinks and keep everything cool as ice does.
release stun ability for fish
A wheelbarrow back pack that contains all your heavy camping gear and or stuff so you don't have to have to lift all that weight but pull it
Mouthwash and dental floss!
Self Cleaning Broom
Cooking Stone grill
Avoid braces loosen your teeth
Hangman
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Cyclist night hand signal lite
The DaVinci is an All-in-one Artist's tool kit. Attach it to your keychain and you'll never forget your art supplies again!
The DaVinci is an All-in-one Artist's tool kit. Attach it to your keychain and you'll never forget your art supplies again!
An App enabled Heater unit
Red-Holder
Comfort Control Furniture
Sick Free
Warm water hose
Lets incorporate a knife sharpener into a redesigned RetractableUtility Knife/knifesothatthebladeissharpereverytimeitslidesinandoutduringuse
Lets incorporate a knife sharpener into a redesigned RetractableUtility Knife/knifesothatthebladeissharpereverytimeitslidesinandoutduringuse
A Garden cultivator that pulls out the weeds as well as stirs the soil. I call it an Easy pinch weed rake.
Lets incorporate a knife sharpener into a Retractable Utility Knife so that the blade is sharpened every time the blade is pushed in and out
Diaper and Wipe Statiom
An aluminum can that gives room for your nose so that you do not have to tilt your head to drink soda.
A magnetically battery charged lighter with an electric heating coil like a battery powered lighter but the batteries can be are recharged.
Bedsi
Rake 'n' Tamp
Balm Buddy
safe candy
Trash Can Stabilizer
Node
Tales &amp; Realms MMLARPG
FanButler
Small action Claw Rake
A Node electical outlet
Plug Hub for Pivot Power
Carbonator for all foods
Disposable razorcliponvibrator
Rubber band with twist it ties
Magnetic Heels
Umbrella with manually operated spinner built into shaft. Spin dry your umbrella instead of shaking it like a fool.
Cat Attack Laser
H2Obvious Flower Pot
Regeneration Shower Alcove
Ultimate Seed Starter kit
non-seen Earphone
Hand Rake
The Quick Release Grass Thatch
Fruit ripener!
Touch sensitve Squeeze pen
Carbonator for all foods
!!!!! Are you tired tired of climbing stairs with all your luggage? Let's make a smart suitcase!
Self Ironing Clothing Hanger
Turn a paper towel into a paper plate. Great to use for toast, pop tarts, bagels, pizza.No need to buy/store paper plates any longer.
Skins for Crates. Customize your Crates with these unique decorative covers that just slip on.
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Trying to delete this
Clean toilet seat
iScoop
Automatic Hair Dryer
CelliShade
Disposable razorcliponvibrator
Pen with white out eraser
Shopping cart side mirrors
horizontal cutting shaver bar
Texting videocamera/viewmirror
Expand Stem for Liquid Spray
Ethylene fruit ripener
Slim&light weight headphones with build in Video-enabled eyeglass stored in headband, swings out when in use.
AB ARC: Roll your lower body in an arcing or forward motion and burn inches off your waist.
Calendar
Cordies for the Garage!
Cargo Loop - A jumbo continuous loop to secure large items WITHOUT HOOKS. Use for Car-topping, Wrapping, Camping, Biking, anything.
Touchless condiment dispenser
SHAVING CAPE: This simple invention is a catch all, for beard clippings. No more sinks and counter tops covered in hair.
Bar Bar Marchine for Hummus
Quick Release Folding Bicycle Stem. Quicker folding mechanism. Snaps to 90' and snaps back. â€¢Watch the Videoâ€¢ Collab Joel Robinson.
AMC'S THE PITCH VS QUIRKY'S
Stun Gun with a double whammy!
Cooler sponge for cooling item
Disposable razorcliponvibrator
Concave mirror
A magneticaly powered lighter
Quick Release Folding Bicycle Stem. Makes your bike thinner. â€¢ Watch the Video â€¢ Collab Joel Robinson. Resubmit.
Dug Water Lift by KevinJotblad
Folding Bicycle Stem - Quick release to twist your handlebars at 90Âº to store flat and take up less space. Collab Joel Robinson. #QCycle.
swimming hat
Adjustable handlebars. Change your bars to suit your mood, or tweak to fit your unique style. Pivot joints for strength and solid fixing. RS
cable ties
Vibration Damper Bicycle Stem. A simple seesaw action creates shock & vibration damper to handlebars. #QCYCLE
D-ualK-nife
Hygiene for the masses
Plug Hub for Pivot Power
Easy pinch weed rake
Stun ability for fishing
Surround a power outlet's prongs with a ground that creates a full circle shield for any plug you stick inside an outlet through its cover.
Lets transform billboards, real estate signs, and all physical advertisements into downloadable media by having a wifi webpage transmitter
360 Angle Surface Clean
Literally cleaning by hand
360 Spin Cleaning Brush
AppyThe Bear RESUB WITH RECORD
Air Quality Multi-Monitor
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Quick Clean Ceiling Fan
4 compartment divided plate
MAKE A GAME
Universal Power Tool Light Battery powered LED lights that evenly illuminate work area, spring-style band easily attaches to any power tool.
wairy
An energy saving micro-timer with mini extension and low-profile, rotating plug with pass-through option to maximize outlet usability.
Modular, customizable, programmable ergonomic computer keyboard, USB hub and media card reader
Twisting Tennis Handle Grip
Modular, customizable, programmable ergonomic computer keyboard, USB hub and media card reader
Modular, customizable, programmable ergonomic computer keyboard, USB hub and media card reader
Aswef
Reusable Coffee Bag
Mobile &Tablet Projector
Heated Steering Wheel Cover
Q Brix
Hangover Helpers
Cups holder for kids
Smart Float
Title Hydraulic Skateboard
Smart Pots
Appliance Cord Keeper
3 in 1 Bottle for Bikes
Voices
A rubber band around a bike wh
The dish with spoon catapult
Ergonomic Clock Radio
NFC Wristbands
Toilet bowl soaker
light bar
StashCan
Stirling Portable Generator
Water Dish/Dehumidifier
Hugabooboo
Outboard motor fins
Intelligent Child's T-shirt alarms of drowning, GPS chip for beach, floatation activates under water, and changes color with Help Drowning.
Smart Docking Station
Marcia Johnson
A reverse clock that you can hang in front of the mirror of the bathroom or restroom.
A couch shaped as a boat
The air cam
The Gearbox
MOVIE THEATER SEAT COVER
A glass mug with builtin thermometer that shows the temperature of your drink when its full or the temperature of the room when it is empty.
A morphed vacuum, leaf blower and mini incinerator that sucks up & destroys dog crap. Turning poop scooping into a badass crap incinerator.
Apple Watch Charging Station
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Survival Apple Watch Band
SIFTER! Outdoor Dustpan
The Whisperer
Foundation singles
Smart On/Off Induction Surface
Hero Messenger
Smartpower &amp; Smartcharge
Squeegee U10Sil
The Egg - Baby car seat shaped like an egg to prevent crushing and provide protection from flying debris i.e. glass from a vehicle accident.
NAY
Backseat TV Tray
Keep Your Cool With This Misting Lounge Chair. Portable And Stylish. Beach, Patio, Park, Sporting Events, Concerts, Camping, Decks, Etc....
Dishwasher Safe. Any Size. Refrigerator Shelf Liners, With Sides. Keep The Spills Contained. Make Clean Up A Snap. Keep The Door Closed Too.
Moms Will "Smile So Big, Their Faces Will Get Stuck." Heart Shaped Necklace Charm Can Record Your Heartbeat Forever. Give Her Your Heart.
Re-Sub From Awhile Ago. Flexible. With GE Patent #6566808. Bends, Flexes And Holds Any Shape. All Clear Plastic (O)LED Rope Light.
Don't Die. Illuminate The BEST Escape Route In A Fire. Smart Detection and Alert System, Heat And Smoke Sensing. Was UC, Think BIG!
Self Basting Roasting Pan Insert. Could Be Used On The Grill Also. Marinates Meat From The Inside And Bastes At The Same Time. Customizable.
Pourit. Collapsible Pouring Spout. Stores Flat. Fits On Any Jar/Bottle/Container. Dual Use As A Funnel. Kitchen, Garage, Garden, Automotive.
â€œlight-upâ€ laptop keyboard skin to see at night. Also piano skin to play piano.
Smart (Solar) Tupperware
Automatic Lighting
Easy Clean Straw with Zip Seal â€“ the straw opens length wise allowing you to clean the crud and zip seal it afterwards.
LED Socket Extender w/ Battery
Branch
Wink zWave Proxy
360PanoCam
Bench in tub
inbakecake
Wiper Waver
Safer, Better Medicine Bottle!
Handy Case
Pivot Power Mini
helmet rear light
WINK - Thinking, Programmable, Smart, Safe, Voltage Regulating, APP Enabled Electrical Outlet With Real Time Data. Resub from awhile ago.
Pneumatic Icicle Remover
Tongs that can flip ribs on the grill when they're falling off the bone. Tongs that can flip fish that regular tongs can't handle.
Satellite Dish Cleaning System. Turn On With Smart Phone. Clear Snow, Debris, Etc From Satellite Dish Automatically. Top Complaint Of Users.
Worst thing about using a bulb baster? Cleaning it. Check out this baster. EZ Clean WITH A Trigger. Revamp w/ great comments and new ideas.
This Front Door Mat Is A Wireless Doorbell. Pressure Sensitive, Triggers The Indoor Chime When Stepped On. Downloadable Ringtones. HOA OK!
Warming Cookie Jar.(who doesn't love warm cookies?)Yum. Lots of great suggestions so far. So many options from cookies to bread and beyond.
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These Backpacks Can Be Customized With Different Shells/Pieces. Why Buy A Whole New Bag Every Year? Trends Change, Just Buy A New Shell.
Smart Food Thermomter
Logocap
Mirror Gloves
A car visor holder and organizer for flash drives! ALL new cars,decks, and radios on the market use thumb drives but you need a way to store
Add a switch to an outlet with no wiring and no fuss!!! switched outlet with wire molding and mount and switch, just plug it in and go.
The Mommie Helper
TC WeB THE EDGE 360* RING
Flash
Zip Tie Hair Wrap
Under-the-sink trash can/food recycle attached to the door of the cabinet, with a lid that opens automatically when the cabinet door is open
IFINDER
Sling Back
Baby Crib Activity Light Bar
Voice Control Device
Better extension cord
Elongated Rib Tongs
Laser Toaster
sachet for diabet
Don't you want to know if your family is safe driving on the road?? This idea can save your family's life!!!
Tongs that can flip ribs when they're falling off the bone. Tongs that can flip fish that regular tongs can't handle. 459 votes. 95%
Mobile monitor
Foldaboard
Never have your cleaning cloth for your smart phone or touch screen tablet? Here's the Fix!
Outdoor Frying Pans for the grill. Nonstick pans with handles made of metal or some material that can handle the heat of a grill.
Protect your shoes from rain.
Spout
Head-up screen with your phone
Rubber bands with your name on it to put on your beer or soda can or bottle, while at a party.
2 in 1 Soap device
Tower Power
Dog Water Bowl
3 IN 1 - LAMP ; It includes a lamp, a flashlight, a ring-type-light.
treeBot
Recharging Laser Pointer Dock
Guacamole Savior
Faucet heat detector - Never burn your skin again. Have you ever open the faucet and be surprised by warm water on your hands ?
ice scraper with heated grip
Kitchen proof iPad case/support - your ipad become your cook book
A rolling item to put your furniture on. Make furniture moving easier and avoid scratches on your floor.
Countertop Safe Food Defroster
UpKeepers- Slide Out Then Hide
#AUSTIN INVENTION CHALLENGE#
#Austin Invention Challenge
Flower Power
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Laundry Globe *UPDATED RENDER* Added flip open shelf for transporting folded clothes after wash-n-dry. A collaboration with Simplyinclined
TruView
Quirky's Own Wireless Router
WINK Contact Lens Cleaner Case
Color Mixing Light, Projector
Pivot Power Chameleon (Shell?)
Multifunction Laptop Desk.
Easy Mark Chalk Dots
Multifunction Yet, Minimalist
Lil' Helpers Reminder Lights
Magnetic Door/Window/Car Alarm
What's REALLY in my food?
This Shelf Converts To A Table
Containers, WINK Connected
Rolling Pin + Cutter + Guide
Auto Language Translation. Handwriting Recognition Pen/Scans Transcribes Hand Written/Printed Notes/Text to Digital Format.
Electra
Bumps Around The World
Fantastic Glow Kite
Milwaukee summerfest
Don't Let Ball Hit Your Head
A small tube that clips onto clothing that holds your glasses when you're not wearing them. Great for sunglasses and reading glasses.
Quick and easy way to season foods.Pick your favorite spices and twist them on.Great for kitchen or grill. "Spice Rack in your hand.Resubmit
Cool napkin holder with modern design works indoors and outdoors. Keeps napkins in place while dispensing one napkin at a time.
A cardboard paperclip! Can be recycled or shredded with papers. Earth friendly clips. No need to pull them off. Simple and inexpensive.
Magnet Pants Cuff Strap, Bike.
Switchable Magnet Fasteners
Cool To Touch Oven Rack Pulls
A stylish magnetic stand that will conveniently hold all your knives and other metal utensils in one place.
Flip phone
Eclectic
Cutter for cook
Intuitive Turn Indicators, LED
Comfy Clean Seat Shag
Shake - Womens Tote
Public Transport Car seat
Antigravitional Device
Electric Blanket - With WINK
Customize Home Depot Bath Fan
Stick Blenders Are The Best
Collapsible Tea, Coffee Pot
Color Changing Cook/Bakeware
Expandable Pitcher Fits Better
Expanded Closet Hanging Area
OMG, DOG HAIR EVERYWHERE!
Micro Suction Carry All Pouch
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Dragox
Biometric Lockers
Button On
Rock o baby
The Pina Shack
AuxBud
Hi friends I have created the Xmas2000 a bag that will house all your Xmas wrapping paper. Don't worry about it bending and ripping.
Motion-Activated Garden Sitter
Hydrotelligence Gadget
Promotional Casino Chip Rack
Chargable flat iron
Hair brush make up kit
Lil' Helpers Reminder Lights!
All In One Fireplace Station
Adjustable Drill Bit Extension
Pre-Textured Drywall Patches
Digital/SmartControl Table Saw
Text/Email Me Pill Dispenser
Accordion Patio Door, Pet Door
Remote Pager
GE Oven Interior Size Control
alarma
"D-Light" Drone Instant Light
Foodmitt
Duel tire power wheels
emergency kit staple
Pressto!
colors gun
Strength Sleeve Arm
GE Cooler On Wheels Ice Detect
Dual Mode App-En Space Heater
Sweet Dispense
Wink Fish Flasher With Cam
GE Inflatable Home Theater Kit
MEMORY SNAKE -USB STICK You newer cranke in Your PC,You newer brake Your USB plug, plus Safe Eject Button and USB HUB plug on it.
HEALTH HUB - Your Doc In a Box - Measures Heart Rate, Weight, Blood Pressure, Pulse and Body Temperature
shirtorma
A Toning Bar that Lights Up &amp; changes colors at certain time/distance, counts distance walked, calories burned, reps, transmits info
PREVENT POOL, TOILET, SINK AND TUB OVERFLOW - Device will be a Clip/Stick On Sensor which will Alert you when Water goes above Fill Line.
MEASURE CAM measuring and dimensioning in one shot, camera app in Your phone can make photos with dimensions of any object.
A Toning Bar that Lights Up; Changes Colors at Certain Time/Distance, Counts Distance Walked, Calories Burned, Reps, Tansmits Info
PREVENT POOL, TOILET, SINK AND TUB OVERFLOW - Device will be a Clip/Stick On Sensor which will Alert you when Water goes above Fill Line.
GO CORDLESS Lamps, Toaster, Coffee Pot, Blender, Iron, Crockpot, App Controlled, Connected through One Main Power Grid using IMP Technology
BEV BUTLER - It monitors the Compact Refrigerator that stores your beverages to the perfect temperature and keeps track of your stock!
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test
Ergonomic Phone Attachment
24/7 refrigerator odor control
Never get stuck again!
Globe Shape scrap bin
Rain Catcher/Storage Cart for Garden Tools on Wheels
WASH N GO
BALLOON CHARGER can get energy from any source of compressed air! You can use it when comes the BLACKOUT :-O
BALL_POINT_MICRO_TEXT_PEN this is laser engraved micro text on the ball makes Your sign super safe and Your manuscript really authentic ...
Tool against food waste
BRIQUETTING PAPER SHREDDER - Do not bother with big bags of shredded paper! This machine can make combustibles for YOUR hearthstone :)
Suction Chop Sticks
Ultimate Neck Pillow
Trance Mask #TravelPetPeeves
Floss-Dispensing Corn Holders
Microwave Two Bowls at Once!
insideOut
Basketball shooting stats
glorflyer 1
Self Basting Roasting Pan Insert. Could Be Used On The Grill Also. Marinates Meat From The Inside And Bastes At The Same Time. Customizable.
How's a little (less) hair of the dog sound? This idea happened because I'm kinda lazy, but I have a working prototype. Resub.
Urban Picnic Kit. Just For Fun. Take A Break And Have A Picnic (Grass Included) :) Wherever You Are. Go Outside, Relax, Enjoy Yourselves.
Auxilerated Earbuds
NEW COOL Dance with me doll
Don't take electrical cords for granted.Probably the most abused tool on the construction job site is the electrical power cord.
MEGA Brand Connectible Stamps
A cool sippy cup for the kids. The inside of the cup is tilted and keeps the liquid at an angle, Spill-Proof, come take a look.
G O L F E R S !! Introducing the adjustable putter! Bad ass and tricked out! Drive for show, putt for doe.
Mattel Water Rockets
The ultimate combination. This comes in so handy if youâ€™re working on your car and any other projects when additional light is needed.
The next gotta-have nation-wide craze, these silicone rubber bands are definitely a cut above
Yes, the future has finally arrived for motorized bicycles! With the skyrocketing gas prices, people everywhere are looking for better ways
:-O AIR CHAIR CLIP O-: = exceptional piece of furniture + inimitable feeling + never-ending comfort + which costs nearly nothing !!!
Xtend
This is important, read it carefully! These sprinklers are designed to remove all the problems that arise with traditional sprinklers.
Warming Cookie Jar.

(who doesn't love warm cookies?) Yum.

A Lighted Handweight which provides night visibility; can change colors at a certain time/distance to let user know they achieved a goal!
Hologram Phone
Handwriting Recognition Pen/Scans Transcribes Hand Written/Printed Notes/Text to Digital Format. Auto Language Translation. Reads Out loud.
Round Carabiner. Hinged, Opens Fully. Locks In Place. Quick Release And/Or Key Lock. Closes To Fit Any Size Item. So Simple Yet, SO Useful.
Temperature Sensing LED Night Lights Change Color, Gives A Quick Read On The Ambient Temp Of A Room. Cool Ambiance And Conversation Piece.
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The Quirky Dusting Tool. One Step Closer To Completing The Line Of Quirky Cleaning Products.
Portable stadium/beach chair with pockets on back side of seat to carry laptop, etc, and a tray with drink holder that swivels under seat
Video Album
Wireless MP3 Headphone
The Paper Towel Tree - The foldable/expandable paper towel holder that holds your dishclothes, sponges, soap, scouring pads, etc.
Flexible, Expandable Lid Storage/Organizer
3D Building Printer
Very inexpensive finger insert that allows the user almost full use of their hand because you are not having to 'grip' the phone.
WINK - Thinking, Programmable, Smart, Safe, Voltage Regulating, APP Enabled Electrical Outlet (or cover) With Real Time Data. UPDATED!
Flat Screen TV's, Even Monitors. De-Clutter Those Bad-Boys. Clever Storage Solution For TV Toys. Hide Ugly Cords Too. With Proof of Concept.
-X's and O's- A game my grandpa taught us a million years ago as kids. We modified it a little over the years to this. W/ proof of concept.
Alcohol & Drug EMP Device
Add Functional Luxury To The Kitchen Or Bathroom Sink. Save Some Water. Save Some Time. Why Doesn't This Already Exist? New GE Appliance?
rear view bicycle alert system
Color bowl
Double Level Cooking Pot/Pan
tv
Snow Tarp
Pump sprayers fall over and bounce while you are trying to pump up pressure. A flared base with toe-holds molded into the tank solves this.
Worry free vacation
class decor for male teachers
The Jewelry Hand
Soles for Souls
dd
Recap
The Kettle Bar
baby safe outlet covers
gggggggggggggggggg
CopperStopper
Rodent Notification
Mulitap with Pivotable Add on.
Bluetooth Proximity Detector
Mouseless Mouse w/ Wrist Rest
Grocery List Scanner Frig
Stretchy Bag
Kitchen Knife Innovation That Makes It Safer to Cut Through Hard/Frozen Foods.
Dinodolls
GE Smart Sensor Towel Dryer
KITE BALL
HandTCart
How's a little (less) hair of the dog sound? This idea happened because I'm kinda lazy, but I have a working prototype.
I need breakaway earbuds and I need an Aux cable for my car's audio system...what to do, what to do....
Attach &amp; Movable Wrist Rest
Travel Size Desk for Tablets
GPS Coupled With an Emergency App that Syncs with your Location and Gives you Nearest Hospitals with Shortest ER Wait
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Heated Swiss ball. Would retain heat for a period of time to aid in workouts, stretching, and healing. Maybe its simply a stretchy cover?
Vibrating Cell Phone Charger
The All In One Phone Charger
GE Portable Mini Hole Digger
Recipe Platter
the TURD-NADO
Heated Automobile Seat Covers
Sour Squeeze
Unwined
Double Handle Utility Tool
Proboscis
Love-Wine-Flowers
A cubic frame contains ingredients in easily removable trays. This cubic foot sized device keeps worktops clear of clutter and chaos.
Box-set elevated platform allows TV's and monitor-integrated PC's to be set at correct viewing height.
Monitor attached workstation task lighting eliminates desk clutter and allows light to be directed efficiently to required area and level.
Plant Pod
GRAVAGUIDE
iPhone/iPod/iPad Dock Keychains, expand your charging options!
Paste Control
Convertible Table
A double deck bag, expands from a standard case to a tall bag with a small plan footprint to allow comfortable transport of extra items.
Anatomy Teaching Barbie
Joule
Tred-Computer
Washable Heating Blanket
Human anatomy game APP
Charge Bar
High Tech BOOMco Guns/Armor
Floating Balance/Battle Pads
Tambourine shaped America
Wifi Phone case: Data &amp; Drone
Weatherproof Smartphone Remote
EcoPantry
Walkers Safety Torch
Mini watch for glasses
Self Shuffling Deck of Cards
Charger with warning
Office-scapes
Personal breathalyzer bracelet
Car Rain Guard
Poppy Wave Air Freshener
SHOPPING CART ATTACHED TO STROLLER TO OPERATE AS ONE. YOUTUBE LINK BELOW http://youtu.be/LmckN5Y91Lg Seeking An
Investment/Partners
Workstation Device Organiser removes the clutter and mess associated with PC workstations and the devices users are plugging into them.
A product which allows users to dry laundry without it being on display to the world, when they have no access to a utility room.
My invention will allow for precise handling allowing a shopping cart and stroller to operate as one vehicle. http://youtu.be/LmckN5Y91Lg
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Interactive Toy Cape
E
1'x1' Sheet of Mosaic tile pre-mounted with solid back instead of netting for installation with no mess. Ready for grout right away!
Shovel for quick and easy throwing snow to the side.
Sometimes you can't answer your phone, wouldn't it be nice for the caller to write a message telling you why they're calling?
Window Light Panels
Scratch-n-Scroll
Home reheater
Slide Weight Hammer
quirky
Baby Bubbles
double rotating turbine
Multifunction Anti-SMS for Car
Creamer and Sugar Dispenser: One container, two ingredients for your coffee. Creamer/Sugar delivered easily and with precise measurements.
Microwaveable Color Changing Temperature Indicator (formerly Microwave Markers). Went to LIVE EVAL &amp; I've now fixed the only concern.
The Electric Shoe Tie. Never tie your shoes again! Perfect for toddlers, kids, and adults.
Best Football Party Food Ever
Forkupine
Great White Shark Mouse Trap
Toonces Sun Visor
Wash
Water Purifier Waterpia WFP-36
Smart Refrigerator
Battle of Drones
Soccer shoe with addable studs
Smart Wine Rack
Remote w/ Speaker &amp; Vibration
Bluetooth Ice Cubes
Baby paws
Waffler
e
peppercorn funnel
Grocery bag trunk hooks
Buffer
Bink (combined bath and Sink)
Brompton Bicycle Bag Strap
3D Printer
Blocks to play in the sand
A case that makes your Iphone look like an old style phone. Fits over and flips up to cover touch screen.
My idea is a scrub brush that you slip on your foot to scrub the bottom of your pool makes it easy elastic or velcro fastening at anklebe
The Blocker
Kids of the world need mini replica surfboards...and a mini-wave pool to surf in! Every kid dreams of riding the waves, share the stoke!
Cool Wear - Portable air conditioning for your body. Ribbons of cold compress gel that can attach to any garment. Even wear it as jewelry!
Easy-Pull Trash Can - No more trash cans that suck...vacuum suck that is. Air holes in the bottom release the bag without hassle.
Silly Billy Bin - The fun toy bin that kids can't wait to use AND clean up at the same time!
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Cutty Buddy - One cutting board, many shapes.
Washer and Dryer combo
Tailgater pong
Water Purifier Waterpia WFP-72
Solar Blinds
Cake and pie slicer
Bicycle Brake Signal
Blind saver
Ice Melt Mat
Pivot Power Desktop
New Trash Can Design With NeverWet Technology. Never Struggle Getting A Full Trash Bag Out Of The Garbage Can With This Simple Design.
Mug with Magnetic Rim
Wine Bottle Tool
Smart Happy Fun Ball
Water Proof Floating iPad Case/Stand
Fork with Built in Scale
Hands-Free Shoe Covers
MugOven mug w/ donut warmer
Candle Creator
Water Purifier Waterpia WFP-36
Market Mate
2Phone 1
Wall Mounted Computer Case.
Wink Watch #Connected Products
Shopping Case
Pot Lid Racks Designed Specifically For Your Kitchen Cabinets.
A Never Ending Coffee Mug - A French press Mug with Style and Function!
A sensor that transmits a signal to a device that alerts a pet owner the gate is open to avoid a runaway pet.
Thermometer cup or tumblr
Apple Watch Carrier &amp; Stand
Remote Control for HTPC
Connected Covers - Child safety outlet plugs that are connected together, thus keeping them off the floor when in use. (Pat. Pending)
It's hard waking up, rolling out of bed, and getting to that first cup of coffee. Now have your first cup while you're in bed... asleep!
Brand new way to organize the refrigerator: Slide-Out Shelving. Sliding racks increase storage capacity and allow easy access to fridge.
3D Print Pen
Do you know what a pain it is to change a flat tire on your bike? No more! Just spray some BikeFlatFixer &amp; you're repaired in seconds!
Easy ticket
#SPOTSV Bath Tissue Counters: Tissue Box counts down to show how many tissues are left, TP Counter shows how much you've used/can limit use.
Two New Saucepans: One with a revealing bottom pour spout. The other with a revealing built-in colander.
Cinch Can - Effortless Trash Bag Removal. Other cans suck (literally)! No more vacuum suction effect. SEE SHORT VIDEO!!!
Never Drop Your Phone Again! A magnetic strip on the back of your phone attracts to a ring on your finger. See video. (Patent Pending)
Prueba 1
Movie Canvas Art
The Marker Magic (bokkmark)
Gate Step
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FACT: Every microwave leaks radiation. The older it gets, the worse the leakage. No one has commercialized a microwave shield... until now!
Keyboard Rack
Windshield Armor
AIR SHOOTER PAINT PROTECTOR
excuse me,i am sorry,thank you
QuickClick: Remote Controlled Power Strip
Finger key
Tilt
rubber
WINGZ
tape cord
Smart Toilet Snake
Grip Eze
instant cutter
Hitch n' Hike (Team Idea)
Buzzlets
Project
The Selfy Stiper
Layer Up
sheets for hospital beds
Soulmate Earbuds
Tepidos
TC WeB CONNECT IT CHARGER ACES
KOOL DEVICE HOLDER
A mini dry erase board and light switch cover in one, simple to mount, and great for reminders by the entryway
Hidden Spice Rack
OfficeStat
Elder Lift
leash/roll
123
fixed universal electricoutlet
Surge Induction
Safe Swimming Tube
Smart Flood Lights
Expandable Shoulder/Courier Bag with a hide-away detachable 2nd bag that connects to the 1st bag allowing you to carry items more safely
Smart Essential Oil Diffuser
Wink Fireworks Launch
Petrol Tracker
Digital Instagram Frame
Mower for fun and healthy move
The "See-Thru" Semi-Truck
CRUTCHLESS WALKING BOOT
TITANIUM DIOXIDE SPONGE
d
wifi/Bluetooth Stove
AudioPRO
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Broom Groomer Pro
Dusk to dawn door lock
Smart Straw
Bonjour! USA No-Press Coffee
Sanitary Toilet Seating Sheet
Learn &amp; Advance with my Sudoku
Mommy's Hooker Bag
Effective Mosquito Blanket
drawmate
Hover Torch
thing
Solar Street Lighting
Mailbox Scanner
Mama's keyboord blocker
Traffic Light Countdown Device
Height-adjustable Trash Can
Bedroom Eye Wear
Wardrobe Manager
Extend abrush
AUDIO-VIDEO SPOTTER
Pasta Scoop
Alarmed Car Alert
Anti-insect can
ggana
Simple Soap Maker
Camping, etc Portable and adjustable clothes drying rack that has locking hinges to allow it to change shape to adapt to needs and space.
Voice memo clip that wirelessly sends recorded memos to paired phone. Attaches to car dashboard or clips to backpack, clothes, etc.
Mountable multi cord control. Stick to wall, side of desk, headboard, file cabinet, entertainment unit (AV cords), desk, etc.
Voice memo clip that wirelessly sends recorded memos to paired phone. Attaches to car dashboard or clips to backpack, clothes, etc.
Interlocking cookie sheets
Control the temperature and supply of warm water heated from your solar heater to multiple usage
Feng Shui Fragrances
Survival water collector. Condenses water from the air you breathe.
Tuberific
Decorative outlet shelf
retrofit cup holder cooler/heater, works in any car. keeps your drink cold or warm.
iBar
ExPANdables
PORTABLE BIOMETRIC GUN LOCK - Keep guns safe from children &amp; unauthorized users - Quick reliable access -Your finger is the Key - HOT
TOPIC!
Storm Piercer
Your Day Window Shades
Safety Air Buoy (SAB)
Milk Mate is designed to prevent the development of stains and bacteria in refrigerators caused by milk residue and or leakage.
In order to maximize counter space in the kitchen and stop all those spices from falling out, a over the door ,ajustable rack fits all
all purpose tent
Reverse Barbecue Tool
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Test
test
Bite Counter Silverware
YourOwnArt.com
PORTABLE SHIRT COLLAR PRESS
High heel protector
U-POWER SUBMERSIBLE CRAFT
Deconstruction Kits
Flash Chill
spinner
DINO-FORK (Destroy the food)
High heel protector
HAND-HELD FLEXI-CUP PEELER
Two All-in-One washer dryers with app, control settings &amp; dispensary.Dry laundry without stopping what you are doing to unload laundry
Upside down Shirts
Quik External Battery Belt
Quik Camera
Arm/leg rehab device
Digital printer + spiral bindi
The adjustable toilet Seat
Auto Brush for Dog Grooming
External battery :The Better B
VR Chair
Mini electric spiral binding
Power Bank
THE POUR BOWL!
Easiest Learning Guitar Ever.
Mug with thermometer
SprayMAXX
Sink Stopper Vibrator
Name your invention
Pivot Power USB Adapter - the missing link. Fits perfectly into beautiful Pivot Power design.
School Zone Alert!
ANTI-THEFT SEAT LOCK. Just wrap around existing seat bolts and lock. No unwanted unscrewing possible. Works with all types of bolts. #QCYCLE
Floor Saving Shoe Cleaner
DecoFoam Refill Container
Make your BIKE play like a MUSIC BOX. Sound plays as the wheel turns. Kids would love it! #QCYCLE
ARIEL - your ultimate home guardian. Remote controlled, wi-fi camera, detectors for smoke, flood, gas, power outage and much more! EXCITING!
Poker Buddy
Undershelf for power strips, routers, modems, external HDDs... Hide devices under the desk and save space. Also with cable management.
Car Door Opener w/Flashlight
Handy Tent
MAGNETIC LAUNDRY RACK/SHELF - Add space on front of Washer/Dryer for drying/folding laundry. Fold up flat against machine. Render by Vector
COUNTERTOP WATER BOTTLE COOLER fills &amp; keeps your reusable bottles with cold water, grab and go. Saves time and money. ~render by
VECTOR
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Sticitinny Rail
Happy Napper
App Enabled Stem Garden
glove extenders
CONTROL TOTAL
App Enabled Bike Lock
Energy Clothes
Lift Off - Elevate your cooking utensils and keep your counters clean while cooking. Sleek and elegant design creates a magical illusion.
#Depot: WiFi Outlets/Switches
HEALTHY START OATMEAL STATION â€“ More people are starting their day healthy. Easy, convenient, quick. All in one Countertop Oatmeal Station
Tethered Teddy Bear
Du it all band
Disk Card
12
The Window Thing
The Fingernail Wheel
Tub Play Table
Make bike rides even more fun for your kids!! Bike attachments your kids will drool over! No more boring enclosed bike trailers! Huge Market
Peel-A-Plate
Name your invention
cell phone case w a hand band
Wrapster
Smart Light Bulb Socket
Easy Drain
Tub Saver
Watt Time
Finally no tangle earbuds ! Zipper earbuds that zip all the way to the actual end of the earbud component.
Creator Comrade
Invisable Tie Holder
Food Warmer for Elderly People
SnapClips
Pivot Power Genius
My little friend
Ice Tong Scoop
iji
Mocubo Mandoline
Sippy Flask
Knowrider
Robot Vacuum w/ Air Ionizer
Electronic Indoor Basketball
Color Temperature Light Bulb
Rotating pastry tube. This makes frosting a whole lot easier and way more fun.
Broom Groomer With Broom
Broom Groomer Mini
the love stamp: Stamp love, Show love, Send Love
Every knife in the block is designed for a funtion, now we can add one more function with out adding any extra clutter to your kitcher.
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speednails
ìž¥í˜œì •
Morning Wood Cure!
Wine glass dryer
Test invention
stressface
Folding mug cup
My PC settings EVERYWHERE
SPEEDNAILS
Stop bedwetting
Virtual Exhaust Flame Thrower
dental polishing tape
Crafty Caps
Reversable bench
Resettable Rubik's cube
Laptop case that turns into a portable desk
dental cleaning tape
rv slide out awning support
Pen Zen
fan sense
A Travel Coffee Mug that cools your scalding hot coffee to the right temperature faster and safer, and then keeps it there longer.
'Good Morning' - an app that prepares your home for when you wake up
SolarCaddy
Bounce Pad
Lake Waitress
Totem 2.0 Self Draining Cups
Telepower
Copying written material in an historical archive on thin metal corrosion and fire proof sheets by laser instead of making digital copies.
Pretzel Poppy Machine
Maio Educational AIO Computer
portable utensil holder
Hide a Vita
Carrage
Smart knucklebones
Waterproof case w BT speakers
Time for Medicine
The Multi-Straw
Shopping bag holder
Push broom with a flexible head! Flexible head giving it the ability to sweep dished out areas with ease, along with flat surfaces!
"Deja Couture"
Forget me not Splash Master
Coaster for laptop
Print n Charge
Maze-O
Cloak
BBQ Baster Lid
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3D Video Drones
SmartEars
VitaVapor
The Silent Glass Bottle Holder
slip framing
j helm
Umbrella Holder (Hands Free)
dede
Adapteable line cleaner
Pringle Hook
The Compact Bag
Remove excess water from LONG HAIR. Rotating ball bearings or slick offset nubs glide down wet hair to send water down the drain.
King's style
Whirl Warm Water
Scoop close
R/C FPV AIR SOFT CAR
FLAT-BOTTOM SPOON - Spoon and spread JELLY, MAYO, MUSTARD or RELISH with only one utensil. Flat bottom spreads like a knife.
The Cat Toilet
TOY ICE CREAM MAKER - Musical push toy for homemade ice cream. New take on Kick-the-Can Ice Cream! Neighborhood fun + a little exercise!
Flexible CUTTING BOARD SCRAPER - Corral diced/minced bits into MOCUBO trays or neatly into a bowl or onto serving plate. Finger knob handle.
TUB-A-RIFIC
Solar Rechargeable Refuel
Computer privacy in public
Wink Meal Planner - Shop List
"Deja Couture"
Hygienic toilet seat
Grippy Sugar Scrubber
Three-sided surge protector
A smart exercise device, such as a jumprope, that can generate electricity and store it in batteries from kinetic motion and track online.
Kineticel captures energy to store for later use, from sources as diverse as exercise, home appliances, baby swings or even toilets.
No Miss Shaving Cream
TC WeB Raps 2
Grip-On Stylus
Easy Catch
Senior Fall Monitor
Colour Changing Toilet Brush
Beer Slinger
Medicine Spoon
UNIVERSAL KITCHEN CUTTER TOOL
Sticky Thingies
clear me baby walker
The Back Bag: A simple, inexpensive and reusable grocery bag to carry your purchases on your back....and, it's not a backpack!!
Color lock
The Toy Bungee
Retractable Training Wheels
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PowerHat
Multi-purpose recybucket
Shark Shield(TM) for Surfboard
Beach pillow!
Automated Braking Transmitter
Phone adapter for camera tripod. Say goodbye to shaky photos and videos from your mobile device.
Secret photo-hider mirror
The DigiTable
Silicone,food safe,reusable *rubber*band,useful for storing sliced fruits,sealing holes from STEM or just storing bundled fruits/vegetables.
tubby
Mochi ice cream holder
Bait Hooker
Vanity reach-all cup
The MINI COFFEE MIXER/MILK FROTHER! Convenient to use pen type gadget wherever you go!
Shone
Hot wheels Vr
ReLeash
Dishwashing wipes
Height Recognition Shower
Shoe Lace Tool
This is a motivation t-shirt
Charge while you sit. Now your portable folding chair is solar powered to charge when you need it. Camping, video your kid's game, etc.
(93% view/vote ratio) Space Saver Pop Up Silicon Cooking Tray! Folds up like the Pop Up Frisbee for quick, easy and compact storage.
Chucks
Save space and your back by going vertical when traveling or camping! Introducing the travel bag with built in legs and hamper!
Multi-Function Travel Tray. It's unique design allows you to use it in and out of the car for kids and adults.
THE AUDIO BOX! A Non-Electric Acoustic dock for iPhones. Paper roll tubes can also be attached for deeper sound. Its Unplugged!
Pegasus
Crazy Kit Maker C.K.M
Eraseable t-shirt
Straw Holder(and Mini)
WINK Auto - for a smarter car
Sand Density Monitor
Ratchet Strap Securer
Sponge Shower Head
Cargo Loop
G-SLING (Registered Trademark)
Texture Replicator
Food Floaties
Rubber Ratchet Strap
Auto-pill counter
Only Cooking!
Bunk Sofa
Folding Bicycle Stem
123
Halo: Have you ever needed a flashlight and both your hands free at the same time; look no further, just strap on the HALO.
Atrapa ladrones desde el mÃ³vil
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Life saving bike
Car Keep Clean
dsfsfs
Waterproof wristband - iWatch
Widelight
MyLuggage
Personal printer/ Stamp
Palm Tree Pool Noodle Holder
bathroom toilet tissue boutiqu
Harman HeadPhones of Tomorrow
m
JumpRope Machine 3000
Residential burglar alarm and monitoring is a 9billion dollar industry, of that amount 6.7billion was for monitoring.
Basket 4 in a line
Swimmers Ear
The Hotboxx BBQ grill. This grill was exclusively designed to BBQ a turkey. But don't stop with Turkey, prepare all of your favorite meats.
Modular & Connectable Lunch Storage Containers.Pack your food separately, heat individually & then connect them to eat from one solid dish.
Lightning Ball
Pivot Power charger
usb stickeee
Why can't Pivot Power and Plug Hub just get along? Create a power strip that solves power brick issues, has many features & works w/Plug Hub
Broken Ethernet Plug? You don't have to deal with them coming loose or buy another cable. No more DIY remedies. Simply attach and plug in!
For everyone that doesn't mind having leftovers, here is a device that can be used to prepare dinner for two. Now! Warm two dinners at once.
vinci
share. it
Universal Rubber Band Flash for your devices with a camera and no FLASH (iPod touch 4G, iPhone 3GS and under, other general cell phones)
Micro Car Bike Loop
Walkman
Universal Rubber Band Flash for your devices with a camera and no FLASH (iPod touch 4G, iPhone 3GS and under, other general cell phones)
The Helmhat
Souper Bowl
Pet Link
Universal Slicer- Perfect Sized Slices Everytime!
Phone-Case UNIVERSAL Prong
Smoothies maker that make your breakfast session a lot more easier.let the machine do it.
123
Cooler Sparkling Drink Maker
Ultimate Toy Car - 007
Pasta Dough Press
Power Strip with Tilt Slots
Wink Personal Identity Vault
Biker Storage Unit and Workstation Tower. A cool place to store all your bike gear that doesn't belong in with your clothes.
Perfect Temp
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CELL PHONE JAIL
Car ChargerLithiumâ€“ion Battery
Modern Dish Rack
Measure Cup - Funnel
Home 3D Printer
Safe inside the mattress
'Power Wheels' car wash
Door Handle - Sanitize / Alert
Glasses for freezing
Imprint
Pop - The Door Stop
The Great Cape
Upright
Kick Down Door Stop - Snap On
Headphone Entertainment Hub
mower blade sharpener
Tea / Coffee Mug
WINK operated TV Wall Mount
Wrist phone
eFoot Measure Device
Mattress Magic
#QCycle ergoPOST - Press a button to spring the seat forward and get yourself into a winning position. (Watch Video)
Waterproof Book Cover
jeffs
Inflate-a-roll
Wireless Pacifier Monitor
Laser Tag / Smart Phone Games
Power tool and Bit Storage
Relay Phone
Matt Rack
5 Bars in 1. With socket joints your handlebars can be positioned to any style: Flat, Riser, Bullhorn, Cruiser or Mustache. #QCYCLE
Energy-saving fridge curtain
Outlet Minder - Safety Device
Movable Cargo Ratchet: A better tie down ratchet allowing you to choose position, and gives twice the tension.
a rack for holding soap replen
Maid Bed
TEG/Solar- Generator
Noodles - Plant Water Monitor
OLED CHANGING ACCENT WALL
Pivot Power: Self-illuminating
Receipt Management
Non Dairy Frozen Treat Maker
Magic Pops
Clockimals
Aquarium Bot
Wrist Composer
QUICK RELEASE BULLRIDING ROPE
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Self-illuminating sockets
Disc Soap Shower head
Notched Cooking Utensils
TenniShorts
Router Inverse Edge Guide
Childrens Car Seat Ipad Mount
Bluetooth Light Bulbs Q + GE
Car Reverse Ligth Kit
Desktop USB AirPurifier and UV
+ No-Spill Pencil Box :: For Elementary Students
Big Bag Bowl
UV Disinfecting Toilet Seat Co
My Cord Still Needs Flair
Disposable K Cup Maker
ITape
Jumbo Jenga Pop
Wink Devices Charger
Twister Game with Voice
TubBrush
Desktop Memory Storage Tower
Need a Ride?
App Enabled Window Alarms
Hardware Sorter
Static Clothes
+ Measure Up! :: A Measuring Spoon That: Removes Clinging Ingredients, Lies Flat &amp; Helps Organize Your Baking #spotsv
+I Can Haz Pet Dish :: Get All of Spotâ€™s (or Fluffyâ€™s) Food Out of a Can or Pouch :: Pet Dish Combined with a Spatula
Nani
Find your pet, Where are you?
Inflatape
Custom Command Headphones
USB easy connect power strip
Easy Connect Outlets No Prongs
Knob Turner &amp; Button Pusher
Twin Rake Yard Work Master
Aging Pet Bed
PERFECT FOR QUIRKY'S BEACH TOWEL BAG!!! Keep your TOWELS, BLANKETS, PICNIC TABLE CLOTHS, ETC in place. These work on ANY
SURFACE!
Make a light that the shade can be opened or closed with a twist for more focused or broader lighting.
SAFE SHELL GLASS
Car Remain Clean
PowerPlay: Basketball
Sneeze Sleeve
hellz kitchen lights witch
Octagon
Smarter Plugs
Briefcase with a Oneway Slot
4-Pocketed bag that you can "hang" on any chair.
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Home Water Flow Monitor Device
Memory Jump
Party Food Machine
Spinal decompression machine
Have you ever had a broking car window that won't stay up unless you tape it close, i have solved that problem
pet cam
Headphone Shared Interface
drew cord
Inside Voice Box
Elfbag - bag of the future
Portion control made easy. Loose weight without extra utensils. Measuring device built inside.
Adjustable picture frame. Have fun and create almost ANY shape!
curtain fosflorescenta
My clamp is different and better i design it for the people who hardly to open the hard strong spring clamp my design take 2 finger 2open.
Clean behind your faucet with ease!
bluetooth sensor
smart lock
Rain Bladder Waters Garden
app to drive safetly
kite bikes
the chill hat
Bike Shovel
Motion activated lightbulb
SPARE KEY SAFE-BOX / DISPENSER
Adhesive backed seed packets. Peel, stick to a bag of soil, poke your finger through, and grow! Plant a garden in less than 60 seconds.
Bring It Key Chain
Tootle-Loo
Perfect picture hanging hammer that stores nails in the handle. How handy! Never search for a nail again.
The only stuffed Animal you can track with a smartphone app. Your child's best friends will never get lost again!
A Case for both your iPad and your iPhone when the iphone is docked an app enables you to dial/read and send texts from your ipad
Keep your family one step ahead. The first alarm clock that keeps you moving in the morning.
A Ultrasonic Humidifier/Vaporizer and Smartphone App. Control your humidity. Cool Mist or Steam Vapor. Resubmit
The Mooring Beacon
PupCup
iPad2 Collapsible, un-powered, speaker amplifier.
Pool Boy
Wire Holder
Solar Pool Heater Towel Drier
Potato Master Machine
Solar / Wind Power Landscapes
Turn a paper towel into a paper plate with a magnetic ring holder
Cooking Spoon Rest / Dish
Multi Plate
Multi- Angle Crescent Wrench
Pandora/Spotify Headphones
REAL SIMPLE Cleaning Kit
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Claw for Cat Litter
EstockR
Here is a new Fad that will make Millions. This is not a new invention. It is an opportunity to get in early on a fad that WILL take off.
HDMI Gaming Streamer
Neck Strap for Game Controller
Smart Wine Decanter
Sales Parties & Games like Kinect, Wii, require furniture to be moved around. Sliding furniture around can really destroy your floors!
Universal TV Camera Cover
casefile
Wink Home Brewing Kit
"Who's approaching?" Earphones
Don't Leave Me (DLM)
Ledbrite
Heated garage/shop floor mat
MasterCloud Wall Calendar
Wire Reels
smart blanket
Pooper Scooper
Frostette
MESH power &amp; light system
Quad Pivot
Connected mailbox
Red Eye
How's the pool?
Snap Back Strap
2 for 1 use of oil
Albedo replacement road bitmac
Upgrading flower beds
Universal TV Camera Cover
Future helmet
GraphPack
PowerPlay: Soccer Ball
8-in-1 Grilling Spatula
Lets get the word out! Quirky has great products for everyone. A Tee Shirt with your choice of Quirky's products printed all around shirt.
The Clapper 240 series
FlatVac
Need to weigh items occasionally is the purpose of a Bluetooth weighing mat/pad.
Mini Sub Underwater Drone
Smart parasol
FormulaFriend
Tractor trailer air brakes
This product is a corded drop light with a magnetic hook on top but also micro suction cups to stick to most surfaces above your work areas.
HappyNappy
Gutter cleaning adapter
Child Safety Watch
Monitor Connect
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Growth Engine
Stylish Vase-style Composter
Table Shark
Colour changing toothbrush
Feed a large dog and a small dog in the same area without the big dog being able to get to the little dog's food.
Park It Fit
CLEAN HIDEAWAY
BoomCo. SmartStick Target Vest
Putty Buddy - Quirky + Mattel
Tacky Wrapping Paper
Weight mail app
Glow Slinky Quirky+Mattel
Weighing Medical Trolley
Nurture
Projected Planner
Auto Dry Mop Head
Greatskate - Quirky + Mattel
Camo Pivot Power Covers
la pintura que revolucionara
Never again lose the TV remote
Necklace Detangler
Fulcrum Lift Strap
Fulcrum Strap
Motion camera mounted on bike
Replacable Paint Brush
Kitten Mittons
Underwater Induction LED Torch
New Fashion
Cake Vibro-Slicer
AB Garden Tool
Reduce Energy Bills
High Security Money Safe /Bank
Kite Leash (KIJET)
Constantly swimmig toy-fish
Tablet stand
Smart Water Heater
Coasters^2
Cyclone pro
Home Central Control Unit
NFL Stadium Bag
THE RETRACTABLE GARBAGE CAN LID-A GARBAGE CAN LID THAT RETRACTS LIKE A DOME STADIUM ROOF WITH A COIL
MECHANISM THE LID EXPANDS APART.
Doble
Bag Lamp
whooplie
Freeze time
Smart Coffee.
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DRIPDROP - get that last drop
REDUCE ENERGY BILLS
USB Charger
Fridge Minder
Fridge Minder
Resubmit: Next Gadget
Wink internet alarm
NOTHOT - Break in electri wire
Social Wall or "IWALL"
PUTTY BUDDY - 3D shapes
Flybaby
dsf
SIDE WALK MELT
M-Flex
Value Added Mobile Phone.
WINK Metal Detector Shoes!
UV Air Sanitizing Bath Fan
Rustle
The new spork redesign
Quirky + GE Freezer
The Maiella
Bocclliards
Creamer caddy
POTAB - Portable Power Table
WaterStation
List Manager - LISTMAN
NOSOM
ISHIELD
World travel bank
Repic
Celular carrier in a car
Chill-vest
Pivot Power Cluster
Rechargeable Plug-In Battery
bio cooking gaz
Headache relief pressure band
Flex-Shapeable Ear Bud Wires
Finger Tap Mouse and Pad
CatchPal plays catch with your kids. Put the ball in it's hand and it tosses it to you. Comes with hundreds of encouraging and fun phrases
Pivot Power Swivel
nutmeg tablet
MiTie
The Ultimate Skateboard
sock patch
Pretty Kitty Litter Covers
Wingz SmartKeyboard-A mobile keyboard with a Touch Display in the center.It can run all Android apps for texting, twitter, gmail,google etc
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Self-retractable BulletinBoard
What happens to staples when you remove them from a document. They go everywhere. Not anymore - the staple catcher will catch the staples.
MemoryBag
self mowing lawn mower
Ultrasonic chimney sweeper
Porta pan
Collapsible Multi-level Grill
Refrigerator door is open
Pocket Mug: use a mug for more than just coffee? Here's a mug that does double-duty.
Frustrated because you have long fingernails and cant effectively use the keyboard or key pad? Stop nail breakage/sticking - Nail shield.
Drone with Salt Gun
Test 101
Smartphone Case with Storage Compartment; Credit cards, ID, cash, medication, phone accessories, etc.
Omni AudioLinks
eye/sun glass grips
Retractable Grill Cover
Color Heat Sensitive Sunscreen
MY idea is a fillet board that will helps anglers all over the world keep as much of their catch as possible. its simple and easy to make.
Perfect Polish
Cook it, build it, eat it. The edible log cabin kit makes this a three way toy for baking, building, and yes the fun of eating a log cabin.
Garconi brand wellness
Giant Octopus Body Pillow
missing you ianimal
App- .Specific Temperature Bug
An app controlled GE window air conditioner. Check temperature, turn AC on/off, set temperature, save money, help the 'GREEN' effort.
App-en. Anti-Snoring Vibrators
Cistern and Berm
Crank frank
An app enabled bike sharing station. Know when, where, and how many bikes are available for rent.
Pooper sucker
Intermediate GE LinkLightBulbs
Cistern and Berm
Stop! Never look back. See what is in the back seat without loosing contact with the road ahead of you and the traffic behind you.
Tuch
Safe raft
Hug a Tree
Swipe
Virtual_Search_Picture
GE Smart Barrel
Smart & Green Water Sprinkler
Wine Chiller& Flavor Sticks/RE
Twisted Water
Dryer-Clothespins;Dryer-Hanger
Cooling Knob
RAGS
ef
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Handy wipes with sun screen
EZFIX
Read your cell phone outside!
the spit blanket
Digital Picture Wall
SOStool
The Ark Angel
Phone/key finder
gloveez
Charger Glove
Bajerkop
Snow plow attachment for cars
Carbon Dioxide into Electricit
Golf glove case (PROTOTYPE) for storing and drying wet gloves after a round instead of throwing in a club bag. BY ARNOLD MARKS
Impossible Blacksmith Puzzle
Ant moat attachments to the bottom of legs of outdoor tables carrying food to prevent ants from climbing up and getting into food.
Hole Punch in File
Limited Lotto
Virtua Tackle Jersey
Car Trunk Dividers
Heart Rate Monitor Shirt
The collector's Table
Bottle with DIVIDER(s)
Caddy-rack
Phone Umbrella
Subgrab
Mr. Wigmaker!
Dont stop riding, fix it!
NAVY POCKET KNIFE
Simple key lock device
Auto-Date Crossing Calendar
Glow in the Dark Light &amp; Lamp Shades for kids too old for a night light but too young for complete darkness. Clip together die cut design.
xxx
Keyboard with Finger Sensors
The Sign
crimp UTP connection
T-shirt with Signage via App
Biometric Door Locks for All
sasoya
"Bacne" Cleansing Pad Wand
SolarPowered SunGlasses4 Phone
Collapsible Garden Rake
Multi-pairing keychain
Hot Wheels Rc Stunt Car
Imagine having a spice rack that knows all your favorite recipes and dispenses just how much of each spice is required for the recipe.
Ever break your arm or leg and wish you could clean your cast? Ever wanted a cast that you could wipe clean so you get more messages?
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Toy to show focus
#NAME?
IPAD Air Case/Holder
Hate waiting in line just to buy a cup of coffee and then have to fill it yourself
Garden seed started indoors requires a constant temperature often 80 degrees... an insulated, thermostatically controlled heated box.
The Magpry Bottle Opener
#NAME?
How many carry out menus do you find on your door every week when you get home? I have the solution an App enabled device. (WINK)
GameDay Wink-Picture App Sync
Hideaway drop-down Bath Fan
Gnome Defender
Beautiful decorative dispensers for Biodegradable Wipes. Can be placed or installed in kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, schools &amp; more.
Enhance your senses
stacking lid/plates, use it on table as a common plate and tap it easy to store, easy to transport, preserve temperature and safety for kids
touch

up

Snow-Melt Driveway Blanket
`AUDIO APP`
Let's make a litter box trainer for cats to use toilets! No more messy litter boxes!!
This one is for Ben. Song Sling for your iPhone!
Perpendicular level/square
Wi Fi Enabled Air Register
`EYEAPP` PLEASE WATCH VIDEO!
Energy Saving Smart Fridge
Fence Canopy
Here's an item you need. Stop getting your earphones, charging cable and/or USB cable all tangled up with the EZ WINDER(For phone &amp; tablet)
Life rescue system
Internal electric extractor
Monitor Extension
Slider ( Home Depot )
ratchextend
Selfie case
Holiday K-Cups
Intel Bag
Commercial video advertisement
Electric Car - Exhaust Sound
Cleat feet
Recycling is a huge part of our daily lives. This unit will prevent you from having an excessive amount of bins/bags in your kitchen.
Headset Cord Organizer
Cupcake Pan Shield
Recycling is a huge part of our daily lives. This unit will prevent you from having an excessive amount of bins/bags in your kitchen.
Portable Bluetooth 3.5mm
A case for iPhone or iPad that you can insert a Flash Memory Card into so that your device can read it.
A iPhone case that slides out to reveal a speaker for louder and better audio quality. Connect via bluetooth and have self power source.
#spotsv QLight!! A LED light that slips over the end of your charger to find the port at night.Doubles as a key hole finder on key chain.
On-the-go Idevice Game Controller which is portable, adaptable and easy to use.
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A light that screws into a standard light bulb receptacle, but has several LED lights!OVER 450 VOTES AND 1 DAY LEFT!Quirky People want this!
Easy snow removal without having to bend and lift. Height &amp; motion range control &amp; Easy storage. Single or 2 handed operation.
Hand gesture car music control
Smelly's
A iPhone case that uses fiber optic tubes or edge lit plastic to change the color of it using the display light or border app from Quirky
The Carbonator
Diabetic Emergency Pack
Convenient subtitle's
Collapsible Towel Holder
messigio
Eco Mudflap
Hanger with Counter/Calendar
A iPhone case that slides out to reveal a speaker for louder and better audio quality. Connect via bluetooth and have self power source.
(resubmit)Tired of doing so many dishes? Here you go! A mircowavable plate that folds into a storage container. Looking for suggestions!
Separate soil, rocks and sand from weeds, leaves and grass simply when raking. A two-in-one design to make raking an easier task.
Add-On Steps for Bunk Beds and Lofts (Great for Dorms!). Place next to pillow for easy night stand access!
Here is a cutting board with a ice pack insert that will keep board cold while prepping food! TDZ be gone! Great for dough rolling also
Ground-Signal
Here is a product that you put over the glass where your speedometer is to magnify all of the gauges for people who have problems seeing
Modular Continuous Composter
The Purr-fect Massage! It is shown that cats can heal bones, lets utilize this and make the purr-fect massage unit to help soothe pain!!
App Enabled Home Planetarium
Grow A Birthday Bouquet Gift Card Extra
Baby Finger Saver
Hinged Support for your Pans
Convinient Subtitles
Planter Blinds
Retractable Cord Charger
MechWonder
Pedal to Pedal
Flavor syrup dispenser, Austin
Anti-Explosion Charger
Popcorn Hominy Machine
Water Stones
Sound Elimination Device
Ted Walkie Talkie Storytelling
Karaoke in the Shower
Pocket Bra
All in one car cleaning wand
UNCAPS
DJ peddles
Photo Bug
Back Scratching Mitten
silicone clear oven mitts. leave plain clear or add fabric to inside of mitt, embed flower designs, kids photos in pocket, meat cook times.
Song Composer
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2 for 1 out of oil
Souped Up
Flouring Rolling Pin What do you always need when you roll out dough? Flour! Our new Flouring Roller makes the job quick and easy.
Gira lamp
HANDS FREE iPhone Bed HOLDER
Raised Dog Bed
Toothpaste toothbrush
Auto Volume Control Earphones
PB Wallet
HMD Ring Controller
K computer
Head Shield
Tre Charge
Wayout
Magnetic Toothbrush Holder (works similar to kitchen magnetic bar)
+ Itâ€™s a Seat, Itâ€™s a Desk :: Childrenâ€™s Chair That Converts to a Cool Little Desk
Ergonomic Juice Container
+ MugStir 2.0 :: The Spoon That Hangs With You Becomes a Thermometer that Talks to Your iPhone
Table with Lifting Lazy Susan
A battery pack case for MacBookâ€”like the Mophie Juice Pack for iPhone, but for a MacBook! Protection, extra battery life and no hot laps!
Smarty changing table
A battery pack case for MacBookâ€”like the Mophie Juice Pack for iPhone, but for a MacBook! Protection, extra battery life and no hot laps!
AdaptoHub
iWatch Stand/Charger/Keyboard
Night Light Reading Buddy
Hamper/Washer/Spin-Dryer in 1!
Smartphone enabled IRON!
Dust control
happy bath
Ironing revolution!
EarBug
Portable Limbo Set
Standalone bug zapper bulb
TC WeB Rap
Med Comfort
Shower cab. with warm bottom
Fire Flat Water Bottle-Charger
+ Measure Up! :: A Measuring Spoon That: Removes Clinging Ingredients, Lies Flat &amp; Helps Organize Your Baking
Directional Speaker-Fan. RE
Color E-ink Apple Watch Band
Snap Wire
New source of electricity.
Stride Motive
The Perfect Selfie Light
Window ThermoelectricGenerator
Ouzo Cola
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For baby water regulator.
Safety Glow
Homework Helper
The Bag-ometer
2 for 1 uses of oil
Battery-powered hairdryer
Like the benefits of ear plugs but hate having to take them out to hear the quiet things? Well here is the answer!!
Nutellogs
Shower Fogless Mirror
Shoe Drying Device, Magnetic, Rotating Baskets: Idea By Eve Decker, Design by Richard Lafleur Both Quirky Socialites/Inventors
Millions will be sold why cant it be quirky/ states are making it mandatory for pets to be in a safety harness so heres my idea lets invent
Wink Car Unlocking Device
XtendPower Block
Rolly Polly Cat Scratcher
Dwelling/Biz Numbering System
Insect Vacuum
color blind eye contacts
A glove/mitten attached to a rotatable disk on the back of the ipad which allows the ipad to be held securely and comfortably with one hand.
Tsugarusyamisen
Super You!
Product The main idea is to bring shopping bags in a more comfortable and easy, making the process of shopping for is not so tedious.
Double-Layer Container
Double-Layer Food Container
Shower Curtain strips
KneePad / Phone Holder-Charger
Charge your iPhone using the free power available in your regular telephone jack. USB to telephone jack power adapter.
Aquanaut
Phone Charger Extension
Trek Support Backpack
Baseball cap w/storage compartment integrated in visor. Resubmit VIDEO with community input. Pat app written. Interest letter from cap co.
Mohammed
Attach-me
Glove that prevents water from running down your arm. Good for power washing, stripping wall paper, changing car oil. See prototype &amp; VIDEO.
Precision Parking Laser
never lose a pet
Collapsible LEGO Tray
RoboMule
Thermoelectric Water Bottle
Organizador Dental para viaje
Show Me Your Cans
ear sleeves
Mingle
Bluetooth Dice
test
eazy music notes holder
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Battery Spincaster reel winder
Omletme
Trimline
Hidden garage door shield
Smart-Scarf
cayenne pepper pill ( tablet )
Take Care Bathroom Fan
Garden Budz
WinterPlus
Crimped Terminal
Weighted Kitchen Trash Can
Hydroponics, no dirt gardening
mini/app coin stamp collectors
HOME DEPOTuniversal Hhumbird
..app enabled.. FIRE-LOG.....
Bluetooth Toilet Seat
LAZER CONCRETE CUTTER...APP
Elect.Cord Wink Switch-Sticker
Save My Spot Snow Remover
app-enabled stapler
Funnel Cup
Doggie Luggage
Wall Safe - Real WINK Switch
Seat Hook Hanger
paddle shoes
Across The Border Crisps
petal power
Dew-Poin Smartphone Controller
Baby Stroller Stool
Magnet Power Strip
Table Articulated
3D tic tac toe
Smart Remote Starter
SafeDoor
wifi chip
Zen Cosmetics SoloTravel Wheels
Electric Lip Exfoliator
Portable Cosmetics Zen
Hair Cooler for Intense Shine
Inductive Shower-Massager
Smart Pet Door
Wireless Door Mat Door Bell
hang-ups
Hand-Held Jiggly Laser Toy! Mimics the appearance and movement of a bug.
vcxzvccxc
The Birthday Block
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Combination Alarm Clock
Smart Interactive Alarm Clock
Desk Cache Hideaway
Milk Minder
Crank pump
Tablet Portfolio
Wine -O2 Stopper
UpScale
Ever wanted to take a steak knife on the go without fear of being stuck by it? Here's a simple solution (please see multiple renders).
A better massage tool. Handheld massager with ability to chill (heat?) roller ball, dispense lotion/cream while applying massage strokes.
Super bouncy ball + Pedometer mechanism = "the bounce that counts" Simple twist on a classic toy! #QTOYS
Super bouncy ball + Pedometer mechanism = "the bounce that counts" Simple twist on a classic toy! #QTOYS RESUB
Super bouncy ball + Sensor + Mobile App to track stats = "the bounce that counts" Simple twist on a classic toy! (Yes, GE makes toys)
Smart Bird Feeder
earie
Quick Change
Television Remote Finder
Barbie Winter Olympic Set 2.0
RGH Xbox 360
Hands-Free Umbrella Holder
hhg
The all in one screwdriver
travel "drawer-ganized"
Inductive Alarmclock Charger
Radar Dog
Amazing White Holic
disposable paintbrushes
Inductive Car Tray
Twice
Walkhims N Walkhers
Car Organizer - SOLVED! Erase Car Clutter NOW!! Store the JUNK in your TRUNK!
Noise preventive
Inductive Night-Light-Tray
Shampoo upside down holder
Hotel Room Card holder
Voice tv remote
Solar Charge
Shoppers Paradise
Sump Pump Monitor
Hands-Free Umbrella Holder
Honey Beam Skin Solution
Retractable straightener cord
The Tech Trainer
The Power Kite
Parcel Drop Box
The Blo-Go
SNOWBALL
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Black kill pore tightening!
No Touch Toilet Bowel Cleaner
Cable-Headphone Holder
Shower Curtain Strips
Light watch
Disease Trend Mapping
Polish Bling
The Laughter Tracker App
Stay Fresh Fruit Bowl
RESUB Q-TIP dispenser stop wasting those q-tips all over the bathroom heres answer quirky tip dispenser hangs on wall for ez access sanitary
Smart wine refrigerator
Inductive Spa Steamer
resubmit .999 silver /gold designer case
Always Charged
RESUB Q-TIP dispenser stop wasting those q-tips all over the bathroom heres answer quirky tip dispenser hangs on wall for ez access sanitary
Betters Choices
Eyeshadow/Pigment Foiler
FIRE.FIRE..study shows valuable time is wasted trying to find the hydrate this chip and locator is the answer to saving time and lives RESUB
Millions will be sold so why cant it be quirky states are making it mandatory for pets to be in a safety harness so heres my idea for pets
GL Fuel Gauge
Magnetic charging
RESUB Electrical transformer hood Tired of your power going out cause of critters i have a cure this solves it all.weather,rust proof
Waterproof Parametric speaker
Heated Windows
Primitive phone -- Power Bank
Tabby - Tablet Case For Pets
Smart ear plugs
SPEAKER NECKLACE!
The Box
sprinkle frosted strawberries
Velcro Bed Sheets!
Scissors with a LED light
Light Up Bongos!
An iPad/iPhone case that allows you to attach itself to a binder for ease storage and accessibility. RESUB
iDevice case that functions as a clipboard. RESUB
"QUICK ON THE GO"
iDevice case that functions as a clipboard
Ctrl Wi
Black kill pore cleaner!
Backpack Sled
sprinkle ice cream
One for all dispenser
Party Mixup
Center - Autism & Kindergarten
VIBMASSS Portable Power
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Sock-fit
Police Drone and Car.Toys
The house
USB Magnetic Adapter Reversabl
TrakWarm
Weather Solar Tent
Body Temperature Instrument
V - Pillow
Safe Shot Laser Thermometer
Cowboy PruningSaw &amp; Scabbard
wear and tear gear
Wireless External Harddrive
Color Changing Bookmark/Pad
frosted sprinkles strawberries
The Last Drop
App Enabled Coin Sorter.
App-enabled sex toy
walkstream
Interactive Periodic Table
Conductive Car Charger 4 Phone
Cell Phone Anti-Collision Sys.
Reversible Rivals - Riversible
Lux Shower Radio/Bluetooth
Wireless Lights
Autism Center And Kindergarten
Virtual Home Fitting Room
Hotwheels Space Battle
Key Guard
Nail Multicolor Paint Pen.
Gold mine with 100 metric tonn
Wall and Mobile Phone Charger
Smart
Cool Paper Napkins Dispenser
Dressing mirror cam
Aros Mini for Subway Commute!
Ultimate Ice Scrapper
The Resistance Band Buddy
Smart Men Ties
Bat Rak
Fun Bowl
Folding surface saver for hot pans, plates, ect. Holds a 4â€ pot to a 20â€ pan. Folds - easy storage (kitchen drawer).
Connected Wine Rack
Window Cordie
Makeup Brush with Power Bank
kk
The alphabet singing bracelet
tow secure hitch ball
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Hand Pillow
Double huge pillow
aluminum hitch ball
Directional Speaker-Fan.2 in 1
Conductive Ink for Whiteboard
Temperature Sensing Earbuds
Graphene Faradey Cage
Perceive
capiishades
Elbow Easer
True Love
Life Cycle
Ultimate Cleaning Utility Belt
Digital Consigliere
Smart Driveway alarm Sensor
Minibus Mini notebooks
Anti Loud Noise LED Light Bulb
Baby Fan
The Lazy Cook
Hydrolienne de gouvernail
Perfect Pin
2 Flavors in 1 Retail Beverage
Reversing projector light
Induction Robot-toy with V.C.
Smart Phone Screen Recorder
Self-powered Water Leak Sensor
LegUp
Frosty Faces
Funny Small Mop-toy
Hydrolienne de gouvernail
Wearable Wristband Dust Mop.
Projection Glasses
4Get-Me-Not
Barblitz (New line of barbies)
Anti-theft Smoke Dispenser
Hanged Solar Mouse/Rat Trap
Camping Toothpick/Toothbrush
Fake Camera/ Real Thermometer
Cup heater
Over-Under the Door LED lights
Induction Touch LED Light
Bag Pocket with UV Light
Graphene S Telescopic Charger
Autism Center And Kindergarten
Wrapster v2
Phase Change Pill Reminder
App-en. remote control ship,
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Phase Change LightBulbSocket
electronic thermal cup
Phase Change Flower Pot
LEGO Foldable Warmer Mat
BBQ PhaseChange UtensilsHanles
App-enabled Bathtub Plug
App-enabled Garden Siphon Hose
Trash-It Can
App-en.Motion Sensor for Dogs
Car sensors
Mocubo Plus
Shape-up
Thin funnel/extractor
Tub Table
Freedom Bags
Box Grippers
Wake-cUP!
Amazon Echo Decorative Cover
Foot LED touch Light
GPS Ultrasonic Collar-shepherd
Cookie Pen
The Blast Personal Razor
Pour Paint with EAZE!
Perfume and Cologne Organizer
Oven Four Stands on Wheels
Decor-able Bins
Hot Wheels Drift Track
Collapsible Water Filter
A Magic Bullet
Kickster
Coffee/Tea Cups/Bags Reminder
App-enabled Candy Dispenser
Stand Up Body Dryer
Fanky.
Panoramic Toothbrush
App-Enabled Gun Safe
Detector and Fraternal TwinFan
Finger Blade
123...4FUN
The electronic appliance
Carbonic Body Fit Cream
Power strip for Ironing Board
PestRepeller with Motion Sen-r
Pocket alignment
Under the Ceiling Rotating Toy
App-en. Solar Hammock Rocker
MagneticTape with Teeth
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Hair Brush--Phone Charger
WrapCables
The Water Head
our piggy
Bubble Alarm Clock
gross free skimmer
E-ink Apple Watch Band
Excus-o-matic CommuteChallenge
Silver star walker tags
BookLite
Scan shopping carts
Scraper Sponge
Ultimate Dorm Kitchen, all in one unit to make food: a fridge, freezer, microwave, with foldout counter-top, power outlets, and more!
Pincer like hooks that GRAB and release items with a trigger. Build a trigger into the center of the hooks to trigger opening and closing
iPhone 4 case, (hard or soft), Quirky's most successful product is the Cloak for ipad, but there are 10X more iphones
three ball quick clip
The Eabud Organizer
quirky power tube
RIM Ride
A fun business card/toy that folds into a catapult/crossbow office weapon for cubical warfare.
iPhone 4 case, clear silicone (hard or soft), Quirky's most successful product is the Cloak for ipad, but there are 10X more iphones
TOYS im MONKEYING around lets put a jump on this old timey favorite it will be alot of GREEN BANANAS !resub
Zip Me
Millions will be sold why cant it be quirky/ states are making it mandatory for pets to be in a safety harness so heres my idea lets invent
Pole dancing
Long lappy batteries
resubmit .999 silver /gold designer case
The Bib -T
MAGIC MOLD
apple docking station for iphone ipod ipad imini itouch for kids with alarm clock
RESUBCOME ON SPOTS YOU CAN GO TOO! A RAFT OR A TUBE INSERT THATS DURABLE FOR YOUR PET TO TRAVEL WITH YOU DOWN
RIVER A MUST HAVE FOR DOGLOVER
RESUB Q-TIP dispenser stop wasting those q-tips all over the bathroom heres answer quirky tip dispenser hangs on wall for ez access sanitary
Level Bike
Talk 2 text notebook
its a app for amusment parks [ge walt disney ]and etc to make animated figures talk..also to find info centers and snack bars rides.etc
RESUB WERE IS MY CHIVES? HOT SAUCE /SALT /PEPPER/ AND SEASONINGS...... NOW THERE RIGHT WERE I NEED THEM ON THE
REFRIG!!
MONSTER TRUCK ADVENTURES
luoluoluo
automatic wearable perfumer
organiser robot mini-bulldozer
Laptop mousepad
Connected Water Softener
Grill House
HWNS test invention
Avocado Ripener
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My'File
Backup
Reverso Screw Remover
Bluetooth Wrap Em Up Speakers
The Clean Can
Universal Flexible Mount Kit
pumpkin spice tablet
PALM â€œDustbusterâ€: wet/dry vac
Calendiary
Vacuum under appliances
tv
FIRE.FIRE..study shows valuable time is wasted trying to find the hydrate this chip and locator is the answer to saving time and lives RESUB
(Resub) Lawn Power Generating Pinwheel w/ Pathlight -Pinwheel operates generator, charges battery, photocell turns on pathlight at dark
Ergonomic Lint Roller
Quirky Reloadable Gift Card
Skateboard Griptape Stickers
Transparent tape with easy to find ends
Self-Secure Emergency Bracelet
Millions will be sold so why cant it be quirky states are making it mandatory for pets to be in a safety harness so heres my idea for pets
IM ALWAYS AT THE RIVER TUBING LOSE MY COOLER CHASING MY BEERS DOWN THE RIVER NOT ANY MORE WITH MY COOLER
TUBE !!!
Pretty Kitty Litter Covers
bungie type necklace that phone connects to for hands free transport and be personalized pos led lighting bling bling factor
The Ring Alarm
Bag Hanger
smartphone thimble for blind
Carry Ally
A fashionable umbrella. The canopy fabric is changeable to a variety for different colors and prints. And its wind gust reinforced. Lluvia.
RESUB DIGITAL CAMERA still PICTURE TAKING L.E.D. LIGHTED BOARD that folds for folks on the go.makes perfect pictures without wasting time!
RESUB WERE IS MY CHIVES? HOT SAUCE /SALT /PEPPER/ AND SEASONINGS...... NOW THERE RIGHT WERE I NEED THEM ON THE
REFRIG!!
Solario Studios
Inducti-earphones
An umbrella saver that attaches to the arms of an umbrella to keep it from flipping inside out when hit by strong gusts of wind.
Fire Alarm Smart Lights
Harness Is a 6-outlet surge protector power strip that draws energy from wifi and RF to deliver assisted power to the strip.
Simcase
Sky-Pad Board Game
Energy-saving Kettle
Jet@home
The Rubik Cube - Reinvented
Fresh Zen Perfume-Storage
The Ath-Lite
TC WeB HANDLE CHARGER TAGALONG
If you don't trust your Roommate, Girlfriend, Boyfriend or Siblings... HIDE your STUFF HERE! Check Out Video
Rainbox Thermostat
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Rise
Scratch-n-Scroll 2
The web of Spiderman (MATTEL)
Wifi Headphone - Harman (Wink)
Glass pitcher with built in filtration (think Brita). No more worrying if your pitcher is BPA free! PLEASE Read and COMMENT!
Electric Mop + Poppy + Wink
WiFi Car &amp; Home + xtra battery
Homemade Mask Maker
I use my iphone as a nightlight in the middle of the night walking to the bathroom. Here's how to see....without waking up.
Walk and Charge
Sink-Dish-Washer
Charging bracelet
Zen Cosmetics
Programmable scale to digitally count &amp; total objects. Great for coin collectors,businesses or digitally display chip count at poker games.
Lego Light Switch Covers And Lego Key Chains To Keep and Hold Your Keys By The Front Door. I think Quirky Could Make This Concept The Best!!
Toilet Lid That Enables Flushing As You Shut The Lid To Keep The Rest Of Your Bathroom Sanitary With No Gross Toilet Mist Getting On Stuff.
A desktop storage device and organizer that saves your space for working and studying while making everything you need accessible!
Window-clock
Zen Clean
Cool Shoes
Split Stick Classic
never lose a pet
EasyClean Burner Under-Guard
Click-In-Spin
solo scratch
Magnetic Marker!! Make any objects surface a magnet simply by scribbling on the surface with a marker. Anything could have magnetic quality!
Refillable Trash Bag Dispenser! Put your roll of trash bags inside, suction to bottom of any can, new bags ready to use (like a tissue box)!
3D prescription glasses clips
dd
Spotter UV-C for Dishwashers
Coffee Mug/Cup Holder Attachment. Carry your coffee and have both hands free at the same time.
Sky Chair
Universal Simple Mat-Drawer
LapDesk with Gutter. Laptop and other stuff organized &amp; within reach: Cellphone, pens, notebook, earphones, chargers, water bottle, etc.
Expandispose
Eye Spy
A Splatter Guard that works. It'll keep the cooking area clean from oil splatters and keep the cook safe from hot splattering oil.
Zen Makeup Brush Drying-Stand
the RAKE Redesigned - It's time to redesign the simple rake. Here are the features I want to see. Do you have any? Let's collaborate!
Clean seat hinge
Zen Nail Polish
ASOTV intrigued + Video
Keiro
Lazy Daisy
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Controlled Spice Jar
Emergency Charging by Twirling. Charge your phone using a finger or a pen. Twirl as you would a noise maker.
TV Audio Device
StatStat
SOS KeyRing (with App)
NeverWet Makeup Sponge- More Makeup on Your Face, Less on Your Sponge.
The MouseTrap MousePad - Tame and Trap that Mouse! The take-anywhere MousePad. Use on uneven surfaces - bed, couch, park or airport bench.
Package Mailbox
Instant Hot and Cold Mug. Actively keeps hot drinks hot and cold drinks cold longer using instant heat and cold technology.
ELEEDEES! Silicone band or tile with Vibration-Activated LED light. Automatically lights up when moved or jiggled. This could save lives!
Easy remote
Cuddle Me Arm Sleeve
Sms DÃ´me
Pushpins that Work. Improved design fixes problems found in current popular designs. Attaches securely to cork boards or cubicle dividers.
The Neck Tray
cumin tablet
Snow Off!
Custom Dumbbell Jumprope
USB Memory that is not broken
Finger Cups! Cups with finger holes that allow you to carry multiple cups with ease & without putting your fingers inside other peoples cups
Candy spinner
feather-touch sheets
nestable milk cartons
Multiple Language learning toy
Light-Up Tap Bands
Coasters with Freezer Gel
Phone Charger Lanyard
Brush Breakdown
Brush Drip Pro
Pasta Wheel
POP UP ANCHORS! )))built in the phone case for easy storage of you'r headphones &amp; the phone case looks FLAT when ANCHORS are not in USE.
Slice Retrieving Butter Knife
parkmycar
Fill-A-tub
tie your tie
POP UP ANCHORS! )))built in the phone case for easy storage of you'r headphones &amp; the phone case looks FLAT when ANCHORS are not in USE.
HAPPY EASTER EVERYONE )))) A turn-table like PLAY-STATION that allows the EASTER EGG to be PAINTED while it dries without mess-ups
Hookits! Strong bendable rubberized hook that can be used for hanging various items around a home. RESUBMIT
Mp3 Garden Hat &amp; Solar Charger
Go Yogurt Lunchbox Scissors
Plasticless Zip Baggies
From Voice To Text! USB drive allows voice recording of important mental notes, then converts to a document which you can easily save/print
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Mile Shoe
Casing or Cap that fits any size or brand of USB that functions as a paper clip. organizing &amp; keeping your USB close &amp; easily accessible!
Smart home security
Lined Up
SIFTER! Outdoor dustpan picks up leaves and garbage without the sand, earth and pebbles! Sweep and sift away the unwanted dirt in one swoop!
Not Your Mommas Meat Mallet
Musical Stroller
HydraDuo
Button on
Kitchen Dice.
Sketchy Sports
Button Zip!
Palm Pillow
Perfect light
Button On!
Shwitter
Jr. DSLR
Palm Pillow
Universal USB charger
InstaClique Glasses
Tortilla Heater
Thermoelectric Lunchbox
10 Inch Clock, novelty gift
noSweat
Anti gravitationnal device fly
GPS Lip Balm Case
Bobble Brush Timer
Collapsible Ball Thrower with
Dressmaker Pin Cap
Drafting Mouse - Inductive
Handy Mans Helper
APP ENABLED,Tire Stem Sensor
Remote Tracker
Coffee Holder Stand
Double-sided index cards
Cat Litter Dispenser
Golf Range Finder App
Fold In/Out Shower Seat/Caddy
Lawn irrigation water saver
Easily adjust your desired height for a perfectly level cut every time! Introducing "Weed Eater Skate". Colab. w/ David Tyers
Aerate your yard while mowing with these spiked slip on wheel covers. Save $ on water and have a beautiful lawn! Colab. W/ David Tyers
Light Fixture Globe Lights Up!(Not something around the light) Light bulb beams into this directly when on, you get full effect that last!
As a Builder for 33 yrs. Combination chisel that Folds and unfolds like a lock blade knife. Collab.w/ David Tyers Resub.
This bar and 90 degree combination allows for clamping and spreading at different plains and angles. Collaboration with David Tyers ReSub
App Enabled sprinkler fun! You decide which water pad will spray when the music stops. Inspired by musical chairs. "Thanks WINK"
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Inspired By a 1922 News Paper article. My Sand and snow molds are hinged latchable molds that easily open. Must see!
Make Your Own Crackers. Mixing and design press machine that prepares the dough. All You have to do is pop them in the oven. Taste better!
Pivot Power Media
Dry erase (?) custom costumes
RESUBMIT* Sponges become nasty and harbor 150 times more bacteria,mold,and yeast than a toothbrush holder! Quirky,sponges need a rethinking!
Sketchy Sports!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers.
Iron-On Micro Fiber. Avoid smudges, dirt, and scratches on glass items, like phones and eye wear. Micro Fiber when and where you need it.
Rocking chair safety guard.
Drive-Thru FOOD SCALE
Frizzty
No Dirt Left Behind! Dust Pan With Sticky Roller Integrated In It. No More Dirt lines Left On The Floor. Simple &amp; Effective When Sweeping.
User friendly, portable solar!
Smart Robot Lawn MOWER
Cheese Grater That Allows You To Store Your Cheese and Grater All In One Container. No More Cleaning After Each Use. Convenient, Must Have!
Smart Robot Lawn MOWER
POP-UP MIRROR STORAGE BOX: Touch press LED back-lit mirror unit, raise up to eye level and readily access slide-out beauty product shelf.
Resubmitted 'Top 5' SPLASH GUARD with pad to lean on for your kitchen sink. Silicone flap pops up. No more lower-back pain &amp; wet shirt!
Static Defusing Hanger Wraps
App-enabled Task Manager
BUILD A BETTER TURKEY BASTER
SIFTER! Outdoor dustpan picks up leaves and garbage without the sand, earth and pebbles! Sweep and sift away the unwanted dirt in one swoop!
No Flame Steam Putt Putt Boat
Self Balance Scooter Skins
Leash Light
Laptop Cooler
A Simple Cardboard Video conference backdrop and light that provides the proper color temperature based upon the ambient light.
THE POWER TOWER
Mixing and Pedestal Bowls - Control the Bowl - Perfect For All Mixing Techniques
A Cooler Grill
Integrated Eye Ring Mounts for the iPad Mini will enable users to utilize a neck Strap, Sling, Chain or Mini Bungee Cords.
Canned Pet Food Storage Container
Laser Guided Fly Swatter
dishwasher cabinets
Integrated Eye Ring Mounts for the iPad Mini will enable users to utilize a neck Strap, Sling, Chain or Mini Bungee Cords.
Scratch game gift card
Golf ball cleaner that attaches to your shoe. Clean the ball close to the ground. No need to stand up to clean the ball. #spotsv
Check Engine Light? No worries a wire that connects to your phone and car and pulls codes from the car's on-board computer.
Soft Magnetic Impact Gel or Actual Hammer That Cushions and Protects. Remove Nails With Ease, No More Scratches &amp; Dents Left In Wall
Wink Enabled OBD-II Device
A device in an emergency vehicles that turns all lights red at the approaching intersection to avoid crash with other vehicles.
Brill Toast &amp; Grill
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Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
COLD as ICE But HOT As Hell
Easy Jack!! Handheld Device Easily Rotates Jack Handle For Scissor Jacks Lifting Your Car Quickly &amp; Efficiently. No More Awkward Tight Spots
Baseball cap with storage compartment integrated in to the visor.
Soft Magnetic Impact Gel or Actual Hammer That Cushions and Protects. Remove Nails With Ease, No More Scratches & Dents Left In Wall. Resub
A Journal 4 the 21st Century Student, moleskines, spirals, compositions R old news,lets make some News! A Notebook with the Student In Mind.
Motorcycle Simulator
Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
Pivot Power Pop Junior
Spectra Beat!! Sound activated clips light up with sound &amp; even to the beat of music. Cheap easy addition to my previous invention "Spectra"
Fragrant - mouth smell
Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
Ipod Case!! In light of the Ipod accessory rush I would like a case that acts as a stand and a charger with bendable legs. Resubmit Sept/12
The Purse Restraint
It would be fun to have a line of Snap Back Bracelets, Snap Back Watches, and Snap Back Belts. I just think Snap Back Hats are awesome.
The Crumb-less Cup
Wear Your Order
Portable Kitchen Trashcan
Dingle Berry Disposer! Dogs get stuff like poop stuck in their fur often. Clean unsightly hair without touching it directly, easy disposal.
Refillable Trash Bag Dispenser! Put your roll of trash bags inside, suction to bottom of any can, new bags ready (like a tissue box)! Resub
Spectra Beat!! Sound activated clips light up with sound &amp; even to the beat of music. Cheap easy addition to my previous invention "Spectra"
Rain Power
Trans-Shield
Poop Plunger
Hands Free Fetch
Double Yolk Detector
Food Saver
Blendi Pitcher
Daily Intake Monitor
Tomato Fence
Conceal Your Bra Straps! Easy Iron on Strap for the inside of a girls shirt to allow for easily keeping bra straps concealed. Resubmit
Soft Magnetic Impact Gel That Attaches To Any Hammer to Cushion and Protect. Remove Nails With Ease, No More Scratches &amp; Dents Left In Wall
Chill-Picks
Closet Extender
Snap it wear
Easy Jack!! Handheld Device Easily Rotates Jack Handle For Scissor Jacks Lifting Your Car Quickly &amp; Efficiently. No More Awkward Tight Spots
Magnetic Marker!! Make any objects surface a magnet simply by scribbling on the surface with a marker. Anything could have magnetic quality!
App- Crystal Ball
App-Postage Stamp
Bicycle Umbrella Stand
App-Sure Chill Car Cup Holder
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Thermoelectric Stovetop Mixer
Sheets N' Giggles
App-Baseball Lineup Card
App-White Wall Tires
Cheap A/C For Smaller Rooms
Cheap A/C For Living On Budget
No Child Left Alone
Simshoot
App-Operations Board
Full Sun to Part Shade Garden
Lifecast
Watches translation
Moldable Plastic or Wire insert in Ziplocs where they zip together. You can bend any convenient shape to aid in filling or emptying the bag
Auto Light / Dimmer
Visor Board. Ever needed to relay an important message to another driver? Ever Had the need to jot down important mental notes in the car?
Bluetooth Smart Charger
Window Shatter Fire System
Ipod Case!! In light of the Ipod accessory rush I would like a case that acts as a stand and a charger with bendable legs.
U-turn indicator
Pivot Power Oracle
Magnetic Cups!! Cute cups with strong magnets integrated into them allowing you to always have a cup on the fridge whenever you need a drink
Smartie-the smart stick horse
Battery Backup Socket Extender
Dingle Berry Disposer! Dogs get stuff like poop stuck in their fur often. Clean unsightly hair without touching it directly, easy disposal.
beach station
kitchen drawer roll organizer
Flip Fixer! Blown out your flip flop, button strap wont stay in? My perforated credit card is a cheap easy fix. Possible punch device too.
Fitted/FIXED BED SHEET
Jump Rope Exercise System
Doubled Layered Drawstring Fitted Tablecloth. Finally a tablecloth that stays put. Secure tablecloth to any table for any situation.
Crack Filler Applicator
iBed
INDUCTION PHONE STAND
Intelligent Support
POWER JERRY CAN !!!
Carry-Beamer! Combo Of A Flashlight, Lantern, Carabiner, &amp; Bottled Water Top For Any Bottle To Clip To Anything. Pulse Light Option For SOS
TV BACK PACK RACK
Go Pro Shirt
Programmable pet door
Smart Bottled Water Dispenser
Grind
Space Saver Christmas Tree
Flex-Frames
DRILL MOUNTED STUD FINDER! WOW
App-Soda Pop Bottle
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Slap Rings! The Miniature Silicone Version Of Slap Bracelets, But As Rings For Your Fingers, Add More Style And Fun For All!, Could Be Big!!
Bookmark Alarm Clock! Set your book on top of your alarm clock, and never lose your place again! Wake up on time after that late night read!
TC WeB LET GO ; collections
App-Bird Bath
Resubmit!! Stuffed Sports Balls of All Kinds For Everyone That Can Be Customized Using Washable Markers. Colorful Fun For All Ages!!!
pre-sliced pie tin
fire cube
Fountain Bands 200+ Votes! Easy attachment of a drinking fountain to any toothbrush, or anything stretchy band can fit, use as ring/bracelet
Resubmit Made it to UC! Clip &amp; Fly Paper Jet!! Increase the flight, distance, &amp; control of any homemade paper airplane. Easy clip-on design.
gdffdgdfgd
Moldable Plastic or Wire insert in Ziplocs where they zip together. You can bend any convenient shape to aid in filling or emptying the bag
Hickey Stencils. For lovers having fun. Stencils that when applied on skin and sucked on make a hickey form a fun design. Funny Idea
Get Stylish Tan Lines Using Sunblock Stamps. Ink Stamps With Sun Block Integrated in Them for Fun Tan Lines When Playing In The Sun
Carry-Biner a water bottle top for any bottle to clip on anything. Recycle and reuse those plastic bottles by using a Carry-Biner
To Those With Active Lifestyles Who Love Jamming To Their Favorite Music But Hate The Hassle of Earbuds Falling Out And Wires In The Way
Handlebar Heroes First Aid Kit
No Spill Cup Holder
TriCopter Steerable Kite
App enabled flexible OLED display e-reader sunglasses. While away on vacation, you can catch up on your favorite book while sunbathing.
Water heater alert
Perfect Closure
Tandem Longboards. Long Board Specially Made So That 2 Crazy Fun People Can Longboard Comfortably On The Same Board. Totally Nectar!!!
SafeBudget Website
phone finger pad
App-Coasters
App-Restaurant Pagers
News Cubes!
App-enabled baseball bat.
Color Changing Hair Clips!!! Magic Colored Hair/Feather Extension that Change with a Touch of Heat or Sun to Give Girls More Style and Fun!!
App-Automotive Emblem
Improvement To Current Bobby Pins In Stores. Entire Top Section of Bobby Is Covered In a Rubber To Ensure Better Grip &amp; Longer Lasting Style
Mini medic craft
Christmas Pivot Power
To Those With Active Lifestyles Who Love Jamming To Their Favorite Music But Hate The Hassle of Earbuds Falling Out And Wires In The Way!!!!
ManLeaks--Only for men
SAFETY AUTOMOTIVE
Clip &amp; Fly Paper Airplane!! Increase Flight, Distance, &amp; Remote Control Any Homemade Paper Airplane With Easy Clip-On Design For All
Planes.
Vehicle Monitor
Color Changing Hair Clips!!! Magic Colored Hair/Feather Extension that Change with a Touch of Heat or Sun to Give Girls More Style and Fun!!
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Clip & Fly Paper Jet!! Dramatically increase flight, distance, & control of any homemade paper airplane. Easy clip-on design for all planes.
Quirky Nimbus (Wink API)
Pivot Power Mini v2
Carbon removal
Pivot Power Junior
Poppy Aquarium Auto Feeder
Retracto Case
Charge
PC Translator
BYO Economy class flatbed
portable cabin
Forget me Not
CSF Collection Stand
Iphone Flexible Wire Stand w/Clip. Bend and clip it anywhere. The car, a desk or your laptop. This stand increases accessibility.
Recycled Plastic Bottle Squirters. Fill empty containers with water, screw on and have fun squirting. Recycle. Reuse. Save Earth. Have Fun.
Fly terminator
Connected Ceiling Fan
Pulse
The Snoozey
The Quirky Smart Phone
CRANK SPEAKER and CHARGER
Sound imagery like sonar.
RETRACTABLE BIKE LOCK
PROPEPTIDE NATURAL V2
CutToSize Alarm Mat (WINK)
argue no more
Smart DOG HOUSE â€“ Wink!
DOCK WITH BACK UP BATTERY
Tape Stamp
Smart kitchen timer
The Two Finger Shaver
sdsd
Multi Cable Battery Connector
These cooking tongs feel good in your hands because both sides spring against each other. They fold flat so they can be stored away easily.
Trash Can with Air Holes
Life Saver Pool Float
New Electric Toothbrush
Sound activated lock release
Spring loaded miniblind holder
Arduino Play Kit - RadioShack
Stud belts
Clean Case
Luminator Pro
Micro-suction Corner gaurds!
Barbie's Cupcake Shoppe
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Induction Cooking For Everyone
scratch-off lottery ticket device. instead of using a coin, use a pliable plastic to scratch off the surface of a scratch-off ticket.
Flying Drone Charging Station
App-lunch menu
Virtual Indestructible Mailbox
Audible-Location Spotter
Quirky Cooler Grill Party Kit
Nail File on Credit or ID card
I-Spy Home Intruder
Under vehicle cleaner
Toy Themed IPhone Docking Stations. Incorporate Star Wars, Star Trek, Corgi Model Cars, Disney Aladdin's Lamp, Batmobile, Transformers etc.
Landinggearspin
Turebag
The Lottery USB Flash Drive/Ticket Scratch Off Tool. Eraser on one end and USB Thumb Drive on other. Safeguard your lottery numbers. (Resub)
Bevel
The Office Pool. App enabled Lottery Notepad at work location. Now add to the lottery pool with your smartphone from anywhere. (Resub)
Foldable LED Light
Cordlets
d
Smart bear
Snow Shredder
Key To The City
Microwave Spill Stopper
MileStoneZ
usb slot machine
Text On Toast-Because sometimes you just have something to say! Send unique personalized messages every day for those you love- ON TOAST.
App-crystal cube
POPPY CLOCK
Leg Shade
Attachable Twlinkling Lights
DigiDudes
Kosoku
Airplane Tablet Stand
Clothe FIT
NapKIN
scented electric candles
motion tracking motorized wagon
radio controlled rider
smart baby walker
digital scarecrow
shower buddy
Dirt Vac
Sun Tracking Visors and Caps
Temperature Gauge on Child Friendly Travel Mug Lid. Window Gauge on lid will indicate whether your child's drink is cool for consumption.
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Remove Your Wine Corks With A Ratchet Wrench. Combine a ratchet wrench with a wine corkscrew for quick removal of corks. (Resub)
Take me out to the ball game with The Stadium Caddy. Food compartment, Cup holder, Cell Phone holder, Pennant and Ice cream holder.
duo chill pad
e-Ink Photo Frame
Back up ap
sadasd
Tummy Couch
Smart and Fun Bulb
IPhone 5 APP Enabled Halloween Mask. Customize your mask with your favorite character. Now with NeverWet.
Fire Extinguisher water curtain. Drop a water curtain around your home to protect it from forest fires. Similar to indoor sprinkler systems.
sunrise alarm clock
Recyclable soap dish
Quiet doors for hotels/motels
Personal flood stop
Tummy couch
Toothbrush Timer
The Quirky Docking Station. When Apple devices are charged, The docking station's light bulb lights up and plays the Quirky Theme song.
LEGO TRAVEL CASE (Cubie to go)
The Ultimate Weather Guard
Pocket Pizza Tote Bag. Lightweight bag with side pockets for soda bottles &amp; zippered cover to protect food from the rain. Now with NeverWet.
Pee Zee Toilet Illumination
Smart Tablet-Stand
ZIP CASE
#QCYCLE: LED Safety Message Vest. Display your own safety message on your Bicycle or Motorcycle vest with your IPhone 5. Slow, Caution, etc.
Personal View
vsvzv
pipecraft
App-storefront canopy
Flying Drone Rescue Parachute
firelock
The Slamming Door Silencer
Audible-Spotter Wristwatch
App-lunch menu
App-bike safety vest
Mapvertising Hotel Umbrella
Flying Graffiti Drone
travelers heat blanket
Flying Drone Metal Detector
App-Sneakers
Modular power supply system
App-Axe or The Jimi Hendrix
gtgtgt
App-Dinner Mat
App-Aquarium Scenery.
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Weekly Pill Dispenser
Party iPhone Case
Flexi-Pad
Pivot Power Pop
Mapvertising-Pool Tarp
App-Operations Board
Portable Speaker Guide
IPhone 5 Travel Mug. Personalize your travel mug with your smartphone. Choose a theme, Holidays, Birthdays, Vacation photos, etc. (Resub)
IPhone 5 Electronic Wall Painting. Transform your wall painting to suit your mood with your smartphone. Choose your favorite theme. (Resub)
Portable shuttlecock machine
App-tinted windows
App-Dinner Mats
#QCYCLE: LED Safety Message Vest. Display your own safety message on your Bicycle/Motorcycle vest with your IPhone. Slow, Caution. (Resub)
help for my family
Pivot Power 2x3
Personalized Talking Toys. APP Enabled Toys. Customized your personal message to fascinate your friends and family. (Resub)
Paci-Bottle
encouragementbot
Toestees
Personalized Talking Toys. IPhone 5 APP talking toys. Customize your personal message to fascinate your friends and family. (#QTOYS) (Resub)
Create easy to wear wrap unisex padded knee pants worn as an outer wear.
Bluetooth Wireless Headset For The Blind. Bus shelters, Cross walks with Wifi connection to keep people informed of their present location.
Color Blindness. Determining the correct color of a traffic light. Sensor in vehicle will alert driver of current traffic light condition.
Dead relatives bot
Make use of a vehicleâ€™s perpetual motion to save gasoline when traveling at a high speed. Use less gas the faster the vehicle travels.
Location Tape For The Blind And Elderly. Audible wall tape will guide the blind and elderly thru their everyday surroundings. (Resub)
Fuse Led Watch
Itâ€™s important to have the proper support for parts of the body that move excessively while exercising. Woman sport brief underwear is it.
Measuring Tapes for Liquor
Solar Air Conditioned Baseball Helmet. No longer suffer from the uncomfortable heat. Fan pushes heat out thru vent holes on helmet.
DellaPella
Nonpickable double barrel lock
Adapting keyboard
Digital Wall Clock Sticker. Small, Slim, Adhesive wall clocks for use in homes, dorms and work sites. Slap on anywhere. (Resub)
Name
Spinning Liquid Dispenser
My Kid Book Recorder
instence dry nail varnish
Window indicator on sneaker, indicating whether to replace worn out sneakers or not. eliminating the guess work and possible injury.
#Wink. 3D chess
Full illuminated extension cord. A combination of extension cord and rope light.
Microphone language translator
Lawn mower underside washer.
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Take me out to the ball game with The Stadium Caddy. Food compartment, Cup holder, Cell Phone holder, Pennant and Ice cream holder.
Fresh Fans
Wristspect
Lawn mower underside wash
Chicken Griller!
I-SEE Sensor Tracks TV Remote
Cordies Classic
The Easy Play ear buds have an integrated button or sensor that allows the user to pause/play device simply by lightly tapping the ear bud.
Portion Plate weighs your food and sends results to your smart device or computer! Perfect for anyone dieting!
Low battery alert. Notifies your smart device or computer that the batteries in your everyday items are running low!
The UV Ray Alert app on your phone is linked to a small bracelet and informs the user of the current UV ray index. Great for kids!
Smart Clip on Watch Bands
The Smoke Protector links your smart phone to your business or home smoke alarm, and automatically displays 911 on your phone!
The pet bowl cam takes photos of your pets and sends them to your smart device or computer! Imagine getting a picture message from your pet!
Easy zip on
The Local Motion harnesses kinetic energy every time your vehicle speeds up and slows down! Remove the battery pack for power on-the-go!
Pasta portion control on container lid! Also great for other lids on other containers such as rice!
The Paw-tion Control treat dispenser allows you to control the amount of treats your pets receive!
The eRASER is a smart dry eraser that allows you to take a photo of the board and sends a version to your computer that you can edit!
This low tire alert app notifies you if a tire on your vehicle or bike is low. Great for monitoring your family's safety!
Don't touch this.
Soap Dispenser Refiller
MODULAR MAGNETS! -For your office or garage,hold tools and metal objects. Arrange in any shape you want. Could be smaller in size as well
Easy hoist umbrella cover
Uhhh...The 360 floor chair?
TOUGH on the go wine case.Basically indestructable ! Protect your wine bottle while traveling in the car,on a picnic, boat, suitcase.etc
IPOOD Dirty Diaper Alert to your smart phone! Stop guessing and having to smell that gross diaper!
USB charger
Silicone Bathroom Organizer, holds high heat items such as blow dryer, curling iron, hair accessories , etc.
Bandnets
Vase holder that tilts
A spatula device that will help you get peanut butter and other foods out of the jars easier. Shapes get under lips and corners.
Maximize your storage space!
Quirky Wet Unhampered for pets! Ergonomic dog washing tub. Folds similar to Quirky unhampered, with knee rest.
IPOOD Dirty Diaper Alert to your smart phone! Stop guessing and having to smell that gross diaper!
Floating Wall mounted pet bowls! Quit kicking over pet bowls, adjust to any height for pets, and add a nice modern look to your house.
gfsdfdfds
Bump Fighter
Hotel Garment Sleeper Bag
Folding Shop/Work light
Carjak
Recall- Prevents phone LOSS.
SnowEase
EverWarm
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Automatic eyebrow shaper
A hanging seat that can attached to your loft bed. ,taking advantage of space, another seat for you or a fiuend to lounge around in!
Ergonomic Silicone Hand Digging Ice Cream Scoop.Use your hand to scoop out ice cream! Allow people of all ages to scoop ice cream easier.
Finance Piggy Bank
Coffee Cup Updater
Window Solar Wireless Speaker
" cloud " Safe baby bath
Gardeners Watering System
Bod Bow
Flashlight Drone
Soothing Hands
Power &amp; Sound on the go
Solar Butterfly Flashlight. A new practical solar powered flashlight.With large solar panels that allow you to adjust to correct angle.
Animarbles! Piece animals together, pass the marble through and listen to all of the fun animal sounds!
Build barricades with your friends and try to knock them down with Shotstack! Aim and throw balls at weak points in the blockade and win!
The Slabrynth is a clever puzzle maze that requires problem solving and helps develop left-brain thinking. Fun and creative learning tool!
Destroy your friend's star fort with Xplosion! Stack stars, aim at middle and detonate to wreck your opponent's barricade!
No-waste Nail Polish bottle
Interchangeable License plate
ÃœbertÃ¼b
Stop Radiation Laptop Tray
Pivot Power
Myphonebag
Screen Cracking Preventer
The Auxphones
Digital Projector+Alarm Clock
Box Cutter Wheel
Bean2Bar Chocolate Maker
Super Snorers
Retractable Squid Cords
Yoga and gardening knee pads
3D Soap Printer
Tocsin
Virtual Shopping Mall
Spread and Slice
iFigurine
Silicone Seed Tray Inserts
Baby-bottle brush steamer
Wireless Television Wall Mount
This special adhesive tape reveals where the tape was cut! No more struggling to find where the tape ends!
The Bowl Patrol app notifies you when your pet's water bowl is low. Great for outdoor pets!
The Rain Watcher app keeps track of weekly rainfall totals to determine if your crops need additional water.
The Baby Bundle blanket allows you to easily pick up, carry and transport infants! No more bending over or disturbing your sleeping baby!
The Draw &amp; Display digital picture frame allows your kids to customize, upload and change their refrigerator art!
iBloom allows you to create beautiful time-lapse videos of your flowers blooming or crops growing!
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Space Bar
The watering container with a hose and sprayer!Use water, cleaning solution, fertilizer,etc. pour or spray with hose in hard to reach areas.
The Power Squid is a retractable cord reel, allowing for multiple cords to work in all directions. Great for parties and work sites!
The Pillow Tent allows your child to create their own creative place to dream! Your children will actually look forward to going to bed!
Solar Mug - Have hot coffee, hot chocolate, tea, water anywhere on the go. Using the suns gift of light.
Sand safe box
Image Transfer
Witricity Keyboard and Mouse
Knife Cleaner and Holder
Knocks
S.A.SD CARD
Silicone Steamer and Server
Anodyne Migraine Wipes
Innovative automatic document holder/feeder - Do you need to transcript multiple text articles on your computer, laptop or iPad?
Home Sugar Mill
Potty Podium
A electronic bracelet that can count how many times you swear. If you do swear the app will send a message to your account to take away 1p
ItÂ´s a Word drawer
App-enabled Balloon popping game.
Donate to Charge
chopstickstraw
Brizzle
Reusable showers
Enter a Video Game
Smart Charge
Microwave Heated Serving Dish
Solar Drying Box
O'flo
RESUB: Heating blanket which actively adjusts it's own temp according to room temperature!
Page Scanner with Reader optio
2 in 1 rug that consists of bottom rubbery piece & interchangeable top pieces. Easily wash, change patterns & go from memory foam to fluffy.
firewatch
Happy Feet Don't Smell!
Wallet Shot
Le Rem'pote
S-BULB
Voice activated household list
Digital Grill Press!
Cofferia
A Perfect COMPACT Abdominal Workout. Stores away flat. Targets ALL abdominals in a safe position. WORKING PROTOTYPE VIDEO & PICTURES.
Easy Garbage
BabyTooth
AlarmClockCeilingProjector
Chameleon
Safety Handle for Cell Phones
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2nd Screen Holder
Firefli
iPad bed vest
N&R Portable
automatic winter animal feeder
Soft SIM
Mailbox Covers
X
Custom Cooler Cushion
Neck Cradle Pillow
Camera cover
Recycle Shredder Mail Box Shreds junk mail directly into recycling bin.
Doggie Talker
Umug
Where are the slim/sleeve laptop bags? Let's create a neoprene or canvas laptop sleeve bag with a clean design &amp; give sleeves purpose.
Executive Keyboard X2 Case
Dog-E Door
The Spring
Safe portable elderly car seat
Kollector King
Retractable tether for phones
Fitness finder
The Schtelf
Share-A-Ride Service
Swingling
Put a cap on that!
The Full Illuminati Drop Cords
ViGil
Shaser
John Johns
Nice & Neat
Damage-free wallpaper
Modular USB drive
Leela-like wirstband
Resizable pan
Auto-refill washer fluid tank
Solar car battery recharger
Portable AC
Superior Shoe-case
Concrete Block Planter Insert
Cool Bumms
The Jiggy Shopping made better
test
burn shield
Hands Free Easy Dog Wash
Power storage, on the wrist!
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Genie
Quick Release Light Socket
Loose Belt Wallet
3Dscanner for Handmade shoes
Battery Portable Cooler/Oven
Themed based steering wheels with attachments for laundry baskets, shopping carts, chairs.
Boom Bucket
App-enabled First Aid Kits that are interactive with the user.
Summer Snow
Alpha Cube
sauce saver
iWatch case charger/dock
Kitty Litter Mess Minimizer
Al-arm
CRASH ABSORBER BUMPER
LifeSaver
Vape Phone 2.0 (Vaporizer)
Light-Recycling Decor
Drone Enhancement Kit
MeditationMixer
T42
egg controller
Starry Night Gutters
Tone'm Poles
Frisbee Golf Float Attachment
Cable Caps
The Scalp Shield by Adelaide. This is a much needed item for us ladies who burn ourselves daily. We are in dire need of this product.
song
Mom's Zone
Remote control charger
NexGen Treadmill
Headboard device connection
Bottled Saffron Tea
Spice Rack
Return2sendeR
Hot Wheelie Rake by Mattel
WAVE SEG
CatComb Thickness tool
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
UnderNeath Table Xbox Controller Holder
weed uprooter
Sanitary Smoke
Drone Costumes
asd
Carpenters hooker
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The rotating chair
Basque
LED Candle Salt Shaker Set
Lumiloft
HandleBar Grip Speaker
Food Coloring Mixer
Pom Pom Spinner
SAVE WATER
Sensaroid
AutoBreakFast
PicFit
" look at me now "
Santa 365
Air-Water Pressurized Tank
Friendly Neighbor
Smartphone Pedal
Smart Casement Window Kit
X Eye (In development)
Wireless plug-in speaker
App-Headphones
Pivot Shot (Water Gun)
POPPY K CUP SMART SENSORS
Poppy Sense-Air
EL Wire Educational Bead Toy
Power Strip Adapter
Diagnostic Panty Liner
Auto Vibration
Plush
Utility knife with ruler
my idea
Ridinghood
Roadie's Bag
The tablet holder Tab Puck
SicKit
TIMER 9999
Toothpaste & Cream Saver
Tripper
Postal Express Depot
Speaker Helemt
laura
Black-box
Android Bluetooth/Wifi Enabled Light switches, with near field and a physical capacitive interface where your switch panel would be.
Wi-Charger
Turn your iPhone into a DSLR camera phone! An iPhone case that allows the user to attach lenses to their iPhones camera.
Save your vehicle from hail!!! using an impact absorbing cover!
lamp that wont fall over. a round weighted base that allows it to lean but not fall and break.
Easy Tree-sy
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Touch screen pen stylus. a stylus in the form of a pen with a conductive body and silicon conductive end for touch screen tasks
Wireless Charge
smart fan
iPhone GPS case
spill proof vehicle cup holder! Harnesses the same forces that spill your beverage to keep it in the cup holder!
Solar Charger
Touch Lock
an easy to use, attractive diy hyrdo/aeroponics system for the ever day person who wants to eat healthy and have a beautiful garden inside!
my idea is a flapper that decreases spool time and increases the efficiency of almost any turbocharger on the market today.
Garden Monkey Moisture Sensor
Beat Booster
AniCar
Stash
HyPhones
Gripper
Sealtop
Indoor dog tub
Skirt the issue
Adaptable Cup Holder
assasa
WATERPROOF your tablet , smartphone with shrinkable sealable bags, simply insert device in bag close with sticky seal and blowdry
led bed
Kids Oral Medicine Syringe
$um
Ever missed snowboard during summer? Now, you can keep snowboarding whenever and wherever you want! Same feeling as snowboarding!
Element Warrior Dolls
iDevices External Memory
Top Angler
Pen Saber
MUD
ddd
jjj
LESD
LED Lamp 'n' FAN
A snow shovel with a wide pivoting blade and a wheeled fulcrum point for gaining leverage in shoveling snow. I call it "The PLOW".
Ultrasonic Phone Charger
Personal Ceiling Fan
MugStir
Sick 'n Tired (front pillow)
Twinkle, Twinkle Lounger Seat
flash photo resistant makeup
Skyliner Earphones
Interactive Rabbit Toy
mind helper
emlothe secure trousers
The Pile Preserver
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Toy washer
Building block hole punch
dinhdzat
Resubmitting my Invention "Scalp Shield by Adelaide Again this is a much needed item for us ladies who burn ourselves daily for need of this
Space Bar Print Pro
Multiple-Basket
CUSTOMIZABLE MINI KEYPAD
TRASH CAN GROOMER
multi-purpose Plate
Floating Selfie iPhone Case
Airlight
Power Outlet Wrapper
Silicone Roll-up Cooking Mat
eMarionette meets Robot
Scent replicator
Bicycle Induction Phone Mount
The Arm Band-It is for organization and tidiness around pools and water-front homes. It's a fun way to teach children organziation skills.
The Scalp Shield by Adelaide. This is a much needed item for us ladies who burn ourselves daily. We are in dire need of this product.
Automatic Retracting Screens
Hidden Cords- Charging Station
All-in-One Kitchen Tool
Whip Stick
Slide Bookend
App Enabled Baking Thermometer
Power Outlet Wrapper
App Enabled Light Set that lights up when you receive calls or messages. Perfect for bikes and motorcycles! Don't miss important calls!
Digital Door Hanger - write in the App, read on the Door Hanger!! keep informed those who are looking for you!
Sticky Notes for Your Wallet
Cupholder Sunglasses Case
MAKE YOUR OWN SHAPED STRAWS!!
Bike Frame Storage System
Multiple-Basket
WINK Keyless entry
FLOATING CUBE
Quirky Platform
Space Bar
WINK Door Hanger
ShopHaven
Wrench Razor Handle
voleurs de trÃ©sors
Visual Data Transfer Tracker
MAKE YOUR MASK!!
App control bike gear switch
Bike Frame Storage System
Bracelet Earphones
â€œBath Fanâ€, and â€œHome Depotâ€
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Car Multipurpose sensor
PPCAB
Not your average cord manager
SCREW-LIKE CHAIR
Color &amp; Write Desk Lamp
Decorative Fruit Shapes Maker
iPhone noise insulation add on
App Enabled Light Set
THE PERFECT HANDBAG!!
Quirky Remote for App Products
Bicycle Handlebar-end lights.
Hole finder
Electronic Notebook
green heroes
Visual Data Transfer Tracker
A gardening tool which, when pushed into the soil, plants a seed at the perfect depth.
Airbag Solo
Space Bar Print Pro
TRASH CAN GROOMER
Digital Puzzle
The Cool-headed Hat
Cealing tv
Wii Minecraft
Multi-capsule coffee machine
Pals. . where is MY plate ?
eCase - Write &amp; Read Free
Visual Data Transfer Tracker
Digital Door Hanger
1
Decorative Fruit Shapes Maker
Whix
Fake Planter=Hide Valuables
ANTI - ACCIDENT STICKER
Sheep - Cable Holder
Testing
Charge Stop
Bring It Key Chain Screen
Intercept your phone calls!
iTraveler - ultra independent
eCase - Write &amp; Read Free
This is USB that can be mount the cellphone. you can carry USB linked with cellphone. when you need to mount cellphone you can use this USB
Tortilla Toaster
App Enabled Light Set that lights up when you receive calls or messages. Perfect for bikes and motorcycles! Don't miss important calls!
iPhone Chameleon Ultra Slim Case - Give to your iPhone a new look every time!
A picture-taking makeup mirror
The Wrist and Watch Saver
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Pap-n-sheba
Active Camoflauge
Plank Position
Quirky Designer
Light 'n Drawer
Sky radio
Silicone MINI BAG - attachable to any ZIP - use it as you want and when you need it!
ELEGANT KNIFE WITH A UNIQUE DOUBLE SIDE HEATED BLADE !
ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOUR CONVERSATION, EVEN IN THE LOUDEST PLACE!!! AND ALWAYS KEEP YOUR DISCRETION!!
Do you ever wondered how your cat/dog sees the world? what he does when alone? A SPECIAL "KIT COLLAR" FOR PROCAMERA or iPHONE5 see the
video
Hanging Hamper, Basket, with wheels- For use in dorms,hotels and homes.
#spotsv Stackable Storage bowls/containers Store the lid inside the bowl / container Never dig for lid again.
Find your kids bracelet
#spotsv

Super-Gel Sheets for trash bags and trash cans.

Beerzooka
#spotsv A Quirky Scute Dust Pan
Ps5
Tennis Bandolier
Gator (Avocado) Juice
LifePic
carbo-nation
U-Torch
Trash dash
Rotatable wall outlet
Pump Pressurized Water Bottle
app enabled attack alarm - pull off charm from necklace alert police and loved ones of attack and location - FEEL SAFER
EASY GRAB BOWL - Redesigned.
iSmart Pill Box
Saline Golf Ball Balancer
Portable Windshield Wiper
Seat Belt for Restless Todlers
Hobbiest Dip Coating Appliance
Shoes and Gloves with Weights.
E-Ink Calendar with Solar Cell
NFC Pad Lock with NFC KEY
Clothes filled Travel Pillow
Folding Scanner Stand - iPhone
look after ur loved ones.heart monitor that alerts us when a loved one is having an heart attack or that they are in trouble
E-INK Smart Light Switch
Squeeze &amp; Go Iron
Sun Out Windshield Sun Visor
Light Box Generator
Backpack & Lay
M.E.V
Pool Dumbbells and Cowbells
ë‘í”¼ ë“œë¼ì´ê¸°
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Feeltec
Gelbows
Spotter UNIQ
EZ Shutter Crank
the voice of the empower
Moody
A program that uses projected image on your house let YOU decorate it for any occasion. You customize how your house looks. Using a cd.
A program that uses projected image on your house let YOU decorate it for any occasion. You customize how your house looks. Using a cd.
Single & Solo
Solar Fencing
Masking tape buds
Electronic Mastermind
ICY
Iphone bumper with embedded earbuds/cables. Never forget earbuds, no more tangled cords, no separate earbud holders necessary!
Tri-Line Putter
Beach Umbrella Spa ==RESUBMIT
Python controller
PORTABLE MINI HYDROPOWER PLANT
Type silently in meetings or in bed without disturbing others! Sleek removable laptop silencer / keyboard cover, snug fit. #spotsv
An electric or battery powered fan that fasten's to an outdoor umbrella, either beach or outdoor patio unbrella for those hot days and night
A wall mount for cellphone in the house,car,outdoors,work,lockers, without losing it. On a wall or as a caddie away from damaging element
S-Ball
Track it
Grossed out when wiping your table clean? Crumbs in your hands? Why not use the Crumb Catcher to catch the crumbs?
An electric or battery powered fan that fasten's to an outdoor umbrella, either beach or outdoor patio unbrella for those hot days and night
Robocaps + APP
The Desktop Collapsible Standing Desk: A simpler, less expensive alternative to existing standing desks that allows you to stand AND sit.
Transparent Pots for Induction
App Guided Wine &amp; Beer Making Systems ... Brew And Bottle Your Favorite Beverages! Savor And Share With Friends!
It is not enough space? No order from clothes? Where dry clothes? Here is the solution!
Water jet oral cleansing. No batteries needed. It has several holes to regulate the force of water.It's like a mini shower for teeth!!!!
SIDE HANDLE Ice Scoop CHUTE. Tilt forward to scoop, tilt backward to slide ice into glass. Busy bartender's best friend!
Back buddy
tubby time
Quick Swap Electrical Boxes
greenpower cases
Tipsy
Simple Sol
PUSH PLATE
Path Finder
Fast Food Drones
Splash and Relax
WATER-SPARKZ
Temari
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Car door handle cover
YOU
Phone stopper
Cuplet
Visualize IN
Purr
SODA BEVERAGES VALVE
Lets take the metal stand that holds up my Imac and turn it into a USB hub. Resub
Verseur Line Extension: Turns the Pouring spout of the Verseur into a Wine Aerator..
Reinventing the suitcase: Weight Sensing - fill it up, put it on its wheels, and the weight of the suitcase is displayed Resub 259 votes
Baby Carrier that is also a backpack! Think baby Bjorn carrier like but with a backpack component. Resubmit
Extension cord reel with 6 plug ports on a grove system that allows you to have different sized plugs. I call it Grove!!!
Caten
Resub: RC Flying Fairies for Girls. This would be the first flying rc toy fairies for girls. Fun Fun! Girls deserve a flying toy too!
Mirror defogger. Heater/blower, like hair dryer but mounted. Blows warm air up/down/sideways across mirror surface. Custom mounting kits.
Ultimate childrenâ€™s tableware
Reusable Musical Gift Bags
DIY ladder-ramp
Dancing Windsock Speaker
Rocket Remote
School backpack with tripod
Element Water filter + solar
TC WeB WALLET HANDLE CHARGER
Funnel with adjustable hole
App Enabled Aerobic Step Bench
Shield / electromagnetic waves
WHIP-IT SQUEAK BALL - Dogs love to fetch, squeak &amp; "whip" toys. Let's combine those features in one toy. Detachable &amp; washable end flags.
Quirky GE Wink Bath Fan
Singing Microwave Popcorn
TC WEB STRAP WALLET CHARGER
Throwing Machine
SoHyphyOutfiters
Looks like rain? Attach the On-The-Go PONCHO to pet's collar. Unzip the hood &amp; body sections, then snap. Small, Medium, Large sizes.
Half-a-Snack Thumb Orange Peeler. Separate the peel from an orange, like removing a sweater over your head. All in one piece!
BEDTIME STORY GRANDMA Pillow - Soothing grandmotherly voice tells classic bedtime stories. Volume decreases after 45 mins., then shuts off.
"GLOVER" TROTTER
QUICK-CLEAN FAN - Sliding track Side Panel for a fast temporary blade cleaning. Front screen also unscrews for a more thorough cleaning.
Safe children kit (fireworks)
Foreverator
Rear-view mirror - ski goggles
Kid's low-heat, light-weight BLOWING CLOUD Hair Dryer. Give Moms a break from this task at bedtime. 2nd image is Lollipop Hair Dryer!
TC WeB HANG OVER
Smart letters
TURN OFF + APP
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butterscotch boba tea
Human anatomy game APP
Dragon SQ
EL Hot Wheels Glowing Track
GAME OF SHADOWS with SOUND
how to get rid of a headache
Carpal Diem - Seize the Brush
walking board
Sliding PULL TAB &amp; HOOK for phone cases. Grab tab to easily lift phone from purse/shirt pocket. Hang phone next to keys!
Wallet w/ inbuilt cooler
The Water Magnifying Glasses
Mirror Wise
Creditcard sized phonestand
One on one of drones +APP
PARALLEL PRECISION SHEARS - Raised Offset finger rings let you comfortably trim parallel to pet's horizontal skin line. (Sell Sheet)
Grabber drone +APP
Pop-up rollerball weight bench
Tire Puncture Repair Kit
No-Tip DOG BOWL anchor for outside pets. Screw anchor into ground & snap rim onto frame. Pets can't knock over water or food bowls.
Rasastra
i-Earphone
Diluted Foaming Body Wash Handle for Disposable Razors. Insert razor &amp; squeeze handle for shaving foam. No extra shaving cream needed!
Human anatomy game + APP
Slide and Strain
Automatic Spice Rack
fdsfds
Hammock Parchment (Resub)
ULTRA-Quiet Dog Bowl - Rubber "bounce collar" prevents dog tags from clanking against the bowl. Stop the noise and soothe timid pets!
kit propretÃ© crevaison
Universal Fully Modular Ridge
Tandem (bicycle+weelchair)
RESUBMIT Snap-On HAIRSTYLING CADDY: Appliances, styling products, combs/brushes, hair clips/bands/barrettes. HEAT-RESISTANT INTERIOR
Easy Toilet Paper Dispenser
Simple test
FABulous Connectible Bed Pillows - Button them together &amp; take them off the bed "in a single action" in the morning. FAB.com DECOR item
Double protection dog pee pad
Double Drink
Heated seat for bicycle
INDUCTIVE CHARGING FOR BIKES
Kit propretÃ© crevaison
INDUCTIVE CHARGING-REMOTE
Motor Car
Test1
ID MOUSE
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more then one cart
No snow and go
Iphone Case Charger
HEARING AID + APP
vibro pillow
Barf And Be Done
shade tree creeper
L.E.S.S.
Energy tree
COLOR PRINTER FOR CAKES, BISCUITS AND MUFFINS. Decorate your homemade pastries with the best pictures.
Never get locked out of your car again! Smart, Secure, and Sure to be there when you need it! THE safe and certain solution!
Adapter for walking the dog
Car-ganizer
Safety Ban
é©±èšŠå™¨
Flood Protector
Suitcases have not been adapting to meet traveler needs! This idea is for a super-functional suitcase that weighs itself, etc. Check it out!
A power outage while youâ€™re away from home could result in bad food in the freezer and you may never know until itâ€™s too late!
SHOCKPROOF CASE for iPad
Lamp Charger
CASE FOR IPAD WITH INTEGRATED GRAPHIC TABLET
Perfect your Shish-Kabob! Shish-KaDisks keep food from sticking to grill, could; wind-up to rotate skewer, set a timer &amp; ring when done.
STICKER w LED LIGHT (&amp; sound)
Slotless Racers use Line Follow &amp; Radio Control Technology; Real driving action, Change lanes, No tracks, Print your own course any size!
SMART URN w APP
SMART BALLOT BOX
Cordie-Bobbers; clip them on to keep your cords 'afloat', Portable,non-slip, keeps your cable on the table. Custom novelty shapes,logos,etc.
WiFyBolt
G10
Cordie-Bobbers; clip them on to keep your cords 'afloat', Portable,non-slip, keeps your cable on the table. Custom novelty shapes,logos,etc.
Use any lunch baggie and the packet maker machine will create any size sealed packets of any condiment, shampoo, or other product.
Tennis Hand
'Snitch' Learns appliances &amp; room by their temp,lights, &amp; sound. Alerts U when appliance is on/off, broken,Â left on 2 long &amp;more
Porkfolio V2 will take Cash
No snow and go
App Enable Meat Thermometer
SIGNALING BUOY FOR DIVERS (WITH SAFETY MEASURES TO PREVENT BE RUN OVER BY BOATS)
Massaging hammock gently rolls hundreds of soft spheres across entire back, arms &amp; legs for a relaxing massage as you enjoy the outdoors
Perfect your Shish-Kabob; standoff disks keep items from sticking to grill, wind-up to rotate skewer, sets timer &amp; rings when timer is up.
two screens smart phone
Heat sensor light bulb
Toilet Seat Lift
TELESCOPIC CRUTCH
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cellphone control light
Text Driver
The Toy Fairy
(REUSABLE) Birthday Pinatas for blind children (Gifts with sound)
Sprinkler Meter
Jam Wheels
PERSONAL CARRIER FOR ELONGATED OBJECTS (resub)
Hotty
Fueling a mower engine when it's hot can cause fires! A gas cap with simple 'turkey pop-up' type temp sensor latches cap until engine cools.
PORTABLE MINI HYDROPOWER PLANT(vortex hidro energy or hydro turbine)- for camping
Sick of dropping everything in the sand? Sick of carring so much stuff? All in one beach chair,umbrella, beach bag, and cooler on wheels.
Auto Coffee, Sugar Creamer
The Smart Sashbar
The beach claw buddy is a stand which can be attached to any cooler with wheels. The stand has arms to help carry chairs, towels or bags.
TempLens
Lawn robot
Bluetooth earplugs
*InstaView*
Socket-Powered String Lights
Flyphone
Plug Secure
Dead Baby
Auto Lemon Cutter and Squeezer
Disinfectant sprayer
the Chiller
| College Command Center | Literally keep your school, work, and fun schedules from colliding (space saver, too)
SweatLess
Tool Tags
Worlds Best Ice Pack!At rest or in motion, deliver chill only to what needs it.See thermographic VIDEO demo.
The Wake Rider
Relax Caddy - This is a caddy that holds all of your spa products.
quirky cafe (coffee shop)
Echo Sleeve
Glasses 2.0
smart baby carriage
Shovel + Salt dispenser
Double JIGGER + MUDDLER | muddle, measure, mix â€¢1-tool â€¢1-seamless-workflow
Musical Frisbee
eternal
"No look" pour can
TrakMat
Zoidberg fingers
Tidy Tissue Box
Snowshoe matt
bottle with double bottom
safety nail gun
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App enabled water main
COUCH SPACER---Keeps a buffer space between the wall and your furniture!
We need a speaker to be able to plug and also plug in the iphone while it charges in the morning when we wake up.
Next Generation GPS Holder/Mount that keeps the driver's attention where it's needed...On the road!
YIN/YANG MIX-A-SWIG
SPIKE
SELFIE Robot moving Tripod
Wi-fi Case
Toy pad
FROZEN VIRGIN BEVERAGE VENDING
xghk
Modern Magazine Rack
The Swing Smartphone Extension
[ A Modern Magazine Rack ] Hold laptops, iPads, cell phones, etc. Charge while stowed, manage cords, and protect high-end electronics
Fede
[ A Modern Magazine Rack ] Hold laptops, iPads, cell phones, etc. Charge while stowed, manage cords, and protect high-end electronics
Prismatic Light Diffuser + Pull-Down Shade Style Window Treatment = An INDIRECT LIGHTING Feel. No tool installation = HIGHLY ADJUSTABLE!
Full Measure Whiskey Flask
Tape Measure Flask
AC System PTAC Mini-Split (GE)
Easy Access Drink Cooler
Tracking car's plate number
Electronic Jewelry
The Gami, Folding Tablet
dna security
finger heat/grip pad
el loco lights!
LevitatePS4controller
Wink GE Link-RC Triple Play
Magic butterfly
Baby Vibrating Carrier
VR for Museums
Portable Measurable Threat
Bubble Bass
Antiseptic yoga mat
One Step Baby Wipe Dispenser
Construction equipment plug
Smart travel bath kit
Computer I-Phone Case
WK SIPPY SET
knowAbout
3 Spout Square Water Cooler
Windproof beach umbrella
Concrete countertop edge mold
Stack n Fill - Gas Jugs
Randies
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Crispers Tupperware
Baffle Block
{SLICE PRECISE} COLLapsable PIZZA CUTTER!!! OPENS &amp; CLOSES like a HANDHELD FAN!!! EVEN CUTS all in one motion!!! Blade cover
for storing
Universal Smart Charger
Recreate the BATHROOM TRASH CAN... HOLDS and HIDES those Unsightly trash bag edges EASY ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Power Usage Meter
Desk-O: Power/Music/Organize
Smart Finger Glove
Generator array
Food Clocks
Bite & Brush Teeth
Cheering Soccer Goal
Make Your Own Ice Sculpture
TriSmart for the Bathroom
Electric Rotating Body Loofah
Shade
Tastalizer
Gimmiis
Hail cover
Timer lock for cat door
Fridge Side Cooler
Smart Spice Carousel
VARI-BUNGEE - Bungee sections connected by steel rings allow for virtually unlimited securing configurations. See drawing for examples.
Master foot Qatar 2022
End Call Saver
Private-i smart phone case
A time release air freshener that attaches to the house hold ceiling fan.Effectively sending clean smells throughout the room.
Fang Gum
P.A.M.
Grassy Cake
Wireless Earbud Clock Radio
Tube Tie Necktie
Individual Plant Mini GreenHouse with temperature, moisture, &amp; light control. Grow any plant indoors or outdoors in ideal conditions easy.
App enabled Reward Bank. Kids "deposit" chores and withdraw cash. A separate "account" for each child.
drawttle
The Bucket Stool
The Oasis
Control your door bell sound from your iPhone. Make it play any audio inside the house and/or play/display a message outside front door.
Marker Minders (Q2)
App-enabled Fishing Rod. Don't miss all the beauty around you when you are fishing. Don't miss the fish either!
Cooling Adhesive Bandages. They comfortably cool your cuts &amp; scrapes using existing instant cold pack technology. Squeeze, peel,&amp; apply.
Building Block Couch for kids
Speaker Wall Switch
Donâ€™t spill it, Funnel it!
Kids love to build, climb, and jump. My idea is large blow-up building blocks for kids to create their own jumping and climbing adventures.
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Mocubo Lunch Box for Fresh salad on the go! Store veggies/fruit inside. Flip lid for instant chopping board. Knife &amp; dressing on board.
New pivoting tong concept; it has controls on the handle to pivot the slicing spatula faces (resubmit w/ previous basic model)
3-prong plug / USB Outlet nightlight (that could be sold individually or in sets) that are â€œBluetoothâ€ enabled and programmable via apps
Not â€œblingâ€ but functional jewelry. Like having â€œMacGyverâ€™sâ€ pendant around your neck!
aaa
Shark-away!
Keep Your Gorgeous Shower Curtains Clean With No Effort! No need to wash or scrub them. Peel and Replace Curtain Saver!
herb/spice grinder with dispen
DECI-PUS
The Analogue Keyboard.
DUNGENIUS CRAB
DIGITAL TOY PROJECTOR W/AUDIO
Hidden Lips
USB BLADELESS PHONE FAN
Window Flier
Oatococoa
A multiplex, 3-prong plugs / USB outlet / nightlight that are â€œBluetoothâ€ enabled and programmable via apps
Clean Can
Toothbrush w/ Paste Dispenser
Slide or hinges window opener.
Saddled Feet
Avalanche Angel Drone
eWriter: e'ink word processor
Handling foodstuff can be difficult due to their size &amp; coming apart when they stick to cookery / grilles. The solution, PIVOT!
What do pencils dream of or Quirky inventing assistant?
2 slice toaster (revised, now with vision panel/s) with 2 sets of controls, WHY?
Relief from top to BOTTOM!
House Sitter
Carbon detector open windows
Lightshow Frisbee or "Spinz"
Enhanced control and gaining privacy, lighting, ventilation, and views out at your windows AND doors with this flexible solution!
The Microwave with Water Can
bottle opener keychain case 4 Ipod Shuffle 3g
Ewub
A Product designed for men, a genital deodorant . To help with perspiration, irritation and odor caused by sweating between the legs.
The Enforcer
Smolter
Husband Reward Points
Sun Shade Portable Visor
PowerBuds
flex earphones.(Resub)
An innovative light offering more capabilities!
The enticing power of attraction for your shower! (?)
Be a â€œflasherâ€ and still be dry in the rain!
SCRUBBIES
Porta-lite
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ApEnab Auto-Fil Pill Dispenser
NEW Multi function keychain case for Ipod Shuffle 4g!
WebCam Security Cover
BEER PONG TABLE REVOLUTIONIZED!
Make your fridge, home, and workplace like a Ford!
Be a â€œflasherâ€ and still be dry in the rain, stay young in the sun, and adore a clinging friend!
Bespoke lamp by nature, by you!
Pool LED Light
Network Whiteboard App
luggage board
BUILD-A-BIN: Individual Panels Snap Together to Create Unlimited Storage Configurations. Stackable, Customizable, Versatile and Fun (RS)
Selfie Drone
Smart Camera
Car rudder with touch screen
How rubbish wrinkles
WINK 3 in 1 COOKING AID SENSOR
Art Project
Shoe Cleaning Mat/Real Simple
3 in 1 bottle opener
The Bathroom Press
Chalk Pen/Holder.
Squeeze/Clamping Headphone Set
Bird slug feeder
CORD ORGANIZER W/CHARGER
The Voice Karaoke Mic
Lost kids prevention bracelet.
style changing wall
Improved floss stick
VOICE ACTIVATED - SHOWER DOORS
WET/DRY CLOTHES RACK
Brown Be Gone
Tape Clip like a paperclip.
Sodastream adapter
"The Key"
Night Flyte
Power extension with cable Box
DUAL STAND/CASE for iPHONE 6
Children Puzzle Hanging Frame
OUTLET COVER - PHONE CADDY
SMART BREAD PASTISSERIE
Binder with inside Hole Punche
unCANny
WINE BOTTLE THERMOS/TOTE
VOICE COMMAND-SPEAKER/RECEIVER
Bubble Tea Maker
AROS HOTEL AC/HEATER COMBO
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Portable Sun Umbrella
Babystop
WINK LOCKABLE MEDICINE CABINET
IdEsign
Cool Car
ToolBOX Ladder
Vent hose on the side
unitary table and seating
POPPY Wall Mount
Exercise Alarm Clock App
The "10 in 1" Magic Marker
WATER COOLER/ICE/COFFEE MAKER
Getting warmer
SMART TRASH CAN
Kongo
ZEPHYR an APP~ENABLED AIRBOAT
Harmon Ear Buds WristBands
SOLO~A DIFFUSING HAIR DRYER
I think the more people will be using their phones for GPS. Letâ€™s capitalize on this with I-creatures that dock on the car's dashboard.
Wink Ear- Speak Automation
Programmable Bracelet
super shot
Coupes titulaire pour les enfa
THIS is Home Automation.
Jelly bean counter - test
Sonic Fart Gun.
Easy-Heat Serving Plates
Expandable shipping foam
iPhone portable gaming console
Rechargeable Solar Backpack
UFOs Unbelieveable Fit Objects
Electrochromic nail polish
Electrochromic glass windows
Flash for iPad
Comfort Covers
App enabled universal remote
Parent Comfort Pillow
App enabled bartender
App enabled light bulb/adaptor
Inserts for sunglasses
security alert, no id theft
Bed Pants
doggie shoes
arm sun protector for the car
endless hair detangler
Bluetooth plug style earings
remember your memories memoria
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window/ sliding glass inserts
Baby bottle instruments
Rear view helmet
get off my bumper
flexi-gripper for metal
tracker for domestic/marital p
car surveillance
ear plug hearing aids
dog treat dispenser w/ remote
id on point
The better bottle opener. Get rid of rolling caps and constant trips to the trash, or mounted opener at a bar. Mass and easy disposal.
fridge w/ App-enable lock
Fun Flutters (Prototype)
Color Changing Bulbs & Switch
My Idea is to make solar panel house blinds/shades. That keep the sun out and absorb the energy.
Stove Back Splash Protector
Closet Clothes Awning
Compression Storage Box
Tool
Lighted charging cord
Eyes on the Road
peter
Heat Worm
Parcel Blocker
RC Land, Sea & Air Toy
T - Grip Ice Cream Scooper
Hygienic Pasta Noodle Maker
Hideys
Bopy
Quki
Keep On Filling
Vape-Volver-Smoothie
Vapor shots
Water faucet measuring device
WiFi Wizard
Cordi (or Qcord)
Woros
Smart Nail Art Sticker Maker
Steady Boots
Side watch
Wrinkles, tightening manner tr
Lucid dream induction device
The Pet Talk
One Wheel
World speak
Wifi Bracelet
Hypnagogic dream catcher
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You've got mail!
Nervous Nellie,Fake Brake
Aqua time
You've got mail
The Stackable Flash Drive
The Battery
fly, insect catcher
Nervous Nellie
Birdie Babes and Bros
Weather Forecasting Umbrella
mebox
teascoop
airplane piloter
odor be gone
futon cover without arm rest
head massager battery operated
lull my baby with knowledge
slider protector for knives
Measuring cup on sauce bottle
glow in the dark bands
inflatable for flooded areas
glow in the dark holders, cell
Vertical incense burner
mice no more, humane method
just
Light it up
No mess No waste
deadlock piggybank
The entertainment lighting
tripod for cell phone / camera
In sight measurement
Soaker
Pooper scooper robot
clamp it on / clamper for cups
odorless trash can
door communicator
car ports for tired/inebriated
drain clog-no-more
Box
squirty, toilet seat cleaner
arrow signal for ambulances
lint brush, thin tong w/bristl
Matt Snedeker
memorizador
Lend-A-Hand
Instant Decision
BÃPODE
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AIRPHONE 2 (Quirky + Harman)
Wrinkles way Garbage bags
SNIFF
Flexi watch
Phone Charger / Jewelry Case
App Enabled Cage or Traps
App Enabled Switch Thrower
"Works on any bagged item"
Royalty on Your Throne!
Human AirBag belt
Reusable gift bags
eco Bamboo Boombox for iPhone 5 with solar panel charging
Earth-huggers: the environmentally-friendly disposable diapers
ByeBye Bug Bite!
Mini Ã©lectrique spiral
Nose
BoÃ®tes de maquillage efficace
Gogo
6x1 Spice Box
MASTER FOOT
Cheryl
test
PROFESSIONAL LABEL CUTTER AND GLOSSER: Professional-Looking Address Labels From Ordinary Paper -No More Embarrassing Sloppy Cut-NPaste Jobs
Safe, Easy, Inexpensive Way to Guard Your Home Against Common Household Pests: Ants, Roaches, Centipedes, Spiders &amp; More (RS)
Save the eyes in style! Headband Sunglass for Girls. Detachable, adjustable glasses with dual purpose thumb wheels.
LocatoGolf
Ugly tungsten holder
App-Enab Metabolic FitnesScale
AID VERTICAL BLINDS HOME DEPOT
PEST CONTROL STRIPS HOME DEPOT
one cell phone camera tow side
The Mister Master
Connects a duster to a broom
ADAM
The concession app
My Headphones of Tomorrow
Zoomable Vanity Mirror
vinyl inflatable luggage.
GPS conservation drone
vanity mirror makeup guide
Mars rover smart toy #RS
Pivot Power with suction cups
Heat Sensing Trivet
Sushi Nails! It's time for a nail buffer revolution! These 3-stage soft buffers will easily smooth, buff, and polish your nails to a shine!
The Haven
On the go eyeliner remover
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Trap a bug
Background sound diminish
GPS it - find your car
Band expand - diet aid
Catch a thief
The Blu Tock Watch
ddddd
Wave On/Off Light Switch &amp; App
Echo Fan Pad
Focus Band
DUAL CELLULAR-LANDLINE BASE
#QCYCLE CLEAR RUBBER BICYCLE TIRES W/ LEDs INSIDE THAT FLASH ON IMPACT LIKE LIGHT-UP SNEAKERS - USE WITH CLEAR
INNER TUBE FOR GREATER EFFECT
SAND ART HOURGLASS: Amazing Hourglass Drops Its Sand Particles In Rainbow Colored Layers To Create a Dazzling Array of Sand Art Every Time!
Weightminder
Jump roping stands, rotator
Bestie for your pet
fsdfdsafdsafsda
QUIRKY FITNESS: IT'S THE ELLIPTICAL EVOLUTION - ELLIPTICAL MACHINE &amp; UPPER BODY ERGOMETER COMBINATION for the
Ultimate Cardio Workout!
A Quirky Twist On a Classic Hobby/Craft: Popsicle Stick Building System With Pieces That SNAP Together. No More Messy Glue! Build &amp; Re-Build
Build The Human Body
Store GPS
PuppyTraks
Same Glasses but Different
The Overbed truck bed tent
Clean cracks
Jug Tap
Dust Free hat rack cover
Ambrose power
KiDs SOLAR SYSTEM projector
car director
dish DRY rack
Straightener
Massage wheel
XL Washer/Dryer
The Cosy Remote Tower. We all watch TV.... we always use the remote control..... we always ask "where's the remote?" Well here it is.
Scratch
Strawberry Love Heart Huller
Toaster putting Butter or Jam
Earn your lunch money...
Palm Driver
Robot pooper scooper
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
washable LINT ROLLER + PUMICE STONE = clean, fresh looking clothes. Take care of lint & those pesky, pilly, fuzz balls all in one tool.
Create your own amusement park
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A KITCHEN TOWEL HOOK for a refrigerator door handle - so the towel doesn't get stuck in the door any more!
Lift-Off Portable Seat
Portable Ipod Recharger
License Plate Frame Messenger
Custom Scent Maker
Instant modeling play clay
Green Energy Science Kit
Water Buddy
Let's update the toothbrush holder to hold electric toothbrushes! Electric toothbrushes should stand alone - but they fall over easily...
Robo-Lawn Sprinkler
Saniwhere
Attachable PENCIL CASE. Connect pencil case with notepad! Simple & wowable! No hunting for pens - now the Pencil Case attaches to notebook!
Secure Delivery Box
Car Buffers
Pivot Power Sphere
New Age Networking Smart Cards
A New Type of Home
No slip shish kabob stick
ID Me
Trigger encapsulate
Mini slider
Soap Board
Words create timer game
drying rack for laundry basket
Beer Bottle Bed Risers
Test
Sports ball storage organizer
Lectric Limbo (resubmit)
Scratch
Bathtub Musical Kaleidoscope
Bulimia and Anorexia Tablets
Caulk N' Paint
Jump
The Acoustic seal
cd or dvd stand
scanTRON
check list sound alert - keys
Flashpack
Mattel, MAG NUTS, Power Toys
free style turtleboard
TV Tray and Footrest combo
dfsadfsa
Drop in Purse Cooler
altered more stylish life jack
Ever misplace your bookmarks, pens, or highlighters? Want to have a safe place to keep them so you'll never lose them again?
finger eye shadow applicator
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dfasa
Prefab Panalized 72 Hour home
EZ Smart Light Switchless
Light it up
solarcharge
dog treadmill, non motorized
a notebook
bobber, alert for swimmer
Super Light
rrr
bully deterent
bumper magnet repeller
memory card automatic saver
VacuumCan
Real time voice message app
heat/ac controller
The Elite of Teachers/Professors
Quick-Straw
Mr. Shower Suds
App Christmas Tree Stand
pet in distress
peppermint softener for dryer
protector for garments
wait no more
clip on camera light for cell
hole puncher for shoe straps
wheelchair riser
kibo
toddler time machine
LAMPLIGHT. turn your lamp on/off via the bedside table or wall switch at ANY GIVEN TIME. ----------- the next BRIGHT IDEA!!
Tap water radiator
Global hearing assistant
sunburn alert/timer watch
COOKING BELT: A tool belt designed for use in the kitchen! (picture represents idea, not actual design).
Squirt brush
flood /heavy rain detector
uncork for wine bottles
Flypick
window handle cleaner
No more sticky note clutter on desk/computer! Great Organization tool. Click for details
air-ator - sucks out bad odors
pee pads no more with vacuum
Portable bath tool kit
No Power? No Problem! Battery bulbs will keep your space lit as if the power were still on.
DIGITAL DIARY app-enabled. Record your daily life. Store pictures and videos, leave recorded messages for loved ones after a death.
Ipad cover with integrated memory stick and wire hidden. Watch image!low costs for the design and thus lower costs to buy!
COOKING BELT: A tool belt designed for use in the kitchen! (picture represents idea, not actual design).
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Coffee Holder Stand.
Many times we do not know what to choose between one thing and another. And solution is to create a social network dedicated to suggestions.
The Learning Hat
Slim Jewerly Hanger
caddie holder/roller for golf
AC vent tab
new shoe stretcher
freeze clip ease
Globall
Metal Detector for iPhone Case
Many have the experience of getting their hands hurt by being clamped on by doors. Let's stop that with the door protection kit!!
The Juggernaut. The multi-purpose glove. 13 in 1. All your useful tools on the go. Never forget anything and always have what you need!!
Barbie Select-A-View Aquarium
All in One Washer/Dryer
The Glow
Squirt brush
cat/ dog water bowl
flash card maker-scanrearrange
Wet 'N Wild Nerf Gun and Darts
wet no more blanket
Car Seat Rocker
The Radio That Knows
Back saver garden tool
Wall Mounted iPhone Dock
mattress protection
Collapsible Speed Bumps
Check out new Images!Do you have kids that fall asleep in the car? Do you want them nap comfortably? Y,Me! is here to help
SHOOSHITOS
Gridiron Expressions
automatic kite string wheeler
Tri-Board 360
Car Hanger For Women's Handbags
RazRback
Coffee holder stand.
Side watch
Magnetic Beach Towel Weights
unity flag
Rubik's Snake Smart LED Bulb
The Wishbone
Bedroom Parametric Speaker
Carryone
longhandle.
tooth brush with proxa brush
Wink Fibonacci Fans
Funny Wink Lights

/VIDEO/
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SPACE CASE: The space-saving and protective benefits of space bags + the stack- &amp; storability of conventional boxes and storage bins.
Semi-Auto Sling Shot
Spoil-Sensing Bottle Stopper: Determine if your wine is still good to drink at the touch of a button. [Previous UC, WITH UPDATES]
The wifi bulb
Draft
Live to controls
How Am i
Big Meats Fishing App
DemocAIRcy
4 for 1 eGriller.
Ladle that dispenses from the bottom with the pull of a trigger. Great for pancakes, sauces, gravy, etc. Very ergonomic.
College Planner
A BritaÂ® style bottle that filters tap water as you drink. At the same time ADDS flavor(lemon,lime,grape). Good for the environment and you
luggage can be a pain when it comes to travel. Here is a model i had for those who go with one bag and return with 4 or the other way around
Plug Snake
A string of Plug-in Electric Heated Hot Massage Stones
Golf ball cleaner that attaches to your shoe. Clean the ball close to the ground. No need to stand up to clean the ball.
Ear Bud-ease
Wasp Buster
SmartMop
iPocket
Baller Rims
Life proof battery case
Tooth Brush Tongue Scraper
iPinata
Bicycle GPS
Warmer Tent
WheelEase
Juguete para niÃ±os invidentes
App Enabled Tray
Taste Band
FlySnap
Breakdown repair
Salver Remote Control (SRC)
100 glasses
RESUB Rainy Day? Hate putting your child in a "plastic stroller bubble?" Then you want a stroller umbrella! Attachable to any stroller
iPhone 5 tower speaker!
My Barkeeper
Finger Pad
Inductive wall outlet II
Product Extension - Kickstand to go with Pegboard Case that is currently being made as part of the Apple Verticle designathon.
Have a bathtub with no where to rest a Bathtub Caddy? Then this one is for you! Designed to fit all bathtubs! Feedback and votes appreciated
Collapsible Cage
Shopping Cart Bumper
Electronic ink AppleWatch stra
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Flash Drive Identifier
There are many stroller umbrellas for the parent pushing the stroller. This one is for the actual stroller. Attachable to any stroller!
Sink sprayer attachment with changeable scrub brushes for different surfaces AND soap dispenser built in. Use your favorite dish soap!
App-Enabled Doorbell/Camera
The VIP Dining Station
Kids plate drink bottle
Spotter 360 - Sees All
Iron cable Bag
Smart Headphone with Sim Card
A lighter with a dome-like casing on the top of the item in order to protect the flame from the wind. Innovative, stylish and user-friendly.
TOILET SEAT HANDLE
Multi Flashlight
Sink sprayer attachment with changeable scrub brushes for different surfaces AND soap dispenser built in. Comments GREATLY appreciated!
Superspeed Jet
Nice smell tablet hanger
Ladder with light and sockets!
Car Petrol IPhone App!!
Clothes hanger/ board element
Candle holder with air blower
Post-it Noteâ„¢ Style self sealing paper bag. Combines the concept of a Post-it Note with a Ziplock Bag. VIDEO of prototype included.
Smart Office Desk
Fiber optic purse charm that lights up when your phone rings. No batteries needed! Easily see when your phone is ringing inside your purse.
The light Bulb in a Light Bulb
Get Toothpaste out of the tube
Citizen Dash Cam
Modulator
Remote Alarm Snooze/off button
Toothbrush toothpick/flossing
Bike Coat Hanger.
Wireless Charging Table
Door Blunt for doorknob/handle
Boat Light Fender.
Recycling spectacle glasses.
block the heat shield
Auto backup Camera Wiper
Worm attractant pole
The temperature for bottle.
Wrist flashlight.
Tape Holder Box for 5 pieces.
Eye connect
Hover Bike
Suit'sUp Poker Dice with Suits
Bike Hang-On-Basket with wheels for a bike, the problem is that you can hang them on your bike, but you have to carry them as a bag.
Dietary Mouth lock
IPhone Solar Charger Box.
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Two Screen Apple IIPhone, one screen in the front as normal and one screen on the back of the IPhone
Copy mouse, the mouse send directly the information to your laptop. And you see the letter or drawing immediately on your laptop screen
IPhone Flexible cable with camera/lens and light, then you can see thinks that you normal can`t see.
Tea bag Spider, is a tea bag holder where you put in the tea bag, the spider over the cup, hot water over it, Spider away and ready.
Over the (Lap)Top
Arm lock safety Cable Holder is there for your safety and it makes working with heavy electrical wire tools a lot easier.
The High-pressure Broom with a pressure tank, with a high-pressure nozzle inside the brush, to clean in and around the house.
Barbecue stick with easy short sticks, this way it is much easier to get your meat/food from the barbecue stick.
Cup and Spoon as one, it is always a problem drinking for instance coffee of tea out a cup with a spoon, you must put the spoon apart.
Elock
Wipereshape
Adjustable Picture Fame
Stop Smoking Digital cigarettes Box with supportive App.
QUBE: Collapsible Building Set
An App for the receipt to your IPhone!! Pay at the checkout and you get an immediate signal of receipt on your IPhone.
App to check car battery.
App searching leak bicycle inner tube.
App Iphone Banking.
The iFrame with App to place in your iPhone, this way you can use your iPhone as a mouse.
Quikly WhatsApp Reader,you feel the vibration of the Reader on your chest, which is the signal that you receive a message...read it!!
Universal Button Rotator
Always looking for a sharpener as you are drawing, and a pencil feels thin and not comfortable between your fingers.
Car Emergency Light that brings you home safely if your head or backlight is broken, just take the Car Emergency Light, suck it on.
Amiibo protection case
SPICE CAROUSEL metering device
Solar Path Lights that Connect
Building/Campus GPS
Chain Headphones for 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 or more friends, in each headphone you can plugs in like a chain.
Easy drinking water with the plastic Water Body Bag, along your head, rest on your neck and chest.
I propose the idea of a "Quirky" purple color Nexus 7 tablet case with a hand strap for when your on the go or giving a presentation.
App Enable Iron turn off from your cell avoid the big mistake (FIRE) with auto adjust sensor to the type of clothes when you are ironing
"Cool"Breathable Garden Gloves
Better Patio Seat Pads
App Enable GE Generator alert when power is down in real time, maintenance alert (filter, fluid) gas level, hours of work without opening it
freestyle game
Garden Defense Snake
A notebook w/tabs. Each tab includes a list of recycled items along w/a place where you write the drop-off location, website & phone#.
Smart Toilet
A USB Adapter for WINK gain access to Apple TV, Roku, DVD, Blue Ray, media streamer or any device with USB, Tablet, laptop, Car Radio, etc.
fresh summer
Solar Soothe
Dust free floor tile removal
Chandelight
Flash Freezer
Bottle Connectors
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Cooling Wristband
Solar panel mounted in the bli
Digital dice
TrafficScope
Solar Buds
DOGS FUN WATER PARK
Fist Flash Light
Dust Clip
Two Sided Clothes Iron
Microwave you can talk to
Snap
Hover Bike
free sperm
DRY-ERASE MARKERS THAT CAN BE OPENED AND CLOSED WITH ONE HAND. Hold your notes/computer in one hand and open/close marker
with the other.
EnergyBoost/SportE
PLASTIC THUMB TAGS FOR PAPER BINDING. Thumb tags that can penetrate and bind several sheets of paper. A better way to hold paper.
Isotonic Antioxidant Drink
Daynights
KITCHEN TOOL TO HANDLE HOT GRILLS AND RACKS. Kitchen grip tool to handle hot BBQ grills, oven racks, baking pans, sheets and any other.
Mayosup
Double-Duty, Mower Generator
Dual dog walker leash
safeties
animal organ doning to humans
Vehicle 360 Camera
Mayosup
Smart Bed
Hand/arm swim fins
Henery
Easy Trainer E-Collar
A cake cover that protects a beautiful cake from candle holes and human spitle and wild fingers. Lets call this the Cake Shield or Armor
Sitting in your vehicle being toasted by the sun, so you hang up a newspaper or whatever is available to block the sun. How about a solution
The Draw Buddy
All in One, follow me !
3 In 1 Utility Knife
NewPortal:Bulb In-depth Socket
Projector/Scale/Charger/Timer
Netflix and Chill Helper
Pill Tracker
Stash Pot...here...
The Solar Charger
Rat rod the thing
Hydro Hives
HAPPY BABY 300
Magnetic Car Seat
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Smart Door Stop with WINK Lock
washable LINT ROLLER + PUMICE STONE = clean, fresh looking clothes. Take care of lint and those pesky, pilly, fuzz balls all with one tool.
Beam
A set of ceramic bowls partly covered w/ silicone so you can eat while watching TV & not burn your hands. Great for chili, jambalaya, pasta.
GE Laptop Sticky Cooling Pad
SmartTV
ChopstiX Plus
washable cup holder
A warm winter snow-mask that doesn't make you look like a terrorist OR a nerd.
Self Holding Cup
Patio Seat Cushions That Work
bacon stir fry recipe
Butter Stick
Tongs that Flex to Surround
Adjustable Volume Bath Fan
Resubmit - The SuperBib. Let's keep our Superheroes clean. Children hate bibs. SuperBib is a toy and the most effective bib you ever had.
New Monster High cast
Strummer Box
Paws to Reach
TwitterBoard. Think a digital photo frame dedicated to do nothing else then show twitter messages. Used by Teams, Family, Exhibitions, Pub
Real time camera
New cast for Monster High
MINI Skywriter
self drilling rivet
Wink Connected Vehicle Spotter
MEGA multi use umbrella
Mop flops
You've Got "Meowl" Pet Texting
VEDISH ZOOM BALL
Super Hero Soakers
USB Phone Case
Road sensor reflector
Soothing Roller Coaster
TV Screen protector
All Seasons Holiday Light Set
Zen Cool Polish
Solar water dispenser for pets
! Easy Use Security Bag for Safe Keeping Jewelry & Valuables in Airport Security Lines !
SPICER
Weave Hair Dryer Box (WHDB)
The first buildable platform iPad case with locking connectors. This allows many other uses without removing the tablet from the case.
ShapeShifter
MYNT
The Flash Speed Boat
Sonic-Cuticle-Nail Massager
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Jump
Parrot Water Bowl Filter
COMPLETELY WIRELESS EARBUDS!! Are you tired of your earbud wires getting stuck on something? Or want to share your music with many friends?
Watch it
Auto Fold
Complete Hair brush 360
Rotating Fridge
count cup
Solar water dispenser for pets
CRATE CUSHION Cushion w/ elastic hooked straps to quickly turn milk &amp; Quirky crates into low sitting stools. Nice for videogaming, leg rest!
Compact Makeup Wheel
#NEVWET - Keep your favorite caps and hats protected from water.
Carey
360 Rotating Power Adapter/USB
The lotion stick
A self powered computer mouse
Home Size Sous Vide Water Oven
It's time to displace the umbrella as the world's drink garnish of choice with the cocktail bobber! Add the colorfull bobber to any drink.
2 in 1 purse
Springform Pan Guard Cover
Flip-Side
Protect and find your pet pal by locating it directly on a street view map by outfitting it with a light weight GPS chip fitted collar
Protect and find your pet pal by locating it directly on a street view map by outfitting it with a light weight GPS chip fitted collar
Bubble Bath Maker
An Auto Shade with changeable shade skins that advertize or celebrate a occasion.
Delve
Right Fit Table
Water Monitor
Laser Weight Detector
Eco-Gas Saver
Sidedrill
Green water tap
security system for bank robbe
Dolly With Removable Shelves
Easy Drain
The mushroom lounge
Folding Cupcake Pan
Pizza Pan Holder
Lopper and Saw Combo
Cozy Cooler
Air Wave
Rocking Bull
Barbie Herb Gardener
CustomResponse
Heads Up!
Air Compressor Monitor
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Charge and Go Phone Case
Bowl-Over
Remember, you tied a towel around your neck & you're Superman? How about a kit: washable clothes markers and plain white capes,shirts,hats?
Quadrobringer
wrap mate
See attached drawings
Video Tracking App
Bath Tub Saucer
Lock your car via smartphone
Foldable External Battery Pack
The Cable Clip
QuirKey-Board for Tablets
TELESCOPING BROOM and DUSTPAN. FULL SIZE BROOM and STANDING DUSTPAN adjust down to WHISK BROOM and DUSTPAN. 2
PRODUCTS IN 1. SEE VIDEO
Make a life size real Snowman
Q Race Cars on Your Walls
compact recycle bins for home
FatFish Net
20 second tree stand
e-Key
e-todo
A convenient external battery
Household Compact Recycle Bin
The cool blanket
My idea is for a Squirrel Obstacle Course. My husband made a prototype of the first obstacle. Other obstacles can be added to a starter kit.
The uncuttable ring cutter.
Double Market Bag
Business Referral App
Multi-Stream Ethernet Cable
RC Camera Rover
Wink Fire/ Waterproof Safe Box
Home Depot Bath Fan Vent Fan
Think Outside The Box Mug
Under Shelf Magnetic Holder
The toy rollercoaster
asdf
A rugged small 2nd cell phone with your same number. To be used when your more expensive phone could be damaged or stolen. Also a spare cell
Stroller Scooter Connector
My idea is for a Freestanding Electric Oven without a cooktop that uses a standard outlet. It can be used in any heated garage or basement.
Learning
A toy in which you can slip (and seal) a plastic bottle that allows a dog to bite away enjoying the crunch sound without the cleanup later.
Portable Play Yard/Crib with a built in Baby Monitor. This idea would help parents to have less to pack and keep track of while traveling.
Keepmeon Sheet Holder
YO - PHONE
The Coffee Can
Happines Journal
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Smoke detector alarm that changes color when the battery is low. No more staring up at each alarm's little lights to resolve the issue.
Caixa de leite tripla
Painted Brush
Quick Garden Weed Blocking Mat
On The Go Tripod
Solar beach umbrella
Weld A.R.
Bottomless Propagation Box
Napper
Secure SmartHome from Hackers
Weed Blocker Planting Mat
Big Straw Sippy Bowl
earbud sense
iSense
Baby Shower Pack
EXPANDABLE PIZZA TRAY. Keep your leftovers in the same Tray to the Fridge and Reheat in Toaster Oven. VIDEO
The DUO'S a DECANTER built in AREATOR not in the Market "All Glass" Perfect match with actual Quirky product "DUO"
RESUMIT... IRONING in two steps with TWO IRON STEAM BAR one at front and another at the back....MODIFIED
Universal Attachment for Any Tablet including Kindle, Ipad and even to Hold Books. Is a Jelly Bag-Tray &amp; Holder,185 million tablet by 1214.
ActiveHand
Flexible Silicone Ruler With Marking Holes - Measures Around Any Object - Makes Marking Spaces Easy - Rolls, Twists or Flat For Easy Marking
Ba-Da-Bin
Microfiber Chenille Dusting, Sweeping, Cleaning Ball - Kick It Around - It'll Pick Up Dust And Crumbs, Sop Up Spills - Good Clean Fun
Tarp bagger
RESUBMIT... IRONING in two steps with TWO IRON STEAM BAR one at front and another at the back....FASTER IRONING EVER
THE TOILET BUDDY, flush and spray at the same time, a square spray container that attach to your toilet and spray frangance as you flush.
Motion Tea/Water Kettle - When Steam Builds Up The Action Begins - Spinning Around Until the Heat is Turned Down - Fun To Watch, Fun to Have
No more mess with cables, A 3 in 1 power cord, cable management and decorative piece. Connect as many as you need 1-2-3-4-5-6
Open Sesame!
Small Power Supply Back Up Device - Lose Power And It Will Instantly Turn On, Keep A Small Appliance Running - Like A Modem And Router
Sawdust
Stiledoh
Smart Home Notification Signal
"Sneaky" Purse Cooler
Extra High Roasting Rack - Perfectly Done, Great Browning - Heat Circulates Around Poultry Or Meat - A Rack For "All Around" Roasting
Changing Table Mobile
Springy Thing â€¢Makes Cleaning Easier â€¢Blocks Open Space Under Furniture â€¢Dust And Things Won't Get Lost Way Back Under There, Anymore
Gardeners Ruler â€¢ Measure the Rows â€¢ Make Planting Holes â€¢ Great For Square Foot Gardening
This Gizmo Helps Take Out The Trash
Clothes App
Outdoor Pet Bowl Stays In Place - Pegged To The Ground - Removeable Inner Bowl For Filling And Cleaning - A Bowl That Won't Be Played With
scooter bag, quirky scoot boot
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Kitchen Cabinet recipe holder for all hand held devices that can be tucked out of sight when not in use and made in diff colors or materials
WINK Ultrasound Food Warmer.
Smart Socket Bath Fan
Les phares du coureur Ã pied
Vertical Blinds PortholeViewer
Window A/C Cover (Home Depot)
L.E.D.towing accessories
magnetbicylight
Ear Bud Disguise (Bluetooth)
High Voltage Power Strip
MagniVision
Bendies
Safety Bubble Power Strip
Atomizer
Shoe Washer
Cane Retriever
Triple Delight
Virtual Goggles
SafeBaby
Celebration bracelet (consolat
Q: What's Green, starchy and made of cardboard? A: Pulp Furniture.
handy tape
magnifying scope light, magli
Any Bottle No Touch Soap
OneShot
Curly hair clips
Laptop Stand with a Fan and USB Hub
My Wish
Sky Caulking Gun
Mind Inventer
TC WeB HANG OVER UNO
Zero Gravity Tablet Holder
Security Cel
Baby Proof Wall Plugs
Magnetic Plugin Adapter
Konvert'd
Ear Buddy
Safe Outlet
cnc machine to clean windows
IceBurg ExpressOH
MPG Roof Rack
Sentry (or Kilroy)
Klorofyll
Recharge
Phone trap
Roadies
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My idea is a novelty item for your desktop. It is a "tax shelter". (See attached photos)
SNUGGIE BLANKET, one of the most successful products sold on TV. Say hello to SNUGGIE BLANKET 2.0! Open front, with hood "like" Jedi robe.
METAL STEP LADDER CHAIR. Regular chair (Not a stool) that transforms into a step ladder. Perfect for homes with limited storage space.
BED TENT FOR ADULTS. Great for teenagers, college dorms, soldiers, firemen or to take to the beach. The military could be a huge buyer.
SHOWER HEAD THAT DISPENSES SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER AND BODY LOTION. Shut off the water and press the pump button for what you
need.
AniDex
Power Bento
KidPowered Electric Marble Run
WALL OUTLET ADAPTOR. For a more comfortable reach when plugging in electronics and to better hold heavy battery chargers. Great for elderly.
Nuts and Bolts Printer
joinable power strip
App-Enabled Child Car Seat. Car seat w/ heating pad, music player, monitor and sensor to remind you child is in car.
Palerondack
App-Enabled Picture Frame. Control it from anywhere. While traveling, download &amp; display pictures instantly at office desk or home.
Ipad/Tablet Solar Case built in stylus/Stand (around the bag is a soft solar panel) Get charge anywhere Train, Airplane, Park, Coffee Shop.
a water bottle counter
SirenFinder
Ben Kaufman Idea "Mophie" for Ipad or any Tablet with Stylus built in case.
App-Enabled Soccer Ball. Get information of ball's speed, touches, kick psi, spin RPM etc. Great tool for training. World market.
Shoe Slips
EXPANDABLE PIZZA &amp; BARBECUE TRAY with HANDLE. Cooling &amp; Serving Tray. Perfect for Dorms, camping. Throw away your boring
pizza tray.
Corkscrew with foil cutter
Students need a Personal Dry Erase Board, that inserts into any 3 ring binder/notebook, board should have collapsible easel stand
Hospitals now use RFID bracelets to get patients' medical history. An App-Enabled RFID reader for the iPhone. Also for pets.
Duster Vac Attack
Cool Bottle
Share-A-Screen
NIMBUS UPRIGHT-Small Footprint
Card Sentry
Icharge
CoolDiscoHat
light up picture frames
SHORT STEP LADDER PAINT TRAY
Bed Divider
Already Taken.Net
Flash Vanes
Dry gel strips
Coffee Bag for LightTravellers
I loved the four color pen as a child. Letâ€™s make a 4 color highlighter.
Security Wire Wrap
360 LED Directional Bulb
Slouch-b-gone
Spreadr
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Large Functional Jug Handle Style Garbage Can. A Ergonomic Pulling Handle, Single Thread Twist Cap, Resistant To Falling Flat With Contents.
A Microwave's Pull Out Tray System That Makes It Easier To Put In Or Remove Contents. Creates A Platform For All New Tools And Accessories.
The IPad Work Board w/stands
Safety Fan
The Universal App Genie Mat!
Frequently babies are left inside hot vehicles. This is a baby car seat with a warning sign high enough to be seen on rear-view mirrow.
Patio Robotic Wet Vac
Lava Smart LED Light Bulb
iPad - I controller
Squeeze me juice
Automatic toilet cleaner brush
Port.aud
Easy spot
Noisy Hat
Posture Correx Chair
T-Shirt with a micro fiber cloth patch built in for cleaning glasses/smart phones, etc.
E-Z way to keep a T.V clean It requires a long pole warp with microfiber cloth for easy even cleaning. Available any size for your T.V
Easy way to keep my T.V clean, It requires a 65" inch long pole warp with microfiber cloth for easy even cleaning across my T.V.
Tapt Remote
Visual Time Management
THE MASTER: Piano
Ever changed a baby? Ever have struggled for a wipe while the baby is moving around? Use the HELPER, wipes accessible on your wrist.
Press "n" Seal Gift Wrap Paper
External Digital Photo Frame that links with my iPhone to display the pics on the phone, or connects via the new Photostream Share option.
Nightlight Playing Card Holder
Changing a baby isn't always the easiest of tasks. Struggling for a wipe can be a big deal when the baby is moving. Wrist accessible Wipes!
Aluminum Laptop Stand
Resubmit - The SuperBib. Let's keep our Superheroes clean. Children hate bibs. SuperBib is a toy and the most effective bib you ever had.
Crates are used as furniture and storage. Crates become heavy when stacked simply attach SLIDERS to the top rim; to allow easy access.
WRIST LAMP: Have you ever needed a flashlight and both your hands free at the same time; look no further, just strap on the WRIST LAMP.
Thermo Collare
Backpack icebox fed by the sun
Wall rack for tablet and phone
V2 Road Warriors
Nail Keeping Hammer
Key-Pad
Heated Steering Wheel Cover
Cooly
Cloth Hanger
Blue Eye
Hob Diminution
Bottle
Guardian
Head Phone Buddy
Bath Time Water Track
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PASSWORD LOCKBOX 2.0 - Don't rely on technology alone to secure your internet usernames and passwords UPDATED
Wave Rider
File Cabinet Drop-In Organizer - Convert your unused file space to organized desk space
The Vortex Bottle
Hand propelled cart,a three wheeled cart for adults and/or childern as an alternative for outdoor recreational activity.
test
Rescue Wristlet
Hand propelled cart,a three wheeled cart that can be made to fit adults and children for an alternative outdoor recreational activity / fun.
Smoosh It
Smitten
Smart Spritz Sitz Bathe
Create an adapter cover box for laptop adapters which allows the adapter to safely lie on fabric and alerts you to overheating.
vacuum and leaf shredder tree
Use a disposable antibacterial mat to keep surfaces clean. The mat is great for easy cleanup at restaurants, picnics etc.
Heel Coaster
Smartglove
Cap caddy
Smell Me Not
Squeeze Me
Gesture 4
Recycable Light Source
Please use a disposable antibacterial mat to keep surfaces clean. The mat is great for easy clean up at work, restaurants, picnics etc.
Resubmission(V2V 93,44%!). Flat Combined Wrench with Handle - all in one solution for work with nuts and bolts of 4 or more sizes.
Mobile Raised Garden Bed
Ocean Bed
Hidden camera with motion detection sensor and its own internet connection. Store and access your data anytime, anywhere. Can be wifi webcam
Naughty Cat (NTM) Catnip
Red Solo Cup that plays Song
MoodTouch
Dom Purr-N-Yawn Catnip
POPPY'S WATER IMMERSION COOKER
Heliox
Wink Globe
Smart Switch
Auto retractable Charger cord
Retract A Dog
Personal craft cocktail bar
Jar-Mate
e-Key
Portable cutlery
Find the duck (kids toy)
anti lost cell system
Self-scraping microplane
Pro Grip
Donut Shaped Cake Pan, 2 piece
APP ENABLED Tire Sensor
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Massage &amp; Heat Suitcase Seat
retractable jump rope
all size ratchet&amp; screw driver
App-enabled-picture-frame.
carry-suit-case-heat-massager
FLIP FLOP - or - NOT
Square or Rectangular "Mixipan
breathable box
Noise Shield is an isolation system which uses air bubbles in water to attenuate noise coming through a wall, a partition etc.
IceShield
fingertipless mechanix glove
Bible case converts to support
ALL DRIVE RATCHET SCREW DRIVER
Smart Window Blinds
Travel seat pilllow Bible case
MINI SOLAR LIGHT
Universable Ratchet Ball&amp;SCREW
full body measurement data
FLOP or NOT
Lockbox that attaches securely to bed posts, tables, desks, radiators, etc.
Pen Tips
wallet phone case
Hanging shoe box that keeps shoes at eye-level and includes hanging rod underneath the box
Ergonomic broom with detachable hand-held sweeper
Multiple Hole Green
Healthiheroes
NOTE "N" TOTE
Rescuer Lasso
Echo
smart baby blanket.
Baby safety milk bottle
Snapfire
The Yuck-less Ladle (Resub)
Smooth Stretch
Decal Stands
Headfones
Daylight blockers for bedrooms
Body Excersie Monitor
CosmetRing
comfslee
Smart Remote
TELESCOPING BROOM and DUSTPAN. FULL SIZE BROOM and STANDING DUSTPAN adjust down to WHISK BROOM and DUSTPAN. 2
PRODUCTS IN 1. SEE VIDEO
I-Cube
Hide and Go Beep
Giddy Up Daddy
Gaming Controller Cover
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Try this: Fill your watering can full and try to hold it steady from the side handle. Hard? The handle is in the wrong place! RE-DESIGN IT
Reinventing the Clock. New design for Business International Clock. Horizontal, 24H, Multi locations. Home Edition, Vertical 24H Clock!
Plug and Share. Share your music with friends sitting near you by plug your headphones into.. their headphones. So easy and cheap.
Open Door Alert. Sometimes we leave the frig door open by mistake. Kids tend to keep it open way too long; waiting for the miracle..
Telescoping Solar Path Lights - "No other path lights on the market offer multiple position settings to protect the product from breakage."
Funnel Socket - this is easy. The standard Sockets have flat holes to plug the power. A funnel like shape will ease that simple exercise.
child safety sensor seats
The Most Powerful Vacuum
Pivot USB.
2 in 1 :beach umbrella and bag with wheels.
Ride my bike - cake storage
inground alignment wedge
The child-safe iPhone controlled outlet. It works if you plug in an identified device, but doesn't work if your child inserts anything else.
Resubmission(248 votes, V2V 81%). Flat Combined Wrench with Handle - all in one solution for work with nuts and bolts of 4 or more sizes.
headphone holders
Dogs In and Out, Flies out
Portable Power
ta
Undecided
pupu
robot: morning routine fun
Pump me up pumps
IPhone Roly-Poly Charger Dock charges iPhone anywhere you are. Without headache of cords. Stylish look. Embedded power level indicator.
Flip Top Bottle Infuser
The Perfect fried hard Egg
Telescopic universal head: complete set in one handy tool. You can tight or loose any nut and bolt at any angle in seconds
Toy Indoor Wind Tunnel
Box for wet paint brushes
Container Tamer
Magnetic Field Architecture UP
Smoothie Rotator Stir System
Bump N' Go
Covert Cover
Smart(walk)phone
Remote Controlled Lamp
Hieu NGuyen
Suction Paint Brush
A ring that is elastic+absorbant that fits near the bottom of a glass.It can absorb water that condensates on the glass to protect furniture
Low cost Home IN~OUT Alert Mat
Disposable shower strainer!
POPPY Electric Glass Rimmer
Poppy Poddy
Plushy
A motorcycle rain cover that drags out of a pouch on the back of the bike and rolls back up after use.
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A motorcycle rain cover that drags out of a pouch on the back of the bike and rolls back up after use. - Resub
Resub: Agility Utility the best solution to improve reactions and speed.
LCD Lunchbox
Grab n Go Snack Cup
PooVak Pooper Scooper Vacuum
macaco hidraulico embutido
Autolert! Snapshot the thief!
Child's Shampoo Chair
Mulit-Purpose Safe Travel Tray
SheetHeat: Personal Bed Warmer
Cutter lemons
Curved top can
Let's give kids one more way to accessorize. Lace Lugz! Collectible, Tradeable, Easily Detachable. Snap on to the end of any shoelace.
CORKZIE - Keeps your drink cold, fresh AND protects it from debris, bugs, cigarettes, spills. Unique designs help identify whose is whose.
Beverage Advertising Cups and Glasses - Quirky + GE will become the Google of the Beverage and Advertising Industries
hallo
COLLABORATE! FAMILYFUN DRY ERASE PLACEMAT - Encourages conversation, creativity, interactive family meals. View pic and suggest your
ideas!!
App-Controlled Barbie
Share your Tunes, Headphones
Design &amp; Build Rollercoaster
Inspirational Smart Bracelet
Boil-and-Peel Egg Machine
Shofar Alarm Clock
abc
Drinkable Rain
Wet/Dry Cleaning Pad
Sodium strip
Bungee Bands Bracelet Making K
Remote Car Defroster/Defogger
Hi
BETTER WHITE-OUT. White-out that works like a regular marker. Drier ink, NO paint, NO liquid mess, NO tape pressing.
Carbon monoxide idetector
WEARABLE FLASHLIGHTS. Flashlights that can attach to vests and jackets. Free both hands. Great for firemen, EMT, construction, repairmen..
CORDIES FOR THE CAR. We carry many cables in the car. Cordies with a cup base to fit in the car's cup holders. Cars are our second offices.
Smart wall socket
HANG YOUR PANTS FROM THE BELT LOOPS. Pants hanger with adjustable hooks to match loops. Keep pants wrinkle free.
knob scence
Soap Saver
The Perfect Gift Wrap
The Wonder Scale
beach chair
Flex Bottle
We have several great products in the Pivot Power category, but we really need one that's compact and travel-friendly.
Don't Clog the Toilet
Have you ever seen or heard of headphones that has Screen on them to watch videos and upload music. Well if not. Check This Out!!!!!
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A charger adaptor that allows for use in both the car and house. It will be a small and convenient easy to transport adaptor.
iBand - Removable accessory for exercise and travel.
Have you ever been to a bar and had to wear a paper bracelet? Don't you hate when it catches your arm hair? Check this out!
Adjustable Hinge
All-In-One cooler that has everything you need! A Reclining chair, cooler, music, and storage all fused together in one unit.
The Tat Test Drive
PetPal
StubToeNoMo
VibTech.2
Market a sleeping mask with an ear plug with an alarm incorporated so that you can sleep in peace yet wake when you wish.
Smart all in one kitchen box
Create an ear plug with an alarm incorporated so that you can sleep in peace yet wake when you wish.
Tired of hot, sleepless nights? The cold bed pillow. A memory foam bed pillow with an interior pocket to insert a reusable cold gel pad.
Wifi track lighting
utoplanets
Prevent Drunkenness
Global Positioning Smart Robot
The Whiteboard Book
Laser Line Sport Cones
Kudde
WINK: GPS Locator Pet Collar
echo 360 degrees speaker
Super broom
Eureka bath taps
High heel protector that covers whole heel from sole to tip to protect heels from scuff marks,scratches, soft surfaces,cracks &amp; holes
A Residential or Commercial water heater that you can put in sleep mode when you are sleep or away from your residents with a leak detector.
Wine stopper
The Easy-Up Grill Cover
AbdomenBall
Clay Makers Book
Tired of multiple trips to your spot? Free your hands with a chair wrapped around a shoulder. Easy Setup &amp; Teardown. ULTIMATE BEACH CHAIR!!!
RESUBMIT- A pad that vibrate "HUMS" to your baby -PORTABLE mat that vibrates different baby lullabies &amp; can also mimic a heartbeat
DeskMate
PetPal
ULTIMATE BEACH CHAIR! No more bulky heavy chairs. Free both hands with this chair slung around your shoulder. Easy Setup. Easy Teardown +qa
The Bottom Feeder
Hammer with storage in handle
STOP ruining the binding/cover of your sketchbooks! STOP losing the place in your notebook! STOP showing up @ meetings without your pens +qa
A device that soothingly "HUMS" to your baby -A portable padded mat that vibrates different baby lullabies &amp; can also mimic a heartbeat +qa
Modular Hangers
haha
SeatBeltWindowcutter
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Expanding Lazy Susan -quirky Resubmit -R8 @ EN's Sky Mall Challenge. "This item has tons of potential, especially for outdoor entertaining!"
Telescoping Solar Path Lights - "No other path lights on the market offer multiple position settings to protect the product from breakage."
Expanding Lazy Susan -quirky Resubmit -R8 @ EN's Sky Mall Challenge. "This item has tons of potential, especially for outdoor entertaining!"
An iPhone 5 mount that leverages Apple Maps in a universal way among modes of transportation. Commuters, Travelers, Students, Vacationers
App. Enabled Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Separate Device resub.
Paint Can Handle Cushion
Bebida
Magnetized headphones
Track Light Fan
WINK---When I Need Knowledge ;Are you a procrastinator? Hard to make a decision;to make a choice;Let WINK choose for you
Global warming solution:for fireplaces and wood burning stoves-is like having a Catalytic Converter for your fireplace or woodburning stove
Illuminate Your Path- Fun LED Light Up Head &amp; Rear Tail Lights, Be Seen Resub.Perhaps planets &amp; stars, limitless possibilities
Wall mounted earbud hanger allow you to hand your earbuds instead of wrapping them up. Easy access &amp; no kinks. See prototype VIDEO.
The Smart Shopping list with bar code reader---resubmit form a different category from Feb 2013
IGZO the future is nowâ€¦
Electronic Coin Evaluator
Nectar Fuel cell carrying case
Emergency walking stick---Emerge-a-stick
Tracking Gear
Self-Charging Fire Alarm
5-n-1 Skillet Saver
Festa Bowl
My new BFF
Clean Bee
Real dice that interact with your iPad screen. Roll right on the screen &amp; iPad senses what you rolled. Integrate with dice game apps. #QTOY
Diaper Dispenser
iPhone Bicycle Water Bottle Case. Snap your iPhone right on to your water bottle and store it in your bottle cage on your bike. #QCYCLE
Ampup
The shape yoga mat.
PEN DESIGNED TO TRAIN AND CORRECT CHILDREN, ADULTS AND DISABLED PEOPLE TO PROPERLY HOLD A PEN/PENCIL. Fingers go
through the rings - VIDEO*
BETTER DESIGNED BODY AND LUGGAGE SCALE FOR THE ELDERLY AND PHYSICALLY IMPAIRED. Wide, low, with ramp, big numbers and
sound.
RUBBER THREAD DISPENSER. Instead of buying different size rubber bands, just buy this rubber thread dispenser and size your own rubber band.
Combo/Attchmt. Liquid White Out/Correction Tape & Pen~ 25% Guaranteed toward College Scholarships 600+ Vts Thank You!!;) resub. 96% v/v
POST-IT NOTES WITH ADHESIVE ON BOTH SIDES - With plastic holder to avoid collecting dirt. Use front as notepad and back for sticky notes.
COOKING LID WITH LEGS. One size fits all. Place it anywhere on counter while you cook or serve food. Keep counters clean and lids dirt free.
USB CABLES CARRYING CASE (HARD-DRIVE SHAPE). Metal or plastic Hard Drive shaped case to carry USB, Firewire, power, Iphone, Ipod cables.
Ever wish you could have a back scratcher and massager in one hand held tool? Now you can with the 2-in-1 back scratching massager.
BEER STACKER. Adjustable beer/drink bottles stacker for the refrigerator. You could use it with any bottles: Beer, sodas, wine, champagne...
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A better bowl to help handicapped, elderly, and kids eat without spilling (on tables, floors, rugs, clothes).
Kudde~ Store Your Stuff~ Decorative Storage Pillows resub.
PetPal- The Toy Apparatus for Cats/Kittens/Dogs that keeps them entertained while You are at work/away resub. #2
Smart Safe
Fresco. The Cooling Module Collab. w/youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed to be Worn Underneath Hats, vests etc. perhaps Q+GE
Oral Care Universal Stand
Work at a desk all day, bound to a wheel chair, donâ€™t like to exercise? The Foot and leg exerciser---â€œThe Foot Trackâ€ is for you
In line skate scooter http://youtu.be/BafoXsZYQGM
Buddha Band
International info Center
knob scence
Barbie Sew Perfect App
TOILET TERMINATOR
PowerShare
Wink Home Hub 2.0
iPod inline control with huge buttons. Allows you to control your iPod (volume, pause, skip) without taking off your ski (or other) gloves
Baby Incubator NICU
Baby Food Warmer
Remote Tracker
Binky finder
Smart brush
An app enabled greeting card that allows you to record your own video greeting on the card or on the web.
Barbie Sew Perfect
Heated Towel
iPhone Case that stores a USB flash drive. Remove the USB and also use it as a kickstand.
Portable Baby Bath Station
Shrinky Dinks Style iPhone Case. Create your own design, shrink it, install it on your iPhone case.
iPad/iPhone/iPod protective case with a built-in, collapsible, un-powered, speaker amplifier, sun shade and stand.
thermal camera air conditioner
Mobile- Retractable headphones
Print your own custom front license plate at home on your own printer. Quirky frame holds your design in weather proof frame.
lipgloss/ nail polish basket
Turn a paper towel into a paper plate. Great to use for toast, pop tarts, bagels, pizza. No need to buy &amp; store paper plates any longer.
Charge All
Earbud vanity covers that use standard golf ball marker disks. Easily change your look day to day. #spotsv
drypath no snow or effor
Future App
The gutter guy
Bathroom scale that hangs on your towel bar when not in use.
Flexible Heating Pads
An app enabled greeting card that allows you to record your own video greeting on the card or on the web.
App Enabled Child Edu Violin
Wall Plotter
Quirky + Harman Pitch Perfect
Soho Wireless Infinity
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Inked by Design
changgable buildible airplane/
Tired of trying to find a place for your hand weights or resistance bands while working out on the treadmill? Tread Hook is the solution!
MULTIUSE KEYS LANYARD. With phone charger cable and earphones storage pouch incorporated. More useful.
IRON FOR BASEBALL CAPS AND HATS. Iron that can reshape wrinkled up baseball caps and hats. Make them look like new again.
A garden stake that adjusts to any size with the push of a button. Securing plants is easy with the hook/loop retractable cable system.
Scent Stix
Windshield Wizard
Bastingsauce brush thermometer
RV Jack cover/pad holder
In-flight Comfort
Copper Water Bottle
Holder Bag to Coffee Mugs
EOS Lip Balm case
TURN YOUR iPHONE INTO A BOOK LIGHT. A small plastic clamp that turns iphones or any smart-phone into a book light.
EMP Resistant case
MERE
(UC/Revised) CORDIES FOR THE CAR. Cars are like our second office, we carry several cables in them. See Revised VIDEO.
Eat me, see me
Springer
q-plug
The Hot Stick
GraphShield
MULTIPURPOSE BASKET
Bio Healing Chamber
lazered cutting helper
Exploding Cone Targets
Magic Board for Apple iPad
Yo, Baby!
Toilet Cleaning TUBE
App Enabled Walkway Pathlights
Soap Saver
Drawing Blind Pen
OWL
Arm3
Matey
Pivot Power Switch
Skewed Topper Holder
Magnetic Circuit Breaker
Charging book bag
Bracelet for Alzheimer's
Breastfeeding Bras
TABLET Retractable Cable Case
FrameIt app
SILICONE CASE FOR FOOD
Shoe Organizer that does more than organizing by combining the properties of a shoe trees, organizer, and the qualities of cedar.
Iphone/Ipad protective case hard or soft that is also an external speaker.
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Heart rate monitor app that goes with heart rate watch that can be used for emergencies, fitness, or swimming.
the proto1
Wifi-Home Alarm
Master Cleaning
The Deli Slicer Scale
S.A.D Light Bulb
Be Safe Fish Hooks
Guard Watch
Stoufferâ€™s Size Baking Dish
Secure Home
Duo Dryer Machine
Never worry if the wine has gone bad again. Your iphone will now tell you the status of your wine(s)
Air cast
Tag Cover
Professional quality OLED lighting system for consistent webcam video quality for business video chats that need to look good
Switch Driver
5-Gallon bottle (40lbs) Lift-n-Invert - Change Water Cooler bottle safely. Eliminate back strain. Ideal for women, elderly and infirm.
WIFI-charger BOX
Mylie
Shower Vest
Para Amore or Little Amore
Turn your regular bedside lamps into hotel style switched lights (mine on, yours on, both on, both off). Works with your existing lamps.
Memory Master
Linking Modular Boxes that swivel when hanging from rod or when stacked on the floor
Shoes BOXs
Year-Round Holiday Lights
Squeeze &amp; Spread
Body Pillow Pad
Shape memory earbud headphones. When you shut off your iPod the earbuds automatically re-coil to prevent tangling. See the amazing VIDEO.
Post-it Noteâ„¢ style disposable pill packets. Create your own single dose packets for aspirin or other pills.
Singing Fork
Bulb and Torch for the blind
Florkel (Floating Snorkel)
These Small Chuck Keys For Power Drills Can Put A Hurting On Your Fingers. Stop The Pain, Stop Knuckle Busting. Use A Safe Comfort Handle.
Bathroom Towel Rack Shelf That Does No Take Up Precious Space As Fixed Shelf Does. Stays Horizontal For Use, Flat Against The Wall When Not.
Paint Edges Or Lines Like A Professional Without The Needed Skills. A Vacuum Suction Assisted Paint Edging Tool Will Do Your Paint Edging.
Mechanic Creeper: Adjustable Lumbar, A Rolling Tool Rest, Curved Head Rest That Supports Motion, Dual LED Goose Neck Spotlights, Main Light.
iPhone 5 Functional Case That Holds A Week's Supply Of Medications Or Vitamins. Seven Different Compartments, One For Each Day's Quota.
Small Video Window Camera
CINTA PASA CABLE NUMERADA
Teletransporter (virtual)
Sink extender/drip guard extends your sink size for washing large pans, eliminates water spilling outside the sink and 'wet belly' syndrome.
Builder-bot
Chomper Unleashed
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Shower Police
Shoelace holder
Hooked on Baking! Bakeware that has a hole which allows bakeware to be pulled out of oven w/out mitts
PeeStop
Germ Killing Touch Screen
Steam Washing Machine
Use your existing wine saver pump and valves with these Quirky Vacuum Lids to marinade meat or keep stuff fresh. Works on any pot or pan.
Drought fighting colander
Night time blanket
Wifi digital spoon that measures exact calories and serving size. Function as scanner, scale, recipe log, and recreate the serving spoon.
Wireless TV Stereo Speakers
THE APARTMENT WIFI THERMOSTAT
Drone Paintball Gun Turret
Bluetooth Hangers
Multi-Page Whiteboard
Young Equestrian CarryAll
Hoop
remote d
Spray sauce
WINGSUIT DRONE by Mattel
Voice Activated Key Ring
Tattoo model stickers
power floors
MIRROR SCALE. No need to look down again when you're weighing your weight! When you mirrored, you know the ideal / not your weight body.
Rubber chain protector
Make walks/runs w/ dogs easier by using this leash that sends a signal(shock, beep, click) to dogs before they pull the leash automatically!
Reinvent the piggy bank! Have a piggy bank that is a coin counter/sorter &amp; tracks deposits and withdraws.
Shoe Organizer that does more than organizing by combining the properties of a shoe trees, organizer, and the qualities of cedar.
Handless Wash
CORDIES FOR THE CAR. We carry many cables in the car. Cordies with a cup base to fit in the cup holders.Cars are our second offices(Made UC)
CABLE TIE GUN. Electricians, IT, cable guys.. have to tie cables by hand. A mechanical gun to tie cables. This is not a tie tension gun.
BUTTER GUN. A butter gun designed like a caulking gun.
Snow shaker
Shoe Bootie Floor Wipers
SUGAR GRINDER. A grinder for regular sugar. To sweeten drinks much faster.
DIGITAL BIRTHDAY CAKE NUMBER. Change number and color, display it in four directions. Don't buy new candle numbers or use dirty ones again!
no cord charger
Solar Socket
Spout
LJ
Heated Jacket
On Deck
Auto
TUBNADO - tornado in your bath
Safari
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Modular urban kitchen accessories. Every accessory you might need on a countertop in a streamlined and functional design. No more clutter!
COOLER- DUAL HINGED SIDE TRAYS
Retractable Phone Charger Case
YOUR PANORAMIC VIEWING MIRRORS
OVER SINK STRAINER - SELF HELD
Missing Person Soda Can Design
Hi Torque Comfort Grip Handle
A preloaded app enable medicine chest which open in sequence at the input time and day. Send a S.O.S to the patient+caregiver/doctor .
Voice Activated Key Ring
Zipora Box
Aqua Massage Mat
Block for sandpaper
iPhone 5's Only Speaker Driven Headphones. Hands Free, Central Sound Channel Only. Uses No Electronics And No Batteries. Business Or Fun.
Never lose your USB Stick again. Turn on your phone app and allow your phone to pinpoint your lost USB.
A Pot With Boil Over Collection Surrounding. Collects And Hold Stuff That Boils Over, Prevent's It From Making A Mess Or Being Burnt By Heat
Butterflies of Hope
The Shower Buddy is a one stop shop for showering (combines a dispenser with your fav bath tool). Handheld sudsier for you,the dog,or child.
Alarm call is for elderly parents who have difficulty setting alarm clocks--instead, receive a phone call to wake up, or take a pill.
Retractable Yoga/Picnic Mat
Retractable computer cord/plug built within the battery case.
A Cutting Board With Multilevel Ribbed Bars And A Curved Area That Makes It Easier For You To Cut Through Thick Or Hardened Food Pieces.
A Slim Full On Electric Snow Thrower. Designed Specifically For Easy Handling On Steps, Paths And Uneven Surfaces. Even Handles High Snow.
The New Galaxy S3 Smartphone's Speaker Driven Headphones. Hands Free, Central Sound Channel Only. Uses No Electronics And No Batteries.
All Together: Friends Night, Family Night Or Just Anytime. You Can Pull Out A Full Length Table That Folds Flat And Stays Under Your Couch.
Let's Put It On Wheels. The Toilet Paper Dispenser And It's Storage Conveniently Together On Wheels As A Single Unit.
Garbage Can With A Mini Garbage Can Cradled Inside The Cover. Use Your Mini Garbage Can Readily On Counter tops, Sinks Or Wherever Needed.
Vertical Wall Outlet extender
Pot Handle that warn users
Bluetooth Peephole that you can connect to,and respond via, your iphone (android). Always know who is at your door by looking at your phone.
Pivot Serge Protector with health indicator light. Never assume your surge protector is working again.
Automatic Hair Cutting Machine
Ring Controller for exercise
Wristorch
door handle clipping
Smart Pivot Power
Container Alert: Food spoilage
Easy-Wheels
DualCharge
Solar Wifi modem for outdoors
Sports Fan Wear
Sodium Strips
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safety baby
Accord Air Freshener
iPhone Case with built in battery, charger and flip out plug. Stick your phone directly in the outlet when it needs a charge!
Car rides are boring for children in backwards facing car seats. Introducing a learning toy to keep your young one entertained during trips!
Simple ribbon holders that allow the ribbon to roll freely and be replaced easily. For serious Crafters!
Wink/Zwave Ceiling Fan Control
Powered Christmas Tree
lotion etc. wand
Sponge Knuckles
Clic to App
#Spotsv : BUTTERING SLEEVES. Plastic/ paper sleeves for buttering baking pans. Comes in Box of 20+. Great for busy restaurants, bakeries...
The Oxygen Power
RUG NIGHT LIGHT. Lights up when stepped on. Great for night emergencies, bathroom and kitchen runs. RESUB(First 560 Votes/ Now 689) V/V 93%
DIGITAL DIARY linked to the iPHONE/iPAD. Record your daily life, store memorable pictures, leave last messages to loved ones.
iMAC SOUND BAR. A plastic or metal bar that directs the iMAC speakers' sound forward instead of downwards.
The hand held keyboard
TURN YOUR iPHONE INTO A BOOK LIGHT. A small plastic clamp that turns iphones or any smart-phone into a book light.
WINK Container Organizer
#NAME?
Wink Mirror for Personal Health +Integration with a Family of Health Ideas Pitched by Quirky Members
Index
Egg Loop
MusicZoo
GE Safety Light Bulb
Smart LED Bulb promotes Sleep
True Tamp
Adjustable Desktop TV Stand
Cell Phone Watch Holder
ReliefBrief Anti-Chafing Brief
Line extension to Tackits. A more ergonomically designed version. Meant to force the consumer to twist instead of pull the tack out. HighQ
App Enabled Bladeless AC
CO Detector/Fragrance Emitter
Charging Mat Power strip
(Resubmit) Bank Head
Slap Traps
NeverWet containers. Get every drop out of myriad containers. Stop $multi-billion in waste ending up in land fills.
CSC Convenient Seat Covers
Surround Subwoofer
CAR CORDIES - AUSTIN
Bedding Solutions
THUMB STAPLES - Austin
Inflate-A-Cup
Cooling Air Vented Vest
AccBySmartphone
Thumb Staples
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Beverage Dispensing Fridge
APP Enabled DIGITAL MIRROR
Fan For Your Desk
PhotoDump
Ring Toss Drone Attachment
Shower Cover
Prop Power Pro
run and rollit
Toast Buddy - Your Breakfast Pal. People would buy more than 1, more like 3 (For Butter, Jelly &amp; Peanut Butter)
MOOD SWING iPHONE CASE. Case that changes colors according to your mood. Using mood swing rings crystals. SEE VIDEO.
2 Ltr Bottle w/built-in handle
Back by Demand: Lost Power in Thunderstorm? Next time, save files, print &amp; charge phone with "WallUps". 589 Votes in 2 subs. Go UC!
We need to figure out WHERE to HIDE a KEY when you have NO DIRT? Key hider extension needed for dorms, apartments. COLLABORATION
welcome
TOOTHBRUSH PROP. Broom stopper inspired. Plastic or silicone propper to keep toothbrush bristles off baths' counters/holders( Watch VIDEO)
Night Guard Auto Cleanser
Lost Power in Thunderstorm? Next time, save files, print and charge phone with "WallUps". 301 votes so far.
dancing couch
Easy Grab Bowl
iPAD/ iPHONE CASE WITH MAGNETS BEHIND IT. Attach to refrigerators or school blackboards. Play music, look at recipes/videos while cooking.
COMPUTER TRAY FOR THE TOILET! Mount the tray on bathtub and turn it for best reach.
TURN YOUR iPHONE INTO A BOOK LIGHT. A small plastic clamp that turns iphones or any smart-phone into a book light.
SHOWER HEAD WITH A TIMER. Save water by setting the time your kids can be in the shower.
a
Toothbrush cleaner
Pet Food Bowl with Refill Alarm - Reminds you that food and water are low. With a blinking light or sound so it's affordable.
Mini Daiper Genie
J Box
Puzzle Magnet Power
HAT HELPER
App-Enabled Digital Mirror. Allows you to take snapshots and video of back of head/body by using mirror and iPhone cameras.
Web address and password book
AUTOMATIC PIÃ‘ATA. A reusable piÃ±ata that automatically drops the candies. It can work with a timer or APP-ENABLED. For kids and adults.
A self-cleaning cake cutter! Make cleaning your cake cutter as easy as a pie (or cake LOL)
App-Enabled Pet Collar - With GPS, intercom and camera. Give your dog commands with iphone. (Resub)
Home Mirror Frames
Smart Fan Alternator Lamp
Do you just LOVE cleaning toilet plungers by hand? Yeah, that's what I thought! Here's come the touchless self cleaning plunger.
Power Strip with a ledge or base that attaches to any power strip. Slide it under furniture and keep them pressed down when unplugging items
Entire home air freshener and ventilation sanitation system that instantly cleanses the air in your home!
App-Enabled Child Car Seat. Car seat w/ heating pad, music player, monitor and sensor to remind you child is in car.
Portable baby changing station
Axle
Thunder Cannon
Family Wheel Game
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Quick Racer
MINI A/B SWITCHBOARD FOR FLASH &amp; HARD DRIVES. Use your flash or hard drive between two computers without disconnecting it.
TOOTHBRUSH PROP. Broom stopper inspired. Plastic or silicone propper to keep toothbrush bristles off baths' counters/holders( Watch VIDEO)
CHESTILLOW
Sight Word Card Game
Gelcool
(UC/Revised) CORDIES FOR THE CAR. Cars are like our second office, we carry several cables in them. (W/ cables storage). See Revised VIDEO.
SHAVING CREAM/GEL AND AFTER SHAVE LOTION IN PACKS. Now that Quirky has Toothpaste packs, make shaving cream/gel and lotion blister
packs.
LAPTOP SLEEVE WITH RETRACTABLE BACKPACK STRAPS! Often we just want to carry our laptop with the sleeve. Now you can carry it as a
backpack
DIGITAL BIRTHDAY CAKE NUMBER. Change number and color, display it in four directions. Don't buy new candle numbers or reuse dirty ones!
Hutch
METAL STEP LADDER CHAIR. Regular chair (Not a stool) that transforms into a step ladder. Perfect for homes with limited storage space.
good-for-you juice powder pack
iPAD AND LAPTOP SLEEVE WITH RETRACTABLE BACKPACK STRAPS! Often we carry our iPad or laptop in its sleeve Now you can carry it as a
backpack!
Starter
iPHONE CASE WITH HANDLE. iPhone case with sliding handle for easier picture taking and great for video shooting.
TOY ROCKET FUELED BY DIET COKE AND MENTOS. Plastic rocket toy. Just pour in diet soda and drop mentos with a mechanical timer.
MoonShine Soda
MOCUBO MEAT CUTTING BOARD. Larger board with large single tray to place and carry the cuts.
Clothing Trolley
Tunisian e-Business incubator
All in one hair tool
Toothbrush Sanitizer/Storage
App enabled slow cooker
Human Size Pet Bed
CORD MANAGEMENT FOR BEATS HEADPHONES SINGLE CABLE. Beats headphones and other brands have become a HOT item!
Universal Lock Tool
iCloseShut
PAPER SHREDDER FOR CRUMPLED PAPER. Shredder that can take regular and crumpled paper. Turns on only when cap is in place, for safety.
FIREMAN MASK THAT PURIFIES TOXIC AIR. My FF friend biggest fear is developing lung cancer.FF clean up fires without tanks. 50% TO CHARITY
Dryer Exhaust Hose Vent Device
#Spotsv : BETTER SAFETY PIN. Safety pin with a hook. More leverage when inserting into cloth or harder materials. Designed like a Carabiner.
GOOSENECK WEBCAM FOR iPHONE, iPAD AND SMART PHONES. Perfect for self videos, find small objects dropped, and to replace inspection
cameras.
THE FIRST IRON FOR BASEBALL CAPS AND HATS. Iron your old baseball caps or new ones wrinkled up by accident. Make them look like new again
Snow globe toothbrush
Blinking Light Bulb
#Spotsv: CUP WITH CUP HOLDER. Carry coffee and water back to your desk with one hand.Free the other hand to open doors or carry other things
CORDIES FOR THE CAR. We carry many cables in the car. Cordies with a cup base to fit in the cup holders.Cars are our second offices. Made UC
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QUIRKY'S OWN BOTTLED WATER! Q-WATER! It would expand the Quirky brand name and I'm sure most of us involved would rather buy Quirky's!
Ygeia
SUGAR GRINDER. A grinder for regular sugar. To sweeten drinks much faster.
EMERGENCY FLOATER WORE AS WRISTBAND. Many refuse to wear life vests on tour boats, cruises, ferries, jet skis. It auto-inflates or by mouth.
Bubble Bazooka
Loo Flue
KEYCHAIN AM RADIO. Listen to local talk shows and live sport games on the go.
Ziploc Bottle
WiFi On
STEP LADDER CHAIR. Regular chair (Not a stool) that transforms into a step ladder. Perfect for homes with limited storage space!
ECR Drone(Electric Car Rescue)
Foot Broom
Upright patio umbrella grommet
Sand Blocking Blanket
PAPER SHREDDER FOR CRUMPLED PAPER. Shredder that can take regular and crumpled paper. Turns on only when cap is in place, for safety.
WET WIPES TOILET PAPER ROLL. That can fit in regular toilet paper holders. Plastic case to keep them moist. More comfort and better hygiene.
Demisting shower mirrors
PIVOT POWER JR.(Travel size)Shorter Pivot Power to carry in luggage, backpack or purse. Use it at hotel rooms, airports, restaurants, school
rent or borrow website
HandLight Work Glove
How many kids can say "hello" or "See you later" in 10 languages? Give 'em a head start &amp; see what they can do with a Y.C.S.i! Pen.
Retractable Air Duct Whip
This small mesh bag (or one like it) might be the end to the hassle of removing stalks from cherry tomatoes. U and Q will decide! pls vote!
Keep eggs under the shelf! Inclined tray feeds eggs forward gently one at a time in channels.Easy to load -won't break the eggs
TC WeB DOS
Life Saver / Soda Maker Bottle
WAS UC- Maze Ball iPhone 5 Case..pumped up and ready to hopefully rock the retail world! with the new Render by Peter FrazierLava Motion
iPad Mosaic cover with Movable tiles. Turn over and veg out! Render by Peter Frazier- (iPhone version submission follows).
Free form flexible magnetic coin sculptures- let them make the shape and save money THEIR way!- (Canadian and UK markets )
#QCYCLE 'All Weather'/Charger Kit upgrade option for Voyager bike iPhone holder- to provide rain protection and also charge the phone!
I WILL PAY TO TEST RETAIL POTENTIAL of this idea-details below.90%+ V/v. 700 VOTES total over last two rounds-Render by Peter Frazier
How much time do you spend hanging up individual socks to dry? make life easier.. hang them all at once-! with a "Sockwich"!
TreeLumes
iPHONE/SMARTPHONE CLAMP AND TABLE GOOSENECK BASE. Perfect for watching movies and videos at home, car, dorms or when traveling.
cloud art
HANDHELD VACUUM/ PLASTIC BOTTLES RECYCLER. Flattens plastic bottles by sucking the air out of them.Great for elderly, people with arthritis.
A/C CEILING VENT ADJUSTER! Stop using your broom to adjust your A/C vents! WATCH VIDEO! click blue folder.
Dry me
Raise-let
world page
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HDMI adapter BOX or CABLE for IMP... connect all the enable app Devices and take control in your TV. iphone will be the remote.
A Trash Can or Fridge with Reader/Wifi scan bar code of the product that you throw away and send the shopping list to your cell app.
SAVE ENERGY Water Heater Thermostat built wifi and App (heater thermostat will be on/off/up or down by an app
Smart Crutch
A Light Bulb built in wifi/bluetooth work in serial or individual lights. set the code in cell app &amp; light. Patent Pending
Iron
A Wifi Breaker or Breaker Panel app (turn off/on the breaker if is not in use, advise the consumption pattern in each outlet/breaker)
Pet Babysitter Bot
Swipe Lock
SEM ''smart electricity meter'
Actual product GE 51107 Smart Home Wireless Alarm System Kit built in slot for Wink (Cheapo Alarm get smarter) sync with your cell by wifi.
WIRELESS MOUSE THAT CAN WORK ON TWO COMPUTERS. A mouse with two receivers that can be switched back and forth with a button.
Stapler and Staple Remover all in one. Increase productivity in the workplace. Patent Pending 11/03/2012
A Wink Door Bell Skype built in camera, speaker and mic call your cellphone. Never miss a visitor, talk to the mailman.
Cord Wrap Channel Tape - Make a PowerCurl for any power adapter or power brick
The Personal Reminder
Yoga and Stretching Kit
sobriety tester
KinkAway! â€“ the fastest and easiest way to fix a kinked garden hose! You Wrap It! around the kinked area, Zip It! up, and it is Fixed!
Inflatable\Decorative Pillow
MEMORY FLASH DRIVE THAT MECHANICALLY SWITCHES BETWEEN TWO COMPUTERS. Download PC files into drive, push switch, upload
files to the other PC
Doggie Puff Tent
USB Bracelet
*RESUBMIT* 170 votes! BEER STACKER. Adjustable beer/drink bottles stacker for the refrigerator. For any bottles: beer, soda, water, wine...
Portable Greenhouse
Is My baby in the car
Stand in line urination kit
Hiker search Jacket and Belt
Light Art Board
3D Camera Syetm with rotation
A portable, mini-tripod with a built-in automatic rotating head to help take panoramic pictures and panning for digital filming.
Window guard
Dog home alone? Keep in touch, call his chewable phone! Or INSTEAD-plays your recorded voice via timer switch(timer concept not existing)
Hot and cold food serving
Phone charging stand
Doggie Bubble Maker Toy
Reinvent the Shape Sorter - Standard shapes are confusing to infants when sideways and the sorters don't give feedback.-UPDATE with features
Car Ping Safety Distance
Digital Realistic Fish tank
Ski/ Snowboard Carrier
Portable Greenhouse
COMPUTER KEYBOARD WITH MULTIPLE COPY PASTE KEYS. You can save multiple text, pictures or any other files and paste them when you need
them.
Magnet Actuated Micro Robots
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BABY LOTION DIAPERS
BIO HEALING CHAMBER
Musical Toys Play Together
Wink Controller for Non-Wink
Control plug
Food containers with Blue LEDs
Sleek High Heel Shoe Shock Absorber, women often experience tired aching feet from high heel shoes, design a universal accessory w/appeal.
IPHONE/SMARTPHONE CLAMP AND TABLE GOOSENECK BASE. Perfect for watching movies and videos at home, car, dorms or when traveling.
Workout Buddy
SmartHouse
The Pivotal Clothes Iron. Base swivels, rotates and maneuvers to any angle. (SEE VIDEO)
Blend Bomb
HARD-BOILED EGG LAZER TESTER! A laser device that tells you how solid a boiled egg is inside without ruin it. Similar to a wall-stud finder.
A/C CEILING VENT ADJUSTER! Stop using your broom to adjust your A/C vents! WATCH VIDEO! click blue folder.
Hot wheels mega yachts
CAR MOTION DETECTOR! When stopped at a light and get distracted, this device will alert you that the car in front has started to move /stop!
LAPTOP SLEEVE WITH RETRACTABLE BACKPACK STRAPS! Often we just want to carry our laptop with the sleeve. Now you can carry it as a
backpack!
Organize dirty dishes and silverware in your kitchen sink. And, make it intuitive for anybody to put their dishes into the sink like that.
Smart Lens
COOKING UTENSILS WITH OVEN RACK PULL/PUSH HOOK! Flip your utensil and pull/push the hot oven rack! This double hook makes it more
stable!
AIR FRESHENERS WITH HOOKS! Hooks that fit on A/C closet doors and return vents! The A/C will carry scent to every room! GREAT FOR PET
OWNERS
TWO COMPUTER CURSORS with TWO MICE on one screen! It would be ideal for computer drafting programs! Huge for PC gamers!
Cool Induction Pot
Go Utensil
Kitty Condo
Vise strap for pole pannels
dual socket
Add a pocket clip to ANYTHING! Standard clip with a universal rubber strap allows you to attach a pocket clip to any object (within reason
Let Wink turn on your TV, etc. This is a Wink app to IR broadcast module. Control your existing IR controlled systems via Wink.
The No-Stink Toilet
Delivery Confirmed Onesie
Don't Wake My Baby!
Connected wardrobe
The All-Inclusive iPad case: For the serious iPad user! Check the features! Please check out the pictures and comments are appreciated.
Halloween Treat Dispenser
NAPPS! IMP enabled Nail Art~ Apply your stick on nail 'blanks' have the IMP system change the colors/effects to suit your fancy!
Mulch-O-Matic
4-in-1 Measuring Spoon
Mini World
QUIRKY'S OWN BOTTLE WATER! Q-WATER! It would expand the Quirky brand name and I'm sure most of us involved will rather buy the Quirky's!
Beach Lock
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QUIRKY MOVIE CHANNEL! IPOD like device where you can download all your dusty DVD movies and play them back like a TV channel!
Tie Tracker Rack - don't wear the same tie to the follow up interview, meeting, or date
A Poppy (Smart) Water Bottle
Anti foot roll arch supports
How much time do you spend hanging up individual socks to dry? make life easier.. hang them all at once-! with a "Sockwich"!
Redesigned Pivot Power V2.0. Each socket is extendable to give increased versatility. Includes USB and Vampire power drain shut off too!
SMART COMPOSTER
Roommater
iPad/iPad mini- Mosaic cover with Movable tiles. Turn over and veg out! Render by Peter FrazierDisaster Proof Picture frames
Print yo Tie (for now)
Umbrella Back Packs
Buffer rocks! But why not offer a two pack solution also for those wanting to stop spray from the front and back at the same time? #QCYCLE
Steering Wheel too hot to handle? Use the power of the sun to keep it cool! (Steering wheel cover with two thin solar cooled sections)
Toilet Seat Weigh &amp; tell + App
Smoke be Gone
Suction attach alarm system
Disaster Proof Picture Frames
Originally UC. iBall iphone5 case (254 votes last time) image by Peter Frazier. Unique, fun, different (still!)
Crease free backpack storage.
Innsta
Silicon strip
The PowerBox 2.0
iTube. Collapse/extend/ power-free. An easy, cool way to less 'tinny'sounds on your iPhone (incl.VIDEO ) (Images by Peter Frazier)
495 Votes HINGE.iPhone 5 STAND that is also a case and money-holder. View, protect and store with your iPhone- 2 pics by Peter Frazier
Clip on for sunglasses, easy way to handle your sunglasses when on the move. The Clip system stays on the glasses when you wear them !
ozage of the menu
The Quirky Zoo. Apps that let you view Birds and Bees and other Creatures in nature from your phone or computer.
Water pick, Drinking Fountain, Face Washer. Eye Rinser all in one. Right in your Bathroom! A multi-function hose for your bathroom sink.
Doomigo
Rakyat H1
THIMBLE WITH A LIGHT AT THE TIP - makes it easier to see what you're stitching - brighten up your sewing and craft projects
Car Pre-Heating/Cooling Tool
test
Charlies D
A laptop bag that transforms into a lapdesk that protects you (from radiation) and your laptop (from improper ventilation).
Purse Hanger
Vein Viewer
Forever Flying Discus
Read To Me Anytime
Thermoelectric HotCold Therapy
bi lingual book publishing
BugBlock
The Steam Box
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Make-up mirror
oil cleaner
full-face helmet lock
Drive-way snow remover
Flash pc
Ear Caddy
Galaxy Grid Game
Golf Weight Shift Trainer
Brooch Hanger - Retangle
Thermal Powered Controller
NiteLite ReadnSleep Sack
R&D shampoo neck comfort
Toilet Minnow Holder Cage
Insta-Glam
CatchEye
APP Enabled "Post-It Notes"
Mattel LED Safe Fireworks
Sandpaper pencil
The Smart Jump Rope
ReLight
Container with three individual spaces. rotate the wheel to change the section. the content you see is what will come out.
Hose Slider
Sport X Radar
Tub Bot - The Bathtub Cleaner!
self cleaning Kettle . lets utilise the non stick ceramic abilities for our kettle , boiled water stays warmer longer , xtra functions
shadetree creeper
Power Genius Extend
Universal Cleaning Tool
Belt Buckle Cover
Transformable Artwork
TapeOmatic 500 Thingie
BEAT boX
Corded
Clip-On-Power Cord
D.C. Cap by Akay Designs
Life Hack - Hanger Extender
Fake Brake
FlashNote
Aqua spotter.
Stay Cool Breeze Pillow
Wall-Mounted Charger/Speakers
Hipsitter
Wallet Redefined !!
under barrel Bluetooth camera
Jog Stroller/Baby Swing
Reusable Water Bottle Straw
Belt Buckle Cover
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App-Enabled Projector Drone
Single & Solo
EZ Store Screen Door
Locate baggage
Magnetic Domino Stacking Base
The Cool Cone
Martian Quadcopter
Simplifying Pie Pan
iCell Tester
Levitated Apple Watch Display
App Enabled EarRing Alarm
Easy Rider Blower Attachment
Clever Lights
One keyboard for all languages! You can have a keyboard which simply turns you to a professional user.
Diamond Iorn
Precision Scoring
Everyone has bent your blind's covering your windows , or your child has or maybe you own rental property and it's costly replacing them.
Static Power
Smart Oven
HD-WATER BB CREAM
tower loom
Surprise Greetings
PLAY AWAY: smart dog toy
Roller Tie Rack
Juce Stand
Alfie
Smart headphones
Quick Release Shower Bar
The pen strip
GE Smart Oven with Auto Racks
Dead Oak Tree Cat Play Tree
organic washable nappies
Groove Headphones
Waterband
Waste Basket Decorative Band
Pour-up many glasses (equally)
Extension Core
wire/cable manager
Dull Knife Detector
Infra
Ultimate Shop Vac
Cables fastpast
Proximity Sensor Umbrella
Foot Press Stabilizer
Paw Inspired Pet Thermometer
RemindMe Bracelets
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Anti BURP funnel
eInk display screen on the back of your iphone / ipad case! Amazing for reading ebooks and fantastic screen display even in sunlight!
App Enabled Outdoor Grill
Custom Water Heater Wrap
Quick Click Clamps
Ice cream retainer
Quirky maps for shopping
Belt Saver
No required charging for car
Wink Interior Door Closer
Scented medical/surgical mask
Aplicacion para verificar Lote
Car Heated windsheild
HeadsUp
Trunk Strut Stop
Rapid removal system
FMLE
Iphone Proximity Cover
StraightCut
Corn Cob Clips
Mac Pro Bands
electronic desktop calender
Cabinet Shelf Hooks
Mem-Case
Cord Protector/Organizer
The Lovey Leash!
Cozy Cords: Make Any Cord a Retractable One! The Simple Solution You Need Now!
aaaa
I run kioks in malls in canada
SWITCH FRAME Template Borders
Reel-In adjusting Roaster Fork
Club Wave
STORE YOUR FLOATS AND POOL TOYS IN CARGO NET -attaches to side of pool, keeps your inflatables from blowing around the yard risking
puncture
LASER POINTER BOWLING WRIST BAND - IMPROVE YOUR AIM AND YOUR GAME! Similar to golf putter laser helps you to see where to throw
the ball
PULL don't CARRY - STORAGE BINS WITH LONG HANDLE ON WHEELS - similar to cooler on wheels, easier to move, no back or shoulder strain
CRATES Dry Erase Write-on DRAWER FRONTS - Design suggestion to crates, label your stuff or just create an original look and make it your own
SILICONE COATED PAINT STIR PADDLE STICK - Green Idea! Metal coated with a non-stick coating, paint wipes off easily STOP wasting wooden stix
Weldon Hook
Matters
Clean Toilet
TUBE TOWEL
The Sanctum
Back washer
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
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SWITCHBLADE FORK
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
HOMEMADE ICE CREAM SANDWICHES
LookOut
curved back scratcher
Hollow Football
Hybrid Electric Dryer, 110v
Cat face scratcher phone case
toothpaste sterilizer
FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC FLY SWATTER
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
Apple watch sweatband
aaa
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
PAINT SLIDER
Electric Rice Percolator
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
Rolling Snack Trolley
War Robot
Wet Net Alarm
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
Finger Carrier Clip
Sectioned Fryer Basket
Lil' Shoehouse
Lil' Shoehouse
GarlicMagic
Wes
Rechargeable Solar Battery
TrailGeared SmartWatch Cases
Equation Key Board
Finger Nail Design Mini
Motorcycle Solar Charger
App-Enabled Rice Cooker
Program the iPhone to car starter to start car, open garage door and turn off the security code to enter your home.
New Sensor Lock is a easily access to your home. I believe it is a new Safety Device for the future. It's like a car sensor to unlock door.
HOLD ON TIGHT! Never loose another bolt or nut when working on your car or pc! Magnetic, Flexible, Wipe Off Labels and stack-able to store.
Home Sentry
rr
I came up with the idea because tape measurements can be difficult to re ad. A person who wants accurate measurement must have an acute eye.
Ethnoplast
Datasafe
HiGH Railways
All-In-One Baking Set
Mini Drinks Dispenser
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Toothpaste Sliders, extracts all toothpaste in tube, but they do not adequately disperse toothpaste, ratcheting 1 click knob,great for kids.
Talk2Toy (by Mattel)
WINK LINK SNOW GLOBE ORNAMENTS
Yes!buds (by HARMAN)
a suspension file with shelves
Animated E-Badge
A game ball with shifted center of gravity and special inner structure which jumps in different and unpredictable direction after hit.
This is a fridge appliance that has easy access to food products, and reachable with out pulling out several of food items to get to the one
A programmable case for iPhone with own screen which displays any pictures on it as own skins. The case is controlled with app.
"PAW TALK" pet interaction...
Anti-bacteria personal deo-spray to prevent catch germs and get desease from any public place (toilet, shower, motel beds etc) or devices...
Gloves and protectors for boxing, mma and other martial arts with embedded a dynamometer and bluetooth to measure power of punches and kicks
VENDOR 452
Temperature sensor Array
A removable rear-view and side-view camera for a bike which connects to the your iOS/Android tablet PC which mounted to the handlebar.
A compact portable hard drive with wi-fi and an accumulator(battery) that enables download and sharing capabilities via public free wi-fi.
"Internet-diary" -a gadget that records and stores your activity in Internet for viewing it off-line later (in a few days or years, decades)
Ants away pet bowl
This product is a plastic grip clip for holding type cloths, towels, plastic etc.
Tug Towel Holder
"POWER MAT" ...Need I say More
Pet Waste Scooper!
Ear buds that gently press up against the walls of your inner ear to stay in place. No more popping out during a run or heavy exercise!
Povel
In UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! 600+ vts. Bring the Zoo to your neighborhood! Mr.K said think BIG! The Qommunity has
Spoken
INSECT REPELLENT PAINT
App Enabled Wireless Blood Pressure wrist watch- Unsafe Reading Levels Sent to Doctors, Family, Friends resub.
Sound Guard
Converison Storage Table
App. Enabled Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Separate Device resub.
Surf powered generator
Egg Cooking Appliance
Toothbrush sterilizer
Yank-UM
JONE OF ARCH
logistics GPS time on target
"THE INSECT GAUNTLET"... An attachment for your shop vac that helps kill bugs. Check out pics to learn more!
App Enabled Dinner Plate
Universal Slicing Tool
My Flower Friends
Roll'Em up - Wrap Bands, roll wrap and store all USB type cables, bands snap together for easy storage, multiple colors for organizing.
Wholly sheet !
Latch sensor
App enable Cargo Strap
Orbital Weed Eater Head!
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Bad Ass Helmet Hair
Versatility Bicycle Pannier
EVACBEST
iFeed My Fish
COZY CONVERTIBLE Pet Bed
Peep-a-boo
Green Thumb App, syncs grids sensors for monitoring growth and well being of each plant, efficiently grow healthy plants . Indoor &amp; Outdoors
COOKIE SHOTS Baking Pan Kit
Breakfast Bar Baking Pan
App-Controlled UPLIGHT Planter
mosquito control fan
Mechanical Goose
Charge Lamp
Tame The Flame, when Flame Grilling the flames can become untamed, design a spatula that incorporates water squirting .
Kustard
Broadband rebooter
Hair products with sun block
Sippy cup music player
Brush-Floss-Whiten-5-seconds
constellations
Small wireless iPhone video lens designed into sports head band capture play-by-play, kid sporting events, Inexpensive design for kid sports
tissue garbage
self cleansing broom
buddy mate, keeps pet not sad
PowerCurl Mini
Ball snow shovel
Money cleaning wallet
Ball wagon
TC WeB THE HOOK
#spotsv Resubmit 9/13/10 PLEASE TAKE A GOOD LOOK @ BRIGHTER IDEAS Reusable indoor fluorescent light bulb cover.
The Bumper
laser sun glasses
App-enabled picture frame
Modular jewelry organizer
Candle Timer
GE self watering planter
Lets Protect Children from Back Injuries, Design a weight distributing lumbar support pad, Velcro attached, Air filled pump to adjust weight
Road-Cycle Safe
50 shades of bandaids
App-enabled photo cube
Sofie's Art Studio
tree bling
MiBaby
Plug lock
Verso
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Health Watch
Water in the tub
Infinit
Universal Spreader
Lifted toy truck
Pet Chip Plus
AUTOMATIC BUCKLE BELT
Hood Scoop Cover
STOWABLE SIDEKICKS 4 CRACKERS
Snake Light W/Camara View
Trendy Specs
"Outdoor Power" an outdoor weatherproof power strip!! with weatherproof covers over each outlet,that can open and close.
CAMPING KITCHENETTE STAND # HD
No Dog door needed
Fake Raccoon Pawstep Stamps
Baby car seat heat monitor
Cheese Boss
NEW BEACH TOWEL CONCEPT can we make something round that can be folded to a smaller size we need to think outside the box
simple arm sleeve made of hypoallergenic material to keep your baby comfortable in your arms can also be a pillow very inexpensive to make
No More Tailgaiting
Bowl ,plate and tray combination to make easy to carry and eat your soup and sandwich easy dishwashing and microwaveable.
Barbie Pool Dolls
KIDS WILL LOVE THIS! Store your stuff in a bucket, high up in the ceiling! Raise or Lower it via your iphone or just pull it down!
CONSTANT AIR-FLOW
Dog Anti-Thunder Machine
Community Gate Application
Water reservoirs for disaster
WOOD CHIP Key-Holder
safe baby seat.
Always Attached Phone Case
Enery Bar Thermal Pouch
Wheebarrow Multi-use Table
No Drip IceCream Holder
Always-On Sound Recorder
"GATOR CLIP" IS AN ELASTIC SLEEVE AND CLIP THAT WILL PREVENT YOU FROM LOSING YOUR SCREWDRIVER WHEN WORKING OR
AT HOME.
Bed Bag
Lighted Magnetic Door Decor
No element electric blanket
Haze-Sonic's
Adjustable, No-Nail Wall Hook
shade tree creeper
The drink holder bag
My idea or invention is used to help bring people such as chldren and elderly to safety during a fire and smoke filled building.
shade tree creeper
STORYBOARD - The ultimate way to keep your papers at hand. Documents are chronologically stored, extractable, correctable and replaceable.
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CHECK IT OUT! Be able to communicate with persons who are deaf w/out knowing how to sign physically &amp; learn as you go. (Resub 92% votes)
Storytelling MAGIC LAMP
Doorway/Window Valance Fire Ex
Chair Cover to avoid sweating on the backside
Upstairs Downstairs Basket
"Smart Square" Thinks For You!
Wrap the headphone wire in the shape of Q
KEEP THE BEE'S OUT! Aluminum mesh screen on the end of the pop tab that opens the can. It rotates over the mouth hole of the can.
"Hydraulic Wedge Sledge"
Cookie Color Stamps
Plastic Bags and Jute Bag
Safely insert, secure and organize up to 4 credit cards or ID's in this iphone case. Eject them when needed by sliding the selected button.
This WILL sell millions! Listen to your music and the world around you simultaneously! Revolutionary earplug-like earbuds - ADDED VIDEO
Safely insert, secure and organize up to 4 credit cards or ID's in this iphone case. Eject them when needed by sliding the selected button.
FLEXIBLE ADAPTER
Scan, Save and Shred your documents with this device!
Tech Mic
Carnage Gaming Grips
Scan, Save and Shred your documents with this device!
RESUBMIT - This WILL sell millions! Listen to your music and the world around you simultaneously! Revolutionary headphones - ADDED VIDEO
FruitFly
Screen Clean
In UC Bebida the app enabled Tea/ Kombucha/Chai/Vinegar etc. Brewer, accurately control the strength/flavor of your preferred drink/food
Halloween Witches Drone
Translation
Levitating Bird in Smart Cage
Save Your Microwave
Trap-door Ice Tray
Fun Corn- Your Illuminating Corn On The Cob Skewers~ Collab. with Mohamed Elsharawy Resub.
Battery Wink On/Off Switches
Beach towel with secret pocket
Resub. Aromatherapy- No Sticky Mess Pain Relieving Aching Body Patch~ Add Your Own Natural Oils/Ingredients
Walking Stick with Wink Switch
Tactile Nano Keyboard
Long haul suit
Collapsible GECKO WAND
BottleMits
Quencher~ stay refreshed and visible with an integrated hovering spotlight, be seen while hiking
Quick-Clean FAN
Marshal
GoPro Universal Bottle Mount
Parent Clock
2016 chevy camaro ss
Rear camera for mac to use it as a digital camera where ever we need.
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AUTOMATIC SAUCE DISPENSER "no touch no disease" "no need to touch,just place plate under it,it automatically pour your faviourite sauce"
SmartCase
Safety HELMET(bicycle and motor bike) made of Kevlar or carbon fiber with face of fiber glass
Motorcyclez Bike Riding On A Different Level Resub Frm 2012~include a Stick Figure Q brand model 4 promo purposes sales Need 2 Increase
Kama Systems
GuitarTracker
Lotion and Gel bottle cutter
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos App enabled Printer~200 Votes In Less 48 Hrs Quirky + GE
Up Up Raceway
Mummy nummy
Flavored Cup
Hair Change Barbie
Key Clap
100% protection from oil. Cooking shield which prevents the grease and oil splattering around the kitchen top and surrounding.
Sign puppets
Toilet Seat Socket Nut
Smart auto shade
Do you spend time cleaning up the mess after trimming your beard or cutting your hair? Then you need a Hair Catcher Set for your clippers!
Do you have loose hair on you after a haircut or spend time cleaning the mess after trimming your beard? Then you need the Hair Catcher Set!
Smart Outlet: Bluetooth enabled outlet adaptor w/ smart phone app and manual on/off switch. Control power flow: cut out vampire energy loss.
Brush Cylindrical
stellar cup
SpaceBar 2.0: Stand or Sit
Ping
"Adjustable/Rotating Skewers"
garbage-disposal-like composter
Single Solution
Keep your data organize it and find it when you need your most important data,music,pics and movies that you bring on the road.USB STORAGE!
Yum-me
Baby Jogging Stroller with smart phone or mp3 player docking station. Music on the run.
Prototype X
Easy pour paint lid
Smart Leftover Storage
Super pencil
Under Shelf Pull Out Drawers
How many Cleaning Supplies can you hold in One Hand? The Answer: All of them! We could all use a hand when cleaning and this is the anwser!
APPLIQUE-ables
shade tree creeper
talkulator
No wires for home theater
Trip Proof adapter for power cords, a clip or other quick release connection (like the Apple Magsafe without magnets) for standard outlets.
Digital Docent Application
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Smart kitchen scale
Keep your data organize it and find it when you need your most important data,music,pics and movies that you bring on the road.USB STORAGE!
Shaper Pillow
The ruler for hanging pictures. A tool to hang pictures, frames, mirrors, anything on the wall. One nail hole, get it right the first time!
Flice Box
chocolate covered fruit
dsfsd
EZ ON/EZ OFF Light Hanger
Nest Inspired - Make your dishwasher smarter with an add-on device that automatically lets you know if the dishes inside are clean or dirty
Ski Pole Grip Walkie Talkies
Clopress
Durable Silicone Covered Ceramic Travel Mug with a Collapsible Handle; BPA free, microwave/dishwasher safe, no metallic/plastic aftertaste
The Egg Cracker
Original Gimek
awesome car
Energy Drink
Poppy/Dash Toothbrush Holder
The Eat Fresh Collection
The Paragrate Fire Grate
Cash pay at pump
Klean Back and Feet
Ifill
Monitor and Control system
Blue fang
Zien GE Air Conditioner
Artist WallPaper R3e6y ?34Cre8
Fizz/juice Flavored Cups
TC WeB THE EDGE Q RING HOLDER
Candy Tree
Keep your home clean when doing DIY projects with easy to install dust curtains that won't pull down even when caught by a ladder (patented)
Indoor Garden
gadget
Wet beans
Backyard Garage
Mutt Bit
GE Glacier Ice Cold Water
Laser Pointer Mouse
Programmable Toy Race Cars
Poz iphone
Got the time?
Artist WallPaper-R3E6Y ?3TCr38
Tri-Spatula is a versatile kitchen tool proving three heads are better than one! Nesting spatula heads saves space with collapsing handle
GE All Purpous Mobility Device
Peeping Door
GE Nealqor
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SlideRider MPH Cloth
Lightweight pop up home tent
The Paragrate Fire Grate
Mason Lid Cleaner
Introducing the Hairvalanche! Make your long hair stand up and poof like an avalanche. Invented by 9-year-old Katie F.
shade tree creeper
Umbrella with flashlight
Mens and Womans Gardening or Working Aprons with Built In Knee Pads. How often have you wished you had these? Please see additional picture
HouseBlox
Now you can organize your junk drawer just the way you want it. Easy assemble slots for what works best for you. Please see both pictures
Strongman Car Bobsled
Respirator Voice Amplifier
As a Builder for 33yrs. I always need a sander like this for tight wood structural areas or 4 sanding before painting. ReSub
Shower Soap Dish that protects the soap and drains the water. It's time for someone to finally do something about this problem.
Automatic Feeder for Bottles
toy alive
Snappy Grip
The Business Traveler's E-Reader/Phone/Gear Case: The SeatBacker! Zoom your gear through security and into your seatback in one cool case.
Lower my food cost
Remote balloon burster
Bling
Travel Mug w/ Removable Internal Ceramic Cup&Protective Silicone Outer Shell; BPA Free, No metallic/plastic taste, microwave/dishwasher Safe
Frashtray
Eskivel
3 colors in 1 dry erase marker
The Gripper
Have you ever forgotten a password for a website or your computer? Tired of coming up with new passwords? Here is the solution!
Wind Solar Panel
Foot operated toilet flusher
Towel Charms
Longer toilet paper pieces
The Moolah Tree
Smart Cart
Ketchup Packet Opener
Self Soaping Dispensing Exfoliating Back Scrubber. Just load with body wash and let the fun begin! Please see attached Picture. Thanks
MultiPrep
Hold Any size nail with ease..Toe nail angle Too! "No reason to ever hit your fingers again" Great votes! ReSub
Matts First
Unroll this ultra thin image screen and attach to any surface,select image from your iPhone/mini iPad and let the linked image set the mood!
Modular Ladder
"iSnake" A Snake light and snake camera combined that quickly plugs into any iPhone,iPad. Just Aim, View or Click! Collab. w/ David Tyers
SAS Facial Lift Spray
You All Seem To Love the Paint Roller Case...Here's the "Paint Brush Case", to keep your brushes from drying out till you're ready to paint!
Here's a great way to seal up paint covered rollers and paint covered brushes till you can get back to painting. Save Time and Money!
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Introducing "The Clamp On Wrench" This wrench opens to gain access over pipe or rod. Collab.W/David Tyers Resub. 400+ votes
As a Builder for 33yrs. I always need a sander like this for tight wood structural areas or 4 sanding before painting. ReSub
Garden Protection Tent
Spy Fish. The camera that has no problem blending in with the fish.
Sticky Trackers. The quick and easy way to find commonly misplaced items in your home.
Trackers. The quick and easy way to find commonly misplaced items in your home.
The Ebike(energy bike) is simple, affordable, universal, and most importantly provides an alternate energy source. A Wink submission.
Handheld non-electric/electric hybrid sewing machine, simple and easy to use. The Simple Stitch.
The Ebike(energy bike) is simple, affordable, universal, and most importantly provides an alternate energy source.
Mixing Mug
Smart Shower
Squeeze &amp; Brush Toothbrush
No more climbing into the car to secure your child in a car seat. No more feeding the belt through the car seat. Your life just got easier.
Soap Squisher
Fertilizer golf tee
Shower Coffee Mug Holder
1
Night Lite Projections and Audio of Mommy and Daddy. Baby will feel safe and secure and content like you're in the room. Go get some sleep!
Wind Resistant and Rain Proof Awning Covers. Elastic band flaps allow wind gust to flow through but keeps rain from entering.
Floss Freak
Temporary or permanent hair dye tabs that are activated when front and back are pressed together. Create names,words,designs with perfection
Shower Shade
Bottle Cap Opener
The ability to make any device powered by electricity, wireless. Place one adapter onto the device's plug and the other into the wall.
Laundry folding table
The rc phone that tweets for y
Control your TV from an App
Stand Tall Walker
Windshield headlights dimmer
iPad styluses are too short and hard to draw with. A custom extension cap is an easily adaptable solution for styli currently on the market.
Wireless Power in your Fridge
Porcupine Drain Cleaner
Social tree seats
Lifterio
Now you don't have to throw away those special fortune cookie fortunes! This fortune cookie frame magnet allows the display of 3 fortunes.
Turn Your Shoes Into Compasses
Plug bug
Bring it all cooler
Alphabet letters that work with LegoÂ® building blocks.
BulkUp App
Smart Satellite Dish Pointer
SHOE WASHING MACHINE. Never have to SLAVE AWAY at DIRTY SHOES AGAIN!! QUICK WASH while you RELAX
Water reservoir
Emoji poo toilet paper
Baby talk 2 child / car safety
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Tile contour ruler
"Speaki" Microphone Ring
The PowerBox
healthy spreads
Smart Coffee Cup
Poppy Cup Dispenser
The Anchored Sheet
The Phone Drone
Quirky Inventor Starter Kit
Projector
Inner Car Monitor
Baby talk child / car safety
Test
Chupeta bebÃª com localizador
Sticky Power Outlets
Expandable Tray with A.Dash/RE
smart frame
Space & Time
Punch'd
Swaggy
Guitarchee
Wink Window Candle
Re-designing the Hot Water Bottle and making it 'hand free' and easier to use by adding straps(like a backpack or a belt)
The dust stops here
Hello
TC WeB THE PLAYER
Jump ball
A CLEAR POD COFFEE TRAY THAT BLENDS IN WITH YOUR EXPENSIVE COUNTERTOP LOOKING GREAT WHILE PREVENTING SPILLS
AND STAINING.
Discrete Biofeedback Monitor
RESUBMIT-Was in UC! Redesign the Electric Mixer-Splatter and flour "poof" free-Chop, blend, knead & more-Tilting bowl for ease in pouring
Wink On In
almond white chocolate candy
Ever get around the block from your car and wonder if you locked the doors? This fob receives the fob signal and notes the time on display.
Toasty - Real Simple
Alphabet letters that work with LegoÂ® building blocks.
Nail Art Dispenser
Power extension. Lego-style connecter. Easily detachable. Lights up when charging and off when not. UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY!
Fractal Tiles
Arid, Sandwich Bag Drier
A cold butter dispenser that provides "a little dab" or fine shavings without mess or hassle. Simply drop in the stick and turn to dispense.
Vapii
Better bandage
Fly Eater
hi man
Alphabet letters that work with LegoÂ® building blocks. Quirky needs more toys.
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Corkee
Handy Umbrella
Water Proof E-CIG case/lanyard
Crochet Magic
Bee Hive Box
Thermo Tape
Custom USB Adapter
Comfort sensor
Wave of emotion auto accessory
Alcohol Bottle stand
Xstunt
Toilet With Garbage Disposal
Resubmit. Lemon Sponge
MY-Phone
MOMMY MIC
Long Caulk Arm
Phone Holder Music Fan
Solar Flash
BUILD YOUR OWN BACKYARD MAZE
Never again spill the contents of your purse in your car with a slam of the brakes. PURSEonal space keeps your purse in it's place!
USB Custom Adapter
CheapToiletSeatRaiser
a
Never Burn the Cake
Universal Multi-pod
Finger print reader doorbell
MyWallet
Prose
roller board
Lightbox
Peggy
Picture Frame Printer
Headphone with extra power
car shade
Meat thermometer/Flavor Injector two-in-one tool. Let's Extend the BBQ line!
10 minute workout dvd
A stand for iPhone that can be placed on a pregnant woman's belly to play music for the baby and the mother while the mother is resting
Clippy
Cylinder (sonar) sound bar
phone fly
RAKer
Runners Hoody
666
candied covered pears
Voice Over Lite
All purpose Poop Scooper
I phone 5 removable Wallet-Case to always get with you, your ID card, driver license, credit card, and cash when you go out.
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Baby Bath Wedge
Blinky
water tap : low, medium, high
retractable seat belt relaxer
Wink Checkmera
Sticky Note Tree
Recreate the physical experience of playing board and card games with friends/family using tablet PC's and hand phones networked together.
Mommy Monitor
2
SLoopy
Laundry folding table
948 Speaker System Modules
Fretboard Buddy
Rescue Me
Waterproof Breast Pump
BlueCase
baby on-the-go milk thermos
AutoCleaner 2.0
Puppy Tracker
HEATED BLANKET/App! Rev it up from our easy chair before going upstairs to bed. Don't kill the mood! WINK WINK(SAFETY bonus)
DSR ( Digital Sound Recorder )
Ear Wrap
Dual charging phone case
Outdoor Landscape Lights. Stakes &amp; Uplights &amp; Spots. No more hiking out to control timer. Motion sensor option.
asd
Node
If your dog is your best friend, don't you want him to live in style and comfort? The Doggie Dream House would make him tail wagging happy!
Smart LIVING TABLE with app-enabled lights. App determines lighting/watering needs based on plants grown. Resub OASIS III
360 degree selfie-stick
You're getting warmer...
Power Vine
Kopicado
paravole
Cat Lamp Shade
SPACE HEATERS. PREHEAT small areas JUST before arriving home, going to bed. Room 2 room, floor 2 floor. SAFETY app PROXIMITY sensor.
Boat Fender Planters
tv seat
An actual working add+on for cycle that makes it work in flooded area, or water sport cycle for parents and children.Very easy to make
Disposable, biodegradable, write-on tags for cups, plates &amp; wine glasses. Great for home/party use, or bring them out with you! #spotsv
WalkWalk AlarmClock(New Ver.)
compact combat sword
New life alarm-clock
The Velcro Palm Brace
Temo Grill
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Biodegradable plate liners
Flexible,easy to install eco-friendly wall planter system. Having drip watering system for a real green facades for urban homes
Metal Spork
Bass/Lead Hybrid
Jars with built-in scale
Why should a person loose his life while swimming in this high tech age?Every swim suite/trunk must turn into a life saving ring or a float.
Rwallet (Rechargeable Wallet)
The Independa'nt
Patern Projector
Ergonomically designed, back saving leaf/yard waste scooper. Don't bend over to pick up leaves-buy the leaf scooper and save your back!
ARMY WATCH
FUN Eco-Friendly Mini Bloks
Ultrasonic Sponge Box
Dust absorbing/blow shelves
THUMB HIGHLIGHTER
electric neuropulse skin read
Eye wipes
Pets Door Opener
Window AC insulation unit
amigodoctor.com
Hooks and tray for toothbrush
Running on music
The ultimate seed planter
Tool box edge guard
screen buddy
Portable Printer
Emergency Light with Tool Kit
Adjustable Cake Design Former
Shampoo Hug
Microwavable air freshener packet releases pleasant odors and eliminates the microwaved fish odor your coworker shared with the whole office
COINS SAVER BLOCKS
OMNIBIKE
Ergonomic Travel Tray
Sunshine Therapy watch
SQUEEZE AND PASTE
A roll down "garage door" that works like a rolltop desk, and can be locked with a key. Install above desk, and below bunked bed.
Web Cam Cover
Security Door Cable
Paint can perforator
Car Messaging System
Fretboard Buddy
Colored White-Out
airy
bicycle cassette hub replace
2 in 1 Zip
Wash-O-Matic
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Band Together - Musical Toys that can Play Together -instruments detect the presence of other instruments and sync up to play songs together
Electroreader
Har Humidifing System
Refrigerator drink dispenser
Back of the fridge accessor
d
Electro Globe
Flapwich Wraps
The Clip Hanger
Subway/Bus GameBoard For Group
Q Challenge: Rise &amp; Shine Game
Wacky Hands
HEY TEACHERS! Standing on top of chairs to staple something is not safe. Looking for a better alternative? Well, you just have!
Vase w/mirror tube 2 hide stem
Alert Me: Laundry is Done
A case that fits over our standard nail clippers that reduces that hurtful slip and catches those nasty nails!
AROS Room Portable AC
123
Yoga pants protector
Travel Size Surge Protector
bath and relax
solar powered iphonecase
air home elevator
Alexa Cyber Headband
Democratizing Growth Forecasts
Multifaceted Power Generator
Last Toll Pass
MagicMover
The bartender assistant! Keeps all your tools in one place! You bring the alcohol, we'll bring the bar!
Keylet
A plush pillow toy where you can insert your iTouch or iPad and attach to baby's crib, car seat or carriage for safe viewing.
Time-to-Work Clock
Coring Saucer
iShowOff Iphone Case!! Now use a textured iPhone case to show off your style! The case shows the imprint through your leggings or pants
Mundle
AC Power Supply Extender for all outlets!! No need to buy expensive power strips!
Desk Phone tangle free cord
Barbie Birthday Bus
veps
Counter-top Washer and Dryer
Q + H MaÃ±ana Headphonez
Slipless Shoe Liner
A visor that protects you from the front and drivers side window without having to flip your visor back and forth. 194 votes THANK YOU !
iFind
The Wire Car for the 21st Century
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30 days running challenge app
Motion Controlled Headphones
LARGE Appliance CORD KEEPER roll your cords up to keep areas clutter free mini for all your mobile devices. Large cordies tvs ac units ect.
Inflatable U-Turn Water Slide. A fun and active slide for kids. Run and dive in against the wet wall for a quick turn around! Fun!
Photo Location
Solar Powered Lighted Stretched Earrings: A fashion accessory for the 21st century.
Re-Chargable Remote Controler
Cahly-Jump
energy-saving Motor
Simple suitcase packer
A visor that protects you from the front and drivers side window without having to flip your visor back and forth. ReSub 202 votes
Tracking Device for ages 0-12
Solar Power Phone Charger
Always Cool
Induction charging pads are common. But the Q+GE version could be SMART with an embedded RFID chip.
Rechargable suitcase
Portion Tumbler Cups/FLAT LIDS
Atrapa insectos
Back Seat for Bicycle
solar powered lawn mower
Magnetic Timer Bracelet! Sticks to fridge, washer, etc! Wear on arm, do chores. Know remaining time with a glance. Handy for busy moms!
Flame Thrower
Entertainer Luggage
Web Camera Cover
ExchangePassword4Fingerprint
Let's go!
Bubble blower
MINIATURE HAND DRYER
Silicone Moat Sandcastle Set?!
Superman Toilet Brush
Pocket sized electric tent
IVD - Internet Verified Dating
RESUB Q-TIP dispenser stop wasting those q-tips all over the bathroom heres answer quirky tip dispenser hangs on wall for ez access sanitary
app enabled mechanical massage chair
its a clip that holds three base balls and easily snaps on or off no velcro suction cups needed neat on the go all in one simple and easy
its a app for amusment parks [ge walt disney ]and etc to make animated figures talk..also to find info centers and snack bars rides.etc
/resub/. clip that holds three base balls and easily snaps on or off no velcro suction cups needed neat on the go all in one simple and easy
A Suction Cup Mounted Tracing Paper Holder: A device that securely holds two pieces of paper or fabric to a window for tracing a design.
fryburger
Ski/Board Jacket BT Speaker
its a app for amusment parks [ge walt disney ]and etc to make animated figures talk..also to find info centers and snack bars rides.etc
Truly Secure Shredder
Pocket Fire
Garden Ergo Fork /Tiller
Watering tools for gardeners
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My Cell Showroom
Skywriting Drone Kit
Flavor Flave
E-Ink Keyboard
Easy irrigator
Climate control blanket
Clear Hand Warmer
Garage Guides for tight spaces
Weed Pulling Robot
Air Conditioner/Heat Vent Register Cover with Thermostat Control plus Wink. Control the temperature in individual rooms!
Alarm Clock or desk clock connected to your Calendar. Get alarms or chimes when you want. It could let other Wink systems know you're awake.
Butter Sprayer - Use real butter on your pans, not cooking sprays. Microwave safe butter sprayer. Watch the 6 sec Vine video of a prototype.
Furniture Spacer
Paja
cooling rice cooker
Skywriting Drone
Magnetic Propulsion Motor
Directional Audio & Alarm
Magnet Cake Decorating Kit
Perfect Mounting System
GO-BENDI
The Selfie Case
mpg displaying e-ink 'decal' for cars and trucks
Solar powered garden lamps with Ultrasonic mosquito / pest repellent
[link]ed under cabinet lights
Flowgen
iSTAND
Clampster
Ever get mad that your idea wasn't chosen by Quirky? Take the anger out w/ a Ben Kaufman squeezable rubber stress doll! Talks when squeezed!
Wink compatible doorbell
Ever get mad that your idea wasn't chosen by Quirky? Take the anger out w/ a Ben Kaufman squeezable rubber stress doll! Talks when squeezed!
bluetooth&amp;wifi enabled HDMI device that can allow or disallow video - locks to consoles
DigitalPictureFrame ina Dongle
iWatch with dual screens
Perfect Form
anyhook
3 Ways Smart Cooler
Egg Shooter
Vibez LCD HeadPhones
Doser - Aquarium Automator
The Squeeze-Easy
Fast Umbrella
Baker's Buddy
Cooking GPS
Moveable Desktop Organizer
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COOLER ANTENNAS
Smart Display Bathroom Mirror
App enabled AC / Space Heater
Adaptable Ladder
Solar Powered Cooler
Spirit Infuser
SafeLet
Conductive legos/realminecraft
Safe Stove
TC WeB NICE HOOKS collections
double phone
Easy Water Bath
Children's cooking set
Smart Keybox
Easy talk
Sensory deprivation helmet
Micro-fresh
SnapLock Toy Building Blocks
DREAM DRAIN
Affordable GPS luggage tracker
Bluetooth Gaming Dice
Space Age Combo Cleaner
Small Bluetooth Speakers
Bracelet Directional Speaker
cage-mounted indoor bird bath
tripod
The Real Sweat Sock
YotoMatic
Snorkel attached to mouth/nose
An app controlled coffee maker
Freewrite
Self Advancing Cutting Board
App Enabled Hoovercraft
Use Aros for heating
Look In Your Cooler From Side
Flush refill water saver
Wifibulb
Supercapacitor battery
Power Management
asd
Automatic Dish Drying Rack
TOUCH LIGHT + MAGNETIC STRIP
Kinetilamp
Natural Sounding Headphones
Cool Umbrella
Jogpack
Separe table
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Universal bottle "cork"
Smash ball
Garage Guides
Solar Powered Headphones
the disco lights
Bicycle and snowboard alarm
Strobz
Golf: Swing like the Pros. Attach laser light to hat home/office anywhere. Adjustable from tee to green. Instant feedback. Instant results.
I've Got Your Back
27 new panel and accessory ideas for Quirky's 'Pegit' iPhone case. SAVE PEGIT!! =)
Apartment Rent Finder
Connected Fancy Clock
"Point N' Click" Wireless Fingertip Mouse!! Ease wrist fatigue, just move your finger and the cursor follows! Tap to click!
Image navigation
iPhone/smart phone case with reading glasses or sunglasses attached or contained inside. 50/50 Collaboration with LAPangel
PERFECTA hair dryer
miam-miam
The Last Loop!! No belt is too long anymore! #spotsv
canned air
tennis shoe flats
RESUBMIT:Used tissues are germy. We often lay them on a table or stuff them in a bag or pocket to dispose of later. The solution is here!
A new tissue box cover that provides a place to dispose of used tissues and sanitize your hands when a trash can is not nearby.
Alchohol Boiler Desk Toy
phone case holder for saddles
Cry Baby Monitor
AlwaysFresh
Flexicharge
Cool Water
Want to Impress ur GF! with ur ever smooth shave SHAVING RAZOR:50% more effective/Easy clean/cost effective
Just when you SWITCH OFF THE LIGHT to sleep or the POWER GOES OFF!! &amp; u need your:Cellphone/Charger/Glasses/Switch. You need GLOW
TWISTERS
finger-input
Tablet USB case
Instant hot water
A bluetooth addon for bicycle & motorbike helmets to be able to pick calls while riding. The windguard will reduce noise. Retail apprx $20.
5-Minute Beer Chilling Cooler
Family Event Planner
CAMERA READY CELL PHONE BELT
Cellphone & tablet privacy
Defibrillator app locator
Smart Earphones
Fire starter kit
Toasty Fingers
Doodle Away
EFOR DEVICE
SvelteWallet
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new design of water tank
Glowing Cyclist Kevlar Belt
Hair trimming helmet
Fire starter kit
Lingo voiceprint
universal cloud connector
This Portable "Outdoor adjustable stability chair" is to provide an improved folding chair with each leg being adjustable on unlevel ground.
Feeding
video translator .
The Snake vacuum attachment
TV Planner
Baby safe
reusable dental floss
What's Happening?
Plastic Bottle Ring Cutter
vending machine picknic table
Dish Rack Tray With Built-In Squeegee. No more nasty buildup due to standing water. Please See VIDEO.
Pocket Baker
Hydro Active
Gigabit Switches Faceplate
Snorkel/Back
Acvatic toy car
car that is built like a watch
MyAlert
Slip N Slide MINI GOLF
blue tooth home
Smart Curtain Bug
"SkyCam" for your home!
Hybrid LED/Fiber Optic Bulb
smarty coffee maker
Deer Radar
SCREEN EYES
EZ NAILS
RING NAIL FILE
Sani Serve
Cheese cap
LIFTank
Flashlight
Air Duster Vac Attachment
The Trash Bag Helper
Kid Wifi Lazer tripwire!
Wifi Lazer tripwire!
Space Bar Connect
augmented hearing
Hug Pillow
A mini USB projector that plugs directly into your tablet, laptop, and phone plugs into your USB port. No need for bulky equipment anymore.
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The Ultimate Headset
Bug Zapper Lamp
The Multi-Purpose Phone Case
Limousine luggage
Posh Steven's 9/22 flat iron
PCA
Umbrellas Clip for Coolers
Tossit
Spacebar built in Tray/Storage
audio connect
Find-a-Hanger
A "Go Green" machine! Used tea leaves and coffee grounds can be recycled in dozens of ECO-FRIENDLY ways after being dried in this device!
Flexible split ring
Corners putty knife
phonezhd
AfterBrew-"Go Green" machine
Night Vision - it's not just for Navy SEALS anymore. Here are infrared see-in-the-dark glasses for the rest of us.
Flexible split ring
Nibble Square Cakes
Limousine luggage
Vcall Kit
Portable LED Lamp
Truly Instant: Coffee
Phone Camcorder Strap
Battery - Fishing Line Spooler
Selfie Button
GE-NIUS MICROWAVE
Grilling Buttercup
Transform your Tablet or SmartPhone's Camera with a Mountable, Swappable KALEIDOSCOPE Lens Accessory Kit!
The filtered flower vase
Baby Crib Curtain
Folds from a full sized dinner plate into a bowl with simple hinge technology.
Windshield washer fluid pods
Baby be safe car seat
Wrist Composer
Cordz
squeemop
Hot Kool Kup
Powerstrip selector
MicroBoard - Electronic Piano
Wrist Viewer
Twist Lock
Airplane screens
Slip N Slide Mini Golf
Limousine luggage
E-Canvas
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Boozquets & Booztonnieres
Auto Injector Device
NailPolish-UV and STI Detector
Shower Taps Bookmarks. Why spend focus and energy to come back to your optimized shower position. Why canâ€™t we just "bookmark" it..
Drink never gets old
Poppy Aquarium Auto Feeder
Butter knife heater
All-around athletic clothing l
retractable hanging bed
Abs killer
Walk to school following drone
Smart Water Filter Pitcher
scrub a bug
Carabiner Switch
An App to control the AC at home remotely to turn it on before you get home, and also set the temperature.
Broom Groomer Evolution. Let's add a long handle to it.All the benefits (bye bye dust bunnies) without bending down to pick it up. RESUBMIT
Hand Tool Accessory Mount
Rip your CDs/DVDs to iPhone 5/iPad with a stand alone device without the need of a PC/Mac and SW.
Motion alert modules
Alarm Clock + Tooth Brush?
Pet Locater
Wine Chiller 2.0
Hand Warmer Drink Koozie
Portable windmill
EZ Cut Scissors
Color Changing Phone Case
Wax wafer candle
Snaps
Smart Pick
Heated Windshield
Magnetic Shock Absorbing Chair
Phonevista
Visionary Blinds
Spy Fish
portable/stationery windmill
KallerTune
Musical Pillow
WarBotts
Smartdough
SicriT
Heated Windshield
Limousine luggage
heated jacket
Firelight
Limousine luggage
USB Charger From phone line
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Gravity Suit
Stainless Steel Rings
Musical Pillow
Automated Event Broadcasting
Could it be the next Snuggie??? A Pillow-and-Blanket in One!
At A Glance Kitchen Canisters
Smart Shopping Cart
Mini Mobile Office Box
Safety Auto flotation bags
Car Finder
Whistle Pop
Interactive 3D Webcam Control
Smart Lunchbox
Bluetooth Mouse Glove
TravellersFood
Bottle opener lighter keychain
Two sided ball sponge/brush
induction outlet
Car spotter
Solar beach Umbrella
Bacuum
Hover Garage
xxxxxx
Traveling To Roma
Record snaps without hands
Howdy Hand
high tech
Freeze Dried Infusion Bags
Bike-N-Charge
Omigosh Eyewear Concepts
Smart Home - Smart Clothespin
Little Helpful Cap
Peace Of Me
Smartphone anti-drop strap
Quick Release paint roller ...
Luminous book holder
The Howdy Hand
creature detector
Photo with a voice tag
research
At home sterilizer
The Diaper Dandy
peace of me
space outlet..................
Aisle Easel
Make lots of TOSTONES ( fried pressed plantains) fast &amp; easy for your restaurant or home.
The Claw #HomeDepot
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Child Safety for door handles that won't allow the handle to be turned down by a child, but can be turned upwards by tall adults.
FaxIt
The BOH â€œBuddy Flags!â€
wireless car alarm
All surge protectors are straight except Pivot Power, so letâ€™s create one that is permanently curved (doesn't pivot)-would be much cheaper
sleep pal.....................
UnsmokeMe
Spincaster Fishing line winder
youGO!
Slash -The Underwater breather
Mixing Music and Sounds
Bungee Pen
Bouncing Betty Paintball
Anyservice
Unique Bathroom Mat!#HOMEDEPOT
Best ever pool ring toss game!
13242e
Ultimate All-in-One Case
WarBott
Mattibag
Solar Lantern &amp; Birdfeeder
Dj multi charging station
The door flipper
The Saltsprigner
Multi Bedside Ensemble/unit
Toy Ball for your pet...
Pop/ Beer Can Counter
Wallet+All-N-1 Phone Case
Toilet seat pressure sensor
Soap/Shampoo in a Bottle
L-R Inversor
Hoberman expanding sphere tent
Tea Bag Heat Press
GERM FREE TOUCH
SHOWER HEAD SOAP DISPENSER
ForKnife
Lawn Guardian
3 Hotel Solutions: Challenge
Traveling Utensils
Back Seats for Bicycle
hovercam
ITrey
Suction Coasters
drip caching mug
Microphone for hearing impaird
electric detector clip
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NEW DESIGN OF WATER TANKER
This is a Baby Car Seat Carrier called Quirky Easy On.Easy on because it makes carrying your Babies Car seat easy on your back, arms,n legs
Is that Drink too Hot! or too cooled that you can't hold it,The bottle of juice has no handle and it's heavy! Then use the VICE GRIP NOW!
It's summer and you need to get your children outdoors to have fun,through building and playing and swimming,WATER WORKS! is your solution.
We all have Umbrellas but on a rainy day we have to deal with the wetness on our floors,cars and office well not anymore. DRAINBELLA IS HERE
Like Cuban sandwiches, now you can make them at home fast &amp; easy. Stove top Cuban sandwich maker
SWURBLE lightball
A Heat-able Football! This is for all the times you're playing catch in cold weather and your hands get cold, now your fingers can stay warm
Tape Measure Flask
I propose a custom biometric attachment to the handgrip of any firearm/ weapon. It would only allow the lawful owner to be able to fire it.
Fruit cocktail beverag machine
RetracoCan Opener
KeyLectric
Feedback Needed: Would you buy this? What material: Wood, Composite, Clay, Plastic? ID Coasters: Never lose your drink again!
AirFlow Baby Mattress
Apple
Sun screen sponge
Apple phones
Mudduppie
Popper Topper Stoppers
Retractable Pivot Power &amp; Wink
Expandable nail polish brush
Umbrella belt
DASH PAD
The Stackable Carry All
soggles
Solar Power Harman Headphones
The Rod
Crawler Washer
All-in-One Outlet
Office Box
My idea will help you become organize,less stress full and make writing, or, drawing fun for any ages.
Batwing raincover
The Hawk
A cat or dog toothbrush that is fun for both the owner and the pet! Your pet will never run away from you again when it hears the water on.
The Real Sweat Sock
Stuck Savior
Knife drawer cover
Heli-Ball
AIC cereal maker
Safe Stop Cop Saver
Automatic bag retrieval
Decorated Canes or Walkers
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Dog poop autogone
AppleTV AAA Remote Case
New Marble Shooting Game
Built-In Gravy Drain Cookware!
Grocery, Drug Store/App.
The Shower Maid
Beautiful Scenic Pool Covers
Name
Screen for French doors
Medidor de Gas
Hunters Holder
IR Welding Helmet
Real BlueTOOTH Tooth Speaker
Laptop all in one is a carry on and kind of a table at the same time.
Clever Badges
LOTION TOWEL - apply sunscreen on your own back Enjoying the sun alone? No problem just wipe the lotion tissue on your back like a towel
Magnetic trailor wire coupling
Sandwich Server
Smart storage room
moonshot brands
Smart storage room/cabinet for your food (canned food, Pasta, olive oil, mustard, ketchup...)
Smart Water Bottle - App enabled water bottle that monitors how much water you drink and warns you if you don't drink enough
THE KART KADDY
This is a Baby Car Seat Carrier called Quirky Easy On.Easy on because it makes carrying your Babies Car seat easy on your back, arms,n legs
Yellow and red card
SureGrip Shower Band
SEXY BOTTLE STOPPER
Digital Gun
Cup of Jolt
solar lights
NO MORE jelly in the peanut butter and peanut butter in the jelly. "Revolutionary" knife! No more mess!
Vending Machine
Grow a plant in any shape! The idea is for a mold, sold with a fast growing plant, that let's the sun in to let the plant grow but limits how the plant grows so
that it forms the shape of the mold. So you could have stars, human head shapes, spheres
Email Smart Icon
Super Soles: extra height to help shorter people see the band
Bicycle safety device that projects a warning on to the road surface - encourages drivers to move over &amp; improves visibility. #QCYCLE QCYCLE
Let's create a Tervis Tumbler (or a similar insulated beverage container) in BOTTLE form that UNSCREWS IN HALF for easy cleaning!
Cordies Dock: an iPhone 5 colored Cordie side by side with integrated dock.
Pin it!
The twin laptop bag (The Split Sac)
It's summer and you need to get your children outdoors to have fun,through building and playing and swimming,WATER WORKS! is your solution.
Don't bin it - eat it!!
Your coffee is hot n u want it cold,your dinner is cold n u want it hot n no waiter in sight then it's time for CHILLHOT!The hot n cold vase
Post it splitter
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Keyfob sized shopping bag
Keep-dry
Bottle Basher
mommy app
the noninvasive shower curtain
Auto Open
Hand held sprial peeler
A Babies pacifier holder and Bib that is easy to attach, flexible, easy to clean, doesn't fall off, durable and your baby can sleep with it.
Convert all you mini headphones into a Dr. Dre's beats noise canceling headphones, well now you can with the ADAPTOPHONE!
The Selfie Stick Tool
Easy Hammer
Retro Rocks! Cassette Tape Jukebox!
Life Shield
Readio
Mix Tape iPhone App
A storage tote that can be collapsed flat but can also be adjusted depending on if you are using the whole tote or not.
Backup Camera Cleaner
Under the cabinet paper towel holder with radio/CD player, storage and motion activated clamps to insure an easy rip
K-cup cabinet with room for coffee pot and mug storage
An adjustable sized cooler
Super Soles: extra height to help shorter people see the band
Digital GridBoard for Vehicles
Readio
Safe Cooking spoon
Breath bracelet
Mini retracting extension cord
Zin Slides
PowerCordies
The Ultimate Dish Brush
Collar Cozies
Shoes 2 in 1
Pet Window Atrium
Magic cup
Sims Bowl
Aquarium Lamp
Pool Float Retractible Tether
brisko wireless
TC WeB HANDLING IT accessories
Gray & Gray Safeguard Laundry
ComfortMe
Canine Compression Gear
Nutritea
Barbie, blue lite fish lamp.
Weatherdome Umbrella
App enabled Toilet paper role
A water bottle with pockets (features) to hold smart phone, headphones, wallet, sweat towel and keys. Line ext- POWERCURL, CORE, BANDIT ETC.
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Lysol Bomb
Bill aggregation mobile app
Leaf Utensils
NAP JACKET
Barbie Hair Cut Doll
The Crazy Cooker.
Contact Lenses Life Case
My Baby's Phone
App-enabled Notifier for Burnt-Out Light Bulbs and Where to Find Replacements
Rotating Handle Clamp for Shopping Baskets; Keep Your Wrist and Arm in a Comfortable, Relaxed Position
Rotatable Apple Charger with Side Cable
App-enabled Notifier for Burnt-Out Light Bulbs and Where to Find Replacements
Rotatable Apple Charger with Side Cable
GoBowl
Survivalist phone case
El Nuevo Fosforo
Smart Wooden Spelling Blocks
Scrub-a-Bear
Building Uber model for social
Sowla
Milk Cycling Appliance
DigiFrame
smart print
GPS Jewelry
Smart drop
Cell Phone Case with Built-In Alarm
Zipalong Wi-Fi Travel Bag
Clip-On Boil Detector with Alarm
Lapicero con borrador
Teller integrated cash counter
A height-adjustable stand upon which the handle of a frying pan can rest while on the stove, thus keeping the pan level.
bien xe may thanh oto
saltshaker
dfvgb
Freeze Flex
Children Print
Archery Tracer
Risers
The Up Table is an adjustable table device with multi-use and multi-purpose that can be used in every home in America and the world.
SnapPrisms...Snap-ins for the sidebars in CD cases. Cool and collectible.
Laundry maid
Hangers
The water scooter new body board design with battery, electric motor , steering, propelled yourself in the water.Revise version 403 votes.
Kepler
Biycycle Dash
Beer holder(Koozie kool)
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Wall mounted sunglass display
boba water
sweetened boba water
Protect your privacy with the camera cover clip for your IMac and IPad. "Ratters" They watch through your webcam
Counter +/- (plus/minus)
boba water
Heroic Undershirt
Spooner
Aim to please
Multi Output Headphone Stand
things to do
Travel Power
Book Leash
Hot Cold Therapy Clothes
Wrist mount for iPhone
Vizor Jawz
Rolling Holdall
Tennis Badmiton Laser Net
dsfsdag
popcorn as a resturant appetiz
Count Down Timer
Vibrating Medicine Ball
Rake No More
'Wind-up' Water Level Tube
Interfusion
Silent Sleeper
Kanchi Indian Herbal Hair Oil
Smart Bicycle Pedometer+: App-enabled cycling pedometer that tracks more than distance traveled; Pedal strokes, Calorie burn, Incline, more!
Smart Scale: App-enabled scales/portable weighing pads. Weigh luggage while traveling, track weight goals, calculate loads, record data...
DSAR- Drone search and rescue
Smart Curtain Bug: App-enabled for remote control of your curtains. Open/close, schedule, wake to light! Use with existing curtains &amp; rods.
Smart Alarm; Safe Home. App-enabled smoke and carbon detectors: Alerts your phone to hazards and lets you know when the battery is low.
Seed Saver
rftg
Forever Holiday lights
Hot dishes
GE + Quirky Smart Mower
sweets resturant
EL Wire Light Bulb
Retractable PowerCurl
Bottle Organizer for refrigera
The Veggie and Fruit Vest!!
MEMO BULB
Small solar cooler
ups(surge protector w/battery)
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A Halo's To Heaven Board Game
small desk-top paper shredder
Storage Buoy Barrel NEED VOTES
Deluxe Party Cooler/Strg Buoy
StencilGo
Door Extension Cord
Security Bar
Control-Any-Earphone Remote
FloatLight
Drug and Device Safety App
Nail Design Stamp
REVOLUTIONIZE INSOLE INDUSTRY
Arc
Black Box Cloud Communicator
Infor-mail
Pet Pee Grass Saver
Brofist Beer Glas
Induction Heating Slow Cooker
Shock in the Pocket
Duo Travel Pillow
Hybrid PTO Generator
Sound Splitter
Meet-Ball
EcoToGo Box
Boat Hatch Wind Deflector Syst
The Serve Stove
Flying Santa Claus
easy sheets
moohuu
Suck It Up
Smart Phone Head Unit
Onerwaker
Sifting Litter Bags
Multimodular electric plug
Tip-Over Tote
The Grass Nibbler
Waterfall Glass
ClearView Glasses
Grass Shoes and Sandals
Pod Power
Toaster + Room Heater
Double Shaver
Inflatable Toy Aircraft
Elliptical Cycling Exerciser
Paramagnetic O2 Turbocharger
Fraction Stocks
LockGuard
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Hot/Cold Water Boot &amp; Gloves
Airlines Travel Bottles
NeckPillow filled with clothes
Clever
GreenHouse Gas Solar Cooker
ss
Scanner in your devise casing
Smart Bed
Pentron
Windshield Cleaner for on-the-go,to get rid of those annoying insects marks on your windshield RESUBMIT, over 100 v first time!!!
Rockies
Imagine a safe, silicone knife that helps teach kids to cut their own food! The adjustable loop helps position pointer finger safely on top.
UV Shoe Deoderizer
Custom Hot Wheels
Fitness A&H control band
Top Side Skateboard
Leftover Pizza Crisper
Digital Body Measurement
Tilted wheels
Ball Cap Logo Printer
App-Enabled Finder
Eye-Scan
Trypod
ChargeChief
Re-skip-it 2.0
Children
Add A Plug Pivot Power
Super fast refill soaker
Flydo
Handle this
Chore Minder
Lint Prevent
Wireless Parametric Speakers
Shower Cell
Collapsible Triple Umbrella drying rack. 1.Large clothes /Lingerie/Shoe dryer 2.Low cost 3.Space saving 4.Optional fan for cooler areas
Wink Television
Collapsible Banquet Ice Boat
Musical VolleyBall
Personal Tablet Carrier!
sensor adapter to flush toilet
GO GO GAS
plastic water bottle presser
Secure Doggie Door &amp; Collar
Ladder Cords
double suction TOILET PLUNGER
Surfing Saftey Net
The lazy husband
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Leaky faucet App alert
URINICE!
The Scare Bear
Heat/Massage pregnancy pillow
Walking Stick Phone Charger
Running Toilet App Alert
shoelky
Dirty diaper Alert !
TENS machine app
Box stacks
Lamp and support ipad. Apparently it is a lamp with charger for iphone, but its top is also a stand for ipad with an extendable arm
Convertible Muffin Pan
TrashMinder
Did you know that drivers that run a red light are one of the top causes of fatal car accidents in the U.S.? We can make a difference.
Smoother
SteadyCine 180
PAINT CAN KEG
PlaceMat with a food scale
OVERFILL LiD
Zoom Makeup-Mirror (DIY)
(DIY )Vibrant nails
Our Song
Boil Over
Real-time fantasy tv scoring
Quirky Pro Clipper
Tool Belt Power Clip
T-Ball Practice swing
contractors book
Dryer coats
Lightning slipper
Flobrez
Water-Insulated Running Gloves
Gps Amber alert kids watch
Easy Groupie photo taker
Raft Version 2
The Uber Gear
Grammie's Roll 'O Dough
Shift 2.0
ALCOHOL DETECTOR FOR CARS
Sure Sharp
Jack Light
Bicycle seat mud flap
easy rise tool box
Hat Adapter
Mini mobile office
Pump And Shred
E-Light ProteCase
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BBQ CADDY
Colored Toilet Paper
Musical keyboard power supply
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Glow in the dark!
A quirky bumper sticker! Stick on your car to show off one of your great interest! QUIRKY: GREAT ADVERTISING! Open to suggestions!
This is an object that floats around in any pool which connects to an app to tell them the chemical level, temp, propane, etc of the pool
On the go charging unit! No more batteries! Need an outlet but not near one? iPhone down to 5%? Here you go! I am open for suggestions!
PIVOT POWER 2! Has USB PORTS! Also you can wrap that excess cord in the indentations located right next each outlet. Glow in the dark!
Grocery store conveyor cleaner
Freedom Phone
BrushFloss
Case face
Safe shipping for frosted cupcakes! Cupcakes arrive at their destination as fresh, beautiful, &amp; intact as when they were boxed.
Double-Endled Lotion Bottle
Velcro Strap; Double-sided strap with D-ring for cinching &amp; expansion; Strips of hooks &amp; loops at 45-degrees adds tremendous function [bjw]
Hot Pen
Wash Sponge
Nonnicotine medical inhalant
5 in one power strip extender
Modular Hard Case Luggage | Build your own ruggedized luggage from a carry-on to an 7.7 cu/ft travel case.
Home Plate
An on-bottle Aerating Decanter that can be stopped and stored. What?!!
caddy w/ adjustable dividers
jewelery box, wifi, gps, app
smart cell turn mic by console
PORTABLE BAR STATION, APP.
techno tablecloth. kamaleon.
baked fish filet holder
tool's led light detachable
sofa cushion tablets holder
MyTourGuide
NO MORE DIGGING Is an attachment for cooler that allows you to connect an umbrella, saving time and problems when you are at the beach, pool
(iKitchen) kitchen wear that is able to signal your iPhone that the pot you have on the stove is boiling.
THE TOILET BUDDY, flush and spray at the same time, a square spray container that attach to your toilet and spray frangance as you flush.
Clipits
Demonstrate formal education
EXPANDABLE PIZZA TRAY. Cook and keep your leftovers in the same Tray to the Fridge and Reheat in Toaster Oven. 30 billon industry
Resubmit....EXPANDABLE PIZZA TRAY Stone Coated. Cook and keep your leftovers in the same Tray to the Fridge and Reheat in Toaster Oven.
A SOAP SAVER &amp; HOLDER, no more falling slippery soap and longer lasting Soap.
Stimulus
AirMoto
Mojito Filter
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Spotbot Roomba
Naughty Soaps
Voyager PRO - Transparent iPhone Windshield Mount
Automatic Cleaner
Ava Board
Shape-Shifter Display Stand
Medics On Wheel (MoW)
design-make ballons at home
Sound Check
brush auto-paint filled
Water-Insulated Running Gloves
Stylish tabletop power station
Tesla earth field inductor
Pet Pedals
sink sponge holder free rotate
This Bag Sucks
flat tire alert sensor
tmPhone
plate w/dividers to do diet...
glove that let u see ur watch
shredded chicken- veal set
cellphone case handbag holder
iTable
Grouper
SockFlop
Crack Up
smitten.com
car snow remover. reach more.
lighter w/ locking system.
Sport Travel Camera Bag 3 in 1
hands protector stick w funnel
Puppy Pad
History Digital Calendar
dishes dryer countertop mat.
door-window stoper, wifi, app,
carglass icer
kidÂ´s care
Five Star Rating Stamp
Cereal Cup
Extension Cord UNIT
Floating Shot Glass
Lighted Floor Mat
Mode/Suction Cup Bath Fan
Flexible Bath Fan
Route Runner
NAIL POLISH PUCK
App Enabled Pet Toy
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Plus Car Sunshade
SwingCan
The KeepAsleep 3-in-1 Baby Pad
lemon & peppermint twist
Portable Shower Curtain
The "Stay Down Blanket", is a blanket that actually stays down when you put it down! Perfect for any outdoor activity! (See Smaller Pic.).
Parkster
Pick Me! Pick Me!
Dial Wattage Bulbs
Easily drink water
Sleep-thief
Power Strip & More
Sticky Magnet Charger
syphone hose powered power pla
SpriteAnade
Small tablecloth weight to prevent the wind from blowing the cloth up while dining outdoors. Weight could be any pattern, material, finish.
MyPowerStrip
360
the 47 hour clock?
Walking Desktop
Standing Power Cable Box
Versatile INNER PURSE - Accommodate (almost) any size purse! Change purses in a glimpse! Organize your stuff! More pockets!
Drain Cable
Smart Money
QuickKee
Hello World
Coffee printer
Lazer Pool Alert
"MilkMinder" FridgeMilkTracker
BioPlay(not final)
The Germ Finder
Smart Outdoor Umbrella
shut up
BusStopper
Folder with bookmarks
DTM Drum Pad on Pad
Sun shade for your seat
A folding shopping cart either comes with the basket (attachment) or it doesn't. No detachable basket. There has to be options.
asd
Smart Growth Chart
Digital TRUE tire pressure cap
Easy Solder
BAGGAGE PULLER
BOTTLE TOPPERS
FANCY FEET- non skid stickers
Sock-Aide
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Swivel-set Stem Clip
Suspender Stay
Suitcase with built-in stand
Half-fitted Sheets
Nose Drip Aid
multi purpose charger
Project Eva
Travel kit
Glass Slipper - a completely transparent silicone coaster that attaches to the base of any glass or beverage. No more water rings anywhere!
Dr.sprite
A disposable cup/12oz can cooler. It's ideal for parties and picnics. It's disposable Styrofoam and can be used as a cup or can cooler.
Now introducing the FIRST dual-synchronized SHOT-GLASS-FOR-TWO to share! The FIRST major innovation to spirit shooting in over 90 years!
A retractable plastic barrier for cubicles that blocks coughs and sneezes from rude or sick co-workers.
This carrying case for iPads,Laptops and Tablets is convenient, it allows you to carry it on your shoulder,in your hand or on your back.
This product is designed for convenience,simplicity and comfort. This personal mist air cooler's thermo design keeps the water ice cold.
The raincoat is stitched into the backpack as if it were a parachute, your child will never leave home unprepaired for Mother Nature.
Solor cell phone charger
Milkies
Spiral Bound Computer Paper
LuggageWizz
Photo Streamer - a long digital photo frame designed to scroll a stream of images, rather than displaying one at a time. Change your pace!
Ergonomic Paintbrush Handle
Virtual pocket money
To Heel And Back!
Livestock Hay Feeder. Weather-proof your livestock's feed from the wet and cold, while keeping it contained.
Phone and key locator. Smart phone / iPhone app which is linked to a key chain via the app.
How can we organize our ZIP LOCK BAGS that are full of craft items, food items, etc. so we can see what's in them? Solution idea here!!
WallEx
A gym bag that separates your Clean and Dirty items w/easy access to all the essentials - Stop carrying clean clothes around in a dirty bag!
testing epee
smart phone message recorder
RainStream
Wifi phone case
put SNS to PDM
Liquid filter
Scrub a-tub-tub
Keychain USB disc
SteadyCine 180
Thomas and Friends Train Game
Radiant - Smart Space Heater
Multi Lens Fiberoptic Camera
Keep kids and pets safe! The Cord Butterfly. A decorative, easy to use product that keeps your mini blind cords away from children and pets.
SmartBUY
Pursie
Mables Fables
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Smart Agua Fresca Maker
Candygo
The Toby
E-life
'No Feel' Dog Waste Bags
Bright Read Light
Leg Workout - Ankle Armor
Cordies V2 with Nano Suction
Brainy Box
A Fluorescent Lamp that pair and synchronize to your cell by the Ballast, Bulb or Starter each have a different frequency
The Pivot Power Tower. Take less space in the floor. Outlets can rotate from 360*/180*/90*/45* to cero.
BEGINNERSWORK COLORING PUZZELS - Three puzzels for early learners. Color and learn colors, shapes and patterns and fine motor control.
THE BLOX BOX- weighted soft building blocks in 125% of usual scale, that store neatly in a box that becomes a part of openended play.
THE BIG BOX- a play system for early childhood. Sturdy and safe shapes for endless hours of imaginative play. Stores neatly the biggest box.
Shower fresh
Automatic Carpet Cleaner
Foot Power Shower
Automated Potty Platform
Verz
Say goodbye to messy plant vs. pet disasters. This tool is safe but tactilely noxious to petâ€™s feet preventing them from digging in plants.
Was UC Smart Trash Can w. scan bar code reader, label reader &amp; snap pic of the product that U throw away &amp; creating a shopping list in U app
Change the Face of the New Mac Pro Desktop with Circular Cooling Stand/ Base &amp; cable management &amp; dock to sync iPod, iPad, iPhone
App enable ANTISPILL Surface Sensor Electric/Gas Range that sense when spill occur &amp; Alert to your cell to turn off/lower or check
Parking ticket In-Car printer
Sunglass Stick on Reader
A wooden bar with platforms for setting things on and hooks for the hanging of keys and other organizer add-ons.
Medicine Bottle Stash
solar powered automatic plant waterer
App enable control thermostat Electric, Gas Range &amp; Oven that sense when spill occur &amp; send Alert to your thermostat &amp; phone to turn off
Flower Pot Bicycle Rack
App enable Range Drip Pans &amp; Oven that sense when spill occur &amp; send Alert to your thermostat and phone to turn off &amp; lower temp.
protec' voiture
App enable Car Key Hider, don't worry anymore only you can get the keys
Lever Handle Add-On
Wall hole cover
Cooler Table Top and Peg Board
Tool box with outlet and hook
werewrewr
Earbuds Removable Parts
water bottle generating health
Sport field delimitation laser
Smart Cutting Board
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Pressure sensor and tracker
Bottle Holder with Lid
Soda 2.0
Electronic airplane swing set
BusStopper
Cat-friendly fish tank.
GELinkSmallBulbsSmartAdaptors
Alarm clock bed
Flycycle
Scouring Glove
SOAP HOLDER to hold his and her soap, to hold a shampoo and soap, to hold his and her shower scrubber SOME PEOPLE DON'T LIKE SHOWER
STATION.
resubmit SOAP SAVER, HOLDER AND STORAGE UNDER FOR A SECOND SOAP, no more falling slippery soap from the soap holder and longer
lasting Soap.
TC WeB AMIGOS ACCESSORIES
Perpetual clean energy charger
Brooch to hold wires
Periscope phone stand
Child Car alarm
Matching Retractable Air Pump
fdg
Pathfinding lawn mower
Wet Floor Warning Light Tower
Hippy
Sereneflo
Efficient Coffee Bean Grinder
ALWAYS ON Video Tablet
Reduce your phantom load
Bigger Game Controller
Control paddle
Reduce your phantom load
LED bulb w/ changeable sensor
Kinected Lights
smart scanner
Solar Cap Charger
Store car key in gas cap
Updated: My idea/innovation is security oriented and it is an App Enable Electronic lock
Cookbook recipe finder
Beach Bag Buddy
50 Trash Bags in One Trash Can
Tong Tong
Light weight travelling bag
Hands-free Badge Holder
Spotter
Cat toy, wall/ceiling mounted
Toy shaped robotic puzzle piece/block etc. picker with video game scoring app - Let your kids cleans most of your house after they play
Ever gone grocery shopping &amp; realized you got tomatoes, but not potatoes, or didn't know how many you needed? App enabled veggie holder
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Eliminate cord mess-Separate cord from ports; Create custom connectors connected with minimal size cord or choose your cord size(similar UC)
Stackable Can sealer,roll free
2 way swivel clip for laptop
Pivot Power + sensor RimLights
Soapress
Power Flyer
Phase Changing Bucket
Sand skis
Spotter Uniq v.2
EPR- Express Polish Remover
Antismudge Broad Ruler
Hifi cellphone
Dish Washer Supreme!
My handmade purses (shellbags) will make changing purses a snap. Just zip the lining out of one bag and into another and keep it moving.
The Measureverse
Saddle Crank
Weight tracker
voice activated shower head
Comfort&Rest
Hangtool
App-Enabled Hose Controller
It's time to re-invent the iPad case like you've never seen it!
Bluetooth Headpiece Keychain
SleepStream Smart Mattress
Remote Cell Phone Call Display
bath tub video/audio monitor
The zapper
Band phones
One Touch Hanger
Big Pies in the Ocean
Interactive Cars Uno game
Sometimes it's the simple innovations that make for the best products. Meet the reinvention of the Bathtub Hair Strainer.
RotoRoast, the electric rotisserie that easily and cheaply brings outdoor flavors to the indoor kitchen: hot dogs, kabobs, marshmallows, etc
Ezject
Grill Pan Max
Simply put, this is a cushioned sleep mat or play mat that's able to roll up and convert into a comfortable and sturdy chair.
EZ Soda Bottle opener &amp; closer
"Smart" Desk
Clean Ur Tumbler Everywhere!
bath buddy
Doctor Gourmet Dinner
1-Day Shelters
Sugar-breaking Dressing Bottle
Dressing Mixer &amp; Container
1-Piece Cake Holder
The Hanging Bag's Hanger
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Hat Keeper
Armored Controller Case
Budgeting trolley
Bumper Protector with extender
Mooshy
Handle bar buffers
Beverage Can Dispenser
SEAWATER INTO DRINKABLE WATER
Travel aids for cats and dogs.
A keyport device that presents the right key by using NFC.
The Home Stretch
Beverage buddie
Egg Boiler
Bed Vision
Navi-sun shield
Sweet Wall Heat
SwitchCube - Hybrid Audio
Home Depot Disco Bath Fan
mobile bird feeder w/ birdbath
car frames
Cancer Cure
POWERED SPINNER BOARDING BAG
Rock-it Baby Mobile :: AirPlay Enabled Baby Mobile &amp; Interactive App
The Hurl Squirrel
iDRIVE
V-DOCK
The 60 second pumpkin carver
on the go baby car seat
the next thing
Lime squeezer
The Universal Bulb
Microdog
The Avocado Stand
VISOR FOR LAPTOPS. WORK IN A SUNNY DAY! When i need to use my laptop in a sunny day, it is hard to see right with all the light reflection.
App enabled water filtration pitchers and bottle Track filter status, temperature of water, usage, and more! Helps people drink more water
Harness natures energy. Create a water wheel that can create energy from flowing water such as gutter runoff or from a stream while camping.
Car piggy bank-Organize all your loose change in the car and use an app to see how much $ is in there.
Shower caddy stopper! A rubber stopper placed on the shower pipe to stop the shower caddy from sliding down and items falling out.
App enabled space heater
Wireless multimedia cables
Portion Control Containers!
Heated doggy potty
following carry bag
Strain Drain
Finder Device
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Moonbeam
Hrygraphone
The Travel Plug
Self Sharpening Knife Block
Flee the Fire
Tailgate Tent Accessories
Save my neck
Good Morning Momma
Water Hose Wheel Chock
Mega Bloks Traveling Case
The super disco
Towelair
Tiny Portable Vacuum
Outlet Expander
xxxxxxxxx
Selfari Stick
Affordable helicopter mount for GoPro (and other cameras) Control the helicopter via app enabled device Current models cost $600-1300+
Solar powered cooler app enabled temperature control. Video shows possible solution. Who doesn't like cold beer!!
Bluetooth watch relays calendar alerts and notifies when text, call or email is received. Notifies by sound or vibrate
Hiking/Running/Outdoors-man watch that displays all the information you need while outdoors plus interacts with your device
Where is my pet app
TRUE MIRROR
Comforter Boa
tarp bagger
Monster Middle: Icee Snowman
Grammar Touch
Ragedyannie doll: monsters
SELF CHARGING PHONE
fdsf
Family Central
Renegade Roof
The perfect gym bag
Cranky baby
Woobie
showermate
Tester
Phone charger protectors
quirky went bankrupt
Lo-Li
Dishwash protect
xxxxxxxxx
EyeCU
fiksna piksla
Fan Produces Free Lighting
Prevent-a-flush
"Wink Mobile Reminder"
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Mattress Carrying Case/Protect
Tempy
Q-Mascot Table Clock
Watering Hose Stand
Putting Sleeve
UFO Balloon-High Power Speaker. Promotional Balloon Connected by a rod to a High Powered Sub-Woofer Speaker. Booms QUIRKY! Robert Harker
Mommy and me Athletic Club
Sticker World Watch
A multi purpose foldable chair
BikeDubz Mayhem Wheel Covers
WindScreen Automated Shields
Never lose those tiny puzzle pieces again! This is a great way to store and organize your kids' favorite board puzzle pieces. So practical!!
Never lose those tiny puzzle pieces again! This is a great way to store and organize your kids' favorite board puzzle pieces. So practical!!
Machanic's work cap
Puzzle Piece Container
Gender Neutral Pal (new line)
Speaker-less
Automative Food Pack/Portioner
Just like daddy shaving kit
Travel Tray &amp; Beverage Holder
The Shower of the Future!
Glass with varied intake holes
All in One Dining/ Poker Table
Steam Clothes From The Inside!
Magnetic Spice Holder
Completely removable outlet cover that you plug in an outlet and holds a charge to give you power even in a power outage. Child proof! USB!
Paint Brush/Roller Washer
Do you lose important items like your phone, TV remote or keys often? This device helps you find them quickly! View the picture for details.
Weight Monitor on Refrigerator
Smart Toy Box [need 3d model]
i propose to make a motorized adaptor for all webcams in the market, and maybe more, maybe we can use that with handicams
Join Creative Circle
Sleep Heater
Pop up chest of drawers
POPPY-BREAD CONNECTED APPLIANC
personal scent
Teis' wundermachine
HARMON Home Theater Bulb
Any headphone cancels noise
The Fresh Fountain
Jewelry Tree
YoYu Desk Oraginizers
iFork
Mini downhill gocart
Rainloop shower attachment
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Help-Me2
Slider Blade
Wink Radiant Space Heater
cool on the goooooooooooooo
Supply EX
Light on,alarm on
948 Wink Gesture Module
Portable miniature downhill go
Wheeled cargo carrier
CARmunicator - A small, very visible, In-window, Illuminated message board to send a message to drivers of other vehicles &amp; pedestrians.
Fruitect - Hard-sided containers to protect individual fruits in lunchboxes so that they don't get bruised or squashed during transport.
A Cork with a Thermostat and a pour the wine device. #SPOTSV
Shorty
Chop Stick Use Easy
stuffy animals
dirt plunger
TeamWrap
Instant Track Lighting
iPhone 5 Case - Stitched Fabric + Screen Cutout. Corner Strap secures phone.
DISPENSE-SIR
Sticky Photo Projector
Herephones
Clipper Combs
Pocket-Side-Air-Freshener
Sono - an under-pillow speaker
EmergenSEE interrupter
Allergy/Calories app scanner
ONE universal multi-adapter from the old iPhones to use for the new iPhone5.Save money and save the environment ..
Sma
Clean Fuel Cell Generator
SIDS App Alert
Golf Club Theft Alarm
Supper Auto Lens Cleaner
Waist training contour belt
Recently UC!! K-Cup Carousel Bean Grinder. Over 1.6 Billion K-Cups sold each year! Fresh ground coffee for your Keurig K-Cup Coffee maker!
Triangle power strip
Quick Love Finder
Help to buy ammunition
Hover Helper
Lawn'Raker
TC WeB Seem iT
Harman Headphone Duo
Floss Threader Holder
Inflatable Massage Chair-like travel pillow with a face hole to lean forward on! Sleep deeply on a plane, train, bus or power nap at work!
Itâ€™s a â€œdiaper alarmâ€ that goes off automatically when the baby wet his/her diaper.
Hoist USB
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Itâ€™s a â€œdiaper alarmâ€ that goes off automatically when the baby wet his/her diaper.GREAT for a baby shower gift !
3rd Arm iPhone holder. Hook hangs around your neck- carries your phone. Gimbals allow you to flip you phone up in for use. Earbuds clip in.
Cleaning Survival Backpack
Fuel to Dollar Converter
FLEXIBLE ROD wraps around you and other objects to hold your phone in any position! like a 3rd arm! Hands-free all the time!(Third try here)
Create your Sparkle Princess
Mahoodie
Bumbrella
Wireless Computer Hub
bicycle directional and stop
Call A Pet
Toothpaste without a tube
Fluzy baby bottle
Smart swimming goggles
Gizmo Case
car seat inflatable play desk
Mobilbar
Cosmic Golf Balls
Go clip diffuser
Bottle - Picoprojector Screen
the Revo quick cam
Touch Interactive Projector
Mini Projection Screen (Wink)
Converge add on for iWatch
Front door...reinvented
Speed rebounder
The top house
Never leave anything important behind again! Forgetting your keys, wallet, phone or any other necessity is a thing of the past! ForgetMeNot!
Flat Panel Lighting Lamp
Clear Cubes Ice Maker
Shower Toiletries Dispenser
Bomb Squad (game)
Lawn Mower Light
Linkedmalls
ICU
we secure
Combination food container and ice pack makes transporting cold food a breeze! Keep your food safe and cold without using separate ice packs
The Water Generater
Graviton
Student house
Paper + Arduino = Creative
Mutt Matt Matchette
Speaker Case
Hi Tech Lamp
The SIDE TOOL BUDDY
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My View
Blackout Defense
Party Juice
The Hot Seat
Electronic Caliper
A remote controlled power strip that makes it easy turn off devices that use power when not in use. Saves money and helps the environment!
Smartphone - Slinky
Resub frm 1/12 "The lighting plug" is so stinking tiny, its hard to hold &amp; use! My sleeve will solve the problem plus! VIDEO :)
An App with a Sensor type device's that we can attach to our arm &amp; leg or to the tool we are using to track our gardening workout's!
Bicycle high visibility light
Best Protein Shake Blender
5.1 Wi-Fi Hi-Fi Chandelier
The Shield
Morphandle
Bluetooth Interface
HealthStraw
Anxiety Flow Indicator
Employee Helper Hanging Rod
Low Pro
speed(i)Dragger
Can Good Optimizer
N/a
Flushable toilet brush heads
hangover helmet
Tempo Skewers
sweet cushion
Fork-pick
Airbender
somanypancakes
Hair Tight
trunk space mker
Skin Patch with UV Monitoring
PC "antispy"-cam lid
EleGEnt LED Ceiling Lighting
Combine H2S Monitor & Radio
The suction cup holder
Clear UV Blocking Umbrella
AUTO DYNAMO
UV Monitoring Skin Patch
sweet cushion
123
Pressure Sensitive Brake Light
Car crash life saver kit
Transformation Station
Tactical Paintball Grenade
Ergonomic Sink Faucet
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JBL Wedding Series (WEON)
CO detector Garage Door Opener
Radio flashback button
Jumpstart
Solar Lining for Pool Heating
Not Water Bottle
Baby SockTopus
Quick Nuts
REDDI Wash Cloths
Expandable Curtains! For dorm rooms and other places where you can't have permanent curtains!
Wagon Toppers
Reusable Plant Trellis
KneePh
Interactive Car Charger 6/12V for Car Battery with smartphone App.The Car Charger with control from your smartphone remotely!
Upright Vac. Handle Extension
Interactive Indicator for Car Battery with smartphone App.Monitoring indicate the charge level 6V or 12V of the Car battery remotely.
Tea & Sugar
Ball Pump w/ Fold-Away Needle
Trash Can with Storage Bin
Extendible Drill Bit Holder
Smart Appliances - Wi-Fi connected appliances running custom software on older, cheaper mobile chipsets. Preheat the oven from the bathroom
TC WeB PiNKY iT collection's
Toilet Brush With Mirror
Ever Yard
Instant flip down/up shelving and or hanging bars. Simply slide over door or mount to wall. Use in bath for extra towels when needed.
First Responder Indicator
Test
Water bottle and mister. Simply pull cap half way up for mist or fully for standard drinking stream. Cap also seals pest out.
Lifting loop
ShaveM8
LiveLife
KnackTV
Recycle Slot Machine
MyHomeFacts
RFID keyed dog door
Streamlined IPhone 5 protective case with easy slide/roll up door. Some IPhone 5 models cost over $300. Protect them.
YIN/YANG MIX-A-SWIG
True Skin
Auto Paste Ultra Deluxe (APUD)
IPhone earbuds with inline camera. View whats going on in front while texting or working-from small pop up window on phone screen.
Roller Waggon
Speaking Subtitles
B.I.G. House (Build in Garage)
garden grade
Lets create an app which allows a people to listen to a customized playlist from a number of phones at the same time. Think about it.
Earclipse
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Streamlined IPhone 5 protective case with easy slide/roll up door. Some IPhone 5 models cost over $300. Protect them.
Cat toy
Ceiling fan to air conditioner
Light Gravity
switch board
The rank tank
Pinky Promise
Vortex Water Cooler
Desktop Cosmetic Cellar.
Bottle caps that eliminate rolling and increase leverage to loosen and tighten easy. Especially great for the arthritic, disabled and kids
Broom with scrubber/scraper and storage for paper towels, rags and or large objects that dont fit in dust pan. Slide down mini broom/scraper
Plunge N cleanse
Tracky
TheDuck Charging Hub
It's all about the Case...
One Hander
Timed Outlet Circuit Breaker
Shower Space-Bar
Dual Zip Snack BAg
HomeTesting
Big bulky kitchen knife blocks taking up way too much countertop real estate? Let the knife ninja slide in as the new sleek storage solution
Antimicrobial Travel Scarf
Let finger bridges help you text with this simple value add case cover that turns your texting into fast precision. Goodbye to old school
Anti-Microbial Travel Scarf
Magnetic Adjustable Puck Light
EZ Seat Stroller
product 1063
Smart Illuminated Floor Tiles
Smartphone Tether Guard
POWER DRAW INDICATOR
iT(p) - Toilet Paper Reminder
Pulsating Paint Brush
ELECTRIC COUNTER WIPE
Contoured soft iPad grips that allow a cozier handle on the iPad and can have integrated button controls for apps and gaming.
Alllll in One. (Power Strip)
Lift Off
Loud Recordable Message Bike Horn (resubmit) #QCYCLE
fragrant misters
App enabled cases for all the newest Apple products featuring diffused LEDâ€™s that produce the RGB spectrum like Wallbrights.
Personal Meal Cooler
Stay Bouncy
Smart Scents
test
Light Alert iPhone Stand: An iPhone stand that flashes light to notify you of a call or text, while working in the shop.
Flat Light. Credit Card Sized Portable flat folding light. Little LED Lamp fits in wallet. Fold up to turn on flat to turn off.
Veri-Brush
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iPad Rotating Case: Allows you to angle the iPad to the proper viewing angle and not your hands.
Chip despenser
Get ready for those fall leaves with a Leaf collection and compression lawn sweeper.
Quirky Song Game
Blister Pack Travel Shower Kit
Poppy Smart Fridge
psychedelica
Dip Bowl-Plate with Handle
Disposable toothbrush
Count Down Timer
Formables
Eat Cake Not Wax
Cloud shares
Case & Stand
Netflix and chill self shelf
Shoes Pad
Dash Cam Camera!
Phone Protector
Seat Belt Weight Indicators
Wireless chopper
Mac Pro 2013 BASE
Best Coffee with French Press
Green Light Alert
Easy wash
Single's Rub
Trishue
Drawer washer
TC WeB FLEX 4 FINGER HOLDER
Clean Cut
MUSIC I LOVE TODAY
Suction cup tv bracket
Headphone
MUSIC I LOVE TODAY
Magnetic Snap-on Solar Cooler
Yoga Mat-Wash & Stack Machine
Iphone7
"Case is Solved"
pt tv
christmas tree
Magna Glove
Carabiner Walking Cane
Beverage Bung
The bike charger
NOstep ladder
People Counter Live
iCHARMS
Tanning Bathing Suit

Exhibit A -
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"TEMPOS" MUSICAL CHECKERS
Interactive touch screen mirror controlled and customized by and app
Beauty Organizer
Wake Up! Alarm Clock
Digital Toilet Seat Cover
Something
spotify written vurses to read
Purse Pocket
cofair
Popular Cord Buddy: A headphones cord wrap that looks like a creature once the cord is wrapped up and keeps the headphones from tangling.
Staple Case
Intelligent Gentle Alarm Clock
Height Adjustable Table-Lamp
Sofa Coffee Table-Charger
Kangaroo Phone Case.

RE

Security Case
Hot Wheels S-Chassis Edition
LAND LINE Phone mobile HUB
iPod Pad control Clip
Find It Now
Loop - The Limber Light
Bike Jacker Tracker
Adjustable Strap
SafeStore
Find my phone
Pitching Grips
The tilted bowl
Voice Changer Phone Case
The Bike Jacker Tracker
Smart Door Bar and Jammer
Hot Iron Pattern Printer
fitup
The Bike Jacker Tracker
Magna Reach
Pivot Power Hex!
Window Fridge N' Freeze
A cake stand/container that collapses to take up less space as the cake is eaten
No spots
Grocery cart disposable liner
AFK Controller Holder
Wake me UP!!
Customize your travel cord organizer to make storage and access quick and simple.
healthy grill
Organize kitchen prep bowls while cooking and during storage Perfect for serving finger foods, chips and dip, and other party essentials
Whether your serving chips and dip at a party or preparing your next culinary masterpiece, this bowl stand helps you organize and save space
Dust Tool Dust Remover
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Wireless Pack Cooler
Bitsharing
My idea is a new age built in LED telescoping lamp. This lamp would have multiple color options, several light settings and a expanding neck
Smart cycle
Collar Leash Pal
Super Power Strip
Portable Drawer/ Expanding Jar
A water purifying pitcher with a compartment for powdered drink mix. You can either poor clean water or flavored drink by pushing a button!
Sandwich sealer that seals the sandwich into 4 parts while removing the crust
A water purifying pitcher with a compartment for powdered drink mix. You can either poor clean water or flavored drink by pushing a button!
A water purifying pitcher with a compartment for powdered drink mix. You can either poor clean water or flavored drink by pushing a button!
A water purifying pitcher with a compartment for powdered drink mix. You can either poor clean water or flavored drink by pushing a button!
Flexible accessories for laptops/iPads
Solar Powered Garden Sculptures
Children's Transforming Play Tents
Money box
AUTO-ERASER
Pediatric 02 Monitoring Suit
push-up slide
Testing
Ultimate Stepping Stone Mold..
home applaiances
Flashlight with a "find me" device that beeps (turns the flashlight on) when the power is cut or when manually actuated
Broom Groomer
Automatic Cat and Kitten Toy
bible study online
A simple tool for a complicated problem!
Slip on Shakers for Utensils
push-up slide
The Tekdesk
Cooling Coil for Dog Fountain
Siren Alarm
Safe water
See Through Tool Bag
Adrift Motion Blanket
Sound Sleep Mosquito Trap
Space for wastebaskets in kitchens can be tight or limited. This adjustable wastebasket adjusts to fit those tight spaces.
Indoor Exercise Bike Projector
Smart Fridge
Chatterplate
App enabled headphones with breath monitor in place of mike to measure the inhale, hold, exhale time/ratio.
Car Status Chauffeur-KnowB4uGO
GPS Cooler
Circular hanger frame with circular pinch clips all around.Pinch it to add a cloth & pull to take it out. Ideal for socks, vests, kerchiefs.
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A mirror with a detachable mirror affixed to it.
Floating Yoyo with a spinning top like side head. Use in water or otherwise. Send circular sprays of water as you slide it towards someone.
.
Ice free living
Ice free living
Claw Wash
Tro
Hot Glue 3D Printer
Stay Cool
Pen Toppers
Swim with your Fishies. App enabled Aquarium Submarine with camera!
SafeTail
A compact traveling pillow that allows 2 people to comfortably use while sitting on a plane, bus, train or even on the couch. Single use too
Half Way
Safe-tea
Bean Rinse, Soak, Cook!
Snuggle travel pillow for two! While Sitting! Prototype made.
App programmable/Imp enabled light switch that keeps light in rooms at a safe, comfortable level and allowing Phone camera become Lux meter.
Wireless Battery and Charger
momas made marmalade maker
Tired of a tangled mess of a chargers and cables? I am. I want an easy way to organize all my chargers for storage and travel. Take Charge
Meet "Armilla", the i-bangle
LED Charger Port
Private Lesson Website
iPhone case
Brallet
The tank
Key Detector
Sock-pair-pin
Trailpro
LED charger
SPLASH GUARD with PAD to lean on for your kitchen sink. Silicone flap pops up. No more lower-back pain &amp; wet shirt, or broken dishes!
BreakAway Beverage Can Rings
Inflatable Massage Chair-like travel pillow with a face hole to lean forward on! Sleep deeply on a plane, train, bus or power nap at work!
step off
SOUND CONTROLLED CEILING LIGHT
NOstep ladder
Air Pops
Food Knife
ArrowTrack
"Standle" Kitchen Knife Holder
DRIPPIES
Easy Trainer E-Collar
FacesMe
SmeSor
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AUTO DYNAMO
"Safety" Car Seat
Kitchagram: app enabled blender that provides recipes, alerts you to pick up ingredients at store, and allows you to share pics and recipes.
A pouch for your liquid carry-ons that clicks onto your belt loop or bag. Unclick for security, toss in your bag for the rest of your trip.
Garden Claw
TheMetal Thermostat
Grape stem separator &amp; cleaner
Love my dog, Lando, but hate his paws. Absorbent, doggy doormat with with replaceable wipe attached. ShamPaws!
Hammer Helper
Quantity based complete party Kit containing a tray with moulds for glass, bowls, can, and spoon & fork holder with disposable counterparts
MultiPurpose Electric Brush Cleaner for cleaning utensils, platforms, floors, walls & even nooks & corners with minimal effort, or bending
A coaster that attaches to any cup, mug, or bottle. Wide base helps prevent spills and protects table tops.
Walls are boring. What if you could design, print, and put up your own wallpaper? What if kids could design and color their own walls? Boom!
An app-enabled UV light that detects germs and notifies you when your fridge needs a scrubbing.
Round 2&3
Inductive charging counter mat to clean up the kitchen. App to turn on/off and monitor energy use.
Test
App-enabled window tinting for home, car, or sunglasses. Help reduce energy bills when away.
A bullet to reduce crime
Flex screen
Disco spin bike
Espremedor de Saches/maionese
swing anywhere
Smart Scanner
PoolSyde Seat
The heated toast rack
Baby Walk-a-bout
watch, pedomiter, and phone
Instint washer
iPhone Alarm Clock Dock! Use your iPhone as your alarm clock - with snooze and dismiss button + charger *RESUBMITTED*
LED-Motion+WiFi+Speaker
Wink LED+WiFi Extender
We Glow Light Up Pacifier
Lapdesk powers PC U go cordfre
Plasic Bag Grinder Mill
Case with Loop : Get a better grab of your iPad! - Flush when not in use!!! Removable to use handle/loop as stand
safety always
Yapper
(RM1)TV remote controller
artist dig mashup collabration
Portable Home Phone
AUTO DYNAMO
Motorcycle charging station
Piddle Guard
QR Codes For Hardware
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panoramic
UV Entrance Mat
SmarTracker
Smart Slinky Worm Train
Kryptos GPS (c)
CD Speaker/OLED Bulb/Torch/Lam
go home or stay home
Personal Security Beeper
inspire me
Cereal Bowl
speeking jewlery
App to Buy New Inventions
travel
Pump it up corset
Speeking jewlery
Reusable suction cup tips for shampoo/gels/condiment containers. "Stick" the container upside down to get all of the remaining product.
A remote controlled power strip that makes it easy turn off devices that use power when not in use. Great for turning on/off Xmas lights!
A remote controlled power strip that makes it easy turn off devices that use power when not in use. Great for turning on/off Xmas lights!
Solar powered window fan! Keep any room dry and smelling fresh without expensive air fresheners or adding to your carbon footprint!
A fold-able, portable, camping grill/grate with telescoping legs. Always have a level and stable cooking surface - no matter where you are!
A simple external smartphone/tablet camera. Why buy another camera when you can tether a camera to the phone/tablet that you already have?
Dual Screened Laptop TwinTouch
Reusable suction cup tips for shampoo/gels/condiment containers. "Stick" the container upside down to get all of the remaining product.
Yellow submarine
Rice washer
Stop dog hanter
spare sheet
saw in V, manual pruning high
glove iron
Sticky Switches
Fish Watch 2.0
My Fun Buddy
Paint it steel & magnetic tile
sticky shelf
The WINK House
Flip Hangers
Foldaway Car/Truck Ramps
The Ramp Master! Bike Ramp!
Bluetooth mind controller
Butter Cutter
SiliconeSpringy Coaster-Holder
Strong Sticky Corner Clip. RE
Flying Spiral-Balls
Swimming Fishes. RE
Doritos restaurant
TapeMeasure-SelfieStick/2 in 1
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mj glove
jewlery cases (very small)
Rain gutter water collection
Lake Powell Travel
Phone Expansion Tablet
Two,-in-one Tablet and phone
Men's health bra
SmarTracker
Toilet Paper Roller Light
rolling steel
Dryer Shoe Rack
The Chair
Comical womans Nail files
TLaptop
CrowdSweeping
siren for rescue of kids
pacifier milk container
We were all taught to start at the bottom when squeezing the toothpaste tube, no more. Now the paste is inside of the brush. Just push here!
Candle lit romantic nights don't have to end smokey. Introducing "Wick Lick"
Traveling cooler
Gas Glove
RainOnMe Shower Arm Extension
Box Taper / Cutter
TouchUp
Neoprene Liquid Sleeve
MM service(Motor Meridian)
Light Sound
Handy Sweats
It's time to move (again) towards the future. A USB electrical chord that actually plugs into a standard wall outlet!
It's time to move (again) towards the future. A USB electrical chord that actually plugs into a standard wall outlet!
Hang your single paper recipe for easy viewing instead of looking down on the counter. Stays neat, clean and most important visible!
You reach behind the couch to plug something in but can't see the outlet. It's a game of seek and not find. It takes minutes needlessly.
Recycled paper products
Grippy wallet
Steerable snowslider
Mobile devices add-on
Gas Tank Screen
Bluetooth Picture Stand
Odor-Free Marijuana
puncture guard
Toy Car/Power Bank/Generator
Air Shield .

(Attachment)

App-enabled Safety Glasses
GizmoCase
Self climbing eating chair
Rev-2 (Rev + iWatch Charger)
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Fan Tree. RE

JoshaCup
Good 'til the Last Drop
Holy-copter with video camera
Portable AC-Generator. 2 in 1
Pocket Super iCar
Smart Roly Poly Bulb/Lamp
Smart Lazy Susan and Lazy Cook
Knorks & Knoons
Jumping Gloves.

Fitness/Toy

Auto Blanket
Doct-O-Matic
"BALE"
App-Enabled Storage Mat-Resub
Coiled "Hotel" Extension Cord!
B+HOLD
15-foot LED Video Net!
GE LightSwitch-FingertipsDryer
Wallet Condom Case AKA 'ConCa'
STUDENT AND VICTIM CAMOUFLAGE!
No wrinkle Sheets
Sugar Jar
Automotive Sun Shade
Mouse Tape
Universal Pipe Adapter
iWatch Portable Swivel Charger
Modular universal adapter sock
Flexysteam
Sticky Octopus. Speaker/Holder
Yoga Mat Case with UV wand
Tools with UV LED lights/laser
Electric Vehicle Manufacturing
Automotive Undercarrige Washer
Bazinga! Rock-Paper-Scissors-Lizard-Spock made easier and geekier. ***Please enjoy all 5 graphic illustrations***
Water bottle and pills Carrier
Throne Lift Toilet Seat
ICHARGE STADIUM
Floor Lamp-Cooler
Electric Cord Toy-Indicator
Carousel Bean Grinder
Phone with Directional Speaker
Weed Zapper
Twilight
The Power Rock!!!
Stay Tight Kite
Acoustic &amp; Digital Stethoscope
Chilling Soda Water Dispenser
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RESUBMIT.love Ravioli, italian calzones, apple pie &amp; empanadas make then fast &amp; easy for your restaurant or home.
Hot Rod is a ride on with electronic sounds of a racing car, mechanics tools for playability interactions &amp; a beautiful ride for kids.
Dozer Pail &amp; shovel, is a interactive creative toy for the beach for kids of all ages, is a mold a pail &amp; shovel.
Easy Phone Connection
Limiter for the door . plain.
Simple dynamo lights for bikes
Saving estimator
Opaque-transparent Piggy Bank
Credit card size generator
Flashlight with rubber loop
Locking safety mug. Secure your drink in public when unattended like going to the restroom ,dance floor,or socializing.Digital locking code
"LASSO" secure "CHARGE"
Hospital bed for the bedridden
Pick-zilla
BlueTooth ReCharg Eject SpeakR
Super heat generator 300 % COP
Shadow cooler
laser designator hole puncher
Motorbike gps/phone dock
AA &amp; AAA Recharge Battery Pak
Heated/Cooled Steering Wheel
Digital Memories combines an IPhone Application with your computer and a collage of digital photo display units.
Recently UC!!! "CleanMachine" New modifications made to design. Safe! Hydro-electric powered kitchen cleaning tool. Never needs recharging!
"Twilight" is made for your safety. It illuminates your path. Warns you of approaching traffic from behind! Flashing light warns traffic.
#QCYCLE Commuter Cargo is an aerodynamic commuting solution for the bicycle enthusiast.
Attach your computer speakers to your monitor with the simple speaker clip attachment.
"CleanMachine2" Recently UC! New mods made to design. Safe! Hydro-electric powered kitchen cleaning tool. Never needs recharging!
K-Cup 5 Canister Carousel Bean Grinder for the Ultimate Coffee Lover is here!!! Great Christmas Gift for any Coffee Connoisseur!!!
SeatGuard
Home Depot Advanced Bath Fan
tripod Solar floodlight
Part A Chicken In Seconds
Tidy Charge
Infrared Sensing Fan
Enfold
Wink Universal Remote
Easy-To-See Level
Wink Auto White Noise Maker
Ù…Ù‚ÙŠØ§Ø³ Ø§Ù„Ø³ÙƒØ± Ø§Ù„Ø°ÙƒÙŠ
Card Lock
glass- bottomed plane
Sun and car Light Glasses
shin guard pants
The simplest design allows for the fastest access and ease of use. Fastest iPad in the West!
Plate Scraper
Solar power chili bin
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Home Spa Facials+++ #Beauty
Pocket hanger
Easy Server Check
Moving Aid
Roomba-Like Mouse Taunts Cat..
Get The Dirt on Easy Compost!
ibracelet
App-Enabled Buffet Mgt. System
You have a Pluck, now you need some great excuses to use it! How about an "egg separator cookbook" for a great add-on sale or gift set?
SeatGuard
Electronic Notes Folder
zip bag with double opening:It saves more time when getting something out of the bag.you want is always at the end away from the opening.
Inductive Radio Charger
Bottle opener, keychain and stand. Open your beers then prop your Apple device. 3 products in 1. Thanks to M.E. for render
Security Sensor Alarm Mat
Voice copy machine
RESUBMIT: Memo Line extension. Spring hooks. Hang your coats,handbags,dog leash. Leave yourself memos.attach photos.Thanks to M.E for render
TC web TCring cell accessories
tower loon
Pop Up Crevice Cleaner 2 in 1
RunBuds
Not Your Granny's Panty's
Mommy's Pouch
Mommy's Pouch
Second Hand
Body Monitor
Film Hub
Ugly Pen
#spotsv Simple, solution to reusing the store issued plastic grocery bags, as a trash liner for small waste baskets (bathroom, bedroom).
GPS enabled Pet collar. Can track where your pets are and aid in training using your phone app.
A protective case with speakers to make your music louder would connect with bluetooth/WIFI turn your phone into a boom box.
GPS enabled Pet collar. Can track where your pets are and aid in training using your phone app.
For that up the back poop escaping the diaper comes the baby poo power washer. The diaper bag portable cleanser that all families need.
GE link with built in battery.
Front Loader-The all-in-one reader for the new iMac
Spicebag (Ready to Use)
In sink washer
FeedFish
Soundwaves
A paintball/taser gun that shoots a sticky substance and has within it a small gps that will adhere to a potential dangerous fleeing car.
bonus retriever
Insulated Transparent Patch
Grippy wallet
push brake
Cooling Umbrella
Tree mounted pull-up/dip bar
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Baby Safe
Shower Talk
Personal Item Locater
Muffle Top Can Cooler
Stand A Lone Doggy Dog Collar
Iphone/Droid 4D : Answer calls and see a halogram in 4D of the person you talking to.
An app that you can use to scan your groceries. Then it will inform you of what foods you can make. I call it: Whats For Dinner
HEAD PROTECTOR SWEAT BAND
Nab
A device that Syncs to your car, downloads all your maintence info. and reminds you of oil change, tune ups etc live/realtime.
Want to know how much your utility bills are? In actual time.This invention will tell you how much your utility bills are.On your cellphone
Have You Seen THIS, The inside of a ball/nose syringe. Yuck! Here's the simple solution. Ball syringe with two halves which screw together
double reel fishing pole
Washer
My product is an "Easy Clean Hairbrush". Simply push open the hinged grill, remove hair, snap grill back into place and voila, clean brush!
S-Torch
Masculine Tape
Pocket Party
Fan-Flag
Coupon-A-Tron
Convenient Spray Gun
Safe Case
dd
gravity powered lite
Double bluetooth speaker
bnjytyi
Gesture Controlled LED Glove
Avoid luggage fees! Vacuum bag with integrated pump, sized for carryon luggage. Fill bag with stuff, loop over and zip, push button and go!
Grill brush bristles can kill if eaten by accident and are hard to see.Need a better grill brush with silicon coated powerful magnet on back
Vine design kit. Customize the path climbing vines take to add character to your house.Design anything, simple shapes to intricate pictures!
Stire cases
Here's a new twist to lift hair from brushes, Literally! Re-sub with 470 votes Collaboration with Peter Frazier. Must see pictures. Thanks!
Cub3s #EducationalToys
Formate
Bug Repel - Not all flying insects deserve the death penalty.
*Prototype* Get better sound from your mobile device when listening to music without needing to plug in or use a battery!
"Smart" - Self cleaning litter box
Balanced baby
Stay in place children's bowl
Travel abc
Commercial Dumpster Lid Lifter
Wine Trapper
FOLD &amp; GO DESK ORGANIZER
The Crusher
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Name Experience
SLIDE TIME CUBES AND BOOKSHELF
Power Rack
OTO
Resizable Car
WiFi Controlled Space Heater
Pocket Power
Scooter Security Camera
Powerful Window Solar Charger
Bluetooth Remote Gateway
Automatic Waffle Maker
Tea Maker with Spice Grinder
Baby monitor that makes a wrist band vibrate when baby cries. Only wakes up one parent, take turns taking care of baby and get some rest!
Superfast Skateboard
The 1-Minute Snow Man
My bike got stolen. Normal looking bike lock that shoots out mace, permanent sticky ink, a stink bomb and sounds alarm when cut. Vengeance.
infinite power generator
Expando: Expanding Waterbottle
Standby
Double bluetooth Speaker
Wave Gesture TV Hub
Control With Films
POC
Ñ‡ÑƒÐ³ÑƒÐ½Ð¾Ðº+Ñ€ÑƒÐºÐ°Ð² Ð´Ð»Ñ ÐºÑ€ÑƒÐ¿
Turn your 6â€™ measuring tape into a 6â€™ grabbing tool. Snap on a hook, magnet, cordgrabber, carbineer clip, etc. Has a million uses!
Armband tape dispenser, free up both hands to apply painters tape! No more uneven lines or frustration messing with tape. Put it on right!
Drink chiller and mixer. Keep ice and drink separate. Use the shaking to mix AND provide the conductive cooling to rapidly chill the drink!
Waterproof bluetooth music controls with large buttons for shower and bike.Never suffer through a bad song because canâ€™t reach phone again
Break free of the hunt and peck! Totally blank keyboard with hidden letters that light up when you push a peddle with your foot.
Almost Empty Bottle Stand
Handicap Shower Pan
Plant Orbit
21st Century Evac Systems
Animal Bake Shapes
Candle coaster with integrated fold out long narrow lighter. Keep a proper lighter with your candles. No more searching or burnt fingers.
Vine design kit. Customize the path climbing vines take to add character to your house.Design anything, simple shapes to intricate pictures!
Bluetooth finger controls. Control your phone while biking by touching thumb to a finger in a preset pattern. Keep your eyes on the road.
Blow dry hair from any angle and style with both hands. Door mounted hairdryer holder with sturdy bendable arm
Expando: Expanding waterbottle
Any drive
Resub with eval feedback: Outlets that require money to work. Enable new business model for coffee shops, airports,electric car charging,etc
Wrist integrated dish scraper. Slip on and use the power of your arm to scrape off caked on food and have your fingers free to hold a sponge
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Toothbrush Holder
Rigid fold flat luggage. Save storage space by folding luggage completely flat when you donâ€™t need it. Unfold and snap for rigid luggage
Office ear muffs. Non-electronic noise blocking earmuffs: sleek, thin, small and effective. Block out office chatter and look professional.
Keep your bag from getting stolen with a bag strap that is also a loop lock. Your bag locks shut when locked to something. Great for beach!
Sandals with mildly sticky bottoms. Pick up crumbs, pet hair, dust,etc as you walk around kitchen. Use wet paper towel to clean and resticky
An Iphone 5 protective case with slide out gamepad buttons on right and direction pad on the left. Bring phone gaming to the Boss level!
The Steppy
Chocolate trackr
SideBlend
Unique Party bags
Sunvisor dry erase board
Portable WiFi
Pillar car protection
Smart Toaster
Stackable plate/w sauceholder
Bandage Rolls
paper!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Musician's Friend
Double loud blootooth speaker
tercÃ¼man
HeroShot
EYEAPP ( Please view video )
wack a head
Smart Tag
Connected fan
fuel quality check
Quick Disconnect Axle
Money clip w/vitamin dispenser
Mocubo IV
Keysave
Airplane Arm Rest Seat Divider
21st Century Evac systems
Anti-fatigue Blocks
Tool and appliance cord protection and management
3 drinks in one baby bottle
SHARK TANK/DRADON'S DEN SHOES
MAGIC PEN
SLEEPMUFFS
Snap It!
Sparkle
Universal Charger The DC / Power point / Lighter plug slides in and out from the center of the unit. ( Video )
The Water Scope
Dent
Cat Ladder
tether your plug adapter
Outdoor solar motion sensor
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Wink Power Outage Alert
EASY GRAB BOWL - Redesigned
UBE
App-Enabled Kitchen Containers
CAR CORDIES
eye glashes
Retractable Dog Leash
WINK DIGITAL SIGN
shirange purifier
WINK MICROPHONE RECEIVER
Pass
Binky Bottle
Coach earn
Teet
Wink Power Outage Alert
Trashdolly
Walk in Water Belt
Wi Fi Exhaust Fan
WiFi Bike tire pressure sensor
House Cleaning Power Tools
Easy to set up alarm/surveillance system for home and for travel. iPhone App-Enabled.
BANDBAG - Oversized Bandnet bag for laundry and other tasks. Easier to get clothes in and out of the bag. Line Extension.
Bass case
LIME WEDGE TOPPERS. Keep them fresh at home, great for restaurant use. Line Extension.
MULTI-USE EXTENSION CORD. With Ethernet, USB, HDMI and headphone jacks. Great for home use and for I.T. workers.
#Spotsv: TOOTHBRUSH STOPPER. Broom stopper inspired. Plastic/silicone stopper to keep toothbrush bristles off baths' counters/holders(Video)
iMAC SOUND BAR. A plastic or metal bar that redirects the iMAC speakers' sound forward instead of downwards.
Tabletop Power Station
DIGITAL DIARY linked to the iPHONE/iPAD. Record your daily life, store memorable pictures and videos, leave last messages to loved ones.
Surfboard Rack
Watch w/ Swiss army type blades built in underneath. The blades would be lockable and might include a knife, can opener and screwdrivers.
Wink Power Outage Alert
Motorized self leveler for picture frames. Attaches to frame wire in two places, measures angle, and travels along wire until level.
11 pocket mini accordion portable file system, prelabeled with categories 1-10Â¢, 11-20Â¢, 21-30Â¢...$1+, decorated to organize postage stamps.
Rosetta Stone like software to teach the major alphabets of the world so we can begin to read signs in foreign languages we see on TV.
Electronic Protector
A reasonably priced high quality plug-in power flour sifter for baking allows children and seniors to keep their baked good tasting smooth.
PEG: Personal Expression Guide
Braille Smartphone
#QCYCLE - BICYCLE SEAT AND LOCK. A bicycle seat that it's also a bike lock. A solution to securing both the bicycle and the seat.
CARABINER WITH A SHARP HOOK. Easier to penetrate &amp; hook tarps, plastic and cloth. Great for hooking up fish after catch. For many other uses
TOOL THAT MEASURES A STRUCTURES' PERIMETER. A two part tool that measures when separated. It could also be made for the iPhone.
Trappings
RUG NIGHT LIGHT. Lights up when stepped on. Great for night emergencies, bathroom &amp; kitchen runs. RESUB(First 560 Votes/2nd 696) V/V 93%
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Cutter + grooved lighted base
WINK DIGITAL SIGN - AUSTIN
home electronics appliances
Instant soda.
RAKE GRIP. Pistol grip adapter for an easier way to handle rakes, mops and brooms. Reduces strain on hands and wrists.
iPHONE CHARGER WALLET. Wallet that tuns into a phone charger. Or a flat changer that fits in a wallet. Never get caught without a charger!
Training recorder
OFFICE RUBBER BAND BANDITS. Regular office rubber bands with a plastic hook. For office and home use. Disposable/Reusable.
#QCYCLE - BICYCLE SEAT AND LOCK. A bicycle seat that it's also a bike lock. A simple solution to securing both the bicycle and the seat.
VIE
HEADPHONES WITH SPEAKERS ON THE OUTSIDE. Use it as headphones or speakers without disconnecting them.
OFFICE RUBBER BAND BANDITS. Regular office rubber bands with a plastic hook. For office and home use. Disposable/Reusable.
Cell Phone Sun Screen. It is a must have for all cell phone users that wish to be able to use their phones outdoors
iPHONE/ iPAD CASE WITH MAGNETS BEHIND IT. Attach to refrigerators or school blackboards. Play music, look at recipes/videos while cooking.
3 in 1 Car Brush
*RESUBMIT* SHAVING CREAM AND AFTER SHAVE LOTION IN PACKS. Now that Quirky has Toothpaste packs, make shaving cream and lotion
blister packs.
wypr-sayvrs
AN APP THAT TURNS CELLPHONES INTO WIRELESS MICROPHONES. So you don't have to wait to pass around those two mics at Quirky's live
evaluation
IPAD AND IPHONE CASE WITH MAGNETS BEHIND IT. Attach to refrigerators, metal blackboards etc. Look at recipes(videos) while cooking.
MAGSAFE FOR HEADPHONES. A headphones connector that works like Apple's Magsafe.
BETTER SAFETY PIN. Safety pin with a hook. More leverage when inserting into cloth or harder materials. Designed like a Carabiner.
SHOWER HEAD with a TIMER
EASY GRAB BOWL - Redesigned
Portable Razor
Wink Power Outage Alert
E-Cig Tracker
RUG NIGHT LIGHT. Rug that lights up when stepped on. Great for emergency situations or when going for water or bathroom in middle of night.
Garden Gloves that Zip Closed
BOWL WITH BETTER UNDERNEATH LEVERAGE. Easier to pick up and place down. Better grip when eating cornflakes, pasta, soup etc. Great for kids.
Large paper napkin attached outside of fast food meal bag with Post-It Note type glue. Diner peels it off and sticks it to shirt or blouse.
Stainless Steel Wool Brush
heating pad
Robot snow blower
Have you ever forgotten if you fed your dog? Don't know if your kids fed the dog? Well, now you'll know with the "I Fed 'Em" Dog Bowl!
Intelligent Bath station
YETTI LUCHBOX
Electricity &amp; Water Generator
POWER STRIP THAT STAYS FIRM ON THE FLOOR. Using suction cups or ledge that slides under furniture. Easy to pull out plugs with one hand.
FLASH/HARD DRIVE MINI-SWITCHBOARD. Use your flash drive between two computers without disconnecting it.
SHAVING GEL IN DEODORANT PACKAGE. Just remove the cap and apply to shaving area. No more messy/outdated foam products. Perfect for travel.
3 1/2 sided flat sheet
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WALL OUTLET ADAPTOR. Better reach to plug in electronics and hold heavy battery chargers. Great for elderly. Resubmit 200+ votes!
GPS SMART SOCCER BALL. Tells you how hard you are kicking the ball by measuring the pressure/GPS of the kick. Great to practice free kicks!
COMPUTER SCREEN MARKER. Allows you to write messages on computer screens without damaging them. Businesses will save money. Green design!
Luggagebuddy
XD XTREME DRIVE TM.
PLASTIC THUMB TAGS FOR PAPER BINDING. Thumb tags that can penetrate and bind several sheets of paper. A better way to hold paper.
#Spotsv : BETTER SAFETY PIN. Safety pin with a hook. More leverage when inserting into cloth or harder materials. Designed like a Carabiner.
Corn on the Cob Holder RESUB
LAPTOP &amp; iPad SLEEVE WITH RETRACTABLE BACKPACK STRAPS! Often we carry our laptop or iPad in the sleeve. Now you can carry it as a
backpack!
Hands free iPad/Kindle Case!
Refuel Dual for RVs
#Spotsv : OVEN RACK PULL HOOK ATTACHED TO UTENSIL(Spoon or fork) Just flip the utensil and pull/push hot oven racks! Wood or silicone.
TOOTHBRUSH STOPPER. Inspired by broom stopper! Plastic or silicone stopper to keep toothbrush bristles off bathroom counters and holders.
Handy Shelf Hookers
Portable Evaporative Cooler
Waiper
Shower head with a timer. Set the time your kids can be in the shower.
App-Enabled Digital Mirror. Allows you to take snapshots and video of back of head/body by using mirror and iPhone cameras.
Pet Food Bowl with an alarm to remind you that food and water is low. Simply with a blinking light or sound so it's affordable.
(Revised) CORDIES FOR THE CAR. We carry many cables in our car, they are like our 2nd office.(Made UC) Watch Revised VIDEO.
MAGSAFE FOR HEADPHONES. A headphones connector that works like Apple's Magsafe.
Poppy Oatmeal Maker
Tattoo Sticker Printer
iMAC SOUND BAR. A plastic or metal bar that redirects the iMAC speakers' sound forward instead of downwards.
MINI A/B SWITCHBOARD FOR FLASH &amp; HARD DRIVES. Use your flash or hard drive between two computers without disconnecting it.
The Wrist Nimbus
alarm clock on tv
LinkIt
Poojaribarb
Life Saver
Refrigerated Camelback
Energy Hand Crunchers
App- Enabled Massage Mat
The Squeeze nâ€™ Feed
WYPR - SAYVRS
A travel mug for hot and cold drinks that has 6 compartments in the bottom to hold powdered drinks!
Eye Refocus Indicator
KITCHEN KNIFE FOR CARVING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Often I use spoons to carve fruits and vegetables. A knife shaped like a spoon.
LAIDBACK - A unique tablet stand for coach potatoes. Less time holding a table or using a tablet stand on your table.
Rainy Day w/ friends
VACUUM FOR EASY RECYCLING OF PLASTIC BOTTLES. Flattens plastic bottles by sucking the air out of them.
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Sliding Barrel Bolt
I.C.B
Scrubby
Ergonomic backpack that can prevent the risk in the back and allows you to balance the weight of the books:Insert a simple elastic spring!
UNIVERSAL DRIVE SOCKET. Socket that uses mechanical system of a drill head to adjust to any size hex screw/bolt. Larger opening. (VIDEO)
Automatic Downspout Sprinkler
CORD MANAGEMENT FOR BEATS HEADPHONES(And others). Rubber piece to wrap Beats cables around. With velcro straps to attach to headphones.
air bed
SHAVING CREAM AND AFTER SHAVE LOTION IN BLISTER PACKS. Now that Quirky has Toothpaste packs, make shaving cream and lotion blister
packs.
POTS &amp; PANS LID WITH LEGS. So they don't rest flat on the counter as you cook. See my pictures of universal lids.
The Fly Rod Caddy - on the rod
The bottle cap water filter
RoboMop
Minime
#Spotsv: CORD MANAGEMENT FOR BEATS HEADPHONES SINGLE CABLE. Beats headphones and other brands have become a HOT item. With
velcro straps!
DIGITAL BIRTHDAY CAKE NUMBER. You can change the number and color. Displayed in four directions.Don't use dirty melted candle numbers again
aquadive helmet
Smoke Source
Multi-Charge
OVEN RACK PULL HOOK ATTACHED TO UTENSILS(spoon or fork) Just flip the utensil and pull or push hot oven racks! Made out of wood or silicone.
Caked
WATERPROOF TENNIS BALLS. You can keep playing even if the ball has landed on water. A common problem in a sport practiced by millions.
TOY ROCKET FUELED BY DIET COKE AND MENTOS. Plastic rocket toy. Just pour in diet soda and drop mentos with a mechanical timer.
Bolt upright turntable
Short Dress Socks
Eye Refocus Indicator
Toy Soldiers
Nilk: the nut milk maker!
Personal shopping cart with swivel double front wheels, with small baskets on the front, and back,for small items and this cart is foldable.
Rocker Cum Study Bench
Reusable Tassimo Coffe Pods
clothe machine
The Artist's Secret
Neck Pillow That Works
Mac Cable Management
Tool Hub
Bell Me
Mr. Magnet
Inflatable pillow
find it
Hermes cycling shoe
ToolPort
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infinite power generator
Black-light fishing
Clothes from the dryer
RoboCall-Telemarketer Screener
Chinese Wheelbarrow Reborn
Mommies Stay Fit
Cover your a**
2-Way
Tweak the Squeak Pet Toys
Swimming cap + Goggles
Water purifier and heater.
External Hard drive - WiFi
USB Adapter Wireless receiver for Wireless optical Mouse also charges additional battery.
Clear tape/ Masking tape / packing tape - Tape dispenser gun With Laser indicator for straight line
Retractable Bulb holder ( Automatic ). Changing bulb is not a messy job any more..!
Retractable Bulb holder ( Manual ). Changing bulb is not a messy job any more..!
Zipper-A-Sister
Farming as-a-Service model
Day/Nite Light
Beer Stop
the puzzle called love
SelfCheckout Cart
Augmented reviewer
aqua traveler
QCLB - Quick Clean Litter Box
OurCause
Cascade
SantÃ© water bottle
Magnetic Golf ball holder
ì´ìƒí•œ ê¸°ê³„ìž¥ì¹˜
toffee frappacino
TwistIt! Water Gun
Flip Cover Speaker
Grooving Beach Umbrella
Quirky Bicycle - model Q
Dynamic Disk
WIDERBEAM TORCH LIGHT
Paperclipper
Post delivery battery operated
NUBIRD
Hydro Pot
Disposable Sippy Straw
My Idea is to create a Blood Pressure watch to monitor your blood pressure,heart rate all day long,and the watch/monitor can be worn to bed.
Flat touch screen radio/alarm clock, pedestal base,speakers,voice activation. Runs on electric &amp; batteries. Numbers glow, CD player in base.
Flat touch screen radio/alarm clock, pedestal base,speakers,voice activation. Runs on electric & batteries. Numbers glow,CD player in base.
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Skinny Pie
Cup with coaster and Cup cover - Just Flip and sip...!
String LED lights Kit with customizable names and Shapes for all type of celebrations and Festivals. Saves lots of money ;)
Easy re-filler to carry your Personal care or toiletry product. You can fill in as per your required combination.
Space Case
Frying Pan its handle works as a oil filter. Take out oil easily without any mess.
Plastic made Post it Note Strips - Reuse as many times you can.. Save nature.. Save Paper..
Solar charged portable multipurpose table.. Use as study table / laptop table etc.. where ever you go.. Power follows you...!
lovepuzzle
Store a sit
"The Button-er" Helps pull buttons through holes.
lovepuzzle
USecurity
Horse cookie cutters
Social Conversation Monitor
Gaussian Mouse
SERVUS
OmniCam: Always seeing video
Your Back Again!!
med bed
QuickShop
Kitsy
easy fit AC covers
Manners App
Blind Drawing Tablet
Clear tape/ Masking tape / packing tape - Tape dispenser gun With Laser indicator for straight line
Draw-to-Drive & Program RC
Manners App
App enabled neck band. which seances how much water you had today and will send you the information to your mobile.
Digital Frame display special events like birthdays, Anniversary etc. Idea is to build the strong bond in the family by sharing the things.
Solar charged portable multipurpose table.. Use as study table / laptop table etc.. where ever you go.. Power follows you...!
Bachelor Pan
Get rid of spectacles during working on PC/LAPTOP. Optical frame consisting of a Transparent Screen that can correct defective vision.
Feel the magic of 3 Different fragrance through out the day. In this device 3 fresheners can be installed.
Plant Buddy
Mbine - Micro wind turbine
Flexible Cup (Silicon Rubber) becomes a normal when expanded. It can be easily carried in your pocket or bag.
Window Wizard
StepLights
Loft
Pet Health Monitor
k-9 defence alarm
cooking cup
Child Safety Stop
Energy through Moving Object
Seat Down... GO TEAM!
Legsies
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Breath detector
officekusuemon
Ear Stick
wind LITER
152 votes of 253 views: Its worthwhile giving it another try! Masking tape with printed metric adds a big value to an everyday product!
152 votes of 253 views: Its worthwhile giving it another try! Masking tape with printed metric adds a big value to an everyday product!
Your Back Again!
Tie Less Shoes
Independent contractor App
Workout Juggle Balls
The LED phytolamp on the solar
Easy Lid Prop
Personalised shop
You've got mail mailbox.
gsfdg
Clik &amp; Cut
SOLO
App Enabled Everything Kit!
Ladies! I know you want a good foot massage after a long day of work! Here you go! The modular foot massage. (Ruben)
Organize those tools! This tool storage features a magnetic surface for nails, and a rotating wheel for easy access to your tools. (Ruben)
Easy way to write something down. This pen has perforated sheets of paper built in. (Ruben)
Hey Chefs! Flip your extra large pancakes, omelets, and hash browns with ease. The spreading spatula opens to larger meals. (RUBEN)
Big Screen Portable Media
Agua Fresca
Frame
I want to make cooking with dry ingredients more efficient. This product releases spices/herbs based on the portion dial setting. (Ruben
Bowl-A-Peep
GumStick
Smoothease
Drop Alert!
The Symptomatic Doctor
When your remote control is missing, Simply push a button on your t.v. and listen for your remote to emit a ring or recording to easily find
hello
Hold Tight Baby Bottle Holder
Free Form chest fly
The "Electric Dustpan" is a small, battery powered, portable device that vacuums up dirt that is swept into its opening.
Noodle Maker
health
Air Flow Scents Filter
readr
shopping cart calculator
A kitchen tool to extract egg shell bits + crack eggs more efficiently.
A light that powers itself using the weight of the fixture to induce electricity.
Clean water gutter system
Lipstick case with retractable mirror.Allows one hand application.User is able to see her lips on the built in mirror to apply lipstick
Iphone Holder
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Greetsy
AnglePod
Build A Sound Scapes
social library
Placemat with built in puzzle
iPad safe cam cover
Connected LED Musical Chairs
Ear Stick
cellphone carrying case
case for earphones
Fostur: So you never forget.
Welch's Broom & Mop Combo
smart blind
The Bite Light! An intelligent 3 color LED fishing bobber that changes colors to visually indicate and teach when a fish has been hooked.
The Pizza Cut &amp; Serve Combo is a dual purpose kitchen essential. A pizza cutter which converts into a serving spatula in one great utensil.
2050 augmented vision helmet
Extend-a-strip
Archery Mini Quiver
Phone Keeper
WEMO BLIND CONTROLLER
knee high croc skinned boots
Pull Press Fast Fitness
Squatty potty garbage can
Visi-Desk
double reel fishing pole
Enzy's Pet Safe Toilet Patch
Liquid Level Sensor
WisdomTooth
Jellied Cranberry Dish/Slicer
The Gripper
K-Cup Smart Station alerts you
Re-poppable Bubble Wrap
Multi -directional Razor
Flexware
V-Band
B12 Bindis & Body Art
Apagate
Cleaning Cloth Booklet
Space Saving Spaghetti Measure
Camera Reverser for Selfies
Bionilock Travel Bag
Smart Door Bell
BLIND CONTROLLER
Key-Find Phone-remind
A device's App for I-phone to help you to find the right person at the right time. For job or not (see app prototype)
Motorized Holiday Track Lights
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Family Life Hub
BLIND CONTROLLER
loompia fried ice cream
Trace Mobile Location, Silvers
key-finder-reminder
Foldable Pocket Reading Glasse
starbucks
SuitUp
Venessa's Beer Saddle
key-finder phone-reminder
Paw Wheel Drive
Beer Saddle
Every Last Drop
Digital Pantry
Auto Angel
jkz
Tablet Photograph Case
CrashCopter
Bihn Crusher
Finally! An easy solution to cleaning your Shower Curtain. 2 Brushes In One!
MilkCrate Mods
RoadBlok
Cash for gas
Mega Bug Sucker
ADVANCED multi use umbrella
Hands free door stop
Magnetic plugs
C-Cam Rotating Light Bulb
Light as a feather car seat
Reader
Disco Spin Bike
The Puppy Training Tray
Guitar Tambourine
Archi' Bath Boat . The Archimedes's bath Boat that makes our kids playing with physics. (Re-sub) (new = a video of the prototype)
A Top for mac accessories
.
Intella Water Heater
Forever Lamp Shade
"THE ULTRA HANDY KITCHEN GLOVE" A DISHWASHING GLOVE EQUIPT WITH SCOURING PAD,SOFT and HARD SPONGES ON THE
PALM AND BRUSHES ON THE KNUCKLES.
THE FLIP PACK: A camping/hiking/picnic pack to transport food. Shelves fold down to form a secure tray.
THE NO FUSS MEASURING CUP: Has physical notches for measuring dry and liquid ingredients that don't rub off...EVER!
MODERN CHIA SEED GROWING KIT. Grow on all sorts of geometry (cubes, pyramids) and on letters too. Great for teaching kids and home decor.
r ready shades
THE SMART SCALE: Flexible silicone mat of weight sensors. Can be cut to be a shoe insert for passive body weight tracking.
Gotup
DPx (Depict)
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VeggiFetti
Just bought a couple crates. Another great accessory would be a slide out &amp; tilt writing surface that flips up to cover crate contents.
Night Vision Light Bulb
My wife yelled at me (again) for using her toothbrush. I could use a label that attached to items like toothbrushes. Great Bandits line ext.
3 Ring Binder Owners! Have you had to transfer stapled pages back to a 3 ring binder? This binder clip should help. (Ruben
Spill proof urinal
Hybrid Home H&amp;H
Lazzy phone projector
Electric Meter Can door Holder
Solar rope light
PhoneProtector
iperformance
BOBBLE BRUSH FOR ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES! Let's make a bobble brush compatible electric tooth head brush holder.
This is a solution to organizing sets of utensils, snacks, hardware (screws,bolts), in a portable cube. The cube has 4 parts that open up.
A flat magnetic ring clip to store metallic and non-metallic chop sticks. Could be attached to another metal surface or be free standing.
Mold chocolate truffle
Skytube Energy
Storage-bed that grows up
Item Detecter App
3-in-1 Dry Erase Board Eraser
Adjustable Pipe Wrench
4 wheels position Rollers
Archi' Bath Boat
Leica
Solar panel protection car
Just about everyone needs a reminder to refill their bath/showering essentials right? How many times do you run out while bathing??
Instead of using holes with a metal pin, this belt buckle uses a magnetic tongue &amp; groove type of fastening system.
Storage-bed that grows up
Lug
Dog picker solution
SiliRibi
SMART INDUCTIVE PLATES
APP~ENABLED SPIROMETER PEN
DriRide
WINK SMART GLOWING DIAPER BAG
RECIPE CARD AND LABEL PRINTER
SNOW BOT BLOWER RESUB
APP~ENABLED CANE FOR THE BLIND
bank paragonow
Garden Zen
COUGH SUPPORT BELT
Portable Solar Wall Sockets
DIY MAKEUP KIT, MIXER, OR LAB
SMART BAG FEEDING TRASH CAN
Study hammock
Ladder &amp; first leaflets rungs
The no-leash of XXI th c.
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3D Scan-Printer Copy machine
I never know where to leave my headphone for my mac when I don't need it anymore.
Multi-use-umbrella
Garage Door Minder
Never worry about your garage door (or ANY door) still being open when you leave your home. This device monitors the door for you via RFID.
Hamburger Wrap
STOP running into people when opening a door! Yes those windowless commercial doors everywhere in public (especially for bathrooms).
Gazuntite
The Mail Box
Annual Receipt Organizer
The Amazing Doorstop!
Phantom energy stopper
Expandable Utensil Tray
App for measuring calories consumption and make a menu proposal.
New twist for your alarm clock! Instead of just a beeping alarm, this one wakes you up with customized messages for that particular day.
iPad/tablet viewer
Phantom energy stopper
Tugs
Latest &amp; Greatest Alarm Clock
Virtual fan halo!
Cane Stopper! This is a line extension of our Broom Stopper product with a twist. Prop your cane. Never Drop your cane.
Reduce "phantom energy" consumption by disengaging your electrical devices, without having to completely remove the plug from the area.
Reusable grocery bag which clips to your shopping cart so that it stands upright. Also includes slot to hold other bags for easier transport
Mobile+ MINI toothbrush with "integrated toothpaste dispenser" -- All in one and easy to carry for brushing on the GO!!
New twist for your alarm clock! Instead of just a beeping alarm, this one wakes you up with customized messages for that particular day.
Reusable grocery bag which clips to your shopping cart so that it stands upright. Also includes slot to hold other bags for easier transport
iPhone application that allows you to walk into a "big box" store (or just about any other retail store) and find exactly what you need.
Reduce "phantom energy" consumption by disengaging your electrical devices, without having to completely remove the plug from the area.
Fully adjustable/mechanical iPad holder, for using your iPad while laying down. Or can be used at eye level while sitting on your bed.
Fully adjustable/mechanical iPad holder, for using your iPad while laying down. Or can be used at eye level while sitting on your bed.
AniCar
Golfcards
Let`s knock the bordem out of those hot summer days. "For Quirky eval. team"... If you don`t read description you won`t get it ! Please read
Small strings of battery operated LED`s with(3)types of clips to attach to your patio furniture.Relaxing after big party. Be Romantic!
Prime Rib Yum ! GPS chips embedded in cattle eartags linked to I-Phone for ranchers on the range. GE, This is for the HOME. (on the range)
Eunique (Q2)
locked
PhoneWatch
WhiteItOut
The "Amazing" Door Stop! - Eliminates the need to crouch/kneel down or bend over to put a door stop in place. (*please see all 4 images*)
Collapsible / Fully-Functional Hanging File System that Fits Under the Bed (U.S. PATENT #7,517,028) [Resubmit]
Reduce "phantom energy" consumption by disengaging your electrical devices, without having to completely remove the plug from the area.
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Don't feel like hanging up or folding your clothes right now?? Throw them on a rack (the ultimate temporary 'closet'), NOT on a dirty floor.
Never worry about your garage door (or ANY door) still being open when you leave your home. This device monitors the door in real time.
Use 100% of your kitchen drawer's capacity with an expandable/modifiable utensil tray. Will hold most all of your kitchen utensils together!
New twist for your alarm clock! Instead of just a beeping alarm, this one wakes you up with customized messages for that particular day.
Use your existing ceiling fan as a lively PARTY tool with clip-on LED strips.. Turns your ceiling fan into a spinning "halo" effect!
mycargo
Collapsible / Fully-Functional Hanging File System that Fits Under the Bed (U.S. PATENT #7,517,028)
SMART ICE MAKING COOLER
SmartPen
SERVICE ALERT
flying car
SmartPen
HAMPERED ON WHEELS
MULTI~PURPOSE GLOW TOTE OR BAG
MODERN DAY APP ENABLED WIRELESS CROCK POT. Chosen by: NIKKI KAUFMAN Revised UC resubmit!
Stardust Star Shooter
DOUBLE BOWL with DOUBLE LID! Vented Steamer lid! Microwave and dish washer safe.
Aros Heat pump
The BAG FEEDING TRASH RESEPTACLE w/APP OPTION! Never be bagless again! A one step EAZY process! A resubmit!
COLOR CHANGING NAILS
Gentle DOG
The WEGE VEGE micro STEAMERS "FIT TWO AT A TIME"! Time saving ,space saving,ceramic,dishwasher and microwave safe. 300+ votes
The TUMBLE FREE TUMBLER with a SCREW ON BASE! Attachable HANDLE for creating a TUMBLE FREE COMPUTER MUG! NO TILT! NO
SPILL!
SMART CHIDRENS STORY BOOK
Tuck
SMART CANDLE CAM # Katie
OUTDOOR SHOWER HEAD WITH HOOK
COLLAPSIBLE TRAVEL DIAPER PAIL
CARGO JUMBO LAUNDRY TOTE
air-free funnel
Pencil Screwdrivers
easy window washing
COLLAPSIBLE TRASH CAN GENIE
WINK KID SAFE CLEANING HUB
Health Tracker
Refrigerator shelf sensors
screw sink
The Mandolier
Easy Clean
The Painter Drone
no ponding bottle
5 elements of life Art
Drones racing+APP
Artificial Fish Tank
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Oven Smart Control
THE LITTLE PALEONTOLOGIST
There is around 1MM Arduino boards around the globe but no (quick) mounting platform. Here is the idea for the first one.
Coffee table and kids drawing table in one. Have more of a living room.
LatterPage
Hapeii
Car safety monitor
Tool Revolver
LILIUM~A MULTI PURPOSE SERVER
"BATH FAN" and "HOME DEPOT"
WET/DRY LAUNDRY RACK W/OPTIONS
"BATH FAN" and "HOME DEPOT"
sa
Cool air
"BATH FAN" and "HOME DEPOT"
WINK KITCHEN DISPENSER
APP ENABLED BREAD BOX #Wink
Avoid dogs from peeing in places where you donâ€™t want. We propose a DOG SMELLER filled with a do-it-yourself 100% natural harmless formula
VibTech (Vibration Technology)
SMART GE MICROWAVE COOKER
GuideLiner Paint Edger
Need to rearrange your space to store more of one thing and less of another? Use sliders to partition your storage boxes as you need it.
APP ENABLED SMART CUTTING BOARD. Alerts you of meat, cheese, fruit and vege contaminants! Better safe than sorry. Life saving!
Lifer
Mattress Reviver
Light up nails
Inductive markers and canvas
Cuticle barrier and applicator
Deliveron
SMART CHRISTMAS PIVOT POWER
INDUCTIVE IRONING BOARD COVER
GEL GRIP PAINT ROLLER
SMART KARAOKE SYSTEM
INDUCTIVE IRONING BOARD COVER
Solar Heated/Cooled Dog House
SMART PRESS ON NAILS
WINK SMART CHRISTMAS TREE
App~enabled skin care mixer
SMART TOOL BOX CHARCOAL GRILL
"EasyReader" E-Ink iPad Cover
Cup Cane
Peace Paint Sparer
INDUCTION GRILL
INDUCTION COOK TOP...#AUSTIN
SMART INDUCTION RANGE HOOD
Disposable Toothbrush Holder
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FOLDABLE TAILGATING PREP TABLE
Connected Shoes
Bugle Torch
Neck Friendly Bed
Solar Johnny
S-Hook Clothes Hangers
BBQ/grill heat measuring device for remotely monitoring food over the fire and sending alerts. Ideal for summer and tailgating! #GE #IMP
#QCYCLE Bicycle Frame Handle - Lift with Leverage
Zipper Pull + Bottle Opener = 1 Amazing Accessory. Think of how many products already have zippers that could use this. Ideal for LICENSING!
Headphones That Zipper Together
Aqua Smart
CRAFT &amp; SEWING TABLE W/POWER
WINK RANGE HOOD CAM
TAILGATE GRILL
"dad" do all dolly
Lawn Mower Storage Bin
Detec'clean-cat
Book page holder and Bookmark in one. A better,more simple design allows you to read your book without holding it.In 2012 202 MM books sold.
Easy ripping tape. No need for: scissors, tape dispenser &amp; damaging your teeth. Tape inspired by paper towels tearing.
PORTABLE CONDO LOUNGER
Cosmetic travels
Apple Hat
APP ENABLED TEA MAKER # Katie
Never ending bar soap/exfoliat
Duo Set; tools and meals! School Pouch pens Â§ gadgets holder + School meals, Three in one Container, with inside freezable walls
Steel and Wood Cube; divided into three or four departments. To be placed on a swivel stand or be hung opened flat on the kitchen wall!
APP ENABLED ITENERARY WATCHES
Resizable food container (2options) for everyday usage which the user can transform to fit their needs. NEW animation!
RECIPE KEEPER/MEAL PLANNER
App enabled INFRARED COOK POT with ROTATING INSERT POT. Cook, Roast, defrost, pressure cook, deep fry, reheat, rotisserie, and Steams.
Z
Thumbies
MEAT ROLL
SELF~LEVELING BUCKET TRUCKS. Easily move a liquid filled five gallon bucket with wheels and a retractable handle. Bucket and hose included.
SMART COOK TOP
B/T PC with WRISTBAND KEYBOARD
All in one! portable cabinet and drawers, easy to carry, facilitated access, when opened or when closed. Easy steps+extractable ladder
Gardening stool to sit down, to kneel comfortably, to get back on feet Have at hand the necessary tools, or a storage to add If necessary
Long handler DISPENSER, to easy reach the entire body, with sunscreen lotions, ointments, medication, after sun or after bath body lotions
Water conservation - networked wireless point-of-use water meters
Bouquet Booster
BUCKET ON WHEELS WITH HOSE
LED lights in translucent silicone candle to be use at home or in the garden,fed by rechargeable batteries. Touch and shine;touch and glow!
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fold-able ramp
BAG FEEDING TRASH CAN
Gardening by the foot - easy, fun, seed planting tool
OUT DOOR SHOWER KIT COMBO
Clip-stream
Shower-Saver
Switcheroo
body sqeeggee
Improve the coffee maker MOKA, to allow elders to lift IT up with hot coffee.... and enable to screw and unscrew IT, for easily use
Inside Air Filter, regulated by timer, with Dispenser for perfumes and essential oils!
All in "ONE".... and "ONE" for all!!!... Transport, Store and display.... in a Super-fashionable-Efficient: "HANDBAG-JEWEL-BOX".
Palm Case
PitSack
12" doll pirate ship
Pepper spray phone case
light stick
Smart Water Shut-off Valve
Poket Towel
Next generation cellphone
Minimalist accent light
Name
Compostable Compost Bin (the one in the kitchen, not the big one outside - that would be weird)
App Enabled Outlet Off
Polar Headphones
Cupcake Mixer and Filler
Real Simple Bathroom Hose
INSECT STOP DOOR
Seasonale table
VIRTUAL INTERPRETER
The name
Bobby's Lock Saver
Emergency Tesla Solar Panel
Wireless Resonant Charger
The Chucker
Overcoat
Wireless Washer
Shaped Waste basket liners
PERFECT CHEEZER X80-Z
Stow
Water from AIR Plant Waterer
Perfect Nachos
Expandable Habitat
Hhhh
Portable Tree House
Light wherever you want it
Toe Banger
League Ticker
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PaintBall Drone Napalm
Bricks with mechanical joining
Bricks with mechanical joints
IceCreamExtender Cup
Busy Baby = Better life
Switch blade style Grill Buddy
Switch Blade Grill Buddy
Plug and Repel
Make-A-Mask
"Over Easy" Egg Yolk Saver
Test
Paper Pals
Mini voltage detector
Mylightz
Remind Perfect Posture Pillow
Perfect Cup of Coffee Machine
Multi purpose dispenser
fiTechnology
retractable power strip
Musical Rattle
Diet helper
AUTOMATIC TOILET
Salt And Pepper Joke Kit
buds4buds
Spice for life
Fire Extinguisher Rotation
Shower Drain Noise Muffler
Stoopidgood
Utility Tarp
Charging station
USIU Ultra Sound Imaging Unit
Fresh Salad in a Few Seconds
Solar Toys
Myshow
Electric Scrubber
THE WEB CAM SLIDE & HIDE
Does your Kid dig the dirt out of your household plants &amp; pots? Is your Dog doing the same? Protect your plants with the Plant Protector!
LED Glow in the Dark bodyboard
special elbow support
POWER BATH
A new way to look at portable USB drives. No more lost or broken parts, no more fear while jumping in the water
Mushare
Celery Straw Cutter.
MyVidz
Easy Up
myCloud
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Custom Fitted Men Underwear
The Perfect Finishing Touch
Rescue Ballon Kit
Traveling Table
There are some beautiful spoon rest on the market, but none function different. Liquid forms on the bottom when they stand or lay flat.
Drawer liner/organizer
Phillips Dual Washer and Dryer
S90 Leg Magazine Drop Pouch
TRAVALOGS
Shoushi
bluetooth
Distanco
iPhone-2-Macbook Companion: Have easy access/visibility to your iphone while working on your laptop.
Cord wrap for kitchen and home tools. Give toasters, blenders, coffee makers, printers, etc something to wrangle their individual cords.
Travel Buddies Book Stand
Insta-Wax Gun
Hot Wheels Smash &amp; Crash
Spot Checker
NO - NO SWEAT
Home WMS
Security Hinge
ff
Sav-a-soap body scrub
2 in 1 Washer and Dryer
Instant Basement Ceiling
Magnetic HTML Tiles
Pocket Rescue Beacon kit
Preshave Dispenser
Caulk-N-Weed
Barbie Select-A-View Weather
College Text Books Reader App
wind turbine
PJ Pullers
Go wild
Solar clean water generator
App enabled water leak alarm
color changing pans
Heat seal
dry fast
An app enabled outdoor sensor light with monitoring and alert system
TheThermal Cylinder
An app enabled child monitoring system to alert you when your child is more than 10 feet away from you.
Diaper be gone
Communication through tv
easy brush
Let's go together
Multi Platform Gaming Headset
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Keg Station
Acoustic Sonic Booster
Mattibag
Easy Parking Meter
my invention 2.0
Never Flat
Travel Athletic Shoes
Jaws beer carrier
Rounded sandwich bags
Future Geek Math Game
Playful Room Divider
HandiRack
PDR Smart Control
Clown lip thermometer
Yogurt By You
Lawn Mower Blade Sharpener. You push the on switch, the sharpener at the end rotates and sharpens the blade in 15 minutes on the mower.
BARBIE-PINBALL GOLF GAME
3D Clothes Shopper
j
Geko socket
quirky is bankrupt
Retractable Ethernet Plate
Toilet wipes. That can be easily carried in any bag and are flushable. Similar to paper tissue.
Cooler Companion
Solar Panel Kit-You know how making a Solar Panel seems hard? This kit contains everything to make one &amp; has step-by-step instructions.
Hoover board
Phone-Tab? The Dillanger
cuddle coozie
New faucet design
Pli Clear
Vinyl rain gutters with built in fiber optics and LED lighting. With a programmable controller as well as solar powered technology.
Smokey Nose Alarm
A wireless front door peephole camera with an app that allows you to see outside on Iphone/Ipad/Ipod or macbook
Brush'n Floss
Easy Wash
Pocket
Second Chance
as
Selfie Stick Cam
â€œSquare shapeâ€ Step on toilet paper storage, no more take off and put back lid every time. Why not a square one, itâ€™ll work great too.
Handheld hotdog griller with rear spinning handle. Rotate the hotdog as you grill so it can be grill evenly. Removable xtra tip when not use
Baby milk bottle that has time indicator on it, track it so you know when to feed your baby again. lets Feed them on time. No more guessing!
Floor standing toilet paper holder plus storage with cover, keep it from getting wet &amp; exposed. A simple way to hold &amp; refill paper!
Sound active air freshener dispenser, adjustable sensitivity level switch. System will auto reset after each spray.
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test
Your Video Clips in a Book
Lawn Mower Blade Sharpener
The Nark
Magic marker replacement cap with a suction cup on bottom to stick to table or desk when marker is in use. Can also be used as stand.
DigiPad
Router/Jointer
Date-Rape-Drug Detecting Glass
Lawn Mower Blade Sharpener.
HD Clean Silicone Mitt
360Â° Air Conditioner Deflector
ê°€ì •ìš© ì¹˜ì¦ˆ ì œì¡°ê¸°
gpsê¸°ëŠ¥ì´ ë‹¬ë¦° ë“±ì‚°ìš© 3ë‹¨ ì ‘ì´ì‹ ì§€íŒ¡ì´
ì‚¬ê³¼ëª¨ì–‘ ì§€ì§„ ê°ì§€ê¸°ì™€ ì—°ë™ë˜ëŠ” ì§„ë™í•˜ëŠ” ë°˜ì§€
The Green Bean Bag
Climate Controlled Trunk
Ice Fishing Tip Up Case/Bag
test
hot cup
Dry Cleaning Optimizer (AppEn)
"Beachboxes" Camping Footprint
Toothpaste Cabinet
"ìƒˆë²½ì— í-ì‹í•˜ëŠ” ì‚¬ëžŒë“¤ì„ ìœ„í•œ ì‹œê°„ì„¤ì • ìž ê¸ˆê¸°ëŠ¥ì´ ìžˆ
â€œNumbers Gameâ€ Fun, simple and really easy to play, just find the numbers in order, who ever find more numbers win the game.
Clean Cutting Board
dfsf
The Pound And Crush Bag
Leg Pack
Qwerty
Smart Convertible Desk
Cooks Thumb
Invisible Chair - Love this !
xx
Introducing the new eggs holder plus dispenser, one press will dispense egg. Secure eggs from cracking or smashing out with cover top.
Imaga Box
Spare ClipXase
Apple washing machine
SMH
REACH- THE EXTENDABLE POWERBAR
Shopping App
knee kaps
Bluetooth LED Flashcam
Greenhouse Tent--Portable Enclosure to extend the growing season and keep you dry
Lay Flat Screwdrivers
The Speaker Necklace!
Way to Go Potty
Baxcess
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Closet Clothes Cleaner
Nimbus
Fixi
Toilet Clog Buster Combo
10-Oct
The Winter Krampus
Bed Buddy
Amazingly Fun! For You and Your Kitty! Modular Quirky Krazy Kitty Citty - Change Your Wall Configuration Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Whenever!
Amazing Full Body Spa Massage Experience! Robe Massage! Head Massage â€“ Hand Massage â€“ Foot Massage! [HELP! Make It Even Better!...]
Amazingly Fun! For You and Your Kitty! Modular Quirky Krazy Kitty Citty - Change Your Wall Configuration Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Whenever!
Amazing Instant Static Cling-on Sunglasses! From Prescription Glasses To Sunglasses In An Instant! Say NO to Cheap Ass Clip Ons!
!A Mesh Backpack That Turns Into A Pop Up Sun shade Cabana! Plenty of pockets for all your Beach/Pool Essentials as a Backpack or a Cabana!
!A Amazing Full Body Spa Massage Experience! Robe Massage! Head Massage â€“ Hand Massage â€“ Foot Massage! [HELP! Make It Even Better!...]
!An Amazing "SwingHook" Closet Door Organizer â€“ 5 Levels of Hooks that swing away from door to allow for easy access to clothes, etc.
magnificant Lightert
Performance Case
Gift Wrapping Station
Multitrack Towerhouse
ERASABLE DRY/ERASE NAME TAG.SO MANY FUN USES.PINS TO CLOTHING.CHANGE THE MESSAGE WITH YOUR
MOOD.PARTIES,WEDDINGS,CONVENTIONS,ANYWHERE!
Charge On The Go
Making the cellphone "mobile"
one handed soldering iron, ever use a soldering iron and realize you only have two hands?
Home Foundry
Biometric Lock
Echo Extender
Main Frame
Caffeinated Energy CHEW!
Auto Plant Waterer
HOMEKI
Vital alarm
My kind of hair doll
D ring wall screws, simple easy way to hang chords,keys,3D art,Ect. without the use of tools,
Pocket rain hat, spring loaded to keep shape and stay lightweight!
D ring wall screws, simple easy way to hang chords,keys,3D art,Ect. without the use of tools,
touch based exercise counting lanyard, never lose track of your work out count again! responds to impact.
Reusable painting masking tape, heated wax that you apply let dry, paint over, remove wax, and heat to reuse, paint separates.
Lint Roller Cover
I-talk
COOK-ALL (Multi-Cooker)
.
three in one mens shaver.
Fix a flat bike tire on the go, miniaturized car tire fix a flat for bikes.
smoke fan to oxygenate a campfire and direct smoke upwards instead of in all the campers faces.
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do you have two different sets of headphones?a wok out pair and normal ear buds?inexpensive way to convert ear buds into running headphones.
Impact emergency helmet attachment, a helmet attachment that when hit would turn on flashing LED lights on the outside of the helmet.
Crosslink
Condi Minis
Perfume
A Software To Beat Any Casino
Tidy
Reinventing the Ball
Deez Nutz
Message Sling Shot
RashFree Smile
Stop Bullying
a special kind of beer
Air conditioned minnow bucket
Hologram Shopper
Mail Light
lkjas;dfkj;
OH MY GOURMET! Butter Blends
poping candy Packages
Rashfree
warning signs on foods
Solar-heating lunchbox!
The Water Vest
Infant Head and Neck Protector
Hang3r
PS3 JAILBREAK
Cool back seat
E-Lip
Ever lost your keys or wondered if you locked your doors? This app and software will let you know if your door is locked and key location.
One thing I need is something to keep me smelling, feeling fresh and clean when I travel. I need to feel like I just washed my face!!
Practice guitar anywhere you'd like. Learn chords, gain dexterity, and do it FAST with this handheld dual purpose real string digifret board
Cable winder
NotifyBadge
Non-Stick Dinner Plates
Test Lighting
Spray-on Temporary Bracelets
Poly Tech Neck
Two-sided Picture Frame
cheb houssam 2016
Crone 360
Princess pal
Orbits
Push Drill Inspired Trimmer
Bandits built specific for your phone! They hug the corners to protect your device.
Safety seat belts for pets
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The Supplement Side Kick
Ma fille
Microwaveable Scrunchie
h1
Aurora nails
Feline Latrine
Cover Bar
Remote control lanyard
Wake-up Alarm.1
The Cake Blanket
CrankCharge
Self-Fill Coffee Pods! Lower cost, fresher coffee, more variety, more convenient. A must for the coffee conisseur. Read why inside. *resub*
Remote Check and Hush Smoke Detector. So easy to check you will do it! A simple design for enhanced safety, saving lives, maybe yours! Resub
== Modular Power Strip! == Get the exact number of sockets you need. Add or subtract more as you need them. *Resub*
Bluetooth speaker plugs/gauges
TunerFish
Test
test
tatat mata
FridgeWindow
BestCase
iPhone CASE CUSTOMIZED FOR WRAPPING EARPHONES AROUND! After you stop listening, simply wrap earphones around! No need to unplug! See
pics!
First revolutionary LIGHT that detects its own movement! Multipurpose,intelligent! Helps elderly &amp; disabled!
Remote control washing machine
TwoFaced
Back Beats
Glass Granite
Dont burn the beanies
Elementpouch
Smart IR/RF
Kaleido
Gtron
The unseparables
Front Parking Cam
Launch &amp; Catch Flying Figures
Coraline
Spoon Skis #REINVENT THE SPOON
Countertop Dishwasher-Dryer
Baby Monitor
Pivoting Handle Hair Dryer... Straight or Angled Grip... Stylist Choice!
Solar Soles
Flick Disc
The Smart You
Seat Lift
future bmx
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Facial Treatment App
Mobile Frame
public lice treatments
ZOLTI - tetris home furniture
Baby Maker
Buttered Up
MoveLets
3-in-1 Salad Dressing Container - Hold up to 3 different salad dressings in one container with an easy pour cap and non-drip spout
HiddenVeg
Superlamp
Chip-Clip Sand Stakes... for Windy Days at the Beach or while Camping
Talking Toys
Share a show
Child transport
Laser Price Board
Roller Coaster Building Set
Family cup
minecraft passifire
Waterproof beach bag
Toddler travel bed
Ice shape maker
Automatic beach canopy cart
Flame top convection oven
Adjustable Cup holders
Cover wc
Grown Little Bits
ready pampers for kids from2-6
Keyguard with textured ball grip to aid people to use iPad with Cerebral Palsy, MND, Huntingtons, Parkinson's, MS + Other related diagnoses.
Disabled Vehicle Alert Flag. Quickly and clearly show that your car is disabled when you leave it at the side of the road.
shine cap (solar charger)
Easy Washer
Lego Forts
SERVER TURBO PROTOCOL
Kids travelling alone
tape end indicator
Mophie's "Juice Pack" is pretty sweet. But, I need a stand and extra battery life!
EZ Knee Box Jump
friendship shoes
Rotary engine
Your roommate's glaring monitor is keeping you awake. She's on Quirky 24/7! You need some privacy! You need to get "Shacked".
Tone-Aid Bandage
Voice controlled bath fan
Safety Walk
Bathroom cell phone holder
Lost iPhones are hard to find and heartbreaking to lose. "BEACON" is a simple way to find your phone (possibly your keys too) in the dark.
fsd
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Easy Clean French Press
Home Depot Bathroom Fan
Meduza is a headlamp with multipurpose used as light, iPad or ebook holder, Battery pack, Camera Tripod and more. A must on a survival kit.
Scented Christmas Ornaments
Balloonpecker is a device that automatically pop a balloon anytime or while still in mid-air. Bring excitement to occasions with a BANG!!.
Balloonpecker is a device that automatically pop a balloon anytime or while still in mid-air. Bring excitement to occasions with a BANG!!.
Lawn Doolie
Personal Lightning Detector. Protecting golfers, fishermen, climbers, mountaineers, cyclists, light aircraft, radio masts, UPS + more! Resub
== Self-Fill Coffee Pods! == Lower cost, fresher coffee, more variety, more convenient. A must for the coffee conisseur. Read why inside...
love notes
Survival Scissors
A dispenser combining both grinder and measuring device. Spice, sea salt, herb, tea or coffee freshly grind/milled measured then poured.
Lip hanger
When it Pours it's Measured. Measure spices, salt, sugar, ground coffee or tea. Open and pour measured amount constantly with confidence.
Bowls for kids that can be connected like a Lego, kids have option to put it together. Will stimulate kids to come eat at the table.
Connected Health App
Delivery Lock-box
Tub Faucet
Cootie Bands
Non-Spill Drink Serving Tray
beauty mask
Sun Case
All-In-One Diapers
Undieliner
Quirky Voting App
Breath Free
The Solar Case
Solar electric powered beach towel(or electric beach towels) like an electric blanket to get warm quickly. Can also be used for pets.
Bolt and Nut Meter measures exact size of nuts/bolts. Save time on "trials and errors" tool fitting method for proper sizing of tools used.
Air Barrier Toilet
Bolts and Nuts ruler device used to determine the size of nuts/bolts so that the proper size of tools can be use to loosen or tighten it.
Auto-Light Tobacco/Herb Pipe
U-Gauge Key Chain
Smart Drone
Awesome Bar
555
wax paper
IPad Pro Cushion
Versatile roast/grill rack to accommodate for more ribs, beer chicken, turkey, or shish kabob. Nothing like it in the market. See prototype.
ToolCrib is the mother of all tool carrying case toolbox that is designed to carry/accommodate sets of sockets/hex bits organizer holder.
Key Chain bolts and nuts meter to measure exact size of nuts and bolts eliminating "trials and errors" for proper sizing of tools used.
Make personalized ice cream cones/edible bowls/trays with your favorite cookie recipes, fresh fruity/nutty tastes (Resubmit 368 votes).
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Tissue,Kleenex box Covers are proven product that can cost over $500 ea., see link. Tapped into the market, combine it with docking charger.
Needed laundry hamper capacity doesn't always fit in a closet with shelves. Design a laundry hamper that meet the needed capacity that fit.
Ceiling fans that resemble flowers. When it turns, the petals acting as fan blades opens up to reveal inside lightings.
Fortune Cookie? no, similar. It's a prop inside pressurized bottle(ie champagne) that when bottle is opened, it reveal itself floating.
Egg beater for scrambled eggs. Break eggs inside container, close lid, shake and you are ready to scramble eggs. No mess and less to wash.
Stroller Buddy
Trouble-lights that easily installed to focus light where needed by hanging or wrapped around object and can hold its position at any angle.
Balloon with controlled thickness/weaker area to serve as pressure control for popping and to serve as art or letters that will be bulging.
PRESSURIZED DEVICE placed inside BALLOON then finger squeeze to inflate or a device to terminate balloon's flight w/ special effect option.
Double Handgrip Water Jar
icecream keeping bottle
Multi purpose multi surface oscillating scrub brush with soap dispenser and interchangeable heads. eliminate the need for elbow grease.
Charger Clip
The Vet @ Home
Blank
"Book-e"
PrintCap
Fruitco
Manhandle
Milk flavoring
2 in 1 dish soap dispenser
SlideBot
My foot doctor app
Talking motion light w/camera
baby coolers
You suck
Stackable Suitecase
Back to me Ball
Nose Picker
Magic Dildo
Each
Really portable full size computer mouse
Quick Hanger
Campfire Caps
Hamburgerdome
Golf Swing training system
Coworking Connect
Sleeve Charger
Grocery backpack
Emergency Notification Syatem
Magnetic Remote Board
Emergency Notification System
The Iron King Tape Measure
Digital Planner
test
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Electric commuter scooter
PUSH PLUG
bullet proof tyre
Glowing Thermometer
MySugarTower
Self adjusting belt
hypnotic coconut slushy drink
SolarHome(Go Solar,Live Green)
mailmans come..
Tilt
nÃ£o sei
Huggylo
Tape Case(holds taping knives)
AlgorhythmSpace
Repairable Sync/charge Cable
Body floss
fly without plan
-=[ App Enabled Toothbrush ]=Carry Towel
Daily Dose Of Vitamin D Strap
sersers
Foldable Key pad
Patch Pals
Childrens Night Light Teddy
Timed Coffee
iBattery gopro
Easy Trash Bin
Beverage Buddy
dsf
Breath
FSC Foldable Solar Cabin
Cycle Cassette
Hot Waffles - Interlocking coasters shaped like waffles. Used individually for cups and mugs, or connected to create a trivet!
Regutemp
p
NO-NO SWEAT
Patient Reply
I phone Plug Case
Car Crash alert Device
babaswim
Health watch
Usb memoria bt
Diaper Belt
Custom Home PC
Helper in one call
Safe-Tree First
Simple Bag Handle
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Farm Mursalian tea
App Enable Aquarium Wallpaper
Memory & Energy Gum
The every instance earphones
Party
Forget Me Not
Pony Comb
Residential mailbox defender
The Everlasting Jersey
Touch Base
SiliSonic
Test
soupresso
Smartphone Nightstand Holder
Sleeve Off Watch
Auto Eraser
Dry Erase Boarder
Porkfolio
Booze Liquor
Going Bananas
Floating iPhone Case
TC WeB PURSE FINGER HOLDER
Kitchen Pots - Reinvented
iWatchPal
Ham and pineapple kit
Snug Mug Heated Coaster
Pretecto covers
Dog Gate
Studded Skateboard wheels
Adjustable Socket Wrench
Consealed Mounted Power Strip
Stretch Shade
LaPyLIGHT
Media Pad
Nail dryer
Bike Rack Padded Seat Combo
Tapeless Tip
first time
Beach Spray Tan Booth
baby's bottle time logger and timer. It will help you to remember when you you was feeding your child. timer will help to remember
Recoil
Poolbowl inflatable pool table
Brady Message Board
3d printer drone
Chopsticks Pen
Pop-out cupcake pan
666
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USB Tv backlight LED strip
Wind-Up Light Bulb dynamo.
Buoy Bags
Ending in hrs...Shoe lace clips that keep your shoe laces from falling on the ground and tripping you even if they become untied!!!!
60 votes , Kids Vinyl or rubber socks for kids at play in water or to keep kids &amp; the elderly from slipping in the shower!
Cell in your sleeve
Smart auto variable speed fan
One Stop Shop Card
Rotating forearm/wrist rest
Socks folder
Fruits/vegetables washing bowl
Shower cabin Foot File
Flexible iron water utensil
Nail polish brush magnifier
The Infinity Lighter
WS1
Little Helper Mitts
Shield Steel
LumiBlok Bedroom Set
High Water Alarm
phone extenal mouse
documents
Speakers to GO!
Smart Crib
anpi
Komposter
sample
DUST FILTER: "DUSTROL"
Non Hurtable Tattoo machine
Self Insulated Tent
Suitcase locator
Cosmic Adventurer
Toothbrush Power Bank
Couple chopsticks.
Itinerary road trip website
Beginners Soccer Shoe
sas
Looking Glass
SafeLunch
Hydrogen engine
Car key alarm
Tests
Easy Clean
Apple Magic Mouse Case and Size Augmenter for Big Hands.
Hand crank garbage disposal
Get Help Button
Vertical snap blinds
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Tracker
joint
Hot/cold coco
Tv Decor Protector Case
FliesAway
Green Screen T- Shirt
Resize reusable bag
Keeper
parkcam
The Thirsty Girl
Test
Flush Pedal
Sanitensil
GA Jet Cleaning Brush
The Modern Tacklebox
Smart baby bed (SBB/EBB)
Fun Corn- Your Illuminating Corn On The Cob Skewers~ Collaboration with Mohamed Elsharawy Resub.
Combination/Attachment Liquid WhiteOut/Correction Tape &amp; Writing Ink Pen~ 10% Guaranteed Toward College Scholarships 285+ Votes *Let's Go
Q!
Transparent Air Filters for Window Screens-Traps Allergens and Dust Before Entering Your Home/40-50 MILLION Americans Suffer from Allergies
Internal Business Solutions
Surfing-addon
My concept is a "Tracked" â€œwheelchairâ€ that can be used inside and outside. It will be comfortable, stable, adaptable, and affordable.
Ever lasting light
Bubble Shooter
Foodies
Air Bowling
Movie Stick
Breather
aaa
Internal Business Solutions
Bicycle eBrake
charging outlet
Skeleton Wedges
Knee Key
Electro-Pidge
SMART DESKTOP
Peacehammer de-mineing robot
MOTOR WITH BRAIN
INFLATABLE RECOVERY DEVICE
jewelry mirror corkboard
ElectroPige
Loophole
In UC~Turn Your Personal Photos Into Temporary Tattoos with the App- enabled Printer~ Quirky + GE~ 900+ cum Vt 93%
UC~Dalmatianz &amp; Leopardz &amp; Cheetahz~ Oh My! 900+ cumulative vt. Bring the Zoo to your neighborhood!Transform it. Morph it. Become it.
bartv
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Piggy bank app
Dynamic Case
PawDoor
padio garden
Towel Dryer
sss
Heads Up
Credit freeze
Smart Luggage
Heated fly fishing rod
inflatable recovery device
wingers
Door Light
BonÃ© Bluetooth mp3
test
Kekkdkd
Rain sensing windshield wipers
glastime
Keep Off
beam
Majic Lift
Glow light Switch
Bicycle eBrake
BookTrade
clip-on toothbrush
Cake Cutter
Definitely closed
PestPillars- Trap Pesky Fruit Flies around Fruit Bowls, Compost Bins &amp; Trash Cans 395+ Vts on all sub. Solves a Problem.** Video Included**
Resub #3. Aromatherapy- No Sticky Mess Pain Relieving Aching Body Patch~ Add Your Own Natural Oils/Ingredients
Emergency Fog Lights
Capinha para Iphone com 64 gb
Frigcalender
Bicycle eBrake
Digital sign up board.
Go-anywhere container sensor! Throw one in the office drawer, tack one in the fridge. Fun way to learn about your activity.
Toileterator
Wireless Headphone Sound Share
Smart Student Organizer
Travel toothbrush Holder
All In Washer & Dryer
Notability Pen
Storage shelf for iPad or other devices. Shelf is attached to the bottom of the kitchen cabinet. It allows you to store/charge your devices.
SmartFrame
Bubble Blaster
Extendo Procamara.
health
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Tint: iPhone Screen Protector
Safety Wristband
Smart Desktop
Air Filters for Window Screens-Traps Allergens and Dust Before Entering Your Home/40-50 MILLION Americans Suffer from Allergies
Voice Activated Toilet Flush Attachment/Handle with a Reminder to Wash Hands-Violent/Fatal Stomach Flu is Spreading
Resub. 60 Votes. The Multilingual Action Figure/Toy that Teaches Babies, Toddlers, and Kids How to Speak a Variety of Languages.
Beer Buddies
home test
root beer float ice cream pops
The Grab and Go
Illuminate Your Path- Fun LED Light Up Head &amp; Rear Tail Lights
Automatic Gas/Water Shut Off via Smart Phone/Computer/Separate Device- Resubmit also archived on different site
Sole save
Portable swimming pool
Modular Breathable/Refillable Hollow Hangers/Racks/Shelves~Smell Fresh! Resub. 100 votes in less than 24 hrs. 92% v/v. Thank you.;)
Sticky flying bug cone trap
Power Share Battery Case
Mail box scanner/sorter
Interactive Language Learning Action Figure~ Resub. Let's Invest in Education
Combo/Attchmt. Liquid Whiteout/Correction Tape &amp; Pen~ 10% Guaranteed toward College Scholarships 460+ Votes on all sub. Thank You!
SolAir
Maid the mechanical toilet scrubber Resub.
Aromatherapy- No Sticky Mess Pain Relieving Aching Body Patch~ Add Your Own Natural Oils/Ingredients
Keurig POD Adapter is here!
Exercise Regulator
Head Cooling System Collaboration with youcancallmephil Stage 6 On Edison Nation Designed To Be Worn Underneath Hats etc.
Resubmit #3~ 2 in 1 Combo Toothbrush &amp; Tongue Scraper Different from Current ones on the Market OR Snap on Attachment 2 Existing Brushes
Pulsating Electromagnetic Frequency Therapy Clothing that Assists in Decreasing Pain from the Physical Body.
Solar Powered running/walking shoes which provide better lighting during evening and night.
Do you love Soda FRIDGE PACKS? But your parties fill up the refrigerator or coolers? Store them in the Fridge Pack Cooler!! Does not exist.
Dog Shelter and retaining tether! Let the dogs stay outside and play without fear of them running away. Secure, portable and space saving!
Winky
Freezer/fridge temp &amp; energy monitor. Remote access, alarm: power failure/malfunction. Track data. Track/save energy. Control temp Save food
Earbuds with cords that light up. Make walkers, runners &amp; bikers more visible in the dark on roads. Safe, bright, easy to see in the dark!
anyPT
Help kids learn to tell time easily. PATENT-PENDING Analog Clock with e-ink displays on hands showing hour and minutes.
GPS golf ball
Timelock box
Tear Free
TV Scheduling Remote
Bathroom Paper Towel Holder
Taco Tape
The Grab and Go
RoadEyes
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Personalized Emojis App
Underwarm
Majic Lift
Text and Walk iPhone Case
Outdoor Kitchen
QBREEN
Dust Catcher
Sunlight Repellent Arm Sleeve
Universal Cordless Headsets
Helps Syrian refugees
tanktruck
Top It Off
Jenga, game with big blocks.
A removable Ipad holder you can hitch up at the back of your Ipad case. Very convenient for travelers, sales persons and other Ipad user.
Cat mouse toy
Easy Trash Bin
Doggy Wash
PowerCurl Mini
Mommy's Helper
xyz
Integrated holiday siding
test
the oxidizer
Hand Soap Dispenser
Converge:Tapered Dispenser
Water grill
InterCharger & SmartPhone App!
Thermometer scanner
Car Charger with iPhoneApp
Robo-saurs
The Ultimate Travel backpack
Rubber kids phone
Laser Gears
SeatPull
Easy Nailer
Honey Milk Eye Drops
The Mod Case
Lunar Ghost
StandCharger (*)
TEETER Stopper-A Resting Place for your Spoon or mixing utensil. No more spoon sliding in food! It will hold any spoon or fork of any size!
chocolate gum
Honey Milk Eye Drops
Vertical Window AC
Pixelz (R) Bracelets
Vault
Simply refilling Hand Cleaner
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Cask
Kitchen warm chamber
dog wash
Silicone PROP BANDS
Integrated holiday siding
seehere
UFO GLIDER ( first UFO toys)
Cube Tube
RemoteBright
dog wash
Ratcheting Wrench
Dingle-B-Gone
MLGUI Labs
Quicker PizzaCutter
Connected Kidroom Device & App
The no waste tooth brush.
DisFaux App
RateMyMeal
Zoo pets?
A new toy for Children
TC WeB MAC BOOK TABLETS HOLDER
Probot Chiller
Anorama
Ready Sip
TwistPlug
Vini
E-SEE
Feedo
"water bottle with character" Don't just drink water,drink while smiling by looking at picture on bottle of your loved ones,kids art,pets.
Fitted Sheet Folding Aid
carpet suction cups
Magnetic strip accessories to hang spatulas, spoons, whisks and all your kitchen tools with your knives. Opens up counter space!
Suicicidal Braclet
Free-Wheelin'
Chrono
ABC order bookshelf
BabyBuds
Thumb Drive ID
E-SEE
PrintInAnyPaper
Aerator Mole Robotics
Two ideas: one guard to stop water from exiting the shower over the curtain and/or glass doors and a barrier for walls around the shower.
A camera lens that mounts to any surface (helmet, dash, clothes, glasses, etc) that records video and take pictures remotely!
Pivot Power ConneX
Take Bake Delivery Bag
Portable Power / Cord rewind!
NASCAR Cooling Suit
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A wireless ipod-style click wheel that controls iphone/ipad/ipod music app while you're driving!
Mesh pouch to hold rice inside spice containers!
Pulsating Massage Ring
Eat & Read Tray
Custom USB Charger
Hangline
A
gaming foot pad
iWatch Keychain
Popcorn Picks
Stop-Tugging outlet cover
Sonic Tongue Cleaner
Easy Trash Bin
blanket
The Park
111
Vinyl Clean
Boddle
The Bed Bag
Guitar Smart Phone Case !
-Ice Breaker!
ICE BREAKER! QUICKLY DE-ICE!
Adjustable Mechanics Extension
Digi-Smart Tape
Growler
Rumpus
Versatile Stencil Cutterâ„¢
Spello
Rack
window grill
Cafe Cup
PowerClamp
Echo
Microwave Popcorn Sensor
Rev
Stackable, Vertical, Urban Garden Towers! Planter boxes that stack on top of each other, maximizes limited outdoor space to grow a garden.
Phone finder
hoverboard float
Soodie
put ur smartphone
Iso
Midi
ShadyLava - Lava in the Shade.
Tiny Wings
HIGH LEVEL TRIVET - Protective SILICONE sleeve for dishes of cooking - No more ( children ) burned fingers with the hot edges !
Palette
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Alarming toothbrush
App-enabled ceiling fan
Lotus
Vanish
Herbert
aguilarlight
Sweep-A-Waaaaaay
Beach Blanket (Towel) Sundial
Toothpaste Tube Dispenser
Topper
Sanders
Bloop
Ford CR600 race truck concept
A-DishLoader
Shiatshoes
Wink Whiteboard
Topper
Mobile Mag
Beam
Reter
Smart Scale
lawn mower deck weed eater
Autoven
Time Bulb
1111
Foldable key ring
Hologram Projector for Mobile
Sleep Sound
step up
Soundblow
Trouser Straightener
test
Creative Mongolia
Glide
Disposable Fly Screen
Fridge Lunch Box
Never Wrinkle
Easy Rollers
ã„·ã…ˆã…ã……
HUMAN DIGITAL INTERFACE (HDI)
Sleep Sure Sleep Tracker
Assistant - The Smart Toolbox
Phone Flyer / Hover HOLDER
Body Beats - Feel The Music
Basket for fruits
NFC Bottle Locker
ReelStik
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mvp
Listen Out
eTouristGuide
Create toys with recycled carton gores using special tools and mobile app guide.
Magenetic Smoke Detectors
Tinnitus-Sound Therapy Device
my invention keeps private shower gear locked away and secured for none to use like toothbrush,expesive shower gells, ointments,razors,etc.
A cordless car window vacuum that melts ice. Defrosts frozen locks and other parts of car. Also useful for frozen pipes in/outside house
Put ur smartphone
Ascend
Dry Hanger
Cat Paws Disinfectant
UV loving algae= electricity
rain shower
Drying rack/railing
My idea is an inexpensive device to help you keep up with your iphone or ipod and also keep your device from being damaged when dropped.
Tablebrella
Hygienic Pan Lid
Broom Lite LED
Umbrella with heater
RESUB! Smallest iPhone charger yet! Stays flat on the bottom of your phone until you flip the plug out for charging! Read on and comment!
Leaf Plow
Smart Gripz
Massaging pillow
SlideRider
Bluetooth LE IrDA repeater
David Smith
corn tablets
Do it yourself Car wash Device
Flat Screen Cable Management
Sophia's safety
RCU Power
iPad Mini for kids!
pina colada and coconut
test
Sleepy Cuff
Artisana
Dudley Deck
Rrrrooowww....that pleasure induced growl when a dog is rolling around with his back in the grass, give your dog the Back Scratch Mat!
Mix your favorite ice cream flavors all the way down the cone. Enjoy your favorite combo from the first bite to the last! #spotsv
Blooming Brush
Never Fumble In The Dark Under Your Desk Again! Label Your Power Strip Power Connections With Non-Conductive Plastic or Rubber ID Tags.
Develop Blue Tooth/GPS transmitters which insert into the top of your Golf Clubs which alert you to clubs left on the apron.
Insider
Laundrobot
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Electronic Device Mouthpiece
Scroll
Smart Tuner
Spatula. Light. Thermometer.
Expansible Fan Wing
Axis
Door jammer XL
Family 911
Mona
Laundry Basket Strap
Sock Swiffer
Bab'ole
Peel
sealbot
Family 911
Talent Match
Car Note Taker
Day tripper
Test
Sheet Rock Repair Kit
Beacon in the lounges
electric lawn care
App controlled key-finder
Baseboard Buddy
Where's Wallie?
XStorage
bow range rinder
My product would be an APP controlled key finder.
never lost sippy
tudors
Plastic holder attached to the edge of your desk. Helps you to store and organize frequently used desk-stuff (pen, scissors, ruler...).
ï£¿TV Universal Remote
Pot lid holder
Garden Hose Splash Game
Adjustment Basket
mvp
phonblet
Dog Collar incl. excremet bag
Braille Computer Screen
LILO - ISLAND
Head massage shower
Six stacker
App for Coffee Community
iPhone + case + cactus/ plant - take your beloved cactus/ plant everywehere with you ! or just a funny present
(no) Witness in case of car accident or despite - 100% Video Control with your iPhone.
A Way To Save Quirky
Thumbtacks with built in LED
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Cross functional earbuds
Highchair Hammock
Helping hand
Help me armband
Swiftâ€“ Steel wool with handle
Sheet Rock Repair Kit
Double Scoop
Fire Fighting Machine
deck umbrella opener
Tired of crawling behind your TV Stand,Night stand,Computer Desk?? No more!! NEW ELECTRIC FURNITURE!!!!!
Etch-A-Phone
LSC
Caselet
Sunrise
Safe driving with the simplest, fastest and easiest way to achieve hands free communication. Protect yourself and your loved ones...
Shockware
Plant & Garden Shield
Holdthemup
SmartW8 (Weight): WiFi Connect
Rug Warmer
Car Fridge
Quirky Set Top Box
Sink Supports
Battery Fishing Line Winder
Battery Fishing Line Winder
music mass blaster
Get started
test
WINK ElectricPet fence/monitor
WINK ENABLED SUMP PUMP
MOTOR - GENERATOR
Bright & colorful hinged plactic clip with a flip up tab. Clip on textbooks and the tab reminds student to take book home from locker.
Laundry Garment Protector
Small speaker attaches near child's bedroom window, parent has remote. When activated speaker plays jingles, Ho Ho Ho and rooftop footsteps
Freshness Sniffer
Magnetic Levitation Toothbrush
Green Power Adapter
QUICKSERVER: A spill proof serving tray attatching swiftly on and off to the hand and rotating on your hand when desired
Plush Class
Power adapter that is so green, it will make Al Gore smile
Diaper & Nursing Locator App
McClain Dispenser
Safety vest
Radius
Fruity Fans
Dual Body Board Attachment
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Corn Hole /w Auto Counter!
SmartHold
Weighted Approach
Egg Minder
Who is it?
Ski/Snowboard theft prevetion
Draw Straight Every Time
Extending skateboard
Washing Machine Lint Trap
grip your yeti
5 in 1 Extension cord
Mechanics Assistant
Car Spotter and locator
Home WINK Clothes Dry Cleaner
WINK Fire Escape Route Alarm
Cookie Dough Maker / Dispenser
Live Streaming Video APP
Grins
Parent Child Phone
Mom grip
Double Blind Taste Test Kit
Smart and Safe Steam Iron
CAR CORD WRAP sticks to inside of console or dashboard. Holds 1 cord. Squeeze to release. Stay organized and neat in your car. #spotsv
Ladrillo para edificaciones
Standing Health Chair
CAR TRASH BAG LINERS &amp; RING - Ring is sold w/ disposable stacked liners. Flexible to be stashed under/side of seat. Refillable ring #spotsv
Car Cord Management -Keep cords organized at your finger tips.NO MORE pulling, tugging, untangling, guessing or in the way. RESUBMIT #spotsv
Vegetable Miter Box
NuBorn Smart Baby Monitor
App-enabled Flying Bicycle Toy
Quirky HHO Diesel Generator
Women love to carry their make-up. The make-up compacts I've seen only holds 1-2 products. We need a compact that holds several products.
Tundra Bowl
Auto TV Starter
Boxing work out monitor
Power Fireplace Poker set
A clock which could flying,buzzing and throwing water
LM Battery
A handsfree MP3 with wireless/bleutooth [water resistant]
An iPhone/iPad/iPod/Mac upgrade
A device which help you to insert the cordon in your pants in 2 seconds
Trade-Off
Motion Data
Texting While Driving. Smartphone safe text. APP prevents motorists from texting while driving. Sensor prevents driver from texting. (Resub)
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Icarus solar pool heater
App-travel mug.
Available Clinical Studies
Never Lose a golf club again
App-Cap
The key of life
Super bottle
Sun Chimes &amp; Designs
Cell Phone Blocker
Thrushifier
Simply Daily Dispensing
SEE CLEARLY COMB AND BRUSH Wipe away mirror fog and condensation so you can "see clearly" to comb your hair, shave, and more!
SEE CLEARLY COMB AND BRUSH Wipe away mirror fog and condensation so you can "see clearly" to comb your hair, shave, and more! 270+ VOTES!
Ice Drink Chiller
See Me Seat
stablebuds
Plug Socket with Charge Dock
wetcallz
Timed Deflating Mattress
Poster Storage &amp; Display
Plant Saver/Monitor: A device placed in a potted plant's soil to monitor light, temperature, water, pH, nutrients, etc.
Perishables Scanner: Virtual fridge/pantry/baking inventory tracker, grocery list maker, and recipe suggester
Solar Flare: A solar-powered LED alert flare (w/back-up batteries) placed on your car to warn other drivers if there is an accident/problem.
Magnetic push pin with loop. Hang photos &amp; documents without damaging them or hang keys/jewelry/glasses/etc. What would you hang?
Chocletters
Flexible Camera
Crutches
Travel tokens
WiFire
Flip N Sip
Bluetooth CD
Slight-It
The Juice Can
CORD-ABLE
multiDRIVER
Tetradome
check point
Cord Cube
Magna-Blocks
Beach Ball Lacrosse
Facial Spa in a Cap
EbookShelf
glowbe
Clip Buds
App LCD TV Skin for Beer Mugs
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Banana Scented Minion
Pot w SLIDE to STRAIN bottom
Shaky-Handed Masterpiece
Smile Stick
inflatable flying cape
Rest easy
Shower curtain with saltsnaker
All-in-one board eraser
Lit
Groove to the JAX with the Apple Jax Personal Portable Sound & Light System!
custom made toy
iPhone sscreen
CELLSAFE
popWatch
Multi-Task Mouse Trap SPOTTER
Co2 DISTILLER
RinseAway
The key of life
Warm Step
edGE Washer/Dryer Lift
Ladevator
Drive The Wave
Hue Lenses
Key of life
Handgun biometrics
Foam Case - Foam...Create your own! Can come in a pack of variety of colors. Simply snap in place to create a cover.
Building Blocks - Fill or Soak See both options: Stack &amp; knock down, wetting yourself &amp; others. Tower challenge or knock down pyramids. FUN!
Gopher App Trap
Electric Fence Human Shutoff
Ventilation Pads - Place between stacked home entertainment appliances (DVD player, Receiver, Cable Box, etc...) to offer more ventilation.
Target Alarm Clock - Throw bean bags to turn off alarm. Doubles as dart board w/ suction cup darts. Fun way to wake up &amp; get energized.
Hydro water collecting pitcher
Cutlery Cleaner
American Flag Taillight
Nerf Jousting - Medieval Fun!
Cut, Wash, Spin Rinse, Drain, Toss, Spin Pour Lettuce/Pasta salad &amp; Store, all w/ 1 hand, less space on table &amp; Fridge. No Wilting. Resubit
Paint Lid Holder &amp; Seal in Brush Lid -Helps hold lid comfortably while painting off of it &amp; seals gallon of paint along with the paint brush
Key Carabiner Light w/ Lost &amp; Found ID Strap - Squeeze to light any key, easy remove/place keys, wrist/neck strap w/ ID helps find lost keys
Collapsable Baby Bottle - Fill w/ formula &amp; roll to cover nipple. Fill w/ water &amp; feed. Roll back up when done. Great for travel. Reusable.
Children's Sleeping Bag that Converts Into A Fun Sliding Car! Great for Sleep Overs! Play Red Light, Green Light &amp; Duck Duck VROOM! RESUBMIT
Rubber Loopits - Flat rubber with holes on each end to secure on knobs. For a stronger grip. Perhaps it can come on a roll to customize size
Baby "p0p" Changing Pad - Has attached pouch for storing supplies. POP open single handedly. Padding for baby's head.
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Pet Bed with Storage - Create a cozy pet bed by stuffing it with store bought pet pillow or recycled pillows, blankets or towels.
Plant Pin Spot Lighting -String of pin spot lights. Clip on plant/potted tree, stab in dirt, clip on pot. Gr8 4 single or cluster of plants.
Chopping Board Knife Guard - Double sided board discreetly hides magnetically held knives. Saves counter space or hang on wall. Easy clean.
Petal Vase - Adjusts to your bouquet. Helps pour out dirty water and fill with fresh water without removing bouquet.
The key of life
Don't Leave Home Without It
American Flag Taillight
Auto Animal Anti Ant-Tray
Bat House w/ "Learning" Sensor
Creatures and Keepers puzzle
'Swirly' spinning toilet brush
text your pet
Cutting board Tops
Reciepts Scanner Daemon
Key of life
The cool down band
Quirky Dash Button
pencil drone
Ringing deodorant
Musical Frisbee
A remote for your microwave
Asd
Strap Holders - Holds the straps back and out of the way when putting a baby/toddler in the car seat or stroller. RESUB
Personal Golf ball Retriever
Domino table
Gaming Bungee Chair
Card and Receipt Holder-Keeps receipts together with card used. Easy and fast way pull card &amp; put away receipts. Never feel rushed RESUB
RESUB: WINK Dehumidifier (GE)
the turtle
Car Sun Visor - Single handedly set-up &amp; bring down. Props on dash, no need to keep up with driver &amp; passenger built-in sun visors.
Umbrella/Blanket Bag - Easy carry-all essential things to make your outdoor experience comfortable: Umbrella, blanket &amp; blanket anchors
PRECISE SLICE! An effective way to incorporate Portion Control.
Make-up Sleeve Mat, keep make-up close while applying, great for areas with good lighting &amp; no counter. Minimizes make-up breaking! RESUB
Disguise Taking Your Child's Temperature - Good for forehead &amp; arm pit. Large Lit Number Display. Inside instruction on what to do next...
Food Storage Containers w/ LID MANAGEMENT-Put a LID on IT &amp; Under IT to STACK for compact storage!NO MORE LID HUNTING! Write on
&amp; carry too!
Clear Magnified Slap Bracelet with Light-Wear it on your wrist instead of carrying glasses to read fine print throughout the day. Many uses!
It's not pretty, but we do it, and so do a lot of others. Use our hands as a cup to rinse toothpaste out of our mouth. We have a solution!
Smartwatch band and Speaker
Plug in air freshener. Puchase or create own scent to refill. Charge &amp; remove scent container; place anywhere in home.LED light. TeamLab
The Jetson
Apply expensive medications to your feet without smearing the meds away when you pull sock over foot. Flap exposes toes. Gel packs. Teamlab
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Ahhhh. This is how you will feel using our innovative shower head. Unique shape spans across shoulders. Energizing lights &amp; scents. Teamlab
Stop leaving yourself notes on several pieces of paper. Digital paper calendar with 4 notepads all syncs together. Get things done! Teamlab
There are 5 stages in babies bath life forcing parent to buy 5 separate products. Why not combine all these stages into one product? Teamlab
Baby bath changing pad. Use to give sponge baths or as a changing pad. Bath baby and change baby all in one location. Dries quickly. Teamlab
Keep you phone close...Keep your earbuds closer. Phone case stores your earbuds inside the case. Can also hold license/credit cards. Teamlab
Tub Divider - 1/2 tub size for toddler/pet bathing time. Saves water & stays warmer longer. Has mesh to store bath toys & Non-Slip Mat.
Water Bottle with FILTER for KIDS(stainless steel/straw). Don't our children deserve safe &amp; good tasting water too? Yes they do!
Grill the food, not our fingers! Dispensing Marinating Brush w/ Heat Shield. No more dipping &amp; dripping brush Mess! Protective Brush Cover!
Bottle stopper with Timer..Alerts u when contents r expired. A must for the restaurant industry! Great for wine, oil &amp; vinegar infusions...
Measuring tool- boiling water/Sauce splash guard- &amp; strainer in one!!! Great tool to avoid burns or stains!!! No more guessing!!!
Ceiling bike rack pulley
Microhone System APP
Help me contact someone
Garden Pruning Shears - Help make repetitious pruning comfortable &amp; easy on the hands by adding a circular saw instead of a blade. RESUB
Dry Facial Tissue w/ Small Gel Sanitizer Filled Pocket - Blow nose, wipe &amp; squeeze sanitizer out, throw tissue then disinfect hands.RESUBMIT
THE SLIM VAC. So skinny it fits in your bookcase. Modern design. Perfect 4 college/apartments. Expandable handle. Retractable cord. Teamlab
Fridge-Freezer Spotter
The Hanger Snake.Works w/existing hangers.Organize your closet.Find things quicker.Hang ties belts scarves hats jewelry SEE VIDEO Teamlab
THE TRASH STOMPER.Find yourself throwing away a 1/2 full trash bag due 2 stink?Go vertical=less space.Stinky ontop,recycling below. Teamlab
Slender brush wand. Your toilet brush just got sexy. Solution in handle. Hangs on side of toilet or cabinet.Replaceable scrub pads. Teamlab
ULTIMATE BABY HANGER holds more than 1 outfit/accessories, &amp; ROLLS everything up so you can HANG OR TOSS in diaper bag/suitcase &amp;
GO. RESUB
Mug Hugger - Hugs most existing mugs. Prevents coffee from spilling &amp; keeps it hot longer. Protects surfaces &amp; hands. Sip &amp; enjoy!
RESUBMIT
Wash &amp; Rinse Tube - One end scrubs dishes and the other end rinses them. Great for campers. RESUBMIT
Expose Nail Only Tape-Tie Dye nails w/ less mess using Stretchy Perforated Pre-holed tape to only expose nail. GR8 4 Nail polishing 2! VIDEO
Tape Dispenser &amp; Cutter - Stored in gift wrapping tube. End cap keeps scraps in tube. Quick wrapping, just grab &amp; wrap. See Prototype RESUB
Adapter 4 Light Bulbs- Eliminating the screw in, simply pull to remove &amp; pop in place. Lets you know when bulb is out via phone app. RESUB
A Modern "TWIST" on the Chip Clip - 2 in 1 "Twist Clip" easily &amp; quickly closes any bag type. Insert &amp; Twist or Fold &amp; Snap to Close!
RESUB
Phone Case alarm if too hot
Slim TV Dinner Table OR Artwork?-BOTH! Tables that double as beautiful artwork. Bring down to eat/do homework on. Nvrwet clean surface RESUB
Storage Decorative Pillow
Closet / suitcase surveillance
Dry Facial Tissue w/ Small Gel Sanitizer Filled Pocket - Blow nose, wipe &amp; squeeze sanitizer out, throw tissue then disinfect hands.RESUBMIT
Detachable Paper Puncher - Punch holes or different designs anywhere on paper. Changeable cut out designs. Great for crafts &amp; scrap booking
Easy Lift Walker/Stroller - Lift leverage helps parents w/ back pain. Minimize babys/toddler falls &amp; keeping close. Fold Compact. RESUBMIT
Toaster with Wings
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Toilet Seat Lid Storage - Store Toilet Cleaning Supplies, keep all like cleaning supplies together. Would also come with seat.
Swing Down Shower Curtain Rod - Makes changing shower curtain or liners easier &amp; safer. Same handle to bring down also hangs a towel. RESUB
Water Bottles at Play! Add-ons to bottles to create cars, Planes, Boats etc...Snap-on characters or internet printable 2 color &amp; wrap around
SLAP-ON Office Chair Wheel Protectors-Covers that push things away: Cords, sweaters, long skirts, scarves, child's fingers or Pets Paw/tail.
Chair Hook Hanger -Prevents wrinkles &amp; raises to keeps jacket/sweater from dragging. Can hang scarfs, umbrella or purse. Hooks on any chair.
Car Floor Retractable Cover - Keeps Valuables out of sight! Purse, shopping bags, children's toys, etc.Protects groceries from sun! RESUBMIT
Discrete Pad &amp; Tampon Container - Hides &amp; keeps bathroom neat. App warns if you need to purchase more &amp; helps keep track of menstrual
cycle
Swivel Base
Bottle Cleaner
Eyelash curling made easier
Pizza Vending Machine
Nail Clipper Pouch
Bus Span
Key Carabiner Light w/ ID Strap - Squeeze to light any key, easy remove/place keys, wrist/neck strap w/ ID helps find lost keys #spotsv
Longer Match in Match Book - Extends life of flame #spotsv
Snack Trough - Display or 4 lap to share. Expands &amp; contracts for storing &amp; as snacks/food get eaten taking up less space RESUB #spotsv
Make-up Sleeve Mat, keep make-up close while applying, great for areas with good lighting &amp; no counter. Minimizes make-up breaking! RESUB
An iPhone sock that both sterilises and protects your phone.
Water &amp; Chalk Art Tube - Outdoor fun writing/drawing on ground w/ sponge tip water filled tube then flip to use chalk tip on other end.RESUB
Collapsible Mini Clothes Steamer w/cord management! Holds more water and takes up less space than traditional travel steamers. RESUBMIT
Rubber Band Clipboard - Lends an extra hand carrying multiple things. Expands from letter-legal. Thin to stack/store! See all drawings RESUB
A Modern "TWIST" on the Chip Clip - 2 in 1 "Twist Clip" easily &amp; quickly closes any bag type. Insert &amp; Twist or Fold &amp; Snap to Close
#spotsv
MIX and SCRUB ball for Sports bottles. Shake to mix...flip inside out...shake to clean. #spotsv
Front Door Entry Way Basket
Travel Monitor Base
Trunx swimshorts for men
Pin-point Pain-point - Aims to make a very simple, reasonable and easily available device to locate the source and amount of pain in a body.
Squeezable Sugar Dispenser
Flex-sweeper
Hook-it Bands - Large rubber strip with hooks on each end that can interlocking with each other or hook on to items to secure. #spotsv
Flip Flops Flip Heal Brush-Inside bristles create soft heal. Flip inside section out 2 expose brush. Brush before entering car/home #spotsv
App for restaurants/bars
UNPLUGGED
Stroller Side Bar - Push stroller from the side so you can stroll next to your child. Great for bonding, communicating &amp; keeping an eye on.
Flip Flop Serving Spatula. Has a flap that you can flip, so no finger touching when transferring. RESUBMIT
Shake &amp; Grind Sugar Dispenser.
Flat Tape Roll- EASY to write on. Gr8 4 labeling coolers, storage boxes, school supplies...Stores pen so always there when U need it RESUBIT
mascot ?
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Slim TV Dinner Table OR Artwork?-BOTH! Tables that double as artwork. Bring down to eat/do homework on (acrylic finish surface) RESUBMIT
3 in 1 Paint Brush - Large, Medium &amp; Small. Use one large &amp; separate for a smaller or medium brush depending on the job needed. RESUBMIT
WATER SNAKE-4 greenhouses/in/out plant watering, Less arm/wrist strain, distribute weight over shoulders. Easy fill &amp; compact storing. RESUB
Multi-Plug
Message Board Lamp Shade or Lamp- Steady to write on &amp; holds pens. Great for bedside. Great for students. RESUBMIT
Lettuce Water Cup - Keeps lettuce fresher &amp; crispier. Fill cup with water, trim bottom of lettuce, stick inside &amp; store in fridge. RESUBMIT
Reflexion
Three in One: Lamp, Alarm Clock &amp; Coffee Maker - Great for dorms!!! Using all 5 senses to wake up...RESUBMIT
Shirdigon
Holey Poley,Crateman!Poles on Crates.Crate accessories R great,but letâ€™s get more out of them w/poles 2 uncrate yor creativity. C UPDATES
Car Cord Management - Keep cords organized at your finger tips. NO MORE pulling, tugging, untangling, guessing or in the way. RESUBMIT
Hide yor valuable &amp; enjoy the ambiance.Candle is a safe &amp; dbls as a real battery operated candle.Sorry thieves this 1 will have u fooled
WRITE ON MEASURING SCOOP.How many cups of biscuits 2 feed the dog?Or scoops of coffee?Stop hunting for the directions. Just read the scoop.
Cleaning glove.Protect hands from chemicals &amp; clean like a pro.Has removable cleaning pads-Replace wen dirty or 2 change from scrub 2 buff
RESUB: CORDIES on the go.In the car, library,coffee shop,home,work/office,school/college.2 design concepts see pics.Magnet option 4 Mac user
Wine Cork Tack - Whiteboard tack that sticks in the wine cork to label date a bottle of wine opened. A must for restaurant industry #spotsv
BATTER SYRINGE! Simple solution to measure out even amounts of batter every time! For pancakes/cupcakes... Mix, suck &amp; squeeze out! #spotsv
Dry erase clips for serving utensils to prevent from slipping in bowl OR rest on pot/counter. Label your dish or allergic contents. #spotsv
A CORD management solution that gives a helping hand! Ease of plugging &amp; unplugging from a distance &amp; only unwind length you need! #spotsv
Fine pedals
KEY SLEEVES - Flip your keys! Facilitates placing &amp; finding keys on key ring. Guides how to hold key &amp; find keyhole on first try &amp; WAY
MORE!
Kitchen Chopping Knife w/ HIDDEN Blade. Keep safe from kids while chopping &amp; rest in peace when stored. Easy Clean. Great for camping too!
An ICE CREAM SCOOPER w/ better LEVERAGE so you can really get a HANDLE on it! Turn handle to Screw your ice cream &amp; Push out! Quick
&amp; Easy!
FLASH LANTERN! A flashlight that transforms into a luminous lantern. Need a little light or a lot, this one does it! Wear on wrist or hang!
Bottle Cleaner - A finger tip flexible scraper to help clean the inside walls of an almost empty bottle.
Raw Bar
Avocado Tool - Simple elegant design cuts, removes seed, scoops and mashes. Can possibly whip, based on comment below, thank you.
lighting car logos
Saddle Bags - Hang over shoulder or wrap around neck and shoulders as well as around bike handle bars. RESUBMIT #qcycle
Sliding clutch pedal
Phone Dock/Cubby Drawer
Roundo
Slim Dinner Table OR Artwork? -BOTH! Hanging artwork that doubles as slim beautiful tables to eat or do homework. Nvrwet clean surface RESUB
Band Glow - Band items that need an extra glow, like keys and power adaptors/plugs. Press and glow. RESUBMIT
Punch Cutter - Safe cutter to carry on your key chain, works like a hole puncher but it's a blade.
Testing
Bike Saddle Bags - Easy assemble, easy removable, compact to keep on bike at all times...#qcycle
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!RESUBMIT! The Back Zip Backpack: An anti-theft, anti-bullying, pack that opens from the back instead of the outward facing side.
A microfiber lined case that dries any compact existing umbrella &amp; holds hands free. Great for students, elderly, parents &amp; city dwellers!
Spray Dry Eraser - Erases as well as sprays cleaning solution. Refillable bottle also doubles as a handle. Large &amp; small erasing jobs RESUB
Target Alarm Clock -Throw bean bags to turn off alarm. Doubles as dart board w/ suction cup darts. Fun way to wake up &amp; get energized. RESUB
Melody Sticks - Kids create melodies by setting &amp; hitting different note sticks when running or riding bike, skates or skate board. RESUBMIT
Paddle Stick - Water stick with paddles on the ends...How do you paddle stick? Rescue, recreation, fun or build...Open to collaboration :)
Black Light Spider Web Illuminator - Black light on a key chain. No more running into spiders or their webs in the dark. #spotsv
Water Comb - No more spray bottles to wet hair before getting your hair cut. Suck water in and squeeze as you comb. #spotsv
Life Folder - Divided into 8 sections for the foundation areas of your life. Helps see, prioritize &amp; plan a balanced life. Get inspired!!!
RESUBMIT: CORD WRAP that sticks. Holds 1 cord. Squeeze to release. Stay organized and neat in your car or anywhere else.appliances, lighting
Ice Cube Magnet Pen
SHRINKING IRON that PROPS ITSELF..DETACHABLE light STEAMER/SMALL IRON 4 small details. ERGONOMIC handle pivots all directions!
home/travel
CandleAppra
Why in the world don't all 30 gal trash cans come with a handle on the bottom for easier lifting? We have a solution! The TRASH STRAP!
Bathroom Scale-REINVENTED! Ultra-thin/Bluetooth capability, reflects weight on the wall so easy to view-IPOD docking station. The ultimate!
5 Doubled Rectangular Measuring Cups, one for Solids &amp; other 4 liquids. No more double dipping, easier to scoop &amp; level, No Spilling &amp;
MORE!
Microwaveable Steam Ball IRON-EASY 4 last minute touch ups-no cords or batteries-QUICK & SIMPLE! Gr8 for college students,travel & Parents!
Duz yor pot slide wen u stir/or pot handle cause it 2tip due2 weight?Cradle rests on pan 2weight it down &amp;cradles yor spoon Gr8 4 arthritis
RESUB Cleaning glove.Clean like a pro. Removable cleaning pads-Replace wen dirty or 2 change from scrub 2 buff. #spotsv
Car parking sensor that not only tells u how close u r 2 front wall but also 2 side object.Park in the perfect place every time.C fun video
Stop putting your pen down to use your mouse. Finger Tap Computer Mice are finger caps to control your cursor so you can control your pen.
RESUBMIT:Apartment dweller/college student with no car? Need to carry your groceries home? Use the Grocery Bag Sling. Stores re-usable bags.
Fruit Tumbler - Minimizes fruit from going bad faster by tumbling, airing out ethylene, so fruit that normally sits at the bottom is on top.
RazrBak
Cutting Sleeve - A flexible sleeve helps hold (hot) &amp; guide perfectly proportioned slices &amp; eliminates cross contamination. #spotsv
Iron Clamp -Have a place to put IRON FLAT on board to avoid tipping. Clamp can be Stored safely in cabinet or shelf while it cools! RESUBMIT
Slim Towel Hook-Attach 2 towel, swing out hook 2 hang towel anywhere. Color code 4 each family member. Machine washable &amp; dryer safe #spotsv
Shampoo &amp; Conditioner Tablets! No spillage when traveling! Good for Airport check-in! Pop out, add water, lather &amp; apply! #spotsv
HOLEY EAR BUDS are a SAFER way to listen to music when exercising by allowing you to hear your surroundings..(Walking, running, biking, etc)
The vacuum razor
Portion Control Shaker - Container for salt or pepper. One side has less holes &amp; other side has more. Has open flap for spooning &amp; refilling
Panel Block - Attaches to chair to block any unsightly back ground, glare or add privacy when video chatting. For home office &amp; Dorms. RESUB
Water &amp; Chalk Art Tube - Outdoor fun writing/drawing on the ground w/ sponge tip water filled tube then Flip to use chalk tip on other end.
Tree Lantern Pulley System - Pully system helps bring down to light and raise lanterns deep high in trees for beauty and ambiance.
BANDITS 4 YOR HAIR.No more pulling,triple threading of yor pony or bubble bumps on your scalp.Just wrap &amp;hook. Easy &amp; looks great #spotsv
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Foot Maneuver Body Scale - Move around or stand it up by using only your foot. Dishwasher safe.
Handlecam
Storage Ottoman with Secret Bottom Drawer - Great for hiding valuables, Great for dorms!
Silo with Pasta Serving Portions - Helps contain dry pasta as well as figuring out the perfect serving amount needed to cook for your meal
Music Note Pads -Children create melodies by setting a note to each pad then stepping, hopping or riding over...Slow or Fast...FUN! RESUBMIT
Flip Flops Flip Heal Brush-Inside bristles create soft heal. Flip inside section out 2 expose brush. Brush before entering car or home RESUB
THE ORGANIZER RING - Organizes &amp; Holds:Hairdryer, brooms, shovels, hot iron, sheers, etc.. Use one or double up. Sticks or screws - RESUBMIT
NEVWET : Going to the beach/pool/gym? Take the most convenient towel ever. Uses: Seat cover, Chair cover, Towel, Poncho etc, RESUBMIT
REUSABLE GIFT WRAP that seals your gift. Custom sizing. Easy to wrap. Looks beautiful and when re-gifted still looks great. RESUBMIT
Patent Pending high temp silicone stove eye covers. Protects you and your kids from accidental burns. See VIDEO. Teamlab
No more cuts, burns or food slipping from your hands! Let's cut the kitchen glove in half &amp; make it twice as useful. Teamlab
Innovative shower head. Unique shape spans massaging jets across your shoulders. Energizing mood lights &amp; scents. Overhead &amp; handheld combo
Makeup case conforms to your needs. Triangle shape when standing on counter. Hangs on bathroom door. Removable mat folds into travel case
Don't be embarrassed to show off your bathroom/kitchen anymore, as you can now leave your designer squeegee on display
BATTER SYRINGE! Simple solution to measure out even amounts of batter every time! For pancakes/cupcakes/muffins. Mix, suck &amp; squeeze out!
The IONE dish rack is a â€œpersonalâ€ dish rack for the work environment, college dorm rooms, or home use. (Can link together too!)
Shampoo & Conditioner Tablets! No spillage when traveling! Good for Airport check-in! Pop out, add water, lather & apply! Refresh Inspired
The Coffee Companion is an INFUSER that brews a perfect cup of COFFEE, stirs &amp; keeps from getting cold. GREAT for those on the GO! (Tea too)
Tower Power is a slim power strip &amp; cord management solution for hard to reach places (like BEHIND the TV or ABOVE the dresser, desk, etc)
Olive Oil/Vinegar &amp; Salt/Pepper Grinder Combo! These 4 amigos belong together, so let's design a gadget where they can be together!
Line extension to BATCH-Add SLEEVES and now you can store, stack and carry after frosting and decorating cupcakes. Stack when stored too!
Ag container washer&disposal
Large Flat Pouches for Bag - Easy find &amp; pull/insert. Customize pocket sizes. Fold back to open. Fold in half to carry. Different colors.
Breathable Mesh Wedge &amp; Positioner - Hollow wedge &amp; bumpers made of a soft durable plastic skeleton surrounded by stretched mesh covering.
Suctioned Barrier Strip - Used for cleaning: Prevents side spills when cleaning counter and helps saturate deep stained sections
Dry Erase Message Sheets - Each sheet has an URGENT LED light to make it stand out. Fridge or message boards. Magnetic &amp; Push Pin Hole
Long Slender Compact Blow Dryer with Cord Management - Shape &amp; neatly wound cord taking up less space in drawer, suit case or wrap in towel
The "DECIBELIZER" Eliminate harmful effects of iPods and other audio devices causing hearing damage before it gets to your ears.
THE FLOWER car cord organizer PART 3.Cell phone,iPod,DVD, they all create a mess.NO MORE pulling untangling guessing or in the way. Teamlab
Beauty &amp; Healthy Straw Mouth Piece...Minimizes Mouth Wrinkles, Front Tooth Decay &amp; Gas Intake...No more puckering while enjoying your
drink!
A modern "TWIST" on the chip clip. Two in one "Twist Clip" easily &amp; quickly closes any type of bag. Insert &amp; Twist or Fold &amp; Snap to
Close!
6 pc MEASURING CUP set that collapses ULTRA THIN &amp; stays together in drawer thanks to MAGNETS! Oval shape so can fit into narrow containers
Let's invent a slim toothbrush with squeezable toothpaste, mirror, pick/floss disguised as a pen. For those ON THE GO that want to brush!!
Beach Box
The car sunglass
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AIR TOXIN DETECTOR alerts u wen levels in your home are unsafe:smoke/fire,allergens,carbon monoxide etc. Notifies u via an APP. RESUBMIT
Cradle Case - Cell phone case w/ built in cradle. Comfortably rests cell between neck &amp; shoulder. No more pinched neck. Resubmit 1/10/12
AIR TOXIN DETECTOR notifies u wen toxins in home are unsafe. Leave yor windows open without fear of pollution/allergens/fire RESUB
Go Commando danger free.Reinvent the zipper.Plastic design similar 2 Zip lock.Easily replace if broken.No rusting/snagging fabric. Teamlab
Car Cord Management - Keep cords organized at your finger tips. NO MORE pulling, tugging, untangling, guessing or in the way. Teamlab
Wrist camera. Clips on clothing.Don't miss that amazing sunset because its a hassle to dig camera out of backpack. Security feature.Teamlab
Bathroom Scale with Extra Large Numbers. Folds in 1/2, glows in the dark to minimize stubbing toes. No bending down or dusty feet. Teamlab
Squeeze &amp; Shake Spice Container - Single-hand add spices when cooking, sugar to coffee...just squeeze and shake. Opens like a coin purse
Blanket &amp; Mini-Table -Easy carry &amp; put away water resistant blanket.Mini-table, raises food, prevents tipping drinks &amp; hides
valuables.RESUB
Measuring Splash Guard - Boiling water/Sauce splash guard, avoid burns or stains. No more guessing, Measures, Strains, Lid &amp; more...RESUBMIT
Pedal Mate-Save second HEART
Jin
Natural Water Pots - Plants
Safety Strap Pod for Toddlers- Attaches to car keeping kids safe while loading/unloading other kids, groceries, etc. Break free safety hook.
BUTTER TWISTER. Twist, smear, & store. Portion control, each twist is 1/2 tbsp. A BETTER BUTTER solution.
Triple Clip Clipboard-Un-clip what you need with out the fuss of restraightening your paperwork. Helps categorize &amp; organize your clipboard
CHEESE with EASE! Grate/Slice/Measure/Serve/Store. Keeps cheese fresh! Also could be used for shaved chocolate or chopped nuts! (Resubmit
Ice Cream Loop & Scoop - Cuts into frozen ice cream. Fold loop in half long ways to create a scoop & serve. Hang or put in drawer to store.
Whiteboard w/ "flipping" Tiles-Easily remove 2 write on flat surface. Flip over for cork side. Customize to fit your needs, doubles in size.
CHEESE with EASE! Grate/Slice/Measure/Serve/Store. Keeps cheese fresh! Also could be used for shaved chocolate or chopped nuts! (Resubmit)
Laptop Riser -Raises laptop off table to offer a comfortable working posture when standing. Super slim &amp; light. Good 4 keeping cool 2. RESUB
Play Mat for baby/toddler - Stores Toys, snacks, valuables rolls up for transport. SAFER OPTION THAN EVA FOAM PUZZLE MAT! RESUBMIT
Flashlight tag bands. Hands free! A NEW twist to an oldie but favorite. (Also great for camping, night walks, and walking the dog).
Dirty fingers? Salt &amp; Pepper Shaker, use any clean finger available so hold &amp; shake. Design can also hang on oven, side of bowl, or grill.
Wall Mounted Dual Coffee Maker - Not everyone has the same taste...lets create a slender dual coffee maker that takes up no counter space
Laptop Riser - Raises laptop off table to offer a comfortable working posture when standing. Super slim &amp; light. Good for keeping cool too.
About Face Make Up Mask
Vase Sleeve - Use with existing bowl vases or a pull plug drain bowl that could be sold with sleeve. Extends the life of an arrangement
Wine Cork Tack! Whiteboard tack that sticks in the wine cork to label the date a bottle of wine opened. A must for the restaurant industry
Squeeze &amp; Shake Spice Container - Single handedly add spices, salt or pepper when cooking, just squeeze and shake. Opens like a coin purse
Zipped Grocery Bag
A travel bag that keeps you and your clothes organized! Perfect for those on the GO GO GO!
Magnetic ear phones with health benefits-can help shake off bad habits &amp; reduce food cravings! Safe, comfy, &amp; YES can help lose weight!
Do u cringe when u hear "Mom,where's my iPod?" Have u had enough of ripping house apart to find? How about a simple tracking device to help!
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3-in-1 edible Oil Can - With the measures marked - App shows the oil refilling and how much consumed in the time duration
Give your iron a WEDGIE! Have a place to put your IRON to avoid tipping. Clamps on to save space on board &amp; Store Safely while it cools!
Mirage Inspired-Expandable Dish Rack-Now you see it, now you don't. Extend as needed to save space on counter! Beautiful when not in use...
All season(s) bag/sack for all - Good for rainy, summer or winter season. Different and cosy compartments for each season-Fold and reverse
Little Swivel Visor
Transforming Scrapula! Multiple uses within the same tool; 2 sized spatulas, food scraper and bottom jar scraper all in one! Space saver!!
Pajama pants with knee pads
EZ Shade
Web Glasses
Wink Universal Battery Charger
THE COLLAPSIBLE STORAGE TOTE - WITH HINGED LID!Try â€˜TOTINGâ€™ This Around! Easy HANDLING!!!
ICE CREAM SLICER-Forget Scooping...Now you can Slice your Ice Cream &amp; Eat it too! So many possibilities, what will you create? YUM YUM!
StrataChute *After Dark*
Mails Here
BaBi
Echo
Flue Monitor
Flea-N-Tick prevenser
Test
A stylish, stainless steel, unisex, bracelet that's a smartphone rechargeable battery +phone stand +LED email/message/call notifier via BT.
Hydro-Jack
Sticky Notes Printer
beauty product cellar
s
lugn och ro
wel
Are My Doors Locked?
Spray Away
Telemobile
Spice Bar
The No More Shaving Stockings
Ice Scraper Caddy
Hallway chair.
EZEE HANGER
tre
Non stick paper stickers
Take a HOT MEAL from home and enjoy it anywhere. Send kids to school with a hot lunch. The key to do this is a "divided thermal container".
always clean dishes
parachutes for passengers
å¤´æˆ´å¼VRè™šæ‹ŸçŽ°å®žè®¾å¤‡
DrinkPal - Ice Shield cup
A mobile App
Zombie in a can
Smartphone Band
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Sunout
Third-Person Camera Mount
é¦™å‘³æ¸å˜å½¢é¦™æ°´
driving simulator for ps4
1 of a Kind Computer Mouse
The beach sock
Clear bobbi pins
kjdfld
Tablet PC,cheap bookstore, apps, and a special Magnetic card for switching between leisure and homework. The Device will be a projector too.
MindBoard
Test
Neatly file your vacation clothes with an accordion style suitcase. It doubles as a self-standing valet or remove insert to hang in closet.
We|Teach
Family Stories
Stub Stopper
rrr
Led-it-on Case.
PEN DIPPER
SHOK - S Hook
Hungry Game
PEN DIPPER
Perfect Match Makeup Mixer
Mocubo lunch box! Flip lid for instant chopping board to make salad on the go. Knife, fork, & dressing on board. Changes based on feedback!
aa
Economizador de Ã¡gua universal
HOOKS to attach to STAINLESS STEEL REFRIGERATOR. Hang calendars/heavier items also will have posting area to display other items/paper/pics
Stair Step Trash Barrel
Airwave
Building a better mouse trap
Earthquake Gnome
Crates "Missing Link" - (Re)Introducing the Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Just want to keep this idea alive! "Never give up...Never Surrender!"
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENT CREMATION URNS - To remember and celebrate the lives of passed family members and pets
Crates "Missing Link" - (Re)Introducing the Crate Desk and Shelf Kit - Just want to keep this idea alive! "Never give up...Never Surrender!"
Back Fitness Pro
CR CHRMZ
yellow hazard lights in car
Dog or Cat bean bag TENT
Bitcoin Case with APP
Play one or Play all jump rope
Magnetic Stapler, anyware
Car Keyboard, Tablet and APP
phone case, Velcro glove strap
two cylinder water purifier
ID Badge for Social Networking
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HandGlider
Neatly file your vacation clothes with an accordion style suitcase. It doubles as a self-standing valet or remove insert to hang in closet.
Aros A/C Controller
The Butter Butler
EZ-STEP Cat Litter Box
Microwave Hot Butter Sprayer
EZ-STEP Cat Litter Box
Instant Baby Changing Table
Safer Chicken Washing Ball
DIY Refillable Cat Scratcher
EZ-STEP Cat Litter Box
bb
baby toy
massaging hand grips for hd's
TOILET ART

-

NO SH#T!

Self-watering Peace Lily Vase
Idoma formula
Smart Toothbrush/Flosser
Vibrating Dental Flosser Plus
Dog Dish Splash Guard
asdf
Combo Baby Stroller/Hanging Seat - A stroller that converts to a hanging seat - Companion product to backpack/seat that is presently in UC.
The Portahook lets us have hooks anywhere we go. Traveling, at work, at home, for all those times you need a temporary hangup solution.
EZ-BREW Self-Brewing Coffee Cup - The Coffee Cup that Brews It's Own Cup of Coffee.
EZ-STEP Litter Box. The safer HANDS-FREE poop and pee solution. Note: Suicide and serious medical conditions linked to cat litter boxes!
Jumper cables with an ON and OFF switch so that you can connect them without the risk of getting shocked.
Multi-Liquid Bottle (MLB)
THE REINVENTED NAIL TRIMMER - Safer, No Ingrown Toenails, No Clippings on the Floor, Easy to Use, Kid Friendly, &amp; Vital for Patient Care.
Pushing in thumb tacks hurts! Why not use a thumb tack dispenser to push them in. It removes them, as well.
Travel manager
Double sided shopping cart
Iced Coffee Ice Maker
VINKAL
Can Coaster
Air Condition Noise Isolation
lightster
Wink Whole Home Humidifier
eReaders today are missing one feature...Bookmarks! Personalize them with quotes, pictures,prayers,etc. Even gift them via email or shared.
Bush Bags
Protect your eReader, Tablet, Phone, or MP3 with your favorite book. This could deter theft and personalize your favorite device.
Pottie Mouth
virtual home shopping
Collapsible pull up bar
EZ PZ Grill Cover
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Double sided bar/table cleaner
No Hands
Skateboard in line
Shoo box
No Hands
digital calendar display
flight board
Tablet adjustable case
Inflatable Greenhouse
Safety caps
K-Cup Storage. -- K-Cups are huge business, and people need a great place to store them, and to be able to look through their tasty options.
Hypophone
Cheese Please!! -- For the cheese lovers out there... This is a cutting board, cheese knife, and storage device -- All in one. [ VIDEO ]
Snap Socks
Rejuven8 Relaxpod Virtualvisor
Cheese Please!! -- For the cheese lovers out there... This is a Cutting Board, Cheese Knife, and Storage Device -- All in one.
Modular Power Strip. ---- the LEGO's of Power cords! Place plugs exactly where you want them, and in the quantity that you need!
2nd feet
The Comforter!
Bike &amp; Scooter Dog-B-Gone
hai0o
Achillex
Anywhere Lego Table Stand
scootybrizz
Wake-up Alarm.1
Automatic mailbox
Internet car radio
Holographic tv
ready pampers for kids from2-6
FlowersAgain
humi-dehumi-difier +hygrometer
Wake-up Alarm.1
UnderstanDog Sensor
Fertilizer Definer
nail dispenser and holder.
dogs sprinkler shower
sponge to paint any baseboard
Oddgua
v
LUX Design
pet toys organizer shelf,
Golf Club Organizer
an artificial colon(rectum)..
Smart Golf Range, find your ball get statistics on strokes, power, speed, angles, faults, weather, accurate scores, and uplink
Blind persons navigation system for public restrooms. Fixtures broadcast locations at preset intervals. Handy braille switch near the door
FREZZER APP
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The Superior survival knife
The Weight Plate
Cart Work-Bench
Smart Brush
Orb Self Righting Stand
cd recorder from tv to dvd
A
Mp3 Headset
Speaker boxx
Outdoor electrical cord box
Hairdryer outlet adapter
Charge anywhere
Light - o - matic
Full sized travel mouse with a compartment for small items. Small travel mice are a pain but larger ones a waste space. Use that space
dvd recorder
toilet master
Smart glass with LCD display
A phone pad on which to charge and rest your phone near your computer when in the office. Built in USB hub and drive.
This iPhone case has a built-in thermometer (temperature) and hygrometer (humidity).
The mantra when leaving the house - phone, keys, wallet. Why not have all 3 in one? And, it boosts your signal.
Candle-powered humidifier. No electricity. No noise. Just candlelight and moist air.
TreadAir
Keep your mug warm with this USB hub and cup warmer. Enjoy your favorite tunes and your warm coffee/tea with the built-in MP3 player.
tree
touch screen controller
Jolly Purse
Hug Hero
Flat Leaf &amp; Debris Trash Bags
Icy Drink Lid with Cooling Fan
Weed Wacker Head for Garden
Warm &amp; Cozy Flourescent Light!
NerdBook - The Tech Directory
The Earths Lung
MEAN AUDIO
Ironing Bliss. Handles: WE Can Help Disabled Persons, Elderly...Cord OR Cordlessâ€¦Motion Sensor Burn Safetyâ€¦Stable Charging Base
Brightly colored Nitro Patch
App-Enabled Dome Hockey Game
Button calls 911 wirelessly
Popit popcorn holder
Cleanit Duster
Auto Flour Sifter &amp; Measurer
Action Figures Come to Life!
Slick Bacon Jerky Machine!
Gift Tag Maker!
Like SHUCK but 4 Pumpkin Seeds
Trio Dispenser Voice Activated
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Hangman Watch to Play w/Friend
Bluetooth sticker
A Two-fer!
We need to produce a more comfortable home foot bath experience! Try these on for size,
Home or business portion control monitoring systems. Or as simple as a way to be notified of a disturbance........
"DIGITS + PLUS" The first SMART.... smartphone case/glove with Velcro.
The Hot Top
precision glasses
Solar cell-phone charger
Objects tracking
Bowlander
Air Paint Gun
Custom cups for drinking tea in bulk, we present two types of finishes, one re-usable for other household and disposable.Practical and cheap
water saver
Snap Organizer
Slippery Snake Trapper
GREENHOUSES FOR FLOWER POTS.
TC WeB FLEX IT FINGER HOLDER
Snap Rake
Grill Brush W/ Vacuum Suction!
a
Shower Curtain Rod W/Ticker!
A bras that fits both breasts
Change to Quirky's ToS
Swift
Educational Flexible PCB kit
FLEXIBLE ===== FASTEST EVER peeler/zester/shredder/grater/julienner
der ewrew rtre t ertret
Hot & Cold Tea Maker
Convenient Cleaning Caddy
Upwright
Fake stone to hold second key...in the patio. Powered by solar charge. Unlock with ur phone or wifi.
Ponum Orange Juice
iPhone battery
Everyone wants things smaller. The compact lense case fits this and is more portable. It can also be adapted to multipurpose applications.
Upright Iron
4 Elements Energy
Click n Cook Knives
Quirky Windows 8 app
A plastic container that you can set to be unlocked at a certain time, so you don't eat you lunch for as a snack
Smart phone cardiac monitor
kim Pyeong Sig
Vibrotros
SigCal
The whutitis indicator
Adjustable dish rack
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BookMag
Sweet-bed
Freez-e Cube
Room lights
precision glasses
Finger sanitizer pad
Memory Tape
PalettePad
Birthday gift
2Times (1 thermo, 2 drinks!)
New Epic Minecraft Server
JelloCup
COVERED DEVIL EGG PLATTER
DIAL A SIZE COLLAPSA COLANDER
app enabled pet auto harness
LAZER CONCRETE CUTTER...APP
..app enabled.. FIRE-LOGs.....
Seeit
Barbie 'Punk Line'
DC Hair Comb
Stack Chick
Swimming cap with protection
The Whutitis Indicator
KeysPort
Bring the doorbell into modern times. User updated sound files instead of only bells! Connectivity to home info and automation networks.
Outlet w multiple USB Ports &amp;
Wall Plate with USB-C and USB3
Jewelry will Travel
DE-TECH-TOR
Wireless Wearable Monitor
The Oval Gift Wrap Dolly
THE MILK JUGGER
Upa lelÃª
Blink - Luggage Alert System!
Ergonomic Hand Grip
asdfasdfa
Universal Toothpaste Top
Dirt/Spill Guard
Colleash
Christmas light extension cord
candy cane ice cream
Pill Pods - pill dispenser.
portable hole puncher
SeLECTRIC Power Strip Puzzle
Can holder for Voss bottles
Hair pick up
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Nutella swirl
Stick Grip
Purse Form-er
hat pack, shoe pack, etc.
GE Smart switch
PORTABLE WEIGHING MACHINE
Watch ring
Shower hanger
Singing Beer mug
Louder
Panic Fob
hot shots
Crowd built music
cinnamon toast
Hot Tech Universal Remote
Iphone plug-in
The Double Fister
Connect phone to remote start
simple security camera
Smart Drill
Fog eliminating fan
french cup
Car windshield screen saver
Rustic Coffee Table
The Better Bottle
Clothes refresher
Hologram cell phone
no leak travel shampoo bottle
The Fence Cam clip is mount that is made for chain-link fences to hold your phone in a position to take video of your kids' sports
TidyStrip
Adjustable step ladder
potty train
toilet roll freshener
Ring key finder
Magnipad
Hot Pong
THE WARM PLATE
Drink Links
Item Guard
Flayver
ladder lock
Woarmy (heated bidet seat)
Auto-adjusting snapback
#wink - iPebble -bluetooth speaker,dock~use while cooking chatting driving ..portable,versatile.Awesemo+SimplyInclined
safeknive
#wink - iPlush -, have your iPlush INTERACT, ENTERTAIN, EDUCATE your children app wifi enabled
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WEIGHTLESS BENCH PRESS.FAST SET UP AND WEIGHT CHANGE .USE BUNGEE CORDS QUICK RELEASE BUTTON ON BAR. SAFETY 1ST
!!
Smart Shower
TrashControl
Kinpow
Change-a-case
Teething toy ball
Shoe Drivers
Parking Space Finder
Univ Weed Eater Depth Gauge
sg smartchip
Fitnub
MODULAR BATTERY
Solar Powered Travel Dryer
toddler first-Bath Beginner
Madef
Baby Bond
Easy Plug-off Pivot Power
Simple, sturdy, and functional kitchen tool for spreading pizza dough (amoung other things).Great gift idea. Stainless or Durable plastic.
"Dating" Containers
Mail Bag Porch Holder
Soapy Rag
Mail Bag Holder
My Time Machine
Solar Powered Distillation Cup
Pawport
Back Light
Test
é˜¿é˜¿
Everybody loves barbecue, so my ideia is a full barbecue with built in rotisserie that folds in to a trolley, like a simple luggage!
PICUP, the custom cup printer!
ss
Hot Chocolate Maker
fas
TV bracket with battery backup
High Chair Helper
Rota Strip
USB Multi-Plug
Remote Control holder
Smart Internal WiFi receptacle
Toothbrush Tongue Scraper
spoil tester
Space Saving 3-Shelf egg rack
snake chasing rat
BOOMco glow darts
The Lava Game
E-SENSES
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Sports Drink/Water Neck Pouch
Foldable Nozzle Vaccum Cleaner
Smart Rifle Scope
Smart Cleaning Berries
Smartphone Headclip
Carry all paint tray & brushes
The ascender
Sekur (pickproof lock)
Poppy Smart Rack / Organizer
THE AWESOME BLOSSOM
tropicalo
Fist Bump Glove
Qoris
The beach sock
EcoBox
Self cooking machine
(BOOMco Pigeon) AERIAL TARGET
A Better Children's Bookshelf
Solar Battery (Mobile)
The "Grip Clip"
Rosie
CornyBags
The "Grip Clip"
No Tangle Power Cords
Fish-matic
unBALANCED Brands Apparel
white collared shirt dickie
Ladder lock
Sknob
The Back "Tickler" : A light strap-on battery operated back tickler. Helps you, or your kids relax before going to bed. Use to relax too.
The Back "Tickler" : A light strap-on battery operated back tickler. Helps you, or your kids relax before going to bed. Use to relax too.
Juicezay
Pixilation deactivation
IceJoy
10 Pliers
Cord Organizer
Exercise Hoop Kit
Lockable Hinged Ratchet
Portable Crib
Tape Case
BBQ GrApp
USB hand warmer
Riff
Blah
Thermo: Self-heating thermos
Drinking Bottle + Mist Water Spray. Keep yourself hydrated and refreshed with this combined drinking bottle and mist water spray. All in one.
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AquaProof ear buds
eReacher: The Eraser Extender
Smart Ð¢readmill for Dogs
Paw Prints
Lazy Plate
Fixed EarPlug Headphones
Stirring Gloves
Rotating Dust Brush
Med partner
Educational Water Puzzle
Sound Vehicle Bar
Fruit Tree Helper
Improved Levier
Sensitive kid
iPhone tools for Switch. Give people a reason to buy Switch instead is Swiss.
WaterBall Squirtgun
Truly Wireless Dome Camera
dcdscdscsd
Instahook
plug
Dish drying rack like drawer
Power Blocks
Feedback
Sync Clock
GunTrac
Motorcycle Safety
Garage Door Check
Carbonated fruit juice
Smart Phone 3D Photo Viewer
Spin Punch
Banana milk
The Shedding Tree
Orbital Belt Sorter
Smart Oven
The Dragon Console Caddy is a 2 foot durable case that organizes your multiple game consoles and new consoles.
The connected mug
Pack n Play Travel Caddy
Oi! clip on sunglasses
Natural/Organic Grooming Care
Face Wash Sticks
Personal Grooming Stick
The razor light
The JoyRide
The "Cocoon" for special needs
Stop the ugly
Relaxation Station
Zipet
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bb case
windshield de-mister
SunShower Light Therapy Design
Self sanitizing trashcan
k.y94
Transporting a large pet with a traditional kennel is cumbersome. Adding wheels and a retractable handle will fix this problem.
StickLights
A coffee maker that can be programmed to automatically start with an alarm clock app.
Sportswap
Do you love buying soy milk, almond milk or coconut milk, but keep forgetting when it spoils? Here is a simple solution to this problem.
InterviewR
Inflatable produce separator fits in your bag with grid of compartments to isolate indiv produce to prevent produce contacting each other
Hold more grocery/shopping bags than you ever though possible by transferring the weight from your grip to your wrist/shoulders.
Hang a Shelf With No Measuring
Sound Lighting
SoundOuts
Access to property
Cool Cold Cup
hear plus app
Argentophyll
NOMESS
bellpepper turkey patty hambug
Loopits
hear plus app
Add "A" link
Baby potty on skates
Belayer 2.0
Heated Shoe Inserts
Window Face Doggie
Agave Beverage Cola (ABC)
Bluetooth mesh-net stick-on devices w/mark hole - can "talk to each other" divide distance, know relative positions wrt gravity.
Vehicle Trash Aseptor
Scented Litter Bags
Portable simming pool
Barbie Equality Dolls
Thermal Snow Shovel
Top It
R2-D2 Portable Cooler
iPhone DVD Player
New-Wall
Portable Communication Display
Auto Fixi Paint Chip Repair
Driver Alert System
Personal Tricorder sensor
cutting board that will fold up so you can fit it in smaller cabinets.
PIVOT LIGHT
Spotter Handheld - Line Ext.
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my invention is an ipod/ipad/iphone charging case.so the case gets charged so it can charge your ipod on the go. the case gets charged too.
Forks,knives,spoons that you can eat ya that's right so you eat your food then you eat the plastic edible silverware as desert or dinner
a device/app that is an intelligent safe secure alternative to traditional door and window panes.
App enabled Blood Pressure Respiration O2 monitor that you can store review and send health data
A line of Smart Glass appliances that interact with us and other smart enabled devices in the home and workplace.
a smart device that elegantly integrates our technology and applications

in such a way that it significantly enhances our lives

Life Health Device that monitors transmits emergency call and data regardless of physical or vocal state of the wearer
QUIRKY GLASS (Google Glass) that sends and receives critical information and images to Emergency, Industrial or Commercial personell
Cordless Lightweight Backpack vacuum with attachments for my ceiling fans and window shades.
My Safe Driver
App Enabled Car Boat Drone
Wireless Power Conversion Kit
3D Audio Headphones
Life Guard PoolBot
SAFE & EZ Veggie Slicer
Portable swimming pool
Bag-In-Box wine is getting more and more popular, but we need a good looking case, sporting a measuring device, to place it in.
Pill-Safe Robot w/ Scheduler
BabysitterCam
Sock magnets
Portable swimming pool
Pill4u
Ress
New Toilet Brush
The cracker
Blue Bluetooth chips
Blood Ugly sportswear
The Cracker
NicÃ©
Deluxe multifunction Cushion
Reel Hook
CNC Garnish Creator
Bottle Flavor Infuser
Digital picture frame
rotary phone cell holder
Dialyis Blanket
EZ Coil
Waterproof disposable shoes
Custom ceiling design
Magna-Cube
Nectere
Magnetic tool kit
Hand Scraper with Catch Bag
pledge
Modular Magnetic Storage
Holdphone
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3D Candle/Wax Printer
The Muddy Buddy
Aqua Jump
Hand Operated Peanut Husker
Bendy Friends
See Behind Sunglasses
Reel Hook
Slow Charger
ATTACH A FAN.
Serve snacks and dipping sauces in a fun and clever way!
THE Q, BRUSH AND PASTE.
Temp control roller therapy
muddy buddy
THE CRUSHER.
WHEEL POGO.
THE BOOK OF MEATS AND CHEESES.
MINI FLY
An iPhone 5 Case which includes lightning - 30 pin Gender! You can use existing iPhone Docks!!
(You must read this!!) Memo Wall! SKETCH what you think, PAINT what you want, and MEMO your quirky idea on your WALL :)
Game crystal
Umby
Adjustable Pet Stairs
Fish Tank Waterproof Webcam
Stop Getting Your Hands Dirty/Burnt When Removing Your BBQ Racks. These Scissor Tongs Allow You to Hook Onto Your Grill With Mess or Fuss
USB Extension cord
Slide Dish
PeelPro (produce peeler)
The Smart Baby Bottle
CO Detector and USB charger
Upcycled puppet
Solar Energy Charger Belt
White Board Stamps
The other Jewell carriageway
Dogone Collar
The One Card
wrist house
Easy Breathing Scarf
Lamp Socket with Z-Wave
phone signal
Power wheels Power boat
Shower Controll Unit
Autism awareness bracelet
Millions of people have the X-box Kinect. It would make a great security camera!
The Breath-Easy Scarf
The Headbead
Unnamed Invention
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Right Feet
medright
abc
App-Controlled LOCK BAR
Filter
The WIRELESS IPHONE CAM -------------- Capture video and audio and watch remotely on your phone. Babyphone, surveillance and million uses.
Energy saving FRIDGE CURTAIN
SlideCast
ULTRAFLEX Pivot Power
THE SUNSHADE TRAY ----------- Get that extra space on the table - CLIP ON this tray to your parasol. Perfect for sauces, deco, speakers.....
THE BAG-TO-BAG -------- Just pull a strap to convert it from backpack to messenger-bag. And back. In just a second. A new approach to bags!
Hot Water Caddy
THE BAG-TO-BAG
ULTIMATE FAN WHEEL-CLIPS -------- Support your team! On your bike!! Be it your college, the USA, Kirstin Dunst, Spongebob, batman, quirky...
PLUG &amp; HIDE
DropSaver
PHONE CASE Kiosk Printer
back seat airbags
Safe Cords
Steam iD
Suction-cups really need a redesign. Let's design suction-cups that can be applied with a vacuum pump. They'll stick as long as YOU want!
FollowMe
Alert Beacon
FollowMe2
Winter Tan.
Quirky's Art Palette Pad
Quirky's Window Of Oppertunity
Lippistix
building wiring gun
Insta-inflatable workout ball
Stadium Concession Guy App
The spin cup
Beat selling auction site
The BAG TO COLLEGE
THE MADE SELF MAID
The VIBRATING MOP
POWER SPOTTER !!!
THE DOUBLE BAG CONDOM
App Programmable LED DOOR MAT
PRO REBOUND PASS
Elevation Ladder
Foot stay; insert for shoes
AroundU
The Tillberg wheel well
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Power wheel's" power boat n tr
Theraputic hand warmers
CAM NECKLACE --------------- Capture your day: take a pic every hour, every couple o minutes or random. For you, your friends and for fun.
Clothes sharing
New petrol
Broom with RETRACTABLE DUSTER
PLUG LIGHT -------------- Little helper that turns extension cords into pendant lights eG. Or plug in for outdoor, kitchen, garage, deko use
App Controlled CURTAIN ROD
SMART NOTE STICKERS
ULTRA PIVOT POWER ---------- bend and extend your power in ANY direction now.
SPEAKER BALL ---------- Fantastic looking spheric shaped IPhone/IPod speakers that fit together like a small globe when transported.
Book Holster
THE PHOTOCASE ------- Clear iPhone Case that lets you slip in a photo! Pimp it, personalize it, take your loved ones always with you!
TIMER PLUG ---------- Always have the kitchen timer right at hand - plugged in an outlet. Declutter!
AlertBeacon
Joe the Hitchhiker
charging feet
Alert Beacon
d
Bed Rail Reader Tablet Holder
Mirror HQ Selfies
Paperbag rim
ENERGY CAN â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ The energy drink for your phone, mp3, cam, tablet... Plug em all in â€“ recharge on the go.
APPLE WATCH WALL CHARGER
Baby bottle washer
It is a laptop table that allows the people who too work behind desks to use their laptops in more comfortable positions in the bed.
RETRACTABLE BIKE LOCK #Travel
WOLRDS SIMPLEST iPAD Keyboard
FRIDGE WEB ORGANZIER
DATE CONTAINERS !!!
CRANK CHARGED SPEAKERS
BALL HOLDER Dog Leash
Power Adapter + Backup Battery
Earbud Case with POWER PACK!!!
SMART ALERT CHARMS
The Smartest Door in the World
PERFECT PIZZA CRUST MAKER
POWER SPOTTER !!!
WONDER WHISK â€“ It`s 5x faster!
THE SHAPE PAD !!
The ÃœBER-SIMPLE Tablet Holder â€“â€“â€“â€“â€“ Mount ANY tablet to the head rest the easiest way. with a rubber band. Simple and unbulky.
.
Reflective Bike Lock
HOODIE WITH INFLATABLE HOOD
Two Tone earplugs
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Battery Pill #Travel
Crunch Alarm
The Melting Icicle simulates a real melting icicle all through the use of LED lighting with a surprising splash at the bottom of the fall.
ROLL UP Infant Carrier #Travel
Earbud Case w/ POWER #Travel
Singalong Shower Gel
eMail Alert
Shower Waterflow Meter
GLOWING FLYPAPER
Fridge Magnet Darts
Lava Run
SMARTWATCH Charging Case
iPET â€“ the new phone toy!
The "Extra-Minute" POWER SHOT
ANY SURFACE LED LIGHT
PERFECT PIZZA CRUST MAKER
WiFi CAN PHONE
HEAVY DUTY BANDITS
BUTT SHAPING CUSHION !!!
LOCK BAG !!!
STORE&PLAY BOX - Road Edition
Hydra mouse
DATM
SMART DESK BELL
Apple TV FLATSCREEN BACKPACK
EGG TIMER CUPS --------- Finally united in one: egg cup and egg timer!
PLUG &amp; HIDE
Idea A
DECO PLUGS
Hands free beer pong
MagnetSwitch HANDSFREE LIGHT
Herb Freezing Kit with herb-shaped cube trays, instructions &amp; recipe booklet, freezer storage container. Self-contained do-it-yourself kit.
Draining Shoe/Boot Rack.Great for mudroom, garage or next to front door. Shoes on lower shelves protected from dripping.No puddles on floor.
Warm/cold partners duvet
Dudley Table
dingo
SNACKBAG --------- The perfect car companion bag.
Scratch N Scroll Post it Notes! Lets create a green product that replaces Post it Notes!
Locked Door Check
CABLE STRAPS ------------- Small strap with two magnets that clip the earbud-cable to your clothes. Ultra flat!
The Happy Hanger- Simple way to hang your Double fastener picture frames.
The wasted space behind your hangers can be used to hang a Modular Shelving unit to provide "Baskets" to hold Socks, underwear, etc.
Lens for phone back to front
Collapsible Sippy Cup. When you don't want to carry around that big one for those moments when you really need one.
Collapsible Sippy Cup. When you don't want to carry around that big one for those moments when you really need one.
Tripod and Monopod Selfie
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Testttt
THE INFLATABLE WASTE CAN --------- most convenient dust bin for easy and everywhere use: outdoors, at partys or at the breakfast table.
Radio which is operated by tilting
Drill Sunshade
The "INVISIBLE" Composter
iPad Solar Charging Case
The Sound of Spring
Springtime for Cables!
Mix Animal Figure Toys
Invention A
Inflatable Mouse Pad for Power Nap
hh
Wrist Eye - Your own third eye
Cozy Towely
low field TMS helmet
Life-Light Brake Light
Invisable Bobby Pins
Cable store
Earn $.1 - $5,000 from Home
Solar Eclipse
X-85 Patchbay
The peachtastic
The Dualee is a car charger that has both USB port and a wall socket giving you the ability to plug in any device from your car.
Cricket Heart
LFTMS helmet for depression
Mind's Eye Puzzle
Plastic gutter for paint bucket to help stop drips. Also less paint is spilled when bucket gets knocked over.
Easy Breathing Scarf
The Life Guardian
Rotating Screen Monitor
baby doll line of clothing
Automatic shoe cleaning floor mat!!! Solar powered/battery powered. Sucks the dirt off of your shoes, and dries your wet ones. Look!!!!!!!
Fisherman's answer. Wounded fishing lure. Real live action. Catch more fish with this bleeding lure fish attractant scent.
ERROR 404
Holohome
Automatic Stirring Spoon
Duvet Comforter Holder
Never scrub vegetables with a toilet brush again! It is a color coded cleaning system to make sure you know where your tools have been.
ERRO4 404
Check On Me
The Spinal Aligner
Hidden Coverage
Temp control
check on me app
Jode
Clear Bobby Pins
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Purse & Briefcase Consolidator
CableLess
Cable store
Double Barrel Xbox
Ugg
Wireless Touchscreen Headphone
Sense
Back buddy
Cable store
Power Vent
Seal It
Picture Shelf
Mini GPS Stickers
Cool Tape
Lego-type Furniture
ibeartooth ibearfi
3 in 1 tablet laptop desktop
E-Glove
Swimbit
Count Your Ounces!
Robotic santa
Sweet Talkers
Make that Dumb Dryer Smart
Heart Rate Headphone
Wink - realtime goal light
Hiding in the Obvious
SafeSip
Alarm tat control other device
Designer Babies
FreshPillow
Alarm with universal function
Stop Light Emergency Ring
A iPhone accesory that for shooting pics and videos that replaces the traditional tripod.
Karaoke Mic
Lumiere
Battery Power AC Power Source
Bag Radar
easyCam
PROGRAM
frah bucket
Remote Laser Pointer
Customizable Carpenter Belt
Snow Trooper Snow Removal
Angel and Faith doll
Fingerprint Luggage Lock
Wall mounted cami organizer
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Laptop with adjustable screen
Bluetooth Bullet
Sticky antenna
Safe Wallet
pats tracker
Amazing clean &amp; fresh
the tilt
Alarm that actually wakes you!
clever oven
FreshPillow
Laser Field Game
Trolley skid ramp
Equalizers
Intergalactic Plane
Painless injection
Watch your car! A Device that takes photo of your car dashboard when you start your engine, sends the photo to your phone who does the rest!
Trolley skid
Phone Leech
Babyproof Powerstrip Cord Hold
Aqua power
Couch Pull-out Blowup Bed Mod
Dolce
The ultimate toe protector
MP3 Watch
P-Blind
A Healthy Soda: Lemonda
the tilt
Virtual glasses
the tilt
Device for mashed potatoes
product1
This new idea consist of a memory foam pillow with upper back support, you can see its webpage at www.myperfectpillow.net
This new idea consists of a device that allows placing gemstones on regular leather watchbands, the gemstones can be removed and exchanged.
Angel and Faith doll
Flat Garden bag/shelter/picnic
Fast mouting Beach voley field
PenDexter
Ojos en la mano
The perfect Shower Tap
The perfect Nut Cracker
Bath Tube Suite
Outdoor Tough Display Panel
Portable Head Up Display
Modular Ice Tray
honey's sweets
Silent Eyes: Enhance 911 App
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Strap and Stretch
Cable Duck Cap
Geekers
True Optix Cell Phone Lenses
Child-proof Register Vents
Pethair attraction
Mindmender
Tangle-less Leads
motion smartphone charger..
Screen Reverser
paper recycling mold
Key Storage Door Knocker
Smart Storage
Ballie
ROÃ‡nWATER Bottle
PlayStation App
Opa460
quick dock
Electric lazer fencer gate
Instant Screen Size Enhancer
Weely shoe
Ivy Gourd slicer
The 2 in 1 hair and lint brush
XXX
The Up-Down
Dry the inside of your glass
Wineglasscleaner
Fruit cylinder-anti fruit fly
Save money on your energy bill with a Thermostat which runs on an App that knows when and in which rooms you need heat.
Smart Dock
Fountain cap
Electric laser fencer
TelÃ©fonos de enamorados
Grinder goods
Unreal Display - 4K3D Monitor
SPIN ZEN CAROUSEL
Sabertooth One
ACID STAIN PORCELAIN TILE
Screen Extension
Animal Friendly
Monster Mash
Lawn Mower Balance Accessory
Changeable Emboss Rolling Pin
Flip Flop Clip
BLACK BOX VIDEO SYSTEM
CoolOven
Solar Powered Phone Case
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Smart Keyboard
Tabsket (See Images)
Air Flow Reader
Kiddie Pool Floating filter
Edge
Pure Air
Level Comb
Retractable heels
Water Saver Lawn System
iPod Touch / iPhone Keyboard
Burglars repellent
Home algae garden
Test
Cue-T
shopping cart retainer
Bio plastic shower curtain that is on a roll of 10. w/antibacterial protection.
Keyboard with a .com button. It's a great feature on smart phone why not on computer keyboards?
Easy Trash
Handler
Lazy Button Office Door Closer
Dog Proof Bath Tissue Caddy
iBandage
OLED Holiday Lights
pocket bra
Photonic Gift Wrap
Anti-sweat cover for rudder
Rambo's Shoe Finder
kitchen vac
qasd
Smart stand ander the cup
Juice and soda maker
Glowing Gloves
Shower Notes
Indispensable Dispenser
Enhanced flyers
The Tear Bear
SOS Mobile
Perfix
Warm Baby Wipes
Hanger/Organizer- a hybrid of multi-tentacled octopus and jewelry tree. 100% customizable, flexible -for hanging accessories, jewelry, keys
The "Good Morning" Kid's Clock
first aid and info braclet
Presence Sensor Alarm Clock
TC WeB FINGER CAP RAP HOLDER
Remote-free TV and Computer
3D Ice Monsters
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Travel Wedge
A dustpan that creates a one person task for parents, maids, nannies, etc.
Tasty tongues
Tscreen
world clock
Ceramic Grill
Electric Freezer
SparklyCleen Detailer
Auto-Tint
Sureclick
Food-spy
Charging case
test
Go in the snow
Watch it ReCharge
ZipChips
SM-K
Amazing Hot Utensil Holder
Terrasport
chair
Genefood
Fridge Frame
Suitcase stool
Cloud SIM
the microSD/ nano SIM card
essential oil plugins
Robot Steam and UV Mop
test
IntraOral Viewer
Aladino
Refuel
Shoes(slippers) revolver
Accordion backpack
Qto-X
Brella
A Chair That Care
Outlink
Glassessories
4 Senses
Lighting cable railway
Birthday party doll
WristOx
Wink Developer API
CupNaps
Non-Scratch Stainless Spatula
Wink Enabled Ceiling Storage
Pull My Finger
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Spotter battery extender
Spotter CO detector
Swoop Top
Butane Phone Charger
Micro Meat Thermometer
Auto Dash Cam
The V Frame
App Enabled Air Freshener
Long Pot Top Handle
Clothes Pamper resub with rendering. Don't BREAK YOUR BACK WITH YOUR HAMPER. Spring Loaded Foot Pedal Raises Clothes To The Top Of
Hamper!
THE MAIL TIME CHIME - A chime goes off in your house similar to a doorbell, when mail is put into your mailbox. Weight Sensitive Device.
Buffalo hot wing chapstick. Something. Spice up your life and your lovers lips. Stick out in someones mind with a "hot" kiss. Flat Tube Case
Introducing the "Clothes Pamper"! Don't BREAK YOUR BACK WITH YOUR HAMPER. Spring Loaded Foot Pedal Raises Clothes To The Top Of The
Hamper!
Scrappy: The kitchen counter-friendly garbage bowl. â€œFlush-lipâ€ design lets you sweep in wet and dry food scraps while you cook.
Retractable Brush
mowerway
Eazycharger
FreezeWave
AirDry
The Bees Knees
What Women Know About Men
Plant
Ð¡Ñ‚Ð¾Ð¿ÐšÐ°ÑÐ¾Ð»Ð°Ð¿Ñ‹Ð¼
Every Occasion Backpack
Ð‘Ð¾Ð´Ñ€ÑÑ‚Ð²ÑƒÐµÑ‚
Luna
Self Pro Back
bottlecap straw
Easy lead
Instagrill
Recharge Vac
Jusy got in from work? Then crack open a bottle of wine and use this quick cooler to CHILL quickly, one or two glasses of wine! Watch VIDEO
convertastroller
Dating app messaging
lol
Makes sausages / Cook them
Rate your bartender ( bar back
Cook Kitchen Robot machine
usb mural
Heat/Cool Appliance Controller
Kids Telescope
Unbrella
anywhere bubbles
Test
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Bar Back ( Rate your bartender
Cubbycomb
Phone Cover and Charging Dock
Kl
Work longer in extreme environments with the Cooling Gloves. Helps keep core body temperature within normal range.
Multi Jack Mobile Cover
Adult disposable bibs
Resizable Colourful Bottle
SoundSharing Headphones
Flower Haircomb(Round brush)
Rubiks Cube
Electromagnet/Ferrofluid
E-Z Figure
Deskjockey
Digital Reality Suit (D.R.S.)
A Bike helmet LED Light
Cell phone Buddy
Fridge Carousel
Smartphone Metal Detector Arm
Babyb+ (it's Baby bottle +)
Oops Patch
Retail Asset Protection Device
Charger
Handicapped Barbie
cup o cookies
Mobile aplication for kids
Wiper Glass
t-pc bar
PetLink
Automatic Bartender
X Brakes
Screw shut Easter Eggs
Secure Wristband and strap to connect to Case (Quirky?) to protect &amp; connect your iPhone, iPad. Saves breaking iPad/iPhone if its dropped.
Save Space in that Travel 'Bathroom Bag' with a Uni-Sex Combo Electric Shaver-Toothbrush thats USB re-chargeable.Single Body multiple heads!
Golf Break Putting Trainer
remthings
Spider Webber
Plant yourself
Homemade marmalade machine
Press -Funny Molds for muffins
Bracelet&amp;Chip-End -bad habbits
Retractable Power Strip
Control &amp; measure as you Pour 'Screw Top' Tetra Pak drinks. (Cant find this anywhere!) Stops the Big Glug, gives portion control! #spotsv
Smart Headphones
SnapWatch
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Safety blade for lawn mower or tractor. Flexible but semi rigid strong, made of recycled plastics.
Smart Hotel Box
Musical Popsicles. Lights, Sound , Action
Re-design the Rawlplug with triangular head to stop it rotating in hole when using power drill.
Redesign sun shade protection for beach/pool. A Beach Bag with collapsible sun/shade! Watch VIDEO for prototype
Perfect Tea Maker. Inspired by BS6008:1980 &amp; Royal Society of Chemistry Tea Paper; current machines not there. Why settle for less
Eggs 3 Ways : Make your own perfect Poached, Boiled &amp; Scrambled Eggs with this Eggtastic bowl. Why settle for anything less than perfection
Easily Flatten, infuse marinade or make Fun shapes in meat for kids, with a motorised unit based on pasta roller. Great for Creative!
Jusy got in from work? Then crack open a bottle of wine and use the Evolved wine aerator to CHILL quickly, one or two glasses of wine!
My idea is a reusable coffee sleeve with a built in digital thermometer that shows you the temperature of your coffee.
APPdevice-Empty ToiletSupplies
Smart Light Sensor
Cap-Liquid Dosimeter
Multiuse battery-charger-stand
NO-LICK Grocery Bag
The Safe-T-Buoy is a wet floor sign/dryer combination. Slip and falls cost all of us in one way or another. It is battery operated.
Vacuum sajina
Beach CHAIR with built in TOWEL rack for drying wet towels. Also turns in to a "Go Caddy" type cart. take a L@@K
Automatic knife sharpener! For every type of knife.. Kitchen, Fishing, Hunting, etc.. Take a L@@K and vote for the Automatic knife sharpener
Wearable phone jewelry
Easy Ceiling Painting with App Enabled Laser Matrix Guide. Stop guessing where you have painted and customise pattern with App.
Pure Bliss in the Shower&amp;Bath with a wall mounted Full Back exfoliator/scratcher. Lose yourself in the moment with a good scratch!
A Reversible Round/Square edge Ergonomic silicone scraping tool for bowls, pans, etc. Fixes to fingers for flexibility &amp; simplicity.
A fun Kids Shower Eye&amp;Face Mask as designed by my 3yr old SON! Stops water in eyes and on face for those that panic!
Simple Energy/Power Indicator Device.Shows how much Energy/current your 'extension' lead/plug is using. Maybe PivotPower cross-sell.
Easy Prep your steaks n chicken! Flatten, infuse marinade or make Fun shapes for kids, with a motorised unit based on pasta roller.
Re-Submit:- Glassware:- Maximise Sink area space to dry glasses. Expensive Wine glasses don't go in Dishwasher &amp; can break on side board.
5 in 1 !!!
No touching
R/C Car with video camera! Drive it as you play video game.... more exciting and fun :)
StoolBuddy
Grass Custom!............. Customize shapes on the grass as you like by this device! A lot of FUN!
Very flexible hand brush to fit the contour of veggie &amp; fruit when cleaning! Easiest, fastest, and more effective!
BIG SMASHUPS! Volcano Ramp with Erupting rocks, for kids toy car collections! Watch Prototype VIDEO in action!!
Micro-Modular Functional fun. Clip and snap to build your own mountable function. What you want , where you want it! Collab with Sandi Lehr
Stick 'Em Up Everyday Spices - Stick 'Em Up Anywhere. Great for Those with Limited Space. Modular &amp; multifunctional. Collab with Sandi Lehr.
Toys Basket- Induction Charger
APP- Hot Chocolate Machine
The Little Prospector Game
Quirky Smartphone
vocabaid
Motorcycle Helmet with A/C
Build Awsome Kids Race tracks. Create an extendable height support for different race track brand types. Kids love to make them higher!
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Combine Pump-Action Waterpistol &amp; Backpack with Squeegee/Sponge to make SAFER cleaning of windows.
Photographers accessory. Keep items easy to hand with a Multi-store Extension Pillar for Tri-Pods; &amp; Extends Tri-Pod 6-8", &amp; clips to belt.
Lets invent a Paddling Pool Fun Fountain Toy for Kids to play with! Jets, Spray or Fountain modes. Kids love playing in water.
Connect two phones to your car or stereo using this Bluetooth adapter ! Stop arguing whose phone to connect! Currently only 1 allowed.
Save Bad Backs at the Sink with this Extending Washing Up Bowl that rises and falls to suit the best posture of the customer.
Green Tools : Reinvent screwdriver tools with 'heads' that can be reground/sharpened when worn/damaged, and using green materials.
Turn any Spotlight into a Fan with this Plug in LightBulb replacement fan. Provides cool airflow where your light shines!
'A Ball of Hooks' A ball with 6 mixed fixed & retractable hooks/rings for flexible use in 3 planes, to bind, hang & wrap things.SEE VIDEO!!
: Quick Cool Wine with Moulded Ice Tool. A V Shaped moulded ice shape + tool to quickly chill wine poured into glass, with minimal dilution!
Create more airflow, hence cooler, in the room with smaller, flexibly connecting , quiet, aesthetic fan units..
3 in 1 Charger for the iPhone, Ipad, and Ipod or Mac. All in one.
The Food Shape Maker 400+ vote
GE Healthcare Mobile Application Medical Patience Records Control Your Health
GE Mobile Application Automatic Fill Warranty Registration Appliance
Ramp Ball
Sprid: The Peanut Butter Slice
Baby Formula Sterilizer & Bags
Reuse plastic bottle caps for home decoration! Let's put all needed materials in one box for endless decorations and crafts by these caps!
Headrest pillow and sunshade! â€¦.... The smart combination for optimum comfort and relaxing at beach or outdoor pool!!
One pot for two flavors! The lid has divider to close the two sections before add salt,â€¦etc!One cooking for healthy and sick people!
Gardening chair
Smart Iron
Refrigerator functional toy
The hose of vacuum cleaner is bulky &amp; always in our way! Clamp/hook attachments to hold hose with V.cleaner! No more tripping over the hose!
A magnifier to use in the shower to read with no glasses on. No guesing if it is SHAMPOO,CONDITIONER, MOISTURIZER, BODY WASH...etc.
i power
Hemp roof
babymath
Hot Beverage Battery Clip
Chin Stick
Treadle pump generator
Lego Minifig Decals
Brooches with Braille dots for blind people to recognize the colors of their clothes!
One kitchen scissors â€¦â€¦.. with interchangeable heads ! Chop, toss, serve, pizza, squeeze, tongâ€¦ and more!!
Universal hanger for all lids of pots &amp; pans! Hang the lids individually or horizontally or vertically as you like.(See the prototypes
Cellphone Taser
Retractable hair brush
Automatic turn-off device with timer that you can clip on a stove knob! Safely cooking and No more burnt food!
Flexible sheets with holes to assist diabetics to change the spots of injections! Quirky let's help diabetics :)
RESUB(5 times)!..Headrest Pillow and Sunshade! The Smart Combo for optimum comfort and relaxing at the Beach and Great product for Travel!
HARMAN CalmFort headphones
Cleaning tool with spinning head and with fingers to grip any scrubber or sponge! Fit to clean all in your kitchen!
Foldable &amp; portable BBQ box for heating &amp; smoking food that you can put beside any grill
Fruits and veggies corer with multiple sizes and with depth scale! Core any size and core to the depth you like
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Boxie
Universal hanger for all lids of pots &amp; pans! Hang the lids individually or horizontally or vertically as you like.(See the prototypes
Multi shapes of T-shirts by kids designs &amp; drawings! Let your kid design T-shirt by himself â€¦with a lot of FUN !!
Triangle scrubber mop head
One kitchen scissors â€¦â€¦.. with interchangeable heads ! Chop, toss, serve, pizza, squeeze, tongâ€¦ and more!!
Rolling pin with silicon mats roll stored inside! 100's of cookies templates inside your rolling pin!... more fun!!
Kids Pop Out iPhone Case Toy!
No Line
5244
Night Light W/ Backup Battery
2 in 1 beach bag and chair
Photo Iphone Case No printer
360 Automated Cleaning Pool Leaves Float
GE Healthcare Mobile Application Medical Patience Records Control Your Health VA Soldiers
edidoh
Typhoon
Titanium Baking Sheet
Kid Safe Kitchen Knives Holder
Anymals
Flexo-Filter
Food Skaterz
Clignotant pour vÃ©lo
Earbud holder
Pressure Sensing Headphones
Diab-Lert
cozy fluffy man socks
Shuffleboard for children!
Sanitation Carpet Mat
A vending that cashes your coins, sets aside the collectible ones &amp; issues you a voucher. It auctions the valuables for you &amp; splits profit.
Insulated Home windows
Sanitation Carpet Mat
Touch screen conversion device
Solar Pool Heater
Healthy Critters
Sanitation Carpet mat.
No fuss strap purse
Tell me fishing game
Whats in your wallet?
Disney Visa Gift Card
THE SOUNDSPHERE
ProWater
Help sear the edges of meat
Silicone Plate Edge. Reusable
bath light
Remote control car that draws
Mattel-Poppy 3D Toy Printer
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BeeBeeBoomz
Ice Scoop CHUTE. Tilt forward to scoop, tilt backward to neatly slide ice into glass. The Busy Bartender's Friend!
Oh My Stars
Dorm bunkable
LawnBot Solar
special sidewalk
Carpet Lines
BeeGreen
Tapt Plus
Desk top protectors
Power Producing Kite
Flat plate and lids
SmartShoes
Hold On Button
Aquarium Cleaner Vacuum
ALMOST OVER.. Help PROTECT CHILDREN from glass injuries. Vote for protective patio door BUMPERS.
A dog bowl that's a meal in itself. Tasty and tidy!
Cell Buddy is a cute doll or stuffed animal which sits on a child's shoulder, 'appearing' to hold a cell phone up to their ear.
SleepBand
Toe Kick
Punch Out iPhone 5c Case
The Trump Voodoo Doll
color my life
TENTSKY (PATENT PENDING)
WiseGap
Ceiling Fan Controller
Phone charging jeans
ZipMeUp
Cellphone or Tablet Ring Light
Case for the newest iPhone that makes it look like the oldest iPhone.
Accountability
Storm 16
Whole Mouth E-Toothbrush
Clip with small wheels
Border
Proximity
retractable Rv stair handle
Tired of bringing all those daily receipts home to pile up? How About The Portable Car Receipt Shredder? Shred On The Go. Resubmit.
Atmospheric Impurity Removal
Online Marketing Superportal
Intelliguard
Autoword Typing
T post adjustable trellis syst
Norm
Citizen I
HDTV
Palm Power
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cool cup
Freedom from the floor
Fishermans Boot Buddy
Marijuana Cigarette Box
Shower mate
Bike helmet built in speakers
Hot Dog + add what ever you want in your hot dog or sausage cheese chili peppers or make a reverse corn dog.
PICKONATOR
Modular Power Cables
Sex tape stick
StickyWall
R2D2 vacuum
Baby Grips
Aspen and Brody's slide
Quick-dry Hook
Driveway Snow Remover (DSR)
Travel Suitcase- Challenge
Safe Bulb-Holder
Different Stainless Steel Rod
Gym equipment for pull a lever
Magnetic Core Drive
D KIT
Civilian Protection Camera
Fab Tech
A group of vividly colored magnetic attachable boxes, in which each box stores one pair of shoes! Modern art AND shoes! Perfect!
Smart Grow Lights
Hands free feeding
Three in one shower bottle
bottle water fountain
Smart SuperMarket Car
Ear-Bud phone case
see through highlighter
beautician's hand protecter
my doggie's vacuum hair brush
Automatic back scratcher
jj
1911 bushing grip
EZ TEAR
All Lubed Up
BeachClaw
The vibrat-or
Blind Side Cyclist Horn
Smart Teapot
Taro Chair
Backyard baseball/t-ball bat
A sprinkler that allows you to quickly turn off the water before moving or changing settings. Reset your sprinklers without getting soaked!
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Can Dispenser
flexible umbrella
Bookon
Configurable drawer organizer
The Johnson Sleeve
LED Display Ceiling Fan
Goofy
A furniture-spray, of sorts. Just squirt anything that might cause damage, and it glides right along!
The Johnson Strip
Dress Socks &amp; Thermals ALLIN 1
Weather Computer
RECAP
SmartPet
pro-sport variety game; soccer
The Rural Package/Mail-box
BestBrasnPantiesOnline.com
[Untitled]
Fan that hovers over your head
og
Foot operated toilet seat lift
Pill Dispenser
Runner Lane
Pictureicone
PhoneResQ
Corrective Hip Surgery Cushion
Tracker
College Backpack
The Ipad Mini Bungee Grip will take the fear out of dropping the Mini and lessen the stress on our hand. 1st design made Edison Nation Final
Mocubo trays need a snap on cover so that the food can be covered until it is used and/or place in the refrigerator for use later.
It's time to end the messy microwave at home and work. The Microwave Plate Cover is designed to always be at the ready inside the microwave.
Save hundreds of $$$ using the Razor Saver. Disinfect, clean and remove blade dulling water from your razor blades (Braun has one for $149).
PADLOCK-SEAT
Leg Lamp
HaveitWrittenEssays.com
An app for grocery shopping. You can store shopping lists and recipes then purchase.
Teething massage
USUI Smart External Mic
oh
mini rover
House watcher
WiFi+
Wet floor sticker
Bluetooth Musical Vibrator
Sprinklert
Finger Nail Design Printer
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Nail Cloud
Personal Chocolate Factory
knee relief pillow
WimClip Improved
SoupLaddle combo Skimmer
fishing resturant
Animal Aid
Wheelchair Charger
Mobile App Translator
koala latch
All In Air Advertisement
Self-Cleaning Machin-realsimpl
Waterproof Earphones
Cooler Mate
Solar Garden Plant Warmers
Multifunctional Ladle
SmartRope
SmartRope Pass N' Play
Oven Spotter
BLINGFILM
Smart Tennis Racket
Pack-a-Derm
iPhone case with a built-in HEADPHONE ORGANISER that folds away neatly when not in use, without increasing the size of the iPhone and case
tread pen
Suitcase insert
UV water purifier
CatBell
Wifi outdoor floodlight
$ingle Step App
test
AirMoto
Easy Auger
Portable 'True' Mirror. Normal mirrors don't show how you really look to others as left &amp; right are reversed. The true mirror solves this.
iPhone case with a built-in HEADPHONE ORGANISER that folds away neatly when not in use, without increasing the size of the iPhone and case
shade tree creeper
frozen pipe problem
True Sport wireless headphones
inhibidor de imagen en cines
Trek Support V2 Wink enabled
Knot My Tie
Sour Cream Dispenser
toilet brush replacement
Solar cell phone charger
Home Depot Bath Fan- Fog free
la ruche
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Portion scale
Light Projection Curtain
Automatic checkout machine
CounterSwipe Surface Squeegee
The Wink Eval Panel flat out asked for a product just like this, called it 'a winner'. What do you think? Loopits, Tackits, Memo friendly.
Counterswipe is a sanitary wet+dry cleanup tool for kitchen work surfaces. It goes in the dishwasher after use and never touches the floor
FLEXI-PEELER â€” ergonomically adjustable peeling tool â€” peels regular &amp; soft-skin, juliennes, zests AND scrubs it all,too!
NapLap
The missing link in Q's Cleaning Range! CounterSwipe is a wet/dry cleanup tool for kitchen work surfaces, goes in the dishwasher after use.
A one-for-all solution. An Apple Accessory with 3 or more winding cable connections for Apple devices &amp; an extension for power supply
Detachable speaker unit with directional speaker function. Retain privacy while on speaker phone Apps to monitor the environment noise
Car to Car Chat
Craft Cab
Write Erase
Mean Green Mowing Machine
Traveling Hill Slide
Earphones connected by hose
Clothes Folder Machine
Tablet cover with security
Smart Fishing Pole
resubmit....FaceTime light assist
App enabled sketch projector
Chill Sculpting
Shovel That Cuts
Smart TV
Paint Tray With Storage
Napper Cover
Super salt shaker
Swim goggles to swim backstrok
S Finder
Corn Steamer
Squeegee With Pump
High performance conditioner
Affordable housing
Double Trouble
Circle Bib
TouchUp Tanning Wand
Thigh Phone Holster
On Spot Baby Walker
Baby Walking Aid Toy.
Hikes-A-Lot
Solar Windshield Mount
Smartphone Tolltag App
Personal & Business Sign - App
Tune-Agile
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The Napper Cover
PET RELAXING PAID
Austin-Self filling Pet Bowl
Weed Remover
Tearoma topper
Auistin-Self watering plant
A GIF photo and poster frame
Real date
The App- Enabled Stove/Burners
Piano Keyboard-Phone/Computer
Simple Cocktail Shaker
Teeth Protection
Pumice Stone Cleaning Tool
Garden Plant Staking System
Moisture Meter Flowers
Expandable Shovel w/ leverage
Mirror with Video
Hunt/Fish Knife with Sharpener
MISTER CHAIR Sprays a light mist over your entire body while you relax and tan. Turn your yard into paradise and beat the heat this summer!
Poppy Ice cream maker 2
Hip Hop Drum Loops
Speaker baby seat
The YogaBoard
TraveLoof
Capactive Light Bulb
Side Buddy
God's Eye!!
PowerShare
Your Glow ID
Photochromic windows
Door stopper for kidsmom
RG chain plug
Mickey Navi
SELFish
Anti-Rolling Clips
Automatic gas valve for CO
Adjustable Rolling Pin
Glow Cup
Pocket Meal Scale
Storable Cooling Rack
wheelies
GLOW BICYCLE/MOTOCYCLE SEAT
Pro-Friction Bow
FreeCharge
Dishwashing Helper Tree
Automatic Pancake Makr Machine
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Foldable Space Heater For Fans
SeniorCitizen FireExtinguisher
Content aware container
CubbyComb for Beds
e-bike solar panel umbrella
Hot Wheels Mazda furai color
The No Smoking Game
Suction Cordlet. Permanent cord management for appliances/electronics that are not permanently situated.
HoloChat
Mobile Battery Recycling Case
Bra Clasp-it
Portable Air Condition
RANS pro gym fitness centre
Modular Charging Statiom
Circlet
Board Grip
Flat Panel Fly/Insect Zapper
The Rubber Glove
â„¢IOperaStoreMobile{P}#5-2-0-1.
Quench Counter
Smart Trey
Remote Screen Sharer App
Laser Resistant Airline Shield
Perfect Smoke Detector.
Various cups hanging Y-band
SelfChair
Various cups hanging band
Test
Healve
Thirsty too
Stop The Shooter
Pro Ge Watch
Net Lure
Car Vibration Disc
Finger Nails
chain wallet cell phone
Deck Cleaning Robot
Fruit juice soda
Cap Counter 2000
Hoverboard
Solar coaster
Flexible clothes hanger
A lanyard/necklace that has built in speakers you wear around your neck to listen to music or talk on the iphone. The lanyard is bluetooth.
ENDLESS EMPANADA MACHINE- TAKE THE IDEA OF A PERSONAL PIE, DOUGHNUT OR CAKEPOP MACHINE AND MIX IT WITH A
EMPANADA .
SIP SLAP CAP- A silicone top that make any bottle into a sippy cup or sports bottle no matter the size or shape one size fits all, universal
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CLAMP PAD-This is a ipad case that has clamps built into the case that enables you to clamp the ipad on everything from treadmills to fabric
VAC-N-DUST
a cuddle toy or stuff animal for kids that displays your iPhone of iPad
A paracord iPhone case. The most durable military grade iPhone case made 100% out of woven paracord just like the survival bracelets.
Real life Harry potter kit
Safe seat
Make a scene security
In Car Games
Soul cache
Magic Eraser for Laundry
Jared playing cards
Play Stroller
Dryet
Just Right Shower
All season tealight holder
Tooth Brush Innovations
pack your waste
Car Wipers Socks
Dancing Cane
Ezee Shovel (drop down blade)
4 in 1 Measuring Cup
Better Dolly
Pytho
Smart Sound
Intelli-Sprinkler
CookieGuard, The smart Jar
App-enabled babyformula device
The Smart family Calendar
SilverwareClaire
mini chikyu
Smart blanket
Bluetooth Hearing Aid
Greeter
Solar tent with ceiling fan
Board Game
Hose Coil Storage
idalmdaol dlkanmkld
Smart Tray
SquishEASE Suitcase
Microbe Monitor
Project:Love
flexible umbrella
iPad Air complex
Ice-X
Project: Love
Self Heating Coffee Cup
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Squashed
Plate with suction cups
Double quick hazard lights
Retractable Keyboard
Portable Tailgating Game Table
Football Field Snack Tray
Keyboard Crumb Cleaner
Siphonoval
ZAPAS-ZAPAS
A TV Wall mount that's also a rechargeable battery to plug your big screen TV into. Television wall mount that eliminates dangling cords.
The QWERTY Mouse! its a mouse with a iPhone like touchscreen qwerty keyboard integrated into it's surface.
The QWERTY Mouse! its a mouse with a qwerty keyboard integrated into its surface.
A Self Standing Mirror with time and date displayed on mirror surface.
Digital Fuel
Python Threader 2.0
Forgotten tools
Pocket Keyper: keeps your keys organized, shielded, and comfortably clipped to your pocket! Bonus: Can be made with parts from Switch!
eyeTheater
Yeti roller cart
Wet No More
mixture music
My idea would be a modern cube approx 3in that has multiple USB slots for you to plug in your apple products and only one plug in the wall.
Compact Diaper Changing Table
Cookie Surprise
Battle Chess
Heated Mouse
Cheryl
A retractable dog leash with ergonomic shock absorbing hand-grip, activates a high pitch whistle (beyond human hearing) when tugged hard.
Bicycle helmet for cold days
Sous Vide Cooking WINK Enabled
Emulsifier Helper
Bicycle Air-Conditioning
Wink/GE - Wall Control Center
Protein and Vitamin Sucker
Security Loop
Airwalk
Grip Grater
Color Cool
Color in Sneakers/Shoes
SPOTLESS a new dishwasher
Verseur
inverter
21JumpBall
StoryPath
Remote controls for hot tubs
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Fittting Room Shoppping App
Meditime
Logo Projecting Ceiling Fans
Refrigerator Inventory System
Ride-on toy
Once upon a time a company came up with a great idea that never materialized. The idea was to add magnetic connections to guitar cables.
Sockmatch
disposable cup
Programable Quirk!
No more spilled milk! An easy pour spout replacement lid for milk jugs. Replaces the existing cap to make drips and spills history.
technoBin
Stretch strip
minigun
emergency drone
Campfire Buddy
A Stylish Canning Jar Lid
Mirror with built in cam &amp; app
Xbox buddy
I - Sack
Scrubbie
Novel Curtain Mechanism
Selve
Smart Baby Monitor
Potpourri Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Disposable Diaper Glove
iOnic
Silicone Fingertip Scrubber: Safely clean **impossible** burnt-on messes! Clean stove, pots, cookie sheets,any stubborn stain! #SPOTSV Video
Dry Erase Post-Its
QUIRKY VENDING MACHINE
Moiety
Vehicle Safe Box
All-in-one Toilet Brush
Portable Pull-Up Bar with Spot
Disc Storage w/ Keypad &amp; label
Potpourri Toilet Bowl Cleaner
My idea is a backpack with a locked compartment that you have a combo for. Also it has a part with a Velcro strap that you hold a bottle.
jjfmjd cbxkjjvnmv mvnbv vmnbmb
Kitchen CATT
Sink Sprayer Brush
Intelligent FM
"Picture Paw" - take easy pics
Switch
3D Shopp
Smart Coach-Punching Bag
Clampar
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Porkfolio with Bank cards
3D Shopp(er)
Portable Underdesk Shelves
Power Outlet with Slider
Suck dust from low areas
Red lite Green Lite Helmet
The Camp Site
collar for pet
Smart Toothbrush
wireless lamp
A case for the iPad that will open out to reveal a notebook, a pen and other things that might help with work.
LEMON CHERRY SPRITE BEVERAGE
Ultimate Frosty Mug
botas flotantes
Stop flying
I spy
clear plastic glass for window
Moonlight coolers
Re-usable tinted window cling/sticker/decal to darken electronic LED displays that shine too bright.
Circuit Beads
A cooler, with an illumination device built in, which is powered by a solar panel.
Live bookwriting
Litec
Hatch
Snap blade
The iphone lighter.... bassically a case with a lighter or some type of heating element attached. Whether it be fire or simple conduction.
Alignment tool
Removable inner pocket for your I-Pod. Attach I-Buddy with magnet or optional pin to metallic Quirky Insignia on the outside of any jacket.
Toothpaste Tablets
Totem
Hologram App (Holo)
Magic Spoon
toilet seat lifter
Ninu
Help!Tag
Infra-bot Extinguisher
Loop
Brace
3D Measuring Box
Rider
Broom Stopper
Flipside
Flair
Basin
Modular Ear Buds
Curvables
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Cush
Garage mat that beeps when you drive on it, warning you that car is in correct position. Self powered using car weight as energy source.
Grill skewer with a built in thermometer so the kabob always comes out perfect. Thermoelectric chip provides the power.
App enabled Jewelry box which alerts you when opened and sends you a picture of person that opened box.
Frying pan that warns you if overheated. How many times have you left a pan on the stove and forgot about it? Here is the solution.
Bowl will keep your dips and dishes cold while serving. The bottom and sides of bowl are filled with gel which when frozen keep food cold.
Grill skewer with a built in thermometer so the kabob always comes out perfect.
Olio
Ribbon
Mosaic
Quest
Duet
Boost
Temp Monitoring Grill Skewer
App Enabled Attic Fan
Bottle size wine cooler
Retractable extension cord
Mini smoke alarm with chime
Portable Touch Screen TV
Pixel
Silicone egg wrapper that protects egg and changes color indicating when an egg has finished cooking.
Safety Pivot Power - Top of outlet rotates shutting off access to outlet and rotates back to plug in. Keeps Pivot Power safe for children.
Swoop
Duo
Renew
Cubby
TURBO-PROPELLER
R-cade
Drive-up premium vending
Decorative TrashCan Liners
Footnote
Stem
Decorative Trash Can Liners
Groove Refills
EL Wire Fasteners
frutas deshidratadas
Tecnology nails
can't grip a door handle because of Arthritis or lack of strength(elderly)? Easily install the Easy Grip Handle w/Foot Pedal. Hands Full?
Medicus
Modular Device (Modular Lamp)
2-Liter Dispenser with Spike
Capster
Catch
No more dog toys under couch
Puzzle-style Whiteboard
Inflatable (travel) Whiteboard
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Chemex Jacket
Anti-theft "boom" device
Oven fire protector
S
Ther-mutt-stat
The Chirper
Tired of sandwiches with warm turkey and limp cheese that could be posing a health risk! Lunch box containers with a freezable ice pack lid!
Vibrating pillow pad that awakens the intended sleeper from slumber without any annoying sounds, avoiding waking others.
RFID locator bracelet with app capabilities for the iPhone, or iPad that can be used to track the location of a child or senior.
Parasol Toothbrush Holder
The Twister
Creative cupcake containers! Why not create popular shaped cupcake containers for baking and serving...stars, moon, football, heart, etc.
Cake Hands off
Telescoping Helping Hand
The Stencil
The Polelite
Snap-On HAIRSTYLING CADDY for towel bar: Appliances, styling products, combs/brushes, hair clips/bands/barrettes. HEAT-RESISTANT INTERIOR!
CHILDREN'S ICE CREAM MAKER - Musical push toy with 2-chambered canister for homemade ice cream. New take on Kick-the-Can Ice Cream!
Collapsible Dorm/Children's STUDY &amp; GAME TABLE. Storage Pockets, Cup Holders &amp; Outer Tray for cell phones, game pieces. Click 4 more
images.
Smart Fridge
Swing-Door Kitchen Trash Can with TRASH BAG STORAGE ON TOP. Easy-refill container on top of lid - just pull out liners through opening.
UFO Snack Bowl Set - Kids will love eating cereal/snacks/fruit from this alien space ship. Milk or fruit juice cup snaps into center.
CORDIES Line Extension - CLIP cords off the floor when VACUUMING, MOPPING or CLEANING BASEBOARDS. Clip to window sills, ledges,
drapes!
Collapsible STUDY & GAME TABLE with Cup Holders and Outer Tray. Store study materials or board games inside, and it fits under your bed.
The Automatic Pet Feeder
* Shake OR Bake SALT & PEPPER CELLARS - Save meal prep steps by measuring directly from salt & pepper shakers on your counter top!
Keep Veggies, Cold Cuts & Cheeses chilled! Individual FREEZABLE SECTIONS assemble onto bottom tray. Lock-down lid for easy transport.
Silicone Jelly Bath Mitt with HAIRLIKE PROJECTIONS. Gently exfoliates while it stimulates & massages skin. Doesn't harbor bacteria!
The NAPKIN BUTLER retrieves one single napkin at a time - no waste!
The Sunburst Fridge Magnet will hold recipes, business cards, To-Do lists and family memo notes.
Your Barcard
everywhere windturbine
solar auto backup camera
Solar Powered Phone
EasyClean Baby bibs
Ignite
GPS tracker for MacBooks n USB
Luxury Plated Iphone case
Reinvent the Bicycle
CLT Inspection Mirror
Vessel
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Chum Weight
Hotwheels Mechanix Life size
Multi Cord Extension Cord
RFID Dog collar alert system
Seamster
Silo
mind helper
Drip-Free Cones and Such
Insulated lunchbox including stack-able, containers, a neoprene water bottle holder and a dry erase board for messages and playing hangman
Key Ring Charger
Scoop
CO2ler
Digital alarm
'Big Kid' Premium Freezer Pops
College Lock Box
pahal
Tapt
Digital Fuelo-Meter
Loader
Smart Baseball
Cuboid
Invisible Photosensor Retrofit
Smart chair
HK AirDuct ConnectedHeadphones
Lawn Mower w Retractable Edger
Zigbee PIR Sensor
Cool Cases
OMNIPOTENT PROTRACTOR
Garbage maggot preventor
Self Covering Dog Bed
vrhh
Salsa Bowl
Photo Album Trivia!
NO SNOW SOLAR CONE WINDMILL!
Personal Floor Air Vent Duct!
A wiki for educating people #1
Handheld Book Cutter Page Detacher
FRIDGE PING PONG TABLE
Fish Tank Submarine Cam
The Fancy
GoPro GO
Dart Shooting RC boat
Golf Green Clean
Orbit
Save Your Wave
3d logic thinking toy
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MATTEL, kid's Toy Plus
Wireless Earphones
iPhone 4.0 Wallet and Case 2-in-1
iPhone 4.0 Wallet and Case 2-in-1
Chat race
Striker
App Enabled Fire Extinguisher
u and me ( u&m)
Controlled Wake-up light
Wetwatch
Electronic Business Card Dispenser. Love technology? Then this is for you.
PRESCRIPTION PILLS TIMER AND HOLDER.Programmable and elderly friendly, easy to use. Uses sound and flashing lights.
Side desk cup holder with an USB powered cup warmer 1- keep your work place spic-and-span. 2- enjoy your coffee or tea till the last sip.
9s-(sense)
Handsfree toothbrush
C-C
Showrinser..rinse your walls!
Hotel bathroom space maker
THE FLIPPER
Timed shower
Rotating Jars on the wall
Commercial Ninja
Muff Phones
USB Portable Micro Microwave
USB Portable Micro Microwave
Laser lawnmower
Maker
BeOne Drinking Vessel Yin Yang
Trinity
#SPOTSV-MAGNETIC LIGHTWEIGHT KITCHEN TIMER.Target logo inspired. Mount on refrigerator. Always handy with big numbers. Modern design.
UNDER DESK SLIDING CUP HOLDER. NO MORE WET ACCIDENTS ON YOUR DESK.JUST SLIDE IT WHEN YOU NEED IT. CAN BE USE TO
STORAGE SMALL ITEMS.
Hanging paper clip with telescopic wall holder. Organize your working documents off the desk while you work. RESUBMIT 309 VOTES.
Right Angled Electric Concent
Standalone 'phones.
BATHROOM MAT WITH WEIGH SCALE.Just step on the mat and you will see your weight with large illuminated numbers. Easy and convenient.
Poppy Pen
UNDER THE BED STORAGE BIN. No more shoes on the floor. Swivel bin made it easy. Great for rooms with limited space. Very useful.
Dog poop collector using plastic grocery bags. Portable and easy to use. Will never have to have contact with the poop.
Convenient I-Phone Waist Carry Pouch With 3 Modes.Easy and useful. Pull out your phone and it will rotate to an horizontal position.
Refrigerator bottled water and soda cans storage/dispenser with sliding acrylic top shelf. Holds 24 bottles. Rear tray slides to front.
lego keychain. simple block but acts like a calander by allowing the user to write on the blocks dates and appointments.
REDESIGNED COLLAPSIBLE SLIDING DISH DRAINER WITH GLASS AND UTENCILS INDEPENDENT DRAINERS. A modern dish drainer that
complements your deco.
COOLER with Portable A.C., cushion seat and table ad-on. Ideal for those outdoor activities during hot weather.Imagine cold air in your face
Modern Desk Organizer. Different and Stylish. Your desktop essentials organized and handy in a different way.
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This is a Children Chair, sorry, this is a Children Desk, well, is both. If your child needs a chair, then is a chair, but can be a desk too
Shot Master
Freewheel
Partage d'Espace
Aros
Hydro Hands
Music Playback Bicycle Grip
Haul
Pawcet
Unhampered
Poise
Plug Hub
Leveler
Contort
Contour
Shower Station
Ember
Sudsi
Thor
Lumi
Nukit
Mantis
Isolator
Bobble Bone
Cliplets
Pedal Powered Battery
Pixies
Flexible Peeler
CitriPour
Zeus
Bonfi
Cable Collar
Nova
Plug Power
Courier
Refresh
Levee
Signal
Sockets
Port Power
Props
Medicine Dropper
Compresso
Clippy
ColorStack
Float
All-In-One Travel Power
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Flip
FlatLock
Pilot
Portal
Flavinator
Vivo
Stronghold
Nozz
Compact table design to maximize space and easy storing. Perfectly portable. Just pull-up, rotate, open and you got yourself a table!
Vector
SwitchVac
Wall Mounted Styling Iron
DataLake
Shakeups
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